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                                             Part – 1. 

                            Introduction  to Jumbling  theory   

The words of different languages with the same  meaning  have common  
consonants  which are  differently  placed in a  given word  ;  by  jumbling the 
letters of a given  word of any  language  a Tamil  word   or any  other  word  of a   
related  language  can  be arrived  ; The  letters  of a  given word are  delebrately  
jumbled  and so  the  right  placement  of the letters is needed . 

To read the  words of   various  world  languages in to Tamil   words   , the 
following   formula  or sooththiram  can be  useful.  

 1. Consonant letters  of a  given word can  be read  in reverse order  .    

  Example ;  luna [Latin]  has the consonants- la –an- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nila  -moon.  

leg [E] has the consonants –la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal – leg.  

reach [ E]  has  the onsonants-  Ra- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  saeru -  
reach . 

dam [E]  has the consonants  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  madai –
dam . 

 

2. while  interpretating  the words  add the  letters ‘an’ [  na / naa  / ne/ nee  / nae 
/  naei  /  nu /  noo -]     and    ‘ma’   [ m  – ma / maa / me/  mee  / mae /  maae / 
mu  /  moo - ]   routinely   and  delete them occasionally . 

Example ;  
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  deletion  of  the  consonant  letter – ‘ma’ .  

 room[E]  has the consonants -Ra – [ - ma ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  arai –
room [  deletion  of  the  letter – ‘ma ‘  [ m  – ma / maa /  me  / mee/  mae / maae  
/ mu  /moo  - ]   . 

room [E]   has the consonants -Ra - ma - and the  other  interpretation  of the 
word is  muri  [ Malayalam  ]  -room . 

 man [E]   has the consonants -  [-ma-]  -an   -and the  original Tamil  word is  aan -  
man  /male . 

monkey [E] has the  consonants-  [-ma-]-  an - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaanakan -  one from the forest  ;  kaanakam/ kaanam - forest . 

mill  [E]  has the consonants -  [-ma-]  -la   -and the  original Tamil  word is  aalai- 
mill . 

 

 addition  of the  letter ‘ma’  

king[E]   has the consonants-  ka- an –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  koa   
makan – king. 

heaven [ E]   has the consonants -ka  - va- an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaanakam – heaven . 

lake[ E] [Greek – lakkos ]  has the consonants  -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kulam- lake.  

 

addition  of the  consonant  – ‘an ’   

pseudo [E]   has the   consonants – pa- [ -sa-] -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
poeiyaanthu – pseudo . 

deletion  of  the  consonant  – ‘an ’  
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 noise  has the consonants – [-an-] –sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  oasai – 
noise/ ochchai [Malayalam] . 

nil has the consonants – [-an-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  illai- nil.  

month  has the consonants -ma– [-an-]  -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maatham – month . 

 

 3.  we can add  consonants  like  -sa  [s-  sa  ,  see ,  chae,  choo  ;  chai   ,  Ra [R --   
Ra  /  Raa  / Ree   /Roo /  Rae/ Rai  ] .   ka  [k  --  ka  / kaa-   koo /   kee/   kae,  kai / 
kow ]  ,  pa [ p – pa/ paa/  pee / poo  / pai   ]  , the [ t   -  the   /thaa / thu   /thoo  / 
thee / thae  / thaei  / da   /di    doo /  dee  / dae  /daei  ]  and  la  [l  -  la / laa / lee/  
loo /  lae  / lai / ]  whenever  necessary .  The  consonant  –‘ra’  is  written  in bold  
font  as  ‘Ra ‘ signifies the sun.  The  missed  consonants  are  ‘pass letters’  
without   which  we can not   interpretate  the words ;  These consonants   have 
been  deliberately  missed in  many  words  in search  of new words  . 

 

4. The  letters ‘ t’ and  ‘d’ are considered  as  one ;  letter ‘q’ is read as’ k’ ;  the  
letter  ‘x’  is read as  k + sa ;  the  letter  ‘ha’  is  read  mostly  as  ‘k’[ hurry / heaven 
/ hut ]  and  also  as ‘aa’  ;  letter ‘ f’ is read  as ‘p’ ; it  is also  difficult to 
differenciate  between  the  the vowel  ‘u’   and  the consonant  ‘va’  

Example;   

 

 5.   we have to use the vowels  a,  e,  i  ,o ,  u   routinely . 

 deity [E]   has a  consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aaththaa- 
mother oddess .  

  fault[ E]   has the consonants  -pa  -la- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pazhuthu  -fault.  
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mummy [E]  has  a  consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  ammai  
/amma .  

 leak [E]  has the consonants - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ozhuka- to  
leak . 

go [E] has a   consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   yaeku  -go . 

 

6.The   significance of the  letters- pa -and -sa   has to be understood ;  if there are  
‘pa’  and  ‘ sa’  letters in Tamil  ,  these letters  are  mosly  missed in  other 
languages  ;  the letters  ‘pa’  and   ‘sa’  of various  languages  have  to  be  deleted  
mostly while  interpretating into Tamil  and not always ;  when there are  two ‘pa’ 
–letters  in a given word   it could  be a  clue to use  the  consonant  letter ‘sa’  and 
vice versa .   

Example;  

 deletion  of  the  letter   ‘pa’   

gift [E]  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-] -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kodai – gift . 

 professor [E]   has the consonants -pa –Ra-  [-pa-]  - sa -Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paer aasiriyar – professor  ;  delete   one  ‘pa’ letter  and retain 
another  ‘pa’ and also  the consonant  ‘sa’   . 

deletion  of  the  letter   ‘sa’   

prostitute [E]   has the consonants  pa –Ra- [-sa -]-the -  and the original Tamil  
word is   paraththai  - prostitute .    

deletion  of  the  consonants  ‘ pa’ -and ‘sa’   

psyche [Greek]  has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is akam – soul / mind . 

addition  of the  consonant - ‘sa’- in Tamil  word . 
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do [E]  has a  consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is seithidu [ - sa- the -] 
–  do . 

 

7.  The  letters- pa -and  -sa - can be  omitted  and not the other  consonants   like  
sa  ,   Ra  ,   ka  ,  pa  ,   the  ,   la   including  the consonants   ‘an’ and  ‘ma ‘. 

 

8.  when  a  same   consonant   occurs   consecutively   twice or more  ,then the  
letters  have  to be considerd  as  a single one ;  a single consonant  letter  can be 
read more than once  . 

 Example ;  

rare  [E]  has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  ariya – rare . 

 poor[E]   has the consonants-  pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  paraari  -
poor . 

 mania [ mental  disease] has the consonants –ma- an -and the  original Tamil  
word is   mana   noaei -  mental  disease; manam- mind; noaei –disease .  in this  
word ‘ mania’  the single  consonant  letter ‘an’  is  read more than once . 

 lady [E]   has the consonants  - la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thallai- 
lady / woman . 

parliament  [French / Latin]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra -  la – ma-  an- the – and 
the  original Tamil  word is paar  aalum   mandram – house of the world  ; paar- 
world; aalum –ruling;   mandarm – house  /assembly . 

parliament  [French / Latin]   has the consonants  -[ -pa-] - Ra -  la – ma-  an- the – 
and the  original Tamil  word is naadu  aalum  mandarm   -state house; naadu –
state  
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9..The most  important  clue is  that   the  letter-  ‘ka’[  k]  can be read as  ‘va’  [v]    
and vice versa   ;  ka   =  va;  va =ka  . 

 Example ;  

  sooththiram - va= ka.   

wood [E]   has the consonants - va  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kattai – 
wood .    

wood [E]   has the consonants - va  -the -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  vadi  [Malayaalam ] -wood /stick .  

liver[E]   has the consonants- la – va- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is kal -eeral 
– liver .   

 vision [E]   has the consonants-  va – [ -sa-]  -an and the  original Tamil  word is 
noakkam  -aim .  

vision [E]   has the consonants-  va – [ -sa-]  -an and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanavu -   dream . 

 

  sooththiram/ formula  - k= va . 

cut [E]   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vettu – cut.  

god[ E]   has the consonants  -ka- the-  and the    original Tamil  word is  aandavan  
-god.  

god[ E]   has the consonants  -ka- the-  and the    original Tamil  word is   thaeivam 
– god; thee vadivam- fire form ; thee- fire; vadivam- form . 
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                         Jumbling  theory  - an orientation  

A.  Egyptian words  and Tamil  

 

Ref;  Egyptian  hieroglyphic  Dictionary  by Sir  E. A . wallis  Budge  

        Dictionary  of Middle Egyptian  by Paul Dickson . 

 

*khet [ hall / chamber ]  has the consonants – ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil 
word is  koodam-  hall  ; avai  koodam- assembly hall  ;  avai- assembly .  

 *khata  [ farm land] has the consonants – ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil word is   
kaadu- farm land . 

 khata  [ farm land] has the consonants – ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil word is   
kamppaththam [ missing  letter- pa-]-  agricultural land . 

 khata  [ farm land ] has the consonants – ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil word is   
vattai  / kaeththu  / koattam -  field.  

khata  [ farm land] has the consonants – ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil word is   
paththu-k-kaadu  -field . 

kait [ measured quantity ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil   
word is  kanakkittathu -  measured . 

khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  
Tamil   word is  kaetham  / thukkam / thuyakku  /  thavankkam - sorrow.  

 khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  
Tamil   word is  kothippu   [ missing  letter- pa-]- –sorrow . 

khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  
Tamil   word is  vaethanai- pain ; kaandu matham- pain  ; thoathakam- pain . 
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khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  
Tamil   word is  noa-k-kaadu –pain . 

khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  
Tamil   word is  thee vinai- misfortune ; theemai- evil  ; vinai –action . 

khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  
Tamil   word is  theenkku-  misfortune.  

 khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  
Tamil   word is kadampu / vipaththu [missing  letter- pa-]- misfortune/ accident  . 

khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   ava kadam [Skt]  - misfortune . 

 *khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  
original  Tamil   word is kaedu  / kattam-  misfortune.  

 khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  
Tamil   word is Thavu- vai-  goddesss of misfortune  ;  Moo Dhaevi [Skt] . 

*khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  
original  Tamil   word is    kuththa-   kudaiya – painful . 

 khat [ sorrow / pain  / misfortune ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  
Tamil   word is   kaduppu [ missing  letter- pa-]- pain . 

khat  [ place  for weighing things ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  
Tamil   word is thookki edai kanakkidum  idam – place for weighing ; thookku-lift; 
edai –weight ; kankkau- measurement  ; idam- place . 

*khat  [ stroke / blow ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil   
word is   kuththuka   /   kai- kuththu – hand  blow  ; kai- hand  . 

khat  [ stroke / blow ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  thaakku  - strike.  
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khat  [ stroke / blow ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  uthaikka- kick . 

khat  [ stroke / blow ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  moththuka/ moathuka  – hit  

khat  [ stroke / blow ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  adikka   - beat . 

khat  [ stroke / blow ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  kottuka – pat . 

khat  [ stroke / blow ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  thadavuka  /  thadavi  kodukka   – to stroke / fondle  

khat  [ stroke / blow ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  uoothuka- to blow  [ the horn ] . 

*khatt  [ dead body ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil   word  
is  kattai- dead body  / wood [ allegory ] . 

khat [ diadem / crown / head cloth ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  
original  Tamil   word   is makudam- crown; kudumi-  crown  . 

 khat [ diadem / crown / head cloth ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  
original  Tamil  word is maththakam / mukadu - head/ crown  

khat [ diadem / crown / head cloth ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  
original  Tamil   word  is  mukkaadu-  head cloth   -for women . 

 diadem[E]   has the consonants - the - ma - and the  original  Tamil   word  is  
pattam  [ missing  leter- pa-] - diadem   . 

 diadem[E]   has the consonants - the - ma - and the  original  Tamil   word  is  
mani  mudi- crown/ diadem ;  mani- jem ; mudi- top .  

khaair [ excrement ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil   word  is  
karai- dirt  ; avakkaram [Skt]. 
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 khaa [ peasant ]  has a consonant- ka- and the  original  Tamil   word  is  kamaan- 
farmer.    

 *kha  [ substance of the body ] has a consonant- ka- and the  original  Tamil   
word  is  yaakkai-  body; kaayam . 

 kha [ account ] has a consonant- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  kanakku  -
accounts ; ennuka- to count . 

*khait [ slain / slaughter / massacre /ruin ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  
original  Tamil  word is   kaatham / vathaikka - slaughter ; kaathu –kill/ cut . 

*khait [ slain / slaughter / massacre /ruin ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  
original  Tamil  word is   kaedu –ruin  ; kutha-k-kaedu ;  thattu-k-kaedu    .  

khait [ slain / slaughter / massacre /ruin ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  
original  Tamil  word is   saakkaadu  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  ruin.  

khait [ slain / slaughter / massacre /ruin ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the  
original  Tamil  word is   madivu / vatku – ruin.  

khait [ slain / slaughter / massacre /ruin ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the 
other interpretation  of the word is  hatham [Skt] – ruin.  

khaut  [ hide  /skin ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the original  Tamil  word is 
thuvakku / vadakam  / thukku /  kiduku  - skin ; root word is mooduka- to cover . 

khaut  [ hide  /skin ] has the consonants– ka-- the- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  hide [ E] .  

 khet  [ burning  incense]  has the consonants– ka-- the- and the original  Tamil  
word is   uoothu vaththi- incense . 

khabt [ neck ] has the consonants– ka—[-pa-] -  the- and the original  Tamil  word 
is  kandam- neck ;  root word is odukkam/ odunkkiya – narrow.  

*khabt [ fraud / deceit ] has the consonants– ka -pa-  the- and the original  Tamil  
word is  kapadam   -fraud  . 
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khabt [ fraud / deceit ] has the consonants– ka- [-pa-] -  the- and the original  
Tamil  word is   kavadu  /  koodakam  /  kundakkam / koathaattu / thekidi / 
thoathakam  / koodam / thakaa – fraud . 

khabb [ to bow oneself  ] has the consonants–  ka --pa- and the original  Tamil  
word is  kuni  ;  kai kooppi  vanankku -   to bow down keeping the hands together ;  
kai- hand;   vanankku –worship ; kuni- to bend down .  

khamm [  heat /  fire / hot / fever ] has the consonants–  ka – ma-  and the original  
Tamil  word   is  kaamam-  heat  /  sexual heat . 

khamm [  heat /  fire / hot / fever ] has the consonants–  ka – ma-  and the original  
Tamil  word   is  kanam-   kind of  fever in children .  

khamm [  heat /  fire / hot / fever ] has the consonants–  ka – ma-  and the original  
Tamil  word is  veppam  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  heat / fever .  

khamm [  heat /  fire / hot / fever ] has the consonants–  ka – ma-  and the original  
Tamil  word is  vaekam-  heat. 

 khamm [  heat /  fire / hot / fever ] has the consonants–  ka – ma-  and the 
original  Tamil  word is  kavanam- heat  . 

 khamm [  heat /  fire / hot / fever ] has the consonants–  ka – ma-  and the 
original  Tamil  word is  vaanam-  fire.   

*khamm [  heat /  fire / hot / fever ] has the consonants–  ka – ma-  and the 
original  Tamil  word is  ukkam- fire.  

khamm [  heat /  fire / hot / fever ] has the consonants–  ka – ma-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is paavakam [ missing  letter- pa-] –fire.  

khar[ food / fodder ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is 
vaai  -urai  -food; vaai- mouth  ;  erai –food . 

 khar[ food / fodder ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is 
mirku – food.  
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 khar[ food / fodder ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is 
pukar  [ missing  letter- pa-] – food . 

 khar[ food / fodder ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is aakaaram- food  as  taken by  hand  . 

 khar [ to fly] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is   paravai  
parakka  [missing  letter- pa-] – to fly ;  parakka- to fly; paravai- bird ; paranthidu / 
paainthiduthar = bird .  

 khar [ village/ street] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is 
kurichchci  / koasaram [ missing  letter- sa-]-  village . 

khar [ village/ street] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is 
kurumpu  [ missing  letter- pa-] – village.  

khar [ village/ street] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is 
erukkai -   village ;  erukka-  to reside /stay . 

khar [ village/ street] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  giramaa  [Skt]  -village.  

khar [ village/ street] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is 
siraku [ missing  letter- sa-]  street .  

khar [ village/ street] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  word is 
maruku-  street . 

 khara   [to weave / garment] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  
word is nesavu  murai [ missing  letter- sa-]  - weaving . 

 khara   [to weave / garment] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  
word is kaarukam- weaving . 

*khara   [to weave / garment] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  
word is koorai-   garment /cloth.  
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khara   [to weave / garment] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  
word is aruvai-  garment .  

 khara   [to weave / garment] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original  Tamil  
word is aavarnam-  garment .  

khari [ to descend ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
erankku-   descend ; yaeruku –to ascend  . 

 khari [ weaver / workman ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  kaarukar- weaver . 

 khari [ weaver / workman ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  neivoar-  weaver  

khari [ weaver / workman ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  kammiyar-  worker / weaver .  

 khari [ weaver / workman ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  vinaignar –worker.  

 khara  [ thong / strap ]  has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word 
is  uraivai  erukku  kayiru -  leather rope ; urivai- leather; kayeiru –rope   ;erukku –
to make tight .  

khara  [ thong / strap ]  has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  interpretation  of the 
word is  vaar-  thong.  

 khari  [destroy  /spoil ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word  
is arukku/ erukku  –destroy . 

khari  [destroy  /spoil ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  other interpretation  
of the word is  sankarikka  [ missing  letter –sa-]- destroy.  

 *khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original 
Tamil  word   is  karu- child/ embryo .  
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 khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original 
Tamil  word   is  murukan  / muruku – youth / tender age .  

khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original 
Tamil  word   is  puruvai [ missing  letter- pa-]- youth . 

khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original 
Tamil  word  is  kumaran- young boy  . 

khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original 
Tamil  word  is  kumari- young girl. 

khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original 
Tamil  word  is  siruvan   [ missing  letter- sa-] - little boy .  

khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original 
Tamil  word  is  serukkan  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  young boy.    

khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original 
Tamil  word  is  serukki [ missing  letter- sa-] -  young girl . 

khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original 
Tamil  word  is  kin-k-karan- servant . 

 khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original 
Tamil  word  is  seikai kaaran-[ missing  letter- sa-]  servant ;  seika- do  . 

 khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   navukkar- servant . 

khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  original 
Tamil  word  is  pani-k-kaaran [ missing  letter- pa-]   -servant   ; pani- job.    

khar  [  child  / youth /  servant ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   pari saarakan [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-]-  
servant . 
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 khari  [ widower] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the original Tamil  word  is  
ondri-k-karan [missing  letter- the-] widower.  

 khari  [ widower] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and  the interpretation  of the word 
is   vithuran  [Skt]  -widower.   

 widower[ E]    has the consonants  - va –the-  Ra- and  the interpretation  of the 
word  vithuran  / ondrikkaaran  -widower  ; widow –withavai [Skt] .  

kharrt  [waste ground ] has the consonants  - ka -Ra  –the-  and the original Tamil  
word  is   kattaanthari-  rocky  ground ;tharai- floor/ ground  .   

 *khatru [ ichneumon] has the consonants  - ka  –the- Ra  - and the original Tamil   
word is  kaaththiram-  mungoose / ichneumon . 

kaari [ boat ] has the consonants  - ka - Ra  - and the original Tamil   word is  mara- 
k- kovai –boat ; ikuri- boat . 

kaari [ boat ] has the consonants  - ka - Ra  - and the original Tamil   word is   kai 
parisu   / paarakam  [ missing  letter- pa-]- boat .  

 khatha   [ a refuge / place of  protection ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the 
original Tamil  word is  adaivu -  refuge.  

 khatha   [ a refuge / place of  protection ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the 
original Tamil  word is  othukkidam - refuge. 

  khatha   [ a refuge / place of  protection ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the 
original Tamil  word is  poakkadi / poakkidam  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  refuge. 

 khatha   [ a refuge / place of  protection ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the 
original Tamil  word is  thikku  -  refuge. 

khatha   [ a refuge / place of  protection ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the 
original Tamil  word is  vidayam -  refuge. 

 khat   [   tired / exhausted  ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil  
word is  vidaaippu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -tired . 
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*khat   [   tired / exhausted  ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil  
word is  kaththu   /  kaetham   - weariness .   

khat   [   tired / exhausted  ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil  
word is  sadaivu  [missing  letter- sa-]   -  weariness ; asathiyaaka  . 

khat   [   tired / exhausted  ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil  
word is  thakai /  thakaivu  - weariness . 

 khat   [   tired / exhausted  ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil  
word is  vidaai – weariness ;  vithanam  . 

khat   [   tired / exhausted  ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil  
word is  vaettai -  weariness. 

 khat   [   tired / exhausted  ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil  
word is  thookkam-  weariness/ sleep.  

 khat   [   tired / exhausted  ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil  
word is  thavikka  - weariness. 

khat   [   tired / exhausted  ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil  
word is  vadavu /  vathakkam  /  vaattam- fatigue.  

*khat   [   tired / exhausted  ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil  
word is  kadai- fatigue.  

khat   [ necropolis  of Denderah  ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original 
Tamil   word is   idu kaadu -  grave yard . 

khastiu  [ the four  great  tribes of Sudan ] has the consonants  - ka - sa- –the -and 
the   original Tamil   word is   maatchchimai   mikka  naanku   koottam  /   naanku  
thokuthi   /   naanku  mooththa  kudi  inam  - aathi vaasi  [Skt ] -     four great  
tribes    ; naanku-  4; maatchchimai-   highness;     koottam- group;    mooththa  
kudi -  tribes ;  mooththa--   senior / elder;  kudi –family;   inam- race . 
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  khast   [ northern /  southern  / western  -foreign  lands  ] has the consonants  - 
ka – [-sa-] - –the -and the   original  Tamil   word is  thennakam- southern land ;  
then –south; thekkanam  . 

  khast   [ northern /  southern  / western  -foreign  lands  ] has the consonants  - 
ka – [-sa-] - –the -and the   original  Tamil   word is  vada naadu  - northern land ; 
vadakku/ uthakku / mathi  thikku  - north; naadu-  state; thikku –direction ; mathi- 
intelligence.   

  khast   [ northern /  southern  / western  -foreign  lands  ] has the consonants  - 
ka – [-sa-] - –the -and the   original  Tamil   word is  maekkaththiya  naadu  -
western land ;  maekku  /maerkku –west   ; naadu- state .  

khat [ bread]   has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil   word is 
vethuppi  [ missing  letter- pa-] – food  prepared from  a dough .  

khat [ bread]   has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil   word is 
anndakai- bread / pastries / cake .  

khait  [ a goddess ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil   word is 
kaaththaayee-  the protector  goddess  ; kaaththidu –to protect  . 

khait  [ a goddess ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil   word is 
thaeiva thaai /daevathai– mother goddess /angel ; thaeivam- god; thaai –mother . 

khait  [ a goddess ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  goddess [E]  [missing letter- sa-]  

khait  [ a goddess ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  daevi [Skt]  -goddess. 

 khaatau  [ a god ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil   word is 
kaaththaan  -the protector . 

 khaatau  [ a god ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil   word is 
kudi  thaeivam -  family  god ; kudi- family ; theivam- god. 
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 khaatau  [ a god ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil   word is 
vakuththaan   -god -the giver ; vaku –divide .  

 khaatau  [ a god ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil   word is 
Kooththan/ koothaadi –Siva the dancer  ;  kooththu –kit  / play ; aadu –dance.  

khaatau  [ a god ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil   word is 
aandavan – god  /  the ruler  ; a andidu –to rule . 

khaatau  [ a god ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil   word is 
thaeivam  / thee   vadivam  ; god  - in fire form  ;  thee- fire;  vadivam- form . 

khaatau  [ a god ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the other interpretation  of 
word is god [E] . 

khaatau  [ a god ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the other interpretation  of 
word is daevaa [Skt] – god.  

khaatau  [ a god ] has the consonants  - ka  –the -and the original Tamil   word is 
akandan – god – undivided whole  . 

  khaut  [  fishermen ] has the consonants – ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   kae -vaedan – fisherman. 

khaut  [  fishermen ] has the consonants – ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is    pattinavan [ missing  letter- pa-]  - fishermen. 

khaut  [  fishermen ] has the consonants – ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   sem-padavan [ missing  letters- pa –and- sa-] - fishermen. 

khaut  [  fishermen ] has the consonants – ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   meen pidippavan [ missing  letter- pa-]  - fisherman; meen- fish ; pidi- catch; 
pidippavan- one who  catches . 

khar   [  incense /  unguent ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  
word is  narumana  pukai   [ missing  letter- pa-] -  incense ; narumanam- aroma . 
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khar   [  incense /  unguent ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  virai- incense. 

khar   [  incense /  unguent ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  
word is  koadaram  [ missing  letter- the-] – unguent . 

 khar [   anger / rage ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  moorkkam – rage; ukkiram; kavaram ; moakaram  .   

khar [   anger / rage ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  rage [E] .   

khar [   anger / rage ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  akankkaaram- anger . 

khar [   anger / rage ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  anger [E] .  

khar [   anger / rage ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  aakkuroasam [ missing  letter- sa-]-anger.   

khar [   anger / rage ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  kanarchchi [ missing  letter- sa-]-  anger . 

khar [   anger / rage ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  erivu / karuvu / marku / vayiram / vayiraakkiyam / vaeram / veri – anger.  

khar [   anger / rage ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  karuppu [ missing  letter- pa-] —anger.  

 khart [ slaughtering  knife ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  
word is vettu aruvaa  - slaughtering  knife/ sickle . 

 khart [ slaughtering  knife ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  
word is kuththu koadaari – dagger . 

khart [ slaughtering  knife ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  
word is tharaankkam  - sword . 
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khart [ slaughtering  knife ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  
word is uri-kaththi -  paring  knife; kaththi- knife.  

khart [ slaughtering  knife ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  
word is urai- k- kathhti- case knife; urai-  case . 

 khart [ slaughtering  knife ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  
word is soori -k -kaththi [ missing  letter- sa-]- a small knife . 

 khart [ slaughtering  knife ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  
word is eru  thaarai- k- kaththi- two edged  knife   ; eru -2 .  

khart [ slaughtering  knife ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  
word is erattai - k -kaththi -  double bladed knife  ; erattai –double.  

 khi [ because ] has a consonant  - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aakavae- 
because  . 

 khinua  [ a kind of beer ] has  the  consonants  - ka-an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   konkku – toddy .  

 khita   [  rage  / fury / wrath ] has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is kadum  sinam [ missing  letter- sa-] -  severe anger ;  kadumai –severe;  
sinam –anger .  

 *khita   [  rage  / fury / wrath ] has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is kaattam/ kaandu /  koatham   –anger.  

 khita   [  rage  / fury / wrath ] has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is adankkaa  koavam – uncontrollable anger ; koavam- anger  . 

khita   [  rage  / fury / wrath ] has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is kothippu/  kaduppu  [ missing  letter- pa-] –anger /rage ; koapa thaapam . 

khita   [  rage  / fury / wrath ] has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is koava mikuthi / mikuntha koavam – excess anger ; mikuthi -excess. 
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khita   [  rage  / fury / wrath ] has the consonants – ka- the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kaenthi / konthu  - wrath.  

khita   [  rage  / fury / wrath ] has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is kathavu  / kadumai  -wrath . 

 khi [ sky / heaven ] has a consonant  - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   vaan  / 
vinn – sky ; vaanakam  /vinnakam- heaven ; viyan. 

*khi [ sky / heaven ] has a consonant  - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koa- 
heaven . 

khi [ sky / heaven ] has a consonant  - ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   aakaayam  - sky.  

khi [ sky / heaven ] has a consonant  - ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   aakash [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] – sky; kaasam .  

khi [ sky / heaven ] has a consonant  - ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sky [ E ] [ missing  letter- sa-] . 

khi [ sky / heaven ] has a consonant  - ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is heaven [E]  . 

khi [ sky / heaven ] has a consonant  - ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  anankkam /  kakanam / makam  - sky.  

 khit [sky / heaven ]  has the consonants – ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   veedu / vaan naadu   – heaven / house  ; vaan –sky . 

khit [sky / heaven ]  has the consonants – ka-- the- and the other interpretation  
of the word is  vittu / vinndu  / thukkam  – sky . 

 *khera [ garment ] has the consonants - ka -  Ra-- and the original Tamil word  is      
koorai- garment  ;  aavarnam ;  aruvai ;  karuvi  .  

kherti [  mason ]  has the consonants - ka -  Ra- the- and the original Tamil word  is   
kattidam kattukira  koththanaar - mason  ; kattidam- building; kattu –to build. . 
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 *khen  [ a well ] has the consonants - ka -  an-  and the original Tamil word  is       
khaeni – a well . 

kheni  [ approach ] has the consonants - ka -  an-  and the original Tamil word  is    
anuku- approach . 

 khent [ panegyric ] has the consonants - ka -  an-  -the- and the original Tamil  
word  is vanthi  paadam [ missing  letter- pa-]  - panegyric ; thuthikka  vaendum- 
to praise . 

khest  [ lake ] has the consonants - ka - [-sa -] -the- and the original Tamil  word  is        
kuttai – lake  ; kidankku / kundu .  

khest  [ lake ] has the consonants - ka - [-sa -] -the- and the original Tamil  word  is        
thadaakam- pond.   

  khast [ body  defect ] has the consonants - ka - [-sa -] -the- and the original Tamil  
word  is   kuththam / kaedu / koththai /kadavai / koathu  -defect. 

khast [ body  defect ] has the consonants - ka - [-sa -] -the- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  avaththiyam-   defect . 

 khasti  [ lock  of hair  of Osiris  ] has the consonants - ka - [-sa -] -the- and the  
original Tamil  word  is  kudumi –  tuft of hair over the top  of head  -for men  ; 
kondai-  for women . 

 khamt  [ nostrils] has the consonants - ka – ma- -the- and the  original Tamil  
word  is   mookku  oaatai – nostril ; - mookku –nose;  oaattai –hole . 

 khas  [ eye lid ] has the consonants - ka - [ -sa -] - and the original Tamil  word  is      
kann  imai   - eye  lid  ; kann- eye ;  imai- eye lid .  

  khat  [  shower  /  tempest ] has the consonants – ka-  the- - and the original 
Tamil  word  is  kodun-k-kaaththu-  tempest ; kaaththu-  wind .. 

khat  [  sower  /  tempest ] has the consonants – ka-  the- - and the original Tamil  
word  is  vaan kodai  - gift of the sky  -rain ;  vaan –sky; kodai –gift.  
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 khaamu  [ homage ] has the consonants - ka -  ma-  - and the original Tamil  word  
is   vanakkam   - homage.  

homage [ E]   has the consonants - - ka -  ma-  - and the original Tamil  word   is  
vanakkam- homage.  

 khat [ mines ] has the consonants - - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word   is    
kanima kidankku / kundu -  mines  ; kanimam- minerals ; kundam - pit .  

khat   [ dung  ] has the consonants - - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word   is - 
vittai – dung ;   kattam . 

* khaait  [ house] ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word  is    
kudi  / veedu / koodam / kottam / ida vakai  ;   thankkum  idam / kidakkum idam ; 
thankka- stay; idam- place; kidakka- sleep  ; vaattiyam ; vaadi .  

khaait  [ house] ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is nikaethanam- house.  

 khat  [  a man ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word  is  
aadavan- man . 

  khat [ assembly ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word is 
avai  koodam  - assembly  hall  ;  avai- assembly  ; koodam- hall ;  koottam  
nadakkum  idam / kootttam   koodum  idam ; koottam- meeting ; idam- place ; 
kooda- to assemble . 

 khat [ lie prostrate ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word 
is   thanndaniduka- lie prostrate. 

khat [ lie prostrate ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word 
is   mudi  theettuka  - lie prostrate. 

khat [ lie prostrate ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word 
is   nedun- jaan kidaiyaaka  kidakka [ missing  letter- sa-]- lie prostrate. 

 khat [ lie prostrate ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word 
is   padinthu  kidakka [ missing  letter- pa-] - 
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 khat  [ corps  of soldiers ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  
word   Vanniya  koottam-  army  ;  Vanniyan- soldier  ; koottam-  group . 

*khat  [ corps  of soldiers ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  
word   kadakam-  army  . 

 khat  [ corps  of soldiers ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  
word   thaakku- army .   

  khat  [  first generation ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  
word is  mutha  kudi   mooththa kudi   / mutha aakkam – first generation; mutha- 
first ;  mooththa- elder ; aakkam-  generataion; kudi –family / clan. 

*khat   [  body ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
kattai- body / wood .   

khat   [  body ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
vadivam- body/ shape.  

khat   [  body ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
udakku-  body .  

khat   [  body ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
thuvakku- body .  

khat   [  body ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
vittam- body . 

 khat   [  body ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
kottu – body  . 

khat   [ body ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thaekam  [Skt] – body . 

  khat [  house of stars ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  
word is   vin meen koottam -  group of stars   ; vin meen  veedu- star  house  ; vin 
meen- sky  fish;  meen- fish /star; vinn- sky ; veedu- house;  koottam-  group.  
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khetemu [ ornaments  of the crown ] has the consonants  - ka – the – ma-  - and 
the original Tamil  word is  mani  makudam- crown  ; mani-  jem; makudam- 
crown . 

 *khat   [ dead body ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word 
is   kattai- dead body  /wood.  

 khatt  [ the land of the dead  / grave]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the 
original Tamil  word   idu kaadu-  grave yard.  

   *khat  [ temple] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
koattam- temple.  

 kheta   [ rectangular plot of land ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the 
original Tamil  word is veettu manai -  house  plot  ;  veedu- house  ; manai-  
empty  land /house  .  

 kheteb  [  to punish ]  has the consonants  - ka – the-  [  -pa-] - and the original 
Tamil  word is  thandikka- to punish ; kanndikka . 

 khet  [ the stairs ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word is 
maadi  padi-k-kattu  [ missing  letter- pa-] -– up stairs ; padi –steps.  

khet [ a writing - cut in  stone or wood ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   theettuka- inscribe /draw.  

 *khet [ a writing - cut in  stone or wood ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   koththuka- engrave. 

 khet [ a writing - cut in  stone or wood ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   sethukku [ missing  letter- sa-] –engrave / carve . 

khet [ a writing - cut in  stone or wood ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  pathikka  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to write in stone  ; vettu . 

khet [ a writing - cut in  stone or wood ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  yaedu-aakkam-writing ; yaedu- book; aaakam- creation .  
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 khet  [ to penetrate  / pierce ]   has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original 
Tamil  word is   kuththu- penetrate. 

 khet  [ to penetrate  / pierce ]   has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  pukunththidu [ missing  letter- pa-] - penetrate.  

khet  [ to penetrate  / pierce ]   has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original 
Tamil  word is   kinndu / kudaiya - penetrate . 

khet  [ decree ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
vithi- decree.  

khet [ to  retreat ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and  the original Tamil  word is 
pin vaankkiduka  / pin kattu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- to withdraw  ; ven- nidu .   

khet [ to  retreat ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and  the original Tamil  word is 
othukkam- retreat . 

khet [ to  retreat ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the   other interpretation  
of the  word is   yaekaantham[Skt]   -retreat  /isolation  .  

 khet [ the  hinder part ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  
word is  kundi-   buttock ; kadi  thadam.    

khet [ the  hinder part ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil  
word is  muthuku  pakkam [ missing  letter- pa-]- back  side ; pakkam- side  .  

kheti  [ heap of grains] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil 
word is  thaaniyaththai   /thinai- yai kuviththidu –to heap the grain  ; thinai- millet; 
thaaniyam- grain ;  kuvikka-   to heap . 

 *khet  [ wood  / timber ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil 
word is  kattai -   wood .    

khet  [ wood  / timber ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the  other  
interpretation  of the  word is  vadi [ Malayalam ]  -wood.  
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 khet  thagu [ thagu wood] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil 
word is  thaekku  kattai- teak wood;  thagu- thaekku –teak ; kattai –wood.  

 khet  [ ship  wreck ]  has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original Tamil word 
is   kadaththu udaivu   -ship  wreck ;  kadaththu- boat; udaivu –break  . 

kherit [ to defeat ] has the consonants  - ka –  Ra- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is  thoarkka adikka  -to defeat.  

 khet  [ hills  planted with  trees ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the original 
Tamil word is  kuvadu   /kumidu  – hill   ;  kattai –wood.  

khat [ child] has the consonants  - ka – the  - and the- interpretation  of the word 
is  thoakam / vakantham- child ; kodukkan- son . 

 khatr[ over throw/ destroy ] has the consonants  - ka – the  -  Ra-  and the original 
Tamil word is thooki  erinthidu   - to over throw; thoarkka  adikka .  

*khatr[ over throw/ destroy ] has the consonants  - ka – the  - Ra- and the original 
Tamil word is  keduththar / erukkuthar/ kaattruthar–destroy .  

  khent [  vessel ] has the consonants  - ka –  an -the  - and the original Tamil word 
is  kundaaan- a vessel . 

 khenti [ to rise -  of the Nile] has the consonants  - ka –  an -the  - and the original 
Tamil word is ponkkida  [ missing  letter- pa-]- - to rise ; maen noakkida –to rise.   

 khenti [  southern land ] has the consonants  - ka –  an -the  - and the original 
Tamil word is  thennakam- southern land;  then –south ;  thekkanam . 

 khebt [ to dance  ] has the consonants  - ka –  [ -pa-] - -the  - and the original 
Tamil word is  kooththu aaadu  -to dance; aadu –to dance; kooththu-  play .  

 khebait   [dancing  girls] has the consonants  - ka –  [ -pa-] - -the  - and the original 
Tamil word is  koothtiya- dancer ;   kooththaadum  ponnu ; kooththu- kit/ play 
/dance  ; aadu –to dance  ; ponnu –female . 
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khut  [ evil ] has the consonants  - ka – -the  - and the original Tamil word is kaedu  
/   keduthi /  theenkku  / kaththam  -evil .  

khut  [ evil ] has the consonants  - ka – -the  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  avaththam /akitham  -evil .  

 *akut [ boils/ infmamed swelling ] has the consonants  - ka – -the  - and the 
original Tamil word is  katti –boils  ; soottu  katti [ missing  letter –sa-]- inflamed 
sweling.  

 aqan [ huse boat] has the consonants- ka- an-  and the original Tamil word is 
naavaai- ship  .  

 *atau [ garment] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is aadai- 
clothe  

atsu [ kind of plant ]  has the consonants- the- sa- and the original Tamil word is 
sedi- plant.  

 *at [ fire  ]  has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is thee—fire.  

 *atu [ to run /flee ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is  oaadu/ 
oaattam edu  -to run  /flee . 

 at  [small  portion  of time] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is    
nodi  - second  ; nimidam- minute  

 at [ heart  disease ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is  ithaiya  
noaei-   heart  disease  ; ithaiyam- heart  ; noaei- disease.  

*aat  [ girdle ]  has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is  idai- hip; 
ottiyaanam- girdle jewel ; idai ani – hip cloth . 

aat  [ tomb ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is pina maedu- 
tomb  /  pinam puthiththa  idam  [ missing  letter- pa-]- tomb; pinam- dead body  ;   
puthaikka- to bury ; idam- place; maedu- raised ground.  
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aat  [ tomb ] has a  consonant  -the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
tomb [E] [ missing  letter- pa-].  

aat  [ tomb ] has a  consonant  -the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
samaathi [ missing  letter- sa-]-  tomb . 

 aat [ limits ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is mitham- limits . 

aat   [ she who  embraces  / nurse ]  has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil 
word is  uoottu- thaai-  wet nurse ; uoottu-  to feed ; thaai- mother . 

aat   [ she who  embraces  / nurse ]  has a  consonant  -the- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  thaathi- nurse . 

aat   [ she who  embraces  / nurse ]  has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil 
word is  anaiththidum   thaai- embracing  mother  ; anaiththidu –embrace  ; thaai- 
mother. 

aat [ bier ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is  paadai [ missing  
letter- pa-] – bier; thoompaa – bier. 

 aat [ bier ] has a  consonant  -the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
aasanthi  [ missing  letter- sa-] –bier. 

 aati  [ columns ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is  thoon / 
muttu thadi – column/ supporting  pillar  ; thadi- wood/ timber ; muttu thaa –to 
support  ; thaa –give.   

 *ata [ give /  make ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is  thaa- 
give . 

 atua  [ praise ]   has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is thuthi/ 
oathu ;  paadu [ missing  letter- pa-]  - praise/ worship . 

*atga  [ garment] has the consonants  -the- - ka-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
udukkai –clothe .   

at [ piece] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is thundu- piece.  
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 *at  [ goat ]  has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is aadu  goat.  

*ati  [ register ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is  yaedu – 
book.  

 *aat  [ great goddess] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is  
aaththa- deity / goddess. 

 *aat [ garment ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is  aadai – 
clothe.    

afent  [ head cloth / head dress]  has the consonants  -[-pa -] -an-  the- and the  
original  Tamil  word is  mundaasu [ missing  letter- sa-]- turban ;mandai thuni- 
head cloth; mandai- head; thuni- cloth.  

 arti  [the two jaw bones ]  has the consonants  - the-  -Ra--  and the  original  
Tamil  word is   eru thaadai enpu [ missing  letter- pa-]  /erattai naadi – two jaw 
bones  / double chin   ; eru -2; thaadai- cheek;  enpu –bone; erattai- double; 
naadi- chin  

 arqu  [wise man ] has the consonants  -Ra- ka-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
mikkoar- wise men   . 

agt  [ food ] has the consonants -  ka-  the- and the  original  Tamil  word is kondi  
/thuv-vu /  odukku / vaai adai  -foot.  

  *agit  [a plant  /  shrub ] has the consonants -  ka-  the- and the  original  Tamil  
word is kodi-  -vine /creeper .  

 ateb  [  tomb] has the consonants- the – pa- and the  original  Tamil word is  pina 
maedu – tomb ; pinam- dead body  ; maedu  -raised ground ; pinam puthaiththa  
idam  ;  puthikka- to bury ; idam- place.  

ateb  [  tomb] has the consonants- the – [ -pa-] - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  samaathi [ missing  letter- sa-] – tomb.  

 atekh  [pound /to cook / to crush / to boil  ] has the consonants- the – ka- and the  
original  Tamil word is   idikka- to pound.  
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 atekh  [ pound /to cook / to crush / to boil  ] has the consonants- the – ka- and 
the  original  Tamil word is  nasukkiduka [ missing  letter- sa-] - to crush . 

 atekh  [ pound /to cook / to crush / to boil  ] has the consonants- the – ka- and 
the  original  Tamil word is  kothikka  vaikka -to  boil . 

atekh  [ pound /to cook / to crush / to boil  ] has the consonants- the – ka- and the  
original  Tamil word is  aakkidu – to cook.  

 atekh  [ to rub down ] has the consonants- the – ka- and the  original  Tamil word 
is  thaeikka- to rub . 

atekh  [ to knead dough ] has the consonants- the – ka- and the  original  Tamil 
word  is   maavai   pisainthiduka – to knead the flour; maavu –flour; pisaika- to 
knead. 

*aat [ stand  / support  ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil word is adi 
/ maatti /  moodu  /  maedai- stand / platform /stage . 

aat [ stand  / support  ] has a  consonant  -the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  peedam [ missing letter- pa-]- stand ;  thoappu . 

 aat shara [ a mythological locality ] has the   consonants -the- sa- Ra- and the 
original Tamil word is   idai saeri-  shepherd’s village.  

 aat shara [ a mythological locality ] has the   consonants -the- sa- Ra- and the 
original Tamil word is  Puthu  Saeri  /Paandi  Saeri  [missing  letter-pa-] - a town in 
Tamil  Naadu ; puthu- new; saeri-  village . 

*aat [ great  canal of  Helio polis ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil 
word is  oaadai-  stream . 

*aa  [ cattle] has no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is aa- bull.  

aa  [ cattle]  has no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is aan-  cow . 

aabt  [ moon ]  has the consonants –[- pa-]  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
mathi- moon . 
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aaut  [  flocks  / cattle  / herds /  sheeps /   goats ] has a  consonant  -the- and the 
original Tamil word is  manthai – flock . 

aaut  [  flocks  / cattle  / herds /  sheeps /   goats ] has a  consonant  -the- and the 
original Tamil word is  thaanaiyam / yootham – herd.  

*aaut  [  flocks  / cattle  / herds /  sheeps /   goats ] has a  consonant  -the- and the 
original Tamil word is  aadu  /  udu /  maedam  / moaththai - goat. 

 *aaut  [  flocks  / cattle  / herds /  sheeps /   goats ] has a  consonant  -the- and 
the original Tamil word is  idai- cow. 

 aaut  [  flocks  / cattle  / herds /  sheeps /   goats ] has a  consonant  -the- and the 
original Tamil word is  maadu / nanthi –cow / bull  

 aaut  [  flocks  / cattle  / herds /  sheeps /   goats ] has a  consonant  -the- and the 
original Tamil word is  pandam [ missing  letter- pa-] - cattle . 

 aaut  [  flocks  / cattle  / herds /  sheeps /   goats ] has a  consonant  -the- and the 
other interpretation  of the  word is idapam [ missing  letter- pa-] – bull ; paedam- 
goat .  

aaut  [  flocks  / cattle  / herds /  sheeps /   goats ] has a  consonant  -the- and the 
original Tamil word is  ottai- camel  . 

 aqs [ go] has the consonants  - ka-[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  yaeku –
go. 

aqs [ go] has the consonants  - ka-[- sa-] - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  go[E] .   

aqbi  [serpent god] has the consonants  - ka- pa-- and the original Tamil word is   
naaka paampu-  cobra snake; naagaa- cobra ; paapmpu –snake.  

 aaqt [ leak/ onion] has the consonants -  ka- the- and the original Tamil word is 
kutham- onion . 
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aaqt [ leak/ onion] has the consonants -  ka- the- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  mukanthakam – onion   ; kaaintha  vaenkaayam / manam  udaiyaa  
venn-k- kaayam ;kaaitha –dried;   manam- smell; udaiya- has ; venn-k-kaayam- 
onion.   

 aaqt [ leak/ onion] has the consonants -  ka- the- and the original Tamil word is 
poo vandam  [ missing  letter- pa-] – onion.  

 *aagt  [  a  town in Tuat ] has the consonants -  ka- the- and the original Tamil 
word is   kudi / kudanthai / koattam – town  

 aagut  [ seed of a  plant ]  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the original Tamil 
word is   vithai- seed.   

aat [ place ] has a  consonant - the- and the original Tamil word is  idam- place.   

 aatt  [ moment ] has a  consonant - the- and the original Tamil word is  nodi- 
second; nimidam- minute. 

 aat [mace ] has a  consonant - the- and the original Tamil word is  thadi / 
thandam-  stick /staff.  

aaatit [ a goddesss ] has a  consonant - the- and the original Tamil word is 
aaththaa-  goddess  /deity  .  

 *aur  [river] has a  consonant – Ra-  and the original Tamil word is  aaru –river.  

 aura a [ great river] has a  consonant – Ra-  and the original Tamil word is   paer  
aaru [ missing  letter- pa-] —big river ;  periya- big  ; aaru –river.  

 abt  [ path ]  has  the   consonants –pa-  -the- and the original Tamil word  is 
paathai- path . 

 abut  [ holy  / pure] has  the   consonants –[-pa-]-  -the- and the original Tamil 
word is  thooimai- pure / cleanliness ;  punitham [Skt] - holy . 

  af  [ serpent  ] has a  consonant –pa-  and the original Tamil word is  paampu- 
snake ; mampa – paampu .  
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  aptu  [  box ] has  the   consonants –-pa-  -the- and the original Tamil word is 
petti –box.    

 aft [ to flee] has  the   consonants –pa  -the- and the original Tamil word is  
thappiththu  oadu –to flee /escape  ; oaattam pidi . 

 aft  [ sacrophagus] has  the  consonants –[-pa-]- -the- and the original Tamil word 
is  pina  petti-  coffin  ; pinam-  dead body  ; petti –box . 

 arpit   [ product ] has  the  consonants –  Ra- -pa-  -the- and the original Tamil 
word is   padiththa   pandam  -  product ; padaiththa- created; pandam- products; 
urpaththi   panniya   pandam .  

 ast uabt  [ place of purity ]  has  the  consonants –  sa-  -the-  pa- the- and the 
original Tamil word is  suththa  paththamaana  idam-  / suththumaana  idam/ 
punithamaana  idam – place  of  purity  ;  suththa  paththam- cleanliness;   
suththam- clean ; punitham[Skt] - clean/ holy . 

ast khet [ place of duty ] has the consonants  -  sa- ka – the - and the original Tamil 
word is   kadamai seithidam   idam – working  place ; kadamai –duty  ; seithidu –
do ; idam- place.  

 aqt  [ a drink ]  has the consonants  - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is     
kaatham  / vaththu  /  vaanitham / vadi - toddy / liquor . 

aqt   [ gold  ornaments ] has the consonants  - ka – the - and the original Tamil 
word is  thankka  nakai  -gold  jewel  ; thankkam- gold; nakai- jewel  . 

akeuti  [ the door]  has the consonants  - ka – the - and the original Tamil word is 
kathavu- door   ;   kavaadam   ;  nikuththai  .    

 agit   [kind  of garment] has the consonants  - ka – the - and the original Tamil  
word is   kuttai / koadi  thuni  / kaadakam-  cloth.  

 aken [a kind  of stone]  has the consonants  - ka –- an - and the original Tamil  
word is  maanikkam-   ruby  ; kan-  stone .  
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 akent [resting place] has the consonants  - ka –- an -  the - and the original Tamil  
word is  oaaivu- kaana   idam – place for resting  ;  oaaivu –rest ; idam- place.  

 aqt [ reed ] has the consonants  - ka – the - and the original Tamil  word is    
thakkai- reed.  

 asher  [roasted meat ] has the consonants - sa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
sutta  eraichchi [ missing  letter- the-] - roasted meat ; suttathu - roasted  ; 
eraichchi- meat.  

 *aqet  [ build ] has the consonants  - ka – the - and the original Tamil  word is   
kattu – build.  

aqet  [ builders construction ] has the consonants  - ka - the- and the original 
Tamil  word is   kattumaanam- construction . 

aqet  [  builder’s plan  / draft  / design ] has the consonants - ka- the-and the  
original Tamil  word is   kattida  kattumaana  thittam  / mun -   vadaiva   amaippu    
/adavu  [ missing  letter- pa-] – building  plan ; kattidam – building  ; thittam- plan 
;  vadivam  –shape  ;  adavu –design  ; kattumaanam- construction. 

 atru  [ to pour out ]  has the consonants -- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   neerai  uootru  - to pour water  ; neer- water; uootru –to  pour.  

 atru [ river  /canal  ]  has the consonants  - the –Ra - and the  original Tamil  word   
is   neer oaadai –stream . 

atru [ nile festival ]  has the consonants  -the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aaru  / aatru  thanneer   -thiru  naar  ; than neer-  water;  aattru  neer-  river 
water; thiru  naar-  festival  . 

 atru [ watered  place ]  has the consonants   -the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thanneer  uootriya  idam  -watered  place. ; thanneer- water; uoottru- to 
pour; idam- place.  

 aten [ land  / earth ]   has the consonants  -the- an - and the  original Tamil word 
is   thinai  / naadu -   land / state  . 
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 atnett  [ cistern ] has the consonants – the-an-the-  and the  original Tamil word  
is   thanni  thotti  -water tank  ;  thanni- water; thotti –tank . 

 atent  khet  [ summer house ] has the consonants – the- an –the-  ka-the-  and 
the  original Tamil word  is  kodai   kaalaththukkaana  veedu  [ missing  letter- la-] -  
summer house; koadai- summer; veedu- house  ; kaalam  –season /time .  

 at heqt [ beer shop] has the consonants – the- ka-the-  and the  original Tamil 
word  is kudi  thanni  kadai - beer shop ; kudi  thanni –water/ liquor; kadai –shop. 

 at  [piece] has a  consonant  – the- and the  original Tamil word  is thundu –piece . 

atga [  head cloth] has the consonants – the- ka-   and the  original Tamil word  is  
kuttai-  turban   ;   vaettakam- turban;   kuttai- cloth  ;   mandai  kattu-  turban ; 
mandai- head  ; mukkaadu- head cloth  for women  ; mooduka- to cover.   

atekh  [to tremble] has the consonants – the- ka-   and the  original Tamil word  is 
kidu  kidunnu  nadunkka  - to tremble ;  nudankku –tremble;   thudikka-   tremble;  
pathai pathaikka [ missing  letter- pa-  ] --tremble . 

at [ part of a  plant ] has a  consonant  – the- and the  original Tamil word  is 
thandu –stem . 

akent  [ resting  place ] has the consonants – ka- an-  the  and the  original Tamil 
word  is oaaivu edukkum  idam/ veedu  -resting  place; oaaivu –rest ; edukka- to 
have; idam-place ; veedu –house.  

  aten [bind] has the consonants -  the –an - and the  original Tamil word  is 
iniaththidu –to bind.  

 khatem [ to imprison /  to finish  / to shut  up ]  has the consonants  - ka – -the- 
ma-  - and the original Tamil word is   mudikka  vaendum  -to  finish . 

 khatem [ to imprison /  to finish  / to shut  up ]  has the consonants  - ka – -the- 
ma-  - and the original Tamil word is   mooda  vaendum  /  adaikka  vaendum  -to  
shut    /confine . 
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khatem [ to imprison /  to finish  / to shut  up ]  has the consonants  - ka – -the- 
ma-  - and the original Tamil word is   koattam  - prison . 

 kherit  [ a goddess ]  has the consonants  - ka – Ra- -the- and the original Tamil 
word is    karuththamma -  Karu Maari –thaai – fertility  goddess  of the Tamil  
people  ;amma- mother; thaai- mother; karuththa- dark ;karu –embryo . 

 kheri  [ scrotum ] has the consonants  - ka – Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
virai pai [ missing  letter- pa-] - testis  bag  ; virai –testis ; pai- bag  ;aan kuri – penis 
; aan –male; kuri –symbol  .  

abut [ kindly  disposition  ] has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original  Tamil  
word   is  anpu udaimai - kindly  disposition  ;   anpu-  kindness/ love ; udaimai- 
possession . 

*abt   [ the town Abydos ] has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original  Tamil 
word   is   patti- village;  paadi-  city /village ;   paettai –sun urban  village   ;  
poondi-  garden  village   ; madappam  -  the metropolis  of  500 villages    ; 
pattinam-  maritime village .   

 apt [ to flutter]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original  Tamil   word is 
pada padappu – flutter.   

 ab  [ father]  has a  consonant – pa-  and the  original  Tamil   word is appan 
/appaa  - father/ lord . 

 *fet [ box ] has the consonants  -pa- the - and  the original Tamil word is  petti –
box.  

*fenuh  [ to create ] has the consonants  -pa- an-  and  the  original Tamil word is  
pannu-  make.  

fat tep  [the rearing  of the head of the serpent   before it strikes ] has the 
consonants  -pa-  the- pa- -  and  the  original Tamil word is  padam eduththu 
aadum paampu –serpent  dancing  with hood  ;aadu –dance;  padam- hood; 
paampu –snake.  
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*fat [ an offering ]  has the consonants  -pa-  the- and  the- original Tamil word is 
padai- offering    . 

 abu  [ elephant ] has a  consonant  -pa- and  the- original Tamil word is pennai- 
elephant.  

fa khet  [ to make offerings]  has the consonants  - -pa-  ka-  the- and  the- original 
Tamil word is   aandavanukku  padaikka – offering  to god; padaikka- offering ; 
aandavan- god.  

met  [ stick / staff] has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the- original  Tamil   word is 
thandam- staff.  

 *met [ to strike]  has the consonants  - ma- the -and  the- original  Tamil   word is 
moathu- strike  ; moththu .  

 met  [ part of a boat ]  has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the- original  Tamil  
word is  oaadam- boat.  

met [ inundation]  has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the- original  Tamil  word is 
oatham-  flood.   

meti  [the middle]  has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the- original  Tamil  word is   
idai maiyam -  middle  ;  nadumai  ;  nadu  mai-yam .   

middle[ E] has the consonants  - ma- the- la-  and  the- original  Tamil  word is   
mai-yaththil –in the middle  ;   maththiyil [Skt]  - middle  . 

mett [ mid day / middle of anything ] has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the 
interpretation  of the   word is  mathiyam [ Skt]  maththiyaanam – mid day ;  
maththimam  [Skt] / nadumai  .  

mett [ mid day / middle of anything ] has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the  
original Tamil  word is uchcham poathu  [ missing  letters- pa -and -sa- ]- noon.   

mid day [E] has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the interpretation  of the   word is 
maththiyaanam – mid day .  
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metnu [ tenth]  has the consonants  - ma- the-  an- and  the- original  Tamil  word 
is   paththaam enn  [ missing  letter- pa-] - numerial number 10 ; pathtu -10 ;enn- 
number. 

 *met  [ death ] has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the- original  Tamil  word is   
madiya- to die ; mudinthathu –finished/ the end ; antham[Skt]  –the end .  

 met  [ milch  cow]  has the consonants  - ma- the -and  the- original  Tamil  word 
is  thaen maadu – a milch cow that has  lately  calved .  

 met  [ chief / president] has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the original  Tamil  
word is   themmaan- chief ; naattaanmai- village head .  

met / mut   [ mother  / wife / mother of  mothers  / paternal  grand mother  / 
grand mother  /  mother  goddess of  all of Egypt ]  has the consonants  - ma- the- 
and  the original  Tamil  word is  maatha [Skt] - mother . 

met / mut   has the consonants  -ma- the- and  the original  Tamil  word is  mutha 
thaai / mooththaa thaai -  first mothe  ; mutha- first; mooththa- elder ; thaai- 
mother . 

met / mut   has the consonants  -ma- the- and  the original  Tamil  word is  thaai-
yin amma- mother of mother; thaai- mother;  amma- mother ;  thaai amma-  
maternal  grand mother  . 

*met / mut   has the consonants  -ma- the- and  the original  Tamil  word is    
moothaai- grand mother . 

met / mut   has the consonants  -ma- the- and  the original  Tamil  word is  manai- 
yaatti- wife   ; manai- house.  

*mta [ cloth]  has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the- original  Tamil  word is  
madi –cloth.  

*mga [ child]  has the consonants  - ma- ka - and  the- original  Tamil  word is   
makavu –child; makan- son; maka- daughter.  
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mat  [ road  / path] has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the- original  Tamil  word 
is  thadam- path.  

 magatir [ fortress] has the consonants  - ma-  ka-the- Ra -and  the- original  Tamil  
word is   mathir udaiya  koattai –fortress; mathir-  fort wall ; koattai- castle.  

 mat [  river boat ] has the consonants  - ma- the -and  the- original  Tamil  word is  
oaadam- boat.  

marina [ lord ] has the consonants  - ma- Ra -  an- and  the- original  Tamil  word is   
mannar- king ; maaran- brave man . 

marina [ lord ] has the consonants  - ma- Ra -  an- and  the- original  Tamil  word is   
nampiraan  [ missing  letter- pa-]- lord.  

marina [ lord ] has the consonants  - ma- Ra -  an- and  the- original  Tamil  word is   
perumaan[ missing  letter- pa-]- - lord / king . 

Maraiu  [ Libiyan king ]  has the consonants  - ma- Ra -and  the- original  Tamil  
word is  mannar- king  ; maa mannar- emperor ; maaraayan - emperor. 

*mrkatat [ piece of wood] has the consonants  - ma- Ra -  ka- the- and  the original  
Tamil  word is  mara –k- kattai-  wood  

mat [ place/ house]  has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the- original  Tamil  word 
is  idam- place/ house.  

mu [ stinking  fish ] has a consonant - ma-- and  the- original  Tamil  word meen-  
fish;  manam –smell.  

*matu [ stupidity ] has the consonants  - ma- the- and  the- original  Tamil  word is  
madamai –stupidity.  

 *maut  [ total ]  has the consonants  - ma- the -and  the- original  Tamil  word is 
moththam- total.  

matti  [the boat  of truth ] has the consonants  - ma- the -and  the- original  Tamil  
word is  mei –udaimai / thinnmai / thidam / thanmai-  truth .  
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matti  [the boat  of truth ] has the consonants  - ma- the -and  the- original  Tamil  
word is  oaadam- boat . 

 mat  [ incense ] has the consonants  - ma- the -and  the- original  Tamil  word is 
thoopam [ missing  letter- pa-]-  incense ; manam udaiya- aromatic .  

* mat  [ crown ] has the consonants  ma- the-   and  the- original  Tamil  word is 
mudi  /  mani- mudi  -crown; mani- jem; mudi –top.  

*mait [ pots ]  has the consonants  - ma- the -and  the- original  Tamil  word is  
midaa- large earthen vessel . 

mait [ pots ]  has the consonants  - ma- the -and  the- original  Tamil  word is  
monthai – small l vessel for sour milk . 

mait [ pots ]  has the consonants  - ma- the -and  the- original  Tamil  word is mut 
–paandam [ missing  letter- pa-]  -earthen vessel.  

mag [ a precious  stone ] has the consonants  - ma- ka -and  the original  Tamil  
word is maanikkam- ruby.  

merit  [ pot / vessels ] has the consonants  - ma- Ra- the--and  the  original  Tamil  
word is paaththiram [ missing  letter- pa-] -  vessel.  

mer  [ brave man ] has the consonants  - ma- Ra--and  the  original  Tamil word is  
maaran  / maravan [ missing  letter- ka-]-  brave man  .   

 mer  [ pyramid ] has the consonants - ma- Ra--and  the original Tamil word is 
manar maedu [ missing letter- ka-]- mound; manar-sand ;maedu-raised ground. 

pyramid [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra-  ma- the --and  the original Tamil word 
is  perum manar maedu – big mound; periya- big.  

*mer  [ to die ]  has the consonants  - ma- Ra--and  the  original  Tamil word is  
maraiya- to disaapear /die ; maranam [ Skt] - death  

*mer  [ mountain ]  has the consonants  - ma- Ra--and  the  original  Tamil word is  
maeru- mountain . 
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mer [ desert land ] has the consonants  - ma- Ra--and  the  original  Tamil word is  
perum  manar  parappu  [ missing  letter- pa-] - vast  sandy   area  ; periya- big; 
manar- sand  . 

meri [ title of several  gods]  has the consonants  - ma- Ra--and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  Marri  -Aayee  / Maari Amman -  rain  goddess  of the Tamil people ;  
Maari Appan -   sun god/ proper name .  

Meriti  [a god  / title of  Ra /Amen/ Horus /Osiris ]  has the consonants  - ma- Ra-
the- -and  the  original  Tamil word is Maari Muththu –  sun god/ proper name; 
Maari Aaththa-  rain  goddess  ;  aaththaa-  deity ;  Muththu Maari  - fertility  
goddess ;  Thiru Maaththaa -  goddess ;  Moorthi [Skt] / Thiru Maeni . 

menti   [ breast ] has the consonants  -ma- an- -the-  and the  original  Tamil   word 
is thaayin madi- mother’s lap ; thaai- mother ; madi –lap ; thanam [?Skt] - breast . 

 mut  [ he died  on his own hands ] has the consonants  -ma- -the-  and the  
original  Tamil   word is thannai  thaane maaithida –  to commit suicde ; thannai  
thaane- on one’s own; maaiththida- to kill  ; madiya –to die.  

 netra [ water house ]  has the consonants  -an -the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thanneer  thurai- ford ; than-neer idam ;  thanneer- water; idam- place/ 
house; thannmai – cool; neer –water  . 

neterut  [ strong  smelling  plant / herb] has the consonants  -an -the- Ra- the-  
and the  original Tamil  word is naru manam / naattram  udaiya  sedi [ missing  
letter- sa-]-  plant with good smell ; naru manam- good smell ; sedi- plant.  

 netu [ stream]   has the consonants  -an -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nathi  / thuni / thadini  /unthi –river.  

netu [ stream]   has the consonants  -an -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinthu [ missing  letter- sa-]  –river.  

net [ water]   has the consonants  -an -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanni/ thann -  water.  
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nta [ rule  /  law ] has the consonants  -an -the- and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   neethi  /  niyathi – law  . 

*ntt [ to weave ]  has the consonants  -an -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
neithidu –weave.  

*ntt  [to bind]  ]  has the consonants  -an -the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
inaiththidu – join .   

*ntt [ band / fillet ]  has the consonants  -an -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadaa- band  /fillet . 

neqn [ to think /to remember] has the consonants  -an –ka- an - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ennuka- think ; ninaikka- remember . 

 nek  [ bull ] has the consonants  -an –ka- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
punkkavam [ missing  letter- pa-]- bull.  

nekhat [ hanging  of a woman’s  breast ] has the consonants  -an –ka- the-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  thonkki  kidakkum  konkkai – pendulous breast –
thonka- to hang ; konkkai breast . 

*ner [ herd  of cattle ] has the consonants  - an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aa -nirai- cattle.  

*nerau [ bull ]  has the consonants  - an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aanaeru  -bull.   

 nert  [  new year’s  day ] has the consonants  - an- Ra-the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  puthth-aandin muthar  naar  [ missing  letter- pa-]- new year’s  day 
puthiya- new; aandu –year; muthar –first; naar- day  ; puthth-  aandu  pirappu – 
birth of the   new year ; pirapppu- birth . 

nert  [ men and women ]  has the consonants  - an- Ra-the- and the  original Tamil   
word is  maanthar-  human being  . 

nerit  [  vulture ] has the consonants  - an- Ra-the- and the  original Tamil   word is  
parunthu  [missing  letter- pa-]  - vulture. 
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 ner ti [ two  vultures] has the consonants  - an- Ra-the- and the  original Tamil   
word is  erandu  parunthu  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -2 vulture; erandu -2; parunthu-  
vulture . 

nem  [ star ] has the consonants - an –ma-  - and the  original Tamil  word is meen  
-star/ fish  .  

 nefert  [ good place ] has the consonants - an –[ -pa-] - Ra-the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  arumaiyaana idam  -good  place; arumai –super;  idam- place.  

 nefer [  fine  gold  /  lucky  name ] has the consonants - an –pa- Ra- - and the  
original Tamil  word is   nar pon-  fine gold ; nar- good; pon- gold.  

 nutt  [ boat ] has the consonants - an - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoani- boat.   

 nut  [ to dress ]  has the consonants - an - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aninthudu   -to wear.  

nutt [ unguent ]  has the consonants - an - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
saanthu  [missing letter- sa-]- unguent / paste. 

* nu  [ to bind ]  has a consonant - an - and the  original Tamil  word is inai- bind . 

*nut  [ cord ] has the consonants - an - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanthu- cord.  

nuit [  shepherd ] has the consonants - an - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
idaiyan- shepherd.  

 *nuit  [ a  moment ]  has the consonants - an - the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nodi- second; nimidam- minute . 

 ni  [vessel] has a consonant - an - and the  original Tamil  word is yaenam- vessel . 

 *naru [a bird]  has the consonants - an – Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
naarai-  stork  / crane . 
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*nar [ writing  reed ] has the consonants - an – Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
naanar- reed.   

*na [ I ,  me ] has a consonant - an - and the  original Tamil  word is naan -   me .  

 *na[ my ] has a consonant - an - and the  original Tamil  word is en- mine.  

 nau [ a pot ] has a consonant - an - and the  original Tamil  word is paanai [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  pot . 

na [  a kind  of stone ]  has a consonant - an - and the  original Tamil  word is mani- 
precious  /semi precious stone . 

nti [ destitute  / without ] has the consonants - an - the- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   yaethum  inmai  -destitute  ; inmai- nil . 

 erta  [ to give ]  has the consonants – Ra-- the- and the  and the  original Tamil  
word is tharuthar –giving . 

 erta  [to place ] has the consonants – Ra-- the- and the  and the  original Tamil  
word is  eduthar- to place.  

reth  [ three class of  mankind ] has the consonants – Ra-- the- and the  and the  
original Tamil  word is moondru   maanthar inam – three class of  human beings; 
moondru –three  ; inam- race  ; maanthar-  people . 

 regiu [ a  precious  stone] has the consonants – Ra—ka-  - and the  and the  
original Tamil  word is vaira kar- diamond ;  vairam- diamond;   kar- stone . 

regiu [ a  precious  stone] has the consonants – Ra—ka-  - and the  and the  
original Tamil  word is maani-k-ka kar-  ruby  ;  maanikkam- ruby . 

regt  [ denial ]  has the consonants – Ra—ka-the-  and the  and the  original Tamil  
word is maruththiduka-  deny . 

*rek   [ to burn ]  has the consonants – Ra—ka- and the  and the  original Tamil  
word is erikka- to burn  . 
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requ  [ foe ]  has the consonants – Ra—ka- and the  and the  original Tamil   word 
is  pakaivar[ missing  letter- pa-]- foe.   

 requite  [ river bank]  has the consonants – Ra—ka-  the- and the  and the  
original Tamil   word  is aattra-k-karai-  river bank ; aaru –river; karai- bank.  

rekhitt [  a  pair of  goddesses ] has the consonants – Ra—ka-  the- and the  and 
the  original Tamil   word  is erandu  thaaai thaeivam- 2 goddesses ; erandu -2; 
thaai –mother; thaeivam- god  ;  thaai thaeivaam / daevatha  - goddess. 

 resi [ grain ]  has the consonants – Ra—sa-  and the  and the  original Tamil   word  
is  arsi mani- rice grain ; mani- grain .  

res  [ decree  ]  has the consonants – Ra—sa-  and the  and the  original Tamil   
word  is arasu  aanai -  government  order; arasu –kingdom /government; aanai –
order  

 rekh  [ birds] has the consonants – Ra—ka-   and the  and the  original Tamil   
word  is  paravai  [ missing  letter- pa-]- bird.  

  rekhs  [to kill]  has the consonants – Ra—ka- [- sa-] -   and the  and the  original 
Tamil   word  is  erukku –kill  ;  orukku – kill ;  narukku- kill ;   uyirai parikka  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- to take away the life ; uyir- life; parikka- pluck . 

 rekh [ science , knowledge ]   has the consonants – Ra- ka -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   arivu  iyar  -science   ; kayeiru –science  ; arivu –knowledge .  

rakhit  [ learning ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kattriduka- learn ; kattridukai- learning  ;  viththaaram – learning ; thodai  
kondiduthar-  learning  ;  karaiththu  kudaikka- learn thoroughly  ; kattrarinthoar-  
learned persons ;  kattroar –learned persons ;  kattrari moodan- learned fool  ; 
thakuthiyoar –learned  /wise persons  . 

rekh nef  [  one known to him / intimate friend ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka- an- 
[ -pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   yaerkkanavae  / munnarae  arimukam 
aanavar – already  known person ;  arimukam – introduction;  munnare- earlier ;  
yaerkkanave- already   .  
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rekh nef  [  one known to him / intimate friend ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka-  an- 
pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nerukkamaana  nanpar – close friend ;  
nerukkam- close; nanpar- friend.  

rekhu   [  wise /  understanding]  has the consonants – Ra- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    arivu- intelligence/ knowledge   ;  unaraku –to understand ; 
unarukai –understanding  ; arivu  koormai -  wise;  koormai -   sharp  . 

  rekh [ god of knowledge] has the consonants – Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   unarkai- knowledge  ; therivu – knowledge ;  therivu – knowledge ;  
arivu- knowledge ;  eraivan –god .    

rekht  [  account  / report / statement ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka- the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   araikkai  idu –to report  . 

 rekht  [  account  / report / statement ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka- the- and the  
original Tamil  word is   viriththu uraikka –   to report.  

rekht  [  account  / report / statement ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka-the-   and the  
original Tamil  word is   virivaana -thoaru  arikkai  - a detailed report; virivaana – 
detail ;  arikkai –report.  

rekht  [  account  / report / statement ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka-the-   and the  
original Tamil  word is   therivikka/ ariviththiduka - to report.  

rekht  [  account  / report / statement ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   karuththu aaivu  mudivu- final report  / statement    ;  
karuththu- opinion ; aaivu –research ; mudivu – conclusion  . 

 rekht  [  account  / report / statement ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka- the-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   aandu  arikkai-  annual report ;  aandu –year ; arikkai 
–report.   

rekht  [  account  / report / statement ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka- the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   koottru  urai / karuththu urai  -  statement  ; urai –speech . 

rekht  [  account  / report / statement ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka-the-   and the  
original Tamil  word is   vivaram kooriduka – to report/ to give a statement .  
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rekht  [  account  / report / statement ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka-the-   and the  
original Tamil  word is   kanakkiduthar - account   ; viruththaantham  -account . 

rekh [  kinsman ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uravinar-  realtives.  

rekh nesu  [royal kinsmen ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka- an –sa-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   arasan- in  / mannar-in   uravinar – king’s relatives; arasan- king ; 
nesu – mannan. 

rekhat  [ wise woman ]  has the consonants – Ra- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is arivu  udaiya  ponnu [ missing letter - pa-] – wise girl ;arivu- knowledge ;  
udaiya- has ; ponnu- girl.  

*rema / ri /  ru [ lion] has the consonants- Ra- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
arima- lion.  

 skhet  -Ra  [  field Ra ] has the consonants – sa- - ka- the-Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sen-k-kathiroan-  red sun ;semmai- red ; kathiravan –sun ;  kathir- 
sun ray . 

*Ra [ sun  ] has a consonant  Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  naayiru –sun /ari-
yayan  /aariyan  / arunan  .  

 *rem [ height]  has the consonants  -Ra- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uyaram-   height . 

rui [ traveller] has a  consonant  Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  payaniyar - [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- traveler.  

ruuru [to burn]  has a  consonant  Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  eri –to burn.  

rahi  [to complain]  has the consonants – Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurai kooru    -to complain  ;  kurai- complaint  ; kooru –say.  

 ra [ ruler ] has a  consonant-  Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  mananar- king ; 
raayar –king . 
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ra [ ruler ] has a  consonant-  Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  arasar  [ missing  
letter- sa-] -  king ;   Ra  means the sun god  -the  ruler of the universe . 

 ra [ ruler ] has a  consonant-  Ra –and the other interpretation  of the word is   
pharaoh [ missing  letter- pa-]- king ;  Paraiyan ; Paari .  

*re  [ speech]  has a  consonant -Ra –and the original Tamil  word is urai- speech  . 

utes [ she/ it ] has the consonants –  the –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
athu –it/ she .  

 ri [ rope ] has a  consonant  Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  puri [ missing  
letter- pa-]-–rope.  

 petkht  [ defeat ]  has the consonants – pa- the- ka- the-  and the  original  Tamil  
word  is    thoakka  adikka / uoothi  poaduka – defeat . 

defeat [ E]  has the consonants  - the-  pa  - the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
uoothi  poadu –defeat.   

pet [ foot]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
paatham- foot.   

pet [ foot]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- and the  original  Tamil  word is adi  -
foot.  

pet [ foot]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   pod  [ Greek ]  / ped  [Latin ]   . 

* pera  [ to see ] has the consonants – -pa – Ra - and the  original  Tamil  word is 
paaru –see.  

petr [ to look ] has the consonants – -pa –- the-  Ra - and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   paarththidu / paarththiduthar  / noattam  iduthar –to see . 

petra [  glance/ glimpse ] has the consonants – -pa –- the-  Ra - and the  original  
Tamil  word  is   sirithu  naeram   paarththiduthar [ missing  letter- sa-] – to see for 
a short time ; sirithu- short  ; naeram- time; paarththidu- look . 
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pertiu  [ those who  see]  has the consonants – -pa –- the-  Ra - and the  original  
Tamil  word  is  parththidum  maanthar – people who see ; maanthar –people; 
paarththidu –see.  

petr [ wick  of a lamp ]  has the consonants – -[ - pa-]  –- the-  Ra - and the  original  
Tamil  word  is   thiri –wick . 

pert  [ sin /crime ] has the consonants - pa  - the-  Ra - and the  original  Tamil  
word  is   perum theethu /thappu – big  sin  ; periya- big; theethu –evil   ;thappu-  
mistake . 

pert  [ sin /crime ] has the consonants – -[ - pa-]  –- the-  Ra - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  erittam- sin .  

pert  [ sin /crime ] has the consonants – -[ - pa-]  –- the-  Ra - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  tharppam-  sin . 

pert  [ sin /crime ] has the consonants – -[ - pa-]  –- the-  Ra - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  thuritham- sin . 

 pert  [ sin /crime ] has the consonants – pa  –- the-  Ra - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  aparaatham –sin . 

 pert  [ sin /crime ] has the consonants – [-pa-]  - the-  Ra - and the  original  Tamil  
word  is   arak-k -kadai  / kuttram [ missing  letter- ka-]- sin . 

pert  [ sin /crime ] has the consonants – [ -pa- ]  –- the-  Ra - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  thurisu [ missing  letter- sa-]-  crime.  

 *per per [ agitated ] has the consonants – -pa- Ra- pa- Ra-  and the  original  Tamil  
word  is  para parannu  /   para parappu  –agitation . 

 *pera [ battle ] has the consonants – -pa- Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word  is   
poar- war .  

*pera  [ warrior ] has the consonants – -pa- Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word  is   
poar yaeru  -warrior .    
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 *persht [ destruction / ruin ] has the consonants – -pa- Ra -  sa- the- -and the  
original  Tamil  word  is  perum saetham –big  damage.  

 *pertcha [ separate ] has the consonants – -pa- Ra- the- [- sa-] - -and the original  
Tamil  word  is   piriththidu  -separate; pirichchidu  . 

 *perkh  [ to divide / separate ] has the consonants – -pa- Ra- ka- and the original  
Tamil  word  is    pirikka-   separate  . 

 perkh [  bloom  ] has the consonants – -pa- Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word  is    
niram  peruka- to bloom. 

perkh [  bloom  ] has the consonants – -pa- Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word  is    
paasi perukkam [ missing  letter- sa-] - bloom . 

perkh [  bloom  ] has the consonants – -[ -pa-] - Ra- ka- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  raakam- bloom . 

pert  [ appearance ] has the consonants – -pa- Ra- the- and the original Tamil  
word  is   pura   thoattram-  external appearance ; thoattram-  appearance ; 
puram- exterior  .  

pert  [ appearance ] has the consonants – -[-pa-]- Ra- the- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is darshan  [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] – appearance. 

 per taat [ great  appearance ] has the consonants – -pa- Ra- the- and the original 
Tamil  word  is   perum thoattram - great  appearance ; perum- big  /great . 

 per taat  [ the great  day  of  grief / the day  of death  of Osiris ] has the 
consonants – -pa- Ra- the- and the original  Tamil  word  is  perum thuyaram  
adaintha  naar  -the great  day  of  grief ; perum- big; thuyaram- grief ; naar- day . 

per taat  [ the great  day  of  grief / the day  of death  of Osiris ] has the 
consonants  -pa- Ra- the- and the original  Tamil  word  is  Osiris  eranthu  poana  
naar / thinam  /aatchchi [ missing  letter- sa-]-  the day  of death  of Osiris 
;eranthida- die;  naar/ naal –day ;  aatchchi –day  ;thinam –day.  
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 pert  [ festival ]  has the consonants – -[ -pa-] - Ra- the- and the original  Tamil  
word  is   thiru  naar -  festival  ; yaaththirai . 

 pert [ sprout ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the original  Tamil  word  is   
arumpida – sprout   ;  thoandra .  

pert [ sprout ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the original  Tamil  word  is   
adi  pidiththar – sprout.  

pert [ sprout ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is sprout [E] [ missing  letter- sa-] . 

 *peru [ crops ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra - and the original  Tamil  word  is  
payir- crop .   

 *per [ depart ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra - and the original  Tamil  word  is  
piriya  -depart .   

 per [ sprout ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra - and the original  Tamil  word  is  
arumppa- sprout.  

 pert [ battle field ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the  and the original  
Tamil word  is poar  idum  idam / munai  - place of  fight; idam- place; poar- war.  

 *pert [ attack ] has the consonants–-pa-- Ra- the- and the  and the original Tamil  
word is  poar -  idu  -to fight  ; poar –war .  

*pert [ attack ] has the consonants–-pa-- Ra- the- and the  and the original Tamil  
word is    padai eduththar  -to invade ; padai –army . 

  *pert [ strength ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the  and the original 
Tamil  word is   perum uruthi  - great   strength ; uruthi –strength . 

 *per [ to be born ] has the consonants –-pa- Ra -and the  and the original  Tamil 
word  is pirappu  -birth ; pira- be born  ;  uyir peru ; uyir- life; peru –get  

 per [ to expire ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra -and the  and the original  Tamil  
word  is   erappu –death ; pirappu –birth . 
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  pert  [ outbreak  of fire ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the  and the 
original Tamil  word is   thee pattruthar  outbreak  of fire ;thee- fire.  

 pert  [ offsprings ]  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the  and the original  
Tamil word  is  pin  paeru – offsprings  ; pin- layer; paeru –children ; pin  marapu – 
progeny . 

perti  [  professional   soldier ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the  original  
Tamil word  is   payirchchi  eduththa  poar yaeru  -trained soldier ; payirchchi [ 
missing  letter- sa-] –training  ; poar yaeru- warrior .   

perti  [  professional   soldier ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the  original  
Tamil word  is   thuru  padai – a  squadron  / troops   in close order . 

perti  [  professional   soldier ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the  original  
Tamil word  is   perum    poar  padai –troop ; perum- big  ; padai –army  ; poar- 
war . 

perti  [  professional   soldier ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the  original  
Tamil word  is   padai  aatchchiyar [ missing  letter- sa-]  army ruler  – warrior   
caste of Tamil Naadu  ; ppaadi –army  ;  aatchchi –rule . 

perti  [  professional   soldier ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is troop [E]. 

   peru  [ righteous  result ] has the consonants –-pa—Ra- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is nar  payan / nar paeru  / perum  paeru  -good result 
; nar/ nalla - -good ; payan- result.  

perkht [ cloth ] has the consonants –-pa—Ra- ka-- the - and the  original  Tamil 
word  is  pari vattam-   cloth.    

*pat  [ knife ]  has the consonants –-pa- the- and the  original  Tamil word  is    
pattaiyam –sword.  

pat  [ knife ]  has the consonants –-[ -pa-] - the- and the  original  Tamil word  is  
yaethi / naattam  -sword.  
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pai  [ louse ] has a  consonant – -pa- and the  original  Tamil word  is  paen- louse.   

 pat [  remote ages ] has the consonants-  pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
panndu-  olden times  .   

pteh [ architect of  heaven and  earth / master craftman - working  in metals / 
sculptor  /  designer / blacksmith ] has the consonants-  pa- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pon - thattaan –  gold smith ;  pon- gold.  

pteh [ architect of  heaven and  earth / master craftman - working  in metals / 
sculptor  /  designer / blacksmith ] has the consonants-  pa- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   padima  thachchan   [ missing  letter- sa-]-  sculptor .  

pteh [ architect of  heaven and  earth / master craftman - working  in metals / 
sculptor  /  designer / blacksmith ] has the consonants-  pa- the- and the   other  
interpretation  of the word is   sthapathi  [?Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]-  sculptor ; 
root word  is seththu  -to cut.  

pait  [ bird ] has the consonants-  [ -pa-] - the- and the   interpretation  of the word  
is  aththi- bird.  

pait  [ bird ] has the consonants-  [ -pa-] - the- and the   interpretation  of the word  
is  andasam [ missing  letter- sa-]-  bird.  

pait  [ bird ] has the consonants-  [ -pa-] - the- and the   interpretation  of the word  
is  nanthu –bird.  

pait  [ bird ] has the consonants-  -pa-- the- and the   interpretation  of the word  is  
patchchi [ missing  letter- sa-]-  bird  ; root word  is  paainthidu –to fly/ leap  .  

pir  [ threads  of flax ]  has the consonants-  [--pa-] —Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  sanar naar  [ missing  letter- sa-] - flax fibre; naar- fibre .  

* pteh   [ engrave ] has the consonants-  pa- the- - and the  original Tamil  word is   
pathi /  pathiththidu –engrave . 

  pteh  [ pray ]  has the consonants-  pa- the- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
paadu / oaathu / thuthi  paadu – pray/ praise.    
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*pega  [ divide]  has the consonants-  pa-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
paku-  divide.  

 peq  [ share ]   has the consonants-  pa-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pankku- share.  

 pegu  [  seed  or fruit ] has the consonants- [- pa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kann   / veeyam- seed . 

pegu  [  seed  or fruit ] has the consonants-  pa-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pachchai   kaai  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  green fruit ; pachchai- green; kaai-  
unripe fruit. 

pegu  [  seed  or fruit ] has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kani- fruit .  

 puga [ piece of wood] has the consonants-  -pa-  ka- and the  original Tamil word 
is  kampu- stick.  

puga [ piece of wood] has the consonants-  -[- pa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is  kuchchi [ missing letter- sa-]- stick.  

 *peq[ food] has the consonants-  pa-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  puka- 
food ;    avi/ unavu  .  

 peg [  valley / ravine] has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanavaai -  mountain pass/ ravine.  

peg [ cloth] has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  ka- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aakavam/ vaakanam- cloth ; anki - clothe.  

 put  [ name fot the dead] has the consonants -pa- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is pootha  udampu –dead body ; udampu- body . 

put  [ name fot the dead] has the consonants -pa- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is seththa  pinam [ missing letter- sa-] – dead body ; pinam   -dead body ;  
seththa- died . 
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shetht [  canal] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaadai- canal . 

 sikhat [ madness] has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mathi kaedu –folly  ; mathi- intelligence; kaedu –damage.  

 sikhat [ madness] has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- - the- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  ava puththi  [missing  letter- pa-] –folly ; puththi- 
sense .  

sikhat [ madness] has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kann moodi thanam- folly .  

sikhat [ madness] has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kedu mathi –folly.  

sikhat [ madness] has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  koatti- madness.  

sikhat [ madness] has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paiththiyam/ piththu   pidikka-[missing  letter- pa-] - to develop  mental  
illness  ; paiththiyam- madness; pidikka- to catch.   

 shethu  [ a kind  of land]  has the consonants -sa- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  sathuppu  munn [ missing  letter- pa-]- marsh land; sathuppu- marsh; 
munn- land . 

 shett  [ vulva/ vagina] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pundai  [ missing  letter- pa-]- vulva/ vagina. 

 shett [ read / recite / pray ] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is padi [missing  letter- pa-]  –read . 

 shett [ read / recite / pray ] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is oaathu-  recite . 

shett [ read / recite / pray ] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thuthi / thuthi  paadu [missing  letter- pa-]  -  pray . 
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shett [ read / recite / pray ] has the consonants –sa- the- and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is   study [E] . 

 shett [mummy ] has the consonants –-sa-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
patha  padiththiya seththa   pinam [ missing  letter- pa-] – embalmed  dead body ; 
patha  paduththu –embalm; seththa- died; pinam –dead body . 

 *shti  [pot] has the consonants -sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is satti –pot.  

shtit [ tank] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thanni  
thotti –water tank; thanni –water; thotti –tank . 

 sekht Ra  [  sun temple  near Memphis]   has the consonants –[-sa-]-  ka-  the- Ra  
and the  original Tamil  word is kathiravan-in koattam   -sun temple; kathairavan – 
sun ;   koattam –temple . 

 skhat [ record] has the consonants –[-sa-]-  ka-  the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pathivu yaedu   [ missing  letter- pa-]  – record  /register ; pathiya- to register; 
yaedu –book . 

 skhut [ provide] has the consonants –[-sa-]-  ka-  the- and the  original Tamil  
word  kodukka- to give.  

 sger[ to beat the drum ] has the consonants –-sa-  ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil   
word is  murasu   kottuka [ missing  letter- pa-] -to beat the drum . 

  *sheth [ dressed]  has the consonants -sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
soodu- to wear.  

* sheth [ garment ] has the consonants -sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sattai -  shirt ;   thoosu- cloth ;  aa-sidai –cloth ; achchaathanam- cloth  ; saadi- 
cloth   ;  soodi –cloth.  

shett [dig] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoandu –dig.  

shet[ to nurse a child / to educate ] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  
original Tamil  word is uoottu- feed  ;  oaathi  thaa  - to teach . 
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 shat [  a kind  of  scented wood ] has the consonants –-sa- the- and the original 
Tamil  word is  santhana thadi- sandal  wood ; santhanam- sandal ;thadi –wood.  

 *stur  [to work] has the consonants –sa- the-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
seithar  -to do   ; aattru / iyattru –do .  

 shtar [ bride]  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thiru  mana ponnu  [ missing  letter- pa-] -bride ; thirumanam-  marriage ; ponnu –
girl . 

bride [E] has the consonants –pa--Ra- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is thiru  
mana ponnu – bride. 

*shti  [ dead ] has the consonants –sa-- the--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
seththida- died . 

shesput  [ women with tambourines]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  pa- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  thappu  adiththu  thappaatam  aadum   ponnu  -girl 
dancing /   beating the flat  drum-  thappu ;  thappu – flat  drum ;  adi – beat ;  
aattam- dance; aadu-  to  dance  ; ponnu- girl.   

 shesat  [ plant ] has the consonants –sa- the--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sedi- plant . 

sher [ small canal] has the consonants –-sa – Ra-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinaaru –small river; sinna- small ; aaru –river.  

*suar [ garment] has the consonants –-sa – Ra-   and the  original Tamil  word 
seerai –cloth ;  aasaaram ; saree [E] . 

 shert  [ to tie ]  has the consonants –-sa – Ra-  the--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  saerththu  mudichhcu  idu-  to tie ; saerththidu- join; mudichchu- knot.  

*shert [  small]  has the consonants –sa-– Ra-  the--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is siriyathu- short.  

shnem [ smell] has the consonants –[ -sa-] – an- ma- -  and the  original Tamil  
word is manam- smell.  
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shnu[ musician] has the consonants –[ -sa-] – an-  and the original Tamil  word is 
paanan [ missing  letter- pa-] –musician . 

 shnau [ small/ little  ] has the consonants –-sa – an-  and the original Tamil  word 
is sinna- small .  

 *shenat  [circuit of heaven ] has the consonants –-sa – an-  the-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  saenn nadu –heaven . 

 shmait  [ singing  woman ] has the consonants –[ -sa-] –  ma- the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is  paattu  paadi  aadum ponnu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -woman 
dancing  for the song; paattu –song ; paadu  - to sing ;  aadu -to dance  ; ponnu- 
girl.  

semu [ lands] has the consonants –[ -sa-] –  ma- and the original Tamil  word is   
munn- land/ earth /soil . 

semu [ lands] has the consonants –-sa-–  ma- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  zamin – land . 

sen en at  [father’s brother] has the consonants –-sa—an –the- and the original 
Tamil  word   is  sinna thanthai -   father’s  younger  brother; sinna-  small;  
thanthai- father ; sinna thaai-  mother’s younger sister . 

samut [ hair] has the consonants –[ -sa-] –  ma- the-  and the original Tamil  word 
is   mudi- hair.  

 *samai [title of god] has the consonants  -sa –  ma-  and the original Tamil  word  
saami- god.  

sheftit [ bier] has the consonants –[ -sa-] –  pa-  the-   and the original Tamil  word 
is  paadai- bier.  

shebbt  [kind  of drink ] has the consonants –[ -sa-] –  pa-  the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is  pattai  / patham /  ampathai  /  nuthampu -   toddy. 

 shebbt  [kind  of drink ] has the consonants –-sa–  [-pa-]-  the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is  saenthi- toddy.  
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 shebbt  [kind  of drink ] has the consonants –-[- sa-] –  [-pa-]-  the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is  mattam  /  mathu  / thaem -  liquor/ toddy . 

 shebt  [ the tie of the green crown ]  has the consonants –-sa –  pa-  the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is  pachcahi   mani  mudiyaei  /  pachchai  pattaththai- soodu  
-to wear the  green crown ; pachchai-  green ; pattam-  crown; mani mudi –crown; 
soodu- to wear.  

shebt   [incense] has the consonants –[ -sa-] –  pa-  the-   and the original Tamil  
word is  manam udaiya  uoothu paththi-  incense; manam- smell; udaiya- has  . 

  shebut  [ speech  /answer] has the consonants –-sa-–  pa-  the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is  seppidu  -answer.  

 * shebbt [ food]  has the consonants –-sa-–  pa-  the-   and the original Tamil  
word is  saappadu -  food  ; saappidu –eat .  

shebt   [food  offering] has the consonants -sa-–  pa-  the-   and the original Tamil  
word is  saappadau  padai / saappaadu  poadu-  food offering; padi- offering . 

sap t urt [ last  judgement ] has the consonants –[- sa-] -–  pa-  the- Ra- the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is  iruthi theerppu – final judgement ; iruthi- final; 
theerppu –judgement . 

 *shuti [ merchant ] has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
Chetti-  merchant   ; Yetti / Saettu  

 shut [ hair]  has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  word is sadai [ 
plaited hair  . 

 satti  [rebuke] has the consonants –[-sa-] --  the-   and the original Tamil  word is  
athattu- rebuke. 

satti  [rebuke] has the consonants –[-sa-] --  the-   and the original Tamil  word is  
thittu- rebuke . 

 satti  [rebuke] has the consonants –[-sa-] --  the-   and the original Tamil  word is  
idi- rebuke  . 
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satti  [rebuke] has the consonants –sa---  the-   and the original Tamil  word is  
sadaai   /saadi - rebuke ;   yaesidu .  

    *shi [ infant ] has a consonant –sa-and the original Tamil  word is  saei – infant; 
sisu . 

 shemm [ heat ] has the consonants –sa- an- ma -   and the original Tamil  word is 
ushnam  - heat.   

 *shu  [the sun ]  has a consonant –sa-and the original Tamil  word is  saeyoan- 
sun [E]  . 

shu  [the sun ]  has a consonant –[ -sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  inan-  sun  

 *shauta [ pot / vessel ] has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  
word is  satti- pot.  

  shaiut [  un cooked meat ] has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  
word is   samiththida  sathai thundu-  un cooked flesh;   samaiththidu – to cook  ;  
sathai- flesh ; thundu –bit. 

 *shat [ whip]  has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  word is  
saattai-  whip .  

sharri  [ lamentation ]  has the consonants –[- sa-] —Ra-  and the original Tamil  
word is oppaari  [ missing  letter- pa-] -dirge . 

 sharef  [ to injure ]  has the consonants –sa—Ra-  pa-  and the original Tamil  
word is  sirraiththida  -to injure ;  sirraipppu  - injury.  

 shakha [ approach  of death ] has the consonants –sa—ka-  and the original Tamil  
word is saavu  anuka - approach  of death  ;  saavu-  death  ; anuka-  approach . 

 shau  [ excrement ]  has a consonant –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil  word is  pei 
missing  letter- pa-]  -excreta ;  saanam- cow dung . 

shaar  [to bargain ] has the consonants –sa—Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  
paeram paesu [ missing  letter- pa-]- to bargain . 
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 sha [ pig ]  has a consonant –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil  word is  panni [ missing  
letter- pa-] – pig.  

 shat [ benefit ] has the consonants –[-sa-]--  the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
etham  / uoothiyam  – benefit ;   aathaayam  . 

 sha [dog ]  has a consonant –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil  word is  naai  -dog . 

 sha [dog ]  has a consonant –sa-and the original Tamil  word is  paasi  [missing  
letter- pa-] -dog.  

*sha [dog ]  has a consonant –sa-and the original Tamil  word is  ju  /chu – dog ;  
suni- female dog.  

 shat [ bitch ] has the consonants –[-sa-]--  the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
pottai  naai  [missing  letter- pa-] –female dog; pottai –female; naai- dog ; patti 
[Malayalam] . 

 shat [ bitch ] has the consonants –sa-- the-  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  bitch [E] missing  letter- pa-]. 

  *shat[ body]  has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
sattai –body  ;  sadam [Skt ] - body . 

shat[ body]  has the consonants –[ -sa-] --  the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
nadai  manai / yaedu  / thaeyam/ theethu  / thanndam / muttai – body .    

 shat[ body]  has the consonants –[ -sa-] --  the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
pothi / udampu / puthai / pandam /  ponthai/ poothiyam / panndi / pattinam/ 
padam [ missing  letter- pa-]  – body   . 

sha [flower] has a consonant –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil  word is poo [  missing  
letter- pa-]  - flower  

 sha [ phallus] has a consonant –[-sa-]-and the original Tamil  word is sunni- penis . 

sha [ phallus] has a consonant –sa-and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
penis [E] [ missing  letter- pa-]  . 
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shat  [100] has the consonants –-sa --  the-   and the interpretation  of the word is   
das das  10x10  = satham [Skt] -100 ; das [Skt] = 10 =paththu . 

 shat  [100] has the consonants –[ -sa-] --  the-   and the original Tamil  word is   
paththu  paththu  10 x10=100  [ missing  letter- pa-]  ; paththu -100. 

  shat  pet  [a kind  of incense] has the consonants –[ -sa-]-  the-  pa- the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is  manam  udaiya  uoothu paththi – incense;  manam- smell .  

 sha  ur   [a large lake  in Tuat ] has the consonants –sa—Ra -   and the original 
Tamil  word is  siriya  yaeri –small  lake; siriya- small; yaeri- lake. 

 sett-t  [shaking ]  has the consonants –sa-  the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
asainthida- shaking ;  aadida . 

  stukh  [to emblam]  has the consonants –[ -sa-] --  the- ka-   and the original 
Tamil  word is  pinaththai  patha paduththuka  [ missing  letter- pa-]- emblam ; 
pinam –dead body . 

 stenu [ wearer of the  crown ]  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- the-an -   and the 
original Tamil  word is mani  mudiyan -wearer of the crown ;mani mudi –crown.  

 stema   [ to join ] has the consonants –-sa- the-ma -   and the original Tamil  word 
is  saeththidanum- to join. 

 set  [ to dress ]  has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
soodu –to wear.  

*stha  [ jar / vessel]  has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  word 
is    saadi- jar  ; satti- pot  

 sthes [ dead body] has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
seththa pinam  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  dead  body ; seththa- died; pinam- dead 
body . 

 steak  [to light a lamp] has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka-   and the original 
Tamil  word is   thee yaethhuka – to light  fire / lamp ; thee- fire .  
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steak  [to light a lamp] has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka- and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is  theepam[Skt]  yaeththuka [ missing  letter- pa-]-  – 
to light  a lamp .  

  *setht  [ garment ] has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
sattai –shirt.  

 satht   [to frighten]  has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  word 
is  achcham moottu- to frighten  ;  achcham- fear . 

 seth  [smell] / foul  stink ] has the consonants –[-sa-]--  the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is  naaththam- stink . 

 *set  [ rump ] has the consonants –sa-  the-   and the original Tamil  word is   
sooththu –rump . 

 stem  [an assistant priest ]  has the consonants –[-sa-]--  the- ma-    and the 
original Tamil  word is mani  aatti- an assistant priest  ; mani- bell . 

stut [  to collect ] has the consonants –sa--  the-   and the original Tamil  word is  
saeththidu- to collect . 

stai  [fire ] has the consonants –[-sa-]--  the-   and the original Tamil  word is sen-  
thee- divine fire; thee- fire; semmai- red ; jothi [Skt ] - fire  

stai  [ to measure land ]  has the consonants –[-sa-]--  the-   and the original Tamil  
word is thadi  poadu [ missing letter- pa-] – to measure the land. 

sta [ leader ] has the consonants –[-sa-]--  the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
themmaan- leader;   naeththaa – leader . 

sker [ to cut ]  has the consonants –[-sa-]—ka- Ra -   and the original Tamil  word is 
keeru –to slice   ; arukka – to cut .   

sekit [ to fight ]  has the consonants –sa-ka- the- -   and the original Tamil  word is 
sandai kattu –to fight ;  sandai- fight ;  koatha / kusthi  –fight . 
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 sekit  [slaughter house] has the consonants –[-sa-]—ka- the- -   and the original 
Tamil  word is vathai  koodam- slaughter house  ; vathaikka- to kill;  koodam- hall . 

 seka [ warrior] has the consonants –[-sa-]—ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
vannaiyan-  warrior .  

seka [ warrior] has the consonants –sa-ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is saevakan-   soldier.  

 sqernu  [ fighter ] has the consonants –-sa-ka-  Ra –an-   and the original Tamil  
word is  saervai-k-karan-  warrior .  

sqernu  [ fighter ] has the consonants –-sa-ka-  Ra –an-   and the original Tamil  
word is  Vanniyar/ varma /  vikkiraman  / Maravan / - warrior.  

 sqerit [ a goddess ] has the consonants –[-sa-]—ka-  Ra –the-  and the original 
Tamil  word is Karuththamma -  fertility  goddess of  Tamil  people  ; Daevi 
karuMaari Amman .  

sqerit [ a goddess ] has the consonants –[-sa-]—ka-  Ra –the-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  Durgha / inaccessible / fortress/ beyond defeat – 
goddess  ; kitta  neruunkka  mudiyaatha thaai   ; kitta- near ; nerunkku –to go near 
; mudiyaathu –can not; thaai- mother  ;  sinkka / vaenkkai  uoorthi  udaiya  
Amman – goddess whose chariot  is lion;   vaenkkai-  tiger   ;koattai mathir-   
fortress ;  thoarkka  adikka  mudiyaathu –can not defeat  . 

 sqerit [ a goddess ] has the consonants –sa-ka-  Ra –the-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  Chandra Ghantha  - Durgha . 

sqerit [ a goddess ] has the consonants –sa-ka-  Ra –the-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  Sarasvathi – goddess of wisdom ;  uraiyaada / 
kathaika  kattru  koduththa thaai  -the mother who  thaught  to speak ; uraiyaada- 
to converse; kattru kodu –educate ; thaai- mother; oaathi kodukkira  thaai- the 
mother who  teaches ;  oaathi kodukka –to educate .  
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 sqerit [ a goddess ] has the consonants –sa-ka-  Ra –the-  and the original Tamil  
word is Samaya  Puraththir  kudi  -yaeri irukkum  Maari Amman – fertilty goddess  
whose abode is Samaya Puram ; kudi  eru –dwell   . 

sqerit [ a goddess ] has the consonants –sa-ka-  Ra –the-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  Paarvathi – mountain goddess ; kundrir kudi 
erukkum  Muththu  Kumaran  / Thriu Murugan - in  thaai- mother of  Kumaran –
Murugan –Marduk ; paravatham-  kundram – hill  ; Sivanudaiya  thaarm- wife of 
Siva  ;   thaaram-  wife.  .  

sqerit [ a goddess ] has the consonants –sa-ka-  Ra –the-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  Makisha  Mardini – goddess;  erumai kedaa vai 
kondra  vaenkkai / sinkkam ; erumai- buffalo ;kondra- killed  ;vaenkkai –tiger ; 
sinkkam- lion . 

sqerit [ a goddess ] has the consonants –[-sa-]—ka-  Ra –the-  and the original 
Tamil  word is kottravai –war  goddess of the  Tamil people.  

sqerit [ a goddess ] has the consonants –[-sa-]—ka-  Ra –the-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  Saaviththiri – goddess ;   kathiravanin manavi – 
wife od the sun god  ; kathiravan- sun ; manaivi –wife.  

* sek [death ] has the consonants –sa-ka-  and the original Tamil  word is  saaka-   
to die; saavu –death . 

 sqett [ boat  travel  ]  has the consonants –sa-ka- the-  and the original Tamil  
word is padaku  payanam [ missing  letter- pa-]- – boat  trip;  payanam- travel . 

 sqetu  [paddler]  has the consonants –[-sa-]-ka- the-  and the original Tamil  word 
is padaku oaatti [ missing  letter- pa-]- boat man ; padaku –boat  ; oaattu –drive.  

 sqeru [ prisoner ] has the consonants –sa-ka-Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is 
siraiyir erukkirvar  / sirai vaasi – one who is in the  prison ; sirai- prison ;  erukka- 
to reside . 

*seshet  [ whip ] has the consonants –sa-the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
saattai- whip . 
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  seshet [ niche in the wall] has  the consonants –[- sa-] -the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is  maadam- niche .  

  *seq [ to collect ] has the consonants –sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
saekka- to collect.  

 seshet [ to tie ]  has  the consonants – sa--the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
saeththu  mudichchu  idu –to tie  – mudichchu –knot  ; saeththidu –join  

 s-sert [ to plant ]  has  the consonants – sa-– Ra- the-   and the original Tamil  
word is  sedi  naduthar –to plant  ;  sedi –plant ;  nadu –to plant ;  naathtu 
naduthar . 

 skheti  [ hunter/ fowler] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is vaettuvan- hunter ;  maathankkan / viyaathan – hunter/ fowler  . 

 skhetu  [a  class of stars ]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is   vin meen koottam-  group  of stars ; vinn-  sky  ; meen- star/ fish 
;koottam-  group.  

skhetu  [a  class of stars ]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is   Vidai  / Sakadu – Taurus  /  Aldebaran .  

 skhetu  [a  class of stars ]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is   Aadavai- Gemini.  

 skhetu  [a  class of stars ]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is Thanni   Kudam-   Aquaris  ; thanni –water; kudam- pot  . 

 skhetu  [a  class of stars ]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is Kodu nukam  / Kodu Mukam – Leo  / Regulas .  

 skhetu  [a  class of stars ]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is Kat Sevi  /  kadakam  -Cancer/ Acubens .  

skhetu  [a  class of stars ]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - other interpretation  
of the word is   Suvaathi [Skt] -– Boots  Arcturus.  
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skhetu  [a  class of stars ]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - other interpretation  
of the word is   Kaettai [Skt] -Antares.    

skhetu  [a  class of stars ]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - other interpretation  
of the word is   Avittam [Skt] - Delphinus . 

skhet  [to mould bricks ] has  the consonants – sa- ka- - the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is  senkka katti   achchu  edukka – to mould brick ;  senka katti -  brick; 
achchu –mould; edukka- take.  

 skhet  [ division ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the original Tamil  
word is koattam-   division . 

skhet  [ division ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the original Tamil  
word is kavadu –division . 

 skhet  [ division ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word  is   kantham-  division.  

skhet  [ division ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the original Tamil  
word is thokuthi –division . 

skhet  [ division ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the original Tamil  
word is vakuthi- division . 

skhet khet [enquiry ] has  the consonants – sa- ka- - the - ka- the-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  usaavi  kaettiduka  - enquire  

  skhet khet [enquiry ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the - ka- the-  and the 
original Tamil  word is  vinavida vaendum – enquire .  

 skhet  [ to turn upside down]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is  kavuththidu – turn upside down . 

 skhert [ to defeat / over throw ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra-- the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is   thoarkka  adikks –to defeat ; thoattru oaada seika .  
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skhert [ to defeat / over throw ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra-- the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is   vendriduka- to win . 

skhert [ to defeat / over throw ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra-- the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is   puram kodukkai  [ misisng letter- pa-]   -defeat  . 

skhert [ to defeat / over throw ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra-- the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is   tharai  paduththtka [ misisng letter- pa-]    -defeat.  

 skhert [ to defeat / over throw ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra-- the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is   muriya kuththuka- defeat . 

 skhert [ to defeat / over throw ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra-- the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is   thitta thakarvu  -defeat ; thittam- plan . 

 skhert [ to defeat / over throw ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra-- the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is   thookki erinthiduka- throw away . 

 skhrit [ report / writing /document]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra- - the-   
and the original Tamil  word is   kurippu  yaedu- document /  report  book ; 
kurippu- notes; yaedu- book. 

skhrit [ report / writing /document]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra- - the-   
and the original Tamil  word is  karuththu urai- report/ writing / statement . 

skhrit [ report / writing /document]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra- - the-   
and the original Tamil  word is   katturai-  article. 

skhrit [ report / writing /document]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra- - the-   
and the  other interpretation  of the word is   paththiram   [ missing  letter- pa-] –
document; paruva  yaedu – magazine  . 

skhrit [ report / writing /document]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra- - the-   
and the original Tamil  word is   vivaram ariviththiduka/ therivikka/ kooriduka - to 
give the details  ; vivaram-  details; ariviththiduka- declare; kooriduka- say.  

skhrit [ report / writing /document]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra- - the-   
and the original Tamil  word is   koottru- statement . 
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 skhrit [ report / writing /document]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra- - the-   
and the original Tamil  word is   yaerkka  koodiya  aavanam –acceptable document 
; yaerkka- accept; aavanam –cocument  

 skhrit [ report / writing /document]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- Ra- - the-   
and the original Tamil  word is   varaintha  aavanam-  written document ; varaika- 
write . 

skhenut  [ four pillars  of the  sky]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- an-  - the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is vaanin  naanku  thoon   -  four pillars  of the sky ; vaan –
sky  ; naangu -4; thoon- pillar. 

skhen [share] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- an-  and the original Tamil  word is 
pankku  [ misisng letter- pa-] - share . 

 skhem [ little ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- ma-  and the original Tamil  word 
is   kammi- little . 

skhem [ little ] has  the consonants – sa- ka- ma-  and the original Tamil  word is  
konjamaa- little/few /less. 

skhut [  to provide / to fortify ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is kodukka- provide.  

skhut [  to provide / to fortify ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- - the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is arann aamiththiduka / koattai kattuka  [ missing  letter- Ra-
] - fortify  ; arann- barrier ; amaikka- make;  koattai –castle ; kattu –build.   

skhemu  [ruler] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- ma -  and the original Tamil  word 
is   koa- makan- king ; koamaan- lord   ;  mannavan- king .  

skhait [coronation  ] has  the consonants – sa- ka- the-   and the original Tamil  
word is  makudam soodu   - coronation ; makudam- crown ;  soodu –wear  

 sekhut  [ hastening ] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- the-   and the original Tamil  
word is mudukku –hasten ; kaditham  . 
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 skhaut [ memorial] has  the consonants – sa- ka- the-   and the original Tamil  
word is ninaivu   sinnam   kattuka - to  build  a  memorial ; ninaivu – memory  ;  
sinnam –symlol ; kaattu- build . 

  skhat  [record  / decree] has  the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is pathivu  yaedu [ missing  leter- pa-]   -record . 

 skhat  [record  / decree] has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is vithi –decree.  

skaat [ hare]  has  the consonants – sa- ka- the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
mosa kutti- hare. 

swkhti [ bitter]  has  the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- the-   and the original Tamil  
word is  kaiththida- bitter.  

sekht  [deafness]  has  the consonants – sa- ka- the-   and the original Tamil  word 
is   sevidu – deaf ;   kaathu  kaetkaathu – can not hear  ; kaathu –ear ; kaetkka- to 
hear; kaet-k-kaathu –can not hear  . 

 sekhti  [peasant] has  the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-   and the original Tamil  
word is  kudiyaanavan -  peasant . 

 sekht [ field] has  the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the-   and the original Tamil  word 
is  kaadu – field /farm land . 

 Sekt Paat [a mythological locality ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- pa-  the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is Pattti-k-kadu –village  ; Naga pattinam/ Pattu Koattai  
/Kodappu /  kottaam patti /Koattai Pattinam /Puthu-k-kottai /Pannai-k-kadu - 
places  in Tamil Naadu . 

Sekt Paat [a mythological locality ]  has  the consonants – sa- ka- pa-  the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is Sen-k-kaattu Patti- a village in Tamil Naadu 
/Trichirappalli .  

Sekt Paat [a mythological locality ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-pa-]-  the-   
and the original Tamil  word is kudikaadu/ vaadi / kudi / koattam / kaedakam  –
village . 
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 Sekt Paat [a mythological locality ]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- pa-  the-  and 
the  other interpretation  of the word is Egypt . 

 sekhti [ field god]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-  the-  and the original Tamil  
word is  kaadu –field;  thaeivam- god ; kudi thaeivam –family god ;  kudi –family ; 
kaaththidu –protect. 

sekht [ to give 100 strokes   with a  stick  /  to punish ] has  the consonants – sa- 
ka-  the- and the original Tamil  word is  thandanaiyaaka  -   paththu  paththu  
satha  [Skt]   kasai   /saattai   adi    /savukku  adi    kodukka [missing  letter- pa-]   - 
to  beat  100  times  with a whip  as a punishment ; thandanai –puishment;  
satham -100 ; adi- beat; kodukka- give ; kasai- whip ;   savukku  - tamarisk   stick  ;  
saattai-  whip ; satha = paiththu  paiththu  = 100; paththu- 10  .  

 skenta [drunkard ] has  the consonants – [-sa-] -   ka  -an – the- and the original 
Tamil  word is   kudiyan  / kat  kudiyan  - drunkard . 

 *shetem  [to destroy ] has  the consonants – sa-   the- ma-    and the original 
Tamil  word is  saetham sei –to destroy   ; saetham- destruction . 

sehetemu  [destroyer] has  the consonants – sa-   the- ma-    and the original Tamil  
word is saetham seithidum manithan – destroyer ; saetham- destruction ; 
seithidu- do; manithan- man . 

sma [ cemetery ] has  the consonants – sa- - ma-    and the original Tamil  word is 
mayaanam / masaanam -  grave yard.  

 smaa [ phallus ]  has  the consonants – sa- - ma-    and the original Tamil  word is 
maani  /samaan – phallus.  

sem  [ priestly  official ] has  the consonants – sa- - ma-    and the original Tamil  
word is  saami- god/ priest. 

 sept  [ thigh ] has  the consonants – [-sa-]-[-pa-]- the-  and the original Tamil  
word is thodai –thigh.  

 sept  [ to be ready ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-[-pa-- the-  and the original Tamil  
word is yeththaniththidu- be ready . 
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 suthet [ roast / cook]  has  the consonants – sa-- the-  and the original Tamil  
word is   sudu – roast  ; samaiththidu –cook . 

  sutut  [ walk ] has  the consonants – sa-the- -   and the original Tamil  word is adi 
edu / nada- walk; adi –foor; edu- take.  

stut [ to make a copy  of something ] has  the consonants – sa-the- -   and the 
original Tamil  word is   achchu  edu –to copy . 

stut [ to make a copy  of something ] has  the consonants –[- sa-] -the- -   and the 
original Tamil  word is padi  edu [ missing  letter-pa-]-to make a copy ; padi –copy . 

 smeti  [ to paint the eye ] has  the consonants – sa- - ma- -the- -   and the original 
Tamil  word is   anjanam  theettu  /  maei  theettu – to apply   khol  ;anjanam- kohl 
; theettu –apply . 

  smait  [ bed  ] has  the consonants – [-sa-] - ma- -the- -   and the original Tamil  
word is  meththai – mattress.  

  smait [ royal  title ]  has  the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- -the- -   and the original 
Tamil  word is pattam[ missing  letter- pa-] – crown ; pon mudi- golden crown; 
pon- gold. 

  smait [ royal  title ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-] - ma- -the- -   and the original 
Tamil  word is mani mudi - crown.  

 senn ta   [ to kiss the ground] has  the consonants – [ -sa-]  –an-  -the- -   and the 
original Tamil  word is  munnai  muththam idu – to kiss the ground ; munn- earth/ 
soil; muththam- kiss . 

 samaa kheru  [ to make true the word  ] has  the consonants – sa- ma- - ka- Ra - 
and the original Tamil  word is unmai -yaei  kooru- speak the truth; unmai- truth; 
kooru –say.  

 sebtt  [crown of  flowers] has  the consonants – [-sa-] – pa- the-  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  poo mudi-  crown of flower ; poo-  flower; mudi- crown.  
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srekhi [ to make to know] has  the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- ka- - and the original 
Tamil  word is  arivikka – to declare; kooruka- tell .  

srekht [ peasant] has  the consonants –[- sa-].- Ra- ka- the- and the original Tamil  
word is kudiyaaanavar- peasants ; kudiththana-k-kaaran . 

 srekht [ peasant] has  the consonants –[- sa-].- Ra- ka- the- and the original Tamil  
word is vaara –k-kuththakaiyar -  tenant  farmer.  

srekht [ peasant] has  the consonants –[- sa-].- Ra- ka- the- and the original Tamil  
word is payir kudi – cultivator; payir- crop; kudi -family . 

srekht [ peasant] has  the consonants –[- sa-].- Ra- ka- the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  maththima  piruthakan [ missing  letter- pa-] – 
farmer. 

 serekh  [throne]  has  the consonants – sa-- Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
arasar-in  erukkai   / arasirukkai -  king’s  chair ; arasar- king ; erukkai- chair .  

sert [ glean  the cornfield ] has  the consonants – sa- Ra-the- and the original Tamil  
word is   michcham  meethiyaana /   arisi mani-  yaei   / thiratti  saeru/ thoorththu 
thudaiththu  saeru   –glean ; michcham meethi- balance; thirattu –gather  ;arisi- 
rice  ;  mani-  grain .  

 ser  [ram] has  the consonants –-sa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  semmari- 
sheep/ ram . 

ram [E] has  the consonants –-- Ra- ma-   and the original Tamil  word is  mari- 
sheep  . 

seru  [serpent god ]  has  the consonants –-sa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  
saarai  - Indian rattle snake.  

 serut  [ praises]  has  the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra-the- and the original Tamil  
word is thuthi paaduthar[ missing  letter- pa-] – praise ;  paaraattu –to praise.  

 serat  [kind  of linen] has  the consonants – sa- Ra-the- and the original Tamil  
word is sittraadai- skirt . 
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serat  [kind  of linen] has  the consonants – sa- Ra-the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is sithar- cloth . 

paruththi aadai [ missing  letter- pa-] –cotton dress ; paruthhti-  cotton ; aadai –
dress. 

 serat  [ prosperity ]  has  the consonants – sa- Ra-the- and the original Tamil  
word is seer  adaiya- to prosper.  

serat  [ prosperity ]  has  the consonants – sa- Ra-the- and the original Tamil  word 
is sirappu -uruthar / uru paduthar [ missing  letter- pa-] –prosperity. 

ser [  prince ] has  the consonants – sa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is arasar- 
king ; sinna-raasu – little king ; sinna- little . 

ser [  prince ] has  the consonants – sa- Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  prince [E] [missing letter- pa-] . 

ser [ elder ] has  the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is 
periyoar [  missing  letter- pa-] -elder . 

 ser [ to  arrange ] has  the consonants – sa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  
seer sei –to arrange . 

 ser [ speech]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is urai 
–speech. 

an ket ket  [  to shake ] has  the consonants – an  ka- the-  ka -the and the original 
Tamil  word is  kidu  kidu -vena  aattuka- to shake .   

 smet  [  make to speak ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-  ma- the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is  naaa neettanum- speak  ; naa- tongue; neettu – protrude;    
iyampidu   [ missing  letter- pa-] –speak ;  mindu [Malayalam ] - speak . 

 smett  [ estate slave ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-  ma- the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is  thoatta  adimai  - estate slave ; thoattam –estate/ garden ;adimai- 
slave.  
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smett  [ weapons] has  the consonants – [-sa-]-  ma- the-   and the  inter predation  
of the  word is  aayutham –weapons  .  

smati  [  bull god  ] has  the consonants –-sa-  ma- the-   and the original Tamil  
word is saami maadu-  bull  vowed  to the temple  ; saami –god;  maadu –cattle . 

 amaat [ petition ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-  ma- the- and the interpretasion 
of the  word is  manu  thanthidu –to give a petition; manu- petition  ;thanthidu –
give . 

apert [  prayer ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-  pa-Ra- the-   and the original Tamil  
word is poattruthar – to pray/ praise . 

 apert [  prayer ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-  pa-Ra- the-   and the original Tamil  
word is thuthi paaduthar –to pray . 

apert [  prayer ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-  pa-Ra- the- and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is mandraaduthar  / manu  tharuthar - supplication  . 

apert [  prayer ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-  pa-Ra- the- and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is piraarththanai  seithar  –to do prayer; 
piraarththanai- [Skt] - prayer . 

apert [  prayer ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-  pa-Ra- the- and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is jebiththar  / jepam seithar – prayer . 

apert [  prayer ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-  pa-Ra- the-   and the original Tamil  
word is posai seithar / poo sorithar –to pray ; poo-  flower; sorithar –shower . 

 spekhar  [engrave]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-  pa- ka- Ra-  and the original 
Tamil  word is porikka  - engrave.  

spekhar  [engrave]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-   [-pa-]-  ka- Ra--   and the original 
Tamil  word is keeruka/ varaika – engrave /write . 

sept [  estate ] has  the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] --the-   and the original Tamil  
word is  thoattam –estate / garden  . 
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 sept [  estate ] has  the consonants – [-sa-]- -pa--the-   and the original Tamil  
word is  paettai  -  estate.  

sept [  estate ] has  the consonants –-[- sa-] -[-pa-] --the-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  mittaa  /aathanam -  estate . 

sept [  estate ] has  the consonants –-sa-[-pa-] --the-   and the original Tamil  word 
is  soththu –estate  ;  soththu paththu  -asset.  

sept [  estate ] has  the consonants –-sa-[-pa-] --the-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  aasthi –estate . 

 Sebti  [ a name for Alexandria ]   has  the consonants – [-sa-]- pa --the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is Poom Pattinam -   sea shore town.  

sbeq [ to anoint ]    has  the consonants –-sa -pa –ka-   and the original Tamil  word 
is  poosuka-  to anoint . 

 sbequit  [ scented woman ]  has  the consonants –-sa- pa –ka- the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is  vaasanai  pandam  thadaviya ponnu – girl who  has applied  
scent; vaasanai- smell ; pandam-  item ; vaasanai  pandam-  scent ; thadavu –to 
apply ; ponnu –girl . 

sbeq [  to travel  ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]- pa –ka-   and the original Tamil  
word is payanam poaka- to travel ; payanam- travel . 

  sbeqau [   traveler ] has  the consonants – [-sa-]- pa –ka-   and the original Tamil  
word is payanm poavoan – traveler; poa- go .  

 sbekhti  [door keeper god] has  the consonants – [-sa-]- pa –ka- the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is veettu  kathavai paathu  kaaththidum  kudi  thaeivam – god  
who  guards  the door of the house  ; veedu –house;  kathavu –door; kaakka- to 
guard ;  paathu kaaththida- to protect;  kudi –family ; thaeivam –god. 

 sbakh  [ to guard ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]  –ka-   and the original 
Tamil  word is kaaka-  protect.  
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sbait  [  education / teaching /  pupil / training  / teacher / instruction /  
punishment  ]  -- 

sbait   has  the consonants -  [-sa-]-  pa –the- and the original Tamil  word is 
padippu –education ;  paadam- lesson . 

 sbait   has  the consonants -  [-sa-]-  [-pa-] –the- and the original Tamil  word is 
oaathi thaa- teach.  

sbait   has  the consonants -  sa-- pa-the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is upa thaesi [Skt] –teach .   

sbait   has  the consonants -  [-sa-]- -pa-–the- and the original Tamil  word is 
padipippoan  -teacher   ; padippiththidu- to instruct  . 

sbait   has  the consonants -  [-sa-]-pa-the- and the original Tamil  word is paadam 
padippoan- student ; padi- read/ learn .  

 sbait   has  the consonants -  sa—[ -pa-]-the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is sittan /sedan –pupil.  

sbait   has  the consonants -  [-sa-]-  [-pa-] –the- and the original Tamil  word is 
mainthan- pupil  /son . 

sbait   has  the consonants – [- sa-] —-pa-the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  uppaaththi /  panndithan -  teacher/ scholar .   

sbait   has  the consonants –  sa—[- pa-] -the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  usththath  -teacher. 

sbait   has  the consonants -  [-sa-]-  [-pa-] –the- and the original Tamil  word is 
sattampi-   teacher. 

sbait   has  the consonants –  sa—[- pa-] -the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  poathipoan [Skt] – teacher; poathanai –teaching .  

sbait   has  the consonants -  [-sa-]-  [-pa-] –the- and the original Tamil  word is 
thandanai –punishment . 
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 sbait   has  the consonants –  sa—[- pa-] -the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sitchchai [Skt] - punishment . 

 sut [ ties / bonds] has  the consonants – sa- the-    and the original Tamil  word is 
sontham  -ties.  

sut [ ties / bonds] has  the consonants –[- sa-] - the-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  pantham [ missing  letter –pa-]-  bonds  ; adimai thanam  -slavery  ; 
adimai –slave. 

 sutenit  [ sovereignty ] has  the consonants – sa- the-an –the-     and the original 
Tamil  word is  thun aatchchi  seithidum  naadu- sovereign state; thun aatchchi –
self rule   ; aatchchi –rule ; seithidu –do  ; naadu –state.  

suteni [to rule] has  the consonants – sa- the- an-    and the original Tamil  word is  
nattai  aandidu – to rule the state  ;  naadu –country ;  aandidu –to rule.  

  sut  [to tarry] has  the consonants – sa- the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
thaamatham  sei  -  to tarry  ;  thaamatham- delay ;sei- do.  

sukha [  rememberance]  has  the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-   and the original Tamil  
word is  ninikka/ ennuka- to remember .  

sura  heqt [ beeer house]  has  the consonants – sa-Ra- ka-  the-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  saaraaya  kadai -  arrack  shop ;saaraayam –arrack; kadai –shop.  

*sura [a fish]  has  the consonants – sa- Ra-   and the original Tamil  word is suraa  
meen- shark ; meen-  fish  ;  shark- suravam . 

 satit [ arrow]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
udu  /thoani  / thunai –arrow.  

satit [ arrow]  has  the consonants –[- sa-]- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
poothai [ missing  letter- pa-]  -arrow.  

siri  [ fan] has  the consonants – sa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is saamaram-  
fan . 
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sir pata  [fan / fly whisk ] has  the consonants – sa- Ra  - [-pa-]- the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is saanthaattri- fan . 

saqer  [ to make perfect ] has  the consonants – sa-  ka- Ra    and the original Tamil  
word is  seer aaku –to make perfect; aakku- make  

 satti  [punish ]  has  the consonants – [-sa-]- the-    and the original Tamil  word is  
thandanai- punishment ; sitchchai [Skt] - punishment . 

saker  [warrior] has  the consonants – sa-ka- Ra-   and the original Tamil  word is 
Saervai-k-karan- warrior  caste  of Tamil Naadu ; saevakar- soldier.  

 saqt [ assembly/ gathering]  has  the consonants –[- sa-] -ka-the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is koottam kooduka  / onnaa   kooduka - to gather ; koottam- crowd / 
meeting / assembly  ;  kooduka- gather.  

saqt [ assembly/ gathering]  has  the consonants –[- sa-] -ka-the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is kattakam/ kuttam / koththu / kotti / thokai – assembly.  

saqt [ assembly/ gathering]  has  the consonants –- sa--ka-the-   and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is sankkaaththam / koastti - assembly.  

sakhit [  imprudence/ arrogance] has  the consonants – [ -sa-] -ka-the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is vetkam ketta  thanam- impudence . 

sakhit [  imprudence/ arrogance] has  the consonants – [ -sa-] -ka-the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is vanda thanam- impudence.  

sakhit [  imprudence/ arrogance] has  the consonants – [ -sa-] -ka-the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is akanthai- arrogance.  

sakhit [  imprudence/ arrogance] has  the consonants – [ -sa-] -ka-the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is idankkam-  arrogance . 

sakhit [  imprudence/ arrogance] has  the consonants – [ -sa-] -ka-the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is ukkumaththu- arrogance . 
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 sakhit [  imprudence/ arrogance] has  the consonants – [ -sa-] -ka-the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is kottam- arrogance . 

 sakhit [  imprudence/ arrogance] has  the consonants – [ -sa-] -ka-the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is thimaakku - arrogance . 

 sakhit [  imprudence/ arrogance] has  the consonants – [ -sa-] -ka-the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is mudukku- arrogance . 

sakhit [  imprudence/ arrogance] has  the consonants – [ -sa-] -ka-the-   and the 
original Tamil  word is thenaa vettu- arrogance . 

sart  [water plant] has  the consonants – sa-Ra-the-   and the original Tamil  word 
is   neer sedi –water plant ; neer- water; sedi - -plant.  

sart  [water plant] has  the consonants – sa-Ra-the-   and the original Tamil  word 
is   aattru paasi-[ missing  letter- pa-]  - a water plant-  Caulina  Indica ; paasi- 
moss. 

 sart  [water plant] has  the consonants – sa-Ra-the-   and the original Tamil  word 
is   aattru  seruppadi  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - a water plant; aattru neer- river 
water ;  aaru- river . 

sart  [water plant] has  the consonants – sa-Ra-the-   and the original Tamil  word 
is   sathai poruththi [ missing  letter- pa-]  - a water plant 

 sart  [water plant] has  the consonants – [- sa-] -Ra-the-   and the original Tamil  
word is   aattru netti   / neer otti -- a water plant ; neer- water  . 

sart  [water plant] has  the consonants – sa-Ra-the-   and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  aakaasa   / vaan  thaamarai-  water plant; aakaasam[Skt] -sky ;  
thamarai- lotus.  

 *sar [ a kind  of drink] has  the consonants – sa-Ra-  and the original Tamil  word 
is saaraayam-  arrack ;  sura  [Skt] . 

Saparar [ Hittite  king ] has  the consonants – sa- pa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  
word is paer arasar- emperor  ;  periya –great ;  arasar- king . 
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emperor [E] has  the consonants –ma-- pa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is 
perum mannar-  great  king ; perum- big ; perumaan- lord/ noble  . 

Sapathar [ Hittite chief]  has  the consonants – sa- pa- the-  Ra-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  mudi  soodiya   pattaththu mannar- crowned king  ; mudi- crown 
;soodu –wear; mannar- king . 

sau  [ gold ] has  a  consonant – sa-  and the original Tamil  word is pon [ missing 
letter –pa-] – gold; soana [Skt] - gold . 

*saarta [ goat’s hair]  has  the consonants – sa- Ra-  the-  and the original Tamil  
word is  sem- mari  aattin mayir- hair of the sheep ; semmari –ram ; aadu –sheep  
goat ; mayir- hair.  

saheru [ dawn / morning ] has  the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the original 
Tamil  word is vai karai  naeram- early morning  time; naeram- time.  

saheru [ dawn / morning ] has  the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the original 
Tamil  word is akar-mukam- early  dawn . 

 *set  [ foliage of tress] has  the consonants – sa- the-  and the original Tamil  word 
is seththai- foliage; 

set  [ foliage of tress] has  the consonants –[- sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil  
word thannadai- foliage .  

 steb  [misery]  has  the consonants – [ -sa-] - the-pa-   and the original Tamil  word 
is thunpam-  misery   ; soathanai [Skt] . 

stef  [to purify] has  the consonants – sa- the-pa-   and the original Tamil  word is 
suththa  paduththu – to purify ;  thooimai  paduththu  ;  punitha paduththu . 

 steg  [to take refuge] has  the consonants – [- sa-] - the-ka-  and the original Tamil  
word is   adaivu-  refuge ;  akathi- refugee  ; thanchcham adaika  .  

steg  [to take refuge] has  the consonants – [- sa-] - the-ka-  and the original Tamil  
word is   othukkidam- refuge.     
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steg  [to take refuge] has  the consonants – [- sa-] - the-ka-  and the original Tamil  
word is   thikku-  refuge. 

sether [ to be shaken] has  the consonants – sa- the-Ra- -  and the original Tamil  
word is  athira – shaking ;  athichchi  adaithar -  shakened . 

 sthar [to lie down] has  the consonants –[- sa-] - the-Ra- -  and the original Tamil  
word is   paduththiduthar [ missing  letter- pa-]  to lie down . 

sthar [to lie down] has  the consonants –[- sa-] - the-Ra- -  and the original Tamil  
word is   kidanthiduthar [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to lie down . 

sek sek  [to crush ] has  the consonants – sa- ka- [- sa-] - ka-  -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  nasukku  / kasakku  - crush ; nasukku –crush  with foot; kasakku –
crush with hand.  

 skhent [ embrace ] has  the consonants – [ -sa-] -  ka- an- the -  and the original 
Tamil  word is katti anaikka  -to embrace . 

 skhenu  [ embrace ] has  the consonants – [ -sa-] -  ka- an-  and the original Tamil  
word is  anaikka- to embrace/ hug . 

 seher  [ precious  stone] has  the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka- Ra-   and the original 
Tamil  word is vairakkar-  diamond ; vairam- diamond; kar- stone . 

seher  [ precious  stone] has  the consonants – sa-  ka- Ra-   and the original Tamil  
word is maani-k-ka kar- ruby  ;  maanikkam ruby.  

 ser  [ skin  ]  has  the consonants – sa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is puram – 
skin /outside ;  sarmam [ Skt ] - skin . 

*sentu  [fire ] has  the consonants – sa- an –the-   and the original Tamil  word is 
sen -thee- divine fire; semmai-  red ; thee- fire.  

 senti  [desert dwellers] has  the consonants – [-sa-] - an –the-   and the original 
Tamil  word is  naadoadi-  gypsy /  bedouin . 
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 senk [ rays  of  light ] has  the consonants – -sa-- an –ka-  and the original Tamil  
word is   sen-k-kathir [ missing  letter- Ra-] - red rays  of the sun ; senkathiroan –
red sun ;  semmai –red; kathir- sun rays . 

 snekhat [ droppings  from the nose ] has  the consonants – sa- an – ka- the-   and 
the original Tamil  word is  mookku  koasaththai   sinthu –to blow the nose; 
mookku –nose; sinthu –to blow /to drop ; koasam- mucus .  

senu [ pot ] has  the consonants – [-sa-]- an –   and the original Tamil  word is 
munn  paanai [ missing  letter- pa-] - pot.  

 senbt  [ vessel ]  has  the consonants – sa- an –pa- the-    and the original Tamil  
word is  satti paanai –pots.  

 senn [ ruby ] has  the consonants – sa- an –  and the original Tamil  word is sem- 
mani -  ruby ;  semmai- red ; mani- stone.  

 sent  [  embrace ] has  the consonants – [- sa-] - an – the-  and the original Tamil  
word is  anaiththidu -  embrace.  

 senta  [ to smell the earth ] has  the consonants – [-sa-]- an – the-  and the 
original Tamil  word is nunn ai- moanthidu -smell the earth  ; munn- soil; 
moanthidu –to smell.  

  sabut  [ wisdom ] has the consonants—[ -sa-] -  pa- the-  and the  interpretation  
of the  word is  uthippu-   wisdom. 

sabut  [ wisdom ] has the consonants—-sa--–[ -pa-] -- the-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  sitham/ saethanam - wisdom .  

sabut  [ wisdom ] has the consonants—-sa-– [ -pa-] - the-  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  poatham-  wisdom . 

sabut  [ wisdom ] has the consonants—-sa-– [ -pa-] - the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  saththu-  wisdom . 

 sabut  [ wisdom ] has the consonants—-[ -sa-] -–pa-- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  otppam   / mathi nutpam - wisdom . 
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 sabut  [ wisdom ] has the consonants—-[ -sa-] -–pa-- the-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  puththi-  wisdom . 

 sebqt  [ bone chamber ] has the consonants—-[ -sa-] -–pa—ka-  the-  and the  
original Tamil   word is enpu  koodam – bone chamber ; enpu  kudam- bone pot- 
skull  ; enpu- bone ; koodam- chamber; kudam-   pot ; enpu koodu- human body/ 
skeleton .  

 pegat  [ passage  / valley /ravine]  has the consonants-  [ -pa-]  - ka-  -the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kandaayam- passage. 

pegat  [ passage  / valley /ravine]  has the consonants-  [ -pa-]  - ka-  -the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  idunkkiya  kanavaai –ravine .  

pegat  [ passage  / valley /ravine]  has the consonants-  [ -pa-]  - ka-  -the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  thaavu- valley . 

tchef  [to spit ] has the consonants – the- sa - pa- and the original Tamil  word is       
echchi  thuppu –to spit  ; echchi- saliva ; thuppu –to spit.  

 *tet [ touch ]  has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil  word is thodu –to 
touch . 

tett  [pot / vessel /dish ] has a  consonant  -the- and the original Tamil  word is   
satti  [missing  letter-  sa-] —pot; midaa /andaa - big vessel  ; thattu- plate  . 

tegas  [ tread  / walk up on ]  has the consonants- the- ka- [ -sa-]  and the original 
Tamil  word is   mithikka- to stamp  on ;  nadakka –to walk . 

tegasut [ foot steps ] has the consonants- the- ka- -sa– the-  and the original Tamil  
word is   adi  suvadu –foot steps . 

 tegi  [ garden ] has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kadi / 
koattam  /thudavai / vaattam/ vaattiyam  /vaadi –garden ; nantha vanam -grove.  

 tegga  [ run  quickly ] has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is      
kudu  kudu  vena  oaadu / kada kadavena  oaadu   -run quickly ; oaaduka- run. 
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 teg  [to march] has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is        
ani  vakuththidu –to march . 

 teg teg [to invade ] has the consonants  -the  -ka-  the - ka-  and the original Tamil  
word is   padai  edukka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] - to invade.  

tegg [examine] has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is              
aainthiduka- to examine.  

 tegait  [ hidden ] has the consonants- the- ka-  -the-  and the original Tamil  word 
is pathukkiyathu [ missing  letter- pa-] - hidden ; moodi  vaiththathu ; moodu –to 
cover; vaikka- keep . 

 teka [ to see ] has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is                        
paaththukoa  [ missing  letter- pa-] - to see ; kanndiduka/ noakkiduka . 

 tes  [ pot ]   has the consonants- the- sa- and the original Tamil  word is                                      
satti  - pot.  

 tekh  [  vine ] has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is                                    
kodi- vine /creeper .   

tekh  [ to drink ]  has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is                                           
kudikka- to drink . 

terta [ to land the earth  from boat  ] has the consonants- the – Ra- the  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is tharai  yaei  adaithar – to reach  the land; tharai-  land ;   
adaithar – reaching . 

  terf [  inscriptions ] has the consonants- the – Ra- pa- and the original Tamil  
word is  poriththar  / theettuthar  –inscribe  / write  . 

 terf  [  to write / to inlay  inscriptions] has the consonants- the – Ra- [-pa-] - and 
the original Tamil  word is  theettuthar  -write/ paint .   

terf  [  to write / to inlay  inscriptions] has the consonants- the – Ra- pa-- and the 
original Tamil  word is  poriththidu  - inscribe.  
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 ter [ to drive  out ] has the consonants- the – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   
thuraththu/ thuraththai  adiththar –to drive away .  

 ter [ to destroy ] has the consonants- the – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
sithaiththar [ missing  letter- sa-] – destroy . 

 ter [ to tramp the earth  ] has the consonants- the – Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is   tharai  yaei  mithiththar  -to stamp  the floor; tharai- floor/ land; mithi- to 
stamp on.  

 ter [ reap ]  has the consonants- the – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  payir 
aruththidu [ missing  letter- pa-]- harvest; payir-  crop ; aru- cut   ;aruppu= reap.  

 teng  [ dwarf  / dancing  dwarf ]  has the consonants- the-  an – ka- and the 
original Tamil  word is  kooththadum  kuttai -  yan –dancing dwarf ; ;kooththu- kit/ 
play ;  aadu –to dance;   kuttai- short  ; kuttaiyan- short person  . 

 tens [ food ] has the consonants- the - an – [ -sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   
theeni –food.  

 tenemm  [ foul ]   has the consonants- the - an   ma- -and the original Tamil  word 
is  theemaiyaana – foul ;  theeya  naaththam- bad smell  .  

tennu [where] has the consonants- the - an  - and the original Tamil  word is entha  
idam- which  place; idam- pace ;  enthu /ethu  –which  . 

 tennu [old man/ name of Ra ] has the consonants- the - an -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  muthiyoan – old man; muthumai- old age . 

 ten[ to dig a  canal ] has the consonants- the - an -  and the original Tamil  word is  
oaadai  thoandu -  dig a canal ;  thoandu –dig  ; oaadai- canal . 

 ten [to cut off ] has the consonants- the - an -  and the original Tamil  word is 
thundiththidu -  to cut off. 

 tennu [ old canal ]  has the consonants- the - an -  and the original Tamil  word is  
pandaiya  oaadai [ missing  letter- pa-] –old canal; pandiaya- old; oaadai- canal . 
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terteniu [ Mediterranean  people ] ]  has the consonants-the- Ra - the - an- and 
the original Tamil  word is  nadau  tharai / nadu  thirai naattaar – people  from the  
middle land / middle sea ; nadu –middle;  tharai- land ;  thirai –see; naadu –land 
/state . 

 ter [cloth] has the consonants- the- Ra-and the interpretation  of the word is 
sithar [ missing  letter- sa-]- cloth . 

ter [ two  headed  snake ]  has the consonants-- the- Ra-and the original Tamil  
word is  erandu  mandai  udaiya  paampu  [missing  letter- pa-] – snake with two 
heads ; erandu  -2  ; mandai- head;   paampu-snake.  

temt ta  [ aal   /entire   /all of Egpyt ] has the consonants-the- ma- the- and the 
original Tamil  word is  anaiththum –all  ; moththamaa- entirely ; moththa  
naadum – whole  land  ;naadu –state; moththam –total.  

 temtiy  [ people /folk ] has the consonants- the- ma- the- and the original Tamil  
word is  maantha  inam – human race; maanthan-  man / human being; inam –
race .  

 temi  [staff ]  has the consonants-- the- ma-  and the original Tamil  word is 
thandam- staff.   

 temam  [ to kneel ] has the consonants- the- ma-  and the original Tamil  word is 
mandi  idu –to kneel . 

 tem [shut the eyes ]  has the consonants- the- ma-  and the original Tamil  word is 
imai yaei moodu –close the  eye lids ; moodu- close; imai-  eye lid.  

 temem  [to finish]  has the consonants-- the- ma-  and the original Tamil  word is  
mudi –to finish.  

tepi [ singing  god ] has the consonants- the- pa-   and the original Tamil  word is   
paattu paadum  aathta- singing  godess; paadu –sing ; paattu –song ;  aaththaa-  
deity . 

*tep [ to spit]  has the consonants- the- pa-   and the original Tamil  word is   
thuppu- spit.  
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tep [  tiara / fillet for the head ] has the consonants-- the- pa-   and the original 
Tamil  word is   pattam-   crown.  

tep [  tiara / fillet for the head ] has the consonants-- the- pa-   and the original 
Tamil  word is   mandai  patti / naadaa – fillet for the head . 

tep [  tiara / fillet for the head ] has the consonants-- the- pa-   and the original 
Tamil  word is   neththi  pattam  - frontlet ; neththi-  forehead . 

 tepu  [ paddle / oar ]   has the consonants- the- pa-   and the original Tamil  word 
is  thuduppu – paddle.   

tepu  [ paddle / oar ]   has the consonants- the- [ -pa-] -   and the original Tamil  
word is  thandam/ thadi  – oar.  

tepu  [ to row ] has the consonants- the- pa-   and the original Tamil  word is  
thuduppu  poadu – to row.    

 tep  [ box ]  has the consonants- the- pa-   and the original Tamil  word is  petti - 
dappa  - box.  

 teben  [ saropahgus ] has the consonants- the- pa- an-   and the original Tamil  
word is  pina petti -  coffin ; pinam-  dead body ; pettti –box.  

 *teba[ vestment ] has the consonants- the- pa-   and the original Tamil  word is 
uduppu  / thuppattaa -   clothe.  

 teb [ fig ] has the consonants- the-[- pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is aththi –
fig.  

 teba [ to close  / to cover] has the consonants- the- pa and the original Tamil  
word is   poottu /  adai  - to close  

 teba [ to close  / to cover] has the consonants- the- [ -pa-]  and the original Tamil  
word is  moodu –to cover.  

teb[ to adorn ] has the consonants- the- pa- and the original Tamil word is   
punainthidu – decorate.  
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 teb  [to block  the  passage]  has the consonants- the- pa- and the original Tamil 
word is   paathai  yaei  thadu – block the pathway ; paathai- path ;thadu –block.  

 tuat  [ pillar] has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is  muttu thadi –
supporting  wood;  thoon- pillar; thaanu .  

tua [to honour ] has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is  
mathiththidu- to respect/ honour   . 

tuat [  hymn  of  praise ] has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is    
thuthi  paattu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- hymn of praise; paattu –song .  

 tuta  [ evil  man ] has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is theeiya  
manithan- bad person ;  theethu –evil; manitham- man .   

 tu  qetu  [    person with evil  disposition  ] has the consonants-the- ka- the- and 
the original Tamil word is  thee-iya  kunam kondavan – one with evil  nature; 
theemai –evil;   kunam- nature.  

*tut  [bad thing /evil ] has a consonant-the- and the original Tamil word is  
theethu /theemai –evil . 

 tirga [dwarf] has the consonants-the- Ra- ka- and the original Tamil word is  
kuruththavan / kuttai uruvam kondavan   - dwarf; kuttai- short ;  uruvam-  figure; 
kondida - to have . 

 titi [ pot ] has a consonant-the- and the original Tamil word is  satti [ missing  
letter- sa-]- pot; midaa/ andaaa- large vessel . 

 tunnu  [five ] has the consonants-the- an- and the original Tamil word is  enn   
aeinthu- 5  ; enn- numerical number..  

 *tu [give] has a  consonant-the- and the original Tamil word is  thaa- give .  

 tu er ta [to  land  at a place] has the consonants-the- Ra- the- and the original 
Tamil word is  oru  idaththai adaithar – to reach a  place; oru- one; idam- place; 
adaithar- reacing . 
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 tag  [the dwarf  god] has the consonants-the- ka- and the original Tamil word is   
kuttiayan-  short person; kuttai- short  ; thaeivam- god; kuttai vadivam  konda 
aandavan  - dwarf  god; aandavan-  god; vadivam –size.    

 tu [stinking] has a consonant-the- and the original Tamil word is  naaththam  
adiththida –stinking .  

 *ta rekh [   to inform ] has the consonants-the- Ra- ka- and the original Tamil 
word is   ariviththiduka – to inform ;  therivikka -to inform   ; kooriduka- to say . 

 ta n ia   [ to appoint ]  has the consonants- the- an- and the original Tamil word is  
amaiththidu –appoint   ;  niyamiththidu ; thittam pannu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  
appoint . 

ta  her  ta   [to throw  in to the street ] has the consonants- the-  ka- Ra -  the- and 
the original Tamil word is theru  veethiyir   thooki  erithidu - to throw  away  in to 
the street  ; theru –street; thookki  erithidu –throw away.  

ta  siau  [ to give to drink ] has the consonants- the-sa- and the original Tamil word 
is  pachchai  thanni  thaa [ missing  letter- pa-]  - give cold  water; pachchai thanni- 
cold water; thaa- give.  

 taa ta [to give birth]  has a consonant-the- and the original Tamil word  is eenidu- 
to beget  . 

taa ta [to give birth]  has a consonant-the- and the original Tamil word is  peththu  
thaa  / padaiththidu [ missing  letter- pa-]  – beget  

 tari  [ to make ] has the consonants-the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
seithar[ missing  letter-sa-] -  make. 

 tari  [ to make ] has the consonants-the- Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
padaiththar [ missing  letter- pa-]  –make . 

 taa [ to help  /assist ] has a consonant-the- and the original Tamil word is  
oththaasai  seithidu [ missing  letter-sa-]  -to assist  ; oththaasai- help; seithidu –
do .  
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 tet [ pole ] has a consonant-the -and the original Tamil word is  thadi  /thandam- 
pole  ; thampam [ missing  letter- pa-] – pole.  

 *thet [thick  staff ] has a consonant-the- and the original Tamil word is thadi- 
stick.  

 *ta [ smite] has a consonant-the -and the original Tamil word is  adi  / moathu –
smite  ; pudai [ missing  letter- pa-]- smite.  

 thek  [ to stick / adhere]  has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil word 
is   otti nadakka- to adhere.  

 taat  [to give] has a consonant-the -and the original Tamil word is  thanthidu –to 
give . 

 *ta [ to shake] has a consonant-the -and the original Tamil word is  aattu –to 
shake . 

thetef [ to  pour  out  by  drops]  has the consonants- - the – [ -pa-] - - and the 
original Tamil word is   sottu sottaa  thanni- yaei  paaththu   uootthu  [ missing  
letter- sa-]  -to pour water drop by drop; sottu –a drop  ;  thanni –water; uooththu 
–to pour.  

thesut  [ teeth]  has the consonants- - the –[ -sa-] - the- - and the original Tamil 
word is  thantham- tooth . 

 thes  maa [ speech  of  law]  has the consonants- the-  sa – ma- and the original 
Tamil word is  paesum  sattam  [ missing  letter- pa-]  – law is speaking  ; paesu- 
speak;  sattam-  law.  

thess [  to knot]   has the consonants –the- [ -sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
mudichchu  idu – to knot.  

 thekh  [a drinking  festival ] has the consonants –the –ka-   and the original Tamil 
word is   kudi -yim   kondaattamum   - celebration with drinks  ; kudi- drink  ; 
kondaattam- celebration . 
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 therf  [ to dance ] has the consonants- the – Ra- pa- -   and the original Tamil 
word is   paattu  paadi    aattaam / nadanam  / naattiyam / narththanam  
aaduthar  - sing  and dance; paattu –song; paadu –to sing ;aattam- dance; aadu –
to dance.  

 therru  [to cleanse ] has the consonants- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
suththam seithar [ missing  letter- sa-]  -to clean  ; suththam –cleanliness. 

theru  [to paint] has the consonants- the – Ra- and the original Tamil word is 
theettuthar –to paint.  

thenu  [to count] has the consonants- the- an- and the original Tamil word is  
ennidu –to count.  

 thema [ bold / strong ]  has the consonants- the- ma- and the original Tamil word 
is  mana thidam – boldness/ mental  strength  ; manam- mind.  

themes  [  inscribed tablet  ] has the consonants- the- ma- and the original Tamil 
word  is  pattaayam [ missing  letter- pa-]- tablet.  

 then [ your] has the consonants- the-an- and the original Tamil word  is  
unnudaiyathu-  yours. 

 thebu [  lock  of  hair]  has the consonants- the-pa-- and the original Tamil word  
is   pinniya  mudi –plaited hair  ; pinnuthal - plait ; mudi –hair.  

 yuatt [ crown ] has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word  is mani  mudi  -
crown. 

 yuatt [ crown ] has a consonant- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  taaj [ missing  letter- sa-] – crown.  

yuatt [ crown ] has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word  is pattam 
[missing  letter- pa-] -crown.  

 thut [ to be collected ] has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is 
saeththidu [ missing  letter- sa-]  -to collect . 
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 thatha   [dance] has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word  is aattam-  
dance.  

  thi [ learned man ] has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word  is 
pandithan [ missing  letter- pa-]- scholar .  

 thagapu [ barracks] has the consonants  -the –- ka- pa- -  and the original Tamil 
word  is   padai   thankkum  idam – barracks  ; padai-  army  ;   thankka- stay; 
idam- place.   

 thakar[ strong  building]  has the consonants  -the –- ka- Ra-  and the original 
Tamil word  is uruthiyaana  kattidam- strong  building; uruthi- strong; kattidam- 
building ; kaarai veedu  -lime stone house ; veedu –house; kaarai- lime stone  . 

 thakar[  fortified  place ] has the consonants  -the –- ka- Ra-  and the original 
Tamil word  is  kedi  nakaram- fortified city  ;  nakaram- city ; koattai uoor  ; 
koattai- fort ; uoor-  village   . 

 thar [ embrace] has the consonants  -the –Ra-  and the original Tamil word  is 
anaiththiduthar –to embrace. 

 thar  [ strong ] has the consonants  -the –Ra-  and the original Tamil word  is 
uruthi  -strong.  

tha [ grain] has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word  is thinai- millet/ 
thaanyam- grain.  

tha [ drop]  has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word  is sottu [ missing  
letter- sa-] a drop ; sotta –to drip .  

tha [ shave] has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word  is mudaiayei edu –
to remove the hair ; mudi-  hair  ; edu –take away . 

 tha [ male genital organ ] has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word  is   
aan thadi /  thandu-  male  stick  ;  aan- man .  

  tht [ book ] has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word  is theettiya  
yaedu- written book ;  theettu –write ;  yaedu –book. 
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 thaua  [to dress the hair]  has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word  is 
mudi-  yaei  pinnu –to  plait the hair ;  pinnuthal- plait ; mudi- hair.  

thaei  [fire drill]  has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil word  is thee  mithi – 
fire walking ;  thee pantham  yaenthu  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -to hold  fire torch  ; 
thee satti yanethu [ missing  letter- sa-] – to hold fire pot  ;thee –fire;  yaenthu –
hold  ; satti pot; pantham –torch . 

 tham [ masculine]  has the consonants  the- ma- and the original Tamil word  is  
aanmai  udaiyoan -  masculine  person ;   aanmai- masculinity  

thakaru  [ Mediterranean people ] has the consonants – the- ka- Ra-  and the 
original Tamil word  is  nada tharai  naattavar / nadu  thirai naattavar – people of 
middle land/ middle sea  ; nadu- middle; tharai-  land; thirai- sea; naadu –state . 

 that resu [ governer of the south]  has the consonants- the- Ra  -sa- and the 
original Tamil word  is then naattu  arasar-  king  of the southern state ; then –
south; naadu –country ; arasar- king  ;thennarasu –southern kingdom ; arasu- 
kingdom ; sittr-a -arsar-  petty king ; siru –small .  

teg teg   [  to attack  / destroy ] has the consonants –the- ka- the –ka- and the 
original Tamil word  is   thaakka  vaendum- to attack 

 teg teg   [  to attack  / destroy ] has the consonants –the- ka- the –ka- and the 
original Tamil word  is   kedukka vaendum –to destroy . 

 tetbu  [to smear]  has the consonants- the- [ -pa-] - and the original Tamil word  is   
thaei  /theettu  - to smear  ;  appidu .  

 tetbu  [to smear]  has the consonants- the- pa- and the original Tamil word  is   
poosidu [ missing  letter- sa-]- smear.  

 tega [ to bandage]   has the consonants –the- ka - and the original Tamil word  is       
maavu  kattu  katta-  to bandage. 

 teges [ slaughter house] has the consonants –the- ka – [- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil word  is  vathai koodam - slaughter house; vathaika –slaughter; koodam- 
house. 
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 tekaer [ to approach ]  has the consonants –the- ka –Ra - and the original Tamil 
word  is   anukuthar  /  kaanuthar  -approach /meet . 

teki [ to kindle a fire] has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil word  is   
thee mootuka- to make fire; thee- fire; moottuka- to kindle.   

tek [ to break into  pieces ] has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
word  is   thundu  thundu aaka  udaikka - to break into  pieces ; thundu –piece; 
udaikka-  break.  

 tekk  [ attack ] has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil word  is  
thaakka- to attack .   

 tekhau  [drunkard ] has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil word  is  
kat-   kudiyan- drunkard  ;  thanni  vandi .  

 tekhta  [ habitual  drunkard ] has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil 
word  is  kudi - kku  adimai -yaanavn  -alcohol addict . 

tekhen  [obelisk ] has the consonants –the- ka-  an- and the original Tamil word  is  
kanthu- pillar;  kan -thoon ; kan –stone; thoon –pillar .  

teken  [ to beat the drum ]  has the consonants –the- ka-  an- and the original 
Tamil word  is  kottu kotta  vaendum –to beat the drum ;kottu –a drum; kottu –
beat . 

tekhnen  [ to have disease of the eye] has the consonants –the- ka-  an- and the 
original Tamil word  is  kann -katti    undaaka  / kann noavu  undaaka-  formation  
of stye  ; kann-  eye ; katti- swelling ; undaaka- to form  ;  noavu –disease . 

 ter [ at all times ] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word  is  
entha naeram  - all times . 

 ter  [ mid day ] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word  is  nadu 
-  idai naram – mid day . 

 ter  [ mid day ] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is maththiyaana  [Skt] naeram- mid day   . 
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ter [ night  season ]  has the consonants –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word  is   
eruttu  naeram-  night time ;   erutta- to become dark ;naeram- time ;  raaththiri  
naeram ; raaththiri [Skt] - night . 

 ter [  time of dawn ] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word  is  
yaerpaadu [ missing  letter- pa-] –morning  time ; thinaamparam [ missing  letter- 
pa-] – morning time.  

 ter [ evening  time ]  has the consonants –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word  is  
santhi  naeram / saayanthiram  [missing  letter- sa-] - evening  time  ;   anthi  
naeram .  

 ter [ evening  time ]  has the consonants –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word  is  
naayiru  poathu  / naayiru purapaaadu [ missing  letter- pa-] – evening  time; 
naayiru –sun; purappada- depart  .  

 tra  ui [ two  times] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word  is  
erandu  murai   /  erandu  tharm- two times; erandu-  two.  

 teri  [ to worship ] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word  is   
thuthiththar /oaathuthar – to pray . 

 ter  [  to wipe out ]  has the consonants –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word  is 
thudaiththu  erithar –to wipe out ;  thudaikka- to wipe; erithar –throwing.  

 ter [ produce] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the original Tamil word  is  
padaiththar/ pannuthar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  produce.   

ten [  hole  of sepent  ]  has the consonants- the- an- and the original Tamil word  
is  paampu ponthu [missing  letter- pa-]- serpant hole; paampu –serpent; ponthu 
–hole/ pit .  

tema  [ play  the harp ]  has the consonants –the- ma- and the original Tamil word  
is  meettu- to play [ the musical instrument] . 

tem [a staff  surmounted  by  a human head  wearing  a disk ] has the consonants 
–the- ma- and the original Tamil word  is  thattu anintha   maantha  mandai  
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udaiya  thadi /  thandam - a staff  with human head;  thattu-  disk ; anintha- 
wearing  ; maanthan- human being ; mandai- head ;  thadi –stick . 

tefen  [to spit] has the consonants- the- pa- an- and the original Tamil word  is  
thuppanum –to spit.  

*tepa  [boat]  has the consonants- the- pa- and the original Tamil word  is  
theppam – boat.  

tef [  my father and mother ] has the consonants- the- pa- and the original Tamil 
word  is   ennai   peththu  eduththa / padaiththa     en-  thaai- yim thanthai- yim  - 
my   mother and father; en- mine; thaai- mother; thanthai-  father ; peththa- 
beget . 

tephit  [ funerary   garment ] has the consonants- the- pa-  the- and the original 
Tamil word  is   paadai thuni – bier cloth ; paadai-  bier; thuni –cloth ; pinaththai 
moodum thuni –shroud; pinam- dead body  ;moodu –cover.  

 tep  rews [  the south ]  has the consonants- the- pa-  Ra  [--sa--] - and the original 
Tamil word  is  then puram –south side; then –south ;  puram- side.  

tep  ret [  an ancient  custom] has the consonants- the- pa-  Ra   -the-  and the 
original Tamil word  is  pandaiya  nadai murai –ancient  custom ; pandaiya- old; 
nadai murai- manner/ custom . 

 tepit [  a  serpant  crown ]  has the consonants- the- pa- the- and the original 
Tamil word  is   padam eduththu  aadum   paampau  padam  udaya  mani  mudi / 
pattam – serpent crown   ; paampu –snake; padam- hood ;  aadum –dancing ;  
padam- figure /drawing ;  udaiya –has  ; mani mudi-  crown; pattam –crown .  

tep  smat-f  [first  day  of the  half month] has the consonants- the- pa--sa-- ma - 
the – [ -pa-] - and the original Tamil word  is   paathi  mathaththin   mutha   
aatchchi  /thinam  - first day  of the half month; paathi- half; maatham- month ; 
mutha –first  ;aatchchi- day ;thinam- day.  

tepi  ren pt [ new year’s day ]  has the consonants- the- pa- Ra- an-  pa- the- and 
the original Tamil word  is   puththu  aandu  pirantha  muthar naar – the first day  
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of the new year ;  puthiya- new;  aandu –year; pirantha- birth  ; muthar –first  ; 
naar- day . 

tepi  abtet  [first day   of the  month ] has the consonants   -the- [ -pa-] - the- and 
the original Tamil word  is   mathaththin  mutha  thinam -first day   of the  month; 
maatham- month; mutha- first; thinam- day.  

teben [  top  of the head ] has the consonants -  the- pa- an - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mandai  maedu – top  of the head; mandai- head; maedu –raised 
area.  

*teb[ drum ]  has the consonants -  the- pa-and the  original Tamil  word is  
thappu- a flat  drum  

 *teb [to beat ]  has the consonants  - the- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thappu / thappu adi –to beat  the drum . 

 teb [sole  of the foot  /sandal ]  has the consonants  - the- pa- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paatha ani  - sandal  ;   paatham-  foot; ani-  wear .  

 tur [ to be clean ] has the consonants  - the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    

*tur  [ part of a chariot ] has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaer- chariot  ; thaer oaati-  charioteer . 

 tur- t   [ impurity ]  has the consonants - the- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thooimai indri-  unclean ;  thooya - clean; indri –without. 

 tur [ holy  lake ]  has the consonants -  the -  Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thooya  neer udaiya  yaeri  -  clean water  lake ; thooya- pure ; neer- water;  yaeri- 
lake. 

*tu  [ speak ] has a consonant -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oaathu  -
speak/ recite.  

tura t  [staff  /wand] has the consonants - the- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is uruttu thadi -   mace.  
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 tun [ belonging to us]  has the consonants –the –an- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nam - udaiyathu- ours ;  un udaiyathu –yours  ; en udaiyathu- mine ; nam- us;  
naam –we ; en- mine; un- your  

takr [eunuch]  has the consonants –the –ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thuvaran  / vanndaran / varuda varan -  eunuch.  

 takr [eunuch]  has the consonants –the –ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   
anda virai eduththavan – castrated  person  ; virai- testis . 

tabt  [tile] has the consonants –the  - [ -pa- ]-  the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thattu  ooadu  -tile.  

 *taf [ oven] has the consonants –the -pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aduppu-   oven.  

 tami [silent ] has the consonants –the -ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
amaithi-   silence.  

 taiu [ fifty ]  has a consonant -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   aeimpathu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  50  ; aeinthu- 5; paththu -10  . 

* tait [door] has a consonant -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thatti – door ;  
thaduppu  / uthaipu    /adaippu  / puthaa   /thadai [ missing  letter- pa-] –door . 

 tai  [to dress] has a consonant -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  uduththu-  
wear ;  aninthidu  -wear ; poadu[missing  letter- pa-]  –wear  ;  soodu missing  
letter- sa-]  -wear  . 

 *tare [enemy ] has the consonants –the -Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ethiri- enemy  ; saththru  [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa- ] -  enemy . 

ta en  maat  [   land  of truth]  has the consonants –the- an-  ma- the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  unmaiayaana  thaai  naadu – true mother land; unmai-
truth; thaai- mother; naadu –state . 
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ta  nefer  [ beautiful  land] has the consonants –the-  an - pa  -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  arumaiyaana  naadu  /  thaai  thiru  naadu – good   mother land   ;  
arumai –super;  naadu –country;  thaai- mother; thiru –holy;  

taiu  [ land ] has a consonant -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  naadu –state 
/country  ;  thinai  - land ; thaem- land . 

ta tcheser [ holy  land]  has the consonants-  the  -[-sa-]-  Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is    thaai thiru naadu-  holy mother land; thaai- mother; thiru-  holy; 
naadu- state.  

Ta ur  [ great land]  has the consonants  the  Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thiru Uoor- holy  town; thiru-  holy; uoor-  village.  

akh [ brazier] has a consonant – ka--and the  original Tamil  word is kannaan – 
brazier.  

Akatem [ a town in Egypt ] has the consonants - ka- the - ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koattam / koattayam – village / a town in  kerala  state.  

 Arqatu  [ a district in Syria],  Uar khat  [  a town  in Egypt ] has the consonants- Ra-  
ka- the and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor kaadu  /Aar kaadu – village / town in 
Tamil Naadu ; kaattur-  name of several villages in Tamil naadu  ; kudi yaettram-  
settlement ; uraividam- dwelling  place   ;  kudi  eruppu [ missing  letter- pa-] – 
residing place ; Yaerkaadu -  a hill town in Tamil Naadu ; Erakudi- town in Tamil 
Naadu . 

 Arka  [  town in Egypt ],  Reka [a district  in western Asia ]  has the consonants- 
Ra-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   uoorkam- village.  

*Aper  [ a town in the Tuat] [  a district of  Memphis] , Pair  [ a town in the delta]  
has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  - and the  original Tamil  word is  paer  uoor-  big  
village ; periya –big; uoor- village . 

 Aper ur    [ great  Aper –a town in Syria ] has the consonants-  pa- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is   periya  paer  uoor  -  bigger village –city . 
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Atur  [  a district in Syria] [ town near Thebes]  ] has the consonants- the- - Ra- and 
the  original Tamil  word is   Aaththur- a town in Tamil Naadu . 

 Atur  aa [  great stream ]  has the consonants- the- - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thirai-  river.  

 *Akat  [  district in Syria]  has the consonants-   ka- the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudi  kaadu /   kudi / kudanthai / koattam – village . 

*Aru  [  name of a town ]  Aur [ a Sudani country ] has a  consonant- Ra - and the  
original Tamil  word is  uoor- village . 

 *araa [ Nile] has a  consonant- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  aaru-  river.   

 ari [ friend ]  has a  consonant- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  nanpar [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  friend . 

 aru aru  has a  consonant- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  aasiriyar- missing  
letter- sa-]  teacher /priest .  

*ar [ remove ] has a  consonant- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is ari/   uri – 
remove . 

 art [ ram] has the consonants- - Ra- the-  and the   interpretation  of the  word is   
maeththiram- ram .  

 Abaraa [  name of several  places in Syria] has the consonants- pa- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is   paer  uoor-  big  village ; periya- big/ great . 

 Asher [ name of  district and a lake  at Thebes] has the consonants- sa- Ra- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  saeri- village ; root word is  eru –to dwell /stay  /live .  

*Asher [ name of  district and a lake  at Thebes] , Sharr/ Sari   [ a district in Syria]  
has the consonants-[- sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is yaeri- lake; root 
word is  neer- water .   

Asher [ name of  district and a lake  at Thebes] has the consonants- sa-- Ra- and 
the other interpretation  of the word is  sarasu [Skt] - lake . 
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 ankh [ son of Sothis ] has the consonants- an—ka – and the original Tamil  word is   
makan- son.   

ankh [star] has the consonants- an—ka – and the original Tamil  word is  vinn 
meen- star ; vinn-sky ;  meen- star/ fish . 

an [a mythological fish ]  has a  consonant- an— and the original Tamil  word is  
meen –fish. 

ani [ nape of the neck ] has  a consonant- an— and the original Tamil  word is   
menni-  nape of the neck . 

nape [E] has the consonants –an-[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is menni-  
nape .  

an[ antelope headed god] has  a consonant- an— and the original Tamil  word is  
maan- antelope .  

an [ kind of cattle] ] has  a consonant- an- and the original Tamil  word is aan 
inam- cattle.  

 *an [ god]  has  a consonant- an— and the original Tamil  word is iyan  -god ; 
amman/ munnoan / mei- yan /nunni -yan - god . 

 *ama [ clay]  has  a consonant- ma- and the original Tamil  word is munn –soil . 

ama [ man with defect  of sexual organ]  has  a consonant- ma- and the original 
Tamil  word is  aanmai inmai-  lack  of  masculinity / impotency; aanmai- 
masculinity; inmai- nil . 

*aperu [ mantle/ garment ]  has the consonants- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is   purani-  mantle.  

*aperu [ ornaments ]  has the consonants- pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
punaaram  -ornaments / jewels  ; aaparnam  .  

*aatkh [ woven stuff] has the consonants-  the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
udukkai –clothe ; udukka- to wear .   
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 athen [ deputy / chief ] has the consonants-  the-an -   and the original Tamil  
word is  thunai –deputy  ;  themmaan- chief . 

 aqru [ mythological serpent]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra-  and the original Tamil  
word is  karu naakam- black cobra ; karu-  black ; naakam- cobra . 

aquit [ a goddess] has the consonants-  the- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
kaththaayee-  goddess. 

ast ne mmt [ place for walking]  has the consonants -  sa – the-  an  -ma – the-and 
the  original Tamil  word is nadanthidum  idam - nadai maedai - place for walking  
; nada- walk; idam-place; nadai maedai--  platform . 

arti  [  two eyes]   has the consonants – Ra- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
erandu  thirai  / naethra [Skt] - two screens; eradu-  two; thirai- screen/ eye; 
naethra – eye . 

Tarteni [ a  name of the place ] has the consonants -the- Ra- the  -an- and the  
original Tamil  word is  Thiru -Thani  - town in Tamil Naadu ; thiru- holy . 

 Tir  [  a town in Syria] ,Tarer [ Denderah] has the consonants -the- Ra- and  the  
original Tamil  word is   Thiru -ur – town in Kerala  state; holy  village . 

Thinnur  [a district in Syria] has the consonants-the- an  -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Thennur - locality in Tiruichira-p-palli –district-Tamil Naadu ; palli- 
polis / town . 

 Teni [ a town in the delta ] has the consonants-the- an- and  the  original Tamil  
word is   Thaeni –a district in Tamil Naadu  

 Tema [ a town in Nubia] has the consonants-the- ma- and the  original Tamil  
word is  idam- place/ village; muttam – village . 

 Ta qat [ Denderah] has the consonants – the- ka- the- and the  the  original Tamil  
word is   kudi  kaadu –village  ;  Thaandi kudai- a village . 
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  Kerer / kiru [ a district in Syria] , Kharr [  a region in  Western Thebes ]  has the 
consonants-ka- Ra- and the original Tamil    word is  karur – a town in Tamil Naadu 
; root word is  erukka- to dwell  /to reside / live. 

 *Kahati [ a district in Syria],  Khatt [ a town in Egypt]  has the consonants-ka- the- 
and the   original Tamil   word is  koattam  / kudi / kudanthai – village . 

 Kathar  [district in Syria] , Qatar   [a  Sudani  country] has the consonants- has the 
consonants-ka- the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaattur- village name; 
kaadu –field ; uoor- village ; kudiyaettram- settlement ; kudi  yaeru –to settle/ live 
/reside . 

Het Khait  [ district  in  Lycopolites ] has the consonants-ka- the- ka- the- and the    
original Tamil  word is  kudi  kaadu- village . 

 Het khat [ the coronation  chamber   of the king  in a Temple ] has the 
consonants- ka- the- ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mannavan makudam  
soodum   mani  mandavam  /  koattam [ missing  letter- sa-] –the coronation  hall   
/temple ; mannavan- king  ; mudi  - crown  ; soodu –to wear; mani  mandavam-  
hall;   koattam- temple . 

 Her  [a canal  near  Tanis ] has the consonants-ka- Ra- and the original Tamil   
word is   vaaikkar-  canal . 

Kharqut  [ district in Syria] has the consonants- ka- Ra-ka- the- and the  original 
Tamil   word is   kaari-k-kudi – a town in Tamil  nadu  

Qeti  [circle]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original Tamil   word is  
vattam-  circle.  

*Qetem  [a town in the  delta]  has the consonants- ka- the-  ma- and the  original 
Tamil   word is   koattam- village.  

Khabs [  town in Egypt ] has the consonants- ka- pa- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil   
word is   kuppam / paakkam –village . 
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 Rekht [  a lake  district in Mendesian Nome  ] has the consonants-  -Ra-  ka- the-  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  erakudi-  town in Tamil  Naadu  state / 
Trichirappalli  district . 

Rekht [  a lake  district in Mendesian Nome  ] has the consonants-  -Ra-  ka- the-  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is yaeri  maavattam – lake district ; yaeri- lake; 
maavattam –district. 

Reqet [  an ancient  town  in which  the city of Alexandria  was built ] has the 
consonants-  -Ra-  ka- the-- and the  original Tamil  word is   kadar karai- oaara    -
kudi-yaettram- settlement  ;  kardar karai-   sea shore  . 

Reqet [  an ancient  town  in which  the city of Alexandria  was built ] has the 
consonants -Ra-  ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thurai muka  nakaram – 
harbor town  ; thurai mukam-  harbor; nakaram- city  . 

Reqet [  an ancient  town  in which  the city of Alexandria  was built ] has the 
consonants -Ra-  ka- the-- and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaayar  Pattinam  
[missing letter- pa-] – sea shore   town  of Tamil Naadu . 

 Reqet [  an ancient  town  in which  the city of Alexandria  was built ] has the 
consonants -Ra-  ka- the-- and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaveri  Poom Pattinam [ 
missing letter- pa-] -- port   town of  ancient  Tamil Naadu  ; pattinam-  harbor 
town  . 

Reqet [  an ancient  town  in which  the city of Alexandria  was built ] has the 
consonants -Ra-  ka- the-- and the  original Tamil  word is  Veera  Paandiya  
Pattinam [ miissn g letter- pa-]   - port   town of  ancient  Tamil Naadu. 

Reqet [  an ancient  town  in which  the city of Alexandria  was built ] has the 
consonants -Ra-  ka- the-- and the  original Tamil  word is  Korkkai thurai muka 
nakaram - port   town of  ancient  Tamil Naadu 

Reqet [  an ancient  town  in which  the city of Alexandria  was built ] has the 
consonants -Ra-  ka- the-- and the  original Tamil  word is  Arikka Maedu   - port   
town of  ancient  Tamil Naadu /Pudu  Chery  . 
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Reqet [  an ancient  town  in which  the city of Alexandria  was built ] has the 
consonants -Ra-  ka- the-- and the  original Tamil  word is  Thooththu kudi  thurai 
muka nakaram  – harbor  of the city Thooththu-k-kudi  ; thurai mukam- harbor ; 
nakarma- city .  

Reqet [  an ancient  town  in which  the city of Alexandria  was built ] has the 
consonants -Ra-  ka- the-- and the  original Tamil  word is  Neenda Kara-   port in 
Kerala   ;  neenda  - long ; karai- sea shore.  

nakhir [ river ] has the consonants –an -  ka- Ra-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uravu neer- river.   

Matha   [ a town of Neith]  [ Mat- suburb of Thebes] [ Maat- district  in the  
Sebennyte Nome] has the consonants- ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naththam  / muttam – village . 

Bat  shar [ a district in Syria] has the consonants   pa- the- sa-  Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is Paandi  Saeri / Puthu Saeri union territory in Tamil Naadu – India  . 

Maur [ Moeris  in the  fayyum ] has the consonants   - ma- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Maerur/ Marai-yur- village names in Tamil Naadu  

 *Per  Khaut   [the town  Tepi ab] has the consonants -   pa-  Ra- ka  -the- and the  
original Tamil  word is   perun-k-kudi- big village  ;periya  big   ; kudi - village  
/family  ;  Perun-k-kudi –a  village  in Tamil Naadu .  

*Per  Shentit [  a temple  of Abydos ] has the consonants -  pa-  Ra- sa – an – the-  
and the  original Tamil  word is   perum  sannathi- big  temple ; periya –big ; 
sannithi –temple.  

*Per khet  [ a temple  of Osiris at Mendes] has the consonants -   pa-  Ra- ka  -the- 
and the  original Tamil  word is   perum koattam –big  temple; periya –big; 
koattam-  temple . 

Pers [ Persia ] has the consonants-pa- Ra- [ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is    
paer uoor- big  town ; paer- great  / big ; uoor-  village  ; paer arasu –great 
kigdom; arasu –kingdom .  
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 Per Kheru  [the name of a canal ] has the consonants-pa- Ra- ka- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is   periya  vaaikkar- big canal ; vaaikkaar/ vaaikkaal -  canal . 

*Pet [ a town in Egypt] [Beta- a town in Egypt] [Batia- a  district in Syria ] , Petat [ a 
district in Heliopolis]  has the consonants –pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
patti- village ; paettai – sub urban village ; poondi – village ;  paadi- village ; 
pattinam- town; patti = bad [Hyderabad] .  

 Baarut  [ district in Syria ] has the consonants –pa- Ra –the - and the original 
Tamil  word is  naatu puram- village/ country  side   ;  iruppidam- residing  place  .  

 Patmai  [ a quarter  of Thebes] has the consonants- pa- the- ma- and the original 
Tamil  word is   pattinam – town / harbor town  . 

Petr  [ district in Syria] , Patharu  [ district in Syria] , [ Puther  - a northen country  
conquered  by Rameses]  has the consonants- pa- the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  pattur / puthur – names of several  villages in Tamil Naadu; puthiya- new; 
uoor- village .   

 *Peq / Peg [ a district of Abydos] has the consonants- pa- ka- and the original 
Tamil  word is  paakkam/ paakai - village . 

 *Punt [  a gold bearing  country  in the south Sudan] has the consonants-pa- an  -
the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pon- naadu –land  of  gold; pon- gold; naadu 
–country  ;  Paandiya  Naadu ; Paandiyan - ancient Tamil king. 

Punt [  a gold bearing  country  in the south Sudan] has the consonants-[- pa-] - an  
-the- and the  original Tamil  word is   then  naadu –south state; then –south  . 

Fenkhatt  [ a foreign  country ] has the consonants-pa- an – ka- the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  Pannai –k-kaadu – a town in Kodaikanal –Tamil Naadu . 

Utheth [ Sudani  country ] has a consonant—the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
then -naadu-  south  land   . 

Utheth [ Sudani  country ] has a consonant—the  - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  punt [ missing  letter- pa-] . 
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Uthentiu  [Sudani  people] has the consonants-the- an  -the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  then naattaan-  man  from  southern state  ; then-  south- naadu –
state . 

Ska  [ pre dynastic  king –Lower Egypt ] has the consonants-  sa- ka-  and the  
original  Tamil  name  is  Sokkan . 

1.Ska  [ pre dynastic  king –Lower Egypt ] has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka-  and the  
original Tamil  name  is   koa / koan – king  ;  khan . 

3.kaaau  [ pre dynastic  king –Lower Egypt ] has  a  consonant- - ka-  and the 
original Tamil  name  is koa / koan – king  ;  ka  signifies the sun.  

12.Men [ Dynasty 1- upper Egypt]  has  the consonants-   ma- an-  and the original 
Tamil  name  is  mannan- king.  

13.Atet 1  has  the consonant-  the- and the Interpretation of the  name is Aathan/ 
Aathiththan .  

17.Merpeba  has  the consonants-   ma- Ra- pa-   and the original Tamil  name  is  
Ma mannar  Maarappan    ;  maa – great; mannar- king ; appan- lord .  

18.Smerkha  has  the consonants- [-sa-]-  ma- Ra- ka-   and the original Tamil  
name  is  Ma  Mannar    Oam  Murugan ; Murugan-  sun god  of Tamil  people. 

20. Khent Ta  has  the consonants-  ka- an- the -   and the original Tamil   word is  
Kudi  Kaaththaan – the protector of the clan ; kudi- clan; kaakka- protect . 

Khent Ta  has  the consonants-  ka- an- the and the other interpretation of the 
name is   vaenthan- king.  

31.Nefer  Ka Seker has  the consonants-   an- pa- Ra- ka – sa- ka- Ra-   and the 
original Tamil   name  is  Perum-Koa  Saekara  Perumaan  – Emperor  Saekaran; 
perum- great; koa-  king  ; perumaan- noble  

39.kha sekem [ Dynasty 2]  has  the consonants- - ka – [-sa-]- ka- ma-   and the 
original Tamil   name  is   koa  makan – king .  
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67.Meri Ra  Pepi 1 [ Dynasty 6] has  the consonants- - ma- Ra  pa-   and the  
original Tamil   name  is   Ma Mannar  Erum- porai  . 

77. Ab [  Dynasty 7/ 8 ]  has  a  consonant-  pa-  and the  original Tamil   name  is  
appan – lord . 

97.Ab – Meri  -Ra  Khati 1  [ Dynasty  9 /10 ] has  the consonants- pa-  ma- Ra - ka- 
the-   and the  original Tamil   name  is    Poar Yaeru – Mara kudi Marapinan-one 
from   valiant    warrior  clan ; poar   yaeru-  great warrior  ; mara kudi- warrior 
clan ; marapu- progeny. 

Ab – Meri  -Ra  Khati 1  [ Dynasty  9 /10 ] has  the consonants- pa-  ma- Ra - ka- 
the-   and the  original Tamil   name  is  kudi  kaaththan-  Erumporai ; kudi- clan; 
kaaththaan- savior / protector .  

111. Antef 2[ dynasty 11] has  the consonants- an-- the-pa-    and the  original 
Tamil   name  is   Aandi  Appan - ruler/  lord ;  aandidu-  to rule; appan- lord . 

146.Ren -Senb has  the consonants- Ra - an- - sa- pa-   and the  original Tamil   
name  is Maa Mannar  Seni Appan  ;  maa – great; mannar-king   

 150.User ka Ra has  the consonants- sa-  Ra –ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil   
name  is Arasa Kumaran -  prince ; arasan-  king ; kumaran- son / youth. 

235.Nub ka Ra  has  the consonants-an – pa- ka-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  name 
is  Perun-k-koa- emperor; periya- great  ; koa-king  . 

243.Semqen has  the consonants  - [-sa-]- ma  -ka-  an- and the  original Tamil   
name  is  koa makan / mannavan – king . 

240.Kha mu Ra- has  the consonants  - ka- ma  -Ra- and  the  original Tamil  name  
is   Maanar koan   - emperor. 

245. Aamu has a consonant  - ma- and the  original Tamil   name  is Maa Mannan- 
emperor;   maa- great; mannan- king  . 

254. Sekhem Ra the consonants    sa- - ka- ma  -Ra- and  the  original Tamil  name  
is  Arasa Kumaran – prince .   
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265.Sunu has the consonants - sa -an and  the original Tamil  name is Mannan 
Senni  . 

313.  Men ma Ra  Amen – meses  has  the consonants – ma  -an- ma -Ra  -ma - an- 
ma –sa-  and  the original Tamil  name is  Maa  Mannar  - Sem –Mani;  maa- great; 
mannar-king; maa manner- emperor;  semmai- red ; mani - star / stone  . 

315.*Arsu [Asyrian] has  the consonants - Ra- sa  and  the original Tamil  name is 
Arasu / Arasar – king;   Asyria  =   Cera Arasu  - kingdom of Cera  kings .  

Amen Rameses   has the  consonants - ma-  an  -Ra  -ma- [- sa-]   - and  the original 
Tamil  name is Maa mannar  Erumporai –[ missing  letter- pa-]-   Emperor- 
Erumporai . 

Rameses meri  Amen   has the consonants  Ra – ma-  [-sa -]-ma  -Ra  -ma-  an - and  
the original Tamil  name is Maa Mannar  Erumporai –[ missing  letter- pa-]-   
Emperor- Erumporai . 

332a. Men Kheper Ra 2  has the  consonants-   ma  - an  - ka – pa -Ra-  Ra- and the  
original Tamil  name is  Maa Mannar  PerunKkoa  / Porkkoa-  emperor PorKkoa; 
pon- gold; koa- king . 

350. User maat  RA  11 Userken  3  meri  Amen  sa Ast- has the consonants  sa-Ra  
ma-  the – Ra-  sa – Ra-  ka-  an-  ma-  Ra-  ma-  an-  sa - the- and the  original Tamil  
name is  thai  thiru  naattai  aandidum    Arasar   - Mannar Koan – Mannaathi  
Mannar - the ruler of the  holy  mother country ; thaai- mother; thiru- holy; 
naadu- state;  arasar-king  ; mannar koan- emperor ; Manaathi Mannan – king of 
the kings . 

nut  [at once] has the consonants- an  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
udanae  / udan adiyaa – immediately. 

*uakhkht [  garden]has the consonants- ka -the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadi/ koattam / vattam / vaattiyam / vaadi / vaadakai - garden . 

uakhkht [ garden ]has the consonants- ka -the- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   nantha vanam-   garden . 
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*Uru  [a district in Syria] [Uar – name of Kher  ahau ]  [Uar- a district in lower 
Egypt] has a consonant-  Ra-   and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor- village.  

*get  [ fish pool ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
meen  kuttai – fish  pond; meen –fish ;  kuttai- pond . 

gestep [ to protect ] has the consonants- has the consonants- ka- [-sa-]- the- pa-  
and the  original Tamil  word is   paathu kaaththiduka- to protect  

gesta   [ peasant  ] has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] -  the- and the original  Tamil  
word  is   kudiyaanavan -  peasant . 

 geta  [ god in Tuat ] has the consonants- has the consonants- ka- the- and the  
original  Tamil  word  is  kudi  kaakum  thaeivam -family god  ; kudi –family; 
kaaththidu –to protect ; thaeivam –god . 

geta  [ god in Tuat ] has the consonants- has the consonants- ka- the- and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  god [E] .    

geteg  [  to move rapidly ]  has the consonants- has the consonants- ka- the-  ka- 
and the  original  Tamil  word  is kada -nnu  / kudu  kudu -nnu  nadakka/ oaaduka  
-to run  /walk  fast;  nadakk-  wlak ;oaaduka- run . 

 gest  [ to run /  stride ]  has the consonants- has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-] - the 
and the  original  Tamil  word  is oaaduka- to run.  

gest  [ to run /  stride ]  has the consonants- has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-] - the 
and the  original  Tamil  word  is  kavadu /  kavattadi / thaavu  -adi   /etti  nadakka 
– stride.  

 gergut  [ kinsfolk ] has the consonants- has the consonants- ka-Ra- ka-  the- and 
the  original  Tamil  word  is uravinar  koottam -clan relatives;  uravinal- relatives; 
uravu - relationship ;  koottam- clan /group . 

gergut  [ kinsfolk ] has the consonants- has the consonants- ka-Ra- ka-  the- and 
the  original  Tamil  word  is kuruthi  uravu  konda koottaththaar – blood relatives; 
kurtuthi-  blood ; uravu –relation ; koottam- clan/ group . 
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 ger [ to lie ]  has the consonants- ka-Ra-  and the  original  Tamil  word  is poei - 
kooruka  /uraikka [ missing  letter- sa-] - to tell  a lie ; poei- a lie; kooruka- speak . 

 geri  [ wig ] has the consonants- ka-Ra-  and the  original  Tamil  word  is savuri  
mayir  [ missing  letter- sa-] -wig ; mayir-  hair . 

 gir  [seat] has the consonants- ka-Ra-  and the  original  Tamil  word  is erukkai- 
seat  ;erukka- be seated . 

 *ga [ wait] has a  consonant ka-  and the  original  Tamil  word  is kakaka- to wait.  

 gerh [ night/ darkness] has the consonants- ka-Ra-  and the  original  Tamil  word  
is karukka  -getting  dark /  eravu –night . 

 genu [  metal pot] has the consonants- ka- an- and the  original  Tamil  word  is- 
kinnam-  cup  . 

gemu [ precious  stone] has the consonants- ka- an- and the  original  Tamil  word  
is maanikkam –diamond  ; root word is  minukka- shining  ; mani –jem. 

 gemht [ hair  / crown of the head]  has the consonants- ka - ma – the- and the  
original  Tamil  word   kudumi  mudi / kondai mudi -   hair tuft over the top of the 
head . 

gemht [ hair  / crown of the head]  has the consonants- ka - ma – the- and the  
original  Tamil  word   makudam /  mukadu  maththakam – crown of the head.  

gamut [ grief ] has the consonants- ka - ma – the- and the  original  Tamil  word  is 
mikuntha thunpam [ missing  letter- pa-]- grief; mikuntha- excess; thunpam –
suffering ; thaankka  onna  mana  vaethanai  ;  thankku- to bear; thannkka  onnaa 
–can not bear ; vaethanai –pain ; manam- mind. 

gamut [ grief ] has the consonants- ka - ma – the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thukkam/ kaetham – grief. 

 geb [ sacks  of grain ] has the consonants- ka- pa- and the  original  Tamil  word  is 
koani  pai- sack . 
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 geb  [ arm ] has the consonants- ka- [ -pa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word  is kai-  
hand  /arm . 

 gabir [ great man ] has the consonants- ka- pa-Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word  
is  periyavar – great man  ; paaravaan .  

 gabir [ great man ] has the consonants- ka- pa-Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word  
is  peru  makan – great  man  ;  periya- great . 

 gu  [ bull ]   has a consonant -  ka - and the  original  Tamil  word is  ka- bull.    

 gann  [ tongue ] has the consonants- ka- an- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
naakku –tongue.   

 gah  [ to rest ] has a consonant -  ka - and the  original  Tamil  word is  oaaivu / 
oaaivaaka-  rest . 

 gar [ purse]  has the consonants- ka-Ra-  and the  original  Tamil  word   is   
surukku  pai [ missing  letters- pa - and - sa-] – purse ; pai- bag.   

 *gatt [ shrine] has the consonants- ka-the- and the  original  Tamil  word   is   
koattam- shrine/ temple.  

gaua  [ to sing ] has a consonant -  ka - and the original  Tamil  word  is  vaai  
asaikka  / munu munukka -  to hum; vaai- mouth ; asaikka- to move  ;  munu 
munukka- to whisper . 

 gaua [ horse ] has a consonant -  ka - and the  original  Tamil  word is   vanni / 
vaya maa  / vakam /  vayam  / vaamaan /  kokku / naanukam / kannukam - horse . 

gaua [ horse ] has a consonant -  ka - and the other interpretation  of the word is  
asuvaa-  horse.  

*gauaten  [to tie / bind] has the consonants- ka-the- an- and the  original  Tamil  
word  is  kattanum – to tie.  

 ga  [ to see] has a consonant -  ka - and the  original  Tamil  word is  kaanuka- to 
see. 
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* gait [ cyperus seed ] has the consonants- ka-the and the  original  Tamil  word is     
kottai  / vithai –seed / testis . 

 gai  [ kind] has a consonant -  ka - and the  original  Tamil  word is vakai / mukam 
–kind/ type .  

gai  [ kind] has a consonant -  ka - and the  original  Tamil  word is vakuppu [ 
missing letter- pa-]- kind . 

 gat  [  coffer/  shrine / basket ] has the consonants- ka-the and the  original  Tamil  
word is   santhookku [ missing  letter- sa-] -  coffer  . 

 *gat  [  coffer/  shrine / basket ] has the consonants- ka-the and the  original  
Tamil  word is   koodai- basket.   

gat  [  coffer/  shrine / basket ] has the consonants- ka-the and the  original  Tamil  
word is   pettakam  [ missing  letter- pa-] - basket.  

 gat  [  coffer/  shrine / basket ] has the consonants- ka-the and the  original  Tamil  
word is   kadaka  petti [ missing  letter- pa-]-  basket.  

 gat  [  coffer/  shrine / basket ] has the consonants- ka-the and the  original  Tamil  
word is   vattikai- basket.  

 *gat  [  coffer/  shrine / basket ] has the consonants- ka-the and the  original  
Tamil  word is   koattam- temple . 

gaga  [ to cry of the bird ] has a consonant -  ka - and the  original  Tamil  word is  
koovuka-   cry like a  bird  . 

ket ket   [ to walk with  short  quick  steps /  to quake ] has the consonants- ka-  
the-  ka- the-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   kada   kada - nnu   etti  adi  
vaiththu  nadakka  – to walk  quickly  with long strides  ; kada kadanu –quickly   ;  
etti nadakka-  walk with long strides  ;   kitta  kitta  adi  eduththu  nadakka- to walk 
with short steps  ;   kitta  - near by . 

ket ket   [ to walk with  short  quick  steps /  to quake ] has the consonants- ka-  
the-  ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is kidu  kidunnu  nadunkka- to quake . 
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 ketn  [ tunic ]  has the consonants- ka-  the- an  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
koadi  thuni- cloth .  

ketket  [ to stammer ] has the consonants- ka-  the-  ka- the- and the  original  
Tamil  word is  naakku  thikkida  -to stammer ; naakku- tongue . 

 keku  reruti   [ the outside darkness ]  has the consonants- ka-Ra -the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kum -iruttu – pitch dark  ; eruttu –dark  . 

 kes [  to lie ] has the consonants- ka- sa- and the  original  Tamil  word is  poei 
paesuka   [missing  letter- pa-]-  to tell a lie; poei –a lie; paesuka- speak . 

 kerit  [ habitation / abode ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- the- and the  original  
Tamil  word is  kudi iruppu [ misisngletter- pa-]-  residence; kudi  -yaettram –settle 
ment  . 

 kerp  [ to declare  ]  has the consonants- ka- Ra- pa- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  arivippu- declaration; arivikka- to declare ; kooruka-  speak . 

 kerti  [two horns ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- the- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  erandu  kompu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- -two  horns  ; erandu –two; kompu –
horn . 

 *kens [ bow ] has the consonants- ka- an-  [ -sa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kuni – a bow  ; vaenu .  

*kens [ bow ]has the consonants- ka- an-  sa- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sinkkini  / naka musam-   a bow.  

 kebt  [ arch  of the sky] has the consonants  ka- [ -pa-] - the- and the  original  
Tamil  word is vaan kudai – arch of the sky  ;vaan-  sky; kudai- umbrella / 
vaanaththu  kamaan   ;  kamaan –arch . 

kathan  [driver] has the consonants  - ka- the- an- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
vandi  oaati   -driver; vandi- wagon; oaattu –to drive . 

 *kath [  pot / vessel ] has the consonants  - ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is kudam- pot.  
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 kau  [  greet ]  has a consonant -  ka - and the  original  Tamil  word is  vinavu  -to  
make kindly  enquiries  ; mukaman   ; vanankku –greet ; vanakkam- greetings  . 

 *kamamu  [workers in metal ]  has the consonants  - ka- ma - and the  original  
Tamil  word  is  kammiyan-   worker /worker in metals .  

katem [ fine  gold]  has the consonants  - ka- the- ma- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   thankkam- gold.  

kamher [black face – title of the crocodile Rerek ] has the consonants  - ka- ma- 
Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  karu mukam- karu- black ; mukam- face.  

 Kam  ur   [red sea] has the consonants  - ka- ma- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  eri  kaayam- red sea ;eri –red; kaayam- sea . 

kapt has the consonants  - ka-  pa- the-  and the  original  Tamil  word  is  kanappu  
aduppu –oven  ;  aduppu –oven . 

 kapt has the consonants  - ka-  [- pa-] - the-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is anthikai- oven . 

 kapt has the consonants  - ka- [- pa-]- the-  and the  original  Tamil  word  is mu-k-
koottu – oven . 

ka [ to bow] has a consonant -  ka - and the  original  Tamil  word is   kuni 
/vanankku -  to bow  /greet  /worship .  

 kata [runner] has the consonants  -ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is    
oaaduvoan  -runner; oaadu –to run . 

 katu  [ boiling pot ] has the consonants  -ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kothikkum  kudam-  boiling  pot;   kothikka  - boil ;  kudam- pot.   

kathata [  cloth ] has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kuttai / koadakam/ koadi  thuni  - cloth ;  coat.   

 kars [ rope work  ] has the consonants ka- Ra- [ -sa- ]- and the  original  Tamil  
word is  kayeiru  murukka  - rope  work ; kayiru- rope; murkku- to twist  
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 karuai  [ out cry ] has the consonants-ka- Ra – and the  original  Tamil  word is   
aravaaram- out cry . 

 karit [ shrine ] has the consonants-ka- Ra- the-– and the  original  Tamil  word is   
Thiru Koavir  -temple  ; thiru- holy; koavir-  temple ; aandavar-udaiya  veedu- 
house of the lord  ;   aandavar- god; veedu –house  ; Thiu  urai- temple ;Thiru 
varankkam  .  

 karit [ shrine ] has the consonants-ka- Ra- the-– and the other interpretation of 
the word is   kaeththiram –shrine ; thaevatha kaaram / dhaeva  nagar – temple .  

karat  [ prison  ]  has the consonants- ka- Ra- the--– and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   kaavar koodam  - prison .   

karat  [ prison  ]  has the consonants- ka- Ra- the--– and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   sirai-k-koodam [ missing letter- sa-] – prison ; sirai /  siriya  arai - prison  ;  
siriya- small   ; arai- room . 

 kar [ shrine ]  has the consonants-ka-Ra-  and the  original  Tamil  word is karkki / 
koa nagar/ erukkai  /  kar koavir –temple ; koa-  king / god;  erukkai- seat ; kar-  
stone; koa -vir- temple .  

kar [ shrine ]  has the consonants-ka-Ra-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  vikaarai  -Buddhist   place of worship . 

  kar kar [ stone  boulders ] has the consonants- ka-Ra- ka- Ra-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is   paarankkar / paarai-k-karkkar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  boulder ; 
periya –big  ; kar- stone ; paarai –rock  . 

 *kar [ tool ] has the consonants-ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  karuvi –
instrument  ; karanam [Skt]   ;  root word is  uruvaakku –to create/ make ; 
work=uruvaakku . 

 kar [ furniture ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is    
erukkai- chair/ furniture ; oaaivu  erukkai –couch ; oaaivu –rest ; vaippu  arai [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -–rack . 
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 kar [ utensil ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kumpaaram [ missing  letter- pa-] - utensil . 

kamut [ wheat ] has the consonants- ka- ma- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
koathumai –wheat . 

kamt [ the end] has the consonants- ka- ma- the -and the  original  Tamil  word is    
mudivu –the end . 

 kafr [ village ] has the consonants-ka- pa- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kurumpu-village  . 

 kapt [ a kind  of amulet ] has the consonants-ka- pa- the- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   kappu kattu – to tie the  amulet  ;  kaappu-  amulet; kattu –tie ; kaakka- 
to protect ; paathu kaappu- protection . 

kat  [ vagina /  concubines ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  
word is koothi- vagina ;   kooththiya- dancers/ prostitutes; vaippaatti  [missing  
letter- pa-] - concubine  ;  kaattu  penjaathi [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-]- 
concubine . 

kat  [ cow]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  kudam 
suttu [ missing  letter- sa-] –cow; kuththam/ koyyiyam /  kadaa maadu/ kunndai  
bull.   

 *kau [ fruit or seed] has a  consonant-ka – and the  original  Tamil  word is  kaai- 
unripe fruit; kani –fruit.   

 kaur  [ great bull  ] has the consonants-ka- Ra- - and the  original  Tamil  word is   
aavaeru -  bull-  as the male of the cow  . 

 *qar [  boat ]  has the consonants-ka- Ra- - and the  original  Tamil  word is  ekuri- 
boat . 

 *kheria [ colour] has the consonants-ka- Ra- - and the  original  Tamil  word is   
karu/ uruvam  / vari- colour . 
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kheria [ colour] has the consonants-ka- Ra- - and the  original  Tamil  word is   
pukar[ missing  letter- pa-]- colour . 

kheria [ colour] has the consonants-ka- Ra- - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  varnam   [Skt]  /  rankku – color.  

kheria [ colour] has the consonants-ka- Ra- - and the  original  Tamil  word is   
karai- colour/stain  . 

 kheria [ colour] has the consonants-ka- Ra- - and the  original  Tamil  word is   
anna niram-   colour/colourful rays  . 

kaaru   [ a god ] has the consonants-ka- Ra- - and the  original  Tamil  word is  
eraivan-/ ara-vaanan  - god.  

kaaru   [ a god ] has the consonants-ka- Ra- - and the  othewr interpretation  of 
the word is  a-kaari /  akkaran  / gnana  vaari [ ocean of wisdom]  / niraakaran – 
nirkunan  /  viraakan  god ; akkaran- indestructible person; gnanam –wisdom 
;vaari –sea. 

kaaru   [ a god ] has the consonants-ka- Ra- - and the  othewr interpretation  of 
the word is  eeswaran / sir kunan    missing  letter –sa-] –god.  

 kat  [ district] has the consonants-ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
maavattam –district .  

   ka  [ bull  of sacrifice ] has a  consonant- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kaavu-  sacrifice  ; ka-  bull  ; kaanikkai- offer . 

kat shut   [ herb  used in medicine ] has the consonants-ka- the-  sa- the-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is  sedi  kodi- plants ;  sedi- plant ; kodi –creeper . 

*ka  [  house ] has a  consonant- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  akam- home.  

 *ka [characture/ disposition ] has a  consonant- ka-- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   kunam- nature.  
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kai [think] has a  consonant- ka-- and the  original  Tamil  word is ennuka- think/ 
count . 

 *qeti [ to sleep  ]  has the consonants  -ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kidakka- lie down; thoonkka-  sleep ; thankka- stay .   

 qet [  form / image  ] has the consonants-  ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   vadaivam- form  /shape.  

qetu [ potter ] has the consonants - ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is mat -
pakaivan [ missing  letter- pa-] -potter/-enemy  to  the soil ; munn- soil ;pakai –
enemity; pakaivan –foe . 

qetu [ potter ] has the consonants - ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is vaet 
koa- potter.  

 qeti  [ roseta stone] has the consonants - ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
kan  vettu-  inscribed stone; kan- stone; vettu –to cut  .  

qat [ nile bank ] has the consonants - ka- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
aaththu   padukai   [missing  letter- pa-] - river  bed  

 quest  [market] has the consonants-  ka- [ -sa-] -  the- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   ankkaadi – market  ;  kadai veethi –market street   ; kadai –shop; veethi  -
street;   kadai kanni- market  . 

quest  [market] has the consonants-  ka- [ -sa-] -  the- and the  original  Tamil  
word is  vanika koodam-  trade  centre  ; vanikam- trade  ;  koodam- hall . 

qeq [ eat]  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original  Tamil   word is  unnuka- eat.  

qeres  [ sarcophagus  chamber ] has the consonants-  ka- Ra--sa- and the  original  
Tamil  word is  pinavarai [ missing letter- pa-] – sarcophagus  chamber/ mortuary ;  
pinam- dead body; arai –room. 

 geh  [angle] has a consonant-  ka- and the  original  Tamil   word is koanam –
angle.    
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gehh ut [ castrated cattle] has the consonants  has the consonants-  ka  the-  and 
the  original  Tamil  word is   kaai adiththa / neekkiya  maadu-  castrated cattle; 
kaai –testis ; maadu –bull.  

qer qer [to move] has the consonants-  ka Ra--ka-Ra-  and the  original  Tamil  
word is   nakaru -nakaru- move -move . 

qerh [  a serpent ] has the consonants-  ka -Ra--  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
karu naakam- black  cobra; karumai- black ;  naakam- cobra .    

 qenu  [fire / heat] has the consonants-  ka –an -- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
neekku  / vanni  / vaanam  / ankki -  fire . 

qenu  [fire / heat] has the consonants-  ka –an -- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  akkini  [Skt] –fire . 

qenu  [fire / heat] has the consonants-  ka –an -- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kaankkai  / thee –k-kunam / kavanam -  heat  . 

qenu  [fire / heat] has the consonants-  ka –an -- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  ushnamaaka [ missing letter- sa-] –heat . 

genu  [horse ] has the consonants-  ka –an --  and the  original  Tamil  word is   
vanni- horse . 

qer [ deweller] has the consonants-  ka –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is  kudi 
erukkiravar [ missing  letter- the-] –dweller; kudi –house; erukka- to reside.   

qenti [body / belly] has the consonants-  ka –an –the-   and the  original  Tamil  
word is  vandi- belly . 

qenti [body / belly] has the consonants-  ka –an –the-   and the  original  Tamil  
word is  uoon sei -koattam  [missing  letter- sa-]-  body  ; uoon- flesh .  

 qena[  to embrace] has the consonants-  ka –an – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
anaikka- to hug  . 
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qena[ breast] has the consonants-  ka –an – and the  original  Tamil  word is 
konkkai- breast.     

 qen [ sack] has the consonants-  ka –an – and the  original  Tamil  word is  koani  
pai [missing  letter- pa-]  - sack .  

 qena [ garment ] has the consonants-  ka –an – and the  original  Tamil  word is 
ankki- garment ; root word is anika- to wear.    

qenat [ wounded] has the consonants-  ka –an –the-  and the  original  Tamil  
word is   kaayam  adainthida- wounded; kaayam -wound . 

qen [ warrior] has the consonants-  ka –an – and the  original  Tamil  word is   
Vanniyan  - warrior. 

 qemati [ form / image ]  has the consonants-  ka – ma- the-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is  vadivam – form . 

 qebi [ wild  honey ]  has the consonants-  ka –[ -pa--]   – and the  original  Tamil  
word is   konkku- honey . 

 qebi [ wild  honey ]  has the consonants-  ka –-pa-  – and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   kombu  thaen  [missing  letter- the-] – wild honey ;thaen- honey ; kompu- tree 
branch  . 

 quru [ potters/ boatmen] has the consonants-  ka –Ra-– and the  original  Tamil  
word is Kuyavar  potter.  

quru [ potters/ boatmen] has the consonants-  ka –Ra-– and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   Sakkiri / kusavar [ missing  letter- sa-]- potter . 

quru [ potters/ boatmen] has the consonants-  ka –Ra-– and the  original  Tamil  
word is Mara-k-kaayar – boat men .  

 qar[ basket] has the consonants-  ka –Ra-– and the  original  Tamil  word is 
sokkarai-[ missing  letter- sa-]-  basket . 
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qar [ bundle] has the consonants-  ka –Ra-– and the interpretation  of the word is 
nikaram- bundle. 

 qar [ frog ] has the consonants-  ka –Ra-– and the  original  Tamil  word is manar  
kookai- frog ; manar- sand  ;  koovuka- to shout . 

qaf [side] has the consonants-  ka –pa-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is akkam 
pakkam – sides ;   pakkam -near by  .    

 qab [ a mythological serpent] has the consonants-  ka –pa-  – and the  original  
Tamil  word is naaka paampu –cobra  ;  paampu/ mumba   -snake . 

 qah  [ earth ] has a consonant-  ka – and the  original  Tamil  word is  yaakkai-  
earth; kaayam- earth .  

*qah [  arm  /shoulder] has a consonant-  ka – and the  original  Tamil  word is  kai  
-hand  ; mae-k-kai- arm    .   

qa[ form ] has a consonant-  ka – and the  original  Tamil  word is   mukam- form  

 qa[ pahse] has a consonant- ka– and the  original  Tamil  word is mukam/ vaakai -  
phase . 

 qa  [ condition / state ] has a consonant- ka– and the  original  Tamil  word is 
kunam  -state. 

qa  [ condition / state ] has a consonant- ka– and the  original  Tamil  word is 
samaivu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  state ; sthithi[Skt] – state [E] /thisai  . 

  qa [ style ] has a consonant- ka– and the  original  Tamil  word is  paankku [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- style.  

qah  [the tip  of a horn ] has a consonant-  ka – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kompu  mukanai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  tip  of a horn; kompu- horn; mukanai- tip .  

 qa [ peasant  ] has a consonant-  ka – and the  original  Tamil  word is  kaman- 
peasant ; kamam-  farming  /cultivation  
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qarta [ city / village] has the consonants-  ka –Ra- the-   – and the  original  Tamil  
word is   kudi  iruppu [misisngn  letter- pa-]- residential place  ; ;kudiyaettram- 
settlement . 

 qar  [ hole  ]  has the consonants-  ka –Ra-   – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kann arai- hole .  

 qaqa [  to look at ]  has a consonant-  ka – and the  original  Tamil  word is 
noakka- to look at/ kaanuka- see .  

quat  [ filthy folks  ] has the consonants-  ka –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is    
kodiya   koottam /  kaedu  ketta  koottam  -filthy  folks  .  

 qant [ bolt] has the consonants-  ka – an- –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kathavu  kondi- door bar ; kathavu –door; kondi-  bar .    

 qi tekh [ celebration  of drink  festival ] has the consonants-  ka –the-ka-   and the  
original  Tamil  word is   kudi -yim  kondaattam-um -   drink  and  celebration ; 
kudi-  drink; kat kudi- drink liquor;  kondaattam- celebration . 

* qaa [ hill ]  has a consonant-  ka – and the  original  Tamil  word is  kamai-   
mountain; naaku  .    

utcht [ law] ] has the consonants-  –the- sa- the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
sattam- law.     

 utch tep  [ chief  command ] has the consonants-  –the- sa- the- pa-   and the  
original  Tamil  word is   padai  aatchchi- warrior caste  of Tamil Naadu ; padai –
army; aatchchi- rule. 

 utch tep  [ chief  command ] has the consonants-  –the- sa- the-  -pa-   and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  padai  saamanthan- commander . 

utch tep  [ chief  command ] has the consonants-  –the- sa- the-  -pa-   and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  saenai- athi  pathi – commander . 

utch tep  [ chief  command ] has the consonants-  –the-[- sa-] - the-  -pa-   and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  thanaa pathi - commander . 
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*uti  [ to put ] has a consonant-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is  idu- put.    

uti [ to set]  has a consonant-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is amaiththidu -  
to set ; pathi  [missing [letter- pa-] –to set  jems in a jewel ; thini/ nanthu .     

uti [ to push ] has a consonant-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is  / idi  / 
thoondu   / mindu  / nettu  / unthu -to push . 

  ut [ tablet ] has a consonant-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is  pattayam 
[missing  letter- pa-]-  tablet.    

utet [ to order ] has a consonant-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is anai  idu 
–to order; aanai –an order.     

ut  [ shoot out fire] has a consonant-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is sudu [ 
missing  letter- sa-]  -to shoot.   

 *utt [ to burn ]  has a consonant-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is  thee 
idu-  to burn ; thee- fire .   

  *ut [write ] has a consonant-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is  theettu –
write.  

 *ut [ tile ] has a consonant-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is  oaadu –tile.    

 ut  [ go away ] has a consonant-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is  etta  
poeidu [ missing letter- pa-] –to go away ; poa- go .     

 *ushebt [ answer]  has the consonants-  sa  - pa- the- and the  original  Tamil  
word is  seppidu –answer/ speak.   

ukha  [ nail ] has a consonant- ka-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  naakm- nail.     

  kkhti [ state of collapse ] has the  consonant- ka- - the-  – and the  original  Tamil  
word is  mayakkam adaiya-  to  faint  . 

ukhet  [  pain ]   has the  consonant- ka- - the-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
vaethanai- pain.  
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 ukhet [ sickness ] has the  consonant- ka- - the-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is 
noakkkaadu –sickness.    

 ukha the bt [ base of the pyramid] has the  consonant- ka- the-pa- the-   – and the  
original  Tamil  word is  munn  maettin / pina  maettin  adi pakuthi – base of the  
mount ; munn  maedu –mount ;   munn- soil/ sand  ; maedu –raised ground  ;adi –
under; pakuthi- part ; pinam- dead body .  

*ur [ lake] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  yaeri –lake;  
yaeri  neer- lake water  - meaning  -aru neer- the water of the lake which will dry  
soon .     

  ur [ fire]  has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  neruppu 
[missing  letter- pa-]- fire.  

 uri  [hairy] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is   mayir mayira 
/ niraiya  mayir - hairy ; mayir- hair.  

urmu [ nile flood]  has  the  consonants- Ra-  ma- – and the  original  Tamil  word is 
maari- flood.   

ur [ palace ] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  arann manai- 
palace; arann- fort; manai-  house.  

 ur [ meat ] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  eraichchi [ 
missing letter- sa-] - meat ; erai- food.  

 ur[  gale ]  has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is puyar    [ 
missing letter- pa-]- storm .  

 urrt [ hairy  beard ] has the consonants  -Ra  -the- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
thaadai  mayir /  thaadi  mayir – beard; thaadai- jaw; thaadi- beard; mayir- hair.  

urteb [ title  of a priest ] has the consonants  -Ra  -the- [- pa-] - and the  original  
Tamil  word is  thiru  maeni – holy  body ; thiru –holy; maeni/ mei  body   .  

urteb [ title  of a priest ] has the consonants  -Ra  -the-  pa- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  pattar -  priest . 
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uru [ great god ]  has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is   uyariya  
erai- great god; erai- god; uyariya- great. 

 uraa [ king ] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  mannar/ 
raayar - king.  

uraa [ king ] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  arasar 
/raja[Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-] - king  

  ur taat [ queen ]  has the consonants  -Ra  -the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
eraimai yatti- queen . 

 ur taat [ queen ]  has the consonants  -Ra  -the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
pattaththu  arasi [ missing  letters- pa –and- sa-] – queen; pattam- crown ;arasi-  
queen ; arasa paththini  [Skt] –queen  ;arasar- king ; paththini- wife . 

ur taat [ queen ]  has the consonants  -Ra  -the- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
raasaaththi [ missing  letter -sa-] –queen .   

 p ur taat [ queen ]  has the consonants  -Ra  -the- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
erumatti [ missing  letter -sa-] –queen . 

*urr [  great] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  uyariya- 
great.  

 urt [ great ] has  the  consonants- Ra-  the-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is   
uyarntha-  great . 

ur [  twice great ] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  eru 
murai   uyariya - twice great ;eru -2; murai-  times; uyariya- great . 

urur [ twice great god]  has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is   
iru murai uyariya  erai - twice great god  ;eru -2; murai- times; uyariya- great; erai 
–god. 

 ur  [  very much  ] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is niraiya- 
very much/ full .   
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 ur [  many  times ]  has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
niraiya  murai- many  times ; murai- times  . 

 ur [ noble] has a consonant- Ra-– and the  original  Tamil  word is  aariyan- noble. 

 ur [ noble] has a consonant- Ra-– and the  other interpretation of the word is  
pirabu [ missing letter- pa-]-  noble.  

ur [noble ] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is   perumaan-[ 
missing letter- pa-]-   noble/ lord . 

 ur [ superior] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  periyoar-[ 
missing  letter- pa-]  superior . 

 ur [ great size] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is  peru  uru  
[ missing  letter- pa-]  -great size ; periya- big  ; uru –size . 

*un  [ to eat ] has a consonant- an-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is unnu- eat 
;uoon- food.   

ura  [ title  of  priest ] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  interpretation  of the word 
is   iyar- priest . 

ura  [ title  of  priest ] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is 
poosaari [ missing  letters- pa -and -sa-] –priest  ;  poo sei-  to shower flower ;poo- 
flower; sei –do  .  

 ura  [ title  of  priest ] has a consonant- Ra-  – and the  original  Tamil  word is 
aasaari / aasiriyan [ missing  letter -sa-] –priest ;aachchaari  .  

urit  [ title  of  priest ]  has the  consonants- Ra- the-  – and the  interpretation  of 
the word anthanar  -priest  ; thiru maeni ;  thiru  thanthai- holy father  ; thiru- 
holy; thanthai- father  ; eruththinar  -those who  assist  a  priest . 

urit  [ title  of  priest ]  has the  consonants- Ra- the-  – and the  interpretation  of 
the word  paathiri / father [E] [ missing  letter- pa-]  -priest . 
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 ur  heka [ great words  of  power] has the  consonants  -Ra-  ka- and the original  
Tamil word is  erai vaakku  -  words of the god; erai –god; vaakku –saying . 

urheb  [ title  of  priest ]  has the  consonants  -Ra- ka—pa-  and the original  Tamil 
word is  poosai seikiravr  / eraivanukku poo sorikiravar [ missing  letter- sa-]  – one 
who  showers flowers to the god  ;eraivan- god ; poo-  flower  ; sorika- to shower;   
kovir karu varaiyaei  kaakkiravar –protector of the  temple  sanctum  sanctorum ; 
kovir- temple; karu varai- womb ; kaakka- protect  . 

urheb  [ title  of  priest ]  has the  consonants  -Ra- ka—[ -pa-] -  and the other 
interpretation of the word is archchukar [ missing  letter- sa-]  – priest.  

upt  [ top of the head ]  has the  consonants- [-pa-] - the- – and the original  Tamil  
word is  mandai  uchchi [missing  letter- sa-]- top of the head;  mandai- head; 
uchchi- top.  

upsur [divine fire ]   has the  consonants- pa- [ -sa-] - Ra-  – and the original  Tamil  
word is neruppu- fire.  

upu [ filth ] has a  consonant- -pa- and the  original  Tamil  word  pei- shit . 

ubt  [ to set fire ] has the  consonants- [ -pa-] - the- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is thee moottu /thee idu  –to kindle fire; theee- fire.  

 *ubtt [ cancer ]  has the  consonants- [ -pa-] - the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
puththu naoei  -cancer; noaei –disease . 

*upi  [ work ] has a consonant- pa- – and the  original  Tamil  word is pani –work.  

*upi [ business]  has a consonant- pa- – and the  original  Tamil  word is panniyam 
–business.    

nabt  [ tomb]  has the consonants  -an -pa- -the- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
pina maedu – tomb; pinam- dead body  ;maedu –raised ground  ;  pinam 
puthaiththa  idam  ;  puthaikka- to bury; idam- place. 

uart  [ two  thighs ]   has the consonants  Ra  -the- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
erandu   thodai -2 thighs; erandu -2; thodai –thigh .  
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uart [ piece of  ground ] has the consonants  Ra  -the- and the  original  Tamil  
word is  thundu tharai -  piece of  ground  ; thundu –bit; tharai- ground.  

uabt   [  holy  place / pure place ]  has a consonant- pa- – and the  original  Tamil  
word is  thooya  idam / punithamaana[Skt] idam – pure place; thooya- pure; 
idam- place  ;  punitham- holy.  

uabt  [ bath  ]  has a consonant-  [- pa-] -  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is 
thanni   thotti  - bath ;   thanni- water ;  thotti –tank/ tub  ; aattu- bathe   . 

 uabt  [ bath  ]  has a consonant-   pa-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is nadai 
paathai  - bath /foot  way .  

uabt  [ bath  ]  has a consonant- pa-  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is  padi  /   
mannu  peithida – bathe  . 

uabt  [ bath  ]  has a consonant- [ -pa-] -  the- – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
manjanam aadu  [ missing letter- sa-]- bathe . 

uabt  [ bath  ]  has a consonant- -pa--  the- – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  bath[E] . 

uat  [ piece ]  has a consonant-the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  thundu- bit.   

 uat  [ crown ] has a consonant-the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  mudi / mani 
mudi –crown; mani- jem / beads; mudi- top    

 uat  [ flesh ] has a consonant-the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  sathai  [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - flesh . 

* ir/ iar [ river]  has a consonant-Ra – and the  original  Tamil  word is  aaru –river.  

 ir   [something  foul ]  has a consonant-Ra – and the  original  Tamil  word is   
naara- foul  smell . 

 itchar  [ potter ]  has  the-  consonants-the –[- sa-] -  Ra-  and the  original  Tamil   
word is munn udaiyaar-  potter;   munn- soil ;  thanda tharan- potter.  
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it  [woman who  has conceived] has a consonant-the – and the  original  Tamil  
word is   undaana  / thaai aana  -  conceived /to become a mother  ;  thaai- 
mother . 

iaurt  [ stream ]  has  the-  consonants-the – Ra-  and the  original  Tamil   word is  
neer oaadai –stream; neer- water; oaadu –run . 

 at  [ stick ]  has a consonant-the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  thadi- stick 
;thandam –staff.  

*atat [beat] has a consonant-the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  adiththidu – 
beat.  

 atat  [sin ] has a consonant-the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  thuni-  sin ;  
theethu- bad /evil .  

atat  [sin ] has a consonant-the – and the other interpretation  of the word is sedi  
/thoasam  [ missing  letter- sa- ] -sin . 

at [ house] has a consonant-the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  idam- place/ 
house. 

 att [ boat] has a consonant-the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  oaadam 
/thoani- boat . 

 at heqt [ beer house]  has the consonants – the-  ka- -the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  monthai / mathu [Skt]  kadai-  toddy  shop  ;monthai- toddy ;kadai –shop 
;mathu –toddy .  

ahat  [ stiff / hard ] has the consonants – ka- -the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kettiyaa/ kadinamaa- hard . 

 akhat  [ scar] has the consonants – ka- -the- and the  original Tamil  word is vadu 
–scar.  

aha [ limbs ] has a consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is avayam – limb . 
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aha [ limbs ] has a consonant – ka- and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
ankkam[Skt] - limb . 

*aqa [ filth] has a consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kakka-  shit . 

*akha  [ go] has a consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is yaeku- go . 

 *aha [ arrow ]  has a consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is kanai –
arrow; yaevu / kakam  / koa .  

arg [ member of the body ] has the consonants – Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  avai  uruppinar [ missing letter- pa-]-  member of the assembly; avai-  
assembly ;uruppinar- member . 

*amt [ food ]  has the consonants – ma  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
amutham-  food.  

amit  [ nature] has the consonants – ma  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanmai- nature/ disposition  .   

am  [  filth]  has a  consonant – ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is maasu [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - filth . 

amt  [name of a wine] has the consonants – ma  -the- and the  original Tamil  
word is thaem / mattam -  toddy ;  mathu [Skt] . 

abt [ month ] has the consonants – [-pa-]-  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maatham – month ; mathi- moon . 

 abt [ ? sistrum ] has the consonants – -pa--the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thappu /thappattai - - a kind of flat  drum .   

abt  [holy/ pure]   has the consonants – -[-pa-]--the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is thooimai- pure/ clean ; punitham[Skt]  -holy.   

 holy [E] has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kalankkam  
illa/ azhukku  illa-   not stained  /not dirty  ;kalan-k-kam- stain ;azhukku –dirt ; illai- 
nil . 
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 aabet [ part of a crown ] has the consonants –-pa--the- and the  original Tamil  
word pattam-  crown . 

*aut [ between ]  has a  consonant -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  idai  
idaiyae/ uoodae   - between . 

aatt [ disease/ epidemic ] has a  consonant -the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
noaei nodi-  disease ;  thoththu noaei-  infectious  disease ; thuni- disease .  

aarrut [ grapes ] has the consonants –Ra- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
kodi munthiri   kani [ missing  letter- ka-] – grapes ; kani –fruit. 

abati [ ivory  tusk ]  has the consonants – [ -pa-] - -the- and the  original Tamil  
wordis  yaanani thantham- elephant  tusk ; yaanai –elephant  ;  thantham- tooth . 

 ari khet [ maker of things]  has the consonants – Ra-  ka- -the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uru-vaa-k-kukiravar- creator ; uruvaakku –create .  

beshu [ saliva] has the consonants –  [- pa-] - sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
echchi- slaiva .   

 *besa [ short tunic] has the consonants – pa- sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
paesi –cloth . 

 beshu [ dust ] has the consonants – [-pa-] - sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
maasu –dust.  

*ber [ eye ] has the consonants –pa-- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   paar- 
eye;   paaru –to see . 

 *bent  [ bind ] has the consonants –pa—an- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinaiththidu- to bind.    

bent  [ bind ] has the consonants –pa—an- the-   and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  bind [E] .   

*bbut [ arrow] has the consonants –pa-the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
poothai –arrow.  
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bebt[ hole/ cavity ] has the consonants –pa-the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ponthu-  cavity / pit. 

 *bu ur [ great place/   majesty  /riches/ prosperity ] has the consonants –pa-Ra -  
and the  original Tamil  word is periya  purai – great / big place; periya  uoor- big 
town / place ; periya- big / great ; purai- place; uoor- place/ village . 

*bu ur [ great place/   majesty  /riches/ prosperity ] has the consonants –pa-Ra -  
and the  original Tamil  word is arum- perumai  - majesty . 

*bu ur [ great place/   majesty  /riches/ prosperity ] has the consonants –pa-Ra -  
and the  original Tamil  word is perum paeru -  riches/ prosperity/ fortune . 

*ban [ pool  /stream ] has the consonants –pa-the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is pannai –stream . 

 bant [ throat] has the consonants –[-pa-] —an- the-   and the  original Tamil  word  
is thondai-  throat. 

*bent   [to copulate / phallus ] has the consonants –pa-an- the- - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pannidu-  to copulate . 

*bent   [to copulate / phallus ] has the consonants –pa-an- the- - and the  original 
Tamil  word is    pundai –vulva/ vagina. 

 bent   [to copulate / phallus ] has the consonants –pa-an- the- - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aan thadi   / thandu  - penis  -  male stick ; aan- male; thadi –stick ; 
thandu –stem . 

 bath [escape] has the consonants –pa-the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thappiththu  oaadu  - escape . 

 ban [sweet] has the consonants –pa-an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  inippu –
sweet.  

 bak  [to work] has the consonants –pa-ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
pannuka- do /work . 
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bairi [ basket shaped boat ] has the consonants –pa-Ra   and the  original Tamil  
word is   parisai [ missing  letter- sa-] –wicker boat . 

 Ba khat-Ra- [  a form of Ra ]  has the consonants –pa- ka-  the - Ra  and the  
original Tamil  word is  

*bet [ throne steps]  has the consonants –-pa -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
padi –steps.   

petu [ sacred tablet ] has the consonants –-pa -the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is thooya  pattayam -  sacred tablet ; punitha[Skt] pattayam ; punitham-sacred  . 

bet [ incense/  smell of incence ] has the consonants –-pa -the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paththi- incense  ; paththi manam  ;  manam –smell  . 

beth   [ run quickly ] has the consonants –-pa -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pattunnu   oattam pidi   - run quickly ; oaadu –run . 

 betht [ tusk of elephant ]  has the consonants –-[- pa-]  -the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   yaanai  thantham – tusk of elephant.  

Benti [ singing ape god ] has the consonants –- pa- - an- -the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paattu  paadum  manthi – singing  monkey ; paattu –song; paadu –
to sing; manthi –monkey . 

beten [ to bind ] has the consonants – -pa- -the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinaiththidu  - bind . 

 bet  [ to shine ] has the consonants – [ -pa-] - -the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
minu minuththida- to shine .  

bet [ golden throne with steps ] has the consonants – [ -pa-] - -the- and the  
original Tamil  word is mannanin pon - maedai / peedam [Skt] – king’s  golden  
seat ; mannan- king ; maedai –seat  /stage; pon- gold  . 

bet [ golden throne with steps ] has the consonants –  -pa-- -the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is padi – steps.  
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betu [ sacred tablet ] has the consonants –-pa- -the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is thooya  pattayam /  punitha  [Skt]   pattayam  -sacred tablet; pattayam –tablet  
;thooimai-  pure ; punitham- holy . 

ba  [  sticks of  palmwood ] has a  consonant- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
panai- palm . 

bant  [ palm/ palm branch  ]  has the consonants –-pa -an-  -the- and the  original 
Tamil  word panai   thadi - palm tree ;  paani –palm  ; thadi –wood ; panai  mattai 
–branch  of  palm tree; ; panan-thoappu  -palm  grove ; thoappu- grove . 

 benr [ sweet water - of Nile] has the consonants –-pa –an- Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word  inippu neer – sweet water; inippu –sweet; neer- water.  

baka [ common name for settlement] has the consonants  - pa- ka- - and the  
original  Tamil   word is paakkam-   village.  

*beq [ to see ] has the consonants  - pa- ka- - and the  original  Tamil   word is 
paakka- to see.  

 bakait [common name for settlement ] has the consonants  - [ -pa-] - ka-  the- and 
the  original  Tamil   word is kudi/ kudanthai / koattam  -village  

bakt [ gift ]  has the consonants  - [ -pa-] - ka-  the- and the  original  Tamil   word 
is kodai- gift.  

barekt  [ pool ] has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra-  ka-  the- and the  original  Tamil   
word is   iyarkkaiyaana kuttai- natural pond ; iyarkkai- natural; kuttai- pond; periya  
kuttai- big  pond  ; periya –big.  

 bareka [ to bless]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra-  ka- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is aasi kooruka [ missing letter- sa-] - to bless.   

 bareka [ to bless]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra-  ka- and the  orignaltamil  
word is  nar paeru pera  poattruka   [ missing letter- the-] to bless  ; nar –good; 
paeru – prosperity  ; pera- to get; poattruka- praise.   
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 bareka [ to bless]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra-  ka- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   anukirakkikka  -to bless . 

bareka [ to bless]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra-  ka- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   varam – blessing . 

bar bar[ kernel]  has the consonants  -- pa—Ra - and the  original  Tamil   word is  
paruppu –kernel.  

barga [ illumine ] has the consonants  - pa- Ra-  ka- and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  pirankkar-  illumine ; pirakaasa [Skt] . 

 ber  [ outside ]   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- and the  original  Tamil   word is  
puram- out side.  

bati  [ king  of the north  ] has the consonants  - pa- the- - and the  original  Tamil   
word is pattaththu  mannan- crowned king; pattam- crown ;mannan- king. 

 bati  [ king  of the north  ] has the consonants  - [ -pa-] - the- - and the  original  
Tamil   word is then naattu  mannan – king of the south state; then –south; 
naadu- state.  

*hdi  [ damge / destruction] has the consonants – ka-- the- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   kaedu – damage ; kedukka- to destroy .  

pdi [ sharpen the knife ] has the consonants – pa-- the- and the  original  Tamil  
word is  pattai yaei  theettu- to sharpen the sword  ;  pattai- sword ; theettu –to 
sharpen . 

 *pdt  [ troop of soldiers ] has the consonants – pa-- the- and the  original  Tamil  
word is  padai- troop . 

rwdt [ success  ] has the consonants – Ra—va-  the-  and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  vettri- scucces.  

 *whyt [ village ] has the consonants -  va- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
vaadi – village . 
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dba  [ clothe  ]  has the consonants - the-  [-pa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
aadai-  cothe  ;  udai –clothe  ;  thuni- cloth ; madi- cloth . 

*dba  [ clothe  ]  has the consonants - the-  [-pa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
pattu-   silk  ;  padaam-  clothe  ;  patti  - clothe ;  uduppu- clothe ; thuppaata-  
shawl . 

 maa  [  truly / really  ]  has a  consonant – ma- - and the  original  Tamil  word is  
unmai- truth ; unmaiyaa- really . 

 mry  [ fighting bull ]  has the consonants - ma- Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
erumai  / moori –buffalo .  

* dai [ reach  out ] has a  consonant – the - and the  original  Tamil  word is  adiya/ 
etta/ ettida - to reach . 

 tit  [ amulut ] has a  consonant – the - and the interpretation  of the word is   
word is  thaayaththu  -amulut . 

 *wat  [ road ] has the consonants -  va- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
veethi –street . 

 *sntt [ quarrel  ]  has the consonants - sa-  an-  the- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is sandai- fight.    

*snty [ quarrelsome  person ] has the consonants - sa-  an-  the- and the  original  
Tamil  word is  sandiyan  - quarrelsome  person. 

 *iti [ take ] has a  consonant – the - and the  original  Tamil  word is  edu- take.  

*ad  [ edge ] has a  consonant – the - and the  original  Tamil  word is  ottu –edge.   

 *hnw [ bowl ] has the consonants -ka-  an-- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kinnma- cup .    

 hpt [ embrace ] has the consonants -ka-  pa- the--- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  katti pidi / katti anaikka  -to  embrace/ hug . 
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 *wdh [ pour out ] has the consonants –va-  the and the  original  Tamil  word is 
uooththu –pour.  

 htt [ building ] has the consonants –ka-  the and the  original  Tamil  word is 
kattidam- bulding . 

 htr [ horse ]  has the consonants –ka-  the  - Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kuthirai- horse.  

hyst [ concubines] has the consonants –ka- [- sa-] - the  - and the  original  Tamil  
word is  kooththiyaaa- dancer/ prostitute . 

hyst [ concubines] has the consonants –ka- [- sa-] - the  - and the  original  Tamil  
word is  vaippaatti [ missing  letter- pa-]- concubine  

kar  [ shrine ] has the consonants –ka- Ra-  - and the  original  Tamil  word is  kar- 
kovir-  stone temple ; kar- stone ;  koavir/ kovil – temple ; koa- god/ king; ill- 
house  ;  karuvarai-  sanctum sanctoram  .   

 kit [  shout of  acclaim ] has the consonants –ka- the- - and the  original  Tamil  
word is  kaththu- shout ; koovidu – howl .  

 *ktt [ small ] has the consonants –ka- the- - and the  original  Tamil  word is  kutti- 
small.  

 *ktt  [ girl ]  has the consonants –ka- the- - and the  original  Tamil word is kutti- 
little girl; kuttan- little boy .  

 *idr [ shepherds ] has the consonants – the- Ra- - and the  original  Tamil word is  
idaiyar  -  shepherds . 

 ggt [ kidney ] has the consonants –ka- the- - and the  original  Tamil word is 
kundi-k-kaai- heart /liver / kidney . 

*ta  [ this ] has a  consonant–- the-  and the  original  Tamil word is  ithu- this; 
athu- that  ;  ethu –which . 
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 it  [ father] has a  consonant–- the-  and the  original  Tamil word is thaathai ;         
thanthai  –father  ;  aththaa  ; daddy   . 

 tma [ mat ] has the consonants –the- ma- - and the  original  Tamil word is mithi 
adi- door mat  . 

tm  [entire ] has the consonants –the- ma- - and the  original  Tamil word is 
moththamum  /anaiththum  -entire.  

tm  [  perish ] has the consonants –the- ma- - and the  original  Tamil word is 
madiya- to die.  

* tkk [ attack ] has the consonants –the- ka  - and the  original  Tamil word is  
thaakka  / adikka  attack / beat . 

*mnqt [ jar ] has the consonants – ma- an-  ka - the-  and the  original  Tamil word 
is  munn kudam- earthen pot ; kudam- pot ; munn –soil /clay  

 wnm [ eat ]  has the consonants –   va -  an  ma- - and the  original  Tamil  word is  
unavu   unnanum / unavu    unnaa  vaendum  -to eat  ; unavu- food; unnu –eat . 

wt  [ embalmer ] has the consonants  va- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vettiyaan- grave  digger  ;  vettu- dig /cut . 

wt  [ embalmer ] has the consonants  va- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinaththai  patha  paduththuvoan [ missing  letter- pa-] – embalmer; patha  
paduththu –emblam;  pinam-   dead body  /mummy . 

*datt [ estate ] has a  consonant–- the-  and the  original  Tamil word is  thoattam  
/ mittaa – garden / estate .   

datt [ estate ] has a  consonant–- the-  and the  original  Tamil word is  padappai / 
paettai  [ missing  letter- pa-] – estate.  

 *qd  [ build ] has the consonants –- ka  - the- - and the  original  Tamil word is  
kattu –build.   
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 *qdd [ sleep] has the consonants –- ka  - the- - and the  original  Tamil word is  
kidakka  / thoonkka    -to sleep.  

 *qd [ pot ] has the consonants –- ka  - the- - and the  original  Tamil word is   
kudam  -pot  ; thanni  kudam –water pot ; thanni –water.  

 *qd  [ builder  ] has the consonants –- ka  - the- - and the  original  Tamil word is  
koththan- builder.    

 qd [ potter ] has the consonants –- ka  - the- - and the  original  Tamil word is  
vaet-koa- potter.  

 *ntt [ that ] has the   consonants–-   an - the-  and the  original  Tamil word is   
antha –that . 

 nt  [water ] has the   consonants–-   an - the-  and the  original  Tamil word is   
thanni –water.   

*srr [  little / small ] has the   consonants–-  sa- Ra-  and the  original  Tamil word is    
siriya- small . 

*srr   [ lowly  man  ] has the   consonants–-  sa- Ra-  and the  original  Tamil word is  
siriyaar-   lowly people ;  sirumai-  meanness  . 

*srr [  junior ] has the  consonants–-  sa- Ra-  and the  original  Tamil word is 
sinnan-j -siriyoar   - children ; sirumi –little girl .  

*sad [ cut ] has the  consonants–-  sa- the-   and the  original  Tamil word is 
seththu- cut  ; thundiththidu –cut off  

 sta [  corpse ] has the  consonants–-  sa- the-   and the  original  Tamil word is 
seththa  pinam / pootha udampu  [ missing letter- pa-] – corpse . 

 *pri [ be  renowned of name  ] has the  consonants–- pa  -Ra--   and the  original  
Tamil word is nar – paeru  peru – have a  good name ; nar/ nal- good; paeru- 
name; peru –to receive . 
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*arq [  know  / perceive  ] has the  consonants–-  -Ra-ka-   and the  original  Tamil 
word is  arika  / unaruka  - know  / perceive  . 

*aat [  linen cloth ]  has a  consonant-  the-  and the  original  Tamil word is  aadai- 
clothe . 

snk [ tongue ]  has the  consonants–   [-sa-]- an – ka  and the  original  Tamil word 
is  naakku –tongue . 

snkt  [ longing ] has the  consonants–   [-sa-]- an – ka – the-  and the  original  
Tamil word  is yaenkkida- longing . 

 sp tpy [ creation ] has the  consonants–   [-sa-]- pa – the-  pa- and the  original  
Tamil word   padaippu- creation.  

 *payt  [ door lock ]  has the  consonants–pa- – the-and the  original  Tamil word  
is   poottu- lock .  

 *pri  [ battle field ] has the  consonants–pa- Ra- -and the  original  Tamil word  is 
poar- war; poar munai – battel field   . 

 *pth  [ create ] has the  consonants–pa- – the-and the  original  Tamil word is 
padai/ padaiththidu –to create    

 *ptr [ see / behold  ] has the  consonants–pa- – the- - Ra-  and the  original  Tamil 
word is  paaththiru –to see.  

 *p  [ mat  ] has a  consonant-  pa -  and the  original  Tamil word is  paai- mat.   

 tt [ staff ]  has a  consonant-  the -  and the  original  Tamil word is  thadi/ 
thandam  - staff/ stick . 

ts pri   [fighting ] has the  consonants–  the  -sa-  pa- –- Ra-  and the  original  Tamil 
word is   poar  seithidu / purinthidu –to  fight ; poar- war; seithidu- do; purinthidu 
–do . 

 ts  [ a knot ] has the  consonants- the  -sa- and the  original  Tamil word is   
mudichchu- a knot.  
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 sqd  [ sailor ] has the  consonants- -[-sa-] -  ka- the- and the  original  Tamil word 
is  kadal -oaadi [ missing  letter- la-] – sailor ; kadal- sea.     

*sd  [ clothe] has the  consonants- -sa- the-  and the  original  Tamil word is    
sattai- clothe / shirt  ; saadi  / soodi- cloth. 

 sti  [ shoot  ] has the  consonants- -[-sa-] - the-  and the  original  Tamil word is 
yeithidu – to shoot  [an arrow  ] ; sudu  - to fire a  gun  .  

  sti  [ shoot  ] has the  consonants- -sa-- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is shoot[E] .  

sd  [ break ] has the  consonants- -[-sa-] - the-  and the  original  Tamil word is  
udai- to break . 

sdd  [  fire ] has the  consonants- -sa-- the-  and the  original  Tamil word is  sen- 
thee- divine fire;  joathi [Skt] ; semmai –red; thee- fire.  

sty  [ odour ] has  the  consonants- -[-sa-] - the-  and the  original  Tamil word is  
naaththam- odour . 

sti  [ beget  ] has  the  consonants- -[-sa-] - the-  and the  original  Tamil word is  
peththu thaa  [ missing  letter- pa-] —to beget  . 

 stt [ kindle ]  has  the  consonants- -[-sa-] - the-  and the  original  Tamil word is 
thee  moottu -to make fire  ; thoondu –kindle / stimulate . 

sta [ weave ] has  the  consonants- -[-sa-] - the-  and the  original  Tamil word is  
neithidu  -weave.  

* sta [ heat ] has  the  consonants- -sa-- the-  and the  original  Tamil word is  
soodu- heat .   

*mt  [ die ]  has  the  consonants- -ma- - the- and the  original  Tamil word is   
madiya  / maainthida  -to die.  

*wart  [ flight ] has  the  consonants-  va – Ra- - the- and the  original  Tamil word 
is   virainthu oaadu – to flea ;  viraika- hurry  ; oaadu –run.  
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 *iw  [ come ] has  a  consonant  -va - and the  original  Tamil word is- vaa-  come.  

 fdq  [ divide ] has  the  consonants- pa - the  -ka - and the  original  Tamil word is 
pakuththidu / pankkidu – divide . 

*dd  [ say / recite ] has  a  consonant  -the  - and the  original  Tamil word is 
oaathu  / thuthi  -say / pray / recite . 

*dar  [ search out  /  investigate  / plan  work  / take  thoughts ]  has  the  
consonants –the -Ra- and the  original  Tamil word is  aaithar- investigate  . 

*dar  [ search out  /  investigate  / plan  work  / take  thoughts ]  has  the  
consonants –the -Ra- and the  original  Tamil word is  thaeduthar –searching .  

dar  [ search out  /  investigate  / plan  work  / take  thoughts ]  has  the  
consonants –the -Ra- and the  original  Tamil word is  thittam iduthar  -to plan . 

*dar  [ search out  /  investigate  / plan  work  / take  thoughts ]  has  the  
consonants –the -Ra- and the  original  Tamil word is  ennuthar / ninaiththiduthar 
– to think . 

*da [ spear ] has  a  consonant - the - and the  original  Tamil word is eetti –spear  

fgn [ to  defecate ] has  the  consonants- pa  -ka - an - and the  original  Tamil word 
is pee  poakanum/ kakka poakanum  -to defecate; pee- shit; kakka- shit; poaka –to 
pass.  

*dsr  [  holy / sacred ]  has  the  consonants- the  [--sa-]- Ra- and the  original  
Tamil word  is thiru –holy  /  riches . 

ds [ jar]  has the  consonants--sa—the- and the  original  Tamil  word is saadi- jar . 

dt [ papyrus stem ] has a consonant  - the - and the original Tamil  word is thandu-  
stem.  

 bit  [ honey ] has  the  consonants-  pa-  the - and the original Tamil  word is poon 
-thaen – honey ;  poo –flower; thaen- honey. 
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sad [dig ] has  the  consonants-  [-sa-] -  the - and the original Tamil  word is 
thoandu –dig.  

* hayt [ bandage ] has  the  consonants-  ka-  the - and the original Tamil  word is 
kattu- bandage.  

 hat [ food ] has  the  consonants- ka – the- and the original Tamil  word is konndi 
– food; vaai adai- food ; odukku –food   .  

*ar  [ mount up ] has a  consonant  - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is yaeru  -
mount  /climb . 

* idr [ stitch ] has  the  consonants- the – Ra- - and the original Tamil  word is 
thuni  theiththiduthar –to stitch a cloth; thuni-  cloth; thaithhtidu-  stitch . 

*id  [ bull ] has a  consonant  - the - and the original Tamil  word is  udu-  goat;   
idai-  cow ;  maadu- cattle ;  ottai –camel ; root word is  udu –the star / sun . 

* id [ assault ]  has a  consonant  - the - and the original Tamil  word is  adi / idi  / 
uthai – beat / hit  / kick.  

id [ boy ] has a  consonant  - the - and the original Tamil  word is podiyan [ missing  
letter- p-]-  small boy.  

 *iwn [ color ] has the consonants  - va- - an –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vannam – color; root word is  vaanam –the sky . 

iayt  [ old woman ] has a  consonant  - the - and the original Tamil  word is 
moothaatti – old lady . 

 *inat  [ chin ] has the consonants  - an – the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadi- chin.  

 *ifd [ cloth]  has the consonants  - an – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  patti/ 
padaam / puttam – cloth . 

*is  [saliva ] has a consonant  - sa -and the original Tamil word is  echchi- saliva.  
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*inq [ unite ] has the consonants  - an – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
inaikka / onnaakkuka – unite / to make one  . 

  *ist [ possessions ] has the consonants  -sa- the-  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
soththu / soththu paththu [   missing  letter- pa-] – property ;  root word is -
udaimai –possessions ; aasthi [Skt] . 

 *ipt  [  grain measure  ] has the consonants  -pa- the-  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  padi-  grain measure  . 

  *ikn [  cup ]  has the consonants  -ka - an - and the  original Tamil  word is  kinni / 
kinnam- cup . 

 ahwty  [ cultivator ] has the consonants  -ka –the- - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kidiyaanavan- cultivator.  

 itn  [ sun ] has the consonants  –the-an-  - and the  original Tamil  word thaaman 
– sun ; manthi –sun ;  udaiya[Skt] - sun ;  aathiththan –sun ; thina naathan[Skt]  –
sun .  

 it  [ corn / barley ]  has a consonant  -the- -and the original Tamil word is  thinai- 
millet ; thaaniyam- grain . 

 ity  [ sovereign ] has a consonant  -the- -and the original Tamil word is  thani 
naadu – sovereign  state ; thun  aatchchi [ missing  letter- sa-]- sovereign rule; 
thun-  self;   aatchchi –rule ;  naadu –state  ; thani- separate one  . 

 dri [ strong  ] has the consonants  –the-Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is uruthi 
–strong /strength .   

 *aabt  [ offering ] has the consonants  – pa- the-- and the  original Tamil  word is- 
padai- offer.  

 wnmaa  [  true being / reality ] has  the  consonants -  va  an - ma -- and the  
original Tamil  word is  unmai – true;   vaaimaana –true one . 

*wad  [  an offering   loaf ] has  the  consonants- va-  the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vadai-  an  oil  fried snack  for offering the god  . 
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*pr wad  [ an offering  loaf ] has  the  consonants-  pa- Ra-  va-  the- and the  
original Tamil  word is   paruppu  vadai-   vadai made from  dhal / lentil ; paruppu- 
dhal ; vadai –a snack . 

 dwa  [  worship ]   has  the  consonants- the -  va -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandavanai    vaendu –worship the god  ;  aandavan- god  . 

 *qa  [ vomit ] has  a consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kakka- to 
vomit / to eject out .   

ta-  dsr [ sacred land ] has  the  consonants- the –[-sa-]-  Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thaai thiru naadu -  mother land  / holy  lnad ; thaai- mother ;thiru-  
holy ;  naadu –state . 

qri [  cloud ]  has  the  consonants- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar 
mukir -  dark cloud  ; kaar- dark ; mukir/ mukil – cloud.   

qni [embrace] has  the  consonants-  ka-  an -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
anaikka- hug . 

qni  [ ceremonial garment ] has  the  consonants-  ka-  an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is ankki-  garment  ; root word  is anika- to wear . 

nbd  [ plait ] has  the  consonants- an  -pa-  the-- and the  original Tamil word is  
mudi  pinnidu –to plait the hair; mudi-  hair; pinnu- plait   

 *nat   [ weaving room ] has  the  consonants- an  - the- and the  original Tamil 
word is neithidum idam –weaving  place; neithidu –to weave; idam- place/room.  

*nr  [  time ] has  the  consonants- an  -Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naeram- time . 

nik  [  serpent  demon ] has  the  consonants- an  -Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  naaka -kanni- serpant goddess ; naakam-  cobra; kanni-  virgin girl ; root 
word  for naaga is  kavai naa- bifurcated tongue; naa- tongue.  

 nmi  [  travel ] has  the  consonants -an -ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
payanam [ missing  letter- pa-] - travel . 
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*nk  [ copulate ]  has  the  consonants -an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
inaika-  to unite.  

 *nka  [ think ] has  the  consonants -an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ennuka- to think ; ninaikka . 

*kat  [ work / profession] has  the  consonants --ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is kattu – work;   uththiyoakam [?Skt] . 

 *kat [ construction] has  the  consonants --ka – the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is kattumaanam- construction. 

hrysa  [ breed of cattle]  has  the  consonants –-ka – Ra-  [- sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kuram- cow  . 

hrysa  [ breed of cattle]  has  the  consonants –-ka – Ra-  [- sa-]- and the other 
interpretaion  of the word is  varsai- barren cow; varsam-  calf .  

 hrysa  [ breed of cattle]  has  the  consonants –-ka – Ra-  [- sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karaa- black  cow.  

  hrysa  [ breed of cattle]  has  the  consonants –-ka – Ra-  [- sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aa-vaeru –bull   [the male of the cow] . 

  hrysa  [ breed of cattle]  has  the  consonants –-ka – Ra-  [- sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kavari- buffalo ;  vakiraa .  

 hrywsay  [ Bedouin ] has  the  consonants –-ka – Ra-  [- sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kuravan – the wandering  tribe . 

*hr  [ rope  ] has  the  consonants –-ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kayeiru –rope . 

 *Ra  [sun] has a  consonant –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  naayiriu – sun. 

 rq [ defy ]   has  the  consonants – Ra- -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
marukka- defy . 
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*rkh [ burning  ] has  the  consonants – Ra- -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
erikka- to burn . 

rmt  [ men  / mankind ] has  the  consonants –Ra-  ma-  the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maanthar- human being  ; maanthar inam   mankind . 

 rib  [ chest ]  has  the  consonants – Ra- -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maarpu  -chest . 

*ka [ bull ] has a consonant  - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is koa- bull.  

* kat [ vagina ]   has the consonants  -ka - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
koothi-  vagina. - 

*ka [ soul ] has a consonant  - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is akam- soul.  

ka [  personality ] has a consonant  - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kuam- 
character.  

spty   [ vagina / lip ]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- pa- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is pundai-  vagina .   

spty   [ vagina / lip ]  has the consonants  -sa- [- pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is sundu  / uthadu  –lip . 

rdi   [ give ]  has the consonants  - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thara –
to give.  

*aadt   [ type of bread ] has a consonant - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
adai- an oil fried  lentil  bread . 

 *at  [ house  /room ] has a consonant - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  idam 
/thaeyam - place/room ; thaanam [Skt] . 

 at  [ house  /room ] has a consonant - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pudai 
/thaduppu  [ missing  letter- pa-]-– room/ booth . 
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 hnkt  [offerings]  has the  consonants –ka – an- ka –the-  and the original Tamil  
word  aandavanukku   kaanikkai kodukika- to offer;  kodukka- give ;aandavan- 
god.. 

*hnk   [ offerings ] has the  consonants –ka – an- ka -  and the original Tamil  word 
is  kaanikkai – offerings . 

 dr [ drive out ]  has the  consonants -  the -Ra- and the original Tamil  word is 
thuraththi  adiththar- drive out.   

*da  [ copulate ] has a consonant - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is yaethu / 
oaaththidu- to copulate ; pannidu [ missing letter-pa-] –do  ; seithidu [ missing  
letter- sa-]- do  . 

 *dw  [ give ] has a consonant - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaa-  give. 

 *da  [ shake ] has a consonant - the- and the original Tamil  word is  aattu- shake . 

 dar  [ steal ] has the  consonants -  the -Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
thirudu –to steal  ; root word is  theriyaama  eduththar –taking  without the 
knowledge of others . 

 *du [ cut off ] has a consonant - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thundiththidu  -cut off . 

dgi  [ look ]   has the  consonants -  the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
noakkiduka/ kandiduka- look. 

dga  [ walk ] has the  consonants -  the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is adi  
edukka- take a step ;  adi –foot ; edukka- take; nadakka- to walk.  

dmi   [ touch  ] has the  consonants -  the-ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thodanum –to touch . 

 dmi  [ reach a place ] has the  consonants -  the-ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  idaththai adaiyanaum  -to reach  the place; idam- place; adaiya –to reach  
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 bda  [ penis ]  has the  consonants [-pa-] -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
aan-in thadi  / thandu- male stick; aan- male; thadi –stick ; thandu –stem.  

ka  idr  [ bull of the herd  [ ?head bull ]  has the  consonants -ka-the-Ra and the  
original Tamil  word is kudavar- shepherds. 

 ka  idr  [ bull of the herd  [ ?head bull ]  has the  consonants -ka-the-Ra and the  
original Tamil  word is thoruvan- shepherd . 

ka  idr  [ bull of the herd  [ ?head bull ]  has the  consonants -ka-the-Ra and the  
original Tamil  word is viththakar-  shepherds . 

 ka  idr  [ bull of the herd  [ ?head bull ]  has the  consonants -ka-the-Ra and the 
other interpretation  of the  word is  koa- varththan-   lord  Krishna . 

ka  idr  [ bull of the herd  [ ?head bull ]  has the  consonants -ka-the-Ra and the  
original Tamil  word is aadu  madu  maeikkum  Koanaar – shepeherd ; aadu –goat  
; maadu –cattle; Koanaar- shepherd caste . 

*pds  [ box ] has the  consonants -pa-the-[-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is 
petti –box.  

 bbt  [ hole ] has the  consonants -pa-the- and the  original Tamil  word is ponthu – 
hole.  

baq [ fortunate ] has the  consonants -pa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pon 
aana - vaaippu- golden opportunity ; pon- gold ;  paakkiyam –fortune; yoakam[Skt 
] - fortune   . 

 biaw [ wonder ] has the  consonants -pa- va- and the  original Tamil  word is   
viyapppu- wonder . 

bt  [ run ] has the  consonants -pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaadu 
/oaattam pidi  -run  /flea .  

 bta [wrong ] has the  consonants -pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thappu- wrong . 
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* iwt   [ house ]  has the  consonants -va- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
veedu- house. 

 iwr  [  to conceive ] has the  consonants -va- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
karu ura  -to conceive ;  karu- foetus / baby . 

 *idn [  deputy ]  has the  consonants -  the –an  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thunai- deputy . 

sdi  [read  aloud /recite ]  has the  consonants -sa-  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  saththama  / oaasi ittu   padi / oaathu [ missing  letter- pa-] – read aloud / 
recite;  saththam- noise;  oaasai- noise; padi –read; oaathu –recite.  

 nfr  [ penis ] has the  consonants -sa-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  aan 
pirappu uruppu –male genital; aan- male; pirappu- birth; uruppu- part /organ.  

* sdi  [ nourish ] has the  consonants -sa-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
saththu –nutrition ; saththaana  theeni –nutritious food; theeni –food.  

 smayt  [  association ] has the  consonants –[ -sa -] -  ma-  the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  eettam –association ; samithi  . 

ammt  [ fist  ]  has the  consonants -  ma-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mutti- joint  ;   kai mutti [ missing  letter- ka-] - fist  ; kai- hand.  

at  [ nurse ]  has a consonant -  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  uoottu thaai 
–feeding  nurse ; uoottu –feed; thaai –mother ;  thaathi . 

at  [ instant ] has a consonant -  the - and the  original Tamil  word is udane/ 
udanadiyaa -  immediately . 

 mryn  [ Syrian warrior]  has the  consonants -  ma-  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  maaran-  waarior ; full form is maravan – warrior ; mara thanam- valor . 

 mat  [ boat ] has the  consonants -  ma-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaadam- boat.  
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 mkt [ thoracic  spine ]  has the  consonants -  ma-  the -  ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muthuku thandu / muthuku vadam  -spinal cord ; muthuku- back ; 
vadam-  rope  ;  thandu –stem . 

qd  [  potter’s wheel ] has the  consonants  ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kuyavan vattam - potter’s wheel  ;  kuyavan- potter  ; vattam- circle.  

tpim [  previously ]  ] has the  consonants  - the – [-pa-] -ma  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is munthiya- former.  

tprsy [ the south ] has the  consonants  - the – pa-–Ra –[- sa-] - - and the  original 
Tamil  word is then puram- southern side; then –south; puram –side.  

hrty [ travel by  land  ] ] has the  consonants – ka-  – Ra-  the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  tharai   thadamaaka   payanam [ missing letter- pa- ]- travel by  
land  ; tharai-   land; thadam- route ; payanam- travel; karai yaaththirai [Skt] . 

irw  [ cattle tax ] has the  consonants –Ra- va- and the  original Tamil  word is  vari- 
tax ;   erumai / moori  vari-   buffalo  tax  ; erumai  / moori - buffalo  .  

rwty [ two gates] has the  consonants –Ra-  va  - the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  erandu  vaayir / kathavu  -two gates  ; erandu –two; vaayir- entrance;  kathavu 
–gate . 

 rawy [  gate ] has the  consonants –Ra-  va  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaayir- entrance.  

 arrwt  [ gate] has the  consonants –Ra-  va - the- and the  original Tamil  word is     
veettu  vaayir – entrance  of the house;   veedu- house ; vaayir- entrance . 

rqw  [opponent ] has the  consonants –Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is       
pakaivar [ missing  letter- pa- ] – enemy  ;  pakai- enmity . 

rn [  name of a king ] has the  consonants –Ra- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mannar- king  ;  raayan  .  

rn [  name of a king ] has the  consonants –Ra- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
arasan [ missing  letter- sa-] – king . 
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rtt [ conspiracy ] has the  consonants –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
sathi / thee-ya  thittam theettuthar [ missing  letter- sa-] – to  make an evil  plot  / 
plan  ; sathi  /soothu  /theethu  – evil ;  thittam- plan . 

*r  [ speech  / utterance ] has a  consonant  - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
urai-   speech . 

kaw  [ food]   has a  consonant  - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is unavu –food.    

arq  [ don ]  has the  consonants -  Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  koorai  
/ akkaaram  / aavarnam  / maarukam - cloth ; ravikkai- blouse . 

 arq  [ basket ] has the  consonants -  Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is     
peru vaayan  [ missing  letter- pa-] – basket  / one with big mouth  ; peru –big ; 
vaai- mouth . 

 arq  [ basket ] has the  consonants -  Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is     
eravai -  irrigation  basket.  

abb  [ comb ]   has a consonant - pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  seeppu [ 
missing  letter- sa-] –a comb . 

 afnt [ royal  head cloth ] has the consonants-  pa- an- the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   pattaththu  mannan-in  mundaasu thuni   [ missing  letter- sa-] – the 
head cloth of the king ; pattam- crown; mannan- king ; mundaasu-  turban; thuni- 
cloth . 

afdt  [ chest  / furniture  ]  has the consonants-  pa-  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   petti  -box.  

mh [ fore arm ]  has the consonants  -ma-  ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
munna-k-kai- fore arm ; mun- front ; kai- arm . 

 att [ bake house ]  has a  consonant -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  adu  
manai -   bakery . 

mhr [ milk  jar] has the consonants  - ma-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paar   kinnam   [ missing  letter- pa-]-  milk cup ; paar/ paal- milk; kinnam- cup . 
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 rdi  [ permit ]  has the consonants  -  Ra-  the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
udan paduthar [ missing  letter- pa-]- permit . 

rdi  [ permit ]  has the consonants  -  Ra-  the  - and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  anumathiththar – permit . 

 mhwt  [ family ] has the consonants  - ma- va- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudiththanam -  family . 

dr  [ lay down /  flooring ] has the consonants  - the  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is tharai pathiththar [ missing  letter- pa-]- - lay down  the floor; tharai –floor 
;   pathi –lay  down . 

drf [ title deed ] has the consonants  - the  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthar   / thaai    urimai   uruthi  yaedu  - title deed  ; urimai –title; uruthi  yaedu –
deed ; muthar- the first /original  ; thaai- mother  . 

drf [ title deed ] has the consonants  - the  -Ra - and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  uruthi paththiram / thaai  paththiram [ missing  letter- pa-]  -title 
deed ; uruthi- surety  ; paththiram- deed . 

drf [ wrting ]  has the consonants  - the  -Ra – [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   theettuthar –writing . 

 drp  [feed] has the consonants  - the  -Ra – [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
theeni  uoottuthar –to feed   ; theeni –food .  

drp  [feed] has the consonants  - the  -Ra –- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paar   uoottuthar-  breast feeding  ; paar/ paal - milk . 

dbdb  [ thump  of the heart ] has the consonants –the– pa- the-  pa - and the  
original Tamil  word is   tap  tap –enum -   ithaiya   thudippu / pada padappu – 
heart beat  ; ithaiyam- heart  ; thudippu –beat  ;   pada padappu   -palpitation  ; 
moththa- thump . 

ddwn [ Nubian god] has the consonants –the – va – an - and the  original Tamil  
word is   aandavan –god / the ruler  ; dhaevan [Skt] –god  ; thee vadavam 
kondavan  -one  in fire form ; thee- fire; vadivam – form .  
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dada [ sodamize ] has a  consonant - the  - and the  original Tamil  word is soththa-
adi  [missing  letter- sa-]- to sodamize  ; sooththu- buttocks ; yaeththu –  mount . 

 dada [masturbate]  has a  consonant - the - and the  original Tamil  word is mutti 
adi -  masturbate; mutti- fist . 

dada  [ misbehave ]  has a  consonant - the  - and the  original Tamil  word is       
thappa nadanthida  [ missing  letter- pa-]- -to misbehave  ; thappu –wrong  

dni [ dam  [ water]  / construct dam ] has the consonants-  the -an – and the  
orignaltamil  word is  oaadum  aaththu thanni yaei  anai  ittu thadu  -to block  the 
running  river water by  a  dam ; oaadum-  running  ; aatthu thanni-  river water; 
anai -idu –to  make a dam ;  anai-  a dam  ; thadu –block . 

 dhnt  [ forehead] has the consonants-  the –an- the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mandai mun neththi – forehead  ;  mandai-  skull ; mun –front ; neththi –
forehead . 

dgi   [to hide]  has the consonants-  the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pathunkku [ missing ltter- pa-] –to hide oneself .  

 dgi   [to hide]  has the consonants-  the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moodi  vaikka- to cover /  hide   ; moodu –to cover; vaikka- keep . 

  dy [ here /   there  ] has  a  consonant - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  intha 
idam- this place; antha idam –that  place ; intha- this; antha- that ; idam- place . 

dy [ here /   there  ] has  a  consonant - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ethoa  
- here  ;  athoa  - there . 

  mwt  [ mother ] has the consonants-  ma-va-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaai   enum   thaeivam - mother  –  the  goddess ; thaai-   mother ; thaeivam- god  
;  thaai thaeivam -goddess.   

mwt  [ mother ] has the consonants-  ma-  the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  maathaa-  mother  ;  thaai amma – mother . 
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 dhi  [hang down] has the consonants-  the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thonkka- to hang  . 

 mt [ strip of cloth ] has the consonants-  ma-  the--and the  original Tamil  word is   
madi  thundu – strip of cloth ; madi- cloth; thundu –strip .  

 mtrt  [ mid day ] has the consonants-  ma-  the--  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is naar  idai naeram – mid day ; naar/ naal –day; idai-  middle; naeram –time. .  

mtrt  [ mid day ] has the consonants-  ma-  the--  Ra- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is maththiyaana  naeram- mid day; mathiyam [Skt] -  middle . 

 wart [ foot ]  has the consonants-  va- Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaar -adi -  foot ; kaar- legs ; adi-  under/ foot . 

wart [ foot ]  has the consonants-  va- Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi 
vaaram- foot of the mountain .  

 thm [ perforation / puncture] has the consonants-  the-ma-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  oaattai idanum  -to puncture; oaattai- hole . 

 bit  [ vase ]  has the consonants-  pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  poon-
thotti  - flower pot  ;  poon- jaadi  [ missing  letter- sa-]- flower vase  ; poo- flower  
; saadi-  jar . 

  bity [ king of the  lower Egypt ] has the consonants  -pa- the-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is   pattaththu   mannan  - crowned king  ; pattam-  crown; mannan- 
king . 

bity [ king of the  lower Egypt ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]- the   -  and the  original  
Tamil  word is mani   mudi soodiya  mannan  [ missing  letter - sa-] – crowned king 
;  mani  mudi- crown ; soodu –wear ; mannan- king . 

bity [ king of the  lower Egypt ] has the consonants  -[- pa-]- the   -  and the  
original  Tamil  word is then- naatu mannan- king of the south ;  then- south ; 
naadu –state; mannan- king . 
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bity [ king of the  lower Egypt ] has the consonants  -pa- the -  and the  original  
Tamil  word is Paandiya maa mannan – the  graet  emperor  Paandiya ; maa  
mannan- great king ; maa- great . 

* bq  [ be hostile ] has the consonants  - pa- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
pakai –enmity  ;  pakaivan- enemy . 

 btn  [dis obey]  has the consonants - pa – the –an- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
adi  paniyaathu – disobey ;  adi paninthidu- obey  . 

 btkbtk  [ escape ]   has the consonants - pa - the - pa – the-  ka  - and the  original  
Tamil  word is  pattennu  oaadi  thappikka  -to escape;  oaadu –run ; thappikka- 
escape  ;  pattunnu –quickly . 

 bkk  [ hair ]  has the consonants – [ -pa--]  ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
sikai [ missing  letter- sa-]-   hair ; kaesa . 

rw [  lion  ]  has a  consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  arima – lion . 
urumum  arima  - roaring lion  ; uruma-  to roar ; arima- lion.    

 hat  [ beginning ] has the consonants -  ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
thuvakkam – beginning  ; thuvankku –to begin . 

 hatta  [  female monarch ] has the consonants -  ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   koa pendu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -queen ; manna-nudaiya  manaivi- wife 
of the king  ;   mannan- king; manaivi –wife  ;   kunthavai . 

 hatta  [  female monarch ] has the consonants -  ka- the  - and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is  maa daevi [Skt] – queen ;   maa- great ;  kunthi 
daevi . 

 at [ time] has a  consonant – the-  and the interpretation  of the  word is  amathi 
– time.  

time [E] has the consonants - the - ma- and the interpretation  of the  word is  
amathi  -time.  
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 hrr [ roar  of lion ]  has a  consonant –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  arima  
uruma - roar  of lion  ; arima- lion  ; uruma- to roar . 

 kfa ib  [ trust worthy ] has the consonants- ka –- pa  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  nampakamaana  –trusyworthy .   

sty  [stare]  has the consonants  - [-sa -] – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uththu   paaththidu  [ miisng  letter- pa-]- to stare; paaththidu- to look  . 

 sd  [ vulva]  has the consonants  - [-sa -] – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pundai [ missing  letter- pa-]  - vagina.  

 xtt  [ pluck]  has the consonants  - ka –[ -sa-] - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
- koaithidu  -pluck . 

 aq [ perish ] has a  consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maaika- to 
die . 

aq [ perish ] has a  consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mankka-  wear 
out  . 

aq [ perish ] has a  consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  makka  -  
decayed.  

aqs  [ garment  ] has the consonants  -ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanjikai- cloth. 

aqs  [ garment  ] has the consonants  -ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kachchai- clothe . 

aqs  [ garment  ] has the consonants  -ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kosikam –cloth . 

aqs  [ garment  ] has the consonants  -ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaasanam  / vasanam - cloth . 

aqs  [ garment  ] has the consonants  -ka-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ankki-  garment.  
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 mkat  [ support  / pedestal ] has the consonants  - ma- -ka--  the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  thaankku maedai  -bearing  pedestal ; thaannku –to 
support  ; maedai- stage ;   muttu kodukkum  thoon/ kanthu; muttu kodukka- to 
support; thoon/ kanthu- pillar   . 

mta  [ penis ]  has the consonants  - ma- -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mottu- glans penis . 

 mki  [ to protect ] has the consonants  - ma- -ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaampuka  [ missing  letter- pa-] - to protect   ; kaaka vaenum –to protect  . 

*mdr [ shut out ] has the consonants  - ma- the- Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mooduthar – shut out . 

mmaat [ truly ] has the consonants  - ma- -the-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
unmai -yaanathu – true one. 

 mktkt  [ quietly ] has the consonants  - ma- -ka—the- ka- the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  amaithi kaaththiduka –keep silence ; amaithi –silence . 

mmnt  [ daily ] has the consonants  - ma- an- -the-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
niththamum / thinamum – daily.  

 ax  [spirit ] has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word aavi –
spirit.  

 bakt  [ taxes ] has the consonants  -[- pa-]--ka—the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kudi  kadan- tax . 

 bakt  [ task ] has the consonants  -[- pa-]--ka—the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
konda kadamai – task  /duty ; kadami –duty ;  konda- has . 

 bdt  [ bed ] has the consonants  - pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paai 
meththtai-  bed  ;  paai- mat  ; meththai- mattress . 

bdt  [ bed ] has the consonants  - pa- the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  bed [E] . 
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wrd [ die ]  has the consonants –   Ra - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eranthida / marainthida   – to die ; uyir- life ; maraika-  disappear . 

aq  [ come in ]  has a consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaa- come. 

aq [  be noticed ] has a consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kavanikka- 
to notice. 

*wr  [ great ]  has  a  consonant – Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uyariya – 
great . 

wr [ great one  / magnate  ]  has  a  consonant – Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  periyoar [ missing  letter- pa-] – great persons . 

 wrryt  [ chariot ]  has the consonants –   Ra - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaer-  chariot .  

wrryt  [ chariot ]  has the consonants –   Ra - the- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is rath [Skt]  . 

chariot [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ra -the  - and the   other interpretation  
of the word is rath /thaer.  

wri [ meat ] has  a  consonant – Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  eraichchi [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – meat . 

nds [ small ] has the consonants- an  -the - sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinnathu- small one . 

sa  Ra  [  son  of Ra ] has the consonants- sa-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
naayiru  in- saei –son of Ra ; naayiru- Ra / sun  ; saei- son /child .  

 *sa [  son  ] has  a  consonant – sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  saei- son/ 
child.  

*pad  [ ball ] has the consonants- pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  panthu- 
ball.  
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 pas  [ water pot ] has the consonants- pa- [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
paanai- pot.  

 pas [ results of  labour] has the consonants- pa- [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   payan- use.  

pawty [ primaeval  god ] has the consonants- pa-  va –the- - and the  original Tamil  
word is  pandaiya  thaeivam  ; ancient god   ; pandaiya –ancient / old ; thaeivam- 
god . 

*wart [  flight  ] has the consonants-   va –  Ra- the-  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   viruttunnu  oaadu   / virainthu  oaadu -   run fast ; viraika- hurry ; oaadu- run . 

 waw  [soldier ] has a consonant – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  Vanniyan- 
warrior caste  of Tamil  people  . 

 waw  [soldier ] has a consonant – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  akaviyan- 
warrior.  

 waw  [soldier ] has a consonant – va-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  naivanam- warrior .  

 waw  [soldier ] has a consonant – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  makan- 
warrior  . 

waw  [soldier ] has a consonant – va-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
javaan [Skt ] [ missing  letter- sa-]- soldier .  

waw  [soldier ] has a consonant – va-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
saevakan-[ missing  letter- sa-]-  warrior .  

waw  [soldier ] has a consonant – va-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
naayakkan – soldier.  

 iwa [ succeed ]  has a consonant – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaakai- 
success.   
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wia [  sacred barque ]  has a consonant – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naavaai -  ship  . 

taw [ book ] has a consonant – the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  yaedu- book . 

sndt [ fear] has the consonants  -  sa- an –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
achcham adainthida- to be fearful ; achcham- fear; adaiya –to have . 

sw [ sun ] has a consonant – sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  saeyoan- sun . 

sw [ sun ] has a consonant – sa- and the otherinterpretaion  of the word is sun[E] .   

*sety [ trader] has the consonants  -  sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  setti  
/yetti – trader.  

 kmyt  [ conclusion  - of a book ] has the consonants -ka-  ma  - the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  mudivu –the end/ conclusion .  

kmt  [ final  account ] has the consonants -ka-  ma  - the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanakku  mudivu – final  account ; kanakku –account ; mudivu  -final  
/end . 

kmyt  [ herd  of cattle ] has the consonants -ka-  ma  - the-  and the  original Tamil  
maatttu koottam /  maattu  kanndi / maattu  thokuthi / maattu  kanam – cattle 
herd; maadu –cattle.  

kmyt  [ completion ] has the consonants -ka-  ma  - the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudivu- completion.  

 km [ black ] has the consonants -ka-  ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
karumai  [ missing  letter- Ra-] - black . 

 fayt  [ weight ] has the consonants –[-pa-]  - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
edai –weight.  

 fdi [ pluck ] has the consonants –[-pa-]  - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aainthidu – pluck   ;  nimundu- pluck ; noandu- pluck ; peiththidu – pluck . 
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dar [ palpate ] has the consonants- the - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thottu ariya  / thottu unara -  palpate.   

dfd [  pupil of the eye ]   has the consonants - the - pa  - the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paappaaththi –pupil  ;  the  pupil= paappaaththi ammal . 

 ddb [ incite ] has the consonants – the- [ -pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoondu- incite.  

dnnt [ skull ] has the consonants – the- an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandai oaadu  - skull ; mandai- head ; oaadu –shell . 

saq [ bag ] has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kai pai [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –hand bag ; kai- hand ; pai- bag . 

 bag [E] has the consonants- pa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kai pai- hand 
bag . 

 hatyw  [ fine linen ]  has the consonants-  ka-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koadi / kuttai  / kaadakam   / thokku  /  vaathanam – cloth . 

hamw [ fishermen] the consonants  -ma-va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
meenavan-  fisherman . 

hat  [ tomb]   has a  consonant-   the- and the  original Tamil  word is pina maedu / 
pinam puthaiththa  idam  [ missing  letter- pa-]- tomb; pinam- dead body ; 
puthaiththa- buried; idam- place  ; maedu –raised ground .    

hat  [ tomb ] has a consonant-   the- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
tomb [E] [missing  letter- pa-] .  

hat  [ tomb ] has  a consonant-   the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
samaathi  [ missing  letter- pa-]- -tomb . 

 haty  [ heart ] has a  consonant - the- and the  original Tamil  word is ithayam- 
heart.  
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 iqdw [ builder ] has the consonants- ka-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattidam kattuvoan -   builder; kattidam- building ; kattu –to build . 

irw  [ form  ] has the consonants- Ra- va- and the  original Tamil  word is uruvam  -
form /figure.  

ianw [ greeting ] has the consonants- an- va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanakkam-  greeting . 

 greet [ E]  has the  consonants  -ka  -Ra- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanakkam   kooruthar   -greet ;  vanakkam-  greeting / salute  ;  kooru –say ;  vaer-
vaerththiduka- to welcome  ;  mukman  kooriduka – greet.  

 ib [ thinking ]  has a  consonant –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is ninaippu –
thinking /thought . 

 idn [ govern ] has the consonants -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aandidu –govern/ rule. 

 idn [ replace ] has the consonants- the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
maaththi  thanthidu – to exchange  /to replace . 

 ita [ steal ] has a  consonant - the- and the  original Tamil  word is edu –take/ 
steal . 

ita [ steal ] has a  consonant - the- and the  original Tamil  word is sudu [missing  
letter- sa-] –steal. 

ita [ steal ] has a  consonant - the- and the  original Tamil  word is mandu- steal . 

ita [ steal ] has a  consonant - the- and the  original Tamil  word is aatai poadu  
[missing  letter- pa-] – steal.  

 ita [ thief ] has a  consonant - the- and the  original Tamil  word is thaenan/ 
thaeyan -  thief.  

thief [E]  has the consonants  the  [--pa-] and the  original Tamil  word is thaenan/ 
thaeyan -  thief.  
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 iat  [ mound ] has a  consonant - the- and the  original Tamil  word is munn 
maedu –mound  ;  munn- soil ; maedu –raised ground.  

 ifd  [ flee ]  has the consonants  the  [--pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thappiththu oaadu / oaattam pidi  -flee ; oaattam-  running ; thappikka- escape . 

 iswt  [ ancient times ] has the consonants   -[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  panndu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -ancient times / past .  

iswt  [ ancient times ] has the consonants  -sa- the- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  past [E] [ missing  letter- pa-]   . 

iqr [ wealth ] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
perukkam [ missing  letter- pa-] –wealth/ prosperity ; verukkai .  

iqr [ wealth ] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  iswariyam[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] -  wealth ; serukku  .  

 iqr [  virtue ] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nar  
kunam- virtue ;  nar/ nal- good; kunam- character . 

 iqr [  virtue ] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karppu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- virtue. 

 iqr [ wealth ] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  akkaram- virtue . 

iqr [  virtue ] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aravi –
virtue  .  

iqr  [ trust worthy  man ] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nampikkai-kku  uriyavar [ missing  letter- pa-]- –trust worthy man ; 
namppikkai- trust / hope / belief.  

ima [ gentle / pleasing ]  has a consonant  - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   
inimai- sweet / pleasant  ; menami- gentle.  
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igh  [ clouds ] has a consonant  -ka and the  original Tamil  word is  vinn / kuyin / 
konmu / naakam /  neekam  / maakam  /  kam  /  vaan /  maeka [ Skt ] -  cloud.  

 *itrw  [ river ] has the consonants  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thirai- 
river ; raathini  -river ; narmathai  -a river . 

imnt  [ the west  ] has the consonants  - ma- an -the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maen naadu –the western land ; naadu –state . 

 nsy  [ king] has the consonants  - an – [ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mannan- king . 

 pr new [  king’s palace] has the consonants  - pa- Ra-  an  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   paer arasarin   aran manai [ missing  letter- sa-]  –palace of the emperor ; 
paer- great ;  arasar – king  ;  aran –fort  ; manai- house  . 

nsw bity [ king of the  upper and  lower Egypt ] has the consonants  -an  sa- pa  
the- and the  original Tamil  word is   mudi  soodiya  pattaththu  maa mannan -  
crowned king ; pattam- crown ; maa- great; mannan-   king ; mudi- crown; 
soodiya- worn . 

pt  [ sky ] has the consonants  -[- pa-]- the-  - and the  original Tamil  word is  idam- 
sky / place ;  andam- universe  ;  anantham  [Skt] ; sitham- sky ;  

hrw [ day time ] has the consonants -  ka - Ra - - and the  original Tamil  word is   
pakar naeram [ missing  letter-pa-]  - day time;   pakar/ pakal –day  ; naeram –
time.  

 abd  [ month ]  has the consonants -  [ -pa -] -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
matham-  month ;  mathi- moon . 

dwayt  [ morning ] has the consonants -   the- - va- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vidinthida-  dawn / day break . 

dawn [E] has the consonants –the -va  -an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vidinthida  -dawn . 
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tasty  [ Nubia ] has the consonants –the –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  then naadu –the south state ;   then –south  ;  naadu –state.   

ta  [ ground / earth ] has a consonant-  the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
idam- ground  ;  aathanam- ground ;   maithaan  [ Skt ] . 

ta  [ ground / earth ] has a consonant-  the  -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   athithi  /ananthai  /  maththiyam - earth .  

ta  [ ground / earth ] has a consonant-  the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  padi  
/ poothi [ missing  letter- pa-] -earth . 

ta  [ ground / earth ] has a consonant-  the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thinai-earth .  

ta  [ ground / earth ] has a consonant-  the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  idai- 
earth ; middle/ centre .  

ta  [ ground / earth ] has a consonant-  the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  naadu 
–earth .  

 ta mri  [ locality of Egypt ]  has the consonants- the- ma-Ra- - and the  original 
Tamil  word is Then-   Mathurai-  capital city  of Paandiya  kings . 

 ta tmw  [ all men ] has the consonants- the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   
anaiththu  maanthanum- all men  ; anaiththum –all ;   maanthan- man / human.   

 ta mhw [ lower Egypt ] has the consonants- the- ma- va-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   thennakam-  south state  ; then- south; akam- house  ;then maavattam- 
southern district ; maavattam –district .  

dw  [ mountain ] has a consonant-  the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   -
oaathimam / thani  / thaanu /  thadam – mountain . 

 dw [ evil  ]  has a consonant-  the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   theethu / 
theemai  -evil .  
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 xar  [ rage ] has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
veri  -rage .   

xar  [ rage ] has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- Ra-  and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is  ukkiram  - rage . 

xar  [ rage ] has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- Ra-  and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is  rage[ E]    . 

 xar  [ rage ] has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
moorkkam – rage. 

xar  [ rage ] has the consonants  - ka –sa- Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aakuroasam – rage. 

xar  [ rage] has the consonants  - ka –sa Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kanarchchi -  rage . 

 * qai  [  tall  /  high  / exalted ] has a  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaankkiya- lofty .    

 qai  [  tall  /  high  / exalted ] has a  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pokkam- tall . 

qai  [  tall  /  high  / exalted ] has a  consonant  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  makaa [Skt ]- exalted . 

*qai  [  tall  /  high  / exalted ] has a  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanniyam  mikka-  dignified / exalted   ; kanniyam-  diginity . 

 qai  [  tall  /  high  / exalted ] has a  consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is maenmai mikka-  highness . 

 qrr  [  broil – food ]  has the consonants  - ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaaikari   unavai   varukka/ karukka - to fry ; unavu-  food  ; kaai kari- vegetable  . 

qrrt [ cavern ] has the consonants  - ka – Ra-  the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanndarai -  cavern in rock . 
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 qrft  [ facial  contractions ]  has the consonants  - ka – Ra- [-pa-]-   the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  mukam   surukkam  adaiya [ missing  letter- sa-]- facial 
contrations; mukam- face; surukkam- contraction . 

qrf [ contract ] has the consonants  - ka – Ra- [-pa-]-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  surukkam [ missing  letter- sa-]- contrations  ; kuruku .  

 *qaa [ hill ]  has a  consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  kamai – 
mountain ; naaku  / nakam /  avi . 

  qri [ draw near ] has the consonants  - ka – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
arukae   eerkka   - draw near;  arukae- near . 

qbat [  crown of the head ] has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]- -the  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  makudam- crown . 

qbat [  crown of the head ] has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]- -the  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is kudumi-   crown. 

qbat [  crown of the head ] has the consonants - ka –-pa- -the  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is apidaekam  - crown. 

 qbat [  crown of the head ] has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]- -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is sudikai [ missing  letter- sa-]- crown. 

 qbat [  crown of the head ] has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]- -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is maththakam – crown. 

 *gby  [  jar  ] has the consonants - ka –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koappai- cup .  

 qayt  [  high throne  ] has the consonants - ka -the  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thakaththu- throne.  

qayt  [  high throne  ] has the consonants - ka -the  -and the other interpretation  
of the word is  thavisu [ missing  letter- sa-]- throne.  
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qayt  [  high throne  ] has the consonants - ka -the  -and the other interpretation  
of the word is  sinkaathanam[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]-  lion throne ; sinkkam-  
lion  . 

*qadw [ plaster ]  has the consonants - ka -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maavu  kattu-  plaster . 

 qat  [ height  ] has the consonants - ka -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thunkkam /  thunkkathai  / makaa-unnatham [Skt]  / thookkam  /uththankkam – 
height . 

qat  [ height  ] has the consonants - ka -the  -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  height [E ]  . 

 qmd  [  invent  /  devise /  mourn  ] has the consonants - ka – ma- the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   puthiyathaaka  kandu  pidikka vaendum  [ missing  letter- 
pa-]  -to invent a new one; puthiyathu - new one  ; kandu  pidi –to invent /find 
out.  

qmd  [  invent  /  devise /  mourn  ] has the consonants - ka – ma- the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   thittam iduka- devise/ plan . 

qmd  [  invent  /  devise /  mourn  ] has the consonants - ka – ma- the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   thukkam /  kaetham /  vaethanai  -   grief.  

qmd  [  invent  /  devise /  mourn  ] has the consonants - ka – ma- the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   mikka thunpam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  suffering . 

 qmd  [  invent  /  devise /  mourn  ] has the consonants - ka – ma- the  -and the  
other interpretation  of the word is aathankkam- grief.  

qmd  [  invent  /  devise /  mourn  ] has the consonants - ka – ma- the  -and the  
other interpretation  of the word is thoakam – grief.  

 qmd  [  invent  /  devise /  mourn  ] has the consonants - ka – ma- the  -and the  
other interpretation  of the word is vithanam- grief.  
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*qni [  bosom ] has the consonants – ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
konkkai- breast  . 

nrt  [ vulture ] has the consonants- an - Ra - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
parunthu [ missing  letter- pa-] –vulture; poondaram .  

 nbyt [ gold collar ] has the consonants-  an - pa - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   pon adai - gold collar; pon- gold . 

 nsr  [ flame ] has the consonants-  an –[- sa-]-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
anar- flame . 

nsr  [ flame ] has the consonants-  an –[- sa-]-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
neruppu [ missing  letter-pa-]  –fire.  

nkt  [  profit  / small piece  of wood  / advantage  / profit ]  has the consonants- an  
ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is mikuntha   payan / eettam/ aathaayaam   
kondathu[ missing  letter-pa-]    has good profit ; mikuntha- excess; payan- use ; 
eettam-  profit ; kondathu- has . 

nkt  [  profit  / small piece  of wood  / advantage  / profit ]  has the consonants- an  
ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinna kattai  thundu [ missing  letter- sa-]  
-small  piece of wood  ; sinna- small; kattai –wood; thundu –bit.  

 nis [summon] has the consonants- an  -[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aanai- order . 

nis [summon] has the consonants- an - sa- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  summon [E] . 

 ntrw [ gods ]  has the consonants - an – the-  Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aandavar –god.  

 nitit  [ impede ] has the consonants-  an-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thadutthidanum / thadai idanum  - to stop/ obstruct  . 

 *nnk  [ to me ] has the consonants-  an-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
enakku –for me . 
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nt   [ crown of the  lower Egypt ] has the consonants  - an - the-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is  mani  mudi- cown;   mani- jem ; mudi- top  .  

nt   [ crown of the  lower Egypt ] has the consonants  - an-  the-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is   then naadu –southern  state  ; then- south ; naadu –state.  

n [ us  / we  / our   ] has a consonant   - an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  nam -  
our  ; naam-  we.  

ntt [ you ] has the consonants  - an - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is      
unnudaiyathu- your ; ; nin- udaiyathu  - your  ; nee than-  it is you . 

ntk  [ belongs to you ] has the consonants  - an-  the-ka-   and the  original Tamil  
word is avan udaiyathu  - it belongs to him; avan- he . 

mrw  [ bull ] has the consonants  - ma- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
moori- buffalo   ;  erumai- buffalo . 

sat [ document ] has the consonants  - sa-  the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
suvadi  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  file/ records . 

sat [ document ] has the consonants  - sa-  the- and  the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  saathanam  – document  ;   yaedu- book  / records ; amaithi- deed . 

sat [ document ] has the consonants  - sa-  the- and  the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   dhasthavaeju  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  file/ records . 

sbbt  [ beer ] has the consonants  - [- sa-] - pa- the- and  the   original Tamil  word 
is  pattai – liquor   ; pathani . 

 sbbt  [ beer ] has the consonants  - [- sa-] - pa- the- and  the other interpretation  
of the  word is  ampathai –toddy. 

  sbbt  [ beer ] has the consonants  - [- sa-] - pa- the- and  the other interpretation  
of the  word is  mathu  [Skt ] –toddy. 

  sbbt  [ beer ] has the consonants  - [- sa-] - pa- the- and  the other interpretation  
of the  word is  toddy [E]  . 
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sbbt  [ beer ] has the consonants   sa – [- pa-] - the- and  the other interpretation  
of the  word is  saenthi- toddy . 

sbbt  [ beer ] has the consonants  - [- sa-] – [ -pa-] - the- and  the   original Tamil  
word is  thaem- toddy . 

sbbt  [ beer ] has the consonants  - [- sa-] – -pa-- the- and  the   original Tamil  
word is  thoappi- toddy  

 sbbt  [ beer ] has the consonants  - [- sa-] – -pa-- the- and  the   original Tamil  
word is  nuthampu –toddy . 

sbbt  [ beer ] has the consonants  - [- sa-] – -[-pa--]- the- and  the   original Tamil  
word is  mattam-  toddy . 

 sbbt  [ beer ] has the consonants  - [- sa-] – -pa-- the- and  the original Tamil  word 
is  patham- toddy . 

sayt  [  type  of cake ]  has the consonants  -sa- the- and  the original Tamil  word is  
sutta  appam [ missing  letter- pa-]  –  cake ; sutta  thoasai-  roasted bread  ;  
suttathu –roasted; appam- bread  ; thoasai- a kind  of bread ;  

sayt  [  type  of cake ]  has the consonants  -[ -sa-]- the- and  the original Tamil  
word is  adai –a kind  of bread  ; thattadai- a kind of snack . 

 sbbt [ kneaded bread ] has the consonants  -sa-  pa-  the- and  the original Tamil   
word is  pisainthu   sutta    maa-   thoasai  -  sappaaththi-  a bread ; pisainthidu- 
knead;  suttathu-  roasted;   maa- flour ; thoasai –a bread; sappaaththi – bread = 
saappaadu= food.   

syft [ respect ] has the consonants  -[ -sa-]-  pa-  the- and  the original Tamil   word 
is  mathippu –respect . 

syft [ respect ] has the consonants  -[ -sa-]-  pa-  the- and  the original Tamil   word 
is  pettu  -respect . 

syft [ respect ] has the consonants  -[ -sa-]-  pa-  the- and  the original Tamil   word 
is  edu pidi – respect ; paya paththi . 
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syft [ respect ] has the consonants  -[ -sa-]-  pa-  the- and  the original Tamil   word 
is  paenidu- to respect.  

 syft [ majesty ]  has the consonants  -sa- [ -pa-] -  the- and  the original Tamil   
word   maatchchimai- majesty . 

syft [ majesty ]  has the consonants  [-sa-] - [ -pa-] -  the- and  the original Tamil   
word   thaatti – majesty . 

ssdw[ window] has the consonants  [-sa-] -  the-   va- and  the original Tamil   
 word is  vanthu  sattam – window  ;  vanthu –wind.   

spt [ blindness ]  has the consonants  [-sa-] –pa-   the- and  the original Tamil  
word is  pottai- blindness . 

spt [ blindness ]  has the consonants  sa–[-pa-] -   the- and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  sithadu- blindness . 

spt [ blindness ]  has the consonants  [-sa-] –[- pa-] -   the- and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  antham- blindness . 

styw  [ tortoise] has the consonants  [-sa-]   - the- and  the original Tamil  word is   
oaadan- tortoise.  ; oaadu- shell.  

styw [ tortoise ] has the consonants - sa-  the- and  the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   andasam - tortoise.   

hmt [ wife] has the consonants –ma-  the- and  the original Tamil  word is  manai 
yaatti- wife;  manai- house . 

prr  [ advance  against  - a position  in war  ] has the consonants –  pa- Ra-  and  
the original Tamil  word is  poar munaiyir  munnaeri  poa-  go forward in the war 
front ;  poar- war ; poar munai –war front ;  munnaeru –go forward  /advance; 
poa- go  .  

pra  [ be active] has the consonants –  pa- Ra-  and  the original Tamil  word is  
suru suruppaa   eru  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - be active ;  eru –be.  
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praq  [  come in and go  out  /  come  and go ] has the consonants –  pa- Ra-  ka-  
and  the original Tamil  word   is poai varuka -  leave ; poa- go; varuka- come ; 
varuka  poaka-  to visit  ;   poaka- go . 

prha  [ascend and descend ] has the consonants –  pa- Ra-  ka-  and  the original 
Tamil  word   is  yaeri erankka  -   ascend  and  descend ; yaeru- climb up  ;descend  
to come down . 

*pry [  hero  / champion ] has the consonants –  pa- Ra -and  the original Tamil  
word   is  poar yaeru  – warrior / hero . 

pry [  hero  / champion ] has the consonants –  pa- Ra -and  the original Tamil  
word   is  porunun –hero . 

prah [ pharaoh ]  has the consonants –  pa- Ra -and  the original Tamil  word  is   
paer arasar [ missing  letter- sa-] -  emperor  ; periya-  great ; arasar- king ; perum 
mannar-  emperor    ;  mannar- king . 

praa  [ great house  / palace  ] prah [ pharaoh ]  has the consonants –  pa- Ra -and  
the original Tamil  word  is  mannar-in  arann manai-  palace of the king  ; mannar- 
king  ; arann –fort  ; manai- house .  

praa  [ great house  / palace  ] has the consonants –  pa- Ra -and  the original 
Tamil  word  is  periya  purai / periya arai - big house;   periya- big / great  ;arai- 
room / house; purai  - house.  

*pr [ house ]  has the consonants –  pa- Ra -and  the original Tamil  word  is  purai- 
house . 

pr [ house ]  has the consonants –  pa- Ra -and  the original Tamil  word  is  saerpu 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – house.   

pr [ house ]  has the consonants –  [-pa-]- Ra -and  the original Tamil  word  is  arai 
– house.  

pr [ house ]  has the consonants –  [-pa-]- Ra -and  the other interpretation  of the 
word is  saranam  [ missing  letter- sa-] –house. 
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prwr [ national  shrine   of upper Egypt ] has the consonants –-pa- Ra -  va- Ra- and  
the original Tamil  word  is  periya kovir – big temple ; periya  –big ;  kovir- temple 
; periya  purai- purai- temple . 

 prt  [ prosperity ] has the consonants –-pa- Ra- the-  and  the original Tamil  word  
is  perum paeru adaiya – prosperity ; perum- great; paeru–fortune ;adaiya –to 
have . 

 prdt  [ estate ] has the consonants –-pa- Ra- the-  and  the original Tamil  word is   
perum  thoattam  -big garden ; periya –big; thoattam- garden  /estate .  

 prdt  [ estate ] has the consonants –-pa- Ra- the-  and  the original Tamil  word is   
perum padappai – big  estate ; padappai- estate . 

 estate [E] has the consonants  -[ -sa-]   -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoattam -  garden /estate . 

estate [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  -the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  mittaa / aathanam – estate .   

estate [E] has the consonants  -sa-  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   soththu- 
estate  / property . 

estate [E] has the consonants  -sa-  -the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aasthi  -estate/ property . 

 hr [ milk ]  has the consonants - ka  -Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
keer/ keeram – milk  ;  cream . 

 hr [ milk ]  has the consonants - ka  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kara  /  
naravam- milk ; naara- to smell  ; karakka- to milk .  

hab  [ send ] has the consonants-  ka-   pa - and the  original Tamil  word is   
anuppuka /  anuppi vaikka  -to send . 

 hi  [ husband  ] has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanavan- 
husband  ;  manaivi- wife  . 
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 hdmw  [ foot stool ] has the consonants - ka  -the- ma- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  manai kattu – foot stool . 

 hd  [attack ] has the consonants - ka  -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaakku –attack.  

 hd [ punish  ] has the consonants - ka  -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thandikka- to punish . 

hd  [ obstruct ] has the consonants - ka  -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadukka- to obstruct .  

 hd  [ excavate ]  has the consonants - ka  -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thonaduka / vettuka –dig.   

 hd [assault ] has the consonants - ka  -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
adikka- beat ; idikka- hit ; moathuka- hit; uthaikka  kick ; kuththuka-  punch  /stab . 

 hd  [ dismiss  ]  has the consonants - ka  -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
neekkiduka- dismiss/ remove   . 

 prnbw  [ house of gold / treasury ] has the consonants – pa - Ra - an  - [- pa-] - and 
the  original Tamil  word is pon arai – house of gold; pon- gold; arai- room/ house 
; root word   for pon  is   munn- soil . 

habyt  [  treading  under foot ] has the consonants - ka  - pa- the- -and the  original  
Tamil  word is  poattu  mithikka  -  to stamp on / trample   .  

hbi  [ to travel ] has the consonants - ka  - pa   -and the original Tamil  word is    
payanikka –to travel  ; payanam- travel . 

 habt  [ dance ] has the consonants - ka  - pa- the- -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooththaaduka  /kuththaattam  poaduka /  aattam poaduka  koothtu  adikka / 
kootthu kattuka  -to dance ; kooththu –play  ; aaduka- to dance  ; aattam- dance  . 

 hawt [ ceilings ] has the consonants - ka -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is     
veettu  vittam – ceiling of the house ; veedu –house; vittam-  ceiling . 
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 ha r  ta [ flag ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thukir kodi- flag . 

ha r  ta [ flag ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaer kodi-  chariot flag  ;  thaer- chariot ; kodi- flag . 

ha r  ta [ flag ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
poar kodi [ missing  letter- pa-]  - war flag ; poar- war  ; kodi yaei  uyarththu –to 
raise the flag  ; uyarththu –to raise ; kodi naduthar; naduthar- to erect / plant  

 ha r ta [ fail ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoarkka- fail . 

ha r ta [ fail ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thavaruka- fail .  

 ha r ta [ cease ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   neenkuthar –cease . 

 ha r ta [ cease ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kai viduthar -  cease.  

ha r ta [ cease ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thavrikka- cease /avoid .   

 ha r ta [ cease ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mudivuruthar – to come to an end ; mudivu –end  . 

ha r ta [ cease ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vittu neenkkuthar  -cease / leaving . 

 ha r ta [ cease ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   odunkkuthar –cease / to be quiet . 

ha r ta [ cease ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kann arithar- cease as from doing duty  . 
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ha r ta [ cease ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thuvuthar –cease . 

ha r ta [ cease ] has the consonants - ka  -Ra- -the-  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaankkuthar / veeduthar / veethar  -cease.  

hmt  [ fare  for conveyance ] has the consonants - ka – ma-  the- and the  original 
Tamil word  kattanam  -fare . 

 htt [ female ape ] has the consonants - ka – the- and the  original Tamil word  is    
kaenthi – monkey . 

 ht [ call out ] has the consonants - ka – the- and the  original Tamil word  is      
koovi  kooppidu  [missing  letter- pa-] - –call . 

hwt hr  [ fourth month ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil 
word  is naankkam thinkkar  -fourth month ; naanku -4; thinkkar-month . 

hwt  [ district ] has the consonants - ka – the- and the  original Tamil word  is 
maavattam – district. 

 htt  [ mines ] has the consonants - ka – the- and the  original Tamil word  is  
kanimam   vetti edukkum  idam – place where  minerals  are  taken out   ; 
kanimam-  metal / mineral ; vettu –dig   / cut; edukka- take; idam- place.   

  sat  [ wisdom  / prudence ] has the consonants   -[- sa-] - the- and the  original 
Tamil word  is  mun mathi- prudence . 

*sat  [ wisdom  / prudence ] has the consonants  - -sa-- the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  saethanam  / saththu - wisdom . 

 *sr [  ram]  has the consonants –sa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  sem- mari 
–ram  /sheep . 

srwy   [ accuser / complainer ] has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra - va- - and the  
original Tamil  word is  kurai  koorukiravar  - complainer ; kurai- complaint ; kooru 
–say  ;  koorukirvar- one who  says . 
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 sddy [ child / foster child ]  has the consonants –-sa—the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  mainthan  -son ;  thaththu  eduththa  mainthan  -adopted son ;  thaththu 
edu –to adopt . 

swr [drink ] has the consonants –-sa-–Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
saaraayam  / suraa -   arrack.  

 sdr  [ department ] has the consonants – [ -sa-] –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thurai – department.  

 swt   [ wheat ]   has the consonants – [ -sa-]  - va – the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  koathu  /  koathumai   -wheat . 

swt   [wheat ]   has the consonants – [ -sa-]  - va – the –and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is wheat[E] . 

 sqr anx   [ captive  /   living  prisoner  ] has the consonants – -sa--  ka- Ra - an  -ka 
sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sirai-yir  vasikkiravan -  one who  lives in the 
prison ;  sirai- prison  ; vasikka- to live ; vasikkiravan- one who  lives . 

 snbt  [ jar ] has the consonants- [ - sa-] - an - pa  -the – and   the  original Tamil  
word   is thanni  paani –water pot  ; thanni –water; paanai pot ; satti paanai – 
pots.  

snsw  [ worship  ] has the consonants - [ - sa-]  -an-  [-sa-]  -  va- and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   vanankku  - worship .  

 snkt  [ longing ] has the consonants - [ - sa-]  -an - ka- the- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   yaenkkida – longing .  

  sntt [ foundation ] has the consonants - [  sa-]  -an- the- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  adi maanam – foundation . 

 ssdw  [ drop ]  has the consonants -  sa- - the- and  the  original  Tamil word is      
sottu  - drop  ;   thanni  sottu   -water drop  ;   thanni  sotta – water dripping ; 
thanni- water; sotta- to drip . 
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 ssr   [arrow ]  has the consonants – [- sa-]- Ra- and  the  original  Tamil word is ari-   
arrow.      

 ssr   [arrow ]  has the consonants -  sa- Ra- and  the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  siri - arrow.      

ssr   [arrow ]  has the consonants -  sa- Ra- and  the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  saram - arrow.      

ssr   [arrow ]  has the consonants -  [ -sa-]- Ra- and  the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  naaraayam - arrow.      

ssr   [arrow ]  has the consonants -  [ -sa-]- Ra- and  the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  rum- arrow.      

 ssr   [arrow ]  has the consonants -  [ -sa-]- Ra- and  the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  arrow [E] .  

 shrt  [ ship ]   has the consonants -  [ -sa-]- Ra- the- and  the interpretation  of  the 
word is   thandaaram- boat . 

shrt  [ ship ]   has the consonants -  [ -sa-]- Ra- the- and  the interpretation  of  the 
word is   tharani- boat . 

shrt  [ ship ]   has the consonants -  [ -sa-]- Ra- the- and  the interpretation  of  the 
word is   thuroani- boat . 

shrt  [ ship ]   has the consonants -  [ -sa-]- Ra- the- and  the interpretation  of  the 
word is   yaena paaththiram [ missing  leter- pa-] – boat.  

ssmt   [  mare  / horse  ]   has theconsonats – [ -sa-] - ma  the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mattam – pony . 

spyt  [ remnant ] has the consonants -  sa- [ -pa-]- the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  michcham  meethi  - remnant  .  

 skr [ adorn ] has the consonants - sa - ka- Ra- and  the  interpretation  of the   
word is   sinkaarikka   / sirunkkaaram   seika  - to decorate .  
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skr [ adorn ] has the consonants – [ -sa -] - ka- Ra- and  the  original  Tamil word is  
varikka – to decorate . 

 skr [ adorn ] has the consonants – [ -sa -] - ka- Ra- and  the  original  Tamil word is  
porppikka / pann - uruka  [ missing letter- pa-] - decorate . 

 shyt  [  boat with cabin] has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -the- and  the  original  
Tamil word is  padaku  veedu [ missing  leter- pa-]  - boat house; padaku –boat ; 
veedu –house.  

 st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants – [-  sa--] --the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  pendaatti  [missing  letter- pa-]-  wife. 

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants – [-  sa--] --the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  pendu/ pottai  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  woman . 

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants – [-  sa--] --the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  paethai [ missing  letter- pa-] – ignorant  woman  . 

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants – [-  sa--] --the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  pethumpai [ missing  letter- pa-] –woman  . 

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants – [-  sa--] --the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  idumpi [ missing  letter- pa-]  -a haughty woman .  

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants – [-  sa--] --the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  madanthai- woman .  

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants – [-  sa--] --the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  thaatti / samaththi-  clever  woman . 

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants – [-  sa--] --the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  mada maan-  timid   woman ; maan –deer ; madamai- timidity . 

 st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants – [-  sa--] --the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  thudi  idai / nunn-idai -  women with  slender waist [like the drum ] 
;thudi- a drum ; idai –waist  . 
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st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants – [-  sa--] --the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  min idai- woman  as having  a waist  like  a  streak  of lightening ; minnal- 
lightening ; idai- waist .  

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants – [-  sa--] --the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  maanudaththi- human being/ woman  ; maanduan – man . 

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants -sa-– the- and  the  other interpretation  of 
the word is seemanthini / nanthini –woman.  

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants   -[-sa-]- – the- and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is maathu[Skt] - woman . 

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants   -[-sa-]- – the- and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is dam[E] - woman . 

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants  - [ -sa- ] – the- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is   maniyaatti- wife  ;  manai- house.  

st [ wife / woman ] has the consonants   -sa- – the- and  the  other interpretation  
of the word is  sathi  [Skt] -wife.  

 sbi [ go ]   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  poa-  
go . 

sbi [ send ]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  – pa- and the original Tamil  word is  
anuppu –send.  

sbi   [travel ] has the consonants – [- sa-]  – pa- and the original Tamil  word is        
payanam –travel . 

 qnbty [  magistrate ] has the consonants – ka- an-[- pa-]  -the- and the original 
Tamil  word is  naduvan  -judge.  

 niwt  [ town] has the consonants – an-  va – the- and the original  Tamil  word is      
kudanthai –town . 
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niwt  [ town] has the consonants – an - va – the and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  town [E]  . 

 mdt [ stalled cattle ]  has the consonants- ma – the- and the original  Tamil  word 
is  patti  maadu [ missing  letter- pa-] – cattle in the shed   ; maadu –cattle ; patti- 
pen . 

wia [ sacred  barque ] has a consonant –va-  and the original  Tamil  word is  
naavaai- ship.  

 niwtyw  [ citizens ] has the consonants – an  -va – the-  and the original  Tamil  
word is   kudi makan –citizen. 

 taw  [ wind ]  has the consonant - the-   and the original  Tamil  word is uoothai- 
wind.    

 ahat  [ spinal ridge  ] has the consonants - ka- the- and the original  Tamil  word is 
muthuku  thadam- spinal ridge  ; muthuku- back ; thadam- ridge.    

aah [ heap ]  has the consonant –ka - and the original  Tamil  word is  kuvikka- to 
heap.  

aha [ wealth ] has the consonant –ka - and the original  Tamil  word is  aakkam- 
wealth . 

 aha [ quantity  ] has the consonant –ka - and the original  Tamil  word is  kaniyam  
-quantity . 

 ahat [ ship ] has the consonants - ka- the- and the original  Tamil  word is  
kadaththu- boat .    

 hpt  [ oar ] has the consonants - ka-  pa- the- and the original  Tamil  word is 
padaku  thduppu  - oar;   padaku –boat  ; thuduppu –oar.  

 st ska  [ ploughing ]  has the consonants – sa-  the- [-sa-]  -ka- and the original  
Tamil  word is   kamam   seithiduka  - to cultivate ;   kamam-  agriculture; 
seithiduka- do / make . 
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 st  swab  [ cleanliness ]  has the consonants –[- sa-]-  the- [ -sa- ] – [- pa-] - and the 
original  Tamil  word is  thooimai – cleanliness. 

st  swab  [ cleanliness ]  has the consonants – sa-  the- [ -sa- ] – [- pa-] - and the 
other interpretation  of the word is  suththam – cleanliness. 

st  swab  [ cleanliness ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  the- [ -sa- ] –  pa-- and the 
other interpretation  of the word is  punitham[ Skt ] - holy . 

 str  [ utterance ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  the- Ra- and the original  Tamil  
word is  uraiththidu- utter ; uraiyaadu –converse.  

str  [ utterance ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  the- Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  utter[E].  

*pat [ cake ] has the consonants – pa- the- and the original  Tamil  word is  puttu -  
boiled rice cake . 

 *pda  [ flatten / stamp flat ] has the consonants – pa- the- and the original  Tamil  
word is   pattai  adi – flatten . 

pda  [ flatten / stamp flat ] has the consonants – [-pa-]- the- and the original  
Tamil  word is   thattai -yaanathu  -a flat  one.   

 paxd  [ turn upside down ]   has the consonants - pa – ka- –[ -sa -] – the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kavuththu poadu-  turn upside down. 

 pas  [ water pot ]   has the consonants - pa –[ -sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  paanai- pot  . 

 paqyt  [ shell  of the  turtle / skull  ] has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka – the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  aamai  koondu- shell of the tortoise; aamai –tortoise ; 
koondu- shell  . 

paqyt  [ shell  of the  turtle / skull  ] has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka – the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kottai oaadu-   shell. 
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paqyt  [ shell  of the  turtle / skull  ] has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka – the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  mandai koodu-  skull  ;  mandai-  head; koodu- shell  

 *pa [ fly]  has a consonant - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   paaya-  to fly.  

paqyt   [ potsherd ] has the consonants- [-pa-]-  ka  - the-  and the  orignalTamil  
word is  kala  oaadu [ missing  letter- la-] - potsherd . 

paqyt   [ potsherd ] has the consonants- [-pa-]-  ka  - the-  and the  orignalTamil  
word is  ottaan-k-kuchchu [ missing  letter- sa-]- potsherd . 

 paqt   [ fine linen ] has the consonants  -[- pa-] – ka- the- and the  original Tamil 
word is  kodai thuni  / kuttai / kaadakam -   cloth. 

 psd   [ nine ]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] - [- sa-] - the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is enn –thondu- numerical number  9; enn- numerical number;  thondu -9.  

psdt   [ group  of nine ] has the consonants  -[- pa-] - [- sa-] - the-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thondaam   inam / ani – group  of  9; ani –group . 

 ptpt [ trample  -enemies ] has the consonants   pa- the –[-pa -]– the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  poattu  mithi- to stamp  on ;  mithiththu  nada ; mithi- 
stamp on; nada- walk . 

 pt ktn   [  your queen ]   has the consonants   pa- the-ka – the- an- and the  
original Tamil  word is   unn-udaiya   naattin    koa paendu  /kunthavai   – queen of 
your country ; un- your; naadu –state;  koa – king  ;  koa  pendu-  wife of the king  
/ queen . 

http  [ bundle of  herbs ]   has theconsonats – ka-  the  - pa- - and the original 
Tamil  word is  poondu / poodu  kattu –bundle of herb ; poondu- herb; kattu- 
bundle.  

 htp [  pacify ] has the consonants - ka – the-  [- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word 
is  thanikka-  to pacify . 
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 htp [ altar ]   has the consonants - ka – the-[- pa-] - and the   original Tamil  word 
is  kaavu  maedai / peedam [Skt] –  altar for sacrifice  ; kaavu –sacrifice ; maedai- 
platform  ; padaikkum   idam- place to give  offer . 

dwantr   [  praise the god ] has the consonants – the – va - an - the  Ra-  - and the   
original Tamil  word is aandavanai  / eraivanai    thuthiththar  / vanan-k-kuthar  -to 
praise the god; aanadavan –god ; eraivan- god;  thuthiththar- praise ;   
vaankkuthar –worship . 

 hwt ntr [ temple ] has the consonants - ka- the - an - the- Ra-  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aandavarin  veedu / eraivanudaiya   urai vidam -  the house of the 
god;  aandavar- god; eraivan- god;  veedu- house; urai -vidam- residential place.  

]  imntyw [ westerners ] has the consonants  - ma - an –the- va- - and the  original  
Tamil  word is  maen naattavan – westerner.  

 *mnw  [ Min- god  ]  has the consonants  - ma - an -- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   Muni – a  god  /  sun god   ;  maniyan . 

nbw  [ gold  ]  has the consonants –an-  pa  -va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pon vaei – to gild ; pon –gold  .  

nbi  [ gild]  has the consonants –an-  pa  -and the  original Tamil  word is  pon- 
gold.    

ts  [ speech ] has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
oaathu –to say . 

 ts  [ sand bank ]  has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn thittu- sand bank ; munn- sand/ soil . 

 tst  [ knot ]  has the consonants – the-  sa- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudichchu  idu – to make  a knot.  

  tsw pdt  [ troop captain ] has the consonants – the- sa- pa-  the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   Padai Aatchchi  -soldier /warrior caste of Tamil Naadu; 
pottu amman  .  
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tsw pdt  [ troop captain ] has the consonants – the- sa- pa-  the – and the  other  
interpretation  of the  word is   padai saamanthan-  army  commander ; padai –
army . 

tsw pdt  [ troop captain ] has the consonants – the- [-sa-]- pa-  the – and the  
other  interpretation  of the  word is  thanaa pathi   - army  commander.  

tsw pdt  [ troop captain ] has the consonants – the--sa- pa-  the – and the  other  
interpretation  of the  word is  saenaathipathi -- army  commander. 

 dmd  [ total  /  maturity ] has the consonants – the-  ma- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  moththam-  total .  

 dmd  [ total  /  maturity ] has the consonants – the - ma- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muththiyathu- matured one . 

ts  [ join ] has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  ottu  
/attu / muththu / madu - join. 

ts  [ join ] has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is       
inaiththidu-  join . 

ts  [ join ] has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is       
pinaiththidu  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  join ; utpaduththu ; poottu . 

ts  [ join ] has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is onnu        
saeththidu- join . 

ts  [ join ] has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
anaiththidu- join.  

ts  [ join ] has the consonants - the –-sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
santhiththida- to join.  

ts  [ join ] has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
isainthidu- join . 
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 ts  [ knit ] has the consonants - the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinnidu- [ missing  letter- pa-]-  knit . 

ts  [ knit ] has the consonants - the –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
neithidu -   weave . 

ts  [ knit ] has the consonants - the -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  saeththu  
thaiththidu- stitch . 

ts  [ knit ] has the consonants - the –[ -sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  onnaa  
moottu-   sew together . 

 ts  [ unite ]  has the consonants - the -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  onnaa  
saeththidu  -  join  together ; saeththidu- join . 

ts  [ unite ]  has the consonants - the –[ -sa-] - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  unite [E] . 

ts  [ unite ]  has the consonants - the -sa- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  to join [E]  

 sapt  [ lotus] has the consonants- [- sa-]- -pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
indai   poo – lotus  flower ; poo- flower.     

sapt  [ lotus] has the consonants- sa- -[- pa-] - the- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  sachchadam – lotus.  

sapt  [ lotus] has the consonants- sa- -[- pa-] - the- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  soothu- lotus.   

 sapt  [ lotus] has the consonants- sa- -[- pa-] - the- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  satti-  lotus.  

sapt  [ lotus] has the consonants-  [ -sa-] - -[- pa-] - the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  thammi- lotus.  

sapt  [ lotus] has the consonants- sa- -[- pa-] - the- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  thoayasam- lotus . 
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sapt  [ lotus] has the consonants- sa- -[- pa-] - the- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  natheesam – lotus . 

sapt  [ lotus] has the consonants- [-sa-]- - pa-- the- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  pathumam / pathma – lotus.  

sapt  [ lotus] has the consonants- -sa- - pa-- the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  paathoasam – lotus. 

 lotus [E] has the consonants- la - the -sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
seethalam – lotus / coolness . 

lotus [E] has the consonants- la - the -sa- and the original Tamil  word is  sool 
thaazhai – lotus.  

lotus [E] has the consonants- la - the -sa- and the original Tamil  word is  alli  
inaththai  saentha  poo  [ missing  letter- pa-]- lotus.  

lotus [E] has the consonants- la - the –[-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is mathanaalayam [Skt] - lotus.  

lotus [E] has the consonants- la - the -sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
satha[Skt]  thalam /  satha  madal-  lotus as having  100 petals ; satham- 100 ;  
satha =  paththu  paththu  = 100 ; paththu 10 ; paththu paththu  10 x10 =100 ; 
madal- petal  ; madal- thalam ; nalina thalam – lotus petal.  

  sqd  [ slope -  of the  pyramid] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-  the- and the  
original Tamil  word is   vaattam- slope.  

 sqd [build] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
katttu- to build . 

sqd wt  [ company  of troops ] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-  the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kootttu padai [ missing  letter- pa-] – company  of troops ;   
sankaaththam  -company / relationship  ;  kootttam - company   ; padai-army . 
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sqdwt  [ sailing ] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-  the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  padaku   oaattam / padaku  payanam  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - saiing  ; 
padaku- boat; payanam- travel . 

 sr [ nobleman ] has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
periyaar / perumaan [ missing  letter- pa-]  - noble man / great man / king . 

 sr [ nobleman ] has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   pirabu [ missing  letter- pa-]  - noble man /  lord . 

sr [ nobleman ] has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   amir- noble man/ king . 

sryt  [ cough ]  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
irumuthar / irumidu  - coughing .  

*sryt  [ cough ]  has the consonants-sa- Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
serumidu – to cough . 

srwt  [ body  of magistrates ]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra-  va  - the-  and the 
original Tamil   word is  naduvar  amaippu [ missing  letter- pa-]  – body  of  judges 
; naduvar- judge; amaippu –body . 

 srwt  [ body  of magistrates ]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra-  va  - the-  and the 
original Tamil   word is  naduvar mandram- court . 

 srwt   [ prophecies ] has the consonants  -sa- Ra-  va  - the-  and the original Tamil  
word is mun koottiyae ariviththidu / theriya  seika  /varu  munnare uraiththiduka  
– to inform earlier  ;  varum –coming ; munnarae-  earlier; uraikka- say.  

srwt   [ prophecies ] has the consonants  [--sa-]- Ra-  va  - the-  and the original 
Tamil  word is   thiru  naa  udaiyavar    / erai vaakku  kondavar  / varu mun   
kaniththu  arivurai  koorukiravar  / mun arivikkiravar   – prophet ;erai- god; thiru- 
holy; vaakku –speech ; arivurai –advice;   kanikka- to assess ;  kooruka- say; 
koorukiravr- one who  says   .  

srwt   [ prophecies ] has the consonants  -sa- Ra-  va  - the-  and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is  theerkka tharisi   /theerkkan – prophet . 
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sr [ fore tell ] has the consonants  -sa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    
munnare  ariya  sei – inform  earlier  ; munnarae- earlier; ariya- to know . 

 srf  [ fever ]  has the consonants  -sa- Ra- [ -pa-] -  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  suram – fever.  

srf  [ fever ]  has the consonants  -sa- Ra- [ -pa-] -  and the   original Tamil  word is 
kaaichchar  [ missing  letter- ka-]- fever  ;  suravam .  

ska  [ cultivate / plough ]  has the consonants  -sa-ka- and the   original Tamil  
word is kamam  seika- cultivate; vivasaayam  [Skt]  seika  ;kamam-  agricultural 
activity  ; seika- do/ make . 

 sdgi  [ conceal ] has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the- ka- and the   original Tamil 
moodi vaikka- to cover / conceal  ; moodu-  cover; vaikka- keep . 

 sdg [ hidden palce ] has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the- ka- and the   original Tamil  
word is pathunkkum idam[ missing  letter- pa-]-  – place to hide; pathunkku –to 
hide; idam- place ; othukkidam . 

 sbayt  [ teachings ] has the consonants  - [-sa-] - pa - the- and the   original Tamil  
word is  paadam / padippu  -teaching  /education / learning / lesson . 

 stt  [ goddess –Satis ]  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the-  and the   original Tamil  
word is  aaththaa- goddess  . 

ssd [ ribbon ] has the consonants –[- sa-]- the-  and the   original Tamil  word is  
naadaa thuni -  ribbon ;  thuni –cloth  ;  sadai naadaa- ribbon for the plaited hair  ; 
sadai- plaited hair .  

ssd [ ribbon ] has the consonants –[- sa-]- the-  and the   original Tamil  word is  
pattai  / thuni  pattai [ missing  letter- pa -] – ribbon . 

sxrt [ milking ] has the consonants  - [- sa-]  – ka-  [ -sa-]   -Ra-  the - and the   
original Tamil  word is  paar karanthidu [ missing  letter- pa-]- -milking  ; paar/ 
paal- milk; karakka- milking  . 
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 sdda  [ fatten ] has the consonants  - [ -sa-] - the- and the   original Tamil  word is  
thadiththa- fatty . 

 siqr  [ make perfect- the diseased  / enrich]  has the consonants  -sa- ka- Ra - and 
the  original Tamil  word is seer aakku / noavai   sariaakku –make perfect  ; noavu 
–sickness.  

 siqr  [ make perfect- the diseased  / enrich]  has the consonants  -sa- ka- Ra - and 
the  original Tamil  word is serivoottuka [ missing  letter- the-] - to enrich . 

 sdr  [ lie down ]  has the consonants  - [ -sa-] - the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paduththiduthar / paayir paduththiduthar / meththaiyir padu /  tharaiyir 
padu [ missing  letter- pa-]  – to lie down ; paai- mat; padu- lie down/ sleep ; 
meththai- bed / mattress ; tharai- floor . 

sqr [ wound  / injury ]  has the consonants  - [ -sa-]- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaayam ura- -wounded .  

 sqr [ wound  / injury ]  has the consonants  - sa- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is  siraaikka- injured.  

sn  [ smell ] has the consonants  - [ -sa- ] -an- and the  original Tamil   word is  
manam- smell.  

 snktkt [ gossip] has the consonants  -sa -an-  ka – the-  ka-  the- and the   original 
Tamil   word is  kisu kisu ththida vaendum  -to gossip ; kaathoadu  kathaa  
kathaiththida vaendum- to speak  ear to ear  ; kaathu ear ; kathaikka- speak. 

 gossip [E] has the consonants  - ka- sa- -pa--  and the   interpretation  of the word 
is   kisu kisukka- gossip ; kusu kusu-nnu  paesuka- gossip  ; paesuka- speak. . 

 ssrw  [ action ] has the consonants  - sa - Ra- and the   original Tamil   word is   
seyar- action . 

smw [ ruler ] has the consonants   - [ -sa-] -  ma-  wa- and the  original Tamil   word  
mannavan- king.  
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 shdwr   [ great light  maker –the sun  god ] has the consonants   - sa-  the  - va –
Ra- and the  original Tamil   word is  senkkathiraon  -the red sun ; semmai- red; 
kathiravan- sun ; kathir- light rays . 

 srwd [ restore the building ] has the consonants   - sa –Ra-  va- the- and the   
original Tamil   word is  kattidaththai  seer amaikka - restore the building; 
kattidam -  building  ; seer amaikka- to repair  

sta [ weave ]  has the consonants   -[- sa-] - the- - and the original Tamil   word is   
thuni  neithidu  /thunnu   -weave ; thuni- cloth; neithidu- weave ; sattai 
theiththidu –stitch  the shirt; sattai –shirt; theiththidu –stitch   . 

stsy  [ prostrate ] has the consonants   -[- sa-] - the- [- sa-] - the- - and the original 
Tamil   word is   thandanidu  -prostrate ; mudi  theettu . 

sktt [ boat ] has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka- the- and the   original Tamil   word is   
kadaththu- boat. 

sktt [ boat ] has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka- the- and the   original Tamil   word is   
padaku  [ missing  letter- pa-] –boat .  

 stp [choke] has the consonants – [ -sa-] -  the-  pa- and the   original Tamil   word 
is  adaippu –choke  ; moochchu  thadai   ; moochchu- breathing  .  

 stkn [ approach ]  has the consonants – [- sa-] -   the- ka-an-  and the   original 
Tamil   word is   anukidu  / kandida  -approach / meet . 

hqa [ ruler] has a consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koan- king ; koa 
makan- king ;  koamaan- lord  ;  mannavan- king . 

srty [ standard] has the consonants–  sa- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil   word is   
sentharam- standard . 

hqa bat   [ guardian of Hathor- a title ]  has the consonants –   ka- -pa - the- and 
the  interpretation  of the word is   Koa Pathi [Skt] – bull as the  lord of the cow .  
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hqa bat   [ guardian of Hathor- a title ]  has the consonants –   ka- -pa - the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  Aa  - vai- –Udaiyappan -  male of the cow  ; aa- cow ; 
udaiya- has ; appan-  lord.   

hqa bat   [ guardian of Hathor- a title ]  has the consonants –   ka- [-pa-] - the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kedaa maadu –bull. 

hqa bat   [ guardian of Hathor- a title ]  has the consonants –   ka--[- pa-]  - the- 
and the  interpretation  of the word is   Koa - Maathaa [Skt] . – cow goddess ; pasu 
- thaeiva thaai   [ missing  letter- sa-]  - cow goddess ; pasu –cow; thaeivam- god; 
thaai- mother .   

hqa bat   [ guardian of Hathor- a title ]  has the consonants –   ka- [-pa-] - the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kadamaa/ kaattaa / kaama thaenu - wild cow.  

ddmdw  [recitation] has the consonants – the- ma- the- va-  and the  original 
Tamil   word is    aandavanai   ninaiththu  oaatha  vaendum  -to recite; aandavan- 
god ; oaathu –recite; ninaikka- to remember .  

ddmdw  [recitation] has the consonants – the- ma- the- va-  and the  original 
Tamil   word is  oppiththida vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] - recital . 

mdw [ staff ] has the consonants – ma- the-  and the  original Tamil   word is 
thandam- staff.    

pdi  [ sharpen a knife ] has the consonants –pa-  the-  and the  original Tamil   
word is   pattaiyaei theettu –to sharpen the knife; pattai – sword; theettu –
sharpen . 

rwd  [ cord ] has the consonants –Ra--  the-  and the  original Tamil   word is   
sooththiram [ missing  letter- sa-] – cord.  

rwd  [ cord ] has the consonants –Ra--  the-  and the  original Tamil   word is   
saradu   [ missing  letter- sa-] – cord .   

 rwd  [ cord ] has the consonants –Ra--  the-  and the  original Tamil   word is   
thaaram- cord.  
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rwd  [enduring ] has the consonants –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil   word is    
endrandrum-  

rwdt [ success] has the consonants –Ra- va  the-  and the  original Tamil   word is   
vettri –success.   

qma [ produce] has a consonant –ka- -  and the  original Tamil   word is  aakkam- 
production.  

*whyt [ village ] has the consonants –va-   the-  and the  original Tamil   word is   
vaadi- village .  

 waty [ single ] has a consonant –the -  and the  original Tamil   word is    
oththaiyaa / thaniyaa  -single.  

 snt [wife] has the consonants –[- sa-] -an-  the-  and the  original Tamil   word is   
pondaatti [ missing  letter- pa-] - wife . 

*dba [ cloth ]  has the consonants –  the-pa-  and the  original Tamil   word is   
uduppu- cloth.   

sxtt hr [ spider]  has the consonants –-sa- ka- sa- the-Ra  and the  original Tamil   
word  ettu- k- kaar  poochchi / naanku  soadi  kaar  - poochchi[ missing  letter- pa-
] – . spider/   insect with 8 legs ; ettu -8 ; kaar- legs; naanku -4; soadi –pair .  

sxtt hr [ spider]  has the consonants –-sa- ka- sa- the-Ra  and the    other 
interpretation  of the word is  kiru saatchcham - spider. 

 sxtt hr [ spider]  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] the-Ra  and the    other 
interpretation  of the word is  ukkidar- spider . 

sxtt hr [ spider]  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka-[- sa-] - the-Ra  and the  original 
Tamil   word  thanthira vaayan – spider ; thanthiram –trick; vaai- mouth.    

dba [ stop up / block]  has the consonants –  the-pa-  and the  original Tamil   word 
is  thadai poadu- to block ;  thadppu- a block  . 
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maa  [ real ] has a consonant - ma- and the original Tamil   word unmai – real ;  
nesam [ missing  letter- sa-] . 

mast  [ knee ] has  the  consonants - ma- [- sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil   word  
;  mutti- joint / fist / knee . 

mama [ dom palm ]  has a  consonant - ma-  and the original Tamil  word  is 
eechcham [ missing  letter- sa-]  –palm . 

mama [ dom palm ]  has a  consonant - ma-  and the original Tamil  word  is 
soasam [ missing  letter- sa-]  –coconut palm . 

maat [ justice] has  the  consonants - ma- - the- and the original Tamil   word  is   
nadumai- justice ; neetham .  

maat [ justice] has  the  consonants - ma- - the- and the original Tamil   word  is   
oppitham [ missing  letter- pa-] - justice ; neetha paatham . 

 maat [ justice] has  the  consonants - ma- - the- and the original Tamil   word  is   
nayan udaimai – justice.  

maat [ justice] has  the  consonants - ma- - the- and the original Tamil   word  is   
thanmam- justice.  

maat [ justice] has  the  consonants - ma- - the- and the original Tamil   word  is   
thandam- king’s justice . 

 

 mrt  [ throax/ larynx] has  the  consonants - ma- Ra- - the-  and the original Tamil   
word  is  midaru –throat . 

  mri   [love]  has  the  consonants - ma- Ra-   and the original Tamil   word  is  
eeram- love . 

  mri   [ love ]  has  the  consonants - ma- Ra-   and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   piriyam [ missing  letter- pa-] - love  ;  piraemam  - love . 
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 mrw  [ type of wood ] has  the  consonants - ma- Ra-   and the original Tamil   
word  is  maram- tree.  

mryt [ wife ] has  the  consonants - ma- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
thiru mathi- wife ; maathiru- mother. 

 rwyt  [ court]  has  the  consonants - Ra-   va- the-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
naduvar mandarm- court  ; naduvar- judge ; mandram- assembly . 

 stp [ruin] has  the  consonants -sa- the-[-pa-]-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
saetham- destruction. 

stp [ruin] has  the  consonants –[-sa-]- the-pa-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
idipaadu –ruins . 

 abi [desire] has  a  consonant –[ -pa-] -  and the original Tamil   word  is  ennam –
thought /desire . 

abi [desire] has  a  consonant –[ -pa-] -  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  aasai [ missing  letter- sa-]  desire . 

hmtr [ magic spell ] has  the  consonants – ma - the - Ra-  and the original Tamil   
word  is  manthiram- magic spell.  

  dadw [ audience hall ] has  the  consonants –- the - va-  and the original Tamil   
word  is mandavam- audience hall . 

 

  wda [ attain] has  a  consonant –the-   and the original Tamil   word  is adaiya –
attain  ;  attain –adainthidu . 

 dat [ balance] has  a  consonant –the- and the original Tamil   word  is meethi- 
balance.  

 rth  [confine] has  the  consonants –Ra- - the   and the original Tamil   word  is 
adaiththar –confine.  
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tisps [ cinnamon ] has  the  consonants –- the –[- sa-]- pa- [-sa-] -  and the original 
Tamil   word  is  pattai –cinnamon bark . 

 wat [cord] has  the  consonants –-va- –the-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
vadam- cord.  

 wawat  [ Northen Nubia ] has  the  consonants –-va- –the-   and the original Tamil   
word  is vada naadu –north state  ; vada- north  ; naadu –state. 

tbn [ quick ] has  the  consonants – –the- pa- an -   and the original Tamil   word  is 
pattunnu –quick.  

arq ib [ clever]  has  the  consonants – –Ra – ka- pa-   and the original Tamil   word  
is  paer arivu-  clever ; paer- great ; arivu –intelligence.  

tn [this] has  the  consonants  –the- an-  and the original Tamil   word  is intha- 
this.  

 tn  [ your ] has  the  consonants  –the- an-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
unnudaiyathu- your . 

 ts  [ tie on /  fillet ] has  the  consonants  –the- sa-   and the original Tamil   word  
is  naadaa- fillt  ;  mudichchu- tie/ knot  . 

tpht  [snake hole] has  the  consonants  –the- pa- the-  and the original Tamil   
word  is  paampu ponthu –snake  hole  ; paampu –snake ; ponthu –pit.  

md  [ ten ]  has  the  consonants  - ma-  the-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
paththaam enn [ missing  letter- pa-] -  number 10 ; paththu -10; enn- number. 

md  [ ten ]  has  the  consonants  - ma-  the-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
thondaam  enn-  number 9  ;thondu- 9 .  

md  [ ten ]  has  the  consonants  - ma-  the-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
mutha enn-  number  first ; mutha- first . 

 md  [ ten ]  has  the  consonants  - ma-  the-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
aeinthaam  enn-  number   5 ;  aeinthu -5. 
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  mabayt [ house of thirty ] has  the  consonants  - ma- pa-  the-  and the original 
Tamil   word  is muppaatham  idam  - 30th place ; muppathu -30 ; moonu -3; 
paththu -10 ; idam- place/ house . 

wdp [ folded cloth ]  has  the  consonants -  the- pa-  and the original Tamil   word  
is  madiththa udai / uduppu – folded  clothe; madiththa- folded; uduppu –clothe  

 hag [ be glad]  has  a consonant - ka-   and the original Tamil   word  is uvakai- 
happy.  

hptt  [  course[ of the sun / moon]  has  the  consonants - pa- the-  and the original 
Tamil   word  is  suthhu paathai  [ missing  letter- sa-] -orbit ; suththu –round; 
paathai- path.  

 hpgt [ leaping dance] has  the  consonants –[- pa-]-  ka- the-  and the original 
Tamil   word  is kooththaadu -dance   ;  paatu paadi  aaduka   -sing and dance  ;  
thandi kuthiththu aaduka ; leap dance ; paattu –song  ; paadu –to sing  ;aaduka- 
to dance  ;thaandi kuthikka- to leap/ jump . 

 kai-[ think] has a  consonant  ka-   and the original Tamil   word  is  ennuka/ 
ninaikka- think. 

kas [ locality ] has  the  consonants -  ka-sa-  and the original Tamil word  is  kaasi –
Banaras  city  ;   Siva Kaasi  - Town in Tamil Naadu  ;  Kochchi- town in Kerala ;  
Kaanchchi- a  town  inTamil Naadu   . 

 kat  [ thought / plan /devise / plot] has  the  consonants -  ka-the-   and the 
original Tamil   word  is   akaththeedu  -thought ;  akam- mind. 

kat  [ thought / plan /devise / plot] has  the  consonants -  ka-the-  and the original 
Tamil   word  is   mana kidakkai- thought . 

kat  [ thought / plan /devise / plot] has  the  consonants -  ka – the-   and the 
original Tamil   word  is   kadan / adaivu / nadavai / yukthi  / thittam iduka - plan.  

*kat  [ thought / plan /devise / plot] has  the  consonants -  ka – the-   and the 
original Tamil   word  is   kattu /  thittam iduka- devise.  
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 kat  [ thought / plan /devise / plot] has  the  consonants -  ka – the-   and the 
original Tamil   word  is   panthu kattu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  plot.  

kat  [ thought / plan /devise / plot] has  the  consonants -  ka – the-   and the 
original Tamil   word  is   theenkku  seithida thittam theettuka [ missing  letter- pa-
]-   -to plan for an evil act ; theenkku  evil ; seithida- go ; thittam- plan; sathi 
thittam  theettuka  . 

kfa ib [ trust worthy ] has  the  consonants -  ka-pa-   and the original Tamil   word  
is   nampaka thanmai kondathu  [ missing  letter- the-] -trust worthy ; nampikkai- 
trust . 

 kf  [ un cover /unclothe ] has  the  consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -   and the original 
Tamil  word  is  avukka- un cover /unclothe. 

kt kt  [quiet ] has  the  consonants -  ka- the- ka- the- -  and the original Tamil   
word  is  amaithi kaaththidu –to keep silence  ; amaithi- silence . 

grh [night] has  the  consonants -  ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil   word  is eravu- 
night;  vaanam karukka-  darkness / night  ; vaanam –sky; karukka- to become 
dark ;  vaikarai- dawn . 

 grg  [ hunter] has  the  consonants -  ka- Ra –ka-  and the  interpretation of the  
word  is sokarikan [ missing  letter- sa-] – hunter. 

grg  [ hunter] has  the  consonants -  ka- Ra –ka-  and the  interpretation of the  
word  is vana koasaran [ missing  letter- sa-] – hunter  ; vanam-  forest . 

grg  [ hunter] has  the  consonants -  ka- Ra –ka-  and the  interpretation of the  
word  is miruka jeevanan  [ missing  letter- sa-] ; mirukam- animal; jeevan- life . 

 grg  [ hunter] has  the  consonants -  ka- Ra –ka-  and the  interpretation of the  
word  is vaakarikan – hunter.  

 grg  [ hunter] has  the  consonants -  ka- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil   word  is  
vana   / kaanaka   sarakar [ missing  letter- sa-] – hunter.  
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grg  [ hunter] has  the  consonants -  ka- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil   word  is  
vanavar /  kaanakar – hunters ; kaanakam- forest .   

gba [ arm ] has  the  consonants -  ka- pa-  and the original Tamil   word  is kai –
hand/ arm  . 

 gy [ offering ] has a  consonant  ka-   and the original Tamil   word  is kanaikkai- 
offering ;  kaavu –sacrifice . 

 gif  [ monky ] has  the  consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil   word  is  
kaanakan- one form the forest ;  kaanakam- forest  ;  kapi  -monkey . 

*tit  [ written ] has a  consonant -the- and the original Tamil   word  is theetiyathu 
–written ;  theettiya yaedu –written book . 

 *gwg [ shout]  has a  consonant –ka-- and the original Tamil   word  is  koovuka- 
shout/ howl.  

tryt  [ respect ] has  the  consonants   -the -Ra- the-   and the original Tamil   word  
is    perum  mathippu   thara [ missing  letter- pa-] – to respect ; mathippu –
respect; thara- give ; mariyaathai [Skt] thara - to respect  . 

*ta  [ this ] has a  consonant –the - and the original Tamil word  is ethu –it ; 
inthaa- this . 

 *tr  [ pray ] has  the  consonants -  the- Ra  and the original Tamil   word  is  
oaathuthar –pray /recite  ;  thuthiththar- to pray ;  thuthi paaduthar / 
piraarththani  [Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  prayer  /praise ;  mandraaduthar –
supplication .  

tfn  [ orphan]  has  the  consonants -  the- [-  pa-] - an-  and the original Tamil   
word  is anaathai- orphan ; yaethum  inmai-  has nothing  ;  inmai- nil  

tfi  [ leap] has  the  consonants -  the- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil   word  is 
thaandu –leap.  

dwaw [ dawn]  has  the  consonants -  the-  va-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
vidiya- dawn  ; vidiyanum- to dawn . 
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dwaw [ dawn]  has  the  consonants -  the-  va-  and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is  dawn [E] .  

th [ where]  has  a  consonant -  the-and the original Tamil   word  is  entha idam- 
which  place ;  entha  /ethu –which ; idam- place.  

 thr  [ a Syrian soldier ]  has  the  consonants -  the- Ra-   and the original Tamil   
word  is  mandar  -soldier ;   theeran- brave person .  

thr  [ a Syrian soldier ]  has  the  consonants -  the- Ra- -  and the other 
interpretation of the word is  saththiriyan [Skt] / saara santhan  [ missing  letter- 
sa-]  - soldier. 

 thr  [ a Syrian soldier ]  has  the  consonants -  the- Ra- -  and the original Tamil   
word  is  saandroar [ missing  letter- sa-] - soldier.  

 thr  [ a Syrian soldier ]  has  the  consonants -  the- Ra- -  and the original Tamil   
word  is  padar/ padainar [ missing  letter- pa-]  - soldier.  

thr  [ a Syrian soldier ]  has  the  consonants -  the- Ra- -  and the original Tamil   
word  is  yaenaathiyar-  soldiers.  

 thr  [ a Syrian soldier ]  has  the  consonants -  the- Ra- -  and the original Tamil   
word  is  Padai Aatchchiyar [missing  letters- pa -and-sa-] – soldiers /warrior caste. 

thr  [ a Syrian soldier ]  has  the  consonants -  the- Ra- -  and the other 
interpretation of the word is  paatha saari missing  letters - pa-and –sa-] -  foot 
soldiers. 

thr  [ a Syrian soldier ]  has  the  consonants -  the- Ra- -  and the original Tamil   
word  is  urimai padai [ missing  letter- pa-] - paid  soldiers.   

 tayt [shroud] has  a  consonant -  the-and the original Tamil   word  is paadai 
thuni / pinaththai moodum thuni – bier cloth ; pinam-  dead body ; paadai- bier; 
thuni –cloth.  

* tkr [opponent] has  the  consonants -  the- ka-  Ra- -  and the original Tamil   
word  is   ethirkkiravar -  one who is opposing  ;  ethirkka- to oppose.  
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tkr [opponent] has  the  consonants -  the- ka-  Ra- -  and the    other 
interpretation  of the word is viroathi – opponent . 

tkr [opponent] has  the  consonants -  the- ka-  Ra- -  and the    other 
interpretation  of the word is pari panthakan [ missing  letter- pa-]- opponent  ; 
ethir tharappir/ aniyir   erukiravar ; ethir- opposite ; tharappu –party ;ani –group  . 

tkr [opponent] has  the  consonants -  the- ka-  Ra- -  and the    other 
interpretation  of the word is pirathi yoaki  [ missing  letter- pa-]- opponent; 
muran padukiravar .  

tkr [opponent] has  the  consonants -  the- ka-  Ra- -  and the    other 
interpretation  of the word is vikaatha-k-kaaran- opponent .  

twt  [ suitable ] has  a  consonant -  the-and the original Tamil  word  is oththathu 
– suitable. 

ty  [ forsooth/ pray ] has  a  consonant -  the-and the original Tamil   word  
isunmaiyaanathu- true  ;  oaathu / thuthi –pray . 

 mntat  [ pottery vessel] has  the  consonants –ma- an   the-   and the original 
Tamil   word  is mut -paandam [ missing letter- pa-] –earthern vessel  .  

 *mni [marry]  has  the  consonants –ma- an-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
manam  sei [ missing  letter- sa-]-  to marry   ;  manam- marriage ; sei- do . 

mni [ jar] has  the  consonants –ma- an-  and the original Tamil   word  is yaenam- 
vessel. 

 psdt [ group  of nine]  has  the  consonants – [-pa-] - [- sa-] - the-   and the original 
Tamil   word  is  thondaaam   inam / saathi [Skt] – group of nine; thaondu -9.  

wgyt  [ jaw ] has  the  consonants – ka- - the-   and the original Tamil   word  is 
thaavan-k-kattai- jaw . 

 imyhat [ which was before/  which is infront ] has  the  consonants – ma- - the-   
and the original Tamil   word  is munthiyae- earlier; munnaadi – infront . 
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xr  [ near] has  the  consonants –  ka –[-sa-] -Ra-    and the original Tamil   word  is 
arukae/ veku arukae- near /  very close . 

 xr [ so say ] has  the  consonants –  ka –[-sa-] -Ra-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
kooru –say.  

xnw   [ musicians  ] has  the  consonants –  ka –sa- an-   and the original Tamil   
word  is isai vaanan – musician . 

 xni  [to play music] has  the  consonants –  ka –sa-an-  and the original Tamil   
word  is isai isaikkanum –to play  music  ;  isai- music ; isaikka- to play  music . 

xnd  [ calf of the leg] has  the  consonants –  ka –sa-an- the-  and the original Tamil   
word  is  kendai   sathai - calf  flesh ;  sathai- flesh 

 xti  [carve] has  the  consonants –  ka –sa-- the-  and the original Tamil   word  is 
sethukku –carve.  

 xtt [ pluck]  has  the  consonants –  ka –[ - sa-] -- the-  and the original Tamil   
word  is koaeithidu- pluck . 

gst  [ speed/ run]  has  the  consonants –  ka –[-sa-] -- the-  and the original Tamil   
word  is  kada kada ena / kudu  kudu -vena -  vaekamaaka  oaadu – run speedily ; 
vaekam- speed; oaadu –run . 

wda [ be parted of lips  of wound] has  the  consonants –  va - the-  and the 
original Tamil   word  is  vaai vida- parting of lips  ; vaai- moth .  

 aprw [  sailors ] has  the  consonants – [- pa-] –Ra-   and the original Tamil   word  
is  oaasunar [ missing letter- sa-]-  -sailors.  

 aprw  [ jewellery ] has  the  consonants –  pa –Ra-   and the  interpretation of the 
word is aaparanam - jewel .  

 aprw  [ jewellery ] has  the  consonants –  pa –Ra-   and the  interpretation of the 
word is parisam [ missing letter- sa-]-  jewel .  
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 wdat   [  divorced woman ]  has  the  consonants –  va - the-  and the 
interpretation of the word is vithavai-  widow.  

wdat   [  divorced woman ]  has  the  consonants –  va - the -and the original Tamil   
kai pondaatti [ missing letter- pa-]-  widow. 

qdf  [ gather flowers] has  the  consonants –  ka- the-  pa-  and the original Tamil   
word  is   poo koeithidu – pluck  flowers ; poo –flower; poo  kattu / poo thodukka .  

 qddw [ character of the people]  has  the  consonants –  ka- the- and the original 
Tamil   word  is  manitha/ maantha  kunam- human nature  ; maanthan- human; 
kunam- character.  

qd   [ go round] has  the  consonants –  ka- the- and the original Tamil   word  is 
suththi  vaa [ missing  letter- sa-]- to go  round;   suththu- to make a round   

 

 

 

                            Remember  ; k  =  v  ;   v  =ka   

     K  =  ka  /  kaa /  ke  /  kee   /  ko / koo /  kae /  kaae   / kai / koa /  koaa /  kow   

     V=  va /  vaa /   ve  / vee  / vae /  vaae  /  voo /  uvo  /   uvoo  / vai / vow / voa  
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                                 Jumbling  theory  -an orientation  

                                      B. Latin  and  Tamil  words   

 

abeo  [Latin]  [  go away ]   has a  consonant -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
poa  -go ; poa  poa- go away . 

abscido  [ cut off ]  has the  consonants –[ -pa-]-  [-sa-] - the -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thundi /  thundiththidu / thumi -  to cut off . 

addo  [ to give ]  has a  consonant –the - and the  original Tamil  word is thaa   
/thanthidu  - give /to give . 

aequus  [ equal ]  has a  consonant – ka-  sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ovu -
va   -equal ;  ovu- voan- one who has no  equal .  

aequus  [ equal ]  has a  consonant – ka-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanakkaaka- like . 

aequus  [ equal ]  has a  consonant – ka- sa-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
ianiyaaka- equal . 

aequus  [ equal ]  has a  consonant – ka- sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sama 
maaka [ missing  letter –sa-]-   equal . 

aer  [ air ]  has a  consonant – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ari  -air ; uyir- 
life.  

aer  [ air ]  has a  consonant – Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
piraanan [ missing  letter –pa-]- - life . 

aer  [ air ]  has a  consonant – Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
nirupam [ missing  letter –pa-]-air.  

aer  [ air ]  has a  consonant – Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
samiranan [ missing  letter –sa-]-  air. 
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aestus  [ heat ]  has the consonants  -sa- the - and the  original Tamil  word is            
soodu – heat .  

aestus  [ heat ]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thaapitham [ missing letter- pa-] –heat . 

agnitio  [recognition ] has the consonants  -ka-  an- the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   ninaivu  kondida  / kandukka  - to recognise ; ninavu- memory . 

agnitio  [recognition ] has the consonants  -ka-  an- the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   mathikka   vanedum /   kandukka  - to recognize  / to give respect ; 
mathippu –respect; kodukka- give . 

agnitio  [recognition ] has the consonants  -ka-  an- the - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   kana paduththuka  [ missing  letter- pa-] - to 
respect . 

agnitio  [recognition ] has the consonants  -ka-  an- the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   paeniduka [ missing  letter- pa-] – to  respect . 

agnitio  [recognition ] has the consonants  -ka-  an- the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   oppu kondida [ missing  letter- pa-]- acknowledgement . 

agnitio  [recognition ] has the consonants  -ka-  an- the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kondaadu  -appreciate . 

agnitio  [recognition ] has the consonants  -ka-  an- the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   vanankkida- to respect . 

alieus [ alien ]  has the consonants -la – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  -      
ayalaan – foreigner . 

 animi   [ at heart ] has the consonants – an- ma- - and the  original Tamil  word is       
manam – mind; aanma [Skt] . 

 animus [soul]  has the consonants – an- ma- sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is           
manasu   – mind;  aanmaa [Skt] 
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 aprio [ to un cover ]-  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   piri  -  to open . 

apptus  [fitting]  has the consonants – pa-  the  -[- sa -] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    padiya  / oththa  -fitting.  

 aqua  [ water ] has a  consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ka /kayam –
water . 

 aro   [plough] has a  consonant -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is yaeru – 
plough ; seeram [ missing  letter –sa-] . 

 bos  [cow]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word   is  
aan- cow.  

bos  [cow]  has the consonants – -pa- -sa-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  pasu – cow.  

calculus [ pebble  ]   has the consonants – ka – la- ka  - la- [-sa-]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  koozhaankkal-  pebble .  

 capto  [  grasp ]  has the consonants - ka -pa – the- and the  original   Tamil  word  
is  kai pidikka  -grasp / take hold of   ; kai – hand;   pidikka- hold . 

capto  [  grasp ]  has the consonants - ka -pa – the- and the  original   Tamil  word  
is  pidunkku – grab . 

 capto  [  grasp ]  has the consonants - ka -pa – the- and the  original   Tamil  word  
is  pidikkai-  holding  . 

capto  [  grasp ]  has the consonants - ka -pa – the- and the  original   Tamil  word  
is   poththi  pidikka- to clasp . 

capto  [  grasp ]  has the consonants - ka -pa – the- and the  original   Tamil  word  
is   katti   pidikka  / seize  -embrace  

capto  [  grasp ]  has the consonants - ka -pa – the- and the  original   Tamil  word  
is   kai paththu- seize  
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capto  [  grasp ]  has the consonants - ka -pa – the- and the  original   Tamil  word  
is   kai kondidu  -seize . 

capto  [  grasp ]  has the consonants - ka -pa – the- and the  original   Tamil  word  
kavu - vi  pidikka-  chuck grip  

capto  [  grasp ]  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]– the- and the  original   Tamil  
word  is   anaiththu pidikka - clasp  . 

capto  [  grasp ]  has the consonants - ka –[-pa -]– the- and the  original   Tamil  
word  is  thevu-u  -  grasp . 

* cito  [quickly ]  has the consonants - sa- the -and the  original   Tamil  word  is      
-sattena  -quickly  . 

cito  [quickly ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -and the  original   Tamil  word  is      
pettana / pattena [ missing  letter –pa-] – fast. 

cito  [quickly ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -and the  original   Tamil  word  is      
mada mada ena - quickly . 

cito  [quickly ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -and the  original   Tamil  word  is      
eendu  -speed. 

cito  [quickly ]  has the consonants –-sa- the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   sandam   /sathi –speed . 

cito  [quickly ]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -and the  original   Tamil  word  is       
udane  - immediately . 

*collum [neck ] has the consonants –ka-  la –am- and the  original Tamil  word is   -
kilavam   / killam  - neck.  

 cure   [ care ]  has the consonants - ka- Ra -and the  original   Tamil  word  is      -     
akkarai – care/ concerned .  

cure   [ care ]  has the consonants - ka- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  naikaram- care . 
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cure   [ care ]  has the consonants - ka- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  karanam- mind . 

 *curta [ to shorten ]  has the consonants - ka- Ra – the- and the  original   Tamil  
word  is   kuraiththidu/ kurukkidu  – to shorten . 

 dentis  [tooth] has the consonants -  the- an -the  -[ -sa-] -  and the  original   
Tamil  word is   thantham –tooth . 

  disco  [ learn]  has the consonants -  the- -[ -sa-] -  ka- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   oathuka /  kaththukka -to learn . 

disco  [ learn]  has the consonants -  the- -sa-  ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
vaasiththiduka- read .   

disco  [ learn]  has the consonants -  the- -[-sa-]-  ka- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   kaniththidu  -read. 

disco  [ learn]  has the consonants -  the- -[-sa-]-  ka- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   noakkidu – read.  

 disco  [ learn]  has the consonants -  the- sa-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  saeviththidu –read . 

  disco  [ learn]  has the consonants -  the- -[ -sa-] -  ka- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   padikka  [ missing  letter- pa- ]- to learn /read/ study  . 

 divinitus [  divine influence ]  has the consonants -the  -va-  an- the –[ -sa -] -and 
the  original  Tamil  word is  thaeiva thanmai  - divine  nature; thaeivam –god; 
thanmai- nature. 

divinitus [  divine influence ]  has the consonants -the  -va-  an- the –[ -sa -] -and 
the  original  Tamil  word is  thaeivathhin vasam  - under the influence of god ; 
vasam- influence. 

divinitus [  divine influence ]  has the consonants -the  -va-  an- the –[ -sa -] -and 
the  original  Tamil  word is  thaeivam aat- kondida under the influence of god. 
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 divinitus [  divine influence ]  has the consonants -the  -va-  an- the –[ -sa -] -and 
the   other interpretation  of the word is   thaeivaa theenamaaka- under the 
influence of god . 

 *do  [ to give]  has  a  consonant - the- and the  original   Tamil  word  is thaa  -
give.  

*dare  [to give ] has the consonants -  the-  Ra - and the  original   Tamil  word  is   
thara –give.  

 doceo [ teach] has the consonants -  the-  [- sa -]  - and the  original   Tamil  word  
is   oathi  thaa – teach . 

doceo [ teach] has the consonants -  the-  [- sa -]  - and the  original   Tamil  word  
is   padippiththidu [ missing  letter- pa- ]- -teach . 

doceo [ teach] has the consonants -  the-  [- sa -]  - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   poathiththidu [ missing  letter- pa- ]- -teach . 

doceo [ teach] has the consonants -  the-  [- sa -]  - and the  original   Tamil  word  
is    paadam  nadathtu [ missing  letter- pa- ]- –teach  a lesson ; paadam- lesson . 

dolos [ fraud ] has the consonants –the-  la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
-thillu mullu – fraud. 

 dolos [ fraud ] has the consonants –the-  la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaeththal- cheating. 

dolos [ fraud ] has the consonants –the-  la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thettal –fraud . 

dolos [ fraud ] has the consonants –the-  la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thillaayam -  deception.  

dolos [ fraud ] has the consonants –the-  la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
olippaatam [ missing letter- pa-] –fraud . 
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 dolos [ fraud ] has the consonants –the-  la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
piththalaattam - [ missing letter- pa-] -deception.  

dolos [ fraud ] has the consonants –the-  la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaeppam iduthal [ missing letter- pa-] –fraud  /swindle . 

 duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  word 
is   thaakkam – influence  ;  aathikkam.  

duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  word 
is kadaavu- influence . 

duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  word 
is    thoonduka- to influence / kindle . 

duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  saththuvam [ missing  letter- sa-] -influence . 

*duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  
word is  adakku-  control. 

*duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  
word is  odukku – control /  give pressure . 

duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  word 
is  kattu paduththu [ missing letter- pa-]-  control . 

duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  word 
is  kai yaandidu – manipulate . 

duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  word 
is  thendakai- pressure . 

duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  word 
is  kedi –power / authority 

duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  sakthi [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-]-  - power . 
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duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  word 
is  koatpu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  -power . 

duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  word 
is  kattu  mukanai- authority . 

duco [ influence ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  thaththuvam[Skt]  -authority .  

 duco [ count ]  has the consonants -  the-  ka-   - and the  original   Tamil  word  is      
enniduka   /kanakkiduka   -to calculate . 

 *edo [ eat ]  has a consonant-  the - and the  original   Tamil  word  is  thuei  / 
thinnu  -eat . 

*ego  has a consonant-  ka-- and the  original   Tamil  word  is akam  -ego ;   
aanavam- egoism . 

enimus [ truth]  has the consonants – an-  ma- [-sa -] - and the  original  Tamil  
word  is  unmai -  truth. 

evito [  avoid  ]  has the consonants -va  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is -  
neekkidu  -avoid . 

evito [  avoid  ]  has the consonants -va  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is -   
vittu vidu   avoid . 

evito [  avoid  ]  has the consonants -va  -the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   thavaththu- avoid. 

 falses  [false ] has the consonants –  pa - la - and the  original  Tamil word  is     
pizhai – false /wrong. 

 falses  [false ] has the consonants –  pa - la - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is word  is  poali  -false/ duplicate /fake  ; poei ulla  -false; poei- false; ulla- 
having  . 
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falses  [false ] has the consonants –  pa - la - and the  original  Tamil word  is     
naanayam illaa-  not sincere ;    naa nayam - truthfulness .- 

falses  [false ] has the consonants –  pa - la - and the  original  Tamil word  is     
unmai illa- no truth ; unmai- truth; illai- nil . 

 femina  [ woman ]  has the consonants – pa-  ma-  an -   - and the  original   Tamil  
word  is   pen mani   -woman  ;  penmai   -feminine .  

femina  [ woman ]  has the consonants – [ -pa-] -  ma-  an -   - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is   maan-ini- woman. 

*femina  [ woman ]  has the consonants – [ -pa-] -  ma-  an -   - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is   min –woman . 

 festino [  speed  ]    has the consonants  -pa – [- sa-] -the -an -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pettana – speedily. 

 festino [  speed  ]  has the consonants  -[-pa -]–- sa--the -an -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sattena --  speedily . 

festino [  speed  ]  has the consonants  -pa -- sa--the -an -and the  original Tamil  
word is   sattu puttu ena --  speedily . 

filia [  daughter]  has the consonants –  pa - la - and the  original  Tamil word  is  
penn pillai -  female child/ ; daughter ; penn –female; pillai –child  . 

 filius  [son]  has the  consonants –  pa - la –[- sa-] - and the  original  Tamil word  is   
aan pillai  - male child   /son  ; aan –male ; pillai- child.  

 fleo [  weep] has the consonants –  [-pa -] - la - and the  original  Tamil word  is    - 
azhu  -weep.  

  hora [ hour]  [ middle  English - ure  ]  has a  consonant – Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is naeram-   time   -Ra  = sun .   

 humus   [earth ]  has theconsonats-  ma –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
- munn-   earth/ land ;   zameen . 
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humus   [earth ]  has theconsonats-  ka-  ma –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   yaemaaanki –earth . 

humus   [earth ]  has theconsonats-  ka-  ma –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation  
of the word is  navam -  earth . 

humus   [earth ]  has theconsonats-  ka-  ma –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation  
of the word is  puvanam [ missing letter- pa-] – earth. 

 humus   [earth ]  has theconsonats-  ka-  ma –[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation  
of the word is  yukam –earth . 

humus   [earth ]  has theconsonats-  ka-  ma –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vai -akam- earth  

 ictus  [ bite ] has the consonants – ka-  the  -[-sa-]-  and the  original  Tamil word  
is  kadi – bite.  

ictus  [ bite ] has the consonants – ka-  the  -[-sa-]-  and the  original  Tamil word  is   
theenduka- bite/ sting . 

ictus  [ bite ] has the consonants – ka-  the  -[-sa-]-  and the  original  Tamil word  is   
koththuka- sting . 

 ictus  [ bite ] has the consonants – ka-  the  -[-sa-]-  and the  original  Tamil word  
is   thinnkuka- eat. 

 ista [ that ]   has the consonants –-[-sa-]-  the-  and the  original  Tamil word  is      
athu  -that   ; antha   -that ;  intha –this  ; ithu –it . 

* lambo  [ to wash ]   has the consonants- la –am- pa -and the  original Tamil  
word is  alampu – wash . 

 leto [sly ]  has the consonants - la - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  olichchu  
seithidu  / soozhchchi seithidu [ missing  letter- sa-]  - to do secretly ; olichchidu- 
hide; soozhchchi- plan ;  seithidu –do.  
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 madide  [mad]   has the consonants-  ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
piththam  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  mad . 

madide  [mad]   has the consonants  -ma- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
madamai –stupidity . 

 madide  [mad]   has the consonants  -ma- the -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   maththam  /un maththam   - mad.  

madidus [ moist ]  has the consonants  -ma- the – [- sa--] and the  original Tamil  
word is  namuththa – moist . 

 maiores [ ancestor]   has the consonants –  ma- Ra – [ -sa -]  - and the  original  
Tamil word  is  munnoar- ancestor  .  

 *mane [  early ]   has the consonants –  ma- an - and the  original  Tamil word  is  
munname  -earlier . 

mellitus [ honey ]   has the consonants - ma  -la- the –[-sa-]- and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   malai  thaen – pure honey ; malai- mountain  ;thaen- honey . 

 mellitus [honey ]   has the consonants - ma  -la- the –[-sa-]- and  the  original 
Tamil  word is    mazhalai thaen – fresh honey . 

mellitus [honey ]   has the consonants - ma  -la- the –-sa- and  the other 
interpretation  of the word is   manda lisitham -  honey . 

mellitus [honey ]   has the consonants - ma  -la- the –-sa- and  the other 
interpretation  of the word is   rasa thailam [ missing  letter- Ra-] – honey.  

mellitus [honey ]   has the consonants - ma  -la- the –[-sa-]- and  the  original Tamil  
word is    malar thaen -  honey  from the flower; malar- flower ; thaen-  honey .  

*mens  [  mind  ]  has the consonants –  ma- an -  sa- and the  original  Tamil word  
is   manam /  manasu  - mind.  

* mentis  [  mind  ]  has the consonants –  ma- an -  the- [- sa-] - and the  original  
Tamil word  is  manathau  - mind;   antham[Skt]  . 
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moriso  [ custom]  has the consonants –  ma-Ra -- [- sa-] - and the  original  Tamil 
word  is   murai   -method .  

moriso  [ custom]  has the consonants –  ma-Ra -- [- sa-] - and the  original  Tamil 
word  is  marapu [ missing letter- pa- ] - custom . 

 mutatus  [ change]   has the consonants – ma - the –sa  - - and the  original  Tamil 
- word  is   saduthi  maaththam  - mutate;  maatham –change ;  mutare [ -ma-  
the-  Ra-]  [ to change] =  maaridu .  

 *natio [  nation ] has the consonants – -an – the-  - and the  original  Tamil word  
is    naadu – state  ; nation = naattu inam .  

natio  [ nation ] has the consonants – -an – the-  - and the  original  Tamil word  
thinai- land. Tamil word  paatham  /  adi -foot.  

 *peto [ strive after ] has the consonants - pa--the – and the  original  Tamil word 
is      paadu  padu – strive.  

 peto [ seek ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] --the – and the  original  Tamil word is  
naadu  / thaedu  /  thaedi adai – seek /search  /attain .      

* navis  [ ship  ] has the consonants –-an – va – [- sa -] -  and the  original  Tamil 
word  is   naavai  -ship. 

navis  [ ship  ] has the consonants –-an – va – [- sa -] -  and the  original  Tamil 
word  is   vankkam- ship . 

navis  [ ship  ] has the consonants –-an – va –- sa --  and the  original  Tamil word  
is   soankku –boat . 

*neo  [ weave ]   has a  consonant – -an - and the  original  Tamil word  is  nei  
/neiya  -weave. 

 nidor [ smell / odour ] has the consonants –-an – the  -Ra -  and the  original  
Tamil word is   naatram   -odour  ;  naarida –to smell  . 
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nos [ we ]  has  the   consonants – -an  -[-sa-]-  - and the  original  Tamil word  is  
naam  -we.  

*oratio  [speech ] has the consonants –- -Ra –the-   and the  original  Tamil word is    
urai  aattridu – to give a speech ; aatridu  -do  . 

*oro  [speak]   has a  consonant – -Ra- and the  original  Tamil word  is urai-   -
speech  / speak . 

 *pario [  to bear ] has the consonants - pa- -Ra – and the  original  Tamil word is   
poru / peru  -bear . 

 *pario [ get ]  has the consonants - pa- -Ra – and the  original  Tamil word is  peru  
-get.  

 pedis [ foot ]  has the consonants - pa-- the –  [ -sa -] - and the  original  Tamil  
word is  adi/ paatham – foot. 

* piscis  [ fish ] has the consonants - pa-sa  – and the  original  Tamil word is       -
paasi  -fish;  fish = paasi .  

 *pius  [ affectionate  ]  has the consonants - pa-sa  – and the  original  Tamil word 
is   paasam  -affection.  

 pius  [ affectionate  ]  has the consonants - pa-[-sa-]  – and the  original  Tamil 
word anpu – affection.  

 poet [  poet]  has the consonants - pa--the – and the  original  Tamil word is     
paattan  /puthan  -poet .  

 post  [ after]  has the consonants - pa-- [- sa-] -  the -and the  original  Tamil word 
is   pinthaiya -  after /later. 

postea [  behind]  has the consonants - pa- [- sa-] -  the- and the  original  Tamil 
word  pinaadi  -behind. 

prius [  prior ]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - -Ra –  [-sa-] - and the  original  Tamil 
word is   munnarae-  earlier.  
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 pro [ infront ]  has the consonants - pa- -Ra – and the  original  Tamil word is  -   
mun puram –front  side ; mun –front; puram- side . 

 peula  [ girl ]  has the consonants - pa- -la – and the  original  Tamil word is  -     
penn  pillai -  girl  child  ; penn- female ; pillai- child . 

peula  [ girl ]  has the consonants - pa- -la – and the  original  Tamil word is  ilam 
penn- young girl;  ilamai- youth . 

 pupa [ doll ] has  a  consonant  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pommai – 
doll.  

 doll  has the consonants - tha - la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  mathalai- doll . 

doll  has the consonants - tha - la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thalai aatti 
pommai  [ missing  letter- pa-]- the doll  that  shakes the head;  thalai- head; 
pommai- doll; aattu –shake . 

* pupa [little girl]  has  a  consonant  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paappa- 
baby . 

 poteus [ pit ] has  the  consonants  -pa-- the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ponthu / pothumpu – pit.  

poteus [ pit ] has  the consonants  -[-pa--]- the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thun  -cavity . 

poteus [ pit ] has  the  consonants  -[-pa--]- the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  oaattai- hole.  

poteus [ pit ] has  the  consonants  -pa- the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pudai / poaththu-  hole.  

 poteus [ pit ] has  the  consonants  -[-pa--]- the- sa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  santhu  /  santham- hole.  

poteus [ pit ] has  the  consonants  -[-pa--]- the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  madai –hole . 
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poteus [ pit ] has  the  consonants  -[-pa--]- the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  udu- ditch/ moat . 

  question [ question]    has the consonants- ka –[- sa-]  - the - an   -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kaettidanum  -to ask . 

question [ question]    has the consonants- ka –[- sa-]  - the - an   -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  vinavida avendum –to ask  /  to question . 

question [ question]    has the consonants- ka –[- sa-]  - the - an  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kadaava  vaendum   - to ask  /  to question . 

  question [  difficult ]  has the consonants- ka –[- sa-]  - the - an  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kadumaiyaanathu  /  kadinam   -difficult.  

 risi [ laugh]has the consonants -  -Ra – sa-  and the  original  Tamil word is siri- 
smile . 

* seto [  plant ] has the consonants -– sa- the- and the  original  Tamil word is sedi 
– plant. 

 sedo [  calm ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the  original  Tamil word is 
amaithi  ;  saanthi [Skt] . 

 sepelio [ to ruin  ]  has the consonants – [- sa-] – pa-  - la-   and the  original  Tamil   
word is  paazh -  ruin .  

sepelio [ to ruin  ]  has the consonants – [- sa-] – [-pa-] - la-   and the  original  
Tamil   word is  azhiya- ruin . 

sepelio [ to ruin  ]  has the consonants –  sa-– [-pa-] -  - la-   and the  original  Tamil   
word is  ulaisal-  ruin as of  house/ edifice. 

 sileo [ to stand  still ] has the consonants – sa- la  and the  original  Tamil word is 
asaiyaamal  nillu -  to stand  still;  asaiyaama- not shaking / moving; nillu  -stand  

sine  [ without  ] has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- and the  original  Tamil word is – 
inmai-  without.  
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 solus [ land ]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la- [-sa-] -   and the  original  Tamil 
word is  nilam  - land . 

solus [ land ]   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la- [-sa-] -   and the  original  Tamil 
word is  pulam  [ missing  letter- pa-] – land . 

 *tetigi  [ touch ] has the consonants –  the – ka-  and the  original  Tamil word is 
thoduka  -to touch .  

tego [ to cover ] has the consonants –  the – ka-  and the  original  Tamil word is      
mooduka -  to cover. 

 tego [  bury ]  has the consonants –  the – ka-  and the  original  Tamil word is    
puthaikka [ missing  letter- pa-]- to bury .  

seputus [to bury]  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  pa - the - and the  original  Tamil 
word is   puthai – to bury.  

  temeritus [ temerity ]   has the consonants –  the –Ra  - and the  original  Tamil 
word is  thimir   / thimir   thanam  - impudence ; thimir- cheekiness . 

temeritus [ temerity ]   has the consonants –  the –Ra  - and the  original  Tamil 
word is  murattu  thanam  - impertinence . 

 temeritus [ temerity ]   has the consonants –  the –Ra  - and the  original  Tamil 
word is  uruthi- boldness / determination  ;  thiruthi  . 

temeritus [ temerity ]   has the consonants –  the –Ra  - and the  original  Tamil 
word is nenju  uram udaiya [ missing  letter- sa-] – audacity  ; nenju  -chest ; uram-  
boldness . 

temeritus [ temerity ]   has the consonants –  the –Ra  - and the  original  Tamil 
word is  asattu thaeiriyam [ missing  letter- sa-]- temerity . 

temeritus [ temerity ]   has the consonants –  the –Ra  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is thiramai /   theeram  / thaeiriyam  - courage; 
thirami- talent .  
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*terra [ earth]  has the consonants –  the –Ra  - and the  original  Tamil word is    
tharai  -earth  as opposed to sea . 

terrain  has the  consonants –  the –Ra  -  an - and the  original  Tamil word is   
munn tharai –earth ; munn soil  .  

terrain  has the  consonants –  the –Ra  -  an - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is tharani –earth  .   

 totus [whole ]- has the consonants –  the –[- sa-] -   and the  original  Tamil word 
is    aaniththum -  whole  /entire ; moththam- total . 

  tui [ your ]  has  a  consonant  -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  unnudaiya- 
your  

 * ubi [ when ] has a consonant  -pa- and the original Tamil  word is eppo  - when . 

*una [  in one  ]  has  a  consonant  -an and the  original Tamil  word is onnaa- 
together/ in one . 

  *unus[ one] has  a  consonant  -an and the  original Tamil  word is onnu – one.  

 ut [ that ]  has a  consonant  -the - and the  original Tamil  word is antha – that.  

* valeo [  strong ]   has the consonants – va- la-  and the  original  Tamil word is       
val  /   valu  /  vallam / valimai / vallamai  - strong/   strength  . 

*various  [ various] has the consonants – va- Ra-  [- sa-]-   and the  original  Tamil 
word  is   vevu  vaeru  - various. 

 ventito [to come often ]   has the consonants – va- an  -the   and the  original  
Tamil word is  adikkadi  vanthidu – come often ;  vanthidu – tocome; adikkadi – 
often . 

  verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
thoarkkadikka  -to defeat . 

 verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
vetri adaia–  to win  - vetri –victory ;adaiya –attain.  
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  verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
thoarvai -  defeat . 

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
muri adikka- to defeat  

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
anukum inkumaaka  sitharavadikka  [ missing letter- sa-] –defeat  ;  anukum – 
there ;  inkkum – here  ;  sithara –disperse .  

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
aaravaaram  - seithidu [ missing letter- sa-] –tumult  /to disturb ; seithidu  -do  

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
seer kaedu [ missing letter- sa-] – disorder ; seer- regular ; kaedu –damage . 

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
puram kodukkai -[ missing letter-pa-] –defeat ; puram- back; koduththar-  giving.  

 verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
padukka  vaiththar [ missing letter-pa-] –defeat ; padukka –to lie down . 

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
tharai  paduththuka [ missing letter-pa-] –defeat  ;tharai- floor . 

 verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  upathiravam [ missing letter-pa-]  -disturbance . 

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
thontharvaaka   -disturbing .   

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
idai uooraaka – disturbing .  

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
nakuthar- defeat . 
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verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
muthuku  kaanuthar  -defeat ; muthuku -  back ; kaanuthar – seeing.  

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
oatti  viduthar  /defeat /drive away ; oaattu  -drive . 

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
keduhthar –defeat / to ruin . 

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  avantharai  -disorder . 

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra  -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
murai kaedu –disorder ; murai- method; kaedu- damage  /defect . 

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra  -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
eravu  virunthu / mun eravu   virunthu – dinner   ;  eravu -  night; virunthu -  feast ; 
mun eravu  -evening . 

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra  -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
thaaru   maaraaka-   disorderly . 

verto [ rout ]  has the consonants – va- Ra  -the   and the  original  Tamil word  is  
thookki  erika- over throw ; thookku- carry ; erika- throw . 

  verto [ to flee]   has the consonants – va- Ra   -the   and the  original  Tamil word 
is  virainthu  oadu -  to run fast;  virainthu  -fast ;  oadu –run . 

*volo  [ wish / want ] has the consonants – va- la-  and the  original  Tamil word is          
aavali  - desire . 

volo  [ wish / want ] has the consonants – va- la-  and the  original  Tamil word is          
vizhaivu – wish .  

volo  [ wish / want ] has the consonants – va- la-  and the  original  Tamil word is          
makizh- wish. 
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volo  [ wish / want ] has the consonants – va- la-  and the  original  Tamil word is          
vaankkal - want . 

volo  [ wish / want ] has the consonants – va- la-  and the  original  Tamil word is          
alkal- want.  

volo  [ wish / want ] has the consonants – va- la-  and the  original  Tamil word is          
avalam- want. 

volo  [ wish / want ] has the consonants – va- la-  and the  original  Tamil word is          
ulavai –desire . 

volo  [ wish / want ] has the consonants – va- la-  and the  original  Tamil word is          
maeval –desire  . 

 

                                       Remember  

             add   the letters   -  m -  and    - n  - whenever  necessary    

             m =  ma / maa  /  mi / meei /  mu / moou /  mae / maae /  mai  
/ moa /  moaa/  mow.  

             n   = na /  naa / ni / neei  / nu  / noou / nae  /naae / nai / noa / 
noaa / now.  
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                            Jumbling theory  -an orientation  

                              C. Sanskrit  words and Tamil  

Ref. Sanskrit –English Dictionary ( PDF Drive ) .pdf- online Sanskrit  Dictionary – 
February 12,  2003.  

 aanma [Skt]  has the consonants –an- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is – 
manam- mind.  

 aathma[Skt]    has the consonants -the - ma - and the  original Tamil  word is - 
manathu   -mind.  

silaakikka [Skt]  has the consonants – sa –la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pukazhchchi  [ missing  letter –pa-] –  appreciate/ praise . 

laavanyaa [Skt]  [beauty]  has the consonants- la- va-  an   and the  orignalTamil  
word is  elakkiyaa  / elakkanam  -  beauty . 

pushpa  [ Skt] [ flower ] has the consonants pa sa pa and the  original Tamil  word 
is  poo . 

padma  [Skt] [lotus]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - the -ma -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thammi – lotus.  

samarththu [talent]  [Skt]   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ma- Ra -the  –  and the  
original Tamil  word is  thiramai  - talent.  

samarththu [talent]  [Skt]   has the consonants sa-–ma- Ra -the  –  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is smart [E] . 
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maayam [Tamil]   has  a  consonant - -ma - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
sooniyam [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-] .  

 soozhchchi [Tamil ]  has the consonants - sa -la –[- sa-] -and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   jaalam  [trick] . 

pithir  [Skt] [ancestor]  has the consonants [-pa-] –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  moothathaiyar . 

sadankku[Skt] [ritual ]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the-  an -ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is kadan . 

 eru  [Tamil ]  has  a consonant-  Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is amaru[ 
Skt] [sit]     

moakam [Skt]  has the consonants  -ma –ka- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is - 
kaamam – lust . 

 varan [Skt]  has the consonants -va –Ra- an- and the  original Tamil  word  is   – 
kanavar- husband  . 

vadhu [ Skt] [wife ]  [bride]   has the consonants - va  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  mana vatti –wife .  

 varam  [Skt]  [boon]        has theconsonats – va- Ra –ma- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kurai neekkanum   -to   consider the complaint / need ; kurai –suffering/ 
need; complaint  ; neekku –remove . 

devatha  [Skt] has the consonants –the-  va-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is –   
thaeiva thaai   [ mother goddess]  ; thaeivam  -god  ; thaai- mother.  

thaai  [Tamil ] [mother ]  has a  consonant- the- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  maatha [Skt] . 

kaar  [Tamil ]  has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
vaari  / varun [Skt]  [rain]  . 
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palavaan [Skt]  [ man of strength]    has the consonants – [-pa-] – la- va- and the  
original Tamil  word is  vallavan. 

vanam[Skt]  [forest ]   has the consonants  -va - an -ma - and the  original Tamil 
word is   kaanam  /kaanakam . 

 varisai  [Tamil ]   [row]    has the consonants  - va- Ra –[-sa-] - and the  
interpretation  of the word is kiramam [Skt] - row.  

  jaathi [Skt]  [ caste]   has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thinai . 

joathi [Skt]  [divine fire]   has the consonants -sa -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   sen-thee ; semmai- red; thee –fire . 

 avasara  [ Skt] [hurry ]   has the consonants  va – [-sa--] Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  viraika   . 

paththini [Skt] [wife]    has the consonants- pa- the – an- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ponndaatti [ penn + aatti ] . 

 pathi [Skt] [ husband]   has the consonants –[- pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  -aandai – one who  rules / boss .  

pirakaash  [Skt] [ bright]  has the consonants - pa –Ra-  ka –[-sa -]-and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pirankku.  

 uyir [Tamil ]  [life]   has a  consonant  -Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is – 
piraanan[Skt]  [missing  letter –pa-]  . 

Sivan[Tamil ]  has the consonants -sa -va -an - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  Vishnu [Skt]  

 Koanaan [Tamil] [shepherd]  has the consonants – ka- an-  and the  interpretation  
of the word is Kannan [Skt] . 
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Lakshmi [Skt] [ goddess of wealth]  has the consonants-  has the consonants – la- 
ka- sa- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is Selva Makal-  girl of wealth ; selvam- 
wealth; makal- girl / daughter . 

 Durga [Skt]   has the consonants-  the- Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kottravai – Tamil -goddess of war . 

 Kottravai [Tamil ]  has the consonants-  ka –the- Ra- va-  and the  interpretation  
of the word is  Victoriya /  victory / Victor . 

 iraivan [Tamil] [god]   has the consonants - Ra -va -an -and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  eeswaran [Skt] / Raagavan  [ missing  letter- sa-] . 

ammal  [Tamil ] [ mother]   has the consonants –ma- la -and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  ambaal [Skt] [ missing letter –pa-] . 

aasiriyar [Tamil ] [teacher]  has the consonants -sa -Ra  -and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   aachchaariyaar[Skt]  . 

guru [Skt] has the consonants -Ra –va -- and the original Tamil  word is  iraivan / 
arivan  / kuravar. 

  raaja  [Skt]  [ king]  has the consonants -Ra -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
arasan  [Tamil ]. 

danush [Skt] [bow]   has the consonants-  the –an- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thandam[Tamil ] - pole.  

padai  [Tamil ]  has the consonants- [-pa--] the and the  interpretation  of the 
word is aayutham  [Skt] [ weapon]    

payam [Skt] [ fear] has the consonants-  [- pa-] –ma  -and the original Tamil  word 
is  achcham [ missing  letter- sa-] . 

Paraiyan [ caste] [Tamil ]  has the consonants - pa –Ra- an -and the  interpretation  
of the word is - Paarpaan [ caste] [Skt]/ Brahmin  . 
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alam [Tamil ]  [ water]   has the consonants  -la- ma - and the  interpretation  of 
the word is jalam[Skt]   [ missing  letter- sa-] . 

praetham  [Skt]  [ spirits]    has the consonants  [-pa-]- Ra- the - ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is  uyir atra  pinam  [Tamil ] ; dead body  ;uyir- life; atra –nil; 
pinam –dead body  

 aakaash [Skt] [sky]   has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is vaanam [Tamil ]. 

aakaash [Skt] [sky]   has the consonants - ka -sa - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is sky [E]  

  ashva  [Skt]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -va - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanni [Tamil ] [horse]  . 

rishi [Skt] [monk ] has the consonants- Ra -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is     
saamiyaar [Tamil ].  

sarppam [Skt] [ snake]   has the consonants- sa- Ra  -pa -ma -  and the 
interpretation  of the word is  saarai paampu [Tamil ] [Indian rat  snake] ; paampu- 
snake  

  supaavam [Skt]   has the consonants –[-sa-] –[ -pa-]- va –ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kunam – nature.  

seer [Tamil ] [ wealth] has the consonants -sa –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  shri [Skt] . 

erankku  [Tamil ]  [ to show mercy ]  has the consonants -Ra -an- ka –  and the  
interpretation  of the word is   karunai  -mercy . 

pakthi   has the consonants   - pa  -ka- the-  and  the  original Tamil  word is  mikka   
/thida  nampikkai – yoadu – with belief / hope / faith  ;mikka- excess; thida- 
strong ; nampikkai- faith/ hope . 

 pakthi   has the consonants   - pa  -ka- the-  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
koatpaadu – belief . 
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pakthi   has the consonants   -[- pa-] --ka- the-  and  the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  eththikaaththu  -belief . 

pakthi   has the consonants   -[- pa -] -ka- the-  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
thunivu – courage/ belief . 

pakthi   has the consonants   - pa --ka- the-  and  the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  pootha vaatham – a religious belief  -making  the elements  to be gods.  

 pakthi   has the consonants   - [-pa-] --ka- the-  and  the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  visu vaasththoadu  [ missing  letter –sa-] – faith. 

  varnam [Skt]   has the consonants –va- Ra- an –ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vanna niram  [Tamil ] [ color rays ]; vannam –color; niram- ray .  

 pirivu [Tamil ] [branch]     has the consonants –[-pa-]- Ra- va -and the  
interpretation  of the word ias  varkkam [Skt] . 

arumai [Tamil ] [ super]   has the consonants- Ra -ma - and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  rammiyam [Skt]  ; eraamam . 

eeram [ Tamil ]   has the consonants -Ra –ma -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  piriyam [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]  [amorous /affectionate ] . 

 yaeri [Tamil ] [  lake ]  has the consonants – Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is sarasu [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] . 

kavaru [Tamil ] [ attract]   has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  vasikarikka [Skt] [missing letter- sa-] . 

perum  marapu [Tamil ]   has the consonants -pa -Ra –ma-  Ra- pa  -and the 
interpretation  of the word is paarampariyam [Skt] – lineage . 

vaetha[Skt]  [ scripture] has the consonants –  va - the- and the  orignalTamil  
word is  kaathu koduththu  kaetta  kathai [Tamil ] -  heared story ; kaathu-  ear; 
kodu –give ; kaettathu –heared ;  kathai-  story  . 
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kathai  [Tamil ] [ matter/ story/ topic  ] has the consonants  -ka -the - and the  
interpretation  of the word is  sankathi  [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] . 

kathai  [Tamil ] [ matter/ story/ topic  ] has the consonants  -ka -the - and the  
interpretation  of the word is  topic [E] [ missing  letter- pa-].   

thatthuvam [Skt] [  fact]    has the consonants- the – va- ma  –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mudivaana  unmai [ Tamil ]-  confirmed truth ;mudivaanathu –
confirmed; unmai –truth . 

 kattai  [Tamil ]   [ body / wood]    has the consonants- ka –the- and the   
interpretation  of the word is  thaekam  [Skt] . 

 kali  [Skt] kaalam   has the consonants  -ka –la- ka- la -ma -and the  original Tamil  
word is  nikazh kaalam  -present times; kaalam- time; nikazh  -happening .  

 akavai [Tamil ]  has a consonant-  ka - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
yukam[ Skt] –age/ period . 

 mankala [Skt]  naal   has the consonants  -ma –an- ka-  la  - an  la-  and the  
original Tamil word is  nalla naalum  kilamaiyim [Tamil ]- auspicious days  . 

kaliyaanam [Skt][ marriage]    has the consonants -ka -la –an- ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is  mana vizhaa [Tamil ] . 

baratha naathiyyam  [Skt]  [ a classical  dance] – has the consonants-  pa –Ra- the 
– an- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  paraththaiyar – in aattam [Tamil ] -  
dance by  temple prostitutes ;  paraththai- prostitute  aattam –dance  . 

 uoon [Tamil ] [food]   has a  consonants -an -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is annam [Skt] . 

kamam  [Tamil ] [ agriculture]    has the consonants  -ka -ma -and the  
interpretation  of the word is  vivasaayam [Skt] [ missing  letter –sa-]  . 

karu  [Tamil ] [ black ]    has the consonants - ka -Ra and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  krishna [Skt] [missing  letter- sa-] . 
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aalayam [Skt] [temple]  has the consonants-  la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  illam / nilaiyam[Tamil ] – house / place . 

nithi  [Skt] has the consonants -an -the -and the  interpretation  of the word is -   
pana pothi  [Tamil ] [ missing  letter- pa-] – fund ; panam- money ;pothi -bundle  . 

samuthra [Skt]  [sea] – has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the -Ra -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  munthu  neer [Tamil ]  -ocean. 

thaer[Tamil ]   has the consonants- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is    
rath [chariot] [Skt] . 

mikuthi [Tamil ]  has the consonants – ma- ka –the- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is athikam [Skt] [ excess] . 

piradaesh [Skt] [ land]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the-[- sa--] and the  
interpretation  of the word is   perum thinai [Tamil ] – big land ;  perum –big; 
thinai – land. 

kiirthi  [Skt]    has the consonants -ka- Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
anaivarum   nanku  arintha  [Tamil ] -  well known  / pouplar  ;anaivarum –all; 
nangu  -well; arintha- known . 

akilam [Skt]   has the consonants –ka- la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is -    
muzhumaiyaaka  [Tamil] -whole / entire . 

agra  [Skt]  [tip]  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is      
koor munai [Tamil ]  –  pointed tip ; koormai –sharp ; munai –tip . 

anka [Skt]  [number ]  has the consonants –an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ennikkai  / enn kanakku [Tamil ] . 

achala[Skt]   has the consonants  -sa –la- and the  original Tamil  word is -     
asaiyaamal  [Tamil ] - not moving . 

adh [Skt]  [ to eat]  has a consonant- the -and the  interpretation of the word is-
thuei [Tamil ]  
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 adhiitaa[Skt]  has a consonant –the-  and the   original Tamil  word is     
padithtathu  [ missing  letter- pa-] / oathiyathu –studied . 

anumaaniththidu [Skt]  [guess]   has the consonants –an- ma- an –the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   ennidanum/ ninaiththidanum ;  guess  =  kanikka[Tamil ] =  
uookikka . 

ante [Skt] has the consonants  -an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pinthi / 
pinnadi  [ missing  letter- pa-] -after.  

apahrita[Skt]  has the   consonants -pa -Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is       
pariththathu   stolen / robbed . 

 abalaa[Skt] [woman / helpless woman ]   has the consonants - pa -la -and the  
original  Tamil  word is  pen pillai / pompalai   -female ; onnum  illa pompalai- 
woman without anything . 

artha[Skt]    has the consonants- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is -thiru –
wealth/ money . 

ardha[Skt]  has the consonants – Ra- the -  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
thiram   - half  ;  oru paathi / ondrir paathi   [missing  letter- pa-]- one half ; oru- 
one;  paathi  -half . 

aliika [Skt]   has the consonants- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kallam - 
false / untrue  / a  lie   . 

 ava[Skt]   has a  consonant—ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaakka-  protect 
/save . 

 avati [Skt] has the consonants—ka-   - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  -   
kaaththidu -  protect. 

asath[Skt]   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is -   
pandam  [  missing  letter –pa-]  -matter /thing . 

asteya [Skt]  has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is      
eduththidaathu –non stealing ;edu -take /steal . 
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akshi [Skt]  has the consonants –ka-[- sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  kann - 
eye .  ‘ k ‘ signifies    kaa- sun –the eye of the sky . 

aatmaja [Skt]   has the consonants -the – ma- [-sa -] – and the  original Tamil  
word is   maninthan  -son . 

aadatte [Skt] has a  consonant- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaeththidu -  
accept . 

aadau  [Skt] has  a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is mutha -first;  
the letter  ‘ the’    signifies  thee- fire – the first  one  of the universe ; aathiththan-  
/aathan /aten- sun  -the first  one .  

aarya [Skt] has a  consonant -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  arigan  - wise 
person  ;  aarif . 

 aavrita  [Skt]  has the consonants –va- Ra- the-and the  original tamil   word 
mutrukai iduthar-  to encircle  /surround ; vattamaaka  varaiarukka  -encircle 
;vattam circle. 

aavritaa [Skt] has the consonants- va- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  urai 
ittavai  - coverd /wrapped  one . 

 aasiita [Skt]  [ remain still ]  has the consonants –  sa- the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  aadathu  asaiyaathu   amaithiya  -nor shaking/ not moving . 

uktaah- [Skt]  has the consonants—ka-  - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  -     
kathaiththathu  - addressed /said . 

 uta[Skt]  has a consonant  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oathiyathu  - said  
;oathu –say .  

uttunga [Skt]  has the consonants –the-  an- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  - 
nettaiyaaka  -  tall  . 

 ut patti [Skt] has the consonants-  the-  pa -the –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pandam    padaiththidu   -produce  ; pandam- thing . 
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ut paadaka[Skt]  has the consonants-  the-  pa -the – ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   padaiththavan  - producer-   

 utsava[Skt] [festival ]   has the consonants- the-[- sa-] –va-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   thunankkai – temple festival   . 

utsava[Skt] [festival ]   has the consonants- the-[- sa-] –va-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pandikai  [ missing  letter- pa-]   kadan  -festival.  

 utsava[Skt] [festival ]   has the consonants- the-[- sa-] –va-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kondattam – celebration . 

    upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants- [- pa -] - ka –Ra- and the  
interpretation  of the word is  anu kirakam – favour   . 

upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants-- pa - ka –Ra- and the  
interpretation  of the word is  favour [E] .  

    upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants- [- pa -] - ka –Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   oara vaaram – favour. 

    upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants- [- pa -] - ka –Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   karunai – favour / mercy ; aankaaram- kindness. 

upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants-  pa - ka –Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   kirupai – kindness.  

upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants- [- pa -] - ka –Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is manam erankkuka-  to show mercy / to do  favour  -  

upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants- [- pa -] - ka –Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is arut - paarvaai  [ missing letter- the -] - favour . 

upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants- [- pa -] - ka –Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is uthavuthar [ missing letter- the -]  -help ;  aatharavu  / 
natpaatharavu   . 
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upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants- [- pa -] - ka –Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is arut kunam [ missing letter- the -]  - kindness  ;thaettrukai – 
kindness . 

    upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants- [- pa -] - ka –Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   sarkunam  / nar kunam [Tamil ]    [ missing letter-sa  
-]   benevolent . 

upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants-  pa -- ka –Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is nayappunarvu  -kindness . 

upakri  [Skt]  do a favour   has the consonants-- pa - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is saarvu  payan [ missing letter- sa-]- favour.  

 upaataa-[Skt]  has the consonants –[- pa-]- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
adainthidu / adainthida  - obtain / obtained . 

upai [Skt] has a  consonant – pa  and the  original Tamil  word is  poa-  to go.   

uluukah[Skt] [ owl ] has the consonants –  la  - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ulookam- a large kind of owl .   

uuyate[Skt]  has a consonant  - the - and the  original Tamil  word is  theiththidu  -
stitch ;   neithidu   /thunnu   -  to weave . 

 eka[Skt] [one] has a consonant  - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  ennikkai  
onnu – number one ;  kanakku onnu . 

eti [Skt] has a consonant  - the - and the  original Tamil  word is adai  -attain . 

 kati [Skt] has the consonants – ka-the - and the  original Tamil  word is  kundi –hip  
; kadi  thadam  -hip . 

 katu[ Skt] has the consonants – ka-the - and the  original Tamil  word is         
kothikka -- hot. 

kathayate[Skt]  has the consonants – ka-the - and the  original Tamil  word is         
kathaiththidu- tell  . 
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 katha[Skt] has the consonants – ka-the - and the  original Tamil  word is kathai - –
story . 

kathita[Skt] has the consonants – ka-the - and the  original Tamil  word is   – 
kathaiththathu  - told . 

kanaka [Skt] has the consonants – ka- an -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaankaeyam - gold . 

kara[Skt] [  hand ] has the consonants -ka –Ra –  and the original Tamil  word is -   
maer-k- kai - arm  . 

karah [Skt] has the consonants -ka –Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  vari / 
varavai / vaaram -tax .     

 kara vaala  [Skt] [ sword]  has the consonants -ka –Ra –  va  - la- and the original 
Tamil  word is kuru  vaal -   small sword / dagger  ; kuru –small ; vaal –sword . 

kartayati [Skt] has the consonants -ka –Ra – the-  and the original Tamil  word is     
keeriduka - to cut   ; vettuthar- cut ;aruththiduka -cut . 

karshhaaka [Skt] has the consonants -ka –Ra – [-sa-]- ka - and the original Tamil  
word is  kamakkaaran  -farmer; vivasaayam seikiravar  -agriculturist . 

karshsha [Skt] has the consonants -ka –Ra – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is -    
kavara -  attracted ;  vasikarikka . 

kali [Skt][bud] - has the consonants -ka –la-- and the original Tamil  word is  
mokkul  -flower bud  . 

 kaantaa [Skt]  has  has the consonants -  ka -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mana vattai  -  wife . 

kaantaa [Skt]  has  has the consonants -  ka -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kann vatti – wife.  

kaantaa [Skt]  has  has the consonants -  ka -an -the -and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  kudumppini [ missing  letter- pa-]  -wife . 
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kaantaa [Skt]  has  has the consonants -  ka -an -the -and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  vanithai –wife . 

kuliina[Skt] [from a good  family ]   has the consonants -ka –la- an- and the  
original Tamil  word is  nalla kulam –good family  ; nalla- good; kulam –family.  

 kulyaa [Skt] has the consonants -ka –la-  and the original Tamil  word is  vaai-k-
kaal   / kaal vaai - canal . 

 kuurdati[Skt]  has the consonants- ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is     
kuthiththiduthar-   to jump ; thaavuthar  -leap . 

kevalaih [Skt]  has the consonants –ka- va-–la-  and the original Tamil  word is    
azhukku  neekkiya -  purified ; kazhuviya-   washed ; azhukku-  dirt ;neekku –
remove;   kalan-k-kam  illa- no taint ; illai- nill . 

keyuura[Skt]   has the consonants -ka –Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  kai- k-
kaarai   -bracelet  ; kae yuram- bracelet for the upper arm  . 

keyuura[Skt]   has the consonants -ka –Ra -  and the interpretation  of the word is  
akku-s -sari [ missing letter- sa-]  shell bracelet . 

keyuura[Skt]   has the consonants -ka –Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  veera 
kankkanm  / maravar  kan-k-kanam -  warrior’s  bracelet . 

kendra [Skt] [centre]  has the consonants- ka -an –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is nadu  vidaththir- in the  central  place; nadu  -centre; idam- place .  

kasha [Skt]  has the consonants -ka –sa -  and the original Tamil  word is sikai -  
hair . 

khara-[Skt]  has the consonants -ka –Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is koormai - 
sharp . 

khanati [Skt]  has the consonants – ka- an - the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoanduka-   -to dig . 
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khadga[Skt]  has the consonants – ka-the -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is –
kai-k-kaththi  - bill hook   ;  kuththu kaththi  -  hacking knife  ; madakku  kaththi –
folding  knife ; koduvaa – garden hook  ;monnaikkaththi –blunt knife ;  koanai-k-
kaththi – crooked knife . 

khadga[Skt]  has the consonants – ka-the -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is –
thoovaththi  /  katakam   -sword . 

gata-[Skt] has the consonants – ka-the - and the  original Tamil  word is yaegida - 
gone . 

 gadati [Skt] has the consonants – ka-the - and the  original Tamil  word is –   
kathaiththidu  - to say . 

gardu [Skt] [ dark shade ]   has the consonants  -ka –Ra- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karuththa   niram- dark color ; niram- ray/ color . 

 garbah[Skt] has the consonants – ka- Ra-  pa- and the  original Tamil  word is    -   
karu pai -   womb ; karu –foetus; pai –bag . 

girh [Skt] [language] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
–   kooru –say. .  

griha[Skt]  [ house] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    -   
koorai   akam  -  hut . 

 gaura[Skt] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is venn 
niram  - white color; venn –white; niaram- ray   . 

koar [Tamil ] [  planet ]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  graham [Skt]. 

 ghata[Skt] has the consonants – ka-the - and the  original Tamil  word is  kudam  -  
pot  . 

sakkara [Skt]   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaar  -wheel  
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 jana[Skt]  has the consonants – [-sa-] – an - and the  original Tamil  word is aan  - 
man . 

  jana[Skt]  has the consonants –-sa-– an - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  manusan  -man . 

  jana[Skt]  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-– an - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  man [E] . 

 tapa[Skt] has the consonants –the –[-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is  thee 
idu / thee moottu - to burn . 

 tapati [Skt] [ tepid]  has the consonants –the –pa -the- -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   soodu  paduththu -[ missing  letter- sa-] -  to heat up  . 

 tala [Skt]  has the consonants –the – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is adiyil -  
bottom . 

 taalah[Skt]  has the consonants –the – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is thaal -  
lock  

tvaraa[Skt]  has the consonants -the- va-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is       
virainthiduka -   hurry  ;  viraika= hurry  . 

dadati[Skt]  has a  consonant -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanthidu  -
give . 

 dadau[[Skt]  [ gave] has a  consonant -the- and the  original Tamil  word is    -   
thanthathu  –given . 

daa [Skt] has  a  consonant -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaa -to give . 

daatavya  [Skt] has the consonants -the- va-  and the  original Tamil  word is     
thanthida vendum / kodukka vaendum  - should be given . 

darpam [Skt]  has the consonants -the- Ra-  pa- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   perumitham -- pride . 
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dala[Skt]  has the consonants –the – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   ilai thalai 
-  leaf . 

 dasaha[Skt]   has the consonants -the-[ -sa -]-  and the  original Tamil  word is       
paththu  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  ten . 

 diti  [Skt] [deity ] has  a  consonant -the- and the  original Tamil  word is      
aaththaa  -mother of  daitaya  demons . 

divi  [Skt] has the consonants -the- va-  and the  original Tamil  word is   veedu / 
vaan vidu  -  heaven  ; vaan –sky ; veeedu  -house ;  vaana naadu . 

 duura [Skt] has the consonants -the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
ettaththir -  –far . 

devi[Skt]  has the consonants -the- va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaeiva 
thaai   - goddess  ;  thaeivam – god ;thaai- mother . 

dharma [Skt] has the consonants -the- Ra-  ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is    - 
thiru marai -  holy   doctrines  /religion . 

dharati [Skt] has the consonants -the- Ra-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is      
udai anithar  -to wear dress  ; udai – dress; anithar  -wear . 

 dhikh [Skt] has the consonants -the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kandikka  -to be condemned; ninthikka  . 

dhaavh[Skt]  has the consonants -the- va-  and the  original Tamil  word is    –  
oaduka  / oada vaendum  -  to run  

dhivaaara [Skt] - has the consonants -the- va-Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is   
sempadavar [missing  letters- pa -and -sa-]  –   fishermen . 

dhivaaara [Skt] - has the consonants -the- va-Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is   
meen pidikkiravar [missing  letter- pa-] - fishermen . 

dhivaaara [Skt] - has the consonants -the- va-Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoondir   vaettuvar -fishermen  
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dhivaaara [Skt] - has the consonants -the- va-Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pattinavar [missing  letter- pa-]- fishermen . 

dhivaaara [Skt] - has the consonants -the- va-Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is   
parava  inaththaar / kudi inar [missing  letter- pa-] - fishermen . 

dhivaaara [Skt] - has the consonants -the- va-Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pidikaaran - missing  letter- pa-] - fishermen . 

nanu / nuunam[ Skt]   has the consonants  -an -ma and the  original Tamil  word is   
-unamiyaa  -really ; unmai –truth . 

nau[Skt] has a  consonant  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is naam -us . 

 pancha [Skt] has the consonants- [-pa-]-   an - sa-   -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  anju   - five . 

 *padhh [Skt] has the consonants- pa- the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is       
padi  /oathu   - read . 

*para [Skt] has the consonants- pa- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   pira  - 
other . 

 *paraa [Skt] has the consonants- pa- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is     
appaar -  beyond  . 

*paatu [Skt] has the consonants- pa- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is --   
paaththidu -  protect  /to look after . 

 puraa [Skt] has the consonants- [-pa-]- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is         
munnaar  –formerly . 

 poorvam  [Skt] [ previous  /ago / before ]  has the consonants- pa- Ra - va- ma-   
and the  original Tamil  word is  mun oru paruvam -ago ; mun –earlier;  paruvam –
time /season . 

 prithvii [Skt][ earth] has the consonants- [-pa-]- -Ra-  the – va-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is kattaan-tharai -rocky   place    . 
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prithvii [Skt][ earth] has the consonants- [-pa-]- -Ra-  the – va-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is koaththirai  -  earth . 

prithvii [Skt][ earth] has the consonants- [-pa-]- -Ra-  the – va-  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is thaarakai  -earth . 

prithvii [Skt][ earth] has the consonants--pa- -Ra-  the – va-  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is paarththivam – earth . 

 prithvii [Skt][ earth] has the consonants- [-pa-]- -Ra-  the – va-  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is miruththikai  -earth . 

prakriti  [Skt]  [ nature] has the consonants- -pa- -Ra-  ka –Ra-  the -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  iyarkkayaka  padikka  petra   ondru -  natural  one  . 

pirajaah [Skt] [ generations ] has the consonants- pa- -Ra-[-sa] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   perum marapu  - great  lineage  ; seer marapu  -good   lineage .  

pratimaa  [Skt] has the consonants-[- pa-] - -Ra- the -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thiru  uru  -  statue  ; holy  figure  of god  . 

pratimaa  [Skt] has the consonants-[- pa-] - -Ra- the -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mara  pathumai –woodden doll ; maram-tree. 

 pratimaa  [Skt] has the consonants-[- pa-] - -Ra- the -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  siru muththan [ missing letter- sa-] -–male toy  baby ; siru –small . 

prathaa[Skt] has the consonants- pa- -Ra-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is --    
peyar  petra -  fame ; peyar – name . 

 piravaakam [Skt] [ flood]   has the consonatys-  pa- Ra – va-  ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is neer perukkam  -flood;  neer- water; peruka-  increasing  .  

 pravisha [Skt] [ enter] has the consonants- pa- -Ra-  va- [-sa-]- -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   varukai  puriya -   to visit ; varukai –coming; puriya –do . 

 pravisha [Skt] [ enter] has the consonants- pa- -Ra-  va- [-sa-]- -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pukuthar [ missing  letter- the -] –enter . 
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 praarthanaa[Skt]  has the consonants- [-pa-]- -Ra-  the –an -   and the  original 
Tamil  word   mandraaduthar  - request / pray  . 

* bruu  [Skt] has the consonants- pa- -Ra- -  and the  original Tamil  word is --       -   
paraiya - speak / tell . 

badh [Skt] has the consonants- pa- the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is --          - 
pinaiththidu  - to bind  /tie up . 

*baala [Skt] has the consonants- pa-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is --          -    
pillai  - child . 

baalakah [Skt] [ boy] has the consonants- [-pa-]-la-   ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kaalai /   kuzhakan / kulam  / ilaval /  nakulan -boy /son .  

 baalakah [Skt] [ boy] has the consonants- [-pa-]-la-   ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is iyavul   / kaan mulai / koazhai  / kuzhavi  - child . 

baalakah [Skt] [ boy] has the consonants- [-pa-]-la-   ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is selvan [ missing  letter- sa-]  -boy . 

 baalaa[Skt]  [girl  ] has the consonants- pa-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is            
-   penn pillai -  girl ; penn –female; pillai –child . 

 baalikaa[Skt] has the consonants- -pa-la-   ka-  and the  original Tamil word is     
penn makal  / pen kuzhavi  - girl / daughter ; makal –daughter; kuzhavi –child   . 

baalikaa[Skt] has the consonants- -[-pa-]-la-   ka-  and the  original Tamil word is      
sinnaval   /  selvi [ missing  letter- sa-]   - girl / daughter  . 

 kavi [Skt] has a   consonant- ka --and the  original Tamil  word is   isai vaanan  [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -  poet ; isai –music  . 

bila [Skt] has the consonants- -pa-la-  and the  original Tamil word is  puzhai -  
hole.  

bhruuh [Skt] has the consonants – pa –Ra-   and the  original Tamil  word is      
puruvam  [ missing  letter- ka-]   - brow. 
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mama  [Skt]  has a consonant - ma  and the  original Tamil  word is emm- mine. 

manye  [Skt]  has the consonants - ma –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam   ennanum  -  think ;   manam- mind;  enna –to think . 

makimai [Skt]  has the consonants - ma – ka  ma-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
-maenmai  mikka - glory ;mikka – excess . 

 marita [Skt] has the consonants - ma –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is      
marainthida   -dead  /disappear.  

mridanga - has the consonants - ma –Ra- the- ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
kottum murasu [ missing letter- sa-] - percussion  drum ;  kottu –beat . 

mridanga - has the consonants - ma –Ra- the- ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadi  murasu  [ missing letter- sa-] -the sounding drum ; murasu- drum . 

mridanga - has the consonants - ma –Ra- the- ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thamarookam – drum . 

yadaa [Skt] has  a consonant- the--and the  original Tamil  word is eppoathu [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - when . 

yagya [Skt]  has  a consonant- ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  kaavu -  a 
sacrifice. 

yutaka [Skt]  has the  consonants- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is     
udukkai -  shirt  /clothe  ; udukka- to wear  ; koadi  -coat; kuttai –coat  . 

 rakta[Skt]  [red] has the  consonants-  Ra-  ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuruthi  vannam  - blood   color  ;kuruthi -  blood; vannam –color . 

 rekhaa  [Skt] has the  consonants-  Ra-  ka - -and the  original Tamil  word is  vari -  
line  

laghu  [Skt] has the  consonants-   ka  - la- - -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kullam -small . 
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vanda [Skt] has the  consonants-  ka-  the- - -and the  original Tamil  word is          
vaendu  - worship  ;  kai kooppi  kumpidu [ missing letter- pa-] – to worship  
folding hands   ; kai hand;  kumpidu - to  worship  . 

vaktri [Skt] has the  consonants-  va- ka-  the-  Ra-- -and the  original Tamil  word is              
urai aadukiravar  -  orator; urai –speech  . 

 vatta [Skt] has the  consonants- va-  the- - -and the  original Tamil  word is          -     
kaathu / vanthu   -wind . 

shata [100 ] has the  consonants- sa-  the- - -and the  original Tamil  word is          -   
paeith paeith [ missing letter- pa-] =  [ 10x10  ] = 100  ;  paththu -10 .    

shatru [Skt] has the  consonants- [-sa-]-  the- Ra- - -and the  original Tamil  word is             
ethiri   - enemy . 

 shunaka[Skt]  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- an -  ka   - -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   naaikkan  –dog  ;  naakku  -tongue . 

*shriih [Skt] has the  consonants-sa-- Ra- -and the  original Tamil  word is                 
seer  –wealth . 

 satah[Skt]  has the  consonants-[- sa-]-  the- -and the  original Tamil  word is                 
eppoathum   [ missing  letter- pa-] – eternal  .  

 sadaa [Skt]  has the  consonants-[- sa-]-  the- -and the  original Tamil  word is               
eppoathum  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - always .  

 samukam[Skt] [group ] has the  consonants-  [-sa-] - ma - ka-  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kumukaayam -  community . 

 sarati [Skt] has the  consonants-- sa-- Ra-   the- -and the  original Tamil  word is            
-   sendridu –to go . 

stuti[Skt]  has the  consonants- [-sa--]  the- -and the  original Tamil  word is            
oaathu  /  thuthi    paadu  [ missing  letter- pa-] - praise . 
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hitvaa  [Skt] has the  consonants-   ka  -the-  va-- - -and the  original Tamil  word is             
kai vida - given up /abandoned . 

swara[Skt]  has the  consonants- [- sa-]- va -Ra - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aara vaaram  –sound . 

swara[Skt]  has the  consonants- [- sa-]- va -Ra - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aravu  -sound . 

swara[Skt]  has the  consonants- [- sa-]- va -Ra - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
karankku  -sound . 

swara[Skt]  has the  consonants- [- sa-]- va -Ra - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
yankkar-  sound  as of the  strings  of the lute . 

swara[Skt]  has the  consonants- [- sa-]- va -Ra - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
murarkkai –sound  . 

swara[Skt]  has the  consonants- [- sa-]- va -Ra - -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   viraavam - sound  . 

swara[Skt]  has the  consonants- [- sa-]- va -Ra - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
erankkar/ erankku –sound . 

swara[Skt]  has the  consonants- [- sa-]- va -Ra - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uraikka- sound . 

swara[Skt]  has the  consonants- [- sa-]- va -Ra - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pirankku [ missing letter- pa-] – sound. 

 swara[Skt]  has the  consonants- [- sa-]- va -Ra - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
urumuka- sound  / roar. 

 gyaa[Skt] has a  consonant- ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is   kaanuka   - to 
know . 

  namaskaar[Skt]   has the consonants - an - ma –[- sa-]-  ka-  Ra   - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vanakkam  koorukirean ;   kooruka- say  ; koorukiraen- telling . 
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smarathu [Skt]  has the  consonants – [-sa-] - ma  -Ra - the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thiramai – talent ;  smart[ E] ; saathuryam . 

smarathu [Skt]  has the  consonants – [-sa-] - ma  -Ra - the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ketti- k -kaara thanam [ missing letter- ka-]  – smart .  

pirasath [ Skt]  has the consonants  -pa - Ra  - sa -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  padaichcha soaru / padaiyar soaru -   food offerd to god ; padai- offering; 
soaru- cooked rice;   padaiyar  =   to offer .  

Sivan  [Tamil ]  has the consonants - sa - va - an - and the  interpretation of the  
word is Vishnu / Vaasan  [Skt] . 

 Krishnan  [Skt]  has the consonants –ka- Ra – sa- -an - and the original Tamil  word 
is   kaar  vannan / karuppanna  saami [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

Krishna [ Skt] has the consonants –ka- Ra –[- sa -] -an - and the original Tamil  
word   karu vannam – black color; karu- blak; vannam- color . 

Lakhsmi [ godess of wealth] has the consonants  -  la-  ka - sa - ma- and the 
original Tamil  word is  Selva Makal -  daughter of wealth  ; selvam- wealth.  

Saraswathi [ goddess of wisdom] has the consonants  - -sa- -Ra – va- the  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  venn  thamaaarai  poo-vir  veettru erukum -  kai-yir  veenai   
yaenthi erurukkum  / sivappu  nira  pudavai  aninthu erukkum --Mei -Arivin  
theivam / thaeiva thaai- [ missing  letter- pa-]  – goddess of wisdom ; mei arivu- 
wisdom ;  arivu-  intelligence ;  mei- truth ; thaeiva thaai- goddess; thaeivam- god; 
thaai- mother;  venn- white; thamarai- lotus; poo- flower; kai- hand;  veenai- a 
string  musical  instrument; yaenthu- hold; sivappu-red; pudavai- saree; niram- 
color  .  

Saraswathi [ goddess of wisdom] has the consonants  - -sa- -Ra – va- the  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  paesa / oaatha  kattru koduththa  thaeiva  thaai [ missing  
letter- pa-]  – the mother  goddess who  taught to speak and recite ;   paesu- 
speak; oaatha- recite ; kattru kodu –educate ; thaeiva thaai- mother goddess. 
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das[Skt] has the consonants  - tha- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  adimai 
– slave; thondan-  student/ disciple . 

varan  [ bride groom ]   has the consonants – va- Ra-  an  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  marumakan- son inlaw . 

viratham   has the consonants – va- Ra- the- [-ma-]- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  unavu  unnaathu / neer  arunthaathu    -  not eating and drinking; unavu- food; 
unnaathu- not eating  ; unnu - eat; neer- water ; arunthaathu- not drinking; 
arunthu –drink,   

sampirathaayam has the consonants- sa-  ma - pa  -Ra-  the - ma  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  munnoar   sonna  pandaiya   nadai murai -old  methods  
told by  ancestors ; munnoar- ancestors ; sonna- told ;  pandaiya- old;  nadai 
murai- methods  / manners . 

sampantham  [ marriage  agreement ] has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma – pa  -  an – 
the – ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mana oppantham – marriage 
agreement . 

aavi [Tamil ] has a   consonant -  va – and the  interpretation  of the word is jeevan 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- life.  

Jeevikka [Skt] has the consonants- sa-  va- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vasikka- to live.  

mankkalam [Skt]  has the consonants- ma –an- ka- la-ma-   and the  original Tamil  
word is  ponukku-m- valam [ missing  letter- pa-]  – prosperity ; ponkka- to rise  ; 
valam—abundance  / fertility .  

 azhukku [Tamil ][ dirt]   has the consonants  -  ka-  la-  and the  interpretation  of 
the word is word is  sukkilam [ Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - semen . 

aal [ Tamil ]  [water] has a consonant - la- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
jalam  [ Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] –water.  

aal [ Tamil ]  [water] has a consonant - la- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
neelu [Telugu ]– water ; nile.  
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   Remember ;  the letters - p  -and  - s -   can be  deleted   or  retained . 

  p=  pa / paa  / pi /  peei  / pu  /  poou  / pae  / paae /  pai /  poa / 
poaa / pow  

  s= sa/ saa  /si / seei  /su  / soou  /  sae   / saae /  sai  / choa / choaa / 
chow.  
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                    Jumbling  theory  -an orientation  

                            D.Tamil  and Dravidain languages   

 

 akali [Tamil ]  [moat ]   has the consonants  - ka- la- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  ukkalam  [ Tamil ]  -  moat . 

 uduvai  [Tamil ]  has the consonants – the- va -and the  interpretation of the word 
is  thadaakam [Tamil] -  pond . 

thadavai  [Tamil] [times]  has the consonants - the - va  -and the  interpretaion of 
the word is  vaatti [Tamil ]  -  times . 

kaadu  [Tamil] [ forest ]  has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  adavi  [Tamil ] - thick  forest . 

aalakku [Tamil  /  unit of measurement ]  has the consonants  - la -ka - and the  
interpretation of the word is kulakam [Tamil ] .       

 sangili [ chain ]  has the consonants – [-sa -] -an - ka  -la -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  vilankku – chain /fetter   ;  nikalam ; root word is  valayam- ring . 

kazhvu [Tamil ]  has the consonants-  ka -zha-  and the  interpretation  of word is 
alakku   [ Malayalam ]  –wash   . 

yaerkua [ Tamil ]  has the consonants -  Ra-  ka -  and the  interpretation  of word 
is   kaeru  [ Malayalam]  – climb . 

pasikka [ Tamil ]  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  sa-  ka -  and the  interpretation  of 
word  is  visakka  [ Malayalam ]  - hungry . 

arai  [Tamil ]  has a  consonant  - Ra- and the  interpretation  of word  is  muri [ 
Malayalam ]  –room . 
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saaththiyam [ Malayalam /Skt ] has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ma  -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is  mudiyim – possible  ;  paadamai [Tamil ]  = possibility  . 

 samsarikkuka [ Malayalam ]  has the consonants – [-sa-] –-ma-  [-sa-] -  Ra-   ka -  
and the  original  Tamil  word is kooranum / uraikkanum   -to speak/ to say 
/converse  . 

uraikka /kooru  [ Tamil ]  has the consonants – Ra- -  ka -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is converse [E] [ missing  letter- sa-] . 

pathukka [ Malayalam ]  [ slowly ] has the consonants- [-pa-] - the – ka-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is methuvaaka-  slowly.  

iyam [ Tamil ] [ doubt]  has a  consonant-  ma - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   samsiyam  [missing  letter- sa -]  -doubt   .                

kattai [Tamil ] has the consonants- ka -the  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
vadi-  wood / stick . 

samayam  [ Malayalam ] [ Time ] has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ma- and the original 
Tamil  word is  mani –time.  

krisi  [ Malayalam / Skt ]  has the consonants- - ka-  Ra – [-sa-] -   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vayar  pani   [ missing  letter- pa-] -agricultural work ; vayar/ vayal-  
paddy  field ; pani  -job /work  . 

krisi  [ Malayalam / Skt ]  has the consonants- - ka-  Ra – [-sa-] -   and the  other 
interpretation  of the   word is naankkar-  agriculture.  

krisi  [ Malayalam / Skt ]  has the consonants- - ka-  Ra –-sa-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is payir seikai  [ missing  letter- pa-] – cultivation; payir- crop; seika- 
do  . 

karshakan  [ Malayalam ] [ farmer ] has the consonants- - ka-  Ra –-[-sa-]- ka- an-   
and the  original Tamil  word is kama-k-kaaran- farmer ; kamam- agriculture . 
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karshakan  [ Malayalam ] [ farmer ] has the consonants- - ka-  Ra –-sa- ka- an-   
and the  vivasaayam  seikiravan  -  one who  does  farming  ; vivasaayam –
agriculture  ;   seika- do  ; seikiravan- one who  does . 

karshakan  [ Malayalam ] [ farmer ] has the consonants- - ka-  Ra –-sa- ka- an-   
and the  original Tamil  word is   ner  payir  seikravan [ missing  letter- pa-]   -  
cultivator of paddy   ;  ner / nel – paddy ;  payir- crop . 

 karshakan  [ Malayalam ] [ farmer ] has the consonants- - ka-  Ra –-[-sa-] - ka- an-   
and the  original Tamil  word is   pannai-k-kaaran  [ missing  letter- pa-] - farm 
owner  ; pannai –farm . 

karshakan  [ Malayalam ] [ farmer ] has the consonants- - ka-  Ra –-[-sa-] - ka- an-   
and the  original Tamil  word is   vaara-k-kaaran -  cultivator . 

karshakan  [ Malayalam ] [ farmer ] has the consonants- - ka-  Ra –sa- ka- an-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   seikai-k-kaaran -  a cultivator being  a  share holder   
of the  produce / a good cultivator . 

swekarikka [ Malayalam ]  [accept ] has the consonants –[ -sa-] – ka-  Ra-  ka - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  yaerkka  -to accept  

swekarikka [ Malayalam ]  [accept ] has the consonants – -sa-– ka-  Ra-  ka - and 
the  other interpretation  of the  word is  an-k-kee-kaaram seika  -to accept . 

swekarikka [ Malayalam ]  [accept ] has the consonants – -sa-– ka-  Ra-  ka - and 
the  other interpretation  of the  word is  kira-k-kika- accept / grasp . 

swekarikka [ Malayalam ]  [accept ] has the consonants – -[-sa-]-– ka-  Ra-  ka - and 
the  other interpretation  of the  word is  pari-k-kirakam [ miisng  letter- pa-] – 
acceptance . 

swekarikka [ Malayalam ]  [accept ] has the consonants – -sa-– ka-  Ra-  ka - and 
the  other interpretation  of the  word is  sivi kaaram – acceptance . 

swekarikka [ Malayalam ]  [accept ] has the consonants –[ -sa-] – ka-  Ra-  ka - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  vara-vaerkka- accept  / welcome .  
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mathi [ Malayalam ] [ enough ]  has the consonants - ma - the - and the   original 
Tamil  word is  poathum  [missing  letter- pa-]- enough  /sufficient . 

praemam [Malayalam] [ love] has the consonants-[- pa-] - Ra  -ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is  eeram- love . 

praemam [ Malayalam] [ love] has the consonants- pa-- Ra  -ma - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   piriyam[Skt]  – love . 

 anu raakam[ Malayalam] [ love]  has the consonants-an  -Ra – ka-  ma  - and the   
original Tamil  word is  niraiya / mikka  / mana urukkam  / mana  erakkam /   
aarvam -  excess  love ; mikka- excess; niraiya- full of  ; erakkam- love  /mercy; 
manam- mind .  

anu raakam[ Malayalam] [ love]  has the consonants-an  -Ra – ka-  ma  - and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  eranjakam   [missing  letter- sa-] –love. 

anu raakam[ Malayalam] [ love]  has the consonants-an  -Ra – ka-  ma  - and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  aankkaaram- love . 

anu raakam[ Malayalam] [ love]  has the consonants-an  -Ra – ka-  ma  - and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  kani karam-  love  . 

 anu raakam[ Malayalam] [ love]  has the consonants-an  -Ra – ka-  ma  - and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  piraa vanniyam [ missing  letter- pa-] – love.  

vipaththu /  poakadi –p-poakku [ Tamil  ] [ accident ]  has the consonants-   va- pa  
-  the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  apa kadam   [Malayalam ]  -  
accident .   

kursi  [ Malayalam ] [ chair ] has the consonants- ka - Ra – [ -sa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   iru-k-kai  - chair /seat . 

gada  [ Malayalam/Skt  ]  [  song ]  [ geetham ]  has the consonants  -  ka- the  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  kathai paattu  /   vaai -pattu  -song  ; kathai –story  
; paattu –song   ; vaai- mouth . 
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kalu [ Malayalam ]  [to measure] has the consonants  - ka – la- and the original 
Tamil  word is  alakka –to measure; alavu- measurement .  

kuru [ Malayalam ] [king] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  eraivan  /erai -makan – god / king.  

kuru [ Malayalam ] [king] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  poochcha-k –kaaaran [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-] -  king . 

kuru [ Malayalam ] [king] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  sakkiri [ missing  letter  -sa-]  - king . 

kuru [ Malayalam ] [king] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  arasa kumaran [ missing  letter  -sa-]  - prince ; 
arasan –king ; kumaran- son /youth . 

kuru [ Malayalam ] [king] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  poovaran [ missing  letter  -pa-]  - king . 

kuru [ Malayalam ] [king] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  peru makan [ missing  letter  -pa-]  - king ; peru- great . 

kuru [ Malayalam ] [king] has the consonants  - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  perun-k-koa  [ missing  letter  -pa-] -  emperor ;  koa-  king .  

 *gatti  [ Gondi ]  [ bundle] has the consonants  - ka- the- and the original Tamil  
word is  kattu- bundle.   

*gatti  [ Gondi ]  [  clump  / bunch ] has the consonants  - ka- the- and the original 
Tamil  word is   koththu - cluster . 

gajli [ Gondi ] [ bangle]  has the consonants  - ka-[- sa-] -  la - and the original Tamil  
word is  kai valaiyal  -  bangle  ; kai- hand  ; valaiyal- bangle.  

*gito [ Gondi ][ a line] has the consonants  - ka- the - and the original Tamil  word 
is  koadu-  line.  
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goli  [ Gondi ] [  pill  / tablet  / capsule ] has the consonants – ka – la- and the 
original Tamil  word is  kulikai- capsule.  

*gohri-ki [ Gondi ] [ to soil  clothes ] has the consonants- ka - Ra - ka- and the 
original Tamil  word is  karai aakku  -make dirty; karai- dirt; aakku- make . 

*gare [ Gondi ]  [ wheel ] has the consonants- ka – Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  kaar-  wheel / leg  /car  .  

gare [ Gondi ]  [ wheel ] has the consonants- ka – Ra- and the other interpretation  
of the word is sakkaram  [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] – wheel . 

gunne [ Gondi ] [ a joint between the sections of  bamboo ] has the consonants- 
ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is kanu-   joint . 

khiddi [ Gondi ]  [ anus ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kutha vaaai  / oaattai   -anus  ;  kutham- rectum ; vaai- mouth  / hole  ; oaattai- 
hole . 

kori  [ koli ] [ Gondi ]  [ weaver ]  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  ka- la- and the  
original Tamil  word is kai-k-koalar- weaver  caste ; kori- kaarukar; koli- kaikkolan . 

koriyar [ Gondi ] [ daughter in-law  ] has the consonants- ka- Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is maru maka  - daughter in-law ; maka- daughter . 

 korri [ Gondi ] [  bean ] has the consonants- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  avarai – bean. 

kalta  [Gondi ]  [ stolen ] has the  consonants -  ka-  la- the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalavaadu –steal . 

karu   [ Gondi ] [ to be burnt ] has the consonants- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word  is   erikka / karukka - to burn . 

 *kari   [ Gondi ] [ to learn  ] has the consonants- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word  is  karkka  /arika – learn / know . 
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kanjk [ Gondi ] [ to dream ] has the consonants- ka- [-sa-]- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil word is   kanavu  kaana   -to dream; kanavu –dream ; kaana –to see.  

totte  [ Gondi ]  [ female of animal ] has a consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  poattai  [ missing  letter- pa-] –female . 

*dap  [Gondi ] [ tumbourine shaped drum ]  has the consonants-  the – pa- and 
the  original Tamil   word is  thappu-  drum ;  thunthupi . 

tari   [ Gondi ] [ to think ] has the consonants-  the –Ra - and the  original Tamil   
word is   ennuthar/ ninaiththiduthar / oarththiduthar   -thinking . 

targ  [ Gondi ] [ to climb ] has the consonants-  the –Ra – ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   yaeriduka –to climb . 

*tak  [ Gondi ]  [ walk ]  has the consonants -the – ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadakka- to walk ;   adi  edukka- to step ; adi –foot ; edu –take . 

vedi [ Gondi ] [ to pour] has a  consonant –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vooththu  -to pour.  

 toy [ Gondi ] [ to swell] has a  consonant –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pudaithhtida [ missing  letter- pa-] – to swell.  

toy [ Gondi ] [ to swell] has a  consonant –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadiththida- to swell . 

tor  [ Gondi ]  [ to scoop ] has the  consonants – the-Ra  - and the  original Tamil 
word is  thoanduthar  -dig.  

turum  [Gondi ]  [ drum ] has the  consonants – the-Ra  -ma-  and the  original 
Tamil word is  thoa -maram  -drum . 

tad  [ Gondi ]  [ to burrow ] has a  consonant –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ponthu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- burrow  ; oaatti- hole . 

dehk  [ Gondi  ] [ to jump ]  has the  consonants – the-  ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaanduka / thavu- vuka  / kuthikka  - leap /  jump . 
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taka [  Gondi ]  [ one crore ] has the  consonants – the-  ka  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koadi – crore /end point . 

 jagli [ Gondi ] [ watching  the crops]  has the  consonants – [-sa-] -  ka - la- - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kalani  kaaval -  protecting the paddy  field  ; kalani –
paddy field ; kaaval- protection . 

 cudur [ Gondi] [ small ] has the  consonants –-sa-–the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  
word is  siriyathu –short  / small . 

korse  [ Gondi] [ charcoal ] has the  consonants –ka- - Ra – [-sa-]  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  kari –charcoal . 

*koddi   [ Gondi ] [ point  / crest ] has the  consonants –  ka – the-  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   koadi-   tip  ;  mudivu  - end .  

koddi   [ Gondi ] [ point  / crest ] has the  consonants –  ka – the-  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   kondai- crest . 

 ki [ Gondi ] [do ] has a  consonant-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is aakaku- do 
/ make . 

kak [ Gondi ] [side] has a  consonant-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  akkam 
pakkam  [ missing letter- pa-]   - side ;  pakkam- near by side  . 

ati  [Gondi ] [ aunt ] has a  consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
aththai  / thoaththaa  - aunt.                

 ksuttu [ Telugu ]  [ hunger /  appetite ]  has the consonants - ka – sa-  the - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   pasi   edukka [ missing  letter- pa-] – hungry  ; pasi- 
hunger  . 

ksuttu [ Telugu ]  [ hunger /  appetite ]  has the consonants - ka – sa-  the - and the  
original Tamil  word is   pasi thaakam [ missing  letter- pa-]  -appetite  . 

 ksuttu [ Telugu ]  [ hunger /  appetite ]  has the consonants - ka –[- sa--]  the - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   kuthai- hunger . 
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 ksuttu [ Telugu ]  [ hunger /  appetite ]  has the consonants - ka –[- sa--]  the - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   unavu  vaetkkai / naattam - hunger ; unavu-   food ; 
vaetkkai- desire  ; kaama vaetkkai-   sexual desire ; kaamam- sexual heat . 

 ksuttu [ Telugu ]  [ hunger /  appetite ]  has the consonants - ka –[- sa--]  the - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   thakaa- appetite.  

ksuttu [ Telugu ]  [ hunger /  appetite ]  has the consonants - ka –[- sa--]  the - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   theevanam –appetite / fodder . 

khatva  [ Telugu / Skt ] [  cot ] has the consonants - ka - the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kidakkai- cot; kidakka- to lie down /sleep  . 

 khatamu [ Telugu / Skt ]  [ to dig / pit / pond ] has the consonants - ka - the  -ma- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  avadam- pit  ;  koattakam- pit / pond.  

khatamu [ Telugu / Skt ]  [ to dig / pit / pond ] has the consonants - ka - the  -ma- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  thadaakam- pond . 

 *khatamu [ Telugu / Skt ]  [ to dig / pit / pond ] has the consonants - ka - the  -ma- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  kuttam- pond . 

khatamu [ Telugu / Skt ]  [ to dig / pit / pond ] has the consonants - ka - the  -ma- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  kudaiya  vaendum  / thoanda vaendum / vetta 
vaendum   to dig.  

 gaggolu  [ confusion ] has the consonants- ka - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuzhappam/ kalampakam  [ missing  letter- pa-]- confusion.  

gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kalakkam –confusion. 

gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
alan-k-koalam- confusion . 

gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the other interpretation  of 
the  word is aakulam - confusion . 
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gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kallal- confusion . 

gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaluli –confusion . 

gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kazhumal – confusion . 

gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kili koalam -  confusion .  

gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the other interpretation  of 
the  word is vikalam – confusion . 

gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
koozh – confusion . 

gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sikkal  [missing  letter- sa-] - confusion  ;  masankkal;  savalai  .  

gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the other interpretation  of 
the  word is malakku –confusion . 

gaggolu  [ confusion ]  has the consonants- ka - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
ozhukeenam- consusion /disorderly  .  

 gadiya [ Telugu ]  [ bolt / bar ] has the consonants - ka - the  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kathavu  kondi  -  door bolt  ;  kathavu –door  .  

 gaankudu  [ Telugu ] [SKT] [ an astrologer  /an arithmetician ] has the consonants 
- ka –an- ka-  the  -and the  original Tamil  word is vaan nimiththikam –astrology ; 
vaan nimiththikan –astrologer  .  

 gaankudu  [ Telugu ] [SKT] [ an astrologer  /an arithmetician ] has the consonants 
- ka –an- ka-  the  -and the  original Tamil  word is kana-k-kiduvoan- 
mathematician . 
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ganana  [Skt ] [ counting]  has the consonants - ka – an -  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  ennuka- to count  ;  enn- numerical number  .  

*gani  [ Skt ]  [astrologer ]  has the consonants - ka – an -  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaniyan- astrologer;  kanikka- to assess ;  ka =  sky ; ka= sun . 

ganuti  [ Skt ] [ reckoning ] has the consonants - ka – an –the-  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  enn  kana-k-kidu-  calculate ;  enn- numerical number . 

ganupu [ Telugu ]  [ a joint ] has the consonants - ka – an –[- pa-] - -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kanu- joint.  

*gadi  [ Telugu ] [ room ] has the consonants - ka – the-  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   koodam  -room / main hallof the house ; koodu –to assemble . 

gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   uyarththuka- to increase . 

gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  perukkidu/ perukuthar  [ missing  letter- pa-] - increase . 

gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the   
other interpretation  of the word is  athikarikka-  increase . 

 gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the   
other interpretation  of the word is  varththanai – increasing . 

gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  varaththu - increase . 

 gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  ponkkuthar  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  increase . 

 gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  meekkoorthar – increase 

 gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  maen –noakkuthar- increase. 
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 gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  veenkuthar – increase/ swell  

 gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  mudukkuthar – increase   as  in price . 

gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the   
other interpretation  of the word is  viruththi  aakku – increase . 

gaduru  [ Telugu ]  [ to increase ]  has the consonants - ka – the- Ra-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  mikuthi aakkuthar- increase   ; athikam  [Skt] aakkuthar . 

gadduva  [ Telugu ] [ chin ] has the consonants - ka – the- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaavan-k-kattai- jaw . 

 gabbili [ Telugu ] [ handful ] has the consonants - ka – [-pa-] - la-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  ullan-k-kai  kollum alavu – handful ;  ullankkai –palm ; 
alavu –measure . 

gari  [ Telugu ]  [ wing  of the bird ] has the consonants – ka –Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  erakkai  -wing  ; siraku [ missing letter- sa-]- feather  /wing . 

garite  [ Telugu ]  [ spoon / ladle ] has the consonants – ka –Ra-the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  karanndi-  spoon . 

*galla   [ Telugu ] [ grain]  has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  koolam-  grain  . 

gali   [ Telugu ] [ a lane ] has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vazhi –way . 

*gali   [ Telugu ] [ a lane ] has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   ahalul  - street. 

gavi [ Telugu ] [ cave ]  has a  consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kukai- cave  
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gadi   [ Hindi ] [ a carriage ] has the consonants   -ka -the– and the original Tamil    
word is  vandi  - wagon ;   koondu / moodiya   vandi –  a carriage  ;  moodiya- 
coverd  ;  sakadam-  wagon . 

*gadu  [ Telugu] [ longing ] has the consonants   -ka -the– and the original Tamil  
word is   yaenkkida –longing  

*gadupu  [Telugu ]  [ wind ] has the consonants   -ka -the–[- pa-] -  and the original 
Tamil  word is   kaaththu- wind .  

 gana  [Telugu ] [ singer ] has the consonants   -ka -an – and the original Tamil  
word is   isai vaanan –singer ; isai- music  . 

gana  [Telugu ] [ singer ] has the consonants   -ka -an – and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is gaayakan – singer . 

garamu [ Telugu ] [ affection ] has the consonants   -ka –Ra- ma- – and the original 
Tamil  word is  erakkam  / urukkam  mercy / love  . 

 garamu [ Telugu ] [ affection ] has the consonants   -ka –Ra- ma- – and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  anu  raakam /aankaaram / kani karam -  affection/ 
love . 

garamu [ Telugu ] [ affection ] has the consonants   -ka –Ra- ma- – and the original 
Tamil  word is  viruppam [ missing  letter- pa-]  /  aarvam  - affection . 

 garamu [ Telugu ] [ affection ] has the consonants   -ka –Ra- ma- – and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  karisanam [ missing  letter- sa-] – affection/ care .  

gittu [ Telugu ] [ to die /agree ] has the consonants   -ka - the – and the original 
Tamil  word is   maainthiduka  / madika  -to die . 

gittu [ Telugu ] [ to die /agree ] has the consonants   -ka - the – and the original 
Tamil  word is   yaeththkkoa  /  oththukkoa - accept . 

gidasa  [ Telugu  ] [ short ]  has the consonants   -ka - the –[- sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word is kuttai –short.  
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*gita  [ Telugu ] [ a  line ]  has the consonants   -ka - the – and the original Tamil  
word is   koadu- line.  

gilu  [ Telugu ]  [ to flow] has the consonants   -ka –la – and the original Tamil  
word is   vazhiya   -to flow. 

gilu  [ Telugu ]  [ to flow ] has the consonants   -ka –la- – and the original Tamil  
word is   ozhuka- to flow/ drip . 

gunde  [ Telugu ]  [ heart ] has the consonants   -ka –an- the- – and the original 
Tamil  word is kundi-k -kaai –heart / liver / kidney  .  

*gudaka [ Telugu ]  [ sleep] has the consonants   -ka – the- ka- – and the original 
Tamil  word is  kidakka- to lie down / sleep . 

gudi   [ Telugu ]  [ circle ] has the consonants   -ka –the – and the original Tamil    
word is  vattam- circle.  

gutta [ Telugu ] [ rent ] has the consonants   -ka –the – and the original Tamil  
word is   kattida  / veettu   / vandi   vaadakai – rent  ; kattidam- building; veedu- 
house; vandi- vehicle . 

gutti [ Telugu]  [ cluster of fruits ] has the consonants   -ka –the – and the original 
Tamil  word is  kani koththu – bunch of fruit; kani- fruit; koththu- bunch . 

 gulaka  [ Telugu ] [ pebble ] has the consonants   -ka –la-ka-– and the original 
Tamil  word is  koozhaan-k-kal -pebble. 

 guli  [ Telugu ] [ vulture ] has the consonants   -ka –la- and the original Tamil  
word is   kazhuku –eagle . 

 gelli  [ Telugu ] [a heap ] has the consonants   -ka –la- and the original Tamil word 
is    kuviyal –a heap  ;   kal  -kuviyal- a heap of stones ; kal- stone  

*geli [ Telugu ]  [ridicule] has the consonants   -ka –la- and the original Tamil word 
is  ikazha –to ridicule ;   kaeli - mocking  ; kalaaikka- mocking ; pukazha- to praise ;  
silaakikka [ Skt ]  –to praise  . 
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geli [ Telugu ]  [ridicule] has the consonants   -ka –la- and the original Tamil word 
is  kalli / kaeli maali - ridicule . 

geli [ Telugu ]  [ ridicule ] has the consonants   -ka –la- and the original Tamil word 
is  nakkal – ridicule. 

 geli [ Telugu ]  [ ridicule ] has the consonants   -ka –la- and the original Tamil word 
is  pazhikka [ missing  letter- pa-]-  to ridicule . 

geli [ Telugu ]  [ ridicule ] has the consonants   -ka –la- and the original Tamil word 
is  vaezhampam [ missing  letter- pa-]- to ridicule . 

gola [ Telugu ]  [ a howl ] has the consonants  -ka –la- and the original Tamil word 
kooval-  howl . 

gola [ Telugu ]  [ a howl ] has the consonants  -ka –la- and the original Tamil word 
oaalam  vaikka-  to howl / wail . 

gola [ Telugu ]  [ a howl ] has the consonants  -ka –la- and the original Tamil word 
azhuka- to cry /weep . 

glau [ Skt ] [ Telugu ]  [ moon] has the consonants  -ka –la- and the original Tamil 
word    vaan  nilavu / alavan  / ellavan  / kalaiyoan/  kalankkan  -  moon  ;  velli  
nilavu –silver moon  ; velli- silver;  valli- moon goddess / wife of the sun god  
Murugan  / Marduk  ;  al  - moon ;  el- sun ; kalankkam-  defect  ; vaan-  sky  . 

talaku [ Telugu ]  [ to hesitate ] has the consonants –the- la-  ka-  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   thayakkam  kolluthal- to have hesitation ; thayakkam- hesitation ; 
thayankku –hesistate . 

tagu  [ Telugu ]  [ drink ]  has the consonants –the- ka-  – and the original Tamil  
word is   thanni  kudi- drink ; thanni-  water; kudi –drink ; thaakam [Skt] - thirst. 

tapu  [ Telugu ]  [ to inlay ] has the consonants –the- pa-  – and the original Tamil  
word is  pathi-  to inlay .  

taru  [ Telugu ] [ to roam  ] has the consonants –the- Ra- – and the original Tamil  
word is  thiriya  -to wander . 
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tikka  [ Telugu ] [ madness ] has the consonants –the- ka- – and the original Tamil 
word is  koatti  / koatti –th-thanam – madness.  

tugu [ Telugu ]  [ to nod / to bow down ] has the consonants –the- ka- – and the 
original Tamil word is  mandai -yaei  aattuka- to nod  the head  ; mandai-  head; 
aattuka- to shake .  

tugu [ Telugu ]  [ to nod / to bow down ] has the consonants –the- ka- – and the 
original Tamil word is  kuninthu  vanankkuka- to bow down as a mark of respect ; 
vanakku –to worship  ;  kuni- to bend . 

*wota  [Tulu ]  [ running  ] has a  consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
voaattam –running  . 

*woda  [Tulu ]  [ boat ]  has a  consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
oaadadm- boat   . 

wori [ Tulu ]   [ a  kind of whisky ] has the consonants-  va- Ra  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaeri  / veri -  liquor . 

kande [ Tulu ]  [ stomach ] has the consonants- ka- an -  the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vandi- stomach . 

katta [ Tulu ]  [ dam ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
anai kattu –a dam   . 

kada [ Tulu]   [ loan ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadan- loan .  

kadu  [ Tulu ]  [ excess  / severe  ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mikuthi-  excess ; athikam – excess . 

*kadu  [ Tulu ]  [ excess  / severe  ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kadumai  / kaattam -  severe  . 

*kaddya  [ Tulu ]  [ water pot ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thanni- k-kudam- water pot  ; thanni-  water; kudam- pot.  
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kade  [ catemenial  discharge ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  maatha vidaai – menses ; maatham- month / moon . 

 kale [ Tulu]  [ stain / blemish ] has the consonants- ka -la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalan-k-kam-  blemish ; azhukku- stain  . 

kalte [ morning / day time]  has the consonants- ka -la- - the-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaaththala / vidiyim   kaalai  vaelai – morning ; kaalai- morning; 
vaelai- time.  

kallola [Tulu] [ a large wave ] has the consonants- ka -la- and the  original Tamil  
word is    maelae yezhum  valliya alaikal  - big waves ; valliya-  big ; alai- wave ; 
alaikal- waves ; maelae- above  ; ezhuka- raise . 

kapata  [ act of watching  / guard  ] has the consonants- ka- [-pa-]- the- - and the  
original Tamil  word is   kann kaanithidu –watch ; kann- eye;  noakkidu –watch ; 
kavanam  kondidu  -be attentive.  

kapata  [ act of watching  / guard  ] has the consonants- ka- pa- the- - and the  
original Tamil  word is   paathu kaaththidu – guard. 

kara  [Tulu] [ prison] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaavar arai-  prison  ;   kaavar/ kaaval-  custody ; arai-  room.  

kave   [Tulu] [ red ] has a  consonant- ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is  sivappu  
vannam [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa-] - red color  ;  sivappu- red ; vannam- color  

 klille [ Tulu]  [  a fort ] has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vallai-  fort.    

*kude [Tulu]  [ a piece of wood ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kattai –wood.  

*kure [Tulu]  [ dirt ] has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
karai- dirt.  

*kuta [Tulu]  [ assembly / meeting ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is avai  koottam- assembly / meeting /crowd; koodu –to assemble.  
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 kutu [Tulu]  [ inner   roof of the house  / hip ] has the consonants- ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  veettu  vittam – house roof  ;  veedu –house;  vittam-   
inner roof . 

kutu [Tulu]  [ inner   roof of the house  / hip ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kundi- buttock/ hip ; hip = kappai . 

kelasa  [Tulu] [ work] has the consonants- ka- la-[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai vaelai – hand work  ; kai- hand  ; vaelai –work. 

 kelasa  [Tulu] [ work] has the consonants- ka- la-[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  azhuval- work / job    . 

 *kotte [Tulu]  [ kernel  of a nut / testis] has the consonants- ka- the- and the  
original Tamil  word is   kottai-  nut/ testis .  

*khodi [Tulu]  [ defect / fault  ]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaedu / kuththam- defect/ fault . 

*garbha [ womb] has the consonants- ka-Ra – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
karu  pai -  bag  for the  embryo  ; karu- embryo  ; pai- bag . 

galli  [Tulu] [street] has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vazhi –way .  

*galli  [Tulu] [street] has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
akalul – street . 

 gali [Tulu] [wheel] has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
valai- yam - wind.  

gali [Tulu]  [wind] has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vali -  
wind.  

 *gurta [ Tulu]  [ a mark  /symbol ]   has the consonants -  ka - Ra  -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  kuri eedu  -symbol . 
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tage  [ Kannada ]  [ to obstruct ] has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thadukka – to obstruct ; muttu kattai  idu ; kattai-  wood/ stick . 

tatti  [ Kannada ] [ an egg ]  has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muttai-  egg . 

tatti [ Kannada ] [a ball ] has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
panthu [ missing  leter- pa- ]-  ball.   

tanu [ Kannada ] [ small ]  has the consonants- the- an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is sinnathu [missing  letter- sa-] – small . 

tanu [ Kannada ] [ fine / delicate ] has the consonants- the- an- and the  original 
Tamil  word is nunn -mai- yaanathu /  nayamaanathu /menmai-yaanathu – fine/ 
delicate . 

 talapu [ Kannada ] [ to reach ] has the consonants- the- la- [-pa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is adaithal / ettuthal /  thunnuthal /  muttuthal / naaduthal - 
reach . 

tal [ Kannada ] [ to obstruct ] has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil  
word is  thaduththal  / thadai iduthal  -to obstruct . 

 tali [ Kannada ] [  to sprout ] has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil 
word is  thazhai  / thazhaiththal / mulaiththal- sprout . 

tali [ Kannada ] [ to appear ] has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil 
word is thattuthal / naanaithal -  appear  ;  uthiththal  [Skt]  

tale [ Kannada ] [  to wear  clothes ] has the consonants- the- la- and the original 
Tamil word is   iduthal /  anithal / alaithal /   uduththuthal – wear . 

tale [ Kannada ] [ to get / obtain ]  has the consonants- the- la- and the original 
Tamil word is    adaithal/ eettuthal – obtain.  

 tir [ Kannada ] [exchange ] has the consonants- the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
word is  maattri  thara  –to exchange.  
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 tudu [ kannada ] [ to put on clothes ] has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil 
word is  uduththu  /aninthidu – wear; soodu ; poadu .  

tudi  [ Kannada ] [ top / tip ] has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is 
mudi- top ; summit   . 

turu [ Kannada ]  [ running ] has the consonants- the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
word is  oaaduthar / oaattam eduththar – running . 

tukike  [ Kannada ] [ to weigh ] has the consonants- the- ka - and the original Tamil 
word is  thookku  / edai kaanuka  -to weigh . 

tutu [ Kannada ] [ hole ] has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is 
oaattai- hole ; santhu ; ponthu . 

tekke [ Kannada ] [ embrace ] has the consonants- the- ka - and the original Tamil 
word is  anaiththiduka  / katti anaikka  - embrace .  

tenku [ Kannada ] [ to swim ] has the consonants- the-an-  ka - and the original 
Tamil word is  neenthuka -  swim . 

tete [ Kannada ] [ pure water ] has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil word 
is  thooya thanni- pure water ; thooya- pure; thanni- water . 

 tolal [ Kannada ] [ to wander ] has the consonants- the- la- and the original Tamil 
word is  alainthida- to wander.  

tota  [ kannada ] [ garden ] has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is  
thodu /  thoattam  -  garden ; padappai  ;  paattam / poondi ;  thoappu ; 
uththiyaanam [Skt]  .   

 toru [ Kannada ] [appear ] has the consonants- the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
word is thoandru  -appear ; uthiththar ; uthaya [Skt]  . 

 todu [ Kannada ] [  equal  / similar ]  has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil 
word is  oththa – equal ; oppuumai udaiyathu ; samamaanthau [Skt]  
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 todu [ Kannada ] [ to dig ]   has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is 
thoandu  -dig.    

todu [ Kannada ] [ water course ]  has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil 
word is oaadai –stream ; thanni  oattam  ;  thanni  –water; oaatam –running . 

todu [ Kannada ] [ to discharge an arrow ] has a  consonant- the- and the original 
Tamil word is yeithidu – to shoot an arrow . 

 toku [ Kannada ] [ to beat  / to strike ] has the consonants-the- ka- and the 
original Tamil word is adikka/ thattuka- beat ; thaakka / kottu/ moathuka - strike . 

to [ Kannada ] [ to dip ] has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is 
thoaththithidu  /thoaei  / nanaiththidu – dip. 

tom [ Kannada ] [  the first / former ] has the consonants-the- ma- and the original 
Tamil word is  motha  -first  ; munthiya- former.  

teku [ Kannada ]  [to float ] has the consonants-the- ka- and the original Tamil 
word is mithakka- to float ; mithavai- a float . 

turu [ Kannada ] [ to winnow] has the consonants-the- Ra- and the original Tamil 
word is  thoottru  -to winnow.  

 ti [Kannada ] [ to burn ]  has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is 
thee idu  / thee moottu – to burn  ;  thee -  fire . 

tiri [ Kannada ]  [cut off ] has the consonants-the- Ra- and the original Tamil word 
is  thundiththar –cut off . 

tinna  [ Kannada ] [that which is left after eating ] has the consonants-the- an- and 
the original Tamil word is  thinna meethi theeni – left over food; thinnu –eat ;  
meethi –balance ; theeni –food . 

tade [ Kannada ] [ to delay ] has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is 
thaamatham- delay . 
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taga  [ Kannada ] [ to delay ] has the consonants- the – ka- and the original Tamil 
word is thaamathikka- to delay . 

golu [ Kannada ] [ ring ] has the consonants- ka- la- and the original Tamil word is 
valayam- ring . 

 goru [ kannada ]  [ to scratch ] has the consonants- ka-Ra- and the original Tamil 
word is  keeru/ vakir  –scratch ;   sorika [ missing  letter- sa-]  -to scratch ; arikka- 
itching . 

 golali [ Kannada ] [  paddy  husk ] has the consonants- ka- la- and the original 
Tamil word is vai-k-kole  - paddy husk . 

  gotta [ kannada ]  [corner ] has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil 
word is  idukku  mudukku  / koadi / idukkani - corner . 

gulli [ Kannada ] [ a bubble ] has the consonants- ka- la- and the original Tamil 
word is kumil- bubble.  

gulli [ Kannada ] [ blister] has the consonants- ka- la- and the original Tamil word 
is  koppalam [ missing  letter- pa-] –  blister / pustule . 

gini [ Kannada ] [ parrot ] has the consonants- ka-an -and the original Tamil word 
is  vanni-   parrot  ; anjukam [missing  letter- sa-] -parrot . 

gale  [ Kannada ] [ bamboo / pole] has the consonants- ka- la- and the original 
Tamil word is moon-k-kil- bamboo  ; kazhi- pole/ stick . 

*galle [ Kannada ] [ lump ] has the consonants- ka- la- and the original Tamil word 
is kazhalai – lump . 

garbhini [ Kannada ] [ pregnant woman ] has the consonants- ka-Ra- pa- an - and 
the original Tamil word is karu vaana  ponnu - pregnant woman ;  karu- foetus / 
baby ; ponnu –female . 

gatisu  [ Kannada ] [  to go ] has the consonants- ka – the –[- sa-] -- and the 
original Tamil word is yaekidu  -to go .  
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 kail  [ Kurukh ] [ pain] has the consonants – ka-  la-  and the  original Tamil  word  
is  vali –pain . 

 kahlan [ Kurukh ] has the consonants – ka-  la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhunku   -order  ; yaeval  –an order .  

kari [ Kurukh ] [  a sentence in a poem  / part ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra- and 
the  original Tamil  word  is  vari-  a sentence  in a para  ; kooru – a  part  . 

kaya [ Kurukh ] [ body / soul ] has a consonant  - ka- and  the  original Tamil  word  
is   yaakkai- body ;  akam –soul . 

kira [ Kurukh ] [ poverty ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word  is   varumai  / kuraivu /  or-k-kam  /  kai- aravu  / varam  /  verun- k- kai  / 
verumai -  poverty  ;  verumai- empty  ; kai- hand. . 

kocro [Kurukh ] [ narrow ] has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -  Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  kurukiya- narrow . 

kollam [ Kurukh ]  [ distressed ] has the consonants – ka- la-  ma-  and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  mana  kalakkam  -distress ; avalam- distress ; kampalai [ missing  
letter- pa-]- distress; villankkam- distress  . 

kuria [ Kurukh ]  [ hut ] ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaikkoar -  koorai akam   - hut  ; vaikkoar-  reed ; akam- house  ; giraha[Skt]  .  

khalli [ Kurukh ] [ threshing  floor] has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kalam  - threshing  floor. 

kharci [ Kurukh ] [ goods ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  
word is   sarakku -  goods . 

kharci [ Kurukh ] [ goods ] has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-] - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  cargo [E] . 

kholpa [ Kurukh ]  [ hole ] has the consonants – ka-  la -  [- pa-] - and the original 
Tamil  word is  kuzhi/ valai  / kuzhai  / kooval -  hole.  
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khal [ Kurukh ]  [ cultivated field ] has the consonants – ka-  la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is kalani- paddy  field  ;  nel  vayal  -  paddy field  ; nel –paddy .   

khalb [ Kurukh ] [thief /robber  ]  has the consonants – ka-  la  [--pa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is kallan –thief ; kollaiyan- robber.  

khebda [ Kurukh ] [ ear ] has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is kaathu -  ear.  

khattas [ Kurukh ] [  a wretched fellow]  has the consonants – ka- the-[- sa-]- -  and 
the original Tamil  word is  kaedu  kettavan - wretched fellow .   

*khel [ Kurukh ]  [ drum made of clay ] has the consonants – ka-  la-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kali munn- clay  ; muzhavu  /azhuvam / koozlai  – a drum . 

khola [ Kurukh ] [ tail ] has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaal –tail.  

lale [ Kurukh ] [ saliva] has a  consonant – la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
echchil [ missing  letter- sa-] – saliva.  

lahuka [ Kurukh ]  [ boat ] has the consonants –- la-  ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is kalam / vallam – boat  . 

lata [ Kurukh ] [ hole ] has the consonants –- la- the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thulai  -hole.  

lay [ Kurukh ] [ go on ] has a consonant- la-- and the  original Tamil  word is  sellu [ 
missing letter- sa-]- go . 

 lelle [ Kurukh ]  [ infant ] has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pillai [ missing  letter- pa-] – infant.  

lelle [ Kurukh ]  [ infant ] has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is ilam 
saei [ missing  letter- sa-]- infant . 

lelle [ Kurukh ]  [ infant ] has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nollai- infant.  
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mai [ Kurukh ] [ mother] has a consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ammaa  - mummy / mother . 

 mandar [ Kurukh] [ medicine ] has the consonants- ma  -an - the - Ra - and the  
original Tamil  word is marunthu –drug . 

mani  [ Kurukh ] [ true ] has the consonants- ma  -an- and the original Tamil  word 
is  unmai- truth ; nesam- true . 

med [ kurukh ] [body ] has the consonants- ma  -the - and the original Tamil  word 
is  udampu [ missing letter- pa -] – body . 

may [ kurukh ] [ small pox ] has a  consonant- ma  - and the original Tamil  word is 
ammai-  pox .  

muti  [kurukh ] [ pearl ] has the consonants- ma  -the - and the original Tamil  
word is muththu –pearl . 

 mutka [kurukh]  [fist] has the consonants- ma  -the -  ka- and the original Tamil  
word is  mutti kai / kai mutti  -fist ; kai- hand; mutti –joint . 

nanda  [kurukh] [ pot / earthen vessel ] has the consonants- an –the - and the 
original Tamil  word is mut -paandam  / thanni  paani [ missing  letter- pa-] – 
earthen vessel ; water pot ; thanni –water ; paanai - pot.  

okho [ kurukh ] [ where ] has a  consonant - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
enkae-  where.    

ort [ kurukh ] [ one  / one  person ] has the consonants – Ra – the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  ondru-  one; oru- aan- one man  /person . 

padda [ kurukh]  [ village ] has the consonants – pa – the--  and the  original Tamil  
word is  patti / poondi – village ; pattinam- city .  

parend [ kurukh ] [ two times ]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –Ra-  an-– the--  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  erandu  murai –two times; erandu -2; murai –times.  
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pell [ kurukh] [ girl ] has the consonants – pa - la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
penn pillai –girl child  ; penn –female; pillai- child ; pompala- woman .   

*patra [ kurukh] [ bush ] has the consonants – pa - the – Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  puthar- bush . 

sadau [ kurukh ] [always ] has the consonants- [- sa -] – the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  eppoathum [ missing  letter- pa-] –always ; eppoazhuthum . 

saitin [ kurukh ]  [step mother ] has the consonants-- sa – the – an - and the  
original Tamil  word is  sinna thaai – little mother; sinna- little; thaai –mother.  

taka [ kurukh ] [ wind /air ] has the consonants- -  the – ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaaththu  -wind.  

thok [ kurukh ] [ crowd ]  has the consonants -  the – ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  koottam- crowd . 

 theka [ kurukh ] [ vessel ]  has the consonants -  the – ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudam- pot  ;  kundaan-  a vessel . 

thikari [ kurukh ] [ the rays of the sun ] has the consonants  - the – ka- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kathiravan -in  kathir  kattrai – ray ; kathiravan –sun ; 
kattrai- bundle . 

 doy [ kurukh]  [ ten]  has a  consonant  -the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
paththu [ missing  letter- pa-] -ten ; thasa [Skt] . 

 gadna [ kurukh] [ to dig ] has the consonants – ka – the – an - and the  original 
Tamil word is   thoanduka  - to dig  ;  kudaiyanum .  

 gede [ kurukh] [ duck ] has the consonants – ka – the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaaththu – duck . 

gede [ kurukh] [ duck ] has the consonants – ka – the - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is duck  [E] . 
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jadi [ kurukh ] [ death ] has the consonants – sa – the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  seththidu –to die.  

 jor [ kurukh ] [strength ] has the consonants – [-sa-] – Ra-  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  uram- strength . 

cir [ kurukh] [ egg of the louse ] has the consonants – [-sa-] – Ra-  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  eeru - egg of the louse. 

 adhere [ kurukh] [ road ] has the consonants – the  – Ra-  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   theru – street . 

 

 

   Remember ;  the letters  k [  g  / q   ]  /   Ra   /  t  [ d ]   /  l    can not 
be deleted  as  the  letters- p- and- s ;  these  letters  can be added  
whenever necessary . 
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                         Jumbling  theory  -an orientation.  

                            E. Hebrew  words and Tamil  

 

 Ref;   A  Concise Dictionary  of the words  in  The Hebrew Bible – by James 
Strong.  

 1 ab  [  father ] has a  consonant-  pa- and the  original Tamil  word is appa / 
appan –father  . 

ab  [  father ] has a  consonant-  [ -pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  iyan – 
father . 

 ab  [  father ] has a  consonant-  [ -pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  ammaan- 
father . 

 ab  [  father ] has a  consonant-  [ -pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
munnoan- father .  

ab  [  father ] has a  consonant-  [ -pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  maanaa- 
father  . 

ab  [  father ] has a  consonant-  [ -pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is achchan [ 
missing   letter- sa-] -father . 

 ab  [  father ] has a  consonant-  [ -pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is eesan [ 
missing   letter- sa-] –father . 

2. *abe [ greenness ]  has a  consonant-  pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pai- 
greenness . 
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abe [ greenness ]  has a  consonant-  pa- and the  original Tamil  word is paimai- 
greenness . 

abe [ greenness ]  has a  consonant-  pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pasumai / 
pachchai/ pasuppu / paasu [ missing  letter- sa-] – greenness. 

abe [ greenness ]  has a  consonant- [- pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is maei- 
greenness. 

5. Abagatha [ ennuch ]  has the consonants-  pa  -ka-  the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  penndakan  / penn thanmai kondavan  – eunuch ;  penn- female; 
thanmai-  nature; konda- has ; kondavan- one who  has  . 

Abagatha [ ennuch ]  has the consonants-  pa  -ka-  the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaai/ kottai  neekka pattavan / vithai neekka pattavan -  castrated person 
;  vithai- seed ;  kaai / kottai  -testis ;  neekku –remove . 

37. Abiytal [ father of dew  / fresh  /  a wife of  king David ]   has the consonants  -
pa - the - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  pani thuli- dew drop; pani- snow; 
thuli- drop ; pani thuli  appan; appan- father . 

Abiytal [ father of dew  / fresh  /  a wife of  king David ]   has the consonants  -pa - 
the - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  puthiyaathai ullathu  -fresh one; 
puthithu- fresh  . 

Abiytal [ father of dew  / fresh  /  a wife of  king David ]   has the consonants  -[-
pa-] - the - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  thoazhi- wife/ companion / friend . 

Abiytal [ father of dew  / fresh  /  a wife of  king David ]   has the consonants  -[-
pa-] - the - la – and the  original Tamil  word is uoozh thunai- wife  ; thunai- 
companion ;  thallai- lady ;  aaththaal- mother  . 

56. abal  [  lament  / mourn / bewail  ]  has the consonants –[- pa-]  -la- and the  
original Tamil  word is  azhu –weep.  

abal  [  lament  / mourn / bewail  ]  has the consonants - pa  -la- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pulampu /pulamppal – lament  . 
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abal  [  lament  / mourn / bewail  ]  has the consonants –[- pa-]  -la- and the  
original Tamil  word is  oaalam- lamentation . 

abal  [  lament  / mourn / bewail  ]  has the consonants - pa  -la- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  poosal [ missing  letter- sa-] - lamentation . 

59.  aw-bale  [  meadow ]  has the consonants  - va – pa-  la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pul veli- meadow ; pul- grass; veli –space  

68. *eben  [ build  ] has the consonants  -pa  -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pannu- make/ build . 

eben  [ build  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nannu- make . 

 71.* Abanah [a river  near Damascus ] has the consonants-  pa-  an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  pannai- stream . 

Abanah [a river  near Damascus ] has the consonants- [- pa-]-  an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  oaanam- river . 

76. *aba buah  [to belch forth ]  has a  consonant -  pa- and the  original Tamil  
word is   yaeppam- belching . 

 82. *abar [  to soar / fly  ] has the consonants- [- pa-]-  an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  para  /  uyarae para  - to fly ; para- to fly ;  uyarae-up . 

87. Abram   [ high father – Abraham  ] has the consonants  - pa-  Ra - ma- and the  
original Tamil  word is  Paraman/ Perumaan  – high one ; Abram- uyaram – hight / 
tall ; peru mani- peru big ; mani- star –the sun . 

89. awgaay [ age ] has the consonants  - va- ka  -- and the  original Tamil  word is   
akavai –age . 

90 . *agag [  A title of  Amalekitish  kings ]   has a  consonant - ka - and the  original 
Tamil  word is koa /  koan / koa makan / koa maan / koa van   - king ;  khan – king . 
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92. *aguddah  [ bundle/  bunch / troop / knot ] has the consonants  - ka -the-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   kattu- bundle/ knot  .  

*aguddah  [ bundle/  bunch / troop / knot / ] has the consonants  - ka -the-  and 
the  originalTamil  word is  koththu- bunch; kani koththu- fruit bunch; kani - fruit  . 

*aguddah  [ bundle/   bunch /  troop / knot ] has the consonants  - ka -the-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  koottam- troop / crowd . 

96. egel [  to flow down  /  a reservoir  ] has the consonants - ka  -la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  keezhae   vazhiya- to flow  down ; keezhae- down ;vazhiya- 
to flow.  

*egel [  to flow down  /  a reservoir ] has the consonants - ka  -la  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  akazh-   reservoir . 

97.  *eglayim  [ a  double pond  ] has the consonants - ka  -la  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kulam-  pond . 

 99.* agem  [ pond ]   has the consonants - ka - ma  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  koomam- pond . 

 101. *aggan [ a bowl ]   has the consonants --  ka  -ma -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kinnam- cup / bowl . 

103. agar [ to harvest  ] has the consonants --  ka  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  peru varu vaai   [ missing  letter- pa-]  - harvest ;  peru- big; varuvaai- 
income. 

 agar [ to harvest  ] has the consonants --  ka  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kann kaana-k-kaaran- a man  supervising the harvest . 

 107. iggereth  [an epistle ]  has the consonants  - ka-  Ra - the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thiru mukam – epistle . 

113. Adown  [ lord ] has the consonants  - the  va  - an  - and the  original Tamil  
word is aaandavan – lord /god  ; aanidu –rule  . 
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 Adown  [ lord ] has the consonants  - the  va  - an  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is kadavan- lord . 

Adown  [ lord ] has the consonants  - the  va  - an  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aththiyakkan – lord . 

Adown  [ lord ] has the consonants  - the  va  - an  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
udaiyavan – lord . 

115 adorahyim [ double mind]  has the consonants-  the - Ra  -ma –and the  
original Tamil  word is erandu  manam ; erandu- 2; manam- mind . 

118 . Adalya [  son  of  Haman ] has the consonants-  the – la- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thaettaalan-son .  

Adalya [  son  of  Haman ] has the consonants-  the – la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mathalai- son . 

120. adam [ man /mankind / first man ] has the consonants-  the –ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is   motha  mainthan / maanthan  –first  man ; motha- first; 
maanthan- man .  

adam [ man /mankind / first man ] has the consonants-  the –ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is   maantha inam- human race . 

adam [ man /mankind / first man ] has the consonants-  the –ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is   maanudam – mankind . 

134. eden [  a column  / a basis  -of a building ] has the consonants-  the –an -  and 
the  interpretation  of the word is thoon/ thoonam -  pillar . 

eden [  a column  / a basis  -of a building ] has the consonants-  the –an -  and the  
original Tamil  word is   thandu – column . 

eden [  a column  / a basis  -of a building ] has the consonants-  the –an -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is thaanu –pillar . 
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eden [  a column  / a basis  -of a building ] has the consonants-  the –an -  and the  
original Tamil  word is   adi maanam-  foundation  of the building . 

143. adar  [  fire ]  has the consonants - the - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sudar [ missing  letter- sa-]  –fire . 

adar  [  fire ]  has the consonants - the - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eriyim 
thee  / thee eriya  - burning fire  ; eriya- burn ; thee-fire . 

adar  [  fire ]  has the consonants - the - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  paarathan [ missing  letter- pa-]  -fire.  

146 .addar [ample ] has the consonants - the - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ennattra- numerous / plenty  ; enn- no  .  

 addar [ample ] has the consonants - the - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
niraintha- plenty . 

.*addar [ample ] has the consonants - the - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thurai /thoru - plenty . 

addar [ample ] has the consonants - the - Ra -and the  original Tamil  wordis 
thurudathai - abundance . 

addar [ample ] has the consonants - the - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mathar- abundance  

 addar [ample ] has the consonants - the - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is uoor 
patta [ missing  letter- pa-]  –plenty . 

 addar [ample ] has the consonants - the - Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   pooritham [ missing  letter- pa-]  –plenty. 

addar [ample ] has the consonants - the - Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   aadampaaram [ missing  letter- pa-]  –plenty. 

addar [ample ] has the consonants - the - Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   samirththi  [ missing  letter- sa-]- abundance . 
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  147 . iddar [ threshing floor ] has the consonants - the - Ra -and the original 
Tamil  word is ner kathir adikkum idam /maedai  [ missing  letter- ka-] –threshing  
floor; ner  kathir- paddy ; idam- place ; maedai / platform  . 

150 . adarkon [ a Daric  or Persian coin  ] has the consonants-   the - Ra - ka  -an -  
and the  original Tamil  word is ketti  varaakan –a coin  of ancient Tamil Naadu.  

adarkon [ a Daric  or Persian coin] has the consonants-   the - Ra - ka  -an -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is vettu urai –p-panam [ missing  letter- pa-]- a bad coin.  

adarkon [ a Daric  or Persian coin] has the consonants-   the - Ra - ka  -an -  and 
the original Tamil  word is thankka varaakan –gold coin ; thankkam- gold .  

156. adash [ thresh / to tread out ]  has the consonants-  the -sa- and the original 
Tamil  word is  sootu adi –thresh. 

adash [ thresh / to tread out ]  has the consonants-  the –[-sa-] - and the original 
Tamil  word is  mithi- tread on. 

adash [ thresh / to tread out ]  has the consonants-  the –[-sa-] - and the original 
Tamil  word is  nada- tread /walk  . 

168 . ohel   [ home ] has a  consonant -  la  - and the  original Tamil  word is il- 
/illam  house . 

 175 . ahar one [ brother of  Moses ] has the consonants  -ka - Ra - an –and the  
original Tamil  word is annan kaaran-  elder brother  ; annan- elder brother ; 
munnavar- mun –early . 

ahar one [ brother of  Moses ] has the consonants  -ka - Ra - an –and the  other   
interpretation  of the word is akkairan  - elder brother . 

180  . oobawl [  stream /river] has the consonants- pa-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is punal / puzhai – river.  

oobawl [  stream /river] has the consonants- pa-  la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is paaichchal  [ missing  letter- sa-] - river . 
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183. *avah [desire/ wish] has a  consonant -  va  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
avaa- desire . 

185 .  avvaw  [ longing /  desire] has a  consonant -  va  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   avaa- desire ; vayam  /   kaamam /   kaamanai  / vemmai / vaenn / 
vayavu / vaya . 

192. Evil  Marduk- a Baylonian King  [ solidier of Marduk ] . 

Marduk  has the consonants  ma  Ra  the  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Thiru   Murukan   - the sun god  of Tamil  people/ son of the sun god Siva . 

 evil  has the consonants  -va - la - and the  original Tamil  word is vaal  uzhuvan –
soldier; vaal- sword  . 

 193. *uwl [ powerful  /strength ]  has the consonants - va - la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  valla  / valimai  / vallamai  / vali  / valu /  valizhai / vallam – 
powerful  / strength . 

 195. oolahee [ a river of Persia] has a consonant  -la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is oliyal –river .  

oolahee [ a river of Persia] has a consonant  -la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
puzhai  [ missing  letter- pa ] - river. 

oolahee [ a river of Persia] has a consonant  -la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
punal [ missing  letter- pa ] –river / flood . 

205. *aven [ vain/ wicked ] has the consonants - va –an - and the  original Tamil  
word is   veen –vain .  

aven [ vain/ wicked ] has the consonants - va –an - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vanjakam  [ missing  letter- sa-] – wickedness. 

 213. oots  [ to be close ] has the consonants -   the -  [- sa-]   and the  original 
Tamil  word is otti –to close  ;  thottu aduththu ; thodu –touch ; aduththu –next.  
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 214. owtsar  [treasure house] has the consonants -  va-  the - [- sa-]  - Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  panda kaaram / pandaka   arai  [missing  letter- pa-] –
treasury . 

 215. ore [ set on fire]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eriya- 
burning . 

 216.ore [sun] has a consonant  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is naayiru – sun .   

ore [sun]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ariya-iyan  -sun  

 ore [sun]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is arunan   -sun . 

ore [sun]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aariyan  -sun . 

ore [sun]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the otherinterpretaion  of the word is  asiran 
/sooriyan  / soori / sooran / nisaari [ missing  letter- sa-] – sun . 

ore [sun]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the otherinterpretaion  of the word is  
birhamam [ missing  letter- pa-]  -sun . 

ore [sun]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paeru  [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  sun . 

 217. ore [ fire]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the interpretation  of the word is 
asiram [ missing  letter- sa -] – fire.  

ore [ fire]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the interpretation  of the word is sooran-[ 
missing  letter- sa -] - fire . 

ore [ fire]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  paeru  [missing  
letter- pa-]  -fire .  

 ore [ fire]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  neruppu [missing  
letter- pa-]  –fire .  

ore [ fire]  has a consonant  -Ra- and the interpretation  of the word is birhamam 
[missing  letter- pa-]  -fire.  
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218 .*oor   [ a place in Ckaldaea ] has  a consonant  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is  uoor- village . 

225. uwth  [  to come ]   has the consonants  -va  -the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vanthidu –to come . 

 235. *azal  [  go / go away ]  has the consonants  -  sa- la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  sellu –go . 

236. azal  [  go up ]  has the consonants  -  sa- la-  and the  original Tamil word is   
maeae sellu- go up;  maelae- up ; sellu –go  . 

 253. akh [  brother  ] has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaakkaiyan / kaakka –elder brother  ; akka- elder sister . 

akh [  brother  ] has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is annaavi –
elder brother .  

akh [  brother  ] has a consonant-  ka -and the interpretation  of the word is  
sakajan [ missing  letter- sa-] - brother . 

  258.  aw khad [ to unify ]  has the consonants  - ka-  the - and the  original  Tamil  
word is  onnaakidu –to unify as one ; onnu- one; aakku –make  

aw khad [ to unify ]  has the consonants  - ka-  the - and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  inaiththiduka- to join . 

 259.  ekhawd  [  alone  /   few / a man /  together / united]   has the consonants-  
ka - the - and the  original  Tamil  word is  thaniyaaka- alone.  

  ekhawd  [  alone  /   few  / a man /  together / united]   has the consonants-  ka - 
the - and the  original  Tamil  word is  konjoandu [ missing  letter- sa-]- few  . 

ekhawd  [  alone  /   few  / a man /  together / united]   has the consonants-  ka - 
the - and the  original  Tamil  word is   aadavan  -man . 
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ekhawd  [  alone  /   few  / a man /  together / united]   has the consonants-  ka - 
the - and the  original  Tamil  word is   koottaaka  / onnu koodi / udankku  -
together . 

ekhawd  [  alone  /   few  / a man /  together / united ]   has the consonants-  ka - 
the - and the  original  Tamil  word is koodi  inaintha/ koottaana / koottu - united . 

  262. aakh vaw  [ utterance  ]  has the consonants - ka - va -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kavu- vai-  sound .  

 aakh vaw  [ utterance  ]  has the consonants - ka - va -and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is   vakuni- sound . 

aakh vaw  [ utterance  ]  has the consonants  - ka - va -and the  original Tamil  
word is   akavu –sing . 

aakh vaw  [ utterance  ]  has the consonants - ka - va -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaakku- word ; vayanam- word  ;   vaani -word  ; vinaa –word . 

 aakh vaw  [ utterance  ]  has the consonants - ka - va -and the  original Tamil  
word is   koavai- expression  ; iyakkam – expression  as of the eyes . 

268. awkhore  [  behind  /  west / time to come ] has the consonants - - ka - Ra- 
and the  original Tamil  word is maerkku –west ; maraika- to disappear . 

awkhore  [  behind  /  west  / time to come ] has the consonants - - ka - Ra- and 
the original Tamil  word is pin puramaaka  [ missing  letter- pa-] – behind.  

awkhore  [  behind  /  west /   time to come ] has the consonants - - ka - Ra- and 
the original Tamil  word is varum  naeram- coming time  ; varaku –to come ; 
naeram- time . 

 269 . awkhoth  [ a  sister  ] has the consonants  -ka- the  - and the original  Tamil  
word is  thankkai- younger sister ;  akka thankkai- elder and younger sister; akka- 
elder sister . 

 awkhoth  [ a  sister  ] has the consonants  -ka- the  - and the original  Tamil  word 
is thunaivi- sister / companion . 
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awkhoth  [ a  sister  ] has the consonants  -ka- the  - and the original  Tamil  word 
is moothava – elder sister ;  mooththa  akka- eldest  sister . 

awkhoth  [ a  sister  ] has the consonants  -ka- the  - and the original  Tamil  word 
is thamakkai- elder sister . 

awkhoth  [ a  sister  ] has the consonants  -ka- the  - and the original  Tamil  word 
is thau-vai- elder sister . 

 awkhoth  [ a  sister  ] has the consonants  -ka- the  - and the original  Tamil  word 
is akkaaththai –elder sister.  

284. akhee- khood  [  brother of riddle ]  has the consonants  -ka- the  - and the  
original  Tamil  word   vidu kathai –riddle ;  vidukathai nodikkum annaavi – brother 
of riddle  ; annaavi – elder brother ; vidu kathai- riddle . 

290. akhee mahats  [   brother of  anger ] has the consonants  -ka- ma - the  - sa- 
and the original  Tamil  word  is  mikuntha sinam  konda  annavi- kaakka  - angry 
brother  ; mikuntha- excess ; sinam-  anger; konda-has;  annaavi –elder brother.  

 303. akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  valamaaka / valamai / valam / vaal /azhuvam –fertile/ abundance . 

akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  uookkal  -abundance  . 

akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kazhumal - abundance . 

akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuvaal- abundance . 

 akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kezhumai- abundance . 

akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  mee-k-koal  - abundance. 
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akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  veenkkal - abundance . 

akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vellam  - abundance. 

akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  malivu – abundance. 

 akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kollai – abundance. 

akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  aakka valam- productive.  

akh lawh [  fatness /  fertile ]  has the consonants  -ka-  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kozhuppu [ missing  letter- pa-] – fat .  

 304. akh lahee  [wishful]  has the consonants – ka-  la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   aavali /  aaval / aavalaaka   - wish . 

 310. akhar  [ persecute ]   has the consonants – ka-  Ra -and the  original  Tamil  
word is  kurai kooru  -to accuse ; kurai- mistake; kooru –say . 

 312. akh air  [ next  /  following ]   has the consonants – ka-  Ra -and the  original  
Tamil  word is   varukira - next . 

315. akh rakh  [  after / after his brother ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra -and the  
original  Tamil  word is annavi- kku  piraku  /  kaakakiyanukku  piraku  /appuram  [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –after  the brother  ;  annavi-  elder brother ; kaakkaiyan- 
brother  ; piraku- later . 

319. akh are eth [ the future / residue/ remnant / reward]  has the consonants-   
ka-  Ra -the - and the  original  Tamil  is   ethir varukira  naeram - future; varum- 
coming ; naeram –time  .  

 329.* atad  [ to pierce]  has a consonant - the - and the  original  Tamil  is   
thaeiththidu  / thaei   -to pierce .  
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 atad  [ to pierce]  has a consonant - the - and the  original  Tamil  is   madu –to 
pierce . 

atad  [ to pierce]  has a consonant - the - and the  original  Tamil  is   oaattai idu  - 
to make a hole ; oaattai- hole ; idu- make . 

330. aytoon [ to bind ] has the consonants-  the- an -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is inaiththidu –join . 

 332. atar [ to shut ] has the consonants-  the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mooduthar –to shut . 

*atar [ to shut ] has the consonants-  the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adaiththiduthar   –shut . 

atar [ to shut ] has the consonants-  the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saaththuthar   [ missing  letter- sa-] –  shut . 

343. eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  saetham [ missing  letter- sa-]  -ruin  / loss . 

 eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the other interpretation  
of the word is  nastam [ missing  letter- sa-] –ruin  / loss .  

eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sattiththida  [ missing  letter- sa-] - ruin ; sattu –destruction . 

eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sithainthida [ missing  leter- sa-] - ruin . 

eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
suda  [ missing  letter- sa-] - ruin . 

eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  suthai / sutham / soothanam / thumsam/ naasthi   [ missing  letter- 
sa-] – destruction . 
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eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  atham / yaetham / hatham  / nithanam - ruin /destruction  . 

eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  aththam- destruction . 

eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
theethu –ruin /bad /evil .  

eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
idi maanam- destruction . 

eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
udaiya/ udainthida - ruin/ broken . 

eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thudai ththida - ruin . 

eyd  [ destruction / ruin ]  has  a  consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn  adiththida- ruin / soil ridden  ;  munn- soil .  

348. Iyzabel  [ wife of king  Ahab]  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  [-pa -]- la -and the  
original Tamil  word is  manaiyaal –wife  ; manai- house  ; aal –person ; aalu –to 
rule  .  

Iyzabel  [ wife of king  Ahab]  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  [-pa -]- la -and the  
original Tamil  word is illaal- wife ;  il / illam – house. 

349 . ake  [ how / where  /what ]  has a  consonant- ka - and the original Tamil  
word is enkkanam –how.  

ake  [ how / where  /what ]  has a  consonant- ka - and the original Tamil  word is 
enkkae- where . 

ake  [ how / where  /what ]  has a  consonant- ka - and the original Tamil  word is 
evai  /   yaavai /  ennavaam  –what . 
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353. eh yawl  [ strength]  has the consonants-   va-   la  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vali / vallamai / valimai / valu / val  -strength . 

371 .een [ not]  has a consonant  -an- and the  original Tamil  word is  inmai-  nil .  

375. *ayfo [when ]  has aconsonat-  pa - and the  original Tamil  word is eppo –
when . 

384. eetheeale  [ god has arrived]  has the consonants  -the - la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is annal  adaithal ;  annalai adaithal- god has reached  /  to reach  god  
; annal - god;  adaithal- to reach  /attain . 

390. *ak kad  [ fortress ]    has the consonants - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  koattai- fortress . 

395. akzereeooth [  cruel  / fierceness ] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] – Ra-  the- 
and theoriginal Tamil  word is  murattu thana- maaka/ murattu kunam - brutality  
/brutal nature; kunam- nature  ; thanmai /thaanm - nature . 

akzereeooth [  cruel  /  fierceness ] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] – Ra-  the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  tharu kann ferocity . 

akzereeooth [  cruel  /  fierceness ] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] – Ra-  the- and 
the  other interpretation  of the word is roawththiram  – ferocity .  

akzereeooth [  cruel  /  fierceness ] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] – Ra-  the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  urkadam- severity . 

akzereeooth [  cruel  /  fierceness ] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] – Ra-  the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kadoaram/ kadooram / kodoorum - severity . 

akzereeooth [  cruel  /  fierceness ] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] – Ra-  the- and 
the  other interpretation  of the word is  theeviram  -severity . 

 akzereeooth [  cruel  /  fierceness ] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] – Ra-  the- and 
the  other interpretation  of the word is  kuroatham- anger . 
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 akzereeooth [  cruel  /  fierceness ] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] – Ra-  the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  eri vantham –anger . 

 akzereeooth [  cruel  /  fierceness ] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] – Ra-  the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kaaththiram- anger. 

akzereeooth [  cruel  /  fierceness ] has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] – Ra-  the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  erakkam indri- pitiless . 

 397. Akiysh  [ a  Philistine king ]  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is koa  / koa makan / koa maan / koa van  - king ; khan- king. kaa-  
symbolizes the sun . 

398. *akal  [   wise  / plenty / burn up  ] has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  
original Tamil  word is  akkal- wisdom . 

akal  [   wise  / plenty / burn up  ] has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vizhi  - wisdom . 

akal  [   wise  / plenty / burn up  ] has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mee-k-koal   -plenty .  

akal  [   wise  / plenty / burn up  ] has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  veenkkal- plenty . 

 akal  [   wise  / plenty / burn up  ] has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  polivu [ missing  letter- pa-]- plenty . 

*akal  [   wise  / plenty / burn up  ] has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kollai- plenty . 

akal  [   wise  / plenty / burn up  ] has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kolli vaikka- to burn up . 

 399. akal  [ accuse / eat ]    has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  
word is koal  mozhiya  –to accuse ; mozhiya- say  . 
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*akal  [ accuse / eat ]    has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kizhi- eat.  

  akal  [ accuse / eat ]    has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaai vazhankku  /  vizhunkku –eat ; vaai - mouth; vazhankku –deliver; 
vizhunkku- swallow . 

akal  [ accuse / eat ]    has the consonants – ka-  la -and the other interpretation  
of the word is   kalikka [ Malayalam ] - to eat . 

400. *okel [   food  / meat ]  has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kali -food . 

*okel [   food  / meat ]  has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  koozh –gruel / food . 

  okel [   food  / meat ]  has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word 
aviyal  - boiled  food . 

okel [   food  / meat ]  has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  valsi  [ missing  letter- sa-]  -food.  

okel [   food  / meat ]  has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word 
pulaavu  / puzhukku  [missing  letter- pa-]- meat . 

okel [   food  / meat ]  has the consonants – ka-  la -and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   sankkalam [ missing  letter- sa-]  –meat . 

405. ekeph  [hand]  has the consonants-  ka  - [-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai- hand.  

406 . ikkar  [ dig  / farmer ]   has the consonants-  ka  -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kamar  /  kama-k-kaaran- farmer ;  kamam-  agricultural land . 

ikkar  [ dig  / farmer ]   has the consonants-  ka  -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is mun nai  parikka  [missing  letter- pa-]  -to dig the ground; munn –land; parikka 
–to dig . 
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408. *al  [no / not ]   has a consonant  - la- and the  original Tamil  word is illai- no  
/nil . 

410. el  [ god / idol ]  has a consonant  - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  annal- 
god  ; oli-  light  ; oli- sound . 

el  [ god / idol ]  has a consonant  - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  semmal [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - god ;  al- moon ; el- sun . 

el  [ god / idol ]  has a consonant  - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  silai [  
missing  letter- sa-] –idol/ stone  . 

413.  ale  [ upon / after ] has a consonant  - la- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
mael- up  . 

ale  [ upon / after ] has a consonant  - la- and the  original  Tamil  word is  pinnaal [ 
missing  letter- pa- ]- after . 

417. elgabiyash  [hail  stones]  has the consonants  - la –  ka- -pa-  [-sa-] -  and the  
original  Tamil   word is  kal mazhai  pozhiya /aali pozhivu   – hail  ; kal- stone; 
mazhai- rain ; pozhiya- fall . 

421. awlaw  [ lament] has the consonants  -  va- la- -va-  and the  original  Tamil   
word is  vilaa vanai- wail . 

 awlaw  [ lament] has the consonants  -  va- la- -va-  and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  ezhavu  azhukai   /vaikka - lamentation ;  ezhavu –  lament ; azhuaki –cry . 

awlaw  [ lament] has the consonants  -  va- la- -va-  and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  aavalikka - lament . 

awlaw  [ lament] has the consonants  -  va- la- -va-  and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  oaalam  vaikka – to wail . 

 awlaw  [ lament] has the consonants  -  va- la- -va-  and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  kalankku /azhunkku - grieve . 
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awlaw  [ lament] has the consonants  -  va- la- -va-  and the  original  Tamil   word 
is  kilaaikka- grieve . 

 441. aloof  [ bullock ]   has the consonants  - la – pa-  and the  original  Tamil  
word is  pullam- bull.  

443. Elzabad [ god has bestowed ] has the consonants  -la  -sa-  pa  -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is  annal  / semmal    thanthathu  / alithaththu / paaliththathu 
– bestowed by  god  /annal  aliththa  pendu  ; annal-  god ; semmal-  god  ; 
thanthathu- given  ; aliththathu- given; pendu- woman  . 

 444. awlakh [  to muddle   / corrupt /  to become filthy  ] has the consonants - la – 
ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kulai– muddle . 

awlakh [  to muddle   / corrupt /  to become filthy  ] has the consonants - la – ka-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  azhukiya –   rotton . 

awlakh [  to muddle   / corrupt /  to become filthy  ] has the consonants - la – ka-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  ozhukkam illa- corrupt . 

awlakh [  to muddle   / corrupt /  to become filthy  ] has the consonants - la – ka-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  azhukkaana- filthy . 

awlakh [  to muddle   / corrupt /  to become filthy  ] has the consonants - la – ka-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  vazhumpu [ missing  leter- pa-]- filth . 

 451. alyaw  [ the fat tail  of  the Oriental  sheep ] has the consonants - la –va- and 
the original Tamil word is  yaezhaka  vaal-  goat tail ; yaezhakam- goat; vaal- tail   . 

479. Illek [ these /those]  has the consonants - la – ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   ivaikal –these.  

Illek [ these /those]  has the consonants - la  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
avaikal –those . 

 483. illem  [ speech less ] has the consonants - la  -ma - and the  original Tamil  
word    mozhi –ya  iyalaamai  -can not speak  ;  mozhiya –to speak ;  iyalaamai -  
not  possible  / can not . 
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502. alaph  [ learn ]  has the consonants  -  la- pa  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
payila- to learn . 

 504. eleph  [  family  /  ox  / cow / first   letter  of the alphabet  ] has the 
consonants  -  la- [  -pa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word is   il /  illam  - family/ 
house . 

eleph  [  family  /  ox  / cow / first   letter  of the alphabet  ] has the consonants  -  
la-  -pa- - and the  original Tamil  word is   umpal- family . 

eleph  [  family  /  ox  / cow  / first   letter  of the alphabet  ] has the consonants  -  
la- -pa- - and the  original Tamil  word is   pullam- bull . 

eleph  [  family  /  ox  / cow  / first   letter  of the alphabet  ] has the consonants  -  
la- -[-pa-] - - and the  original Tamil  word is  uzhai- cow .   

 509. *alats [ to press / to urge]  has the consonants- la - the – [-sa-]- and the  
original Tamil  word is  azhuththu –to press . 

alats [ to press / to urge]  has the consonants- la - the – [-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  azhuththam thaa  -to urge ; thaa- give . 

516.altash kayth [  thou must  not destroy ]  has the consonants- la - the – [-sa-]-
ka- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  azhithida / ozhiththida koodathu – 
should not destroy   ; azhiththidu –to destroy   ;  ozhiththida- destroy / kill   ;  
koodaathu –should not . 

altash kayth [  thou must  not destroy ]  has the consonants- la - the – [-sa-]-ka- 
the -  and the original Tamil  word is  kolluthal / keduththal  kodaathu –should not 
destroy ; kolluthal- destruction/ killing  ;  keduththal- destruction . 

altash kayth [  thou must  not destroy ]  has the consonants- la - the – [-sa-]-ka- 
the -  and the original Tamil  word is sithaiththal / moasamaakkuthal - koodaathu - 
should not destroy; sithai -ththal –destruction ; moasammaakku –to destroy . 

altash kayth [  thou must  not destroy ]  has the consonants- la - the – [-sa-]-ka- 
the -  and the original Tamil  word is   izhukkuthal koodaathu- should not destroy ;  
izhukkuthal- destruction .  
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altash kayth [  thou must  not destroy ]  has the consonants- la - the – [-sa-]-ka- 
the -  and the original Tamil  word is   kulaiththal/ alaiyaa  kulai- yaakkuthal  
koodaathu    -should not destroy  ; kulaikka- to destroy . 

altash kayth [  thou must  not destroy ]  has the consonants- la - the – [-sa-]-ka- 
the -  and the original Tamil  word is   nilai kulaiya seithiduthal koodaathu -should 
not destroy  ; seithidu –do ; koodaathu –do not ; nilai kulaiya sei  – to destabilize  . 

517. *em [ mother] has a consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  amma- 
mother / maa thiru . 

518 .im  [ not  / truth / doubtless ] has a consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  
word is  inmai- without/ nil/ not . 

im  [ not / truth / doubtless ] has a consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  unmai –truth . 

im  [ not /  truth / doubtless ] has a consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  iyam inmai – no doubt  ; iyam –doubt  / suspicion; inmai- nil  

529.aymoon [ faithful ]   has the consonants-  ma - an  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  unmaiyaa- faithful . 

534 .amiyr  [ top of a tree ] has the consonants – ma- Ra -  and the  original  Tamil  
word  is mara uchchi [ missing  letter- sa-] – tree top ; maram- tree; uchchi- top . 

540. aman [ believe]  has the consonants – ma- an-  and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  nampu [ missing  letter- pa-] – believe . 

 543. *amen   [truth  / verily ] has the consonants – ma- an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  unmai   /  unmai-yae-  very very  truth . 

555. omets [ strength ] has the consonants – ma- the  -[-sa-]   and the  original  
Tamil  word is  thidam- strength . 

omets [ strength ] has the consonants – ma- the  -[-sa-] -  and the  original  Tamil  
word is  eettam – strength .  
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omets [ strength ] has the consonants – ma- the  -[-sa-] -  and the  original  Tamil  
word is  thinnam-  strength . 

 omets [ strength ] has the consonants – ma- the  -[-sa-] -  and the  original  Tamil  
word is  mindu/ mainthu - strength . 

 omets [ strength ] has the consonants – ma- the  --sa-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  sandam/ saettam  /thai satham  - strength . 

561. omer [ promise] has the consonants - ma  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is paechchu  maaraamai [missing  letters- pa -and -sa-] -  not changing the words  
/speech ; paechchu- speech; maaraamai- not changing . 

promise[ E]   has the consonants - pa  -Ra-  ma  -sa  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paechchu  maaraamai -    not changing the words /speech .   

563. *immar   [ lamb ]  has the consonants -  ma  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is   mari- sheep  /lamb . 

587. *an akhnoo [  us  / we   ]  has the consonants  -an  -ka – an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    naankka- we  ;  neenkka - you . 

589. *anee [  I  / me /  mine / myself  / we ]  has a consonant -  an--  and the  
original Tamil  word is   naan- me  ;  en- mine   ;   naam-  we ;  un- your . 

 603. ana qah [ groan]   has the consonants   -an  -ka-  and  the original Tamil  
word is   munaku   –groan . 

612. *ay soor [ prison ]  has the consonants  sa- Ra- and the original Tamil   word 
is  sirai   -prison . 

621.   Asenath  [  wife  of  Joseph ]  has the consonants   -[-sa-] -- an -the  -and the  
original  Tamil  word is  penn-daatti  [ missing  letter- pa-] – wife.  

Asenath  [  wife  of  Joseph ]  has the consonants   -[-sa-] -- an -the  -and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  paththini  [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-] - wife . 
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 Asenath  [  wife  of  Joseph ]  has the consonants   -[-sa-] -- an -the  -and the  
original  Tamil  word is  pendu  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -wife ; thunai –companion . 

Asenath  [  wife  of  Joseph]  has the consonants   -[-sa-] -- an -the  -and the  
original  Tamil  word is  manai- yaatti –wife ; manai- house.  

640. aphad [  to bind  ] has the consonants  -  pa- the-  and the original Tamil  
word is    pinaiththhidu  -bind . 

645 *ayfo  [now]  has a consonant   pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   eppoa- 
now   ;   yeppoa - when ;   appoa-  at  that time . 

 646 .ayfode   [ an image]  has the consonants - pa – the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   padimai  / padimam  - image . 

672. ephraath  [ fruitful   / name  for  Bethleham / an Israelitish woman ] has the 
consonants - pa –Ra-  the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nar   payan tharum / 
nar  paeru  tharum – fruitful ;  nar- good ; paeru – yield  /gift ; payan- use ; thara- 
give  . 

ephraath  [ fruitful   / name  for  Bethleham / an Israelitish woman ] has the 
consonants - pa –Ra-  the-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is urpaththi 
/ padaiththiduthar  –production . 

ephraath  [ fruitful   / name  for  Bethleham / an Israelitish woman ] has the 
consonants - pa –Ra-  the-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
aathaayam  tharum – profitable ; aathaayam- profit . 

 ephraath  [ fruitful   / name  for  Bethleham / an Israelitish woman ] has the 
consonants – [ -pa-] –Ra-  the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  eedu - yaetram  
tharum –success giving  . 

ephraath  [ fruitful   / name  for  Bethleham / an Israelitish woman ] has the 
consonants – [ -pa-] –Ra-  the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  eettam  tharum- 
rewarding  ;  eettam- profit  ;  tharum- giving . 
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ephraath  [ fruitful   / name  for  Bethleham / an Israelitish woman ] has the 
consonants – -pa-Ra-  the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  poorippu    tharum -
rewarding  .   

 678. atsiyl   [ chief man  ]  has   the consonants-  the- [-sa-]  -la  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muthali- chief . 

atsiyl   [ chief man  ]  has   the consonants-  the- [-sa-]  -la  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  thalai- head . 

 atsiyl   [ chief man  ]  has   the consonants-  the- [-sa-]  -la  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  muthalaali-  chief  / boss . 

679 .atstsiyl   [ hole ] has   the consonants-  the- [-sa-] – the- [-sa-]- -la  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   poththal [ missing  letter- pa-]- hole.  

 680 .atsal  [ to  join / take ]  has the consonants - the –[-sa-] -la -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   inaiththal-  join .         

atsal  [ to  join / take ]  has the consonants - the -sa -la -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   saeththal- join . 

 atsal  [ to  join / take ]  has the consonants - the –[-sa-] -la -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   eduththal- taking . 

 686. atsar [  treasurer /  treasure ] has the consonants –the- sa-Ra - and the  
original Tamil  word is  thirai saeri  – treasury ; thiru- wealth/ money; saeri –place. 

atsar [  treasurer /  treasure ] has the consonants –the- [-sa-]-Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  puthaiyar  / panndaaram  [ missing  letter- pa-] - treasure . 

atsar [  treasurer /  treasure ] has the consonants –the- [-sa-]-Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  panndaaram[ missing  letter- pa-]  - treasure house . 

 atsar [  treasurer /  treasure ] has the consonants –the- [-sa-]-Ra - and the  
original Tamil  word is  pandaari [ missing  letter- pa-]   - treasurer . 
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atsar [  treasurer /  treasure ] has the consonants –the- [-sa-]-Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muthar  pidi  [ missing  letter- pa-]   - treasurer. 

688. ekdawkh   [ burning  ]  has the consonants – ka-  the – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaanthukai- burning  ; kothikka- hot .  

689 . akko  [wild goat ]  has a   consonant   - ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kam- goat / sheep .  

690. *ara [ lion ]   has a  consonant – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is                
arima- lion . 

691. erel  [ a hero  /  valiant one ] has  the  consonants – Ra- la-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  eruzhl  vali  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  mighty hero .      

700. Arubboth [  a place in Palestine ] has the consonants – Ra-  pa- the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  iruppidam -  dwelling place/Beirut .  

707. arag   [ weaver ]  has the consonants – Ra-ka- and the original Tamil  word is     
kaarukar – weaver . 

arag   [ weaver ]  has the consonants – Ra-ka- and the original Tamil  word is     
neivoar- weaver . 

arag   [ weaver ]  has the consonants – Ra-ka- and the original Tamil  word is     
nesavu –k- kaarar [ missing letter- sa-] - weaver . 

709. argob [ stony ]  has the consonants-  Ra-  ka  -pa- and the original Tamil  word 
is   kar- paarai  / paaraan-k-kar/  perum-k-kar--  rock ; kar- stone; perum- big  ;  
paarai –rock . 

 714. ard  [ to wander ] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thiriya –to wander . 

725. *aroomaw [ height ] has the consonants – Ra- ma- - and the  original Tamil  
word  is  uyaram- height . 
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734. orakh   [ path  / race  / rank  /   troop /  traveler / travel ]   has the consonants 
- Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  saervai  [ missing  letter- sa-] –army  

orakh   [ path  / race  / rank  /   troop /  traveler / travel ]   has the consonants - Ra 
- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word is raanuvam- army . 

orakh   [ path  / race  / rank  /   troop /  traveler / travel ]   has the consonants - Ra 
- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kiri  / varavu / vaari  -  path. 

 orakh   [ path  / race  / rank  /   troop /  traveler / travel ]   has the consonants - Ra 
- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word is maarkkam- way / path . 

orakh   [ path  / race  / rank  /  troop /  traveler / travel ]   has the consonants - Ra 
- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  marunkku –race.  

orakh   [ path  / race  / rank  /   troop /  traveler / travel ]   has the consonants - Ra 
- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word is varkkam- race . 

orakh   [ path  / race  / rank  /  troop /  traveler / travel ]   has the consonants - Ra 
- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  varisai  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  rank . 

orakh   [ path  / race  / rank  /  troop /  traveler / travel ]   has the consonants - Ra 
- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  poakku varavu [ missing  letter- pa-]- - travel  
/ traffic. 

orakh   [ path  / race  / rank  /  troop /  traveler / travel ]   has the consonants - Ra 
- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  payana mukavar [ missing  letter- pa-]-  –
travel agent . 

orakh   [ path  / race  / rank  /  troop /  traveler / travel ]   has the consonants - Ra 
- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  payanam seikiravar [ misisbng  letters- pa- 
and -sa-]  - traveler.  

737. arookhaw   [ dinner  ]   has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   eravu  naera unavu -  dinner  ; eravu- night; naeram- time; unavu –food . 

740 . *Ariel   [ name for  Jerusalem ]  has the consonants - Ra- la  -and the  original 
Tamil  urai- yul- village . 
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 748. arak  [make]  has the consonants – Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is           
uruvaakku- make/ create . 

749 . arak  [ to meet ]   has the consonants – Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paarkka [ missing  letter- pa-] - to meet  /see  . 

arak [ to meet ]   has the consonants – Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word kann-
noora  - to come upon by chance .         

arak [ to meet ]   has the consonants – Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
arimuka-maaku –to meet/ get introduced . 

arak [ to meet ]   has the consonants – Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
enaivuruka- to meet . 

758. aram  [ high land ]   has the consonants-  Ra- ma- and the  original Tamil  
word is maeru/ uyar munn -  mountain ;  uyar- high ; munn-  land  . 

 759. *armone  [ palace ]  has the consonants – Ra- ma  -an -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  arann manai  -palace;   arann- fortified ; manai- house. 

773. ariyth [ bottom ]  has the consonants – Ra-the-  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  adiyir  - bottom  /under . 

 774. arpad  [ spread out]  [ Arpad- a  place in Syria] has the consonants - Ra  -pa  -
the - and the  original Tamil word is   parappidu –to spread . 

*Arpad  [ spread out]  [ Arpad- a  place in Syria] has the consonants - Ra  -pa  -the 
- and the  original Tamil word is   iruppidam-  residing palce ; idam- place.  

 775. Ar pak shad [ son  of Noah ]  has the consonants -Ra – pa-  ka-  [-sa-]  -the ---  
and the  original Tamil word is  piran-k -kadai –son . 

Ar pak shad [ son  of Noah ]  has the consonants -Ra – pa-  ka- -sa- -the ---  and the 
other interpretation  of the  word is  janaka puththiran [Skt] –son ; janakan- father 
;  puththiran- son.  
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Ar pak shad [ son  of Noah ]  has the consonants -Ra – [-pa-]-  ka- -[-sa-]- -the ---  
and the other interpretation  of the  word is nanthi  varuththanan- son . 

776. erets [ earth   /  to be firm  ]  has the consonants – Ra-the--  and the  original 
Tamil word is  tharai –earth . 

 erets [ earth   /  to be firm  ]  has the consonants – Ra-the-   and the  original 
Tamil word is  uruthi –firm . 

778 .arak  [  earth  ]  has the consonants – Ra-ka  -  and the  original Tamil word is    
karai-   land  -  as opposed to  sea water  

781. aras [ betroth  / espouse  ]   has the consonants  - Ra -sa – and the original 
Tamil  word is  parisam  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  betroth / bridal price . 

 betroth [E]   has the  consonants - pa -  the- Ra-  -the – and the original  Tamil  
word is thiru manaththai   uruthi  paduththar  / mana  uruthi - yaei  pinaiya- 
paduththu  -to promise to give in marriage ; manam-  marriage  ; uruthi –promise.   

 betroth [E]   has the  consonants – [ -pa - ]-  the- Ra-  -the – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  nichchaiyam  seithiduthar [ missing  letter- sa-] – to 
confirm ;  nichchaiyam- confirm; seithidu –do.   

 betroth [E]   has the  consonants – [ -pa - ]-  the- Ra-  -the – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  thiru mana  nichchaiya-thaarththam [ missing  
letter- sa-] – betrothal . 

 betroth [E]   has the  consonants - pa -  the- Ra-  -the – and the original  Tamil  
word is  parisa panam  tharuthar  / parisam poaaduthar   -to give the bridal price / 
meher ; parisam- price; panam- money  . 

betroth [E]   has the  consonants - pa -  the- Ra-  -the – and the original  Tamil  
word is  thiru mana uruthi  oppantham  / pennai thara uruthi  oppantham – 
agreement about marriage  ; thirumanam-  matrimony ;  oppantham- agreement  
; uruthi –promise; penn- girl ; thara –to give  . 

 betroth [E]   has the  consonants - pa -  the- Ra-  -the – and the original  Tamil  
word is  thirumana   poruththam   paarththiduthar  - to look for the astrological  
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cal  compatibility  between the couple ; poruththam- compatibility ; paaru –to 
look into  . 

 betroth [E]   has the  consonants - pa -  the- Ra-  -the – and the original  Tamil  
word is  uooraar munpu   pettroar   thattu maaththuthar  -exchange of plates [     
flowers/ kum kum /  fruits ] by the  parents of the  couple  in the presence of  
village people  ; uoor- village; uooraar- village people  ;  munpu- in the presence; 
pettroar- parents  ;  thattu –plate ;  maaththu –exchange . 

793. eshed [ to pour / stream ] has the consonants  - [ -sa-] —the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  uooththu - to pour ; thanni  uooththu  ; thanni –water . 

 eshed [ to pour / stream ] has the consonants -  [ -sa-] —the-- and the original 
Tamil  word is   oaadai –stream . 

805. *Ashooree  [  a distict in Palestine] has the consonants --sa--Ra - and the 
original  Tamil  word is   saeri – a  place / village . 

806. *ashkoor [  black ]  has the consonants –[--sa-] —ka- -Ra - and the original  
Tamil  word is   karumai- black . 

 810. ashek [  lump / stone  /  testis  ] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the 
original  Tamil  word is  kaai- testis  . 

ashek [  lump / stone  /  testis  ] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the original  
Tamil  word is  veekkam- swelling / lump . 

ashek [  lump / stone  /  testis  ] has the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- and the original  
Tamil  word is  kumukku/ kuvi - lump . 

ashek [  lump / stone  /  testis  ] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the original  
Tamil  word is kan- stone . 

 811. *esh kole  [  bunch / cluster  of fruits] has the consonants – sa – ka-  la- and 
the  original Tamil   word is   kulai- bunch ; kani  kulai- fruit bunch  ;kani- fruit  

814. esh kar [  gift ] has the consonants  -[-sa-]  - ka - Ra - and the  original Tamil 
word is  kai -urai-  gift   ;  kai- hand  ; urai- cover .  
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815. *eshel   [ grove ]   has the consonants    -sa – la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   soalai-   grove . 

849. eshtaddure  [   rebellion / sedition  ]   has the consonants - sa -the - Ra - and 
the  original Tamil  word  is  arasai  / arasarai  ethirththu  nindridu   - to oppose  
the   government  ; arasu –kingdom ;  arasar- king ;  ethirkka- to oppose; nirkka- to 
stand . 

854.  *eth [ near  /  before   ]  has a  consonant  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is otti- near  . 

  eth [ near  / before ]  has a  consonant  -the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
munthi- before  . 

 857. *athah  [to arrive] has a  consonant  -the - and the  original Tamil  word is     
adaiya- to reach . 

861. attoon  [  furnce ]   has the consonants -the – an- and the  original Tamil  
word is    adu  manai- oven . 

 862. attooke [   gallery /  a ledge /offset  in a building ]   has the consonants     -
the – ka-  and the original Tamil  word is kaatchchi –k- koodam [ missing  letter- 
sa-] –gallery ; kaami –to show  ; kann -kaatchchi –exhibition; koodam- hall . 

865. eth mole  [ before that time / yesterday / here after/  in the past ]  has the 
consonants – the-  ma - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is   naeththu  muthal- 
from yesterday onwards  ;  naeththu –yesterday . 

eth mole  [ before that time / yesterday / here after/  in the past ]  has the 
consonants – the-  ma - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is   intha  naal muthal- 
ftom today onwards  ;  intha- this  ; naal- day ; 

eth mole  [ before that time / yesterday / here after/  in the past ]  has the 
consonants – the-  ma - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is   antha nal muthal  -
from that day onwards  ; antha  -that . 
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eth mole  [ before that time / yesterday / here after/  in the past ]  has the 
consonants – the-  ma - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is   naalai  muthal-  from  
tomorrow onwards  ;  naalai- tomorrow . 

 eth mole  [ before that time / yesterday / here after/  in the past ]  has the 
consonants – the-  ma - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is   munthaa  naal  - day   
before  yesterday . 

eth mole  [ before that time / yesterday / here after/  in the past ]  has the 
consonants – the-  ma - la  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  maththa  
naal  [Malayalam ] -  tomorrow; naal –day  . 

eth mole  [ before that time / yesterday / here after/  in the past ]  has the 
consonants – the-  ma - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is   anmai   naal muthal- 
of late  ;  anmai –recent  ; naal –day . 

eth mole  [ before that time / yesterday / here after/  in the past ]  has the 
consonants – the-  ma - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is   thonmai naal muthal 
– from  ancient days  onwards ;  thonmai –old /ancient . 

eth mole  [ before that time / yesterday / here after/  in the past ]  has the 
consonants – the-  ma - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is   pandaiya  naal  
muthal [ missing  letter- pa-]  - from  olden days ;  pandu –past  

 870. athar [ after ]  has the consonants-  the  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
pittrai [ missing  letter- pa-  ] –after . 

 874. *baar [ engrave ]  has the consonants  -pa  -Ra- and the  original     Tamil  
word is  pori –to engrave . 

 876. ber  [  Beer  -a  place in desert  / also  a  place  in Palestine  ] has the 
consonants  - [ -pa -] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uoor- village . 

  ber  [  Beer  -a  place in desert  / also  a  place  in Palestine  ] has the consonants  
- -pa -- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paer uoor- town  . 

  ber  [  Beer  -a  place in desert  / also  a  place  in Palestine  ] has the consonants  
- -pa -- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   purai-  a place . 
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ber  [  Beer  -a  place in desert  / also  a  place  in Palestine  ] has the consonants  - 
-pa -- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   puram- village . 

ber  [  Beer  -a  place in desert  / also  a  place  in Palestine  ] has the consonants  - 
-[ -pa -] -- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   aru neri  - desert  

  ber  [  Beer  -a  place in desert  / also  a  place  in Palestine  ] has the consonants  
- --pa - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   manar  parppu  - a desert   ; manar-  
sand ; parappu –area . 

ber  [  Beer  -a  place in desert  / also  a  place  in Palestine  ] has the consonants  - 
-[ -pa -] -- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  suram [ missing  letter- sa-] - desert . 

878. bera   [ a well  / cistern  ]  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uoorani  / uoorum neer   -  fountain /  spring  . 

bera   [ a well  / cistern  ]  has the  consonants  -pa- -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  surappu  [ missing  letter- sa-] - a fountain . 

bera   [ a well  / cistern  ]  has the  consonants  -pa- -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  poorimam-  cistern . 

881. be ro wth  /beeroth – a well  / a  place in Palestine  ]  has the consonants -  [ -
pa -]  -Ra - the- and the  original Tamil  word is neer uoottru  spring  ;neer- water  . 

 be ro wth  / beeroth – a well  / a  place in Palestine  ]  has the consonants – [ -pa-] 
-  Ra -the- and the  original  Tamil  word is -  neer oaadai- stream  ;  thirai –sea   ;  
than- neer- water  . 

be ro wth  /beeroth – a well  / a  place in Palestine  ]  has the consonants – -pa--  
Ra -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  iruppidam- dwelling place .  

 be ro wth  /beeroth – a well  / a  place in Palestine  ]  has the consonants – -[-pa-
]--  Ra -the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  aatharam- town . 

be ro wth  /beeroth – a well  / a  place in Palestine  ]  has the consonants – -pa--  
Ra -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  naattu puram – village  / country side  ; 
puram –side . 
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892.  *babah   [  pupil of the eye ] has a  consonant  - pa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paappa-   baby  /  little girl . 

 894. babel   [confusion ]  has  the  consonants-  [-pa-]-  la -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   al-  confusion . 

babel   [confusion ]  has  the  consonants-  -pa-  la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uzhappam- confusion . 

babel   [confusion ]  has  the  consonants-  -pa-  la -  and the other interpretation  
of the word is  yaemi-laappu – confusion . 

babel   [confusion ]  has  the  consonants-  -[-pa-]-  la -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mayal / maanal / maal - confusion . 

897. *bag  [  food  ]  has  the  consonants-  -pa-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pukaa  / punakam  / poanakam  - food . 

bag  [  food  ]  has  the  consonants-  -pa-  ka- -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pakkam- food . 

bag  [  food  ]  has  the  consonants-  -[-pa-]-  ka- -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
unavu –food . 

bag  [  food  ]  has  the  consonants-  -[-pa-]-  ka- -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
avi –food.  

898. bagad  [ to cover  with a garment /  offend   / unfaithfully / deceitfully  ]  has 
the consonants  - pa  -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   udai  / aadai/ 
udukkai / uduppu  kondu  udampai  mooduka- cover the body  with clothe ; aadai- 
clothe  ; udai –clothe ;  udampu –body ; mooduka- to cover; udukkai- clothe; 
uduppu- clothe.  

bagad  [ to cover  with a garment /  offend   / unfaithfully / deceitfully  ]  has the 
consonants  - pa  -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   manathai  punn  
paduthuka- to offend  ; manathu- mind; punn – paduththu- to wound  ; punn- 
ulcer/ sore . 
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bagad  [ to cover  with a garment /  offend   / unfaithfully / deceitfully  ]  has the 
consonants  - pa  -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   nampikkai kaedu- 
unfaithful ; namppikkai-  belief ;  kaedu –damage . 

bagad  [ to cover  with a garment /  offend   / unfaithfully / deceitfully  ]  has the 
consonants  - pa  -ka - the  -and the other interpretation  of the word is  unmai  
paethakam -  unfaithful . 

bagad  [ to cover  with a garment /  offend   / unfaithfully / deceitfully  ]  has the 
consonants  - pa  -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   kapada   naadakam -  
deceitful  act . 

bagad  [ to cover  with a garment /  offend   / unfaithfully / deceitfully ]  has the 
consonants  - [-pa -] -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   aaya -k -kattu- 
deceitful  fabrication . 

899. beged  [clothing / covering /  garment  /  rag / wardrobe ]   has the 
consonants  - [-pa -] -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  moodukai –
covering / to cover  . 

beged  [clothing / covering /  garment  /  rag / wardrobe ]  has the consonants  - [-
pa -] -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaedu- to cover.  

beged  [clothing / covering /  garment  /  rag / wardrobe ]   has the consonants  - 
[-pa -] -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  udukkai - clothe ; udukka- to 
wear . 

beged  [clothing / covering /  garment  /  rag / wardrobe ]   has the consonants  - 
[-pa -] -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuttai  / koadi  / kaadakam/  
thokku  / kaandam  - cloth  ;  coat[E]  . 

beged  [clothing / covering /  garment  /  rag / wardrobe ]  has the consonants  -pa 
--ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  pudavai –saree. 

 beged  [clothing / covering /  garment  /  rag / wardrobe ]  has the consonants  - 
[-pa -] -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaetti –dhothi ; vattu udai- 
garment . 
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beged  [clothing / covering /  garment  /  rag / wardrobe ]  has the consonants  - [-
pa -] -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaavani-  half saree . 

beged  [clothing / covering /  garment  /  rag / wardrobe ]  has the consonants -  
pa - -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  paavaadai – full skirt.  

beged  [clothing / covering /  garment  /  rag / wardrobe ]  has the consonants  - 
pa - -ka - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuttai paavaadai- skirt . 

905. bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has 
the consonants –[- pa-]-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is oththaiya-  alone . 

 bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants –[- pa-] -  the – and the  original Tamil  word is thaniyaa- alone . 

bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – [ -pa-] -  the – and the  original Tamil  word is thandam-  staff . 

bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – [ -pa-] -  the – and the  original Tamil  word is thidam- strength.  

 bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – [ -pa-] -  the – and the  original Tamil  word is thammaan-  chief. 
/head .  

bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – [ -pa-] -  the – and the  original Tamil  word is thaattaan- chief . 

bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – -pa-  the – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  pathi/ 
athipan   -chief/ lord  ;  naathan- lord  . 

bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – [ -pa-] -  the – and the  original Tamil  word is thae /thannai - chief . 

 bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – [ -pa-] -  the – and the  original Tamil  word is naattaanmai- chief of 
a village . 
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bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – [ -pa-] -  the – and the  original Tamil  word is ittoaadu –separaion . 

bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – -pa-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is thanappu  –separation  ;  
thuni –separaion . 

bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – -pa-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is paethippu- separation .  

 *bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – -pa-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is paaththu- separation . 

bad [  alone  /  staff  /  strength / chief of a  city / separation /  by self ] has the 
consonants – -[-pa-] -  the – and the  original Tamil  word is thannai- thaanae- by  
self . 

907.* bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa – the-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  peeththu –boast  . 

.* bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa – the-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  peedu- pride . 

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thampattam adi –to beat the drum  ;  thampattam – tom tom –a drum ;  
adi –to beat  

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa – the-   and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   padaai –brag . 

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa – the-   and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   panthaa  pannu –show off . 

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  padam poadu - show off  ;  padam  –scene  . 

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  athappu/ athaippu -  pride . 
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bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - [-pa-] – the-   and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   uththandam- pride . 

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa-– the-   and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   aadoapam  -pride . 

 bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  eduppu- pride.  

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaendaappu – pride.  

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  – the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nettu- pride.  

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  – the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mathanam –pride. 

 bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  – the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maththam- pride.  

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa- – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thadippu –pride . 

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa- – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thudippu –pride.   

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa- – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thempu –pride . 

*bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa- – the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pettu-  lie 

 *bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa- – the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  poththu –a lie . 

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - pa- – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thappu- lie / falsehood.   
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 bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- – the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thuththu-  lie . 

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- – the- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  miththiyam- lie . 

bad  [  liar  / a lie / a brag ]  has the consonants  - -pa- – the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is poei -yaanthu –false   . 

 908. bada   [  to invent  / devise  /  feign ] has the consonants  - -pa- – the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  nadippu –feign . 

bada   [  to invent  / devise  /  feign ] has the consonants  - [--pa-]- – the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  thittam  theettu  -devise. 

bada   [  to invent  / devise  /  feign ] has the consonants  --pa-– the- and the  
original Tamil  word is puthiyathu  punainthidu -to invent ; puthiyathu –new one.  

914. badal [ sever ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - – the- la- and the  original Tamil  
word is thundiththal  –sever / cut off . 

 916.  bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- 
the – la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is manam udaiya   uloo- lukam/ 
kunkkiliyam -  aromatic  resin  ; manam- smell; udaiya- has; kunkkiliyam- resin . 

 bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the – 
la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kazhunthi –pearl. 

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the – 
la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is aazhi muththu  -pearl as the seed of the 
sea;   aazhi  -sea ;  viththu  / vithai –seed . 

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the – 
la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kadal muththu  –sea pearl ; kadal- sea; 
muththu – pearl . 

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants –-pa- the – la-  
ka – and the  original Tamil  word is mukthaa  palam- pearl . 
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bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the – 
la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   mukthaa vali- garland of pearls . 

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the – 
la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vellai  vanna   muththtukkal  / venn- 
muththukkal- white pearls  ; vennmai –white; vellai –white; vannam- color.   

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – pa- the – la-  
ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu  pizhivu –pearl essence.  

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – pa- the – la-  
ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu kalaapam –  a garland of pearls . 

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – pa- the – la-  
ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu kulippu –pearl  fishery . 

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the – 
la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu kulikkum  thozhil – pearl fishery  
;  thozhil  - job . 

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – pa- the – la-  
ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu kulippavan-  pearl diver.  

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – pa- the – la-  
ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu padukai -kal- pearl banks ; padukai- 
bank . 

 bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – pa- the – la-  
ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu  kaathu  valaiyam -  pearl  ear ring ; 
kaathu –ear ; valayam –ring . 

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – pa- the – la-  
ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  nun muththukal-   genuine pearls  . 

 bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – pa- the – la-  
ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu  sippikal [ missing  letter- sa-]  - 
pearl fish  / pearl  shell . 
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bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants –[- pa-]- the – 
la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu  nakai- kal /ani -kalankal  – pearl 
jewels  ; nakaikal- jewels  ;  ani kalan- ornament . 

 bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – pa- the – la-  
ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu sippi  kaalaan [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  
-pearl oyster .  

bedolakh  [ bdellium /  fragrant gum   /  pearl ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - the – 
la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  soothu  muththukal [ missing  letter- sa-]  
--   duplicate pearls . 

 pearl [E]  has the consonants-  pa – Ra-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  paral- 
small pieces  of  jems.  

918.  badaq [  to gap open  /   to mend a  breach ]  has the consonants-  pa  -the  -
ka  - and the  original  Tamil  word is  vaai   vida- gap open  . 

badaq [  to gap open  /   to mend a  breach ]  has the consonants-  pa  -the  -ka  - 
and the  original  Tamil  word is  kattu vida  -gap open  ; kattu –knot . 

*badaq [  to gap open  /   to mend a  breach ]  has the consonants-  pa  -the  -ka  - 
and the  original  Tamil  word is  pottikka  [Malayalam ] - gap open . 

badaq [  to gap open  /   to mend a  breach ]  has the consonants-  pa  -the  -ka  - 
and the  original  Tamil  word is  udaippai / oaattai  yaei   adaikka   to seal  the 
breach ; udaippu- breach ; adaikka- to close  ;  oaattai –hole/ leak .   

 badaq [  to gap open  /   to mend a  breach ]  has the consonants-  pa  -the  -ka  - 
and the  original  Tamil  word is  anndai poaduka- to mend . 

badaq [  to gap open  /   to mend a  breach ]  has the consonants-  pa  -the  -ka  - 
and the  original  Tamil  word is  thittam  pannuka  -to mend . 

badaq [  to gap open  /   to mend a  breach ]  has the consonants-  pa  -the  -ka  - 
and the  original  Tamil  word is  ottu  poaduka- to mend . 
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*badaq [  to gap open  /   to mend a  breach ]  has the consonants-  pa  -the  -ka  - 
and the  original  Tamil  word is  poththuka- to mend . 

badaq [  to gap open  /   to mend a  breach ]  has the consonants-  pa  -the  -ka  - 
and the  original  Tamil  word is  seppaniduka   [missing  letter- sa-]-  to mend . 

919. bedeq  [ a gap  / leak -  in a  building  or  a ship ] has the consonants-  pa  -the  
-ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  oaatai padaku / padaku  oaattai- hole in the 
boat ; padaku-boat; oaatti –hole/ leak  . 

bedeq  [ a gap  / leak -  in a  building  or  a ship ] has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the  -
ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  idaivu / udaivu - a gap . 

bedeq  [ a gap  / leak -  in a  building  or  a ship ] has the consonants- -pa- -the  -ka  
- and the  original Tamil  word is  vedippu- a gap . 

bedeq  [ a gap  / leak -  in a  building  or  a ship ] has the consonants-  -pa- -the  -ka  
- and the  original Tamil  word is  kattida vedippu -  crack in a building ; kattidam- 
building ;  vedippu –gap . 

  920. bidgar  [  assassin  /  by stabbing ]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  the-  ka-  Ra 
- and the  original  Tamil  word is kaththi-yaar kuththi  kondridu / uyirai 
pariththidu  -to kill  by stabbing   ; kaththi –knife  ; kuththu-  stab/ punch  ;  
kondridu –kill ; uyir- life; parikka- to take away/ pluck  . 

 921. bdar  [ scatter ]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  the-  Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word is eraiththi -duthar  – to  scatter.  

 bdar  [ scatter ]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  the-  Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is uthirthar- scatter . 

 bdar  [ scatter ]  has the consonants-  -pa-  the-  Ra - and the  original Tamil  word 
is pirithar/ piriththu –eduththar –scatter . 

 bdar  [ scatter ]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  the-  Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is sitharuthuthar / sinthuthar [ missing  letter- sa-]-  scatter / spill . 
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 935 .*bo [  go / send  / eat  ] has a consonant  -pa- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  poa - go . 

  bo [  go / send  / eat ] has a consonant  -pa- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
anuppu –send   . 

 bo [  go / send  / eat ] has a consonant  -pa- and the  original  Tamil  word is   pani 
/  pusi   [ missing  letter- sa-]  –eat . 

 945. *bool  [ rain ] has the consonants-  pa – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
peyal/ pozhi  / peyalai - rain . 

bool  [ rain ] has the consonants- [- pa-] – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mazhai/ maelaalam - rain.    

  bool  [ rain ] has the consonants-  pa– la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   punal- 
rain / flood . 

 947. boos  [ polluted ] has the consonants- [- pa-] – sa -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  maasu –pollution . 

951. bokare [ herdman ]  has the consonants – [ -pa-] -  ka-  Ra-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is   koanaar- sheherd . 

bokare [ herdman ]  has the consonants – [ -pa-] -  ka-  Ra-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kochchaiyar  [ missing  letter- sa-] - sheherd . 

952. *boor  [examine /  declare ]   has the consonants – -pa-  Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paaru –examine . 

 boor  [examine /  declare ]   has the consonants – [--pa-]-  Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ari yurai – declare. 

956. booth [to lodge over night  ]  has the consonants - pa- the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is paduththu- ittu poa  -  sleep  and go ; padu –lie down /sleep; poa –
go . 
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968. biztha [  eunuch ]   has the consonants- pa –[-sa-] –the- and the  original 
Tamil word is   paedi  - eunuch . 

biztha [  eunuch ]   has the consonants- pa –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil 
word is   pottaiyan-  eunuch ;  pottai –female . 

biztha [  eunuch ]   has the consonants- [ -pa-]  –-sa-–the- and the  original Tamil 
word is   sanndan- eunuch . 

 969. bawkhone [  an assayer of  metals  /  tower ] ]   has the consonants- pa – ka-  
-an- – and the  original Tamil word is   pon – kaan   noatta-k-kaarn [ missing  
letter- Ra-] – an assayer;   ponmam  /  pon- metal / gold . 

bawkhone [  an assayer of  metals  /  tower ] ]   has the consonants- pa – ka  -an- – 
and the  original Tamil word is kann kaanippu koapuram  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - 
watch  tower ; kan kaanippu –watching  ; koapuram- tower . 

 970.  baw khoor  [  select / young man / hole]   has the consonants  - pa-  ka-  Ra-  
and the  original Tamil  word is porukku –to select  

baw khoor  [  select /  young man / hole]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]-  ka-  Ra-  
and the  original Tamil  word is kuri- select . 

baw khoor  [  select / young man / hole]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]-  ka-  Ra-  
and the original Tamil word is kumaran- young man ; kumari- young girl . 

baw khoor  [  select / young man / hole]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]-  ka-  Ra-  
and the original Tamil word is kann -arai- hole . 

baw khoor  [  select / young man / hole]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]-  ka-  Ra-  
and the original Tamil word is koarai   - hole . 

975.* bakhan   [ looking out ]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]-  ka –an- and the 
original Tamil word is  kann kaanikka / kavanikka  – to watch . 

 bakhan   [ looking out ]  has the consonants  -pa - ka –an- and the original Tamil 
word is   paakkanum- to look. 
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977. baw khar  [  acceptable  / to try / join  /excellent ]  has the consonants – [-pa-
] - ka - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  yaerkkum vannam -  acceptable way  ; 
yaerkka- accept . 

baw khar  [  acceptable  / to try / join  /excellent ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - ka 
- Ra - and the other interpretation  of the word is   ankkikarikkum vannam - 
acceptable  way . 

 baw khar  [  acceptable  / to try / join  /excellent ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - 
ka - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  muyarchchikka  [ missing  letter- sa-] - to 
try . 

 baw khar  [  acceptable  / to try / join  /excellent ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - 
ka - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  saerkka  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  - to join . 

baw khar  [  acceptable  / to try / join / excellent ]  has the consonants – -pa-- ka - 
Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  punaruka- to join . 

baw khar  [  acceptable  / to try / join / excellent ]  has the consonants – [--pa-]-- 
ka - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  arumaiyaaka – excellent . 

baw khar  [  acceptable  / to try / join / excellent ]  has the consonants –-pa-- ka - 
Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  sirappaaka [ missing  letter- sa-] –super.  

979 . bekhoorothe  [ young man  / youth ] has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – Ra- 
the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kadu-k-kuendravan  - young man . 

bekhoorothe  [ young man  / youth ] has the consonants – pa- -ka – Ra- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  pathina  kavaiyar/ pathin paruvaththinan -  teen ager . 

bekhoorothe  [ young man  / youth ] has the consonants – pa--ka – Ra- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is koadi paruvam –youth . 

bekhoorothe  [ young man  / youth ] has the consonants – pa- -ka – Ra- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is   paruvam  adaintha   aan   makan – a  youth ; paruvam 
adaintha  aan - one who has attained puberty  ;  aan- male ; makan- boy . 
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 bekhoorothe  [ young man  / youth ] has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – Ra- the- 
and the  original Tamil  word is   aadavar- young men .  

bekhoorothe  [ young man  / youth ] has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – Ra- the- 
and the  original Tamil  word is   kumaaraththi   –young girl . 

980. bakhooreem  [  young  man  ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]- ka – Ra-  ma-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is    kumaran  - young man  ; kumari- young girl  . 

982. baw takh  [  be bold  /   be confident /  careless / be sure  /to hie  for refuge ] 
has the consonants –[- pa-]-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thunivu  
kondidu  –be bold . 

 baw takh  [  be bold  /   be confident /  careless / be sure  /to hie  for refuge ] has 
the consonants – pa-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nampikkai  
kondidu- have confidence . 

 baw takh  [  be bold  /   be confident /  careless / be sure  /to hie  for refuge ] has 
the consonants –[- pa-]-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mana thidam  
kondidu - be bold ; manam- mind ; thidam- confidence . 

baw takh  [  be bold  /   be confident /  careless / be sure  /to hie  for refuge ] has 
the consonants –[- pa-]-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kavanam  
kidaiyaathu-  careless ; kavanam –attention; kidaiyaathu –with out . 

 baw takh  [  be bold  /   be confident /  careless / be sure  /to hie  for refuge ] has 
the consonants –[- pa-]-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kuthanai- k- 
kaedu- careless . 

baw takh  [  be bold  /   be confident /  careless / be sure  /to hie  for refuge ] has 
the consonants –[- pa-]-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thankka   paathu  
kaappaana  idam   thaedi   thappiththu  oaadu   -to flea for searching a safe place 
to stay ; thankka- to stay ; paathu kaappu –safety  ; idam- place ; thaedu –search ; 
thappikka- escape; oaadu –run . 

983. beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  -
pa-  the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  paathu kaappu –safety.  
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 beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  -[-pa-
]-  the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kidakkai- safety . 

beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  -[-pa-
]-  the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kadan eettu- security  ; kadan- loan . 

beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  -[-pa-
]-  the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  thidamaaaka /thinnamaaka   surely . 

 beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  -pa- 
the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kaa-p-peedu –assurance . 

 beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  -pa- 
the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kanndippu - assurance . 

beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  -[-pa-
]- the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaakku kodu- promise . 

beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  -pa-  
the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  udan padikkai- assurance/ agreement . 

beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  [-pa-]-  
the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  oththu- k- kodukka-  to stand surety . 

beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  [-pa-]-  
the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  paathu kaappau -udan  thankkum idum 
–safe place to stay  ; paathu kaappu –safety  ;thankka- to stay; idam- place .    

beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  [-pa-]-  
the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   thikku- refuge  ;  kathi . 

beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  [-pa-]-  
the - ka – and the    other interpretation  of the word is akathi-  refugee . 

beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  [-pa-]-  
the - ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is thanjam adainthavan [ 
missing  letter- sa-]  -refugee . 
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beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  [-pa-]-  
the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  adaivu –refuge . 

beh takh [ safety  /assurance / place for refuge /often ] has the consonants  pa- 
the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  poakkadi- refuge . 

 984. beh takh [ a place in  Syria ] has the consonants  -pa-  the - ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is patti-k-kaadu –village .   

beh takh [ a place in  Syria ] has the consonants  -[ -pa-] -  the - ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is kudi kaadu –village . 

beh takh [ a place in  Syria ] has the consonants  -[ -pa-] -  the - ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is kedi /  vaadai  /vaadi /   kudi  -village . 

 986. bit tawkhone  [ trust  /  confidence  / hope ]  has the  consonants  - -pa- -  
the - ka – an -  and the original Tamil  word is  nampikkkai  kondidu  -have faith . 

bit tawkhone  [ trust  /  confidence  / hope ]  has the  consonants  - -pa- -  the - ka 
– an - and the original Tamil  word is  nampaka thanmai  kondathu- trust worthy . 

bit tawkhone  [ trust  /  confidence  / hope ]  has the  consonants  - -pa- -  the - ka 
– an - and the original Tamil  word is  mikuntha thunivu-   confidence ; mikuntha- 
excess ; thunivu –confidence . 

bit tawkhone  [ trust  /  confidence  / hope ]  has the  consonants  - -pa- -  the - ka 
– an - and the original Tamil  word is  thun  nampikkai- kondu – with self 
confidence  ; thun –self; nampikkai- confidence  ; kondu –has . 

987. *bat too khoth [ security ] has the  consonants  - -pa- -  the - ka –  the-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   paathu  kaaththidu – to protect . 

989 . *betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  pa - 
-the - la -and the  original Tamil  word is paathi -ththal- hinder . 

betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  pa - -the - 
la -and the  original Tamil  word is nopputhal- hinder. 
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 betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  [-pa-] - -
the - la -and the  original Tamil  word is thaduththal  - hinder/ stop . 

betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  pa - -the - 
la -and the  original Tamil  word is nippaattuthal –stop  . 

betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  pa - -the - 
la -and the  original Tamil  word is thadai  pannuthal  /thadai poaduthal  - hinder  

betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  [-pa-] - -
the - la -and the  original Tamil  word is ozhithal –cease . 

betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  [-pa-] - -
the - la -and the  original Tamil  word is oaaeithal  –cease  . 

betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  [-pa-] - -
the - la -and the  original Tamil  word is amaithal- cease [ to be silent  ] 

betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  -pa-- -the 
- la -and the  original Tamil  word is pizhaiththal- cease  

 betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  -pa-- -the 
- la -and the  original Tamil  word is oaadi  poaathal –cease .  

betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  [-pa-] - -
the - la -and the  original Tamil  word is enjuthal- cease. 

 betale  [  to stop-  doing , making / hinder /cease ] has the consonants-  [-pa-] - -
the - la -and the  original Tamil  word is unthuthal –cease. 

1004.  bayith  [ prison /  tablet /  palace /  house /  door / daughter/  family / 
temple ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is thatti- 
prison . 

bayith  [ prison /  tablet /  palace /  house /  door / daughter/  family / temple ]  
has the consonants  -pa  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is paaththi  - house. 
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bayith  [ prison /  tablet /  palace /  house /  door / daughter/  family / temple ]  
has the consonants  -[ -pa-]   -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is idam / maadam  
/ thinai –house . 

bayith  [ prison /  tablet /  palace /  house /  door / daughter/  family / temple ]  
has the consonants  -pa  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is pattaiyam   / pattai  
–tablet . 

 bayith  [ prison /  tablet /  palace /  house /  door / daughter/  family / temple ]  
has the consonants -[-pa -] -the- and the original Tamil  word is maadam- palace .. 

bayith  [ prison /  tablet /  palace /  house /  door / daughter/  family / temple ]  
has the consonants  -pa  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is thaduppu –door . 

bayith  [ prison /  tablet /  palace /  house /  door / daughter/  family / temple ]  
has the consonants  -[ -pa-]  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is thanai -yae - –
daughter ;   pendu   - girl  /  woman /  wife . 

bayith  [ prison /  tablet /  palace /  house /  door / daughter/  family / temple ]  
has the consonants -[ -pa-]-the-  and the original Tamil word is thinai- family  . 

bayith  [ prison /  tablet /  palace /  house /  door / daughter/  family / temple ]  
has the consonants -[ -pa-]-the-  and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sannathi /  saethiyam [ missing  letter- sa-]  –temple.  

bayith  [ prison /  tablet /  palace /  house /  door / daughter/  family / temple ]  
has the consonants -[ -pa-]-the-  and the original Tamil word is madam- temple . 

 1013.  bayth  gaw dare  [ house of the wall ]   -pa  -the – ka-  the - Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is  kaarai  kar  -suvar  / senkkar  suvar  udaiya  periya  veedu/ 
paaththi  /arann manai [ missing  letter- sa-] –a big house/ palace with brick / lime 
stone wall ; kaarai –k- kar- lime stone;   senkkar- brick ;  suvar –wall  ; periya –big; 
veedu –house;paaththi –house; arann manai- palace . 

1033. bayth kar  [ house of  pasture  / a  place in Palestine ] has the consonants-  
pa-  the - ka - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   aadu  maaadu  maeikkira idam / 
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pur tharai  -  place/ meadow -  to   pasture  cattle ; aadu –goat; maadu –cattle ;  
maeikka –to pasture  ; idam- place ; pur / pul  – grass; tharai- land . 

bayth kar  [ house of  pasture  / a  place in Palestine ] has the consonants  -pa-  
the - ka - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kudi iruppu-   residence . 

bayth kar  [ house of  pasture  / a  place in Palestine ] has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  
the - ka - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kudi -yaettram- settlement . 

bayth kar  [ house of  pasture  / a  place in Palestine ] has the consonants  -pa-  
the - ka - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   pattana-k-karai- town . 

1037.  beyth  milo  [ house  of the  rampart ]   has the consonants - pa  -the - ma  -
la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mathil   /pathanam-  ulla  paaththi  / illam –
house with rampart ;    paaththi- house  ;   illam- house ; mathil  - rampart ;   
pathanam- rampart  ; ulla- has. 

1068. bekeeth  [  mourning ] has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- the-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  thankka onna  vaethanai -  unbearable pain ;  thaankku –to bear; 
onnaa- can not ; vaethanai –pain /grief .  

. bekeeth  [  mourning ] has the consonants- -pa-- ka- the-  and the original Tamil  
word is  thunpa paduka-  to suffer  ;  kodun -thunpam  - great suffering   /grief ;   
thunpam- suffering /grief .  

bekeeth  [  mourning ] has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- the-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is thukkam- grief . 

 bekeeth  [  mourning ] has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- the-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is kaetham  -grief . 

 bekeeth  [  mourning ] has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- the-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is kasthi [ missing  letter- sa-] – grief.  

bekeeth  [  mourning ] has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- the-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is aathankkam  -grief.  
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 bekeeth  [  mourning ] has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- the-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is thoakam-  grief . 

 bekeeth  [  mourning ] has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- the-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is vithanam- grief . 

1078. Bel   [ Baal of  the Babylonians ]   has the consonants  - pa-    la- and the  
original Tamil  word is   Palani- Thiru murugan  -sun god of Tamil people /marduk 
of  Sumerian people / Apollo of Greeks . 

1079.  bawl  [  heart  ]  has the consonants  [- pa-]    la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ullam- soul  . 

 1081. bal ad awn  [  Bel is his lord / Baladan  -the name of  the Babylonian prince ] 

 Baladan  has the consonants  -pa - la  - the-  an   -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Palani Aandi -  servant  /  disciple  of  lord Baal  . 

bal ad awn  [  Bel is his lord]   has the consonants  -pa - la  - the-    va-  an   -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  Palani  Malai   aandavanae  en/ avan  thaeivam – my/ 
his  god is Palani ;  Palani  -Thiru murugan /Marduk ;  Palani Malai- Palani  hills/ 
abode of Murugan   ; malai- mountain ;  en- mine; avananudaiya – his ;  avan- he ; 
thaeivam- god  ; aandavan  ruler/ god . 

1094. *belo [ old]  has the consonants  - pa-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
palaiya- old . 

1097. bel ee [ corruption  /  without ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]-  la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  uoozhal – corruption . 

bel ee [ corruption  /  without ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]-  la  -and the other 
interpretation  of the word is lanjam [ missing  letter- sa-] -corruption / bribery . 

 *bel ee [ corruption  /  without ] has the consonants  - -pa-  la  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paazh-  corruption / decayed / rotten . 

bel ee [ corruption  /  without ] has the consonants  - [-pa-] -  la  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  illai- nil .  
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 1100 .  bliyaal  [without profit / destruction ] has the consonants  - pa-  la  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is  payan illai – no use. ; payan- use; illai-  nil . 

 *bliyaal  [without profit / destruction ] has the consonants  - pa-  la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  paazh- ruin  /decay / profitless. 

bliyaal  [without profit / destruction ] has the consonants  - pa-  la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  azhipu/ azhippu - destruction . 

 bliyaal  [without profit / destruction ] has the consonants  - pa-  la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  ulaippu- destruction . 

bliyaal  [without profit / destruction ] has the consonants  - pa-  la  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is laapam inmai – profitless ; laapam-  profit ; illai- nil . 

bliyaal  [without profit / destruction ] has the consonants  - pa-  la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  ezhappu- loss . 

 1107. biladey  [without] has the consonants –[-pa-] -la  -the  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  illaathu –without . 

1110.  balaq  [ to annihilate  /  waste  ] has the consonants  - [-pa-] - la - ka  - and 
the original Tamil  word is  azhikkai-  annihilation ;  azhivu – destruction/ waste  . 

balaq  [ to annihilate  /  waste  ] has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la - ka  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  ozhikkai- annihilation  ;   ozhivu . 

balaq  [ to annihilate  /  waste  ] has the consonants  - [-pa-] - la - ka  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  kollukai –annihilation / kill . 

balaq  [ to annihilate  /  waste  ] has the consonants  -[- pa -]- la - ka  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  neekkal-  annihilation/ remove  .  

balaq  [ to annihilate  /  waste  ] has the consonants  -[- pa -]- la - ka  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  kazhivu –waste . 

*balaq  [ to annihilate  /  waste  ] has the consonants  - pa - la - ka  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  paazhaaka- to get wasted /rotten /ruined . 
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balaq  [ to annihilate  /  waste  ] has the consonants  - [-pa -]- la - ka  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  selavaikka / miku  selavu  [ missing  letter- sa-] –waste; 
miku –excess ;  selavu –expenditure  . 

 balaq  [ to annihilate  /  waste  ] has the consonants  - [-pa -]- la - ka  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  melivu- waste . 

 1111. balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is kaavalan-  king . 

balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is elankkoa-  prince ;  ilamai – youth ; koa- king . 

 balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  malik – king . 

balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is oaankkal- king . 

balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is naemi  valavan – king . 

balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -pa-  la - ka – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  maki baalan – king. 

balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is aazhvi- lord  . 

 balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is kalai kann- lord . 

balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is kizhavan- lord . 

balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is kozhunun- lord . 
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balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is mana vaalan- lord . 

balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is koa makal- queen  ;  koa king  . 

balaq  [ a Moabitish king  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  la - ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is aaluvoan- ruler  ;  aalu- to rule . 

1121. bane [ son / man  /  nation / arrow / daughter / fruitful  / bullock  / young ]  
has the consonants  - [-pa-] -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  manjan [ missing  
letter- sa-] - son . 

  bane [ son / man  /  nation / arrow / daughter / fruitful  / bullock  / young ]  has 
the consonants- pa -an - and the other interpretation  of the word is  paiyan- boy . 

bane [ son / man  /  nation / arrow / daughter / fruitful  / bullock  / young ]  has 
the consonants  - [ -pa-] -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  aan   / manu - man . 

bane [ son / man  /  nation / arrow / daughter / fruitful  / bullock  / young ]  has 
the consonants  - [ -pa-] -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  inam- nation  /race  . 

 bane [ son / man  /  nation / arrow / daughter / fruitful  / bullock  / young ]  has 
the consonants- pa -an - and the other interpretation  of the word is  paanam  -
arrow; ampu  . 

  *bane [ son / man  /  nation / arrow / daughter / fruitful  / bullock  / young ]  has 
the consonants- pa -an - and the original Tamil   word is  penn/ ponnu - daughter 
/girl  /female .  

bane [ son / man  /  nation / arrow / daughter / fruitful  / bullock  / young ]  has 
the consonants- [-pa-] -an - and the original Tamil   word is  nanmai ulla [ missing  
letter- la-] -  fruitful . 

 bane [ son / man  /  nation / arrow / daughter / fruitful  / bullock  / young ]  has 
the consonants- pa -an - and the original Tamil   word is  payan ulla- [ missing  
letter- la-] -  fruitful / useful . 
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*bane [ son / man  /  nation / arrow / daughter / fruitful  / bullock  / young ]  has 
the consonants- pa -an - and the original Tamil   word is  pooni- bullock  / 

bane [ son / man  /  nation / arrow / daughter / fruitful  / bullock  / young ]  has 
the consonants- pa -an - and the other interpretation  of the word is  noopam- 
bullock . 

bane [ son / man  /  nation / arrow / daughter / fruitful  / bullock  / young ]  has 
the consonants- [-pa-] -an - and the original Tamil   word is  sinna  [ missing  letter- 
sa-] - young /small . 

1124. *bna [ make ] has the consonants - pa  --an - and the original Tamil   word is  
pannu/ mannu - make.  

 1149. benas  [ angry ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] --an - sa-and the original Tamil   
word is  sinam- anger . 

1157. bad  [ behind ] has the consonants  - pa-  the -  and the original Tamil   word 
is  pinaadi – behind . 

1161. beootheme  [ terror ]has the consonants  -pa -  the-  ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is mana peethi - mental fear  ;  manam-  mind  ; peethi- fear   . 

 1163. bat  [to kick ] has the consonants - pa -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
uthai -ththidu  /uthai  poadu   - to kick . 

 1171. Baal  gad  [  Baal of fortune  ]  has the consonants – pa-  la-  ka - the - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  Palani   malai   aandavan  koduththa  nal -vaaippu   -
good  chance given by god  Palani – Marduk /Thiru murugan  -sun god of Tamil  
people  ; Palani  malai- Palani hills - abode of Thiru Murugan ;  aandaavn- god; 
koduththa- given  ;  Palani -  Baal / Apollo  / Thiru Murugan . 

Baal  gad  [  Baal of fortune  ] has the consonants – pa-  la-  ka - the - and the  
original Tamil  word is  Palani  aandavan- in  koduththa  paakiyam/ yoakam [Skt]  –
fortune given by Palani ; paakkiyam- fortune . 
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Baal  gad  [  Baal of fortune  ] has the consonants – pa-  la-  ka - the - and the  
original Tamil  word is  Palani  aandavan- in  koduththa   selvam [ missing  letter- 
sa-] – the wealth given by god Palani  ;  selvam- wealth . 

1187.  baar  [ burn ]  has the consonants - [ -pa-]   --Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  eriya- burn  ;   eriyim neruppu – burning  fire  ; neruppu- fire   

1204. baath  [  to fear ]  has the consonants  - pa  -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  peethi- fear . 

1214. batsa  [to finish /  stop / cut off / wounded  / profit ] has the consonants  - 
pa  -the -  sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  seithu mudi / panni mudi – to finish 
;sei –do; pannu –do; mudi- finish . 

batsa  [to finish /  stop / cut off / wounded  / profit ] has the consonants  - pa  -the 
-  [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mudippu- finish. 

batsa  [to finish /  stop / cut off / wounded  / profit ] has the consonants  - pa  -the 
-  -sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thadu / thadai sei / thadai pannu  –stop . 

batsa  [to finish /  stop / cut off / wounded  / profit ] has the consonants  - pa  -the 
-  -[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nippaattu- stop . 

batsa  [to finish /  stop / cut off / wounded  / profit ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]  -
the -  -[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thunidiththidu- cut off . 

batsa  [to finish /  stop / cut off / wounded  / profit ] has the consonants  - -pa- -
the -  -[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pun paduththu –to wound . 

batsa  [to finish /  stop / cut off / wounded  / profit ] has the consonants  - -pa- -
the -  -[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  payan udaiyathu/ nanmai  
udaiyathu/ eettam  udaiyathu/ aathaayam udaiyathu  - profitable  ; payan- use;   
nanmai- good; uoothiyam-  earnings ; aathaayam-  gain  ; udaiya- has.  

batsa  [to finish /  stop / cut off / wounded  / profit ] has the consonants  - -pa- -
the -  -[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nayappaadu-  profit.  
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 batsa  [to finish /  stop / cut off / wounded  / profit ] has the consonants  - -pa- -
the -  -[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  panndam- profit . 

1216. batseq [ to swell  ] has the consonants  - pa  -the – [-sa-]- ka-   and the  
original Tamil word is  pudaikka- to swell; uppi poakida; uoothi poakida  . 

batseq [ to swell  ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]  -the – [-sa-]- ka-   and the  original 
Tamil word is  veenkkida- to swell . 

batseq [ to swell  ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]  -the – [-sa-]- ka-   and the  original 
Tamil word is  athikam aakida  / mikuthi aakida  -swell. 

batseq [ to swell  ] has the consonants  --pa--the – [-sa-]- ka-   and the  original 
Tamil word is  ponkkida- swell. 

batseq [ to swell  ] has the consonants  --[-pa-]--the – [-sa-]- ka-   and the  original 
Tamil word is  uoothuka- swell . 

batseq [ to swell  ] has the consonants  --[-pa-]--the – [-sa-]- ka-   and the  original 
Tamil word is  thadikka- swell . 

1234.* baqa  [divide ]  has the consonants  - pa  - ka- and the  original Tamil word 
is  paku -divide. 

baqa  [divide ]  has the consonants  - [-pa-]  - ka- and the  original Tamil word  is 
vaku –divide.  

1240. bekar  [ enquire  / make search  ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]  - ka-  Ra-  and 
the  original Tamil word  is   aaraika- search . 

bekar  [ enquire  / make search  ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]  - ka-  Ra-  and the  
original Tamil word  is   vivaram kaekka-  enquire ; vivaram- information; kaekka- 
to ask . 

1241.baqar [  cow / ox  ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]  - ka-  Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil word  is kuram- cow . 
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baqar  [ cow / ox  ] has the consonants  - pa- - ka-  Ra-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   peevari –cow.  

baqar  [ cow / ox  ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]  - ka-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil 
word   is  kaaraa- black  cow. 

baqar [   cow / ox  ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]  - ka-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil 
word   is  aavaeru   –bull  as the male  of the cow . 

1242. boker  [  early morning  / day ]    has the consonants  - pa-  ka – Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  vai karai  naeram  /   karukkar   -  early morning  ; naeram –
time.   

*boker  [  early morning  / day ]    has the consonants  - pa-  ka – Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  pakar naeram- day time ;   pakar / pakal- day . 

1243. baqqarah   [ looking after ] has the consonants  - pa-  ka – Ra- and the   
original Tamil  word is  paarkka  / paraamarikka – to look after . 

 1247. *bar   [ grandson]   has the consonants  -  pa – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  paeran – grand son . 

  1250. bar  [corn]  has the consonants  -  pa – Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  
- paruppu   –kernel  / corn ;   payir - crop . 

1272. bawrakh  [ reach ] has the consonants  -  [-pa -]– Ra-ka-   and the  original 
Tamil word is  kann -nooru –reach . 

bawrakh  [ reach ] has the consonants  -  pa – Ra-ka-   and the  original Tamil word 
is poruka- reach . 

bawrakh  [ reach ] has the consonants  -  pa – Ra-ka-   and the  original Tamil word 
is poai   saeruka [ missing  letter- sa-] —reach . 

bawrakh  [ reach ] has the consonants  -  [-pa -]– Ra-ka-   and the  original Tamil 
word is  nerunkku –reach . 
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1293. *brakah   [  prosperity  / pool  / reservoir ]  has the consonants - pa - Ra – 
ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  perukkam – prosperity . 

brakah   [  prosperity  / pool / reservoir ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra – ka-  
and the   other interpretation  of the word is  aeiswarya [ missing  letter- sa-]- 
prosperity . 

brakah   [  prosperity  / pool / reservoir ]  has the consonants - pa - Ra – ka-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  seekaram [ missing  letter- sa-]- prosperity . 

brakah   [  prosperity  / pool /  reservoir ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra – ka-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  kurun-j –sunai  [ missing  letter- sa-]--  small pool  
/ well . 

brakah   [  prosperity  / pool /  reservoir ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra – ka-  
and the  original Tamil  word is   erai  kinaru-  a well . 

brakah   [  prosperity  / pool /  reservoir ]  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra – ka-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   varaippu- tank . 

 brakah   [  prosperity  / pool /  reservoir ]  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra – ka-  and 
the other interpretation  of the word is  piravaakam - tank . 

brakah   [  prosperity  / pool /  reservoir ]  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra – ka-  and 
the other interpretation  of the word is  pokkarani-  sacred tank . 

1304. bareqeth [ emerald ] has the consonants –-pa-- Ra – ka-  the- and the  
original Tamil  word is   pachchai niram udaiya /  uyar mathippu udaiya -  ariya  
vakai kar [ missing  letter- sa-]- a  rare precious  green color stone ; pachchai- 
gren; niram- color ; udaiya- has;  ariya –rare ;  vakai- kind;  kar- stone  ; uyar  
mathippu –high value ; mathippu- value . 

bareqeth [ emerald ] has the consonants –-[-pa-]-- Ra – ka-  the- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  marakatha  kar  - emerald . 

 . bareqeth [ emerald ] has the consonants –-[-pa-]-- Ra – ka-  the- and the  
original Tamil  word is   thurukka naattu  mani-  Turkey stone ; naadu –satte; 
mani- jem/ stone/ bead . 
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 1306. birsha [ king of Gomorrah ]  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra – sa-  and the  
original Tamil word is paer arasar – big king / emperor ; paer- great ; arasar- king.  

 1308. besore [ a stream of Palestine ] has the consonants –[--pa-] -- sa-  Ra-  and 
the  original Tamil word is sinnaaru –small river ; sinna- small ; aaru –river . 

1321. bsar  [ flesh ] has the consonants –-pa-- sa-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil 
word is   pachchai  eraichchi   – raw flesh  ;  eraichchi- meat . 

bsar  [ flesh ] has the consonants –-pa—[- sa-]-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is 
purani- flesh. 

 1323. bath  [ daughter /  apple  of the eye  / old  / village / first ]   besore [stream 
of Palestine]  has the consonants- pa  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pendu 
– daughter/ wife/ female . 

 bath  [ daughter /  apple  of the eye  / old  / village / first  ]  has the consonants- 
pa  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pottai   -female . 

bath  [ daughter /  apple  of the eye  / old  / village / first  ]  has the consonants- 
pa  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paappaaththi  -pupil of the eye . 

bath  [ daughter /  apple  of the eye  / old  / village / first ]  has the consonants- pa  
-the- and the  original Tamil  word is  panndaiya  / panndu - old / past . 

*bath  [ daughter /  apple  of the eye  / old  / village / first ]  has the consonants- 
pa  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  patti / poondi  / paettai / paadi – village . 

bath  [ daughter /  apple  of the eye  / old  / village / first  ]  has the consonants- [-
pa-]  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mutha- first . 

1324. *bath  [ liquid measurement ] has the consonants -  pa- the - and the  
original Tamil  word is  padi-  grain/ fluid  measurement . 

1333. bathaq  [ to cut in pieces  ]  has the consonants – [- pa-]- the – ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  thundu  thundaaka / kandam kandamaaka   vetttu / kaathu 
/ udaikka  / koththa -  to cut in pieces  ; thundu- bit ;   kandam- piece ;  thunukku- 
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bit  ; thukkadaa- bit ;  kanndi- piece  ; kaathu –cut ; vettu –cut ;  koththu –chop ; 
udaikka- break . 

 1334. bather  [ chop up / divide ] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - the –Ra-  and the 
original Tamil  word is  thundiththar- chop . 

  bather  [ chop up / divide ] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - the –Ra-  and the 
original Tamil  word is  piriththtiduthar- divide.  

1341. ge [ haughty ] has  a  consonant- ka-and the  original Tamil  word is      
aanavam -  haughtiness. 

ge [ haughty ] has  a  consonant- ka-and the other interpretation  of the word is  
akampaavam [ missing  letter- pa-] –haughtiness. 

ge [ haughty ] has a  consonant- ka-and the  original Tamil  word is  veempu [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – haughtiness  

ge [ haughty ] has a  consonant- ka-and the  original Tamil  word is  maen--
noakkam  -haughtiness. 

ge [ haughty ] has a  consonant- ka-and the  original Tamil  word is  veekkam- 
pride.  

1246. gaavah  [ swelling ] has a  consonant- ka-and the  original Tamil  word is      
veekkam – swelling . 

1348.gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- 
the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maenmai  kondathu – majestic 

gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  maachchimai kondathu  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - 
majestic. 

 gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the other interpretation  of the word is  makimai mikkathu –majestic . 
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gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the other interpretation  of the word is  makaththuvam- aanathu – majestic. 

gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  akanthai- pride. 

gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  edankkam-  pride . 

 gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kanathi- pride.  

gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the other interpretation  of the word is  taakku- pride.  

gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  thaattikam- pride.  

gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the other interpretation  of the word is  thaasttikam [ missing  letter- sa-]  - pride.  

 gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the other interpretation  of the word is  taampeekam [ missing  letter- pa-]- 
proudly . 

gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  nettankkam-  pride . 

 gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  padaaki  [ missing  letter- pa-]- pride. 

gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  paakandan [ missing  letter- pa-]-- pompous person . 

 gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  mudukku  / midukku  –pride  [stiffness of manners ] . 
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gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  keththu- proud . 

gayooth [ majesty / lifting  up / pride / proudly ] has the consonants -ka- the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kai thookki viduka -  lift up ; kai- hand; thookku- lift  . 

 1350. gaal  [  deliver / marry his widow  /   purchase / revenger ] has the 
consonants - ka - la-    and the  original Tamil  word is vazhankku –deliver . 

gaal  [  deliver / marry his widow  /   purchase / revenger ] has the consonants - ka 
- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kalini/ kalan -ili -  widow 

gaal  [  deliver / marry his widow  /   purchase / revenger ] has the consonants - ka 
- la-   and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  aman-k-kali- widow . 

gaal  [  deliver / marry his widow  /   purchase / revenger ] has the consonants - ka 
- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kanavanai izha- loss of  husband ; kanavan – 
husband ;  izhappu – loss. 

gaal  [  deliver / marry his widow  /   purchase / revenger ] has the consonants - ka 
- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kanavan illa penn-   husband less woman  ;  
illai- nil ;  penn- female . 

gaal  [  deliver / marry his widow  /   purchase / revenger ] has the consonants - ka 
- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kalan- ili-yaei  kai kollu /  manam  sei  / 
kaliyaanam  sei  [ missing  letter- sa-] – to marry  a widow; kalini- widow ; kai- 
hand  ; kollu- have  ; manam- marriage ; sei –do; kaliyaanam- marriage . 

gaal  [  deliver / marry his widow  /   purchase / revenger ] has the consonants - ka 
- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is mana vizha/ mana vaazhvu – marriage ; 
vazhvu- life; manam- marriage; vizhaa- function  . 

gaal  [  deliver / marry his widow  /   purchase / revenger ] has the consonants - ka 
- la-   and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  kaliyaanam –marriage . 

gaal  [  deliver / marry his widow  /   purchase / revenger ] has the consonants - ka 
- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is vilaikku vaankku –to purchase  ; vilai-  price;  
vaankku- buy . 
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gaal  [  deliver / marry his widow  /   purchase / revenger ] has the consonants - ka 
- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pazhikku pazhi  vankkum  aal [ missing  
letter- pa-] – revenger;  pazhikku pazhi –revenge;  aal- person  . 

1351. gaal [   stain / pollution /  defile  / to soil ] has the consonants - ka - la-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  azhukku  / kalankkam –stain/ taint  . 

gaal [   stain / pollution /  defile  / to soil  ] has the consonants - ka - la-  and the  
original Tamil  word is azhukku  aakku –to soil  ; azhukku –dirt/ stain  ; aakku-
make . 

gaal [   stain / pollution /  defile  / to soil  ] has the consonants - ka - la-  and the  
original Tamil  word is kazhippu [ missing  letter- pa-- ]- blemish . 

*gaal [   stain / pollution /  defile  / to soil  ] has the consonants - ka - la-  and the  
original Tamil  word is kaazh-  blemish . 

gaal [  stain / pollution /  defile  / to soil  ] has the consonants - ka - la-  and the  
original Tamil  word is izhukku- blemish . 

gaal [  stain / pollution /  defile  / to soil  ] has the consonants - ka - la-  and the  
original Tamil  word is izhivu- blemish/ pollution/ defilement   . 

 gaal [  stain / pollution /  defile  / to soil  ] has the consonants - ka - la-  and the  
original Tamil  word is vannam / oli   mankkal  -loss of clour/ light / tarnish ;  
vannam- color;   oli- light ; mankka- diminsh  /wane . 

 `1354. gab  [ body ] has the consonants - ka-[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aakam  /  kaayam /  yaakai  -body .  

gab  [ body ] has the consonants - ka-- pa--  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  viyam  /  vimpam-  body . 

 1355. gab [ back ]  has the consonants - ka-- pa--  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
pin  pakkam- back  side ; pin-  back;  pakkam- side.  

 1356. gab [ well / ditch / pit ] has the consonants - ka—[-pa-]--  and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  kaeni – a   well  
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gab [ well / ditch / pit ] has the consonants - ka—pa-  and the  original Tamil  word  
is  koopam  /   koovam  -  a  well . 

gab [ well / ditch / pit ] has the consonants - ka—[-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   neekku-  trench . 

gab [ well / ditch / pit ] has the consonants - ka—[-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   vankku-  hole/ orifice  

 gab [ well / ditch / pit ] has the consonants - ka—[-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaai- an opening / mouth .  

gab [ well / ditch / pit ] has the consonants - ka—[-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaan- channel  

 gab [ well / ditch / pit ] has the consonants - ka—[-pa-]-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   ankkanam-  drain . 

gab [ well / ditch / pit ] has the consonants - ka-pa-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pookam- cavity . 

1358. gob   [ den]    has the consonants - ka- [ -pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word  
is  kukai- cave . 

 gob   [ den]    has the consonants - ka- [ -pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
mukai- cave . 

 gob   [ den]   has the consonants - ka- [ -pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
vankku-  cave . 

. gob   [ den] has the consonants - ka-  -pa -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kepi –cave/den  . 

 1363. gobahh  [ height / loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- -pa-  and the  original 
Tamil  word  is pokkam- height . 

gobahh  [ height / loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- -pa-  and the  original Tamil  
word  is akappu/ ukappu - height . 
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gobahh  [ height / loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- -pa-  and the  original Tamil  
word  is kappu- height . 

gobahh  [ height / loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word  is uvanam- height . 

gobahh  [ height / loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word  is oaakkam /oaavam - height . 

 gobahh  [ height / loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word  kayavu –height . 

 gobahh  [ height / loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word  nookkam- height  

 gobahh  [ height / loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word  maekku- height. 

gobahh  [ height / loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word  viyam- height  

gobahh  [ height / loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word  uookkam-  height . 

 gobahh  [ height /  loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- [ -pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word  is   maenmai mikka – loftiness  . 

gobahh  [ height /  loftiness ] has the consonants - ka- [ -pa-] -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  makimai  mikka - loftiness  . 

1366. gbuwl  /gbul   [ land mark  /  border /   limit / quarter / great / coast / 
boundary ]  has the consonants  - ka –[- pa-] -  la - and the  original Tamil word is   
ellai- k- kal - boundary stone  ;   ellai- boundary  ; kal- stone . 

gbuwl  /gbul   [ land mark  /  border /   limit / quarter / great / coast / boundary ]  
has the consonants  - ka – [-pa-]-  la - and the  original Tamil word is   nila  ellai 
alavu  kuri  [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  land mark ; nilam- land ;  ellai – boundary ;   
alavu- measurement ; kuri- mark . 
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 gbuwl  /gbul   [ land mark  /  border /   limit / quarter / great / coast / boundary ]  
has the consonants - ka – pa-  la - and the  original Tamil word is  vilimpu- border . 

 gbuwl  /gbul   [ land mark  /  border /   limit / quarter / great / coast / boundary ]  
has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]-  la - and the  original Tamil word is  kan-k-kul- 
boundary . 

gbuwl  /gbul   [ land mark  /  border /   limit / quarter / great / coast / boundary ]  
has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]-  la - and the  original Tamil word is  nila -vellai  
kanakku  - border  ; nilai- land ; ellai-  border / limit; kanakku- measurement .  

1368. ghib bore [ warrior /  giant / valiant man ] has the consonants - ka--pa - Ra  -  
and the  original Tamil  word  is   poar maravan / poar veerar   -warrior ; poar- 
war.  

ghib bore [ warrior/  giant / valiant man  ] has the consonants - ka--pa - Ra  -  and 
the  original Tamil  word  is  peru  uruvam-   big  sized figure ;   arakkan  -  a giant  ;  
peru –big; uruvam- figure . 

 ghib bore [ warrior/  giant / valiant man ] has the consonants - ka—[-pa-] - Ra  -  
and the  original Tamil  word  is  kai kaaran /  munai kaaran  / veeran  -  valiant  
man . 

1370. gheb oo raw  [ power] has the consonants - ka—pa-- Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  kirppu –power.  

gheb oo raw  [ power] has the consonants - ka—pa-- Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word  is  kurumpu- power.  

 gheb oo raw  [ power] has the consonants - ka—pa-- Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word  is  pakaru – power.  

 gheb oo raw  [ power ] has the consonants - ka—pa-- Ra - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  para-k-kiramam – power  /strength / vigour / might 
/force . 

gheb oo raw  [ power ] has the consonants - ka—[ -pa-]-- Ra - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  veeriyam   /veeru - power.  
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1375. gbiya [ house  / cup  / pot  / goblet ] has the consonants -ka –[- pa-]-  and 
the  original  Tamil  word is   akam- home . 

gbiya [ house  / cup  / pot  / goblet ] has the consonants -ka – pa-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is   pakkam-  house. 

gbiya [ house  / cup  / pot  / goblet ] has the consonants -ka –[- pa-]  -and the  
other interpretation  of the word is vaesanam   / saaikai  [ missing  letter-sa-]- 
house.  

gbiya [ house  / cup  / pot  / goblet ] has the consonants -ka – pa-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is   kumpai- pot . 

gbiya [ house  / cup  / pot  / goblet ] has the consonants -ka – [-pa-]-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is   kinnam/ koappai  –cup . 

gbiya [ house  / cup  / pot  / goblet ] has the consonants -ka – [-pa-]-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is   saaikai  [ missing  letter-sa-]-- jug / koojaa . 

 gbiya [ house  / cup  / pot  / goblet ] has the consonants -ka –[- pa-]  -and the  
other interpretation  of the word is kanjam  [ missing  letter-sa-]-- goblet / a 
drinking vessel . 

1376. gbuyr [ master / lord ]  has the consonants   -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is   eriavan- lord/ god . 

gbuyr [ master / lord ]  has the consonants   -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is nirvaakakan  / nirvaaki /   kaaranan  /  eesvaran  
[missing  letter –sa-]-  lord . 

gbuyr [ master / lord ]  has the consonants   -ka – pa- - Ra-  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is maka pirapu – lord ; maka- great ;  pirapu –lord.  

 gbuyr [ master / lord ]  has the consonants   -ka – pa- - Ra-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is perumakan  -chief . 

gbuyr [ master / lord ]  has the consonants   -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is   arukkan- chief . 
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1377. gbiyrah [ mistress / queen ]  has the consonants   -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is   eraivi- mistress/ queen  . 

gbiyrah [ mistress / queen ]  has the consonants   -ka – pa- - Ra-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is   pani eraivi- task mistress  ;  pani- job.  

gbiyrah [ mistress / queen ]  has the consonants   -ka – [-pa-]- - Ra-  and the    
other interpretation of the word is  makaa   raani  -queen ; makaa- great ; raani- 
queen . 

 gbiyrah [ mistress / queen ]  has the consonants   -ka – [-pa-]- - Ra-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is   arasa kumaari  [ missing letter- sa-]  - princess ; arasar- 
king ; arasi  –queen ; kumarai- virgin girl . 

gbiyrah [ mistress / queen ]  has the consonants   -ka – [-pa-]- - Ra-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is   eraakkini – queen . 

 gbiyrah [ mistress / queen ]  has the consonants   -ka – [-pa-]- - Ra-  and the    
other interpretation of the word is   erai maka   /maka raasi / arasar-in manaivi [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - queen  ;  arasar-  king  ; manaivi- wife ; eraivan- god/ king; 
maka- daughter  . 

 gbiyrah [ mistress / queen ]  has the consonants   -ka – [-pa-]- - Ra-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is   kanni  arasi  [ missing letter- sa-]  –virgin queen ; kanni- 
virgin ; arasi –queen . 

gbiyrah [ mistress / queen ]  has the consonants   -ka – pa - Ra-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is perun-k -koa  manaivi  - wife of the king  /emperor ;  periya- great ; 
koa- king  ;  manaivi  -wife .    

gbiyrah [ mistress / queen ]  has the consonants   -ka – [-pa-]- - Ra-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is   mannar- in manivi  -wife of the king ; mannar-king ; 
manaivi- wife . 

 1380. gbal [ a mountain / a place in Phoenicia]  has the consonants   -ka –[- pa-]   -
la- - and the  original Tamil  word is   akalul- village . 
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gbal [ a mountain / a place in Phoenicia]  has the consonants   -ka –[- pa-]   -la- - 
and the  original Tamil  word is   vaeli- village .  

gbal [ a mountain / a place in Phoenicia]  has the consonants   -ka –[- pa-]   -la- - 
and the  original Tamil  word is   vaazhkkai- village . 

 gbal [ a mountain / a place in Phoenicia]  has the consonants   -ka –[- pa-]   -la- - 
and the  original Tamil  word is kal  /  kallakam / oaan-k-kal /  vilan-k-ku – 
mountain . 

 1384. gibben [ hunch backed  ]  has the consonants   -ka –[- pa-]   -an  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  koon – hunch / bend . 

1385. gbinah  [cheese]   has the consonants   -ka –[- pa-]   -an  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vennai – butter . 

1387. geba [  a place in Palestine  ]  has the consonants   -ka – pa-   and the  
original Tamil  word is  paakam- village ; pakkanam   -village ; paakai  -village .  

*geba [  a place in Palestine  ]  has the consonants   -ka – pa-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kuppam- village. 

geba [  a place in Palestine  ]  has the consonants   -ka – [-pa-]-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaam- village. 

 1397. geber [ every one  / warrior]  has the consonants -ka  -[ -pa-]  - Ra-and the  
original Tamil  word is  vovu -voruvarum –every one   ;  anaivarum –all people . 

geber [ every one / man  / warrior]  has the consonants -ka  -pa- - Ra-and the  
original Tamil  word is  poar maravar  /  poar veeran / paor Vanniyar / vikkiraman 
– warrior; poar- war; maravan- warrior ; Vanniyar- warrior caste . 

 1399.  gbar [  a  person / a man]   has the consonants -ka  -[ -pa-]  - Ra-and the  
original Tamil  word is   oruvar -  a  person   ;  evaroa oruvar –some body . 

1407. gad [  coriander seed  ] has the consonants - ka- the- and the original Tamil  
word is  koeitha malli vithai [ missing letter- la-] - coriander seed  ; koeitha malli/ 
koththa malli- coriander; vithai  -seed . 
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 gad [  coriander seed  ] has the consonants - ka- the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is thanika vithai / thanikam -coriander seed ;thanika- 
coriander . 

1403. Gabriyel  [   man  of  god  ] has the consonants -ka   -pa- - Ra-   la- and the   
original Tamil  word is  annal-in    oruvar  /    annal anuppiya  oruvar / yaevalar; 
kinkkaran  [  malakku]  / vaanavar /  maanavan    -  a person/ messenger   sent by  
god; annal –god;   anuppiya  - send ; anuppu –to send ;  aal- a person  ; oruvar- 
one person ; oru- one ; yaevalar- messenger .; kinkkaran- messenger ; malakkku- 
angel; vaanavar- person from sky  ;  vaan –sky  ; maanavan- man  . 

 Gabriyel  [ man  of  god  ] has the consonants -ka  -[ -pa-]  - Ra-   la- and the   
original Tamil word is  eraivan- in  aal - man  of  god ; eraivan- god; aal- a person   

Gabriyel  [ man  of  god  ] has the consonants -ka  --pa- - Ra-   la- and the   original 
Tamil word is  param porul  . 

Gabriyel  [ man  of  god  ] has the consonants -ka -pa  - Ra-   la- and the  original 
Tamil word is  unmai  / mei  porulaanavan   – god  -the truth ; mei-  truth ; unmai 
–truth . 

Gabriyel  [ man  of  god  ] has the consonants -ka –[-pa-]  - Ra-   la- and the  
original Tamil word is  vaal arivan –god . - 

Gabriyel  [ man  of  god  ] has the consonants -ka –pa  - Ra-   la- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   akila roopan  -god ; akilam- universe . 

Gabriyel  [ man  of  god  ] has the consonants -ka –[-pa-]  - Ra-   la- and the original 
Tamil word is  munnoor  kaelvan- god . 

 1408. *gad  [ fortune /  troop  ]   koduppinai / paakkiyam adaiya / yoakam adikka 

 

 1410. Gad [ son of Jacob ,  his tribe] has the consonants   ka- the – and the  
original  Tamil word is  kodukkan- son . 
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 Gad [ son of Jacob ,  his tribe] has the consonants   ka- the – and the  original  
Tamil word is  kudi / ina   koottam  - tribe / family / house ; inam- race; koottam-  
group  ; kudi –family . 

1411. gdabar  [a treasurer] has the consonants - ka – the- pa- Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word ispanda kaaran / pandaka kaaran – treasurer ;pandakam –treasury . 

1413. *gadad [ a  crowd  /gash ]  has the consonants - ka – the-  and the   original 
Tamil  word is koottam – crowd . 

gadad [ a  crowd  /gash ]  has the consonants – ka- the - and the  original Tamil  
word is thokuthi  -crowd  . 

gadad [ a  crowd  /gash ]  has the consonants – ka- the - and the  original Tamil  
word is koththu  -gashing  ;  kaayam adainthida- wounded  ; kaayam –wound . 

 1416. gheood   [ troop of robbers ] has the  consonants - ka  -the  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  thon-k-kan  koottam - troop of robbers ;  thonkkan –
robber  ; koottam-  crowd/ troop . 

gheood   [ troop of robbers ] has the  consonants - ka  -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thaenan koottam - troop of robbers   ; thaenan –robber . 

gheood   [ troop of robbers ] has the  consonants - ka  -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kava –an   koottam - troop of robbers ;   kava -an-  robber . 

gheood   [ troop of robbers ] has the  consonants - ka  -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kattoar  koottam [ missing letter- Ra-] -troop of robbers  ;  kattoar- 
robbers ; koottam- crowd /troop . 

1417. ghedood [  furrow  ] has the  consonants -  ka - the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vadu  -furrow.  

 1418.  ghed oo daw [  incise /  cutting ] has the  consonants   - ka  -the  - and the  
original Tamil  word is kaathu – cut . 

ghed oo daw [  incise /  cutting] ]has the  consonants   - ka  -the  - and the  original 
Tamil   word is  vettu   -cut . 
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ghed oo daw [  incise /  cutting] ]has the  consonants   - ka  -the  - and the  original 
Tamil   word is  koththu –chop . 

1419. gadowl  [  far /  great man  / long / elder / order]  has the  consonants-  ka  -
the-  la- and the  original Tamil   word is   nedun- tholaivil   – far  ;  nedumai- long ;  
tholaivu –distance  . 

 gadowl  [  far /  great man  / long / elder / order]  has the  consonants-  ka  -the-  
la- and the  original Tamil   word is   vidalai-  great man . 

gadowl  [  far /  great man  / long / elder / order]  has the  consonants-  ka  -the-  
la- and the  original Tamil   word is   vallamai   kondavan –  great man;  vallami –
ability / valor  /power ; kondavan - one who  has  

gadowl  [  far /  great man  / long / elder / order]  has the  consonants-  ka  -the-  
la- and the  original Tamil   word is   maettu kudi  makkal -  high class people  ;  
maedu –raised land ;  kudi –clan ;  makkal- people . 

gadowl  [  far /  great man  / long / elder / order]  has the  consonants-  ka  -the-  
la- and the  original Tamil   word is  nedun-k-kaalm- long period ; nedumai- long; 
kaalam –time .   

 gadowl  [  far /  great man  / long / elder / order]  has the  consonants-  ka  -the-  
la- and the  original Tamil   word is  nalla neelam kondathu –has   good length   ; 
nalla- good; neealm- length; kondathu- has.  

gadowl  [  far /  great man  / long / elder / order]  has the  consonants-  ka  -the-  
la- and the  original Tamil   word is  kudi muthalvoan  /  kudi  thalaivan  - clan head 
/ ancestor ;   thalivan- head; thalai- head . 

gadowl  [  far /  great man  / long / elder / order]  has the  consonants-  ka  -the-  
la- and the  original Tamil   word is  muthu makkal- elders ;   muthumai- old /  
aged; makkal- people   . 

 gadowl  [  far /  great man  / long / elder / order]  has the  consonants-  ka  -the-  
la- and the  original Tamil   word is  ozhunkku  udaimai –orderly . 
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gadowl  [  far /  great man  / long / elder / order]  has the  consonants-  ka  -the-  
la- and the  original Tamil   word is kattalai /  yaeval   iduthal- to order;   kattalai –
order  . 

gadowl  [  far /  great man  / long / elder / order]  has the  consonants-  ka  -the-  
la- and the  original Tamil   word is kudi  vazhi  / ozhunkku   –family order ;  kudi –
family / clan . 

1421. ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -[-pa-]- 
and the  original Tamil   word is   kodu  vaai- reproach   ; kadumai –severe  ; vaai –
mouth /speech . 

ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -[-pa-]- and the  
original Tamil   word is   ninthikkai- reproach . 

 ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -pa- and the  
original Tamil   word is   padu  vasai  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  severe reproach ;  vasai 
–reproach  . 

ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -pa- and the  
original Tamil   word is   thittu vasavu   [ missing  letter- sa-]-  -scolding . 

 ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -pa- and the  
original Tamil   word is   uthappu/ uthampu –scold . 

ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -[-pa-]- and the  
original Tamil   word is   kandanam-  scold . 

ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -pa- and the  
original Tamil   word is   kopam padu  –  scold  / to  be angry   . 

apa vaatham [Skt] – reproach . 

ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -pa- and the  
original Tamil   word is   vadimpidu- blame . 

ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -[-pa-]- and the  
original Tamil   word is   kuththam sumathu [ missing  letter- sa-]- accuse. 
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*ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -pa- and the  
original Tamil   word is   kandippu –rebuke . 

ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -[-pa-] - and the  
original Tamil   word is   kadinththu kondidu  -rebuke . 

 ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -[-pa-] - and 
the  original Tamil   word is kadi-  rebuke / reprimand  . 

ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -[-pa-] - and the  
original Tamil   word is   kanndi- k-ka – reprimand . 

 ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -[-pa-] - and 
the  original Tamil   word is   athattukai - reprimand .   

ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -[-pa-] - and the  
original Tamil   word is   kaainthidu- reprimand . 

ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -[-pa-] - and the  
original Tamil   word is   vattikka- censure.  

ghid doof  [ reproach  / vilification]  has the  consonants - ka - the  -[-pa-] - and the  
original Tamil   word is kunndani  / kunndiyam / kunndaakkam  -slander.  

1423. gdiy [ kid  ] has the consonants - ka- the-and the  original Tamil  word is    
kutti aadu / aattu kutti-  kid  ;  kutti - small ; aadu –goat ; aattu kedaa- goat . 

 1427. gad deeale  [ fortune of god  ] has the consonants  - ka – the-  la - and the  
original Tamil  word is   annalin  /  kadavuludaiya  koduppinai   [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  fortune of god  ; koduppinai  -fortune ; annal –god  ; kadavul  -god.  

gad deeale  [ fortune of god  ] has the consonants  - ka – the-  la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kadavul- god.  

gad deeale  [ fortune of god  ] has the consonants  - ka – the-  la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thukal ili  -   god as immaculate;  kalankkam  illathavan   -  
kalankkam –stain  ; illai- nil   . 
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gad deeale  [ fortune of god  ] has the consonants  - ka – the-  la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   muthalvan -  god  /  the first / head . 

gad deeale  [ fortune of god  ] has the consonants  - ka – the-  la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vaazh muthal  - god as the  source of  first  cause of existence ; 
vaazhkkai- life; muthal- first . 

gad deeale  [ fortune of god  ] has the consonants  - ka – the-  la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thalaivan –  god as  the head / leader  ; thalai- head . 

gad deeale  [ fortune of god  ] has the consonants  - ka – the-  la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kadavul   /annal  koduththa  aakuzh – fortune given by  god; 
kadavul –god; aakuzh- fortune  ; annal- god.  

gad deeale  [ fortune of god  ] has the consonants  - ka – the-  la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kadavul  koduththa  nal  vaaippu [ missing  letter- pa-]- fortune 
given by  god ;  nal- good; vaaippu –opportunity . 

gad deeale  [ fortune of god  ] has the consonants  - ka – the-  la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kadavul koduththa  selvam  [ missing  letter- pa-]- god given wealth  
;  selvam –wealth . 

gad deeale  [ fortune of god  ] has the consonants  - ka – the-  la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kadavul koduththa  kodai  - gift of god; kodai- gift . 

1430. gadiysh [ tomb /  stack of  sheaves  / heap up ] has the consonants  - ka – 
the –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sudu  kaadu  - grave yard / cremation  
ground  . 

gadiysh [ tomb /  stack of  sheaves  / heap up ] has the consonants  - ka – the –[-
sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  muthu  kaadu –cremation  ground . 

gadiysh [ tomb /  stack of  sheaves  / heap up ] has the consonants  - ka – the –[-
sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  pina-k-kaadu [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  grave 
yard  ; pinam- dead body . 
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gadiysh [ tomb /  stack of  sheaves  / heap up ] has the consonants  - ka – the –sa- 
and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  thakanam   seithidum  idam  /  
maedai ;  thakanam  - cremation  ; idam- place ;  maedai- platform . 

gadiysh [ tomb /  stack of  sheaves  / heap up ] has the consonants  - ka – the –[-
sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  idu kaadu  -grave yard / burial ground . 

gadiysh [ tomb /  stack of  sheaves  / heap up ] has the consonants  - ka – the –sa- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  keeththu kattu  / seththai kattu - reed  bundle / 
sheaves bundle  ; seththai- sheaves ; kattu –bundle  ;  keethu –reed .   

 gadiysh [ tomb /  stack of  sheaves  / heap up ] has the consonants  - ka – the –[-
sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuviththidu  - heap . 

gadiysh [ tomb /  stack of  sheaves  / heap up ] has the consonants  - ka – the –[-
sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  koottam/ kuttam / kumittu - heap . 

gadiysh [ tomb /  stack of  sheaves  / heap up ] has the consonants  - ka – the –[-
sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  paedakam [ missing  letter- pa-] –heap. 

 1431. gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / 
promote  /  tower ]  has the consonants  – ka  -the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  Kai  thookki   viduthal   lift up  /help  ;  kai- hand  ; thookku- lift . 

gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuthal  -  exceed . 

gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuthi aakuthal  /  athikam aakuthal – exceed / wax  .  

*gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  
/  tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aakkuthal –make  . 
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gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thokuththal- do . 

gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
noakkuthal- do  . 

gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
muyankkuthal –do . 

 *gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  
/  tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koduththal- give. 

gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhankkuthal- deliver . 

 gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uthavuthal- give/ help.  

gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ikuthal- give  . 

 *gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  
/  tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
okkuthal- give.  

 gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyaththal- give . 
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*gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  
/  tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aakuthal - become . 

*gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  
/  tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadaththal  -pass . 

gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadaththi  viduthal- to promote . 

 gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uookkuviththal- to promote / encourage . 

 gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaekuthal- pass . 

gadal  [  lift up  /  exceed  /  do  / give / make /  become   /wax /  pass / promote  /  
tower ]  has the consonants  – ka-  the  -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaaval 
maedai  -  watch  tower ;   kaaval -  guard  ;  maedai –stage  .  

  1433. godel  [ stoutness / greatness ] has the consonants --ka- the – la-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kozhuththa-  fatty . 

godel  [ stoutness / greatness ] has the consonants --ka- the – la-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kathazhvu - greatness . 

godel  [ stoutness / greatness ] has the consonants --ka- the – la-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kalanthai-  greatness.   

1434.  gdil   [ tassel  / festoon / thread  ]  has the consonants - ka-  the - la- and 
the  original Tamil  word is   thonkkal – tassel . 

gdil   [ tassel  / festoon / thread  ]  has the consonants - ka-  the - la- and the  
original Tamil  word is poo thonkkal [ missing  letter- pa-] – festoon ; poo- flower.  
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gdil [ tassel  / festoon / thread  ]  has the consonants - ka-  the - la- and the  
original Tamil  word is nool kandu- a ball of thread  ; nool- thread ;  kandu-  a roll  . 

1438. *gada [ to destroy ] has the consonants-  ka  -the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kedu/ kedukka- to destroy . 

 gada [ to destroy ] has the consonants-  ka  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
idikka  -to destroy . 

gada [ to destroy ] has the consonants-  ka  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
udaikka  -to break. 

gada [ to destroy ] has the consonants-  ka  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sithaikka [ missing  letter- sa-] – to ruin . 

gada [ to destroy ] has the consonants-  ka  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mat -k -kadaikka - to destroy . 

gada [ to destroy ] has the consonants-  ka  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
madakka- to destroy . 

 gada [ to destroy ] has the consonants-  ka  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nudakka- to destroy . 

gada [ to destroy ] has the consonants-  ka  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
neekkida - to destroy  /remove . 

gada [ to destroy ] has the consonants-  ka  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mudikka- to destroy/ finish . 

 1439. gidown [  warrior  ] has the consonants -  ka - the  -an -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kanndan- warrior . 

1440 .*Gidom  [ a place  in Palestine ] has the consonants -  ka - the  -ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is  koattam - town   ;  koattayam- a town in Kaerala  

.*Gidom  [ a place  in Palestine ] has the consonants -  ka - the  -ma - and the    
original Tamil  word is  kudam- town . 
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Gidom  [ a place  in Palestine ] has theconsonants -  ka - the  -ma - and the  othr 
interpretation  of the word is nikaethanam – town . 

1443. *gadar [ mason ]   has the consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is   koththar  / koththanaar  / koththu- k -kaaran - mason ; koththu –to 
chop/ chisel . 

 1444. geder [ wall  ] has the consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  original  Tamil  
word is  kar -kattu – wall  ;  kar /kal- stone . 

geder [ wall  ] has the consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kattida suvar [ missing  letter- sa-]  -building wall ; kattidam- building ; suvar- wall . 

geder [ wall  ] has the consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is varandakam- wall . 

1445 .*geder [ a  place in Palestine]  has the consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  
original  Tamil  word is   kaattoor - villages in Tamil  nadu ; koattaaththur ;  
kadavur  ; kodukkoor . 

*geder [ a  place in Palestine]  has the consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  original  
Tamil  word is   kudi - yaettram  -settlement ;   kudi yaeru . 

geder [ a  place in Palestine]  has the  consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  original  
Tamil  word is   kudi  iruppu [ missing  letter- pa-] - settlement  / village / 
residential  area  ; kudi- house. 

 1447. gader [ fence  / wall  /  hedge ] has the  consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  
original  Tamil  word is   mat –suvar  [ missing  leter- sa-]-   - mud wall  ; suvar- 
wall; munn- soil . 

gader [ fence  / wall  /  hedge ] has the  consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  
original  Tamil  word is thaankku  suvar  / muttu suvar [ missing  leter- sa-]-  
buttress wall ;  thaankku –to support  ; muttu  thaa- to support .  

gader [ fence  / wall  /  hedge ] has the  consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  
original  Tamil  word is suttru  suvar  [ missing  leter- sa-]-  - encircling wall ; suttru 
–to encircle / to spin / to rotate . 
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 gader [ fence  / wall  /  hedge ] has the  consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  
original  Tamil  word is mathir suvar [ missing  leter- sa-]-  fortress wall . 

 gader [ fence  / wall  /  hedge ] has the  consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  
original  Tamil  word is kattai  suvar  [ missing  leter- sa-]-  - parapet wall.  

gader [ fence  / wall  /  hedge ] has the  consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  
original  Tamil  word is  thaduppu  suvar [ missing  letter- pa- ] -   partition  wall    . 

gader [ fence  / wall  /  hedge ] has the  consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  
original  Tamil  word is   ut pura suvar  [ missing  letter- pa- ] - inner wall; ut 
puram- inner side.  

gader [ fence  / wall  /  hedge ] has the  consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  
interpretation  of the word is kiraathi –fence . 

gader [ fence  / wall  /  hedge ] has the  consonants -  ka - the  -Ra- and the  
interpretation  of the word is veerthi- hedge . 

1448. *gderah  [ enclosure for  flocks  / cote fold  ] has the  consonants -  ka - the  
-Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is   mattu   kottir- cow shed  ; maadu –cattle .  

 1450. gderowth  [ a  place in Palestine ] has the consonants  - ka-  the-  Ra – the - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  kudi -yaettram  -settlement ; kudi  erukkira idam ; 
kudi- house  ;  erukka  –to be  / reside  ;  idam- place . 

1454. geh[ this] has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  evai- this . 

 1455. gahah [ to  cure] has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunam-aakku – to cure . 

 1457. gahar  [ to prostrate  oneself ]  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -and the  
original Tamil  word is   thariyir   thandanittu vanankkuthar [ missing  letter- the-] 
– to prostrate ;  tharai- floor ; thandanidu-  to  prostrate ; vanankku –worship.  

gahar  [ to prostrate  oneself ]  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  namaskarikka  [ missing  letter- sa -]- to prostrate 
/worship  .  
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gahar  [ to prostrate  oneself ]  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nedun-j- saan kidaiyaaka  tharai-yir  kidanthu  vanankkuthar[ 
missing  letters- sa – and- the-]- - to prostrate /worship by throwing  oneself on 
the floor  .  

gahar  [ to prostrate  oneself ]  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  saashattaan-k-kamaaka   namaskarikka  [ missing  
letters- sa – and- the-]- to prostrate /worship by throwing  oneself on the floor  .  

1460. gev  [ body ] has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil word is  yaakkai/ 
kaayam- body . 

1464. *goode  [ to crowd upon  /attack / invade/  overcome ] has the consonants  
--ka  -the - and  the  original Tamil  word is  koodu- to assemble ;  koottama  
koodu  –to crowd upon ; koottam- crowd; koodu –to assemble . 

goode  [ to crowd upon    /attack / invade/  overcome-] has the consonants  --ka  -
the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  thaakka-  to attack . 

goode  [ to crowd upon    /attack / invade /  overcome-] has the consonants  --ka  -
the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  padai edukka [ missing  letter- pa-] - to 
invade.  

goode  [ to crowd upon    /attack / invade /  overcome ] has the consonants  --ka  -
the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  kadakka- to overcome . 

 goode  [ to crowd upon    /attack / invade /  overcome ] has the consonants  --ka  
-the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  thaandi  poaka [ missing  letter- pa-] –to 
overcome  ;  thaandu –to leap  ; poaka- go . 

1473. golaw [  removing ] has the consonants - ka – la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  neeekkal- removal . 

golaw [  removing ] has the consonants - ka – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhikai- removal ;  azhivu  . 

golaw [  removing ] has the consonants - ka – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
valli  / vilakku/ vilakkal - remove . 
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 1475. guwmmats  [ pit  ] has the consonants - ka  -ma  the –[- sa-]-   and the  
original Tamil  word is  kundam- pit. 

guwmmats  [ pit  ] has the consonants - ka  -ma  the –[- sa-]-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   avadam- pit.  

guwmmats  [ pit  ] has the consonants - ka  -ma  the –[- sa-]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koattakam- pit  . 

1476. goonee  [ protected  ] has the consonants - ka  -an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaakka- vaendum –to protect . 

 1483. *Gur  [ a  place in Palestine ]  has the consonants - ka  -Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  erukkai  / uoorakam    village  ;  karur   -a town  in Tamil Naadu . 

1486. gorawl   [ a  pebble  ]   has the consonants - ka  -Ra-   la- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kozhaan-k-karkal- pebbles  . 

1489. gizbar  [ treasurer  ] has the consonants – ka- sa -pa- -Ra-  and the   
interpretation  of the word is  pokkisa-k-kaaran  - treasurer ;  pokkisam- treasure; 
pokkisa arai –treasury  ; arai- room  .  

 gizbar  [ treasurer  ] has the consonants – ka- sa -pa- -Ra-  and the original Tamil  
word is  pon arai-k- kaaran / por -kaasu  arai-k-kaaran  - treasurer  ;  pon –wealth 
/gold  ;   kaasu –cash ;   arai - room . 

gizbar  [ treasurer  ] has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -pa- -Ra-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  pokkar-  treasurer . 

gizbar  [ treasurer  ] has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]- -Ra-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  kueiyakar – demigods – treasurers . 

gizbar  [ treasurer  ] has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]- -Ra-  and the   
interpretation  of the word is  varam- treasure.  

gizbar  [ treasurer  ] has the consonants – ka- -sa-–[-pa-]- -Ra-  and the   
interpretation  of the word is  sakoara-  treasure . 
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gizbar  [ treasurer  ] has the consonants – ka- -sa-–[-pa-]- -Ra-  and the   
interpretation  of the word is  nikaram- treasure.  

gizbar  [ treasurer  ] has the consonants – ka- -sa-–[-pa-]- -Ra-  and the original 
Tamil  word is   sarakku  arai- treasury  ;  sarakku –gold  /  goods / arrack ; arai- 
room . 

 1496. gaziyth [  dressed stone ]   has the consonants – ka- sa-the- and the original 
Tamil  word is  kai kondu  sethukki  / vetti  vadivam  kodukka  patta  kan/ 
pathukkai [ missing  letter- pa-]- hand  carved  stone  ; kai- hand; sethukku –carve 
;  vettu –cut  ; vadivam- shape  ; kodukka- to give; pathukkai- stone -  

 1497. gazal  [ robbery  / spoil  / violence /  tear  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka – 
[-sa-] – la-   -and  original  Tamil  word is  kalavu  -stealing . 

gazal  [ robbery  / spoil  / violence /  tear  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] – 
la-  -and  original  Tamil  word is  azhikka- spoil  / destroy . 

gazal  [ robbery  / spoil  / violence /  tear  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] – 
la-  -and  original  Tamil  word is  valumai- violence/ force/ strength  . 

gazal  [ robbery  / spoil  / violence /  tear  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka – -sa-– la-  
-and  original  Tamil  word is vun seyal -   violent  act ; seyal –action . 

1499.gezel  [ plunder]  has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] – la-   -and original 
Tamil  word is  allu  kollai- plunder  . 

gezel  [ plunder]  has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] – la-   -and original Tamil  
word is  kalavu –stealing/ plundering   . 

1505. gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] - Ra  -and the 
original Tamil  word is   kaniyar- soothsayer/ astrologer . 

gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] - Ra  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   kuri kaaran- soothsayer . 

gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] - Ra  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   enn-k-kaaran- soothsayer . 
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gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] - Ra  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   anjan-k-kaaran- soothsayer . 

gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] - Ra  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   kani-kaarikai-  female fortune teller ;  kaarikai- woman . 

 gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka –-sa- Ra  -and the original Tamil  
word is   kuravanji -  fortune teller . 

 gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka –-sa- Ra  -and the original Tamil  
word is   arivar- seer ;   varum  mun arivoar ; varum –coming ; mun –early ; ariya –
know  ;  arivoar- one who knows .  

gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka –-sa-- Ra  -and the 
otherinterpretaion  of the  word is  virichchikan - soothsayer . 

 gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] - Ra  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   nimiththikar   /   nimiththam   koooruvoan  [ missing  letter- the-] – 
soothsayer ;  kooru –say ;  kooruvoan- one who  says . 

 gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka –-sa--- Ra  -and the other  
interpretaion  of the  word is  mukurththa  vithaani / mow- koorththikan [ missing  
letter- the-] –astrologer.  

gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka – sa-- Ra  -and the original Tamil  
word is   saaththira –k- karan- [ missing  letter- the-] – astrologer. 

gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka –-sa-- Ra  -and the other  
interpretaion  of the  word is  sakunam   kooruvoan – sooth sayer.  

gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] -- Ra  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   naar kuri-k-kiravan – astrologer ; naar / naal –day ; kurikka- to 
mark  . 

 gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka –-sa-- Ra  -and the other  
interpretaion  of the  word is  kai  raekai josiyam paarkkiravan  [ missing  letter- 
pa-] —palmist ;  kai –hand;  kai raekai – finger prints   ; paaru –see;  paar-k-
kairavan –one who looks into . 
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gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka –-sa-- Ra  -and the other  
interpretaion  of the  word is  pan-jaan-k-ka  kaaran-[ missing  letter -pa-] —  
astrologer . 

gzar [ soothsayer ] has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] - Ra  -and the original 
Tamil  word is   perun-k -kani- -[ missing  letter -pa-] —  chief astrologer ; periya- 
great ;  kanikka- to assess / judge  

1506. gezer  [ a part  / piece]   has the  the  consonants - ka – [-sa-] - Ra  -and the 
original Tamil  word is   kooru-  a part / piece . 

  1514. gacham [  son of Nahor ] has the  consonants  -ka- [- sa-]- ma- and the  
original Tamil  word is   aan makan .  aan- male; makan –son . 

1516. gay [ valley ]  has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kanavaai 
–valley . 

1521. Gihon [ a valley  or  pool  near  Jerusalem  / river of paradise  ] has the  
consonants  -ka- an  -and the  original Tamil  word is   kanavaai –valley .   

Gihon [ a valley  or  pool  near  Jerusalem  / river of paradise  ] has the  
consonants -ka- an  -and the  original Tamil word is kanmaai- an  irrigation tank . 

Gihon [ a valley  or  pool  near  Jerusalem  / river of paradise  ] has the  
consonants -ka- an  -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  vaeni –river . 

Gihon [ a valley  or  pool  near  Jerusalem  / river of paradise  ] has the  
consonants -ka- an  -and the  original Tamil word is kaan- canal . 

1523. gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is  makizha- to be glad . 

gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ] ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  nakal- gladness . 

gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ] ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  uvakai kolla- to be happy ; kolla- to have . 
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gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ] ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  kalippu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- glad . 

gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ] ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  inpam kolluka  [ missing  letter- pa-]-- to be happy ; inpam- 
happiness/ joy; kolluka- to have . 

gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  makizhchchi [  missing  letter- sa-]- - gladness  

gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  kusaal [  missing  letter- sa-]- – gladness . 

gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  nal vaazhvu- happiness  ; nal - good; vaazhvu- life .   

gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  kaliyaanam- happiness. 

gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ]]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  azhaku - happiness / beauty  . 

gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ]   has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  kili kolla- to have panic ; kili- panic  . 

gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  azhunkkal- fear .  

gheel  [  gald  /  joy  / cringing  fear  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  kavalai / kalankkal  -  worry/ fear.  

 1524. gheel  [ a revolution of time  /age  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - la  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kalaka kaalam - revolution of time  ; kalakam- clash; 
kaalam- time . 

1528 .*gheer [  lime  ]  has the  the  consonants - ka - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaarai/ karunam - lime stone . 
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 1530. *gal [  heap  of stone  /  dung  heap  / spring  of water / waves / heap ]  has 
the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  original Tamil  word is kal  kuvial-  heap of stone  
; kal- stone; kuviyal –a heap . 

gal [  heap  of stone  /  dung  heap  / spring  of water / waves / heap ]  has the  
consonants - ka - la  -and the  original Tamil  word is kuppai  koolam/ kuviyal [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - dung  heap . 

*gal [  heap  of stone  /  dung  heap  / spring  of water / waves / heap ]  has the  
consonants - ka - la  -and the  original Tamil  word is kumizhi- spring  as the 
sourece of river . 

gal [  heap  of stone  /  dung  heap  / spring  of water / waves / heap ]  has the  
consonants - ka - la  -and the  original Tamil  word is alaikal –waves . 

gal [  heap  of stone  /  dung  heap  / spring  of water / waves / heap ]  has the  
consonants - ka - la  -and the  original Tamil  word is kuvaal- heap . 

 1531.*gol [ bowl  / cup for  oil  ] has the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kalan  /  kalam / kalayam-  bowl / vessel . 

 gol [ bowl  / cup for  oil  ] has the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  original Tamil  
word is kol kalan- vessel.  

gol [ bowl  / cup for  oil  ] has the  consonants - ka - la  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   ennai- k- kalam - oil  cup  ;  ennai- oil . 

1532. gallab  [to shave  / a  barber ] has the  consonants - ka - la –[- pa-]-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   mazhikka / kazhikka  / kalaiya / vazhikka  -  to shave . 

gallab  [to shave  / a  barber ] has the  consonants - ka - la –[- pa-]-  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   mankkaliyan /  seeman-k-kali [ missing  letter- sa-] 
–barber . 

gallab  [to shave  / a  barber ] has the  consonants - ka - la – [-pa-]-  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  sunai   /sikai   / kaesam /   kaisiyam   / kasaalam / kaanji / 
kunji  / koali   -  kalaivoan [ missing  letter- sa-]  -barber ; sunai- hair ;  sikai-  hair ; 
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kaesam- hair ;   koali-  hair  ;  kaanji- hair  ; kasaalam- hair ;    kalaiya –to remove ; 
kalaivoan- one who  removes  . 

gallab  [to shave  / a  barber ] has the  consonants - ka - la – pa-  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pakal  vinaiyaalan –barber /day time job ; pakal- day;vinai –action .  

gallab  [to shave  / a  barber ] has the  consonants - ka - la – pa-  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pulai makan – barber.  

gallab  [to shave  / a  barber ] has the  consonants - ka - la –[- pa-]-  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  man-k-kala vinaignan   / koali  kalaivoan  - barber.  

 1533. gliboa [ fountain  of  ebullition  /  a mountain of Palestine ] has the  
consonants - ka - la –[- pa-]-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kumili-k -kann- 
fountain / opening of a spring . 

 gliboa [ fountain  of  ebullition  /  a mountain of Palestine ] has the  consonants - 
ka - la –- pa-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ponkku   kumizhi  -[ fountain  of  
ebullition  ; ponkka- raise /an act of boiling.  

 gliboa [ fountain  of  ebullition  /  a mountain of Palestine ] has the  consonants - 
ka - la –-[- pa-]-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  oaankkal- mountain ; oaankku- 
raise; kal- stone . 

gliboa [ fountain  of  ebullition  /  a mountain of Palestine ] has the  consonants - 
ka - la –-[- pa-]-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kallakam / kal – mountain  / hill. 

gliboa [ fountain  of  ebullition  /  a mountain of Palestine ] has the  consonants - 
ka - la –- pa-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  palakam- mountain . 

gliboa [ fountain  of  ebullition  /  a mountain of Palestine ] has the  consonants - 
ka - la –-[- pa-]-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vilankkal/ vilankku - mountain . 

gliboa [ fountain  of  ebullition  /  a mountain of Palestine ] has the  consonants - 
ka - la –-[- pa-]-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kal kuviyal- heap of stone ; kal- 
stone; kuviyal –heap . 
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 1534. gal - gal  [   heaven  / wheel   whirlwind   ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  vaan / vinn ulakam- heaven ; vaan –sky . 

gal - gal  [   heaven  / wheel  / whirlwind   ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  
original Tamil  word is  mael  ulakam -  heaven   ; mael- up / above ; ulakam –
world . 

gal - gal  [   heaven  / wheel/   whirlwind   ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  
original Tamil  word is  sel  ulakam [ missing  letter- sa-] -heaven  ; sel –go . 

gal - gal  [   heaven  / wheel  /   whirlwind   ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  
original Tamil  word is  valaiyam/ villam  –wheel . 

gal - gal  [   heaven  / wheel  /  whirlwind   ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  
original Tamil  word is  vali  -whirlwind . 

 1538.  gul go leth  [  head – in enumeration  of  persons / skull  ] has the 
consonants – ka-  la-  ka -  la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  moolai neekkiya  
mandai   /thalai   ellu – oaattu   kalam  – skull without the brain  ; moolai-  brain;  
neekku  -remove ; mandai – head ;   thalai –head  ; ellu- bone ;   oaadu – shell ;   
kalam-  pot . 

gul go leth  [  head – in enumeration  of  persons / skull  ] has the consonants – ka-  
la-  ka -  la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kudi makkal  thalai  kanakku  
thokai  pattiyal [ missing  letter- pa-]-  citizens’s list  ;  kudi makkal –citizens; 
pattiyal- list ;  thalai-  head   ;  kanakku –accounts . 

 1539. geled   [  smooth skin  / to polish ] has the consonants – ka-  la-  the- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  vazha  vazhappaana  melliya  thole [ missing  letter- 
pa-] smooth skin  ; vahza vazhappu- smooth  ;  melliya- thin ;thole- skin . 

1540. galah [  appear /depart  ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mukizh – appear . 

 galah [  appear /depart  ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kamazh  -appear . 
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galah [  appear /depart  ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kann -vizhikka- appear  ; kann-  eye ; vizhikka- to open the eyes  .  

galah [  appear /depart  ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kilampa [ missing  letter- pa-] -  emerge  /appear  

 galah [  appear /depart  ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mael ezhuka- appear  /emerge . 

galah [  appear /depart  ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kilampu  [ missing  letter- pa-] - to  leave . 

galah [  appear  /depart  ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vilaku-  leave 

 galah [  appear  /depart  ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  neenkkal- depart /leave . 

 galah [  appear  /depart  ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  selluka  [ missing  letter- sa-]- go . 

galah [  appear  /depart  ] has the consonants – ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ozhuku-go . 

 1542. Giloh -[   a  place in  Palestine ] has the consonants  -ka - la - and the  
original Tamil  word is  akalul – village . 

Giloh -[   a  place in  Palestine ] has the consonants  -ka - la - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaeli- village . 

Giloh -[  a  place in  Palestine ] has the consonants  -ka - la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaazhkkai –vilage . 

1543 . *goollaw [ globe / pommel  / spring ] has the consonants  -ka - la - and the 
original Tamil  word is  kumizhi- spring  . 

goollaw [ globe / pommel  / spring ] has the consonants  -ka - la - and the original 
Tamil  word is  kumil- pommel. 
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goollaw [ globe / pommel  / spring ] has the consonants  -ka - la - and the original 
Tamil  word is  koalam/ koalakai-  globe . 

goollaw [ globe / pommel  / spring ] has the consonants  -ka - la - and the original 
Tamil  word is  kuliyam- globe. 

1544. ghillol  [ a  log   / an idol ] has the consonants  -ka - la - and the original 
Tamil  word is  kazhi  - a stick / log . 

ghillol  [ a  log   / an idol ] has the consonants  -ka - la - and the original Tamil  
word is  kal silai  [ missing letter- sa-] - stone idol  ; kal-  stone; silai- statue . 

 1545. ghelome  [  clothes  ]   has the consonants - ka - la  -ma  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is kalinkkam- clothe .  

ghelome  [  clothes  ]   has the consonants - ka - la  -ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is kaazhakam- clothe . 

ghelome  [  clothes  ]   has the consonants - ka - la  -ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is maekalai- cloth . 

ghelome  [  clothes  ]   has the consonants - ka - la  -ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is mael ankki-  coat / garment . 

1546. gawlooth [ exiles  / captives ] has the consonants - ka - la  -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  naadu  kadaththa  patta  aal  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  exiles; 
naadu –state; kadaththu- to pass ; aal- person ; naadu  kadaththuthal- exile . 

gawlooth [ exiles  / captives ] has the consonants - ka - la  -the  -and the  
interpretation  of the  word is  kaithikal  -captives . 

gawlooth [ exiles  / captives ] has the consonants - ka - la  -the  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaaval  koodaththil  adaikka  patta  aal  /aatkkal  [ missing  letter- 
pa-]-captives; kaaval  koodam- prison  ; kaaval –protection  ; koodam- room;  
adaikka –to confine  ; aal- person ;  aatkkal- persons   .  

 gawlooth [ exiles  / captives ] has the consonants - ka - la  -the  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kondi makal-  prostitute  / woman  taken as  captives . 
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1548. gawlakh [  to be bald  ]  has the consonants   ka – la-  ka-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is  vazhukkai- baldness . 

1550. galiyl  [ ring  /  folding  door ] has the consonants   ka – la-    and the  original  
Tamil  word is   valaiyam- ring .   

 galiyl  [ ring  /  folding  door ] has the consonants   ka – la-    and the  original  
Tamil  word is  kanai-yaazhi   / ankulikam -  finger ring . 

galiyl  [ ring  /  folding  door ] has the consonants   ka – la-    and the  original  
Tamil  word is  koalakai- ornamental ring . 

 galiyl  [ ring  /  folding  door ] has the consonants   ka – la-    and the  original  
Tamil  word is  vil  valayam –arch  ring . 

 galiyl  [ ring  /  folding  door ] has the consonants   ka – la-    and the  original  
Tamil  word is   vilakkam- ring.  

 galiyl  [ ring  /  folding  door ] has the consonants   ka – la-    and the  original  
Tamil  word is   kulisam  [ missing  letter- sa-]-   ring . 

 galiyl  [ ring  /  folding  door ] has the consonants   ka – la-    and the  original  
Tamil  word is   kilunkku / olikka  - ring as bells . 

galiyl  [ ring  /  folding  door ] has the consonants   ka – la-    and the  original  
Tamil  word is   vaayil –door . 

 1554. galliym  [springs]    has the consonants – ka-  la  -ma-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kumizhi- spring ; kulam- lake . 

  1557.  galal [ dung -  as in balls ] has the consonants – ka-  la  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kuppai  koolam   /  koalam  / koola- k- kuviyal] [ missing  letter- pa-
]- dung heap ; kuppai- dung /wastes ; koalam- ball  . 

galal [ dung -  as in balls ] has the consonants – ka-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  puzhukai  kuviyal [ missing  letter- pa-]- dung  heap ; puzhukkai- goat  
dung . 
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galal [ dung -  as in balls ] has the consonants – ka-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  saana kuviyal [ missing  letter- sa-]-dung  heap ; saanam – cow dung  

 1566. *gala [ meddle]  has the consonants-  ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is kala- co meddle . 

1568. ghil awd   [  a region  east of Jordan ] has the consonants-  ka – la-   the- and 
the  original Tamil  word  is  kuvalidam- village ; makkal vaazhum idam / nilam ; 
makkal- people; vaazha- live; idam- place; nilam- land . 

1600. gaah [   to bellow  ] has a consonant-  ka – and  the  original Tamil  word  is  
kanaikka- below as a buffalo . 

1602. gaal [  detest  /  reject / fail ] has the consonants-  ka – la- and the  original 
Tamil  word   is  mukam sulikka  [ missing letter- sa-]-  detest ; mukam- face . 

gaal [  detest /  reject / fail ] has the consonants-  ka – la- and the  original Tamil  
word  is  vilakku-  reject . 

*gaal [  detest /  reject / fail ] has the consonants-  ka – la- and the  original Tamil  
word  is  ilaikka / kalaiya / kulaiya  / kalankka-  fail . 

1605. gaar  [  rebuke /  reprove] has the consonants-  ka –Ra  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nerukki kooru -  rebuke   . 

1607. gash [ shake]   has the consonants  -  ka -sa   and the  original Tamil  word is  
asaikka- shake . 

gash [ shake]   has the consonants  -  ka -sa   and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  shake [E]  

 1611. gaph [ a wing ] has the consonants  -  ka -pa   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pakkam- wing.  

1617. *gera  [  a grain ] has the consonants  -  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is kuruni – grain.  
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 1618. garab  [ to scratch ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- [-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sorika  [ missing  letter- sa-]- scratch  ; arikka- itching . 

1619. Gareb [ a hill near Jerusaelm ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- [-pa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  karini – mountain ;  giri [Skt] . 

 Gareb [ a hill near Jerusaelm ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- [-pa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  varai- mountain ;  eravi – mountain; naviram- mountain  . 

 Gareb [ a hill near Jerusaelm ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- pa-- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pon-k-kar-  mountain ;  ponkka- to raise . 

 Gareb [ a hill near Jerusaelm ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- pa-- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  verppu- mountain . 

1623. garad [ scrape ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra-  the-  - and the  original Tamil  
word is thuruvuka-   scrape. 

  garad [ scrape ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra-  the-  - and the  original Tamil  
word is suranduka   [ missing  letter- sa-] – scrape. 

garad [ scrape ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra-  the-  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is piraanduka  [ missing  letter- pa-] – scrape / scratch  . 

garad [ scrape ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra-  the-  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is vaariduka- scrape / gather . 

garad [ scrape ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra-  the-  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is araaviduka- grate.  

1624. garah [ anger   / strive] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- - and the  original 
Tamil  word is kanarchchi  [ missing  letter- sa-]- anger.   

 garah [ anger  /  strive] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- - and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is aakkroasam  [ missing  letter- sa-]- anger.   

garah [ anger /  strive] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- - and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is akan-k-karam  -anger.  
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garah [ anger  / strive ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- - and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is ukkiramam- anger . 

 garah [ anger / strive ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- - and the  original Tamil  
word is vayiram /vaeram / veri - anger . 

garah [ anger/  strive ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- - and the  original Tamil  
word is karuvam /  karuvu -   anger . 

garah [ anger  /  strive ] has the consonants  -  ka –Ra- - and the  original Tamil  
word is muyarchchikka  [ missing  letter- sa-] - strive . 

1625.  gerah  [ the cud ]  has the consonants – ka-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  unavu -k –kooru - cud ; unavu –food ;  kooru- a part  / portion  . 

 1628. gayrooth  [ habitation  / temporary  residence ] has the consonants – ka-  
Ra -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  uraividam-  habitation . 

gayrooth  [ habitation  / temporary  residence ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra -  
the- and the  original Tamil  word is  than-k-kukira idam- staying  place  ; thankku 
–stay ;  idam- place.  

gayrooth  [ habitation  / temporary  residence ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra -  
the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kudi- yaettram- settlement ; kudi- house/ 
family  . 

 gayrooth  [ habitation  / temporary  residence ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra -  
the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kudi iruppu [ missing letter- pa-] –residence; 
maru pakkamaakku –to reside  . 

gayrooth  [ habitation  / temporary  residence ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra -  
the- and the  original Tamil  word is  irukkum idam- residence ; erukka-  to be /to 
exist  / to dwell ; idam- place . 

1629. garaz  [ to cut off  ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   arukka-  to cut / tear . 
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garaz  [ to cut off  ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   narukka- to cut / trim . 

garaz  [ to cut off  ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   keeruka- to incise.  

 garaz  [ to cut off  ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   murikka- to break . 

 1630 .griziyim [ mountain in Palestine] has the consonants – ka-  Ra –sa – ma - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  kurinchchi munn-  mountainous  land   ; munn- 
land/ soil ; kurinchchi- mountain . 

griziyim [ mountain  in Palestine] has the consonants – ka-  Ra –sa – ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is  sikaram- mountain/ peak . 

1632. garol [ harsh / a man  of great ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra – la-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kuroorum  ulla- harsh  /cruel . 

garol [ harsh / a man  of great ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra – la-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kalavar  - great men . 

garol [ harsh / a man  of great ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra – la-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kooliyar- great men . 

garol [ harsh / a man  of great ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra – la-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maelavar - great men . 

1633. garam  [ break ]  has the consonants – ka-  Ra –ma- -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  murikka- to break ; murivu . 

1638. garac / *gawras [ to dissolve  / break  / crush ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra 
–[ -sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is karaika- dissolve . 

 garac / gawras [ to dissolve  / break  / crush ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra –[ -sa-] 
-  and the  original Tamil  word is norukku- break  /crush  . 
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garac / gawras [ to dissolve  / break  / crush ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra –[ -sa-] 
-  and the  original Tamil  word is murikka- break  . 

garac / gawras [ to dissolve  / break  / crush ] has the consonants – ka-  Ra –[ -sa-] 
-  and the  original Tamil  word is arakku/ murukku / nerukku  –crush . 

1639. gara [   lessen / make small  /  to shave  ] has the consonants -  ka- Ra  --sa - 
-and  the  original Tamil  word is  siruku  / surukku – lessen . 

gara [   lessen / make small  /  to shave  ] has the consonants -  ka- Ra  --sa - -and  
the  original Tamil  word is  kuraikka / kurukku  - to lessen . 

gara [   lessen / make small  /  to shave  ] has the consonants -  ka- Ra  --sa - -and  
the   interpretation  of the word is   mayirai  saraikka [Skt] / neekka   –to shave the 
hair  ; mayir- hair ;  savaram seika – to shave ; neekku –remove ;  seika- do . 

 1644. garish  [divorce ]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -[ -sa -]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mana murivu –divorce  ; manam- marriage  ; murivu –break . 

1645. geresh  [ produce ] has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -[ -sa -]  -and the original 
Tamil  word is  uruvaakku / vaari  -to produce.  

 1661. *gath  [ city in Palestine  ]  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kudi –village . 

gath  [ city in Palestine  ]  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudanthai  / kudam   – town . 

gath  [ city in Palestine  ]  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudi kaadu  - village . 

 gath  [ city in Palestine  ]  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaadi – village.  

gath  [ city in Palestine  ]  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kedi – village. 
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gath  [ city in Palestine  ]  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  koattam- town.   

gath  [ city in Palestine  ]  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  Kottaiyam- a town in Kerala . 

gath  [ city in Palestine  ]  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   nikaethanam –town . 

1665. gittiyth [  harp ]  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the other interpretation  
of the word is  koattu  vaaththiyam- a kind  of  string instrument  . 

1666. Gether [ son of  Aram ]  has the consonants -  ka-  the –Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thikkaran- son . 

Gether [ son of  Aram ]  has the consonants -  ka-  the –Ra - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  nanthi  varuththanan  -son . 

Gether [ son of  Aram ]  has the consonants -  ka-  the –Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is  piran-k-kadai [ missing  letter- pa-]- son .  

Gether [ son of  Aram ]  has the consonants -  ka-  the –Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is  ondraana   kumaran  - only  son ; ondru –son ; kumaran –young boy . 

Gether [ son of  Aram ]  has the consonants -  ka-  the –Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kumaaraththi –daughter . 

1668.*da [ this] has a consonant-  the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ithu – this.  

1670 .dabah [ fear ] has the consonants-  the –pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
peethi –fear  . 

 1672. daag  [ afraid off  /   take thought  / sorrow  ] has the consonants-  the –ka-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  utku/ vetku  –afraid .  

daag  [ afraid off  /   take thought  / sorrow  ] has the consonants-  the –ka-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  thaenkku – be  afraid . 
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daag  [ afraid off  /   take thought  / sorrow  ] has the consonants-  the –ka-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kedi –  afraid  . 

daag  [ afraid off  /   take thought  / sorrow  ] has the consonants-  the –ka-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  enniduka  -   think . 

daag  [ afraid off  /   take thought  / sorrow  ] has the consonants-  the –ka-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  ninaiththiduka   -   think.   

daag  [ afraid off  /   take thought  / sorrow  ] has the consonants-  the –ka-  and 
the  interpretation  of the word is  thuyakku  /  thukkam /  kaetham /  vithanam  / 
thavankkam  - sorrow . 

daag  [ afraid off  /   take thought  / sorrow  ] has the consonants-  the –ka-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kothippu [ missing  letter- pa-]- sorrow  

daag  [ afraid off  /   take thought  / sorrow  ] has the consonants-  the –ka-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  vaethanai- sorrow . 

 1675. daah [ to dart  /  fly  ] has a  consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is yeithidu/ thaeiththidu – to  dart   

daah [ to dart  /  fly  ] has a  consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paainthidu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- to fly . 

1684. deb akh [ to sacrifice]  has the consonants-  the – [- pa-] - ka- and the  
original Tamil  word is   aatu kutti yaei   kaavu  kodukka  - to sacrifice  a goat  ;  
kaavu- sacrifice; kodukka- give  ; aadu –goat; kutti- kid  . 

 deb akh [ to sacrifice]  has the consonants-  the – [- pa-] - ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thiyaakam – sacrifice .  

deb akh [ to sacrifice]  has the consonants-  the – [- pa-] - ka- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   vithaanam – sacrifice . 
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 1688. Debeer [ name of  an Amorite  king  ]  has the consonants - the  -pa-  Ra – 
and the original Tamil  word is thampiraan- king . 

Debeer [ name of  an Amorite  king  ]  has the consonants - the  -[-pa-]-  Ra – and 
the original Tamil  word is thanda tharan – king  ; thandam –staff . 

Debeer [ name of  an Amorite  king  ]  has the consonants - the  -[-pa-]-  Ra – and 
the original Tamil  word is tharaniyan – king ; tharani –earth . 

Debeer [ name of  an Amorite  king  ]  has the consonants - the  -[-pa-]-  Ra – and 
the original Tamil  word is thiru mudiyoan-    one who has the crown ; mudi-  
crown; thiru- holy ; mudi- hair/ top . 

 Debeer [ name of  an Amorite  king  ]  has the consonants - the  --pa-  Ra – and 
the other interpretation  of the word is nara pathi – king  ; naran- men/ people ; 
pathi –ruler . 

 Debeer [ name of  an Amorite  king  ]  has the consonants - the  -[-pa-]-  Ra – and 
the other interpretation  of the word is naraenthiran- king . 

 Debeer [ name of  an Amorite  king  ]  has the consonants - the  -[-pa-]-  Ra – and 
the other interpretation  of the word is saththira pathi [ missing  letter- sa-] – king. 

Debeer [ name of  an Amorite  king  ]  has the consonants - the  -[-pa-]-  Ra – and 
the other interpretation of the word is  Darius [ missing  letter- sa-] -Persian  king . 

 Debeer [ name of  an Amorite  king  ]  has the consonants - the  --pa-  Ra – and 
the original Tamil  word is pootharan – king . 

 1692. dabaq [  pursue   hard  / take /  be joined together / over take ] has the 
consonants - the  --pa-  ka  – and the original Tamil  word is   paadu  paduka  /  
paadu pattu thaeduka -  pursue  hard . 

  dabaq [  pursue   hard  / take /  be joined together / over take ] has the 
consonants - the  -[-pa-] -  ka  – and the original Tamil  word is  edukka/ thookka – 
take /carry .  
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dabaq [  pursue   hard  / take /  be joined together /  over take ] has the 
consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original Tamil  word is  onnaa  inaiththiduka / 
pinaiththiduka  -to join together . 

dabaq [  pursue   hard   /  take /  be joined together /  over take ] has the 
consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original Tamil  word is  vaekam eduththu   
munthi kodu  poaka  -  over take ; vaekam-  speed  . 

1693.dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave ] has the consonants - the  -[-pa-] -  ka  – and the 
original Tamil  word is  otti nadakka- to stick to. 

 dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   pin paththi  nadakka-   to stick to  /   to follow  . 

dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   kadai pidikka- to follow . 

dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -[-pa-] -  ka  – and the 
other interpretation of the word is anushittikka [ missing letter- sa-]- follow.  

dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   yaeththu kondidu  / kadai kondidu- accept  /stick to . 

dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   adi panika – obey . 

 dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   paeyarththiduka - to cleave . 

dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   piriththiduka- cleave  /separate . 

 dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   koththuka- chop . 

dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   vettuka- cut .  
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dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the other 
interpretation  of the word is vipaadam- cleaving . 

 dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   pudaikka  / adikka - smite . 

dbaq   [ to stick to  /  cleave  ] has the consonants - the  -pa-  ka  – and the original 
Tamil  word is   thundu poaduka- to slice.  

1696. dabar [  to subdue  / give  / name  /  teach / think  / command ] has the 
consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   adi paduththuthar- 
subdue . 

dabar [  to subdue  / give  / name  /  teach / think  / command ] has the 
consonants-  the – [-pa-]  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   tharuthar / iduthar 
/ neettuthar / aarththuthar  - giving ; peruthar- receving . 

dabar [  to subdue  / give  / name  /  teach / think  / command ] has the 
consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   paniththar / peithar - 
giving . 

dabar [  to subdue  / give  / name  /  teach / think / command  ] has the 
consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   peyar  iduthar- to 
name  ; peyar- name ; idu –give . 

dabar [  to subdue  / give  / name  /  teach / think  / command ] has the 
consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaathi  tharuthar / 
paadam  padippiththu tharuthar  –teach  ; oaathu –teach / recite ; thara- give ; 
paadam- lesson ;  padippi- teach  . 

dabar [  to subdue  / give  / name  /  teach / think  / command ] has the 
consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  ennuthar /enni 
paarththiduthar  –think . 

dabar [  to subdue  / give  / name  /  teach / think  / command ] has the 
consonants-  the – [- pa-]   -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aanai iduthar / 
aaani   poaduthar  /  aanai iyattruthar  – command  ; aanai- order; iyattru- make  . 
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1697. dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner  / promise / said / song/ 
speech / language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is   sepputhar  [ missing  letter- sa-]  –answering.  

 dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner  / promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pathir  thara / maru padi  thara   –to answer;   pathir/ pathil- 
answer; thara –give  ;maru padi –answer . 

 dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner /  promise / said / song / speech / 
language  /  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   paesuthar [ missing  letter- sa-]  –speaking . 

 dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner /  promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paraithar –speech . 

 dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner /   promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the –pa-Ra- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is paarathi – word . 

dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner  / promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  perumai  udaiya - glorious . 

dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner  /  promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  peyar pettra- with good name ;  peyar –name . 

dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt  / manner  / promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is punn- paduththuthar –to harm . 

 dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner /  promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the - pa  -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is pandaiya   nadai murai   - old manner   ;  pandaiya- old; nadai 
murai-  manner . 
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 dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner  /   promise / said / song/ speech 
/ language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the – [-pa-]  -Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is thiram- manner .  

dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner /   promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is aruththam-  manner . 

 dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt /  manner  /promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the –-pa -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is parithu- manner. 

dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner /   promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] -Ra- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is tharaa- manner . 

 dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner /  promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is maathiri- manner . 

dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner  / promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is uruthi- tharuthar –to promise .   

dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner /  promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is uraiththathu –told ; uraiyaadu –converse . 

dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner /  promise / said  / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the –pa--Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is paattu  paaduthar –to sing  a  song  ;  paattu- song ; paadu –to sing . 

dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner /  promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the –pa--Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is pani  eduththar –to work ; pani –job  . 
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dabar   [ answer / glory / harm  / hurt / manner /  promise / said / song/ speech / 
language/  word  / work ]   has the consonants-  the –pa--Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is pannuthar-  do / make . 

 1698. debar  [destroy ]  has the consonants-  the –pa--Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is saetha paduththuthar [ missing  letter- sa-]  -destroy ; saetham- damage/ 
loss . 

debar  [destroy ]  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is sithaiththiduthar  /saaduthar  / suduthar  / seruthar  /nasiththar  
/sinthuthar / sattiththar [ missing  letter- sa-]  – destroy.   

 debar  [destroy ]  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is adarthar  / idiththar  /  maaiththar / ariththar / theerththar / thudaiththar  
/ thaeiththar/ nooruthar / mariththar  / mattiththar / maattruthar  -destroy.  

debar  [destroy ]  has the consonants-  the –pa--Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paraithar  /  pariththar  / paerththar  -destroy . 

1699. dbar  [ a  pasture  ]  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] --Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word  maeichchar   tharai [ missing  letter- sa-]   -grazing  land   ; maeikka- 
to  pasture ; tharai –ground . 

dbar  [ a  pasture  ]  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word  pasum pur- tharai [ missing  letter- sa-]   - meadow ; pasumai- green; pur/ 
pul – grass ;  tharai - ground.  

 dbar  [ a  pasture  ]  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] --Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  aritham- meadow . 

dbar  [ a  pasture  ]  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word    aadu /  maadu  /  ottai    maeiththiduthar   – to pasture  ;  aadu –goat  ; 
maadu –cattle; ottai- camel  ; maeikka- to pasture.  

dbar  [ a  pasture  ]  has the consonants-  the –pa--Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word  pur/ poondu  tharai-   grassy land / meadow ;   pur / pul -   graas  ; tharai- 
ground . 
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1706. dbash  [  honey comb ]   has the consonants -the – [-pa-] –[- sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  thaen adai-  honey comb ; thaen- honey.  

1709. dag  [ timid  / a  fish ]  has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil  
word is  thodai nadunkki  -timid ;  thodai- thigh  ; nadaukkam- trembling  

dag  [ timid  / a  fish ]  has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
achcham konda  [missing  letter- sa-] –fearful ; achcham- fear . 

dag  [ timid  / a  fish ]  has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
vetkam kondu  /  naanam kondu   - utku  – shy/ coy  . 

*dag  [ timid  / a  fish ]  has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil  word 
is idakku –shyness. 

 1711. dagah  [  move rapidly ] has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil  
word is  kada kada -vena / kidu kidu ena  / kudu kudu -vena  nadakka / oaaduka -  
walk  fast  ;  nadakka- walk  ; oaaduka- run . 

dagah  [  move rapidly ] has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil  word 
is  kadum vaekaththadu –speedily   ; vaekam- speed . 

dagah  [  move rapidly ] has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil  word 
is  novui -thaaka- rapidly . 

 1712. dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- 
and the original Tamil  word is  aandavan/ aandaaai  –god/ the ruler .   

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is meen vadivam konda  aandavan  -god in fish form ; meen- 
fish  /star  ; vadivam- form; konda- has; aandavan –god.  

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  akanithan/ akanndan / akanndithan - god.  

 dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  anda vaanan  -Siva  ; andam –universe.  
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dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the  
other interpretation  of the  word is  aakama naathan  / yaedaka naathan/ kadai 
mudi naathan  / kana naathan / kodu mudi  naathan -Siva . 

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  aat kondoan  – lord Siva- the sun god of Tamil  people  . 

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  enn kunaththoan –sive with eight characters  ; enn- 8; 
kunam- nature.  

 dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  aeinthu kanthaan- -Siva . 

 dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  kattankkan- Siva . 

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  kandikai-yan- Siva . 

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  kuvinthaan –Siva . 

 dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  koodu vadaththan –Siva .  

 dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the  
other interpretation  of the  word is  kaththan- god . 

 dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  koothtan-  the dancer – Siva . 

 dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  kandan  / kaanthan - lord .  

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  kaaththaan- god  the  protector  ;  kaaka- to protect . 
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dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  kadavan- god ,  the creditor . 

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  aththiyakkan-  lord.  

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the  
other interpretation  of the  word is  jeka naathan /  santhoakan   [missing letter- 
sa-]  - god ;  jekam- world  . 

 dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the  
other interpretation  of the  word is  thaththuvan  /  vaethan- god . 

 dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  unmai udaiyavan  -god , the truth  ; unmai- truth . 

 dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the  
other interpretation  of the  word is  makaa daevan    -  great  god   ; makaa- great 
;  daevan –god ; vaaththiyaan –the teacher .  

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  thee vadivaanavan   - god  in the  form of fire ; thee- fire; 
vadivam –form . 

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the 
original Tamil  word is  thaandavan- the dancer  - lord Siva . 

dagown [ fish god  / a Philistine deity ] has the consonants –the- ka- an- and the  
other interpretation  of the  word is  vaethiyan  / maana  vaethiyan  -  the 
venerated  lord of the  Vedas . 

1713. dagal  [ raise a flag /  set up with banners ] has the consonants –the-  ka- la- 
-  and the  original Tamil  word is  veli -iduka- announce . 

dagal  [ raise a flag /  set up with banners ] has the consonants –the-  ka- la- -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   thukil  kodi  yaeththuthal   –to raise the flag ; kodi- 
flag . 
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dagal  [ raise a flag /  set up with banners ] has the consonants –the-  ka- la- -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   kathali /  kathalikai-  flag / banner.  

*dagal  [ raise a flag /  set up with banners ] has the consonants –the-  ka- la- -  
and the  original Tamil  word is  thukil – cloth / banner  as a badge  of honor  

dagal  [ raise a flag /  set up with banners ] has the consonants –the-  ka- la- -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kodi  thuni  /  pathaakaikal  amaikka  /   kai -yil  
yaenthuka [ missing letter- pa-]  -to set  / hold banners   ; pathaakai- banner; 
amaikka- to set ; kai- arm; yaenthuka- hold ; kodi –flag ; thuni –cloth . 

1715. dagan [ wheat ]  has the consonants –the-  ka-  an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is koathumai mani  -wheat grain; koathumai –wheat ; mani-  grain / jem.  

 1716. dagar [ sit  / brood over eggs / gather ] has the consonants –the-  ka-  Ra -  
and the  original Tamil  word is   utkaaru  -sit  ; erukkai-yir kunthuthar –sit on the 
chair ; erukkai- chair ; kunthu –sit   ;  amarnthiduka .  

 dagar [ sit  / brood over eggs / gather ] has the consonants –the-  ka-  Ra -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   muttai -yaei adai kaaththiduthar – to brood over eggs  
muttai –egg  ; adai   kaakka- brood . 

dagar [ sit  / brood over eggs / gather ] has the consonants –the-  ka-  Ra -  and the  
original Tamil  word is   onna kooduthar  -gather .  

dagar [ sit  / brood over eggs / gather ] has the consonants –the-  ka-  Ra -  and the  
original Tamil  word is   vaaruthar- gather . 

 dagar [ sit  / brood over eggs / gather ] has the consonants –the-  ka-  Ra -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   thirattuka- gather  . 

dagar [ sit  / brood over eggs / gather ] has the consonants –the-  ka-  Ra -  and the  
original Tamil  word is   koaeithar – gather.  

 1717. dad  [ breast ]  has a consonant-  the-  and the original  Tamil word is madi   
-  breast  / lap   ; thaai- yin madi – mother’s lap  ;  thaai- mother . 
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dad  [ breast ]  has a consonant-  the-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thanam  - breast  ; teat.  

  1718. daw daw  [ walk  gently ] has the consonants –the  -va - and the original 
Tamil word is  methuvaa   adi  edu  / nada   -walk slowly ; methuvaa –slowly ;adi –
foot  ; edu –take ; nada- walk . 

 1721. Dodaniym   [ son  of Javan ] has the consonants -the – an-  ma  - and the  
original Tamil word is  mainthan  - son . 

1722. dehhab [ gold ] has the consonants -  the-  [- pa-] – and the  original Tamil   
word is thooya pon - pure gold  ; thooimai- purity ;  pon - gold . 

1728. davvag  [fisherman ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   
word is  kae vaedan – fisherman. 

davvag  [fisherman ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word 
is  pattinavan  [missing  letter- pa-] –fisherman  ;  pattinam - coastal area . 

davvag  [fisherman ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word 
is  meen pidippavan [ missing  letter- pa-]- fisherman; meeen- fish; pidi catch; 
pidippavan- one who  catches . 

davvag  [fisherman ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word 
is  sem -padavan [ missing letters- pa -and- sa- ] - fisherman. 

 1731. dood  [a pot  for boiling  / basket ]  has a consonant – the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sudu  satti   [ missing  letter- sa-] – pot for roasting  ; sudu  -roast  ;  
soodu –hot ;  satti- pot . 

dood  [a pot  for boiling  / basket ]  has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  petti   [ missing  letter- pa-]- basket / box.  

1732. David  [  loving  ]  has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   
word is aka-th- thinai – love  . 

David  [  loving  ]  has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is 
kanivu  udaimai – loving ;  kanivu –sweet / pleasantness  ; udaimai- possession . 
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David  [  loving  ]  has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is 
anpu kaattu[ missing  letter- pa-]- –  to show  love ; anpu- love;  kaattu –show  

David  [  loving  ]  has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is 
thakai udaimai – loving . 

1733. *dodaw  [ aunt ]   has a consonant – the- and the  original  Tamil  word is     
aththai   /  thoththaa –   aunt.  

1743. *dook [  beat ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word 
is  adikka – beat . 

dook [  beat  ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is  
kottu  - beat  [the drum] . 

*dook [  beat ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is  
thattuka –  to tap / beat. 

*dook [  beat ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is  
idikkaa- hit.  

dook [  beat ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is  
uthaikka – kick . 

*dook [  beat ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is  
thaakka- strike  . 

dook [  beat  ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is 
kuththuka / kuththu viduka- to punch ; kuththu –punch/ stab . 

 dook [  beat  ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is 
saaththuka  [ missing  letter- sa-] – beat; savuttuka  / sottuka  . 

dook [  beat  ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is 
naiya pudaikka [ missing  letter- pa-] –beat severely . 

dook [  beat  ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is kai 
neetta-  beat ; kai  hand; neettu –to stretch . 
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  dook [  beat  ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is kai 
vaiththiduka - to beat  ; kai- hand  ; vaikka- to keep . 

dook [  beat  ] has the consonants -  the- ka-– and the  original Tamil   word is 
moththuka- beat  ;  nokkidu  -beat . 

1745. doomaw  [ silence  / death]  has the consonants- the  -ma- and the  original 
Tamil   word is amaithaiyaa  -silently . 

 doomaw  [ silence  / death]  has the consonants- the  -ma- and the  original Tamil   
word is madiya – die . 

doomaw  [ silence  / death]  has the consonants- the  -ma- and the  original Tamil   
word is maainthida – die . 

doomaw  [ silence  / death]  has the consonants- the  -ma- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  antham  / aanantham [Skt ] -  end / death/ 
happiness  ;  antham  [Skt]  = mudinthathu –end / finished  . 

doomaw  [ silence  / death]  has the consonants- the  -ma- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  naama  saedam [ missing  letter- sa-]-  death  as 
leaving  one’s name behind . 

doomaw  [ silence  / death]  has the consonants- the  -ma- and the  original Tamil   
word is mudi saainthida- death ; mudi- head  ; saainthida- to fall . 

1749. donag  [ wax ] has the consonants- the  -an – ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is veenkkida – to swell / enlarge . 

donag  [ wax ] has the consonants- the  -an – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikunthida- increase . 

donag  [ wax ] has the consonants- the  -an – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nanthuka- increase . 

1750. doots [ to leap ]  has the consonants- the – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaandu- leap . 
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  doots [ to leap ]  has the consonants- the – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
paainthidu [ missing  letter- pa-]- leap / fly . 

*doots [ to leap ]  has the consonants- the – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaththu-  leap . 

 1751. dook [ broken into pieces ] has the consonants- the – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thundu   thundaaka   udaikka / odikka – break into pieces ; thundu- 
bit ; udaikka- break . 

1752.  dure [  to gyrate  /  to move in circle /  to remain / to reside /  to dwell  ] 
has the consonants- the – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  erunthidu –to 
remain . 

dure [  to gyrate  /  to move in circle /  to remain / to reside /  to dwell  ] has the 
consonants- the – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vattam adaiththar    
[missing   letter- ka- ] - to move in circle  ; vattam- circle  .  

dure [  to gyrate  /  to move in circle /  to remain / to reside /  to dwell  ] has the 
consonants- the – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kudi -yaeru   / kudi iru  / 
kudi vaaan-k-kuthar  / kudi eruththar   [missing   letter- ka- ] - to reside / dwell . 

dure [  to gyrate  /  to move in circle /  to remain / to reside /  to dwell  ] has the 
consonants- the – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thankkuthar [  missing   
letter- ka- ] –reside  ;  thankku –stay . 

dure [  to gyrate  /  to move in circle /  to remain / to reside /  to dwell  ] has the 
consonants- the – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kidaththar / urankkuthar  / 
maevuthar [missing   letter- ka- ]- dwell  ;  kidakka- to lie down ;  urankka- to 
sleep.     

 1755. dore   [ revolution of   time ]  has the  consonants  -the -Ra  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  puratchchi [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa- ] – revolution.  
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 1756. dore [ a  place in Palestine  ] has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  
interpretation  of the word is  aatharam  -   village  

  dore [ a  place in Palestine  ] has the consonants – the Ra- and the  interpretation  
of the word is  seethaari  [ missing  letter- sa-] –  village .  

dore [ a  place in Palestine  ] has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  sittroor [ missing letter- sa-]- small village ;  siriya –small; uoor- village. 

 dore [ a  place in Palestine  ] has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  iruppidam  / naattu puram   [ missing  letter- pa-]-  dwelling  place;      
naattu  puram- country side  . 

1757. duwra  [  a place in Babylonia ] has the consonants – the- va-  Ra- and the 
original Tamil  word is   uraividam-  residential place ;  idam- place . 

1758. doosh  [  by  mistake of  ] has the consonants – the—[-sa-] -  and the original 
Tamil  word is   thappa  [ missing letter- pa-] - by mistake . 

 1761. dakh av aw [ a musical instrument being  struck ] has the consonants –the  
-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  udukkai  - drum . 

 1762. *deh khee  [a push ] has the consonants – the- ka- - and the original Tamil  
word is   idikka  /  nekkidu  /  thunivu  /  nettuka  / minduka  /  thoonduka  / 
unthuka  / kuththuka  / thaakku  -to push  ; idikka- hit ;  thunivu- boldness  ; 
unthuka- urge .  

 1763. deh khal  [   dreadful  /  make  afraid   ] has the consonants – the- ka- la- - 
and the original Tamil  word is  peethi kolla  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  get  afraid ; 
peethi –fear  ;  kolla – to have . 

deh khal  [   dreadful  /  make  afraid   ] has the consonants – the- ka- la- - and the 
original Tamil  word is  achcham kolluthal – to have fear ; achcham- fear . 

deh khal  [   dreadful  /  make  afraid   ] has the consonants – the- ka- la- - and the 
original Tamil  word is  kili  adaika -  to have fear; kili- panic ; adaika –to have . 
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deh khal  [   dreadful  /  make  afraid   ] has the consonants – the- ka- la- - and the 
original Tamil  word is  thikil adaiya - to have fear ; thikil –panic . 

deh khal  [   dreadful  /  make  afraid   ] has the consonants – the- ka- la- - and the 
original Tamil  word is  kalakkam adaithal / kalankkuthal - to have fear ;  
kalakakm- dread . 

 deh khal  [   dreadful  /  make  afraid   ] has the consonants – the- ka- la- - and the 
original Tamil  word is  nadunkkal-  fear/ tembling . 

 deh khal  [   dreadful  /  make  afraid   ] has the consonants – the- ka- la- - and the 
original Tamil  word is  thulakkam – dread.  

deh khal  [   dreadful  /  make  afraid   ] has the consonants – the- ka- la- - and the 
original Tamil  word is  utkuthal /vetkuthal -  be afraid . 

*deh khal  [   dreadful  /  make  afraid   ] has the consonants – the- ka- la- - and 
the original Tamil  word is  thaenkkuthal- be afraid . 

 deh khal  [   dreadful  /  make  afraid   ] has the consonants – the- ka- la- - and the 
original Tamil  word is  kavalai adaithal- to have fear;  kavalai- sorrow/ fear . 

  1764. dokhan [ millet ] has the consonants – the- ka--an-  and  the original Tamil   
word is   kaattu  thinai   -wild millet   ; kaadu –forest /woods; thinai- millet . 

1765. daw khaf  [to urge ] has the consonants – the- ka—[-pa-]-   and  the original 
Tamil   word is   thoondi  viduka- urge  

daw khaf  [to urge ] has the consonants – the- ka—[-pa-]   and  the original Tamil   
word is   unthuka- urge.  

daw khaf  [to urge ] has the consonants – the- ka—[-pa-]   and  the original Tamil   
word is   mudukki  viduka- urge ; yaevi viduka . 

daw khaf  [to urge ] has the consonants – the- ka—[-pa-]   and  the original Tamil   
word is   kadaavu- urge . 
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daw khaf  [to urge ] has the consonants – the- ka—pa-  and  the original Tamil   
word is  vadimpiduka- urge . 

daw khaf  [  to urge ] has the consonants – the- ka—[-pa-]--  and  the original 
Tamil   word is  vaetkai-   an urge . 

daw khaf  [  to urge ] has the consonants – the- ka—[-pa-]--  and  the original 
Tamil   word is  thenduka-  insist / beg . 

 1766. *daw khak  [  vex  /  thrust ]  has the consonants – the- ka - and  the original  
Tamil   word is  thukaikka -  to get  vexed . 

 daw khak  [  vex  /  thrust ]  has the consonants – the- ka - and  the original  Tamil   
word is  vaattam   adaika  -  to get  vexed . 

daw khak  [  vex  /  thrust ]  has the consonants – the- ka - and  the original  Tamil   
word is  koattattu- vexing . 

 daw khak  [  vex  /  thrust ]  has the consonants – the- ka - and  the original  Tamil   
word is  koavam adaika-  to get angry  ;  koavam- anger . 

*daw khak  [  vex  /  thrust ]  has the consonants – the- ka - and  the original  Tamil   
word is  uthaikka   /  kuththuka  / nekkidu  /  unthuka / nettuka -   thrust . 

1767. day [  sufficient /  when ] has a consonant – the- and  the original Tamil   
word is  poathum  [missing  letter- pa-] -  enough . 

day [  sufficient  /   when ] has a consonant – the- and  the other interpretation  of 
the  word is  mathi  [ Malayalam ] - enough . 

day [  sufficient /   when ] has a consonant – the- and  the  original Tamil  word is 
eppoathu [missing  letter-pa-]-when ; eppozhuthu .  

 1768. dee    [  that   /   which  /  when /  what ]  has a consonant – the- and  the 
original Tamil   word is   athu –that ; ithu –this  .  

 dee    [  that   /   which  /  when  /  what ]  has a consonant – the- and  the original 
Tamil   word is   yethu –which.  
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  dee    [  that   /   which  /  when /  what ]  has a consonant – the- and  the original 
Tamil   word is    eppoathu  [ missing  letter-pa-]-when. 

dee    [  that   /   which  /  when /  what ]  has a consonant – the- and  the original 
Tamil   word is   ennathu –what is that?   ;  enna –what ; athu –that  . 

1770. deeg  [to fish ]  has the consonants  - the  ka -  and the  original Tamil   word 
is  meen  pidikka  [missing  leter- pa-] – to catch  fish ; meen- fish ; pidikka- catch.  

1778. deen [ judge]  ] has the consonants -  the  -an  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   naattaanmai  - village leader / judge . 

deen [ judge]  ] has the consonants -  the  -an  - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   neethi maan-  judge . 

1779. doon [  justice  /  sentence  ] has the consonants -  the  -an  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   nadumai- justice.  

doon [  justice  /  sentence  ] has the consonants -  the  -an  - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   neethi- justice. 

doon [  justice  /  sentence  ] has the consonants -  the  -an  - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   niyathi  - justice. 

doon [  justice  /  sentence  ] has the consonants -  the  -an  - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   neethi maan -  judge . 

 doon [  justice  /  sentence  ] has the consonants -  the  -an  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   naattaanmai – village leader/ judge . 

 doon [  justice / sentence  ] has the consonants -  the  -an  - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   neethi pathi /  niyaaya  athipan [ missing  letter- 
pa-] – judge . 

doon [  justice  /  sentence  ] has the consonants -  the  -an  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thandam  /  thandanai -  punishment .  
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1782. dah yawn [ a judge ]  has the consonats-  the  -  va- an - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naduvan-  judge   

 1783.dinah  [  daughter of  Jacob ]  has the consonats-  the  -an - and the  original 
Tamil  word is thanai-yaei  -daughter.  

1785. dateq [ fort ] has the consonats-  the  -ka-  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koattai- fort / castle . 

 1790 .*dak [  injured  / oppressed ] has the consonants-  the-  ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is  adukku- oppress. 

*dak [  injured  / oppressed  ] has the consonants – the-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  odukku –oppress . 

dak [  injured  / oppressed  ] has the consonants – the-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaayam adaika – to get injured ; kaayam –wound . 

 dak [  injured  / oppressed  ] has the consonants – the-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  punn paduththuka [ missing  letter- pa- ] - to harm . 

dak [  injured  / oppressed  ] has the consonants – the-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  suduka / sithaikka   [ missing  letter- sa- ] - to injure . 

dak [  injured  / oppressed  ] has the consonants – the-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaattuka- to injure . 

dak [  injured  / oppressed  ] has the consonants – the-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kedukka-  injure / destroy  ;  theenkku- evil ;  seika –do . 

1791. dek  [ prolonged ] has the consonants – the-  ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  neettikka- to prolong . 

 11792. *daka [  break / destroy / smite / beat to pieces ] has the consonants – 
the-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is udaikka- break  . 

daka [  break / destroy / smite / beat to pieces ] has the consonants – the-  ka – 
and the  original Tamil  word is kedukka- destroy . 
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daka [  break / destroy / smite / beat to pieces  ] has the consonants – the-  ka – 
and the  original Tamil  word is mat-k-kadikka – destroy . 

daka [  break / destroy / smite / beat to pieces  ] has the consonants – the-  ka – 
and the  original Tamil  word is   adikka- smite / beat. 

daka [  break / destroy / smite / beat to pieces  ] has the consonants – the-  ka – 
and the  original Tamil  word is   thundu thundaaka udaikka – break into pieces ; 
thundu- bit ; udaikka- break . 

  1795. dakkah  [ mutilated / wounded ] has the consonants – the-  ka- and the 
original Tamil  word is  kaayam adaika- wounded  ; kaayam –wound . 

dakkah  [ mutilated / wounded ] has the consonants – the-  ka- and the original 
Tamil  word is  kaayam  adainthavan- wounded person . 

dakkah  [ mutilated / wounded ] has the consonants – the-  ka- and the original 
Tamil  word is  vadu undaakku –to wound . 

dakkah  [ mutilated / wounded ] has the consonants – the-  ka- and the original 
Tamil  word is  noaka adikka- to wound / hurt . 

dakkah  [ mutilated / wounded ] has the consonants – the-  ka- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is akitham- hurt . 

dakkah  [ mutilated / wounded ] has the consonants – the-  ka- and the original 
Tamil  word is  kadi- hurt . 

dakkah  [ mutilated / wounded ] has the consonants – the-  ka- and the original 
Tamil  word is  sithaivu adiantha  [ missing  letter- sa-] –mutilated . 

1796. dokee [ dashing  of surf  -wave ] has the consonants – the-  ka- and the 
original Tamil  word is  pon-k-koatham  [ missing  letter- pa-] - surf .  

dokee [ dashing  of surf  -wave ] has the consonants – the-  ka- and the original 
Tamil  word is  thathumpuka [ missing  letter- pa-] - wave . 
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dokee [ dashing  of surf  -wave ] has the consonants – the-  ka- and the original 
Tamil  word is  nudankku - – wave . 

 1798. dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the  
interpretation  of the  word is varudai- sheep . 

dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  thuruvai   / thuru vaadu  – sheep  . 

dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  puruvai aadu [ missing  letter- pa-] —young sheep ; aadu –sheep /goat.  

dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  varattu -aadu –dry sheep  ; varatchchi –dryness .  

dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  varai aadu –wild sheep  ; varai- mountain . 

dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  kaaraadu- goat . 

*dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the  interpretation  
of the  word is thakar- goat . 

dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  marukki aadu-   barren she goat . 

dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  nakar thandu- ram . 

dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  semmari aattu -k –kidaa  [ missing  letter- sa-] - ram . 

dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  aandavanukku  kaavu kodukka   naernthu vitta   kidaa- goat  vowed to the 
god for sacrifice  ; aandavan- god  ; naerchchi –vow ; kaavu –sacrifice ; kodukka –
to give  ; kidaa- goat  
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dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  poar- k-kedaa  [ missing  letter- pa-] - fighting ram  ;  poar –war.  

dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  kidaari  /  kidaari kandru    - heifer . 

 dkar [ sheep / ram ]   has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is  kuthirai- horse.  

1799. dikrone  [a register /  record ]  has the consonants – the-  ka-  Ra -  -an- and 
the original Tamil  word is  pathivu  saandru   [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa-]- 
registered  certifiate ;  pathivu - resister  ; saandru –certificate . 

1880. dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- 
and the original Tamil word  is udal  mellintha – thin body  ; udal- body  . 

dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil  word  is  olliyaanathu –thin . 

*dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil  word  is  aathulan- poor man . 

*dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil   word is  yaethilaan - poor man . 

dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil word   is  illaatha  aal - one who  has nothing  ;  illai- nil ; aal- 
person ; illaatha  nilai - poverty ;  nilai- status ; illatha thanam – poverty .  

dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil word is  ilan-thalai- poverty . 

dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil word  is  thallaamai- poverty . 

dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil word   is  noathal - poverty . 
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dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil word   is  thaazhmai - poverty . 

dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil word   is  yaezahi manithan- poor man  ;  yaezhmai- poverty  ;  
manithan- man .  

dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil word  is uoosalaaduthal  /asainthu aaduthal [ missing  letter- sa-
] - dangling .  

dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil word  is melithal –weaken . 

 dal  [ thin  / dangling  / poor man  / weaker ]  has the consonants – the- la- and 
the original Tamil word  is nalintha- weak . 

 1801. dalg  [ to leap ]  has the consonants - the - la  -ka – and the original Tamil    
word is   thaavuthal / thavu-uthal  /  thaaval -  leap . 

dalg  [ to leap ]  has the consonants - the - la  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaavi  kuthiththal- jump . 

dalg  [ to leap ]  has the consonants - the - la  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
akala   thaanduthal  -  long jump ;  akalam- width . 

dalg  [ to leap ]  has the consonants - the - la  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ukaluthal  - leap   ;  thonkkuthal  . 

 dalg  [ to leap ]  has the consonants - the - la  -ka – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   malla kathi  -jumping pace of  a  horse / wrestler . 

dalg  [ to leap ]  has the consonants - the - la  -ka – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   pilakathi –[ missing  letter- pa-] -  frog leap . 

dalg  [ to leap ]  has the consonants - the - la  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thavalai  paaichchal [ missing  letters- pa-  and -sa-]  -  frog leap ;  thavalai –frog; 
paaichchal- leap . 
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 dalg  [ to leap ]  has the consonants - the - la  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
moozhukthal- dive . 

dalg  [ to leap ]  has the consonants - the - la  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mu-k-kuliththal- dive . 

*dalg  [ to leap ]  has the consonants - the - la  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is thullukai   /  thulli  kuthiththal - jump / leap . 

1802. dawlaw  [to let  down a bucket  for drawing water ]  has the consonants -  
the  - va- -la - va  -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni vaali yaei  kaeni ullae / 
kooval  ullae  vidu  -to let down the water bucket in side  the well  ;thanni-  water  
; vaali- bucket ; keezhae-  down  ; kaeni – a well ;  kooval-  a well  ; keezhae vidu  -
to let down   

1803. dallah  [ dangling  hair ] has the consonants – the-  la-and the  original Tamil  
word is  uooslaadum / asainthu -aadum  thalai mudi  - dangling  hair ; uoosalaada-  
dangle ;  thalai- head; mudi- hair/ top . 

dangle[ E]   has the consonants-  the-  an – ka-  la  - and the  original Tamil word is  
thonkka viduthal – dangle.  

 1804. daw lakh  [ to roil water  /  trouble ] has the consonants – the-  la –ka-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kalankkiya  thanni –roily  water  ; thanni –water . 

daw lakh  [ to roil water  /  trouble ] has the consonants – the-  la –ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kai alaithal- trouble . 

daw lakh  [ to roil water  /  trouble ] has the consonants – the-  la –ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  vaathiththal- trouble . 

 daw lakh  [ to roil water  /  trouble ] has the consonants – the-  la –ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  thollaikku aalaaka – in trouble . 

daw lakh  [ to roil water  /  trouble ] has the consonants – the-  la –ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kuzhaithal- be troubled . 
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daw lakh  [ to roil water  /  trouble ] has the consonants – the-  la –ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  puzhunkkuthal [ missing  letter- pa-]- be troubled . 

daw lakh  [ to roil water  /  trouble ] has the consonants – the-  la –ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  pikkal pudunkkal  [ missing  letter- pa-]-trouble . 

 daw lakh  [ to roil water  /  trouble ] has the consonants – the-  la –ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kuzhappam kolluthal  [ missing  letter- pa-]-- be troubled . 

 daw lakh  [ to roil water  /  trouble ] has the consonants – the-  la –ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  mana kalakkam kolluthal –be troubled  ; manam- mind ; 
kalakkam- anxiety . 

daw lakh  [ to roil water  /  trouble ] has the consonants – the-  la –ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  ikku idain-j-al  [missing letter- sa--] -   trouble . 

1805. *delee  [  jar ]  has the consonants – the-  la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaali-  big  jar . 

1807. del ee law  [   languishing    / a Philistine woman ]  has the consonants – the-  
la –    va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aadaval-  woman . 

del ee law  [   languishing    / a Philistine woman ]  has the consonants – the-  la –    
va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaazh kuzhal- woman ;  thaazh- down; 
kuzhal- hair . 

del ee law  [   languishing    / a Philistine woman ]  has the consonants – the-  la –    
va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  madavaal- woman . 

del ee law  [   languishing    / a Philistine woman ]  has the consonants – the-  la –    
va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vidaiththal  /  vaaduthal / valiththal / 
thaviththal – languishing . 

1809.  dawlal [ fail ]  has the  consonants – the- va -  la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  tholavi adaithal-  to fail ; kulaithal / kalaithal  .  
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1811. dalaph  [ to drip / to weep / pour ]  has the consonants  -the - la – [ -pa-] - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  sottuthal  [ missing  letter- sa-] – to drip . 

dalaph  [ to drip / to weep / pour ]  has the consonants  -the - la – [ -pa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  thuliththal- drip . 

dalaph  [ to drip /  to weep  / pour ]  has the consonants  -the - la – [ -pa-] - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  uooththuthal- pouring . 

dalaph  [ to drip /  to weep  / pour ]  has the consonants  -the - la – [ -pa-] - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  azhuthal –weep . 

1814. dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  
original Tamil  word is vaattuthal / vathaiththal  -persecution . 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is adakki  odukkuthal – persecution / oppression . 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is kodumai  izhaiththal / kodumaikku  ullaakkuthal  -  persecution . 

 dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is attuleeiyam  vilaiviththal – persecution . 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is thunpam koduththal  /  thollai koduththal [missing  letter- pa-] - 
persecution ;  thunpam- suffering  ; kodu- give.  

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is vaetha kalaapam [missing  letter- pa-] –religious  
persecution . 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is ina  paaku paadu  kaattuthal / mozhi  paaku paadu  kaattuthal 
missing  letter- pa-] – racial  / linguistic  discrimination ; inam- race;   mozhi- 
language ; paaku paadu- discrimination ; kaattu –show . 
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dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is paal  - iyal   thollai koduththal  [ missing  letter- pa-] – sexual 
harassment ;  paal- sex ; thollai- harassment  . 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is kuzhuma   kodumai -   group  persecution ; kuzhumam- group . 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is koattaalai-  harassment . 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is kuththa paduththuthal  [missing  letter- pa-]  -criminal  harassment 
; kuththam –crime . 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is kaaithal- harassment . 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is kai- alaiththal- harassment. 

 dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is alai-k-kazhiththal – harassment. 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is thollai koduththal – harassment ; thollai –disturbance;  kodukka- to 
give . 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is vaettai aaduthal- hounding   ;  vaettai –hunting . 

dalaq  [  burning / persecute ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is kaanthuthal- burning. 

 1816. dal lek keth [ burning  fever]  ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- - the and 
the  original Tamil  word is udal kothikka / kaantha  -  body heat ;   udal- body ; 
kothikka/ kaantha - burning  / heat  . 
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dal lek keth [ burning  fever]  ] has the consonants  -the- la – ka- - the and the  
original Tamil  word is ottu-k-kaaichchal  [ missing  letter- sa-]- contagious  fever ; 
ottu/ thoththu  –contagion; kaaichchal- fever.  

1823. dmuwth  [  resemblance / shape]  has the consonants-  the – ma - va – the- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  oththa  vadivam – similar shape ; oththa- same; 
vadivam  –shape . 

 1824. *demee  [quiet  /silence ]  has the consonants - the – ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  amaithi – silence / peace.  

demee  [quiet  /silence ]  has the consonants - the – ma- and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  saantham  [Skt]   [ missing letter- sa-]-  silence  /  
peace. 

 1826 .damam  [  to perish /  tarry ] has the consonants - the – ma- and the 
original Tamil  word is  madi  / maainthidu  – die . 

 damam  [  to perish /  tarry ] has the consonants - the – ma- and the original 
Tamil  word is  thamatham – tarry  /delay . 

 1828. domen  [  dung ] has the consonants   -the – ma- an-  and the original Tamil   
word is  maattu  saanam [ misin letter –sa-]  -cow dung ; maadu –cattle;  saanam- 
dung . 

1831. *dema [ liquor ] has the consonants   -the – ma-  and the original Tamil 
word is  thaem  - liquor. 

dema [ liquor ] has the consonants   -the – ma-  and the original Tamil word is  
monthai - liquor. 

dema [ liquor ] has the consonants   -the – ma-  and the original Tamil word is  
mattam – liquor/ toddy  ; mattu- liquor  jar  ; maththam- intoxication  . 

dema [  liquor ] has the consonants   -the – ma-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  mathu / maththiyam -  liquor . 
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dema [ liquor ] has the consonants   -the – ma-  and the original Tamil word is  
patham  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  liquor/ toddy  . 

 dema [ liquor ] has the consonants   -the – ma-  and the original Tamil word is  
nuthampu [ missing  letter- pa-]- liquor  toddy . 

 dema [ liquor ] has the consonants   -the – ma-  and the original Tamil word is   
kaatham  / kanndam / kaththoayam/ aathuvam  [ missing  letter- ka-] –liquor; 
vaanitham . 

 1835. dawn [ judge ] has the consonants - the –  va-  an- and the  original Tamil   
word is  naduvan -   judge  . 

judge [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] - the - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
naduvan-   judge  . 

 1836. dane  [ this  / which  ]  has the consonants - the – an- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  intha- this .  

 dane  [ this  / which  ]  has the consonants - the – an- and the  original Tamil  
word is antha- that  . 

  dane  [ this  / which  ]  has the consonants - the – an- and the  original Tamil  
word is entha  -which . 

1843. dea  [ knowledge ]  has a consonant - the – and the  original Tamil   word is  
mathi  - knowledge  / intelligence . 

dea  [ knowledge ]  has a consonant - the – and the  original Tamil   word is  itham- 
knowledge . 

dea  [ knowledge ]  has a consonant - the – and the other interpretation  of the  
word is   puththi / poathi / punthi  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  knowledge. 

dea  [ knowledge ]  has a consonant - the – and the other interpretation  of the  
word is   sitham/ saethanai  [ missing  letter- sa-] –knowledge. 
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1846. daak [ extinguished  /  dried up  / consumed  / quenched  ] has the 
consonants –the - ka- and the  original Tamil   word is   thanivikka  / thanikka - to 
extinguish/ quench  . 

daak [ extinguished  /  dried up  / consumed  / quenched ] has the consonants –
the - ka- and the  original Tamil   word is   anaiththiduka- to extinguish . 

daak [ extinguished  /  dried up  / consumed  / quenched ] has the consonants –
the - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is aviththidu – extinguish . 

daak [ extinguished  /  dried up  / consumed  / quenched ] has the consonants –
the - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaintha- dried .  

daak [ extinguished  /  dried up  / consumed  / quenched ] has the consonants –
the - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaadiya / vathan-k-kiya - dried . 

daak [ extinguished  /  dried up  / consumed  / quenched ] has the consonants –
the - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thinnuka – eat / consume . 

daak [ extinguished  /  dried up  / consumed  / quenched  ] has the consonants –
the - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kudikka- to drink . 

daak [ extinguished  /  dried up  / consumed  / quenched ] has the consonants –
the - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is payan  paduththuka [ missing  letter- pa-] 
- use.  

1848. dophiy  [  stumbling  block ]  has the consonants  - the - pa-- - and the  
original Tamil  word is   thaduppu – barrier  / obstruction ; thadai poadu –to 
obstruct . 

1849.  daphaq  [  beat  /  knock ] has the consonants  - the -  [-pa-]- ka  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  thattuka – knock . 

daphaq  [  beat  /  knock ] has the consonants  - the -  [-pa-]- ka  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  idikka – knock / hit  . 

 daphaq  [  beat  /  knock ] has the consonants  - the -  [-pa-]- ka  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  moathuka  - knock / hit  . 
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*daphaq  [  beat  /  knock ] has the consonants  - the -  pa- ka  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thappuka -  beat  . 

 1851. daq  [  crushed  /  small  / dwarf  ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kuttai- small / dwarf . 

daq  [  crushed  /  small  / dwarf  ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nasukkiyathu  [missing  letter- sa-]-  crushed . 

 daq  [  crushed  /  small  / dwarf  ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaskkiyathu [missing  letter- sa-]- crushed. 

daq  [  crushed  /  small  / dwarf  ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   podi aakkiyathu  [missing  letter- pa-]- - crushed / powdered ; 
podi- powder; aakku- make . 

 1852.  doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   koadi- cloth . 

*doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   udukkai- clothe.  

 doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaadakam-  cloth . 

 doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuttai- cloth . 

*doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thokku-  cloth . 

doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaedam- clothe.  

 doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaedakam-  garment . 
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doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaanndam- garment . 

 doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vattu udai- garment . 

doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  avadi- screen . 

 doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kadikai-screen .  

doq  [  fine cloth /  curtain ] has the consonants  - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vidi- screen . 

 1856. daqar [ to starve  /  pierce  through ] has the consonants  - the – ka - Ra- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  pattini  kidaththar [ missing  letter- pa-] – to 
starve ; pattini –starvation . 

daqar [ to starve  /  pierce  through  ] has the consonants  - the – ka-  Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  unnaa   viratham[Skt]   / unavu  unnathu   erukka –fasting ; 
unavu –food; unnu- eat ; unnaa- not eating . 

daqar [ to starve  /  pierce  through ] has the consonants  - the – ka-  Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  uooduruva- pierce through . 

daqar [ to starve  /  pierce  through ] has the consonants  - the – ka - Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kuttru- pierce . 

1858. dar  [  pearl stone   ] has the consonants  - the - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  
word is thiratchchi [ missing  letter- sa-]- pearl. 

dar  [  pearl stone   ] has the consonants  - the - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is soattru muththu [ missing  letter- sa-]- artificial pearl . 

dar  [  pearl stone   ] has the consonants  - the - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is paru muththu [ missing  letter- pa-]-big pearl ; paru- big size ; muththu- pearl . 
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dar  [  pearl stone   ] has the consonants  - the - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is erattai muththu – double pearl  ; erattai- double; eru -2; muththu- pearl . 

dar  [  pearl stone   ] has the consonants  - the - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is karadu [  missing  letter- ka-]- - crude pearl . 

 1860. der aw one   [ an object of  aversion ] has the consonants  - the - Ra -  va –
an -and the  original Tamil  word is  verukka thakka ondru  - aversion giving one ; 
verukka- hate; ondru- one . 

1865. derore [ freedom /  liberty  ] has the consonants-  the  -Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is thun urimai  /   thun aatchchi  urimai [  missing  letter-sa -]- – rights 
to have self rule ; thun –self; aatchchi- rule ; urimai –rights . 

derore [ freedom /  liberty ] has the consonants-  the  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is thani  urimai  /  thani  manitha  urimai  -  liberty ; thani manithan- 
individual ; urimai- rights . 

derore [ freedom /  liberty ] has the consonants-  the  -Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  suthanthiram [Skt ]-  freedom . 

1867. Daryavesh / Darius  [  title for Persian kings ] has the consonants-  the  -Ra – 
va  -[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kottravan – king / a monarch .  

Daryavesh / Darius  [  title for Persian kings ] has the consonants-  the  -Ra – va  -[-
sa-]-  and the other interpretation  of the word is  nara daevan [Skt] – king ; naran- 
human being ; daevan –god   ; thiru makan  . 

Daryavesh / Darius  [  title for Persian kings ] has the consonants-  the  -Ra – va  -[-
sa-]-  and the other interpretation  of the word is  paarththivan [missing  letter- 
pa-]- king ;  poar vaenthan  . 

Daryavesh / Darius  [  title for Persian kings ] has the consonants-  the  -Ra – va -
sa--  and the other interpretation  of the word is  sakkara varththi – emperor . 

Daryavesh / Darius  [  title for Persian kings ] has the consonants-  the  -Ra – va  -[-
sa-]-  and the other interpretation  of the word is  vaenthar- king . 
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1870. derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the 
consonants-  the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  theru veethi –street.  

 derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  akandra  theru –broad street ; 
akndra- broad; theru –street . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  kurun-theru-  narrow street ; kuru- 
small  . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  mudukkar-  narrow street . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  tharankku- road/ path . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is kadai theru- market street  ;  kadai –
shop . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is an-k-kaadi  theru – market street  . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is kurukku theru –cross street; kurukku 
–cross . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is theru siraku [ missing  letter- sa-]-  
street row . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is theru -vidam- street place ; idam- 
place ; theru –street . 

 derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is atharvai- path .  
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derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is varuththanai- path . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is uriayaaduka  -converse . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is karuththaaduka- converse ; 
karuththu –idea / thought /concept . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is  vitharkkanam – 
conversation . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is  thooraka  manam – long  
journey  ;  thoora[Skt] -   distance . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is    karai  yaaththirai-  land 
journey ; karai- land;  yaaththirai- travel . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  tharai marunkku  / maarkkamaaka  
payanam [ missing  letter- pa-]- land travel   ; tharai- land  ; marunkku- way / path  
; payanam  –travel . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  iyankkuthar- travel . 

 derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner] has the consonants-  
the  -Ra- ka- and the interpretation  of the  word is  viruththaantham-  manner . 

derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner ]  has the 
consonants-  the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  parinthu uraikka patta  
nadai  murai [ missing  letter- pa-]--  prescribed  manner ;  parinthu uraikka-  
recommend ; ndai murai- manner  . 
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derek [ road / conversation / passenger  /  journey / manner ]  has the 
consonants-  the  -Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  payanam poakiravar [ 
missing  letter- pa-]– one who  travels ;  payanam-  travel ; poaka- go  ;  poakiravar 
– those  who  goes . 

1871.darkemone  [ Persian coin ] has the consonants-  the  -Ra -ka - ma - an- and 
the  original Tamil  word is   muththirai -itta  thankka naanayam- gold coin - with a 
seal ; muththirai- a seal;  thankkam- gold; naanyam- coin .  

1874. darkone  [ Solomon’s servants] has the consonants-  the – Ra-  ka- an - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   thondu  purivoar [ missing  letter- pa-]- servants   ; 
thondu –service ; puriya- to do; purivoar-  those  who  do .  

darkone  [ Solomon’s servants] has the consonants-  the – Ra-  ka- an - and the  
original Tamil  word is  thanda-k- kaaran- servant . 

 darkone  [ Solomon’s servants] has the consonants-  the – Ra-  ka- an - and the 
other interpretation  of the word is  viruththiyan –servant . 

 1875. darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the 
consonants-  the – Ra- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is thodaru –follow ; 
thodarchchi   . 

darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the consonants-  the 
– Ra- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is thaeduthar  -search  . 

darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the consonants-  the 
– Ra- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is naaduthar –seek . 

darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the consonants-  the 
– Ra- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is oaathuthar/ thuthiththtar- worship.  

darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the consonants-  the 
– Ra- [-sa-]- and the other interpretation  of the word is  aaraathiththar [Skt] - 
worship .  
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darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the consonants-  the 
– Ra--sa- and the other interpretation  of the word is  aruchchiththar / 
aruchchanai   seithiduthar - worship . 

darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the consonants-  the 
– Ra- sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is poosiththar   [missing  letter- pa-] – 
worship. 

darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the consonants-  the 
– Ra--sa- and the other interpretation  of the word is  piraarththanai  seithiduthar  
[missing  letter- pa-] – -worship/ pray  . 

darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the consonants-  the 
– Ra-[- sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is thuthi paaduthar / oaathi  paaduthar- 
to worship / pray . 

darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the consonants-  the 
– Ra-[- sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is mandraaduthar –worship  

darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the consonants-  the 
– Ra- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is uruthiyaa- surely . 

darash  [ to follow / search  / seek / to worship  /surely ] has the consonants-  the 
– Ra- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is iyam indri – sure ; iyam- doubt ;  indri- 
without . 

1881. dath  [  law  ] has  a  consonant - the- – and the  original Tamil  word is   
sattam [ missing  letter- sa-] - law ;  satta thittam . 

1896.  hege  [ eunuch  of xerxes] has  a  consonant - -ka – and the  original Tamil   
word is   annakan  - eunuch . 

hege  [ eunuch  of xerxes] has  a  consonant  -ka – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  koajaa [ missing  letter- sa-] - eunuch . 

 hege  [ eunuch  of xerxes] has  a  consonant  -ka – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  napunjakan [ missing  letters- pa  -and-  sa-]-  hermaphrodite/ 
eunuch  /impotent person . 
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1897. dawgaw [ to murmur  / speak   / study  / talk / imagine / meditate ] has the 
consonants - the- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is  munakidu-  to murmur 

 dawgaw [ to murmur  / speak   / study  / talk / imagine / meditate ] has the 
consonants - the- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is  kathaikka- speak. 

*dawgaw [ to murmur  / speak   / study  / talk / imagine / meditate ] has the 
consonants - the- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is  oaathuka - recite/ read .  

dawgaw [ to murmur  / speak   / study  / talk / imagine / meditate ] has the 
consonants - the- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is  kaththukkoa- learn ; 
kaththukodukka- to teach . 

dawgaw [ to murmur  / speak   / study  / talk / imagine / meditate ] has the 
consonants - the- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is  kaniththiduka- study . 

 dawgaw [ to murmur  / speak   / study  / talk / imagine / meditate ] has the 
consonants - the- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is  padikka  [ missing   letter- 
pa-]- - to study . 

dawgaw [ to murmur  / speak   / study  / talk / imagine / meditate ] has the 
consonants - the- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is  nodikka- speak . 

 dawgaw [ to murmur  / speak   / study  / talk / imagine / meditate ] has the 
consonants - the- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is  vaakkaaduka- speak . 

 dawgaw [ to murmur  / speak   / study  / talk / imagine / meditate ] has the 
consonants - the- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is  naa neettuka - say ; naa- 
tongue  ; neettuka - to protrude.  

 dawgaw [ to murmur  / speak   / study  / talk / imagine / meditate ] has the 
consonants - the- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is  kannai moodi   enniduka  / 
ninaiththiduka  ;  think  / meditate ;  kann- eye ; moodu –close; enniduka- think . 
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dawgaw [ to murmur  / speak   / study  / talk / imagine / meditate ] has the 
consonants - the- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  thiyaanikka 
[Skt]  – meditate . 

1898. hagah  [to remove]  has  a  consonant  -ka – and the  original Tamil   word is    
nekku –remove.  

 1904. Hagar  [ mother of  Ishmael ] has the consonants  -ka –Ra-   and the  
original Tamil   word is   eraivi-    mistress / queen . 

Hagar  [ mother of  Ishmael ] has the consonants  -ka –Ra-   and the  original Tamil   
word is   veerai- mother . 

 1906. *hade [ a shout ]   has the consonants  -ka - the  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaththu- to shout .  

1911. hadaw  [to stretch forth the hand  / put  ] has the consonants  -ka - the  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kai  neettuka  -to stretch the hand ; kai- hand; neettu –
stretch .  

hadaw  [to stretch forth the hand  / put  ] has the consonants  -ka - the  and the  
original Tamil  word is  iduka- put.  

1915. hadak  [  to crush  with foot  /  tread down ] has the consonants - - the- ka-   
and the  original Tamil  word is   mithikka / nadakka -  tread  /walk . 

hadak  [  to crush  with foot  /  tread down ] has the consonants - - the- ka-   and 
the  original Tamil  word is adi eduththu   nadanthu  mithiththu nasukkidu  [ 
missing letter- sa-]   -to crush  ;  adi –foot ; edu –take ;  nasukkidu –crush  ;  nada-
walk  ; mithi –tread . 

hadak  [  to crush  with foot  /  tread down ] has the consonants - - the- ka-   and 
the  original Tamil  word is   kasakkidu [ missing letter- sa-]   –to crush . 

1916. hadome [  foot stool ] has the consonants  -ka - the – ma-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  manai kattu -  foot stool . 
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1931. hoo [  he /  this  / those  / which / who ] has a consonant – ka   -and the 
original Tamil  word is avan- he ;  yevanoa- some one .  

hoo [  he /  this  / those  / which / who ] has a consonant – ka   -and the original 
Tamil  word is yevan- who . 

 hoo [  he /  this  / those  / which / who ] has a consonant – ka   -and the original 
Tamil  word is evai- this  . 

hoo [  he /  this  / those  / which / who ] has a consonant – ka   -and the original 
Tamil  word is avai –those  

hoo [  he /  this  / those  / which / who ] has a consonant – ka   -and the original 
Tamil  word is yevai- which . 

 1946. hook  [  go / come ] has a consonant – ka   -and the original Tamil  word is 
yaeku –go . 

hook  [  go / come ] has a consonant – ka   -and the original Tamil  word is vaa- 
come . 

 1948 . holay looth  [ folly  / madness ]  - ka-  – la-  the - and the original Tamil  
word is  mooda -p –pazhakkam [  missing letter- pa-]   -folly .  

holay looth  [ folly  / madness ]  - ka-  – la-  the - and the original Tamil  word is  
piththu-k-kuli   [ mana kuzhappam kondavan ] [  missing letter- pa-] mad person /   
one with confused  mind  ; manam-  mind ;   kuzhappam- confusion  ; kondu –
have ; kondavan- one who  has.  

holay looth  [ folly  / madness ]  - ka-  – la-  the - and the original Tamil  word is  
mathi keduthal-  loss of sense  ;  mathi- intelligence  ; keda-  spoiled ;  mathi ketta 
aal- mad person ;  aal- person  . 

 1959. hay dad  [to  shout  ]  has a consonant -  the  -and the original Tamil  word 
is   oaasai idu  [missing letter- sa-]  -to make noise;  oaasai –sound.  

1963. hake  [ how ] has a consonant -  the  -and the original Tamil  word is 
enkkanam- how.  
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  1964. *heykal [ temple  / palace  / a large public building ] has the consonants-  -
ka- la-  and  the  original Tamil  word is  kovil –temple   

heykal [ temple  / palace  / a large public building ] has the consonants-  -ka- la-  
and  the  original Tamil  word is  koa illam- house of the king ; koa- king ; illam- 
house ;    koavi-k- kal  -palace .  

heykal [ temple  / palace  / a large public building ] has the consonants-  -ka- la-  
and  the  original Tamil  word is  maalikai  - palace  ;   mahal ; maal kaana . 

 1966.  Heylel [ morning  star ]  has the consonants-  -ka- la-  and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaalai velli – morning  star  / Venus ;  kaalai- morning ; velli- star . 

1969. heen [  a liquid measure  ] has the consonants-  -ka- an - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  mahaani / maakaani – a liquid measurement  of ancient Tamil 
Naadu ;   kunam-  grain volume measurement  ; koan- length  meansurement ;  
kaani- area meansurement  . 

 1974. hillool [ celebration  for harvest  / merry  / praise ] has the consonants   - ka  
-la  - and the  original Tamil  word is ponkkal   vizaa [ missing  letter –pa-] - harvest  
festival of Tamil people  ;  ponkka - to raise [abundance]   ;  vizhaa-  festival  . 

hillool [ celebration  for harvest  / merry  / praise ] has the consonants   - ka  -la  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is pukazhuka  [ missing  letter –pa-]   -to praise . 

hillool [ celebration  for harvest  / merry  / praise ] has the consonants   - ka  -la  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is vilakkam- praise . 

hillool [ celebration  for harvest  / merry  / praise ] has the consonants   - ka  -la  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is vazhi mozhiya- praise ; mozhiya- say . 

hillool [ celebration  for harvest  / merry  / praise ] has the consonants   - ka  -la  - 
and the  other interpretation of the word is   silaakai  [Skt] – praise ; silaakikka . 

1980. halak  [  to walk /  go /  wander /  traveler ]  has the consonants-  la  -ka-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  ullavuka- walk  
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halak  [  to walk /  go /  wander /  traveler ]  has the consonants-  la  -ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  selluka   [ missing letter- sa-] - go . 

halak  [  to walk /  go /  wander /  traveler ]  has the consonants-  la  -ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  ozhuku –go  . 

halak  [  to walk /  go /  wander /  traveler ]  has the consonants-  la  -ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  alaika- wander . 

halak  [  to walk /  go /  wander /  traveler ]  has the consonants-  la  -ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  gnolku  -wander.   

halak  [  to walk /  go /  wander /  traveler ]  has the consonants-  la  -ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  selkai/ selavu  [ missing letter- sa-] –travel . 

halak  [  to walk /  go /  wander /  traveler ]  has the consonants-  la  -ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  vazhi  payani [ missing letter- pa-]   –traveler . 

  1987. helem [  smiter ] has the consonants-  -ka-  la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kam-maalan- smith . 

 2017. hophek [ turn things upside down ]  ] has the consonants- [- pa -] – ka-   and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kavukka- to turn upside down . 

 2023.hore [  name of  a peak  in Syria and Idumaea  ]  has the consonants- ka –Ra 
-and the  original Tamil  word is  sikaram  / sirunkkam [ missing  letter- sa-] -peak ; 
uroa-roakam  - name  of Adam’s peak  . 

 2030. hawreh  [to conceive]  has the consonants- ka –Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   karu ura – to conceive  ; karu  –embryo /baby . 

2039. haran [ mountaineer ] has the consonants- ka –Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is kuravan – mountain  dwelling  man . 

  haran [ mountaineer ] has the consonants- ka –Ra -and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  savaran [ missing letter- sa-] - mountaineer . 
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 2048. hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   elli  nakai yaaduthal - deride . 

hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   Ikazhuthal  - deride . 

 hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   nankku  kaattuthal - deride . 

hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kindal / kinduthal  -  mocking ; kalaaiththal . 

hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kaeli kooththu –ridiculous . 

hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kazhuthai -k -kooththu –ridiculous behavior ;  kazhuthai-  
donkey  . 

hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   izhivu   paduththu [ missing  letter- pa-] –disparaging .  

 hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   yekaththaali- ridicule . 

hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   pazhikka paduthal  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -deride  . 

 hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   pakadi  kaeli [ missing  letter- pa-]  - mocking . 

hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   thakaluppu [ missing  letter- pa-]   -cheating . 

hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   thakilan  -a cheat  ;  thakiliththal- to cheat . 
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 hathal [  deride / cheat / mock ] has the consonants - ka – the – la- -and the  
original Tamil  word is   keththuthal- to cheat . 

2063. zoth [  this  / that  / she ] has the consonants  - [-sa-] - the  - and  the original 
Tamil  word  is   ithu –this  ;  athu –that  / she   ;  ethu –which. 

2070. zeboob  [ a  fly ]  has the consonants - sa- –pa- and  the original Tamil  word 
is  poochchi  - insect . 

 zeboob  [ a  fly ]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  – [-pa-] – and  the original Tamil  
word is  ee-  house fly . 

2073. zebool [  a residence]   has the consonants -  [-sa-]  – [-pa-] – la- and the  
original Tamil  word is  illam – house.  

zebool [  a residence]   has the consonants - -sa- – [-pa-] – la- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  saalai-  house.  

zebool [  a residence]   has the consonants -  [-sa-]  – [-pa-] - la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nilaiyam- house.  

 zebool [  a residence]   has the consonants -  [-sa-]  – [-pa-] - la -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  moolai- house.  

2114.  zoor [ foreigner /  fanner  / to commit adultery ] has the consonants – [-sa-] 
-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aariyan- foreigner   

zoor [ foreigner /  fanner  / to commit adultery ] has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra- 
and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  anniyar [ Skt]- foreigner   

 zoor [ foreigner /  fanner  / to commit adultery ] has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  paran  /  piran /  puraniyar [ missing  letter- pa-] 
foreigner  . 

zoor [ foreigner /  fanner  / to commit adultery ] has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  muram- fanner . 
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 *zoor [ foreigner /  fanner  / to commit adultery ] has the consonants –-sa -Ra- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  soarm/ saaram - adultery . 

zoor [ foreigner /  fanner  / to commit  adultery ] has the consonants –-sa -Ra- and 
the  original Tamil  word is  piran  manai nayappu [ missing  letter- pa-] --adultery  
; piran-  others / strangers  ;  manai- house . 

2119. zaw khal  [  to fear] / worm /  snake] has the consonants – sa- ka – la- and 
the original Tamil  word is  achcham kolla- to fear ; achcham- fear; kolla- to have . 

zaw khal  [  to fear] / worm /  snake] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka – la- and the  
other interpretation  of the  word is  malookam / neelaan-k-kam – worm . 

zaw khal  [  to fear] / worm /  snake] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka – la- and the 
original Tamil  word is  puzhukkal [ missing  letter- pa-] - worms ; puzhu –worm . 

zaw khal  [  to fear] / worm /  snake] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka – la- and the 
original Tamil  word is  kaal ili –  one with no  leg  /snake  /wind  ;  kaal- leg  ; illai- 
nil . 

zaw khal  [  to fear] / worm /  snake] has the consonants – sa-ka – la- and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  vallisai- snake ; vilasi –snake . 

zaw khal  [  to fear] / worm /  snake] has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka – la- and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  viyaalam- snake  

2120. zokheh leth [  boundary stone / serpent ] has the consonants- [ -sa-] -ka -  
la- the - and the original Tamil  word is   thikku -k -kal  /  thisai-k-kal - boundary 
stone  ; thikku –direction  ; kal- stone   ;  nadu kal –warrior stone . 

zokheh leth [  boundary stone / serpent ] has the consonants- [ -sa-] -ka -  la- the - 
and the other interpretation  of the word is  kaalintham  - snake. 

zokheh leth [  boundary stone / serpent ] has the consonants- [ -sa-] -ka -  la- the - 
and the original Tamil  word is   kundali – snake . 
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zokheh leth [  boundary stone / serpent ] has the consonants- [ -sa-] -ka -  la- the - 
and the original Tamil  word is   valaintha thandu – curved rod / snake ; valaintha- 
bent ;  thandu – stick  /stem  /staff . 

2121. zaydohn  [ boiling of water ]  has the consonants -  sa –the-  an-  and the   
original Tamil  word is  suda thanni-  hot water ; soodu-  hot ; thanni –water . 

 2123. zeez  [ fullness of breast ] has a consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is   paachchi  [missing letter- pa-]  - breast . 

2128. zeep  [ flowing] has the consonants  -[ -sa -] - pa  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   paaya- to flow /  fly . 

2132. zayith  [ tree  / olive  / yard ] has the consonants  -[ -sa -] -the  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   thadi- wood/ timber . 

 zayith  [ tree  / olive  / yard ] has the consonants  -[ -sa -] -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thotti-  yard/ tank  . 

zayith  [ tree  / olive  / yard ] has the consonants  -[ -sa -] -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   muththam-  yard . 

zayith  [ tree  / olive  / yard ] has the consonants  -[ -sa -] -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thoattam- yard /garden . 

zayith  [ tree  / olive  / yard ] has the consonants  -[ -sa -] -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   idalai [ missing  letter- la-]- olive . 

2137. zek oo keeth  [ glass / crystal] has the consonants  - [ -sa-]  - ka - the - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kannadi –glass. 

zek oo keeth  [ glass / crystal] has the consonants  - [ -sa-]  - ka - the - and the  
original Tamil  word is  padikam  [missing  letter- pa-] - crystal . 

2138. zaw koor [  children ] has the consonants - sa - ka - Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  siruvar  / sirumiyar  -children ;  siruvan –boy ;  sirumi –girl ; 
serukkan- young boy; serukki –young girl .  
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 2139. zawkoor  [ mindful]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka  -Ra -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kavanam mura – mindful ; kavanam –attention . 

 2142. zakar [ remember/  burn  // to mark / to mention/  bring  / come   /well ]   
has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is ninaivu 
kooruka- to remember ; ninaivu- memory / consciousness ; kooruka- to say . 

zakar [ remember/  burn  / to mark / to mention/  bring  / come   /well ]   has the 
consonants – [-sa-]- ka  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is erikka- burn . 

zakar [ remember/  burn  / to mark / to mention / bring  / come   /well ]   has the 
consonants – [-sa-]- ka  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kurikka- to mark  . 

zakar [ remember/  burn  / to mark / to mention / bring  / come   /well ]   has the 
consonants – [-sa-]- ka  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is konaruka- bring  . 

zakar [ remember/  burn  / to mark / to mention / bring  / come   /well ]   has the 
consonants – [-sa-]- ka  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is varuka –come . 

zakar [ remember/  burn  / to mark / to mention/  bring  / come   /well ]   has the 
consonants – [-sa-]- ka  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kinaru –a well.  

2146.zikrone  [ memorable day / memorial ] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-  Ra  -
an-  and the original Tamil  word is ninaivu  naar- memorable day; naar/ naal- day 
; ninaivu- memory . 

zikrone  [ memorable day / memorial ] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-  Ra  -an-  
and the original Tamil  word is  ninaivu  kuri – memorial . 

2149. zool looth [ skaking / tempest ]  has the consonants – sa- la-  the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  asainthiduthal  /  uoosalaaduthal   /  aaduthal – shaking .  

zool looth [ skaking / tempest ]  has the consonants – sa- la-  the  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is sadulam- shaking . 

 zool looth [ skaking / tempest ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la-  the  -and the  
other interpretation  of the word is thulitham- shaking . 
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zool looth [ skaking / tempest ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la-  the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  nadalai- shaking . 

 zool looth [ skaking / tempest ]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la-  the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  mazhai- yoadu  puyal adiththida   [missing  letter- pa-] – 
tempest; mazhai –rain ; puyal-  tempest . 

 

 

remember;  vowels  a,  e , I ,  o , u   have  to be added   then and there.  
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                          Jumbling  theory   - an  orientation    

                          E. Greek  words and Tamil  

 
  REF;   A concise  dictionary   of  the  words in The Greek  Testament  by  James 
Strong .  

abares    [ not burden some]   has the consonants - pa – Ra-  sa  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   perum sumai- big  burden; perum –big; sumai- burden . 

abares    [ not burden some]   has the consonants - pa – Ra-  sa  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  perum paaram inmai- not a big burder ;  perum- big 
;  paaram-  burden /weight  ; inmai- nil . 

abba  [ father]  has a  consonant --pa -- and the  original  Tamil  word is appa -   
father.   

abba  [ father]  has a  consonant –[-pa -]-- and the  original  Tamil  word is iyan  -
father. 

agathopolia  [virtue ] has the consonants -  ka  -the  -pa - la  - and the  original  
Tamil  word is  nal  ozhukkam konda  kunam – virtuous ;  nal –good ; ozhukkam- 
orderly ; kunam- nature.  

agathopolia  [virtue ] has the consonants -  ka  -the  -pa - la  - and the  original  
Tamil  word is  pollaanku  ninaikkatha kunam – not an evil  nature; pollaankku- 
evil ; ninaikka- to think . 
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agathopolia  [virtue ] has the consonants -  ka  -the  -pa - la  - and the  original  
Tamil  word is  nalla  pannpu    konda kunam- a virtuous  nature  ;nalla  pannpu –
virtuous.  

agathopolia  [virtue ] has the consonants -  ka  -the  -pa - la  - and the  original  
Tamil  word is  keduthal  pannatha kunam kondavan – a  person  who  do not 
harm   ; keduthal- harm ;  pannu- do ; pannaatha- not doing ; kunam- nature  

agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the – [- pa-]-  sa -- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kaedu  seiyaatha /    panaatha   / ninaikkaatha  -kunam- 
not  doing evil things; kedu- destroy ; kaedu- damage/ destruction  ;seiyaatha- not 
doing; ninaikkaatha- not thinking  ; panaatha- not doing ; pannu –do  

agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the – [- pa-]-  -sa -- and the  
original Tamil  word is  theenkku seithidaatha / ninaikkatha  kunam-  not  doing 
evil things; theennku- bad;  seithidaatha- not doing; kunam- nature.  

agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the –- pa-  sa - and the  
original Tamil  word is  poei  paesaatha  kunam- not lying  ; poei- lie; paesaatha- 
not saying ; paesu –say ; kunam- character.  

 agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the – [- pa-]-  sa -- and the  
original Tamil  word is  inaankku  seithidaatha  kunam -  not  doing evil things; 
innaankku- evil ;  seithidu –do; seithidaatha- not doing ; kunam- character . 

 agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the –- pa-  [-sa -] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  thappu  thandaa  seiyaatha  kunam – not doing  bad things; 
thappu- bad. 

agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the –-[- pa-]  -sa - and the  
original Tamil  word is  uthavi  seithidum kunam - helful nature; uthavi- help . 

agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the –- pa-  [-sa -] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  anupu  kaattum kunam / manopaankku  - kind nature  ; 
anpu- kindness ; kaattu- show;  manoa  paankku-  nature  of mind .  
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agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the –- pa-  [-sa -] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  punn  paduththuthaatha  kunam- not hurting; punn 
paduththu - to hurt.  

agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the –-[- pa-]-  [-sa -] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  maenmai  konda kunam-  virtuous character . 

agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the –- [-pa-]-  [-sa -] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  mathikka  thakka  kunam – respectable nature  ; mathikka- 
to respect .  

agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the –- [-pa-]-  [-sa -] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  amaithiyaana  kunam- calm  nature ; amaithi- silence .  

agathopoios   [  virtuous  ] has the consonants  - ka - the –- pa-  sa -- and the  
original Tamil  word is  sinam / kovam  padaatha  kunam- not an angry  nature    ; 
kovam- anger; sinam- anger . 

agathos  [ benefit / good  ] has the consonants    - ka  -the-  sa  - and the   original 
Tamil  word is      nanmai   kondathu / mikuntha uoothiyam / aathaayam  
kondathu – beneficial; nanmai- good; uoothiyam- salary ; kondathu- having .  

agathos  [ benefit / good  ] has the consonants   - ka  -the-  sa  - and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is    advantageous[ E] . 

agathos  [ benefit / good  ] has the consonants   - ka  -the-  sa  - and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is    saathakamaanthu [Skt] – beneficial . 

agalliaiasis   [ gladness  / exultation ] has the consonants   - ka - la – [-sa -] – and 
the   original Tamil  word is  / aka   kalippu [ missing  leter- pa-]- mental 
happiness;;kalippu- happiness  ;akam- mind. 

agalliaiasis   [ gladness  / exultation ] has the consonants   - ka - la – [-sa -] – and 
the   original Tamil  word is   ulla  makizhchchi – mental  happiness ; ullam- soul .   

agalliaiasis   [ gladness  / exultation ] has the consonants   - ka - la – [-sa -] – and 
the   original Tamil  word is   manam  inpam kolla  [ missing  leter- pa-]-   mind to 
have happines ; inpam- happiness ; kolla- to have . 
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agalliaiasis   [ gladness  / exultation ] has the consonants   - ka - la – [-sa -] – and 
the   original Tamil  word is   pulakam- [ missing  leter- pa-]-   happiness/ joy .  

*agalliaiasis   [ gladness  / exultation ] has the consonants   - ka - la – [-sa -] – and 
the   original Tamil  word is   kali- happiness/ joy .  

 agalliaiasis   [ gladness  / exultation ] has the consonants   - ka - la – [-sa -] – and 
the  original Tamil  word is   makizhvu- happiness.  

agalliaiasis   [ gladness  / exultation ] has the consonants   - ka - la – [-sa -] – and 
the interpretation  of the  word is kusaal- happiness/ joy .  

agalliaiasis   [ gladness  / exultation ] has the consonants   - ka - la – [-sa -] – and 
the  original Tamil  word is   nakal- glad.  

agalliaiasis   [ gladness  / exultation ] has the consonants   - ka - la – [-sa -] – and 
the  original Tamil  word is   manam  uvakai kolla  - to have happiness ; manam – 
mind; uvakai- happiness; kolla- to have  . 

a -gamos  [  unmarried  ]   has the consonants   - ka  -ma  -[-sa-]  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   manam  aakaama- un married; manam aakiya- married ; manam-  
marriage; aakiya- over ; aakaa- no . 

a -gamos  [  unmarried  ]   has the consonants   - ka  -ma  -[-sa-]  -  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   vivaakam   aakaa- unmarried ;vivaakam- marriage ; 
aakaa- no . 

aganakteo [ grief ] has the consonants   -  ka - an - ka - the  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thaanka  onna  vaethanai –in tolerable  pain ; thaankka  -to bear ; 
onnaa- can not; vaethanai- pain.  

agapao  [  to  love  ] has the consonants   -  ka - pa - and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   anpaaka- lovingly / kindly . 

agapao  [  to  love  ] has the consonants   -  ka – [-pa-]- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   naesikka- to love  . 
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agapao  [  to  love  ] has the consonants   -  ka – [-pa-]- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   kanivu- love.  

 agapao  [  to  love  ] has the consonants   -  ka – [-pa-]- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   vankkanam-love.  

agapao  [  to  love  ] has the consonants   -  ka – [-pa-]- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   kaamam-  love/ moakam [ Skt] . 

agapao  [  to  love  ] has the consonants   -  ka – [-pa-]- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   vempu – to love . 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the  
original  Tamil   word is   thunaivi-  [ life]  partner/ wife; vaetkai  thunaivi – wife ; 
thunaivan- husband   . 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the  
original  Tamil   word is   makadoo- wife . 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the 
other interpretation  of the word is  daevi / vathu/ vanithai  – wife.  

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- - sa  - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  jeevi  daesan – lover.  

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the  
original  Tamil   word is   kondavan- husband . 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the  
original  Tamil   word is   kattiyavan – husband / wedded to  . 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the  
original  Tamil   word is   akam mudaiyaan – husband . 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  -pa  -the- [- sa -] - and the  
original  Tamil   word is   kai-  pidiththavan-  husband / one who  holds the hand ; 
kai- hand ; pidi- hold . 
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agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the  
original  Tamil   word is   thottavan- husband / one who  has touched  .  

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the  
other interpretation  of the word is kaanthan- husband .  

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the  
original  Tamil   word is   vaettaan- husband. 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the  
original  Tamil   word is   aadavan – my man . 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the  
other interpretation  of the word is thavan- husband . 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa -] -the- [- sa -] - and the  
original  Tamil   word is  mananthavan- husband / married to;manam- marriage  . 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  -pa  -the- [- sa -] - and the  
original  Tamil   word is   kudumppini  -wife; kudumpam –family  . 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  pa  -the- [- sa -] - and the  original  
Tamil   word is  anpu  mikuntha – beloved  ;  anpu –love; mikuntha- excess.  

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa-]  -the-  [-sa-]  - and the  
original  Tamil   word is  kannaatti -   beloved.  

 agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa-]  -the-  [-sa-]  - and the  
original  Tamil   word is  mana vattai- wife; manai- house . 

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  [-pa-]  -the-  sa- - and the  original  
Tamil   word is  naesam konda -  beloved ; naesam- affection; konda- having  .  

agapetos   [  beloved ] has the consonants  - ka-  -pa- -the-  sa- - and the  original  
Tamil   word is    mikuntha paasam konda    - affectionately ; mikuntha   -excess; 
paasam- affection.  
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 age [ come on  / go to ]  has   a  consonant --ka -  - and the  original Tamil   word is         
yaegu  -go.  

age [ come on  / go to ]  has   a  consonant --ka -  - and the  original Tamil   word is         
vaa- to come.  

*aggeion  [  vessel ] has the consonants  - ka-  an  -  and the  original Tamil  word is        
kinni/ kinnam-  cup . 

 agkale [  arm ] has the consonants-  ka -la  - and the  original Tamil  word is  mael 
kai-  arm;   male- upper;   kai- arm ;  kaikal- hands ;  kaalkal- legs .  

agkos   [  bend  / ache ]  has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuniya- to bend/ bow . 

agkos   [  bend  / ache ]  has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   noavu- to ache . 

agnaphos [  new]    has the consonants   ka-  an -  [-pa-]  -  [-sa-]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kanni – new.  

agnaphos [  new]    has the consonants   ka-  an -  [-pa-]  -  [-sa-]  - and the other 
interpretation  othe word is  nava [Skt] - new.  

agoro  [ market  street  /street  ] has the consonants-   ka - Ra  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kadai  theru   /an-k-kaadi theru [ missing  letter- the -]-  market 
street. 

agoro  [ market  street  /street  ] has the consonants-   ka - Ra  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   theru  veethi [ missing  letter- the -]-  street.  

agrios   [ fierce/ wild   /raging]  has the consonants -  ka  -Ra – sa-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is kanarchchi-  rage . 

agrios   [ fierce/ wild   /raging]  has the consonants -  ka  -Ra –[- sa-]-  and the  
original Tamil  word is karuvu- raging. 
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agrios   [ fierce/ wild   /raging]  has the consonants -  ka  -Ra –[- sa-]-  and the  
original Tamil  word is veri-  raging ; veri  aarvam . 

agrios   [ fierce/ wild   /raging]  has the consonants -  ka  -Ra –[- sa-]-  and the  
original Tamil  word is koari  / koaramaana – rage  ;  kuroo-ram .  

agrios   [ fierce/ wild   /raging]  has the consonants -  ka  -Ra – sa  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is unarchchi  vaekam -   strong  emotions  ; unarchchi- feel; vaekam –
speed . 

agrios   [ fierce/ wild   /raging]  has the consonants -  ka  -Ra – sa  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is seeruka-   furious . 

agrios   [ fierce/ wild   /raging]  has the consonants -  ka  -Ra –[- sa-]-  and the  
original Tamil  word is moorkkam-   raging. 

agrios   [ fierce/ wild   /raging]  has the consonants -  ka  -Ra –[- sa-]-  and the  
other interpretation of the word is  ukkiram-  fierce . 

agrios   [ fierce/ wild   /raging]  has the consonants -  ka  -Ra – [- sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  van- murai- violence.  

 agrios   [ fierce/ wild   /raging]  has the consonants -  ka  -Ra – [- sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  manam  kumara  - rage ;  manam- mind  

agrupnia  [ sleep less] has the consonants -  ka – Ra-  [-pa-]-  an  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  urakkam  inmai- no sleep; urakkam- sleep; inmai –nil . 

agrupnia  [ sleep less] has the consonants -  ka – Ra-  [-pa-]-  an  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kann-nirai- sleep . 

agonia  [anguish ]  has the consonants - ka - an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
noavu –anguish . 

  adam  [ first  man ] has the consonants- the-  ma  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mutha   maanthan / manithan   -first  man ; mutha- first  ;maanthan- man . 
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 adelphe [sister ] has the consonants -   the - la - pa - and the  original Tamil  word 
is udan piranthaal [ missing  letter- Ra-]- sister. 

adelphe [sister ] has the consonants -   the - la - pa - and the other interpretation  
of the word is   apthal-   sister . 

adelphe [sister ] has the consonants -   the - la - pa - and the  original Tamil  word 
is penn - thoazhi – female friend ; penn- female; thoazhi- female friend . 

adelos  [  hidden  ]  has the consonants –the-  la-  [-sa-]    -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  olinthu ulla – hidden . 

 adolos [ undeceitful]  has the consonants -  the-  la  -sa  -and the  original Tamil  
word  is  sottuthal  - cheat.   

 adolos [ undeceitful]  has the consonants -  the-  la  -[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word  is  nottuthal / thettuthal –cheating.  

adolos [ undeceitful  ]  has the consonants -  the-  la  -[-sa -] -and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  tapaaithal [ missing  letter- pa-] – cheating . 

adolos [ undeceitful  ]  has the consonants -  the-  la  -[-sa -] -and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  poeiththal  [ missing  letter- pa-] - cheating ;  poei –thanam  
illathu/ poei sollathu  – undeceitful;  poei- false/ lie ; thanam /thanmai- nature ; 
sollu-  tell ;  sollaathae-  do not tell ; illai- nil . 

adolos [ undeceitful  ]  has the consonants -  the-  la  -[-sa -] -and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  yaeiththidaamaal/ yaemaaththaamal – undeceitful. 

adolos [ undeceitful ]  has the consonants -  the-  la  -sa  -and the  original Tamil  
word  is  soothu  illaamal – undeceitful.  

adolos [  unadulterated / sincere ]  has the consonants -  the-  la  -[-sa-]  -and the  
original Tamil  word  is  thooimai  ullathu –   with  purity / sincere; thooimai- 
cleanliness; ullathu- has  . 
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  adrias [  a  place near it’s shore /  the Adriatic sea ] has the consonants  - the -  
Ra-   and   the  original Tamil   word  is  thirai   yoara   idam / tharai -  the land near  
the sea; thirai- sea; oaram- edge; tharai- land ; idam- land . 

Adriatic   has the consonants  - the -  Ra-  the – ka - and the  original Tamil   word  
is   -the-  Ra - the - ka –  and   the  original Tamil   word  is    thirai  kadar   -  sea ; 
kadar-  sea  ; thirai- wave/ sea  /river/ sky    .  

Adriatic   has the consonants  - the -  Ra-  the – ka - and the  original Tamil   word  
is   nadu  tharai   kadar-  mediterranean sea  ; nadu- centre; tharai- land; kadar- 
sea.  

Adriatic   has the consonants  - the -  Ra-  the – ka - and the  original Tamil   word  
is   -the-  Ra - the - ka –  and   the  original Tamil   word  is  kadar karai- sea shore; 
kadar-sea; karai / bank /shore .  

adikeo  [  hurt / injure / unjust / suffer/  wrong / evil  doing / iniquity] has the 
consonants  -   the  -ka-   and the  original Tamil  word  is  kaayam  undakku- to 
injure ; kaayam- wound; undaakku –make . 

adikeo  [  hurt / injure / unjust / suffer/  wrong / evil  doing / iniquity] has the 
consonants  -   the  -ka-   and the  original Tamil  word  is  thunpa  paduka [ missing  
letter- pa-] – to suffer; thunpam- suffering .  

adikeo  [  hurt / injure / unjust / suffer/  wrong / evil  doing / iniquity] has the 
consonants  -  the  -ka-   and the  original Tamil  word  is  punn paduthhuka[ 
missing letter-pa-]- to hurt ; punn –sore . 

adikeo  [  hurt / injure / unjust / suffer/  wrong / evil  doing / iniquity] has the 
consonants  -  the  -ka-   and the  original Tamil  word  is  kettathu/ keduthi - 
wrong . 

adikeo  [  hurt / injure / unjust / suffer/  wrong / evil  doing / iniquity] has the 
consonants  -  the  -ka-   and the  original Tamil  word  is  theenkku –evil  thing.  
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 adikeo  [  hurt / injure / unjust / suffer/  wrong / evil  doing / iniquity] has the 
consonants  -  the  -ka-   nadumai  kondathu / neethi  kidaiyathu- unjust /iniquity; 
nadumai- neutral ; neethi –justice . 

aido [ sing] has a  consonant - the- and the  original Tamil  word  is  paadu [missing 
letter- pa-] -  to sing  ; paattu –song  .  

aido [ sing] has a  consonant - the- and the  original Tamil  word  is  oaathu –
recite. 

athesmos [  lawless]  has the consonants  -the - sa - ma  -[-sa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  sattam  inmai – no  law ;   sattam- law; inmai- nil.  

Athenai  [   goddess of wisdom ]   [ founder of the city  ]  has the consonants  -the  
-an - and the  original Tamil  word is   thaai  naadu    /thaai  munn - mother land  ;  
thaai- mother; naadu- state.   

Athenai  [   goddess of wisdom ]   [ founder of the city  ]  has the consonants  -the  
-an - and the  original Tamil  word is   naattin thaai – mother of the  land ; naadu- 
state; thaai- mother .  

Athenai  [   goddess of wisdom ]   [ founder of the city  ]  has the consonants  -the  
-an - and the  original Tamil  word is  aanthai- owl [ her major symbol ].  

Athenai  [   goddess of wisdom ]   [ founder of the city  ]  has the consonants  -the  
-an - and the  original Tamil  word is  manathu – mind [ theos ] .  

Athenai  [   goddess of wisdom ]   [ founder of the city  ]  has the consonants  -the  
-an - and the  original Tamil  word is  mathi  nutpam [ missing  letter- pa-]  - 
wisdom ; mathi – moon/ intelligence; nutpam –fineness    . 

Athenai  [goddess of wisdom ]   [ founder of the city  ]  has the consonants  -the  -
an - and the  original Tamil  word is thandai  - shield  [aegis] [ her major symbol ]. 

 Athenai  [ Diana -  goddess of wisdom ]   [ founder of the city  ]  has the 
consonants  -the  -an - and the   other  interpretation  of the  word is zaithoon[ 
missing  letter- sa-]  - olive [ her major symbol ]. 
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Athenai  [goddess of wisdom ]   [ founder of the city  ]  has the consonants  -the  -
an - and the  original Tamil  word is  thanthi – snake  as having  fangs/ tooth ; 
snake[ her major symbol ] ;  thanthi-tooth. 

Athenai  [goddess of wisdom ]   [ founder of the city  ]  has the consonants  -the  -
an - and the  original Tamil  word is nedumun  -snake  [ her major symbol ] ; 
nedumai –anything  long. 

Athenai  [goddess of wisdom ]   [ founder of the city  ]  has the consonants  -the  -
an - and the  original Tamil  word is mandai soadu – helmet  [ missing  leter- sa-]-  
helmet  [ her major symbol ]  ;  mandai- head .  

Athenai  [goddess of wisdom ]   [ founder of the city  ]  has the consonants  -the  -
an - and the  original Tamil  word is neenda eetti -  long spear [ her major symbol ] 
; neendathu- long  ;  eettti –spear.    

atheleo  [  to contend -  game ] has the consonants  - the  -la -  and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  poatti  iduthal [ missing  letter- pa-] – to contend; poatti –contest .  

athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  sa  - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is  sandai  iduthal – fight ; sandai –fight . 

 athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  [-sa-]  - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is  adal / adalai - fight / war  ;  adal-battle . 

athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  [-sa-]  - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is  aadal- battle. 

athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  [-sa-]  - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is  maalaithal- fight . 

athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  [-sa-]  - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is  moathal- clash . 

athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  [-sa-]  - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is  alladuthal- struggle.  
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athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  [-sa-]  - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is  malladuthal – struggle.  

athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  [-sa-]  - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is  thaththaliththal- struggle.  

athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  [-sa-]  - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is  thindaaduthal- struggle . 

 *athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  [-sa-]  - and the  
original   Tamil  word  is  thattu azhithal- struggle with.  

athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  [-sa-]  - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is  uzhaiththal - struggle . 

athlesis  [ fight / struggle] has the consonants   - the – la-  [-sa-]  - and the  original   
Tamil  word  is  thilaiththal  - fight.  

athumeo  [  disheartened  ] has the consonants  -  the - ma -and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   manathu  udainthida- broken heart ; maanthu –soil / mind; 
udaiya- break . 

athumeo  [  disheartened  ] has the consonants  -  the - ma -and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   ithaiyam udainthida  - broken heart  ;  ithayam-  heart ; udaiya- to 
break . 

akathartos  [  impure  / unclean  ] has the consonants - ka  -the-  Ra-  the- [-sa-] - 
and  the  original Tamil  word is  mikuntha  karai  kondathu  - full of dirt  ;  
mikuntha – excess; karai –dirt; kondathu- having.  

akarpos   [   unfruitful  ] has the consonants  - ka  -Ra – pa- [- sa-]  - and  the  
original Tamil  word is   payan mika  kuraivu -  lees beneficial ; payan- benefit / 
use; mika- excesss;  kuraivu- less.  

 akatagnostos [  un blamable ] has the consonants   - ka  -the –ka- an –sa  -the -sa- 
and  the  original Tamil  word is  konjam kooda kuththam  saatta/ sumaththa 
mudiayaathu -  can not find fault with  ;  konjam- little ;  kuththam- charges / 
fault;  saatta –to accuse ; mudiyaathu – can not.  
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akatalutos   [ endless  / permanent ] has the consonants   - ka - the - la - the-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is mudivu  illathathu – has no  end; mudivu-  end; illai- nil  

akatalutos   [ endless  / permanent ] has the consonants   - ka - the - la - the-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is nilai  kondu  ullathu  - it is  permanent ; nilyaanathu –
stable  . 

akoe  [ ear / hear ] has  a  consonant-  ka  -   and the  original Tamil word is  sevi [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- ear . 

*akulas [  eagle ]   has the consonants   - ka-  la  [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kazhuku  -eagle . 

*allazo  [  wail ] has the consonants -  al -  [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhu -  weep  /wail .  

allazo  [  wail ] has the consonants -  al - [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
pulampu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -wail / lament . 

alaletos  [ un utterable ] has the consonants - la - the- sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  solla  mudiyaathu   /  solla iyalaatha – can not be  said; sollu –say; 
mudiyaathu –can not  ;  iyalaatha - can not.   

aletheia [  truth ]  has the consonants - la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
unmai ullathu-  has truth ; unmai –truth; ullathu – has.  

 aletho [ grind]   has the consonants - la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
idiththal- grind. 

aletho [ grind]   has the consonants - la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
podiththal  [ missing  letter- pa-] –pound. 

helieus  [  fisherman ] has the consonants-  ka - la  -[-sa -]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  valaignan  -  fisherman . 

allogenes [  stranger ] has the consonants-  la-  ka--[-sa -]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ayalavan – stanger; ayal- foreign . 
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allogenes [  stranger ] has the consonants-  la-  ka--[-sa -]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  veli aal-  outsider; veli-  out; aal- person  

allogenes [  stranger ] has the consonants-  la-  ka--[-sa -]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vampalan [ missing  letter- pa-] – stranger. 

allotrios   [  foreigner  ]  has the consonants- - la  - the  -  Ra- -[-sa -]- and the  
original Tamil  word is ayal naatinar - foreigner ; ayal- foreign ; naadu –state ;  

allophulus  [  foreign nation  ] has the consonants -  la-  pa-  la-  [- sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  aual  pulam ;  foreign  land ;   ayal- foreign ; pulam- land . 

allos  [ other wise ]  has the consonants -  la – [- sa -]  - and the  original Tamil 
word is  illai  enil / allael  -otherwise .  

halusis  [  fetter] has the consonants  - ka - la –[- sa -] - and the  original Tamil 
word is  kai -kaal kalukkaana   vilankku  /  nikalam  valayam  /   sankkili – fetter  for 
hands and legs  ; kaikal- hands; kaalkal- legs;  valayam- chain ;   vilankku- fetter ;  
sankkili -  chain ; nikalam-  fetter.  

halon [  threshing  floor]  has the consonants  -  ka – la-  an  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nel  kalani   / nel  kalam  -   paddy  field / threshing  floor  ; nel  -
paddy ; kalam--thrashing  floor ; kalani –field .  

halon [  threshing  floor]  has the consonants  -  ka – la-  an  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nel  kalam  alakka- to measure paddy  on the thrashing  floor  ; 
alakka- measure . 

 halosis  [ capture  ] has the consonants  ka – la- [-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  
word is    vizhunkku-  an act of capturing / swallow.  

hamartia  [    offence / sin  ]  has the consonants - ka  -ma-  Ra - the  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  kutram / kadun-k-kutram – crime   ; kadumai  severe .   

 a- marantos  [  un fading ] has the consonants  - ma-   Ra-  an - the  -[-sa-] -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is niram maarathathu – color will not change ; niram- 
color/ ray  ; maarathu – can not change . 
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a -metathetos [  un changeable ] has the consonants  - ma-  the  -sa-  and the  
original Tamil  word is maathaa  mudiyaathathu -   un changeable ;  maaththu- 
change; mudiyathu- can not.  

a –metros [  immoderate/ without measure ] has the consonants  - ma-  the  -Ra  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is   mattu   indri   / mitham indri  -without measure / 
immoderate ;   mattu- measure ; indri –without .  

 a -metor [  without mother ]   has the consonants  -ma-  the  -Ra  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  amma  indri / maa thiru   indri  - without mother; amma- 
mummy; indri –without  ; maa  thiru- mother; maa- great ;thiru –respected/ 
wealth .   

amiantos [ pure ] ]   has the consonants  -ma - an-  the  -[-sa -]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thooimyaanathu – clean/ pure; suththamaanathu – pure.  

 ammos [  sand ] has the consonants-  ma – [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn- soil ; zamin- land .  

amfoteros  [   both ] has the consonants-  ma  -[-pa-]-  the - Ra – [-sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   erandum- both  . 

amfoteros  [   both ] has the consonants-  ma  -[-pa-]-  the - Ra – [-sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   mun  tharaiyim –   pachcha thanneerum -  land   and the  
water;   tharai- land; thanner-  water.   

* an [  what ] has a  consonant - an - and the  original Tamil  word is  enna- what.   

 *ana [   but ] has a  consonant - an - and the  original Tamil  word is   aanaa- but.  

 anathema  [ gift ] has the consonants –  an-  the-  ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   padaithidanum  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to offer . 

anathema  [ gift ] has the consonants –  an-  the-  ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   neettanum –to give  presents . 

anathema  [ gift ] has the consonants –  an-  the-  ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaayam  / itti   / thaththi / thaatham/ thaaneeyam -/ moothu   -  
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thanthidu  -to give gift  ; thaayam- gift ;  itti-  gift ;  thanthidu- give  ;thaththi- gift 
;thaatham- gift  ;  thaaneeyam- gift  ; moothu- gift .  

anathema  [ gift ] has the consonants –  an-  the-  ma  - and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is   thaanam [Skt] / athi  thaanam – gift.  

anathema  [ gift ] has the consonants –  an-  the-  ma  - and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is   san maanam  thanthidu [ missing  letter- sa-]  -to 
give gift ;  sanmaanam- gift; thanthidu –give. 

anathema  [ gift ] has the consonants –  an-  the-  ma  - and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is maaniyam- aa  thanthidu –  give as  a   grant; 
thanthidu –give .  

anathema  [ gift ] has the consonants –  an-  the-  ma  - and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is inaamaa  thanthidu  - free   gift / grant ; inaam- 
grant . 

analoosis  [ departure ] has the consonants – an - la  -sa  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   sellanum  - has the leave/ go   ;  sellu –go . 

anapeitho   [ incite/ persuade ] has the consonants –an –[- pa-] - the  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  thoondu- incite.   

anapeitho   [ incite/ persuade ] has the consonants –an –[- pa-] - the  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  thodai  nimindu -to pinch  the thigh / incite;thodai –thigh  
;nimindu –to pinch  . 

anapeitho   [ incite/ persuade ] has the consonants –an –[- pa-] - the  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  isaiya  thoondu [ missing  letter- sa-] – persuade ; isaiya –to 
accept . 

anapeitho   [ incite/ persuade ] has the consonants –an –[- pa-] - the  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  mana paduththu- persuade ; manam- mind . 

anapeitho   [ incite/ persuade ] has the consonants –an – pa- the  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  nayanthu paesidu [ missing  letter- sa-] -persuade politely; 
nayam- pleasantness . 
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*anapempo [   send ] has the consonants-  an - pa  -ma-  [-pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   anuppanum  - have to send  ;  anuppu –to send  . 

anapto   [ kindle  ]  has the consonants  - an  -[-pa-]-  the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thee moottanum  -to kindle fire  ;   thee- fire; moottu- kindle  ; aduppu  
thee moottanum –to set fire to the  oven; aduppu- oven .  

 anatello    [  rise up ]  has the consonants  -  an – the-  la  - and the  original Tamil  
word is maelae  yezhunthidu – rise up  ;  maelae- up;  ezhu- rise. 

 anatole [  rising  of light  /  east  ] has the consonants  -  an- the - la  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   elloan  /oli    ezhunthidum   nilam -  the  land from which  
the sun/ light  rises ; elloan- sun ; oli- light  ; ezhunthida- rise; nilam- land . 

anatole [  rising  of light  / east  ] has the consonants - an- the - la  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  kondal [ missing  letter- ka-] – east ; elloan  ezhunthidum 
thikku ;  elloan- sun;   ezhunthida- rise; thikku –direction . 

 Andreas   [ manly ] has the consonants  - an - the - Ra – [-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is mara thanam-  manly ; mara  thanmai-   bravery; thanmai- nature  

 andronikos [ man  of victory ] has the consonants  -  an  - the – Ra-  an  -ka-  [-sa-]- 
- and the  original Tamil  word is    vetri  kandavan  -  one who  has  won; vetri-  
victory ;  kanndavan   - one who  has seen /attained . 

anegkletos   [  blameless / unaacused]  has the consonants  -  an - ka - la  -the – [-
sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kalankkam  kaana   /solla  mudaiyaathu / 
iyalaathu – blameless; kalankkam- taint ; kaana- see;  mudaiyaathu –can not  ; 
iyalaathu –can not  ;  solla- to say .  

anetazo  [ to investigate ]  has the consonants – an-  the –[- sa-] - and the original 
Tamil  word is aainthidu -  investigate; soathanai [Skt]  seithidu – to test . 

aneu [  without ] has a  consonant  - an - and the original Tamil  word is inmai/ 
maayam - without  ;  sooniyam [Skt] .  
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 anthropinos  [  human kind ]  has the consonants  -an – the-  Ra- [- pa-] - an – [-sa-
]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  maanthar  inam – human race ; manthar- 
human; inam- race . 

anthrakia  [ burning coal ] has the consonants -  an- the-  Ra - ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is erikindra  kari- burning coal ;erikindra- burning; kari –coal . 

 anoy kodomeo  [  build  again  ]  has the consonants   - an – ka-  the - ma  -and the  
original Tamil  word is meendum  kattida  vaendum  -to build again; meendum –
again ; kattu –build.  

anokhay [ self restraint ]  has the consonants – an-  ka  - and the original Tamil  
word is thun adakkam [ missing  letter- the-] - self restraint; thun- self; adakkam- 
control/ restraint .   

anokhay [ self restraint ]  has the consonants – an-  ka  - and the original Tamil  
word is kattu mukanai-[ missing  letter- the-] - restraint  . 

anokhay [ self restraint ]  has the consonants – an-  ka  - and the original Tamil  
word is mana- vadakkam [ missing  letter- the-]  – mental  restraint ; manam- 
mind.  

antidikos [  enemy /  satan ]   has the consonants  -an - the - ka – [-sa -] - -and the  
original Tamil  word is thevu-van- enemy . 

 antidikos [  enemy /  satan ]   has the consonants  -an - the - ka – [-sa -] - -and the  
original Tamil  word is   nadaththai  kettavan- evil  person / person of bad 
character ; kettathu –evil . 

antidikos [  enemy /  satan ]   has the consonants  -an - the - ka – [-sa -] - -and the  
interpretation  of the  word is   akithan- enemy.  

 antidikos [  enemy /  satan ]   has the consonants  -an - the - ka – [-sa -] - -and the  
original Tamil  word is   adankaathavan- enemy / one who  can not be controlled 
;adakku –to control ;  adankkaamai  -not obeying .  

antidikos [  enemy /  satan ]   has the consonants  -an - the - ka – [-sa -] - -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kandakan  -enemy. 
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 antidikos [  enemy /  satan ]   has the consonants  -an - the - ka – [-sa -] - -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kanithan- enemy. 

antidikos [  enemy /  satan ]   has the consonants  -an - the - ka – [-sa -] - -and the 
other interpretation  of the word  vikadan –enemy. 

antidikos [  enemy /  satan ]   has the consonants  -an - the - ka – [-sa -] - -and the  
original Tamil  word is   vaendathavan- enemy. 

antidikos [  enemy /  satan ]   has the consonants  -an - the - ka – [-sa -] - -and the  
original Tamil  word is   pakai   nattaan [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  opponent  [ of a 
state] ; pakai- enmity; naadu –state.  

anti metreo  [ measure again ] has the consonants  -the-  ma-  the - Ra -    
meendum  mattu  pidiththiduthar   vaendum / naaduthar   vaendum / thathththar   
vaendum  /   meendum  maaththirai   ida  vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-] – to 
measure again ; meendum- again;   maaththirai- measure. 

antee par er khom  ahee [   pass on the other side] has the consonants  - an  -the  -
pa – Ra-  ka-  ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   antha  puramaaka  / 
pakkamaka   pokuthar  vaendum – to go by  other side; antha puram- other side; 
pakkam –side; poaka  -go . 

  antelo [ to  draw  water ] has the consonants   -an -  the -- la  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thanni  mollu –to draw water ; thanni-  water.  

anudros[  waterless]   has the consonants - an -  the-  Ra – [-sa-]   - and the  
original Tamil  word is    oru  sottu  thanneer indri  -without water/ not even a 
single drop  of water ; thanneer- water; indri –without  ;  sottu-  a drop  ; oru – 
one .  

 anoopotaktos [  disobedient / that is not put under ] has the consonants-  an-  pa-  
the-  ka – the-  sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sonna   paechchai  kaetkaathu 
– not listening  to others;   sonna-  said  ;   paechhcu –words/ speech . 

anoopotaktos [  disobedient / that is not put under ] has the consonants-  an-  pa-  
the-  ka – the-  [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  keezh  paninthida  
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maattaathu [ missing  letter- zha- ]– disobedient ; keezh- down; paninthida- obey; 
maattaathu- not.  

anothen [ first]  [again ]  has the consonants -  an - the - an  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   muthanmai-yaanathu  - first . 

anothen [ first]  [again ]  has the consonants -  an - the - an  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is meendum  meeendum- again and again; meendum- again . 

anoteros  [ upper / higher] has the consonants -an  -the-  Ra-  [-sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word is uyarntha- higher; uyram –height . 

anoteros  [ upper / higher] has the consonants -an  -the-  Ra-  [-sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word is maer  paathi  saarntha [ missing  letter- pa-]- upper  ;  
anthar[Skt]  . 

a -nopheles [ useless]  has the consonants -an  -pa  - la- [- sa  -] – and the  original   
Tamil  word is  payan  ilai  -no use  ;  payan –use ; illai- nil; payan ulla- useful  . 

  aoratos [ invisibile ] has the consonants-  Ra - the  -[-sa-]- - and the  original  
Tamil  word is  mariantha  / theriyatha / thoandratha – invisible; maraintha- 
disappear ; thonadru –appear  ;thaondraa – not appearing .   

a-paideutos   [stupid] has the consonants - [-pa-]-  the-  [-sa-]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   moodan  / mandu   -a stupid; madami –stupidity . 

a-paideutos   [stupid] has the consonants - pa-  the-  [-sa-]  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  poatham inmai / puththi inmai  -  lack  of  
intelligence ; potham- intelligence ; inmai- nil . 

apalageo [  grieve out] has the consonants    [-pa-]  - la - ka  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  azhuka / aavali  / kalankku -  wail . 

apalageo [  grieve out] has the consonants    [-pa-]  - la - ka  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  izhavu  vaikka- to  lament ; izhavu –wail ; vaikka- keep . 

 apalageo [  grieve out] has the consonants    [-pa-]  - la - ka  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  oaalam  vaikka-  wail ; oaalam- howl . 
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 apalageo [  grieve out] has the consonants   -pa- - la - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  pulampuka- wail  /lament . 

apalageo [  grieve out] has the consonants   [--pa-]- - la - ka  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vilaavanai- wail . 

apalageo [  grieve out] has the consonants   -pa- - la - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  pilaakkanm- lament.  

apalageo [  grieve out] has the consonants    [-pa-]  - la - ka  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kavalai-yaaka –sad  . 

 aparabatos [ unchangeable] has the consonants  - [- pa-] -  Ra  -[-pa-] -  the- -sa  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is muyarchchi  seithum    sirithum   maatra  
mudiyaathu  - can not be changed / even to  a little  extent  ;  sirithu- little/ short  ; 
maatha- to change; mudiyaathu –can not .  

 aparti [ from now] has the consonants   - pa  -Ra  - the   -  and the  original Tamil   
word is  intha   naeram  muthar – from this time onwards  ;  intha –this; naeram- 
time ; muthar- onwards . 

apatao [ deceive/ delude]  has the consonants- [- pa-]- the -- and the  original 
Tamil   word is   yaeiththidu  -deceive  . 

apatao [ deceive/ delude]  has the consonants- [- pa-]- the -- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   dapaaiththidu – deceive.  

apatao [ deceive/ delude]  has the consonants- [- pa-]- the -- and the  original 
Tamil   word is   thettu- deceive. 

apatao [ deceive/ delude]  has the consonants-- pa- the -- and the  original Tamil   
word is   thoppi poadu  - deceive. 

apatao [ deceive/ delude]  has the consonants-- pa- the -- and the  original Tamil   
word is   poeiththidu-  deceive. 

apatao [ deceive/ delude]  has the consonants-- pa- the -- and the  original Tamil   
word is   maduppu – deceiving . 
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apatao [ deceive/ delude]  has the consonants-- pa- the -- and the  original Tamil   
word is   moasam  seithidu  [ missing  letter- sa-] -   to deceive  ; seithidu –do . 

apatao [ deceive/ delude]  has the consonants-- pa- the -- and the  original Tamil   
word is   moasam  poeida  [ missing  letter- sa-] -got deceived . 

a pator [ without father]  has the consonants  - pa - the - Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil word is   eendra appa  indri  - without father; appa- father; indri –without.  

a pator [ without father]  has the consonants  -[- pa -] - the - Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil word is   peththa   thanthai  indri  - without father  ;thanthai –father; indri –
without.  

apeido [  to see fully] has the consonants   - pa- the  - and the  original Tamil word 
is   anaiththai -yim / mothamaa  paaththidu  -to see all / totally ; paaththidu –see; 
anaiththum- all; moththam –total. 

 apeitheia [ disobedience ] has the consonants  - pa-  the -  and the  original Tamil 
word is   adi  paniyaathu  - disobedient . 

apeitheo [not believe ]  has the consonants  - pa - the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   nampidaathae  -do not believe  ; nampidu – believe . 

*apeimi [  go /go away ]   has the consonants   - pa-  ma- and the  original Tamil    
word is   poanum –to go . 

 apekdumai [  to put off  / spoil  has the consonants  -[- pa-]   -ka - the  -ma  - and 
the  original Tamil   word is    kedukka  vaendum  -to destroy  /spoil . 

apekdumai [  to put off  / spoil  has the consonants  - pa-  -ka - the  -ma  - and the  
original Tamil   word is  neetti    poada vaendum –to put off. 

 apekdumai [  to put off  / spoil  has the consonants  -[- pa-]   -ka - the  -ma  - and 
the  original Tamil   word is    neduka - vida  vaendum  – to put off . 

apekdumai [  to put off  / spoil  has the consonants  -[- pa-]   -ka - the  -ma  - and 
the  original Tamil   word is    thaamathikka  vaendum – to delay.  
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apekdekhomahee [ expect  /wait ]  has the consonants - pa-  ka – the-  ka  -  and 
the  original Tamil word is   kaaththu  kidakka  vaendum  -to wait; kaaththidu –
wait.  

apistos [ not believing] has the consonants  -- pa-  -[-sa-]-  the – [- sa -]  -  and the  
original Tamil word is   nampidaathu  - not believing  ; nampidu- believe  . 

*apo [ go]  has a  consonant-   pa- and the original Tamil word is  yaeku   -go .  

apo [after  ] has a  consonant-   pa- and the original Tamil word is  pin -  later  

 apo  [before ]  has a  consonant-[- pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  -   mun-  
before. 

apobole[ loss] has the consonants  -pa - la  -[- sa-] -and the original Tamil word is     
-   izhappu – loss .  

 apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is    vari  -tax. ; varavai / vaaram  - tax. 

apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  surkkam  [ missing  letter- sa-] – tax  . 

apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is  sunkka  vari [ missing  letter- sa-] - excise  tax ;vari -tax. 

apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is  vari  sumai[ missing  letter- sa-] - tax burden; sumai- laod/ burden  . 

 apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is  vari  vaankkukai- levying  taxes ; vaankku –to get/ buy . 

apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is  vanika  vari – trade tax ;   vanikam- trade; vari –tax  . 

apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is  vari varavu  -tax credit ; varavu –credit . 
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 apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -pa-  ka-  Ra – pa - and the original Tamil 
word is  vari  yaeippavar- tax evader; yaeiththidu –to cheat  . 

 apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -pa-  ka-  Ra – pa - and the original Tamil 
word is  erappu  vari- death tax; erappu –death . 

 apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is  varumaana  vari- income tax; varumaanam- income .  

apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is  konkkai  vari-  tax for the breast ; konkkai- breast . 

apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is  aayakkaaran –tax  collector ;  aayam –tax .  

apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is  naer  muka  vari- direct tax; near mukam- direct  . 

 apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is  marai muka  vari-  indirect tax; marai mukam –indirect   .  

apographo  [ tax ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka-  Ra – [-pa -]- and the original 
Tamil word is  vari kuraippu –tax  abatement. 

 apodeiknumi [ exhibit ] has the consonants  - pa – the-  ka- an  -ma - and the 
original Tamil word is   kaatchchi  paduththa  vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-]  –to 
exhibit . 

apodekatoo  [ pay / give /   as debtor or creditor ] has the consonants - pa  -the - 
ka  -the  - and the  original Tamil word is    vattikku  panaththai  kadan- aaka   
kodukka  vaendum-  to give loan   for interest ; kadan- loan; kodukka- to give; 
panam- money  ; vatti- interest. 

apodekatoo  [ pay / give /   as debtor or creditor ] has the consonants – [-pa-]  -the 
- ka  -the  - and the  original Tamil word is   kadan   koduththavan-  one who  gave 
the loan; kodu –give; koduththavan- one who  has given  . 
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apodekatoo  [ pay / give /   as debtor or creditor ] has the consonants – pa- -the - 
ka  -the  - and the  original Tamil word is   kadan  pattavan- debtor; kadan- loan .  

apodekatoo  [ pay / give /   as debtor or creditor ] has the consonants - pa  -the - 
ka  -the  - and the  original Tamil word is   kadan eenthavanukku  vatti   panaththai   
kadan pattavan   kattai yaaka  vaendum  - to pay the   interest money to the 
creditor; kadan  eenthavan- creditor; vatti- interest ; kadan- loan ; panam- money; 
kattu- pay  ; kadan pattavan- debtor.  

apodektos  [agreeable] has the consonants   - pa-  the-  ka -the – [-sa-]-  and the 
original Tamil word is   oththu kondidum vannam  - agreeable  

apodektos  [agreeable] has the consonants   - pa-  the-  ka -the - sa- - and the 
original Tamil word is   oppu kondidum  vannam – agreeable. 

 apodektos  [agreeable] has the consonants   - [-pa-]-  the-  ka -the – [-sa-]- - and 
the original Tamil word is   yaeththu kondidum  vannam-   agreeable 

apodektos  [agreeable] has the consonants   - [-pa-]-  the-  ka -the – [-sa-]- - and 
the original Tamil word is   manathukku  ukantha -  agreeable/pleasing ; manathu- 
mind  . 

apodektos  [agreeable] has the consonants   - [-pa-]-  the-  ka -the – [-sa-]- - and 
the original Tamil word is   yaeththuka  ukanthathu  -  agreeable. 

apodektos  [agreeable] has the consonants   - [-pa-]-  the-  ka -the – [-sa-]- - and  
the  other interpretation  of the word is sammathikka [Skt]  - agree . 

 apodektos  [agreeable] has the consonants   - [-pa-]-  the-  ka -the – [-sa-]- - and 
the original Tamil word is mikuntha nanmai  kondathu – good  /  useful  ;  nanmai 
– good / use ; mikuntha –excess . 

  apodemeo   [ far away   journey ]   has the consonants  -pa - the  -ma  - and the 
original Tamil word is  etta  payanam    -  travel  to a far away   place ;  etta  - far; 
payanam- journey . 

apodiorizo  [ separate ] has the consonants  -  pa  -the  -Ra –[- sa-] - and the 
original Tamil word is   piriththidu – separate.  
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 apodokhay [ acceptance] has the consonants     -[- pa-] -  the - ka  -  and the   
original Tamil word is  yaeththukoa - to accept. 

 apodokhay [ acceptance] has the consonants     -[- pa-] -  the - ka  -  and the   
original Tamil word is  oththukkoa -  to accept 

apodokhay [ acceptance] has the consonants     -[- pa-] -  the - ka  -  and the   
original Tamil word is isainthiduka  [ missing  letter- sa-]- to accept . 

apodokhay [ acceptance] has the consonants     -[- pa-] -  the - ka  -  and the   
sammathikka[Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]- to accept . 

apodokhay [ acceptance] has the consonants - pa-  the - ka -  and the   original 
Tamil word is aatpaduka- accept . 

apodokhay [ acceptance] has the consonants -  pa- the - ka -  and the   original 
Tamil word is oppu  kondida - accept . 

apodokhay [ acceptance] has the consonants  - pa--the - ka -  and the   original 
Tamil word is udan paduka- accept.  

 apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants -pa-  the-  an  -sa  -ka - and 
the   original Tamil word is    seththu pokanum /   pinamaakanum – die  and  
become a dead body ; seththidu –die; pinam- dead body . 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants -pa-  the-  an  -[-sa-]  -ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is   kundu  poadanum  -to die.  

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants -pa-  the-  an  -[-sa-]  -ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is    kattai -yaei  poadanum  -to die ; kattai- body 
/dead body . 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants -pa-  the-  an  -[-sa-]  -ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is    maainthu  poaka  vaendum –to die; maainthida- 
to die .  
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apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants -pa-  the-  an  -sa  -ka - and 
the   original Tamil word is   sudu kaadu  poaka  vaendum  -to go the  grave yard; 
sudu  kaadu- grave yard; poaka- to go -. 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants -pa-  the-  an  -sa  -ka - and 
the   original Tamil word is   saavu  undaakanum -  death to  occur ;  saavu –death; 
undaaka- to occur . 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants –[-pa-]-  the-  an  -sa  -ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is   mukthi  / moatchcham   adaiyanum –to reach  
heaven ; moatchcham – heaven ; mukthi –salvation . 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants –[-pa-]-  the-  an  -[-sa-]  -ka 
- and the   original Tamil word is   othunkkanum –to die . 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants -pa-  the-  an  -[-sa-]  -ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is   koodu  vittu  aavi  poakanum  -  to lose life; 
koodu- body /cage; aavi- life/ spirit ; poaka- go .  

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants –[-pa-]-  the-  an  -sa  -ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is   thunjuka- to die.  

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants –-[-pa-]-  the-  an  -[-sa-]  -
ka - and the   original Tamil word is   thoonkkuka- sleep /die . 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants –[-pa-]-  the-  an  -[-sa-]  -ka 
- and the   original Tamil word is   koodaathu  ena   aakuka – become  non existing  
one  / be dead  . 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants -pa-  the-  an  -[-sa -] -ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is  paadai  katta  vaendum – to make ready the bier ; 
paadai- bier; kattu –make/ build . 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants –[-pa-]-  the-  an  --sa --ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is  kadai  sankku  uootha  vaendum-  to blow the 
conch  shell  for the  last time; kadai –final; sankku –conch  shell; uoothu –blow.  
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 apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants –pa-  the-  an  --sa --ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is  kadaisi  payanaththukaana   payana  seettu  
vaankka  vaendum –to get the ticket  for the final  jouney ;  kadasi – final; 
payanam – trip;  seettu –ticket ; vaankku –buy . 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants –pa-  the-  an  --sa --ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is  seththu  sunnmmpu aaknum  -to die and become  
lime  ;seththidu –die; sunnampu- lime . 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants –pa-  the-  an  --sa --ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is   seththa pinaththai  puthaikknaum- to bury  the 
dead body  ; pinam- dead body ; puthai- bury. 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants –[-pa-]-  the-  an  --[-sa-] --
ka - and the  other interpretation of the word is   thaekaantham- death ; 
thaekam/ kattai  -  body  ;antham /mudinthathu - end . 

apothenesko [   to die  / be dead  ] has the consonants –pa-  the-  an  --sa --ka - 
and the   original Tamil word is   moochchu  ninnu  poaka  vaendum –to stop  
breathing ; moochchu –breath; nikka- stop.  

apokalupto  [  reveal]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]-  ka - la  -[-pa-]-  the - and the   
original Tamil word is    veli-aakkidu   -reveal . 

apokaradokia  [  intense anticipation]  has the consonants - [ pa-] -  ka – Ra-   the - 
ka -  and the   original Tamil word is   mikuntha  / perum    aavar  kondu  kaththu 
erukka -  waiting  in anticipation ;   mikuntha  -excess;     perum –big   ;   aavar-  
expectation ;  kaaththu erukka- waiting  

apokef alidizo [ to decapitate] has the consonants   - [-pa-]  -ka-  [-pa-]  - la-  the – 
[-sa -]- and the   original Tamil word is   thalaiyae   kandam thundamaaka  
vettuthal – to cut off the head; thalai- head; vettu – cut ; kandam- neck ; thundu –
piece .  

apokopto [  to amputate ] has the consonants   - [-pa-] - ka -  [- pa-]   -the  -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  thundikka- to cut off  . 
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apokopto [  to amputate ] has the consonants   - [-pa-] - ka -  [- pa-]   -the  -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  neekkidu- remove . 

apokopto [  to amputate ] has the consonants  --pa-- ka -  [- pa-]   -the  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  vetti poaduka- cut off . 

apokteino [ to kill] / destroy]  has the consonants – pa-  ka-  the  - an  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   konnu  poadanum – to kill. 

 apokteino [ to kill] / destroy]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka-  the  - an  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   vathaikkanum – slaughter.  

 apokteino [ to kill] / destroy]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka-  the  - an  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  saaka  adikkanum [ missing  letter –sa-] – to kill.  

 apokteino [ to kill] / destroy]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka-  the  - an  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  othukkanum  -kill.  

apokteino [ to kill] / destroy]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka-  the  - an  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  kedukkadum –to destroy .  

apokteino [ to kill] / destroy]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka-  the  - an  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  sithaikkanum [ missing  letter- sa-]- destroy. 
apolluon  [ satan] [ destroyer]  has the consonants -  pa  - la - an - and the original 
Tamil  word is   azhippoan – destroyer;  azhi- destroy .  

Apollonia [  the sun  ]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] -  la - an  - and the original  
Tamil  word is   elloan  – the sun ;   Palani- the sun god . 

Apollonia [  the sun  ]  has the consonants  -[- pa-] -  la - an - and the original  Tamil  
word is   anali –sun . 

apoleikho [ to lick clean ] has the consonants  - pa – la-  ka  -  and the original  
Tamil  word is   navaal  nakki  azhukkai  neeku – to clean by  licking  with the  
tongue; naavu- tongue ; nakku- lick ;  azhukku- dirt; neekku- remove. 

*a- poria   [ perplexity ]  has the consonants  -   pa-   Ra  -- and the original  Tamil    
word is  onnum  puriyaama - can not understand anything ; puria- to understand . 
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 apooskyooadzo [ to pack up  one’s  baggages] has the consonants  -pa – [-sa-]-  ka  
-the - and the original  Tamil  word is   mootaiyaei  kattu  ;   petti -  padaukkai   - 
yaei   thooku  -  to pack up  one’s  baggages     ;   moottai – bundle; kattu – tie;   
petti – box/ baggage  ;   padukkai- bed ; thookku- take . 

apoteleo [ to complete/ finish ] - has the consonants-  [-pa -] -the-  la  - and the 
original  Tamil  word is    panni  mudiththal   - completing .  

apotina  [ to  pay in full]  has the  consonants -  pa – the-  an - and the original  
Tamil  word is   moththa   panaththai- yim thanthidu – to give  entire money ; 
moththam-entire   ;  panam- money ;thanthidu –give.      

apotolmao [ very  bold] has the consonants  - [-pa-] – the-  la  -ma  -and the  
original  Tamil  word is   mana  thidam  ulla – bold;   manam – mind  ; thidam   –
stron g ; ulla- having . 

 apotrepo [ turn away ] has the consonants  - pa – the-  Ra -  pa - -and the original  
Tamil  word is    thirumpi  poeida /paaraathu  poeida -  turn away . 

 haptomai [ to touch ] has the consonants  -  [-pa-]-  the  -ma  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  thodanum  /theendanum – to touch . 

 hapto  [to set on fire] has the consonants   [- pa-]   -the - and the original Tamil  
word is  thee moottu   -to make fire  ; thee  -fire; moottu- induce / kindle . 

apoleia[ loss]  has the consonants -pa - la -and the original Tamil  word is  ezhappu 
– loss .  

apoleia[ loss]  has the consonants -pa - la -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  apalam – loss . 

*apoleia[ loss]  has the consonants -pa - la -and the original Tamil  word is  paazh- 
loss/ ruin.  

*apoleia[  ruin ] has the consonants  -  pa --la  - and the original Tamil  word is    
paazh – ruin   ;  azhiya  ; ozhiya . 
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apoleis  [ die / perish /  perdition/ destruction ]  has the consonants -  pa  - la- and  
the  original Tamil  word is   azhiya  / ozhiya  - perish  / die; azhipu  -destruction  . 

apoleis  [ die / perish /  perdition/ destruction ]  has the consonants -  pa  - la- and  
the  original Tamil  word is   ulaippu- destruction.  

apoleis  [ die / perish /  perdition/ destruction ]  has the consonants -  pa  - la- and  
the  original Tamil  word is  paazh -  ruin/ destruction.    

apoleis  [ die / perish /  perdition/ destruction ]  has the consonants -  pa  - la- and  
the  other  interpretation  of the word is paaya maali – destruction.  

[ Arabia] has the consonants  - Ra  - pa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  perum 
manar  parappu-   vast  sandy  area ;  perum- big; manar-  sand .     

 arête [ properly ] has the consonants  - Ra -  the- and  the  original Tamil  word is 
murai yoadu / murai udaimai  -   properly . 

arête  [ manliness] has the consonants -Ra - the  - and  the  original Tamil  word is     
mara thanam -  one with  valor  ; mara thanam-  bravery . 

   arête  [ manliness] has the consonants -Ra - the  - and  the other interpretation  
of the word is   uthaaran -   one  with  manliness . 

arête [ excellence  /virtue ] has the consonants  -Ra - the - and  the  original Tamil  
word is   nandri / nandru -  excellence  /virtue .  

arête [ excellence  /virtue ] has the consonants  -Ra - the - and  the  original Tamil  
word is   ara thanmai- virtoous  ; aram- virtue; thanmai- nature . 

arête [ excellence  /virtue ] has the consonants  -Ra - the - and  the  original Tamil  
word is   naermai  udaimai – virtue ; naermai- sincerity . 

arête [ excellence  /virtue ] has the consonants  -Ra - the - and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is     tharumam – virtue . 

arête [ excellence  /virtue ] has the consonants  -Ra - the - and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  arputham[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-]- excellence. 
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arête [ excellence  /virtue ] has the consonants  -Ra - the - and  the  original Tamil  
word is   panpu uruthi [ missing  letter- pa-]-  virtuous .  

arête [ excellence  /virtue ] has the consonants  -Ra - the - and  the  original Tamil  
word is   perumai  udaiyathu-[ missing  letter- pa-]  - excellence . 

 arête [ excellence  /virtue ] has the consonants  -Ra - the - and  the  original Tamil  
word is   thirami  udaimai  -excellence ;  thirmai- talent; udaiya - having . 

arête [ excellence  /virtue ] has the consonants  -Ra - the - and  the  original Tamil  
word is   tharam   udaimai  excellence ; tharam –standard . 

arête [ excellence  /virtue ] has the consonants  -Ra - the - and  the  original Tamil  
word is   siranthathu -[ missing  letter- sa-]  – super.  

arête [ excellence  /virtue ] has the consonants  -Ra - the - and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  suntharam  [Skt] -[ missing  letter- sa-] - excellence . 

 arastos[  fit ]  has the consonants  - Ra – [- sa  -] -the  -[- sa -] -    and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  poruththamaanathu [ missing  letter- pa-]   - fitting ; sariyaanthu . 

 aristao [  dine] has the consonants - Ra-  [- sa -] -the  - and  the  original Tamil  
word is   unnuthar / thinnuthar  -eating . 

 arithmos [ number] has the consonants-  Ra-  the-  ma –[- sa-]  -   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ennum thiram – number   ;  ennidum murai- method of  calculating  
;ennu –to count ; murai- method ;enn- number. 

ariston [ breakfast ]  has the consonants  -Ra  - sa – the- an   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is naat soaru – breakfast ; naal  -day ; soaru- meals / cooked rice . 

 ariston [ breakfast ]  has the consonants  -Ra  - sa – the- an   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is sitrundi -  small meal / breakfast ; siriya –small; undi- food.  

 arktos[ a  bear] has the consonants -  Ra - ka - the – [- sa-] and  the  original Tamil  
word is  karadi -  a  bear . 
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arktos[ a  bear] has the consonants -  Ra - ka - the –  sa-and  the  original Tamil  
word is  paampu  kanda  siththar  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  a  bear; paampu – 
snake; kanda- seen ; siththar – scholar  . 

arktos[ a  bear] has the consonants -  Ra - ka - the –  [-sa-]-and  the  original Tamil  
word is  karadi  pommai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  teddy  bear  ; pommai-   doll . 

arktos[ a  bear] has the consonants -  Ra - ka - the – [- sa-]-and  the  original Tamil  
word is  thuruva   karadi – polar bear . 

* aro trio [ to  plough] has the consonants - Ra  - the - Ra  - and  the  original Tamil  
word is  yaeru  oattuthar  - to plough;  yaeru  -a plough . 

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  --sa-  and  the  original 
Tamil word    thooimai   niraintha  penn [ missing  letter- pa-]-  chaste female; 
thooimai- pure; penn- female; niraintha- full of  . 

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  --sa  -and  the  original 
Tamil word    thirumanam  seiyaatha / puriyaatha  penn [ missing  letter- pa-]-    
unmarried female ; thiru manam- marriage; puriyaatha- not done; penn- female.  

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  -[-sa -] -and  the  original 
Tamil word  mara thanam  udaiya  murattu  penn [ missing  letter- pa-]-  - the girl 
with  manliness ; mara thanam- boldness ; murattu thanam-  rough nature . 

 Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  -sa --and  the  original 
Tamil word  maruththuvachchi  [missing  letter- ka/va -] – midwife. 

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  --sa - and  the  original 
Tamil word   Madurai  Meenaatchchi  annai – goddess of the city-  Madurai  
/Tamil  Nadu ; annai -mother. 

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  --sa - and  the  original 
Tamil word   munn maettin  arasi – the queen of the mound ; munn maedu- 
mound; arasi -queen. 

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma --[-sa-] - and  the other 
interpretation  of the word is   aththiram  /thuroanam – bow; asththriam- arrow.   
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Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma --[-sa-] - and  the original 
Tamil  word is kodu maram [ missing  letter- ka-] -  bow ; sinthuvaaram  . 

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma --[-sa-] - and  the other 
interpretation  of the word is   theeram- arrow.  

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma --[-sa-] - and  the other 
interpretation  of the word is   paththiram [ missing  letter- pa-]-  arrow . 

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  --[-sa-] - and  the  original 
Tamil word   ampuraa thuni  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  quiver.  

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  -sa-- and  the  original Tamil 
word   kasthuri  maan  [ missing  letter- ka-]- musk  deer ; karu matha maan ;  
thuruva  maan- polar deer  ;  thuruvam-  polar;   maan- deer . 

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  -[-sa-]-- and  the  original 
Tamil word   muyar koodu [ missing  letter- ka-]-– moon . 

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  -sa-- and  the  original Tamil 
word   sudar  mathi- bright moon  ; sudar – light; mathi- moon  ; chandra[Skt]   
mathi ; chandrothaym [Skt] – moon rise .  

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  -[-sa-]-- and  the  original 
Tamil word   eera mathi- the  cool  moon ; mathi- moon; eeram- wet. 

 Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  -[-sa-]-- and  the  original 
Tamil word   nirai mathi- full moon . 

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  -[-sa-]-- and  the  original 
Tamil word   erunn –mathi /  marai mathi - new moon  ; therisam . 

 Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  --sa-- and  the  original 
Tamil word   siru  mathi- crescent moon  ;  siru –young/ small .  

Artemis [ prompt]  has the consonants - Ra  -the-  ma  -sa-- and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  natchchahthira  naemi- moon .  
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 atri [ this  day/ here after  ]  has the consonants  -the - Ra  -  and  the  original 
Tamil   word is  intha  nar- this  day; intha- this; naar- day . 

atri [ this  day/ here after  ]  has the consonants  -the - Ra  -  and  the  original 
Tamil   word is  intha naar muthar  -from  this  day  onwards ;  intha- this; naar- 
day . 

artios[ perfect]   has the consonants  - Ra-  the – [-sa-]- and  the  original Tamil   
word is  muraiyaanthu –perfect. 

artios[ perfect]   has the consonants  - Ra-  the – sa- and  the  original Tamil   word 
is  seeraanathu / sariyaanathu  -just right . 

artios[ perfect]   has the consonants  - Ra-  the – [-sa-]- and  the  original Tamil   
word is  aruthi – perfect.  

artios[ perfect]   has the consonants  - Ra-  the –-sa- and  the  original Tamil   word 
is  sari  nutpa maanathu  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - perfect. 

artos [ bread lobe] has the consonants  - Ra-  the –-[-sa-]- and  the  original Tamil   
word is   rotti thundu-  bread  piece ; rotti –bread  piece ; thundu- bit.  

 artuo [ prepare ] has the consonants  - Ra-  the – and  the  original Tamil  word is  
eththaniththidu – prepare  . 

artuo [ prepare ] has the consonants  - Ra-  the – and  the   other interpretation  of 
the word is thayaariththidu[Skt]  – prepare.  

 arkhyegos [author / prince] has the consonants  - Ra- ka- [-sa-]-  – and  the  
original Tamil  word is  aakkiyavar / keeriyavar  - creator / writer; seikiravar    . 

arkhyegos [author / prince] has the consonants  - Ra- ka- [-sa-]-  – and  the  
original Tamil  word is  mannavarin  makan-  son of the king; mannavar- king; 
makan- son . 

arkhyegos [author / prince] has the consonants  - Ra- ka- [-sa-]-  – and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  arasa  kumaran – prince; arasan- king; kumaran- 
young adult .  
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arkhyegos [author / prince] has the consonants  - Ra- ka- -sa-  – and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  poochcha  kaaran [ missing  letter- pa-]- king  / prince . 

arkhyegos [author / prince] has the consonants  - Ra- ka- [-sa--]   – and  the  
original Tamil  word is  peru makan [ missing  letter- pa-]-  king; peru- great/big ; 
makan- son .  

arkhyegos [author / prince] has the consonants  - Ra- ka- [-sa--]   – and  the  
original Tamil  word is  eraivan / erai  makan – king  / god . 

arkhyegos [author / prince] has the consonants  - Ra- ka- sa-- – and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  sakkiri – king/emperor .  

arkeetektone  [ master bulder] has the consonants   -  Ra  -ka  -the-   ka  -the-  an  -  
and  the  original Tamil  word is    kattidam  kattukira    kothtan / koththanaar/ 
koththu-k -kaaran – mason,the builder ;   kattidam –building; kattu – to build ; 
koththan-  mason . 

arkhone  [ ruler / prince] has the consonants  - Ra- ka - an  - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   iraivan/ erai makan  – god / king  . 

 arkhone  [ ruler / prince] has the consonants    - Ra- ka - an  - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   maanavar -  king. 

 arkhone  [ ruler / prince] has the consonants    - Ra- ka - an  - and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kaaranan – ruler . 

arkhone  [ ruler / prince] has the consonants    - Ra- ka - an  - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   arasa kumaran [ missing  letter- sa-]-  son of the king / prince ;  
arasan- king; kumaran-  son . 

 arkhone  [ ruler / prince] has the consonants    - Ra- ka - an  - and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  yuva  raasan [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]-   prince . 

arkhone  [ ruler / prince] has the consonants - Ra- ka - an  - and  the  original Tamil  
word is   poovaran [ missing  letter- pa-]- king  .  
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arkhone  [ ruler / prince] has the consonants    - Ra- ka - an  - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   peru makan  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  king.  

arkhone  [ ruler / prince] has the consonants    - Ra- ka - an  - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  poochcha  karan  [  missing  letters-  pa – and-- sa-] – king/ prince   .  

aroma  [ sweet smell] ] has the consonants  -  Ra  -ma  - and  the  original Tamil  
word is    naru manam  -good  smell;  manam- smell . 

asthenia   [ disease  /  malady  ] has the consonants  - the - an  -  and  the  original 
Tamil  word is    noaei  nodi   -disease . 

asthenia   [ disease  /  malady  ] has the consonants  - the - an  -  and  the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is    theenam – disease.  

asthenia   [ disease  /  malady  ] has the consonants  - the - an  -  and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   thuni- disease . 

asitia [fasting]   has the consonants - [-sa-] – the-and  the  original Tamil  word is    
theeni  unnathu /  thinnathu – not eating  ;  theeni –food ;  nnaathu –not eating; 
unnu –eat .   

asitia [fasting]   has the consonants - [-sa-] – the- and  the  original Tamil  word is  
pattini  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -starvation / fasting .    

 astateo [ homelss  person ] has the consonants –[- sa-] -  the - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   naadoadi -  vagabond / tramp . 

astateo [ homelss  person ] has the consonants –[- sa-] -  the - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   thendi / theenan  /aththi – beggar . 

aster [star]  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  the -  Ra-  and  the interpretation  of the   
word is   thaara- star . 

aster [star]  has the consonants – sa--  the -  Ra-  and  the interpretation  of the   
word is   nachchithiram – star .  
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aster [star]  has the consonants – sa--  the -  Ra-  and  the original Tamil  word is  
thee sudar – fire torch ;  thee- fire; sudar- light .  

 astrapto [ lightening]  has the consonants  [-sa-]   -the-  Ra- [- pa-] -  the  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is     idi  idithu minnar minnuthar -  thunder   and lightening ; 
idi- thunder  ;  minnar- lightening ; minnuthar- shining.  

atakteo [ behave  self disorderly ] has the consonants  -  the - ka - the - and  the  
original Tamil  word is  thun   adaivu  kaedaana    nadaththai   -  self  disorderly   
behavior ;  thun-  self;  adaivu  kaedu  -disorder ; nadaththai -  behavior   

ater [without]  has the consonants - the -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
indri – without . 

autos  [ own / self  ] has the consonants --the  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thun / thaan  -self.    

autos  [ own / self  ] has the consonants --the  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sontham – own . 

  autou  [ at the same spot]  has a consonant  -the – and the  original Tamil  word 
is athae idam- same place ; athae-  same; idam- place.  

aphanismos [  vanish away]    has  the  consonants  -an  -[-sa-]-  ma-  -[-sa -] -and 
the  original Tamil  word is  maayamaana – vanished.  

a phhobus  [ without fear]  has  the  consonants  -[- pa- ] - sa  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is achcham  inmai  - no fear;    achcham- fear;  inmai –without.  

a phhobus  [ without fear]  has  the  consonants  -[- pa- ] - sa  - and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is   a-payam [Skt] – no fear; payam  [Skt] - fear . 

 *aphorao [ look]  has  the  consonants  -  pa - Ra  - and the  original  Tamil  word is 
word is  paaru – look.  

* aphorize [ separate ]  has  the  consonants  -  pa  -Ra  [- sa  -] - and the  original  
Tamil  word is   piri – separate . 
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 aphros[ foam] has  the  consonants  - [-pa-]-  Ra – [-sa -] - - and the  original  Tamil  
word is  nurai- foam . 

acharistos [ ungrateful]   has  the  consonants  - ka-  Ra – [ -sa-] -  the  -[-sa-] - and 
the  original  Tamil word is   nandri   ketta – ungretaeful ; nandri –gratitude; ketta- 
damage .  

 akhlooce  [ dimness of  sight  / cataract / mist ]  has  the  consonants  -  ka – la- [- 
sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil  word is    kannil  poo  vizha  [ missing  letter- pa-]    -  
cataract ; kann- eye; poo- flower; vizha- fall.  

akhlooce  [ dimness of  sight  / cataract / mist ]  has  the  consonants  -  ka – la- [- 
sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil  word is    maalai  kann  noaei – night blindness   ; 
maalai  -eveing ; kann- eye; noaei- disease . 

akhlooce  [ dimness of  sight  / cataract / mist ]  has  the  consonants  -  ka – la- [- 
sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil  word is    izhi  kann -    disease of the eye   wich  
causes the  eyelids  to  hang down ; kann- eye . 

akhlooce  [ dimness of  sight  / cataract / mist ]  has  the  consonants  -  ka – la-  
sa-  - and the  original  Tamil  word is   neela  kaasm – a disease of the eye . 

akhlooce  [ dimness of  sight  / cataract / mist ]  has  the  consonants  -  ka – la- [- 
sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil  word is    lan-k-koala- eye sore.  

akhlooce  [ dimness of  sight  / cataract / mist ]  has  the  consonants  -  ka – la- [- 
sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil  word is    kann   oli   mankkal -  dimness  of  eye  
sight  ; mankkal –dimness;  kann -  eye ; kankal- eyes ; oli – light . 

akhlooce  [ dimness of  sight  / cataract / mist ]  has  the  consonants  -  ka – la-- 
sa-- and the  original  Tamil  word is    kann  pukaichchal [ missing  letter- pa-] -   
irritation  of the eye . 

akhlooce  [ dimness of  sight  / cataract / mist ]  has  the  consonants  -  ka – la- [- 
sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil  word is   vizhi  imai  – pun [ missing  letter- pa-] -  
stye  ; kann –eye; imai  -eye lid ; pun –sore . 
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akhlooce  [ dimness of  sight  / cataract / mist ]  has  the  consonants  -  ka – la- [- 
sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil  word is    kann  kalimpu / anjanakalikkam  [ missing  
letter- pa-] -   eye  ointment  ; kalimpu –ointment . 

akhlooce  [ dimness of  sight  / cataract / mist ]  has  the  consonants  -  ka – la-  
sa- - and the  original  Tamil  word is    poochchai  kankal[ missing  letter- pa-] -- 
cat  eyes . 

Baal    [ Phoenician deity ] has  the  consonants  - pa – la- and the  original  Tamil  
word is    Palani – Tamil  god  of war/ son of Siva.  

 babulon [capital  of  Chaldea] has  the  consonants  - pa – la-  an-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is  Palani  munn – land  of Palani ; munn- land  ; nun nilam .   

bain   [ palm branch ]  has the consonants  - pa  -an - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pani  olai   [missing  letter- la-]-  palm leaf;  panai- palm; olai- ola / leaf . 

 baptozo   [ to make fully wet] /ablution / dip ]  has  the  consonants  - pa  -the- [-
sa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is  thoppaiyaa  nanaiya – to be fully  wet .  

baptozo   [ to make fully wet] /ablution / dip ]  has  the  consonants  - pa  -the- [-
sa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is  padi – bathe . 

baptozo   [ to make fully wet] /ablution / dip ]  has  the  consonants  -[- pa-]  -the- 
[-sa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is  aattu – bathe. 

 baptozo   [ to make fully wet] /ablution / dip ]  has  the  consonants  - pa  -the- [-
sa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is  mannu  peithida- bathe. 

baptozo   [ to make fully wet] /ablution / dip ]  has  the  consonants  -[- pa-]  -the- 
sa-- and the  original  Tamil  word is  manajanamaadu  –  bathe   .  

baptozo   [ to make fully wet] /ablution / dip ]  has  the  consonants  -[- pa-]  -the- 
sa-- and the  original  Tamil  word is  suththum   /   thooimai    seithidu – bathe . 

baptozo   [ to make fully wet] /ablution / dip ]  has  the  consonants  -[- pa-]  -the- 
[-sa-]-- and the  original  Tamil  word is  thotti   - bathe . 
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baptozo   [ to make fully wet] /ablution / dip ]  has  the  consonants  -[- pa-]  -the- 
[-sa-]- and the other interpretation  of the word is  thaanam -    bathe   . 

baptozo   [ to make fully wet] /ablution / dip ]  has  the  consonants  -[- pa-]  -the- 
[-sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  thoaei – dip . 

baptozo   [ to make fully wet] /ablution / dip ]  has  the  consonants  -- pa--the- [-
sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  pathanam – dip .  

*baros [   burden  /weight ]  has  the  consonants  - pa – Ra-  sa  - and the  original  
Tamil  word is  perum sumai  -a   big budern ; perum- big ; sumai- burden . 

baros [   burden  /weight ]  has  the  consonants  - pa – Ra-  [-sa -]  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is paaram –weight . 

 barutimos [ highly valuable ]  has  the  consonants    pa – Ra-  the-  ma-  [ -sa -]  - 
and the original Tamil  word is  perum mathippu  udaiya - highly valuable; perum- 
big ; mathippu –value/ respect .  

 basileia[ to rule]  has  the  consonants  - [- pa -] -  [- sa -] -la  - and the  original  
Tamil  word is   aalu – to rule . 

 batos[ measure for liquids] has  the  consonants    - pa – the-  [- sa -] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  padi – fluid  /  grain measurement . 

 battilogeho  [ to stutter]  has  the  consonants  -[-pa-]-  the-  la-  ka  -  and the    
original Tamil  word is  naakku  thikkal / thikkuthal – stutter ;  naakku – tongue .  

battilogeho  [ to stutter]  has  the  consonants  -[-pa-]-  the-  la-  ka  -  and the    
original Tamil  word is    naa  nadunkuthal- stutter; naa –  tongue . 

battilogeho  [ to stutter]  has  the  consonants  [--pa-] -  the-  la-  ka  -  and the    
original Tamil  word is   vaai  konnuthal-  stutter  ;  vaai – mouth . 

battilogeho  [ to stutter]  has  the  consonants  -[-pa-]-  the-  la-  ka  -  and the    
original Tamil  word is   naakku   thattuthal-  stutter  ;  naakku – tongue  . 
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battilogeho  [ to stutter]  has  the  consonants  -pa-  the-  la-  ka  -  and the    
original Tamil  word is      thikki  thikki  paesuthal   [  missing  letter-  sa-] - 
stuttering  speech; paesu –speak  . 

 bdeluktos  [ abominable] has  the  consonants -  [-pa-]-  the-  la-  ka-  the-  sa -  
and the original Tamil  word is  ikazhchchiyaaka  noakkuthal  -   to look  down ; 
noakka- to look . 

beltion[ very well]  has  the  consonants -  [-pa-]-  la  -the-  an  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  nallathu –well / good.  

beltion[ very well]  has  the  consonants -  [-pa-]-  la  -the-  an  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  nalla  udal bal- good body  health; nalla- good; udal-  body; nalam- 
health . 

beeadzo  [suffer ]  has  the  consonants   -- pa--  the – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  
word is   paadu  padu – to suffer. 

 beeadzo  [suffer ]  has  the  consonants   -- pa--  the – [-sa-]- and the original 
Tamil  word is  thunpa  padu – to suffer ; thunpam- suffering . 

beeadzo  [suffer ]  has  the  consonants   -- pa--  the – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  
word is  idi  padu – suffer. 

beeadzo  [suffer ]  has  the  consonants   -- pa--  the –-sa- and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is thoasa-m [Skt]  padu -  suffer . 

beeadzo  [suffer ]  has  the  consonants   -- pa--  the –-sa- and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is thunmiththidu  /thueiththidu – suffer. 

beeadzo  [suffer ]  has  the  consonants   -- pa--  the – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  
word is  thaempu -  be in trouble . 

biblion [ book] has  the  consonants  - pa -  la-  an  - and the original Tamil word is      
panai   olai   nool  –  pam leaf book ;   panai – palm ; nool- book ; olai – ola . 
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biblos  [ book  made  from  papyrus  plant] has  the  consonants-  pa-  la-  [-sa -]- 
and the original Tamil word is   panai  olai  nool-  book  made  from  palm leaf/ ola 
; panai – palm  ;  nool  - book ;   pul  -grass ;  olai  / naanal  pul - – papyrus  /reed  .   

biblos  [ book  made  from  papyrus  plant] has  the  consonants-  pa-  la-  [-sa -]- 
and the original Tamil word is   naanal  pul nool   -   book  made from reed / 
papyrus; naanal- reed ; pull - grass ; nool- book  . 

 blasphmeo   [ speak   evil  ]  has  the  consonants - pa-  la-  sa –[- pa-]  - ma - and 
the original Tamil word is    pazhi  mozhi  paesu – to talk evil ; pazhi  mozhi – 
blaspheme ;  paesu  -say .  

 blastano [ to yield fruit] has  the  consonants  - pa - la - sa - the - an  - and  the 
original Tamil word is    nalla   palanai  thanthiduthal / aliththal  -  fruitful ;  palan –   
fruitful  ;  thanthidu  -give . 

blastano [ to yield fruit] has  the  consonants  - pa - la - sa - the - an  - and  the 
original Tamil word is    pazham   thanthidu     -give  fruit  ; pazham  -fruit . 

balpto  [to hinder]  has  the  consonants - [- pa-]   -la  -pa - the - and  the original 
Tamil word is  thadai  poaduthal – to obstruct . 

balpto  [to hinder]  has  the  consonants - [- pa-]   -la  -pa - the - and  the original 
Tamil word is   thaamatha  paduththuthal –to delay ; thaamatham- delay . 

balpto  [to hinder]  has  the  consonants - [- pa-]   -la  -[-pa-] - the - and  the 
original Tamil word is  idai  iduthal- obstruct . 

balpto  [to hinder]  has  the  consonants - [- pa-]   -la  -[-pa-] - the - and  the 
original Tamil word is  thaduththal- obstruct . 

balpto  [to hinder]  has  the  consonants - [- pa-]   -la  -pa - the - and  the original 
Tamil word is   paathiththal- obstruct .  

 bothunos  [ ditch  /  hole] has  the  consonants   -pa-  the-  an – [-sa-] - and  the  
original  Tamil word is    ponthu – hole.  
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bothunos  [ ditch  /  hole] has  the  consonants   -[-pa-]-  the- an – -sa-- and  the  
original  Tamil word is    santhu  hole . 

bothunos  [ ditch  /  hole] has  the  consonants   -[-pa-]-  the- an – -[-sa-]-- and  the  
original  Tamil word is   thun – hole.  

bothunos  [ ditch  /  hole] has  the  consonants   -[-pa-]-  the- an – -[-sa-]-- and  the  
original  Tamil word is  thondi – hole . 

* theo [ run]  ] has  a  consonants  - the - and  the original  Tamil word is  oadu  -
run.  

 bolizo  [sound]  has the  consonants  -  [- pa-]  - la – [-sa-] - and  the original  Tamil 
word is  - oli- sound    ;   oasai ezhuppu  -to make sound;     oli –sound; oasai- 
sound  ; ezhupu -to raise . 

bosko   [ to gaze]  has  the   consonants  -[- pa-]  -[-sa-]- ka- and  the original  Tamil 
word is   noakku- gaze .  

bosko   [ to gaze]  has  the   consonants  - pa  -[-sa-]- ka- and  the original  Tamil 
word is   paakka- look . 

bosko   [ to gaze] ]  has  the   consonants  - [-pa-]  -sa- ka- and  the other 
interpretation  of the word is gaze [E] .  

botane [  herbage]  has  the   consonants -  pa-  the  an-  and  the original  Tamil  
word is   poondu  -   herbage.  

 bous - [ox] has the consonants  -[- pa-]-  [-sa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aa   /  aan   -cow  ;  aan  inam   ;  male  race  ;  aan –male   . 

 bous - [ox] has the consonants  - pa  -sa --  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is    pasu  [  penn -inam ]  - cow  ;   penn- female  ; inam- race.  

bradus[ dull /slow] has the consonants – [ -pa-]  – Ra-  the-  sa-      and the  original 
Tamil  word is thaamatham  seithiduthar –delaying ; thaamatham- delay ; sei- do. 
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bradus[ dull /slow] has the consonants – -pa- – Ra-  the-  sa-      and the  original 
Tamil  word is suru surppu  indri- not brisk  ;  suru suruppu-   brisk; indri- without.  

braakheeown [ brachion-forearm ] has the consonants   -  [-pa-] -  Ra  -ka – an  
and the  original Tamil  word is  maer-k-kai-   upoper arm ; maer- upper; kai- hand 
/arm . 

 brachooce [ brachus- – short  time ]  has the consonants  -  pa-  Ra  -ka – [-sa-]-
and the  original Tamil  word is   kuraivaana  naeram –short time; kuraivu –short ; 
naeram- time . 

brachooce [ brachus-  short- numbers  ]  has the consonants   -  [-pa-]-  Ra  -ka –[-
sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is    kuraivaana  ennikkai- less  numbers; 
kuraivu- less/ short; ennikkai- numbers  ; periya  ennikkai- large numbers; periya- 
large . 

brachooce   [ brachus-   short –words ]  has the consonants  - [- pa-]-  Ra  -ka – [-
sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is kuraivaana  sorkkar  - less words ; kuraivu- 
less; sorkkar- words ; niraiya  sorkkar- more words; niraiya- more .  

brekho  [ to moisten ]  has the consonants   - [-pa-] –  Ra- -  ka -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   eeramaakku – to make wet. 

brochus [ noose/ snare]  ]  has the consonants   - [-  pa -] -Ra - ka - sa - and the  
original  Tamil  word is   surukku  kayiru -  noose rope; surukku –noose  . 

brochus [ noose/ snare]  ]  has the consonants   - [-  pa -] -Ra – ka-  [-sa-] - and the  
original  Tamil  word is    vaakurai- noose/ snare. 

gala  [ milk] ]  has the consonants - ka – la- and the original  Tamil  word is   kalam 
/  kalayam  -  vessel / milk  ;   konkai  paal [ missing  letter- pa-]- konkai- breast; 
paal- milk . 

gameo [  to wed ]  has the consonants -  ka -- ma  -  and the original  Tamil  word is        
manam   kaanuka-  to wed  ; manam- marriage ; kaanuka- to see ;   vivaakam  [Skt] 
- marriage . 
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gaster [ womb with child] / gourmand /belly ] has the consonants  -ka – [- sa-] -  
the - Ra -and the original  Tamil  word is  karu  udaiya  pai [ missing  letter- pa-]-
womb with child;   karu- baby  /foetus; udaiya- having; pai- bag ; karu  pai- uterus . 

  geena [ a  valley  of Hinnom]  has  the  consonants  -ka - an - and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  kanavaai -  a  mountain passage.  

 gelao [ to laugh ]  has  the  consonants -   ka - la  - and the  original Tamil  word  is   
kekkalikka  - to laugh loudly . 

gelao [ to laugh ]  has  the  consonants -   ka - la  - and the  original Tamil  word  is   
illikka- laugh. 

gelao [ to laugh ]  has  the  consonants -   ka - la  - and the  original Tamil  word  is   
ila nakai- smile . 

gelao [ to laugh ]  has  the  consonants -   ka - la  - and the  original Tamil  word  is   
mukil  nakai  -smile.  

gelao [ to laugh ]  has  the  consonants -   ka - la  - and the  original Tamil  word  is   
akam makizha-  mental happiness/ smile / laugh ; aakm- mind/ soul; makizha- to 
feel happy . 

gelao [ to laugh ]  has  the  consonants -   ka - la  - and the  original Tamil  word  is   
nakai  kolla- to laugh ; nakai -  laugh . 

gemo [ swell out] has  the  consonants -- ka  -ma -- and the  original Tamil   word  
is   veenkkanum  -  to swell;   veekkam –swelling.  

genealogeo  [   to reckon by  generation ] has  the  consonants -ka - an - la  -ka  - 
and the  original Tamil  word  is  kaal vazhi  kanakku -  to reckon by  generation  ; 
kanakku – calculation; kaal vazhi – generation   . 

genesis  [ nature]  has  the  consonants  -  ka - an – [-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  
word  is  kunam – nature/ personality  . 

 genete[ birth]  has  the  consonants - ka -- an  --the  - and the  original Tamil  word  
is    thoandruka [ missing  letter- Ra-] – to appear /  to take  birth. 
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genete[ birth]  has  the  consonants - ka -- an  --the  - and the  original Tamil  word  
is   udampu  edukka   vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] – to be born  ; udampu – 
body  ;  edukka- take . 

gennao [   to be born /   beget  / conceive/ gender  ] has  the  consonants   - ka  -
an  - and the  original Tamil  word  is  sinai- aaka-  to conceive ; sinai- baby  [ for  
animals ] . 

gennao [  to procreate / to be born /   beget / conceive / gender ] has  the  
consonants   - ka  -an  - and the original Tamil  word  is  kannu  eenuka- to give  
birth ; kannu – baby  -animals / plants  ]  ; eenuka-  to deliver . 

 gennao [  to procreate / to be born /   beget / conceive / gender ] has  the  
consonants   - ka  -an  - and the   original Tamil  word  is  eenuka- deliver/ give 
birth. 

gennao [  to procreate / to be born /   beget / conceive / gender ] has  the  
consonants   - ka  -an  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  janikka[Skt][ 
missing  letter- sa-]  - to be born  . 

gennao [  to procreate / to be born /   beget / conceive / gender ] has  the  
consonants   - ka  -an  - and the   original Tamil  word  is  aan vakai /  penn vakai 
missing  letter- pa-]  – male and female kind  ; aan- male; penn- female;  vakai- 
kind.  

genesis [ nativity / birth ]  has  the  consonants-  ka  -an  -sa- and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  sinai  eenuka/ kannu  eenuka – to deliver ; kannu- baby  [animals] ; 
eeenuka- deliver.  

genesis [ nativity / birth ]  has  the  consonants-  ka  -an  -sa- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   janikka[Skt] - to give birth.  

gennetos  [ born ] has  the  consonants  -  ka - an - the -- sa-- and the  original   
Tamil  word  is   sinai eeniduka   / kannu   eeenida  -to give birth  ;  sinai-  embryo / 
baby ; kannu- baby ; eendia –to deliver . 
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gennetos  [ born ] has  the  consonants  -  ka - an - the -- sa-- and the other  
interpretation  of the word is   janiththiduka[Skt]  -  be born . 

 georgos  [  farmer] has  the  consonants  - ka - Ra-  ka- [- sa -] - and the  original 
Tamil  word  is   kama-k-kaaran- farmer . 

*ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is     ku  /    koo  /  koa -  earth . 

ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kuvavu- earth . 

ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is    vaiyakam- earth . 

ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  othewr 
interpretation  of the word is  ukam/ yukam- earth . 

ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  othewr 
interpretation  of the word is  yaemaankki- earth.  

ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  othewr 
interpretation  of the word is  jekam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-]- earth . 

ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  othewr 
interpretation  of the word is  nakam- earth . 

 ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  othewr 
interpretation  of the word is  navam- earth . 

ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   puvi [ missing  letter- pa-] – earth.  

 ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   poo paakam [ missing  letter- pa-]-   land . 

ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaippu  [ missing  letter- pa-]-   land . 
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ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  othewr 
interpretation  of the word is  puvanam [ missing  letter- pa-]- earth . 

ghay  [world / land /earth ] has  a consonant  -   ka - and the  othewr 
interpretation  of the word is  vayam-  earth . 

  gleukos    [ sweet wine / new wine] has the consonants  -  ka  -la - ka - sa  -- and 
the  original Tamil  word is   suvaiyaana/ inimai mikka   kallu / kalankkal – tasty  
toddy  ;suvai –taste; kallu/ kalankkal  –toddy ; inimai- sweet/ mikka- excess  .  

glosaa [  tongue / language] has the consonants -  ka - la  [-sa  -] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kilavi- language . 

glosaa [  tongue / language] has the consonants -  ka - la  [-sa  -] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   panuval  [ missing  letter- pa-]- language . 

gnapheus [  fuller]  has the consonants     -ka - an  [-pa-] -  [-sa-] and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vannaan -  washerman. 

gnapheus [  fuller]  has the consonants  -ka - an  [-pa-] -  [-sa-] and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  naesakan –washerman . 

gnesios [  really ] has the consonants   - ka - an –[- sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  
word is   unmaiyaaka -   really ;  nesamaaka -  really . 

gnoridzo  [  to certify ] has the consonants   -ka - an - Ra  -the - sa  -  and the  
original Tamil word is saandru kodu- to certify ;saandru –certificate ; kodu –give.  . 

 gnosis [  knowing / knowledge/ science]  has the consonants-  ka - an  - [-sa -] -  
and the  original Tamil  word is   kaanuka- to know.  

gnosis [  knowing / knowledge/ science]  has the consonants-  ka - an  - [-sa -] -  
and the  original Tamil  word is   kavanam-  knowledge . 

 gnosis [  knowing / knowledge/ science]  has the consonants-  ka - an  - [-sa -] -  
and the  original Tamil  word is   vinjai- knowledge / science . 
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gnosis [  knowing / knowledge/ science]  has the consonants-  ka - an  - [-sa -] -  
and the  original Tamil  word is   inkkam- knowledge.  

gnosis [  knowing / knowledge/ science]  has the consonants-  ka - an  - [-sa -] -  
and the   interpretation  of the word is kaanji – knowledge . 

gnosis [  knowing / knowledge/ science]  has the consonants-  ka - an  - [-sa -] -  
and the   interpretation  of the word is vignaanam [Skt] - science.  

gnosis [  knowing / knowledge/ science]  has the consonants-  ka - an  - [-sa -] -  
and the   interpretation  of the word is kiyaanam- knowledge. 

gnosis [  knowing / knowledge/ science]  has the consonants-  ka - an  --sa -  and 
the  interpretation  of the word is saenavi – knowledge . 

gnosis [   knowing / knowledge/ science]  has the consonants-  ka - an  --sa -  and 
the  interpretation  of the word is vaasanam- knowledge. 

gnosis [   knowing / knowledge/ science]  has the consonants-  ka - an  - [-sa -] -  
and the  interpretation  of the word is vinaanam - knowledge . 

gogguzo [ grumble/ murmur] has the consonants  --ka –[- sa-]  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word isvaai munu munukka – to murmur; vaai- mouth ; munumunukka- 
murmur . 

*gonu [ knee ]  has the consonants  - ka - an - and the  original Tamil  word is          
- kanu  -  joint.    

gonupeteo [ kneel down ] has the consonants    -   ka  -an  -[-pa-] - the -  and the  
original Tamil  word is   mandi  iduka – to kneel down . 

gramma [  writing  / learning ]  has the consonants  - ka-  Ra  -ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is  karkkanum- to learn . 

 gramma [  writing  / learning ]  has the consonants  - ka-  Ra  -ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is  varaiyanum   - to write.  
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gramma [  writing  / learning ]  has the consonants  - ka-  Ra  -ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is  keeranum – to write . 

 gramma [  writing  / learning ]  has the consonants  - ka-  Ra  -ma - and the  
original Tamil  word is  porikkanum [ missing  letter-  pa-] - inscribe . 

 grammateus[  writer ] has the consonants  -  ka  -Ra - ma - the  -[-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  word is varaikindra  manithar- the person who  writes; manithar- 
man   ; varaiya- write.   

graptos[ written/ inscribed]  has the consonants     - ka - Ra - pa  - the – [-sa-] -  
and the  original Tamil  word is   porikkapattathu – inscribed . 

graptos[ written/ inscribed]  has the consonants     - ka - Ra – [-pa-]  - the – [-sa-] -  
and the  original Tamil  word is   varainthathu  - written . 

graptos[ written/ inscribed]  has the consonants     - ka - Ra – [-pa-]  - the – [-sa-] -  
and the  original Tamil  word is   keeriyathu – written . 

grapho  [write/ describe ] has the consonants   - ka - Ra – [-pa-]   - and the  original   
Tamil  word is   keeruka  -  write. 

grapho  [write/ describe ] has the consonants   - ka - Ra – [-pa-]   - and the  original   
Tamil  word is   varaika -  write . 

grapho  [write/ describe ] has the consonants   - ka - Ra – [-pa-]   - and the  original   
Tamil  word is   varunikka- describe . 

grapho  [write/ describe ] has the consonants   - ka - Ra – [-pa-]   - and the  original   
Tamil  word is   vivarikka- describe . 

grapho  [write/ describe ] has the consonants   - ka - Ra – [-pa-]   - and the  original   
Tamil  word is   kurikka- describe . 

graphe [ a document]  has the consonants -   ka - Ra – [-pa-]  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is oru / varaivu  aavanam – a  written document   ;  oru- one;  
aavanam- document ; varaivu –written . 
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*gune  [ woman / wife ]- has the consonants -  ka  -an - and the  original  Tamil  
word is    kanni-  virgin girl . 

gune  [ woman / wife ]  has the consonants -  ka  -an - and the  original  Tamil  
word is    manaivi –wife . 

gune  [ woman / wife ] - has the consonants -  ka  -an - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  woman [E] . 

gune  [ woman / wife ]- has the consonants -  ka  -an - and the  original  Tamil  
word is    mankkai-  - woman . 

gune  [ woman / wife ]- has the consonants -  ka  -an - and the  original  Tamil  
word is    nankkai- woman . 

 gune  [ woman / wife ]  has the consonants -  ka  -an - and the  original  Tamil  
word is    anankku – woman . 

gune  [ woman / wife ]  has the consonants -  ka  -an - and the  original  Tamil  
word is    kanikai- woman / dancing  girl . 

 gumnotes  [ naked] has the consonants  - ka - ma - an  -the-  [- sa-] -  and the  
original  Tamil  word is ammana kundi – naked  ; udukkai  inmai – no  dress; 
udukkai- clothe; inmai- nil . 

 *gonia  [ corner]  has the consonants -  ka - an  - and the original  Tamil  word is 
koanam -  corner . 

daimonion [ devil / god] has the consonants --the  -ma-  an - and the original  
Tamil  word is  theeya  maanthan-  evil  person/ demon  . 

daimonion [ devil / god] has the consonants --the  -ma-  an - and the original  
Tamil  word is  muthan-  god/ first . 

daimonion [ devil / god] has the consonants --the  -ma-  an - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is namathan- god.  
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dimoniodes [ demon  like] has the consonants  -  the-  ma-  an  - the – [-sa-] -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is theeya  maanthanai  oththa – demon like; oththa- like .  

 dakno   [  to bite]  has the consonants-the-  ka - an  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kadikkanum /    kadiththu  thinnanum /  koththanum  - to bite  

dakru  [to tear] has the consonants  -the-  ka-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is           
keeriduka- to tear . 

dakru  [to tear] has the consonants  -the-  ka-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is             
arththu erika  -  to tear and throw away   ;   aru- ththidu  -to tear ;  erika- throw 
away . 

dakruo   [ weep/ shed tears ]  has the consonants   the-  ka -- Ra  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kanneer vittu  katharu – weep by  shedding  tears; kanneer- tears; 
kann- eye; neer- water; katharu- lament  . 

 daktulios- ring  / finger ring  ]  has the consonants   -  the - ka - the - la  -[-sa-]  -  
and the  original Tamil  word is   kai  viralil  aninthidum  kanai  yaazhi [ missing  
letter- Ra-] – finger ring; kai – hand; viral- finger; aniya –wear; kanai  aazhi- ring . 

deesis  [ prayer /petition]  has the consonants   - the – [-sa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is     oathu /  thuthi /sthuthi [Skt] – pray . 

deesis  [ prayer /petition]  has the consonants   - the – [-sa-] - and the  
interpretation  of the word is    manu   thaa- to give  a  petition  ; manu- petition; 
thaa- give . 

 deiknuo  [ to show] has the consonants  -   the  -ka-  an  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   eduththu kattanam – to show.  

deiknuo  [ to show] has the consonants  -   the  -ka-  an  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaamikka  vaendum – to show.  

 deipneo [  to dine]  has the consonants  -  the –[- pa-]  - an  -- and the  original 
Tamil word is   thinnu/ undidu - dine . 
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deilia  [ timidity / fear] has the consonants -  -the - la - - and the  original Tamil  
Tamil word is    peethi  adaithal  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to have fear; peethi-   fear. 

deilia  [ timidity / fear] has the consonants -  -the - la - - and the  original Tamil  
Tamil word is  achcham adaithal [ missing  letter- sa-] – fear  ;achcham- fear ; 
adaithal –to have. 

deisidaimonia [ religion/ superstition]  has the consonants - da  -[-sa-] - the  -ma – 
an- and the  original Tamil Tamil word is    mooda  ennam / mada -thanamaana  
ennam  -  foolish  idea; madamai- stupidity  ;ennam- idea . 

 deka [ number 10] has the consonants  -the-  ka-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
ennikkai  paththu [ missing  letter- pa-] – numerical no- 10 ; ennikkai- no;  pathtu- 
ten . 

dektos [accepted] has the consonants - the - ka - the – [-sa-] - and the  original  
Tamil  word is   yaeththukoa- accept;  

*dektos [accepted] has the consonants - the - ka - the – sa- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   yaeththukittaachchu- accepted . 

dektos [accepted] has the consonants - the - ka - the – [-sa-] - and the  original  
Tamil  word is   oththukkoa-  accept. 

 dektos [accepted] has the consonants - the - ka - the – sa- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   oththukittaachchu- accepted . 

dektos [accepted] has the consonants - the - ka - the – [-sa-]- and the  original  
Tamil  word is   udan paduka[ missing  letter- pa-]- accept.  

dektos [accepted] has the consonants - the - ka - the – [-sa-]- and the  original  
Tamil  word is   aat  paduththuka  / ut paduththuka  –   make to accept. 

dektos [accepted] has the consonants - the - ka - the – sa- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  samaththikka   [Skt] - to accept.  

dero [ to beat / thrash / smite]  has the consonants   - the - Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   adiththtiduthar – beating / smite . 
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dero [ to beat / thrash / smite]  has the consonants   - the - Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   theettuthar – thrash  

dero [ to beat / thrash / smite]  has the consonants   - the - Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pudaiththar [ missing  letter- pa-]- thrash . 

dero [ to beat / thrash / smite]  has the consonants   - the - Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   marththanm [Skt]  -  thrashing . 

dero [ to beat / thrash / smite]  has the consonants   - the - Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   moathuthar –smite.  

desmios [ bonded  person/ prisioner]   has the consonants --  the   - [- sa-]-  ma-   [- 
sa  -]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  adimai –slave . 

desmios [ bonded  person/ prisioner]   has the consonants --  the   - [- sa-]-  ma-   [- 
sa  -]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  koththadaimai   [ missing  letter- ka-]  - 
bonded  laborer . 

deuteraios [ on the second day / next  day ] has the consonants -   the  -the-  Ra  -
[- sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word is  adutthha  naar-   next day ; aduththa-  
next ; naar-  day . 

deuteraios [ on the second day / next  day ] has the consonants -   the  -the-  Ra  -
[- sa -]  and the  original Tamil  word is  erandaam naar   andru -  on the  2nd day  ;  
ernadu -2; naar- day ;  andru – on that  day  .  

deuteros [ second   place /   second  rank  ] has the consonants ---the-  the – Ra [--
sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  erandaam   idam  - 2nd place;  erandu – 2; 
idam- place.   

deuteros [ second   place /   second  rank  ] has the consonants ---the-  the – Ra [--
sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  erandaam  tharam -  2nd in rank  ;erandu  -2; 
tharam- rank . 

*dechomai [ accept/ receive/ take] has the consonants   - the -  ka-  ma – and the  
original Tamil  word is   yaeththukkanum / oththukkanum  -to accept . 
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*dechomai [ accept/ receive/ take] has the consonants   - the -  ka-  ma – and the  
original Tamil  word is   edukkanum –to take . 

dechomai [ accept/ receive/ take] has the consonants   - the -  ka-  ma – and the  
original Tamil  word is   vaankkikanum-   recive . 

*deo [  to bind/  knit / tie / wind ]  has  a  consonant -  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is thaei – stitch . 

deo [  to bind/  knit / tie / wind ]  has  a  consonant -  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is inaiththidu – join . 

deo [  to bind/  knit / tie / wind ]  has  a  consonant -  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is pinaiththidu  [  missing  letter- pa -]- to bind . 

 deo [  to bind/  knit / tie / wind ]  has a  consonant -  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is pinnidu [ missing  letter- pa -] —knit . 

deo [  to bind/  knit / tie / wind ]  has a  consonant -  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is neithidu –weave . 

deo [  to bind/  knit / tie / wind ]  has a  consonant -  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is mudi  idu  -to put a knot.  

 deo [  to bind/  knit / tie / wind ]  has a  consonant -  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is suththu  [ missing  letter- sa -] - to wind . 

 depou[ doubtless]  has the consonants   - the  -pa  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   iya  paadu  inmai -  no  doubt  ;   iyam-  doubt ; inmai-  nil . 

deloo [  tell /  declare]  has the consonants -the - la - and the  original Tamil  word  
is sollidu [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  declare /say  

 deloo [ declare]  has the consonants -the - la - and the  original Tamil  word is  -    
oathuthal –declare /recite . 

 deloo [ declare]  has the consonants- the - la - and the  original Tamil  word is  -    
nodiththal- say/ speak /declare . 
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deloo [ declare]  has the consonants- the - la - and the  original Tamil  word  is -    
mozhinthidu- tell.  

deloo [ declare]  has the consonants -the - la - and the  original Tamil  word  is -    
paaduthal [ missing  letter- pa-]-  declare /sing . 

diagnosis  [ examination]  ]  has the consonants  -  the - ka - an – [-sa-]  - and the  
original  Tamil  word  is  -noaei  naadi   aainthiduka- to examine   the disease    ; 
noaei- disease;   naadu –seek  ;aainthiduka- test /examine . 

 diadema[ crown] has the consonants - the-  ma  - and the  original  Tamil  word  is    
mani  mudi  -  crown .  

diadema[ crown] has the consonants - the-  ma  - and the  original  Tamil  word  is    
pattam  [  missing  letter- pa-]  -  crown  

diadema[ crown] has the consonants - the-  ma  - and the  original  Tamil  word  is    
neththi  pattam  [  missing  letter- pa-] -  crown – frontlet /  given  by the  
maternal  uncle  to the bride  pn the day of wedding .  

deeadokhos [room ] has the consonants  -  the - ka  - and the  original  Tamil  word  
is   veettu  koodam  - room/ hall  of the house ;  veedu – house; koodam-  room / 
chamber . 

diatheke  [contract /covenant ] has the consonants-the-  ka - and the  original  
Tamil  word  udan padikkai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  contract.  

diakoneo [ teacher] - has the consonants  the  -ka -  an  -  and the  original  Tamil  
word   oathuvaaan-  one who  recites/ teaches . 

 diakoneo [ teacher]  has the consonants-  the  -ka -  an  -  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   vaaththiyaan-  teacher . 

diakouomai[ hear]  has the consonants  - the-  ka - ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaathu  koduthhu  kaetka  vaendum – to listen / her with ears;  kaathu –
ear  ;  kaetka- to hear . 
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 diakoluo [  forbid/ prohibit] has the consonants - the -  ka  - la  - and the  original 
Tamil   word is   vilakkiduka -  forbid . 

dialeipo [ leave off in the middle]  has the consonants  --the-  la  -pa  -- and the  
original   Tamil   word is   idaiyil  ezhunthu  poeidu  - go off in the middle ; idaiyil-  
in the  middle; ezhu   - stand  ; poeida- to go.  

 dialektos [ a mode of discourse / language ] -  has the consonants  -     the – la-  
ka-  the - sa  - and the original   Tamil   word is   sollai  edukkum vitham / sollai   
sollum   vitham  - the way of   saying  the  word ;  sol-  word ;   sollu  -say ; vitham- 
type.    

dialektos [ a mode of discourse / language ]  has the consonants - the – la-  ka-  
the – [-sa-]  - and the original   Tamil   word is   vattaara   mozhi  vazhakku [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] – local way  of speaking ; vattaaram- local area ; mozhi- 
language; vazhakku- habit/ way .   

dianeuo [ to nod ]  has the consonants-  the - an  - and the original  Tamil  word is         
mandaiyaei  aattu  - to nod  the head; mandai- head; aattu –shake.  

dianuo[ finish]  has the consonants - the - an - and the original  Tamil  word is  
mudiththidanum  -to finish . 

 dianoiga  [ first  born ] has the consonants -  the  -an - ka  - and the original  Tamil  
word is   mooththavan – elder . 

  dianoia[ imagination/ mind] has the consonants -  the-  an  - and the original  
Tamil  word is    manathu  / aathma [Skt]  – mind.  

dianoia[ imagination/ mind] has the consonants -  the-  an  - and the original  
Tamil  word is    ninaiththida- to imagine. 

dianoia[ imagination/ mind] has the consonants -  the-  an  - and the original  
Tamil  word is    ennida – think ; thiyaanam [Skt] . 

diapleo [ to sail  through] has the consonants    the-  pa - la  - and the original  
Tamil  word is  thuduppu  poaduthal – to row ; thuduppu –oar  . 
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 dia prio  [to cut] has the consonants - the -  [-pa -] - Ra - and the original   Tamil  
word is   aruththidu -  to cut   ;  thundiththar- cut off .  

diarrhesso [ break] has the consonants  -   the  Ra – [-sa  -]  and the original   Tamil  
word is   muriththidu- break. 

diarrhesso [ break] has the consonants  -   the  Ra – [-sa  -]  and the original   Tamil  
word is   udaiththar- break . 

diaseio[ shake thoroughly]  has the consonants - the- sa  - and the original   Tamil 
word is    asaiththidu – to shake  . 

diasperio [ scatter]  has the consonants  - the-  sa – pa-  Ra – and the original   
Tamil word is  sitharuthar / sithari  poathar – disperse.  

diasperio [ scatter]  has the consonants  - the- [- sa-] – [-pa-]-  Ra – and the original   
Tamil word is  iriaththar –  scatter . 

diasperio [ scatter]  has the consonants  - the- [- sa-] – pa-  Ra – and the original   
Tamil word is  poriththar / piriththar –scatter.  

diastreoho   [ misinterpret ]  has the consonants -  the  -[-sa -] - the - Ra- - and the 
original  Tamil word is   thappa  ennuthar [ missing  letter- pa-]-– to think wrongly  
; thappu –wrong  ;ennuthar –thinking.  

 diatarasso  [  to disturb] has the consonants   -  the  -Ra  -sa  - and the original  
Tamil word is   thontharai  seiya- to disturb ;thontharai- disturbance; seiya –do . 

 diatasso [ appoint / command  /give  / order ]  has the consonants -  the-  [-sa-] – 
and the original Tamil word is  aanai  idu – to order  ;  aanai – order; idu – do . 

diatasso [ appoint / command  /give  / order ]  has the consonants  -  the- [- sa-] – 
and the original Tamil word is  poadu [ missing  letter- pa-]- appoint . 

diatasso [ appoint / command  /give  / order ]  has the consonants -  the-  [-sa-] – 
and the original Tamil word is  amaiththidu – appoint . 
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diatasso [ appoint / command  /give  / order ]  has the consonants -  the-  [-sa-] – 
and the   other interpretation  of the word is asanath- order.  

diatasso [ appoint / command  /give  / order ]  has the consonants  -  the-  [-sa-] – 
and the   niyamaththidu - appoint . 

diatasso [ appoint / command  /give  / order ]  has the consonants  -  the-  [-sa-] – 
and the original Tamil word is  thaa- give.  

diatasso [ appoint / command  /give  / order ]  has the consonants -  the-  [-sa-] – 
and the   other interpretation  of the word is nithaesam- command.  

diatasso [ appoint / command  /give  / order ]  has the consonants --  the- -sa- -
and the original Tamil word is   muchchattai – order.  

*diatasso [ appoint / command  /give  / order ]  has the consonants   -  the-  [-sa-] 
– and the original Tamil word is  thittam seithidu  – command . 

diatasso [ appoint / command  /give  / order ]  has the consonants --  the-  [-sa-]  -
and the original Tamil word is    thanmai- order . 

diatribe [ continue  /abide / tarry ] has the consonants    -the  -Ra -  [-pa-] - and 
the original Tamil word is    thodaru – continue . 

diatribe [ continue  /abide / tarry ] has the consonants    -the  -Ra -  [-pa-] - and 
the original Tamil word is    yaetru  nada- abide.  

diatribe [ continue  /abide / tarry ] has the consonants    -the  -Ra - -pa-- and the 
original Tamil word is    oththu  poathar- abide.  

diatribe [ continue  /abide / tarry ] has the consonants    -the  -Ra - -pa-- and the 
original Tamil word is    pinpatru- abide/follow.  

diatribe [ continue  /abide / tarry ] has the consonants    -the  -Ra - -pa-- and the 
original Tamil word is    poruththiru- abide/ bear.  

diatribe [ continue  /abide / tarry ] has the consonants    -the  -Ra –[--pa-] -- and 
the original Tamil word is    thariththar  -abide.  
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diatribe [ continue  /abide / tarry ] has the consonants    -the  -Ra –[--pa-] -- and 
the original Tamil word is    theruthar / eruththar  - tarry . 

diatribe [ continue  /abide / tarry ] has the consonants    -the  -Ra –[--pa-] -- and 
the original Tamil word is    thamathiththar – tarry  /delay  

*diatribe [ continue  /abide / tarry ] has the consonants    -the  -Ra –-pa--- and the 
original Tamil word is   tharippu –tarrying .  

diatribe [ continue  /abide / tarry ] has the consonants    -the  -Ra –[--pa-] -- and 
the original Tamil word is   erunthiduthar- staying . 

diatribe [ continue  /abide / tarry ] has the consonants    -the  -Ra –-pa-- and the 
original Tamil word is  thaanayam  poaduthar -  tarry ,  overstay as  guest in one’s  
house. 

*diapheugo [ escape] has the consonants  -the-  pa- ka - and the original Tamil 
word is   thappikka  / oadi poaka – escape ; oadu –run . 

diaugazo [ dawn]   has the consonants    - the  -ka  [- sa  -] -  and the original Tamil  
word is  vidiya   /  vidivu  - dawn .  

diaugazo [ dawn]   has the consonants    - the  -ka  [- sa  -] -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  vipaatham [ missing  letter- pa-]- dawn . 

 diaphoros   [ excellent] has the consonants    - the-  [-pa-]-  Ra -   sa  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   sirantha  -thu – excellent.  

diaphoros   [ excellent] has the consonants    - the-  [-pa-]-  Ra -   sa  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   seer udaiyathu  - super. 

diaphoros   [ excellent] has the consonants    - the-  [-pa-]-  Ra -   [-sa-]  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   yuarntha- thu -  excellent/ superior .  

diaphoros   [ excellent] has the consonants    - the-  [-pa-]-  Ra -   [-sa-]  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   ariyathu –excellent / rare  one/ precious  .   
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diaphoros   [ excellent] has the consonants    - the- [- pa-]-  Ra -   [-sa-]  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   arumai yaanathu  - excellent.   

diaphoros   [ excellent] has the consonants    - the-  [-pa-]-  Ra -   [-sa-]  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   muthar tharamaanathu   -  first  quality; muthar- first ; 
tharam- standard  . 

 diaphoros   [ excellent] has the consonants    - the-  [-pa-]  Ra -   [-sa-]  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   naerththi  udaiyathu - excellent.   

diaphoros   [ excellent] has the consonants    - the-  [-pa-]-  Ra -   [-sa-]  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   aandra -    excellent.   

diaphoros   [ excellent] has the consonants    - the-  pa-  Ra -   [-sa-]  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   poatra -  excellent.   

didaskalia [ instruction / learning  /teaching/ doctrine] has the consonants- the  -[-
sa-] -ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kalvi  payiluthal  [ missing  letter- 
pa-]-  learning  ; kalvi –education; payila- learn . 

didaskalia [ instruction / learning  /teaching/ doctrine] has the consonants- the  -[-
sa-] - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kattalai- order/ instruction . 

didaskalia [ instruction / learning  /teaching/ doctrine] has the consonants- the -
sa- - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   solli  koduththathu -   taught . 

didaskalia [ instruction / learning  /teaching/ doctrine] has the consonants- the -
sa- - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   solli  kodukka  -teach . 

didaskalia [ instruction / learning  /teaching/ doctrine] has the consonants- the  -[-
sa-] - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   othi koduththal/ oathuviththal   
teaching. 

didaskalia [ instruction / learning  /teaching/ doctrine] has the consonants- the  -[-
sa-] - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   koottuthal / koluththuthal  -teach . 

didaskalia [ instruction / learning  /teaching/ doctrine] has the consonants- the  -[-
sa-] - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kaththu koduthhal- educating . 
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didaskalia [ instruction / learning  /teaching/ doctrine] has the consonants- the  -[-
sa-] - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is     kai konda  kolkai /  kanda  kolkai  / 
kaetta kolaki – doctrine / followed / observed  / heard  ;   kai  konda-  following ;  
kanda- seen;  kaetta- heard; kolkai- doctrine.  

didaskalos[ doctor] has the consonants - the – [-sa-]  -ka-  la  -[-sa-]  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  noavaali -yaei   / pini  yaali yaei -  [seekaali yaei ]  kuna 
paduththuvaon [ missing  letter- pa-]  one who  cures the sick person ; noavaali –
sick  person; kuna  paduththu –to cure.  

didakhy   [ one that  was taught  / doctrine] has the consonants  - the-  ka  - and 
the original Tamil  word is   kaththu koduththathu / oathi koduththathu   – one 
that was taught ; kaththidu  -learn; kodu –give ;   oathu  -teach  /  learn /recite  . 

didakhy   [ one that  was taught  / doctrine] has the consonants  - the-  ka  - and 
the original Tamil  word is   koatpaadu   [ missing  letter- pa-] -doctrine . 

didakhy   [ one that  was taught  / doctrine] has the consonants  - the-  ka  - and 
the original Tamil  word is   kaatchchi   [ missing  letter- sa-] -  a  belief or  tenet  
about philosophical  or theological  matters.  

 didasko [ teach  ]   has the consonants  - the – [-sa-]-  ka  - and  the original Tamil  
word is   kaththu kodukka- teach . 

didasko [ teach  ]   has the consonants  - the – [-sa-]-  ka  - and  the original Tamil  
word is   oathi kodukka- to teach . 

didasko [ teach  ]  has the consonants  - the – [-sa-]-  ka  - and  the original Tamil  
word is   paadam nadaththuka[ missing  letter- pa- ] - to teach  lesson ; paadam- 
lesson . 

 dikaios[ to meet /  innocent  / holy  / righteous  ]  has the consonants - the - ka - 
sa  - and  the original Tamil  word is   santhikka- to meet 

dikaios[ to meet /  innocent  / holy  / righteous  ]  has the consonants - the - ka – [-
sa-]  - and  the original Tamil  word is   kittu- to meet.  
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dikaios[ to meet /  innocent  / holy  / righteous  ]  has the consonants - the - ka – [-
sa-]  - and  the original Tamil  word is   kandida- to meet . 

dikaios[ to meet /  innocent  / holy  / righteous  ]  has the consonants - the - ka – [-
sa-]  - and  the original Tamil  word is   theenkku  inmai- innocence  ;  theekku- bad   
/evil ; inmai- nil  

dikaios[ to meet /  innocent  / holy  / righteous  ]  has the consonants - the - ka –
sa-  - and  the original Tamil  word is   sattaththai  otti nadakka-  righteous   
/abiding  law  ; sattam- law .   

dikaios[ to meet /  innocent  / holy  / righteous  ]  has the consonants - the - ka – [-
sa-]  - and  the original Tamil  word is   mikuntha  thooimaayanathu – holy ; 
mikuntha –excess; thooimai- clean  . 

diorthosis  [ reformation ] has the consonants   -  the-  Ra - the - sa  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is seer thiruththam- reformation.  

dioskouroi [ the  twins  Dioscuri – Castor  and  Pollux]    has the consonants - the – 
[-sa--]  -ka  -Ra- and  the original Tamil  word is  erattai  piravi -   twins;  erattai- 
double; piravi –birth.  

dis   [again ] has the consonants -  the  -[-sa- ] - and  the original Tamil  word is  
meendum- again.  

dioktes[ persecutor] has the consonants   - the-  ka-  the  -sa-  and  the original 
Tamil  word is  kuththam sumaththum / saattum  manithan- the person who  
accuses  ;  manithan- man ; kuththam- charges .  

 dipgmos  [ persecution ]  has the consonants  -  the- [- pa -]– ka-  ma - sa  -   and  
the original   Tamil  word is   kuththam  sumathukka  /saattuka -   to persecute  ; 
kuththam- crime/ charges  ;  saatttuka- to accuse  . 

dokeo [ be account]   has the consonants -  the-  ka- and  the original the original   
Tamil  word is   kanakku  kaatanum – accountability  

dokeo [ be account]   has the consonants -  the-  ka- and  the original the original   
Tamil  word is   kadamai  yaeththukkanum - accountability . 
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dokeo [ to think]  has the consonants -   the-  ka  - and  the original  Tamil  word is      
enniduka- think . 

dokeo [ to think]  has the consonants -   the-  ka  - and  the  other interpretation  
of the word is thiyanikka[Skt] - to think. 

dokeo [ to think]  has the consonants -   the-  ka  - and  the  other interpretation  
of the word is think [E] . 

dokeo [ to think]  has the consonants -   the-  ka  - and  the  other interpretation  
of the word is sinthikka [Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-] – to think . 

 dokeo [ suppose]  has the consonants - the – ka-  and  the  original  Tamil  word is  
punaivaaka  enndia  [ missing  lettter- pa-]- suppose; punaivu - imagination . 

dokimazo [ prove/ examine]  has the consonants- the - ka - ma - sa  - and  the  
original  Tamil  word is  aaivu [ soathanai ]  [Sk]  seithida / nadaththa  vaendum – 
to examine;  aaivu- testing / examination .  

dokimazo [ prove/ examine]  has the consonants- the - ka - ma – [-sa-]  - and  the  
original  Tamil  word is  meippikka  / nirupikka [Skt]   vaendum [ missing  lettter- 
pa-]- –to prove . 

doma  [ gift]   has the consonants  - the -  ma - and  the original  Tamil  word is  
thaaneeyam / thaayam / thaatham  thanthidanum- to give;  enamaa/ maaniyama  
thanthidanum  ; thaayam – thaaneeyam- gift .  

doma[ gift] ]  has the consonants  - the -  ma - and  the other interpretation  of the 
word is thaanam [Skt]  -gift . 

dolos[ deceit]  has the consonants   -the -  la-  [-sa -] -  and  the original  Tamil  
word is  yaeththal  / yaemaaththuthal  -cheating . 

 dokos[ timber / beam  /stick ]  has the consonants   -  the  -ka – [- sa-] - and  the 
original  Tamil  word is  kattai/ thadi-k- kattai -   timber  /wood . 

dokos[ timber / beam  /stick ]  has the consonants   -  the  -ka – [- sa-] - and  the 
original  Tamil  word is  vittam- beam . 
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doxa  [ praise/ worship ] has the consonants     - the-  ka – [-sa-]- and  the original  
Tamil  word is   oathuka/ thuthikka  -worship / pray ; sthuthikka[ Skt] . 

doxa  [ praise/ worship ] has the consonants     - the-  ka – [-sa-]- and  the original  
Tamil  word is   vaenduka-  worship.  

doxa  [ praise/ worship ] has the consonants     - the-  ka – [-sa-]- and  the original  
Tamil  word is   vanankkuka- worship . 

doxa  [ praise/ worship ] has the consonants   - the-  ka – [-sa-]- and  the original  
Tamil  word is   paaduka [   missing  letter- pa-] -praise . 

 dotes   [ giver ]  has the consonants -  the – [-sa-]  -   and  the interpretation  of 
the word is  thaani  -giver  ;  thanthidum manithan .   

 dokhay [  feast]  has the consonants - the --ka - and  the original Tamil  word is  
pandikai [ missing  letter- pa-]  -   feast . 

dokhay [  feast]  has the consonants - the  --ka  -- and  the original Tamil  word is  
aandavanukku  padaikka- offering  to god ;aaandavan –god; padaikka- to offer.  

dokhay [  feast]  has the consonants - the  --ka  -- and  the original Tamil  word is  
kaavu  kodukka/ kedaa vetta -  to sacrifice a  bull [  for the feast] ; kedaa- goat/ 
bull  ; vettu -to cut  ; kaavu –sacrifice ; kodukka- give.  

 dokhay [  feast]  has the consonants - the  --ka  -- and  the original Tamil  word is  
panthi vaikka  [ missing  letter- pa-] - to  give a feast ; panthi –feast; vaikka- keep . 

 dokhay [  feast]  has the consonants - the  --ka  -- and  the original Tamil  word is  
vendaavi – drowsiness   after a great  feast . 

dokhay [  feast]  has the consonants - the  --ka  -- and  the original Tamil  word is  
unavu  kodukka- to give food; unavu –food; kodukka- to give .  

dunatos  [ possible ] has the consonants  - the – an-   the- [- sa -]  - -- and  the 
original Tamil  word is  pannida mudiyim [ missing  letter- pa-] – can be done;  
pannu –do; mudiyim-  can be   /  possible . 
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 duo [ two ]   has a  consonant-   the  - and the original  Tamil  word is erandu [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  - two.       

doron [ gift] has  the   consonants- the- Ra-  an  -   and the original  Tamil  word is   
sanmaanam  / thaaneeyam / thaayam-    tharanum [ missing  letter- sa-]-  to give  
gift  ;  thaaayam- gift .          

 

 ean [  before]   has  a  consonant -  an  - and the original  Tamil  word is    mun / 
munnae-  before.   

 *ean [ but]   has  a  consonant - an  - - and the original  Tamil  word is    aanaa – 
but.  

eggizo [ approach  ] has the consonants -  ka-[-sa -] - and the original  Tamil  word 
is   anuku – approach.  

 eggrapho [ to engrave] has the consonants - ka  -Ra-  pa  -  and the original   Tamil 
word is   porikka- to engrave. 

egerio [  stand  / rouse from sleep ] has the consonants -   ka  Ra  - and the original  
Tamil word is    nirkka- stand. 

egerio [  stand  / rouse from sleep ] has the consonants -   ka  Ra  - and the original  
Tamil word is    urakkam  unarauka-  rouse from sleep ;  urakkam- sleep ; unaru –
rise . 

 engkaheenidzo  [ to inaugurate ]  has the consonants  - an-  ka-  an - the –[- sa-]  - 
and the original  Tamil word is   thuvan-k-ka  vaendum –to begin  . 

egkatoikeo [  to settle in a place ]  has the consonants  - ka - the - ka  - and the 
original  Tamil word is   thankki  vasiththida   vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-]  -to 
settle ; thankku –stay; vasikka- dwell . 

 egkaeleo [  call in question ] has the consonants  -  ka - la - and the original  Tamil 
word is    kaelvi  kaelu / kaelvikku  ullaakku  – to ask a question  ;   kaelvi- question 
;  kaelu  -ask . 
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 egkopto  [to impede] has the consonants  -   ka - pa  --the-   and the original Tamil 
word is  thadai  poaduka- to obstruct ; thadai- block /obstruction  .  

egkopto  [to impede] has the consonants  -   ka - pa  --the --  and the original Tamil 
word is  thamatha  paduthuka- to delay ;   thaamatham –delay . 

 

egkrino [ make of the number ]  has the consonants-  ka  - Ra-  an  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is    enn   murai   kanakku  - numerical way  of calculation; 
enn- numeral numbers; murai- method; kanakku- calculation . 

 ethnikos [ national /ethnic] has the consonants    -  the – an-  ka  -  and the  
original Tamil word is   ina  koottam / ina  thokuthi- race ; inam- race;  koottam -  
group. 

ethnikos [ national /ethnic] has the consonants    -  the – an-  ka  -  and the  
original Tamil word is   kudi makan -  citizen . 

ethnos [nation /  race ]  has the consonants    -  the - an  - [-  sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil word is  naadu -   state.  

ethnos [nation /  race ]  has the consonants    -  the - an  - [-  sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil word is  thinai – caste   ;  saathi   [Skt]  sanam [ inam ]   .  

 eike[ vain]  has  a  consonant  -ka -   and the  original Tamil word is            
veenaaka-  in vain.  

 eien [ mean] has  a  consonant  - an  -   and the  original Tamil word is               
eenam- meanness . 

 eilikrineia  [purity ] has the consonants  - la   -ka - Ra-  an - and the  original Tamil 
word is                 -  

 *ei per[ seeing ]  has the consonants  -    pa  - Ra  - and the  original Tamil word is                 
paaru  -see . 
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eisakouo [ to hear ] has the consonants  -  [- sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  
word is    kaekka- to hear . 

eiskaleo [ to call in  / invite]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -  ka - la  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vizhavukku  azhaikka- to invite for the function; vizhaa- festival; 
azahikka- to invite  

eiskaleo [ to call in  / invite]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -  ka - la  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vilikka- to call.  

 

* pedao  [to leap ]  has the consonants - pa-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
paainthidu – leap . 

pedao  [to leap ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaandu – leap. 

pedao  [to leap ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaththu- leap  . 

eispedao [  to rush in  /to run in ] has the consonants      -[- sa-] -  pa  -the  - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  oaattam  edu  / oaattam  pidi  -to run  away ;   
thappiththu  oaadu  / poaeidu   -escape . 

eistrekho [  to hasten inward / run ] has the consonants    [- sa -]  -the-   Ra - ka –
and  the  original Tamil  word is   virainthiduka  /  virainthu  oaaduka – run fast . 

 ineita [then  /  after that ] has the consonants -- an - the  - and  the  original Tamil  
word is  pinaadi   /athan  pin  [ missing letter- pa-] -  after that . 

ineita [  then  /  after that ] has the consonants -- an - the  - and  the other 
interpretation  of the word is   then [E] . 

 ekballo [ drive  out /   pull out  / send away  / leave / expel  ] has the consonants -   
-ka  -pa-  la  - and  the  original Tamil  word is  veliyae anuppu  -to send  out ; 
veliaye- our; anuppu –send. 
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ekballo [ drive  out /   pull out  / send away  / leave / expel  ] has the consonants – 
ka -  [- pa-] – la-  and  the  original Tamil  word is  vilaku- leave . 

ekballo [ drive  out /   pull out  / send away  / leave / expel  ] has the consonants – 
ka -  [- pa-] – la- and  the  original Tamil  word is  vilakku- expel . 

ekballo [ drive  out /   pull out  / send away  / leave / expel  ] has the consonants – 
ka -   [-pa-] – la- and  the  original Tamil  word is  veliyae  izhukka- to pull out  ; 
veliaye- out; ezhukka- to pull. 

 

ekgamidzo [  give in marriage]   has the consonants  -   ka  -ma-  the  -[- sa -]  -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   -katti  kodukka  vaendum – to give in marriage;  
kodukka- give; kattuka- to wed . 

ekgamidzo [  give in marriage]   has the consonants  -   ka  -ma-  the  -[- sa -]  -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   manam mudiththu kodukka  - to give in marriage; 
manam- marriage; kodu- give  . 

ekdekhomai   [ wait  ] has the consonants   -  ka - the – ka-  ma -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaaththu kidakka   vaendum –to wait  ;kaaththu kida- to wait . 

ekdidomi [  to lease  ]  has the consonants   -  ka - the - ma -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is     kuthakai - kku   vida  vaendum-   to give for  lease ; kuththakai- 
lease.   

 ekdikeo [ punish]   has the consonants  -  ka  -the  -ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thandikka  vaendum- to punish .  

ekdioko  [  persecute] has the consonants  - ka  -the - ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is    kuththam  sumaththa  vaendum [ missing  letter-  sa-]- to persecute; 
kuththam-  crime/ mistake/ charges . 

ekdotos   [  given  over / delivered  ] has the consonants -  ka - the  -sa— and the  
original Tamil  word is   aanai  iduka- to give order; aanai-  order. 
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ekdotos   [  given  over / delivered  ] has the consonants -  ka - the  -sa— and the  
original Tamil  word is   kodukka  pattuthu / anuppi  vaikka  pattathu  [  missing  
letter- pa-]  – delivered . 

 ekduo  [  un clothe  ] has the consonants   -ka-  the  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   udukkai- yaei / aadai -yaei   avuththiduka-  to unclothe; udukkai- clothe; aadai- 
clothe ;  avuththiduka- to strip off . 

 

 ekei  [  there   ]  has  a consonant - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is            
ankae-  there; inkae- here  ;  enkae- where.   

   ekzeteo [  seek  after   / worship / investigate  /crave  / enquire]  has the 
consonants -  ka – [-sa-]  - the  -- and the  original Tamil  word is    naaduka/ 
thaeduka- seek. 

ekzeteo has the consonants -  ka – [-sa-]  - the  -- and the  original Tamil  word is    
vanankkiduka –to worship . 

ekzeteo has the consonants -  ka – [-sa-]  - the  -- and the  original Tamil  word is    
aeinthiduka – to investigate  ; soathanai [Skt]  seithiduka . 

ekzeteo has the consonants -  ka – sa- - the  -- and the  original Tamil  word is    
usaaviduka- to enquire.  

ekzeteo has the consonants -  ka – sa- - the  -- and the  original Tamil  word is    
yaenkkiduka- crave.  

 ekkathario  [   to cleanse  thoroughly  ]  has the consonants - ka  -the - Ra  - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   karai yaei  nandraaka  neekkiduka – to remove the 
dirt well ;   karai- dirt;  nandraaka- well; neekku- remove.  

ekkenteo [  pierce / transfix  ]  has the consonants - ka - an  - the  -   and  the  
original Tamil  word is   kuththa  vaendum  /thaeikka  vaendum – to pierce/ prick . 

 ekkleilo  [   exclude  ] has the consonants   -  ka-  la- - -   and  the   original Tamil  
word is    vilakku -  exclude . 
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 ekkleilo  [   exclude  ] has the consonants   -  ka-  la- - -   and  the   original Tamil  
word is    neekkal- exclude. 

 ekklesia  [ church / calling  out ] has the consonants   -   ka-  la-   and  the   original 
Tamil  word is kovil-  temple; koa- god; ill- house.  

  ekklesia  [ church / calling  out ] has the consonants   -   ka-  la---   and  the   
original Tamil  word is koovi  azhaikka- to call . 

 

 ekkopto  [  cut down / frustrate / hinder ]  has the consonants   - ka - pa - the  - 
and  the  original  original Tamil  word is    kaathiduka/ vetti poaduka- to cut 
down; vettu –cut; kaathu –cut .  

ekkopto  has the consonants   - ka – [-pa-] – the- and  the  original  original Tamil  
word is   kedukka  /  thadukka- to frustrate . 

ekkopto  has the consonants   - ka – [-pa-] – the- and  the  original  original Tamil  
word is   madakkam- frustration . 

 eklaleo  [  divulge/ tell   ]  has the consonants   -  ka  -la  - and  the  original  
original Tamil  word is    solluka  [  missing  letter- sa-] - tell . 

eklaleo has the consonants -  ka  -la  - and  the  original original Tamil  word is       
mozhinthiduka- tell. 

*eklaleo has the consonants -  ka  -la  - and  the  original original Tamil  word is       
Kuyilu  -tell . 

eklaleo has the consonants -  ka  -la  - and  the  original original Tamil  word is       
navil  -tell.  

eklaleo has the consonants -  ka  -la  - and  the  original original Tamil  word is       
veliaakku- divulge . 

ekleipo  [  die ]   has the consonants -  ka - la – [-pa-]- and  the  original original 
Tamil  word is   kaalamaaka -  to pass  away    .   
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ekleipo  [  die ]   has the consonants -  ka - la – [-pa-]- and  the  original original 
Tamil  word is   kavizha- to die.  

eklu  [ faint  / to relax] has the consonants  -  ka  -la-  and  the  original original 
Tamil  word is   oaivu  kolluka- to take rest ; oaivu- rest . 

eklu  [ faint  / to relax] has the consonants  -  ka  -la-  and  the  original original 
Tamil  word is   mankalaana-  faint.  

 

ekpalai   [  long ago / of a long  time]   has the consonants   - ka – pa--  la  - and  
the  original original Tamil  word is    pazham   kaalamaaka- vae / kaalam 
kaalamaaka – of a long time;   pazhamai- old; kaalam –time . 

   ekpleo  [ depart by  ship  ] has the consonants   - ka  -pa-  la  -  and  the  original 
original  Tamil  word is  kappal   payanam   poaka - ship travel ;  kappal  - ship ;  
payanam –travel ; poaka- to go . 

  ekptuo  [ to spit  out ] has the consonants- ka-  pa  -the  -  and  the  original 
original  Tamil  word is    thuppuka- to spit  . 

 ekrizoo  [  to  up root   ]  has the consonants -ka – Ra- [- sa-] -  and  the  original 
original  Tamil  word is   vaeru  arukka  -to uproot  

  ekstasis  [ amazement  ] has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-] - the –[- sa-]-  and  the  
original original  Tamil  word is  viyanthiduka –  astonish .  

ekstasis  [ amazement  ] has the consonants  - ka - sa - the – [-sa-]-  and  the  
original original  Tamil  word is  athisiyakka [Skt] -  to  amaze . 

ekstasis  [ amazement  ] has the consonants  - ka - sa - the – [-sa-]-  and  the other 
interpretation  of the  word is  vinoatham- surprise . 

ekstasis  [ amazement  ] has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-] - the – [-sa-]-  and  the  
original original  Tamil  word is  thikaiththidukai- amazement. 
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ekstasis  [ amazement  ] has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-] - the – [-sa-]-  and  the 
other interpretation  of the  word is  viththakam-  wonder.  

 ektarasso  [   exceedingly  trouble  ] has the consonants  - ka – the-  Ra-  [-sa-] - - 
and  the   original original  Tamil  word is  mikunta thonatharvu  - excess trouble  ;   
mikuntha- excess; thontharavu –trouble . 

 

  ekteino  [  to extend  ]  has the consonants    -ka  -the  -an -  and  the   original 
original  Tamil  word is  neettikka  vaendum – to extend . 

 ekteleo   [   to complete  fully ]  ]  has the consonants  - ka-  the - la-- and  the  
original original  Tamil  word is   muzhumaiyaaka  mudiththal  -to complete  fully ; 
muzhumai- full ;  mudiththal –complete . 

 ekteneia  [  instantly ]  has the consonants -ka  -the - an  -  and  the  original 
original  Tamil  word is   udan adiyaaka-  instantly. 

ektinasso   [ to shake  violently ]  has the consonants -  ka  -the  -an-  sa- and  the  
original original  Tamil  word is    kadumaiyaaka   asainthida -  shaking  violently  
;kadumai-  severe; asainthida- shaking . 

 ekphero  [  bear ] has the consonants - ka  -pa - Ra  - and  the  original original  
Tamil  word is   peruka- to bear[ child] . 

 ekphero  [  bear ] has the consonants - ka  -pa - Ra  - and  the  original original  
Tamil  word is   porukka- to tolerate.  

 ektroma  [    untimely  birth  / miscarriage  /  born out of  due time  ]  has the 
consonants - ka  - the  - Ra  - ma-   and  the  original original  Tamil  word is   kurai 
maathaththir   pirantha  saei / paththu  maathaththirikku   munpae pirantha  saei  
[ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-]  -  premature birth ;   kurai- less; maatham- month ;   
pirantha- born ; saei – baby ; pathhtu- 10; maatham - month ; munpae- earlier  . 

 ektroma  [    untimely  birth  / miscarriage  /  born out of  due time  ]  has the 
consonants - ka  - the  - Ra  - ma-   and  the  original original  Tamil  word is    karu 
muttai karainthida-  miscarriage ; karu muttai- foetus; karainthida-  abortion . 
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 ektrepo  [ to avoid ] has the  consonants  -  ka - the - Ra  -[- pa-] -  and  the  
original original  Tamil  word is   thavirkka- to avoid.  

elaion   [  oil / olive oil   ]  has the  consonants  -  la - an - and  the original original  
Tamil  word is    nalla   ennai  /  ellu  ennai-   sesame oil  ;ennai- oil  ;nalla- good; 
ellu- sesame . 

 

 elasson   [  younger] has the  consonants  - la  - [-sa-]   -an  -- and  the  original 
original  Tamil  word is    ilaiyoan – young man .  

  empretho [  to set on fire  ] has the  consonants – ma – [- pa-] -  Ra-  the  - and  
the  original original  Tamil  word is    thee moottuthar   -to set fire.  

 emphobos [   fear  ]  has the  consonants -  ma – [-pa-]-  sa-  and  the  original  
Tamil  word is achcham- fear. 

emphobos [   fear  ]  has the  consonants -  ma – [-pa-]-  sa-  and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  payam [Skt]  -fear . 

 emphusao   [  to breath ] has the  consonants -  ma – [-pa-]-  sa-  and  the  original  
Tamil  word is  moochchu – breath. 

enanti  [  in front  ]  has the  consonants -an  -the  - and  the  original  original  
Tamil  word is   munnadi- in front . 

 en –ang-kal- id- zomahee  [ to take in one’s arms  /  embrace   ] has the  
consonants –b an – ka-  la - the  [-sa-]  -ma  - and  the  original  original  Tamil  
word is    kai kalil  yaenthida  vaendum  / kaikalil  thaankki  kondida vaendum   - to 
take in arms  ;kai kal- hands  ; yaenthida- to hold . 

en –ang-kal- id- zomahee   has the consonants –an – ka-  la - the  [-sa-]  -ma  - and  
the  original  original  Tamil word is  katti anaiththiduthal  vaendum  -to embrace.  

 endei knumi   [   to indicate /  to  show  forth ]    has the consonants - an – the-  ka  
-an  -ma  - and the  original  original  Tamil word is    eduththu  kaata  vaendum –
to indicate  ; kaattu- show.  
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endi dusko [to clothe / wear ] has the consonants   an - the – [-sa-] - ka  - and  the  
original  original  Tamil  word is  thuni / udai/ aadai/ udukkai  uduththa  vaendum 
/aninthida  vaendum to wear clothes; udai- / aadai- dress ; uduththa- to weae 
;aninthida- to wear . 

 

enduma  [   clothing  / garment ] has the consonants  -an  -the-  ma -  and  the 
original  original  Tamil  word is  mundu-[Malayalam]   over cloth; moodanum- to 
cover  .  

enduma  [   clothing  / garment ] has the consonants  -an  -the-  ma -  and  the 
original  original  Tamil  word is  udumaanam – dress.  

enduma  [   clothing  / garment ] has the consonants  -an  -the-  ma -  and  the  
other interpretation  of the word is nae paththiyam [ missing  letter- pa-]- dress. 

endusis  [  to wear clothes ] has the consonants -  an  -the – [-sa -] - and  the  
original original  Tamil  word is   thuni - yaei  /  aadai  yaei uduththu  -to wear 
clothes; thuni –cloth  ;  aadai- clothe . 

 enduo  [  to clothe  ] has the consonants   -an-  the  -  and  the original original  
Tamil  word is  aadai   aninthidu   -to wear clothe  ;  aadai- dress ; aninthidu –wear.  

 *enthade [  here  ]  has the consonants  - an  --the -  and  the original original 
Tamil  word is  intha  idam – this  place; antha  idam- that place; entha  idam –
which  place.  

enthumeomai   [  think ]  has the consonants-  an - the - ma  - and  the original 
original Tamil  word is  ennidanum/ ninaiththidanum –to think/ imagine . 

 enthumesis [ think  ]  has the consonants - an - the  -ma – [-sa -]  -- and  the 
original original Tamil  word is  ennidanum –to think . 

enthumesis [ think  ]  has the consonants - an - the  -ma – [-sa -]  -- and  the 
original original Tamil  word is  ninaiththidanum- to imagine.  
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 eniautos  [  year ] has the consonants -  an-  the- [- sa-] -  and  the original original 
Tamil  word is   aandu  -year . 

 ennatos  [  ninth ] has the consonants  -an-  the  -[-sa -]- and  the original original 
Tamil  word is    thondaam enn- numerical  number   nine    ;enn- no;  thondu – 9.  

 

 enneos  [  speechless ] has the consonants    - an - sa  - and  the original original 
Tamil  word is    paechchu  inmai [ missing  letter- pa-] -  no  speech ;   paechchu –
speech; inmai-  nil .  

 *ennoia[   thoughtful / mind ]  has the consonants -  an  -  and  the original 
original Tamil  word is    manam- mind   ;ennam- thought .   

 entaphiazo  [  bury ]  has the consonants - an-  the-  pa  -sa- and  the original 
original Tamil  word is   seththa  pinaththai  puththaiththidu  -to bury  the dead 
body  ;  seththa pinam- dead body ; puthai- bury . 

 *entole [  injunction / precept  / commandment ]   has the consonants  -en -the  -
la- - and  the original original Tamil  word is   aanai iduthal/ idal - to give order; 
aanai- order.  

 entole [  injunction / precept  / commandment ]   has the consonants  -en -the  -
la- - and  the original original Tamil  word is   neethi  mozhi / nadumai  mozhi- 
precept ; neethi/ nadumai- justice .  

 exaggello [  to publish  / celebrate ]  has the consonants  - ka [-sa-]  -ka--la-  and  
the original  original Tamil  word is   veli-aakku-   publish .; veliyae solluka  -to tell 
outside; veliyae- outside; solluka- tell . 

exaggello [  to publish  / celebrate ]  has the consonants  - ka [-sa-]  -ka--la-  and  
the original  original Tamil  word is   pukal-kai   [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  celebration  
appreciate  . 

exaggello [  to publish  / celebrate ]  has the consonants  - ka [-sa-]  -ka--la-  and  
the original  original Tamil  word is   vanna  vizhaa  koalam   kaana   - to  have a 
colorful  celebration ; vannam- color; vizhaa-  function; kaana- to see .  
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hex [  six]   has the consonants  -   ka  -sa – and  the original original Tamil  word is    
ennikkai   saa-   numerical  letter =  sa  =  6;  ennikkai- numerical number; saa  = 6 . 

exetazo    [  ask / interrogate] has the consonants  – ka-  sa-  the-  [-sa -] - and  the 
original original Tamil  word is   usaaviduka- to ask  /enquire.  

exetazo    [  ask / interrogate] has the consonants ka-  sa-  the-  sa  - and  the  
other interpretation  of the word is   saothikka  /   soathanai[Skt]   seithiduka  - to 
test; soathanai –test; seithiduka –do . 

exetazo    [  ask / interrogate] has the consonants  – ka-  sa-  the-  [-sa -] - and  the 
original original Tamil  word is   aaivu seithiduka  -to research . 

exetazo    [  ask / interrogate] has the consonants  – ka-  sa-  the-  [-sa -] - and  the 
original original Tamil  word is   aainithuda – to test. 

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  uyir  neenkida / odunkida – to die ; 
uyir- life; neenkkida- go away . 

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  kaadu   maraithar / yaekuthar – death- 
going to  grave yard ; kaadu- grave yard.  

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  kaar vankuthar – to die . 

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  kai  aruthar – die.  

 searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  kundu  poaduthar [ missing  letter- pa-
]- die . 

 searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  veedu  paeru  adaithar –to reach 
heaven ;veedu  paeru –heaven ; adaiya –reach . 
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 searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –sa- the- [-sa  -
]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  sankku  uoothuthar – to blow  the 
conch shell ; sankku-  conch  shell; uoothu- blow.  

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –sa- the- [-sa  -]- 
and  the original original Tamil  word is  seettu  vaankkuthar –  to get  the ticket ; 
seettu –ticket; vaankku- buy .  

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  kottai  poaduthar / kattai   poaduthar – 
die  ; kattai- body  /dead body .  

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  thavaruka- to  fail . 

 searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  mei  viduthar  -to die  as  casting  off  
one’s  body ; mei- body . 

 searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  thoonkkuthar-  to sleep . 

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  othunkuthar –to die . 

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  neenda urakkam- long sleep; neenda- 
long; urakkam- sleep.  

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  kannai  mooduthar –to close the  eyes; 
kann- eye;  moodu- close.  

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  aavi viduthar- loss  of breath ; aavi- 
breath.  
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searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the original original Tamil  word is  moochchai  niruthuka- to stop  
breathing ; moochchu- breath; niruththu –stop.  

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the  other interpretation  of the word is  maranam [Skt]  adaika  - to die; 
adaika- to get .  

searchexodos [  exit / death]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the- [-sa  
-]- and  the  other interpretation  of the word is  sorkkaththai  kaanuthar/ adaithar   
-to see  /reach the heaven  ;  sorkkam- heaven . 

heorte [ festival / holiday ]  has the consonants  - ka-  Ra  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vidu murai  naar  – holiday . 

heorte [ festival / holiday ]  has the consonants  - ka-  Ra  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  oaivu edukkum naar- day of rest  ; oaivu –rest ; edukka- take ; 
naar- day . 

heorte [ festival / holiday]  has the consonants  - ka-  Ra  -the – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  pandikai  naar [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  festival  day  ;  
pandikai- festival ; naar- day . 

heorte [ festival / holiday]  has the consonants  - ka-  Ra  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kondaaduthar  -celebration; kondaatta  naar-  day of celebration . 

heorte [ festival / holiday] has the consonants  - ka-  Ra  -the – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  sankkeerththanam  [Skt] [missing  letter- sa-]  - 
celebration . 

epathroizo  [   to accumulate  / gather to gether ] has the  consonants  - [-pa -] - 
the  -Ra  -sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  panam   saerththidu  -to 
accumulate; panam- money . 

epathroizo  [   to accumulate  / gather to gether ] has the  consonants  - [-pa -] - 
the  -Ra  -sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  onnu  saernthida- to gather 
together.  
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epaiteo   [   beg]  ] has the  consonants   - [-pa-]   -the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   yaasiththidu [ missing  letter- sa-]  – beg  

epaiteo   [ ask  for /  beg]  ] has the  consonants   --pa-  -the  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  pitchchai edu  [ missing  letter- sa-]  -to beg . 

  Epaphroditos [  Venus ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -Ra   -the - sa  -and the  
original Tamil  word is sunni   nurai  -yir  -pirantha/ thoandriya   penn  -  girl  born 
out of foam;   sunni- penis ; nurai –foam;   sunni  nurai-  semen  ; pirantha- birth ; 
penn- female.  

  Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [philommeides/ smile lover ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  
-Ra   -the - sa  -and the  original Tamil  word is siripathu  / sirippu  pidiththa penn- 
the girl  who  likes   smiling / smile; sirippu –smile ; pidiththida- like; penn- girl. 

  Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [philommeides / genital lover ]  has the  consonants  -   
pa  -Ra   -the - sa  -and the  original Tamil  word is pirappu  uruppin  meethu  aasi 
padum  penn – the female who likes genitals; pirappu  uruppu- birth parts;   
pirappu- birth; uruppu- part ; aasi pada- like; naesiththida- love; penn- female     

  Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [ eleemon- merciful ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -Ra   -
the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   maanthir  anpu niraintha   penn  -  
kind hearted female; manathu- mind; anpu- kindness; niraintha- full of ; penn- 
female . 

  Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [   androphonos  --killer of men  ]  has the  consonants  -   
pa  -Ra   -the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   aanin uyirai  eduththidum / 
pariththidum penn- one who  takes away  the life of  men ; aan- male; uyir- life; 
edukka- take ; penn- female; pariththidu –to rob.  

  Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [   morpho- shapely ]  has the  consonants - pa  -Ra   -the 
–-sa  -and the  original Tamil  word is   sirantha  thoatram  udaiya  penn – one who  
has good  appearance ; sirantha- super;  thoatram- appearance ; udaiya –having; 
penn- female .  

 Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [  tymborychos-   grave digger ]  has the  consonants - pa  
-Ra   -the –-sa  -and the  original Tamil  word is   pinaththai  puthai -ththida 
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munnai  pariththidum penn – the female who digs the groung  to bury  the dead 
body ; munn- soil; pariththida- to  burrow  ;  penn- female; pinam- dead body .  

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [potinia / pondaatti / paththini [Skt]  -  mistress  ]  has the  
consonants  -   pa  -Ra   -the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   peru 
maaatti- mistress.  

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [anosia- unholy  ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -Ra   -the – [-
sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   thoomai / suththam/ punitham   atra  penn 
– un clean woman  ;thoooimai- clean; atra- without; penn- woman  ; suththam- 
cleanliness; punitham[Skt] - holy . 

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [ goddess  of  prostitution   ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -
Ra   -the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  paraththai – prostitute .  

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [ goddess  of  prostitution   ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -
Ra   -the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  patrachchi- prostitute . 

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [ goddess  of  prostitution   ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -
Ra   -the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  pothu  pendir- prostitutes ; 
pothu  sthri [Skt] – woman for all .  

 Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [ goddess  of  prostitution   ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -
Ra   -the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  porut -pendir- harlots.  

 Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [ goddess  of  prostitution   ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -
Ra   -the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  eru  mana  pendir- prostitutes  

 Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [ goddess  of  prostitution   ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -
Ra   -the –sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  suratha   penn – harlot. .  

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [ goddess  of  prostitution   ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -
Ra  -the –sa --and the  other interpretation  of the word is  para sthri [Skt] / 
panniyasthri - prostitute .  

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [ goddess  of  prostitution   ]  has the  consonants  -  -[ pa -
]  -Ra  -the –sa --and the  other interpretation  of the word is  saatharanai-  
prostitute . 
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Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [  lady  of Cythra – thirai- oram  - sea shore ]  has the  
consonants  -   pa  -Ra   -the  -sa -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Cythra - penn mani- lady of Cythra  ;  penn mani- lady  . 

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [  lady  of Cyprus – seppu  nira munn – copper color land  ]  
has the  consonants  -   pa  -Ra   -the  -sa -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   Cyprus  perumatti- mistress  of  Cyprus ; perumatti- mistress.  

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [  married to god  of  fire   ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -Ra   
-the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  neruppai  /gnaayiru / sooriyan  -anai  
thiru manam mudiththa  penn   -  married to fire  - sun  ; neruppu- fire; thiru 
manm- marriage; penn- female ;  gnaayiru- sun ; sooriyan –sun  . 

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [  Melainis-black  Aphrodite ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -
Ra   -the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   mai/ maippu  niram udaiya  
penn-  female with  black complexion; mai- black ;  niram- color/ ray ; udaiya- 
having; penn- girl.  

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [ genetyllis- mother    ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -Ra   -
the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   petru  edutthha  thaai   /  saei  yaei  
eendra  thaai - mother who  gave birth the baby ; peththu edu- beget; eendra-   
given birth; thaai- mother ;saei- baby . 

Epaphroditos [  heavenly  Aphrodite ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -Ra   -the  - [-sa-
]--  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  parama  patham [Skt]/ peru 
maanin  paatham  - paradise. 

Epaphroditos [ heavenly  Aphrodite ]  has the  consonants  -   pa  -Ra   -the  -sa -  
and the  other interpretation  of the word is paradise  [E] . 

Epaphroditos [heavenly  Aphrodite ]  has the  consonants  -  [- pa-]  -Ra   -the  -[-
sa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is   antharm [Skt] - paradise. 

Epaphroditos [  heavenly  Aphrodite ]  has the  consonants  -  [- pa-]  -Ra   -the  -sa-
-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  anthareetchcham [Skt] - paradise . 
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Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [heavenly  Aphrodite ]  has the  consonants  -   [-pa-]  -Ra   
-the – sa --and the  original Tamil  word is  surar idam – paradise  [ the place of  
gods  ] ; surar- gods  . 

Epaphroditos [  Venus ] [heavenly  Aphrodite  ]  has the  consonants  -   [-pa-]  -Ra   
-the – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  nandru- paradise . 

 Epaphroditos [  heavenly  Aphrodite ]  has the  consonants  - pa- -Ra   -the  -[-sa-]-
-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  paranthaaam[Skt] - paradise.  

* epei  [ when ] has a consonant  - pa- and the  original Tamil  word is eppo- when.  

 * epede  [  when ]  has the  consonants  - pa  -the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
eppoathu –when  . 

 epidon  [  look up on ]  has the  consonants – pa  -the - an - and the  original Tamil  
word is   uththu paaththidanum –to stare ; paaththidu- see . 

*epiper  [   seeing  ]  has the  consonants  -  pa-  Ra -- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  paaru – see.  

 epeita  [   then /after ]  has the  consonants  -  pa-  the  -- and the  original Tamil  
word  is   pinaadi – then / later. 

epigambreuo [   marry ]  has the  consonants  - [-pa-] -ka  -ma -  pa-  Ra - and the  
original Tamil  word is  manam  purika- to marry ;  manam- marriage; purika- do . 

epigraph[   inscribe / write in  ]  has the  consonants   -pa – ka-  Ra – [-pa-] - and 
the original Tamil  word is  porikka- inscribe. 

epididomi [   give  / offer  ] has the  consonants  - pa-  the - ma -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  padaiththidanum / thanthidanum – offer /give . 

 epidiorthoo[  to set in  order] has the  consonants  - pa-   the  -Ra  -the - and the 
original Tamil  word is  murai paduththu- to set in order .  

epidiorthoo[  to set in  order] has the  consonants  - [-pa-]-   the  -Ra  -the - and 
the original Tamil  word is  thiruththi amaiththidu - to set right .  
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epidiorthoo[  to set in  order] has the  consonants  --pa-   the  -Ra  -the - and the 
original Tamil  word is  naer  paduththu - to set right . 

 epikathizo [ to seat up on  ] has the  consonants  -[- pa-]   -ka - the  -[-sa-] -  and 
the original Tamil  word is  sooththai vaiththu   kuntha  vaendum –to sit ; kunthu –
sit ; sooththu –buttock . 

 epikoureios  has theconsonats –[- pa-]  - ka – Ra-  [- sa-]  -  and  the original Tamil  
word is  kaakiravar – protector  /defender . 

epikoureios  has theconsonats –- pa- - ka – Ra-  [- sa-]   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  upa kaaran-[Skt]  helper.  

epikoureios  has theconsonats –[- pa-]  - ka – Ra-  [- sa-]  -  and  the original Tamil  
word is  kai aar-  helper.  

epiloipus  [  left over ]  has the  consonants    -  [- pa -] - la –[- pa-]   -sa - and the 
original Tamil  word is   michcham ulla  /enji  ulla – left over.  

epipipto  [ embrace  ] has the  consonants    - [- pa-] -  the  - and the original Tamil  
word is   anaiththidu  –embrace . 

epikopos   [  bishop / overseer]  has the  consonants -   [-pa-] -  ka – [- pa-] -  [-sa -]  
- and the original Tamil  word is   kankaani- overseer/ bishop .  

 epistates  [ to appoint  ]  has the  consonants – -pa – [-sa-] - the  -[-sa-]-- and the 
original Tamil  word is     idu / poadu  /amaiththidu –appoint.  

epistates  [ to appoint  ]  has the  consonants - pa - sa - the  -[-sa-] -- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is    niyamiththidu / pani  niyamanm [Skt] seithidu ; 
pani- job; niyamanam- appointment .  

  epistole [  letter  / written message  ] has the  consonants -  [-pa-]-  [-sa-] – the-  
la  - and the original Tamil  word is  madal-   letter . 

epistole [  letter  / written message  ] has the  consonants -  pa-  [-sa-] – the-  la  - 
and the original Tamil  word is  pani  olai- yil   ezhuthiya   madal  – letter written in 
palm ola  ; olai - letter / ola ; panai- palm ;  
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 sen- Tamil  mozhiyil   theeetiya  madal-  letter  written in Tamizh  ;  Tamil- Tamizh 
madal- letter ;  sen - thamil-   chaste  Tamil;    Tamizh- Tamil  language ; theeetiya 
–written ; mozhi- language .  

 epistemon [ intelligence ]  has the  consonants -  [-pa-]  -[-sa-] – the-  ma - an  - 
and the original Tamil  word is   nun mathi  udaimai – intelligence; nun- sharp/ 
fine /deep  ; mathi- intelligence . 

episoreuo   [  to accumulate ] has the  consonants  -[-pa -] – sa- Ra -- and the 
original Tamil  word is   saeru –to accumulate.  

 epitasso- to order / command    ] - has the  consonants  -  [- pa-]  – the- [- sa-] -  
and the original Tamil  word is   aanai idu –to order.  

 epiteleo  [to finish  ]   has the  consonants  - pa  -the-  la  - and the original Tamil  
word is  panni   mudiththal- finishing ; pannu –do . 

epitimia   [  esteem  /punishment   ] has the consonants  -- pa - the  -ma  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   mathippu  -esteem.  

 epitimia   [  esteem  /punishment   ] has the consonants  -- [-pa-] - the  -ma  - and 
the original Tamil  word is   thandam- punishment.  

 epitrepo [  suffer  ] has the consonants  -  pa  -the-  Ra- [- pa-] - and the original 
Tamil  word is     thunpam  mutru  -to suffer.  

epitrepo [  suffer  ] has the consonants  -  pa  -the-  Ra-  pa-- and the original Tamil  
word is   paadu paduthar    -to suffer.  

 epoikodomo [  to build upon   ] has the consonants  -  [-pa-] -  ka – the-  ma  - and 
the original Tamil  word is    athan meethu  katta vaendum  -to build up on ;  
athan meethu- up on ; kattu- build . 

  * epos  [  say   ]  has the consonants - pa-  sa - and the original Tamil  word is        
paesu – say . 

epos  [  say   ]  has the consonants - pa-  sa - and the original Tamil  word is        
seppu- answer . 
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 ergates   [ teacher / labourer  /worker ]  has the consonants -  Ra - ka - the - sa- 
and the original Tamil  word is        - 

eremia   [  desert  ] has the consonants - Ra -  ma - and the original Tamil  word is  
perum manar parappu  [missing  letter- pa-] –vast sandy  place;  perum –big ;  
manar - sand  .     

*ereo   [  say  ]  has  a  consonant  --Ra- and the original Tamil  word is urai-  tell.    

 speakeruthros  [  red / red sea  ] has the consonants      - sa – pa-  ka-  Ra-  the-  
Ra-  [-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word is   saeppu  niram  konda  kadar – the sea 
with red color  ;sivappu –red; niram- color; konda-having ; kadar-sea.  

esthesis  [  clothing ] has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -the – [-sa--] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   udai/ aadai- clothe. 

esthesis  [  clothing ] has the consonants  --sa  -the – [-sa--] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   sattai- shirt.  

esthesis  [  clothing ] has the consonants  --sa  -the – [-sa--] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ut sattai- inner dress  / jatti .  

esthesis  [  clothing ] has the consonants  --[-sa-]  -the – [-sa--] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   madi- garment. 

esthesis  [  clothing ] has the consonants  --[-sa-]  -the – sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thoosu- garment.  

esthesis  [  clothing ] has the consonants  --[-sa-]  -the – [-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thundu- towel / clothe . 

 esthio   [   eat ]  has the consonants  [- sa  -] -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuei /thinnu/ undidu  - eat /dine  .  
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*eskatos   [ end of / finally / last ]   has the consonants  - [- sa-]  – ka-  the - sa- and 
the  original Tamil  word is   kadaisi  - last . 

 eskatos   [ end of / finally / last ]   has the consonants  - [- sa-]  – ka-  the –[- sa-]- 
and  the  original Tamil  word is   mudivu  -  end.  

heteros   [  other / different  /strange ] has the consonants    -   the- Ra—[- sa-]  - 
and the  interpretation  of the word is   ethara- other . 

  heteros   [  other / different  /strange ] has the consonants    -   the- Ra—[- sa-]  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  matra/ matrathu    - other  

  heteros   [  other / different  /strange ] has the consonants    -   the- Ra—[- sa-]  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  maaaru  paadu  udaiyathu [ miising  letter- pa-]  -  
has difference ; maaru  paadu –difference . 

heteros   [  other / different  /strange ] has the consonants -   the- Ra—[- sa-]  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  thaniththu  ariya  padum [ miising  letter- pa-]  -  
strange /  with individuality .    

etos   [ year ]  has the consonants  -the  - [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
aandu – year  ; aththam – year.  

yooarestos   [ agreeably   ]  has the consonants    -  Ra  -[-sa-]  -the- [-sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is   yaetridu  -agree.  

eudokeo  [  to think  well /approve  /to approbate   ] has the consonants  -the - ka 
-and the  original Tamil  word is   nanku   enniduka  -   to think well; nanku- well; 
enniduka- think  ;  sinthikka  /thiyanikka  [Skt]  . 

    eudokeo  [  to think  well /approve  /to approbate   ] has the consonants  -the - 
ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   yaeththukka-/ oththukka – approve  ; 
sammathikka[ Skt] .  

eutheos [ immediately ]  has the consonants- the-  an- [-sa-]  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  udanae   - immediately. 
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eutheos [ immediately ]  has the consonants- the-  an- -sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  sattunnu - instantly.  

uthetos  [ fit ] has the consonants – the  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is    
oththathu  - fit.  

euthuno  [  to straighten ]  has the consonants – the  - an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   neettiththidu – straighten . 

eulogia [  fine speaking  ] has the consonants-  la – ka- and the  original Tamil word 
is    sol  vanmai  [ miising  letter- la-]  - eloquence   ; sol- speech ; vanmai –talent . 

eulogia [  fine speaking  ] has the consonants-  la – ka- and the  original Tamil word 
is    valaayan- an  eloquent speaker. 

eulogia [  fine speaking  ] has the consonants-  la – ka- and the  original Tamil word 
is    naa-valan – orator/ poet  / speaker .  

eulogia [  fine speaking  ] has the consonants-  la – ka- and the  original Tamil word 
is    naa makal –   goddess of  eloquence  / poetry – said to be  in the tongue ; naa- 
tongue; makal- daughter.  

eulogia [  fine speaking  ] has the consonants-  la – ka- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  vaakku  vallapam [ missing  letter- pa-]- eloquence; 
vaakku- speech ; vallamai- talent .  

yoonookhidzo  [  castrate]  has the consonants   - an – ka-  the-  sa   - and the  
original Tamil word   is   kaai  adikka / nasukkida  vaendum   / kottai  neekka  
vaendum – to castrate;  kaai- testis  ; adikka- to remove / beat ; nasukkida- to 
crush ; kottai- testis / seed; neekka- remove . 

 katidolos  [  utterly  idolatrous ] has the consonants    - ka  -the - la - sa  - and the 
original Tamil word   is  kal silaiyaei vanan-k-kuthal –worshipping  stone  statue ;   
kal –stone; silai- statue; vanankku –worship . 
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katesthio  [   eat  down  ]   has the consonants   -  ka-  the - sa - the - and the  
original Tamil word  is  kadiththu unnuka  / suvaiththu  thinnuka – to eat/ taste ; 
kadi- bite; unnuka- eat ; thinnuka- eat; suvaikka- taste . 

 kategoria  [  accusation / a complaint /  to accuse]  has the consonants   - ka-  the 
- -ka-  Ra - and the  original Tamil word  is  kuththam kooruka    - to make a  
complaint;   kurai- complaint; kooru –say .  

kategoria  [  accusation / a complaint /  to accuse]  has the consonants   - ka-  the - 
-ka-  Ra - and the  original Tamil word  is  kutram saattuka-[ missing  letter- sa-] - 
to accuse ; kutram- crime/ fault; sattuka- to accuse.  

kategorus  [accuser ]  has the consonants   - ka-  the - -ka-  Ra – sa-  and the  
original Tamil word  is  kuththam koorukiravar   /  kurai koorukindravar / kutram 
sumaththukiravar / saattukiravar – accuser ;  kuththam- fault; kurai- fault;  
saattuka- to accuse; saattukiravar- accuser.  

kataykheho [ teach ]  has the consonants  - ka – the-  ka  -  and the original Tamil 
word  is  kaththu kodukka / oathi  kodukka  -   to  educate /to teach . 

katoikeo  [  to house  permanantly /  reside / dwelling ]   has the consonants  -ka  
the – ka- and the original Tamil word  is  kudi   vaikka- to  occupy a house ; kudi- 
hut . 

katoikeo  [  to house  permanantly /  reside / dwelling ]   has the consonants  -ka  
the – ka- and the original Tamil word  is  kidakka/ thankka/ thoonkka - to dwell/ 
stay  /sleep . 

 katoi kesi   [  residence /dwelling ]  has the consonants - ka - the  -ka-  sa  - and 
the original Tamil  word is   kudi   seika / kudi  vaikka – to dwell  ;kudi- hut; seika- 
do . 

katoi kesi [  residence /dwelling]   has the consonants - ka - the  -ka-  sa  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  vasikkum  idam-/ veedu  lving  place/ residence; vasikka-  
live; idam- place ; veedu- house. 
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katoi kesi [  residence /dwelling ]  has the consonants - ka - the  -ka-  sa  - and the 
other interpretation  of the  word is  sankaaththam- residence. 

katoi kesi [  residence /dwelling ]  has the consonants - ka - the  -ka-  sa  - and the 
other interpretation  of the  word is  vaasam  seithiduka   -to reside . 

katoi kesi [  residence /dwelling ]  has the consonants - ka - the  -ka-  sa  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  vasiththiduka- dwell. 

katoi kesi [  residence /dwelling ]  has the consonants - ka - the  -ka-  [-sa-]  - and 
the original Tamil  word is  thankkum  idam/ veedu  /akam - staying  place; 
thankku- stay ; idam- place ; veedu- house ;  akam- home. 

katoi kesi [  residence /dwelling ]  has the consonants - ka - the  -ka-  [-sa-]  - and 
the original Tamil  word is  ida vakai- house.  

 katoike [ habitation/ dwelling place ] has the consonants – ka - the – ka- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kudi kaadu – village/ hamlet  . 

 katoi keterion  [ dwelling  place / habitation ] has the consonants -ka - the  -ka- 
the   - Ra -  an -  and the original Tamil   word is  kudi   erukkum  naththam-  
residing  village ; kudi – house ;   naththam- village  . 

katoi keterion  [ dwelling  place / habitation ] has the consonants -ka - the  -ka- 
the   - Ra -  an -  and the original Tamil   word is  kudi  erukkum  naadu- the state  
in which  one reside;  naadu- state.   

 keiro [shear  ] has the consonants  -  ka -  Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is     
mayirai  arukka  / narukka  -  to shear the hair  ;  mayir- hair; arukka- tear; 
narukka- to cut  . 

 keleuma  [ shout / cry   ]  has the consonants   - ka-  la -ma  --  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    mikkoli  – shout  ; mika- excess; oli –sound  .    

keleuma  [ shout / cry   ]  has the consonants   - ka-  la -ma  --  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kamapalai [ missing  letter- pa-]- shout. 
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keleuma  [ shout / cry   ]  has the consonants   - ka-  la -ma  --  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kumilam-  a great noise/ roar . 

keleuma  [ shout / cry   ]  has the consonants   - ka-  la -ma  --  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kalakkam -  noise/ shoutin  /distress . 

keleuma  [ shout / cry   ]  has the consonants   - ka-  la -ma  --  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    azhukanum –to cry. 

  keno [ vain ] has the consonants - ka -  an  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
veenaaka  - in vain . 

keleuo   [  hail / order /command  ] has the consonants  -  ka-  la  - and the  
original Tamil  word is yaeval   -order. 

keleuo   [  hail / order /command  ] has the consonants  -  ka-  la  - and the  
original Tamil  word is alankkal- order.  

 keleuo   [  hail / order /command  ] has the consonants  -  ka-  la  - and the  
original Tamil  word is vaazh- order  

keleuo   [  hail / order /command  ] has the consonants  -  ka-  la  - and the  
original Tamil  word is kal mazhai / kan mazhai -  hail  stone  ; kal- stone; mazhai- 
rain .  

keleuo   [  hail / order /command  ] has the consonants  -  ka-  la  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  nal vaazhvu  vaazhka  ena  koovi azhaikka-  to call  / shout  
--to have along  healthy  life; nal- good;  vaazhavu- life; koovu- shout;  vaazhak- to 
live ; azhaikka- call .  

 kerameus [ potter]  has the consonants  - ka-- Ra -  ma  -[-sa-]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kumpai kaaran [ missing  letter- pa-]  - potter . 

kerameus [ potter]  has the consonants  - ka-- Ra -  ma  -[-sa-]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  munn  ari- vaalan [ missing  letter- Ra-] – potter; munn- soil . 
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klaio [  weep / wail  aloud ] has the consonants  -ka-  la- - and the  original Tamil  
word is   azhuku    - weep.  

klaio [  weep / wail  aloud ] has the consonants  -ka-  la- - and the  original Tamil  
word is   izhavu  vaikka- to lament . 

klaio [  weep / wail  aloud ] has the consonants  -ka-  la- - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kooval vaikka   - wail  aloud. 

klaio [  weep / wail  aloud ] has the consonants  -ka-  la- - and the  original Tamil  
word is   oalam  vaikka - wail  aloud. 

klaio [  weep / wail  aloud ] has the consonants  -ka-  la- - and the  original Tamil  
word is   pulampuka  [ missing  letter- pa-] -lament . 

 kleptes [thief ] has the consonants - ka - la – [-pa-]-  the-  [-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kalavaaduvoan – one who  steals; kalavaadu- to steal.  

kleptes [thief ] has the consonants - ka - la – pa-  the-  [-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kollai adippoan- robber. 

 klema [ branch / limb]  has the consonants- ka – la – [-ma-]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kilai- branch ; kole- tree branch ;  alakku- branch  . 

kleros  [ heritage  ] has the consonants  - ka-  la   -Ra –[-sa-]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaal vazhi  uravu - heritage. 

kleros  [ heritage  ] has the consonants  - ka-  la   -Ra –[-sa-]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   marapu  vazhi [ missing  letter- pa-] – heritage. 

 klesis  [  calling/ inivite  ] has the consonants  - ka - la –[-sa-]  -- and the  original  
Tamil  word is   azhaikka/ vilikka / kuyeiluka -  to invite . 

 klibanos  [ earthen pot ] has the consonants  -  ka – la-  pa- an  [- sa-]  and the  
original Tamil   word  is   munn kalayam / kali munn paanai – earthen  pot; kali 
munn- clay ; kalyam-  vessel ; paanai- pot/ pan . 
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klinidion  [  couch / bed  ] has the consonants  -ka -  la-  an  -the - an  - and the  
original Tamil   word  is  thuniyaal   aana  naadaa kattil -  cot  made of  cloth strips; 
thuni- cloth; naadaa- band  ; kattil- cot . 

 knetho  [  to scratch ] has the consonants -  ka - an  -the   - and the  original Tamil   
word  is  thinavu  edukka – itching. 

 kludon  [  wave  /surge of the sea ] has the consonants  -  ka – la-  the - an -- and 
the  original Tamil  word  is  ponkkum   kadal alai   [missing  letter- pa-]  -  raising  
sea  waves ; ponka- raise ; kadal- sea; alai –wave. 

 *koilia  [  hollow cavity /abdomen /  heart / belly / womb] has the consonants -   
ka – la- and the  original Tamil   word  is   kuzhi /ullakam -  hollow cavity . 

*koilia  [  hollow cavity /abdomen /  heart / belly  womb] has the consonants -   ka 
– la- and the  original Tamil   word  is kolai /   nenjaankulai / maka vilayam [Skt] [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -  heart  . 

*koilia  [  hollow cavity /abdomen /  heart / belly / womb] has the consonants -   
ka – la- and the  original Tamil   word  is okklai- hip . 

 koilia  [  hollow cavity /abdomen /  heart / belly / womb] has the consonants -   ka 
– la- and the  original Tamil   word  is  pain-k- kuzhi [ missing  letter- sa-]- womb.  

koite [ bed  ]   has the consonants - ka  -the - and the  original Tamil   word     
kidakkai  -cot .   

 koite [  male sperm ]  has the consonants-  ka - the-  and the  original Tamil   word 
is   aanin  vinthu anu   -semen / sperm ;  aan- man ; vinthu- semen; anu- sperm . 

 koiton  [ bed room ] has the consonants  -   ka  -the  -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    thoonkkum   koodam / kidakkum idam – sleeping  room/ place; 
thoonkku- sleep; kidakka- to lie down/ sleep; idam- place; koodam- room.  

 *kola [ glue]  has the consonants-  ka – la- and the  original Tamil word is kali /          
kalimpu [ missing letter- pa-] –glue/gel. 
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 kkokkos [  seed  / kernel/ grain  ]  has the consonants    -ka  - [ - sa-] - and the  
original Tamil word is  kann – seed -  held  in reserve  for future growth.   

kkokkos [  seed  / kernel/ grain  ]  has the consonants    -ka  - sa-- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  veesam- seed. 

 kkokkos [  seed  / kernel/ grain  ]  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-]-- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  veeyam –seed . 

kkokkos [  seed  / kernel/ grain  ]  has the consonants    -ka  - sa-- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  veesa koasam- seed . 

 kkokkos [  seed  / kernel/ grain  ]  has the consonants    -ka  - sa-- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  vaasuki- seed. 

kkokkos [  seed  / kernel/ grain  ]  has the consonants    -ka  -[- sa-]-- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  akgham -  grain . 

kkokkos [  seed  / kernel/ grain  ]  has the consonants    -ka  - [ - sa-] - and the  
original Tamil word is    akam-   grain as used in almanacs .  

 kkokkos [  seed  / kernel/ grain  ]  has the consonants    -ka  - [ - sa-] - and the  
original Tamil word is    pokku   [missing  letter- pa-] ill developed grain . 

kkokkos [  seed  / kernel/ grain  ]  has the consonants    -ka  - [ - sa-] - and the  
original Tamil word is    aamanakku – caster seed . 

kolum be thra [  pond for bathing/ diving  ] has the consonants-  ka – la-  ma – -pa  
- the  -Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   neerir    paainthu  moozhki  neenthi  
kulikkindra  kulam – pond for bathing ; neer-  water ;   paainthu –dive ;moozhku –
sink  ; neenthu –swim ; kilam- pond.  

  kolumbus  [  diver] has the consonants   -ka – la-  ma – pa- [-sa-] -   and the  
original Tamil word is   muzhukuvoan  / muzhuki  kulippavan -  one  who takes 
bath  /sinks ; moozhku- sink ; kuli- bath . 

 kolumbus  [  diver] has the consonants   -ka – la-  ma – [-pa-] – [-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil word is   kulam- lake.  
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 korax  [  raven ]- has the consonants -  ka- Ra - ka –   [ - sa  -] -  and the  original 
Tamil word is    karu vaakam – raven.  

 kopto  [- chop / cut down / beat the breast  in grief / lament ]  has the consonants 
--ka-[- pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is koththuka- to chop . 

kopto  [- chop / cut down / beat the breast  in grief / lament ]  has the consonants 
--ka-pa- the- and the original Tamil word is kaathiduka  / vetti poaduka   - to cut; 
vettu –cut ; kaathu- cut.  

kopto  [- chop / cut down / beat the breast  in grief / lament ]  has the consonants 
--ka-pa- the- and the original Tamil word is thundu  poaduka  -to cut into  pieces; 
thundu- bit . 

kopto  [- chop / cut down / beat the breast  in grief / lament ]  has the consonants 
--ka-pa- the- and the original Tamil word is nenjai  /  nenjakaththai / paachchiyaei  
adiththu kondu  kaththa   [ missing  letter- sa-] - to beat  the chest / breast ; 
nenju- chest ; paachchi- breast  ;adikka- beat; kaththu –shout . 

koustodia [ watch] has the consonants  - ka – [- sa  -]  - the -  and the original Tamil 
word is   kann kaanithidu  -to watch . 

krabbatos [ bed  /  mattress ] has the consonants  -  ka - Ra – [-pa-]-  the- [- sa-]  - 
and the original Tamil  word is   kayeitru meththai – coir mattress   ;  kattir 
meththai – cot and the  mattress;  kayiru- rope; meththai- mattress ; kattir- cot . 

krabbatos [ bed  /  mattress ] has the consonants  -  ka - Ra – [-pa-]-  the- [- sa-]  - 
and the original Tamil  word is   kattir-  cot.  

 krabbatos [ bed  /  mattress ] has the consonants  -  ka - Ra – [-pa-]-  the-- sa- - 
and the original Tamil  word is   savuri  meththai- coir mattress.  

krabbatos [ bed  /  mattress ] has the consonants  -  ka - Ra – [-pa-]-  the-- sa- - and 
the original Tamil  word is   sirku  adaiththa    padukkai   meththai – feather bed; 
siraku- feather; adaiththa- stuffed; padukkai- bed; meththai- mattress. 
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krabbatos [ bed  /  mattress ] has the consonants  -  ka - Ra –-pa-  the—[- sa-]- - 
and the original Tamil  word is   tharai  virippu  paai –matress duck  ;tharai- floor; 
virikka- spread; paai- mat  . 

 krabbatos [ bed  /  mattress ] has the consonants  -  ka - Ra –-pa-  the—[- sa-]- - 
and the original Tamil  word is  padukkai  virippu- bed sheet; padukkai-  bed;  
virippu-  carpet  ;  virikka- to spread . 

 krabbatos [ bed  /  mattress ] has the consonants  -  ka - Ra –-pa-  the—[- sa-]- - 
and the original Tamil  word is  padukka  vaiththar –put bed . 

krabbatos [ bed  /  mattress ] has the consonants  -  ka - Ra – [-pa--]  the-  [-sa -] - 
and the other interpretation  of the word is   word is   vakku thiri karanam- bed.  

krabbatos [ bed  /  mattress ] has the consonants  -  ka - Ra – [-pa--]  the-  [-sa -] - 
and the other interpretation  of the word is   word is   vattrindu – mattress . 

krabbatos [ bed  /  mattress ] has the consonants  -  ka - Ra – pa- the-  -[-sa -]-- and 
the original Tamil  word is   vaikoar / naar/ mayir   pondravai  thiniththa  murattu  
meththai -  a  hard  mattress  made from  reed/ fibre/ hair ; vaikoar- reed; naar- 
fibre; mayir- hair; thiniththa- stuffed; murattu –rough ; meththai- mattress. 

krabbatos [ bed  /  mattress ] has the consonants  -  ka - Ra – pa- the-  -sa -- and 
the original Tamil  word is   padukkira  /  kidakkira   /thoonkku-kira/ urankkukira - 
paai  meththai  / panju  meththai -   mat and the  mattress ; paai-  mat; meththai- 
mattress;    panju-  cotton ; padu- lie down; kida-  lie down /sleep; thoonkku- 
sleep; urankku- sleep . 

kreas [ meat ] has the consonants  - ka-- Ra  --sa- and the original Tamil  word is   -  
iraichchi  kari -  meat . 

 krauge  [ an outcry  ] has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  ka - and the original Tamil  
word is  koovi  karaika-  to cry ; karaika- cry ; koovu-  shout/ call . 
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kratos   [    strength / vigor ] has the consonants  –  ka -Ra – the – [-sa-] -  and the 
original Tamil mikuntha   uruthi  kondathu  - has   great strength ; mikuntha –
excess; uruthi –strength ; kondida - have  .  

kratos   [   power strength / vigor ] has the consonants  –  ka -Ra – the - sa -  and 
other interpretation  of the word is strength [E] . 

kratos   [   power / strength / vigor ] has the consonants  –  ka -Ra – the – [-sa-] -  
and the original Tamil veeru -udamai-  vigor.  

kratos   [   power strength / vigor ] has the consonants  –  ka -Ra – the – [-sa-] -  
and  the other interpretation  of the word is thidarikkam  - boldnessss/ vigor.  

kratistos   [ strongest / very  honorable ]  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – the – [-sa-] 
-  and the  original Tamil word is   mikuntha mathippkku-  uriya   /   
mariyaathaikku [ Skt]-  uriya –  very honorable ; mikuntha  -excess ; mathippu- 
respect  . 

kratistos   [ strongest / very  honorable ]  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – the – [-sa-] 
-  and the  original Tamil word is  mikuntha  uruthi  konda  - very  strong ; 
mikuntha- excess ; uruthi- strength ; konda- having .  

 krateo  [ lay  hand ]  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaiyaar thoduthar  / kai vaiththar  - to lay  hand; kai- hand; thodu- touch ; 
vai- lay . 

 krateo  [hold] has the consonants- ka  -Ra – the-  and the  original Tamil  word is           
kaiyaar erukka  pidikka / patruka  [ missing  letter- pa-]-   to hold with hands; kai-  
hand; erukka- tightly ;   pidikka- hold; patruka- hold -   

 krateo  [obtain] has the consonants  -  ka -Ra – the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kai kondiduthar / udamai aakuthar  -  acquire /to own   .   

krateo  [obtain] has the consonants  -  ka -Ra – the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thevvuthar- obtain . 

 krateo  [obtain] has the consonants  -  ka -Ra – the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaankuthar – buy / obtain . 
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krateo [  seize]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra – the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavarnthidu  -seize.    

krateo [  seize]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra – the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai -patruthuthar    [ missing  letter- pa-] – seize.  

krateo [  seize]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra – the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
patrukai- seize.  

krateo [  seize]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra – the - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  apa kariththar [ missing  letter- pa-] – seize.  

krateo [  seize]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra – the - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  kirakththar – seize.  

krateo [  seize]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra – the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuri kondidu – seize.  

  krateo  [  retain  ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra – the-- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thakka vaiththu  kondiduthar –to retain  . 

krateo  [  retain  ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra – the-- and the  original Tamil  
word is   vidaathu  / kodukkathu vaiththiru – retain; kodukkathu –not giving; 
vaiththiru- keep. 

krateo  [  retain  ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra – the-- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thankka  pannuthar [ missing  letter- pa-] – -retain 

krateo  [  retain  ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra – the-- and the  original Tamil  
word is   pari kodukkaathu  kaathu vaithiduthar [ missing  letter- pa-]  -retain  

krateo  [  retain  ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra – the-- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thueitruka- retain.  
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krete [  Crete  island ] has the consonants -  ka- Ra – the-- and the  original Tamil  
word   kaarai - k -kar-  thittu – lime stone   land ; kaarai- lime; kar- -stone ;  thittu –
a patch  of  land ;  geologically  Crete  comprises mostly  of  lime stones. 

krithe  [  barley ]  has the consonants -  ka  -Ra-  the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaar koathumai – barley . 

 krites [ judge]  has the consonants  -  ka -Ra - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
iruthi   mudivu  koorukindra    nadumai   mandra / neethi  mandra   naduvar  -  
court judge.;  iruthi -  final  ; mudivu- decision  ;   kooru- say ;  nadumai / neethi-  
justice; mandram-   hall / assembly ; naduvar- judge  . 

 krisis [ accusation]  has the consonants   -  ka –Ra—[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kurai kooruka- to accuse; kurai- charges; kooruka- say . 

 criterion  [  a tribunal ] has the consonants- ka -Ra - the - Ra - an - and the  
original Tamil  word is   naduvar  mandram – the assembly of  the judge ; naduvar  
- judge; mandram - assembly . 

 krupte [  a hidden place  ]   has the consonants   - ka –Ra- [-pa -] - the  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  maraivaana  idam – hidden place; maraikka- to hide;idam- 
place.  

krupto  [  to conceal ] has the consonants   -ka - Ra – [-pa-]-  the -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   maraiththu vaikka- to conceal . 

krupto  [  to conceal ] has the consonants   -ka - Ra – pa-  the -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   puthaiththu vaiththiduthar – conceal; pthai- conceal/ bury ;  
vaiththidu- keep . 

krupto  [  to conceal ] has the consonants   -ka - Ra – [-pa-]-  the -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  adaiththu vaitthiduthar- to conceal /confine ;adaikka- shut in.  

krupto  [  to conceal ] has the consonants   -ka - Ra – -pa-  the -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  moodi  poattu vaiththiduthar –to cover and keep ; moodi- cap/ 
cover. 
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 krupto  [  to conceal ] has the consonants   -ka - Ra – -pa-  the -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  othukki poaduthar – conceal . 

  krupto  [  to conceal ] has the consonants   -ka - Ra – -pa-  the -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Kaa-paaduthar –conceal  and  protect . 

  krupto  [  to conceal ] has the consonants   -ka - Ra – -pa-  the -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pathukkuthar –conceal . 

  krupto  [  to conceal ] has the consonants   -ka - Ra – -[-pa-]-  the -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  thevittuthar –conceal. 

krupto  [  to conceal ] has the consonants   -ka - Ra – -pa-  the -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  poththi  vaiththiduthar- conceal . 

 *ktisis  [ building] has the consonants -  ka - the  -  [-sa-] -  and the  original   Tamil  
word is   kattidam – building .  

 ktisis [ creation / ordinance] has the consonants  -  ka  -the  [- sa -]  and the  
original Tamil  word is  aakkidukai     - creation   . 

ktisis [ creation / ordinance] has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  undaakku- make ; undaakkukai- creation .  

ktisis [ creation / ordinance] has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  padaikka  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - create ; padaikkai- 
creation ; puthukku- make . 

ktisis [ creation / ordinance] has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  veedu – an invention /art work  . 

ktisis [ creation / ordinance] has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - sa -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  satta  vithi –   ordinance;  sattam- law; vithi- rule . 

  ktizo  [ create  /found / make ] has the consonants  -  ka  -the  -[- sa -]-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is   padaikka [ missing  letter- pa-]  – create.  
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ktizo  [ create  /found / make ] has the consonants  -  ka  -the  [- sa -]  and the  
original Tamil  word is  aakkidu    - create  . 

ktizo  [ create  /found / make ] has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - sa -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  seithiduka- to make. 

ktizo  [ create  /found / make ] has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - sa -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  samaiththiduka- create. 

ktizo  [ create  /found / make ]  has the consonants  -  ka  -the  -[-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  vakuththidu- create. 

ktizo  [ create  /found / make ]  has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  koadikka- make.  

 ktizo  [ create  /found / make ]  has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  thokukka – make  

ktizo  [ create  /found / make ]  has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kaniththiduka  - make.  

 ktizo  [ create  /found / make ]  has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  amaiththidukai- make/founding .  

ktizo  [ create  /found / make ]  has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  undaakkiduka   -create . 

ktizo  [ create  /found / make ]  has the consonants  -  ka  -the  - [-sa-] -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  vithi- create. 

ktetor  [  owner ]  has the consonants -  ka -the  -Ra - and the original Tamil  word 
is  udamai kaarar  – owner ; udamai- belongings; kaarar- a  person.   

ktetor  [  owner ]  has the consonants -  ka -the  -Ra - and the original Tamil  word 
is  uriththaanavar  / udaiyavar - owner.  
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ktetor  [  owner ]  has the consonants -  ka -the  -Ra - and the original Tamil  word 
is  soththukku  uriavar / soththukkaaran   [ missing  letter- sa-] – owner; soththu –
asset . 

 ktetor  [  owner ]  has the consonants -  ka -the  -Ra - and the other interpretation  
of the word is  suthanthira kaaran [ missing  letter- sa-] – owner . 

ktetor  [  owner ]  has the consonants -  ka -the  -Ra - and the other interpretation  
of the word is  suvaanthar [ missing  letter- sa-] – owner.  

 ktaomai  [  to purchase ] has the consonants -  ka-  the - ma -  and the original 
Tamil  word  is   vaankka vaendum – to buy ; vaankku –buy  ; edukkanum- to buy . 

kullos  [ crippled -  feet/  hands ] has the consonants- ka - la – [-sa-]-   and the 
original Tamil  word  is   kai kaal  vilan-k-kamai-  non functioining  of arm and  leg; 
kai- hand; kaal- leg; vilan-k-kaamai- non functioning . 

kuklol   [ ring  /cycle ] has the consonants -  ka  - la- and the original Tamil  word  is      
valaiyam  - a  ring . 

kuklol   [ ring  /cycle ] has the consonants -  ka  - la- and the original Tamil  word  is   
kilunkku –to ring    . 

kuklol   [ ring  /cycle ] has the consonants -  ka  - la- and the original Tamil  word  is  
vilakkam-  ring  . 

   kukloo  [encircle  ] has the consonants   -  ka   -la  - and the original Tamil  word  
is   valaikka-  encircle . 

kuriakos  [  belonging to the lord ]    -  ka – Ra-  ka-  sa -  -  iraivanu- kku -uriya  -
belonging to god;   iraivan- god; uriyathu – belonging.    

 kurieuo  / kurios  [  lord ]   has the consonants -- ka -- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   iraivan   - god/ lord .  

 kurieuo  / kurios  [  lord ]   has the consonants -- ka -- Ra  -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  eesvaran [ missing  letter- sa-] – lord.  
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 kurieuo  / kurios  [  lord ]   has the consonants -- ka -- Ra  -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kaaranan – lord .  

kurieuo  / kurios  [  lord ]   has the consonants -- ka -- Ra  -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  nirvaakakan- lord . 

 kupto  [ bend forward  /stoop]  has the consonants   -  ka  -[-pa-] - the  -  and the  
original Tamil word is   kuninthidu   - stoop . 

 kunon [ dog ]  has the consonants-   ka  -an  -  and the  original Tamil word is   
naaikkan  - dog   ; naakku – tongue.  

kunon [ dog ]  has the consonants-   ka  -an  -  and the interpretation  of the word 
is  akkan/ kukkan - dog. 

kunon [ dog ]  has the consonants-   ka  -an  -  and the interpretation  of the word 
is  ekinan – dog.  

 kunon [ dog ]  has the consonants-   ka  -an  -  and the interpretation  of the word 
is  sunakan [ missing  letter- sa-] – dog.  

kunon [ dog ]  has the consonants-   ka  -an  -  and the interpretation  of the word 
is  vaanam- dog.  

kome  [  a hamlet] has the consonants-  ka -  ma  - and the   interpretation  of the  
word is  kaam/ kaamam -  village   .     

 kome  [  a hamlet] has the consonants-  ka -  ma  - and the  original Tamil word is      
paakkam/ pakkanam  [ missing  letter- pa-]-   village  . 

 kome  [  a hamlet] has the consonants-  ka -  ma  - and the  original Tamil word is      
kuppam [ missing  letter- pa-]- - village  

lailaps  [  tempest ] has  the  consonants  - la  -pa - sa  - and the  original Tamil 
word is  mazhai yim  puyalum / pusalum – rain and  storm . 

 laktizo   [  kick ] has  the  consonants  -la-  ka – the- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaal- laal   uthaikka – to kick with leg; kaal- leg; uthaikka- to kick . 
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 lalia  [  speech / say]  has a  consonant - la – and the  original Tamil  word is        
mozhiya  -say   . 

 latreuo   [ worship  ]  has  the  consonants - la  -the-  Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is mandraaduthal   -worship . 

 lelos  [ smooth ]  has a  consonant  - la  - [- sa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word is        
molu molunnu  / mazhu  mazhu -nnu /    melliya  -smooth .  

lego  [ call ] has  the  consonants  - la-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is        
azhaikka   /  vilikka - call.  

 lego  [ give out] has  the  consonants   - la-  ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is           
vazhankkuka - deliver . 

 lego  [ give out] has  the  consonants   - la-  ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is           
nalivu – give out /  to become  weak . 

  lego  [ say  /speak  /tell ] has  the  consonants   -  la-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mozhika -say . 

lego  [ describe ] has  the  consonants - la – ka- and the  original Tamil word is      
vilakkuka – describe . 

 lego  [ ask   ] has  the  consonants - la - ka- and the  original Tamil word is         
kaeluka – ask . 

 lego  [ bid  ]  has  the  consonants --  la – ka- - and the  original Tamil word is              
yaelam   kaelau  / vilai  kaelau ; vilai- price; kaelu –ask ; yaelam –bidding . 

 lego [ boast  ] has  the  consonants  - la – ka- and the  original Tamil word is                        
-palukku  [ missing  letter- pa-]  – boast . 

  leukos [ white]  has  the  consonants  - la  -ka  -[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil 
word is  vellai  vannam-  white color; vannam- color . 
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 lukos  [ white hair  /wolf  ] has  the  consonants--  la-  -ka--- sa -  and the  original 
Tamil   word is  vellai sikai / kaesam [Skt] – white hair;  vellai-  white   ;  sikai- hair. 

lukos  [ white hair  /wolf  ] has  the  consonants--  la-  -ka--[- sa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil   word is  kukkal – wolf.  

 *luo [ destroy ]  has  a consonant - la- and the  original Tamil   word is  azhizya/ 
ozhiya- destroy  . 

logios   [ orator] has  the  consonants   -la – ka-  sa -  and the  original Tamil   word 
is   naa vallamai  ullavan  /    mozhi valloaan  /  soll valloan  - orator;   naa  
vallamai-   good  speking  skill ;   naa- tongue ;  mozhi- language; valloan- skilled 
man  ;  sol  - language  /say  /word.  

 logehe [ lance ]  has  the  consonants - la – ka---  and the  original Tamil  word  is   
kai  vael  - lance ; vaal  -sword .   

logehe [ lance ]  has  the  consonants - la – ka---  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   savalam   [ missing  letter- sa-]- lance  / dart .  

loukios  [  illuminative  ] has  the  consonants    - la   -ka – [-sa-]-- and the  original 
Tamil  word  is   oli  mayamaaka  - illuminative; oli- light . 

  loukios  [  illuminative  ] has  the  consonants    - la   -ka - sa-- and the  original 
Tamil  word  is   velichchamaaka   -bright  light .  

  loukios  [  illuminative  ] has  the  consonants    - la   -ka –[- sa-]-- and the  original 
Tamil  word  is   oli  vellamaaka  -  flood  light ; vellam- flood ; oli- light . 

  loukios  [  illuminative  ] has  the  consonants    - la   -ka –[- sa-]-- and the  original 
Tamil word  is   oli  vilakku   - bright light ; oli –light ;  vilakku- lamp . 

 linon  [  flax ]  has  the  consonants - la -an -  and the  original Tamil  word  is           
sanal  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  flax.  
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magdala   [ tower ]  has  the  consonants  - ma - ka – the-  la-  and the  original 
Tamil  word  is   oankki  ezhuntha   mana  makizh   ezhu  adukku   maadi – a  high 
raising    7  storey   tower  ; manam- mind; makizha- to feel happy ; maadi –storey 
; oankki  ezhuntha- high raising ; yaezhu – 7; nilai- floor  ; adukku maadi –tower / 
multi storey  building -  

 matheteuo  [  teach  ]  has  the  consonants -  ma-  the - and the  original Tamil  
word  is  oathi  thanthida-  num – to teach ; oathi  thaa- teach .  

makrothumia  [   patience /   bear  patiently / endure ] has  the  consonants   -ma - 
ka – Ra-   the - ma  -  and the  original Tamil word  is   mikuntha   porumai- yudan  [  
missing  letter- pa -] – with much  patience; mikuntha - excess;  porumai-  
patience;  udan –with.  

makrothumia  [  long suffering   ]  has  the  consonants   -ma – ka-  Ra--  the  -ma – 
and  the original Tamil  word is   neenda naar  konda  kadum   thuyram   - long  
suffering ;   neenda naar- lond  term ; kadum- severe; thuyaram –suffering . 

 makrothumia [ fortitude ]  has  the  consonants  -   ma -  ka  -Ra – the-  ma-  and  
the original Tamil  word is  mikuntha   mana   uram  - excess mental strength ; 
mikuntha  -excess; manam- mind; uram- strength . 

makrothumia [ fortitude ]  has  the  consonants  -   ma -  ka  -Ra – the-  ma-  and  
the original Tamil  word is  mara  thanam konda   aan makan --  a  man   with    
guts ; mara thanam- brave nature ; konda- having;  aan  -male; makan- son.  

makrothumia [ fortitude ]  has  the  consonants  -   ma -  ka  -Ra – the-  ma-  and  
the original Tamil  word is  veeram mikunthavan – a  courageous  man ; veeram- 
courage . 

makrothen [  far off ]  has  the  consonants    -ma-  ka  -Ra  -the  - an  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is    mikuntha   thooram  kondathu  /  kann kaana  ettaththir    
irukkum idam / etta  erunkidra  idam  - far  off  place  which  can not be seen  ;  
kann –eye ; kaanaa-   can  not see  ;ettaththir /etta- far ; erukkum – existing ; 
idam- place ; mikuntha- excess; thooram- distance . 
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malakos  [  fine clothing/ catamite ]  has the consonants  --  ma--   la -  ka--  [-sa -] -  
and the  original Tamil  word is  kallu kalam – liquor pot ; kallu- toddy ; kalam- pot.  

malakos  [  fine clothing/ catamite ]  has the consonants  --  ma--   la -  ka--  [-sa -] -  
and the  original Tamil  word is  kalinkkam- cloth. 

malakos  [  fine clothing/ catamite ]  has the consonants  --  ma--   la -  ka--  [-sa -] -  
and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaazhakam- cloth . 

 malakos  [  fine clothing/ catamite ]  has the consonants  --  ma--   la -  ka--  [-sa -] 
-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maekalai-  cloth. 

 malakia  [ disease  ]  has the consonants -- ma – la- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   avalam  - disease.  

catamite [Latin ]  has the  consonants  - ka  -the  -ma  -the –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mathu[Skt]  / mattam  kudam  yanthuvoan – one who carries  
liquor pot ; mathu- liqor;   mattam  -liquor ; kudam- pot; yaenthu- to hold.  

catamite [Latin ]  has the  consonants  - ka  -the  -ma  -the –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aanmai  neekka  patta  paedi/ pandakan  [ missing  letter- pa-]- 
castrated  person  -eunuch    ; aanmai- manliness ; neekku –remove ; paedi- 
eunuch . 

 ganymede[ Greek]   has the consonants  -ka - an  -ma-  the  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   mathu  kinnam  yaenthuvoan – liquor cup   bearer ; mathu- liquor; 
kinnam- cup  ; yaenthu –hold;  yaenthuvoan- one who   holds.   

 mamme[ grandma]   has a consonant-  ma  - and the  original Tamil word is       
ammooma /  ammaayee  amma -  mother’s  mother  ;  ammai- mother.  

manthano  [  learn ]  has the consonants   -ma-  an – the-  an-  and the  original 
Tamil word is   pannidanum  [ missing letter- pa-] –to read . 
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 manteuomai  [  fore  telling ]  has the consonants   -ma  -an-  the  -ma  - and the  
original Tamil word is   munthiyae   nodiththidanum – to tell earlier  ; munthiyae- 
earlier; nodi –tell . 

maraino   [  to pass away ] has the consonants  -  ma – Ra-  an  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maraiya /   maraiyanum  -to disappear  /die . 

Mariya  [Hebrew]   has the consonants - ma  -Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is  
eeram-  love /wet   ;  Maari -yaaei   -Tamil  goddess of  rain   ;  maari- rain ; 
Egyptian – mir =love  ; Tamil  -mir-  eeram –wet/ love/ amorous . 

Martha [ Chaldee] [mistress/ lady ]   has the consonants  -ma- Ra – the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   eraimai aatti- mistress   ;   Maari  aaththaa  /  Tamil  
goddess  of rain -  Mother Mary  ;   aaththaa  - lady .  

Martha [ Chaldee] [mistress/ lady ]   has the consonants  -ma- Ra – the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   thampiraatti [ missing  letter- pa-]- mistress.   

Martha [ Chaldee] [mistress/ lady ]   has the consonants  -ma- Ra – the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is em-piraatti  [ missing  letter- pa-]-- our lady; em/ nam- our .  

Martha [ Chaldee] [mistress/ lady ]   has the consonants  -ma- Ra – the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   peru maatti [ missing  letter- pa-]- mistress.  

Martha [ Chaldee] [mistress/ lady ]   has the consonants  -ma- Ra – the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   thiru mathi -   mistress.  

Martha [ Chaldee] [mistress/ lady ]   has the consonants  -ma- Ra – the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   maathar  -woman . 

  megalos  [ much  / greatly ]   has the consonants  - ma - ka-  la  -[-sa-]—and the   
original Tamil  word is    miku  alavavil  - great  quantity ;   mikka ennikkaiyil –   in  
great number ; mikka – excess; alavu  -quantity ;  ennikkai- numbers   .  
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 megaleiotes  [ splendor ]  has the consonants    -ma  - ka-   la -  the  -sa-  and the  
original Tamil  word is    mikuntha velichchamaaka – illuminative;  mikuntha –
excess; velichcham- light .  

  megaleiotes  [ splendor ]  has the consonants    -ma  - ka-   la -  the  -[-sa-]-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is    mikka thikalzhu  -splendor .   

  megaleiotes  [ splendor ]  has the consonants    -ma  - ka-   la -  the  -[-sa-]-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is    mikka  thulakkam – illuminative. 

  megaleiotes  [ splendor ]  has the consonants    -ma  - ka-   la -  the  -[-sa-]-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is    min  oli  kondamai – brilliancy ;  min oli  -bright light ; 
kondamai- having  .   

megaleiotes  [ splendor ]  has the consonants    -ma  - ka-   la -  the  -[-sa-]-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   thaeiva  koalam- divine  majesty ; thaeivam- god;   

megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
original Tamil  word is  maenmai  kondathu  - greatness.  

megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  makimai   [Skt] kondathu  -  glorious . 

megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
original Tamil  word is  maethaku  - great . 

megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
original Tamil  word is  maatchchimai  kondathu – great.  

megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  makaththuvam / maka thaeyam / 
makaththmiyam [Skt] - greatness . 

megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
original Tamil  word is  maempaadu  kondathu [ missing  letter- pa-]- greatness . 

megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
original Tamil  word is  paadavam [ missing  letter- pa-]- – greatness.  
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megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
original Tamil  word is  maanpu  mikuntha  [ missing  letter- pa-]- - greatness . 

megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
original Tamil  word is  kathimai-  greatness.  

 megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the – sa--– and the  
original Tamil  word is  semmai  mikkathu – greatness. 

megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
original Tamil  word is  thakaimai-  greatness.  

megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
original Tamil  word is  nedun-thakaimai- greatness.  

megethos [  greatness ]  has the consonants  -ma-   ka -  the –[- sa--] – and the  
original Tamil  word is  viththakam- greatness.  

Markos [Latin]  [Mars- Roman  god of war ]   has the consonants  -ma  -Ra - ka –[-
sa--]   and  the  original  Tamil  word is  Murugan  -  Tamil  god of war / sun god/ 
son of Siva , 

Mattathias [Hebrew]  has the consonants-  ma –the- [- sa-]   -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thanthidanum –to give.  

Mattathias [Hebrew]  has the consonants-  ma –the- [- sa-]   -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  thaanam  [Skt] -gift . 

Matthan [ Hebrew ]  has the consonants-  ma –the-   -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thanthidanum –to give.  

 Matthan [ Hebrew ]  has the consonants-  ma –the-  -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  thaanam  [Skt] -gift . 

 mastos  [ breast ] has the consonants     -ma – [-sa ]  -the –[- sa-]-  and the  
original   Tamil  word is   madi – breast ;  thanam   [Skt] -   breast . 
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 mataios  [  idol / profit less] has the consonants  - ma – the- [- sa-]-  and the 
original   Tamil  word is   pathumai  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  statue .   

mataios  [  idol / profit less] has the consonants  - ma – the- [- sa-]-  and the 
original    Tamil  word is   eettam /   uoothiyam/ thaettam    /aathaayam   inmai -   
no  profit ; uoothiyam- earnings/ wages ; inmai- without.  

  mataio logia  [ babble ] has the consonants - ma - the  -la   -ka  - and the  original  
Tamil   word is   kuzhanthai mozhi  / mazhalai  mozhiyil  kathaiththiduka /   
mozhinthiduka -  talk in baby  language; kuzhanthai- child  / mozhi- language ; 
mazhalai- baby  language ; kathaiththiduka- to  speak . 

*mataioo  [ foolish ]  has the consonants -ma  -the - and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  madamai / mathi eenam –stupidity ; mathi- intelligence . 

mega  [  high fear ]  has the consonants  - ma –ka--and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaekkam -  panic.  

mega  [  large   / loud  /  strong / high fear ]  has the consonants  - ma –ka--and the  
original Tamil  word is      mikai  achcham  - excess  fear ; miku – excess ; achcham-  
fear.  

methe [ intoxication] has the consonants -ma-  the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mattai  adiththida   - intoxicated  .  

 methusos  [ drunkard ] has the consonants -ma - the – [-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word   is  poathai   adimai   [ missing  letter- pa-]-addicted to alcohol   ; 
poathai-  intoxication ;   adimai –slave . 

methusos  [ drunkard ] has the consonants -ma - the – [-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word   is  thanni  adimai   -  alcohol addict  ; thanni –water /alcohol . 

 methuo [ get drunk ] has the consonants - ma - the - and the  original Tamil  word   
is  mattai  adi – to get  intoxicated .  

 midezone [elder] has the consonants - ma - the – [-sa-]—an- and the  original 
Tamil  word   is mooththoan – elder.  
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 Melite [  an island ] has the consonants  -ma - la - the  -  and the  original Tamil  
word  is  manal  thittu -  patch  of  land ; manal- sand ;  thittu – a piece [ of  land ] . 

 meletao  [  imagine]  has the consonants  -- ma  -la - the  -  and the  original Tamil  
word  is   manathal ennuthal /   ninaiththal – to imagine; manam- mind; ennuthal- 
imagine; ninaiththal –think .  

  men   [ true ] has the consonants  -ma  -an  -  and the  original Tamil  word  is  
unmai -  truth .   

 mestis  [ mediator]  has the consonants - ma – [-sa-]  – the-  [-sa-]-  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is idai manithan- mediator ; idai- in between; manithan- man; 
mai -ya  manithan  ; maiyam -centre.  

 mestis  [ mediator]  has the consonants - ma – [-sa-]  – the-  [-sa-]-  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is pothu  manithan [ missing  letter- pa-] –mediator . 

mestis  [ mediator]  has the consonants - ma – [-sa-] – the-  sa-   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is mathisathan [Skt] – mediator.  

mesos  [  middle ] has the consonants  - ma -  [- sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maiyam -  centre.  

 metathesis[ change] has the consonants - ma - the -  [ -sa -]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   maaththu –change . 

   metakaleo   [ to call/ summon ]  has the consonants  - ma-  the -  ka - la -  - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   azhaikka  vaendum  -to call . 

metakaleo   [ to call/ summon ]  has the consonants  - ma-  the -  ka - la -  and the  
original Tamil  word is   vilikka  vaendum  -to call.  

metakaleo   [ to call/ summon ]  has the consonants  - ma-  the -  ka - la - and the  
original Tamil  word is   azhaippu-aanai   koduththu  azhaikka  vaendum  [ missing  
letter- pa-] –to summon  ; azhaippu  aanai –a summon . 
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*metallasso   [  to change /exchange] has the consonants  - ma – the-  la  -[-sa-]-- 
and the  original Tamil  word is    maaththuthal   –to change ;  maaththi  
thanthiduthal – to exchange  

metamorpho  [ change]  [transform] has the consonants  - ma - the - ma-Ra- [-pa-
]- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoatram  maara – change of form; thoatram- 
appearance/ form  ; maara- to  change.  

metamorpho  [ change]  [transform] has the consonants  - ma - the - ma- Ra- [-pa-
]- and the  original Tamil  word is  uru mattram adaiyanum  –   to get transformed  
; uru- form; maatram- change.  

 *metatithemi [ change] has the consonants  - ma - the  -ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maaththanum –   has to change . 

 metopon  [ forehead] has the consonants  -  ma – the- [- pa-] - an  -- and the  
original Tamil  word is   mandai   mun neththi  -  forehead ;  mandai- head; mun- 
front; neththi –forehead. 

metopon  [ forehead] has the consonants  -  ma – the- [- pa-] – an-and the    
original Tamil  word is   mundam- forehead. 

*metrios  [ moderately] has the consonants  -  ma  -the-  Ra – [-sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is   mattura-   moderate . 

metrios  [ moderately] has the consonants  -  ma  -the-  Ra – [-sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is   nadu tharamaana – moderate . 

 medeis  [ without delay ]   has the consonants  -   ma- the -  sa  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thamatham   seithidaathu  / thamathithidaathu -  with out 
delaying ;thaamatham- delay  ;seiyaathu- do not do . 

melote  [ goat skin ] has the consonants  -   ma - the - la  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    maattu -the-  thole-   cattle skin ; maadu-  bull/ cow; thole- skin. 

melote  [ goat skin ] has the consonants  -   ma - the - la  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    moaththai / maenatha   thole-   goat skin; moaththai- goat; thole- skin . 
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mepo  [yet] has the consonants  -   ma  -[- pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   
innum- yet.  

 meter [ mother ] has the consonants -  ma- the -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   maa thiru – mother;   maa-  big; thiru- holy  ;  thiru mathi- wife.   

 metra  [ womb]  has the consonants  - ma-  the -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   uyir  thoandum  idam  /arai –the place  wher life  appears ;   uyir- life;  
thoandra –appear;  idam-place; arai- room . 

 metropolis [chief city ] has the consonants  -  ma  -the – Ra-  pa-  la – [-sa-]  - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   muthanmai  petra  palli – chief/ important  city  ; 
muthanmai-  first / important;  petra- having; palli- town/ polis .  

metropolis [chief city ] has the consonants  -  ma  -the – Ra-  pa-  la - sa  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   sutri   koattai  mathil  suvar  ulla   paer  uoor / palli – the 
city surrounded by  fort wall ;  sutra- surround ;  koatti   -  castle  ; mathil  suvar- 
fortess wall ; ulla- having  ;  peru- big ; uoor- village  ;  paer uoor- big town ; palli- 
town . 

 metropolis [chief city ] has the consonants  -  ma  -the – Ra-  pa-  la – [-sa-]  - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  naattin   thalai   nakaram udaiya  paer uoor – the 
capital  city of the state; naadu –state  ;  thalai  nagar-  capital  city ; udaiya- 
having; paer uoor-  big town. 

metropolis [chief city ] has the consonants  -  ma  -the – Ra- [- pa-]-  la – [-sa -] - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  muthal  nakaram- chief city  ;  muthal- first  /chief  
; nakaram- city.  

metropolis [chief city ] has the consonants  -  ma  -the – Ra- [- pa-]-  la – [-sa -] - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  naadu  aalum  mannar – in   aran-manai  ulla  paer 
uoor  -the city  where the palace of the ruling   king is there ;  naadu –state; aalum 
–ruling; mannar- king; aran mania- palace;  paer uoor- city.  
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 micron [  small   space of time ] has the consonants - ma  -ka-  Ra- an - and the  
original Tamil  word is   mikua  kurukiya  naeram -  very  small  time ; mika- excess;   
kurukkiya short; naeram- time.  

  miasma  [ pollution ] has the consonants  -ma –sa- ma   - and the  original Tamil  
word is  munn-  masu   environmental pollution; munn- soil; maasu- pollution. 

micros  [ small in size ] has the consonants  -   ma  -ka-  Ra-  sa- - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   mika  siriya   uruvam-   very small   size ;  mika- excess ;  siriya- 
small; uruvam-  size/ form  . 

Mitulene [ a town in the  island  of Lesbos ]  has the consonants  -ma- the-  la-  an-  
-   and the original Tamil  word is   manal   thittu -    piece of sandy  land / island  ; 
manal-  sand ; thittu- island .   

meema  [ grave  /tomb]   has a  consonant  -  ma  - and the interpretation  of the    
word is mayaanam- grave yard.  

 moi  [mine]- has a  consonant  -ma - and the original Tamil  word is  emm- mine ; 
umm-  yours; nam- ours . 

 moykohos  [ paramour /adulterer] has the consonants   ma - ka – [-sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   kaamukan -  adulterer . 

moikhalis   [ adultress] has the consonants   -ma  -ka-  la -  [- sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vilai makal  -  prostitute . 

mokhthos [ painful ] has the consonants  - ma - ka - the –[--sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   mikuntha   /  thaankka  onna  -vaethanai  - severe  pain;   mikutha 
– excess; vaethanai- pain  ;   thaankka onna- can not bear . 

 muron  [ myrrh ]  has the consonants  -- ma - Ra  --an  -  and the  original  Tamil  
word is   narumanam –good  smell . 
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 musterion [ mystery] has the consonants - ma-  [-sa-]-  the – Ra-  an-   and the  
original Tamil   word is  ondrum  ariyatha/ theriyaatha -  not knowing  anything ;  
ariyaathu- not knowing . 

 nai  [ truth] has a consonant-  an -  and the original Tamil   word is unmai- truth . 

narkossos [  a flower   / stupefaction  as a narcotic ]   [ narke- deadness/ 
numbness  / stupor ]  has the consonants -an - Ra- ka-  sa -and the  original Tamil   
word is –urankka  seiyim    oru  vakai  narumana   poo  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  a  
aromatic  flower that  gives sleep ; urankka-  to sleep;  seiya –do ; oru- one; vakai- 
kind; poo- flower  ; narumanam-  fragrant .  

narkossos [  a flower   / stupefaction  as a narcotic ]   [ narke- deadness/ 
numbness  / stupor ]  has the consonants -an - Ra- ka-  [-sa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil   word is maanam   kavarum  poo /  vasikarikkum  poo [ missing  letter- pa-]  
attractive flower; manam- mind; kavara- attract  . 

narkossos [  a flower   / stupefaction  as a narcotic ]   [ narke- deadness / 
numbness  / stupor ]  has the consonants -an - Ra- ka-  [-sa-] -and the  original 
Tamil   word is  uyir  neenkka- num - to be dead ; uyir- life; neenka- go.  

narkossos [  a flower   / stupefaction  as a narcotic ]   [ narke- deadness/ 
numbness  / stupor ]  has the consonants -an - Ra- ka-  [-sa-] -and the  original 
Tamil   word is  unarvu  inmai – numbness.  

 nowklayros   [ owner of the ship ] has the consonants -an -ka - la  -Ra-  [-sa-] - and 
the  original Tamil   word is   mara-k-  kala  urimaiyaalan  ; mara kalam- ship ; 
urimaiyaalan –owner . 

nehaniskos [ young  man ]  has the consonants -  an  --sa-  ka –[- sa-] - and  the  
original Tamil   word is  sinnavan /   aan makan -  young man  ;sinna- small; aan- 
male; makan –son / boy . 

nekrosis  [ decrease  /impotency  /dead  ] has the consonants   -an-  ka - Ra –[- sa-
]-  and  the original  Tamil   word is   kuraikkanum  -to decrease 
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 nekrosis  [ decrease  /impotency  /dead  ] has the consonants  -an-  ka - Ra – sa-  
and  the original  Tamil   word is   sirusaa aakkanum  -to make short  ;  sirusu –
small; aakku- make .  

nekrosis  [ decrease  /impotency  /dead  ] has the consonants  -an-  ka - Ra – sa-  
and  the original  Tamil   word is   surunkka- to decrease . 

 nekrosis  [ decrease  /impotency  /dead  ] has the consonants  -an-  ka - Ra – [-sa-
]-  and  the original  Tamil   word is   erankka- to decrease . 

nekrosis  [ decrease  /impotency  /dead  ] has the consonants   -an-  ka - Ra –[- sa-
]-  and  the original  Tamil   word is   erakkanum / uyir  neenkkanum  ; uyir- life 
neenkka- go .  

nekrosis  [ decrease  /impotency  /dead  ] has the consonants   -an-  ka - Ra – sa-  
and  the original  Tamil   word is   moochchu  nirkkanum –to die ; moochchu –
breath; nirkka –to stop. 

 nekrosis  [ decrease  /impotency  /dead  ] has the consonants   -an-  ka - Ra –[- sa-
]-  and  the original  Tamil   word is   marikkanum [Skt]  / maraiya  vaenum  -to die. 

nekrosis  [ decrease  /impotency  /dead  ] has the consonants   -an-  ka - Ra –[- sa-
]-  and  the original  Tamil   word is   aanmai  kuraivu – impotency ; aanmai- 
manliness; kuraivu-  less. 

nekrosis  [ decrease  /impotency  /dead  ] has the consonants   -an-  ka - Ra – sa-  
and - the original  Tamil   word is aan kuri  /sunni  viraippu / veeriyam   inmai [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- less  tumescence  of the penis ; aan kurai- male symbol;  aan- 
male; kuri –symbol; sunni- penis ;  viraippu- tension ; inmai- nil; veeriyam- power    

  neokoros  [ worshipper] has the consonants  -  an - ka – Ra-[- sa-]  -  and  the 
original Tamil   word is   iraivanai  vaankkukiravar – one who  worships the god;   
eraivan- god; vanankku –to worship ; vanukkukiravar- one who  worships.  

 netho  [spin] has the consonants  -  an -  the  - and  the original Tamil   word is     
suththanum  [ missing letter- sa-] –to spin . 
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nepios [ babe / not speaking] has the consonants  -an - pa  -sa  - and  the original 
Tamil   word is   paechchu  inmai- no speech; paechchu –speech; inmai- nil. 

nepios [ babe / not speaking] has the consonants  -an - pa  -sa  - and  the original 
Tamil   word is  sinna  paappa- little baby  ;sinna- small; paappa- baby   . 

 nereus [ wet ] has the consonants --an  - Ra-  [-  sa-]-  and  the original  Tamil   
word is   eeramana – wet . 

nesteuo  [ fasting] has the consonants  -an  - [- sa -] -  the and  the original  Tamil 
word is  theeni   thinnathu / unnaathu – not eating  ;  theeni- food; thinnaathu –
not eating  ;   pattini [ missing letter- pa-] –starvation . 

noieo [ to think  /consider] has a  consonant--an  -and  the  original  Tamil  word is 
-     ennu / ninai  - to count  /  think . 

 noema  [   mind / thought ] has  the consonants --an - ma- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  manam  /aanma [Skt] -  mind . 

noema  [   mind / thought ] has  the consonants --an - ma- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  ennam- thought . 

nomisma  [ coin / money ] has  the consonants   -an - ma –[- sa -] – ma-- and  the  
original  Tamil  word is   pana -mum   naanayam -  mum   –  money and the coin  ; 
panam- money ; naanayam –coin .  

 nomothesia  [ giving  of the law ]  has  the consonants  -  an – ma-  the-  sa- and  
the  original  Tamil word is   sattaththai thanthindu  -to give the law ;  sattam- law; 
thanthidu –give. 

 nosos   [disease ] has  the consonants  --an – [-sa-]  -  and  the  original  Tamil 
word is   noaei –disease.  

nous  [ meaning   / mind ] has  the consonants  - an  -sa - - and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  manasu – mind  . 

nous  [ meaning   / mind ] has  the consonants  - an  -[-sa-] - - and  the  original  
Tamil word is  ennam- meaning . 
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numphe  [ bride ] has  the consonants  - -an - ma  -pa  - and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  mana  penn  -  bride  ; manam- marriage ; penn- girl .  

nupto  [ to marry  ] has  the consonants    - an-  [- pa-]  - the  - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   manam   mudiththidu  - to marry;  manam-  marriage ;   mudi- 
finish . 

nupto  [ to marry  ] has  the consonants    - an-   pa - the  - and  the  original Tamil  
word is  pen edu  -to have a  wife ; penn- girl; edu –take .  

numphios   [  bride groom ] has  the consonants -- an  --ma --- pa—[- sa-]  - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  mana  paiyan  -  bride groom . 

 tanoonor [  at  present]  has  the consonants -   the- an - Ra  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   intha naeram / tharunam -  at this time;   intha  -this ; naeram –
time.  

noostadzo   [  to nod   / to delay] has  the consonants  -  an - [-sa-] - the  -  [-sa -]  -  
and the  original Tamil  word is  mandai -yaei  aattu – to nod the head; mandai- 
head; aattu –to shake . 

nookhthaymeron [ 24 hours  ] has  the consonants -  an  -ka - the  - ma  -Ra - an  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is eru paththu  naanku  mani  naeram [ missing  
letter- pa-]  -24 hours;  eru- pathu -20 ;  eru  -2; paththu -10  ;  naanku -4;   mani –
time  ;  naeram –time / hour . 

 nothros [ lazy ] has  the consonants -an - the  -Ra - sa - and the  original Tamil  
word is  suru-suruppu  indri  [ missing letter- pa-]-- not brisk ; suru suruppu- brisk; 
indri –without. 

 odzo [ stink]   has  the consonants - the  -[-sa -]–and the  original Tamil  word is   
naaththam –stink . 
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*othonay  [ cloth ] has  the consonants  -  the -- an - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thuni –cloth . 

 oikeios  [ house] has  the consonants--ka--  sa - and the  original Tamil  word  
saaikai / saayim akam- house   ;  jaakai  ; saaya- to repose; akam- home.. 

oikeios  [ house] has  the consonants--ka--  sa - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is house[E] . 

oiketerion  [ habitation/ house ]  has  the consonants  ka - the - Ra  -an  -   and the  
original Tamil  word  kudi  erunthidum  veedu  -  residing  house; kudi  eru- reside; 
veedu- house. 

oykodespoteo [  head of the family ] has the  consonants   -ka - the – sa-  pa - the - 
and the original Tamil  word  is  kudumpa- ththtin/ kudiththanaththin   peru 
makan / thaattaan / esamaanan  /  thammaan / munaivan / piraan  - chief of the 
family ;    kudiththanam –family; peru makan- chief ;esamaanan-  boss ;   

 *oikodome  [ building]  has the  consonants -  ka-  the  -ma -  and the original 
Tamil  word  is  kattidam-  building.   

 oikodomeo  [ to construct  a house   bulding] has the  consonants -  ka-  the  -ma -  
and the original Tamil  word  is  veedu  katta  vaendum –to build a  house ; veedu 
–house; kattu –build . 

 oikonomia  [economy]  has the  consonants -  ka - an - ma - and the original Tamil  
word  is  sikkanam   [ missing  letter- sa-]  - economical.  

oyktirmon  [   to show mercy / pity ]  has the  consonants  -  ka - -the - Ra - ma  -an  
-  and the original Tamil  word  is  manam  erankuthar  vaendum  -  to show mercy  
; manam- mind; erakkam- mercy   . 

oyktirmon  [   to show mercy / pity ]  has the  consonants  -  ka - -the - Ra - ma  -an  
-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  karunai  [Skt]  kaattuthar  vaendum  
-  to show mercy ; kaattu -show. 
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  oiomai  [ suppose  /think  ]  has a  consonant -  ma  - and the original Tamil  word 
is  manam enna /  ennanaum-   mind to think ;  manam -   mind  ennam- thought.   

*ololuzo  [ howl] has the  consonants-  la  -  [- sa -] - and the original   Tamil  word  
is  uoolai  – howl . 

*homileo   [talk] has the  consonants -  ma -  la - and the original   Tamil  word  is  
mozhiya-  say . 

onar [ dream ] has the  consonants -  an -Ra-- and the original   Tamil  word  is 
urakka  kanavu  [missing  letter- ka-] – sleep dream ; urakkam- sleep; kanavu- 
dream . 

ontos [  truth /  clean  ] has the  consonants - an- the- [-sa-]-  and the original 
Tamil  word  is unmai-yaanthu – true one;  thooimai  -yaanthau  / 
suththamaaanthu  - pure one ; unmai –truth ; thooimai –clean  ;suththam- clean . 

lethros [  [ to destroy/ ruin] has the  consonants -  la - the – Ra-  [- sa--] - and the  
original Tamil  word  is  azhiththiduthar /  ozhiththiduthar - to ruin ; azhi/ ozhi –
ruin /destroy.   

olethreutes   [ ruiner]  has the  consonants -  la  -the-  Ra – the- [- sa-]- and the  
original Tamil  word  is azhiththidum  / ozhiththidum/   manithar –the man who  
ruins ; azhi- ruin; ozhi- ruin  ;manithar- man . 

 *olithreuo  [to spoil  /slay ] has the  consonants -  la - the - Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  ozhiththiduthar / azhiththiduthar – kill / slay . 

oligos   [  few   /a season / small  ]  has the  consonants - la - ka - [- sa-]  - and the  
original  Tamil  word  is  kullam -  short / small .   

oligos   [  few   /a season / small  ]  has the  consonants - la - ka - [- sa-]  - and the  
original  Tamil  word is   kammi   alavu-     few  / low in qyantity .  

oligos   [  few   /a season / small  ]  has the  consonants - la - ka - [- sa-]  - and the  
original  Tamil  word is  kaalam-  season  /time  . 
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ophisthen  [after/ backside] has the  consonants- pa- [- sa-]  -the-  an – and the  
original Tamil  word is  pinaadi –after. 

ophisthen  [after/ backside] has the  consonants- pa- [- sa-]  -the-  an – and the  
original Tamil  word is  pinaanda / pin andai - back side.  

 opiso [ behind] has the  consonants- pa- [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word  is - 
pin- behind. 

hopote [ when ]  has the  consonants- pa – the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
eppoathu    [when ] . 

 optos [ roasted] / cooked] has the  consonants  -  [- pa-] -  the  -sa- and the  
original Tamil  word  is  suttathu  -roasted. 

optos [ roasted] / cooked] has the  consonants  -  [- pa-] -  the  -sa- and the  
original Tamil  word is   samaiththathu –cooked . 

orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  erivu – anger.  

orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the other interpretation  
of the word is  akankkaram –anger . 

  orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  aakirisham [ missing  letter- sa-] –anger. 

 orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  ukkiramam- anger . 

orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  karuvam – anger 

 orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil  
word is  veri- anger 

  orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil  
word is  marku- anger  
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 orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil  
word is  munavar- anger  

 orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil  
word is  murukku- anger 

 orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vayiram-  anger . 

orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  moorkkam- anger.  

orgae  [anger /wrath ] has the  consonants  - Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  karuppu  [ missing  letter- pa-] –anger . 

orthos   [ honest ] has the  consonants  - Ra- the  -[-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  
word is   naermai ydiaya – honest  

 orusso  [ to dig  / to burrow in the ground]   has the  consonants    -Ra – [-sa-] - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  munnai  pari  [ missing  letter- pa-] – to dig  the 
ground;  munn- ground/ land /soil urrowing . 

osme [ odor]  has the  consonants  -[- sa-] - ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam  -smell . 

osteon [ bone]  has the  consonants -   [- sa-]   - the - an - and the  original Tamil  
word is   manitha  enpu  thundu [ missing  letter- pa-] – bone piece; enpu -  bone 
;thundu – bit ; manithan – human . 

*ophelos  [  benefit]  has the  consonants -  pa - la –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   payan  ulla-   beneficial ; payan –use  . 

opthal mos   [ envy ] has the  consonants -pa  -the  -la  -ma –[- sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is poraamai   paduthal  / porumuthal  [ missing  letter- Ra-]- 
jealousy 
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opthal mos   [ envy ] has the  consonants -pa  -the  -la  -ma –[- sa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is manathu  erichchal  [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  envy ; maanthu- 
mind ;erichchal- irritation . 

ophis  [sepent]  has the  consonants-   pa –[-sa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is       
-  paampu  -  snake . 

ophis  [sepent]  has the  consonants -  [-pa -]–-sa -  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  maasunam –snake . 

ophis  [sepent]  has the  consonants-  pa –[-sa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is       
paa- snake .  

ophrus  [ brow] has the  consonants    -pa-  Ra – [- sa  -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   puruvam [ missing  letter- ka/ va -]  - brow.  

 okhleho  [ vex ] has the  consonants -  ka  - la- and the  original Tamil  word is        
alaikkazhi -  vex. 

*okhleho  [ vex ] has the  consonants -  ka  - la- and the  original Tamil  word is        
kalankka  / kavalai  kolla  – vex  

okhleho  [ vex ] has the  consonants -  ka  - la- and the  original Tamil  word is        
vekuli- anger.  

 okhleho  [ vex ] has the  consonants -  ka  - la- and the  original Tamil  word is        
munaval –anger  

 okhleho  [ vex ] has the  consonants -  ka  - la- and the  original Tamil  word is        
vaenal –anger . 

*okhlos  [ riot]   [ people ] [  vehicle]  has the  consonants - ka - la  - [ -sa-]   and the  
original Tamil  word is   kalakam   - riot. - 

okhlos  [ riot]   [ people ] [  vehicle]  has the  consonants - ka - la  - [ -sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word is    makkal- people . 
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 okhlos  [ riot]   [ people ] [  vehicle]  has the  consonants - ka - la  - -sa-  and the  
original Tamil  word is    sivikai pallakku  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  palanquin . 

okhlos  [ riot]   [ people ] [  vehicle]  has the  consonants - ka - la  - [-sa-] -  and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  vehicle[E] . 

 pathetos [ suffer]  [experience pain ] [ affection] [ lust]  has the  consonants  - pa-  
the-  [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is   paadu  padu - suffer  .  

pathetos [ suffer]  [experience pain ] [ affection] [ lust]  has the  consonants  - pa-  
the-  [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thunpa  padu  -to suffer.  

 pathetos [ suffer]  [experience pain ] [ affection] [ lust]  has the  consonants  - pa-  
the-  [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is   piniyoadu  -with pain  /  with disease.  

 pathetos [ suffer]  [experience pain ] [ affection] [ lust]  has the  consonants  - pa-  
the-  sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is      paasththoadu  -affectionately  .   

pathetos [ suffer]  [experience pain ] [ affection] [ lust]  has the  consonants  - pa-  
the-  [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  penn   piththu- mad after woman  ;  
penn- woman ; piththu- mad . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants-[- pa-] - 
the  -ka-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaathuvaan – teacher.  

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants -pa - the  -
ka- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is  poathakam [Skt] - tutoring.  

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants -pa - the  -
ka- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is  poathippavan [Skt] - teacher/ 
one who  preaches . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- pa - the  -
ka- sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is  upa thaesakan[Skt]  – teacher . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- pa - the  -
ka- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is  aththiyapakan – techer of Vedas. 
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paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- pa- - the  -
ka-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  paadam  / padippu- kaththu  
koduppavan –  one who  teaches ;   one who  teaches; karkka- learn ; kodu –give ;  
paadam- lesson; padippu – education  . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- pa- - the  -
ka-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  oathi koduppavan  -one who  recites;   
oathu – learn  ;  koduppavan- one who  gives . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-] - 
the  -ka- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is  vaaththiyaan – teacher . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-] - 
the  -ka--sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is  sitsakan – teacher/  a  disciple/ 
student  . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-] - 
the  -ka--sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is  thesakan  -teacher . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-] - 
the  -ka—[-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is  theekaiyoan -  teacher/ 
guru  

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- pa- - the  -
ka-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  padippavan/ padikkum  / oathum  
maanavan   -  student . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-] - 
the  -ka--sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is  saathakan –student . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-] - 
the  -ka--sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is  vichchaaththi -  student. 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-] - 
the  -ka—[-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is  vadukan- celibate student . 
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paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- - 
the  -ka-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  vithai / viththakam / vinthai -  
learning .  

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- -pa- - the  
-ka-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  pandiththiyam  mikkavan -  scholar  . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- - 
the  -ka-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  padikka- to learn . 

 paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- - 
the  -ka-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  oathuka- learn. 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- - 
the  -ka-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaasiththiduka- learn  /read.  

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-] - 
the  -ka—[-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is  moothavan- learned  
person . 

paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- -pa- - the  
-ka-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  padikka  vaikka- to educate 

 paidagogos   [  boy  leader/  school  master/ tutor] has the  consonants- [-pa-] - 
the  -ka—[-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is  educate [E] . 

*paidia  [ education / training ]  has the  consonants - pa - the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  -padippu  -education . 

paideuo  [  learn   / teach /  educate] has the  consonants  - pa - the -  and the  
original Tamil  word is    padi   / oathi   thaa -  learn /teach . 

*paidion [ young child / half  grown boy or child] ] has the  consonants --pa  -the  -  
an- and the original Tamil  word is  podiyan   -  small boy . 
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 paidiskay   [  bonded  woman  / girl / damsel  ]  has the consonants  -pa-  the - sa - 
ka - and the original Tamil  word is   paduvi-   a short wicked woman  /a female 
slave . 

paidiskay   [  bonded  woman  / girl / damsel  ]  has the consonants  -pa-  the - sa - 
ka - and the original Tamil  word is   koththadaimai  penn -  bonded female . 

paidiskay   [  bonded  woman  / girl / damsel  ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  the – 
[-sa-] - ka - and the original Tamil  word is   vadivanankku-  damsel . 

paidiskay   [  bonded  woman  / girl / damsel  ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  the – 
[-sa-] - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is vanithai [Skt] – a   damsel.    

paidiskay   [  bonded  woman  / girl / damsel  ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  the – 
sa-- ka - and the original Tamil  word is   kattaichchi- beautiful  woman  .  

paidiskay   [  bonded  woman  / girl / damsel  ]  has the consonants  -pa-  the – [-
sa--]- ka - and the original Tamil  word is   thaeiva  penn – celestial damsel . 

paidiskay   [  bonded  woman  / girl / damsel  ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  the – 
[-sa--]- ka - and the original Tamil  word is   thaeiva  kanni  -celestial damsel.  

paidiskay   [  bonded  woman  / girl / damsel  ]  has the consonants  -pa-  the – [-
sa--]- ka - and the original Tamil  word is   manam aakatha  kanni  penn- damsel/ 
unmarried girl . manam- marriage; aakaa- no ; kanni –virgin; penn- female. 

  pais  [ child  /son / a   girl  / maiden  /servant /  young man ] has the consonants     
--  pa  -[-sa-]-- and the original  Tamil  word is  aan  - son / boy / male.  

pais  [ child  /son / a   girl   maiden  /servant /  young man ] has the consonants     -
- [- pa-]  --sa- and the original  Tamil  word is  saei-   child/ baby  ;  sisu [Skt]  ; 
echcham- son  ;  sinnaan – little boy   . 

pais  [ child  /son / a   girl /  maiden  /servant /  young man ] has the consonants     
-- [- pa-]  --sa- and the original  Tamil  word is  manjan- son/  young man .  

pais  [ child  /son / a   girl  / maiden  /servant /  young man ] has the consonants     
--  pa  -[-sa-]- - and the original  Tamil  word is   paappa- baby .  
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pais  [ child  /son / a   girl  / maiden  /servant /  young man ] has the consonants     
--  pa  -[-sa-]- - and the original  Tamil  word is  penn  - female /  girl ; penn mani- 
lady . 

  pais  [ child  /son / a   girl  /  maiden  /servant /  young man ] has the consonants     
--  pa  -[-sa-]-- and the original  Tamil  word is  pani  penn – servant maid . 

  pais  [ child  /son / a   girl  /  maiden  /servant /  young man ] has the consonants     
--  pa  -[-sa-]-- and the   other interpretation  of the word is   paiyan – boy.  

pais  [ child  /son / a   girl  /  maiden  /servant /  young man ] has the consonants     
--  pa  -[-sa-]-- and the   other interpretation  of the word is   paai –servant.  

*palai  [ancient]  has the consonants -pa - la  - and the  original Tamil word is          
palaiya - old . 

* palaiotes [ oldness] has the consonants  -- pa - la – the—[- sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil word is  palaiyathu  - old.  

 palaiotes [ oldness] has the consonants - pa - la – the—[- sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil word is   pazhamai yaanathu  - old .  

  palaiotes [ oldness] has the consonants - pa - la – the—[- sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil word is naal  pattathu -  old  / of many  days ; naal- day  .  

 pale  [ wrestle]  has the consonants   [ -pa-] -  la- and the  original Tamil word is                  
-   mallu  -wrestle.  

*palaioo   [ decay ] has the consonants-  pa – la- and the  original Tamil word is         
paazh -  rotton / ruin . 

-panougos   [  crafty ] has the consonants – [-pa-]-  an – ka-  sa- and the  original 
Tamil word is  vanjakam - crafty .    

pante   [wholly]  has the consonants-  [ -pa -] -an - the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  anaithum – entire.  . 
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parabole  [ proverb  ]  has the consonants  - pa-  Ra-  [-  pa -]  - la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  peru mozhi   - great  saying ; periyor mozhi  / nalloar mozhi  ; peru  
-great ; mozhi –language  /words; periyoar-  great persons;  nalloar-  good  people  

 paradoxus   [strange] has the consonants -pa-  Ra – the-  ka  -[-sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  perum muran   paadu  kondathu  -  in contradiction . 

paradosis [   Jewish traditionary   law ]  has the consonants     - [- pa-]-  Ra  -the- 
sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  satta  nadai  murai - traditionary   law; sattam- 
law; nadai murai- tradition . 

parakaleo   [   call near /  invite/  desire  ]  has the consonants  --  pa- Ra-  ka-  la  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  arukae  erukka - azhaikka- call to sit near  ;  
arukae- near; erukka- to sit; azhaikka- call.  

parakaleo   [   call near /  invite/  desire  ]  has the consonants  --  pa- Ra-  ka-  la  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  vizhaa -vukku  varakI  puriya    azhaikka -  to invite 
for a  function ; vizhaa-   function; varukai  puriya- to come; azhaikka- to call . 

parakaleo   [   call near /  invite/  desire  ]  has the consonants  --  pa- Ra-  ka-  la  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  paer aaval -   big expectation / desire   ;  paer- big .     

parakaleo   [   call near /  invite/  desire  ]  has the consonants  --  pa- Ra-  ka-  la  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  yaekkaravu  kolla-   to  have  desire . 

parakathiidzo [ to sit down near ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  Ra -  ka -the  sa- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  arukae   vanthu   erukkai – yir   kunthu -  to come 
near  and  take down the seat ; arukae- near; vaa- come; erukkai-chair ; kunthu- 
sit  . 

 paralutikus [ paralytic]  has the consonants   -  pa-   Ra - la - the-   ka- sa-- and the  
original Tamil  word is   peru  moolai- yin   kuruthi  kuzhaai  uthra  uraivaal  
uundaana  adaippal / kuruthi  kasivaal    oru  pakka  kai  kaal   thuvaluthal /  / valu  
illathu poathal /vaai  koanthual – weakness  of the one side  arm and leg  with 
deviation  of  mouth  because of   cerebral  blood  clot  or bleeding ;  peru  moolai-  
cerbram;   kuruthi – blood;   kuzhaal-  vessel;  adaippu – block ;  uthiram- blood; 
uraivu –clot ;   kasivu –bleeding;  oru – one; pakkam- side; kai- hand; kaal- leg  
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thuvaluthal- become flabby ;  valu-  strength ; illai- nil ; vaai-  mouth; koanuthal –
deviate  . 

 paralutikus [ paralytic]  has the consonants   -  pa-   Ra - la - the-   ka- sa-- and the  
other interpretation  of the word is   cerebro  vascular accident[E]  . 

parateino  [continue] has the consonants   [-pa-] -- Ra -  the-  an - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thodarnthidu  -continue . 

 paratereo [  watch  / observe]  has the consonants - pa--  Ra  --the--  Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  utru/ unnippaa--  paarththiduthar  -  watch  / stare / 
observe . 

Rhode [ an island]  has the consonants  -  Ra   - the  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   maanar   thittu  -  patch  of  sandy  land ; manar-  sand .  

rhouphos  [red] has the consonants  -  Ra  --pa-   sa-   and the  original  Tamil  word 
is s aeppu  niram –red color; saeppou- red; niram- ray . 

 sabakthanee   [ thou has left  me] [  cry  of distress ] [Chaldee]  has the 
consonants    -sa-  pa – ka-  the  -an  - and the  original  Tamil  word   is andavaa  / 
thaeivamae  /   iyanae     yaen ennai  kai  vittai – god  why  did you   let down  me 
?;  aandavan  -god;  thaeivam  -god; iayan- lord; kai  vidu – neglect ; yaen –why  
;ennai- me . 

 sabaoth [ armies]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]   -pa - the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   padai  - army . 

sakkoas [  dress  worn  as a sign of grief  ]   has the consonants  -  sa - ka  -[- sa -] --
and the  original Tamil  word is  soaka  anki – grief dress;  soakam- grief; anki –
dress   

saloas [ billows/ wave]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -  la  - [ - sa-]  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  alai –wave . 
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sarkikos[ animal ]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - Ra -  ka  -[-sa-]  -  and  the  original 
Tamil word  is  kurankkam- animal  . 

sarkikos[ animal ]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - Ra -  ka  -[-sa-]  -  and  the other 
interpretation  of the word is mirukam [Skt]  -animal . 

 sarkikos  [ flesh ]  has the consonants   -  sa -Ra  - ka  -sa- and  the  original Tamil 
word  is  iraichchi  kari  - meat . 

sarx  [ meat  of an animal ]  has the consonants   -sa - Ra   - ka - sa  - and  the 
original Tamil word  is   iraichchi  kari  - meat  

 satan [ devil]  has the consonants - sa - the – an- and  the original Tamil word  is   
theeya  manithan  -evil  person ; theeya- bad; manitham- human .  

 sbennumi  [ to go  out] has the consonants  -[- sa-] - pa - an  -ma  - and  the 
original Tamil word  is   poanum  -- to go . 

seautou  [ own self] has the consonants - [-  sa  -] -the  -  and  the original Tamil 
word  is  thun  -self ;  sontham   own . 

sebasma  [ god]  has the consonants -[-sa -]  -[-pa-]  - sa  -ma  - and  the original  
Tamil word  is saami   / esamaan -god /  boss . 

*seio  [shake] has a consonant - sa- and  the original Tamil word  is asai  - shake.  

 Seleukeia [ Syrian king]  has the consonants - [-sa -]  -la  -ka  -and  the original 
Tamil word  is - kaavalan - king . 

Seleukeia [ Syrian king]  has the consonants - [-sa -]  -la  -ka  -and  the original 
Tamil word  is naemi  valavan –king . 

Seleukeia [ Syrian king]  has the consonants - [-sa -]  -la  -ka  -and  the original 
Tamil word  is elankko – prince . 

 selene [moon ] has the consonants  [--sa-]  - la  -an  - and  the original Tamil word 
is   nila- moon; luna- moon . 
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semnos  [ honorable] has the consonants  [-sa -] -ma  -an-  [-sa -] - and  the  
original Tamil word is   maenmai  - honorable . 

semeron [  now] has the consonants   - [- sa -]  - ma -  Ra -an  - and  the  original 
Tamil word is   in- naeram- this  time; naeram –time . 

ses [ moth]  has a  consonant  - sa  - and  the  original Tamil word is  poochchi  [  
missing  letter- pa-]-  insect . 

siagon  [cheek]  has the consonants   -[-sa-] - ka - an  - and  the  original Tamil 
word is    kannam- cheek.  

sidereos   [  made  of iron]  has the consonants   - sa-  the - Ra - [- sa-] -  and  the 
original Tamil word is   erumpinaar seithathu  [ missing  letter-  pa-]-  made  of  
iron;  erumpu -  iron; seithathu- made.  

sidereos   [  made  of iron]  has the consonants   - sa-  the - Ra - [- sa-] -  and  the  
other interpretation  of the word is  aththiri  saaram-  iron.  

sidereos   [  made  of iron]  has the consonants   - sa-  the - Ra - [- sa-] -  and  the  
other interpretation  of the word is  saththiram- iron.  

sidereos   [  made  of iron]  has the consonants   - [-sa-]-  the - Ra - [- sa-] -  and  
the  other interpretation  of the word is  thirudam – iron . 

 sikarios[ murderer]  has the consonants     [--sa-]  -  ka  -Ra  -[- sa -]  - and  the 
original Tamil word is  kaarukan – murderer . 

sikarios[ murderer]  has the consonants     [--sa-]  -  ka  -Ra  -- sa  - and  the other 
interpretation  of the word is  saarukan- murderer .  

sikarios[ murderer]  has the consonants     [--sa-]  -  ka  -Ra  --[- sa -]  - and  the 
other interpretation  of the word is  nikaaranan-   murderer . 

  sikeria  [an intoxicant]  has the consonants-  sa  - ka - Ra  - and  the original Tamil  
word is  sarakku -  arrack . 
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sikeria  [an intoxicant] - has the consonants-  sa  - ka - Ra  - and  the original Tamil 
word is  venn -neermam-   white  liquor ; venn- white . 

sikeria  [an intoxicant] - has the consonants-  sa  - ka - Ra  - and  the original Tamil 
word is  karun -j-saaraayam- black  liquor ; karu  -black . 

sikeria  [an intoxicant] - has the consonants-  sa  - ka - Ra  - and  the original  Tamil 
word is  naravam-   toddy – the one that  smells . 

sikeria  [an intoxicant] - has the consonants-  sa  - ka - Ra  - and  the original Tamil 
word is  muka suram-  palm toddy . 

sikeria  [an intoxicant] - has the consonants-  sa  - ka - Ra  - and  the original Tamil 
word is  vaeri-  toddy . 

 sikeria  [an intoxicant] - has the consonants-  sa  - ka - Ra  - and  the original  Tamil 
word is  veri-   toddy – the one that  gives intoxication .  

 sitos  [ grain]  has the consonants - [--sa-]-  the – [-sa-] - and  the original  Tamil 
word is  thaaniyam – grain ;   neetham- grain ; thinai- millet .  

siteutos   [ grain fed] [ fattened   ] has the consonants  - sa - -the-  [- sa-]  -  and  
the original  Tamil word is   saththaana  thaaniya  theetai   uoottiyathu-   fed  with  
nutritious   grain  food  ;saththu – nutritious;  thaaniyam-  grain; theettai- food; 
uoottithu –fed . 

  skandalizo [ to trip ] has the consonants-[-sa -] -  ka   - an   -the-   la-  [- sa-] -  and 
the original  Tamil word is   kaal vazhukki    keezahe  veezhinthida   -  to slip  and  
fall down ; kaal-  leg;  vazhukka- to slip ;keezhae – down  ;  veezha- to fall.  

 skapto  [to dig] has the consonants   -[-sa-] -  ka-  [-pa-] - the  - and the original  
Tamil word is   thoanduka- dig . 

skapto  [to dig] has the consonants   -[-sa-] -  ka-  [-pa-] - the  - and the original  
Tamil word is   kenduka- dig.  
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skelos[ leg]  has the consonants   [- sa-] -  ka- la- [-sa-] - and the original  Tamil 
kaal-   leg . 

skeuas   [ left hand]  has the consonants  -sa - ka  -sa  - and  the original  Tamil 
word is peechchaankkai – left hand; pee- shit; kai- hand[ left hand for cleaning] . 

skeuos[ a vessel]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  - ka  -[- sa-] - and  the original  Tamil  
word is   kinni/ kinnam   -cup . 

skeuos[ a vessel]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  - ka  - sa-- and  the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  koojaa- jar . 

skeuos[ a vessel]  has the consonants  - sa- - ka  -[- sa-] - and  the original  Tamil  
word is   saakai-  cup  . 

skeuos[ a vessel]  has the consonants  - sa- - ka  -[- sa-] - and  the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  jug[ E] . 

 skeuos   [ wife]  has the consonants      - [ -sa -] -ka -  [- sa -]  - and  the original 
Tamil  word is   aasai   manaivi – beloved wife .  

skiratao [   leap/ jump ] has the consonants   [- sa-]   -ka - Ra  -the  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is    thaavuthar / thaandi  kuthithuduthar – jumping  

skolios   [ crooked]  has the consonants   - [- sa- -]  -  ka-  la – [-sa-]  -   and  the 
original  Tamil  word is  valaivana   -bent  /curved . 

skotia  [ dimness]  has the consonants     -[- sa-]  – ka-  the  - and  the original  
Tamil  word is   mankkida-   to get dim . 

skotia  [ dimness]  has the consonants     -[- sa-]  – ka-  the  - and  the original  
Tamil  word is   vatku  -to get  dim  . 

skullo  [  harass   /  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]  -ka -  la-- and  the 
original  Tamil  word is  anu-k-kum  in-k-kumaaka  alai kazhikka – harass.  

skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]  -ka -  la-- and  the original  Tamil  
word is  izhavu- trouble. 
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 skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]  -ka -  la-- and  the original  
Tamil  word is  uvalai- trouble.  

skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -  -sa- -ka -  la-- and  the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  kasaalaa- trouble. 

 skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]  -ka -  la-- and  the original  
Tamil  word is  keelakam –trouble . 

 skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  - sa- -ka -  la-- and  the original  Tamil  
word is  silukku –trouble . 

skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -sa- -ka -  la-- and  the original  Tamil  
word is  suval- trouble . 

 skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]  -ka -  la-- and  the original  
Tamil  word is  nalivu –trouble . 

 skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]  -ka -  la-- and  the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  vilaai /villankkam- trouble . 

skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]  -ka -  la-- and  the original  Tamil  
word is  kalakam- trouble/ clash .  

*skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  - sa-  -ka -  la-- and  the original  Tamil  
word is  sikkal –trouble. 

skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]  -ka -  la-- and  the original  Tamil  
word is  vali- trouble/ pain.   

skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]  -ka -  la-- and  the original  Tamil  
word is  kavalai –trouble  /worry .  

 skullo  [  to trouble ]  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]  -ka -  la-- and  the original  
Tamil  word is  mana  kalakkam – trouble  /   mental  anxiety ; manam-  mind .  
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 skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is  naan-k-kuzhu – a  belly worm . 

skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is  naan-k –koozh  munn- worm cast . 

skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is  puzhukkal [ missing  letter- pa-] –worms[ pl] .  

skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is  mokku  puzhu  [ missing  letter- pa-] - bud  worm ; puzhu –
worm . 

skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  -- sa- ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the original 
Tamil  word is  sili meelikai puzhukkal[ missing  letter- pa-] - glow worms . 

skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  -- sa -ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the original 
Tamil  word is  ala kunja  puzhukkal [ missing  letter- pa-]  glow worms; puzhu- 
worm; puzhukkal- worms . 

skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is  kaai –p-puzhukkal [ missing  letter- pa-]  - boll  worms . 

skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is  naakku  puzhuvu [ missing  letter- pa-]   -  tape worm ; 
naakku –tongue; puzhuvu –worm  

skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the other 
interpretation  of the word is neelaankkam- worm . 

skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is  kokki  puzhuvu [ missing  letter- pa -] – hook  worm ;  
kokki- hook;  puzhuvu –worm . 

skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is  puzhu  pulukka / puzhu vaikka [ missing  letter- pa -] -  
worm eaten . 
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skolex  [ worm ]   has the consonants  - [- sa -]- ka - la – ka- [- sa-]  - and  the 
original Tamil  word is  vaal  puzhukkal  [ missing  letter- pa -] - a kind  of intestinal  
worm . 

smaragdos [  emerald]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ma  -Ra-  ka-  the  -[-sa-]   - 
and  the original  Tamil  word is  maraktha  mani  -emerald . 

smaragdos [  emerald]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ma  -Ra-  ka-  the  -[-sa-]   - 
and  the original  Tamil  word is  pachchai  niram konda   ariya  vakai  kar / mani  [ 
missing  letter- pa- ]  - green colored  precious  /rare  stone  ; pachchai- green; 
niram –ray ; konda- having; ariya –rare; vaki- kind; kar- stone ; mani stone/ bead . 

thine  [ own ] has the consonants -  the - an  - and  the original  Tamil  word is     
udamaiyaanthu  - own  

sos [ friend]  has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  - and  the original  Tamil  word is   
nanpan [ missing  letter- pa-]   -friend . 

 sporimos  [ planted field] has the consonants  -sa – pa-  Ra-  ma-  [- sa-]   - and  
the original  Tamil  word is   payir  itta  /  seitha  / natta    munn  [  missing  letter- 
the -]-  planted field; payir- plant  /crop ; natta – planted ; munn- soil  . 

spoodadzo   [ study]  has the consonants [-sa  -] -pa – the- [- sa-]  -- and  the  
original  Tamil  word is   paadam padi – to study  the  lesson ;  paadam- lesson; 
padi –read; paadu – sing; oathu  -  recite . 

  spoudaios[ instantly] has the consonants – [- sa-] –[- pa-] - the – [-sa-] -  and  the  
original  Tamil  word is   udanae- immediately  . 

 spoudaios[ instantly] has the consonants – [- sa-] – [-pa-]- the – [-sa -]-  and  the  
original  Tamil  word is   taan taannu -  instantly . 

spoudaios[ instantly] has the consonants – [- sa-] – -pa-- the – [-sa -]-  and  the  
original  Tamil  word is   pattu  pattu –nnu-- immediately  . 

 spoudaios[ instantly] has the consonants –- sa- -[-pa-]-- the – [-sa -]-  and  the  
original  Tamil  word is   sattunu  -  immediately  . 
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stamnos [  earthen pot] has the consonants     -[-sa]   -the  -ma-  an –[- sa -] -and 
the  original  Tamil  word is    mat -paandam  [ missing  letter- pa-] - earthen vessel  
; munn – soil ;  paandam- vessel . 

steho [ to cover with silence]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  moodu – cover 

steho [ to cover with silence]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  amaithi- silence.  

 steho [ to cover with silence]  has the consonants  - -sa  -the -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  saantham[Skt]  – silence. 

 stereos[   strong] [ sure] has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the-  Ra –[- sa-]  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  uruthi – strong  / sure . 

stereo [ make strong]  [ to solidify ] has the consonants--   sa -  the  Ra  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   uruthi – yaa  seithidu -  to make strong ;  uruthi- strong ; 
paduththu- make  . 

stereo [ make strong]  [ to solidify ] has the consonants--  [- sa-] -  the  Ra  - and 
the original Tamil  word is   urainthida- to solidify . 

 stephanos[ crown]  has the consonants  -  [-sa--]   the-  pa -  an  -[-sa -]   - and the   
original Tamil  word is  neththi  pattam – crown  for the bride  given by  maternal  
uncle  . 

 stephanos[ crown]  has the consonants  -  [-sa--]   the- [- pa-] -  an  -[-sa -]   - and 
the   original Tamil  word is  mani  mudi –crown.  

 stethos  [ chest]  [ bosom ] has the consonants  -[- sa-] –the- [- sa-]  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   ithayam- chest/ heart  ; nadu  idam- central place; nadu- 
centre; idam-place  . 

stethos  [ chest]  [ bosom ] has the consonants  -[- sa-] –the- [- sa-]  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   madi- breat   ; thanam [Skt] . 
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 steko [ to be stationary ] has the consonants  - sa-–the- ka-  - and the original 
Tamil  word is   asaivu kidaiyaathu ; asaivu- movement; kidaiyaathu –without  

steko [ to be stationary ] has the consonants  - [-sa-]-–the- ka-  - and the original 
Tamil  word is   nakaththa  mudiyaathu –can not be moved ; nakaththu- to move ; 
mudiyaathu –can not . 

steko [ to be stationary ] has the consonants  - [-sa-]-–the- ka- - and the original 
Tamil  word is   thaekkam- stationary . 

steko [ to be stationary ] has the consonants  - [-sa-]-–the- ka- - and the original 
Tamil  word is   kidappu [ missing  letter- pa-]-- stationary 

steko [ to be stationary ] has the consonants  - [-sa-]-–the- ka- - and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is dikkaana-  stationary . 

 sterizo [  to confirm ] has the consonants  -  sa – the-  Ra – [- sa  -] -- and the  
original Tamil  word is  uruthi  seithidu – to confirm ; uruthi  -confirmation . 

 *stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  - sa – the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil 
word is  siththal-  cloth . 

stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  - sa – the-  la  -  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   soadal –saree. 

stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  - [-sa-] – the-  la  -  and the  original 
Tamil word is  nedu  muzham- saree . 

stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  - [-sa-] – the-  la  -  and the  original 
Tamil word is  mael   aadai-   over clothe ; mael- over  ;aadai -dress.  

stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  -[-sa-]– the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil 
word is  mael  sattai –shirt . 

 stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  --sa-– the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil 
word is  sattai  neelam- shirth length; neelam- length . 
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stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  -[-sa--]– the-  la  -  and the  original 
Tamil word is  neela  aadai- long clothe  ; neelam- long; aadai – clothe . 

 stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  --[-sa--]– the-  la  -  and the  original 
Tamil word is  neela  sattai -  long  shirt ; sattai- shire; neelam- long  . 

stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  --sa-– the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil 
word is  thuyil –clothe . 

stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  --[-sa--]– the-  la  -  and the  original 
Tamil word is  thole- coat . 

stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  --sa-– the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil 
word is  seelai   thuni – clothe   /saree . 

stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  --sa-– the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil 
word is  ut -seelai- inner dress / women . 

stole  [ long clothing] has the consonants  -[--sa-]-– the-  la  -  and the  original 
Tamil word is  thoalil  aninthidum thundu – towel for the shoulder  ;thoale- 
shoulder; aniya –wear; thundu –piece of cloth . 

stratiotes  [soldier] has the consonants       -sa  -the - Ra - the  -sa  - and the 
original Tamil word is  Padai Aatchchiyar [  warrior  caste of Tamil  nadu ] [ missing  
letter- pa- ]  -  soldier . 

  strebloo [  to torture]  has the consonants   -sa - the - Ra – [- pa -]- la  - and the 
original Tamil word is  thollai  seithiduthar / paduththuthar - -  to torture . 

strebloo [  to torture]  has the consonants   -sa - the - Ra –  pa -la  - and the 
original Tamil word is  azhimpu   seithiduthar  -  to torture . 

strebloo [  to torture]  has the consonants   -sa - the - Ra –  pa -la  - and the 
original Tamil word is  thontharai   tharuthal  - to give disturbance.  

strebloo [  to torture]  has the consonants   -sa - the - Ra –  pa -la  - and the 
original Tamil word is  uyiroadu   vathaiththal [  missing  letter- ka-]  /  siththira 
vathai  purithal - to torture . 
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 strepho [  convert / to twist]  has the consonants - [- sa -] - the - Ra -  [ - pa -] -  
and the original Tamil word is   maatru – convert . 

strepho [  convert / to twist]  has the consonants - [- sa -] - the - Ra -  [ - pa -] -  and 
the original Tamil word is   thiriththidu – twist . 

sugkathizo [  to sit down together] has the consonants     -[- sa -]- ka - the –[- sa-]  -  
and the original Tamil word is  onnaaka / koottaaka   kuntha  vaendum – to sit 
together ; onnaaaka- together; koottakaa  - as a  group; kunthida- to sit . 

 sugkaleo [ to call together] has the consonants   -[- sa-]  -ka  -la  - and the original  
Tamil word is  onaaka  azhaikka  -to call  jointly.  

 suzeteo [to investigate  jointly ] has the consonants   - sa - the – and the original 
Tamil word is  saenthu  aainthidu  /soathiththidu  [Skt] -to investigate  jointly;  
saenthu- jointly  ;aainthidu- investigate / test .     

sunnago [ come together] has the consonants  - [-sa-]   -an - ka -  and the original 
Tamil word is   onnaaka  vaanka - come together; vaankka- come ; onnaaka- 
together.    

 sunagoge  [ synagogue /   assembly   ] has the consonants  -sa-  an - ka  - and  the 
other interpretation  of the word is  sankkam-[Skt]   -assembly.  

sunagoge  [ synagogue  /   assembly   ] has the consonants  -[ -sa-] -  an - ka  - and  
the original Tamil word is  onnaaka   avaikku  vaanka - come together  to the 
assembly  ; avai –assembly ; onnaaka- jointly  ;vaanka- come  . 

sunathroizo [  to gather ] has the consonants  -[-sa -]  -an -  the-  Ra – -sa  - and  
the original amil word is onnaa  saernthida – to join together;saerntida – to join  . 

 

 *sunantao  [ to meet] has the consonants  -  sa -an  -the  - and  the original Tamil  
word is  santhiththidu – to meet.  
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 sunantao  [  a  meet ] has the consonants - sa-  an  - the  -  and  the original Tamil  
word is   santhippu  [ missing  letter- pa-] –  a meet  . 

sunapostello [  to send in company  with ] has the consonants - sa - an - pa - sa  -
the-  la - and  the original Tamil  word is  saenthu  anupputhal  -   to send in 
company  with ;saenthu – joinly  ;anuppu –to send.  

 sundeo [ to bind] has the consonants  -  [- sa-]   -an-  the- and  the original Tamil  
word is  inaiththidu   - bind . 

sundeo [ to bind] has the consonants  -  [- sa-]   -an-  the- and  the original Tamil  
word is  pinaiththidu [ missing  letter- pa-]- bind.  

soonarpadzo  [ to snatch  together] has the consonants   -[-sa -] -an - Ra - pa - the - 
sa  -  and  the original Tamil  word is   onaa saerththu   pariththidanum -  to snatch  
together; onna- jointly  ; saernthu  -together; pari –rob.  

 sundrome[ to run together] has the consonants  -  sa - an  - the - Ra - ma  -   and  
the original Tamil  word is  ondraai  saernthu  oattam  eduththiduthar   - to run 
together ; ondaraak -  together; saernthu – jointly ; oattam- running . 

 soonidaysis  [ conscience]   has the consonants    -  [-sa-]  - an  - the - sa  -  and the   
interpretation  of the  word is  mana saatchchi  -  conscience; manam -  mind; 
saatchchi –witness.   

soonidaysis  [ conscience]   has the consonants   -  [-sa-]  - an  - the - sa  - and the 
original Tamil  word is   manathin  paechchu [ missing  letter- pa-] –voice of the 
mind; manathu- mind; paechchu- speech . 

soonidaysis  [ conscience]   has the consonants   -  [-sa-]  - an  - the - sa  - and the 
original Tamil  word is manathin  oasai -  the sound  of the mind; oasai- sound ;  
manathu- mind .  

soonidaysis  [ conscience]   has the consonants   - -sa- - an  - the - sa  - and the 
original Tamil  word is manasu  sonnathu – what  the mind has told   ;  sonnathu- 
told.  
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sunekdemos  [ to travel  together] has the consonants  - sa  -an-  ka-  the – ma-  sa 
-  and the  original Tamil  word is koottaaka  payanam  seithida  vaendum  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  to travel  together ; koottaaka- jointly ; payanam-  travel 
;seithida- do  

sunyudokeo  [ to think  well of  in common]  has the consonants  -  sa - an - the  -
ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  onaa koodi / saenthu    nanku  sinthikka  /  
enna  vaendum   -to think  jointly  ; onaa-  jointly  ;koodi –together ;  nanku –good 
/well; sinthikka-  to think ; ennuida- think ; saenthu – jointly  . 

sunthapto  [ to bury  together   ] has the consonants  -  sa  -the - pa - the  - and the  
original Tamil  word is    onna  saenthu /  pinaththai /  puthiththida - num  -- to 
bury the dead body  together ; onna  saeththu –together; puthiththida- to bury  ; 
pinam- dead body  .  

sunthia  [ to  dash  together ] has the consonants  -  sa-  an  -the- and the original 
Tamil  word is - onna  saenthu  moathida   -to dash  together ; moathida- dash  . 

 sunoikodameo [  to build together]  has the consonants  -  sa  -an - ka - the-  ma -   
and the original Tamil  word is onna   saenthu   veedu  kattida   vaendum –to build 
a house together ; onna  saenthu - jointly;  veedu- house; katta- to build .  

sunteleo[  to finish  entirely]   has the consonants  -  sa – an-  the - la  - and the 
original Tamil  word is - mulusaa   seithu  mudiththal   -  to finish  entirely    ;  
mulusaa- entirely  ; seithidu –do ;mudiththal- finishing.  

surtis   [ quicksand] has the consonants  -  [-sa-] - Ra - the –[- sa -] - and the 
original Tamil  word is  -puthai  manar  [ missing  letter- pa-] –quicksand; manar- 
sand  . 

surtis   [ quicksand] has the consonants  -  [-sa-] - Ra - the –[- sa -] - and the 
original Tamil  word is  uthir manar - quicksand.   
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sphage  [  animal  for sacrifice ] has the consonants    - sa  -pa -- ka  - and  the  
original Tamil  word is  kaavukkaana  koa / aa /sae  / saemaa /  pasu – bull for the 
sacrifice; kaavu –sacrifice;  koa/ sae/ saemaa / pasu – bull.  

schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the –[- sa ]  -
and the  original Tamil  word is   udaikka – to break ; udaivu . 

schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the –[- sa ]  -
and the  original Tamil  word is   odikka- break ;odikkai . 

schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the –[- sa ]  -
and the  original Tamil  word is   nodikka- break. 

 schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the –[- sa ]  -
and the  original Tamil  word is   pakku vida [ missing  letter- pa-]-  break . 

schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the – sa-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  sithaikka- break /ruin  . 

schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the – [-sa-]-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  pankkida[ missing  letter- pa-]-  - divide . 

schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the – [-sa-]-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  pakuththida- [ missing  letter- pa-]-  - divide . 

 schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the –[- sa-]-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  vakuththida - divide . 

schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the –[- sa-]-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  kaathu/ kanndi –divide . 

schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the –[- sa-]-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  kaaithidu – sever. 

schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the –[- sa-]-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  vettu –cut  
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schidzo  [ break /  divide /  sever ] has the consonants -[- sa-]-  ka-   the –[- sa-]-  
and the  original Tamil  word is  thundikka – sever . 

scholadzo   [take a  holiday]   [to be a  vacant of  a house / empty ]   has the 
consonants -  [-sa-]-  ka-  la-  the - sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is   veettai  
kaali  seithidu / veedu  kaali  -  to vacate the house / empty house  ; veedu  - 
house;  kaali-empty . 

 scholadzo   [take a  holiday]   [to be a  vacant of  a house / empty ]   has the 
consonants -  [-sa-]-  ka-  la-  the – [-sa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   holiday [E] ; take leave[E] . 

scholadzo   [take a  holiday]   [to be a  vacant of  a house / empty ]   has the 
consonants -  [-sa-]-  ka-  la-  the – [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   oaivu  
kolla   viduppu  naal   edukka  vaendum- take a  holidy to take rest ; oaivu- rest ; 
kolla- to have ; viduppu  -naal- holiday ; edukka -take . 

sckolay  [ school]  has the consonants – [- sa -] - ka -  la  - and the original Tamil  
word is  kalvi  nilaiyam –school  ;  nilaiyam- place.  

sckolay  [ school]  has the consonants – [- sa -] - ka -  la  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is kalaa saalai   -school  ; kalvi –education . 

sckolay  [ school]  has the consonants – [- sa -] - ka -  la  - and the original Tamil  
word is  kuzhaam- school.  

sckolay  [ school]  has the consonants – [- sa -] - ka -  la  - and the original Tamil  
word is  payilakam  [ missing  letter- pa-] - school ; payila- to learn ; akam- place . 

sckolay  [ school]  has the consonants – [- sa -] - ka -  la  - and the original Tamil  
word is  pal  kalai kazhakam- [ missing  letter- pa-] -  university ; pal- poly ; kalai –
science; kazhakam-  club.  

sckolay  [ school]  has the consonants – [- sa -] - ka -  la  - and the original Tamil  
word is  kazhai kazhakam- college . 

sckolay  [ school]  has the consonants – [- sa -] - ka -  la  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is college [E] . 
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soma[  body  ] has the consonants  - [- sa-]   - ma  -and the original Tamil   word is    
mei – body . 

soma[  body  ] has the consonants  - [- sa-]   - ma  -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  maeni[Skt]-  body   . 

 soter [ savior] has the consonants-[- sa -]-the -- Ra  - and the original Tamil   word 
is    meetppar [ missing  letter- pa-]-  savior . 

tarakhay [ trouble] has the consonants  -the – Ra-   ka- and the original Tamil   
word   thantharavu -  trouble . 

tarakhay [ trouble] has the consonants  -the – Ra-   ka- and the  other 
interpretation  od the word is upaththiravam [ missing  letter- pa-]- trouble . 

 tasso [ addict]  [appoint ] has the consonants -  the –[- sa -]  - and the original 
Tamil  word  is    poathai adimai [ missing  letter- pa-] –addict . 

tasso [ addict]  [appoint ] has the consonants -  the –[- sa -]  - and the original 
Tamil  word  is    poadu  [ missing  letter- pa-] – -appoint . 

tasso [ addict]  [appoint ] has the consonants -  the –[- sa -]  - and the original 
Tamil  word  is    thittam  pannu  [ missing  letter- pa-] –  to-appoint . 

tasso [ addict]  [appoint ] has the consonants   and the  interpretation  of the word 
is niyamiththidu  [Skt] / niyamanam seithidu [Skt]  -appoint.  

tasso [ addict]  [appoint ] has the consonants -  the –[- sa -]  - and the original 
Tamil  word  is    soottidu -   appoint . 

taurous [ bull] has the consonants  - the - Ra -  [- sa  -]  - and the original Tamil  
word  is   eruthu -   bull . 

taurous [ bull] has the consonants  - the - Ra -  [- sa  -]  - and the original Tamil  
word  is   petru [ missing  letter- pa-]- bull.  
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 taphe  [ bury ]  has the consonants  - the -  pa  - and the original Tamil  word  is         
puthai  -bury .  

takhos [ quickly] has the consonants    - the - ka  -[-sa -] -  and the original Tamil  
word  is   kada kada -vena- quickly  

takhos [ quickly] has the consonants    - the - ka  -[-sa -] -  and the original Tamil  
word  is   mada mada-vena-  quickly . 

takhos [ quickly] has the consonants    - the - ka  -[-sa -] -  and the original Tamil  
word  is   kudu kudu -vena- quickly . 

takhos [ quickly] has the consonants    - the - ka  -[-sa -] -  and the original Tamil  
word  is   kaditham  -swiftness.  

takhos [ quickly] has the consonants    - the - ka  -[-sa -] -  and the original Tamil  
word  is   muduka-  quickly 

takhos [ quickly] has the consonants    - the - ka  -[-sa -] -  and the original Tamil  
word  is   vaekaththoadu  -speedily   .  

 taknon [  child  /son   /daughter]  has the consonants  - the - ka  -an  - and the 
original Tamil  word is    kuttan – little  boy  /son . 

taknon [  child  /son   /daughter]  has the consonants  - the - ka  -an  - and the 
original Tamil word is   penn kutti [ missing  letter- pa-  ] -little  girl / daughter ; 
penn- female; kutti- little girl  .  

 taknon [  child  /son   /daughter]  has the consonants  - the - ka  -an  - and the 
original Tamil word is  aadavan- man .  

taknon [  child  /son   /daughter]  has the consonants  - the - ka  -an  - and the 
original Tamil word is  akavai  kadanthavan / vayathaanavan- old man ; akavai- 
age; vayathu- age ; kadakka- to cross. 

taknon [  child  /son   /daughter]  has the consonants  - the - ka  -an  - and the 
other interpretation  of the word is vakantham –child.  
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teleioo [ finish]  has the consonants -- the -  la  - and the original Tamil word is    
mudiththal- finishing .  

 teleute [ death]  has the consonants  - the  -la  -the  - and the original Tamil word 
is   tholainthidu – to abscond /die . 

teleute [ death]  has the consonants  - the  -la  -the  - and the original Tamil word 
is   seththu  tholai-[ missing  letter- sa-  ]  to die ; seththidu – to die . 

teleute [ death]  has the consonants  - the  -la  -the  - and the original Tamil word 
is   maainthiduthal / madithal  –die . 

teleute [ death]  has the consonants  - the  -la  -the  - and the original Tamil word 
is   azhinthiduthal/ ozhinthiduthal  - to die . 

teleute [ death]  has the consonants  - the  -la  -the  - and the original Tamil word 
is   thaeithal-  die .  

teleute [ death]  has the consonants  - the  -la  -the  - and the original Tamil word 
is   pattu  poathal  [ missing  letter- pa-  ] -   die [ plant] . 

tekhneetacee [ builder]  has the consonants   - the -  ka-  an - the  -[- sa-] -  and the 
original Tamil word is  kattidam   kaatum  koththan- mason ; kattidam- building; 
kattu- to build; koththan- mason . 

tekhnay [  trade   ] has the consonants   -the - ka - an -  and the original Tamil 
word   vanika  patham [ missing  letter- pa-]-  trade . 

*telaugos [ clearly] has the consonants   -  the -  la  -ka -- sa  - and the original 
Tamil word  is  thelivaaka  - clearly. 

telaugos [ clearly] has the consonants   -  the -  la  -ka -- sa  - and the original Tamil 
word  is   elithaaka   vilankkum  vannam  sollu   -  say  plainly  /   simply ; vilankka- 
to understand; sollu –say . 
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telaugos [ clearly] has the consonants   -  the -  la  -ka -- sa  - and the original Tamil 
word  is  konjamum iyaththukku  idam illaamal  -without any  doubt  ; iyam- doubt  
; idam- place ; illai- nil ; konjam- little . 

telaugos [ clearly] has the consonants   -  the -  la  -ka -- sa  - and the original Tamil 
word   is vilakkam  aliththidu-   clearly  explain ; vilakkam –explanation; aliththidu 
– give  . 

telaugos [ clearly] has the consonants   -  the -  la  -ka -- sa  - and the original Tamil 
word is   saththamaaka  sollu –clearly  and aloud ;saththam- dound; sollu –say .  

 tereo  [  un married   /  detain  / serve  ] has the consonants - the - Ra- - and the 
original Tamil  word is thiru  manam   seithidaathu [  missing  letter- sa-]   - un  
married  ; thiru manam- marriage;  seithdaathu – not done .  

tereo  [  un married   /  detain  / serve  ] has the consonants - the - Ra- - and the 
original Tamil  word is niruththuthar  /  thaduththiduthar / mariththiduthar – 
detain . 

tereo  [  un married   /  detain  / serve  ] has the consonants - the - Ra- - and the 
original Tamil  word is siraiyir   adaiththiduthar  [  missing  letter- sa-]  - to 
imprison.  

tereo  [  un married   /  detain  / serve  ] has the consonants - the - Ra- - and the 
original Tamil  word is poaduthar / iduthar [  missing  letter- pa-]  - serve  

tereo  [  un married   /  detain  / serve  ] has the consonants - the - Ra- - and the 
original Tamil  word is thondaaduthar – serve . 

 tereo  [  un married   /  detain  / serve  ] has the consonants - the - Ra- - and the 
other interpretation  of the word is parimaaruthar [  missing  letter- pa-]  - serve . 

tereo  [  un married   /  detain  / serve  ] has the consonants - the - Ra- - and the 
original Tamil  word is pani  seithithar [  missing  letters- pa-  and  -sa-]   - serve  

tereo  [  un married   /  detain  / serve  ] has the consonants - the - Ra- - and the  
other interpretation  of the word is saari  seithiduthar [  missing  letter- sa-]  -  
serve . 
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tikto [  produce  /  bear  /be born / deliver  ] has the consonants -  the - ka - the  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is   padaikka  vaendum / aakka  vaendum / undaakka  
vaendum   -to produce. 

tikto [  produce  /  bear  /be born / deliver  ] has the consonants -  the - ka - the  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is   thaankki kondiduka – to bear / tolerate . 

tikto [  produce  /  bear  /be born / deliver  ] has the consonants -  the - ka - the  - 
and the other interpretation  of the word is   sakithiduka  [  missing  letter- sa-] - 
to bear / tolerate . 

tikto [ produce  /  bear  /be born / deliver  ] has the consonants -  the - ka - the  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is   sumanthiduka-[  missing  letter- sa-] -  carry/ bear  

tikto [ produce  /  bear  /be born / deliver  ] has the consonants -  the - ka - the  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is   udampu  edukka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]- 
to be born; udampu- body  ;edukka- take.  

tikto [ produce  /  bear  /be born / deliver  ] has the consonants -  the - ka - the  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is   oppu adaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]-to 
deliver. 

tikto [  produce  /  bear  /be born / deliver  ] has the consonants -  the - ka - the  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is   vithaikka    vaendum - to deliver . 

teresis   [ watching  / observance /   a prison ]  has the consonants   -the-  Ra - sa  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  sirai  yir adaiththiduthar –to  imprison ;  sirai- 
prison  ;  adaiththiduthar- detain . 

teresis   [ watching  / observance /   a prison ]  has the consonants   -the-  Ra - sa  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  thanai  aria- yir  adaiththiduthar- to detain ion a  
cell;   thani arai- cell ; thani –single; arai –room . 

teresis   [ watching  / observance  /   a prison ]  has the consonants   -the-  Ra - sa  
- and the  original Tamil  word is  unnippa     paarththiduthar  -[  missing  letter- 
pa-]  -  watching . 
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 tillo [  to pull of  / pluck ]  has  the  consonants -  the - la-  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   aaeithal  - pluck.  

tillo [  to pull of  / pluck ]  has  the  consonants -  the - la-  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   noanduthal  - pluck . 

 time  [ honour/  precious/ price] has  the  consonants --the  --ma-- and the  
original Tamil  word is   nun  mathippu  / mathipppaanthu / maenmai  udaiyathu  [ 
missing  letter- pa- ]  precious/ honour . 

time  [ honour/  precious/ price] has  the  consonants --the  --ma-- and the  
original Tamil  word is   thaam-   price.  

timao [  honour /value] has  the  consonants    -the  ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  mathi  / noattam  – value . 

 timao / timon  [  honour /value] has  the  consonants    -the  ma  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  mathippu [ missing  letter- pa-] - honour .  

timiotes   [magnificence ] has  the  consonants  -   the - ma  -the --sa-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  maatchchi -mai udiyathu – magnificence. 

 timoreo [ punish  ] has  the  consonants  - the - ma - Ra  -  and the original Tamil 
word   mandruthar -    punish . 

 timoreo [ punish  ] has  the  consonants  - the - ma - Ra  -  and the original Tamil 
word   murai  seithar [ missing  letter- sa-] – punish . 

tino [ punishment  ] has  the  consonants -  the  -  an -  and the original Tamil word  
is -thandadam /thandanai – punishment.  

 tis  [  which ] has  the  consonants  - the  -[-sa-] -  and the original Tamil word  is                          
yethu   - which . 
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tis[ where ] has  the  consonants-   the - -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word  is                    
entha idam  -  this  place ; entha –  which ; idam- place ; antha  idam –that  place; 
intha  idam –this place . 

 tis [how much ]   has  a  consonant - the  -[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word  is             
eththanai – how many/ how much  . 

  tis [every  man ] has the consonants -  the - [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word  is      
thani  thani  manithan – individual  man;  thani -  single – manithan/ maanthan- 
man . 

 titlos [ title ] has the consonants  --the  -la – [-sa-]- and the original Tamil word  is  
thalaippu [ missing  letter- pa-] – title.  

tokos  [  interest on money  loaned ]   has the consonants  -  the – ka-  sa - and the  
original Tamil word  is  kadannukkaana    vatti  kaasu -  interest on money  loaned   
; kadan- loan ; vatti- interest ; kaasu – cash . 

 tolmao [ be bold / dare ]  has the consonants  -the  -la  - ma - and the  original  
Tamil word  is   manam   thunithal -  mental boldness; manam- mind; thuniya –to 
dare . 

topos   [  a  spot ]  has the consonants  - the – [- pa-] –[- sa-]-  and the  original  
Tamil word  is  idam – place.  

 topos   [  a  spot ]  has the consonants  - the -  pa –[- sa-]-  and the  original  Tamil 
word  is  pottu   - spot.          -  

topos   [  a  spot ]  has the consonants  - the -  [-pa-]  –[- sa-]-  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is thaanam/sthaanam [ Skt] – place / spot  

 tote [ that time] has  a consonant  - the  -  and the  original  Tamil word  is  antha  
nimidam –that  minute ;   antha –that ; nimidam- minute . 

touton [  that  /this ] has  the consonants  - the - an - and the  original  Tamil word  
is  antha  -that . 
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touton [  that  /this ] has  the consonants  - the - an - and the  original  Tamil word  
is  intha- this .  

touto [ where / here ] has  a  consonant  - the- and the  original  Tamil word  is              
entha  idam  - this  place  ; intha- this  ; idam- place.   

touto [ where / here ] has  a  consonant  - the- and the  original  Tamil word  is              
entha idam  -which  place  .     

 toutou [ this ]  has  a  consonant -  the-  and the  original  Tamil word  is           
ethu  -this . 

 toutoi [ same ]   has  a  consonant   --the  - and the  original  Tamil word  is   
oththathu -   similar  

toutoi [ same ]   has  a  consonant   --the  - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   athae  [Malayalam ]  – same . 

treis[ three]  has  the consonants- the  -Ra  -  [- sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil word 
is   moondru  -three . 

treis[ three]  has  the consonants- the  -Ra  -  [- sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil word 
is   erandu- 2. 

treis[ three]  has  the consonants- the  -Ra  -  [- sa-]  - and the  original  Tamil word 
is   ondru- 1. 

tris  [ three times  ] has  the consonants  -the-  Ra- [- sa]  - and the  original  Tamil   
word is   moondru  tharam/ moondru  murai - three  times.  

 trietia-[  three years ] - has  the consonants  - the-  Ra-    the  - and the  original 
Tamil   word is  moondru  aandu  -three years; aandu  -year.  

trimenon [ three months]  has  the consonants  - the - ma - an  - and the  original 
Tamil   word is   moonu   maatham- three months; moonu – 3; maatham- month . 
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tribo   [ to  rub ]  has  the consonants - the-Ra - [- pa -] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaeithiduthar  -to rub.  

tribo   [ to  rub ] - has  the consonants - the-Ra - [- pa -] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  uraaithar – rub.  

tribo   [ to  rub ] - has  the consonants - the-Ra - [- pa -] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  theetruthar  -rub . 

tribo   [ to  rub ] - has  the consonants - the-Ra - [- pa -] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  theetuthar  -to rub . 

*trope [  turning  /  to turn ]  has  the consonants  - the - Ra - pa - and the   original 
Tamil  word is   thiruppam  -a turning. 

trope [  turning  /  to turn ]  has  the consonants  - the - Ra - pa - and the   original 
Tamil  word is    thirumpu – to turn . 

tupto  [ beat  / smite / strike/ wound] has  the consonants  - the-  Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  pun paduththu  -to wound . 

tupto  [ beat  / smite / strike/ wound]  has  the consonants  - the-  Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  adithiduthar – beat . 

tupto  [ beat  / smite / strike/ wound]  has  the consonants  - the-  Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  thattu -   strike /  beat . 

tupto  [ beat  / smite / strike/ wound]  has  the consonants  - the-  Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  pudaiththidu [ missing  letter- pa-] – beat . 

 tupto  [ beat  / smite / strike/ wound] has  - the consonants  - the-  Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  moththu -  strike/ beat . 

tupto  [ beat  / smite / strike/ wound]  has  the consonants  - the-  Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  idiththidu – strike . 

tupto  [ beat  / smite / strike/ wound]   has  the consonants  - the-  Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  nettu – strike  as  stone  or ball.  
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tupto  [ beat  / smite / strike/ wound] has  the consonants  - the-  Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  theendu – beat . 

hudria    [  water pot  ]   has the consonants  has consonants-   the-  Ra -  and the 
original Tamil  word is   thanner  paanai  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -   water pot ; 
thanneer  -water; paanai – pot.  

hudor  [ water ] has the consonants  -the -- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is    
thanneer-  water.  

hudor  [ water ] has the consonants  -the -- Ra - and the other interpretation  of 
the  word is    theerththam [Skt] - water .  

hudor  [ water ] has the consonants  -the -- Ra - and the   other interpretation  of 
the  word is amirtham- water . 

hudor  [ water ] has the consonants  -the -- Ra - and the   other interpretation  of 
the  word is thaarai / thaaram - water . 

hudor  [ water ] has the consonants  -the -- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is    
thooya  neer- clean water.  

phagos  [ glutton ]has the consonants-  pa -  ka-  [- sa  -] - and the original Tamil  
word  is   mika  unpoaan  -  glutton ;  mika- excess; unpoan –eater . 

*phasis  [ saying ]  has the consonants -pa - sa -  and the original Tamil  word  is         
paesu  -say; paechchu- saying  ;seppu –say /answer . 

phatne [eat ]  has the consonants - [--pa-] --the  -an  - and the original Tamil  word 
is  thinnu  -eat ;  undidu  -eat . 

phero  [ namely ]  has the consonants--pa--  Ra- and the original Tamil  word is              
peyar- name . 

 *phero [ to bear ]  has the consonants   --pa-- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is    
poru – to bear/tolerate  ;  peru  -to bear  [ child] . 
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 phelix  [ happy ] has the consonants  -[--pa-] - la -  ka  --sa  - and the original Tamil  
word is  aka   makizhchchi  -  mental  happiness ; akam- mind.   

phelix  [ happy ] has the consonants  --pa-- la -  ka  --[-sa  -]- and the original Tamil  
word is    ulla  kalippu / kelippu   -  menatal  happiness ; ullam- soul .  

phelix  [ happy ] has the consonants  --pa-- la -  ka  --[-sa -] - and the original Tamil  
word is    inpam kolla- to  be  happy  

 phelix  [ happy ] has the consonants  -[--pa-] - la -  ka  -[-sa-]  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  uvakai kolla – to have happiness; kaliyaanam [Skt] -  happiness.  

phelix  [ happy ] has the consonants  -[--pa-] - la -  ka  -[--sa -] - and the original 
Tamil  word is  nal  vaazhakkai-   happiness  / good life;   nal- good; vaazhkkai- life . 

phelix  [ happy ] has the consonants  -[--pa-] - la -  ka  --[-sa -] - and the original 
Tamil  word is    azhaku – happiness.  

phelix  [ happy ] has the consonants  --pa - la -  ka  --sa - - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is paakkiya  saali- happy  person . 

philosophia  has the consonants -  [- pa-]-  la – sa- [- pa -] - and the original Tamil  
word is -  mei   iyal -  studies  on  truth ; mei- truth . 

phobus [ fear ] has the consonants   -[-pa-]  --sa- and the original Tamil  word is -    
achcham  -fear. 

phobus [ fear ] has the consonants   --pa- --[-sa-]- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  payam [ Skt] –fear.  

 kharax  [  to sharpen to a point ] has the consonants -  ka - Ra -  ka -  sa- and the  
original Tamil  word is -  koor munai   aaku  / kooraakku  -to sharpen  ;  munai- 
point . 

  khire  [ hand ]  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maer-k-kai -  arm . 
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khire  [ hand ]  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   karam[Skt]  arm . 

khire  [ hand ]  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   rukka- arm . 

 khiropoietus [ made   by  hands ]  has the consonants - ka - Ra - pa – the-  sa  - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  kaiyaar    seithathu/ panniyathu/ uruvaakkiyathu  
- made  by  hands; kai- hand; seithathu- done ; panniyathu –done ; 
uruvaakkiyathu- made. 

khlyooadzo [-to mock ]  has the consonants-- ka - la-   the  -[-sa-]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ikazhnthida   - to mock . 

khlyooadzo [-to mock ]  has the consonants-- ka - la-   the  -sa  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ikazhchchi  seithida- to  mock . 

khlyooadzo [-to mock ]  has the consonants-- ka - la-   the  -sa  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   kaeli  seithida   - to mock.  

khlyooadzo [-to mock ]  has the consonants-- ka - la-   the  -sa  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   kali  aakkida    -to mock.  

khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  - sa- –and the  original Tamil  
word is  sarakku - gold . 

khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  - [-sa--] –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   yaema karam- gold. 

khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  - [-sa--] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  urukkumam  -gold.  

khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra   -sa-–and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   swarnam  [Skt]   - -gold .   

khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  - [-sa--] –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   kairikam- gold 
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 khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  - [-sa--] –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   kongurai- gold  

khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  -sa-- –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   sirunkki- gold 

khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  - [-sa--] –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   pankaaru [ missing  letter- pa-] –gold. 

khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  - [-sa--] –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   vankkaram- gold. 

 khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  - [-sa--] –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   varunam- gold 

 khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  - [-sa--] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  verukkai –gold . 

khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  - [-sa--] –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   hiranyam- gold . 

khroosehos  [ gold ]  has the consonants   - ka -Ra  - [-sa--] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  karu- gold. 

 psyoodace [-false ] has the consonants -  pa-  [- sa -]-  the  - and the  original Tamil   
word is   poei --yaanathu – false one . 

psookhay   [ mind /  us / you /  heart ] has the consonants     -[-pa-] – [-sa -]- ka -  
and the  original Tamil  word is  akam -   mind / heart .  

psookhay   [ mind /  us / you /  heart ] has the consonants     -[-pa-] – [-sa -]- ka -  
and the  original Tamil  word is  naanka   -  we.  

psookhay   [ mind /  us / you /  heart ] has the consonants     -[-pa-] – [-sa -]- ka -  
and the  original Tamil  word is  neenkka- you  

 psookhay   [ mind /  us / you /  heart ] has the consonants     -[-pa-] – [-sa -]- ka -  
and the  original Tamil  word is  enkka- ours . 
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 psookhay   [ mind /  us / you /  heart ] has the consonants     -[-pa-] – [-sa -]- ka -  
and the  original Tamil  word is  unkka -  yours . 

oday  [ song ] has a consonant  - the - and   the original Tamil  word is  paattu  [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – song.  

*oruomai [ roar ] has the consonants  - Ra -ma -   and   the original Tamil  word is     
uruma    ; arima  uruma  ;  lion  is roaring  ;  arima lion . 

opheleia [  usefulness  /advantage] has the consonants  --pa  -la - and   the  
original Tamil  word is   payan ulla   - useful  ;  payan  – use.  .  

* paratugchano  [  meet with ] has the consonants -pa - Ra - the – ka-  an  - and 
the  original Tamil  word is paarththukkanum/ paarkka  vaendum  –to meet .  

paratugchano  [  meet with ] has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra - the – ka-  an  - and 
the  original Tamil  word is kaanuthar  vaendum-  to meet . 

pardalis  [  a leopard  ] has the consonants -  pa-  Ra  -the  la - sa  -- and the  
original Tamil  word is   siruththai  puli – leopard . 

 pareisago  [  to introduce ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra  -[-sa-] - ka  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   ari mukam aaka –to  get  introduced . 

pareisago  [  to introduce ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra  -[-sa-] - ka  - and the  
other interpretation  of the  word is parichchayam  aaka [Malayalam ]  - to  get  
introduced . 

 parektos  [   except ]  has the consonants –[- pa-] -  Ra-  ka-  the – [-sa -] -and the  
original Tamil  word is athanai  thavira- except that ; thavira- except  ;athu –that . 

parthenia   [  maiden hood / unmarried daughter] has the consonants- pa – Ra-  
the-  an  -- and  the  orignaltamil  word is  thiru manam  puriyaatha  pen – un 
married girl  ;thiru  manam- marriage; puriyaatha  -not done; penn- girl / woman 
/daughter . 
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  pardos   [   way   / route  ]   has  the  consonants – [-pa-] – Ra-  the  -[-sa-]  -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  theru – street. 

  pardos   [   way   / route  ]   has  the  consonants – [-pa-] – Ra-  the  -[-sa-]  -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  theru  paathai- street path . 

paskhah  [   meal /  the day   / festival and  special secrifieces associated with it]  

paskhah   has the consonants –[- pa-]- [- sa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
unavu- food.  

paskhah   has the consonants –[- pa-]- - sa-  ka-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  amisakam- day . 

paskhah   has the consonants –[- pa-]- -[- sa-]-  ka-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  ukam- day . 

paskhah   has the consonants –[- pa-]- - sa-  ka-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  uchchavam – festival . 

paskhah   has the consonants –[- pa-]- - sa-  ka-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  savi - festival . 

 paskhah   has the consonants –[- pa-]- - [-sa-]-  ka-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  makam- festival/ sacrifice  . 

paskhah   has the consonants –[- pa-]- [- sa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaavu- sacrifice.  

paskhah   has the consonants –[- pa-]- [- sa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
eekam- sacrifice . 

 paskhah   has the consonants –[- pa-]- - [-sa-]-  ka-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  avam / aakavam- sacrifice.  

paskhah   has the consonants –[- pa-]- - [-sa-]-  ka-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  yaakam- sacrifice.  
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paskhah   has the consonants –[- pa-]- -sa-  ka-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  savanam – sacrifice . 

patasso   [   koock  ]   has the consonants  -pa-  the – [-sa-] - - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   idippu – knock.  

  patasso   [   koock  ]   has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  the – [-sa-] - - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thattu / idi / moathu / muttu – knock.  

  patasso   [   koock  ]   has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  the –-sa-- - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sottu – a tap/ knock with the  end of  the fingers  on one’s  head.  

* patoe  [  path ]   has the consonants - pa  -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paathai- path . 

 patoe [  tread  down  ] has the consonants - pa  -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   poattu  mithi – to stamp down . 

patoe [  tread  down  ] has the consonants –[- pa-]  -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   nadanthida –to walk .  

patoe [  tread  down  ] has the consonants –[- pa-]  -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   neenda adi- stride.  

patoe [  tread  down  ] has the consonants –[- pa-]  -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   mithiththu  nada- trample; nada –walk  . 

patrikos [  ancestroal  / of fathers ]  has the consonants -   pa -the  -Ra-   ka – [- sa -
]  - and the  original Tamil  word is     mootha  kudi  uruppinar   -  elder family  
members  ;  mooththa-  elder ;  kudi –family; uruppinar- members . 

patrikos [  ancestroal  / of fathers ]  has the consonants -  [- pa-] -the  -Ra-   ka – [- 
sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  word is     kudi  muunoadiyar  - ancestors ;  kudi- 
family; munnoadiyar- elders.   
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patriarches [  progenitor ]  has the consonants - pa-  the – Ra-  ka –[- sa-] -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is    petravar –   -those who  gave birth .   

patriarches [  progenitor ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  the – Ra-  ka –[- sa-] -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is    eendravar   -those who  gave birth . 

patriarches [  progenitor ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  the – Ra-  ka –[- sa-] -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is    uyir  koduththa  thaayim  thanthai yim – those who  
gave life- mother and the father; uyir- life;  koduththa –given  -thaai- mother; 
thanthai –father.  

patriarches [  progenitor ]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  the – Ra-  ka –[- sa-] -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is    undaakkiyavar   /  karuvai undaakkiyavar   -those  
who  made   /made the baby  ;  karu- embryo . 

patmos   [ an islet ] has the consonants - [-- pa -] - the - ma  - [- sa  -]  -and  the  
original Tamil  word is  munn thittu   -  piece of  sany  land; munn-  sand . 

*pater [  father / parent   ] has the consonants  -pa-  the - Ra  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  petroar – parent . 

pater [  father / parent   ] has the consonants  -pa-  the - Ra  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   eendru  eduththa  / peththu  edutthha  thaa yim thanthaiyim -  
mother and father who  gave birth ;  eendru  edukka  –to give birth ; thaai-  
mother;  thanthai- father.  

patris  [  native town / father land / own country /  heavenly home ] has the 
consonants  - [-pa-] -  the - Ra – [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  thaai  
thiru  naadu – native  country / mother land ; thaai- mother; thiru- holy ;  naadu –
state.  

patris  [  native town / father land / own country /  heavenly home ] has the 
consonants  - [-pa-] -  the - Ra – [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  petroar   
pirantha  idam/ uoor  / naadu – the  place  /city / state  where parents  were born 
; petroar- partent ;  pirantha- born ;   idam- place;  uoor- city ; naadu -  state . 
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patro bas [  father’s  life ] has the consonants - pa - the-  Ra-  [-pa -] -[-sa -]  and 
the  original Tamil  word is petroarin uyir - parent’s  life; petroar- parent; uyir- life.  

patro bas [  father’s  life ]  has the consonants - pa - the-  Ra-  [-pa -] -[-sa -]  and 
the  original Tamil  word is thanthai -yin uyir – father’s  life ; thanthai –father. 

patro bas [  father’s  life ]  has the consonants - pa - the-  Ra-  [-pa -] -[-sa -]  and 
the  original Tamil  word is thaayin  uyir- mother’s  life ; thaai- mother.  

 pedzyoo  [   go afoot  ] has the consonants - pa – the- [-sa-] -   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  podi  nadaiyaa- by foot / in short steps ; podi- small; nada- walk  

 peitho [  believe ]   has the consonants - pa – the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nampidu-   to believe . 

peitho [  believe ]   has the consonants – [-pa-] – the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  ninaiththidu- believe . 

peitho [  believe ]   has the consonants - pa – the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyam padaathae – do not suspect ; iyam- suspicion  . 

 peitho [ agree ] has the consonants – [-pa-] – the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaeththidu / oththidu - agree . 

peitho [ agree ] has the consonants – [-pa-] – the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
isainthidu [ missing  letter- sa-]  - agree . 

peitho [ agree ] has the consonants – [-pa-] – the - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   samathiththidu [Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-]  -agree . 

 peitho [ agree ] has the consonants – -pa-– the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
udan padu- agree .  

 peitho [ make friend  ] has the consonants – -pa-– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   natpu  udaimai- friendliness.  

peitho [ make friend  ] has the consonants – -[-pa-]-– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   ottu – friendship . 
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peitho [ make friend  ] has the consonants – -[-pa-]-– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   thanathu -  friendship/ own . 

 peitho [ make friend  ] has the consonants –--pa--– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   anpu  udaimai-   friendliness/ kindness.  

peitho [ make friend  ] has the consonants – [--pa-]-– the - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  aththam- friendship . 

peitho [ make friend  ] has the consonants – -pa-– the - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  aaptham - friendship . 

peitho [ make friend  ] has the consonants – -[-pa-] -– the - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  ittam - friendship . 

peitho [ make friend  ] has the consonants – -[-pa-] -– the - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  theenam - friendship . 

peitho [ make friend  ] has the consonants –--pa -– the - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  patchcham [ missing  letter- sa-] – friendship . 

peitho [ make friend  ] has the consonants – -[-pa-]-– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   naesaththudan [ missing  letter- sa-]- friendliness.  

peitho [ make friend  ] has the consonants – -pa-– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   paasam  udaiya   [ missing  letter- sa-]-affectionately / lovingly  

 peitho [   to convince ] has the consonants – -pa-– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   nampa  seithidu [ missing  letter- sa-]- convince . 

peitho [   to convince ] has the consonants – -pa-– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   meippiththidu -  convince.  

 peitho [  to pacify  ] has the consonants – -[-pa-]– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaniththidu  pacify. 

  peitho [  to pacify  ] has the consonants – -[-pa-]– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   aaththidu –pacify. 
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   peitho [  to pacify  ] has the consonants – -[-pa-]– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaeththidu-  pacify. 

  peitho [  to pacify  ] has the consonants –-pa the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
amaithi  paduththu/ amaithi  uoottu   -pacify . 

 peitho [ persuade ] has the consonants – -pa-– the - and the interpretation  of the    
word is  adam pidiththidu – persuade. 

peitho [ persuade ] has the consonants – -pa-– the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mana paduththu -  persuade.  

peitho [ persuade ] has the consonants – -pa-– the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ut paduththu -  persuade.  

peitho [ persuade ] has the consonants – -[-pa-]-– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is    isaiya  seithidu [ missing  letter- sa-] – persuade .  

peitho [ persuade ] has the consonants – -[-pa-]-– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is    oathu – persuade clandestinely . 

peitho [ persuade ] has the consonants – -[-pa-]-– the - and the  original Tamil  
word is    oppa  pannidu -  persuade .  

peitho [ persuade ] has the consonants – -pa– the - and the  original Tamil  word is    
nayapiththidu   -persuade .  

   peirao [   to test ] has the consonants –[-pa-]-- Ra--   and the  original Tamil  
word is  aaraayaa- to test .  

 pel ekidzo [  to chop  of the head ]  has the consonants - pa - la - ka - the - and the 
original Tamil  word  is   thalai yaei  koithidu – to pluck of the head ;thalai- head; 
koeithidu- pluck. 

pel ekidzo [  to chop  of the head ]  has the consonants - pa - la - ka - the - and the 
original Tamil  word  is   kazhauththai vettu –to chop  the neck ; kazhuthhtu- neck; 
vettu –cut. 
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pel ekidzo [  to chop  of the head ]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la - ka - the - and 
the original Tamil  word  is  kandam thundamaaaka  udalai  vettu- to chop  of the 
head; kandam-   neck; thundu- piece; udal- body; vettu- cut. 

penthera [   wife’s mother ]  has the consonants -  pa – an-  the-  Ra - and the  
original Tamil  word   is   mana penn- in  thaayaar-  bride’s  mother  ;  pennai  
eendru / peththu  eduththa  thaayaar- mother  who gave birth to the bride/ wife  
; mana  penn- bride; peththu eduththa- begotten ; thaayaar- mother .   

penthera [   wife’s mother ]  has the consonants -  pa – an-  the-  Ra - and the  
original Tamil  word   is  pondaatti - yin   thaayaar   -wife’s  mother; pondaatti- 
wife; thaayaar- mother. 

 pentheros  [  wife’s  father  ]   has the consonants -  pa – an-  the-  Ra – [- sa-] --
and the original Tamil  word   pondaatti yin   thanthaiyaar-   wife’s  father  
;pondaatti –wife;   thanthaiyaar- father . 

 pentikhros [  poor ] has the consonants –[-pa -]- an -the - ka  -Ra – [-sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word  is   erankka thakka-  has to shsow mercy  ;erakkam- mercy . 

pentikhros [  poor ] has the consonants –[-pa -]- an -the - ka  -Ra – [-sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word  is   uookkam  kuraintha- less motivation  ; kuraivu- less. 

pentikhros [  poor ] has the consonants –pa  an -the - ka  -Ra – [-sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word  is   kurai paadu  kondathu -   in sufficient / lack  of . 

pentikhros [  poor ] has the consonants –pa  an -the - ka  -Ra – [-sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil  word  is   patra kurai   kondathu  – in sufficient / lack  of . 

pentikhros [  poor ] has the consonants –pa  an -the - ka  -Ra – -sa-- and the  
original Tamil  word  is   panam  kaasu  indri – lack  of  money  ; panam- money ; 
kaasu –cash ; indri –without   ;   thankka  veedu indri –  no  house to stay ;   veedu 
–house ;thanka- to stay ; indri- without ; uduththuvatharkku  udai  indri – no dress 
to wear ;   uduthha- to dress ; udai –dress ; sappiduvatharkku  unavu   indri- no 
food  to eat; saappida- to eat ; unavu –food; indri- without.   
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  pentakis [  five times  ]  has the consonants – [ -pa-]  - an - the  -  ka  -[-sa-] -  and 
the  original Tamil  word  is  aeinthu  madankku  vaatti  – 5 times  ;  aeintthu -5; 
madankku –times ;  vaatti  -times . 

pente [five ]  has the consonants – [ -pa-]  - an - the  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  is  aeinthu  -five.  

 pergay [  tower  ] has the consonants - pa – Ra   ka    -and the  original Tamil  
word is   periya  koapuram- big tower ;periya –big.  

  peri  [  properly ] has the consonants –[- pa-]  – Ra   -and the  original Tamil  word 
is    muraiyaa- properly.  

perithesis [  decorating  oneself  ] has the consonants  -pa - Ra – the-[- sa -] -  and 
the  original Tamil  word   punaithar- decorate.  

 perithesis [  decorating  oneself  ] has the consonants  -pa - Ra – the-[- sa -] -  and 
the  original Tamil  word   oppanai  seithar- decorate . 

 perithesis [  decorating  oneself  ] has the consonants  -pa - Ra – the-[- sa -] -  and 
the  original Tamil  word   pannuruththar- decorate . 

perithesis [  decorating  oneself  ] has the consonants  -pa - Ra – the- sa - and the  
original Tamil  word   pann  seithar - decorate . 

perithesis [  decorating  oneself  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]  - Ra – the- sa  -  and 
the   other interpretation  of the word is  joadiththar- decorate . 

perithesis [  decorating  oneself  ] has the consonants  -pa - Ra – the- sa -  and the  
original Tamil  word   poosuthar- decorate. 

perithesis [  decorating  oneself  ] has the consonants  -[-pa-]  - Ra – the- sa --  and 
the   other interpretation  of the word is  siththiram- decoration . 

 perix  [   all around  ] has the consonants  -  pa - Ra - ka – [-sa-]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word   naar pakkamum- four sides;  naar- four;   pakkam- side.  
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 periousios [  special ] has the consonants  - pa  -Ra-  sa  - and the  original Tamil  
word   sirappu –special .  

* peripateo  [  go /  follow/ walk ] has the consonants  -   pa – Ra-  pa  -the - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  purappadu  -to go   / depart . 

peripateo  [  go /  follow/ walk ] has the consonants  -   pa – Ra-  [-pa-]  -the - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  pirithar  / poathar  / peyarthar  -depart.  

peripateo  [  go /  follow/ walk ] has the consonants  -   pa – Ra- -pa  -the - and the  
original Tamil  word is  pin thoadruthu  poathar – follow. 

peripateo  [  go /  follow/ walk ] has the consonants -  [-pa-] – Ra- -[-pa-]  -the - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  adi otri  nada – to follow. 

peripateo  [  go /  follow/ walk ] has the consonants -  [-pa-] – Ra- -[-pa-]  -the - 
and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  eduththu  nadanthiduthar- to take steps; adi- 
step; nada - walk ;  edu –take ; nimirthar –walk [ ulaavukai ] . 

petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - pa – the-  Ra-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
potrai- rock/ jugle/ hill/ mountain .  

petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - pa – the-  Ra-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paarai tharai  /   paarai maedu   - rocky  floor/  rocky  mound ;   paarai –rock ; 
tharai- floor;  maedu- mound. 

petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - [-pa -] – the-  Ra-- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  aththiram- mountain . 

petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - pa – the-  Ra-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
erumpoothu- mountain . 

petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - pa – the-  Ra-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
tharani- mountain.  

 petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - pa – the-  Ra-- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  thaaparam- mountain. 
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petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - pa – the-  Ra-- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  parpatham- mountain . 

petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - pa – the-  Ra-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pootharm- mountain.  

petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - [-pa -]– the-  Ra-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maetharam- mountain . 

petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - [-pa -]– the-  Ra-- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  tharaa tharm- mountain. 

petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - pa – the-  Ra-- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  paththiram- mountain. 

petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - [-pa-] – the-  Ra-- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  tharam- mountain.  

petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - [-pa -]– the-  Ra-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thidar- mound.  

 petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - [-pa -]– the-  Ra-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  siru  thittai [ missing  letter- sa-] - mound.  

 petra  [rock ] has the consonants  - [-pa -]– the-  Ra-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  muththar- hill. 

 petro dace [ rock  like ]  has the consonants - pa  -the – Ra-  the-  [-sa-] -and the  
original Tamil  word is  paarai  -yaei oththa-  rock like; paarai- rock; oththa –similar  

  paygay [ a well ] has the consonants  - [-pa-] -  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaeni  / koovam -  a well . 

paykhoos [  fore arm  ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -  ka -  [-sa -] -and the  original 
Tamil  word is munn-k -kai  / kanaikkai –fore arm; mun –front; kai- hand/ arm  .  
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* peeadzo  [  catch / take ] has the consonants  - pa - the  -[-sa -] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pidi  -catch .  

peeadzo  [  catch / take ] has the consonants  - [-pa-] - the  -[-sa -] - and the  
original Tamil  word is  edu  -take  ; eduppu .  

 pikros  [  sharp ] has the consonants  -[- pa-] - ka-  Ra – [-s-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koormai –sharp . 

 pikros  [  violently ] has the consonants -  pa - ka – Ra- sa-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  perum  van murai seyar- big  violent act ; perum- big; van murai- violence; 
seyar –act . 

 pisteuo [   believe ]  has the consonants  -  pa – [-sa-]-  the  -and the  orignalTamil  
word is nampidu- believe. 

pisteuo [   believe ]  has the consonants  -  pa – [-sa-]-  the  -and the  orignalTamil  
word is iya  padathae  -do not suspect  ; iyam- suspicion  .  

 planets  [   wandering ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  - la  -an - the  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  alanthida- wander.  

plastos  [  moulded  / false/  feigned  ] has the consonants  -  [-pa-] - la – sa-  the – 
[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  muthalin achchu- mould / copy  of the 
original ;  muthal- original  ;achchu- copy/ mould. 

plastos  [  moulded  / false/  feigned  ] has the consonants  - pa- la – [-sa-]-  the – [-
sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  pizhai yaaanthu  / poei  ullathu/ poali  
yaanathu   – false.  

 pleura [  side/ rib ] has the consonants  -[- pa-] – la-  Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  nurai eeral  urai- the covering  of  lung ; nurai- eeral- lung ; urai- covering . 

 pleroo  [  perfect ] has the consonants  -[- pa-]-  la-  Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is    nalla muraiyil  /  murai ulla-  perfectly . 
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 pneuma [  mind /  ghost / demon / spirits ] has the consonants  - [-pa-] - an  -ma -  
and the  original Tamil  word is    manam – mind ;aanma [Skt] . 

pneuma [  mind /  ghost / demon / spirit ] has the consonants  --pa-- an  -ma -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is pinam- dead body   .   

pothen [ which  place  ]  has the consonants – [- pa-]   -the-  an  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   entha  idam- which  place; intha  idam- this  place; antha  idam –
that place ; idam- place; intha –this ;antha –that; entha -which.  

 poieo [ do  / make ]  has  a consonant -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  pannu 
–do.  

 poimen [  shepherd ]    has the consonants - pa  -ma-  an  - and the  original Tamil  
word is maeippan –shepherd.  

 polulogia  [  much speaking  /  loquacity ]  has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka  -and 
the  original  Tamil  word is sallu  vaayan [ missing  letter- sa-] - talktaive  person . 

polulogia  [  much speaking  /  loquacity ]  has the consonants   -pa-la -ka  -and the  
original  Tamil  word is kala  kala -na   paesa- [ missing  letter- sa-]- talkativeness. 

polulogia  [  much speaking  /  loquacity ] has the consonants   -pa-la -ka  -and the  
original  Tamil  word is sala  sala -nnu   paesuka  [ missing  letter- sa-]- 
talkativeness. 

 palx [   moulding  board ]   has the  consonants – -pa -  la  -  ka - sa- - and the  
original Tamil  achchu palakai  -moulding  board ;  achchu- mould; palakai- board.  

 polus   [   long ]  has the  consonants – [-pa-] -  la  -[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  neelamaana -  long .  

  *polos  [   many  ]  has the  consonants -- pa-  la  -[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  pala- poly.  
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polupoikilos–[  much  variegated ] has the  consonants - pa – la-  [-pa  -] -ka-  la- [- 
sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  pala  vannkkal  ulla- multi colored ; pala- 
poly; vannam- color.  

polupoikilos–[  much  variegated  /  manifold  ] has the  consonants - pa – la-  [-pa  
-] -ka-  la- [- sa-] - and the   other interpretation  of the  word is pinkkalam – a 
tawny color- variegated.  

 poma [ drink] has the  consonants -- pa-   ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
paanam –drink. 

 polutropos   [   in many  ways ] has the  consonants -- pa- la-  the-  Ra-  [-pa-]- [- sa 
-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  pala  murai thanil- in many  ways- in many  
ways ; pala- poly;   murai- way . 

*ponos [ pain ] has the  consonants -- pa-  an  -[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  pini- pain /sickness.    

poreuomai [  journey ] has the  consonants -- pa- Ra-  ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   uoor payanam –  travel  to the village ; uoor- city ; payanam- journey  

 portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- pa- the- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paerththar – destroy.  

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is   adarthar - destroy.  

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is   ariththar –destroy/ breach .  

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  maaaiththar – destroy/ to kill . 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  eriththar/ eruththar  - destroy. 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [- pa]- the- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ediththar – destroy/ hit/ demolish . 
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 portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  odiththar –destroy/ break . 

 portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  muriththar  -  destroy  / break . 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  udaiththar - destroy  / break . 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  thudaiththar -destroy. 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  thaeiththar- destroy /rub . 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  nooruthar -destroy. 

 portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  mariththar- destroy / obstruction . 

 portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  mudiththar- destroy/ finish off . 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  mutruthar- destroy. 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  sithaiththar [ missing  letter- sa-] -  destroy / ruin . 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  tharisu [ missing  letter- sa-]  -waste . 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  sinthuthar [ missing  letter- sa-]  - waste / dribble . 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  saethaaram  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - waste . 
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portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  eraiththiduthar – waste  / sprinkle / drop  . 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  thootru –waste . 

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- pa- the- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  payan atrathu- waste / no  use; payan- use; atrathu –with out.  

portheo  [  waste  /  destroy ] has the  consonants- [-pa-]- the- Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is anarththam – waste . 

pornea  [  fornicate ]   has the consonants – pa-  Ra – an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is punarchchi  inpam  [  missing  letter- sa-]  -  sexual  pleasure ; punarchchi-   
sexual intercourse  ; inpam- pleasure.  

potomos  [  running  water  ]   has the  consonants –[- pa-] -the - ma  -[-sa-] - - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   oadum   thanni – running water; oadu –run; thanni- 
water . 

 *pote  [  in the old time  ] has the  consonants  - pa-  the - and the  original Tamil 
word is pandu - in the  old time/ past.  

 *pote  [   when ] has the  consonants pa - the - and the  original Tamil word is 
eppaothu – when ? 

 poteron [  which  of the two ]  has the  consonants  -[- pa-] - the  Ra-  an- and the  
original Tamil word is erandir ethu ;   which  of the two ; erandu -2; ethu –which  . 

 poterion [drinking   vessel  ]   has the  consonants   -pa – the-  Ra  -an-   and the 
original Tamil word is  thenneer  paaththiram / mun iyatru  ;  water vessel  ; 
thanneer- water; paaththiram- vessel ; mun iyatru –earthen vessel  . 

 potizo  [   irrigate  ]  has the  consonants -  pa  -the- - sa- and the original Tamil 
word is   thanni  paaichchu – irrigate  ;  thanni –water.  
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 potizo   [ feed ]  ]  has the  consonants-   [-pa-]  - the  -[- sa-]  -  and the original 
Tamil word is   theeni uoottu –  to feed  ; theeni- food; uoottu –feed.  

potizo   [ feed ]  ]  has the  consonants-  pa-- the  - sa-  and the original Tamil word 
is   saappaadu  poadu –to serve food  ;  saapaadu –food; poadu- put.  

 potizo  [ to drink  water  ]  has the  consonants - pa – the-  [-sa-] -  and the original 
Tamil word  is thanni  poadu  /adi – to drink  water/ liquor ; thanni-   water/ 
liquor;  adi / edu -  take . 

 potos  [    banquet    ] has the consonants  -- [-pa-]  -the –[-sa-]  - and the original  
Tamil  word is   undaattam    -banquet. 

potos  [    banquet    ] has the consonants  --pa  -the –[-sa-]  - and the original  
Tamil  word is   panthi -  banquet.  

potos  [    banquet    ] has the consonants  --[- pa-]   -the –-sa- - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  saththi --feast . 

 pragma   [  work /  business ]   has the consonants  -[- pa -] -Ra-  ka  - ma  - and 
the original  Tamil  word is    uruvaakkam-  making.  

pragma   [  work /  business ]   has the consonants  - [-pa-]  -Ra-  ka  - ma  - and the  
other interpretation  of the word is kaariyam [Skt] – work/ business / matter  . 

pragma   [  work /  business ]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -Ra-  ka  - ma  - and the 
original  Tamil  word is   karumam- work/ action . 

pragma   [  work /  business ]   has the consonants  - -pa- -Ra-  ka  - ma  - and the  
other interpretation  of the word is   piravaakam- action . 

pragma   [  work /  business ]   has the consonants  - pa- -Ra-  ka  - ma  - and the 
original  Tamil  word is peru vanikam   – big trade  ; peru –big; vanikam- trade.  

pragma   [  work /  business ]   has the consonants  - [-pa-]- -Ra-  ka  - ma  - and the  
other interpretation  of the word is   neevaram- trade.  
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pragma   [  work /  business ]   has the consonants  --pa- -Ra-  ka  - ma  - and the  
other interpretation  of the word is   viyaapaaram- trade/ action/ business .  

pragma   [  work /  business ]   has the consonants  - pa- -Ra-  ka  - ma  - and the 
original Tamil  word is vanikam  puriya-  to do trade; vanikam- trade; puriya –do.  

pragma   [  work /  business ]   has the consonants  - pa- -Ra-  ka  - ma  - and the 
original  Tamil  word is vaai  pakaram  trade ; vaai –mouth; pakarau- say . 

 praktor [  practisoner / an officer ]  has the consonants  -  [-pa -] -  Ra-   ka-  the - 
Ra - and the   interpretation  of the word is uyar athikaari – high  official  ;  uyar-  
high; athikaari- officer  . 

praktor [  practisoner / an officer ]  has the consonants  -  -pa  -  Ra-   ka-  the - Ra - 
and the  interpretation  of the word is paara paththiya- k- kaaran- officer . 

praktor [  practisoner / an officer ]  has the consonants  -  [-pa -] -  Ra-   ka-  the - 
Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  uyar  matta  thuraivar – high officer ; 
pani- job; uyar- high ;   mattam – level ; thuraivar- officer . 

 pridzo [  to saw in to two ] has the consonants  - [-pa-]-  Ra  -the – [-sa-] - and the 
original  Tamil  word is   maraththai   erandaa  /erandu  thundaa    aruththidu – to 
saw in to two  bits; erandu  -2; thundu- bit; aruththidu – saw   ; maram- wood .  

 prin  [  before  ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] – Ra-  an  -  and the original  Tamil  
word is   munnarae-  earlier;  mun  puram-  infront . 

  proago [  to lead forward   ] has the consonants - pa -Ra - ka - and the original 
Tamil  word is   munnaeri  poaka-   to go  forward . 

 prognosis  [  forethought   ]  has the consonants -  pa - Ra -   ka -  an-   [-sa -] - and 
the original Tamil  word is   noavin  poakkai  mun arika – to know about the course 
of the disease ; noavu- disease; poakku- course; mun- earlier; arika- know.  
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proeido [   foresee ] has the consonants-  pa –Ra-  the - and the original Tamil  
word is    munnarae   arinthida /therinthida – to know earlier  ;  munnarae-  
earler; arinthida- know . 

 prokatartizo   [ to prepare in advance  ] has the consonants   - pa  -Ra-  ka – the-  
Ra-   the - sa- and the original Tamil  word is  mun koottiyae   nanku   / thakuntha  
payirchchi   eduththar   vaendum –to have a good  preparation  in advance ; mun 
koottiyae- in advance; nangu- good; thakuntha- necessary ; payirchchi- 
preparation  ;edukka- to take.  

 prokerusso  [ to procliam in advance  ] has the consonants - -[-pa-] - Ra   - ka -  Ra 
– [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is   munnaerae arivikka; munnar- earlier; 
arivikka- announce . 

 prokopto  [  increase / profit / proceed ]   has the consonants  -[- pa -] -Ra-  ka  -[-
pa-] - the  - and the original Tamil  word is  yaetruka- increase.  

prokopto  [  increase / profit / proceed ]   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra-  ka  [--
pa -]- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  uyarththuka- increase. 

prokopto  [  increase / profit / proceed ]   has the consonants -  pa  -Ra-  ka  [--pa-] 
- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  koottuthar – increase /add to . 

 prokopto  [  increase / profit / proceed ]   has the consonants-  [- pa -] -Ra-  ka  -[-
pa -]- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  mikuthi aakkuthar- to increase . 

prokopto  [  increase / profit / proceed ]   has the consonants-  [- pa -] -Ra-  ka  -[-
pa -]- the -  and the   other interpretation  of the word is athikarikka [ Skt] – 
increase. 

prokopto  [  increase / profit / proceed ]   has the consonants  - pa  -Ra-  ka  -[-pa -
]- the  - and the original Tamil  word is  perukkam adiathar – increasing . 

prokopto  [  increase / profit / proceed ]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -Ra-  ka  -[-
pa -]- the  - and the original Tamil  word is  thodaruka- proceed 

prokopto  [  increase / profit / proceed ]   has the consonants  - pa  -Ra-  ka  -[-pa -
]- the  - and the original Tamil  word is  munnaeri  poaka- to proceed.  
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prokopto  [  increase / profit / proceed ]   has the consonants  - pa  -Ra-  ka  -[-pa -
]- the  - and the original Tamil  word is  peruththa  varuvaai-   good  income; 
peruththa- big; varuvaai- income.  

prokopto  [  increase / profit / proceed ]   has the consonants- [- pa -] -Ra-  ka  -[-
pa -]- the -  and the   other interpretation  of the word is uruththikam- profit.  

prosdokao  [  expect / look for ] has the consonants -  pa –Ra- [- sa-]-  the  -ka  -  - 
and the original Tamil  word is  paer aavar  kondu  kaaththu kidakka – waiting with 
big expectation ;  paer- big; avaar- expectation   ;  kaaththduka- wait . 

 proseggizo  [ to approach near  ]  has the consonants-  pa - Ra – [-sa-]  -ka –[-sa-]  
- and the original Tamil  word is   arukae  poei  anukavum  -to go near and 
approach ; arukae- near; poa- go ; anuku –approach. 

prosyookhay   [  worship / prayer   ]  has the consonants  -  pa-  Ra-  sa  -ka - and   
the   interpretation  of the  word is   aruchchani[Skt]   purika -  worship  . 

prosyookhay   [  worship / prayer   ]  has the consonants  -  pa-  Ra-  sa  -ka - and   
the   interpretation  of the  word is   poojai punaskaaram [Skt]  – worship . 

prosyookhay   [  worship / prayer   ]  has the consonants  -  pa-  Ra-  sa  -ka - and 
the original Tamil  word is    erai- vanukku  poo sorika  - to offer flowers  to the 
god ;eraivan- god ;poo- flower; sorika- shower  

prosyookhay   [  worship / prayer   ]  has the consonants  -  pa-  Ra- [- sa -]  -ka - 
and the original Tamil  word is    poosai  purika- to pray /worship  . 

proselutos  [  foreigner  ]  has the consonants  - pa - Ra  - [- sa-]   -  la-  the  - [- sa-] 
and the original Tamil  word is   uoor  paeru  theriyaaatha  aal – person  whose 
name and  place not known; aal- person; uoor- place/city; paeru –name; 
theriyathu- not known . 

proskarios   [  for a season  ]   has the consonants  -pa-  Ra-  [-sa-] -  ka-  Ra-  sa - 
and the original Tamil  word is  oru    siriya  paruvam-  mae-  a   small   season ;   
oru- one; siriya- small; paruvam –season . 
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 pros peinos  [  very  hungry  ]  has the consonants  pa –Ra-  sa - pa  -an  -[-sa -] -- 
and the original Tamil  word is   perum   pasi  noai   / pasi  enum  paerum noaei -  a  
big  disease   called  hunger ; perum- big; pasi- hunger ; noaei- disease  

pros peinos  [  very  hungry  ]  has the consonants  pa –Ra-  sa – [-pa-]  -an  -[-sa -] 
-- and the other interpretation  of the word is  perum   asanam – very hungry  ; 
asanam- hunger. 

prosphatos [  new / newly  made  / fresh  ]  has the consonants -pa - Ra - sa - pa - 
the - sa -  and the original Tamil  word is    sirithu  naeram munpu  than seithathu/ 
panniyathu   – made  a  short time ago  ;  sirithu –short  ;   naeram-  time ; munpu 
–earlier; seithathu- made . 

protos  [   foremost  /best   first  of all  ] has the consonants -  pa-  Ra - the - ma  -   
and the  interpretation  of the word is pirathama [Skt]  – foremost . 

protos  [   foremost  /best   first  of all  ] has the consonants -  pa-  Ra - the - ma  -   
and the original Tamil  word is    muthan muthatru – first / foremost  

*ptoeo [  frighten ]  has the consonants - pa--the  - and the original Tamil  word is    
peethi adaiya;  to have fear;   peethi -  fear;adaiya- to have/ attain .  

 ptuo  [ spit  ]  has the consonants --pa - the  - and the original Tamil  word is  
thuppu – spit . 

ptokhiah  [  beggary  ] has the consonants- [ -pa -] -the-  ka  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  kai  yeanthuka  - to beg ;  kai- hand; yaenthu -hold .  

ptokhiah  [  beggary  ] has the consonants- [ -pa -] -the-  ka  - and the original 
Tamil  word is  yaaasiththiduka  [ missing  letter- sa-]-   to beg ; pitchchai[Skt]  
edukka . 

 *pule [  gate  ]  has the consonants -  pa-  la- and the original Tamil  word is     
puzhai- gate.   
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pur [  fire  ] ] has the consonants - pa-  Ra- and the original Tamil  word is      
neruppu – fire.  

  purgos  [ burgh -  tower  ] has the consonants - -pa - Ra - ka  -[- sa -]   -and the  
original Tamil  word is    uyar / perum  kopuram  -tower; uyarm- tall;  peru  -big   
koapuram- tower . 

kalimera [ good  day  /good morning]  has the consonants- ka  -la –ma-  Ra- and 
the   original Tamil  word is   kaalai  naera  vanakkam / nalla  / iniya   kaalai 
naeram – good  morning  ; nalla- good; ; iniya- pleasant ; kaalai- morning; naeram 
–time  . 

kalispera [ good  afternoon / good evening ]  has the consonants -ka-  la-  [- sa -] – 
pa-  Ra  -- and the   original Tamil  word is   iniya  pakal   naeram -  good day; iniya- 
good; pakal –day ; naeram- time.    

*milao [ speak] has the consonants- ma- la- and the   original Tamil  word is  
mozhiya- speak.   

*milate [ speak ] has the consonants- ma- la-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mozhinthidu- say  /speak .  

signomi [ excuse] has the consonants – sa - ka  -an-  ma- and the  interpretation  
of the word is  sakkikkanum- bear.  

 signomi [ excuse] has the consonants – sa - ka  -an-  ma- and the  interpretation  
of the word is  semikkanum – pardon . 

 signomi [ excuse] has the consonants –[- sa-]  - ka  -an-  ma- and the  
interpretation  of the word is  mannikkanum-  pardon . 

pende [ number 5] has the consonants-[- pa-]  - an- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  enn aeinthu – numerical number 5  ; enn- number; aeinthu -5.  

 *nero [ water] has the consonants –an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word  is neer- 
water.  
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 sizigos  [ wife ] has the consonants –[ -sa-]  -ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  manaivi- wife.  

sizigos [ husband ] has the consonants –[ -sa-]  -ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kanavan- husband.  

 *thia  [ aunt ]  has a consonant-  the- - and the  original Tamil   word is  aththai- 
aunt.  

 papus [ grand father] has the consonants- pa- [ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is mooppan- grand father /elder ; appa-nin appan –father’s father ; appan –
father . 

 *yaya [ grand mother] has no  consonant-- and the  original Tamil  word is aayaa- 
grandmother . 

 micros  [ small ] has the consonants  -  ma- ka- Ra- sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is mika siriya -  very  small  ; siriya- small.  

 kalos   [ good ] has the consonants  -  ka- la- [-sa- ]- and the  original Tamil word is    
nallaankku  -good  ; anukoolam  [Skt] - good.  

 efkolos  [easy] has the consonants  - pa- ka – la  -sa-  and the  original Tamil word 
is   panna   mikka  elimai – yaana seyal  - easy  work to do ;  panna- to do; mika - 
elimai-   very  simple  ; seyal- work  /action ;   mika sulapam – easy . 

 diskolos[ difficult] has the consonants  -  the –sa - ka – la  -[ -sa-] --  and the  
original Tamil word is   kadainamaana  seyal- difficult work  ; kadinam- difficult; 
seyal –action. 

 kano [do] has the consonants   - ka- an- and the  original Tamil word is  muyankku 
–do ;  pannuka [ missing  letter- pa-] - do / make .    

 ipalilos   [employee ]  has the consonants -   pa- la- sa- and the  original Tamil 
word is  pani aal- worker ; pani- job; aal- person.  
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  koto pulo [chicken ] has the consonants   -ka  –the – pa- la- and the  original 
Tamil word is muttai idum   pottai kozhi- hen  ; pottai- female; kozhi- fowl; muttai- 
egg  . 

 *ena [ one ] a  consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  onnu- one.  

*piyeno  [go]  has  the consonants- pa-an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
poanum- has  to go  . 

 *fygo [ go ] has the consonants- pa-ka- - and the  original Tamil  word is  poaka- 
to go . 

 *pao   [ go ] has  a  consonant- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  poa- go .  

 *pote  [ when ] has the consonants- pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eppoathu –when . 

 noris [  early ]  has the consonants- an- Ra- [ -sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mun -naeramae- early . 

kalese [call ]  has the consonants- ka- la- [ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhaikka/ vilikka- call.  

 parakalo  [  please  /  welcome ] has the consonants -   pa- Ra - ka  la-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  vara-vaerppu  alikka- to welcome . 

parakalo  [  please  /  welcome ] has the consonants -  [ -pa-]- Ra - ka  la-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  nal varavu –welcome; nal- good; varau- come.  

parakalo  [  please  /  welcome ] has the consonants -  -pa- Ra - ka  la-  and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  paravaai illai - sorry  /welcome . 

 kapelo [ hat]  has the consonants- ka- [ -pa-] - la- -  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  kullaai – cap . 

kapelo [ hat]  has the consonants- ka- pa- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thalai paakai [ missing  letter- the-] – cap . 
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krasi  [ wine] has the consonants –-ka-  Ra- -sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sarakku  -arrack   . 

krasi  [ wine] has the consonants –-ka-  Ra- -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kani saaru – fruit juice; kani- fruit; saaru-  juice.   

 yineka [ woman ]  has the consonants- an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanni- young girl .  

yineka [ woman ]  has the consonants- an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mankkai- woman . 

yineka [ woman ]  has the consonants- an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ankkanai-  woman . 

  aviro  [tomorrow ] has the consonants- va- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
varum  naar- coming  day; vara-  to come; naar- day . 

ora [ hour ] has  a consonant- - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is naeram- time; 
root word is  oaarai /  naayiru – sun .  

 mia ora [ one hour] has the consonants- ma-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oru mani- one hour; oru – one; mani- hour.   

grato[ write] has the consonants- ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kirukkidu –write ; raekiththidu ; keeridu –engrave .  

 grato[ write] has the consonants- ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
varainthidu –write . 

grato[ write] has the consonants- ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
iyattruka  -write as a book . 

grato[ write] has the consonants- ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
poriththiduka [ missing  letter- pa-] -  inscribe/ engrave  . 

 *duleia [ work]  has the consonants- the-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thozhil –work/ profession . 
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ugly  [ aschimos ] has the consonants -sa-  ka - ma – [-sa-] - and the  interpretation  
of the word is  achinkkam – ugly ; sakikaama- can not bear  . 

 dondi  [tooth ] has the consonants-  the- an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thantham- tooth .  

glosa  [tongue] has the consonants- ka-  la- [ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kilavi-  tongue/ language .  

daskala [ teacher]  has the consonants-     the – sa - ka-  la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  solli kodukkum / kaththu  kodukkum  aasaan- one who  teaches ; solli-
kodu –teach; kaththu kodu –educate  . 

disasko [ teach ] has the consonants- the-  [ -sa-] -  ka - and the  original Tamil  
word is  oaathi kodu –teach; kaththukodu –educate ; oaathuvaan- teacher  ; 
vaaththi . 

 say [ leo ] has a  consonant – la- and the  original Tamil  word is mozhiya / sollu [ 
missing  letter- la-]- say . 

gruni [ pig] has the consonants- ka-Ra- an- - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
word is vaaranam- pig.  

 stilo [ pen ] ] has the consonants- [ -sa-] - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ezhuththaani- stylus ; ezhuthu –write. 

  gala [ milk ] has the consonants- ka-  la- - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kalasam [ missing  letter- sa-] - milk .  

kreas [ meat ] has the consonants - ka- Ra- sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
iraichchi kari – meat . 

 hartis  [ map]  has the consonants - ka - Ra- the  - [ -sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  puvi   varai padam [ missing  letter- pa-] - map ; varaiya –draw; padam- 
photo / image  . 

 zestos [ hot]  has the consonants  -sa- the –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil   word 
is  soodu- hot.  
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 alogo [ horse]  has the consonants - la- ka- and the  original Tamil   word  is evuli  
/ kalinkkam / killai / kulinkkam  - horse . 

prasinos [  green ] has the consonants -pa- Ra- sa  -an  -sa-  and the  original Tamil   
word  is pachchai niram- green color; pachchai- green; niram- ray/ color . 

 katsika[ goat] has the consonants   -ka- the – [-sa-]- ka-  and the  original Tamil   
word  is  aattu-k-kedaa- he goat  /ram . 

  ptisi [flight] has the consonants  -pa- the – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is      
paainthu oaadu  / oaadi poa-  to flee ; oaadu- run; poa- go . 

 *pino [drink]  has the consonants  - pa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is          
paanam-   a drink  . 

poli [ city ] has the consonants  -[ -pa-] - la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  eyil -
city . 

*poli [ city ] has the consonants  --pa-- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  palli- 
town .   

 gata  [ cat  ] has the consonants  - ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is       
kaduvan – male cat . 

 galopula  [ turkey ] has the consonants – ka  - la  -[- pa-] - la- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaan kozhi  saeval [ missing  letter- sa-]  –turkey  cock . 

galopula  [ turkey ] has the consonants – ka  - la  -[- pa-] - la- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaan kozhi kunju [ missing  letter- sa-]  –turkey  poult . 

 varka  [ boat] has the consonants  -va- Ra- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is    
mara-k-koavai- boat . 

 mavros  [ black]  has the consonants -  ma- Ra- va –sa- and the  original  Tamil  
word is karu vannam- black  color; karu- black; vannam- color . 

 *puli  [ bird]  has the consonants -  pa- la- and the  original  Tamil word is  pul- 
bird.  
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 heri [ arm] has the consonants   - ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil word is      maer-
k-kai- arm ; maer- upper; kai- hand  ; karam [Skt] . 

anthropoi   [  human / people   / humanity ]  has the consonants  -  an - the - Ra- [ 
-pa-] - and the  original  Tamil word is maanthar  inam- humanity ; maanthar- 
human/ people ; inam- race /species .  

 *pote fevgeis  [ when do  you  leave] has the consonants  - pa  -the- pa  -ka  -[ -sa-
] - and the  original  Tamil word is eppoathu  poaveenkka-  when do  you  leave. 

diavazo [ read] has the consonants   -the- va-  sa- and the  original  Tamil word is 
vaasiththidu- read.  

 miden [ zero ] has the consonants   - ma- the- an- and the  original  Tamil word is 
muttai enn-  numerical egg ; muttai-  zero  ;  enn- numerical number  ; mathippu 
inmai[ missing  letter- pa-]- no value ; mathippu –value; inmai- nil . 

 kalo [  nice / pleasant   ] has the consonants  -  ka - la- and the  original  Tamil 
word is nallavai –good ; makilvaana – pleasant.  

kalo [  nice / pleasant   ] has the consonants  -  ka - la- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  kollaam  [ Malayalam ] – good.  

 kalo [ merry ] has the consonants  -  ka – la-  and the  original  Tamil word is 
makizhchchi [ missing  letter- sa-] -happy ;  kalippu [ missing  letter- pa-]- happy; 
polivaana[ missing  letter- pa-]- - cheerful .  

 ime kala [ iam fine] has the consonants  -  ka – la-  and the  original  Tamil word is 
word  yaam  nalamaaka   ulloam   - iam  doing well ; yam- me;  nalam- good/ well . 

kalo [ merry ] has the consonants  -  ka – la-  and the  original  Tamil word is is kala 
kalannu –cheerful .  

 ksanoigo [ cretan ]  [ look /see ] has the consonants  -  ka – [- sa -] -an – ka-   and 
the  original  Tamil word is   kaanuka- to see.  

voitheia  [ help]  has the consonants  - va- the- and the  original  Tamil word is 
word   uthavi- help.  
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parakalo [ please ] has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra – ka – la-  and the  original  
Tamil word is thiru ulan-k-kollu [ missing  letter- the-] – please ; arul koornthu [ 
missing  letter- the-] – please .  

foititis [ student] has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -the- sa- and the  original  Tamil 
word is sattan- student .  

 fotia [ fire] has the consonants-  [- pa-]  -the-and the  original  Tamil word is  thee- 
fire.   

eimai poly  kala [ iam very  good]  has the consonants-  ma –[- pa-]-la- ka- la-  and 
the  original  Tamil word is naan  nalamaaka  ullaen – iam  doing well ; naan- me;   
nalamaaka-  good/ well . 

 dino [ give] has the consonants- the- an- and the  original  Tamil word is 
thanthidu –give.  

 koita [ look ] has the consonants- ka-  the- and the  original  Tamil word is 
kanndidu – look  /see .  

 kaftero  [spicy ] has the consonants- ka- [ -pa-] - the- Ra-  and the  original  Tamil 
word is  kaara narumanam vaaintha –spicy ; naru manam- good smell . 

 gynaika [ woman ] has the consonants- ka – an –ka- and the  original  Tamil word 
is  mankkai /ankkanai  - woman ; kanikai  ; kannika  [Skt] . 

 kathite [ sit down ] has the consonants- ka- the-[-  sa-] - and the  original  Tamil 
word  is  kunthu –sit down  ;  sooththai vaiththu  kunthu ; sooththu- buttocks.  

hioni  [ snow] has a consonant –an- and the  original  Tamil word is  pani [ missing  
letter- pa-]-  snow.  

 theo fores [  twice ]  has the consonants  -the- [- pa-] - Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original  
Tamil word is   irandu murai /erandu  tharam  - twice; erandu- 2; murai –times; 
tharam –times.  
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  pandremeni [ married]   has the consonants  - pa- an – the  -Ra – ma- an-  and 
the  original  Tamil word is   thirumanam  mudinthathu – marriage  over; thiru 
manam- marriage; mudinthathu- over/ finished.  

kapeli   [ tall  young  man  ] has the consonants  - ka- [ -pa-] - la- and the  original  
Tamil word is   kaalai -  young man ;   mazhavan- young man ; vaalipan – young 
man . 

 theto  [sleep ] has a  consonant   - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  padu / 
paduththidu  [  missing  letter- pa-] – lie down  / sleep  

  lahaniko [ vegetable ] has the consonants- la-  an  ka- and the  original  Tamil 
word is  kaai kanikal-  vegetable and fruits ; kani- fruit . 

 dinatos[ strong] has the consonants –the – an-  the –[-sa-] - and the  original  
Tamil word is  thidamaanathu  -strong.  

  *perno[ take] has the consonants – pa- Ra- an- and the  original  Tamil word is  
peranum –to receive.   

sakaki [ jacket] has the consonants  -sa -ka- and the  original  Tamil word is 
sokkaai-  shirt/ clothe   ;   root word is  ankki /anika .  

ilios [ sun ] has the consonants  - la-[- sa-] -and the  original  Tamil word is el- sun  ;  
elloan  /ellai –sun ; root word is  oli- light .  

provato  [sheep ] has the consonants  -  [ -pa-] - Ra-  va- the- and the  original  
Tamil word is  thuruvai – sheep.  

Katharos  [clean ]  has the consonants  - ka - the – Ra—[- sa-] - and the  original  
Tamil word is   karai indri – with out dirt ;  karai- dirt ; indri –without.  

 vromikka  [dirty ] has the consonants - va- Ra- ma - ka- and the  original  Tamil  
word is  verum karaiyaaka -  very dirty  

 pukamiso  [shirt ] has the consonants - pa-  ka-  ma- [- sa-] - and the  original  
Tamil  word is kuppaayam- dress.   
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pukamiso  [shirt ] has the consonants –[ - pa-] -  ka-  ma-- sa - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kamis – dress /shirt . 

kerusso  [  announce  ]  has the  consonants –ka- Ra- [ -sa-] - and the  original  
Tamil  word is  kooruka- say  ;  arivikka-  announce.  

pisteuo [ believe] has the  consonants- pa- [ -sa-]-  the- and the  original  Tamil  
word is   nampidu  -believe ; nampida sei . 

episkopos [ over seer  ]   has the  consonants- [-pa-]- [-sa-]-  ka-[- pa-]  -[-sa-]- and 
the  original  Tamil  word is  kankkaani- overseer.   

thapto [ bury ] has the  consonants- the- pa- the-  and  the  original  Tamil  word is  
puthaiththidu – to bury . 

diatheke  [ agreement ] has the  consonants- the - ka- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is udan padikkai [ missing  letter- pa-]- agreement ;  yaeththukkoa- agree.  

para kaleo [ encourage] has the  consonants – [ -pa-] - Ra- ka- la- and  the  original  
Tamil  word is  uookkam  tharuthal  /aliththal /  thunivu  uoottuthal   /aaruthal  
aliththal / thaettri  viduthal [ missing  letter- the-] – to encourage. 

 nekroo  [dead] has the  consonants- na - ka- Ra- and  the  original  Tamil  word is 
uyir neenkka-death   ; uyir- life;  neenkka- to go away . 

  thanatos   [ death ]  has the  consonants- the -an –the -  [- sa-] - and  the  original  
Tamil  word is maainthidanum / madinthidanum – to die . 

 thanatos   [ death ]  has the  consonants- the -an –the - sa- and  the  original  
Tamil  word is seththidanum –to die . 

dialegomai [discuss]  has the  consonants- the  la-  ka- ma- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  kalanthu-aaintha vaendum – to discuss .  

phobos[ fear]  has the  consonants-[- pa-] - sa- and  the  original  Tamil  word is 
achcham – fear ; payam [Skt] . 
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 pathos  [ suffering ] has the  consonants- pa- the- [-sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is thunpam- pathos . 

 dekate  [  give  or receive  a tenth ] has the  consonants- the - ka- the -and  the  
original  Tamil  word is  kodukka- give; vaankkiduka - to receive ; paththaavathu[ 
missing  letter- pa-] - tenth  .  

hades[ un seen place] has the  consonants- ka- the- [-sa-] - and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  kann kaanaatha idam  -  un seen place; kann- eye; kaanaatha- un seen; 
idam- place.  

 thlibo [ hardship  ] has the  consonants –the - la-  [-pa-] - and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  thollai-  hardship. 

thlibo [ hardship  ] has the  consonants –the - la-  pa-- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  thunpa nilai – hardship.  

 pera kletos[ helper] has the  consonants- pa- Ra-  ka  -la - the - sa- and  the  
original  Tamil  word is paer  uthavi   purikindra  / seikindra aal-  one who  does 
help ;  uthavi- help  ; aal- person  ; puriya- do  ; seiya –do . 

 teleios  [ mature]  has the  consonants-the – la- sa-  and  the  original  Tamil  word 
is  samaithal – mature. 

 teleios  [ mature]  has the  consonants-the – la-  [- sa-] -  and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  muththuthal- mature . 

 metanoeo [ change of mind]  has the  consonants- ma- the- an- and  the  original  
Tamil  word is manathai maaththu – to change the mind; manathu- mind; 
maaththu –change.  

 hagiazo  [saint ] has the  consonants- ka-[- sa-] -  and  the  original  Tamil  word is 
munivan- saint  ;  monk [E] . 

* katheudo  [sleep ]  has the  consonants- ka-  the- and  the  original  Tamil  word 
is kidakka - sleep;  thoonkka- sleep . 
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 *teleios [ perfect] has the  consonants –the - la- [ -sa-] - and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   thulliya /   thullianna- perfect.  

 *ge [earth ] has a  consonant – ka-  and  the  original  Tamil  word is  koa-  earth ;   
avani- world / earth ;  ku /    koo  /  kuvavu  / ukam - earth ;  nakam / navam -  
earth . 

 ge [earth ] has a  consonant – ka-  and  the  original  Tamil  word is  vaiyakam-  
earth . 

ge [earth ] has a  consonant – ka-  and  the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kaasini [ missing  letter- sa-]  –earth .  

ge [earth ] has a  consonant – ka-  and  the  other interpretation  of the word is  
jekam [ missing  letter- sa-]  -earth . 

 ge [earth ] has a  consonant – ka-  and  the  other interpretation  of the word is  
puvanam [ missing  letter- pa-]- earth ;   puvi  -earth . 

ge [earth ] has a  consonant – ka-  and  the  other interpretation  of the word is  
puvana koasam [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa- ]- earth. 

 logos [ statement] has the  consonants –la- ka- sa-  and  the  original  Tamil  word 
is vaai sollu –statement ; vilakki solla -   tell in detail ;  vilakkam- details  ; sollu –
say ;  vaakku moolam –statement .  

 apo de katoo  [ tithe] has the  consonants- pa- the - ka- the- and  the  original  
Tamil  word is pathinmai  kanakkeedu -tithe ; paththu- 10; kanakku- calculation . 

 *gune [ woman ]  has the  consonants- ka- an- and  the  original  Tamil  word is 
kanni / mankkai – girl /woman .  

agape [ love ] has the  consonants- ka- pa- - and  the  original  Tamil  word is mikka 
anpu - love ;    anpaaka-  lovingly ;  mikka- excess; anpu- love., 

apokteino  [to kill] has the  consonants- pa-  ka- the- an-  - and  the  original  Tamil  
word is konnu  poadanum  / vathaikkanum/ kaathanum – to kill . 
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 apostello [ send ]  has the  consonants- pa- [-sa-] - the –la- and  the  original  
Tamil  word is anupputhal- send . 

 ekklesia [ community ] has the  consonants- ka- la –[-sa-] - and  the  original  
Tamil  word is  kuzhu/   kulam / kuzumam  -community .  

 logos [question] has the  consonants- la- ka –[-sa-] - and  the  original  Tamil  
word is kaelvi  kaelu –to ask question  ; kaelvi –question; kaelu –ask.  

 telos [ completion]  has the  consonants –the- la- sa- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  seithu  mudiththal –to complete ;  saathiththal-  to achieve   . 

dulos[ slave/servant] has the  consonants –the- la- [-sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   adi aal /  adai  aal  /  aal adimai / adimai aal – slave /servant .  

 dulos[ slave/servant] has the  consonants –the- la- [-sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   thozhumpan [ missing  letter pa-]-  slave. 

dulos[ slave/servant] has the  consonants –the- la- [-sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   thalai- aal- slave . 

dulos[ slave/servant] has the  consonants –the- la- [-sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   thoththaal- slave; aal oaatti- slave driver  . 

dulos[ slave/servant] has the  consonants –the- la- [-sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   thaozhuththai- slave woman.  

dulos[ slave/servant] has the  consonants –the- la- -sa- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   seettaal – servant as  carrying  letters ; seetttu- letter . 

iamatikos [ healing ] has the  consonants- ma  -the - ka- [-sa-]- and  the  original  
Tamil  word is kunam adaiya – healing ; kunam aakkidu –heal; sukam aaakkidu . 

alsos [ grove / park] has the  consonants- la- sa- and  the  original  Tamil  word is 
soalai – grove.  

 alsos [ grove / park] has the  consonants- la- [-sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil  word 
is pozhil   [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  grove.  
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kratao  [to hold / to keep ]  has the  consonants- ka- Ra- the- and  the  original  
Tamil  word is   kai  yir yaenthu  – to hold  in hand ; kai- hand; kai vidaathu  
vaiththu iru – to keep ; vaikka- keep . 

aladotos  [without oil] has the  consonants- la-  the- [-sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   ennai illaathu – without oil; ennai- oil; illai- nil . 

kladi [ tree branch ] has the  consonants- ka- la- the- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   thadiyin kilai - ree branch ;  kilai-  branch ;  thadi- tree/ wood.  

*mnima [ grave/ tomb] has the  consonants- ma- an- ma- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  mayaanam -   grave yard. 

timo [ to honor] has the  consonants- the- ma- and  the  original  Tamil  word is   
mathiththidu- to honor; mettu .  

nistia [ fasting] has the  consonants –an- [- sa-]- the- and  the  original  Tamil  word 
is   pattini [ missing  letter- pa- ]– starvation; theeni unnathu- not eating; theeni- 
food; unnaathu- not eating; unnu –eat.  

thalasa [ sea] has the  consonants- the- la- [-sa-] - and  the  original  Tamil  word is 
alanthai- ocean.  

thalasa [ sea] has the  consonants- the- la--sa-- and  the other interpretation  of 
the word is   jalathi / jala nathi – ocean . 

vrohi [ rain] has the  consonants- va-  Ra- and  the  original  Tamil  word is kaar-  
rain .   

skilos [ dog ] has the  consonants – [-sa-] -  ka- la- and  the  original  Tamil  word is 
kukkal- wolf.  

protos[ first]  has the  consonants- [-pa-]- Ra-  the-[- sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  muthattru –first ; muthan muthattru –the very  first  .  

protos[ first]  has the  consonants- pa- Ra-  the-[- sa-]- and  the other 
interpretation  of the word is  pirathaanam [Skt]/ pirathama   – first  . 
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protos[ first]  has the  consonants- pa- Ra-  the- sa-and  the other interpretation  
of the word is  first [ E] . 

 pyr[ fire] has the  consonants- pa- Ra -and  the  original  Tamil   word is  neruppu- 
fire.  

syn [ together]  has the  consonants-[- sa-]- an- -and  the  original  Tamil   word is 
onnaaa- together.  

 tele  [far] has the  consonants- the-  la- -and  the  original  Tamil   word is 
ettaththil –far  . 

tele  [far] has the  consonants- the- la- -and  the  original  Tamil   word is tholaivil [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- far.  

*polys  [ many ] has the  consonants- pa- la- [-sa-] - -and  the  original  Tamil   
word is pala-  many.  

 pais [ child] has the  consonants-  [ -pa-] -sa- -and  the  original  Tamil word is  
saei- child  ;  sisu .    

isos   [ equal ] has a  consonant- [-sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil word is oppu /  
oppam [ missing  letter- pa- ] -equal ; samam- [Skt]  . 

 *dia  [ across] has a  consonant- the - and  the  original  Tamil word is   uoodae / 
idaiyae  / thaandi -  across .  

  demos [ people] has the  consonants- the  ma – [-sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil 
word is   maanthan – human; maantha inam- human race  . 

  ethonos  [ race  / nation ] has the  consonants- the - an– [-sa-]- and  the  original  
Tamil word is   thinai- race/ species   ; naadu – nation .  

 

 genos   [family / race] has the  consonants- ka -an – sa- and  the interpretation  of 
the word is  vankisam- race  
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 genos   [family / race] has the  consonants- ka -an – [-sa-]- and  the interpretation  
of the word is  annuvayam- race . 

genos   [family / race] has the  consonants- ka -an – [- sa-] - and  the  orignalTamil  
word is kanam- clan .  

genos   [family / race] has the  consonants- ka -an – sa- and  the  orignalTamil  
word is kudi  inam [ missing  letter- the-] – family/ race . 

 chroma  [ color]  has the  consonants- ka- Ra- ma- and  the  original  Tamil word is   
vanna  niram- color ; vannam- color; niram- ray ; varnam [Skt] . 

metaphor [ transfer ] has the  consonants- ma  -the – [ - pa-] - Ra- and  the  
original  Tamil word is   maattram – transfer . 

 planet  [ wandering ] has the  consonants- [ -pa-] -  la  -an  -the- and  the  original  
Tamil word is  alainthidu –to wander; alainthiduthal –wandering  

 history [ inquiry / record/ narrative] has the  consonants – sa -the- Ra- and  the  
original  Tamil word is  aaraaichchi  seithidu  - enquiry  

history [ inquiry / record/ narrative] has the  consonants – sa -the- Ra- and  the 
other interpretaion  of the word is  thastharam –record . 

 history [ inquiry / record/ narrative] has the  consonants –[- sa -]-the- Ra- and  the 
other interpretaion  of the word is   aathaara  paththiram [ missing  letter- pa-]-  
record  ;   yaerppu  saandru  - certificate of approval .  

history [ inquiry / record/ narrative] has the  consonants – sa -the- Ra- and  the  
original  Tamil word is  uruthi seettu –certificate . 

history [ inquiry / record/ narrative] has the  consonants – sa -the- Ra- and  the  
original  Tamil word is nar -   saandru – record/ certificate; naattu  ina saandru  -
nationality  certificate .  

 history [ inquiry / record/ narrative] has the  consonants – sa -the- Ra- and  the 
other interpretaion  of the word is  sariththiram / saritham – narrative.  
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 history [ inquiry / record/ narrative] has the  consonants – [-sa-] -the- Ra- and  the  
original  Tamil word is  eduththu uraippu [ missing  letter- pa-] - narrative. 

history [ inquiry / record/ narrative] has the  consonants –[- sa-] -the- Ra- and  the 
other interpretaion  of the word is  pirapantham [ missing  letter- pa-] – narrative. 

 history [ inquiry / record/ narrative] has the  consonants – [-sa-] -the- Ra- and  the  
original  Tamil word is  thodar  urai – narrative ; thodar urai saarntha .  

history [ inquiry / record/ narrative] has the  consonants – [-sa-] -the- Ra- and  the  
original  Tamil word is  muthar –document  ; saarththu- document . 

history [ inquiry / record/ narrative] has the  consonants – sa--the- Ra- and  the  
original  Tamil word is  pathir seettu [ missing  letter- pa-] -copy of the document.  

 dialogue   has the  consonants – the - la- ka- and  the  original  Tamil word is 
koodi paesuthal [ missing  letter- pa- and- sa-] – converse  ; kathaiththal- talk .   

 economy [ thrift ] has the  consonants – ka- an- ma- and  the  original  Tamil word 
is   sikkanam [ missing   letter- sa-] – thrift . 

 oti [ that ] has a  consonant  -the- and  the  original  Tamil word is   athu / antha/ 
thaattu –that .  

 sena  [ you] has the  consonants- [-sa-]-–an - the  original  Tamil word is nee- you.  

 ekei  [there]  has a  consonant  -ka-  and  the  original  Tamil word is ankkae- 
there.    

 akouo [ listen] has a  consonant  -ka-  and  the  original  Tamil word is  kaekka/ 
kavanikka-  to hear/ listen . 

 

 ola [ all ] has a  consonant  -la -  and  the  original  Tamil word is  ellaam –all.   

giati  [why ] has the  consonants- ka- the- and  the  original  Tamil word is  ethukku 
–why.   
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 emeis [we]  has the  consonants- ma- [-sa-]- and  the  original  Tamil word is  
naam- we ; num- our . 

academia has the  consonants - ka  -the  ma- and  the  original  Tamil word is  
padikum idam/ paadam kaththukkum idam   [ missing  letter- pa-]- study  place; 
padikka- study ; idam- place   ; paadam- lesson; kaththukka- to learn .  

 kentra [ centre]  has the  consonants-   ka- an – the- Ra-  and  the  original  Tamil 
word is   naduvir erukkindra  maiyam  - centre ; kaenthra [Skt].  

 viologia [ biology ] has the  consonants-  va- la- ka- and  the  original  Tamil word 
is  painkkalai  - viyal  [ missing  leter- pa-] – biology . 

 sylp [ a slender  graceful  young girl ]  has the  consonants- [ -sa-] - la- [-pa-]- and  
the  original  Tamil word is   melliyalaal- slender  graceful  young girl ; maanaal- 
girl . 

etymology [ history  of the word] has the  consonants- the- ma- la- ka- and the  
original  Tamil word is  sol muthal  aakka vilakkam / sol muthal  ilakkanam   [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -  root word ; sol- word  ;  aakkam- making ; vilakkam – 
explanation . 

 fungicidal [ destroying  fungus] has the  consonants- pa – an-  ka - sa –the-  la- 
and the  original  Tamil word is poonjai   kaalanai  azhithhal / kolluthal / saaka 
adiththal - destroying  fungus  ; poonjai kaalan- fungus; azhithal/ kolluthal - kill .  

 elegiac [ lamenting ] has the  consonants- la – ka- and the  original  Tamil word is  
elavu  vaikka – to lament .  

 elegy  [funeral poem ]  has the  consonants- la – ka- and the  original  Tamil word 
is   elavu  pann [ missing  letter- pa-]- elegy ; elavu –lamenting  ; pann- song . 

 phytology [ study  of plants] has the  consonants- pa- the – la- ka- and the  
original  Tamil word is   sedi  kodi   kalai  -paada -viyal [ missing  letter- sa-]- – 
phytology ; sedi- plant; kodi- vine ; kalai- art / science ; pull /  poondu / thinai  
paada- viyal . 
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 stenosis [ narrowing  of the  passage ] has the  consonants- sa -the - an  -[- sa-] - 
and the  original  Tamil word is  paathai  sinnathaai - ida [ missing  letter- pa-]- 
path becoming small ; paathi- path;  sinnathu –small . 

 pedagogue [ educator of young people  ] has the  consonants- [ -pa-]  -the- ka- 
and the  original  Tamil word is  oaathuvaan – teacher; vaaththi [Skt]; podi 
makanukku  oaathi koduppavan – teacher for small boy; podi makan- little boy  .  

  nosology  [classification  of disease] has the  consonants- an –  [-sa-] - la – ka- and 
the  original  Tamil word is  noai vakai  iyal – nosology.  

 burgeon [ grow and  flourish ] has the  consonants- pa- Ra- ka- an - and the  
original  Tamil word is  perukuthar  vaendum [ missing  letter- the-]- flourish . 

  anosmia  [loss of smell] has the  consonants- an – [ -sa-]  – ma- and the  original  
Tamil word is manam  inmai- no smell; manam- smell ; inmai- nil . 

 analeptic [stimulating central nervous system  ] has the  consonants -an - la- [-pa-
]- the- ka- and the  original  Tamil word is  moolai yaei thoonduvana  - -one  that 
stimulates the brain ; moolai- brain  ; thoonduka- stimulate . 

lego [ tell ] has the  consonants- la- ka- and the  original  Tamil word is navilka- 
tell.  

 kalokairi [ summer]  has the  consonants -ka- la-  ka- Ra- and the  original  Tamil 
word is veyyar kaalam / vaenir  kaalam  – summer time; veyyar- hot  /sunny ;  
kaalam –season . 
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*kategida [ storm ] has the  consonants- ka- the – ka- the- and the  original  Tamil 
word is kodunkkaaththu- storm ; kodumai –severe; kaaththu –wind.  

  *kalo  [ great ] has the  consonants – ka- la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
kaazhi- great .  

 

  remember ; when a  consonant occurs consequently  more than once  
, it has to considered as a single  consonant  only ;  a single consonant  
can be  read / used  more than once . 
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                                Jumbling theory  -an orientation  

                        F.Greek and  Latin  words - Medical terms 

 

Kephale [Greek]  [ head] –has the consonants -  ka –pa- la –sa--  and  the original 
Tamil  word is  uchchi   enpu   kalam / kalayam  / kalsam – the bony  vessel  on the 
top  ;uchchi- top; enpu – bone; kalam- vessel. 

 cephalus[ Latin ] –has the consonants -  ka –pa- la –[-sa-] -  and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kapaalam – cephalus  ; pichchai kalam / yaasikkum  
kalam -  begger’s bowl ; kalam- bowl .  

cephalus[ latin ] –has the consonants  - ka –[-pa-]- la –-sa- -  and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   skull [E] . 

 hydro  [Greek ] cephalus   [ hydro -water ]  has the consonants – the- Ra - ka - pa- 
la -sa   and the  original Tamil  word is   thanneer  enpu  kalam/ kalasam  ;   water -  
bone  head   ;   thanneer- water; enpu –bone; kalasam- pot.   

  brain  [ proto  Germanic]   has the consonants -pa -Ra -an  -and the  
interpretation  of the word is  phrenia- brain . 

 caput [Latin] [head]  has the consonants- ka-  [-pa -]– the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mukadu  -head /crown / summit . 

 caput [Latin] [head]  has the consonants- ka-  -pa – the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  muthanmai paakam – chief part ; muthanmai- important/ chief; paakam- 
part . 

caput [Latin] [head]  has the consonants- ka-  [-pa -]– the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mundakam- head . 
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caput [Latin] [head]  has the consonants- ka-  [-pa -]– the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mandai –k-koodu / kuduvai -  skull  ;mandai- head; koodu –cage ; 
kuduvai- cup/ vessel   . 

caput [Latin] [head]  has the consonants- ka-  [-pa -]– the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kondai- head . 

 kranion  [Greek]   cranium    has the consonants- ka- Ra – [-an-]  –ma- and the  
original  Tamil  word is   karupparam / irumpu  kumpaaram  / karu nira 
kumpaaram   [ missing  letter –pa-] –bone / iron  vessel / skull ; irumpu  -iron;   
kumpaaaram- vessel  ; karu – black; niram- color . 

kranion  [Greek]  cranium   has the consonants- ka- Ra – -an-  –ma- and the  
original  Tamil  word is  karum  pon  paanai  -black   iron pot ; karumai –black ; 
paanai- pot ;  karum pon- iron  .  

brain [Proto Germanic ]  has the consonants -pa -Ra -an  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  narampu – nerve.  

[ brain]  stroke   has the consonants  -[-sa -]–the-  Ra-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuruthi   poakku adaikka  /   narampu  kuruthi  adaippu [ missing  letter- 
pa-] – blood block; kuruthi- blood; poakku – flow ; adaikka- to get blocked  . 

 [ brain]  stroke   has the consonants  --sa -the-  Ra-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is sen-k-  kuruthi  urainthiduthar / ketti aakuthar / kuruthi  kattiththar / 
kuruthi  katti  uruvaakuthar – blood thrombosis ;  semmai –red ; kuruthi- blood; 
urainthiduthar – thrombosed  ; katti –hard / solid  / sweeling ; aakuthar –to 
become; uruvaakuthar- formation  . 

 thrombosis [ Greek ] [ clumping/ curdling]  has the consonants- the – Ra- ma- pa 
–-sa- –and the  original Tamil  word is  sen- nira  uthiram   urainthida  / eraththam  
urainthida  / uthiram thiraippu  adaiya –thrombosis ;   semmai- red; niram- color ; 
uthiram- blood ; eraththam- blood; urainthida- frozen;thiraippu – solidification . 

[ brain]  stroke   has the consonants  -sa -the-  Ra-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuruthi  kasivu  - bleeding ; kasivu  leakage .  
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apoplexy  [Greek ]  has the  consonants  -pa-  la-  ka- [-sa -] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kai-  kaal  valippu  noaei- epilepsy ; kai- arm ;kaal- leg ; valippu – 
pulling; noaei- disease . 

apoplexy  [Greek ]  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]-  la-  ka- [-sa -] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kai kaal  vilankaami – paralysis of arm and leg; kai- arm; kaal- leg; 
vilan-k-kamaai- not functioning . 

apoplexy  [Greek ]  has the  consonants  -pa-  la-  ka- -sa - –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai kal  seyal  ilappu  -  loss of function  of arm and leg ;seyal –action; 
izhappu-loss  . 

apoplexy  [Greek ]  has the  consonants  -[ -pa-] -  la-  ka- -[- sa-]  - –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  meela mayakka nilai-  coma; meelaa-  irrecoverable; 
mayakkam - coma; nilai- state  . 

 apoplexy  [Greek ]  has the  consonants   -pa--  la-  ka- - sa- - –and the  original  
Tamil  word is  moolai  muzhusaaka  seyal izhappu – total loss of function  of the 
brain  ; moolai- brain;  muzhusaaka-  totally ; seyal –action; izhappu- loss.  

 apoplexy  [Greek ]  has the  consonants   -pa--  la-  ka- - sa- - –and the  original  
Tamil  word is  moolai  -naala  / puzhai   / sem paal / sem punal- kuzhaai  / pulavu  
/ keelaalam/  kasivu / poakku / ozhuku –  bleeding of the brain  ; moolai- brain;   
naalam- vessel  ;puzhai- vessel ;    sempaal- blood;  semmai- red; paal-  milk ;  
kuzhaai- vessel;  kasivu –leak ;  ozhuku  -leak  ;poakku- leak ;  pulavu –blood  ; 
keelaalam- blood . 

apoplexy  [Greek ]  has the  consonants   -pa--  la-  ka- - [-sa-]- –and the  original  
Tamil  word is  aal  / piniyaalan / noavaali    /  kaalamaaka  -  person / patient  
passed away ;  aal- person ;   piniyalan- patient; pini –sicknesss;  noavaali –patient 
; kaalam- time; kaalamaaka- paased away/ gone  . 

lesion  [Latin- laesio – injury ]   has the consonants – la- [ -sa-] - an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  noaei  nilai- the place of  disease ; noaei- disease ; nilai- 
place . 
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lesion  [Latin- laesio – injury ]   has the consonants – la-  -sa- - an-  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is sanjalam –disease . 

lesion  [Latin- laesio – injury ]   has the consonants – la-  -sa- - an-  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is nasal  /naisal  - illness . 

lesion  [Latin- laesio – injury ]   has the consonants – la- -sa-- an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nizhali – disease.  

lesion  [Latin- laesio – injury ]   has the consonants – la-  -sa- - an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  noainjal –disease . 

 lacuna  [Latin]  [ gap /  missing  portion   /   hole/ pit  /  lake ]  has the consonants  
- la-  ka -an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  neenkkal-  gap . 

lacuna  [Latin]  [ gap /  missing  portion   /   hole / pit  /  lake ]  has the consonants  
-  neekkal-  hole . 

lacuna  [Latin]  [ gap /  missing  portion   /   hole/ pit  /  lake ]  has the consonants  
-   nun kuzhi / kuzhiyaana   –  fine pit ; nun –fine; kuzhi- hole  . 

lacuna  [Latin]  [ gap /  missing  portion   /   hole/ pit  /  lake] has the consonants  -    
kaanaamal- missing  [ absconded] . 

lacuna  [Latin]  [ gap /  missing  portion   /   hole/ pit  /  lake ]  has the consonants  
-     ilankku-  lake . 

cerebellam  [Latin] ] has the consonants  -sa -Ra –[-pa-] –la- ma -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   siru moolai –  small brain; siru- small; moolai- brain. 

cerebellam[Latin ]  has the consonants  -sa--Ra –pa–la- ma -and the  original Tamil  
word is   peru  moolai -yin   pinnaal  ullaa   siru moolai - hind brain  behind the  
cerebram ; peru- big  ; moolai- brain ; pinnaal- behind  ; siru-  small; moolai- brain  

cerebram   [Latin- brain  /skull / horn/ head   ]  has the consonants – sa- Ra  -pa- 
Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mun  pura   perum  men  soaru -  fore 
brain / big brain  ; mun – front; puram –side;  perum –big  ;  men –soft ;   soaru / 
sampu –pith;  thalai soaru -[Malayalam ]  – brain.      
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cerebram  [ Proto Italic  -kerazrom  ]  [head/ horn ]   has the consonants  - ka- Ra – 
[-sa-]- Ra - ma  -and the   interpretation  of the word is  karupparam [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  skull/ iron vessel/ bone . 

sulcus[E]  has the consonants – sa- la –ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
moolaiyil   mael pakkkam  ulla  sina sinna  saal  / neela  pallankkal [ missing letter- 
pa-] –small  / long  furrows  over the brain ; moolai- brain; mael –upper; pakkam- 
side; sinna- small; neela- long; pallankkal-  furrrows. 

sulcus [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- la –ka-[- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word 
is   saal  pallankkal [missing  letter- pa-] – furrows. 

sulcus [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- la –ka--sa --and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinna  kuzhi- small  pit  ;  sinna- small . 

 gyrus  has the consonants  -ka - Ra –-sa - and the  original Tamil  word sarivu –
slope . 

gyrus  has the consonants  -ka - Ra –-[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word vidar  
missing  letter- the-] – furrow. 

 frontal  [E] -  has the consonants  - pa - Ra-- an-  the-la - and the  original Tamil  
word is    moolai yin  mun  puraththil – front side  of the brain; moolai- brain; 
mun- front; puram- side . 

pareital [E]  has the consonants -  pa –Ra- the- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
moolaiyin   maer  puraththil -  upper side of the brain ; maer- upper; puram- side . 

occipital  [E] has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- pa- the - la -nd the  original Tamil  
word is  kazhuththin  pin pakkam   / pinna-n-k- kazhuththu-  nape of the neck; 
kazhuththu- neck; pin – back ; pakkam- side . 

spinal cord [E]   has the consonants -  sa- pa -an –la- ka- Ra- the-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muthuku  ezhumpukku   ullae  paathu  kaappudun  erukkum   
moolaiyin  /  neetchchi  yaana -    neelamaana  matrum   kurukiya  thandu vada  
kayiru -  the  long ,  narrow  spinal cord  of the  of the brain  inside theback bone ;  
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muthuku  -back bone;  ullae- inner; paththu kaappu- safty;  moolai- brain ;  
neelam- long; kurukiya- narrow;  thandu  vadam / vada kayiru- spinal cord  

thalamus  [Greek] has the consonants -the – la- ma –[-sa -]   and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thalaimum / moolai  thalam – thalamus  ; moolai –brain . 

thalamus  [Greek] has the consonants -the – la- ma –-sa -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   moolaiyin  thalai     suzhalai –the receptacle of the brain ;moolai-  brain ; 
thalai - top  /head   ; suzhalai- receptacle . 

thalamus  [Greek ] has the consonants -the – la- ma –-sa   and the  original Tamil  
word is   moolai  - yin  maethai   mudichchu / naala mudichchu / esa mudichchu –
thalamus  ; moolai- brain; maethai- nerve; easm- nerve ; naalam- nerve ; 
mudichchu – swelling . 

thalamus  [Greek ] has the consonants -the – la- ma –[-sa -]   and the  original 
Tamil  word is pooththalam  / pooththalam yaenthi [ missing  letter-pa-] – 
thalamus  of the flower ; poo- flower . 

 medulla [Latin]  - has the consonants  -ma –the-  la -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  moolaiyin  maiyathtil  / maththiyil   ulla  netti  – pith in the centre  of the brain ; 
moolai-  brain ; maiyam- centre; netti- pith . 

 oblongata   has the consonants – [ -pa- ] - la- an – ka-  the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  neel vattamaaka – long  circular; neelam- long; vattam- circular . 

 a-phasia  [Greek /Latin ]   has the consonants  -pa- sa -and the  original Tamil  
word is  paechchu   inmai – no speech ; paechchu –speech; inmai- nil . 

 plegia[ Greek - strike/ stroke ]   has the consonants – [-pa-]-  la-  ka –and the  
original Tamil  word is   vezhu – strike .  

plegia[ Greek - strike/ stroke ]   has the consonants – -pa-  la-  ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pakka / paani   kai   kaal- kal   vezha / vilankkamai -  non 
functioning  of  arm and leg ; pakkam / paani - side  ; kai –arm; kaal- leg; 
vilaankkaami- non functioning . 
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 dys [ Greek-   bad  / ill  / hard /difficult /  abnormal  / imperfect ]   has the 
consonants  -  the –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is theethu  / theemai/ 
theemai -yaanathu  --bad/ ill . 

dysarthria  [Greek]  [ arthron  -articulation ]  has the consonants – the- [ -sa-]  – 
Ra- the  -Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is  thirunththaa urai – dysarthria; urai- 
speech .  

 a-kinesia  has the consonants-  ka - an –[-sa-] and  the  original Tamil  word is 
iyakka vaekam inmai- loss of  speed  of functioning  ; iyakkam- function; vaekam- 
speed; inmai- nil . 

 a-phonos  [Greek][ loss of voice ]  has the consonants- [- pa-] -an –sa- and the  
orignaltamil  word is  osai  inmai - no sound ; oasai-  sound; inmai- nil .  

clonus [ Greek – klonus]  [  turmoil  / confusion  /  tumult ]  has the consonants  -
ka – la- an- sa  and the  original Tamil  word is  sinna kalakam   /  kallal – small 
clash / tumult ; sinna- small.  

clonus [ Greek – klonus]  [  turmoil  / confusion  /  tumult ]  has the consonants-  
ka – la- an- [-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  ozhukeenam- confusion. 

 clonus [ Greek – klonus]  [  turmoil  / confusion  /  tumult ] has the consonants-  
ka – la- an- -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinna kalakkam  - small confusion  
; sinna- small .  

clonus [ Greek – klonus]  [  turmoil  / confusion  /  tumult ]  has the consonants-  
ka – la- an- [-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  alan-k-kolam- confusion . 

clonus [ Greek – klonus]  [  turmoil  / confusion  /  tumult ]  has the consonants  -
ka – la- an- -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sikkalaana – confusing . 

clonus [ Greek – klonus]  [  turmoil  / confusion  /  tumult ]  has the consonants - 
ka – la- an- -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  masankkal-  confusion . 

clonus [ Greek – klonus] [  sudden  spasm - alternating   muscular contration  and 
relaxation  ]   has the consonants - ka – la- an- -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is    
sattena  nikalum  /thidu  nikalvaana   --thasai  koalaththin   kadumaiyaana   
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nikalum  mudakkmum / odukkamum -um /   ilakal -um  ulla  nadukkam   [ missing  
letter –the -]  -sudden  violent muscular contration and relaxation ; sattena  -
suddenly ; nikalum  ;  occuring ; nikalvu- incident ; thasai koalam- muscle mass ; 
thasai-  tisse/ muscle ; koalam- rounded mass ; kadumai- violent ; mudakkam- 
contraction;   odukkam- contraction;   ilakal- relaxation ; nadukkam- shaking . 

gait   has the consonants  -ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nadakka- walk 
;   nadakkum  vitham - style of walking  ; nadakkum vaekam- speed of walk ; 
vitham- type / style; vaekam- speed .   

gait   has the consonants  -ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  othukkam- 
gait . 

 gait   has the consonants  -ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai  paan-k-
ku  [missing  letter- pa-]-  -gait ; nadai –walk; paankku –style . 

 chorea [Latin] [ dance ]  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kai murai –dance ; kai-  hand; murai –way / method . 

chorea [Latin] [ dance]  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kuravai  -a kind of dance  performed in circle prevalent among  the women of  
sylvian or  hill tracts  .  

chorea [Latin] [ dance]  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  arankki  -dancing  girl . 

 chorea [Latin] [ dance]  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pavuri [missing  letter- pa-]- - a kind of dance . 

a-taxia [Greek ] [ lack of order ]  has the consonants  -the-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  
original Tamil  word is    nadai  thadukka / thadukkida   - ataxic  gait ; nadai –walk 
;thadukka- to block  . 

a-taxia [Greek ] [ lack of order ]   has the consonants  -the-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  
original Tamil  word is    nadai   nadukkam- ataxic  gait ; nadai-  walk;  nadakkum- 
trembling . 
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a-taxia [Greek ] [ lack of order ]     has the consonants  -the-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  
original Tamil  word is    oththu  iyankkaatha   nadai  /  oththu  iyankka 
maattaamai  – ataxia  ; iyankka- function; nadai –walk  ;oththu –in harmony . 

a-taxia [Greek ] [ lack of order has the consonants  -the-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  
original Tamil  word is    oththu iyakkam   inmai /oththu  isaivu  inmai – lack  of 
coordination ; oththu iyakkam- coordination ; inmai- nil ; oththu isaivu  -
coordination . 

coma [Greek – koma- deep sleep ]   has the  consonats- ka- ma- and the  original 
Tamil word is mayakkam- coma  / loss of consciousness . 

coma [Greek – koma- deep sleep ]   has the  consonats- ka- ma- and the  original 
Tamil word is  kann mayakkam- sleep; kann- eye.   

  vertigo [Latin ]  has the consonants-  va –Ra-the - ka  - and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  mandai  kirakkam  kondida / mandai  kirakka noavu - vertigo; mandai- 
head; kirakkam- giddiness; kondida to have ; noavu  -disease  

 mens [Latin] [  mind]    has the consonants - ma -an -sa -and the  original Tamil  
word is  manasu  / manam -  mind  ;  manasu –  slang  form of manam  .  

mens [Latin] [ Greek- menos ] [to think]  [  mind]    has the consonants - ma -an –[-
sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  mana  ennam- thought; ennanum  - to think  
;manam- mind; ennam- thinking .  

mens [Latin] [  mind  -to think  ]    has the consonants - ma -an –[-sa-] -and the  
other interpretation  of the word is aanma[Skt]  mind/ soul  . 

mind [Latin ] has the consonants-  ma -an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
manathu- mind.    

mental / mentally [Latin ]  has the  consonants  -ma- an- the- la-  and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  manathaal-  mentally . 

 acute [Latin- acutus  ]  has the consonants-  ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaduthi – acute. 
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chronic [Greek - khronikos ]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –an- ka-and the  original 
Tamil word is  veku  naar  aana-   many days  gone ; veku –many; naar- day ; veku 
naaar aana noavu- many days disease ; noavu- disease . 

mania [Greek] ]  has the consonants  -ma -an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mana noai- mental  illness.  

 mad  [  insanity  ]   has the  consonants - ma –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
piththam/ paiththiyam [ missing  letter- pa-]- mad  . 

mad  [   insanity  ]   has the  consonants - ma –the- and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  matham- mad . 

mad  [ foolishness]  has the  consonants - ma –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadiththanam-  foolishness . 

mad  [ foolishness]  has the  consonants - ma –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mottai thanam / moada thanam / moattu thanam /   mada thanam  / moadanam  
/ muttaattam – stupidity /foolishness.  

*mad  [ foolishness]  has the  consonants - ma –the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mathi  -eenam  / madamai /  matti /   moodam / mandu   / mantha thanam / 
manda  thanam – stupidity .    

mad  [ foolishness]  has the  consonants - ma –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paethamai [ missing letter- pa-] – idiocy ; puththi eenam . 

 dora mania [  donation  giving  mental illness ]   has the consonants   -the -Ra - 
and the  original Tamil  word is thaanam  [Skt]  /thaayam  tharum - mana  noaei   ; 
thara-  to give ; thaayam- donation  . 

*pathema[ Greek]  [ mental disease]   has the consonants-  pa- the-  ma -and the  
original Tamil  word is  paethamai  -insanity ;  mana piththu /  paeiththiyam- 
mental  disorder . 

madness  [ insanity ]    has the consoants  -ma -the –an- [-sa-] - and the  
interpretation  of the word is   un- maththam – madness. 
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madness  [ insanity ]    has the consoants  -ma -the –an- -sa-- and the  
interpretation  of the word is  dementia  [Latin] . 

mad    has the  consonants - ma –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   muthumai 
adaiya –to become old ; muthumai – old; adaiya –to attain . 

mad  [ dementia -Latin]  has the  consonants - ma –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   ninaiththida   mudiyaa   muthumai   mana noaei  - the old age disease in 
which  one can not remember ;  ninaiththidu –to remember;  mudiyaa- can not; 
muthumai- old age;  manam-  mind; noaei- illness.  

 in-sane [Latin]   has the consonants  -an  -[-sa-]- an- and the  original Tamil  word 
is nani  inmai – not well;   nani –well  ; inmai- without . 

 catatonia  [Greek ] [ kata  +tonia } [ under+ stretch]  has the consonants- ka-  the  
-an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kattai  yaei neetta / nedun-j-aan kidaiyaaka [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  stretching  the body  [as the wood] ;kattai  -body  /wood  
;neettu- stretch . 

kata  [under ]  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adippakam [ missing letter- pa-]  –  under side ;adi –under; pakkam- side. 

 tonus [E]   has the consonants – the- an- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
neetta  -to stretch . 

 mutism / mute  [ Latin/French ]   has the consonants  -ma- the-  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  amaithiyaa-  silently . 

depression [E]  has the consonants - the - pa – Ra- [-sa-] - an  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is perum  thunpa  padar noaei – depression [ pervasive] ; thunpam –
sadness ; noaei- disease ; padara- spreading ; perum  -big/ great  /severe  . 

melancholic  [E]  has the consonants - ma – la-  an – ka-  la- ka  -  and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  meelaa  mana   kavalai  naoei  -  severe depression; meelaa- not 
returning ;  manam- mind;   kavalai- worry ; noai- disease . 

melancholy [Greek /Latin  ] [sadness]    has the consonants -ma –an- ka- la - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  mana   avalam  – melancholy ; manam- mind. 
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melancholy [Greek /Latin  ] [sadness]    has the consonants -ma –an- ka- la - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  mana  kalakkam [ viyakulam ]   -anxiety . 

melan + choly [black bile ]  has the consonants -  ma-  la- an-  ka-  la  - and the  
orignaltamil  word is   mai  vannam  ulla  / neela vannam  ulla   uoozhai  - black  
colored bile  ;  mai  - black; vannam- color;  ulla- having ; neelam- black/ blue; 
uoozhai- bile ; melan[- ma- la -an -]  = neelam  =  blue . 

mood [E]  has the  consonats -ma  -the - and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
thanmai -  nature of mind ; manam- mind; thanmai- nature . 

psyche [ Greek] has the consonants –[-pa-] –[-sa-] -ka - and the  original Tamil  
word is   akam-  heart / mind.  

ego [Latin -  self ]  has a consonant – ka- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  akam – 
heart/ mind/ soul ;  

egoistic  has the  consonants  - ka  -[-sa -]- the - ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   akanthai  manam kondavan -  an egoistic  person ; akanthai- egotism ;  
kondavan- one who  has. 

soul [ old English- sawol ]  has the consonats – [-sa-] -la- and the original  Tamil 
word is  ullam- soul . 

 alcohol [French –alcool ; from  Arabic – al kuhl   to  medieval   Latin /Sanskrit- 
khola  ]  has the consonants-  la  -ka-  la  -and the  original T amil  word is   kollai 
kollum  kallu- toddy ;   kollai kolla – takes over  [ the mind ] . 

Arabic  – al kuhl   /  kohl   -  eyelid darkner  ]  has the consonants-  la  -ka-  la  -and 
the  original  Tamil  word is   vizhikalukkaana  / kankalukkaana  azhaku mai – the  
cosmetic  paste for the eyes ;vizhikal- eyes;  kankal- eyes; azhaku- beauty ; mai- 
pigment.  

alcohol [E]  has the consonats  la - ka - la  and the  original Tamil  word is  kalan-k-
kal- toddy.    
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deliria [Latin]  [ insanity ] [ plowing  mertaphor ]  has  the consonants –the-  la- Ra 
-and the  original Tamil  word is  utharal  -um  ularuthal - um  -  shivering and 
talking  irelavantly ; utharal -  shivering; ularuthal  -babble. 

deliria [Latin]  [ insanity ]  has  the consonants –the-  la- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thannai maranthu  pithatruthal   [ missing  letter- pa-] -talking  irelavantly 
/babble  forgetting oneself  ;  thannai- self; maranthu – forget . 

deliria [Latin]  [ insanity ]  has  the consonants –the-  la- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  urai thadumaaaruthal – babble; urai –speech .  

deliria [Latin]  [ insanity ] [ plowing ]  has  the consonants –the-  la- Ra -and the  
original Tamil  word is  pilanthiduthar –to make furrow . 

deliria [Latin]  [ insanity ] [ plowing  ]  has  the consonants –the-  la- Ra -and the  
original Tamil  word is yaeru  uzhuthar – to plough ; yaeru  -plough; uzhuthar- till . 

delirium e potu [ delirium  from  sudden withdrawl  of alcohol  drinking  ]  has the 
consonants -pa -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is – thanni poathai / poathai 
adimai -- alcoholic  intoxication  /drunkard  ;thanni -  liquor/ water  ;poathai- 
intoxication  ;adimai- addict . 

delirium   mitu  [ mild  / gentle  delirium ]   has the consonants  -ma -the –and the  
orignaltamil  word is  mattu / mitham -  mild; menmaiyaanthu- soft/ gentle . 

 kannabis[ Scythiyan / Thracian --Greek ] [ cannabis –Latin]   has the consonants -
ka –an- [-pa-]- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   kanjaa-   cannabis ;  

kannabis[ Scythiyan / Thracian --Greek ] [ cannabis –Latin]   has the consonants -
ka –an- [-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   mana mayakkam-  mental  
confusion / sensual  bewilderment/  sleepiness/ intoxicated ;   manma- mind;  
mayakkam- kick / high /coma / giddiness   .  

cannabis[E]   has the consonants -ka –an- -pa-- [-sa-]- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  bhanga  [Hindi ] - cannabis . 
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hashish  [Arabic ] [ hay /dried herb ]  has  a  consonant –- sa – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   soampu [ missing  letter- pa-] – sleepiness/ dullness / sensual 
bewilderment . 

 marihuana [Mexican Spanish ]   has the consonants – ma- Ra - -an  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  unaraamai – intoxication . 

 hypnos   [Greek ] [sleep]  has the consonants  [--pa-]- an -sa -and the  original 
Tamil  word is saayanum- to lie down /sleep ;   sayanam [Skt] - sleep . 

 castrate [Latin ]   [geld]  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]–the- Ra- the-    and the  
original Tamil  word is kaai adiththiduthar – castrate; kaai –seed ;adi –beat .  

 castrate [Latin ]  [geld]  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] –the- Ra- the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is kottai yaei  neekkuthar – remove the seed ; kottai  -seed; 
neekku –remove . 

geld [ old Norse]  has theconsonats- ka- la- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaai   adiththal / kottai  yaei neekkuthal  -remove the seed; kaai –seed ;adi –beat 
kottai  -seed; neekku –remove .  

normal [Latin]   has the consonants –an- Ra – ma- la  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  seera- na  muraiyil [ missing  letter- sa-]- -  functioning  normally / in a good  
way ;  murai- method  ;seer- good/ best  . 

normal [Latin]   has the consonants –an- Ra – ma- la  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sariyaana   muraiyil [ missing  letter- sa-] – in a right way ;sari –right; murai- 
method / way  . 

normal [Latin]   has the consonants –an- Ra – ma- la  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  iyalpaana  muraiyil [ missing  letter- pa-]-  natural way ; iyalpu –  natural . 

normal [Latin]   has the consonants –an- Ra – ma- la  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  iyalppukku maarana nilaiyil [ missing  letter- pa-]-  -abnormal ; unusual ; iyalpu 
–  natural ; maaraana –against . 

normal [Latin]   has the consonants –an- Ra – ma- la  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  marapu  muraiyil [ missing  letter- pa-]-  – usual way ;marapu  -custom.  
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normal [Latin]   has the consonants –an- Ra – ma- la  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nalla muraiyil  / nun muraiyil – in  a good  way / functioning  normally . 

normal [Latin]   has the consonants –an- Ra – ma- la  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  naeraana  muraiyil – normal  way . 

normal [Latin]   has the consonants –an- Ra – ma- la  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vazhakkamaana  muraiyil [ missing letter- ka-] - in a usual / routine way . 

normal [Latin]   has the consonants –an- Ra – ma- la  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ozhunkku  murai illaamal [ missing letter- ka-] -  irregular  /abnormal .  

para-noia [Greek ]  [ abnormal mind]  [  para  - abnormal  ] has the consonants –[-
pa-] -Ra  -an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  neri  maariya  manam ;  abnormal  
mind  ; neri maariya – change  of normalcy ;  maariya- changed ;  manam- mind  .   

 personality  [ Latin] has the consonants-   pa -Ra -sa – an-  la- the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  oru  aan  allathu  oru  pennudaiya  [ oru  napar – in ]  thani  
thanmai  yaana   iyalpaana  pannpu  iyal thirattu -  the  collection  of  
characteristic natural  traits  of  individual  man or a woman ; oru –one; aan- man 
;penn  -female;  thani thanmai –characteristic  nature; iyalpau ;  nature; panppu – 
character; thirattu – collection ; napar = person =  oru  aan / oru  penn .  

deluded      has the consonants-  the – la-  the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyam adaithal – to have suspicion ; iyam- suspicion  . 

delusion [Latin ] has the consonants – the- la -sa -an  -and the  original Tamil  
word is illaatha  onnai  namputhal   / nampi  seyal  paduthal [ missing  letter- pa-]-
believing one which is not there ; illaathathu- non existing ; nampu- believe; seyal 
–action  .   

delusion [Latin ] has the consonants – the- la –[-sa-] -an  -and the  original Tamil  
word is nadalai –deception . 

 delusion [Latin ] has the consonants – the- la –[-sa-] -an  -and the  original Tamil  
word is yaemaanthiduthal  -to get deceived . 
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 psychotic [Greek- psyche]  has the consonants –[-pa-]  –sa- ka- the  - and  the  
original  Tamil  word is  aka  sithaivu  noaei – mental ruin ; akam- mind; sithaivu – 
ruin ; noaei- disease . 

 hallucinate [ alucinatus –Latin ]  [Greek – alyein ]  [wander in the mind]  has the 
consonants  -la-  [-sa-]-  an -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is manathu   
alainthida  - mind  wandering ; manathu –mind; alainthida- wander ;  alaiyanum –
alyein  . 

psychotic  has the consonants –[-pa-]  –[-sa-]- ka- the  - and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   mathi  kaedan –    lunatic  / insane person ; mathi-  moon/  intelligence/ 
brain ;kaedu –damage  . 

psychotic  has the consonants –pa- –[-sa-]- ka- the  - and  the  original  Tamil  word 
is   piththu  pidiththavan – insane person  ; piththu – insanity ; pidiththavan- one 
who  has . 

 psychotic  has the consonants –[-pa-]  –[-sa-]- ka- the  - and  the  original  Tamil  
word is   koatti –   insane/  insane person.  

psychotic  has the consonants –[-pa-]  –[-sa-]- ka- the  - and  the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  theevaanam –insane . 

psychotic  has the consonants –[-pa-]  –-sa- ka- the  - and  the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  siththa suvaatheena inmai – insane.  

 lunatic [Latin] [ moon struck ]  has the consonants - la -ma  -the -ka –and the  
original Tamil  word is  mathi   kaedaalan - insane person/ stupid ;  mathi – moon / 
intelligence; kaedu -  damge ; aal- person . 

schizo [ division/ cleft / split]    has  the consonants – [-sa -]– ka-  [-sa -]-and  the   
original Tamil  word is  vaku  -spilt . 

 schizo [ division/ cleft / split]    has  the consonants – sa - ka-  [-sa -]-and  the   
original Tamil  word is  visai –split / burst. 

schizo [ division/ cleft / split]    has  the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  [-sa -]-and  the   
original Tamil  word is  noakku –cleft . 
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schizo [ division/ cleft / split]    has  the consonants – sa - ka-  [-sa -]-and  the   
original Tamil  word is  vasi –cleft . 

schizo [ division/ cleft / split]    has  the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  [-sa -]-and  the   
original Tamil  word is  paku/ paakai  [ missing letter- pa-] – divide/ division . 

schizo [ division/ cleft / split]    has  the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  [-sa -]-and  the   
original Tamil  word is  kappu [ missing letter- pa-] - cleft .  

 schizo [ division/ cleft / split]    has  the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  [-sa -]-and  the   
original Tamil  word is  peikka / pinchchi  poaka [ missing letter- pa-] - split / tear . 

schizo [ division/ cleft / split]    has  the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  [-sa -]-and  the   
original Tamil  word is  pakku  -[ missing letter- pa-] -crack . 

 schizo [ division/ cleft / split]    has  the consonants –-sa - ka-  [-sa -]-and  the   
original Tamil  word is  veechchu  -crack . 

 schizo [ division/ cleft / split]    has  the consonants –-[-sa -] - ka-  [-sa -]-and  the   
original Tamil  word is  kavai  - cleavage /division . 

schizo [ division/ cleft / split]    has  the consonants –-sa  - ka-  [-sa -]-and  the    
other interpretation  of the word is viyaasam- division.  

psychotropic has the consonants –[-pa-]  -[-sa-]-  the - Ra - pa  -ka  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  mana noaei – yaei  kunamaakka/ sariyaakka/ sukamaaka     
thara padum  marunthu  / maaththirai –drus and pillas given to cure mental  
disease;  manam- mind;  noaei  disease ; kunamaakka- to cure ; thara – to give; 
maraunthu –drug ; maaththirai- pill.  

  somnus  [Latin] [sleep ]  has the consonants   -sa -ma -an –[-sa -] -  and the  
original Tamil word is  saaya-num  -to lie down /repose .   

  somnus  [Latin] [sleep ]  has the consonants   -sa -ma -an –[-sa-] -  and the other 
interpretation of the word is  sayanam [Skt]  -sleep . 

  prefix  ‘in’  [Latin]  means ‘ not’;    
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‘in’  [Latin]   has a  consonant  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  inmai -  nil.  

  insomnia [Latin]  has the consonants  -an -sa  -ma -an -   and the  interpretation  
of the word is  sayanam [Skt]  inmai  - no sleep ; sayanam -  sleep; inmai- nil ;  
saaya  ennan inmai [Tamil ]  – no idea to sleep ;  saaya- recline ; ennam-  idea; 
inmai –nil  

 sedate [ Latin] [   make  calm  ]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the -  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  thaniththidu /   mana amaithi  thanthidu  -to calm down ; 
manam -  mind; amaithi – silence/ peace/ calmness/ quiet  . 

 hypnotic  [ Greek ]  [to induce sleep ]   has the consonants – pa-  an- the - ka  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is thoonkka  pannuka – make to sleep; thoonkka- to 
sleep; pannuka- make ; thookkaththai kodukka ; kodukka- to give; thookkam –
sleep. 

 fuge [Latin] [ to flee]   has the consonants -pa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaanama poaka – abscond / run away ; kaanama- disappear ; poaka/ paaika - go 
/fly . 

klepto mania [Greek]   has the consonants -ka- la-  pa-  the -  ma -an - and the  
original  Tamil  word is  kazhavaada  ezhum  unthuthalai   kattu  paduththa  iyalaa 
mana noaei – the mental  illness in which  one has no control over the urge to 
steal;  kazhavaaduthal – to steal  ;  ezhum- raising; unthuthal- urge ; katu 
paduththu- control ; iyalaa- can not; manam- mind; noaei- disease.  

klepto  [Greek] has the consonants  -ka-  la  -[- pa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kalavu-aaduthal / thevuthal  / valaiththal  /kai neettuthal / vaettu viduthal  
–to steal ; thevuthal –steal; kollai adiththal- to rob ; kai- hand; neettu – to extend .  

delinquency [Latin]  [ fault / crime/ failure of duty  ]  has the consonants- the-  la –
an-  ka -an -sa – and the  original Tamil  word is sinna   akavayil /   ilam  vayathil  
seithidam  kuththam   - crime  done in small age/ youth ; sinna- small;  akavai –
age; vayathu –age; ilamai  – youth  ;  seithidum –doing; kuththam- crime.  

delinquency [Latin]  [ fault / crime/ failure of duty  ]  has the consonants- the-  la –
an-  ka -an -sa – and the  original Tamil  word is   than/ sontha  kadan  [   kadamai   
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]  vazhuvathal -  not doing one’s duty ; thun- self/ own;  sontham - own kadmai –
duty  ; vazhuvathal –faliure. 

tricho [ hair]  [Greek ]  has the consonants- the- Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  koadaram-  hair . 

tricho [ hair]  [Greek ]  has the consonants- the- Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaar  koonthar –  black  hair ; kaar –black . 

tricho [ hair]  [Greek ]  has the consonants- the- Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  mayir katrai – tuft of hair ; mayir- hair .  

tricho [ hair]  [Greek ]  has the consonants- the- Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  mandai- yir kaanum  /erukkum  mudi -  the hair in the head ; mandai- 
head; erukkum – existing / situated  ; mudi- hair . 

tricho [ hair]   [Greek ]  has the consonants- the- Ra - ka -and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   thanurookam –hair . 

tricho  [hair] [Greek ]  has the consonants- the- Ra - ka -and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   viroatham – hair.  

trichotillo   has the consonants- the -Ra – ka-  the-  la -and the  original Tamil  
word is mandai  - mayir  katrai -yaei -koeithiduthal  -to pluck  thr head hair ; 
mandai-  head; mayir-  hair; katrai- tuft; koithiduthal- plucking.  

 trichotillo-mania [ hair pulling]  [ tricho – Greek -hair ]   has the consonants - the 
Ra -ka –the- la - ma- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  mayir katrai - yaei/ 
kodara –ththai   veriyoadu   koyeithidum    adakka -iyalaa  mana noaei  - 
uncontrollable  plucking  of hair  ;  mayir  katrai- tuft  of hair  ; koadaram- hair;   
koeithal – plucking  / veri- urge ;  adakka  iyala- un controllable  ladakku –control; 
iyalla- can not;  manam- mind; noaei –disease  ; mania – mana noaei . 

 libido [Latin ]  has the  consonants- la – pa-  the-  and the  original Tamil   word is 
paal ina  unthuthal – sexual urge ;  unthuthal- urge; paal inam –sex. 
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libido [Latin ]  has the  consonants- la – pa-  the-  and the  original Tamil   word is 
paal  ina inapathtai  naaduthal / thaeduthal – seeking  sexual pleasure ;paal- sex; 
inam- race; inpam – pleasure; naaduthal –seek ;thaeduthal –search  . 

libido [Latin ]  has the  consonants- la – [ -pa-] -  the-  and the other interpretation  
of the word is  lust   [ missing  letter –sa-]- libido  . 

libido [Latin ]  has the  consonants- la – [-pa-] -  the-  and the  original Tamil   word 
is inaiya  thudiththal- urge to unite ; inaiya- to unite; thudiththal- urge . 

sexual [Latin ]  has he consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -la - and  the  orignal Tamil  
word is – kalavu- sexual  ; ozhukka- to have sexual intercourse .  

sexual [Latin – sexualis ]  has he consonants –-sa-ka –[-sa-] -la - and  the  orignal 
Tamil  word is paal -iyal  pasankkam / visayam  [ missing  letter- letter- pa-] – sex  
related matter ; paal  -sex; inam- race ;  pasankkam / visayam – matter . 

 erotica [ Greek] [ passionate love]  has the consonants- Ra- the - ka  -  and the 
original Tamil  word is  mikuntha  kaathar  unarvu / kaama  unarvu- excessive 
love/ sexual desire;mikuntha- excess; kaathar- love; kaamam- love; unarvu -feel . 

 fellatio [Latin] [ to suck ]   has the consonants -pa  -la -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is poolai  uoomputhal  -sucking the penis ; poolu –penis; uoomputhal- 
sucking ;puzhuththi-fucker / pullluthal- sexual intercourse  . 

fellatio [Latin]   has the consonants -pa  -la -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
poozhai  sapputhal [ missing  letter- sa-]- to suck the  penis ; poolu  -penis; sappu 
– suck . 

fellatio [Latin] [ to suck ]   has the consonants -pa  -la -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  sapputhal   [ missing  letter- sa-]- to suck. 

fellatio [Latin] [ to suck ]   has the consonants -pa  -la -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  paachchi-  yaei sapputhal –to suck  the breast ; paachchi- breast . 

cunnilingus  [Latin -  cunnus +  lingere – licking  the cunt ] has the consonants - ka -
an  -la – an- ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  al kul -aei  naavaal   nakku 
–to lick  the vulva; ail kul-  vulva; naavu- tongue;  nakku –to lick  . 
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pedophilia [Greek]  [ paidos+ philos = child-+ love ]   has the consonants - pa - the  
-pa – la- and the   original  Tamil  word is podi  pillai yin mael  ula anpu – love 
towards small child  ; podi –small; pillai –child;  ulam- soul ; anpu  -love/ affection  

paidos  has the consonants- [-pa-]- the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mainthu  -child ; podiyan  -little boy . 

philos  has the consonants – pa-  la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is ula 
anpu  /anpu  ulla  -  mental  affection; ulam –soul ;anpu – kindness/ love  ; ulla- 
having . 

philos  has the consonants – pa-  la- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is paaasm 
ulla / pasai  ulla / uppu  ulla – having love / affection ; paasam/ pasai /uppu - 
affection; ulla- having . 

philos  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  la- sa- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aasai ulla-/ naesam ulla/ nasai  ulla   - having  love. 

Lesbos / lesbian [ Lesbos-Greek island- woods / Sappho -  erotic  poet / erotic 
interests of  woman ]  has the consonants – la- [-sa-]- pa –[-sa-]-and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pozhil  -wood /forest . 

Lesbos / lesbian [ Lesbos-Greek island- woods / Sappho -  erotic  poet / erotic 
interests of  woman ]  has the consonants – la- -sa-- [-pa -]–[-sa-]-and the  original 
Tamil  word is  soalai – forest /grove  . 

Lesbos / lesbian [ Lesbos-Greek island- woods / Sappho -  erotic  poet / erotic 
interests of  woman ]  has the consonants – la- -sa-- -pa –[-sa-]-and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pomapalai -yin [ pen -pillai ] aasai /   nasai /  paasam  / pasai / pinai  
/ uppu/  naesam  /anpu  /ali  -  the love of woman; pompalai – female.  

Lesbos / lesbian [ Lesbos-Greek island- woods / Sappho -  erotic  poet / erotic 
interests of  woman- practized  fellatio ]  has the consonants – la- -sa-- -pa –[-sa-]-
and the  original Tamil  word is  poolai   / sunnaiyaei   sappu  -to do fellatio ; poolu  
-penis;   sunni – penis ; sappu  -suck ; pomapalaiyin  sunni  sappum / uoompum 
aasai / nasai – to interst  of women to do fellatio;  uoompu  - do fellatio ; aasai / 
nasai –wish; poolai / sunni yaei  sappum pompalai -the woman who does fellatio .  
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Lesbos / lesbian [ Lesbos-Greek island- woods / Sappho -  erotic  poet / erotic 
interests of  woman- practized  fellatio ]  has the consonants – la- -sa-- -pa –[-sa-]-
and the  original Tamil  word is  poolai   /sunni -yaei   sappu / uoompu  -to do  
fellatio ; poolu –phallus  ;sappu – suck ; uoompu  -to do fellatio .  

 frottage [French ]    [to rub] has the consonants- pa- Ra  -the – ka-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  otti  nindru  pin puraththai / thaeikka / uraaika/ 
uraainthiduka - to rub ; otti –closely  ;uraaika –to rub; nindru –standing ; pin  
puram –back  side ; thaeikka- rub. 

 voyeurism [ skopia [Greek] - observation]   has the consonants – va-  Ra – [-sa -]–
ma - nad the  original Tamil  word is  paarvai   inpam  [missing  letter –pa-] – 
pleasure out of seeing;  paarvai   -vision ; paaru –see; inpam- pleasure. 

skopia [Greek] has the consonants- [- sa -]–ka-  [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil word 
is  kaanuka/ kavanikka /kannkanikka -  to see/ listen  / obseve .  

 satyriasis [Greek ]  [  man with goat features]  [  exceesive sexual  desire of men ]      
has the consonants  -sa -the  -Ra –[-sa -]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  mee-
chitrinpa naattam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  exceesine  interest in sex - mee- excess; 
siru- small; inpam- pleasure; sitru-inpam- sexual pleasure; naattam – interest . 

satyriasis [Greek ]  [  man with goat features]  [  exceesive sexual  desire of men ]      
has the consonants  -sa -the  -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is  sem 
marai –aadu – ram . 

satyriasis [Greek ]  [  man with goat features]  [  exceesive sexual  desire of men ]      
has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -the  -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is  attu 
idaiyar – shepherd.  

satyriasis [Greek ]  [  man with goat features]  [  exceesive sexual  desire of men ]      
has the consonants  [--sa -]-the  -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is  maeththiram – ram . 

satyriasis [Greek ]  [  man with goat features]  [  exceesive sexual  desire of men ]      
has the consonants  [--sa -]-the  -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is  piru thootharam [ missing  letter- pa-] –ram. 
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 fetish [French – fetiche] [  excessive irrational  devotion or commitment to a 
particular thing ]   has the  consonants-  pa- the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mee mathippu - irrational  devotion  ;  mee  -excessive. 

fetish [French – fetiche] [  excessive irrational  devotion or commitment to a 
particular thing ]   has the  consonants-  pa- the- sa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mitha  minjiya [ atheetha]   eedupaadu – excessive  interest ; eedupaadu –
interest . 

fetish [French – fetiche] [  excessive irrational  devotion or commitment to a 
particular thing ]   has the  consonants- [- pa-]- the-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mooda thanam / madamai – stupidity.  

 pederasty[ paiderastes – love of boys / sodomy  of a man with a boy ]  has the 
consonants- pa-  the – Ra-  sa-  the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  podi -  yanai  
/ sinna  pai - yanai  sooththu adiththiduthar- to do  anal intercourse with a small 
boy ; podiyan- small boy  ;sinna-  small; paiyan- boy  ;sooththu- buttock ; 
sosoththu adiththar- anal intercourse . 

 sodomy [ sin of  Sodom ]  has the consonants-–-[- sa-] -  the - ma-  and the  
original  Tamil  word mutti adiththidanum /   mutti mai - masturbation  –? sodomy 
; mutti- fist. 

sodomy [ sin of  Sodom ]  has the consonants-- sa-  the - ma-  and the  original  
Tamil  word  achcham- mootti- sooththu adiththidanum – to induce fear and  to 
have anal  intercourse; sooththu- buttock ;adi- beat;  achcham- fear; moottu- 
induce . 

sodomy [ sin of  Sodom ]  has the consonants—[-sa-]-  the - ma-  and the  original  
Tamil  word  achcham uootti    oaththidanum / yaeththidanum – to  induce fear 
and fuck ; oaththidu –fuck  .   

sodomy [ sin of  Sodom ]  has the consonants—[-sa-]-  the - ma-  and the  original  
Tamil  word  aanoadu  paduththtidum aan  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - male  sleeping 
with a male /homosexual ;  aan- male  ;   padu –lie down . 
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 sodomy [ sin of  Sodom ]  has the consonants-–- sa--  the - ma-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  musti mithunam [ masturbation] – ?sodomy  ;  
mustti [Skt] / mutti  -fist  ;  mithunam [Skt ]/ oaththidanum  - sexual intercourse . 

Sodam [place]  has the consonants—[-sa-]-  the - ma-  and the  original  Tamil  
word  is muttam- village  ; idam- place . 

 sodamite [ inhabitant of Sodam ] has the consonants—[-sa-]-  the - ma-  and the  
original  Tamil   word is mutaththu  manithan- man form Sodom . 

  sodamite [ inhabitant of Sodam ] has the consonants—sa  the - ma-  and the  
original  Tamil   word is  aanai   sooththu   adiththidum  manithan  /aan  - male  
doing  anal  intercourse with a male . 

pederasty has the consonants- pa-  the – Ra-  sa-  the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  podiyanaodu   sooththu oattai punarchchi  seithidu – to do anal 
intercourse with a small boy ; podiyan- small boy ; podi- small ; soothtu- buttock; 
oattai- hole; punarchchi-  intercourse; seithidu- do . 

paidos [boy]   has the consonants- pa-  the – [- sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  podiyan [ podi + aan]  – small boy; podi- small ;aan- male  . 

erastes [lover]  has the consonants- Ra-– [- sa -] - the –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is    naesiththar  - love  ;  siraththai- love .  

erastes [lover]  has the consonants- Ra-– [- sa -] - the –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  patru  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - love. 

 paediophilia  has  the consonants- pa-  the  - pa-  la-  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  podiyanin  mael  ulla  anpu – love for boy;  podiyan –little boy ; ulla- 
having ;anpu- love  .  

paediophilia  has  the consonants- pa-  the  - [-pa-]-  la-  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  podiyanoadu   ullasam [ missing  letter- sa-].  

philos [ loving]  has  the consonants-  pa-  la -sa-  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
paasam ulla- affectionate . 
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philos [ loving]  has  the consonants-  pa-  la –[-sa--]  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  anpu  ullla. 

posthion  [ small penis]  [ Greek -  posthe- penis]   has the consonants – [-pa-] –sa- 
the- an  - and the  original-Tamil  word is  sinna / sinnuoondu   / podisaana   / podi 
yanin  thadi  /thandu – small stick  ;thadi –stick ;thandu –stem; sinna- small; 
sinnoondu – very  small ; podisu –small; podiyan [ podi +aan ] –small boy; aan  -
man  . 

 lingus  [Latin- lick ]  has the consonants -  la -an -ka –[ -sa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naavaal nakku –to lick  with tongue; naavu -  tongue; nakku- lick  

 euphoria [Greek – bearing well ]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  eru maappu-  elation/   exultation /  pride/ arrogance/  self  coceit 
/ haughtiness / daring / intrepidity . 

euphoria [Greek – bearing well ]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aarppu – exulatation . 

euphoria [Greek – bearing well ]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  oarmai   - intrepidity . 

euphoria [Greek – bearing well ]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  perumai  ura –   with pride . 

 mood  [ frame of mind ] has the consonants  -ma – the-  and the  original Tamil  
word  manathin thanmai  - state  of the  mind; manathu –mind; thanmai –nature  
; mod  [E]  [ ma  - the -]  [ heart  ]    =  ithayam /  maanthu  [heart  / mind] . 

 emotion  [ feeling]  has the consonants  -ma- the -an -and the  original Tamil  
word is manathin thanmai - state of the mind; manathu –mind; thanmai –nature .  

mental  affect    has the consonants –pa- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aka paadu – menatal  affect ; akam- mind . 

possessed  [by spirits]   has the consonants- pa – sa-  the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   paei  pisaasu   pidiththida – possesd  by  ghosts ; paei  pisaasu ; 
pidiththida- possessed. 
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 logy [ Greek – logia] [ science]   has the consonants - la - ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kalai  /  kalvi / kalvi  iyal -  science.  

logy [ Greek – logia] [  doctrine ]   has the consonants - la - ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kolkai  / koal-    doctrine/ theory  .  

 logy [ Greek – logia] [ treatise] ]   has the consonants - la - ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aaivu  nool / kalvi nool-  treatise.  

logy [ Greek – logia] [ treatise] ]   has the consonants - la - ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aaikoal-  thesis . 

logy [ Greek – logia] [ treatise] ]   has the consonants - la - ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   punaivu  koal    [  missing  letter- pa-]  -  hypothesis . 

logy [ Greek – logia] [  discourse ] ]   has the consonants - la - ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  panuval  [  missing  letter- pa-]   –discourse . 

logy [ Greek – logia] [  speaking  ]   has the consonants - la - ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kilavi / vili / vaai mozhi -–speech . 

logy [ Greek – logia] [ tell  ]   has the consonants - la - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuyil   - tell . 

logy [ Greek – logia] [ tell  ]   has the consonants - la - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   mozhika – tell  

logy [ Greek – logia] [ tell  ]   has the consonants - la - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   navizhka -tell . 

psychology [Latin]  [ psyke + logia ] [study   of the soul ]    has the consonants- [-
pa-] – [-sa -]-ka -la -ka  -and the  original Tamil   word is  ulaviyal   kalai  /akaviyal   
kalai  - the art of psychology ;  kalai-  science/ art ; ulaviyal – psychology .  

psychology [ Latin ]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] –[-sa -] -ka –la- ka-   and the  
original Tamil  word is  ulaviyal  kalai vallunan  -  expert in  psychology  ; ulavaiyal 
– psychology ; vallunan- expert  ; kalai –science/ art  . 
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 psychiatry  [Latin] ]  [ healing  of the soul ]   has the consonants  -[-pa -]-[-sa-] - ka 
-  the - Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is mana naoei  maruththuvam –mental 
illness medicine ; manam- mind;  noaei - illness;  maruththuvam-medicine .  

psychiatrist   has the  consonants -pa –sa-  ka-  the - Ra - sa- - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aka   noaei  / mana noaei   maruththuvar / aka  noai  maruththuva  
thuraiyir    siranthavar  / payirchchi  petravar /  mana  noaei   yaei  kunama-k-
kuvathir   kai  thaernthavar  – expert doctor in  curing  mental  illnesses  ; aka 
noaei- mental  illnesss;  mana noai- mental   illness;  maruththuvam- medicine;  
thurai- department;  siranthavr- super man ;  payirchchi- training ; petravar- one 
who  has got;  kunamaakku - to cure; kai thaernthavar- expert.  

psychiatrist    has the  consonants -pa –sa-  ka-  the - Ra - sa- - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paei  pisaasu  oaattukira  poosaari – exorcist ; paei  pisasu-  ghost ; 
oaattu –drive away ; poosaari- priest . 

psychiatrist    has the  consonants –[-pa-] –[-sa-]-  ka-  the - Ra – [-sa-]- - and the  
original Tamil  word is  oathi  manthirikkaravar / oathi  vidukiravar – one who  
gives magico religious treatment ; oathu- recite; manthiram- magic . 

psychiatrist    has the  consonants –[-pa-] –[-sa-]-  ka-  the - Ra – [-sa-]- - and the  
original  Tamil  word is  paiththiya -k-kaaranukku maruththuvam /vaiththiyam   
paarkkiravar – one who treats mentally  ill patients  ;  paiththiyam – madness;   
paiththiya kaaran- lunatic  person;  maruththuvam- medical treatment; 
vaiththiyam- treatment ; parkiravar  -one who  takes care off.  

masturbate [Latin – masturbatus]   has the  consonants -ma –[-sa-]  the- Ra-  [-pa-] 
-  the  -and the  original Tamil  word is mutti adiththar-  to beat with the  fist; 
mutti- fist; adi- beat . 

masturbate [Latin – masturbatus]   has the  consonants -ma –[-sa-] - the- Ra- -pa -  
the  -and the  original Tamil  word is suya /  thanae / thanimaiyir  [ thunai  indri]   
inpam adaithar –to have self pleasure  ;thaanae- on one’s own  ;  thanimaiyir- 
when alone ; inpam- pleasure; adaithar –to have   ;thunai –partner; indri- nill.  
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 empathy [Greek ] [passion  / emotion  ]   has the consonants -ma - pa - the -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is manathoadu  oththu poeida /    mana  ennam  oththu 
poeida -  similar feeling ;   manam- mind  ; ennam- idea /feeling ; oththa  -similar . 

  empathy [Greek ] [passion  / emotion  ]  has the consonants -ma - pa - the -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is anpudamai – passion . 

  empathy [Greek ] [passion  / emotion  ]   has the consonants -ma – [-pa -]- the -  
and the  other interpretation  of the word is maththam  / madi  -passion  . 

  empathy [Greek ] [passion  / emotion  ]   has the consonants -ma –-pa- the -  and 
the  other interpretation  of the word is  pachchathaapam  [missing  letter- sa-]- 
empathy . 

therapy [ Latin – therapia]     has rhe consonats  -the- Ra- pa - and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  noaei- yaei  aatru  paduththuthar / thaniththiduthar – to heal .  

 treatment  [Latin]   has the consonants - the-  Ra  -the-  ma -an -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is  marunthu  maaththirai  thanthu noaei - yai 
thaniththiduthar  vaendum  -to cure the  illness by  giving  drugs; marunthu – 
drug; maaththirai- tablet ; thanthidu –give;  noaei- disease ;thaniththidu- to cure.  

treatment  [Latin]   [ conduct towards someone ] has the consonants - the-  Ra  -
the-  ma -an -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  oruvaridam   matra  oruvar  
nadanthidum  murai  -the behavior of some one towards  other person  ; oruvar- 
one person  ;  matra  oruvar- other person ; nadanthidum- behaving ; murai- 
method.  

 a-kathisia [akathemi  [ Greek] – never sit  down ; kathis –sit ]  has the consonants 
– ka- the-  sa-  and the  orignaltamil  word is  soothai vaiththu  kuntha  
mudiyaathu – can not sit; kunthu –sit down ; mudiyaathu –can not ; soothu –
buttocks . 

 capsule[ E]  has the consonants – ka-  [-pa-]-  [-sa-] -la  - and the  orignal Tamil  
word is kulikai- capsule.  
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 dosage  has the  consonants  -the- sa- ka - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
kanakkittathu ; kanakkeedu  seithathu – calculated/ measured . 

 dose [Greek – dosis] [ giving]   has the consonants -the –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thaa- give . 

 qid  [ four times daily   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nithamum  naangu  thadavai / naanku  viduththam  – four times  per day ;  
naanku – four; thadavai  -times  ; nitham –daily . 

tid   [three times daily] has a  consonant - the - and the   original Tamil  word is 
nithamum  moonu  thaatti /nettu  – three times  ;moonu –three; thaatti –times; 
nitham –daily .  

fear [E]  has the consonants -pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  peeru – fear. 

 fear [E]  has the consonants -pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pirappu [ 
birth ]  - fear  . 

doctor[ Latin] has the  consonants- the-  ka-  the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  marunthu  maaththirai koduththu  noaei  theerkkum / kunamaakkum  
maruththuvar – one who  cures the disease ; noaei-  disease; theerkka- to cure;  
kunamaakku – to cure ;maruththuvar- doctor.  

doctor[ Latin ] has the  consonants- the-  ka-  the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  maruththuvar -  doctor.  

doctor[ Latin-teacher  ] has the  consonants- the-  ka-  the- Ra-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  oathi  kodukkirvar  /katru  kodukkiravar – one who  teaches ; katru 
kodu –teach ; oathi kodu  -teach . 

doctor[ Latin ] has the  consonants- the-  ka-  the- Ra-  and the other interpretaion  
of the word is  vaiththiyar  -doctor;   naattu vaiththiyar  . 

hospital [Latin ] [ hostel / lodge]   has the consonats –- [-sa-]- -pa- the-  la  -and the  
orignal Tamil  word is   udal  / mana  nalam  paenum  idam  / nilaiyam / saalai  - 
healing centre for physical and mental   health ; udal- body; manam- mind;  
paenuthal- to  care for . 
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 hospital [Latin ]   has the consonats –- [-sa-]- -pa- the-  la  -and the  orignal Tamil  
word is   piniyaali  madam –  place of sick persons ; piniyaali- patients ; madam- 
mutt. 

hospital [Latin ]   has the consonats –- -sa- -[-pa-] - the-  la  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   ouvu-  satha saalai – hospital . 

health [E] has the consoanants- la -the – and the  original Tamil word is  udal 
/mana    nalam – body  and  mental  health . 

kardia  [Greek ]  has the consonants  -ka  -Ra –the- and the   interpretation  of the 
word is cardia [Latin] - heart  . 

heart [E]  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –the- and the  other   interpretation  of the 
word is hirudaiyaa[Skt]- heart . 

heart [E]  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kurthi  
paI- [ missing letter- pa-] -  blood bag ; kuruthi- blood; pai- bag . 

[  heart ]  attack  has the  consonants -the - ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
adaikka  [ heart ]  attack . 

 [  heart ]  attack  has the  consonants -the - ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nenju  adaikka  [ missing  letter- sa-] – chest  attack . 

[ heart ]  beat    has the consonants -   pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thudippu – beat. 

[ heart ]  beat    has the consonants -   pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadi  thudippu   - pulse beat . 

 pericardia   has the consonants   -pa -Ra  -ka-  Ra  - the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuruthi  pai - yaei  moodi  erukkum urai – the covering  of the heart; 
kuruthi  pai- heart ; kuruthi-  blood; pai- bag; moodu- cover; urai- covering.  

pain    has the consonants -  pa - an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  pini – pain =  
sickness . 
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pain    has the consonants -  [-pa-] - an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  innaamai  
-pain . 

pain    has the consonants -  pa - an  -and the  other interpretaion of the  word is  
noppi [Telugu ] – pain . 

 ache   has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  noavu –pain  
/sickness . 

vessel [ blood]   has the consonants  -va-[-sa-]-la-and the  original Tamil  word is  
neela  kuzhaaai-   long  pipe. 

blood  [E]  has the consonants – pa- la -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  pullal 
thanni- meat water ; pulaal- meat; thanni –water. 

aorta [Greek ]   has the consonants-  Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
perum thamani  [ missing  letter- pa-] – aorta  ; perum –big.  

bile [E]  has th consonants- [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is uoolai- bile.  

leuko  [Greek- leukos  ]  has the consonants - la  -ka –   -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vellai- white.  

 lueukocyte  has the consonants -la - ka –[- sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is venn  kudamankkal    . 

 oocyte  [ egg / cell ]  has the consonants –[ -sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  
word is muttai / sinai muttai –  egg   . 

cyte  has the consonants-  sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is sinai muttai -  
egg . 

 cyte [Latin]  [Greek –kytos – hollow/ receptacle  /basket  ]   has the consonants-  
ka- the – [-sa-]-   and the  original Tamil  word is   kudaivu  / kudaivaana – hollow . 

cyte [Latin]  [Greek –kytos – hollow/ receptacle  /basket  ]   has the consonants-  
ka- the –[- sa-]-   and the  original Tamil  word is   kudaa/ kudaavu - hollow .  
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cyte [Latin]  [Greek –kytos – hollow/ receptacle  / basket  ]   has the consonants-  
ka- the –[- sa-]-   and the  original Tamil  word is    kudam / kundaan -  pot/ vessel .  

cyte [Latin]  [Greek –kytos – hollow/ receptacle  / basket  ]   has the consonants-  
ka- the –[- sa-]-   and the  original Tamil  word is    koodu – receptacle . 

cyte [Latin]  [Greek –kytos – hollow/ receptacle  / basket  ]   has the consonants-  
ka- the –[- sa-]-   and the  original Tamil  word is koodai / vattikai-  basket     

 oligo [Greek – oligos-  few  / scanty /  small / little ]  has the consonants- la - ka -
and the  original Tamil  word is kullam- small  

oligo [Greek – oligos-  few  / scanty /  small / little ]  has the consonants- la - ka -
and the  original Tamil  word is kammi alavu  -small quantity  /  few   ;kammi- less/ 
few; alavu  -measure . 

oligo [Greek – oligos-  few  / scanty /  small / little ]  has the consonants- la - ka -
and the  original Tamil  word is kai  alavu  -handful . 

oligo [Greek – oligos-  few  / scanty /  small / little ]  has the consonants- la - ka -
and the other  interpretation  of the word is   elavam –smallness /little ness.   

bone   has the consonants  -pa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is enpu – bone.  

 osteon [Greek]   has the consonants – [- sa-]- the- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is  manitha enpu  thundu  [  missing  letter- pa-]  -  human bone piece ; enpu  
-bone; thundu – piece ; manithan- human .  

 osteo  has the consonants - sa –the-   and the  interpretation  of the word is  
masthi  -bone . 

osteo  has the consonants - sa –the-   and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
asthi [Skt]  – bone . 

patho  [ Greek – pathos] [ disease /suffering ]   has the  consonants -pa -the -and 
the   original Tamil  word is  idumpai- disease/ suffering .  
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patho [ Greek – pathos] [ disease /suffering ]   has the  consonants -pa -the -and 
the   other interpretation  of the word is  upaathai – suffering /disease . 

 patho [ Greek – pathos] [ disease /suffering ]   has the  consonants –[-pa -]-the -
and the   other interpretation  of the word is  theenam/ thuni  /aathan – disease / 
sickness. 

patho [ Greek – pathos] [ disease / suffering ]   has the  consonants –[-pa-] -the -
and the   original Tamil  word is  noaei nodi – disease .  

patho[ Greek – pathos]  [ disease /suffering ]   has the  consonants –-pa--the -and 
the   original Tamil  word is   thunpam / thunpa pada/ paadu  pada  -  suffering  
/to suffer ;  thunpam- suffering ; thunpa padu –to sufer . 

patho[ Greek – pathos]   [ disease /suffering ]   has the  consonants –-[-pa-]--the -
and the   original Tamil  word is   thindaattam –suffering ;thindaadu –to suffer; 
eedu paadu -  suffering . 

 apathy  [Greek- apatheia  ] has the consonants – [-pa-]- the-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naattam inmai –lack  of interest ; naattam-  interest ; inmai- nil  . 

apathy   has the consonants – [-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
soapmipda  /spampu thanam / uthaa seenam  [ missing  letter –sa-] –apathy / 
idleness . 

apathy   has the consonants – [-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mantha 
thanam – dullness / apathy / stupidity ; thanam- nature . 

cartilage[ Latin ]   has the consonants- ka -Ra -the - la - ka  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaathu   madalil   mookku  thandil   kaanum  kuruththu  ellukal -  the 
cartilages of  ear and nose.  ;  kaathu- ear; madal- pinna;   mookku- ear  - 
kuruththu  ellu- cartilage; kuruththu –soft  tender -sprout  ;ellu –bone . 

joint [ old French ] has the consonants  -sa -an –the- and  the original Tamil  word 
is  santhu /  mutti santhu – meeting of joints; mutti- joint; santhu – narrow place  . 

joint[ old French ] has the consonants  -[-sa-] -an –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is nedi / nudam – joint. 
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joint[ old French ] has the consonants  -[-sa-] -an –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  enpu moottu inaippu [ missing  letter- pa-]- joint ; moottu-  bone joint; 
inaippu –joint; enpu  -bone  . 

 knee  has a consonat- ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is kanu- knee/  joint .  

[gynec]   [Greek]  gune  [woman ]   has the consonants –ka- an-  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   man-k-kai  /an-k-kanai -   woman . 

[gynec]   [Greek]  gune  [woman ]   has the consonants –ka- an-  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kanni – young girl.  

 [gynec]  [Greek]  gune  [woman ]   has the consonants –ka- an-  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kanikai- woman/ dancing  girl . 

 gynecology  has the consonants – ka- an- ka- la -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is     mankkai   noaei  kalai  iyal -  the  science of woman’s diseases ;  mankkai- 
woman  ;  noaei –disease ;  kalai  iyal –science  

puperal   has  the  consonants  -pa - Ra - la -  and the  original  Tamil word is  pillai   
perum  naeram  / pillai perum nilaiyil  - -the time to deliver  baby ; pillai-  baby  
;per- to get ; naeram –time. 

fetus [Latin] ]   [embryo ]  has the consonants- pa –the- sa -and the  original Tamil 
word is  sathai  pandam - mass  of  flesh ;  thisu  pandam . 

embryo [E]   has the consonants - ma –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
karu appam / karuvam  – [ missing  letter- ka-] – embryo . 

embryo [E]   has the consonants - ma –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
karu  - uyir  uruvaakum  paruvam   /karu arumpum  paruvam –the stage of 
development of foetus  /embryo ; uruvaakum – developing ;   paruvam –stage ; 
karu –baby / foetus/ embryo .; uyir- life ; arumpa- budding  . 

embryo [E]   has the consonants - ma –pa- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   puroonam – embryo . 
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embryo [E]   has the consonants - ma –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthira  uyir  thoandrum  pandam  [ missing letter- the -] – not fully  developed  
matter with life  ; muthira- under developed/ immature; uyir-  life;  pandam- thing  
;thoandra  -appear . 

embryo [E]   has the consonants - ma –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
karuvin  sinai  paruvam  [missing  letters-  ka -and -sa-] – embryonic stage  of 
foetus  ;karu – foetus ; sinai  - embryo /egg   ; paruvam –stage  . 

amniotic  [amnion  [Latin]  membrane around  the foetus /   [Greek]  -a bowl  in 
which  the blood  of  victims was caught  ]  has the consonants – ma- an-  the-  ka 
– and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  kuda  soozh idam [ missing  letters- pa- and 
-sa-] – amniotic cavity . 

amniotic  [amnion  [Latin]  membrane around  the foetus /   [Greek]  -a bowl  in 
which  the blood  of  victims was caught  ]  has the consonants – ma- an-  the-  ka 
– and the  original Tamil  word is  sathai  panda  kudam [ missing  letters- pa- and 
– sa-]  - pot  for the  foetus  ; sathai pandam-  foetus ;  sathai-  tisse/ flesh; 
pandam-  matter  . 

 amniotic  [amnion - [Latin]  membrane around  the foetus /   [Greek]  -a bowl  in 
which  the blood  of  victims was caught  ]  has the consonants – ma- an-  the-  ka 
– and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  kudam  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -water  pot ; 
pani- water; kudam- pot . 

amniotic  [amnion - [Latin]  membrane around  the foetus /   [Greek]  -a bowl  in 
which  the blood  of  victims was caught  ]  has the consonants – ma- an-  the-  ka 
– and the  original Tamil  word is   sathai   pandam  mithakkum    pani  kuda     
savu-u  pai   [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa-] –  the   membranous bag  of  water in 
which  the foetus  floats  / amniotic sac;  sac-  savu-u  pai   ;  sathai pandam- 
foetus; sathai- tisse; pandam- matter; mithakka- float  ;  pani  kudam –water  pot;  
savu –membrane; pai  -bag  . 

amniotic  [amnion  [Latin]  membrane around  the foetus /   [Greek]  -a bowl  in 
which  the blood  of  victims was caught  ]  has the consonants – ma- an-  the-  ka 
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– and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni kudam-  water pot ; thanni- water; 
kudam- pot / vessel  . 

amniotic  [amnion  [Latin]  membrane around  the foetus /   [Greek]  -a bowl  in 
which  the blood  of  victims was caught  ]    sen- thanni  [soani  ]  kudam -  bowl  
for red water ;  semmai –red; thanni –water; kudam- vessel . 

 oligo [  Greek  -oligos] [ small]     has the consonants-  la-  ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kullam- small . 

oligo [  Greek  -oligos] [ scanty / little ]   has the consonants-  la-  ka  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  kammi  alavil -  low quantity  ;  kammi- less;  alavu –
quantity .  

oligo [  Greek  -oligos]   has the consonants-  la-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ilavam- smallness/ littleness . 

Greek  -oligos  [ scanty / little ]   has the consonants-  la-  ka  -  sa-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  sinna  alavil –scanty; sinna- small ;alavu –quantity  . 

premature [E]  has the consonants-   pa -Ra – ma- the- Ra -and he  original Tamil  
word is muthiraa   paeru  – immature baby ;   muthira- mature. 

premature [E]  has the consonants-   pa -Ra – ma- the- Ra -and he  original Tamil  
word is muthirchchi  adainthidum munpae pirantha saei [ missing  letter- sa-] – 
baby born before maturity ; muthirchhci- maturity ; adaiya- attain; pirantha- born 
; saei- baby . 

 pre natal [Latin –natalis ] has the  consonants –pa-Ra- an -the –la- and the  
original Tamil  word is  pillai   eenuthalukku   munnaar /     munthaiya naeram [ 
missing  letter- ka-]  -  time before delivery; pillai- baby ;  eenthal- to deliver / 
natal  ; munthaiya- pre;  naeram –time. 

pre natal [Latin ] has the  consonants –pa-Ra- an -the –la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pillai peththidum  munnar -  befor delivering  baby ; pillai- baby ; 
pehthida- to deliver/ beget; munnar- prior .  
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  post natal [Latin ] has the consonants - pa -sa –the-   an –the-  la  - and the 
orignalTamil  word is  piilai / saei  /sisu    eenthalukku  pinthaiya [ missing  letter- 
ka-]  – after delivering  the child ; pillai- child; saei-  baby ; sisu – baby ; eenthal- 
deliver ;pinthaiya- post . 

  post natal [Latin ] has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]–the-   an –the-  la  - and the 
original Tamil  word is pillai  peththa  pinaadi / pillai paththu eduththa  naal  
muthal –after delivering the baby ; eenuthal- natal ; pillai- baby ; peththu edukka/ 
peththu kodukka - beget; naal- day ; naal muthal- onwards .  

carrying   has the consonats  -ka -Ra -an -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
karuvaana  vayiru  kanakka – baby making the stomach heavy ; karu- baby ;vayiru- 
stomack ;  kanakka- heavy  . 

due  date    has a consonant - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  eenum thaethi 
-  delivery date; eenu- deliver; thaethi- date. 

due  date   has a consonant - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paththu  
maatham  aana  [ missing  letter- pa-] - 10 months gone ; paththu- 10;  maatham- 
month. 

 delivery    has the consonants –the-  la  -va -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhavi  /  kuzhanththai  eenuthar – delivering  baby  ;  vazhankkuthar - deliver. 

blues     has the consonants  -pa- la - sa - and the  original Tamil  wordis  pasalai  
noei   / basali  [ Khalasa] . 

vagina  [Latin ]  [sheath]  has the  consonants - va –ka-  an-  and the original Tamil  
word is  kueiya kanavaai ;   passage to uterus ;  kueiyyam- uterus; kanavaai- 
passage . 

vagina  [Latin ] [sheath]   has the  consonants - va –ka-  an-  and the original Tamil  
word is  kavisanai   [ missing  letter- sa-] –sheath / cover /wrapper . 

vagina  [ Latin] ] [sheath]   has the  consonants - va –-ka-  an-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  nakkinam – vagina ; naakku –tongue; nakku- lick . 
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vulva  [Latin ] [wrapper]   has the consonants  -va - la  -va  -and the  interpretation  
of the word is valvam- vulva . 

 vulva  [Latin ] [wrapper]   has the consonants  -va - la  -va  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kueiya  kanavaayin  vaai-- alkul --  mouth  of  vagina ;  vaai- mouth;  alkul 
–vulva ; kueiya kana vaayin  veli vaayil;   kueiyam- uterus ;  kanavaai- passage/ 
vagina ; veli- outside ; vaayil- entrance . 

vulva  [Latin ] [wrapper]  has the consonants  -va - la  -va  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaalin  val -  sword sheath ; vaal-  sword ; val- sheath . 

 clitoris  [Greek]  [ kleitoris  -door tender ]  [ kleis- key]  has the consonants  -ka -la  
the –Ra- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  kathavin thiravu  kole – the door key  
;  kathavu –gate/ door; thiravu kole- key  ;thirakka- to open ;  kole -   stick  .  

  clitoris  [Greek]  [ kleitoris  -door tender ]  [ kleis- key]  has the consonants  -ka -la  
the –Ra- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  al kul   vaa yil - in  melliya/ kanintha    
thiruvu  kole- the key  of the vulva  ;  al kul –vulva; vaayil- entrance ; melliya –soft; 
kanintha- ripe;  thiruvu kole- key ; kole- stick.  

clitoris  [Greek]  [ kleitoris  -door tender ]  [ kleis- key]  has the consonants  -ka -la  
the –Ra- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  al kuli  vaathir  unarchchi  kaampu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – the sensitive  stalk  at the  entrance of  the vulva  ;al kul –
vulva;  vaathir- entrance; unarchchi- sensitive; kaampu- stalk . 

cervix [Latin ]  [neck ]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra -va  -ka- [-sa-]–and  the  
original Tamil  word is  karu -varaiyin   vaai –the mouth of  uterus; karuvarai- 
uterus ; vaai- mouth .  

cervix [Latin ]  [neck ]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra -va  -ka- [-sa-]–and  the  
interpretation  of the word is kireevam – neck / head . 

pudendum  [Latin] ] has the consonants  -pa –  the- an- the –  ma -and the  
original  Tamil  word is   moodu  pundai- yaei    -to cover the vulva ; moodu –close 
;  pundai  --female  genital  /  female  hole ;   
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pudendum  [Latin] ] has the consonants  -[-pa-] –  the- an- the –  ma -and the  
original  Tamil  word is  manam  naanida  –to feel shy  ; manam- mind; naanida-  
feel shy ;   pudere [Latin] =-[-pa-] - the -Ra -]  = naanuthar -  feel shy . 

pussy [E] [ slang]  has the consonants –pa- sa- and the  original Tamil   word is 
pochchu – pussy . 

cunt  has the consonants -ka –an- the    and the  interpretation  of the word is 
vindai- vagina.    

cunt  has the consonants -ka –an- the   and the  original Tamil  word is santhu  
vaai  [ missing  letter- sa-]  -cleft  . 

 pubis [Latin ] [ bone of the groin ]  has the consonants- pa-  sa- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pochchu  enpu  -pubic bone  ; enpu  -bone  

womb [old English ][  belly / bowels / heart / uterus ]   has the consonants - va –
ma- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  kueiyam –womb . 

womb [old English ] [  belly / bowels / heart / uterus ]   has the consonants - va –
ma- -pa -]  and the  original Tamil  word is  kumpi – belly . 

womb [old English ] [  belly / bowels / heart / uterus ]   has the consonants - va –
ma-[ -pa -]  and the  original Tamil  word is  akam  /aakam- heart/ soul.  

womb [old English ] [  belly / bowels / heart / uterus ]   has the consonants - va –
ma-[ -pa -]  and the  original Tamil  word is  nenjakam [ missing letter- sa-] - heart . 

womb [old English ] [  belly / bowels / heart / uterus ]   has the consonants - va –
ma-[ -pa -]  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  pakku vaasayam / vaiyna 
naa-sayam [ missing letter- sa-] – stomach . 

 ovary[ Latin ] [ egg ]   has the consonants  - va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
karu  muttai  uruvaakum / thoandrum idam  / akam  [ missing  letter- the -] – 
ovary ; karu- embryo; muttai  -egg ; uruvaakum-  producing ; idam- place  ; 
thoandru -appear. 
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ovary [Latin ]   has the consonants  - va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  karu-
k-koodu [ missing  letter- the -]- ovary . 

ovary [ Latin ]   has the consonants  - va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
karuvakam –ovary . 

gonad [Greek]  [  male  /female genital organs  ;  for  male =   testis  ] [Greek –
gonos  - seed  / child  /   birth   /  race /  stock  /family  / offspring  ]  has the 
consonants-  ka- an- the  and the  original Tamil  word is aanin  / aan makan -nin  
kottai /  vithai   /  vinthu kottai  –seed of the man   ; aan –male;   vithai / kottai –
seed/nut  ;vinthu –semen . 

gonad [Greek]  [  male  / female genital organs -  female – ovary ]  has the 
consonants  ka  - an  - the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  karu  muttai   
undaakum  idam / muttai   karu aakku akam  -the place of formation  of egg ; 
muttai –egg ; undaakum- forming ; idam-  place  ;   karu-  embryo  ;  akku- make ; 
akam- inner . 

gonad [Greek]  [  family]   has the consonants  ka  - an  - the -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kudiththanam  -family . 

gonad [Greek]  [  race ]   has the consonants  ka  - an  - the -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kudi inam- race ; kudi- family / house; inam- race . 

  fallopian [ Latin ]  has the consonants – [-pa -] -la - pa -an  -and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  sool pai - yin  naalam [ missing  letter- sa-]  - fallopian tube ;  sool- 
embryo; pai- bag; sool pai- uterus; naalam- vessel.  

fallopian tube[Latin ]  has the consonants- pa- la- pa –an- the-  pa -and the original 
Tamil  word is  sool pai -yin   thoompu [ missing  letter- sa-]  - fallopian tube; sool  
pai- uterus; pai- bag ; sool- embryo; thoompu- tube. 

boops [ slang]  has the consonants –pa- sa  and the  original Tamil  word is 
paachchi -  boops / breast . 

breast  has the  consoants -pa –Ra-[- sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
peruththa  madi /thanam - big breast  ; peruththa- big  ; madi- breast . 
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breast  has the  consoants -pa –Ra-[- sa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  payoa tharam – breast . 

breast  has the  consoants -pa –Ra-[- sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maarpu  koodu-  [ missing  letter – ka-]- chest  cage ; maarpu- chest; koodu- cage. 

 gynecomastia [Greek]  [  gune- woman;   mastos  - breast]  has the consonants -ka 
-an -  ma – [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanni  yin / kanikaiyin  madi 
/ thanam – the breast   of woman ; kanikai- woman; madi- breast ; gune =ka na =  
kanni/ kanikai  ; masto  = ma- [-sa-]  -the = madi /thanam  . 

gynecomastia [Greek]  [  gune- woman;   mastos  - breast]  has the consonants -ka 
-an -  ma – [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aan  makanukku  undaana 
konkkai- the breast development in a man ; aaan makan – man ; gune = ka –an =  
aan makan  ; undaana- developed  ;  konkkai- breast . 

 phallus [Latin ] [Greek – phallos ] [ proto Indian root - bhel – to swell / inflate ]   
has the consonants- pa -la –[-sa-]- an the  original Tamil  word is  poolu – penis; 
aan  paal =  male  milk =  semen  ;  aan- male  ; paal- milk .  

phallus [Latin ] [Greek – phallos ] [ proto Indian root - bhel – to swell / inflate/ 
erect penis  ]   has the consonants-[- pa-] -la –-sa- an the  original Tamil  word is  
neela sunni – lengthy  penis   ; neelam-  long; sunni- penis . 

 glans   penis [ Latin word for  acorn / oak  nut –karuvaali maram – Tamil ]  has the 
consonants  -ka-  la –an-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is aan kazhaiyin  
mokkul –glans penis ; aan kazhaai- penis ;  aan- male; kazhai- stick; mokkul – bud /  
glans . 

linga [ Skt]  [pillar / sign / fire ]   has the consonants – la- an- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aan kazhai- male stick; aan- man; kazhai –stick . 

linga [ Skt]  [pillar / sign / fire ]   has the consonants – la- an- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nilai kaal- pillar / main door post . 

linga [ Skt]  [pillar / sign / fire ]   has the consonants – la- an- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kalankkam-  sign . 
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linga [ Skt]  [pillar / sign / fire ]   has the consonants – la- an- ka-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kanali -  fire.  

 linga [ Skt]  [pillar / sign / fire ]   has the consonants – la- an- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nekizhi – fire.  

penis [Latin ]  [ poste –Greek- tail  ]  has the consonants –pa- an-sa -and the   
original Tamil word is   pun  sinnam   /aan sinnam  -symbol of man ; aan- man; 
symbol- sign . 

 the penis  [Latin] has the consonants –  the- pa- an-[-sa -]-and the   original Tamil 
word is   -  aan udampu –male  body ; aan-  male; udampu –body . 

penis [Latin ]  [ poste –Greek- tail  ]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- an-sa -and the   
original Tamil word is   sunni  - penis . 

penis [Latin ]  [ poste –Greek- tail  ]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- an-[-sa-]  -and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  maani – penis . 

penis [Latin ]  [ poste –Greek- tail  ]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- an--sa- -and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  sisunam – penis.  

poste   [ Greek ] [  tail  ]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -  [-sa-] - the   and the  
original Tamil  word is    thandai-   tail . 

poste   [ Greek ] [  tail  ]   has the consonants – [- pa-] -  [-sa-] - the   and the  
original Tamil  word is aan thandu/ thadi   -male stick  ;aan- male; thandu –stick/ 
stem ; pundai- vagina . 

 pillicock [middle  English ] [ penis]   has the  consonants  -[-pa-]-  la -  ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is aan kazhai – male stick ; aan –man; kazhai- stick ; linga; 
alkul –vulva  . 

 priapus –Greek-/Latin]  -priapismos]  [ penis  /god  of procreation ]    has the 
consonants    pa  -Ra-  pa- sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is   aanin pirappu  
uruppu  /  urupaana   sunni   – the genital of a man  ;aan-   man ;pirappu  -birth; 
uruppu –body  part  ;  sunni –penis  ; periya  sunni  / periya  pirappu uruppu –big 
penis  ; periya –big  .  
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poly geny [Greek ] [  many + kinds] has the consonants  -pa - la – ka-  an - and the  
original Tamil  word is  pala vakaiyaana - many  kinds ; pala- poly ; vakai- kind.  

*poly has the consonants  -pa - la - and the  original Tamil  word is-pala  -many   . 

geny has the consonants -  ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  vakaiyaana-  
kinds  . 

poly  gamous  [Greek] [  many +  marriage ][ more than one spouse]   has the 
consonants  -pa - la – ka-  an – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  pala  
kaliyaankkal  -  many  marriages   ;   pala- many ; kalaiyaanam- marriage . 

poly  gamous  [Greek] [  many +  marriage ][ more than one spouse]   has the 
consonants  -pa - la – ka-  an - and the  original Tamil  word is  pala mana 
vizhaakkal kaana  –  to have many  marriages  ;  pala- many  ;mana  vizhaa-  
marriage; kaana- to see.  

poly  gamous  [Greek] [  many +  marriage ][ more than one spouse]   has the 
consonants  -pa - la – ka-  an - and the  original Tamil  word is  pala   kanavan   
manaivi –many husband  / wives ; pala- many ;kanavan- husband; manaivi- wife .  

gamous has the consonants - ka  -  ma -  [ -sa-] and the  original Tamil  word is      
kanavan  manaivi – husband  and wife  ;kanavan- husband; manaivi- wife .  

 endo gamy  [ marriage within a group ]   has the consonants – an- the- ka – ma-   
and the  original Tamil  word is  aka[ kumukaaya]  manam kondida –to have 
marriage with in the group; aka manam – marriage with in the group ; kondida  -
to have ; kumukaayam –group . 

 kidney [E] has the consonants – ka- the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  - 
kundi-k-kaai -  kidney /  heart  / liver  . 

 nephros [ Greek] [ negwhro   - proto Indian ] has the consonants  -an –[- pa-]  Ra -
sa –and the  original Tamil  word is siru neerakam  / siru neer  karuvi [ missing  
letter- ka-] -   inner body part  for  urine ; siru neer-  urine; akam- inner part  
;karuvi- tool .  
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nepros [ negwhro   - proto Indian ]   has the consonants –an- ka -Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is siru neer akam [ missing  letter- sa-] – kidney  ;s iru neer- 
urine; akam- inner body  part . 

calculus [Latin ] has the consonants –ka- la- ka -la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  koozhaan-k-kal- pebble . 

 urine [Latin]   has the consonants –Ra- an- and the   original Tamil  word is   siru  
neer [ missing letter- sa-]- urine  ;  sirumai- lower / bad ;   neer- water  

 urea [Latin]   has a  consonant -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is siru neer uppu  
[ missing letters- pa –and-  sa-] -  urine salt. 

urethra [Latin ] [  Greek – ourethra ]  has the consonants –Ra- the  -Ra  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   neer thaarai  -  urethra . 

 ureter [Latin ]   has the consonants  - Ra- the – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is neer thaarai thoompu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- urinary  tube; neer thaarai- urine  
;thoompu  -tube . 

 bladder [old English ]  [inflated/ pimple blister ]   has the consonats - pa –la- the -
Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  than- neeraal  / uoozhi  thanniyaal  uppiya / 
peruththa   / pudaiththa  pai   - bag  inflated with water / bile ;  than- neer- water; 
uppiya -- inflated ; pai  -bag ; uoolai thanni –bile .  

bladder [old English ]  [inflated/ pimple/  blister ]   has the consonats - pa –la- the -
Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  paruva  akavaiyil   mukaththil   ezhum kurum   
paru / parukkal  [ missing  letter- ka-] – facial  pimples developing  during  puberty 
; paruva a kavai- age of puberty ; mukam- face; ezhum –erupting /raising;  kuru- 
small; paru –pimple. 

bladder [old English ]  [inflated/ pimple/  blister ]   has the consonats - pa –la- the -
Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  paru  ezhuthal –appearnce of pimple  ;paru –
pimple; ezhuthal- to appear .  
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bladder [old English ]  [inflated/ pimple/  blister ]   has the consonats - pa –la- the -
Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  pun- neer   ulla / niraintha  koppalam  [ missing  
letter- ka-] - blister with  pus; pun neer- pus; ulla- having ; koppalam- blister . 

  pelivis [Latin]  has the consonants  [--pa-] -la – -va- [- sa-]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaali-  bucket . 

pelivis [Latin]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -la  -va-  [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  okkalai- side of the body / hip  . 

pelivis [Latin]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -la  -va-  [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  iduppu  kuzhivu  /  iduppu   ezhumpu  valayam /   kundi-k-kayin  ut -
kuzhivu [ missing  letter- the -] – pelvis; idauppu –hip; ezhumpu –bone; ut- inner; 
kuzhivu – hollow ; valayam- circle . 

pelivis [Latin]  has the consonants  --pa -la  -va-  [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  ezhumpu  koopakam – bony pelvis; ezhumpu  -bone; koopakam- pelvis.  

 buttock [E] has the consonants-[- pa-]- the- ka  -and the   original Tamil  word is  
kundi – buttock; muthuku  pakkam- back side  ; muthuku  -back; pakkam- side.  

body  [middle English  / old high German-botah  ]   has the  consonants – pa- the  - 
and the original Tamil word is udampu – body. 

 body[middle English ]   has the  consonants – pa- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is pothi – body . 

body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – pa- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is padam – body/ figure  . 

body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – pa- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is puthai- body  /to bury . 

body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – pa- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is pattinam- body  . 

body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – pa- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is pandi- body . 
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body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – pa- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is paandam/ pindam – body / vessel . 

body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – pa- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is pandam- body / matter . 

body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – pa- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is poothi/ ponthi - body . 

body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – pa- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is pothi  moottai-   body  / a bundle ; moottai –bundle. 

body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – pa- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is ponthai - body . 

body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – [-pa-]- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is muttai –body/ egg . 

body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – [-pa-]- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is yaedu - body / sheet / book . 

body[  middle English ]   has the  consonants – [-pa-]- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is thandam –body / stick  /wood . 

body[ middle English ]   has the  consonants – [-pa-]- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is theethu – body / bad . 

body[middle English ]   has the  consonants – [-pa-]- the  - and the original Tamil 
word is nadai manai – body / walking  house  . 

 soma [Greek ]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ma-and the  original Tamil  word is  
mei- body . 

soma [Greek ]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ma-and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is maeni –body  . 

corpus [Latin] [ body ]   has the consonants  - ka - Ra - pa –[-sa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kurampai  -body  ; maaya –k-  kurampai – body  as unstable . 
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corpus [Latin] [ body ]   has the consonants  - ka - Ra - pa –[-sa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  punarvu  -body . 

corpus [Latin] [ body ]   has the consonants  - ka - Ra - pa –[-sa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaayaa puri – body ; body  as the  tabernacle  or dwelling  of the 
soul  

 corpus [Latin] [ body ]   has the consonants  - ka - Ra – [-pa -]–[-sa-]  -and the 
other interpretation  of the  word is   varaankkam/ vikkirakam /aakaaram  - body . 

 corpus [Latin] [ body ]   has the consonants  - ka - Ra – [-pa -]–[-sa-]  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  uruvam- body . 

 corpus [Latin] [ body ]   has the consonants  - ka - Ra – [-pa-] –[-sa-]  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  marukkam – body . 

nose [old English ] [ organ for breathing  and smelling]   has the consonants -an –
sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is  naasi – nose.  

nose [old English ] [ organ for breathing  and smelling]   has the consonants -an –
sa- and the original Tamil  word is  moochchum  manamum  -  moochchu –breath 
;  manam- smell . 

eye brow - old English – eaganbru  [ German  -augenbraue] has the  consonants  -
ka -an  -pa –Ra- va-and the  original Tamil  word is  kann  puruvam – eye  brow; 
kann –eye;  puruvam- brow  ;  kann imai  /  puruva  mayir-   eye lid hair.;  kann  
imai- eye elid; mayir- hair   . 

 leg   has the consonants  -la-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaal- leg.  

ankle  [old English ]   has the consonants  -an- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kanu-k-kaal- ankle . 

 axilla [Latin]  hs the consonants -ka –[-sa -]–la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
akkul /  kai kuzhi-   arm pit  /axilla - 

 foot [E] has the consonants - pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi / 
paatham  -foot . 
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foot [old English  ] has the consonants - pa -the -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   pod  [ Greek ] -foot . 

 oculo [Latin ]  has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is vizhikal- 
eyes [ pl ]   

oculo [Latin ]  has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kankal- 
eyes [pl] . 

oculo [Latin] ]  has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is vizhi / 
kann  koalam- eye ball .  

 pupils [Latin] [ pupil -  little girl-  a small  reflected  seen when looking into some 
one’s eye ]  has the consonants – pa-  la-  sa-  and the  original Tamil word is sinna  
penn  pillai –little girl  child ; sinna -  small  ;  penn- girl ; pillai- child . 

dens [ Latin ]  [ tooth ] [ related to tusk ]  has the consonants - the –an- [-sa-] - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  thantham -  tusk – elongated , continuously  growing 
from from tooth . 

tooth  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thantham – tooth/ 
ivory . 

rash   has the consonats –Ra- [ -sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  pori [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  – rash . 

psoriasis [Latin] [ being  itchy ]  has the consonants –pa- sa- Ra- [-sa-] –and the  
original Tamil  word is  sori pun / pun arippu - sore  due to itching ;  soria- itching ; 
punn- sore ;arippu – itching  . 

psoriasis  [Latin] [ being  itchy ]  has the consonants –pa- [-sa--]  Ra- [-sa-] –and 
the  original Tamil  word is   arippu -itching  . 

psoriasis  [Latin] [ being  itchy ]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- -sa-- Ra- [-sa-] –and 
the  original Tamil  word is  soriya –itching. 

 wart   has the consonants - va -Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maru  
katti – wart; maru –wart; katti- swelling. 
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corn  [old French ]  [horn ] has the consonants- ka- Ra -an  -and the   original Tamil  
word is  kaar aani –corn ; kaar- foot; aani – corn . 

germ  has the  consonants  ka Ra – ma-   and the  original Tamil  word is nun uyir  
kirumi  -germ   ; nun uyir- micro organism . 

 virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants-  va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  nun  uyir kirumi- micro 
organism . 

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants-  va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  uravu – poison . 

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants--  va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  arakki – poison .  

 virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants -va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is   maerkki – 
poison . 

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  -va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the   interpretation  of the  word is   kaari / karam 
– poison 

 virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  karai   - poison . 

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  uruka- to melt.  

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  -va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the   interpretation  of the  word is  gonorrhea – a 
venereal disease.  

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is    kuri  uruppu  akki / 
ina uruppu  akki  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  genital  herpes ;  kuri  uruppu – genital 
part; akki- herpes.  
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virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  korukku  noavu  -
syphilis ; noavu  -disease.   

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  ina uruppu  noaei  – 
gonorrhea  / venereal disease ; ina uruppu – genital part .  

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  -va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the   interpretation  of the  word is  kuri viranam- 
syphilis; kuri – genital part  . 

 virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  parankki  punn [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –syphilis  ; punn- sore . 

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  -va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the   interpretation  of the  word is  kaarakam- 
secondary  syphilis .  

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  -va -Ra –-sa- and the   interpretation  of the  word is  sen-k-kiranthi [ 
missing  letter- the -] – venereal herpes.  

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  -va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the   interpretation  of the  word is  kanu-k-
kiranthi [  missing  letter- the -] – syphilis affecting the joints ;kanu –joint  . 

virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  neer  perukkm  / 
peruvu  – water  flow [ missing letter- pa-] – neer- water; perukkam- flow/ flood  
;peruvu - flow . 

 virus [Latin]  [ poison/ plant juice/ flow / to melt away / venereal disease ] has the 
consonants  va -Ra –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  uyir-k- kooru / neer 
kooru -  juice . 
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 pox [E]  [ infection]  has the consonants – [-pa-] –ka- [-sa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ammai  noavu ; ammai- pox; noavu- disease. 

pox [E]  [ infection]  has the consonants – [-pa-] –ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   akki ammai- herpes zoster . 

chicken pox [E]  has the consonants – sa- ka- an  -pa- ka -sa -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  veyyal  kaalan-k-klail   sinna   pillaikalai   / ilam  kuzhanthaikalai  
thaakkum   ammai   koppala  thoththu  noavu – [missing  letters- zha / la- and -the 
-] – the  infectious  disease  with eruptions   attacking the   children in summar 
times ; veyyal –sunshine; kaalam –time ; veyyal kaalam- summer time ; sinna- 
small; pillaikal- children; kuzhunthaikal- children ;  thaakkum- affecting;  ammai- 
pox; koppalam- blister; thoththu noavu  -infectious disease . 

small  pox [E]  has the consonants- sa -ma -la - pa- ka -sa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  veyyal  kaalan-k-kalil  ilam / sinna  kuzhanthaikalai  thaakki   udalil  sinna 
sinna    muththu  pola  / seezh  koppalankkalai    undaakkum  / mukaththil  
vadukkalai undaakkum   ammai    thoththu  noaei [ missing letter- the -] - the  
infectious  disease  with eruptions attacking the  children in summar times  ; seezh 
– pus ; mukam –face; vadu –pox marks ; muththu pola - eruption/ pearl like . 

small  pox [E]  has the consonants- sa -ma -la - pa- ka -sa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  sichchiluppaan  enum  ammai  noavu – chicken pox.  

small  pox [E]  has the consonants- [-sa-] -ma -la - pa- ka –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  puttaa -la   ammai  noavu  [ missing letter- the -] –measles . 

 small  pox [E]  has the consonants- -sa -ma -la - pa- ka -sa –and the  original Tamil  
word is   sinna sinna  ammai koppalankkal –  small pox eruption  / measles ; sinna- 
small; ammai  - pox  infection; koppalankkal- blisters . 

small  pox [E]  has the consonants- -[ -sa-]  -ma -la – [-pa-] - ka –[-sa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is   manal  vaari ammai  [missing letter- Ra-] – measles.  

small  pox [E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]  -ma -la - pa- ka –[- sa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is  paal ammai noavu  -  pox infection . 
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small  pox [E]  has the consonants- sa -ma -la - pa- ka -sa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  koppalippan enum  ammai noavu  vakai-  a kind of pox infection-   chicken 
pox  /   measles ; koppalippaan- measless  ; koppalam- blister . 

small  pox [E]  has the consonants- [-sa-] -ma -la – [-pa-]- ka –[-sa-] –and the  
original Tamil  word is  vilaiyaattu ammai [ missing  letter- the -] – measles. 

small  pox [E]  has the consonants- [-sa -]-ma -la - pa- ka -sa –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pokkulippaan  enum  ammai  noavu  vakai -  a kind of  pox disease ;  
pokkulippaan- measless . 

measles  [E ] has the consonants-  ma- [ -sa-] - la-  [ -sa-]   -and the  original Tamil  
word is  manal  ammai- measless . 

measles  [E ] has the consonants-  ma-  -sa-- la- -sa   -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sichchiluppaan   ammai [ missing  letter –pa-]  - chicken pox . 

 polio  myelitis [E] [  infantile  paralysis ]   has the consonants - pa-  la – ma-  la-  
the –[-sa-] –  and the  interpretation  of the word is  ilam pillai vaaatham  [ missing  
letter- ka-] – polio myelitis ;  ilam pillai- small child ;  vaatham- paralysis ; polio =pa 
- la =  ilam  pillai  =  small child ; ilamai –youth ; pillai –child ; polio = pa – la= 
pazhuppu  =grey [matter] . 

polio  myelitis [E]   has the consonants - pa-  la – ma-  la-  the –[-sa-] –  and the  
interpretation  of the word is    ilam pillai -kalukku  / sinna kuzhanthaikkalukku /  
thandu  vada   saampal  pakuthiyil  undaakum   noavu -aal   kai  kaal  thuvaluthal -  
[ missing  letter- ka-]- paralysis  of arm and leg   in  small  children  due to  spinal 
cord  disease ; ilam – pillaikal- young children; sinna- small;  kuzhanthaikal- 
children ;  thandu  vadam- spinal cord; ;saampal  pakuthi -.grey  part ; kai- arm; 
kaal- leg; thuvaluthal- paresis .     

organ   has the consonants- Ra- ka -an - and the interpretation  of the word is  
karanam [Skt] - instrument . 

organ   has the consonants- Ra-  ka –[-an -]- and the  original Tamil  word is karuvi 
– instrument / internal organ . 
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 viscera[Latin]  [ inner organs]  has the consonants –va- [-sa-] -Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is karuvi - – instrument / internal organ . 

 prostate [Greek ]  [ that stands before  /testis  ]  has the  consonants  - pa- Ra - sa 
-the  -and the original Tamil  word is     aan in  -  punarchchi  neer  surappi    - the 
secretory   gland  of intercourse  of man  ; punarchchi- intercourse ; neer- water; 
surappi- secretory gland . 

 prostate [Greek ]  [ Tamil meaning  -  secreting  before the  semen  discharge ]     
has the  consonants  - pa- Ra - sa -the  -and the original Tamil  word is    
punarchchi  - yin poathu  pisu pisuppu   tharum  munthu  neer surappi – the 
secretory organ  which secretes before  semen during  sexual activity ; 
punarchchi- sexual intercourse ; pisu pisuppaana  - sticky ; tharum –giving ; 
munthu neer- water that comes earlier[ to semen ] ; surappi- secretory  gland. 

liver   has the consonants - la -va –Ra- and the  orignal Tamil word is kal -eeral – 
liver. 

 pan-creas[Greek ]  [ sweet food/ raw flesh ]   has the consonats -pa   an - ka- Ra- 
sa –and the  original Tamil  word is   kanaiya neer surappi – the gland that  
secretes  the harmone ;  kanayam- pancreas;  neer- water/ harmone; surappi –the 
organ that secretes . 

pancreas[Greek ]  [ sweet food /raw flesh ]   has the consonats -pa -  an - ka- Ra- 
sa –and the  original Tamil  word is   inippu /suvai mikka  -  kari  iraichchi uoon – 
sweet meat food ; imnippu –sweet ; suvai mikka- more tasty  ;kari  iraichchi- meat 
; uoon –food/ meat . 

gut    has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  koodu  / vandi  
-stomach . 

gut   has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kutchchi [ 
missing  letter- sa-] –stomach . 

 glosso   [ Greek]   [ tongue / word / speech/ language   ]   has the consonants – 
ka-  la- [ -sa-] -  and the  original  Tamil  word is  kilavi –language  ; kuyil  –word ;  
kaelvi  –word . nuval –word ; vili  –word  ; kaelvi  –word ; vaai mozhi –speech . 
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glosso   [ Greek]   [ tongue / word / speech / language   ]   has the consonants – 
ka-  la- [ -sa-] -  and the  original  Tamil  word is   panuval   / pukazh  [  missing 
letter- pa-] – word; kilappu/ vilampu - speech .  

algia [Greek  -algos -] [ pain ]  has the consonants- la-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vali  -pain  ;  avalam- pain  ;  uyaval- pain ;  ulaivu –pain ;  vali ali –to give 
pain ; nakalvu – pain ; melivu- pain . 

algia [Greek  -algos -] [ pain ]  has the consonants- la-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kilaesam[ algos]  /  savalai   [ missing  letter- sa-]- pain . 

algia [Greek  -algos -] [ pain ]  has the consonants- la-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaekkaalm – to be pained.  

 algia [Greek  -algos -] [ pain ]  has the consonants- la-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  noavu kolla- to have pain  ;  noavu –sickness/ pain ; kolla- to have .  

gastro    has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- the -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayeitru – gastro / pertaining to gut . 

buccal [Latin ] [ cavity ]  has the consoants- [- pa-]  – ka-  la - and the   original 
Tamil  word is   vaai kuzhi-  mouth cavity ;  vaaai- mouth; kuzhi- cavity . 

 bucca  [Latin] [ cheek ]   has the consonants –[ -pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kannam – cheek ; muka pakkam- side of the face; mukam – face ; 
pakkam- side ;  cheek- sokku  / konju . 

buccal [Latin ] [ cavity ]  has the consoants- [- pa-]  – ka-  la - and the   original 
Tamil  word is   ull vaai – inner mouth ; ull- inner ; vaai – mouth . 

 vomit  has the consonants  -va- ma -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vomatta-  nausea;   kakkida  vaendum –to vomit;   kakku –vomit  . 

 saliva    has the consonants  -sa- la- va -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai   
echchil – saliva; vaai- mouth; echchil- saliva ; saalai  vaai . 

saliva     has the consonants  -[-sa--]  la- va -and the  original Tamil  word is  kozhai 
– saliva . 
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saliva    has the consonants  -sa- la- va -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaayill  
vizhaichchu  -saliva ; vaai- mouth . 

 feces has the  consonats -pa [-sa-]  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is pee- shit.  

uvula  has the consonants –va-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is ull naakku – 
inner toungue ; uvula ; ull- inner ; naakku- tongue . 

 tonsil  has the consonants –the- an- sa-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is -       
thondai – yin  ullae   ulla sathai   -the tissue /  flesh  inside the  throat  ;thondai- 
throat; ullae – in ; ulla- having  ;  sathai –tissue  

 gland   has the consonants –  ka - la – an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is           
thondaiyil  ulla katti/ veekkam  - the lump  in the throat ; thondai-  throat ; katti –
swelling . 

 gland   has the consonants –  ka - la – an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is           
munnan-k-kazhuththu  kazhalai – the swelling  on the front side  of neck ;  mun –
front ; kazhuththu- neck; kazhalai- swelling . 

gland   has the consonants –  ka - la – an- the - and the other interprretaion  of the 
word is   kanda  maalai – necklace ; kandam- neck; maalai-  garland . 

 goiter has the consonants –  ka - the -  Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is                  
kaedaiya  vadivam udaiya  katti/ veekkam /   kanda  surappi [ missing  letters –pa - 
and -sa-]   -shield shaped   neck  gland; kaedayam- shild; vadivam-  shape ; 
kandam-  neck ;  surappi- gland/ secretory  organ; katti -/ veekkam- swelling  .    

 gigantism  [  giant  ]  has the consonants –  ka –an – the - and the  original Tamil  
word is    pootha  kanam  [ missing  letter- pa-]   -giant ;  kundan – stout  person ; 
kattaiyan- short /stout/ strong  person  .         

leprosy   has the consonats  -la  -pa- Ra –sa-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
perum   nasal – big  disease  ; perum –big ; nasal- illness.   

vitiligo  has the consonants – va- the-  la – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
venn kuttam  enum  thole noaei  vakai-  a kind of skin disease  - venn kuttam ; 
venn- white ; kuttam-  a kind of leprosy .  
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 epilepsy [Greek ]  has the  consonants – pa- la-  pa- [-sa-]  -and the  orignal Tamil  
word is  izhuppu  noai  /  izhuppu  nasal  -epilepsy  ; izhuppu- pulling; noaei- 
disease; nasal- illness .  

 gelastic  Greek  [ gelos ] [ laughing]     has the consonants - ka - la  -[-sa-] -  and the  
original  Tamil  word is  ilikka -  to laugh  ;  nakkal-  laugh  at;  nakaa al- laughter  ; 
kekkali- loud laughter . 

 gelastic  has the consonants-  ka- la- [-sa-]  -the - ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kala   kala  ena   nakaiththal -  laughing  ; kekkaliththiduka-  to laugh  loudly ; 
adakka  iyalaamaal   nakaiththal  -  laughing with out control; adakku –to contol; 
iyalaamal-  can not;  nakaiththal- laughing . 

sick    has the consonats- sa –ka- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  noavu- sick . 

sick   has the consonats- sa –ka- and the  interpretaion  of the word is asookam -
sick . 

 illness  has the consonants  -la -an –sa- and the  original  Tamil  word is  nalam 
inmai- lack of health ; nalam- health;  inmai- nil . 

disease  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]–and  the  original Tamil  word is  noaei 
nodi- disease  ; thuni / theenam – disease .   

 tissue   has the consonants  -the -sa -and the original Tamil  word is thisu – tissue.  

 tissue   has the consonants  -the -sa -and the original Tamil  word is sathai- flesh . 

mucous   has he consonants- ma  -ka -  sa- and the   orignal Tamil  word is  kaasam   
- mucous  ;  kaasa noai- tuberculosis  ; root word  is kakka -to eject out .  

mucous   has he consonants- ma  -ka -  [-sa-]- and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is  kapam [ missing  letter- pa-]  - mucous.  

canula    has the  consonants-  ka -an -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nunniya  
kuzhaai-  fine pipe  / tube / vessel ; nunniya- ifne ; kuzhaai- vessel.  
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inject ]  has the consonans - an - sa –ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoosi   kuththa  / yaeththa  vaendum – to  prick with the needle ; uoosi- needle ; 
kuththa- prick . 

operate   has the consonants –[-pa-] –Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aruththidu / aruththu poadu /  aruththu  thai –  operate .  

surgery [Greek ]   has the consonants –[-sa -]-Ra – ka- Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  
word is   aruvai  arivu- iyar –  science  of  operation  ;  aruvai – operation; arivu – 
knowledge ; iyar- science .  

surgery [Greek ]  [ kheirourgia  ]  has the consonants –-sa --Ra – ka- Ra –and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  rana aruvai sikichchai –  operative treatment  
; ranam- blood; aruvai  -operation; sikichchai- [ kunmaakka/ sukamaakka ] -  
treatment . 

surgery [Greek ]   has the consonants –[-sa -]-Ra – ka- Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  
word is  keeri  kunammukkum  murai – method of  operative treatment  ; keeru- 
incise/ cut; kunamaakku –to cure; murai – method . 

procedure  has the consonants- -pa- Ra  -sa-  the - Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is    sariyaa   / sirappa   seithidum  murai -  method of doing in  the best way;  
sariya- in  a right way ;  sirappa-  best ; seithidu- do ; murai- method .  

suture    has the  consonants  --[- sa-] -the- Ra- and the  origninal Tamil  word is  
thunnuthar /   saerththu  thaiththiduthar  /aruththathai  thaiththiduthar / 
thaeiththu  inaiththiduthar   –  suture the operated ; saerththu –together ; 
thaiththiduthar- suture  ; inaiththiduthar –to join.  

microscope  has the consonants - ma - ka - Ra  [-sa-]  - ka – pa-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   uruvam  perukkum   karuvi  -the tool  which  magnifies the figures  
; uruvam- figure; perukku – magnify ; karuvi- tool . 

telescope  has the  consonants –the-la  -[-sa-]-  ka- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  tholai noakki  kannaadi / aadi -  telescope ;  tholai –tely /distance ; 
noakku  -to see ; kannaadi –mirror   . 
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anatomy [Greek ] [ cutting up ] has the consonants – an- the -ma  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  manitha udampu  amaippu  paththiya   paadam  / padippu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]  – study  of human body structure ; manithan- man; udampu  
-body ; amaippu –structure; paththiya –about; padippu –learning .  

anatomy [Greek ] [ cutting up ] has the consonants – an- the -ma  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  manitha udampai   thundu  idanam [ missing  letter- pa-]   -
to cut the human body  ;manithan- man; udampu – body ;thundu  idu -  to cut  

cadaver [Latin ] [  dead body ]   has the consonants  -ka- the-  va- Ra - and the  
original Tamil  word is viraiththa  kattai –rigid wood ;  kattai- dead body / wood;  
viraiththa-  stiff / rigid  

fibula   has the consonants –pa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  simpu  
ezhumpu [ missing  letter- sa-]- fibula  ;ezhumpu -bone . 

trachea [Greek] has the consonants  - the – Ra-  ka-   and the  interpretation  of 
the word is thama rakam – trachea.  

trachea  has the consonants  - the – Ra-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaatru  kuzhaai  [ missing letter- zha-] – wind pipe; kaatru –wind; kuzhaai – pipe  . 

trachea has the consonants  - the – Ra-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaatru  purai  / kaatru paathai  [ missing  letter –pa-] –wind pipe ; kaatru- wind; 
purai- pipe ; paathai –path . 

lung  has the consonants –la- an- ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  nurai -eeral 
akam [ missing letter- Ra-] –lung  ; nurai –foam – akam- inner part . 

patho-logy [Latin] has the consonants -  pa –the-  la  -ka  -and  the  original Tamil  
word is  noaei  muthal  naadi  kalai - iyal  padippu –  the study  of  the science of  
genesis  of the disease; noaei –disease ; muthal- origin ; naadu  -seek  ;kalai iyal – 
science; padippu  -course/ learning  . 

vitamin  has the consonants-  va- the -ma -an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
uoottam  kodukkum    saththu  pandam/ jeeeva saththu pandam   [ missing  
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letters- pa –and- sa-]-  vitamin rich food ; uootta saththu –vitamin ; pandam   -
food ; kodukkum  -giving .   

protein   has the  consonants  -  pa- Ra- the - an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
puratha uoon  -protein food ; puratham- protein; uoon- food;  inaintha  
puratham- conjugated protein  ; puratha mani – protein rich  seeds . 
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                              Jumbling  theory  -an orientation  

                         G. English  words and  Tamil  

   

warrior[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  Saervai/ 
Saervai kaarar  [ missing letter- sa-] – soldier  caste  of Tamil Nadu ; army . 

warrior[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  maravar 
warrior . 

 warrior[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  Vanniyar 
–warrior caste . 

warrior[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  veerar  -
warrior . 

warrior[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is Varman  - warrior . 

warrior[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is Vikkiraman - warrior . 

warrior[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra –and the other interpretation  of the  
word is   akaviyar – warrior.  

warrior[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra –and the other interpretation  of the  
word is   pakaivar [ missing letter- pa-]- - enemy  [  antonym]  . 

warrior[E]   has the consonants – va- Ra –and the other interpretation  of the  
word is   utkaar [ missing letter- the -] -  enemy [ antonym] . 
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wife  [E] has the consonants - va –[-pa-]- and the  interpretation of the word is 
saiyoaki [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] –wife.  

wife  [E] has the consonants - va –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is manaivi –
wife.   

head [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
saithavam [? Skt] [missing letter- sa-]-  head.  

head [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kondai- 
head.  

head [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kunthalam-[ 
missing  letter- la-]- woman’s hair . 

hair[E]  has the consonants  ka -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
kaesakkiram [ missing letter –sa-]-  tip of the hair ; kaesam /sikai - hair . 

saevikka [ Skt]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - va-ka   -and the original Tamil  word is  
vanankkuka -  worship . 

saervu [ Tamil]  has the consonants - sa-Ra- va- and the  interpretation of the 
word is kurichchi [Tamil] - village  . 

saervu [ Tamil ]  has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra- va- and the other  interpretation 
of the word is  kiraama [Skt] – village.  

saervu [ Tamil ]  has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra- va- and the other  interpretation 
of the word is  nakaram [Skt] - city  . 

friend [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra -an –the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is saernthaar [missing letter- sa-]-  – friends / who are in the company  . 

*friend [E]   has the consonants –-pa- Ra -an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
purinthaar-   friends / who  has understand . 

house [E] has the consonants  -ka- sa - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
jaakai [Skt] – house;   saaikai  – saaya - to repose ; akam-  home  . 
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house [E] has the consonants  -ka- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is kuchchu- 
house.  

house [E] has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  akam-  house / home . 

joy [E]  has the consonant -  sa- and the  interpretation of the word is saemam 
[Skt] –joy . 

joy [E]  has the consonant -  [- sa-] - and the original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is inpam [ missing letter- pa-]- joy . 

boy [ E]   has the consonant - pa- and the  interpretation of the word is  paiyan 
[Skt] / bene [Hebrew ]  - boy/ son .  

boy [ E]   has the consonant – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   saeyan [missing letter- sa-]-  boy / son . 

saetham [T] has the consonants- sa- the  - ma -  and the  interpretation of the 
word is nasttam[Skt] – loss . 

beauty [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
saedu  [missing letter- sa-]-- beauty . 

beauty [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
usitham [  missing letter- sa-]-- beauty .  

beauty [E]  has the consonants – -pa-–the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
paantham -  beauty . 

*beauty [E]  has the consonants – -pa-–the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
painthu -  beauty . 

beauty [E]  has the consonants – -pa-–the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
pasanthu [ missing letter- sa-]- beauty . 

beauty [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] -–the- and the  original Tamil  word is  eithu  
- beauty . 
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*beauty [E]  has the consonants –pa-–the- and the  original Tamil  word is padi-  
beauty  . 

beauty [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
saedi- [missing letter- sa-]-  beautiful  girl . 

beauty [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
then – beauty. 

beautify  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] –the- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   saediththidu  [ jodiththidu ]  [missing letter- sa-]- beautify /decorate . 

beautify  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] –the- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  sen–niththidu  [missing letter- sa-]- beautify /decorate . 

pretty [E] has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thiru- pretty.  

pretty [E] has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
seer udaiyathu [missing letter-sa-]-– beautiful ; seer- beauty/ riches ; udaiya -has . 

pretty [E] has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- the -and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is sundhari [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-]-    pretty girl . 

pretty  [E]  has the consonants-  -pa-- Ra- the -and the   other interpretation  of 
word is  peruththa  thanam / madi  udaiya  penn -   girl  with big breast ;   
peruththa- big;  thanam[Skt ]  - breast  ; pen- girl ; peruththa- big  ;  madi- breast ;  
udaiya- has ;  penn- woman .  

pretty  [E]  has the consonants-  -pa-- Ra- the -and the   other interpretation  of 
word is  siriya  idai  udaiya pnen [ missing letter- sa-] - girl  with  narrow hip ; idai- 
hip ; siriya- small.  

pretty  [E]  has the consonants-  -pa-- Ra- the -and the   other interpretation  of 
word is  eeram udaiya  penn -  kind hearted girl / beauty ; eeram-  wet/ beauty/ 
love  . 
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pretty  [E]  has the consonants-  -pa-- Ra- the -and the   other interpretation  of 
word is   sariyaana uyaram  udaiya  penn -[ missing letter- sa-]-  girl of good height 
; uyaram- height ; sariyaana- correct ; udaiya -  has ; penn –female . 

pretty  [E]  has the consonants-  -pa-- Ra- the -and the   other interpretation  of 
word is  panthuram-  pretty    . 

 fit [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]  - the -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
usitham [ missing letter- sa-]- fit.  

fit [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]  - the -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
oththathu –fit.  

ask [E]  has the consonants-  sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  uasaavu –ask . 

spy [E]  has the consonants - sa –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  usaa -  
spy.  

fish [E]  has the consonants – [ -pa-] - sa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sennam/sinnai  -  a kind of fish . 

*fish [E]  has the consonants – [ -pa-] - sa -and the  original Tamil  word is paasi- 
fish . 

hill [E]  has the consonants- ka- la- and the   original Tamil  word is sei kaal-
[missing letter- sa-]-  mountain ; kal- stone .  

hill [E]  has the consonants- ka- la- and the   original Tamil  word is kukilam- 
mountain . 

hill [E]  has the consonants- ka- la- and the   original Tamil  word is kikkilam- hill.  

hill [E]  has the consonants- ka- la- and the   original Tamil  word is kuvaal- mound.  

jem [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ma- and the  interpretation of the word is 
mani-  jem; sem mani –red stone ;  semmai –red   . 

fox [E] has the consonants –pa- ka- sa – and the interpretation  of the word is sem 
-poakam- fox.  
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Sun [E]  has the consonants  -sa- an- and the  original Tamil word is Seiyyoan  -sun. 

Sun [E]  has the consonants  -sa- an- and the  original Tamil word is soonu – sun.  

son [E]  has the  consonants  -[-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil word is  aan –male  

son [E]  has the  consonants  -sa- an- and the   other interpretation  of the word is   
soonu /saanu-son.  

 son [E]  has the  consonants  -[-sa-]- an- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   paiyan [ missing letter- pa-]-  boy . 

fire[E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]- Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
aasiram [ missing  letter- sa-] – fire.  

fire[E] has the consonants-  pa Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  neruppu –fire.  

*sound [ E] has the consonants- sa -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
senthu –sound . 

fowl [E]  has the consonants  -pa –va- la - and the  original Tamil  word is soolikai--
[missing letter- sa-]- fowl . 

fowl [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  –va- la - and the  original Tamil  word is kozhi- 
fowl . 

cock [E] has the consonants-  ka- ka and the  original Tamil  word is koovu-voan – 
one who cries; koovu- howl  . 

cock [E] has the consonants-  ka- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kukudam-[ 
missing letter- the -] -  cock . 

gale [E]  has the consoants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is soozh vali --
[missing letter- sa-]-  -storm . 

pepper [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa -] –[- pa-] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is soor --[missing letter- sa-]-– pepper . 
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pepper [E]  has the consonants-  [- pa -] –[- pa-] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  usiram  -[missing letter- sa-]-– - pepper . 

fear [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is soor--
[missing letter- sa-]- fear . 

*fear [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is peeru – 
fear . 

fear [E]  has the consonants – pa-–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is soorppu  
/sora sorappu [missing letter- sa-]- fear . 

fear [E]  has the consonants– pa-–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is iripu –fear.  

fear [E]  has the consonants– pa-–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is pirappu-  
fear/ birth . 

fear [E]  has the consonants– [-pa-] -–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is uru/ 
uruma- fear.  

arch [ E] has the consonants – Ra- sa –and the  original Tamil word is soorppu 
[missing letter- sa-]-arch. 

poet  [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
soothan-[missing letter- sa-]- singer [paanar ] . 

poet  [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is saadu- -
[missing letter- sa-]- poet . 

kaja [Skt]  has the consonants - ka sa- and the  interpretation of the  word is 
sookai- elephant . 

kaja [Skt]  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is kai 
maa- elephant . 

kaja [Skt]  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is kompan 
[ missing letter- pa-]- male elephant . 
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 to kiss [E]  has the consonants –  the- ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uthattai  suvaiththidu – to kiss/ to taste  ; uthadu- lips ; suvaikka- to taste . 

to kiss [E]  has the consonants –  the- ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
konjidu  -  to kiss . 

to kiss [E]  has the consonants –  the- ka- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
muththam  iduka- to kiss ;  muththam- kiss.  

clash[ E]   has the consonants- ka -la sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sulukam- 
clash . 

clash[ E]   has the consonants- ka -la sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sankulam- 
war . 

clash[ E]   has the consonants- ka -la sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  ekazh -  
war . 

clash[E] has the consonants- ka -la [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kalakam- 
clash . 

canis  has the consonants -ka -an- sa -and the  interpretation of the word is 
suvaanam  -canis . 

canis  has the consonants -ka -an- sa -and the  interpretation of the word is 
sunakan –canis . 

canis  has the consonants -ka -an- [-sa-] -and the  interpretation of the word is 
naaikkan- canis . 

canis  has the consonants -ka -an- [-sa-] -and the  interpretation of the word is 
kukkan- dog . 

canis  has the consonants -ka -an- [-sa-] -and the  interpretation of the word is 
akkan -  dog. 

canis  has the consonants -ka -an- [-sa-] -and the  interpretation of the word is 
iyakkan- dog.  
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wolf [E] has the consonants –va- la –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kukkal-  dog /wolf .  

bark [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  naai 
kuraippu-  bark ; naai –dog; kuraippu- bark . 

bark [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –ka- and the interpretation of the  word 
is  kukuran- dog .  

bark [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –ka- and the interpretation of the  word 
is  kuravai- howling . 

bark [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –ka- and the interpretation of the  word 
is  kurai- bark.  

bark [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –ka- and the interpretation of the  word 
kurai mukan- dog; kurai- bark ;  naai –dog.  

dog [E] has the consonants -the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
sakudam  -[missing letter- sa-]-   dog.  

dog [E] has the consonants -the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
andikam – dog.  

dog [E] has the consonants -the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is veettu  
naai-  house dog ;  kaattu naai- wild dog; veedu- house ; kaadu –wood;naai –dog . 

weed [E]  has the consonants-  va –the- and the  interpretation of the word is 
suvaetham- -[missing letter- sa-]-  weed . 

weed [E]  has the consonants-  va –the- and the   original Tamil  word is kiduku- 
weed.  

cyperus pepyrus  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra-[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  naanar -  reed . 

cyperus pepyrus  has the consonants --pa-Ra-[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is   pur- grass.  
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grass  has the consonants  - ka- Ra –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  koarai 
pur [ missing letter- pa-]- a kind of  reed . 

duke [E] has the consonants – the- ka- and the interpretation of the word is 
suvithan [?Skt] -[missing letter- sa-]-   - duke / king . 

duke [E] has the consonants – the- ka- and the interpretation of the word is 
konthakan- head of the army.  

duke [E] has the consonants – the- ka- and the  otherinterpretation of the word is 
makipathi [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-]- -  king . 

duke [E] has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  kunthavai -  queen;  kunthi .  

duke [E] has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   koa  pendu [ missing letter- pa-]-  queen . 

prince [E]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra -an -sa –and the   interpretation of the 
word is upa raasan [Skt] -  prince . 

king [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  koa- 
makan – duke/ king   . 

queen [E]   has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   koa 
makan- in manivi – wife  of  the king ; koa –makan - king ; manaivi –wife . 

rani [Skt] has the consonants – Ra- an- and the  original Tamil  word is raayani- 
queen ; raayan-  king . 

pond [ E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sunadai -[missing letter- sa-]-- well . 

pond [ E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundam/ kundu [ missing letter- ka-]- pond.  

pond [ E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
udu neer [ missing letter- Ra-]- moat ; neer- water .  
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sona  [ Hindi ]   has the consonants  -[ -sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil word is 
pon [ missing letter- pa-]- gold.  

harp [ E]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word is  
seekaa maram  -[missing letter- sa-]-- a  kind  of harp of the agricultural tract . 

harp [ E]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word is   
kanjira [ missing letter-sa-]-  a kind  of small drum  . 

harp [ E]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word is  isai 
karuvi-  musical instrument ;  isai- music  ;  karuvi- instrument .  

harp [ E]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word is  
araakam /   paalai  yaazh thiram  - harp of the  desert people . 

harp [ E]  has the consonants  - ka -Ra –[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word is   
eravaanam-  percussion  instrument . 

idippu [ Tamil]  has the consonants  -the- [-pa-]- and the  interpretation of the 
word is naatham – sound / thunder . 

idippu [ Tamil]  has the consonants  -the- [-pa-]- and the other   interpretation of 
the word  is  thoni- musical tone . 

ear [E]  has the consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  isai  pori [  missing 
letters-  sa -and -pa-]- -  ear; pori –machine ; isai/ oasai - music/ sound   . 

isai vaanan [Tamil] /singer   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - va an-  and the 
interpretation of the word is gaayakan [Malayalam]-  singer . 

shower [E]   has the consonants-  sa –va- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
seekaram – small  rain fall . 

shower [E]   has the consonants-  sa –va- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sorivu – shower . 

super [E] has the consonants – sa- pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  sirappu 
–super.  
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super [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
arumai- super. 

super [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
perumai  - super . 

super [E] has the consonants – sa-[-pa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
uyarchchi   - super /great. 

student [ E]  has the consonats - sa -the –an- the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
sattan  /sittan -student . 

palace [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
saalai- palace.  

palace [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kulam- [ missing letter- ka-]-  palace.   

palace [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koa-vil / koa illam -  palace;  koa- king ; illam- house .  

palace [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
illam- palace . 

palace [E]  has the consonants –pa- la- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
paazhi-  temple/ palace . 

thresh [E]  has the consonants – the- Ra -sa – and the original Tamil meaning  of 
the word is saattuthar  -beat 

thresh [E]  has the consonants – the- Ra –[-sa -]– and the original Tamil meaning  
of the word is adiththar/idiththar – beat/hit . 

aanai[Tamil ]  has the consonant- an- and the interpretation of the word is 
saasanam[ Skt]  - king’s order . 

eekai [Tamil]  has the consonant-  ka -and the  interpretation of the word is  
maega [Skt] / cloud . 
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eem /eemam [Tamil ]   has the consonant-  ma -and the  interpretation of the 
word is mayaanam -  grave yard . 

hip[E] has the consonants – ka-[-pa-]- and the  interpretation of the word is 
savanam [ missing letter- sa-]- hip. 

hip[E] has the consonants – ka-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil word is kavai- hip  

sampaaththiyam [?Skt]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- [-ma-] –[-pa-]- the –-ma – 
and the  original Tamil  word is thaettam   -earnings /income. 

redeem [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
eedu yaetram – redeem . 

arrack [E] has the consonants – Ra-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sarakku- [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  liquor . 

bull [E]  has the  consonants-  pa- la -and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is  
sampalam  [  missing letter- sa-]-   goat / vellaattu kedaa . 

bull [E]  has the  consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is  alliyan-  the elephant  which missed the group . 

bull [E]  has the  consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is  imil-  eruthu  thimil . 

bull [E]  has the  consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is puli- tiger.    

bull[E]  has the  consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is aayil – elephant in musth . 

lemon [E]  has the  consonants - la –ma- [-an-]- and the Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  sampalam [  missing letters- sa- and - pa-]-  lemon  . 

war [E] has the consonants – va- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  kurumpu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –war  .  
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war [E] has the consonants – va- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is  
saravam-[  missing letter- sa-]- war   . 

war [E] has the consonants – va- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is  
sankaram[  missing letter- sa-]-  war . 

war [E] has the consonants – va- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is  
sankirakam [  missing letter- sa-]-  hand  fight .  

war [E] has the consonants – va- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is  
Vanniyar –warrior caste . 

war [E] has the consonants – va- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
maraavar  /veerar -  warrior  . 

war [E] has the consonants – va- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
thaakkuthar [ missing letter- the -]- to attack . 

war [E] has the consonants – va- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
amarakam [Skt] -  battle field . 

war [E] has the consonants – va- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is rana 
sankkam [ missing letter –sa-]- blowing  of the conch shell after winning the war; 
sankku –conch shell ; ranam [Skt] –blood/ war /red  /surgery .  

war [E] has the consonants – va- Ra -and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is  
arankkam- battle field.  

war [E] has the consonants – va- Ra -and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is  
nikarkka- to make war . 

battle [E]  has the consonants – pa- the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaavadi   poaduthal [missing letter –ka-]- to make a war . 

battle [E]  has the consonants –[-  pa-] - the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
adu nilai-  a state of killing . 
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battle [E]  has the consonants –  pa-- the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is adu  
kalam /  padu kalam   [ missing letter- ka-] –battle  field ;  kalam- field  .  

battle [E]  has the consonants –  [-pa-] -- the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
anithal- army parade . 

battle [E]  has the consonants – -pa-- the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sandai  poaduthal [ missing letter –sa-] – fighting; sandai-  fight .  

battle [E]  has the consonants –  pa- the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is moola 
padai – one of the 6  kinds of troops. 

battle [E]  has the consonants –  [-pa-]- the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aaduthal- killing.  

battle [E]  has the consonants –  [-pa-]- the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
udaluthal-  to make a war . 

troops [E] has the consonants - the -Ra –pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is siru / 
perum  padai  [ missing letter- sa-]- - small /big army ; siru –small;  perum- big; 
padai –troop. 

troops [E] has the consonants - the -Ra –pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is poar 
padai- troop ; poar- war; padai –troop.  

troop [E] has the consonants - the -Ra –pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is thuru 
padai-  army . 

troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- [-pa-] -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoosar -  soldiers . 

troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -pa—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  tharai padai  -  army;  tharai- ground  . 

troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -pa—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaer  padai-  chariot army ;  thaer-  rath . 
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troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- [-pa-] -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
sandiyar - soldiers . 

troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -pa—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is    iyankku  padai aravam [ missing letter- ka-] -  roaring noise made by the  
excited soldiers; aravam- sound ; padai –army  . 

troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -pa—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  poar padai veerar/ maravar  [ missing letter- ka-] – soldiers; maravar- warrior .  

troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -pa—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kuthirai  padai-[ missing letter- ka-] -  cavalry  ; kuthirai- horse ; padai –army    . 

troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -pa—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  poar  purithar –to fight /to make a war ; poar- war ; puriya –do   .   

troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -pa—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  udai padaiyinar – defeated army . 

 troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -pa—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  Padai   Aatchchiyar –warrior caste . 

troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -[-pa-] —[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaaru- army . 

troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -[-pa-] —[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
paaruthar/ poruthar- to make a war . 

troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -pa-[-sa-]  -and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is pithir -  war story . 

 troops [E] has the consonants- the- Ra- -pa-[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the  word is   poar nadappu -  war story ; poar –war . 

saena [Hindi] has the consonants –[ -sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is ani  
/aniyam- troop . 
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defeat [E]  has the consonants -  the-[- pa-]- the - and the   original Tamil  word is  
udaiththidu – defeat . 

defeat [E]  has the consonants -  the- pa-the - and the   original Tamil  word is  
uoothi poadu –defeat.  

defeat [E]  has the consonants -  the- [- pa-] -the - and the   original Tamil  word is  
saaiththidu  [ missing letter- sa-]- defeat.   

defeat [E]  has the consonants -  the- [- pa-] -the - and the   original Tamil  word is   
mandi -ida sei [ missing letter- sa-]-  defeat ;  mandi idu- kneel down . 

defeat [E]  has the consonants -  the- [- pa-] -the - and the   original Tamil  word is    
thaoththu  poa - get defeated . 

clash [ E]  has the consonants - ka- la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  ikal – 
war /   enmity . 

clash [ E]  has the consonants - ka- la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalakam-  riot  . 

clash [ E]  has the consonants - ka- la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kulili 
– noise  of the  army . 

kite [E] has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is idakkiyam-   
chariot flag . 

 to be happy  [E]   has the consonants the  -[-pa-] - ka –[- pa-]  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  santhakam-[ missing letter- sa-]- happy . 

parrot   [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- the -and the interpretation  of the word 
is sapaththiram -[ missing letter- sa-]- parrot.  

parrot   [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- the -and the interpretation  of the word 
is  thaadima   piryam  -parrot.  

parrot   [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- the -and the interpretation  of the word 
is  paraavatham-[missing letter- ka-] -  common name for  pigeon / dark pigeon . 
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parrot   [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- the -and the interpretation  of the word 
is   puraa-vin  pothu peyar -[missing letter- ka-] -  – common name fore pigeom; 
pura- pigeon; pothu –common;  peyar- name . 

parrot   [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra- the -and the interpretation  of the word 
is   karuppu  niram konda  pura – dark color pigeon ; karuppu- dark ; niram- color; 
pura- pigeon.  

peacock [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka - and the  interpretation of the word 
is thee thaan-k-kam [ missing letter- the -] - peacock . 

peacock [E]   has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoakai- [ missing letter- the -] -  peacock  

peacock [E]   has the consonants –  pa-- ka - and the  interpretation of the word 
pini  mukam – peacock . 

boat [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- the- and the  interpretation  of the word is -
satha-[ missing letter- sa-]- boat . 

vessel [E] /ship  has the consonants –va- [- sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kole- boat /theppam. 

vessel [E] /ship  has the consonants –va- [- sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koalam - boat /theppam. 

vessel [E] /ship  has the consonants –va- [- sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalam – vessel . 

vessel [E] /ship  has the consonants –va- [- sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kulaalan- potter.  

vessel [E] /ship  has the consonants –va- [- sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kulisi-  pot.  

boat [E]  has the consonants –pa- the- and the original Tamil  word is theppam- a 
kind of boat . 
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ship [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] -pa -and the original Tamil  word is  ampi – 
boat . 

ship [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] -pa -and the original Tamil  word is aanam- 
ship   . 

ship [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-] -pa -and the original Tamil  word is sampaan-  
ship . 

ferry  [E]  has the consonants -  pa –Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is 
paarathi [ missing letter- the -]  - boat ;   neer thurai- ford  . 

flood [E]  has the consonants  -  pa- la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
udaippu  eduththal -  breach of the bank of the river.  

flood [E]  has the consonants  -  pa- la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paei  
mazhai pozhithal -  heavy  shower ; mazhai- rain; pozhiya –to fall  . 

flood [E]  has the consonants  -  pa- la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   adai 
mazhai   peithal  - heavy  shower  . 

flood [E]  has the consonants  -  pa- la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  idi  
minnaloadu / puyaloadu / mazhai pozhithal- raining  with thunder  /storm and 
lightening ;  idi- thunder; minnal- lightening ;  mazhai- rain ; puyal- storm  . 

flood [E]  has the consonants  -  pa- la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  puthu 
punal-  new flood; puthu- new; punal- flood  .   

flood [E]  has the consonants - pa- la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thalai  
peyal  -  flood .  

flood [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thalaiyal-  flood.  

flood [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanni  thuli – rain ; thuli-drop; thanni –water . 
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flood [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
neenthu punal-  flood.  

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the  interpretation of the word is sakam--[ 
missing letter- sa-]-   goat .  

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the  interpretation of the word is koasakam[ 
missing letter- sa-]-- cow.  

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the original Tamil word is koa-   bull . 

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the original Tamil word is kankaanam- horse.  

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the original Tamil word is kaasa- [ missing 
letter- sa-]- buffalo . 

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the original Tamil word is avi- goat  

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the original Tamil word is ayavanam-camel . 

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the original Tamil word is aaku-  -rat/ mouse/ 
pig.   

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the original Tamil word is aaku puku- cat.  

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
asvaa  [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-]- - horse . 

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
hippo [ missing  letter- pa-] - horse.  

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
aasuvam [ missing  letter- sa-]--  horse herd / horse cart .  

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the word 
is  ukkam-   buffalo / fowl  cow . 

cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the word 
is  ukkai-   buffalo . 
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cow [E]  has the consonant-  ka- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the word  
is  kusai [ missing letter- sa-]-  horse hair in the nape .    

goat  [E]   has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is koattu  
inam-  buffalo  herd; inam –race  . 

goat  [E]   has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is koattu 
maa-  pig/ elephant/ goat  /wilg pig/ buffalo . 

goat  [E]   has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kudan-j -
suttu [ missing letter- sa-]-  common name for cow / milk cow . 

goat  [E]   has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kudaththi- 
an animal ; hyena . 

goat  [E]   has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kudaththi- 
shepherd woman . 

goat  [E]   has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kudam- 
cow.  

goat  [E]   has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kudavan-  
shepherd . 

goat  [E]   has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kuttan- 
kid.  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kutti- kid . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kundai- 
tarus/ eruthu  . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is aattu 
kedaa- male goat . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kedaa 
maadu-  bull.  
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goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kannu kutti 
–calf.  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kuthapam [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  tarus.  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kuththam- 
tarus/ buffalo .  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kidi- pig.  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is aattu kidai-  
goat  pen . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kaattaan-  
wild cow.  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kakuthi – 
stamped buffalo . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kakuththu- 
nape of the buffalo/tarus . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kasaappu 
kidanku/kadai / aadu / maadu  vathaikkum idam/ koodam  [ missing  letters - sa – 
and- pa-]-  butcher’s shop/ slaughter house  ;  kadai- shop ; vathaikka- slaughter  ;  
idam-  place; koodam- room ; aadu –goat  ;maadu –cattle . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kada -
naakam-  elephant . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kada maa –
wild cow/ elephant with masthu .  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kadam-  
elephant masthu . 
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goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kadamai- 
wild cow/  female goat/ a breed of deer.  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadampai [ 
missing letter- pa-] —wild cow.  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kadavu-  
buffalo .  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kadu- a big 
animal . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kadu maa- 
lion.  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is maadu  
maeikka – to take the cattle for grazing ; maadu- catle; maeikka- to graze.  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is Kadu 
vaayan- ass ; snake . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaakam- 
buffalo . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thinnakam- 
male sheep .  

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  mattu 
thaavani- cattle market . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaavu-  
gait of the horse   . 

goat [E]  has the consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaakkadaippan [ missing letter- pa-]-– a kind  of disease affecting cattle  . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is theevi- 
tiger.  
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goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thu-v-vai- 
meat . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is akaadi -  
horse  rope. 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  interpretation of the word is anka 
[Skt] padi [ missing letter- pa-]-  - step to get  on the horse ; padikattu –step / 
padi/ nadai  . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  interpretation of the word is avi 
kadam- goat herd . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  interpretation of the word is 
ankathai -  female of the  elephant of the south . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  interpretation of the word is 
athikadam-  elephant  with musth . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  interpretation of the word is  
aandavanukku  aadu  maattai/ ottakaththai   kaavu  kodukka  vaendum- to  
sacrifice  goat / cow/ camel to god ;  aadu –goat ; maadu -bull;  kaavu- sacrifice .  

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  interpretation of the word is  av- 
viyathi- horse.  

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  aai kudi-  village of the shepherds . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  idavan – one who  has got a  bullock  cart . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  idavan-   bull standing on the left side.  

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is   idakku  idu- branding  the cattle . 
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goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  ida- van- bull on the  left  side of the cart  . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  kuntham-  horse.  

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is   kudavan- shepherd . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  kudaththi-  shepherd woman . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  kudam – cow . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  kudaa-vadi- bear . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  kundai-  eruthu/ buffalo . 

goat [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is   kundu- male horse.  

sheep [ E]  has the  consonants –  sa- [-pa-]  -and the  interpretation of the word is  
asam - sheep  /goat . 

sheep [ E]  has the  consonants –  sa- pa- -and the  interpretation of the word is  
pasu- cow.  

sheep [ E]  has the  consonants –  sa- [- pa-] - -and the   original Tamil word is sem- 
mari [ missing letter –Ra -] –sheep . 

sheep [ E]  has the  consonants –  [- sa-] - pa -and the   original Tamil word is 
appan –goat / male monkey . 

sheep [ E]  has the  consonants –  [- sa-] – [-pa-] -and the   original Tamil word is 
ayam-  goat . 
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sheep [ E]  has the  consonants –  [- sa-] – [-pa-] -and the   original Tamil word  is 
aan- buffalo.  

sheep [ E]  has the  consonants –  sa- [-pa-] -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  ass  .  

sheep [ E]  has the  consonants –   sa- [-pa-] -and the   original Tamil word  is ipam-  
elephant . 

ari [Tamil]  has the consonants - Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is ram - 
sheep.  

ari [Tamil]  has the consonants - Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is arima- 
lion.  

ari [Tamil]  has the consonants - Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is aaru- 
pig.  

ari [Tamil]  has the consonants - Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
raasapam  [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-]- ass  . 

ram [E] has the consonants - Ra -  ma- and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
arunam -  sheep/  deer   . 

ari [Tamil]  has the consonants - Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is ari 
yaeru- lion.  

ari [Tamil]  has the consonants - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is Aayar -  
shepherd . 

globe  [E]  has the  consoants  -ka -la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kole- 
/ kolakam- planet .  

globe  [E]  has the  consoants  -ka -la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kakalam –space . 

globe  [E]  has the  consoants  -ka -la –pa- and the  other interpretaion of the word 
is  poo koalam – globe . 
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globe  [E]  has the  consoants  -ka -la –[-pa-]- and the  other interpretaion of the 
word is   vaan veli/ vin veli – space . 

globe  [E]  has the  consoants  -ka -la –[-pa-]- and the  other interpretaion of the 
word is  akilam-[Skt]- globe . 

globe  [E]  has the  consoants  -ka -la –[-pa-]- and the  other interpretaion of the 
word is  kuvalayam- globe . 

globe  [E]  has the  consoants  -ka -la –[-pa-]- and the  other interpretaion of the 
word is  ulakam [?Skt] - world . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koaram-  horse / horse of the Chozha king .  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
karki- horse.  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra –  sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaasaram -  wild buffalo . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurankam- deer/ common  name for  animal . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurumaan -  common  name for the young birds /animals . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunjaram-  male elephant.  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is kunjari- 
female elephant.  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurankkam - deer /common  name for animals . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurankakam- deer.    
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horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurum- cow.  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kurai- 
horse; horse shoe . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuraar  pasu [ missing  letter- pa-]- – a  breed  of cow [  with  kabila niram] . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
puravi-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  horse.  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuravam-   upper lip  of the horse.  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuraari-  female goat . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kinkiram- horse. 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the 
word is kankka uruvam -  a breed of horse.  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the 
word is kankka roopam[ Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-] —a breed of horse . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the 
word is thurakatham [ missing letter- the-]-  - horse . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  thurankam-[ missing letter- the-]-  horse.  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  thurankaari [ missing letter- the-]- buffalo . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  thurukaa-[ missing letter- the-]- goat . 
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horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  thuruvai--[ missing letter- the-]-  goat /sheep .  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra –-sa- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  arasa  vaariyar – best horse rider.  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra –-[-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   avikaaran - shepherd  /god.  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra –-[-sa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  aaviram- shepherd’s village . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra –-sa-- and the other interpretation of the 
word is   arasa kayam-  king ’s elephant ; arasan- king.  

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra –-sa-- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kaesari -  horse/ lion.    

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra –-sa-- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  raasa sinkkam – lion /king ; raaja- king; sinkkam- lion  . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra –-sa-- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  raasa saakaram- peacock  . 

horse [E] has the consonants- ka -Ra –-sa-- and the other interpretation of the 
word is   uchchai siravam- horse of indran . 

asva[Skt] [horse] has the consonants – sa- va- and the original Tamil word is 
kasiyam- hip of the horse. 

miruka [Skt]  has the consonants – ma- Ra -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kumaram-  animals without horn . 

tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is eruthu – 
buffalo . 

tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is thoori- 
buffalo . 
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tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is thuru- 
sheep .  

tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is thuru 
maari- elephant.  

tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
therimaa- lion . 

tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is 
aththiram-  ass / horse . 

tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is aththiri- 
camel . 

tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is idari- 
elephant.  

tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the other interpretation  of the  
word is rathi- female elephant.  

tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the 
word is rathiyam- chariot horse.  

tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is idaiyar – 
shepherd . 

tarus  has the consonants –the- Ra –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is pandri [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- pig.  

tiger [E] has the consonants – the- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is kodu  
vari- tiger.  

tiger [E] has the consonants – the- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
tharakku-  tiger.  

kabi [Hindi ] [ monkey ]  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] -and the  interpretation of 
the word is  kachchakam [ missing letter- sa-]- monkey . 
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kabi [Hindi ] [ monkey ]  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] -and the original Tamil  
word is  kaanavan – monkey  ;  kaanam / kaanakam –forest  ;   kaanavan- one 
from the forest  

nanthi [Skt]  has the consonants- an- the- and the other interpretation of the 
word is anthu – tarus . 

fowl [E]   has the consonants –va- la -and the  interpretation of the   word is 
kaaka-lookam – owl . 

fowl [E]  has theconsonats-  [- pa -]–va- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  alaku- 
cock . 

fowl [E]  has theconsonats-  [- pa -]–va- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ukkal-  
-  cock/ cow  .  

rat  [E]  has the consonants- Ra –the- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
inthuram-  rat . 

miruka [Skt] has the consonants -  ma- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumaram/ kurankkam   - animal.  

aqua  has the consonant-  ka - and the original Tamil word is kai -yam- water/rain . 

aqua  has the consonant-  ka - and the original Tamil word is kanam- water . 

aqua  has the consonant-  ka - and the original Tamil word is  kasam [ missing 
letter –sa-] - pond /spring.  

aqua  has the consonant-  ka - and the original Tamil word is  kusam- [ missing 
letter- sa-]-   water.   

axilla[E]    has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
akkul  -axilla . 

axilla[E]    has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
moolam-  axilla . 
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slave [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
aal- - slave . 

slave [E]   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaevalaal- servant . 

giri [Skt]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kairam/ kairaeyam – mountain . 

skin [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is konku 
– external  skin . 

psoriasis [E]  has the consonants – pa- sa –Ra- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  sori punnu  /arippu  punnu -   sore with  itching ; arippu- itching ; punnu –
sore  

 psoriasis [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - sa –Ra- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  asaru – dandruff .  

goat [ E]  has the consonants  -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kodichchi- 
[missing letter- sa-]  - shepherd woman .  

goat [ E]  has the consonants  -ka –the- and the   original Tamil  word is maadu   
/aadu/ ottakam  maeikkum  Idaiyan – Yaathavan /  shepherd caste – people  who  
looks after goat/ cattle / camel  ; aadu –goat ; maadu- cow; ottakam- camel ; 
Idaiyan- shepherd; Yaathavan –shephed caste . 

goat [ E]  has the consonants  -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kudanj-  
suttavan [ missing letter –sa-]- shepherd . 

shepherd [E]  has the consonants – sa-[- pa-] - ka –Ra- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is kudan-j- suttuvar  - shepherd.  

shepherd [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] -[- pa-] - ka –Ra- the –and the  original 
Tamil  word is Kudavar- shepherd.  

shepherd [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] -[- pa-] - ka –Ra- the –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is Yaathavar – milk  producers . 
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bull [E] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is elai-  cow.  

uncle [E]  has the consonants -an -ka –la- and the  interpretation of the word is 
kozhunan – husband / god /leader . 

panic [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kon- 
fear . 

panic [E]  has the consonants –-pa- an- ka - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   koapanam  -panic . 

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the  - and the  original Tamil word is  koadam – 
hut.  

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the  - and the  original Tamil word is  
kudankakam- hut.  

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil word is kudi- house.   

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil word is veedu- 
house.  

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil word is kudignai- 
house.  

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil word is kudisai-[ 
missing letter –sa-]- hut.  

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil word is kudiram [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – hut.  

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil word is kudil [ 
missing letter- la-] - hut.  

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil word is kadakam- 
hut.  

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil word is kadaki- hut / 
house . 
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hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil word is vaadaki 
veedu –rented house.  

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil word is ida vaakai-  
place/ house . 

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the   other interpretation of the word is 
avasatham [ missing letter- sa-]- house.  

hut [E]  has the consonants - ka -the - and the   other interpretation of the word is 
ida vakai  -  house.  

home[E]    has the consonants- ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is akam-
home. 

 house [E] has the consonants  - ka- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is akam- 
home . 

house [E] has the consonants  - ka- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is kuchchu-  
house.  

house [E] has the consonants  - ka- sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  jaakai [Skt] - house.  

house [E] has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word puvanam [missing letter- pa-]-  house . 

house [E] has the consonants  - ka- sa-- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word  kusini-  kitchen house.  

illam [Tamil] has the consonants -la -ma  - and the  interpretation of the word is 
aalayam [Skt] -   home/ temple . 

weed [E]  has the consonants - va -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  koadu- 
weed.  

weed [E]  has the consonants - va -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kiduku –
weed.  
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weed [E]  has the consonants - va -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kinaattu- 
tender weed. 

weed [E]  has the consonants - va -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kandaki- 
bamboo.  

weed [E]  has the consonants - va -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kudoari[ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  weed   

basket [E] has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-]- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  
word is kadakam- palm leaf box.  

basket [E] has the consonants – -pa-[-sa-]- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattu  petti – box made from   palm leaf/ cane / bamboo ; petti - –box . 

foetus [E]  has the consonants  - pa –the- sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sathai undai – mass of tissue ; sathai/ thisu -tissue . 

foetus [E]  has the consonants  - [-pa -] –the- sa-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   sandam-  foetus  

foetus [E]  has the consonants  - pa –the- sa-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  sathai   pindam [Skt]- foetus .    

 womb [E]  has the consonants  -va- ma- [-pa-]- and the interpretation of the   
word is  koasam [ missing letter- sa-] – womb . 

womb [E]  has the consonants  -va- ma- [-pa-]- and the interpretation of the   
word is kui-yam- womb . 

womb [E]  has the consonants  -va- ma- [-pa-]- and the interpretation of the   
word is   kusam-[ missing letter- sa-]-  breast . 

embryo [E] has the consonants - ma -pa -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
kurampai [ missing letter- ka-]- egg.   

embryo [E] has the consonants - ma -pa -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
karuvam [ missing letter- ka-]-  embryo . 
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egg [E]   has the consonant- ka -and the  interpretation of the word is koasam -[ 
missing letter- sa-] -  egg . 

Jacket [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
koadi-  new saree  . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  koadikam- dress /saree. 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  kaadakam- saree/ dress. 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  koadikan  /  thuni  neivoan  - weaver ;thuni –cloth; nei- to weave  .  

Jacket [E]  has the consonants – sa- ka –the- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   Senkkunthan-   weaver caste . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is   Thaevaankkan- weaver caste . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  kuduththa- half hand shirt.   

jacket [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  kadaikai- window screen . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  kandaanki –a saree . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  udukkai-  dress.  

jacket [E]  has the consonants – -sa- ka –the- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  vaetti sattai-  dhothi  and shirt; vaetti –dhothi ; sattai –shirt.  

jacket [E]  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  pudavai [ missing letter –pa-]- saree . 
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jacket [E]  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  paavaadai  [ missing letter –pa-]-full skirt.   

jacket [E]  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is   idai  pattikai [ missing letter- pa-]  -  cloth for the hip; idai- hip  . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  avadi- screen cloth . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  akatham-  kodi seelai  . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – -sa- ka –the- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is idai kachchai -  dress to cover the hip /legs ; idai- hip . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – -sa- ka –the- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is ut- kachchai -  inner wear; katchchai- clothe  . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  kuththini- silk saree . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  kodaanki-  ladies dress.    

jacket [E]  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  koadi-  new cloth / new saree  . 

jacket [E]  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  koadikam -  saree.  

wear [E] has the consonants -  va- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aruvai- 
saree /clothes. 

weaver [E] has the consonants  va - Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is aruvaiyar 
– weaver.  

gate [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  koatti- / gate 
/ tower gate . 
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gate [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kavaadam- 
fort gate  .  

gate [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kadavai – 
way.  

gate [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kadaithadam-  
gate /entrance.  

gate [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kadai 
mukam- front gate .  

gate [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kadaiyan- 
door keeper . 

gate [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kathavu –
gate . 

gate [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is thitti kathavu 
– the small gate with in the big one . 

gate [E]  has the consonants- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is ut- kathavu- 
thitti kathavu – the small gate with in the big one . 

pig [E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] –ka- and the interpretation of the  word is 
koani- pig.  

pig [E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] –ka- and the interpretation of the  word is 
aaku- pig.  

heap [E]  has the consonants-  ka –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is kumpi- 
heap.  

heap [E]  has the consonants- ka –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvi- 
heap . 

heap [E]  has the consonants- ka –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kumi- 
heap.    
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heap [E]  has the consonants- ka –-pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is kuppai- 
heap.  

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koaran-  Sivan / senior Horus   . 

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Murugan – Dravidian sun god /  Egptian- junior Horus  / Sumerian  Marduk . 

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra -sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Murugaesan-  Dravidian sun god / junior Horus. 

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumaran- Dravidian sun god / junior Horus. 

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –-sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumaraesan- Dravidian sun god / junior Horus. 

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –-sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Aaru mukam- one with six faces- Dravidian sun god / junior Horus; aaru –six; 
mukam –face . 

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –sa-- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  Girisan [Skt] -  Sivan . 

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –sa-- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  Girisai [Skt] -  Kaali .  

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –sa-- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  kishore  [Skt] . 

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –sa-- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  karnan.   

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –sa-- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  Krishnan [Skt] . 
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Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –sa-- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  karuppusaamy  -Horus.  

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is Kiran/ kirankumar [Skt] .   

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  karunaakaran [Skt] . 

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[-sa-] -- and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  arukkan-  sun . 

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[-sa-] -- and the  other interpretation 
of the word is   ukari.  

Horus [Egypt] has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[-sa-] -- and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  paar karan  [ missing letter- pa-]-  sun . 

pharaoh [Egypt] has the consonants- [-pa-] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
araiyan-  king.  

pharaoh [Egypt] has the consonants- [-pa-] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
irai –king . 

pharaoh [Egypt] has the consonants- [-pa-] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
iraiyan- king  

pharaoh [Egypt] has the consonants- [-pa-] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aayar- pharaoh.  

pharaoh [Egypt] has the consonants- [-pa-] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mannar- king.  

pharaoh [Egypt] has the consonants- pa-–Ra-  and the  original Tamilword is paer 
arasar [ missing letter- sa-] – emperor.  

pharaoh [Egypt] has the consonants- pa-–Ra-  and the  original Tamilword is 
poosaari -[ missing letter- sa-] - priest . 
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pharaoh [Egypt] has the consonants- pa-–Ra-  and the  original Tamilword is 
paraiyar -  a class of people .  

to rule [E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra-  la - and the  original Tamil  word is irai 
koodal [ missing letter- ka-]-  to rule . 

to rule [E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra-  la - and the  original Tamil  word is irai 
purithal [ missing letter- pa-]- to rule . 

to rule [E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra-  la - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  pari paalanam [Skt] seithal  [ missing letters-  pa- and- sa-]- to rule . 

to rule [E]   has the consonants- the- Ra- la - and the  original Tamil  word is irai  
thiriyal-  bad rule . 

to rule [E]   has the consonants- the- Ra- la - and the  original Tamil  word is arasu 
aalauthal [ missing letter- sa-]- to rule. 

to rule [E]   has the consonants- the- Ra- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  mani  
mudi  thariththu  naattai aaluthar – to rule the state; naadu –state; aaluthal- to 
rule.  

Aten  [Egyptian sun god]  has the consonants  - the- an -and the  original Tamil  
word is   Aathan/ Aththan - sun /god  . 

Aten  [Egyptian sun god]  has the consonants  - the- an -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Aathiththan [Skt]  - sun . 

Aten  [Egyptian sun god]  has the consonants  - the- an -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   Uthayan [Skt]  - sun . 

Isis [Egypt] has the consonants- sa-sa-and the original Tamil word is aaichchi-  
mother/ milk maid . 

dady [E]   has the consonants-  the- the -and the  original Tamil  word is aththan – 
father / Siva- the Dravidian sun god [ Egyptian Aten ] . 
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daughter [E]  has the consonants – the- ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is kumaraththi -  daughter. 

kith [E]  has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil   word is 
udaithtaanavan -  relative . 

wit[E]  has the consonants - va –the- and the  interpretation of the word is 
vikadam[Skt]-  wit . 

wit[E]  has the consonants - va –the- and the   original Tamil  word is sakkadi  [ 
missing letter –sa-]  -wit . 

wit[E]  has the consonants - va –the- and the   original Tamil  word is pakidi[ 
missing letter- pa-]-  - wit . 

wit[E]  has the consonants - va –the- and the   original Tamil  word is ut-kan-  
knowledge . 

wit[E]  has the consonants - va –the- and the  other interpretation of the word is   
ava kathi- wise . 

wit[E]  has the consonants - va –the- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
vikada kavi –witty person.    

illness [E] has the consonants- la -an -sa –and the  interpretation of the word is 
sanjalam-  disease.  

illness [E] has the consonants- la -an -sa –and the  interpretation of the word is 
nasal- illness . 

grove  [E]  has the consonants  ka -Ra –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurukku- grove  . 

grove  [E]  has the consonants  ka -Ra –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
marakkaavu –grove.  

park [E] has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
marakkaavu- grove . 
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camel [E] has the consonants  -ka- ma- la -and the  interpretation of the word is 
kuvaa kulam – camel . 

camel [E] has the consonants  -ka- ma- la -and the  interpretation of the word is 
kula naasam [missing letter- sa-]  -camel . 

snake [E]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- an- ka – and the  interpretation of the  
word is  kukanun – snake.  

snake [E]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- an- ka – and the  interpretation of the  
word is  kanku –snake.  

snake [E]  has the consonants -  sa- an- ka – and the  interpretation of the  word is  
kanjukam-  snake skin  . 

snake [E]  has the consonants –  sa- an- ka – and the  interpretation of the  word is  
kanjuki- snake.  

snake [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]- an- ka – and the  interpretation of the  
word is  ankatham -[ missing letter –the-]- snake. 

snake [E]  has the consonants – sa- an- ka – and the  interpretation of the  word is  
santhu anuki [ missing letter- the -]- hole seeker ; santhu- narrow lane  ;anuku –
approach.  

snake [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]- an- ka – and the  interpretation of the  
word is  anukkam – snake . 

snake [E]  has the consonants –  sa- an- ka – and the  interpretation of the word is   
kowseekan[Skt] -  one who catches  snake .  

snake [E]  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - an- ka – and the  interpretation of the 
word is nakkuni    - snake . 

snake [E]  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - an- ka – and the  interpretation of the 
word is   Nagappan [ missing  letter- pa-]-   Sivan . 
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snake [E]  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - an- ka – and the  interpretation of the 
word is    nagam - cobra . 

snake [E]  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - an- ka – and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kavai- naa-  bifolded tongue ; naa- tongue ; kavai- 
bifurcated .  

serpent [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –Ra- [-pa-] –an- the- and the  
interpretation of the word is  thirukaranam [ missing letter- ka-]- serpent . 

serpent [E]  has the consonants- -sa-–Ra--pa-an- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   saaraiyan enum  thanneer paampu -  the water 
snake  called  saarai ; thanneer- water; paampu –snake.  

serpent [E]  has the consonants- -[-sa-] -–Ra--pa-an- the- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   pidaaran- snake catcher . 

mosquito [E]  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kadu keedakam – mosquito.  

crocodile [E]  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- ka- the- la –and the   orignaltamil  
word is  idan-k-kar enum muthalai -  crocodile ; idankkar / muthalai – crocodile . 

skill [E]  has the consonants -sa –ka- la -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kusalam – skill.  

happy[E]  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]  -and the  interpretation of the word is 
kusai  [ missing letter –sa-]- happiness . 

happy[E]  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]  -and the  interpretation of the word is 
kushi  [ missing letter –sa-]-  happy. 

happy[E]  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]  -and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is uka- happy .  

happy[E]  has the consonants - ka –-pa- -and the Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is ukappu-  happy .  
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happy[E]  has the consonants - ka –-[-pa-] - -and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is uvakai- happy.  

happy[E]  has the consonants - ka –-[-pa-] - -and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is ukavai- happy .  

west [E]  has the consonants - va –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudaathu –west . 

west [E]  has the consonants - va –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kuda 
thikku- west  

west [E]  has the consonants - va –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudaakku –west . 

west [E]  has the consonants - va –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kuda 
thikku –west.  

tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is  
kudikkaanam- tax.  

tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is  
kudimai-  tax.   

tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- -sa- – and the original Tamil  word is  
kachchaaththu- land tax accounts  . 

tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- -[-sa-] - – and the original Tamil  word is   
kadamai- citizens tax  [kudi irai] . 

tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- -[-sa-] - – and the original Tamil  word is   
kadan-  tax/ kudi irai  . 

tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- -[-sa-] - – and the original Tamil  word is    
kattaayam- tax [ must].  

tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- -[-sa-] - – and the original Tamil  word is   
kadai -adaikaai –a kong of tax in the olden days .   
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tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- -[-sa-] - – and the original Tamil  word is  kudi 
irai –[ missing letter- Ra-]-  tax   . 

tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- -[-sa-] - – and the original Tamil  word is  
veettu vari [ missing letter- Ra-]-   house tax  ; veedu- house; vari –tax .   

tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- -[-sa-] - – and the original Tamil  word is  
vandi  vari [ missing letter- Ra-]- - vehicle tax ; vandi- vehicle; vari –tax.  

tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- -[-sa-] - – and the original Tamil  word is  ut 
kanthaayam – tax to be paid to  the  land lord  . 

tax [E]  has the consonants  -the- ka- -[-sa-] - – and the original Tamil  word is   
kada-p-paadu – gift /duty . 

cash [E] has the consonants - ka -sa-and the original Tamil word is kai  kaasu-  cash 
in  hand;  kai – hand; cash- kaasu . 

cash [E] has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -and the other interpretation of the word 
is  kappam [ missing letter- pa-] -  cash . 

capital [E]  has the consonants – ka- [- pa-]  –the- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kai muthal -  capital . 

coin[E]   has the consonants-  ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is naanakam  -
coin . 

God  [E] has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kudi  
thaeivam- family  god ; kudi –family ; thaeivam –god /aandavan .  

God  [E] has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is Vaenthan- 
god.  

God  [E] has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is en -
kunaththoan- one with eight kinds of nature . 

God  [E] has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kandavan- 
creator . 
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God  [E] has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
undaakkiyavan - creator . 

God  [E] has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is Thaandavan-  
Siva. 

God  [E] has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kuda Muni- 
Akaththiyan.  

God  [E] has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is Kooththaadi 
–dancer –Siva . 

God  [E] has the consonants – ka- the- and the othe interpretaion of the word is 
Gunaa Nithi[Skt] -god.  

God  [E] has the consonants – ka- the- and the othe interpretaion of the word is 
Yaega Daevan [Skt] – the only god.  

democracy [E]  has the consonants - the-  ma- ka- Ra -sa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudi  [ makkar ]  aatchchi  murai- democratic rule ; aatchchi- rule; kudi 
makkal- citizens . 

bath [E] has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudainthaadu [ missing letter –ka-] - to bath . 

bath [E] has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is munkidu 
[ missing letter –ka-] – to take dip . 

bath [E] has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is aadu- 
bath . 

bath [E] has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
neeraadu [ missing letter- Ra-]- bath ; neer- water . 

bath [E] has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni 
pada  nanainthidu  -to get wet . 
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bath [E] has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thoaya- 
bath . 

pond [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-]- an- the -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is anthu- pond .  

body [E] has the consoants –[- pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaamam- 
body . 

book [E]has the consonants – [-pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil  word is kunam- 
book . 

book [E]has the consonants – [-pa-] - ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kani- 
book.  

book [E]has the consonants –pa-- ka -and the other interpretation of the  word is 
peedakam [ missing letter- the -]- -  text book . 

book [E]has the consonants –pa-- ka -and the  orignal  Tamil  word is paada 
puththakam [ missing letter- the -]- text book . 

book [E]has the consonants –pa-- ka -and the other interpretation of the  word is 
kitab [Arabic]  [ missing letter- the -]. 

bow [E]  has the consonants – pa- va- and the  original Tamil  word is kanai- bow.  

bow [E]  has the consonants – pa- va- and the  original Tamil  word is kuni- bow. 

bow [E]  has the consonants – pa- va- and the  original Tamil  word is kunam- 
string of the bow.  

bow [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - va -and the interpretation  of the word is 
kakam - arrow . 

bow [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - va- and the  original Tamil  word is yaevu  
kanai- arrow/ missile . 

bow [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - va- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  aasukam [ missing letter- sa-]- - bow.  
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bow [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - va- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  aasakavam  [ Siva kanai]  [ missing letter- sa-]- bow of Siva . 

arrow [E]   has the consonants -  Ra -va -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
aavari- arrow.  

arrow [E]   has the consonants -  Ra -va -and the Tamil  interpretation  of the word 
is kooru- bow. 

delivery [E]  has the consonants – the- la –va- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuthirai  vali-  delivery  pain ; vali- pain .  

pregnant [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –ka- an- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is eeru uyir  konda pen -  women with two  souls ; eru- 2; uyir- life; pen- 
female. 

pregnant [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –ka- an- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vayitrir  porai  udaiya  penn- woman who is carrying ; vayiru– abdomen. 

 pregnant [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –ka- an- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  karu utra  penn -  women with a baby ; karu-  embryo ; penn –woman  . 

pregnant [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –ka- an- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  porai erakka  paththu  thinkkar - it takes 10 months to deliver ; paththu-  
10; thinkkar-  months ; erakka- to unload . 

pregnant [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –ka- an- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  maan-k-kaai  thinkira penn -  one who  eats mango/ morning sickness 
;maankkaai- mango  ; thinnnu –eat ; penn –female  . 

 pregnant [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –ka- an- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kakkukindra  penn  / vaanthi [Skt]  edukkindra penn- women who vomits 
/ morning sickness ; kakku –to vomit ; vaanthi –vomit . 

pregnant [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –ka- an- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  karu -pai yir  / vinthu anu / karu muttai   yoadu / saernthu  puthiya  uyir  
thoandri  vittathu -  a new life has formed when the sperm  has united with  
female egg ; vinthu-  semen ; karu mutai- egg ;  puthiya-  new ;uyir- life.  
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pregnant [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –ka- an- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  paeru  uyirththar-k-kuriya  /eenuvatharkkuriya  idam/ naeram vanthu  
vittathu  – place for delivery/ time to deliver ; eenu- deliver; naeram- time ;  idam- 
place ; paeru – baby ; peru –to get   ; perum paeru –gift ; vanthu vittathu- has 
come .  

pregnant [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –ka- an- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   manaivi  thaai -aakindra naeram /tharunam -  time for the wife to 
become a mother ; manivi- wife; thaai- mother ; naeram- time . 

geethai [ Skt]  has the consonants -  ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
paadukai [ missing letter- pa-]- singing . 

heir  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  
vaarisu [ Skt] [ missing letter –sa-]- heir . 

heir  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is urimai  
uriyavar/ koarukiravar - one who  has the  rights; urimai –rights ; koaru –demand . 

heir  [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uravinar- 
relatives . 

kichchu [T] has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
akkini [Skt] -  fire ; kumpi [ missing  letter- pa-]- fire.        

cot [E]  has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kidai- cot.  

cot [E]  has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kidakkai- 
cot.  

cot [E] has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kidappu [ 
missing letter- pa-]- seat /cot.   

sickle [E] has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- la - and the original Tamil word is 
kummal- sickle . 

musical [E]  has the conasonats –ma- [-sa-] - ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kueiluvam - singing / playing with  string instrument . 
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wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaattam-  
fire wood.  

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kidakkai- 
standing  tree . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaadu –
forest.  

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kattam-  
forest .  

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kudi 
kaadu- village/ dwelling place ; kudi- house  . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is patti 
kaadu- [ missing letter- pa-]-   village. 

 wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is pannai 
kaadu- [ missing letter- pa-]-  a  place  in Tamil  Nadu . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is sudu 
kaadu – creamation  ground . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is muttu  
kaadu-  a place  in Tamil Nadu . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kadam- 
forest .  

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thaavam- 
wood.  

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kandakam- wood . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kadavu - 
‘thanakku  maram’ /  a kind of wood.  
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wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kadu- 
kadu  maram/ a kind of wood; maram- tree  . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kadukkai- 
marutha maram/ kondrai  -  a kind of wood.  

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaekku  
kattai-  teak wood.  

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kumuthekam -  teak wood . 

teak [E]   has the consonants-  the-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumuthekam- teak . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is akaththi- [ 
a kind of wood [ sitrakaththi  /sevakaththi ] . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  original Tamil  word is athavai -  [ 
aththi  maram ]-  fig tree  ; maram- tree . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   udu paathakam [ missing letter- pa-]-  panai maram/  a  kind of tree  . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   udundakam-  vaakai maram / a kind of tree  . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word  kudakkini  –karunkaali maram-  a  kind of wood.  

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is vadi-  stick . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   kandakam-  woods . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is    nantha vanam-  woods . 
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wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   kaedakam-  mountainous village .  

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   kesa-ma- muuti  [ missing  letter- sa-]- etti maram-  a kind of wood . 

wood [E]  has the consonants  - va –the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  kuvadu-  mara kompu  / part  of the branch  of the tree . 

tree[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the interpretation of the  word is 
esuthaaru – kadampam/ a a kind of wood.     

tree[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the interpretation of the  word is inthu 
maram/ kadampam -  a kind of tree; maram- tree.  

tree[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the interpretation of the  word is 
isuthaaru-[ missing letter sa-]-  a kind of wood/ kadampu . 

tree[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the interpretation of the  word is 
iyanthiri -  a kind of wood / iththi maram . 

tree[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the interpretation of the  word is itri- 
iththi maram /  a kind of wood . 

tree[E]  has the consonants  -the- Ra -and the interpretation of the  word is 
uchcham tharu [ missing letter- sa--]- thennai / coconut tree  ;tharu- tree  . 

soul [E]  has the consonants –[- sa- ] -la – and the original Tamil word is  ullam- 
soul.  

soul [E]  has the consonants –[- sa- ] -la – and the original Tamil word is  pulampal 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- soul. 

soul [E]  has the consonants – sa--la – and the original Tamil word is   uchchalam-  
soul . 

soul [E]  has the consonants – sa--la – and the original Tamil word is  kulai [missing  
letter- ka-] -  heart . 
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palm [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- ma -and the original Tamil word is 
thaalam [ missing letter- the -] – palm . 

palm [E] has the consonants – pa- la- ma -and the original Tamil word is elam 
panai –  young  palm tree . 

palm [E] has the consonants – pa- la- ma -and the original Tamil word is panam  
pazham- palm fruit  ;  pazham –fruit . 

  ka  [Tamil ] [cloud]  has the consonant- -ka  - and the   interpretation of the word 
is   maega[ Skt]  [ cloud] . 

ka  [ Tamil ] has the consonant- -ka  - and the   interpretation of the word is 
sukam[ Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-] -health . 

ka[ Tamil] [mayil]   has the consonant-–ka-  and the  interpretation of the word is 
peacock [E] [ missing letter- pa-].  

sky [E]   has the consonants – sa- ka -and the  interpretation of the word is 
kakanam- sky . 

 agni [Skt] [fire]   has the consonants- ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanku [Tamil] / kankam [Tamil] - fire sparkles .     

agni [Skt] [fire]   has the consonants- ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanam- fire sparkle.  

bank [ river] has the consonants –[-pa-]- an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanku- bank . 

sweat [E] has the consonants - sa -va -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kasinthida- sweat [v]  . 

boat [E] has the consonants-  [-pa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadaththu / padaku [ missing letter- ka-]- –boat . 

boat [E] has the consonants-  pa -the- and the  original Tamil  word is adu  punai- 
boat for crossing . 
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boat [E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is ithai-  
kappar  paai .  

boat [E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is paathai- 
boat . 

boat [E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is oadam- 
boat.  

boat [E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is thoani- 
round bottomed boat  

boat [E] has the consonants-  pa-the- and the  original Tamil  word is udupam- 
boat.  

boat [E] has the consonants-  pa-the- and the  original Tamil  word is theppam-  a 
kind of boat.  

boat [E] has the consonants- [- pa-] -the- and the  original Tamil  word is uttanam- 
boat.  

boat [E] has the consonants- [- pa-] -the- and the  original Tamil  word is sathaa-[ 
missing letter- sa-]- boat . 

harbor [E]  has theconsonats  -ka- Ra- pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kappar thurai [ missing letter- the -]-   harbour ; kappar- ship ; thurai- port.  

harbor [E]  has theconsonats  -ka- Ra- [-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
erakku thurai [ missing letter- the -]- -  port where  goods are imported  ; erakku –
to unload; thurai- ford . 

to kill [E] has the consonants-  the -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is    
kadanthadal – to kill . 

to kill [E] has the consonants-  the -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalaithal-   to remove.     
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to kill [E] has the consonants-  the -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
neekkuthal- to remove . 

to kill [E] has the consonants-  the -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kolluthal- to kill  

to kill [E] has the consonants-  the -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kolai 
seithuduthal  [ missing letter –sa-] -  murder . 

to kill [E] has the consonants-  the -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
athavuthal -  to kill . 

to kill [E] has the consonants-  the -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaathaliththal – to kill / to love . 

to kill [E] has the consonants-  the -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kulaiththal-  to kill.  

to kill [E] has the consonants-  the -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
keduththal-  to spoil . 

to kill [E] has the consonants-  the -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumaiththal- to spoil . 

gift [E] has the consonants – ka- pa- the -and the original Tamil  word is kada 
paadu –gift . 

gift [E] has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is idu 
kadai- the house of the donor . 

gift [E] has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is  
kaedayam / kaedakam -  prize.  

gift [E] has the consonants – ka- pa- the -and the original Tamil  word is  pattu  
vaada – to distribute . 

ghost [E]  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kadi 
–ghost . 
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ghost [E]  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is idaa-
kani –ghost . 

wed [E]   has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kadi –wed.  

wed [E]   has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kattu- wed . 

wed [E]   has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kai kooda -  
marriage getting  finalized . 

wed [E]   has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil word is  kai thoduka 
-  to marry   /touching the hand  ; kai- hand; thoduka- touch . 

wed [E]   has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil word is kai pidikka [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  to marry  /holding the hand ; kai- hand; pidikka- hold . 

wed [E]   has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kaantha-   
wife .  

wed [E] has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kaamaatti- 
wife /sexual partner;  kaamam -  sexual desire / heat  . 

wed [E] has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil  word is manavaatti-  
wife/ bride; manam- marriage   . 

wed [E]  has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kannaatti 
wife. 

wed [E] has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kaim –pendu 
[ missing letter- pa-]-  widow ; pendu –female .  

wed [E] has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil  word is koathai- girl . 

wed [E] has the consonants- va- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thunaivi- life 
partner / companion . 

wed [E]   has the consonants- va- the -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
kooththiyaa-   concubine . 
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wed [E]   has the consonants- va- the -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
vithavai [Skt] -  widow . 

wed [E]   has the consonants- va- the -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
makadu .   

wed [E]   has the consonants- va- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
widow.  

wed [E]   has the consonants- va- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
patha-k- kini  [ missing letter- pa-]- wife  who  kills  her husband . 

 cut [E]  has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kadi –cut.  

cut [E]  has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is vettu –cut.  

dig [E]  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kattu- dig.  

dig [E]  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththi edu –
dig.  

dig [E]  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoandu-  
dig.  

dig [E]  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kudainthu  
edu- dig.   

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the  interpretation of the 
word is  kada marththan – one who cures diseases.  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  noeei theer-k-kiravar – one who cures diseases; 
noaei- disease; theerkka- to cure  . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  maruththuvar – doctor; maruththuvam- medicine .  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  naoei theerkka marunthu /maaththirai-  
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tharkindravar – one who  gives drug  to cure the disease ; to cure  -theerkka  ; 
marunthu- drug ; maaththirai- pills . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  noaei yaei  kuna -maakukindravar – one who  cures 
the disease;  kunamaakkuthal –to heal ;  kunamaakkuthar - to cure . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   eraivanudaiya  /aandavarudaiya thoothar –the 
messenger of god ; eraivan - hero ;   aandavan- god ; thoothar- messenger . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kuruthi  pai  maruththuvar [ missing letter- pa-] –
cardialogist; kuruthi- blood ; pai- bag;  kuruthi pai- heart . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  putru noaei maruththuvar [ missing letter- pa-] – 
cancer specialist ; putru- noaei- cancer .  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kaattru  pai  maruththuvar [ missing letter- pa-] – – 
pulmologist ; kaatru pai- lung; pai- bag  ; kaattru –wind/ air  . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kaasa noaei  maruththuvar/viththakar/nipunar-  
tuberculosis  specialist ; kaasa noaei- tuberculosis ; viththakar- specialist. 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kaathu /mookku /thondai/ noaei maruththuvar –
ear/ nose/ throat  disease specialist; kaathu- ear; mookku-nose; thondai- throat. 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kan -noaei maruththuvar – eye  doctor. 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  karuvutra  thaai-k-kaana  maruththuvar/   porai 
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erakkum  maruththuvar -  obstetrician ; porai  erakku –to deliver; karu-embryo ; 
thaai- mother . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  pendeerukkaana maruththuvar [ missing letter- pa-] 
--  doctor for women . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  karu  paeru  inmai  theerkkum  maruththuva  
viththakar [ missing letter- pa-]-spcialist in infertility ; karu-  embryo /baby ; inmai- 
nil  ; theerkka- to solve; maruththuvam- medicine; viththakar- specialist   .  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   kuttikal-u-k-kaana  maruththuvar/ maruththuva 
viththakar  [ missing letter -la-]-  -child specialist ; kutti- kid . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is muthiyoarukkaana  maruththuvar – geriatrist; 
muthiyoar- old people  . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is surappi  noaei  maruththuva viththakar / kai  
thaernthavar [ misising  letter- sa-]- endocrinologist ; surappi – gland . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is sakkarai noaei - yaei kunamakkuvathir  kai 
thaernthavar [ misising  letter- sa-]- – expert in treating  diabetes ; sakkarai- sugar 
;  kai thaernthavar- expert . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  azhaku kalai maruththuva viththakar- cosmatolgist  ; 
azhaku  kalai  maruththuvam- cosmetology ; azhaku- beauty; kalai –art . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  aanmai  kuraivu – noaeikkaana  maruththuva  
viththakar- spcilaist for  impotence  ; aanmai- manliness ; kuraivu –less . 
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doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  nanju  kudi  /  akkam /   poochchi  kadi /  naai kadi /  
paampu [ akam ]   kadi  maruththuva  viththakar [ missing letters- sa- and -pa-]- – 
specialist for poisoning /insect bite/  dog bite /  snake bite  ; nanju  - poison;  kadi 
–bite ; poochhci- insect; paampu- snake ; naai- dog ; akkam- poison ; akam- snake.   

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  aka noaei/ mana noaei  maruththuvar – psychiatrist  
;akam- pschye; manam- mind; noaei- disease  . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  aka sithaivu / mana sithaivu  noaei  maruththuva  
viththakar- specialist  for schizhophrenia ;  akam- mind / ego ; sithaivu –ruin; 
manam- mind ; noaei –disease    . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is thunpa  padar noaei  theerkkum  maruththuva 
viththakar[ mising letter –pa-]-   specialist  for depressive disorders ; thunpa  
padar noaei –depression  ; thunpam- suffering .  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kudi  noaeikkaana  maruththuvar – doctor for  
alcohol  dependence; kudi –drinks ; noaei –disaese .  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  paei  oattukiravar[  mising letter –pa-]- exorcist; 
paei- ghost; oaattuka –drive away  . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   kaappu  kayiru  katti  vidukiravar [  mising letter –
pa-]-one who  gives  religious  treatment ; kaappu –safety  ; kayeiru- rope; kattu –
tie .  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  oaathi  vidukiravar -  one who  gives  religious  
treatment ; oaathu –recite . 
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doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  maruththuva  maanthireekar - one who  gives  
religious  treatment ;  maruththuvam- medicine  ; maanthireekar- magician  . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  udar  kooru  noaei  maruththuvar-  internal 
medicine  specialist ; udar- body; kooru- part  .  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is thotru  noaei  maruththuva  viththakar – specialist  
for infectious diseases  ;  thottru noaei- infectious  disease  . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kundi- kaai maruththuvar -   kidney specialist ; 
kundikkaai- kidney . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  siru neeraka  noaei maruththuva viththakar[ missing 
letter- sa-]-  – renal specialist  ; siru neerakam- kidney.  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   neer thaarai  noaei  maruththuva  viththakar-  
urologist ; neer thaarai –urethra . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  paandu  noaei  maruththuva  viththakar [ missing 
letter- pa--] - specialist  for jaundice   ;paandu- jaundice . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is thee  kaaya  maruththuvar / maruththuva  viththakar 
– burns  specialist ; thee kaayam- burns/ neruppu  pun .  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is thoar  noaei  maruththuva  viththakar – skin 
specialist ; thoar - skin  . 
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doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  enpu murivu  noaei  maruththuvar [ missing letter- 
pa-] –  orthopedician ; enpu-  bone ;  enpu murivu -  fracture . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  muttu santhu / netti  noaei  /  mudakka / nudakka  
noai  maruththuvar[ missing letter- sa-]- -  rheumatologist ; muttu santhu- joint;  
netti- joint ;  noaei- disease .  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   kudar/ vayiru  noaei  mauththuvar-  gastro 
enterologist ; kudar- gastro ; vayeitru –gastro . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is vaai   kumattuthar /  kakkuthar/ vaanthi [Skt]  / 
vayitru  poakku  noaei maruththuva viththakar -  spcialist  for gastero enteritis; 
vaai  kumatta – nausea ; vaanthi [Skt] –vomit / kaakkida vaendum ; vayeitru 
poakku –diarrhea. 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   aan  kuri / pen kuri noaei  maruththuvar – 
veneriologist ; aan kuri- male genital ;   aan- male ; penn kuri- female genital ; 
penn –female; kuri- symbol . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  aruvai [ rana][Skt] maruththuvar – surgeon .  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thasai  noaei maruththuva  viththakar-[ missing  
letter –sa-]-  specialist  for muscular disorders ; thasai - tissue .    

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  ov-vaamai  noaei  maruththuvar- allergy  specialist; 
ov- vaamai –allergy .  
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doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   aa-nirai maruththuvar -  veteinary  doctor ; aa nirai 
– cattle.  

doctor [E]  has the consonants- the- ka -the- Ra- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  Dhanvanthiri [Skt] -  a  physician . 

Hippocrates [Greek] has the consonants – ka- pa-  ka- Ra -the  - and the  original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  perum maruththuva  viththakar – great 
medical  specialist ; perum-  great ; maruththuvam- medicine;viththakar- expert . 

Hippocrates [Greek] has the consonants – ka-  pa-  ka- Ra -the  - and the  original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  Kos  theevu-in perum  maruththuvar [ missing  
letter- sa-] –great  doctor from Kos  island ; theevu- island .  

Hippocrates [Greek] has the consonants – ka- pa- ka- Ra -the  - and the  original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  pandaiya  maruththuva  thurai yin – thanthai- 
father of ancient medicine ; pandaiya –ancient; thurai- department ; thanthai- 
father . 

doctor [E]  has the consonants-the- ka -the- Ra- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  akatha- thankaaran [Skt] – doctor ; akatham - drug. 

doctor [E]  has the consonants-the- ka -the- Ra- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  vaiththiyar [Skt] – doctor.  

sick [E]  has the cnsonats- [-sa-]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ananku – 
illness.  

sick [E]  has the cnsonats- [-sa-]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is iyakkumai-  
tuberculosis . 

sick [E]  has the cnsonats- [-sa-]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaasa noaei- 
tuberculosis ; kaasam- sputum;  noaei –disease.  

sick [E]  has the cnsonats- [-sa-]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is noavu – 
sickness / pain . 
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sick [E]  has the cnsonats- [-sa-]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kanai  noaei -  
a  type pulmonary illness  / with difficulty in breathing / cough and sputum . 

sick [E]  has the cnsonats- [-sa-]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kakkuvaan-  
whooping  cough . 

sick [E]  has the cnsonats- -sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kan kaasam- 
conjunctival  disease . 

sick [E]  has the cnsonats- -[-sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kunam- 
health . 

sick [E]  has the cnsonats- -[-sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kunam- 
signs  of disease. 

capsule  [E]  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- [-sa -]–la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kulikai-  pill.  

head [E] has the consonants -  ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kudumi-  
man’s hair.  

hip [E]   has the consonants -  ka -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is kumpi-  
stomach . 

hip [E]  has the consonants-  ka-[-  pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is ukkam- 
hip .  

gastro [E]   has the consonants  - ka –sa- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the  word is  vaai /  thondai  / unavu  paathai /  eraippai / vayeiru /  kanaya 
neer surappi /  piththa pai /  siru kudar/ perum kudar / kutham  / kutha vaai [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  -  mouth/ thorat/ oesophagus  / stomach /  pancreas/   gall 
bladder /  small intestine / large intestine / rectum;  vaai- mouth ;  thondai- throat 
;  unavu   -food;  paathai –path way ; erai – food ; pai- bag ;  erai pai- food bag / 
stomach ; kanayam- pancreas; neer- water; surappi- secretory  gland ; piththa pai- 
gall bladder ; siru –small; kudar –intestine ; perum - big  ; kudtham- rectum  ; 
kutha vaai –anus . 
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stomach [E]  has the consonants-  sa –the- ma –[- ka-]  -and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  antha sadam – stomach . 

stomach [E]  has the consonants-  sa –the- ma –[- ka/?sa -]  -and the  
interpretation  of the word is   pisandam [ missing  letter- pa-] – stomach  

stomach [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –the- ma –[- ka-]  -and the orignal  Tamil 
interpretation  ofword is  maedu / moadu - stomach/ uphill . 

ulcer [E]  has the consonants – la- sa -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
erichchal-    burning  pain . 

ulcer [E]  has the consonants – la- sa -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
alarchchi-   inflammation. 

 breast[E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –[-sa-] –the- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  uraatharam -  breast . 

breast[E]   has the consonants – -pa- Ra –[-sa-] –the- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  payo tharam -  breast . 

breast[E]   has the consonants – -pa- Ra –[-sa-] –the- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   peruththa thanam/ madi - big breast;  peruththa- big; thanam- 
breast ;  madi- lap/ breast[ metaphor] . 

breast[E]   has the consonants – -pa- Ra –[-sa-] –the- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   thana porai  -  breast . 

vagina [E]  has the consonants - va –[- sa-] –an-  and the  interpretation of the 
word is nakkinam –vagina . 

vagina [E]  has the consonants - va –[- sa-] –an-  and the   original Tamil  word is  
kueiya kanavaai – vagina ; kueiyam- womb;  kanavaai-   narrow  passage . 

 penis[E] has the consonants  -[- pa -] -an – [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil   word is  
maani -  penis.  
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penis[E] has the consonants  - pa -an – [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sunni-  penis  . 

penis[E] has the consonants  -[- pa -] -an – [- sa-]  -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  yoani [Skt] -  vagina . 

penis  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- an sa - and the  original Tamil  word is penn  
sinnam- vagina; penn –female; sinnam- symbol . 

penis [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- an -sa -and the  original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  sannam- male genital / penis ; sinnam- female genital . 

penis [E]  has the consonants –-pa- an –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aan udampu [ missing letter- the -]- male body ; 
aan- male; udampu- body .  

penis [E]  has the consonants –-pa- an –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is penn udampu-[ missing letter- the -]-  female body ; 
penn- female .  

 back  [E]  has the consonants  -pa -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
uppaakkam- back . 

head [E] has the consonants – ka- the -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kavantham-  body  without head.  

 handicap [E]   has the consonants - ka -an -the –ka -  [- pa-] -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  kavantham- handicap.  

handicap [E]   has the consonants - ka -an -the –ka -  [- pa-] -  and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is  anka -heenam kondu –[Skt] -  handicap . 

handicap [E]   has the consonants - ka -an -the –ka -  [- pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil meaning  of the  word is  uoonam  konda  udampu -  handicapped body ; 
uoonam-  handicap ; udampu- body . 

worry [E]  has the consonants -  va- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kuraavu –
worry . 
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to worry [E]  has consonants  - the –va- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
varuththam- worry . 

to worry [E]  has consonants  - the –va- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   visanam mutru [  missing  letter- sa-]- to worry . 

to worry [E]  has consonants  - the –va- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  visaaram  adainthu [ missing  letter- sa-]- to worry . 

hill [E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvaal-  
mound.  

hill [E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is Kallakam -  hill . 

board [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuradu [ missing letter- ka-]  -  board.  

cattle[E]   ha the consonants – ka- the- la -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  kattaa-k- kaali-   patti maadu . 

cattle[E]   ha the consonants – ka- the- la -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  maattu  kottil/ thozhuvam –cattle pen . 

cattle[E]   ha the consonants – ka- the- la -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is   kaal nadaikal- cattle  . 

cattle[E]   ha the consonants – ka- the- la -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is   aan kottil- cattle pen ; aan- buffalo  ; kottil- pen . 

wish [E] has the consonants - va-sa- and the  original Tamil  word is kanimam- 
wish.  

axe [E] has the consonants – ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanichchi –
axe.  

axe [E] has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kuiyyam- 
sword  . 
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sword [E]  has the consonants - sa –va- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
idai  sorukai- small  sword kept in the waist . 

sword [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  –va- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kodu  vaar – sword.  

sword [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  –va- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kattaari – hand knife . 

sword [E]  has the consonants – sa- va –Ra- the- and the  interpretation of the 
word is  thaarankam  - sword. 

wise [E] has the consonants – va-sa -and the  original Tamil  word is kan-   wise ; 
eye . 

saathi [caste]   has the consonants – sa- the -and the original Tamil  word is thinai 
–caste.  

caste  [E]   has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thokuthi – group of people . 

caste  [E]   has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
is  koottam- group of people . 

caste  [E]   has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
is  kudi -  caste.  

race [E]   has the consoants -  Ra- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  nirai – 
race.  

tribe [E]  has the  consonants –the- Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pandaiya  inaththaar ancient  people; pandaiya –ancient / past / old ; inma- race  . 

tribal [E]  has the  consonants –the- Ra- pa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thol - marapinar -  ancient people;  thol- ancient ; marapu- progeny/ generation   . 

food  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thindi –
food . 
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food  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is theeni –
food.  

food  [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thin 
pandam- food . 

food  [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is theen- 
food.  

food  [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thuppu –
food.  

food  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thuei –
food /eat . 

food  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is amuthu 
– food  

food  [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  baath [Hindi]–food  . 

food  [E]  has the consonants –-pa-the- and the  original Tamil  word is patham -  
food.  

food  [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
saapaadu [ missing letter- sa-] -–food.  

food  [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- the- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  aamidam – food . 

food  [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   puttu-  rice cake . 

food  [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is    pindi /  thinai maa  - millet food . 

food  [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   pisitham [ missing letter- sa-]- meat  . 
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food  [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  maethai- meat . 

food  [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  sattini [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]- - a kind of sauce . 

food  [E]  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  sampanthi  [Malayalam] [ missing letter- sa-]- - a kind of sauce . 

*take [E] has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  edukka- 
take.  

take [E] has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaankidu- 
receive . 

take [E] has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thookku-   
carry/ lift.   

take [E] has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ut kondidu  -
eat . 

take [E] has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pidikka [ 
missing letter- pa-]- - catch . 

take [E] has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kodukka- 
give  [antonym] . 

take [E] has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaankiduka- 
to have [ antonym] . 

tomtom [E]   has the consonants –the- ma- the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thindimam-  tom tom . 

tomtom [E]   has the consonants –the- ma- the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thampattam [ missing letter- pa-]  - tom tom / dum dum / dum dum . 

tomtom [E]   has the consonants –the- ma- [-the-] - ma -and the  original Tamil  
word is  idam-maanam -  a kind of  drum . 
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to marry [E]  has the consonants – the- ma -Ra -and the  interpretation of the 
word is   thiranam- marriage . 

to marry [E]  has the consonants – the- ma -Ra -and the  interpretation of the 
word is   thaaram-  marriage .  

to marry [E]  has the consonants – the- ma -Ra -and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is thiru manam- marriage ; thiru- holy  ; manam –
marriage . 

to marry [E]  has the consonants – the- ma -Ra -and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  thirumanam purinthidu [ mising  letter- pa-] –to 
marry ;  thirumanam- marriage . 

to marry [E]  has the consonants – the- ma -Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word  is  aaridam -  a kind of marriage in which  the bride  is given in the 
presenc of  cattle . 

marry [E] has the consonants  - ma -Ra - and the interpretation  of the word is  
piramachchaari [Skt] [ misisg  letters-  pa –and- sa-]- -  bachelor . 

marry [E] has the consonants  - ma -Ra - and the interpretation  of the word is  
marumanam-  remarriage .  

loud [E]  has the consonants – la- the –and the  original Tamil  word is thimilam- 
loud noise.  

loud [E]  has the consonants – la- the –and the  original Tamil  word is thulani-  
sound.  

loud [E]  has the consonants – la- the –and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   aathaali- loud noise . 

loud [E]  has the consonants – la- the –and the  other interpretation  of the word 
oliththal  - sound . 

hall[E] has the consonants – ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is oala-k-kam  -
hall.  
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death[E] has the consonants- the - -and the  original Tamil  word is theethu  -
death . 

death[E] has the consonants-  the - -and the   other interpretation of the word is  
samaathi [Skt] – death . 

death[E] has the consonants-  the - -and the   other interpretation of the word is 
mouth [Arabic] – death  .  

die [E]  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  madi  -die . 

die [E]  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  udai-  die.  

night [E] has the consonants –an- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thunki- 
night . 

night [E] has the consonants –an- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thunangu –dark . 

light [E] has the consonants - la – ka –the and the  original Tamil  word is 
thulakkam- light . 

kite [E]  has the consonants- ka -the - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
thuvasam [ missing letter- sa-]-- kite.  

kite [E]  has the consonants- ka -the - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kodi- kite.  

kite [E]  has the consonants- ka -the - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
idakkiyam-  flag  of the chariot . 

sound [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- an- the-  and the  interpretation of the word 
is thuvani / thuvanam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  sound . 

sound [E] has the consonants – sa- an- the-  and the  interpretation of the word is 
santhadi- noise  of the crowd . 

tone [E] has the consonants- the-an -and theTamil   interpretation  of the word is 
thoni- tone . 
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tone [E] has the consonants-  the-an -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
naatham [Skt]- tone . 

ancestor [E] has the consonants  -an –[-sa-] –[-sa-]  –the- Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thuranthoar-  ancestor . 

ancestor [E] has the consonants  -an –[-sa-] –[-sa-]  –the- Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uyir neeththoar –  ancestor/ those who have lost life ; uyir- life.  

poverty [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-]  –va- Ra- the –and the  interpretation of 
the word is   thur kathi [Skt] – poverty; thur- bad  . 

poverty [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-]  –va- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kodiya varumai – severe  poverty; varumai- poverty .  

poverty [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-]  –va- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kudikka  kudi thanneer indri  /  unna  unavu  indri -  
with out food  /and portable water ; unavu- food; indri- without ;  kudi  thanneer- 
water .   

poverty [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-]  –va- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   uduththa / maanaththai  kaa-k-ka  udukkai /aadai / 
pudavai / vaetti    indri- no dress to wear ;  uduththu- wear;  udukkai- jacket ; 
aadai- cloth  ; pudavai-  saree; vaetti- dhothi . 

poverty [E]  has the consonants- pa-–va- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   padukka/ kidakka  veedu  indri-  without house ; 
padukka- to sleep ; veedu- house;  indri- without.  

poverty [E]  has the consonants- pa-–va- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kai -yir  panam kaasu  indri [ missing  letter- sa-]-  – 
without cash in hand ; kai- hand; panam- money ; kai  kassu-  cash ; indri –
without.  

poverty [E]  has the consonants- pa-–va- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is padikka  vaaippu  indri - no opportunity  to study ; 
padi –study ; vaaippu- chance; indri –with out  .  
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poverty [E]  has the consonants- [-pa--]–va- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is surunkuthar [ missing  letter- sa-]-  poverty . 

poverty [E]  has the consonants- [-pa--]–va- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   varumai  uttru - poverty ; varumai- poverty . 

poverty [E]  has the consonants- [-pa--]–va- Ra- the –and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kaedu uttru - poverty . 

friend[E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra- an- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
purinthoar- friend/ those who has understood one  . 

friend[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- an- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
arinthoar -friends / those who  knew about one . 

friend[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- an- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
therinthoar  -friends / those who  knew about one. 

friend[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- an- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
thundrunar – friend.  

friend[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra- an- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
indar-  friend . 

guard [E] has the consonants - ka -Ra –the- and the interpretaion of the word is 
thoo-k-kiri- guard . 

forest [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -sa -the –and the original Tamil  word is  
siru pattrai / forest .  

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ezhuthu kole 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- – stylus . 

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is ezhuththaani 
–stylus . 

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thulaa kole 
missing  letter- ka-] -  balance . 
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tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thulaam/ 
thulai- balance . 

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the other interpretation of the word is 
thaa-k-kole [Malayalam] - key  . 

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the other interpretation of the word is 
thayiyal  uoosi / soosi  [ missing letter- sa-] – knitting  needle ; oosi- needle ; 
thaiyal- stitching . 

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the other interpretation of the word is 
ala-p -padai  [ missing letter- pa-]- plough.  

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the other interpretation of the word is 
muttu kole [ missing  letter- ka-]- - a tool . 

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the other interpretation of the word is  
suththiyal  [ missing letter- sa-]- - hammer.  

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the other interpretation of the word is 
adai -kal [ missing  letter- ka--]  – kamma pattadai / mathaku  adaikkum  kal -  
smith’s stone/ stone lid to cover the  water hole . 

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the other interpretation of the word is 
soottu kole  [ missing  letters- sa-  and-  ka-]- iron rod for branding  cattle . 

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the other interpretation of the word is 
thee kadai kole [ missing  letter- ka-]-   wooden stick to make fire;  thee- fire  . 

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   oaada kole  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  oar; oaadam- boat ; kole- stick .  

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   kuththu kole -[ missing  letter- ka-]- a tool . 

tool [E] has the consonants – the- la -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is    kunthali -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  a tool / to dig well  . 
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paavam [Skt] [sin]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
akaamai-  sin . 

punniyam [Skt] has the consonants – [-pa-] - an- ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  nanmai – good.  

sin [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]-an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  innaamai 
/innaa -  sin . 

anxiety [E]   has the consonants  -an -ka -sa -the – and the original Tamil  word is 
achcham  kondu -with fear  ;   achcham- fear . 

anxiety [E]   has the consonants  -an -ka –[-sa-] -the – and the other interpretation 
of the word is  aathankam --  anxious . 

anxiety [E]   has the consonants  -an -ka –[-sa-]  -the – and the original Tamil  word 
is anankida  -to have fear . 

panic [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-] –an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
anukkam-  fear.  

panic [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-] –an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koan-  fear.    

sick [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is anukkam- 
disease.  

sick [E] has the consonants – sa- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
asukam [Skt] – sickness ;  sukam[Skt] - health . 

 sun [E]  has the consonants - sa –an- and the  interpretation of the word is  
achchan  [Malayalam ] - father . 

sun [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –an- and the  interpretation of the word is 
naina – father.  

sun [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an- and the  original Tamil  word is Ammaan-  
father; Amman- mother . 
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sun [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –an- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is Eesan – god.  

sun [E]  has the consonants – sa-–an- and the  original Tamil  word is Saeyoan -  
Siva/ Murugan . 

sun [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] -–an- and the  original Tamil  word is annan- 
elder brother . 

sun [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]–an- and the  original Tamil  word is mannan- 
king.  

Helios [Greek]  has the consonants - ka -la –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uchchi kizhaan -  sun in the afternoon /  sun  god ; uchchi- top. 

Helios [Greek]  has the consonants - ka -la –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
Vayi-l- loan -  sun.  

Helios [Greek]  has the consonants - ka -la –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kaalan- sun  . 

Helios [Greek]  has the consonants - ka -la –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
Vellaiyan- sun  . 

Helios [Greek]  has the consonants - ka -la –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
Vellai Samy   - sun  

Helios [Greek]  has the consonants - ka -la –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Vaelan-  sun – Dravidan sun god  - junior  Horus /Sumerian Marduk/Babylonian 
Bal  .  

Helios [Greek]  has the consonants - ka -la –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nilavu- moon . 

Eos [Greek]  [ dawn]  has the consonant-  sa- and the  interpretation of the word is  
Usha [Skt] - dawn . 
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Eos [Greek]  [ dawn]  has the consonant-  sa- and the other   interpretation of the 
word is  Nisha – dawn /night  /evening . 

fire [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  ari – fire.  

fire [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aaral [ 
missing letter- Ra-]- fire . 

trap [E]  has the consonants -  the –Ra- [- pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
adar- trap . 

prostitute [E] has the consonants - pa –Ra- sa –the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  adi saeri pendeer  - prostitutes . 

prostitute [E] has the consonants - pa –Ra- [- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pothu pendir – women for all / prostitutes; pothu –common/ public ; 
pendir- women  . 

prostitute [E] has the consonants - pa –Ra- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paraththaiyar- prostitute. 

prostitute [E] has the consonants - pa –Ra- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   ir- paraththai-  prostitutes . 

prostitute [E] has the consonants - pa –Ra- sa- –the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   soaram  poana  pendeer  - prostitutes ; soaram- sexual realtionship . 

prostitute [E] has the consonants - pa –Ra- [-sa-] - –the- and the  original Tamil  
word   thondichchi - maar -prostitutes . 

prostitute [E] has the consonants - pa –Ra- sa- –the- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  suratha  pendir- prostitutes ;  pendir- women .  

prostitute [E] has the consonants - pa –Ra- [- sa-] - –the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   para  puttai- prostitute. 

whore [E]  has the consonants - va- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is aaya-k- 
kaari-  prostitute . 
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whore [E] has the consonants - va- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is vaesiyar[ 
missing letter- sa-]-  whore . 

whore [E] has the consonants - va- Ra- and the othe  other interpretation  of the 
word is vipasaari [ missing letters-  pa- and- sa-]- whore . 

to leap [E]  has the consonants  -the- la –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is adi 
paaithal . 

to leap [E]  has the consonants  -the- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanduthal – to leap . 

to leap [E]  has the consonants  -the- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thulluthal-  to leap. 

asthi [Skt]  has the  consonants – sa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is manitha 
enpu / sutta  pinaththin enpu [ missing letter- pa-]-   the bone of the burnt 
[cremated] dead body ;  manithan- man; enpu- bone ; sutta- burnt; pinam- dead 
body . 

city [E] has the consonants-  sa -the -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
athistaanam [Skt] -  city . 

city [E] has the consonants-  sa -the -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
aasitham- city . 

city [E] has the consonants-  sa -the -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
dhaesam [Skt] -  country . 

city [E] has the consonants-  sa -the -and the  interpretation  of the word is stan- 
country . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is naadu –
state  /country 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is adai-
village /town .  
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city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is paadi-[ 
missing letter –pa-]-  shepherd’s street . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is patti-  
missing letter –pa-]-  village . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is paettai- 
missing letter –pa-]- urban area of the town . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  other interpretaion of the word is  
pathi [ missing letter –pa-]-  town . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  other interpretaion of the word is   
poondi [ missing letter –pa-]-  village . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  other interpretaion of the word is  
paandi- [ missing letter –pa-]-   a place /a town .   

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  other interpretaion of the word is  
baad -   as in Hydrabad . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thottiyam- 
village . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thondi -  
town  

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thinniyam- 
village . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaem-  
city . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is naadu –
state . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the   othe rinterpretaion of the word 
is dhaesam -  state . 
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city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is pattu –
town . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is pattinam-   
harbor city . 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is maedu- 
village / mound. 

city [E] has the consonants- [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is utkidai [ 
missing  letter- ka-] - small village of a large town .  

hamlet [E] has the consonants – ka- ma- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuvalidam  -  village ;  makkal vaazhum idam- place where people live; makkal- 
people; vaazha- live; idam- place  . 

place [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- la-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is il- 
place.  

place [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- la-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uzhi-  place.   

place [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- la-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nilam- land.  

place [E]  has the consonants –-pa- la-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is – 
paazhi -village . 

place [E]  has the consonants –-pa- la-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paalayam-  a village of the  chieftain.  

place [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- la- sa- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   lachchanam  [Skt] – place.  

sofa [E]  has the consonants - sa –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is anai- sofa.  

Aquaruis  has the consonants - ka – Ra- [-sa-]  -and the  interpretation of the word 
is  erankkar-   pot.  
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pot [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is andaa-  big 
vessel . 

pot [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is saadi [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  a  kind of pot . 

 pot [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is satti- 
missing letter- sa-]-  a kind of cooking  earthen vessel ; satti  paanai . 

pot [E] has the consonants  - pa- the -and the original Tamil  word is mut 
paandam-  earthen vessel .  

pot [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is midaa- 
pot.  

pot [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is  thadaa – 
pot.  

pot [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is thoandi- a  
kind of vessel to take water . 

atham [?Skt]  has the consonants - the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saetham [missing letter –sa-]- destruction /ruin/ loss .  

point [E] has the consonants  -pa- an -the  - and the  interpretation of the word is 
pinthu[Skt]-  point.  

private [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- va- the- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  antharankam – private . 

private [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- va- the- and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  oruvarudaiya  thanimai / privacy of some one ; 
oruvar- one person ; thanimai- privacy ;   oruvarudaiya  thani patta karuththu -  
personal ideas ; oruvarudaiya thanipatta  viruppu  veruppu- some one’s  likes and 
dislikes;  viruppam- likings ; veruuppu –dislike ; thani  manitharudaiya paathai / 
veedu – private path way/ house ; paathai –path ; veedu- hut  .  
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to apply [E]   has the consonants – the- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
iduthal – to apply . 

to apply [E]   has the consonants – the- pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
poosuthal [ missing letter- sa-]-  to apply   . 

to apply [E]   has the consonants – the- [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
saaththuthal- [ missing letter- sa-]-  to apply . 

to apply [E]   has the consonants – the- pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
appuuthal- to apply . 

to apply [E]   has the consonants – the- [- pa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  
manu  koduththal / vinnappiththal  [ missing letter- ka-]- to apply; manu –
application; kodu –give  . 

to apply [E]   has the consonants – the- [- pa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is   
theettuthal- to apply .  

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –[-pa -] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoduthal- to play the musical instrument / touch . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –[-pa -] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
meettuthal  - tp play  the musical instrument . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa -–la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
Tamizh  pattu  paaduthal - to sing a Tamil  song;   paattu –song; paadu- sing .  

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa -–la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thillaana   pattu   paadi  aaduthal   -  dance by  singing ‘thillaana’ .  

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –[-pa -] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
isaiththal  [ missing letter- sa-]- to play  the music  .  

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –[-pa -] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
maelam adiththal  - to beat the drum ; maelam-  drum ; adi- beat . 
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to play[E]  has the consonants- the –[-pa -] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maththalam  adiththal -  - to beat the drum;  maththalam- a drum . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thappu  adiththal-  to beat the drum-  thappu-  a kind of drum . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thappaattam  aaduthal -  dancing to the beat of the drum  ; thappu- a drum  ; 
aattam- dance ;aadu- to dance . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pullan-k -kuzhal  uooththal [ missing letter- ka-]- to paly  a flute ; pull- reed/ grass; 
kuzhal- pipe  ; uoothu –blow . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattam   aaduthal /   aattam  poaduthal- to play  ; aattam- a play ; aadu –to play . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
paandi aaduthal-  girls play . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thel  
aattam   aaduthal-  a dance ; thel-  a play . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thel  
aattam  aaduthal-  a dance  

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is “ 
thai thai “ yena  aaduthal – to dance ;  thai  thai - a  beat/ musical note   . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaadi  pidiththu  aaduthal – to  run and chase; oaadu –run ; pidi –catch; aadu –to 
play   . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kummi  adiththal [ missing letter- ka-] -  girl’s play.  

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kolaattam  aaduthal [ missing letter- ka-] -    girl’s play - with sticks . 
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to play[E]  has the consonants- the –[--pa -]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thekidi  aaduthal  [ missing letter- ka-] -  a kind of play ;  thekidi- a play . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pallan-k- kuzhi  aattam aaduthal [ missing letter- ka-] -  a board game; pallam- pit ; 
kuzhi- pit  . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kapadi vilaiyaaduthal- [ missing letter- ka-] -  kabadi  game . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-[-pa-]   –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
killi  thaandu  aduthal [ missing letter- ka-] - a game  played with stick ; thandu –
stem  /stick . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-[-pa-]   –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nondi  adithtthal-  a kind of play  where the players have to limp ; nondu –to limp . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa- –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
olinthu  pidiththu  aaduthal  -  hide and seek play ; oilya- to hide; pidi- catch  ;aadu 
–to play . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa- –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thulli aaduthal-  to dance  . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-pa  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaayam aaduthal  -  to play  dice  game  ;  thaayam –dice . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-[-pa -]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
soothaaduthal-[missing letter –sa-]-  gambling . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-[-pa -]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
silampaattam aaduthal- -[missing letter –sa-]-  to play/ fight  with sticks . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –-[-pa -]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
seettu aattam aaduthal [ missing letter –sa-]- to play  card game ; aattam- play  ;  
seettu –sheet /card  ; aadu –to play . 
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to play[E]  has the consonants- the -pa - –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maaadu  pidiththal- to domesticate  cattle ; maadu- cattle; pidi- catch . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the -pa - –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
paanai  udaiththal -  a game-  to break the hanging pot with eye closed ; paanai- 
pot  ; udai- break . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the -pa - –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is poo 
panthu  aaduthal- to play  bad–minton;  poo- flower  ; panthu- ball; aadu- play   . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the -pa - –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aadu  
puli  aattam aaduthal-  a board game . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –[-pa-]  - –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
naattiyam  / nadanam   aaduthal- to dance ; naattiyam –dance . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –[-pa-]  - –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooththaaduthal  [ missing letter- ka-]-  - to dance  . 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –[-pa-]  - –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
naadakam nadiththal [ missing letter- ka-]-  - to enacat  a drama ;  nadikka- act; 
naadakam- drama. 

to play[E]  has the consonants- the –[-pa -] –la-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  lalitham-  women’s  play  activity /   sexual symbol  /beauty. 

play [E] has the consonants -  pa -la - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
laepanam-  sexual play . 

harp [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is narampu  
isai karuvi  -  stringed musical instrument ; narampu –string; usai- music ; karuvi- 
instrument.  

harp [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurinji [ missing letter- sa-] -  a  kind of tune /  kurinji   nilaththu eraakam / 
marutha   nilathinarin vakai isai  ; marutham- agricultural land ; nilam- land; 
nilaththaar- people ; vakai- kind ; isai- music ;kurinchchi- mountain  . 
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harp [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
eraakam – tune  . 

harp [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra –[-pa-]  -and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is swaram [Skt] – musical tune/ note . 

harp [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra –[-pa-]  -and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  harmoniyam / isai  karuvi [ missing letter- sa-]-   musical   box ; isai- music; 
karuvi- instrument  .  

harp [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra –[-pa-]  -and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  naaga  suram /  nayina  isai karuvi  -[ missing letter- sa-]-   a kind of pipe ; 
naa- tongue;  isai- music ; karuvi- instrument . 

harp [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaayaar  / uoothu [m]  isai  karuvi--[ missing letters-  the- and- sa-]-  a pipe; 
uoothu- blow  . 

harp [E]  has the consonants-  ka- Ra –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is    
urumi-  a kind  of drum . 

pipe [E]  has the consonants -  pa –pa- and the  orignaltamil  word is  pee pee / 
pampai -  a musical  instrument . 

kaayakan [Malayalam]  has the consonants - ka - an  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   isai vaanan [ missing letter- sa-]- singer ; isai- music .   

singer [E] has the consonants - sa-  an- - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is   
isai  -vaanar- singer/ musician . 

singer [E] has the consonants - sa-  an- - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is  in -
isai  kaarar -  singer/ musician ; isai- music / jaz . 

singer [E] has the consonants –[- sa-] -  an- - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is  
paa vaanar [ missing  letter- pa-]-- singer.  

music [E] has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
iyakkam – a kind of musical melody/ isai paattu vakai. 
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music [E] has the consonants - ma –sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaachchiyam -  musical instrument . 

music [E] has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
innakaayam-  musical troupe . 

music [E] has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanaiyam – a type of musical instrument . 

musical [E]  has the consonants  -ma –[-sa-] - ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is kueiluvam –  profession of  string instrument   . 

dance  [E]  has the consonants – the- an- sa -and the original Tamil  word is  in- isai  
yoadu aadu -  dance to  a melody ;  in -isai-  melody ; aadu –dance.  

desert [E] has the consonants –the- [-sa-] -Ra -the - and the original Tamil  word is  
arattam- desert.  

aram [Tamil ] / saw   has the consonants – Ra- ma -and the  interpretation of the 
word is   rampam  [missing letter- pa-] - saw . 

 to babble[E]  has the consonants - the-  pa-–pa--la  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is alapputhal / olapputhal  – babble .  

to babble[E]  has the consonants - the- - pa--pa -la  - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   aalabiththal -  uttering  repeatedly . 

to babble[E]  has the consonants - the- - -pa—[-pa-]  -la  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  mazhalai  mozhi  paesuthal [ missing  letter- sa-]-  - 
baby talk ; mozhi-  language ; paesu –speak .  

wise[E]  has the consonants – va- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation of the word is  
vivaekam[Skt]  – wise . 

wise[E]  has the consonants – va- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is inkam- 
intelligence.  
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wise[E]  has the consonants – va- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is uookam -  
intelligence; vivaekam  . 

wise[E]  has the consonants – va- [-sa-]- and the  other  interpretation of the word 
is   uooki   / yoaki   wise man . 

wise[E]  has the consonants – va- [-sa-]- and the  other  interpretation of the word  
kan-  wise.  

wise[E]  has the consonants – va- [-sa-]- and the  other  interpretation of the word  
makku- fool  [ antonym].  

scholar [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –la- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
puzhavar [ missing  letter- pa-]-   scholar. 

scholar [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –la- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
paavalar- [ missing  letter- pa-]-  poet . 

scholar [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –la- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalaignar- scholar . 

scholar [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –la- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
arivaalar  –intellectual /scholar / vaal arivan ;  arivu –intelligence  . 

scholar [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –la- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vallunar- –expert . 

scholar [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –la- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
naa-valar-  scholar . 

scholar [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –la- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aai-vaalar- researcher ;  aaika- to examine .  

scholar [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –la- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalvi –kaelvi-kalil vallavar-   expert in acadamics  . 

scholar [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –la- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nool valloar -  scholar ; nool-  book  ; vallavar –expert . 
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scholar [E] has the consonants –sa--ka –la- Ra  - and the   other interpretaion of 
the word is kusaelar- scholar . 

scholar [E] has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka –la- Ra  - and the   other  Tamil  
interpretaion of the word is  kalvi-yaalar-educationalist ; kalvi –education  . 

 lake  [E]  has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is azhuvam-  
sea.  

lake  [E]  has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is aazhankaal/ 
azhaanku -  water reservoir which is not deep . 

lake  [E]  has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ukkalam-  
moat . 

lake  [E]  has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  akali-   maot.   

lake  [E]  has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kulam-   
pond.   

lake [E] has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kuli- lake.  

lake [E]  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  ilanku- lake. 

pond [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundam [ missing  letter –ka-] - pond . 

pond [E]  has the consonants  -[- pa-]  -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundu- [ missing  letter –ka-] - pond . 

clash [E]  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhuvam –war.  

way[E] has the consonants -va -and the  original Tamil  word is ekuvai-  way.  

fit [E] has the consonants – [- pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is annathu- 
fit.  
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asset [E] has the consonants- sa- the  - and the interpretation of the word is 
aasthi-[Skt] -asset. 

asset [E] has the consonants- sa- the  - and the original Tamil word is soththu- 
property. 

asset [E] has the consonants- sa- the  - and the original Tamil word is sampaththu 
[ missing letter- pa-]- asset . 

asset [E] has the consonants- [-sa-] - the  - and the original Tamil word is udaimai- 
belongings . 

drum [E] has the consonants -the -Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
damaaram- drum.  

drum [E] has the consonants -the -Ra -ma -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aadamparam [ missing letter- pa-]- drum.  

drum [E] has the consonants -the -Ra -ma -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   thuriyam -  a musical instrument / drum . 

joke [E] has the consonants  - sa- ka  -and the  interpretation of the word is  
haasiyam[Skt]- joke . 

joke [E] has the consonants  - sa- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  nakai suvai – 
joke;  nakai- laugh ;  suvai –taste  .  

sauce[E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aanam-  sauce.  

souk has the consonants -  sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is aavanam-  
market . 

souk has the consonants - sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koasu- street.  

occulo  [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kankal-  
eyes.  
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occulo  [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  vizhikal-  
eyes  . 

occulo  [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvalai- 
eyes.   

face [E]has the consonants- pa- sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is aananam- 
face.  

chest [E]has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  itham- 
chest . 

breast [E] has the consonants  - pa- Ra –[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
peer- iduthar – the flow of milk from the breast / sprouting  milk ;  peer ida-  
sprout  ; peer-  milk.  

breast [E] has the consonants  - pa- Ra –sa- the -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  suratha neer-  milk /secreting water; neer- water  .  

breast [E] has the consonants  - [-pa-]- Ra –[-sa-] - the -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   amirtham-  elixir . 

breast [E] has the consonants  - pa- Ra –sa-- the -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  paachchi  thanneer- milk ; paachchi- breast;  thanneer- water . 

eastern [E] has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- Ra -an - and the interpretation of the 
word is  inthiri- east . 

eastern [E] has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- Ra -an - and the interpretation of the 
word is  Indran [Skt]  ; Indraani .  

fellatio[E] has the consonants  - [-pa-]- la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oluththal-   sexual intercourse . 

fellatio[E] has the consonants  - [-pa-]- la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaththal-   sexual act . 
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fellatio[E] has the consonants  --pa-  la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pannuthal-  doing.  

fellatio[E] has the consonants  --[-pa-] -  la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
seithal [ missing letter- sa-]-  doing . 

fellatio[E] has the consonants  - pa- la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pulluthal -  sexual intercourse . 

fellatio[E] has the consonants  - pa-la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
puluththi [slang]-    one who  indulges in sexual activity . 

fellatio[E] has the consonants  - pa-la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  poolai 
uoomputhal-  sucking the penis ; poolu- phallus ; uoomputhal- suck.  

sex [E]  has the consonants – sa- ka- [- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  seika / oaakka -  to have  sexual intercourse.  

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
inaivu  – sexual intercourse.  

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
anaikka- to have sex / to embrace . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –sa- ka- [-sa-] - and the  othe interpretation of the  
word is sampoakam [Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-] -  intercourse . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –sa- ka- [-sa-] - and the  othe interpretation of the  
word is seika  -do the act . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinaivu -[ missing letter- pa-]-   sexual  union . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pannuka--[ missing letter- pa-]-   do  the sexual act . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
oakka  [slang]  -to have sexual intercourse . 
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sex [E]  has the consonants –sa- ka- [-sa-] - and the  other  interpretation of the  
word  is saiyaoakm   [Skt] -  intercourse . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] - and the  other  interpretation of 
the  word is yoakam [ Skt] -  sexual intercourse . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] - and the  other  interpretation of 
the  word is  moakam  -  sexual desire . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaamam- sexual desire.  

sex [E]  has the consonants –sa- ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is sokka  - 
charmed / in love with . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mayakkam-  charmed . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaekkam-  sexual desire . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –-sa- ka- [-sa-] - and the  other  interpretation of the  
word is  sukam [Skt] – pleasure.  

sex [E]  has the consonants –-sa- ka- [-sa-] - and the  other  interpretation of the  
word is  sampoakam [ missing letter–pa--] -sexual act . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –-sa- ka- [-sa-] - and the  original tamil  word is 
paesuka [ missing letter–pa--] ;  seika -  do sexual act/ to say . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kaaman /Sivan -  god of sexual desire. 

sex [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  Siva 
kaami / Kaamini  - goddess of love . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –sa- ka- sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kamaatchchi [ missing  letter--the-]-  goddess of love . 
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sex [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] - and the  other  interpretation of 
the  word is   Mohan [Skt] – god of love. 

 sex [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] - and the  other  interpretation of 
the  word is Mokini [Skt] –  goddess of love . 

sex [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] - and the  other  interpretation of 
the  word is ko-k-koakam [Skt] -  a sex book . 

 thaer [Tamil] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the  interpretation of the  word is 
yanthiram  [Skt] -  machine . 

thaer [Tamil] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the other  interpretation of the  
word is  rath – chariot . 

thaer [Tamil] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the other  interpretation of the   
word is  chariot [ missing letter- sa-].   

thaer [Tamil] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the other  interpretation of the   
word is   thaer –oatti [ Tamil] -  chariot driver . 

thaer [Tamil] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the other  interpretation of the   
word is   saarathi  [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] -  chariot driver . 

thaer [Tamil] has the consonants –the- Ra- and the other  interpretation of the   
word is soothtiram [Tamil] [ missing letter- sa-].    

caravan [E]  has the consonants - ka –Ra- va -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuravan-  chariot.  

dhanya [Skt]   has the consonants – the- an -and the  original Tamil  word is thinai- 
millet.  

mathiyam [Skt ]   has the consonants – ma- the –[-ma-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is uchchampothu [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa-]-afternoon ; uchchi –top .  

Greek   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-ka-] - and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  iyavanar -  Greek . 
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Greek   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-ka-] - and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  soanikar [ missing letter- sa-]- – Greek.  

iyatrunam [Tamil ] has the consonants – the- Ra- an -ma – and the  interpretation 
of the word is  instrument [ missing letter- sa-] .  

jack  [ fruit]  has the consonants-  sa-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ilakusam[ 
missing  letter- la-]-  a kind of  jack fruit/ eera  palaa .  

jack  [ fruit]  has the consonants-  sa-ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is sakkai   kani [ Malayalam]-   jack fruit ; kani- fruit  .  

jack  [ fruit]  has the consonants-  sa-ka -and the original Tamil  word is pachchai 
kaai [ missing  letter- pa-]- unripe – green fruit  /color of the jack fruit before it 
gets ripened  ; pachchai- green ; kaai- unripe fruit ; kani- ripe fruit  

bribe [E]  has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai urai [  missing letter- ka-]- -  bribe ; kai- hand; urai- cover . 

 to bribe [E]  has the consonants  - the-  [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa -]-and the  interpretation  
of  the word is  parithaanam-  bribe. 

to bribe [E]  has the consonants  - the-  [-pa-] - Ra- [-pa -]-and the  oriognal Tamil  
word is  kai- uoottu tharuthar [  missing letter- ka-]-  –to give bribe ;  kai uoottu-  
bribe ;  tharuka- give .  

aayilya[Skt] has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  ilan / ilanji  [  
missing letter –sa-]-  snake  /saarai . 

face [E] has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ila panam 
[ missing  letter- la-]- face. 

azhaku [Tamil ]  has the consonants -  la -ka - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is laavanya-  beauty .   

azhaku [Tamil ]  has the consonants -  la -ka - and the other Tamil   interpretation  
of the word is  elakkanam- beauty . 
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poor [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  nira-p-poar 
– poor.  

poor [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   yaer-p-poar  
- poor.  

poor [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  era-p-poar – 
poor.  

poor [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is naathari [ 
missing letter- the -]- – poor . 

poor [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the   other interpretaion of the word is 
thariththarar [ missing letter- the -]-  – poor.  

poor [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the   other interpretaion of the word is 
variyoar-[ missing letter - ka-]-  poor . 

poor [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is siriyoar [ 
missing  letter- sa-]-  poor.    

rich[E]  has the consonants - Ra -sa -and the original Tamil  word is seeriyar– rich 
person ;  seer- riches . 

to like [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is   
ukaththal-   like . 

to like [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is    
vizhaithal- to like . 

to like [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is    
aasai  /  isaivu kolluthal [ missing letter –sa-]-  to like ; isaivu –acceptance ; aasai- 
desire  .  

to like [E]  has the consonants – the- la- ka – and the  original Tamil   word is   
mana makilthal-   happy; manam- mind; makizha- to have happiness .  
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hookka   has the consonant- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  pukaikka  
[missing letter –pa-]-  to smoke . 

tobacco [E] has the consonants  - the- ba -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudaakku-  tobacco .  

tobacco [E] has the consonants  - the- ba -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pukaiththidu-  smoke . 

weak [E]  has the consonants-  va-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is ukku -  to 
become weak . 

go [E]  has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ukaa/ ukai . 

go [E]  has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   yaegu –go  

accepted [ E]  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]- the  - and the  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  ukanthathu-  best . 

accepted [ E]  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- pa- the  - and the  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  oppu kondathu –accepted . 

ghost [E]  has the consonants – ka- sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  idaa 
kani  -ghost . 

ghost [E]  has the consonants – ka- sa -the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
seththavain aavi –the spirit of the dead;  seththavan- dead one/ satan ; aavi –
spirit.  

ghost [E]  has the consonants – ka- sa -the- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is   uchchaadanam[Skt]  seika  / munu munuthhtiduka - to drive away  the 
spirit ; uchchaadanam- exorcism ;  munu munuththiduka  -to whisper/ chant . 

ghost [E]  has the consonants – ka- sa -the- and the  Tamil  interpretation of the  
word is   paei   pisaasai   oaattuka  [ missing letter- pa-]- to drive away  the spirit; 
pisaasu-  ghost;  oaattuka- drive away . 
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ghost [E]  has the consonants – ka- sa -the- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is   kutti saaththaan-  little satan; kutti- little  . 

ghost [E]  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -the- and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is  uooththai  kudiyan-  ghost . 

birth [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –the-    and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoatram-   birth/ appearance. 

 birth [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –the-    and the  original Tamil  word is   
piranthai-  birth . 

birth [E] has the consonants -  pa- Ra –the-    and the  original Tamil  word is 
pirantha naar-  birth day  ; pirantha thinam ; pirintha- born; naar- day ; thinam- 
day .   

birth [E] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra –the-    and the  original Tamil  word is 
uyir- edu – to have life  . 

birth [E] has the consonants - -pa-- Ra –the-    and the  original Tamil  word is uyir 
pettridu - to have life ; uyir- life/ air ;  peru –get  . 

birth [E] has the consonants -  pa-- Ra –the-    and the  original Tamil  word is  
manitha  udampu  eduththar – to be born /to take a body ; udampu- body . 

birth [E] has the consonants -  pa-- Ra –the-   and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  saniththar [ Skt] [ missing letter –sa-]-  birth . 

birth [E] has the consonants -  pa-- Ra –the-   and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  urpaththi [Skt] -  production/ birth .  

  *all has a  consonant-  la-and the original Tamil  word is  ellaam  - whole /entire . 

*put has the consonants – pa-  the - and the original Tamil  word is  poadu/idu  – 
put. 

 *it has a  consonant-  the--and the original Tamil  word is  -ethu . 

 this has the consonants –  the –[ sa-]- - and the original Tamil  word is- entha.   
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that has a  consonant-  the--and the original Tamil  word is  antha  . 

 *leak  has the consonants –    - la-  ka- and the original Tamil  word is  ozhuku . 

 cat has the consonants - - ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is  kaduvan- male 
cat  . 

 *attack has the consonants -  the -   ka- and the original Tamil  word is thaakku  . 

*attack [ heart] has the consonants -  tha -   ka- and the original Tamil  word is –  
adaikka . 

*fry   has the consonants -   pa-  Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is pori . 

 *shut has the consonants -   sa –the-  and the original Tamil  word is  saaththu . 

*shoot  has the consonants -  sa –the- nd the original Tamil  word is   sudu 

*prize  has the consonants - pa-  Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word is parisu . 

* kill has the consonants- ka – la- and the original Tamil  word is kollu . 

 reach has the consonants -  Ra- sa- and the original Tamil  word is saeru . 

 dam has the consonants -–the- ma-  and the original Tamil  word is madai . 

*go has a  consonant-  ka-  and the original Tamil word  yaeku . 

walk  has the consonants- va – la- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is ulaavuka . 

 *gather   has the consonants - ka-   the – Ra -   and the original Tamil  word is 
kooduthar  / ondru koodthar . 

calculate has the consonants -  ka  la-  ka – la-  the- and the original Tamil  word is 
enkalaikondu   kanakkiduthal/ ennuthal   -to calculate woth numbers; ennkal- 
numerical numbers ; kannakkiduthal  -calculation.  

 calculus has the consonants -  ka  la-  ka – la-[-sa -] -  and the original Tamil  word 
is  koozhaankkal- pebble.   
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 mount has the consonants - ma  -an - the- and the original Tamil  word is  munn 
maedu; munn- land/ soil ;maedu –raised ground . 

goat has the consonants -    ka  - the  - and the original Tamil  word  is  kedaa / 
aattu kidaa. 

 kid  has the consonants -  ka  - the  - and the original Tamil word is   kutti /  Kutti 
aadu ; kutti –small; aadu –goat. 

baby  has a  consonant-  pa- - and the original Tamil word is   paapa . 

 mummy has  a  consonant- ma - and the original Tamil word   is ammai  

 uncle  has the consonants – an-  ka - la  -  and the original Tamil word  is  akkaalin 
kanavan - elder  sister’s  husband  ;  akkaal- elder sister  ; kanavan- husband. 

 brother has the consonants  - pa -Ra -the -  and the original Tamil word  udan 
pirantha  aan . 

 sister   has the consonants – [-sa-]-the –Ra- and the original Tamil word is  udan 
pirantha  penn [ missing  letter- pa-]  . 

 road has the consonants – the –Ra- and the original Tamil word is  theru . 

 route has the consonants –Ra-  the - and the original Tamil word  is  theru /street. 

 house has the consonants –  ka- sa- - and the original Tamil word  is  jaakai / saai 
akam – resting  place; saaya- to repose ; akam- home. 

 hut has the consonants –  ka- the - and the original Tamil word  is  kudi/ kudisai [ 
missing  letter- sa-]  . 

 home has the consonants –  ka- ma- and the original Tamil word  is  akam . 

appreciate has the consonants – pa – Ra-  [-sa-] - the-  and the original Tamil word 
is  paaraattu . 

separate has the consonants – [- sa-]-  pa – Ra -  the-  and the original Tamil word 
is  pririththidu . 
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part   has the consonants –  pa – Ra -  the-  and the original Tamil word  is   
pirinthidu poeida- to part . 

divorce   has the consonants –  the - va  – Ra –[- sa-]-  and the original Tamil word 
is    thiru mana murivu /vivaaka raththu [Skt]; thirumanam- marriage; murivu- 
break; raththu- cancel  

matrimony  has the consonants –  ma-  the  – Ra – ma  - an - -  and the original 
Tamil word  is  thiru manam – marriage. 

to marry has the consonants – the  - ma - Ra   and the original Tamil word  -
thirumanam   sei [ missing  letter- sa-] ;  thirumanam- marriage ; sei –do . 

to marry has the consonants – the  - ma - Ra   and the original Tamil word is    
manam purinthidu [ missing  letter- pa-] ; purinthidu –do . 

mistake has the consonants - ma- [-sa-] – the-  ka-  and the original Tamil word  is      
kuththam . 

 cash has the consonants -- ka  -sa-  and the original Tamil word  kai kaasu – cash 
in  hand; kai- hand ;  kaasu –cash. 

study has the consonants -[-sa -] - the- and the original Tamil word is   padi [ 
missing  letter- pa-]. 

 steps has the consonants -[-sa -] - the-  pa- [- sa-]-and the original Tamil word is  
padi . 

educate  has the consonants - the-  ka -the - and the original Tamil word is  
kaththu-k-kodu / oathi kodukka . 

teach has the consonants - the- [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil word is  oathi thaa . 

page  has the consonants – pa -ka - and the original Tamil word is pakkam. 

 duck has the consonants  -the- ka- and the original Tamil word is  vaaththu . 

 dais  has the consonants-  the  - [-sa-] and the original Tamil word  is  maedai . 
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 day has a  consonant  -the  -and the original Tamil word  is aatchchi [ missing  
letter- sa-]  - day ;  thinam . 

 date has a  consonant - the -and the original Tamil word is  thaethi . 

assist has the consonants sa -the  - and the original Tamil word  is oththaasi  
seithidu  to assist . 

asset has the consonants –[-sa-] -the  - and the original Tamil word  is udaimai –
asset;  soththu;  soththu paththu [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

 arrest  has the consonants – Ra – sa--the  - and the original Tamil word is   sirai 
idu  /sirai -yir adaiththiduthar ; to imprison ;sirai- sriya  aria- small room  ;adai- 
confine.. 

aroma   has the consonants – Ra –ma-  and the original Tamil word is  naru 
manam   -good smell. 

abduct  has the consonants –[-  pa-]  -the-  ka - the-   and the original Tamil word 
is kadaththu .  

bifurcate  has the consonants – [- pa-]-–pa- Ra- ka –the- and the original Tamil 
word is erandaaka  piriththiduka - to separate in to two ;erandu- two; piriththidu- 
separate . 

separate has the consonants –[- sa-] - pa - Ra –the  and the original Tamil word is  
piriththidu . 

 better has the consonants –[- pa-]- the-Ra – and the original Tamil word is  
uyarntha/ high  /tall /superior   . 

 super has the consonants – sa- pa - Ra –and the original Tamil word is  sirapu.  

 superior has the consonants – [-sa-]- pa - Ra –and the original Tamil word is  
periyoar- superior [ persons] ;  annaiyar - mothers. 

superior has the consonants – sa- pa - Ra –and the original Tamil word is  sirapu  - 
super. 
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 superior has the consonants – sa- [-pa-] - Ra –and the original Tamil word is  
seermai /  uyarchchi – supreme ; sirumai- inferior . 

supra has the consonants –[- sa-]--pa - Ra –and the original Tamil word is maer 
puram -  upper side ; maer- upper; puram- side.  

substitute has the consonants –[- sa-]—[-pa-] – [- sa-]-the  –and the original Tamil 
word is maaththu . 

 nano has a consonant– -an-- and the original Tamil word is  nunniya. 

 nun  has a consonant– -an-- and the original Tamil word is annai / mother . 

norm has the consonants – an- - Ra –  ma-   and the original Tamil word is nerimai 
/ nerimam . 

 bint has the consonants– pa-an- the- and the original Tamil word is pendu  / girl  . 

 boat   has the consonants – pa- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  theppam . 

navy   has the  consonants –  an  - va-  - and the  original Tamil  word is  navaai.   

 bloat has the consonants– pa-la- the- and the original Tamil word is  upputhal . 

 calorie has the consonants– ka-la-Ra - and the original Tamil word is   unavai    
erikkukm alaku  / eri alavu – measurement for  burning  of food ; unavu – food; 
erikka –to burn ; alavu- measurement; alaku-  a unit for measurement . 

clever has the consonants– ka-la-  va- Ra - and the original Tamil word is mikka 
arivu  ulla – clever ;   mikka- excess ; arivu- intelligence ; ulla- having   . 

correct   has the consonants– ka- Ra – ka- the-  and the original Tamil word is 
kurai kaana  mudaiyaathu   ;  can not fing  fault   ;   kaan- see; mudiyaathu- can 
not; mikka  sariyaanthau / kurai sirithum kidaiyaathu   [ missing  letter- sa-] -  
right/ no fault; kurai- fault; kidaiyaathu- without ;sirithum- even a little ; sari –
right. 

condemn has the consonants– ka- an-- the  ma--an-  and the original Tamil word is    
kandikka vaendum  to condemn . 
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decay  has the consonants–  the- ka-  and the original Tamil word is  keda . 

spoil has the consonants– [-sa-]- pa-la-  and the original Tamil word is  paazh .  

 agree   has the consonants– Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil word is yaerkka . 

dodge has the consonants–  the- ka-  and the original Tamil word is  
yaemaathtuka -cheat ;  poakku kaatuuka [ missing  letter- pa-] -dodge ; thamatha-
maakku- to delay .  

domestic has the consonants–  the- ma – [-sa-]- the- ka- and the original Tamil 
word is  kudiththinam  -family  ; thankkum veedu –staying  house; thankku –stay ; 
veedu- house.  

departure  has the consonants –  the-  pa – Ra-  the-  Ra- and the original Tamil 
word is  purapaduthar- to depart .  

don has the consonants–  the-an - and the original Tamil word is  thuni/ aadai 
uduththu  -to wear clothe ;thuni -cloth ; aadai- clothe; uduththu –wear. 

write has the consonants– va- Ra-the- and the original Tamil word is varainthidu . 

elate  has the consonants– la- the- and the original Tamil word is ullam thulla . 

enact has the consonants–  an-  ka - the- and the original Tamil word is nadaikka/ 
aanai  iduka . 

eyot [ small island] has a  consonant–  the- and the original Tamil word is munn 
thittu – patch  of sandy  land ; munn-sand/ land  . 

 island  has the consonants– sa-   la - an - the- and the original Tamil word is sinna 
manal  thittu/ thittai -   a  small patch  of sandy  land ; manal –sand ; sinna- small . 

fat [stout]  has the consonants–  [-pa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is 
thadiththa. 

stout has the consonants– [-sa-] - the- and the original Tamil word is thadiththa. 
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 gasp has the consonants–  ka - [-sa-] – [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  
kaevu / kaevi  kaevi  moochchu  vida . 

gin[ trap  /snare] has the consonants–  ka – an-  and the original Tamil word is- 
kanni  

glide has the consonants– ka –la -the  and the original Tamil word is  vazhukkida .  

 ghee has a consonant– ka – and the original Tamil word is  vennai . 

king has the consonants– ka –an-  ka- and the original Tamil word is koa -makan . 

bad has the consonants– pa- the - and the original Tamil word is thappu  /theethu 
apathttham [Skt] . 

taboo has the consonants– the – pa-  and the original Tamil word is  thadai  poada  
pattathu  -forbidden  . 

short has the consonants–sa – Ra- the- and the original Tamil word is siriyathu - 
small. 

surrender    has the  consonants–sa – Ra-  an - the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word is   erai  adi  sendru  adaithar – to reach god’s  foot;   adi-  foot; sendru  
adaiya- to reach  ; erai- god.  . 

surrender    has the  consonants–[-sa-] – Ra-  an - the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word is    ethirppu  indri   adi   paninthiduthar  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to obey  
without  resiistance ; paninthidu –to obey . 

 surrender    has the  consonants–[-sa-] – Ra-  an - the- Ra  -and the original Tamil 
word is    muttrum thuranthiduthar-  disown everything   ; mutrum- everything; 
thura- disown . 

surrender   has the  consonants–sa – Ra-  an - the- Ra  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  saran adaithar  -to surrender . 

 to sacrifice has the consonants– the-  [-sa-] –  ka- Ra –[-pa-]-  sa-- and the original 
Tamil word is   uyirai  kodukka  to give life ; uyir- life; kodukka- give. 
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to sacrifice has the consonants– the-  [-sa-] –  ka- Ra –[-pa-]-  sa-- and the original 
Tamil word is  naerthti  kadanaaka  / eraivanukku   vaendi   kaanikkaiyaaka  / 
kurankkai / mirukaththai [Skt]   uyiroadu   kaavu –k- kodukka  as a vow - to 
sacrifice  a  live animal ; uyir- life; kurankkam- animal  ; mirukam- animal ; kaavu-  
to sacrifice naerththik kadan- vow; eraivan- god; vaendu –worship ; kaanikkai- 
offering .   

to sacrifice has the consonants– the-  [-sa-] –  ka- Ra –[-pa-]-  sa-- and the original 
Tamil word is  erai kadan   / naernthu viduka-   duty to god /  votive offering  ;erai 
–god; kadan- duty  . 

to sacrifice has the consonants– the-  [-sa-] –  ka- Ra –[-pa-]-  sa-- and the original 
Tamil word is  kedaa vettuthar- to sacrifice a  goat ; kedaa vetti  soaru poaduthar ; 
kedaa- goat;  vettu- cut; soaru –cooked rice; poadu-  give / put . 

to sacrifice has the consonants– the-  sa-–  ka- Ra –[-pa-]-  sa-- and the  other 
interprretation  of the word is thiyaaakam seithiduthar / yaakam [ Skt] / aakavam   
seithiduthar – to sacrifice.  

to sacrifice has the consonants– the-  [-sa-]-–  ka- Ra –[-pa-]-  sa-- and the  other 
interprretation  of the word is kirathu . 

to sacrifice has the consonants– the-  [-sa-]-–  ka- Ra –[-pa-]-  sa-- and the other 
interprretation  of the word is    aandaavrukku  / eravivanukku   naernthu 
viduthar/ kaanikkai tharuthar  - votive offering  to the god; eraivan-   god ; 
aandavar- god; kaanikkai-   offering ; tharuthar- giving  

surf has the consonants– [-sa-] –Ra –[-pa-]- - and the original Tamil word is nurai- 
foam.  

cook  has  a  consonant– ka-  and the original Tamil word  aakku .  

 money has the consonants– ma- an - and the original Tamil word is panam [ 
missing  letter- pa-] . 

 care has the consonants–  ka-  Ra- and the original Tamil word is akkarai ; parivu 
missing letter- pa-] . 
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certify   has the  consonants–  sa-  Ra- the  -[-pa-]-  and the original Tamil word is 
saandru  thaa – to give the certificate ; saandru –certificate  ; thaa- give ; 
aathaaram [Skt] thara . 

speak has the consonants–  sa -pa  -ka  - and the original Tamil word is  paesuka 

 speech has the consonants–  sa -pa  -sa - and the original Tamil word is  –
paechchu . 

 say has a consonant–sa- and the original Tamil word is  asai . 

 voice has the consonants– va -sa- and the original Tamil word is vaai  oasai  ;vaai 
– mouth; oasai –sound . 

 tell has the consonants–  the  -la -  and the original Tamil word is  solluthal [ 
missing  letter- sa-].  

 talk has the consonants–  the  -la – ka-   and the original Tamil word is  
mozhinthiduka / maatlaaduka [Telugu] . 

 stylus has the consonants–[- sa-]-  the- la –[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is  
ezhuththu aaani  -  writing  pen  ;  ezhuththu  aani -yaal   Tamizh mozhi  
ezhuththai  solli  solli ezhuthu/ theettu  – write Tamil  words with the writing  pen 
; Tamizh mozhi- Tamil  language ;   ezhuththu- letter; sollu –spell ezhuthu –write  
;theettu –write. 

fault has the consonants– pa- la –the- and the original Tamil word is  pazhuthu . 

food has the consonants– pa- –the- and the original Tamil word is saapapdu [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – meals .  

  eat has a consonant–the- and the original Tamil word is  thuei . 

 dine  has the consonants– –the-an- and the original Tamil word is thinnu . 

do has a consonant–the- and the original Tamil word is  pannidu [ misissng  letter- 
pa-]. 
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do has a consonant–the- and the original Tamil word is  seithidu [  missing  letter- 
sa-] .  

 bind has the consonants– pa- –the- and the original Tamil word is pinaiththidu . 

mores has the consonants– ma – Ra- [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil word is  murai 
/ uoor murai. 

 summit has the consonants–  [-sa-]—ma- the-   and the original Tamil word is  -   
uchchi   mudi –top  ;   uchchi  maa naadu   - meeting . 

 luster has the consonants–  la – [-sa-]-  the-  Ra-   and the original Tamil word is  -   
olirnthidum . 

 luck has the consonants–  la – ka-  and the original Tamil word is  nalla  kaalam  -
good time; nalla –good; kaalam- time. 

 hour has a consonant–Ra  and the original Tamil word is  naeram- time ; oru 
mani- one hour . 

nipple has the consonants– an-   pa-  la –  and the original Tamil word is  mulaik-k-
aampu [ missing  letter- ka-] ; mulai- breast . 

pull has the consonants–   [-pa-]-  la –  and the original Tamil word is  izhu.  

profit has the consonants–  -[-pa-]  -Ra - pa  -the  - and the original Tamil word is  
payan adaithar / uoothiyam adithar / aathaayam adaithar.  

pretty has the consonants– pa- -Ra - -the  - and the original Tamil word is  
paaraatum padiya – appreciable . 

 pride has the consonants– pa- -Ra - -the  - and the original Tamil word is thar 
perumai  ; erumaappu adainthida  . 

ponder has the consonants– pa-an -the - Ra -and the original Tamil word is theera  
enni paarthhtidu / theera ninaiththu parththidu . 

pertain has the consonants– [-pa-]- Ra - the- an - and the original Tamil word is 
uriththaana . 
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petal  has the consonants– pa- the- la- - and the original Tamil word is poo ithazh/ 
athazh – flower leaf; poo-  flower . 

patch has the consonants– [-pa-]- the- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil word is  ottu 
; ottu poadu ;  ottu thuni . 

suffocate has the consonants– sa- [-pa-]-  ka-  the- and the original Tamil word is  -   
thondai   adaikka/ moochuchu   adaikka  /  moochchu  muttuka;  thondai- throat; 
adaikka- block; moochchu -breath . 

syncope has the consonants– [-sa-]-an – ka – [-pa-]- - and the original Tamil word 
is  myankka  . 

stuffy  has the consonants–-sa-the– -pa- and the original Tamil word  is  
moochchu  adaippu  ; moochchu- breath ;adaippu –block . 

 stuff has the consonants–-[-sa-]-the -pa- and the original Tamil word  is  pandam 
– goods  / material   . 

stuff has the consonants–-[-sa-]-the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word  is  thuni 
– cloth. 

 stuff [v] has the consonants–-[-sa-]-the [--pa-]- and the original Tamil word  is  -  
thini . 

 shout has the consonants–-sa-the - and the original Tamil word  is  oasi seiythidu 
–to make noise; oasai –noise; seithidu- do/ make  . 

 to spill  has the consonants– the -sa- [-pa-] - la- - and the original Tamil word  is  
sinthuthal . 

 tale  has the consonants– the- la-  and the original Tamil word  is  punaithal [ 
misissng  letter- pa-] . 

 tan has the consonants– the-an-  and the original Tamil word  is  pathanidu / 
patha  paduththu [ misissng  letter- pa-] . 
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tart has the consonants– the-Ra - the- and the original Tamil word  is  – paraththai 
[ misissng  letter- pa-]. 

teak has the consonants– the- ka-  and the original Tamil word  is thaekku . 

tub  has the consonants– the- [-pa-]-  and the original Tamil word  is thanni  thotti 
; thanni –water; thotti- tank. 

troop  has the consonants– the-  Ra- -pa-  and the original Tamil word  is Padai 
Aatchchiyar / soldiers – warrior  caste  of Tamil Nadu . 

troop has the consonants– the-  Ra- -pa-  and the original Tamil word  is  poar 
padai-  military . 

tendril has the consonants– the- an- the- Ra--la- and the original Tamil word  is  – 
kodiyin  thalir ilai [ misissng  letter- ka-] ; kodi- vine;  ilai- leaf . 

 threat has the consonants– the-  Ra—the-  and the original Tamil word is achchu -
uruththa [  missing  letter- sa-] . 

till has the consonants– the-  la-   and the original Tamil word is uzhuthidu  -to 
plough . 

 till has the consonants– the-  la-   and the original Tamil word is nilaththai  pann- 
paduththu [ missing  letter- pa-] – prepare the soil ; nilam-  land. 

tillage has the consonants– the-  la-  ka-  and the original Tamil word is uzhavu  
thozhil –agriculture.  

try  has the consonants– the- Ra - and the original Tamil word is payan paduththi 
paaaru [ missing  letter- pa-]- use and see; payan- use; paaru- see. 

round  has the consonants–-Ra -an- the- and the original Tamil word is  urundai . 

drizzle has the consonants– the- Ra- -sa- -la- and the original Tamil word  is sinna 
sinna  mazhai  thooral – small rain drops; sinna- small; mazhai –rain; thooral- 
drizzle. 
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 quat [ sty ] has the consonants– ka- the-  and the original Tamil word  is  kann 
katti -sty ;  kann-  eye; katti-  swelling .   

quest has the consonants– ka- [- sa-]- the-  and the original Tamil word  is  
thaeduka/ naaduka  - search/ seek . 

quarrel   has the consonants– ka- Ra - la-  and the interpretation  of the word is  
kalavaram .  

ugly has the consonants– ka- -la- and the original Tamil word  is  azhuku illa- ugly  ; 
azhaku- beauty  ; illai- without ; azhukku ulla– dirty ;azhukku- dirt; ulla-having . 

 unite has the consonants–  an –the - and the original Tamil word  is   onnaayidu / 
inaiththidu  -to unite . 

every  has the consonants–  va- Ra - and the original Tamil word  is  ovu- voru . 

 vault has the consonants–  va- la- the- - and the original Tamil word  is    
thaavuthal . 

vigil has the consonants–  va- [-sa-]-  la - - and the original Tamil word  is kann 
vizhikka – watch . 

village has the consonants–  va--  la – ka-  and the original Tamil word  is  nal  
vaazhkkai . 

 vapour has the consonants–  va—[-pa -] -Ra -  and the original Tamil word  is  
neer aavi  eeram – vapour ; neer- water ;  aavi –vapour; eeram- moisture .  

vapour has the consonants–  va—[-pa -] -Ra -  and the original Tamil word  is  
mana  soarvu [ missing  letter- sa-]- mental  tiredness ; manam- mind; soarvu –
tiredness. 

  a well has the consonants–  va-  la – and the original Tamil word  is  kooval . 

college has the consonants–  – ka-  la- ka-  and the original Tamil word  is  kalai 
kazhakam . 
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act has the consonants– – ka- the-  and the original Tamil word  is  nadikka/ 
kooththu  kattu . 

 vote- has the consonants–va-- the-  and the original Tamil word  is  vakku  thaa. 

wall- has the consonants–  va-  la –  and the original Tamil word  is  vaeli - fence. 

wheel- has the consonants–  va-  la –  and the original Tamil word  is valaiyam . 

earth   has the consonants - Ra –the- and the  original Tamil word is tharai –earth.    

earth   has the consonants - Ra –the- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
maathiram [Skt]  -earth . 

atmosphere  has the consonants – the- ma – [-sa-] – [-pa -] -Ra  -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  maathiram [ Skt]/ maarutham-  -  air .  

atmosphere  has the consonants – the- ma –-sa– [-pa -] -Ra  -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  sanda  maarutham- storm . 

atmosphere  has the consonants – the- ma – sa- pa -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  perum  puyar / soorai  kaatru  [ missing letter- ka-]-  storm . 

atmosphere  has the consonants – the- ma – -sa- [-pa -] -Ra  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   sutru puram – atmosphere/ surroundings  .  

the air  has the consonants -   the -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
maathiram / maruththu /  marutham [Skt]  – air . 

the air  has the consonants -   the -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
maruththan-  god of the wind . 

the air  has the consonants -   the -Ra -and the   original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  kaatru [ missing letter- ka-]-  –wind . 

 effort has the consonants  -  [-pa-] - Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
muyarchchi  siththidu [ missing letter –sa-] -  to try . 
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effort has the consonants  -  [-pa-] - Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
muyarchchiththar [ missing letter –sa-] - effort  . 

effort has the consonants  -  [-pa-] - Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
muyandridu - try   . 

effort has the consonants  -  pa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  word is paadu 
paduthar – to work hard / to exert.  

effort has the consonants  -  pa- Ra- the – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is sirama paduthar [ missing letter –sa-]-  to undergo  hardship . 

effort has the consonants  -  pa- Ra- the – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  pirayaththanam [Skt] -  effort . 

 serpent   has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- [-pa-]  -an –the   and the  interpretation 
of the word is  maarundam-  eggs  of the snake ;    andam -- egg.  

puberty  has the consonants – [-pa-] -pa -Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
maaaraayam  parainthida -   to give information about the girl’s arriving at  
puberty ; paraiya –tell . 

begger  has the consonants - pa- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
puikkiravar -  begger ;  pueikka- beg . 

begger  has the consonants - pa- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is   
pichchai kaarar [ missing letter- sa-]-  begger . 

begger  has the consonants  -pa- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  yaasi-k-kiravar [ missing letter- sa-]-  begger . 

begger  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is   
maar-k-kaanar -  begger . 

arrow  has the consonants  -Ra –va- and the  interpretatation of the word is 
maarkkanam-  arrow . 
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inquiry  has the consonants  -an -Ka -Ra  -  and the  interpretation of the word is 
maar-k-kanam- inquiry . 

inquiry  has the consonants  -an -Ka -Ra  -  and the  interpretation of the word is 
visaaranai [ missing letter- sa-]- inquiry . 

to pray  has the consonants  - the –pa- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandraadu – to pray . 

to pray  has the consonants  - the –pa- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mandraaduthar – prayer . 

to pray  has the consonants  - the –pa- Ra  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is pirarththanai [Skt] – prayer . 

to pray  has the consonants  - the –[-pa-] - Ra  and the other l Tamil interpretation 
of the   word is   yaasiththar [  missing letter- sa-]  -  to beg . 

to praise    has the consonants – the- pa- Ra –[-sa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   poatridu- to praise.  

to praise    has the consonants – the- pa- Ra –[-sa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word 
paraatuthar- praising . 

to praise    has the consonants – the- [-pa-]- Ra -sa-- and the  original Tamil  word 
mechchuthar- praising . 

tambour   has the consonants – the- ma- [-pa-] - Ra-  and the  interpretation of 
the  word is  miruthankam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  a drum . 

tambour   has the consonants – the- ma- [-pa-] - Ra-  and the  interpretation of 
the  word is   damaaram-  drum . 

tambour   has the consonants – the- ma- [-pa-] - Ra-  and the  interpretation of 
the  word is   drum [E] . 

tambour   has the consonants – the- ma- [-pa-] - Ra-  and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the  word is  then naataavarin [ Dravidar]   thiru- mana   
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vaaththiyam -  marriage  drum  of the southern people ; thirumanam- marriage  ; 
vaaththiyam-  musical instrument;  then naattavar - southern people  . 

 support  has the  consonants – [-sa-] –[-pa-]- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  muttu  tharuthar -  to give support.  

support  has the  consonants – [-sa-] –pa- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  paramariththidu [Skt]  - to support .  

support  has the  consonants – [-sa-] –pa- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  aathariththidu [Skt] – support.  

fear has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is mirai-  fear . 

to fear  has the consonants  - the –[-pa -] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mirandida-   to fear.  

to fear  has the consonants  - the –[-pa -] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
marundida – to fear . 

to fear  has the consonants  - the –[-pa -] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
arandida- to fear . 

to fear  has the consonants  - the –[-pa -] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aratti- fear.  

 suffer   has the consonants – [-sa-]  –pa- Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is  
mirai- suffer . 

to suffer   has the consonants – the-  [-sa-]  –pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   paadu paduthar-   to suffer . 

to suffer   has the consonants – the-  [-sa-]  –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   perm paadu- suffering  . 

to suffer   has the consonants – the-  [-sa-]  –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   thunpa paduthar-  to undergo hard ship ; thunpam- 
suffering . 
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to suffer   has the consonants – the-  sa –[-pa-] - Ra- and the   other interpretation 
of the word is   sirama padu -  to undergo hard ship .  

to suffer   has the consonants – the-  sa –pa-- Ra- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  pirayaasai  padu  -  to suffer.  

 hasten  has the consonants - ha –[-sa-]  -the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mudukki vida vaendum -  hasten . 

 haste the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] -the -and the  interpretation of the word is  
muduku- haste . 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa- [-pa-]- and the  interpretation  
yaakam  [Skt]  seithar – to do Yagam .  

 worship  has the consonants - va –Ra- sa- [-pa-]- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  namaskarikka [ Skt]-  worship ; namaskkaaram. 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa- [-pa-]- and the  interpretation  
of the word is  aaraathikka / aaraathanai [ Skt] seika- to  worship . 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa- pa- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  Buththam Saranam  Gachchaami -  go to  Buddha for refuge . 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa- [-pa-] - and the  interpretation  
of the word is  Sankam Saranam Gachchaami -  go to Sangha for refuge  

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa- [-pa-] - and the  interpretation  
of the word is  Dammam  Saranam  Gachchaami – go to Damma for refuge  . 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa- [-pa-] - and the  interpretation  
of the word is  Mari Ammaaiyin  Thiru makan / Daeva kumaran   Yaseu Naatharai  
poatri   paaduka  – praise  the lord  Jesus – sun of the sun god  and  Mariya . 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa- pa- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Then Naadu  udaiya  Sivanae poatri -poatri -  praise 
the lord Sivan – the god of the south ;  then naadu- south ; Sivan- Dravidian god; 
poatruka-to praise. 
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to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  uyir  kaavu  koduththar –to give sacrifice ; 
uyir- life;   kaavu [ yaagam] [Skt]  - sacrifice; kodukka –give.  

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is eraivanai  kumpiduthar  -to worship  the god.  

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  kathiravanuku  vanakkam -  praise the lord – 
the sun god  . 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   Saevar kodiyoan / Kumaran /   aru padai 
veedu  konda / Aaru Mugan / Thiru Murukanuku  vanakkam  / aroa  kara / aroa  
karo    -  praise the lord  Marduk  ;   Thiru Murugan /Draviidan sun god - Marduk  [ 
Sumerian sun god  ] ;  saevar  kodiyoun- the lord with rooster flag ; aru  padai 
veedu –six abodes . 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa-– [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Thiru Senthoor Muruganukku aroa kara  -   praise 
the lord of the Thiru Senthoor . 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- [-sa-]-– [-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   Thiru Vaeraka Muruganukku  aroa kara – 
praise the lord of the Swami Malai . 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- [-sa-]-– [-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   Thiru Aavinan kudi Muruganukku/ 
andavarukku   aroa kara – praise the lord   of the Palani Hills.  

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- [-sa-]-– [-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is Thiru  Thanikai kundru  Muruganakku aroa 
kara  - praise the lord  of  Thanikai Hills.  

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- [-sa-]-– [-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is Thiru Paran-k-kundraththu Thiru 
Muruganukku   aroa hara - praise the lord  of  Thiru Paran- k-kundram . 
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to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa-– [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is Azhakar soalai/ marakkaavu – Thiru Muruganukku 
aroa ara  [  missing letter- la-] - praise the lord  of  Azhakar soalai .  

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  eru kaar  pidiththu  / thiruvadi  pidiththu  saran 
adainthittu  aasir- vaatham [Skt]  vaankiduaka / peruka  – to  receive  blessings  by 
holding His feet  ;  eru-  two; kaar-  leg ; pidikka- to hold   ; thiruvadi- holy feet ; 
saran adainthiduka- to take refuge ; aasiravaatham- blessings ; peruka- to get.  

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa- [-pa-]- and the  interpretation  
of the word is   aandavanidam  saran [Skt] adainthiduka  – to surrender before the 
lord  . 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- [-sa-]- pa- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   aandavanin  eru kaar  patri  erukka – to hold the 
holy  feet of the lord ; pattri erukka- to grasp/saran adaika  . 

surrender  has the consonants –[-sa-]  –Ra-  an- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   padai  aayuthaththai  mannir  ittu ethiriyin adi  patri   
erunthidu [ uyir thapppa ] [ missing letter- pa-]  -  to hold the feet of the enemy 
after   placing the arms  on the ground ; adi-  foot; patri eru- to hold ; ethiri- 
enemy ; mun- soil ; aayutham -   weapon ; padai-  troops  ; uyir- life .  

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- sa- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   eraivanai/ andavanai/ theivaththai - mannir  
mandi- ittu/  eru kai  kooppi  vanankuthar / kumpiduthar  vaendum / mandraada 
vaendum – to  pray  the god ;  eraivan- hero; theivam- god ; aandavan- god;  mun- 
soil;  mandi  idu –to kneel down ; eru- two; kai- hand;   kooppi- to bring together ;  
vanankuthar- to worship ; mandraadu- to pray . 

to worship  has the consonants -  the- va –Ra- [-sa-]- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Then Naattavarin  [ Dravidarin]  kavar pada koortu -   
one  word - with several meaning  - the  way of the Dravidian people  . 
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screw   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra -va  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
muru-k-kani -  screw.  

varnish  has the consonants    -va –Ra- an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
meruku ennai-  varnish oil  ; ennai- oil ;  meruku- polish .    

menstruous   has the consonants  -ma -an -sa –the- Ra –[-sa-]  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maatha theettu   naar / muttu  naar / uthiram sottum   moondru 
naaar - monthly  three days of bleeding ;  maatham- month;   muttu-  
menstruation ; naar- day ; moondru- three ;  uthiram- blood; sottu-  drops. 

periods    has the consonants   -[-pa-] - Ra -the –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muttu  naar/ theettu naar  /uthiram sottum moondru naar -  three days of 
bleeding; muttu-  /theetu- mensus;  uthiram- blood; sottu-  drops  ; moondru –
three;  naar- day.  

philosophy  has the consonants  -[-pa-]- la –[-sa-] –[-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mei iyal-   philosophy.  

philosophy  has the consonants  -pa- la –[-sa-] –pa- and the  other interpretation 
of  the word is   peebilam – philosophy. 

philosopher   has the consonants -  [- pa-] - la –[-sa-]-  [-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mei - iyal arignar – scholars  of truth  /   philosopher.  

 fore noon  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- Ra –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mun naeram-   fore noon. 

noon  has the consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is nun.  

afternoon  has the consonants-  pa –the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  pitrai 
naeram -  afternoon.  

afternoon  has the consonants-  pa –the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
pinthaia naeram -  after noon . 

afternoon  has the consonants- [- pa -] –the- Ra - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  mathiya[Skt] naeram-  afternoon . 
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past   has the consonants  pa- [-sa -]-the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  pandu- 
long ago .  

past   has the consonants – [-pa-] - [-sa -]-the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
munnaadi  nadanthathu-   what went before . 

past   has the consonants – pa- [-sa -]-the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
pandaiya nadappu –history /what went before . 

past   has the consonants – pa- [-sa -]-the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
poanathu-   gone one .  

 coward  has the consonants -  va- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  munai 
kettavar / kooru kettavar -  cowards . 

protect   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –the- ka -the  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  mun nirkka vaendum / mun nindru kaaththida vaendum-  to stand before 
in the first to protect . 

eminence  has the consonants – ma- an- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
munai- eminence . 

 fore has the consonants  pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   mun puram- 
front . 

former  has the consonants  - pa -Ra –ma- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mun oru naeram-  earlier times  . 

before  has the consonants -  pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   mun puram 
-   in front. 

before has the consonants -  pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mun oru 
naeram - earlier time / previous times. 

before has the consonants -  pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  munnarae  - 
before the time . 
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before has the consonants -  pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  pinnar-  after 
[ antonym] . 

previous has the consonants - pa –Ra- va- sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mun erukkum   

previous has the consonants - pa –Ra- va- sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mun oru  paruvam  

previous has the consonants - pa –Ra- va- [- sa -] -  and the   other interpretation 
of the  word is  poorvam   

precede has the consonants  -pa –Ra- [-sa-]- the –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mur pada – precede . 

precede has the consonants  -[-pa-]  –Ra- [-sa-]- the –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  munthuthar – precede . 

advance   has the consonants - the - va –an- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   munnukku  vaa  -  to go forward . 

advance   has the consonants - the - va –an- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word  
is  munainthiduka    - advance in the van/  engage in battle.   

advance   has the consonants - the - va –an- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word  
mun –nathaakavae   kodukka  patta  panam / kodukka patta    mun panam/ pana 
thokai    / pakadi [ missing  letter- pa-]-  -  the money given in advance; 
munnamae-earlier;  kodukka- give; panam- money .  

                                     

            Letter    ‘ Ra’  [  R  ]   signifies the  sun -  oraiyan / neruppu / uyir / 
piraanan[Skt]    ;   letter  ‘the’  denotes  muttai  / mathi / andam /  thee /   – egg  /   
moon / space  /fire  .  

first  has the  consonants   -[-pa-] -Ra –[-sa-] -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthar -  first .  
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first  has the  consonants   -[-pa-] -Ra –[-sa-] -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthar muthatru  -   foremost . 

first  has the  consonants   -[-pa-] -Ra –[-sa-] -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mooththa ondru-   first one ; mooththathu- elder  . 

first  has the  consonants   -[-pa-] -Ra –[-sa-] -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthanmaiyaana  ondru –  important one . 

first  has the  consonants   --pa-Ra –[-sa-] -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
pandu -irunthae  - form the beginning . 

first  has the  consonants   --[-pa-] -Ra –[-sa-] -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thondru  thottae  - form the beginning. 

first  has the  consonants   --pa-Ra –[-sa-] -the  -  and the   other meaning  of the 
word is aathi [Skt]  muthar / aathi -yir irunthae - form the beginning. 

first  has the  consonants   --[-pa-]-Ra –[-sa-] -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munthaiya  naeram thottae -  from the earliest  time . 

first  has the  consonants   -[-pa-] -Ra –[-sa-] -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
unmaiyaana   ondru / thooimaiyaana ondru-  the true one/ original one ; unmai- 
truth; thooimai- pure .     

first  has the  consonants   --pa -Ra –sa--the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
perum sirappana ondru  -  best one ;  sirappu-  super  ; ondru- one .  

first  has the  consonants   --[-pa -] -Ra –[-sa-]--the  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  munnaadi  irunthidu  / munthi eru  - be first ; munnaadi-  in front ;  irunthidu- 
be there . 

first  has the  consonants   --[-pa -] -Ra –[-sa-]--the  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mun -iduthar-  go first . 

first  has the  consonants   --[-pa-] -Ra –[-sa-]--the  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
muthar tharamaana one  -  first  rated  one ; muthar-  first; tharam- std.   
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first  has the  consonants   --pa -Ra –[-sa-]--the  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
muthar  pirantha / thoandriya  ondru-  first born/ the one which appeared first . 

first  has the  consonants   --pa -Ra –[-sa-]--the  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
muthar  pirappu-  first  birth ; pirappu- birth ; muthar- first . 

first  has the  consonants   --pa -Ra –[-sa-]--the  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
munpae  iruntha  ondru -  the one which  existed from beginning ;  munpae- 
earlier; iruntha-  existed  ; ondru- one ;  Ra -  sun ;  the -  mathi / moon . 

first  has the  consonants   --pa -Ra –[-sa-]--the  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
muthar  muthatru thoandriyathu – the one which appeared first.  

first  has the  consonants   --pa -Ra –[-sa-]--the  -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  pirathamai –[Skt]  - prime . 

first  has the  consonants   --[- pa-]  -Ra –sa--the  -  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   shiraesttan [Skt] -  first one/ first born.  

  whore   has the consonants  -va- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuchchu 
kaari [  missing  letter- sa-]- whore.  

whore   has the consonants  -va- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
viapsaari [ Skt] [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-]  

Maathavi   [ wife of Arjuna  /  sister of  Krishna ]  has the consonants -  ma- the -va 
and the  original  Tamil  word  is  maedai   naadaka / nadanam aadum   kanikai -  
stage actress  ;  maedai- stage; naadakam- drama;  kanikai-  woman/ prostitute ; 
nadanam- dance;   aadu –  to dance . 

Maathavi   [ wife of Arjuna  /  sister of  Krishna ]  has the consonants -  ma- the -va 
and the  original  Tamil  word  is   kooththu aadum   thaevadaiyaa / kooththiyaa -   
dancer cum  prostitute; kooththu –dance  . 

Maathavi   [ wife of Arjuna  /  sister of  Krishna ]  has the consonants -  ma- the -va 
and the  original  Tamil  word  is   kootti  kodukkum  pen [ missing letter- pa-]- 
procuress.  
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Maathavi   [ wife of Arjuna  /  sister of  Krishna ]  has the consonants -  [- ma-] - 
the -va and the  original  Tamil  word  is   va-p-paatti  [ missing letter- pa-] –
concubine . 

Maathavi   [ wife of Arjuna  /  sister of  Krishna ]  has the consonants -  - ma-- the -
va  -and the interpretation of the word is  kooththiya mava – daughter of 
coincubine /concubine . 

to marry   has the consonants  - the –ma--Ra and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   murai  /thaai  maamanai  makanai / murai  pennai  thirumanam  
puriya –[ missing letters-   ka –and- pa-] - to marry  uncle’s son/ daughter   ;  murai  
/thaai maaman -  maternal uncle; makan- son; thirumanam- marriage .  

matrimony   has the consonants  -ma- the- ra – ma- an -and the  original Tamil  
word is  mai  thirumanam -  legal  marriage ; mei-  truth; thirumanam-  marriage.  

ancestor [ E]  has the consonants- an -[-sa -] -the -Ra and the  original Tamil  word 
is  munnoadiyar-ancestor.  

rage  has the consonants - Ra -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is veri -  
aggression .  

rage  has the consonants - Ra -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is arivu inmai- 
foolishness.  

rage  has the consonants - Ra -ka - and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
ukkiram-  fury . 

rage  has the consonants - Ra -ka - and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
moor-k-kam -  rage. 

urine   has the consonants  - Ra   -an- and the  original  Tamil  word is  siru  neer [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  urine.  

urethra   has the consonants  -Ra- the  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is neer 
tharai / mooththira thaarai -  urethra . 
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urethra   has the consonants  -Ra- the  -Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   mooththira neer   -  urine; mooththiram- urine; neer- water  . 

 kidney  has the consonants – ka- the- an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kundi 
kaaai- kidney . 

strangury   has the consonants  -  sa- the –Ra- an- ka -Ra – and the  other 
interpretation of the  word is  mootthira  neer kiruchcham [?Skt] -  strangury . 

strangury   has the consonants  -  sa- the –Ra- an- ka -Ra – and the   original Tamil  
word is  siru  neer paathaiyir  / pai -yir  undaakum/  yaerpadukindra   adaippu  
kaaranamaaka  /  kirumi  thaakkam  kondu  undaakindra / sottu sottu aaka   neer 
pirikindra  / adikkadi   neer pirikindra   neer kaduppu  - neer thaarai  noaei  [  
missing letter- pa-] –strangury ; siru neer- urine  ; pai- bag  ; adaippu- block ; 
kaaranam- reason ; kirumi- worm / micro organisms  ; thaakka- attack  ; sottu –
drop ; sotta –to drip ;  neer –water  ; piriya  -discharge/ separat ; adikkadi- often  ;  
kadppu –pain; neer thaarai- urethra; noaei –disease.   . 

nephrology  has the consonants – an- [-pa-]- Ra  -la -sa -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  siru neeraka –v-iyal / siru neeraka  kalai ariviyal [ missing letter- ka-]-  
nephrology ; siru neer- urine; siru neerakam-  kidney  ; iyal- science.  

mist  has the consonants -   ma- [-sa -]–the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
moodu  pani- thick fog . 

mist  has the consonants -   ma- [-sa -]–the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pani 
muttam  [  missing  letter- pa-] -  mist   . 

 grimace  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- ma -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
koanar moonchchi – grimace;  moonchchi- face  ;  koanal- curved/ bent . 

breath   has the consonants- [- pa-] –Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
uyirththidu – to be alive.  

breath   has the consonants- [- pa-] –Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  uyir 
adainthidu – to have life.  
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breath   has the consonants- - pa-Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  uyir 
pettridu -  to have life; uyir- life; pera- receive /get .  

breath   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
moochchu-serinthidu [ missing letter- sa-] – breath .  

breath   has the consonants- - [-pa-] -Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
moochchu  muttuthar [ missing letter- sa-] - difficulty in breathing ; moochchu- 
breath  . 

breath   has the consonants- - [-pa-] -Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
moochchu  iraiththar- [ missing letter- sa-] - wheezing /difficulty in breathing . 

breath   has the consonants- - pa-Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is nettu 
uyirppu – deep breath . 

breath   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthar moochchu  [ missing letter- sa-] -first  breath . 

breath   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is uyir 
thoandrida – birth of life.  

breath   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
moochchu  nindrida  -arrest of  breath [antonym] .. 

breath   has the consonants- - pa-Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  uyir 
pirinthida- loss of life /death . 

breath   has the consonants- - [-pa-] -Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
iruthi  moochchu [ missing letter- sa-] -last breath [antonym] . 

breath   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
eranthidu - die [antonym] . 

breath   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-Ra- the  - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is mariththidu [Skt] -die [antonym] . 

air [E]  has the consonants -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is uyir- life /wind  .  
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air [E]  has the consonants -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is uyirppu [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  breath/ wind.  

air [E]  has the consonants -Ra - and the other interpretation  of the word is    
piranan [ Skt] [ missing letter- pa-] -  life.  

to  rise [E]   has the consonants  - the- Ra –[-sa-] –and  the  orignalTamil  word is  
uyirththidu- to be alive . 

to  rise [E]   has the consonants  - the- Ra –[-sa-] –and  the  original Tamil  word is   
yaeru-  to rise.  

to  rise [E]   has the consonants  - the- Ra –[-sa-] –and  the  original Tamil  word is  
uyaru-  to rise.    

to  rise [E]   has the consonants  - the- Ra –[-sa-] –and  the  original Tamil  word is  
thonadru –appear . 

easter [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
meendum uyirththidu-  be  alive  again ; meendum –again ; uyirththidu-to  breath  
/to be alive . 

easter [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
moondraam  naar  meendum  uyirththidu –to have life again on the third day . 

easter [E]  has the consonants  -sa- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
moondraam naar uyirththitta  Jesus [ Yaseu Naathar ] /Saeyon – Jesus  who  
became alive on the third day . 

easter [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoandridu  -to appear   

resurrect[E]  has the consonants- Ra- [-sa-] - Ra –ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   erantha  moondraam   naar   uyirththiduka  -  to raise from dead on the 
third day . 
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 to expire [E]   has the consonants  the-  ka –[-sa-]  -[-pa-]- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uyir  koodu vittu   pirinthathu-  life  has gone out of the body ; uyir-  
life; koodu- body ; pirinthida- separate . 

to expire [E]   has the consonants  the-  ka –sa- -pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is   uyir  thavarinaar / seththu pinamaaka  poannar   -   he is dead  

expire [E]   has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  -[-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  erakka- to die.  

expire [E]   has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  -[-pa-]- Ra- and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is  marikka  /maranam adaika - [Skt] - to die . 

expire [E]   has the consonants -  ka –sa--pa- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of 
the  word is   jeevan[Skt]  piriya – loss of life  ; jeevan [Skt] – life ; saaka [Tamil ] - 
jeevan [Skt] [ antonym]  . 

to revive [E]    has the consonants – the- Ra -va -and the  orignalTamil  word is 
uyirththiduka-  to be alive . 

to revive [E]    has the consonants – the- Ra -va -and the  orignalTamil  word is uyir 
kaaththiduka- to save life. 

exist has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - the-and the  original Tamil  word is  undaaka  
thuvankku  -  begin to exist; thuvankku –start  . 
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                           Jumbling theory   -an orientation  

                                     H. Sumerian  mythology      

 

                                                                Enki  

                              The sacred letter- ka =  sun / sky / heat / water  

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original Tamil  name is Sivan [ missing 
letter- sa-]. 

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  Aakkiyoan-  creator; aakku- make; aakkam- production  .  

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  kan-  wise.  

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  Kammiyan- craftsman.  

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  Maayavan- magician . 

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  Vaanavan-  lord of the sky; vaan- sky  . 

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is   Koan- king. 
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Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  Mannavan-  king- lord of the earth .  

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  Naagan-   Naga / snake;  naaga -  kavai  naa-  bifurcated tongue; naa- tongue; 
kavai- bifurcation . 

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  kompan [ missing letter- pa-]- one with a horn – bull  god –Siva  . 

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  koanaan- shepherd ; koan- king .    

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is    kann-   -eye  -the eye of the sky .    

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is    Meenavan-  fisherman  ; meen –fish /star  .  

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  Sokkan –[ missing letter- sa-]  - Sivan . 

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  Sinkka Mukan [ missing letter- sa-] – one with lion face ; sinkkam- lion; mukam- 
face.    

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  Naai Mukan -  one with  dog face ; naai- dog;   mukam- face . 

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is   koan maa- wild bull .  

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is  aan  makanin  anu  -  sperm of the  man;  aan –male ; makan- son ;  anu –cell  . 

Enki  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original  Tamil   meaning  of the name 
is Munivan- sage/ monk  . 
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                                                    Nin -hursag  

 

Nin –hursag   has the  consonants  - an –ka-Ra –sa--ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning of the name is  Siavan-in  / Enki -yin  manaivi  Karu maari Amman -  -  
Dravidian fertility  goddess – wife of Sivan /Enki  ; Sivan- sun god of Tamizh people  
; manaivi –wife ;  manai- house  ;  karu maari- goddess of fertility ; karu –embryo  
;kaar- dark clouds  ;  maaru- to change  ;  maari –rain . 

Nin –hursag   has the  consonants  - an –ka-Ra –[-sa-]--ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning of the name is  Annai yin karu varai -  mother’s  womb ; annai- mother;  
karuvarai- womb ;  karu- embryo; arai- room  .   

 

                                       Epithets  of -Nin –hursag    

 

Ninmah  [ great queen]   has the consonants  -an –ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  
name is   Makamayee  [ Mookkyaaee ] Amman – fertility  goddess  of Tamizh 
people  ; amman-  mother goddess  . 

Mami/ Mamma  [ mother] has the consonant-  ma- and the original Tamil  word is 
Muni Amma – moon goddess ;   muni/mini- moon ; amma- mother / mummy . 

Aruru  has the consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  name is Maariyaayei - 
fertility  goddess  of Tamizh people  ; maari- rain  ; aayee- mother . 

Belet- ili [ lady of the gods] has the consonants  -[-pa-] -la -the -la -and the  
original Tamil   name is Sella -Aaththaal [ missing letter- sa-] - fertility  goddess of 
Tamizh people;   aaththaal /  thallai- lady  . 
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Belet- ili [ lady of the gods] has the consonants  --pa--la -the -la -and the  original 
Tamil  meaning of the   name is pilla thaaichchi pompila [ missing letter- sa-]- 
pregnant female ; pillai- child ; pompla - female  .  

 

 

Belet- ili [ lady of the gods] has the consonants  --pa--la -the -la -and the  original 
Tamil  meaning of the   name is  pillai peththu  eduththa  Aaththal –  lady who has 
deliverd a child. 

Belet- ili [ lady of the gods] has the consonants  --pa--la -the -la -and the  original 
Tamil  meaning of the   name is   paal mulai udaiya  pompala  /thaai  /annai -  
mother with  milk  secreting breasts  ; paal- milk; mulai- breast ; pompila- female 
;annai- mother.   

Belet- ili [ lady of the gods] has the consonants  --[-pa-] --la -the -la -and the  
original Tamil  meaning of the   name is   mulai  uoottum  thallai-/ aaththaal  - the 
feeding mother ; mulai-  breast; uoottu –to feed  ; thallai/ aaththaal - lady . 

Belet- ili [ lady of the gods] has the consonants  --[-pa-]--la -the -la -and the  
original Tamil  meaning of the   name is  anaiththu  thaeivankalin   thallai/ aaththal 
-[ missing letter- ka-]- mother of all gods ;  anaiththum- all; thaeivam- god . 

Nintu [ lady  of birth ]    has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thaaimai  adaintha  penn [ missing letter- pa-] – pregnant woman; thaaimai- 
motherhood  ;  adaintha- attain ; penn- female  . 

Nintu [ lady  of birth ]    has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pooppu  adaintha  penn [ missing letter- pa-]-  girl  who  has attained puberty; 
pooppu-  puberty ; poo- flower  ; adaintha –attain  . 

Nintu [ lady  of birth ]    has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   theettu  adaintha  penn [ missing letter- pa-]-  -  girl  in  her periods ; theettu –
menses  /taboo  . 
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Nintu [ lady  of birth ]    has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the  word is  theettu thuni – mensus cloth ; thuni- cloth  . 

Nintu [ lady  of birth ]    has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   peththu  eduththa  annai  [ missing letter- pa-]-  - mother who gave birth ; 
peththu edu –beget ; annai- mother . 

Nintu [ lady  of birth ]    has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aanin thunai-  companion  of a man ; aan- male ; thunai –companion . 

Nintu [ lady  of birth ]    has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   undaana  thaai - woman who is  pregnant ; undaana- pregnant ;thaai- mother . 

Nintu [ lady  of birth ]   has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   Thooya Annai – immaculate mother ; thooimai- purity . 

Nintu [ lady  of birth ]   has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil 
meaning of the word is  is kanni Thaai  [missing  letter- ka-] - virgin mother; kanni-  
virgin; thaai- mother .  

Nintu [ lady  of birth ]    has the consonants- an- the -and the  other interpretation  
of the  word Thanam-mma – one with breast  /wealth ; danam[Skt] - breast; madi- 
breast ; amma- mother . 

Nintu [ lady  of birth ]    has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   noei  nodi -yaei  aaththidum  annai  –  woman who  cures the illness; noaei- 
nodi –disease ;  aaththu- to cure  ; annai- mother . 

Nintu [ lady  of birth ]    has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  Muni Andi -yin  pondaatti [ missing letter- pa-] -  wife of Muniyan /An; 
pondaatti –wife; muni- aandi- monk  . 

Kishar [ mother earth]  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- Ra  and the  original Tamil  
name is Karu Maari -  Dravidian fertility  goddess ; karu- embryo;  maaru-  to 
change; kaar- rain; maari –rain  .  

Kishar [ mother earth]  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- Ra  and the  original Tamil   
meaning of the name is karuvarai- uterus ; karu- embryo; arai  –room  . 
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Kishar [ mother earth]  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- Ra  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is karu /karuvam -  embryo . 

Kishar [ mother earth]  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- Ra  and the  original Tamil    
name is Kuruvamma ; amma- mother .   

Kishar [ mother earth]  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- Ra  and the  original Tamil    
name is  Oankkaari -   fierce lady - epithet of  Karu Maari Amman . 

Kishar [ mother earth]  has the consonants  - ka –sa-Ra  and the  other meaning  
of the word is Sukumaari [Skt] Amman .   

Kishar [ mother earth]  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] -Ra  and the  other 
meaning  of the word is Bhairavi  [Skt] - fierce goddess .  

Nintur [Queen of birth hut ]  has the consonants - an –the- Ra  -and the  original 
Tamil meaning of the name is eendru  eduththa annai- mother who gave birth; 
eendru  edu –to beget ; annai- mother  . 

Nintur [Queen of birth hut ]  has the consonants - an –the- Ra  -and the  original 
Tamil meaning of the name is theettu  moondru  naar-  mensus for three days; 
theettu –menses; taboo ; moondru -3 ; naar-  day .  

Ka [ mother earth]   hasthe consonant- ka -and the  original  Tamil  name is 
Makamaayei - Dravidian fertility  goddess  

Ka   has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil name is Awwai -  great mother. 

Ka   has the consonant- ka -and the other interpretation of the word is Eve.  

Ka   has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil name is Gangamma / Konkkai 
Amman – goddess  of Andra Pradaesh   state  - chitthoor /  breast  goddess;  
konkkai- breast  . 

Ka   has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil name is Gangai  Amman – 
Thiruvanna Malai- Chandavasal -  breast  goddess;   Gankkai- konkkai – breast .  
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Ka  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil name is  Jakkamma [ missing 
letter- sa-]- goddess of Kambalaththu  Telugu  speaking Nayakars . 

Ka   has the consonant- ka -and the other original Tamil interpretation of the word 
is kommai / konKkai -  breast . 

Ka   has the consonant- ka -and the other original Tamil interpretation of the word 
is kam-   water ;   Aqua . 

Ka   has the consonant- ka -and the other interpretation of the word is kui- yam 
uterus.  

Shassuru [ womb goddess] has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil   
name is  Karu Maari Amman [ missing letter – ka-] - fertility  goddess   of Tamizh 
people . 

Shassuru [ womb goddess] has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil   
name is  Maariyaayei -  fertility  goddess  of Tamil  people  .  

Tabsut ili [ mother of all children/ mother of all gods] - has the consonants - the [-
pa-] –[-sa-] -the -la –and the  interpretation of the name is  anaithhu  kuzhanthai 
kalin/ thaai / aaniththu  theivankalin thaai [ missing letter- ka-] - mother of all 
children/ mother of all gods ; anaiththu –all; kuzhanthai- child; theivam- god; 
thaai- mother.  

Tabsut ili [ mid wife of gods] has the consonants - the -pa-[-sa-] -the -la –and the  
interpretation of the name is  paal  uoottum thaai -  one mother who feeds with 
milk ; paal- milk ; uoottu –feed; thaai- mother.  

Tabsut ili [ mid wife of gods] has the consonants - the -pa-[-sa-] -the -la –and the  
interpretation of the name is  Puththaalamman  - snake goddess . 

Damkina [ faithful  wife]  has the consonants – the- ma- ka -an -  and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  mikuntha thooimai  konda manaivi - faithful wife; 
thooimai- purity ; manaivi- wife .; mikuntha  -excess .  
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 Damkina [ faithful  wife]  has the consonants – the- ma- ka -an -  and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  kanavanukku adan-k-ki nadakkum  manaivi – 
obedient wife ; kanavan- husband ;adankki nadakka- to obey ; manaivi –wife  . 

Damkina [ faithful  wife]  has the consonants – the- ma- ka -an -  and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  Mundai kanni Amman – goddess with protruding 
eyes – [ moon goddess] - Mylapore – Chennai .  

Damgulanna [ great wife of heaven]  has the consonants - the –ma- ka- la –an-and 
the  original Tamil name is Kaali Ammal  Thaai Thaeivam-  mother goddess  Kaali 
Amman;  kaali-   time goddess / wife of kaalan  -god of time ; thaai- mother ; 
thaeivam- god  . 

Damgulanna [ great wife of heaven]  has the consonants - the –ma- ka- la –an-and 
the  original Tamil name is   Vael Amman  Thaai Thaeivam - mother goddess  
Vaelammaal ; vael- spear  ; amman –goddess ; thaai- mother ; thaeivam- god . 

Damgulanna [ great wife of heaven]  has the consonants - the –ma- ka- la –an-and 
the  original Tamil name is   Mundai  kaali Amman -  goddess of fertility –
Mylapore- Chennai.  

Damgulanna [ great wife of heaven]  has the consonants - the –ma- ka- la –an-and 
the  original Tamil name is  pillaikku  thaai / mulai paal uoottum annai [ missing 
letter- pa-] – mother who  breast feeds the child ; pillai- child  ; thaai- mother ; 
mulai- breast ; uoottu –to feed ; annai- mother . 

Damgulanna [ great wife of heaven]  has the consonants - the –ma- ka- la –an-and 
the  original Tamil name is  vaanakaththin  vaazhum thaeivankalin  manaivi  -the 
wife of the gods of the heaven; vaanakam- heaven ; vaazh- live ; vaazhum –living  
;  thaeivankkal- gods ; manaivi- wife ; manai- house  . 
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                                                          Anu  

                                               Sacred letter- An . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Anu –sun . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Mun- sun /Siva . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Inan- sun .  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Iniyan- sun.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Muniyan  -sun god ; 
muni- monk .  

Anu has the consonant- an -and the original Tamil name is Maniyan-the sun god; 
mani –star /stone/ grain / seed . 

Anu has the consonant- an -and the original Tamil name is Ina mani- Siva –the 
sungod.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Saeyon [ missing 
letter- sa-] -sun god  ;   semmai- red  . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Sem- Mani  /Sem 
Muni [ missing letter- sa-] – Red star /Siva . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is  Poo Muni  [ missing 
letter- pa-] –Siva/ the sun ; Poo Mani /Poo Mini  [Tamil ] – moon – Soaman[ Skt].    

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Maayan- the 
magician  -sun god.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Iyyan -  god/ father/ 
leader . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Aayan – shepherd/ 
guardian . 
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Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Noyyian –Siva.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Nunniyan  -Siva.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is An-  bull.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Annai  -sun/ mother. 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Annaa –sun.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Aniyan- sun.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Meen- fish . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  name is Mannan – king . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  other interpretation of the word is Sun [E] [ 
[missing letter- sa-]. 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  other interpretation of the word is Eesun 
missing letter- sa-]– god.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  other interpretation of the word is Asaan 
[missing letter- sa- ]  –master/ teacher.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  other interpretation of the word is Baanu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –sun . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the   name is  
vinnakam/ vaanakam [ missing letter- ka-] - heaven . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the   name is  
Vaanavan-[ missing letter- ka-] - lord of the sky; vaan- sky   . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the   name is  
Semmaan [ missing letter- sa-] - the red one.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the   name is  Sem 
pon  [   missing letters- pa- and- sa-]  - pure gold ;  semmai- pure/ good/red; pon- 
gold  .  
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Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the   name is  
Ponnan-[ missing letter – pa-]-  the golden one; pon- gold  . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the   name is  Aani  
pon –-[ missing letter – pa-]-  good gold /sun   . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the   name is  
Amman  - lord/ sun . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the   name is  
Pemmaan [missing letter- pa-] -  lord/ sun . 

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the   name is  
Anpan- [missing letter- pa-]- sun.  

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the   name is 
Aanaai- sun.   

Anu  has the consonant- an -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the   name is  
Niana / Nianan  [ Malayalam ] /Anjaan – father – Siva /the Dravidian sun god/ 
father of Murugan /Marduk . 

 

 

                                 Ereskigal – Lady  of the great  earth . 

 

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  name is 
Munn Ulakin Arasi – Queen of the earth ;   kalai arasi  - Queen of science; kalai –
science  ; arasi –queen   . 

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  name is 
Vaan Ulakin  Arasi - Queen of the sky; vaan- sky; ulaku- world  ; arasi –queen  . 

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  name is 
Eravu  ulakin / keezh ulakin /  naraka ulakin [Skt] / Arasi  / Annai  -  queen of the 
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night/ hell ; eravu- night; ulakam- world ; keezh ulakam- under world /hell  ; 
keezhae  under ; narakam- hell ; annai- mother; arasi- queen . 

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  name is Erul 
Ulakin Arasi -/Annai  - - Queen / mother of the  dark place/ nether world / womb ; 
erul- dark; ulakam- world- womb [ metaphor ]  ; annai- mother .  

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  name is kalai 
Arasi – goddess of arts; kalai –art /science ;  arasi –queen .  

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  name is  
Karuvaraiyin  kaaval  Thaeivam / Annai / Ammai / thaeiva thaai /thaevathai [ 
missing letter –the -] –the protector  goddess  of the womb ; karu  -embryo ; arai- 
room  ;  kaaval- protection ; thaeivam- god ; thaeiva thaai- goddess  ; thaai- 
mother;  annai- mother  ; thaevathai - angel  . 

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  name is  
Karuvai  uruvaakki  valarkkum  thaeiva thaai  [ missing letter –the -]- the goddess 
who  helps in the  formation and the growth of  embryo ; karu-  embryo ; 
uruvaakku- create ; valarkka- to bring up /to grow up   ; thaeiva thaai- mother  
goddess . 

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  name is 
karuvai  valara vidaamal  uyirai azhikkum  thaeiva thaai -[ missing letter –the -]-  
the goddess who  destroys the embryo  and the life  ; karu –embryo ; valara- to 
grow ; valara vidaathu –not allowing to grow; uyir- life; azhikka- to destroy  ; 
thaeivam- god ; thaai- mother  .  

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kuzhanthai  kodukkira  thaeiva thaai -[ missing letter –the -]- the goddess  who  
gives child ; kuzhanthai- child; kodukkira- giving ; thaeiva annai- mother –goddess.   

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  name is   
Kaalai-yanin  Aar- uyir Manaivi --  the beloved wife of Gugalanna – the bull ; kaalai 
–bull; kaalaiyan - bull god –Siva ;  uyir- life  ; manaivi- wife   . 
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Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- sa-- ka- la  -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  name is  Ankkaala Paramaeswari [ missing letter- pa-]  ; eraivi  / goodess = 
eesvari . 

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- sa-- ka- la  -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  name is  Kaaleeswari Amman -  wife of Siva. 

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-]-- ka- la  -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  name is   Veera Kaali Amman;   veeram- valor ; amman- mother goddess  .  

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-]-- ka- la  -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  name is   Mathura kaali Amman [  missing  letter- the-]  ; amman- goddess; 
kaali –wife of  kaaalan  -the lord of time –sun god- Siva  . 

Ereskigal has the consonants – Ra- sa-- ka- la  -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  name is Siruvaachchur  Kaali Amman;  Siruvaachchur - abode of the goddess  .  

 

                            Gugalanna – Great  Bull of heaven  

Gugalanna   has the consonants   -ka - la - an –and the original Tamil name is  Vin 
ulakin / Vaan  ulakin – kaalai -  the bull of the sky ; vaan- sky ; kaalai- bull . 

Gugalanna   has the consonants   -ka - la - an –and the original Tamil name is 
kaalaiyan- bull god- Siva; kaalai- bull  .   

Gugalanna   has the consonants   -ka - la - an –and the original Tamil name is 
Kaaliannan . 

Gugalanna   has the consonants   -ka - la - an –and the original Tamil name is 
Kaalan  -Siva / sun god – the time keeper ; kaalam- season /time . 

Gugalanna   has the consonants   -ka - la - an –and the original Tamil name is 
Kaalai -yanin makan  Vaelan- Murugan /Marduku  -son of the bull  ;  kaalaiyan- 
Siva ; kaalai- bull  ;  makan-son ; vael  - spear;  vaelan –one with the spear  . 
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                                                              Nergul  

 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  Moo 
ulakai yim  aalum Maa Mannar – the king who  rules over the three  worlds; 
moonu- three; ulakam/ kuvalayam  –world  ;  aalum –ruling ; maa- great ;mannar- 
king  .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   Vael 
Murugan –Marduk ; vael- spear ; Murugan- sun god of Tamil people/son of Siva.         

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   
Muruga Vaelan –Marduk .   

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  Vaan 
ulakai  aalum  Mannar-   king of the sky  ;  vaan –sky  .              

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is      
Munn ulakai aalum  Mannar-  king of the earth ; munn- earth  ; aalum –ruling  ; 
mannar- king   . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Irul  
ulakai  aalum   Mannar -  king  of the dark world  /nether world ;  irul –dark ; 
ulakam –world .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Keezh  
ulakai aalum Mannar – king of the hell ;    keezh- under; ulakam –world  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Nagaar ulakai   aalum  Mannar – king  of the  Naaga Land . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Naraka  loaka  [Skt]   Mannar  -king of the nether world  ;  narakam –hell ; ekkarai- 
narakam  ;   ekkarai –this side of the shore/bank  -  earth  [metaphor ]  ; akkarai –
swarkka  - heaven .  
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Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
karuvaraiyin   kaavalan –the guardian of the womb; karu varai- womb ; karu –
embryo; arai- room; kaaval- protection .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   Vaan   
ulakai aalum  Neruppu  kozhi [ missing letter –pa-]- the ostrich  of the sky . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  vai 
karai naeram  koovum  Saeval kozhi [ missing letter – sa-] - the rooster that  cries 
in the early morning ; vai karai- early morning  ;   naeram –time;  koova- howl  ;  
saeval –rooster; kozhi –fowl .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is    
Vaan ulakai aalum  Arima  -the  lion that rules  over the sky; arima- the lion; vaan 
–sky  ; ulakam –world  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Vaan 
ulkain Aravaan- Karu Naagam  - the snake  /cobra  of the sky  ;  aravam- snake ;   
karu  -dark ;  naakam- cobra  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   vinn 
ulakai aalum   Poar Maravan [ missing letter –pa-]- the warrior of the sky  ;   vinn- 
sky ;  poar –war ;  maravan –warrior  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  kollai  
noavai   uruvaakki   uyirai  kaavu  vaankkukiravan –  the  one causes plague ;  kollai  
noaei-   epidemic  disease ; uruvaakku –create ; uyir-  life; kaavu –sacrifice ; 
vaankku –get  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  vai 
karai valeai- yil vaanil  kizhakkae  thoandrum  Kathiravan [ missing letter- the -]- 
the sun of the dawn in the east ; vai karai –early morning  ;  vaan –sky ;  kizhakku 
–east  ;  thoandru –appear ; kathiravan- sun; kathir- sun ray . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  
uchchi  naera   Kizhaan / Vaeiyyal [ missing letter- sa-]  -afternoon sun ; uchchi- 
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top; naeram –time ; kizhaan –sun  ;  uchchi naeram –afternoon – when the sun 
comes to the top of the sky   ; uchchi kizhaan- helios  ;  vaeiyyal –sunny   . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -k –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  Maalai 
vaelai yil maerkkil  maraiyum Saekaran  [ missing letter- sa-]    -the sun of the dusk 
in the west  ;  maalai –evening  ;  vaelai –time ; maerkku –west ; maraiya- to 
disappear ;  Saekaran –sun  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  Kolai 
Veriyan- the furious  one ;  kolai- kill ;  veri –rage .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   Eri 
kuzhal- burner  [ Sharrapu/ epithet  of Nergal] ; eri –fire; kuzhal- pipe   .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  vaanil 
eriyim  neruppu  koalam-[ missing letter- pa-]   the fire ball / planet  of the sky ; 
vaan –sky ; eriyim –burning ; neruppu –fire ; koalam –ball   . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  
Erikindra  vilakkin  adi  thakali [ missing letter- the -] – the burner of the lamp ;  
erikindra - burning  ; vilakku –lamp  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   Vaan 
ulakain – en  naeramum eriyim – Oli   Vilakku / Mani Vilakku –the light of the sky  
that burns all the time ;  vaan –sky  ; ulakam- world ;  en- naeramum –all the time   
;  eriyim –burning ; oli- light ;  vilakku- lamp . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   
Elloarkkum  eraivan- god for all  ;  elloarukkum –for all people ; eraivan –god   .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Vaal 
Arivan – the wise one ;  arivu –intelligence .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Arivu  
Azhakan- -wise and handsome  ;  azhaku –beauty  . 
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Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Kaalai 
yaeri  vaanai  / ulakai  valam varukiravan – one who travels on a bull- the sun /Siva  
; kaalai- bull; yaeru –to climb  ; ulakam- world  ; valam vara- to make around trip . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is kuriyil  
Kuriyan – sun /Siva . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kailaayam  uraivaan – one who  dwells  in the Himalaya  -Siva ; kailaayam- 
Himaalaya ; uraiya- to dwell  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is kailai 
Iraivan – god of Himalaya . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Kailai  
mannar – king of Himalaaya ; mannar- king .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Kailai  
malai  amarvaan  / kailai  malaiyil   erukiravar  -the dweller of Himalayaa ; erukka- 
to reside  ;  malai- mountain   . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Kailai  
malai  arasan [ missing letter- sa-] -king of Himalaaya ;  malai –mountain;   arasan- 
king . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Karunaa [Skt] nilayan /erakkam ullavan   -Siva ; karunai- mercy ; erakkam- mercy; 
ullavan –one who  has . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Kalai -
k -karan –Siva . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Kailai 
Perumaan [missing letter –pa-] – lord of the Himalaya  -Siva; kai- laayam- 
Himalayaa; perumaan- lord   . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kazhar Selvan [ missing letter- sa-] –Siva ;  selvan –son  . 
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 Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Anal 
uruvan- fire form ; a  nal- fire; uruvam- figure . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Uoor 
/ ulaka  Kaavalan -  the guard of the village /world ; uoor- village; kaavalan- police  
; ulakam -world . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Vaanavar-ukku  ellaam eraivan –god of the gods  ; vaanavar- gods ;eraivan –god  
;ellam –all .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Viri 
Noolan- Siva . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kundraa ezhilaan [   missing  letter- the -] – Siva –the sun ;  kundraathu –not 
declining /waning ; ezhil –beauty  ;  ezhilaan – handsome one . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
kaezhal  Maruppan  [  missing letter –pa-] – Siva.  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kaezhar kompan [  missing letter –pa-] – Siva.  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Sollar-
k-kariyoan [  missing letter –sa-] – Siva –the sun ; ariya- rare / precious ; ariyavan –
rare  one- the sun/ Siva  .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Naavalae Saran [ missing  letter- sa-]  -Siva. 

 Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Nikar  
illa  maniyan   - un comparable star  -Siva- the sun ; mani- star; illai- nil ; nikar- 
equal .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is neela 
kudi aran [ missing  letter –the  -] -Siva . 
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Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is kaala 
Bairavan [  missing letter –pa-] –Siva . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is neer 
ani  pavalam [ missing letter –pa-] –Siva; neer- sacred ash ; aniya –apply /anoint  . 

 Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Pazha  
Vinai  Aruppoan [ missing letter –pa-]  -Siva  ; pazhaiya- old; vinai –sin /action  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
pazhiyir  pukaloan [ missing letter –pa-]  -Siva  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Ponnaayiram  Arulvoan [ missing letter –pa-]  -Siva;  pon- gold; aayiram -1000 
arulvoan  -giver /donor  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Pon 
uruvam ullavan [ missing letter –pa-]  – one in  golden form  –the sun –Siva ; pon- 
gold ; uruvam –form; ulla- has . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Maruvu  ilaan – Siva / untainted .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Malai  
makal  kozhunar  -Siva . 

 Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Maal 
uru paakan  [ missing  letter- pa-]- Siva . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Maeloarukkum  maeloan –  high among  the highest- the sun- Siva  ; mael -  high . 

 Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
kaaval kaaran -  the guardian  /king /watchman; kaaval – protection  .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Varai 
silaiyaan [ missing  letter- sa-]- Siva . 
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Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Valai 
piraiyoan [ missing  letter- pa-]- Siva ; pirai- crescent moon . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Vallal  
peruman [ missing  letter- pa-]- Siva  -the sun / libral donor  ; perumaan- lord / 
vallal- liberal donor . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Iraivi  
Vizhiyan –Siva /sun . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Arul  
vallaan -  gracious one  /sun /Sivan  ;  arul –grace ; vallaan- the great person  . 

 Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
uruvam  illan – does not  have  any  form ; uruvam- figure; illai- nil . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Uzhuvai yuriyan – Siva . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Ullam 
kavar kalvan – Siva -  the sun  - who  steals our heart ; ullam- soul; kavara- to 
attract; kalvan –thief . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Uravu 
illan- the sun-Siva ; uravu- relationship /realtives ; illi- nil . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Aru 
Malar  Uraivaan -  the god on the lotus ; malar- flower ; uraiya –to reside . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Aravaali   Anthanan   [  missing letter –the -]  .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
olirukiravan/ milirukiravan    -the shiny  one; olira  / milira - to shine. 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
olirum mani vilakku –the shiny  lamp ; olira-to shine; mani –star ; vilakku- lamp.  
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Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Aara 
azhakan  -sun.  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  Aal 
Mara   nizhar   Kuravan -  one  under the shadow of  Banyan tree  /Siva ; aala 
maram- banyan tree  ; maram- tree ; nizhar/ nizhal - shadow ; kuravan- the 
teacher . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  Aala 
–mar  Selvan [ missing letter- sa- -]-  Siva.  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  
Aadar  kalai  valloan [ missing letter-   the -] – dancer Siva ; aadal-  dance; kalai-art; 
valloan- skilled person . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  Anal 
uruvan – one with  fire form  . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   
Vallal Perumaan [ missing letter-   pa-]- the libral  donaor- sun /Siva ;  vallal- liberal 
donor  .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   Aala  
vil  Perumaan [ missing letter-   pa-]- – Siva ;  perumaan- lord . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   
Ampala- k-karan [ missing letter-   pa-]-the lord of the space /assembly ; ampalam  
-sky  / open space . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   Arul 
Vallaan – gracious one; arul –grace  ; vallaan- great  person .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   
Azhar kannan  -  the  one with fire eyes  /sun /Siva ; azhar- fire; kann- eye . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  Azhar 
kuriyoan -  sun /Siva  ; kuri- symbol . 
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 Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is  Saiva 
neriyaalan  [missing  letter- sa-]- Siva ; neri –ethics .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is   
Kuriyil  kuriyan –  sun god  / Siva –father of Murugan . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kankkaalar .    

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Maeru  Villan –Siva  /the sun god.  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Maeru  Vil  Maravan - Siva  /the sun god. 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is Noa-
k-kuru Analoan – Siva / Dravidian sun god  ;  anal- fire .  

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
oppaarum mikkaarum ilaan –[ missing  letter- pa-]-   no one to be compared / no 
one is above him / no  one is equal to him  ; oppumai  – equal ; illai- nil . 

Nergal  has the consonants – an- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  name is 
Nikarillan – no one is equal to him ; nikar - equal person  ; illai- nil  . 

Lugalbanda [ epithet of Nergal -  the fighting cock ]    has the consonants- la -ka -la 
–[- pa-] - an -the –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the name is  sandai -kku 
azhaikkum   Saeval kozhi -[ missing leter –sa-] -  the  cock  that  picks up  fight ; 
sandai- fight  ;  azahikka- call  ;  saeval- rooster  ; kozhi –fowl . 

Lugalbanda [ epithet of Nergal -  the fighting cock ]    has the consonants- la -ka -la 
–[- pa-] - an -the –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the name is   vaan-ulakain  
Sandai  kozhi [ missing leter –sa-] -  the fighting  cock  of the sky; vaan- sky; 
ulakam- world   . 

Lugalbanda [ epithet of Nergal -  the fighting cock ]    has the consonants- la -ka -la 
– pa- an -the –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the name is   Kuppai  koola 
maettil   ezhunthu  nindra  padaiyae  /    kaalai  vaelaiyil /  kathiravanai / Thiru 
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Muruganai   koovi  varavaerkkum  kozhi [ missing letter- Ra-] – the cock  that  
welcomes the sun in the morning  time  standing  on the dung hill  ; kuppai 
maedu- dung heap; kaalai- morning  ; ezhunthu  nirkka- to stand ;  vaelai- time ; 
kathiravan –sun  ; Thiru Murugan –Marduk  ; koovu- shout / howl ; vara vaerkka- 
to welcome; kozhi- fowl  . 

Lugalgira [ epithet of Nergal]   has the consonants – la- ka- la –ka-  Ra –and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the name is   mukkannaal   moo ulakai  erikiravan – one 
who  chars down  the three worlds by his third eye – Sivan  ;  moonu- 3; kann- eye  
;  mukkannan- Siva with three eyes ; ulkam- earth ; azhikka- to destroy   . 

 

                                                                   Istar  

 

Istar  has the  consonants - sa –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is    Muththu Maari -  Dravidian  rain goddes  ;  maari –  heavy rain ; 
muththu –rain drops/ pearl / moon goddess .   

Istar  has the  consonants – [-sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  maa thiru- mother; thirumathi –wife ; thiru –holy; maa- great     

Istar  has the  consonants - sa –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is   Samaya  Puraththu  Maari Amman [ missing letter- pa-] – fertility  
goddess of Tamil  people; Samaya  Puram - abode of the goddess ; amman -
goddess. 

Istar  has the  consonants – [-sa-] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Pidaari  Amman  - goddess  of Tamil  people .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [-sa-] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is   Thiru Maaththa –  goddess  of Tamil  people; thiru – holy ; aaththaa-  
deity .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [-sa -]–the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Aathirai /Moothirai -  a star . 
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Istar  has the  consonants - sa –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is Ariya  Naatchchiyaar Amman –   goddess of Tamil people  / assimilation  
by  Aariyan / consort of Vishnu .  

Istar  has the  consonants - sa –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is Thandu  Maari Amman -   goddess  of Tamils .  

Istar  has the  consonants - sa –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  Thee sudar – star / torch; thee-fire; sudar- bright  light  . 

Istar  has the  consonants - sa –the- Ra -and the  other   meaning  of the name is  
Nasthtira [Skt]  – star . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [-sa-] –the- Ra -and the  other   meaning  of the name 
is   Arunthathi-  a star . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [-sa-] –the- Ra -and the  other   meaning  of the name 
is   Thaara [Skt] – star.  

Istar  has the  consonants –-sa-–the- Ra -and the  other   meaning  of the name is    
vaikarai naeram  vaanir thoandrum  thee sudar / naksththiram [ missing letter- ka- 
-] – the star  that appears  in the sky  in the early  moning ; vaikarai –early   
morning  ; naeram- time  ; vaan –sky  ; thoandra- appear ; thee –fire ; sudar –
bright light  . 

Istar  has the  consonants –-sa-–the- Ra -and the  other   meaning  of the name is     
kathiravan  maerkku  thikkir   mariyum / saayum  naeram  vaanir thoandrum  thee 
sudar / naksththiram [ missing letter- ka-] –the star that appears  in the sky during 
sun set ; kathiravan- sun ; kathir- sun ray ; maerkku –west ; maraiya –disappear ; 
saaya- repose ; naeram –time ; vaan –sky ; thoandra- appear ; thee sudar –star ; 
thee- fire ; sudar –bright light . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the  name is  Urumidum   penn Arima / Arima   uoorthi  udaiya  penn [ missing 
letter- pa-]  – roaring  lioness/  lion is her chariot ; uruma- roar; penn –female  ;  
arima- lion ; uoorthi –vehicle ; udaiya -has  .   
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Istar  has the  consonants –  sa -the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of the  
name is  Seeridum  penn  siruththai  [ missing letter- pa-] – female  
panther/cheetah  ; siruththai –panther ; penn- female ; seettram – furious . 

Istar  has the  consonants –  sa -the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of the  
name is  Thanneer  Saarai – water snake  ;  thanneer- water ; saarai-  rat snake .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the  name is    Nirai Mathi -  full moon ; nirai- full; mathi- moon   . 

Istar  has the  consonants - sa –the- Ra -and the  other   meaning  of the name is  
Chandra [ Skt] – moon ; sunthari- beautiful  female ;  maathuri  .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [-sa -] –the- Ra -and the  other   meaning  of the name 
is  Aphrodite [ missing letter- pa-] – Greek goddess.  

Istar  has the  consonants –-sa—the- Ra -and the  other   meaning  of the name is   
Astarte- Akkadian goddess.   

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning   of 
the name is Karuththamma / Karu Maari  Thaai –[ missing letter- ka-]-  fertility 
goddess  of Tamil  people  ; karu- embryo; maara- to change; kaar- rain /dark 
cloud ; maari- rain  ;thaai- mother .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   name is 
Kottravai –[ missing letter- ka-]- Victoria -  Dravidian war goddess ; sandai kaari- 
the female fighter ; sandai- fight .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the  
name is Durga/Gayathri  [Skt] –[ missing letter- ka-]. 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the  
name is   Victoria [ missing letter- ka-]. 

Istar  has the  consonants –sa -–the- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the  
name is   Mudi  Arasi  - the Queen; mudi- crown; arasi- queen  . 
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Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   name is Vetri 
[ missing letter- ka-]-  goddess of war  and success; vettri- success .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   name is uyirai 
/ kuruthi   kudikkum  kaataeri Amman -[ missing letter- ka-]- a fierce goddess  who 
takes away life ; uyir-  life ;  kuruthi –blood;  kudikka- to drink  ; amman- goddess .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   name is uyirai  
kaakkum  thaeivam / thaeiva thaai -[ missing letter- ka-]- protector of life; uyir- 
life  /air ; kaakka- to save ; thaeivam -god  ;thaeiva thaai –  mother goddess  ;  
thaai- mother . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   name is 
karuvai  uruvaakkum  thaeivam /  thaeiva  thaai -[ missing letter- ka-]-goddess 
who  makes the embryo to form ;  karu –embryo  ; uruvaakku –create  ; thaeivam- 
god ;  thaeiva thaai –   mother  goddess  ;  thaai- mother .  

Istar  has the  consonants – sa -the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   name is karuvai  
sithaikkum  / karaikkum  thaeivam -[ missing letter- ka-]-– the goddess who 
induces abortion  ;  sithaikka- to destroy  ;  karaiya –abort .  

Istar  has the  consonants – sa -the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   name is 
Maruththuvachchi -[ missing letter- ka-]-– midwife ; maruththuvam – medicine.  

Istar  has the  consonants – sa -the- Ra -and the  original Tamil   name is Periya 
Aatchchi  Amman -[ missing letter- pa-]  -goddess of  midwifery ; periya- great . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is neer   paachchi  / thanneer  uootri    payir   paasanam  seithidum  
penn -   woman  who  does   irrigation; neer- water; paaya –flow ; thanneer –
water ; payir- crop ; paasanam- cultivation  ; seithidu –do; penn- female  . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is   Neer  uootru – spring  ; neer –water;  uoottru- spring .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Oadai  neer  - stream water ;  oadai-  stream; neer- water .    
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Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is aatru neer -    river water  ;  aaru –river . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  thanneer- water;  thanneer  thurai ; thanneer- water; thurai –ford .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Cavery aatru  thanneer [ missing letter- ka-] – Cavery River  water . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   other meaning  of the name 
is  Tigris River [ missing letter- ka-]. 

Istar  has the  consonants –  sa -–the- Ra -and the  other meaning  of the name is  
Saraswathi [ missing letter- ka-]- River Sarawathi . 

Istar  has the  consonants –  sa -–the- Ra -and the  other meaning  of the name is  
Sinthu  aatru  neer – Sinthu  River; Sinthu  - Indus .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Porunai  aatru  thanneer [ missing letter- pa-]- Porunai  River water [ 
Thamira parani – river  in Tamil Naadu ]  .   

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  other  meaning  of the name 
is  Euphrates [ missing letter- pa-] . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  other Tamil   meaning  of the 
name is  Koathavari  aatru  neer [ missing letter- ka-] - River Koathaavari ;aaru –
river; neer- water ;  Koathavari river  -   Aandra   -south India  . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  other Tamil   meaning  of the 
name is  Vaikai aatru neer-[ missing letter- ka-]- Vaigai  River water  ;  aaru –river; 
Vaikai- river in Tamil Naadu  . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  karu- utra  thaayin  pani  kuda neer [ missin letters- pa- and -ka-]- 
amniotic  fluid ;  karu –embryo  ;  thaaai- mother  ;  pani kudam- amniotic  sac ;  
pani- water; kudam- pot   ; neer- water .  
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Istar  has the  consonants –  sa -–the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  thaayin  maar  suranthidum  neer [ missing letter- pa-]  - water secreting  
from the mother’s chest ;  thaai –mother; maaru- chest ; surappu –secretion; 
neer- water  . 

Istar  has the  consonants –  [-sa-]  -–the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Konkkai  thanneer /Ganges / vaanaka  thanneer [ missing letter- ka-] 
–breast  water; konkkai- breast ;  thanneer- water  ; vaanakam- sky / heaven  .  

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Maruthaayee / Marunthaayee Amman -  the giver of elixir ; 
marunthu –drug ; aayee- mother . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is   Aru /uyir   Marunthu – elixir  ;  aru –rare/ precious  ; uyir- life; 
marunthau-  drug  ;  Amirtha [Skt] .   

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is   Paraththai [ missing letter- pa-] – prostitute . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Pothu  pendir  [ missing letter- pa-] – prostitutes; pothu- public ; pen- 
female / woman ;  pendir- women  .  

Istar  has the  consonants –  sa -the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  sittrinpam  tharum  penn [ missin letter- pa-] – woman who gives  sexual 
pleasure ;  sirumai- lowness ;  inpam- pleasure ;  sittrinpam- lust  .  

Istar  has the  consonants –  [-sa-] -the- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
name is Rathi   [Skt] – Aariyan goddess of love . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is   Poaridum  Penn [ missing letter- pa-] – fighting  woman ; poar- war; 
penn- female . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is   Paer -anpu udaiya Thaai / Annai [Enanna] [ missing letter- pa-] – 
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loving  mother;  paer- great ;  anpu- love  ; udaiya- has  ;  thaai- mother  ;annai- 
mother . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Uyir  tharum Thaai – mother – the life giver; uyir- life ; thara –give 
;thaai- mother    

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Thooimai  attra penn – woman in her cycles ; thooimai- cleanliness ; 
attra- without ; penn –female  . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Thanthira-k- kaari  [ missing letter- ka- ]  -tricker; thanthiram- trick  . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Thirudi –   female thief . 

Istar  has the  consonants –  sa -the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is  Manthiram seithidum  penn [ missing letter- pa-] – -female magician ; 
manthiram- magic ; seika –do  ; penn –female . 

Istar  has the  consonants – [- sa -] –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is  Poraiyaatti [ missing letter- pa-] – – priestess . 

Istar  has the  consonants –  sa -the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of the 
name is   Madurai Meeachchi - moon goddess  - daughter of Madurai king /  one 
who has  three  breasts  [ symbolically a  hermaphrodite ] / mortal woman -  
married- immortal god Siva / warrior  woman . 

Istar  has the  consonants –  sa -the- Ra -and the   other meaning  of the name is   
Artemis - Greek  goddess  / one with many  breasts/ testes / symbolically a  
hermaphrodite / warrior woman  .  

Istar  has the  consonants –  [-sa-]  -the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  meaning  of 
the name is   Thiru Nankkai [ missing letter- ka-]  –eunuch ; thiru –holy ; nankkai –
female  . 
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                                                Tammuz - husband of  Istar    

 

Tammuz has the consonants – the- ma –[-sa-]  and the  original  Tamil meaning  of 
the word is   Aaadu  maadu  maeiththidum  Idaiyan- shepherd.   

Tammuz has the consonants – the- ma –[-sa-]  and the  original  Tamil meaning  of 
the word is Mani  Muththu  - Dravidian sun god.  

Tammuz has the consonants – the- ma –sa- and the  original  Tamil meaning  of 
the word is Muththu  Saami .  

Tammuz has the consonants – the- ma –[- sa-] - and the  original  Tamil meaning  
of the word is   Muni Aandi – Siva.  

Tammuz has the consonants – the- ma –[-sa-]  and the  original  Tamil meaning  of 
the word is Maadu – bull.  

Tammuz]  has the consonants – the- ma –[-sa-] - and the  original  Tamil meaning  
of the word is   Muththappan [ missing letter- pa-] – Siva /sun.  

Tammuz]  has the consonants – the- ma –[-sa-] - and the  original  Tamil meaning  
of the word is  Paandi  Muni  [ missing letter- pa-]. 

Tammuz]  has the consonants – the- ma –[-sa-] - and the  original  Tamil meaning  
of the word is  Nondi  Muni  - sun [ without legs ] .  

Tammuz has the consonants – the- ma –sa- and the  original  Tamil meaning  of 
the word is   Maada Saami .  

Tammuz has the consonants – the- ma –[-sa-]  and the  original  Tamil meaning  of 
the word is   Muththaiyan –  Dravidian sun god . 

Tammuz has the consonants – the- ma –sa- and the  original  Tamil meaning  of 
the word is   Sinthaa Mani  - sun/ the hanging star  .  

Tammuz has the consonants – the- ma –[-sa-] - and the  original  Tamil meaning  
of the word is  Mathi –wise  one - sun .  
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Tammuz has the consonants – the- ma –sa-- and the  original  Tamil meaning  of 
the word is   Sudalai Madan [ missing letter- la-]- lord Siva/ the god  of cremation 
grounds . 

Tammuz has the consonants – the- ma –[-sa-]-- and the   interpretation  of the 
name is  Mun Mathan [ Skt] - goddess of love ;   Rathi /  Ishtar is  his lover.  

 

                                             H. 50 names of Marduk  

                                     1. Marduk - the lord of the lords    

1.Marduk [ the lord of the lords]   has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the 
original Tamil meaning  of  the  name is  Perum Theivam [missing letter- pa-]- 
great god; periya- big/ great  ; thaeivam –god .    

1.Marduk [ the lord of the lords]   has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the 
original Tamil meaning  of  the  name is Thaeivaththirkku  ellaam Theivam  [ 
missing letter- la-]- god of gods  ;thaeivam- god; ellam- all  . 

Marduk   has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the original Tamil meaning  
of  the  name is Thiru Murugan – Marduk -Dravidaian sun god  /son of Siva . 

Marduk has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is Muththu  kumaran ;  muththu –pearl ; kumaran –the youth . 

Marduk has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Aaru-mukaththumudhu – Siva; aaru -6; mukam- face . 

Marduk has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Man-k-k-ai urudi . 

Marduk has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Kathiravanin makan- son of the sun god; kathiravan- sun; makan-  
son    
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Marduk has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is Durai Sinkkam [ misisgn letter- sa-]-sun god/ lion lord ;sinkkam- lion  
;durai- lord /wealth   . 

Marduk has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Durai Makan – lord/prince –sun of Siva –the sun god ; makan- son .   

 Marduk has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Durai Murugan – murugan –the lord.  

Marduk has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Marutha Vaanan –Murugan .  

Marduk has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is   Viru Maandi  Thaeivam – lord Siva ;thaeivam-god .  

Marduk has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Madurai  Veeran – protector   god  of Madurai city ; veeran- the 
warrior . 

Marutukku    has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka-  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the name is  kaakkindra/ kaaththu  varukindra  thaeivam – god 
of protection ; kaakka- to protect  ; thaeivam- god . 

Marutukku  has the consonants – ma- Ra- the- ka-  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the name is   kathir kaaman ; kathir- sun ray .  

 

 

                                                                  2. Marukka   

                              

Marukka  has the consonants – ma- Ra-  ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Murugan -Dravidaian sun god  /son of Siva. 
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Marukka  has the consonants – ma- Ra-  ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Aarumukam – one with six faces ; aaru -6; mukam- face .  

Marukka  has the consonants – ma- Ra-  ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Kumaran- god of eternal youth . 

Marukka  has the consonants – ma- Ra-  ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is   Maravan- warrior.  

Marukka  has the consonants – ma- Ra-  ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is   Aran Makan  - son  of Sivan ; makan- son . 

Marukka  has the consonants – ma- Ra-  ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Manokaran – the handsome one . 

Marukka  has the consonants – ma- Ra-  ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  kurinchchi  Mannan [ missing leter- sa-]-  lord of the hill/ forests ; 
mannan – king; kurinchchi- mountain  . 

Marukka  has the consonants – ma- Ra-  ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Karu Mari Ammanin  makan- son of  Nin hursag  ;  Karu Maari – the 
goddess of fertility ; karu- embryo ; maaru –to change ;  Amman- goddess / 
mother; makan- son . 

Marukka  has the consonants – ma- Ra-  ka –and the original Tamil meaning  of  
the  name is  Arivu Mani- wise on  ; arivu- intelligence; mani – star /stone /bead / 
grain . 

Marukka  has the consonants – ma- Ra-  ka –and the other interpretation  of the 
name is Sukumaran [ missing leter- sa-].    

Marukka  has the consonants – ma- Ra-  ka –and the other interpretation  of the 
name is  Kaar Maegam [Skt] / mukir  vannan ; karu –dark; mukir- cloud ; maeka- 
cloud ; vannam –color . 
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                                                           3. Barashakushu   

 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is  Kumaran -  god of youth ;  kumaraguruparan ; Sivamurugan . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is  Kurinchchi  Mannan – king  of the mountain /Murugan 
/Murugaiyan; kurinchchi- mountain  . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is  Mayoan Marugan  . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is  Siva Kumaran  - son of  lord Siva . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- -sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is   Saravanan /Saravanapava /Saravana Poikai; poikai- pond  . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- -[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is    Arumugam – one with six faces; aaru -6; mukam- face .  

Barashakushu has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- --sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is  Murugan  /Murugaean .  

Barashakushu has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- --sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is    Gangai siruvan .   

Barashakushu has the consonants – -pa-- Ra- --[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is   Kumarappan ; appan- lord ; kumaran- the youth . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – -pa-- Ra- --[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is   Poar Maravan – warrior; poar- war; maravan- warrior .  

Barashakushu has the consonants – -[-pa-] -- Ra- -sa-ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is   Kumaraesan /[Horus]-   god of youth; kumaran- the youth  . 
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Barashakushu has the consonants – --pa-- Ra- -sa-ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is  Soor pakaivan -  enemy  of Sooran ; pakai- enmity . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – -pa-- Ra- --[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is   Vaiyaa Puri - lord Murugan ; Pirapakaran /  pirakaasam  [Skt]  . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – -[-pa-]-- Ra- --[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  
original Tamil name is  Muni Kumaran –son of sun god ; muni- monk- lord Siva; 
kumaran- son-Marduk /Murugan  . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – -[-pa-]-- Ra- -sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is   Sinkaaram – hand some one . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – -[-pa-]-- Ra- -[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  
original Tamil name is    Sinkkaara  Vaelan [ missing letter- la-] –handsome  
Murugan; sinkkaram- handsome / beautiful ; vaelan- one with the spear; vael- 
spear  . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – -[-pa-]-- Ra- -[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  
original Tamil name is  Vael Murugan [ missing letter- la-] –– one with spear ; vael- 
spear  /sun ray . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – -[-pa-]-- Ra- -[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  
original Tamil name is  Ari –vu --azhakan [ missing letter- la-]-   good looking wise 
man; arivu- intelligence; azhakan- handsome person ; azhaku –beauty  . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – -[-pa-]-- Ra- -sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is  Tharakkar  Serron [  missing letter- the -] . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – -[-pa-]-- Ra- -[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  
original Tamil name is  vai karai naeram thoandrum  Kathiravan [ missing letter- 
the -] - morning sun  ;  vai karai- early morning ; thoandru –appear; kathiravan- 
sun ; kathir- sun ray  . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – -[-pa-]-- Ra- -sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is Venn –sudar[  missing letter- the -] –sun/hot torch; venn- white; 
sudar- star   . 
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Barashakushu has the consonants – -[-pa-]-- Ra- -sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil name is   Saekaran  -evening sun .  

Barashakushu has the consonants – -[-pa-]-- Ra- -[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  
original Tamil name is   kuravan – gypsy . 

Barashakushu [ worker  of miracles] has the consonants – -pa-- Ra- -sa- ka- [-sa-]  
–and the  original Tamil name is  Vanaipakai –Verinthoan [  missing letter- the -] . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [--pa-]-- Ra- -sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other   
Tamil interpretation of the word is Muththu Kumara Swami [missing letter- the -]; 
muththu- pearl; kumaran- the  eternally youth ; swami- god  . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [--pa-]-- Ra- -sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is kathiraesan [ missing letter- the -] ; kathir- sun ray . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [--pa-]-- Ra- -sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Senkathiroan [ missing letter- -the-] red sun; semmai 
–red; kathir- sun ray  . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [--pa-]-- Ra- -sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is kaaththavaraayan [ missing letter- the-]; kaaththidu 
–to protect; raayan- king . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [--pa-]-- Ra- -[-sa-] - ka- [-sa-]  –and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Thaandava Raayan [ missing letter- the-] - lord Siva.  

Barashakushu has the consonants – [--pa-]-- Ra- -[-sa-] - ka- [-sa-]  –and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Karu Muni – Siva ;karu- black; muni- monk . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [--pa-]-- Ra- -[-sa-] - ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Divaakaran [Skt] [ missing letter- the -] – sun . 

Barashakushu has the consonants – [--pa-]-- Ra- -sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is Arukkan  -sun .  

Barashakushu has the consonants –--pa- Ra--[- sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is Parukkan –sun . 
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Barashakushu has the consonants –--[-pa-] - Ra--[- sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is Ari- kiranan [ Skt]  -sun . 

Barashakushu has the consonants –--[-pa-] - Ra—sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is Virichchi – sun .  

Barashakushu has the consonants –--[-pa-] - Ra—sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is Veera Saenan – sun ;veeram- valor . 

Barashakushu has the consonants –--pa-- Ra—sa- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Baskaran[Skt]  – sun .  

Barashakushu has the consonants –--[-pa-] -- Ra—[-sa-] - ka- [-sa-]  –and the  
other interpretation of the word is  Ravi [Skt] / Ravi kumar  – sun; kumaran-  the 
youth  . 

Barashakushu has the consonants –--[-pa-] -- Ra—sa-- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  Eeswaran/  Parmaeswaran  – Siva.  

Barashakushu has the consonants –--pa-- Ra—sa-- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   Karuppu  Swami -  dark god/ evening sun / nether 
world sun  ; karuppu –black ;  swami- god . 

Barashakushu has the consonants –--pa-- Ra—[-sa-] -- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   Veera Baahu –  chief commander of Murugan . 

Barashakushu has the consonants –--[ -pa-] -- Ra—sa-- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   Kaesari – lion.  

Barashakushu has the consonants –--pa-- Ra—[-sa-]-- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is Pirabakaran [Skt] / Peru makan – sun god.    

Barashakushu has the consonants –--[-pa-]-- Ra—a-- ka- [-sa-]  –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is Sankaran  - sun god.   
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                                               5.  Luggaldimmerankia 

 

5. Luggaldimmerankia  has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- ma –Ra-  an- ka – and 
the  original Tamil  word is   yaezhu  ulakaththaiyim katti  aalukindravan – ruler of 
the seven world  ;  yaezhu- seven  ;  ulakam- world; aalu –to rule  . 

5. Luggaldimmerankia   has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- ma –Ra-  an- ka – and 
the  original Tamil  word is neela  mayil  - yaeri   yaezhu  ulakaththaiyim  valam  
varukindravan – one who  travels  around   7 worlds  seated on  a blue pea cock  ;  
neelam- blue;  mayil- peacock;   yaeru  -ride; yaezhu- 7; ulkam- world; valam  vara 
- to make a round  trip . 

5. Luggaldimmerankia   has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- ma –Ra-  an- ka – and 
the  original Tamil  word is valli  kuraththiyaei    yin  manavaalam – hus band  of  
Valli  /consort  of  lord Murugan  ; manavaalan –bridegroom. 

5. Luggaldimmerankia has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- ma –Ra-  an- ka – and 
the  original Tamil  word is kundram erukkum idam ellam  kudi  erukkum   kumara  
vael  Murugan  -  Marduk   -the hill  dweller ;   kundram- hill;  kudi  erukka- to 
reside ;   vael- spear  ; Murugan –Marduk  

5. Luggaldimmerankia has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- ma –Ra-  an- ka – and 
the  original Tamil  word is Palani Malai adivaaraththil – Thiru  Aavnkkudiyil    kudi 
erukkum Thiru Murugan [ missing  letter- pa-] – Marduk  residing  at  Thiru   
Aaavninakkudi – near the foothills  of Palani . 

5. Luggaldimmerankia has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- ma –Ra-  an- ka – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  aaru  kaarthtikai  penkalal  valarkka   patta Muruka  
Perumaan   [ missing  letter- pa-]  - brought up  by  6  women  ;aaru- 6; penkal- 
women ; valarkka- to bring  up ; Murugan-Marduk ; perumaan- lord. 
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                                       6.  Nariluggal dim merankia  

  

Nari luggal dim merankia  has the consonants - an-  Ra - la-  ka-  la -the  -ma-  Ra – 
an-  ka - and the original Tamil  word is  neela   mayil yaeri  vaan ulkai  valam  
varukindra  Thiru Murugan  – Marduk  -who  travels  around the sky  seated on a  
blue pea cock ; neelam- blue; mayil -  peacock;    vaan – sky ; ulkam- world; valam 
vara-  travel  around  . 

Nari luggal dim merankia  has the consonants - an-  Ra - la-  ka-  la -the  -ma-  Ra – 
an-  ka - and the original Tamil  word is  valli  kuraththiyin  manavaalan   Thiru 
Murugan – Marduk  - bridegroom of Valli   ; mana vaalan-  bridegroom . 

    

                                                    7. Asaruludu 

 

 Asaruludu has the consonants –-sa-- Ra-  la -the –and the original Tamil  word is   
Senthil Murugan [ missing letter- ka-] . 

 Asaruludu has the consonants –-sa-- Ra-  la -the –and the original Tamil  word is    
Senthil  Aandavar [ missing letter- ka-]  sun god; aandavar- god .  

 Asaruludu has the consonants –-sa-- Ra-  la -the –and the original Tamil  word is   
Thiru Senthoor   kadar karai-yil  kudi kondu irukkum Murugan [ missing letter- ka-]  
-  Murugan in the city Thiru Senthoor sea shore ;  kadar karai –sea shore; kadar-
sea ; karai- bank  ; kudi kondidu  -to dwell ; thiru- holy /wealth .   

 Asaruludu has the consonants –-sa-- Ra-  la -the –and the original Tamil  word is   
Saeralaathan-  Cera king . 

Asaruludu has the consonants –[--sa-] -- Ra-  la -the –and the original Tamil  word 
is  Arul  vadivaanavan [ missing letter- ka-]  -  – gracious one . 
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Asaruludu has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra-  la -the –and the original Tamil  word is   
Vadi   Vael Murugan [ missing letter- ka-] –one with the staff and the spear  -
Murugan ;  vael-  spear  . 

Asaruludu has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra-  la -the –and the original Tamil  word is  
Thamilarin  kadavul [ missing letter- ka-]  -  god of the Tamil people ; kadavul – 
god  . 

Asaruludu has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra-  la -the –and the original Tamil  word is   
Maattu -k-kaara  Vaelan [ missing letter- ka-]  -  Murugan – the shepherd ; maadu- 
cow; vaelan-  one with the spear; vael- spear  .  

 

                                                               8.  Namtillaku  

 

8.Namtillaku has the consonants –an- ma- the -la -ka –and the  original Tamil 
name is  Mathi Azhakan –  handsome  man  with knowledge ; mathi- wisdom.  

Namtillaku has the consonants –an- ma- the -la -ka –and the  original Tamil name 
is   Muththu Azhakan -  handsome  sun god ; azhaku- beauty .  

Namtillaku  has the consonants –an- ma- the -la -ka –and the  original Tamil name 
is  Plani Malai  Vaelaautham [ missing letter- pa-] -  one with spear  in Palani  Hills ; 
vael- spear; aayutham –weapon . 

Namtillaku  has the consonants –an- ma- the -la -ka –and the  original Tamil name 
is   Palani Malai Aandavan - [ missing letter- pa -]  god of the Palani  Hills  
;aandaavn- god . 

Namtillaku has the consonants –an- ma- the -la -ka –and the  original Tamil name 
is  Malai Makal-in  Mainthan –son of the hill goddess ; malai- mountain ;makal- 
daughter ; makan- son .   
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Namtillaku has the consonants –an- ma- the -la -ka –and the  original Tamil name 
is  Muththu Vaelan ; muththu- pearl ; vael- spear/ sun ray [ metaphor ] ; vaelan- 
one with the spear . 

Namtillaku has the consonants –an- ma- the -la -ka –and the  original Tamil name 
is  Arumin Kathalan [ missing letter- Ra-] –Pleiades star ;aaru -6  meen- star /fish . 

Namtillaku has the consonants –an- ma- the -la -ka –and the  original Tamil name 
is  Vadi Vael Murugan [ missing letter- Ra-]  ; vael- spear . 

Namtillaku has the consonants –an- ma- the -la -ka –and the  original Tamil name 
is  Tamizh  Vaanan  - one who  gave the Tamil language . 

Namtillaku has the consonants –an- ma- the -la -ka –and the  original Tamil name 
is  Tamizh makan ; makan- son  . 

 

                                                      9. Namru  

 

9.  Namru  has the consonants- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  Mani   
Maaran ;   Mars . 

.  Namru   has the consonants- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aru meen- 
Pleiades  ;  aaru -6; meen- star/ fish. 

 

                                                       1O. Asru  

 

 Asru [ has the knowledge of all plants] -  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  
original Tamil  meaning of the name is   Aru –sun.  

 Asru has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is    Arasu – king.  
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 Asru  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is    Iyyar-  sun.  

 Asru   has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is  Iyyanaar- sun.  

Asru   has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is   Aanaiyaar- sun.  

Asru   has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is  Naaynaar   - Siva.  

Asru   has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is  Gnaayiru – sun.  

Asru   has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is  Maaran . 

 Asru   has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is  Mani Maran . 

Asru   has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is  Arignan  -wise man.  

Asru has the consonants  - sa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the name is  
Suresan . 

 Asru   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is  Ra/ Egypt.  

Asru   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is  Neruppu [ missing  letter –pa-] – fire . 

Asru   has the consonants  - sa --Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the name 
is  Osar/ Osiris /Egypt. 

Asru   has the consonants  - sa --Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the name 
is  Ramses  / Egypt. 
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 Asru has the consonants  - sa --Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the name 
is  Ramesh . 

 Asru has the consonants  - sa --Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the name 
is  Mannar-  king.  

Asru   has the consonants  - sa --Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the name 
is  Arasar- king.  

Asru has the consonants  - [-sa-] --Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is   Raayan- king.  

Asru has the consonants  - [-sa-]  --Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the name 
is Pharaoh [ missing letter- pa-]  – king /Egypt. 

 Asru   has the consonants  --sa---Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the name 
is  Ceran – the Cera king’s title  . 

Asru   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is  Nun Maran ; nun –good ; maaran- warrior . 

 Asru   has the consonants  - sa --Ra -and the  original Tamil  meaning of the name 
is  Sooran- day sun /white people /Aariyan.   

Asru has the consonants  - sa --Ra -and the   other meaning of the name is  
Asooran [Skt]- night sun/ dark people /Assyrian / Dravidian  people . 

 Asru -  has the consonants  - [-sa-] --Ra -and the   other meaning of the name is  
Niraamayan –Siva . 
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                                                       11.  Asarualim   

  

Asarualim   has the consonants   -[-sa-]-  Ra-  la-  ma - and the original Tamil name 

is   Aaru  Mauka Vaelan  [ missing  letter- ka / va  ]  -  Marduk – the spear  holder 
who  has 6 faces; aaru -6 ;mukam- face; vaelan- one with spear                 

Asarualim   has the consonants   -[-sa-]-  Ra-  la-  ma - and the original Tamil name 
is   Marulaan-   the priest of Marduk . 

Asarualim   has the consonants  sa-  Ra-  la-  ma - and the    other interpretation  
of the name is  Bala   Subra[Skt]  Maniyan  [ missing  letter- pa-] – Murugan. 
/Marduk  ;  baalan[Skt] - child ; pillai- child; mani –star  . 

Asarualim   has the consonants   -[-sa-]-  Ra-  la-  ma - and the original Tamil name 
is   Ila Murugan [ missing  letter- ka-  ]  Marduk –the youth ; ilamai- youth . 

Asarualim   has the consonants   -[-sa-]-  Ra-  la-  ma - and the original Tamil name 
is   Maal Murugan [ missing  letter- ka-  ]  . 

Asarualim   has the consonants   -[-sa-]-  Ra-  la-  ma - and the original Tamil name 
is   Kumara vael  [ missing  letter- ka-  ] - Marduk with the spear ; kumaran- 
youthful person; vael-spear.  
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                                        12. Asarulimnunna. 

 

Asarulimnunna has the consonants-[- sa -]–Ra- la - ma -an - and the original Tamil 
name is   Marulaan  priest of Murugan   /possessed by the sprit of Murugan . 

 

 

                                                     13. Tutu . 

 

 Tutu  has  a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is    Udu –sun.  

 Tutu  has a  consonant- the- and the originalTamil name is  Thee- fire.   

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Jothi [Skt] 
[ missing letter- sa-] –  fire.  

Tutu  has a  consonant- the- and the originalTamil name is  sen –thee [ missing 
letter- sa-] - divine fire . 

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is    Iynthaadi –sun .  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the originalTamil name is  Thaanu  -  Siva  the sun 
god.  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is  Sadaiyan [ missing 
letter- sa-] - one with  long  hair- sun / milky way;  sadai- matted hair . 

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is  Sadai Aandi [ missing 
letter- sa-]  -Siva with the long hair – milky way.; aandi –saint . 

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is Sadai Mudiyan [ 
missing letter- sa-]  –Siva ; sadai-  plaited hair; mudi- hair  .   
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 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the originalTamil name is  Nedun- j- sadaiyan-[ 
missing letter- sa-]- long hair- milky  way – Siva; nedumai - long .  

Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the originalTamil name is  Sadai Appan [ missing 
letters- pa -and -sa-] long hair- milky  way – Siva; appan- lord . 

Tutu has a consonant- the and the  other  interpretation of the word is Aathi [Skt]  
-sun; motha thee  - motha- first ; thee- fire  . 

 Tutu  has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is Aththan- sun/ Siva . 

Tutu has a consonant- the- and the originalTamil name is  Aaththi  soodi [ missing 
letter- sa-]- Siva  - the sun god with Aaththi  flower ; soodu –to wear .  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the originalTamil name is Muththaiyan-  sun god / 
Aten; muththu –pearl  .  

 Tutu  has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is Thandaayutham -  one 
with the staff;  thandam- staff. 

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is Thanda-ayutha Paani [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - one with the staff   ; aayutham- weapon . 

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is Chetti [ missing   
letter- sa-] .  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is  Saenthan [ missing  
letter- sa-] .  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is   Aaandai- the ruler.  

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is  Aandi – ascetic 
/Murugan  /saint . 

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is  Aandi Appan [ missing  
letter- pa-] - lord Murugan ; appan- lord . 

Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is  Paei  Aandi [-- missing  
letter- pa-]- Siva . 
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 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is  Maayyandi . 

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is  Muni Aandi ; 
munivan- monk . 

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the original Tamil name is  Mathi – wise one.  

 Tutu has  a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Thoth 
[Egypt] . 

 Tutu has  a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Buththan 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  wise one ;  puththi- wisdom .  

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Pandithan-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  scholar . 

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Siththan [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – wise one . 

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is   Sandan  [ 
missing  letter- sa-] –sun  . 

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is   
Thapanan- [ missing  letter –pa-] -sun .  

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is   Thaai –
mother/ sun.  

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is   Thanthai 
-  father /sun . 

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  
Mainthan- son/ sun . 

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  Thaniyan- 
loner .  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  Udaiyaan 
– sun.  
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 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  Thee 
yaadi –sun .  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  Thennan 
– sun.  

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Then 
Naadu Udaiyaan –Siva-  the god of the  people  of the south  ; then- south; naadu 
–state . 

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  
Tammaan – sun .  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Thannaiyan  -sun .  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Munthai –
sun/ first one /ancestor .  

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Saththan [ 
missing letter- sa-] – sun.  

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Piththan [ 
missing letter- pa-] - sun / the wise one . 

Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Maththan 
–sun.  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Mani 
Muththu ; mani- star/ jem; muththu –pearl . 

 Tutu  has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Podi 
yaadi [ missing letter- pa-]- sun.  

 Tutu  has   a  the consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is 
Amuthan- sun . 
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 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Andan- 
sun .  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Aaandaan  
-sun.  

Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Anaathi –
sun .  

 Tutu has  a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Enthaai- 
Siva/ the sun . 

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Enthai –
Siva /sun . 

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Thuiyan –
Siva.  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Thooyoan  
-Siva; thooimai- purity .  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Than 
Inpan [ missing letter- pa-] –Siva.  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Thaan 
Thoandri [missing letter- Ra-] -  one who  came on its own  ; thun- self  ; thoandru 
–appear . 

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Nadan 
/Nattan –Siva . 

Tutu has a   consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Oaadu  
Aniyan –Siva/ the sun god.  

 Tutu has  a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Oaadu  
yaenthi- Siva - the mendicant; oaadu- shell/  begging vessel  ; yaenthu –to hold .  
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 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Eeema 
Thaadi – Siva.  

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Isai Paadi [ 
missing letters- pa -and -sa-] – Siva.  

 Tutu has a  consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Pachchai  
Muththu [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-] – lord Siva with green body  / Emerald; 
pachchai- green ; muththu –pearl / jem  /seed  . 

 Tutu has a consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is Nadumai 
/Neethi [?Skt] /Neethi Maan – the justice.  

    

                                          14. Ziukkina-  knowledge of stars  

 

Ziukkina [  knowledge of stars]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka - and the  original 
Tamil  name is  -Kaniyan / kanichchiyan -  the astrologer .  

Ziukkina has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is Gukan – 
sky god ;  Sivan makan -  son of lord Siva . 

Ziukkina has the consonants –  sa-- ka - and the  original Tamil  name is  Sivan – 
sun god.   

Ziukkina has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is 
Gangaeyan . 

Ziukkina has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is 
Maayavan -  magician ;  Enki . 

Ziukkina has the consonants –- sa-- ka - and the  original Tamil  name is  Saenai  
[ani ] Kaappoan [ missing letter- pa-]- one who protects / one who maintains  the 
army  ; ani /saenai [Skt] –army . 
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Ziukkina has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is 
Vaanavan- lord of the sky / Enki ; vaanam –sky . 

Ziukkina has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is 
Mannavan-  lord of the sky / Enki . 

Ziukkina has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is koan- 
king / Enki .  

Ziukkina has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is  Kovan -
king / Enki. 

.Ziukkina has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is Konan 
– shepherd /Enki .  

Ziukkina has the consonants –  sa- - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is Vishakan / 
Sahu [Egypt ] . 

Ziukkina has the consonants –  [-sa-]- - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is  Pavaki 
[ missing letter- pa-] . 

Ziukkina has the consonants –  [-sa-]- - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is  
kannaiyyan – the eye  of the sky – sun ; kann- eye; aiyyan- lord / father . 

Ziukkina has the consonants –  [-sa-]- - ka - and the  original Tamil  name is   Kaavu  
Muni -  sun- who  asks for a sacrifice ; kaavu –sacrifice; muni –monk  .  

Ziukkina has the consonants –  sa- - ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is Swami [?Skt]  -lord.  

Ziukkina has the consonants –  sa- - ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is Saivan- sun.  

Ziukkina has the consonants –  [-sa-]- - ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is Munivan –the monk . 
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                                                             15. Ziku. 

 

15.  Ziku has the consoanats –sa -ka – and the  original Tamil  name is  Kaesavan- 
sun god . 

 Ziku has the consonants –sa -ka – and the  original Tamil  name is   Vaanavan-  
lord of the sky ; vaanam –sky . 

 Ziku has the consonants –sa -ka – and the  original Tamil  name is    Mannavan- 
lord of the earth – Visahakam ; munn- land / earth  . 

 Ziku has the consonants –sa -ka – and the  original Tamil  name is    kaasi -yin 
makan-  son of  Sivan- sky  god.  

 Ziku has the consonants –sa -ka – and the  original Tamil  name is  Sokkan makan- 
son of Sivan; sokkan- Sivan; makan –son-Marduk /Thiru Murugan  . 

 Ziku has the consonants –sa -ka – and the  original Tamil  name is  Siva Kannu – 
Siva; kann- eye   . 

 Ziku has the consoanats –sa -ka – and the   other interpretation  of the name is  
Siki Vaakanar  [missing letter- Ra-] ; vaakanam –wagon . 

 Ziku has the consoanats –sa -ka – and the   other interpretation  of the name is   
sikki mukki- flint stone.  

 Ziku   has the consoanats –[-sa-] -ka – and the   other interpretation  of the name 
is  Vaippu [missing letter- pa-] – sun .   

Ziku   has the consoanats –[-sa-] -ka – and the   other interpretation  of the name 
is  Nagappan  [missing letter- pa-]  – Siva -the snake; naaga/ kavai naa - cobra; 
kavai naa- bifurcated tongue ;  naa- tongue ; appan- lord  .  

 Ziku has the consoanats –[-sa-] -ka – and the   other interpretation  of the name is  
Vaiyam- sun.  
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Ziku has the consoanats –sa-ka – and the   other interpretation  of the name is  
Avinaasi – Siva /sun god . 

 Ziku has the consoanats –sa-ka – and the   other interpretation  of the name is  
Gangaiyan- j-Senniyan – Siva the Ganges  bearer.  

Ziku has the consoanats –sa-ka – and the   other interpretation  of the name is 
kaasi Appan  [ missing letter- pa-] – Siva; appan- lord .  

Ziku has the consoanats –sa-ka – and the   other interpretation  of the name is 
Siva kaasi – Siva.  

Ziku has the consoanats –sa-ka – and the   other interpretation  of the name is   
Jacob [ missing letter- pa-] . 

Ziku has the consoanats –sa-ka – and the   other interpretation  of the name is 
Chacko/  koasi  /  Jecho / Joshua . 

 

                                                      16. Agaku. 

 

16.  Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is Gukan  -
Murugan  -the sun god.   

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is Sivan [ missing 
letter- sa-] – the  sun god  of Tamils . 

  Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is Mookaiyan –sun 
god.  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kan  -wise one.  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is Vannavan- lord of 
the sky .  
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Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is Koa makan- King / 
lord /Duke . 

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is Munivan – sage. 

  Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil   name is  Muni -yin makan- 
son of An / Sivan; muni- Siva the monk;   makan - son  .  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil   name is  Vinn Mani- star of 
the sky; vinn- sky  ; mani –star/ stone/ bead / seed . 

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil   name is  Veyyoan – sun. 

  Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil   name is  Pankaiyan [ 
missing letter –pa-] - sun .  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil   name is  kanali [ missing 
letter- la-]- sun . 

  Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil   name is  Vaayan- sun.  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil   name is Mukkannan- Siva 
with three eyes.   

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
Makaesan [missing letter –sa-] . 

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the original Tamil   name is  Manikkam  -gem/ 
ruby  . 

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the original Tamil   name is Komakan- King . 

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the original Tamil   name is Komaan- king. 

  Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the original Tamil   name is  Koan- king . 

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  khan 
- king.   

Agaku  ]  has the consonant- ka- and the original Tamil   name is    kani- Siva/ sun . 
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Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil   name is Vannan  -sun; 
vaanam- sky; vannam- color ; Vanaan- waherman- who  makes the clothes white 
like the white sky [metaphor] .  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is    
Anakan –sun.   

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is Manikkam / 
Maanikka Vannan - gem/  sun/Murugan  ; Thiru Murugan- Marduk ; vannam- 
color .  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  Amaivu – sun  
/setting . 

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is    
Ankkanan- sun . 

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is    
Paakam  Pennan [ missing letter- pa-] - one half  female  -Siva; pakkam- side; 
penn- female .  

  Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  En -
Vakaiyaan – Siva with 8 characters ;  en- Tamil  numerical letter- 8 .  

Agaku   has the consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
Bavan/ Baava[Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-]  -Siva /the sun god. 

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
Sinkkam-[ missing letter- sa-]- lion.  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  Vennai Appan [ 
missing letter- pa-] –Siva.  

  Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the original  Tamil  word is  Vaayaan – Siva.  

 Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the original  Tamil  word is Vaiyan  -Siva.  
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Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the original  Tamil  word is  kanam / Vaaman 
[Skt] – Siva.  

  Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the original  Tamil  word is   Umai Koan –Siva; 
koan- king; umai- wife of Siva .  

  Agaku   has the consonant- ka- and the original  Tamil  word is    Umai Yaakan – 
Siva.  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  Penn Paakan [ 
missing letter –pa-] -  Siva the hermophrodite ; penn- female; paakam- part . 

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  Yaasakan [ missing 
letter – sa-] –Siva the mendicant.  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaniyan / 
Kanichchi Vaanavan [ missing letter – sa-]-  Siva/ the astrologer; kani –to assess ; 
vaanam- sky .  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
Bakavan [?Skt]  [missing letter- pa-]– the god.  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
Vishnu / Vaasan  [ missing letter – sa-] – Aariyan  sun god . 

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is   
Yahweh  -God  of Israel  .  

Agaku  has the consonant- ka- and the originalTamil  word is  Koavan- the king 
/sun . 
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                                                             17.Tuku.  

     

17. Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Aathavan  - 
sun ; aadavan- man .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   Aandavan –
god/ sun.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Andavan- god.   

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    Anda Vaanan 
–sun; andam- universe .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Anthi / Santhi  
Vannan [ missing letter- sa-] - setting sun; santhi- evening .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Koa- Thanda 
Paani [ missing letter- pa-]- one with staff; thandam-  staff  . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadampan [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  – one  who  dwells in the Kadampam forest . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other  interpretation of the word is  
Kanthan [Skt] . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Mani kandan  -
Murugan /Iyyappan; mani- stone/ bead ; kandam- neck  . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   Kozhi 
kodiyoan [ missing letter- zha-] – one with the rooster flag; kozhi- fowl/ rooster/ 
hen ; kodi- flag ; kodiyoan-  one with the flag   .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is Vadi Vaelan  -[ 
missing letter- zha-] -one with the spear ; vael- spear . 
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Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kedaa Maadu- 
bull.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   Aattu kidaa- 
goat . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Dakshan [ 
missing letter- sa-]  - Siva’s  father inlaw.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kudi 
kaaththaan – protector of the citizens ; kudi- family; kaakka- to protect; 
kaaththaan- protector . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Thunaivan –
companion /guard . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Andavan – 
god; aandidu –to rule .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  aandakai- the 
ruler; duke.   

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Theivam  –god 
;  Daeva [Skt] .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Thaandavan 
Makan - sun of the dancer Siva . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooththaadiyin makan -sun of the dancer Siva; kooththaadi-  dancer; makan- son  
; kooththu –dance . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Vaettuvan -  
hunter; vaettai- hunting .  

Tuku]  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   Aat - 
kondaan- one who  has  charmed .  
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Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Naaga 
Theivam  - snake god; naagam- cobra; thaeivam –god .  

Tuku [  Lord of beneficial magic]  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Thooyavan – pure one; thooimai- purity  . 

Tuku [  Lord of beneficial magic]  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Sengunthan [ missing letter- sa-] – one with red spear; semmai- 
red; kuntham- spear . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is Viththakan-  
wise man. 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vinthu -  
semen ;  vinthu anu- sperm . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaamanthakan 
-  god of love; kaamam-  love  . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
Vinthan / Cupid [ missing letter- pa-]   -Greek god of love . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Thakappan Swami / saami  [missing letters- pa- and -sa-]  - teacher  for the father ; 
thakappan- father; swami  /saami- god . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Mathi-vaanan  -the wise one; mathi- intelligence .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
Thudi Kondaan – sun. 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
Thooyavan- pure one; thooimai- purity .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
Thaayum-aanavan –sun / mother ; thaai- mother . 
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Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Then Naadu  Udaiyaan – one who belongs to south; then- south; naadu –state; 
udaiya- has ; udaiyavan- one who  has  . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Thennaan  Sivan [ missing letter- sa-] . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
Maa Theivam -  God of Gods ; Makadaevan [Skt]; maa- great ;thaeivam- god  . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
Thankkappan [ missing letter –pa-] - golden one  /sun god ; thankkam- gold; 
appan- lord . 

Tuku  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Aattu  kappan [ missing letter –pa-]- Siva  -the sun god.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Athi  kunan – Siva . 

Tuku]  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is    
Gangai  Sadaiyan [missing letter- sa-] -Siva with Ganges on his hair ; sadai- matted 
hair . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Kadai Mudi Naathan  -Siva  -the sungod.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
kodu Mudi Mannavan  -king of the mountains –Siva –the sun god; kodu mudi- 
peak; mannavan- king  .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
kandan  -Siva . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
kandikaiyan –Siva.  
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Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Kana Naathan- Siva . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
kann idai Mani  -Siva  with the third eye ; kann- eye ; mani- stone ; idai- in 
between  . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
kattankkan –Siva. 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Kodu kotti – Siva  -father of Murugan. 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is    
Mani Kandan  -Murugan/Iyyappan  ; mani- stone; kandam- neck .  

 Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
Kooththan    - Siva /the dancer; kooththu –dance  . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
Kuvinthaan- Siva/sun. 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
Koodu  Vadaththan  -Siva /sun . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Viththan – scholar  /sun . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Viththaka Vaedan  - Siva / sun  . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Vithi – fate –Siva.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Vinai kaedan -  Siva –the sun god/ father of Murgan ; vinai –action . 
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Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Vidaiyan / Vidaiyaan – Siva.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Vidankkan  -Siva.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Vidam undaan – Siva who has consumed the poison; vidam- poison; undidu –eat . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Vidam unda kandan- Siva who has consumed the poison; kandam- neck . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Vidai Udaiyaan – Siva.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Vaethan [Skt] . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Vaenthan – ruler – Siva /the sun god.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Venn Mathi  kudumiyaan –Siva  with the moon on his head; venn – white; mathi- 
moon  ; kudumi- the tuft of hair on the top of head . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Venn Mathi Paathiyan -  Siva  with the moon goodess as his half; paathi- half .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Venni Naathan – Siva.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Venn kaadan – Siva; vennmai- white .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Uyya Kondaan – Siva . 
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Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Thudi  kondaan – Siva; thudi- a kind of drum; kondidiu –to have; kondaan- one 
who  has .  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Thee- yaadu  kooththan  -Siva . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Thoadu udaiya  Seviyan [ missing letter- sa-] –Siva.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Pandankan [ missing letter- pa-] –Siva.  

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Pada Naagan [ missing letter- pa-]-Siva- the snake; padam- hood ; naaga- cobra  . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Kaaththan – the guardian ; kaakka- to protect . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Anthuvaan . 

Tuku has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
Vanankkaa Mudi – one who  can not be defeated.  

   

                                                         18. Shazu.  

 

  Shazu  has the consonant-  sa - and the  original Tamil  word is   Saeyon – 
Murugan /Sivan . 

 Shazu  has the consonant-  sa - and the  original Tamil  word is   Semmaan -  red 
sun . 

Shazu  has the consonant-  sa - and the  original Tamil  word is   Sem Mani  -red 
star; semmai- red; mani- star  . 
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Shazu  has the consonant-  sa - and the  original Tamil  word is   Sem Muni- Siva; 
muni- monk .  

Shazu has the consonant-  sa - and the  original Tamil  word is   Poo Muni  [ 
missing letter- pa-] –Siva ; Poo Mani – moon / Soaman [Skt]  . 

 Shazu has the consonant-  sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  Maayan – the 
magician – sun god.    

 Shazu has the consonant-  sa - and the   other interpretation  of the word is  Zeus 
/Greek .  

 Shazu  has the consonant-  sa - and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
Jesus -  the sun god.  

Shazu  has the consonant-  sa - and the   other interpretation  of the word is Eesan 
– god.   

Shazu has the consonant-  sa - and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
Baanu [ missing letter- pa-] - sun . 

 Shazu has the consonant-  sa - and the  other interpretation of the word is Joseph 
[  missing letter- pa-]- sun god;   Joseph- saemippu/ saemam – store  . 

 

                                                       19. Zisi.   

 

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretation of the  word is  Maniyan 
/Muniyan – An/Anu  – sun god.  

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretation of the  word is  Manjan –Siva 
/sungod . 

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the  word is  Inan- sun .  
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 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretation of the  word is  Maayan – sun 
god- magician . 

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretation of the  word is   Pachchaiyan 
/ Pachchai Appan [ missing letter –pa-] -  Sivan  - father of Murugan / sun god  –
the god with green color body ; pachchai –green –appan- lord . 

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretation of the  word is  Sasi [ ?Skt]  – 
fire/  Sun god  /moon god [ Soaman ].  

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretaion of the  word is   Saami [?Skt] -
god.  

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretation of the  word is Sampu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -Siva – the sun god- father of Murugan .  

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretation of the  word is  Sayampu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -Siva – the sun god- father of Murugan . 

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretation of the  word is Sem -pon - [ 
missing letter- pa-] – pure gold ; semmai- red  ;pon- gold  . 

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretation of the  word is Seiyyan –Siva 
/the sun .  

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretation of the  word is Panpan [ 
missing letter –pa-] - Siva   

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  sa- and the interpretation of the  word is Naesan - 
affectionate one / Siva; naesam- affection . 

 Zisi    has the  consonant-  [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the  word is   Nambi [ 
missing letter- pa-]- Siva. 

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the  word is   Nanpan –
[ missing letter- pa-]-  friend –Siva.  
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 Zisi   has the  consonant-  [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the  word is  Munpan –
[ missing letter- pa-]-Siva.    

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the  word is  Muni –
Siva . 

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the  word is  Munnoan 
– Siva ; ancestor ; mun- front /early . 

 Zisi   has the  consonant-  [-sa-] - and the interpretation of the  word is   Sappaani 
–[ missing letter- pa-]- one with handcapped legs  / sun without legs . 

 

                                                      20.Suhrim.  

 

20.Suhrim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra- -ma-  and the  original Tamil  
name is Maravan- warrior/ hero .  

Suhrim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra- -ma-  and the  original Tamil  name is 
Murugan .  

Suhrim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra- -ma-  and the  original Tamil  name is 
Aaru Mugam  -  Murugan  /Marduk  with six  faces ;  aaru -6; mukam- face.  

Suhrim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra- -ma-  and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kumaran.  

Suhrim  has the consonants – -sa-- ka- Ra- -ma-  and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kumarasen –Murugan –the sun god of Tamil  people / the only  son of Siva/Horus 
junior  . 

Suhrim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra- -ma-  and the  original Tamil  name is 
Karu muni –Siva.  

Suhrim  has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra- -ma-  and the  original Tamil  name is 
Karuppu saami [ missing  letter- pa-]– the dark  god; karuppu- black ;saami- god.  
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 Suhrim  has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra- -ma-  and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kumara  saami  –Murugan – the  youth  ;  Guru [Skt] Saami / Kumara Guru[Skt]  . 

Suhrim  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- -ma –and the  interpretation of the  
name is Sukumaran .  

Suhrim  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- -ma –and the  interpretation of the  
name is Siva kumar. 

Suhrim  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- -ma –and the  interpretation of the  
name is Manokaran -  Murugan /Marduk  - the handsome .  

Suhrim  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- -ma –and the  interpretation of the  
name is Aran makan- Murugan. 

  

                                                         21. Suhrim. 

 

Suhrim  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  –ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is 
Murugan .  

Suhrim  has the consonants  -  sa- –ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is 
Murugaesan . 

Suhrim  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  –ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is 
Maravan- warrior . 

Suhrim  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  –ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kumaran- Murugan- eternally  youth .  

Suhrim  has the consonants  -  sa-–ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kumaraesan   . 

Suhrim  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  –ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kann-aayiram- one with 1000 eyes- sun god; kann –eye; aayiram -1000.  
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Suhrim  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  –ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is 
Manoharan- Murugan – the handsome boy.  

Suhrim  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  –ka- Ra- ma –and the   other interpretation 
of the word is  Karpakam [ missing letter –pa-] –Siva . 

 

                                                   22.  Suhgurim.  

 

Suhgurim  has the consonants  -- [-sa-] -–ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  
name is   Aaru  Mugam- one with  six faces- Plaeidias star  ; aru -6; mukam- face  

  Suhgurim  has the consonants  -- sa-–ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name is  
Karuppu  Saami [  missing letter- pa-]  - the evening  sun  of the nether world; 
karuppu –dark ; saami- god  .  

  Suhgurim  has the consonants  --[- sa-]-–ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  
name is  Murugappan [  missing letter- pa-] ; appan- lord; Murugan –Marduk  . 

Suhgurim  has the consonants  --[- sa-]-–ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name 
is  Maayoan Marugan . 

Suhgurim  has the consonants  --[- sa-]-–ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name 
is  Maal Marugan [  missing letter-  la-] . 

Suhgurim  has the consonants  --[- sa-]-–ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name 
is  Elam Murugan [  missing letter-  la-] - Murugan – eternally   youth ; ilamai- 
youth . 

Suhgurim  has the consonants  --[- sa-]-–ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name 
is  kumara Vael -[  missing letter-  la-] - youthful spear god ; kumaran- youthful 
person ; vael- spear . 

Suhgurim  has the consonants  -- sa-ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name 
Kumara Saami – youthful  Murugan – the sun god.  
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Suhgurim  has the consonants  -- sa- ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name 
Muththu  kumara Saami ; muththu –pearl ; saami/ esamaan – boss / lord . 

Suhgurim  has the consonants  -- sa- ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name 
Siva kumaran  -sun of Sivan . 

Suhgurim  has the consonants  -- sa- ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name 
Siva Murugan –  Murugan-  son of Siva . 

Suhgurim  has the consonants  -- [-sa-]- ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name 
Mae Variyaan – Siva –the sun god . 

Suhgurim  has the consonants  -- sa- ka- Ra- ma –and the other interpretation of 
the name is Sukumaaran . 

Suhgurim  has the consonants  -- sa- ka- Ra- ma –and the other interpretation of 
the name is Sinkaaram – handsome one .  

 

                                                    23. Zahurim. 

 

Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is Kathir Kaaman [ missing letter- the-] . 

Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is   Kuru Mani  -sun /Siva ; karu- dark ;  mani –star . 

Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is   Thiru Murugan [ missing letter- the-] ; thiru- holy . 

Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is   kundraththur  Murugan [ missing letter- the-]; kundram- hill ; uoor- village  . 

Zahurim has the consonants  -- sa-- ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  is   
Thiru Senthur Murugan [ missing letter- the-] . 
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Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is   Thiru  Vaeraka Murugan [ missing letter- the-]- Swami Malai Muurgan  . 

Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is   Thiru Aavina  Kudi   Murugan [ missing letter- the-]-- Palani Muurgan  . 

Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is   Vaikarai  naeram  vaanir thoandrum kathiravan [ missing letter- the-]--–the sun 
of the dawn ; vai karai- early morning ; naeram- time; vaan –sky ; thoandru –
appear; kathiravan- one with the rays . 

Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is   Karuththamaavin makan [ missing letter- the-]-  -son of Karuththamma ; 
karuppu –dark ; amma- mother ; karuththa amma - goddess of womb / fertility . 

Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is    Kuraththi makan [ missing letter- the-]-   -son of the gypsy; kuraththi- female 
gypsy/ moon ; kuravan- male  gypsy /sun  [the wanderer ]  ; makan- son    . 

Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is   Karuka Mani- black  bead    -evening sun/ sun of the nether world; karu –dark; 
mani- star .  

Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is   Marutha Vaanan [ missing letter- the-]- -sun god.  

Zahurim has the consonants  -- [-sa-] - ka- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  name  
is   karuppanna Swami [ misisn  letter –pa-]  - dark god /sun of the nether world; 
karuppan- dark god ; karuppu –black .  
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                                                        24. Enbilulu.   

  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -pa- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is Palani 
–Murugan /Dravidian sun god.  . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -pa- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is Palani 
Appan –lord of Palani hills . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -pa- la  - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   Apollo- an – Greek  sun god. 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -pa- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is Malai 
Appan – Murugan –the dweller of the mountain; malai-  mountain  .  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -pa- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Silampan [ missing letter- sa-] – Murugan –the fighter;  silampu- a fighting stick  . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -pa- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Sellappan [ missing letter- sa-] ; appan- lord  . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -pa- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is Soalai 
Appan [ missing letter- sa-] ; soalai –grove  . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -pa- la  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is Poo Paalan – ruler of the earth . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[- pa-] - la  - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  Enlil [ Sumerian ] – lord of strom . 

.Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Aalan- god of wind  ; aali- wind . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Anali-/Analan  - sun/fire.  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Aalan/ nila – moon. 
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Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Elloan – sun . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Oliyoan- sun ; oli-  light  / sound .  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Maalan- sun .  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Illaan- sun .  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is Inai  
ili -  no one to be compared-  Sun god ; inai- equal; illai- nill  .  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   Moolan –the beginning  /original / ancestor . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -pa- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Oppilaan - no one to be compared-  Sun god  . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -pa- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is Oppli 
Appan- sun god/Siva ;  appan- lord ; oppu illa- not compaerable  .  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Maasilaa Mani [ missing letter- sa-] – pure gem /Siva /the sun ; maasu- dirt; illai- 
nil ; mani -star/ jem   . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Seelan - [ missing letter- sa-]-  good  person/ virtuous one  .  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Nallaaon - good person/ virtuous one – Siva-  the sun god of Tamils ; nalla- good  . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Manaalan -  Murugan- the bridegroom  . 
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Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Soolaa Mani [ missing letter- sa-] –Siva; mani- star  /stone /grain/ bead / seed .  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the   other interpretation  of 
the name is Nimalan  -Siva.  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an  -[-pa-] - la  - and the   other interpretation  of 
the name is Ninmalan –Siva.  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an -pa-- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is Soola 
Paani [ missing letter- sa-] –Siva ;   soolam  - trident . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an -pa-- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Pazhaiyaan /Pazhaiyoan –Siva.  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an -pa-- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Baalaiyan  -Siva  . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an -pa-- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is Pani 
Malaiyaan – Siva the dweller of Himalaya ; pani- ice ; malai-  mountain . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an -pa-- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is Yaezh  
-isaiyaan [ missing letter- sa-] – Siva- the musician ; yaazh- harp ; isai-music /jaz . 

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an –[-pa-] -- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Chezhiyan [ missing letter- sa-] – Pandiya King.  

Enbilulu   has  the consonants - an –[-pa-] -- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Chozhan  [ missing letter- sa-]-   Tamil  king’s name . 
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   25.Epadun. 

 

25.Epadun   has the consonants -  pa- the- an-  and the  original Tamil   meaning  
of the  name is thanni uooththi  / Paasanam seithidum manithan  [ missing letter- 
sa-]- one who does  irrigation ;  paasanam- cultivation ; seithidu –do ; manithan- 
man  . 

Epadun   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Aaandi- Murugan  /ascetic . 

Epadun   has the consonants -  -pa- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is Palani  
aandi [ missing  letter- la-] – Murugan/Marduk  . 

Epadun   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Aathan  -sun god.  

Epadun   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- the- an-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is Atan- Egyptian sun god . 

Epadun   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- the- an-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   Aathiththan [Skt]- sun god .  

Epadun   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- the- an-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  Anthanan-Brahmin. 

Epadun   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
aattu   Idaian/ Nanthan  -shepherd   ; aadu –goat .  

Epadun   has the consonants - -pa- the- an-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   Pootha Naathan  -Siva –the sun god.  

Epadun   has the consonants - -pa- the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
Puthiyan –Siva . 
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Epadun   has the consonants - -[-pa-]- the- an-  and the original Tamil   word is   
oaadu  Yanthi-   Siva- the mendicant ;  pichchaandi ; oaadu –shell/ begging bowl ; 
yaenthu- to hold . 

Epadun   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- the- an-  and the original Tamil  word is  
Muththaiyan –sun god-Murugan ; muththu-  pearl  . 

Epadun   has the consonants -  pa- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is Palani   
Aandi [ missing letter- la-] – Murugan ;   Palani- Apollo/ Baal . 

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Muni  Aandi  -  devotee  of Sivan ;  aandi –saint  . 

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Aandi Appan – Murugan – the ascetic ; appan- lord  . 

Epadun  has the consonants - -pa the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Pandithan- the scholar. 

Epadun  has the consonants - -pa the- an-  and the  other interpretation of the 
name is Puththan  - Buthan ; puththi- intelligence . 

Epadun  has the consonants - -[-pa-]  the- an-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is Siththan  [ missing letter- sa-]  - wise one.  

Epadun  has the consonants - -[- pa-] - the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Saenthan- [ missing letter- sa-] - Murugan . 

Epadun  has the consonants - -[- pa-] - the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Nanju undaan-[ missing letter- sa-] -  Siva - the poison drinker; nanju- poison ; 
undidu- eat .  

Epadun  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Saetchchiyan –Siva  the sun god.  

Epadun  has the consonants - pa-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is Sadai  
Appan  -Siva /the sun god ; appan- lord;   sadai  -matted hair- the clouds[ 
metaphor]  .  
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Epadun  has the consonants - -[- pa-] - the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Kadampan- [ missing letter- ka-] - Murugan / the dweller of the forest  with 
kadampa trees . 

 Epadun  has the consonants -  pa-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Idumpan – devotee of  Murugan. 

Epadun  has the consonants -  pa-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Pathankkan [ missing letter- pa-] - sun . 

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Mainthan –sun /son . 

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Enthaai – sun /Siva . 

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Munthai –Siva / the ancestor.  

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Thanthai –father/ Siva . 

Epadun  has the consonants -  pa- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is Penn 
Paathiyan -  half female /Siva; penn-  female; paathi-  half . 

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Mathi Muththan –sun/Siva; mathi-  intelligence; muththu- pearl  . 

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Maan Yaenthi – Siva/ father of Murugan .  

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Maanidan – man  / Siva .  

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Maanidaththan – Siva – father of Murugan .  
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Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Nadan/ Nattan – Siva /the dancer .  

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Nattamaadi -Siva. 

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  Niththan –Siva/ the eternal .   

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Manthi –monkey /Siva.  

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Naathi  -Siva.  

Epadun  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-- the- an-  and the   other interpretation of 
the word is Naathan – Siva.  

Epadun  has the consonants -  pa-the- an-  and the  original Tamil name is 
Paandiyan –  Pandiya  king . 

 

                                             26. Enbilulugugal. 

 

Enbilulugugal   has the consonants - an -pa - la -ka -la - and the  original Tamil  -
word is   Palani  Vaelan – Murugan  in the abode of Palani Hill ; Palani –Baal  
/Apollo  ; vael- spear ;  vaelan - one with spear .  

Enbilulugugal   has the consonants - an –[-pa-] - la -ka -la - and the  original Tamil  
-word is   Malai Makal Makan – son of the  mountain goddess ;  malai- mountain; 
makan- son ; malai makal- goddess of mountain ; makal- daughter. 

Enbilulugugal   has the consonants - an -pa - la -ka -la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   Kaalai  vaelai  pakalavan   -day time sun ; kaalai vaelai- morning  time ; 
pakalavan-  day sun.  
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Enbilulugugal   has the consonants - an –[-pa-]  - la -ka -la .- and the  original Tamil  
word is   Valli –K-kanavan -  Murugan – husband of Valli- moon goddess ; valli- 
moon .   

Enbilulugugal   has the consonants - an –[-pa-]  - la -ka -la .- and the  original Tamil  
word is   Valli –Manaalan  - Murugan – husband of Valli- moon goddess; 
manaalan- bridegroom  ; manam- marriage   . 

Enbilulugugal   has the consonants - an –[-pa-]  - la -ka -la .- and the  original Tamil  
word is   Malai –k-kalvan – lord / thief of the mountain ; malai- mountain; kalvan- 
thief ; kalavu- theft .  

Enbilulugugal   has the consonants - an –[-pa-]  - la -ka -la .- and the  original Tamil  
word is   Kal -Azhakan – handsome  lover /thief  ; azhaku- beauty .  

Enbilulugugal   has the consonants - an –[-pa-]  - la -ka -la .- and the  original Tamil  
word is   Yaezhu-  ulaka- aalan  -  Siva   /the ruwer of the seven worlds;  yaezhu- 7; 
ulakam- world  ; aalu –to rule  .  

Enbilulugugal   has the consonants - an –[-pa-]  - la -ka -la .- and the  original Tamil  
word is   Kuzhanthai  Vaelaayuthan  [ missing  letter- the -] – Murugan –the child ; 
kuzhanthai- child; vael- spear; aayutham –weapon . 

Enbilulugugal   has the consonants - an –[-pa-]  - la -ka -la .- and the  original Tamil  
word is   Vallavan- the great  person ; valimai- skill .  

 

                                                    27 . Hegal.  

 

27 . Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Uzhavan- 
plough man . 

27 . Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Vellaalan – 
farmer.  
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Hegal]   has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Vellaanmai   -
farming  .  

Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vayal veli –
village /farm land . 

Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vilai nilam  -
farm  land  ; nilam- land . 

Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   nel vayal / nel 
kalam –paddy field  ; nel- paddy . 

Hegal   has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is Vaelan-  one 
with spear ;  vael- spear .  

 Hegal   has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Azhakan-  
handsome man   ; azhaku- beauty .  

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Kuzhagan . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    Yanaikkum   
Kuzhakan. 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Ilaiyavan /Ilam 
koa /  Ilaiyavan/ Vaalaiyan -  youthful god/ prince  ; ilamai- youth . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Sev -vael -[ 
missing letter –sa-]  - red sun ; semmai- red; vael- spear . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Palani Vaelan   
[ missing letter- pa-]-  one with spear  whose abode is Palani hills . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Bakuleyan [ 
missing letter- pa-].  

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Pakalavan- [ 
missing letter- pa-]- day sun; pakal- day ; pakalavan –sun  . 
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 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    Veyyal- sun 
/sunny  . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kaalan- god  of  
time; kaalam –time /season .  

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is uchchi  kizhaan 
[ missing letter –sa-] - afternoon sun ; uchchi –top;  uchchi  kizhaan- helios . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Kaalaiyan- bull 
god.  

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Vallai 
Kanavan-  husband of the moon goddess Valli; valli- moon goddess ; kanavan –
husband  . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Valli Manalan -
husband of the moon goddess Valli. 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Mayil  
Vakanan -  one who rides over the peacock ; mayil- peacock; vaakanam- wagon .  

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Kaalanin /kaali 
yin  makan- son of lord Sivan /Kaali ; kaali- gooddes- moon  / wife of kaalan –sun  
;kaalam- time /season    . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Malai Kalvan-  
thief/ lover; malai- mountain .  

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kozhi  
kodiyoan [ missing letter- the -]- one with the rooster flag; kozhi –rooster/ fowl 
/hen; kodi –flag .  

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuzhanthai 
Vaelaayutham  [ missing letter- the-]-  child  with spear; kuzhanthai- child; vael- 
spear ;aayutham- weapon .   
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 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is Thamizh  
Kadavul [ missing letter- the-]-  the god of the Tamil people; kadavul –god  . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Muruga Vaelan  
[ missing letter- Ra-] – one with spear.  

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Kumara Vaelen 
[ missing letter- Ra-] – one with spear; kumaran- youth . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Maal Marugan 
[ missing letter- Ra-] . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Kaavalan-  
guard . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Vallavan- 
potent one; valimai –skill ;  ellaam  vallamai- omnipotence; ellaa- all  .  

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalaignan -  
artist . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Valavan- one 
who  gives fertility . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Vellaiyan- 
white /day sun ; vellai –white . 

 Hegal   has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Gunaalan-  a 
man  of character; kunam- character .  

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Kalaviyaalan-  
academician ; kalvi –education . 

 Hegal   has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kalvi    kaelvi - 
kalil  vallavan – master of arts and science; vallavan- great person ; kalvi- 
education .   

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Akilan – sun.  
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Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Azhal  Vannan 
-  the hot sun ; azhal- hot .  

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   Aazhi  vallal –
Siva /the sun god . 

 Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is    Azhivilaan- 
eternal  one ; azhivu-  ruin /death  ; illai –nil  .  

Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  Vaal Muni- 
Siva . 

Hegal has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  Valluvan- the 
astrologer.  

 

                                                     28.  Sirsir  

 

Sirsir   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra – [-sa-]  – Ra- and the  original  Tamil  name 
is  Thiru Maaran [ missing letter –the -]  - Murugan; thiru- holy /wealth  . 

Sirsir   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra – [-sa-]  – Ra- and the  original  Tamil  name 
is  Aaru Muga Perumaan [ missing letters- ka -and - pa-] – one with six faces; aaru 
-6  ; mukam- face; perumaan- lord  .  

Sirsir   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -Ra – [-sa-]  – Ra- and the  original  Tamil  name 
is  Aaru Kanni Maarin makan [ missing letter- ka-] – son of six women – Plaidias  
star ; aaru -6; kanni maar- women  ; makan –son . 

Sirsir   has the consonants –  sa--Ra – sa-– Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the  
name is  Sooraathi  Sooran[ missing letter –the -] –  one  with valor. 
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                                                      29  Malah  .  

Malah   has the consonants -  ma- la - ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is Mayil 
vaakanan- peacock  rider; mayil-  peacock; vaakanam- wagon .  

Malah   has the consonants -  ma- la - ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is Ila 
Murugan [ missing letter- Ra-]-   eternally youth  sun god; ilamai- youth ; 
Murugan- Marduk . 

Malah   has the consonants -  ma- la - ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is Maal 
Marugan [ missing letter- Ra-]-  Murugan .  

Malah   has the consonants -  ma- la - ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is Muruga 
Vaelan [ missing letter- Ra-]-  the  spear  holder; vael- spear ; vaelan- one with 
spear .  

Malah   has the consonants -  ma- la - ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is Vael 
Murugan [ missing letter- Ra-]-  the  spear  holder. 

Malah   has the consonants -  ma- la - ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is Valli 
Manaalan  - husband of Valli- Murugan; valli- wife of Murugan / moon goddess – 
velli nilavu-  velli- silver ;nilavu- moon ; manalaan- bridegroom . 

Malah   has the consonants -  ma- la - ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is kaalai - 
yanin makan- sun of the bull god-Siva ; kaalai -  bull ; kaaliyan- siva;  makan- son . 

Malah   has the consonants -  ma- la - ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is Malai 
Makal makan – son of the mountain goddess  -Murugan ; malai- mountain; makal- 
daughter  / goddess; makan –son  .  

Malah   has the consonants -  ma- la - ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is kaali-  
yin makan  -son of the goddess Kaali ;  kaali-  moon goddess / wife of kaalan- the 
god of time- sun god  -Siva- the  kaalan  .  
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                                                      30 . Gil.  

 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Pakalavan [ missing letter –pa-] –day sun; pakal- day time  .  

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Azhakan- 
Murugan –handsome boy . 

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kann oli- sun/ 
light of the eye ; kann- eye; oli- light . 

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Vaan oli –the 
light of the sky ; vaan- sky . 

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  Ilaiyavan – boy/ 
eternally  youth; ilamai- youth  .  

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   Vaalai-yan 
eternally  youth ;  vaalai- youth  . 

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Vaelavan-   one 
with the spear  ; vael- spear .  

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kuzhakan- boy / 
eternally  youth . 

 Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kallan /kalvan  
the thief . 

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Yaanaikkum  
Kuzhakan ; yaanai- elephant . 

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Selvan [ missing 
letter- sa-] – sun  ; selvam-  wealth .  
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Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kallan-in Makan- 
sun of time – Sivan ; kaalam- season ; makan- son . 

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Elakkanan – the 
handsome  boy.  

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kaalai -yanin  
Makan  - sun of the bull- Siva ; kaalai- bull; makan- sun .  

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Mayil vaakanan -
the rider of pea cock; mayil-  peacock ; vaakanam- wagon  . 

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  Sev –vael-  [ 
missing letter- sa-] -Murugan- the holder of red spear ; semmai-  red ; vael- spear 
/  sun ray- metaphor .  

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   kozhi kodiyoan- 
[ missing letter –the -]  -the one with rooster flag  ; kozhi- rooster; kodi- flag . 

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Vaelaayuthan  [ 
missing letter –the -]  -Murugan  with the staff ; aayutham –weapon ; vael- spear . 

Gil  has the   consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Vadi Vael 
[missing letter –the -]  - Murugan with the spear. 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhanthai- 
[missing letter –the -]   child . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  Valli Appan [ 
missing letter- pa-] –Murugan . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   Pakalavan 
[missing letter- pa-] –day sun- Murugan . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   Kaali Appan 
[missing letter- pa-] ; kaalam- time /season ; appan- lord . 
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Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  Pavalam-
[missing letter- pa-] – Coral /  sun /Siva . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Sem -Pavalam -
[missing letters-   pa- and- sa-] - Coral /  sun /Siva  ; semmai- red . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaali Annan .  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kaalan- god of 
time-Siva  ; kaalam- time /season  . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   Vellaiyan- sun- 
Murugan /Sivan – day sun; vellai- white.   

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   Veyyal- sun/ 
sunny .  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  Valavan / Killi 
Valavan-epithet  for Chozha kings ; valamai- abundance /fertility . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Ezhankilai 
/Elankkoa –the  prince . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Azhzlavan – sun; 
azhal- fire . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Veyyal- sun  
/sunny . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Irul vali [ missing 
letter- Ra-] - the remover of darkness- sun ; irul- darkness  . 

Gil has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Iyalpu-  azhakan [ 
missing letter- pa-]- naturally  handsome ; iyalpu- natural . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is kalaiyaan  -Siva  
the sun god.  
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Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kaala kaalan –
Siva  - the sun god; kaalam-  season .  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kalai Kann – Siva; 
kann- eye .  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kanal  Vizhiyan – 
Siva with fire eye; vizhi- eye ; kanal- fire  . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kallal Nizhalaan  -
Siva .  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kanal Meiyyan /  
Kanal Maeni [Skt] –one whose body is fire ; mei- body ; kanal- fire . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kannaalan – Siva/ 
beloved  ; kann- eye .  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Kulavaan- Siva 
/sun . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhaiyan – Siva 
/sun.  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Mana- vazhakan 
– Murugan ;  azhakan- handsome  one  ;  azhaku- beauty  . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Mana- vezhalaan 
– Murugan / the bridegroom ; manam- marriage .  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Villi – Siva.  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Vilakku – the 
lamp – sun .  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Vizhumiyaan – 
Siva /the sun god.  
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Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Vilakkannan – 
Siva.  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Venn Kuzhaiyan –
SIva /sun ; vennmai- white . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is Vallaan/ Vallavan 
- skilled one . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Vimalan[Skt]  - pure one . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is Vaal 
-ezhai  Pankkan [ missing letter –pa-]- Siva.  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Pukazh  [ missing letter –pa-]- fame/Siva . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
pukazh Oli  [ missing letter –pa-]- fame/Siva; oli- light . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is Uyya 
Kolvaan –Siva . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Palakan –Siva.  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is Paal 
Vannan -  the white  sun; paal- milk  ; vannam- color  . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Naavalan –  good speaker/ scholar /Siva ;   naa- tongue . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Moovilai  Vaelan – Murugan with the trident.; moo vilai- trident; moonu- 3 ; ilai- 
leaf .   
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Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Aazhi vallal – Siva  ;  vallal- the liberal donor; aazhi- water .  

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is  Siva 
Kazhai /  Siva  Linkam [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-] ;  kazhai = linka [Skt] ; kazahi- stick 
/   stick of a male . 

Gil  has the  consonants - ka -la – and the other interpretation  of the word is  
Gilgamesh [ missing letter- sa-]- Sumerian/Akkadian demigod [ manitha theivam ]  

 

                                                     31. Gilma. 

 

Gilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the  original  Tamil  word is  Mayil  
Vaakanan- rider  of the pea cock ; mayil- peacock; vaakanam- wagon . 

Gilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the  original  Tamil  word is   Valli 
Manaalan- Murugan -  husband of Valli- moon goddess ; Valli- moon goddess ; 
manalaan- bridegroom ; manam- marriage .  

Gilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the  original  Tamil  word is   Malai 
Makalin makan – son of the mountain goddess ; malai- mountain; makal- 
daughter/ goddess; makan- son . 

Gilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the  original  Tamil  word is  Moova 
Muthal [missing letter –the -] – Siva;  muthal - the first  [ of the universe] .  

Gilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
Muthalvan [ missing letter –the -] – the first /  Siva; muthal- first; muthalvan-  the 
head .  

Gilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
Mudivilaan-[ missing letter –the -] -one who  has no end; mudivu- end; illai- nil .  
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Gilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the  original  Tamil  word is Mazhu   
valaan –Siva.  

Gilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the  original  Tamil  word is Moo-vilai 
Soolan [ missing letter- sa-] – Siva-  the holder of the trident ; moonu -3 ; ilai- leaf; 
soolam- trident .  

Gilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
Gilgamash [ missing letter- sa-] -Sumerian/Akkadian demigod [ manitha theivam ] 

 

 

                                           32.    Agilma. 

32.Agilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the original  Tamil  meaning of 
the name is vaan mazhai- rain; vaan- sky; mazhai-rain  .  

Agilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the original  Tamil   name is   Vaelu  
Mani -   one with spear; vael- spear  /sun ray; mani- star /jem   . 

Agilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the original Tamil   name  is  Mani 
Vael -one with spear . 

Agilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the original Tamil  name is  kalai 
Mani; kalai- arts  and science  . 

Agilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the original Tamil  name is  Kaalai 
Mani- morning sun ; kaalai- morning time ; mani- star/ time/ jem  .  

Agilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the original Tamil  name is  Maa 
Vaeli – the king; maa-  great ; Maa vaeli-  a great Tamil king of ancient  kerala .  

Agilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the original Tamil  name is  Aaru 
Muga Vaelan  [missing letter- Ra-] -  one with six faces  ;aaru -6; mukam- face; 
vael- spear .  
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Agilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the original Tamil name is  Muruga 
Vaelan [misisn letter- Ra-] ; Murugan- Marduk .    

Agilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the original Tamil name is   Elam 
Kumaluvan – Siva- the sun god; ilamai- youth.  

Agilma has the   consonants - ka -la –ma- and the original Tamil name is   
Elamkoavan - the prince; koa- king / khan.  

 

                                                 33.  Zulum . 

Zulum  has the consonants -  sa –la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  Malai 
Saami -  god of the mountain ;  saami -god .  

Zulum  has the consonants -  [-sa-] –la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  Malai 
Appan [ missing letter- pa-]; malai- mountain; appan- lord  . 

Zulum  has the consonants -  [-sa-] –la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  Maalai 
Mani-  evening sun ; maalai-  evening  ;  mani- jem /  star  /stone  .  

Zulum  has the consonants - sa –la- ma- and the original Tamil word is Sella Mani . 

Zulum  has the consonants -  sa –la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  Silampan 
[ missing letter –pa-] –Murugan –the warrior ;  silampam- the  martial art of 
fighting   with sticks ;  stick- the sun ray [metaphor]  .   

Zulum  has the consonants -  sa –la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is Sem-  
Malai  - red hills ;  semmai- red .  

Zulum  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Maalan-  evening sun /  dark sun /  the sun of the nether land . 

Zulum  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   Malai  
Aandi  [ missing letter –the -] –the god  of the  hills ; malai- mountain .  
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Zulum  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is    
Yaezhu  Malai Aandi [ missing letter –the -] ––the lord of the seven hills; yaezhu- 
7; malai- mountain; aandi- ascetic  ; no- 7 - the numerical  no  of the sun god . 

Zulum  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is    
Mallan /Maa Mallan – wrestler  ; maa- great  .  

Zulum  has the consonants - sa- –la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  Maasu ili 
– pure one- Siva  -the sun god.    

Zulum  has the consonants - sa- –la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   Maasilla 
Mani –Siva; maasu- fault / dirt ; illai-  nill ; mani- jem  . 

 

                                             34.  Mummu.  

Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is Muniyan- the 
ascetic .   

Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is Maniyan –the 
star . 

Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is Maa  Mani – 
the big  star; maa- big /great ; mani- jem . 

Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is Ammaan- the 
god.  

Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is Maayan –the 
magician/architect  . 

Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  Maayoan-  
evening sun –Murugan . 

Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is   Pachchai 
Mani  [ missing letters- pa- and- sa-] -Emerald ; pachchai- green- mani- jem . 
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Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is   Sem mani- [ 
missing letter – sa-] -red bead /star-  Ruby ; semmai- red ; mani- jem .  

Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is   Ammaan – 
lord  /sun .  

Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  Pemmaan [ 
missing letter- pa-] -- lord/ sun . 

Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is Maaman-  sun 
/uncle.   

Mummu  has the consonant-  ma – and the  original Tamil  word is Maami –sun.  

 

                                               35. Zulummaar. 

Zulummaar   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -ma -Ra   - and the  original Tamil  
name is  kumara Vaelan [  missing  letter –ka-] ; kumaran- the youth ; vael- spear; 
vaelan- one with spear . 

Zulummaar   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -ma -Ra   - and the  original Tamil  
name is  Arul Murugan [  missing  letter –ka-]  ; arul- grace/ blessing ;Murugan-
Marduk  . 

Zulummaar   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -ma -Ra   - and the  original Tamil  
name is  Vael Murugan [  missing  letter –ka-] ; vael- spear . 

Zulummaar   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -ma -Ra   - and the  original Tamil  
name is  Marulaan  -   priest  of Murugan . 

Zulummaar   has the consonants – sa- la -ma -Ra   - and the   other interpretation 
of the name is  Sen- Thaamarai  Manaalan [ missing letter- the -]- lotus  god; 
semmai –red ;  thaamarai- lotus ; manam- marriage; manaalan- bridegroom .   
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                                                   36. Lugalabdubur.  

 

 Lugalabdubur  has  the consonants -  la -ka- la- pa -the- [-pa-]- Ra-and the  original 
Tamil  word is Kundru irukum idamellaam  kudi  irukkum  Kumara Vaelan – 
Muruga Perumaan –  Murugan the mountain dweller ; kundru- hill; idam- place; 
kudi- house;  kudi erukka- to dwell ; kumaran- youth; vaelan- one with the spear; 
vael- spear  . 

Lugalabdubur  has  the consonants -  la -ka- la- pa -the- pa- Ra-and the  original 
Tamil  word is Aaru / yaezhu  Kanni Maar thaeivankalaal  seeraatti  paal uootti  
valarkka patta  kuzhanthai/ pillai / Santhan / Siruvan – Aaru Muka Perumaan – 
Murugan- the Pleiades star .; aaru-  6; yaezhu- 7; kanni maar- virgin mothers ; 
kanni- virgin ; thaeivam- god ; paal- milk; uoottu- to feed ; valarkka- to bring up ; 
kuzhanthai- child ; pillai- son ; siruvan- little boy  ; aaru- six; mukam- face; 
perumaan- lord .    

Lugalabdubur  has  the consonants -  la -ka- la- pa -the- [-pa-]- Ra-and the  original 
Tamil  word is Palani Malai  Thiru Kovil Vael Murugan ; Palani malai- palani hills ;  
Palani –Murugan- Marduk / Apollo/ Baal  ; thiru- holy ; kovil- temple ; vael- spear . 

Lugalabdubur  has  the consonants -  la -ka- la- pa -the- [-pa-]- Ra-and the  original 
Tamil  word is Palani Malai  Thiru Kovil Aandavar;  aandavar- god  ; aandai –ruler. 
/boss . 

Lugalabdubur  has  the consonants -  la -ka- la- pa -the- [-pa-]- Ra-and the  original 
Tamil  word is Thiru Paran-k -kundraththil kudi irukkum  Vadi Vael Murugan -  
Murugan in one of his abode – Thiru Paran-k-kundram ;Thiru Paran-k-kundram- 
one of the abodes of Murugan ; kudi erukka- to dwell . 

Lugalabdubur  has  the consonants -  la -ka- la- pa -the- pa- Ra-and the  original 
Tamil  word is Aaru Padai Veedukalil  ondraana  Thirvaerakaththil  kudi irukkum  
Muruga Perumaan – Thanthaikku  paadam kattru koduththa - Thakappan Swami  -  
Lord Murugan in one of his six  abode Thiru Vaerakam – where he taught lesson 
to his father Siva; aaru -6; padai veedu –abode ; ondru- one ; Thiru vaerakam – 
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abode of Murugan   -Swami Malai ; thanthai- father; paadam- lesson ; kattru 
kodukka –to teach  .  

Lugalabdubur  has  the consonants -  la -ka- la- pa -the- pa- Ra-and the  original 
Tamil  word is Aru Padai Veedukalil  ondraana  Thiru Aavinan kudiyil kudi irukkum  
Palani Vael Murugan- Lord Murugan in one of his six  abode-  Palani  Hills; aaru -6  
;padai- veedu –abode ; ondru- one ; Thiru- holy ;  Thiru Aaavina kudi- Palani Hills ; 
kudi erukka- to live/ dwell ; vael- spear ; Palani- Apollo/ Baal  .   

Lugalabdubur  has  the consonants -  la -ka- la- pa -the- pa-Ra-and the  original 
Tamil  word is Aru Padai Veedukalil  ondraana  Thiru Senthoor kadarkarai kovilil  
kudi irukkum Muruga  Perumaan - Lord Murugan in one of his six  abode- Thiru 
Senthoor ; aaru -6; padai- veedu –abode; Thiru Senthoor – abode of Murugan  ;  
kadar-sea; karai- bank ; kovil- temple ; kudi erukka- to dwell  ; perumaan- lord . 

Lugalabdubur  has  the consonants -  la -ka- la- pa -the- [-pa-]-Ra-and the  original 
Tamil  word is Aru Padai Veedukalil  ondraana    Pazha Muthir Solai – yil  kudi 
irukkum kal -Aazhkan –Tamizh mozhi- yil  Aathi Soodi paadiya   Awwai  paattikku/ 
piraattikku  sutta pazham  koduththu kaatchchi  koduththa [ missing letter- sa-]  -
Lord Murugan in one of his  six abodes- Pazha Muthir Solai- where he  appeared  
before Awwai ; azhakan- handsome youth  . 

Lugalabdubur  has  the consonants -  la -ka- la- pa -the- [-pa-]-Ra-and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Aru Padai Veedukalil  ondraana  Thiru Thanikai Malai kundril   kudi 
irukkum Thiru Murugan-  Lord Murugan in one of his  six abode- Thiru  Thanikai 
Malai ; aaru -6;  padai veedu –abode  ;ondru- one ; Thiru- holy; Thanikai Malai- 
abode of Murugan ;   malai -mountain ; kudi erukka- to dwell ; Thiru Murugan- 
Marduk . 
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                                                   37. Pagalguenna. 

 

37. Pagalguenna has the consonants  pa- ka-  la- ka -an – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  is  pal - kalai   vallavan-  master of all arts and science  ; pal-  poly / many 
; kalai-arts / science  ; vallavan –the scholar ; vallamai- ability  /skill     . 

Pagalguenna  has the consonants -  pa- ka-  la- ka -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is Pakalavan –day sun ; pakal- day . 

Pagalguenna  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - ka-  la- ka -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is Kal- Azhakan –Murugan ; azhakan- the handsome youth; azhaku- beauty . 

Pagalguenna  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - ka-  la- ka -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is Kuzhakan – Murugan/ the child . 

Pagalguenna  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - ka-  la- ka -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is Malai Makal Makan – son  of the  mountain goddess ; malai- mountain; 
makal- daughter/ goddess;  makan- son .  

Pagalguenna  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - ka-  la- ka -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is Mayil  Vaakanan – peacock  rider ; mayil-  peacock; vaakanam –wagon . 

Pagalguenna  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - ka-  la- ka -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is Valli kanavan – husband of moon goddess  ; Valli/moon goddess - wife of 
Murugan /sun god  ;  kanavan- husband .  

Pagalguenna  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - ka-  la- ka -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is Vadi Vaelan  [missing letter- the -] – Murugan- holding the staff; vael- 
spear  . 

Pagalguenna  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - ka-  la- ka -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is Valavan  ; valamai-  wealth /abundance/ fertility  . 
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                                             38.   Lugaldurmah.  

 

 Lugaldurmah  has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- Ra- ma –and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   Tamizh makkalin  theivam  Thiru Muruga Vaelan – 
Murugan- the god of the Tamil  people ; makkal-  people ; thaeivam- god ; thiru- 
holy ; Thiru Murugan –Marduk .  

Lugaldurmah  has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   Kundru  irukkum idam ellam  kudi irukkum  Thiru 
Murugan- Murugan- the hill dweller ; kundru- hill ; kudi erukka- to reside . 

Lugaldurmah  has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is Thiru Aavinan  kudiyil  kudi  irukkum  Vadi Vael  Murugan 
– Murugan  in his abode  Palani /Pazhani ; Murugan –Marduk . 

Lugaldurmah  has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is Thiru Vaerakaththil  kudi irukkum  Vaelavan – Murugan in 
his  abode Swami Malai ; kudi eru –reside ; vael- spear; vaelavan- one with spear  . 

Lugaldurmah  has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is Thiru Paran-k-kundraththil  kudi irukkum  Vael Murugan [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  Murugan on his abode Thiru Paran-k- kudram ; kudi erukka- 
to reside . 

Lugaldurmah  has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  Pazha Muthir soalaiyil  kudi irukkum  Kal Azhakan [ 
missing letters- pa- and- sa-] -  Murugan in his abode  Pazha Muthir soalai ; 
pazham- fruit; soalai- grove; kudi erukka- to reside  . 

Lugaldurmah  has the consonants – la- ka- la –the- Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  Vai- kai  aatru  neeril   erankkum kal Azhakan –Murugan 
in the Vaikai River; Vaikai- a river in Madurai  ; aaru- river ; neer- water ; erankku –
to descend ;  azhakan- handsome youth  . 
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                                                      39 . Aranunna. 

 

39 .Aranunna has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the name is   Arignan- wise one.  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is   Saandroan [ missing letter- sa-] – scholar . 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is Gnaayiru –sun .  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is   Raayan- king.  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is   Mannar- king.  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is Arivan [ missing letter- ka-]-  wise man.  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is Kumaran [ missing letter- ka-]-  Murugan –the youthful boy. 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is Maravan-[ missing letter- ka-]-   warrior . 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is   Poruppan [ missing  letter- pa-] – soldier . 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is   Murugan -[ missing letter- ka-]- Marduk .    

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is  Manoharan -[ missing letter- ka-]- the handsome one .    

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is Aaru Mukan -[ missing letter- ka-] -one with six faces; aaru -6; mukam- 
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face [ metaphor –pleiades]; the seven stars are  counted as six by Tamil people as 
the six pointed star of the Hebrews .  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is Aran Makan -[ missing letter- ka-]  -Murugan  son  of the  snake  /sun god  
-Siva / mountain god/ forest  god  . 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is Suraesan [ missing letter- sa-] – Murugan . 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is  Maaran / Mani Maaran -  warrior . 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is   Oraiyan –sun ;  oarai –star . 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
name is    Sooran  [ missing letter- sa-] - the white / day  sun . 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Arunan- sun .  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is   Aarooraan  -Siva.  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Aru mani  -Siva  ;  ariya- rare / precious  ; mani- star .   

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is Aariyan – Siva -  the white man  . 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is Arigan – Siva the wise one.  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Tharanitharan [ Skt] [ missing letter- the -] – sun. 
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Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Eraayan –the king.   

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Mannar- king.  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is   Arasan  [ missing letter- sa-] – king . 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is   Marai  Neri –holy  scriptures/ Siva ; marai –secret; neri- ethics  .  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Marai / Maari Appan – Siva/ father of Murugan ; maari –rain .  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Neri /Ara Neri  - ethics – Siva ;  aram- virtue ; neri –ethics  .  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Paran  [missing letter –pa-] -  the lofty –Siva.  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Paraa Paran [missing letter –pa-] –Siva.  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Piraan [missing letter –pa-] –Siva  /  lord .  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is   Periyaan [missing letter –pa-] –Siva – the great man ; periya- big .  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Paer Inpan [missing letter –pa-] –Siva ; paer- great /big ; inpam- 
happiness  . 

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is   Paruppan [missing letter –pa-] –Siva . 
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Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is  Paampu Araiyan [missing letter –pa-] – Siva the snake; paampu- snake .   

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is   Pirai Senniyan  [missing letters –pa- and -sa-]  -one with the crescent 
moon- Siva;  pirai- crescent moon .  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is   Neer ani Mani – Siva.  

Aranunna  has the consonants – Ra- an –and the  other interpretation of the   
name is   Neer ani  Semmaan [missing letter – sa-] – Siva . 

 

                                                          40-  Dumuduku.  

Dumuduku  has the consonants -  the- ma –the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is Kedaa maadu –the bull; maadu- bull; kedaa- male .  

Dumuduku  has the consonants -  the- ma –the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is Thankka  Muththu –golden pearl  -the sun –Murugan; 
thankkam- gold; muththu- pearl .  

Dumuduku  has the consonants -  the- ma –the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is   kooththaadiyin  /   aandavanin /  thaeivaththin  / Makan 
– son of the god; kooththu –dance; kooththaadi- dancer –Siva  ;  aandavan –god; 
thaeivam- god  ;  makan- son . 

Dumuduku  has the consonants -  the- ma –the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is  Vaan Muththu – the pearl of the sky; vaan –sky; 
muththu- pearl  . 

Dumuduku  has the consonants -  the- ma –the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is  kankkai – udaiya Mainthan ; kankkai- Ganges ; mainthan- 
son  . 
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Dumuduku  has the consonants -  the- ma –the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is Vinnakaththin  Maa Mani – the star of the heaven –the 
sun  ;  vinn- sky ;  akam- house;   maa- great  ;mani-  star  ; vinnakam- heaven .  

Dumuduku  has the consonants -  the- ma –the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is Aaru Mukaththa -mudhu [ missing letter-Ra -] – Murugan 
with six faces; aaru -6;  mukam –face . 

Dumuduku  has the consonants -  the- ma –the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is Muththu  vael  [missing  letter- la-] –Murugan; vael- 
spear .   

Dumuduku  has the consonants -  the- ma –the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the name is Muththu-k -kumaran [ missing letter-Ra -]- Murugan; 
muththu- pearl; kumaran- youth .   

 

 

                                                        41. Lugalanna.  

 

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  name is 
Vaelavan  - the spear man   -Murugan ;  vael-  spear . 

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  name is Valli 
Kanavan – husband of moon goddess Valli  ; Valli- moon goddess; Valli- wife of the 
sun god ; kanavan husband . 

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil   name is Valli -
Manallan- husband of moon goddess Valli ; manalaan-  bridegroom  . 

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kaalaiyan- the bull god ;  kaalai  - bull  -Siva .  
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Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  name is Mayil 
Vaakanan – the peacock rider  ;  mayil- peacock ; vaakanam- wagon . 

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  name is 
Aazhakan- handsome boy  Murugan . 

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  name is Vadi 
Vaelan [ missing letter- the -] – one with the staff –Murugan . 

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  name is 
Mukilan- the sun .  

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kailaiyaan – Siva - the dweller of Himalaya;  kailaayam- Himalayan mountain .   

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  name is Kailai 
Malaiyaan/Malaiyavan- Siva - the dweller of Himalaya ; malai mountain .   

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  name is 
Saevaalan [ missing letter- sa-] – the cock ; saeval- rooster . 

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  name is PIni  
kalaivaan-[ missing letter- pa-]-  remover of  diseases; pini –disease; kalaiya –to 
remove .  

Lugalanna  has the consonants-  la -ka -an –and the  other interpretation of the 
name is Akilan . 
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                                                          42. Lugallugga.  

 

Lugallugga-  has the consonants  - la- ka -la -ka –and the  original Tamil   name is 
Valli   Manaalan  Vaelavan – Murugan-   birdegroom of moon goddess ; valli- 
moon  goddess- wife of the sun god ; manaalan- bridegroom ; vael- spear ; vaelan- 
one with the spear . 

Lugallugga-  has the consonants  - la- ka -la -ka –and the  original Tamil  name is 
Valli- kanavan - Murugan-   husband of Valli – the moon goddess  ; kanavan- 
husband .  

Lugallugga-  has the consonants  - la- ka -la -ka –and the  original Tamil   name is  
Malai Makalain Makan  -son of the mountain  goddess  ; malai- mountain; makal- 
daughter female/ goddess ; makan- son . 

Lugallugga-  has the consonants  - la- ka -la -ka –and the  original Tamil  name is 
Palani  Malai Vaelavan [ misisg letters- pa-] – Murugan in Palani  Hills; Palani –the 
abode of lord Murugan ; malai- mountain .  

Lugallugga-  has the consonants  - la- ka -la -ka –and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kuzhanthai Vael [missing letter- the-] – Murugan the child  ; kuzhanthai- child ; 
vael- spear .  

Lugallugga-  has the consonants  - la- ka -la -ka –and the  original Tamil  name is 
Vinnulakai aalum mannavan – the  king  of the sky ; vinn- sky; ulkam- world; aalu –
to rule ; mannavan- king . 

Lugallugga-  has the consonants  - la- ka -la -ka –and the  original Tamil  name is  
Nila Makalin kaathalan-[missing letter- the-] - lover of the moon goddess ; nila-  
moon;   makal- daughter/ goddess/ female ; kaathalan- lover; kaathal- love . 

Lugallugga-  has the consonants  - la- ka -la -ka –and the  original Tamil  name is   
Kuzhanthai  Vaelaayutham -[missing letter- the-]. 

Lugallugga-  has the consonants  - la- ka -la -ka –and the  original Tamil   name is   
Vaan Ulakin Vilakku- the light of the sky ; vaan- sky; ulakam- world;vilakku –lamp .  
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Lugallugga-  has the consonants  - la- ka -la -ka –and the  original Tamil  name is   
Kalvi  kaelvikalin Vallavan – master of all arts ; kalvi –education; vallavan- skilled 
man . 

Lugallugga-  has the consonants  - la- ka -la -ka –and the  original Tamil  name is  
Kailai kizhavan- Siva  -father of Murugan  ; kailai- Himalaya ; kizhavan-  old man 
/sun / lord  . 

 

                                                       43. Irkingu.   

 

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
Arukkan- sun .  

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
Parukkan [ missing letter- pa-] –sun . 

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kathir Kaaman  [ missing letter- the -] –Murugan ; kathir- sun ray . 

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
name is Kaarthi-kaeyan [Skt] [ missing letter- the -]- Murugan .  

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
name is karunaakaran[Skt] / erakkamaanavan  - Murgan ; karunai- mercy ; 
erakkam- mercy  . 

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
name is Kundra kudiyoan [ missing letter- the -]-Murugan- the hill dweller; 
kundram- hill; kudi- house .  

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
name is Kathiravan [ missing letter- the -]-sun; kathir- sun ray .  
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Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
name is Muththu- k-kumaran [ missing letter- the -]- sun / Murugan / son of Siva; 
muththu- pearl; kumaran- son/ the youth .  

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
Kondrai Vaenthan [ missing letter- the -] Siva - with Kondrai flower; vaenthan- 
king .  

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
name is Muruga Vaelan [ missing letter- la-] ;  vael- spear; vaelan- one with the 
spear  . 

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
name is Kumara Vaelan [ missing letter- la-] ; kumaran- the youth . 

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
name is kankkai Siruvan[ missing letter- sa-]; kankkai- -Ganges; siruvan- little boy  . 

Irkingu  has the consonants - Ra- ka –an- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
name is Siva kumaran [ missing letter- sa-]. 

 

                                                     44- kinma  

 

44 .Kinma   has the consonants - ka –an- ma -and the original Tamil name  
Murugan [ missing letter- Ra-]- Marduk . 

Kinma   has the consonants - ka –an- ma -and the original Tamil name   
Manokaran [ missing letter- Ra-] – the handsome one . 

Kinma   has the consonants - ka –an- ma -and the original Tamil name Kumaran [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –the youth- sun   . 

Kinma   has the consonants - ka –an- ma -and the original Tamil name Kann 
aayiram [ missing letter- Ra-]- one with 1000 eyes ; kann- eye; aayiram -1000 . 
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Kinma   has the consonants - ka –an- ma -and the original Tamil name Maravan- 
warrior. 

Kinma   has the consonants - ka –an- ma -and the original Tamil name Gankkai 
Mainthan [ missing letter-  the-] ; mainthan- son; Gankkai- Ganges  . 

Kinma   has the consonants - ka –an- ma -and the original Tamil name Kann Mani 
– pupil   ; kann- eye; mani –pupil  . 

 

                                                       45. Esizkur  

 

 Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Ennu-uraivan  -Siva  the sun god.  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Aarumukam- one with 6 faces; aaru -6; mukam- face  . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Saravanan . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Sukumaaran . 

 Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Siva 
Kumar – son of lord Siva ; kumar- the youth . 

 Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is  
Murugan –Marduk .   

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is  
Kumaran –the youth . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is  Kumara  
Swami  ; swami- god . 
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Esizkur  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is  
Kumaraesan . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is   
Saekaran –evening sun . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is  Siva 
Murugan . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is   
Arukkan- sun .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  Horus /Egypt . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the word 
Krishnan [Skt] . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is   
Aravaan- the snake god-Siva . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is   
Ravanan . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa-ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Siva 
kumaran . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kurankkan- the Monkey  - sun . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Manokaran – the handsome one . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Kann -
aayiram- one with 1000 eyes ; kann- eye ;aayiram- 1000 . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Soor 
Pakaivan [missing letter- pa-] ; pakaivan- enmy .  
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Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
kumarappan - [missing letter- pa-]  ; appan- lord . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Karuppu  
Swami  / Karuppu Annan  /Karuppaiyah / karuppaiyan [missing letter- pa-]- dark 
god /evening sun of the nether world  ; karuppu –dark .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Saevar 
kodiyoan [ missing  letter- the -] –one with the rooster flag ; saevar- rooster; kodi- 
flag ; kodiyoan- one with the flag  . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kathiraesan [ missing  letter- the -]  ; kathir-  sun ray . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kathiravan [ missing  letter- the -].– sun . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
kundra Kudiyoan [ missing  letter- the -]- Hill dweller; kundram- hill; kudi- house .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Venj- 
Sudar [ missing  letter- the -]-hot sun ; vemmai- hot; sudar –star .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Sen-
kathiroan [ missing  letter- the -]-–red sun ; semmai- red; kathir- sun ray .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Tharani  
Sandroan [ missing  letter- the -]—sun ; tharani –earth ;  saandroan- the noble.  

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the word 
is Suthakaran [Skt] [ missing  letter- the -]—sun.  

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the word 
is Sasi kumar [ Skt] –sun; kumaran- the youth .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Virichchi- 
sun .  
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Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is kamma 
Arasan- god / king of love; kaamam-  sexual desire;  arasan - king  . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Gangai  
Siruvan  ;siru- little ; siruvan- little boy . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Arivan- wise one ;arivu- intelligence .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kumara vael [ missing  letter- la-] – Marduk ; kumaran- the youth ; vael- spear . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Karuvan -  Siva – the setting sun .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Kari 
uriyan –Siva   -the sun god / father of Murugan . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Karumaan-uriyan –Siva . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –-sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Karuppan  /Karuppanan /karuppu Swami [ Horus]   [missing letter- pa-] –the 
setting  sun / nether world sun; karuppu –black  . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –-sa--ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Katrai   
vaar Sadaiyaan [missing letter- the-] –Siva with the hair tuft ; kattrai- tuft ;sadai- 
plaited / matted hair . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Karai 
Midattraan [missing letter- the-] – Siva with the poison  in his throat ; midaru- 
throat  ;karai- poison . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
karun-k-  kandan [missing letter- the-] – Siva with the poison  in his throat/ one 
with  blue thorat ; karai- poison/ dirt  ; kandam- neck . 
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Esizkur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Karuththa Mani kandar [  missing letter- the-] – Siva with the poison  in his throat/ 
one with  blue thorat; karumai- dark; mani   -stone / jem; kandam- neck  . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kandakaruththan [  missing letter- the-] – Siva with the poison  in his throat/ one 
with  blue thorat ; kandam- neck ;karumai- black . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kurankkan – monkey  -Siva . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kuravan – the gypsy .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
word   caravan  -sun who  travels from east to west  daily.  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
word Kaaranan –[Skt] - Siva . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
Arivan – wise one ;arivu- intelligence .  

Esizkur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is 
kokkaraiyan –Siva –father of Murugan . 

Esizkur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Kuri –
Siva -  father of Murugan .  

Esizkur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  original Tamil  name is Kuri 
Uruvan -Siva –father of Murugan . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
word Dinakaran [Skt] [ missing  letter- the-]. 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
word  Divakaran [Skt] [ missing  letter- the-]. 
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Esizkur  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
word  Dingar [ missing  letter- the-]. 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa---ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is  Veera Sanan -  sun .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa---ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is  Ravi [Skt]  /Ravi  kumar  -sun ; kumaran- the youth . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – sa---ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is  Baskaran[Skt]  - sun. 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is  Vinnoar Perumaan [ missing  letter- pa-] – Siva; vinn- sky ; vinnoar-  sky 
gods .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is   Viruppan [ missing  letter- pa-]  –Siva. 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is Veeran  - warrior  / hero  . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is Veeranan – Siva/ one with valor; veeram- valor  .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is Vaeru- the root.  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is Vaeya-vanaar – Siva.  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is Uravaan  -Siva . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is Penn Kooran [ missing letter- pa-] –Siva; penn- female; kooru –portion  .  
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Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is  Pennaakiya Perumaan [ missing letter- pa-] –Siva/ the  hermophrodite ; 
perumaan- lord . 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is  Penn-aan-uruvan [ missing letter- pa-]  - Siva – both  the male and the 
female form ; penn- female;aan- male; uruvam- figure .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is  Penn uru Paakan [ missing letter- pa-] –Siva/ the  hermaphrodite ; penn- 
female ; uru- form; paakam- part . 

 Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is  Pasu Veeri  [ missing letter- pa-] -Siva riding the bull .  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is  Oruvan –  Siva /the sun god. 

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is  Onkkaaran –  angry Siva.  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is   Niraivu – Siva.  

Esizkur  has the consonants – [- sa-]--ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the 
name is   Eraivan –the god.  

Esizkur  has the consonants –  sa-ka –Ra-and the  other interpretation of the name 
is Sasi  kumar  ; kumaran- the youth  . 
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                                                              46. Gibil.  

 

Gibil   has the consonats – ka- pa -la -and the original Tamil  name is  Palani Vael – 
Murugan  in Palani hills  ;  Palani - Apollo /Baal  ; vael-  spear .  

Gibil   has the consonats – ka- pa -la -and the original Tamil  name is  Kapaali   -
Siva- the mendicant . 

Gibil   has the consonats – ka- pa -la -and the original Tamil  name is Kupili – Siva.  

Gibil   has the consonats – ka- pa -la -and the original Tamil  name is  Komali 
Appan  -Siva –father of Murugan ; appan- lord  . 

Gibil   has the consonats – ka- [-pa-]  -la -and the original Tamil name is  Azhakan – 
handsome boy /Murugan   ;  azhaku –beauty . 

Gibil  has the consonats – ka- [-pa-]  -la -and the original Tamil name is  kuzhakan / 
child . 

Gibil   has the consonats – ka- [-pa-]  -la -and the original Tamil name is  Vaelan- 
one with the spear; vael- spear .  

Gibil   has the consonats – ka- [-pa-]  -la -and the original Tamil name is  Vaelavan. 

Gibil   has the consonats – ka- [-pa-]  -la -and the original Tamil name is  Valli 
Manaalan; Valli- moon  goddess ; manaalan- bridegroom  . 

Gibil   has the consonats – ka- [-pa-]  -la -and the original Tamil name is   Valli 
Kanavan ; kanavan- husband . 

Gibil   has the consonats – ka- [-pa-]  -la -and the original Tamil name is  Sev Vael [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -red spear ; semmai- red; vael- spear/sun ray . 

Gibil   has the consonats – ka- [-pa-]  -la -and the original Tamil name is  Kalai Mani 
–Murugan ; mani- star /jem ; kalai- art  . 
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                                                          47. Addu. 

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the  original Tamil  name  is Thandayutham –
Murugan . 

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the  original Tamil  name  is Udu- sun/ star .  

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the  original Tamil  name  is Muththaiyan ; 
muththu- pearl . 

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the  original Tamil  name  is Aandi –saint  .  

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the  original Tamil  name  is Muniyaandi . 

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the  original Tamil  name  is Mathiyoan-  the 
wise one; mathi- intelligence .  

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the  original Tamil  name  is Thandaayutham  ;  
thandam- staff; aayutham- weapon .  

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the  original Tamil  name  is Chetti [ missing 
letter- sa-] . 

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the  original Tamil  name  is Sendan [ missing 
letter- sa-] . 

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the  original Tamil  name  is Pandithan-[ 
missing letter- pa-]-  the scholar . 

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the   other interpretation of the word is Aten 
–Egypt.  

Addu  has the consonant- the - and the   other interpretation of the word is Thoth 
/Egypt.  
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                                                            48. Asharru.  

 

Asharru  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil name is  
Murugan-Marduk  .  

Asharru  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra –and the   other interpretation of the  
name is  Sankaran . 

Asharru  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra –and the   other interpretation of the  
name is  Saekaran – setting sun . 

Asharru  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra –and the   other interpretation of the  
name is  Aravaan – snake god/ lord Siva . 

Asharru  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra –and the   other interpretation of the  
name is  Horus  /Egptian sun god.  

 

                                                  49 .  Nebiru  

 

Nebiru   has the consonants – an-  [-Pa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  name is  
Sooran [ missing letter –sa-]  -sun.  

Nebiru   has the consonants – an-  [-Pa-] - Ra -  and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  Arunan  -sun.  

Nebiru   has the consonants – an-  [-Pa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  name is  
Oraiyan- sun .  

Nebiru   has the consonants – an-  [-Pa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  name is  
Gnaayiru –sun .  
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Nebiru   has the consonants – an-  [-Pa-] - Ra -  and the   other interpretation of 
the word is   Maara Neeran –Siva. 

Nebiru   has the consonants – an-  [-Pa-] - Ra -  and the   other interpretation of 
the word is Marai Neri /Ara Neri – holy scritures /ethics;aram- virtue; neri –rule . 

Nebiru   has the consonants – an- -Pa- Ra -  and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  Maari Appan  -Siva –the sun god –father of Murugan ; maari –rain  
;appan- lord . 

Nebiru   has the consonants – an-  [-Pa-] - Ra -  and the   other interpretation of 
the word is   Maarthaandan [ missing letter –the -] -sun . 

                           

                                                      50. Ninnuam.   

 

Ninnuam  has the consonants  - an -ma - and the  original Tamil   name is  Mani 
/Maa Mani / Maniyan -   the big star ; maa- great; mani –star/ jem/ grain /seed .  

Ninnuam  has the consonants  - an -ma - and the  original Tamil   name is  Muni / 
Muniyan – saint  . 

Ninnuam  has the consonants  - an -ma - and the  original Tamil  name is  Mannan- 
king.  

Ninnuam  has the consonants  - an -ma - and the  original Tamil   name is  Sem-
mani  [ missing letter- sa-] - red star/ Ruby  ;semmai- red; mani- jem .  

Ninnuam  has the consonants  - an -ma - and the  original Tamil   name is  Sem 
Muni [ missing letter- sa-] –Siva . 

Ninnuam  has the consonants  - an -ma - and the  original Tamil   name is Pachchai 
Mani –Emerald  / Siva; pachchai- green ; mani- jem  . 
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                              Conclusion   
1.It seems  that  the Tamil  is the  mother of all languages and the  words of 
various  languages  are  formulated  form the  Tamil  word   by  jumbling the 
consonant  letters of Tamil words  of similar meanings .  The classical examples to 
support  this  view  are  the  words  like  ,  Greek – paidos  / podiyan / podi + aan ,  
Latin - cephalus /  uchchi  enpu  kalam ,  Latin - cardia  / kuruthi pai ,  Latin  -
cartilages/  kuruththu ellukal ,  Latin -  alcohol  /  kalankkal , Greek –ouron/  urine 
/ neer/ siru neer   ;  Greek – psyche / akam / mind  , holy / kalankkam  illa  / not  
tainted  , bible / panai  olai nool/ palm leaf  book  , Sumerian Marduk –Thiru 
Murugan ,  Greek- edema/ oaatham  ;  sodomy  -sooththai adiththidanum / 
yaeththidanum /to do anal  intercourse  , Victor-  vettri  kandavar – one who  has 
attained victory , Victoria - kottravai –Tamil  goddess of war and victory  ,  Hebrew 
- shnath  / saayanum / to sleep /repose , Saul’s daughter  Mikal – makal /daughter 
, Hebrew - kalakh / mana  vizhaa  makal /bride ,  Hebrew [  son of  Lot  ] - Mowab / 
movan/ son  , Hebrew  [  a son of  Abraham  ]  - Midyan /  mainthan / son  , 
Hebrew  - Adam /  motha mainthan  /first man  , Hebrew - Abel [ a  son of Adam ] 
/ ilaiya pillai –younger  son , Hebrew-  Cain [ a  son of Adam ] / makan- son,  
Hebrew – layil / night – al  ;  Skt – maranam /death – maraiya /disappear ;  say [E] 
- asai  [to move the tongue]   etc  ;   

 

paidos [Greek ]  has the consonants – pa-  the  -[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  podiyan  - little boy   ;  podi- small  ; aan- male . 

cephlaus  [Latin ] has the consonants- ka- pa - la-[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  uchchi  enpu kalam- bone vessel  ;  enpu- bone ; kalam- vessel ; uchchi –
top . 
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cardia [ Latin ] has  the consonants- ka- Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuruthi pai [ missing  letter- pa-]  – blood   bag  ; kuruthi-  blood ;  pai- bag . 

 cartilages [Latin ]  has  the consonants- ka- Ra- the-la-ka- [-sa-] -   and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kuruththu ellukal  – tender bones; kuruththu- tender  ; ellu –bone. 

 alcohol [Latin] has  the consonants- la – ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalankkal – toddy /liquor .   

ouron [Greek] has  the consonants- Ra  -an- and the  original Tamil  word is siru 
neer  [ missing  letter- sa-] – urine ; sirumai- lowness; neer- water.  

psyche[ Greek ] has  the consonants- [-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  akam-   mind/ soul . 

holy has  the consonants- ka-  la- and the  original Tamil word is  kalankkam  illa  
/azhukku   illaa   - without stain  /dirt ; kalankkam- stain ;azhukku-  dirt; illai- nil  . 

*bible  has  the consonants- pa-  la- and the  original Tamil word is   panai oaalai  
nool – palm leaf book ; panai- palm ;oaalai- leaf; nool- book . 

Marduk [Sumerian ] has  the consonants- ma- Ra- the – ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is   Thiru Murugan – sun god  of Tamil  people; thiru- holy . 

*edema [ Greek ]  has  the consonants –the- ma- and the  original Tamil word is   
oaatham- edema /  water / sea / flood . 

sodomy  has the consonants   -sa  -the- ma and the  original Tamil word is 
sooththu  adiththidanum/ yaethhtidanum   -to sodomize   ; sooththu –buttock . 

 Victor  has the consonants - va -ka the –Ra - and the  original Tamil word is vettri  
kandavar  -the victor; vettri –victory . 

 Victoria has the consonants - va -ka the –Ra - and the  original Tamil word is 
kottravai- Tamil goddess of war and victory.  

 *Mikal [ Saul’s daughter  ] has the consonants- ma- ka- la- and the  original Tamil 
word is makal- daughter.  
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 kalakh [Hebrew]  [bride] has the consonants-  ka- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil 
word is mana vizhaa  kaanum [ kaliyaana]  makal – bride ; manam-  marriage ;  
vizhaa- function; makal-  daughter .  

 Movab [ son of Lot ] has the consonants- ma – va- [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil 
word is  movan / mavan  - son   ;  makavu –child  ;  mava- daughter . 

Midyan [ son of Abraham ] has the consonants- ma- the- an- and the  original 
Tamil   word is  mainthan- son.  

Adam[ first man] has the consonants- - the-  ma-- and the  original Tamil   word is  
motha  maanthan –first  man; motha- first ; maanthan- man . 

Cain [son of Adam] has the consonants- ka- an- and the  original Tamil   word is   
makan- son ;  Kaman- farmer.  

Abel [ son of Adam] has the consonants- pa- la-- and the  original Tamil   word is    
pillai- child  ;   aan  pillai-  male child ;   ilaiya  pillai - younger child   ; aan- male;  
ilamai- youth ;   payal-  shepherd.  

 Sarah has the consonants – [- sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil   word is  urimai- 
wife /rights /slave.     

Sarah has the consonants – [- sa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   paari  / paarya [ missing  letter- pa-]- wife.  

Sarah [ wife of Abraham ] has the consonants – sa-- Ra- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word/ name  is   samsaaram – wife.  

Hegar [ concubine/ wife of Abraham ] has the consonants – ka -- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is veerai –wife  .  

Hegar has the consonants – ka -- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is nagar- wife.  

 Hegar has the consonants – ka -- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
sakasari [ missing  letter- sa-] –wife.  
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Hegar has the consonants – ka -- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
soara naayaki  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  concubine.  

Hegar has the consonants – ka -- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
pari-k-kirakam [ missing  letter- pa-] –wife / concubine . 

 

*Ishmael [ first son of Abraham/ Hegar  ] has the consonants -sa - ma - la-  and the  
original Tamil  word / name  is  semmal- son.   

 Isaac [ son of Abraham/ Sarah ]  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word / name  is  aan   makan- son  . 

Isaac [ son of Abraham/ Sarah ]  has the consonants –sa-- ka- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is ankasan- son . 

layil [Hebrew] [ night] has  a consonant – la- -- and the  original Tamil   word is  al- 
night ; al- moon ;  el-  sun   . 

maraiya [Tamil]  [ disappear ] has the consonants- ma- Ra- and the interpretation  
of the word is  maranam [Skt ] -  death .  

2.It is evident that  there is  no  difference  between the  ancient Tamil  words  
and  the Tamil  words  of  present  times ;  hence the usage of the term  proto 
Tamil  / proto Dravidian  is  to be reconsiderd . 

3. False  positive   interpretation  is  inevitable  with jumbling theory  ; false 
positive interpretations   done  with  ulterior motives  have to be  scrutinized   
carefully  with linguistic eyes.  
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                                                                   Part-2 

                          Interpretation  of   John Halloran’s lexicon  

                                       Sumerian  -  Tamil  dictionary  

 

Note;  

 1.The  consonant  - ka - signifies   sun  /  sky  / heat  / earth / water/ hole  /king  . 

2. The consonant  - Ra  -  signifies   sun  /  fire  /   water /  beauty  / love/ 
knowledge  /  speech /   height  / superior   /  king .  

 3. The consonant  - sa  - signifies   sun /  red  / far away  distance / sound . 

4. The consonant  - the  - signifies    egg  -  universe/   sun /  fire  /  heat   / thunder  
/  moon /  coolness  /  water /  knowledge / speech / father/ mother . 

5. The consonant  -  la / zha    signifies   light /   sound  / moon / shadow / wind / 
rain  / water  /  abundance   . 

6. The consonant  -ma - signifies   the primordial sound  Oam  /   great / big.   

7. The consonant  -pa -  signifies    down /  under  / earth . 

8. The consonant  -an -  signifies    god  /  father / mother  . 

9. The  vowel  - a - signifies  -  far away   

10. The  vowel  -e-  signifies - near by . 
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                                                                       Page- 3. 

 

Note  ;  for better understanding  -  simply  concentrate on the consonants . 

a, e4: n., water; watercourse, canal; seminal fluid; offspring; father; tears; flood. 
[A archaic frequency: 519] interj., alas!. prep., locative suffix - where; in; when - 
denotes movement towards or in favor of a person. def. article, nominalizing 
suffix for a noun or noun clause, denoting 'the'.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  iyan  -father.   

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is   amman  -father.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is    annaa –father.  

aen   has a consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is   maanaa- father.     

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is   munnoan  -father.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanthai /thaatha / 
thaathai  [ missing letter –the -] -  father /daddy    . 

aen   has the consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is   aththan [ missing 
letter –the -] -  father /daddy    . 

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  appan [ missing letter- 
pa-] -father.   

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the   other interpretation  of the word is aagnaan-  
father . 
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aen   has a consonant -  an- and the   other interpretation  of the word is achchan 
[ Malayalam ] [ missing letter- sa-]- father .  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the   other interpretation  of the word is thanni [ 
missing letter- the -] -  water . 

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  oaanam 
– river.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word   
thoani [ missing letter- the -]  -water.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word  
unthi [ missing letter- the -] -  water/ river/ sea . 

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the   other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
thadini [ missing letter- the -] -  river . 

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the   other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
thuni [ missing letter- the -] -  river . 

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the   other  interpretation  of the word is 
neeththam [ missing letter- the -] – sea / flood   . 

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the   other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is 
munn neer [ missing letter- Ra-]-  sea.    

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the   other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
naalaa [ missing letter- Ra-]- water channel . 

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the   other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
anai – dam . 

aen   has the consonant -  an- and the  other interpretation  of the word annam -  
water.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word 
neechchu [ missing letter- sa--] -  flood.  
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aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word 
ampanam [ missing letter- pa-] –water.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  other interpretation  of the word paanam / 
paani [ missing letter- pa-] –water.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word 
punai [ missing letter- pa-] –water/ flood . 

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word  
paasanam [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-]-  flood.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word  
pannai [ missing letter- pa-] -  stream / lake/ river . 

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  other interpretation  of the word  nathi [ 
missing letter- the -] -  river.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word   
aaththu thanni [ missing letter- the -] -  river water. 

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word  
pinnam [ missing letter- pa-] -  tears.    

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word 
sunai [ missing  letter- sa-] – stream  .   

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
thanni  [ missing letter- the -] -  semen .  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word 
thanayan [ missing letter- the -]  -son; nanthanan  . 

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word 
thanaiyaei [ missing letter- the -]  - daughter; nanthanai / nanthini .  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word 
mainthan [ missing letter- the -]  -son . 
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aen   has  a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word  
aan  -son.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word  
manjan – son.   

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word   
meiyyan –son.  

aen   has a consonant -  an- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the word   
soonai  [ missing letter-sa -] -  daughter . 

 

á: (cf., áþi).  

a5: (cf., aka). e: (cf., ég). 

 

 é: house, household; temple; plot of land [E2 archaic frequency: 649; 
concatenates 4 signs]. 

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   manai-  house. 

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   aam / ayanam -  house.   

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   illam [  missing letter- la-] 
– house.   

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   illaalan  [  missing letter- 
la-] – house holder. 

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  nilaiyam  [  missing letter- 
la-] – house/ temple .    

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  moolai  [  missing letter- la-
] – house.    
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e  has no consonant -  and  the  other interpretation  of the  word is  aalayam [Skt] 
– residence/ temple  . 

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   panam [ missing letter- pa-
]-  house.  

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   akam [ missing letter- ka-]-  
– home.  

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   kaekam [ missing letter- 
ka-]-  – home.   

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  vanam [ missing letter- ka-
]-  – home.   

e  has no consonant -  and  the  other interpretation  of the  word is  naemakam  - 
residence. 

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   maadam [ missing letter- 
the -]-  house /abode.  

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   madam [ missing letter- 
the -]- – temple/ mutt  . 

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is idam / thaanam [Skt]/ 
thaani    [ missing letter- the -]-  house /abode/ temple .  

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  thinai  [ missing letter-the-
]-house.   

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   arai [ missing letter- Ra-]-  
house/ room . 

 e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   manai – plot of land  for a 
house . 

e  has no consonant -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   aran manai- [ missing 
letter- Ra-]-  palace . 
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e  has no consonant -  and  the  other interpretation  of the  word is  niyamam  -  
temple . 

 è: (cf., éd) 
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                                                                   Page-4.  

 

e11: (cf., èd). i: n., cry of pain (derived from ér, ír, 'tears; complaint' ?) [I archaic 
frequency: 17]. v., to capture, defeat, overcome (cf., éd, è; i) ì: (cf., ìa). i7: (cf., 
ída). 

e  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is azhu  [ missing letter- zha-] – 
cry . 

 e  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is oli [ missing letter- la-] - cry  

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is aalal [ missing letter- la-]-  cry . 

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is alam /  azhi [ missing letter- 
zha/ la -] pain . 

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is nali [ missing letter- la-]- pain . 

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is noae / noaei - pain . 

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is aai – pain . 

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is saai [ missing letter-sa-]-  
defeat .  

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is oaattu / oaattam [ missing 
letter- the -] - defeat .  

defeat [E]  has the conosnats- the – pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  
padu  -defeat. 

 defeat [E] has the conosnats- the – pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is - 
oothi  poadu   -defeat . 

 defeat [E] has the conosnats- the – pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is -  
adipatta manithan  -  defeated contestant . 
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defeat [E] has the conosnats- the – [-pa-] - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is - 
aattam . 

defeat [E] has the conosnats- the – [-pa-] - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saaithtidu/ sithaiththidu  [ missing letter- sa-]-  defeat.  

defeat [E] has the conosnats- the – pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoappiththidu / uoothi  poadu   -defeat.   

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is pinai  [ missing letter- pa-]-  
capture. 

 capture [E]  has the consonants  -ka - pa -the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aka paduthar -  capture.  

capture [E]  has the consonants  -ka – [-pa-]  -the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kavaruthar – capture.  

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is mayakku [ missing letter- ka-]-  
overcome as sleep . 

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is naku [ missing letter- ka-]- 
overcome.  

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is vaakai [ missing letter- ka-]- – 
conquer;  jeikka [ missing letter- sa-] . 

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is adu  /aattu [ missing letter- 
the -]- conquer.  

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is  saai  / jeyam [Skt]  [ missing 
letter- sa-]  - triumph  . 

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is  pinnam [ missing letter- pa-]-  
tears. 

e  has no consonant  and the  other interpretaion of the word is paashpam [ 
missing letters- pa-  and- sa- ]   - tears.  
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e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is  nen mani – job’s tears.  

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is  taaththu  [  missing letter- the 
-]  -  complaint . 

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is  pini [  missing letter- pa-]  –  
medical complaint  . 

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is  noavu [ missing letter- ka-]- 
medical complaint  . 

e  has no consonant  and the original Tamil word is  arai  murai [  missing letter- 
Ra-]  -  a complaint . 

 

 u: (cf., hà). 

 

 ú: n., plant; vegetable; grass; food; bread; pasture; load [U2 archaic frequency: 
225; concatenates 3 signs]. v., to nourish, support. adj., strong, powerful (man). 
ù: n., sleep (cf., u5 ). [according to S. Lieberman, u, ù, and u4 were pronounced 
/o/] v., to sleep. prep., and; the prospective modal prefix: if; when; after; often 
used as a polite imperative. pron., a pronominal prefix in a compound noun, to 
derive a more specific meaning.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is enpu [ missing letter- pa-]  – 
grass.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is amaiyam -cuscus  grass. 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is ampu [ missing letter- pa-] -  
cuscus  grass.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is apayam [ missing letter- pa-] -  
cuscus  grass.  
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u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is ampai [ missing letter- pa-] -  
cuscus  grass.  

u  has no consonant  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  saamam [ 
missing letter –sa-]-  cynodon  grass.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is kaai  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  
vegetable  . 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is uoon – food.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is unn / unaa -  food.   

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is ayanam  -food.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is aeiyini   -food.  

 u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is uoo -  food.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is poanam  [ missing letter- pa-]  
-food.  

 u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is appam [ missing letter- pa-] - 
bread . 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is paann  [ missing letter- pa-] - 
bread . 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is ochchai  [ missing letter- sa-]  
-fried food.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is maeippu [ missing letter- pa-]- 
pasturing.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is paenu [ missing letter- pa-]-
nourish.  

 u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is uoottm [ missing letter- the-]-
nourishment.  
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u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is muttu [ missing letter- the -]-  
support. 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is thunai   [ missing letter- the -
]-  support.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is sumai [ missing letter- sa-]  – 
load.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is saaya [ sayani]  [ missing 
letter- sa-]  - sleep.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is men pini [ missing letter- pa-]-  
light sleep . 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is kanavu [ missing letter- ka-]  -  
sleep/ dream . 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is aaivai [ missing letter- ka-]  -  
sleeping room . 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is thidam / thinniyam [ missing 
letter- the-]  – strong . 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is aattam /  eedu / thathi  
thinnam / thinmai [ missing letter- the-]  – power.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is munpan [ missing letter- pa-]-  
powerful man.  

 

u(3,4,8): n., an expression of protest; cries, screams; the grunting, panting of 
battle; fight, dispute. v., to bend over.  

u  has no consonant   and the  original Tamil word is azhu  [ missing letter- zha-] –
cry .  
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 u  has no consonant   and the  original Tamil word is oli  [missing letter- la- ] -  
cry/ scream  .  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is aalal  [missing letter- la- ] -  
cry .  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is inai  - cry .  

 u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is urumu [missing letter- Ra- ] – 
grunt.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is aasi [ missing letter- sa-] – 
battle.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is amm- battle. 

u  has no consonant  and the  other interpretaion  of the word is word is samam [ 
missing letter- sa-] – battle.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is sinam  [missing letter- sa-]- 
battle . 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is munai – battle.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is moei – battle.  

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is vaanku [ missing letter- ka-] – 
bending. 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is vanakkam [ missing letter- ka-
] - bending. 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is nunanku [ missing letter- ka-] 
- bending. 

u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is munanku [ missing letter- ka-] 
- bending. 
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u  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil word is thadai [ missing letter- the -]-  
protest . 

protest [ E ]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra - the –[-sa-] –and the  original  Tamil 
word   poaraaattam -   protest . 

protest [ E ]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra - the –[-sa-] –and the  original  Tamil 
word    ethirththu   poaraadu-  protest . 

protest [ E ]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra - the –[-sa-] –and the  original  Tamil 
word    ethirppu – protestation.  

protest [ E ]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra - the –[-sa-] –and the  original  Tamil 
word   maruththu  urai – protest  . 

protest [ E ]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra - the –[-sa-] –and the  original  Tamil 
word   ethirppu / maruppu  poraattaam – protest  ;  ethirppu –protest . 

protest [ E ]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra - the –sa-–and the  original  Tamil word  
arasai  ethirththu  poaraattam-  protest against  the government  ; arasu –
government; ethirkka- to oppose.   

protest [ E ]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra - the –[-sa-] –and the  original  Tamil 
word  amaithi  poaraattam – non  violent  protest ; amaithi- peace ; poaraattam-  
strike . 

protest [ E ]  has the consonants-  pa- Ra - the –[-sa-] –and the  original  Tamil 
word   perum  poaraattam -  big  protest  ; perum- big.  

 

u4: (cf., ud). 

 

 u5: n., male bird, cock; totality; earth pile or levee; raised area (sometimes 
written ù) [U5 archaic frequency: 1]. v., to mount (in intercourse); to be on top 
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of; to ride; to board (a boat); to steer, conduct. adj., (raised) high, especially land 
or ground (sometimes written ù).  

us   has a consonant –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is erumai  / yaeru / 
aanaeru  [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  buffalo/ bull  . 

us   has a consonant –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is moori  [  missing  
letter- Ra-] – buffalo . 

us   has a consonant –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is yaeru  [  missing  
letter- Ra-] -to board. 

us   has a consonant –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is yaeru [  missing  
letter- Ra-] – mount.  

us   has a consonant –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is uooru [  missing  
letter- Ra-] – mount.  

us   has a consonant –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is yaeru [  missing  
letter- Ra-] – ride.  

us   has a consonant –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is uyar  munn [  missing  
letter- Ra-] –raised area ; munn- land/ soil ; uyaram- tall/ height .  

us   has a consonant –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is oaattu [  missing  
letter-the-]- to steer.  

us   has a consonant –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is eduththu  nadaththu  
[  missing  letter-the-] - to conduct . 

us   has a consonant –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is anaiththum [  
missing  letter-the-] -  all/ totally . 

us   has a consonant –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is moththamum [  
missing  letter-the-]- all/ totally ; moththam  -total. 

 

u5: n      
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u6: (cf., ug6 ). 

 u8: (cf., us5 ). 

 

 u18[GIŠGAL]: huge. 

 ugisgal  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mika  valliya- huge ;  colossal  . 

 

u20[ŠE]: barley.  

u20[ŠE] has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is saamai- a millet.  

u20[ŠE] has a  consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word yavai  [ missing letter- 
ka-] –barley . 

 

ab: window; opening; niche, nook (cf., aba) [AB archaic frequency: 384; 
concatenates 2 sign variants (sign also used for èš and aba - for this reading and 
meaning in Fara period, see Krebernik, Beschwörungen]. 

ab  has a consonant-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  puzhai [ missing letter- 
zha-] -  opening / window.   

ab  has a consonant-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pilappu  [ missing letter- 
la-] -  opening.  

ab  has the consonant-  [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  nuzhai [ missing 
letter- zha-] – opening/ window ;  nuzhai =  sannal . 

 ab  has a consonant-  [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  moolai [ missing 
letter- la-]  – nook [ koanam ]  . 

ab  has a consonant-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  purai [ missing letter- 
Ra-] – niche . 
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ab  has a consonant-  [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  maadam [ missing 
letter- the -] -  niche . 

 

 áb: domestic cow (a,'water, liquid', + íb,'middle') [AB2 archaic frequency: 288]. 

ab  has a consonant- [- pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  aa – cow /bull .  

ab  has a consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is pasu [ missing letter- sa-] 
-  cow . 

ab  has a consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  aa  pee-  cow dung.  

ab  has a consonant- [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  sae/ saemaa-  bull.  

ab  has a consonant- pa --and the  original Tamil  word is   pullam [ missing letter-
la-]  –bull.  

ab  has a consonant- pa --and the  other interpretation  of the word is  [ missing 
letter-la-]  –bull [E] .  

ab  has a consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is appu / aapam -  water.  

ab  has a consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is apsu / payasu [ missing 
letter – sa-]  water/ sea . 

ab  has a consonant- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  amm /  aam  /  ayam - 
water.  

ab  has a consonant- pa-and the  original Tamil  word is   amapanam  -water.  

ab  has a consonant- pa-and the  original Tamil  word is ampu – water.  

ab  has a consonant- pa-and the other interpretation  of the word is  payam / 
paani /  paaneeyam /  punai  -water.  

ab  has a consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is paanam/ paani- water 
/drink . 
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ab  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is maiyam - center.  

ab  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  neermam [ missing 
letter- Ra-] -  liquid. 

ab  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is thoayam [ missing  
letter-  the -]  – liquid.    

 

 ib: corner, angle, nook [IB archaic frequency: 252; concatenates 2 sign variants].  

ib has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is koanam [  missing 
letter- ka-] – angle.  

ib has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  mukku [  missing 
letter- ka-] -  corner.  

ib has a consonant- pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is   munaippaana  koompu [  
missing letter- ka-] -  corner.  

ib has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  moolai [ missing letter- 
la-]-  corner.   

 

íb, éb: n., middle; waist; loins; thighs. v., to be angry; to flare up in anger; to 
curse, insult.  

ib  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  idai [ missing letter –
the -] -  waist . 

ib  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ittu  idai [ missing 
letter – the-] -  slender waist . 

ib  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  iduppu [ missing letter 
–the -]  -waist .  
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ib  has a consonant- pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  putti [ missing letter –the 
-]  -waist .  

ib  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  nadu [ missing letter – 
the-] - waist .  

ib  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  madi [ missing letter – 
the-] - waist .  

  ib  has the consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  nadu  maiyam [  
missing letter –the -]  - center.   

ib  has a consonant- pa-and the  original Tamil  word is   appu -  thigh.  

ib  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thodai [missing letter 
–the -] –thigh  . 

ib  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   sinam [ missing  
letter- sa-] - anger.  

ib  has a consonant- -pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  thudippu/ thuni   
[missing letter –the -] –anger.  

ib  has a consonant- -[-pa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  maadi [missing letter 
–the -]  -anger.  

ib  has a consonant- -pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  paamam -  anger.   

ib  has a consonant- -[-pa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is   mannai  -anger.    

ib  has a consonant- -pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  yaechchu  paechchu  [ 
missing letter- sa-]  - curse /scold   . 

ib  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   thittu-[ missing letter 
–the -]  -  scold / curse . 

ib  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is ninthai [ missing letter 
–the -] -  insult.     
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ib  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is adaaththu  [ missing 
letter –the -] -  insult.     

ib  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is mithi [ missing letter –
the -] -  insult.     

ib  has a consonant- pa--and the  other interpretation  of the word is saapam  [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  curse.   

ib  has a consonant- pa--and the  original Tamil  word is theempu [ missing letter- 
the-] -  curse.   

 

ub: corner, angle, nook; a small room [UB archaic frequency: 124].  

ub  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  moolai [ missing 
leter- la-] - corner . 

ub  has a consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  koanam [ missing 
letter- ka-] - angle . 

ub  has a  consonant- pa--and the  original Tamil  word is   periya arai [ missing 
letter- pa-] - a large room  ; periya – big  ;  arai  -room / muri [Malayalam] . 

 

(kuš)ub3,5: a drum.  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-]  –[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn -kanai  - drum .  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa-–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaachchiyam -  drum / musical instrument  . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
aanakam -  drum .  
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kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–[-pa-] -   and the  other interpretaTion of 
the word is  muka  veenai – veena . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa-–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kottu  - vaaththiyam  [ missing letter- the -] – drum . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa-–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
sakandai  [missing letter- the -]  -drum  . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thakkai   [missing letter- the -]  - drum . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kidu  kitti [missing letter- the -]  -musical instrument . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
udukkai -[missing letter- the -] -   kettle drum .  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–[-pa-] -   and the  other interpretaTion of 
the word is  thakunichcham  [missing letter- the -]  - drum . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
koozhai - [ missing letter- zha-] – drum . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhavu [ missing letter- zha-] – drum . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhavu  maelam [ missing letter- zha/la-] -  kettle drum . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
naan  muzhavu [ missing letter- zha-] – morning drum . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–[-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhuvam [missing letter- zha-] – drum.  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–pa--   and the  other interpretaTion of the 
word is  vipu navi – drum kit.  
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kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
veruu-parai [ missing letter- Ra-] –war  drum . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa–[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaavar  murasam [ missing letter- Ra-]  - royal drum  . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–pa--   and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   [ missing letter- Ra-]  -harp [E] .  

 kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–pa--   and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   kinnaaram [ missing letter- Ra-]  - harp .  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-]–[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
nakaraa  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - drum .  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -–pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
paerikai [ missing letter- Ra-]   -drum .  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa--–pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
narampu  isai karuvi  [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  stringed musical instrument . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa--–pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is  saa 
arivuippu  mani  / pirappu  / naera  arivippu mani  [ missing letter- Ra-] - 
announcing   bell  [death/ birth ] . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- sa-–[-pa-]--   and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   moar sing / mukar sing [ missing letter- Ra-]  –  jew’s harp .  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa--]—[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
koal  yaazh  [ missing letter-  zha-]- a stringed musical instrument . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa--–pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is  pan-
eru   narampu  isai  karuvi [ missing letter-Ra-] - 12 stringed musical instrument . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa--]—[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vil yaazh [ missing letter-  zha-] -  a stringed musical instrument [  bow like ] ; vil-  
bow  . 
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kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa--–pa--   and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   saarankki  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - stringed musical instrument . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa—[-–pa--]-   and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   jimdikka [ missing letter- the -] - a musical instrument.  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
sankku  -  conch – as a   musical instrument. 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  kanja 
isai karuvi [ missing letter-Ra-] – cymbols; kanjam-  brass  ; isai- music; karuvi-   
instrument .  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa--–pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
narampu  isai karuvi [ missing letter-Ra-]  -stringed musical instrument ; narampu- 
string .  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa--[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaaththu   uoothu - isai karuvi [ missing letters- Ra- and- the -] –wind  musical 
instrument/ pipe ; kaaththu- wind ; uoothu- to blow  . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- -sa--[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kottu isai  karuvi  –[ missing letters—Ra- and- the -]  drum / percussion musical 
instrument ; kottu-   percussion drum . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka- -sa--[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
urivai  isai karuvi   [ missing letter-Ra-]  – leather musical instrument ; urivai- 
leather ; urivai= vaar . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
koavai  yaazh [ missing letter-  zha-]  - a stringed musical instrument/ harp  . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
akuli [ missing letter- la-]  - – a musical instrument.  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kandai [ missing letter- the -] - -  a musical instrument. 
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kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kallal aaku [ missing letter- la-]  - a musical instrument. 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavil [ missing letter- la-]  - a musical instrument. 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kazhal  [ missing letter- la-]  - a musical instrument. 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalam [ missing letter- la-]  - a musical instrument. 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kinai  - a musical instrument . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kinkini - a musical instrument. 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kilai  [ missing letter- la-]  - a musical instrument. 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaiyaaal aaku -[ missing letter- la-]  - a musical instrument. 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kokkarai  [ missin letter –Ra-] -a musical instrument. 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
padakam [ missing letter –the -]- a musical instrument. 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
pidavam [ missing letter –the -]  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanjiyam - a musical instrument. 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vattanai  [ missing letter –the -] -a musical instrument. 
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kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
moonkil  yazh / vayalin [ missing letter-  zha-] -stringed musical instrument . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
koattu  vaaththiyam [ missing letter- the -] - musical instrument . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
makudi [ missing letter- the -] -  wind  instrument[ snake charmer’s ]  

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa--–pa--   and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   panja [Skt]   / anju   muka  vaaththiyam  [ missing letter- the -]  - musical 
instrument [  drum ] ; anju- 5 ; mukam- face; vaaththiyam- instrument  . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]--pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
pullaankuzhal [ missing letter- zha / la -] – flute / vaen-k-kuzhal ; kuzhal- pipe . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]—[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
yekkaalam [ missing letter- la-] – wind instrument . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]--pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kompu -   wind  instrument/ horn  . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa-[-pa-]--   and the  original Tamil  word is  
naavu / naiyina   isai karuvi  [ missing letter-Ra-]  -a   wind   musical  instrument / 
pipe ; naavu-  tongue . 

kusub  has the consonants -  ka-  sa--–[ -pa--]-   and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   nagaswaram  [Skt] [ missing letter-Ra-] - a   wind musical  instrument 
/ pipe .  

 

ub4: cavity, hole; pitfall. 

ub  has the consonant- pa-and the  original Tamil  word is ponthu [ missing letter- 
the -] - pit/ hole . 
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ub  has the consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   pudai  [ missing 
letter- the -] - pit / hole . 

ub  has the consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  poaththu [ missing 
letter- the -] - pit / hole .   

ub  has the consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  oaattai [ missing 
letter- the -] -hole . 

ub  has the consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thun [ missing 
letter- the -] -hole . 

ub  has the consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thondi  [ missing 
letter- the -] -hole . 

ub  has the consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  puzhai / poozh / 
pollal / pollai   [ missing letter- zha/ la -] -hole . 

ub  has the consonant- pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is pallam [ missing letter- 
la-] -  hole.   

ub  has the consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  illi [ missing letter 
la-] -– small  hole.  
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                                                                    Page- 5. 

 

ad: (cf., ada).  

ád: (cf., adda4).  

ad3,6: (cf., adda).  

ad4: lame, cripple. 

ad  has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   mudam /  mudanthai / 
nondi thanam  -  lameness.  

ad  has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nondi- lame  man  . 

ad  has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   mondi – lame man .  

ad  has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   soththi [ missing letter- 
sa-]-  lame person.  

ad  has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mudam – cripple.   

ad  has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mudaththi – lame 
woman .  

ad  has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thadai – handicap .  

 

 éd, è; i: to go out, emerge; to send forth; to lead or bring out; to rise; to sprout; 
to be or become visible; to appear as a witness (the final d appears in marû 
conjugation) [ED2 archaic frequency: 12; concatenates 2 sign variants].  
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ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoandru [ missing 
letter- Ra-]  – to appear/ emerge  . 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mun  nada- to go 
/walk  in front ; mun- front; nada- walk . 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nada-  go  on.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thempu [ missing 
letter- pa-] -go . 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  poaeidu [ missing 
letter- pa-] - go to ;  etta  poa-  go away . 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  poadu  [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  bring out.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   nadaththu – to  lead.   

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  muthanmai – lead 
/leader .   

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   munn eedu/ munn 
edu  – to  lead.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   munnoadi  -  the 
leader.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  unthu  -rise.    

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maedu – rise.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaenthu  -rise high .   

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maempadu  [ missing 
letter- pa-] -   rise high .  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   uppidu [ missing 
letter- pa-] – rise as  leaven. 
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ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mottu  -bud/ shoot.   

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  anuppidu  [ missing 
letter- pa-]- send   /send away .   

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoondu  -send . 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is uthayam 
[Skt] – appearance .  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the   other interpretaion of the word is   saadai [ 
missing letter- sa-] – appearance ;  aasaattam – indistinct  aapearnce.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the   other interpretation  of the word is saatchchi 
[ missing letter- sa-]  - witness.  

  

 èd, e11: to exit; to rise; to descend, set; to bring down (or up); to import; to 
fetch; to remove; to drain (è- dè(-d) in marû).  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maedu  -rise.    

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  yanthu  -rise high .   

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maempadu  [ missing 
letter- pa-]- to  be pre eminent .  

*ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  edu  -fetch . 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  attu  -bring.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  eenidu – bring  forth  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  peththu  edu missing 
letter- pa-] -  bring forth  /  beget .  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  undu  pannu  [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  bring  about.   
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ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   poadu [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  bring  out.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   mudi -  bring to an 
end . 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   inaiththidu -  bring 
together.    

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thoththi  pidi [  
missing letter- pa-] - bring  / fetch  as a woman to her paramour.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   amaiththidu  -to set/   
bring together.     

ed   has a consonant – the- and the original Tamil  word is  nadu / naattu - set  up .    

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pathi  [ missing letter- 
pa-] -to set.     

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nanthu /  thini -  set/ 
encase  . 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is aththami 
/ aththamanam [Skt] -  set as the sun ;   set [E]  - saainthida –Tamil .   

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   padu [ missing letter- 
pa-]  -to set  as the sun . 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  sendai  /soadu  [ 
missing letter- sa-] –set/ pair .  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   oadu – run /leave .   

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is aththam -  way .  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is thadam  -way .  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai –way .  
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ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  poeidu [ missing 
letter- pa-] – go / depart/ to set  out  .      

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  puthaa  [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  door.   

ed   has  a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paathai [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  way. 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  path [E]  [ 
missing letter- pa-] . 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thoompu [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -  outlet / drain /gutter . 

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thada/ thatti / thoatti  
-  door.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ottu -  remove.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   sinthu [ missing letter- 
sa-] -   remove.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thudai – remove.   

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thumi  -remove.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thani  -remove.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaattu – remove.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   nuthu – remove.  

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is   maattu  -remove.   

ed   has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is    saainthidu [ missing 
letter- sa-]- to  descend ; padu . 
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íd: (cf., ída). 

 id4,8, it4: (cf., itud).  

 

ud, u4: n., sun; light; day; time; weather; storm (demon) [UD archaic frequency: 
419]. prep., when; since.  

*ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is Udu- sun/ planet. 

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is Anjittan [ missing  
letter- sa-]-  sun .  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Sandan [ missing letter- 
sa-]--sun  as the  source of heat . 

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Soothan   [ missing 
letter- sa-]--sun  .  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  sedi [ missing letter- sa-
]-  light.   

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  other interpretation of the word is soatta [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  light.  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  other interpretation of the word is thaesu 
missing letter- sa-]- light.  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  other interpretation of the word is Jothi [Skt]  [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  sun .  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Sen -thee- divine fire.  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Aathi /  Aathan  /Aten 
[Egyptian ] /Athiththan  -sun.  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  other interpretation of the word is  Uthayan 
[Skt] – sun  . 
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ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  other interpretation of the word is  Thapan  
/Thapanan  / Paathu / Paeethan / Peethu [  missing letter- pa-]-  sun.    

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  other interpretation of the word is theepam [  
missing letter- pa-]- light.   

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thuni–light.  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Thaaman  -sun.  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  other interpretation of the word is Thaama 
Nithi – sun as the  treasure of light.   

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  other interpretation of the word is Thina Mani 
/ Thina  Naathan – sun.  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  other interpretation of the word is Manthi  -
sun.  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  other interpretation of the word is saayaa 
pathi [ missing letters-  pa- and -sa-]  - sun as the  husband  of Chaya .  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is aatchchi [ missing letter- 
sa-] - day.  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the other interpretation of the word is  thinam- 
day ; niththam- daily.    

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the other interpretation of the word is eppoathu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –when.    

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the other interpretation of the word is nodi-  
second . 

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the other interpretation of the word is nimidam- 
minute. 

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the other interpretation of the word is amathi  -
time.  
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ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  idai -  time.  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the other interpretation of the word is tayan – 
time.  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is nadai – times . 

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaethi – time/ date.   

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the other interpretation of the word is  date [E].  

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  muthan  -since.   

ud  has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pootham [ missing 
letter- pa-]- demon  ;  seththa pinam- dead body   .  

 

 úd[ÁŠ]: emmer (wheat).  

úd[ÁŠ]: has the consonants - the-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  thivasam-  
missing  letter- ka-] -  grain . 

ud as has the consonants - the-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  koathumai 
mani  [  missing  letter- ka-]  -  wheat grain ; mani- grain/ jem .  

ud as  has the consonants - the-  [-sa-]- and the  other interpretation  of the  word 
is  thaaniyam- grain . 

ud as  has the consonants - the- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thinai-  a 
millet.  

 

ud5: (cf., ùz).  

ag: (cf., ak).  

ég, ék, íg, e: n., levee, embankment, dike, bund (a, e4 , 'water', + ig, 'door') [EG2 
archaic frequency: 12; concatenates 5 sign variants]. v., to water; to speak, say (e 
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= sing. marû, plural hamtu, and plural marû; cf., dug4 , also di); to do (as auxiliary 
verb preceded by a noun). demonstrative pron., this one; in the immediate 
vicinity; suffixed to ergative agent. prep., locative/terminative suffix - in; toward.  

eg  has  a  consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanku  -dam .  

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kayam -  tank .    

eg  has  a  consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   aavi  -tank.  

eg  has a  consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ka nei  -well / small tank 
;  ka=  water.  

eg  has a  consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  anai  karai  [ missing 
letter- Ra-] – bund.  

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  anai-k-kattu [ missing 
letter- the -]-  dam.  

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kondam  [ missing  
letter- the -]--dam.   

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kam / kayam – water.  

  eg  has  a  consonant - ka -and the   other interpretation of the word is  aqua  -
water . 

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is  vayam /  
vanam/ vaani / vaayam  –water.   

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is  kunjam /  
kusam / seevanam/ vaasam  [ missing letter- sa-] – water.   

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaevu  -speak . 

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vasani [ missing letter- 
sa-] – speak  . 
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eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  seika [ missing letter- sa-
]  - do .  

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is samaikka [ missing letter- 
sa-]  - do .  

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is pannuka [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  do .  

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is aakkuuka  -do/ make  .  

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is noakkuka  -do .  

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is muyanku – do .  

eg  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is noakki – towards.  

 

ig: door, entrance [IG archaic frequency: 43; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

ig  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mukam-  entrance.    

ig  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kathavu [ missing letter- 
the -] -  door . 

ig  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavaadam [ missing 
letter- the -] - door . 

ig  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   koakathavu [ missing 
letter- the -] -  big door.  

ig  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  madippu  kathavu / 
madakku  kathavu [ missing letter- the -] -  folding door.   

ig  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kannadi kathavu [ missing 
letter- the -] - glazed door; kannaadi- glass .  

ig  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kai -k- kathavu [ missing 
letter- the -]  -trap  door.  
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ig  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kathavu  vakai [  missing 
letter- the -]  – panel  door.    

ig  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kadai mukam [ missing 
letter- the -]  - entrance  .  

  ig  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaayil [ missing letter- 
la-] – entrance  . 

ig  has a consonant- ka -and the   other interpretaion  of the word is aa -vaesanam 
/ vaesam [  missing letter- sa-]- entrance.  

ig  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   pakkakam  [ missing 
letter- pa- ]  -back  door.    

ig  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   aka vaai  -door frame . 

 

 ug(2): lion; anger, fury; storm. 

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  original  Tamil  word is  munivu / munaivu  -
anger.   

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  original  Tamil  word is   vemmai -  anger.  

ug  has aaaa consonant  -ka -and the  original  Tamil  word is   mookkam -  anger 
/rage [ moorkam ]  . 

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  original  Tamil  word is   kaaya  vaekam   / 
vaekam   -anger.  

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  original  Tamil  word is  koavam  -anger.   

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is koapam [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  -anger.    

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   aavaesam / 
miku  sinam  [ missing  letter- sa-]- anger/ rage. 
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ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  original  Tamil  word is  sekkam [ missing  letter- 
sa-]- anger.  

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  nichchu  
vasanam  [ missing  letter- sa-]- anger.  

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  original  Tamil  word is  venjam / ven - jinam [ 
missing  letter- sa-]-  anger/ rage .   

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  original  Tamil  word is   vempu  [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  rage.  

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  other Tamil  interpretaion  of the word is   van 
maan – lion.  

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  other Tamil  interpretaion  of the word is  aei- 
vaai  maan  - lion.  

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil word is  vayamaa - lion.     

ug  has a consonant  -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  sinkam [ 
missing letter –sa-]-lion.      

 

 ug4,5,7,8: n., death; dead person. v., to kill; to die (singular and plural marû 
stem; plural hamtu, which is sometimes reduplicated; cf., úš) 

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is saavu [ missing  letter- sa-
] –death;  savam =  dead body . 

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is saaku [ missing  letter- sa-
] - to die.  

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maaika- to  die. 

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  makka- die  as  the tree  

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  manku – die.  
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ug  has a consonant- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is savam [ Skt] [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - dead body  . 

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   aavi  -spirits . 

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  iku- kill 

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaikka- kill. 

 ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maaikka- kill  . 

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  neeekku – kill . 

 ug  has a  consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  veekku- kill . 

 

ug6, u6[IGI.É]: n., amazement; gaze, glance (['EYE' + 'HOUSE']). v., to look at; to 
stare at, gaze; to be impressed. adj., astonishing.  

ug   has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaanka- to look  . 

ug   has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  noakkuka - to look . 

ug   has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  nokakam – glance . 

ug   has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   viyakka- to astonish.  

ug   has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    unniththu/ uththu  
noakkuka [ missing  letter- the -] – to watch / gaze . 

ug   has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   noattam viduka [ 
missing  letter- the -] - to watch .  

ug  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil word is  kankaanikka- to watch   . 

ug  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil word is  kann- noakku -  glance.  

ug  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil word is   kan  veechchu -  gaze .  
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ug  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil word is   eerkka [ missing letter- 
Ra-]-  to impress.  

ug  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil word is   kavara [ missing letter- 
Ra-]-  to impress.  

ug  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil word is uraikka  vaikka [ missing 
letter- Ra-]-  to impress.  

     

ág: (cf., ága). 

 ùg: (cf., ùña). àþ;  

uh: (cf., laþ).  

 

uh(3): lice, louse; nit; flea; moth; insect, parasite, vermin [UÞ3 archaic frequency: 
14; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

 uh is read as  uk. 

uh has the conosnant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  yookam-   louse.    

nit [E]   has the  consonant-  an -the - and the  original Tamil word is paen  muttai  
[ missing letter- pa-]  - nit.    

uh has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is poochchi  vakai  [  missing 
letters-  pa –and- sa-] – flea / moth -  a kind  of fly  . 

uh has  a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vittikai  [ missing letter- 
the -]  - moth . 

uh has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vandu  [ missing  letter- 
the-]-  insect.   

uh has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kosuku [ missing letter- 
sa-]  – fly / mosquito.  
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uh has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is makki -  fly . 

uh has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is machchikai [ missing 
letter- sa-]  – fly. 

uh has a consonant  -ka- and the othe rinterpretaion of the word is  seeva jeevi [ 
missing letter- sa-] - parasite .  

parasite[E]  has the consonants-  [- pa-]  –Ra- [- sa -] –the-   and the  original Tamil  
word is ottu uyiri – parasite .  

parasite[E]  has the consonants-   pa- –Ra-  sa -–the-   and the  original Tamil   pira 
uyirai   saarntha   ottu unni  uyir inam - parasite ; pira- other; saarnthu  - 
dependent ; ottu unni- parasite ;  ottu- to get attached / to stick ;  uyir inam- 
organism . 

 

  úh; uh, ah: phlegm; spittle; slaver, froth; aste; venom; malice. 

uh is read as uk . 

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   Kavam - phlegm . 

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   koazhai [ missing letter- 
zha-] – phlegm . 

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kapam [ missing letter- 
pa-] -phlegm . 

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaasam  [ missing 
letter- sa-] -phlegm . 

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is  seekkai [ 
missing letter- sa-]- phlegm . 

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  vaeka 
naasanam [ missing letter- sa-] – phlegm . 
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uh   has a conosnant  -ka- and the other interpretation  of  the word is   kasai [ 
missing letter- sa-] – paste.  

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vennai- paste .    

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kali / koozh [ missing 
letter- la-]-  paste.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

uh   has a consonat  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is     vaai neer [   missing 
letter- Ra-] – spittle.                                             

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  panikkam [ missing 
letter- pa-] - spittoon .     

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai nurai / nuraikka  [  
missing letter- Ra-]  -froth from the mouth . 

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaalm / kalam [ missing 
letter- la-] -  venom . 

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vev - vaeakm -   virulent  
poison.  

uh   has a consonat  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadum  nanju [ missing  
letters-  the -and -sa-]  -  deadly  poison  .  

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   uravu / kaari / karai / 
karam  [  missing letter- Ra-]  - poison.  
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uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aala kaalam  [ missing 
letter-  la-]- poison.   

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  othe rinterpretaion of the word is  vaalu 
lookam [ missing letter-  la-]- poison.     

uh   has a consonat  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanavu  mooli [ missing 
letter-  la-]-  poison  lilly . 

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the other interpretation  of  the word is  vidam/ 
vathaankam  [  missing letter- the -]-  poison.    

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the other interpretation  of  the word is visam [ 
missing letter- sa-]- poison.  

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pakaimai [ missing 
letter- pa-] – malice . 

uh   has a consonant  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vanmam   -  malice  
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 Page-6.  

 

ak, ag: genitival suffix: 'of' (cf. also, aka).  

 

gišal: digging stick; wooden mattock, pickax; forked hoe with from 2 to 4 teeth; 
spade [AL archaic frequency: 95]. 

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaazhi-   
wooden stick/ log . 

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  koadali- 
[ missing letter- the-] -axe . 

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kunthaali- [ missing letter- the-] - battle axe  . 

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanda 
koadaali [ missing letter- the-] - battle axe  . 

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vandaalam [ missing letter- the-] – pick  axe . 

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kodu 
vaaal [ missing letter- the-] – battle axe.  

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mannil  / 
nilaththil   kuzhi  thonda uthavum- kunthaali- -  axe to dig  a pit; mun- soil; nilam- 
soil;   kuzhi pit; thoanduka- dig . 
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gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is naangu  
pal  konda  kalai koththu- [ missing letters- pa- and-  the-] - weed cutter with  four 
teeth ; naangu- four; pal- teeth .  

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kula –k-
kottu [ missing letter- the-] – small hoe . 

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavai 
kole  vakai -  spade fork . 

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kozhu 
vettu [ missing letter- the-] -  spade . 

 gišal  has the consonants - ka – sa--la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mut saval [ 
missing letter- the-] -  spade fork .  

gišal  has the consonants - ka – sa--la -and the other interpretation of the word is 
sickle [E] . 

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kumal / 
kummal -  sickle.  

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  koon 
vaal  - sickle.  

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
valaivaana  vaal -  sickle; valaivu- bend / arch .  

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  val/ 
vaalam-  sword.  

gišal  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai vaal  
- small sword.  

gišal  has the consonants - ka – sa-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaal 
veechchu -  sword game.  
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gišal  has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai  vaal 
-  trusty  sword . 

gišal  has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vel  vaal 
– shining sword . 

mattock [ E]  has the consonants – ma- the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
munn  vetti -  spade  ; munn- soil; vettu- cut/ dig .  

 

 al: verbal prefix: used immediately before stative verbs; indicates: 1) distance; 2) 
the speaker is not involved; or 3) the lack of a transitive relationship. 

al   has  a  consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ettaththil [ missing 
letter- the -] -  distant . 

al   has a  consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is   tholai nilai [ missing 
letter- the -] - remote.  

 

 íl: (cf., íla). il5: (cf., ili5 ). 

 

 ul: n., joy, pleasure, satisfaction; star; flower; bud; ornament; a capacity 
measure of 36 liters in Presargonic Girsu. v., to glitter, shine. adj., remote, distant 
(in time); ancient, enduring. 

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   izhai -  ornament.  

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalam -  pleasure.  

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thoiyyal  [ missing letter- 
the -]-  pleasure.  

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   thaeniththal [ missing 
letter- the -]- be happy.  
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ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   aral [ missing letter- Ra-]-  
happiness.   

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is yaempal [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  pleasure.    

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  makizha [ missing letter- 
ka-] - to have pleasure.   

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  uvakai kolla [ missing 
letter- ka-] – to be happy . 

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kali / kulaa/ nakal   [ 
missing letter- ka-] -happy . 

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  oli – star / light .  

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vin meenkal [ missing 
letter- ka-]- stars .  

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  anikalan -[ missing  letter- 
ka-]- ornament . 

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   nakaikkal- -[ missing 
letter- ka-]-  jewels . 

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  aalaakku-[ missing  letter  
-ka-] -a capacity  measurement .  

ul   has the consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ulakku [ missing  letter- 
ka-]  - a capacity measurement . 

ul   has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kolalavu / kol -alavu  
kanakku  [ missing  letter-ka-]  –capacity / kilo  . 

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  naaal-  flower.  

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   paliyam / pullam / 
maaliyam [ missing letter- pa-] – flower.  
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ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pinaiyal [ missing  letter –
pa-]-  flower garland.   

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  poo  maalai [ missing  
letter –pa-]-  flower garland.   

ul    has aconsonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  moozh -  flower bud.   

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is malar [ missing letter- Ra-
]- flower.  

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is mulai- bud.  

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is minnuthual [ missing 
letter- the -] –to shine/ glitter . 

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thazhalthal [ missing 
letter- the -] –to shine/ glitter . 

ul    has a consonant- la- and the   other interpretation of the word is  daal 
adiththal  [ missing letter- the -] –to shine/ glitter . 

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thudiththal  [ missing 
letter- the -] –to shine/ glitter . 

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  emaiththal [ missing 
letter- the -] –glitter . 

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pala palappu [  missing  
letters- pa -] – glitter.  

ul    has aconsonant- la- and the  other interpretation of the word is joli  solippu [   
missing letters-  sa -and - pa-]  - shining.  

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  oli sei [  missing letter- 
sa-]-  shine.  

ul    has aconsonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is palaiya  [ missing letter- 
pa-] –  paleo [ Latin] . 
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ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   manthai thaniththal  [ 
missing letter –the -]-  to satisfy  one’s mind.  

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   neeelam – remoteness.  

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is tholai  nilai  [  missing 
letter –the-] – remote.  

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ethaththil / etti  ulla 
missing letter –the -]-  distantly . 

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  saei-maiyil [ missing 
letter –sa-]-  distantly . 

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  neediththal [ missing 
letter –the -]- endure  

ul    has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nilaiththiduthal [ missing 
letter –the -]- endurance   

 

 ùl: (cf., úllu).  

 

ul4: to be quick; to hurry, hasten, harass [? KIŠIK archaic frequency: 21; 
concatenates 3 sign variants]. 

ul   has a  consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   val [ missing letter- ka-
] -  quick.  

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is alaikai [ missing letter- 
ka-] -  harassment.     

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   nooril   [ missing letter- 
Ra-] – quick . 
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ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   malithal [ missing letter 
–the -] -  hasten . 

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   thunaithal [ missing 
letter- the -] – hasten .  

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   midu miduththal [ 
missing letter- the -] – hasten .  

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   oaduthal [ missing 
letter- the -] - hurry .  

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   aattuthal  [ missing  
letter- the -]-  harass.  

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   alaithal [ missing  
letter- the -]-  harass.  

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   ulaiththal [ missing  
letter- the -]-  harass.  

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   thittuthal  [ missing  
letter- the -]-  harass.  

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   ulaippu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  harassing.  

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   ulaichchal [ missing 
letter- sa-]- harassing. 

ul   has a consonant  -  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   eeral  [ missing letter- 
Ra-] - harassing. 

 

 am: (cf., àm and áma).  

ám: (cf., ága).  
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àm[A.AN]: the Sumerian enclitic copula - 'to be', occurs after a noun [e.g., William 
king-is]; who, which, what; (same) as, like (in scholarly lists). 

aan   has a consonant- an and the  original Tamil  word is  enna- what ? 

aan   has a consonant- an and the  original Tamil  word is  yevan [ missing letter- 
ka-]- who .  

 

 im, em: (cf., imi).  

ím: (cf., gim4 ).  

 

(gi)um: a rope made of reeds (cf., umu).  

*gium  has the consonants- ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is akkam -  rope.  

gium  has the consonants- ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  koasaankkam  [ 
missing letter –sa-]-  - a reed.  

gium  has the consonants- ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kappanam [ 
missing  letter –pa-] –fibre rope.  

gium  has the consonants- ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  vadam [ 
missing letter –the -] –thick  cable rope  for drawing temple cars .   

gium  has the consonants- ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  mandakkam  [ 
missing letter –the -] - a rope for drawing  up  divers  at the  pearl fishery . 

gium  has the consonants- ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kachcham  [ 
missing letter –sa-]- – rope to tie beasts . 

gium  has the consonants- ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  varkkam [ 
missing letter –Ra -] - horse rope aroung the mouth . 
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gium  has the consonants- ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  mookknaan-k-
kayeiru [ missing letter–Ra-] - nose rope for cattle; mookku- nose; kayeiru- rope  . 

gium  has the consonants- ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  mani kayeiru [ 
missing letter –Ra -] - a bell rope ; mani- bell/ time . 

 gium  has the consonants- ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  murukku 
kayeiru -  strand rope ; murukku- twist .  

 

an: n., sky, heaven; the god An; grain ear/date cluster ('water' + 'high') [AN 
archaic frequency: 806]. v., to be high. adj., high. prep., in front. 

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is maanam – sky. 

an: n  has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is saenn [ missing letter –
sa-]- sky.   

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  sem maanam [ 
missing letter –sa-]- -  red sky.  

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  vinn / / viyan  / 
vaanam  [ missing letter- ka-] - sky . 

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaanakam [ missing 
letter- ka-] –heaven.   

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  Iyan  -god.   

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  Ammaan -  god.   

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is Mannu  maan -  god as 
the eternal  being.   

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  Pemmaan [ missing 
letter –pa-]  - god.   
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an: n   has a consonant- an- and the other interpretation  of the word is  Ajan  
/Achchaiyan [ missing letter –sa-] -god.  

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is Maasaenan  [ missing 
letter –sa-] -god.  

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the other interpretation  of the word is yoasanan  
[ missing letter –sa-] -god.    

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is Nunni -yaon  -god.  

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is Munnoan –  sun god.  

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is Mei- yan -  god as the 
embodiment  of truth / sun god  . 

an: n   has  a  consonant- an- and the other interpretation  of the word is   eesan [ 
missing  letter –sa-]  - god.  

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sachchaiyan  [  missing  letter –sa-]  - god.  

 an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  Muni – Siva  
/Muniyan /Mani /Maniyan – sun god .  

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   munnae-  in front.  

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  paani / punai  [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - water.  

an: n   has a consonant- an- and the other interpretation  of the word is   annam  -
water.  

 

en: n., dignitary; lord; high priest; ancestor (statue); diviner [EN archaic 
frequency: 1232; concatenates 3 sign variants]. v., to rule. adj., noble. en(2,3): 

en: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is iyan – lord /  priest .  
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en: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is aasaan [ missing 
letter- sa-] - lord/ priest . 

 priesthood [E]   has the consonants  -pa -Ra – [-sa-] - the - ka -the – and the  
interpretation  of the word is  prokiththiyam - priesthood . 

priesthood [E]   has the consonants  -pa -Ra – sa-  the - ka -the – and the   original 
Tamil  word is  Thiru Murugan koa-vilil  / Siva  Peruman sannathiyil / Nata Raajan  
munnilaiyil / karu varai   koodaththil  erunthu   Daevaaram  / Thiruvasakam  
poandra thiru marai  oaatha   padikkindravar  / karkkindravar /  vaetha virpannar /  
Paraiyar / parai saathinar /Poosaari -  priestly  caste – Parayar / poosariyinar / 
oathuvaar -  who  learns to  recite   Daevaaram  and Thiruvaasakam  in the sacred 
sanctorum  of Siva  /Murugan temple; Thiru Murugan - Marduk ;   koa- vil-  temple 
sannathi- temple ; Siva- sun god  of Tamil  people  ; Nata Raajan- lord Siva- the 
dancer ; karu varai- sanctum sanctorum ; karu- embryo; arai- room ;   thiru – holy; 
thiru marai-  holy  scriptures ; Daewaaram- holy  hymn  ; Thiru  vaasakam-  holy 
hymn ; padikka- learn; poosaari  [ poo -sori ] – priest ; poo- flower; soriya- to 
shower.    

en: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  aayan – lord/ ruler.  

en: n   has a consonant- an- and the   other interpretation  of the  word is 
yesamaanan [ missing letter- sa-] – lord  . 

en: n   has a consonant- an- and the   other interpretation  of the  word is eesan [ 
missing letter- sa-]  – lord.  

en: n   has a  consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is naayan – lord.  

en: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is man – lord . 

en: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is emman-  our lord . 

en: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is munnaon  ancestor . 

en: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  maayoan  -diviner.  
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en: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   koanmai [ missing 
letter- ka-] –ruling  . 

en: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  [ missing  letter- 
pa-]-  ruling.  

en: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  athan [ missing letter- 
the -] - noble person.    

en: n   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  erai /  aariyan [ 
missing leter- Ra-] – noble person.    

 

 n., time; enigmatic background [EN2 archaic frequency: 17]. prep., until.  

n   has  a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  mani  -time.  

 

in: he, she; straw; insult, offense, invective [IN archaic frequency: 21].  

in   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  mani  -time.  

 in   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  aanaan  -  he. 

in   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is pen [ missing  letter –pa-]  
-  female.   

in   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  naaru [ missing letter- 
Ra-] -  straw.   

in   has a consonant- an- and the  other interpretaion  of the word is naemam- 
time . 

in   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is paani [ missing  letter –
pa-] – time . 

in   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is maan –time.   
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in   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is yaenam – offence /sin .  

in   has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is ninthai [ missing letter- 
the-]  – insult.  

offence [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is yaenam – offence /sin . 

 invective [E]   has the consonants - an - va – ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   ninthikka  vaendum  - to insult.  

invective [E]   has the consonants - an - va – ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word  
munai  kaedu  undaakkuka- to insult.   

invective [E]   has the consonants - an - va – ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word   
kandum  kaanathu   viduka / mukaththai noakkaathu  viduka - to insult  ; mukam- 
face;   noakka -look .  

invective [E]   has the consonants - an - va – ka- the  - and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   avamathikka  vaendum  -to insult.  

 she [E] has the consonant-[- sa-]  - and the original Tamil    word is  penn  [  
missing   letter- pa-]  –female  . 

 he [E]  has the consonants  ka and the  original Tamil  word is avan -  he ;   
sooththiram ;   ka- va;  va= ka .  

 

un: (cf., ùña). 

 ar: (cf., ara4 ). 

 ár: (cf., ára). 

 àr: (cf., har) 
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 Page -7.  

 

ér, ír: n., tears; lamentation; prayer; complaint. v., to weep. 

er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kan -neer [  missing letter- 
ka-] -  tears   ;  kann- eye;  neer - water.  

er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kurai-[  missing letter- ka-
] - complaint.  

er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  koarani -[  missing letter- 
ka-] -  capitious  complaint .  

er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   kariaya-[  missing letter- 
ka-]  - cry . 

er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  eranka -[  missing letter- 
ka-]  - cry .   

er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is oppari  [ missing letter- 
pa-]- lamentation  song  . 

er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thuyar adithar [ missing 
letter- the -]  – lamentaion . 

er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is mandraadu [ missing 
letter- the -]  –to pray . 

er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is murai idu [ missing letter- 
the -]  –to pray . 
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er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  
eranthidu [ missing letter- the -]  –to pray . 

er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   oathuthar [ missing 
letter- the -]  – prayer.  

er has a consonant-  Ra -and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
thuthiththar [ missing letter- the -] -prayer.   

 

 ir(10): n., sweat; smell, odor, scent; perfume, fragrance [IR archaic frequency: 
53; concatenation of 4 sign variants]. adj., scented, perfumed, fragrant.  

ir n has the consonants-  Ra -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is   narumai -  
scent.  

ir n has the consonants-  Ra -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  narumanam- 
good smell/  perfume.  

ir n has the consonants-  Ra -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is naraa / naari /  
narai -  fragrance .  

irn has the consonants-  Ra -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is   naatram [ 
missing letter- the-] -  odor . 

irn has the consonants-  Ra -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  saampiraani / 
mara  pisin [ missing  letters-  pa  -and  - sa-]   - frankincense . 

odor [E] has the  consonants - the - Ra – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  naattram 
– odor.  

ir n has the consonants-  Ra -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is    vaervai neer [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  sweat.  

 

ir(10), er: v., to bring; to lead away (Emesal dialect for túm, cf., re7 ). 
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ir  has  a consonant- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  konaru [ missing letter- 
ka-]-  to bring.  

ir  has  a consonant- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is varvi [ missing letter- ka-
]-  to bring.    

ir  has  a  consonant- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is niruvu [ missing letter 
ka-]-  – bring . 

ir  has  a consonant- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   aruvaakka [ missing 
letter-ka-]  - to  bring to an end . 

ir  has  a  consonant- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  karu  uyirkka  [ missing 
letter – ka-] –to bring forth  young . 

ir  has  a  consonant- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  peru/ pirappi  [ missing  
letter- pa-] —bring forth . 

ir  has  a  consonant- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   maathiri / mun 
maathiri   [ missing letter- the  -] -lead.  

ir  has  a  consonant- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   munnoadiyar [ missing 
letter- the  -] – leader . 

ir  has  a  consonant- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   nadaththuthar  [ 
missing letter- the  -] -  to lead.  

lead [E]  has the consonants  -the- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  munthuthal 
leading . 

lead [E]  has the consonants  -the- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  munn  
nadaththuthal – to lead.  

Leader[ E]  has the  consonants  -la –the-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thondral – leader.  

Leader[ E]  has the  consonants  -la –the-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
perum muthali [ missing letter- pa  -] -  leader.  
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Leader[ E]  has the  consonants  -la –the-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthaliyaar – leader/ head . 

 

 ir3,11: (cf., arad(2)).  

 

ur: n., dog; carnivorous beast; servant; young man, warrior; enemy (cf., téš) [UR 
archaic frequency: 114; concatenation of 3 sign variants]. v., to tremble. adj., 
humble.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is   maaran – 
warrior.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
amariyoan -warrior. 

ur n has the consonants- Ra -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  maravan [ 
missing letter- ka-]  – warrior . 

ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  original Tamil  word is veeran [ missing 
letter- ka-]  – warrior . 

ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vikkiraman [ missing letter- ka-]  – warrior . 

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is Vanniyar [ missing 
letter- ka-] - warrior caste . 

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  saanaar [ missing 
letter –sa-]-  warrior caste . 

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is sooran [ missing 
letter –sa-]-  warrior . 

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is seru nar [ missing 
letter –sa-]-  warrior / enemy . 
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ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
peemaran [ missing letter –pa-]-  warrior . 

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is irignan – enemy . 

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  porunan [ 
missing letter –pa-]- enemy .  

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  piran [ missing 
letter –pa-]--enemy . 

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  siruni  [ missing 
leter –sa-]- enemy .  

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the original Tamil  word is  anaiyaar -enemy .  

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  annaar – enemy. 

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  maanaar – 
enemy.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  muranaar- 
enemy.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  innaar   -enemy  . 

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the original Tamil word is  noanaar – enemy . 

 ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  paniyaar [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -enemy.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  kinkaran [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  slave /servant.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  thondar [ missing  
letter- the -]-  servant.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  pani nar [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  servants . 
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ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuraikkum  naai  
[ missing letter- ka-] - barking  dog;  kuraikka-to bark; naai-  dog.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kukkuran [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -dog.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
arppan [ missing  letter –pa-]- dog.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
saara  maeyan [ missing  letter –sa-]- dog.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoon  unnum  
kurankam / mirukam / virukam [ missing letter- ka-]- carnivorus  beast  . 

ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kumaaran [ 
missing letter- ka-]- young  man.   

ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   siru  paiyan [  
missing letters- pa -and -sa-] -  little boy;   siru-  little ; paiyan- boy.  

ur n has the consonants- Ra – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   athiranum   [ 
missing letter –the -] –  to tremble . 

 

ur(2,3,4): to surround; to flood; to throw overboard; to drag (over the ground) 
(often with -ni-); to erase, wipe out; to shear, reap, mow (reduplication class) (cf., 
gur10).  

ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   maari- flood.  

ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   neer-  water/ flood.  

ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  aaru – river/ flood.  

ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   poor/ pooram [ 
missing letter –pa-]-  flood.  
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 ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   sen -neer [missing 
letter –sa-]- fresh flood.  

ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eri –throw.    

ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thudaithtu eri- [ missing  
letter- the -] - to wipe out ; thudaiththidu –to wipe; eri- throw.  

 ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is mayirai  uri- shear.  

ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is sarai  
[missing letter –sa-]- shear  . 

ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  aru  -reap.  

ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  payir aruppu [missing 
letter- pa-]-  reap; payir- crop ; aruppu –reap  . 

ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  nooru  -surround  . 

ur  has the consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  sooru [ missing letter- 
sa-]- surround.   

 

úr: floor; base; lap, loins; thighs, leg(s); root; trunk of a tree [UR2 archaic 
frequency: 78]. 

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mun tharai [ missing  
letter- the -] - floor. 

 ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   maram- tree.  

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is arai  -a tree.  

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  aarai  /aar-  axle tree.  

  ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  saar [ missing letter- sa-
]- a tree.  
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ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  saenn maram  [ missing 
letter-sa -]-  a tree . 

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is achhcu  maram [ missing 
letter-sa- ]  - axle tree  . 

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is erusu [ missing letter-sa- ]  
- axle tree  . 

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  tharu/ 
thaaru / thuru/ thurumam  missing letter- the -]  - tree. 

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is mara thadi [ missing 
letter- the -]  -tree trunk.    

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thooru  /aathaaram [ 
missing letter- the -]  - root.   

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   aani vaeru [ missing  
letter- ka-]  – main root . 

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mara  vaeru [ missing 
letter- ka- ] -  tree root.     

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is ankiri  [ 
missing letter- ka- ] -  tree root/ tree.     

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is virukkam 
missing letter- ka- ]- tree. 

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   uooru -   thigh.   

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  arai -  loins/ hip  . 

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  naari – loins.  

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuranku [ missing letter-
ka-]  -  thigh.   
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ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kurukku [ missing letter-
ka-]- loins / waist .  

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   marunku [ missing letter- 
ka-] - waist . 

 ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   kaar  [ missing letter- ka-
] - leg .  

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaaram [ missing letter-
ka-]  –a base   . 

 

 ùr: roof; entrance; mountain pass; beam, rafter (cf., ur(2,3,4)) [UR3 archaic 
frequency: 27; concatenation of 5 sign variants].  

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   aaru -  front  entrance of 
the house.  

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   aari / araram / arari  / 
yaari -door.   

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaayir [ missing letter- ka-
] - gate /entrance.  

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  koorai [ missing letter- 
ka-] -  roof.  

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eravu [ missing letter- ka-] 
– sloping  roof.  

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mara vaarai [ missing 
letter- ka-] - wooden beam . 

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is  kiranam [ 
missing letter- ka-] - beam . 
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  ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   seer maram [ missing 
letter- sa-]-  weaver’s  beam . 

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai maram [ missing 
letter- ka-] –  common rafter.   

ur  has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   arai vaai [ missing letter- 
ka-]- mountain pass.  

 

ur4: (cf., gur10,14) [? UR4 archaic frequency: 41; concatenation of 3 sign variants].  

 

ur5[hAR]: n., liver; spleen; heart, soul; bulk, main body; foundation; loan; 
obligation; interest; surplus, profit; interest-bearing debt; repayment; slave-
woman (cf., har, mur) [UR5 archaic frequency: 34; concatenation of 2 sign 
variants]. inanimate pron., it; these, the referenced; his, hers, theirs. v., to chew; 
to smell; to belch, burp; to roar; to clog, block; to imprison; to be bowed with 
grief; to rub something in; to rent. demonstrative, thus; so; in this way; in the 
same way; followed by a negation: not at all. 

Note  ; har  is  read  as   kar . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vayiru -  heart/ 
stomach . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   unarvu -  soul. 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  arivu -  soul/ 
intelligence.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  aka-yuir -  
indwelling  soul.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  uravi -  soul.  
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 har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word is 
aka karanam / aka karuvi -  mind.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  erikam -  mind.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   karu veeral [ 
missing letter- la-]- liver.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  eerar kulai  [ 
missing letter- la-] - liver.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   eeral  noavu 
[missing letter- la-] – live rdisease.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kal -eeral  
veekkam [missing letter- la-] - enlargement  of  liver.    

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   eeral  karanai  
noai   [missing letter- la-] - liver cirrhosis . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the   other interpretation of the word is 
nakaraa musi / mookai [ missing letter- sa-]-  liver.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is    eeral  vakai 
[missing letter- la-]-  spleen. 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  varaali /  vaal-i 
-iral [missing letter- la-]-  spleen. 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mann  eeral 
veekkam  [missing letter- la-]-  enlargement of  spleen. 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   veppa saaram  
[  missing letters- pa –and- sa-] - enlargement of  spleen.   

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kanaya  neer 
surappi  [  missing letters- pa –and- sa-]- pancreas ; neer- water; surappi- 
secretory  gland .  
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har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word is 
kaarnam – foundation. 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaanam  
parikka [  missing letter- pa-]-  to dig   the foundation  pit.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word is 
aththivaaram  [  missing letter- the-]-  foundation 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   adi  kaar  /  
kadai kaar  [  missing letter- the-]- foundation ; adi- down/ under; kaar-pillar/ leg . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaana  kar-   
foundation stone . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   eraval [ 
missing letter—la-]- loan  . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   urimai-k - 
kadan  [  missing letter- the-]-  obligation as  that  of a son  to support  his  parents  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   karumam – 
specific obligation. 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  akkarai -  
interest  /care.    

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word is 
care [E].   

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kari  sanam [ missing letter- sa-] – interest.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word is  
mano visaaram  [ missing letter- sa-] - care.   

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word is 
nikaram- care.   
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har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kaariyam – concern .  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   achcharukkai / 
echcharikkai [ missing letter- sa-]-  care.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kavarchchi [ missing letter- sa-]-– concern  . 

 har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  varampu  [ 
missing letter- pa-] – interest.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   aarvam – 
interest . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word is   
aarkkam – profit.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kuraivu -  
profit.    

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  varuvaai -  
income.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  varaa-k- kadan 
[ missing letter- the -]-  bad debt  . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  ara vida 
mudiyaa kadan [ missing letter- the -]-  bad debt  . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  naathaar  
kadan [ missing letter- the -]-   irrecoverable debt.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kadan kaaran [ 
missing letter- the -]- debtor.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is thodar vatti 
missing letter- the -]- – compound interest.    
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har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is theera kadan – [ 
missing letter- the -]-   unending  debt . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is arai  vatti/ oru 
vatti / eru  vatti –vattikku  vaankiya  kadan  missing letter- the -]- interest bearing  
loan . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  varavu  -credit[ 
antonym]  .  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is koorpu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – excess.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is arivai- woman.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is yaevar  penn [  
missing letter- pa-] -  slave  woman .   

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is kaarikai –
woman . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the other interpretaion  of the word is   
naarikai- woman . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is kannaaraavi -  
grief. 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is aaravaaram – 
grief.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the other interpretaion  of the word is   
kavarchchi [ missing leter- sa-]-  grief.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kavara – 
grieving.    

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mana-k-kurai  -
grief.  
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har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vayiru  eriya  -  
burning  of stomach / grief.   

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaram - rent 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  manai  theervai 
[ missing letter- the -]-  ground  rent . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  varuvaai  -
rents.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  manai  vari -  
quit rent . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kori -  chew/ 
nibble .  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is karuvu– nibble. 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  nukaru  -to 
smell. 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  mukaru  -to 
smell.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  yaevarai – 
belching.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  thaekkaravu [ 
missing letter- the -]-  belch.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is vayiru  poruma [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  burping  of stomach . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is urumuka – to 
roar. 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
karjikka [ missing letter – sa-] – roar.  
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har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is sirai vaikka [ 
missing letter – sa-] – to  imprison.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is van  sirai [ 
missing letter – sa-] –   rigorous  imprisonment . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
kaarakam / kaavar  akam– prison.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
Kaara kirakam- prison . 

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  thaduththu  
niruththuka [ missing letter- the -]-  to block.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  and the original Tamil  word is  arravuka- to 
rub.  

har  has the consonants – ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  uraaika–to rub . 

to rub [E] has the consonants -the - Ra-  [-pa-] -  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  marththanam  -rub.  

to rub [E]   has the consonants -the - Ra-  [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
uraaithar -  to rub.  

to rub [E]   has the consonants -the - Ra-  [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaeiththar – to rub . 

to rub [E]   has the consonants -the - Ra-  [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
theetruthar –to rub .. 

 

  iur11: (cf., uru4 ). 

 as: (cf., asa).  
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us, uzmušen: domestic goose or duck (cf., bibad) (loanword into Akkadian) [US 
archaic frequency: 18; concatenation of 2 sign variants]. 

  us has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  interpretation of the word is koakam  
[missing letter- ka-]  - ruddy goose . 

us has a consonant- sa--and the  interpretation of the word is sakkara vaakam  [ 
missing  letters- ka- and- Ra- ]  - ruddy goose.  

us has a consonant- sa--and the   original Tamil  word is  senkiluvai  [missing 
letters- ka- and- la-]-  wild duck  with a reddish breast.  

us has a consonant- sa--and the   original Tamil  word is  sendu  vaaththu  [ 
missing letters- ka -and -the -]- -comb duck . 

  uzmusen  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ma – [-sa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  
word is annam -  swan . 

duck [E]  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaaththu  -
duck.  

 

 ús, úz [UŠ]: n., side, edge; distance; in geometry: length; height; vertical; 
perpendicular. v., to follow; to drive; to come near to, reach; to let reach; to 
transport, bring; to join; to be next to, border; to moor, dock; to lean against (cf., 
gíš).    

us  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is andai [missing  letter- 
the -] –side.  

us  has a consonant- sa--and the  original Tamil  word  is  uchchi -top / height . 

us  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is ottu [  missing  letter- 
the -]  –edge/ border  . 

us  has a consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word  is  simmu – border.  
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us  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is etta / ettam – [ 
missing  letter- the -]  - distant . 

us  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is  neeetam [ missing  
letter- the -]   - length . 

us  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is  oadu  [  missing  
letter- the -]  – run/ follow . 

us  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is  odi / oattu [  missing  
letter- the -]  –drive . 

us  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is  adai/ adainthidu  [ 
missing  letter- the -]  – reach . 

us  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is  adaiya seithidu  [ 
missing  letter- the -]  – to let  reach; adaiya –reach / attain  . 

us  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is  inai- join/ moor/dock. 

us  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is  pinai [ missing letter- pa-
]  - join.  

us  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is saai/ saainthidu [ missing  
letter- the -]   –to lean .   

us  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is adaththathu [  missing  
letter- the -]   -  the next one . 

us  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is yedu [ missing  letter- 
the -] –take .   

 

 us5, u8: mother ewe, adult female sheep [US5 archaic frequency: 86].  

us  has a consonant- sa -and the  interpretation  of the word is  sheep[E]  [ missing 
letter- pa-] . 
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us  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is   asam- sheep . 

us  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is sechchai  -sheep.     

us  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is   ayam- sheep.   

us  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is  pasu [ missing letter- pa-]  
- cow . 

us  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is  moodu  [ missing 
letter- the -] -  female sheep ;  maedam / maendam  /aadu   -ram . 

us  has a consonant- sa- -and the  original Tamil  word  is  sae-  bull.   

us  has a consonant- sa- -and the  original Tamil  word  is  saemaa-  bull.   

us  has a consonant- sa- -and the  original Tamil  word  is  pooni [ missing letter- 
pa-] - bull   . 

us  has a consonant- sa- -and the  original Tamil  word  is   anjam-  white bull.  

us  has a consonant- [-sa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word  is  naampan [ missing 
letter-pa-] - bull  calf.  

us  has a consonant- [-sa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word  is  panni  [ missing 
letter-pa-]- pig.   

us  has a consonant- [-sa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word  is   yaen – pig.  

 

aš: one; unique; alone.  

as  has a consonant- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is   en  onnu  - numerical 
one; en- digit; onnu- one.  

as  has a consonant- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is  thaniyaa [ missing 
letter- the -] – alone. 
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as  has a consonant- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is   oththaiyaa  [ missing  
letter- the -]- alone /single  .  

as  has a consonant- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is  thani  thnmai  
udaiyathu  [  missing  letter- the -]- unique    . 

 the unique [E]   has the consonants- the - an  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thani  thanmai  konda -  unique ; thani- individual; thanami- nature; konda –have. 

the unique [E]   has the consonants- the - an  -ka - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is vinoathamaaka – unique.  

  

aš(5): spider. 

as  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is  pottu poochchi [ missing 
letters- pa –and- the -]- spider.  

as  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is  poochchi [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  insect/  bug / pest .   

as  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is  paachchai [ missing 
letter- pa-] - an  insect  . 

as  has the consonant- [-sa -]-and the  other interpretation  of the word is  bee [E] 
[ missing letter- pa-]. 

as  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is   sempi [ missing letter- 
pa-] - black  bee.  

as  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is    paenn [ missing 
letter- pa-]- louse.  

as  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is   sokkaan [ missing letter- 
ka-]-  rice bug.   

as  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is  ukunam [ missing 
letter- ka-] - bed bug;  oaakanm -  bug.    
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as  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is yookam [ missing 
letter- ka-] -  louse.    

as  has a consonant- sa--and the  original Tamil  word  is  machchikai [ missing 
letter- ka-]- fly.  

as  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is  unni- flea . 

as  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is ee / iyam -  fly.   

 

 áš: n., wish; curse (abbreviated tàš ?, ašte ?) [AŠ2 archaic frequency: 5]. v., to 
desire; to curse. 

as  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is manam -  desire/ 
mind .  

as  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is ennam -  desire .  

as  has a consonant- sa -and the   other interpretaion of the  word  is  aasai / 
ichchai -  wish.  

as  has the consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is nasai -  desire.  

as  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is  aani – desire.  

as  has a consonant- sa--and the  original Tamil  word  is  nachchu -  desire.  

as  has a consonant- sa--and the  other interpretation of the  word  is  moasu -  
ardent  desire.   

as  has a consonant- sa--and the  other interpretation of the  word  is  moappu [  
missing letter- pa-] -  desire.  

as  has the consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is  nayam -  desire.   

as  has a consonant- sa--and the  original Tamil  word  is  naesam -  desire.   
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 as  has a consonant- [-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word  is  nayappu [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  desire . 

as  has a consonant- [-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word  is  nampu [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  desire . 

as  has a consonant- sa--and the  original Tamil  word  is   paasam [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  desire . 

as  has a consonant-[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word  is   pinai  [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  desire . 

as  has aconsonant-[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word  is paenu  [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  desire . 

as  has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is   yaesu-  curse/ scold.  

as   has  a  consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is  paechchu  paesu [ 
missing letter- pa-] -   abuse/ curse.  

as  has a consonant- sa -and the  other interpretaion of the word is abuse [E] [ 
missing letter- pa-]  .  
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Page- 8.  

 

aš3,4,8: six (ía, 'five', + aš, 'one').  

as has a consonant-sa-and the  original Tamil  word  is su [ Tamil  numerical letter] 
-   aaru / 6.  

as has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word  is en onnu- numerical 
one; en- numerical; onnu- one . 

ia has no consonant- and the  original Tamil  word  is  anju [ missing letter- sa-]- 
five.  

 

eš: n., many, much. v., to anoint. adv., adverbial force suffix (sometimes followed 
by -šè). 

es   has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is manja  poosu [ missing 
letter- pa-] –to anoint with turmeric ; poosu   –anoint ; manja - turmeric.  

es   has a consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is ennai poosu / nei  poosu 
[ missing letter- pa-] –to anoint  with oil ; ennai- oil.  

es   has a consonant- [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is  appu -[ missing 
letter- pa-] - apply . 

es   has a consonant- [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is panmai-[ missing 
letter- pa-] -many . 

anoint[ E]  has the consonants – an-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nei  
aadu – to apply  oil;  nei- oil. 
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 éš: (cf., éše). 

 

 èš: shrine [AB archaic frequency: 384; concatenates 2 sign variants].  

es  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is saethiyam  [ missing  
letter- the -] -shrine . 

es  has a consonant- sa- and the other interpretation of the word is   sannathi   [ 
missing  letter- the -] -temple . 

es  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is nilayam/ illam  [ missing  
letter-la -]  -temple. 

es  has a consonant- sa- and the other interpretation of the word is   aalayam [ 
missing  letter- la -]   -temple . 

 

eš5,6,16,21: three. 

es   has a consonant- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word  is enn  moonu –  
numerical three ; enn –digit  ; moonu- three.  

es   has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is  sa - naanku /  4.  

es   has a consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word  is su –  aaru / 6.    

 

 iš: (cf., iši). 

 

 uš, ús: n., foundation (cf., gíš) [GIŠ3 archaic frequency: 16; concatenation of 2 
sign variants; UŠ archaic frequency: 101; concatenates 2 sign variants]. v., to 
support, lift; to stand upon. 
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úš has a consonant-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  adi / adi manai  [ 
missing letter- the -]  – foundation / support.  

úš has a  consonant-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  uthaimaanam [ 
missing letter- the -]  –support.  

úš has a  consonant-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  andai  [ missing letter- 
the- ]– support.  

 úš has  a consonant-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  muttu [ missing letter- 
the- ]– support.  

úš has a  consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  oththaasai [ missing 
letter- the- ]– support /aids .  

úš has a consonant- sa-and the  othe rinterpretaion of the word is aamoathi [ 
missing letter- the- ]– support.  

úš has a consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  thunai [ missing letter- 
the- ]– support.  

úš has a consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  undu [ missing letter- the- 
]– support.  

úš has a consonant- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is    udanthai  [ missing 
letter- the- ]– support.    

úš has a consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is thanjam  [ missing letter- 
the- ]– support.    

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaannu [missing 
letter- the -]  - support.    

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   thoon /thoonam 
[missing letter- the -]  - support.    

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  mindu   [missing letter- 
the -]  - support.     
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úš has a  consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is sumanthidu [missing 
letter- the -]  - support.     

 úš has a  consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is   appanai [ missing letter- 
pa-] – support.  

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  aani – support.    

úš has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  inai - support.    

úš has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  nempu [ missing 
letter- pa-] - lift . 

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   edu [missing letter- 
the -]  – lift.  

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   thennu[missing letter- 
the -]  – lift as with a lever .  

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  mindu [missing letter- 
the -]  – lift as with a lever .  

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is yaeththu  [missing 
letter- the -]  – lift.  

úš has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is moodu [missing letter- 
the -]  --  stand as of a chariot . 

 

 UŠ: a length measure, reading unknown, = 6 ropes = 60 nindan rods. [UŠ archaic 
frequency: 101; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

úš has a consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is adi [ missing letter- the 
-] – length measure . 

úš has a consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   needaayam/ nedumai 
/  neettam/ nettam [ missing letter- the -] – length. 
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úš has a consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is ettam [ missing letter- 
the -] – length. 

úš has a consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  neetchchi  [ missing letter- 
the -] – length. 

úš has a consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is   saenn – length . 

úš has a consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  saei – length .  

úš has a consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  saeimai – length . 

 

 úš: n., blood; blood vessel; death [? ZATU-644 archaic frequency: 65; 
concatenation of 2 sign variants]. v., to die; to kill; to block (singular hamtu stem). 
adj., dead.  

úš has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is saa- death.  

úš has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is seththidu [ missing letter- 
the -]  - to die . 

úš has a  consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  madinthidu [ missing 
letter- the -]   –to die . 

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  maainthidu [missing 
letter- the -] –to die . 

úš has a consonant--sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   thunju [missing letter- 
the -]  -to die.  

úš has a consonant—[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thaei [missing letter- 
the -]  -to die.  

úš has a consonant—[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  nanthu [missing 
letter- the -]  -to die.  
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úš has a  consonant—[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  mudi  saai  [missing 
letter- the -]  -to die.  

úš has a  consonant—sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is asupam [ 
missing letter –pa-]-  death. 

úš has a consonant—[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  payanam [ missing 
letter –pa-]- death.  

úš has a consonant—sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is asthamanam 
[Skt]  [missing letter- the -]  - death .  

úš has a consonant—[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the word is antham 
[Skt]  [missing letter- the -]  - death/ end  . 

úš has a consonant—[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
aanantham Skt]  [missing letter- the -]  - death . 

úš has a consonant—[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
nithanam [missing letter- the -]  - death . 

úš has a  consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  mudinthathu missing 
letter- the -]  - death / the end . 

úš has a  consonant—sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is naasam – 
death.  

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  pinam [ missing  letter- 
pa-] - dead body . 

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is mattai [ missing letter- 
the -] -  dead body  .  

úš has a consonant—[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the word is uoonam 
– dead body .  

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is azhan  /azhanam [ 
missing letter- zha-]- dead body .  
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úš has a consonant- sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  samai – kill.   

úš has a consonant- sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  satti  / saaithtidu / sathi /  
saadu / sithai  [missing letter- the -]  – kill . 

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is thadi / thaei  / thudai 
maattu / adu/ idi  /aadu  / thei [missing letter- the -] -  to kill.    

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thadu [missing letter- 
the -]  -to block . 

úš has a consonant- sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  soani – blood  

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  nei – blood  

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  inam- blood  /race.  

úš has a consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   naalam [ missing 
letter- la-]-  blood vessel . 

 

ùš:   placental membrane, afterbirth  

us  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is nanju-  umbilical cord/ 
poison . 

us  has a consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is maa-  umbilical cord.  

 

uš7: spittle.  

*us  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is echchi- spittle . 

 

uš8: foundation place, base.  

us  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is adimaanam   [ missing 
letter- the -]- foundation.  
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us  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is adi [ missing letter- the -]- 
– base.  

 

uš11: venom, poison; spittle, slaver; moistening; spell, charm.  

us  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  nanju-   poison.  

us  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paasanam [ missing 
letter- pa-] - poison. 

us  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pachchai  nanju [ missing 
letter- pa-]  – strong  poison  . 

us  has a  consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   ummiyam- mineral  
poison.  

us  has a consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  vev -vaekam [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  venom  [  venomous - vanmam ]  /   virulent  poison.    

us  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  nanjaan    / nachchaana-  
poisonus . 

*us  has a  consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is echchi- spittle. 

us  has a  consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   echchil / jollu [ missing 
letter- la-]-  spittle.  

us  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhil [ missing letter- la-]-  
charm .   

us  has  a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  maaya  soll  [ missing 
letter- la-]-  charm . 

us  has a  consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  aal [ missing letter- 
la-]-  poison.  
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us  has a consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  poo [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  charm . 

us  has a  consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sei - unayam  - poetic 
charm . 

us  has a  consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  masakku / vasiyam [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  to charm . 

us  has a  consonant- sa- and the  other  interpretation of the word is asunam  
charm . 

us  has a consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  mai / maayam  -spell. 

us  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  naniya-  to moisten.   

us  has a consonant-sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pasumai [ missing letter- 
pa-] – moistness.  

us  has a consonant-sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   pasappu [ missing letter- 
pa-]- moisture . 

us  has  a consonant-sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  nasai – moisture . 

spittle [E]  has the cosonants - sa  -pa-  the - la - and the  original  Tamil  word is  
echchil  thuppal  - spittle; echchil- saliva ; thuppu –spit  . 

  the  spell     has the consonants- the-  sa –pa- la-  and the  origInal Tamil  word is   
maya  sollai  oathu   - to  spell  ; maayam – magic ;    sol- words ; oathu recite  .  

to  spell   [ grammar ]  has the consonants-  the - sa -pa -la - and the  origInal Tamil  
word is  thooya /pachchai   Tamizh  mozhi - yil   ezhuthum   ezhuththai   eduththu 
sollu   -to say the  writing  letters  in Tamil  ; ezhuthu- write; ezhuththu- letter;  
sollu  -say ; thooya- chaste ; pachchai- pure . 

to  charm  has the consonats -the - sa –Ra- ma – and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  suntharam [Skt]  -charm.  
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to  charm  has the consonats -the - sa –Ra- ma – and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  samath-k-kaaram [ missing  letter- ka-] - -to charm / poetic charm  . 

to  charm  has theconsonats -the - sa –Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  
marutchchi – charm / spell . 

to  charm  has the consonats -the – [-sa-] –Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  manthira thodar  -magical spell ;  manthiram- magic ;  thodar – spell . 

to  charm  has the consonats -the – [-sa-] –Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  manthiram / munu munuththar – to whisper .   

to  charm  has the consonats -the – sa-–Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  
siru thira ani mani -  a chaming object . 

to  charm  has the consonats -the – sa-–Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is     
manthiram   oathi    maanthai    kavarnthidu  /vasikariththidu   [ missing letter- ka-
]   – to charm  ;  manthiram- magical words ; manathu –mind; kavara- to attract . 

to  charm  has the consonats -the – [-sa-] -–Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is     manokaram  -aa [ missing  letter- ka-]  -charming . 

 to  charm  has the consonats -the - sa –Ra- ma – and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  vasikaram – aa  [ missing  letter- ka-] – charming . 

to  charm  has the consonats -the –[[-sa-] -–Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mayakkuthar  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -to charm . 

to  charm  has the consonats -the – sa--–Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavarchchi  kootru   [ missing  letter- ka-] –attractive words ; kootru –words  
/saying . 

to  charm  has the consonats -the – sa--–Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aduththavar  manathai   thun vasamaakkuthar [ missing  letter- ka-] -  attracting  
other persons’s mind  ; aduththavar- other person;  manathu –mind ;thun- own . 

to  charm  has the consonats -the – [-sa-]--–Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mayakkum thiramai [ missing  letter- ka-]-attracting  capacity ;thirami –talent . 
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to  charm  has the consonats -the – [-sa-]--–Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  madavaathar –be charming . 

charisma  has the consonants- ka -Ra [--sa -] -ma   and the  orignaltamil  word is  
manokaram /  vasikaram  - charming.  

 hemlock [E]  [ poisonous  plant]    has the consonants  - ma  - la -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is - aalai  kollum  nanchchu  moolikai [ missing letter- sa-] – 
poisonous  herb which   can  kill   a person ; aal- person; kollu –kill; nachchu-  toxin 
/ posion ;  moolikai- herb . 

  

az: (cf., asa). 

uz: (cf., us). 

 úz: (cf., ús). 

 

ùz, ud5, ut5: she-goat [UD5 archaic frequency: 109; concatenates 3 signs]. 

ud  has  a  consonant  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  udu – goat.  

ud  has a  consonant  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is aadu- goat .   

ud  has  a  consonant  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  idi  /aan-aadu  - he 
goat; aan-  male; aadu- goat .  

ud  has a  consonant  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  moaththai / 
maenatham – goat .  

ud  has a  consonant  -the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  maedam -   
sheep.  

ud  has a  consonant  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   sithamai [ missing 
letter- sa-]  -goat . 
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ud  has a  consonant  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paedam  [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -goat . 

 ud  has a  consonant  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is paandi / idapam [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -bull  . 

ud  has a  consonant  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  maadu- cow/ bull 

uz  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is asam- sheep . 

 

 ba: n., share, portion; rations, wages [BA archaic frequency: 523]. v., to give; to 
divide, apportion, distribute; to pay (interchanges with bar). conjugation prefix, 
used when the subject is inanimate and/or non-agentive (intransitive). possessive 
or demonstrative suffix -bi plus nominative -a. 

ba  has   a  consonant - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paku /  panku / 
paakam [ missing letter- ka--]  -divide /  share / portion/ ration . 

ba  has  a consonant - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is thundu  poadu[ missing 
letter- the -]  –divide . 

ba  has a consonant – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  idu [ missing letter- 
the -] -give.  

ba  has  a consonant – pa-and the  original Tamil  word is paaththidu [ missing 
letter- the -] –distribute.    

ba  has a  consonant - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  /   paani  / pappu / 
paya / peiya -give . 

ba  has a  consonant - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  sei [ missing letter –sa-]  
-to  pay  . 

  pay [ E]   has a  consonant- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  uoothiyam[ 
missing letter- the -]   – pay / salary  .   
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to pay [E]  has the consonants -the  -pa and the  original Tamil  word is   
panaththai /  uoothyaththai  oppadaiththidu  /thanthidu – to pay money  /salary ; 
panam- money; uoothiyam- salary ;  thanthidu- give . 

 

 (ku6)ba: a shelled creature (such as a turtle or a snail); a scraping tool. 

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  oadu  
odun-k-ki – [ missing letter- the -] – turtle. 

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   kamadam [ missing letter- the -] – turtle. 

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  koon 
muthuku [ missing letter- the -]  -tortoise.  

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhunkku  aamai [ missing letter- zha-] -  leather back  turtle . 

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  saruku  
aamai [ missing letter –Ra- and -sa-] – land black  turtle . 

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  surukki [ 
missing letter –Ra- and -sa-] – – tortoise.  

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   koorma  [ missing letter –Ra-] - -turtle.  

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   kiraakam  [ missing letter –Ra-]  -tortoise.  

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kachchan [ missing  letter- sa-] - tortoise.  

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   panjaakkam [ missing  letter- sa-] - tortoise.  
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 kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   panja nakam   [ missing  letter- sa-] – tortoise  

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   kachchapam [ missing  letter- sa-] – tortoise . 

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   kachchapa kadaai  /koodu [ missing letters-  sa -and - the  -] – tortoise 
shell/ vessel .  

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kal 
aamai [ missing letter- la-] – starred tortoise.  

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kalvi  [ 
missing letter- la-] –tortoise.  

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaichchi 
[ missing  letter- sa-] – snail . 

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  koon- 
snail . 

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kula 
kaayam  [ missing letter- la-]  -snail . 

 snail [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-]- an- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nanthaali   [ missing letter –the -]  -snail .  

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  sanku  [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - shell.  

 kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  koodu [ 
missing letter –the -] – shell. 

kuba  has the consonants   -ka –[  -pa - ] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thuruvi  
/ thuruvum  karuvi  [ missing letters- Ra- and -the-  ] –scraping tool ; karuvi –tool; 
thuruvu –scrap . 
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 bà: liver; liver model; omen. 

bà   has a  consonant  - pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pichchu  pai [ missing 
letter- sa-] – liver.  

bà   has a consonant  - [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  mookai [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  liver.  

bà   has a consonant  - [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  nimiththam [ 
missing letter- the -] -omen  /time.  

bà   has a  consonant  - [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  munnam – omen  . 

bà   has a  consonant  - [-pa-] - and the  other interpretaion  of the word is 
asanniyam [ missing letter –sa-] – omen.  

 

 ba4: Emesal dialect, cf., gá, 'house'.  

gá   has a  consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  akam-  home.  

gá   has a  consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vanam – home.  

gá   has a consonant- ka -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  naemakam 
– residence.   

gá   has a  consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaikai / jaakai [ missing 
letter- sa-] – house.  

gá   has a  consonant- ka -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  vasanam / 
nivaesanam / vaesam / nivaasam  [ missing letter- sa-] – house.  

 gá   has a  consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pakkam [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  home.  

gá   has a  consonant- ka -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  pavanam  [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  home.  
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gá   has a  consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   mukappu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  house.  

gá   has a  consonant- ka -and the  other interpretaion of the  word is  kaekam – 
home.   

 

ba7: (cf., bar). 
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 Page -9.  

 

be: (cf., bad). 

 

 bi, bé: v., to diminish, lessen; to speak, say (accusative infix b 3rd pers. sing. 
neuter + e 'to speak'); to murmer, chirp, twitter, buzz, hum, howl, cry; mention 
(cf., biz; bi[z]) [KAŠ archaic frequency: 261; concatenates 4 sign variants]. pron., it. 
poss. suffix, 'its' applies to inanimate (things and animals) and collective objects. 
demonstrative suffix, this (one), that (one) - in this sense can occur with animates. 
conj., and. art., the. adv., adverbial force suffix. conjugation prefix, differentiates 
the semantic meaning of certain verbs.  

bi  has the consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  munu munuppu -  
murmur / whisper / hum  . 

bi  has  a consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   iyampu   -say .  

bi  has a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   pannu –say .   

bi  has a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  -saying.   

bi  has  a consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is asai [missing letter –sa-] -
say .     

bi  has  a consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paesu  [missing letter- sa-
] - say . 

*bi  has  a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  -saying.  
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bi  has a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  seppu [missing letter- sa-
]   -say.  

bi  has  a consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is ninai – say.    

bi  has a  consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  asai  [missing letter-
sa-]  -  diminish . 

bi  has a  consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  paadu [ missing 
letter- the -]-  hum   . 

hum[E]   has  the   consonants-  ka –ma- and the  orignalTamil  word is  kinu  
kinukka/ munu munukka – hum .  

bi  has a  consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  oli / imizh [ missing 
letter- la/ zha-]-buzz.  

bi  has a  consonant- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhu / oli [ missing 
letter- la /  zha-]-– cry . 

bi  has a  consonant- pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  munu munuppu  – 
murmur . 

bi  has a  consonant-[- pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  koovu [ missing letter- 
ka-] – howl . 

 

bí: (cf., i-bí). 

 

 bi6 [BA]: to tear; to tear off (with -ta-). 

bi   has a consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is pei  -tear . 

bi   has  a consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pinnam – tear.  

bi   has  a   consonant- pa -and the other interinterpretaion  of the word is 
paaspam [ missing letter- sa-]-  tear  .  
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tear [E]  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
aruththidu – tear .  

tear [E]  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   pariththu 
edu [ missing letter- pa-] – tear.  

tear [E]  has the consonants - the -Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is peeridu  [ 
missing letter- pa-] – tear.  

 tear [E]  has the consonants - the -Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
soornthedu [ missing letter- sa-] – tear.  

 

 bi7: (cf., bìd). 

 bu(3,6): (cf., bur12; bul) [BU: archaic frequency: 393; concatenation of 2 sign 
variants]. 

 

 bu5: to rush around (cf., bul).  

  *bu  has a consonant-  pa- and the  original Tamil  word is paaya-  to rush . 

 

da: n., arm; side; nearness (to someone) [DA archaic frequency: 227; 
concatenation of 4 sign variants]. v., to hold; to be near; to protect. prep., 
comitative suffix, 'with'; copula, 'and' (mainly in Sargonic date texts). da5: (cf., 
dab6 ). 

da has  a  consonant- the -and the original Tamil  word is thoal  [ missing letter- la-
]- arm . 

da has  a  consonant- the -and the original Tamil  word is thunai –arm . 

da has a  consonant- the -and the original Tamil  word is aththaani  /athittaanam  
/aathi – nearness.  
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da has a  consonant- the -and the original Tamil  word is ittu /ithu – nearness.  

da has a  consonant- the -and the original Tamil  word is  muttadi – nearness.  

da has a  consonant- the -and the original Tamil  word is  sontham [ missing letter- 
sa-] -  relative .  

da has a  consonant- the -and the original Tamil  word is  pantham [ missing letter- 
pa-] -relative . 

da has a  consonant- the -and the original Tamil  word is andai –side/ nearness .   

da has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi- foot.  

da has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pidi [ missing  letter- pa-
] - to hold  . 

da has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thottu  aduththu – near 
by  . 

da has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is oam padu / paathidu  [ 
missing letter- pa-] - to protect .    

da has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is paenidu/ petpu / 
pathanam  [ missing letter- pa-] - to protect .    

da has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is anaiththidu  -to protect  

 

 dé: to pour (often with -ni-); to water; to increase, be full; to shape, form; to 
instruct; to sink (for other meanings - cf., de6,2; ég; gù...dé). 

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   attu – pour.  

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  idu – pour.   

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  poadu / peithidu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  – pour.   
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de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  uooththidu  -pour.    

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thanni uooththu- to 
pour water; thanni –water; uooththu- pour. 

de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thanni / thoani  -water.  

de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  amutham –water.  

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   ethadi  -water.  

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  utham / unthi  -water.     

de has a  consonant- the -and the  other interpretation of the word is  mathu  / 
thaen  -water.   

de has a  consonant- the -and the  other interpretation of the word is  usitham [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -water.  

de has  a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   seetham / sunthu 
missing letter- sa-]  -water.  

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   patham / paatham . 
peetham [  missing letter- pa-]  -water.  

de has  a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is puthai /   pathi /  padi  
paainthidu  [ missing letter- pa-] – sink.  

de has  a consonant- the -and the  other interpretation of the word is  santham 
edu  [ missing letter- sa-] – to  have a shape .  

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  udampu  edu [ missing 
letter- pa-] –to have a shape.  

de has  a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is vadivam edu [ missing 
letter- ka-] to  have a shape .  

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaeththu – to  increase.  
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de a  the consonant- the -and the  other interpretation of the word is   thithi – in 
crease.  

de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nanthu – increase.  

de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  midai – increase.  

de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   padai [ missing letter- 
pa-] – form  .  

de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is pindi  [ missing letter- pa-
] – form  .  

de has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  undu  pannu [ missing 
letter-pa-]  – to  give a form . 

 de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   moththamum – all /   
/total . 

de has a consonant- the -and the original Tamil  word is  anaiththum –all/ totally  . 

de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oathi  thaa- instruct . 

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   padippiththidu  [ 
missing letter-pa-]  – instruct  . 

de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  puththi / puththi  mathi  
[ missing letter-pa-]  – instruction  . 

de has a consonant- the -and the  othe rinterpretaion of the word is  poathanai  / 
padippu missing letter-pa-]  – instruction.  . 

 

 dè: ashes; marû form suffix - often indicates a present participle to be translated 
by English -ing or connotes future sense. Used like the terminative postposition -
šè after verbal phrases to indicate intent or goal. 
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de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  podi [ missing letter- pa-
] - ash/ dust . 

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoosu [ missing letter- 
sa-] - ash /dust  . 

 

 de5, di5 [RI]: to advise; to remove (earth clods) (reduplicated). 

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  idiththu  urai -  
advise.   

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  parinthurai [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  advise.  

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eduththu  kooru 
[ missing letter- ka-] – advise. 

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  therivi [ missing 
letter- ka-]  -advise . 

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  arivu uruththu [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -advise . 

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nenju  arintha [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  advised.   

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sor  puththi [ 
missing letters-  sa- and - pa-]-  advice.  

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mannai appura 
paduththu [ missing letter- pa-]-  to  remove earth  /sand .  

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   piriththidu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – remove.  

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is maatru  -
remove.  
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 diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  peyarththidu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – remove.     

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  theerththidu – 
remove.  

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thuraththidu  - 
remove.  

diri  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ariththidu  -
remove.   

 

 de6,2, ðe6: to bring, carry (-ši- or -ta- denote direction); to continue on (singular 
hamtu, cf., tumu2,3, laþ4 ; Emesal ga(14)).  

de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   yedu -  carry.  

de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is    attu  -bring.  

de has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   sumanthidu [ missing 
letter- sa-]  -carry .  

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thookki kondu vaa/ 
thookki  kondu nada [ missing letter- ka-] -  to carry / bring . 

de has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nedumai – continuation.   

 

di: n., lawsuit, case; judgment, decision, verdict; sentence [DI archaic frequency: 
99]. v., to judge, decide; to conduct oneself; to go; to escape (di-dé used as non-
finite marû form of dug4 , to speak').  

di   has a consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is   mudivu [ missing 
letter- ka-] - decision . 
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di   has a consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is   mudivu  edu /  
mudivukku vaa-[ missing letter- ka-] -  to decide .  

di   has a consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is thunipu [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  decision.     

di   has a consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is  mudippu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  decision.     

di   has a consonant- the -and the other interptretation  of the  nithanam – 
decision.  

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is   aaivu  mudivu -[ 
missing letter- ka-] – verdict  . 

di   has the consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is  yaekiduka--[ missing 
letter- ka-] -  to go . 

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is oadi viduka- -[ missing 
letter- ka-]  to flea  / run away . 

di   has a consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is thappiththu  oadu [ 
missing letter –pa-] – escape . 

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is   thattu / oadu  /oattam 
edu  -run / flee . 

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is  nadu- justice  .  

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is neethi- justice .   

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is thandam /thandanai-  
judgement/  sentence . 

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is sattam /satta  thittam 
missing letter –sa-] –law.  
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di   has the consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is   sattaththai naadu 
missing letter –sa-] - law suit; neethi thaedi / nadumai thaedi ; neethi - justice; 
thaedu- search  . 

 law suit [E]   has the   consonants-  la -va – [-sa-] -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   vazhakku  idu – law suit.  

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is nadaththai- conduct. 

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is nun nadaththai-  good 
conduct  ; nun – good;  nadaththai- conduct .  

 di   has a consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is  oathu  -speak/ recite.  

di   has a consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is nodi – speak/ wise 
saying.   

di   has a consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is  naa neetu – speak ; to 
protrude the tongue.  

 di   has a consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is  paadu [ missing letter- 
pa-]   -speak endearingly  . 

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is  athampu  [ missing 
letter- pa-]  - speak intemperately .  

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is  paadanam  [ missing 
letter- pa-]  speaking.  

di   has a  consonant- the -and the   original Tamil  word is  padi [ missing letter- 
pa-]  -  say  /read.   

di   has a  consonant- the -and the other interpretation  of the word is   apiyitham 
[ missing letter- pa-]  –speaking /saying .  

di   has a  consonant- the -and the other interpretation  of the word is   jadaai  [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -  speak  pompously . 
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di4: (cf., tur). 

 

 du: to walk; to go; to come (sing. marû, cf., gin, re7 , súb) [DU archaic frequency: 
299]. 

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nada- to walk . 

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   adi edu  - to walk . 

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai  poadu [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -walk .   

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oadu  -run .  

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  ottam edu  -flee . 

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  munthu  -go  fast.  

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pinthu / pinnidu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -go behind . 

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  munn eedeu -  going 
before.    

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pidi [ missing letter- pa-
]  – go for  . 

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  poeidu [ missing letter- 
pa-]  – go  away . 

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thanappu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  going.   

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   pattimai [ missing 
letter- pa-]-   going astray . 

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  naadu  -go after.   
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du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nadamaattam -  
frequent  goings and comings / going  about . 

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   vanthidu [  missing 
letter- ka-]-  –to come . 

du  has a  consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   yaekidu[  missing 
letter- ka-]-–to go  . 

du  has a  consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   udan poa [ missing 
letter- pa-] - come along  . 

du  has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   ettu  -come.   

du  has a  consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is    adai  -come.  

du  has a  consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   santhi [ missing letter- 
sa-]  -come across  . 

 dú: (cf., tud).  

dù('), ðú: n., work; totality. 

du has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   moththam- total/ sum . 

du has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  anaiththum- all/totally  .  

du has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi paadu [ missing 
letter- pa-] - work.  

du has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   panithi / poadu [ 
missing letter- pa-] - work.  

 du has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   adi  paadu  [ missing 
letter- pa-] - work.  

du has a consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   saettai [ missing letter- 
sa-] -  work.  
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Page- 10. 

 

dù('), ðú: n., work; totality.v., to build, make; to  mould, cast; to erect something 
on the ground; to raise up; to set up; to plant; to fasten, apply (dù-e in marû).  

du  has  a consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is seithidu [ missing letter- 
sa-] – make / do . 

du  has  a consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is   padai [ missing letter- 
pa-] –  make/ create.  

du  has  a  consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is pannidu  [ missing 
letter- pa-] – make / do . 

du  has a  consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kattidam/ veedu kattu [ 
missing letter- ka- ] - build  ; kattidam-  building; veedu- hut . 

du  has a  consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is   undakku [ missing 
letter- ka-] - make  

du  has a  consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is moaththam- all/sum . 

du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is anaiththum- all/ whole  

du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  amaiththidu- set up . 

du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadu – erect.    

du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   nadu- plant.  

du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is    mudi –fasten . 
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du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  achchu edu [ missing 
letter- sa-] –to mould; achchu-  mould.   

du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   sinthu /seenthu  [ 
missing letter- sa-]  - cast. 

 du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   padimai  [ missing 
letter- pa-]  - cast. 

du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  idu  -apply.   

du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   adi  /  aththu  /appidu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – apply as medicine . 

du  has  a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   payan paduththu [ 
missing letter- pa-]- apply. 

du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thendu – to move with 
a lever.  

du  has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   nempidu  [ missing 
letter- pa-]- raise as with a lever.  

du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   eduppu [missing letter- 
pa-]-  raise.  

du  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thoondu  -to raise as 
the wick of the lamp . 

 

du5: (cf., sug5 ) du6: (cf., dul(6)).  

 

du7: to be finished, complete; to be suitable, fitting; to be necessary; to butt, 
gore, toss (reduplication class?) (regularly followed by rá) [DU7 archaic frequency: 
7].  
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du  has a consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is mudi -  to complete . 

du  has a consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is mudinthathu –finished.  

du  has a  consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is oththathu-  fitting . 

du  has a consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maadu mutta- to butt / 
gore; maadu –bull  . 

du  has a consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is adi-  strike.  

du  has a consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is sundu [ missing  letter- 
sa-] –toss .  

 

du8: (cf., duþ).  

du9: (cf., dun5 ).  

du10: (cf., dùg).  

du11: (cf., dug4 ). 

 du12: (cf., tuku).  

 

du14: quarrel, struggle, fight.  

du has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  sandai  [ missing letter- 
sa-] -fight . 

du has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil word is adi thadi- quarrel/ clash  . 

du has a consonant- the- and the  other interpretation of the word is yuththam 
[Skt] – fight  /war . 

du has  a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  gnaapu [ missing letter- 
pa-]- fight.   
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du has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   pandanam [ missing 
letter- pa-]- fighting.     

*du has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoodu -  quarrel.  

du has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oathanam -  battle.  

du has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mutti adi -  struggle 
hard .  

du has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thindaadu -  struggle;  
thindattam . 

 

ga: n., milk (chamber + water) [GA archaic frequency: 245; concatenation of 3 
sign variants]. conjugation prefix, 'also'; 'and then'. modal prefix, cohortative, 
used with hamtu forms. 

gan  has the consonants -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  konkai neer [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –water -  from the breast ;  neer- water;  konkai- breast . 

ga has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kayam  / kam / vayam / 
vanam  / vaani – water.  

ga has a consonant-  ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  aqua . 

ga has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is paaku [ missing letter- 
pa-]  - milk.  

ga has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  saekku [ missing letter- 
sa-]  - breast  milk.  

ga has a  consonant-  ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  machchikai 
[ missing letter- sa-] -  butter milk .  

 

 ga6: (cf., gùr).  
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ge(2,6): girl. 

ge  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanni  - virgin girl. 

ge  has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanikai- prostitute.   

ge  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mankai –girl.  

ge  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nankai –girl.  

ge  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kumari [ missing letter- 
Ra-] –girl .  

ge  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  penn  makavu [ missing 
letter-pa-] - girl  child.     

ge  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  inanki – girl’s 
companion. 

 ge  has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maanaakki – school  girl.   

 ge  has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   ankanai  -woman.  

ge  has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  naayaki – lady .    

ge  has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   manaivi  -wife.  

ge  has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mayakki – amorous  
woman .   

ge  has a consonant-  ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is swaamini [ 
missing letter- sa- ]-  lady .    

 

 gi: reed; length measure, reed = 6 cubits = 3 meters (circular + to sprout [GI 
archaic frequency: 484].  
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gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is koan [ length 
measurement] -  115.8953125 picometre . 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  paakam  [ missing letter- 
pa- -] -  2 yards. 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  kurukka [ missing bletter- 
Ra-] –sprout. 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  kilaikka [ missing letter –
la-]- sprout.  

 gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  mukila [ missing letter –
la-] - sprout . 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  mulaikka-[ missing letter 
–la-] - grow.  

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  koompu [ missing letter- 
pa- -] -bud 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  pookka-[ missing letter- 
pa- -]  sprout / blossom . 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  mokku – bud . 

 gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  mukai- bud.  

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  mookkai- bud. 

 gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  kanni- bud. 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  oankkuka- grow . 

 gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  mika- grow. 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  veenkka- grow/ swell.  
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gi(n), ge(n): v., to act justly; to stabilize, strengthen; to confirm; to establish 
something as the property of someone (dative) (loanword from Semitic, Orel & 
Stolbova #1403, *ka'Vn- 'be true', Akkadian kânu; cf., ñin, ñen). adj., just; firm; 
fixed; reliable, trustworthy.  

gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is  naattuka [  
missing letter- the -] - to  establish . 

gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is unmaiyaaaka- 
truly / justly / honestly . 

gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is  sevanam [ 
missing letter –sa-] - rightly . 

gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is   kavin  -fairness.  

gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is  paanku [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -firness.  

gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is nayavan – justly   
person.  

gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the other interpretation of the word is  
niyaamaaka  - justly  .  

gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is naa -nayamaaka- 
justly. 

gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is vanmai – 
firmness. 

 *gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is kan /kanam- 
firmness.  

gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is nampikkaiyaaka 
/ namippikkayaana [ missing letter- pa -] – reliably/ trustworthy .   
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gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is nilaiyaaka [ 
missing letter- la-]  - fixed . 

gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is niruvuka [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  establish  ;  nirmaanikka [Skt] . 

 gin  has the consonants-  ka – an -and the  original Tamil  word is naermaiyaaka 
missing letter- Ra-]-   honestly . 

 

gi(4): to surround, besiege; to lock up (circle + to descend into). 

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   vananku -  surround . 

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    vaei – surround.  

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  vasai [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  surround.   

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  valaikka  [ missing letter- 
la-] – besige    . 

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vizhukai  [missing letter- 
zha-]-  decending.  

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  valayam [ missing letter- 
la-] -  wheel / circle  ; vaalam. 

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   adaikka [ missing  letter- 
the -] -to lock  up . 

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vattam [ missing letter- 
the -]  - circle;  vatta  vadivam / vattaikai  .  

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  kadakam [ 
missing letter- the -]  - circle .  
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 to lock up [E]  has the consonants-  the- la -ka -pa –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kidankil  / kottadiyil  adaiththu  vaiththal – to lock up  in tha jail  ; adaiththidu- to 
lock up ; kottadi- cell . 

to lock up [E]  has the consonants-  the- la -ka -pa –and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaaval  koodaththil  pootti vaitthal - to lock up  in tha jail ; kaaval  koodam- prison; 
poottu –lock ; kaaval- guard; koodam- room . 

to lock up [E]  has the consonants-  the- la -ka –[-pa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is    venn kaval – simple imprisonment.  

 to lock up [E]  has the consonants-  the- la -ka –[-pa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is    kadun-k-kaaval -  rigorous imprisonment ; kadumai- severe .  

to lock up [E]  has the consonants-  the- la -ka -pa –and the other i8nterpretaion  
of the word is  kaithu  pannuthal  -to arrest . 

to lock up [E]  has the consonants-  the- la -ka –[-pa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mei kaavalil  vaiththal - to arrest . 

to lock up [E]  has the consonants-  the- la -ka –[-pa-] –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  kaithu  pannuthal  -to arrest; kaithu- arrest; pannu- 
do  . 

to lock up [E]  has the consonants-  the- la -ka –[-pa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  veettu- k -kaaval -  house arrest  ; veedu- house . 

 

gi(17): n., young man (small and thin like a reed). adj., small.  

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   aan makan – man; aan  - 
male; makan –son .   

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation of the word is  yuvan -  
young man .  
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gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kumaran [ missing  letter- 
Ra-] -  young man .  

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is elaiyavan [ missing letter- 
la-] - young man . 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinnavan [ missing letter- 
sa-] – young  boy. 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaalai[ missing letter-la-]-   
young  man like a bull . 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kochchaiyan / kichchaan [ 
missing letter- sa-]  – young  man/ small boy .  

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kochchu [ missing  letter- 
sa-] – small.  

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kunji [ missing letter- sa-]  
- anythimg  small  . 

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kann kanni -  small 
garland.   

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  nunukku  -small hand 
writing.  

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaeni- small tank/ well .  

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is veesanam [ missing  
letter- sa-]-  small fan.   

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation of the word is nikunjam [ 
missing  letter- sa-]-  small cottage. 

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuchchu [ missing  letter- 
sa-]-  – small house/ room.  
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gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  senna-k- kooni  [ missing  
letter- sa-]-  – small shrimps. 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation of the word is masaakam 
missing  letter- sa-]-  small  bird.  

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is uoosi  kann [missing  
letter- sa-]- small eyes.      

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kammi / konjam [missing  
letter- sa-]- small quantity ; akkini .      

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   vankiyam- reed  pipe.   

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  paakkam [ missing letter- 
pa-]  - small bundle.   

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaempani [ missing letter- 
pa-]  - small nail.  

gi  has  a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is koei  -small  perfume box.  

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kappanam [ missing 
letter- pa-]- small  caltrop.    

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation of the word is  vaenu – 
reed pipe.   

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nunuku- to become thin.  

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation of the word is sayikkam  [ 
missing letter- sa-]- thinness.  

 

gí, gé:  reed mat. 

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thadukku [ missing letter- 
the -]- mat . 
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gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaakuli [ missing letter- la- 
]- mat . 

gi  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is akanai  paai [ missing 
letter- pa- ]- - bamaboo mat . 

gi  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is paai vakai [ missing letter- 
pa- ]-  -grass mat .  

 

 gi4, ge4: to return, come back; to send (back) (with -ši-); to reject, dislike; to 
restore; to answer (person to whom answer is given resumed by dative prefix, 
and with -ni-) (circular motion + to go out, send) [GI4 archaic frequency: 37; 
concatenation of 3 sign variants].  

gi  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  anuppuka [ missing 
letter- pa-]- to send . 

gi  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   vaa- come.  

gi  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    yaegu –go.  

gi  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is madanki  vaa [  missing  
letter- the-] - come back ;  madanku –return.    

gi  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  evvam -  dislike.  

gi  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaippu [ missing letter- 
pa-] –dislike . 

gi  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   vaempu [ missing letter- 
pa-] –dislike . 

gi  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   vekuli  [ missing letter- 
la-] –dislike. 

gi  has a  consonant-  ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is  aleekam [ 
missing letter- la-] –dislike..  
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gi  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  munivu/ munaivu – 
dislike.  

gi  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  veggaamai – dislike.  

gi  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  neekku / neekkam / 
neekkukai – rejection . 

gi  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadi/ kandanai  /vidukai / 
thadukkai  [ missing letter- the -] – rejection . 

gi  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vidai kodu [ missing 
letter- the -]  -to answer.  

gi  has a consonant-  ka- and the other interpretation of the word is  javaappu [ 
missing letters- pa -and -sa-]  -answer.  

gi  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  [ missing letter- the -] - to 
bring back  /restore. meettu edukka  .  

restore  [E]has the consonants  -   Ra-  [-sa-]  -the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is puthupiththu  tharuthar [ missing letter –pa-] –renovate . 

restore  [E]has the consonants  -   Ra-  [-sa-]  -the-  Ra- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  punarutharanam [ missing letter –pa-]  -restore. 

restore  [E]has the consonants  -   Ra-  [-sa-]  -the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is maatri  tharuthar – renovate/ repair  . 

restore  [E]has the consonants  -   Ra- -sa  -the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
parumai  seithar [ missing letter –pa-]- restore.  

restore  [E]has the consonants  -   Ra-  sa--the-  Ra- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  seerano thaaranam  -restore . 

restore  [E]has the consonants  - Ra--[-sa-]  -the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is niruththuthar – restore.  
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 restore  [E]has the consonants  - Ra--sa- -the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
seer thiruththuthar – repair/reform  . 

restore  [E]has the consonants  - Ra—[-sa-]- -the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is thiruththi  amaiththiduthar – to restore/ reestablish.  

restore  [E]has the consonants  - Ra—sa- -the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sari  seithiduthar  - to repair.  

restore  [E]has the consonants  - Ra—[-sa-]- -the-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is meettu  euththu  tharuthar – reinstate  . 

  

 

gi7: (cf., gir15).  

gi9, ge9: (cf., gir10). 

 gi17: (cf., gig). 

 gi25[DUGUD]: (cf., gíg).  

 

gu: string, thread; wool yarn; flax; hemp; snare; net; orig. word for needle 
(circular + grass-like) [GU archaic frequency: 53]. 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kayiru-[ missing letter- 
Ra-]-   rope/ string  . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kazhi/ kaazh [ missing 
letter-zha-] – string/ thread .  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vadam [ missing  letter- 
the -] -  string .  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vandu - [ missing  letter-
the-] – thread.  
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gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanni- snare . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kanjaa [ missing letter- 
sa-] -  Indian  hemp . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sanakam [ missing letter- 
sa-] -  hemp.  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretaion  of the word is soosikai / 
uoosi  [ missing letter- sa-] -  needle.  
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                                                              Page- 11.  

 

gú: neck; nape; river bank; side; other side; edge; front; land; pulse, chick pea 
(for 'land, district' cf., gún; for 'load; talent' cf., gun; gún, gú) (circular + u5 , 'on 
top of'; cf., Orel & Stolbova #982, *gun- "occiput, neck, nape") [GU2 archaic 
frequency: 34].  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai –  edge.  

*gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  eggu- edge . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vasi [ missing letter –sa-]  
-edge . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kandam [ missing letter -
the-]  – neck / land / continent .  

 gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  avadu [ missing letter -
the-]  – nape . 

gu  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mani  kaananam – neck.  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanavaai  -neck .  

*gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai – side.  

 gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukam  -side / face. 

 gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaakku –side . 
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*gu  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kannai -  party  as in 
games . 

gu  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  paakam  [ missing letter- 
pa-]  -side  

gu  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  panku/ paanku [ missing 
letter- pa-]  –side . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ap- pakkam [missing 
letter- pa-] – other side.  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ip- pakkam [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -this side . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mun  pakkam [ missing 
letter- pa-]   – front  side .  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is maeppakkam  [ missing 
letter- pa-] – upper side.    

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukappu [ missing 
letter- pa-]   -front . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  maavattam [ missing 
letter- the-] – district .  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kunam – province. 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is 
maakaanam – province . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is ukam-  
earth . 

 gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is avani-  earth . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is puvi [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  earth . 
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gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is puvanam [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   -earth . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaippu [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  land.  

*gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is ku- earth . 

*gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is koa- earth .  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kuvavu  -earth . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nakam  -earth . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is navam  -
earth . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vayam / vaiyyam/ 
vaiakam  – earth . 

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is avani- earth.  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thoakku [ missing letter –
the -] – gun .  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kavaan- gun.  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is vaakusi [ 
missing letter- sa-]  – scurfy pea.  

gu  has a consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is poaki [ 
missing letter- pa-]  – scurfy pea.  

occipital [E]  has the consonants -ka -the – pa- the- la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kazhuththin  pin  pakuthi – back  of the neck ; kazhuththu- neck; pin- 
back;  pakuthi- part.  

occipital [E]  has the consonants -ka -the – pa- the- la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  pinnan-k-kazhuththu – nape; pin- back; kazhuththu- neck .  
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gu2,4: (cf., gud(2)).  

 

gù: n., noise, sound; voice. v., to exclaim; to utter a cry (said of an animal) (throat 
+ u(3,4,8), 'cries, screams').  

*gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is kanai / koanai  -
sound.  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  naakam -  
sound.  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is avayam- noise.  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is vakuni- sound.  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is akavu  -to make sound.    

gu  has a consonant  - ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kavu-vai – noise/ sound .  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koovu – scream / crow/ 
exclaim . 

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is munaku -  voice/groan.  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaai  -voice.  

gu   has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is yaenku –cry / longing . 

 

gu7, kú: n., food, sustenance; fodder; angle [GU7 archaic frequency: 236]. v., to 
eat, swallow, consume, use; to eat up, finish off; to feed, nurse, benefit (with -ni-
) (throat + ú, 'food').  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is avi  -food.  
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gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is unnum   unavu -  food  / 
sustenance ; unnu- eat; unavu –food .  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  unavakam restaurant.  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is pukaa/punakam / 
poanakam [ missing letter –pa-]- food;   pakkanam- cooked food.    

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  misaivu [ missing letter- 
sa-]-  food.  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanji [ missing letter- 
sa-]-   liquid food.  

gu  has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is unnuka- eat.  

gu  has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kovukai  -eating.  

 gu  has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaai  asaivu [ missing 
letter –sa-]- eating.  

gu  has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is suvaikka [ missing letter 
–sa-]- –eating.  

gu  has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pusikkai [ missing letters 
- pa- and- –sa-]- –eating.  

gu  has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is nonku -  swallow.  

gu  has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kini – swallow . 

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is konam-   angle. 

gu  has a  consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mukkoanam- triangle.  

gu  has a  consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is unavu  uoottuka [ 
missing letter- the -] - to feed  ; unavu –food; uoottuka- to feed . 

gu  has a  consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  avani – benefit.  
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gu  has a  consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is payanaaku –to use.   

gu  has a  consonant  - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
upayoakaamaakku  - to use  ; upa yoakam [Skt] - use.  

use[E]   has a  consonant-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  payan [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  use.  

gu  has a  consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nakku – lick / consume.  

 

gá: basket; house; stable (cf., gar) [GA2 archaic frequency: 125; concatenation of 
5 sign variants].  

ga   has a  consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koodai  [ missing letter 
–the -] -basket . 

ga   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is akam- home.  

 home [E] has a  consonants-  ka -ma -   and the  original Tamil  word is  akam – 
home.  

ga   has a  consonant  - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
naemakam – residence. 

ga   has a  consonant  - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  vanam -  
residence.  

ga   has a  consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is saaikai [ missing letter- 
sa-]- house;  jaakai . 

house[ E] has the consonants- ka -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaikai – 
house.  

ga   has a consonant  - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  vaasam [ 
missing letter- sa-]- residence.  
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ga   has a  consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is pakkam [ missing letter 
–pa-] – house.  

ga   has a  consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is paakkam  [ missing 
letter –pa-] -royal  residence.  

ga   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mukappu [ missing 
letter –pa-] – home.  

 

gá: (cf., gál, gar, ge26 and ma(3)). 

 ge: (cf., me). 

 ge6: (cf., gíg). 

 

 ge26, gá: I, myself; my.  

ga   has a  consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  enakku – for me.  

ga   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  unakku- for you. 

ga   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  avanakku  -for him . 

ga   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  namakku – for us.  

 

gi6: (cf., gíg). 

 

 gu10: my, mine. 

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  enakku- for me;  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  unakku- for you.  

gu   has a consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  namakku  -for us.    
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gu   has a  consonant  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   avanakku – for him .   

 

 ha: precative and affirmative verbal prefix: may; let; indeed. 

 Note ;   ha  is read as  letter  ‘k’  and not as letter ‘a’ . 

ha   has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  meiyaakavae    -   
indeed.  

 ha   has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  unmaiyaakavae- 
indeed . 

ha   has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  inankku – let . 

ha   has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  koodum  [ missing 
letter- the-] – may  . 

 

 *ha: fish (not the usual word for fish, but the fish sign may get its syllabic reading 
of hA from *h 'many' + a 'water' = 'fish', an alternative to the usual ku6 , kua) [KU6 
archaic frequency: 282; concatenates 3 sign variants].  

 Note ; ha  is read as  letter  ‘k’  and not as letter ‘a’ . 

ha   has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vin meen -  star - the 
fish of the sky ; vin –sky; meen- fish.  

ha   has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koei meen-  a kind of 
fish   . 

ha   has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   ka-  water.  

ha   has a consonant-  ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word is  aqua  
[Latin] -water.  
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há, hi-a: numerous; diverse; assorted; mixed.  

 Note;  ha  is read as  letter  ‘k’  and not as letter ‘a’ . 

ha   has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  okka -  numerously.  

ha   has a consonant-  ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is   yaeka 
poakamaaka [ missing  letter- pa-] – numerous . 

ha   has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalavai [ missing  letter- 
la-] – mixed.  

ha   has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vakai vakaiyaana –  
diverse . 

ha   has a  consonant-  ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is   vitha 
vithamaana  [ missing  letter- the-]   – varied . 

 

hà, hù, a6, u: ten (usually written: u).  

 ha  /a   has  no  consonant  and  the  original Tamil  word is yaa- [Tamil   numerical 
] - 10 . 

 note;  ha  is read as  letter  ‘a’. 

 

he, hi: to mix [ÞI archaic frequency: 291]. 

he  has no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is   onaa inaiya- to mix; inaiya 
–to unite/join .  

ha  is read as   letter  ‘a’. 

 

 he(2): abundance; abundant. 

 Note;  ha  is read as   letter  ‘k’. 
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 he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kanai - abundance 

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kanam – abundance. 

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is uookam - abundance 

 he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is noonku - abundance 

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is pokkam [ missing letter- 
pa-] –abundance. 

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ponkam [ missing letter- 
pa-] -abundance. 

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mikai -abundance. 

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vanmai - abundance. 

 he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vanam - abundance. 

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaya - abundance. 

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is veekkam - abundance. 

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is veekku - abundance. 

he  has a  consonant - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  vichchu [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - abundance. 

he  has a  consonant - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is   amoakam - 
abundance. 

 

 hé: precative and affirmative verbal prefix (same as ha). 

 

 hu: bird (earlier word than mušen).  
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he  has a consonant - ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is vayam /  viyam – 
bird.  

  Note; he  is read as  letter ‘ k’  and not as  letter  ‘ a’ . 

he  has a consonant - ka -and the interpretation  of the word is  veekam – bird.  

 he  has a consonant - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  vayinam  -
bird.  

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is vayaanam – 
bird.  

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kakanam – bird.  

he  has a consonant - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is   aasukam 
[missing letter- sa-] -bird.  

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is sakunam/ 
sakuni  [missing letter- sa-]- bird.  

he  has a consonant - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is vaasi 
[missing letter- sa-]  -bird.  

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the  word is   maasikai 
[missing letter- sa-]- bird.  

he  has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pakki [ missing letter- 
pa-] – bird.  

he  has a consonant - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  vimaanam – 
bird.  

musen  has the consonants- ma- sa- an  -  and the  original Tamil  word is andasam 
[ missing letter- sa-]-  bird.  

musen  has the consonants - ma- [-sa-] - an  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vayinam /  vayaanam [ missing letter- ka-]-  bird.  
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ia2,7,9, í: five. 

ia  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  anju [ missing letter- sa-]-  
five.  

 

 ìa, ì: n., oil, fat, cream. impersonal verbal conjugation prefix, indicates distance 
from speaker. 

ì: n  has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is ennai- oil.  

ì: n  has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is nei  -ghee/ oil .  

ì: n  has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  naeyam – oil .  

ì: n  has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  ninam –fat .  

ì: n  has a consonant- an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  asanam [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- fat .  

ì: n  has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  payin / neippu [ missing 
letter –pa-] - cream / oil . 

 

 ia4, i4: pebble, counter.  

ia  has  no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is enni  -counter ;   min  enni  -   
eletronic counter.     

ia  has  no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is kal  / koozhaankkal   
[missing letters- ka- and -la- ] -  stone /pebble . 

ia  has  no  consonant  and the  interpretation  of the word is kallaa  [missing 
letters- ka- and -la- ] – cash  counter.  
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ka: mouth [KA archaic frequency: 108; concatenates 2 sign variants].  

ka has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai-  mouth/ opening.  

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukam – mouth .   

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kayavu – river  mouth.  

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is sankamam – 
river mouth.  

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koana vaai – wry mouth .  

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pokkai vaai [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  toothless mouth . 

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai  pini [ missing letter- 
pa-]- – mouth disease.  

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai pun- mouth ulcer; 
vaai- mouth; pun- sore .  

 

ka: in late usage the difference between a rough measuring and a final measuring 
of a quantity of grain.  

ka  has a  consonant- ka- and interpretation  of the word is  kanakku  
viththiyaasam  [  vaeththumai  ]  [ missing letter –the -]  -difference in  
measurement ; kanakku- account/ calculation; viththiyaasam –difference.  

ka  has a  consonant- ka- and  the original  Tamil  word is  koola  kol -alavu  
kanakku   kazhivu   [ missing letter- zha / la -] – the  quantity of of  grain volume   
which  is lost  from the   initial  measurement ; koolam- grain; kol- alavu –capcity   
measurement ;   kanakku- caluculation /account ; kazhivu-  reduction . 

 

ká: gate [? KA2 archaic frequency: 11; concatenates 4 sign variants].  
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ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai  -gate/ mouth / 
opening .   

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mukam – entrance /face  .  

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kathavu [ missing letter- 
the -]-  gate.  

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  kotti [ 
missing letter- the -]-  gate . 

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  nikuththai [ 
missing letter- the -]-  gate . 

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kavaadam [missing letter- 
the -]-  door.   

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kandaayam [ missing 
letter- the -]- – opening.   

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  neekku – opening.  

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mun  mukappu  [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  entrance;  poakku  neekku – opening.  .  

gate [E] has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation   of the word is  kotti  
-gate.  

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  vaesanam / 
aa vaesanam  / samaa vaesam / vaesam  [ missing letter- sa-]- gate/ entrance.  

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaayil [ missing letter- la-
]-  gate.   

 

ka5-(a): fox. 

ka  has a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  nakkan – fox.  
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ka  has a  consonant- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  sampukam 
[ missing letters-  sa- and - pa-]  -fox.  

 ka9: (cf., kas7 and níg-kas7/ka9 ). 
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                                                            Page- 12.  

 

-ke4: often occurs at the end of a genitival compound which functions as the 
actor or agent of the sentence (ak, genitival suffix 'of', + e, ergative agent marker).  

 

ki: n., earth; place; area; location; ground; grain ('base' + 'to rise, sprout') [KI 
archaic frequency: 386; concatenates 2 sign variants]. prep., where; wherever, 
whenever; behind.  

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  enkae  -where.  

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  pin pakkam [ 
missing letter- pa-] - behind/ rear /back;   pin- back ; pakkam- side.   

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  avani -  earth . 

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
yaemanki  -earth . 

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kaasini [ missing letter- sa-]- earth . 

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
pavanam [ missing letter- pa-]  -earth .   

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is paanku  [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -earth/ loacation  .    

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
ankanam  /  ankam -  place.  

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
nikaayam – place.  
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ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
nivaesanam [ missing letter- sa-]-   place.  

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
vinnaiyaasam [ missing letter- sa-]- – locating  / vaikkai . 

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is veettu manai [ 
missing letter-the -]- ground/ house plot ; veedu- house; manai- plot/ house . 

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
thavanthu [ missing letter- the-]- grain ;  thaaniya vakai ; vakai- kind  . 

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is kuruni [ missing 
letter- Ra-] – grain . 

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is adi kondida [ 
missing letter- the-]-sprout.  

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
ankuram [ missing leter- Ra-]-  sprout.   

ki: n  has the consonants - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is maenoakm  -
rise.  

 

kì: (cf., kìd). 

 

 ku: to base, found, build; to lie down (reduplication class) [KU archaic frequency: 
64; concatenates 3 sign variants].  

ku  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kattu [  missing letter- 
the -] - build . 

ku  has a consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kida [  missing letter- the 
-] - to lie down .  
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ku  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is naatuka-[  missing letter- 
the -] -  establish . 

ku  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  amaiththiduka--[  
missing letter- the -] -  to set up . 

ku  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   thuvakkam/ thuvankidu 
[- missing letter- the -]-  start .  

 

kú: (cf., gu7 ). 

 kù: (cf., kug). ku4: (cf., kur9 ). 

 ku5: (cf., kud).  

 

ku6, kua: fish (kú, 'food', + a, 'water') [KU6 archaic frequency: 282; concatenates 
3 sign variants]. 

ku  has a  consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is unavu –food.  

ku  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ka-  water.  

ku  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vin meen- star; vin –sky; 
meen- fish . 

ku  has  a  consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   koei meen- a kind of 
fish ; meen- fish. 

 

 ku7: (cf., kuruš).  

ku10: (cf., gíg). 
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 la: abundance, luxury, wealth; youthful freshness and beauty; bliss, happiness; 
wish, desire [LA archaic frequency: 20; concatenates 4 sign variants]. 

la  has a consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is yaeralaama [ missing  
letter- Ra-]  - in abundance.  

la  has a  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is sezhumai [ missing letter- 
sa-] - luxury . 

la  has a  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ulla aasai -[ missing letter- 
sa-]-  mental desire ; ullam- soil; aasai / ichchai - desire.  

la  has a  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is elamai- youth.  

la  has a  consonant-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhaku [ missing letter- ka-
] - beauty . 

la  has a consonant-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  manam uvakai kolla-[ 
missing letter- ka-]- mental  happiness ;  manam- mind; uvakai- happy ; kolla- to 
have .  

la  has a consonant-la -and the  original Tamil  word is   valam/ valamai [ missing 
letter- ka-] -wealth.  

la  has a consonant-la -and the  original Tamil  word is selvam [ missing letters- sa -
and -ka-]  -wealth . 

 

 lá: to penetrate, pierce, force a way into (in order to see); to know; to look after; 
to have a beard (cf. also, lal) [LA2 archaic frequency: 57].  

la  has a consonant-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thulaiththal / thulai  idu [ 
missing letter- the -] - to pierce ; thulai- hole; idu- put. 

la  has a consonant-la -and the  original Tamil  word is ullae  nuzhaithidu  [ missing 
letter- the -] – enter in . 
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la  has a consonant-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aayithal / aazhthal / 
theliththal  / thoduthal [ missing letter- the -]- pierce/ pierce through .  

la  has a consonant-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thelithal [ missing letter- 
the -]-  to know.  

la  has a  consonant-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  naaduthal [ missing letter- 
the -]- to know/ seek .  

 

gišli: juniper/cedar tree [LI archaic frequency: 14].  

gisli  has the consonants  - ka- sa- la    and the  original Tamil  word is uoosi ilai 
mara vakai / uoosi ilai kazhi   vakai [ missing  letter- Ra-] - kind of juniper tree; 
uoosi- needle ; ilai- leaf ; kazhi- wood ; maram- tree ; vakai- kind.  

gisli  has the consonants  - ka- sa- la    and the  original Tamil  word is sevu- akil    -  
-  cedar tree.  

 

lí: true measure; fine oil. 

lí  has a consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is nalla ennai - good oil –
sesame oil;  nalla- good; ennai-oil.  

lí  has a consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ellu ennai - sesame oil ; 
ellu- sesame; ennai- oil  . 

lí  has a consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ellai - measure .  

lí  has a consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  unmaiyaana  ellai   –true  
measure; unmai-true ; ellai- measurement. . 

 

li9: to glisten, shine. 

li   has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  oli – light / brightness .  
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li   has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   el / neel - light.  

li   has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   minnuthal [ missing 
letter –the -] –shine /glisten . 

li   has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  daal adiththal  [ missing 
letter –the -] –shine /glisten . 

li   has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  solippu  [ missing letters – 
pa- sa-] – shining.  

li   has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pala palappu [ missing 
letter- pa-] – glistening.  

 

 lu: n., many, much; man, men, people; sheep. v., to be/make numerous, 
abundant; to multiply; to mix; to graze, pasture (reduplication class [?]) (cf., lug).  

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   aal - a person / man/ 
stranger  . 

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ayalaan-  stranger/ 
neighbor . 

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   uthal [ missing letter- 
the -] –sheep/he goat .  

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pullam [ missing letter- 
pa-]  – bull .    

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the   other interpretation  of the word is  bull -   
missing letter- pa-]  – bull .    

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   maadu/ aadu  
maeiththal [ missing letter- the -]  - grazing  the cattle  ; aadu –gaot; maadu- cow/ 
bull ;  maeiththal – grazing .  
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lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  makkal [ missing letter- 
ka-] – people; ulka makkal-   people of the world; ulakam- globe / world; makkal- 
people . 

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  amalai  /amali – 
abundance.  

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   saal [ missing letter- sa-]- 
abundance. 

 lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   gnellel – abundance. 

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pampal [ missing letter- 
pa-]- abundance. 

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mallal - abundance.  

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  alampu [ missing letter- 
pa-]  – mix.  

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  naalaa-  many .    

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pala pala  [ missing 
letter- pa-] - many . 

  

lú: grown man; male; human being; someone, anyone, no one; gentleman [LU2 
archaic frequency: 85]. 

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   aal-   grown man . 

lu  has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is nalla aal- good person ; 
nalla- good.  

lu  has a  consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aan pillai [ missing  
letter- pa-] – man / sun.  
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gentleman [ E]   has the consonants - ka  -an  -the  -la  - ma -an – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kanniyam  ulla  manithan – gentleman ; ulla- having; manithan-  
man. 

 

 lù: to disturb, agitate, trouble; to fluster, embarrass; to stir, blend.  

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   alaiththal [ missing letter- 
the -] –disturb.  

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thollai  [ missing letter- 
the -] –trouble.   

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  innal- trouble.   

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   ollai –trouble.  

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ulaichchal [ missing letter- 
sa-]-  trouble .  

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  salanam  /sanjalam / 
salliyam /soali  maali – [ missing letter- sa-]-  trouble/ agitation  .  

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  lajjai [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  trouble. 

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  lampu [ 
missing letter- pa- ] - trouble.  

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
ulaippu [ missing letter- pa- ] – trouble.  

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   alaippu [ missing letter- 
pa- ] –disturbance.  

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  adalai  /alattu  /aadal [ 
missing letter- the -] –trouble.   
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lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ulai –agitation.   

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is suzhippu / siluppu [ 
missing letters-  pa -and -sa-]-   agitation / stir .    

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is al- confusion.  

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mayal  -confusion.  

lu has a consonant-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is pai yul [ missing letter- pa-
]- confusion. 

trouble [E]   has the consonants-  the- Ra -pa -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
perum thollai -  great trouble.  

disturb [E]    has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  – the- Ra –[-pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thonthirai  -disturbance.  

disturb [E]    has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  – the- Ra –[-pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thadumaattram -  disturbance. 

disturb [E]    has the consonants – the- sa- – the- Ra –[-pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   idai  uooru  seithidu  -to disturb; idai uooru –disturbance; seithidu- 
do .  

 

lu5: (cf., lub, lul).  

 

ma: to bind (Emesal dialect for gál; gá) [MA archaic frequency: 250].  

gal   has the consonants – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is kattuthal [ 
missing  letter- the -]  – bind.  

gal   has the consonants – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is valaththal/ 
thudakkuthal [ missing  letter- the -]  – bind.  

 . 
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ma(3); gá: to go (Akk. alaaku). 

gá  has a consonant- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaegu –go . 

gá  has a consonant- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  iyanku –go . 

gá  has a consonant- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  neenku  -go . 

 gá  has a consonant- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vayanku  -go . 

gá  has a consonant- - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  kinnu- go . 

gá  has a consonant- - ka -and the other interpretationof the word is  kemi -go . 

alaaku [Akk] has the consonants- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is ozhuku -  
go.  

alaaku [Akk] has the consonants- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  akalu – go 

alaaku [Akk] has the consonants- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is selluku [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- go .   

alaaku  alaaku [Akk]  has the consonants- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pukal [ missing  letter- pa-] – go .  

 

 gišmá: boat [MA2 archaic frequency: 6].  

gišmá   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - ma- and the   original Tamil  word is  
vankam – ship.  

gišmá   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - ma- and the   original Tamil  word is kalam  
[ missing letter- la-] -  ship / boat.  

gišmá   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - ma- and the   original Tamil  word is  
kalavam  [ missing letter- la-] - boat.  
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gišmá   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - ma- and the   original Tamil  word is 
mithavai [ missing letter- the-] –float / boat . 

gišmá   has the consonants-  ka -sa-- ma- and the   original Tamil  word is  sanku 
vadam [ missing letter- the-]-  ferry boat . 

 

mà: (Emesal dialect for gá-e).  

 

ma4: to leave, depart, go out (cf., mud6 ). 

ma has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is poanum[ missing 
letter- pa-] -has to go; payanam  poanum to go for travel ; payanam- travel .  

 

 ma5: (cf., mù).  

 

me, mì; ge: n., function, office, responsibility; ideal norm; the phenomenal area 
of a deity's power; divine decree, oracle; cult [ME archaic frequency: 363; 
concatenates 2 sign variants]. v., to be; the Sumerian copula; to say, tell. poss. 
suffix, our.  

me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is nerimam / muraimai [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] - norm . 

me has  a  consonant – ma- and the other interpretation  of the word is   niyamam 
[Skt] – norm.  

me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is iyakkam [ missing  
letter- ka-]- function. 

me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is sumai [ missing  letter- 
sa-] -  burden  /responsibility. 
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me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mun urai [  missing  
letter- Ra-]-  oracle  ; mun- earlier; urai –speech . 

me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is murai  [ missing  letter- 
Ra-] - cult.  

me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is numm- our; umm- 
uyour/ emm- mine . 

me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is pannanum [ missing  
letter- pa-] - to say . 

 

mé: (cf., gíg). 

 

 me3,6,7,9: battle [ME3 archaic frequency: 4].  

me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is moei –battle.  

me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is munai- battle  

me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinam [ missing  
letter- sa-]- battle/ anger  ;  samam . 
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Page -13.  

 

me6: to act, behave. 

me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is seiyanum [ missing  
letter- sa-]- do/act . 

 me has  a  consonant – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is pannanum [ missing  
letter- pa-] – do/act . 

  

 mi: (cf., gíg). 

 

 mí[SAL]: n., woman; female (this pronunciation of the sign found in compound 
words and verbs or in enclitic or proclitic position, Hallo & van Dijk, p. 85) (cf. also, 
mu10, munus) (compounds are more likely to preserve an older word) [SAL 
archaic frequency: 435]. adj., feminine.  

misal has the consonants – ma-[- sa-]- la   and the  original Tamil  word is 
pompalai   [missing  letter- pa-] – woman / female.  

misal has the consonants – ma-[- sa-]- la   and the  original Tamil  word is 
aampalai- male.  

misal has the consonants – ma-[- sa-]- la   and the  original Tamil  word is pani 
maozhi  [missing  letter- pa-] -woman. 
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misal has the consonants – ma-[- sa-]- la   and the  original Tamil  word is Ilam-pen 
[missing  letter- pa-] - girl / young woman . 

 misal has the consonants – ma-[- sa-]- la   and the  original Tamil  word is mayili – 
woman . 

misal has the consonants – ma-[- sa-]- la   and the  original Tamil  word is maanaal 
–woman  

 misal has the consonants – ma-[- sa-]- la   and the  original Tamil  word is melliyal 
–aal  -woman . 

 misal has the consonants – ma-[- sa-]- la   and the  original Tamil  word is maalai – 
adult woman.  

 

mu: n., name; word; year; line on a tablet, entry; oath (cf., gu10) [MU archaic 
frequency: 99]. v., to name, speak (cf., mug). prep., because. conjugation prefix, 
suggests involvement by speaker, used especially before dative infixes, preferred 
for animate and agentive subjects. 

mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the  interpretation of the word is name [E].  

mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the  interpretation of the word is naamam – [Skt] 
name.   

mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the  interpretation of  the word is  isumu [ missing  
letter- sa-]-  name.  

mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the  interpretation of  the word is   isam [ missing  
letter- sa-]-  name.  

mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the  interpretation of  the word is  aakkuvayam 
[missing letter- ka-]- name.   

mu   has the consonant-  ma- and the  Tamil  interpretation of  the word is   
muraimai [ missing  letter –Ra-]- name.  
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mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the  interpretation of  the word is  amari [ missing  
letter –Ra-]-word.  

mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the original  Tamil   word is  mei urai [ missing  
letter –Ra-]-- true word  ; mei- truth; urai – word/ speech .   

mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the original  Tamil   word is  iyam -  word.  

mu   has the consonant-  ma- and the original  Tamil   word is  vaaimai [missing 
letter- ka-]- – word  /truth. 

mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the original  Tamil   word is  aayanam – year. 

mu   has a  consonant-  ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is samai [ 
missing  letter- sa-]  - year ; maasam- month . 

mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is maasa 
maanam [ missing  letter- sa-]  - year .. 

mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the original  Tamil   word is  aththam [ missing  
letter- the-]  - year . 

mu   has a consonant-  ma- and the original  Tamil   word is  iyampu [ missing  
letter- pa-]  – speak.  

 

 mú: (cf., mud6 ). 

 

 mù, ma5[KA×ŠÈ]: to mill, grind; to burn (reduplication class).  

ma5[KA×ŠÈ]  has the consomats  -ma- ka –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maavu aatta / maavu  idikka [ missing letter- the -] - to grind / to  mill . 

ma5[KA×ŠÈ]  has the consomats  -ma- ka –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
nunukkanum – to grind.  
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ma5[KA×ŠÈ]  has the consomats  -ma- ka –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
araikkanum  [ missing letter- Ra -] – to grind.  

ma5[KA×ŠÈ]  has the consomats  -ma- ka –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
erikanum  [ missing letter- Ra -] -to burn . 

ma5[KA×ŠÈ]  has the consomats  -ma- ka –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thee moottuka  [ missing letter- the -] - to burn . 

ma5[KA×ŠÈ]  has the consomats  -ma- ka –-sa- -and the  original Tamil  word is 
posukkanum  [ missing letter- pa -] – scorch ,  burn  as the sun . 

ma5[KA×ŠÈ]  has the consomats  -ma- ka –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thee kaayam [ missing letter- the -] – burns.  

   

mu4: (cf., mur10).  

 

mu5: well-formed, beautiful; plump, fattened.  

mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is amai -  beauty . 

 mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is am /aam -  beauty. 

mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  maeni -  
beauty . 

mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is moei – beauty .  

mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is ammai – beauty .  

 mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is maamai – beauty  

mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is maayam / mayam – 
beauty.  
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mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is semmai [ missing letter- 
sa-] -  beauty .  

mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is maanpu [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  beauty . 

mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is kozhumai [ missing 
letters- ka- and- zha-] – plumpness. 

mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is valamai [ missing 
letters- ka -and- zha-] – plumpness. 

mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is ilakkanam  [ missing 
letters  ka -and-la -] -  beautiful.   

mu has a consonant-  ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
laavaniyam [ missing letters  ka -and-la -] -  beautiful.   

 

mu7[KA×LI]: to shout, scream, roar; exorcism ?. 

*kali  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  yaenkal –shout. 

 kali  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  kooval  -shout. 

kali  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  kunalai  -  shout.   

kali  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  azhzukai-  cry 
/wail .  

kali  has the consonants - ka -la -and the original Tamil  word is  vilikka -  shouting . 

kali  has the consonants - ka -la -and the original Tamil  word is mikkoli-  shouting . 

kali  has the consonants - ka -la -and the original Tamil  word is olikkai-   to 
scream.   

kali  has the consonants - ka -la -and the original Tamil  word is muzhakkam -  
roaring sound  . 
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kali  has the consonants - ka -la -and the original Tamil  word is olam vaikka-  wail .  

kali  has the consonants - ka -la -and the original Tamil  word is vilippu  ;  kampalai 
[ missing letter- pa-] -  roaring/ shouting . 

kali  has the consonants - ka -la -and the original Tamil  word is kalippu [ missing 
letter- pa-] – offering to demons in  exorcism . 

 

 mu10[SAL]: woman; female (cf. also, mí, munus) [SAL archaic frequency: 435].  

mu10[SAL]   has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil word is  
pompalai [  missing letter-pa-] - female . 

mu10[SAL]   has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil word is  
mel izhaiyaal / melliyal - female . 

mu10[SAL]   has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil word is   
maanaal -  girl.   

mu10[SAL]   has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil word is  
mayili -   woman.  

mu10[SAL]   has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil word is  
maayoal  - woman. 

mu10[SAL]   has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil word is   
maalai- woman . 

mu10[SAL]   has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil word is   
pani  mozhi [ missing letter- pa-]- woman.  

mu10[SAL]   has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil word is  
ilam pen [ missing letter- pa-]- girl  .  

woman [E]   has the consonants  - va –ma-an -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mankai -  girl / Maenaka  .  
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woman [E]   has the consonants  - va –ma-an  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kaamini  / Mokinini -  beautiful   woman . 

woman [E]   has the consonants  - va –ma-an  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanakki / maanavai- scholl  girl.  

female [E]     has the consonants - pa- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pompilai – female.  

female [E]     has the consonants –  pa-- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    
ilam pen / pani  mozhi – young  girl.  

female [E]     has the consonants – [- pa-] - ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
maanal/ mayili / mayal / melliyaal – woman .  

 

na: n., human being; incense [NA archaic frequency: 105; concatenates 3 sign 
variants]. adj., no. modal prefix, emphatic in past tense; prohibitive in 
present/future tense. 

nan  has a consonant- an- and the original Tamil  word is maanthan [  missing 
letter- the -] -  the man . 

nan  has a consonant- an- and the other interpretation  of the word is  man [E] . 

nan  has a consonant- an- and the other interpretation  of the word is  manusan 
[Skt] [ missing letter – sa-] – man . 

nan  has a consonant- an- and the original Tamil  word is  sinam  [  missing letter- 
sa-] –anger . 

nan  has a consonant- an- and the original Tamil  word is  narai [missing  letter –
Ra-]- incense. 

nan  has a consonant- an- and the other interpretation  of the word is annoy [E]  
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 ná, nú: (cf., nud).  

 

na4; na: pebble, rock, ordinary stone; stone weight; token; hailstone.  

na  has a consonant- an- and the original Tamil  word is mun- soil.  

na  has a consonant- an- and the original Tamil  word is mani – bead/ stone .  

na  has a consonant- an- and the original Tamil  word is kan [ missing  letter- ka-]-  
stone.  

na  has a consonant- an- and the original Tamil  word is sinnam [ missing  letter- 
sa-]- - token . 

 

na5: chest, box. 

 na has a consonant - an -and the  original Tamil  word is nenju  [ missing   letter –
sa-] - the chest  [body]  . 

na has a consonant - an -and the  original Tamil  word is manjikai [ missing  
letters- ka- and -sa-] -  box.  

 

 ne(-e), ne.en: this (one); that (one); demonstrative affix [NE archaic frequency: 
303; concatenation of 4 sign variants].  

ne(-e)   has  a consonant- an- and the original Tamil  word is intha onnu [ missing 
letter- the -] –this one;  entha –this ; onnu- one.  

ne(-e)   has a consonant- an- and the original Tamil  word is antha onnu [ missing 
letter- the -] –that one;  antha –this ; onnu- one.  

 

nè; ní: strength, vigor, violence; forces, host. 
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*ne has a consonant- an -and the original Tamil  word is yaenn-  strength/ energy .  

*ne  has a consonant- an -and the originalTamil word is noanmai  -vigor /force .  

*ne  has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is enn- strength. 

ne  has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is manju [ missing letter –
sa-] – strength.  

ne  has a  consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is maanam - strength. 

ne  has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is aanmai – strength / 
manliness. 

ne  has a consonant- an -and the interpretation  of the word is   saenai/ sainiyam  
[  missing letter- sa-]-  forces. 

ne  has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is aniyam  -forces.  

 host [E]  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  – 
koottam - host. 

 host [ E] - has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  –  
thokuthi – host . 

ne  has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is kanam  [ missing letter- 
ka-]-  host.  

vigor [E]   has the consonants –va- ka- Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is   veeru 
mikka  /  veeriyam mikka – vigor. 

 

 ni; na: he, she; that one (human animate pronoun or possessive suffix) [NI 
archaic frequency: 263; concatenation of 2 sign variants].  

ní   has  a  consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is avan [  missing letter- 
ka-] - he.  
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ní   has a  consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   pen [  missing letter- pa 
-]-  she / female . 

ní   has a  consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is antha onnu [ missing 
letter- the -] –that one; antha –that; onnu- one.  

 

ní: self; body; one's own [NI2 archaic frequency: 34]. 

ní   has a  consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is en-  mine.  

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  naan- me ;  nee-  you.  

ní   has a  consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is thun/ than / thaanae   [  
missing letter- the -] - self . 

ní   has a consonant- an -and the other interpretation of the word is   maeni [Skt] -
body  . 

ní   has  a  consonant- an -and the other interpretation of the word is  aanmaa- 
[Skt]  - body  

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is uoon   - body .  

ní   has a  consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is enpu [ missing letter- pa-
] -  body / bone.  

 

 ní; ne4: fear; respect; frightfulness; awe. 

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is naam -  fear . 

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is noaei  -fear.  

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is naamam -  fear.  

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is aanji [ missing letter-  sa-] 
-  fear . 
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ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is panippu [ missing letter-  
pa-] -  fear . 

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is naanam -  fear/ respect.  

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is ennam-  respect. 

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is maenmai – respect.  

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is enn- respect.  

 ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is paenu [ missing letter-  
pa-]  - respect.  

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is manam- respectability . 

ní   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is maanam -  self respect . 
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 Page -14.  

 

nì: (cf., níg). 

 ni9: (cf., nìgin).  

 

nu: n., image, likeness, picture, figurine, statue [NU archaic frequency: 101]. adj. 
& adv., no, not; without; negative. pron., a pronominal prefix in a compound 
noun describing a person; or a phonetic writing for lú.  

nu: n   has  a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is nizhal [ missing letter- 
zha /la-] – image.  

nu: n   has a  consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is ninai -  figure.  

nu: n   has a   consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is inmai- no/ nil 
/without .  

nu: n  has a consonant- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is no[ E]  

statue  [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
padimam   [ missing  letter- pa-] - image .  

statue [E] has the consonants –sa- the - and the  original Tamil  word is suthai . 

 picture [E] has the consonants  pa-  ka  -the - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thukirikai / varai padam . 

nu: n   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is maan -  likeness.  

nu: n   has  a  consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is samaanam / sanju / 
samam  [  missing  letter- sa-]-  likeness.  

 nu: n   has  a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is oppaana / nipam [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – likeness. 
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nu11[ŠIR]: light; fire, lamp; alabaster [NU11 archaic frequency: 32].  

nu11[ŠIR]   has the consonants - an - [-sa-]  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
neruppu-  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  fire.  

nu11[ŠIR]   has the consonants - an  -sa- -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sooran -  fire.  

nu11[ŠIR]   has the consonants – an-  [-sa-]  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
niram-  light.  

nu11[ŠIR]   has the consonants – an-  [-sa-]  -Ra- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  raavanam [ missing letter- ka-]-  lamp . 

nu11[ŠIR]   has the consonants – an-  sa--Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
muranju-  rock.  

nu11[ŠIR]   has the consonants – an-  [-sa-]  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
karun-k-kar [ missing letter- ka-]- blue metal. 

nu11[ŠIR]   has the consonants – an-  [-sa-]  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ven nira kar [ missing letter- ka-]-  white stone/ marble .  

nu11[ŠIR]   has the consonants – an-  sa--Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
karun-j-sukkaan  [ missing letter- ka-]-  black marble.  

 

(giš)pa: leaf, bud, sprout; branch; wing; feather [PA archaic frequency: 378; 
concatenation of 2 sign variants].  

(giš)pa   has the consonants  - ka –sa- -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is paravai- 
yin siraku [ missing letter- Ra-]  -the feather of the bird ; paravai- bird; siraku- 
feather.  

(giš)pa   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
poovin mokku –flower bud ; poo- flower.  
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(giš)pa   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is poo 
pookka- to bud . 

(giš)pa   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kompu- bough/ branch . 

(giš)pa   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]- -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kappu vida  [ missing letter- the-] - to branch  out . 

 

pà: (cf., pàd).  

 

pa4,5,6(-r): irrigation ditch, small canal, dike.  

pa4,5,6(-r)  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is yaeri- 
pond . 

pa4,5,6(-r)  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is aaru- 
river.  

pa4,5,6(-r)  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is aruchchuni [ missing leter- sa-] – river.  

par has the consonants  -pa-Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  paer anai  -  big 
dam .  

par has the consonants  -pa-Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  seru [ missing 
leter- sa-] – lake . 

par  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
sarasu [Skt] [ missing leter- sa-] – lake . 

par has the consonants  -pa-Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  pisir / sunai neer [ 
missing leter- sa-] - spring water; sunai –spring ;  neer- water  . 

par has the consonants  -[-pa-]-Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  moari  -ditch .  
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par has the consonants  -[-pa-]-Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  uoorani – tank/ 
spring .  

par has the consonants  -pa -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  surappu [ missing 
leter- sa-]  -spring.  

par has the consonants  -[-pa-]-Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  neer oadai / 
neer oattam  [ missing letter- the -] -  canal  /stream ; neer- water; oadai- stream; 
oadu –run . 

par has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  thaduppu  aran [ 
missing letter- the -]  -dike; thadukka- to block .  

par has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  pandri  oadai [ 
missing letter- the -]  -  small channel ; oadai –stream . 

par has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  aranthai [ 
missing letter- the -]  - tank.  

par has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is neer uootru [ 
missing letter- the -]  – spring  ; neer- water.  

par  has the consonants  -pa- -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
parikai / vappiram [ missing letter- ka -]   - ditch . 

par has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is kuranku [ 
missing letter- ka -] - branch  channel .  

par has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is kai yaaru [ 
missing letter- ka -]   field channel .  

par has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is pain-k-kinaru [ 
missing letter- ka -] -  small pond.  

par  has the consonants  -pa- -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
pokkarani [ missing letter- ka -] -  sacred tank / poo-k-kinaru  .  
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par has the consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is irai kinaru [ 
missing letter- ka -]  -well.   

par has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is neer pasanam  [ 
missing letter- sa -]  -  irrigation . 

par has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is paasna neer [ 
missing letter- sa -]   - water for irrigation ; paasanam- cultivation; neer- water. 

par has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is pandri  paththar [ 
missing letter- the-] -  irrigation bucket .  

par has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is yaeri neer  
paasanam [ missing letter- sa -] -  tank  irrigation; yaeri-  lake; paasanam- 
cultivation .  

par has the consonants  -pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is neer paachchu [ 
missing letter- sa -] – irrigate; neer- water; paaya –to flow.  

 

pú: well, cistern, pool, fountain; depth [PU2 archaic frequency: 37]. 

*pu  has a consonant-  pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  pannai- pond.  

 pu  has a consonant-  pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  payampu – pond.  

pu  has a consonant-  pa - and the  interpretation  of the word is asumpu [ missing 
letter –sa-]-  well/ spring.  

pu  has a consonant-  pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  sunai [ missing letter –
sa-]-– spring . 

pu  has  a consonant-  pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  puzhai- [ missing letter- 
zha-] - pool.  

pu  has  a  consonant-  pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  poorimam [ missing  
letter- Ra-] – cistern .  
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pu  has a consonant-  [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   aazham [ missing  
letter- zha-] – depth. 

pu  has a consonant-  pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  pallam  [ missing letter- 
zha-]  - depth   . 

 depth [E]  has the consonants – the -  [- pa-]  - the  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  neeththam . 

pu  has a consonant-  [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thani  thotti [ missing 
letter- the -]  water tank/ fountain.    

pu  has a consonant-  [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is pukkai [ missing  
letter- ka-] – spring  pond.   

 

 ra(-g/h): n., inundation [RA archaic frequency: 25]. v., to strike, stab, slay; to stir; 
to impress, stamp, or roll (a seal into clay); to branch out (from the side of a 
canal); to flood, overflow; to measure; to pack, haul, or throw away (with -ta-). 
prep., dative suffix - for - denotes the animate being towards whom or in favor of 
whom an action is done.  

ra(-g/h): n  has the consonants - Ra -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaakkuthar   nadaththa vaendum [  missing letter- the -]  –to strike/ attack ; 
thakka- attack; nadaththa- to conduct . 

ra(-g/h): n  has the consonants - Ra -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar 
kondu  mithikka vaendum-[  missing letter- the -]   to stamp with legs; kaar- leg; 
mithikka- stamp.  

ra(-g/h): n  has the consonants - Ra -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thookki   etta   erinthida vaendum--[  missing letter- the -] - to throw away; etta- 
far ; erinthidu- throw. 

ra(-g/h): n  has the consonants - Ra -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruttida vaendum--[  missing letter- the -] - to roll.  
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ra(-g/h): n  has the consonants - Ra -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is uyirai  
edukka vaendum---[  missing letter- the -] - to take off the life ; uyir- life ;edukka – 
take . 

ra(-g/h): n  has the consonants - Ra -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nandraaka  kinduthar  vaendum--[  missing letter- the -] - to stir well; kindu –stir .  

ra(-g/h): n  has the consonants - Ra -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nandraaka  adaikka / thini-k-ka vaendum---[  missing letter- the -]  –to pack  well  -
to pack  well;  thinikka- pack. 

 

rá: (cf., re7 ). 

 rà: (cf., ara4 ). 

 

 re7; ri6, rá, ir10; e-re7; er, ir: to accompany, lead; to bear; to go; to drive along 
or away; to stir, mix (plural hamtu e.re7.er; cf., du, gin, súb). 

re  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  poru/  peru  [  missing  
letter- pa-]  -to  bear.  

re  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aatru / nadaththuthar / 
ueiththar [ missing letter- the -] – to  lead.  

re  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadanthiduthar/ adi 
eduththar  [ missing letter- the -] – go / walk ;adi –step ;nada- walk  .  

re  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaatuthar –to drive / 
drive away ; odiththar [ Malayalam ]  -drive . 

re  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  saeru [ missing letter-sa -
] - mix.  

re  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thirattu [ missing letter- 
the -] – mix.  
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re  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoonduthar / 
moottuthar [ missing letter- the -]  -  to stir.  

re  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  para parappu  [  missing  
letter- pa-] -stir.  

re  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   inai saeru  [  missing  
letter- sa-] -  accompany . 

 

 ri: v., to throw, cast; to place, pour, put into; to place upon or against (with -ši-); 
to be located; to touch; to moor a boat; to break open; to expel, remove, throw 
away, sweep away (with -ta-); to emit; to beget; to blow (said of a storm); to 
inundate; to exchange; to take; to gather, glean; to plan something (ri is hamtu 
form, ri-g is marû form, ri-ri-g is plural; cf., rig) [RI archaic frequency: 1]. adj., far. 
demonstrative affix, that, those; regarding that (where the reference is to 
something outside the view of the speaker - over yonder).  

*ri  has  a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eri / yaeru –throw.  

ri  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is etta erinthidu [  missing 
letter-the-]  -  throw at a distance.  

ri  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uruttuthar [  missing 
letter-the-]  – throw as dice.  

ri  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thaattuthar [  missing 
letter-the-]  - throw   down .  

ri  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sori  [ missing letter- sa-] 
– pour . 

ri  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uootruthar / iduthar / 
attuthar  [  missing letter- the -] - pour . 

ri  has  a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoduthar/ theenduthar   
/thattuthar  [  missing letter -the -] –touching  . 
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ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  iduthar [  missing letter-
the-]  -  placing  . 

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  muri /   muriththidu-[  
missing letter- the-]-  to break . 

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    thiranthidu [ missing 
letter- the-]-  to open . 

ri  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thudaiththar [ missing 
letter- the-]-  sweeping  . 

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eduththar-[  missing 
letter- the-]- take.  

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  maatruthar/ maatri thara 
[ missing letter- the-]- change/  to exchange ; thaari  . 

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thittam iduthar  [ missing 
letter- the-]-  planning . 

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thuraththi  adiththar  [ 
missing letter- the-]-  -  remove /reject / expel  . 

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  otru / uoor tharuthar [ 
missing letter- the-]-  blow as wind.  

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  ethirae iduthar [ missing 
letter- the-]-  to keep  in front/ against ; ethirae- in front ; idu –keep . 

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  saeru [ missing letter- 
the-]-   to gather.  

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uooruthar [ missing 
letter- the-]-   gather a smilk  in the breast  ,  as toddy  in palm flowers.  

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  moiththiduthar [  missing 
letter- the-]-  to gather/ swarming .  
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ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thiranduthiduthar / 
thirattu [ missing letter- the-]-   to gather.  

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoorthhu  thudaiththu  
thirattuthar [ missing letter- the-]--  gleaning . 

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  peru [ missing letter- pa-] 
– beget.   

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thaththuthar [ missing 
letter- the-]-  be emitted.   

ri  has a  consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is niruththi iduthar [ missing 
letter- the-]-  moor / to make stand . 

 

RI: calendar month 5 at Umma during Ur III.  

 ri  has a consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is anjaam naar [ missing  
letter –sa-] -  5th day; anju -5; naar- day  . 

 

ru: n., present, gift [RU archaic frequency: 120]. v., to blow; to give; to send (cf., 
rúg).  

ru   has  a  consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is thara / aarththu / aatru 
/ethir  [missing letter- the -] - to give . 

ru   has a  consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is seer [ missing  letter –
sa-]-  gift .  

ru   has a  consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is sura /surappu  [ missing  
letter –sa-]-  give  abundantly. 

ru   has a consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paeru [ missing letter- 
pa-]  -gift . 
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ru   has a  consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  parappu [ missing 
letter- pa-]  – give liberally .  

 ru   has a  consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kai urai [ missing letter- 
ka-]  - marriage  presents ; nikaram . 

ru   has a  consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is parisu [ missing letter- 
pa -and- sa-] -  prize/ gift . 

ru   has a  consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is uraippu [ missing letter- 
pa-]   -to blow /assault . 

ru   has a consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  uoothuthar [missing 
letter- the -]  - to blow.  

ru   has a consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is adiththar / otruthar 
[missing letter- the -]  - to blow , stroke , blast  of wind .  

ru   has a  consonant- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is ueiththar [missing 
letter- the -]  –send . 

 

rú: (cf., dù).  

 

rù: to be equal in size or rank.  

ru   has  a  consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   orae tharam [  missing 
letter- the-]  -equal in rank; tharam- rank  /standard  . 

ru   has a  consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   orae paruman / 
parimaanam  [ missing letter- pa-]- equal in size; orae- similar .  

ru   has a  consonant -  Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is parapari  [ 
missing letter- pa-]- -rank.  
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ru5: to send forth shoots, buds, or blossoms; to butt; to gore.  

ru   has a consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is muri – shoot/ sprout.    

ru   has a consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  arumpa [  missing 
letter- pa-] - to bud. 

ru   has a consonant -  Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the  word is manjari [ 
missing letter- sa-]- shoot /sprout. 

ru   has a consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  siri [ missing letter- sa-]-
blossom.  

ru   has a consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  malaru [ missing  letter- 
la-] – bloosm . 

ru   has  a consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  alaru  [ missing  letter- 
la-] – bloosm . 

ru   has a consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  ullari [ missing  letter- 
la-] – -bud .  

ru   has a consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoandru  [ missing 
letter- the -]  -bud . 

ru   has a consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaar [ missing letter- 
the -]  -  flower bud.  

ru   has the consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  maadu   /aadu  
muututhar [ missing letter- the -] –to butt/ gore by a bull ; maadu- bull; aadu –
goat . 

ru   has a consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is idiththar [ missing 
letter- the -] - hit.  

ru   has a consonant -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is uraintha uthiram 
missing letter- the -] -  gore /clotted blood; uthiram- blood; urainthida- frozen .   
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sa: n., sinew, tendon; cord; net; mat; bundle; string of a musical instrument [SA 
archaic frequency: 54; concatenates 2 sign variants]. v., to roast (barley) (cf., si; 
sa).  

sa  has a  consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   summai –bundle.  

sa  has the consonant  - sa - and the  original Tamil  word is   paesi [ missing letter 
–pa-] – tendon . 

sa: n   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  narampu [ 
missing letters- Ra -and -pa-] -  string/ tendon.  

sa  has the consonant  - [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  sirai [ missing 
letter- Ra-]-  tendon.  

sa  has the consonant  - [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  pori  [ missing 
letters- Ra -and -pa-]- fry . 

sa  has the consonant  - [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   naanar paai –[ 
missing  letters- Ra -and -pa-]-  reed mat; naanar- reed;  paai- mat.  

sa  has the consonant  - [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  paai [ missing 
letter- pa-]  – mat. 

sa  has the consonant  --sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pannasanam [ missing letter- pa-]  -grass mat . 

sa  has the consonant  - [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  piri- [ missing  
letters- Ra -and -pa-]-  rope.   

sa  has the consonant  --sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   saram  [ missing letter 
–Ra-] - -string . 

sa  has the consonant  --sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  rachchu  
[ missing letter –Ra-] - -string . 

sa  has the consonant  --[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  naan- string/ 
tendon  .  
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sa  has the consonant  - [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   naadi [ missing 
letter –the-] - lute string/ tendon .   

sa  has the consonant  - [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thanthi [ missing  
letter –the-] - tendon  .  

sa  has a consonant  - [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   moottai  [ missing 
letter –the-]  - bundle / mudi . 

sa  has a consonant --sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  moottai mudichchu [ 
missing letter –the-] – bundle  ;  mudichchu –small bundle.  

sa  has a consonant  --sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sippam [ missing letter- 
pa-] - bundle .  

sa  has a consonant  --sa- and the  original Tamil  word is summai – group ,  
gathering as of rays . 

sa  has a consonant  --sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  sakananam 
[ missing letter –ka-]-  tendons . 

*sa  has a consonant –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  saekkai  [ missing letter 
–ka-]-  net . 

sa  has a consonant –[- sa- ]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanni [ missing letter 
–ka-]-  net/ maaku  . 

sa  has  a consonant –[- sa- ]- and the  original Tamil  word is  inaiyam – net  . 

sa  has a consonants  --[ -sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
ampuyam  [ missing letter- pa-]  - bundle.  

sa  has a consonant –[- sa- ]- and the  original Tamil  word is  iyam / inniyam- 
musical instruments; inn isai – music  . 

sa  has a  consonant –[- sa- ]- and the  original Tamil  word is  panniyam [ missing 
letter –pa-]- musical instruments . 
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sá: n., advice. 

*sán  has the consonants –[-sa-]-  an - and the  original Tamil  word is  yoasanai  
/ennam  -advice.  
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                                                                   Page -15.  

 

sá: n., advice. 

v., to approach or equal in value; to compare with; to compete (with -da-). 

*sá n has the  consonants –-sa- an- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
yoasanai-  advice.  

sá  has the consonant –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  oppu [ missing 
letters-  pa-] - equal. 

sá  has the consonant –sa- and the other interpretation  of the word is samam-  
equal.    

sá  has a  consonant –[-sa-]- and the other Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
oppu idu –[ missing letters- pa -and -the -]-  compare.  

sá  has a consonant –[-sa-]- and the other Tamil  interpretation  of the word is 
poatti  idu –[ missing letters- pa -and -the -]-  compete.  

 

 sa4: to name; to call by name.  

sa  has a consonant –sa- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  naamam 
[Skt]  soottu [  missing letter- the-]  -to name; naamam -  name . 

sa  has a consonant –sa- and the  other  original Tamil interpretation  of the  word 
is   paeru soottu  [  misisngs letters- pa- Ra -and –the -]  -to name- paeru- name.  
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sa5: n., red ocher. adj., red, red-brown.  

sa  has a consonant –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  semmai- red.  

sa  has a consonant –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   saeppu [ missing letter- 
pa-]  red . 

sa  has a  consonant –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   pachchai -[ missing  
letter- pa-] - green . 

sa  has a  consonant –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is manja- yellow.  

 

sa6: (cf., sag9 ). 

 sa7: well-formed.  

sa  has a  consonant –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is vadivam edukka [ 
missing  letters- ka- and -the  -]  well  formed  ;  vadivam –form . 

 

sa9[MAŠ]: half.  

 sa has a  consonant –[-sa-] and the  original Tamil  word is  arai  [ missing letter- 
Ra-]  – half . 

 

sa10: to be equivalent; to buy (cf., sám).  

sa10  has a  consonant- [-sa--] and the  original Tamil  word is oppu [ missing 
letter- pa-] - equal.  

sa10  has a consonant- [-sa--] and the  other interpretation  of the word is samam  
- equal .  

sa10  has a consonant- [-sa--] and the  original Tamil  word is vaanku [ missing 
letter- ka- ]  - buy . 
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sa10  has a consonant- [-sa--] and the  original Tamil  word is  edu [ missing letter- 
the -]  -to buy . 

 

sa12: (cf., sañ). 

 

 si: n., horn(s); antenna(e); line; ray(s); light; plowland (cf., sig5 ) [SI archaic 
frequency: 417]. v., to stand upright ; to be straight; to be in order; to become 
completely still. adj., regular, normal.  

si: n  has the consonants  - sa – an - and the  original Tamil  word is  nan sei  munn 
[ missing letter sa-]- wet land ; punsei munn – dry land . 

si: n  has the consonants  -an- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  sanku [ missing 
letter- ka-]  –  horn . 

si: n  has the consonants  -an-– [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  neri  [ 
missing letter Ra-]-  – line . 

si: n  has the consonants  --an- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  nirai – 
standard / normal . 

si: n  has the consonants  --an- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  neri murai -
yaana  - in order . 

si: n  has the consonants  --an- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  naeraana [ 
missing letter Ra-]-   straight .  

si: n  has the consonants  --an- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  naermai [ 
missing letter Ra-]-  -  regular /  straight forwardness. 

si: n  has the consonants  --an-  sa --and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
siraeni [ missing letter Ra-]-  – line .  

line [E] has the consonants - la- an- -and the  original Tamil  word is nool -thread.  
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si: n  has the consonants  --an- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  niram  [ 
missing letter Ra-]-  – light /ray . 

ray  [E]  has   a  consonant –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  – niram . 

si: n  has the consonants  --an- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  min oli [ 
missing letter -la-]-  light.  

 si: n  has the consonants  --an- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhal naa [ 
missing letter -zha-]-  light.   

si: n  has the consonants  --an-  sa --and the  original Tamil  word is  laesana [ 
missing letter -la-]-   light in weight. 

si: n  has the consonants  --an- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  nila [ 
missing letter -la-]-  light. 

si: n  has the consonants  --an- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  nizhali [ 
missing letter –zha/ la-]-  light 

si: n  has the consonants  --an- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is    neezhai [ 
missing letter -zha-]-  light. 

si: n  has the consonants  --an-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is    asaiyaama  
nillu [ missing letter -la-]-  – stand still  . 

si: n  has the consonants  --an-  [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is    nilaiyaa 
nillu [ missing letter -la-]-   -stand  steadily/ withstand  . 

si: n  has the consonants  --an-  [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is    nilai [ 
missing letter -la-]-    – standard.  

 

si; su; sa; sa5: v., to fill up; to fill with (with -da-); to survey a field; to inundate; to 
be full; to be sufficient, enough; to increase; to compensate, repay, replace; to 
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grow weak (probably reduplication class) (cf., sum, sug6 , rúg, sig, sig5 ). adj., 
suitable, fit. 

si   has a consonant-  sa and the  original  Tamil  word is  samai – be  suitable.   

si   has a consonant-  sa and the  original  Tamil  word is  naesam – suitability.   

si   has a consonant-  [-sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  oththathu-[  missing  
letter- the -]  -  suitable/ fit  .  

si   has a consonant- -sa and the  original  Tamil  word is  isaiya –fit in . 

si   has a consonant- -sa and the  original  Tamil  word is   seppam [ missing  letter-
pa--]   – fitness; paanmai  .  

si   has a consonant- -sa-- and the  original  Tamil  word is  eedu  sei [ missing  
letter- the -]  - compensate . 

si   has a consonant-  [-sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  poathum [ missing 
letters- pa –and- the-] – enough . 

si   has a  consonant- sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  bus [Hindi]  
[ missing letter- pa-]- enough . 

*si   has a  consonant- sa- and the  original  Tamil  word is  echchu – increase . 

si   has a consonant- [ -sa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is  yae- increase  

si   has a consonant- [ -sa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is  noeiyya / iya  -weak.  

 

 sì, sè: (cf., sig10).  

 

si4, su4, sa11: red [SI4 archaic frequency: 116; concatenates 5 sign variants]. si14: 
a small pot.  

*si  has  a  consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is sae- red.  
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si  has a consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is semmai / seiya - red . 

si  has a  consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is saeppu [ missing letter- 
pa-]- red.  

si  has a  consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is sinna   panai [ missing 
letter-pa- ] - small pot ;  sinna- small; paanai-  pot.     

si  has  a  consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is sompu [ missing letter- 
pa- ] -  small  copper pot . 

si  has a  consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is paasanam [ missing 
letter-pa- ] – ship / mud vessel  . 

si  has a  consonant-  [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is yaenam- utensil . 

si  has a  consonant-  sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  saaikai [ missing letter- 
ka-] – jug . 

si  has a  consonant-  sa--and the other interpretation of the word is  kooja [ 
missing letter- ka-]  - jug.   

si  has  a  consonant-  sa--and the other interpretation of the word is  jug [E].    

 

su: n., body; flesh; skin; animal hide; relatives; substitute (as verb, cf., si; sug6 or 
rúg) [SU archaic frequency: 188; concatenates 2 sign variants]. adj., naked. lúSU: 
Subariansu(3): (cf., sud, sug4 ) [SU3 archaic frequency: 6].  

su: n  has the consonants – [-sa -]-an -and the  original Tamil  word is  uoon- flesh 
/ meat . 

su: n  has the consonants – [-sa -]-an -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
maeni [?Skt] - body ;  aanma-  body /soul . 

*su: n  has the consonants – sa -an -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
sanmam- skin.    
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su: n  has the consonants – [-sa -]-an -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
yaenam / iyinam - deer skin .  

su: n  has the consonants – [-sa -]-an -and the  original Tamil  word is  enpu [ 
missing letter- pa-–]  body / bone .  

su: n  has the consonants – [-sa -]-an -and the  original Tamil  word is  inam-  
relatives/ race . 

*su: n  has the consonants – -sa -an -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sanam - relatives/ race . 

su: n  has the consonants – [-sa -]-an -and the  original Tamil  word is  ammanam  
/amanam -  naked.  

*su: n  has the consonants –sa- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  samanam – 
naked. 

 

sú: (cf., zu) su4: to grow; to multiply.  

su  has a consonant–sa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  sezhi [ missing letter- 
zha-] - grow 

su  has a consonant–[-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is  mulai [ missing letter- 
la-] – sprout.  

su  has a consonant–[-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is  miku [ missing letter-
ka-] -  grow.  

 su  has a consonant–[-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is  oanku  [ missing 
letter-ka-] -  -grow.  

su  has a consonant–[-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is  veenku  [ missing 
letter-ka-] - -grow 

su  has a consonant–[-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is  manku – grow less / 
grow pale . 
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 * su  has a consonant–sa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  sanai – grow 
luxuriantly . 

 su  has a consonant–[-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is  unthu [ missing letter 
the-]  –grow . 

su  has a consonant–[-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is  soampu [ missing 
letter- pa-]- grow lazy . 

  

su5: (cf., suh5 ).  

su6: (cf., sun4 ).  

su7: (cf., sug8 ).  

su8: (cf., súg, súb).  

 

su9; ša4: n., red ocher. v., to mourn, grieve. 

sa  has  a  consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is soakm- [ missing letter- 
ka-]  -grief.  

*sa  has a  consonant-  sa -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  soasi -  
grieve.   

 sa  has a  consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is mai nokkam [ missing 
letter- ka-] – mournful  look.  

sa  has a consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is semmai –red.  

sa  has  a consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is saei –red.  

 grieve [E] has the consonants- -ka  -Ra –va-  -and the  original Tamil  word - 
kuranku -  grieve.  
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mourn [E] has the consonants- - ma  -Ra - an  -and the  original Tamil  word is – 
mounam ura –to be silent ; mounam- not talking  . 

to grieve [E] has the consonants- the- -ka  -Ra –va-  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  varunthukai -  worried.  

to grieve [E] has the consonants- the- -ka  -Ra –va-  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaankka  onna  thuyaram kondida  vaendum – to have  intolerable  worry ; 
thaanka- to bear  ;   onna- can not ; thuyaram- worry ; kondida- to have. 

 to grieve [E]  has the consonants- the- -ka  -Ra –va-  -and the  original Tamil  word  
is  manam  kidanthu  parithavikka [ missing letter- pa-] -mentally restless; manam- 
mind . 

grief [E] has the consonants-   -ka  -Ra –va-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kannaraavi .  

grief [E] has the consonants- -ka  -Ra –va-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam  kumaruka   - to grieve. 

  

 su11: (cf., zú).  

su13: (cf., sud4 ). 
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 Page 16.  

 

sux (TAG): to spread (cf., sud).  

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is   ida virivu [ missing letter- Ra-] -   spread [ place] ; idam- place. 

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is   viriththiduka [ missing letter- Ra-] -   spread as feathers.  

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is     maen noakkidu -   increase.  

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is   oankiduka – spread.  

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is   viriththida / virivaakkam  seithida vaendum  [ missing letter-Ra-]-  to 
widen . 

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is neettikka vaendum –extend . 

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[- sa-] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is veekkam kondida vaendum – to swell ; veekkam- swelling ; kondida  to 
have. 

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is mikuthi aakkida vaendum- to increase ; mikuthi- excess ;aakkidu –make  .  
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sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is  mikai paduththuka [ missing letter-pa-]- to increase ; mikai-  excess. 

 sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is  kaikoodi  vanthida -   increase.  

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is  kaduka-  increase.  

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is  mudukku  -dearness as of price.  

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- sa --the- ka – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  jaasththi[?Skt]   aakkidu -  increase.  

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]  --the- ka – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  viruththi  aakkidu [ missing letter-Ra-]-  -increase. 

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- sa --the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is  serukkidu [ missing letter-Ra-]-   -increase. 

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is ponkida vaendum [ missing letter-pa-]-  – to swell.  

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is  pattai  adikka [ missing letter-pa-]-  widen . 

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is uvattu  edukka  -  swell as river.  

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is kumattikka-  swell ,form as  tumour.  

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is  thadikka-  to become stout ;  thadi vaikka  ;  vannam  vaiththiduka ; thadi- 
fat/ stout; vannam  [Malayalam] -stout .  
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sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is  athaikka-  swell . 

sux (TAG) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-sa -] -the- ka – and the original Tamil 
word is  thakkam-  swelling.  

 

ša: to dry up [ŠA archaic frequency: 97]. 

sa has a  consonant- [- sa-]-and the original Tamil word is  kaai / kaaya vaikka [ 
missing letter- ka-] -to make dry  . 

*sa has a  consonant-  sa-and the  other interpretation  of the word is sami  -dry 
up  as water.  

sa has a consonant- [- sa-]-and the original Tamil word is  eeram inmai [ missing 
letter- Ra-] -  dry . 

 

 šà: (cf., šag4 ). 

 ša4, še13: (cf., su9 ).  

 

ša5: to cut, break (reeds). 

sa has a consonant-  sa-and the original Tamil word is  muri- break . 

sa has a consonant-  sa-and the original Tamil word is  aru-[ missing Tamil – Ra-] –
tear/rip.  

sa has a consonant- sa-and the original Tamil word is  uri-[ missing Tamil – Ra-]-
shear. 

sa has a consonant- sa-and the original Tamil word is  adi / udai  thundu idu [ 
missing letter-the-]-to cut/ slice. 
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sa has a consonant- sa-and the original Tamil word is seththu [ missing letter-the-
]-– to cut . 

sa has a consonant- sa-and the original Tamil word is  odi [ missing letter- the-]-–  
– break.  

*sa has a consonant- sa-and the original Tamil word is  osi – break.    

sa has a consonant- sa-and the original Tamil word is  isi – break off.  

sa has a consonant- sa-and the original Tamil word is  saai – break off.   

sa has a consonant- sa-and the  other interpretation  of the word is  panjanam [ 
missing letter- pa-] - breaking.  

sa has a consonant- sa-and the  other interpretation  of the word is panja 
sanniyam [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-] - reed . 

sa has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  pinnam  [ missing letter- 
pa-] – break.  

 

 ša6: (cf., sag9 ). 

 

 še: n., barley; grain; a small length measure, barleycorn = 1/6 finger = 1/30 cubit 
= 1.67 centimeter in Presarg.- OB period; as a surface area measure = 432 square 
linear barleycorns = 12 square fingers; as a volume measure = 1/180 gín = 1/3 gín-
tur = 1 2/3 sìla = 360 cubic fingers = 1/10800 sar = approx. 1.667 liters; 1/180 of a 
gín or shekel of silver = ca. 0.0463 grams (cf., še-ga/ge) [ŠE archaic frequency: 639; 
concatenates 3 sign variants]. demonstrative affix, may indicate 'there' within the 
view of the speaker.  

še n has the consonants- sa--an-and the  orignal  Tamil word is  saan/ jaan- length 
measurement ;  2 jaan-  1.5 feet; 1 jaan- 9 inch  ;  1 saan -  12 fingers.   
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še n has the consonants- [-sa-] -an-and the  orignal  Tamil word is anu -  grain 
volume measurement.  

še n has the consonants- [-sa -]– an-and the  orignal  Tamil word  anu / nun anu – 
length measurement/ atom ;  1 anu  -9.271625 nanometre.  

še n has the consonants- [-sa -]– an-and the orignal  Tamil word is  thinai  / 
thaaniyam [ missing letter- the-]  -millet/ grain ;thaaniya  mani  -single grain . 

še n has the consonants- [-sa -]– an-and the orignal  Tamil word  is mani – grain/ 
bead . 

še n has the consonants- [-sa -]– an-and the orignal  Tamil word  is  nen mani – 
rice  grain.  

 

šè: n., portion [ŠE3 archaic frequency: 152]. prep., to, unto, as far as, up to; as 
regards, concerning; because of, for the sake of; until (terminative suffix and in 
Old Sumerian period terminative prefix).  

še n has the consonants- sa - an-and the  interpretaion of the word is  asanam-  
portion.  

še n has the consonants- sa - an-and the  other   interpretaion of the word is 
anjam -  share / portion.    

še n has the consonants- [-sa -]– an-and the other   interpretaion of the word is  
naemam-  share.  

še n has the consonants- sa - an-and the  original Tamil word is  pasanam [ missing 
letter- pa-] -share.  

še n has the consonants- [-sa -]– an-and the  original Tamil word is  ennam-  
concern . 

še n has the consonants- [-sa -]– an-and the  original Tamil word is yaen enil 
/aanaal  [ missing letter - la-]- because.  
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še4: (cf., sed). 

 še6: (cf., šeñ6 ). 

 še7: (cf., šèñ). 

 še8: (cf., šéš).  

 

še10: excrement, dung.  

*še  has a consonant- sa -and the interpretation of the  word is  saani- dung. 

še  has  a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the interpretation of the  word is  pee [ missing 
letter-pa-]-  excreta. 

 

še17: (cf., sed4 ).  

še29[LÚ×KÁR, LÚ-KÁR]: (cf., šaga).  

ši: contrapunctive modal prefix; terminative prefix after Old Sumerian period (cf., 
šè 

 

šu: n., hand; share, portion, bundle; strength; control [ŠU archaic frequency: 
360]. v., to pour.  

šu has a consonant- sa -and the interpretation of the word is saei [Telugu] - hand . 

*šu  has a  consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil word is saakai   [ missing letter- 
ka-]-  hand.  

šu  has a  consonant- [ -sa- ] -and the interpretation of the  word is paani [ missing 
letter- pa-]  – arm. 

*šu  has a  consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil word is  anjam – share  /portion.   
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šu  has a  consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil word is  pasanam/ paachchiyam   [ 
missing letter- pa-] – share.  

šu  has a  consonant- -sa--and the original Tamil word is  summai- bundle.  

šu  has  a  consonant- -sa--and the original Tamil word is  seppam [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  bundle  . 

šu  has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  kai [  missing letter- ka-
] - hand . 

šu  has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   thundu [ missing letter 
–the-]- bit/portion. 

šu  has  a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is thundu idu  [ missing 
letter –the-]-divide. 

šu  has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  thanni uoothu [ missing 
letter-the-]- to pour water ; thanni- water; uoothu- pour. 

šu  has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  moei -   strength .  

šu  has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  yaemam- strength . 

šu  has a  consonant- sa--and the original Tamil word is  moochchu – strength  . 

šu  has a  consonant- sa--and the original Tamil word is  manju – strength.  

šu  has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  aanmai - strength/ 
manliness.   

šu  has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is noanmai -strength. 

šu  has  a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is thinmai / thidam / 
eettam / thathi /  thaadu /  thini   /thudi / mindu / mainthu [ missing letter-the-]-–
strength  . 

šu  has a  consonant- sa--and the original Tamil word is sandam / saettam [ 
missing letter-the-]–- strength . 
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šu  has a  consonant- sa--and the original Tamil word is saththu [ missing letter-
the-]- strength . 

šu  has a  consonant- sa--and the original Tamil word is  aatchchi  /aatchchi  sei 
missing letter-the-]– control /rule.   

šu  has  a  consonant- sa--and the original Tamil word is  sori [ missing letter-Ra -]–
pour.  

 pour [E] has the consonants- [-pa-] -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is missing 
letter--sa-  -]– sori . 

to pour[E]  has the consonants-  the- [- pa -] -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is – 
uoothtuthar – to  pour . 

to pour[E]  has the consonants-  the-  pa -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is –  to 
pour[E] - peiyuthar  

to pour[E]  has the consonants-  the-  pa -Ra and the  other interpretation of the 
wpord is   parimaaruthar   -to pour.   

to pour[E]  has the consonants-  the-  pa -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is to 
nindru  peithar – pour  incessantly . 

to pour[E]  has the consonants-  the-  pa -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is     
poaduthar- to pour.   

to pour[E]  has the consonants-  the-  pa -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is        
attuthar- to pour.  

 to pour[E]  has the consonants-  the-  [-pa-]  -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is          
iduthar – to pour.  

 

šú: (cf., šúš). 
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 šu4(-g): to stand; to be deployed, set up (plural, reduplication class). 

šu4(-g)  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nikka- to 
stand . 

šu4(-g)  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is amaikka- 
set up .  

šu4(-g)  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is anuppuka [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -to send . 

 

 šu4: (cf., šuš).  

šu12: (cf., šùde). 

 

 ta, dá: n., nature, character [TA archaic frequency: 34; concatenates 6 sign 
variants]. prep., from; to; for; by means of (ablative-instrumental noun suffix and 
verbal prefix; as a noun suffix can be a locative with remote deixis, as in an-ta and 
ki-ta). 

te  has  a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanmai- nature.  

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maandua thanmai- 
human nature.  

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thonmai – nature.  

te  has  a consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   thanam /  
amaithi / neethi – nature.  

te  has a  consonants –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   petpu / payathi [ 
missing letter- pa-] —nature.  

te  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maatchchi [ missing 
letter- sa-] - nature.     
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te  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  padi   [missing letter- 
pa-] —nature.  

 te  has a   consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  saethi  [ missing letter- 
sa-] - nature.     

te  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mattu  thittam- 
character.  

te  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadaththai – character.    

te  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nun nadaththai -  good  
character ; nun  -good.  

te  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is theeya  nadathtthai – 
bad character; theeyathu- bad/ evil; nadaththai-  conduct .  

te  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mathippu /  nan 
mathippu [ missing  letter- pa-]-   character.  

  

 ta6: (cf., taka4 ).  

 

te, de4: n., cheek, chin (cf., temen) [TE archaic frequency: 199]. 

te  has  a   consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaadai- chin  

te  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  naadi – chin. 
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Page -17.  

 

te, de4; ti: v., to approach, meet (someone: dative); to attack, assault; to be 
frightened (alternating class, hamtu stem; cf., te-ñe26). 

te  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  andidu- to approach . 

 te  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  santhiththidu [ missing 
letter- sa-] –to meet .   

te  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paaththidu [ missing 
letter- pa-] - to meet.  

te  has the consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  munnidu -   meet . 

meet [E]   has  the   consonants- ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
munnidu – meet.   

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is adi-  beat.  

te  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is idi- hit.  

te  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is uthai- to kick.  

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is saaththu [ missing 
letter- sa-]  –beat . 

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  moththu- beat. 

te  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mundu – attack 
vehemently . 

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   mandu / mithi  -attack.  

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thaadi  idu -  attack.   

te  has  a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thendu  -attack   . 
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te  has a consonants –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paainthidu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  attack.  

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thaakku [missing letter- 
ka-]- attack.  

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is peethi [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  fear.  

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is uthampu  [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  frighten. 

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is anjida [ missing letter- 
sa-]-   frightened.  

 

 tè: an alkaline plant (?); soapwort (?); cardamon (cf., naga). 

te  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  sedi [ missing letter- 
sa-] - plant.  

te  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pattai  -[missing letter- 
pa -]  - cinnamon . 

te  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  venthiyam- [ missing  
letter- ka -] -  fenugreek  . 

soapwort  has a  consonant – [-sa-] –pa- [-va -]–Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is kaara katti  maavooral [ missing letter- la-] –soapwort. 

soapwort  has  a  consonant – sa- - pa-- -va –Ra- the – and the  original Tamil   
naru mana  poo  sedi  vakai -  aromatic  flower  plant ; narumanam- aroma ; sedi- 
plant; vakai- kind  ; poo-  flower.  

 

 te8[Á]  mušen: bearded vulture.  
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te8[Á]  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aanthai- owl . 

 

ti: side, rib; arrow (cf., te, dih, and tìl) [TI archaic frequency: 105; concatenates 2 
sign variants]. 

*ti has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  udu – arrow.    

ti has  a  consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is thoani / 
thoaniyam / thunai -  arrow.  

ti has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is poothai  [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  arrow.  

ti has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is mottampu [ missing 
letter- pa-]- blunt arrow; ampu –arrow ; motttai- blunt .   

ti has  a  consonants –the- and the  original Tamil  word is idathu  ampu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-– left  arrow.  

ti has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is eithidu / thodu  -to 
discharge arrow.  

ti has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   andai / attam - side.  

ti has  a onsonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pudai [ missing letter- pa-
]- side.  

ti has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  patchcham [ missing 
letters- pa –and- sa-]-  side.   

ti has the consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  muttam/ maadu / 
naadu – side.  

ti has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  idam- left  side.  

ti has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   maedu  -rib.  
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ti has a  consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thachchinam [ missing letter- sa-]  - right side . 

ti has the consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is    iduppu [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -sides/ hip . 

ti has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  eetti- lance . 

ti has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ampu eithidu [ missing 
letter- pa-]  –to shoot an arrow  ; ampu- arrow; eithidu –shoot.  

 

 tu: to interfere (cf., tud and tur5 ) [TU archaic frequency: 54; concatenates 3 sign 
variants]. 

tu has  a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  idaiyooru [ missing 
letter- Ra-] – interference . 

tu has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thadai poadu [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  obstruct . 

 

 tumušen: (cf., tum12 mušen). 

 tú: (cf., tam).  

tu2,3: (cf., tumu2,3).  

 

tu5,17: n., bath. v., to wash, bathe; to pour; to make libation (probably 
reduplication class).  

tu  has the consonants –the- and the  interpretation of the word is thaanam – 
bath .  

tu  has the consonants –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  padi  [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  bath/ to sink in water.   
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*tu  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   aattu  /aadu -  bath.  

tu  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   mannu  peithida  [ 
missing letter- pa-] – bath.  

 tu  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   manjanam aadu [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  bath.  

tu  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thadam - bathing  ghat 
;  nutham . 

tu  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thanni  thotti  -bath tub.    

tu  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kudainthu aadu [ 
missing letter- ka-] - to take bath  . 

tu  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   aattakam [ missing 
letter- ka-] - bath room . 

tu  has a  consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is bath [ E] [ missing 
letter- pa-] . 

tu  has the consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  neer aadu [ missing 
letter- Ra-]  –to take bath . 

tu  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thoaei – wash  clothes  . 

tu  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoosan [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  washerman.  

tu  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  dhobi [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  washerman . 

 tu  has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is nanaithidu –to get wet.  

tu  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thooimai  paduththu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -  to cleanse ; thooimai-  clean . 

*tu  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  attu / idu  -pour   . 
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tu  has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  poadu  [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  pour.  

tu  has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is thanni  uoothu - to pour  
water; thanni- water; uooththu- pour .   

tu  has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is thanni / paanam  padai [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - libation . 

 to pour  has the consonants – the-  pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is neer  
uootru –to pour water . 

pour  has the consonants – [- pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is sori [ 
missing letter- sa-] - pour.  

 

tu6: exorcism; conjuration; exorcistic formula.  

tu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   paei oaattu [ missing 
letter- pa-] - to drive away  the  ghost ; paei- ghost;  oattu –drive away.  

tu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   munu munuththidu – 
to utter exorcistic  formula  / whisper  ; oathu –recite . 

 

tu7: soup; soup pitcher.  

tu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is neettaanam -  soup.   

tu  has a consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is anna 
thaanam  -soup  kitchen  

tu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni- broth . 

tu  has a consonants –the- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is 
thanni   saadi  [ missing letter- sa-]- water  jug  ; thanni- water; saadi- jug.   
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tu9: (cf., túg). 

 tu10,11: (cf., dun). 

 tu15: (cf., tumu).  

 

za: you (singular).  

za(2) has a consonant- -[-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is nee- you.  

 

za: to make noise (occurs as the verb in compounds with repetitive, 
onomatopoeic syllables symbolizing a repeated monotonous noise or motion 
(Krebernik, Beschwörungen, p. 70, summarizes the different compounds that 
occur in ED IIIB texts).  

*za has a consonant- -sa---and the  original Tamil  word is  oasi- sound. 

*za has a consonant- -sa---and the  original Tamil  word is  osai sei  - to make 
sound.  

 

za(2): precious stone, gemstone; bead; hailstone; pit; kernel [ZA archaic 
frequency: 9]. 

za(2) has  a consonant- -[-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is   mani- bead.  

za(2) has a  consonant- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is   paasi mani-[ missing 
letter- pa -] -  gemstone . 

za(2) has a  consonant- -sa---and the  original Tamil  word is    pachchai mani –
emerald;   pachcai- green ;  mani –stone . 

 

zà: (cf., zag).  
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zé[ZÍ]: to cut; to shear, cut hair; to pluck (Emesal dialect for dùg, cf., zil; zé-er). 

zé[ZÍ] has a consonant- -[-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  mayir -ai aru 
missing letter  -Ra-] -to cut the hair; mayir- hair; aru / uri- shear . 

zé[ZÍ] has a consonant- -sa--and the  othe rinterpretaion  of the word is  mayirai 
sarai [  missing letter  -Ra-]- to cut the hair. 

zé[ZÍ] has a consonant- -[-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  uri [ missing letter  
-Ra-]  -shear . 

zé[ZÍ] has a consonant- -[-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is thundu idu [ 
missing letter- the -] –to slice.; thundu- piece  . 

zé[ZÍ] has a consonant- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is seththu [ missing 
letter- the -] - to cut . 

zé[ZÍ] has a consonant- -[-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is aayinthidu - [ 
missing letter- the -] – to pluck. . 

zé[ZÍ] has a consonant- -[-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is adi /  thumi / udai/ 
theettu / thaeiththidu [ missing letter- the -] - to cut . 

 

zi: n., breathing; breath (of life); throat; soul (cf., zid, zìg) [ZI archaic frequency: 
116; concatenates 3 sign variants]. v., (with -r Auslaut) to destroy; to  annihilate.  

zí has the consonant- -sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  moochchu- breath. 

zi: n  has the consonants- [-sa-] -  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  thondai- [ 
missing letter- the-] - throat. 

zi: n  has the consonants- sa-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  manam/ 
manasu  - mind/ soul. 
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zi: n  has the consonants- [- sa-] -  an- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aanmaa [Skt] -  soul.  

zi: n  has the consonants-  sa-  an- and the  interpretation  of the word is  naasam- 
destruction.  

zi: n  has the consonants-  sa-  an- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
soothanam / saatni [ missing letter –the - ]  - destruction.  

zi: n  has the consonants- [-sa-]-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  aani-  
destruction  ;  uoonam .  

zi: n  has the consonants- sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  nasivu [ missing  
letter-  ka-] - destruction. 

zi: n  has the consonants-  sa-  an- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
panjanam [ missing letter- pa-]- destroying.  

zi: n  has the consonants-  [-sa-]-  an- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
mathanam / nithanam [ missing letter –the - ]  - destroying. 

zi: n  has the consonants- [- sa-]  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  mannai  / 
menni / mennai- throat.  

 

zí: stench; bile; bitter. 

zí has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   naaththam [ missing 
letter- the -] – odour/ naatram .  

zí has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  nedi [ missing letter- 
the -] – stench .  

zi has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  uppu [ missing letter- 
pa-]  -salt /salty. 

stench [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the -an –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is naaththam- stench . 
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stench [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the -an –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  nedi -  stench . 

stench [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the -an –sa--and the  original Tamil  word 
is seendu  -  stench  as the  rancid curd.  

zi has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  thiththam  [ missing 
letter- the -] -  bitterness. 

zi has a consonant--sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  pichchu [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  bile . 

bile[E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is - uoozhai . 

 

 zì: (cf., zíd). 

 

 zu, sú: n., wisdom, knowledge. v., to know; to understand; to inform, teach (in 
marû reduplicated form); to learn from someone (with -da-); to recognize 
someone (with -da-); to be experienced, qualified. adj., your (as suffix). pron., 
yours.  

zu  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kan [ missing letter- 
ka-] - wisdom . 

zu  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  unmai -  truth / 
wisdom  . 

zu  has a consonant- sa--and the  original Tamil  word is   yoasanai  - wisdom.  

zu  has a consonant- [-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is   ninai  -  know.  

zu  has a consonant- sa--and the   other interpretation  of the word is  sitham/ 
saethanam [ missing letter- the -]- wisdom.  
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zu  has a  consonant--sa--and the  original Tamil  word is saththu [ missing letter- 
the -]- wisdom.  

 zu  has a consonant- sa--and the   other interpretation  of the word is  gnaanam – 
wisdom . 

zu  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is mathi /   mathi udamai 
[ missing letter- the -] –knowledge  . 

zu  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   oathu [ missing letter- 
the -] –teach . 

zu  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  unnudaiyathu [ 
missing letter- the -] -yours.  

zu  has a consonant- -sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  paesu [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  say. 

zu  has a  consonant- -sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  asai –say . 

zu  has a  consonant- sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  sollu [  missing letter –la-
]-  tell.  

zu  has a consonant- [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is   iyambu [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  say.  

zu  has a consonant- [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  ariya-[ missing letter – 
Ra-] - know / understand /learn . 

zu  has a consonant- [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  naer-[ missing letter –
Ra-] - learn . 

zu  has a consonant- [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  unaru- [ missing letter- 
- Ra-] - know / understand/ recognize . 

zu  has a consonant--sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  vaasi  [missing letter- ka-] 
– learn . 
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zu  has a consonant- sa--and the   other interpretation  of the word is  sitchchai [ 
missing letter- the -] -   teaching . 

zu  has a consonant-[- sa-]--and the   other interpretation  of the word is  matham 
[ missing letter- the -] -   teaching .  

zu  has a consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is   sollu [ missing letter- la-]  
– inform . 

 

zú, su11[KA]: tooth, teeth; prong; thorn; blade; ivory; flint, chert; obsidian; 
natural glass.    

zu  has a consonant- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is thantham-[ missing 
letter- the -]  -tooth / ivory .  

 su [KA] has the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kandakam 
[ missing letter- the -] - thorn ; thaeikka- to prick  

su[KA] has the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
muththu -[ missing letter- the -]-  tooth;   vaai- mouth; muththu- pearl.  

Su[KA] has the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaththi 
munai -[ missing letter- the -]-  knife blade  ; kaththi- knief. 

su[KA] has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kanaadi--[ 
missing letter- the -]-  glass.  

su[KA] has the consonants- sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is sikki mukki- flint 
stone.  

su[KA] has the consonants- sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is sikki mukki  - 
chert . 
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 Page-18. 

 

zu5: (cf., azu).  

 

aba, ab: lake; sea [AB archaic frequency: 384; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

*ab   has a consonant- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is appu – sea/ water .  

ab   has a consonant- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is ampanam  -water.  

ab   has a consonant- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  aapam  -water. 

 ab   has a consonant- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  panneeyam / paani  -
water.  

ab   has a consonant- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is ampu  -sea/ water .  

ab   has a consonant- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is apsu [missing letter- sa-] 
–sea.  

ab   has a consonant- pa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  payasu 
missing letter- sa-]  – water . 

ab   has a consonant- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pannai – lake.  

ab   has a consonant- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is payampu – pond.   

ab   has a consonant- [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is sunai [ missing 
letter- sa-]- spring.  

ab   has a consonant- [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  aaam- water. 
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ab   has a consonant-  pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is payam – tank / water.  

ab   has a consonant-  pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is asumpu  - spring/  well.  

 

 abba: (cf., ab-ba).  

 

ubiku6: a marine and fluvial fish [UBI archaic frequency: 7; concatenates 2 signs].  

ubiku  has the consonants –[-pa--]  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanavaai-  
meen-  cuttle fish.  

ubiku  has the consonants –[-pa--]  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   koei meen  
- herring  fish . 

 

ubu [AŠ]: area measure, = 1/2 of an iku (= 50 sar). 

ubu  has a  consonant-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is maa-  144x 100 sq feet.  

iku  has a  consonant - ka and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kaani - = 4 maa = 
4x144x100 sq ft.  

 

 ada, ad: n., father; shout; song [AD archaic frequency: 36; concatenates 3 sign 
variants]. v., to balk. adda(2), ad3,6: carcass, corpse; skeleton [ADDA archaic 
frequency: 4].  

ada has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is aththan -  father.;  
aththaan-  unlce’s son  / husband. 

ada has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thaathai/ thaathaa – 
father.  
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ada has a consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   pithaa  [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  father. 

ada has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is tham appan [ missing 
letter- pa-] – our father ;thum – own .  

ada has a consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   aththaa- 
father.  

ada has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thanthai – father.  

ada has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  othanmai –song.  

ada has a  consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
naatham- song.  

ada has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  then- song.  

ada has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is paadu – sing; paattu [ 
missing letter –pa-] –song.  

ada has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is oaasai idu[ missing 
letters  -sa ]–to shout; oaasai- noise . 

 shout [E]  has the consonant- sa- the – and the  interpretation  of the word is  -  
athishttaanam  -shout.  

ada has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is nettai-  carcass.  

ada has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is nettai  -skeleton.  

ada has a consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
maiyaththu – corpse.  

ada has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is mattai -  corpse.  

ada has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is seththa pinam-[ missing 
letters  -sa- and- –pa-] - dead body ; saa –die; pinam- dead body . 

ada has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thadai  –balk . 
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ada has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thadai idu- to balk . 

 

adda4, ád: to dispatch, send; to drive away; shrub, thornbush [? KIŠIK archaic 
frequency: 21; concatenates 3 sign variants].  

ad has  a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oattidu –drive away . 

ad has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  anuuppidu[ missing 
letter- pa-]  –to send . 

ad has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   poo sedi  [ missing  
letters- pa -and -sa-]  –flowering  plant ; poo- flower;  sedi- plant . 

ad has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mut sedi [ missing  – 
letter-sa-] - thorn plant   . 

ad has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kodi [ missing letter- ka-
] - creeper.   

 

ída, íd, i7: river; main canal; watercourse (éd,'to issue', + a,'water'). 

*ida has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is oadai-  stream. 

ida has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thanni –water.  

ida has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is madai –dam . 

ida has a  consonant –the- and the   other interpretation of the word is nathi- 
river.   

ida has a  consonant –the- and the   original Tamil word is sundai- [ missing letter- 
sa-] - pond.  

ida has a  consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is sinthu [ missing letter- 
sa-] – river.  
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ida has a  consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is sadam [ 
missing letter- sa-] - river.  

ida has a  consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is thadini -  river.  

ida has a  consonant–the- and the original Tamil  word is thuni – river. 

ida has a  consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is unthi-  river.  

ida has a  consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is oadai  -stream . 

ida has a  consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is madu – pond.  

ida has a  consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is thattam -  pond.  

ida has a  consonant –the- and the   other Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
thanni kuttai [ missing letter- ka-] - pond . 

ida has a  consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is ampoathi [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  ocean  . 

ida has a  consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is payoathi [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  sea.  

ida has a consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is thaenam - ocean 

ida has a consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is thoayathi  -ocean   

ida has a consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is neenthu  -ocean   

ida has a  consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is aththi / uththi / uthathi 
–sea.  

 ida has a consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is oatham – sea. 

ida has a consonant –the- and the original Tamil  word is thoayam – sea. 

ida has a consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is natheenam 
– sea.  
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ida has a consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is neeththam  
-sea.  

 

 udu: sheep; small cattle; ram, wether [UDU archaic frequency: 452; 
concatenates 2 signs]. 

*udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  udu  -sheep/ goat .    

udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maedam-  sheep /ram.  

udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  patti  [ missing letter –
pa-] – sheep  fold.  

udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is aadu   /yaadu - goat / 
sheep . 

udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is aanaadu -  ram; aan- 
male; aadu -goat . 

 udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is maendam  /maeththai 
- ram . 

udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is idi  -ram .  

udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  idai -  cow.  

udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maadu –cow/bull.  

udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai maadu – cattle.  

 udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pandam  [ missing 
letter –pa-]   cattle  . 

udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paandi [ missing letter 
–pa-]   -bull. 

udu has a consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  nanthi  -
bull.  
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udu has a consonant–the- and the  original Tamil  word is  moaththai - goat.   

udu has a consonant –the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
maenaatham – goat. 

udu has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  sithamai [ missing 
letter –sa-]   -  goat . 

udu has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aadu maadu –cattle.  

udu has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ottai- camel.  

 

 aga(3): diadem, circlet, crown (of legitimate kingship); turban [TUN3 archaic 
frequency: 96; concatenates 3 sign variants].  

aga  has a consonant -ka and the  original Tamil  word is mani makudam [ missing 
letter- the -] - crown ; mani- gem /stone/ bead; makudam- crown . 

diadem   has  the  consonants  -the-  –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mani  
mudi -  diadem.  

, 

uga  mušen: raven. 

*uga  has  a  consonant-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaakkai/ kaakam- 
crow.  

uga  has a  consonant-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is karuvaakam [ missing 
letter- Ra-]-  raven . 

 

 egi(2): (cf., egir2/3).  

égi: (cf., ègir). 
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 igi: n., eye(s); glance; face; aspect, looks; front (reduplicated ig, 'door') [IGI 
archaic frequency: 21]. v., to see. prep., before, in front of.  

*igi: n  has the consonants-  ka- an-and the  original Tamil  word is kann-  eye.  

igi: n  has the consonants-  ka- an-and the  original Tamil  word is  kaanka/ noakka- 
to see. 

igi: n  has the consonants-  ka- an-and the  original Tamil  word is   mun pakkam [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - front side .  

igi: n  has the consonants-  ka- an-and the  original Tamil  word is  pin pakkam- 
missing letter- pa-]-  back side ; pin- back; pakkam- side.   

igi: n  has the consonants-  ka- an-and the  original Tamil  word is   mukam kaana/ 
noakka  –to look at the face  ; mukam- face; kaana- see.   

 

igi: reciprocal of a number (= the multiplier that will give 60; the igi of 5 is 0;12) 
(abbreviation of igi- gál, 'that which is opposite'). 

 igi   has  a  consonant-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   ennukku  onnu  enum    
vaku  kanakku - reciprocal of a number  ; enn -  [ given]  number; onnu- one  ;  
vaku  -divide  ;  kanakku –calculation . 

 

 ugu[U.GÙ]: n., skull; top of the head; top side; upper part; voice (cf., ùgun, 
ugu(4)) (ù,'after it', + gú,'neck'). pron., him, her, them, this one. prep., upon, over, 
on top; after; comparative enhancer of adjectives. 

*ugu has a consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kam -  skull.    

Ugu has a consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mandai mukadu [ 
missing letter- the -] –top of the head . 

ugu has a  consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  avan-  he.  
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ugu has a consonant  -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  him [E] .  

uguhas a consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   ava- she.  

uguhas the consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   avai -  those;  ivai  -
these . 

uguhas a consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  avunka-  they ; naanka- 
us.  

uguhas a consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  paesuka [ missing 
letters- pa- and -sa-] – say  /speak. 

ugu has a consonant  -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  voice [E] [ 
missing letter- sa-] . 

ugu has a consonant  -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is kanisam-[ 
missing letter- sa-] - voice.    

ugu has a consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai -  voice.  

ugu has a consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  piku [ missing letter- pa-
]-  strong  voice.  

voice  [E]  has the consonants - va-sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai -  voice.  

voice  [E]  has the consonants - va -sa -and the interpretation  of the word is 
kanisam [ missing letter- sa-] – voice. 

voice  [E]  has the consonants - va -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
asaikka- to  speak . 

voice  [E]  has the consonants - va -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  naakkai 
asaikka  -to speak . 

voice  [E]  has the consonants - va -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is   vasanam – 
voice . 
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úgu[A.KA]: debits part of account tablet. 

úgu[A.KA]  has a  consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kanakku yaedu [ 
missing letter –the -] -  account book ; kanakku- account; yaedu –book.  

úgu[A.KA]  has a consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaankiya/ 
kodutthha  kadanukkaana  kanakku [ missing letter –the -] – account for the debt  
borrowed ; vaanku- get; koduththa- given  ;  kanakku –account.  

 

 ugu4[KU]: to bear, procreate, produce (cf., ugu4-bi). 

ugu4 has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is ennku-  bear.  

ugu4 has  a consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is sakkika [ missing letter-
sa-]  -to bear . 

ugu4 has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is sumakka [ missing 
letter-sa-]  -to bear . 

ugu4 has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is aakku /oakku - make.  

ugu4 has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is seika [ missing letter- 
sa-]-  produce ; ivasam;  seikai - producing.    

ugu4 has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pannuka  [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  make/ produce .   

ugu4 has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  makavu  eenuka -  to 
give birth to a child ; makavu- child; eenuka- beget [ janikka[Skt]   .  

ugu4 has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ina  perukkam  
[missing letters- pa – and- Ra -]- procreation; inam- race; perukku -increase .  

procreate [E]   has the consonants  - pa- Ra-  ka –Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  ina perukkam purinthidu – procreate ; purinthidu- do . 
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produce [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]-  -Ra – the- [-sa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is  uruvaakkidu [ missing letter- ka-]- create . 

produce [E]   has the consonants – pa-  -Ra – the- [-sa -]–and the  original Tamil   
word is padaiththar –to create . 

produce [E]   has the consonants –[- pa -] -  -Ra – the- sa -nd the  original Tamil   
word is seithiduthar  -to make.  

produce [E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] -  -Ra – the- [- sa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aakkuthar [ missing letter- ka-]- – make . 

produce [E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] -  -Ra – the- [- sa--]  –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  viruththiakkku [ missing letter- ka-]-produce/ 
multiply . 

produce [E]   has the consonants  -pa-  -Ra – the-  sa- –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is urpaththi [?Skt]  seithidu  - produce ; seithidu –do  . 

 

 ága, ág, áka, ám: to measure out, mete; to measure (area, length, time, 
capacity); to check. 

aga  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is aaika - test.  

aga  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is kanikka- to assess . 

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kanakkidu [ missing 
letter- the -] - calculate . 

aga  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is alakka [ missing letter-  
la-] - to measure.  

aga  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is kol- alavu [ missing letter- 
la-] –capacity.  

aga  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is kuzhi  kanakku- [ missing 
letter- la-]-  land measurement ; one kuzhi=  144sqft . 
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aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is kuzhi  kanakku- [missing 
letter- la-]-  time measurement – 6.66sec; kanakku- measurement  . 

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  veli-[missing letter- la-]-  
land measurement – 2.6 hectares.  

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is ankanam-  72 sqft.  

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is kaani-  400x 144sqft[ 
400kuzhi]  

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is aalakku [  missing letter- 
la-]-  -  fluid volume.  

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  ulaakku [  missing letter- 
la-]-  -  fluid volume.  

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  maakaani- fluid volume . 

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is mani  kanakku – 
measurement of time ;  mani –time;  mani- hour;  kanakku- count/ measurement . 

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is kanam- time 
measurement.  

aga  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is kunam- smallest unit  of 
volume .  

aga  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  koan-   length 
measurement – 115.8953225 picometre . 

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  veesai [ missing letter- 
sa-]  – goods weight . 

aga  has a consonant- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  kejam [ 
missing letter- sa-] - length  measurement – 9.075sqft. 
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 ùga, ùg, ùku, un(-gá): people; population; crowd.  

uga  has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is koottam [ missing letter- 
the -]- crowd 

 uga has a consonant- ka- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the  word is 
makkal [ missing letter- la-]-  people  . 

uga has a consonant- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is janankal 
[Skt]  [ missing letters- la-  and -sa-] -  people  . 

uga has a consonant- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is ganam 
crowd . 

crowd[E]   has  the   consonants -  ka --Ra -  va- the -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  perun-k-koottam  [ missing letter- pa-] - big crowd . 

 

áhi, ah5, á: arm; wing; horn; side; strength; work performance; wages; moment. 
[A2 archaic frequency: 3] aka, ak, ag, a5: to do, act; to place; to make into 
(something) (with -si-) [AK archaic frequency: 149; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

ahi is read as letter ‘ ka’ and not as letter ‘a’ . 

*ahi has a  consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is kai-  hand.  

ahi has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is kompu-[ missing letter- 
pa-] - horn . 

ahi has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is akkaam  pakkam- -[ 
missing letter-pa-] - side . 

ahi has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kooli [ missing letter- la-] -  
wages . 

ahi has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kanam - moment.  

ahi has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   vaikka- to place. 
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ahi has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  aakkuka- to make.  

ahi has a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   seika [missing letter- sa-]   
- do.  

ahi has  a consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   pannuka [missing letter-
pa-]  - do . 
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                                                             Page- 19  

 

   àka: fleece. 

 aku  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   vettu [ missing letter- 
the -] – fleece.  

 

 iku: a surface measure of 3600 meters2 = 100 sar = 1 square 'rope' = 1/18 bùr 
(plural Akk. form of ég, ék, 'levee').  

iku  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  1 kani-  92 cents .    

iku  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ankanam – 72 sq feet. 

iku  has a  consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  1 kejam  [ missing 
letter- sa-]-  9sq feet.  

iku  has a consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 1  visam [ missing letter- 
sa-]- - 36 sqfeet.  

 

uku2,5: (cf., ukur3,4). 

 ùku: (cf., ùga).  

 

íla, íli, íl: n., carrier. v., to lift, carry; to deliver; to bring; to endure; to support; to 
carry forward (in accounting); to be high; to shine (íl-i in marû). 

*íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is ali-  to give.  

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is vazhanku [ missing letter- 
ka-]-deliver . 
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íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is nilaiththu nillu-[ missing  
letter- the-]-to last  /endure ; nillu –to stand ; nilai-stable. 

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  minnuthal [ missing letter- 
the-]-  to shine . 

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  azhalthal [ missing letter- 
the-]-shine. 

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thazhalthal  [ missing 
letter- the-]-shine. 

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is   imaiththal  [ missing 
letter- the-]-shine. 

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is odiththal [ missing letter- 
the-]-shine. 

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is   thudiththal- [ missing 
letter- the-]-shine. 

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is   daal adiththal / oli  
adiththal [ missing letter- the-]-shine. 

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is   aalampam [ missing 
letter- pa-]- support /touching / killing.   

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is   oththaasai seithal [ 
missing letters-  the- and -sa-] -  to support ; seithal –doing .  

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mun eduththu sellu [ 
missing  letters [ -the- and -sa- ]- to carry forward ;mun-front; edu-take; sellu-go .  

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  eduththal [ missing letter- 
the-]-  lift/ take . 

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thennuthal [ missing 
letter- the-]-  - lift  as with  a lever.  
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íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ueiththal [ missing letter- 
the-]-  – carry . 

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  attuthal  [ missing letter- 
the-]-  bring.  

íla has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  eethal  /eenuthal [ 
missing letter- the-]-   bring  forth  /give  .  

 

 ili5: to rise, get up.  

*Ili  has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhu- rise/ get up;  mael 
ezhu .   

 

illu: high water, flood; (amniotic) fluid; resin. 

*Illu  has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is   aal-  flood.  

*Illu  has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is   alai- flood.  

 Illu  has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  punal [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  flood.   

Illu  has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is vaan mazhai [ missing 
letter- ka-]- - rain; vaan- sky ; mazhai- rain . 

Illu  has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is vellam [ missing letter- 
ka-]- flood water . 

Illu  has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is kunkiliyam [ missing 
letter- ka-] –a resin . 

resin[E]  has the   consonants- Ra- sa-an -and the  original Tamil  word is mara  
pisin [ missing letter- pa-] -resin; maram- tree; pisin- resin .   
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 ùlu: (cf., u18). 

 

 úllu[KIB], ùl: leash; reins [KIB archaic frequency: 7].  

úllu[KIB],   has the consonants  - la- ka- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kadi 
vaalam-[ missing  letter- the -] - leash / bridle . 

 

ama: mother [AMA archaic frequency: 241; concatenates 2 sign variants].  

*ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  interpretation of the  word is amma/ ammai 
/ ammanai – mother.  

ama  has the consonant- ma -and the  interpretation of the  word is  manai -  
mother.  

ama  has the consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is Mani Ammai -  moon 
goddess;  mani / mini – moon;   ammai- mother/ mummy  . 

 

áma, am: wild ox or cow (aurochs).  

ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is koan maa/ kaya maa / 
kavai yamaa  [ missing letter- ka-] – wild ox /wild cow . 

ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  maiyaaan-  black  
buffalo ;  mai –dark .  

ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  maimmai – barren 
buffalo . 

ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  maadu [ missing  
letter- the -]  -cow/ ox  . 

ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  maayidam /  maethi [ 
missing latter- the -] -  buffalo . 
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ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   erumai [ missing 
letter- Ra-] – buffalo  . 

ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   sumanai [ missing 
letter- sa-] -  red cow   ;  saanam -  cow dung .    

ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  moori  [ missing letter- 
Ra-] –buffalo . 

ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mari [ missing letter- 
Ra-] –ram . 

 

ama(4,5), áme: women's quarters; living room.  

ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   kannai maadam [ 
missing letters- ka –and- the -] - convent ; kanni- virgin.  

ama  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is    veettu koodam 
missing letters- ka –and- the -] -hall of the house; veedu- house; koodam- hall. 

 

eme: tongue; speech; plow's share.  

eme  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is mozhi-[ missing letter- 
zha-] - language .  

eme  has a consonant- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaram-[ missing 
letters-  ka –and- Ra-] -  plough share . 

 

gišeme:  a utensil.  

gišeme   has the  consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kinnam- cup.  
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gišeme   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunam-  water pot.    

gišeme   has the consonants  - ka- sa- -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is munn  
saaikai / munn koosaa -  clay  jug  . 

gišeme   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanni kudam [ missing  letter- the -] -  water pot   ; thanni- water; kudam-pot;  
mun kudam –earthern vessel .  

gišeme   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kundam /  kudantham  /  kadukam [ missing  letter- the -] – pot.  

gišeme   has the consonants  - ka- sa- -ma -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is sakadam / sadakam [ missing  letter- the -] – cup/ plate ;  santhana 
kinnam   - cup  for sandal paste . 

gišeme   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalam [ missing  letter- la-] -  hollow utensil ; kol kalam .  

gišeme   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
akalam [ missing  letter- la-] -  jar.  

 

emma: (cf., enmen). émma: (cf., énmen). 

 éme: (cf., ummeda(2)).  

eme3,5,6: she-ass, jenny. I 

 

mi, im, em: clay, loam, mud; tablet [IM archaic frequency: 67; concatenation of 2 
sign variants]. 

em  has  a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   mun /sem mun[ 
missing letter- sa-] - soil . 
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em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  manal [ missing letter- 
la-] - sand  / soil . 

em  has  a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   seeram-[ missing 
letters- sa –and- Ra-] -  mire . 

em  has  a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  pattayam [ missing  
letters- pa -and -the ] – tablet   . 

clay[E]   has the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is kali munn/ 
koozhai munn - clay . 

loam[E] has the consonants – la- ma-  and the original Tamil  word is manal- sand . 

loam[E] has the consonants – la- ma-  and the original Tamil  word is kali munn [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -clay . 

 

 imi, im, em: wind; direction; weather; storm; cloud; rain (cf., tumu). 

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mazhai [  missing 
letter- zha-] –rain . 

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  maari [ missing letter- 
Ra-] -rain . 

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  amutham [ missing  
letter- the -]-  -rain . 

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  nedumi - [ missing  
letter- the -]- rain 

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  maelaalam [ missing 
letter- la-] –rain .  

*em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  aayam -  cloud.  
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em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  manju [  missing  letter- 
sa-] – cloud.  

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  maekam / 
maakam [ missing letter- ka-] - cloud . 

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  konmu [ missing letter- 
ka-] - cloud . 

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  naakam/ neekam  [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  cloud.  

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kam [ missing letter- 
ka-] - cloud.  

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  aanmaa -  
wind.  

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  susanam [  
missing  letter- sa-] – wind.  

 em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  soanam  [  
missing  letter- sa-] –  cloud.  

em  has a  consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  maasi / maasu  [  
missing  letter- sa-] –  cloud. 

em  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  anilam [ missing letter- 
la-] – wind.  

em  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  maal  [ missing letter- 
la-]- wind.  

em  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaanthanam [wind.  

em  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  moadanam [ missing  
letter- the -]- wind.  
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em  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  vakam [ missing letter- 
ka-] – wind. 

em  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kam  [ missing letter- 
ka-]- wind.  

 em  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is veekam [ missing letter- 
ka-]-wind.  

em  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is thim  / thaem  / muththi 
[ missing letter- the -]-  direction. 

em  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is pakkam [ missing letter- 
pa-] – direction. 

 

umu, um: old woman; nurse; wise or skillful teacher. 

um  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  amma/ ammai/ 
ammanai / ammani  -  mother /respectable woman . 

um  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  uoottum thaai [ missing 
letter- the -] -  nurse . 

um  has a consonant -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  ammaayee -  grandma. 

 

 ùmmu: (cf., ummud). 

 únu: (cf., únug). 

 

 ùnu(-d): feast; chief cowherd.  

ùnu(-d)   has  the  consonants –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
undaattam-  feast ; undidu-  eat; aadu –dance ; thanni  adi-  to drink . 
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ùnu(-d)    has the consonants –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is panthi [ 
missing letter- pa-] –feast . 

feast  has the consonants -pa- [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is panthi/ 
undaattam – feast . 

ùnu(-d)    has the consonants –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is maaadu 
maeiththidum   idaiyan- shepherd ;  maadu –cow; maeinthidu- graze ; nanthan .  

 

unu6: (cf., ùnug). 

 

 ára, ár[UB]: n., praise, glory. v., to praise, glorify. 

ár[UB   has the consonants - Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is poatridu  
/poatri paadidu  [missing letter- the-]  - to praise . 

ár[UB   has the consonants - Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  thuthi  
paaduthar [missing letter- the-]  - to praise . 

ár[UB   has the consonants - Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaetram / 
yaetri paadu [missing letter- the-]  - to praise . 

ár[UB   has the consonants - Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pannuthar / 
paaduthar [missing letter- the-]  - to praise . 

ár[UB   has the consonants - Ra- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  ittu urai 
missing letter- the-]  - to praise . 

ár[UB   has the consonants - Ra- [-pa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is thoaththiram [ missing letter- the-]  - to praise . 

ár[UB   has the consonants - Ra- pa-- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
piraarththanai [ missing letter- the-]  - to praise . 
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ár[UB   has the consonants - Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is paraattu 
[missing letter- the-]  - to praise . 

ár[UB   has the consonants - Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  perumai- 
glory.  

ár[UB   has the consonants - Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  perum 
sirappu [ missing letter- sa-] – glory.  

ár[UB   has the consonants - Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   perumai  
paesu [ missing letter- sa-]  -glorify .  

 

 ara3,5: (cf., hara). 

 

 ara4; ar; rà: v., to shine; to blaze. adj., bright; clear; polished. 

*ar  has  a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  urai-  polish.  

ar  has  a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  seermai [missing letter- 
sa-] – polish . 

ar  has  a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  eri / eriya - burn . 

ar  has  a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is niram  -brightness.    

ar  has a  consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  erippu [missing letter- 
pa-] -  -brightness.  

ar  has a  consonant- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  pirabai[Skt]  
[missing letter- pa-] -  -brightness.  

ar  has a  consonant- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  puranam 
[missing letter- pa-] -  -brightness. 

ar  has  a consonant- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is pirasannam 
[Skt] [missing letters- pa- and -sa- ] -  -brightness. 
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ar has a  consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   eriyim neruppu [ missing 
letter- pa-] - burning fire;  neruppu –fire.  

ar has a  consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   minu minuththar [ 
missing  letter- the -] - to shine . 

ar  has a  consonant- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
supirasannam [missing letters- pa- and-sa-]  – clearness. 

ar has a  consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   sen niram [ missing 
letter- pa-]  - clearness.  

ar has  a  consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   thaeru  /thaetram  
/thaetranmai  [  missing  letter- the -]- clearness. 
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Page -20.  

iri: (cf., uru).  

uri(2): Akkadian (cf., kínda) [URI archaic frequency: 35; URI2 archaic frequency: 1].  

ùri[ŠEŠ]: (cf., urin).  

uri2,5: (cf., urim2,5).  

 

uru(2) (ki), iri, rí; iri11: city, town, village, district [URU archaic frequency: 101; 
concatenation of 5 sign variants; UNUG archaic frequency: 206; concatenates 3 
sign variants]. 

*uru   has  a consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uoor- village/ native 
place .  

uru   has  a consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paer uoor [ missing 
letter –pa-]- town . 

uru   has  a consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is puri / puram/ pooriyam  
[ missing letter –pa-]- town . 

uru   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saeri  [ missing letter –
sa-]- town / hamlet .  

uru   has a consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  siru uoor [ missing 
letter –sa-]- village / hamlet .  

uru   has a consonant- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is masara [ 
missing letter –sa-]- village / hamlet .  

uru   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is Uoonur -  a town near 
Musiri   -  sea port of ancient  Chera kingdom of Malabar coast  

uru   has a consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  woraiyur / uraiyur 
Chola capital . 
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uru   has a consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  Musiri [ missing letter- 
sa-] --  sea port of  ancient Chera kingdom Malabar coast. 

 

 uru2,5,18: n., devastating flood; thunderstorm. adj., high, deep.  

uru   has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is neer-  flood /water .  

*uru   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aaru -  flood/ river.  

uru   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is maari-  flood . 

uru   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  poor/ pooram [ 
missing letter –pa-] – flood.  

uru   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sen neer [missing letter 
–sa-] – fresh  flood.  

   

uru   has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  idi yaeru [ missing 
letter- the -]- thunderstorm . 

uru   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uyaram-height/tall. 

 

ùru(-m)[ŠEŠ]: n., watch fire; light; glowing, luminous object. v., to watch, guard; 
to protect.  

*ùru(-m) has the consonants  -Ra –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  niram- 
light.  

ùru(-m) has the consonants  -Ra –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is eriyim  
neruppu [ missing letter- pa-] – burning  fire; eri –burn; neruppu –fire.  

ùru(-m) has the consonants  -Ra –ma- and the other interpretaion  of the word is   
karam / karanam [ misisg letter- ka-]-light . 
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*ùru(-m) has the consonants  -Ra –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is eriyim – 
glowing . 

ùru(-m) has the consonants  -Ra –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is minu 
minukkira [ missing letter- ka-]- shining.  

ùru(-m) has the consonants  -Ra –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kaavar 
kaakanum [ missing letter- ka-] - to guard . 

ùru(-m) has the consonants  -Ra –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaththu 
varanum  [ missing letter- ka-]-  to protect.  

ùru(-m) has the consonants  -Ra –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is arakkam [ 
misisg letter- ka-]-  – protection. 

ùru(-m) has the consonants  -Ra –ma- and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  vaaranam [ missing letter- ka-]-  protection. 

ùru(-m) has the consonants  -Ra –ma- and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  ukkiram [ missing letter- ka-]-   -advance guard . 

 

Uru4[APIN], ur11(-ru): to plow, till, cultivate.  

*ur11   has  a consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaeru – plough.  

*ur11   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaeru - to plough  .  

ur11  has a  consonant- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  yaeroar – plough men . 

ur11   has a consonant- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the word is sanjaari [ 
missing letter –sa-]-cultivator.  

ur11   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaeru  uzhu -  [ 
missing letter- zha-]- to plough  ;  yaeru- plough/ kalappai ; uzhuka- plough . 

ur11   has   a consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  payir sei [ missing 
letters- pa -and -sa-] - to cultivate . 
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ur11   has a consonant- Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is seeram-[ 
missing letter –sa-] - plough . 

till [E]  has  the   consonants- the –la- and the  original Tamil  word is uzhuthal- to 
plowing . 

till [E]  has  the  consonants- the –la- and the  original Tamil  word is thoanduthal- 
digging.  

plough [E]  has the consonants –pa- la- va -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalappai- plough.  

plough [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- la- va -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uzhavu   vaelai  - plowing .  

 

uru9: stanchion, support. 

*uru   has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is uran- support. 

 *uru   has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is oram- support . 

uru   has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pari / parippu [ missing 
letter-pa-] - support. 

uru   has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is poruppu [ missing 
letter- pa--]-  –support .  

uru   has a consonant- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
paramarippu [ missing letter-pa-]  – support. 

 uru   has a  consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is saarpu [ missing 
letters- pa- and -sa-]-  support . 

uru   has a consonant- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   saparanai 
[ missing letters- pa- and -sa-]-  support . 
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uru   has a  consonant- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is anu 
saranai [?Skt][ missing letter-sa-]  – support . 

 

 uru12: same meaning as ur (2,3,4) with the marû aspect-e suffix and vowel 
harmony. 

 

 uru16(-n): valiant; strong, mighty; clever. 

uru16 nhas the consonants- Ra – an – and the  original Tamil  word is mana uram- 
strong  mind . 

uru16(-n)  has the consonants- Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is arignan – 
scholar.  

*uru16(-n)  has the consonants- Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  aariyan – 
wise man . 

uru16(-n)  has the consonants- Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is maravan 
veeran / vikkiraman / varman / uravan   [ missing letter- ka-]-  hero . 

uru16(-n)  has the consonants- Ra -an – and the other interpretation of the word 
is   sooran [ missing letter- sa-]-  strong man .  

uru16(-n)  has the consonants- Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruthiyaana  ondru  [ missing letter- the -]  –strong  one; uruthi-  strong . 

uru16(-n)  has the consonants- Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  thiran [ 
missing letter- the -]  – talent /cleverness. 

uru16(-n)  has the consonants- Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  nerudan – 
[ missing letter- the -]   clever  person. 

 

 asa, as, az: cage; fetter; bear; myrtle [AZ archaic frequency: 13].  
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asa has a consonant-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is sankili  /kai kaal 
vilankku [ missing letters- ka -and-la-]  -fetter.  

asa has a consonant-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kulaayam  [ missing 
letters- ka -and-la-]  -bird’s cage .   

asa has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is pavala kurinchchi [ 
missing  leters- ka - la -and  -pa-]  -crape myrtle.  

asa has a consonant-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is vilaivi  [missing  
letters- ka- and-  la-]  -bear . 

 asa has a consonant- sa- and the original Tamil  word is eenu / sinai eenu  -bear . 

 asa has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is suma - bear  . 

 

esi: (cf., (na4)esig).  

 

isi: pit; clay pit. 

isi  has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  payampu [ missing 
letter- pa-]  – pit.    

isi  has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   ponthu –[missing 
letters- pa -and -the -]- pit.  

isi  has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  oattai [ missing 
letter- the -]  - hole . 

pit [E] has the consonants – pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  ponthu / 
pothumpu . 

pit [E] has the consonants – [-pa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oattai- 
hole.  
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 usu: skill; strength.  

usu has the consonant--sa and the interpretation  of the word is  panjamam [ 
missing letter- pa-]- skill.  

usu has the consonant--sa and the interpretation  of the word is  nipunam  [ 
missing letter- pa-]- skill . 

usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  noeippam [ missing 
letter- pa-]- -skill . 

 usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  yaenn – strength . 

 usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  yaemam – 
strength . 

usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   valimai [ missing 
letters- ka- and- la-] -  skill /strength . 

usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  vakai [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  –skill . 

usu has the consonant- sa- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sootchamam  / soothu [ missing letter- the -] –skill. 

usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  vanmai [ missing 
letter- ka -] –strength . 

usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kon [ missing 
letter- ka -] - strength . 

usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  koanai [ missing 
letter- ka -] - strength . 

usu has the consonant--sa and the  other interpretation  of the word is  savi [ 
missing letter- ka -] - strength .  

usu has the consonant--sa and the  other interpretation  of the word is  jeevan [ 
missing letter- ka -]  -strength . 
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usu has the consonant--sa and the  other interpretation  of the word is  saettam [ 
missing letter- the -] –strength . 

usu has the consonant- sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  veechchu / kai 
veechchu [ missing letter- ka -]  -strength . 

usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thinmai [ missing 
letter- the -] – strength . 

usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thidam  /thudi [ 
missing letter- the -] –  strength .  

usu has the consonant- sa-- and the  original Tamil word is  manju  -strength  . 

 usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is maanam- strength . 

usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  moei – strength . 

 usu has the consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  moochchu -  strength  

usu has the consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  saththu [ missing 
letter- the -] –strength . 

usu has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the   other interpretation of the word is  palam  
[ missing letters- pa- and- la-] -  strength . 

 

ussu(2,3): eight (ía, 'five', + eš5 , 'three').  

 ussu has a consonant- [-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  en- 8.  

ia has  no  consonant and the  original Tamil  word is  anju [ missing letter- sa-]  -5   

es has a consonant- [-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is moonu – 3. 

 

aša5: (cf., ašag). 
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 eša, eše4: emmer wheat flour. 

eša   has the consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is saamai- a millet.  

eša   has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  maavu [  missing  
letter- ka-] -  flour.  

eša   has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   thinai- [missing 
letter- the -]  - a millet.  

eša   has the consonant- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is mochchai- pea. 

 

 éšša: to be satiated, full 

ešsa   has the consonant- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is muzhumai [ 
missing letter- zha-]  - full.  

ešsa   has the consonant- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is nirai- ya [ missing 
leter- Ra-]- satiated. 

 

éše, éš[ŠÈ]: rope; measuring tape/cord; length measure, rope = 10 nindan rods = 
20 reeds = 120 cubits = the side of 1 square iku in area = 1,0,0 [602 ] fingers; a 
surface area measure, = 6 iku; leash (can be an adverbial suffix like eš) (eš, 
'much', + eš, 'much') [ŠE3 archaic frequency: 152]. 

eše   has the consonant- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is pasiyam [ missing  
letter- pa-] – rope . 

 eše   has the consonant- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is paasam [ missing  
letter- pa-] – cord. 

eše   has the consonant- -[-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is naan- cord . 

eše   has the consonant- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is kachchai  [ missing  
letter- ka-]   -rope ; kachchu – tape .  
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eše   has the consonant- -[-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is inai- tape.  

tape [E] has the consonants- the  [-- pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is naadaa. 

 tape[E] has the consonants- the - pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pattai . 

 tape [E] has the consonants- the –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  ottu 
naadaa  ; ottu –to stick . 

eše   has the consonant- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is 1 saan / jaan  [ length 
measure]  - 9 inch / 12 fingers. 

eše   has the consonant- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is 1visam [ missing  
letter- ka-] - 36sq feet . 

eše   has the consonant- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is 1 kejam [ missing  
letter- ka-] -  9 sq feet.  

eše   has the consonant- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is 24 lachcham [ missing  
letter-la-] --  1 acre . 

eše   has the consonant- -[-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is Kaani [ missing 
letter- ka-] -  -  57600 sq feet. 

eše   has the consonant- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is veesai [ missing  
letter- ka-]- capcity  measure.  

 

 èše: a surface measure = 2.16 hectares or 6 iku.  

eše  has a consonant- -sa-and the original Tamil  word is one maa  = 100x 144sqft.  

 

iši: mountain [IŠ archaic frequency: 88; concatenates 3 sign variants].  

Iši   has the consonant—sa-and the  original Tamil  word is poachchai [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  mountain . 
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Iši   has the consonant—sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  misai -  hill/ mound .  

Iši   has the consonant—-sa- and the other interpretation of the word is  saanu – 
mountain ;  saiyyam- a mountain .   

Iši   has the consonant—[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is malai [ missing 
letter- la-] - mountain.  

Iši   has the consonant—-sa- and the original Tamil [?] word is silai [ missing letter-
la-]  -stone/ mountain.  

Iši   has the consonant—-sa- and the other interpretation of the word is sailam  /  
similam / siloachchayam [ missing letter-la-] -mountain.  

Iši   has the consonant—-sa- and the  original  Tamil  word is sem mun  maedu [ 
missing letter –the -] -  mound . 

 

eššu: ear of barley or other grain.  

eššu  has the consonant- sa- and the original Tamil  word is soorai [ missing letter- 
Ra-] - growing  corn not eared.  

eššu  has the consonant- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  sool -[ missing letter- 
la-]- tender corn ears. 

 

ušu: a crop-devouring insect.  

ušu   has the consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is poochchi [ missing 
letter- pa-] - insect.  

 

ùšu: thirty (eš5,'three', + hà/u,'ten'). 

usu  has a consonant -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is sa =  numerical- 4. 
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usu  has a consonant -sa -and the original Tamil  word is  su - numerical- 6. 

 

 itu, iti: (cf., itud). 

 

 iti6[UD.dNANNA]: moonlight. 

iti6  has the consonants  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is thun mathi -  full 
moon . 

iti6  has the consonants  -the- and the  original Tamil  word is mathi   oli [ missing  
letter- la-] –moon light. 

 

 dutu: the sun as a god (cf., ud). 

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is udu – sun ; thee –
fire   

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the other interpretation  of the  word is  atan 
[Egypt ]  -sun.  

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
aathiththan  /aathi /  uthaiyan  -sun . 

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is thaaman – sun  

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is soothan  /  sandan  
/ anjittoan   [ missing letter- sa-] –sun. 

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is peethan [ missing 
letter- pa-] –sun. 

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is manthi -  sun .  
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dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  other interpretation of the  word  is thina 
mani  -sun  . 

 dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is amuthan – god.  

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is andan -  god .  

 dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  other interpretation of the  word  is 
ananthan [Skt]  -god  . 

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is munthan -   god as 
the  first  being.  

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is namathan  -god.  

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is poathaanthan  [ 
missing letter- pa-] –god . 

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  other interpretation of the  word  is 
nisinthan [ missing letter- sa-] –god . 

dutu  has the consonants-  the- and the  other interpretation of the  word  is 
jothiyan [ missing letter- sa-] –god ; sen -theeyan .  
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Page -21.  

 

útu: a dish prepared with milk. 

utu  has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  amuthu –  sweetend 
milk rice.  

utu  has a  consonant- the- and the   other interpretation of the word is suthai -[ 
missing letter- sa-]  -milk . 

utu  has a consonant- the- and the   other interpretation of the word is mathu- 
milk .  

 

 azu, úzu, zu5: doctor (cf., a-zu) [AZU archaic frequency: 7].  

azu  has a  consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  noaei   - yaei  
kunamaakkuvoan   [ missing letter- ka-]  -one who  cures the disease; noaei- 
disease; kunamaakku- to cure . 

 

izi[NE]: fire (cf., iz-zi) [NE archaic frequency: 303; concatenation of 4 sign 
variants].  

izi  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  susi -  fire. 

izi  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paasanam [ missing letter 
–pa-] -  fire.  

izi  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinam -  fire/ anger  

izi  has a consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pasi  [ missing letter –pa-] 
-  fire/ hunger.  
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uzu: flesh; cut of meat; omen (ùz, 'goat', + zé, 'to cut').  

uzu  has a consonant-[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is uoon- meat . 

uzu  has a consonant-[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is nimiththam-[ missing 
letter- the -]-  omen . 

uzu  has a consonant- sa-  -and the  original Tamil  word is seththu [ missing letter- 
the-] –cut.  

*uzu  has a  consonant- sa-  -and the  original Tamil  word is  asam – goat .  

 

uzu5: evening, sunset.  

uzu  has a consonant -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is santhi / saainthida [ 
missing letter- the -] - sunset . 

uzu  has  a consonant –[-sa -] -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  anthi 
[Skt]  – sunset . 

 

dab(2,4,5), dib(2): n., fetter. v., to hold; to take, seize, catch; to bind, tie up; to 
take away; to hire; to receive (motion into open container).  

dab   has the consonants  -the- pa -and the original Tamil  word is  pidi- to hold.  

dab   has the consonants  -the- [-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  edu- take.  

dab   has the consonants  -the- pa-and the original Tamil  word is  pinaiththidu 
bind.  

dab   has the consonants  -the- [-pa-] -and the original Tamil  word is mudi  
poadu/   mudi- tie.  

dab   has the consonants  -the- pa--and the original Tamil  word is eduththittu 
poa- take away . 
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dab   has the consonants  -the- pa--and the original Tamil  word is petridu  [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -receive . 

dab   has the consonants  -the- [-pa-]--and the original Tamil  word is thodar 
[missing letter- Ra-] –fetter  . 

dab   has the consonants  -the- -pa--and the original Tamil  word is poadu / 
niyamiththdu [Skt] - employ  / appoint . 

ab   has the consonants  -the- -pa--and the original Tamil  word is oppam idu –to 
sign up  . 

 

dab6, da5: to surround; to beset, besiege.  

daba  has the consonants  -the  - pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   puraththiru 
[ missing letter- Ra-] – surround.  

daba  has the consonants  -the  - [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mutru[ 
missing letter- Ra-] – surround/ besiege.  

daba  has the consonants  -the  - pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   idar   
purinthidu [ missing letter- Ra-] – to beset . 

  

dib(2): to traverse, cross; to infringe upon; to pass (by/along); to send over; to 
wander [? DIB archaic frequency: 6]. 

dib has the consonants - the –pa- and the original Tamil  word is anuppidu- to 
send.  

dib has the consonants - the –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  nadaiyaadu 
– traverse. 

dib has the consonants - the –pa- and the original Tamil  word is uoodae poa- to 
go across/ traverse .   
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dib has the consonants - the –pa- and the original Tamil  word is kadanthu  poa  [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  pass by . 

dib has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is thiriya-[ 
missing letter- Ra-] - to wander.  

dib has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  adam – 
wandering.  

dib has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is alainthidu [ 
missing letter- la-]- wander.  

dib has the consonants - the –[- pa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  meeridu [ 
missing letter –Ra-] – infringe/ violate .  

dib has the consonants - the –[- pa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  
maruththidu  [  missing letter –Ra-] -  disobey . 

dib has the consonants - the –[- pa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  udaiththu  
eri  [  missing letter –Ra-] – violate . 

dib has the consonants - the – pa- and the original Tamil  word is   purattu [  
missing letter –Ra-]  violate one’ words .  

dib has the consonants - the – pa--- and the original Tamil  word is adi  
paniyaathae – disobey .  

dib has the consonants - the – pa -- and the original Tamil  word is  udaippu -  
breach . 

 

 dub: n., (clay) tablet; document (motion into open container) [DUB archaic 
frequency: 229; concatenates 6 sign variants]. v., to store, heap up; to pour out; 
to move in a circle; to shake; to sprinkle off, strew (with -ta-); to dye (fabrics) 
(reduplication class ?).  
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dub  has the consonants - the –pa- and the original Tamil  word is pattayam- 
tablet . 

dub  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  yaedu- 
document.  

dub  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  kuviththidu- 
[ missing letter- ka-] - to heap .  

dub  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is vattam idu   [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  to move in a circle . 

dub  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is aattu- shake  

 dub  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is asaiththidu [ 
missing letter- sa-] –shake.  

dub  has the consonants - the –-pa- and the original Tamil  word is saayam  
poosidu/ theettu  [ missing letter- sa-] -to dye . 

dub  has the consonants - the –-pa- and the original Tamil  word is thanni 
uooththu –to pour water; thanni- water; uooththu- pour.  

dub  has the consonants - the –-[-pa-] - and the other interpretation of the word is  
saemiththidu  [ missing letter- sa-]- to store. 

 

dúb, túb: to kick, flop (said of fish, newborn animals, and slaughtered animals); to 
strike, hammer, knock down; to (make) tremble, quake; to rumble [DUB2 archaic 
frequency: 2].  

dúb, has the consonants - the –pa- and the  original  Tamil  word is  uthai /   uthai  
poadu –to kick . 

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the original  Tamil word is    sammatti [ 
missing letter- sa-] - hammer.  
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dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the original  Tamil word is   mutti – 
hammer.    

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil word is  adi- beat/ 
strike .    

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil word is  thattu – 
beat/ strike;  thappuka .   

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is  idi - hit.   

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is moathu  -hit.    

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is moththu  -
beat .  

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil word is  idi- 
thunder.   

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  munu 
munuththidu- grumble . 

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  modu 
modunnu – rumble. 

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   thidu  
thidunnu – rumble.  

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil word is   aada- 
shake.  

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is saaiththidu  
[ missing letter- sa-] –to knock down . 

dúb, has the consonants - the –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pathai 
pathaippu  - trembling . 

dúb, has the consonants - the –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is thudi  thudippu 
– tremble / flop  of  slaughterd animal ; thudippu -  tremble . 
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dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is asainthida[ 
missing letter- sa-] – trembling.  

dúb, has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is thullal  [ 
missing letter- la-] - flop  

dúb, has the consonants - the –pa-and the  original Tamil  word is thoppu enum 
oli [ missing letter- la-] – flop . 

 

gaba: breast; chest; side (of a field or mountain) (ga, 'milk', + ba, 'to give'). 

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is   konkai- 
breast .  

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuiyam – 
breast.     

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is aakam 
/akam – breast  .  

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  vakkanam 
-  breast;  vaamam .  

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is koosam [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  breast . 

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  saekkai [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  breast . 

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai –side.  

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  kannai -  
party  as in games , wrestling ,  fighting . 

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaakku -  
side.  
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gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is mukam –
side.    

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is  kamai / 
naaku / naakam – mountain . 

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is   kadam [ 
missing letter- the -] – mountain side.   

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is   thekkanam 
[ missing letter- the -] – right side.   

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is  kamam –
farm filed . 

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaadu /  
kaetthu / koattam /  vattai   [ missing letter- the -]- field.  

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  paththu kaadu 
[ missing letter- the -]- farm  field  .  

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  paakam / 
panku / pakkakam  -side.   

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -pa- -and the  other interpretation  of the  word is 
savu-viyyiam [ missing letter- sa-]   -  left  side.  

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  peechchaankai 
pakkam – left hand  side;  left hand for washing the anus ; pee- shit; kai- hand .  

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  mun pakkam- 
front side ; mun- front; pakkam- side .   

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  pin pakkam- 
back side; pin- back .   

gaba has the consonants-  ka- -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is   akkam 
pakkam -  surroundings .  
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gaba has the consonants-  ka- -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  marpakam [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - breast . 

gaba has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  nenjakam- [ 
missing letter- sa-]  - chest . 

gaba has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-] - -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
vasam  [  missing letter- sa-]  -  chest.  

gaba has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  nenjaan-k-
koodu [ missing letters- sa-  and- the -] -chest .   

gaba has the consonants-  ka- pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  paaku -  milk . 

 

 gib: (cf., gilim[-b]). 

 

 gub: to stand; to set, erect, install (singular); to set down in writing; to stand by, 
to serve (with -da-); to do service (with -ši-); to stand aside (with -ta-) (to be long 
and throat-like in open container).  

gub has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is   nikka- to 
stand.  

gub has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  naattuka [ 
missing letter- the-] - to erect/ to set .   

gub has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  amaikka- to 
establish.  

gub has the consonants-  ka- -pa-- -and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  seika  [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  to do service ;  pani- job; seika- do . 

gub has the consonants-  ka- -pa-- -and the  original Tamil  word is  aka pani  -
confidential service  ; akam- inner / soul.  
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gub has the consonants-  ka- -pa-- -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  pani -  
menial service. 

gub has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] -- -and the   other interpretation of the word 
is saevakam seika [ missing letter- sa-] -  to do service ;seika- do . 

gub has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] -- -and the   other interpretation of the word 
is saevai  /saevakam [ missing letter- sa-]  – service.  

gub has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] -- -and the   other interpretation of the word 
is saevikkai [ missing letter- sa-] – service.  

gub has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] -- -and the   other interpretation of the word 
is saevanai  [ missing letter- sa-] -temple service.  

gub has the consonants-  ka- -pa-- -and the  original Tamil  word is  aavanam  -
service ; pani aavanam  -service register ; aavanam –document .   

 

gúb: to purify, cleanse. 

gúb has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoomai 
aakidu / thoomai paduththuka  [ missing letters- the ] –to purify  ; thooimai- 
cleanliness. 

gúb has the consonants-  ka- -pa-- -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
punithamaakkidu [Skt] /suththamaakkidu [ missing letters- the ] –to purify ; 
punitham- pure/ holy . 

gúb has the consonants-  ka- -pa-- -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
suththamaakkidu [Skt] [ missing letters- the-  and -sa-]-  to purify; suththam- 
hygienic  . 

gúb has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] -- -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
savusam [ missing letter- sa-]- cleansing.  
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gúb has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  mezhuku – 
cleanse .  

gúb has the consonants-  ka- -[-pa-] -- -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
thaavanam [ missing letter- the -] – cleansing ;  thudaikka – to wipe .     

 

 gùb: left (hand) (cf., hab and húb; the left was the hand that stank from wiping 
excrement) [GUB3 archaic frequency: 15; concatenation of 4 sign variants].  

*gùb has the consonants-  ka- -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  pee- kai/ left 
hand  ; pee-  excreta ; kai- hand.  

gùb has the consonants-  ka- -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  peechchaankkai 
[ missing letter- sa-] -  left hand  ;  pee-  excreta ; kai- hand.  

gùb has the consonants-  ka- -[- pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  kakka- 
excrement  /to eject  out .   

gùb has the consonants-  ka- - pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is kakka poa- to 
pass stools  . 

 

hab(2): n., foul smell; resin; gall(nut) (attracting many vermin in open 
container).v., to stink; to rot. adj., malodorous.  

hab  is read as  kab  . 

hab has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-]  -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
vaasam  / vaasanai / veechcham  [ missing letter- sa-]-  smell.  

hab has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  sev-vi- smell.   

hab has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   kavichchai [ 
missing letter- sa-]- foul smell/ meat  smell  . 
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hab has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   manam 
veesa [ missing letter- sa-]-  smelling . 

hab has the consonants-  ka- pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is   uoosi  poka [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  rotten . 

hab has the consonants-  ka- pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  ukku/  makka / 
makki poka- rotten .   

hab has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  ketta  
naaththam [ missing letter- the -] – malodorous.   

hab has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadukkaai [ 
missing letter- the -] – gall nut.   

hab has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-] - -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
akkoadam  [ missing letter- the -] – gall nut.   

hab has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  maasikaai [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  gall nut.  

hab has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-] - -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
ikku vaaku – konkany  resin .  

hab has the consonants-  ka--pa- -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
punniyaakkam  - konkany  resin . 

 

hub, hup: depth; defeat [ÞUB archaic frequency: 1].  

*hub is reas as kab . 

hub has the consonants-  ka- pa- -and the interpretation  of the word is  akappu -   
depth .  

hub has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kayam -  
depth . 
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hub has the consonants-  ka- pa- -and the interpretation  of the word is  pankam-  
defeat.    

hub has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  naku – 
defeat.    

hub has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   asaivu [ 
missing letter- sa-] - to defeat.  

hub has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaikka [ 
missing letter- sa-] - to defeat.  

hub has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-] - -and the interpretation  of the word is  ava 
jeyam [  missing letter- sa-]  -defeat.  

hub has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaakai – 
conquer[ antonym] .  

hub has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  seku [   
missing letter- sa-] - conquer[ antonym] . 

hub has the consonants-  ka- pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is uoothi poaduka [ 
missing letter- the -] - to defeat  . 

hub has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaedu  
/thattu  kaedu / idaivu / udaivu [ missing letter- the -] -  defeat . 

hub has the consonants-  ka-  pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is adipattavan / 
thoaththu poanavan  [ missing letter- the -] - defeated  person.  

 

húb, húp: acrobat, athlete; a type of weaver (?); a left-handed or ambidextrous 
person (?) [ÞUB2 archaic frequency: 2]. 

*hub is read as kab . 
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húb has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  peechchaankkai-
[ missing letter- sa-]- left hand ; pee kai- ;  pee- shit  ; kai- hand ;  left hand for 
washing the anus    . 

húb has the consonants-  ka—[- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  neivaon – 
weaver.   

húb has the consonants-  ka—[- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is neika/ neikai 
-  weave .  

húb has the consonants-  ka—[- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  nesavu [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -weaving.  

húb has the consonants-  ka—[- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kunjam [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -weaver’s  brush .  

húb has the consonants-  ka— pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  nesavu  paani – 
[missing letter- sa-]  - weave . 

húb has the consonants-  ka— pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  kachchai  neika  
[missing letter- sa-]  - to weave girdle cloth  . 

húb has the consonants-  ka—[- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kinnakam-  
weaver bird.   

húb has the consonants-  ka—[- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kammiyan / 
weaver /smith/ worker   

húb has the consonants-  ka- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  Kai kolan [ 
missing  letter- la-] - weaver caste . 

húb has the consonants-  ka--pa-and the  original Tamil  word is  neipavan- 
weaver . 

húb has the consonants-  ka--pa-and the  original Tamil  word is  thuni  neipavan [ 
missing letter- the-] - weaver ; thuni- cloth; neipavan –weaver . 
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húb has the consonants-  ka--pa-and the  original Tamil  word is pinnuka/ pinnukai 
- weave .  

húb has the consonants-  ka--pa-and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vaapam- weaving.  

 

 káb: flaxen measuring string ?. 

kab   has the consonants – ka- [-pa--] and the  original Tamil  word is sanar kayiru [ 
missing  letters- Ra- and-  sa-  ]  -flexen cord; kayiru- rope; sanar- flax  . 

 

 kib: an object, that could be made of gold. 

kib has the consonants-  ka- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  ukkam /akkam  
– gold.  

kib has the consonants-  ka- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  kanaiyam  - 
gold . 

kib has the consonants-  ka- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  kanakam  / 
kanaku – gold. 

kib has the consonants-  ka- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  kaankaeyam –
gold.  

kib has the consonants-  ka- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  kovam- gold.  

 kib has the consonants-  ka- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  nunakam – 
gold.  

kib has the consonants-  ka- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  vannam – gold  

kib has the consonants-  ka- [-pa -]-and the other interpretaion  of the word is  
haemam-  gold . 
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kib has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pon nakai / pon 
anikam -   - gold jewel .  

kib has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pon kinnam- gold 
cup. 

kib has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is pon  vannam  -
gold  color.   

kib has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pon  kankanam -  
gold  arm band . 

kib has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pon vanki -  gold  
arm band . 

kib has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pon  anki / pon  
kupaayam – gold dress.  

kib has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pon  kaappu – 
gold  anklets ; pon- gold . 

kib has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pon  naaka  
panam – a gold ornament.  

kib has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pon  kunukku-  
ear  ornament made of gold.  

kib has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is pon  kunam – gold 
water pot.   

kib has the consonants-  ka- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is pon  kuppi –gold  
bottle.  

kib has the consonants-  ka- [- pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaami  -gold  
colored  antimony .  

 

 kibx[GIG](-ba): wheat.  
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Kib  has the consonants- ka- pa -and the  original Taamil  word is  koathu / 
kothumai mani / koathumpu [ missing letter- the -] -  wheat.  

Kib  has the consonants- ka- pa -and the  original Taamil  word is  kampu-  pearl 
millet . 

 

libx[Í.UDU]: mutton fat; grease (abundance collected in open container).  

libx iudu has the consonants-  la -pa - ka – [- sa-]  – the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vel -  laattu  kozhuppu -  goat  fat .  

libx iudu has the consonants-  la –[-pa-] - ka – [- sa-]  – the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vellaattu  kozh -  goat  fat.  

libx iudu has the consonants-  la –[-pa-] - ka – [- sa-]  – the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vizhuthu – fat .  

libx iudu has the consonants-  la –pa- ka –  sa- – the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sathai kozhuppu – fatness.  

libx iudu has the consonants-  la –[-pa-] - ka – [- sa-]  – the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kandiththal – grow fat.  

libx iudu has the consonants-  la –[-pa-] - ka – [- sa-]  – the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kozhuththal - grow fat; kozhuppu –fat . 

libx iudu has the consonants-  la –[-pa-] - ka – [- sa-]  – the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  valaththal -  grow fat ;  vannam [ Malayalam ] vaiththal . 

libx iudu has the consonants-  la -pa - ka – [- sa-]  – the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  udal kozhuppu - adipose  tissue of the body ; udal- body ; kozhuppu –fat .  

libx iudu has the consonants-  la -pa - ka - sa – the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aattu  kaal   sooppu / paayaa -  soup  made from  lamb leg ; aadu –goat; kaal- leg  .  

libx iudu has the consonants-  la -pa - ka – [- sa-]  – the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vellaattu  puzhukku – goat meat  ; vellaadu -goat.  
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libx iudu has the consonants-  la -pa - ka –  sa-– the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   samaiththa  / nanku   vaattiya / soodu  seitha /  vaeka vaaiththa  pulaal   unavu  
-cooked  meat  ; nanku –well; vaatttiya- roasted ; soodu –hot ;seitha- done ; 
pulaal- meat  ; unavu –food; vaeka  vaiththa- cooked .  

libx iudu has the consonants-  la –[- pa-]  - ka –  [-sa-] -– the-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   uoon thool  unavu  -  meat meal  ;uoon- meat; unavu -food.   

libx iudu has the consonants-  la –[- pa-]  - ka –  [-sa-] -– the-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kozhi  / meen  neenkalaana  uoon  unavu – meat / other than 
chicken and fish ;  kozhi –chicken ; meen- fish  ; neekku –avoid/ remove ; uoon- 
meat; unavu -food . 

 

lub[LUL](-bi): a cut of meat. 

lub has the consonants -la –pa- and the  original Tamil word is puzhaal  uoon- 
meat . 
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                                                                    Page- 22.  

 

urudulub (-bi): an ax for use in agriculture or as a weapon.  

urudulub  has the consonants – Ra- the- la –[-pa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kathir  aruvaal  [ missing letter- ka-] –  reaping sickle .  

urudulub  has the consonants – Ra- the- la –[-pa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vettu  aruvaal [ missing letter- ka-] -   reaping sickle . 

urudulub  has the consonants – Ra- the- la -pa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
poar padai aayunthankal  [ missing letter- ka-] -  war  weapons ; poar- war; padai- 
army ; aayunthankal- weapons . 

urudulub  has the consonants – Ra- the- la –[-pa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   maram vettum  kodaali-[ missing letter- ka-]-  axe  /wood cutter ; maram- 
wood/ tree ; vettu –cut .  

 

nab: ocean; musician; Elamite word for 'god' (ní, 'fear, respect', + aba, ab, 'lake, 
sea') [NAB archaic frequency: 10]. 

 Elamite  has the consonants -  la -ma -the --  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Tamizh - Tamil ; mozhinthidu  -to say /speak . 

nab  has the consonants –an- pa- and the original Tamil  word is paanan-  
musician; punn- music.  

nab  has the consonants –an- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  pannai – lake  
/river/ pond . 

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  oanam – 
river.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is sennam [ 
missing letter- sa-] - sea.  
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nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is Iyyan- god.  

nab  has the consonants –an- pa-- and the other interpretation of the  word is 
appan -  god.  

nab  has the consonants –an- pa- and the original Tamil  word is pemmaan -  god.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is ammaan – 
god.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  mannu maan 
– god.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  Muni  -god.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  Munnoan -  
god/ ancestor . 

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  Meiyyan  -
god.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  Nunniyan – 
god.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] -- and the other interpretation of the  word is 
Eesan [ missing leter- sa-]  – god.  

nab  has the consonants –an- pa- and the original Tamil  word is panippu -  fear.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the other interpretation of the word is  
naam / naamam  - fear.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  nannam – 
fear.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is   noaei- fear.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  aanji  [ 
missing letter- sa-] – fear . 
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nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  maenmai- 
respect. 

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  ennam / 
ennu / enn – respect.  

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  naanam -  
respect . 

nab  has the consonants –an- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  manam – 
respectability .  

nab  has the consonants –an- pa- and the original Tamil  word is paenu –respect. 

 

 nib: cheetah; leopard (ní, 'fear, respect' + íb, 'to be angry').  

nib  has the consonants - an -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  poonai-  cat. 

nib  has the consonants - an –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  maan -  lion  
/deer  / horse .  

nib  has the consonants - an –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  iyaananam – 
lion.  

 nib  has the consonants - an –pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  panja siyam[  
missing letter –sa-] - lion  as broad faced.  

nib  has the consonants - an –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  munnam-  
lion.  

nib  has the consonants - an –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  unni -  horse.  

nib  has the consonants - an –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  sinam [ 
missing letter –sa-]  - anger . 

 nib  has the consonants - an –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  mannai/ 
manniyu -  anger.  
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nib  has the consonants - an –pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  peethi  
adainthida [ missing letter- the -] – to be afraid ; peethi –fear; adainthida- to 
have/attain  . 

nib  has the consonants - an –pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  mathippu  
thanthidu [ missing letter- the -]  - to give respect ; mathippu –respect; thanthidu- 
give .  

nib  has the consonants - an –[-pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  aan- cow/ 
cattle . 

 

pab, pap, pa4: father; brother; man; leader [PAP archaic frequency: 501; 
concatenation of 2 sign variants].  

pab  has a   consonant  -[-pa-] –and the original Tamil  word is  iyyan -father.  

pab  has  a  consonant  -[-pa-] –- and the original Tamil  word is thanthai [ missing 
letter –the -]  -father .  

pab  has a consonant  -[-pa-] –- and the original Tamil  word is   thaai  [  missing 
letter –the -]  - mother.  

pab  has a consonant  -[-pa-] – and the original Tamil  word is mainthan- missing 
letter –the -]  -  son.  

pab  has a consonant  -[-pa-] – and the original Tamil  word is  paattan- missing 
letter –the -]-   grand father ;  poottan- great grand father. .  

pab  has a consonant  -[-pa-] – and the original Tamil  word is  paatti- missing 
letter –the -]-  grand mother ; pootti - great grand mother. 

pab  has a consonant  -[-pa-] –- and the original Tamil  word is  aththai -[  missing 
letter –the -]  –aunt.  

pab  has a consonant  -pa--and the original Tamil  word is  paappa- baby . 
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pab  has a consonant  -[-pa-] –- and the original Tamil  word is maanthan  / 
manithan-[  missing letter –the -]  - the man . 

pab  has a consonant  -[-pa-] –- and the original Tamil  word is thamaiyan -[  
missing letter –the -] - brother.  

pab  has a consonant  -[-pa-] –- and the original Tamil  word is thampi- -[  missing 
letter –the -] - younger brother . 

pab  has a consonant  -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is annnan-  elder 
brother.  

pab  has a consonant  -pa-- and the original Tamil  word is mooppan- leader.   

pab  has a consonant  -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is naattanmai- [ 
missing letter –the -] - village leader.  

pab  has a consonant  -pa and the other interpretation of the word is appaa 
/appan - father . 

 

(giš)rab, rap: ring; clamp; fetter, shackle; stock; pillory; snare (to slide + open 
container).  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -- Ra –[- pa-] - – and the  original Tamil  
word is   erukki – clamp. 

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -- Ra – pa– and the  original Tamil  word is   
patru  kattai [ missing letter- the-] –  wooden clamp.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -- Ra – pa– and the  original Tamil  word is   
patri /erukki  pidikkim karuvi [ missing letter- the-]  - clamp; erukka pidikka- hold  
tightly ; karuvi –tool   . 

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -- Ra – pa– and the  original Tamil  word is 
erukka patru   [ missing letter- the-] - to clamp  . 
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gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -- Ra – pa– and the  original Tamil  word is 
poruththuka [ missing letter- the-] - clamping.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -- Ra –pa- – and the  original Tamil  word is  
virar  poon  - finger ring   ; virar- finger.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –sa-- Ra –[-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai sari – arm ring  ;kai- hand . 

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –[-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is kai -k-kaarai   - arm ring.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-pa- – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pariyakam -  ankle ring.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-pa- – and the  original Tamil  word is 
aruppu sari kadukkan [ missing letter- the -]– bud  shaped ear ring . 

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-[-pa-] - – and the  original Tamil  word 
is uruttu  moathiram [ missing letter- the -]–   plain gold  ring .  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-[- pa-] - – and the  original Tamil  
word is  viral aazhi [ missing letter- la /zha-]–– finger ring; viral- finger  . 

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-[- pa-] - – and the  original Tamil  
word is  arukaazhi [ missing letter-zha-]–-  toe ring . 

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-[- pa-] - – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaar peeli [ missing letter- la-]  - toe ring  ; kaar- leg .  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-[- pa-] - – and the  original Tamil  
word is  maravar  kazhal / veera -k -kazhal  [ missing letter- la /zha-]– warrior’s  
ankle ring ; maravar –warrior .; veeram- valor . 

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaanai  kimpuri -  ornamental ring.  
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gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinai  kayriu – rope fetter ; kayiru- rope; pinaikka- to bind .  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kar kayiru – rope  fetter  for leg  ;kaar- leg ; kayiru- rope . 

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is   
kai eruppu -  balance/ stock .  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word 
is  arai thookki   /thookku mara  vakai   [ missing letter- the-]  - pillory . 

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ari  kattai /ari  kandam [ missing letter- the-] -  pillory . 

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –sa- Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is  
orukkum   mara  sattam  [ missing letter- the-] -  pillory . 

pillory [E] has the consonants--[-pa-] – la - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is    
oyil  maram .  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –sa- Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
surukku – snare.   

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –sa- Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruvu  surukku – snare.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –sa- Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
surukku  kayiru -  noose for hanging  ; kayiru- rope.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  other interpretation 
of the word is vaakurai -  snare.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-pa--– and the  original Tamil  word is 
pori  vaikka-  snare ; pori- snare ; vaikka- to keep . 
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gisrab   has the consonants- ka –sa-- Ra –-pa--– and the  original Tamil  word is  
maaya  kavarchhci  porul  [ missing letter- la- ] - a snare  ; maaayam- magic; kavara  
-to attract ; porul  - thing / goods .  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -- Ra –-pa--– and the  original Tamil  word is  
valai pori [ missing letter- la- ] -  trap ;  valai- net ;  pori- trap  .  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka -sa-- Ra –-[- pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sikka  vaiththar [ missing letter- the -]   -to trap  . 

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -- Ra –-[-pa--] -– and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanni vaiththar[ missing letter- the -] – snare ; kanni- snare;  vaikka- to 
keep .  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -- Ra –-pa--– and the  original Tamil  word is  
poottan-k-kayiru [ missing letter- the -] – rope noose for the bullock neck/ 
mookanaakayiru .  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -- Ra –-pa--– and the  original Tamil  word is  
thookku  kayiru  [ missing letter- the -]-  rope noose for hanging.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –sa--- Ra –-pa--– and the  original Tamil  word is  
paasa kayiru –Yama’s noose;  umbilical cord.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-[-pa-] --– and the  original Tamil  
word is  mani kayiru- Yama’s noose.   

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –sa- Ra –-[-pa-] --– and the  original Tamil  word is   
sarukku  -to slide.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –sa- Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is   
sarikai – sliding.  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –sa- Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is saraakai -  metal  cup .  

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is   
kopparai – metal  vessel/ earthen vessel .    
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gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kumpaaram – pot.    

gisrab   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
karakam – wate pot  ;  vaara sanam . 

 

rib: to be higher in rank; to go away (Akk. rabbu).  

 rib has the consonants -Ra – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  uyar tharam  [ 
missing letter- the -] – higher in rank . 

rib has the consonants -Ra – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maer thattu [ 
missing letter- the -]-  high rank .  

rib has the consonants -Ra – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  appaar poathar [ 
missing letter- the -] – going  away . 

rib has the consonants -Ra – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pudai peyaru [ 
missing letter- the -] -go  beyond.  

rib has the consonants -Ra – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pinniduthar [ 
missing letter- the -]  -go  behind.  

rib has the consonants -Ra – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mur paduthar [ 
missing letter- the -]-go  before . 

rib has the consonants -Ra – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  munthuthar [ 
missing letter- the -]- go fast .  

rib has the consonants -Ra – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  purappaduthar / 
noorthar -[ missing letter- the -] -go out.  

rib has the consonants -Ra – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  yaerutyhar / 
uyarthar / thondruthar [ missing letter- the -]-  go up. 

 rib has the consonants -Ra – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  murithar [ 
missing letter- the -]  -go  wrong . 
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sub; su-ub: to suck; to suckle; to clog; to bless; to pray (naked flesh + open 
container).  

sub has the consonants –-sa- -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sappu -  to sip  
/suck . 

sub has the consonants –-[-sa-]- -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is uoompu- to 
suck .   

sub has the consonants –-sa- -[-pa-].- and the  original Tamil  word is uoosaavuka 
[ missing letter –ka-] - ask . 

sub has the consonants –-sa- -[-pa-].- and the  original Tamil  word is yaasikka [ 
missing letter –ka-]-  beg . 

sub has the consonants –-sa- -[-pa-].- and the  original Tamil  word is kenjuka- 
missing letter –ka-]- to request . 

sub has the consonants –-sa- --pa-- and the original Tamil  word is pachchai 
iraichchi  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  fresh  meat . 

sub has the consonants –-sa- -pa-- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
pachchai  maamisam [ Skt]  - fresh meat . 

sub has the consonants –-sa- --pa-- and the original Tamil  word is pachchai 
udampu / mei  [ missing letter –the -] -  naked body ; ammanam-  naked.  

 

súb, súg, su8: to lead out; to stand; to travel (plural marû su8-bé, said of two or 
more, such as a herd; cf., also du, gin, re7 ).  

súg  has the consonants- [-sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   payanam 
poaka/ payanamaaka [ missing  letter- pa-] - to travel . 

súg  has the consonants- sa- -ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is Haj . 
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súg  has the consonants- [-sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nikka- to 
stand . 

 

sub2/3: (cf., sipad). 

 

 šab (PA.IB): n., middle; stem (cf., sabad; dugšab) [ŠAB archaic frequency: 61; 
concatenation of 2 sign variants]. v., to subtract, deduct; to bite off; to snip out, 
chip out; to fall out, disappear; to apportion (lots); to gather up (portion + 
divide).  

sab   has the consonants- [-sa -]–pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pidi -/ 
pidiththam  [ missing  letter –the -] –deduct / deduction . 

sab   has the consonants- [-sa -]–pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  piri [ missing 
letter –Ra-] – sunstract /divide. 

sab   has the consonants- [-sa -]–pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paathidu [ 
missing  letter –the -] – divide.  

sab   has the consonants- [-sa -]–pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  padinthida-[ 
missing  letter –the -]  to gather as cream. 

sab   has the consonants- sa – [ -pa--]  and the  original Tamil  word is  saenththida 
[ missing  letter –the -] -  to gather . 

sab   has the consonants- -sa -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  punju  -gather.    

sab   has the consonants- [-sa -]–pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  thundu  
poadu [ missing  letter –the -] - to snip / chip . 

sab   has the consonants- [-sa -]–pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  podiththidu /  
podi seithidu  / podi  [ missing  letter –the -] – to  chip /broken chips  . 

sab   has the consonants- [-sa -]–pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  thippi   [ 
missing  letter –the -]  - chips . 
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sab   has the consonants- [-sa -]–pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thundippidum –-[ missing  letter –the -]  - chip  spot.  

sab   has the consonants- [-sa -]–[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maayamaa-yidu –disappear . 

sab   has the consonants- [-sa -]–-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  suzhala  [ 
missing  letter- zha/ la-] -fall out . 

 

dugšab: pot; pail; vessel. 

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kudam -  pot.  

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kadukam/  kudantham/ kundam  - pot.  

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kundai  -earthern pot.  

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is thanni kudam –water pot . 

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –pa-and the  original Tamil  word is 
poonkudam- flower pot.  

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –pa-and the  original Tamil  word is 
pon kudam  / thanka kudam – golden pot.  

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
thanni kundaan- a vessel  for  water . 

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –sa -pa -and the  original Tamil  word  
kanappu  satti -  smudge pot.  

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kendi -  pot.  
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dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kundu  -round vessel.  

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  
veththu  paanai  -empty  pot . 

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –sa-–pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
pidi   / mookku  konda  saaikai /  kooja  -  jug with handle  ;  kai  pidi- handle ; kai- 
hand; pidi- hold; mookku- nose ;  konda-  having  .  

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kuduvai-  water mug.  

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kannaadi  kuduvai – glass mug ; kannaadi – glass . 

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
vatta-  vessel . 

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the other interpretation 
of the word is  kadaai – vessel . 

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the other interpretation 
of the word is  sakadam   /sakadam – cup.  

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
mat - kinnam –earthern cup  . 

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –sa –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
santhana kinnam – sandal paste cup; santhanam- sandal  . 

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –pa-and the  original Tamil  word  
paanda vakai -  a kind  of jar . 

dugšab   has the consonants –the- ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word  
kaeni  thanni  eraikka uthavum  mara thookku  thotti [ missing letter- Ra -] -  
wooden pail to take water from the well  ; kaeni -  a well ; thanni –water ;eraikka- 
to draw ; maram- wood  .   
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 šib, šip: exorcism. 

sib has the consonants –-sa- – -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paei  pisaasai  
oaattu  [ missing  letter- the-] – to drive away  the  ghost . 

sib has the consonants –[-sa-]   -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paei  oatti [ 
missing  letter- the-] –exorcist ; paei- ghost ; oattu –to drive away . 

sib has the consonants –sa- –-[-pa-] -–and the  original Tamil  word is saaththaanai 
[Skt]  oaattu  – to drive away  the devil ; satan- devil . 

 

 šub: to cast, throw; to be cast; (with -da-) to drop, let fall; to fall (upon); to fell a 
tree; (with -ta-) to throw out, remove (šu, 'hand' + bu5 , 'to rush around'). 

sub  has the   consonants – sa- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  asumpu  –
throw /cast .  

sub  has the   consonants – sa- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaachchu -  
throw.  

sub  has the   consonants – sa- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  veesu [ 
missing letter- ka-]  – throw ; veechchu  -cast .  

sub  has the   consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaevu  [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -throw.  

sub  has the   consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  iku [ 
missing letter- ka-]  - -throw down.  

sub  has the   consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  uku [ 
missing letter- ka-]   -cast / to exuviate as abird its feathers/ fall .  

sub  has the   consonants – [-sa-]- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  poadu  [ 
missing letter-the-]   -to drop /cast away .  
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sub  has the   consonants – sa-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  sotta [ 
missing letter-the-]   -to drop. 

sub  has the   consonants – sa-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinthu [ 
missing letter-the-]   - to cast.  

sub  has the   consonants – sa-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  sada 
sadannu -  fall as [ trees]  one after another.  

sub  has the   consonants – [-sa -] -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pada 
padanu   [ missing letter-the-] - fall as [ trees]  one after another.  

 sub  has the   consonants – [-sa -] –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  mada 
madannu  [ missing letter-the-] -  fall as [ trees]  one after another.  

sub  has the   consonants – [-sa -] –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is thada 
thadannu  [ missing letter-the-]  - fall as [ trees]  one after another.  

sub  has the   consonants – sa-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  sannu – 
remove. 

sub  has the   consonants – sa-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinthu [ 
missing letter-the-]  -  -remove . 

 

šub6[ŠID]: to lick. 

šub6[ŠID]  has the consonants -sa - pa –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sappidu –to sip . 

šub6[ŠID]  has the consonants –[-sa-]  – [-pa-]  –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is nakkidu/ nakki kudi  [ missing letter- ka-] –to lick ; nakku- lick; kudi- drink  . 

šub6[ŠID]  has the consonants –[-sa-]  – [-pa-]  –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is muththam idu –to kiss ;muththam- kiss.  
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 šuba(2/3): n., a precious stone - agate (?); a priest (cf., sipad). v., to be bathed, 
clean ('licked clean' ?). adj., pretty; shining.  

suba   has the   consonants – sa- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pachchai 
mani- emerald.  

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-]- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is minu 
minuppu- shining  . 

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-]- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pala 
palappu [ missing letter –la -]- shining.  

suba   has the   consonants – sa-–-pa- and the  interpretation  of the word is  joli 
jolippuu [ missing letter –la-]- shining. 

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] – [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thooimai [ missing letter –the -] - clean/ pure.  

suba   has the   consonants –-sa–-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  poosu -  
clean . 

suba   has the   consonants –-sa–-[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  semmai 
– cleanliness; sowsam   .   

suba   has the   consonants – sa-– [-pa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
snaanam [Skt] – bathe.  

suba   has the   consonants – [- sa-]-– pa- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
napanam   - bathing.  

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] – -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  mannu  
peithidu [  missing letter –the -]-   bathe   ; padi - bath .   

suba   has the   consonants – -sa-– -[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
manjanam aadu [  missing letter –the -]- bathe.   

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] – -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is painthu [ 
missing letter –the -] – beauty . 
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suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] – -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pantham- 
missing letter –the -]- beauty . 

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] – -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is panpu – 
beauty .  

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] – -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paaani – 
beauty .  

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] – -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  poo- 
beauty .    

suba   has the   consonants – sa-– -pa- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
supam-  beauty.  

suba   has the   consonants – sa-– -pa- and the other interpretation  of the word 
soapanam – beauty.  

suba   has the   consonants – sa-– -pa- and the other interpretation  of the word 
soapai -  beauty.  

suba   has the   consonants – sa-– -pa- and the other interpretation  of the word 
panjamam -  beauty.  

suba   has the   consonants –[- sa-] -– -pa- and the other interpretation  of the 
word  paanu – beauty.  

suba   has the   consonants –sa-  -[-pa--]  and the other interpretation  of the word  
manju / manjimam – beauty.  

suba   has the   consonants – sa--pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sompu – 
beauty.  

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] --pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   punai – 
beauty.  

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maayam/ mayam  /ani / am  /maa  /a / i / amai / ammai  – beauty .   
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suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] --pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  maanpu -  
beauty.    

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] --pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  oppu – 
beauty.  

suba   has the   consonants – [-sa-] --pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pai-  
beauty.   

suba   has the   consonants – sa -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pasumai – 
beauty .  

suba   has the   consonants – sa –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  semmai – 
beauty .  

suba   has the   consonants – sa –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is sennam -  
beautiful  form . 

suba   has the   consonants – [- sa-]  –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
anpaana-  cute / affectionate . 

suba   has the   consonants – [- sa-]  –[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is  nun 
nayam -  pretty.  

suba   has the   consonants – -sa- -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  poosaari [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - priest . 

suba   has the   consonants – -sa- -[-pa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  asaariyan [ missing letter- Ra-] – priest/ spritiual teacher  . 

suba   has the   consonants – -sa- -[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  aasan -   
priest .   

suba   has the   consonants – -[-sa-] - -[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   iyan 
– priest  . 
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tab: n., companion; pair; sting; fever. v., to hold, clasp; to bind; to burn; to 
tremble, shake; to make haste; to join (with -da-); to be/make double 
(sometimes reduplicated) (side + open container). adv., together (precedes the 
modified verb).  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   thunai- 
companion.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   yaedan – 
companion.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  unthi -  
companion.   

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   saedan [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  companion  ;  samaethan .  

tab  has the consonants-  the –-pa-- and the interpretation of the word is soa 
pathi / sammathan [ missing letter- sa-] -  companion  /friend .  

tab  has the consonants-  the –-pa-- and the interpretation of the word is 
aapathan  - friend.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –-pa-- and the interpretation of the word is 
buddy[E].    

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is natpu -  friend/ 
friendship.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  paechchu  
thunai   [ missing letter- sa-] -  companion ; paechchaattu thunai .   

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the interpretation of the word is soadi/ 
soadu  / jathai / jandai [ missing letter- sa-]  - set  /  pair ;  poottu . 

tab  has the consonants-  the –[- pa-] -- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   thuyam /thontham -  pair ;  eppoathum thunaiyoadu ; eppoathum- always; 
thunai- companion .    
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tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the  other  interpretation of the word is  
mithunam – pair.  

 tab  has the consonants-  the –[- pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is erattai [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  -pair.  

 pair [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is oru inai / 
eranai  - a pair.  

pair [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is erattai [ 
missing letter- the -]  -pair . 

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa-- and the  Tamil  interpretation of the word is   
paaththu – pair/  two identical things  taken together ,  often followed by of . 

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the Tamil interpretation of the word is 
paampu  theendidu-  sting  by the snake . 

tab  has the consonants-  the –-pa-- and the Tamil interpretation of the word is 
pidi- hold.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  poththi  pidi -  
hold  in the closed fist/ clasp ; pidi- hold .  

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  anaiththu  pidi 
– clasp.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  pattaani  -
clasp.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is  madai –
clasp.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is thoatti  -
clasp.   
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tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is thee  moottu thee  idu  -to kindle/ to make fire ;  thee paththida;  thee-
fire;  moottu- induce/ kindle   .  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is sudu   [   
missing  letter- sa-]-to  burn . 

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
theeiththidu – to burn . 

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is thee  punn- 
burns  ; thee- fire; pun- sore .  

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is aduppu – 
burner/ oven .  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   thee  yaei 
anaiththidu – to put off the fire; anaiththidu  - extinguish .  

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is    thee 
paththida  – got  fire . 

tab  has the consonants-  the –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  aduppu -  
joining.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –-[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  adai  /ettu 
– joining.   

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  inaiththidu 
–to bind.     

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  poottu  -clasp . 

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  pinaiththidu  -
bind.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is [ missing 
letter- sa-] - saeththidu – to join.  
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tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  ottu poadu/ 
ottidu  -  join .  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  attu/ 
thunnu / muththu  – join.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  ut paduththu -  
join.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is aatu –shake . 

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  asaiththidu 
/ asainthidu [ missing letter- sa-] –shake. 

 tab  has the consonants-  the -pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  pada padappu 
– tremble.  

tab  has the consonants-  the -pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  pathai 
pathaiththida- trembling  . 

tab  has the consonants-  the –[- pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is thudi  
thudiththida- trembling.  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[- pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is nadu 
nadunka [ missing letter- ka -]- trembling . 

tab  has the consonants-  the – pa--- and the  original Tamil  word is kothippu  [ 
missing letter- ka -]-  fever; maka katham  .   

tab  has the consonants-  the – pa--- and the  original Tamil  word is ut kaankai  [ 
missing letter- ka -]-  - internal fever; udampu  kaaya .  

tab  has the consonants-  the – pa--- and the  original Tamil  word is ut -soodu   / 
udampu  suduthu [ missing letter –sa-]  - internal fever; udampu- body ; suduthu- 
it is  hot . 

*tab  has the consonants-  the – pa--- and the  original Tamil  word is thee pini – 
fever ; pini- sickness .  
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tab  has the consonants-  the – [-pa-]--- and the  original Tamil  word is eendu -  
haste. 

tab  has the consonants-  the – -pa---- and the  original Tamil  word is kudu 
kuduppu [ missing letter –ka-] – -haste 

tab  has the consonants-  the – [-pa-]--- and the  original Tamil  word is mudukki  
vidu [ missing letter –ka-] – to make haste.  

 tab  has the consonants-  the – [-pa-]--- and the  original Tamil  word is vaekam 
kaattuka- to make haste ; vaekam- speed . 

tab  has the consonants-  the – [-pa-]--- and the  original Tamil  word is thudinam  
/thunai – haste . 

tab  has the consonants-  the – pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is thuru 
thuruppu / thuritham [ missing letter –Ra-] – haste /active/ brisk .  

tab  has the consonants-  the – pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is midu miduppu  
-haste. 

tab  has the consonants-  the – pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is pathattam – 
haste ;  pattunnu .  

tab  has the consonants-  the –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is sathi [ 
missing letter –Ra-] -  haste  ;  sattunnu .  

 

tubx: (cf., tun). 

 

 zib(2): haunch; stamp, brand; distinguishing mark; color (izi, 'fire' + íb, 'thigh').  

zib  has the consonants – sa-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  soodu  poadu [ 
missing letter- the -] –to brand . 
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zib  has the consonants – [-sa-]-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  poattu mithi – 
[ missing letter- the -] to stamp; mithi –to stamp .  

zib  has the consonants – [-sa-]-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  thee [ 
missing letter- the -] -  fire; sasi - fire.  

zib  has the consonants – [-sa-]-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  thodai – [ 
missing letter- the -]-   thigh.  

zib  has the consonants – [-sa-]--pa--and the  original Tamil  word is iduppu 
[missing letter- the -]- hip  . 

zib  has the consonants –sa-[- pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  saayam-  
color; saayam poosu –to color.  

 

zubu, zubi: sickle (zú, 'flint; tooth', + bu[r], 'to pull, draw, cut off') [? ZUBI archaic 
frequency: 2; concatenates 2 sign variants].  

zubu has the consonants –[-sa-] -[- pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kooni 
kuyam [ missing letter- ka-]-  sickle.  

zubu has the consonants –[-sa-] - pa  -and the  original Tamil  word is  pal [ missing 
letter- la-] –tooth  . 

zubu has the consonants –[-sa-] -[- pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  izhu  [ 
missing  letter –zha-]  -pull / daw.   

zubu has the consonants –[-sa-] -[- pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  mollu  
[missing letter- la-] –  draw as water.  

zubu has the consonants –sa--- pa --and the  original Tamil  word is  isippu / 
izhuppu [ missing  letter- zha-] – pulling . 

zubu has the consonants –[-sa-] -[- pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thundiththidu [ missing  letter- the -] – cut off . 
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bad, be: to open; to let out; to go away; to be at a distance; to drive away; to 
separate, remove (regularly followed by rá; cf., bara4 and semantics of bar) (open 
container with motion away from) [BAD archaic frequency: 23]. 

bad   has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is piriththidu-[ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  separate . 

*bad   has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is udai  / potti  -
open /  burst open /  break open  . 

bad   has the consonants-  [-pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pai - yaei  
thiranthidu  / piriththidu  [ missing letter- Ra-]- -to open  the bag; pai- bag  .  

bad   has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is aattai / mattai  
oattidu / oattittu  poa –to drive away  the cattle; aadu –goat; maadu –bull/cow  . 

bad   has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  etta  poa- be at 
distance  ;  etta- far; poa- go  . 

bad   has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  poeidu – go  
away / go  out . 

bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   munthidu  
-go  fast. 

*bad   has the consonants-  pa- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is pinthu  / 
pinnidu -go behind.  

 bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   munnidu  
-go  before.  

bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai  
poadu /   adi  edu  -go  . 

bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadamaadu  -go  frequently . 
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bad   has the consonants-- pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is poakkidu[ 
missing letter -ka-] – remove   . 

bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is neekkidu [  
missing letter -ka-] -remove  . 

bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thani – 
remove.   

bad   has the consonants-  pa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is oampidu  -to 
ward off.  

bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaatu   
/thudai – remove . 

bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is sinthu [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -remove . 

bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaedaa / 
vakuththidu / neekkidu [ missing letter -ka-]  –separate.  

  

 bàd: n., (city) wall [? EZEN archaic frequency: 114; concatenation of 3 sign 
variants]. v., to climb, ascend 

bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thottru  [ 
missing letter- - Ra-] – climb.  

bad   has the consonants-  pa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is patridu [ 
missing letter- - Ra-] – climb.  

*bad   has the consonants-  pa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pampidu- 
ascend.  

 *bad   has the consonants-  pa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  piththi  -wall.  

 bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  mathir [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -   wall as round a fort . 
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bad   has the consonants- [- pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaeridu  [ 
missing letter-  Ra-] -ascend.  
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Page -23.  

 

bad4: fortress; hardship, difficulty; inarable land. 

bad has the consonants-  [-pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is koattai [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -castle.  

bad has the consonants-  [-pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is koattai 
maedu [ missing letter- ka-] –  hill fortress.  

bad has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is padai veedu [ 
misising letter- ka-] – citadel. 

bad has the consonants-  [-pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is ut -koattai  [ 
misising letter- ka-] -citadel . 

bad has the consonants-  [-pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is kedi  [ 
misising letter- ka-]- hill  fort.  

bad has the consonants-  [-pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is adai koattai [ 
misising letter- ka-]- besieged  fort.  

bad has the consonants-  [-pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is koadu / 
kodumai [ misising letter- ka-]--  hardship .  

bad has the consonants- pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kodumpaadu [ 
misising letter- ka-]--  hardship .  

 bad has the consonants- [-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kidavaakkidai 
[ misising letter- ka-]--– unusual  hardship .  

bad has the consonants- [-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is aggkkadi [ 
misising letter- ka-]- difficulty .  

bad has the consonants- [-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kaandu [ 
misising letter- ka-]-– difficulty . 
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bad has the consonants- [-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is muttidai – 
hardship.  

bad has the consonants- [-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thadai – 
difficulty .  

bad has the consonants- pa-the -and the  original Tamil  word is thunpam - 
difficulty . 

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is sedi [ missing 
letter- sa-]- -trouble.  

 bad has the consonants- pa-the -and the  original Tamil  word is paathai  -trouble.  

 bad has the consonants- pa-the -and the  original Tamil  word is soanthai [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  difficulty . 

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is saattiyam [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  suffering . 

 bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is thandaa-  
difficulty . 

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is theethu  -
difficulty .  

 bad has the consonants- pa-the -and the  original Tamil  word is muttu  paadu  -
difficulty .  

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is ikkattu [ 
missing  letter- ka-]  -difficulty .  

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the  other interpretation of the  word is 
vidamam  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -difficulty . 

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is thindaattam -  
difficulty . 
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bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is idukku/ idu-k-
kann [ missing  letter- ka-]  -difficulty . 

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the original Tamil  word is idai– difficulty . 

 bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the original Tamil  word is mudakkadi  [ 
missing  letter- ka-]  -difficulty . 

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the original Tamil  word is idakku  
madukku [ missing  letter- ka-]   -difficulty .  

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the original Tamil  word is kaadiniyam [ 
missing  letter- ka-] -difficulty .  

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the original Tamil  word is idukkam / 
odukkam [ missing  letter- ka-] -trouble.  

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the original Tamil  word is kadaiyaattam [ 
missing  letter- ka-] -trouble. 

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the original Tamil  word is koatti [ missing  
letter- ka-]– trouble.  

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the original Tamil  word is thakavu  inmai 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - trouble.  

bad has the consonants- [-pa-]-the -and the original Tamil  word is ittoadu -  
suffering . 

bad has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is paadu  padu –
work hard/ big hardship .  

bad has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paadu- 
suffering.  

bad has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  patta  paadu  - 
difficulties undergone .  
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bad has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is perum  paadu    [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] -  hardship . 

bad has the consonants-  [-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is arittam-[  
missing  letter- Ra-]  -desert . 

bad has the consonants-  [-pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is kadinam [ 
missing letter- ka-] – difficult.  

bad has the consonants-  [-pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is kaadu [ 
misising letter- ka-] – inarable land.  

bad has the consonants-  [-pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is vaya –k-
kaadu [ misising letter- ka-] – arable land  [antonym]  .  

 

 bìd, bi7: n., anus (open container with motion away from). v., to defecate; to 
urinate.  

bìd, has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   sooththaam   
pattai / pudaiththa  sathai [ missing letter- sa-] – buttocks  ;  sooththu  oattai -
lower opening  of the  digestive tract ; sooththu- buttock ; oatti-  hole  ;sathai- 
muscle  ; pudaitha- swelled . 

bìd, has the consonants-  pa --the -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
puttam [Skt]  - buttocks ; pudaiththa- swollen . 

bìd, has the consonants-  pa --the -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
peedam – lower opening  of the digestive tract.  

*bìd, has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paendidu / pee 
poaeidu – defecate; pee- shit; poaeidu  -go/ pass   . 

bìd, has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thooimai  
paduththu - defecate ; to make clean; thooimai- hygiene   . 
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bìd, has the consonants-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni   poeidu 
– to pass urine  ;  thanni –water/ urine .   

bìd, has the consonants- [- pa-]  --the -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
meeedam -  urine.  

bìd, has the consonants- [- pa-]  --the -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
thee-ch-chadam   [ missing letter- sa-]- urine ;  sunni thanni; sunni- penis ; thanni 
–water  .  

anus [E] has the consonats  an –sa-  and  the  in the  interpretation  of the word is  
-aasanam . 

defecate [E] has the consonst - the – pa- ka- the  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
pee  poaeida  vaendum  -  to defecate; pee- shit ; poaeida- to pass  .  

  

 

dida: beer; beer ingredient.  

dida  has the consonants -  the- and the  interpretation  of the word is toddy [E] .   

dida  has the consonants -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni  - water/ 
liquor.  

dida  has the consonants -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is mattu -  liquor jar.  

dida  has the consonants -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is thaen- honey/ 
liquor . 

dida  has the consonants -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is pattai  [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  toddy –  pattai-  bark [  ingredient of the liquor ] . 

dida  has the consonants -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paththaayaee  [ 
missing letter- pa-]-distilled liquor.    
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dida  has the consonants -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoappi [ missing 
letter- pa-]- alcoholic drink  made from  barley malt.  

dida  has the consonants -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pathani  -palm 
drink .   

dida  has the consonants -  the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
mathu  [Skt] - liquor . 

dida  has the consonants -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  seethu  [ missing 
letter- sa-]-  -a spirituous  liquor.  

rum [E]  has the consonants –Ra- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is [ missing 
letter- sa  -]  -saaraayam .  

rum  has the consonants –Ra- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is vadi neermam  
[ missing letter-ka -] -  liquor. 

liquor – [E]   has the consonants-  la- ka- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kazhuvu neer - liquor. 

liquor  [E]   has the consonants-  la- ka- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is    kudi  
thaeral  [ missing letter- the -]  -liquor.  

liquor  [E]   has the consonants-  la- ka- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kadunthaeral [ missing letter- the -] - liquor. 

liquor  [E]   has the consonants-  la- ka- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaar 
koathumai kallu [ missing letter- the -]   liquor  /  beer  [ wheat made ]  .  

liquor  [E]   has the consonants-  la- ka- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is kallu   
saaryaam   [ missing letter- sa  -] - toddy  and arrack  . 

liquor  [E]   has the consonants-  la- ka- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word i   kasi 
uooral [ missing letter- sa  -]  - liquor.  

 

didi: young, small.  
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*didi  has a  consonant -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ittiya-  small.  

*didi  has a consonant -  the- and the  othe rinterpretaion of the  word is   thadam 
-  gin.  

didi  has a consonant -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is sinnathu [ missing 
letter- sa-] –small/ tiny . 

didi  has a consonant -  the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  soatta [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -small.  

didi  has a consonant -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is nunniyathu- minute /  
the nano . 

didi  has a consonant -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mainthan -  young 
man .  

didi  has a consonant -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  saedi  [ missing letter- 
sa-] -  young  woman  .  

 

gada: flax; linen (clothing) (gu, 'flax, thread', + da, 'to protect') [GADA archaic 
frequency: 96; concatenation of 2 sign variants].  

*gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kadam  - 
protection.  

*gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kadi - 
protection. 

*gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kattu – 
protection.  

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kaavanthu  – 
protection.  

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kapaadam [ 
missing letter-pa-]  – protection . 
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gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thikku   -
protection . 

*gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaththidu – 
protect. 

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is noakkidu – 
protect . 

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is paeniduka [ 
missing letter-pa-]  - protect ; kaapanthu .  

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is aali  vithai [ 
missing letter- la-]  -flax seed.  

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the interpretation  of the word is    -
coat[E] .  

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is vandu -  
thread.  

 gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is nakthaa-  
imitation  lace thread . 

*gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kiththaan – 
linen . 

*gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is koadi  -cloth  

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanthitham  -
cloth . 

 gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kaadakam -  
cloth. 

*gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuttai -  cloth.  

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is    thokku -  
cloth . 
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gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  puttakam [  
missing letter –pa-]-  cloth . 

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pudavai [  
missing letter –pa-]- – cloth . 

 gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paavaadai [ 
missing letter –pa-]- skirt.  

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaetti  -dhotti . 

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vatu udai- 
garment. 

 gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vadakam-  
upper garment. 

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is     
vaathanam  -cloth . 

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaandam – 
cloth . 

 gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoatha 
vaththi  -clean cloth . 

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kovana thuni -  
loin cloth   ;  kundi thuni . 

 gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaedam -  
cloth .  

gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  udukkai -  
clothing.  

 gada has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  muka mudi  -
face cloth ; mukam- face; moodi- cover. 
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gíd[BU]: n., length [BU: archaic frequency: 393; concatenation of 2 sign variants]. 
v., to lengthen; to draw, pull, tow; to measure out; to manage; to reach out (to 
take) (to be long and throatlike with motion away from). adj., long; distant.  

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  neettuka 
/neettikka - to lengthen . 

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  etta-k-ka-  
distant.  

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kitta-k-ka-  
nearby  [antonym]  . 

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ettuka- to reach  
out.  

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  adaika- reach .  

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  madanku -  
measure.  

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanakkeedu  -
measure.  

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mattu  pidikka [ 
missing letter –pa-] - measure . 

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aadakam -  four 
measures.  

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  edai iduka- to  
measure  the wt   ;  edai –weight . 

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thadi  poaduka-[ 
missing letter –pa-]-   measure ground.  

 measure [E] –has the consonants -ma -sa -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word 
is  maaraayam- measure. . 
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to measure[E]   has the consonants – the- ma –[-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is maaththirai- measure.  

 gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pankeedu -[ 
missing letter –pa-]- measures.  

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pudunku  [ 
missing letter –pa-]- – pull  out. 

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thennukai- pull . 

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kanndi -  pull up.  

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is uruvidu [ missing 
letter –Ra-]-  draw. 

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is varainthidu [ 
missing letter –Ra-]- to draw. 

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  katti  izhukka [ 
missing letter –zha-]-  tow; katttu –to tie; izhukka- to pull .  

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadathuka- 
manage . 

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aandiduka – rule 
/manage . 

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadauuka – 
manage.  

gid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maeiththiduka-  
administer.  

 

gud, guðx, gu4: n., domestic ox, bull (regularly followed by rá; cf., gur(4)) 
(voice/sound with repetitive processing - refers to the bellow of a bull) [GU4 
archaic frequency: 182]. v., to dance, leap (cf., gu4-ud).  
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gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kedaa maadu-  
bull . 

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   vidai –  buffalo 
bull. 

*gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  koattu maa-    
he buffalo . 

*gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadavu – male 
baffalo .  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the other  interpretation  of the word is  
makidam -  he buffalo . 

 *gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththam – 
bull. 

 *gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kottiyam-  
bull/ ox . 

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
vakathi  / vakathu – bull/ ox . 

 *gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kundai – bull / 
ox .  

 *gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Kanndi – 
buffalo bull .  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pakadu [ 
missing letter- pa-]   -baffalo bull . 

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  patti  kedaa-[ 
missing letter- pa-] - covering  bull. 

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maasi keda  [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -  fat bull . 
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gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kudam suttu  [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -cow . 

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  veettu kedaa-  
house bull.   

*gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kooththaaduka   /  kooththu  kattuka-  to dance ; nadanam/ naattiyam aaduka ; 
nadanam –dance; aaduka –to dance .  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kooththu  -
dance.     

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is aaduka- to 
dance  . 

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nudakkam- 
dancing  .   

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  veethi  
kooththu  -street play ; veethi- street; kooththu- play  . 

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  naadakam 
aaduka -  dance ; naadakam- dram ; aaduka- to dance .  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  naadakam- 
measured dance.  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaevadiya – 
dancing girl  /  prostitute . 

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kooththiyaa- 
dancing girl  /  prostitute .   

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   nadaka kanikai 
dancing girl  /  prostitute . 
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gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aadavai  -
dancing  hall.  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paei kooththu 
missing letter- pa-]-  – devil  dance.  

 gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kampa 
kooththu [ missing letter- pa-]-– pole dance.  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaththi aattam 
–sword dance.  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  moakini 
aattam-  a dance.  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is ottan kooththu   
- a dance.  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kummi aattam  
-a dance.   

*gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kuthi- leap ; 
thaandavam – leaping . 

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thaavuka  
/thaavu -  leap.   

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thaanduka – 
leap.  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thonkuka – 
leap.  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thavukuka/ 
thaavuka – leap. 

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   paainthiduka [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  leap/ fly .  
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 gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuthi- jump. 

   

gudku6; gu-udku6: carp ('dancing, leaping fish').  

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuthiththu  koothaaduka-   to dance ; kooththaadu- to  dance ; kuthi- jump. 

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuthiththu  aadum  kendai   meen – dancing carp  ; aadu- dance;  kuthi- jump ; 
meen- fish . 

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vankkaadi    meen -cannery  whip  carp ; meen- fish . 

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kannaadi-k- kendai   meen – mirror carp; kannadi- mirror; meen- fish  . 

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is saathaa-
k –kendai  [ missing letter –sa  -] - ordinary  carp .  

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is seena –
k- kendai meen [ missing letter –sa  -] –Chinese carp ;  seena- China . 

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is madavai  
-k  -kendai -  a kind of mullet or carp  

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is saani-k-
kendai- [ missing letter –sa  -]  -bitter carp . 

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is venn- 
kendai –white carp ;  venmai- white . 

*gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuthikkai –leaping. 

*gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kooththaaduka /  kooththu  kattuka   to dance.  
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gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kumatti-
k-kooththu  - a dance.  

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
naadakam aaduka-  act or play on the stage; naadakam- stage  play ; aaduka –to 
dance .  

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is thaatha-
k -kooththu – a kind of dancing by  strolling.  

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is nadikka- 
to act in a play . 

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kummi  
aattam aaduka- to dance  in a circle  by women   [ clapping the hands ]. 

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kaavadi  
aattam aaduka- a kind of dance  by  men  with a kaavadi ;  kaavadi  -wooden  pole 
carried on the shoulder .  

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is ottan 
kooththu aaduka-  a kind of  dance  . 

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kaaman  
kodi – fish as the emblem of   lord Kama’s banner ; kodi- flag ; kaaman-  god  of 
love  

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kaanaa-k 
-kathai – Mackerel. 

gudku    has the consonants- ka- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vekkaattai  meen -   red snapper.  

 

gud (2), gu2,4: warrior.  
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gud  has the consonants  -ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is kandan  - 
warrior.  

gud  has the consonants  -ka- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
vidan -  warrior.  

gud  has the consonants  -ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is koottam -  
troops /nikitham .  

gud  has the consonants  -ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  kandaiyam -  
ankle rings  of the warriors.   

gud  has the consonants  -ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  karanthai [ 
missing letter- Ra-]- basil  garlands worn by  warriors.  

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  makan – warrior.  

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  akaviyan   -  warrior.  

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   Vanniyan  -warrior.  

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   Nayakkan- warrior. 

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   naivanam – warrior.  

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is saevakan [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -warrior.  

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is javaan  [ 
missing letter- sa-]  - soldier.  

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is nayakkan  -
soldier. 

gu has a consonant - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaanji  [ missing letter- 
sa-]  - garland  of kaanji  flowers worn by  warriors while defending an attack . 

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maravan [ missing letter- 
Ra-]- warrior . 
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gu has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ikalan [ missing – letter- 
la-]-  - warrior .  

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaliyan [ missing – letter- 
la-]-  - warrior .  

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaalai [ missing – letter- 
la-]-  - warrior .  

gu has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mazhavan  [ missing – 
letter- la-]-  - warrior .  

gu has a consonant - ka -and the   other interpretation of the word is veeran/ 
varaman / vikkraman  [ missing – letter- Ra-]- warrior.  

 

gùd: nest. 

*gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  koodu- nest.    

  gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is    kudampai [ 
missing letter- pa-] –nest  . 

 gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is    koodu kattu  -
to build a nest .  

  gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vathi  -nest.  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kidai / 
kidaukkm idam – pen  /stall /nest . 

  gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
sithakam  /sinthakam  [missing letter- sa-]  -the bird that builds hanging nests.  

gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  katchchi 
missing letter- sa-]  -  a bird’s nest . 
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nest [E]  has the consonants  -an –[ -sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is - 
needam  -nest . 

 

 gud8: short (related to but opposite in meaning to gíd).  

 *gud has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kuttai/ kattai-
short.  

 

gúda, gudu4: (cf., gudug). 

 

 háda, had(2): v., to dry; to shine brightly (hé, 'let it become', + dág, 'brilliant'). 
adj., dry; dried (e.g., fish); white.  

*hada is read as kada . 

háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaaya 
vaiththiduka- to make dry  . 

háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaththida-  
dry.  

háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  unankida- dry.   

háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaadida / 
vaadukai - dry ; vaattida / vendida/ vathakkida  . 

háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   minu 
minuththiduka- to shine.   

háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thayakkam- 
shine.   ‘ 

háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaattu / 
kaanthi / vadivu -  brightness.  
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háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaintha 
meen/ karuvaadu [ missing letter- Ra-]-  dried fish ; kaaintha- dry ; meen- fish .  

háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  evu- vitha 
vannamum  kidaiyaathu –does not have color  ; vannam- color; kidaiyaathu –
without.  

háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is ven vannam 
kondathu- has white color ; venmai –white   .   

háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is vannam 
kidaiyathu – no  color.  

háda, has the consonants – ka- the- and the    other interpretation of the word is  
swaetha [Skt] [missing letter –sa-]  -white ; vaetham . 

 

húd: morning [UD archaic frequency: 419]. 

 *hud is read as  kad . 

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vidiya-to 
dawn ;  vidika / vidivu  .  

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   vidiyal / 
vidithal  /vaikuthal  [ missing letter- la-]- dawn   . 

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   vidiya kaalai [ 
missing letter- la-]- early  morning. 

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
uthaya kaalam [ missing letter- la-]- - early  morning. 

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
athi  kaalai [ missing letter- la-]-  early  morning.  

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaaththaala  [ 
missing letter- la-]-  early  morning.  
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hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  naat kaalam [ 
missing letter- la-]-  – early  morning.  

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maadu  
oattum vaelai [ missing letter- la-]-  – early  morning.  

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kizhakku 
velutthhal [ missing letter- la-]-   -dawn . 

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
vizhiththal [ missing letter- la-]-   – dawn . 

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanni vidiayal  
[ missing letter- la-]-   -early  dawn . 

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kalai -k-kadan 
– morning rites.  

hude  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kathiravan   
/aathavan   varum / vaanir  thoandrum  vai karai naeram-[ missing letter- Ra-] -   
the time for the sun to arise ;   aathavan – sun / god ;  .varum –coming;  vaan- 
sky; thoandrum –appearing; vaikarai- early morning; naeram –time.  

 

kad4,5: to tie, bind together [KAD4 archaic frequency: 13; concatenates 4 sign 
variants].  

*kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kattu-  tie . 

kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kootti kattuka/ 
kootti mudika    - bind together . 

kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mudichchu 
iduka  [ missing letter- sa-] - to fasten/ to apply a knot;  mudichchu- knot.   

kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vattikka /  
thuvakku / thoadkku  -tie.  
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kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maattuka-  to 
fix as an arrow in the bow.   

kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   saeththiduka/ 
saeththu kattuka [ missing letter- sa-]-  to join.  

kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   inaiththiduka- 
join/ unite . 

kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thakai  -binding.  

kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pinaiththiduka-[ 
missing letter- pa-] -  to bind.    

kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is penthakam  [ 
missing letter- pa-] – tie.  

kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is maattiduka- to  
join . 

kad has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is ottuka- to stick.  

 

gikid: reed mat [KID archaic frequency: 76; concatenates 5 sign variants]. 

gikid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   keeththu paai 
[ missing letter- pa-]-  reed mat; paai- mat.  

gikid has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thadukku  [- 
small  reed mat. 

 

 kid2,7: to pinch off (clay); to remove; to divorce; to dispossess; to open (ground 
with motion away from; cf., kìr, 'to nip off clay').  

kìd, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  neeikkiduka- to 
remove . 
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*kìd, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaedaa- 
separate . 

kìd, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thirumana 
murivu [ missing letter- Ra-] – divorce; thirumanam- marriage; murivu- break  . 

kìd, has the consonants – ka- the- and the other interpretation of the word is 
vivaaka raththu [Skt] –[ missing letter- Ra-] -divorce ;  vivaakam – marriage; 
raththu- nullify . 

kìd, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thiranthiduka- –
[ missing letter- Ra-]- to open . 

kìd, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai vida- open . 

kìd, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mudivu  kattuka   
-dispose . 

 kìd, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  viduvikka- 
dispose. 

 

kìd, kì: to build; to make; to act (ground/floor plus motion).  

*kìd, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kattu / 
kattuka- build .  

*kìd, has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  koattu /  
koadiththidu – build. 

*kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the original amil  word is aakkidu- make .   

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is ketti-  make . 

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is puthukku [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – make/ create . 
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kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is padaikka [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – make /create . 

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thoku- make/do  

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  amaiththiduka – 
build.  

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kattidam kattuka 
–to build a building; kattu- build ; kattidam- building.  

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is undaakkida 
vaendum- to make . 

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is seithiduka   [  
missing  letter- sa-] –  do. 

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  panniduka [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- do . 

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thunnuka- do.  

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is noakkidu –do  

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is muyankidu – do . 

*kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is oakkidu- do.  

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kuththi- ground . 

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kuttimam – 
ground smoothed  and plastered  /floor plastered and paved . 

*kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kaadu- ground . 

kìd has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kukai adi- floor.  

 

kid6, kad6,8: to weave a mat (ground/floor plus motion). 
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*kad6   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kattu /  
kattukai – weaving . 

kad   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is paai mudaivu [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  mat  weaving ; paai- mat . 

kad   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kidai paai- 
missing letter- pa-] - a mat for sleeping / bed mat  ;  kida- lie down /sleep  . 

kad   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is paai mudaika [ 
missing letter- pa-] –to braid  a mat  ; paai- mat .  

kad   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is paai pinniduka-
[ missing letter- pa-] - to braid a mat  ;  paai- mat; pinniduka- braid  . 

kad   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thadukku -  a 
mat . 

kad   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mudaika /    
koodai mudainthiduka – to braid a basket  ;  koodai- basket   ; mudaika- braid .   

kad   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thuni 
neithiduka –to weave a cloth ;  thuni- cloth. 

 

 kud, kur5, ku5: to cut off (with -ta-); to breach (a dike); to separate; to levy tax 
or tribute; to curse (regularly followed by rá; cf., gur5 , kìr, and gur10) (base with 
motion away from).  

*kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaathu / 
koithidu / kaaithidu/  koattidu  –cut.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is vettuka- cut; 
vettukai .  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the original Tamil word is udaivu  -breach . 
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kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is seththuka 
/seuthukku  [ missing letter- sa-] - to cut . 

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kandam -  cut  
or broken off.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thadivu – 
cutting.  

*kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadamai  / 
kadan  -tax/ tribute .  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaani  kadan  -  
land tax.   

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   sei  kadan 
[missing letter- sa-]  - land tax.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kadun-sumai -
[missing letter- sa-] - excess tax.    

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vari iduka  [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -to leavy tax.   

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kudi irai – 
[missing letter- Ra-]-  tax/ tribute  . 

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  theervai 
[missing letter- Ra-]- -tax.    

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vari  vikitham [missing letter- Ra-]-  -tax rate; vari- tax   .  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   vari  yaedu 
[missing letter- Ra-]- tax register ; yaedu- register . 

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   madakku vari -
[missing letter- Ra-]-   additional tax.   
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kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   vari  kodaamai  
/ vari  kodaa iyakkam [missing letter- Ra-]- tax  resistance  ; kodaa-  do not give . 

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  erai  kudi 
[missing letter- Ra-]-  tax payer.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  erai 
kidaiyaathu [missing letter- Ra-]-  – no  tax  ; kidayaathu – nil .  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   erattai  vari 
[missing letter- Ra-]-  double taxation  ;erattai –double .  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  erai  kattu / 
vari  vithi [missing letter- Ra-]-   -taxation; kattu- to pay  .   

 kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ekkadamai  -a 
tax.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaani  vetti -  a 
tax.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  tattu -duvu  -a 
tax.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   viboothi 
[missing letter- pa-]--  a tax.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
muththaavanam -  a tax.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   veettu  thaevai  
-a tax.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kudi  kadamai  - 
tax.   

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vaaithaa  - tax.  
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kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kappam 
kattuka [ missing letter- pa-] - to pay  the tribute . 

*kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kondi -  
tribute.     

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  koottu  unn -  
accept  tribute.  

kud,  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
thundaaduka- to divide.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thundikka- cut 
off.    

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thittuka- 
curse.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vaithiduka – curse.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is    paaduka/ 
podivu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  cursing.   

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   yaesiduka  [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  curse.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
saapam iduka [ missing letters- pa-  and -sa-] -  curse.  

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is neekkidu / 
neenkidu  -seaprate  .   

*kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaedaa-  
separate . 

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kavadu – 
separation.  
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kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is vakuththidu    -
separate . 

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is vidaippu  [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  -separating . 

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is viduppu [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  separation. 

kud  has the consonants – ka- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
vipaethanam  [ missing letter- pa-]-  -separating . 

 

lud: a small bowl; a pestle (abundance + motion). 

lud  has the consonants -  la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thalam -  a 
small  cylindrical container  for food made of glass or  clay .    

lud  has the consonants -  la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is thaazhi  -  large 
mouthed pot.   

lud  has the consonants -  la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaali -  
earthern lamp  bowl . 

lud  has the consonants -  la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   yaethal – 
vessel . 

lud  has the consonants -  la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is vattil [ missing 
letter- ka-] -  metal  cup .    

lud  has the consonants -  la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thadavu  
thaazhi- [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  big jar  . 

lud  has the consonants -  la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  muthu  makkal 
thaazhi [ missing  letter-  ka-] -  burial urn; muthu makkal- elders  . 

lud  has the consonants -  la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  idi  kal  [ 
missing  letter-  ka-] – mortar and  pestle .  
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lud  has the consonants -  la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kadal / 
kathazhvu  / mikuthal [ missing  letter-  ka-] - abundance.   

lud  has the consonants -  la - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  amalthal/ 
yanthuthal /  thazhaihthal  /thulluthal  mithaththal – be abundant.  

 

 mud: n., heel; handle; a right-angled tool [MUD archaic frequency: 88]. v., to give 
birth; to be afraid; to frighten (closed container with motion out from). adj., dark, 
dim. 

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoatram [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - birth  . 

 mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  udampu  edu-   
[missing letter- pa-]-   be born  ; udampu –body ; edu –take . 

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaarunam [ 
missing letter- Ra-]- dread / fear  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  uthambu [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  frighten . 

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  peedanam/ 
peetham  [ missing letter- pa-]-  fear.  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  vimmitham / 
vidamam  [ missing letter- ka-]-  fear.   

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
aathanakm [ missing letter- ka-]-  fear.   

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaekkam/ 
thayakkam  [ missing letter- ka-]-  fear. 

 mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is    
antham-  dark.  
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mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
antha thamasam  [ missing letter- sa-]-  pitch darkness. 

 mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thamam- 
darkness.  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   naththam  -
darkness.  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  paatham [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  – heel . 

 mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kokitham [ missing letter- ka-]-  heel.  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  mael  mattam 
[ missing letter- la-]-  mason’s  level . 

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  mankida  [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  to become dim  . 
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múd: blood (closed container with motion out from).  

mud has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   uthiram [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  -blood.  

mud has the consonants -ma -the -and the   other interpretaion  of the word is  
raththam [ missing letter- Ra-]  -blood.  

mud has the consonants -ma -the -and the   other interpretaion  of the word is  
midaa-  pot . 

 

mud3,4: a large vat for beer [MUD3 archaic frequency: 27; concatenates 4 sign 
variants]. 

mud3 has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaem  -  
toddy . 

mud3 has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is mattam- 
toddy .   

mud3 has the consonants -ma -the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
mathu – toddy . 

mud3 has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  patham [ 
missing letter- pa-]- toddy . 

mud3 has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  midaa-  large 
pot. 
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mud3 has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thanni  
kudam  [ missing letter- ka-]- water pot / liqour pot; thanni –water; kudam- pot  .  

mud3 has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  mat paandam 
[ missing letter- pa-]  - earthern vessel . 

mud3 has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  munn kudam-
[ missing letter- ka-]-  clay pot ; munn- soil . 

mud3 has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thanka kudam 
[ missing letter- ka-]-- golden pot ; thankkam- gold . 

 

 mud5: exultation, jubilation.  

 *mud has the consonants  -ma -the - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
matham – exultation. 

*mud has the consonants  -ma -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  muththam –
joy.   

*mud has the consonants  -ma -the - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
moottu -  excitement.  

*mud has the consonants  -ma -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  muthithai – 
joy.  

 *mud has the consonants  -ma -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu – 
joy.  

*mud has the consonants  -ma -the - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
mutham – delight . 

mud has the consonants  -ma -the - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aamoatham – joy.  

mud has the consonants  -ma -the - and the  interpretation  of the word is  istam 
[missing letter- sa-] – delight ;  santham- happiness.  
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mud has the consonants  -ma -the - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aanantham [Skt]  – happiness.   

mud has the consonants  -ma -the - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
sannatham [missing letter- sa-] -  elation.  

 

mud6, mú: to sing; to blow; to ignite, kindle; to make grow; to sprout, appear 
(reduplication class) (mu, 'word', + éd, 'to go out').  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oathanum – to 
sing  . 

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oathanmai – 
song.  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
naatham -  musical  song.  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paattu 
paadanum  [ missing letter- pa-] - to sing  a song; paattu- song; paadu –sing.    

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is isai patham [ 
missing letters- pa- and -sa-] -  song.  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paadanam [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -  singing.  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nayam 
paadanum [ missing letter- pa-] -  sing sweetly ; nayam- sweetness  . 

*mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is madu -  
kindle.  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thee moottu  
/thee madu - to ignite/ kindle;  thee- fire; moottu- induce .  
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mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
utheeepanam [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-] -  kindling.  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thoandranum [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –to appear .  

mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is uoothanum- to 
blow [  horn ] ; puff.   

*mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is moththu / 
moathu  - to blow  [ beat] . 

*mud  has the consonants -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  word is maattu  adi – 
severe blow ;  maadu – bull; adi -beating.  

 

mud8[NUNUZ-ÁB = LAK 449]: an amphora in the 30-60 liter range with two neck 
handles, = 50 ku-li, Presargonic Girsu. 

mud lak  has the consonants - ma -the  -la-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kazhuththil  kaikal  konda   kallu kudam  - mat -kalam   --the liquor  earthen  pot 
with neck  handles;  kazhuththu- neck; kaikal- hands;  kallu  -toddy; mat kalam- 
earthen vessel. 

amphora  -has the consonants   -ma -pa -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn  paari – earthen liquor jar  ;  munn- soil; paari- toddy pot. 

 

 gišnàd, ná: bed, couch (ná = nú-a, 'to lie down' + nominative [from R. Englund]) 
[NA2 archaic frequency: 72; concatenates 4 sign variants].  

gisnad   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] - an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kann padai [ missing letter –pa-]- bed.   

gisnad   has the consonants -ka –sa- an- the – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  thavisinai  -bed.  
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gisnad   has the consonants -ka –sa- an- the – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sayanathaanam / nayanathaanam – bed.  

 gisnad   has the consonants -ka –sa-- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
manaja  mandavam   -bed chamber; mandavam- chamber .  

gisnad   has the consonants -ka –[- sa-] -- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kidantha  kidaiyaai  -bed ridden . 

gisnad   has the consonants -ka –[- sa-] -- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
van kidai – being  bed ridden .  

gisnad   has the consonants -ka –[- sa-] -- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
padukkai punn [ missing letter- pa-]-  bed sore ;  padukkai- bed; punn- sore.  

gisnad   has the consonants -ka –[- sa-] -- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
padukka vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- to lie down .  

gisnad   has the consonants -ka –[- sa-] -- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kidakka  vaendum  -to lie down. 

gisnad   has the consonants -ka –[- sa-] -- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoonka vaendum – to sleep; thoonkka- to sleep . 

gisnad   has the consonants -ka –[- sa-] -- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kattaiyaei  neetta  vaendum  -to lie down  

gisnad   has the consonants -ka –[- sa-] -- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
oaivu  edukka vaendum  - to take rest ; oaivu-rest; edukka- take. 

gisnad   has the consonants -ka – sa--- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
saaya vaendum / sayanikka vaendum-  to lie down; saaya- repose . 

gisnad   has the consonants -ka – sa--- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaachchi  kondidu – to lie down. 

gisnad   has the consonants -ka – sa--- an- the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nedun –j-aan kidaiyaaka kidakka   - lie flat . 
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nud, nú: to lie down; to lie together with (with -da-); to lay down (with -ni-); to 
sleep; to kill (nu, 'not', + éd, 'to go out'). 

nud, has the consonants -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thoonka 
vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] – to sleep ; thoonkku –sleep . 

nud  has the consonants -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kidakka 
vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  to lie down /to sleep; kidakka- to lie down /sleep .  

nud  has the consonants -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kooda kidakka  
vaendum  [ missing letter- ka-]- -to lie with someone ;  kooda – with .  

nud  has the consonants -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is yaekida 
vaendum--[ missing letter- ka-]-  to go out.  

nud  has the consonants -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kaatha vaendum 
[ missing letter- ka-]-  to kill ; kaathu- kill. 

nud  has the consonants -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is vetta vaendum [ 
missing letter- ka-] - to kill . 

 nud  has the consonants -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is vathaikka 
vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  to kill ; vathaikka- to slaughter .  

nud  has the consonants -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is nee-k-kida 
vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] - to kill ; neekkidu –remove  . 

nud  has the consonants -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is maaithida 
vaendum - [ missing letter- ka-] -  to kill . 

nud  has the consonants -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is madakka 
vaendum  [ missing letter- ka-]  – to kill.  

nud  has the consonants -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kidaththida 
vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]  -  to lay  down . 
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 pad, paðx: n., bite, small repast (regularly followed by rá; cf., bur and búru) 
(sprout + repetitive processing) [? PAD archaic frequency: 38; concatenation of 2 
sign variants]. v., to break off. 

pàd  has the  consonants –pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   panthi –feast . 

pàd  has the  consonants –[-pa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  undaattam-  
feast.    

pàd  has the  consonants –pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thin pandam – 
bite .  

pàd  has the  consonants –[-pa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  udai- 
break.  

pàd  has the  consonants –pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pathiyam – 
shoot . 

pàd  has the  consonants –[-pa-] - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   shoot[E] [ missing  letter- sa-] . 

pàd  has the  consonants –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thandu – a 
shoot  . 

 

 pàd, pà: to show, reveal; to choose, call; to seek; to find; to declare; to swear, 
take an oath; to choose out of (with ablative prefix) (pà-dè in sing. marû; pà-pà-
dè in plural marû) (sprout, branch + to go out; cp., pa...éd, 'to show; to make 
appear'; cf., ér...pàd) [PA3 archaic frequency: 30]. 

pàd  has the  consonants –[-pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is  eduththu  
kaattu [missing letter- ka-]- –show ; edu- take; kaattu –show . 

pàd  has the  consonants -pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   koopiduka- [ 
missing letter- ka-]- call.  
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pàd  has the  consonants -pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kandu pidikka- 
[missing letter- ka-]- to find out .  

pàd  has the  consonants -pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaedi  adai – 
find  out  ; thaedu- search . 

pàd  has the  consonants –[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  naaduka- [  
missing letter- ka-]- to seek . 

pàd  has the  consonants – [-pa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aanai  
edukka [  missing letter- ka-]- -to sware ; aanai- order; edukka- take . 

pàd  has the  consonants – [-pa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  uruthi edu 
[ missing letter –Ra-]- to sware / uruthi yaerkka ;  uruthi-  surety  . 

pàd  has the  consonants – pa --the -and the  original Tamil  word is   sapatham 
edu [  missing letter- sa-]- to sware. 

pàd  has the  consonants – [-pa-] --the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thaernthu 
edu  [ missing letter –Ra-]-  to choose . 

pàd  has the  consonants – [-pa-] --the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoandridu [ missing letter –Ra-]- –to appear . 

pàd  has the  consonants – pa---the -and the  original Tamil  word is    kappu vidu  [ 
missing letter- ka-] –to branch out . 

*pàd  has the  consonants – pa---the -and the  original Tamil  word is  poeidu –to 
go . 

pàd  has the  consonants – [-pa-] --the -and the  original Tamil  word is nodi- 
declare. 

pàd  has the  consonants – [-pa-] --the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oathu –
declare . 

 *pàd  has the  consonants – pa---the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paadu –
declare . 
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pàd  has the  consonants – pa---the -and the  original Tamil  word is   seppidu  [ 
missing letter -sa-]-– declare . 

 

 gišrad[ŠÌTA]: a tree, possibly a citrus tree [ŠITA3 archaic frequency: 139; 
concatenation of 2 sign variants].  

gišrad   has the consonants- ka- [-sa-]  - Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaekku  mara kattai-  teak wood ; thaekku  -teak ; maram- tree; katai –wood.  

gišrad   has the consonants- ka- sa- - Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is sem-
mara kattai –red wood  ;semmai –red .  

gišrad   has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - - Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
then-k-kaai maram  - palm tree. ; thaenkkai- coconut; maram- tree.  

gišrad   has the consonants- ka- sa- - Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is suvai 
mikka kani  tharum maram-  tree that  gives  fruits ;  suvai- tasty;  mikka- mega/ 
more ; kani – fruit; tharum- giving; maram- tree.. 

gišrad   has the consonants- ka- sa- - Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is suvai 
mikuntha  kodi munthiri  kani- grape  vine ;  kodi- vine; munthiri- grape. 

gišrad   has the consonants- ka- sa- - Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is suvai 
mikuntha kani  kodukkum  naarankkai maram-  orange tree; naarankkai- orange . 

 

sed(4,5,6), šed7,10,11,12, še4,5,17,18,23: n., cold water; coolness (si, 'to fill up', + 
éd, 'to go out'). v., to cool down; to repose; to be calmed, quieted; to pacify; to 
abate, subside.  

sed has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni  -
water.  

sed has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thanmai- cool.  
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sed has the consonants  -sa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is pachcha thanni-[ 
missing letter- sa-] - cold  water  ;thanni- water . 

sed has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is amaithi 
adainthidu  - to  be calmed  ;  amaithi – peace/ calm ;  adainthidu –attain.  

sed has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
saanthi [Skt] adainthidu - to  be calmed ;  santhi - peace. 

sed has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is aaththidu 
/aaththu paduththu [ missing letter- pa-] - to appease  . 

sed has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is thadu / 
thadai idu-  stop/ abate . 

sed has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaniththidu 
–to pacify . 

sed has the consonants  -sa-- the -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
samaathaanam [Skt] seithidu – to pacify . 

 

sud, sù; su: v., to be/make remote, far away, lasting; to stretch; to wag (a tail); to 
rejoice, feel delight; to sip; to sprinkle; to strew; to furnish, provide; to immerse; 
to sink; to drown (reduplication class) (regularly followed by rá) (su4 , 'to grow up, 
multiply', + éd, 'to go out'). adj., distant, remote; long (duration) 

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is etta- far 
away . 

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thandai 
asaiththidu – wag the tail ;  thandai- tail ; asaiththidu –shake . 

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
puchchaththai  aattu [ missing  letter- pa-]-- to wag the tail ; puchcham- tail; aattu 
–wag / shake . 
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súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is pathi-[ 
missing  letter- pa-]--sink . 

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is yaenthi- a  
sink ;   thotti- a sink ; miththam - wash basin . 

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
neediththathu- lasting. 

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is neettiththidu 
–to extend . 

súd  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is neenda-long . 

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is neenda 
nimidam-aa- long time[ minute] . 

súd   has the consonants  --sa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is sappidu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –to sip. 

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaa- give.  

súd   has the consonants  -sa- the -and the   other interpretation of the word is 
santhosha [Skt] -  happy/ to be joyful . 

súd   has the consonants  --sa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is sinthu –
sprinkle . 

súd   has the consonants  --[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thumi –
sprinkle . 

 

súd: to pound, crush; to gnash (the teeth) (su9 , 'red ochre', + motion).  

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is idi / 
idiththidu  – pound/ hit . 
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súd   has the consonants  -sa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is podi seithidu  [ 
missing letter- pa-] - pound . 

súd   has the consonants  -sa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is masiththidu – to 
mash . 

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is amuththu- to 
press.  

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thantham- 
tooth . 

 

sud4, su13: v., to be long; to prolong, lengthen; to last; to give, present (regularly 
followed by rá) (narrow line + repetitive process) [BU: archaic frequency: 393; 
concatenation of 2 sign variants]. adj., long.  

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is neendathu- 
long.  

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
neettiththidu- to lengthen .  

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thanthidu- to 
give . 

súd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neediththathu –lasting one . 

 

šed7,10,11,12: (cf., sed(4,5,6)).  

šid, šed: (cf., šita5 ).  

šid3,4,5: (cf., šita(4)). 
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 šùde, šùdu, šùd, šu12: n., prayer, blessing [ŠU12 archaic frequency: 1]. v., to 
pray, bless (šu, 'hand', + dé, 'to hail').  

sùde   has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is oathu  
/thuthi  / sthuthi[Skt]   -pray . 

sùde   has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is paadu[ 
missing letter- pa-]   –pray/ to hail  . 

sùde   has the consonants- sa-the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
jepiththidu[Skt] [ missing letter- pa-]   – pray . 

sùde   has the consonants- -sa-  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is poosiththidu 
[ missing letter- pa-]  – pray . 

 sùde   has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandraadu- [ missing letter- Ra-]  to pray . 

sùde   has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the original Tamil  word is thaa- hand . 

sùde   has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is Thiru Marai 
oathidu  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - to recite the holy scriptures ;  thiru  - holy; marai- 
religious scriptures; oathidu-recite. 

sùde   has the consonants- sa- –the- and the  original Tamil  word is poosai 
seithidu / poo saaththidu  [ missing letter- pa-] - to do pooja [Skt] / to worship  the 
lord with   ; poo- flower; seithidu –do. 

sùde   has the consonants- sa-the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
aasi  thaa  -  to bless . 

 sùde   has the consonants- [-sa-]- –the- and the  original Tamil  word is yaeththu- 
bless.  

sùde   has the consonants- sa- –the- and the  original Tamil  word is poosanai 
seithidu [ missing letter- pa-] – bless . 
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 to  bless [E]  has the consonants- -the- [-pa-]  -la- sa  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is nal  aasi  thaa – to bless .   

to  bless [E]  has the consonants- -the- [-pa-]  -la- sa  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is nalla  sollai sollidu / mozhinthidu – say  good words; nalla- good; sol- word ; 
sollu – say ; mozhinthidu- tell  . 

to  bless [E]  has the consonants- -the--pa- -la- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paaduthal –  to bless.  

to  bless [E]  has the consonants- -the—[-pa-]- -la- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  
word is   oathuthal   -to bless. 

 

tud, tu, dú: to bear, give birth to; to beget; to be born; to make, fashion, create; 
to be reborn, transformed, changed (to approach and meet + to go out). 

tud  has  a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aakkidu [ missing 
letter- ka-]  –to make . 

tud  has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  maaridu [ missing 
letter- Ra-] - to get changed.  

tud  has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  undaaka [ missing 
letter- ka-]  –to become pregnant  . 

tud  has a  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   eendridu [ missing 
letter- Ra-] -  give birth  to. 

tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  meendum  uyirththidu 
[ missing letter- Ra-] – to reborn . 

tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is uru thirintha [ missing 
letter- Ra-] – transformed . 

tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is maariyathu [ missing 
letter- Ra-] –changed.  
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tud  has a  consonant- the -and the  other interpretation of the word is meendum 
janiththidu [Skt] [ missing  letter –sa-]  -to reborn ;  meendum –again; janiththidu- 
be born. 

tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  sethidu [ missing  letter 
–sa-]   – to make . 

tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  sumanthidu  [ missing  
letter –sa-]  -to bear . 

tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thani- bear . 

tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  sanththithidu [ missing  
letter –sa-]  - to meet . 

tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paaththidu [  missing  
letter –pa-] - to meet/ see . 

tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pannidu [ missing letter 
–pa-]-– to make . 

tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  padaiththidu  [ missing 
letter –pa-] –to create. 

 tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  peththu thaa [  missing 
letter –pa-] – to beget  

tud  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  poaeidu   [  missing  
letter- pa-] –go . 

 

 túd: to spank; to cane (tu, 'to interfere', + motion).  

túd has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is adiththidu /   adi idu  -
beat . 

túd has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is sooththai  adi [ 
missing  letter –sa-]  – to beat the buttocks ; sooththu- buttock ; adi- beat.    
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túd has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is puttaththai adi  
[missing  letter –pa-] -to beat the buttocks ; puttam- buttocks . 

túd has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  uthaiththidu –to kick.  

túd has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaththidu-  [ missing 
letter- sa-]  - beat . 

túd has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  moththidu –to beat 
severely . 

túd has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pinni edu  [ missing  
letter- pa-] –to beat harshly;  adi –beat  . 

túd has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  poattu mithiththidu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – to stamp down . 

túd has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thadi eduththu 
adiththidu –to beat with a stick ; thadi –stick . 

túd has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is idai idu – to interfere.    

 

zid, zi: n., faith, confidence; legitimacy, sanction; truth (zi, 'soul', + éd, 'to go 
forth'). 

zid   has the consonants -  [-sa -]-the -and the  interpretation  of the word is – 
matham . 

zid    has the consonants -  [-sa -]-the -and the  interpretation  of the word is – 
faith [E] [ missing letter- pa-] . 

 zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mana  
thidam  -faith.  

zid    has the consonants -  -sa --the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –  
asapantham    [ missing  letter –pa-]- confidence .  
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zid    has the consonants -  [-sa -]-the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –  
manthanam  - confidence.  

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mathippu [ 
missing  letter –pa-]- – confidence ;  thun mathippu –self confidence ; thun  -self ;  
mathippu – respect/ value .  

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pidi / pidippu 
[ pantham ]  [ missing  letter –pa-]- confidence  ; thun  pidi . 

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thun 
munaippu  [ missing  letter –pa-]- -confidence . 

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mana uruthi [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] – mental  confidence; manathaal -  mental ; uruthi –strength .  

zid    has the consonants -  sa --the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –   
siraththai [ missing  letter- Ra-] -– confidence.  

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mana thunivu 
[ missing letter- ka-]  mental  confidence  ; manam-  mind; thunivu –boldness  .  

zid    has the consonants -  sa --the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –    
saththiyam  -true.  

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
unmaiyaanthu  -true one.  

 zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  meiyaanthu  -
true one.  

 zid    has the consonants -  sa --the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –    
saatham  - truth.  

zid    has the consonants -  sa --the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –    
saththu – truth.  
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zid    has the consonants -  sa --the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –    
suratham [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -truth.  

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  atram [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  -truth . 

 zid    has the consonants – [- sa-] --the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –     
thaththiyam  -truth.  

zid    has the consonants -  sa --the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –      
nisathanam  -truth . 

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the original Tamil  word is thidam –truth .  

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thinmai  / 
thinnam  -truth.  

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  padippinai [  
missing  letter –pa-]- – truth . 

 zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pandam [ 
missing  letter –pa-]- –truth . 

zid    has the consonants – [- sa-] --the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –      
neethi  -truth . 

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thandanai  -
sanction. 

zid    has the consonants – [- sa-] --the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –       
anumathi  -sanction .  

zid    has the consonants – [- sa-] --the -and the  interpretation  of the word is –       
thida paduththu  [ missing  letter –pa-]- -sanction . 

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oppadai  / 
oppapadaippu [ missing  letter –pa-]-  sanction.  
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zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  naermai 
udaiyathu [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -legitimacy.  

 zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aram 
udaiyathu [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - legitimacy. 

zid has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  muraimai 
udaiyathu [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - legitimacy. 

zid has the consonants –sa-–the- and the  original Tamil  word is  satta padi  [ 
missing  letter –pa-]- -legitimately  ;  sattam- law . 
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                                                            Page -25  

 

zid, zi: n., faith, confidence; legitimacy, sanction; truth (zi, 'soul', + éd, 'to go 
forth').v., to strengthen (e.g., the levees of a canal). adj., right (hand); righteous; 
good; firm; faithful; true; legitimate; lawful; appropriate. 

zid, has the consonants – sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is unmai yaanathu- 
true one / faithful one  . 

zid, has the consonants – sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  soaaththan-k-
kai [ missing  letter- ka-] – right hand   ;  soaru- cooked  rice ; kai- hand ; right hand 
for eating  saatham  / food  . 

zid, has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   paththi [ 
missing letter –pa-]   -faith / piety. 

zid, has the consonants –-sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is satta 
thittamanathu - lawful.  

zid, has the consonants –-sa- the- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
saththiyam  [Skt] -truth . 

zid, has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
anumathi- to permit . 

 

 zíd, zì[ŠÈ]: flour, meal (life + motion as in grinding).  

zíd, has the consonants –[--sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  uootti/ undi  
food. 

zíd, has the consonants –[--sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  theen  
/thindi –food. 

zíd, has the consonants –[--sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  theeni-  food.  
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zíd, has the consonants –[--sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thin pandam-
[ missing letter- pa-] -  snack /  food;  theepanam .    

zíd, has the consonants –[--sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pindi [ 
missing letter- pa-] – meal; nun pindi- fine meal  . 

 zíd, has the consonants –[--sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is puttu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -meal cake . 

zíd, has the consonants –-sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is saappadu  -[ 
missing letter- pa-] -food . 

zíd, has the consonants –[--sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is amutham- 
food . 

zíd, has the consonants –[--sa-]- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
food [E]  [ missing letter- pa-]  . 

zíd, has the consonants –-sa- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
naastha- light meal  . 

zíd, has the consonants –-[-sa-]- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
amidam – food . 

zíd, has the consonants –-sa- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
saatham – food.  

zíd, has the consonants –-sa- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
saatham – cooked rice . 

zíd, has the consonants –[--sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is paththam [ 
missing letter- pa-] –food. 

zíd, has the consonants –[--sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thuppu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –food. 

zíd, has the consonants –[--sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aattu – to 
grind ; asaiththidu- to shake;   asainthidu -move . 
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dag: n., resting-place, dwelling, chamber (motion as in traveling + throat-like 
chamber) [DAG archaic frequency: 4]. v., to add; to stretch (out); to roam about.  

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is oaivu  edukkum 
idam- place to take rest ; oaivu- rest ; idam- place.  

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is koodam- hall.  

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kudaivu- cavity . 

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is neettikka  
vandum- to extend . 

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kanakkai 
koottuka- to add   ;  kanakku  - accounts / counting; koottu-add. 

 

dág: brilliant; pure; clean ('to go out' + aga(3), 'diadem, circlet, crown'). 

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  vattam- circle;  
kattam-  square; vadivam –shape  .  

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  mani  
makudam-  diadem . 

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is mukadu- crown.  

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the   interpretation  of the word is patta 
abideakam[Skt]  [  missing letter- pa-] - crown . 

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is maththakam- 
crown . 

 dag has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kudumi - crown . 

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  yaekidu –to go . 
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dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  thooimai 
kondathu  -  one with pure . 

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  thudaikka- to 
clean . 

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  thaeikka- to 
clean . 

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  midukku – 
brilliant . 

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  pakataana [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- brilliant  

dag has the consonants -  the- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
kaanthi-  brilliant . 

 

 dig: v., to become moist, soft, workable; to be in a weakened state (motion + 
throat-like chamber, vagina). adj., moist. 

dig  has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  oatham kakka -  
moist with water ; oatham- moist . 

dig  has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  koothi- vagina   

 dig  has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kandam  [ 
odunkiyathu ]  -throat /  neck . 

dig  has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  koodam –
chamber.  

dig  has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  mandavam – 
chamber . 

 dig  has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  menmai  konda  
soft ; menmai- soft; konda- having . 
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dig  has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  iyankka koodiya 
–workable . 

dig  has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  seiya thakuntha 
[ missing  letter- sa-]- workable.  

dig  has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is konthi-k-kaai-  
throat . 

 

 dug: standard size earthen jar, pot, jug, vessel, = 30 liters (sìla), except at 

Presargonic Girsu = 20 liters [DUG archaic frequency: 581; concatenates 5 sign 
variants]. 

dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   thanni kudam- 
water pot; thanni- water; kudam-pot.  

dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is   mut kudam- 
earthen pot . 

dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kundaan  - a 
vessel. 

dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kuduvai -  cup.  

dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kadukam- pot 

dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kudantham- pot 

 dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kundam- pot  

dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kundikai-  water 
pot [ascetic’s]  

  dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is padikkam   [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -spitting  pot . 
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dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kamma-k-
kudam-  smith made pot . 

dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kenndi- jug . 

dug has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is sakadam  [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - cup . 

 

 dùg, du10: n., gladness; knee(s); lap; loins; member (motion + throat-like 
chamber, vagina). v., to enjoy; to be/make enjoyable. adj., sweet, good; 
beautiful; favorable; pleasing; fresh (water).  

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  manam  uvakai 
kondu-  mental happiness ; manam- mind; uvakai- happy; konda –having   . 

 dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is thakka-  happy . 

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  paadavam–[ 
missing letter- pa-]  - joy . 

 dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the    other interpretation  of the word is 
koathukam / nithu vanam /   kowthakam   / vinaotham – joy. 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the    other interpretation  of the word is 
santhakam [ missing  letter- sa-] – happy.  

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  inippu  suvai 
kondathu –[ missing letters- pa -and sa-] -  sweet in taste ; inippu-  sweet; suvai- 
taste; kondathu- has. 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  thithikka- sweet 
; theeviya . 

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kudi thanni –
drinking water . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  koothi – vagina. 
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dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  vadivam- 
beautiful / shape; vadivam- shape  . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  thakai- beauty . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the    other interpretation  of the word is 
thaesikam  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - beauty . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the    other interpretation  of the word is 
kaanthi  -beauty . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kadi – beauty . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the    other interpretation  of the word is 
vikadam /vidankku / vinthai – beauty. 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the    other interpretation  of the word is 
saathakam [ miisng  letter- sa-] – favourable . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  ukantha- 
favourable . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  thakuntha -
favourable . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  uthaviyaana  - 
helpful;  kai kodukka  koodyia; kai-  hand; kodukka- give  . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kundi – hip  

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kadi / kadi  
thadam-  loin . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  thodai madivu – 
lap ;thodai-  thigh; madivu- fold . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  thakkai- a lap . 
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dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  payan kondathu 
/ nanmai  mikkathu [ missing  letter- pa -] —good/ useful . 

 dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  thueiththiduka / 
thuvu  / yueiththiduka – enjoy ; thottu unnka . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  adaika-  enjoy  
/attain . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  suvaiththiduka [ 
missing  letter- sa-] –enjoy. 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the   other interpretaion  of the word is 
anupaviththiduka  [ missing  letter- pa-] –enjoy. 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  enpam  
kondiduka  [ missing  letter- pa-]   -have pleasure . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  uvakai  
kodukkum- pleasing ; uvakai- happy . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  inimai   
kodukkum – pleasing ;   inimai- sweet / pleasure ; kodukkum- giving .  

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kanaadiyaaka-   
pleasing . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is nayam kondathu- 
pleasing ; kondathu- having  . 

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the   other interpretaion  of the word is 
kaaththiram  /ankaththinar / koottathtaar [ missing  letter- Ra-]- member;  kootta  
uruppinar- member of the meet ; koottam- meeting ; uruppinar- member ; 
koottathirkku vantha uruppinar  -the who have come for the meet ; vantha came .   

dùg has the consonants - the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kai  mutti-  elbow 
joint  /fist  ; kai- arm; mutti –joint . 
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dug4, du11: n., speech. v., to speak; to order, command; to sing; to speak with, 
converse (with -da-) (singular hamtu form, cf. also, ég); to do (as auxiliary verb 
preceded by a noun) (nonfinite form = di) (to make a motion in the throat).  

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kathaikka- to 
speak . 

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
nikatham –speech .  

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  nodikka- to 
speak. 

*dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  oathuka- 
speak/ say/ sing  . 

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is vaai aaduka   
/vaakaaduka - converse . 

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  naa neettuka- 
speak  ;   naa- tongue; neettu –protrude . 

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  padikka- [  
missing letter- pa-] -  tell . 

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  aanai iduka – to 
order / command  ;   anai- orders .  

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is paaduka-[ 
missing letter- pa-]  -to sing  .  

dùg has the consonants -  the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is akaviduka-  to 
sing . 
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(giš)gag, kak: peg; nail, spike; bone; hinge, joint, knee (reduplicated to be long 
and neck-like; cf., gub) [KAK archaic frequency: 46; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  kanu  -  knee/joint.  

kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  sakkai [ missing  letter- 
sa-] - -peg.  

kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  kuchchi [ missing  
letter- sa-]  wooden peg.  

kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  sanku  [ missing  letter- 
sa-]  -spike/ peg .  

kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  akku – bone.  

kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  moottu vaai  - joint  as 
of two planks.   

kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  nakam – nail [ finger] . 

kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  vaempaani  [ missing  
letter- pa-] - a small nail . 

kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  kai -aani  - a nail used 
in  joining the spars of a roof.  

 kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  keezh / keelakam [ 
missing  letter- zha/ la- ] -  hinge.  

kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  interpretation  of the word is  knee[E]  . 

 kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  interpretation  of the word is peg [E] [ missing 
letter- pa-] . 

kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  interpretation  of the word is spike[E]  [ 
missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-] . 
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kak has a  consonant-  ka --and the  interpretation  of the word is hinje[E] [missing  
letter- sa-] . 

 

 gig, gi17: n., illness; injury; wheat (cf., kibx ) (throat + i, 'cry of pain', + throat) 
[GIG archaic frequency: 16]. v., to be/make sick; to be painful to (with dative); to 
reject. adj., painful.  

*gi   has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaayam- wound . 

gi   has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is noae-vu –sick . 

gi   has a consonant - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  a-sookam   [  
missing  letter- sa-] - sickness  ; sukam  healthy . 

gi   has a consonant - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  a-
sowkkiyam [  missing  letter- sa-] - sickness  ; sowkkiyam- healthy  

gi   has a consonant - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is sick [E] [  
missing  letter- sa-] . 

gi   has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is anankku- disease/ pain ; 
anukkam – pain .  

gi   has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is innaankku –pain . 

gi   has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is yaevu –pain . 

 gi   has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is naivu- disease . 

gi   has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is pun  kann  [ missing  
letter- pa-] - disease . 

 gi   has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is noaka- painful . 

gi has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kampu-[ missing letter- pa-
] -   a millet . 
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gíg, gíg, gi6, ge6, gi6, ge6, mi, mé, ku10; gi25 n., night (sounds represent the 
throat chamber or the mouth as an enclosed dark chamber) [GI6 archaic 
frequency: 105]. v., to be black or dark (ku10: reduplication class). adj., black, 
dark (cf., kúkku).  

ge has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thunki-[ missing letter –
the -]  - night . 

ge has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kandam / odunkkiya idam 
[  missing letter- the-]   -neck  /throat ; odunkkiya- narrow; idam- place .  

 ge has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koodam [  missing letter- 
the-]   –chamber.  

ge has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaai- mouth .  

ge has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is karu [ missing  letter –Ra-] 
–dark/ black . 

ge has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kovir karuvarai [  missing 
letter-Ra-]  -  womb  of the temple ; kovir- temple; karuvarai- sacred place of the 
temple . 

ge has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is karauvarai-[  missing 
letter- Ra- -]    uterus /womb. 

ge has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kuiyam –uterus.  

 

gug: monthly offering; brand; carnelian (with na4 ).  

gug  has  a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaaki  - brand.  

gug  has  a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vanika sinnam  [ 
missing  letter- sa-] –  brand ; vanikam  trade ;  sinnam –symbol . 

gug  has  a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mankkiya maanikkam – 
carnelian; mankku –wane  . 
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gug  has  a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaanikkai-  offering . 

 gug  has  a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is maasa    kaanikkai   [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -  monthly  offering; maasam- month .  

gug  has  a consonant - ka -and the original Tamil  word is vekumaanam  -offering . 

 

nindagúg: cake; pressed-date bread (gu7 , 'to eat, swallow, consume' + round 
and  neck-like) [GUG2 archaic frequency: 70; concatenation of 2 sign variants]. 

nindagus  has the consonants   - an - the -ka –  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  mandikai – cake.  

nindagus  has the consonants   - an - the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
eenthu kani  appam  [ missing  letter –pa-]  - date bread . 

nindagus  has the consonants   - an - the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thinnuka  / kadiththu  thinnuka-eat ; kadi –bite; thinnu  -eat . 

nindagus  has the consonants   - an - the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
unnudika  -eat . 

nindagus  has the consonants   - an - the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   ut-
kondiduka- swallow.  

nindagus  has the consonants   - an - the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundu  -round ;  vattamaana vadam kondathu – round in shape  ; vattam – round; 
vadivam- shape . 

nindagus  has the consonants   - an - the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kandam  [odunkiyathu ] -  neck  ; odunkiya- narrow .  

 

 gug5: hostility, war (might be reduplicated ug5,7,8, 'to kill; to die'). 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   koan- hostility . 
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gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   pakaimai  [ missing 
letter –pa-]- enmity ; van pakai – burning  enmity. 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   pinakkam [ missing 
letter –pa-]-enmity . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vanmam- hostility . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vanniyam- enmity . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   venkkann/ van kann - 
enmity . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vankkai-  enmity.  

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maaikka- to kill ; 
maaika- to die . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is saaikka [ missing letter –
sa-] - to kill ; samaikka- to kill .  

 gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is veekku  -to kill . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is yaenkku –die . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is saaka- / saava-[ missing 
letter- sa-] -  to die.  

 gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is makku –die. 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mankku –die . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  aakavam – 
battle . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  aneekam – 
battle  . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kavanam –war . 
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gug has a consonant - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is sameekam [ 
missing letter- sa-] – battle . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is venjamam  [ missing 
letter- sa-] - battle . 

gug has a consonant - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  ankkam-  
battle . 

 

 kug, kù: n., silver; precious metal; money; noble (ku, 'to base, build' + aga(3), 
'diadem, circlet, crown') [KU3 archaic frequency: 181; concatenates 3 sign 
variants]. v., to cleanse, purify; to make cultically pure. adj., bright, pure; white; 
sacred, holy.  

kug, has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is velli [ missing letter- la-] 
- sliver . 

kug, has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vellai vannam-[ missing 
letter-la-] - white color ; vellai-  white; vannam- color.  

kug, has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaasu  panam [ missing 
letter- pa- and -sa-]-  cash and money; kaasu –cash ; panam- money .  

kug, has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kanimam- metal.  

kug, has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thooimai  aakkidu [ 
missing letter- the -]  -to make pure ; thooimai-  clean/ pure; aakkidu- make.  

kug, has a consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mani makudam [missing 
letter- the -]  - diadem ; mani – bead/ stone. 

 

lag, lag: piece; lump, gob; clod; bulk size, collected mass (abundance + round). 

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kazhalai – lump . 
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lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kali mun- clay . 

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kulai kulaiyaaka- 
in bunches . 

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kizhi- piece . 

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kalam-  piece.  

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is sukkal  [ missing  
letter- sa-]  -piece  ; sakalam –piece . 

 lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pilavu  [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  piece.  

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is silaavi-[ missing  
letter- sa-] -  collar piece. 

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is koolam-  broken 
pieces of straw. 

 lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is javali  [ missing  
letter- sa-]  -  piece  goods  /clothes  

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is villai- piece.  

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is valaiyam - circle. 

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kazhuvaai  nilam- 
a  green field  from which  clods are taken  ; nilam- land  . 

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai  echchil [ 
missing letter- sa-]   –saliva /gob . 

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pozhivu [ missing   
letter- pa-] -abundance. 

lag, has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pakulam [ missing 
letter- pa-]   -abundance. 
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 lag   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is ponkkal- 
abundance.  

lag,  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is valappam -[ 
missing letter- pa-]  - abundance. 

lag,  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is viyal – 
abundance. 

lag,  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is veenkkal – 
abundance. 

 lag,  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is malivu – 
abundance. 

lag,   has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vellam - 
abundance. 

lag,  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kollai -abundance. 

 lag, has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mee-k-koal - 
abundance. 

lag,  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is valamai- 
abundance. 

 lag, has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is azhuvam – 
abundance. 

 lag, has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is uookkal- 
abundance. 

lag  has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kuvaal-  
abundance. 

 lag, has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaal - abundance. 

lag, has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuviyal – mass / 
heap . 
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lag, has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kumpal  [ missing 
letter- pa-] – mass of people . 

lag, has the consonants-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukil –mass/ 
gathering  / cloud . 
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Page – 26.  

 

lug, lu: to swarm (said of birds and fish) (lu, 'to be numerous' + gù, 'noise, sound').  

lug, has the consonants – la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kumpal –crowd . 

lug, has the consonants – la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is nun  vilankina 
kuzhumam  -swarm ; vilanku –animal; kuzhumam- group .   

lug, has the consonants – la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is azhukai oli – 
weeping sound  ; oli- sound ; azhuk 

 

 

a- weep. 

lug, has the consonants – la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kural  oli [ missing 
letter- Ra-] – speech sound . 

lug, has the consonants – la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kooval  oli - the 
sound of  calling  someone . 

lug, has the consonants – la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is sinun-k-kal oli -[ 
missing letter- sa-]- weeping sound.  

lug, has the consonants – la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oli seika-[ missing 
letter- sa-] -  to make sound ; oli- sound; seika- do .  

lug, has the consonants – la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is muzhakkam- loud 
sound.  

 

mug, muk; mu: n., chisel; short, broken wool fibers, tow; sty, eyesore. v., to hew 
out, hollow out; to engrave, carve; to abrade, erode (chamber + ku, 'to build').  
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mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kudainthida  
vaendum  [ missing leter- the -] -to hollow out.  

.mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koththa 
vaendum/ vetta vaendum [ missing leter- the -]   -to cut  /carve; vettu- -cut 
;koththu-chop. 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koodam- [ 
missing leter- the -]  - chamber.   

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  katta 
vaendum-[ missing leter- the -] – build. 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vadivam  
kodukka  vaendum -[ missing leter- the -] –to give shape ;  vadivam – shape; 
kodukka- give.  

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mattu  
kottakai- -[ missing leter- the -] –cow shed; maadu- cattle; kottakai - cottage . 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kan kondu  
kaana  mudaiyaathathu -[ missing leter- the -] - eye sore/ can not be seen by  eye; 
kann- eye;   kaana – to see ; mudiyaathu- can not.  

 

mug(2): n., nakedness; pudenda (mu10, 'female' + ig, 'door, entrance'). v., to be 
in heat 

 mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaamam-
sexual desire;  moakam[Skt] .   

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaankkai- heat  

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vemmai- heat  

 mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vekkaayam-  
heat . 
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mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaekkaalam [ 
missing letter- la-]- heat.  

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kavanam- heat 
.. 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ammana kundi- 
[ missing leter- the -] -hip  with out dress ;kundi- hip/buttock. 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is udukkai- inmai-
[ missing leter- the -] - no dress  ; udukkai -  dress; inmai- nil.  

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
nirvaanam [ missing letter- Ra-] –naked. 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is verumanae -[ 
missing letter- Ra-] – bare. 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kueiyam-  
womb  / vulva . 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
nakkinam- vagina [ kueiya kanavai ]  . 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oakum  idam- 
koothi [ missing letter- the -] – the place to do sexual intercourse ; oaaka- fuck ; 
idam- place. 

*mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is maka- 
female/ daughter. 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is manaivi- 
female/  wife . 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kavaadam   [ 
missing letter- the -]  – door/ entrance . 
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mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mathaku  [  
missing letter- the -]  -gate/ flood gate  . 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kadai mukam – 
[  missing letter- the -]  -entrance . 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mun mukappu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- entrance . 

*mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mukam- 
entrance . 

mug  has the consonants – ma- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
nivaesam [ missing  letter- pa-]- –entrance . 

 

nug: a perfume plant.  

nug   has the consonants - an -ka -  and the original Tamil word is  yema naakam -  
purple datura.  

nug   has the consonants - an -ka -  and the original Tamil word is  maanikka vakai 
– heliotrope.  

nug   has the consonants - an -ka -  and the original Tamil word is  thaenkitti [ 
missing  letter- the-  ] – Indian heliotrope.  

nug   has the consonants - an -ka -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
makaa nimpam [ missing  letter- pa-] - Persian lilac . 

nug   has the consonants - an -ka -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
naaviyam -   Malabar glory lily. 

 

nig: bitch; lioness (ní, 'strength, respect, fear' + ig, 'door, entrance'; cf., nib, 
'cheetah; leopard'). 
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nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  interpretation of the word is  sinkkam- 
lion;   penn   sinkkam [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-]-   lioness.  

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil word is  sivinkkam [ 
missing letter- sa-]  – cheetah ;  sivinkka puli . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  pinaivu-[ missing 
letter- pa -]- bitch . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is -  yaen-k-ka- to 
get panic . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the interpretation of the word is 
sankkaaviyam [ missing  leter –sa-]  - state of panic.   

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is sankkai  [ missing  
letter –sa-] -  fear.  

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is anjuka  [ missing  
letter –sa-]   - to get fear. 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is anankku / 
anukkam -  fear . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is koan- fear . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is punkann  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-   fear/  panic.  

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is maenmai mikka- 
respectable . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is kanniyam –
respect . 

 nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is naanam mikka- 
respectable . 
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nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is kani / kanikka-to  
respect  . 

*nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is ennuka-  to 
respect . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is paenuka [ missing  
letter- pa-]-  to respect . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is vanmai –strength  

*nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is ennikkai- 
strength [ in numbers]  

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is kon – strength . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is koanai- strength . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is sikkanavu [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  strength . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the original Tamil  word  is vanpu  [  missing 
letter- pa-]  -strength . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
nikuththai [  missing letter-the -]-  –door ; kondik kathavu -  a door   that turns 
with a pin  at  the upper corner . 

nig  has the consonants - an -ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
aavaesanam    [ missing letter- sa-]-   entrance . 

 

 níg: (cf., níg). 

 

 nigu, niga(2): fattened (e.g., oxen or sheep); grain-fed (ní, 'body' or níg, 'thing', + 
gu7 , 'to feed, eat' + nominative a).  
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gu,  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  unnuka- eat . 

 gu,  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pakki  [ missing  letter- 
pa-] –eat . 

gu,  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maeika-  feed/ eat . 

gu,  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nakku –lick /eat . 

gu,  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   uoottuka [ missing 
letter- the -] - feed ; thinnuka- eat . 

 

pag, bag[ÞU]: to cage, shelter (birds) (branches + round chamber).  

pag has the consonants – [-pa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  koodu [ 
missing letter- the -] - nest . 

pag has the consonants – [-pa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  adaikka [ 
missing letter- the -] –lock in/ confine  . 

pag has the consonants – [-pa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kidai-[ 
missing letter- the -] -  pen . 

pag has the consonants – [-pa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  vatta 
mandavam / vatta  kottakai / koodam  [  missing letter- the -] -  round chamber; 
vattam- circle; koodam- chamber . 

pag has the consonants – pa-ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kompu- branch / 
bough . 

pag has the consonants – [-pa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kilai [ missing 
letter- la-] - branch . 

 

rig; ri: to bring; to tend; to pull; to glean, pick (reduplication class) (flowing 
motion such as re7 , 'to accompany, lead, drive along' + ig, 'door, entrance'). 
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rig has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaayir- entrance . 

rig has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  porukkuka [ 
missing letter- pa -] -  to choose.  

rig has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  eduththu kondu 
varuka [  missing letter  the-] - carry/ bring . 

rig has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kooda varuka/ 
thunaikku  varuka -[  missing letter  the-]  'to accompany  ;  kooda- with; varuka- 
come . 

 

 rìg: mace, weapon (ri, 'to throw' + ug5,7,8, 'to kill').  

*rìg has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is erika- throw . 

rìg has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is aruva- sickle . 

rìg has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is keeri – knife. 

rìg has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is uyirai parikka [ 
missing  letter – pa-] - to take off one’s life. 

*ri  has a consonant - Ra - and the  original Tamil word is   -eri – throw. 

 

rig5,7: n., list; temple ward, slave. v., to deed, grant (see etymology of sa12...rig7 
). 

rig  has the consonants -  Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kinakar/ kinkarar 
-  slave.  

rig  has the consonants -Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil word is  kainkaran  / 
kainkariyar  -slaves /servants. 

rig  has the consonants  - Ra-ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kankaaniyar -  
slave driver. 
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rig  has the consonants  - Ra-ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  thoruvu [ missing  
letter- the -]- slave. 

rig  has the consonants  - Ra-ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  adiyavar  [ 
missing  letter- the -] -slave. 

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-   and the  original Tamil word is  Thiru kovir 
adiyavar-  temple ward . 

 rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-    and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
kovir saevakar  [missing  letter- sa-]  -temple servant  ; kovir- temple. 

rig  has the consonants -Ra-ka-     and the  original Tamil word is  kovir seikai 
kaaran [missing  letter- sa-]  -  temple servant.  

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-     and the  original Tamil word is  kovir kammiyar- 
temple servant. 

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-    and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
navukkar  -  servant.  

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-     and the  original Tamil word is  panikkaaran  
[missing  letter- pa-] – servant;  pani –work.  

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-    and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
panivaaran  [ missing  letter- pa-] -servant.   

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-     and the  original Tamil word is  panavar [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  servant.  

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-    and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
parisarakan [ missing  letters- pa- and  -sa-]  -servant.  

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-    and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
anukirakkika-  grant. 

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-    and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
uththaravu  [kodai thara]  [ missing  letter- the -]  -grant.  
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rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-    and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
parvaana-  [ missing  letter- pa-] - grant.  

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-and the  original Tamil word is  puravu  -grant . 

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-   and the  original Tamil word is  naeruka-  grant.  

rig  has the consonants - Ra-ka-    and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
varam -  grant  /boon   ;  mana kuraiyaei neekuka  - relieving dissatisfaction by 
granting favors  ;  manam-  mind;  kurai-dissatisfaction ; neekku- remove. 

 

 rúg [SU or NAM.SU]; ru: to restore; to replace; to pay back; to receive 
(reduplication class) (ru, 'to give; to send' + entrance).  

rúg has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is peruka [ missing 
letter-pa-]- receive. 

rúg has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is tharuka-[ missing 
letter- the-] – give. 

rúg has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaayir- entrance. 

rúg has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thiruppi tharuka--
[ missing letter- the-] – to give back ; tharuka- give.  

rúg has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is maatri tharuka---[ 
missing letter- the-]  -to replace.; maatru -change . 

rúg has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is meendum 
niruvuka [missing letter- the-] - to reinstate; meendum –again. 

rúg has the consonants - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is sariyaakkuka-[ 
missing letter- sa-] -repair. 

 

sag5: (cf., zàg). 
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 sag9, šag5, sig6, sa6, ša6: n., good fortune; (divine) grace, favor. v., to be/make 
good; to please, satisfy; to be friendly (with dative or -da-) (reduplicated in 
hamtu; sa6- ge in marû).adj., sweet, good, pleasant; beautiful; fruitful (sa7 , 'well-
formed' + ge(2,6), 'girl'). 

sag  has the consonants- sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is selva  valam [ 
missing letter- la-] – wealthy ;  valam - fertile .  

sag  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nalla  kaalam- [ 
missing letter- la-] –lucky  season;  nalla- good; kaalam- time .  

sag  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nalla vaelai [ 
missing letter- la- ]- good time ; vaelai- time. 

sag  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is azhaku- [ 
missing letter- la- ]- beautiful . 

sag  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kanni - virgin  . 

sag  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaipu [ 
missing letter- pa-]- opportunity .  

sag  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanniyam- 
grace.  

sag  has the consonants--sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  salukai  kaalam-[  
missing letter- la- ]-  grace period ; kaalam- time. 

sag  has the consonants--sa- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
sakaayam  -grace.  

sag  has the consonants—[- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is punnkai-[ 
missing letter- pa-] - grace . 

sag  has the consonants—[- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  erakkam [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - grace ; karunai [Skt] .  
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sag  has the consonants—[- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   ukanthathu 
[ missing letter- the -] - good.  

sag  has the consonants—[- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
inakkamaanathu [ missing letter- the -] -  -good.  

sag  has the consonants—[- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   nanmai  
kondathu  [ missing letter- the -] – beneficient.   

sag  has the consonants— sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   mana niraivu  
seika  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - satisfy . 

sag  has the consonants—[- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thanikka [ 
missing letter- the -] -  allay  

sag  has the consonants— sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is makizhchchi 
kolla seika –[ missing letter- zha-] - to make happy; makizhchchi- happinesss; kollu 
– have ; seika- do  . 

sag  has the consonants—[- sa-] -- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  makizhvikka 
–[ missing letter- zha-] - to make happy . 

sag  has the consonants— sa--- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is uvakai kolla 
seika –[ missing letter- la-]- to make happy; uvakai- happy.  

sag  has the consonants— [ -sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is inippaaka- [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  sweet.  

sag  has the consonants— -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mikavum 
inimaiyaaka   -sweet; mikavum –excess; inimai-sweet. 

sag  has the consonants— -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is manam 
mikka - aromatic ; vaasanai – smell ; manam- smell; mikka- excess . 

sag  has the consonants-sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is suvaiyaaka- tasty . 

sag  has the consonants-- sa--ka- and the  original Tamil  word is theen-suvaiyaaka 
missing letter- the -]   sweet.  
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sag  has the consonants—[-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thiththikka- 
missing letter- the -]  sweet . 

sag  has the consonants—[-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kanivaaka - 
sweet.  

sag  has the consonants- sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thaen- inum 
inaimaiyaaka / thaen suvaiyaaka [ missing letter- the -]   -sweet like the honey; 
thaen- honey ; suvai- taste  ; inimai -sweet.  

sag  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kanintha [ 
missing letter- the -]  –ripe . 

sag  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mikka anpaaka 
[ missing  letter –pa-] – kindness;  anpu -  kindness.  

sag  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is inpamaaka- [ 
missing  letter –pa-] -happily.  

sag  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mikka 
valamaiyaaka [ missing  letter- la-]- fertile ; mikka- excess. 

sag  has the consonants- sa -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   mikka 
sezhumaiyaaka-[ missing  letter- zha-]-  fertile ; mikka- excess. 

sag  has the consonants- sa -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    seyal  valam 
mikka -[ missing  letter- la-]-  fruitful ; seyal - action.  

sag  has the consonants- sa -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   selva valam 
mikka- -[ missing  letter- la-]-   fertile /wealthy .  

sag  has the consonants-[- sa-]  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    uoothiyam  
kidaikkum  vannam[  missing letter- the -]  –  having gain; uoothiyam- salary . 

sag  has the consonants-[- sa-]  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaai kani  
kodukkum  vannam-[  missing letter- the -]  -  fruitful ; kai  kani –fruits .  
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sag  has the consonants-[- sa-]  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   aakkam 
mikka -  fruitful  . 

sag  has the consonants-[- sa-]  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   payan mikka [ 
[ missing letter-pa-]-  useful ; payan- use.  

sag  has the consonants-[- sa-]  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   inakkamaaka- 
friendly . 

sag  has the consonants- sa--ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
sumukamaaka [Skt]  -friendly . 

 

 sagi [SÌLA.ŠU.DU8]: cupbearer (loan from Akk. šaaqû).  

sagi [SÌLA.ŠU.DU8]:   has the consonants – sa- ka- -sa-la –[ -sa--] -  [- sa-] - the  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is  panthiyil/ undaattaththil  suvai mikka  panam- kallu / 
thennam  kallu  paanai -yei /saadi- yei  / kalayaththai – thookki  kondu   
koduppavan / kallai  uooththi   kodukkam  pani  aal [ missing letter –pa-] – the one 
who  carries  /supplies  alcohol   from the  pot  during  the feast ; panthi  -feast;   
suvai  tasty ; mikka- excess;  paanam –drinks;  kallu-   palm tree /toddy /alcohol ;  
thennai- palm tree ;  uoothu- pour ;  paanai –pot; saadi –jug;   thookku –carry; 
koduppavan- one who  gives  . 

sagi [SÌLA.ŠU.DU8]:   has the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- -[-sa-] -la –[ -sa--] -  [- sa-] - 
the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kallu kalam yaenthi – one who  carries  the 
alcohol cup ; kallu –toddy/ alcohol; kalam- pot/ vessel; uaenthi –the one who  
holds.  

 

sig; si(-ga): adj., low; late; small, narrow; weak (cf. si-ga as noun, verb, and 
adjective in compounds) [SIG archaic frequency: 66].  

si(-ga) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is keezhaaka-
[missing letter- zha-]-  low down. 
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si(-ga) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   alka -[missing letter- la- ]-  - low .  

si(-ga) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is izhivaana 
missing letter- zha-]-  - low.  

si(-ga) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is valimai illa- -
[missing letter- la- ]- no  power/ strength/ weak ; valimai –strength; illai –without . 

si(-ga) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   weak[E] . 

 si(-ga) has the consonants – -sa ka- and the original Tamil  word is sunankka- 
weak . 

si(-ga) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
thaamathamaka [missing letter-the-]-late. 

si(-ga) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kuttiyoandu 
/kutti [missing letter-the-]—small ; kutti- small . 

si(-ga) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is kuttai- 
missing letter-the-]-short-  

si(-ga) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kunthu 
missing letter-the-]-squat. 

si(-ga) has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is odukkam [ 
missing letter-the-]- narrow. 

si(-ga) has the consonants –-sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is sannamaaka- 
narrow . 

 

síg: (cf., siki).  
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sig3,10,11,18, sag2,3, sì, sè: n., stroke, blow. v., to chop down (trees); to strike, 
hurt, damage; to beat (rhythmically, for instance a drum); to (make) totter, 
shake, quake; to demolish, raze; to flatten, crush; to remove, doff; to become 
still, settled (si, 'to stand upright' + ug5,7,8, 'to kill'; cf., sug5 ). 

sig  has the consonants – sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is seththuka [ 
missing letter- the -] – to chop . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is adikka/ 
moththuka /thattuka [ missing letter- the -] - beat . 

sig  has the consonants –sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is saaththu 
saaththuka [ missing letter- the -]- beat. 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is kottuka-[ 
missing letter- the -]-  to beat the drum . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is kaayam  
undaakku [ missing letter- the -] - to wound ; kaayam –wound; undakku- make  . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is thadavuka/  
thadavi kodukka-[ missing letter- the -] - to stroke . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is thaakku -[ 
missing letter- the -] –strike . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is thattai 
aakkuka-[ missing letter- the -] - to flatten  ;  thattai –flat  . 

sig  has the consonants – sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is nasukku- crush  

sig  has the consonants – [- sa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is neekkuka- 
remove.  

sig  has the consonants – [- sa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is nadakkum -[ 
missing letter- the -] -quake . 
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sig  has the consonants – [- sa-] -ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
pookampam [Skt] [ missing letter –pa-] – quake.  

sig  has the consonants – [- sa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is aattam kaana 
[missing letter- the -] – to shake . 

sig  has the consonants –  sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is senkuththukaa  
nikka [missing letter- the -] - to stand  upright ; senkuththu- upright. 

sig  has the consonants –  sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is aadathu 
asaiyaathu nikka-[missing letter- the -] - stand still ; nikka- stand; aadaathu- not 
shaking ; asaiyaathu- not moving/ not  shaking  . 

sig  has the consonants –  sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is seithu mudikka  
vaendum- [missing letter- the -]- to complete . 

sig  has the consonants –  sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is adiyoadu  
saaiththiduka [ missing letter- the -]-  to knock down . 

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is saeththam-
aakkiduka [ missing letter- the -] –to damge ;  saetham- damage .  

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
naasamaakkiduka/ moasamaakkidu -[ missing letter- the -] - to damge; naasam / 
moasam- damage  . 

 

 sig4: sun-dried unbaked brick; brickwork; wall(s) [? SIG4 archaic frequency: 2].  

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kaaya vaiththa  
sudaatha / sutta  senkka katti--[ missing letter- the -]  -  dried  brick – un backed / 
backed ;   kayya- to make dry ; suttathu- backed;  sudaathathu- un baked ;  senkka 
katti- brick. 

sig  has the consonants –[- sa--] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vaeli  [ missing 
letter- la-] –fence/ wall . 
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sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  senkka suvar-[ 
missing letter – Ra-] - brick wall; suvar- wall . 

 

sig5, sag10: (to be) mild, sweet, good; of fine quality (narrow, fine + throat for 
eating).  

sig   has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   nanku  -good.  

sig   has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   vannam – 
good. 

sig   has the consonants – -sa--ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
kaasaa- good. 

sig   has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
pavikam [ missing  letter- pa-] - -good. 

sig   has the consonants –-sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   nasai  vinai – 
good work ;  vinai –action  . 

sig   has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   inippaaka  [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –sweet. 

sig   has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   suvaiyaaka  - 
tasty . 

sig   has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   menmai-
yaaka- mild /softly . 

sig   has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   lesaaka  [ 
missing  letter- la-] – mildly. 

sig   has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kavin – fine. 

 sig   has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   semmaiyaaka- 
fine. 
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sig   has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   nayam mikka- 
fine. 

sig   has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   odukkam   [ 
missing  letter- the-] –narrow. 

sig   has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kandam [  
missing  letter -the-] – throat/ neck. 

 sig   has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  unavu  
unnuka- eat.  

 

sig5,9; šeg5; si: n., silence. v., to stay silent; to silence (si, 'to be still' + throat for 
vocalizing). 

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  amaithi  
kaaththida vaendum- --[ missing letter- the -] - to keep silence; amaithi -silence . 

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is asankkama- 
aadama -[ missing letter- the -] -  be still ; asankkaama  /  asaikkama  / aaadama -
not moving  .                                       
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Page- 27. 

 

sig7, se12(-g), sa7(-g): v., to let live; to create; to live; to dwell; to complete; to 
be/make pleasant or beautiful; to garden; to pull out weeds; to tear out; to 
complain (in meanings 'to live', plural stem of tìl) (si, 'upright stalks' + ég, 'to 
water') [SIG7 archaic frequency: 61]. adj., pale, sallow; green, yellow. 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  aakku- make. 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vakukka- 
create  as for  a special purpose.  

*sig  has the consonants –-sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  seika-  to do 
/create .  

sig  has the consonants –-sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  samaikka- create . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  unadaakku- 
[missing letter-the-]-- create/make. 

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vazhkai vaazha –
to live. 

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
vasikka-  to live;  vaasam [Skt] seika- dwell ; yaeka vaasam - dwelling together.   

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
pavanam  [missing letter-the-]- dwelling .  

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
jeevikka [Skt] – to live;  nivasi  -dwell .  

 sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
sukikka- live happily . 

sig  has the consonants –[- sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kaekam- 
dwelling.  
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sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
nikaayam / nivaesnam – dwelling.  

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  seithu mudika[ 
missing letter-the-]-to complete. 

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kuththam 
sumaththa-[ missing letter-the-]- to accuse; kuththam- fault/ mistake .  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  thanni 
uooththuka -[ missing letter-the-]- – to pour water;  thanni- water;  uooththu- 
pour. 

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   manja vannam-  
yellow color; manja – yellow; vannam- color. 

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  pachchai vannam 
[ missing letter- pa-]- green color; pachchai-green. 

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  soakai- pale. 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is vennmai – 
white/ pale.   

sig  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is mankka- to 
become pale.  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is venn pon – 
pale gold  ;  pon- gold .  

sig  has the consonants – sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is ven sivappu /  
venn sikappu [ missing letter- pa-]-  pale red ; vennmai –white; sivappu –red .  

sig  has the consonants – sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is sikappu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  red.  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa--] --ka- and the original Tamil  word is  minukka- 
beautify . 
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sig  has the consonants –sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  oppanai seika [ 
[missing letter- pa-]-   -beautify . 

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  anakam- 
0beauty .  

sig  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
ankam- beauty . 

sig  has the consonants –sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  suvai –beauty . 

sig  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
vanappu [ missing letter –pa-] – beauty . 

sig  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
yavu-vanam- beauty . 

sig  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is  mavu-vam - 
beauty . 

pale [E] has the consonants-pa -la -and the  interpretation  of the word is – pillaai 
- dull  yellow  . 

 

sig9; si: to be narrow (narrow, fine [ + neck-like]).  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  mika nunniya- 
fine /nano.  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kandam-  
[missing letter-the-]- neck. 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  odukkam- 
[missing letter-the-]- narrow. 

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  sannamaaka- 
narrow / fine . 
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sig10, sì, sè: to apply, place, set, put in; to engrave; to make flat, even; to 
subject, subdue; to sweep along; to do, cause; to surround; to compare; to 
match (cf., sum, sig3 ) (combination of meanings such as: sux , 'to spread', sig3 , 
'to knock down', and sá, 'to compare').  

*si/ se  has the consonant-  sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is sei – do . 

si/ se  has the consonant-  sa - and the  original Tamil  word is pannu [ missing  
letter- pa-]  -do . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  uvamikka- to 
compare .  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  noakku  -
compare.  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil word is enakku- match . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kanam – set 
[maths] . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  amaikka –to 
set.  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is vakai – a set. 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is kai- group, set  
,  as in  counting bricks , dry  dung  cakes.  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is amaivu  -
setting.  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  appuka/ 
poosuka [missing letter-pa-] –apply [ paint] . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vinnappikka  
[missing letter-pa-] –apply [for a post]   . 
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sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  iduka  [missing 
letter-the-] - to place. 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  thadvuka [ 
missing letter-the-] –apply [ ointment  ] .  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  oththadam 
kodukka [ missing letter-the-] –apply [ fomentation  ] . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  koththuka [ 
missing letter-the-]  -engrave ; koththan - engraver. 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  Kammiyan- 
engraver.  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  oppu iduka [ 
missing letters –pa- and- the-]-to compare. 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  thattai 
aakkuka- [missing letter- the-] -to flatten; thattai – flat; aakku- make. 

sig  has the consonants – -sa--ka-  and the other interpretation of the word is and 
the  saman [Skt] seika – to make flat/to match. 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  inaiyaaka – 
matching. 

sig  has the consonants – -sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  saaikka- to 
knock down. 

*sig  has the consonants – -sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  seika – do. 

sig  has the consonants – -sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  seivikka/seivi- 
cause. 

*sig  has the consonants –-sa--ka- and the interpretation  of the word is  Jeyikka-
subdue ; vijayam [Skt] – victory  .  
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sig  has the consonants – -sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  nasukku – 
subdue/ crush . 

sig  has the consonants – -sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vasakku -  
sundue.  

sig  has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  menmai  
yaakkuka- subdue . 

sig  has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  aat kondidu [ 
missing letter- the -] - subdue . 

sig  has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  adakku 
[missing letter- the -] - subdue . 

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vasai / vananku  -
surround.  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  oanku  -
spread.  

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  neevuka- 
spread.  

sig  has the consonants – sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  veesuka- spread/  
to be diffused or emitted as fragrance , rays.  

 

sig17 (GI): the color of the low or setting sun = reddish yellow or gold (cf., sig).  

sig has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  pon vaanam-[ 
missing letter- pa-] - golden sky ; pon- gold ; vaanam- sky . 

sig has the consonants – sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  sev -vaanam- red 
sky ; semmai- red; vaanam –sky.  

sig has the consonants – -sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  sev - vannam –
red color.  
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sig has the consonants – -sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  manja vaanam- 
yellow sky ; manja- yellow; vaanam –sky . 

sig has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  amaivu  -
setting.   

sig has the consonants –sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  saaika- setting  . 

 

sigga, sig14, šeg8,9: wild mountain boar ? (cf., šaþ, šenbar) [ŠEG9 archaic 
frequency: 10].  

sigga has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kaan maa- 
wild cow.  

sigga has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kaimaa- 
pig.  

 

sug: swamp; flood basin; lake; fertile land (to fill, inundate + ég, 'levee, dike') 
[SUG archaic frequency: 15].  

sug has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kulam [ 
missing letter- la-] – pond.  

sug has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kaalvaai/ 
vaai kaal-[ missing letter- la-] - canal . 

sug has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kooval--[ 
missing letter- la-]  -well.   

sug has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vellam--[ 
missing letter- la-] - flood  . 

sug has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is azhuvam--[ 
missing letter- la-] - swamp  . 
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sug has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  valamai-
yaana  nilam-[ missing letter- la-] -fertile land; nilam -land .  

sug has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  anai kattu [ 
missing letter- the -] –dam  ;  anai –dam;  kattu-build.  

sug has the consonants – --sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  sakathi [ missing 
letter- the -]- mud/ swamp 

sug has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  nan sei  
kaani- fertile  land . 

 

súg, su8: to stand (plural marû) (cf., gub, súb) (su, 'body' + 'long and neck-like').  

súg has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  nikka- to 
stand . 

súg has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kaayam- 
body . 

su has the consonants – -[-sa-]--- and the original Tamil  word is  mei -body.  

su has the consonants – -[-sa-]--- and the other interpretation of the word is 
maeni [Skt] - body . 

su has the consonants – -sa- and the other interpretation of the word is soma – 
body.  

 

sug4, sù; su: v., to strip naked, lay bare; to empty (su, 'body' + ig, 'entrance'; cp, 
mug(2),'nakedness'). adj., empty, destitute. 

sug has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is verumai-[ 
missing letter- Ra-]  empty . 
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sug has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka- and the  interpretation of the word is  kaali [ 
missing letter- la-]- empty . 

sug has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka- and the Tamil   interpretation of the word is  
veen- vain .  

sug has the consonants -  sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaasu inmai- 
penniless ;   kaasu –cash; inmai- nil .  

sug has the consonants -  sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pasikka-[ missing 
letter- pa-] – hunger;   visakka [ Malayam]  . 

sug has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaayam/ 
yaakkai - body. 

 sug has the consonants - [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   vakai inmai/ 
vakku inmai – destitution ; vakai- means; inmai- without . 

sug has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka- and the  interpretation of the word is  
nakkam- naked ; nakkan- naked man. 

naked  has the consonants  -an- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is udukai 
unmai -  no dress ; udukkai- dress; inmai- without .  

naked  has the consonants  -an- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is ammana 
kundi- waist  without dress  ; kundi –waist/ buttock . 

 

 sug5[GÍN]: to bring low; to knock down (also read dùn, du5 with this meaning) 
(cf., tùn) (si, 'to stand upright' + ug5,7,8, 'to kill'; cf., sig3,10,11,18, sag2,3, sì, sè) 
[SUG5 archaic frequency: 67].  

*sug has the consonants --sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is saaikka- to 
knock down/ kill  . 

*sug has the consonants --sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  samaikka/ 
maaikka – kill . 
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sug has the consonants --sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is senkuththukaa 
nikka [missing letter- the-] – to stand upright; nikka- to stand .  

sug has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vathaikka 
[missing letter- the-] –to kill.  

 

sug6, su: to replace, restore, return (a loan, etc.) (reduplication class) (cf., rúg) (to 
fill up + entrance, chamber).  

sug has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is maaththi 
kodukka [missing letter- the-] –replace  /exchange;  maathu –change; kodukka- to 
give  

sug has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is veettin 
koodam / mandavam [missing letter- the-] –hall of the house/ chamber ; veedu- 
house. 

sug has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaayil [missing 
letter – la-] – entrance . 

sug has the consonants –sa-- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
aavaesanam -entrance . 

sug has the consonants –sa-- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
saama vaesam  - entrance .   

sug has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mun  
mukappu  [missing letter- pa-] - entrance .   

sug has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   mukam - 
entrance .   

sug has the consonants –sa-- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
vaesam - entrance .   
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sug has the consonants –sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is seer  amaikka  
[missing letter-Ra-]  -restore.   

sug has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is meettu 
edukka [ missing letter- the-]-  restore.  

sug has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   meendu  vaa 
[ missing letter- the-]-  return . 

sug has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  madankku  [ 
missing letter- the-]-  -return.  

sug has the consonants –sa-- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
aeivasu  -return . 

sug has the consonants –sa-- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
vaapas [ missing letter- pa-]  -returning.  

sug has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  meelukai [ 
missing letter- la-]  – returning.    

sug has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadanai 
adaikka [ missing letter- the-]-  return the loan ; kadan- loan.  

sug has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  niraikai [ 
missing letter-Ra-]-– filling up .   

sug has the consonants –sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  serukka [ missing 
letter-Ra-]-– fill up .   

 

sug8, sul4, sur12, su7: threshing floor; grain pile; a small animal (cf., su-a, 'cat').  

sug   has the consonants –-sa --ka –and the  original Tamil  word is sinna vilankku   
[missing letter- la-] -  small animal; sinna- small . 

sug   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –and the  original Tamil  word is kalam 
[missing letter- la-] -  threshing floor . 
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sug   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –and the  original Tamil  word is koola kuviyal 
[missing letter- la-] – grain heap; koolam- grain; kuvial- heap .  

sug   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
akkam- grain . 

 

šag4, šà: n., intestines; gut; heart; stomach; abdomen; entrails; content; womb; 
body; interior, midst, inside; bed of a river; will, volition; mood; meaning, 
significance (grain/excrement + water/urine + chamber) [ŠA3 archaic frequency: 
137; concatenates 6 sign variants].prep., in; at. 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is vayeiru  
[missing letter- Ra-]- gut /abdomen .  

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is unavu  pai- [ 
missing letter- pa-] - stomach ; unavu –food; pai- bag . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is kumpi – 
missing letter- pa-] -stomach . 

sag has the consonants – sa--ka- and the other interpretatin of the word is 
vayeinana  saayam [ Skt] –stomach . 

sag has the consonants – sa--ka- and the other interpretatin of the word is 
pakkuva  saayam [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-] –stomach ; pai [Tamil] – sayam [Skt]  . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is aka pai- 
missing letter- pa-] - heart ; akam- heart ; pai- bag . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is –aka uruppu [ 
missing letters-  pa- and- Ra-]- viscera ; uruppu –part . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the other interpretatin of the word is 
karanam-[Skt] [missing letter- Ra-]- – organ. 
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sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is aka viruppam 
[ missing letters-  pa- and- Ra-]-  mental desire; akam- soul ; viruppam – desire .  

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is aka paanku / 
mana paankku [ missing letter- pa-]  – mood ; manam- mind; akam- mind/ heart . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kaayam-  
body.  

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil word is  akam-  heart . 

 sag has the consonants  -sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is nenjakam- chest ; 
nenju –chest ; akam- heart  /internal organ . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  akam- inside. 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the other interpretation of the word is  
kuyyam- womb . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  karuvakam [ 
misisg letter- Ra-] – womb ;  karu –foetus ;   akam- inner organ . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is   vaekam –
force.  

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kazhivu-[ 
missing letter- zha-] - excrement  . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is onnukku-  
uirne  . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kam –water.  

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
aqua  -water . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kurunai [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - grain . 
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 šag5: to slaughter (ša5 , 'to cut, break' + ug5,7,8, 'to kill'). 

sag has the consonants -[-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil word is  maaikka- to kill . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is   vathaikka  [ 
missing letter- the -] -slaughter . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is   vetti 
thundaakku /  kaathu  / vettu [  missing letter- the -] - cut.  

sag has the consonants –sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is    vetti saaikka [  
missing letter- the -]- kill.  

sag has the consonants –[- sa-] ---ka- and the original Tamil  word is kedaa vetti [  
missing letter- the -] – slaughterer;   kedaa- goat .   

sag has the consonants –[- sa-] ---ka- and the original Tamil  word is thadivu / 
thudaikka  / athavu /  thaeikka / navaiththida  /  madakkida / neekkida  /  kaavu  
kodukka [  missing letter- the -] -  to kill  ;  thudaikka –to wipe out ; neekkida –
remove;   kaavu –sacrifice  ; kodukka- to give  .   

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is   udaikka- [  
missing letter- the -] -break . 

sag has the consonants – -sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  sithaivu [missing 
letter- the -] –break /ruin  . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  odikka/ 
nodikka  [ missing letter- the -] -  to break . 

sag has the consonants – -sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   saaka adikka / 
saaikka  /  sathikka  /  sithaikka  / samaikka  /  saaduka / sattikka [  missing letter- 
the -] -  to kill ; saavu- death  ; savam [Skt] - dead body . 

sag has the consonants – -sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kolai seika/ 
kolluka  [ missing letter- la-] – to murder  ; kolai- murder; seika- do  . 
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sag has the consonants – -[- sa-] --ka- and the original Tamil  word is  azhikkai [ 
missing letter- zha-]-  killing.  

sag has the consonants – -sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kala saavu [ 
missing letter- la-] – killed in action / war; kalam- field .  

sag has the consonants – -sa -ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
himsai- [Skt]-  slaughter  . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-] --ka- and the original Tamil  word is  anankku – 
killing.  

sag has the consonants – -sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  eenkkisai – 
killing.  

sag has the consonants – -sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kaasanam – 
killing.  

sag has the consonants – -sa -ka- and the other interpretation of the word is visa 
sanam – killing.  

sag has the consonants – -sa -ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
vinaasam – killing.  

sag has the consonants – -sa -ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
naasa-maakku / moasa -maakku  –damage . 

 

 šag5: (cf., sag9 ). 

 

 šeg4: frost; cold shudder, chills.  

seg has the consonants  -sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  silu silukka [ 
missing letter- la-]-  become chill . 
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seg has the consonants  -[- sa-] --ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kuzhumai [ 
missing letter- zha-]-  chillness.  

seg has the consonants  -[- sa-] --ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kuzhumai yaal   
kulaiya [ missing letter- zha/ la -]- cold shudder. 

seg has the consonants  -[- sa-] --ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
neekaaram [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  frost . 

seg has the consonants  -[- sa-] --ka- and the original Tamil  word is imam  uraivu [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]-  frost  ; imam- snow . 

seg has the consonants  - sa---ka- and the original Tamil  word is  sankkai eenam -
frost . 

chill [E] has the consnants  -sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  silu sillunnu – 
chill. 

frost [E]   has the consonants- pa -Ra –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uraintha  pani - frozen ice ; uraintha- frozen; pani- ice .   

 

šeg8/9: snow; ice (cf., sigga). 

sag has the consonants  -[-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  venn pani [ 
missing letter- pa-]-white  snow  ; pani –snow/ ice  ; vennmai –white . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  pani  paaku 
[missing letter- pa-]-ice cream ;  paaku –cream  . 

sag has the consonants – -[-sa-]--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  koompu  
panikam [missing letter- pa-]-  cone ice cream ; koompu- cone.  

sag has the consonants –sa--ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kuchchci  pani 
paaku [missing letter- pa-]-  stick  ice cream ; kuchchi- stick .  

sag has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka- and the original Tamil  word is kinna pani 
paaku [ missing letter- pa-]- cup  ice cream ; kinnam- cup.   
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sag has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
himam – snow . 

sag has the consonants – sa--ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
snow [E] . 

 

 šug: (cf., šuku). 

 tag: (cf., taka). 

 tag4: (cf., taka4 ). 

 

 tigi [BALAg.NAR]; tígi [NAR.BALAG]: harp (ti, 'life', + gi4, 'to restore').  

NAR.BALAG  has the consonants- -an -Ra – -pa –la- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   narampu  isai  karuviakal [ missing  letter- sa-]- stringed   musical 
instruments  ;  narampu –string  ;  isai  music / jaz ; karuvi- instrument . 

NAR.BALAG  has the consonants- -an -Ra – [-pa -] –la- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kinnarai  yaazh – a stringed   musical instrument ; yazh - harp / kinaaram . 

NAR.BALAG  has the consonants- -an -Ra – [-pa -] –la- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   pan- eru  narampu isai karuvi  [ missing  letter- sa-]- a 12 stringed musical 
instrument  ;   pan -iru-12;  narampu  -string ; isai- music; karuvi - instrument. 

NAR.BALAG  has the consonants- -an -Ra – [-pa -] –la- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   saarankki  vil yaazh [ missing  letter- sa-]- a stringed   musical instrument 
;  vil- bow  ; yaazh-  lyre . 

NAR.BALAG  has the consonants- -an -Ra – [-pa -] –la- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is moonkkir  vayalin -a stringed   musical instrument  ; moonkir- bamboo. 
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túg, tu9: cloth; cloth garment (side + to encircle) [TUG2 archaic frequency: 311; 
concatenates 3 sign variants]. 

*túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   thoakkai- 
garment . 

*túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  udukkai- 
clothe.  

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaandam- 
garment.   

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vattu udai-  
garment.   

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vadakam -  
upper garment.  

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaedam-  
clothes.  

 túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaadakam – 
cloth. 

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuttai-  cloth  

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koadi –cloth . 

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanthitham- 
cloth . 

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kudukki –
drawers/ pants .  

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   moodu  
kuppaayam [missing letter- pa-] – long  coat.  

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the other interpretation of the word is  
coat [E] . 
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túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  paavaadai- 
[missing letter- pa-] -  long skirt . 

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuttai pavaadai- 
[missing letter- pa-] - short skirt ;  kuttai –short ;  paavaadai- skirt  .   

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pattu  pudavai-[ 
missing letter- pa-] -  silk saree ;  pattu –silk  ; pudavai –saree . 

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kosuvu sattai 
missing letter- sa-] – T shirt  ; sattai- shirt .  

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thaavani- half 
saree . 

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaetti - dhothi . 

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the other  interpretation of the word is 
coat [E].  

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
jacket [E] [ missing letter- sa-] . 

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the other interpretation of the word is vest 
[E] [ missing letter- sa-] . 

túg  has the consonants - the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is koavana thuni- 
loin cloth; thuni- cloth  . 

tu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aadai- clothe. 

tu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is udai- clothe . 

tu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is sattai –[ missing letter- 
sa-]- shirt.  

tu has the consonant- the -and the  other interpretation of the word is suit [E] –[ 
missing letter-sa-] . 
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tu has the consonant- the -and the  other interpretation of the word is pant [E]  .     
[missing letter –pa-] . 

 

 lúTÚG: fuller.  

lúTÚG  has the consonants- la-  the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is thuni – 
yaei  /aadaiyaei  / uduppai   thuvaiththu /  azhukkai neekki  /  veluththu   thooimai 
aakki    petti poadum   Vannaan [ misising letter- pa-] –the washer man who  
washes / fulls the clothes;  thuni –cloth ;aadai- clothe ; uduppu –dress; thuvaikka 
–wash  ;  azhukku –dirt  ; neekku –remove ;  velukka- to whiten ; thooimai- 
cleanliness  ;  aaku- make ;   petti  poadu –to iron  ; Vannan- waherman . 

lúTÚG  has the consonants- la-  the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kammaalan-in  suththiyal / samatti [ missing letter- sa-] – hammer of the smith ; 
kammaalan- smith  ; suththiyal- hammer.   

lúTÚG  has the consonants- la-  the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kammaalan-in  [ thattaan-in ]  adai kal- smith’s anvil ; kammaalan-  smith. 

lúTÚG  has the consonants- la-  the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kammiyanin  ulai uoothu  kalaththu  pattaadai  kal [ misising letter- pa-]- anvil ; 
kammaiyan- smith . 

lúTÚG  has the consonants- la-  the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kollanudaiya  adai kuradu [ missing letter- Ra-]  - -anvil ; kollan- smith ; kuradu –
pincers/ forceps  . 

tug4: (cf., tuku4 ). 
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Page-28. 

 

zag, zà: boundary, border, limit, side; cusp, beginning; territory, district, place; 
sanctuary; percentage; a measure for fish; shoulder; right (side); front; outside 
of (life + to encircle) [ZAG archaic frequency: 71; concatenates 3 sign variants]. 

zag,  has the consonants-  [ -sa -]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thuvakkam [ 
missing  letter –the -] – beginning . 

zag,  has the consonants-  [ -sa -]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ma-vattam 
[missing  letter –the -]- district; maa- big; vattam- circle .  

zag,  has the consonants-  [ -sa -]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaandam- 
[missing  letter –the -]- border; kandam- continent  . 

zag,  has the consonants-  [ -sa -]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   akkam 
pakkam [missing  letter – pa-] - this side and that side.  

zag,  has the consonants-  [ -sa -]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   mun-
pakkam / pin pakkam-[  missing  letter – pa-] - front side and back side ; mun –
front ; pin –back .  

zag,  has the consonants-  [ -sa -]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   valam- 
[missing  letter – la-] -right side.  

zag,  has the consonants-  [ -sa -]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is veliyae- 
[missing  letter – zha-] -outside.     

zag,  has the consonants-  -sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  uchcham- peak 
/cusp . 

zag,  has the consonants-  [ -sa -]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is alavu- 
[missing  letter – la-]- measurement/ limit . 

zag,  has the consonants-  [ -sa -]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is varaiarukka [ 
missing letter- Ra-]- to limit.  
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zag,  has the consonants-  -sa  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is uchcha nilai 
[missing  letter – la-]-limit;   uchcham –top  ; nilai –state .  

zag,  has the consonants-  -[-sa-]  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mudivu [ 
missing letter –the -] – end / border /limit. 

zag,  has the consonants-  -[-sa-]  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thadaiyaaka 
missing letter –the -] – limitation/ obstacle ; thadai iduka-to  ban  .  

zag,  has the consonants-  -[-sa-]  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thokuthi- 
[missing letter –the -] – division . 

zag,  has the consonants-  -[-sa-]  - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mithamaaka  
missing letter –the -] – limit/ moderate 

zag,  has the consonants-  --[-sa-]- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thisai/ 
thikku  kaatti [ missing letter –the -] – –compass  ;  thikku –direction ; kaatti –the 
one that shows ; kaattu –to show .  

zag,  has the consonants-  --[-sa-]- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mukanai –
edge . 

zag,  has the consonants-  --[-sa-]- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kadantha- [ 
missing letter –the -] -last . 

zag,  has the consonants-  --[-sa-]- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is arasu  
aalum   mannavanin  maa  nilam [missing  letter – la-]-the big land   of the king ; 
arasu – government; aalum- ruling; mannavan- king ; nilam- land; maa-big. 

zag,  has the consonants-  --[-sa-]- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaanakam- 
heaven . 

zag,  has the consonants-  --[-sa-]- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandavanin  veedu-[ missing letter –the -]  – house of the lord  ; aandavan –god; 
veedu- house .  

zag,  has the consonants-  --[-sa-]- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   thaeiva 
manai  [ missing letter –the -] -  house of the lord  ; thaeivam- god ; manai - house. 
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zag,  has the consonants-  --[-sa-]- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mika 
thooimaiyaana  idam -[ missing letter –the -] -  pure place ; mikka-excess;  
thooimai- clean;   idam- place  . 

zag,  has the consonants-  --[-sa-]- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kovil 
[missing  letter – la-]-– temple.  

zag,  has the consonants-  -[-sa-]  - ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
makaanam [Skt] - province . 

zag,  has the consonants-  --[-sa-]- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koadu [ 
missing letter –the -]  -cusp.   

zag,  has the consonants-  --[-sa-]- - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaaku  -
shoulder . 

zag,  has the consonants-  -sa - ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
satha  vikitham[Skt] -[ missing  letter –the -]-  percentage . 

percentage  [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- [- sa-] - an-  the-  ka –  and the  
original Tamil  word is  nootruku  maeni  -  ena kanakku iduthar / kaniththiduthar 
– caluculating  in percentage ; nooru -100  ; kanakkeedu –calculation .  

 percentage  [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- sa an-  the-  ka –  and the  
original Tamil  word is  oru nootrukku  eththanai    endru   kana-k-keedu  
seithidum  murai-  percentage method of calculating ; oru- one; nooru- 100;  
eththanai- how much ; kanakkeedu – counting ;  seithidu –do ; murai- method  . 

percentage  [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra-  sa- an-  the-  ka –  and the  
original Tamil  word is  vikaithaa saara   kanakkeettu murai – percentage method 
of calculating ; vikithaa saaram- percentage. 

percentage  [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra-  sa- an-  the-  ka –  and the  
original Tamil  word is eththanai  vizhukkadu  ena  kana-k-keedu  seithidum murai-  
how much  percentage ; eththanai- how much ; vizhukkaadu –percentage 
;kanakkeedu – counting / calculation  ;  seithidu –do; murai- method . 
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percentage  [E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra-  [- sa-] - an-  the-  ka –  and the  
original Tamil  word is  noottrin kanakku – percentage  ; nooru -100 ;  kanakku- 
calculation . 

 

 zàg, sag5, zàg, sag5[ŠID]: to choose; chosen. 

sag5[ŠID]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- sa- –the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaernthu edukka vaendum  /thaervu  seithida vaendum  [ missing letter –Ra-] 
–to select .  ;  thaernthidu- select  ;  edukka- take .  

 sag5[ŠID]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  variththidu [ missing letter –Ra-]- choose.  

sag5[ŠID]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka-[- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudivu  edukka vaendum –to decide  ; mudivu- decision ; edukka- take .  

sag5[ŠID]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka-[- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   koeithidu - to choose.  

sag5[ŠID]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- sa-–the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam / manasu  konda  aasai / ichchai /ennam –mental wish; manam –mind; 
aasai- wish  ; ennam- thought  . 

sag5[ŠID]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- [-sa-] -–the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   manathukku  pidithththu [ missing letter- pa-] – the one liked by the 
mind ; pidiththida- to like; manathu- mind.    

sag5[ŠID]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- [ -sa-] -–the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaevaiyaanthu  /avasiyamaanathu [Skt] – want . 

sag5[ŠID]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- [ -sa-] -–the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaendiyathu- want.   
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 zìg, zi: n., wall, partition (úz, 'side, edge', + ig, 'door'). v., to stand up, rise ; to rise 
up from (with -ta- or -ra-); to rouse; to go out or make go out; to tear out, uproot, 
weed; to take out, extract; to spend or credit; to approach; to recruit (zi-zi in 
marû). adj., high.  

zig,  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeli [ missing 
letter- la-] - wall.  

zig,  has the consonants- -sa--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  suvar [missing 
letter –Ra-] –wall.  

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaer arukka- 
[missing  letter –Ra-] - to up root.  

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kathavu-[  
missing letter –the -]  gate. 

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  yezhuka-[ 
missing letter- zha-] - rise.  

zig,  has the consonants- -sa--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  veliyae selluka [ 
missing letter- zha-/la ] –to go out; veliyae- out; selluka –go . 

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-] --ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   yaeku – go.  

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-] --ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kemi/ kinnu  
-go  . 

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-] --ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  neenku  -go.     

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-] --ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ukai- go.  

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mukadu – [ 
missing letter –the -]-  peak/edge . 

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  anuku- 
approach . 
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zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is pokkam [ 
missing letter- pa-] - tall.    

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  paakam/ 
panku  missing letter- pa-] – partition/ portion .  

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is neekku –
remove.  

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is noandi edukka 
- [ missing letter –the -]-   dig out ;  noanduka- dig .  

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thoandi 
edukka- - [ missing letter –the -]-   dig  out ;  thoanduka- dig  . 

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kindi  edukka-
[ missing letter –the -]-   dig out ;   kinduka- dig .  

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vadiththu  
edukka - to extract . 

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  veliyae 
ezhukka -[ missing letter – zha/ la-] - to pull out.   

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-] --ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  neekkukai-  
weeding.  

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  selaavani [ 
missing letter- la- ] - credit . 

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  selavazhikka [ 
missing letter- la/ zha-]  -  to spend.  

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  poakku  [ 
missing letter- pa-] - spend.  

zig,  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kaanam -  
extract.  
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zig,  has the consonants- -sa-ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
kasaayam -  extract.  

 

zug4[KA×LI]: (cf., ú-zug4 ). 

 gig4: (cf., gín).  

 

gug, hun(-g): to hire or rent (someone or something); to introduce (to a job); to 
rest, repose; to abate (many + to mete out to).  

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is vaadakaikku edukka-[ 
missing letter- the-] - to rent ; kudi  vaadakai -house rent ; veettu vaadakai – 
house rent ; kudi- hut ;veedu –hut . 

 .gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is kuththakaikku 
edukka / viduka- [ missing letter- the-]-  to lease; kuththakai- lease  . 

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is kattanaththukku 
mattum [ missing letter- the-]-  -  for hire  ; kattanam-   charges .  

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is uoothiyaththukku 
mattum [ missing letter- the-]-  for hire.  

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is ennikkai- toll.  

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is kai- hand.  

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is kasivu [ missing letter- 
sa- ]- leak.  

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is isaivu inmai-[ missing 
letter- sa- ]-  dis cordance . 

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is kamam – agriculture. 
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gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
vivasaayam[Skt] [ missing letter letter- sa- ]-  agriculture. 

 gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is oaivu  edukka [ 
missing letter- the-] - to take rest  ; oaivu- rest. 

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is kadumai -yaei 
thanikka- [ missing letter- the-] - to relax.  

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  kattai 
yaei kidaththa [ missing letter letter the -  ]- to  relax/ to lie down ; kattai –body . 

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
aasuvaasam [Skt] [ missing letter letter- sa- ]-  relax. 

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is thankkiduka [missing 
letter- the-] -  to halt/ stay  . 

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is thadukka [ missing 
letter- the-] -  to prevent. 

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is mankkida [missing 
letter- the-] – to fade  . 

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  pani kodukka/ pani 
thanthiduka  [ missing  letter- pa- and -the -] –appoint ;  pani- job.  

gug has the consonant-- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
niyamikka [Skt] - to appoint . 

 

kíg, kin: n., message, order; task, work (to build + to mete out to) [KIN archaic 
frequency: 9]. v., to seek, fetch (with locative-terminative -ni-); to send; to order 
(reduplication class). 

Kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   iyakku -  work.  

Kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kammiyam –work.    
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kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kam/ kammam / 
kammiyam – smith’ work . 

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is kuyin  -work.   

Kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  vinai –work.   

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  seikai [ missing letter- 
sa-] - work . 

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  machchikam [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- barber’s  work .  

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kan- copper work.  

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kamma-k-kai – 
difficult work.  

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kavani – lace work.   

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is kattuka [ missing 
letter- the -]  -build . 

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is konda kadamai [ 
missing letter- the -] –task . 

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is thaeduka [  missing 
letter- the -] – to search .  

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is naaduka [ missing 
letter- the -] -to seek . 

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is anuppuka [ missing 
letter- pa-]- send . 

kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kondu  vaa-[ missing 
letter- the -]  bring . 
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kíg   has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   edukka- [missing 
letter- the -] - take . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  thookki -kondu vaa- 
missing letter- the -] - carry. 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kaettiduka [ missing 
letter- the -] - ask  for.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kandu  adaika / 
kaanka-[  missing letter- the -]-  to look for.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   kenjuka--[ missing 
letter- sa--]-   to request . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   vaettai aaduka--[  
missing letter- the -]- to hunt for.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   kaditham-[ missing 
letter- the -]-  letter; kaththu  [Malayalam] .  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is kathai [missing letter- 
the -]-  message . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  vidukai [missing 
letter- the -]-  message . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  vaasakam [missing 
letter- sa -]- – message . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
vishaesham/ visayam  [missing letter- sa -]-  message . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kaakitham--[ missing 
letter- the -]-   order/ paper .  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  vidukai-[  missing 
letter- the -]- message.  
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kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kathai-[ missing 
letter- the -]-  story/ message  . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  vithi / 
vakuththathu [missing letter- the -]-order.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kudi inam – caste. 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   aanai iduka [  missing 
letter- the -]-  - to order.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
aathikkam [?Skt] [missing letter- the -]-- domination . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  aatkondiduka – 
[missing letter- the -]-- dominate . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   kudi inam- [missing 
letter- the -]-community . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the original Tamil word is  kumukaayam- society . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the   other interpretation of the word is  
samukam [Skt] –misisng  letter- sa-] – society. 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  yaevu/ yaevuka- to 
order.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   vadiavm [ missing 
letter- the -]- –order . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   paanku [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  order . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  pinnuka-[ missing 
letter- pa-]- plait.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  thokuppu [ missing 
letter- pa-] –order   . 
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kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   vakuppu [ missing 
letter –pa-]  – orderly . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   vaasai [ missing 
letter- sa-] - order / method . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kanikka- to order.   

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  amai-vi –to order.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  vakaiyin – order.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  ina vakai- racial order.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  vakai- order[n].  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  iankkam –
order/concord.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kanippu [ missing  
letter –pa-] assessment  . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  nanku  koanam konda 
vadivam [ missing  letter- the -] –square.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kaai/ kani- fruits.  

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  other interpretation of the word is visayam 
[Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] – message / maxim . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is   vaaskam [ missing 
letter- sa-]  -message . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  other interpretation of the word is sakajam 
[Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] –normally / usually . 

kíg  has the consonant-- ka-  and the  original Tamil word is  kunam  –normal 
/common.  
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 luga[PA.GA], lúg[PA], lu9: fault, error; bad; abusive remark; impudence. 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka –[-pa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalankkam - bad remark / stain  . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka- pa –and the  original Tamil  word is pizhai 
kolla – with errors  ; pizhai-  error . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka- [- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaevalam –  adj for disrespect.  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka- [- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
uoozhal kolla – corrupted;   uoozhal - corruption; kolla- to have  . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka-- pa-and the  original Tamil  word is pilavu- 
fault.  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhuvu - fault.  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
koalaaru [ missing letter- Ra-] – fault /error . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
nallavai  alla- not good ; nallavai- good; alla- no .  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukkam inmai   - immoral ; ozhukkam- morality ; inmai- nil . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is kallam 
mikka – dishonest . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhunkkeenam  mikka –unruly/amis   . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—pa--and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   poali-yaaka- duplicate /bogus  ; poali  - pseudo . 
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lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—[-pa-]-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  azhukku ulla- dirty ;  azhukku-  dirt ; ulla- having  . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—pa-and the  original Tamil  word is 
pukaichchal ulla [ missing letter- sa-] -with smoke / disputed/reek  . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
achcham kolla [ missing letter- sa-] - to have fear ;  achcham- fear .  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is azhivu   
kolla - getting spoiled/ ruined ;  azhivu –ruin .  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
valamai   illaa- barren  ; valam- fertile  ;  illai- nil .  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—pa-and the  original Tamil  word is izhakka / 
ilappu kolla - to loose . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka—pa-and the  original Tamil  word is yaezhmai 
mikka- very poor.  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka-pa-and the original Tamil  word is ezhappu 
kolla- to loose.  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka-pa-and the original Tamil  word is kai -yil 
kaasu illaa-[ missing letter- sa-] – penniless; kai- hand; kaasu –cash; illai- without .  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka-pa-and the original Tamil  word is kai- yil 
panam illaa  nilai  – penniless / no cash in hand  ; kai- hand; panam- money ; illai- 
without . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka-[-pa-]-and the original Tamil  word is noae-vu 
kolla- diseased;   noae- vu  -sickness  . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka- [-pa-]-and the original Tamil  word is kavalai 
kollum nilamai – bad condition ; kavalai- worry; nilamai- state . 
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lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka- [-pa-]-and the original Tamil  word is 
makizhchchi illaa vaelai  - period of  no happiness ; makizhchchi- happiness; illai- 
nil; nilai- state.  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka- [-pa-]-and the original Tamil  word is nalla 
vaelai illai- not a good time  ; nalla- good; vaelai- time; illai- no .  

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka- pa-and the original Tamil  word is 
kuzhappam mikka mana nilai- mental confusion ;   mana nilai - mental state . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka- [-pa-]-and the original Tamil  word is sikkal [ 
missing letter –sa-] – complex  problem . 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka- [-pa-]-and the original Tamil  word is  izhivu  
kolla  - disrespect. 

lúg[PA],  has the consonants-  la- ka- [-pa-]-and the original Tamil  word is  kazhivu 
–waste . 

 

nag, na8: n., drink. v., to drink; to water, irrigate; to drink out of (with -ta-) (na8-
na8 in marû) (ní, 'body, self', + a, 'water', + ág, 'to mete out to'). 

nag, has the  consonants- an -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  noovu – irrigate.  

*nag, has the  consonants- an -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  unnuka-  drink  
/eat.  

nag, has the  consonants- an -ka -and the original Tamil  word is thanni kudikka  
vaendum  [ missing letter- the --] -to drink  water; thanni- water; kudikka- drink .  

nag, has the  consonants- an -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  thanni  uooththa  
vaendum [ missing letter- the --] - -to  pour water; uooththu- pour .  

nag, has the  consonants- an -ka -and the original Tamil  word is panakam [ 
missing letter- pa-] – a  drink . 
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nag, has the  consonants- an -ka -and the  other  interpretation  of the word is  
vikuni- intoxicating drink.  

 

 naga: soda, alkali, potash (used as soap); an alkaline plant; soapwort (nag, 'to 
drink', + a, 'water') [NAGA archaic frequency: 125; concatenation of 2 sign 
variants].  

naga   has the consonants - an -ka -and  the  original Tamil  word is  kudikka 
vaendum [ missing letter- the-] –to drink . 

naga   has the consonants - an -ka -and  the  original Tamil  word is   kudi thanni [ 
missing letter- the-] –drinking water; kudi- drink ;thanni –water  . 

naga   has the consonants - an -ka -and  the  original Tamil  word is kaadi thanmai 
udaiya  uppu [ miisng  letters – the- and -pa-] - soda  ;  uppu –salt . 

naga   has the consonants - an -ka -and  the  original Tamil  word is paanakm [ 
missing letter- pa-] – drink/ juice.   

naga   has the consonants - an -ka -and  the  interpretation  of the word is ila 
vanam –[ missing letter- la-] - alkali . 

 

[giš]naga3,4, nagX[GAZ, KUM]: to crush; (with nominative -a) pestle. 

[giš]naga3  has the consonants - ka -sa - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nasukkanum- to crush . 

 [giš]naga3  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]  - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  amukkanum  -crush  

[giš]naga3  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]  - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kazhukkaani [ missing letter- zha-]-  pestle.  
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 níg, nì: property, treasure, valuables, assets; thing; a matter; something; used as 
a prefix to form concrete nouns (self + to mete out to) [GAR archaic frequency: 
409].  

níg   has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pana udamai [ 
missing letter- the - and -pa-] - asset . 

níg   has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  nakai- jewel.  

níg   has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thankkam [ 
missing letter- the-] - gold.  

níg   has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is panam kaasu [ 
missing letters- pa- and -sa-] – money  /cash .  

níg   has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaani –land.  

níg   has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nikazhvu- 
missing letter- zha-] -  thing /  matter/ affair. 

 

sag, sa12: head; point; leader; present, gift; slave; human, individual (sá, 'to 
equal'; sa4 , 'to name', + ge26,gá, myself) [SAG archaic frequency: 420].adj., first, 
first-class, prime. prep., in front.  

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is iyakkan – 
leader.  

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is naayakan / mukkiyan -  leader.  

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is oppaaka [ 
missing letter- pa-]   -equal . 

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is koanam/ 
mukam- face.  
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seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kan- 
wisdom.  

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kanippu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –asessment . 

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is aan makan- 
man/ individual ;  kana -vaan [?Skt] . 

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka – and the other interpretation of the  word 
human [ missing letter-pa-]. 

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kanavan- 
husband . 

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is manaivi- 
wife.  

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kai- kaatti [ 
missing letter- the -] - guide  . 

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  thunaivan 
[missing letter- the -] - guide/ companion . 

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is iyakki / 
iyakkan – driver/ director .  

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is koan- king. 

seg  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka – and the   other interpretation of the word is 
naayakan[Skt]  - hero . 

seg  has the consonants – sa--- ka – and the other interpretation of the word 
saka[Skt]- a person. 

seg  has the consonants – sa--- ka – and the other interpretation of the word 
sikaram [ missing letter-Ra-]- summit. 

seg  has the consonants – sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is uchchi- top. 
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seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is akam- 
psyche / soul.  

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is ninaivaaka 
/ninaivu-memory. 

seg  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  munnokki-
ahead.   

seg  has the consonants – sa- ka – and the   other interpretation of the word is 
sama -maaaka –equal.  

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the   other interpretation of the word is 
yaevalaal [ missing letter- la-] –slave.  

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the  other interpretation of the word is 
kodai kodukka [ missing letter- the -] - to give gift ; kodai –gift; kodukka- to give. 

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the  Tamil interpretation of the word is 
pakkam [ missing letter- pa-]  – side.  

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the Tamil interpretation of the word is 
mun  pakkam-[ missing letter- pa-] -  front  side ;  mun- front ; pakkam- side .  

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the Tamil   interpretation of the word is 
pin pakkam -[ missing letter- pa-]  -rear side ;  pin- back  . 

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
mukanai- point/ tip .  

seg  has the consonants – sa-- ka – and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
sutti  kaattuka [ missing leter- the -]  - to point out  ; quote.  

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka – and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
kanam- point.  

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka – and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
alaku [ missing letter- la-]  - point.  
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seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka – and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
koodum idam-[ missing leter- the -] – meeting   point ; koodu –to assemble ; 
idam- place . 

seg  has the consonants – -sa-- ka – and the other  interpretation of the word is 
saikai- beckon. 

seg  has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- ka – and the  other  interpretation of the word 
is beck [ missing letter-pa-].  

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka – and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
kattam- -[ missing leter- the -] -   at  a  point. 

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka – and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
nan kodai [ missing letter- the-]- gift. 

seg  has the consonants – sa-- ka – and the  orignal Tamil   word is  mukam seika-  
be first .  

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka – and the Tamil  interpretation of the word is 
muthanmai  kondathu- [ missing letter- the-]- prime . 

seg  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is mukkiyamanathu  [Skt] – prime. 

 point[E]  has the consonants – pa- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nutpam-  fine point.  

point[E]  has the consonants – pa- [- an-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pottu –point . 

point[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] - [- an-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sutti –[ missing letter- sa-]  point  ; suttu munai  . 

point[E]  has the consonants –  pa-  an-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mathippu enn – marks /score/ points   ;  enn- numeral . 
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point[E]  has the consonants –  pa-  an-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
panthu munai  paenaa – ball point pen; panthu- ball; munai –tip  . 

point[E]  has the consonants –[- pa-]-  an-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinnathu –[ missing letter- sa-]  - tiny . 

point[E]  has the consonants –[- pa-]-  an-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nunniyathu- nano . 

point[E]  has the consonants –[- pa-]-  an-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
antha nimidam – that minute ; nimidam- minute .  

point[E]  has the consonants –[- pa-]-  an-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
antha nodi – that moment ;  antha – that  ; nodi- moment. 

 

sag2/3: to scatter; scattered (to multiply; to spread + to mete out). 

seg  has the consonants –sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  inkkum  
ankkum   veesuaka -  throw here and there  ; inkku –here ; ankku –there ; veesuka 
–throw .   

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  ankkum 
inkkumaaka   - scatteringly / here and there . 

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  thoovuka-[ 
missing letter- the -]-  sprinkle . 

 

 sag5: (cf., zàg).  

 

saga11, sag11, sig18[KIN]: to cut, break, harvest. 

saga  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is arukka [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – to tear/cut.  
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saga  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is murikka  [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – break.  

saga  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is varuvaai [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –- harvest . 

 

 šaga, še29, heš5[LÚ×KÁR, LÚ-KÁR]: captive (tied up with a rope éše; cf., lú-éše).  

lukar  has the consonants -la -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is ethiriyidam   
kattu  patta nilayil  udaiyavar [ missing letters-  pa- and- the -] -  captive ; kattu  
paadu – retriction ;  nilai- state; udaiya- has  . 

lukar  has the consonants -la -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavarnthiduthal [ missing letter- the -] -  captivate . 

lukar  has the consonants -la -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  kai   vilanku 
iduthar [ missing letter- the -] – to apply  hand  cuff;  kai  -hand- vilankku- fetter ; 
apply – to use. 

lukar  has the consonants -la -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  kayiraal  
kattuka [ missing letter- the -] –to tie with rope; kayiru- rope; kattuka- to tie.  

lukar  has the consonants -la -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  kondi  
makalir [ missing letter- the -] – captive women ; makalir- women. 

lukar  has the consonants -la -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  nila varaiyil  
/thazhuvu  araiyil /  keezh araiyil    adaiththal [ missing letter- the -] - to put one in 
a cell; nila -varai- cell; adaiththal- lock up .  

lukar  has the consonants -la -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  kottadiyil  
adaiththiduthar  [ missing letter- the -] - to put one in a cell ; kottadai- cell ; 
adaiththidu –confine  .  

lukar  has the consonants -la -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   kaaval  arai-  
jail /prison;  arai – room; kaaval- protection  .  
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šeg3,7, še7: rain; to rain (šu, 'to pour' + to mete out). 

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaanam/ 
vaan -  rain /sky . 

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan mazhai  
[ missing letter- zha-] –rain ; vaan- sky; mazhai- rain . 

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan valam-[ 
missing letter- la-] - rain.  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   ozhukkal [ 
missing letter- zha-]  -pouring.  

seg  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  sorika [ missing 
letter-Ra -]  - to pour .   

seg  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   sinthuka 
[missing letter- the ]  - to pour.  

seg  has the consonants –sa-- ka – and the other interpretation  of the word is   
vasi – rain.  

  

 šeg6, še6: to heat, cook, bake, boil; to be hot; to dry a field (redup. class) (ša, 'to 
dry up' + to mete out).  

*seg  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  samaikka- to 
cook.  

seg  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kanji- gruel.  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   aakku –
cook.  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kui-  to cook.  
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seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kooviyan-  a 
cook/ person  .  

seg  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kusini – a cook.  

seg  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kaaichchuka- to 
heat/ cook / boil .  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
paakam   [ missing letter- pa-]  -   heating  ; paakuvan / samaippavan -  a cook.  .   

seg  has the consonants –sa-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pasakan / paaajakan [ missing letter- pa-] - a cook.  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  ponku[ 
missing letter- pa-]  –to cook . 

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  pannuka [ 
missing letter- pa-] - to cook.  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  ponkuvaon [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -a cook.  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  ponka 
[missing letter- pa-] - boil  up .  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  avikka- 
cook/ boil . 

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeka 
vaikka- boil ; vaekukai .  

seg has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   kaaya seika-to  
heat.  

seg has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  soodaakku [ 
missing letter- the -] - to heat . 
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seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  veppam  [ 
missing letter- pa-] - heat.  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  veyya- hot.  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kaankai- 
heat .  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   vekkai/ 
vaekam – radiated  heat.  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kavanam-  
heat.  

seg  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  akki- heat.  

seg has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  sunda seika 
missing letter- the -]- stew.  

seg has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   kaaya 
vaikka-  to dry . 

seg has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   kaani  kaaya 
– land  becoming  dry . 

 

zàg: (cf., zàg).  

 

dah, tah: n., substitute, replacement [DAH archaic frequency: 21]. v., to add; to 
multiply; to repeat; to say further; to help (motion into numerousness). 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  eedu  kodu-  to 
substitute .  

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koottuka  - add . 
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dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mikunthida-  
multiply . 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pan  madanku 
aakkiduka [ missing letter- pa-]-  multiply.  

 multiply [E]  has the consonants  -ma- la -the – pa- la -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  pala  madanku   aakkuthal [ misisng  letter- ka-]- multiply. 

 dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is inaiththiduka- 
attach . 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vakuththiduka- 
divide . 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maaththi 
kodukka- to replace. 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   thunai -yaaka/ 
uthavi - deputy . 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is meedum seika 
/seithu kaattuka  [ missing letter- sa-] -do again  .    

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oppuviththiduka[ missing letter – pa-] -repeat . 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is adikkadi- again 
and again . 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is meendum  
kathaiththiduka –say again . 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is meendum  
nadaththi  kaattuka – replicate  ; mendum –again . 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is achchu edukka- 
to copy; achch\cu -copy . 
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 to copy[E]    has the consonants  -the  -ka - pa -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
padi  edukka- to copy.  

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is uthavuka- help . 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kai kodukka- to 
give a hand . 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oththaasai seika 
[ missing letter- sa-] - to aid  /assit . 

dah, has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is yaethuvaakku- 
fascilitate . 
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                                                Page- 29.  

 

dih(2): to sting; sting, barb, point; sickness, fever; torpidity (?) (cf., ti) (motion + 
cry of pain + insect).  

dih  has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is theenduka 
/koththa/ kadikka - sting .  

dih  has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is noavu  kondu -/ 
noavu  adainthida-   being sick ; noavu  -sick . 

dih  has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaainthida- 
fever.  

dih  has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is maana kaedu 
undakka - insult.  

dih  has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
ava-mathikka [Skt] -  insult.  

dih  has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaethanai / 
noavu kondu munuvuka / kaththuka -  to groan with  pain; vaethanai- sickness/ 
pain ;  munavuka- groan . 

dih  has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vedukku  
vedukkuna  kathaikka- speak with ‘ cutting  words ’.   

dih  has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mukadu- point/ 
summit.  

dih  has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mudivu –end.  

dih  has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vandu- insect.  
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duh, du8: n., residue, by-product; bran (motion + plant, grass + numerous times) 
[DU8 archaic frequency: 29; concatenates 3 sign variants]. v., to crack, loosen, 
open; to untie; to adorn, clothe (reduplicated); to spread; to caulk a boat (with 
pitch); to gouge (eyes); to bake bread/bricks; to prepare the threshing floor; to 
remit (a debt). adj., free.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththu umi – 
bran . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thavidu – bran.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kodumpu [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  bran. 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thavittu podi [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  bran. 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sunai thavidu 
missing letter- sa-]-   -coarse bran . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  umi  thavidu  -
coarse bran. 

 duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koathumai 
thavidu – wheat bran .  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai vida- open.   

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pottikka [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  open . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kattu vida-  
open / untie . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kattu  neekka- 
untie; kattu –tie/bind ; neekka- remove.   
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duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   mikuthi- 
excess.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  udaikka- to 
crack/ open ; udaivu  . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is aadai 
uduththuka- to clothe . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mooduka-  to 
clothe . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  puthaikka [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- clothe.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaetti   
uduththuka – to wear dhothi ; vaetti –dhothi ;uduththuka- wear . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aninthiduka – 
to wear . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mikuthiyaana  
/athikamaana  thadavai  /athika [?Skt]  vaatti – numerous times . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is adikkadi – 
frequently .  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadan/ 
kadamai -  debts / tax.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kadanai adikka-
to remit the debt .  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vattiyaei  
kodukka- remit the interest ;vattti -interest.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kodukkum  
kadan thokai-  loan ; thokai- amount. 
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duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadan uthavi  
thokai – loan; kadan- loan/ debt ;uthavi- help. 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kootu  kadan 
thittam -  composite  loan scheme ;thittam –scheme . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  inaippu  kadan [ 
missing letter – pa-]  -  bridge loan.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
vanki  kadan – bank  loan; vanki- bank  . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   vatti  kadai – 
bank .  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadan  
aavanam- debt  document; aavanam- document. 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  nedun-k-
kanakku  - bad debts . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kattanam 
kidaiyaathu -  no fees/ free .  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is viduvikka- 
librated . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is avikka- cook.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaeka vaikka-
cook/  to boil . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kothikka 
vaikka- cook/ to boil . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaattiduka- to 
roast . 
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duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vathukkuka- to 
roast . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaya  
vaiththiduka  -to dry out.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is soodukku-[ 
missing letter- sa-]  to heat . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
samaiththiduka [  missing letter- sa-]  - to cook . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
paakam seithiduka [ missing leters- pa –and- sa-]-  to cook . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the other  Tamil  interpretation of the word 
thoasai  suduka [  missing letter- sa-]  to roast the  dhosa . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the other  Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is senka katti -yaei  suduka [  missing letter- sa-] - to bake the brick.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the other  Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is sedi kodi- [  missing letter- sa-]-  plants and creepers.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the other  Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is oppanai seithiduka-[ missing leters- pa –and- sa-]-  to beautify ;  kannukku  maei 
iduka / uthattukku  maei -theettuka/   mookkuththi iduka / thoadu iduka / udai 
uduththuka / poo sooduka / mudi yaei  seevuka / kondai iduka/  kudumi  iduka / 
neththi soodi  sooduka  /mukaththai thudaikka / thooimai seika  / sattai iduka/ 
vaetti uduththuka / pudavai  kattuka/ nakai nattu aninthiduka ; kann- eye;  maei- 
paint  ;  iduka –to apply ; uthadu- lip ; mookku- kuththi  –nose ring   ; iduka- to 
wear ; thoadu –  ear  stud ;  udai- clothe; uduththuka- to wear;  poo- flower; 
sooduka- to wear;  mudi- hair; seevuka- plait ; kondai- tassel ;  neththi- forehead;  
neththi  soodi - forehead jewel  ;  mukam- face ;  thudaikka- to wipe ; thooimai- 
cleanliness  ; sattai- shirt ; iduka- to wear ; vaettti- dhoththi  ; kattuka- to tie  ;  
nakai- jewel ; aninthiduka –to wear . 
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duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the other  Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is  soadikka  [ missing letter- sa-]-  to adorn . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is punainthiduka [ 
missing letter- pa-] - to adorn . 

 duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is puthukku [ 
missing letter- pa-] - to adorn . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  
paduththuka [ missing letter- pa-] - to adorn . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is koadikka- to 
adorn ; koadanai  -adornment  . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vannam 
theettuka- to adorn . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kai thittam -  
exquisite  adornment . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sudakku [ 
missing letter- sa-] - cracking.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sodakku  iduka 
[ missing letter- sa-] – to crack  joints .  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   netti  
vaankida- to crack  joints .  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   uthattu  
vedippu [ missing letter- pa-] -  crack  on the lip. 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vedikka- burst  
open .     

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vadu- crack.  
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duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   koatti –crack 
brain .  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vedi  -crackers.     

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vidivu – crack.   

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai aaduka-  
spread as fame.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  pada[ 
missing letter- pa-] -  spread as rumour. 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    yaedu  pada-  
spread as  moss  over the  surface of water.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  oankida   -
spread.  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the original Tamil word is  ettuka-  spread . 

*duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the original Tamil word is  ittikai -  bricks . 

 duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the original Tamil word is  senka katti [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  brick bat  .  

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
thaathuki – bricks . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the original Tamil word is   koththan- brick  
layer /mason . 

 duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kannai 
thoandi edukka – to gouge eyes . 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   keel  ennai  
kondu  naavaai  oattaiyaei  adikka [ missing letter- la-]  - to caulk the boat  with  
pitch ; naavaai –boat / ship ; oattai –hole  ;adaikka- to block . 
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duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pathavu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  – bermuda grass. 

duh has the consonants  - the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kumutham -  
darbha grass. 

  

lah, àh[UD]; uh: to dry up; to dry out; to sparkle, shine (cf., luh, làh). adj., dry.  

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vilanku – shining.  

 *lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  alanku – shining. 

 lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vel – shining.  

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  oli kaalu  -shine.  

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ulaku oli  - earth 
shine . 

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  oli veesuka [ 
missing letter- sa-] –  to shine / to flash light ; oli- light. 

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pala palakka- 
missing letter – pa-] -shining . 

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  veyyalil   kaaithal/ 
kaaya vaiththal  /veyyalil   vaaduthal / vaattuthal / valiththal  [ missing letter- the -
] – dry out under the sun light;  veyyal –sun light ;   kaaya vaiththal –to dry ; 
vaattuthal – to make dry .  

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the other interpretaion  of the word is   
jolikka  [ missing letter- sa-] – shine. 

  

lah4,5: to bring (plural); to drive off; to plunder, capture, take away; to fling 
(away) (plural form, cf., de6 , tumu2,3) (íla, 'to bring', + há, 'numerous'). 
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lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thuvankuthal [ 
missing letter- the -] – to begin. 

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaankuthal 
missing letter- the -] - get . 

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koduththal / 
vazhankuthal missing letter- the -] – give [ antonym] . 

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  oattuthal / oatti  
viduthal  [ missing letter- the -] -to drive away  . 

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaet-k-kaathu   
eduththu  kolluthal [ missing letter- the -] –  to take away without asking . 

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kazhiththal- [ 
missing letter- the -]- deduct .  

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   neekkuthal- [ 
missing letter- the -]-  to remove.  

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   koottuthal- [ 
missing letter- the -]- add [antonym] . 

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kollai adithtal- [ 
missing letter- the -]- looting.   

lah has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    kalavaaduthal- [ 
missing letter- the -]- stealing . 

 

 luh, làh: to be clean, fresh; to clean; to wash; to sweep (la, 'youthful freshness', 
+ he, 'to mix').  

luh,  has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kai/ kaal /mukam  
kazhuvuka  -wash . 
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luh,  has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thuni 
thuvaiththal [ missing letter- the -] - to wash clothes  . 

luh,  has the consonants-  la –ka- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
alakku- [Malayalam] – wash.  

luh,  has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kulikka- to bath.  

luh,  has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is azhukku  
neekkuka- to remove the dirt . 

luh,  has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaalai-  youth . 

luh,  has the consonants-  la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kalakka- mix.  

 

mah: v., to be or make large (ama, 'mother of', + numerous) [MAÞ archaic 
frequency: 6; concatenates 2 sign variants]. adj., high, exalted, great, lofty, 
foremost, sublime.  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mikai aakku-  
to make big.  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
mahaa [Skt] - great . 

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
mega [E] .  

*mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mikka-  great . 

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  maenmai 
mikka -  lofty  . 

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
makimai [Skt] mikka- magnificient . 
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mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  maethaku [ 
missing letter- the -] -sublime . 

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  maanpu  
mikka [ missing letter- pa-] -  lofty . 

 mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kayam- 
superiority . 

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
naayakam-  superiority . 

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukaamai - 
superiority . 

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   maekku / 
mikku - superiority . 

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aanamai  
mikka   - superiority/ manliness.   

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pokkam [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  tall/ splendor .  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  maanoakki 
akam – splendor.  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  minukku 
splendor. 

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
vaamam -  splendor. 

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mikaiyaana 
ennikkai / mikaiyaaka - numerous.  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is muthanmai 
kondathu – prime.   
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mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
mukkiyam [Skt] - prime.  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kumukku – 
large number.  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mookai – vast 
horde [army ] .  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kammaai- big  
lake.  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  okkam- 
bigness.   

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  makan  -
exalted person.  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  maa munivan- 
great ascetic;  maka munui [Skt] .  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
visanam [ missing letter- sa-]-  great desire.  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vasiyam [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  great  attachment.  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai aram [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  great  distress.  

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  nedum -
thaeivam [ missing letter- the-] -  great deity . 

mah   has the consonants -ma –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  uookkm 
mikuthi [ missing letter- the-] - great energy . 

 

máh[AL]: an adjective for cows (as opposed to giš for bulls).  
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máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is koolam 
– cow.   

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uloonakam -  cow.  

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mezhuku/ mezhukku- cow dung .   

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaalai 
maadu- [ missing letter- the -]  bull . 

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  maattu 
kottil [ missing letter- the -] –cow shed.  

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is kovil  
maadu [ missing letter- the -] – temple  cow.  

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vellai 
maadu [ missing letter- the -]  -white cow.  

 máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vachchala mani [ missing letter - sa- ] -  cow’s bezoar .  

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  koa salam [ missing letter - sa- ] -  cow’s urine.  

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  koakulam – cowherd’s place.  

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  amala kamalam -cow’s urine.  

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  naalikam – buffalo .  

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  koamala  - milch cow.  
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máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is ilam 
kaalai- young bull.  

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ilam 
kaali -  calf .  

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is kala 
kampalam  [ missing letter- pa-]-  bull’s  dew - lap [ beard] . 

máh[AL]  has the consonants - ma –ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  word is vellai 
mul vael – buffalo’s  thorn cutch .  

  

pah[LUL]: leg. 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- [-pa-]- ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is kaal- 
leg;   muzhan-k -kaal- knee; muzha-k- kai- elbow. 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- [-pa-]- ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is valai 
kaal - bandy  legs. 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- pa-ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is kappu -k- 
kaal -  bandy  legs.  

pah[LUL]  has the consonants--pa-ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  poi  kaal – 
artificial leg/ wooden legs .  

pah[LUL]  has the consonants--pa-ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  kaal 
pinna- cross legged . 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants-[--pa-] -ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  aanai 
-kaal -  elephentiasis . 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants-[--pa-] -ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Cochin legs  [E]  [ missing letter- sa-] - elephentiasis . 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants-pa- ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   
peechchai- k-kaaal -   left leg.  
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pah[LUL]  has the consonants- pa- ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   Kaal 
ezhumpu – leg bone.  

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- pa- ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   pinnan—
k-kaal- hind legs . 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- [- pa-] - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  
munna-k-kaal  - fore legs.  

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   kanu-
k-kaal-  ankle . 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   
vilankkin kaal  - animal leg ; vilankku – animal; kaal- leg. .  

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is  thotti 
kaal [ missing letter- the -]  - bow legged.  

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   uthai 
kaal [ missing letter- the -]  -  kicking  leg . 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   
kavattu kaal [ missing letter- the -]- bandy  leg. 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   madi 
–k-kaal [ missing letter- the -]-  bent leg . 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   
kazhal adi  [ missing letter- the -]-  ankle . 

pah[LUL]  has the consonants- [-pa-] - ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is   kaal 
adi [ missing letter- the -]- sole . 

 

 suh(2,3,5): n., confusion, disorder; encircling wall (cf., gišù-suh5 ) (ussu, 'eight', + 
numerous, cf. the ancillary meanings of imin, 'seven' - as more than seven, eight 
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is confusing) [SUÞ3 archaic frequency: 4]. v., to uproot, displace; to relocate, 
transfer; to become confused. adj., carefully chosen.  

 suh    has the consonants   -sa -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  ekka chakam –
numerous.  

 suh    has the consonants   [--sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  
ozhunkeenam [ missing letter- zha-]  - disorder. 

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  kalakkam [ 
missing letter- la-] -disorder. 

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  kulaivu [ 
missing letter- la-] -  confusion.  

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  alankkoalam  
[ missing letter- la-]- disorder. 

 suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  kaalam 
mullam ena  [ missing letter- la-]- disorderly. 

 suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  kaala 
koalam [ missing letter- la-]- disorderly. 

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  kili koalam [ 
missing letter- la-]- disorderly. 

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  poakku [ 
missing letter- pa-] -displace.  

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  oppuvikka  [ 
missing letter- pa-] - transfer as a debt.  

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  mayakkam / 
masakkam - confusion .   

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  kasaa 
koolam [ missing letter- la-]-– confusion . 
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suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  kallal  [ 
missing letter- la-]—confusion. 

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  kazhuli [ 
missing letter- la-]-–  confusion. 

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  kazhumal [ 
missing letter-zha-]-–– confusion  

suh    has the consonants   --sa--ka –and the  original Tamil word is  koosal  [ 
missing letter- la-]-–   confusion 

suh    has the consonants   --sa--ka –and the  original Tamil word is  savalai  [ 
missing letter- la-]—confusion. 

suh    has the consonants   --[-sa-]--ka –and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  vikalam  [ missing letter- la-]-–  confusion. 

suh    has the consonants   --sa--ka –and the  original Tamil word is  sikkal  [missing 
letter- la-]-–  confusion. 

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  muzhu 
koozh [ missing letter- zha-]--  utter confusion.  

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  
kavanamaaka  koeithiduka [ missing letter- the -]  – carefully  choose.  

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  nilai 
kalankku [ missing letter- la-]-–   – be uprooted. 

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  kizhi- 
uproot.s 

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  vaeli -  
fence. 

suh    has the consonants   -[-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil word is  ennaikkai 
naanku -  no – 4. 
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suh4: reed matting (fine, narrow + plant + numerous).  

suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kukam  -  
fineness.  

suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  oaviyam -
fineness. 

suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  sayikkam -
fineness. 

*suh  has the consonats -  sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  sokusu-   
fineness. 

 suh  has the consonats -  sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  naasukku-   
fineness. 

suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  nunanku -  
fineness. 

suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  nunukkam -
fineness. 

 suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  nuvanai -  
fineness. 

suh  has the consonats -  sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  nosivu -  fineness.  

suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  akanai  paai  [ 
missing letter –pa-] - bamboo  mat . 

suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is    paai  pinnuka [ 
missing letter –pa-] -  weave  the mat . 

suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is    paai vakai [ 
missing letter –pa-] -    a kind of grass mat ; paai  mat ; vakai- a type/kind. 
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suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is    kaakuli [ 
missing letter –la-]  - mat / mattress. 

suh  has the consonats -  sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is    kachchaaram [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  - mat  making . 

 suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vankiyam –
reed pipe ;  vaenu - reed pipe. 

suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  korukkai [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-   reed.  

suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kurukiya  [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  - narrow.  

suh  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  okkka- 
numerously .  

suh  has the consonats -  sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  ekka chchakmaaka 
- numerously . 

 

šah(2): domestic pig (grain + water + numerous (offspring) - pigs efficiently turn 
feed into food) [ŠAH2 archaic frequency: 39; concatenation of 3 sign variants].  

sah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kaimaa-   pig.  

sah  has the consonats -  -[-sa-]- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
aakanikam – pig.  

sah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kundam/ kaatti  
[ missing letter- the -] – pig. 

sah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   vaaranam [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]-  pig.  

sah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  koorma [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]-  pig. 
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sah  has the consonats -  -sa- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
sookaram [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  – pig .  

sah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   akkam – grain . 

sah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   naavaai- 
blighted  grain .  

sah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   avikkai – 
boiled grain  . 

sah  has the consonats -  -sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   manjikai- grain 
bin   

sah  has the consonats -  -sa- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
seevanam –water.  

sah  has the consonats -  -sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kanjam- water. 

sah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kayam –water  

sah  has the consonats -  -sa- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is    
kusam- water. 

sah  has the consonats -  -[-sa-]- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is    
vanam  -water. 

  sah  has the consonats -  -sa- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is    
vasi- water . 

sah  has the consonats -  -sa- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is    
vaasam –water. 

 sah  has the consonats -  -[-sa-]- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is    
vaani –water. 

sah  has the consonats -  -[-sa-]- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is      
vaayam- water . 
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sah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kam –water. 

sah  has the consonats -  -[-sa-]- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is      
aqua –water. 

 sah  has the consonats -  -[-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  okka- 
enormously . 

sah  has the consonats -  -sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   ekka chakkaamaa 
– numerous . 

sah  has the consonats -  -[-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   makavu – 
offspring.  

  

  

zah: to be calm, tranquil; a mark or impression, esp. on the liver.  

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  amaithi  kaakka 
missing letter –the -]  - to be calm . 

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  amaithi  kunam 
[  missing letter –the -]  –calm temper.  

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  adakkam  [  
missing letter –the -]  - calmness.  

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  thanivu [ 
missing letter –the -]   - calmeness  . 

zah  has the consonats -  sa-ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
saanthamaaka [Skt]  [ missing letter –the -]  – peacefully.  

zah  has the consonats - sa-ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
sowmiyam [Skt]  - calmness . 
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zah  has the consonats - -sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  mookai  sinnam – 
liver  mark .  

 

zah2,3: n., secrecy. v., to flee; to hide; to abandon; to be lost; to perish 
(describes workers/slaves who have fled state control) (derives from zag, 
'boundary, border, district', just as húb relates to gùb).  

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  oaduka – [ 
missing letter –the -]  - run . 

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  ottam edukka 
missing letter –the -]  - to flee ; oattam -running. 

*zah  has the consonats - sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  saaika- flee.   

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kai- vidu [ 
missing letter –the -]  -to abandon . 

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  maavattam- 
[missing letter –the -] - district . 

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  panku  [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -district . 

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  koattam 
[missing letter –the -] -  district / block   . 

zah  has the consonats –[-sa-] -ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
maakanam -  state/ province.  

zah  has the consonats -  sa -ka- and the original Tamil  word is  saekaram [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  district . 

zah  has the consonats --sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is   saaka  /saavu – 
die.  
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*zah  has the consonats --sa-ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sinku- perish  

zah  has the consonats –[-sa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is  anunkku – 
perish .    

zah  has the consonats –[-sa-] -ka- and the original Tamil  word is   makku/ manku 
/ maaika- perish.  

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  mukanai –edge . 

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  karai [ missing 
letter- Ra-] -  border.  

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kanku – border.  

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  koththam / 
kaattai [ missing letter- the -]  – boundary ;  kaashttai  .  

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is koadam / kaadu  
[ missing letter- the -]  - border.   

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is   kaanama  poka  
[ missing letter- pa-]—absconded/ lost  . 

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  othunkidu-
[missing letter –the -]   hide.  

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  onduka-[ 
missing letter –the -]  - hide.   

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  othunkum 
idam--[missing letter –the -]-   hide out.  

zah  has the consonats - -sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vanjakam – hiding . 

zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  mukkaadu 
iduka-[missing letter –the -]- -to veil.  
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zah  has the consonats -  [-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  moodi vaika--
[missing letter –the -]-  to cover . 

zah  has the consonats -  -sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kaathoadu  
kaathaaka  kisu kisukka / munu munukka [  missing letter –the -]- ear to ear  - to 
whisper; kaathu –ear ; kisu  kisukka- gossip ; munu munukka- to whisper .   

zah  has the consonats –[-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  yaarum 
ariyaama  /   maraivukaa [ missing letter- Ra-] – secretly ; maraivu – secrecy . 

zah  has the consonats –[-sa-]-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kumukku – 
secrecy . 

zah  has the consonats sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vanjanai – secrecy.    

zah  has the consonats –-sa-ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
rakasiyam [Skt] [ missing letter- Ra-] –secret.  

zah  has the consonats –-[- sa-] -ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
kuhuyam - secret. 

zah  has the consonats –-[- sa-] -ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
makbi [ missing letter- pa-] – secret ;   kapppu / koappiyam /  koapanam / 
sankoapanam .  

 

zeh[SAL.ÁŠ.GÀR]: female goat-kid (ùz, 'goat', + numerous, abundant).  

salasgar has the consonants  - [-sa-]  - la -  [-sa-] -  ka -Ra -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuraal -  ewe lamb . 

salasgar  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  - la -  sa-  ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    siriya   yaezhakam / sakalakam/ saakalam   -  small  goat ; siriya- small; 
yaezhakam- goat. 

salasgar  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  - la -  sa-  ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    siriya varkaali  -  small goat  . 
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salasgar  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  - la -  [-sa-] -  ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    vellaattu yaeru [ missing letter- the -] -he   goat . 

salasgar  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  - la -  [-sa-] -  ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   yaeraalamaaka  - abundance.  

salasgar  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  - la -  sa--  ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   serivu  ulla – abundance . 

salasgar  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  - la -  sa--  ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pirankal / perukal [ missing letter- pa- ] – abundance . 

 

zuh[ZÚ]: to steal, rob (zú, 'teeth' + numerous). 

zuh has the consonants  [--sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kalavaaduthal 
[ missing letters- la -and -the -] – to steal.  

zuh has the consonants - sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  suduka  [ missing 
letter- the-] -to steal . 

zuh has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  manduka  [ 
missing  letter- the-] - stealing . 

zuh has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaettu viduka [ 
missing  letter- the-] -stealing . 

zuh has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thevvu [ 
missing  letter- the-]- stealing .  

zuh has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    udaivu  [ 
missing  letter- the-]-stealing. 

 zuh has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    edukka/  
odukka-[ missing  letter- the-]-  rob .  

*zuh has the consonants - sa-ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  sunkam- 
stealing.  
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 zuh has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is  kai maayam -  
dextreous  stealing.  

zuh has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai –
muththu [ missing letter-]  - teeth . 

zuh has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    mikai 
/ennikkai mikka- numerous . 

zuh has the consonants –sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ekka- ch-
chakkamaaka-   numerous . 

zuh has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is okka- 
enormously  . 

 

kak: (cf., gag).  

 

siki, síg: hair (of head, beard, body); wool; fur, hide (si, 'long, thin things', + ku10, 
'black' ? or kul, 'thick, heavy' ?) [SIG2 archaic frequency: 224; concatenates 12 
sign variants]. 

siki   has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  siaki- hair . 

siki   has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
kaesam [Skt] –hair . 

siki   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  maevaai- 
beard.  

siki   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai kudumi [ 
missing letter- the -] -  beard.  

siki   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanam mikka- 
heavy  . 
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siki   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   karumai [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  black . 

siki   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   karu mayir 
missing letter- Ra-] -  dark hair  . 

 

 suku5: (cf., súkud). 

 

 šika: potsherd; shell; rind (hand, portion + mouth).  

sika   has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kusaththi [ 
missing letter- the -]- potsherd.   

sika   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kai –hand.  

sika   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is panku- share . 

sika   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is paakam-[ 
missing letter –pa-] - portion . 

sika   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai- mouth.  

sika   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mukam- 
mouth  /face.   

sika   has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is skin 
[E] . 

sika   has the consonants  -sa -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kachchi / 
kaichhci- shell.  

sika   has the consonants  -sa -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sanku – conch 
shell.  

sika   has the consonants  -sa -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   akku mani  -
conch bead.  
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sika   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kampu [ 
missing letter- pa-]- conch shell.  

sika   has the consonants  -sa -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sippi vakai 
missing letter- pa-]-a kind  of shell.  

sika   has the consonants  -sa -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kilinjil [ missing 
letter- la-] -  conch  shell .  

sika   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kevuli [ 
missing letter- la-] – red  colored conch  

sika   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  naaku / 
manavu  -conch . 

sika   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thokku [ 
missing letter- the -]-  skin as of a fruit.  

 

šuku, šug: allotted food portion, ration, provision; allotted field plot (regularly 
followed by rá) (šu, 'portion', + kud, 'to separate'). 

šuku has the consonants  sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is saekaram [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  provisions.  

šuku has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
sama-k- kiri [ missing letter- Ra-]-  – provisions .  

šuku has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is unavu  panku 
[ missing letter- pa-] -  portion of food; unavu –food; panku –share . 

šuku has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is paakam/ 
pakavu / pakuppu / pankam  [ missing letter- pa-] -portion . 

šuku has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
ankisam-   portion.  
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šuku has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaani panku –
[ missing letter- pa-] -  allotted field portion ; kani- field; panku- portion.  
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                                                                                     Page-30. 

 

taka, taga, tak, tag, tà: to touch, handle, hold; to weave; to decorate, adorn; to 
strike, hit, push; to start a fire; to fish, hunt, catch (can be reduplicated) (te, 'to 
approach' + aka, 'to do, place, make') [TAG archaic frequency: 48 ?; concatenates 
7 ? sign variants].  

*taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  iduka- to 
place.  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  poaduka  
[missing letter- pa-]  - to put.  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaiththiduka  - 
to place. 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aakkiduka- 
make. 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  undaakkuka 
[missing letter- pa-]  - make  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  seithiduka  - 
make / do . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  panniduka 
[missing letter- pa-]   – do . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  padaikka 
[missing letter- pa-]   - make / create . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoduka-  
touch. 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  theenduka  -
touch . 
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taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kai aandiduka- 
to handle  . 

taka  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kai pidikka [ 
missing letter –pa-]  -to hold the hand; pidikka- hold; kai- hand.  

taka  has the consonants  -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kattuka- weave.  

taka  has the consonants  -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thuni  
neithiduka -  weave a cloth ; thuni- cloth; neithiduka- weave . 

taka  has the consonants  -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thuni  yaei 
thaeikka- to stitch  the cloth ; thaeikka- stitch ; thuni- cloth.  

taka  has the consonants  -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thuni  yaei  
pinniduka [ missing letter- pa-] – sew  the cloth ; thuni- cloth; pinnu- knit . 

taka  has the consonants  -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mudaika -   
weave . 

taka  has the consonants  -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koadikan  -
weaver . 

*taka  has the consonants  -the- ka and the original Tamil  word is  thaakku- 
attack .  

*taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is adikka  / 
adikkai -  beat/ beating . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadumaiyaaka  
adikka- beat  severely. 

*taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  idikka – hit. 

 taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  moathuka- 
hit.  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththuka- hit.   
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*taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is uthaikka  -
kick.  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kottuka- beat .  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kai theendu / 
kai vaiththiduka -  beat .  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is naiya pudaikka 
[ missing letter- pa-]  -  beat severely . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is moththuka 
beat severely . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nokkidu- beat  
severely . 

*taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thattuka- 
beat.  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   saaththuka / 
savattuka /saaduka /  nasukkiduka / sottuka  [ missing letter- sa-] – beat.  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   pinni edukka [ 
missing letter- pa-] – beat severely . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thudi  thudikka 
– beat / throb  /palipitate  as the heart through fear.   

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   thidu thidukka 
– beat / throb  /palipitate  as the heart through fear.  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pada padakka 
/ pathai pathaikka  [ missing letter- pa-]  – beat / throb  /palipitate  as the heart 
through fear.  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaathai   
beating  time [ music] . 
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taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is nettuka- strike  
as a stone  or a ball.  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is nekkidu- push . 

*taka  has the consonants  -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thee 
moottuka / thee iduka  ; thee- fire; moottuka- induce . 

taka  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   meen pidikka [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - to fish; meen- fish; pidikka- to catch / hold . 

taka  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   meen vaettai – 
fishing.  

taka  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   Kaaman kodi -  
flag of the lord Kaama. 

taka  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaadi -  fish  
curing yard.  

taka  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   meen pidi  
padaku [ missing letter- pa-]  -  fishing boat  ; padaku  -boat  ; meen- fish ; pidi- 
catch . 

taka  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vadisam [ 
missing letter- sa-]  - fish hook . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  meen 
kuththakai- fish  lease. 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  meen vadiva  
kaathu  thaodu -  fish shaped  ear  ring; meen- fish; vadivam- shape; kaathu -  ear  
;thoadu –stud .  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  meen kadai-  
fish stall;   meen-fish ; kadai- shop . 
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taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kavichchai 
kadai [ missing letter- sa-]- fish stall ; kadai –stall/shop . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  Kae vaedan- 
fisherman . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  Pattinavan [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  fisherman. 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  meen 
pidippavan [ missing letter- pa-]- – fisher man; meen- fish; pidi- catch; pidippavan- 
one who  catches . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  Sem Padavan [ 
missing letters- pa –and- sa-]-  fisher man .  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaettai aaduka 
– hunt; vaettai / vaedu / vaettam - hunting . 

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaettai kattu –
go hunting  ; vaettai- hunting .  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vattai aadi  / 
vaeduvan  / vaedan -  hunter;  maathanakan / viyaathan .  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaettuvan kudi 
-   hunter’s  quarters.  

taka  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vattai naai-   
hunting dog ; vaettai – hunting ; naai -dog.  

taka  has the consonants-  the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  anukiduka  -
appraoch . 

taka  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  iduka/ 
vaiththiduka  -to place.   
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taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  undaakkiduka  
vaendum – to make . 

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  thaanku  -to 
hold.  

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is yaenthuka- to 
hold.   

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  adakku – to 
hold.  

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   pidikka  [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  to hold.  

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kai vidaathu  
vaikka- to hold ; kai- hand; vidaathu  donot let; vaikka- keep .    

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  koadanai – 
decoration . 

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  vaedikkai- 
decoration. 

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  vannam 
theettuka / iduka – decorate; vannam- color; theettuka/ paint/ write .  

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  thodakku  -
decorative  hangings.  

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  suvadikka / 
joadikka / semmai  kattuka [ missing letter- sa-]-  decorate. 

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  other  interpretation  of the word is 
vipudai [ missing letter- pa-]-  decoration.  
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taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  oppanai 
seithiduka [ missing letters- pa-  and -sa-] -  decorate; oppanai  decoration; 
seithidu- do . 

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  puthukku [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   adorn . 

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kai thittam  – 
exquisite adorement . 

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  akapada [ 
missing letter- pa-]-- catch . 

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kokki poaduka[ 
missing letter- pa-]-- catch . 

taka  has the consonants  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  pidikka [  
missing letter- pa-]- catch . 

 

taka4, tak4, tag4, ta6: to abandon; to disregard, neglect; to divorce; to leave 
with a person, entrust; to open, leave open (reduplication class - ta6-ta6 in marû) 
(ta, 'to, from', + ge4 , 'turn from, restore') [TAK4 archaic frequency: 128; 
concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kai vidu- neglet 
/desert . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  vittu vidu  /vittu 
neenku  – to leave  /abandon/ release;  vidukai / neenkukai ; vithukam / veetham  
/ thiyaakam . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  othukki vaikka- 
abandon  .  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  edu  pattava [ 
missing letter- -pa  -] -  abandoned woman . 
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taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   adaipadukai- [ 
missing letter- -pa  -] -  neglected condition.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  theerththu 
viduka [missing letter- -Ra  -] - divorce . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  aruththu 
murikka  /aruththu  viduka [missing letter- -Ra  -] - divorce . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  thirumana 
murivu [missing letter- -Ra  -] - divorce ; vetti viduthar ; thirumanam- marriage; 
murivu- break. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  theervai  
[missing letter- -Ra  -] - divorce fee ;  thirumana murivu  theervai  kattanam.; 
kattanam- fees; murivu- break; thirumanam- marriage    

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
word is  vivaaka raththu  [Skt] [ missing letter- -Ra  -] - divorce .; vivaakam-  
marriage; raththu- to cancel 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  vetti viduka-  
divorce  /to cut off ; vettu- cut.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  vilakki 
vaiththiduka [ missing letter- -la  -] -divorce ; vilaku- avoid / leave . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   thalli  vaikka [ 
missing letter- -la  -]  -divorce . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thalakku / muththalaakku [ missing letter- -la  -] -divorce . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   thurumpu 
kodukka [ missing letters--pa- and- -Ra -]- to give the  wife a straw as a token  of 
divorce ; thurumpu- straw; kodu- give .  
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taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   thurumpu  
vaanka [ missing letters--pa- and- -Ra -]- to accept the straw / divorce ; vaaankku –
to get /buy  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kavaniyaathu 
viduka-  take no notice of ; kavanikka-to attend . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kandum  
kaanaathu  vidu – close the eyes . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kann moodi 
kondidu – close the eyes ; kann- eye ; moosd- close. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kavanam . 
kaattaathu viduka  – pay no attention  ; kavanam- attention  ;kaattu- show; 
kaattaathu- do not show . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kadukadukka- 
to show anger .  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is maana kaedu  
undakku  -disrepect; maanam- prestige ; kaedu- damage .  

*taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  othukku – to 
leave as a refuse.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  ninthikka- 
disregard.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
ava mathikka - disregard. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  asattai 
seithiduka [ missing letter- sa-]- disregard. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  mathikkathae –
disregard; mathikka- respect ; mathikkaathae- do not respect. 
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taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is ninaivu  
kondudidaathae – forget/ do not remember ; ninaivu- rememberance . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is oppadaikka [ 
missing letter- pa-]- to hand over.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kai adaikka – to 
entrust; kai adai- entrusting .  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  nampiduka- 
[missing letter- pa-]-  have confidence.    

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is vaai vida- open. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  pottikka 
[missing letter- pa-]-- open. 

  

 tuku, tuk, dúk, tug, du12 , tu12 : n., creditor [KAB/TUKU archaic frequency: 105]. 
v., to have, own; to marry; to acquire; to receive, get (in marû reduplicated 
form); to have a claim against somebody (with -da-); to sing, to play music (da, 
'with', + ku, 'to build; to lie down').  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kadavan / kana 
koduththavan – creditor.  

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kadan-  credit. 

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kai  kondiduka- 
to have.  

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kattuka/ 
kattikoa -  marry . 

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is manam 
mudikka- to wed.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kadi –wedding. 
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  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kattika/ kai thoduka  
- to wed; kai – hand; thoduka- to touch ; kattikka- to embrace .  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
wed[E]   

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  pani kadam 
poonuvi [ missing letter- pa-]- wed.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
uththu vaekam – marriage  . 

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
vathuvai- wedding / wedding garland  ; manavaatti / kamaatti -bride .  

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kaipidikka [ 
missing letter- pa-]- to marry ; kai- hand; pidikka- to hold. 

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kadi  maedai-  
marriage stage ;  vaethikai ; maedai -stage.  

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
vivaaka  mandavam  / mana mandavam – marriage hall  ;  manam- marriage;  
mandavam - hall .  

tuku    has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is mana veedu – 
marriage house.  

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kaar kattu -  [ 
missing letter –Ra-] - marriage . 

 tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is vaettaan -  
married person.  

tuku    has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is adainthiduka- 
obtain . 
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tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is vaankiduka- 
get/buy.  

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is 
udamiaakkiduka-  to own .  

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
sukatham  [ missing letter- sa-]-  one’s own.  

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  sonthamaakku- 
to own .  

tuku    has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  aaduka-[ 
missing letter- pa-]-  dance.  

 *taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  oathuka-  
sing.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  paattu  
paaduka [missing letter- pa-]- sing  a song  ;  paadukai- singing ; pattu -song. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  thel vili [ 
missing letter- la-]- musical song.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  vaai  paattu  
[missing letter- pa-]- -song.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
mathanki  - singing danseuse.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
keethi – singing/ singer.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  paadakan/ 
paaduvoan  [ missing letter- pa-]- singer.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kidakka- to lie 
down.  
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taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  isai 
isaiththiduka-[  missing letter- sa-]-  to play  the music . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kattidam 
kattuka- to build building  . 

*taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  adaika- get / 
obtain . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  vaankiduka-  
receive  /get . 

*taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  thekku-  
receive . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  koatpu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  - receiving.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is thevvu - 
receiving.    

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
get[E] .   

*taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is eettuka/ 
edukka / naaduka  - get . 

*taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is thaanku – 
receive. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is ut -kondiduka- 
receive  . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is thaeduka  
/thaedi adaika / naadi  adaika  -  acquire.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kadai koottu  -  
acquire.  
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taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kattuka / 
Koattuka / koadikka – build. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kattu-k-kuttu – 
robust  build ; thaeka kattu .  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kidaikka- lie 
down . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kattaiyaei  
neetta- lie down. 

*tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  thoonku –
sleep. 

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  oaivu edukka- 
to rest . 

tuku  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  mudanka- lie 
down  /sleep.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is padukka  [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - lie down .  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is puthaikka 
[missing letter- pa-]  - lie hidden . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is mandi  iduka-  
lie  prostrate . 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
geetham -  music. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sankeeetham  [missing letter- sa-] -music 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
saakiththiyam [missing letter- sa-] – musical composition.  
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taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is koadanai-  
musical instrument. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kottu / 
vaaththiyam - musical instrument. 

 taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is vaaththiya  
petti [missing letter- pa-]  -  music box.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is vaasiththiduka 
missing letter-sa-]  - to play  music. 

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is meettuka- to 
play  harp.  

taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kottuka /adikka 
- to play  drums.  

*taka  has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is uoothuka-  to  
blow horns/ pipe .  

 

tuku4, tuk4, tug4: to tremble; to be angry (probably reduplication class) (tu15, 
'wind', + ku4 , 'to enter').  

 tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   nadu nadunka- 
to tremble ; nadukkam- trembling. 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is veda vedukak- 
to tremble  . 

 tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kidu kidukka- 
tremble.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kampiththiduka [ 
missing letter- pa-] – tremble;  kampitham – trembling.   
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*tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is thudikka- 
tremble.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is pathaikka  [ 
missing letter- pa-] - tremble.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
vithappu / vithampu / vithu vithuppu [ missing letter- pa-] - trembling.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the   original Tamil word is nudanku - 
trembling. 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is sinam kodidu  [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  angry .  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kovam kondidu  
-angry . 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is manam  
koanida- to get  angry . 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is vidaikka- angry . 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kannam 
sivanthida [ missing letter- sa-]-   angry.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
kupithan / koapithan  [ missing letter- pa-]-  angry  person.  

 tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is vedukkan- angry  
person.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is thee  poaduka  [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  get  angry .  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
vaathaattu  - to annoy . 
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tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kadumai-  
irritableness.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kaaththu –wind.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  vaadai  /vadi -  
wind.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  koothai / 
koathai - wind.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
vakantham / vindu – wind.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   vadanthai -    
north wind.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kunna vaadai -  
north east  wind.  

 tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is vada koadai -  
north west  wind.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kachchaan  
koadai [ missing letter- sa-] -  south west  wind. 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is vasanthan [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  south  wind. 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  is vaayu 
deavan / vithu [Skt]  -  wind  god;   vaayu  [Skt] /aavi  -wind ;daevan –god.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kaaththu 
theivam / aandavan - wind god  ;kaaththu- wind; thaeivam- god . 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is koadai – north 
wind. 
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 tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kaaththaadi –
wind farm / kite . 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is sodakku [ 
missing letter- sa-]  – wind  instrument . 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kuda kaaththu -  
westerly  wind;  kuda- west; kaaththu -wind.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is kaaththu  
vaekam – wind speed;  vaekam –speed.   

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is vaadai kaaththu 
-  cold wind ; kaaththu -wind.   

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
vaatham  -wind.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  veettukku 
vanthiduka- come in to the house.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   manam 
kothikka – to get angry . 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  kaduppu  
kondidu- [ missing letter- pa-] - angry . 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   kopam adaika-[ 
missing letter- pa-] -to get angry; kopam/ koavam –anger ; adaika- to have . 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   sinam adaika [ 
missing letter- sa-] - to get angry ; sinam-  anger; adaika- to get . 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   kaattu  – enter. 

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  ut - 
pukunthiduka [ missing letter- pa-]  - enter. 
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tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   nuzhainthiduka 
missing letter- zha-]  - enter.  

tuku has the consonants -the –ka- and the  original Tamil word is   thondanku – 
enter.  

 

bal; ba.al: n., hostility; enemies (cf., bala). v., to dig up; to dig out (a ditch); to 
quarry; to tear down, demolish (ba, 'conjugation prefix' or 'turtle shell', + al, 
'digging stick, hoe , spade').  

bal has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pallam-  ditch . 

bal has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  munnai 
thoanduthal [ missing letter- the -] –digging the soil  .  

bal has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aazhthal [ 
missing letter- the -] –digging.  

bal has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aazhithhtal [ 
missing letter- the -] –- dig deep . 

bal has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is pallam 
thonaduthal [ missing letter- the -]- digging  a  ditch ; pallam- pit/ ditch  ;  
thoanduka- dig  . 

bal has the consonants – [- pa-] -- la -and the  original Tamil  word is azhiththal/ 
ozhiththal  / idiththal  [ missing letter- the -]-  destruction . 

bal has the consonants – [- pa-] -- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mun 
eduththal  [ missing letter- the -]-   quarry / mining ; munn- soil ;edu –take . 

bal has the consonants – [- pa-] -- la -and the  original Tamil  word is sozhiyan 
[missing letter- sa-]-  big  hoe.  

bal has the consonants – [- pa-] -- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavai  kole 
vakai [ missing letter- ka-] – spade fork ;  kole- stick ; vakai –a kind .  
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bal has the consonants – [- pa-] -- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  akazhi [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  ditch .  

bal has the consonants – [- pa-] -- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ahazhu [ 
missing letter- ka-] -   to dig.  

bal has the consonants – [- pa-] -- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  akalu [ 
missing letter- ka-]  – to quarry . 

bal has the consonants – pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  kilaippu [missing 
letter- ka-] -  digging.    

bal has the consonants – [- pa-] -- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kizhikka [ 
missing letter- ka-] – tear down  . 

bal has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  silumpal 
[missing letter- sa-]-  tear as in  garment.  

*bal has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pila-  tear.  

bal has the consonants –  [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   azhi -   
demolish . 

bal has the consonants –  [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kulaiya 
[missing letter- ka-] - demolish  . 

bal has the consonants – pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  paazhaakku-
[missing letter- ka-] - demolish .  

bal has the consonants –  [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  idiththu thallu 
[ missing letter- the -]-  demolish . 

bal has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is pakai- yaali -[ 
missing letter- ka-] – enemy . 

 bal has the consonants – [- pa-] -- la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
salam  [missing letter- sa-]-  hostility . 
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bal has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is alai -  hostile  
criticism. 

bal has the consonants – [- pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ikal  [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  hostility .  

bal has the consonants – pa-la -and the  original Tamil  word is pakai  pulam [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  enemy  country . 

bal has the consonants – [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ayalaan/ ollaan  
– enemy . 

bal has the consonants – [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is yaethalan [ 
missing letter- the -]-  enemy . 

 

bala('), bal: n., spindle; bar; turn; term of office; rotating fund; annual 
contribution to the state [BALA archaic frequency: 19; concatenates 2 sign 
variants]. v., to revolve; to revolt; to transgress; to change; to transfer, deliver 
(to someone: dative); to cross over; to pass through; to pour (as a libation; with -
ta-); to turn around, go back (bala-e in marû) (ba, 'share', + íla, 'to carry, deliver, 
bring, support'). 

bala has the consonants – -[-pa-] - la -and the original Tamil word is  uoozh- turn. 

bala has the consonants –pa- la -and the original Tamil word is   pani  kaalam [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  term of office.  

*bala has the consonants – -pa-- la -and the original Tamil word is pizhai- 
transgression.   

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhukkam  
/ezhuna-k-kanam [ missing letter- ka-] –transgression  ;  ullan-k-kanam .   

*bala has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pinnaalae 
poa- go back.   
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bala has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   appaal  poa- 
go away .  

bala has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   munnalae poa-  
go forward.  

bala has the consonants – [- pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is adi  
eduththal [  missing letter- the -]- go  beyond.  

bala has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pinniduthal- 
missing letter- the -]-  go behind . 

bala has the consonants – [- pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   munthuthal 
[  missing letter- the -]- go fast . 

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is       
nadamaaduthal  [  missing letter- the -]-  go  frequently . 

*bala has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is paelam- going.  

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  suzhal [ 
missing letter- sa-] - spindle.  

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  suzhalu [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -revolve.  

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  uzhalthal [ 
missing letter- the -]- revolve.  

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is nool 
nooththidu [ missing letter- the -] -  to spin ; nool- thread .  

bala has the consonants –-pa- la -and the original Tamil word is suzhal  panam 
missing letter- sa-]  -rotating fund  ; suzhala- to revolve ; panam- money .  

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is paalam- bar  
/slab .  
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bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is maaththi 
amaiththal [ missing letter- the -] – to change. 

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is idam 
maththuthal-[ missing letter- the -] - to transfer ; idam- place; maaththu- change . 

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thanthiduthal  
[ missing letter- the -] - to give.  

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is --[ missing 
letter- the -]- uooththuthal- to pour . 

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  theliththal [ 
missing letter- the -] - sprinkle . 

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalakam [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  revolt.  

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhuchchi [ 
missing letter- sa-] – mutiny / uprising . 

bala has the consonants – pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuzhappam [ 
missing letter- ka-] – rebellion .  

bala has the consonants – [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhuthal- 
missing letter-the -] -upheaval . 

bala has the consonants – [-pa-]- la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
salam [ missing letter- sa-]-  motion,  revolution  as of a wheel.  

bala has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is yazhthal [ 
missing letter- the -] –ro raise.  

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is oppadaiththal [ 
missing letter- the -] – deliver . 

bala has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  meettu 
eduththal [ missing letter- the -]- deliverance.  
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bala has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is vazhanku [ 
missing letter- ka-] – deliver .  

bala has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pillai eenal-  
delivery  ;  pillai- child . 

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   payil / pannal  – 
deliver / speak  . 

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pidiththal / 
eduththal / ueiththal [ missing letter- the -]-carry.  

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pantham  
pidiththal [ missing letter- the -]- to carry  torches ; pidi –catch/ hold .  

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   attuthal  [ 
missing letter- the -]-  bring . 

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   thoththi  
pidiththal [ missing letter- the -]-  bring , fetch  as  a  woman to her paramour.  

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   eethal  / 
eenuthal [ missing letter- the -]-  bring forth.  

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   poaduthal  [ 
missing letter- the -] -  bring forth . 

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pillai peththu  
eduththal [ missing letter- the -]  -  beget / bring forth; pillai- child; peththu  edu- 
to give birth. 

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kozhu kompu [ 
missing letter- ka -]  -  support.  

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pukal [ missing 
letter- ka -] - support. 
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bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   mathalai  [ 
missing letter- the -] -  support.  

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   oamputhal [ 
missing letter- the -]   - support. 

bala has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pidiththal [ 
missing letter- the -] - support. 

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   manduthal [ 
missing letter- the -] - support. 

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  muttu  
thanthiduthal [missing letter- the -] -support. 

bala has the consonants –  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  oodu  
poathal  [  missing letter- the -] – passing  through .  

fund [E]   has the consonants- pa- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pana 
pothi / pana moottai  - mony bag/ sack ; panam-  money ; pothi- bundle. 

fund [E]   has the consonants- pa- an- the- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  - nithi -  fund;  fund [E] - nithiyam . 

*bala has the consonants – -pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  paalam – bar.   

bala has the consonants – [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  uzhalai –
cross bar . 

 bala has the consonants – [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ellai –bar . 

 bala has the consonants – [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is thaazh [  
missing letter- the -] – bar . 

bala has the consonants – [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is thaazhppaal [  
missing letter- the -] – bar [door] . 
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 bil: to burn; to roast; to heat (soup) (container + to lift, be high).  

pil has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuzhambu [ 
missing  letter- ka-] – soup/ broth  .  

pil has the consonants –[-  pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ulai vaikka 
[missing  letter- ka-] - to boil / cook  . 

pil has the consonants –[-  pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kol kalam 
[missing  letter- ka-] – container.  

pil has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  poriyal [missing  
letter- Ra-] -  a roast . 

pil has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thee  
moottuthal / thee iduthal / theeiththal  /azhalthal / naiththal / thazhalthal  [ 
missing letter- the -] - to  make fire ;  thee –fire; moottuthal- to induce .  

pil has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mulithal  
[missing letter- the -] -  to be scorched.  

pil has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  puluttu [ missing 
letter- the -] –roast  . 

pil has the consonants – - pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  puluttuthal 
[missing letter- the -] – burn as one’s finger.  

pil has the consonants – - pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  paalai – burning 
ground .  

pil has the consonants – - pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  paalai- heat . 

pil has the consonants – [- pa--] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  anal – heat . 

pil has the consonants – [- pa--] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhal  
/azhanam-  heat . 

pil has the consonants – [- pa--] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is aaichchal 
[missing letter- sa- ] -  heat.   
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pil has the consonants –  pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is nemputhal 
[missing letter- the -]- lift.  

pil has the consonants – [- pa--] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is eduththal / 
thennuthal / yaeththuthal / mael eduththal [missing letter- the -]-lift.  

lift [E]  has the consonants - la - pa -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nemputhal – lift.  

lift [E]  has the consonants - la – [-pa -] -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thennuthal / yaeththuthal / mael eduththal -  lift; maelae- up /above; eduththal –
taking .  

 pil has the consonants – [- pa--] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is mael  
idam[missing letter- the -] - high  place ; idam- place .  

pil has the consonants – [- pa--] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is thadal-
[missing letter- the -] -  high land.  

pil has the consonants – [- pa--] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is maettu nilam 
-[missing letter- the -] – haigh land  ; maedu-  raised ;  nilam – land.    

pil has the consonants – [- pa--] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is ulli -[missing 
letter- the -] – high wall. 

pil has the consonants – [- pa--] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is mathil--
[missing letter- the -]  -high wall . 

 pìl has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is yazhthal [ 
missing letter- the -] –ro raise.  

pìl has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is oppadaiththal [ 
missing letter- the -] – deliver . 

pìl has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is vazhanku [ 
missing letter- ka-] – deliver .  
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pìl has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pillai eenal-  
delivery. 

 

 bìl: sprout, shoot ('it rises'). 

*bìl has the consonants –- pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is paliyam-  sprout/ 
shoot.  

*bìl has the consonants –- pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is peeli- palmyra  
sprout.  

bìl has the consonants –-[- pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mulai-  sprout.  

 bìl has the consonants –-[- pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is oli -iyal-  
sprout. 

 bìl has the consonants – pa-la -and the  original Tamil  word is mael ezhumpu   –   
sprout / rise up . 

 

 bul(4); bu(5): to blow; to ignite, kindle; to sprout (onomatopoeic). 

bul  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is uoothuthal- -[ 
missing letter- the -] - to blow.  

bul  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is thee 
moottuthal / thoonduthal [ missing letter- the -]  -to make fire;  thee- fire;  
moottu- induce.  

bul  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is mulaiththal- -
[ missing letter- the -] - germinate.  

bul  has the consonants – pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is poo pooththal--[ 
missing letter- the -] -  to blossom / bud; poo- flower; pooththal- blossom. 
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*bul  has the consonants –  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  paliyam – 
sprout.  

bul  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is oliyal – 
sprout.  

bul  has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is thazaiththal / 
thoonduthal [missing letter- the -]  - shoot  . 

 

 dal: n., foot-race. v., to fly (towards something, with -ši-; out of, with -ta- or -ra-); 
to remove; to be far away; to chase (da,'to hold, be near', + ul,'remote, distant' 
and ul4,'to hasten').  

dal  has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is oaduthal- 
running . 

dal  has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is adi eduththu  
nadaththal- to take a step  /walk; adi- step; edu- take  . 

dal  has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  thottu aduththu 
ulla- near . 

dal  has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is aduppaththil –[ 
missing letter- pa-]-  near . 

dal  has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is ettaththil –far 
away .  

dal  has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is thappiththal 
/thappiththu  oaduthal [ missing letter- pa-] -  escape . 

dal  has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is pidiththal- [ 
missing letter- pa-] -holding  . 

dal  has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is kazhiththal-[ 
missing letter- ka-] - remove . 
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dal  has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is oattuthal-  
chasing . 

 

dalla: n., beam, ray (cf., dálla, 'needle' when made with a bright metal). v., to be 
or make bright; to shine. adj., conspicuous ; excellent. 

dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  oli  udaimai-  
brightness ; oli- light . 

*dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  thazhalthal – 
shining  .  

dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  thudiththal-  
shine.  

dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is daal adiththal – 
shine .   

dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is minnuthal –
shining . 

dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is pala palaththal  
[ missing letter- pa-] - shining . 

dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is joli  joliththal [ 
missing letter- sa-] - shining . 

dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is polithal [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  shine .  

dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  thulan-k-koli [ 
missing letter- ka-]- dazzling brightness.  

dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  thaiyal uoosi [  
missing letter- sa-] -   stitching  needle.  
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 dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  ayankuthal/  
alankuthal / vilankuthal   iyankuthal / ilakuthal / oli  viduthal / thayankuthal  / 
thikazhthal /  thulankuthal /  thulumputhal  /villiduthal /veiyal aditththal 
/vizhiththal / nilavuthal  [ missing letter- ka-]-  shine.  

dalla has the consonants  - the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is maenthalai -  
excellance.  

 

 dálla, dála: needle (da, 'to hold', + lá, 'to pierce'). 

dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aazhthal-  pierce.  

*dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaiththal -  pierce.  

*dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aaithal – pierce.  

*dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thelithal – pierce.  

dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maduththal- pierce.  

dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhaiththal – pierce.  

dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoduthal – pierce through.  

*dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thulai 
iduthal- to perforate . 

dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is oattai 
iduthal- to puncture . 
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dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
theenduthal -  to penetrate.  

dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thellimai – penetration.  

dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thollai 
/ thoal  – perforation.   

dálla has the has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaiyyal  uoosi [ missing letter- sa-]-  sewing needle.   

 

dél: (cf., dílim). 

 

 dellu: mast.  

dellu   has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thimil/   
mathalai  -yin   paai  maram [ missing  letters-  pa – and –Ra ] - ship  mast ; 
mathalai- ship ;  thimil- ship ;   paai  maram- mast . 

dellu   has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kozhi-k- kudi  [ 
missing  letter- ka-] – Indian mast tree . 

 

dili, dil: one; single; only; alone; unique.  

*dil  has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thani aal/ 
oththai aal - single person. 

dil  has the consonants - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thanimaiyil- 
alone.  

dil  has the consonants  - the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thani thanmai 
ulla – unique . 
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dul(3,4,5); dal: n., protection. v., to cover; to clothe; to protect; to hide (the 
object covered often takes the locative case) (verb can be reduplicated as in du6-
ul-du6-ul-e) (to protect + ornament). 

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   mooduthal / 
maaiththal- to cover.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is amaizhththuthal   
-  cover  as eyelids cover the eyes.   

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aadai 
uduththuthal – to clothe  ;aadai- clothe; uduththu- to wear.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  udai anithal  -to 
dress ; udai- dress  ; ani- to wear .  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is naithal – as cloth .  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  uooththai  seelai 
[ missing letter –sa-] – catamenial  cloth . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is   moodu  seeelai [ 
missing letter –sa-]- cloth cover; moodu –to cover .  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  olinthidu / oilintu  
nillu – to  hide.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  onduthal – to 
hide.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is adaiththal  -to 
hide.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  puthaiththal /  
paanthal  [ missing letter- pa-]-  to  hide/ cloth .  
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dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is olithu  vaiththal   
[missing letter- ka-] - hide . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  attaalai – 
protection.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  paenuthal [ 
missing letter- pa-]- protection .  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
apayam aliththal [ missing letter- pa-]- protection .  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
paaliththal [ missing letter- pa-]- protection .  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mathil iduthal - 
protection ; mathil  -fort wall . 

 dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pettal - 
protection . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thalai aliththal  
protection .  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaaththiduthal [ 
missing letter- ka-] - to protect.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is   oppanai  iduthal 
[ missing letter- pa-]-  to adorn .  

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaenthizhai – 
beautiful   ornament.     

dul  has the consonants –the-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mulai thadam – 
an ornament.  
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 dul(6), du6: mound, heap; sanctuary; ruins, 'tell'; cleft, cave (redup. in plural) (cf. 
compound sign verb, du6 -ul) (dù, 'to build, erect', + ul, 'ancient, enduring') [DU6 
archaic frequency: 37; concatenates 3 sign variants]. 

*dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thulai- hole.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is neediththu nillu- 
endure  / carry on  /sustain . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is nilai naattuthal- 
to put up . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  tell[E] . 

*dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  oathuthal – 
speak.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  naa neettuthal – 
tell ; naa- tongue; neettu –to protrude . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thaalai 
madiththal – speak; thaalam- tongue; madi- fold .  

*dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is nodiththal – tell.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nuthalthal  -tell.  

*dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   yaaththal  -tell.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is solluthal-[ 
missing letter- sa-]  - tell . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paesuthal [ 
missing letters- pa –and- sa-] – tell.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
sampaazhiththal [Skt]  /sallaapiththal  [ missing letters- pa –and- sa-] – converse.  
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dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   solladuthal 
missing letter- sa-] - conversation.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   padiththal 
missing letter- pa-]  - tell . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pannuthal – 
speak.     

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is iyamputhal 
missing letter- pa-]  – speak.    

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is sepputhal 
missing letters- pa –and- sa-] –tell  . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mozhithal  -tell.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
maatlaadu [Telugu ]  - speak / converse . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is yazhuthal- to 
raise.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is palayathu- old 
one/ paleo. 

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paazh adaintha 
idam  /azhinthu  poana idam [ missing  letter- pa-]  -ruins ; paazh- ruin;  idam- 
place .  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sithaiththal / 
sattiththal [ missing letter- sa- ] - to  ruin .  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pathan azhithal [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  -rotten . 
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dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   ozhiththal/ 
azhiththal  / idiththal / ulaiththal  / thattu azhithal / thudaiththal/ tholaiththal – 
ruin.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is ezhupputhal [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  build . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maettu nilam – 
mound / high ground .  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thalam – mound.    

du   has the consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mun maedu- mound.  

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaaval idam 
/kaaval kottam  / adai-k-kalam -[ missing letter- ka-]-  sanctuary . 

dul  has the consonants –the-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nilaiththu  nillu –
endurance.   

du   has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kudiavu [ missing 
letter- ka-] - cave.  

du   has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kuviththiduka-[ 
missing letter- ka-]- to heap.   

du   has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  naatuka-[ missing 
letter- ka-]-erect/ put up .  

du   has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kattidam kattuka- 
[missing letter- ka-]-  to build the building . 

du   has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kathu [ missing letter- 
ka-]-  mountain cleft .  

du   has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is    kan koottu [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  – cave. 
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du   has a  consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kandai [ missing letter- 
ka-]-  – cave . 

 du   has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kudavu [ missing letter- 
ka-]-  -cave .  

du   has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is pandaiya [ missing 
letter- pa-] - ancient.  

du   has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is neediththathu – lasting 
one . 

 

 gal, gal: n., a large cup; chief; eldest son  adj., big, large; mighty; great (chamber 
+ abundant, numerous) [GAL archaic frequency: 1004; concatenation of 2 sign 
variants].  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  manankal- big 
pot.  

*gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kalam-  a big 
vessel .  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kol  kalam  -
vessel.  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhisi /  kalasam 
[  missing letter- sa-]  – pot.   

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is alavu  kinnam- 
measuring cup .  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is poo vallam [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  earthern cup .  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vattil [ missing 
letter- the -] - cup .  
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gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kuvalai – cup.   

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is ilaiyavan -  
youngerson.   

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  oankole- chief/ 
king .  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vael – petty  
ruler.   

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is ulaka  mannavan / 
ulakai aalvoan  -world  ruler.  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thalaivan [ 
missing  letter- the -] -  chief . 

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is mandala  maakkal 
missing  letter- the -] - rulers.  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   thalai makan [ 
missing  letter- the -] – eldest  son.  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaavalan- king/ 
police . 

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aal-voan-ruler.  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   ezhil miku – 
bigness.  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is    
muzhumaiyaaka- large;  nalla  neelamum  akalamum kanamum ulla-  has got good  
length and breadth  ; neelam- length; akalam- width   . 

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vallaan – mighty 
man   .   

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kazhi- great . 
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gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   ottoloakkam/ 
olakka  mandavam  [ missing  letter- the -]-  great assembly . 

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaal/ / val / viyal 
/ veenkal /  valam / valamai  /   vellam / vanmai  - abundance. 

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pozhivu [ missing 
letter- pa-] – abundance.  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pon-k-kal [ 
missing letter- pa-] - abundance. 

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   valappam / 
pakulam [ missing letter- pa-]- abundance. 

*gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kollai - 
abundance. 

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhuvam- 
abundance.  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kezhumai 
abundance. 

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvaal  
/kazhumal - abundance. 

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  uookkal 
abundance.  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  malivu - 
abundance. 

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mee-k-koal 
abundance.  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
makasool  - abundance. 
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gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kilai – numerous.    

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   alavu  illa/ 
elakkam  illaa – numerous.  

gal,  has the consonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   mika pala [ 
missing letter- pa-] – numerous. 
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                                              Page-31.  

 

gala[GÌŠ.DÚR]: cantor, ritual singer, lamentation priest; transvestite (throat + la, 
'youthful freshness and beauty'). 

*gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kalan -  throat.  

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhaku -  
youthfulness.   

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mikkizhamai  -
extreme youth . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  valu /  vaal/  
vaalakan / kuzhakan  / kulakan/ kuzha makan  – youth / youthful  person.  

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ilamai  azhaku – 
youthful beauty . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   azhaku – 
beauty . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
lovely[E]  .  

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kollai azhaku  -  
extremely  beautiful ; azhaku – beautiful.  

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhai azhaku  -
artistic   beauty  . 

*gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kalai -  
beautiful .   
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*gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaal -  beauty.    

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhaku- 
beauty.  

*gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kozhumai – 
beauty .  

*gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   koalam – 
beauty .  

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
koamalam – beauty .  

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   ezhil  miku -  
beautiful . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  elakkanam – 
beauty   ; laavanayaa [Skt].  

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pozhivu [ 
missing letter- pa-] -- beauty . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  selvam  [ 
missing letter- sa-] -- beauty . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vallisu [ missing 
letter- sa-] -- beauty . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vilaasam [ missing letter- sa-] -– beauty . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaenil -  beauty.   

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
mankala vani – natural beauty . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   /azhukai oli  - 
lament  ;  azhuka- weep;  oli- noise/ sound .  
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gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aavali – wail . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
wail [E] .    

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vilaavanai-  
lamenting.  

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kampalai [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  lamentation.   

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhu vili  poosal 
[ missing letters- pa- and- sa-] – loud lamentaion . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kovil  poosakan [ 
missing letters- pa- and- sa-] – temple priest ; kovil- temple . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Isaiva  
Vaelaalan – people belonging to   singer casts  / temple artists .  

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kazhaignan – 
artist  . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pukalvoan [ 
missing letter- pa-]  – panegyrist . 

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
suloaka [ missing letter- sa-]-  panegyric.  

gala   has the consonants - ka  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pukazh [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   panegyric.   

galagisdur  has the consonants – ka- la- ka -sa –the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning is Thiru  Murugan kovil il  karuvaraiyir  erunthu  padiyae   
Murugan   silaikku   poo soariyim  poosakan / poosaari /  Paraiyar –the Paraiya  
people  who  does  poosai  to the god  Murugan in the sanctum sanctorum  of the  
temple;   kovil –temple  ; Thiru Murugan –Marduk ;  karuvarai- sanctum 
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sanctorum ;   silaikku –for the statue ; poo- flower; soariya –to shower ; poosaari –
priest . 

galagisdur  has the consonants – ka- la- ka -sa –the- Ra –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is    Thiru kovilil  poosakam/ archchunai   seithidum  
Nampoothiriyaar  / archchakar  -   the temple  priestly  caste; thiru- holy; kovil- 
temple; poosakam- worship  . 

galagisdur  has the consonants – ka- la- ka -sa –the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning is Thillai  Chithamabaram Sivan kovil  sannithaanththil  / thani  
maedaiyil  veettru  erunthu / Tamil  Thiru marai  /  Daevaaram  /  Thiru  Vaasakam  
oathum  Oathuvaar –the  recitors  of the holy  Tamil  scripts  in the temple 
sannithanam- pantheon ; veetru  erukka- to sit ; thiru  marai- holy scriptures ; 
oathu –to recite. 

galagisdur  has the consonants – ka- la- ka -sa –the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning is Nata Rasan  Kovil  erai  uruvaththirkku  [ vikkarakththirkku ] / 
kovil  kalasaththirkku   kuda muzhakkaattu  thiru  pani   seithidum  
Sivaachchaariyaar -/ Sivan Adiyaar – the Saiva  priests   who does  purification 
ritual to the tempel pots / and  god’s statues ;  erai uruvam  -statue of god; kovil –
temple; kalasam  / uchchi  kalayam - pot over the  top  of the temple  ; kuda 
muzhukku- to  bath  ;seithidu –do .   

galagisdur  has the consonants – ka- la- ka -sa –the- Ra –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is   Kovil  prokithar [Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-]  -temple  
priests  . 

galagisdur  has the consonants – ka- la- ka -sa –the- Ra –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is Kovil  pattaachchariyaar [ missing letter- pa-]- 
temple  priests  . 

galagisdur  has the consonants – ka- la- ka -sa –the- Ra –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  Kovil -  matha  / samaya  kurumaarkal / kurukkal – 
temple  priests ; matham/ samayam - religion  . 
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galagisdur  has the consonants – ka- la- ka -sa –the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning is Thiru  kovilil   paari  nayinam vaasiththu / oththu  uoothi  
maelam  kottukira  Isaivaa  Vaelaala Muthaliyaar kudi  marapinar  [ missing letter- 
pa-]  -  people of the the musician caste  of the temple; paari  nayinam- a  pipe ; 
vaasi –to play ; maelam- drum; kottu –to beat  . 

galagisdur  has the consonants – ka- la- ka -sa –the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning is Kovil  vizha  mandavaththil  sathiraadum  paraththiyar [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -the temple  dancers ;vizha- festival ; mandavam-  hall  ;sathiraadu –to 
dance  ; paraththai- prostitute .  

 priest [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra  -[-sa-] - the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  erai adaiyaar -  priest; erai- god; adiyaar-  follower  . 

priest [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra  -[-sa-] - the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is    erai thondar – priest; thondar- disciple  . 

priest [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra  -[-sa-] - the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is    Parai saathiyinar – paraya  caste  -  the priests. 

priest [E]   has the consonants – pa-- Ra  -sa-- the -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   poosaari  marpinar / Parai saathiyinar -  priestly  caste  .  

priest [E]   has the consonants – pa-- Ra  -sa-- the -   and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  Pattar / Pattaachchariyar  - priest . 

priest [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra  -sa-- the -   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  Anthanar  saathi – priestly  caste ; saathi = thinai = 
caste  . 

priest [E]   has the consonants – pa-- Ra  -[-sa-]-- the -   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  Nampoothiriyaaar  - priestly  caste. 

priest [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra  -[-sa-]-- the -   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  Thaanthiri – priest . 

priest [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra  --sa- the -   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  Maer shanthi - priest . 
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priest [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra  -[-sa-] - the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   poraiyaatti / paraththaiyar – female temple  priest  /prostitutes .  

priest [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra  --sa-- the -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is    neththiyir  Thiru Neeru  poosiya  poosaari /Paraiya / Parai  saathi-inar  - the 
priest who has sacred ash  over his  fore head  ;  neththi –forehead  ;  thiru neeru 
– sacred  water ; poosu –anoint ; poosaari –priest .   

 prokithar [ Skt]   has the consonants - pa – Ra- ka -the - Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is Thiru kovir  karuvaraiyir   Daevaaram  enum  Thiru  Marai  oathum   
oathuvar  marapinar -  the  tempe  priests  who  recites the sacred Daevaaram ; 
thiru  marai- holy  scriptures ; Daevaaram- to  worship; oathu –recite; karu varai- 
sanctum sanctorum  ; kovir- temple . 

cantor [E]  -   has the   consonants -ka- an- the -Ra -    and the original Tamil  word 
is  vandar / vanthiyar -   panegyrists .  

cantor [E]  -   has the   consonants -ka- an- the -Ra -    and the original Tamil  word 
is  kattaiya -k-kaaran - panegyrists  . 

cantor [E]  -   has the   consonants -ka- an- the -Ra -    and the    other 
interpretation  of the word is vaeththira tharan - panegyrists  . 

cantor [E]  -   has the   consonants -ka- an- the -Ra -    and the    other 
interpretation  of the word is kantharuvar  – celestial  singers.  

cantor [E]  -   has the   consonants -ka- an- the -Ra -    and the original Tamil  word 
is  kadikai  maaraayan – head  musician . 

 cantor [E]  -   has the   consonants -ka- an- the -Ra -    and the original Tamil  word 
is  kavi /  paattu   kattraon [ missing  letter- pa-] - panegyrists  . 

cantor [E]  -   has the   consonants -ka- an- the -Ra -    and the original Tamil  word 
is    paattu paadukindravar [ missing  letter- pa-]  -singers ; paattu-  song ; paadu –
sing ; paadukiravar- the person who  sings . 
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cantor [E]  -   has the   consonants -ka- an- the -Ra -    and the original Tamil  word 
is   pattu  /  mettu  kattukidravar [ missing  letter- pa-]  - one who  composes songs 
; paattu –song; kattu- make / compose . 

  singer [ E]  has the consonants- sa –an- ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaai asaikindravar -  singers.  

  singer [ E]  has the consonants- [-sa-]  –an- ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   akavunar – singers.  

  singer [ E]  has the consonants- sa –an- ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
isai vaanar – singer. 

  singer [ E]  has the consonants- sa –an- ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
isai kaaran – singer. 

  singer [ E]  has the consonants- sa –an- ka -Ra  -  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  sankeetha [Skt]  kaaran – singer.  

naathaswaram   has the consonants   - an- the -  sa –va- Ra -ma –and the  
interpretation  of the word is   vaayaar  uoothum   paari  naayinam  enum kaatru 
isai karuvi [ missing letter- pa-]-   paari nayinam -  a wind  instrument ; vaai- 
mouth; uoothu –blow/ play ; kaatru –wind ; isai- music/ jaz; karuvi- instrument .    

 panegyrist [E] has the  consonants  -[-pa -] –an- ka- Ra –[-sa-]  -the -  and the  
original Tamil  word  is   kadaikai  maaran- head musician – panegyrist. 

panegyrist [E] has the  consonants  -[-pa -] –an- ka- Ra –[-sa-]  -the -  and the  
original Tamil  word  is  kattayakkaaran - panegyrist. 

panegyrist [E] has the  consonants  -[-pa -] –an- ka- Ra –[-sa-]  -the -  and the  
original Tamil  word  is    vandar -panegyrist. 

panegyrist [E] has the  consonants  -[-pa -] –an- ka- Ra –[-sa-]  -the -  and the  
other interpretation  of the word is  kantharuvar  / vaanaka  paadakar -  celestial  
singers.  
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 gal4(-la), gála: vagina, vulva, female genitalia (throat-like chamber + lá, 'to 
penetrate, pierce').  

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is alkul/ vulva;  
kuzhi vaayil  - entrance of the pit ; kuzhi- pit / pudanta ; vaayil- entrance  . 

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
vulva [E] .  

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pain-k-kuzhi [ 
missin letter- pa-]  – vagina . 

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is kuei-yaththin  
veli  ithazh [ missing letter –the -] – the outer lips of the  uterus ;   kueiyam- 
womb; veli- outer; ithazh- lip . 

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is   aan kazhai –  
penis ; aan- male; kazhai- stick . 

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
linga [Skt] – penis . 

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is thondai kuzhi [ 
missing letter- the-] - throat . 

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kamala  vaai  - lotus mouth ; kamalam- lotus; vaai- mouth . 

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is kizhi – pierce.  

*gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuli  -pierce as 
an arrow.   

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is mulku – pierce.  

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is   ullae  nulaika - 
enter in.  
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gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thakili [ missing 
letter- the -]  - penetrate  .   

gála  has the consonants -  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thulaikka  [ 
missing letter- the -]  - pierece.  

  vagina  [E]   has the consonants - va - sa -an – and the  original Tamil  word is     
kuiya kanavaai / yoani  kanavaai –   womb passage . 

 genital [E]   has the  consonants -  ka- an- the - la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aan   makanudaiya  / aadavanudaiya / kaal thodaikalukku  idaiyae ulla  kazhai / 
linka – the stick of the man ; aan – male; makan- son  ;aadavan- man ; kaal- leg 
;thodai –thigh ;  idaiyae- in between ;  kazhai-  stick .  

genital [E]   has the  consonants -  ka- an- the - la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pen  makaludaiya kaal thodaikalukku  idaiyae kundiyil  ulla  puzhai  /alkul  [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – the vagina of the female ;   pan makal- woman ; kaal- leg; 
thodai –thigh  kundi- hip/ perineum/  puzhai- hole; alkul-  cunt .  

vulva [E]  has the consonants - la – va- la-   and the  original  Tamil  word is –alkul / 
vulva ;  alkul =  kuzhi  vaayil ;  kuzhui- hole; vaayil – entrance . 

 

 

gala3,4,5: (cf., kala3,4,5). 

 

 galla, gullax: police chief (?); a demon (cf., gal5-lá). 

galla  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaavalan- police 
/guard / king.  

galla  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kooli- devil .  
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 gil: (cf., gilim). 

 

 gul: v., to destroy, demolish (as preparation for rebuilding); to be destroyed; to 
obstruct; to extinguish; to cease; to fall upon (with -ši-); to wreck to pieces, to 
destroy utterly (with -ta-) (reduplication class) (gu7 , 'to consume' + ul, 'ancient, 
enduring') [GUL archaic frequency: 24]. adj., evil; enormous.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kooli –evil .  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is azhika  -destroy . 

*gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kalaikka- to 
destroy.  

*gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kollu –destory . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   izhukku  -
destroy.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kadithal/ kaaithal  
/ alai kiliththal / kavizhththal / kumaithal / killuthal / keduththal / nudakkuthal / 
madakkuthal / mayakkuthal velthal / veekkuthal / matkadiththal  /vaattuthal [ 
missing letter- the-] -  destroy.     

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is ozhikka- to 
annihilate . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is pazham-  kaalam-[ 
missing letter- pa-] - ancient time . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaalam 
kaalamaaka – enduring.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is vizhunka  - to 
consume . 
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gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kanakkilaa – 
numerous.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kollai / kollai 
kollaiyaa-  abundant /  numerous. 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  valamai / val/ 
vaal  / kezhumai / vellam  – abundant .  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vilanku - 
obstruction ; villankam. 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   thadai  
undaakkuthal [ missing letter –the -]-  to obstruct  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thadankal [ 
missing letter –the -]-  obstruction.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mudaukkuthal  [ 
missing letter –the -]-  cease activity  /obstruction.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththu kaal- [ 
missing letter –the -]-  obstruction. 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
kasaala [ missing letter- sa-]-  obstruction.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   aviththal/ 
keduththal  / navizhthal [ missing letter –the -]-   extinguish . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   neekkuthal [ 
missing letter –the -]- cease. 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kai viduthal [ 
missing letter –the -]- cease. 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   mudivu  adiathal 
- [ missing letter –the -]-   cease. 
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 gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  adankuthal [ 
missing letter –the -]-   cease. 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   vittu  neenkuthal 
[ missing letter –the -]-  cease.  

 gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   odunkuthal /  
thoovuthal / thuvvuthal  /vaankuthal / viduthal / veethal [ missing letter –the -]-  
cease.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is ozhivu -   ceasing .   

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  muzhuvathum  
ozhithal [ missing letter –the -]-  cease completely . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kann adiathal [ 
missing letter –the -]-   cease shooting.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   oaivu kollu  -
ceaseing . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   vizhu- fall ;  
keezae vizhu –fall down  ; vizhal- falling ; veezhakai  -falling ; veezhvu – falling.   

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kunithal [ 
missing letter –the -]- fall . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   avizhthal [ 
missing letter –the -]--fall  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ukuthal  [ missing 
letter –the -] -fall. 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   thalai keezhaai 
vizhuthal [  missing letter –the -]--fall headlong .  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaathaliththal [  
missing letter –the -]--–fall in love with   .  
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gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  veezhthal [  
missing letter –the -]--  fall on  . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhathal  [  
missing letter –the -]--  fall out.   . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  meethu vizha  [ 
missing letter –the -]-- fall upon  . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is ozhukkam 
kettaval  /azhinthaval [ missing letter –the -]-- fallen woman  ; ozhukkam- morality  
keda- to spoil . 

 gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is vizhukkaadu [ 
missing letter –the -]- -falling down as of  a water fall . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kann mooduthal  
/thoonkuthal / kidaththal / kattaiyaei  neettuthal  [  missing letter –the -]—fall 
asleep ; kann- eye; mooduthal- shut/ close  .  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  noaeyil vizhuthal  
[ missing letter –the -]—fall sick .  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pani  pozhivu [ 
missing letter- pa- ] - snow fall ; pani- mist/ pozhivu –fall.   

 

gùl, gal5: to overwhelm. 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   moozhka adikka 
[ missing letter- the -] overwhelmed . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is vellaththil  
moozhka [ missing letter- the -] -drowned in the flood/ submerge; vellam- flood; 
moozhka- to sink  .  
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gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is thoalvi  adaiya -[ 
missing letter- the -] - defeat.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is samaalaikka  
iyalaa  nilai  [ missing  letter- sa-] – difficult to face  -the problem . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is sikkalil  moozhka [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – – engulfed in the problem ; sikkal- problem ; moozhka- to 
sink . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is makizhchi  kadalil  
moozhka [ missing  letters- sa-  and - the -]  -  overwhelmed with joy;  makizhchchi 
– happiness; kadal- sea.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is thunpa  kadalil 
moozhka [ missing  letters- pa-  and - the -]  -  overwhelmed with sorrow;  
thunpam-  sorrow; kadal-  sea;  moozhka- to sink .  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is azhuththi  
amukku [ missing letter- the -] – to press  down  . 

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is ponki  vazhiya [ 
missing letter- pa-] –overflow ; vazhiya- flow.  

gul  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is mikka alavil – in 
large capacity; alavu – measurement; mikka- excess  . 

 

 gala7, gál; gá: to be (somewhere); to be available; to place, put (with -ni- or bi-); 
to place into (with -ši-); to be with someone (with -da-); to have on one's person 
(with -da-); to be possible (with -da-); to take an oath; to dwell (gá, 'storage 
basket' + íla, 'to be high'). 

gala  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kidaikkalaam 
missing letter- the -]- may be available .  
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gala  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is vaiththal [ 
missing letter- the -] - to place ; keezhae vaithal- to  place down . 

gala  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is thankuthal/ 
koodiyathu  aathal/ uthavuthal  [ missing letter- the -]- be possible .  

gala  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is sool uravu  [ 
missing letters- sa- and-  Ra-] -  oath . 

gala  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is pukal [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  dwelling . 

gala  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is vaikal -  dwelling.  

gala  has the consonants -  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kidaththal/ 
thankuthal / maevuthal /adankal  [ missing letter- the -] - to dwell . 

 

 gèle: (cf., míli).  

 

hal: n., crotch, upper thigh;secret; divination ,expert; portion, share (cf., ha-la 
and pap-hal(- la)) (loans from Akkadian hallu I and pahallu; cf., Orel & Stolbova 
#1928, *pahal- "leg, thigh" and #1929, *pahal- "break through, split") [ÞAL 
archaic frequency: 53]. v., to stream, run; to divide; to deal out, distribute (hal-
ha in marû). 

pahal  has the consonants [- pa-] - -ka- la- and the original Tamil word is  kaal- leg.     

pahal  has the consonants –  [-pa-] - -ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is leg [E] . 

pahal  has the consonants-  pa- -ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pinnan-k-
kaal –kal - hind legs ; pin- back. 

pahal  has the consonants – [- pa-] - -ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
munnakaal -kaal- front  legs ; kaal –leg ; mun- front .  
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pahal  has the consonants – pa--ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pilakka- to 
spilt.   

pahal has the consonants – [- pa-]-ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   val 
uoodo  vazhi –[  missing letter- the -]-  break through . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaaal idukku / 
thodaikal –[  missing letter- the -]- thighs[ pl ] ; kaal- leg  . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   manitha  udalin  
kaal  kavattai –[  missing letter- the -]- crotch ; manithan- man;  udal- body ; kaal- 
leg  ; kavataai- crotch  .  

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vallaan /  vallunar [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  expert.  

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kallathanamaaka [ 
missing letter- the -] -  secretly . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is olivu  maraiyaaka [ 
missing letter- Ra-]- secretly . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaniththal [ missing 
letter- the -] – to predict . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is theiva  vallamai [ 
missing letter- the -] – divination.  

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kuri  kooral –[ 
missing  letter- Ra-]-- -oracle . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is veliaakkuthal [- 
missing letter- the -]- revelation.  

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is veliaakkida -
iyalaathathu [  missing letter- the -]- – can not be revealed  out ; veli aaku-  to 
reveal ; iyalaathu- can not . 
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hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  panku  iduthal [ 
missing letters- pa- and -the -] – to share . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   aal aalukkaana  
pankku / paakam [ missing letter- pa-] – individual share ; pankku- share . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pankaali [ missing 
letter- pa-] - sibling  /share holder.  

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vellamena  
oaduthal   [  missing letter- the -]--to stream / run; oadu –run; vellam- flood 
/abundnce . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  oadi  olika [  
missing letter- the -]- escape ; oadu –run; olika- hide. 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaekamaaka 
oaduthal [ missing letter- the -]-to run fast/ sprint ; vaekam –speed; oaduka- run  . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaekamaaka  
nadaththal [ missing letter- the -]- to walk  fast / jog ; nadakka- to walk . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thullal  nadai  kolla 
[ missing letter- the -]- to walk  fast / jog . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  methuvaaka  
thalluka- [ missing letter- the -]-  jog/ to push slowly ; methuvaaka- slowly; 
nadakka- to walk  . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  eyankku  nilai- 
running condition; eyankku- to function; nilai –status  . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  iynakuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]-  –running / functioning . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   vel -loattam-[ 
missing letter- the -]- dry  run  ; oattam- running .  
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hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vakuththal [ 
missing letter- the -]- –divide . 

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kai yaaluku  -deal .  

hal has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  sikkalai samaalikka 
[ missing letter –sa-] - to deal out ; sikkal- problem; samaalikka- to deal /face. 

 

hul(3): n., evil (vermin + abundant, numerous) [ÞUL archaic frequency: 1].v., to 
destroy; to ruin; to harm. adj., bad, evil; hated; hostile, malicious. 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuzhu  kuzhu -  feel 
as if  some vermin  creeps over.  

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  puzhu  poochhci  
vakai  [ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-] -a kind of  insects  ; puzhu- worm/ moth ; 
poochchi- insect ; inam-  race. 

*hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kooli- evil . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is pollaanku [ missing  
letter- pa-] – evil . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the other interpretation of the word is evil E]  . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is val vinai- bad deed.  

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is kalla azhi-bad path .  

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is kavul  -bad smell.  

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is kuna pizhai [ missing 
letter- pa-] – bad temper. 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is azhivu kaalam – bad 
times.  
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hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is kalla naanayam  - 
bad coin ; kallam- false;  naanayam -coin. 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is azhikka- to destroy. 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is ozhikka- to destroy . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is paazhaakka [ missing  
letter- pa-] - to ruin.  

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is idinthu  veezha- [ 
missing letter- the -]- demolished ; veezha- to fall. 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is kazhivu- waste  

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is kolla- kill / murder .  

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is kaedu vilaiviththal [ 
missing letter- the -] -to do evil  things . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is kaedu illa [ missing 
letter- the -] - no  harm [ antonym] . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  theengu vilaiviththal 
[ missing letter- the -] -to do evil  things; theenkku- bad/ evil  ;  vilaiviththal- to 
make/ produce .   

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is keduthal-[ missing 
letter- the -] - evil / harm/ bad  . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is nallavai  -good 
[antonym] . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is theenku  illaa- [ 
missing letter- the -]- harmless [ antonym] . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  pakaimai kollu [ 
missing letter – pa-]  - enmity; kolla- to have  .  
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hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  vanmam kolluka- to 
be malicious . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is   alavu  illa – 
numerous ; alavu- measurement ; illai- nil . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  kanakku  illa -
numerous . 

*  hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  kollai kollaiya / 
kollai – numerous .  

*hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  kezhumai - 
abundance. 

*hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  kazhumal - 
abundance. 

*hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  kuvaal - 
abundance. 

 hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  ponkal [ missing 
letter- pa-] - abundance. 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  pozhivu [ missing 
letter- pa-] - abundance. 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  pakulam [ missing 
letter- pa-] - abundance. 

*hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  uookkal – 
abundance. 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  malivu – 
abundance.  

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  valam/ val/ valamai 
/ vaal / viyal / veenkal  /vellam / azhzuvam -  abundance. 
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hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  vazhumpu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  harm . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  azhivu – harm . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  vekuli -  hate .  

*hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is ekazh – hate.  

*hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is ekal- hostility . 

hul has the consonants -ka -la -and the original Tamil word is  puzhu  vakai [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  vermin . 

 

 húl: n., joy (hé, 'let there be' + ul, 'joy, pleasure'). v., to be happy; to rejoice over 
(usually with -da-, but also -ši-). adj., joyous. 

*hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kali /kulaa  – 
joy.  

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   nakal – gladness.  

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalku- rejoice.    

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kusaal [ missing 
letter- sa-]-  joy.     

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  makizhchchi [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  joy.     

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vilasam [ missing letter- sa-]-   pleasure.   

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
ullaasamaaka [ missing letter- sa-]-  -joyfulness. 

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kavalai illaama- 
no  worry ; kavalai- worry; illai- nil. 
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hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  manam  makizha- 
joyous; manam- mind; makizha- to feel happy . 

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  makizhvu – 
happiness.   

 hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is aka  kalippu  [ 
missing letter-pa-] – happiness; akam- soul .  

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kala kalppu 
[missing letter-pa-] – joyfulness.  

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   nal vaappipu 
[missing letter-pa-] – happy ; nal –good; vaaippu- chance .  

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  inpam alikka  
[missing letter-pa-] – pleasure; inpam- pleasure; alikka- to give.    

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pukal [missing 
letter-pa-] – rejoice.    

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   uvakai kolla- 
happiness  .  

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kaliyaanam -  happiness.   

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is nal  vaazhakkai – 
happy  life ; nal- good; vaazhkkai- life .    

hul  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaazhvu – 
happiness/ life .  

 

 kal-(l): v., to esteem, value; to be rare; to make dear, endear; to be appreciated 
(cf., kalag) (ka, 'mouth' + la, 'youthful beauty, abundance') [KAL archaic 
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frequency: 60; concatenates 3 sign variants]. adj., excellent; precious, valuable 
(cf., kalag).  

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kali  -self esteem.  

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thozhu  thaku [ 
missing letter –the -]-   esteem  . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaniththal [ 
missing letter –the -]-   esteem  . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vizhaithal  
kaniththal [ missing letter –the -]-   esteem  . 

 kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is meekkoluthal [ 
missing letter –the -]-   esteem  . 

 kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  viyaththal [ 
missing letter –the -]-   esteem  . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  arukal [ missing 
letter –Ra -]-rare . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  val- lottu  missing 
letter –the -]-  rarity  . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
viralam [ missing letter –Ra -]-rare object . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   azhaku  -excellent.  

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kusalam / salaakkiyam [ missing letter –sa-]-  excellent.  

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
mankalam - excellent. 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   valan  -excellent.  
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kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   pozhivu [ missing 
letter –pa-]  -excellent . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vizhumiya- 
excellent . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vizhumiyam  –
value . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kal- precious 
stone.  

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vazhakkam illa- 
precious / infrequent.  

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla vilaiyulla  - 
precious.  

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla kalai  
azhaukku  ulla   - precious; nalla- good; kalai –art; azhaku- beauty; ulla- having  .  

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ilamai azhaku  illa- 
youthful  beauty  ; ilamai- youth ; azhaku- beauty . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kollai –abundance.   

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaal/  viyal/ 
veenkal/  vellam /  valam /  azhuvam / uookkal / kazhumal /  malivu / mee-k-koal  
valamai / kezhumai  - abundance.    

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nakaikal / 
anikalankal-  jewels.  

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaathali [ missing 
letter –the -]-  -to love/ kaathaliththal . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  anpu kollu [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  -to love; anpu – love; kola- to have  . 
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kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vemputhal [ 
missing letter- pa-] – love. 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kelippu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  love. 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vallapam [ missing letter- pa-]- love.    

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is ilakal – love  . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is nalkal – love  

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaama vaayil – 
love . 

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaenkuthal [ 
missing letter –the -]-longing.  

kal has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kondaduthal [ 
missing letter –the -]- -appreciated.  

 

kala3,4,5, gala3,4,5: store-pit; cellar (cf., ki-lal/lá, 'cellar granary, silo' with vowel 
harmony).  

kala   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kalanjiyam [ 
missing letter- sa-] – store pit   / granary cellar.  

kala   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is thoku  valam [ 
missing letter- the -]- granary  store.  

kala   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is mandi kuviyal [ 
missing letter- the -]- granary  store ; kuviyal- heap .  

kala   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nila maalikai -  
cellar . 
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kala   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nilavarai [ 
missing letter- Ra--] – cellar /underground room  ; arai – room;  nilam- ground. 

 

kul: heavy; thick; sexually mature; to bring together, unite (base + abundant, 
numerous). 

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is aalaaku -  be a 
mature  man  /woman  ; aal- person; aaka- to become . 

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is irukal [ missing 
letter- Ra-]-  thickness.  

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla  kanam ulla-  
heavy/ thick ; nalla- good; kanam- weight; ulla- having . 

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  paluvu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  heavy . 

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanaththal  / ketti 
ulla  / thidam kolluthal [ missing letter- the -]   -be heavy / thick ; ketti- strong/ 
solid . 

*kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalakka – unite.  

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalaththal [ 
missing letter- the -]  – unite . 

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kooduthal [ 
missing letter- the -]   – unite . 

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  koottuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]   – unite . 

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kattuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]  – unite . 
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kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mayakkuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]  -unite ,  join  as a wick  with the  oil in a can . 

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kumaithal [ 
missing letter- the -]-  close together . 

*kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhumu – 
come together/ unite .  

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuviththal – 
crowd together.  

kul   has the consonants-  ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thudakkuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]- bring  together.   

 

lal, lá: v., to be high; to hold; to lift; to carry; to hang (from) (with -ta-); to weigh; 
to pay; to deduce; to strap, harness (with -ši-); to dress oneself; to place, set; to 
bind (a reed pillar); to stretch, extend, reach; to load; to lessen, be few, diminish; 
to accuse, denounce; to fall back, retreat (cf. also, lá) (reduplicated íla, 'to carry, 
support') [LA2 archaic frequency: 57]. adj., light, deficient; minus (cf. also, lá). 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   eduththal  [ missing 
letter- the -]  -  be high/ to hold  up / carry  / to wear . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   ezhuthal [ missing 
letter- the -]  - be high. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   maduththal [ missing 
letter- the -]  - hold.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thaduththal [ missing 
letter- the -] - hold back .  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   nimiththu [ missing 
letter- the -]  – hold  erect . 
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la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is minduthal [ missing 
letter- the -]  – lift . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is gnalthal [ missing letter- 
the -]  - hang .  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is thodalai [ missing 
letter- the -]  – hanging.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is palliyam [  missing  
letter- pa-]  – hangings.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is thazhaithal /  
thaazhthal [ missing letter- the -]  -hang down . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is yedai / idai  iduthal [ 
missing letter- the -] – to weigh .   

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is thoalanam [ missing 
letter- the -] –weighing .   

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is alaththal [ missing 
letter- the -] – to measure.   

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the  word is aunu 
maaniththal    /ennuthal [ missing letter- the -] –deduce.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is inaiththal [ missing 
letter- the -]  - to strap / bind .  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is udai anithal [ missing 
letter- the -]  -  to wear dress . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is aadi uduththuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]  -  to wear dress ; aadai- clothe ; uduththu –to wear/ don . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aadaiyaal mooduthal [ 
missing letter- the -] – to cloth ; aadai- clothe; moodu- cover. 
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la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   alaithal [ missing 
letter- the -]   – to wear. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  theetuthal [ missing 
letter- the -] – to wear. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   iduthal [ missing letter- 
the -]   - to place.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  amaiththal [ missing 
letter- the -] –to set . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  neettiththal / neettal [ 
missing letter- the -] –to extend. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  neeluthal [ missing 
letter- the -]  -extending . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  muttuthal [ missing 
letter- the -] –extend/ reach . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is izhuththal [ missing 
letter- the -] – stretch . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  adaithal [ missing 
letter- the -] – to reach. 

 la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ettuthal [ missing 
letter- the -] – to reach. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aththuthal [ missing 
letter- the -] – to reach. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thunnuthal [ missing 
letter- the -] – to reach. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   yaeththuthal [ missing 
letter- the -]  -to load  . 
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la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thaeithal [ missing 
letter- the -]  - to lessen / diminish .  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   oaithal [ missing letter- 
the -]  - diminish . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   imaiththal [ missing 
letter- the -]  - diminish . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thadithal [ missing 
letter- the -]  - diminish . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thanithal [ missing 
letter- the -]  - diminish . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thanduthal [ missing 
letter- the -]  - diminish . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   ulaththal  [ missing 
letter- the -]  -  become  diminished. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   sila [ missing letter- sa-
]   -  few.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   naalu  - a few.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is muththayalae [ missing 
letter- the -]-  the accused.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is idimaantham [ missing 
letter- the -]  - false accusation.   

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is oaduthal / oaattam 
eduththal  [ missing letter- the -]  -retreat  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is thaniyidam  [ missing 
letter- the -]  - the  retreat.   
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la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is palaayanam [ missing 
letter- pa-]- to  retreat . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
amaothiththal / oththiduthal  [ missing letter- the-]- to support .  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is muttu thanthuiduthal [ 
missing letter- the-]- –to support.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is andai iduthal [ missing 
letter- the-]- to support. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is thunaiyaa  nillu - [ 
missing letter- the-]- to support. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is aalampam [ missing 
letter- pa-]-support.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is pazhi mozhi [ missing 
letter- pa-]- denouncement.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is thattuthal [ missing 
letter- the-]-fall upon.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is moathuthal  [ missing 
letter- the-]-fall upon.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is madithal [ missing 
letter- the-]-fall  on . 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is aazhthal [ missing 
letter- the-]-– fall down. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is aaduthal [ missing 
letter- the-]-fall. 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is melliya – light  [adj]  
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 la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is laesaana [ missin letter 
–sa-]- light  [adj ] 

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is ulappu [ missing letter- 
pa-]-deficient.  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  illaamai – deficiency  

la   has the consonant- la-  and the  other interpretation of the word is  uloapam [ 
missing letter- pa-]-deficient. 

*la   has the consonant- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is ali – pay . 
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  Page -32.  

 

(ú)lál: n., noose, lasso. v., to hang, suspend; to bind; to silence [LAL2 archaic 
frequency: 27; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

ulal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  gnaal thal / naalthal /  
thuyalthal  [ missing letter- the -]  -  to hang.  

ulal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is    aaththal  [ missing 
letter- the -] – bind.  

ulal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is   thalai [ missing 
letter- the -]  – noose.   

ulal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is soozh  [ missing 
letter-sa -]  -  bind .    

ulal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is valai  [ missing letter- 
ka -]  - noose . 

ulal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is oli inmai -   no noise; 
oli-  noise;  inmai-  no  .  

ulal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  oasai  ilaaamai [ 
missing letter- sa-]   – no  sound ; oasai-  sound;  ilaamai-  without . 

ulal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaala/ vaalamai [ 
missing letter- ka -] - to be silent . 

  

 làl: honey; date-syrup (reduplicated la, 'luxury, bliss') [LAL3 archaic frequency: 
14; concatenates 3 sign variants]. 

lal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  ali- honey .  
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lal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  eechcham pazham [ 
missing letters- pa -and -sa-]- date fruit  ; pazham -  fruit .  

lal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  sannjoozh [ missing 
letter- sa-] - date palm . 

lal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is   sellam [ missing letter- 
sa-]- luxury ,  indulgence as in bringing  up  a child.  

lal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is sezhumai  [ missing 
letter-sa-]- luxuriance. 

* lal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  oliyal  - luxuriance.  

lal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is pamapal [ missing 
letter- pa- ]  - luxuriance. 

lal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is   sezhippu [  missing 
letters- pa -and -sa-]- luxuriance. 

lal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  koazh /  kozhumai / 
valam [ missing letter-ka-] - luxuriance. 

lal  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  nilami -  final  bliss.    

 

 la(l)'u(2,3,4,5,6,7): debt, owed amount (cf., lá-ìa[NI], 'arrears').  

 lallu  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is   sel [ missing letter-
sa-]  – debt . 

lallu  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is   sellum  pulli [ 
missing letters-pa- and- sa-] –loan to be remitted . 

lallu  has the consonant- la – and the  original Tamil  word is   nizhvai  [ missing 
letter-ka-] -  balance as of dues.  
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lalla: shortage, deficiency (reduplicated lal/lá, 'light, deficient'). 

lalla  has the consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  illaamai- shortage . 

*la  has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  oli – light.  

*la  has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is el – light.  

la  has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nilaa – light.  

la  has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nizhali -  light.  

la  has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is   neel – light.  

la  has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  neezhai – light.   

 

 lil: fool, moron (lallation word = unintelligible baby talk; or lal/lá, 'deficiency', + 
íla, 'to carry'). 

lil  has the consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pullan [ missing letter- 
pa-]- fool .  

lil  has the consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaemaali -fool .  

lil  has the consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mazhalai mozhi- baby  
talk / baby  language ; mozhi - language. 

lil  has the consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is illaamai – deficiency  . 

moron [E] has the consonants -ma – Ra- an- and the  original Tamil  word is     
paamaran [ missing letter- pa-] – moron.  

 

 líl: n., wind; breath; infection; spirit (of a place); back or open country 
(reduplicated li, 'cedar scent' ?) [? KID archaic frequency: 76; concatenates 5 sign 
variants]. v., to infect. 

líl: n  has the consonants- la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is enlil – wind .  
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*líl: n  has the consonants- la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is alan  -evil  spirit.  

líl: n  has the consonants- la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is nalla manam – 
good smell ;  nalla -  good;  manam -  smell.   

líl: n  has the consonants- la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   maa nilam –
state ; nilam-  land;  maa-  great .  

líl: n  has the consonants- la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  noaei  
thoththuthal  [ missing letter –the -] -  disease getting  infected ;  noaei -  disease .   

 

 lul, lu5: n., liar; lie; malicious act. v., to lie, deceive (reduplicated lù, 'to trouble, 
disturb'). adj., false; treacherous; malicious.  

lul  has the  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is pizhai  [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  false . 

lul  has the  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is  pulai [ missing letter -
pa-] - lie.  

lul  has the  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is poei sollu [ missing 
letters- pa -and -sa-] – to lie ; poei- a lie; sollu – to tell .  

lul  has the  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is  innal –trouble.  

lul  has the  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is  alampal [ missing letter- 
pa-] – trouble.  

lul  has the  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is  ala maappu [ missing 
letter- pa-] – trouble.  

lul  has the  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is   alaippu [ missing letter- 
pa-] – trouble/ disturbance .  

lul  has the  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is   salliyam / salanam  
/sanjalam /soali  maali  [ missing letter- sa-]- trouble/ disturbance .  
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lul  has the  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is sallu  pullu [ missing 
letters  pa –and- sa-]   - trouble.  

lul  has the  consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is yaeiththal [ missing 
letter- the -] –deceive.  

 

mèl: 'scorching' = heartburn (?).  

 mel  has the  consonant-   ma- la -and the  original Tamil word is kadum  veyyal  [ 
missing  letters- ka- and  -the-] -scorching  ; kadum - severe;  veyyal- sunny . 

 mel  has the  consonant-   ma- la -and the  original Tamil word is muliththal [ 
missing  letter –the -] – become scorched . 

 

 

méli, míli, mél, gèle, gìli[KA×LI]; mèl: throat, pharynx; voice (me,'to say, tell' + ?; 
cf., mu7[KA×LI]; cf., Semitic root which manifests in Akkadian as qâlu, 'be silent', 
but which means 'voice' in Hebrew, Syriac, and Ge'ez [P.R. Bennett, Comparative 
Semitic Linguistics, p. 50).  

méli has the consonants – ma- la- and the  original Tamil  word is mozhi – 
language /say . 

gele  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   mukkal/ 
munakal  - voice . 

gele  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  kural [ missing 
letter- Ra-] - voice.    

gele  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  vaai mozhika- 
say . 

gele  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  soluka [ missing 
letter –sa-]- say . 
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gele  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  koo vili  oasi [ 
missing letter –sa-]-  -voice.  

gele  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   sanku  valai [ 
missing letter –sa-]-  -voice  box. .  

gele  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
sollukai / sulokam  [Skt] / solavam  [ missing letter –sa-]- saying . 

gele  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
slogan [E] [ missing letter –sa-] .   

gele  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
sulakam [ missing letter –sa-] -  terse saying . 

gele  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the  original Tamil word is nooval -  saying.  

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  navizhka– say .  

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  umizhvu  -say .  

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   vilappu [ missing 
letter- sa-]  -saying . 

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   yaevuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]   -say . 

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   kathaiththal [  
missing letter- the -] -   say . 

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   vaakkaaduthal [ 
missing letter- the -]  – say.  

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   vaai -aaduthal [ 
missing letter- the -] - speak frivolously ; vaai- mouth .  

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   vedu  veduththal 
[ missing letter- the -] - speak  roughly.  
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gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   kadu  kaduththal 
[ missing letter- the -]- speak   angrily.  

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is naa- thaankuthal [ 
missing letter- the -] – speak thoughtfully.    

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is kuyiluthal [ 
missing letter- the -]-tell.  

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  vilthal [ missing 
letter- the -] -  tell.  

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  valaththal/ 
valiththal / vidai aliththal [  missing letter- the -]-– tell.  

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  vili  -speak.    

gele  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  vilakkam  ailkka- 
to give explanation ;   vaakku  moolam . 

gele [qalu]  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  vezhu 
moolthal [ missing letter- the -] - be silent.  

gele [qalu]  has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   vaai  
kattuthal [ missing letter- the -] - be silent  ;vaai-  mouth; kattu- to tie .  

gele [qalu] has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  vaalaa/ 
vaalaamai -   silently . 

gele [qalu]   has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is vaaivaalan 
– silent person.   

gele has the consonants - ka- la -and the other interpretation  of the  word is  vaai 
thonku  ithazh [ missing letter- the -] -  tongue  . 

*gele has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  kalan/ kalam – 
throat.  
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gele has the consonants - ka- la -and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
kanda naalam [ missing letter- the -] – throat.  

gele has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is   thondai kuzhi [ 
missing letter- the -] – throat.  

gele has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  kural naann/ kural 
valai naalam  - missing letter- Ra-]  - vocal cord  ; naan- cord; kural- voice .  

gele has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  kural valai [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – throat   ;  kural- voice; valai- ring .   

gele has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  unavu  kuzhaai – 
osophagus; unavu- food; kuzhaai- pipe  . 

gele has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  moochchu  
kuzhaal / kuzhaai [missing letter- sa-] -trachea; moochchu- breath ; kuzhal- pipe  . 

gele has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil  word is  ull  naakku  - 
uvula  ; ull -  inner;  naakku- tongue .  

 

milla[IŠ]: (cf., zíd-milla). 

 

 mul: n., star; constellation; planet; meteor (gi6/mi, 'night', + ul, 'star, ornament') 
[MUL archaic frequency: 6]. v., to (let) sparkle, shine, glow. 

mul  has the consonants- ma- la -and the original Tamil  word is koalam [ missing 
letter- ka-] –planet . 

mul  has the consonants- ma- la -and the original Tamil  word is  vin meeenkal -[ 
missing letter- ka-]-  stars.  

mul  has the consonants- ma- la -and the original Tamil  word is   vinn meeen  
kuzhaam  [ missing letter- ka-]-  star constellation; vinn –sky ; meen- star/ fish   .  
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mul  has the consonants- ma- la -and the original Tamil  word is  vizhu  meen / 
veezh meen [ missing letter- ka-]-  meteor  ;vizhu –fall; meen- star  . 

mul  has the consonants- ma- la -and the original Tamil  word is   minu minuththal 
[ missing letter- the - ]–to shine . 

mul  has the consonants- ma- la -and the original Tamil  word is   anikalam [ 
missing letter- ka-]- ornament.  

mul  has the consonants- ma- la -and the original Tamil  word is   koalam [ missing 
letter- ka-]- ornament.  

  

 mùl: a destructive insect; caterpillar (mù,'to mill, grind', + ul, 'flower, bud'). 

*mul  has the consonants-  ma-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mulai- bud . 

 mul  has the consonants-  ma-  la -and the original Tamil  word is alam -scorpion . 

mul  has the consonants-  ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  paliyam / pullam 
/ maaliyam [ missing letter- pa-] – flower.  

mul  has the consonants-  ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kampali   puzhu 
[ missign letters- ka -and - pa-]  -caterpillar. 

ul  has the consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  moozh -   flower bud.   

ul  has the consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pinaiyal [ missing letter- 
pa-] –  flower garland.  

ul  has the consonant- la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is poo maalai 
[ missing letter- pa-] –  flower garland.  

  

pala(2,3): vestments, clothing (of gods and rulers) (cf., pa-pah, 'inner sanctum', 
and lal/lá, 'to drape' as in túg-níg-lal).  
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*pala   has the consonant -  -pa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is paali – 
embroidered  garment.    

pala   has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  izhai – cloth .  

pala   has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is oliyal / oliyan 
– cloth.    

pala   has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is   seelai/ 
saaliyan / saelam  [ missing letter- sa-] -  cloth . 

pala   has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  ullaadai [ 
missing letter- the-] - inner clothes . 

pala   has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  maealaadai [ 
missing letter- the-]– outer clothes.   

pala   has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is   thoalil  idum   
thundu [ missing letter- the-]–   shoulder towel for men ; thoale- shoulder; 
thundu- piece of cloth ; idu  put . 

pala   has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is nal aadai [ 
missing letter- the-]  -fine  garment  ;nal –good; aadai- clothe .    

pala   has the consonant - -pa-la -and the   original Tamil  word is pinnal  aadai [ 
missing letter- the-]–   knitted cloth ; pinnu- knit . 

pala   has the consonant -  pa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  kampal [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  clothing.   

pala   has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  Ilakkai / 
maekalai  / kaazhakam /  kaazham /   kalingam/ koalam  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  
clothing.   

pala   has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  meekkoal [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  - upper garment.  
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pala   has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
ul  anki [ missing  letter- ka-]-  - inner  garment ; ul- inner; anki -dress.  

 

pil(2): to be/make obscure; to be/make dirty, defiled, disgraced (could refer to 
soot from bil,'to burn').  

pil has the consonant --pa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is oilppu [ 
obscuration.   

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  marai nilai-[ 
missing letter-Ra-] -obscured ;  marai porul . 

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  iyam ulla- 
obscure.  

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is irul nilai-[ 
missing letter-Ra-] - dark  state ;  irul-  dark;   nilai-  state  .  

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  mankalaana [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  dim. 

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  mankulam / 
mazhukkam / mazhun-k-kai [ missing letter- ka-]-   obscuration.  

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  ikal  [ missing 
letter- ka-]-   obscuration.  

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  oli illa nilai- 
dark state. 

pil has the consonant -  -pa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  iya- paadu ulla[ 
missing letter-the-] – mysterious. 

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is vilakkam illa 
nilai  [missing letter- ka-]-   no explanation.  
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pil has the consonant - pa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is kuzhappamaana-[ 
missing letter- ka-]- ambiguous.   

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  azhukku aakku [ 
missing letter- ka-]- to make dirty . 

pil has the consonant -  pa-la -and the   original Tamil  word is   attu  pidiththal  [ 
missing letter- the -] -become dirty .  

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  uoozhal – dirt  . 

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is   azhu  -dirty.  

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is maasu  ulla [ 
missing letter- sa-] - dirty .   

pil has the consonant - -pa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  puzhuthi [ missing 
letter- the -]  -dirt.  

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  thooimai  illai [ 
missing letter- the -]  -dirty; thooimai- cleanliness ; illai- nil .  

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  kalankam ulla  
missing letter- ka-]-tainted/ defilement;  kalankkam- stain ; ulla- having   .  

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-] -la -and the   original Tamil  word is   izhivaana 
[missing letter- ka-]-dirty /defilement.  

pil has the consonant -  pa-la -and the   original Tamil  word is  palaana- spoiled / 
ruined.  

pil has the consonant - -[-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  naanam illai- 
ashamed   ; naanam –shame . 

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  maanam illai- 
disgraced  ;maanam- prestigr; illai- nil .  

pil has the consonant - pa-la -and the   original Tamil  word is   saampal missing 
letter - -sa-] - soot . 
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pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is   echchil [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  anythimg  defiled.  

pil has the consonant -  [-pa-]- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  thazhthuthal / 
iliththal [ missing letter- the -] – disgrace.  

*pil has the consonant - pa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  pulai -   
defilement. 

pil has the consonant - pa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  pazhippu – 
disgrace.  

pil has the consonant - pa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  ilappam -  disgrace.  

pil has the consonant - pa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  azhiyaa  pazhi  - 
lasting  disgrace.  

pil has the consonant – [-pa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is   izhukku / ilivu 
/ ikazh [ missing letter- ka-]- disgrace.  

 

sal, šal: n., uterus; vulva (narrow + numerous) [SAL archaic frequency: 435]. v., to 
be narrow, thin, wide, spacious; to spread; to persist; to belittle.  

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is   nalla– 
copious.  

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  enn illaa- 
numerous; enn- numerical no.  

sal  has the consonants –  sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is   sezhumai – 
plenty .  

sal  has the consonants –  sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is   sezhippu  
/senjezhippu [ missing letter- pa-] -plenty .   

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is   pommal [ 
missing letter- pa-] – copiousness.  
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*sal  has the consonants –  sa - la -and the original Tamil  word is  saal  - 
abundance.   

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is   pampal [  
missing letter- pa-]- abundance.  

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is   amali /  
amalai /  malai / mallal   - abundance.  

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is melliya –thin 
/slim  .  

sal  has the consonants – sa-- la -and the other interpretation  of the word is  slim 
[E] .  

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is olliyaa- thin 
/slender .  

*sal  has the consonants – sa-- la -and the original Tamil  word is  sul-  
slenderness.   

sal  has the consonants – sa-- la -and the original Tamil  word is  sul- lali-  slender 
woman . 

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil word is nuzhai -   
narrow way .  

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil word is  idainjal [ 
missing letter- the -]-  narrowness.  

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil word is al kul [ missing 
letter- ka-] – vulva.  

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil word is pen puzhai-[ 
missing letter –pa-] -vulva. 
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sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil word is nalla 
neelamum  aklaumum ulla / visaalamaana [ missing letter- ka-] - wide and 
spacious  ; nalla-  good;  neelam-  length;  akalam-  width . 

sal  has the consonants –  sa- la -and the  original Tamil word is ikazhchchi-[ 
missing letter- ka-] - belittle . 

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil word is 
thaazhththuthal [ missing letter – the -] – belittle . 

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil word is neediththu  
nillu [ missing letter- the -] –persist . 

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil word is nilaippu / 
nilaiyaa nillu [ missing letter- pa -] –persist . 

sal  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil word is  anithal / 
amalthal / ettuthal /  thaththuthal/ thithaithal / nadaththal / nadai yaaduthal / 
malithal/ munnuthal  / laanthu  [ missing letter- the -]-  spread.  

sal  has the consonants – sa-- la -and the  original Tamil word is  semmuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]-  spread.  

sal  has the consonants – sa-- la -and the  original Tamil word is   sooduthal [ 
missing letter- the -]-  spread.  

sal  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la -and the  original Tamil word is  izhu- spread 
out .  

sal  has the consonants –-sa- la -and the  original Tamil word is  soozhchchi-  
spreading.   

sal  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil word is  oamalippu[ 
missing letter- pa-]-  spreading.  

 

sil: to praise; to recline (in preparation for the love-making implied by sil5,6).  
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sil has the consonants –sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is  saaithal [ missing 
letter- the -] –to lie down . 

sil has the consonants –[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  thuyilu – sleep .  

*sil has the consonants – sa-- la -and the original Tamil  word is  sol- praise.   

 sil has the consonants – sa-- la -and the original Tamil  word is  son maalai – 
praise.  

sil has the consonants –sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is  pukazhchchi [ 
missing letters- pa- and- ka-] – praise . 

sil has the consonants –sa-- la -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
sayaniththal[Skt]  [ missing letter- the -] –to sleep . 

sil has the consonants –[-sa-] - la -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
thuthiththal [ missing letter- the -] – praise.  

sil has the consonants –[-sa-] - la -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
thozhuthal [ missing letter- the -] – praise/ worship .  

sil has the consonants –[- sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  yaeththuthal – 
praise.  

sil has the consonants –[- sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  thuthi  
paaduthal [ missing letters -pa -and- - the -]- praise.  

 

sil5,6: pleasure, joy, bliss (si,'to stand up like a horn', and si,'to fill', + ul, 'joy, 
pleasure').  

sila  has the consonants –-sa- la -and the other interpretaion of the word  is 
ullaasam – joy.  

sila  has the consonants –--sa- la -and the other interpretaion of the word is 
jolly[E] .  
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sila  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- la -and the original Tamil  word is   yaempal [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  pleasure.  

sila  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- la -and the original Tamil  word is  nalam – 
pleasure  .  

sila  has the consonants –-sa-- la -and the original Tamil  word is  kazhi 
makizhchchi / kusaal  / kali  / kulaa [ missing letter- ka-] – pleasure/ bliss . 

sila  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  uvakai  kollu [ 
missing letter- ka-] –be happy .  

sila  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is   nilamai – final 
bliss.   

sila  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - la -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
muththi adaithal / moatchcham adaithal  [ missing letter- the  -]  -to attain final 
bliss ; muththi –salvation ; moatchcham - heaven  ; adaiya –to reach . 

sila  has the consonants –-sa- la -and the other interpretation  of the word is  bliss 
[E]  [ missing letter- pa-] .  

 

sila, sil; síl, zil; si-il: to cut into; to divide (si, 'long and narrow', + lá, 'to penetrate, 
pierce').  

sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is thundaaduthal 
[ missing letter- the -] – to divide . 

sila  has the consonants – sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is seththuthal-[ 
missing letter- the -] - to cut . 

sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is pila [missing 
letter- pa-]-  cut/ spilt.  

sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  paal [missing 
letter- pa-]- - dividing. 
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sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is ullae nuzhithal 
missing letter- the -] –to enter in; ullae- inner; nuzhaithal- entering  . 

sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is neelamaana / 
melliya –long and slender ; neelam- length; melliya- slender .  

sila  has the consonants –-sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is  ullae sellu – enter  
in ; ullae- inner; sellu- go . 

sila  has the consonants –-sa- la -and the original Tamil  word is  uoosi yil  noolai  
nuzhai -   insert the thread in to the needle; uoosi -  needle; nool-  thread ;  nulai-  
insert / enter  . 

sila  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  anukal [ 
missing letter- ka-] – access /approach .  

sila  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  nuzhai- enter.  

sila  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  nuzhaika /  
nuzhaivu –[ missing letter- ka-]  enter/  entrance. 

sila  has the consonants –-[- sa- ]-la -and the original Tamil  word is  thulai idu–[ 
missing letter- the-] - to perforate . 

sila  has the consonants –-sa-la -and the original Tamil  word is  uoosiyaal  
thulaiththu  ullae sellu –[ missing letter –the -] – pierce  with the needle and enter 
in ;  ullae-  in;  sellu- go; uoosi- needle;  thulaiththu- to bore   . 

sila  has the consonants –-[-sa-] -la -and the original Tamil  word is  pollu [ missing 
letter –pa-]  - pierce . 

 

sila(3): street; path; trail; road; market place (si, 'anything long and narrow', + lá, 
'to extend, reach').  

*sila  has the consonants – sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is saalai – road . 

sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  oliyal -  street.   
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sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  puzhai [ 
missing letter- pa-] – forest  path.  

sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  gnellal -  road.  

sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is neelamaana- 
long . 

sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is nizhal- 
shadow.  

sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is neettiththal [ 
missing letter –the -] –to extend . 

sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is adaithal 
[missing letter –the -] –to reach.  

sila  has the consonants – sa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is sel thadam 
[missing letter –the -]- trail . 

sila  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la -and the  original Tamil  word is vanika kalam 
/ vanika valaakam [ missing letter- ka-] –market  place.  

sila  has the consonants – sa--- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  panniya  saalai [ 
missing letter- pa-]- market . 

 

sìla, sìl, šál: measure of capacity, liter = 0.842 modern liters in the Neo-Sumerian 
period; measuring pot (si14, 'a small pot', + lá, 'to weigh'; but cp. also, sal, 
'uterus') [SILA3 archaic frequency: 57; concatenates 3 sign variants].  

 sila  has the consonants   - [-sa-]  – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is alavu  
kinnam  [ missing letter- ka-]-  measuring cup ; kinnam- cup ; alakka –to measure  . 

sila  has the consonants   - [-sa-]  – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is alakkum  
kuvalai [  missing letter- ka-]- measuring cup ; kuvalai- cup . 
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sila  has the consonants   - [-sa-]  – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is nilam ala-  
to  measure ground ;  nilam – land ;  ala- to measure .   

sila  has the consonants   - [-sa-]  – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is ellai- 
measure. 

sila  has the consonants   - [-sa-]  – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is ulappu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  – measure.  

sila  has the consonants   - [-sa-]  – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is alavu / 
alaku [ missing letter- ka-] – measure .  

sila  has the consonants   - [-sa-]  – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is aalaakku [ 
missing letter- ka-] –   fluid / grain  volume measurements. 

sila  has the consonants   - [-sa-]  – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is ulakku 
[missing letter- ka-]   - fluid / grain  volume measurements.  

sila  has the consonants   - [-sa-]  – la-  and the  original Tamil  word is umi  nel-  
grain volume measurements.  

sila  has the consonants   - [-sa-]  – la-   and the  original Tamil  word is alkul  
[missing letter- ka-] - vagina . 

sila  has the consonants   - [-sa-]  – la-   and the  original Tamil  word is pen puzhai 
[ missing  letter – pa-] –vagina . 

 

sila4: (male) lamb; bait (cf., kir11) (síg, 'hair, wool', + la, 'abundance') [SILA4 
archaic frequency: 73; concatenates 4 sign variants]. 

sila  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  palee   [ 
missing letter- pa-] – lamb / ox.  

sila  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoondil meen 
[ missing  letter- the-] – bait ; meen- fish .  
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sila  has the consonants  -sa-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  seenduthal [ 
missing  letter- the-] –tease . 

sila  has the consonants  -sa-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nayai- aandi  
seithal [ missing  letter- the-] – tease.  

sila  has the consonants  -sa-la -and the  original Tamil  word is tholai seithal [ 
missing  letter- the-] –bait / to give trouble  . 

sila  has the consonants – -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is aasai - yaei 
thoonduthal [ missing  letter- the-]  –to lure . 

*sig  has the consonants – sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is sikai – hair.  

sig  has the consonants – sa- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
kaesam – hair.  

 

 sùl: (cf., sun4 ) 
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                                                            Page -33. 

 

sul4: (cf., sug8 ). 

 šal: (cf., sal). 

 šál: (cf., sìla).  

 

šul, sul: n., young man; warrior; invader; a bad disease involving skin eruptions 
(probably Akkadian loanword from šalaalu, 'to plunder; to deprive'). v., to hurry, 
hasten, speed up (cf., ul4 ); to rub into the skin (duplication class). adj., strong, 
heroic, proud, splendid. 

sul  has the consonants- -sa-- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  semmal –
warrior.   

sul  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is   al -  warrior/ 
person .  

sul  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is  mallan – 
warrior.  

sul  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is   aan  pillai [ 
missing letter- pa-] – hero ./ 

sul  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is  meelimai -  
valour/ heroic  appearance.   

sul  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is  ilaiyoan – 
young man .  

sul  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is tholin  mael    
thaeiththal [ missing letter- the -]  to rub  on the skin ; thole- skin ;  thaei –rub  . 
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sul  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - la -and the   other interpretation of the word is 
palamaana[?Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-]  -strong . 

sul  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is mika valimai 
ulla [ missing  letter- ka-] -  more strong ;  mikka-  great  /excess;  valaimai-  
strength . 

sul  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is seyal  vaekam 
ullavan [ missing  letter- ka-] -one who does  actions swiftly;  seyal -  action;  
vaekam-  swift/ speed;  ullavan- one who  has  .  

sul  has the consonants-    sa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is oli veesum  
vakaiyil [ missing  letter- ka-] – sparkling;  oli-  light;  veesum- shining  . 

sul  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is kaevalam- 
splendid . 

sul  has the consonants-  [-  sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is panpu  
kezhumiya   vakaiyil [ missing letter- pa –and- ka-]- splendid.  

sul  has the consonants-    sa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is seyal veeran [ 
missing letter- ka- and- Ra-] – one who  does things  in a heroic way . 

sul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is  ellai meeri  
ullae  nuzhiyum aal-[ missing letter – Ra-]- the person who crosses the  border; 
ellai-  border;  ulae- inside;  nuzhaiya- enter; aal- person. 

sul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is   manal vaari 
ammai  noaei [ missing letters- ka- and- Ra-] – a type of  pox infection . 

sul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is nalla vaekam-[ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  good speed ;  nalla-  good;  vaekam-  speed.  

sul  has the consonants-- sa- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  vaekamaka sellu -  
[ missing  letter- ka-]- hurry ;  vaekam- speed;  sellu  -go .   

sul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is thaduthaali -  
hurry . 
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sul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is  oaduthal [ 
missing letter- the -] –hurry / run ;   oadi   sellu – hurry  .  

sul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is  thunaithal [ 
missing letter- the -] – hasten . 

sul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is  midu  
miduththal / modu  moduththal [missing letter- the -] – hasten . 

sul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is  malithal 
[missing letter- the -] – hasten . 

sul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - la -and the   original Tamil  word is  maena 
niththal  / maaniththal / malithal [missing letter- the -]-  proud.  

sul  has the consonants-  sa-- la -and the   original Tamil  word is  minjuthal 
[missing letter- the -]-  become proud.  

proud [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
perumitham- proud . 

proud [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
perumai padu – proud.  

proud [E]  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thimir pidiththida –proud.   

proud [E]  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
perithum  uyarnthathu  / uyariya  ondru -  super.  

proud [E]  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
erumaapu -oadu – proudly.  

proud [E]  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- the -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  piramaatham – super.  

 

 tal: large jug (sides + abundant). 
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tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaethal -  vessel/ 
ship .  

tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thimil  -vessel/ 
ship . 

*tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaali- large  
pot.  

tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pathalai [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  large mouthed pot.  

tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pithili [ missing 
letter- pa-] - oil vessel . 

tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the   other interpretation  of the  word is 
kamandalam  [  missing letter- ka-]   – water jug. 

tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vattil [  missing 
letter- ka-]   – metal  cup .  

tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is mithaththal  - be 
abundant . 

*tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thazhai /  
thazhaiththal- be abundant . 

tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  amalthal - be 
abundant . 

tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thulluthal  -be 
abundant . 

 tal  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is yanthuthal- be 
abundant . 

 jug  [E]   has the consonants- sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is saaikai – jug .    
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jug  [E]   has the consonants- sa- ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kooja – jug.  

 

 tál[PI]: n., breadth; understanding (sides; character + abundant). v., to be/make 
wide, broad; to spread, unfold (said about wings, arms).  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
purinthiduthal [ missing letter- Ra-] – understanding.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
arinthiduthal [ missing letter- Ra-] – knowing . 

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
unarnthiduthal [ missing letter- Ra-] – understanding. 

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thelinthiduthal – undestanding . 

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is     
nalla akalam udaiya [ missing letter- ka-] – having  good  breadth ; nalla-  good;  
akalam- width . 

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
anithal -  spread.      

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la – pa--and the  original Tamil  word is adi  
paduthal –spread  as a rumour . 

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la – [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ettuthal – reach  as rumour.  

 tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
amalthal –spread.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ettuthal –spread.    
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tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la – pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  yaedu  
paduthal  - spread as   moss  over the surpace of water.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
semmuthal / suduthal [ missing letter- sa-]-  spread  as  color.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaththuthal – spread.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thithaithal - spread. 

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is nadai 
yaaduthal/ nadahthal   -spread as fame . 

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la – pa--and the  original Tamil  word is 
pamputhal -  spread  as vegetation, water and darknesss.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la – pa--and the  original Tamil  word is paasi 
padithal [ missing letter- sa-] - spread as   moss  over the surpace of water; paasi- 
moss . 

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la – pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  peithal -  
spread.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
munnuthal –spread.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
laanthuthal – spread as fire.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la - pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  
paduththal –spread out.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la - [-pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is 
ammuthal –spread thickly.   
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tál[PI]   has the consonants - the –la-  pa--and the  original Tamil  word is paampu   
padam eduththal -  spread hood.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the –la-  pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  padalai 
–spreading.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the –la-  pa--and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  paalithtal -  spread as  carpet.   

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la - [-pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  
ezhuthu  -character.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la - [-pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is 
nuniththal – nature/ quality.    

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la - [-pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is 
amalthal -  be abundant.  

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la - [-pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaenthuthal - be abundant. 

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la - [-pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is   
thazhaiththal  - be abundant. 

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la - [-pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is   
thulluthal - be abundant. 

tál[PI]   has the consonants - the -la - [-pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is   
mithaththal - be abundant. 

 

til: to be ripe, complete; to pluck; to put an end to, finish; to cease, perish (iti, 
'moon', + íl, 'to be high; to shine' ?) [? ZATU-644 archaic frequency: 65; 
concatenation of 2 sign variants]. 

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pazhuththa- 
pazham –[ missing letter- pa-] -  ripe  fruit ;  pazhutha- ripe ; pazham  -fruit.  
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til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is mudiththal –
compelete / finish  . 

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is aaithal –to pluck  . 

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is azhithal- perish . 

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is minu minuththal – 
shine. 

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pala palaththal [ 
missing letter- pa-] – shine . 

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is oli  adiththal- to 
throw light . 

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thaduththal – 
stop.  

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is mudiththal –to 
finish . 

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is madithal – die.  

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is mooduthal --close.  

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  amaithal –cease.  

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaeithal –cease.     

te  has the consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mathi – moon ; inthu . 

 

 tìla, tìl, ti: n., life (tu, 'to be born', + íla, 'to lift, carry'). v., to live; to keep alive; to 
survive (with -da-); to dwell; to be halted (singular stem; cf. sig7 ). 

tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vaazhkkai 
vaazhuthal [ missing letter- ka-] –to live the life ; vaazhkkai- life ; vaazhu- live. 
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tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaiyil  eduththal 
/ thookkuthal [ missing letter- ka-] – to lift  . 

*tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  edutthhal -  
lift/ carry . 

tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thennuthal – lift.  

tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   mindithal –lift.  

*tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ueiththal – 
carry.   

tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  sumaththal [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  carry.   

tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  veedu 
thankuthal [ missing letter- ka-] –stay in the house; veedeu- house ; thanku  -stay . 

tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pizhaippu  
nadaththuthal / pizhaiththu nillu [ missing letter- pa-]– to survive; pizhaippu- life . 

tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
saniththal/ senmiththal [Skt]   [ missing letter- sa-]- be born .  

tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  udampu  
eduththal [ missing letter- pa-]- be born .  

tìla  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  eenuthal -  
giving  birth.  

 

 til4,5,6, tal3,4,5: cry, shout, scream (te; ti, 'to be frightened', + ?). 

til  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  azhuthal-  weep.  

til  has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is oliththal – cry.    
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til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaththuthal [ 
missing letter- ka-] –shouting . 

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  naanuthal -  feel 
shy / frightened.  

til has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   thunn- enal 
frightened. 

te has the consonant – the- and the original Tamil  word is  peethi [ peedanam ]  
adai [ missing letter- pa-] –to be frightened ; peethi -Tamil ; paedi -Malayalam . 

te has the consonant – the- and the original Tamil  word is  achcham adiaya / 
anjida [ missing  letter- sa-]  - to be frightened . 

 

 tílla: market place; crossroads (tìl,'to keep alive' + nominative) [TILLA2 archaic 
frequency: 5]. 

tílla has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  saalai  
santhippu [ missing letters-  sa- and -pa-]- the place where roads meet ;  saalai – 
road;  santhippu- meeting  point . 

tílla has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  naal ankaadi [ 
missing letter- ka-] – day market; naal- day; ankaadi –shop/ dukan  .  

tílla has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  al ankaadi- 
missing letter- ka-] -night market ; al- night;   ankaaadi- dukan  . 

 

 túl: public fountain, well, cistern; lowland (tu5,17, 'bath', + to lift, be high, deep; 
cf., pú-lá, deep well). 

túl   has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is thazhntha  
nilam-  low land ; thaazhntha- low;  nilam- land. 
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túl   has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is maettu  nilam – 
high land [ antonym ] . 

túl   has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is nalla  aazham  
udaiyathu – good depth; aazham- depth  . 

túl   has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is maelae  
eduththal / maelae ezhuththal/ maelae ezhuthal  – to take up / to pull up  /to rise 
up; maelae- up ; ezhuththal- to pull.   

túl   has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is nalla thanni  
thotti – tank  for drinking water; nalla- good;  thanni- water; thotti- tank . 

túl   has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is nalla  aazham  
udaiya  pallam [ missing letter- pa-] – deep furrow. 

túl   has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is nalla  aazham  
udaiya  kooval / kaeni [ missing letter- ka-] - deep well ; kaeni- well  ; nalla- good; 
aazham- depth ; ulla- has  ; kooval- a well . 

túl   has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is nalla  aazham  
udaiya   vaai-k-kaal -[ missing letter- ka-] -  deep canal ; vaikkaal- canal  . 

túl   has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  alanthai – pond.  

túl   has the consonants – the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is   thallam – pond.  

 

 zal[NI]: n., supply. v., to be full or abundant; to flow; to continue; to pass, elapse 
(said about time); to spend the day; to tarry, wait (often with -ni-; with -ta- in a 
temporal sense) (cf., zalag) (za,'monotonous repetition' + numerous). 

zal[NI]  has the consonants -  [- sa-]  –la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  nillu – 
wait.  

zal[NI]  has the consonants -  [- sa-]  –la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhanku / vazhankal  [ missing letter- ka-] –give /supply . 
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zal[NI]  has the consonants -  [- sa-]  –la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhiyanum-[ missing letter- ka-] – to flow . 

zal[NI]  has the consonants -  [- sa-]  –la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukanum -[ missing letter- ka-] –to flow.  

zal[NI]  has the consonants -  [- sa-]  –la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is naalai  
kazhikkanum -[ missing letter- ka-] –to spend the day/ to kill  the time ; naal day; 
kazhikka- to spend  . 

zal[NI]  has the consonants -   sa-–la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is munnaal 
sellanum –to overtake . 

zal[NI]  has the consonants -   [-sa-] -–la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaeraalamaana [ missing letter- Ra-] - abundant . 

zal[NI]  has the consonants -   [-sa-] -–la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
gnallel – abundance.  

zal[NI]  has the consonants -   sa-–la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaanyam  seithal [ missing  letter- the -]-  tarry.  

zal[NI]  has the consonants -   [-sa-] -–la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nilaithtal / neduththal  [ missing  letter- the -]- continue.   

zal[NI]  has the consonants -   [-sa-] -–la- an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nilaippu  [ missing letter- pa-]- continuance.  

 

 zil; zi; zé: to undress; to peel off; to pare, cut; to shell; to flay (cf., sila) (zé, 'to 
shear, pluck', + ul, 'joy, pleasure'). 

zil   has the consonants -  [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aadai 
avizhththal / kalaithal  [ missing letters- the – and-–ka-]- – to undress; aadai- 
clothe;  kalaithal  -remove . 
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zil   has the consonants -  sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  tholai seevuthal [ 
missing letters- the – and-–ka-]- to peel the skin . 

zil   has the consonants – [- sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  tholai 
neekkuthal [ missing letters- the – and-–ka-]-  to remove the skin. 

zil   has the consonants – [- sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoali / mael 
thoal  [ missing letter- the –]- peel .   

zil   has the consonants – [- sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thoiyyal [ 
missing letter- the –]-  – joy.    

zil   has the consonants – [- sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaempal [ 
misisn letter- pa-] – pleasure.  

zil   has the consonants -  [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vettuthal 
[missing letters- the – and-–ka-]- –cut. 

zil   has the consonants -  [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  koithal [ 
missing letters- the – and-–ka-]- –pluck. 

zil   has the consonants -  [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  muttai-oattai  
udaiththal [ missing letter- the –]-to shell . 

zil   has the consonants -  [-sa-]- la -and the  other interpretation  of the is  peel [ 
E] [ missing letter- pa-] .  

 

 zíl: to make beautiful, pleasing; to be loving, gentle, affectionate; to caress 
(usually reduplicated) (cf., zil). 

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  anpulla 
missing letter- pa-]  – loving.  

zíl   has the consonants – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  paasamulla [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - affectionate . 
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zíl   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  panpulla [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - gentle /cultured ; punnpu- character . 

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalam -  
affection/ love .  

*zíl   has the consonants – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is sellamaa- 
caressing.  

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is menmai ulla – 
soft  /gentle/ mild . 

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is kanivu  ulla [ 
missing letter- ka-]- – pleasing.  

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is kanniyam ulla [ 
missing letter- ka-]- pleasing . 

zíl   has the consonants – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is makizhchchi  
alikkum  vannam [ missing letter- ka-]- pleasing; makizhchchi- happiness ;alikka- 
give   . 

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is ezhil -  beauty .  

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is maazhai- 
beauty . 

zíl   has the consonants – sa-- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  saayal – beauty .  

zíl   has the consonants – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is azhaku  seika- to 
make beautiful [ missing letter- ka-]-make beautiful;azhaku- beauty ; seika- make . 

zíl   has the consonants – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  koalam sei [ 
missing letter- ka-]-beautify . 

zíl   has the consonants –-sa- la- and the other interpretation  of the word is [ 
joadiththal  [ missing letter- the -] - beautify . 
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zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is ela-k-kanam 
mikka  [ missing letter- ka-]- beautiful .  

zíl   has the consonants –-sa- la- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
lachchanam [ Skt] – beautiful . 

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is oyilaa- 
beautiful . 

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is inimai ulla/ 
menmai ulla - pleasing . 

*zíl   has the consonants – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is sallisu – gentle.  

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   mazhalai – 
genetle sound.  

zíl   has the consonants – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  melloasai – gentle 
sound.   

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   men  mozhi- 
gentle speech . 

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is mella- gently.  

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is polippai [ 
missing letter- pa-] —gently . 

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mei  
theednuthal [ missing  letter- the -] – caressing  ; mei- body ;theendu- touch .  

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  anaiththal [ 
missing  letter- the -] – caressing . 

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  muththam 
iduthal  [ missing  letter- the -] – caressing ; muththam- kiss .  

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  koozhaimai [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  caressing.  
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zíl   has the consonants – -sa-- la- and the  original Tamil  word is konjal / laavanai[ 
missing letter- ka-]-  caressing.   

zíl   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
upa  laalanai [ missing  letter- pa-]- caressing. 

zíl   has the consonants – -sa-- la- and the  original Tamil  word is alai – caress.  

zíl   has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- la- and the  original Tamil  word is maal – love . 

 

dam: spouse (husband or wife) (da, 'side; nearness; to hold, protect', + àm, 'to 
be; who') [DAM archaic frequency: 10].  

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   mainthan / 
manithan – husband / son . 

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  akam-
udaiyaan  [ missing letter- ka-]- husband. 

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  manathavan [ 
missing letter- ka-]- husband. 

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   mana vaatti 
/makadoo  [  missing letter- ka-]- wife . 

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aampudaiyaan  /aanmai  udaiyaan [ missing letter- pa-] – husband ; aanmai- 
manliness ; udaiyavan- one who  has .  

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  manam  
mudiththa aan – man who is  married . 

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  manaiyaatti-  
wife.  

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   thaaram [ 
missing letter –Ra-]-  wife.   
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dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
maiththunan -  wife’s brother.    

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
sammathan [ missing letter- sa-]-  wife’s brother.   

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
mathani -  wife’s sister.  

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
maatha-  mother.    

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  other interpretation of the  word is   
dam [E] - lady . 

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   madanthai  -
dam  [E] / lady. 

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   thaai 
maaman – maternal uncle.  

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is    aththai   
maaman  -  aunt and uncle. 

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  muththappan 
[ missing letter- pa-]-  elder father.    

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  peththa amaa 
[ missing letter- pa-]- mother / /elder mother . 

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  thamayan / 
mainthan  -son.    

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   mooththoan 
– elder brother.  

dam  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   thampi  [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  -younger brother.  
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da hasthe consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is andai –side.  

da hasthe consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is aduththu /thottu 
aduththu –the very  next /  near . 

da hasthe consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is pidi [ missing letter –pa-
] –hold . 

da hasthe consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is panenidu-[ missing 
letter –pa-] - to look after.  

da hasthe consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kaaththidu -[ missing 
letter – ka-] -guard.  

da hasthe consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadam/ kadi / kattu 
/thikku [ missing letter – ka-] – protection.  

da hasthe consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is oam padu [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -protect . 

da hasthe consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is yaemam  seithidu [ 
missing letter- sa-] – to protect . 

 

gišdam: the (curved) beam that connects the bottom of the plow to the pole. 

 gisdam  has the consonants - ka -sa –the- ma-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalappai  nuka thadi  yaei- yim   kalappai  kampaththai  yaei- yim  inaiththidum  
valaivaana  kattai [ missing letters-  la- and –pa- ] – the curved  wooden piece that  
connects the  plough beam and the  plough pole ; kalppai- plough;  nuka thadai- 
beam ;  kampam- pole; inaiththidu- join ;  valaivaana- curved ; kattai –wood.  

 

dim: n., bond, tie; rope (dam, 'spouse', modified by i, 'to sprout', that indicates 
long and narrow as in si) [DIM archaic frequency: 52; concatenates 3 sign 
variants]. v., to make fast. 
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dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  pantham [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - relatives / blood ties  . 

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  vadam [ 
missing letter- ka-] –rope.   

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  inaiththida 
vaendum – [ missing letter- ka-] - to bind /attach . 

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  katta  
vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]  –to tie.  

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaekam 
kodukka-[ missing letter- ka-]  - to make fast . 

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is kattiya  
kanavanum  manaivi-yim [ missing letter- ka-] - husband and wife . 

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is thunaivanum  
thunaivi yim [ missing letter- ka-] – partners . 

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
dam [E] . 

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
maathu – dam.    

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  madanthai – 
lady . 

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  manaiyaatti- 
wife . 

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  seemaatti -[  
missing letter – sa-] – respected lady . 

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is mudinthidu –
tie.  
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 dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mudichchu  
idu-[  missing letter – sa-] - tie.   

dim  has the consonants -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mudichchu  
poadu -[  missing letters – pa -and- sa-]  –to tie.  

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is mottu – sprout  . 

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is  pathiyam [ 
misisn  letter- pa-]  -shoot.  

 

 dím[GIM]: to make, fashion, create, build (dù, 'to build, make', + im, 'clay, 
mud').  

dim [ Gim]  has the consonants - the -ma – ka- [-ma-]- and the original Tamil word 
is  aakka  vaendum / unadakka  vaendum –to make ; aakku- make . 

dim [ Gim]  has the consonants - the -ma – ka- [-ma-]- and the original Tamil word 
is  padaiththida vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] –to create; padai- create  . 

dim [ Gim]  has the consonants - the -ma – ka- [-ma-]- and the original Tamil word 
is  uruvaakkida  vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-] –to create; uruvaakkidu--create  . 

dim [ Gim]  has the consonants - the -ma – ka- [-ma-]- and the original Tamil word 
is  padivam –[ missing  letter- pa-] -fashion.  

dim [ Gim]  has the consonants - the -ma – ka- ma- and the original Tamil word is  
vadivam  kodukka  vaendum –to give a form ; vadivam-  form;  kodu- give. 

dim [ Gim]  has the consonants - the -ma – ka- ma-and the original Tamil word is  
seithu mudiththida  vaendum [ missing  letter –sa-] –to do /execute  . 

dim [ Gim]  has the consonants - the -ma – ka- [-ma-]- and the original Tamil word 
is   panni mudiththida vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] – to do /complete  . 

dim [Gim]  has the consonants - the -ma – ka –ma -and the original Tamil word is 
kattidam  katta  vaendum -to build  a building ; kattidam- building; kattu- build.  
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im  has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is munn- soil . 

 

gišdím: post (cf., dim).  

gišdím   has the consonants -  ka- sa -the -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is pani  
seithidum  idam [ missing letter- pa-] – place of job ; pani-  job;  sei –do ; idam- 
place . 

gišdím   has the consonants -  ka- sa -the -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
seithi  kaditham  idu – to post a letter ; kaditham- letter; idu- to post . 

gišdím   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]  -the -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
anupppida  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] –to send.  

gišdím   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]  -the -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kodi  kampam [ missing letter- pa-] –flag  post; kodi-  flag; kampam- post  .  

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinthai- post . 

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- [-sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pani  idam- working  place.  

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- sa- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
seithidum  pani – the job one is doing ;  pani –job; seithidum –doing .  

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- sa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is seithi  
anuppidu –post  [v]/ send news  . 

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- [- sa-] - -the -and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   padai veedu/ padai  kaappu idam  [ missing letter- 
ka-] – military  camp  . 

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- [- sa-] - -the -and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  koattai  [ missing letter- ka-] - fort.   
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post [ E]   has the consonants - [-pa-] - [- sa-] - -the -and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kaditham poadu – post a  letter . 

post [ E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - [-sa-]  -the -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is thoon- pillar . 

post [ E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - [-sa-] - -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
muttu thadi -  supporting  pillar . 

post [ E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - [-sa-] - -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadi / thandam –  stick  . 

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- sa- -the -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sthoobi [Skt] / sthampam –  pillar. 

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- [- sa-] - -the -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  pathiththal   / paththiyal [ missing letter- la-]  –column .  

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- [- sa-] - -the -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  pathavi / kunthum  idam  [missing letter- ka-] –seat / posting . 

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- [- sa-] - -the -and the  other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kodi  kampam-  [missing letter- ka-] -  flag  post . 

post [ E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - [- sa-] - -the -and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thatti – poster .   

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is anjal  
pana aanai  thaal - [missing letter-la-]- postal order; anjal- postal ; panam- money.  

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is anjal 
petti [missing letter-la-]- post box; petti- box.  

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is anjal 
attai –[missing letter-la-]-  post card; attai- card  . 

post [ E]   has the consonants  -pa- [-sa-] --the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinthaiya  thaethi  ittathu – post  dated ;  thaethi –date ;  ittathu- posted .  
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dìm: n., sickness demon; pole of a water lift. adj., weak (di4 , 'small', + àm, 'to be' 
?).  

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is noavai  
undaakkum  ketta aavi [ missing letter- ka-]- the bad spirit that causes sickness ; 
noavu- sickness;   ketta- bad; aavi-  spirit. 

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is neer 
eraiththidum  yaetra  maram  [ missing letter- Ra-]  – pole of the water lift .  

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is uruthi inmai- [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  not strong ; uruthi- strong;  inmai- no . 

 

dim4: n., begging; tendril, clinging vine (cf., dim).v., to approach; to bow; to beg. 
adj., subservient (di4 , 'small', + àm, 'to be' ?).  

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is anukida 
vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  approach .  

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is kuninthu  
vananka vaendum –to bow ; kuni- bend; vanakku- salute . 

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is  thendida 
vaendum / thendi  nadakka  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  to beg ; thenduka- to 
beg . 

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is   mundi – 
pertinacious  beggar . 

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is kai- yaentha 
vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  –to beg ; kai-  hand .  

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pichchaadanam [ missing letters – pa –and- sa-] – begging.  
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dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
pichchai thanam [ missing letters – pa –and- sa-] – beggarliness ;  yaasippu = 
pichchai  .  

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is kodi -yir otti 
kondu  irukkum  munthiri  kani [ missing letters- Ra –and- ka-]- clinging vine.  

dim  has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is adimai  thanam 
– subservient.  

di  has the consonant -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is sinnathu [ missing 
letter- sa-] –small ; chottaa .  

di  has the consonant -  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  podisu [ missing 
letters – pa –and- sa-] – small.  

 

dima, dimmu: news, information; intention, decision (loan from Akk. t.eemum).  

dima has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is mudivu [ 
missing letter- ka-] -   decision . 

dima has the consonants - the -ma -and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
nithaanam - decision . 

dima has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is  thittam- plan .  

dima has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is  naataam – 
intention . 

dima has the consonants - the -ma -and the original Tamil word is  puthinam / 
puthumai [ missing letter- pa-] -  news . 
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                                            Page- 34 

 

 

dumu: child; son; daughter (dú,'to bear, give birth', + mú,'to sprout, grow'; 
probably pronounced domu). 

dumu   has the consonants  - the –ma- and the original Tamil  word is mainthan  
/thamayan - son .  

dumu   has the consonants  - the –ma- and the original Tamil  word is thampi-[ 
missing letter- pa-] -  boy/ younger brother /son . 

dumu   has the consonants  - the –ma- and the original Tamil  word is mottu – 
sprout.  

dumu   has the consonants  - the –ma- and the original Tamil  word is  pathiyam [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -shoot. 

du  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  Tamil  word is  peththidu 
peththtu  thaa  [ missing letter- pa-]- to give birth  /beget. 

du  has the consonant- the -and the   other interpretauion of the word is 
janiththidu [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-] -  to be born . 

du  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  Tamil  word is  eenidu / 
eendridu [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -to give birth  . 

 

 gam: n., decline, incline; death; depth (cf., gúr). v., to bend, curve; to bow down, 
kneel (for someone: dative; direction: terminative); to shrivel; to (like a circle + to 
be).  

gam  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  odunkida 
vaendum [ missing letter- the -]- to decline.  
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gam  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaeya  
vaendum [ missing letter- the -]- to decline;  thaeya - wane.  

gam  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  madinthida 
vaendum-[ missing letter- the -]-  to die  ; madi- die  . 

gam  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   mandi  ida 
vaendum [ missing letter- the -] - to kneel down .  

gam  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   kuninthida 
vaendum / kuniyanum [ missing letter- the -] –to  bow down .  

gam  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  kayam  -depth .  

gam  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  kundu/ kuttam  
[ missing letter- the -]- depth .  

gam  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  mana  kidakkai [ 
missing letter- the -]- inclination / mental  status  ; manam  -mind .  

gam  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  unakkam - 
shrivel  .  

gam  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  sunakkam [ 
misisn letter- sa-] – shrivel .  

 

gàm: n., sickle; handle (like a circle + to be). v., to shine, glitter (like a crown, 
aga(3), + to be). 

gàm  has the consonants- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kooni -k- kuyam   
-sickle.  

gàm  has the consonants- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kumal/ kummal 
/ koon vaal [ missing letter- la-]-  sickle.  

gàm  has the consonants- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is minukka –to  
shine . 
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gàm  has the consonants- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  minukkum  
mani makudam [ missing letter- the -]– shining crown ; minukku-to shine . 

gàm  has the consonants- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kooni  kuyam  -
sickle .  

gàm  has the consonants- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaampu [ 
missing letter –pa-] -  handle   . 

 

 géme, géme(?): woman; workwoman; maid; slave-girl (geš, 'tool', + mí, 
'woman').  

géme   has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  mankai -  
woman – girl of 13 to 15 years. 

géme   has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  manaivi –
wife.  

géme  has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
woman[E]  . 

géme   has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  mayakki -  
artful  woman . 

géme   has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaamini – 
fascinating  woman  ;  moakini / mokana-k-kanai .  

géme   has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is moonkai – 
dumb woman .  

géme   has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is maanaakki – 
school girl .  

géme   has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  vanna  makal 
[ missing letter- la-] – lady‘s  maid . 
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gim, kim, gin7: prep., equative suffix; as, like; instead of; just as, during (cf., dím) 
(syllabic spellings indicate both gim and gin7 ; cf., Akk. kiima with same 
meanings).  

gim  has theconsonats  -ka-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  maathaaka  -   
missing  letter –the-] -  instead . 

gim  has theconsonats  -ka-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  oppumai mikka  [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  like  ; oppumai-  equal  . 

gim  has theconsonats  -ka-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  vannam-  like/ as.  

gim  has theconsonats  -ka-  ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
maenikku – as .  

gim  has theconsonats  -ka-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  enkkum / 
enkaanum  -  throughout .   

 

gim4, ím: n., runner(cf., kaš4 ). v., to trot, run (mainly said of animals) (gi4 , 'to 
come back' + im, 'wind').  

gim   has the consonants -  ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  oattam 
edukka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  –  to run . 

gim   has the consonants -  ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  ottam 
edukkum manithar [ missing letter- the -]  -  a person who  runs;  oattam-run;    
oadu –to run ; manithar-  a person. 

gim   has the consonants -  ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   meendu  
vanthidu [ missing letter- the -] –to come back; vaa- come .  

gim   has the consonants -  ka –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vakantham [ missing letter- the -] –wind.  

gim   has the consonants -  ka –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
veekam- wind.  
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trot [E]   has the consonants- the - Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
ottam eduththar/ oaduthar – to run; oadu –run  ;edu –take .   

 

gim7: (cf., kìm). 

 gum: (cf., kum). 

  

gúm, gun5: to influence; to neglect, ignore (ga, 'milk' + um, 'old woman').  

gúm   has the consonants -  ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kandukka 
vaendaam  / kavaniyaathu  vittu vida avendum [ missing letter- the -]  – pay no 
notice ;  kandukka- to see/notice ; kavaniyaathu- not listening ; vittu vidu –leave  . 

gúm   has the consonants -  ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kannai moodi 
kondida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  -close the eyes ; kann- eye; moodu- 
close . 

gúm   has the consonants -  ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai -vida 
vaendum [ missing letter- the -]   to abandon . 

gúm   has the consonants -  ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaakkam  
undaakka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  - to make an impact ; thaakkam- 
impact ; undaakku- make .  

gúm   has the consonants -  ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   kai aandida 
vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  - to influence ; kai aandia  -to handle .  

gúm   has the consonants -  ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   inanka 
seiyanum  [ missing letter- sa-]  - to influence; inankka- to yield/ accept ; inakkam- 
acceptance/ yielding .  
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hum: to wrestle; to be passionate; to bruise, punch; to smash, break; to thresh 
grain; to paralyze (many + u(3,4,8), 'fight, dispute' + me3,6,7,9, 'battle'; cf., húb, 
húp, 'acrobat, athlete'). 

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaayam- 
wound.  

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kaayam  
undaakku /   vadu  undakku  [ missing letter –the -] - to injure ; kaayam- wound; 
aakku- make    . 

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  nasukkanum [   
missing letter- sa-] - crush . 

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is adikka  
vaendum [ missing letter –the -] –to strike ; adikka- to beat  . 

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  mutti  
kondu   kuththa /  thaakka  vaendum [ missing letter –the -]  -to  give a punch with 
the  fist ; kai- hand; mutti –fist ; kuththu- blow . 

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is adiththu 
thuvaikka  vaendum [ missing letter –the -] – thrash; adi- beat  . 

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is udaikka  
vaendum  [ missing letter –the -] – –to break; udaikka- to break .  

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is akavam / 
kavanam– war.  

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
sameekam [ missing letter- sa- ]- war.  

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  venjamam [ 
missing letter- sa- ]- war.  

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
ankam  -battle.    
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hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
aakavam – battle.  

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaamam – 
passion / love ; mokam[Skt]  . 

hum has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   thaaniyaththai  
/thinaiyaei  mithiththu thuvaikkanum [ missing letter- the-]– thrash  grain ; 
thaaniyam/ thinai- grain/ millet ; mithi-  to stamp  . 

 

 kam(2): n., grasp, grip. v., to desire (cf., ki...ág, 'to love'). 

 kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kavaranum [ 
missing letter -Ra-] – grasp . 

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kirakikkanum[? Skt]  [ missing letter -Ra-] – grasp . 

 grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kavarvu– grasp/ seizing  . 

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa- -[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavarchchi – grasp /attraction.  

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] --pa- –and the  original Tamil  word 
is patrukai [ missing letter –the -] -seizing.  

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai patruka / kuri  kondidu [ missing letter –the -] – grasp . 

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word is   
aarvam kondu  padiththu  ,  arinthu ,  therinthu  ,  unarthu  ,  purinthu  kondidu / 
ut  kondidu [ missing letter –the -]  - read  with interest  / then   know / then  
understand /  then  get it in to the mind ;  aarvam-   interest ;  kondu- have ; padi- 
read/ learn ;arinthidu/ therinthidu  – know;  unarnthidu/ purinthidu - understand  
; ut kondidu –to take in . 
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grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –-sa  -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word is    
nanku  purinthu kondidum  paer  arivu  /sirantha arivu  thiran [ missing letter –the 
-] – good  grasping power; nanku –good;  purinthida-  understand ; paer  -big  ; 
arivu- intelligence ; thiran- talent .   

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]   -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   patri  pidikka [ missing letter –the-] -  grasp; pidikka- to hold . 

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]   -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kaiyaar  eruka  patri   pidikka [ missing letter –the-] -grasp  tightly by  hand ; 
kaai- hand / arm;  erukka-  tightly ; piuikka- hold .  

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]   -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  purinthu  kondidu / nanku arinthidu   [ missing letter –the-]-  understand ; 
purinthida- understand . 

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]   -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kurankku  pidi [ missing letter –the-]-  a firm  grasp  as that  of a monkey; 
kurankku- monke; pidi- hold .  

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word is   
patra  muyarchchi  seika [ missing letter –the-]-  try  to grasp; muyarchchi- 
attempt ;  seika- do .  

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -[-pa-]  –and the   other 
interpretation of the word is kirakikka  -grasp.  

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -pa- –and the   other interpretation 
of the word is  aakkirakam /  parikirakam – seizing.  

grasp [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] –[- pa-] - –and the  original Tamil  
word is eruka  kattu  - grip   ;eukka- tightly ; kattu –tie   . 

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  keenam –
want.    

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  veekkam- 
longing.   
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kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is yaekkam – 
desire  / longing . 

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  vemmai – 
desire.  

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
moakam [Skt]– desire.   

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kaamanai/ 
kaamam – desire.  

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kaamiyam – desired object.  

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
visanam [ missing letter- sa-]-  great  desire.   

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  other interpretation of the word is   
kaama  vichchai [ missing letter- sa-]- passion.  

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is veppam [ 
misisn letter- pa-] – desire.  

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is aravam / anu 
raakam [Skt]  / karanam [ missing  letter- Ra-]- desire.  

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kaamam ura [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]-   to have desire . 

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  mana –k-kurai 
[ missing  letter- Ra-]-want/ need .  

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  maer karmam 
[ missing  letter- Ra-]-– need.  

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaendum [ 
missing letter- the -] - want.  
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kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kuthukam /  
thavanam  [  missing letter- the -] – longing.  

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   orkkam [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]-want.  

kam  has the consonants – ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  noakkam  -
wish.  

 

 kàm: n., tablet; disk (of metal or wood) (ka, 'mouth' + imi, 'clay').v., to change; to 
overturn; to banish, drive out (these verbs make me wonder if this became the 
Sumerian word for a changeable wax-coated writing tablet).  

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is aavanam-deed / 
document.  

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is vattu vadiva  
kattai [ missing letter –the -]  wooden disk  ; kattai-  wood; vattu- disc ; vadivam –
shape  . 

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is maaththi  
kodukka  vaandum/ maaththi  amaikka  vaendum [ missing letter –the -]  -to 
change/alter ; maathuka- change ; amaikka- to set  . 

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
vaethakam [ missing letter –the -]  - change.  

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  maarkai [ 
missing letter –the -]- change . 

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
viyam – change  as of mind.   

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  mana  
mayakkam -  change  as of mind.   
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kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is oaatti vida 
vaendum [ missing letter –the -]  –to drive out/ to exorcise; oaattu –drive away .  

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is naadu 
kadaththa  vaendum-[ missing letter –the -] -   exile; naadu –state; kadaththu- 
transport  . 

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kavuiththida 
vaendum [ missing letter –the -]-  to topple . 

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is neekkanum – to 
remove / banish . 

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is poakkanum [ 
missing letter- pa-] – banish . 

kàm has the consonants  - ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  makidiththida--
-[ missing letter –the -]- overturning.   

 

kìm[BU], gim7: willow tree. 

kim  has the consonants  - ka –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  oru mara 
vakai  [ missing  letter –Ra-] -a kind of tree ; oru- one; maram- tree; vakai- kind . 

kim  has the consonants  - ka –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaen-k-kai  
maram-   Indian  kimo tree . 

kimbu  has the consonants  - ka –ma- pa-   and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeppa 
maram [ missing letter –Ra-]-  neem tree ; vaeppam- neem .  

kim  has the consonants  - ka –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is maankaa 
maram-[ missing letter –Ra-] mango tree. 

kim  has the consonants  - ka –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is koaiyya 
maram--[ missing letter –Ra-]  - guava  tree; maram- tree  . 

kim  has the consonants  - ka –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is kamuku - areca 
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kimbu  has the consonants  - ka –ma- pa-   and the  original Tamil  word is  paakku 
maram --[ missing letter –Ra-]   -areca.  

kimbu  has the consonants  - ka –ma-[- pa--]   and the  original Tamil  word is  
karum    Koankku maram   /  koankku  maram --[ missing letter –Ra-]  -hopea 
recophloea carum / hopia parviflora bed  ; maram- tree . 

kim  has the consonants  - ka –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is karu vaakai  
maram – [ missing letter –Ra-]- albizzia odoratissima. 

kimbu  has the consonants  - ka –ma- pa-   and the  original Tamil  word is  punkai 
maram-[ missing letter –Ra-]-   millettia pinnata . 

kim  has the consonants  - ka –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is moonkkir 
maram- [ missing letter –Ra-]- – bamboo. 

kim  has the consonants  - ka –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is naaga maram [ 
missing letter –Ra-]- jambolana tree. 

 

 kum, gum: n., mortar (for grinding) [GUM archaic frequency: 47; concatenation 
of 2 sign variants]. v., to crush, bruise (cf., hum; alternation between h and k/g 
like the alternation between hab, húb and gùb).  

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kummaayam –
lime  mortar . 

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is ammi kal –[  
missing letter- la-]-  grindstone ; kal- stone . 

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   idikka  
vaendum- [ missing letter- the -] - pound / hit.  

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  maavu  aatta 
vaendum [ missing letter- the -] - to pound – to make flour; maavu –flour; aatta- 
grind  /shake   . 
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kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaayam- 
wound.  

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  amukku -crush.  

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  nasukkanum [ 
missing letter- sa-]  – crush . 

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kasakkanum [ 
missing letter- sa-] – crush . 

 

kúm: n., heat; summer; fever (kù, 'bright' + to be). v., to heat. adj., hot.  

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   kaamam/ 
moakam [Skt]  – in  heat / love . 

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  interpretation of the word is  
thakanam [ missing letter- the -] –heat; thakam / thavanam / thaavam . 
nithaakam   /vithaakam  .  

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadumai [ 
missing letter- the -] – heat . 

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is vekkaayam – 
heat   . 

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaekam- heat.  

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   thee-k-kunam 
[missing letter- the -] – heat;  thee  fire; kunam- nature  . 

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the interpretation of the word is  kavanam 
– heat . 

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  vemmai – heat  
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kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  veppam [ 
missing letter- pa-] – heat/ fever  . 

kum  has the consonants - ka -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaenil  kaalam 
[ missing letter- la-] – summer.  

 

kum4 [UD]: an adjective describing flour [that would be ground in a mortar, kum] 
and bread. 

kum4 [UD] has the consonants -  ka -ma -the -and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is maavu  aatta  vaendum / maavu  idikka vaendum -  to grind and make 
flour ;  maavu  -flour;  aatta- to grind;  idikka- to pound .  

 

 Lam: n., abundance, luxuriance; almond tree; netherworld [LAM archaic 
frequency: 47; concatenates 3 sign variants]. v., to grow luxuriantly; to make 
grow luxuriantly (la, 'abundance' + to be).  

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is keezh  ulkam 
[missing letter- ka-]-  hell  ;keezh- down/ under; ulakam- world .  

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  vem- manal 
[missing letter- ka-]-  hell.  

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
venn  kamalam  /  viloamam   [missing letter- ka-]-  hell  ;  ven- white; kamalam- 
lotus .  

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is erul nilam [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  hell.  

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
amalai – abundance. 
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lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
amali  -abundance .  

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is pommal [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - abundance . 

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is malai – 
abundance . 

 lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is mallal - – 
abundance . 

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  malku [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  grow.  

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mulaikka  
[missing letter- ka-]- to  grow.   

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kozhumai 
[missing letter- ka-]- luxuriance .  

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  valamai [missing 
letter- ka-]- luxuriance .   

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is mankal [missing 
letter- ka-]- grow dim/ grow less  [ antonym ] . 

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  sezhumai  
[missing letter- sa-]- luxuriance/ luxuriant growth  . 

lam has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is chellam [missing 
letter- sa-] -luxury / indulgence as in bringing the child.  

 hell [E]   has the consonants -  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  koola-k- 
kuzhi . 

hell [E]   has the consonants -  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   keezh  
ulakam -  nether world.   
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láma, lám: an awe-inspiring quality (la, 'abundance' + me, 'function, power'). 

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is nalla kunam –[ 
missing letter- ka-] - good  quality; nalla- good; kunam- nature  . 

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kolkai/  
kizhamai / elakkanam [ missing letter- ka-] - quality . 

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   vallamai / 
valimai/ vallam  [ missing letter- ka-] – power.  

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is amalai  /amali / 
malai / mallal – abundance. 

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is mallal / mallam 
– power.  

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mannal – 
strength .  

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  meelimai – 
strength .   

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is umpal [ missing 
letter- pa-]- power/ strength .  

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is paazhimai [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   strength .  

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
balam  [ missing letter- pa-]- power.  

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
amal -   authority . 

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is selaa mani [ 
missing letter- sa-] – influence . 
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láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  namaiththal / 
niyamiththal [ missing letter- the-] - command.  

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhuththam [ 
missing letter- the-]-  strength / durability .  

láma  has the consonants – la- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  ulam- 
purpose/ function  .  
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                                                                 Page- 35. 

 

dlamma, làma: a female spirit of good fortune; tutelary genius (lam, 'to make 
grow luxuriantly', + a, nominative suffix).  

lama  has the consonants - la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  nallaammaal-  
good lady /goddess / mother’s younger sister ; nalla- good; ammal- mother .  

lama  has the consonants - la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  Ellai Amman – 
goddess  of Tamil people; Yellama- fertility goddess of Tamil people ; ellai- 
boundary . 

lama  has the consonants - la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  Malai  Amman 
- fertility goddess of Tamil people ; malai-  mountain; amman/ ammaa- mother .  

dlamma has the consonants – the- - la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thailammai-  goddess.  

dlamma has the consonants – the- - la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
Muththalamman – Tamil  fertility  goddess. 

 

lima, limi, lim: thousand (four hundred greater than géš×u, 'six hundred').  

 lima   has the consonants - la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  naalaayirm [ 
missing  letter- Ra -]  -  four thousands  ;  naalu-  4; aayiram- thousand  . 

lima   has the consonants - la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaezhaayiram [  
missing  letter- Ra -]  - seven thousands ; yaezhu -7.  
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limmu(2,4,5), lím: four (cp., lam). 

limmu   has the consonants –la- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  naalaam en 
– numerical no  4  ; naalu  -4; enn- numerical no .  

limmu   has the consonants –la- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  yaezhaam  
en -  numerical no 7   ; yaezhu -7.  

 

 lum: n., fertilizer, manure; cloud [LUM archaic frequency: 23]. v., to be satiated, 
full; to soften, soak; to grow luxuriantly; to be fertile, productive; to make 
productive; to bear fruit (abundance + grass, plant + to be, behave).  

lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the original Tamil word is ilam pul [ missing 
letter- pa-] – Bermuda grass.   

lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the original Tamil word is seliyam [ missing 
letter –sa-]-  cuscus grass.  

lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the original Tamil word is  pan  pulam [ 
missing letter- pa-] –well  manured  field ; pulam- land . 

lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the interpretation of the  word is malam- 
human excreta. 

lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the original Tamil word is  mazhai mukil [ 
missing letter- ka-]-rain clouds; mazhai- rain; mukil-cloud. 

lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the original Tamil word is   valam / valamai / 
kezhumai [ missing letter- ka-]- fertile. 

lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the original Tamil word is  sezhumai [ 
missing letter-sa-]- fertile. 

lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   muzhumai – full.  

lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  meliya- soften . 
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lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the original Tamil  word is   amalai  /amali /   
malai / mallal -  abundance.   

lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the original Tamil  word is  aakka  valam [ 
missing letter- ka-]-– productivity .   

lum  has the consonants- la- ma- and the original Tamil  word is   vilaivikkanum 
missing letter- ka-]-–-to be  productive . 

 

lùm[DUG]: a small drinking pot.  

lùm[DUG]  has the consonants- la- ma- the- ka - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  kamandalam -small drinking pot. 

lùm[DUG]  has the consonants- la- ma- the- ka - and the original Tamil word is  
nalla thanni kudam/ kudantam  –pot for drinking water; kudam-pot; nalla thanni- 
good water. 

lùm[DUG]  has the consonants- la- ma- the- ka - and the original Tamil word is   
kudi   kalam -  drinking  vessel; kalam- vessel ; kudi- to drink .  

 

nam: (area of) responsibility; destiny, fate, lot, sign; office; governor; province; 
manner, way; used mainly as a prefix to form abstract or collective nouns, such as 
nam-lugal, 'kingship' or nam-mah, 'greatness' (n, 'precise essence', + àm, enclitic 
copula, 'to be') [NAM archaic frequency: 30; concatenation of 4 sign variants]. 

nam   has the consonants – an- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is mannan-  king 
; maa mannan- emperor  ;  maa- big .   

nam   has the consonants – an- ma - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
maakaanam [ missing letter- ka-] - province . 

nam   has the consonants – an- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  kunam [ 
missing letter- ka-] – province/ manner .  
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nam   has the consonants – an- ma - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vanam  [ missing letter- ka-] -way .    

nam   has the consonants – an- ma - and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
naemam –destiny . 

nam   has the consonants – an- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  amaivu  
noakam [ missing letter- ka-]- destiny . 

nam   has the consonants – an- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  sinnam [ 
missing letter- sa-] –sign . 

nam   has the consonants – an- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  munnam –
sign .  

nam   has the consonants – an- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  pani manai [ 
missing letter- pa-] – office /working place  ; pani -  work; manai- place/house .   

 

 nám[TÚG]: planning ability; destiny; prince, noble (time; high + to be) [NAM2 
archaic frequency: 375].  

nám[TÚG]  has the consonants –an- ma – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nanku  thittam  idum thanmai / thiramai [ missing letter- Ra-] –planning skill ; 
nanku –well; thittam- plan;   thanmai- quality .  

nám[TÚG]  has the consonants –an- ma – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
naattai  aandidum  mannavan –king- the ruler of the state ; naadu –state; aandidu 
–rule ; mannavan- king . 

nám[TÚG]  has the consonants –an- ma – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mannan-  udaiya  mooththa  makan –  eldest  son  of the  king ; mannan- king; 
mooththa- elder; makan- son .  

nám[TÚG]  has the consonants –an- ma – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thani  makavu – crown prince; makavu- son  /child .  
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nám[TÚG]  has the consonants –an- ma – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nar  kudi  makan [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  one from a good  family ;  nar- good; 
kudi- family; makan- son. . 

nám[TÚG]  has the consonants –an- ma – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uyar  kunam   kondavan [ missing letter- Ra-]  - noble minded  person ; uyar- high; 
kunam- nature ; kondavan- one who has.  

nám[TÚG]  has the consonants –an- ma – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
theivaththin mudivu / aandavanin ennam  – decision  of the god  ; theivam- god; 
mudivu- decision .  

nám[TÚG]  has the consonants –an- ma – the- ka- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   theivaathenamaaka – destiny . 

 

nim, num: n., prince; flying insect; highland; east; morning (high + to be) [NIM 
archaic frequency: 109; concatenation of 4 sign variants]. v., to be high; to 
multiply in arithmetic. adj., high; early. adv., above. 

 prince [ E]   has the consonants - pa -Ra -an -sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
arasan  /  maa raasan  / paer arasan – king/ emperor ; maa- great; paer- big .  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – [ -pa-]  -Ra -an -sa-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aran / arayan  /araisan / raayan – king.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – -pa- -Ra -an –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   Poruppan – Pandiya  king.  

 prince [ E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] - -Ra -an –sa-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   Sooriyan  -  Chozha   king.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] - -Ra -an –sa-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   Caera mannan – Cera king . 

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa-- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   periyoan – king.  
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prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa-- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   paamaran – king’s companion . 

prince [ E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-]  -Ra -an – sa-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   arasaanai -   king’s command; aanai- order; arasan-  king; arasu- kigdom .  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa-- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   Ponnarai – king’s apartments.   

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - [-pa-] - -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   aran manai  -  king’s place; aran –fort; manai- house .  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa-- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   piraan – king.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa-- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   perumaan – king.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa-- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   poru nan – king.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] -- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   maaraayan / perum mannar –emperor- maa- big; raayan- king .   

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa-- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   thampiraan [missing letter –the-] – king.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] -- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   tharaniyan [missing letter –the-]- king.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa--- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  thara theepan [missing letter –the-]- king.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] -- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   thanda tharan [missing letter –the-]- king.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – -[- pa-] -- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  naraenthiran [missing letter –the-]- king.  
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prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa--- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  nara pathi / niru  pathi [missing letter –the-]- king.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - [-pa-] - -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   manthirimaar /saandroar  [ missing letter –the-]-    
ministers.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa-- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   puranthaar [ missing letter –the-]-  kings.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa--- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   poothuranthaar [ missing letter –the-]-  kings.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa--- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pootharan [missing letter –the-]- kings.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa--- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pandaara theru [missing letter –the-]- – king’s highway . 

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - [-pa-]--- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   muththirai manithar [missing letter –the-]- – king’s ambassador . 

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - [-pa-]--- -Ra -an – sa--  and the  original Tamil  
word is arasa thoothan   [missing letter –the-]- – king’s ambassador; arasan- king 
;thoothan- ambassador   . 

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - [-pa-] - -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   manthiram  /arasarin  iruppidam [missing letter –
the-]- – king’s  residence; arasan- king; iruppidam- residence  .  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - [-pa-]--- -Ra -an – sa--  and the  original Tamil  
word is   thetta arasar [missing letter –the-]- vanquished kings.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - [-pa-]--- -Ra -an – sa--  and the  original Tamil  
word is   maatra- arasan  [  missing letter –the-]- hostile king;  arasan- king . 

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - [-pa-] -- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   naayanar – lord.  
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prince [ E]   has the consonants – - pa- -Ra -an –[- sa-] -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  para nirupar  - hostile kings.  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - [-pa-] -- -Ra -an – sa--  and the  original Tamil  
word is   yesamaanar- lord/ boss .  

prince [ E]   has the consonants – - [-pa-] -- -Ra -an – [-sa-] --  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ariyan – lord.  

 num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  mannan – 
king.  

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  maa mannan 
-  emperor.  

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  munn  maedu 
/ maeetu  munn  [ missing letter- the -] – high land/ mound ;  munn- ground/ soil ;  
maedu –raised ground .  

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththaalam 
[ missing letter- la-]-  morning/ morning  meal .  

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  uyaramaana [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  high .  

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  maen noakku 
[ missing letter- ka-]-  – be high . 

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  mun naeram [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  –early  time;  mun –earlier; naeram- time .  

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the   interpretation  of the word is minus 
missing letter- sa-]-  [ E] [ maths]  .  

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  vakukkanum [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  – to divide/ division [maths ]  .   
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num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  inam - 
division.  

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is   pinnam [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - division / fraction [ maths] .  

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  kunanam [ 
missing letter- ka-] - multiplication . 

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is   kunakam [  
missing letter- ka-] – multiplier  [maths] . 

num  has the consonants  -an- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is   ganam [ 
missing letter- ka-] – cube [ maths]  . 

  

 rim4: (cf., kaš4 ).  

 

sám, šám, sa10: n., equivalent; (barter) purchase; sale price; merchandise (Akk. 
loanword from šâmu(m), 'to buy, purchase', cf., Orel & Stolbova #2281 *su'um- 
'sell, buy') [ŠAM2 archaic frequency: 51]. v., to buy (with -ši-); to sell (with -ra-, 
ablative) (sa10-sa10 in marû).  

sám  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  oppam [ 
missing letter- pa-] –equal.  

sám  has the consonants – sa--ma -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
samam [Skt] - equal . 

sám  has the consonants – sa--ma -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
saaman – goods.  

sám  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  panniyam [ 
missing letter- pa-] – merchandise .  
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sám  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  panam -  
sale price.  

sám  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  nayam  -
cheap  price.  

sám  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaankanum  [ missing letter- ka-]- to buy.  

sám  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   vikkanum [ 
misisgn letter- ka-]   -to sell.  

 

sim, sín[NAM]: to strain, filter; to sift (flour); to see through (fine, narrow + to 
be).  

sim  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  aayanaum – 
to sift .   

sim  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  maa-  flour.  

sim  has the consonants – sa--ma -and the  original Tamil  word is sumai  -strain.  

sim  has the consonants – [-sa--]-ma -and the  original Tamil  word is nunmai- fine  

*sim  has theconsonants –-sa-ma -and the original Tamil  ord is semmai –fine . 

sim  has the consonants – [-sa--]-ma -and the  original Tamil  word is maenmai- 
fine  . 

sim  has the consonants – sa - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is seppam [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - fine . 

sim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is odukkam  [ 
missing letter- the -] – narrow . 

sim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is thenmai 
missing letter- the -]  - transparancy . 
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sim, sínmušen: swallow (Akkadian sinuntu) 

sim  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   myna- - 
acridotheres tristis.  

sim  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mazhai kuyil 
[ misissng  letters- ka- and -la-]-  swallow as  visitant  in rainy  season ; mazhai- 
rain;   kuyil- cockoo. 

sim  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavai  mul  
vaal [ misissng  letters- ka- and -la-]-  – swallow  hawk . 

sim  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaakam [ 
misissng  letter- ka  - ] –crow.  

 

sum, šúm, sím, sì: to give, lend (with dative) (sum-mu in marû) (cf., sám) [SUM 
archaic frequency: 43; concatenates 2 sign variants].  

sum has the consonants –[-  sa-] --ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadan 
kodukka  vaendum [ missing leter- ka- and -the -] – to lend ; kadan- loan; kodukka- 
give . 

sum has the consonants –[-  sa-] --ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kodukka  
vaendum/ thanthida vaendum [ missing leter- ka- and -the -] –to give ; 
thanthiduka- give . 

 

sum4: (cf., sun4 ). 

 šim, šem; ším[NAM], sim: n., herb; aromatic wood; resin; spice; fragrance, 
perfume (see comments on šúm; sam is 'spice' in Hebrew; cf., ir-si-im) [ŠIM 
archaic frequency: 50; concatenates 2 sign variants]. adj., fragrant. 
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šim has the consonants –  sa--ma -and the  interpretation  of the word is  maanji  / 
maamisi -   spikenard  herb . 

šim has the consonants – sa--ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhu  michchai  
[ missing letter- la-]-  spikenard  . 

šim has the consonants –  sa--ma -and the  interpretation  of the word is  masaalai 
[missing letter- la-]-  spices.   

šim has the consonants –  sa--ma -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
thisaayam [ missing letter- the -] – resin.  

šim has the consonants –[-  sa-] --ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  manam – 
fragrance.  

šim has the consonants – sa-ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  santhanam [ 
missing letter- the -]  - a kind of  aromatic wood/ sandal wood  . 

šim has the consonants – sa-ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  inji  manam – 
smell of the ginger; inji- ginger; manam- smell.  

šim has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  oamam-  a 
spice / carom seeds /tymol . 

šim has the consonants – sa-ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  soampu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  –fennel seeds. 

šim has the consonants – sa-ma -and the original Tamil word is manja- turmeric.  

 

 šem3,5 (zabar): tambourine (halhallatu drum in Akkadian) (many + me, 
'functions'). 

zabar   has the consonants –  sa-  pa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  saarpu  
-function.  

zabar   has the consonants –  sa-  pa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
narampu  isai – string music ; narampu –string  ; isai- music/ jaz .    
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 zabar   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
[ missing letter- ka- ] - yeravaanam .     

zabar   has the consonants –  sa– pa-- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
narampu   isai karuvi [ missing letter- ka- ] – stringed musical instrument; karuvi- 
instrument .  

zabar   has the consonants –  [-sa-] – [-pa-] -- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  kinnaram [ missing letter- ka- ]- harp .  

zabar   has the consonants –  [-sa-] – [-pa-] -- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   harp [E]  [ missing letter- ka- ] – yeravaaanam.  

zabar   has the consonants –  sa- [-pa-] - Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   moar sing – jaw harp / jew’s  harp / mouth  harp . .  

zabar   has the consonants –  sa- [-pa-] - Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kanjiraa   [ missing letter- ka- ]-  tambourine.  

zabar   has the consonants –  [-sa-] – pa-- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pan-n- eru   narampu  yaazh [ missing letter- zha- ]- 12 stringed  harp ;  pan-  eru -
12; paththu- 10  ;eru -2  ; narampu- string ; yaazh- harp .   

zabar   has the consonants –  sa- [-pa-] - Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kanjiraa   [ missing letter- ka- ]-  a kind  of  stringed  musical instrument. 

zabar   has the consonants –  sa- [-pa-] - Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  saaranki [ missing letter- ka- ]-  a kind  of  stringed  musical instrument. 

zabar   has the consonants [- sa-] - [-pa-] - Ra -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   meer raaj [ narampu isai ] - a kind  of  stringed  musical instrument. 

 zabar   has the consonants [- sa-] - [-pa-] - Ra -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  mayura veenai  /sarana veenai / navira veenai   /akipusa veenai / 
kiruka vaaku  veenai / naaka  vaarika  veenai [ missing letter- ka- ]-  a kind  of  
stringed  musical instrument. 
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zabar   has the consonants –  [- sa-] - pa - Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is thampoor   /thampura / narampai  meettu  [ missing letter- the -]- 
tambourine/ drum . 

zabar   has the consonants –   sa-- pa - Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  siththaar  [ missing letter- the -] - a kind of stringed musical instrument . 

zabar   has the consonants –  sa-– [- pa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
seeri -  a kind  of  stringed  musical instrument . 

zabar   has the consonants –  [- sa-] -- pa - Ra -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  piratharsana  [ missing letter- the -] -  a kind  of  stringed  musical 
instrument . 

tambourine [E] has the consonants - the - ma -pa -Ra- an  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  narampai  meetu- to play  the string ; narampu- string; meetu –to play  . 

zabar   has the consonants –  [- sa-]-  - pa-- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
parai – drum .   

zabar   has the consonants –  [- sa-]-  - pa-- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
paeri    kettle -drum . 

zabar   has the consonants –  sa- -[- pa-] -- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
murasam -  drum . 

zabar   has the consonants –  [- sa-] -- pa - Ra -  and the  original Tamil the word is   
maram /   rana  paeri  / poar paeri  - battle drum ; poar -  ranam[Skt]  ; poar- war .   

zabar   has the consonants –   sa- pa - Ra -  and the   original Tamil word is  
saapparai-   funeral  drum ; saa- death /die .  

zabar   has the consonants –   [- sa-] - pa - Ra -  and the   original Tamil word is  
pina parai - funeral  drum .; pinam- dead body ; parai-  drum . 

zabar   has the consonants –   [- sa-] - pa - Ra -  and the   original Tamil word is  
manappari – marriage  drum ; manam-  marriage; parai- drum. 
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zabar   has the consonants –  - sa-- pa - Ra -  and the   original Tamil word is   siru  
parai –small drum ; siru- small .  

zabar   has the consonants –  -[-sa-] -- pa - Ra -  and the    other interpretaion of 
the word is peria  nakaraa [ missing letter- ka-]- big drum; periya- big  .  

zabar   has the consonants –  - [-sa-] -- pa - Ra -  and the   original Tamil word is  
paerikai [ missing letter- ka-]-  large kettle drum ; periya- big .     

hallatu  has the consonants - ka -la -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kuda 
muzhavu -   kettle drum .  

hallatu  has the consonants - ka -la -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thavul /  
ketti  maelam - marriage  drum .  

 

 šum: n., saw; sickle with serrated edge (ša5 , 'to cut, break' + eme, 'tongue, 
utensil' ?; cf., šag5 , 'to slaughter') [? TAG archaic frequency: 48 ?; concatenates 7 
? sign variants]. v., to slaughter, butcher. 

sum  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -and the original Tamil word is aram [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - saw.  

sum  has the consonants – sa -ma -and the other interpretation of the word is  
imsai [Skt] – slaughter.  

sum  has the consonants – sa -ma -and the other interpretation of the word is 
nisumbam  [ missing letter- pa-]-  slaughter.  

sum  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ma -and the other interpretation of the word is 
nidoothanam  [ missing letter –the -] - slaughter. 

sum  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -and the original Tamil word is  maattu / 
maaiththidu  [ missing letter –the -] – kill.  

sum  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -and the original Tamil word is  yaenam – 
utensil . 
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sum  has the consonants – sa -ma -and the other interpretation of the word is 
samaan -  utensil.  

sum  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -and the original Tamil word is thadayam/   
thattu  muttu / eththanam [ missing letter –the -]- utensil. 

sum  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -and the original Tamil word is thumi [ 
missing letter- the -]  -cut ;  seththanum  -to cut.   

sum  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -and the original Tamil word is  pinnam [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  break.  

sum  has the consonants – sa -ma -and the other interpretation of the word is  
panjanam [ missing letter- pa-]-  breaking.   

sum  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -and the original Tamil word is  naa -vanmai [ 
missing letter- ka-]-   tongue.  

 

 šúm, sum: garlic; onion (Akkadian loanword from šuumu , 'garlic', related to 
šammu, 'plant, drug, medicine', Orel & Stolbova 2185, sam-, 'poison'). 

sum  has the consonants – sa--ma -and the interpretation  of the word is sunam /   
asunam  /achchanam / nichchiyam  – garlic.  

sum  has the consonants – [-sa-] --ma -and the original Tamil word is  kaayam [ 
missing letter- ka-] – garlic.   

sum  has the consonants – sa--ma -and the original Tamil word is  manam  
veesum  sinna ven-kaayam [ missing letter- ka-] – small onion.  

sum  has the consonants – sa--ma -and the original Tamil word is  kasaayaam- [ 
missing letter- ka-] - medicinal water . 

sum  has the consonants – [ -sa-] --ma -and the original Tamil word is   yaenakam [ 
missing letter- ka-]   -  a drug.  
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 drug [E]  has the consonants-  the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
marunthu  sarakkau /  aadun -j-sarakku [ missing letter- sa-] – drug.  

sum  has the consonants – -sa---ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
paasaanam [ missing letter - pa-] – poison.  

sum  has the consonants – -sa---ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
visham [ missing letter- ka-]  -  poison.  

sum  has the consonants – [ -sa-] --ma -and the original Tamil word is  vev-veakam  
[ missing letter- ka-]  - virulent  poison.  
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                                                 Page- 36.  

 

šum4: (cf., sugin). 

 tam, ta(5), tú: polished; shiny; reflective; pure; reliable (tu5,17, 'to wash, bathe', 
+ àm, 'to be').  

ta has  a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  minnida- to shine.  

ta has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thooimai  / thooyathu 
/thooimaiyaanathu- pure one . 

ta has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is unmaiyaanathu-  faithful .  

ta has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is nampa thakunthathu  [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -reliable ; nampu –believe . 

ta has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pattai theetiyathu 
missing  letter- pa-] – polished . 

ta has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thaeippu/ thaeithathu – 
missing  letter- pa-] - polished . 

ta has a  consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pan pattathu/ pan patta  
thanmai udaiyathu –refined  /cultured .  

ta has a  consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is thanni totti – bath tub . 

ta has a consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  neeraadu [ missing letter- 
Ra-]  –bath.  

 

tum: work, action; crossbeam; arrow quiver [TUM archaic frequency: 48; 
concatenates 4 sign variants]. 

tum  has the consonants -  the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is vittam [ 
missing letter- ka-] - cross beam . 
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tum  has the consonants -  the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adainthidanum - to obtain / accomplish . 

tum  has the consonants -  the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is amaithi  -
action/ calmness.  

tum  has the consonants -  the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoothiyam 
thaedu – to work .   

tum  has the consonants -  the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  thittam 
[ missing letter- pa-]  – work  plan .  

tum  has the consonants -  the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  paaadu  
padanum [ missing letter- pa-]  –to work.  

tum  has the consonants -  the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is seithu  
mudithidanum  / saathiththithadanum [ missing letter- sa-]  -to act / to achieve ; 
seithidu –do . 

tum  has the consonants -  the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is thooneeram [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – arrow quiver . 

 

 tuma: to break wind, emit flatus (tu15, 'wind', + ma4 , 'to leave, depart, go out').  

tuma  has the consonants  -the –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kutha 
kaaththu  vidanum [ missing letter- ka-] – to break wind ; kutham-  anus; kaathtu-  
wind ; vidu- let out . 

tuma  has the consonants  -the –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  neenka  
vaendum / vittu  neenkanum [ missing letter- ka-]- to leave/ go .  

tuma  has the consonants  -the –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  yaekida 
vaendum  [ missing letter- ka-]-  to go; yaeku –go  .  

 

tumu, tum9, tu15: wind; cardinal point, direction (ta, 'from', + mú, 'to blow').  
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tu   has the consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaththu [ missing 
letter- ka-] -  wind . 

tu   has the consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is vanthu [ missing 
letter- ka-] –wind.  

tu   has the consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thikku [ missing letter- 
ka-] –direction.  

*tu   has the consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoothu- to blow.  

 

tumu2,3, tum2,3, tu2,3: to bring; to carry away; to obtain; to be suitable, fit; to 
prepare (marû singular; cf., de6 , lah4 ) (in marû plural, tùm-tùm[-mu] or túm-
túm-mu) (ta, 'from', + ú, 'food', + ma4 , 'to leave'). 

*tu   has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is  adaiya – to obtain. 

tumu has the consonants -  the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adainthidanum- obtain; adainthidu  - to  attain.  

.  

tu   has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is adainthidu  - to attain.  

tu   has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is thakuiyaanathu –fit.  

tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is theeni- food.  

tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is amuthu –food.  

tu  has the consonant- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  amidam – 
food.  

tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is undi  -food.  

tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is uoottam  -food.  

tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is oathanam  -food.  
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tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is thindi  -food.  

 *tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is thu  -food. 

*tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thuei –food . 

tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thiththi – light food.  

tu  has the consonant- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  naasta [ 
missing letter- sa-]- light food. 

tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thuppu [ missing letter- 
pa-]  -food. 

tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is  uppu  pandam – salted 
food;   uppu –salt ; pandam- food /  stuff.  

tu  has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is  patham [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  cooked  food.  

tu  has the consonant- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  saatham [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  cooked  food.  

tu   has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is theettai/ thiththai / 
thindi - food.  

*tu   has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is edu- take.  

tu   has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is oththa- fit . 

tu   has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is pann  paduththu [ 
missing letter- pa-] - prepare . 

tu   has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is ayuththa  paduththu   [ 
missing letter- pa-] -prepare . 

tu   has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is yethaniththidu – 
prepare . 
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tu   has the consonant- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is siththam   
seithidu  [  ennidu ]  [ missing letter- sa-] -prepare . 

tu   has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is mun eedu  seithidu [ 
missing letter- sa-] –prepare  ; seithidu –do  . 

 

 tumu4, tum4[NIM]: to carry (ta, 'from', + ú, 'food', + ma4 , 'to leave').  

tumu   has the consonants-  the –ma-  and the  original  Tamil  word is   
edukkanum [ missing letter- ka-] - take . 

tumu   has the consonants-  the –ma-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
thaankanum [ missing letter- ka-] - to bear .  

tumu   has the consonants-  the –ma-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
sumanthidanum [ missing letter- sa-] –to carry . 

tumu   has the consonants-  the –ma-  and the  original  Tamil  word is   neenka 
vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]  -to leave . 

 

tum12 mušen, tumušen: bird of the pigeon and dove family (cf., tum2,3, 'to 
bring, carry', and the term "carrier pigeon" for a homing pigeon). 

tumusan   has the consonants – the- ma- sa- an  - and the  interpretation  of the  
word is andasam – bird.   

tumusan   has the consonants – the- ma- [-sa-]- an  - and the original Tamil  word 
is   andarandam  [ missing  letter- Ra-] – albatross.  

 tumusan   has the consonants – the- ma- [-sa-]- an  - and the original Tamil  word 
is   thoothunam   -  a dove  which  eats  small stones  /the bird that builds hanging  
nests  

tumusan   has the consonants – the- ma- sa- an  - and the original Tamil  word is   
kondu  vanthida vaendum / thookka  vaendum  /  edukka  vaendum  / sumanthida  
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vaendum  [ missing letter- ka-]  -   to bring /  lift /  take/ carry ;  kondu vaa- bring; 
thooku- lift; edukka- take; sumakka- carry . 

 

 zum: to leak, seep, overflow (repetitive motion + closed container; cf., zal, 'to 
flow', and zar, zur4 , 'to spout, flow').  

zum  has the consonants –sa- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is kasiyanum [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  to leak . 

leak [ E]   has the cnsonats -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ozhukku – leak.  

leak [ E]   has the cnsonats -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhumu – 
overflow.  

overflow[ E]  has the consonants  - va- Ra - pa -la  -va –and the  original Tamil  
word is  ponki  vazhinthiduthar  [ missing letter- the -]-  over flow  ; vazhiya- over 
flow ; ponkka- to raise  .  

overflow[ E]  has the consonants  - va- Ra - pa -la  -va –and the  original Tamil  
word is  karai  purandu   aaththu thanni   vellamaaka   peruki  oaaduthar [ missing 
letter- the -]-  over flow as the  flood ; karai-bank  ;aaththu  thanni-  river water  ; 
vellam- flood ;  oaadu- flow /run  .  

 

ban: (cf., pana).  

 

bán: vessel; a measure of capacity or volume = 10 liters (sìla) in the Ur III period; 
= 6 liters at Presargonic Girsu (cf., banda2,4,5) (ba, 'portion, rations', + na, 'human 
being').  

bán   has the consonants  - pa- an -and the  original Tamil  word is paanai-  pot.  

bán   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - an -and the  original Tamil  word is yaenam/ 
aanam-  utensil . 
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bán   has the consonants  - pa-- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  punai –boat 
/vessel .  

bán   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - an -and the  original Tamil  word is anu - 7 anu 
=  one  immi.  

bán   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - an -and the  original Tamil  word is kunam [ 
missing letter- ka-]- smallest  unit  of volume.  

 

bàn: (cf., bànda). 

 

 bun(2), bu(7): n., lamp, light; blister; bag-type of bellows; rebellion (hollow 
container + nu11, 'lamp' ?). v., to be swollen; to blow; to shine brightly (cf., bul, 
'to blow; to ignite').  

bun has the consonants  -pa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is pun-  sore  [ aru 
/ranam ] .  

bun  has the consonants  -pa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is minu minuppu –
shining .  

bun  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is minnu- lamp.  

bun  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is min-n-oli [ 
misisn letter- la-]  - light .  

bun  has the consonants  --pa-- an- and the  original Tamil  word is panthu [ 
missing letter- pa-]- bellows.  

bun  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is veeenka [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  swollen . 

bun  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is thee 
moottanum [  missing letter- the -]- –to ignite ; thee- fire; moottu- to induce . 
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bun  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is uoothanum/ 
thattanum /  adithhtithidanum /   uoothi anaiththidanum  [  missing letter- the -]-
to blow/ blow out; uoothu –to blow.    

bun  has the consonants  -pa-- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   paniyaamai – 
rebellious.  

 

din: (cf., tin). 

 

 dun: n., ward, pupil, subordinate.  

dun  has the  consomnats  -the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  sattan  [ 
missing letter- sa-] -student . 

*dun  has the  consomnats  -the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  thunai - 
subordinate. 

dun  has the  consomnats  -the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  
paninthitta  [ missing letter- pa-] - subordinated.  

 

dun, du24; tun, tu10; tu11: v., to heap, pile up; to scrape, dig (a field, furrow, 
hole); to strike, smite; to open (to move + to raise high; cf., dul(6)).  

du   has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  munnai thoandu –dig 
the land; munn- soil  . 

du  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is oaattai  idu- make a hole 
; oaattai- hole . 

du   has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is adukkidu [ missing 
letter- ka-] - pile up.  
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du   has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kuviththidu [ missing 
letter- ka-] –to heap. 

*du   hasa  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi- beat.  

du   has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thattu- beat.  

*du   has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  idi- hit  . 

du   has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  sammatti [ missing 
letter- sa-]- smite . 

du   has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaei- rub.  

du   has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thudaiththu  edu –
abrade . 

du   has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  moodu- shut. 

du   has  a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adai- shut . 

du   hasa  consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaththu [  missing 
letter- sa-] –shut.  

du   has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  moodaathae- do not 
shut ; moodu –shut; moodaathae- do not shut  . 

du   has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adaiththidaathae- do 
not shut ; adaiththidu –shut  ; adaiththidaathae- do not shut . 

du   has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaththaathae [ 
missing letter- sa-] - do not shut ; saaththu –shut; saaththaathae- do not shut . 

du   has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thadai idaathae-  do 
not stop / obstruct ;  thadai  idu –obstrut; thadai idaathae- do not obstruct  . 

 

dùn: (cf., sug5 ). 
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 dun(4): n., warp (threads on the frame of a weaving loom) v., to lay a warp (onto 
a weaving loom) (to move + to raise high).  

dun  has the consonants -  the -an - and the  original Tamil  word is thuni izhai – 
warp / linen thread .  

warp [E]   has the consonants  -va- Ra -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is paavu  
noor- warp . 

 

dun5, du9[BÚR]: v., to churn butter; to sway, stagger; to complain (redup. class) 
(see instead sun5 if the sign is used as an adjective) (to move + to raise high).  

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thayirai  maththu  kondu   kadainthida vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]- to churn 
the curd with the stick ; thayir- curd; maththu- churning  stick ; kadaiya- to churn  . 

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thadu maaru- stagger.  

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –pa- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pidiththaattuthar – swaying . 

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –pa- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is aatti  
padaiththar – swayable.  

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
asainthaaduthar  [ missing letter- sa-] –swaying . 

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
saaithar [ missing letter- sa-] – swaying . 

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
arasu aatchchi  seithar [ missing letter- sa-] – – swaying/ ruling the state . 
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du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
murai idu  -to complain . 

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –pa- Ra  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  piraathu [ Skt]  -complaint . 

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurai therivikka/ kurai kooridu  [ missing letter- ka-]-to complain ; kurai- fault; 
kooru- say . 

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –[-pa-] - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kutra-  saattu / kutram sumaththu [ missing letters- ka-  and- sa-] – complaint/ to 
complain; kutram- crime/ fault ; saattu- to accuse  .  

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –pa-- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is kurai 
paadu-  [ missing letter- ka-]- complaint; kurai- mistake  . 

du9[BÚR]  has the consonants - the –pa- Ra  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  pukaar [?Skt] therivikka   [ missing letter- ka-]-to complain ; therivikka- to 
inform . 

 

gana, gan, kan: n., stand, rack, support; pestle, grinding stone (circular + to raise 
high) [GAN archaic frequency: 125; concatenation of 4 sign variants]. v., to bring 
forth, bear.  

gana   has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  muttu 
kodukka vaendum [ missing letter- the -]   –to give support . 

gana   has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is kai kodukka 
vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  –to support ;  kai- hand; kodukka- to give .   

gana   has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is adukku  -
yaenthanam [ missing letter- the -] -  rack . 

gana   has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is thaanki- 
missing letter- the -] -  stand / support.  
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gana   has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is kazhakkaani [ 
missing letter- zha-] - pestle.  

gana   has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is thaankiduka- 
[missing letter- the -]- to bear . 

gana   has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is eenuka –to 
deliver  . 

 

gána, gán: tract of land, field parcel; (flat) surface, plane; measure of surface; 
shape, outline; cultivation (cf., iku) (cf., Orel & Stolbova #890, *gan- "field") 
[GAN2 archaic frequency: 209]. 

gána  has the consonants  - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaani / kani / 
akani - tract of land =  57600 sq feet/ 92 cents .  

gána  has the consonants  - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  akanam  [1]   - 
72 sqfeet.  

gána  has the consonants  - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is vaelaanmai [ 
missing letter- la-] -  agriculture . 

gána  has the consonants  - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalani [ missing 
letter- la-] – paddy  field . 

gána  has the consonants  - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   vilai nilam [ 
missing letter- la-] – agricultural tract/ fruitful field.  . 

gána  has the consonants  - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is nadavu [ 
missing letter – the -] – cultivation . 

gána  has the consonants  - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  kanakku 
missing letter – the -]- foot measurement.  

gána  has the consonants  - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   vanai- shape.  
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 genna, gena, ginna, gina[TUR+DIŠ]: constant; regular; small; the planet Saturn 
(possible loan from Akk. kajjamaanu, kajjaanu, and kaanu 'constant'; cf., gi(n), 
ge(n) and gin, gen). 

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is kunji [ missing 
letter- sa-]- anything  small.  

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  ponkam [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -regularity . 

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   Kaa-ka   
vaakanan – Saturn – crow rider.  

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  Noaei  Mukan  
-Saturn .    

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   Panku [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  Saturn the lame planet . 

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is    Saavakan [ 
missing letter- sa-]- Saturn . 

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   Kaliyan /  
Kaalan /  Keezh  Makan  [ missing letter- la /zha-]-  Saturn.  

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  Neela Vannan [ 
missing letter- la -]-  Saturn ; neelam- blue; vannam- color . 

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   Muthu  Makan 
[ missing letter –the -]-  elder son  of Sun;  muthu-  elder; makan -son .  

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is kakkai   kodi  
vaakanan / vandi  [ missing letter –the -]- Saturn as having the crow  for his  
vehicle ; kaakkai- crow; kodi- flag ; vandi- vehicle .  

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  other interpretaion  of the word is  
Sani bakavaan [ missing letters- pa –and- sa-] -Saturn ; bakavaan-[Skt]/ Yahweh   -
god . 
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gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
Aayu  Kaarakan  [ missing letter- Ra-]  – Saturn as the   god  of  life.   

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Cronus  [ missing letters- sa- and- Ra- ]  - Saturn.  

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is    Kaari Meen  [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  -Saturn/ the black  star ; kari-  dark;  meen-  star .  

gena  has the consonants -  ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Cronus  [ missing letters- sa- and- Ra- ]  - Saturn.  

gina[TUR+DIŠ]  has the consonants -  ka –an- the -Ra  -the –[-sa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is   endru –endrum  maraatha thanmai  kondathu -  one that 
is constant always/ invariable;  endrum- all days ; maaratha- un changed   ; 
thanmai- nature; kondathu- having . 

gina[TUR+DIŠ]  has the consonants -  ka –an- the -Ra  -the –[-sa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is   endru –endrum  neediththu erukka koodiya  ondru – 
permanent one ;  nirantharamaana  ondru . 

gina[TUR+DIŠ]  has the consonants -  ka –an- the -Ra  -the –[-sa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is   endru –endrum  murai  thavaraatha  [ varukai tharum]  
ondru  – regular one ;  varukai - visit  ; tharum- giving ; murai thavaath- regular . 

gina[TUR+DIŠ]  has the consonants -  ka –an- the -Ra  -the –sa –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mika siriya  vadivam /thoatram  konda ondru -  a small sized one. 
mika-  excess; siriya- small ; vadivam- shape ; thoatram- form  ; kondathu- having .  

gina[TUR+DIŠ]  has the consonants -  ka –an- the -Ra  -the –sa –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vanir  kathiravanai  sutra varum  kaari koar enum  vin meen /thee 
sudar  – the  planet  Saturn that  revolves around the sun ; kathiravan/Dingir – 
sun;  vaan –sky; kaari  koar-  planet Saturn ; vin meeen- star  /thee sudar .  

 

 gín, gig4: small ax(-head) used as money; shekel (of silver) = ca. 8.333 grams; a 
surface area measure, 1/60 square nindan (sar) = 180 surface še = 2160 (=36,0) 
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square fingers; a volume measure, = 0.3 cubic meters (Akk. kiinu 'true measure', 
cf., Orel & Stolbova #1459, *kin- "count") [TUN3 archaic frequency: 96; 
concatenates 3 sign variants].  

gín   has the consonants - ka -an and the  original Tamil  word is kaasu  panam [ 
missing letters- pa -and- sa-] –cash and  money ; kaasu –cash ; panam- money . 

gín   has the consonants - ka -an and the  original Tamil  word is kaani-  land 
measurement . 

gín   has the consonants - ka -an and the  original Tamil  word is unmaiyaana  
kanakku- true account . 

gín   has the consonants - ka -an and the  original Tamil  word is ennuka- count.  

gín   has the consonants - ka -an and the  original Tamil  word is anakanam- land 
measurement .  

gín   has the consonants - ka -an and the  original Tamil  word is koan- length 
measurement .  

gín   has the consonants - ka -an and the  original Tamil  word is   kanichchi [ 
missing letter –sa-]-  axe.  

gín   has the consonants - ka -an and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
naviyam  -axe.  
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                                                Page-37. 

 

gìn: lapis lazuli (igi, 'eye', + na4 , 'pebble, stone', but cf., gùnu, 'decorated with 
colors, lines, spots').  

igi  has the consonant -  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kann –eye.  

igi  has the consonant -  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is maanikkam – ruby.  

igi  has the consonant -  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vanna mayamaaka- 
color ful ; vannam- color/ decorate . 

igi  has the consonant -  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kann-  stone.  

igi  has the consonant -  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kanthaka  kan maki [ 
missing letter- the -]-  lapis lazuli . 

igi  has the consonant -  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kozhaan-k-kal [ missing 
letter- zha/ la-]-  pebble  ; kal- stone . 

 

gin7: (this is sometimes the preferred form, but cf., gim).  

 

gun [GÚ-UN]; gún, gú: back of a man's neck = load, burden = a talent in weight = 
30 +/- 2 kg.; tribute (gú, 'neck; nape' + ùga, un, 'people'; cf., gú). 

gun  has the consonants -  ka- an  -and the  original Tamil  word is pinnan-k-
kazhuththu - [ missing letters- pa-and -zha-] - nape ; pin- back; kazhuththu- neck  . 

gun  has the consonants -  ka- an  -and the  original Tamil  word is kaanikkai- 
tribute.  
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gun  has the consonants -  ka- an  -and the  original Tamil  word is vanakkam- 
homage.  

gu  has the consonant-  ka- -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  kappam 
[ missing letter- pa-]- tribute;  pankku  panam ; pankku –share; panam- money .  

 

 gún, gú: land, region, district (gú, 'edge' + ùga, un, 'people, population').  

gún  has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kandam [ 
missing letter- the -] - continent  . 

gún  has the consonants – ka- an -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
maakaanam [Skt] – province . 

gu  has the consonant-  ka- -and the  Tamil interpretation  of the word is 
maavattam [ missing letter- the -]- district.  

gu  has the consonant-  ka- -and the  Tamil interpretation  of the word is vattam-[ 
missing letter- the -]-  taluk . 

gu  has the consonant-  ka- -and the  other interpretation  of the word is thokuthi 
[ missing letter- the -] – constituency. 

gu  has the consonant-  ka- -and the  Tamil interpretation  of the word is 
vattaaram -[ missing letters- the and- Ra-] - ward . 

gu  has the consonant-  ka- -and the  Tamil interpretation  of the word is kaayam –
earth . 

 

gùnu, gùn: n., dot, spot (circle + discrete point; cf., ugun) [GUN3 archaic 
frequency: 23; concatenation of 2 sign variants]. v., to decorate with colors, lines, 
spots; to sparkle; to put on antimony paste makeup. adj., dappled; striped; 
speckled, spotted; spangled; variegated, multicolored; embellished, decorated; 
brilliant. 
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gùnu has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   minnuka- to 
shine.  

*gùnu has the consonants – ka- an -and the original Tamil  word  is  kan-mai- 
pigment for eye /  kohl . 

gùnu has the consonants – ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kenthi  [missing  letter –the  -] - gold  colored  antimony . 

gùnu has the consonants – ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
eman-k-kisam  [missing  letter –sa -]-  gold  colored  antimony . 

gùnu has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   vanna –
mayamaaka-  multicolored ; vannam –decorate .   

gùnu has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  oppanai seika / 
pan seika [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-]  - decorate /embellish ; oppanai- 
decoration  ; seika- do . 

gùnu has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   ani mukam – 
decorated  portal .  

gùnu has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kunjam [ 
missing letter- sa-]   - decorative hangings.  

gùnu has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   kai  punaika  
[missing  letter –pa -]-  decorate  . 

gùnu has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  koadanai [ 
missing letter- the -] – decoration.  

gùnu has the consonants – ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
minukkum  zikinaa   mani  [ missing  letter- sa-] - spangle  ; minukka- to shine; 
mani- stone/ bead  . 

 

 gun5: (cf., gúm). 
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 gin, gen: n., steadiness, reliability, constancy (to be + at a distinct point). v., to 
go; to send; to come (with dative or -ši-) (sing. hamtu, cf., du, re7 , súb) (Akk. 
gana 'come!', cf., Orel & Stolbova #892, *gan-/*gin- "go"). adj., ordinary; firm, 
solid.  

gana  has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaanka- come.  

gan  has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  poanka [ 
missing letter- pa-] - go  . 

gan  has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  anuppuka 
missing letter- pa-] - send . 

gan  has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is nampakam- [-
missing letter- pa-] -reliability  . 

gan  has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is kettiyaanathu [ 
missing letter- the -] - solid.  

gan  has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is vazhakkamaana 
[ missing letter- zha-] - usual / ordinary . 

 

hun: (cf., hug). 

 

 kana3,5, kan3,5: n., apprehension, worry; affliction, trouble (ka, 'mouth' + ní; 
ne4 , 'fear'). v., to be troubled. 

*kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the   original Tamil  word is  kon – fear.  

*kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the   original Tamil  word is  kinnam -  
affliction.  
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*kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the   original Tamil  word is  koanai – 
trouble.    

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the   original Tamil  word is  ninaivu -  
anxiety  .  

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  
ananku – fear ; anukkam .  

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the   original Tamil  word is  pun  kann [ 
missing letter- pa  -]-  fear.   

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the other  interpretation  of the word is 
pankam  [   missing letter- pa  -]-  trouble.    

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the other  interpretation  of the word is  
visanam [ missing letter- sa -] - worry.  

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the other  interpretation  of the word is  
sukaveenam [ missing letter- sa -]-  trouble.   

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the other  interpretation  of the word is  
san-k-kaviyam [ missing letter- sa -]- state  of  panic.  

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  
mana vaethanai [ missing letter- the - ] – mental suffering ; manam- mind . 

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the   original Tamil  word is  mana 
nadukkam  [ missing letter- the - ]   -fear; nadukkam- trembling  . 

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the other  interpretation  of the word is 
aathanakm  [ missing letter- the - ]   -fear.  

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the   original Tamil  word is thakavu inmai / 
thaavanatham  [ missing letter- the - ] -  anxiety.  

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the   original Tamil  word is   thona 
thoankka [ missing letter- the - ] -  worry . 
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kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the   original Tamil  word is   ninthikkai [ 
missing letter- the - ] -  worry .   

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the   original Tamil  word is  idukkan [ 
missing letter- the - ]  -affliction.  

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   
sankai [ missing letter- sa- ]  – apprehension /terror .  

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the   original Tamil  word is  eenkisai  [ 
missing letter- sa- ]   affliction.  

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  
anjukai [ missing letter- sa- ]- fear.  

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  
mana kavalai -[ missing letter- la-] – mental worry . 

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  
mana kili -[ missing letter- la-] -  mental fear . 

 kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  
kadinam mikkathu –-[ missing letter- the - ]- difficult . 

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the  interpretation  of the word is  noavu –
pain /disease.  

kana  has the consonants-  ka- an- and the  interpretation  of the word is  mana 
mayakkam- mental suffering . 

ka  has the consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai- mouth . 

 

 uruduKIN: (cf., gur10,14; ur4 ) 

kin: (cf., kíg). 
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 na4kín[hAR]: hand mill (saddle quern for grinding); millstone (base/ground + 
stone) [KIN2 archaic frequency: 11; concatenates 4 sign variants]. 

nakinhar  has the consonants   -an - ka -an  - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maavai   kai kondu  araikkindra  aatu –k- kar / ammi kar  [ missing  letter- the -]    - 
mills tone / ground stone  ;  maavu –flour  ;  kai- hand ;  araikka- to grind  ;  kar-  
stone  . 

 

 kun: tail; reservoir, storage basin, outlet (of a canal); grasp (base/seat + high) 
[KUN archaic frequency: 2]. 

*kun  has the consonants - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaan - channel .   

kun  has the consonants - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   kan -maai – 
reservoir . 

kun  has the consonants - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   kandaayam [ 
missing letter- the -] – outlet . 

kun  has the consonants - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  vilankil  vaal [ 
missing letter- la-]-  tail of animals . 

kun  has the consonants - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  unnuka - grasp 
/eat  ; kavuvanum/ oavanum  .  

 

 (giš)kun4,5: ladder; stairs, staircase; threshold, slab, doorsill (base/ground + 
high).  

giskuna  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -  ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavai  yaeni -  forked    ladder.  

giskuna  has the consonants-  ka- sa-  ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
veesu  kaal  yaeni  [ missing  letter- la-] – step ladder; yaeni- ladder  .  
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giskuna  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]-  ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
moonkil  kazhi  yaeni  [ missing  letter- la-] – bamboo ladder; moonkil- bamboo; 
yaeni- ladder . 

kuna  has the consonants-  ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is   kann yaeni  -  
bamboo ladder . 

giskuna  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]-  ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
nuzhai  vaayil  kal / nilai kaal  [ missing  letter- la-] – threshold  ;  nuzhaiya- enter; 
vaayil- entrance; kal- stone .  

 

mana, mìna, man, mìn, men5: partner; companion; equal; two (cf., mina, 'two').  

mana has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
samanam [ missing letter- sa-] - equal . 

mana has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
samaanan / samaani [ missing letter- sa-] -  companion/ partner . 

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  inam- equal/ 
equality .  

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  oppam-maana  
[ missing letter- pa-] - equal . 

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is moonu- three.  

 

men(4): crown, tiara (metaphor of divine en-ship) (me, 'function, office' + en, 
'lord') [MEN archaic frequency: 48; concatenation of 2 sign variants].  

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is pani manai [ 
missing letter- pa-] – working  place.  

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is mani  mudi / 
ani mudi [ missing letter- the -] – crown. 
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men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
unnidam [  missing letter- the -] – crown. 

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is mudi mannan [  
missing letter- the -] – crowned monarch; mannan- king; mudi- crown  . 

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is man- lord.  

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is emmaan – our 
lord.  

en has the  consonant -  –an- and the  original Tamil  word is mannan- king.  

en has the  consonant -  –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  iyan – lord.  

en has the  consonant -  –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  naayan – lord.  

 

mén: both; alike (cf., mana).  

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is eru munai  [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - both ends; eru- two; munai- tip . 

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is oppammaana  
[ missing letter- pa-]  -alike ; samam-  maana  . 

 

men2,3: I, myself (cf., me-en).  

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is naam- we.  

men has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is nam- our.  

 

min(3,5,6): (cf., mina and mana).  
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mina, min(5,6): two; second (mí, 'woman', + na, 'distinct things', because a 
woman has two breasts).  

*mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  min -  
woman . 

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
maanini  -woman  .  

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is pen mani [ 
missing letter- pa-] – woman . 

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
paamini  [ missing letter- pa-] – woman . 

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
manusi [  missing letter- sa-] – woman . 

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
manjani [  missing letter- sa-] – woman . 

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is ammani-  
lady/ mother . 

*mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
monni- breast . 

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  monji [  
missing letter- sa-] -  breast . 

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is nenjam [  
missing letter- sa-] -  chest / breast . 

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  niram [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]-  breast . 

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thanam  [ missing  letter- the -]-  breast . 
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 mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaayi madi [ 
missing  letter- the -]-  -  brast / lap of mother . 

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  ennam- 
breast [ thought] . 

mina has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is moonu- three.  

 

munu(3), mun: salt [MUN archaic frequency: 24 ?; concatenates 5 ? sign variants; 
MUNU3 archaic frequency: 15]. 

munu has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is thinmam [ 
missing letter- the -] – salt.  

 

 múnu: a caustic salt (mú, 'to make grow', + nu11, 'fire'; saltpeter is the 
oxygenating ingredient in gunpowder). 

munu has the  consonants - ma –an- and the  original Tamil  word is kadun-k-
kaaram [ missing letters-  ka -the -and -Ra-] – powerful  caustic ; kadumai strong . 
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                                                Page -38. 

 

munu4,6: malt - soaked and germinated grain for use in brewing (mù, 'to mill', + 
nud, 'to lie down, sleep').  

munu   has the consonants -ma -an and the  original Tamil  word is sayanam  / 
saayanum  [ missing letter- sa-]  - sleep .   

munu   has the consonants- ma -an -and the  original Tamil  word is men pini  [ 
missing letter- pa-] –  light sleep . 

munu   has the consonants- ma -an -and the  original Tamil  word is mudanku [ 
missing letter- the -]-  lie down.   

munu   has the consonants- ma -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  nothi -ththa 
thaaniyam [ missing letter- the -]-  malt.  

malt [E] has the consonants-  ma- la- the –  and the  original Tamil  word is  mulai 
thaaniyam – malt.  

munu   has the consonants- ma -an -and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  
neetham [ missing letter- the -]- grain. 

munu   has the consonants- ma -an -and the  original Tamil  word is thaaniyam [ 
missing letter- the -]-  grain.  

munu   has the consonants- ma -an -and the  original Tamil  word is thaaniya mani 
[ missing letter- the -]- –single grain  ;  mani-  stone/ grain .  

 

munux, mun4 [ŠEŠ]: alkaline, brackish.  

munux  has the consonants  - ma  -an-  ka- [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uvar  munn [ missing letter-Ra-] – brackish  soil  ; munn- soil  .  
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munux  has the consonants  - ma  -an-  ka- [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaaramaana [ missing letter-Ra-] –alkaline. 

munux  has the consonants  - ma  -an-  ka-  sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadum -sina  mann [ missing letter-the ] –alakaline earth.    

 

nin : queen, mistress, proprietress, lady; lord (reduplicated ní, 'fear; respect; 
frightfulness; awe') [NIN archaic frequency: 75].  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pen mani-[ missing  
letter- pa-]  - lady . 

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   pen [ missing letter- 
pa-]    - woman . 

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   ammani- lady . 

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   ammanai – mistress  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is naachchi [ missing  
letter- sa-] - mistress.    

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the other interpretation  of the word yesamaani [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- mistress/ proprietres.    

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is manaivi-[ missing 
letter- ka-]-  wife . 

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  manai-yaatti [ missing 
letter- the -]  wife/ mistress .  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is mannavanin manaivi –
-[ missing letter- ka-]-  wife of the king . 

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the other interpretation  of the word is raani 
[Skt]  [ missing letter- Ra-]- queen ; arasaani .  
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nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is eraayani [ missing 
letter- Ra-]- queen.  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the other interpretation  of the word is yesamaan 
[ missing  letter- sa-]-lord.  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is koaman-  lord . 

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is mannan- king.  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  iyan / naayan  - lord.  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mann- lord.   

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  emman – my lord.  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maenmai- respect. 

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ennam- respect  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  naanam- respect 
/fear .  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  enn-  respect . 

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paenu [ missing  
letter- pa-]-–respect.  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  noaei – fear.  

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  anju  - fear. 

nin  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  naam  / naamam - 
fear . 

 

nin9: sister (reduplicated ní, 'self; body; one's own').  

 nin  has the consonants -an -  and the  original Tamil  word is annai – sister/ 
mother . 
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 nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is munnai- elder sister .  

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is thannai [ missing 
letter- the-] – sister .  

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is pinni [ missing letter- 
pa-] – younger  sister . 

nin  has the consonants -an - and the other interpretation  of the word is anusai 
[?Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] –younger sister .  

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is anni – siister inlaw . 

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is en - mine.  

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is naan-   me / my self . 

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is than  /   thaan /  
thaan enum thanmai [ missing letter- the-] –self . 

nin  has the consonants -an - and the other interpretation  of the word is aanmaa 
[Skt] -  self  . 

nin  has the consonants -an - and the other interpretation  of the word is maeni  
[Skt] - body . 

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is uoon-  body . 

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is anu –sutle body . 

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is enpu [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  body . 

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is pinam [ missing 
letter- pa-] - dead body .  

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is thandam  [ missing 
letter- the-] -  body . 
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nin  has the consonants -an - and the other interpretation  of the word is thanu  [ 
missing letter- the-]  - body. 

 nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is thinmai  [ missing 
letter- the-]  - body  . 

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is nadai manai [ missing 
letter- the-]  – body . 

nin  has the consonants -an - and the original Tamil  word is mundam / aadai 
inmai [ missing letter- the-]  – naked body / limbless body ; aadai- clothe; inmai- 
nil . 

  

mušen nínna: nocturnal bird - owl (nin, 'fearsome lady', + a, nominative suffix; the 
predatory owl with its human-like face probably gave rise to the demon Lilith 
myth; cf., dnin-nínnamušen).  

ninna has the consonant-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is uooman/ uoonam  
–  large owl .  

ninna has the consonant-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is aanthai [ missing 
letter- the -] - owl . 

ninna has the consonant-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  koon/ moonkaa [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -owl.  

ninna has the consonant-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  naththu  [ missing 
letter- the-]   – a kind  of owl . 

 

ninnu, ninu: fifty (nimin/nin5 , 'forty', + hà/u, 'ten',). 

ninu   has a  consonant  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  enn- numerical 
number. 

ninu   has a  consonant  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  enn onnu- 1 
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ninu   has a  consonant  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  enn moonu- 3 

 ninu   has a  consonant  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   enn anju [ missing 
letter- sa-]– 5. 

 

 ninni5: a rush used in basketry; bulrush (reduplicated nin or nin9 , where reeds 
and rushes were seen as belonging to a young woman goddess similar to the grain 
goddess Nisaba). 

nini   has the consonant -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   pan [ missing letter –
pa-] -  bulrush . 

 

 nun: n., prince, noble, master (ní, 'fear; respect',+ un, 'people' ?) [NUN archaic 
frequency: 652; concatenation of 4 sign variants]. v., to rise up (n, 'to be high',+ 
u5 , 'to mount; be on top of; raised high'). adj., great, noble, fine, deep.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  iyan – king.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   mun- king  . 

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   eesan [missing 
letter- sa-] -  king.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  anji  [missing letter- 
sa-] -  master.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   naayan – king.   

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is mannam-  king/ 
prince.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the other interpretation  of the word is  baanu 
[missing letter- pa-]- king.  
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nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is munpan [ missing 
letter- pa-]- master.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the other interpretation  of the word is 
yesamaan [missing letter- sa-] -  master / lord  /boss. 

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nunniya- fine . 

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nanmai – fine.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is maenmai- udaiyathu 
[ missing letter –the -] – noble.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the other interpretation  of the word is 
unnatham -[ missing letter –the -] - noble . 

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is anju / aanji   [missing 
letter - sa-] -   to fear. 

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is noaei -  fear/ disease   

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is panippu [ missing 
letter –pa-]-  fear.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is anpu [ missing letter- 
pa- ] -  respect / kindness. 

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is enn/ ennam-  
respect.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  naanam – respect.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maenmai-  respect.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  manam – 
respectability . 

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maanam – self 
respect.  
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nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thinai [ missing 
letter- the -] -  people . 

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  inam- race.    

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the   pother interpretation of the word is  sanam  
[ missing letter- sa-] - people . 

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maann-  great.   

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is pemmaan  [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  great person.  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is senni  [ missing 
letter- sa-] – top/ peak /summit .  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is nuni-  tip / top .  

nun  has the consonant- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  unnu –rise.  

 

pana, pan, ban: bow (pa, 'branch', + na4 , 'pebble, stone') [BAN archaic 
frequency: 27; concatenates 2 ? sign variants]. 

pa   has the consonant  -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is   kombu [ missing 
letter- ka-] –branch . 

pan   has the consonants  -pa- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  panar [missing 
letter- Ra-] – branch . 

pan   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kan [ missing 
letter- ka-]- stone.  

pan   has the consonants  -pa-an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
paasaanam  [ missing letter- sa-] -  stone.  

pan   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuni [  
missing letter- ka-] -  the bow.  
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pan   has the consonants  -pa-an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vaenu [  missing letter- ka-] -  the bow.  

pan   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  muni- bow.  

pan   has the consonants  -pa an -and the  original Tamil  word is   pani- bowing.  

pan   has the consonants  -[-pa-]  an -and the  original Tamil  word is   naann- bow 
string. 

pan   has the consonants  -[-pa-] -an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sinjini [ missing letter- sa-]- bow string.  

pan   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  vanakkam- 
missing letter- ka-] – obeisance/ bowing. 

pan   has the consonants  -pa- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai koopi  
vananku [missing letter- ka-] - obesiance . 

pan   has the consonants  --[-pa-] - an -and the  other interpretion  of the word is 
vinayam  [missing letter- ka-] - obesiance .  

pan   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuni [ 
missing letter- ka-] - bend . 

pan   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  mandi  idu [ 
missing letter- the -] -  kneel down/ obey .  

pan   has the consonants  --pa- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  paninthidu 
[missing letter- the -]- obey /surrender . 

pan   has the consonants  --[-pa-] - an -and the  original Tamil  word is  thendanidu 
[missing letter- the -]- obesiance . 

pan   has the consonants  --[-pa-] - an -and the  other interpretion  of the word is  
nama- obesiance . 
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 rín[ERIM]: to be/make bright (reduplication class); to attach, join, hitch (cf., érin, 
rín) (ara4; ar; rà, 'bright', + to be high). 

rin has the consonants    - Ra  -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is niram-  
brightness.  

rin has the consonants    - Ra  -an  - and the interpretation  of the   word is 
puranam  [ missing letter- pa-] -brightness.  

rin has the consonants    - Ra  -an  - and the interpretation  of the   word is nikar [ 
missing letter- ka-]- brightness.  

rin has the consonants    - Ra  -an  - and the interpretation  of the   word is 
kiranam [ missing letter- ka-] -brightness. 

rin has the consonants    - Ra  -an  - and the interpretation  of the   word is 
pirasannam [ missing letter- pa-  and -sa-] – brightness. 

rin has the consonants    - Ra  -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is punaru [  
missing letter- pa-] - join.  

rin has the consonants    - Ra  -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is saeranum [  
missing letter- sa-]   -to join.  

rin has the consonants    - Ra  -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is inaiththiduthar  
[  missing letter- the-]   -attach .  

rin has the consonants    - Ra  -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is   minnuthar  
minniyaarththar  [  missing letter- the-]   -dazzling  . 

 

 sín: (cf., sim). 

 

 sun: (cf., sugin). 
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 sún: aurochs cow, wild cow; beerwort (su, 'to fill, be sufficient',+ un, 'people').  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  aan – ox/ 
cow.   

sun   has the consonants – sa-- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  sumanai  –red 
cow.  

sun   has the consonants – sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  anjam – white 
cow.  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is maiyaan -   
buffalo . 

sun   has the consonants – sa-- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  eenaa pasu  [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  sterile cow.  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  pooni [ 
missing letter- pa-] - bull . 

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  
anupam [ missing letter- pa-]- he buffalo.  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  naampan [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - bull  calf.  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  aanaeru [ 
missing letter- Ra-]   – breeding bull .  

sun   has the consonants – sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  saanam /saani   
-cow dung.  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  aan nilai [ 
missing letter- la-] -  cow house . 

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaanmaa [ 
missing letter- ka-]  - wild cow . 
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sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  eduththan [ 
missing letter- the -] - pack  ox.  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  nirai [ 
missing letter- Ra-]   – to  fill.  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  niraiya [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – plenty .   

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  aa nirai  [ 
missing letter- Ra-]- group of  cows. 

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  nirai [ 
missing letter- Ra-]- cow – group /  army .  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  mandu / 
thandi [ missing letter- the-]- plenty.  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaenam  [ 
missing letter- ka-]  - plenty. 

sun   has the consonants – sa-- an- and the  other interpretaion  of the  word is  
sanam   – people . 

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  inam-   race/ 
group .  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  thinai  [ 
missing letter- the -] – people  /race .  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  naadu  [ 
missing letter- the -] –nation [ naattu mann ] .  

sun   has the consonants – sa- an- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  
stan  [ missing letter- the -] -nation.  

sun   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  undai / 
manthai  [ missing letter- the -]  –group . 
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sun4, sum4, sùl, su6: chin; lower lip; beard (cf., si, 'long, thin things', and tùn, 
'lip') [SU6 archaic frequency: 1; BU3 archaic frequency: 21]. 

su   has the consonant -  sa – and the interpretation  of the word is  chin [E] .    

su   has the consonant -  [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is  naadi [ missing 
letter- the  -] -  chin . 

su   has the consonant -  [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  thaadi [ missing 
letter- the -]   –chin/ beard . 

su   has the consonant  -sa-– and the  original Tamil  word is   sunai- beard.  

su   has the consonant -  [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is   thattam  [ 
missing letter- the -] - chin.  

su   has the consonant – [- sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  uthadu  [ missing 
letter- the -] – lip. 

su   has the consonant – [- sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  oaattam [ 
missing letter- the -] – lip/ upper lip . 

su   has the consonant – [- sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  muththam [ 
missing letter- the -] – lip.  

su   has the consonant -  sa – and the  other Tamil interpretation  of the word is 
sondu [ missing letter- the -] – lip/ blubber lip . 

su   has the consonant – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  mattai  sondu [  
missing letter- the -]- large lip.  

su   has the consonant – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   namudu / sundu 
missing letter- the -]-lower lip.  
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 sun5[BÚR], su16: n., modesty. v., to enter (plural ?; cf., kur9). adj., humble; with 
bowed head; dominated (su9 , 'to mourn, grieve' + ní, 'fear; respect'). 

sun    has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  naanam / 
naannu-  shyness /fear/ modesty  .  

sunbur  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -an  -pa –Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  
paninthiduthar / paninthu  nadanthiduthar [ missing letter-the -]  – bowing/ 
humbleness; paninthidu- obey .  

sunbur  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -an  -pa –Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  
thar perumai indri  [ missing letter-the -] – humbleness  ; thar perumai –self 
bosting ;  thun –self .  

sunbur  has the consonants  -[-sa-]  -an  -pa –Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is   
mandi iduthar [ missing letter-the -]  – bowing /kneel down . 

sunbur  has the consonants  -sa- -an  -[- pa-]  –Ra-  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  saranam  sei  – to salute in a humble manner . 

sunbur  has the consonants  -sa- -an  -[- pa-]  –Ra-  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  nikarvi [ missing letter- ka-]- humble person.  

sunbur  has the consonants  -sa- -an  - [-pa-]  –Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  
serukku inmai / karvam inmai [ missing letter- ka-]- – humbleness; serukku –
arrogance .  

sun    has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  maiya  
noakkam [ missing letter- ka-]-mournful  look . 

sun    has the consonants  - sa -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  anju  / aanji -
fear.     

sun    has the consonants  - [- sa-]  -an -and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  naam/ naamam -  fear.  

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is panippu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - fear.  
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sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  noaei  -
fear/ disease .  

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  maenmai – 
respect; highness .   

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  anpu  
missing letter- pa-]  - respect / love.  

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  paenu 
[missing letter- pa-]  – respect.   

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  enn/  
ennam-  respect.   

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  manam  -
respectability .  

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  maaanam  -
self  respect.    

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanniyam [ 
missing letter- ka-]  – respect  . 

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  vanakkam [  
missing letter- ka-]  – respect .  

sun    has the consonants  - sa- -an -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
sanki [  missing letter- ka-]  – respect .  

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   
maelaanmai [  missing letter- la-]   – dominance . 

sun    has the consonants  - sa--an -and the  original Tamil  word is  uchcha nilai [  
missing letter- la-]-  dominance    . 

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  aan 
aalumai   [  missing letter- la-] - male dominance; aan- male .  
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sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  munaippu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –dominance.    

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   nuzhai [  
missing letter- la-]   -enter.  

sun    has the consonants  - sa- -an -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
namuthu  sei [ missing letter- the -]  -enter.  

sun    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   adainthidu 
/ thunai [ missing letter- the -]  -enter. 

 

sun7[KAL]: quarrel, discord.  

sunkal   has the  consonants – sa-an- ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is sandai 
kattuthal  [ missing letter-the -]  -to quarrel; sandai- fight ; kattu- make/ build/ tie . 

sunkal   has the  consonants – [-sa-]  -an- ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalalai ankam – fight.  

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  kalakam – quarrel  
/clash . 

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is   kaama kalakam -  
love quarrel ; kaamam- love;  kalakam-  clash . 

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is  kai kalappu  [ 
missing letter  -pa-] – quarrel  ; kai- arm / hand; kalappu – mixing .  

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is  kampalai [ missing 
letter  -pa-] – quarrel  .  

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the  other interpretation  of the word is  kali 
bili  [  missing letter  -pa-] – quarrel  .  

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
kalapam  [  missing letter  -pa-] –fight.  
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kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
vippilavam [  missing letter  -pa-] –  unjust fight. 

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is  silukku [ missing 
letter- sa-] - quarrel  . 

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is  sili mukam [ 
missing letter- sa-] – fight.  

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is mallu  kattuthal  [ 
missing letter- the -]-  quarrel.   

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kalaathi [ missing letter- the -]-  quarrel.   

quarrel [E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra-  la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
koalaaru -  quarrel.  

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is  kuzhappam [  
missing letter  -pa-] -  discord.  

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is  kollaamai – 
discord.   

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is   vazhakku  -
dispute.  

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is villankam – 
dispute.     

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is neekkal – 
disagreement . 

kal  has the consonants –ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is  inakkkam  illai 
disagreement . 
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šen[SU×A]: n., a copper pan, pail, vessel; mirror (?) (liquid + stone) [ŠEN archaic 
frequency: 66; concatenates 4 sign variants]. adj., clear, pure; polished, shiny.  

 pan  [E]  has the consonants pa an and the  original Tamil  word is  paanai  -  
earthern pan  ;   paanai - pot  . 

pan  [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-]  –an- and the  original Tamil  word is yaenam- 
vessel  . 

pan  [E]  has the consonants – pa- –an- and the  other interpretation  of the  word 
is   nipaanam  - milk  pail . 

sen  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an – and the  original Tamil  word is  yaenam- 
utensil ;  saaman .  

sen  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an – and the  original Tamil  word is   paanai [  
missing letter- pa-]  – pot.  

sen  has the consonants – sa- an – and the  original Tamil  word is   seppu  paanai [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -copper pot.  

sen  has the consonants – sa- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  seppu  
naanayam [ missing letter- pa-]  – copper   coin. 

sen  has the consonants – sa- an – and the  original Tamil  word is    sem-- manam  
-copper sky.  

sen  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an – and the  original Tamil  word is   punai [ 
missing letter- pa-]  – vessel /boat . 

sen  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an – and the  original Tamil  word is  eththanam 
[ missing letter- the -]-  utensil ;  thattu  muttu  saaman .  

sen  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
manthini  [ missing letter- the -]-  -churning  pot.  

sen  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an – and the  original Tamil  word is   kunam  [ 
missing letter-ka-]-- water pot.  
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sen  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an – and the  original Tamil  word is  kinnam  [ 
missing letter-ka-]—cup.  

 sen  has the consonants – sa-- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  sem pon [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -  pure gold.  

sen  has the consonants – sa-- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  pasum  pon  [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -  pure gold;  pon- gold.  

sen  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  minu 
minuppu [missing letter- pa-]   -shiny . 

sen  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  minukkam 
[ missing letter-ka-]—polished . 

sen  has the consonants –  sa-- an – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kanjanam [ missing letter-ka-]—mirror . 

sen  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- an – and the  original Tamil  word is kannaan/ 
kammiyan   [ missing letter-ka-]—copper smith . 

sen  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- an – and the  original Tamil  word is kan [ 
missing letter-ka-]— copper.  

sen  has the consonants –  sa- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  saanai  idu [ 
missing letter- the - ] - to  polish  .  

sen  has the consonants –  [- sa-] - an – and the  original Tamil  word is   mani  -
stone/ bead;  sem -mani  -red bead  .  

sen  has the consonants –  [- sa-] - an – and the  original Tamil  word is neermam  [ 
missing letter- Ra- ]- liquid.    

sen  has the consonants –   sa-- an – and the  original Tamil  word is sen -niram 
missing letter- Ra- ]-copper color.  

 

šén: verdigris. 
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sen  has the consonants –   sa-- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  kanja   
pachchai  [ missing  letters- ka- and- pa-] – verdigris ; kanjam –copper; pachchai- 
green . 

 

 šún[MUL]: n., star. v., to shine brightly.  

šún[MUL]  has the consonants  -[-sa -]-an  -ma- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
minu minuththal / minnuthal [ missing  letter- the -] -  shining . 

šún[MUL]  has the consonants  -[-sa -]-an  -ma- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vin meenkal- [ missing  letter-  ka-] - stars . 

 

tán[MEN]: to become clean, clear, light, free (ta, 'nature, character' + an, 'sky, 
heaven').  

*tan   has the consonants - the- an - and the  original Tamil  word is thanmai-  
nature /character.  

*tan   has the consonants - the- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  thani  
thanmai –  individual character ; thani- individual; thanmai- nature .  

tan   has the consonants - the- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  nadaththai – 
character.  

tan   has the consonants - the- an - and the  original Tamil  word is nun nadaththai  
- good  character; nadaththai- character .  

tan   has the consonants - the- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  nun mathippu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- good  character  ; nun –good; mathippu-  respect/ value . 

tan   has the consonants - the- an - and the  original Tamil  word is   theeya  panpu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-bad character.  

tan   has the consonants - the- an - and the  original Tamil  word is nadaththaiyim  
panpum  [ missing  letter- pa-]- conduct and character.    
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*tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
thanam  / neethi   - nature.  

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  thun mathi -  ill 
nature.  

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  unmai thanmai 
– real nature; unmai- truth .   

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   maanuda 
thanmai – human nature; manudan- human .   

*tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is thaniththa- 
free.  

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is thooimanathau-  
clean . 

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  saanai- yidu [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -polish/  clean ,  grind  as gems.  

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is thun- urimai 
udaiyathu [ missing letter- Ra-] – free one ; thun-  self  ; urimai –rights; udaiyathu- 
has   . 

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is adimaithanam 
indri -[ missing letter- Ra-]  - no slavery ; adimai –slave  . 

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is thadai inmai- no  
restriction . 

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is saen -naadu [ 
missing letter- sa-] – heaven  ; naadu –country  . 

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is nandru [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – heaven . 
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tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is muththi  naadu 
-  heaven .  

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
poothaandam [ missing letter- pa-]- universe.  

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is    
anthaamam  -highest  heaven .  

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
anantham[Skt]   - sky.  

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is andam- 
universe.  

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan naadu/ 
vaan veedu/ vaan mukadu /  aandavan idam   [ missing letter- ka-]-heaven;  vaan-  
sky ;  mukadu- peak ;  aandavan –god ;  idam- palce.  

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  aandavan idam  
/aandavanin  idam   / theivaththtin  veedu [ missing letter- ka-]-heaven  ; 
aandavan -  god;  veedu – hut. 

tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is thenmai  
clearness.   

*tan   has the consonants - the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is thuni  - clarity 
/ light.  

 

ten; te-en: n., cold, coolness (te, 'to approach, near' + en, 'time' referring to 
shorter days ?). v., to trample, extinguish; to soften, allay; to cool (te-en-te in 
marû). 

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is thadiman  - cold.   
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ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thanmai [ 
missing letter- the -] – cool  . 

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thaduman- 
common cold.  

ten has the consonants-  the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  
pidiththida [ missing letter- pa-] – to have  common cold ; pani- cold; pidiththida- 
to catch . 

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  anaiththidu - 
extinguish . 

*ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thani/ 
thaniththidu – extinguish  . 

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  noothu - 
extinguish  .  

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is thani –soften . 

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is menmai 
adinthida – soften . 

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thani / 
thaniththidu – allay . 

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mithiththidanum-  to trample . 

*ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thani  /thann -  
coolness.   

*ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thannam  
/thanmai – coolness.    

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thanuppu 
/thanpu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  -cold / coolness.  
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ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  other interpretation of the word is  
anuttanam – coolness.   

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  other interpretation of the word is 
saantham [ missing letter- sa-]-  -coolness.  

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nothu - / nuthu 
–quench . 

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thanippu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - allay . 

*ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thani  -allay .  

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  naniththidu- dip 
/soak . 

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   nadai –time.  

*ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
tayan -  time.  

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  santhi [ missing 
letter- sa-] – evening time;  anthi .    

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  eena  santhi  [ 
missing letter- sa-] - inopportune time.  

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  needu – long 
time.    

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nedippu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –long time.  

 ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   naththam – 
night time.   

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the original Tamil word is andu – approach.  
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ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the original Tamil word is  naadu – 
approach .  

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the original Tamil word is   adainthidu  -
approach/ attain  . 

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the original Tamil word is andai- nearness 

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  original Tamil  word is mun adi  - 
nearnes.  

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
athittaanam – nearness.  

ten has the consonants- the-  an-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
san-nithi [ missing letter- sa-]-  nearness.  
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                                               Page -39.  

 

tin: n., life; wine [TIN archaic frequency: 93]. v., to cure; to be healthy; to  live.  

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is nadaththai- life.  

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is nadai padi [ 
missing letter- pa-] - life.  

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  mani- thaayam-  
domestic  life .  

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the other interpretation of the  word is   
thaanam -domestic  life .     

*tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is thani –cure/ 
subside .  

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   paadam  pannu  
[ missing letter- pa-] -to cure.  

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the other interpretation of the  word is   
mathu  paanam [ missing letter- pa-]-  liquor.  

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  poathai  paanam 
[ missing letter- pa-]-  intoxicating  liquid ; poathai- intoxication ;  paanam- drink .  

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaen – honey .   

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  inippu thanni  [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  sweet water; inippu –sweet; thanni –water .  

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   pathani [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   sweet toddy . 

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   nalam-udan  [ 
missing letter- la-] – healthy . 
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tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  udal nalam 
[missing letter- la-] -  body  health; udal- body; nalam- health  . 

tin  has the consonants –the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   erunthidu / 
thoandridu [ missing letter-  Ra-] -   to exist / to appear   . 

 

tun(3), tu10: to constrict; to defeat; to massacre; to break up, smash (cf., dun).  

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adu / idi / 
thaeiththtidu  – kill.   

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
needuthanam – slaughter.  

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  maaiththidu  /maattu   
- kill . 

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaiththidu / saadu  / 
sithai / sattiththidu  [ missing  letter- sa-]  -beat /slay . 

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thudai / thaei  / 
maattu /  maaiththidu  - kill .  

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   sithaiththidu [ 
missing  letter- sa-]  -shatter.  

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adiththu  udai – break  

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  idi  / udai –smash . 

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oattam / oaattu – 
defeat.  

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   uoothi  poadu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -defeat . 
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tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  padu [ missing 
letter- pa-] -to suffer defeat.    

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  odukku  [ missing 
letter- ka-] –constrict.   

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  edukku [ missing 
letter- ka-] -constriction.   

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paadam  [  missing 
letter- pa-]  -  compression .  

tu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   paathidu  [  missing 
letter- pa-] - make narrow .   

 

tùn[GÍN]: n., pocket, pouch, case; wrap, bandage; stomach; lip (te, 'cheeks' + nu, 
'likeness') [SUG5 archaic frequency: 67]. adj., intact, bound.  

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –[-an -] –   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vandi – stomach   . 

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –[-an -] –   and the  interpretation  of 
the  word koathanthi  -cheek.  

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –[-an -] –   and the  original Tamil  word 
is    katta  vaendum  – to  wrap . 

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –an -–   and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaedu   adaiyaatha vannam – intact  ; kaedu- damage; adaiya –to attain ; 
adaiyaathu- not attaining  .  

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –[-an -] -–   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kattu  -undathu  - bounded  ; kattu –tie .  

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –-an --–   and the  original Tamil  word 
is    udamai aakki kondida vaendum – pouch / to  possess ; udamai- property . 
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tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –-[-an-]  --–   and the  original Tamil  
word is   thoonku  pai  [ missing letter- pa-]- sleeping bag ; thoonkku- sleep; pai- 
bag . 

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –-[-an-]  --–   and the  original Tamil  
word is  panam  vaiththidum   kai  pai  [ missing letter- pa-]-  money  purse 
panam- money;  kai – hand; pai- bag .  

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –-an- --–   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pon   nakai  vaiththidum  petti [ missing letter- pa-]-  jewel box;  pon –gold; 
nakai –jewel  ; petti- box .  

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –-[-an-]  --–   and the  original Tamil  
word is  vanna  petti [ missing letter- pa-]- color  box;  vannam- color;  petti -box.   

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –-[-an-]  --–   and the  original Tamil  
word is   veenkkida  /thinikka - bag  [v] . 

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –-[-an-]  --–   and the  original Tamil  
word is   santhookku [ missing letter- sa-]-box.  

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –-[-an-]  --–   and the  other 
interpretation of the word   is    kaandam – jewel box.  

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –-[-an-]  -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  kachchanthi  [ missing letter- sa-]-gunny  bag . 

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –an -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinaikka  vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-] – to bind.  

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –an -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
inaikka  vaendum - to bind. 

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –an -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudinthida vaendum –to tie.   

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –an -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
nangu  kootti  mudiththida vaendum  - tie well.  
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tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –[-an-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thudakkida  vaendum  -to tie.  

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –[-an -]-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaavan—k- kattai – jaw.  

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –[-an -] –   and the  interpretation  of 
the  word  thunkam – tip  /edge [ lip ]  . 

tunginn   has the consonants - the -an - ka –[-an -]-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaenkkukai -  being  brimful . 

 

pap: (cf., pab; pa4 ).  

rap: (cf., (giš)rab).  

sipa: (cf., sipad).  

 

bar: n., (out)side; soul, innards; fleece [BAR archaic frequency: 306]. v., to open; 
to uncover, expose; to see; to remove; to be absent; to release; to peel, pare, 
shell; to select; to divide; to split; to distribute; to keep away (with -ta-) 
(container plus to expel, remove as in ri). adj., foreign. prep., because of.  

*bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is puram-   out 
side.  

*bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paaru –see.  

bar  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is maana-m- 
muru -to  perceive with eyes.  

bar  has the consonants – -[-pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
paarththidu / thirutti [ missing letter- the -]-  see.   
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bar  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eraatha/ 
thoandraa [ missing letter- the -]-  absent.   

bar  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  indri/ udan 
uraiyaatha [ missing letter- the -]-  absent.   

bar  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uri-  to peel.  

*bar  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is piri- to un 
cover/ divide/ to open  .  

par  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thiranthidu- -
[ missing letter- the -]-  to open ; piriththu  paaru – open and see . 

bar  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aru – tear.  

bar  has the consonants – -pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   piri /  piriththu 
thaa  -[ missing letter- the -]-  to give /share .  

bar  has the consonants – -pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thundu  
poaduthar [ missing letter- the -]- to divide in to bits; thundu- piece .  

bar  has the consonants – -[-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  theer / theri  
/eethar [ missing letter- the -]- divide.  

bar  has the consonants – -[-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thaernthudu 
[ missing letter- the -]- – to select . 

bar  has the consonants – -[-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is etti iru-[ 
missing letter- the -]-  to keep away.  

bar  has the consonants – -pa - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  purani  naadu [  
missing letter- the -]-  foreign country ; paradaesa [Skt] . 

bar  has the consonants – -[-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mayir  -  
fleece.  

bar  has the consonants – -[-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uyir/ 
mannuyir  - soul.    
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bar  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
sareeri / reeri [ missing letter- sa-] – soul  as the  owner of the body . 

bar  has the consonants – -pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  parai / pori / 
peyar / piri -  remove.  

 

bár: (cf., barag).  

 

bar6,7: v., to shine, be bright; to break (of the day) (cf., bar, 'to expose', which 
refers here to the sun; and cf., ara4 , 'to shine; to blaze'). adj., white.  

bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  erippu  -  
brightness.  

bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the  other  interpretation  of the  word is 
pirabai / pirabaa -  light/ bright/ splendor. 

bar  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  eriya  -
shining.   

bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
pirabai – brightness.  

bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
puranam   – brightness. 

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  niram -  
brightness.    

bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is pon  paduthar  [ 
missing letter- the -]-  appear bright.  

bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   niram peru – to  
glisten . 
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bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   vaikarai 
naeram [ missing letter- ka-] -  early  morning . 

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra –and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
arattam [ missing  letter- the -]-  dawning.   

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is thoandru   [ 
missing  letter- the -]-   dawn. 

bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   yaerpaadu  [ 
missing  letter- the -]- morning.    

bar  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
thinaarampam  [ missing  letter- the -]- morning.    

bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   gnaayiru  
paadu [ missing  letter- the -]-   early  morning.   

bar  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   naan 
muthar [ missing  letter- the -]-   early  morning.   

bar  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   mun 
naeram-  morning twilight .  

bar  has the consonants - pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  punnam pulari [ 
missing letter- la-]-  early  dawn.    

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  gnaayiru  -
sun.   

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  naan 
gnaayiru  - sun rise.  

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   uyaru/ 
yaeru  – rise.  
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bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   venn -
niram- [ missing letter- ka-] -  white color ;  niram inmai ; niram- ray / color ; 
inmai- nil  . 

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  kariya  niram  
[ missing letter- ka-] - black color  ; kariya- black; niram- color  .    

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the other interpretation  of the word is 
kavuram  [ missing letter- ka-] -  white color. 

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the other interpretation  of the word is  
maka veeram  [ missing letter- ka-] –white horse.  

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  nun -niram- 
white  color .    

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  narai - white 
horse  . 

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the other interpretation  of the word is 
saarasam [ missing letter- sa-] – white heron  . 

bar  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra –and the other interpretation  of the word is 
eraamam -   white deer .  

bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is pon  niram-   
golden yellow  color ; pon- gold;  niram- color.  

bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  pachchai  niram  
[ missing letter- sa-] -  green color; pachchai- green; niram- color.  

bar  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   manja  
niram [ missing letter- sa-] -  yellow color; manja- yellow.  

 bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   poattu  
udaiththar [ missing letter- the -]  expose.  
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bar  has the consonants – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   purani kooru   [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -to expose secrets ; kooru –say. 

 

bára: (cf., barag).  

 

bàra, pàra, bàr, pàr[DAG]; para4, par4[KISAL]: to stretch or spread out; to pass 
over; to be stretched or spread out (cf., bárag) (interchanges with búru) (ba, 'to 
apportion, divide', + ra(-g/h), 'to overflow'; cf. compound word, ba-ra(-g)) [BARA3 
archaic frequency: 13]. 

pàr[DAG] has the consonants  - pa- Ra  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
virivaakkam  purinthiduka / virivadaiya  - to spread / expand . 

pàr[DAG] has the consonants  - pa- Ra  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
perithaakka  vaendum – to make bigger ; periyathu- big  ; aakku- make   

pàr[DAG] has the consonants  - pa- Ra  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
neettiththar  vaendum  -to elongate ; neettam- length . 

pàr[DAG] has the consonants  - pa- Ra  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
perukkiduka- to multiply  . 

pàr[DAG] has the consonants  - pa- Ra  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
parappida vaendum- to spread . 

pàr[DAG] has the consonants  - pa- Ra  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
piriththida vaendum – to separate . 

pàr[DAG] has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  muriththida vaendum  -to break . 

pàr[DAG] has the consonants  --pa- Ra  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
thundu  poaduthar  vaendum  -to divide  in to bits ;  thundu – bit . 
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pàr[DAG] has the consonants  --pa- Ra  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
vakuththu   tharuka- to  divide and distribute ; vakuthidu –divide; tharuka- give .  

pàr[DAG] has the consonants  --pa- Ra  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
pankku iduthar- to share ;  pankku-  share . 

pàr[DAG] has the consonants  --pa- Ra  -the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
othukkeedu  purika  -allocate;  othukkeedu -  quota .  

parakisal   has the consonants -  pa –Ra- ka –[-sa-]-la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  paravalaakku – to expand.  

parakisal   has the consonants -  pa –Ra- ka –[-sa-]-la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  pakirnthu  koduththal / vazhankuthal [ missing letter- the -] – to 
distribute; pakiru-  distribute ; koduththal-  giving  ; vazhankku –deliver  . 

parakisal   has the consonants -  pa –Ra- ka –sa-la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
naanku / ellaa  thikkilum / purankalilum  virivaakkam seithal - [ missing letter- the 
-]-  to expand in all four  directions ;   naanku-  four;  alaa- all ; thikku-  direction; 
puram- side;  virivaakkam-  expansion  .  

parakisal   has the consonants -  pa –Ra- ka –[-sa-] -la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  ov-vorukkaana  pankai  vakuththu aliththal - [ missing letter- the -]- to 
share ;  vaku-  divide  . 

parakisal   has the consonants -  pa –Ra- ka –[-sa-] -la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kooru poaduthal [ missing letter- the -]-to divide . 

parakisal   has the consonants -  pa –Ra- ka –[-sa-] -la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  piriththu  vaiththal - [ missing letter- the -]- to separate . 

 

 bara4[BAD]: to spread out, open wide; released; separated.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  pa -Ra – [-pa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  
parantha- wide open  .  
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bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  pa -Ra – [-pa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  pirinthu  poanathu / pirinthathu  - separated . 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  pa -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   parappidu – to spread . 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is    paduththar -  spread out.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  pa- -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is paamapu   padam eduththar  -spread hood.     

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  pa -Ra – [-pa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  padarthar – spread  as vine . 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  pa -Ra – pa- the –and the  original Tamil   
paramputhar – to overspread as  clouds  and  darkness.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  pa -Ra – [-pa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  pithirthar – spread.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra – [-pa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  munnuthar – spread. 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra – [-pa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  uooruthar – spread as  ink  on flimsy  paper.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra – [-pa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  ammuthar- spread thickly .  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants –  pa -Ra –pa- the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
padar punn- spreading ulcer.   

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  pa -Ra – [-pa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  
ettuthar – spread.   

bara4[BAD] has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra – [-pa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  
thotruthar -  spread as vine.  
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bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is    padarchchi [ missing letter- sa-]   - spreading.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  parattai – spreading.     

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  pa- -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    paasi  padithar [ missing letter- sa-]  – spread  as  moss over the  surface of 
water.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   semmuthar [ missing letter- sa-]  - spread as color . 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   sooduthar [ missing letter- sa-]  - spread. 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   thooruthar  -spread as news.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   gnemirthar – spread.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   thootruthar –spread.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-] - -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is     nadai yaaduthar / nadaththar – spread.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -[-pa-]-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   viriththar [ missing letter- ka-]  -spread.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   pamputhar - spread. 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is     nirapputhar - spread. 
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bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   adi  paduthar -  spread ,  reach  as a  rumour.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   yaedu  padithar - spread  as  moss over the  surface of water.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaeruthar   -  to be diffused as poison.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -[-pa-]-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is    uyithar – release . 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -[-pa-]-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  muththi  adithar  -release  .  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -[-pa-]-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  urimai  maatru  -release.   

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -[-pa-]-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  udamai  maatru  -release. 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -[-pa-]-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   erithar  /eithiduthar – release / discharge as missile, arrow  . 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -[-pa-]-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   thoduthar – discharge as an arrow.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  peithar  -discharge .    

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -pa-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   thurappu  -discharging.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -[-pa-]-the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  viduviththar / vittu  viduthar [ missing letter- ka-] – release  . 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants - -pa- -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   piriththar/ piriththu eduththar / peyarthar -separate .   
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 bara4[BAD] has the consonants - -[-pa-] - -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aaithar / unarthar / thariththar/ muriththar  – separate . 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants - -[-pa-] - -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  thanduthar – be in seclusion /  to separate .  

 bara4[BAD] has the consonants - -[-pa-] - -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  neeththar  -separate  from .  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants - -pa-- -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  thani  pera-  separately  . 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants - -pa-- -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   thurappu  -separation.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -[-pa-] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   sithar [ missing letter – sa -] – separate.  

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -pa--the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kooru  poadu [ missing letter- ka-] -separate. 

bara4[BAD] has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra – -pa--the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaeru  paduththu [ missing letter- ka-] -separate. 

 

bara5,6: (cf., barag).  

] 

bir: to scatter, mix; to wreck; to murder (ba, 'to divide', + ir10, re7 , 'to stir, mix') 
[BIR archaic frequency: 9; concatenation of 3 sign variants]. 

bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is uyirai pari – to 
take the life; uyir- life; pari –take away  . 

bir  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is uooru-  
murder . 
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bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
aarampam   - murder.  

bir  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  nooru – kill.   

bir  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  maram- 
murder.  

bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the original Tamil word is parappu –spread . 

bir  has the consonants -  [-pa -] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  seru [missing 
letter- sa-] - kill.  

bir  has the consonants -  [-pa -] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   saeru 
missing letter- sa-]- join / blend/ mix.  

*bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  piri -  divide.  

bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is paraparappu – 
stir.  

bir  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is eraiya – 
scatter.  

scatter [E] has the consonants-  sa  -ka- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
ankkum  inkkumaaka  sithara  - to scatter ; ankku –there; inkku- here .   

scatter [E] has the consonants-  [-sa-]  -ka- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vithai  thoovuthar -  scatter/ sowing  . 

scatter [E] has the consonants- sa-ka- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vediththu sithara -   scattered by blast/ blow up  .  

scatter [E] has the consonants- sa-ka- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
sukku  nooraaka  udainthu  norunkiyathu  -  shatterd  in to  pieces; udainthida- 
broken ; nooru –to break .  
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scatter [E] has the consonants-  [-sa-]  -ka- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
ankkum inkkumaaka  oaaduthar -  take flight / to run here and there ; oaaduthar-  
running . 

scatter [E] has the consonants-  [-sa-]  -ka- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
theriththu  oaaduka-  to flee.  

scatter [E] has the consonants-  [-sa-]  -ka- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
orunkku   inaiyaatha-  scattered.  

scatter [E] has the consonants-  [-sa-]  -ka- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
adarththi  kuraivaka – not dense  ;  adarththi –density; kuraivu- less . 

scatter [E] has the consonants-  [-sa-]  -ka- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuraththi  adikka- to drive away  /chase away  . 

scatter [E] has the consonants-  [-sa-]  -ka- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
pakirnthiduka  [ missing letter- pa-] - to distribute. 

scatter [E] has the consonants-  sa-ka- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
naanku  puramum  paravi  kidakka  /sithari kidakka [ missing letter- pa-] -  
spreaded in all four sides; naanku –four; puram- side;   parava- to spread  ; sithara 
–scatter . 

bir  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra - and the   other interpretation of the  word is  
ruin [E] / nooru .   

 ruin [E]  has the consonants -Ra –an- and the  interpretation of the word is  nooru 
– ruin. 

bir  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  uooru  /ari / 
nooru -  destruction.  

bir  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   yaeru  -
destroy.  

bir  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra - and the   other interpretation of the  word is  
nir -naasam /nira -sanam / sammaaram  [ missing letter- sa-] – utter destruction.  
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bir  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra - and the   other interpretation of the  word is  
maranam  -death /destruction.   

bir  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  saeru / 
misiram  [ missing letter- sa-]  -mix.    

 

 bir(2,4): n., mistiness (of the eyes) (ba, 'inanimate conjugation prefix', + ér, ír, 'to 
weep' and ur5 , 'to smell'with possibly a hidden meaning of 'to dry' for Vr or ara4 
as also seen in dúr). v., to sniff, wrinkle one's nose; to dry up, shrivel up. adj., 
flaccid, shriveled up (said of a penis). 

bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is kann  porai- [ 
missing letter- ka-] - cataract ; kann-  eye; porai- cataract  . 

bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  marai pani – 
mist .  

bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  pukaar[  missing 
letter- ka-] - mist /fog.  

bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is moappam paaru 
–to sniff.  

bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  manam  paaru -  
to  smell ; manam- smell  ; paaru –see  .  

bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is aan  uruppu – 
male genital ; aan-  male; uruppu- body  part. 

bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  penn  uruppu – 
female genital ; penn- female; uruppu -  body  part . 

bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  pirappu  uruppu  
-genital  ; pirappu –birth; uruppu- part .  
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bir  has the consonants -  pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is aan kuri  
viraippu  inmai [ missing letter- ka-]- flaccid  penis ; aan – male ; kuri –symbol; aan 
kuri- penis / male genital  ; viraippu –rigidity ; inmai- nil      . 

bir  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is thirai  [ 
missing letter –the – ] - shrivel  up/ wrinkle .  

bir  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is uram attra [ 
missing letter –the-]  -flaccid  ;  attra- nil .  

 

 bìr[ERIM]: team (of donkeys/animals) (ba, 'inanimate conjugation prefix', + ir10, 
'to accompany, lead; to bear; to go; to drive along or away', the plural hamtu for 
'to go', cf., re7 ) [?? BIR3 archaic frequency: 23; concatenation of 3 sign variants; 
ZATU-143 ERIM archaic frequency: 175; concatenation of 3 sign variants].  

bìr has the consonants - -[- pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   nirai – herd.  

bìr has the consonants - -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   purappadu [ 
missing letter- the -] – depart . 

*bìr has the consonants - -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  poru / porumai 
/ paaram  –tolerate/ to bear  . 

*bìr has the consonants - -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  noarpu / 
parippu – bearing.  

bìr has the consonants -  pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  udan  poathar / 
pinnaar poathar [ missing letter- the -] -  to accompany   . 

bìr has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   aattruthar/ 
nadaththuthar [ missing letter- the -] - lead.  

bìr has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   oaattuthar  [ 
missing letter- the -]  -drive away.  
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bìr has the consonants -  pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  appura 
paduththuthar [ missing letter- the -]-  to remove from  one place to other place  
as cattle . 

bìr has the consonants -  pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thuraththi  
adiththar - drive away/ chase  away . 

 bìr has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mirattuthar [ 
missing letter- the -]- drive away.  

bìr has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  peyarththar [ 
missing letter- the -] -to remove from  one place to other place  as cattle . 

 

bir4,5: locust; sparrow (cf., bìr for animals in plural numbers). 

bir  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor  kuruvi [ 
missing letter- ka-] –sparrow .  

bir  has the consonants -  -pa-- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  paravai inam [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -bird   species ; paravai-  bird ;  species -  inam  .  

bir  has the consonants -  pa-- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  paravai [missing 
letter- ka-] -  bird.  

bir  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   siri [missing 
letter- sa-] -  locust  . 

 locust [ E]  has the consonants  -la- ka- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ilai  vettu  kili  – locust ; ilai- leaf ; vettu-cut .  

 

 bir6,7: to rip to pieces; to break (cf., bir for similar semantics). 

*bir has the consonants -  pa-Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  peeru -  rip.  
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*bir has the consonants -  pa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  piri / peeru –
split.  

*bir has the consonants - pa- Ra -and the original Tamil word is pirippu –spliting. 

bir has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is muri -  frature . 

bir has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is muri  -piece.  

bir has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is neri / eru  -
smash.   

bir has the consonants -  -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kurumpu [ 
missing letter- ka-] - small pieces.  

bir has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  thaeru [  
missing letter- the -]  -a piece.  

bir has the consonants -  -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  piri  /aru –rip .  

 

 bir9[NE]: to blaze, flame up (cf., bar6,7 for similar semantics). 

bir9[NE]   has the consonants  - pa- Ra- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
neruppu eri – to burn . 

bir9[NE]   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - Ra- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
anar – flame.  
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                                                 Page-40.  

 

bur: meal, repast; stone bowl, pot (cf., búru) (ba, 'portion, rations, open 
container', + úr, 'lap, thighs, legs') [BUR archaic frequency: 51; concatenation of 4 
sign variants].  

bur has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  erai – food.  

bur has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is soaru  /arisi 
soaru [ missing letter- sa-] – cooked rice  ;  arisi –rice . 

bur has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nirai  - large 
water pot.    

bur has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  irumpai-  water 
pot.   

*bur has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paari – liquor 
jug.  

bur has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  samaiyar  paanai 
[ missing letter- sa-]-  cooking pot.  

bur has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the   other interpretaion  of the word is 
asir [ jar]  [ missing letter- sa-]-  domestic utensil.  

bur has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  siriya  paanai  
[ missing letter- sa-]-  -small pot;  siriya- small.   

bur has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  arisi paanai [ 
missing letter- sa-]- rice pot;  arisi- rice; paanai- pot.   

bur has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  por paanai- gold 
pot  ; pon- gold  .  

bur has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   paanai  uri / uri  
paanai  - rope  tied  hanging  pot . 
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bur has the consonants – - pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is periya paanai -  
big pot ; periya – big  ; paanai- pot .  

bur has the consonants – - pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thomparam [ 
missing letter- the -]- cooking  pot.  

bur has the consonants – - pa- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
munn paaththiram [  missing letter- the -]-   mud pot / vessel  ; munn- soil .  

bur has the consonants – - [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  iyattru [  
missing letter- the -]- utensil.  

bur has the consonants – - [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  munn-
iyattru [ missing letter- the -]-  mud  pot.   

bur has the consonants – - pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thayir  paanai [  
missing letter- the -]-  curd  pot ; thayir-  curd;  paanai -  pot.   

bur has the consonants – - pa- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
murattumam [missing letter- the -]-  water pot.  

bur has the consonants – - [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoattraanam [missing letter- the -]-  leather vessel.   

bur has the consonants – - pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thanneer  
paanai [ missing letter- the -]-  water pot; thanneer-  water; paanai – pot.  

bur has the consonants – - pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  neer  paanai -  
waterpot.  

bur has the consonants – -[- pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  neer thotti [ 
missing letter- the -]-  water  tub  ;  neeer-  water; thotti –tank . 

bur has the consonants – - pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is erumpu  
paadnam [ missing letter- the -]-  iron  vessel.  

bur has the consonants – - [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karakam / 
varkari / nuvar kari [ missing letter- ka-]-  water pot.   
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bur has the consonants – - [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kapparai  [ 
missing letter- ka-]- earthern vessel.   

bur has the consonants – - [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karupparam 
[ missing letter- ka-]- iron vessel.  

bur has the consonants – - [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is anar kuvai [ 
missing letter- ka-]-frying  pan.     

bur has the consonants – - [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  panku  
kooru  / unavu  kooru  [ missing letter- ka-]-ration.  

bur has the consonants – - [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  arai -  
portion.  

bur has the consonants – - [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   maer arai / 
param – upper portion; puram-  side; maer- upper .  

bur has the consonants – - [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   uooru  -
thigh.  

bur has the consonants –-pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thodai pattru  
/thodai uruppu  [ missing letter- the -]-  thigh.  

bur has the consonants –-[-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kurankku [ 
missing letter- ka-]-– thigh.   

bur has the consonants –-[-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaer /   
ratham [ missing letter- the -]-  leg.  

 

búru, bur(2): n., burin; thread [BUR2 archaic frequency: 45]. v., to open, release, 
loosen; to spread out (a garment); to dissolve; to interpret (a dream); to dispose 
of; to pay (with -ta); to knap, flake off (flint); to tear out; to despoil (reduplication 
class; cf., bar, bur12) (cf., bar and bàra for similar semantics). 
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búru  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is noor- 
thread . 

*búru  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  puri-  strand  ,  
twist  as  of  straw.  

*búru  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is piri- rope/ 
cord  .   

búru  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  arai gnaan -   
waist cord; arai-  hip; gnaan-  string .  

búru  has the consonants –[- pa--]  Ra- and the   interpretation of the  word is  
saran /saranam [ missing letter- sa-]-  seeta’s  thread.  

búru  has the consonants – pa-- Ra- and the   interpretation of the  word is pira 
saarini   [ missing letter- sa-]-  seeta’s  thread.  

búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoori / 
nerudu [ missing  letter- the -]  -thread.  

búru  has the consonants –-pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   paruththi  
payir [ missing  letter- the -] –cotton plants ; paruththi –cotton; payir-  crop. 

búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   naaru – 
fibre.  

búru  has the consonants –-pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  narampu -  
fibre .    

búru  has the consonants –-pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pisiru [ missing 
letter- sa-]- fibre .   

búru  has the consonants –-[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  soaru [ 
missing letter- sa-]- filament as of the flower of the screw pine.  

*búru  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is piri- open . 
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*búru  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is parappu- 
spread . 

*búru  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  paaru – 
damage/ ruin .  

*búru  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is pari – despoil . 

búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is soorai [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -  despoil . 

búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  seru  
missing  letter- sa-] -ruin.  

búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aru- tear.  

búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uri- peel/ 
despoil  . 

búru  has the consonants – pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is appura  
paduththu [ missing letter- the -] –dispose.  

búru  has the consonants – [-pa--] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aatru [ 
missing letter- the -] – loosen . 

*búru  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  piri –dissolve.  

búru  has the consonants – [-pa--] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is karaikai / 
karaiya/ uruku / neer perukku / marai uru  [ missing letter- ka-]- dissolving.  

*búru  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  payanai urai -   
payan  uraiththidu [ missing letter- the -] – interpret. 

búru  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
arththam  pannu [ missing letter- the -] – interpret. 

búru  has the consonants – pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pannuthar [ 
missing letter- the -] – interpretation.   
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búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thiriththar [ 
missing letter- the -] – interpret.   

búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   maattru  [ 
missing letter- the -] -interpret.  

búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   urai -  
interpretation.   

*búru  has the consonants  pa- Ra- and the interpretation  of the  word is  
paranam- pay . 

 búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
theerththidu [ missing letter- the -]  -to  pay.    

búru  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   panam 
tharuthar [ missing letter- the -] – pay  money . 

búru  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  panaththai  
oppadaiththar   [ missing letter- the -] – pay  money ; panam- money  
;oppadaikka- to hand over .  

búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
eruththiduthar [ missing letter- the -] - to pay  . 

 búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thirai 
thanthidu [ missing letter- the -] – pay  tribute ; thirai –tribute; thanthidu –to give 
.  

búru  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   uoothiyam 
thanthiduthar [ missing letter- the -] – pay   salary;  uoothiyam- salary  .  

búru  has the consonants -pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is porukku [ 
missing letter- ka- ] - flakes.     

 búru  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uriya – 
flakes off/ peel off.  
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búru  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uthira / 
edaththar / uriththu  edu [ missing letter- the -]  -flakes off.  

 

 bùr: a square surface measure = 6.48 hectares = 18 iku = 3 area éše = 1800 sar = 
the amount of land that supported a family (also cf., bùru) (from Akkadian buuru 
IV, "hunger", but cf., bii/eeru IV, "space, distance"). 

búr  has the consonants – pa-- Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is uthara 
thudippu [ missing letter- the  -] – hunger;  utharam[Skt]  – stomach .  

búr  has the consonants – pa-- Ra- and the   original Tamil  word is irai pai  
thudippu [ missing letter- the  -] – hunger  ; irai pai-  stomach ; irai- food; pai- bag  
;  thudippu -  throbbing .  

*búr  has the consonants – pa-- Ra- and the   original Tamil  word is  parappu 
[Srilanka ] – land surface measurement ;  16 parappu -   1 acre.   

búr  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra- and the   original Tamil  word is  ari -  hollow 
space.  

búr  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra- and the   original Tamil  word is  thurai [ 
missing letter- the -] - space . 

búr  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
antharam   [ missing letter- the -]   -space.  

búr  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra- and the   original Tamil  word is  thurai  /  
ettaththir  [ missing letter- the -] -   at a distance . 

búr  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
thooram / nedun- thooram / rompa  ettaththir   [ missing letter- the -] -   at a 
distance / long distance ; etta-  far away  ;  nedumai- long;  thoor[Skt] - distance . 
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 bùru(-d), bùr: n., opening; receptacle; hole; mine; depth (Akk. buuru 'cistern, 
well', cf., Orel & Stolbova #164, *ba'Vr-/*bu'Vr- "well, pit"; could also be 
Sumerian from, ub4 , 'cavity, hole', + úr, 'floor' - the u vowel especially correlates 
with round objects or openings). v., to receive; to bore through, pierce; to break 
into (a house).  

*bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
erumpu   puttru   -   hole  as of ants   ;  erumpu –ant  .  

*bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
ponthar – hole.  

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –the- and the   other  interpretation  of 
the word is sudiram  [ missing letter –sa-]  - cavity .  

*bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is ut -
purai- tubular cavity .   

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –the- and the   other  interpretation  of 
the word is ranthiram /siththiram [ missing letter –sa-] – hole. 

 bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –the- and the   other  interpretation  of 
the word is  suriththidu [ missing letter –sa-] –  to bore.  

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thiraththar  -to bore.   

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaiththiduthar -  pierce as  an arrow.  

*bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
parithar – to  pierce.  

bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pathithar -  to pierce.   

bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paaithar – to  pierce.   
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*bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pooruthar - to   pierce.  

bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pothirthar-  to   pierce.  

bùru(-d), has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eruththar / thoduthar  /aaithar – to  pierce through. 

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thamar-  hole  as  in a plank , commonly  bored  or cut.  

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaatai  iduthar / poaduthar – to make a hole;  oattai-  hole.   

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thulai  iduthar [ missing letter- la-] – to make a hole;  thulai- hole  . 

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
munnai thoanduthar  – to dig / excavate ;  munn- soil. 

bùru(-d), has the consonants –-pa- Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pariththar / pathiththar  – to dig / excavate . 

bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  erappoar paaththiram [?Skt]  / yaetridum  yaenam /pai  – beggar’s bowel 
/  vessel /bag ;  erappoar-  begger ; paathhtiram-  vessel. . 

bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  other   Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   soattru  pai [ missing letter- sa-] –food bag ;  soaru-  cooked rice;  
pai- bag   . 

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –the- and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is thaneer thotti-  water tank; than neer- water  . 

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –the- and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  neer thotti – cistern;  neer-  water;  thotti- tank .  
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bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –the- and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   tharuvai-[ missing letter- ka-]-  big  lake.  

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –the- and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  neer kundu [ missing letter- ka-]- pond.  

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –the- and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   thaamarai oadai  - lotus pond;  thaamarai-  lotus; 
oadai-  stream .  

bùru(-d), has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is kudi thanneer  kinaru [ missing  letter-ka-] - well for drinking water;  
kudi-  drink;  thanneer-  water ; kinaru- well . 

bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is neer / aatru  neer paathai  - water way/ river course;  aaru-  river ;  neer- 
water;  paathai-  course .  

bùru(-), has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra –the- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is yaettridu -  receive . 

bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is pettridu- receive . 

bùru(-d), has the consonants –-pa- Ra –the- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  thunai paeru   -  receving aid . 

bùru(-d), has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra –the- and the  other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is tharai –floor.  

bùru(-d), has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra –the- and the   original Tamil  word is  
muriththidu / odiththiduthar /   udaiththu  eri -  break.  

bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the- and the   original Tamil  word is   
peyar -ththu edu -  break. 

bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the- and the   original Tamil  word is   pura 
parappidai  uyaram -  depth   . 
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bùru(-d), has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the- and the   original Tamil  word is  
marai  puthirmai    -depth .  

 

buru4,5 mušen: raven ?, crow ?; sparrow ?; locust, grasshopper (cf., bìr for 
animals in plural numbers, bir for destructive wreckers, and bur12, bu(3,6) + 
nominative for anything that harvests or destroys plants). 

buru has the consonants -  pa -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  paravai [ 
missing letter- ka-]  - bird. 

buru has the consonants -  pa -Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor  kuruvi [ 
missing letter- ka-]  - sparrow.  

buru has the consonants -  pa -Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
varam [  missing letter- ka-]  – sparrow . 

buru has the consonants -  pa -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  karuvaakam 
enum - paravai [ missing letter- ka-] -  a bird called   raven / crow . 

buru has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is   kaari/ 
kookaari / mukaram [ missing letter- ka-] -  crow.  

buru has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  naraiyaan 
– crow.  

buru has the consonants -  [- pa -] -Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  siri [ missing letter- ka-] - locust . 

 

 buru7[GURUN]: fruit tree; fruit; berry [rare word]. 

buru7[GURUN] has the  consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra-  ka –Ra- an - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kani  tharum maram [ missing  letter- the -]-  fruit giving tree;  kani-  
fruit ;  tharum- giving;  maram- tree .  
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buru7[GURUN] has the  consonants  -pa- Ra-  ka –Ra- an - and the  original Tamil  
word is   payan  kodukkindra  maram [ missing  letter- the -]-  fruit giving tree; 
payan-  fruitful   ; kodu- give .  

*buru   has the consonants –  pa--Ra- - and the  other interpretation  of the  word 
is  pooram – fruit.  

buru   has the consonants –  [-pa-] --Ra- - and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  rasanam  [ missing letter- sa -] – fruit.  

buru   has the consonants –  pa-Ra- - and the   other interpretaion  of the word is 
berry [E] . 

 

 buru8: to vomit (Akk. arû IV, parû III, 'to vomit', cf., Orel & Stolbova #120, *'or- 
"vomit").  

buru   has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is kaaruka [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  gorgle . 

buru   has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the   other interpretaion of the  word 
is ukkaarm/ urkaaram  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  - vomit. 

buru   has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the   other interpretaion of the  word 
is  nirasanam [ missing  letter- sa-]-  vomiting . 

buru   has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is urkkaaram/  ukkaram [ missing  letter- ka-]-  vomit. 

  

bur12, bu(3,6): to tear, cut off; to pull, draw; to be drawn; to tear out, uproot; to 
remove, keep away (ba, 'to divide' + úr, 'base, root') [BU archaic frequency: 393; 
concatenation of 2 sign variants].  

bur  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  aru  -tear . 

bur  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  uri- rip . 
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bur  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  rip [E] . 

bur  has the consonants –  pa-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pooru- scratch . 

bur  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaer  
arukka   [ missing letter- ka-]- uproot . 

bur  has the consonants –  pa-Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is   peyarththu  
edu [ missing letter- the -] - uproot.  

bur  has the consonants –  pa-Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  pari [ 
missing letter- the -] - uproot.  

 up root [E] has the consonants - pa – Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
adi  pari – uproot.  

up root [E] has the consonants - pa – Ra- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
peyarththu  edu -  uproot.  

bur  has the consonants –  pa-Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  thodarpai aru [ 
missing letter- the -] –disconnect . 

bur  has the consonants –  [-pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is mari  -stop.   

bur  has the consonants –  [-pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  nirai- 
stopping .  

bur  has the consonants –  pa-Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  niruththu 
missing letter- the -]- stop.  

*bur  has the consonants –  pa--Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  eerppu  - 
pull/ draw .  

*bur  has the consonants –  pa--Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  pari- pull  
off/  to pluck  flowers  from a twig .   

bur  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  eerththidu 
[missing letter- the -]- –draw . 
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bur  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  varaika / 
keeruka-[ missing letter- ka-]- to  draw . 

bur  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is   kuri/ 
kurikka--[ missing letter- ka-]-  to draw .  

bur  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  vivarikka --[ 
missing letter- ka-]- draw /explain . 

*bur  has the consonants –  pa--Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  parai -  
remove.  

*bur  has the consonants –  pa--Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  peyarppu  - 
removal.  

bur  has the consonants –  pa--Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  peyarchchi [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -removal .  

*bur  has the consonants –  pa--Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  piri – to 
remove  as the decoration of a car  after the festival  . 

bur  has the consonants –  pa--Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  apppura 
paduththu / peyarththidu [missing letter- the -]-remove / eliminate . 

bur  has the consonants – [- pa-] --Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is   etti 
nindridu [missing letter- the -]-– keep away .  

bur  has the consonants – [- pa-] --Ra- - and the  other interpretaion  of the word 
is thoora poa  /ettaththir  poa  [missing letter- the -]-– keep away .  

 

buru14, bur14: harvest; hot season, harvest time (bur12, 'to tear, cut off', + 
either ú, 'plant' or a, nominative suffix with vowel harmony). 

buru  has the consonants -  pa -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  ner  payir 
aruppu –paddy  harvest ; ner/ nel- paddy;   payir- crop .  
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buru  has the consonants -  pa -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is   aruppu 
naeram- harvest time ; naeram- time . 

buru  has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  aru -  cut  
off.   

buru  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  uruma 
naeram- summer.  

*buru  has the consonants -  pa -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  peeru  - to 
tear/ split .    

*buru  has the consonants -  pa -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  pirippu – 
splitting . 

*buru  has the consonants -  pa-Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  piri- rip / 
split . 

*buru  has the consonants -  pa-Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  poorai –
finish .  

buru  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  muri  -
discontinue  .  

buru  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  mari  -
stop.  

buru  has the consonants –  pa -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is   peru  
varuvaai [ missing letter- ka-]  - harvest ;  peru- big ; varuvaai –income . 

buru  has the consonants –  pa -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  kann kaanaa 
-k-kaaran [ missing letter- ka-] - supervisor of the harvest.   

buru  has the consonants –  pa -Ra- - and the  original Tamil  word is  pampar  
naeram-  harvest  time.  

saakupadi   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [-pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanthaayam -  harvest . 
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 dar: n., francolin, pheasant [DAR archaic frequency: 36; concatenation of 4 sign 
variants]. v., to slice, split; to shatter (reduplication class) (da, 'sides', + ur4 , 'to 
shear, reap').  

dar has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is varna  
kowthaari- missing letter- ka-]-  painted francolin  ;  varanam-  vanna  niram – 
color  . 

dar has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is varna/ vanna 
nira - kaadai missing letter- ka-]-painted bush quail . 

dar has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thundu iduthar  
- to slice . 

dar has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aruvadai [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  harvest. 

dar has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aattin mayirai  
uriththar – to shear  the hair of the  sheep ; aadu –sheep  ; mayir- hair . 

dar has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ondru  
saerththar [ missing letter- sa-]  - to gather. 

dar has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is adainthiduthar- 
obtain . 

dar has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is udaiththar- 
breaking . 

dar has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is odiththar- 
breaking . 

dar has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is muriththar- 
breaking /frature . 
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dar has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sithaiththar [ 
missing letter- sa-] –shatter.  

da  has the consonant-  the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  andai –side.  

da  has the consonant-  the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  side [ 
missing letter- sa-] .  

 

dára, dár: n., belt, sash (compare dur, 'bond, tie').v., to bind, pack.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  inaiththar- to 
bind . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thodarthar  
/yaaththar / aarththar  - to bind.   

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinaiththaiduthar/ panthiththar [ missing letter- pa-] -  to bind.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is   
paththiram  [ missing letter- pa- ] – a bond . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  patru  [ 
missing letter- pa- ] – a bond . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is urimai yaedu – 
a bond;  panthi / pantham –bonds /sonta pantham.      

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mudi  iduthar  
-to tie.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thiniththiduthar  -to pack.   

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   meththuthar 
– to pack .  
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dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  apputhar [ 
missing letter- pa- ]-  pack.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pothi  iduthar [ 
missing letter- pa- ]--to pack.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sippam iduthar 
missing letter- pa- and- sa- ]- packaging and  labeling.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  moottai  
kattuthar [ missing letter- ka-]  - to  pack ; mootai- bundle; kattu-  tie . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
thurantharm – pack  bull . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  eruththu  
maadu -   pack bullock .  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pothi  eruthu [ 
missing letter- pa- ]- pack bull.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   arai  poottu [ 
missing letter- pa- ] -  sash ;  sash –sanjam .  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
rasatham   [  missing letter- sa- ]  -belt.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  idai vaar [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -  belt.  

belt[ E]   has the consonants – pa- la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   iduppil 
aninthidum  thole  vaar – idai vaar[  missing letter- ka-]  – leather  belt.  

belt[ E]   has the consonants – pa-  la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  iduppil 
aninthidum   thole patti / naada -   idai thole patti -  leather belt.  

 

dàra, dàr: (cf., durah). 
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 dara4, dar4: dark, dim; high (compare dirig, 'to be darkened; to go over') [DARA4 
archaic frequency: 81; concatenation of 9 sign variants].  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  eruttu –dark; 
raaththiri  . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is erunda- dark.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is erutchchi [ 
missing letter- sa-] – darkness.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thuyar aarntha  
-  dark  / grief . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kum- iruttu [- 
missing letter – ka-] - pitch dark .   

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the   word is 
antha kaaram  [ missing letter – ka-] - pitch dark .   

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the   word is 
maekaantha kaaram [ missing letter – ka-] – cloudy  darkness . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   karuththa 
vannam  [  missing letter – ka-] – dark color.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karuththa  
niram udaiyavan [  missing letter – ka-]  -dark  colored  person ; karuththa- dark; 
niram- color; udaiya- having .  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karuppu  
kattuthar  [  missing letters – ka- and -pa- ] – becoming  dark  ; karuppu- black .  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the   word is   
thimiram   /antharam -  darkness . 
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dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  manthaaram  
iduthar -  darken . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the   word is 
thaami siram   [ missing letter- sa-] -  profound darkness.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thaei  pirai [ 
missing letter- pa-] – dark fortnight.   

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   mai eruttu 
profound darkness  ; mai- black  ; eruttu-  dark .  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is puthiraanathu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – mysterious . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   puriyaatha –
dark  [ missing letter- pa-] – mysterious . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the   word is 
maramam aanathu -mysterious . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is oli  indri [ 
missing letter- la-] - without  light. 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uruthi  indri –
weak  ; uruthi –strength; indri –without . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uyaramaanthu- tall . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sendridu [ 
missing letter- sa-]  – go .   

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   poathar / 
poathuthar [ missing letter- pa-] – go.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   yaeri  poathar 
–go  over.  
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dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadaththar - 
walk.   

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   oaaduthar – 
run.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   oaattam 
eduththar  -flee .  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   noorthar- go 
out. 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   purapaduthar 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  go out/ depart . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   pirithar / 
pindruthar [ missing  letter- pa-]-   go astray . 

 dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   yaeruthar / 
uyarthar  -go up. 

 dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   murithar – go  
wrong .  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   pudai  
peyarthar /  appaar poathar [ missing  letter- pa-]-   go  beyond . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   munthuthar  -
go  fast.  

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   naaduthar  
/thaeduthar  -go for. 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
nadamaaduthar –go frequently . 

dara has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   niruththi  pidi 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  go  minutely . 
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diri, dir: (cf., dirig).  

 

dur: bond; string, thread; strap, tie; amulet chain, necklace; umbilical cord (da, 
'arm, side', + ur, 'to surround') [DUR archaic frequency: 58; concatenates 2 sign 
variants]. 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  inaiththu 
iduthar – attach.  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aarththar /  
saerththar- missing letter-  sa-] -  to join. 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pinaiththar/ 
punarthar - [ missing letter – pa-] - attach . 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pothithar [ 
missing letter – pa-] -tie .  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thodarpu- 
missing letter – pa-]- relationship .  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  
paththiram [  missing letter – pa-]-   bond/document . 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  urimai saandru 
[  missing letter – sa-]-   bond/document . 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thoar pattai-  [  
missing letter – pa-]-  leather strap;  thoar-  skin/ leather   .   

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaaradai - / 
vaththiri  [missing letter – ka- ] -  leather strap.  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is irumpu  pattai- 
[ missing letter – pa-]-   iron strap ;  irumpu- iron . 
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dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mudichchu  
iduthar [ missing letter- sa-] – to make a knot/ fasten .  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is naada kayiru 
[missing letter – ka- ]-  strap.  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thinniya noor-  
string . 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  saradu- [ 
missing letter- sa-]  - string .  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   poo  
thoduththar [ missing letter – pa-] -string  as flowers; poo-  flower .  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is neither – to link  
together.    

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thunaiththar – 
string as garland.  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thuyari – lute 
string . 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
erathanam – waist string . 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paruththi noor 
[ missing letter – pa-] - cotton thread ;  paruththi –cotton .  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pattu noor 
missing letter – pa-] – silk thread ; pattu- silk;  noor-  thread. 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai-thari noor  [ 
missing letter-  ka-]- hand loom – thread ; noor-  thread . 
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dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thiriththa 
thaenkaai  naaru  kayiru –[  missing letter-  ka-]-  rope from coconut fibre;  
thaenkaai-  coconut ; kayeiru- rope  . 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaar/  thudar / 
thodar  -chain.  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thayaththu  
thodar -  amulet  chain ; thayyaththu –amulet; thodar- chain .    

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is suttru/ 
suttruthar/ sooruthar / suttri eruththar  [ missing letter- sa-]-  surround.  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
poarththiduthar [ missing letter- pa-]-  surround.  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nooruthar 
surround. 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   mutruthar  -
surrround.  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uduththuthar  
surrround.   

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
ratchcha  panthanam [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-]  -  an amulet . 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karu –k-kodi [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  placenta . 

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
thiri  saram / moondru  saram [ missing letter- sa-]-  – three stringed necklace;  
moondru-  three.  

dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
raththina  kandi [  missing letter- ka-]-  ruby  necklace.  
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dur  has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kanda saram [ 
missing  letters- ka- and- sa-] – necklace . 

necklace [E]  has the consonants  - an -ka – la- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is    kandaa vali [  missing letter- the-]-  – necklace. ; kandam- neck  . 

necklace [E]  has the consonants  - an -ka – la- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is   anikalan  -ornament ; aniya- to wear . 

necklace [E]  has the consonants  - an -ka – la- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kazhuththu ani / kazhuththu  maalai  [  missing letter- the-]- – necklace; 
kazhuththu- neck; maalai-  garland .  

necklace [E]  has the consonants  - an -ka – la- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thanka maalai [  missing letter- the-]-  necklace of gold beads ;thankkam- 
gold  ;  maalai- necklace/ garland .  

necklace [E]  has the consonants  - an -ka – la- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thanaka   kai valaiyal  [  missing letter- the-]- - gold bangle ;  kai- hand;  
valaiyal-  bangle. 

necklace [E]  has the consonants  - an -ka – la- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thankka  kolusu [  missing letter- the-]- - gold anklet  ;  thankam- gold ; 
kolusu –anklet . 

necklace [E]  has the consonants  - an -ka – la- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is   koththa malli  mani maalai  /ani [  missing letter- the-]-  a necklace for 
women- looking like the coriander seeds   ; mani – bead/ stone ; koththa malli- 
coriander  . 

necklace [E]  has the consonants  - an -ka – la--sa  – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaal salankkai / manikal ulla kolusu  -  anklet ;  kaal-  leg .   

 

 dúru, dúr: (cf., duruna).  
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(anše)dùr(ùr): he-ass; donkey foal (pack animal - cf., dur, 'strap'). 

dùr(ùr):   has the consonants - the -Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
eraadam – donkey  . 

dùr(ùr):   has the consonants - the -Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aththiri -  ass. 

dùr(ùr):   has the consonants - the -Ra -and the  original Tamil word is eruthu –
tarus/ ox .  

 

 duru5, dur5[A]: irrigated; moist; fresh; supple (dé, 'to water' + ru5 , 'to send 
forth shoots'; cf., a-dé, 'fresh'). 

duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eeramaanthu – 
moist ;  eermaana tharai  - the moist floor ;  tharai- floor .  

duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  eera  pattru  
udaiya  ondru -[ missing  letter- pa-]  – moist one;  eeram-  moisture.  

duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  neer pattru  
udaiya  ondru -[ missing  letter- pa-]  – moist one   ; neer- water ; udaiya- having; 
ondru- one  .  

duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  eera  
pathamaanathu -[ missing  letter- pa-]- moist;  eeram- moisture .     

duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  pani 
padarntha--[  missing  letter- pa-]-  foggy ;   pani- snow .  

duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  neer  uooriya  
ondru- moist one;  neer-  water;  neer- water ; uooriya -  soaked ;  ondru- one. 

duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thanneer  
uoothu –to water;  thanneer-  water;  uoothu / uoottru -  to pour.  
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duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  neer 
paasanam  pettra munn -[ missing  letters- pa- and- sa-] - irrigated land ; 
paasanam- cultivation  ; munn- soil .  

duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  puththam 
puthiya ondru[ missing  letter-pa-]-new one /fresh one; puthiyathu- fresh / new.   

duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thooimaiyaanthondru -  clean one.  

duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
miruthuvaanathu [ missing letter- ka-] - supple . 

duru  has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoaivu  
udaiya  ondru-[ missing letter- ka-]-  supple one . 

de  has a consonant – the- and the  original Tamil  word is thanni- water.  

 

 (anše) dur  [ŠUL]: donkey stallion (usually written du24-ùr or dur9 (ùr)) (cf., 
anšedùr(ùr)). 

dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   - 
eraadam -  an ass . 

 dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   - 
aththiri / uththari -  mule/ horse. 

dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   - 
karodikai   [ missing  letter- ka-]   -an ass.  

dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is kuthirai [ 
missing  letter- ka-]   –horse.  

dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is uraththa 
kuthirai-[ missing  letter- ka-] - a powerful  horse . 
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dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is yaeru 
kuthirai--[ missing  letter- ka-] - riding horse . 

dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is  vari-k-  
kuthirai -[ missing  letter- ka-]- zebra  / a horse  that is not saddled  ;  vari- line; 
kuthirai- horse .  

dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is  kuthirai 
maram -[ missing  letter- ka-]- gymnastic  horse bar; maram- tree/ post  . 

dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is   matta-  k-
kuthirai   ;kuru matta  kuthirai  [ missing  letter- ka-]- pony . 

 dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is   naattu –k--
kuthirai-Indian  country  horse ; naadu- state. 

dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is koadaram  [ 
missing  letter- ka-]   - horse  ;   kantharuvam / kaththiruvam / thurakam . 

dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   - 
therisi [ missing  letter- sa-]  -horse.  

dur  has the  consonants  -the- Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is   - 
paththiri [ missing letter- pa-]-  horse.  

 

 dur10: ax (compare dar, 'to slice, split').  

dur  has the consonants –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kodaari  / 
maram vetti  -[ missing letter- ka-] -  ax /axe ;  eru munai kodaari –double axe/ 
maram- tree/wood  ;   vetti- one who  cuts ; eru- two; munai- tip  . 

dur  has the consonants –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thundu iduthar 
–to slice; thundu- piece/ bit  . 

dur  has the consonants –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  aruththidu – 
cut/ sever .  
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dur  has the consonants –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  peeruthar [ 
missing letter- pa-]- tear /rip .   

dur  has the consonants –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vettuthar -[ 
missing letter- ka-]  -cut . 

dur  has the consonants –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  muriththidu  -
cut /break . 

dur  has the consonants –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaathuthar/ 
koeithar  [  missing letter- ka-] - cut . 

dur  has the consonants –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  keeru  idu 
missing letter- ka-]   slice /-cut . 

dur  has the consonants –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   vakirnthidu 
missing letter- ka-] – slice. 

ax [E]   has the consonants - ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanichchi – 
ax.  

 

gar: (cf., gar). 
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Page-41. 

gàr, kàr: knob, pommel; hair lock on the back of the head (sign of a slave); cake; 
filled sack (of silver ?) = purse; used for round and high objects (‘circular’ + ‘to 
send forth; to protect’).  

gàr  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kudumi/ kondai  
mayir  [missing letter- the -] - hair lock of the head ; kudumi- tuft of hair; mayir- 
hair ; kondai- hair tuft of womwn .   

 

gar4[GUD/GUÐ]: early (the ‘bull of the sun’, Mercury, can only be seen right 
before sunrise; cf., gu4- ud). 

gar4[GUD]  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vai- karai naeram / vaanir  kathiravan  thoandruvatharukku  munnarae  
kaanakkodiya  mathi makn enum  koar  / kirakam [Skt] -  Mercury  seen before the 
sun rise  ;  vai karai  – early morning  ; naeram- time ; kathairavan –sun   ;  
thoandra- to appear  ; munnarae- earlier ;   kana- to see  ; mathi makan-  Mercury  
;   mathi- inteliigence ;   koar- planet  . 

 

gara2,9,10, gar2,9,10,11,12: thick milk, cream; cheese (cf., ga-àr-ra) [GARA2 
archaic frequency: 106; concatenation of 2 sign variants]. 

gara has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadanitha  
thayir [  missing letter- the -]  - churned  curd  ;  kadaiya –to churn .  

gara has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  ketti  thayir-[ 
missing letter- the -] -  thick  curd; ketti –thick ;  thayir- curd  .  

 

gir, kir: cow or mare of intermediate age; a fish, possibly a carangid (ki,’place’, + 
ir(2), ‘fluid secretion’) [GIR archaic frequency: 28; concatenation of 4 sign 
variants].  

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaraam pasu [ 
missing letters- pa -and -sa-]-   a breed of cow ; pasu –cow . 
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gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vanjiram meen  [ 
missing letter –sa-]  - king fish / seer fish; meen –fish . 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is suravam [ missing 
letter –sa-] -shark .  

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sankaraa meen- 
missing letter –sa-] -  red snapper . 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is koravaa meen – 
murrel.  

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  keeri meen-  
perch . 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kari meen-  pearl 
spot.   

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kora-  solmon. 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is karaa meen-  
silver belly . 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kurugu [Telugu]  
paaraai meen [ missing letter- pa-] – blue fin travelly; meen- fish . 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vari paaraa 
meen[Malayalam]  [ missing letter- pa-]- convict surgeon fish . 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   neer surakka- 
missing letter –sa-] secretion of water /fluid ; neer- water ;  surakka-to secrete . 

 

 

gir4, kir13: kiln (for lime or bitumen); oven (cf., udun) (ki,’place’, + ara4, ‘to shine, 
blaze’) [GIR4 archaic frequency: 1]. 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaarai – lime .  

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaar-k-k annai- 
bitumen . 
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gir5: (cf., giri5 ).  

 

gir10, gi9, ge9[NE]: anger, fury (compare bir9 ).  

gir   has the consonants   -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanarchchi-[ 
missing letter- sa-] -anger.  

gir   has the consonants   -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  veri- rage  

 

giri11, gir11[KEŠDA]: to be tidy, neat (cf.,hir) (gi4,’to restore’, + ri, ‘to sweep 
away’). 

giri has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karai inmai- not 
dirty  ; karai- dirt   ; inmai- nil . 

 

gir15, gi7 [KU]: noble; domestic, civilized; belonging to the native in-group (circle 
+ city) [ŠE3 archaic frequency: 152].  

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   aravaor- noble . 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   uyarvaana  
kunam / nar kunam  - good nature ; uyar-  high; kunam- character ; nar- good . 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
naakareekam [Skt]  -  civilization 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   veettuku –kuriya 
[ missing letter- the -] -  domestic ; veedu- house . 

gir has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kirakam-[Skt]-  house  ;  koorai akam – hut  .  

  

giri17: (cf., kìri). 
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gur, kùr: n., reed basket; measure of capacity - Biblical kor (= 300 sìla in Old 
Akkadian and NeoSumerian periods; = 144 sìla in Old Sumerian Girsu/Lagash; in 
admin. texts = 2 bariga) [? GUR archaic frequency: 14] (circle + to reap; to send). 
v., to make a circular motion; to come back; to return; to give back; to protest, 
contradict; to reject evidence(in a legal case); to turn away from (object has 
ablative -ta); to wipe off.  

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is  korukkai koodai-[ 
missing letter- the -] - reed  basket ; korukkai- reed; koodai- basket . 

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is thennan-k- 
keettru  koodai [missing letter- the -] -palm leaf basket  ; thennai-  coconut tree; 
keettru- leaf .  

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is moonkkir koodai -
[ missing letter- the -]- bamboo basket   ;  moonkkil- bamboo .  

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is koarai paai [ 
missing letter- pa-] - reed  mat   ;  koarai- a kind of reed ; paai- mat  . 

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is  marakkaal [ 
missing letter- la-]-  Tamil  unit  of  grain  volume measurement . 

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is arukka-  reap . 

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is marukka-reject . 

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
nirakaraikka [Skt]  vaendum   – reject . 

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is othukkuthar -[ 
missing letter- the -]-rejection . 

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   muranaaka-  in 
contradiction.  

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   naer maaraaka- 
contradictory.  
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gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   ethirkka [ 
missing letter- the -] - to oppose.   

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ethir 
maraiyaaka-[ missing letter- the -]- opposing .   

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is meel varavu [ 
missing letter- la-] -  to come back .  

. 

gúr: n., sphere; circle, ring; loop; hoop (circle + ur, ‘to surround’). v., to bow 
down, submit; to curb, subdue; to die (cf., gam).  

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  erakka-  to die . 

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar-  circle/ 
sphere / ring.  

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaduththu 
niruththuka-[ missing letter- the -] - to curb.  

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is adakkuthar -[ 
missing letter- the -] – to subdue  . 

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is odukkuthar 
[missing letter- the -] – to subdue  . 

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vendridu 
[missing letter- the -] –win . 

gúr  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kuninthu  
vanankuthar [ missing letter- the -] –to bow down . 

 

gùr, ga6: to bear, carry; to be full, loaded, laden (Umma reading for íla sign, cf., 
mir) (circular container + er, ‘to bring’; cf., gur, kùr, ‘basket’).  

gùr has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   yaerkka- to 
accept.  
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gùr has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    porukka / 
porumai  kaakka- [ missing letter- pa-] -  to tolerate  

 

gur(4), kur4, gir8: v., to be or feel big; to be endowed with; to turn, roll over; to 
run; to gallop; to grind (reduplication class) (circle + flowing motion). adj., thick, 
coarse; fattened, plump; bright, preeminent; very strong; great (cf., gud, guðx , 
‘bull’). 

gùr has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    maavu arikka- 
to grind  flour . 

gùr has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  virianthu  
oaaduka [ missing letter- the -] - to run fast ;  viraikka - hurry ; oaaduka- run .     

gùr has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is urundu oaaduka- 
[ missing letter- the -] - to roll over  . 

gùr has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is karadu 
muradaaka-[ missing letter- the -]  -coarse.  

 

guru5, gur5, kur12: n., fangs. v., to separate, divide; to cut, pull (weeds) (gú, 
‘neck; nape’ + ra, ‘to strike’; cf., kud, kur5 ; and gú- gur5...dug4/du11/e).  

guru has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is prikikka-[ 
missing letter- pa-] -  separate. 

guru has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is arukka- sever.  

guru has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is murikka-  break. 

 

guru6: (cf., kára). 

 

guru7, gur7, kara6: grain heap; granary, silo; a capacity measure, ca. 909 liters 
(cf., gur, ‘basket’).  
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guru has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kuthir-[ missing 
letter- the -] - silo . 

guru has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kurunai  kuviyar 
-  grain heap ; kurunai  -grain ; kuviyar  -heap .  

 

guru8, gur8 [TU]: high; deep. 

guru has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uyaramaaka/ 
mika uyaramaana  – tall ; mikai- excess; uyaram- height . 

 

(urudu)gur10,14; ur4: n., copper sickle (semi-circle + flowing motion). v., to reap, 
harvest; to pluck; to shear (sheep); to gather in; to catch (in a net); to gather 
together; to join in assent (probably reduplication class) (cf., saña11[KIN]). 

gur has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mayirai urikka- 
shear the hair  ;  mayir- hair .  

gur has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  parikka [ missing 
letter- pa-]- pluck . 

gur has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   eruvai  aruvaa-  
copper sickle ; eruvai- copper . 

gur has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   arukka- reap . 

gur has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  onaa saeruka 
[missing letter- sa-]  -  to gather together. 

 

gar: n., storeroom; form, appearance (to be + to send) [GAR archaic frequency: 
409]. ., to store, accumulate; to deliver, deposit; to put, place, set down upon; to 
make, establish, restore (with - ši-); to remove and set elsewhere (with -ta-); to 
expel (with -da-) (ga-gá in marû). 

gar has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uruvam / vari  
marunkku - - form . 
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gar has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uruvaakku – 
make/ create . 

gar has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saerkka  
/saekarikka  [missing  letter- sa-]  -   to accumulate . 

 gar has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sarakku  arai   
[missing  letter- sa-]  -–store room  ; arai –room  ; sarakku –goods . 

gar has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kai arai –small 
store room. 

gar has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thiru kottaram [  
missing  letter- the -] -  temple  store room . 

gar has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is niruvuka- to 
establish ; nirmaanikka . 

gar has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is veechcherivu   
/erivu   [ missing letter- sa-] – put  /throw . 

gar has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is neekkuthar [  
missing  letter- the -]   -expel . 
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                                                         Page- 42. 

 

 

gíri, gír: n., knife, dagger, sword; thorn; scorpion; lightning flash; road; 
expedition, trip (giš, ‘tool’, + ra, ‘to strike, stab, slay’ with vowel harmony) [GIR2 
archaic frequency: 114]. v., to stab;  to fulgurate, lighten, flash. 

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  keeri  -   a type of 
knife . 

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aruvaa- sickle.  

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aruvaa manai- 
kitchen  knife ; manai- house . 

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kuththu vaar-/ 
kattaeri  [ missing letter- the -]  - dagger . 

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   koormaiyaana 
kaththi –[ missing letter- the -] - sharp  knife; koormai- sharp; kaththi- knife  . 

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is koormaiyaana 
eetti- –[ missing letter- the -] -sharp  lance.    

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   theru veethi – [ 
missing letter- the -]  street ;  thaer oadum veethi  ; thaer- chariot ; veethi- street .  

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karum  
parappaan [ missing letter- pa-] - black  scorpion.  

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thaakuthar 
thodukka [ missing letter- the -]  - to strike . 

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kondriduka-[ 
missing letter- the -]  - to kill . 

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kaththi kondu  
kuththuthar- [ missing letter- the -] -  stab ; kaththi- knife ; kuththuka- stab .   
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gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kattrai -[ missing 
letter- the -] - flash  

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is oliruka-[ missing 
letter- la-] - flash / lighten . 

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kana naeram-  
flash of time   ;  naeram- time  . 

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is viraivu- 
expedition.  

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vinai  muri -  a 
journey . 

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paarvai maraippu   
mayakkam  [ missing letter-pa  -]- -  fulgurate ;  paarvai –vision ; mayakkam- 
giddiness .  

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is soarvu  [ missing 
letter-sa  -]- fulgurate. 

 

gìri, gìr: n., foot, feet; step; way, path (giš, ‘tool’, + uru9 , ‘support’; úr, ‘leg(s)’; 
cf., gidri and gušur for similar and different phonetic developments). prep., via. 
giri2,3, gir2,3: n., booty; captive (additional associations of ‘road’ and ‘sword’). v., 
to pillage; to capture; to drive away; to take away; to be taken.  

gíri  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is viratti viduka [ 
missing letter- the -] - drive away . 

gìri has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kooru –step .  

gìri has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kaar thadam- 
missing letter- the -] – foot step   ; kaar- foot / leg .  

gìri has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  eru kaar- two  
legs;  kai -kaar-  hand and leg   ;  eru- 2. .  

gìri has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
maarkkam- path. 
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gìri has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  maruku -  road.  

*gìri has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kiri  - path . 

gìri has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  varavu   /vaari / 
vari -path . 

gìri has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  navir- sword . 

gìri has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  parikka  [missing 
letter- pa-]  -rob . 

 

giri5, gir5[KAŠ4]: n., refugee, stranger. v., to run, trot; to seek refuge. 

giri has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaavi  thaavi  
nadanthiduthar /   oaduthar /  kuthiththu  kuthiththu   nadanthiduthar   [missing 
letter- the -] ;  to trot;    thaavu – leap  ;nadanthiduthar –walking ; kuthi –jump 
;oaduthar –run  . 

 giri has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuthirai nadai 
[missing letter- the -] –horse walk ; kuthirai- horse; nadai –walk  ; thavuri thakam / 
aakiranththam  -  paces of horse . 

giri has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
thaarakam [missing letter- the -] -   refuge .  

giri has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
thaaarakan    /kaakkindravar  [  missing letter- the -] -  a supporter/  sustainer/ 
refuge . 

 giri has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  maraividam / 
uraividam /  thaeduka  [  missing letter- the -] –to seek refuge ; maraividam –
secret place  ;thaeduka- search . 

giri has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaetravan [  
missing letter- the -] -  stranger.  

 giri has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanndaar- [  
missing letter- the -] stranger.  
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giri has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   maru mukam –
stranger.  

 

giri16, gir16 [gÌR×KÁR]: fortress, refuge.  

giri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word is   kaattu arann 
[missing letter- the-] – mountain fortress; thurukkam; kaadu –forest; arann- fort  . 

giri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word is  vann sirai [ 
missing letter --sa-] – fortress  ;  sirai-  prison . 

giri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word is  surunkkai  [ 
missing letter –sa-]  -a secret passage  through the walls of the fortress . 

giri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
thattu  thaavaram  /  thaarakam [missing letter- the -]  -  refuge . 

giri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word is  uraividam 
missing letter- the -]  -  refuge / shelter . 

giri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word is  maraivu -  
shelter. 

giri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word is  karppu  [ 
missing letter- pa -]  - fort wall /  refuge  / means of   relieving  distress . 

 

har, àr, ur5: n., millstone; ring; link (in a chain); coil or spiral of silver or other 
precious metal that can be worn as a ring or bracelet and was used as money (cf., 
kín, kikkin, hara, ara3,5, ur5 ) (many small explosions + sliding motion) [UR5 
archaic frequency: 34; concatenation of 2 sign variants]. v., to chew. adj., small; 
young.  

 Note; har is read  as  kar . 

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   ammi kar-  a 
type of mill stone   ; kar-  stone .  
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har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   aattu kar-[ 
missing letter- the -] - a type of mill stone ;  aattu  -to grind  / shake .  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thirikai [ missing 
letter- the -] -  a type of mill stone.     

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is maavu  araikkum  
kar-  mill stone ;maavu  -flour  ; araikka –to grind; kar- stone  . 

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kar pori amaivu / 
aravai  pori [  missing letter – pa-] – mill stone ; pori- machine ; kar- stone . 

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is araikka- to  mill.  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is maravar 
kankanam-  warrior’s bracelet  ;maravar- warrior .  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar  kaapu / por 
kaappu  [ missing letter- pa-] –  golden anklet ; pon  -gold . 

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kai- yir aniyim  
velli  valaiayal [ missing letter-la-] -  silver bangles for the hand; velli – silver; 
valayal - bangle.  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kai- yir aniyum  
kadayam / ankatham [ missing letter-  the -]-  bracelet.  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai -yir aniyim 
sarisu [ missing letter- sa-] – bracelet  ; kai –hand; aniya –wear;  sarisu –brecelet . 

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaappu  kayiru – 
[missing letter- pa-]  -protective string ;kaapu  -protective ; kayiru –rope .  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thankka  arai 
naan kayiru [ missing letter-  the -]-  golden belt ;thankkam –gold;  arai –hip ; naan 
kayiru- belt  . 

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  velli  arai naan 
kayiru [ missing letter-la-] –silver belt ;velli – silver [ velli -karkkal  . 
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har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thankka 
moathiram [ missing letter-  the -]-  golden ring  ;thankkam – gold ;  moathiram- 
ring  .  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  araikka-  chew.  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  korikka- bite.   

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  erai meetka /erai 
edukka -[ missing letter-  the -]-   to chew the cud ; erai –food .  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaayir  kadiththu 
athakkuthar--[ missing letter-  the -]-  to chew ;  vaai  -mouth ;kadi –bite .  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is mendriduka- --[ 
missing letter-  the -]-  chew.   

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kandru-[ missing 
letter- the -]  - calf . 

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kurum-/ noyaia 
kooru-  small.  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is siriya uruvam- 
missing letter-sa-] -  small size  ; siriya –small; uruvam -figure. 

 

hara, ara3,5: n., miller (reduplicated har/àr, ‘millstone’). v., to pulverize (in a 
mortar); to destroy; to make groats. adj., ground, milled, crushed, pulverized.  

 Note;   hara  is read  as  kara . 

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is maavu  
araikkiravar- miller ; maavu  -flour; araikka –to grind; araikkiravar  -one who  
grinds  . 

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aravai  kar-  mill  
stone  ;  kar- stone  ; aravai  -grinding .  

har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is araikka/ maavu  
araikka-  to mill ; maavu  -flour; araikka –to grind . 
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har has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is umi  neekkiya arisi  
[ missing letter- sa-] – groats; umi – husk ; neekku –remove; arisi –rice   . 

har has the consonants- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kuru  noei- groats . 

 

 

hara5: spout; vessel with a large spout (ha, precative prefix, + ra, ‘to branch out 
from the side of’).  

 Note ;  hara  is read  as  kara . 

hara has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   periya  mooku  
konda   kumpaaram   karakam  / kaandakam [ missing  letters- pa –and- the -] - a 
pot   /  jug  / a pot with a spout  ; perum –big; mookku- nose /spout  ;konda – 
having;  kumpaaram- pot; karakam –water jug;  kaandakam-  apot with aspout . 

 

hir[KEŠDA]: n., produce, yield (abundance + to go out + to flow). v., to squeeze, 
tighten (cf., giri11). 

 Note;   hirkesda  is read as  kirkesda . 

hirkesda  has theconsonats -ka -Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    uruvaakkuthar   vaendum –to  create ; uruvakku – make . 

hirkesda  has theconsonats -ka -Ra - ka –-sa- the –and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  mikuntha  urpaththi  seithiduthar  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]- to 
produce largly ; mikuntha  -excess; urpaththi –production . 

hirkesda  has theconsonats -ka -Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  perukkam udaiya [ missing  letter- pa-] –abundance . 

hirkesda  has theconsonats -ka -Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nangu  erukkida  vaendum  / erukki  katta  vaendum - to tight well   ;erukku  - 
make tight ;kattu -  tie.  

 hirkesda  has theconsonats -ka -Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kasukkuthar  / erukkuthar / nasukkuthar  vaendum –to squeeze . 
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hirkesda  has theconsonats -ka -Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  puram poaka vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] –to go out; puram-out; poaka- go . 

hirkesda  has theconsonats -ka -Ra - ka –[-sa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  neer perukku eduththu   oaaduthar  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -water flow ;  neer –
water;  neer perukkam – flood; oaaduthar – run  /flow . 

 

hur, ur5[ÞAR]: n., hole; limb, stem, handle (hù, ten, + ra, ‘to impress into clay’, 
where a round hole was the symbol for 10). v., to scratch, draw, sketch, inscribe, 
outline; to grind; to dig (many small explosive sounds + ùr, ‘to drag’). 

 Note; hur  is  read  as  kar . 

hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   maavu  araikka- 
to grind  flour; maavu  -flour; araikka- to grind .  

hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   mannai  parikka 
[ missing letter- pa-]- to dig the ground ; munn –soil ; parikka- to dig . 

hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  pooruka- [ 
missing letter- pa-]- scratch  

hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  sorika-[ missing 
letter –sa-]- scratch  . 

hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  varaika-  draw.  

hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  keeruka- to 
inscribe . 

hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is porikka [ missing 
letter- pa-]- inscribe .  

hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is kannarai  -hole . 

*hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is koarai- hole.  

hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is vivaram –a 
hollow  spot in a surface.  
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hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is kompar [ missing 
letter- pa-]- - stem . 

hur has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  kai kaar- kai- 
hand; kaar- leg . 

 

kar: n., embankment; quay-wall; mooring-place; harbor; marketplace; port 
authority (place + water + to flow, send, take, drive away; cf., kur9 , ‘entrance’) 
[KAR archaic frequency: 7]. v., to take away; to steal; to raid, capture, pillage; to 
escape, run away; to avoid.  

*kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  karai-bank/  
quay. 

kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is thurai mukam [ 
missing letter- the-] - harbor ; thurai- ford   ; mukam –front/ face  . 

kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is ankaadi theru/ 
veethi- [missing letter- the-] - market street ;  ankadi –dukan ; theru  -street . 

kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is virainthu  
oaduka- [ missing letter- the-]- to run fast . 

kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is vaayir – 
entrance . 

kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is thavirkka-[ 
missing letter- the-]-  to avoid . 

kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is thiruduka- 
[missing letter- the-]-  to steal.  

 

kára, kár, guru6: to encircle, besiege; to impute, accuse; to shine, illuminate; to 
be bright (of light, day) (reduplication class) (sometimes written for kúr) (place + 
ur, ‘to surround’ + a, nominative ending, and ara4 , ‘to shine’) [? KAR2 archaic 
frequency: 68; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 
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kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is kurai kooruka- 
to accuse/ charge/ complain  ;  kurai- mistake/ fault ;kooru –say . 

kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is arivu oli  [ 
missing letter- la-] - illumination of  the mind  ;arivu –intelligence; oli- light . 

kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  olira seika [ 
missing letters- la -and -sa-] – to shine/ illuminate; olira –to shine; seika- do  . 

kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   vilakku 
yaettruka [ missing letters- la -and -the-] –illuminate ; vilakku -  lamp . 

kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pirakaasikka [ missing letters- pa- -and –sa- ] – to shine . 

kar  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   mutrukai idu [ 
missing letter- the -] – besiege . 

 

kàr: (cf., gàr). 
kir: (cf., gir).  

 

kír: a large vessel; beer keg (ki,’place’, + ir(2), ‘fluid secretion’; cf., gir, kir, ‘cow or 
mare’). 

kír  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  periya kinnam/ 
periya koppai  [ missing  letter- pa-] - large cup ; periya- big ; kinnam- cup . 

kír  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  saaraaya  
kopparai [ missing  letters-  sa- and - pa-]- arrack vat ; saaraayam- arrack . 
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                                                             Page -43. 

 

kìr[LAGAB]: to nip off (clay) (ki, ‘earth’, + ur4 , ‘to shear, reap’; cf., kud, kur5 ; and 
kid2,7, ‘to pinch off’). 

kìr[LAGAB]  has the consonants – ka- Ra-  la -ka - pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is mallikai malarin / mullai malarin  kaampai  aaithal / malar kaampai kalaithal  [ 
missing letter- the -] -  nip off the  flower ;  mallikai- jasmine  ; malar- flower ;  
mullai  -  Arabian jasmine  ;  aaithal-  to pinch . 

kìr[LAGAB]   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  la -ka –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kali munnai   killi erika – nip off the clay  ; kali munn- clay . 

kìr has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  arikai-  nip off.  

kìr has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  ura- pinch . 

kìr has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  neruduka- [ 
missing letter- the -] - pinch . 

kìr has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  killi erika [ 
missing letter- la-] - nip  off.  

 

kiri3,4, kir4, giri17: nose; muzzle (of an animal); hyena (cf., kir6,4) (ki, ‘place’, + ir, 
‘smell’).  

kir has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   marai -yin  
mook-kum  vaayim / mookkum mukaraiyim -  the nose and the mouth of the 
animal  ; marai- animal;   mookku- nose ;   vaai- mouth  ; mukarai- jaw .  

kir has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   manam 
nukarum mookku-  nose for smelling  ; manam-  aroma ; nukaru –to smell  . 

kir has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  tharakku [ 
missing letter- the -] -tiger/ hyena  . 
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kir6,4: stream dam, weir (cf. also, kiri3,4) (ki,’place’, + ir(2), ‘fluid secretion’/ra, ‘to 
flood’). 

kir has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  aruvi- brook.  

kir has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  Caevri  aaru- 
River Caveri .  

kir has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  Vaikai aaru –
River Vaikai . 

kir has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  Konkai aaru – 
River Ganges . 

kir has the consonants - ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  anai karai-  weir . 

kir has the consonants - ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   suvar [ missing 
letter- sa-] –wall. 

 

giškiri6: orchard, garden, palm grove (ki, ‘place’, + ru5 , ‘to send forth shoots, 
buds, or blossoms’). 

giškiri    has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
marakkaa-  grove.  

giškiri    has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaai kari  thoattam  [ missing letter- the -] - vegetable garden ; kaai  kari-  
vegetable; thoattam- garden  . 

 

kir11[MÍ.SILA4]: female lamb [KIR11 archaic frequency: 3]. kir13: (cf., gir4 ). 

kur: n., mountain; highland; (foreign) land; the netherworld (ki,’place’, + ùr, 
‘roof, mountain pass’/úr, ‘root, base’) [KUR archaic frequency: 145; concatenates 
3 sign variants]. v., to reach, attain; to kindle; to rise (sun). 

kur  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is kurinji [ missing 
letter- sa-] – mountain . 
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kur  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is kundru [ missing 
letter- the -] – mountain/ hill . 

kur  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the original Tamil word is varai- mountain.  

kur  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the word is giri 
[Skt] - mountain .  

kur  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
narakam [Skt] – hell .  

kur  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is karu varai- dark room/ womb  ; karu-  embryo / dark ; arai- room  . 

kur  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the original Tamil word is eranthavarin 
idam- [ missing letter- the -]-  the place of the dead ; erappu-  death ;eranthavar-  
dead persons ; idam- place . 

kur  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the original Tamil word is  koorai-  roof.  

kur  has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the original Tamil word is kathiravanin  
thoattram -[ missing letter- the -]-  rise of the sun  ; kathiravan –sun ;  thoattram- 
appearance  .  

 

kúr[PAB]: n., stranger; enemy; hostility (from kur,’mountains, foreign land’). v., to 
be different; to change; to break a seal (often with -da-) (kúr-re in marû). adj., 
strange, alien; hostile; in the future.  

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  pa  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakaivar  -enemy.  

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  pa  - and the  original Tamil  word is pakai 
unarvu – hostility ; pakai- enmity; unarvu –feel . 

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  pa  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
poruka- wage a war . 

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  [-pa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word is 
yevaroa   oruvar -  some one / stranger  ;  oruvar-one person  ; oru- one .   
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kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  -pa-  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
uooru paeru  theriyaatha oruvar  [ missing letter-the- ] - some one  /stranger / un 
known person / his name and name not known ; uooru- village; paeru- name   ; 
theiyaathu- do not know . 

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  -pa-  - and the  original Tamil  word is mun 
pin  paarththiraathavar / mun -pin kandiraathavar  [ missing letter-the- ] - 
stranger  /  some one not seen earlier  ; mun- earlier ; pin- later;  paaru –to see; 
kandidu- to see ; kandiraathu- not seen ; paarththidaathu –not seen .  

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  -pa-  - and the  original Tamil  word is ithu 
varai arimukam aakaatha oruvar [ missing letter-the- ] –un known person  ;  
arimukam- introduction ;  ariya –to know  ; mukam- face  .  

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  -[-pa-] -  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaeru  uoor kaaran-  some one from other village.  

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  -pa-  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakkaththu uoor-k -kaaran- [ missing letter-the- ]  -some from neighboring  village 
;  pakkam- near by   ; uoor-  village  ; uoor –k-kaaran –villager  . 

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  -pa-  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
puthiyavar-[ missing letter-the- ] - new person .  

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  -[-pa-] -  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
virunthinar--[ missing letter-the- ] - guest.  

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  -pa-  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vearu  paadu/ maaru paadu   kondu -irukka  vaendum [ missing letter-the- ]  -to 
be different ;  maaru  paadu –difference ; kondida -to have ; kondidaathu –not 
having  . 

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  -[-pa-] -  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
maattri  amaikka-[ missing letter-the- ]  - to change  ; amaikka- to set ; maattru- to 
change . 

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra-  -[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thiruththi  amaikka -[ missing letter-the- ] - to change ; thiruththu – to correct . 
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kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is urai -
yaei  pirikka- to open the cover  ; urai- cover ; pirikka- to uncover/ open .  

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
viyappu—k- kuriya-  strange   ; viyanthidu –to wonder . 

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
iyarkkaikku  maaraaka-  strange /not natural  ; iyarkkai- nature . 

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vinthaikkuriyathu -[ missing letter-the- ] -strange ; vinthai –wonder  . 

kúr[PAB] has the consonants - ka –Ra- -pa—and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is arputhamaaka  [Skt] –-[ missing letter-the- ] - strange.  

 

kùr: (cf., gur). 
kur4: (cf., gur4 ). 
kuru5, kur5: (cf., kud).  
kur6: (cf., kurum6 ). 
kuru7, kur7: (cf., kurum7 ). 
 

kur9, ku4: n., entrance (ki,’place’, + ùr, ‘entrance’). v., to enter; to bring; to 
deliver (-ni- specifies delivery location); to enter before someone (with dative 
prefix); to let enter (with -ni-); enter into the presence of (with -ši-); to turn round, 
turn into, transform (with -da-) (singular [?] reduplication class stem; cf., sun5). 

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaayir-  entrance.  

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is konaruka- bring.  

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is varuvi- bring.  

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is maaruka- turn 
into . 

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is uru / uruvam  
maarukai – transformation ; uruvam- figure  ;  maarukai- changing . 
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kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  other interpretation of the word is  
piravaesi [Skt] [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-] - enter . 

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ut – pukuthar [ 
missing letters- pa- and –the-] – enter in . 

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   uooduruva [ 
missing  letter- the -] -  creep in . 

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  porai erakka/ 
karu pirakka - [ missing letter- pa-] - to deliver the load / baby  ; porai- burden ; 
erakka- to unload ; karu  –baby /embryo  ; pirakka- to deliver  /to be born  . 

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   sumai erakka[ 
missing letter- sa-] - to deliver the load   ;  sumai- load . 

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  eendru  edukka-
[ missing  letter- the -]- to deliver the baby  ;  eenuka- to deliver  . 

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
pirasavam [Skt]  karuvai erakki vaikka   [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-] - delivery of 
the baby ; karu- baby/ embryo  ; erakki  vaikka –to keep down/ unload   . 

kur has the consonants - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   viduviththar-[ 
missing  letter- the -]- –to set free.  

 

liru, liri: (cf., lirum). 

(giš/urudu)mar, gar7: n., wagon; winnowing shovel; spoon (ma(3); gá,’to go’, + 
flowing motion; Akk. marru “shovel; spade”; Orel & Stolbova #1738 *mar- ‘hoe’) 
[MAR archaic frequency: 117; concatenates 2 sign variants]. v., to sow, scatter; to 
coat, apply; to don; to immerse; to enclose, lock up. 

giš/urudu)mar,   has the consonants   -ka –[-sa-]  - Ra -the – ma- Ra -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  naanku - urundu  oaadum   kaar [ Sakkara] [ Skt]  kondu   
kuthirai  vandi -  horse cart with four wheels  ; naanku- 4;  urulu –to roll; oaadu- 
run   ;  kaar-  legs/ wheel  ;   kuthirai  - horse  ; vandi- wagon  . 
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giš/urudu)mar,   has the consonants   -ka –sa—Ra -the – ma- Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kadumaiyaana  kuttram seithavari   siraiyir  adaikka vaendum –the 
accused  has to be   to locked up in the jail ; kadumai- severe  ; kuttram- crime ; 
seithidu- do; seithavar- one who  did  ; sirai- prison  ; adaika- to lock up  /confine  . 

giš/urudu)mar,   has the consonants   -ka –sa—Ra -the – ma- Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ankku  ondrum  inkku  ondrumaaka  sithari  kidakindra -  scattered 
;   sitharuka  - scatter  .  

giš/urudu)mar,   has the consonants   -ka –sa—Ra -the – ma- Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ankku  ondrum  inku  ondrumaaka   indri   orae   seeraaka  
vithaiyaei   munn-ir  thoovuthar  vaendum- to sow  the seeds  evenly  without 
scattering   ; ankku –there ; inkku- here;   ondru- one  ; orae seerkkaa  -evenly ; 
vithai- seed ; thoovuka- to sow.   

giš/urudu)mar,   has the consonants   -ka –sa—Ra -the – ma- Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   Caveri   aatru   neer- il    thalaiyaei   amizhththi  moolkuthal 
vaendum [ missing letter- la-] – to immerse in the  water of Caveri /Tigris River; 
aaru- river;  neer- water ; thalai- head  ; moozhuku –to immerse ; Caveri- river in 
Tamil Naadu .  

giš/urudu)mar,   has the consonants   -ka –sa—Ra -the – ma- Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   veettai  suttri  naanku  thikkilum  vaeli  amaiththidar  vaendum  [ 
missing letter –la-]  - to fence the house on all four sides  ;  veedu- house;  suttru- 
to surround  ;   naanku-  4  ; thikku –direction ; vaeli- fence  ; amaikka- make  .  

giš/urudu)mar,   has the consonants   -ka –[-sa-] -- Ra -the – ma- Ra -  and the  
original Tamil  word is   munn-ai  / kanimaththai   kudainthu   varum  karuvi -   
neenda kai konda  munn vaari / thakattu vaari -  shovel   ; munn- soil ;  kanimam- 
metal  ;  kudaiya –to  dig  ;  karuvi- tool  ;   neenda- long ; kai- handle/ hand   ; 
munn vaari- shovel  . 

 

mar; mur: worm; earthworm. 
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   mar  has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kirumi   [ 
missing letter- ka-] –worm  .  

 

 mer(2), mir(2); gùr: n., storm wind; violent storm; north(wind); anger; belt, 
waistband; an encircling snake (var. of gùr) (me3,6,7,9,’battle’, + to flow / circle 
+ ur, ‘to surround’) [MER archaic frequency: 48; concatenates 2 sign variants]. v., 
to blow fiercely; to get angry. adj., fierce, angry, furious. 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   mutruthar  [ 
missing letter- the -]-to surround   

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is     neer 
oaattam   [ missing letter- the -]-–water flow . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
maram-  anger . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the original Tamil  word is     
sinanthiduthar   /seetram [ missing letters-   sa-  and- the -]—  to get angry  
/furious . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
amarudam  -[ missing letter  - the -]—anger . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
uroadam  -[ missing letter  the -]—anger. 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
uruppam -[ missing letter -  pa  -]—anger. 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
amreshanam [ missing letter-  sa-] –anger . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
ukkiramam[ missing letter-  ka-] - anger . 
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mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is karuvam -[ 
missing letter-  ka  -]—anger. 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vaiyirm  / 
vaeram / vaer/ vairam / veri --[ missing letter  ka  -]—anger. 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   markku -[ 
missing letter - ka  -] -anger . 

r mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
osaam -[ missing letter -sa  -]-  anger . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   sutruthar   [ 
missing letters- sa- and- the -]—-encircle . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   imirthar [ 
missing letter- the -]- blow. 

 mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   ottruthar  [ 
missing letter- the -]-  blow 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thuraththuthar [ missing letter- the -]--blow   as a  tempest . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
amar  - war  . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
samaram [ missing letter -  sa-]-  war  

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
ranam  [Skt]   –war . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
saram  [ missing letter - sa-]   –war . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   muran   –
war . 
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mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
mirutham  [ missing letter- the -]--war . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
moeiththduthar  [ missing letter- the -]- war . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   aravam  / 
urakam   [ missing  letter- ka-]  -snake  . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
sarppam [Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-]  - snake. 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   marukkam [  
missing  letter- ka-]  –wind. 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
maarutham  [Skt] [ missing letter- the -]—wind. 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
sanda maarutham[Skt]   [ missing letters-  sa- and- the -]—storm. 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mummuriththar-[ missing letter- the -]-  storm  . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
mikiram [  missing  letter- ka-]  –wind . 

 

 mur, ur5 [ÞAR]: n., lungs; liver; fodder for fattening; lattice, grate (mu7,’to 
shout’/mud6, mú, ‘to sing; to blow’ + úr, ‘root, base’). v., to surround; to guard; to 
shout; to grind, mill. demonstrative, thus; so; in this way.  

mur,  has the consonants – [-ma-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  nurai eeral 
[ missing letter- la-]-lung . 

mur,  has the consonants – [-ma-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  eeral [ 
missing letter- la-]- lungs/ liver /spleen. 
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mur,  has the consonants – [-ma-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  nal eeral 
missing letter- la-]- liver. 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is man-n-eeral 
missing letter- la-]-  spleen. 

mur,  has the consonants – [-ma-] -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
raththam [Skt] / uthiram [ missing letter –the -] – blood/ lungs/ liver /spleen . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is ukkaaram- [ 
missing letter – ka-]- bellow/ lung  . 

mur,  has the consonants – -ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is uruma- roar.  
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                                          Page-44.  

 

mur7,8: (cf., murgu). 

 

mur10, mu4: to clothe; to dress oneself (reduplication class [?]) (mu10,’woman’, 
+ ur, ‘to surround’).  

mur  has the consonants –-ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mooduthar   
mundu  uduthhuthar  /  thuniyaar   maraiththar –[ missing letter- the  -]    -to 
clothe ;  mundu – cloth; moodu –cover; thuni –cloth; marai- cover  . 

mur  has the consonants –-ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  maanthar –[ 
missing letter- the  -] woman . 

mur  has the consonants –-ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  muttruthar  [ 
missing letter- the  -] –to surround . 

 

 

muru5[MÍ.U4.RU6 = SAL.UD.EDIN]: brother-in-law (mu10,’woman’, + rù, ‘equal in 
rank’).  

muru  has the consonants –-ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  maithtunar –
[ missing letter- the  -]- brother inlaw . 

muru  has the consonants –-ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  machchinar  [ 
missing letter - sa-]  - brother inlaw . 

muru  has the consonants –-ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  orae tharam  
/orae thittam  [ missing letter- the  -]-    equal  rank  ;  tharam –standard ; orae –
similar . 

muru  has the consonants –-ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  maanthar –[ 
missing letter- the  -] -woman . 

 

muru9: fog, mist, haze (mi,’to be dark’, + to flow).  
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  muru  has the consonants –-ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  marai pani [ 
missing letter- pa -] —mist  ;  marai –to cover; pani- mist  . 

muru  has the consonants –-ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  neer oaatam 
[ missing letter- the  -] – water flow  ; neer –water; oaattam- flow.  

muru  has the consonants –-ma--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  manthaaram 
-[ missing letter- the  -] –  darkness/ cloudiness . 

 

murux [GI.KID.MAÞ]: reed mat.  

murux   has the consonants-  ma- Ra-  ka- [- sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vadaram-[ missing letter- the  -] - mat . 

 murux   has the consonants-  ma- Ra-  ka-  sa   - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  saravanam –  reed . 

  

murux   has the consonants-  ma- Ra-  ka-  sa   - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  vaeththiraasanam -[ missing letter- the  -] – ratan mat . 

murux   has the consonants-  ma- Ra-  ka-  sa   - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  suvaetha saaram  -[ missing letter- the  -] - a  reed . 

murux   has the consonants-  ma- Ra-  ka- [- sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mookkir paai  -[ missing letter- pa  -] -bamboo mat ; moonkkir- bamboo; paai- mat  

murux   has the consonants-  ma- Ra-  ka-  sa   - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kurpakam -[ missing letter- pa  -] –  reed . 

murux   has the consonants-  ma- Ra-  ka- [- sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
tharaiyir  virikkum  naanar  / koarai pur   paai -[ missing letter- pa  -] – floor mat ; 
tharai –floor;   virikka –to spread;  naanar- reed  ;  koari  pur -a kind of reed ; paai- 
mat . 
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nar: singer; musician (loan from Akkadian naaru II, “musician”, which derives 
from Akk. naaru I, “river” in the same way that Sumerian nab means both “ocean” 
and “musician”) [NAR archaic frequency: 69]. 

nar  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is paanar [ missing 
letter- pa-] - singer/ musician . 

nar  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is neer- ocean / 
water . 

nar  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is punari  [ missing 
letter- pa-] - sea . 

nar  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is mun neer- sea.  

 

nir, ner: n., frog; omen. adj., proper.  

nir  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is nunar  -- frog . 

nir  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
tharantham [ missing  letter –the  -] – frog . 

nir  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is marai neekam  [ 
missing  letter –ka   -] – frog . 

 nir  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is manar kookam  
[ missing  letter –ka   -] – frog  ;manar- sand; koovi –one who  makes noise.  

nir  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
urppanam-[ missing  letter –pa   -] - omen . 

nir  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is mun ari kuri  [ 
missing  letter –ka   -] – omen  ; munn- prior  ; ari kuri –symptoms  . 

nir  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is muraiyaana-     
proper. 

nir  has the consonants -   an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is sariyaana [ 
missing  letter –sa   -] -proper. 
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frogE]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -Ra - ka –and the  orignaltamil  word is  manar 
kookai- frog.  

 

nir: n., prince, lord [NIR archaic frequency: 45; concatenates 2 sign variants]. v., to 
stretch, reach, extend; to raise high; to winnow, clean grain; to overcome, 
vanquish (to be high + to go out + to flow). adj., victorious.  

nir  has the consonants-  an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mannar- king . 

nir  has the consonants- an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is maa mannar-  
emperor.    

nir  has the consonants- an-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  raayan- king.  

nir  has the consonants- an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  arasan [ missing 
letter- sa-] – king . 

nir  has the consonants- an-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paer arasan- [ 
missing letters- pa -and -sa-] - emperor . 

nir  has the consonants-an-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  neetiththar-[ 
missing letter- the -] - extend . 

 

na4nír[ZA.GÍN]: a precious stone with black and white flecks. 

na4nír ZA.GÍN   has the  consonants -   an- Ra-  sa –ka- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is  senkkar mani -  ruby  / red stone ;senkkar- red stone; mani –stone . 

na4nír ZA.GÍN   has the  consonants -   an- Ra-  sa –ka- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   senkkuruntham  [ missing  letter- the -] -ruby .  

na4nír ZA.GÍN   has the  consonants -   an- Ra-  sa –ka- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   kana nira-k-kar  -ruby . 

zagin   has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maanikkam –ruby. 

zagin   has the consonants –-sa-–ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is sev - 
vanna mani  -red color  stone . 
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na4nír    has the consonants –an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aruna mani –
ruby . 

na4nír    has the consonants –an- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
ranam- ruby . 

 

par3/4: (cf., bàra). 

sar, šar: n., vegetable(s) [SAR archaic frequency: 102; concatenates 3 sign 
variants]. v., to insert, enter; to begin; to write; to pay, deliver punctually; to 
disturb someone; to drive (with -ni-); to drive, chase away (with -ta-); to make 
hurry, run (to be skilled, precise + flowing motion; for ‘to drive away’, cf., ús, ‘to 
follow, drive’, but meaning probably derives from the act of chasing vermin from 
the vegetable garden, cf., kar for such a progression from the noun to the verb). 
adj., driven out, pursued. 

sar  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is kaai kari-[ 
missing letter- ka-]  - vegetables . 

sar  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is keeruka- 
[missing letter- ka-]  - write.  

sar  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is varaika- 
[missing letter- ka-] - draw/ write. 

sar  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is viraika- 
[missing letter- ka-] - hurry . 

sar  has the consonants-   sa—Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is soruku [missing 
letter- ka-] – insert . 

sar  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is oaduthar[ 
missing letter- the -] - run . 

sar  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is thuraththi 
adi- [ missing letter- the -] -  chase out . 

sar  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
thodarnthidu [ missing letter- the -] -  - follow/ pursue . 
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sar  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is pirappuru / 
pirappu -[ missing letter – pa-]  -begin.  

sar  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
aarampi/aarampam  [Skt] [ missing letter – pa-]  – begin / beginning . 

sar  has the consonants-  [- sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is thoattram 
edu  /thoattram  [ missing letter- the -]- begin/ beginning  . 

sar  has the consonants-   sa- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is sachcharavu- [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -disturbance. 

sar  has the consonants-  [- sa-] - –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is idai ittu 
thaduththar [ missing letter- the -]- -  disturb . 

sar  has the consonants- sa-- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is idai uooru  
seithar [ missing letter- the -]-to disturb . 

sar  has the consonants- [-sa-] -- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
thadumaatram- [ missing letter- the -]- disturbance ; thadumaara seithar – to 
disturb. 

sar  has the consonants- [-sa-] -- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is aayam 
theeru-[ missing letter- the -]- to pay toll . 

sar  has the consonants- [-sa-] -- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is irai erukka- 
missing letter- ka-] - to pay tax.  

sar  has the consonants- sa- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is sumai  erakku 
missing letter- ka-]- deliver.  

sar  has the consonants- [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  porai erakku 
[missing letters-  pa- and- ka-] –deliver .  

sar  has the consonants- -sa- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  saerppikka- 
[missing letters-  pa- and- ka-] –deliver.  
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sar, šar: a surface measure, ‘garden plot’ = 1 square ninda = 60 surface shekels = 
1/100 iku = 4 square reeds = 144 square cubits = 36 meters 2 ; a volume measure 
of one square ninda times 1 kùš = 144 kùš3 = ca. 18 cubic meters = 1,0 gur [= 60 
gur] of capacity = 1,0 gín in weight.  

sar  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is arai-  garden 
plot. 

sar  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is kuruni   [ 
missing letter- ka-]- 8 cents  . 

sar  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is mukkuruni  
[missing letter- ka-] -  24 cents . 

sar  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is parappu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  16 paruppu =one acre.  

sar  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is uri-  grain  / 
fluid volume measurement  

sar  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is parai [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-   grain  measurement . 

 

sár: (cf., šár).  

 

 

sír: n., density. adj., dense; weak, feverish (si; su; sa; sa5,’to be full; to grow 
weak’, + ir(10), ‘sweat’). 

sír  has the consonants-  sa –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is kaaichchar [ 
missing letter- ka-] – fever.  

sír  has the consonants-  sa –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
suram-   fever.  

 

sir5; sur: (cf., zara5 ). 
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sur: n., a garden plant; rushes; chaff, chopped straw [? SUR archaic frequency: 6]. 
v., to delimit, bound, divide (reduplication class ?)(cf., šur) (si, ‘long and narrow’, 
+ ur, ‘to surround’; cf., sila, sil; síl, zil; si-il, ‘to cut into, divide’).  

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is naanar-  rush 
/ reed  . 

 sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is aarai-  a kind 
of   rush  /grass . 

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is thiththiru-  [ 
missing letter- the -]-   a reed . 

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is korukkai [ 
missing letter- ka-] –reed  . 

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is karuvai [ 
missing letter- ka-] – grain straw . 

sur  has the consonants-  sa-–Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is surunai   – straw  
rope/  coil . 

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is piri  [ missing 
letter- pa- ] –divide.  

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is ari  -divide .   

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is aru    /  eer –
cut . 

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
ranam [Skt] - cut.  

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is mutruthar [ 
missing letter- the -]- –to surround  . 

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is varai aru [ 
missing letter- ka-] –delimit  
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sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is arai  -    
garden plot.  

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is payir  [ 
missing letter- pa-]   -  crop /plants . 

 

 

súr: (cf., sumur).  

 

sùr: ditch; deep furrow; drain (to fill, inundate + to flow; contrast sug, ‘flood 
basin’).  

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is neer oattam  
[ missing  letter –the -] - water flow  ;neer- water; oattam- flow.  

 sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is neer-  
nirainthu  oaduthar [ missing  letter –the -]  - inundate  ;  neer –water; nirainthida- 
full ; oaduthar –flowing . 

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is nirappu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –to fill . 

 sur  has the consonants- -sa- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is siru  kaar-[ 
missing letter- ka-] – ditch.  

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is neer –k-kar- [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  drain . 

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is udu neer[ 
missing  letter –the -]-   - fort ditch . 

 sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is paampuri-  [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - moat . 

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is poarppai –[ 
missing letter- pa-]   furrow  [ ploughing] . 
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sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is paar -–[ 
missing letter- pa-]  - ridges and furrows  

sur  has the consonants-  -sa- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is siru saal  [ 
missing letter- la-]-  corrugated furrow . 

 

suru5, sur5: to hang, suspend; to hover; to wear (cf., sur6,7).  

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  naatru  [ 
missing  letter –the -] -hang / suspend . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  idai 
niruththam   /idaiyir  nindrida - suspend ; idaiyir- in between; nindrida- stopping.  

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
antharaththir  nindrida - suspend .   

sur  has the consonants-  -sa-  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  sutri   thiriya[ 
missing  letter –the -] - hover . 

sur  has the consonants-  sa-Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is sutri 
moeiththiduthar[ missing  letter –the -] - to hover about . 

sur  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is ottuthar [ 
missing  letter –the -] -- hang . 

sur  has the consonants-  sa- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is saaththuthar [ 
missing  letter –the -] – wear . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  anithar [ 
missing  letter –the -]-  wear . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  uduththuthar 
[ missing  letter –the -] - wear . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
word is  thariththar [ missing  letter –the -] - wear . 
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sur6,7:  height; depth; foundation pit (ús, uš, ‘height; foundation; to support, 
lift’, + uru2,5,18, ‘high, deep’) 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  uyaram- 
height.  

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  irai /urai –
height. 

sur has the consonants-  sa- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  uyarchchi -  
height . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
uchchaaram- height . 

 sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  yaeru  -
height . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  purai  [ 
missing  letter –pa- -] -  height  

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  muttu thara [ 
missing  letter –the -]  -support . 

sur has the consonants-  sa- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is oththaasai  
seithiduthar  [ missing  letter –the -] - support . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is thunai yaai 
eruththar [ missing  letter –the -] - support . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
aathariththar [ missing  letter –the -] - support . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  uruthi   yaaei 
erunthiduthar -[ missing  letter –the -] – support  ; uruthi –confidence ;erukka –to 
be  . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  uoondru -[ 
missing  letter –the -] – support. 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  udanthai –ya 
erunthiduthar-[ missing  letter –the -] -   support. 
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sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  uyarththi-[ 
missing  letter –the -] - a  lift . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  eduththar [ 
missing  letter –the -] –to lift . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  yaetru  / 
yaetram -[ missing  letter –the -] –lift . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  adi uram -[ 
missing  letter –the -] -  foundation . 

sur has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
aathaaram -[ missing  letter –the -] -  foundation . 
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                                                           Page-45.  

 

 

sur8: (cf., zar).  
sur12: (cf., sug8 ).  
šar: (cf., sar, šar).  

 

šár, sár: n., totality, all; world; horizon; ball, counter, token; the number 3600 = 
602 (many, much + àr, ‘ring, coil’). v., to be many; to multiply or mix (with -da-); 
to make abundant; to slaughter; to request, implore (reduplication class). adj., 
numerous; innumerable. 

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  tharai-[ 
missing letter- the -]  - earth . 

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   nooru-  100.  

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   eru nooru -
200.  

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  munnooru- 
300.  

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   naanooru -
400.  

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aaru—nooru-  
600.  

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  eru aaru 
nooru- 2x6x100= 1200.  

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   aaru aaru 
nooru -  6x6x100= 3600. 
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šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    oru aayiram-  
one 1000. 

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   errayiram- 
2000.   

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is moaayiram- 
3000.   

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aarayiram- 
6000. 

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is urundai - [ 
missing letter – the -]- sphere . 

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is mandaardu-  [ 
missing letter – the -]- request. 

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is murai idu-  
missing letter – the -]- request .  

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is koarikkai  
missing letter -ka-]  -  a request . 

šár has the consonants-  [-sa-]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is koaru- missing 
letter -ka-] -  request.  

šár has the consonants- sa-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eraichchi-  meat . 

šár has the consonants- [-sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uyirai pari 
missing letter- pa-]- to take the life ;uyir- life; pari- pluck . 

šár has the consonants- [-sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ennatra [ 
missing letter- the -] – innumerable; enn- numeral number; atra –nil . 

šár has the consonants- [-sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  niraiya- 
abundance . 

šár has the consonants- [-sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaeraalam- 
missing letter- la-] - abundant . 
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šár has the consonants- [-sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  perukku- 
missing letters-  pa -and -ka-]- multiply . 

 

lúšár: a military officer = commander of 3600.  

lúšár   has the consonants  - la –[-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaal  
uzhavar [ missing letter- ka-  ] —commander . 

lúšár   has the consonants  - la –[-sa-] -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  veera maakalar [ missing letter- ka-  ] -  the commnader of the Jain army  
/ the  commander of Iyanar . 

lúšár   has the consonants  - la –[-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
moovaayiraththu  arunooru  veerarkalin  /  Vanniyarkalin /  maravar  koottaththin 
/aniyin  /saenaiyin   thalaivar /thalavaai  [ missing letters- ka-  and - the -  ] – the 
commander of the  army  of 3600  warriors  ;  moovaayiram -3000  ;  aru nooru -
600 ;  veerarkal- soldiers;   Vanniyar –warrior ; maravar- warrior;   koottam- 
group ;  ani- army  ; saenai –army   ;thalaivar –head; thalavaai- commander . 

lúšár   has the consonants  - la –[-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  aalunar-  
ruler/ governor . 

lúšár   has the consonants  - la -sa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word arasu  aalum 
mannar  -  the king who  rules the state; arasu  -kingdom  ;  aalum- ruling; mannar- 
king  .  

 

šar8 [NI]: to interpret, explain. 

sarni   has the  consonants-  sa- Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  word is puriya  
seiyyanum  [ missing letter- pa-] – to explain  / to make to understand  ;  puriya- 
understand . 

sarni   has the  consonants- [- sa-]- Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thiriththidanum [ missing letter- the -] –to interpret . 
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šér, šír: to shine brightly (cf., sír) (Akkadian loan from šaraapu(m), ‘to burn’). 

ser  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eri/ neruppu  
eri [ missing letter- pa-]- to burn .  

 

šèr, šìr: n., decision. v., to bind; to decide (éše, ‘rope’, + ur, ‘to surround’). 

 sir  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is naar- rope . 

sir  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is puri   [ missing 
letter-pa -]  –rope . 

sir  has the consonants-  -sa- –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
paani  sariyai   [ missing letter- pa- ]   – rope . 

sir  has the consonants-  -sa- –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
erachchu- rope . 

sir  has the consonants-  sa- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saradu [ missing 
letter- the-]   -rope . 

sir  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thaaram  [ 
missing letter- the-]   -rope . 

sir  has the consonants-  sa- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sutridu   [ missing 
letter- the-]  -to surround/ wear  .  

sir  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is anithar  
/uduththar / nooruthar  [  missing letter- the-]   –surround /wear  

sir  has the consonants-  sa- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is isaiththar  [ 
missing letter- the-]  - bind. 

sir  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aarththar / 
thodarthar [ missing letter- the-]  –bind . 

sir  has the consonants-  -[-sa--] –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
theermaanam [ missing letter- the-]  -decision . 

sir  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thunithar [ 
missing letter- the-]  -decision . 
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sir  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is orumai  -  
decision . 

 

šir, sir4: testicles (many + to go out + to flow; cf.,hir, nir, and giš2,3) [ŠIR archaic 
frequency: 24; concatenates 2 sign variants].  

sir  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aan kuri [ 
missing letter- ka-] – male genital. 

sir  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is virai  [missing 
letter- ka-] –testis . 

sir  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is niraiya- many . 

 

šìr[EZEN]; šur: n., song; lament (Orel & Stolbova #2258 *sir-/*sur ‘sing’). v., to 
sing. 

šur has the consonants- -[-sa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is oppaari  paadar   
[ missing letters- pa -and –the-] -  dirge / elegy / funeral song ; oppaari –dirge; 
paadu –to sing  . 

šur has the consonants- -[-sa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paattu 
paaduthar  [ missing letters- pa -and –the-] -to sing a song  ; paattu –song; paadu 
–to sing .  

 

 šìr: (cf., šèr).  

 

šur, sur: to rain; to produce a liquid; to flow, drip; to extract seed oil; to process 
wine and juices; to press (out); to spray out; to brew (beer); to submerge; to 
flash, gleam (šu, ‘to pour’ + to flow; cf., šeñ3,7).  
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šur has the consonants- -sa-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saaraayam  
kaachchu  [ missing letter- ka-] – to brew arrack; kaaichchiya arisi saaru = 
saaraayam = arrack  . 

šur has the consonants- -[-sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vadiththu  
erakku [ missing letters- ka-  and- the -] – to brew.  

šur has the consonants- -sa-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kodi munthiri  
kani  saarai vadi kattu [ missing letters- ka-  and- the -]-  to distil   grape  juice;  
kodi  munthiri- grape  ;saaru –juice ; vadi kattu –filter  . 

šur has the consonants- -[-sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aatru neer-ir 
munkuthar [ missing letters- ka-  and- the -]-  to sink in water ;aaru-  river; neer- 
water; munku- sink  

šur has the consonants- sa—Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   vaan- neer 
soariya [ missing letter- ka-] –to rain  ;  vaan- sky  ;neer- water ;soriya- shower .  

šur has the consonants- sa—Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   neer sotta-[ 
missing letter- the-]  -dripping of water ; sottu neer ; neer- water; sotta- to drip .  

šur has the consonants- sa—Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   neer kasiya-[ 
missing letter- ka-]  -oozing  of water; kasia- leak  . 

šur has the consonants- sa—Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaari [missing 
letter- ka-]  - drip . 

šur has the consonants-[- sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  neruppu pori – 
missing letter- pa-] -   fire sparkle ; neruppu –fire; pori –sparkle  . 

šur has the consonants-[- sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  anar pori 
missing letter- pa-] -   fire sparkle . 

šur has the consonants-[- sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thee pori  
missing letters- pa- and - the -]  - fire sparkle ;  thee- fire. 

šur has the consonants-[- sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thideer -ena 
minnuthar –[ missing letter- the-] - sudden flash; thideer –sudden  . 
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šur has the consonants-[- sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   eri uoottuthar  
–[ missing letter- the-] -  to flash light . 

šur has the consonants-[- sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is therippu –[ 
missing letter- the-]  -flash   ;  eri therippu-  flash of light.  

šur has the consonants-[- sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   anar kooru 
missing letter- ka-] - fire sparkle . 

šur has the consonants-[- sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  min -vettuthar 
[ missing letters- ka-  and- the -]-  flash of light.  

šur has the consonants-[- sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  minnar keetru-  
[ missing letters- ka-  and- the -]-  flash of light.  

šur has the consonants- sa—Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sekkir ennai -yaei  
aattuthar [ missing letters- ka-  and- the -]-  to extract oil .   

šur has the consonants- [-sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  theliththar [ 
missing  letters-  the -and -la-] -  spray . 

 

šúr: (cf., sumur).  

tar: v., to cut; to decide; to determine; to inquire; to smoke; to break, destroy 
(ta, ‘from’, + ur4 , ‘to shear, reap’; cf., dar and nam...tar) [TAR archaic frequency: 
56; concatenates 2 sign variants]. adj., deliberate, judicious. 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is mayirai 
uriththidu /aruththidu –shear /cut . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is muriththidu –
break / fracture.  

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thaernthu edu –
choose . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eriththidu –to 
burn .  
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tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is neruppu moottu  
[ missing letter –pa-]- to make fire . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is manathai 
thaetridu- make up  the  mind ; manathu –mind . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the original Tamil  word orumiththa   
mudivu eduththar/  oththa mudivukku / oththa karuththirkku  varuthar  – [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -  to decide unanimously ; mudivu- decision ;karuththu –idea . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
theermaanikka [ missing letter- ka-] -  to decide. 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sithaiththar [ 
missing letter- sa-]  – destruction . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is veenaa-k-kuthar 
missing letter- ka-]  – wastage / destruction  . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kaettu 
arinthiduka- [ missing letter- ka-] -  to enquire.  

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaendum  
endrae- [ missing letter- ka-] -  deliberately/ knowingly  . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thittam itta 
ondru- planned / purposely  . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aainthu 
thaerntha - planned . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   aazhnthu  
aaraaintha-[ missing letter- zha-] - planned . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaernthu  
paarththa -[ missing letter- pa-]- deliberately . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is manathaara- 
consciously . 
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tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
word is aathmaarththama [Skt] - consciously . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aainthu  arintha- 
judiciously . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thiraimaiyaa-  
judiciously . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  naerththiyaa  
judiciously . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   sirantha 
muraiyir-[ missing letter- sa-] -judiciously . 

tar  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
word is  saathuryamaa- [Skt] -[ missing letter- sa-] –judiciously. 

 

tir: forest, grove, thicket (ti, ‘arrows’ + ùr, ‘beams, rafters’; early example of 
asyndetic hendiadys).  

tir  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is patrai- [ missing 
letter- pa-] - forest . 

tir  has the consonants – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is puthar [ missing 
letter- pa-] - bush . 

 

tur: n., child; young (of herd animals); second in rank (tu, ‘to be born’, + ùru, ‘to 
watch, guard, protect’) [TUR archaic frequency: 272]. v., to be/make small; to be 
insufficient; to reduce. adj., small, little, young.  

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   erandaam 
thara   en – 2nd in rank . 

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    erandam 
tharam -  2nd  rank / 2nd std.  
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tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   siriyathu [ 
missing letter- sa-] –small . 

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    paenuthar [ 
missing letter- pa-]  – protect . 

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  paathu 
kaaththiru  [ missing letter- pa- and -ka-] -  protect.  

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    kan 
kaaniththar [ missing letter- ka-]- watch.  

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaavar  
kaaththidu [ missing letter- ka-]- - watch  . 

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  koornthu 
noakku  [ missing letter- ka-]– watch . 

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  koornthu  
kavaniththiduka-[ missing letter- ka-]– watch . 

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is unni-p-paai -iru  
missing letter- pa-]   -watch . 

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is paarththiru- 
missing letter- pa-] -  watch . 

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
poathumaanathandru [  missing letter- pa-] – not enough . 

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thaevai kuraivu-
-[ missing letter- ka-]–  insufficient/ inadequate  ;thaevai- need/ want ; kuriavu- 
less . 

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is patraa kurai [ 
missing letters- pa- and -ka-] –insufficient.  

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kuriaththiduka- 
reduce.  
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tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is odukkuthar- --[ 
missing letter- ka-]–  reduce.  

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is surukkiduka- 
missing letters- sa- and -ka-]  - reduce . 

 

tùr; tur5: birth-hut; byre; sheepfold, pen; stable; a frequent metaphor for a 
temple, sanctuary (cf., tur) [TUR3 archaic frequency: 121; concatenates 3 sign 
variants].  

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is semmari aattu 
patti [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-] – sheepfold  ; patti – pen .  

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is netri – temple 
of the face . 

tur  has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eraivanudaiya 
/aandavanudiya   veedu [ missing letter- ka-]-  house of the god  ; eraivan –god; 
aandavan –god; veedu –house .  

 

tur5, tu: n., newborn; weakness; sickness. v., to be or become sick. adj., weak; 
sick. 

tur has the consonants -  the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pirantha saei  / 
sisu [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-] -  new born baby ; pirantha –born  ;saei- baby . 

tu   has the consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  noaei nodi – disease .  

tu   has the consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aathan –sickness . 

tu   has the consonant- the- and the interpretation of the  word is asathi [ missing 
letter- sa-] –  weakness. 

 weakness [E]  has the consonants -  va- ka - an -sa -    and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sunakkam –weakness . 
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zar, zur4, sur8: to tap, pour; to spout, flow; to exude; to spin (a cocoon) (cf. the 
graphically similar sign, sug8 ) (repetitive motion + to flow) [? ZAR archaic 
frequency: 15; concatenates 4 sign variants]. 

zar  has the consonants  -sa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  -soriya –exude.  

 zar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  neer 
thoompu  [ missing letter- pa-] - a spout ;neer- water.  

zar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  neer oattam [ 
missing letter- the-]  - water flow  ;  neer- water; oattam- flow .  

zar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thattuthar [  
missing letter- the-]  -  - to tap.  

zar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uooththuthar  
[  missing letter- the-]  -to pour. 

zar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  iduthar [  
missing letter- the  -] -– to pour/ put.  

zar  has the consonants  -sa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sutruthar  [  
missing letter- the -] -– -to spin . 

zar  has the consonants  -sa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  noor sututhar [  
missing letter- the -]  -to spin yarn ; nor- thread; sutru- spin  . 
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                                           Page-46. 

 

 

(giš)zar: wagon shaft (cf., za-ra) (Akkadian loanword from ,serru(m) II). 

giszar  has the consonants –ka- sa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  sarakku  
uoorthiyin   / erumai vandiyin   kaar  /sakkara   achchu  thandu -  wagon shaft  ;  
sarakku – goods; oorthi- wagon ; erumai –bullock ; vandi –cart  ; kaar- wheel  
;achchu –axis ; thandu- shaft  . 

 

zàr[SUM]; zar[LAGAB×SUM]: sheaf, sheaves (rolled up and bound stalks and ears, 
cf., zara5 and zar).  

zarsum  has the consonants –[-sa -]-Ra  -[-sa-]- ma –and the  original Tamil  word 
is ner mani  ari – rice sheaf ; ner- paddy ; mani  -seed;  ari –sheaf . 

zarsum  has the consonants –[-sa -]-Ra  -[-sa-]- ma –and the  original Tamil  word 
is naar mattai   [ missing  letter –the -] - stalks of palmyra leaf . 

zarsum  has the consonants –sa -Ra  -[-sa-]- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is 
mara  seththai  /thattai  [ missing  letter –the -]  - sheaf  ; maram –tree ;seththai -  
sheaf .  

zarsum  has the consonants –[-sa -]-Ra  -[-sa-]- ma –and the  original Tamil  word 
is thaamarai thandu  [ missing  letter –the -] -lotus stalk ;    thaamarai-  lotus  
;thandu –stem. 

zarsum  has the consonants –sa  -Ra  -[-sa-]- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is 
manjari-  flower stalk . 

zarsum  has the consonants –[-sa -]-Ra  -[-sa-]- ma –and the  original Tamil  word 
is unn mattai naar     [ missing  letter –the -]-inner or better part of the stalk .  
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zara5, zar5; sir5; sur: to spin, twine (yarn or thread); to roll up (repetitive motion 
+ to flow).  

zara  has the consonants  -sa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   noor sutru  / 
nootridu [ missing letter- the -] –to spin yarn ;  noor –thread; sutru –spin  

 zara  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   noor thiri  - 
[ missing letter- the -] –to spin  ;  noor- thread . 

zara  has the consonants  -sa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   saradu  thiri [ 
missing letter- the -] – to spin ;saradu- rope /string  

zara  has the consonants  -sa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is suruttu  [ 
missing letter- the -] --to roll up . 

zara  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is neer oattam [ 
missing letter- the -] –  water flow ;neer- water; oattam –flow .  

zara  has the consonants  [--sa -]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is puri  [ 
missing letter – pa-] - twine /rope . 

zara  has the consonants  -sa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sanar puri  [ 
missing letter – pa-]   -twine ;sanar- jute; puri –rope .  

zara  has the consonants  -sa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saradu  [ missing 
letter- the -] -twine.  

 

zur: n., offering, sacrifice; prayer (repetitive activity + to flow/protect). v., to 
furnish, provide; to rock (an infant); to arrange, tend; to offer; to pray.  

zurn  has the consonants  -sa- Ra- an  -and the  interpretation  of the  word is 
aruchchunai  [Skt]  sei  - do  prayer . 

zurn  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is   
eraiyanum – bow before the lord as in salutation . 

 zurn  has the consonants  --sa- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is Paraiyan  
/Brahmin   - poo  soriya   [ missing letter- pa-] –to offer flowers   by  the Paraiyah  
/Brahmin  ;  poo- flower ;  soriya- shower  ; Paraiyah  -the priestly caste  . 
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zurn  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  thiru  
marai -yinai    [thiru manthiram ]  oaththuthar [ missing letter –the   -] – to recite 
holy  scriptures  ;   thiru –holy ; marai –scriptures ; oathu  -recite  

zurn  has the consonants  -sa- Ra- an  -and the  interpretation  of the  word is 
araathanai  seithiduthar [ missing letter –the   -] – to do  prayer. 

zurn  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  manu 
tharuthar [ missing letter –the   -] – pray.  

zurn  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  
anjiththar [ missing letter –the   -] –  worship  . 

zurn  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  
eranthidu [ missing letter –the   -] – pray . 

zurn  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  erai 
vanakkam [ missing letter -ka-  -] –prayer  ;erai –god .  

 zurn  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  naervu  [ 
missing letter -ka-]  – sacrifice.  

zurn  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  
mandraadu  / mandraattam    [ missing letter –the   -] –to pray  /prayer.  

zurn  has the consonants  --sa- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  seer 
thiruththi tharanum   /amaiththu tharanum   [ missing letter –the -] -  to furnish 
newly  ; seer thiruththu-  to reform .  

zurn  has the consonants  --sa- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  saerththu 
tharanum  [ missing letter –the -]  –to provide.  

zurn  has the consonants  --[-sa-]- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  
naaduthar  [ missing letter –the -]  -tend. 

zurn  has the consonants  --sa- Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  asaiththu 
aattuthar [ missing letter –the -]  – rock  ;asaithidu –to shake  ;aattu –raock  . 

zurn  has the consonants  --[-sa-] Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  
munaithar  [ missing letter –the -]  -offer.  
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zurn  has the consonants  -[-sa -] - Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  neer –
oattam [ missing letter –the -]  –   water flow;  neer  -water;   oattam -flow- .  

zurn  has the consonants  -[-sa -] - Ra- an  -and the  original Tamil word is  
niraithar [ missing letter –the -]  – to flow as tide.  

 

dusu: transportation basket, used in working at the lower levels in excavating a 
canal; corvée (du, ‘to walk’, + si;su, ‘to fill up’). 

  dusu   has the consonants  -the- sa-  and the  original Tamil  wordis  mun satti    - 
pot for  carrying   / disposing  soil  while excavation.  

dusu   has the consonants  -the- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
niraiththidu   /niraiththu thara   [ missing letter- Ra-] -to fill . 

dusu   has the consonants -the-[-sa-] - and theoriginal Tamil word is nada- walk . 

dusu  has the consonants -the-[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is adi eduththu 
nada   -walk  /  to take a step.  

 

dúsu [ANŠE.LIBIR]: an ass or equid used as a draft animal in front of plows and 
wagons (du, ‘to walk’, + usu, ‘strength’). 

*du  has the consonant - the -and the  original Tamil  word is nada / nadai  - walk ; 
adi edu- walk . 

dúsu  has the consonants - the- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is vandi  
maadu [ missing letter- ka-] -  wagon bull .  

 

kas7, ka9: deduction; settlement of accounts; possession (back-formation from 
níg-kas7/ka9 ). 

kas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kanakkai 
mudikka vaendum [ missing letter- the -] - to  settle the  accounts . 

kas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is neekku –
deduct . 
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kas  has the consonants -  ka –sa-and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
vajaa –deduction . 

 

kisi: chamber pot (kàš, ‘urine’, + si14, ‘a small pot’). 

kisi  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is onnukku  
kinnam / kooja  / saakai -  cup  for urine ; kakkusu [ kakka]  kooja; sinna kinnam- 
small cup ; sinna- small ; kakka-  shit  ; saakai- jug .  

kisi  has the consonants -  ka –-sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  siru neer 
kinnam [ missing leter- Ra-]- urine cup ; siru neer- urine; kinnam- cup . 

kisi  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
akkini- urine . 

kisi  has the consonants -  ka –-[-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  kumpai-[ 
missing leter- pa-]-  pot . 

 

mes, mèš: young man; prince; son; hackberry tree in the elm family (me, 
‘endowment’, + usu, ‘strength’; Akkadian loanword - meesu I, ‘hackberry tree’; cf., 
Orel & Stolbova #1766 *mi’es- ‘tree’) [MES archaic frequency: 32].  

mes,  has the consonants -  ma- [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  mannan- 
king . 

mes,  has the consonants -  ma- [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is ko makan- 
missing letter- ka-] -king/ prince .  

mes,  has the consonants -  ma- [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  makan –[ 
missing letter- ka-] - son.  

 

nisi, nissa: (cf., nisig).  

 

sisi (ANŠE.KUR.RA): horse (reduplicated si, ‘to stand upright’).  
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kurra   has the  consonants - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  naeraaka 
nirkka- stand upright . 

kurra   has the  consonants - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kurki-  horse . 

kurra   has the  consonants - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  puravi [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - horse . 

kurra   has the  consonants - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kuthirai [ 
missing letter- the -]  -  horse.  

 

šes: (cf., šeš).  

diš(2), deš: one (dili, ‘single’, + aš, ‘one’; the form resembles that of the 
semantically appropriate male body part, giš2,3, geš2,3; cf., mina, min(5,6), 
‘two’). 

diš  has the consonants  -the- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  ondru / otrai 
[ missing letter- Ra-] - one . 

diš  has the consonants  -the- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  oththaiyaa- 
single . 

diš  has the consonants  -the- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is thaniya- 
single  . 

dili  has the consonants  -the-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is othaai yila/ 
oththai   aalaa  / thani  aalaa- -  single /alone . 

 

giš, geš: n., tree; wood; wooden implement; scepter; tool; organ; plow; natural 
phenomenon (describes a trunk that goes out into many branches and leaves) 
[GIŠ archaic frequency: 381]. adj., describes an animal assigned to the plow 
(sometimes giš-šè). 

geš has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kattai [ 
missing letter- the -] –wood . 
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geš has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaadu [ 
missing letter- the -] –woods. 

geš has the consonants – ka- sa—and the  original Tamil  word is  sen-kole [  
missing letter- la-] -  scepter . 

geš has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  karuvi-[ 
missing letter- Ra-] - tool . 

geš has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  uzhuka- [ 
missing letter- zha-] -  to plough . 

 

giš2,3, geš2,3, uš: penis; man (self + to go out + many; cf., nitah(2) and šir) [GIŠ3 
archaic frequency: 16; concatenation of 2 sign variants; UŠ archaic frequency: 
101; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

giš  has the consonants - ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is kunju- male 
genital . 

giš  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is aan kuri  [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  male genital. 

giš  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is aan makan-  
man . 

giš  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is aadavan [ 
missing letter –the -]  - man . 

 

geš2,3,4, giš2,3: (cf., gešta).  
 
haš: (cf., haz).  

 

háš; haš4: lower abdomen; loins; back; thigh (numerous + foundation, base). 

has has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   muthuku [ 
missing letter- the -] - back .  
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has has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kundi – [ 
missing letter- the -] -  hip / perineum . 

has has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavattai- 
missing letter- the -] -  thigh . 

has has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   pin pakkam [ 
missing letter- pa-] – back  side  ; pin- back ; pakkam- side .  

has has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   adi   koodu / 
vandi  [ missing letter- the -] - lower stomach  ;  adi- lower . 

heš5: (cf., šaga). 

 

huš: v., to be angry (compare guz, huz). adj., furious, terrible, awesome; wild 
(said of animals); fiery red (Akk. ruššû).  

hus has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  koapam [ 
missing letter- pa-] - anger.  

hus has the consonants – ka- sa—and the  original Tamil  word is  mikka sinam- 
anger ;sinam –anger; mikka- excess .  

hus has the consonants – ka- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  sivappu  vannam 
[missing letter- pa-] - red color; sivappu- red; vannam- color .  

hus has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  veri [missing 
letter- Ra-] - furious.  

hus has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  koaramaana- [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  terrible.  

hus has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  moorkkan- [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  furious  person .  

hus has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-and the other interpretation  of the word is   
miruka [Skt]  kunam [  missing letter- Ra-]-  animal nature  . 
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hus has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-and the other interpretation  of the word is   
iyarkkaiyaana [  missing letter- Ra-]-  – natural; iyarakkaiyaana  kunam / natural  
character; iyarkkai- nature; kunam- character   .  

hus has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  viyakkam 
vaanam -  awesome  . 

 

kaš, kás: beer; alcoholic beverage (ka, ‘mouth’, + áš, ‘to desire’) [KAŠ archaic 
frequency: 261; concatenates 4 sign variants]. 

kàš  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kallu / 
kalankkal - [ missing letter-la-]- alcohol. 

kàš  has the consonants – ka- sa—and the  original Tamil  word is  kasaayam- 
medicinal water.    

ka  has the consonant- -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai- mouth . 

as  has the consonant- -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  ichchai  /aasai [Skt] - 
desire.  

 

 kàš: urine (an etymology involving še10, ‘excrement’, would have to be forced so 
much, that the homophone kaš, ‘beer’, with its similar appearance, probably 
replaced the use of a, ‘water’, to mean ‘urine’ at some point 

kàš  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  onnukku-  
urine /  numeral one  - for urine  ; numeral  two  for stools  [children’s usage]    . 

se  has the consonant- [ -sa -] and the  original Tamil  word is  pei [ missing letter- 
pa-]  –stools  /   human excreta .  

se  has the consonant- -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is   saani –cow dung.  
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                                                  Page- 47.  

 

kaš4, kas4: n., speed; runner, courier, messenger; nonresident, noncitizen, tourist 
(place(s) + locative + many) [KAS4 archaic frequency: 1]. v., to run fast; to gallop; 
to travel fast. adj., quick; fluent.  

kaš4   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaekam- 
speed.  

kaš4   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaditham-[ 
missing letter- the -] - swift . 

kaš4   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is vaekamaaka  
oaduka-[ missing letter- the -] - run fast . 

kaš4   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is thoothuvan- 
-[ missing letter- the -] -messenger . 

kaš4   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaekamaana  payanam-[ missing letter- pa-] -  fast travel ; vaekam –fast /sepped  ;  
payanam  –travel . 

 

kéš: (cf., kešda). 

 

kiš, keš: totality, entire political world (name of the powerful city in the north of 
Sumer that first bound together and defended the cities of Sumer) (places + 
many) [? KIŠ archaic frequency: 46]. 

kiš   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  interpretation  of the  word is    
nikamam  / nikaayam   / niyamam  -city . 

kiš   has the consonants  - ka –sa-- and the  interpretation  of the  word is 
nivaesanam –city  .    
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kiš   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  paakkam/ 
pakkanam/ paakai -[ missing letter- pa-] - village . 

kiš   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kuppam- 
village . 

kiš   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  interpretation  of the  word is    
vaeni – village. 

kiš   has the consonants  - ka –sa-- and the  interpretation  of the  word is vaasam/ 
aavaasam - village . 

kiš   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaam / 
kaamam- village . 

kiš   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  interpretation  of the  word is  vee – 
totality . 

kiš   has the consonants  - ka -sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  mulusaaka  
/ellavumae [ missing  letter- la-] - totality . 

 

giškiša(2), kiši16/17: (cf., kišik(2)). 

 

kiši4: half; forelock (sign of a freeman; contrast gàr, kàr) (ki, ‘place’, + šè, 
‘portion’). 

kiši   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   neththi 
kudumi [ missing letter- the - ]- fore lock; neththi –forehead .   

kiši   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   paakam / 
pankku [ missing letter- the - ]- –portion /share / half  ; paakam- half / portion . 

kiši   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   kai  oppam[ 
missing letter- the - ]- - signature  ; kai- hand  ; oppam-  acceptance  /signature . 

 half [E]  has the consonants –la-  pa - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
paayal- half . 
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kiši7,8,9: (cf., kišib7,8,9).  

 

kuš, kus[SU]: skin, hide, leather (ku5 , ‘to cut’, + ús, ‘to be joined, next to’/šè, 
terminative suffix/ šú, ‘to cover’). 

kus   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   mooduka [ 
missing  letter- the -] –to cover  

kus   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   kaathuka / 
vettuka [ missing  letter- the -] - to cut ;   seththuka- to cut.  

kus   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   inaikka- to 
join ;   inaikka  vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -]  -to be joined . 

kus   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   urivai  [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] - skin / leather . 

kus   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - and the interpretation  of the word is  keeta 
[ missing  letter- the -]  – hide /  a  black  tipped leather skin  . 

 

kúš: to be tired; to be out of breath; to worry; to calm (kúš-(ù) in marû) (aka, ‘to 
do, act’, + úš, ‘dead’).  

Kúš  has the consonants - ka -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaka-  to die.  

Kúš  has the consonants - ka -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  seika- do .  

Kúš  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  aakku- make . 

Kúš  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavalai [ 
missing letter- la-] –worry. 

Kúš  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   mana 
vaethanai-[  missing letter – the -] -mental  worry . 

Kúš  has the consonants - ka—sa—and the  original Tamil  word is   nachcharikka-[ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  - worry . 
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Kúš  has the consonants - ka—sa—and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
word is   siramamaaka- [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - worry. 

Kúš  has the consonants - ka—sa—and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
word is  visanam- worry . 

Kúš  has the consonants - ka –-[-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is   manam 
amaithi  [ saanthi ] [Skt]   kondida--[  missing letter – the -] - to calm ; amaithi- 
silence . 

Kúš  has the consonants - ka—sa—and the  original Tamil  word is  soarvu  [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  -worry  /tired.  

Kúš  has the consonants - ka–-[-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  mana kurai- 
[ missing  letter- Ra-] -  mental disturbances ;  kurai- suffering  / need / complaints 
/want  . 

to worry [E]  has the consonants  -the-va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mana varuththam – mental  worry ;  varuththam –worry  . 

worry [E]  has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   manam   
soarvu [ missing letter- sa-]-  mental tiredness; manam- mind; soarvu –tirdness . 

worry [E]  has the consonants -va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mana kurai  
-mental brooding ; manam-  mind; kurai –complaints/ suffering /wants/ needs  . 

worry [E]  has the consonants—va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  manam  
kurukurukka- mental disturbances.  

 

kùš: ell/cubit = ½ meter = 30 fingers [šu-si] = distance from elbow to fingertips; 
forearm; channel (cf., šu-da) (ku, ‘to base, found, build’, + many). 

kùš has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  mun kudumi-[ 
missing letter- the -] -   forelock  ; mun- front  ; kudumi  / kondai - tuft of hair  . 

kùš has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  mun-nan-kkai- 
fore arm . 
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kùš has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  mulam-k- kai [ 
missing letter- la-] –elbow . 

ell  has the consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mulam- distance from 
elbow to finger tips. 

 

kuš6: (cf., kuruš).  

 

kuš7: devastation, destruction; groom, valet, esquire, body-servant, boy (ki, 
‘place’, + úš, ‘to kill’). 

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhikka- 
[missing letter- zha-] – destroy.  

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhivu [ 
[missing letter- zha-] – destruction.  

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  veenaakku- 
waste . 

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- -sa-and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
naasamaakku / moasamaakku – damage  /waste . 

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  saetham 
undaakkidu [ missing letter- the -] – devastate . 

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]and the  original Tamil  word is  kodiya-[ 
missing letter- the -] –  devastate. 

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- -sa-and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thuvasam  [Skt]  seithidu [ missing letter- the -] – devastate. 

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- -sa-and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sinaa –pinna- maakku- [ missing letter- pa-]- devastate. 

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  koottu  
/thudaikka -[ missing letter- the -] -  to clean/  to wipe  . 
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kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  mikuntha 
thooimai  kondathu [ missing letter- the -] – tidy / thooimaiyaanathu. 

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   kai  pai [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  hand bag  ; kai- hand ; pai- bag .  

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the other  interpretation  of the word is 
bag  [ E] [  missing letter- pa-].   

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kai-  kaal / 
mukam   kazhuvu-  [missing letter – zha-] –wash the hand /leg /face ; kai- hand; 
kaal- leg ; mukam- face ; kazhuvu –wash   . 

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   azhukkai 
neekku [  missing letter – zha-] -to clean the dirt  ;  azhukku- dirt ; neekku- to 
remove.  

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaevalaal- [ 
missing letter – la-] servant . 

 

kušu: (cf., kušumx ). 

 

kúšu: turtle (cf., ŠIM×KÚŠU, where ‘whale’ must be meant) (ku6 , ‘fish’, + šú, ‘to 
cover’) [? UÞ3 archaic frequency: 14; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kachchapam [ missing letter- pa-]-  turtle.  

kuš  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kamadam [ missing letter- the -]- turtle.  

 

liš: morsel (happiness + small + šè, ‘portion’) [LIŠ archaic frequency: 4]. 

liš  has the consonants  - la –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kavalam [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  morsel.  
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liš  has the consonants  - la – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is makizhchchi- [ 
missing letter- ka-] - happiness.   

 

maš: one-half; twin (ma4 , ‘to leave, depart, go out’, + šè, ‘portion’) [MAŠ archaic 
frequency: 133].  

maš; máš: interest (of a loan); rent; profit; produce, yield (of a field) (ma4 , ‘to 
leave, depart, go out’, + šè, ‘portion’) [MAŠ archaic frequency: 133]. 

maš  has the consonants - ma- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  uoothiyam [ 
missing letter- the -] – profit.  

maš  has the consonants - ma- [-sa-]  -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
aathaayam [ missing letter- the -] – profit.  

maš  has the consonants - ma- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  nanmai- 
benefit . 

maš  has the consonants - ma- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  eettam -  
profit.  

maš  has the consonants - ma- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is pannaum [ 
missing letter- pa-] - produce.   

maš  has the consonants - ma- sa—and the  original Tamil  word is seiyanum- 
produce.  

produce [ E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the- [-sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is  pannuthar – produce.  

produce [ E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the—sa—and the  original Tamil  
word  seithiduthar –produce.  

produce [ E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the—[-sa-] -–and the  original Tamil  
word  padaithiduthar-  create . 

produce [ E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the—[-sa-] -–and the  original Tamil  
word  undaakkuthar  [  missing letter- ka-]   – create . 
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produce [ E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the—[-sa-] -–and the  original Tamil  
word  aakkuthar [  missing letter- ka-]   – create . 

produce [ E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the—[-sa-] -–and the  original Tamil  
word   uruvaakkuthar [  missing letter- ka-] – generate . 

produce [ E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the—[-sa-] -–and the  original Tamil  
word  kauttuthar [  missing letter- ka-]  – construct . 

produce [ E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the—[-sa-] -–and the  original Tamil  
word   thoattruviththar [  missing letter- ka-] – generate . 

produce [ E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the—[-sa-] -–and the  original Tamil  
word  iyattruthar -   generate . 

produce [ E]  has the consonants – -pa- Ra-  the—[-sa-] -–and the  original Tamil  
word   pettru eduththar-  to give birth  . 

produce [ E]  has the consonants – -pa- Ra-  the—sa--–and the  original Tamil  
word   ina  perukkam seithiduthar [  missing letter- ka-]-  generate ; inam- race; 
perukku –multiply  ; ina perukkam- breeding . 

produce [ E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the—[-sa-] -–and the   other 
interpretation  of the word  is  thayaariththar- to produce; thayaarippu –product .  

produce [ E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the—sa—and the   other 
interpretation  of the word  is urpaththi  seithiduthar – to produce ; seithidu –do . 

profit[E] has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
peruthi – profit.  

profit[E] has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
adaintha  paeru-  profit  ;adainthathu –attained ; paeru- profit  .  

profit[E] has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
petra payan-  benefit; petra- got ; payan- use/ benefit .   
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 máš; maš: kid; he-goat [MAŠ2 archaic frequency: 60].  

máš  has the consonants -ma- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is asam –sheep . 

 

máš: n., extispicy (divination based on the entrails of a sacrificed animal); 
sacrificial animal [MAŠ2 archaic frequency: 60]. v., to scrutinize, inspect. 

máš  has the consonants -ma- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is aaraayanum [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] – scrutinize. 

 máš  has the consonants -ma- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aainthidanum [ missing  letter- the -] –to inspect . 

máš  has the consonants -ma- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is noattam idu [ 
missing  letter- the -] –to inspect . 

máš  has the consonants -ma- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kann- 
kaanikkanum [ missing  letter- ka-] -inspect . 

máš  has the consonants -ma--sa- and the  original Tamil  word is saemaa- bull . 

 

 mèš: (cf., mes).  

 

muš: n., snake; reptile (eme, ‘tongue’/ma4 , ‘to leave, depart, go out’, + úš, ‘to 
kill’/uš11, ‘venom, poison’) [MUŠ archaic frequency: 3; BU: archaic frequency: 
393; concatenation of 2 sign variants]. adj., bitter. 

muš  has the consonants  -ma – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  paampu [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  snake.   

muš  has the consonants  -ma –  sa—and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
paasaanam [ missing letter- pa-] – poison  . 
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muš  has the consonants  -ma –  sa—and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
visam[Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-] – venom . 

muš  has the consonants  -ma – [- sa-] -- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is venom  [E] [ missing letter- ka-]  . 

muš  has the consonants  -ma –  sa—and the  original Tamil  word is sellanaum [ 
missing letter- la-] - to go . 

muš  has the consonants  -ma –  [-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is yaekanum-
[ missing letter- ka-]  -go  . 

 

 muš2,3: n., face, appearance, aspect; diadem; a city’s irrigated, cultivated 
territory; surface (mu10, ‘female’, + áš, ‘to desire’) [MUŠ3 archaic frequency: 284; 
concatenates 2 sign variants]. v., to glisten, shine.  

muš has the consonants -ma–[- sa-]-and the original Tamil word is  minu- minuppu 
[missing letter- pa-] –shine.   

muš has the consonants -ma–[- sa-]-and the original Tamil word is mani  mudi – 
missing letter- the-] -diadem ; mani-stone ; mudi- head  /hair / crown  /top . 

muš has the consonants -ma–sa-and the original Tamil word is  nan sei -  paasana  
munn / pun sei   paasana  munn  [missing letter- pa-] -  cultivated  wet land 
/cultivated dry  land   ; pun sei munn- dry land;  nan sei munn- farm land  ; 
paasanam- cultivation . 

 

muš4: a biting insect (cf., the etymology of muš, ‘snake’). 

muš has the consonants -ma–sa-and the  interpretation  of the word is  
maasunam – a  large snake / rock  snake/ anaconda  / python . 

muš has the consonants -ma–sa-and the original Tamil word is  poochchi inam  
[missing  letter- pa-] - insect  ;  poochchi  - insect; inam –species .  
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muš has the consonants -ma–sa-and the original Tamil word is  puchcham 
[missing  letter- pa-] – scorpion . 

muš has the consonants -ma–[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is  aalam [missing  
letter- la-] – scorpion . 
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PAGE 48: 

 

muš5[ŠEŠ]: bitter (eme, ‘tongue’, + ú, ‘plant’, + eš, ‘to anoint’; cf., šeš). 

 

muš has the consonants -ma–[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is  mozhi [ missing  
letter- zha- ]-   language .  

 muš has the consonants -ma–-sa-and the original Tamil word is  ennai poosanam   
[ missing  letter- pa-] – to  anoint  ; ennai- oil ;  poosu –anoint . 

muš has the consonants -ma–[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is  mooli [ missing  
letter- la-]- plant . 

muš has the consonants -ma–[-sa-]-and the original Tamil word is  inippu  inmai  [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - no sweet ; inippu –sweet; inmai- nil . 

 

niš, neš: twenty (ní, ‘self, body’, + aš, ‘one [finger, toe]’).  

nes has the consonants –an – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  enn  onnu –
numerical number one ;enn- number; onnu- one. 

nes has the consonants –an – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  thun  [ missing  
letter- the -] –self . 

nes has the consonants –an – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  uoon-  body  ;  
aanma [Skt]-  body .   

nes has the consonants –an – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  enpu [ missing 
letter- pa-] – body  

nes has the consonants –an – [-sa-] -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
maeni [Skt] – body . 

nes has the consonants –an – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  thandam [ 
missing  letter- the -] – body  ;  thanu [Skt]  –body . 

nes has the consonants –an – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  nadai manai [ 
missing  letter- the -] - body . 
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nes has the consonants –an – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is nunikkai  [ 
missing  letter- ka  -] - tip  of the hand  /  fingers  ; nuni –tip ; kai- hand . 

peš: n., womb; palm frond; three [GIR archaic frequency: 28; concatenation of 4 
sign variants] (moist container + ùš, ‘placental membrane’; pa, ‘leaf, branch’, + 
eš, ‘many, much’; eš5,6,16,21, ‘three’). v., to expand; to be thick, wide. adj., 
precious, valuable.  

peš has the consonants – [-pa-]- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is naanaa- 
many . 

peš has the consonants – -pa- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is panai  olai  
[missing  letter- la-] -  palm frond/ leaf  . 

peš has the consonants – -pa- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is panai mattai  [ 
missing  letter- the - ]– palm frond ; panai- palm . 

peš has the consonants – -pa- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is 
mathippaanthu   [  missing  letter- the - ]–valuable/ precious  . 

peš has the consonants – -pa- sa--and the original Tamil word is nanju  mem -
punai- membrane ; nanju –toxin / placenta . 

peš has the consonants – -pa--sa--and the original Tamil word is  sathai panda pai 
[ missing  letter- the-]- womb ;   sathai pandam-  foetus;   sathai –flesh ; pandam- 
stuff ; pai- bag . 

peš has the consonants – -[-pa-]—[-sa-]--and the original Tamil word is  enn  
moonu  -numerical number three  ; enn- number; moonu- three  . 

 peš has the consonants – -pa-[-sa-]--and the    interpretation  of the word is 
pannam- leaf , 

peš has the consonants – -pa- [ -sa-] --and the original Tamil word is kompu/ 
kappu  [ missing  letter- ka-]- branch . 

peš has the consonants – -pa- [ -sa-] --and the original Tamil word is thadippu [ 
missing  letter- the-]- –thick . 

 

peš(7): child; son.  
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peš  has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  aan – 
male;   aan  saei  / sisu - male baby . 

peš  has the consonants – [-pa-]- sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is  saanu- 
son .  

peš  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
paiyan [Skt]-boy.    

peš  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word is  boy 
[E] . 

peš  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  paappa- baby. 

peš  has the consonants – [-pa-] --sa- and the original Tamil word is  saei- baby/ 
infant . 

peš  has the consonants – [-pa-] - -sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is sisu  
[Skt]- baby/ infant . 

peš  has the consonants – -pa- -[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil of the word is pillai [ 
missing letter- la-] -  child . 

peš  has the consonants – -pa- -[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil of the word is aan 
pillai [ missing letter- la-] -–son ; aan- male .  

peš  has the consonants – pa- -[-sa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
baalan [Skt] [ missing letter- la-] – son/ male child . 

peš  has the consonants – -pa- -[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil of the word is penn 
pillai-[ missing letter- la-]  -female child  /daughter ; penn- female; pillai- child . 

 

péš, píš: a type of edible mouse (probably derives from pèš, ‘fig’). 

peš  has the consonants – [--pa--] --sa-- and the the  interpretation  of the word is 
moosi –mouse . 
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peš  has the consonants – [--pa--] --sa-- and the the  interpretation  of the word is 
suka  /  suvavu  /  musakam   /kowsekam [ missing  letter- ka-] – musk rat .  

 

 gišpèš: fig; fig tree (moist container + šè, ‘portion’). 

gispes has the consonants –  ka-  [-sa-]  - pa  -[ -sa-] -- and the  original Tamil of the 
word is pankku / paakam  – portion. 

gispes has the consonants –  ka-  sa- - [-pa -] -[ -sa-] -- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  masaki  -fig tree . 

gispes has the consonants –  ka-  sa- - [-pa -] -[ -sa-] -- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  suvi-  white fig . 

gispes has the consonants –  ka-  sa- - [-pa -] -[ -sa-] -- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  koasa sanai / kaasa sanam -–sacred fig tree . 

gispes has the consonants –  ka- [- sa-]- - [-pa -] -[ -sa-] -- and the  interpretation  
of the word is  koani- country  fig.  

gispes has the consonants –  ka- [- sa-]- - [-pa -] -[ -sa-] -- and the  interpretation  
of the word is  yakkiya  yoakkiyam   -country  fig.  

gispes has the consonants –  ka- [- sa-]- - [-pa -] -[ -sa-] -- and the  interpretation  
of the word is  vayamam-   country fig . 

 

 peš4,13: n., river pebble. v., to be pregnant; to conceive.   

peš  has the consonants – [-pa-]--sa-- and the  original Tamil of the word is sinai-  
aana  -  pregnant . 

peš  has the consonants – [-pa-]—[-sa--]- and the  original Tamil of the word is 
ulam [ missing  letter- la-] -  a  large pebble . 
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peš5,6: n., deep breathing; scent; spider; combed wool, fluff (cf., aš(5), ‘spider’). 
v., to breathe deeply; to make an incision; to pluck apart; to comb and clean 
wool. 

peš has the consonants – [-pa-] –sa-and the  original Tamil  word is   moochchu- 
breath . 

peš has the consonants – pa –sa-and the  original Tamil  word is   peru moochchu 
[ missing letter- Ra-] – deep breath ; peru –big  ; moochchu- breath . 

peš has the consonants – pa –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   pari -[ 
missing letter- Ra-] - pluck  . 

peš has the consonants – pa –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   poo manam 
– flower  smell  /aroma  ; poo- flower  ; manam- smell   . 

peš has the consonants – -pa- –-sa--  -and the  original Tamil  word is   poochchi- 
insect  .  

peš has the consonants – -[-pa-] - –[--sa-] --  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ee- 
house fly.   

peš has the consonants – -pa- –[--sa-] --  -and the  original Tamil  word is eepuli [ 
missing letter- la-] -  a spider.   

peš has the consonants – -pa- –-sa--  -and the  original Tamil  word is silampi 
missing letter- la-]  - a spider . 

peš has the consonants – -pa—sa---  -and the  original Tamil  word is parai 
poochchi- [ missing  letter- Ra-]   a spider; poochchi- insect .  

peš has the consonants – [-pa-]  –-sa--  -and the  original Tamil  word is   semmari 
men mayir  kunjam [ missing  letters- Ra –and- ka-]- fluff; menmai- soft; mayir- 
hair .  

 

piš10, peš10; pešx(KI.A): shore, river bank. 
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piš  has the consonants – -pa- sa- and the  original Tamil of the word is saerppu- [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - shore . 

 

 

púš: pain; tightness; difficult circumstances (derives from peš4 , ‘to be 
pregnant’).   

 pus  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  pini –pain  
/disease  . 

pus  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-] -and the   other  interpretation  of the  word is  
noppi- pain .   

pus  has the consonants  - pa –[- sa-]  -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
pain [ E] . 

pus  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  piku [ missing  
letter- ka-]  – tightness . 

pus  has the consonants – [-pa-] –-sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  sunakkam- [ 
missing  letter- ka-]  - tightness . 

pus  has the consonants – [-pa-] –-sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  sinai  aana- 
pregnant ;    siani- egg  / baby  / pregnancy   . 

pus  has the consonants - pa –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  manu  padu [ 
missing  letter- the -]  -to become  pregnant . 

 

suš: to sit down; to reside (su, ‘body, relatives’, + uš8 , ‘foundation place, base’; 
cf., tuš).  

suš  has the consonant – [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kunthu [ missing 
letters- ka -and- the -] -sit down . 

suš  has the consonant – [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is adai kaaththidu [ 
missing letters- ka -and- the -]  to incubate . 
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suš  has the consonant – [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is eru [ missing 
letter- Ra-]  - sit.  

suš  has the consonant – [-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the word is amaru 
[ missing letter- Ra-]  - sit.  

 

 

suš2,3: to rub, anoint (with oil) (su, ‘body’, + eš, ‘to anoint’). 

suš  has the consonant - sa -and the  original Tamil  word is ennai  poosu /appu  [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -to apply  oil; ennai –oil ; poosu- apply . 

suš  has the consonant - sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  manja  poosu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -to apply  turmeric ; manja- turmeric . 

su  has the consonant –[- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   mei- body .  

su  has the consonant- sa -and the other interpretation of the word is soma- body. 

su  has the consonant – [-sa-]  -and the other interpretation of the word is maeni [ 
Skt] – body . 

 

šeš, šes: brother; brethren; colleague [URI3=ZATU-595 archaic frequency: 77; 
concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

seš  has the consonant – [-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is ikuvaan [ missing  
letter- ka-] – members  of the religious  community . 

seš  has the consonant – [-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is kaakkaiyan [ 
missing letter- ka-]  –elder brother . 

seš  has the consonant – [-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is munnavan[ missing 
letter- ka-]  - elder brother. 

seš  has the consonant – [-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is annaavi  [ missing 
letter- ka-]  - elder brother . 

seš  has the consonant – -sa -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  sakajan 
[ missing letter- ka-]   -brother . 
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seš  has the consonant – -sa and the  original Tamil  word is machchinan- brother 
inlaw. 

seš  has the consonant –-[-sa-] and the  original Tamil  word is paaman-[ missing 
letter- pa-]  - cousin /brother inlaw. 

seš  has the consonant –-[-sa-] and the  original Tamil  word is annan – elder 
brother . 

seš  has the consonant – -sa -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  sakaa  [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -colleague . 

seš  has the consonant –-[-sa-] and the  original Tamil  word is paankkan [ missing  
letters- ka-  and-  pa-]  - associate/ colleague . 

 

šeš, ses: n., myrrh (reduplicated eš, ‘to anoint’). v., to taste bitter. adj., bitter, 
brackish. 

ses has the consonants - sa -and the  original Tamil  word is pisin [ missing  letter- 
pa-] – myrrh / resin . 

ses has the consonants – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is uppu  [ missing  
letter - pa-] –  salt.  

 

šeš(2,4): to anoint; to rub; to erase; to be dense (reduplication class) 
(reduplicated eš, ‘to anoint’) [ERIN=ŠEŠ4 archaic frequency: 105]. 

seš   has the consonant –  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is ennai poosu [ 
missing letter- pa-] - to apply oil .  

seš   has the consonant – [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is thaeiththidu [ 
missing letter- the  -]- rub . 

seš   has the consonant – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is thudai [ missing 
letter- the  -]- wipe.  
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šeš2,3,4: to weep, cry; to mourn; to wail (reduplication class) (to become moist 
?).  

ses  has the consonant – sa—and the  original Tamil  word is   sinunkku-[ missing 
letter- ka-]- weep . 

ses  has the consonant – [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is azhu [ missing  
letter- zha-]  –cry /wail.    

 

šuš(2), šu2,4: to overthrow; to throw down; to go down; to set, become dark, be 
overcast (said of the sun); to cover (with -da-) (reduplication class) (reduplicated 
šu, ‘hand’; cf., šub) [ŠUŠ2 archaic frequency: 243].  

šus  has the consonant – [-sa-]---and the  original Tamil  word is   moodu [  missing 
letter –the -] –  to cover  

šus  has the consonant – [-sa-]---and the  original Tamil  word is moodi-[ missing 
letter –the -] - cover / lid  .  

šus  has the consonant – sa—and the  original Tamil  word is  saainthidu -[ missing 
letter –the -] –to set . 

šus  has the consonant – [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  mudiththidu [  
missing letter –the -] –  to put an end  . 

šus  has the consonant – [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  oaattidu [ missing 
letter –the -] -drive out/ oust . 

šus  has the consonant –sa-and the  original Tamil  word is saaiththidu  [missing 
letter –the -]  defeat /conquer . 

šus  has the consonant –[-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is kammu [missing 
letter- ka-]– overcast. 

 

šuš4: to fell trees; to chop away (reduplicated šu, ‘hand’).  

šus  has the consonant – sa---and the  original Tamil  word is  seththu  -to chop . 
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šus  has the consonant – sa—and the  original Tamil  word is   sada sada ena [ 
missing letter –the -] -  adj - for falling  of trees . 

šu  has the consonant – [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  [ missing letter- 
ka-] - hand . 

šu  has the consonant – sa--and the  other interpretation  of the word is saei [ 
Telegu ] - hand . 

 

šuš5,6, šu5,6: bedding, litter, feed, fodder (scattered for animals) (reduplicated 
uš, ‘to stand upon’).  

sus  has the consonant – [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  aadu  /maadu 
theeni-/ theettai  -[ missing letter- the -]  - food  for goat and cattle ; aadu –goat; 
maadu –cattle  ; theeni- food  .  

sus  has the consonant – [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is   theeni uoottu -[ 
missing letter- the -]  – to feed  ;  theeni –food . 

sus  has the consonant—sa—and the  original Tamil  word is    saththu uoottu 
missing letter- the -] -  nourish  . 

sus  has the consonant – [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  meththai-[ missing 
letter- the -]  - mattress . 

sus  has the consonant—sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  seththai [ missing  
letter- the -]-  litter.  

sus  has the consonant—sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  thoosu  [ missing  
letter- the -]- –dust .   

sus  has the consonant—sa-and the  original Tamil  word is   saanam -  dung.  

sus  has the consonant – [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is   paai [ missing 
letter- pa-] - mat. 

sus  has the consonant – [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  paai / mandai anai 
/thuni [ missing letter- pa- and -the -] -  mat , pillow  and linen ; paai- mat ; 
mandai- head ; thuni- cloth ; anai –a support   .  
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sus  has the consonant – [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is  saekkai [ missing 
letter- ka-] -  litter. 

 

téš[UR]: n., sexuality, sex; shame, modesty; all kinds, all sorts; each of them (te, 
‘to approach’, + áš, ‘to desire’; cf., ašte). v., to feel ashamed. adv., together (often 
with suffix -bi, -ba or -e). 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- sa - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
saernthidu- to  join together  / to have sex . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
inainthu eru- to  join  / to have sex . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
punarnthidu / punarchchi  seithidu [ missing letter- pa-] – to have sex.  

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vevu-vaeru  thinusu/ vakai   [ missing letter- ka-] –  different kinds ; vevu -vaeru –
different ; thinusu  /vaaki kinds . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
ovu –vondrum [ missing letter- ka-] -  every  one of them  . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
ondraa –together . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vet-k-karai  [ missing letter- ka-] - modesty . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- sa  - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  pariyu thaasanam [ missing  letter- pa-] – modesty . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mana  pattru  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  desire.  

 téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [- sa-]   - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thamarippu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  desire.  

 téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [- sa-]   - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  pira theethi  [ missing  letter- pa-] - desire . 
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téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [- sa-]   - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  rathi/ ratham - desire . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [- sa-]   - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  aruththi- desire.  

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [- sa-]   - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  aatharam /aathuram - desire . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
adaithar   - approach . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
anduthar- approach . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
anthiththar  - approach. 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the--sa-- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
saarthar / santhiththar –  approach . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thamputhar [ missing  letter- pa-] – approach . 

 téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
naaduthar – approach. 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
neriththar –- approach. 

 téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
muttruthar- approach. 

 téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
porunthuthar [ missing  letter- pa-] - approach . 

téš[UR]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoaithar –approach . 
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tuš: n., home (te, ‘to approach’, + uš8 , ‘foundation place, base’). v. sing., to 
(cause to) dwell, reside; to be at home; to settle; to set up, establish; to sit; to 
lie down (singular; cf. plural, duruna).  

tuš has the consonants - the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   adimaanam  -
foundation / basement ; adi –under .  

tuš has the consonants - the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is   adippadai  [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - foundation /  base.  

tuš has the consonants - the- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil word is  veedu [ missing 
letter- ka-]- home. 

tuš has the consonants - the-sa—and the original Tamil word is  kudisai- [ missing  
letter- ka-]- hut.  

tuš has the consonants - the-[-sa-]--and the original Tamil word is   veedu thankku 
[ missing letter- ka-]-  stay  in the house  ; veedu –house; thankku –to stay . 

tuš has the consonants - the-[-sa-] --and the original Tamil word is sooththai  
vaiththu   kunthidu  [ missing letter- ka-]-  –squat  /sit on your bum  ; sooththu –
buttock ; vaikka –keep ; kunthu –sit . 

tuš has the consonants - the-[-sa-] --and the original Tamil word is anukidu [  
missing letter- ka-]-  –approach . 

tuš has the consonants - the-[-sa-] --and the original Tamil word is kidakka-[  
missing letter- ka-]-  to lie down  .  

tuš has the consonants - the-sa---and the original Tamil word is mudivu edu/ 
mudivu  seika-[ missing letter- ka-]-- settle / take a decision; mudivu –decision  . 

tuš has the consonants - the-sa---and the original Tamil word is kaasu  koduththu  
kanakkai  muddikka - -[ missing letter- ka-]-   pay  cash  to settle the accounts ; 
kaasu –cash; kodukka- give; kanakku –accounts; mudikka- to close .  

tuš has the consonants - the-[-sa-] ---and the original Tamil word is nilai naattu [ 
missing letter- la-]  –to establish . 
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tuš has the consonants - the-sa----and the other interpretation of the word is 
sthaapiththidu [Skt]  / naattu    [ missing letter- pa-]-   – establish . 

tuš has the consonants - the-[-sa-] ---and the original Tamil word is amaiththidu  -
set up . 

tuš has the consonants - the-sa----and the other interpretation of the word is 
vasiththidu  / vaasam [Skt] seithidu -[ missing letter- ka-]-  dwell . 

tuš has the consonants - the-[-sa-] ---and the original Tamil word is adi  mattam –
base . 

tuš has the consonants - the-[-sa-] ---and the original Tamil word is adi / adipadai 
missing letter- pa-] – base . 

tuš has the consonants - the-[-sa-] --and the original Tamil word is   padu missing 
letter- pa-] - lie down  /sleep  . 

tuš has the consonants - the-[-sa-] --and the original Tamil word is  paattu  paadu  
[ missing letter- pa-] – sing a song; paattu –song; paadu –to sing  .  
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                                                              Page-49  

 

nita: (cf., nitah). 

 

šita, èšda: clean; bathed; a priest (eš, ‘to anoint’, + ta, dá, ‘by means of’/dé, ‘to 
pour, water’) [ŠITA archaic frequency: 373; concatenates 7 sign variants]. 

šita has the consonants - –[-sa-] -the  -and the original Tamil  word is thooimai/   
thooimaiyaanathu - clean.  

šita has the consonants - –[-sa-] -the  -and the original Tamil  word is thanni  
uooththu- to pour water ; thanni –water; uooththu –to pour .  

šita has the consonants - –[-sa-] -the  -and the original Tamil  word is thanni  
thotti- bath tub  ; thotti –tub /tank .  

  

 (giš)šíta, ešda: mace (úš, ‘to kill’, + ta, dá, ‘by means of’) [EŠDA archaic frequency: 
26].  

(giš)šíta,   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathai aayutham – mace ; aayutham –weapon .  

(giš)šíta,   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuchchi /  kattai /  vadi  [ Malayalam ]   – stick/wood  . 

esda has the consonants - –[-sa-] -the  -and the original Tamil  word is  thandam- 
staff.  

 

šìta: channel, small canal (šè, ‘portion’ + ída, íd, i7 , ‘main canal’) [ŠITA3 archaic 
frequency: 139; concatenation of 2 sign variants]. 
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sita  has the consonants – [- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil   word is oadai –
stream . 

sita  has the consonants – [- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil   word is thanni  
paathai  [ missing letter- pa-] -water course  ; thanni- water; paathai- path .  

sita  has the consonants – [- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil   word is aaththu  
thanni –river water ; aaru –river  . 

sita  has the consonants – [- sa-] –the- and the other interpretation  of the word is    
word is oaadum   thanni /   nathi  - flowing water / river.  

sita  has the consonants – [- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil   word is thadam-  
channel .  

sita  has the consonants –  sa—the- and the  original Tamil   word is thanni  santhi 
–strait. 

sita  has the consonants – [- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil   word is paathai [ 
missing letter- pa-] –path.  

 

šita(4), èšda; šid3,4,5: n., band; bond, tie (šè, ‘portion’, + te, ‘to approach’; cf., 
ašte, téš). v., to bind; to be together; to join, link with; to couple. adj., bound, 
intact.  

sita  has the consonants -  sa –the- and the  original Tamil   word is sontham –
relationship /ties . 

sita  has the consonants -  [- sa -] –the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  pantham [ missing letter- pa-] - relatives / relationship/ bondage . 

sita  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil   word is natpu / 
natpu udaimai-[ missing letter- pa-]-  friendship  . 

sita  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil   word is naattam -  
bond .  
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sita  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil   word is  naadaa 
pattai  / patti -[ missing letter- pa-]-  - band . 

sita  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil   word is   thadam -    
band . 

sita  has the consonants -  -sa –the- and the  original Tamil   word is mudichchu  
idu  –  to tie.  

sita  has the consonants -  -sa –the- and the  original Tamil   word is mudi  poadu- -
[ missing letter- pa-]-  tie.  

sita  has the consonants -  sa –the- and the  original Tamil   word is saeththidu- 
join.  

sita  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil   word is inaiththidu- 
to join . 

sita  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil   word is 
pinaiththidu [ missing letter- pa-]- to couple/bind  . 

 

šita5, šit, šid, šed: n., measure; number (šè, ‘portion’, + ta, dá, ‘nature, 
character’). v., to count; to consider; to calculate, figure out; to memorize; to 
recite; to read aloud. 

sita  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil   word is alavidu [ 
missing  letter- la-] - measure . 

sita  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil   word is 
mathipeedu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  evaluate / estimate.  

sita  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil   word is eennidu – 
count/ think . 

sita  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil   word is kanakkidu  
[ missing letter- ka-] -calculate . 
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sita  has the consonants - -sa-the- and the  original Tamil   word is mananam 
seithidu / mana paadam seithidu [ missing letter- pa-]- memorize; seithidu- do.  

sita  has the consonants – [--sa-]-the- and the  original Tamil   word is oaathu- 
recite.  

sita  has the consonants – -sa-the- and the  original Tamil   word is oaasi-ittu padi / 
saththamaa [Skt]  padi / oaathu [ missing letter- pa-]-read aloud ; oaasi  -sound/ 
noise  ;  padi –read  ; oaathu –read/ learn/ recite  .  

te   has the consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is thanmai / thanam -  
nature /character.  

 

šita6: a type of vessel. 

sita  has the consonants – -sa-the- and the  original Tamil   word is satti -  earthern 
pot.  

sita  has the consonants – -sa-the- and the  original Tamil   word is jaadi-  jar.  

sita  has the consonants – -[-sa-]-the- and the  original Tamil   word is midaa-  
vessel . 

sita  has the consonants – -[-sa-]-the- and the  original Tamil   word is  andaa- 
vessel  for water . 

sita  has the consonants – -[-sa-]-the- and the  original Tamil   word is thoandi-   
vessel  to pail water.   

sita  has the consonants – -[-sa-]-the- and the  original Tamil   word is thanni  
paanai  [ missing  letter- pa-] -water pot  ; thanni - water; paanai- pot .  

sita  has the consonants – -[-sa-]-the- and the  original Tamil   word is thattu- 
plate.  
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biz; bi(z): n., tears (Akk. loanword from bi,s,su, ‘flow of tears’ and ba,saa,su , ‘to 
(let) drip’, cf., Orel & Stolbova #256 *baz- ‘flow, be wet’). v., to drip, trickle; to 
cry; to ooze; to pour; to rinse off; to impute, accuse; to push someone away; to 
dry (cf., bi-bi-zé). 

biz   has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
asumpu   -to ooze  . 

biz   has the consonants - pa –sa- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kasivu [ missing 
letter- ka-]  -ooze.  

biz   has the consonants –[- pa -]–sa- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  sotta[missing 
letter –the -] - to drip /trickle ; sottu sottaa sotta ; sottu –a drop  ; sotta- to drip  . 

biz   has the consonants – [-pa -]–[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is idiththida 
missing letter –the -] - to push  . 

biz   has the consonants –[- pa-] –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is unankka 
sei  [ missing letter- ka-] –to dry . 

biz   has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
nanainthida   /thanni -aayeida    [missing letter –the -] - wet  . 

biz   has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is uooththa   
[ missing letter –the -]  –to pour .  

biz   has the consonants - pa –[-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the  word is  nipam 
–accusation .  

biz   has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is thaani [ 
missing letter –the -]  – accuse.  

biz   has the consonants – -pa –sa- and the  orignal Tamil  word is thoompu  
sumaththu  [ missing letter –the -]  -to accuse falsely .  

biz   has the consonants – [-pa-] –sa- and the  orignal Tamil  word is saattu [ 
missing letter –the -]  accuse/ impute.  

biz   has the consonants – [-pa-] –-sa- and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
soaththiyam [ missing letter –the -]  –accusation . 
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biz   has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is idi 
maantham [ missing letter –the -]  – false accusation.  

biz   has the consonants – [-pa-] –sa- and the  orignal Tamil  word is alasu  [missing  
letter- la-]  -rinse . 

biz   has the consonants – [-pa-] –sa- and the  orignal Tamil  word is sumaththu [ 
missing letter –the -]   -to impute.  

biz   has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is sinunkku  / 
yaenkku  [ missing letter- ka-]  –weep.  

biz   has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is muththu [ 
missing letter –the  -] -tears.  

 

gaz(2): n., powder; break, fracture; war (chamber + repetitive motion; cf., 
[giš]naga3,4, nagX[GAZ, KUM]). v., to crush; to kill, slaughter (with -da-); to 
vanquish, defeat. 

gas  has the consonants—ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil word is   maavu- 
powder/ flour  

gas  has the consonants—ka- sa- and the  original Tamil word is  saaikka-  to slay  
/to win . 

gas  has the consonants—ka- sa- and the  original Tamil word is   vinji eru [ missing 
letter- Ra-] -  win .  

gas  has the consonants—ka- sa- and the  original Tamil word is vaakai soodu [ 
missing letter- the -] -  win; vaakai- win .    

gas  has the consonants—ka- sa- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
jeikka [ Skt]  /vijai-kka - to win  . 

gas  has the consonants—ka- sa- and the  original Tamil word is sandai iduka [ 
missing letter- the -] - to fight.  

gas  has the consonants—ka- sa- and the  original Tamil word is  naskku- crush .  
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gas  has the consonants—ka-[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil word is  vathaikka [ 
missing letter- the -] - slaughter.  

gas  has the consonants—ka- sa- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
himsai [ Skt] - slaughter. 

gas  has the consonants—ka-[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil word is  murikka [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - to break  /fracture  .  

 

gazi: a spice - cassia, used on meat (‘let it breathe’; Akk. kasû II) [GAZI archaic 
frequency: 14].  

gazi  has the consonants  - ka-[- sa-]  - and the  interpretation  of the word is iyaa-
kam – cassia/ the tree  ;  kondrai .  

gazi  has the consonants  - ka-- sa- - and the  original Tamil   word is sae-naavu -  
cassia.    

gazi  has the consonants  - ka- sa  - and the   other interpretation  of the word is   
iyu-  saaviyam   fetid  cassia.   

gazi  has the consonants  - ka- sa  - and the   other interpretation  of the word is   
isa- vil [ missing letter- la-] –cassia.  

gazi  has the consonants  - ka—[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil   word is nila vaakai 
-[ missing letter- la-]   -senna  [cassia angustifolia] . 

gazi  has the consonants  - ka-[- sa -] - and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is   lavankkam -[ missing letter- la-]-   cassia / wild cinnamon.  

gazi  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil   word is   mathi 
mayakki  [  missing letter- the -]   -cassia.   

gazi  has the consonants  - ka-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil   word is  kuyaththina 
vakai [  missing letter- the -] -  a kind of cassia  . 

gazi  has the consonants  - ka-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil   word is  kadukkai  [  
missing letter- the -] - the tree cassia  fistula . 
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gazi  has the consonants  - ka-[- sa -] - and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is   vin sukam – fetid cassia.  

gazi  has the consonants  - ka-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil   word is  vindukam [ 
missing letter- the -] -fetid cassia.   

gazi  has the consonants  - ka-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil   word is  aa-vaarai  
[missing  letter- Ra-] -  tanner’s cassia.  

gazi  has the consonants  - ka-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil   word is  karuvaa 
mara vakai [missing  letter- Ra-]  - cassia . 

gazi  has the consonants  - ka- sa- and the  original Tamil   word is  athu moochchu  
vidattum   /athu  suvaasikkattum –let  it breath ;athu- that one ; ithu –this one ; 
moochchu  vida- to breath ; suvaasikka –to breath  .  

 

guz, huz[LUM] v., to gnash the teeth; to bare the teeth; to rage at; to cut, trim, 
clip; to castrate (reduplication class: hu-hu-uz) (gù, ‘noise’, + zú, ‘teeth’). adj., 
long, shaggy (hair).  

guz  has the consonants—ka-[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil word is   kaai adikka 
/vithai adikka / kottai yaei  neekkuka [ missing letter- the -] – castrate ; kaai- testis   
;  vithai - seed ;  kottai-  nut / testis ; neekkuka- to remove .  

guz  has the consonants—ka-[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil word is  ozhunku 
amaikka  [ missing letter- zha-] -trim . 

guz  has the consonants—ka—sa—and the  original Tamil word is   seer amaikka- [ 
missing letter- Ra-]- trim  . 

guz  has the consonants—ka—[-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil word is  kattaana/   
kattu  amaikka [ missing letter- the-]  - trim .   

guz  has the consonants—ka—[-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil word is  kav-vi- a clip  

guz  has the consonants—ka—[-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil word is   vettu [ 
missing letter- the-] –cut /clip. 
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guz  has the consonants—ka—sa—and the  original Tamil word is   vettiya sinna 
thundu missing letter- the-] –clipping  ; vettu –to cut; sinna- small; thundu –piece/ 
bit .  

guz  has the consonants—ka—[-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil word is  kookki-  
hook.   

guz  has the consonants—ka—[-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil word is narukku-[ 
missing letter- Ra-]   trim /cut.  

guz  has the consonants—ka—[-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil word is  koapam [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  anger.  

guz  has the consonants—ka—sa—and the  original Tamil word is   kadum sinam [ 
missing  letter- the --] – anger/ rage; kadumai- severe; sinam- rage  . 

guz  has the consonants—ka—sa—and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
aavaesam  -rage . 

guz  has the consonants—ka—sa—and the  original Tamil word is   kanarchchi- [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  anger/ akankkaaram .  

guz  has the consonants—ka—sa—and the  original Tamil word is   sulivu [ missing 
letter- la-] –anger . 

guz  has the consonants—ka—sa—and the  original Tamil word is  visaippu  [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  anger . 

guz  has the consonants—ka—[--sa-] -- and the  original Tamil word is  kathavu [ 
missing  letter- the --] –anger.  

guz  has the consonants—ka—[--sa-] -- and the  original Tamil word is  veri  
missing letter- Ra-] -rage . 

 

haz, haš: to break or cut off (twigs, branches); to thresh grain (há, ‘numerous’, + 
zé, ‘to cut, pluck’). 

haz, has the consonants—ka—[--sa-] -- and the  original Tamil word is udaikka- 
break .  
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haz, has the consonants—ka—[--sa-] -- and the  original Tamil word is  vettu [ 
missing  letter- the --] –cut . 

haz, has the consonants—ka—-sa- and the  original Tamil word is seththuka [ 
missing  letter- the --] - cut.   

haz, has the consonants—ka—-sa- and the  original Tamil word is sethukku – 
[missing  letter- the --] -carve . 

haz, has the consonants—ka—-[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil word is koithiduka-
[missing  letter- the --] – to  pluck .  

haz, has the consonants—ka—-[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil word is   koayya- to 
pluck  

haz, has the consonants—ka—-[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil word is  uookkam- 
pluck . 

haz, has the consonants—ka—-[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil word is   thunivu- -[ 
missing  letter- the --] – boldness/  pluck . 

pluck [E]  has the consonants - pa -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilankkin  nenju  pai  [missing letter- sa-]- animal lung  ; vilankku- animal; nenju –
chest ; pai- bag . 

 to pluck [E]  has the consonants – the- pa -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
pidunkuthal- to pluck .  

 to pluck [E]  has the consonants – the- –[- pa-]  -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  koaithal -  to pluck . 

 

nuz, nus: egg (na4,’pebble’, + uz/us,’goose’, cf. also, nunuz).  

nus  has the consonants - an –sa- and the  original  Tamil  word is  sinai –egg . 

nus  has the consonants - an –[-sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  annam –
swan . 

nus  has the consonants - an –[-sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is mani  -bead.  
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meze: a type of drum (function + repetitive noise).  

meze  has the consonants -  ma –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is maelam  [ 
missing letter- la-] -drum . 

 

ziz: moth (Akk. loanword from saasu , ‘moth’ and ašaašu , ‘moth’, cf., Orel & 
Stolbova #1034 *‘açuç- ‘insect’).  

ziz  has  a consonant -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  poochchi  inam -  a kind 
of insect  ; poochchi- insect  ; inam- race  . 

 

zíz[ÁŠ]: emmer (wheat) (reduplicated zé or zi).  

zíz   has a  consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is saamai- little millet.  

 

zìz: a crop-devouring insect (see etymology for ziz).  

zíz   has a  consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is poochchi  / poochhci 
unni [ missing letter- pa-] -  insect  /  insects that  eat  other   crop  eating  insects . 

 

abgal(2): sage, wise man, wizard (abba, ‘elder’, + gal, ‘great’) [ABGAL archaic 
frequency: 31].  

 

abgal  has the consonants   [--pa-] –ka- la  and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhi – 
great  . 

abgal  has the consonants   -pa –ka- la  and the  original Tamil  word is  pukal  ulla-  
great . 

 abgal  has the consonants   -pa –ka- la  and the  original Tamil  word is   -  vallamai 
– greatness. 

abgal  has the consonants   [--pa-] –ka- la  and the  original Tamil  word is   valavan   
-graet  man . 
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 abgal  has the consonants   [--pa-] –ka- la  and the  original Tamil  word is   
maelavan   -wise man . 

abgal  has the consonants   [--pa-] –ka- la  and the  original Tamil  word is   mun 
elaval  –elder brother.  

abgal  has the consonants   [--pa-] –ka- la  and the  original Tamil  word is   kizhaan 
-  elder .  

abgal  has the consonants   -pa –ka- la  and the  original Tamil  word is  pulavan   -
sage  /scholar.   

abgal  has the consonants   [--pa-] –ka- la  and the  original Tamil  word is   
soozhchchi  seivoan  /  kusalan  [ missing letter- sa-]-  wizard.  

 

ablal(3): bird niche, nest (ab, ‘niche, nook’, + lal, ‘to be high; to hang’).  

 ablal   has the consonants  -pa -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pallam -  a 
groove /furrow.  

ablal   has the consonants  [--pa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  moolai – 
nook . 

ablal   has the consonants  [--pa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  naalu – to 
hang . 

ablal   has the consonants  [--pa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is    annal  
/ezhil   /  neel  /  maenmai ulla   -  loftiness.  

ablal   has the consonants  [--pa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is uchchiyil  [ 
missing letter- sa-] – on the top . 

ablal   has the consonants  -pa--la -and the  original Tamil  word is pinnal  -nest  . 

ablal   has the consonants  [--pa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is ullamai  -
nest. 

 ablal   has the consonants  [--pa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is neelam – 
bird’s  nest . 
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. ablal   has the consonants  -pa--la -and the  original Tamil  word is pulina ullamai 
/ pulina pinnal  – bird’s nest  . 

 

abrig: a purification priest (a, ‘water’, + barag, ‘ruler; throne’) [ABRIG archaic 
frequency: 9].  

abrig    has the consonants – -pa –Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is nampu  
seivaar [ missing letter- sa-]  - priest .  

abrig    has the consonants – -[-pa -]–Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
eraivan  -god/ priest .  

 abrig    has the consonants – [ -pa -] –Ra- ka – and the interpretation of the word 
is   guru [Skt] /  kuruvan / kuru makan  - priest  .   

abrig    has the consonants – -[-pa -]–Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
samaya kuravar [ missing letter- sa-]  -religious priest . 

 abrig    has the consonants – [ -pa -] –Ra- ka – and the interpretation of the word 
is   archchukar [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-] -  priests .  

abrig    has the consonants – -[-pa -]–Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is adi 
kann maar  [missing  letter- the -] – priests. 

abrig    has the consonants – -pa -Ra- ka – and the interpretation of the word is   
prokithar[ Skt]  [missing  letter- the -] -priests  .  

abrig    has the consonants – -[-pa -]–Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
oathuvaar [missing  letter- the -] – priests. 

abrig    has the consonants – [--pa -]-Ra- ka – and the interpretation of the word is   
matha  kurumaar [Skt]  [ missing  letter- the -] – priests . 

abrig    has the consonants – -pa -Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kovir 
poosakan [ missing letter- sa-]   anointing  priest .  

abrig    has the consonants – [--pa -]-Ra- ka – and the interpretation of the word is   
asivakar  [ missing letter- sa-] - teachers/ preists  /ascetic of Jainas.  
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abrig    has the consonants – -[-pa -]-Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
erivan -  ruler.  

 abrig    has the consonants – [--pa -]-Ra- ka – and the interpretation of the word is   
kaaranan  [Skt] – ruler. 

abrig    has the consonants – -[-pa -]-Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
karumaathikkaaran -[ missing  letter- the -]  -  a  ruler . 

abrig    has the consonants – -[-pa -]-Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kaar- 
water.  

abrig    has the consonants – [--pa -]-Ra- ka – and the interpretation of the word is   
vaari – water.  

abrig    has the consonants – [--pa -]-Ra- ka – and the interpretation of the word is   
ankuram –water.   

abrig    has the consonants – -[-pa -]-Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is aruvi  
-water.  

abrig    has the consonants – [--pa -]-Ra- ka – and the interpretation of the word is   
aruvam  -water.  

abrig    has the consonants – -[-pa -]-Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
keeram –water.  

 abrig    has the consonants – [--pa -]-Ra- ka – and the interpretation of the word is   
varunam  -water.   

abrig    has the consonants – [--pa -]-Ra- ka – and the interpretation of the word is   
vanni maarakam  -water.  

abrig    has the consonants – -[-pa -]-Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaaruvakai  -water.  

abrig    has the consonants – -[-pa -]-Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
erukkai  /  arasu  erukkai   /    paer arasarin   /maa  mananarin   [  missing letter sa-
]-  throne; arasar- king; paer- great ; maa- great; maa- grat; mannar- king/ amir   .  
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absin(3): (seeded) furrow (ab, ‘niche’, + sín, ‘to sift’). 

absin  has the consonants –[-pa -]–[-sa-]- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaenam – sin . 

absin  has the consonants –[-pa -]–sa- an- and the interpretation  of the word is 
sin [E]  . 

absin  has the consonants –[-pa -]–[-sa-]- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thuni [ missing letter- the -] –sin.  

absin  has the consonants –[-pa -]–[-sa-]- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
munn eedu [missing letter- the -]  -niche. 

absin  has the consonants –[-pa -]–sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
alasanum [ missing  letter- la-] –to sift  . 

absin  has the consonants –pa -[-sa-]- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   munn  
pallam  [ missing  letter- la-] -  furrow in the land.  

absin  has the consonants –[-pa -]–[-sa-]- an- and the  original Tamil  word is mani 
–seed.     
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abul[KÁ.GAL]: city gate (loanword from Semitic for ‘door’, Orel & Stolbova, 
Hamito-Semitic Etymological Dictionary (1995), #287).  

abul[KÁ.GAL]  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -la –ka- la  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  koattai  veli   vaayil kathavu  [ missing letter- the -] -  the outer gate of the 
fort;  koattai – fort  / castle;  veli –outer  ; vaayil –entrance ; kathavu- gate. 

 

abzu: the ‘sentient’ sea - the sea personified as a god (aba/ab, ‘sea’ + zu, ‘to 
know’) [ABZU archaic frequency: 28].  

abzu   has the consonants  -pa -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is apsu /   
pachcha-  sea . 

abzu   has the consonants  -pa -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is Pachchai Appan 
- sea god- Siva . 

 

adamen(2,3): argument; fight.  

adamen   has the consonants  -the –ma- an -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sandai   poadanum [ missing letters- pa- and- sa-] - to fight ; sandai- fight . 

 

addir[A.PA.GISAL.PAD.DIRIG]: ferry; bridge (ída/íd, ‘river’, + dirig/dir, ‘to go over’).  

addir  has the consonants -   the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   vaaravathi [ 
missing letter- ka-] –bridge . 

addir  has the consonants - the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  thoani thurai  
-  pier /quay . 

addir  has the consonants - the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  neer thurai- 
ferry/ ford .  
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addir  has the consonants - the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  oaada thurai- 
pier /quay .  

addir  has the consonants - the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  payaniyar  
oaadam -  passenger boat ; oaadam- boat . 

addir  has the consonants - the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   payaniyar 
thoani [ missing letter- pa-] -passenger boat ;thoani –boat . 

addir  has the consonants - the- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   payaniyar  
theppam [ missing letter- pa-] -passenger float ; payaniyar- traveler . 

 

addirx: wages.  

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]- and the other interpretation  of  
the word is  varuththanai -  wages .   

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  uruththikam  -wages.  

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
varaththu  - income . 

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
varum padi  [missing  letter- pa-]  -  income.   

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
tharpoathaiya  varumaanam [missing  letter- pa-]  – current income   ; 
varumaanm-  income  ;  tharpoathaiya –present .  

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
varumaana vari  pidiththam [missing  letter- pa-]  – income tax deduction; vari –
tax; pidiththam –deduction .  

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
suttru varuvaai   - extra income; varuvaai- income  . 

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
eettiya varuvaai  - earned income ; eettu –earn . 
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addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
thun  thaervu  varumaanam – discretionary  income.  

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
vari -vithikka thakka  varumaanam  -taxable income  ; vari- tax.  

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandu varu maanam- annual income;  maatha varuvaai ; aandu- year; maatham- 
month; varuvaai- income  . 

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoku /moththa   varumaanam -  gross income ; moththam- total /sum . 

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
varuvaai nukar koadu   - income consumption  curve . 

addirx  has the consonants -  the- Ra- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
vatti varuvaai – interest  income ; vatti- interest . 

 

agam: swamp (a, ‘water’, + gam, ‘to decline, incline’).  

*agam has the consonants - ka  -ma -and the  original  Tamil word is   kam/ kayam 
– water;  vanam / vayam -water . 

agam has the consonants - ka  -ma -and the  original  Tamil word is   erakkam [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –decline   ; eranku mukam- declining  phase . 

 agam has the consonants - ka  -ma -and the  original  Tamil word is   naattam  
konda  [ missing  letter - the -] – inclined. 

 

ágan, akan: (cf., akani).  

 

agar(2,3), ugar: field; commons [AGAR2 archaic frequency: 16].  

agar has the  consonants- ka -Ra –  -and the  original Tamil  word is kaani karai- 
farm field.  

agar has the  consonants- ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is marakka- park . 
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agar has the  consonants- ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is seruvu [ missing  
letter- sa-] - field . 

agar has the  consonants- ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  unavu  unnum 
arai- dining room; unavu –food; unnu –eat ; arai-  room  . 

agar has the  consonants- ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  oaadi  
aadukindra idam [ missing letter- the -]- playing place;  oaadu –run ;aadu –dance; 
idam- place .  

 

agargaraku6 [NUNtenû]: a fish.  

garaku has the  consonants- ka -Ra – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thirukkai  
meen -[ missing  letter- the -] – ray  fish  /whip  tail sting ray ; meen- fish . 

  

agarin(2,3): father; mother; womb.  

agarin   has the  consonants- ka -Ra – an -and the  original Tamil  word is annaiyin 
karu -varai – womb of the mother; annai- mother ; karu –embryo ; arai –room .   

agarin   has the  consonants- ka -Ra – an -and the  original Tamil  word is  karuvai  
uruvaakkiya  thanthai [ missing  letter- the -] – father who impregnated ; karu –
embryo / child; uruvaakku-  create  ;  thanthai- father . 

agarin   has the  consonants- ka -Ra – an -and the  original Tamil  word is  uyir  
koduththa  thanthai-[ missing  letter- the -] - father who  gave life ; uyir- life  ;  
koduththa- given;  thanthai- father .  

agarin   has the  consonants- ka -Ra – an -and the  original Tamil  word is  uyir 
koduththa annai  /thaai -[ missing  letter- the -] - - mother who  gave life ; annai- 
mother  ;  thaai- mother .  

 

agarin4,5: beer-wort; crucible, vat. 
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agarin   has the  consonants- ka -Ra – an -and the  original Tamil  word is  ennai  
kopparai  [  missing  letter-pa- ] - vat for oil  ;kopparai-  vat ; ennai- oil  

agarin   has the  consonants- ka -Ra – an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kar- 
surunkkai [  missing  letter-sa- ] -cave / crucible  ;  karuni  -cave .  

 

agrun: inner sanctuary [ZATU-413 archaic frequency: 4]. 

 

 

agrun has the  consonants- ka -Ra – an -and the  original Tamil  word is   kaan -uyir 
kaappakam [ missing  letter- pa-] – wild life sanctuary; kaappakam- sanctuary ; 
uyir- life ;  kaaana- to see.  

 

agarx[IM×IM; IM.DUGUD]: heavy rain shower, cloudburst (a, ‘water’, + gar, ‘to 
accumulate; to deposit’).  

agarx  has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka -sa –and the  original Tamil  word is 
saerkka- gather.  

agarx  has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka –[-sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuviththu  vaiththar-[ missing letter- the-] -  accumulate ; kuvikka- to heap . 

agarx  has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka –[-sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
orunkku  koottuka [ missing letter- the-] –accumulate; koottuka- gather  . 

 

agrig: steward, superintendent (ága, ‘to measure; to check’, + rig7 , ‘to deed, 
grant’).  

agrig  has the consonants - ka - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
kaanikkiravar- superintendent /steward. 

agrig  has the consonants - ka - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maer 
paarvai seikiravar [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-] – supervisor; maer paarvai sei- to 
supervise.  
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agrig  has the consonants - ka - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is nirvaakam 
[Skt] seikirvar  [ missing letter –sa-] – manager.  

agrig  has the consonants - ka - Ra -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   ukkiranakkaaran  -steward . 

 

ahhur(2,3), uhhur(2,3): (cf., imhur). 

 

 akani, akan: udder.  

akani  has the consonants- ka -an- and the original Tamil word is  konkkai- breast .  

 

ákan, aka4[KÁ]: door-frame, lintel.  

ákan  has the consonants - ka -an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kathavu  nilai- [ 
[ missing letters- the- and- la-]-  door frame; kathavu- door  . 

akan has the consonants - ka -an- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaayil  kathavin  
vittam-[ missing letters- the- and- la-]-  lintel of the entrance door; vaayil- 
entrance; kathavu- gate  . 

 

akar: leather armor.  

 akar has the consonants - ka -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is urivai  maer-
kaappu [ missing  letter- pa-] –leather   armour  ; urivai-  leather ; urivai [ root 
word ] = vaar ; maer-kaappu -  armour ;  kaappu -protection . 

 

akkil: lamentation, ritual wailing.  

akkil  has the consonants- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   ezhavu  vaikka  - 
ritual wailing.  
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akkil  has the consonants- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhukai –
weeping.  

akkil  has the consonants- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kooval- howling.   

 

alad: a life force ; a male protective spirit.  

alad has the consonants-  la -  the- and the  original Tamil  word is uyir aattral [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] -life force ;  uyir- life; aattral- force/ power  

alag, alan, alam, ál: image, statue; figure, appearance [ALAN archaic frequency: 
51; concatenates 6 sign variants].  

alag   has the consonants – la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kalai azhaku  
mikka  koa-vil   palinkku kal silai  [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-] -  beautiful  artistic  
marble stone  temple  statue; kalai-  art; ahzaku- beauty;  koavil- temple ; 
palinkku- marble  ; kal silai- stone statue ; kal-  stone  . 

alag   has the consonants – la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is veli  vadivam [ 
missing letter- the-] -  external form  /appearance; veli-  external; vadivam- 
shape/form .  

 

alal: pipe, conduit, gutter; pipe for making libation offerings to the deceased (a, 
‘water’, + lal, ‘lift, carry’). 

lal   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kali munn kuzhaai-[  
missing letter-  ka-] –   clay pipe/ conduit; kali munn- clay .  

alal   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaal vaai / vaaikkal / 
vazhi  kaal-[ missing letter-  ka-]  - gutter.   

alal   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is akali- [ missing letter-  
ka-]  - moat  / trench .  

alal   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is pallam [ missing 
letter- pa-]  - dent / groove/ ditch.  
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alam: (cf., alag). 
alan: (cf., alag).  

 

alim: wild ram; bison; aurochs; powerful [ALIM=ZATU-219 [GIR3] sign per P. 
Steinkeller, archaic frequency: 73; concatenation of 3 sign variants].  

alim  has the consonants -  la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  malai aadu [ 
missing letter- the -] – mountain goat ; malai- mountain ; adu- goat . 

alim  has the consonants -  la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  malai erumai [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - bison /mountain  buffalo  ; erumai- buffalo .  

alim  has the consonants -  la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   vallamai ulla [ 
missing letter- ka-] - powerful . 

 

allalx, alla: net, seine; crab.  

allalx  has the consonants - la – ka- [-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  meen  
valai-  fish  net ; meen- fish; valai- net . 

allalx  has the consonants - la – ka- [-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is kadal 
nandu [ missing letter- the -] -   sea crab; kadal-  sea.   

 

amagi(2,3), mabi(2,3): ice.  mabi  has the consonants - ma –[-pa-]- and the  
original  Tamil  word is imam- ice.  

 

amar: calf; young animal (áma, ‘wild cow mother’, + re7 , ‘to accompany, plural’) 
[AMAR archaic frequency: 297].  

amar has the consonants  - ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mari – ram .   

 

amaš: sheepfold, cattle-pen (é, ‘house’, + maš, ‘goat’). 
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amaš   has the consonants-  ma- [-sa -] and the  original Tamil  word is aattu 
manthai [ missing letter- the -] -  sheep fold; aadu- goat; manthai- herd . 

amaš   has the consonants-  ma- sa -and the  original Tamil word is  asam -sheep .  
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                                                Page-51.  

 

ambar, abbar: marsh; reeds, canebrake (imi/im, 'clay, mud', + bar, 'to 
obtain').  

abbar has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   naanar- 
reed . 

abbar has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is naanar 
vakai [ missing letter- ka-] -  a kind of reed   ; naanar- reed; vakai-  kind . 

abbar has the consonants -  -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  pirampu-  
cane . 

abbar has the consonants -  -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   pirapan-
k-  kaadu [ missing letters- ka -and -the -]- cane brake .  

abbar has the consonants -  -pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   moonkkir 
puthar kaadu [ missing letters-ka -and -the-]- cane brake; moonkkir-  bamboo . 

abbar has the consonants -  -[-pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  saeru  
mannu [ missin letter- sa-] -  mire/ marsh  . 

*bar  has the  consonants - pa- Ra -and the original Tamil word is peru –get.  

bar  has the  consonants –[- pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil word is korukkai-[ 
missing letter- ka-]  -reed . 

bar  has the  consonants – pa- Ra -and the original Tamil word is koarai pur- 
missing letter- ka-]  - a type  of reed.  

bar  has the  consonants – pa- Ra -and the original Tamil word is moonkkir pur- 
missing letter- ka-] -  bamboo  reed ; moonkkir- bamboo . 

bar  has the  consonants – pa- Ra -and the original Tamil word is vaeikkoar 
poar - missing letter- ka-] – straw heap  ; vaikooar-  straw. 
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bar  has the  consonants – pa- Ra -and the original Tamil word is karumpu 
naanar  [  missing letter- ka-] -   sugar cane reed ; karumpu- sugar cane . 

 

anše: male donkey; onager; equid; pack animal (an,'sky; high', + šè, 
terminative postposition = 'up to' = 'to raise up, carry') [ANŠE archaic 
frequency: 48; concatenates 4 sign variants;? KIŠ archaic frequency: 46].  

onagar has the consonants - an -ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil word is      
kandru [ missing  letter- the-] – colt / young of the animals . 

anse has the consonants - an –sa- and the  interpretation of the word is   sivani 
/ neesa vaakanam [ missing  letter- ka- ]  -ass; vaakanam- vehicle .  

 

anzalub: reed pulp.  

anzalub  has the  consonants – an-  [- sa-] - la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  naanal  koozh [ missing letter- ka-] –reed  pulp  ; naanal- reed . 

 

anzud(2), anzu(2)-(d)[dIM.MI/DUGUDmušen]: a mythical giant bird; vulture, 
eagle [ANZU2 archaic frequency: 1].  

anzud   has the consonants – an- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinam thinni- [ missing letter –pa-] -  vulture /corpse eater; pinam- dead body  
;thinnu –eat  . 

anzud   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] -–the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   maadu  pidunki [ missing letter –pa-] –Asian  white backed  
vulture.  

anzud   has the consonants – [- an-] --sa-–the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   jatayu -  giant bird – Ramayanam. 
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anzud   has the consonants – an- sa-–the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sakuntham [ missing letter – ka-] – vulture.  

 

gišapin: n., seeder plow (a, 'seed', + bun, 'to blow') [APIN archaic frequency: 
181; concatenates 3 sign variants]. adj., describes a plow animal (also apin-šè).  

gišapin  has the consonants -ka- [-sa-] - pa- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalappai -yin  vithai  amaivu [ missing letters- la -and - the -] – seeder plow; 
kalappai- plough; vithai –seed .  

gišapin  has the consonants -ka- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - an –and the  original Tamil  
word is munnai   uzhuthidum  kaal nadai  -vilanku [ missing letters- la -and - 
the -] -  kedaa maadu – plow animal – bull  ; munn-  soil; uzhuka- plough ; kaal 
nadai- cattle ; vilankku –animal .  

 

arad(2), urdu(2), ir3,11: (male) slave; servant; subordinate (Akk. loanword 
from wardum, 'male slave, man-servant') [IR11 archaic frequency: 10].  

arad   has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thondar -  
disciple / follower /devotee / servant /slave  . 

arad   has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adiyaar - 
disciple / follower /devotee / servant /slave . 

arad   has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is aruththi- 
disciple / follower /devotee / servant /slave . 

arad   has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thanda 
kaaran [ missing letter- ka-] - slave /servant . 

arad   has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   viruththiyan [ missing letter- ka-] - slave /servant . 
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arad   has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is thaasar [Skt]  [ missing letter – sa-] - disciple / follower /devotee / servant 
/slave  .  

arad   has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   piruththiyan [ missing letter- pa-] – servant.  

arad   has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is    thoothar – servant.  

 slave [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la -va -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaelai aal- servant . 

slave [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la -va -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vinaiyaalan –servant . 

slave [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la -va -and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaeval- aal- servant /slave . 

slave [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la -va -and the  original Tamil  word is  
puzhukkaiyan [ missing letter- pa-] –slave . 

 

arah4 [É.UŠ.GÍD.DA]: storehouse.  

arah  has the consonants – Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaippu 
erukkai- [ missing letter- pa-] - store house.  

arah  has the consonants – Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaippu 
arai [ missing letter- pa-] - store room ; vaikka- to keep ; arai-  room   . 

arah  has the consonants – Ra- ka -  and the  other interpretation of the  word 
is  aakaram   -store house.  

arah  has the consonants – Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  arankku – 
store room  . 
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arah  has the consonants – Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  saekaram [ 
missing letter- sa-] –store room . 

arah  has the consonants – Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  uraividam  
[ missing letter- the -] –store house.  

arah  has the consonants – Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is arai veedu [ 
missing letter- the -] -  store room  

arah  has the consonants – Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  sarakku   
saemippu  / vaippu  arai [ missing letters- sa- and - pa-] -  store room  . 

arah  has the consonants – Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is sarakku  
arai –[ missing letter- sa-]  -store room; sarakku –goods ; arai –room  . 

arah  has the consonants – Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is kala 
virukkai [ missing letter- la-] -store house.  

É.UŠ.GÍD.DA has the consonants – [ -sa - ] – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kidankku – store house.  

É.UŠ.GÍD.DA has the consonants – [ -sa - ] – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kittankki- – store house.  

É.UŠ.GÍD.DA has the consonants – [ -sa - ] – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kottaaram- [ missing letter- Ra-]   -store house.   

  

arala, arali: the netherworld (hara/àra, 'to pulverize', + la, 'youthful freshness 
and beauty'). 

arala, has the consonants  -Ra- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  tharaa 
thalam  [ missing letter –the -] – nether world.  

arala, has the consonants  -Ra- la -and the   other interpretation  of the word is   
naraka loakam [Skt] -[ missing letter  - ka-] -nether world. 
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arala, has the consonants  -Ra- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Nagar  
ulakam -[ missing letter  - ka-] -nether world./ world of Naga people . 

arala, has the consonants  -Ra- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  eranthavar  
ulakam -[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ] -  world of the dead ; eranthavar- 
dead people  ;  ulakam- world .  

 

 arhuš: n., womb; compassion, pity (úr, 'base; root', + háš, 'lower abdomen'). 
v., to be sympathetic. 

arhuš has the consonants  - Ra- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
karu- varai -  womb; karu  –embryo ; arai –room ; karu  pai [ missing letter- pa-]  
-  womb ; pai- bag .  

arhuš has the consonants  - Ra- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
erakkam-  mercy/ pity  . 

arhuš has the consonants  - Ra- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
eevu erakkam- compassion.  

arhuš has the consonants  - Ra- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is    
pain-k-kanar [ missing letter- pa-] – sympathetic.  

arhuš has the consonants  - Ra- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is    
muka parivu [ missing letter- pa-] - sympathetic 

arhuš has the consonants  - Ra- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
ninainthu  varuththam- muru   [ missing letter  -the -] -  pity ; ninaiththidu –
think ; varuththam –worry  . 

arhuš has the consonants  - Ra- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
oththu-unarvu [ missing letter  -the -] – sympathetic.   

arhuš has the consonants  - Ra- ka –[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   karunai  [Skt] -  mercy    . 
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arhuš has the consonants  - Ra- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is    
vayeiru – stomach . 

 

 gišásal, ásar: Euphrates poplar tree [ASAL2 archaic frequency: 16].  

  asar   has the consonants - sa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  name is  sem -
maram-  red wood /cedar; semmai –red  . 

asar   has the consonants - sa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  name is  eechcha 
maram- date tree. 

asar   has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  name is  panai 
maram –[ missing letter- pa-] -  palm tree ; maram- tree . 

asar   has the consonants – sa-Ra -and the  original Tamil  name is   paer -
eechcha maram- –[ missing letter- pa-] -   date tree; eechcham-  date ; paer- 
big  ; paer eechcham- Arabian date  . 

asar   has the consonants – sa-Ra -and the  original Tamil  name is   punnai 
maram –[ missing letter- pa-]-- calophyllum inophyllum . 

asar   has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  name is  thennai 
maram [ missing  letter –the  -] -coconut tree . 

asar   has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  name is  aththi 
maram-  fig tree. 

asar   has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  name is maa -
maram- mango tree .  

asar   has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  name is aala 
maram [ missing  letter- la-] – banyan tree .  

asar   has the consonants – sa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  name is arasa 
maram- -peepal- tree; maram- tree .  
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asar   has the consonants – [-sa-] --Ra -and the  original Tamil  name koaiyaa  
maram  [ missing  letter – ka-] - guava . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is  
vaazhai  -banana. 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is  
palaavu [ missing letter- pa-]  - jack  . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is  
ilavam  - silk cotton.  

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is   
naagal  / naaval-  jamun/jumpu  . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
kulai  maram [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  olive tree.    

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  olive . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
idalai   kani  [ missing letter- the-] -  olive fruit ;  saithoon kulai / kani ; kulai- 
bunch ; kani- fruit  .  

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
kumali   - apple . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
nelli kani -   amla /gooseberry; kani- fruit . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka- sa-la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
kozhinchi – lemon  ;   elumichchai kani .  

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka- sa-la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
kichchali- citrus arantium . 
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gišásal,  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
kamala  - citrus reticulta . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka- sa-la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
vilachchi – lichi . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
koana puliyankkaai- [ missing letter- pa-] monkey pod/ quamchil; kodukkapuli.  

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
vennai pazham  [ missing letter- pa-] – avocado . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
loavi pazham [ missing letter- pa-]  - batoko plum . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
vilampi  pazham [ missing letter- pa-]  - carambola . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
kovaai pazham  [ missing letter- pa-]  - coccinea  cordifolia . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-- sa--la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
kechchi  pazham [ missing letter- pa-]-  cucumus trigonus.  

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka—[- sa-] --la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
puli koaiyya [ missing letter- pa-]- pinealle guava  . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
mal koava mama- pazham [ missing letter- pa-]-a mango ; pazham-  ftuit  . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
vilaam pazham [ missing letter- pa-]-shell apple; pazham- fruit  .  

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
thakkaali kani [ missing letter- the -] –tomato; kani- fruit  . 

 gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
koovalam / vilvam – stone apple/ bale fruit .  



 
1800 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
vilaam -kani- wood apple.  

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
maathulam kani  [ missing letter- the -]  - pomegranate ; kani- fruit . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
moonkkil -kazhi- bamboo ; moonkkil- bamboo . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka- sa-la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
savukku  kazhi -  tamarisk stick ; kazhi –stick . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
vaepam kazhi-[ missing letter- pa-]-  margosa ; kazhi- tree/wood . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
malai vaempu -[ missing letter- pa-]- wild margosa ; malai- mountain .   

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka- sa--la  - and the  original Tamil  name is uoosi 
ilai kazhi-  pine tree; uoosi ilai-  needle like leaf; ilai- leaf; uoosi- needle . 

gišásal,  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] --la  - and the  original Tamil  name is 
oak -kazhi – oak tree.  

 

asil(3,4,5): (cf., asilal(3,4,5)). -   

asila: (cf., asilal). 

 

 asilal(3,4,5): joy, gladness. 

asilal  has the consonants -  sa -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
makizhchchi-  [ missing letter- ka-] - gladness.  

asilal  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  nakal  -[ 
missing letter- ka-]- gladness . 



 
1801 

asilal  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoaiyyal-[ missing letter  - the -] – glad. 

asilal  has the consonants -  sa -la –and the other interpretation  of the word is   
kusaa l /  kulaa [ missing letter- ka-] -  jolly.  

asilal  has the consonants -  sa -la –and the other interpretation  of the word is  
ullaasam – joy.   

asilal  has the consonants -  sa -la –and the other interpretation  of the word is  
jolly . 

asilal  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
innalam/ nalam  - delight . 

asilal  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  inpam 
ali [ missing  letter- pa-] - to give  pleasure; inpam- pleasure; ali-  give . 

 asilal  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaempal  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  pleasure . 

 

 ašag, aša5 [GANÁ]: field, plot (cf., a-šà-(g)).  

Ašag   has the consonants – [ -sa-]  -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kaani  
/kamam  -  farm field. 

 

ašgab: leather-dresser, currier (kuš, 'leather', + gúb, 'to cleanse'). 

ašgab has the consonants-  sa -ka –[-pa -] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
sakkiliyan  [missing  letter- la-] –leather worker . 

 

 (ú)aški: bulrush (Typha grass; cf, únúmun) (éš, 'rope', + kid(6), 'to weave a 
reed mat').  



 
1802 

(ú)aški  has the consonants – sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is seepan-k- 
koarai-  [ missing letters –pa  - and  -Ra-] -  bulrush . 

ú)aški  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koarai 
paai   mudaiya / pinna  vaendum [ missing letters –pa  - and  -Ra-] – to weave a 
reed  mat  ;  koarai  -a kind  of reed ; paai- mat  ; mudaiya –weave ;  pinnu - 
plait . 

 

aškud: wedge (as a device to bar a door); ramp (?). 

aškud has the consonants – [- sa-]  –ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aappu  kattai  [ missing letter –pa-] - wooden  wedge; kattai –wood  . 

aškud has the consonants – [- sa-]  –ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathavu kondi-  a device to bar a doo r; kathavu –door; kondi-  bolt. 

aškud has the consonants –  sa-–ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is saaivu  
thalam [ missing letter- la-]- ramp ; thalam- floor; saaivu –slope  . 

aškud has the consonants –  sa-–ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is sarivu  
maedai –[ missing letter – Ra -] -ramp . 

aškud has the consonants –  sa-–ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is sarivu  
yaettram –[ missing letter – Ra -] –ramp up . 

aškud has the consonants –  sa-–ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is sarivu 
-yerakkam konda maedai- –[ missing letter – Ra -] –ramp  down ; sarivu –slope  
/yerakkam- slope / decline  ;  maedai-  stage  . 

 

 ašlag: (cf., lúazlag).  

 

ašte: need; necessity; desirable or beloved object (áš, 'to desire', + te, 'to 
approach'; cf., téš).  



 
1803 

áš  has the consonant- sa -and the  interpretation  of the  word is  ichchai / 
aasai – desire . 

áš  has the consonant- [ -sa - ]-and the  and the  original Tamil  word is  ennam- 
desire / thought  . 

aste  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  naadu-  
/ naattam- need.   

aste  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaevai 
yaanathu [ missing letter- ka-] – need/ necessity . 

aste  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaendiyathu - [ missing letter- ka-] –want /  need/ necessity . 

aste  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - the -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   avasiyamaanathu  [ missing letter- ka-] –- need/ necessity . 

aste  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  indri 
amaiyathathu [ missing letter- Ra-] -   necessary . 

aste  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - the -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kattaaaya-maanathu - [ missing letter- ka-]- necessary . 

aste  has the consonants -  sa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is aasai patta 
pandam [ missing letter- pa-] -  loved object ; aasai pattathu –liked  /wished  . 

aste  has the consonants -  sa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is pidiththa  
thin pandam- [ missing letter- pa-] -  loved  food /snack ;  pidiththa  -liked ; thin 
pandam-  snacks  . 

aste  has the consonants -  sa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is paasam 
udaiya pen- [ missing letter- pa-]-  affectionate girl ; paasam –affection . 

aste  has the consonants -  sa- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
naesam udaiya  penn [ missing letter- pa-]-  affectionate girl ; naesam- 
affection ; udaiya- has ; penn –woman  . 



 
1804 

aste  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
anpudaiya  penn / penndaatti-[ missing letter- pa-] - beloved wife ; anpu-love; 
penn- female  . 

 

azag: taboo.  

azag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thadai 
kattu -[ missing letter- the -]  - prohibited . 

azag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kumu 
kaaya   /samuka [Skt]  kattu [ missing letter- the -] –clan taboo/ social taboo; 
kumukaayam- community . 

azag  has the consonants  - sa- ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
saathi [Skt] / thokuthi  / kootta  kattu  [ missing letter- the -]- caste/ group 
taboo   ;  thinai  -saathi   ;thokuthi –group; kattu –restriction/ prohibition  . 

azag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is othukki 
vaiththiduka   [ missing letter- the -] – to keep away/ avoid . 

azag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is theenda 
thakaathathu -[ missing letter- the -] - un touchable; theendu- to touch.   

azag  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
theenkaanathu [ missing letter- the -]-evil .  

azag  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kettathu 
[ missing letter- the -]-  bad . 

azag  has the consonants  - sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is seithida 
koodaathathu   thappu [ missing letters- the -  and - pa-] –a  wrong one  which  
should not be done ; thappu –wrong ; seithidu- do; koodaathu- should not . 

azag  has the consonants  - sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is satta padai 
seithida koodaathu [ missing letters- the -  and - pa-] – unlaw ful ; sattam- law; 
seithida- to do; koodaathu –should not  . 



 
1805 

azag  has the consonants  - sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thadai 
seithida  pattavai-[ missing letters- the -  and - pa-] - banned / prohibited ;  
thadai- ban  ;  seithidu –do . 

azag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -and the   and the  other interpretation of 
the word is paavam [Skt]  [ missing letters- pa-] – sin . 

azag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maatha 
vidaai-  theettu  -[ missing letter- the -]-  menstruation / menstrual taboo ; 
maatham- month  ; vidaai- menstruation .  

azag  has the consonants  --sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  saavu  
theettu--[ missing letter- the -]-  death taboo; saavu- death ;theettu –taboo .  

 

 lúazlag(2,3,4,5,6), ašlag: fuller, felt-worker; launderer (a, 'water', + zalag, 'to 
cleanse'). 

Lúazlag   has the consonants – la- sa-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
salavai  thozhilaali [ missing letter- the -] -  fuller/ launderer ;  thozhilaali  -
worker / laborer .  

Lúazlag   has the consonants – la- sa-  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kammaalan-in  suththiyal [ missing letter- the -] -  fuller of the smith ; 
kammaalan- smith . 

Lúazlag   has the consonants – la- [- sa-] -  la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaiyal  kazhaignan [ missing letter- the -] – expert tailor; thaeiyal- stitching; 
kalaignan –artist  .  

  

 babbar(2): bright; white; the rising sun (reduplicated bar6 , 'bright, white') 
[UD archaic frequency: 419]. 

babbar   has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra - and the  original  Tamil  word is  
yezhu  naayiru –[ missing letter- zha-]-  rising  sun; yezhu –rise; naayiru –sun  . 



 
1806 

babbar   has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra - and the  original  Tamil  word is  
olirum-–[ missing letter- la-]-  bright.   

babbar   has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra - and the  original  Tamil  word is   
niram inmai- color less . 

babbar   has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra - and the  original  Tamil  word is venn 
niram [ missing letter- ka-] - white color; vennmai –white; niram- ray/ color  . 

 

 báhar: potter [BAÞAR2 archaic frequency: 50; concatenates 3 sign variants].  

báhar  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kuyavar-  potter.  

báhar  has the consonants  --pa- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
paanai  kaaran   / kumpa  kaaran – potter; paanai- pot .  

báhar  has the consonants  -pa- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mann  
paanai  seikiravar  [ missing letter- sa-]- one who makes clay  pot ; paanai –pot; 
seika- make ; seikiravar- maker .  

báhar  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
Vaet -Koavar [ missing letter  -the -] – potter.  

 

balag: lyre (?); drum (?); funeral song [? BALAG archaic frequency: 20].  

balag  has the consonants – pa- la- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pullzhaan-k -kuzhal-  reed pipe; kuzhal- pipe .  

balag  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is vil  
yaazh-  a type of lyre- bow shaped; vil- bow; yaazh-  harp .  

balag  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mayil  vadiva yaazh [ missing letter- the -] -  pea cock shaped lyre; mayil- 
peacock; vadivam- shape  . 



 
1807 

balag  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
meen vadiva yaazh [ missing letter- the -]-  fish shaped yaazh; meen- fish  . 

balag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thavil –[ missing  letter –the - ] - drum . 

balag  has the consonants – pa- la- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhavu   
paadal -–[ missing  letter –the - ] -  dirge ; padal- song ; ezavu / izhavu-  grief . 

.  

banda2,4,5: prop, support.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthu kan- -–[ missing letter- ka-] -chief support.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thunai-  support.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai thunai [ missing letter- ka-] –  support . 

bànda  has the consonants -   pa --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uthavi  pannu  [ missing letter- ka-] – to  support/ help ; pannu- do .  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaankupavan  –[ missing letter- ka-] -supporter.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
muttu kodukka  vaendum-–[ missing letter- ka-] -  to support . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
andai  kodukka vaendum -–[ missing letter- ka-] –to give a support; kodukka- 
to give .  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai kodukka  vaendum –[ missing letter- ka-]   -to give a hand ; kai- hand /arm . 



 
1808 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uthavida  vaendum  –[ missing letter- ka-]  - to help . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaaththida vaendum –[ missing letter- ka-]  –to protect ; kaaka- save . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai thookki vida vaendum –[ missing letter- ka-]   -to  pick up ; kai- hand; 
thookku-  lift.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thookki pidikka vaendum –[ missing letter- ka-]    -to support.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaankkida  vaendum –[ missing letter- ka-] - to support . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai -thoadu maanam –[ missing letter- ka-] –   a support. 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
adi  manai –  a support.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is amoa -thanam  - support. 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
udanthai – supportive.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaanu – a support.  

bànda  has the consonants -   pa -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is pakka 
thunai ––[ missing letter- ka-] –  support.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaankki –[ missing letter- ka-] –   – a support.  



 
1809 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uthai -maanam- a support.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoon-  pillar/ support.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoonam- support.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mindu-  a support.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandidu  – to  support . 

bànda  has the consonants -   pa -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
punainthidu- to support.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   sumanthidu –[ missing letter  -sa-] -  to bring up . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thanjam  adainthida –[ missing letter  -sa-] – asking for support . 

 

bànda(da): young; junior; vigorous; impetuous; fierce; proud.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinnathu- [ missing letter- sa-]- small/little . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
minjidu [ missing letter- sa-]-be proud.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maaniththidu – be proud . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maththan - proud person . 



 
1810 

bànda  has the consonants -   pa --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thann  mathippu  udaiya  manithan / maanthan -  proud person ; mathippu- 
respect  . 

bànda  has the consonants -   pa --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thann maanam  udaiya  manithan - proud person ; maanam-  respect; thun- 
self ; udaiya- has; manithan/ maanthan - man . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is uththandan – proud person.   

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is uththandam [Skt] - fierce.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is sandam[Skt]   [ missing letter- sa-]  -fierce.  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa -] -an -the -and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is theechchanam-[Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-]  -fierce. 

bànda  has the consonants -   [-pa-]  --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinam adainthida [ missing letter- sa-]- angry; sinam- anger ; adainthida- have  . 

bànda  has the consonants -   [-pa-]  --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadumaiyaanathu [ missing letter – ka-] –  fierce . 

bànda  has the consonants -   pa --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kodum  koapam kondu –[ missing letter – ka-] -fierce . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa-]  --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaattu  thanamaaka-  wild . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa-]  --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aniththaana -  brutal .  

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa-]  --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaadi- thanam-–[ missing letter – ka-] - brutal . 
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bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa-]  --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thidamaana-  vigorous . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa-]  --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thinmai – vigorous /strong   . 

bànda  has the consonants -  [- pa-]  --an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinthiyavan -–[ missing letter – ka-] -  junior.  

bànda  has the consonants -   pa---an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is ilam- 
padiyinan -–[ missing letter- la-] - junior. 

bànda  has the consonants -   pa---an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaazhntha  padi -inan  -–[ missing letter- zha-] - junior. 

bànda  has the consonants -   [- pa -] ---an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattukku  adankaatha- -–[ missing letter – ka-] -  impetuous . 

bànda  has the consonants -   [- pa -] ---an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uthth- vaekam kondu -–[ missing letter – ka-] -  impetuous. 

 

gišbanšur(2,3): table; container [? BANŠUR archaic frequency: 7; concatenates 
5 sign variants]. 

gisbansur  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]  - pa – an- sa- Ra--and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sarkku   vaikkindra  pettakam [ missing  letter- the-] – container 
for goods  ; sarakku –goods ; pettakam- container . 

gisbansur  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]  - [-pa-] – an- [-sa-]- Ra--and the  
original Tamil  word is  maraththaar aana  / palinkku karkalinaal aana  -   nilai 
maedaiyim  naarkkaaliyim  [ missing  letters- la -and- the-]- wooden / marble  
chair and table   ;  maram- wood  ;  palnikku - karkkar-  marble stones   ; nilai 
maedai –table  ;  naarkaali-  chair .             
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bappir(2/3): beer bread (a sweet and possibly pungent bread made from 
barley dough - mixed with malt [munu4 ] to make mash [titab] for beer); 
brewer [BAPPIR archaic frequency: 28; concatenates 6 sign variants]. 

bappir  has the consonants - pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  inippu  
rotti  [ missing letter- Ra-] – sweet bread; inippu –sweet .  

bappir  has the consonants - pa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
paniyaaram – a  sweet  snack  prepared in  Tamil Naadu . 

bappir  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  arisi  
saaraayam [ missing letter  -sa-]  – arrack . 

brewer[E]   has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra- va -Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  saaraayam kaachchukiravar [ missing letter –sa-]  – one who  distils 
arrack ; kaachchu- brew . 

beer [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saarayam [ missing  letter- sa-]- arrack . 

beer [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeri 
[ missing  letter – ka-] – beer . 

beer [E]  has the consonants  --pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pathaneer [ missing  letter –the -]- palm wine  . 

bread[E]  has the consonants –  pa- Ra -the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
enippu  rotti –   sweet bread ; enippu –sweet  ; rotti –bread . 

bread[E]  has the consonants –  pa- Ra -the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
paraotta-  maida bread . 

bread[E]  has the consonants –  pa-Ra -the - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is paththiri-[Malayalam] - paroatta-  maida bread. 
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bread[E]  has the consonants –  pa-Ra -the - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   dhebra –  a bread  made of pearl millet .  

bread[E]  has the consonants –  pa-Ra -the - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  bhatooora – fluffy  deep fried leavened bread of North India .   

bread[E]  has the consonants –  pa-Ra -the - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  pesarattu  [ missing letter- sa-]  - crepe like bread  made from 
mung dal  that is similar to dosa . 

bread[E]  has the consonants –  [-pa-] - Ra -the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
athirasam- [ missing letter- sa-]  - a  sweet . 

 

 barag, bára, bár; bara5,6: throne dais; king, ruler; cult platform; stand, 
support; crate, box; sack; chamber, dwelling (container plus ra(g), 'to pack') [? 
BARA2 archaic frequency: 69; concatenates 2 sign variants; ? ZATU-764 archaic 
frequency 21]. 

barag  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mannavarin ariyanai  - king’s throne; ariyanai- throne ; arima- lion  . 

barag  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mannavar –king.  

barag  has the consonants –- pa-–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is perum  
koa-   emperor  ; perum- big/ great . 

barag  has the consonants –- [-pa--] –Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kedaa vetti   kaavu  kodukkindra maedai  / koavir karuvarai [ missing letter- the 
-]  – platform  / altar for  sacrificing bull ; kedaa- goat ; vettu –cut ; kodu –give ; 
maedai –stage ; koavir – temple; koavir  =  vikaarai ; karu varai-   womb . 

barag  has the consonants –- [-pa--] –Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
koduththu uthaviduthar [ missing letter –the -] – to lend a hand ; kai- hand; 
kodu- give; uthavu- help  .  
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barag  has the consonants –- [-pa--] –Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
muttu  /andai  koduththar-[ missing letter –the -] -  to support.  

barag  has the consonants –- pa--–Ra- ka- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  paer  aatharavu [?Skt]  tharuthar -[ missing letter –the -] – to give big 
hand ; paer- big / great ; thara –give .  

barag  has the consonants –- [-pa--] –Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaankuthar-[ missing letter –the -] - support.  

barag  has the consonants –- [-pa--] –Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
naadaka kottakai- yin thani  arai /koodam -[ missing letter –the -] – separate  
sitting   place/ box in the  drama hall  ;  naadakam-  stage drama ; kottakai- 
cottage /shed  ;  thani-  separate / individual ;  arai- room . 

barag  has the consonants –- -pa--–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pon 
nakai /thankka nakai – yaei  paathu kaappaaka  vaikkira  petti -[ missing letter 
–the -] -  jewel box  ;   pon- gold ;  nakai-  jewel ;  thankkam- gold ;  pathu 
kaappu-  safty ;  petti -  box.   

barag  has the consonants –- -pa--–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
panaththai   paathu kaappaaka  vaikira   irumpu-  petti [ missing letter –the -]  
iron box  for keeping  money   ; panam- money ;  paathu kaappu –protection  ;  
vaikka- keep  ;  irumpu –iron ; petti –box. . 

barag  has the consonants –- -pa--–Ra- ka- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  kaampra- chamber.  

barag  has the consonants –- -[-pa -] -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
veettu arai- –-[ missing letter –the -]  - house room ; veedu –house . 

barag  has the consonants –- -[-pa -] –Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
arankkam- chamber/ meeting hall .  

barag  has the consonants –- pa -–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koottam kootta- padum  arai -[ missing letter –the -] – meeting  hall  ; koottam- 
meeting ;  koottu –to gather ; arai –room .  
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barag  has the consonants  [-pa-]  -–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
naduvar  mandram--[ missing letter –the -] –  court ; naduvar – judge .  

barag  has the consonants  [-pa-]  -–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanika/ vanikar  kazhakam -[ missing letter –zha-] – chamber of commerce; 
vanikam- trade .  

barag  has the consonants  [-pa-]  -–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
arasa  avai -[ missing letter- sa-] –king’s chamber  ; arasan- king ; avai –
assembly . 

barag  has the consonants –- pa- -–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    
satta mandra pirivu [ missing letters- sa  -and -the -] – assembly  branch; satta  
mandram- court; sattam- law  ; pirivu- branch  . 

barag  has the consonants –- [-pa-] - -–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kann -arai- chamber of eye  ; kann- eye ; arai –room  .  

 barag  has the consonants –- pa- -–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    
siriya  peerankai- [  missing letter- sa-]- small canon  /chamber  . 

barag  has the consonants –- pa- -–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
narampu  isai arankku  [ missing letter- sa-]- place  for chamber concert; 
narampu –string  ; isai- music ;  arankku –hall .  

 

bárag, bàra, bàr [DAG]: nest [BARA3 archaic frequency: 13]. 

bàr [DAG] has the consonants –  pa- Ra – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paraavi koodu  -bird’s nest ; paravai-  bird;  koodu- nest . 

 

 bariga [PI or UL(in Old Sumerian period)]: a measure of capacity - 36 sìla in 
the Old Sumerian period and 60 sìla in the Old Akkadian and Neo-Sumerian 
periods. Equals 6 bán. (bán-rig-a, 'the bán from picking, gleaning'). 
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bariga   has the consonants   [-pa-]- Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
marakka- Tamil unit of volume  measurement . 

bariga   has the consonants -  pa-Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
porukka koodaathu- [ missing letter- the -] -  do not pick ; porukku –pick/ 
gather ; koodaathu  – should not  . 

 

 barzil (AN.BAR): (meteoric) iron (bar6 , 'to shine', + zil, 'to cut, peel').  

barzil    has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra – [-sa-] –la and the  original Tamil  word 
is karum kol [ missing  letter –ka-] – iron; karumai-  dark.  

barzil    has the consonants – pa- Ra – [-sa-] –la and the  original Tamil  word is 
pirankkal -[ missing  letter –ka-] -  shine . 

barzil    has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra – [-sa-] –la and the  original Tamil  word 
is olira- shine . 

barzil    has the consonants – pa- Ra – [-sa-] –la and the  original Tamil  word is 
pahza tholai  uriththal [ missing  letter- the-] –  peel  the skin of the fruit ;  
pazham –fruit ;  thole- skin ; uriththal- to peel . 

barzil    has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra – [-sa-] –la and the  original Tamil  
word is aruththal  [ missing  letter- the-] - to cut . 

 

bibad[UZ.TUR]mušen: duck.  

bibad  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pettai 
vaaththu  [ missing letter- ka-] -  female duck; pettai- female ; vaathtu –duck . 

bibad  has the consonants –[- pa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aandi 
vaaththu –[ missing letter- ka-] - northern shoveler . 

bibad  has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pattai 
mandai  vaaththu  –[ missing letter- ka-]-  bar headed goose; mandai- head  . 
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bibad UZ .TUR  has the consonants – [-pa-] - the-  [- sa-] -  the- Ra- -and the  
original Tamil  word is  karuda vaaththu –[ missing letter- ka-]- ruddy shel duck   

 

billuda, biluda[PA.AN]: worship, cult, rite; ordinance. 

billuda   has the consonants  [--pa-] - la –the-   and the  original Tamil  word is   
aandavanai  vanankuthal  [ missing letter- ka-] – worshiping the god  . 

billuda   has the consonants  -pa- la –the-   and the  original Tamil  word is   
theivaththai   kumpiduthal [ missing letter- ka-] – worshiping the god  . 

billuda   has the consonants  -pa- la –the-   and the  original Tamil  word is   
thee- yaei   vazhi  paduthal  [ missing letter- ka-]-  fire  worship . 

billuda   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la –the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuthiththal- worship  . 

billuda   has the consonants  -pa- la –the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thalai   kuninthu  / mandi ittu / muthukai  valaiththu / kai kooppi -   padaiththa  
aandavanai  / vaendi   vanankuthal  vaendum  [ missing letter- ka-] –to worship  
the god with hands together in kneel down position .  

billuda   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la –the-   and the  other interpretation of 
the word is thozhuthal  / thozhukai [Arabic]   nadauththuthal  [ missing letter- 
ka-]- worship  .  

billuda   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la –the-   and the  other interpretation of 
the word is    thuvaa  [Arabic] kaettal  [ missing letter- ka-]- worship  .  

billuda   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la –the-   and the  original Tamil  word is   
kattalai-  [ missing letter- ka-]-  ordinance . 

billuda   has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la –the-   and the  original Tamil  word is   
aayuthankal--  [ missing letter- ka-]-  weapons  . 
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 gišbugin: basket; trough.  

gišbugin  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]-  pa –ka- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thompai-k-koondu [ missing letter- the -]-  a  large wicker basket.  

gišbugin  has the consonants -ka –sa- pa –ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   sampan-k-koodu -  basket made of rushes . 

gišbugin  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- pa –ka- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   panan-k-katti  kuttaan  [ missing letter- the -]-   a small  jaggery  
basket ; panan-k-katti- jiggery . 

gišbugin  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- pa –ka- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is  pookkuttaan [ missing letter- the -]-small  co coa leaf flower basket;   
poo- flower.   

 gišbugin  has the consonants -ka –sa- [-pa-] –ka- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kunji-k-koodai-[ missing letter- the -]-  a small ola  basket . 

gišbugin  has the consonants -ka –sa- [-pa-] –ka- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kasan-k-ku koodai -[ missing letter- the -]-  wicker basket.  

 

bugigx, búgin: basket (for carrying food) (cf., bunig). 

búgin   has the consonants – [ -pa-] - ka- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
unavu  koodai- [ missing letter- the -] - food basket ; unavu –food; koodai- 
basket ;  anna koodai . 

búgin   has the consonants – -pa-- ka- an - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  punakam- food.  

búgin   has the consonants – [ -pa-] - ka- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
unavu  pandam  [ missing letter- the -] - food . 
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 búgin   has the consonants – -pa-- ka- an - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  tompai -k –koondu  [ missing letter- the -]- large wicker basket   used as 
areceptcle for storing  grain . 

 

 bulug: shoot, sprout; barley malt; needle; awl; drill; seal pin; boundary post; 
border (bul, 'to sprout', + aka/ag, 'to do') [BULUG archaic frequency: 4].  

bùlug has the consonants  -pa--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is palinkku 
uoosi  [ missing leter- sa-] –needle.  

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa-] --la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is sa-k-
kiliyan uoosi [ missing leter- sa-] – cobler’s needle; sakkiliyan- shoemaker- kaal 
ani  ; kaal- leg  ; ani –wearing . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa-] --la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kaal  
ani  uoosi [ missing leter- sa-]  shoemaker’s needle ; kaal-  leg ;uoosi-  needle . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa-] --la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is ellai 
kal-  boundary  post  ; kal- stone  . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa-]--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is ellai 
koalu-  border . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa-]--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is ellai 
koadu  [ missing letter- the-] - boundary line; ellai-  border; koadu- line  . 

bùlug has the consonants  -pa--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is vilimpu –
border.  

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa- ]--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mulai viduthal  [ missing  letter- the -] - sprouting  . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa- ]--la -ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  alankal-  sprout  .  
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bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa- ]--la -ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   kanthalam-[ missing  letter- the -]-  sprout . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa- ]--la -ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   kisaalam  [ missing letter- sa-] – sprout.  

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa- ]--la -ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   visalam  -[ missing letter- sa-] - sprouting of branches of trees . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa- ]--la -ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   thooval- -[ missing  letter- the -]-  sprout. 

bùlug has the consonants  -pa-la -ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   pallavam -  sprout. 

bùlug has the consonants  -pa-la -ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  pira vaalam--[ missing  letter  -Ra-]- tender sprout.  

bùlug has the consonants  [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  valla 
ari-[ missing  letter  -Ra-]-  budding shoot.    

bùlug has the consonants  [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is ilam 
kilai- kal- tender shoots ; ilamai- youth  . 

bùlug has the consonants  -pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  arumpu  
kolla-[ missing  letter  -Ra-]-  sprouting . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa- ]--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  adi 
kolluthal [ missing  letter- the -]-  sprouting.  

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa- ]--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kilai 
viduthal [ missing  letter- the -]-  sprouting/ branch  out ; kilai- branch .  

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa- ]--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kilaiththal-  [ missing  letter- the -]-  sprouting .   

bùlug has the consonants  -pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is poaththu  
vediththal [ missing  letter- the -]-  sprouting. 
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bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa- ]--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thazhaikai  [ missing  letter- the -]- - sprouting . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa- ]--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thalaivu -[ missing  letter- the -]- - sprouting. 

bùlug has the consonants  -pa- la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   thulai   
poaduka -[ missing  letter- the -]-  to drill  ; thulai- hole  . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaal 
koathumai  maavu – Barely  flour ; maavu- flour . 

bùlug has the consonants  -pa-- la -ka - and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  pachcha  yaavulu [Telegu]   -maavu  [ missing letter- sa-] - Barely  flour. 

 

bùlug: n., pupil, novice; foster child [BULUG3 archaic frequency: 19]. v., to 
grow; to grow big; to rear, make grow.  

bùlug has the consonants  -pa--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is palliyil   
kalvi  payilum  maanavan –  student ;  kalvi- education; palli- scholl; payila- 
learn ; maanavan –student . 

bùlug has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
saalai  maanakkan /maanavakan [ missing letter- sa-] -  student . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[-pa-] --la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalviyaalan – scholar  ; kalvi  -education ;.  

bùlug has the consonants  - pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
valarppu  makan  /makal  [ missing letter- Ra-]-  foster son/ daughter . 

bùlug has the consonants  -[- pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
valar-k-ka [ missing letter- Ra-]-  to rear . 

bùlug has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
valaruka-[ missing letter- Ra-]-   grow.  
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bùlug has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is    
aalaakka - to rear  /raise . 

 

buluh: to worry; to be nervous, frightened; to hasten, hurry; fright.  

buluh has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavalai kolla- to worry ; kolla- to have . 

buluh has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kili  
kolla  -frightened. 

buluh has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is thikil 
kolla- [ missing letter- the -]  - panicky. 

buluh has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is alai 
kizhikka-[ missing letter- zha-]  - to worry/ suffer . 

buluh has the consonants  - pa--la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is alai 
keduppu [ missing letter- the -]  -worry . 

buluh has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
ezhavu  vaikka  /azhuka -  lament .  

buluh has the consonants  - pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is pikkal   
pidunkal- [ missing letter- the -] - worry / disturbances . 

buluh has the consonants  - pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is thollai 
koduththal- [ missing letter- the -] -worry  /to disturb .  

buluh has the consonants  - pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is thunpam 
koduththal / kolluthal- to worry/suffer; thunpam- suffering  . 

buluh has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
achcham kolluka [ missing letter – sa-] – frightened ; achcham- fear . 
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buluh has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thidukkeedu  kolla / thikaiththiduthal  -[ missing letter- the -]-  frightened ; 
kolla- to have  . 

buluh has the consonants  - pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is peethi 
kolluka- -[ missing letter- the -]-  frightened; peethi –fear . 

buluh has the consonants  - pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is uthaippu 
kolluka--[ missing letter- the -]-   nervous . 

buluh has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaekkam kolluka- longing . 

buluh has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
kaal/ udal/ kulai   nadkukkam  kolluthal / kidu kiduththal  --[ missing letter- the 
-]- trembling of hand/ legs /body  and heart . 

buluh has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
malaivu  kolla - frightened . 

buluh has the consonants  - [-pa-] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koalai  manam -  nervousness  ; koalai- timidity .  

buluh has the consonants  --pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
paththaam kolluka -[ missing letter- the -] - to be nervous  . 

buluh has the consonants  --pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is manam 
pada padappu kolluthal [ missing letter- the -] - to be nervous; manam- mind   . 

buluh has the consonants  --pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is manam 
para parappu  kolluthal--[ missing letter- Ra-] -to be nervous  . 

buluh has the consonants  --pa-la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kudu 
kudu -vena oaaduthal/ oaattam  pidiththal ---[ missing letter- the -] -  to be in a  
hurry  ; oaadu –run ; oaattam –running  . 
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buluh has the consonants  --[-pa -] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaeka maaka  oaaduthal ---[ missing letter- the -] – to run fast ; vaekam- speed; 
oaadu –run  . 

buluh has the consonants  --[-pa -] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is virai 
uookkam kolluka -[ missing letter- Ra-] – to be hurry . 

buluh has the consonants  --[-pa -] -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thurithamaaka   oaduthal --[ missing letter- the -]  -run fast .  

buluh has the consonants  -pa -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is thadaal 
pudaal –ena –  vaekamaaka  oaduka / oattam pidikka  -[ missing letter- the -]  -
run fast. 

buluh has the consonants  -pa -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is mikai 
aarvam  kolla -[ missing letter- Ra-] – to be anxious / hurry . 

buluh has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
viraivu  kolluka- [ missing letter- Ra-] -hurry . 

buluh has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is val 
viraivu- -[ missing letter- Ra-] - to make fast ; viraika- hurry  . 

buluh has the consonants  -pa- -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is viru 
viruppu kolluka -[ missing letter- Ra-] –hurry . 

 

bunigx, punigx, bunin: bitumen-coated reed container (for carrying liquids), 
vat, tub (bún/bugx , 'blister; to be swollen', + níg, 'valuables'). 

bunigx has the consonants  -pa- an- ka - sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is sila 
saththu   poosiya  naanar  perun-thotti [ missing  letters- la- Ra- and-  the-]- 
bitumen coated  reed  tub ;  sila saththu-  bitumen; poosu –apply  ;naanar-  
reed ;periya –big ; thotti –tub   . 

bunigx has the consonants  -pa- an- ka – [-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ponkka- to swell .  
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bunigx has the consonants  -[-pa-]- an- ka – [-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  
word is veenkka- to swell . 

 

 buranun: Euphrates river (bu5 , 'to rush around', + ra, 'to flood, overflow', + 
nun, 'great, noble'). 

buranun   has the consonants -  pa - Ra  -an –   and the  original Tamil  word is  
Porunai   aaru /  a  river in Tamil Naadu – Euphrates River . 

 

buzur(2,4,5), puzur(2,4,5): safety, security; secret, mystery; a merchandise 
tax.  

buzur  has the consonants -  pa –[-sa-]  -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
puthiraanathu  [ missing letter- the -] – mysterious  . 

buzur  has the consonants – [- pa-]  –[-sa-]  -Ra –and the   other interpretation  
of the word is   marai /  marmum[Skt]  – mysterious. 

buzur  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  –sa- -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
marai seithi –[ missing letter- the -]-  secret message .  

buzur  has the consonants -  pa—[-sa-]- -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
marai porul –[ missing letter- la-] -secret message ; porul- matter; marai- 
secret . 

buzur  has the consonants -  pa-–sa- -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
puriyaatha seithi - –[ missing letter- the -]-  mysterious matter ; puriyaathu- 
not  understanding ; seithi- message . 

buzur  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -–sa- -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
sooththiram- –[ missing letter- the -]-  secret . 
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buzur  has the consonants -  [-pa-] —[-sa-] - -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word 
is moodu  manthiram [ missing letter- the -]-  secret ; moodu –to cover/ hide; 
manthiram- magic . 

buzur  has the consonants -  [-pa-] —[-sa-] - -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word  
is   yevarukkum   theriyaathathu –[ missing letters-  ka -and- the -]-   no one 
knows about  ; theriyaathathu –not known  . 

buzur  has the consonants -  [-pa-] —[-sa-] - -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word  
is  maraivaanathu –[ missing letters-  ka -and- the -]-  secret; maraikka- to hide/ 
cover .  

buzur  has the consonants -  [-pa-] —[-sa-] - -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word  
is    kaathir kisu kisuthathu –[ missing letters-  ka -and- the -]- – whispered in 
the ears; kaathu –ear;  kisu kisuppu- gossip  . 

buzur  has the consonants -  [-pa-] —[-sa-] - -Ra –and the   other interpretation  
of the word  is   rakasiyamaanathu [?Skt] –[ missing letters-  ka -and- the -]-
secret one.  

buzur  has the consonants -  [-pa-] —[-sa-] - -Ra –and the   other interpretation  
of the word  is   antharankaamanathu  –[ missing letters-  ka -and- the -]-secret 
one/ private matter .  

buzur  has the consonants -  [- pa-] –[- sa-] - -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   eedu  thara [ missing letter- the -]- to give  security . 

buzur  has the consonants -   pa-[- sa-] - -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinaiyam thara [ missing letter- the -]-  to give  security. 

buzur  has the consonants -   pa-[- sa-] - -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruthi  thara- [ missing letter- the -]-  to give  security. 

buzur  has the consonants -  [-  pa -] - sa-- -Ra –and the   other interpretation of 
the  word is  jaameen  thara [ missing letter- the -]-  to give security. 

buzur  has the consonants -  [-  pa-] - sa- -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
saandru  thara  [ missing letter- the -]-   to give security. 
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buzur  has the consonants -  [-  pa-] - sa- -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruthi  seettu thara –[ missing letter- the -]-   to give security . 

buzur  has the consonants -  pa – [- sa-]  -Ra –and the   other interpretation of 
the  word is   paththiram  thara [ missing letter- the -]-  to give security. 

buzur  has the consonants -   pa-[- sa-] - -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
peru mathi-[ missing letter- the -]-   security . 

buzur  has the consonants -   pa-  [- sa-] - -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
aapaththu indri-[ missing letter- the -]- safely . 

buzur  has the consonants -   pa-  [- sa-] - -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
idar indri -[ missing letter- the -]-  safely.  

buzur  has the consonants -   pa-  [- sa-] - -Ra –and the  other interpretaion of 
the   word is paththiram- -[ missing letter- the -]-   safe . 

buzur  has the consonants -   pa-  [- sa-] - -Ra –and the  other interpretation of 
the   word is apayam [Skt]  thara --[ missing letter- the -]- to give  safety . 

buzur  has the consonants -   pa-  [- sa-] - -Ra –and the  other interpretation of 
the   word is pathaam thara ---[ missing letter- the -]-  to give safety  

buzur  has the consonants -   pa-  [- sa-] - -Ra –and the  other interpretation of 
the   word is raappu – safety . 

buzur  has the consonants -   pa-  [- sa-] - -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
virppanai vari [ missing letter- ka-]-  sales tax . 

 

bùzur: hand, palm. 

bùzur  has the consonants –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
karam [ missing letter- ka-] - hand . 
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 dabin [ZÌ.ŠE]: coarse (?) barley flour.  

dabin  has the consonants – the- [-pa-] - an - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thinai  -  fox tail  millet.  

dabin  has the consonants – the- [-pa-] - an - and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   thaaniyam- grain . 

ZÌ.ŠE  has the consonant-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   saamai-  little 
millet.  

 

dadag [UD.UD]: v., to clean, clear (reduplicated dág, 'brilliant, clean'). adj., 
brilliant; pure; sacred.  

dadag   has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is miikka 
thooimai kondathu  -sacred/ pure  . 

dadag   has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thoomai 
aakkiduka- to  clean . 

dadag   has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thiru 
thakkathu  [  missing letter- Ra-] –sacred . 

dadag   has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadavut 
koththa-  sacred . 

dadag   has the consonants – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is theiva 
thanmai  kondathu / theiveekamaanathu  -sacred / revered . 

dadag   has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  punitham [Skt]   kondathu  -  sacred one  

dadag   has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   nun arivu kondathu-[  missing letter- Ra-] - brilliant . 

dadag   has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   koor mathi  kondathu -[  missing letter- Ra-] –brilliant . 
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dadag   has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   pakattaanathu -[  missing letter- pa-]- brilliant . 

dadag   has the consonants – the- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   oli mikkathu [  missing letter- -la-] - brilliant . 

 

dagrim: fields, vicinity, precinct (cf., garim) (dag, 'resting place', + rim4 , 'to 
run fast'; cf., bar-rim4 ). 

dag has the  consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is oaivu  
edukkum idam- resting  place.  

dag has the  consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is idu kaadu- 
grave yard . 

dag has the  consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pinaththai  
puthiakkum  idam  [ missing letter –pa-] - burial place.  

dag has the  consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is padukkum  
idam  [ missing letter –pa-] -sleeping  place.  

dag has the  consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kan 
moodum  idam -sleeping  place.  

dag has the  consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thoonkum  
idam- sleeping  place.  

dagrim has theconsonats-  the -ka - Ra -ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayar kaattu  puram [ missing leter- pa-] – village side . 

dagrim has theconsonats-  the -ka - Ra -ma –and the  original Tamil  word is   
aadi   oaadukira  idam – place to  play  . 

dagrim has theconsonats-  the -ka - Ra -ma –and the  original Tamil  word is    
sandai idukira idam  [ missing letter- sa-] - battle field . 
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dagrim has theconsonats-  the -ka - Ra -ma –and the  original Tamil  word is   
poaridukira   idam/ maithaanam [Skt]    [ missing letter- pa-] - battle field .  

dagrim has theconsonats-  the -ka - Ra -ma –and the  original Tamil  word is    
arukae  /anmaiyir irukkindra idam – near by  place seen .  

dagrim has theconsonats-  the -ka - Ra -ma –and the  original Tamil  word is   
kannukku  ettukira  idam varai  / idam mudiaya - near by  place seen by the 
eyes . 

 

 dagal: n., width, breadth (da, 'side', + gal/gal, 'big') [AMA archaic frequency: 
241; concatenates 2 sign variants]. v., to widen, enlarge; . adj., wide, broad; 
copious.  

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  orignalTamil  word is nalla  
neelamum  akalamum kodnathu –one with good  length  and breadth. 

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
akalidam- breadth .  

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
viyalidam - breadth .  

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is ankulam- finger’s breadth . 

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   visaalam  mikkathu [ missing letter –sa-]- has good breadth .  

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is viral 
kadai  [ missing letter- Ra-]-  finger’s breadth. 

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is mayir 
kidai akalam- [ missing letter- Ra-]-  hair’s breadth . 
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dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is ponki  
vazhithal - [ missing letter- pa-]-  over flowing /copious . 

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is valam 
udaiththu- copious.  

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is mikuthi  
aakkuthal – enlarge.  

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
athikariththal- [ missing letter- Ra-]-  enlarge. 

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  kadai 
valarthal   – enlarge  . 

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is   katti  
vizhuthal- be enlarged.  

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
vilakkuthal – enlarge . 

dagal  has the consonants- the- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
polukuthal [ missing letter- pa-]-  enlarge . 

 

dakkan, daggan: harem, living quarters, chamber (dag, 'dwelling', + gan, 'to 
bear'). 

dakkan  has the consonants- the- ka- an -   and the original Tamil  word is   
veettin  ut- koodam -  inner chamber of the house.  

dakkan  has the consonants- the- ka- an -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
mandavam  -  hall .  

dakkan  has the consonants- the- ka- an -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanni   maadam-  convent.  
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 dalhamun: tornado; violent storm; duststorm; whirlpool; riot, revolt (dal, 'to 
fly', + ha-mun, 'mutually opposing or contrasting').  

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   mikuntha    vaekaththudan  adikkum  suzhal  vali /  kavu vali   [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  tornado . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   vazhakkamaakavae    puyal  mandalam konda  / nilai  konda / maiyam 
konda   idam / nilam [ missing letter – pa-] - storm   prone land  /storm belt . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kalakam undakka vaendum - to make a riot . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   ozhunku  kaedu  undaakkuka  / thoonduka / moottuka  - to   induce 
riot   . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other 
interpretation of the word is   amali  thumali undaakkuka -  to  indulge in riot. 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other 
interpretation of the word is   naattil   kuzhappam  undakka  vaendum [ 
missing letter – pa-] –to make a  riot in the state  .    

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is koottahthil   kalatta  undakka  vaendum –to 
indulge in riot in a gathering/ meeting .  

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   thittam  ittu oru  kalavaraththai uruvaakka 
vaendum -[ missing letter – Ra-] -  to plan for a  riot . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  santhaiyil / vanika valakaththil    kai kalappil  
eedu pada  vaendum [ missing letters- pa –and- sa-]-  to make riot in the 
market  or shooping complex .  
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dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is naattin amaithikku   kaedu vilaivikka vaendum- to 
make a riot  against  the  peaceful state . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  panthiyil   kali yaattam  poada  vaendum [ 
missing letter – pa-] - -   to indulge in riot   [ in a feast] .  

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   kooda ozhukkam kondida  - morally  bad .  

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is    naattai  aandidum  kodun-k- kole mannanukku 
ethiraaka  kilarnthu  yezhintha  vandum [ missing letter – Ra-] -  to raise against 
the dictator . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   karai  purandu  oadum  Caveri  /Tigris aathu  
vellaththil  undaana   neer  suzhal - [ missing letters pa – sa -and - Ra-] – 
whirlpool in Tigris River flood . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  aalam katti   mazhi  pozhinthida [ missing letter- 
pa- ]-  hail storm . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  vaekamaaka  adikkum  kaathu /kadu veli   munn 
maari – yaei   kotta [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  dust storm . 

 

dalhamun4: confusion, disorder. 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuzhappam  konda manathu [ missing leter- pa-]  -confused mind.  

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mana kalakkam  kondida- mental confusion.  
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dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mathi  mayakkam  kolla  vaendum -   to  have mental confusion.  

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  manathil  kalavaram undaaka- / yaerpada [ missing letter- Ra-] –
mental  disturbance . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  manathil kalaevaram   undaaka [ missing letter- Ra-] – mental  
disturbance . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  manathil  thadumaatram  undaaka [ missing letter- Ra-] – to have  
mental  disturbance . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   manathil aakulam undaaka- – to have  mental  disturbance . 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   ozhunku  inmai  undaaka -  disorder. 

dalhamun  has the consonants – the-  la- ka –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   alan-kola-maanathu – disorderd . 
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                                                           Page-53.  

 

anna, dana: road-length measure, 'march' = 30 UŠ = 21600 cubits = ca. 6.7 
miles/10.8 kilometers; double hour (twelfth part of a full day) = the time it 
takes to march a length of 1 danna (Akkadian etymology from 'place of 
strength or safety') [DANNA archaic frequency: 2].  

dana has the consonants   - the-an-  –and the  original Tamil  word is   adai 
kanakku [ missing letter- ka-]-   foot measurement /  land measurement ;  adi- 
foot ; kanakku- measurement . 

 

didila: very small, young.  

didila  has the consonants   - the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
kozhunthu [ missing letter- ka-] -  young . 

didila  has the consonants   - the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
ilamaiyaanathu – young  . 

 

didli: assorted, various; separate, individual, single (reduplicated dili). 

didli    has the consonants-  the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thani  aal-  
individual  . 

didli    has the consonants-  the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is oththai al- 
single person . 

didli    has the consonants-  the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thundaaduthal- divide.  

didli    has the consonants-  the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pilaththal- [ 
missing letter- pa-] - spilt.  
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didli    has the consonants-  the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pala tharam 
[ missing letters- pa- and- Ra-] – various types ; pala – poly  ;tharam- type . 

didli    has the consonants-  the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pala 
vitham- [ missing letters- pa- and- ka-] -  various . 

didli   has the consonants-  the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vitha 
vithamaana vakai kalil [ missing letter –ka-]  –assorted  . 

 

 digir, dingir: god, deity; determinative for divine beings (di, 'decision', + gar, 
'to deliver'). 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Aandaavar -  god.  

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thiru Murugan –Marduk . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kurinchchi  aandavar  [ missing letter  -sa-] – Murugan /Marduk  ; kurinchhi- 
mountain ;aandavar- god  . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Aaru  Mukaththoan –one with six faces - Murugan /Marduk ; aaru -6; mukam- 
face   . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Aru Padai veedu  konda Thiru Murugan-[ missing letter – pa-]-  Murugan with 
six abodes  ; aaru -6; padai  veedu –abode  ; konda  having  .  

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Thir Aavinan kudi  Murugan – Plani Murugan . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Thiru Vaedaka Murugan -  Swami Malai Murugan . 
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dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Thiru Para kundraththu Muruga Perumaan -[ missing letter – pa-]    . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Thiru  Senthoor Murugan [ missing letter  sa-] – Murugan /Marduk   . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Thiru Thanikai  Kundraththu   Murugan  . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Thiru Azhakar Malai – yil vaazhum   Murugan [ missing letter  -la  /zha-] ; malai- 
mountain; vaazhum- living . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kathiravan –sun.  

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kathiraesan [ missing letter  sa-] – Murugan /Marduk   . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Thiru Kumaran -Murugan /Marduk; thiru- holy   .  

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
Muththu Kumaran -Murugan /Marduk  . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Saevar kodiyoan -  [ missing letter  sa-] - Murugan   who  has the rooster in his 
flag ; saevar- rooster; kodi- flag . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kundra kudiyoan-  Murugan the mountain dweller; kundram-  hill .   

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaaththavaraayan -  the king who  is the protector .    

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is Dina karan [Skt] - sun . 
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dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is kaarththikaeyan [Skt] - Murugan /Marduk  . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thannai  thaane  thoandriyan/ uru kondavan-  /thoattram eduththavan-  one 
who  came on his own . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Theiva Thirumakan  - god . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Ondi Karuppan [ missing letter  - pa-] - a Dravidian god.  

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
endrendum  eruppavan-[ missing letter  - pa-] -  eternal one   . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Muttrarivoan  - the first one / one who knows all . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   Varththa Maanar [Skt] - universal witness.  

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   Varathan [Skt] .  

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   Vaethaarththan [Skt] . 

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   Guna Paththiran [ missing letter –pa-]  .  

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   Theerththan-k-karar [Skt]  .  

dingir has the consonants – the- an -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Muni Aandavar   -lord  Siva the sun god. 
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 dìlib: hair, locks (cf., dalla, 'beam, ray', dálla, 'needle', and dul; dal, 'to cover, 
clothe, hide').  

dìlib has the consonants  -the - la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thalai   mudi –scalp hair ; mudi- hair; thalai- head . 

dìlib has the consonants  -the - la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is thalai 
kudumi [ missing letter- ka-] -  hair lock  ;  thalai- head  . 

dìlib has the consonants  -the - la –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pinniya 
thalai  mudi  - plaited  hair ; pinnu –to plait .  

dìlib has the consonants  -the - la –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   pen -
nin koonthal [ missing letter- ka-] -  women’s hair; penn –woman  . 

dal  has the consonants -  the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mooduthal – 
to cover . 

dal  has the consonants -  the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   aadai anithal 
– clothe ; anithal- wear. 

dal  has the consonants -  the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   aadai 
saaththuthal  [ missing letter- sa-] -cloth . 

dal  has the consonants -  the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is aadai 
puthiththal  [ missing letter- pa-] –cloth . 

dal  has the consonants -  the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    aadaiyaal  
udalai mooduthal –cloth / to cover the body  with cloth ; aadai/ udai – clothe ; 
udal- body ; moodu –to cover . 

dal  has the consonants -  the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    
udaiuduththuthal- clothe . 

dal  has the consonants -  the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  oliththal/ 
olinthiduthal   - to hide.   



 
1842 

dal  has the consonants -  the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoale- 
leather /skin .   

dal  has the consonants -  the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pathanitta 
thoale  aadai  [ missing letter –pa-]-   leather clothe . 

clothe[E]   has the consonants-    ka- la- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
udaikal /aadaikal – clothes . 

hide [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  moodi vaikka – to cover; moodu- to cover.  

hide [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  puthaiththu  vaikka [ missing letter –pa-]- - to bury; puthai- bury; 
vaikka- keep  . 

hide [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   pathukki vaikka-[ missing letter –pa-]-  hide . 

hide [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  oliththu  vaikka  [ missing letter– la-] - hide  

hide [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   thevitta- hide.  

hide [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   adaiththu vaikka- hide .  

hide [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  oadi  onduka- to hide  oneself   . 

hide [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   adakki  vaikka - hide  /control . 

hide [E]  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
ama sadakkam [Skt]  seika [ missing letter- sa-] -  to hide . 

 



 
1843 

dílim, dél: spoon (dal, 'to fly, remove', + eme, 'tongue').  

*dilim  has the consonants – the- la- am-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaalam- tongue.   

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paaithal [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -fly . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thuyal thal – 
fly.  

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  eduththal  
/azhithtal   –remove / delete . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ozhiththal -  
remove/ kill / ruin . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaniththal – 
remove / alleviate / ease . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ottuthal –
remove . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  oamputhal [  
missing  letter- pa-] –remove . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sannuthal  [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - remove . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sinthuthal   [  
missing  letter- sa-] - remove . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  seiththal- [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -remove . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaatuthal  - 
remove  . 



 
1844 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thudaiththal  
- remove  / to expel/ dismiss . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thumithal –
remove . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thoal thal – 
remove. 

 del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nuthuthal –
remove . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maattuthal – 
remove . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  meelthal / 
meettal- remove – to cause to disappear . 

*del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thallu – 
remove .  

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
ladle [E] – spoon . 

del  has the consonants – the- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thamali –
ladle. 

 

dìlim[BUN]: funnel-shaped bowl containing seeds for the drill plow. 

dilimbun  has the consonants  -the-  la –ma-  pa- an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalappai -yin   punal  /  pei  kuzhal   vadaivam  konda   vithai  kudam / 
kalayam  [ missing letter- ka-] – funnel  shaped  seed bowl  of the plough ;  
kalappai – plough   ;  pei  kuzhal- funnel;  vadivam-  shape  ;  konda- having ; 
vithai  manikal- seeds ;kudam/ kalayam- pot  / vessel . 

 



 
1845 

 dilmun- ki: the island of Bahrain, noted for its sweet water springs (cf., 
tilmun) [DILMUN archaic frequency: 35].  

dilmun - ki  has the consonants - the -la -ma -an –ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kudikka nalla thanni   kidai-k-kum  theevu / Tamil  nilam  -the island  
where one can have good drinking water;  kudikka  -to drink ;  nalla- good; 
thanni- water; kidaikkum- available ; thjeevu- island  . 

dilmun has the consonants - the -la -ma -an   and the  original Tamil word is   
Tamil Naadu /Tamil Munn-  land of Tamil  people; naadu –state; munn- land  .  

 

dimgul: mast (dim, 'to bond, tie', + gul, 'enormous').  

dimgul  has the consonants –the- ma- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaappal kodi kampum [ missing letter- pa-]- ship mast/ flag post; kappal- ship . 

 

dinig[KI.NE]: potash; salt; crucible, kiln, brazier; air vent (dè, 'ashes', + naga, 
'potash').  

dinig  has the consonants -  the- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaathu  
oattai  / vanthu  oattai -  hole for air; kaathu- wind ; oattai- hole  . 

dinig  has the consonants -  the- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thonkum  kannaan  - hanging brazier ; kannaan thaanki .  

dinig  has the consonants -  the- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kundu 
soolai  [ missing letters- sa -and -la-]-  circular kiln . 

dinig  has the consonants -  the- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuyavanudaiya sullai –[ missing letters- sa -and -la-]-  potter’s  klin ; kuyavan-
potter .  



 
1846 

dinig  has the consonants -  the- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  soottu  
aduppu ittu  kaainthida seika –[ missing letters- sa -and -pa-]-  – klin dry ; 
soodu- hot  ;aduppu- oven .  

dinig  has the consonants -  the- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   sil 
patha -vunavu –[ missing letters- la- - sa -and -pa-]-  salt.  

dinig  has the consonants -  the- an -ka -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is inthu  uppu katti  [ missing letter- pa-] -   rock salt . 

dinig  has the consonants -  the- an -ka -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kannaan / kammiya-nin / thattaanin   puda kukai / pidai   / mat kukai [ 
missing letter –pa-]- crucible.  

 

dirig, diri, dir [SI.A]: n., addition; excess; overdraft; trouble; amount by which 
credits of an account tablet exceed debits - appears in the credits section of 
the succeeding period's account tablet; intercalary month after either 11th 
month or 12th month (based as much on whether the winter crop will be 
ready for the harvest month as on the need to reconcile the lunar year with 
the solar year, which required an average of 7 intercalary months in 19 years) 
(cf., (gi)ušub). v., to go over; to float (with the current); to exceed, stand out; 
to be extra; to be darkened, eclipsed; to be erased; to be greater than, to 
surpass, to be supreme over (with dative/locative). adj., superior, 
outstanding; surplus; superfluous; additional.  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is kanakku koottuthar- addition/ maths ;kanakku- calculation /accounts ; 
koottuthar-  to  add .  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  Caveri  
/Tigris    aatrin   vaekaththoadu  neenthi  mithanthiduthar / neenthi  
kadaththar– to  float  in the  River  Tigris  ; aaru-  river;  vaekam –speed;   
neenthu- swim  ; mithanthida- to float . 



 
1847 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kadanthiduthar -  to go over . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
meeruthar   -exceed . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mikuthar –exceed . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
noonkuthar- exceed    . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vinjuthar- exceed  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  peru-
kida –[ missing letter- pa-] - exceed . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mikai 
paduthar ––[ missing letter- pa-] -exceed . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   athikarikka [Skt]  - exceed . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
uyarththiduka - exceed . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is kattu 
kadaththar - exceed ; kadanthida- to cross . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
varampu  meerida–[ missing letter- pa-]– exceeding the limit ; varampu- limit  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is ellai 
meeriduka –[ missing letter- la-] -exceeding the limit ; meeriduka- exceed; 
ellai- limit/ border  . 



 
1848 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is    athi raekam- surplus . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is uru 
mikai  kondathu – surplus .  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuthaiyaaka erukkindrathu – surplus  ; mikuthi –excess .  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  extra [E] [  missing letter- sa-]  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaendiya  thaevaikku kooduthar – surplus . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is meethi  
erukkindra kosuru / kasar [  missing letter- sa-]-  remaining  extra  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
varumaana mikuthi  / varuvaai mikuthi  -surplus income . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
michcham  meethi  iruppavai- [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-]- the remaining . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
neekkuthar – erase / remove  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadaththai  / suvadu   kandu  ariyaa vannam  thudaithu  viduka [  missing 
letter- sa-]- - wipe out; thadam – foot print ; kandu ariya - see /know  ;   kandu  
ariyaa -  can not see  ; thudaiththidu   -wipe out . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   viratti 
adikka- drive out; virattuka- chase away ; adikka- beat  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
manthaaram iduka -darken  . 



 
1849 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
eruttuaaka -darken  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kanaiththar – darkened / neigh . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
vannam karuththida – sky  becoming dark ; vaanam-  sky  ;karukka- to become 
dark . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathiravan  maerkkae  maraiyim naeram   - vaana karukka thuvankkum  –when 
the sunsets  -darkness begins;  vaanam –sky ;  karukka- to get dark ; 
thuvankka- to start   . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   kum-
iruttaaka- pitch  dark .  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is antha kaaram-[Skt] -  pitch dark . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
karumai thoaintha- murky  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is oli  
mankuthar-[ missing letter- la-] -  eclipse.    

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is eruttu 
adikka- darkened  /eclipse . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
kathiravan maraippu  [ missing letter –pa-] -  sun eclipse ; kathiravan- sun . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is thinkar 
maraippu [ missing letter –pa-] -moon eclipse ;  thinkkar-  moon; maraikka-  to 
cover .  



 
1850 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathiravani  idai nindru  thadukkum  thinkkar  /vaan mathi / tharaikkum 
kathiravanukkum  idaiyae thinkkar – moon in between the earth and the sun – 
sun eclipse; kathiravan - sun ;  idai-  in between ; nindru- standing ;  
thadukkum- blocking  ;thinkkar- moon  ;  vaa mathi- moon; vaan- sky ;mathi- 
moon .  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaan 
mathikkum  kathiravanukkum  idaiyae  tharai  nindru  thadukka – earth in 
between the sun and  the moon – moon eclipse; thadukka- block .  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   vimarththanam [Skt] – eclipse.  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   chandra kirakanam [Skt]  [ missing letter – pa-] -  moon eclipse; 
chandran- moon ; kirakanm- eclipse  . 

 dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  arththa [Skt]   / paathi / pakuthi  kirakanam [ missing letter – pa-]- half 
eclipse  ;  arththa- half; paathi - half ; pakuthi- part ; kirakanam – eclipse  .  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kanda  kirakanam [Skt] – partial eclipse . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   Rahu  ketu [ Skt] .  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
siranthida  seika [ missing letter –sa-] –  to surpass . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is munthi  
sendriduka [ missing letter –sa-] –  to surpass. 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is maer 
sendriduka [ missing letter –sa-] –  to surpass. 



 
1851 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  other interpretaion of the  
word is  visahesa pirapaavam [Skt]  adaithar  [ missing letters   -pa -and- –sa-] –  
to surpass. 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is uyarvu 
mikka   -supreme / highest . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is oppu 
uyarvu  atra  -[ missing letter – pa-] -supreme / ultimate . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
oppaarum  mikkarum  indri -[ missing letter – pa-]- supreme / ultimate . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is mika 
sirantha [ missing letter –sa-]- supreme/ best  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  other interpretaion of the  
word is  para para vasthu [ missing letters – pa -and- sa-] – supreme being.   

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is muthar 
tharam kondathu – first  quality; muthar- first  ;tharam- standard ;  kondathu- 
having  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
mooththavar –superior / person . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
uyarnthavan - superior / person . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
siranthavar[ missing letter –sa-]-  –superior/ person . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is kan -
kaanikkidravar  -supervisor  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
maenmai  kondavar-superior  / person . 



 
1852 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is uyar  athikaari  -  higher official ; uyar- high . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   thalaivar / muthalvar  [ missing letter- la-]- principal / head  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   kanni  thuraviyar  – mother superior ; kanni –virgin ;thuravi- monk. 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   thiru mada/ kuru [Skt]  mada  thalaivar [ missing letter- la-]- – head of 
the mut ; thiru- holy; madam- mut ; thalaivar-  head . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  mikuntha  thakuthi  kondavar- eligible person ; thakuthi- qualification . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   kotraen -  superior  wild honey  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is    varavu vaiththar- credit. 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   kadan koduththar- credit ;kadan- loan; koduththar- giving . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   kadanu-k-kaana virpanai –credit  sale  ;virppanai- sale; kadan –loan . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   patru vaikka /patru pathivu[ missing letter-pa-]-  debit. 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   patru  varavu   kanakku -[ missing letter-pa-]-  debit and credit   
account  ; kanakku –accounts .  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   kathiravan aandu – sun year  ; kathiravan –sun ;aandu –year .  



 
1853 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   thinkkar  aandu- moon year  ;thinkkar- moon/ month  .   

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   muthar thinkkar- first  month ; muthar –first;  thinkaar- month  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   erandaam thinkker- 2nd month  ; ernadu -2. 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   moondram thinkar- 3rd month ;  moondru -3. 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is naankaam thinkar-  4th month ; naanku -4  .   

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is aeinthaam thinkar – 5th month  ; aeinthu  -5  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is- aaraam thinker- 6th month  ;  aaru -6  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is en thinkar – 8th month  ;   en-  8 . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  thondaam thinkar- 9th month  ; thondu -9. 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  paththaam thinkar- 10 th month ; paththu -10  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is pathi nondraam thinkar [ misisn letter- pa-]  – 11th month  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is pan- erandaam thinkar – 12 th month  ; paththu -10 ; erandu- 2 .  

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is idai uooraaka-  trouble . 



 
1854 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   thontharavaaka- trouble.  

trouble [E]   has the consonants- the -Ra –[-pa-] - la  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  thollai tharuthal- trouble ; thollai-  trouble ; tharuthal –giving . 

trouble [E]   has the consonants- the -Ra –[-pa-] - la  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   idar  seithal  [ missing letter- sa-]  - trouble; idar-  trouble .  

trouble [E]   has the consonants- the -Ra –pa- la  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  mana ulaichchal  tharuthal [ missing letter- sa-]  - to give  trouble; 
tharuthal -  giving  

trouble [E]   has the consonants- the -Ra –[-pa-] - la  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   idainjal tharuthal [ missing letter- sa-]  - trouble; idainjal- trouble .  

trouble [E]   has the consonants- the -Ra –-pa-- la  -   and the   other 
interpretation of the word is pirachchinai  tharuthal [ missing letter- sa-]  -
trouble ; pirachchanai- problem /trouble  ;thara- give .  

trouble [E]   has the consonants- the -Ra –pa- la  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  thunpam tharuthal – trouble ; thunpam- trouble  ;tharuthal –giving  . 

trouble [E]   has the consonants- the -Ra –[-pa-] - la  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   thuyar  tharuthal – trouble; thuyaram-  trouble . 

trouble [E]   has the consonants- the -Ra –[-pa-] - la  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   alanthoar-  those in trouble . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   muthirntha  ner - kathair  aruvadai   -  paddy  harvest ; muthirntha- 
mature ; ner kathir-  paddy  crop   ;aruvadai-  harvest . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   aruvadai paruvam  [ missing letter –pa-]  - harvest  time; aruvadai- 
harvest; paruvam –season  . 
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dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  kathir  aruththu   kuvikka – harvest ; arukka- reap ; kuvikka- to heap . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   aruvi- vettu/ kathir vettu   -harvest  . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  koormai kondathu -  sharp  one / out standing  ; koormai- sharp; 
konda- having   . 

dirig has the consonants – the- Ra –ka-  and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   nun -arivu  kondathu – intelligence/ outstanding ; arivu – intelligence . 

 

gišdubšik[ÍL], dupsik: basket.  

dupsik   has the consonants  -the- pa –[-sa-]  -ka -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   koodai  / poo koodai-  flower basket;  koodai petti ; poo- flower; 
koodai- basket .  

dupsik   has the consonants  -the- pa –[-sa-]  -ka -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kadaka petti-  basket . 

dupsik   has the consonants  -the- pa –[-sa-]  -ka -   and the other interpretation  
of the  word is  pidakam  -basket. 

dupsik   has the consonants  -the- pa –[-sa-]  -ka -  and the other interpretation  
of the  word is paedikai – basket.     

dupsik   has the consonants  -the- [-pa-]  –[-sa-]  -ka -  and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is   vatti/ vattikai  -basket . 

dupsik   has the consonants  -the- [-pa-]  –[-sa-]  -ka -  and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is   kottu koodai- cup  shaped basket . 
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dupsik   has the consonants  -the- [-pa-]  –-sa- -ka -  and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is   soaththu  / unavu  koodai  - food basket; 
unavu- food; saatham- cooked food  . 

dupsik   has the consonants  -the- pa-–-[- sa-] - -ka -  and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is    kuppai  koodai- waste basket ; kuppai- waste .  

dupsik   has the consonants  -the- pa-–-[- sa-] - -ka -  and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  kumai koodai- clothes baasket  . 

dupsik   has the consonants  -the- [ -pa-] –-[- sa-] - -ka -  and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is   kodi koodai –wicker basket .  

gišdubšik[ÍL] has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] -the –pa-  [-sa-]–ka- la –and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  thennai/ panai  olai  keeththai kondu  
azhakaana  koodai   onnu  mudaiya vaendum – to make a reed basket; thennai 
/ panai- palm tree ;  olai- ola;  azhaku- beautiful  ;koodai- basket ; onnu- one/ 
mudaiya –to weave  .  

 

dubur(2): testicles (dub, 'to store; to pour', + ir(2), 'tears or any bodily 
secretion').  

dubur  has the consonants-  the- pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aanin 
pirappu uruppu - male genitals;aan- male; pirappu- birth; uruppu- body part  . 

dubur  has the consonants-  the- [-pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word is  aanin  marma sthaanam[Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-] -  male private 
part  ;aan- male; sthaanam- place . 

dubur  has the consonants-  the- [-pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word is   mooththiram – urine.  

dubur  has the consonants-  the-[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vinthu neer [ missing leter- ka-]-  semen ;  vinthu  thiravam; vinthu- semen; 
thiravam- liquid  . 
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dubur  has the consonants-  the- pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
pidukku  neeer [ missing leter- ka-]-  semen ; pidukku- male gential; neer- 
water ;   pidukku  =  kottai pai ; kottai –testis; pai - bag .  

dubur  has the consonants-  the- [-pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word is  suvaetha [ Skt]  neer [ missing leter- ka-]- white water   . 

dubur  has the consonants-  the-[- pa-] - Ra- and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is aadai otti neer – semen ;aadai- clothe ; otta– to stick; neer- water .   

dubur  has the consonants-  the-[- pa-] - Ra- and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is    amutha neer   /aru marunthu -  elixir . 

dubur  has the consonants-  the-[- pa-] - Ra- and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  ondru-   semen ; uthiram- blood  . 

dubur  has the consonants-  the- [-pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word is   intheriyam [Skt] – semen . 

dubur  has the consonants-  the- pa- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is  pinda  neer– semen  . 

dubur  has the consonants-  the- [-pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word is  suratha thaathu [Skt]  -semen . 

dubur  has the consonants-  the-[- pa-] - Ra- and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  aanin  uyir anu  udaiya neer / maani  thanner – semen; aan- male; 
uyir- life; anu- cell ; udaiya- having ; neer –water  . 

dubur  has the consonants-  the- [- pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word is  ratham – saliva . 

dubur  has the consonants-  the-[- pa-] - Ra- and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kanneer  uthira / uthirkka [ missing leter- ka-]-  – run as  tears . 

dubur  has the consonants-  the-[- pa-] - Ra- and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kanneer  thaarai [ missing leter- ka-]- – flood of  tears; kann neer- 
tears  ;  kann- eye; neer- water .  
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dugud: n., weight; cloud [DUGUD archaic frequency: 2]. adj., massive; heavy; 
difficult, hard (du7 , 'complete', + gud, 'bull'). 

dugud has the consonants  - the - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuntha edai  kondathu – heavy  one; eadai- weight ; mikunta- excess  . 

dugud has the consonants  - the - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuntha  kanam  kondathu -   one with  heavy weight ; mikuntha- excess;  
kanam- weight ; kondathu- having . 

dugud has the consonants  - the - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is idai 
kattu – balancing weight  

dugud has the consonants  - the - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is edai 
yaei  kandidu / kanaththai kandidu/ kanakkidu - estimate weight ; kanakkidu- 
to calculate. 

dugud has the consonants  - the - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
maeka kootam – cloud bank . 

dugud has the consonants  - the - ka –the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vidatham – cloud . 

dugud has the consonants  - the - ka –the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   thoakkumum – cloud as giving water.  

dugud has the consonants  - the - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikavum  kadinamaanathu -  most difficult one . 

dugud has the consonants  - the - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikavum  kettiyaanathu -  hard one  

du  has the consonant - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  mudi – complete . 

gud  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kedaa 
maadu- bull.  
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gud  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aattu keda- 
goat . 

gud  has the consonants - ka -the -and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
goat [E] . 

complete[E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- pa- la -the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kodukkapatta  vaelai- yaei    seithu  mudiththal  vaendum [ missing 
letter- sa-] – to complete  the work given ;  mudiththu  koduththal vaendum . 

complete[E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- [-pa-]- la -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  semmai kattuthal [ missing letter- sa-] -complete . 

complete[E]  has the consonants-  ka –ma- [-pa-]- la -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thalai   kattuthal vaendum - complete . 

 

 IMdungu: cloud, cloudbank. 

IMdungu has the consonants  -ma-  the –an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaan maeka  koottam  / karu  mukir  koottam [ missing letter- Ra-] – dark 
clouds of the sky ; vaan- sky ; maekam[Skt] - cloud ; karu – dark; mukir- cloud ; 
koodu- to assemble  . 

 

 durah, dàra, dàr: mountain goat buck; ibex (dur, 'bond, tie', + áhi, 'arm') 
[DARA3 archaic frequency: 11; concatenation of 4 sign variants]. 

durah  has the consonants – the- Ra -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is varai 
aadu –mountain goat . 

ahi  has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai- hand.  

 

 durun: (cf., duruna).  
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duruna, durun, dúru, dúr; durunx [DÚR.DÚR]: n., buttocks; anus; dwelling 
[DUR2 archaic frequency: 52]. v. plural, to sit; to be seated; to break wind; to 
dry out; to occupy, dwell; to set down, place (objects) (plural, cf., singular tuš) 
(èd, 'to bring down (or up); to exit, drain' + úr, 'root, lap, thighs', + ùga/un, 
'people'). 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  sooththu 
puram -  [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-]- back  side / buttock side; sooththu- 
buttock; puram- side  . 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the   other interpretation  of the   
word is piruttam/ peruththa puttam  [ missing leter- pa-] – buttock; peruththa- 
big; puttam- buttock . 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  erukkaiyir  
utkaara  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]  - to sit ; erukkai- seat; utkaaru –to sit  . 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the   other interpretation  of the   
word is amara  [Skt] vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]  - to sit  . 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kudar vaai  
[ missing letter- ka-]  -anus ; kudal- gut; vaai- mouth .  

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  veettir 
indru  eravu  thankuthar   vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]   -to stay in the house 
tonight ; veedu- house; indru- today ; eravu- night; thankku –stay . 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   thanki 
irukkai - [ missing letter- ka-]- to stay  .   

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is irai 
koornidu [ missing letter- ka-]   -  dwell . 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is uraithar – 
dwell.  
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dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is maevuthar 
[ missing letter- ka-]   - dwell. 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is uraividam- 
[ missing letter- ka-]  -  dwelling  place . 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is iruppidam-
[ missing letter- pa-]- dwelling place.   

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is kudi yaeru 
/  kudi  iru   [ missing letter- ka-]  - to settle / inhabit . 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is koodi 
irukkai -[ missing letter- ka-]  – dweling  together . 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the   other interpretation  of the   
word is varutham –-[ missing letter- ka-]-  dwell.  

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the   other interpretation  of the   
word is   sanjariththidu [Skt]  [ missing leter- sa-]-  dwell . 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is kaatru  
piriya- -[ missing letters- ka- and- pa-]-  to break wind ; kaatru- wind; piriya- to 
pass . 

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is ularnththa 
[ missing letter- la-] – to dry  .  

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is mazhai 
indri [  missing letter- la-]-  without rain ; mazhai- rain .  

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is eeram  
indri /thanneer indri / neer indri- dried out; eeram- moisture ; indri- without;   
thanneer- water.  

dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is kaaithar- –
-[ missing letter- ka-]- dry out.  
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dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is varanda-–-
[ missing letter- ka-]- dried out.  

  dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is vatriya -[ 
missing letter- ka-]- dried out. 

  dúru  has the consonants - the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is vadi 
kattuthar- [ missing letter- ka-]-  drain . 

 

 dúruna, dilina, dìlim: oven for baking and roasting.  

dúruna  has the consonants- the -Ra -an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  rotti  
sudum  munn  aduppu /   soottu aduppu  /adu manai   [ missing letters- pa -
and -sa-]-  thanthoori ;  rotti- bread; sudu- roast; munn- soil  ;aduppu- oven ; 
adu mani- kitchen . 

 

ebir(2), epir(2): small pot; beer mug.  

 ebir  has the consonants -  pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is sriya paani 
[missing letter- sa-] – small pot;  siriya- small ; paanai- pot. 

ebir  has the consonants -  pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is periya paanai- 
big pot  ; periya- big.    

 ebir  has the consonants -  pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is saaraya 
panai – [ missing letter- sa-] -arrack pot; saaraayam- arrack  . 

 

ebla: a watery type of beer - 'light beer' (íb, 'waist', + lal/lá, 'to lessen'). E 

ebla  has the consonants - pa –la- -and the  original Tamil  word is   puliththa 
kallu [ missing letters- the- and -ka-]-  alcohol ; puliththa- sour . 
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íb, has the consonant- pa- and the  interpretation  of the word is nusuppu [ 
missing letter- sa-] – waist.  

íb, has the consonant- pa- and the  interpretation  of the word is musippu 
missing letter- sa-] – waist.  

íb, has the consonant-  pa- and the   original Tamil  word is  iduppu  [ missing 
letter  -the -] –waist . 

íb, has the consonant-  [-pa-] - and the   original Tamil  word is  nadu  [ missing 
letter-the-]  -waist . 

íb, has the consonant-  [-pa-] - and the   original Tamil  word is   madi [ missing 
letter-the-] -  waist . 

íb, has the consonant-  [-pa-]- and the   original Tamil  word is   arai [ missing 
letter –Ra-] –waist.  

íb, has the consonant- pa- and the  interpretation  of the word is uththaanam – 
missing letter-the-] -  waist . 

íb, has the consonant- pa- and the  interpretation  of the word is putti [ missing 
letter-the-] – waist.  

íb, has the consonant-  [- pa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is ekku/ 
ukkam – [ missing letter- ka-] - waist . 

íb, has the consonant-  [- pa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is ammani –
waist . 

waist [E]  has the consonants - va – [-sa-]  -the -and the   interpretation  of the  
word is kadi  -waist.  

waist [E]  has the consonants - va – [-sa-]  -the -and the   interpretation  of the  
word is  kadi thadam- waist . 

waist [E]  has the consonants - va – [-sa-]  -the -and the   interpretation  of the  
word is   kappadaa [ missing letter- pa-]  -waist.  
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waist [E]  has the consonants - va – [-sa-]  -the -and the   original Tamil  word is 
kundi- waist.  

waist [E]  has the consonants - va – [-sa-]  -the -and the   original Tamil  word is 
kodi  idai-  slender waist ; kodi- vine; idai- hip . 

 

dakua(2): fish bones (adda, 'skeleton', + ku6/kua, 'fish'). 

dakua   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is meenin 
thalai vaalam [ missing letter- la-]  -fish bone ; meen- fish . 
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edimx, edin: earthenware vat for oil and fats. 

edimx,  has the consonants - the- ma -ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ennai kudam -  oil  pot   ;  ennai – oil  ;  kudam- pot  .  

 

 edin, eden: n., steppe, plain; grazing land between the two long rivers; back, 
spine (éd, 'to send forth', + in, 'straw') [EDIN archaic frequency: 5]. prep., on; 
against. 

eden  has the consonants - the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  naadu – 
state  / steppe . 

eden  has the consonants - the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  munn 
maadu  - mound ;  munn- soil; maedu –raised place . 

eden  has the consonants - the -an -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   maithaanam [Skt] -  plains  . 

eden  has the consonants - the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   thirantha 
idam / munn [ missing letter- Ra-]- open place/ ground ; thirantha- open; 
idam-place . 

eden  has the consonants - the -an -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  thantham  - grazing land . 

eden  has the consonants - the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  aadu 
maadu  maeinthidum  kaadu  [  missing letter- ka-]- grazing land ; maeinthida- 
pasture  ;  aadu-  goat; maadu- cattle ; kaadu- ground . 

eden  has the consonants - the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   muthuku 
thandu  [  missing letter- ka-]- -  back spine ; muthuku- back . 
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eden  has the consonants - the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is athan 
meethaana  -against  that / on that . 

eden  has the consonants - the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  athanai  
munnittu – against  that . 

eden  has the consonants - the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  muran 
udaiyathu [ missing letter- Ra-] -against . 

eden  has the consonants - the -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ethiraanathu [ missing letter- Ra-] –against.   

 

 egir2,3, egi(2): princess. 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  arasa kumaari 
[ missing letter- sa-]- princess  ; arasan;  king; kumari- daughter/ young girl  . 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  other interpretion  of the word is  
maka raani [Skt] – queen ; maka- great; raaani –queen  . 

 

 egar, igar: brick wall (é, 'house', + gar, 'to deposit'/gar8 , 'to mortar bricks').  

egar has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  senkar suvar  
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  brick  wall.  

egar has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   mann  suvar 
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  mud wall.  

egar has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is sunna    
kaarai suvar [ missing  letter- sa-] – lime  mortar wall . 

egar has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   murukai 
sunnammpu kar suvar [ missing  letters- sa- and -pa-]  -  coral lime stone  wall .  
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egir, eger: n., back; stern (of a ship); end; limit; future; inheritance. prep., 
behind. adv., afterwards.  

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  piraku [ 
missing  letter –pa-] - afterwards . 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  poraku 
pakkam[ missing  letter –pa-] - back  side . 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  pin 
puramaaka  [ missing  letter –pa-]-  behind . 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   varum 
kaalam – [ missing  letter- la-] - future.  

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
vaarisu  [Skt] urimai  [ missing  letter –sa-] – inheritance . 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar- marapu 
urimai koaru  [ missing  letter –pa-]-  inheritance . 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  marapu 
urimai perukai [ missing  letter –pa-]-  inheritance. 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  marapu  
urimaiyaaka  [ missing  letter –pa-]-  inheritance. 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   paramparai 
urimai  koaruka- [ missing  letter –pa-]-  to  inherit . 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  naavai- yin 
pin puram  [ missing  letter –pa-]-  stern of the ship ; kappar pin puram . 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   mudivu 
adaithar / mudivukku  kondu varuthar [ missing  letter –the -]  - finishing  
/concluding  . 
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egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  varai araika / 
limit . 

egir has the consonants-  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  varampu -[ 
missing letter- pa-]  - border/ limit .  

 

elamkuš(2,3,4): bladder (éllag, 'kidneys', + kuš, 'skin').  

elamkuš  has the consonants - la –ma- ka   -and the  original Tamil  word is 
melliya  sa-v-vu pai  [ missing letters-  sa- and -pa-] –thin membranous  bag .  

lamkuš  has the consonants - la –ma- ka   -and the  original Tamil  word is 
melliya vakku pai  [ missing letter – pa-]  -thin leather bag . 

 

ellag [LAGAB]: hoop or wooden ball ?; driving stick ?; bow ?; block of wood; a 
number word.  

ellag has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  villu –bow.  

ellag has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is   valayam- 
circle . 

ellag has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kazhi-  wooden 
stick . 

ellag has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  enkal-  
numbers . 

ellag has the consonants- la -ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
lakkam-  number.  

 

éllag: kidneys.  
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ellag  has the consonants- la -ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kundi  kaaikal-  
[ missing letter –the -] -kidneys . 

 

emedu(2): house/estate-born slave (eme, 'mammy', + tud/dú, 'to be born').  

emedu  has the consonants – ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pannai 
adimai [missing letter –pa-] -  estate slave.  

emedu  has the consonants – ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  veettu 
adiami- [missing letter – ka-] - house slave  . 

emedu  has the consonants – ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koththadimai [missing letter – ka-]- bonded laborer . 

 

émeš: summer.  

émeš has the consonants-  ma –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is uruma 
naeram  [ missing letter –Ra -] –summer . 

 

endub, endib: cook (en, 'lord', + dub, 'to move in a circle, shake') [ENDIB 
archaic frequency: 6].  

endub  has the consonants -  an - the –[-pa-] -and the interpretation  of the 
word is soothan  [ missing letter sa- -]  - a cook . 

endub  has the consonants -  an - the –[-pa-] -and the interpretation  of the 
word is madaiyan   - a cook.  

endub  has the consonants -  an - the – -pa--and the  oringal Tamil  word is   
pannidu  -to cook.  

endub  has the consonants -  an - the – [ -pa-] -and the  oringal Tamil  word is   
aandai – lord.  
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endub  has the consonants -  an - the -pa -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is athipan  -lord.  

endub  has the consonants -  an - the – [ -pa-] -and the  oringal Tamil  word is   
udiayaan – lord.  

endub  has the consonants -  an - the – [ -pa-] -and the  oringal Tamil  word is   
thammaan –lord . 

endub  has the consonants -  an - the – [ -pa-] -and the  oringal Tamil  word is   
namathan- lord.  

endub  has the consonants -  an - the – [ -pa-] -and the  oringal Tamil  word is   
nayinthai – lord.  

endub  has the consonants -  an - the [-pa-] -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is naathan- lord.  

endub  has the consonants -  an - the – [ -pa-] -and the  oringal Tamil  word is   
naathiyan – lord.  

endub  has the consonants -  an - the – [ -pa-] -and the  oringal Tamil  word is   
thannai – lord.  

endub  has the consonants -  an - the – [ -pa-] -and the  oringal Tamil  word is   
aattanum – to shake.  

endub  has the consonants -  an - the – [ -pa-] -and the  oringal Tamil  word is  
suththanum  [ missing  letter- sa-] – to go round  ;  sathi  adiththidanum  ; sathi  
-circle. 

endub  has the consonants -  an - the – [ -pa-] -and the  oringal Tamil  word is  
attam  [ naemi ]  adiththidanum   - to move in a  a circle  . 

 

engar: irrigator, farmer (en, 'lord', + agar, 'field'; Akk. 'ikkar from Semitic "to 
hoe, cultivate").  
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engar  has the consonants  - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudiyaanavar [ missing letter –the -] -farmer.  

engar  has the consonants  - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   yaer 
uzhavan [ missing letter -zha-]  -plough man . 

engar  has the consonants  - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kollai 
kaaran  [ missing letter- la-] –farmer.  

engar  has the consonants  - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   payir 
seikiravar [ missing letters-  pa- and -sa-] –cultivator . 

engar  has the consonants  - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kamar 
kaaran  -  farmer.  

engar  has the consonants  - an -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  karsahakan [Skt]/ kirshikan  [ missing letter –sa-] -  farmer . 

engar  has the consonants  - an -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  vivasaayam[Skt]  seikiravan  [ missing letter –sa-] -  cultivator.  

engar  has the consonants  - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vellaanmai seikiravan [ missing letters –sa- and- la-] -cultivator. 

 

engiz [ME.EN.GI]: cook (en, 'lord', + gaz, 'to fracture, crush, slaughter') [ENGIZ 
archaic frequency: 22]. 

engiz   has the consonants-  an- ka –[-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is paakan- [ missing letter -pa -] - cook . 

engiz   has the consonants-  an- ka –-sa-and the  interpretation  of the word is  
suvaana- k-kaaran [ missing letter- Ra-]  -cook.  

engiz   has the consonants-  an- ka –sa-and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   unavu  vaeka vaeikkum  manithan [ missing letter- the -] –man who 
boils the food.  
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engiz   has the consonants-  an- ka –sa-and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  nasukka- crush .  

en has the consonant-an- and the  original Tamil  word is mannan- king.  

cook[E]   has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  unavai vaeka 
vaikka- to boil . 

cook[E]   has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is unavai avikka  
-to boil the food . 

cook[E]   has the consonant - ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
pakkuvamaakku [ missing letter- pa-] – to cook . 

cook[E]   has the consonant - ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
samaikka- [ missing letter  -sa-] -to cook  . 

 

 engur: subsoil water; abyssal sea of fresh water (a, 'water', + nag, 'to drink', + 
úr, 'floor; root'; cf., an-gur4 ).  

engur has the consonants- an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aruvi 
neer . 

engur has the consonants- an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aatram 
karai yoaram / kadar karai yoaram  munnir  adiyir  /tharaiyin adiyir /kaanum  
uootru  neer/ kudi neer  [ missing letter- the-]  sub soil  water in the sea shore;  
kadar- sea; karai- bank ; manar- sand  ;  adi- under ; tharai- floor ; kaanu –see; 
uootru –spring ; kudi- drink ;  neer -water  .  

engur has the consonants- an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaeni 
neer-  well water . 

 

gišenkara: a weapon.  
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gišenkara  has the consonants- ka- sa –an- ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaai kari  narukkum  aruvaa  manai – vegetable cutter  ; kaai kari- 
vegetable ; narukku- to cut ; aruvaa manai – kitchen knife ; anai –house . 

 

enku: fishing overseer (en, 'lord', + ku6/kua, 'fish'; same signs (ZAG.ÞA) as 
ešsad). 

enku  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is meenavan- 
fisherman . 

enku  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kugan-  
fisherman . 

enku  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kupinan [ 
missing letter- pa-] – fisherman . 

enku  has the consonants  - an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kuga  
vaelaalan  [ missing letter –la-]  – fisherman chief . 

 

 enkux [ZAG-ÞI-A]: tax assessment official 

enkux  has the consonants- an- ka- sa –and the  original Tamil  word is  
saermaana kaaran   [ missing letter –Ra-]  -tax collector . 

enkux  has the consonants- an- ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is  vari [ 
vaaram]    [erai ] vaankkuvoan  [ missing letter –Ra-]  -tax collector .  

enkux  has the consonants- an- ka-  [ -sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is  
aayaa kaaran [ missing letter –Ra-]- a tax gatherer  /a custom house officer.  

enkux  has the consonants- an- ka- sa –and the  original Tamil  word is  
sunkkam thanduvoan   [ missing letter –the -] – toll collector.  

enkux  has the consonants- an- ka- sa –and the  original Tamil  word is  maasa 
kanthaayam   /maatha kadamai  [ missing letter –the -] – tax  paid monthly . 
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enkum: temple treasurer; guardian deity of the foundations [ENKUM archaic 
frequency: 14].  

enkum has the consonants  - an -ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mada 
kanakkan [ missing letter- the -] -  temple treasurer . 

enkum has the consonants  - an -ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mani 
maada kanakkan - [ missing letter- the -] -  palace treasurer . 

enkum has the consonants  - an -ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  aran 
manai- kanakkan [ missing letter -  Ra-]  - palace treasurer . 

 

enmen, emmen, immen, immin, emma, imma: thirst (en, 'time', + mun, 'salt').  

immin  has the consonants   -ma -an- and the  original Tamil  word is mani –
time.  

immin  has the consonants   -ma -an- and the  original Tamil  word is manam – 
salt.  

emma  has a consonant- ma -and the  interpretation  of the word is  thaam [ 
missing letter- the -]  – thirst . 

 

énmen, émmen, ímmen, ímmin, émma, ímma: to drink beer. 

immin  has the consonants -ma -an- and the  original Tamil  word is aanam – 
toddy /any  fermented or inebriating  liquor.   

immin  has the consonants -ma -an- and the  original Tamil  word is aanam 
unnu  -drink  toddy . 

immin  has the consonants -ma -an- and the interpretation of the word is   
saayanam  [missing letter- sa-]  – toddy / vinous liquor.  
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emma  has a  consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is ammiyam – 
toddy . 

emma  has  a  consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is paanam  [ 
mising letter –pa-] - a drink. 

 

 ensi(3): dream interpreter (en, 'enigmatic background' + sig7 , 'to dwell; to 
complete' ?) [ENSI archaic frequency: 8]. 

ensi  has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaniyan 
[missing letter- ka-]  -astrolger . 

ensi  has the consonants – an--sa-and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
joasiyan[Skt]  -  astrologer . 

 

 énsi(-k): city ruler (Old Sumerian); city governor (post-Sargonic) (en, 'lord, 
manager', + si, 'plowland', + genitive; cf., nísag, 'governor') [ENSI2 archaic 
frequency: 1]. 

énsi(-k)  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]   -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mannavan-  king.  

énsi(-k)  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]   -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koan – king.  

énsi(-k)  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]   -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koa makan- king /duke.  

énsi(-k)  has the consonants – an- -sa- -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
naattai  aandidum  /aatchchi  seithidum   mannavan  [ missing letter –the -] - 
the king who  rules the state; naadu- state ; aandida –to rule ; seithidu- do ; 
mannavan- king .  
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énsi(-k)  has the consonants – an- -[-sa-] - -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandavan-[ missing letter –the -] -  ruler /god.  

énsi(-k)  has the consonants – an- -sa- -ka -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   daesakan [Skt] -[ missing letter –the -] – ruler.  

énsi(-k)  has the consonants – an- -[- sa-] - -ka -and the   other interpretation of 
the word is    vaenthan  -[ missing letter –the -] - king . 

énsi(-k)  has the consonants – an- -sa-- -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mudi   soodiya  maa mannan  -[ missing letter –the -] -  emperor /the king with 
crown; maa mannan- emperor ; maa- great ; mannan – king ; mudi-  crown  . 

énsi(-k)  has the consonants – an- -[-sa-] - -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kudakan--[ missing letter –the -] - Cera king of Kuda state . 

énsi(-k)  has the consonants – an- -[-sa-] - -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aalvoan- --[ missing letter – la-]- ruler.    

énsi(-k)  has the consonants – an- -[-sa-] - -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ven  kudai  konda  kottravan --[ missing letters –the  -and - Ra-]- king ;ven- 
white; kudai- umbrella ; kotravan- king .  

 

 enten(a): winter (en, 'time', + ten, 'cold', + a(k), 'of'). 

enten  has the consonants – an- the- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  - 
thanuppuanathu [ missing letter- pa-]  - cold one . 

 

 ereš, ereç ?[NIN]: queen, lady.  

ereš  has the consonants – Ra- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is arasi- queen; 
arasar- king.  

ereš  has the consonants – Ra- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is pen -arasi [ 
missing letter –pa-] . 
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ereš  has the consonants – Ra- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is thurai saani- 
missing letter-  the -] - lady . 

ereš  has the consonants – Ra- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is naachchiyaar 
–lady . 

  

ereš5[GAL-AN-ZU]: knowing, intelligent.  

ereš  has the consonants - Ra –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word is  aria -  
know.  

ereš  has the consonants - Ra –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word is  unaru –
know.  

ereš  has the consonants - Ra –[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil word is  arivu / ari 
uru/  nun- arivu  /arivu  koormai - [ missing letter- ka-]  - intelligence/ 
knowledge . 

 

erib: daughter-in-law. 

erib  has the consonants-  Ra –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  periyamma-
/ periya annai  -  elder mother ; periya- big . 

erib  has the consonants-  Ra –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  periya 
ponnu-  elder daughter  .  

erib  has the consonants-  Ra –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
maamanaar-  father in-law . 

 erib  has the consonants-  Ra –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maamiyaar  - mother in law . 

erib  has the consonants-  Ra –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   paeran – 
grand son .  
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erim, érin, éren: man, servant, soldier; troops, army; gang of workers; 
people, folk [ERIM archaic frequency: 175; concatenation of 3 sign variants].  

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is manithar/ 
maanthar [ missing letter –the -] - men . 

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is kanavar- [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -husband.  

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is oruvan [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -  a person . 

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  maravan [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  warrior /Vanniyar . 

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  raanuvam [Skt] –[ missing letter- ka-]  -army . 

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is   maravar 
ani-–[ missing letter- ka-] -  army . 

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  thondar ani 
[ missing letter- the -] – group of worshippers/ political workers  . 

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  tharai ani – 
troops  /field army . 

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is   paer ani -[ 
missing letter -pa-] -  grand   gathering of people  . 

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  porunar- 
missing letter -pa-] -  soldier.  

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  pindari 
missing letter -pa-] -  marauding soldiers . 
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eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is kinkiran- [ 
missing letter- ka-] -servant.  

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is yaevar  
kaaran  [ missing letter- ka-] – servant . 

eren  has the consonants - Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is thondar [ 
missing letter  -the -] -voluntary  worker.  

 

érim, erin7, rim(3): n., enemy; destruction [ERIM2 archaic frequency: 20]. adj., 
hostile; evil. 

 erim has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is    -          
maaran- enemy . 

erim has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the   interpretation  of the word is      
amarar- enemy.  

erim has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is    -  
muranaar- enemy  

erim has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is    
munaiyoar- enemy.  

erin has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  in-naar- 
enemy . 

 erin has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  en-naar- 
enemy . 

erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is -  irignan       
-enemy. - 

erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  porunun   
[missing letter –pa-] – enemy . 
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erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  piran- 
[missing letter –pa-] – enemy . 

erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  paniyaar [  
missing letter –pa-] – enemy . 

erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  siruni  
[missing letter- sa-] –enemy.  

erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  seru nar 
[missing letter- sa-] –enemy.  

erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  vairan / 
vaira karan [ missing   letter- ka-] - enemy.  

erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  onnaathar [ 
missing  letter –the -]- enemy.  

erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  innaathar [ 
misissng letter- the -]  - enemy. 

erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  nonthaar [ 
misissng letter- the -] - enemy. 

erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  andrinaar [ 
misissng letter- the -]  - enemy. 

erin  has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  ennalar [ 
missing letter- la-]- enemy.  

  erin has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  unnalar [ 
missing letter- la-]- enemy.  

  erim has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  atram  [ 
misising letter- the -]  - destruction . 

 erim has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the   interpretation  of the word is       
sammaarm  [ missing letter- sa-]-  -destruction.  
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  erim has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is     
maaranam - destruction.  

 erim has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is   maatru  [ 
misissng letter- the -]  -   destruction.  

  erim  has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the   interpretation  of the word is    
niram- tharam  [ missing letter- the -] -   destruction.  

  erin has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  orunkku    
[missing letter- ka-] -destruction.  

erim has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the   interpretation  of the word is  
word is nikkirakam [ missing letter- ka-] -destruction. 

  erim has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the interpretation  of word is karam- [ 
missing letter- ka-]  - destruction.  

erim has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  arittam  [ 
missing letter- the-]-  evil . 

  erim  has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
anarththam [ missing letter- the-] - evil . 

 erim   has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is thee aram 
-[ missing letter- the-] -  evil . 

 

 erim3,4,5: treasury, storehouse; treasures. 

erim  has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is pandaaram   
[  missing letters- pa - and - the-] - treasury 

erim  has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  nikaram - treasure. 

erim  has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  akaram- -[ missing letter- ka-] - store house - 
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erim  has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is [  missing 
letters- ka - and - the-] --thiraviyam - treasures. 

erim  has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  siru thanam [ missing letters- sa-  and -the  -]-  treasures. 

erim  has the consonants  - Ra -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  karu koolam -[ missing letters- ka-  and - la -]-  treasury. 

 

 (giš šim)erin, eren: cedar; to anoint with cedar-oil [ERIN archaic frequency: 
105]. 

eran   has the consonants ––Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is   munn  
mara ennai – cedar  oil . 

gissimerin   has the consonants –ka- sa- ma –Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kara kaari mara ennai  poosuka [ missing letter- pa-] – to anoint with 
cedar oil; maram- tree; ennai- oil  ; poosuka –to apply  . 

gissimerin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]- ma –Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   karaakari   mara  ennai   -ceadar  oil  . 

 

 érin, rín: balance scale (cf., erim). 

erin  has the consonants - Ra -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   nirai ari   
karuvi  [ missing  letter- ka- ] – balance scale ; nirai- weight ;ariya- know; karuvi 
–tool . 

 

 erum2,3, eru2,3: slavegirl.  

erum   has the consonants -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is urimai –
slave . 
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erum   has the consonants -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is urimai pen  
[ missing letter- pa-] –slave girl . 

erum   has the consonants -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is murichchi  
[missing letter- sa-] - female slave . 

 

esag: heir son (a/e4 , 'seed, offspring', + sag, 'first, prime'). 

esag   has the consonants  - sa -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  aan 
vaarisu [Skt] [ missing letter- Ra-] –heir son.  

esag   has the consonants  - sa -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  heir 
son  [E] [ missing letter- Ra-]. 

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is  urimai 
koarum   aan makan -[ missing letter- Ra-] -  the son who  claims the right; 
urimai –rights ; koaru –ask ; aan – male ;  makan- son  . 

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is  vithai [ 
missing letter- the -] - seed  

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is  kottai- 
missing letter- the -]-  kernel . 

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa -]-ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
mukkiyamaanathu [Skt]  [ missing letter- the -] –most important . 

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is  
muthanami  kondathu – prime/ first . 

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is  
thuvakkam- [ missing letter- the -]- start  . 

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is  
thuvakkam-[ missing letter- the -]-  beginning . 
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esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is  kaal 
vazhi  [ missing letter- la/zha-]  – off spring . 

esag   has the consonants  - sa- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vamsaa vazhi [ missing letter- zha-] - progeny.  

esag   has the consonants  - sa--ka -and the   original Taml  word is kunju- 
offspring.    

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is  viththu -[ 
missing letter- the -]-  offspring . 

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is  vilaivu- [ 
missing letter- la-] -  offspring.   

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is   aan 
makavu- male child.  

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is    
makavu- child.  

esag   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka -and the   original Taml  word is pen 
makavu-[  missing letter – pa-] -female child.    

seed  [E]  has the consonants  - sa -the -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
santhathi   [Skt] –progeny.  

seed  [E]  has the consonants  - sa -the -and the  interpretation  of the word is   
santhaanam [Skt]  – offspring . 

seed  [E]  has the consonants  - [-sa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaduku   [ missing letter- ka-] -mustard   

seed  [E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vithai- [ missing letter- ka-] -seed . 

seed  [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aamanakku  vithai –[ missing letter- ka-] -castor seed. 
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seed  [E]  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
venthaiyam-–[ missing letter- ka-] - fenugreek . 

seed  [E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -the -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  methi - fenugreek  .  

seed  [E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -the -and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  poondu  [ missing letter –pa-] - garlic.  

seed  [E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -the -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is   puthinaa [ missing letter –pa-]- mint.  

seed  [E]  has the consonants  - sa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   saathi  
kaai -–[ missing letter- ka-] - nut meg . 

seed  [E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pattai [ missing letter –pa-]- – cinnamon . 

seed  [E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
munthiri-- missing letter  -Ra-] - cashew . 

 

 ésag[gÁ×ŠE]; esagx[É×ŠE; É.ŠE; É.SAg]: granary, storeroom (é, 'house, temple', 
+ sag, 'first, prime'). 

esag   has the consoants – sa- ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is thivasa  
kidanku [ missing letter- the -] –   store room  for grains . 

esag   has the consoants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original  Tamil  word is kottu –[ 
missing letter- the -]- granary. 

  

 (na4)esig, esi: good, fine; solid, strong; ebony; diorite; olivine-gabbro.  

na4)esig  has the consonants - an – [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
namai kondathu- [ missing letter- the -] -  good.  
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na4)esig  has the consonants - an – [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kettiyaanathu  [ missing letter- the -] –solid . 

na4)esig  has the consonants - an – [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thinmam  kondathu  [ missing letter- the -] –strong/ solid  

  na4)esig  has the consonants - an – [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanmai kondathu [ missing letter- the -] –strong. 

na4)esig  has the consonants - an – [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
karun-k -kaali – [ missing  letters- Ra- and - la-] - ebony . 

 

esir( (2): crude bitumen (usu, 'strength' or esi, 'strong', + ir(2), 'liquid 
secretion'). 

esir  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
iyrakkaiyaakavae   eriyim  kanimam / kari keezh  [ missing  letters- ka-  and –
zha-] -  easily  inflammable  natural metal -  natural  bitumen; eriya- burn  . 

esir  has the consonants – sa--Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word is  kar savalai- [ 
missing  letters- ka-  and – zha-] -  bitumen . 

esir  has the consonants – sa- -Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word is  neer 
surakka-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  to  secrete; neer- water . 

 

 kušèsir: sandal; shoe.  

Kušèsir  has the consonants  -ka - sa  -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kaar 
seruppu [ missing letter –pa-] -  slipper ; kaar- leg . 

Kušèsir  has the consonants  -ka – [-sa-]   -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaar ani-  slipper . 

Kušèsir  has the consonants  -ka – [-sa-]   -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paatha  kuradu- [ missing letters –pa-  and - the  -]  -slipper; paatham- foot .  
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Kušèsir  has the consonants  -ka – [-sa-]   -Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word is  kaar aranam  – shoe . 

Kušèsir  has the consonants  -ka – [-sa-]   -Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word is   kaar mithi adi- [ missing letter- the -]  - boots . 

 

ešda: (cf., šíta).  

èšda: (cf., šita).  

 

ešemen(2,3): jump rope; play; celebration (éše, 'rope', + men, 'both, two').  

ešemen  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -ma –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondaattam  [ missing letter- ka -and -the -] – celebration . 

ešemen  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -ma –an-and the   other interpretation  of 
the   word is  vinotham [ missing letter- ka -and -the -] – celebration . 

ešemen  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -ma –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  
indanam [ missing letter- the -]   - celebration. 

ešemen  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -ma –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  
undaattam  [ missing letter- the -]  -  celebration.  

ešemen  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -ma –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadakam-[ missing letter- ka -and -the -]  -play / drama . 

ešemen  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -ma –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanthan   [ missing letter- the -]  - human /men  . 

ešemen  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -ma –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaamani [ missing letter- the -]  – rope.   

ešemen  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -ma –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaandu thaamani [ missing letter- the -]  – jump  rope.  
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ešemen  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -ma –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  
enn moonu  - numerical no-  three.  

ešemen  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -ma –an-and the  original Tamil  word is  
thondaam enn-[ missing letter- the -] -  numerical no – 9.  

 

ešgar: (cf., zeh) [? EŠGAR archaic frequency: 12].  

 

eškiri, ešgiri: nose rope, halter, bridle; jumping rope (éše, 'rope', + kìri, 'nose, 
muzzle').  

eškiri, has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mookanaam-k- kayiru -nose rope; mookku –nose; kayeiru -rope.  

eškiri, has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thookku kayiru [ missing letter- the -] -  nose rope.   

eškiri, has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aadu  maattukkaana kanni kayiru-[ missing letter- the -] -   halter.  

eškiri, has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuthirai  vaar  [ missing letter- the -]  - halter.  

eškiri, has the consonants – sa--ka – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuthirai kusai - [ missing letter- the -]  - birdle. 

eškiri, has the consonants – [-sa-] --ka – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is var-
k-kam- horse rope.  

eškiri, has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kayiru  kondu  kattu- [ missing letter- the -] - to halter . 

eškiri, has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vadi  
kayiru-  halter.  
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eškiri, has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kadi 
vaala kayiru [ missing letter- the –and- la-]-  birdle.  

eškiri, has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka – Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nankura vadam [ missing letter- the -]-  birdle [ship] . 

 

ešsad: fisherman (éše, 'rope', + sud, 'to immerse, sink'; same signs (ZAG.ÞA) as 
enku). 

ešsad  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is kae 
vaedan [ missing letter- ka-]  -fisherman.  

ešsad  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is thaathan/ thaasan [Skt]  - fisherman . 

ešsad  has the consonants – [- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pattainavan [ missing letters- pa- and -ka-] -  fisherman . 

ešsad  has the consonants –  sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is sem -
padavan [ missing letters- pa- and -ka-] -  fisherman. 

 

 eštubku6: a river carp: binnî. 

eštubku  has the consonants  - [-sa -] - the  -[-pa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is kendai meen –  greas carp/ Bengal carp  . 

eštubku  has the consonants  - [-sa -] - the  -[-pa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  ven kendai --white carp /mrigal ; venmai –white . 

eštubku  has the consonants  - [-sa -] - the  -[-pa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   madavai  kendai- red mullet . 

eštubku  has the consonants  - sa - the  -[-pa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    seththa kendai  meen -  pearl spot.  
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eštubku  has the consonants  - sa - the  -[-pa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    kanaadi kendai meen – rohu/ carpo fish  .  

eštubku  has the consonants  - [-sa -] - the  -[-pa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   thotti   kanavaai  meen-  cuttle fish . 

eštubku  has the consonants  - [-sa -] - the  -[-pa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    koduva meen- barramundi . 

eštubku  has the consonants  - [-sa -] - the  -[-pa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kodu- vaai meen -  seabass.    

eštubku  has the consonants  - [-sa -] - the  -[-pa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    uduvaan meen -  silver biddy . 

eštubku  has the consonants  - [-sa -] - the  -[-pa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    kaan-k- kaththa-  mackerel . 

 

 ezem: (cf., ezen).  

 

ezen, ezem: festival, feast (uzu, 'cut of meat', + en, 'time') [EZEN archaic 
frequency: 114; concatenation of 3 sign variants].  

uzu   has the consonant- sa- and the original Tamil  word is uoon-  meat . 

en has the  consonant- an- and the original Tamil  word is mani- time.  

feast [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- [- sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is undaattam –feast . 

feast [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -  sa- the -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is saththi- feast . 

feast [E]  has the consonants – pa- [- sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
panthi  - feast . 
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ezinu: grain, cereal; the deity Ašnan [EZINU archaic frequency: 24; 
concatenation of 4 sign variants].  

ezinu  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an-and the  intrpretation of the  word is  
thaaniyam [ missing letter- the -]-  grain.  

ezinu  has the consonants – [-sa-] - an-and the  orignaltamil  word is mani- 
grain .  

 

gagar [KI]: area.  

gagar  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vattaaram  
[ missing letter –the -] -  ward /region .  

gagar  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kudi 
erukkindra idam [ missing letter –the -] –quarter . 

gagar  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaa-varai- 
ward . 

gagar  has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pirivu -[ 
missing letter – pa-] - ward/ branch  /area /zone. 

 

gagig: to lament; to wail (gù, 'to exclaim', + gig, 'illness; injury').  

gagig has the consonant – ka-  - and the  original Tamil  word is  azhukai [ 
missing letter- zha-] - wail . 

gagig has the consonant – ka-  - and the  original Tamil  word is avali [missing 
letter-la-]  -wail  

gagig has the consonant – ka-  - and the  original Tamil  word is  koo- kaa vena  
-to lament . 
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gagig has the consonant – ka-  - and the  original Tamil  word is  sinunku-[ 
missing letter –sa-] -weep . 

gagig has the consonant – ka-  - and the  original Tamil  word is yaenku –pin/ long 
for . 

gig has the consonant – ka- - and the  original Tamil word is kaayam- injury. 

gig has the consonant – ka- - and the  original Tamil word is noavu –sick . 

gig has the consonant – ka- - and the  other interpretation of the word is  sick  
/sickness [E]  [ missing letter –sa-] . 

 

gakkul: clay brewing-vessel, mash tun.  

gakkul  has the consonants – ka- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kali munn 
kalayam  -clay vessel .  

gakkul  has the consonants – ka- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kallu 
kalayam -  vessel for  alcohol  /kallu . 

 

galam: n., stairs. v., to ascend, climb. adj., ingenious, clever, artistic, 
complicated, elaborate; tall, high.  

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  kalai 
azhaku mikka- artistic; kalai- art; azhaku- beauty  . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is kalai 
nayam mikka-  artistic . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is mael 
noakki   yaeruka/  maelae  yaeri varuka  [ missing letter –Ra-] –to climb up; 
yaeruka- climb . 
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galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is mael  
noakki  yezhuka- [ missing letter- zha/la -] -ascend up ; yezhuka- raise;  maelae- 
up /above  . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
munnoakki selluka-[ missing letter  -sa-]- to ascend ;  selluka- go  . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is yaeru 
mukam ulla-[ missing letter –Ra-] – ascending ; yaeru –climb . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is maen 
mael  viraikira -[ missing letter –Ra-] – ascending  ; maelae- up . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is seyal 
aakkam ulla--[ missing letter  -sa-]- clever / performing talent ; seyal –action  
/deed .  

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
valaimai ulla-   skillful .  

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is ketti  
thanam ullavan  [ missing letter –the -] – astute / shrewd  person .  

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  nakulam-  cleverness.  

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  vivaekam [Skt] ullavan-  intelligent person . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  moolai  mikkavan -  brainy  person; moolai- brain  .  

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   pokkam ulla-[ missing letter- pa-] – tall; ulla- has . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   mikai alavaana-  tall.   
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galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   nalla uyaram ullavan -[ missing letter –Ra-]  tall person; ullavan- one 
who  has; nalla- good; uyaram- height  .  

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   neelam mikka  - lengthy; neelam- length ; mikka- excess . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is kuzhappam mikka--[ missing letter- pa-] - complicated ; kuzhappam- 
confusion   . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is vilakkamaaka – elaborate . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  uzhaippu  mikka- --[ missing letter- pa-] -  much work/elaboratively . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  aazham mikka – in depth / detailed  ; aazham –depth; mikka- excess  . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   nunmai- yaana  vaelai ulla – skillful workmanship . 

galam  has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   mael maadikkaana  padi kattu [ missing letters- pa –and- the -] – 
upatairs;  padi kattu – staircase  . 

 

gamar: to be overwhelming (gam, 'to kneel', + mer, 'violent storm').  

gamar   has the consonants-  ka- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vetri  
kaanum  vithamaaka  [ missing letter- the -]-  overwhelming / winning ; vetri –
win; kaana  -see . 

gamar   has the consonants-  ka- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoarkka adikkum  vithamaaka  [ missing letter- the -]-  - overwhelming/ 
defeating  ; thoarkka  adikka- to defeat  . 
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gamar   has the consonants-  ka- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
muriya adikkum vithamaaka [ missing letter- the -]-- overwhelming/ defeating ; 
muri adikka- defeat . 

gamar   has the consonants-  ka- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thinara  adikkum vithamaaka [ missing letter- the -]-  overwhelming . 

gamar   has the consonants-  ka- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is adakki  
odukkindra vithamaaka-[ missing letter- the -]-   overwhelming / controlling/ 
oppressing  ; adakku / odukku- oppress . 

gamar   has the consonants-  ka- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ponkkum  vakaiyir -[ missing letter-pa-] - overwhelming . 

gamar   has the consonants-  ka- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nasukkum vakaiyir -[ missing letter –sa-] – crushing  ; nasukka-  crush .  

gamar   has the consonants-  ka- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
adiththu  noruu-k-kum vakaiyir -[ missing letter- the -] -  beat ; adikka- beat ; 
norukka- to break . 

gamar   has the consonants-  ka- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
urimaiyaei  perum  vakaiyir -[ missing letter-pa-]-  over powering ; urimai- 
rights ; pera- to receive . 

gamar   has the consonants-  ka- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   kaar  
mutti  iduthar  vaendum--[ missing letter- the -] - kneel down  ; kaar- leg  ; 
mutti iduthar- kneel down  . 

 

gamun: cumin; caraway seed.  

gamun  has the consonants - ka -ma –an- aand the  original Tamil  word is  
naru manam  veesum karum seeraka mani  [ missing letters- Ra  - and-  sa  - ] –
aromatic  black  cumin   seeds ; naru manam –aroma ; karumai –black 
;seerakam  -cumin ; mani –seed  . 
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gamun  has the consonants - ka -ma –an- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  cumin [E] .  

 

ganam4, gana4: (cf., us5, u8 ). 
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ganam6, gana6 [DARA4]: ewe.  

gana dara has the consonants  - ka- an -the -Ra and the original Tamil word is  
penn  semmarai kidaari [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-] – ewe; penn- female; 
semmarai –sheep .  

 

ganba: marketplace; price equivalent.  

ganba has the consonants  -ka -an –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanaika kalam  / vanika valaakam [ missing letter- la-]- market place; vaniakm –
trade ; valaakam- place/complex . 

ganba has the consonants  -ka -an –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ankaadi veethi [ missing letter- the -]  –market street ; ankkaadi- market; 
veethi- street .  

ganba has the consonants  -ka -an – pa--and the  original Tamil  word is 
panaiya / panniya  veethi [ missing letter- the -]  –market street; panniyam- 
buisness.  

ganba has the consonants  -ka -an –[- pa-] --and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is thaankaan-[ missing letter- the -] -cost  price.  

ganba has the consonants  -ka -an – pa--and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vipanam   - price  for the goods . 

 

ganzer(2,3): darkness; the netherworld (cf., ga-an-zír). 

ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- sa -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
setthavain   aavi   erukkum idam [ missing letter-the-] -  place of the spirit of 
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the dead  ; seththavan- dead person; seththidu –to die ; aavi –spirit  ; idam- 
place  ; erukka- stay  .  

ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- [-sa-]  -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
thaayin karuvarai- [ missing letter-the-]-  womb of the mother ; thaai- mother ; 
karuvarai- womb . 

ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- [-sa-]  -Ra - and the other interpretation  
of the word is narakam [Skt] -  hell . 

ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- [-sa-]  -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   
karu varai -yin eruttu  -[ missing letter-the-]-  the darkness of the womb ; 
karuvarai- womb  ; eruttu- darkness . 

ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- [-sa-]  -Ra - and the other interpretation  
of the word is  antha kaaram--[ missing letter-the-]-  darkness.  

ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- sa--Ra - and the original Tamil  word is 
kathiravan saayum naeram  --[ missing letter-the-]- dusk / the time for the sun 
set ;  kathiravan- sun ; saya-  set  ; naeram- time  . 

ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- [-sa-] --Ra - and the original Tamil  word is 
vaanam  iruttukira naeram --[ missing letter-the-]- the time for the sky  to 
become dark; vaanam- sky  ; erutta- to become dark  . 

ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- [-sa-]  -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   
eravu  naeram- night time  ; eravu –night  .  

ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- [-sa-]  -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
mun eravu naeram-  evening  time  ; mun- early ; eravu- night; naeram- time . 

ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- [-sa-]  -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is    
arivu  inmai-  darkness / no knowledge . 

ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- [-sa-]  -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
kanavirul [ missing letter- la-]-  thick darkness.  
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ganzer  has the consonants -  ka -an- [-sa-]  -Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
oli  mankukira naeram - [ missing letter- la-]-   gloomy; oli- light; mankka- 
become dim ; naeram –time  . 

 

 garadin(4,5), karadin(4,5): shock, pile of sheaves (on a harvested field) (guru7 
, 'grain heap', + tun(3), 'to constrict'). 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
athirvu  -shock .   

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thidukkiduthar  -shock . 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathir  aruppu [ missing letter- pa-]   -harvest .  

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aruvadai  seithiduthar  [ missing letter- sa-]  - harvest .  

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vithai  maram vittu aruvadai -  seed tree harvest ; vithai- seed; maram-tree ; 
aruvadai- harvest .  

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is kuru 
mara aruvadai -  shortwood harvesting ; kuru –short; maram- tree/wood . 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
karumpu  aruvadai [ missing letter –pa-] –sugarcane harvest ; karumpu- 
sugarcane  . 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aruvadai  aandu – year of harvesting ; aandu- year .  

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is ner 
payir aruvadai  -[ missing letter –pa-]  - paddy harvesting ; ner  / nel- paddy  ; 
payir-  crop . 



 
1901 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaaniya  kuviyar – grain heap ; thaaniyam-  grain; kuvikka- to heap  . 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is ari-
k-kattu -   sheaf  heap; katttu- bundle . 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathir kattu - sheaf  heap. 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattrai  -sheaf.  

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathir kattum karuvi – sheaf binder; kattu- tie; karuvi- tool .  

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuthir-  a receptacle  or reservoir  for grain  made of earthen hoops ;  
thaaniyam  vaiththu erukkum   koodu  ;  ner kuthir . 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuviththiduthar  -to heap .  

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
adukkuthar – to  heap . 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  viruntham – heap .  

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koattai poar [ missing letter- pa-] –heap of straw . 

 karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuththu paarai [ missing letter- pa-] –  small perpendicular stone heaps  in the 
vicinity  of  rocks. .  

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
manar kundru – sand heap; manal  / manar- sand ; kundru- hill  .  



 
1902 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurukkuthar  -constrict . 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
erukkuthar  -  constrict . 

 karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
surukkuthar [ missing letter- sa-] - constrict . 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is idai 
kurukkam – constrict .  

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nerukkuthar  -constrict . 

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
odukkuthar  -constrict.  

karadin  has the consonants-  ka -Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nasukkuthar   [ missing letter- sa-] - constrict . 

 

garaš: straw; supply master.  

garaš has the consonants-  ka -Ra – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
karuvai -  millet straw . 

garaš has the consonants-  ka -Ra – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
varaku vai- kole [ missing letter- la-]- millet straw . 

garaš has the consonants-  ka -Ra – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is vai 
koar puri [ missing letter- pa-] – straw rope ; puri- rope.   

garaš has the consonants-  ka -Ra – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is vai-
k- koar poar [ missing letter- pa-]-  straw heap; vaikkoar-  straw .  

garaš has the consonants-  ka -Ra – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is vai 
k-kkoar vaari -  rake for  straw .  



 
1903 

garaš has the consonants-  ka -Ra –-sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sarakku   
vazhankukiravar [ missing letter- zha-] – one who  supplies goods  ;sarakku –
goods; vazhankku- deliver . 

 

gáraš, karaš: military encampment; catastrophe.  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is poar 
maravar  paasarai [ missing letter-  pa- ] -  the place for the soliders to camp; 
maravar- warrior ;  paasarai- camp .  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  eraanuva  [Skt]  [   maravar  ani  ] [ saenai]   mukaam – military  camp; 
mukaam- camp ; raanuvam[Skt] - / maravar ani - military   .  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  perum kaedu  [ missing letters- pa- and - the -] -  disaster ; perum –big; 
kaedu –damage. 

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   perum theenku [ missing letters- pa- and - the -] – disaster; 
theenkku –bad/ evil .  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   perum  thunpam [ missing letters- pa- and - the -] – disaster; 
thunpam- suffering / sadness. 

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   perum  vipaththu [ missing letters- pa- and - the -] – disaster ; 
vipaththu- accident. 

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is   paadaa vari / paadaa varuthi [ missing letters- pa- and - the -] - 
disaster.  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa- -and the  other  interpretation  of the 
word is   sarva   [aravae]  naasam [Skt] -  disaster ; sarvam- total / whole . 



 
1904 

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –sa--and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   perum saethaaram  [ missing letters- pa- and -the - ] – disaster; 
saethaaram- loss.  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   perum idukkan [ missing letters- pa- and -the - ] 
– calamity . 

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  perum i-k-kattu  [ missing letters- pa- and -the - ] 
–calamity; perum –big .  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  perum  iyarkkai paer azhivu  [ missing letters- pa- and - zha -]-  
natural disaster ; iyarkkai-natural; paer- big; azhivu- disaster/ ruin .  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thidumena naeridum   iyarkkai paer idar  [ missing letters- pa- and 
-the - ]  natural disaster ; thidumena- sudden ; naerida- happen; idai -disaster .  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa--and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   sinna pinna-maakuthar [ missing letters- pa- and -the - ]  -  
devastation.  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] --and the Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   nakarvu-   upheaval . 

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa---and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  nila sarivu [ missing letter- la-]- upheaval ; nilam- land .  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[- sa-] ---and the Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  vaeru  - upheaval .  

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[- sa-] ---and the Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   ketta naeram [ missing letter- the -] -  bad time/ misfortune ; 
ketta- bad; naeram- time . 



 
1905 

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –- sa---and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  perum seer kaedu   [ missing letters- pa- and -the - ] – ruin  ; perum –
big; kaedu- damage. .   

gáraš,  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[- sa-] ---and the Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thaanka onna  perum thuyaram [ missing letters- pa- and -the - ] –
tragedy ; thaanka- to tolerate ; onna-  can not ; perum –big; thuyram- disaster/ 
grief . 

 

gàrašsar: leek(s).  

gàrašsar has the  consonants-  ka -Ra –sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
narumanam   veesum  siriya  venkaayam- small  onion  and its aroma  ; 
narumanm- good smell;  veesum- blowing; siriya- small; venkaayam- onion.  

 

garaš3,4: decision; oracle. 

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuri 
sollu [ missing  letetr- la-] – oracle.  

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil 
karuvarai  [ missing  letetr- la-]-  sanctum  sanctorum  of the temple; kovil- 
temple . 

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –sa-- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  viruchchi   /viruchchi urai – oracle.  

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  erai  
vaakku  / eraivan urai - voice of the  god  ; erai- god; vaakku –saying ; urai- say . 

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is mun 
arivu-urai  -prophecy . 



 
1906 

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
arivar -  wise people; arivu- intelligence  . 

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is mun 
arivoar – prophet; mun- earlier ; arivoar- those who know . 

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
varum kuri  uraippoar [ missing  letetr- pa-] –prophet; varum- coming; kuri- 
sign ;uraippoar – those who  tell. 

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaeivam/ saami   yaeriyavan koorum  vaakku – the saying of the person under 
possession of the god ;  thaeivam- god;    saami –god; yaeriyavan -  possessed 
person; koorum- saying; vaakku -saying . 

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaeiva kootru [ missing letter- the -] – god’s saying . 

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  paer 
arivu  [ missing letter- pa-] –wisdom  ; paer- great ;  arivu- intelligence  .  

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  saami 
aadi  koorum koottru [ missing  letter- the -]- saying  by the  person under 
possession  ; saami  aadi- one who is possessed by  god . 

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –sa-- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  asireeree  vaakku [Skt]  – god’s voice; vaakku- saying  . 

garas   has the consonants  ka -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thavaraa  kuri   [ missing  letter- the -] – oracle; thavaara- accurate/ can not 
miss.  

 

 gašam: craftsman, artisan; skilled person; job, work; office holder; wisdom.  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kammaiyan  -  artisan . 



 
1907 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kammaalan [ missing letter- la-] -  artisan .  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kam- wisdom  .  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uookam – wisdom . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is vivaekam [Skt]  –wisdom .  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  inkam-  intelligence.  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  kiyaanam – wisdom  . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   thakavu  udaimai [ missing  letter- the -]-  
wisdom.  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   viththakam-[ missing  letter- the -]- wisdom . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   viththam -[ missing  letter- the -]- wisdom . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   vaethanam -[ missing  letter- the -]- – wisdom . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vinaa- nam – wisdom . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kammiyam- work .  



 
1908 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   iyakkam- work . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   karumam  [ missing  letter- Ra-] – work . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   karam [ missing  letter- Ra-] –duty . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  sa-- ma- and the  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  sur-k-kam [ missing  letter- Ra-] - duty  .  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ma- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is    kaariyam [ missing  letter- Ra-] – work . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -sa-- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  seiyim vinai – work; seiya- to do; vinai –action  . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[-sa-] -- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aakkam- fruitful  work . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -sa-- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  machchikam – barber’s work .  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[-sa-] -- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kamaan  pani  [ missing letter –pa-] – arch work ;   
kamaan - arch;   pani  -work . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[-sa-] -- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  katta-num/  kattumaanam- to work 
/construction work ; kattu- build . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[-sa-] -- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kadamai [ missing letter- the-] - job/ duty .  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[-sa-] -- ma- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  uththiyoakam [Skt]  [ missing letter- the-] – job . 



 
1909 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  sa-- ma- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sadaan-k-kam- [ missing letter- the-] -duty . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa--] - ma- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  nivantham [Skt] [ missing letter- the-]  -allotted  duties .  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[-sa-] -- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  koduththa / konda kadamai [ missing letter- the-
]  -allotted  duties; koduththa-given; kadami -duty  .  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[-sa-] -- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pani vinakkam [ missing letter- pa-] – duty .  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  sa--- ma- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  seevanao paayam   [ missing letter- pa-] – occupation . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  sa--- ma- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   jeevanam [Skt] - carreer.   

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[-sa-] -- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  uoothiya noakkam [ missing letter –the -]    -
career; uoothiyam- earning / salary.  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[-sa-] -- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vaedam [ missing letter –the -]– profession . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[-sa-] -- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vanikam- trade.  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[- sa-] --- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    kam-  employment . 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] --- ma- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  upayoakam[Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-] –employment/ use.  

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -sa--- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   samaya/ saami  nampikkai [ missing letter- pa-] 
–religious belief ; samayam- religion;  saami- god; nampikkai-  trust . 



 
1910 

gašam  has the consonants -  ka-  -[- sa-] --- ma- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  ellaa vallamai – yim  ullavan [ missing letter- la-]- 
skilful  person ;  ellam- all; vallamai- skill ; ullavan- one who has .  

 

gašan: lady, mistress; queen (cf., ga-ša-an) (Emesal dialect word, in which nin 
becomes šan).  

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanni penn [ missing letter –pa-] -  virgin.  

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
paan-k-ki  [ missing letter –pa-] – lady in waiting .  

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mannavanin  manaivi –wife of  the king ; mannavan- king; manaivi- wife .  

gašan has the consonants - ka – sa-- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanni  
arasi  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - virgin  queen ; kanni –virgin; arasi- queen. 

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kunthavai  naaichchi [ missing letter – the -] -  queen . 

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koa- penndu  [ missing letters –  pa -and -  the -]- queen . 

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is kudi  
pendu-[ missing letters –  pa -and -  the -]-   lady . 

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanikai-   lady / prostitute . 

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
punai koathai[ missing letters –  pa -and -  the -]- lady as adorned with jewels . 

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is    
manaivi –wife.  



 
1911 

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vadivanankku-[ missing letter – the -] - beautiful  lady  .  

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
anankku-  lady . 

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
raakkini [ missing letter- Ra-]- queen.   

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
maanavai – lady  pupil . 

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is naayaki [Skt]  -queen .  

gašan has the consonants - ka – sa-- an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   swaamini  -woman of distinction . 

gašan has the consonants - ka – sa-- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   nan-k-
kai naatchchi - woman of distinction. 

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] -- an- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  vaaththiyaayini [Skt] [ missing letter- the-] –mistress/   teacher . 

gašan has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] -- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
oaathi kodukkum  pendu [ missing letters- pa- and- the-] –mistress/ teacher ; 
oaathi kodu- teach ; pendu- female . 

 

gaššu: intelligent.  

gassu has  the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is mei -
arivu [ missing letter- Ra-]-  intelligence ; mei- truth; arivu- knowledge  . 

gassu has  the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is arivu  
koormai / koor arivu [ missing letter- Ra-]-  intelligence ; koormai- sharpness . 



 
1912 

gassu has  the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is  kan-  
wise.  

gassu has  the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is  
uookam-   wise.  

gassu has  the consonants-  ka- -sa – and the other interpretation  of the word 
is wise [E]  .  

gassu has  the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is  inkkam 
– intelligence . 

gassu has  the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is vivaekam [Skt] – wise.  

gassu has  the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]– and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  vignaanam -   science/ wise. 

gassu has  the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]– and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  yoagi/ niyoagi [Skt] – wise man .  

 

gazinbu, gazimbi, gazibu: pole; stake; beam. 

gazimbi,  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - ma- pa –  and the original Tamil  word 
is  kampu / kampam - pole . 

 gazimbi,  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - ma- pa –  and the original Tamil  
word is  kompu  - horn /stick / pole / bough . 

gazimbi,  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - ma- pa –  and the original Tamil  word 
is   valamapai [ missing letter- la-] – pole.  

gazimbi,  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - ma- pa –  and the original Tamil  word 
is    kaalam-[ missing letter- la-]  - stake.  

gazimbi,  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - ma-[- pa-]  –  and the original Tamil  
word is   koala munai -[ missing letter- la-]  – celestial pole ; koale- palnet . 



 
1913 

gazimbi,  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - ma- pa- –  and the original Tamil  
word is    puvi munaivu – geographic pole   ; puvi- earth ; munai- tip .  

gazimbi,  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - ma-[- pa-]  –  and the original Tamil  
word is   vinn  munai - celestial pole; munai- pole; vinn-  sky  . 

gazimbi,  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] - ma-[- pa-]  –  and the original Tamil  
word is   kuntham [ missing letter- the -] – stake . 

gazibu   has the consonants - ka - sa –[- pa-]  -and the  interpretation of the 
word is  sanku- stake . 

gazibu   has the consonants - ka - sa –[- pa-]  -and the  interpretation of the 
word is   vasi  -stake.  

gazibu   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]  –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is   munaivu- pole.  

gazibu   has the consonants - ka - sa –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  kazhi/  kazhu / kazhu kole [ missing letter- zha-] - 
stake . 

gazibu   has the consonants - ka - sa –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  koorchchu –[ missing letter- Ra-] – stake.   

gazibu   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]  –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is   kattai [ missing letter- the -]- stake.  

gazibu   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  –[- pa-]  -and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  vittam  [ missing letter- the -]-cross beam .  

gazibu   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  – pa--and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  vadumpu [ missing letter- the -]-tie beam. 

gazibu   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  – pa--and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  palakai [ missing letter- la-]-  wooden plank . 



 
1914 

gazibu   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  – pa--and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  kappalin  pakkam-[ missing letter- la-]-  beam of 
the ship ; kappal- ship  . 

gazibu   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  – pa--and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  vandi -yin nedum- kattai /vitttam [ missing letter- 
the -]-– cross beam of the vehicle ; vandi –wagon ; nedum- long; kattai- 
pole/wood . 

stake [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuntham- stake/ post .  

stake [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattai- wooden post  for tying  elephants . 

stake [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuttri [ missing letter- Ra-]- post to support  vines, fences and hedges . 

stake [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattu thari [ missing letter- Ra-]- wooden post  for tying  elephants . 

stake [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
tharikai [ missing letter- Ra-]- post  . 

stake [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mara-k-kattai [ missing letter- Ra-]- -wooden post; maram –wood; kattai- stick/ 
wood .  

stake [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
poathikai  kattai [ missing letter -  pa-]  - post.  

stake [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pankkeedu [ missing letter -  pa-]  –share . 

stake [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
panaiya thokai [ missing letter -  pa-]  - stake/  security amount  ; thokai- 
amount .  



 
1915 

stake [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
panthaiyam kattu- [ missing letter -  pa-] -  bet . 

stake [E]   has the consonants – -sa-the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaasu panam katti aadum  panthaiyam [ missing letter - pa-]–betting /gaming; 
kaasu- cash; panam- money ; kattu –pay ; aadu- play .  

stake [E]   has the consonants –-[-sa-] -the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanni [asvaa]  panthiayam [ missing letter - pa-]–horse race  /gambling.  

 stake [E]   has the consonants –-[-sa-] -the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  muttu kattai- supporting post ; kattai- stick  /wood . 

stake [E]   has the consonants –-[-sa-] -the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mae-k-kadikka- to drive in a stake / post . 

 

 gibil(4): new; fresh; renewal; to renovate (gúb, 'to purify, cleanse', + ul, 'to 
shine') [GIBIL archaic frequency: 77].  

gibil has the consonants -ka -pa -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
puthupiththal   vaendum  [ missing letter – the -]- to renovate / renewal . 

gibil has the consonants -ka -pa -la -and the  original Tamil  word is pazhuthu  
paaththal - [ missing letter – the -]- to renovate  ; pazhuthu -fault. 

gibil has the consonants -ka -pa -la -and the  original Tamil  word is okka 
pannuthal [ missing letter – the -]- to renovate; pannu –do . 

gibil has the consonants -ka -pa -la -and the  original Tamil  word is maem -
paduththuthal vaendum [ missing letter – the -]- to renovate. 

gibil has the consonants -ka -pa -la -and the  original Tamil  word is needikka 
paduthal [ missing letter – the -]- renewal . 

 

gíbil: to burn; burning (gu7 , 'to consume', + bil, 'to burn').  



 
1916 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is   thee 
vaiththal [ missing letter- the -] – to  burn . 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is   thee 
paththa vaiththal [ missing letter- the -]-  to burn . 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
koluththuthal  [ missing letter- the -]-  to burn . 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kolli 
vaiththal [ missing letter- the -]- to  burn. 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaanthuthal  [ missing letter- the -] -to  burn. 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
konthuthal [ missing letter- the -]- burning  

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thakiththal [ missing letter- the -]- burning . 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –pa- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pukaiththal / pukaithal/ pukai undaakkuthal  [ missing letter- the -] -to  burn. 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaaithal [ missing letter- the -]- to  burn. 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is kai -
kaaiththuthal - [ missing letter- the -] -to  be scorched . 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaethal  / vaekuthal [ missing letter- the -]-to  burn. 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nakkuthal [ missing letter- the -]- to  burn. 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaattuthal [ missing letter- the -]-  burning . 



 
1917 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –pa- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vethumpal [ missing letter- the -]-  burning. 

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhivu -  burning.  

gibil  has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhulukai- burning.  

 

gidim(2,4,7): spirit, ghost (gig, 'to be sick', + dìm, 'sickness demon', or gi6 , 
'black', + dim4 , 'to approach').  

gidim  has the consonants – ka- the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  thinai 
thaivam - ghost . 

gidim  has the consonants – ka- the- ma -and the   other interpretation  of the  
word is   thaivatham-  ghost . 

gidim  has the consonants – ka- the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
seththa/ mandintha   manithanudaiya aavi [ missing letter –sa-]-  the spirit of 
the dead one  ; seththu- died; madintha- died; manithan- man; aavi –spirit .  

gidim  has the consonants – ka- the- ma -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  seththuvam  [ missing letter –sa-] – evil  spirit.  

gidim  has the consonants – ka- the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruvarai thadam [ missing letter –Ra-] -  ghost . 

 

gidim6, gidi6: eclipsed, darkened (gíg/gi6 , 'black', + dím, 'to make'). 

gidi  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maraiththiduka [ missing leetr- Ra-]- hide/ cover . 

gidi  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kannai vittu 
marainthiduka-[ missing letter- Ra-]-  disappear  from  view . 



 
1918 

gidi  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  mankkuthar 
[ missing letter- Ra-]- – getting dim . 

gidi  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
kiraanam theenda- [ missing letter- Ra-]-  eclipsed.  

gidi  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vimarththanam [Skt] [ missing letter- Ra-]-eclipse . 

gidi  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
kanda  kirkanam [Skt] [ missing letter- Ra-]-  partial eclipse . 

gidi  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
arththa kirkanam [Skt] [ missing letter- Ra-]-  half eclipse . 

gidi  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kathiravanai    
eruttu adikka [ missing letter- Ra-] –eclipse of sun; kathiravan- sun; eruttu- 
darkness;  eruttu adikka- block out  . 

gidi  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaanam  
eruttu adaiya  [ missing letter- Ra-] - sky  getting dark; vaanam –sky; eruttu- 
dark  . 

gidi  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanaiththida 
-  darkened  . 

 

 giš- gigir(2): wheel(s); chariot; wagon; coach (reduplicated gur4/gir8 , 'to turn, 
roll') [PU2 archaic frequency: 37].  

gigir  has the consonants - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is kaar/ kaarai 
-  wheel /car. 

gigir  has the consonants - ka -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sa-k-karam [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-]  - wheel . 



 
1919 

gigir  has the consonants - ka -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
erenkka raattinam -[ missing letter- the -] -   giant wheel . 

gigir  has the consonants - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is thikiri / 
thikirikai [ missing letter- the -] - wheel / chariot. 

gigir  has the consonants - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is thaer 
kottran [ missing letter- the -] – charioteer . 

gigir  has the consonants - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  maer koorai  
itta  vandi [ missing letter- the -] -  wagon; koorai- roof ; vandi- wagon .  

gigir  has the consonants - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   vaan 
uoorthi -[ missing letter- the -]  - aeroplane/ Aldebaran  ; vaan- sky ; uoorthi -
vehicle. 

gigir  has the consonants - ka -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
urokini [Skt] – Aldebaran. 

gigir  has the consonants - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  sarakku  
vaiyam  [ missing letter- sa-]-  goods wagon . 

gigir  has the consonants - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is kooviram- 
chariot.  

gigir  has the consonants - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is kavari- car/ 
chariot . 

 

gilim-(b), gili, gil, gi16: n., reed bundle; dancer; bride crown (gi, 'reeds', + lam, 
'abundance') [GIL archaic frequency: 1]. v., to twist; to bend, bow; to cross, 
bar; to fence off; to lie athwart; to go across; to cross plow; to mess up. adj., 
to be twisted, tangled; opaque; to be corrupted; destroyed.  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  valaivu- bend 
/ curve  /arch ;  valaikkai-  bending . 



 
1920 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  koanal- bend.  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  koana 
valaivu- angle bend ; koanam –angle .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kuzhal 
valaivu- pipe bend  ; kuzhal- pipe .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vilakku  
valiavu- lamp bend.  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kulasu  
valaivu  [ missing letter- sa-] – socket bend  . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   valaivu  kau-
uvi- bend clamp; valaivu- bend  .   

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  muzham- k- 
kai - valaivu- elbow bend ;   valaivu- bend/ curve   ;  muzham-k-kai- fore arm .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  aaval-  bend 
as a bow.   

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is nelivu- bend  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kuzhaivu / 
kulavu – bend as bow.  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the original Tamil  word is  koluvi- bend  . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the original Tamil  word is villu  vaankka- 
to bend a bow; villu- bow .  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the original Tamil  word is vankku  
valaivu-  the bend of planks.  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is koadal- 
[missing letter –the -] - bending . 



 
1921 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is thaazhkkai- 
[missing letter –the -]-   bending . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  valaithal [ 
missing letter –the -] –  bend. 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   madan-k-
kuthal  / mudankuthal / muna-k-kuthal / nuna-k-kuthal /  vaankuthal / 
nudankuthal / nalankuthal [ missing letter –the -] –  bend/ to make crooked  . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   thuvaluthal [ 
missing letter –the -] - bend /shrink  twist  /warp as boards in the sun . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   thadaavuthal 
/ thalai  madithal-  bend  / bow as ears of grains  . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kunithal- 
[missing letter –the -] -bend  . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is    muthukai 
valaiththu   thalai kuninthu  vanan-k-kuthal [ missing letter –the -] --  bend the 
back  and head as sign of worship; muthuku – back; valaiththidu- to bend; 
thalai- head ; vanan-k-kuthal -worship. 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kudankuthal/ kaal vilaiviththal /  kavattuthal /  ull valaithal / kunthuthal/  [ 
missing letter –the -] -  bend as a bow.  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kanuulaalan-  
dancer.  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nadana 
kalaignan [missing letter –the -]- dance artist ; nadanam- dance . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nadaka 
kalaignan- [ missing letter –the -]-  drama artist ; naadakam- measured dance/ 
stage play ; kalaignan – artist . 



 
1922 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooththaadikal- [ missing letter –the -]-   dancers; kooththu- dance / kit; aadu –
to dance  ; kooththu aadi- a dancer  ;  kooththu  aadi- kal-   dancers .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  Isai vaelaalan 
[  missing letter- sa-] -  artist caste;   isai- music/ jaz   . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhai 
kooththadikal- [  missing letter- sa-] - pole dancers; kazhai-pole; kooththaadu- 
to dance  .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kolattam 
aadum kalaignan [  missing letter- sa-] - – stick dancer; kole- stick; aattam- 
dance  . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kaavadi  
aattam aadum kalaignan [  missing letter- sa-]-  kaavadi  dancer; kalaignan- 
artist ; kaavadi  -a  decorated shoulder burden carried by  Murugan devotees; 
aattam-  dance; aadu –to dance  . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kummi attam 
aadum kalaignan-  [  missing letter- the-]-  kummi dancer/ artist . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is mayil aattam 
aadum kalaignan - [  missing letter- the-]--  peacock  dance artist  ; mayil- 
peacock; aattam –dance    . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is oyil aattam 
aadum  kalaignan   [  missing letter- the-]--   step dance artist .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kadaththal- [  
missing letter- the-]-- to cross . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   azhukiya -  
spoiled . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is azhikka -  kill.  



 
1923 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kolluka-kill .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is ozhikka-  
destroy .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  aviththal- 
destroy.  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is keduththal- [  
missing letter- the-]-  destroy . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kulaiththal [  
missing letter- the-]--   destroy . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is ikuththal 
[missing letter- the-]-  destroy . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kavizhththal 
[missing letter- the-]-  destroy. 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kaaithal 
[missing letter- the-]-  destroy. 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kumaithal 
[missing letter- the-]-  destroy. 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is alkuthal  
[missing letter- the-]- destroy. 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is vat- kal-  
[missing letter- the-]- destroy.  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
elayamaakku – to destroy  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  pazhaakku [ 
missing letter- pa-] –to spoil .  



 
1924 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   ozhukkam 
keduthal-[missing letter- the-]-  corrupted ; ozhukka kaedu .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is ozhun-k-
keenam kolla-  corrupted. 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is pizhai kolluka 
[missing letter- pa-] - corrupted.  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  other interpretation of the  word is   
uoozhal poakku  kolluka [missing letter- pa-] - to get  corrupted ; uoozhal- 
corruption  .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kai kooli 
vaanakum  aal -  one who geyt bribe; kai –hand; kooli –wages; kai kooli- bribe  . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kai kooli 
vazhankum aal- the person who gives bribe; vazhankku –give  . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
lanja  laavanyam [ missing letter- sa-] -  corruption ; lanjam- bribe . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vazhuthu  
kattu  [ missing letter- the -] –straw bundle  . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is vai-k- kole 
kattu [ missing letter- the -] –straw bundle; vai-k-kole- straw; kattu- bundle   . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  azhi  kattu  [ 
missing letter- the -] –straw bundle; kattu- bundle  .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thal kattu [ 
missing letter- the -] –straw bundle .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  koola kattu [ 
missing letter- the -] –chaff bundle .  



 
1925 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mullu  vaeli 
adaikka-  [ missing letter- the -] -to make a fence; mullu –thorn  ; vaeli- wall  
;adaikka- to close . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeli  iduka-[ 
missing letter- the -] -to make a fence; vaeli –fence  .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is vaeli amaikka-   
fencing ;  amaikka- to set . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is vaeli-  fence.  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
salaakai ani -[ missing letter  -sa-] -  fencing . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaaththiduthal [ missing letter- the -]  - fencing . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaal viththai-  
[ missing letter- the -]  - fencing art  ; vaal- sword;   viththai- art .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaal silampa 
kalai  [ missing letters-  pa- and sa-]-  fencing art ; kalai –art .  

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  silampakam-[ 
missing letters-  pa- and sa-]-  fencing school . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is kozhu- plough . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kalappaiyaal 
uzhuka [  missing letter - pa-] -to plough ; kalappai- plow; uzhuka- to plow . 

gili has the consonants   - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kalappai- [  
missing letter - pa-] – plough .  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  uzhukuthal [ 
missing letter- the -] – to plough . 



 
1926 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  elaan-k-
kalam- plough .    

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   elaam kalam- 
plough . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vellu uzhavu- 
dry  ploughing.  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai thaanki  
uzhuthal [ missing letter- the -] –to plough lightly . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is uzhavan- 
plough man  .  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is nuka kaal- 
plough shaft.  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is vankku  
kalappai  [ missing letter - pa-] – mole plough . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is akazh  
kalappai [ missing letter - pa-] - mole plough;  kalappai- a plow  . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kalappai kozhu 
[ missing letter - pa-]- plough share .  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kalappai mazhi 
[ missing letter - pa-]- -  plough handle. 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is oli pukaa- [ 
missing letter - pa-]-  opaque ; oli- light; puka- to enter; pukaa- can not enter .  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is mankalaana-  
opaque/ dim . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is mazhunkiya- 
opaque/ obtuse . 



 
1927 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kulaikka-   
mess up / muddle up .  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhappam  
vilaivikka [ missing letter - pa-]-  - to bring confusion; kuzhappam- confusion ; 
vilaivikka- produce .   

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhappa nilai 
[ missing letter - pa-]-  confused state / tangled ; nilai –status . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is thollai alikka- [ 
missing letter- the -]-  to mess up  /to disturb ; thollai- trouble; alikka- give .  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kampalai- [ 
missing letter - pa-]-  clutter . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kalakkam  - 
clutter.  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is amaithi -yaei 
keduththal]  missing letter- the -]-   to spoil the peace; amaithi- silence ; 
keduka- to spoil  . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kalavaram  
uruvaaka [ missing letter- Ra-]- clutter ; uruvaakku- make.  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is vilankkuthal [ 
missing  letter- the -]  - lie athwart . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kadukkuthal- [ 
missing  letter- the -]   -twisting . 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  sikkal-[ 
missing letter- sa-]-  tangle.  

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   uoodae 
kadaththal [ missing letter- the-]  – to go acroos ; uoodaaka- in between; 
kadakka- to cross  .  



 
1928 

gili has the consonants  - ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is mana naalil    
mana makalukku  thaai   maaman  kattum   thankka-ththilaana   neththi  
pattam   [ missing letters- pa –and- the -]-  the golden crown  given by the 
maternal uncle to  the bride on the day of marriage ;   mana naal-   marriage 
day ;  naal- day ;  mana makal- bride ; mana makan- groom  ;  thaai  maaman-  
maternal uncle  ;  thaai- mother;   thankkam  -gold; neththi- forehead  ; pattam 
– crown;  neththi pattam- frontlet  . 

 

girim, girin, gir8: piece of clay; to detach a piece of clay; to creep or glide on 
the ground (gur5 , 'to separate, divide', + imi/im, 'clay'; cf., gurun). 

 im  has a consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is -munn  -soil / land 
/ground.  

gir  has the consonants -  ka- Ra --and the  original Tamil  word is munnir   
uooruka  - creep in the ground ;  munn- ground/ soil . 

gir  has the consonants -  ka- Ra --and the  original Tamil  word is  nakaruka / 
nakarvu  -creep.  

 gir  has the consonants -  ka- Ra --and the  original Tamil  word is  men sarivu  
/erakkam [ missing  letter- sa-] - glide.  

gir  has the consonants -  ka- Ra --and the  original Tamil  word is  sarukku [ 
missing  letter- sa-]  -to glide.  

 creep[E]   has the consonants -ka - Ra  [- pa -]  and the  original Tamil  word is   
-uooruka / nakaruka – creep . 

glide [E]   has the consonants- ka - la  --the -and the  original Tamil  word is    - 
vazhukkuthal – glide . 

gir  has the consonants -  ka- Ra --and the  original Tamil  word is  pirikka- [ 
missing letter –pa-]-  separate  . 



 
1929 

gir  has the consonants -  ka- Ra --and the  original Tamil  word is  pakira 
missing letter –pa-]-  –divide.  

 

 gìrim, gírin: (cf., gurun).  

 

giriš: butterfly; moth.  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
karai-yaan-   white ant .   

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kirumi- worm  . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is kirumi  
kaaichchar -  worm fever.  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa -] -  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  worm [E] . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa -] -  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   kirumi  suram [?Skt] – worm fever; suram/ suravam - fever .  

 fever [E]   has the consonants – [-pa -]  -va - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
kaaichchar [ missing  letter- sa-] – fever;    kaaya- hot  /dry  .  

fever [E]   has the consonants – [-pa -]  -va - Ra - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is suravam [ missing  letter- sa-]  –fever . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa -  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is virus [E] . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa- -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
karappaan poochchi [ missing letter- pa-]   -cockroach . 



 
1930 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa -  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is cockroach [E] .  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-]- -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
karappaan  / sori   /arippu vakai -[ missing letter- pa-]  -  ring worm . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is vatta 
sori [ missing letter  -the -] - ring worm . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa- -  and the  original Tamil  word is  siru  
poochchi   vakai -[ missing letter- pa-]  – sort of  of small insect ; poochchi- 
insect ; vakai- kind .  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  eru 
unni -detrivore. 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is   eravu  
poochchi--[ missing letter- pa-]-  nocturnal  insects ;  eravu- night; poochchi- 
insect . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is   keeri 
poochchi / kererai poochchi --[ missing letter- pa-]-   thread worm. 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is    
arakku  kosu / arakku  poochchi --[ missing letter- pa-]--  lac insect .  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is    
seerikai- criket [ insect] . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  peru 
vaari  noaei  poochchi --[ missing letter- pa-]--  insect  pest ; noaei – disease ; 
poochchi- insect . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is   siru 
poochchi  uyir inam / piraani [Skt] vakai ---[ missing letter- pa-]--   insect  pest ; 
uyir  inam- organism ; vakai- a kind  ; siru- small ;  poochchi- insect . 



 
1931 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-] --  and the  original Tamil  word is   
karumpu   [ missing letter- pa-]--  bee as sucking honey .  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-] --  and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word   is  sarakam-   bee  as sucking honey .  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-] --  and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word    paravai- -[ missing letter- pa-]--  bee as sucking honey ; parunkki .  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-] --  and the  original Tamil  word is   
karu vandu [ missing letter –the -] –black  bee /wasp  ; vadu vari; naa kara 
vandu  ; karumai- black; vandu- insect . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-] --  and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word   thuviram- [ missing letter –the -] -   honey bee   . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-] --  and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word   mathu karam[Skt]  / mathu kaari  [ missing letter –the -] – honey 
bee ; mathu [Skt] / thaem / mattam - honey/ liquor  .  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-] --  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadun-n- thaeru / kadu thaeru -[ missing letter –the -]  - wasp   . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa---  and the  other interpretation  of the   
word   vida sirunkkam -[ missing letter –the -]  - wasp   . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-] --  and the  original Tamil  word is aru 
kaal [ missing letter- la-]-  a bee/ beetle/ six footed; aaru -6; kaal- leg  .  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[-sa-] --  and the  original Tamil  word is poar 
kirumi  [ missing letter – pa-] - war worm ; raanuva kirumi- military  worm ; 
poar-  war . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[- sa-] ---  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word   kaamaram – beetle as six footed . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –[- sa-] ---  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word   raavanam  -  beetle as six footed . 



 
1932 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – sa---  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word   kaesaram - beetle as six footed . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – [-sa-] ---  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word  paarankku  [ missing letter – pa-] - beetle killer.  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – [-sa-] ---  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word  paarkkavai- [ missing letter – pa-] - beetle killer. 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – [-sa-] ---  and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the  word  mara vakai – beetle killer.  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – sa---  and the  other  interpretation  of the  
word   sara veenai – black beetle.  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – [-sa-] ---  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word  mar kunam – bed bug.  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – sa----  and the  Tamil interpretation  of the  
word eru siruku  poochchi  [ missing letter – pa-]- house fly; eru-  2; siraku- 
feather .  

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – sa--  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word  viruchchikam [Skt] - scorpion  . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – [-sa-] ----  and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the  word  karum  parappan [ missing letter – pa-]- black  scorpion; karumai- 
black ; parappaan-  scorpion  . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – sa--  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word   piraa sikai [ missing  letter- pa-] –mosquito . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa-  and the  Tamil interpretation  of the  
word   perun-k-kosuku [ missing  letter- pa-] – big mosquito; periya –big . 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra –sa-  and the  Tamil interpretation  of the  
word    sudar kadai [ missing  letter- the -] – firefly; sudar- fire/ bright  .  



 
1933 

giriš  has the consonants -  ka -Ra – [- sa-] --  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word   piraba kiridam [Skt] [ missing  letters -pa- and- - the -]– firefly . 

 

gitlam(2,3,4), nit(a)lam(2,3,4): lover; honeymooner; first husband; spouse 
(nitah, 'male, man', + lam, 'luxuriance'). 

gitlam   has the consonants - ka -the -la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaathalikkum  kaathalan -um  kaathali -yim – lover boy  and the  girl ; kaathal- 
love ;  kaathalan - lover boy ; kaathali- lover girl . 

gitlam   has the consonants - ka -the -la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thalaivanum  thalaivi - yim – hero and the  heroine ; thalaivan- hero ;thalaivi-  
wife / heroine . 

gitlam   has the consonants - ka -the -la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthal   kanavan   -first  husband ; muthal –first; kanavan- husband  . 

gitlam   has the consonants - ka -the -la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaen nilavu kondaadum  thaali kattiya   puthiya mana makkal  / kaliyaana 
[Skt]   thampathikal [ missing letter- pa-] –honey moon couple; thaen nilavu- 
honey moon ;  thaen- honey ; nilavu –moon ;kondaadu –celebrate ;  thaali - 
sacred thread  ;  kattu –tie ; mana makkal-  couple  . 

nitah  has the consonants - an -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aadavan -  male . 

 

 gúdibir: war (gud(2), 'warrior', + bir, 'to wreck, murder'). 

gúdibir has the consonants -  ka - the  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
poaridum  maravar- warrior; maravar- warrior  . 

gúdibir has the consonants -  ka - the  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
poarida vaendum- to wage a war; poar –war  . 



 
1934 

gúdibir has the consonants -  ka - the  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
udaiththu thakarththu  erinthiduka -  to destroy  /demolish ; udaikka- break; 
thakarkka- demolish . 

gúdibir has the consonants -  ka - the  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kondru  poaduka- murder ; kondriduka- kill  . 

gúdibir has the consonants -  ka - the  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uyirai pariththiduka- to take away  the life ; uyir- life; parikka-  take away / 
pluck .  

gúdibir has the consonants -  ka - the  -[- pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is uyiroadyu  vathaiththar – slaughter  ; uyir- life ; vathai –kill .  

 

 gudug, gudu4, gúda: a ritually pure, linen-clothed priest who cares for and 
feeds the gods; divinely anointed.  

gudug, has the consonants -  ka- the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuntha thooimai konda / ven vannam konda  koadi thuni / kaada thuni  
adai/ udai/ udukkai aninthittavan / ennai thadaviya  - oathuvoan -   anointed  
priest  who wears a pure white cloth ; mikuntha – excess;  thooimai- purity/ 
cleanliness  ;  venmai- white; vannam- color  ; konda- having ; koadi thuni – 
white cloth  ;  aadai- clothe; udai- clothe ; udaukkai- clothe  ;aninthavan –one 
who is wearing   ; ennai- oil ; thadaviya –anointed ; oathuvaan- one who  
recites  .   

gudug, has the consonants -  ka- the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
padaiththavanukku / aandavanukku  amutham   padaippavan [ missing letter- 
pa-]  – one who  feeds the god ;  aandavan –god ; amutham-  food ; padaikka –
offer . 

  

gukin(2): entire inhabited world.  



 
1935 

gukin   has the consonants  -ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is maakal   
vaazhum  muzhu   ulakam / kuvalayam [ missing letter –la-]- - inhabitated 
entire world ; makkal- people; vaazhum- living  ; vaazhu –to live ; muzhu –
whole; ulakam- world  ; kuvalayam- globe .  

gukin   has the consonants  -ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is avani – 
earth .  

gukin   has the consonants  -ka –an- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   yaemaankki – earth . 

gukin   has the consonants  -ka –an- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   nakam  -earth . 

gukin   has the consonants  -ka –an- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   navam  -earth . 

gukin   has the consonants  -ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is munn-
ulakam  / munn-koalam  [ missing letter –la-] -  earth/ globe ; munn- land ;  
koalam-  globe .  

gukin   has the consonants  -ka –an- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   puvanam / pavanam / puvani  [ missing  letter- pa-] – earth . 

gukin   has the consonants  -ka –an- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   kaasini  [missing  letter- sa-] –earth.  

globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuzhiyam /  koalakai  – round  earth ; koalam- ball; koale- planet  . 

  globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la--pa -and the  original Tamil  word is puvi  
koalam    -earth . 

globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koale- planet . 

globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is ka -
koalam – celestial  globe . 



 
1936 

 globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
valaakam   -earth . 

globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuvalayam  - world. 

globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la--pa -and the  original Tamil  word is poo 
valaiyam  -earth  . 

globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la--pa -and the  original Tamil  word is poo 
ulakam  -earth . 

globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la—[-pa-] -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   elaekai – earth . 

globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nila ulakam  -earth  ; nilam- land .  

globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la—[-pa-] -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   loakam –earth . 

globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la—[-pa-] -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   akilam  -earth . 

globe [E] has the consonants  -ka- la- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaelaa valaiyam  -earth as surrounded by  water . 

 

gukkal [KUN.GAL]: (cf., kungal) 
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1938 
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gunni: kiln; stove.  

gunni  has the consonants -  ka- an -  and the  interpretation of the  word is  
oven [E] .  

gunni  has the consonants -  ka- an -  and the  interpretation of the  word is 
anthikai [ missing letter- the -]- oven.  

gunni  has the consonants -  ka- an -  and the  interpretation of the  word is 
manavai- oven . 

gunni  has the consonants -  ka- an -  and the original Tamil  interpretation of 
the  word is   kana-p-pu  adu-p-pu [ missing letters- pa- and -the -]- stove.  

stove [E]  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –the- va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanappu  aduppu  [ missing letter –pa- -] -  stove.  

 

gurdub: reed basket. 

gurdub  has the consonants  - ka- Ra  -the – [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  
word is thenna-n-k-keetru  koodai -  palm  reed basket  ; thennai –coconut tree 
; keetru - leaf ;  koodai-  basket . 

gurdub  has the consonants  - ka- Ra  -the – [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  moon-k-kir koodai- bamboo basket ;  moonkkir- bamboo  . 

gurdub  has the consonants  - ka- Ra  -the –pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
koarai  pur koodai  - reed basket  ; koarai  pur-  a kind   of  reed .  

gurdub  has the consonants  - ka- Ra  -the –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   korukkai koodai- reed basket ;  korukkai-  a  reed .   



 
1939 

gurdub  has the consonants  - ka- Ra  -the –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   naanar  koodai- reed basket ;  naanar- reed . 

gurdub  has the consonants  - ka- Ra  -the –pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pirampu  koodai  -cane basket ; pirampu – cane . 

 

 gurud(2): to throw.  

gurud   has the consonants –ka- Ra - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
erinthiduka /  erinthida vaendum – throw  .  

 

gurum[GAM]: n., heap, pile; arched beam; bending. v., to be bent; to subdue.  

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumpaaram [ missing letter- pa-]- -pile . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is eema 
viraku- funeral pile ; eemam-  funeral; viraku –fire wood . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is ondran 
meethu ondraaka  adukka vaendum [ missing letter- the- ]  -  pile up one upon 
another ; ondru- one ; meethu- upon  ; adukka- to pile up . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is ondru  
thiratti  kuvikka / kuviththu  vaikka vaendum [ missing letter- the- ] – heap up  ; 
thirattu- gather; kuvikka- to heap . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  interpretation  of the  
word is nikaram  -  heap / drift  as of dust . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is pirakkam-[ missing letter- pa-]-  a crowd.  



 
1940 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   ethiri -yaei adakkuthar   vaendum-[ missing letter- the- ]-  to 
subdue  the enemy ; ethiri-  enemy; adakku  -to control . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   orukkuthar vaendum  -[ missing letter- the- ]-  to subdue . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   odukkuthar vaendum --[ missing letter- the- ]-  to subdue. 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   thoarkkadikka  vaendum --[ missing letter- the- ]-  defeat . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   vendrida vaendum--[ missing letter- the- ]-- to win . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   kai -niruththuthar vaendum --[ missing letter- the- ]—to put to 
rout.  

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   thanippiththar / thaniviththar  vaendum [ missing letters- pa- 
and -the -] – to subdue . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  other  interpretation  of the  
word is    ni-k-kirakam [Skt]  -subdue.  

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  other  interpretation  of the  
word is  piravanam –[Skt] -[ missing letter –pa-]- to draw in /fold / shut as 
knife.  

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  other  interpretation  of the  
word is  vakkiram [Skt] -   bend . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   mudakkuthar / madakkuthar  /madiththar   / nunankuthar 
vaendum --[ missing letter- the- ]—-  bend as knee , arm etc /  to be  bent . 



 
1941 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   naan -yaettrida vaendum --[ missing letter- the- ]— bend as 
bow.    

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   kuninthu  vanankkuthar  vaendum---[ missing letter- the- ]—to 
bend  as in worshipping ;  vanankku- worship ; kuni- bend  . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   kurankkuthar vaendum--[ missing letter- the- ]— bend . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   kavattuthar  vaendum -[ missing letter- the- ]— bend . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is  kunithar  vaendum -[ missing letter- the- ]— bend . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   kunthuthar vaendum--[ missing letter- the- ]—  bend.  

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   thirukkuthar vaendum --[ missing letter- the- ]—  bend. 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is    yaeriduthar vaendum --[ missing letter- the- ]—– bend . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   inan-k-kuthar  vaendum -[ missing letter- the- ]-bending/ 
yielding . 

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   kavaan  maravari –  arched  beam ;  vasivu  maravarai ; kavan –
arch .  

gurum has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  other  interpretation  of the  
word is  kiranam – beam . 



 
1942 

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka – -pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is kuvi / 
kuvippu – heap up . 

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka – -pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kooppu –heap . 

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaanam- heap [ mass as of clouds] .  

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuppam –heap[ mass as of clouds] .   

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuppai  
- heap as of manure  . 

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is kumpi – 
heap.   

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka –-[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuvavu –heap . 

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
punkkam – crowd/ a throng  .  

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pookam 
– crowd/ a throng  .   

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka –-[- pa-] - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  soakam [ missing letter- sa-] – heap.  

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka –-[- pa-] - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  koasam [ missing letter- sa-] – heap. 

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka –- pa-- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  kumpaaram   [ missing letter- Ra-]- large heap . 

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka –- pa-- and the   Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaikoar  poar [ missing letter- Ra-]-straw heap . 



 
1943 

heap [E]  has the consonants - ka –- [-pa-] -- and the   Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kuviyal [ missing letter- la-]-  heap.   

 

gúrum: inspection. 

gúrum   has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  aaivu  
maer kondida vaendum [ missing letter- the -] -to inspect. 

gúrum   has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paarvai-ida vaendum [ missing letters- pa- and -the -] – to inspect . 

gúrum   has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  maer  
paarvai ida vaendum [ missing letters- pa- and -the -] – to supervise . 

gúrum   has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
-kaanniththar vaendum [ missing letter- the -] – inspection.  

gúrum   has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
koottu aaivu maer-kondida vaendum-[ missing letter- the -]  to have joint 
inspection ; koottu –jointly ;  aaivu-  assessment .  

gúrum   has the consonants - ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is    
aainthu arinthida vaendum -[ missing letter- the -]  -to inspect ; aainthidu –to 
assess  ;  arinthidu –to know . 

 

 gurun, gurin; girin, girim; gìrim, gírin: fruit; berry; flower (cf., girin) (gúr, 
'sphere', + an, 'high'; cf., kurun). 

gurun   has the consonants- ka- Ra- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  vanna  
malar /vanna malarkal  [missing letter –la-]  -colorful  flowers ; vannam- color; 
malar- flower .  

gurun   has the consonants- ka- Ra- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  kodi 
munthiri kani [missing letter –the-]  – grapes; kani-  fruit ; kodi –vine  . 



 
1944 

gurun   has the consonants- ka- Ra- an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
naarankaai -  orange . 

gurun   has the consonants- ka- Ra- an - and the interpretation  of the   word is 
niththaka kaththiri [ missing letter- the -] – Turkey berry.  

gurun   has the consonants- ka- Ra- an - and the interpretation  of the   word is 
aanjeerikam [ missing letter –sa-]-  mistletoe- berry thorn . 

gurun   has the consonants- ka- Ra- an - and the interpretation  of the   word is 
kan- niram- mistletoe- berry thorn . 

gurun   has the consonants- ka- Ra- an - and the interpretation  of the   word is 
av-u-uri  nelli-[ missing letter – la-]-   blue berry . 

 

 guruš, guruš: sledge (archaic pictogram); adult workman, laborer (human 
sledge); young man (gúr, 'wheels' [cf., gigir], + uš, 'to stand upon') [? GURUŠ 
archaic frequency: 68; concatenation of 2 sign variants].  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumaran -   young man  / Grerk  kouros .   

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
muruku- youth ;  Murugan -  young boy /  eternally  youthful  sun god  . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[-sa-]  – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   kumaar [Skt] - young man. 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kouros [Greek]  -  youth .   

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[- sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  Yevu-vanar- Greeks . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kowmaaran -  young man . 



 
1945 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[- sa-] - and the  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  pari vayan [ missing letter- pa-]-  young man . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[- sa-] - and the  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  puru vaiyan-[ missing letter- pa-]-   young man . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa- – and the  original Tamil  word is 
manja- k-kaaran – young man .   

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa- – and the  original Tamil  word is siru  
vayasu  /akavai –k-kaaran -  young man  . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa-– and the  original Tamil  word is 
siruvar / sirumiyar – little boys and girls  /children ; siru- small  . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
ilaiyavar [ missing letter- la-] -  young men . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
aadavar [missing letter- the -] -  men . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
kammiyar – workers / smiths /weaver  . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuyavar-  potter. 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
kama-k-kaaran-  farmer; kamam- agriculture . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
kamar- famer.  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa--– and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   kirushikan  / karshakan  [Skt] – farmer . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
aru-k-kiravar / neikirvar –weaver . 



 
1946 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
nesavukkaaran-  weaver.  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
--vinaignar -  artisan; kai- hand; vinai –action; kai vinaignar- artist  .  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaaru  / Vannar - washerman . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaelai-k-kaaran [ missing letter- la-]  -  worker/servant .  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
vinaignar-  worker; viani –action   . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
vinaivalar  [ missing letter- la-]  -  skilled  worker. 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the other interpretation  of 
the word is saevakar [Skt] –worker.  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the other interpretation  of 
the word is worker [E] .  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
pani-k-kaaran [ missing letter – pa-] –worker.  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooli-k-kaaran / naal vaelai—k-kaaran [ missing letter- la-]  -  worker; kooli –
wage ; naal- day ; vaelai –work . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa--– and the  original Tamil  word is  sa-k-
kiliyar [ missing letter- la-]  – leather worker.   

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is  
uzhavar [ missing letter- zha-]   –farmer/ plough men . 



 
1947 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is  
kollai-k-kaarn- [ missing letter- la-]  - gardener /farmer ; kollai- garden / 
backyard . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  payir 
seikirvar [ missing letter- pa-]  -farmer; payir- crop; seika- do .  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
karai-yaar-  fishermen ;   karai-sea shore/ border   . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukkuvar-  fishermen . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
meenavar- fishermen ; meen- fish . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa--– and the  original Tamil  word is  
savala-k-kaarar [ missing letter- la-]  – class of fishermen . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa--] -– and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuka vaelaalar [ missing letter- la-]  -  sect of  fishermen -  decent from Gukan -  
the fishermen chief.  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa--] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalavar [ missing letter- la-]  - fishermen  . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa--] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
salan-k-kai -kaarar [ missing letter- la-]  -  fishermen . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa--] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
valaiyar [ missing letter- la-]  –fishermen ; valai- net . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa--] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaaviyam  varaikirvar / oaaviyar  – painter/ artist ; oaa-viyam- painting; 
varaika- to draw  . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa--] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaavar   /  yavanar  -  sculptor . 



 
1948 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa--– and the  original Tamil  word is  kar 
silai  sikiravar [ missing letter- la-] -  stone  sculptor; kar  -stone ; silai- statue; 
seikiravar- one who  does  .  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa--– and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhaivu  kalaignar  [ missing letter- la /zha-]-  sculptor.  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa--– and the  original Tamil  word is   
venn kala  silai vaarkkiravar [ missing letter- la-]- brass worker  making  idol ; 
venn kalam- brass ; silai- statue ; vaarkka- to mould . 

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa--] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
panikkar / mara pani  seikiravar [ missing letter –pa- ]  -carpenter; maram- 
wood; pani- job .  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-sa-- and the  the  original Tamil  word is 
kaattaa -aachchaari   [ missing letter –the-]-  carpenter.  

guruš, has the consonants  -ka -Ra –-[-sa--] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
koththanaar-[ missing letter –the-] - mason . 

lad [E]  has the consonants – la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is    
thathulan -  young man .  

youth [E]  has the consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thinniyan- 
youth . 

youth [E]  has the consonant- the- and the  original Tamil  word is saedan    
[missing  letter –sa-]  -youth.  

 

guruš3,4, guru5, gur5; kur5: to circumcise (?); to trim away, strip; to cut, clip 
(a part of the body); to notch, incise; to fell trees; to be parted, relieved of 
(gur10, 'sickle', + gìš/uš, 'penis'). 

guru   has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aruvaa- 
sickle . 



 
1949 

guru   has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  keeru –
incise/ to notch .  

guru   has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   vettu  kuri-
[ missing letter- the -] - a notch . 

guru   has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   narukku –
clip / trim .  

guru   has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  porikka- 
missing letter- pa-] -  engrave . 

guru  has the consonants– ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is urikka- strip  .  

guru   has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pirivu- [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -division/branch .  

guru   has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vakiru - 
parted [ as of hair ] . 

guru   has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aan kuri-  
male genital ; aan- male; kurai- symbol . 

gìš  has the consonants- ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is kunju- male 
genital . 

guru   has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kayeiru  
kattukai –[ missing letter- the -]  -  circumcision . 

guru   has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   aan kuri  - 
yaei narukka - circumcision ; narukku – trim; aan-kuri- male symbol – penis; 
aan-  male .  

 

 gurušda: (cf., kurušda). 

 



 
1950 

 guzza: throne; chair. 

guzza  has the consonants  -ka -sa - and the  interpretation of the word is  
kurichchi/ koorchchi [ missing letter –Ra-]  -chair.  

guzza  has the consonants  -ka -sa - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kasarae  [ missing letter –Ra-]  -chair.  

guzza  has the consonants  -ka -sa - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
sivikai  -  chair that is lifted .  

guzza  has the consonants  -ka -sa - and the original  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  erukkai [ missing letter –Ra-]  -chair.  

guzza  has the consonants  -ka -sa - and the original  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   saaivu erukkai [ missing letter –Ra-]  - leaning chair /easy chair  . 

guzza  has the consonants  -ka -sa - and the original  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is    arasu  erukkai –[ missing letter –Ra-]  -  king’s chair  ; arasan- king . 

guzza  has the consonants  -ka -sa - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
sinkaasanam [Skt]  -  lion chair – throne  ; sinkkam- lion . 

guzza  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]  - and the original  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is   thakaththu –[ missing letter –the-]  –throne   . 

guzza  has the consonants  -ka -sa - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
thavisu  / kuntum  idam / maedai –[ missing letter –the-]  –throne ; kunthu –to 
be seated ; maedai –stage; idam- palce    . 

 

 gadub: tablet container (gar;gá, 'to store', + dub, 'clay tablets'; cf, lúša13[GÁ]-
dub-ba). 

gadub has the consonants  - ka -the –[-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thakadu – tablet . 



 
1951 

gadub has the consonants  - ka -the -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pattaiya   thakadu- writing  tablet .  

gadub has the consonants  - ka -the -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is   
paathu  kaappu  petti -  safty  box  ;  petti- box ; paathu kaapu  -safty .  

gadub has the consonants  - ka -the -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thakattu paalam-[ missing letter- la-] -  tablet  /slab  . 

gadub has the consonants  - ka -the –[-pa-]  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  thavalaththu  -[ missing letter- la-] - tablet  . 

gadub has the consonants  - ka -the -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  pothi 
kulikai  -[ missing letter- la-]-  tablet . 

gadub has the consonants  - ka -the -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kulikai petti -[ missing letter- la-] -   tablet  /capsule container.  

gadub has the consonants  - ka -the -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pallaan -k -kuzhi  petti [missing letter- la-]-  a tablet with  14 holes for play. 

gadub has the consonants  - ka -the -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is   
ezhuththu  palakai thundu  [ missing letter- la-]-writing  tablet . 

 gadub has the consonants  - ka -the -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanka  nakai petti  -  gold jewel  box  ;  thankkam- gold; nakai- jewel; petti –
box.  

 

gagia: cloister; reed basket; a measure of fish.  

gagia  has the consonant- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kanni maadam [ 
missing letter –the -] -  convent ; kanni- virgin ; maadam- house . 

gagia  has the consonant- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  valaivu [ missing 
letter- la-]  –arch .  



 
1952 

gagia  has the consonant- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is naa-k-ku  koodai- 
[ missing letter –the -] -  reed basket; koodai- basket  . 

 

galga, malga: advice, counsel; wise one; reflection, consideration (loan from 
Akkadian milkum; cf., Orel & Stolbova #1791 *mulak-/*mulik- 'stranger, chief') 
[GALGA archaic frequency: 16; concatenation of 2 sign variants]. 

galga   has the consonants-  ka- la -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kala-k-
ka/  kala-k-ka vaendum/ kalanthu  aainthida vaendum [ missing letter –the -] – 
to counsel ;  aainthidu  – to asses . 

galga   has the consonants-  ka- la -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   nalla 
thakaval  kolla- [ missing letter –the -] –to have advice ;  nalla- good; thakaval- 
information .  

galga   has the consonants-  ka- la -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
nokkam  / kolkai kolla -  to have advice . 

galga   has the consonants-  ka- la -ka -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   aloasikka / aloasanai  vaanka vaendum [ missing letter –sa-]  -to have 
advice.   

galga   has the consonants-  ka- la -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalanthu - aavivu  [ missing letter –sa-]  - counseling . 

galga   has the consonants-  ka- la -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  ennam 
kolla vaendum  [ missing letter –sa-]  -to have advice.   

galga   has the consonants-  ka- la -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   nalla 
noakkam- advice; nalla- good; noakkam –aim .  

galga   has the consonants-  ka- la -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vazhakku  uraignar [ missing letter –Ra-] - counsel/ lawyer.  

galga   has the consonants-  ka- la -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is ninaivil  
kolla- consideration.    



 
1953 

galga   has the consonants-  ka- la -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalviyaalan – learned one  . 

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is  mei  arivu  ullavan  [ missing letter –Ra-] – wise one ; mei- truth 
; arivu- intelligence ; ullavan- one who  has.  

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
vivaekam[Skt]  ullavan  – wise one . 

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is  thelli--mai / ollimai   ullavan [ missing letter –the -]- wise one.  

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   mathi  ullavan - [ missing letter –the -]- wise one  ;  mathi- 
intelligence; ullavan- one who  possess . 

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   naanam  ullavan –wise one . 

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is naa -vadakkam  ullavan   [ missing letter –the -]- wise one ; 
naavu- tongue ;adakku control .  

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
kulliyam  -counsel . 

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is  nalla  ennam  uoottuthal  vaendum   [ missing letter –the -] – to 
give advice ; nalla- good; ennam –thoughts; uoottu –feed  .  

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is  kavanam kolla –consideration.  

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is  mananam kolla- consideration. 



 
1954 

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is  maelavan- wise one.  

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is   manathil  nizhal  aada vaendum [ missing letter –the -]   - 
mental consideration . 

malga  has the consonants- ma -la -ka -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the  word is  kathavuthal vaendum [ missing letter –the -]  –be reflected . 

 

gansis, gasisx: darkness; the netherworld; eclipse. 

gansis  has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] –and the interpretation  of the word 
is  narakam [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  hell .  

gansis  has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  eravu  naeram-[ missing  letter- Ra-]- night time ; 
eravu – night; naeram- time. 

 gansis  has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] –and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  mun eravu  naeram--[ missing  letter- Ra-]-   
evening  time; munn- early;eravu  -night.  

gansis  has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  mankaa-  getting dim/ eclipsed . 

gansis  has the consonants-  ka -an –sa-–and the  original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  eruuttu adikka  seithida vaendum [ missing letter –the -] – 
conceal ; eruttu  -dark ; seithidu- do  .  

gansis  has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] -–and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   moodi  vaikka vaendum [ missing letter –the -] – 
–to cover ; moodu –to cover; moodi -  a cover  ; vaikka- keep . 

 



 
1955 

 ganun: barn, storehouse, granary ( gar; gá, 'storeroom', + nun, 'great') 
[GANUN archaic frequency: 3].  

ganun  has the consonants -  ka --an -and the  original Tamil word is  kidankku / 
kittankki- [ missiong letter –the -] - store house.  

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the  interpretation of the word is granary 
[E] .  

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is   ner kuthir [ 
missing letter –the -] – granary; ner- paddy . 

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kotta kaaram   
[missing letter –the -] -- granary  for keeping  paddy . 

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thiru  
kottaaram  [missing letter –the -] - temple store house ; thiru- holy .  

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is urai vidam 
[missing letter –the -]  - store room . 

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the other  interpretation of the word is 
thaaniya -varai- [missing letter –the -] -- granary . 

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the other  interpretation of the word is 
aakaram -  store house.  

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the other  interpretation of the word is 
ukkiraanam – granary  

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the other  interpretation of the word is 
jakaira  [ missing letter- sa-] – granary . 

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  saekaram- [ 
missing letter- sa-] -store  room .  

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  sarakku arai-[ 
missing letter- sa-]-  store room; sarakku –goods; arai –room   . 



 
1956 

gar  has the consonants -ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaippu  arai 
missing letter- pa-]-  store room ; vaippu – keeping . 

 

garim: pool, pond (cf., dagrim) (gar, 'storeroom', + imi/im, 'clay, mud').  

garim has the consonants – ka- Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is neer  
thaekkam [ missing letter- the -] – water  reservoir; neer- water; thaekku –
block .  

garim has the consonants – ka- Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is neer 
thadaakam- [ missing letter- the -]-   pool  . 

garim has the consonants – ka- Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is neer 
kundam-[ missing letter- the -]-  pond . 

garim has the consonants – ka- Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is yaeri  
maavattam--[ missing letter- the -]- lake land.  

garim has the consonants – ka- Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is vaana 
maari  kulam [ missing leter- la-]-rain fed tank/  lake.  

garim has the consonants – ka- Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is nann 
neer kulam [ missing leter- la-]-  good water pond ; neer- water; kulam- lake;   
root word   for  kulam  is akalu [ to dig ]  . 

garim has the consonants – ka- Ra -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is pari vaapam  -[ missing letter-  pa-]- - an inland  body  of water ,  
smaller than a lake . 

garim has the consonants – ka- Ra -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  piravaakam [Skt] / neer perukkam [ missing letter-  pa-]-  large flow of 
water . 

garim has the consonants – ka- Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is kann -
maai neer-  tank water; kannmaai –tank  . 



 
1957 

garim has the consonants – ka- Ra -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is kusumaakarm [ missing letter- sa-] – spring  as the source of water.  

garim has the consonants – ka- Ra -ma -and the original Tamil  word is kumizhi  
neer [ missing leter- zha-]-  spring  as the source of water; kumizhi –spring; 
neer- water . 

 

garza, garzu[PA.DIGIR]: custom(s); rite(s); divine or royal orders (gar, 'form, 
appearance' or gar, 'to deliver', + zu, 'to know').  

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
eraivanin aanai-  order of the lord ; eraivan- god ;  aanai –order .  

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mannavarin   aanai-  king’s order; mannavan- king . 

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-sa-and the  original Tamil  word is saavu 
vari-  death duties ; vari –tax  ; saavu –death .  

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra--sa--and the  other interpretation of the 
word is saavu  kiri-yaei [Skt]- funeral rites; saavu  -death . 

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is vinai 
murai-  rites.  

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  uyir 
neeththaar  kadan [ missing letter- the -]-  funeral rites; neethaar- dead 
persons ; kadan- duty . 

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  eema 
neer kadan  [ missing letter- the -]-  funeral rites related to water ; neer- water; 
kadan- duty ; eemam- funeral . 

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is iruthi  
kadan- [ missing letter- the -]-  last rites; iruthi –final  . 



 
1958 

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is anthiya kiri -yaei  /saesa kiri -yaei  /sarma -kiri ayei  [Skt] [ missing 
letter- the -]-  funeral rites. 

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is karumaathi [ missing letter- the -]-   funeral rites.  

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  karumaanthram [ missing letter- the -]- funeral rites. 

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  uththrakiriyaei [ missing letter- the -]- funeral rites. 

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra--sa- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  sadankku  murai [ missing letter- the -]-rites; murai- method  /custom .  

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra--sa- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  saankkiya murai  –rites.  

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  karanam- rites.  

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   karmam – religious rites . 

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  periya  kaariyam  / erappu karumam   [ missing letter- pa-] -  funeral 
rites ; periya- big  ;  erappu – death; kaariyam /karumum  -action   . 

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is vinai 
marapu-[ missing letter- pa-] - rites.  

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra--sa--and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  pirayoasanam [ missing letter- pa-] - ceremonial  rites.  

garza has the consonants -  ka- Ra—[-sa-]--and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  apara kiriyaei  [ missing letter- pa-] -funeral rites. 



 
1959 

 

gárza, gárzu, girza[PA.LUGAL]: office, duties; rules.  

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is 
sunkkavirai-  responsible duty  .  

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -sa--and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   saarikai- duty  of managing the family.  

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
karam- -  that which should be done/ duties . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -sa--and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is surkkam - that which should be done/ duties . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [-sa-] --and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is thaarikam  [missing letter –the -]  – that which one is morally  or legally  
obligated to do . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  saavu 
vari-  death duties.  

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is aaya 
theervai [missing letter –the -] – duty . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is vari-  
tax/ duty . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
varuvaai vari- income tax; varuvaai- income; vari –tax .  

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- sa--and the  original Tamil  word is sunga 
vari- customs tax  /duty . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is vithi 
murai  [ missing letter- the -]  -rules . 



 
1960 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -[-sa-] --and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   kayeiru-  rules.  

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -[-sa-] --and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   kaaram-  rules.  

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
orunkkiyam -  rules . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -sa--and the  original Tamil  word is varisai 
aakkam  -rules . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -[-sa-] --and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   kiramam [Skt] -  rules  . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhakka murai [ missing letter-zha- ]  -  rules . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vakai murai – rules . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhukkaaru-[ missing letter-zha- ] -  rules.  

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is naer 
vari- rules.   

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vakuththu unarththiyathu -[ missing letter –the -] –rules.  

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra--[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  vinai  
murai-  office;  seikira murai  .  

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra--[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadan murai --[ missing letter –the -]   -office . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra-sa-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is kanthoar --[ missing letter –the -]   -office . 



 
1961 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra--[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kadamai thurai  --[ missing letter –the -]  - office ; kadamai- duty  .  

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra-[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is aanai 
idukiravar  / athikaari  -[ missing letter –the -]  - officer ; aani- order ; aanai  
idu- to give order;  aanai  idukiravr- one who  gives the  order  ; athikaari- 
officer. 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra-sa-and the  original Tamil  word is   vaelai  
/azhuval  seikira  azhuvalakam  [ missing letters- la/ zha - ] - working  place 
;valeai –work ; seikira- doing; azhuvalam- office  . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra-sa-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is kaariyaalam [Skt] [ missing letters- la/ zha - ] -  office . 

gárza  has the consonants -  ka- Ra-sa-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kachchaeri [Skt]  - office.  

office  [E] has the consonants -pa –[ -sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  pani 
manai- office /working place .  

PA.LUGAL   has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- ka- la -and the original Tamil word 
is azhuvalakam  -office /  vaelai nilayam ; azhuval-  work; akam- house . 

 

gešbu, gešba, gešpa[GIŠ-ŠUB]: boomerang; throw-stick.  

gešbu   has the consonants  -ka -sa –[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
veesum kuchchi -  throw stick; veesu –throw; kuchchi- stick  .  

gešbu   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa -]–[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
valari [ missing  letters  - la- and- Ra –] – boomerang. 

 

géšbu, géšpu[ŠU.DIM4]: fist(s); grappling hook for a wrestler (giš, 'wooden 
tool', + bu(6), 'to pull, draw').  



 
1962 

géšbu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is 
kai -mutti [ missing letter- the -] – fist. 

géšbu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  kadikam [ missing letter- the -] – fist; kai- hand ; mutti- joint . 

géšbu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is 
kanu- knee.  

géšbu  has the consonants – ka-sa-[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is 
isikka- to pull . 

géšbu  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is 
izhukka  [ missing letter- zha-] - to  pull . 

géšbu  has the consonants – ka-sa-pa- - and the original Tamil  word is 
simpuka- to pull hard.  

géšbu  has the consonants – ka-[ -sa-] -pa- - and the original Tamil  word is 
pudunkku [ missing letter- the -] – to pull out . 

géšbu  has the consonants – ka-[-sa-] -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is 
mukakka- draw as water.  

géšbu  has the consonants – ka-[-sa-] -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is 
vanaikia  -draw as a picture . 

géšbu  has the consonants – ka-[-sa-] -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is 
kuvikka- draw in . 

géšbu  has the consonants – ka-[-sa-] -[-pa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is  
mallan- in / payil vaan-in   kokki [ missing letter-la -]-  wrestler’s hook . 

 

gešta, geš2,3,4, giš2,3: sixty (giš, 'tool', + tar, 'to cut; to determine' ?).  

gešta  has the  consonants - ka –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vettu –cut.  



 
1963 

gešta  has the  consonants - ka –[-sa-] - the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  cut[E] .    

gešta  has the  consonants - ka –sa- the- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   seththuka- cut.  

gešta  has the  consonants - ka –sa- the- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is    sethukkuka  -engrave;  koththuka- engrave  . 

gešta  has the  consonants - ka –sa- the- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   to  take a decision [E] . 

gešta  has the  consonants - ka –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mudivu  edukka -  to take decision ; mudivu- decision;  edukka- take . 

 

geštin: vine; wine; grape juice; bunch of grapes (giš, 'tree', + tin, 'life; wine') 
[GEŠTIN archaic frequency: 42; concatenation of 2 sign variants].  

geštin  has the consonants - ka –sa- the -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kodi munthiri  kani  saaru [  rasam [Skt]  /syrup / thiraachchai kani saaru  [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – grapes  juice ; kodi munthiri- grape vine;   kani- fruit; 
saaru- juice . 

 

geštug(2,3), geštu(2,3)[PI]: n., ear(s); hearing; understanding, intelligence (giš, 
'tool', + tuku/tug, 'to receive') [GEŠTUG archaic frequency: 108; concatenation 
of 5 sign variants]. v., to hear; to understand. 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaathu- ear . 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka-  sa-–the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sevittu kaathu -  dumb ear ; sevidu – deafness . 



 
1964 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaathu koduththu   kavanamaaka  kaettiduka- listen/ to lend ears; kaathu- ear; 
kaettiduka- to listen ; kavanam- attention  . 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaankiduka- get  . 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
adainthiduka- obtain .  

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
viththakam – intelligence . 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
arivu  udaimai  /arivu  thiram [ missing letter- Ra-]  - intelligence . 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thinnarivu [ missing letter- Ra-]   – intelligence .   

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mootharivu / moothunarvu -  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - mature understanding . 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
koor mathi –[ missing letter- Ra-] -  intelligence ; koor- sharp ; mathi- 
intelligence   . 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
therivu/ therikai  –[ missing letter- Ra-] – understanding . 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aainthu  arikira thiran –[ missing letter- Ra-]- intelligence.  

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
unmai –yaei / karuththai   unarukindra thiram-–[ missing letter- Ra-] - 
understanding capacity ; unmai- truth; karuththu –fact / idea; unaru- 
understand. 



 
1965 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
manthir vaankum thiran--–[ missing letter- Ra-]  -understanding capacity ; 
manam- mind ; vaankku- to get  ;thiran- talent . 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- [ - sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
udan paadu kondiduka –[ missing letter-pa-] - come to an understanding.  

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- - sa-–the- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is sam viththu - intelligence . 

geštu   has the consonants  -  ka- - [-sa-]-–the- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   kedu mathi /  kuyakthi [Skt]   – perverted intelligence ; mathi- 
intelligence ; ketta - bad/ evil  . 

 

 geš'u: (cf., géš×u in compound section) 
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giš-gidru, gidri[PA]: stick; staff; scepter; stick used to measure the height of a 
pile of grain (giš, 'wood', + dúru, 'low end, base' where stick was thrust to the 
base of a grain pile; cf., duru6 reading of PA and še giš-è-a). 

gidri [PA]   has the consonants-  ka - the -Ra  - [-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  mara kattai-  wooden stick; maram- tree; kattai- wood  .  

gidri [PA]   has the consonants-  ka - the -Ra  - pa-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   uruttu  kampu -  stick ; kampu – stick . 

gidri [PA]   has the consonants-  ka - the -Ra  - [-pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kurum thadi  -short stick ; kurum – short / small. 

gidri [PA]   has the consonants-  ka - the -Ra  - pa-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   patru koadu-  staff.  

gidri [PA]   has the consonants-  ka - the -Ra  - pa-   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai pirampu  thadi  - hand cane stick; kai- hand; pirampu - cane ;thadi 
–stick .  

gidri [PA]   has the consonants-  ka - the -Ra  -[- pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   moon-k-kir- thandu –bamboo stick; moonkkir- bamboo . 

gidri [PA]   has the consonants-  ka - the -Ra  -[- pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   uoondru  kole [ missing letter- la-]  - staff; kole- stick .  

gidri [PA]   has the consonants-  ka - the -Ra  -[- pa-] -   and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  thakkiraadam -  churning stick .  

gidri [PA]   has the consonants-  ka - the -Ra  -[- pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  thayir kadaiyim maththu / kavvam   - churning stick ; kadaiya –churn; 
maththu –stick ; thayir- curd .  



 
1967 

gidri [PA]   has the consonants-  ka - the -Ra  - pa--   and the  original Tamil  
word is ariyanai yaeri   aatchi   puriyim  pattaththu  mannavar kai -yir - 
yaenthukira  /arasanukkuria  /arasukkuriya   sinnam -   sen-k-kole  [ missing 
letters-  sa -and - la-] – scepter of the ruling  king ; aatchchi –rule/ puriyim- 
doing;  pattam- crown; mannavar- king ; kai- hand; yaenthu- hold;  sinnam- 
symbol  ; sen-k-kole- scepter.  

 

 gigri(2): to dive; to sink, founder (reduplicated ñiri5 , 'to seek refuge').  

gigri  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  surunkai -[ 
missing letter –sa-] – dive.  

gigri  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  niruvanar -  
founder.  

gigri  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  and the   other interpretation of the word 
is   kaarakan -  creator. 

gigri  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoattruviththavar [ missing letter- the -] -  initiator.  

gigri  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  and the   other interpretation of the word 
is   karththaa - [ missing letter- the -]-  creator.  

gigri  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
amaiththavar [ missing letter- the -] -  founder/ organizer .  

gigri  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuvakkiyavar-[ missing letter- the -] -  originator.  

gigri  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  and the   other interpretation of the word 
is   kaarana  purusan [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-]- originator  . 

gigri  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruvaakkiyavar-  creator.  



 
1968 

gigri  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  and the   other interpretation of the word 
is   Viyaasar  [Skt] [ missing letter-sa -]  - Sage Viyasa   . 

gigri  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  and the   other interpretation of the word 
is   samaikkiravar [ missing letter-sa -]  - maker/ creator/cook.  

   

giš-gisal: oar; rudder (giš, 'wooden tool', + sal, 'thin, wide') [GISAL archaic 
frequency: 3; concatenation of 2 sign variants].  

gisal has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaazh 
–oar.  

gisal has the consonants-  ka- sa-la - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   saval – oar . 

gisal has the consonants-  ka- sa-la - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   saval thadi [ missing letter- the -]- oar; thadi –stick .  

gisal has the consonants-  ka- sa-la - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   alliya kole  / alisaa kole – a long  oar  to  steer the boat ; neela kole ; 
neelam- length; kole- stick .  

gisal has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  thandu 
kole [ missing letter- the -]- oar.  

gisal has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  oada 
kole- [ missing letter- the -]- oar; oadam-  boat. 

gisal has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  vali 
thandu [ missing letter- the -]- oar.  

gisal has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuzhavai- [ missing letter- the -]-  an oar of spilt bamboo. 

gisal has the consonants-  ka- sa-la - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   kappalin  sukkaan / naavai- yin / kalaththin   alsa kole / thikku  maaththu 



 
1969 

kattai [ missing letters-pa -and-  the -]- rudder; kappal –ship; naavaai –ship ; 
thikku- direction; maaththu- change; kattai –stick; kalam-  ship ;kole- stick  .    

gisal has the consonants-  ka-[- sa-] -la - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kappalin paakam /   kappalin payin [ missing letter-pa-]  - rudder . 

 

giskim, giškim, iskim, izkim, gizkim: sign, signal; omen (giš, 'tool', + kíg, 
'message'). 

iskim,  has the consonants  -sa-  ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
sakunam –sign /  omen  ;  omen =  munnam .  

iskim,  has the consonants  -sa-  ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
apa /ava  sakunam[Skt]  [ missing letter –pa-]- bad omen . 

iskim,  has the consonants  -sa-  ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
supa sakunam [Skt] [ missing letter –pa-]-good omen . 

iskim,  has the consonants  -sa-  ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
thee  sakunam [ missing letter- the -] – bad omen ;theethu- bad . 

iskim,  has the consonants - sa-  ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
ankka saathanam [Skt] [ missing letter- the -] - sign  /signal . 

iskim,  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka – ma- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kaniyanin  nimiththam-[ missing letter- the -]   
prediction  of the astrologers ; kaniyan- astrologer . 

iskim,  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is in-k-kitham –[ missing letter- the -]  -indication of feeling  by  gesture.  

iskim,  has the consonants  -sa- ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
samikkai – signal.  

iskim,  has the consonants  -sa-  ka – ma- and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is kai   ssadai /saikai   kaata vaendum –[ missing letter- the -]-  to 



 
1970 

give hand signal   ; kai- hand;  saikai- signal ;saadai [ asaiththida] –signal / 
shake .  

iskim,  has the consonants  -sa-  ka – ma- and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is kan saadai   kaatta vaendum–[ missing letter- the -]-  to give 
signal by  eyes ; kann- eye; saadai- gesture ; kaattu show  /exhibit . 

iskim,  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka – ma- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is kai -oppam –[ missing letter- pa-] – sign 
/signature; kai- hand .  

iskim,  has the consonants  --sa- ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  soosakam –  sign  /trace  evidence as of crime/ covert indication  . 

iskim,  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka – ma- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is maraivu  kuri –[ missing letter- Ra-] - secret sign; 
maraivu –secret ; kuri –symbol  .  

iskim,  has the consonants  -sa-  ka – ma- and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  marai kuri  saikai –[ missing letter- Ra-]  -signal . 

iskim,  has the consonants  -sa-  ka – ma- and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is kuzhu  kuri  sinnam  –[ missing letters- zha-  and-  Ra-]   -clan 
sign ; sinnam –symbol; kuzhu- clan  /group  . 

iskim,  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka – ma- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is vaan manai kuri –[ missing letter- Ra-] – kuri-
symbol . 

iskim,  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka – ma- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is mun ari kuri –[ missing letter- Ra-]- early sign; ari-
kuri- sign ;  mun- early; ariya- to know  .  

iskim,  has the consonants  --sa- ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  thuvasam –[ missing letter- the -]-  a visible indication  . 

iskim,  has the consonants  --[-sa-] - ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  vaeththiyam –[ missing letter- the -]-  a visible indication  . 



 
1971 

iskim,  has the consonants  ---sa- ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  viyanjanam- a visible indication /sign.  

iskim,  has the consonants  ---sa- ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  savanam -  omen.  

iskim,  has the consonants  ---sa- ka – ma- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  sokinam – omen.  

iskim,  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka – ma- and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is kai naattu  vaikka vaendum [ missing  letter- the -
]-  to sign ; kai-  hand  ; kai naattu- signature  . 

omen [E]  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
munnam- sign  / omen .  

omen [E]  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinnam 
–[ missing letter – sa-] –sign . 

omen [E]  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nimiththam [ missing  letter- the -]- omen/ prediction/foreboding   .   

omen [E]  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  nann 
nimiththam [ missing  letter- the -]-   good omen . 

omen [E]  has the consonants  -ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  thee  
nimiththam [ missing  letter- the -]-bad omen / evil omen ;  thun nimiththam . 

sign [E] has the consonants -  sa- ka –an- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
sakunam – sign.  

sign [E] has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –an- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  ankkam- sign . 

sign [E] has the consonants - sa- ka –an- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
viyanjanam  -sign.  



 
1972 

sign [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an- and theorignal Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  kai- k-kinai- sign . 

sign [E] has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an- and theorignal Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  kai naattu  vaikka vaendum [ missing letter –the-
]- –sign / to sign . 

signal  [E]   has the consonants -sa -ka -an -la –and the interpretation of the 
word is  kai -yaal / kannaal / udal asaivaal / vili /kooval    saikai  / saadai  kaatta 
vaendum  [ missing letter –the-]- to give  signal  by hand or eye/ body  /sound  
; kai- hand; kann- eye ; udal- body ; asaivu- movement ; vili- shout ; saadai – 
signal . 

 

 gissu, gizzu[gIŠ.MI]: shadow; shade (giš, 'tool, agent', + su, 'substitute'[Akk. 
tarib(t)um]).  

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa- ] -and the  original Tamil  word is veezh 
nilal [ missing letter- la /zha-]  -  shadow.  

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa- ] -and the  original Tamil  word is  poei 
uruvam / paei uruvam [ missing letters-  pa -and - Ra-] -  shadow; poei- false ; 
uruvam- figure ; paei- ghost .  

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa- ] -and the other interpretation  of the   
word is   vimpam [ missing letter- pa-]  -shadow.  

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa- ] -and the other interpretation  of the   
word is   paadakam [ missing letters- pa-  and  -the -] – shade.   

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  veppa 
kaappu [ missing letter- pa-]  -shadow. 

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- sa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaikai – 
shadow.  



 
1973 

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is kavikai- 
shade   /shadow.  

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is vidaa 
thunai- [ missing letter-the-] -  shadow .  

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is 
othukkam / othukkidam - [ missing letter-the-]- shadow. 

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is 
moodaakkidu [ missing letter-the-]- shadow. 

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is aavi-  
shadow.  

gissu  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is arai karu 
niram- [ missing letter – Ra-] -shade . 

shadow[E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - va -and the  original Tamil  word 
is othukkam-  - shadow.    

shadow [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - va -and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is paadakam  [ missing letter- pa-] -  shadow.  

shadow [E]  has the consonants – sa- -the - va -and the   other interpretation  
of the  word is Sayaa Devi / Saeyon-udiaya  manaivi   -shade as one of the 
wives of sun . 

shadow [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - va -and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is  gaadi gaanna / vandi  oththukkum  idam  -  
shade for keeping carts . 

shade [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nizhal idam [ missing letter- zha/la- ]  - shade.  

shade [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nizhaleedu [ missing letter- zha/la-]  - shade.  



 
1974 

shade [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is nira 
thinmai- [ missing letter-Ra-] - color shade; niram- color/ ray  . 

shade [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thatti-   shade .  

shade [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thatti ittu thadu -  to give shade  

shade [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is oli  
thadai-[ missing letter- la-] -  shade.  

 

 gišbun: (cultic) feast.  

gišbun   has the consonants -ka- [-sa-] – pa-- an-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aandavanukku naerththi kadanaaka  kedaa  vetti  / kedaavai  kaavu  
koduththu  uravinar  anaivarukkum / panthi ittu   pothu  virunthu / thiru   
virunthu / uoon  virunthu  kodukkaa vaendum/  virunthu  koduththu  koodi  
unnuthar vaendum  [ missing letter- the -and -Ra-] -  to give a meat  feast to 
the relatives  ;  aandavan –god ; naerththi  kadan- vow ;  kedaa- goat  ; vettu –
cut ;  kaavu  kodukka- to sacrifice  ;  anaivarukkum- for all people ; panthi idu –
give feast ;  pothu – common ; virunthu –feast ; uoon- meat ; koodi  unnu- 
eating  together . 

 

giš gal: chair; throne; station (giš, 'wooden thing', + gal, 'big, great') [GIŠGAL 
archaic frequency: 9]. 

gisgal has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadu aalum  mannavnin / kaavalanin   kattil [ missing letter- the -] – king’s  
chair ; naadu  -state; aalum- ruling; mannavan- king ; kattil –cot/ chair.  

gisgal has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mannavan-in   palakam [ missing letter –pa-] - – king’s  chair. 



 
1975 

gisgal has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
naar-k-kaali [ missing letter- Ra-] –chair; naalu- 4; kaal- leg .  

gisgal has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
idai   thankkal  idam  / manai / nilaiyam  [ missing letter- the -] –station; idai- 
middle  / between; thankku- stay  ; idam-place ; manai- house .  

gisgal has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaazhkkai  nilai / nilaimai -  life stage ; vaazhkkai- life ; nilai-state. 

gisgal has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaaval nilayam- police station ; nilaiyam- station ; kaavalan- police/ protector  .  

gisgal has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vinn veli  nilayam -  space station  ; vinn  veli  -space  ; nilaiyam –station . 

gisgal has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaelaan kalvi  nilaiyam – agricultural  education centre ; vaelaanmai- 
agriculture; kalvi- education  ; nilaiyam –centre  . 

gisgal has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
malai vaazh akam  - hill station  ; malai- mountain ; vaazha- to live  ;akam- 

house. 

 

 giš-gišimmar: date palm; trunk of a date palm tree (cf., gišnimbar) 
[GIŠIMMAR archaic frequency: 55; concatenation of 5 sign variants].  

gišimmar   has the consonants  -ka- sa – ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   echcha mara kani – date palm tree fruit ; maram- tree; kani –fruit; 
eechcham- date. 

gišimmar   has the consonants  -ka- sa – ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   echcha mara kuchchi - trunk of a date palm tree ; kuchchi- stick ; maram- 
tree   ;  eechcham  kani - date  fruit . 

 



 
1976 

gizzal: attention; intelligence (giš,'tool', + zal,'to pass time') [? GIZZAL archaic 
frequency: 1].  

gizzal  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pulan-aaivu  [ missing letter- pa-] –intelligence . 

gizzal  has the consonants – ka-  sa-la-  and the  original Tamil  word is ulavu  
saevai  - intelligence service.  

gizzal  has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thakaval / vaevu  thakaval [ missing letter- the -] -  intelligence; thakaval – 
information .  

gizzal  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
arivaalai-[ missing letter – Ra-] -  intelligent person ; arivu- knowledge / 
intelligence . 

gizzal  has the consonants – ka-  sa-la-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is kusaelan --  intelligent person . 

gizzal  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nunn maan- nuzhai  pulam ullavan   [ missing letter- pa-]-  intelligent person . 

gizzal  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vizhippu  [ missing letter- pa-]- attention.    

gizzal  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavanam kolluka-  be attentive ; kavanam –attention ; kolluka- to have . 

gizzal  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavana kalam-  attention field ; kalam- field . 

gizzal  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavaniththal-/ kan -noodu  kolluthal  [ missing letter- the -] -  attention . 

gizzal  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kan 
vaankuthal [ missing letter- the -] – attract attention.  



 
1977 

gizzal  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naattam kolluthal [ missing letter- the -] –attentive . 

gizzal  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thani  kavanam kolluka[ missing letter- the -] - to have personal attention.  

gizzal  has the consonants – ka-  sa--la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kavanam seluththuka-  bestow attention.  

gizzal  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavanamaaka  kaelu – listen with attention ; kavanam- attention . 

 

guruš: (cf., guruš).  

guškin: (now read as kù-sig17).  

 

gušur: rafter beam (giš, 'wood, tool', + ùr, 'roof; beam'). 

gušur  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
maram  -common rafter . 

gušur  has the consonants -  ka- sa-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
saarththu-k-kai [ missing letter –the -] - common rafter /rafter resting  on a 
beam .  

gušur  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thundu kai maram / thookki kai maram [ missing letter –the -]- jack  rafter.  

gušur  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is mael 
vaarai [ missing letter –la -]-rafter beam . 

gušur  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is neer 
oadikkai  kai maram [ missing letter –the -]-valley  rafter . 

 



 
1978 

habrud: cesspit; pit, hole; cave, cavern (gab, 'to stink', + bùru(-d), 'hole').  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka - pa -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is  
veettu  tharai -yir kaanum  oaattai  -hole on the  house floor ; veedu- house; 
tharai- floor. 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka –[- pa -] -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  
word is  kathir -  hole as in wall . 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka –[- pa -] -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  
word is   suvar  oaattai  [ missing letter- sa-] - hole on the wall  ;suvar –wall; 
oattai- hole  .  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka - pa -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is 
kaattru  purai-   blow hole . 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [-pa-]  -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  
word is vadikaar  thulai [ missing letter- la-] –drain hole;  thulai- hole.  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [-pa-]  -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  
word is neer thuravu – water hole; neer- water; thuravu - hole.  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – pa--Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is 
thiruku idapatta  thulai [ missing letter- la-]- screwed hole  ;thulai- hole .  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [-pa-]  -Ra -the –and the other 
interpretation of the word is thuvaaram- hole . 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – pa--Ra -the –and the other interpretation 
of the word is kinattru  thulai /  thuvaaram / pilappu/ pallam // pudai 
/poththal   idai veli / pollal   [ missing letter- la-] – well hole; kinaru- well .  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – pa- -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is 
kinarttru  ponthu   -well hole . 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – pa--Ra -the –and the original  Tamil  word is 
kuruttu thulai / peelam / valai  [ missing letter-la-]– blind hole ; kurudu- blind .  



 
1979 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – pa- -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word is 
kuruttu ponthu-  blind hole  ; ponthu- pit .  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [-pa-]  -Ra -the –and the other 
interpretation of the word is koozh thuvaram-[ missing letter- zha-]–  grout 
hole.  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [-pa-]  -Ra -the –and the other 
interpretation of the word is thattu thuvaaram- rapping hole.  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [-pa-]  -Ra -the –and the other 
interpretation of the word is thee thuvaaram-   fire hole; thuvaaram- hole. 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [-pa-]  -Ra -the –and the other 
interpretation of the word is akani thuvaaram- core hole.  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – pa- -Ra -the –and the other interpretation 
of the word is   padukar -   hole -  commomly bord or cut  .  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka –[- pa-] - -Ra -the –and the  original Tamil  of 
the word is   thirukam-  hole bored in a  wood with an instrument   . 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka –[- pa-] - -Ra -the –and the  original Tamil  of 
the word is  thuruvu -hole bored in a  wood with an instrument .   

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [-pa-] - -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  
word is karuvi  kondu  mara kattai -yir  itta   thulai  / noolai/  thondi / palai  [ 
missing  letter- la-]- hole bored in a  wood with an instrument ; karuvi- tool ;  
mara kattai –wooden piece  ; thulai- hole  . 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [-pa-] - -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  
word is odukkamaana  uraividam -  narrow   dwelling place ; odukkam- 
narrowness;  uraividam- residential place   . 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [-pa-] - -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  
word is  karun- thulai [ missing letter- la-] -  black  hole ; karumai- black; thulai- 
hole .  



 
1980 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – pa-- -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word 
is   kuppai kottukita kuzhi [ missing letter- zha-] -  pit for wastes ; kuppai- waste 
; kuzhi- pit . 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – pa-- -Ra -the –and the original Tamil  word 
is    kazhivu neer poakindra   kuzhi [ missing letter- zha-]  - cess pit ; kazhivu  
neer- waste water; kuzhi- pit  . 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-] -- -Ra -the –and the  interpretation  
of the  word is  kantharam [ missing letter- the -]  -grotto /   mountain cave . 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-] -- -Ra -the –and the  interpretation  
of the  word is  vidarakam [ missing letter- the -]  -  mountain cave . 

habrud   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-] -- -Ra -the –and the  interpretation  
of the  word is   vidar [ missing letter- the -]  – cave.  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka –- pa-- -Ra -the –and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the  word is   thirudar   eravu  naeram pathunkum idam  -  
the palce for the thiefs to hide /den; thirudan- thief;  eravu- night ; pathunkku 
–hide  .  

habrud   has the consonants  - ka –- pa-- -Ra -the –and the  original tamil  
interpretation  of the  word is   kaatu marai [ mirukam]  eravir  thankum/ 
pathunkum  idam – the place for the wild animals in the night time  /den;  
kaadu - forest ; marai –animal; eravu –night ; thankku- stay ; pathunkku- hide ; 
idam- place  .  

hole[ E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhi – 
hole/ pit.  

hole[ E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhai- 
hole.  

hole[ E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is azhuvam- 
hole.  



 
1981 

hole[ E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is ezhivu- 
hole.  

hole[ E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kizhakku- 
hole.  

hole[ E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kooval-  
hole.  

hole[ E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kuyil –
hole.    

hole[ E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vilam- 
hole.  

hole[ E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is valai- 
hole.  

hole[ E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is neekkal-  
hole.  

hole[ E]  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhampu [ missing letter- pa-]-  hole.  

cave [E]  has the consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kukai/ kukam 
- cave.  

cave[E]   has the consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kevi  -cave.  

cave[E]   has the consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   mukai -  
cave  /cavity . 

cave[E]   has the consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   vankku -
cave  /cavity . 

cave[E]   has the consonant – ka-  and the   other interpretation of the word is 
kepi [ missing letter- pa-] –cave  /den . 



 
1982 

cave[E]   has the consonant – ka-  and the   other interpretation of the word is 
nikunjam [ missing letter- sa-]- cavern . 

cave[E]   has the consonant – ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kan mukai- 
mountain cavern . 

  

halba(2,3), halbi(2,3): frost, freezing. 

halba  has the consonants   -ka- la- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is vellai 
pani/ imam-  hoar frost  ;vellai –white; pani –snow . 

halba  has the consonants   -ka- la- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  palinku  
urai pani [ missing letter- Ra-] - glaced  frost ; uraiya – frozen; pani –snow  . 

halba  has the consonants   -ka- la- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   ven 
pani valai koadu [ missing letter- the -]-  hoar  frost  line/curve . 

halba  has the consonants   -ka- la- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   pani  
pollaa  veekkam -  -frost bite.  

halba  has the consonants   -ka- la- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoale 
pani kadi- [ missing letter- the -]- frost  bite ; pani –snow; kadi- bite   . 

halba  has the consonants   -ka- la- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  pani 
katti mazhai /aalam katti  mazhai [ missing letter- the -]- - hail stone rain ; pani 
–snow ;  mazhai- rain ;  aalam katti – hail  stone    . 

halba  has the consonants   -ka- la- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pani 
kaalam-  winter season ; pani  -snow; kaalam- season   . 

halba  has the consonants   -ka- la- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pani  
oankkal -  snow mountain; oankkal-  mountain .  

halba  has the consonants   -ka- la- [-pa-] - and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  Himalaya / Kayilaayam . 

 



 
1983 

 harub[DAG.KISIM5]: carob. 

 harab   has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
oru mara ina vakai  -a tree kind ; oru- one ;   maram- tree; inam- race; vakai- a 
kind .  

 

 (giš)hašhur: apple (?); apricot (?) (haš, 'to break off (twigs or branches)', + 
gurun;gúr, 'fruit; sphere') [ÞAŠÞUR archaic frequency: 101].  

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka- sa – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sakkarai kani- [  missing letter- the -] - apricot.  

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka- sa – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
araththi-k-kanai  -apple fruit ; kani –fruit . 

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka- sa – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sivappu  /enippu   naaran-k-kai [ missing letter- pa-]-  blood orange ; sivappu –
red; inippu- sweet . 

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka-  sa-– ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
siru  naavar  kani – eugenic rubicunda ; siru- small; kani fruit  . 

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]  – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    karum thiraachchai kani [  missing letter- the -] – black  grapes; karu- 
black  . 

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]  – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kodi munthiri  kani  [  missing letter- the -]-  grapes  ; kodi- vine .  

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]  – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is keda naaran-k-kaai - [  missing letter- the -]-  citrus medica .    

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka- -sa- – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   echchca mara-k-kani -  date fruit  ;eechcham-  date; maram- tree ; kani –
fruit .   



 
1984 

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka- -[-sa-]  - – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  paeri-k-kaai [ missing letter- pa-]- -pears . 

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka- -[-sa-]  - – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  paranki-k-kaai [ missing letter- pa-]- – carambola . 

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka- -[-sa-]  - – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kor-k-kalaikkai [ missing letter – la-] - Madras thorn / monkey pod.  

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-]  – ka- Ra  -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is viruththiraa/ tharu kan  kani [  missing letter- the 
-]-  dragon fruit.  

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka- -[-sa-]  - – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thiranda  vadivamaanthu [  missing letter- the-]  -  spherical one . 

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka- -[-sa-]  - – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  urundai vadivamaana ondru [  missing letter- the-] - spherical one; 
urundai- round; vadivam- shape . 

hašhur  has the consonants -  ka- -[-sa-]  - – ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vatta vadivamaana ondru [  missing letter- the-] - spherical one; 
vattam- circle; vadivam- shape.  

 

(gi)henbur(2): (green) reed shoots, stalks (he, 'abundant', + in, 'discrete 
individuals', + buru14/bur14, 'harvest'). 

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –[-pa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kandru [  missing letter- the-]  -a shoot ; maan-k- kandru  -mango  
shoot.  

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pachchai vanna   naanar  /    pachchai  nira  naanar [  missing letter-sa-]   -green  
color reed ; pachchai- green; vannam- color ; naanar- reed ; niram- ray . 



 
1985 

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –[-pa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanakkindri [ missing letter –the  -] – numerous . 

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –[-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  niraiyavae- abundant.  

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –[-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  niraiya ennikkai yir – numerous  ; niraiya- more ; ennikkai- numbers . 

bur has the consonants -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is - payir aruppu  
-harvest ; payir –crop . 

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ponkuthar [ missing letter –the  -]  -shoot  /sprouting .  

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –[-pa -]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kurun- thandu [ missing letter –the  -]   -dwarf shoot ; kuru- short 
/small; thandu –stem .  

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –[-pa -]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  eenaa- k- kathir [ missing letter –the  -]  -  a ear of corn in the shoot.  

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –[-pa -]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  keerai thandu  [ missing letter –the  -]  -the stalks of greens; keerai- 
greens; thandu-  stem . 

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –[-pa -]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thennan-k-keetru / panan-k-keetru  [ missing letter –the  -]  -the  spilt 
coconut/ palm  tree  leaf stalk  ;thennai –coconut tree ; panai- palm tree .  

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –[-pa -]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  arukani -  square stalked grape vine . 

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pirandai vakai [ missing letter –the  -]  - square stalked grape vine . 

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thandan-k-keerai [ missing letter –the  -]  - a species of greens with large stalks.  



 
1986 

gihenbur   has the consonants – ka- an –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vevaeraana  paer  /  vevaeru  napar   /vevaeru  purusanmaar  [missing letter- 
sa-] – individual persons  ;  vevu  -vaeru –different ; napar- person .   

 

 henzer: weakling; cripple; infant.  

henzer  has the consonants – ka- an- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the interpretation  of the  
word is  udar uoonam  / kai kaar  uoonam utravar  [ missing letter- the -] -  
crippled  person ; kai- hand; kaar- legs; uoonam-  handicapped . 

henzer  has the consonants – ka- an- sa- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nondi  nondi  nadakkiravar / nondi  nadakkira  soththiyan / mondi    - crippled 
person ; nondu- limp; nadakka –to walk  . 

henzer  has the consonants – ka- an- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   udar kurai  paadu  konda manithar [ missing letters- pa -and -the -]- lame 
person ; udar kurai paadu- handicap ; udar- body ; konda- having; manithar 
man.  

henzer  has the consonants – ka- an- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mudamaanavar [ missing letter- the -]  – crippled person.    

henzer  has the consonants – ka- an- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kurunthu  [ missing letter- the -] – infant .  

henzer  has the consonants – ka- an- sa-- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
siruva-n-num- sirumi yim   -  boy  and the girl / children; siruvan- little boby ;  
sirumi- little girl  . 

henzer  has the consonants – ka- an- [-sa-] -- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    mana  thidam/  udar uruthi  atravan / nadu nadun-k-kiravar [ missing 
letter- the -] -  weak  minded person   ; manam- mind;  thidam- strength ; udar- 
body ; uruthi-  strength  / confidence  ; atravan-  a person  does not have .  

 



 
1987 

hilib: netherworld (possible foreign loanword).  

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – pa- and the  interpretation of the word is  
pulavu- hell.  

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
keezh ulakam-hell/  nether world; keezh- under; ulakam- world .  

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
veezh kathi  [ missing letter- the -] – hell . 

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [-pa-] - and the  interpretation of the word is   
kaala katkam [ missing letter- the -] – hell . 

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [-pa-] - and the  interpretation of the word is  
kaala koodam [ missing letter- the -] – hell .  

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [-pa-] - and the  interpretation of the word is   
thunkal [ missing letter- the -] - hell.  

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la –  pa- and the  original Tamil  word is azhar 
piravai [ missing letter- Ra-]- hell.  

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [-pa-] - and the  interpretation of the word is 
vika raalam  [ missing letter- Ra-]- hell. 

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalakam- hell.  

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [-pa-] - and the  interpretation of the word is   
saka kowlam [ missing  letter- sa-] –hill.  

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [-pa-] - and the  interpretation of the word is  
ven kamalm- hell / white lotus; venmai –white; kamalam- lotus   . 

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  vem 
manal- hell / hot sand  . 



 
1988 

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [-pa-] - and the  interpretation of the word is 
viloamam  - hell .  

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [-pa-] - and the  interpretation of the word is 
Yema loakam / Yema ulakam– hell.  

hilib  has the consonants-  ka- la – [-pa-] - and the  interpretation of the word is 
Shaesa loakam[Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-] –hell . 

 

hirin, hirim: the root stalks of the spikenard, imported from India, and used in 
perfumes; a weed grass (he, 'abundant', + ir, 'perfume', + in, 'straw'). 

hirin    has the consonants -ka –Ra- an –and the   interpretation of the word is  
aakaya maanji  vaeru   [ missing letter- sa-] -spikenard roots . 

 hirin    has the consonants -ka –Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
naarukai  – perfume/ to smell .  

hirin    has the consonants -ka –Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  narum 
pukai [ missing letter- Pa-]  – perfume / incense .  

hirin    has the consonants -ka –Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is naru 
manam mikka- aromatic ; manam- smell; mikka- excess . 

hirin    has the consonants -ka –Ra- an –and the   interpretation of the word is  
nakarankam -  a  scent . 

hirin    has the consonants -ka –Ra- an –and the   interpretation of the word is  
ankaraakam  -scented unguent.  

hirin    has the consonants -ka –Ra- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
niraivaana-  abundant . 

hirin    has the consonants -ka –Ra- an –and the   interpretation of the word is  
kara manjari  [missing letter- sa-] – a kind of weed of  medicinal  qualities.  



 
1989 

hirin    has the consonants -ka –Ra- an –and the   interpretation of the word is  
ukkira kanthai  [missing letter –the -] – bishop ‘s  weed . 

 

hubur: netherworld (hab, 'to rot, stink', + úr, 'root; base').  

hubur has the consonants  -ka –pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eri 
paakkam -  hell  ;  eri- fire .  

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the   other interpretation  of 
the  word is erikathi [  missing letter- the -] – hell.  

hubur has the consonants  -ka –pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is azhar 
piravai [ missing  letter- zha-] – hell.  

hubur has the consonants  -ka –pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pina 
varai- mortuary ; pinam- dead body ; arai-  room . 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
karvarai- uterus . 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eri 
vattam [  missing letter- the -] – hell . 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pandri  
mukam  [  missing letter- the -] – hell. 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eranthu  
poanavarin eruupidam [ missing letter- the-] - the dwelling place for the dead ; 
eranthida-  died; eruppidam- dwelling  place . 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   thaththaankara  mukam [  missing letter- the -] – hell . 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  payoar 
kadam-[  missing letter- the -] - hell . 



 
1990 

 hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thur kathi [Skt]  [  missing letter- the -] – hell . 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  koara thaaram [  missing letter- the -] – hell . 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   kirathu [  missing letter- the -] – hell.  

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  theer-k-ka tharam- [  missing letter- the -] -hell.  

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  theeeviram [  missing letter- the -]  - hell . 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   theevira vaekam-[  missing letter- the -] -  hell . 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   yukku maaththiri -[  missing letter- the -] -  hell . 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vin mooththiram-[  missing letter- the -] - hell.   

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is viththaram  -[  missing letter- the -] - hell.    

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  nakkiraakkiyam – hell.  

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  narakam / naraka vaai/ naraka vakai – hell.  

hubur has the consonants  -ka –pa- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  naraka thampiran--[  missing letter- the -] - chief of the hell ; yema 
kinkiran  .   



 
1991 

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-] -- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  aaviram -  hell . 

hubur has the consonants  -ka -[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   koaram- hell.  

hubur has the consonants  -ka -[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is koaraa koaram- hell.    

hubur has the consonants  -ka -pa- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  koara roopam [Skt]  - hell.  

hubur has the consonants  -ka-pa -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  koarampu-  hell.   

hubur has the consonants  -ka –pa-- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  suva piram [ missing letter- sa-] -  hell.  

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kirakasam [ missing letter- sa-] – hell.  

hubur has the consonants  -ka –pa- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  pira kampanam – hell.  

hubur has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  maka  rowram [Skt]  – hell.  

 

huluh: to tremble; to be terrified; to terrify. 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la - -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nadun-k-
kuthal [ missing  letter- the -] -  trembling.  

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la - -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai kaal/ 
kulai nadukkam kolluthal-[ missing  letter- the -]-  trembling  of  hands/ legs/ 
heart; kai-  hand /arm; kaal- leg  ; kulai- heart  ; nadunkka- tremble . 



 
1992 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la --  and the  original Tamil  word is   veda 
vedaththal [ missing  letter- the -] -  trembling. 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la --  and the  original Tamil  word is   kidu 
kiduththal- [ missing  letter- the -] -  trembling. 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kulai 
kulaithal  [ missing  letter- the -] -  trembling. 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kala 
kalaththal  [ missing  letter- the -] -  shaking . 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la --  and the  original Tamil  word is  ulaivu 
kolluthal [ missing  letter- the -] -  trembling. 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la - -  and the  original Tamil  word is thutku  
kolluthal  [ missing  letter- the -] - terrified.  

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la - -  and the  original Tamil  word is kili  
kolluthal-[ missing  letter- the -] -  terrified . 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la --  and the  original Tamil  word is thikil  
kolluthal- -[ missing  letter- the -] -  terrified. 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la - -  and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
kalakkam kolluthal -[ missing  letter- the -] -  terrified . 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is kala-k-kadai 
-[ missing  letter- the -]  -terror . 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thidukkeedu  kolluthal - -[ missing  letter- the -] -  terrified. 

huluh   has the consonants-  ka- la - -  and the  original Tamil  word is kedi  
kolluthal- -[ missing  letter- the -] -terrified.  

terrified [E]   has the consonants –the- Ra-  pa- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  achchu -uruththa pada- -[ missing  letter  - sa-]- terrified.  



 
1993 

terrified [E]   has the consonants –the- Ra-  pa- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  athirchchi adaithar-[ missing  letter  - sa-]-  terrified.  

terrified [E]   has the consonants –the- Ra-  pa- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   marutchchi  adaithar -[ missing  letter  - sa-]- terrified. 

terrified [E]   has the consonants –the- Ra-  pa- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  peethi  adaithar – terrified.  

terrified [E]   has the consonants –the- Ra-  pa- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is aratti adaithar-  terrified /afraid . 

terrified [E]   has the consonants –the- Ra-  pa- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is arandu  poathar - terrified 

terrified [E]   has the consonants –the- Ra-  pa- the  -and the  original Tamil   
word is thidukkiduthar  [ missing letter- ka-] –terrrified.  

terrified [E]   has the consonants –the- Ra-  pa- the  -and the  original Tamil   
word is veriththu nokkuthar/ veriththu  paarthiduthar [ missing letter- ka-] ––
to stare - while terrified . 

terrified [E]   has the consonants –the- Ra-  pa- the  -and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  piramiththu paarthiduthar -to stare - while 
terrified . 

 

 ibila: son; heir, successor; inheritance (íb (subj. prefix) + íla, 'he carries it').  

ibla has the consonants-  pa- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  aan pillai- 
boy.  

ibla has the consonants-  pa- la - and the  original Tamil  word is pen pillai- 
daughter.    

ibla has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is  ila murai [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - heir . 



 
1994 

ibla has the consonants-   pa- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  pin -naal -
urimai -yaalan [missing letter- Ra-] – heir  ; pin- after/ later; naal- day ; urimai- 
right  ; aal- person . 

ibla has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is  som-
maali- [ missing letter  - sa-]- heir . 

ibla has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal vazhi 
aal [ missing letter- ka-]- -  successor  . 

ibla has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kula 
makan –[ missing letter- ka-]-  successor . 

ibla has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  word is  ealval-–[ 
missing letter- ka-]-  heir apparent . 

ibla has the consonants-  pa- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   pankaali [ 
missing letter- ka-]- co heir.  

heir [E]  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the interpretation  of the word is 
vaarisu [ missing letter- sa-]-  heir . 

heir [E]  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   pinnvar  [ missing letter- pa-] – successor ;  munnavar- 
predecessor .  

heir [E]  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is uriyavar -  heir.  

heir [E]  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   sokkaaran [ missing letter- sa-]-  heir . 

heir [E]  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  urimai korukiravar- one who  claims right ;  urimai- rights ; 
kondavar- one who  has  . 



 
1995 

heir [E]  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kaal vazhi- yinar [ misisng  letter- zha/ la-] – heir/ successor ; kaal 
vazhi- progeny .  

heir [E]  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kaal vazhi urimai-[ misisng  letter- zha/ la-] -  right of the heir.  

successor [E]   has the consonants  - [-sa-]   -ka-  [-sa-]- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pinnavar  /   pin varunar  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  later people; 
pin- after/ later/ back ;  varuka- to come; varunar- those who come . 

   successor [E]   has the consonants  - [-sa-]   -ka-  [-sa-]- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pin  urimai   korukiravar  -[ missing  letter- pa-] -  people 
claming  rights  later ;  pin- later ; urimai- rigts  ; koaru- ask  /claim  

   successor [E]   has the consonants  - [-sa-]   -ka-  [-sa-]- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaal  vazhiyinar [ missing  letter- zha-]  -  progeny  

successor [E]   has the consonants  - [-sa-]   -ka-  [-sa-]- Ra – and the other 
interpretation of the word is  paravaani [ missing  letter- pa-]- successor/ heir.   

successor [E]   has the consonants  - [-sa-]   -ka-  [-sa-]- Ra – and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  heir[E] . 

successor [E]   has the consonants  - [-sa-]   -ka-  sa- Ra – and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  vaarisu- heir . 

 

idigna: the Tigris river (ída/íd, 'river', + ì, 'impersonal verbal conjugation 
prefix', + gin, 'to go', + nominative a, "the river that goes", the Tigris was a 
faster-moving river than the Euphrates; it was less likely to overflow because, 
not depositing as much silt, it did not built up its bed as high) [? IDIGNA archaic 
frequency: 25].  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
tharankkini  [ missing letter- Ra-] – river . 



 
1996 

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Gankoththiri -[ missing letter- Ra-] - a river.  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Godavari  nathi -[ missing letter- Ra-]  -  a river  [ Aandra] .  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Arunavathi  -[ missing letter- Ra-]   a river [ Maharastra] . 

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Krishna nathi [ missing letter- Ra-] – a river [Karnataka] .  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Cavery  nathi [ missing letter- Ra-]   -a river in Tamil Nadu.  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Indravathi [ missing letter- Ra-]   -a river  [ Maharastra] .  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Amaraavathi  nathi  -[ missing letter- Ra-]   -a river. 

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Maarkanda  aaru -[ missing letter- Ra-]   -  a river.  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Kundaaru -[ missing letter- Ra-]- – a river  -[ missing letter- Ra-] in 
Tamil Nadu .  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Kaathana  - a river  in U.P 

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Kariyan koadu -[ missing letter- Ra-]   - a river [ Kerala  ]  .  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Karuvanar nathi   -[ missing letter- Ra-] -   a river .  



 
1997 

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Markandaeya  -[ missing letter- Ra-] -  a river .  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Vaitrani -[ missing letter- Ra-]   - a river in Orisha /Odisha .  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is Mudi 
kondaan-   a river.  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Thunka  - a river.  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Maandovi  - a  river [Goa]  .  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Gundiya   - a river.   

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Kundu  - a  river.  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Thani-k-kudam  -a river  [Kerala ] .  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Dandavathi  -  a  river .  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Aathi  Ganga   - a river.  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Dudha Ganga  - a  river . 

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Vedganga   a river  [Maharastra} . 

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Mandakini   -a  river in   UttaraKhand . 



 
1998 

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Nandakini - a  river in   UttaraKhand . 

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Gosthani [ missing letter- sa-]  -  a river . 

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Maka  nathi    - a  river . 

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Naaga nathi  -a river.  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
Gangai nathi  -a river.  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is Vaikai 
nathi  /  Vaikai  aaththu thanni  -a river  in  Tamil nadu .  

idigna  has the consonants -the --ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
Gowthami  -a river . 

ida  has a consonant -the -and the  original  Tamil  word is  thuni   / nathi  
/unthi    -river.  

ida  has a consonant -the -and the  original  Tamil  word is  oadai  [ oadum 
thanni ] –stream  ;   thanni oattam . 

ida  has a consonant -the -and the  original  Tamil  word is  madu – pond . 

ida  has a consonant -the -and the  original  Tamil  word is  maththu – puddle.  

ida  has a consonant -the -and the  original  Tamil  word is  thattam – pond.   

ida  has a consonant -the -and the  original  Tamil  word is  aththi / uthathi / 
uththi / oatham  /thoayam / neeththam – sea.  

gin has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is yakanaum –
has to go . 



 
1999 

gin has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is poakanum  [ 
misisn letter- pa-] – has to go.  

 

idim: n., spring, underground water; weight, mass (ída, 'river', + mú, 'to 
sprout, appear'). adj., wild, raging, mad; considerable, distinguished. 

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the original Tamil word is  madu - 
pond . 

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  thattam- 
pond.  

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mun adi  
thanni -  underground water ;  adi- under; thanni –water  . 

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil word is   thinmai/ 
thinmam - dense . 

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil word is  aduppam- 
[ missing letter- pa-] -weight . 

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil word is  madamai- 
mad ;  muttaa thanam ; mooda thanam .  

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil word is  mathi 
eenam- madness.  

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil word is  piththam/ 
paiththiyam [ missing letter- pa-] -  mad .  

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil word is  sinam 
udaimai  [ missing letter- sa-] -  rage.  

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil word is   maenmai 
udaiya- distinguished.  



 
2000 

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil word is   
matchchimai udaiya [ missing letter- sa-] -distinguished. 

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil word is   maem 
patta [ missing letter- pa-]-  considerable.  

idim   has the consonants - the- ma -and the  original Tamil word is   kaattu 
thanam  [ missing letter- ka-] – wild . 

 

 

                                          

 

 

 

 

                              

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
2001 

Page-59.  

 

ígira: heron (igi, 'the eye', + ra, 'to strike'). 

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  naarai 
vakai- kind of  heron.  

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  koruku- 
heron . 

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   karai kokku 
–reef heron.  

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  venn naarai- 
white heron ; venmai- white .  

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is karu naarai- 
black  stork ; karumai- black . 

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is karun-k- 
kuruku – black bittern .  

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sen –k- 
kuruku-[ missing letter- sa-]-  chestnut bittern . 

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is manja 
kuruku -[ missing letter- sa-]- – yellow bittern  ; manja- yellow . 

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
sikari- [ missing letter- sa-] -  black  heron. 

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is senkaar -
naarai [ missing letter- sa-]- red legged heron.  

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kuruttu 
kokku [ missing letter- the -] – Indian pond heron . 



 
2002 

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is naththai 
kuththi naarai [ missing letter- the -]-  a kind of heron . 

 Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is periya 
kokku –[ missing letter- pa-] – great egret ; periya- big . 

Ígira  has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eravu  
naera/ raa-k- kookku – black  crowned night heron.  

 

 giš-ildag(2,3): a species of poplar tree (íl, 'to be high; to shine', + dág, 
'brilliant'). ‘ 

gisildag  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]-   la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  netti linkkam  -poplar tree . 

gisildag  has the consonants- ka-[-sa-]-   la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vilankkuthal –shine.   

gisildag  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-]-  la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  oli  viduthal –shine ; oli –light . 

gisildag  has the consonants-- ka- [-sa-]-   la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  elankkuthal   -shine.  

gisildag  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]-   la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  alankkuthal – shine. 

gisildag  has the consonants-  ka-  [ -sa-]-  la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  iyankkuthal –shine. 

ildag has the consonants-  la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
elakuthal –shine . 

ildag has the consonants-  la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
thikalthal –shine .  



 
2003 

ildag has the consonants-  la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
nilavuthal   -shine.  

gisildag  has the consonants - ka- [ -sa-]- -  la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  thulankkuthal –shine . 

gisildag  has the consonants-   ka  -[-sa-] -  la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  minunkkuthal –shine . 

gisildag  has the consonants-  la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayankkuthal –shine.  

gisildag  has the consonants-ka-   sa-   la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    velichcham kaattuthal  -shine . 

gisildag  has the consonants-  ka-   [-sa-]-   la-  the- ka  - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   daal  adikka  -shine . 

gisildag  has the consonants-ka-   sa-   la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kankalai koosa  seithidum   mikuntha oli  veesa – flash  of  brilliant 
light which makes the eyes blind ; mikunta- excess; oli- light  ; veesa- shine  . 

gisildag  has the consonants-ka-   [-sa-]-   la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    kaantha vilakku  -brilliant light; vilakku- lamp  . 

gisildag  has the consonants-ka-   sa-   la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    thaka  thaka- vena  oli  veesa   -bright light . 

gisildag  has the consonants-ka-   sa-   la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    palichch  palichchu nnu  oli  adikka    [ missing letter- pa-]  -flash  of 
light ;   flash  -palichchunnu . 

gisildag  has the consonants-ka-   [-sa-]-   la-  the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    vaan  alaavidum   / vaan alantha – high; vaan-  sky  ; alantha-  
measured . 

 



 
2004 

ilduma(2,3), ildum(2/3), ildu(2/3): crowd [ILDUM archaic frequency: 5; 
concatenation of 2 sign variants]. 

iIduma    has the consonants- la- the- ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thalai manaththal-  crowd . 

iIduma    has the consonants- la- the- ma  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is mandali- dense crowd . 

iIduma    has the consonants- la- the- ma  -and the  original Tamil word is 
moiththal -   be crowded . 

iIduma    has the consonants- la- the- ma  -and the  original Tamil word is 
midaithal -  be crowded  . 

iIduma    has the consonants- la- the- ma  -and the  original Tamil word is 
malithal- be crowded . 

 

 ilimmu: nine (ía/í, 'five', + limmu, 'four'). 

Ilimmu   has the conosnants-  la -am -  and the  original Tamil  word is naalam  
enn – numerical no  4   ; naalu- 4  ;  enn- numerical no  .  

Ilimmu   has the conosnants-  la -am -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaezhaam  enn -  numerical no  7  ; yaezhu- 7.   

 

 giš-illuru, illulu, illar: throw-stick; javelin; bow; arc (íla, 'to lift', + ru, 'to send').  

gis- illaru  has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - la -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   valari -  throw stick/ boomerang . 

gis- illaru  has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - la -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  veesukira  eri kazhi- throw stick ;  eriya- throw ; kazhi- stick  .  



 
2005 

gis- illaru  has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - la -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is Tamilarin /  eri  valai thadi [ missing letter- the -] -  throw stick of Tamil  
people  ;eriya- throw; valaintha - curved ; thadi- stick  . 

gis- illaru  has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - la -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai  eri vael -  hand  javelin  ; kai- hand ;eriya –throw ; vael- javelin .  

gis- illaru  has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - la -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   koor vael  - sharp  javelin; koormai –sharp  . 

gis- illaru  has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - la -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  koor vaalam  - sharp/  short javelin.  

gis- illaru  has the consonants - ka –-sa-la -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
siru savalam –small  javelin ; siru – small . 

gis- illaru  has the consonants - ka –-sa- la -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kai- koor  salaakai -   sharp  hand  javelin ; kai- hand; koormai- sharp   . 

gis- illaru  has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - la -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   eri vallayam- javelin/ lance ;  eriya- to throw . 

bow has the consonants – [- pa-]  -va - and the  original Tamil   word is  kuni  
bow.  

bow has the consonants – [- pa-]  -va - and the  original Tamil   word is  
kaekayam –bow.  

 bow has the consonants – [- pa-]  -va - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  saanakam  /saavam / saakam /  nakamusam /  sinkkini   [ missing  
letter- sa-]  - bow.  

 bow has the consonants – [- pa-]  -va - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaenu   -bow.  

 

imgaga(2,3): husked (?) emmer wheat.  



 
2006 

imgaga    has the consonants –ma- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  umi 
neeekiya  koathumai  mani  [ missing letter- the -] – husked whaet grain ; umi- 
husk;  neekku –remove  ; koathumai- wheat ; mani- grain . 

 

imin(2,3): seven; totality; innumerable; all (ía/í, 'five', + min, 'two').  

imin   has the consonants –ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is    ennum  - 
all. 

imin   has the consonants –ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is    
anaiththum [ missing letter  -the-]  – totally .  

imin   has the consonants –ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is    enna 
mudiyaatha –[ missing letter  -the-] -  innumerable  ; ennu –to count ; 
mudiyaathu –can not . 

imin   has the consonants –ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is    onnam 
enn- numerical no  -one ; onnu- one; enn- number .  

imin   has the consonants –ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is    
thondaam enn–[ missing letter  -the-] -– numerical no  -9 ; thondu- 9. 

imin   has the consonants –ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is    enjaamai 
-[ missing letter  -sa- -]-  totality . 

imin   has the consonants –ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is    enn 
moonu  -numerical no  -3   ; moonu -3.  

imin   has the consonants –ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is    anjaam 
enn -[ missing letter  -sa- -] – numerical no  -5  ;  anju -5.  

imin   has the consonants –ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is    yaezhaam 
enn -[ missing letter -zha- ]  – numerical no  -7  ; yaezhu- 7.  

imin   has the consonants –ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is    naalaam  
enn- [ missing letter -la- ]  - numerical no  -4   ; naalu – 4.   



 
2007 

imin   has the consonants –ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is    a  /an   
enum  enn  -mumerical  letter- 8  ;  an- 8   ; enn- numerical number . 

 

immal(2): milk cow (cf., im-ma-al). 

 immal  has the consonants – ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  paal 
maadu [ missing letters-  pa- and - the -]- milk cow ; paal- milk; maadu –cow.  

 

 immen, immin, imma: (cf., enmen). 

 ímmen, ímmin, ímma: (cf., énmen). 

 

 immindu: roasting, baking oven (imi/im, 'clay', + ninda, 'bread'). 

immindu  has the consonants  -ma –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adu manai- baking  oven .  

immindu  has the consonants  -ma –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sudu manai  [ missing letter- sa-] – baking oven ; sudu –to heat / roast . 

immindu  has the consonants  -ma –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pathanidum  aduppu [ missing letter- pa-]-  annealing oven ; aduppu- oven . 

immindu  has the consonants  -ma –an- the- and the   muththanam / 
uththanam – oven with three stones . 

immindu  has the consonants  -ma –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mu-k-koottu manai-[ missing letter- ka-]-  oven with three stones. 

immindu  has the consonants  -ma –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vathakka vaendum  -[ missing letters- ka-  and - the -] –roast . 

immindu  has the consonants  -ma –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaata vaendum-[ missing letters- ka-  and - the -]-  roast . 



 
2008 

immindu  has the consonants  -ma –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaeka vaikka vaendum -[ missing letters- ka-  and - the -] - bake . 

immindu  has the consonants  -ma –an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
avikka vaendum-[ missing letters- ka-  and - the -] - cook .  

 

 imhur[IGI.A]: foam. 

imhur  has the consonants-  ma- ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is ponkki  
varum  nurai [ missing  letter- pa-]- foaming ;  neerma aavi  kumil  ; ponkka- 
raise  ; varum- coming ; nurai- foam  . 

foam [E] has the consonants – pa- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is pau-
vam / paamam /  pae / paenam  -  foam . 

foam [E] has the consonants – pa- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is 
paamam  -  foam.  

foam [E] has the consonants – pa- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is paenam 
–foam .   

foam [E] has the consonants – pa- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is pau-  
vam  [ missing letter- ka-] – foam . 

foam [E] has the consonants – [-pa-] - ma - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  moththini [ missing letter- the -] –foam . 

 

 inim: word; statement; command, order, decree; oath, agreement; matter, 
affair, concern, subject (in, 'one discrete individual', + eme, 'speech'). 

inim   has the consonants - na –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is men mozhi- 
/nunn mozhi / in mozhi [ missing letter- zha-] – good words  /pleasant  speech; 
menmai  - pleasantness /soft /tender ;  inimai- sweet  ; mozhi- speech / 
language  . 



 
2009 

inim   has the consonants - na –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mannanin 
aanai-  king’s order  ;  mannan- king; aanai- order . 

inim   has the consonants - na –ma- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   saasanam  [Skt]  [missing letter –sa-]-  commandment  /decree . 

inim   has the consonants - na –ma- and the Tamil  interpretation of the word 
aanai ida vaendum [ missing letters- ka- and -the -] -  to take a oath . 

inim   has the consonants - na –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oppantham-[ missing letters- pa- and -the -] - agreement . 

inim   has the consonants - na –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is porunmai -[ 
missing letters- pa- and -Ra -] – matter . 

inim   has the consonants - na –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is thani 
manithan/ maanthan  [missing letter - the-] -  individual person; manithan- 
man .   

inim   has the consonants - na –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kavanam-[ 
missing letter- ka-] -  concern . 

inim   has the consonants - na –ma- and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  niyamam [Skt] -  decree.  

inim   has the consonants - na –ma- and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  niyaosanam [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]-  command .. 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naduvar  [ iruthi ]  mudivu -  final  decision of the judge ;  naduvar- judge ; 
iruthi – final ; mudivu  -decision  . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naduvar-in  theerppu  aanai  [missing letter –pa-]  -  judgement ; theerppu- 
judgement ;  aanai- order  .  



 
2010 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sattam  iyattrukiravar-[missing letter- sa-] -  decree writer ; sattam- law ;  
iyattru- make . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
theerppu  aanai  pettravar [missing letter –pa-]  - decree holder ; peru- to 
receive; pettravar- one who  has got . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
theerppai thirumpa peruka- missing letter –pa-]  -  revoke a decree  . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vithi murai- rules and regulations ; virthi –rule ; murai- method .  

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  mudivaana   theermanam / karuththu -  decree ; theermaanam- 
decision ; karuthtthu- idea  . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  mandraththinarin  orumiththa  mudivu – 
unanimous  decision ; mandram- assembly ;  orumiththa- unanimous . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  aanai   pirapiththar  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-
]- -   command/ decree/ to give order ;  pirapiththidu   –to issue  . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  aanai  tharuka -command/ decree/ to give order ; 
tharuka- give . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  theervai  aanai– decree . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is uththaravu  tharuka -  decree  ;  kai kaattuthar ; uththaravu- order .  



 
2011 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  thadai aanai  vithiththar / thadai  uththaravu – prohibitory order ; 
thadu- to stop /block  . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   uththaravu  neekkam /aanai -yaei neekkuthar  -  vacation of order    
;uththaravu –order; neekku- remove .  

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   karpitham  [ missing letter- pa-]- decree.  

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   thandam vithiththar -  decree/ to give punishment / sentence  
;thandanai- punishment . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   yaevuthar- to order.  

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is    kattalai iduthar [ missing letter- la-] – to 
command  ; kattalai- order . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   athikaaram  seithar [ missing letter- sa-] – to command  ;  
athikaaram- power . 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is    aanai idum  athikaari – commander  ;  athikaari- officer .  

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  mara - thiru udaiyavar – commander. 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is aathikkam seithar - [ missing letter- sa-] – to command. 

decree[E]   has the consonants -  the- ka –Ra- and the  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   kattu paadu  vithiththar / kattu paduththuthar -[ missing letter- 
pa-]- to command ; kattu paadu- restriction; vithi-thithar- to impose  . 



 
2012 

oath[E]  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is aanai idu – to 
command / take an oath . 

oath[E]  has the consonant- the -and the other interpretation of the word is 
sapatham [ missing letter- sa- and -pa-]  -oath /swear word .  

oath[E]  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is uruthi thaa [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  to take a oath; uruthi- assurance   ;  thaa –give   . 

oath[E]  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaettram 
missing letter- Ra-]- oath . 

*oath[E]  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is ottu-  oath.  

oath[E]  has the consonant- the -and the other interpretation of the word is 
sathtiyam-[ missing letter-- sa  -] -oath . 

matter [E]   has the consonants - ma –the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   thirisiyam  -[ missing letter-- sa  -] - matter . 

matter [E]   has the consonants - ma –the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  pathaarththam--[ missing letter- pa-] - matter.    

matter [E]   has the consonants - ma –the- Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is  
idaththai   nirappum  porunmai --[ missing letter- pa-] – matter ; idam- place/ 
space; nirappu –to fill;   porunmai- matter.  

affair [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word 
is  samaaa saaram -[ missing letter-- sa  -]- matter/ affair  . 

affair [E]   has the consonants –-pa--Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is  
pirachchanai  -[ missing letter-- sa  -]- matter / affair  / problem . 

affair [E]   has the consonants –pa- -Ra -and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word   idar paadu -[ missing letter- the -]-  concern / distress / problem. 

affair [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - -Ra -and the Tamil  interpretation of 
the word  a-k-karai [ missing letter- ka-] –concern . 



 
2013 

affair [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word 
is  vivakaaram/ kaariyam   [ missing letter- ka-] -– affair.  

affair [E]   has the consonants –pa- -Ra -and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word   puirikai [ missing letter- ka-] -  affair.  

affair [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word   karu [ missing letter- ka-] -– affair.  

affair [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word    uravu –affair / relationship. 

affair [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word 
is   thodarpu -  affair / relationship . 

affair [E]   has the consonants –pa- -Ra -and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word   porul -[ missing letter – la-]-  affair/ matter / subject/ thing . 

affair [E]   has the consonants –pa- -Ra -and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word   poar purikai [ missing letter- ka-] –to make  a war . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] – [-pa-] - [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  
original Tamil  word is kudi makan -  citizen ;  kudi  inam / sanam [ Skt ]  . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] – [-pa-] - [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kudiyaanavan -  subject / citizen . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –-pa- [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aatchchikku  ut-pattavan - one who is under the rule – subject/ 
person  ;  aatchchi- rule   ; ut padu / aatpadu  -subjected to . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –-pa- [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aat -pattavan-  a subject / person . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –-[-pa-] - [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kudi aanmaikku  adankkiyavan-   subject  /person  .  



 
2014 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –-pa- [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  adimai  pattavan -subject  /person  . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] – [-pa-] - [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  ut kidai / kidakkai-  subject/ matter . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] – pa-- [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ut-  paduththuka  / aat paduthhtuka  - subject . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] – [-pa-] - [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  
original Tamil  word is   madakkam – subjection.  

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - pa- [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is adi paduththuka- subdue . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - pa-  sa--ka –the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aat- pada  seika-  subject / subdue . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - pa- [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is athakku /adakkidu-  subdue . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] - pa- [- sa-]  -ka –the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is padikka / oaatha  vaendiya  paadam – lesson to be read  /recited  
; padikka- to read/ learn ; oaathu- recite  / say  /read  ;  paadam- lesson  .  

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] – [- pa-] -  sa- -ka –the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kathai-ththida vaendiya  / vaatham [Skt ]  seithida vaendiya 
seithi -  subject  to be discussed ;  kathaikka- to speak/ discuss  ; seithidu –do  ; 
seithi-  matter/ news / information /topic  . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] – [- pa-] -  sa- -ka –the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  sankkathi –matter/ subject  . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] – [- pa-] -  sa-- -ka –the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   vidaiyam  / visaedam-   matter/ subject  . 

subject [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-] –  pa-  sa-- -ka –the- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   sampantha  pattavai-  concerned matter . 



 
2015 

 

 isimu2,3, isim2,3: shoot, sprout; offspring, descendant (i, 'sprout', + si, 
'straight, long, narrow', + mú, 'to grow').  

*isimu  has the consonants -sa -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  sannam –
long and narrow . 

isimu  has the consonants -sa -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  neettam / 
nedumai - lengthy /long . 

isimu  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  miku  
[missing letter- ka-] – grow. 

isimu  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mokku 
[missing letter- ka-] –a  bud. 

 isimu  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mukai [ 
missing letter- ka-] – a bud  

isimu  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is mookkai-
[ missing letter- ka-] - a bud. 

isimu  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is makavu  
[ missing letter- ka-]  offspring /child  . 

isimu  has the consonants –sa--ma -and the  original Tamil  word is echcham/ 
michcham  – offspring.  

isimu  has the consonants –sa--ma -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  peesam [ missing letter- pa-]  -offspring  

isimu  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is mulai [  
missing letter- la-] –  grow  /sprout.  

isimu  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is mottu [ 
missing letter- the -]  - a bud. 



 
2016 

 offspring [E]   has the consonants - pa – [- sa-] - pa - Ra –an- ka –and the  
original Tamil  word is   pin paeruka  - offsprings ;  pin- later / following  ;  
paeru-  fortune/ delivery   . 

 

isiš2,3: n., moaning; laughter. v., to weep; to laugh.  

isis  has the consonant-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   munaku/ 
munakkam [ missing letter- ka-]-  moaning . 

isis  has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
anukkam- [ missing letter- ka-]-  moaning . 

isis  has the consonant-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinunku-[ missing 
letter- ka-] – weep . 

isis  has the consonant-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaenku-[ 
missing letter- ka-] - weep . 

isis  has the consonant-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  azhu- [ missing 
letter- zha-] - weep.  

isis  has the consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  siri [ missing  letter- 
Ra-] – smile.  

isis  has the consonant- sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
asanam /  asi / esi – laugh.  

isis  has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is ili [ missing 
letter- la-] -  laugh  . 

isis  has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is nakai [ missing 
letter- ka-] - laugh . 

 

iskim: (cf., giskim). 



 
2017 

 

 išib: n., priest who performs exorcisms, incantations, lustrations and 
purification. adj., clean; anointed.  

Isib has the  consonants – sa- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is aasaan – 
priest . 

Isib has the  consonants – sa- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is iyan – 
priest .  

Isib has the  consonants – sa- -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  poosaari [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] – priest.  

Isib has the  consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is iyar – [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]-  priest  . 

Isib has the  consonants –-sa- [-pa-] - and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  aachchaariyaar [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  priest  . 

Isib has the  consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
maniyaatti-[ missing letter- the-]-  priest ;  saaththappan . 

Isib has the  consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aththan-[ missing letter- the-]-  priest . 

Isib has the  consonants – -sa- -pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is paei / 
pisaasu  oaatti -[ missing letter- the-] -  exorcist . 

Isib has the  consonants – -sa- -pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is ennai 
poosu – apply oil .  

Isib has the  consonants – -sa- -pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is nei  poosu- 
to apply ghee / oil  . 

Isib has the  consonants – -sa- -pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is manja 
poosu – to apply  turmeric . 



 
2018 

Isib has the  consonants – -[- sa--]  -[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thooimai [ missing  letter- the -]  -clean;  suththam [Skt]  . 

anoit[E]  has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nei aatu   
-anoint. 

anoit[E]  has the consonants- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  ennai 
thaei ththidu – anoint.  

 

išin [PA-ŠE]: stalk.  

isin has the consonants -sa -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  sedi  nettu  [ 
missing  letter- the -]  -stalk. 

isin has the consonants -sa -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   sedi – yin  
thandu  [ missing  letter- the -]   -plant stalk .  

isin has the consonants –[-sa -]-an -and the  original Tamil  word is   adi thandu 
[ missing  letter- the -]   – lower stem .  

isin has the consonants -sa -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   senthandu [ 
missing  letter- the -]   - red stalk  of the amaranthus.  

isin has the consonants –[-sa-] -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  naadi [ 
missing  letter- the -]   – flower stalk.  

isin has the consonants –sa--an -and the  original Tamil  word is  sinai -  ears  
forming  inside the stalk.  

isin has the consonants –sa--an -and the  original Tamil  word is  sunai – 
roughness / prickliness as in  stalks and leaves . 

isin has the consonants –sa--an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
manjari [ missing  letter- Ra-] –flower stalk.  

isin has the consonants –[-sa-]--an -and the  original Tamil  word is  thenna 
mattai [ missing  letter- the -]    -coconut leaf stalk.  



 
2019 

 pase  has the consonants –pa- - [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   pana 
mattai  [missing letter- the -]-  palymra leaf stalk.  

pase  has the consonants –pa- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   poraan  [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] – paddy stalk .  

pase  has the consonants –pa- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   narampu  
[ missing  letter- Ra-]  -stalk . 

pase  has the consonants –pa- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   panam 
thumpu [missing letter- the -]-   fibre of the stalk  of the palmra leaves . 

pase  has the consonants –pa- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaampu  
[ missing  letter- ka-] - a foot stalk /  a pedicle.   

pase  has the consonants –pa- -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   saeppan -
thandu [ missing letter-  the-] -  the stalk  of lotus.  

 

itima, itim, idi: cella, chapel.  

Itima  has the consonants  -the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is mandi ittu 
oathum idam / oathum maedai –   place for prayer . 

 

itud, itid, itu, iti, id8; it4,id4: moon; month; moonlight (te, 'to approach, 
meet', + ud, 'sun').  

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  mathi- moon. 

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  amuthaa- moon .  

itu has the consonant- the -and the   other interpretation  of the  word is   
inthu [Skt]  – moon . 

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  mathi  oli  [ missing  
letter- la-] – moon light . 



 
2020 

itu has the consonant- the -and the   other interpretation  of the  word is  
mathiyam- full noon.   

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  naan mathi – full 
moon . 

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original  Tamil word is   paathi mathi / 
thuni mathi –[ missing letter- pa-] - crescent moon .   

itu has the consonant- the -and the   other interpretation  of the  word is  
yaama pathi –[ missing letter- pa-] –moon  as the enemy  of lotus . 

itu has the consonant- the -and the   other interpretation  of the  word is  
pathamam  [ missing letter- pa-] -  moon as the gem of light .  

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thann mathi – 
moon as being cool . 

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaen mathi- honey 
moon  . 

itu has the consonant- the -and the   other interpretation  of the  word is  
pathasam [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-] - moon as the gem of light. 

itu has the consonant- the -and the   other interpretation  of the  word is 
seethan-[ missing letter – sa-] - moon as being cool   . 

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  maatham-  month  

*itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  udu – star/ sun 
/planet . 

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  santhithidu  
[missing  leter- sa-]  -to meet ; anthiththidu  .  

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paaththidu  [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -to meet . 
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itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  munnidu   /munthu  
-meet.  

meet [E]  has the consonants –ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
munthu  -meet.  

meet [E]  has the consonants –ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  - 
munnidu – meet.   

*itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adu  -approach.  

*itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adai  -approach . 

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  andu  -approach . 

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thampu[ missing 
letter- pa-]   -approach . 

*itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoai – approach . 

itu has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  naadu - approach . 

 

izkim: (cf., giskim). 

 

 kabar, kapar[PA.DAG.KISIM5×GAG]: shepherd boy (ká, 'gate', + bar, 'to 
open').  

kabar  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
Koanaar-  shepherd caste . 

kabar  has the consonants – ka- pa-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  aadu 
maadu  maeikkira   podiyan/ idaiyan / maeippar  [ missing letter- the -]  -  
shepherd boy  who  grazes the  cattle. 

kabar  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoruvan - [ missing letter- the -] -  shepherd.  
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kabar  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kidaari-[ missing letter- the -] - shepherd.   

kabar  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudavar--[ missing letter- the -] - shepherds . 

kabar  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aanavar – shepherd.  

kabar  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kochchaiyar  [ missing letter- sa-] -  shepherd . 

kabar  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-] -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Yaathavar -[ missing letter- the -] – shepeherd caste . 

 

kadra(2): gift, bribe (kad4 , 'to tie together', + ru, 'present, gift').  

kad  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kootti  
kattu- tie . 

ru  has the consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  parisu [ missing 
letter- pa- and- sa-] -prize .   

ru  has the consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paeru-[ missing 
letter- pa-]-  prize.  

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
uoottu  tharuka/  kai  uoottu yaetridu - to give /get bribe . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
kaattuthar – to give bribe . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
parisu  tharuthar [ missing letter –pa-] –to give gift . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  natpu  
kattuthar [ missing letter –pa-] –to give gift/ bribe.  
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kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai- 
uthavi tharuthar -  to give gift . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai -
adai tharuthar-  to give gift . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai -
urai tharuthar-  to give bribe  /gift . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai -
kaanam tharuthar- to give bribe . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  podi / 
pothi  kaasu tharuthar [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-] -  to give gift . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
kattai  tharuthar-  to give bribe  /gift . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
kaasu tharuthar [ missing letter  -sa-] -to give bribe  /gift. 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vaai –
k-araisi  tharuthar   [ missing letter  -sa-] -to give bribe  /gift. 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is nan 
kodai tharuthar –to give gift  . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is parisu 
tharuka-[ missing letters- pa- and -sa-] -  to give gift . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is arut 
kodai – gift of god.  

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is idukai 
tharuka- to give gift  . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eekai 
tharuka / koduththar-   to give gift  . 
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kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is veku 
mathi koduththar - to give gift  .  

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  varam  tharuka -  to  give gift . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kodai 
vari- gift  tax.  

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  thaanam  [Skt] tharuka- to give gift . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  enaam [Arabic] tharuka - to give gift  ; inaam- boon/ san manaam  . 

kadra  has the consonants  -ka –the- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  vitharanam – gift / bribe . 

 

kalag, kala, kal: v., to repair, mend (kal, 'excellent', + aka/ag, 'to make'). adj., 
strong; swift [GURUŠ+2-N14 (wagon pictogram) archaic frequency: 7; 
concatenation of 3 sign variants].  

kalag  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
okkiduthal [ missing letter –the -]-  repair.   

kalag  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  semmai 
-aakkal-[ missing  letter- sa-]  -repair . 

kalag  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai- 
kaanuthal [ missing letter –the -]-  repair.   

kalag  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
meendum  nun- nilaiku  kondu vaa  [ missing letter –the -]- to bring to original  
good state ; meendum –again ; nun  -good ; nilai- state ; kondu  vaa –to bring . 
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kalag  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  meel 
amaikka- to bring to original  good state  . 

kalag  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunamaakkuthal [ missing letter –the -]- –repair  . 

kalag  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  valimai / 
vazhu  mikka – very  strong ;  valimai- strength; mikka- more/excess. 

kalag  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is palam [Skt] mikka- [ missing  letter- pa-] – strong ; palam –strength  . 

kalag  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   seyal 
aakkam mikka [ missing  letter- sa-] - powerful  ; seyal -action. 

kalag  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaekiththal [ missing letter- the -]-be  swift / idaviya  . 

kalag  has the consonants – ka- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaditham / kadikai/ kadi  koolluka [ missing letter- the -]-be  swift. 

swift [E] has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- [-pa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thidumena  - speedy . 

swift [E] has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- [-pa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  minneedaka  - swift . 

 swift[E] has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- [-pa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is udanadiyaaka -  immediately  /at once  

swift [ E] has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- [-pa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thudippu mikka– swift [ person ]  

swift [E] has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- [-pa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaditham -  swift . 

swift[E] has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- [-pa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   idaviya -  swift . 
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] swift[E] has the consonants –[-sa-] - va- [-pa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikka  vaekaththudan -  with great  speed ; mikka- excess; vaekam –
speed . 

 

kalam: the land (of Sumer); nation [KALAM archaic frequency: 91; 
concatenates 6 sign variants].  

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is  
Thamizhakam [ missing letter- the -] - land of Tamils.  

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is  vilai 
nilam-  farm field . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is   kalam-  
field . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is 
kuvalayam- world; mun - ulakam ; vaazhum nilam ; vaazhu- live; nilam- land    . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is akal 
munn – country . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is matta 
veli [ missing letter- the -]- plains . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is manthai 
veli- pasture land . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is manal 
veli- sandy  land ; manal –sand . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is vandal 
munn [ missing  letter- the-]- alluvial soil; munn- soil  .  

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is kali 
munn nilam- clay soil.  
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Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is kalar 
nilam - [ missing  letter- Ra-] -alkali soil . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is paalai 
vanam/ paalai vana munn  -[ missing letter-pa-] –desert  land .  

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is valappa 
munn--[ missing letter-pa-]-  fertile soil . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is pul veli 
munn --[ missing letter-pa-]-  praire soil . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   sama veli [ missing letter -  sa-] -  plains . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is makkal- 
people . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   azhuvam-  country . 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the original Tamil word is 
valaakam- country side; vaya loakam .  

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   visaalam [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-] -  country. 

Kalam   has the consonants - ka -la -ma -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   kulintham  [ missing letter- the -] –country . 

 

kankal: hard soil; uncultivated land (ki, 'earth, place', + nu, 'not', + kal[-l], 
'excellent, valuable').  

kankal has the consonants – ka- an –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilaivu  illa  vann- nilam -  barren land.   

kapar: (cf., kabar).  
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kaskal: expedition, caravan; road; journey (kaš4/kas4 , 'to travel fast', + 
kalag/kal, 'swift') [KASKAL archaic frequency: 35].  

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is  
vazhi  selavu -  journey . 

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is  
vazhi sellukai- journey . 

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is  
vaekamaana  selavu -  fast  journey ; vaekam- speed . 

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is 
ulaka selavu -  world tour  .  

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is 
vaazhkkai selavu- life journey . 

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is 
noakkam ulla  selavu -  expedition . 

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is 
thavudu  selavu [ missing letter- the -]- military  expedition. 

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is  
vazhi  sevvai – road.  

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is  
ozhun-k- kai -  road . 

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is  
kavalai – diverging road.  

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is    
saalaiyin   kal alavu – road milage stone ; kal- stone; alavu –measurement .  
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kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is   
karun –k- kal saalai [ missin letter- Ra-]  -  gravel road ;  karun-k-kal- black  
stone / blue metal  ;  saalai -road.  

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is   
nekilvaana saalai – flexible road.  

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is  
koottaaka - nedu  vazhi  selavau  sellum  saaththuvan [ missing letter- the -] – 
the merchant  in group on the travel  ; saathavan- merchant; nedu  vazhi- long 
way .     

kaskal  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil word is  
saaththuva / vanika  koottam  thankum  vazhi  manai / saththira manai [ 
missing letter- the -] -caravan serai ; vanikan- merchant; koottam- group ; 
thankum- staying; manai- house. 

 

kašbir: small beer; sweet beer (kaš, 'beer', + bír, 'to sniff'). 

Kasbir has the consonants-  ka- sa- pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
inippaana /  kaaichchiya   arisi  /karumpu   saaraayam – sura paanam – brewed   
sweet rice/ sugar cane arrack  ; inippu- sweet;  kaaichchiya- boiled ; arisi- rice; 
karumpu- sugarcane ; saaraayam –arrack . 

 

 kešda, kešdr?, kéš-(d): n., knot; taboo; inhibition (ki, 'place', + šita4 , 'to bind') 
[KEŠ2 archaic frequency: 6]. v., to bind, wrap, tie; to join; to fasten; to 
harness; to snatch.  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – sa- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mudichchu / mundu/ mudi   iduka  -to make a knot .  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kattu- knot /tie .  
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kešda  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vattiththiduka- to make a knot.   

kešda  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moottuka- to make a knot.   

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – sa- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudichchu- knot.    

kešda  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudippu  [ missing letter- pa-] – a knot.  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thudakku/ thuvakku -  fasten  [with a rope or  a chain] . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moodukai- wrapping  .  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
madiththu kattuka- wrap ; madikka- to fold. 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pothinthu  vaikka/ pothi kattuka / attai iduka  [ missing  letter- pa-  ] - to wrap 
up /to apply  a wrapper  . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – sa-- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
saeththu  kattuka-  / kootti-kkattuka  to bind.   

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
inaiththiduka- bind.  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinaiththiduka [ missing letter- pa-] – to bind.   

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattu  paduththu [ missing letter- pa-] –to bind   .  
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kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavanam katta  -to bind up  /to dress a wound . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
saeththiduka- to join .  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kootttu  - join   .  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
attuka- join .  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
adaikai- joining . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kootti mudi – fasten  [  tuft of hair ] . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thakai-  fastening .  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thodu-k-kai – fastening [  the flowers in a string ] . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
poottuka  [ missing letter- pa-] - harnessing [  the animals  in the cart ] .  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ottuka- fasten . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaikka- [  fasten  with a nail ] . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuthai -  fasten [  the bow string  at the notch ] . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuthai maatta- / ida  -  to fasten with a button or knot.  
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kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thettuka- snatch . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vedukkena pidun-k-kuka [ missing letter- pa-] –snatch . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai kondida- snatch . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thadai kattu- inhibition/ taboo .  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
odukkam – inhibition.  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattu paadu  [ missing letter- pa-]  –restriction . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
adakkam - inhibition.  

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mudakkai  vaikka pattathu [ missing letter- pa-] -  blocked one – taboo . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
othukki vaikka pattathu  [ missing letter- pa-] - prohibited one . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumukaaya  kattu /  thokuthi  kattu  / samuka [Skt]  kattu / saathi [Skt] / ina  
kattu –  clan taboo /  social taboo / caste taboo . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
seiyaa kodaathathu -   the one which should not be done; seiya- to do; 
kodaathathu  -do not  . 

kešda  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-] -- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
theenda thakaathathu-  should not be touched  ; theendu –touch/ sting .    
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giš- kešda: weir.  

Kešda   has the consonants - ka – [- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
anai kattu –dam .  

Kešda   has the consonants - ka – [- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
aaththu thanni -yaei anai katti  thadukka  - to block  the river water by building 
the dam  ;  aththu  thanni- river water;  anai- dam- kattu –build ; thadukka- to 
block  . 

Kešda   has the consonants - ka – [- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mathaku  -   dam . 

Kešda   has the consonants - ka – [- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanni thaekkam- water reservoir ; thanni- water; thaekkam- reservoir.  

Kešda   has the consonants - ka – [- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kondam – ridge  - as in a field . 

 

kíbir: firewood, kindling. 

Kíbir  has the consonants- ka –[-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
viraku. 

Kíbir  has the consonants- ka –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eri 
karumpu – fire wood.  

Kíbir  has the consonants- ka –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aduppu 
erikka  uthavaum  viraku  kattai – [ missing letter- the -]  - fire wood for the 
oven ; erikka- to burn; uthavum- helping;  viraku  kattai- wood . 

Kíbir  has the consonants- ka –[- pa-] - Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is thuvar  [ missing letter- the -] – fire wood.  
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Kíbir  has the consonants- ka –[- pa-] - Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  karal  [ missing letter- la-] – fire wood . 

  

 giš-kíbir: pitchfork.  

giskibir  has the consonants – ka –[-sa-] - ka- pa- Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuppai vaari- pitchfork . 

giskibir  has the consonants – ka –sa- ka- [-pa-] - Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kavar mul  isai  kuruvi [missing letter- la-] – pitchfork . 

giskibir  has the consonants – ka –[-sa-]- ka- [-pa-] - Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kavar kole  [ missing letter- la-] – pitchfork. 

giskibir  has the consonants – ka –[-sa-]- ka- [-pa-] - Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is   vai kole vaari  [ missing letter- la-] – pitchfork. 

 

na4kikkin [HAR]: mortar. 

nakikkinhar has the consonants –   an- ka – an –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil 
word is   sunnaampu-k-kaarai  [  missing letters-  pa- and -sa -] - mortar . 

 

 kíkkin [HAR.HAR]: milling; mill house; adj. for milling women (reduplicated 
kín, 'hand mill'). 

kíkkin har has the consonants –  ka –an –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is 
kai-yaar   maavu  araikkindra   aattu-k-kar  / ammi-k-kar  / thirikai  kar [ missing 
letter- the- -] – hand mill for grinding  flour  ; kai-  hand;  maavu- flour;  araikka- 
to   grind  ;  ammi-k-kar-   a hand mill ; aattukkar- a hand mill  ; kar-  stone  
;thirikai-  hand mill  ;   enthira-k-kar . 

 maavu  araikkindra  idam [ missing letter- the- ] – mill house  ; araikka- to 
grind ; idam- place/ house . 
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kilib [LAGAB]: package, bundle.  

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –pa-and the  original Tamil  word is  pothi  
kattuthal- [ missing letter- the -] -wrap up  ;  ampayam kattuthal  . 

ilib  has the consonants – ka- la –pa-and the  original Tamil  word is pottanam  
kattuthal-[ missing letter- the -] - wrap up . 

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
moottai  kattuthal  [ missing letter- the -] – bundle up . 

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thokuthi  kattuthal-[ missing letter- the -]-  package . 

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  vai 
koale  kattu   -[ missing letter- the -]-  bundle as of straw. 

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kavaklikai- bundle as of straw / grass paddy seedlings / bundle of book  . 

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhu- 
bundle as of books.     

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kulai- 
bundle.  

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kalam- 
bundle.  

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattukal--[ missing letter- the -]-  bundles.  

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is pullu 
kattu –[ missing letter- the -]-  grass bundle.  
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kìlib, kìli: totality; star(s). 

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  vin 
meenkal-  fishes of the sky -stars ; vin –sky ;meenkal- fishes  . 

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan 
velli- star .  

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is vaan 
veli  koalam   -  star  

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is maalai 
velli- evening star . 

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is elavanka 
poo- star anise.  

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pul  vakai 
–star . 

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   
muzhumaiyaaka – in total . 

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  kul- total.  

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is    
ellaavum- all.  

kilib  has the consonants – ka- la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   
avvalavumae- all.    

 

 kilim, gílim, gilili: group of (wild) animals; rodents or other very small 
mammals.  

kilim  has the consonants – ka- la -ma -and the  original Tamil word is   
kuzhampu [ missing letter- pa-] -   goat herd .  
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kilim  has the consonants – ka- la -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  kaal 
nadaikalin / kaattu vilankukalin /  kottam  / kanam/ thokuthi  / thokai / 
kuzhaam / kilai / kandi / kuzhumam / kuzhu / manthai  [ missing letter- the-] - 
cattle  herd/ group  of wild animals  ; kaadu  -wooods;  vilankku- animals ; 
koottam- group . 

kilim  has the consonants – ka- la -ma -and the  original Tamil word is makkal 
kuzhaam-  crowd of people . 

kilim  has the consonants – ka- la -ma -and the  original Tamil word is makkal 
kuzhumam- crowd of people. 

kilim  has the consonants – ka- la -ma -and the  original Tamil word is kumpal  [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  people’s crowd . 

 

kinbur: bird's nest or perch (ki, 'place', + an, 'high', + bùru/bùr, 'receptacle').  

Kinbur  has the consonants - ka -an –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinna paravai  kunju urai [ missing letter- sa-]- nest  for the  baby  birds / 
nestling  ; sinna- small; paravai- bird; kunju -small- arai –room  . 

Kinbur  has the consonants - ka -an –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paravai yin -kurampai – bird’s nest  ; paravai -bird. 

Kinbur  has the consonants - ka -an –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paravai- yin koodu  [ missing letter- the -]- bird’s nest; koodu- nest  . 

 Kinbur  has the consonants - ka -an –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paravai yin ina perukkidam – koodu /veedu [ missing letter- the -]- – nest/ the 
place where the birds unite together.  

Kinbur  has the consonants - ka -an –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paravai  eravu  naeram  thankidum / urankidum marai  vidam / mara koodu  [ 
missing letter- the -]- -the place where the birds rest in the night time ; paravai 
– bird; eravu- night; . naeram- time; thankkum- staying;  urankkidum- sleeping 
maram- tree; koodu- nest  
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Kinbur  has the consonants - ka -an –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paravai muttai  poadukira idam [ missing letter- the -]- – the place where the 
bird lats eggs/ nest /house  ; muttai- egg.  

Kinbur  has the consonants - ka -an –pa- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  paravai- yin   ankurakam – bird built structure . 

Kinbur  has the consonants - ka -an –pa- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  paravai- yin   panjaram  [ missing letter- sa-]- bird’s nest . 

Kinbur  has the consonants - ka -an –pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuduppu  konda  / unna  koodiya  nun- neer  meen  vakai [ missing letter- the 
-]-eatable  good water fish ; nun neer- good water ; meen –fish ; vakai- kind 
unna koodiya- eatable  . 

 

kinda: barber.  

Kinda  has the consonants – ka- an- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
naavithan  / mudi  vettum manithan – barber;  mudi- hair; vettu –to cut.  

Kinda  has the consonants – ka- an- the- and the original Tamil  word is mudi 
vettuvoan   – barber.  

Kinda  has the consonants – ka- an- the- and the original Tamil  word is mudi 
vinaignan  -barber ; vinaignan- doer .  

 

kínda[URI]; kindax[LAK-419]: a type of vessel for measuring barley or holding 
water. 

kínda[URI]  has the consonants-  ka- an- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is araisi kudaan [ missing letter- sa-] - vessel to wash rice  before cooking ; arisi- 
rice. 
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 kindagal(2): overseer of a group of (five) slaves. 

Kindagal   has the consonants - ka -an –the- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is aeinthu adimakalai  /adimai   koottaththai /  adakki  aalum  thalaivan/ 
kan-k-kaniyan  – the leader who  controls five slaves ; aeinthu – five; adimaikal- 
slaves; loottam- group; aalum- ruling; adakku –to control; thalaivan- head.   

 

 kingal: commander, director (kíg, 'to order', + gal, 'big, great') [KINGAL archaic 
frequency: 39]. 

Kingal  has the consonants - ka -an – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is vaal  
uzhavan -  commander . 

Kingal  has the consonants - ka -an – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattalai   idum  vanniya  thalavian/ kadaka naathan / konthakan   [ missing 
letter- the -]- the soldier / leader who  gives the orders  ;kattalai- order;  
Vanniyan-  warrior;  thalaivan- head  . 

Kingal  has the consonants - ka -an – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattalai   iduvoan [ missing letter- the -]-director ; kattalai- orders . 

 

 kingusili: greater part; five-sixths (5/6) (kíg, 'task', + sílig, 'hand [of five 
fingers]'). 

kingusili  has the consonants- ka- an –ka- sa -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
oru  kaikku anju  viralkal [ missng letter- Ra-]  - a hand has 5 fingers ; oru- one; 
kai- hand ; anju – 5; viralkal- fingers. 

kingusili  has the consonants- ka- an –ka- sa -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
enn anjai  enn   aaraal  vakukka [ missng letter- Ra-]  - divide no 5 by 6  ; enn- 
number; anju  -5; aaru -6 ; vakukka- divide.  

kingusili  has the consonants- ka- an –ka- sa -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
aarukk u anju  ennum  kana-k-kil [ missng letter- Ra-]  - 5/6. 
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kingusili  has the consonants- ka- an –ka- sa -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sikikkalaana vaelai  /azhuval   –a difficult  job ;sikkal-difficult; vaelai- work  
;azhuval –work  . 

 

 kiraši: emmer wheat for making beer. 

kiraši  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  varaku 
arisi – koda millet.  

kiraši  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  raagi -koda millet.   

kiraši  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
saaraayam  kaachchuka - to brew arrack ; saaarayam- arrack ;kaachchu- brew . 

kiraši  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is   sivappu 
arisi -  saaraayam  paanai- yir  kaachchuka [ missing  letter- pa-]- to brew arrack  
from red rice ; sivappu –red; arisi- rice  ; saaraayam –arrack ; kaachchuka- to 
brew ; paanai- pot   . 

kiraši  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
karumpu  saaru / saaraayam  paanai- yir  kaachchuka  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  to 
brew arrack  from sugar cane juice – rum ; karumpu- sugar cane ; saaru – juice 
paanai- pot.  

 

 kisal: courtyard; weight measure (ki, 'place', + sal, 'spacious') [KISAL archaic 
frequency: 145 ?; concatenates 5 ? sign variants].  

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  kollai-   
back yard .  

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  alavu 
/alavai -  measurement.  
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kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is alakka- 
to measure.  

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –sa- la- and the original Tamil  word is alavu sol-  
measurement  word ; sol- word .      

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is   
kollalavu – capcity  measurement . 

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  alavu    
kole-  measuring rod  .  

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –-sa- la- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kaja kole- yard measure ;  kurun-k- kole [ missing letter- Ra-]  . 

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –-[-sa-]- la- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   mulam alavu -    measurement-  from elbow to finger tip . 

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –-[-sa-]- la- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kaal-  ¼ . 

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –-[-sa-]- la- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is    mukkaal-  ¾ . 

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  veppa 
alavu [ missing  letter –pa-] –temperature measurement . 

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  alavai  
alaku- unit of measurement.   

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  nel  -
ilakkam-  grain account  of measurement . 

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  alavu-  
iyal-  science of measurement . 

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is alavai 
nool-  book on  measurement.  
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kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  kaala 
alavu-  time measurement . 

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  koana 
alavai-  angle measurement; koanam –angle ; alavai- measurement .   

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is   munai 
alavai-  end measurement.  

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is  nila 
alavai-    land measurement ; nilam- land; alavai- measurement .  

Kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is koala 
alavai-  rule measurement.  

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is kuzhi -   
a  land measurement . 

Kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is veli – 
land measurement.  

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is 
aazhaakku – grain / fluid measurement.  

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the original Tamil  word is 
uzhakku - grain / fluid measurement. 

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - la- and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is  kilo [E] .   

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –-sa-- la- and the Tamil  interpretaion  of the 
word is   sumai alavu -  weight measurement.  

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[--sa-] -- la- and the Tamil  interpretaion  of the 
word is  nirai alavu [ missing letter- Ra-] – weight measurement.  

kisal  has the consonants  -ka –[--sa-] -- la- and the Tamil interpretaion  of the 
word is  kanam kaanal -  to estimate weight.  
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kisim(3,5,6,7): milk-processing wasters; spoiled milk; smelly cheese [KISIM 
archaic frequency: 67; concatenates 3 sign variants]. 

kisim  has the consonants  - ka- sa -ma  -and the original Tamil  word is   vaadai 
adikkum /   veesum    sunnu katti  [ missing letter- the -] –smelly cheese  ; 
vaadai- smell ; sunna katti- cheese . 

 kisim  has the consonants  - ka- sa -ma  -and the original Tamil  word is   ketta  
vaadai   adikkum  /  veesum   amutham  / sukitham  /thoakam  /thoakasam [ 
missing letter- the -] – smelly milk; amutham- milk . 

 

 kisim(4): cheese maggot.  

kisim  has  the consonants  - ka- sa -ma  -and the original Tamil  word is   sunnu 
kattiyir kaanum kunu [  missing letter- the -]- cheese maggot.  

 

kisim2,3,5: stable, pen.  

kisim   has the consonants   -ka- [-sa-] -ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
mattu  kottakai -  cattle shed  ;  maadu-cattle .  

kisim   has the consonants   -ka- [-sa-] -ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
kottam [ missing letter- the -] – cattle shed.  

kisim   has the consonants   -ka- [-sa-] -ma- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  koa -kulam [Skt] [ missing letter- la--] - cattle shed ; koa- cow; 
kulam- house  .  

kisim   has the consonants   -ka- [-sa-] -ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
aanai koodam  [ missing letter- the -] -  elephant stable ; koodam- hall  /room .  

kisim   has the consonants   -ka- [-sa-] -ma- and the original Tamil  word is  
aththi koodam [ missing letter- the -] - elephant stable.  
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kisim   has the consonants   -ka- [-sa-] -ma- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thozhuvam [ missing letters- the - and -zha-]- stable . 

kisim   has the consonants   -ka- [-sa-] -ma- and the original Tamil  word is  kidai 
mari [ missing letters- the - and -Ra -]- pen .  

 

kislah(2)[KI.UD]: empty lot; threshing floor (ki, 'place', + luh/làh, 'to sweep 
clean'; cf., ki-sug8 ). 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaer  kalam [ missing letter- Ra-] – threshing floor.  

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is ner 
kalam  [ missing letter- Ra-] – threshing floor; ner- paddy .  

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
veru veli-[ missing letter- Ra-] –  empty space /empty  feeling ; veli –space .  

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is kaali [Skt]  manai /  vel  manai – empty plot ; manai- house/ plot . 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is vel 
-  empty . 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
venn- nilam – bare ground ; nilam- land . 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
valaamai –emptiness as of a place  devoid of inhabitants .  

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  kaali-  empty . 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vetta veli --[ missing letter- the -] - empty land ;  veli –space/ empty  land .  
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Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaen illaa thaen koodu --[ missing letter- the -]- empty  honey comb ; thaen- 
honey; illai- nill . 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vellidam --[ missing letter- the -]- vacant  space.  

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is vel  
manai idam--[ missing letter- the -]-   vacant house site.  

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is idai 
veli --[ missing letter- the -]-  –vacant space . 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –sa- la--  and the  original Tamil  word is veen 
pukazhchchi [ missing letter- pa-] - empty  compliment . 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –sa- la--  and the  original Tamil  word is vel  
veechchu – empty  boast . 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
verum -k-- kalam [ missing letter- Ra-] -  empty  pot; kalam- vessel .  

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
verum -k-kai kaal-/ anikalan illa kai kaaal [ missing letter- Ra-]- empty handed / 
bare handed/ bare foot. 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –-sa-- la--  and the  original Tamil  word is vellai 
kaduthaasi -[ missing letter- the -]- empty  paper / blank  paper; kaduthaasi- 
paper  . 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –-sa-- la--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thokai sollaatha / thokai idaatha  kaasu- oalai  -[ missing letter- the -]- -empty  
cheque / blank  cheque ; thokai –amount ; sollatha- not told   ;kaasu –cash ; 
oalai- cheque / paper . 

Kislah   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - la--  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is vai -kalliyam [Skt] -  feeling of  empty . 
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 kissa: supporting wall. 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is thaanku  
suvar / muttu suvar [ missing letters-  the- and -Ra-] – supporting wall 
;thaankku –to support; suvar- wall .  

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is mathir suvar- 
[ missing letters-  the- and -Ra-]- fort wall ; mathir- fort  ; suvar –wall . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is kaari suvar [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - lime  stone wall; kaari- lime  . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is kar suvar- 
missing letter- Ra-] stone wall ; kar- stone . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is senkkar  
suvar missing letter- Ra-] -   brick wall ;senkkar- brick ;  suvar –wall .  

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is nankoora 
suvar [ missing letter- Ra-]  – anchor wall . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is anai suvar [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - retaining wall . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is sirai  suvar [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  abutment wall . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is kavasa suvar 
[ missing letter- Ra-]  -  apron wall.  

 kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is akani  suvar 
[ missing letter- Ra-]  – core wall.  

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is marai suvar [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  – blind wall . 
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kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is vayiru suvar [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  – abdominal wall  ; vayeiru- stomach .  

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is kukai suvar -[ 
missing letter- Ra-]   - cavity /cave  wall ; kukai- cave . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is Kurun-j-  
suvar- [ missing letter- Ra-] -  dwarf wall ; kuru- small.  

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is siru suvar-  
breast wall  ;  siru –small .  

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is uyir anu  urai 
suvar [ missing letter- Ra-] -cell wall ; uyir anu – a cell ; urai- cover ;suvar –wall . 

Kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is mukavai 
suvar [ missing letter- Ra-] – head wall.  

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is verum suvar- 
[ missing letter- Ra-] -naked wall . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is aara suvar [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  radial wall.   

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is yaeru  suvar [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  rising  wall . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is siraku  suvar 
[ missing letter- Ra-]  - wing wall . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is narukku  
suvar [ missing letter- Ra-]  – shear wall . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  kurukku  
suvar [ missing letter- Ra-]   -cross wall ; kurukku –cross ; suvar –wall .  

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  visai yaer 
suvar [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  structural wall.  
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kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  nuni  suvar-[ 
missing letter- Ra-] -   toe wall.  

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  suvar 
uruvaakkam-[ missing letter- Ra-] -  wall formation . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  suvar 
mukkam –-[ missing letter- Ra-]-  wall pressure.  

 kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  suvar 
oaviyam –-[ missing letter- Ra-]-  – wall painting ; oaviyam- painting . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  neer suavar-
–-[ missing letter- Ra-]-   water wall . 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  suvar 
uraaivu-–-[ missing letter- Ra-]-   wall friction. 

kissa  has the consonants  -ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  suvar visiri- -
–-[ missing letter- Ra-]-  wall fan ; suvar- wall . 

 

 kišib, kiši5,10: mouse.  

Kiši has the consonants -  ka- sa -and the  interpretation  of the word is sikaa – 
mouse.  

Kiši has the consonants -  ka- sa -and the  interpretation  of the word is kowsik 
– mouse.  

Kiši has the consonants -  ka- sa -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
musikam - mouse. 

 

kišib(3): n., hand; fist; seal; sealed bulla; receipt (cf., kéš, 'to snatch; to bind'). 
v., to seal. 
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Kišib  has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai-   hand.  

Kišib  has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinna-k- kai -  dorsal aspect of hand . 

Kišib  has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
mutti  [ missing letter- the -] –fist . 

Kišib  has the consonants - ka- -sa-pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is arasarin   
sem pori vaikka  [ missing letter- Ra-]  -to apply  the royal  seal.  

Kišib  has the consonants - ka- -[-sa-] –[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
arakku vaikka-[ missing letter- Ra-] -  to apply  sealing wax; vaikka- to keep  . 

Kišib  has the consonants - ka- -[-sa-]-[-pa-] - -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  moakar-/ mukar  -[ missing letter- Ra-]- seal . 

Kišib  has the consonants - ka- -[- sa-] – pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is 
arasarin  ari kuri / kai oppam -[ missing letter- Ra-]- – king’s seal  /signature; 
arasar- king ; kai – hand- oppam- signature  .  

Kišib  has the consonants - ka- -sa-pa- -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  saappa vaikka- to  apply the seal; vaikka- keep  . 

Kišib  has the consonants - ka- - sa- [- pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
achchu  vaikka  -  to apply the  seal . 

Kišib  has the consonants - ka- - sa- [- pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
arasarin  sinnam vaikka -[ missing letter- Ra-]- king’s seal ; sinnam- symbol  . 

 

 kišib7,8,9, kiši7,8,9: ant. 

Kišib   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] – [- pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uzhuvam [ missing letter- zha-]  -ant.  
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Kišib   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  uravi [ missing letter –Ra-]  -ant.  

Kišib   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] – [- pa-]  and the original Tamil word is  
kan ili  [ missing letter – la-] -   blind ant  /driver ant . 

Kišib   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –  pa-and the other interpretation of the 
word is  pippilikai [ missing letter – la-] -  ant . 

Kišib   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –  [-pa-] - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   valmiki [ missing letter – la-]  -ant hill .  

Kišib   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –  [-pa-] - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   naaku –ant hill.   

Kišib   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –  [-pa-] - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   vanam -ant hill.  

Kišib   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] – [- pa-]  and the original Tamil word is   
kann mookki- ant.  

Kišib   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] – [- pa-]  and the original Tamil word is    
karaiyaan- [ missing letter- Ra-] -  white ant . 

Kišib   has the consonants – ka--sa-- pa-and the original Tamil word is  musiru 
vakai  erumpu  /sivappu  nira  erumpu   [ missing letter- Ra-] -red ant ; sivappu 
–red . 

Kišib   has the consonants – ka—[-sa-]-- pa-and the original Tamil word is 
karuppu nira erumpu  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  black  ant; karuppu –black; niram- 
color/ ray  ; erumpu –ant .  
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giškišik(2), kiša(2), kiši16/17[Ú.GÍR]: a thorny bush [? KIŠIK archaic frequency: 
21; concatenates 3 sign variants]. 

kisugir  has the consonants  -ka –sa- ka -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kandakam konda / thuruma nakam konda   kurun-k-kaattu sedi [ missing  letter –
the -]  - thorny bush ;  kandakam- thorn ; konda- having ;  karumai- black; kaadu –
wild; sedi- plant .  

 

 kúkku [MI.MI]: dark. 

kukku  has the consonant-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  karumai [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - dark color.  

kukku  has the consonant-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  karai [missing 
letter- Ra-] -darkness. 

kukku  has the consonant-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is oli  man-k-ka- 
missing letter- la- ]-  become dark . 

kukku  has the consonant-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kankul [missing 
letter- la- ] - darkness . 

kukku  has the consonant-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kaalam- [ 
missing letter- la- ]-  black . 

kukku  has the consonant-  ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pookam [ missing letter- pa- ]-dark . 

kukku  has the consonant-  ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thunanku -[ missing letter- the-  ]- darkness.  
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 kukkuš, kukkuç ? [IŠ]: a type of flour.  

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  maavu 
–flour.  

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nuvanai- flour.   

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  maavu 
aakku –to make flour.   

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  koovai 
maa -    arrow root flour ;  maa- flour . 

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is  koovai  
neeru [ missing letter- Ra-] -  arrow root flour . 

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  thinai 
maavu  [ missing letter- the -] – fox tail  millet flour; thinai- millet .  

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  uootta  
saththu maavu [ missing letter- the -] –  rice flour ;uootta saththu- nutritious .  

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  nen 
maavu – rice flour.  

 Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
maithaa maavu [ missing letter- the -] -  corn flour; maavu –flour .  

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is   makka 
soala maavu [ missing letter-la -]-  corn flour.  

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is koola 
maavu [ missing letter-la -]-–corn flour.  

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is kollu  
maavu-[ missing letter-la -]-  gram flour.     
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Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word  is valli 
kizhanku  / kuchchi kizhangu  maavu -[ missing letter-la -] - cassava  flour.   

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
koathumai  maavu [ missing letter- the -] –wheat  flour ; koathumai –wheat; 
maavu –flour .  

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is maa 
thoovu [ missing letter- the -] –flour.  

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is kampu  
maavu  [ missing letter- pa -]- pearl millet flour. 

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is varaku 
maavu-[ missing letter – Ra-]  -koda millet flour.  

Kukkuš  has the consoants – ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is saamai 
maavu- little millet flour.  

 

kunga[ŠÚ.MUL]; kúnga[BAR.AN, ŠÚ.AN]: donkey; onager; mule. 

kunga   has the consonants - ka  -an-  ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaala  vaayan [ missing  leter- la-] – ass.  

kunga   has the consonants - ka  -an-  ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kadu  
vaayan [ missing  letter- the -]- ass ; kadu- strong; vaai- mouth  . 

kunga   has the consonants - ka  -an-  ka  - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   neesa vaakanam [Skt] – ass; vaakanam- vehicle .  

 

 kungal, gukkal [LU.ÞÚL]: fat-tailed sheep (kun, 'tail', + gal, 'big') [GUKKAL 
archaic frequency: 36; concatenation of 4 sign variants].  
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kungal   has the consonants- ka –an- ka- la –and the  original Tamil word is 
nanku  kozhuththa vaal ulla  vellaadu  /yaezhakam [  missing letter-the-] fat 
tailed goat; kozhuththa- fatty ; vaal-  tail ;  ulla- has ; vellaadu- goat.  

 

kunigx, kúnin: refined asphalt, bitumen (ku, 'to build', + níg, 'assets').  

kunin has the consonants  - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  nila kaael [ 
missing  letter- la-] –asphalt.  

kunin has the consonants  - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar-k-
kannai [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  bitumen . 

 

kurku(2): bounty, abundance (reduplicated kur9 , 'to deliver').  

Kurku  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is varaa 
vaari  -  plenty . 

Kurku  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
urai  tharuka  /  kaani-k-kai tharuka  / kaikaani  tharuka / kodai tharuka [ 
missing letter-the-] – to give gift ; kai  urai- gift ; kai- hand; urai- cover ; 
kaanikkai- gift; kodai- gift ; tharuka- give  . 

Kurku  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
perukkam  [ missing letter-pa- ] – abundance / plenty  /wealth . 

kurku has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is apa varkkam  [ missing letter-pa- ] –abundance  / gift . 

kurku has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  rokkam - payment. 

Kurku  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
serukku [ missing letter- sa-] - wealth . 
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Kurku  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
panakkaaran [ missing letter- sa-]  - rich person.  

Kurku  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaikaaran- rich person.  

Kurku  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
maaru seika  [ missing letter- sa-]  - reward . 

Kurku  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is mikka 
sorivu [ missing letter- sa-]   –profusion . 

Kurku  has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is okka 
kidakkirathu  [ missing letter –the -]  - there is abundance . 

bounty [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]  - va -  an –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nunn kodai-  gift . 

bounty [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]  - va -  an –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pani uoothiyam – bounty . 

 bounty [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]  - va -  an –the -other interpretation  of 
the word is thimitha kumutham [ missing letter –ka-] -  noise/ joy /  plenty . 

 bounty [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]  - va -  an –the -other interpretation  of 
the word is  nikkathu –profusely . 

 

kurum6, kur6: a basket of food-rations; share(s).  

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  unavu kooru 
– food ration.  

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kooru –share. 

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaaaram-  
share . 
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kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is naer kooru – 
equal share.  

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  panku  pirikka 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - to share . 

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paakam 
pirikka- [ missing  letter- pa-] - to share . 

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pakir/ pakirvu  
[ missing  letter- pa-] - share.  

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sari panku/ 
sari paakam  [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-]- equal share . 

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is panku kaaran- 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -share holder; pankku- share .  

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is peru kooru [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – share. 

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is panku urimai 
missing  letter- pa-] –right to share ; urimai- rights . 

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is mun urimai 
panku  [ missing  letter- pa-]- preferred share . 

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pin urimai 
panku [ missing  letter- pa-]- deferred share. 

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kooru kaasu  / 
kooru panam [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-]- share money .  

kur has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is mannar 
kooru- - royal share. 
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kurum7, kuru7, kur7: n., lookout, spy (ki, 'place', + ùru(-m), 'to watch, guard'). 
v., to watch. 

 Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  paarkka  
[missing letter- pa-] -  to see / watch . 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  parikai -  
to guard . 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
echcharikkai -[missing letter –sa-] -  beware . 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the   other interpretation of the word 
is saakaram [missing letter –sa-] - watchfulness . 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  samayam / 
naeram  parkka- [missing letters - pa -and- –sa-] -to watch. 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaavar 
kaaran –- sentinel . 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kaththavaraayan [ missing letter –the -]  -  guard /god  

 Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is saemakkaaran-[missing letter –sa-] -  guard.  

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is rashakar -[missing letter –sa-] -  guard.  

 Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is ukkiram- advanced guard . 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  other Tamil interpretation of the 
word is paarakkaaran-[missing letter- pa-] - sentry . 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is ankkaakaaran  - body  guard 
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Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  maeikaavalar [ missing letter- la-] -body  guard. 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  Kai kole  ilaiyar [ missing letter- la-] – guards  

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  Kaavar maravar- military  guards . 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  vaevu kaaran – spy. 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  ulavu kaaran -[ missing letter- la-]  - spy.  

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  ulavu  arikkai -[ missing letter- la-] – intelligence report.  

 Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  Koodaa saaran  [ missing letters- the- and- sa-] –secret emissary . 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  thiravu / thuravu [ missing letter- the  -] –spying.  

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  Kathai arika-[ missing letter- the  -] - to spy.  

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  muriakka - stare at . 

Kuru  has the consonants  - ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  utru noakka -[ missing letter- the  -]- stare at . 

watch [E]  has the consonants -va -the – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word is 
kannoodu – watch .  

watch [E]  has the consonants -va -the – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word is -   
Kankaanitthidu  -watch.  
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watch [E]  has the consonants -va -the – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word is -    
-Kattu -watch. 

  watch [E]  has the consonants -va -the – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil word is     
padakam [ missing letter –pa-] - watch tower. 

 

 kurun(2,3): sweet red wine; wine grape, grapevine, or grape cluster (cf., 
gurun). 

kurun   has the consonants-  ka- Ra- an- and the  original Tamil  word is kodi 
munthiri    kani  koththu [ missing letter –the -] – grape cluster; kani- fruit; 
koththu- cluster; kodi munthiri- grape .  

kurun   has the consonants-  ka- Ra- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thithikkum  sen -niram konda kodi munthri   kani  saaru  / rasam [ missing 
letters  -sa-and  -the- ] - sweet red wine ; thiththikka- sweet ; semmai- red; 
niram- ray /color ; konda- having ; kodi-  vine; munthiri- cashew/ grape ; kani- 
fruit  ; saaru –juice . 

 

 kuruš, kuš6, ku7: sweet; plump, fat; honey (cf., kurušda). 

 Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kunrunchchi  thaen  [ missing letter –the -] -  wild honey [ konku] . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kotraen-[ missing letter –the -]  -  superior wild honey  

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- sa-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  saarakam-  honey . 

 Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  akkaaram – honey  
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Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  naravam- honey . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- -sa--  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  pakka rasam  [ missing letter –the  -] – honey  

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- -[-sa-] --  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  maravi –honey . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- -[-sa-] --  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vaeri- honey  

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- --sa---  and the  other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  sarkkarai  -sugar  

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- --sa---  and the  other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  sarkkarai paechchu  [ missing letter- pa-] -  honeyed words . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- --sa---  and the  other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  sarkkarai ponnachchi- [ missing letter- pa-]  - honey mouthed 
woman . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- --[-sa-] ---  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kar kandu [ missing letter  -the-] -candy . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- --[-sa-] ---  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thaervu [ missing letter  -the-] –sweet . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra--sa----  and the  other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Karumpu  saaru [ missing letter- pa-] –  sugar cane juice . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra--sa----  and the  other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  soaki keeri -   sweet fennel . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra--sa - and the  other Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Kasakkar- sweet mango . 
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Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra--sa-  and the  other Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  naarankaai  -sweet orange   

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra—[-sa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  Kayiram/ kara veeram-  sweet oleander . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra—[-sa-] --  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  eema vaari-  sweet flag / insecticide . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra—[-sa-] --  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  aya vaari –sweet flag  

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra—[-sa-] --  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  maravi –sweet toddy. 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- sa-  and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  Kanjan- k--koarai –sweet basil  . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra-sa-  and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Kaarai  /senkaarai-  spurious   honey thorn . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   in kooru-   sweet speech  

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Kaathar kan mani [ missing letter- the-] -   
sweety .  

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   uriyavar-  relatives.  

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thevittukira  [ missing letter- the-] - sweet.  

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- sa-  and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  narun -j-suvai  -sweet taste.  
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Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  panni kaara vakai [ missing letter-pa- -]  -sweet 
meat  

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  inippu  appa vanikar-[ missing letter-pa- -]    
sweet meat sellers  

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  nei pasai kooru –-[ missing letter-pa- -] - fat . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is  thaavara  [Skt] nei –  vegetable fat ;  thinai nei kooru . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is  peeviram -[ missing letter-pa- -] - fat . 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  urundu  thirandu  erukkai [ missing letter- the-] – 
plumpy. 

Kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  uoothu mukaran-[ missing letter- the-] –  person 
with plump  face.  

kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  parukka -[ missing letter-pa- -] – become plump . 

kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is  poorikka-[ missing letter-pa- -] – become plump; niraivaaka  . 

kurus   has the consonants - ka –Ra- [-sa-] -  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  parumanaaku -[ missing letter-pa- -] – become 
plump . 
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 kurušda, gurušda, kuruça ?: sweet fodder (for fattening cattle); fattener (of 
cattle); stock-breeder (kuruš, 'sweet; fat', + da(5), 'side; to surround' ?) 
[GURUŠDA archaic frequency: 61].  

gurusda    has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa--] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   adar  theevanam –concentrated  fodder  ;adarththi- dense . 

gurusda    has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa--] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaar nadai  theevanam – cattle fodder;  theevanam- fodder; kaal 
nadai- cattle.  

gurusda    has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa--] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaar nadai  theevana payir [missing letter- pa-] –fodder crops; payir- 
crop. 

gurusda    has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa--] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   theevana tharam – fodder quality; tharam- quality .  

gurusda    has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa--] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   maattukkaana   vaai urai   punnaaku    [missing letter- pa-] - oil cake 
for cattle; punnaakku –cake .  

gurusda    has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa--] -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   theevana maram –fodder tree;  theevanam –fodder; maram- tree.  

gurusda    has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa--the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
surtiduka  /sutri kondiduka - to surround 

gurusda    has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]--the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   varai aruththiduka- surround . 

gurusda    has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]--the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   mutrukai   iduka-to surround.  

gurusda    has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]--the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   vanankkuthar  -surround.  
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kušum: to scorn, reject, hurt; to abandon (ki, 'place', + ušum, 'solitary').  

Kusam   has the consonants -ka -sa -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ekazhchchi seithda vaendum [ missing letters-  zha – and- the -] – to scorn.  

Kusam   has the consonants -ka -sa -ma -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  avamaanam [Skt]  seika  - scorn / disrespect  . 

Kusam   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]  -ma -and the other interpretation of 
the word is   ninthikka [Skt] vaendum [ missing letter –the -] -  scorn.  

Kusam   has the consonants -ka -sa -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaelanam  seika  [ missing letter-  la -] – scorn / to mock . 

Kusam   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
verukkanum [ missing letter- Ra-] - to  scorn . 

Kusam   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neekkam   / neekkukai - reject . 

Kusam   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
marukkanum [ missing letter- Ra-] -  reject.  

Kusam   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]  -ma -and the other interpretation of 
the word is   nirakariikanum [ missing letter- Ra-] -  reject.  

Kusam   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
othukki vaikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –reject.  

Kusam   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilakkanum [ missing letter- la-]-  reject.  

Kusam   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai vida vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –abandon .  

Kusam   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vittu neenkida vaendum-  [ missing letter- the -] –abandon . 
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Kusam   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]  -ma -and the other interpretation of 
the word is   vithukam  [ missing letter- the -] –abandoning . 

Kusam   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]  -ma -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  thiyaakam- [ missing letter- the -] - abandonment.    

 

kušumx, kušu[U.PIRIG]: herd of cattle or sheep. 

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kumpu [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  herd.  

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kuzhumam / kuzhu / kuzhaam [ missing letter- zha-]  - herd  

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  Koottam 
[ missing letter- the-]  - herd . 

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is thokuthi 
[ missing letter- the-]  - herd . 

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is thokai [ 
missing letter- the-]  - herd . 

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   viyukam[Skt]  – herd . 

 Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is Kanam- herd . 

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is Koanaan- 
shepherd.  

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is Koavi- 
shepherdess . 

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is maeikki – 
shepherd . 
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Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is aanavan-  
shepherd. 

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kochchaiyan- shepherd . 

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is vaayan – 
shepherd . 

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Koattinam [ missing letter- the -]  – herd of  elephants.  

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is maeikka  
-to graze. 

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is Kam-  
sheep . 

 Kušu  has the consonants - ka –-sa- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  vana saakam-  jungle sheep . 

Kušu  has the consonants - ka –-sa- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
Asakam- mountain sheep . 

herd [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is - 
thoruvan – shepherd.  

herd [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –the- and the  original Tamil  word is - 
thakar- sheep . 

herd [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   varudai- herd. 

 herd [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   varattuaadu – dry sheep.   

herd [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –the- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   Kaattu semmari- [ missing letter- sa-]-   wild sheep . 
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herd [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –the- and the  orignalTamil interpretation 
of the word is   Varai aadu – mountain sheep . 

herd [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –the- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thoru vidam- cattle stall . 

herd [E]  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –the- and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  Kurum-p-aadu  [ missing letter- pa-]  -woolly 
sheep . 

 

 lagab: block, slab (of stone); trunk (of tree) (cf., kilib) (lag, 'clod, piece', + gub, 
'to stand') [LAGAB archaic frequency: 84; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka—[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kal 
/ kaazh- stone.   

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka—[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
neela kal- blue stone.  

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka--pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  velli  
paalam- slilver block . 

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka--pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is ven -kal 
paalam- silver bar.   

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka--pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is paal 
velli  kal  paalam-  pure silver slab .  

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka--pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is koozhai 
paalam- gold bar. 

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka--pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is pozhivu  
paalam- gold slab.  

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka--pa-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kaliyaana paalam  [Skt] -  gold  bar; paalam- bar .  
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lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka—[-pa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is kovil  moakana kal  - a  large slab stone put as the  upper 
transverse beam over the entrance of the temple . 

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka--pa-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  pinkalam[Skt] – gold .  

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka--pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is polan-k- 
kalam – gold jewel.  

lagab   has the consonants-  la –ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kal 
palakai  / paalam - stone slab ; paala-k-kal . 

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
palinkku  kal   palakai  - marble stone slab; palakai  -slab / board .  

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   karun -
k-kal   palakai [ missing letter- Ra-]  - granite.  

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koozhaan-k-kal-  pebble  . 

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka--pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pavala 
kal   -coral stone . 

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka—[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kokkai-k- kal –coral stone  

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka—[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
ellai -k-kal- boundary  stone. 

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka—[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaani-k-kal-  boundary  stone. 

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka—[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kan mazhai- hail stone.  
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lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka—[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naazhikai kal-  mile stone; kal-stone .  

lagab  has the consonants-  la –ka—[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaana-k-kal- foundation stone. 

 

 lagar: temple servant who pronounces invocations to the god [LAGAR 
archaic frequency: 51; concatenates 4 sign variants].  

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  Thiru 
Murugan kovil  marulaalan / marulaali –temple  priest who  invokes  god  -
Thiru  Murugan/Marduk; kovil- temple ; marulaan- priest ;thiru- holy   .  

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  koayir   
kaaval  - temple guard ; kovil kaavalar ; kaavalar-  guards . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil  
vaelaiyaal- temple servant;   vaelai aal- worker ; kovil- temple  . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil 
vaelai kaaran - temple servant  ; vaelai- k- kaaran- servant. 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thiru  
kovil  kaelvi – temple manager . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil  
maelaalar  -temple manager . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil 
kanakkar/  kanakku aayar - temple  accountant; kanakku –accounts  . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil 
maniya-k-kaarar - temple  accountant . 
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lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil 
aran-k-kaaval  kuzhu –  board  of  temple  trustees ; kuzhu- group/ team ;aram- 
virtue ;  kaaval- protection .  

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil 
aran-k -kavalarkal-  temple  trustees . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is thiru 
kovil  aran-k- kaaval thalaivar [ missing letter- the -]-  head of the board  of  
temple  trustees ; thalaivar- the head .   

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kovil  vanakkumar- temple  accountant .  

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil  
thiru vidai aattam  [ missing letter- the -] – temple business /temple 
endowments . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is thiru 
kovil  adiyar [ missing letter- the -]- temple  servants; adiyaar- devotees  . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil  
thondar [ missing letter- the -]- temple  servant; thondar - devotee. 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Murugan  kovil /Kaali  kovil – thiru mutraththaar [ missing letter- the -]- temple  
servant. 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Murugan kovil pani makkal [ missing letter- pa-]-servants  of the temple 
Murugan ; pani- job; makkal- people . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is thiru 
kovil pathiyaar [ missing letter- pa-]- temple  servants. 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil 
paniyaalar /uoozhiyar  [ missing letter- pa-]- temple  servants. 
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lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is Thiru 
kovil pazha muthal kankkaani [ missing letters- pa-  and -the  ]- temple  
supervisor ; muthal-  first ; kankkaani- supervisor . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is thiru  
kovil maer -paarvaiyaalar [ missing letter- pa-]-temple administrator. 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is thiru 
kovil  kaavalaali  - temple watchman  ; thiru- holy ; kovil- temple  . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil  
thiru vizha-[ missing letter- the -]-  temple festival . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil 
amuthu  mandavam -[ missing letter- the -]-  temple kitchen ; amutham- food . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is thiru 
kovil  nilam--[ missing letter- the -]-   temple land; nilam- land .  

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil 
kattaadiyaar -[ missing letter- the -]-  temple  priest . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is thiru 
kovil poosaari  -[ missing letters- pa- and -  sa-] – temple priest ; poosaari- 
priest . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thiru 
kovil  maniyaatti -[ missing letter- the -]-  temple  priest . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   kovil – 
thiru vadi pidippaan -[ missing letters- pa- and –the-]-  temple priest . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil 
nampu  seivaar -[ missing letters- pa- and –sa-]-  temple priest . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Thiru  Murugan  kovil  kurukkal [Skt]  - temple priest . 
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lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Thiru Murugan[Marduk]   kovil archchakar [Skt] -[ missing letter- sa-] 
temple priest . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Thiru Murugan [ Marduk ]  kovil nivanthakaaran[Skt]  -[ missing letter- 
the -] -temple servants   . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil arai 
kaaran / ukkiraa-k-kaaran  - temple store keeper.  

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil  
arai vaayil – temple store room . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil 
karu-uoolam -  temple treasury  . 

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kovil  
koapuram [ missing letter –pa-]  - temple tower; koapuram- tower .  

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kovil pirakaaram  [ missing letter –pa-]  - temple enclosure .  

lagar  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil  
thiru sutru  [ missing  letters- sa- and  -the -] -temple enclosure .  

 

lagarx[SAL.ÞÚB]: (divine) vizier; a high ranking cultic functionary. 

lagarz   has the consonants -  la- ka- Ra  ka- sa  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
eriavan   arul  mikka   amaichchar-  divine minister; eraivan-  god; arul- mercy ; 
mikka- excess; amaichchar- minister .  

lagarz   has the consonants -  la- ka- Ra - ka- [-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   uyar kula  Valluvar   - hereditary   temple  priests   preaching astrology  
/astronomy and medicine. 
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lagarz   has the consonants -  la- ka- Ra-  ka- [-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kovil  kurukkal  -temple priests   ; kovir karuvarai kaavalar . 

lagarz   has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra  -ka- [-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   Aalvaarkal  /Valluvar - temple priests. 

lagarz   has the consonants -  la- ka- Ra-  ka- -sa -- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   isaiva vaelaalar  -temple artists . 

 

 lahtan(2): beer vat [LAÞTAN2 archaic frequency: 7]. 

lahtan has the consonants  -la-  ka- the -an –    and the  original Tamil  word is   
kalan-k-kal   thotti  -toddy  vat ; kalankkal- alcohol . 

 

 lahtanx, lahta: a washing vessel (luh/làh, 'to wash', + tán, 'to become clean').  

lahta  has the consonants  - la- ka- the   -  and the  original Tamil  word is -   
kazhu-vum  kundaan  - washing vessel ; kundaan- vessel.  

tan has the consonant  -the –an- and the original Tamil  word is  - 
thooimaiyaana-  clean . 

 

libir: n., old age [LIBIR archaic frequency: 1]. v., to last long; to live long. adj., 
old, ancient; traditional; used, worn (la, 'youthful freshness', + bír, 'to shrivel 
up'). 

libir  has the consonants - la – [-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
erithal  [ missing letter –the -] - becoming old   . 

libir  has the consonants - la  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   kizha 
paruvam [ missing letter –ka-]  -old age[ antonym] ; paruvam- period . 
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libir  has the consonants - la  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  ilamai   
paruvam  [ missing letter –ka-] -  young  age[ antonym] .  

libir  has the consonants - la  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  paaliyar- 
youth [ antonym] . 

ibir  has the consonants - la  -[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ilaiyoar - the  youth [ antonym] . 

libir  has the consonants - la – [-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
muthirthal [ missing letter –the -] – becoming old   

libir  has the consonants - la – [-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
uoozhththar [ missing letter –the -]– becoming old  . 

libir  has the consonants - la – [-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
naraiththal [ missing letter –the -]–   old age /to have grey  hair  . 

libir  has the consonants – la-  pa- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
pazhuththar- becoming old/ to become ripe  .  

libir  has the consonants – la-  pa- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kizha 
paruvam [ missing letter –ka- -]–   old age; kizham- old ; paruvam- period   . 

libir  has the consonants – la-  [-pa-] - -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mutral [ missing letter –the -]– old age . 

libir  has the consonants – la-  [-pa-] - -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nilaiththu  erunthiduthal   [ missing letter –the -]–  to last  long ; nilaiyaanathu- 
stable  . 

libir  has the consonants – la-  [-pa-] - -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
neediththu  erunthidu [ missing letter –the -]–  to last  long. 

libir  has the consonants – la-  [-pa-] - -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
endru-endrum  erunthidu [ missing letter –the -] - to last  long / to lve long ; 
endru endrum- always; eru –to be . 
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libir  has the consonants – la-  [-pa-] - -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhiyaathu eru - [ missing letter –the -] - to last  long / to live long ; 
azhiyathathu – not perishing  ;  azhiya- perish . 

libir  has the consonants – la-  [-pa-] - -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
neenda  naal  eru /   needa aayul udan  eru  / neenda naal uyiraodu  eru [ 
missing letter –the -] to live long ; neenda naal- long  days ; uyir- life ; eru –to 
be  . 

libir  has the consonants – la-  [-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thondru  thottu ulla ondru [  missing letter –the -] -  ancient one . 

libir  has the consonants – la- pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pazham 
perumai udaiyathu [  missing letter –the -] - ancient  one /  antique ; pazham- 
palio / old ; perumai- pride ; udaiya –having  . 

libir  has the consonants – la- pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thol 
perumai  udaiya  ondru [  missing letter –the -] - ancient  one /  antique . 

libir  has the consonants – la- pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pazhamaiyaana  ondru [  missing letter –the -] -  ancient one . 

libir  has the consonants – la- pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pazham 
porul – antique . 

libir  has the consonants – la- -pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  puthiya  
porul -[  missing letter –the -] – new item  [antonym] . 

libir  has the consonants – la- pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  naal  
patta  ondru-[  missing letter –the -] -  ancient one.  

libir  has the consonants – la- pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  payan 
paduththiya  porul   [  missing letter –the -] –used item; payan- use  ; porul- 
item /thing/ goods  . 

libir  has the consonants – la- -pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  peetral -
[  missing letter –the -] - worn out / tatter  . 
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libir  has the consonants – la- -pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
pandaiya  murai / pazhaiya  murai [  missing letter –the -] – tradtion / custom; 
pandaiya- old/ past ; murai- mores   . 

libir  has the consonants – la- -pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  nikal 
kaala  nadai murai [  missing letters– ka- and -the- ] - today’s  practice;  nikal 
kaalam- present time; kaaalm –time  . 

libir  has the consonants – la- -[-pa-]--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  ulaku  
urai-[  missing letter –ka-] -  traditon . 

libir  has the consonants – la- -[-pa-]--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal 
vazhi murai -[  missing letter –ka-] -  tradition; murai-  mores ; kaal vazhi- 
generation  . 

libir  has the consonants – la- -pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is marapu 
ozhukkam / marapu vazhi -[  missing letter –ka-] -  tradition /convention ; 
marapu -  tradition . 

libir  has the consonants – la- -[-pa-]--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neenda naal  nadai murai [  missing letter –the -]  - ritual / tradition ; neenda- 
long ; naal- day ; nadai  murai –tradition . 

libir  has the consonants – la- -[-pa-]--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhakkaaru -[  missing letter –ka-] – custom . 

libir  has the consonants – la- -[-pa-]--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhu 
–u-kuri   vazhakku -[  missing letter –ka-]- convention; kuzhu- clan; kuri –
symbol .  

libir  has the consonants – la- -pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is nadai 
murai  iyalpu- [  missing letter –the -]  - conventional.  

libir  has the consonants – la- -[-pa-]--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kula 
murai- [  missing letter –ka-]- clan  tradition; kulam- clan .  

libir  has the consonants – la- -[-pa-]--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kuru 
nilai vazhakku [  missing letter –ka-]-– group  tradition.  
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libir  has the consonants – la- -[-pa-]--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
naattaar  vazhakkm  [  missing letters –ka-  and -the -] – custom; naadu –state  
; naattaar-  people . 

libir  has the consonants – la- -[-pa-]--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
karana -viyal-[  missing letter –ka-] - ritual . 

 

 libiš, lipiš: courage; anger; core, heart; family (Akk. libbu 'heart').  

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] - sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is    
thunichchal  [  missing letter- the -]  - courage . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] - sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is  ulla 
uram [ missing letter- Ra-]-  courage ;  ullam- soul ; uram- strength  . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] - sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aanmai  ulla  -  manly; ulla  -has  . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] - sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaeru thalai [ missing letter –the -] -courage  . 

lipis   has the consonants –la-  pa-[-sa -]- -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   pelan  – courage  . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] - sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is   
achcham ulla  manam -  fearful mind  [antonym] . 

lipis   has the consonants –la--pa- sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is  salippu  
– anger. 

lipis   has the consonants –la-  [-pa-]- sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
erichchal [ missing letter –Ra-]  - anger / irritation . 

lipis   has the consonants –la-  [-pa-]- [-sa -]- -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is salam – anger . 
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lipis   has the consonants –la-  [-pa-]- [-sa -]- -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is silai- anger . 

lipis   has the consonants –la-  [-pa-]- sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vekuli [ missing letter- ka-] -  anger  

lipis   has the consonants –la-  [-pa-]- [-sa -]- -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is kilaam [ missing letter- ka-]  - anger  

lipis   has the consonants –la-  [-pa-]- [-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanalvu  [ missing letter- ka-]  –anger  

lipis   has the consonants –la-  [-pa-]- sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sulivu  [ missing letter- ka-] –anger . 

lipis   has the consonants –la-  [-pa-]- [-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
munaval [ missing letter- ka-]  –anger 

lipis   has the consonants –la- pa- [-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vempal [ missing letter- ka-] –anger anger  

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-]- [-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaekaalam [ missing letter- ka-]   –anger . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-]- [-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaenal  [ missing letter- ka-] -anger , 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-]- sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is sinam 
kolla [ missing letter- ka-]  - to have anger ; kolla- to have   . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-]- [-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilivu-[ missing letter- ka-] -   great anger . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- pa-[-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ponkkal-[ missing letter- ka-] -  violent anger  

lipis   has the consonants –la- pa-[-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
koampal  -[ missing letter- ka-] - vehement anger . 
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lipis   has the consonants –la- pa-[-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is anpu  
ulla manam- kind hearted  [antonym] ;  anpu- kindnesss; ulla-   has ; manam- 
mind . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] -[-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaazh [ missing letter- ka-]  - core.  

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] -[-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ull-  eedu [ missing letter –the-] –core.  

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] -[-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ullam   - heart . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] -[-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ullakam [ missing letter- ka-]  - heart ; ull- inner; akam- heart/ internal organ.  

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nenjaan-k-- kulai [ missing letter- ka-]  - heart ; nenju –chest; kulai- heart/ 
bunch  . 

lipis   has the consonants –la-  [-pa-]- [-sa -]- -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is maka vilaiyam [Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-]  - heart . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
manam  - good heart ; nalla- good; manam- mind  

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kazhuvaa nenjan  [ missing letter- ka-]  -  hard hearted man . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  aka 
makizhchchi-[ missing letter- ka-] - heart  felt joy ; akam- mind; makizhchchi- 
happiness. 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  ul -
azhithal [ missing letter –the -]  -  lose heart ; ullam- soul; azhiya- spoil / perish  
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lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam azhithal [ missing letter –the -] - lose heart ; manam- mind; azhithal- 
spoil . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –sa and the  original Tamil  word is  ila 
nenjam   - tender heart ; ilamai- youth  . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –sa and the  original Tamil  word is  nenju  
erichchal [ missing letter  -Ra -] –heart burn ; nenju –chest  ; erichchal- 
irritation/ burning . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –[-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kulam / kuzhu/ kuzhumam [ missing letter- ka-]   –family/ clan/ group . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –[-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  ill  
– family . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –[-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is 
okkal-[ missing letter- ka-]- family . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –[-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukkam -[ missing letter- ka-]-  family . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –[-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is kilai 
-[ missing letter- ka-]- family . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –[-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is kilai 
vazhi -[ missing letter- ka-]- family / progeny/ generation ; kilai- branch   . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –[-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kooli [ missing letter- ka-]-  family . 

lipis   has the consonants –la- [-pa-] –[-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nalla kulam-[ missing letter- ka-]-  good family ; nalla- good; kulam- family  

lipis   has the consonants –la-  [-pa-]- [-sa -]- -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is valankkam -[ missing letter- ka-]-  large family . 
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lidim: to receive (in charity) (la, 'abundance', + dim4 , 'to beg').  

 lidim  has the consonants-  la- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
kolla vaendum  [missing letter –ka-] – to receive; kai- hand; kolla- to have .  

lidim  has the consonants-  la- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
neetti  manam uvanthu  kodaiyaei  vaan-k-ki   kolluthal  vaendum [missing 
letter –ka-] -to receive  ;  kai- hand; neettu –extend ; manm – mind; uvanthu –
willingly ; vaankku- get . 

lidim  has the consonants-  la- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaeraalamanathaa  [missing letter –Ra-] – in abundance  

lidim  has the consonants-  la- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai   
eduththal  / kai neettuthal  vaendum /thenduthal vaendum  [missing letter –
ka-] –to beg .  

 

lilib[IGI.IGI]: to steal. 

 lilip  has the consonants - la - pa -and the  interpretation  of the word is  lampu 
– to steal.  

lilip  has the consonants - la – [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  solaiyam 
[ missing  letter –sa-] –stealing.  

lilip  has the consonants - la – [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  aaralai [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  -  rob the high way . 

lilip  has the consonants - la – [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
manduthal  [ missing  letter- the -] –steal.  

 lilip  has the consonants - la – [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
eduththal [ missing  letter- the -] –steal.  
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lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalavu  –stealing . 

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kallam / kallal   - stealing . 

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kollai- loot.  

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kallan –thief.    

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- pa-- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalla payal- thief.  

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalli- woman thief.  

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai  neelam- thievish tendency  

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
valaiththal [ missing letter- the -] – stealing  

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalavaaduthal  [ missing letter- the -] – stealing . 

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thevvuthal [ missing letter- the -] – stealing . 

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaettu  viduthal [ missing letter- the -] – stealing . 

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattal [ missing letter- the -] – stealing . 

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kollai  adiththal [ missing letter- the -]- looting.  
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lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanna kole vaiththal  [ missing letter- the -] . 

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the other interpretation  
of the word is lavattuthal [ missing letter- the -]  - stealing  

lilib[IGI.IGI]: has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thookkuthal [ missing letter- the -] -  stealing.  

steal [E]  has the consonants -sa –the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  – 
suduthal  - stealing.  

steal [E]  has the consonants -sa -the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
soalayamaada  – steal . 

steal [E]  has the consonants -sa -the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
suruttuthal  [ missing loetetr- Ra-]- stealing.  

steal [E]  has the consonants –[- sa -] -the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
manduthal - stealing. 

steal [E]  has the consonants –[- sa -] -the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
eduththal – stealing.  

steal [E]  has the consonants –[- sa -] -the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattai  poaduthal  [ missing letter- pa-] –stealing . 

steal [E]  has the consonants –[- sa -] -the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thookkuthal [ missing letter- ka-] –stealing ; thookku- lift . 

steal [E]  has the consonants –sa -the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudichchu  avilththal [ missing letter- ka-] –stealing  ; mudichchu- knot; 
avilththal- to untie/ to open  . 

steal [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kollai adiththal-[ missing letter- ka-] - looting ; kollai- plunder . 
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steal [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kalavaaduthal -[ missing letter- ka-] - –stealing  . 

steal [E]  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai neeluthal –stealing ; kai- hand; neela – extend   . 

 

 liliz: a drum.  

 liliz  has the consonants – la- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is maelam- 
drum . 

liliz  has the consonants – la-  sa --and the  original Tamil  word is sinna 
maelam- drum ; sinna- small . 

liliz  has the consonants – la-  sa --and the  original Tamil  word is saa maelam- 
funeral drum; saa-  death .  

liliz  has the consonants – la-  [-sa-]  --and the  original Tamil  word is uruli [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –drum . 

liliz  has the consonants – la- [- sa-]  --and the  original Tamil  word is neithal 
nila  maelam [ missing letter –the -]  - funeral drum of costal  area ; maelam- 
drum; neithal  nilam- coastal area; nilam- land  .  

liliz  has the consonants – la- [- sa-]  --and the  original Tamil  word is 
maththalam [ missing letter –the -] - drum . 

liliz  has the consonants – la- [- sa-]  --and the  original Tamil  word is udal- big 
drum .  

liliz  has the consonants – la- [- sa-]  --and the  original Tamil  word is kunil –[ 
missing letter –ka-] -drum stick.  

liliz  has the consonants – la- [- sa-]  --and the  original Tamil  word is muzhavu   
maelam [ missing letter –ka-] –kettle drum . 
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liliz  has the consonants – la- [- sa-]  --and the  original Tamil  word is  koozhai- [ 
missing letter –ka-] –drum.  

liliz  has the consonants – la- [- sa-]  --and the  original Tamil  word is   
azhuvam-[ missing letter –ka-] - drum . 

liliz  has the consonants – la- [- sa-]  --and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuyeiluvan- [ missing letter –ka-] - drummer . 

liliz  has the consonants – la-- sa---and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil  Isaiva 
Vaelaalan-[ missing letter –ka-]- temple drummer caste ; kovil- temple; isai- 
music . 

liliz  has the consonants – la-- sa---and the  original Tamil  word is   murasu  oli [ 
missing  letter –Ra-] –drum beating sound ; oli –sound . 

   

lillan: stalk with ripe ear of grain.  

lillan   has the consonants-  la- an  -and the  original Tamil  word is sinai thaal  /  
sinai  naalam  [ missing  letters- sa -  and -the -] -stalk with ripe ear . 

 

lirum, liru, liri: n., physical strength.adj., strong, powerful. 

liru has  the consonants-  la –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  ul-uram- 
mental strength ; ullam-  soul  ; uram- strength . 

liru has  the consonants-  la –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  udal uram [ 
missing letter- the -] - physical strength; udal- body  . 

liru has  the consonants-  la –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  udal uruthi 
[missing letter- the -] - physical strength ; uruthi- strength . 

liru has  the consonants-  la –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is udal aattral 
missing letter- the -]- physical strength; aattral- strength . 
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liru has  the consonants-  la –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mei yaeruzh- 
body  strength ; mei- body . 

liru has  the consonants-  la –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   udal 
uoottram missing letter- the -]- body strength. 

liru has  the consonants-  la –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  udal thiraani 
/thiram/   thirudam/ thiral / theeram /thoatral  [ missing letter- the -]- body 
strength.  

liru has  the consonants-  la –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  udal thiran [ 
missing letter- the -]- body strength; udal- body  ; thiran- strength .   

liru has  the consonants-  la –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mei  yaeruzh 
vali [ missing letter- ka--]-  strength of the body; mei- body / soma  . 
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 lugal: king; owner, master (lú, 'man', + gal, 'big') [LUGAL archaic frequency: 
80].  

lugal  has the consonants  - la –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is munn  
ulakai   aalum   kaavalan-   the ruling  king  of the world  ;  munn- land ; aalu –
to reign ; kaavalan- king .  

lugal  has the consonants  - la –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ulakai ; 
kuvalayam  aalum  mannavan / aazhiyaan - world ruler/ emperor ; ulakam- 
world;   kuvalayam- world  ; mannavan- king .  

lugal  has the consonants  - la –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is aalum  
maananin makan elamkoavan  /elaval – son of the   ruling  king/  prince ; 
mannan- king; makan- son ; ilamai- youth; koa- king  .  

lugal  has the consonants  - la –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aalum 
oankal - – ruling king; aalu –to rule .  

lugal  has the consonants  - la –ka- la -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is aalum mandala  maakkal [ missing  letter- the -]  - rulers .  

lugal  has the consonants  - la –ka- la -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  aalum naemi  vallavan – ruling  king. 

lugal  has the consonants  - la –ka- la -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  kula muthalvan - [ missing  letter- the -]  - king/ clan chief; kulam- clan 
;muthalvan-  the head .  

lugal  has the consonants  - la –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the  word is  nila kizhaan-  land lord; nilam- land ; kizhaan- lord.  

lugal  has the consonants  - la –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the  word is  vallaan-  master.  
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lugal  has the consonants  - la –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the  word is  yaeval aal – slave [ antonym] 

lugal  has the consonants  - la –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the  word is  puzhukkaiyan [ missing  letter- pa-] – slave.  

 

lugud, lugud(?): pus; serous fluid (lúg, 'fault, error' + éd, 'to emerge'). 

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  seezh 
katti- [ missing letter- sa-]  - abscess/pustule ; koadai  kaala katti- boils ; seezh- 
pus; koadai-  summer ; kaalam –time; katti –swelling / boil .  

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is see-k-
kattuthal [ missing letter- sa-]  – suppuration . 

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is seezh 
vaiththal-[ missing letter- sa-] - suppuration ; salam [Skt] vaiththal ; seezh- pus . 

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is seezh 
koaththal -[ missing letter- sa-]  - suppuration . 

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  seezh 
vadithal  [ missing letter- sa-]  – suppurate/ discharge of pus / oozing  of pus; 
vadiya- flow   . 

 lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  udalil  
ulla  ketta  thanni / uoon thanni /azhukku thanni /neippu thanni–-[ missing 
letter- pa-] -  serous fluid of the body ; udal- body; ulla- existing  ; ketta- bad; 
thanni- water ;uoon- flesh  ;  azhukku –dirt . 

serous [E]   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - Ra- [-sa-] -and the  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nina neer /  uoon neer /   neippu neer /  neer moar -–-[ missing 
letter- pa-] serous fluid of the body . 

pus[E]   has the consonants  -[- pa-]  –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  seezh 
[ missing letter- zha-]- pus.  
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pus[E]   has the consonants  - pa-[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
neippu- pus.  

 

 lúgud: short; short person (lú, 'person', + gud8 , 'short').  

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuttaiyana aal / kattai -yaana aal – short  person; kuttai – short; aal- person . 

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is kulla 
manithan- short man; kullam- small / short   . 

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is po-k-
kam-  illathavan [ missing letter- pa-]  -one who is not having  good  height ; 
pokkam – height; illai- without . 

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
neduval -  tall person [antonym] . 

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
nediayaval – tall female  [antonym] . 

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
valarntha aal- [ missing letter- Ra-]  - well grown tall person; valara- to grow; 
aal- person .  

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thonkkal vizhuthal-  be short.    

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurukuthal [ missing letter- Ra-] - become short.  

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuraiththal / kuraivaakkuthal [ missing letter- Ra-] –cut short.  

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
vettuthal –cut short.  
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lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaazhvu-  shortness.  

lugud  has the consonants - la –ka- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
muzhamthaat -kachchu [ missing letter- sa-] –shorts [dress] ; kachchai- 
garment /clothe  . 

 

lukur: chaste priestess, nun; courtesan (?) (lú, 'grown man', + kúr, 'hostile').  

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kovil  kuraththi  makalir [ missing letter- the-] – 
temple priestess; kovil –temple; makalir-  women  .  

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  pen thuravikal  [ missing letters- pa -and-  the-]- 
nuns ;  eraivanai manam purintha penkal – those women who have married to 
the god;  kovil pothu makalir-  temple prostitutes ; eraivan- god;  manam- 
marriage ; purintha- done ; penkal- women ; thuravi- monk .     

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the other interpretation  
of the word is   Murugan  /Kalli  kovil  kurukkal [Skt] – priest of the Murugan/ 
Kaali   temple ; kurukkal –priest .  

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Murugan  kovil poosaari  [ missing letters- pa- 
and -sa-]-  priest of the  Murugan temple ; poosaari- priest . 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  other  interpretation  
of the word is  kovil  / poosakar / kovil  aruchchakar[Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-
and - sa- ]- temple  priests ; poosakar- priest  ;aruchchakar- priest . 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Murugan kovil  Marulaali – Murugan temple 
priest;  marulaali- priest / who is  possessed  by  lord Murugan .   
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lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is Murugan kovil / Kaali  kovil  / Sivan kovil Aasaan /  
saakkai  / iyar /aasaari  [ missing letter- sa-] – priest  of the Murugan temple ; 
aasaan- priest ; saakkai- priest ; aasaari- priest ; iyer – priest . 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Murugan kovil  aasaal [ missing letter- sa-] – wife 
of the priest  of the Murugan temple . 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  Murugan kovil maniyaatti - priest  of the 
Murugan temple ; manaiyaatti –wife . 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  other   interpretation  
of the word is  kula guru [Skt] – family  priest; kulam- clan; guru- priest / 
teacher  . 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  other   interpretation  
of the word is  kurukkal  / gurumaarkal [Skt]  - priests . 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kovil porai- yaatti [ missing letters- pa -and -the -]  - temple priestess; 
poraiyaatti- priestess.   

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kovil  paraththaiyar [ missing letters- pa -and -the -]-  temple prostitutes / 
Paratha kalaignar ; paraththai- prostitute .  

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kovil aranki-  temple dancers ; kovil –temple .   

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kovil  kanikaiyar - temple prostitutes ; kanikai- prostitute . 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is 
daevar[Skt]  adaiyaal / kovil kooththiyar  [ missing letter- the -]-  prostitutes; 
adiyaar-  slave /disciple ; kooththiya-  prostitute /dancer   .  
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lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vilai makalir -  prostitutes ;  vilai- price; makalir- women .  

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaara makalir -  prostitutes. 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondi  makalir  [ missing letter –the -] - prostitutes. 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pura makalir  [ missing letter –pa- -] - prostitutes. 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vazhankiyar- pimps / prostitutes.  

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kadai kazhi  makalir [ missing letter –the -] - prostitutes. 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is    
varai villi – prostitute. 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Isaiva  vaelaalar  [ missing letter –sa-]    temple artists  - caste . 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kula makalir- chaste women   [antonym] ; kulam- family/ clan . 

lukur   has the consonants – la- ka- Ra -and the  and the  original Tamil  word is  
karppal/ karppu- ulla pen - [ missing letter –pa- -] -  chaste woman ; karppu 
ozhukkam- chastity . 

 

lulim: stag, hart (male of the red deer; cf., máš-lulim) (Akkadian loanword).  

lulim has the consonants - la –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kalai maan 
[ missing letter- ka-] – deer/ stag .  
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lulim has the consonants - la –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  koolam [ 
missing letter- ka-] –elk  . 

lulim has the consonants - la –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pulli maan [ 
missing letter- pa-] –spotted deer ; pulli- spot ; maan –deer . 

 

luhummu[GIŠ-MI]: mud (cf., lu-hu-um).  

lunga(2,3), lumgi(2,3): (cf., lúningi(2,3)).  

 

makkaš(2): wailing; clamor (mah, 'great',? + kuš7 , 'devastation').  

makkaš  has the consonants –ma- ka- [-sa-]  –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aaravaaram- [ missing letter- Ra-] - clamor / loud shout and sound . 

makkaš  has the consonants –ma- ka- sa –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinunkka vaendum [ missing letter- the -]   –to weep . 

makkaš  has the consonants –ma- ka- [-sa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaenkkida vaendum- [ missing letter- the -] -  weep/ longing . 

makkaš  has the consonants –ma- ka- [-sa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nakai-k-ka vaendum [ missing letter- the -] – to laugh [ antonym] . 

makkaš  has the consonants –ma- ka- [-sa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kondaattam [ missing letter- the -]- celebration[ antonym] .  

wail[E]  has the consonants- va -la -and the  original Tamil  word is azhukai- 
weeping . 

 wail[E]  has the consonants- va -la -and the  original Tamil  word is vilavanai- 
wail . 

wail[E]  has the consonants- va -la -and the  original Tamil  word is ezhavu 
vaikka- lament.  
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wail[E]  has the consonants- va -la -and the  original Tamil  word is aavali –wail   

wail[E]  has the consonants- va -la -and the  original Tamil  word is avalam- 
weeping.  

wail[E]  has the consonants- va -la -and the  original Tamil  word is yaenkkal- 
weeping . 

wail[E]  has the consonants- va -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kalakkam- 
weeping . 

wail[E]  has the consonants- va -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalankkal –
weeping . 

wail[E]  has the consonants- va -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kazhul  -
weeping.  

wail[E] has the consonants- va -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaval –wail . 

wail[E] has the consonants- va -la -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
ankalaaikka- to grieve  . 

 

mangaga: palm fiber, bast (man, 'partner', + gag, 'peg, nail', + a(k), 'genitive').  

mangaga   has the consonants – ma- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kasankku  mara naar  [missing letters- -Ra- and-sa-]  - palm fibre; maram- tree; 
naaar- fibre .  

mangaga   has the consonants – ma- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aan makan   /maanavan   -man ; aan- male; makan- son .  

mangaga   has the consonants – ma- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
naaga thantham  [missing  letter –the -] – peg.  

mangaga   has the consonants – ma- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aakaya thantham  / vaana thantham  [missing  letter –the -] –nail  
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mangaga   has the consonants – ma- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nakam – finger nail . 

mangaga   has the consonants – ma- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koottaanmai  [missing  letter –the -]  -partnership . 

mangaga   has the consonants – ma- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koottu vanikam [missing  letter –the -] -– partnership business; koottu- joint ; 
vanikam- trade . 

 mangaga   has the consonants – ma- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pankkaanmai   [missing  letter –pa- -] – partnership ; pankku –share . 

mangaga   has the consonants – ma- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
udan koottaanmai [missing  letter –the -] – co  partnership . 

mangaga   has the consonants – ma- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koottaanmai vithi -[  missing  letter –the -] -  article of partnership ; vithi- rule . 

 

mašda: drawing; gazelle (máš, 'to scrutinize', + dù, 'to make, apply') [? DARA3 
archaic frequency: 11; concatenation of 4 sign variants].  

mašda  has the consonants -ma –[-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
padam [ missing letter- pa-] -- photo / drawing . 

mašda  has the consonants -ma –-sa-–the- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is siththiram [ missing letter- Ra-]  - drawing . 

siththiram [Skt]    has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra- ma  -and the  original  
Tamil  word is  varai  padam [ missing letters- ka- and-  pa-]  - drawing ; varaiya- 
to draw; padam- drawing . 

mašda  has the consonants -ma –[-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaattu maan-[ missing letter- ka -]  - wild deer ; kaadu- forest  . 
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mašda  has the consonants -ma –[-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kada -maan -[ missing letter- ka -]  - sambar  deer ; maan- deer  

mašda  has the consonants -ma –[-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadamai- [ missing letter- ka -] -  an elk . 

mašda  has the consonants -ma –[-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
muduku-[ missing letter- ka -]  - female elk . 

elk[E]  hasthe consonants – la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is yaezhakam- 
elk/ moose . 

elk[E]  hasthe consonants – la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koolam- elk.  

gazelle[E] [nauvi]   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -la- and the  original Tamil  
word is kalai maan- a kind of deer  /stag  /axis deer . 

gazelle[E]   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -la- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  elk [E] . 

gazelle[E]   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -la- and the Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  veli maan - black buck .  

gazelle[E]   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -la- and the Tamil other 
interpretation of the word is   kazhal-  boar.  

 gazelle[E]   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -la- and the Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  pul  vaai [ missing letter- pa-]  -  antelope/ deer . 

 

mašda(2): commoner; destitute.  

mašda has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
manithan/ maanudan - man . 

mašda has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudi makan [ missing letter- ka-] -  citizen; kudi – clan; makan- son . 
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mašda has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thamiyan-  destitute. 

mašda has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is illa 
thanam- -[ missing letter- la-]- destitution; illai- nil . 

mašda has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
attram- -[ missing letter- Ra-]- destitution. 

mašda has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-]- the- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  kathi  inmai-[ missing letter- ka-] -  destitution ; kathi- direction/ 
means ; inmai- nil .  

mašda has the consonants  -ma--sa-the- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  thanjam inmai -  destitution; inmai –without .  

mašda has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thunai inmai-  destitution ; thunai- partner/ company ; inmai- without  . 

 

maškim: inspector, monitor, sheriff, commissioner (máš, 'to inspect', + kíg, 
'work'). 

maskim  has the consonants -  ma –[-sa-]–ka- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  maavatta  maniyakkaarar [ missing letters-  Ra  -and-  the- ] – sheriff ; 
maa- vattam- district. 

maskim  has the consonants -  ma –[-sa-]–ka- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kankaanikkum  urimai konda  aanaiyar   / athikaari  [ missing letters-  
Ra  -and-  the-]   –  one who has the right to inspect / monitor ; kankaanikka- to 
watch ; urimai- rights; kondavar- one who  has; aanaiyar- commissioner  . 

 

 megida(2), megidda(2): sow (female pig). 
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megida  has the consonants –ma- ka-the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
kundam- pig.  

megida  has the consonants –ma- ka-the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
koattu maa- boar.  

megida  has the consonants –ma- ka-the –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  peetha kantham [ missing letter –pa-]  – pig.  

 megida  has the consonants –ma- ka-the –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  vakkaira vaththiram  [ missing letter –Ra-]  - boar.  

megida  has the consonants –ma- ka-the –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  theeerkkaayutham- [ missing letter –Ra-]-  boar ;  kompan pandri – pig 
with the tusk .  

 

 mezem [ÚMBISAG]: maintenance, support (?).  

umbiseg  has the consonants  -ma –pa-[- sa-]-ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paenukai   vaendum  [ missing letter –the -] –  to support   ;  paena  
vaendiya   kadamai ; kadamai- duty ;  paenuka- to support . 

umbiseg  has the consonants  -ma –pa-[- sa-]-ka –and the other interpretation  
of the word is   jeevanam /  jeevana saesham / jeevanaamsam  – maintenance.  

umbiseg  has the consonants  -ma –pa-[- sa-]-ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kai kodukka vaendum  -support; kai- hand; kodukka- give .  

 umbiseg  has the consonants  -ma –pa-[- sa-]-ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   uthavida   vaendum [ missing letter –the -]  – support ; uthavu- to help .  

umbiseg  has the consonants  -ma –pa- sa-ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   
pana   paathu kaapu    kodukka vaendum  / panam  kaasu  uthavi    seithida 
vaendum  [ missing letter –the -]   - to maintain   /  support monetarily ; 
panam- money ; paathu kaappu –security ; kodukka- give ; kaasu –cash ; 
uthavi- help  ; seithida- do . 
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middu(2), mitum(2): mace (the weapon).  

mitum has the  consonants- ma –the- ma -and the interpretation  of the word 
is   kathai / vadi  enum  kaandam [ missing letter- ka-] -   weapon called mace; 
kathai- mace .  

mitum has the  consonants- ma –the- ma -and the interpretation  of the word 
is   thatti   /thadi   enum  kaandam [ missing letter- ka-] -   weapon called mace; 
thadi- wood/ stick .  

mitum has the  consonants- ma –the- ma -and the interpretation  of the word 
is   kathai /  kattai  enum  aayutham [Skt] - [ missing letter- ka-] -   weapon 
called mace;  kathai/ kattai –stick / wood  ;  aayutham –weapon . 

 

mudla, madlu, mudul: pole; stake (mud, 'a right-angled tool', + lal/lá, 'to 
hang').  

madlu has the consonants – ma- the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mathalai-   sacrificial post .  

madlu has the consonants – ma- the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadaavu  mulai [ missing letter- ka-]- stake / post for  tying elephants . 

madlu has the consonants – ma- the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nedumkazhi-[ missing letter- ka-]- post ;  laththi; nedumai- long; kazhi- pole  .  

madlu has the consonants – ma- the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaal 
thandam -[ missing letter- ka-]-Yama’s staff; thandam- staff / stick .  

 

múdru: fuller; launderer (mur10/mu4 , 'to clothe oneself', + duru5 , 'moist, 
fresh').  
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mudru  has the consonants –ma- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kammiyarin  thuruththi   –[ missing letter- ka-]-   smith’s fuller; kammiyan- 
smith   . 

mudru  has the consonants –ma- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
aadai/ thuni  / udukkai  thuvaikkum  Vannaar [ missing letter- ka-]-   -  
washerman ; aadai- clothe ; udukkai- clothe  ;  thuvaikka- to wash ; Vannaar- 
washer men . 

mudru  has the consonants –ma- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuni/ aadai   thaeikkum  karumaan / kuyinar  /thunna-k-kaaran/ thaiyar  
vinaignar  [ missing letter- ka-]—tailor; thaeikka- to stitch  ;  thunna-k- kaaran –
tailor ; thunnu –stitch /weave .  

 

muhaldim [MU]: baker, cook (mù, 'to mill, grind', + hal, 'to divide; portion', + 
dím, 'to fashion, create').  

muhaldim  has the consonants – ma- ka- la- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  
word is   adu manaiyil  / adu-k-kalaiyil   ulai vaiththu   samaiyal  seithidum / 
unavai vaeka  vaikkum   vaaluvan / madaiyan  [ missing letter- sa-]   - the  
person who  cooks  in the  kitchen; adu  manai- kitchen  ; adukkalai- kitchen ; 
ulai- oven/ boiler ; unavu –food; vaeka vaikka- to cook  madaiyan-  the cook . 

muhaldim  has the consonants – ma- ka- la- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  
word is   adu manaiyil  rotti  undaakkum  madai thozhilaali [ missing letter- Ra-] 
-  baker ; rotti- bread ; undaakku- make;  madai- kitchen ; thozhilaali- worker. 

 

mùnsub: shepherd.  

munsub  has the consonants  - ma- an –[-sa-]  -pa – and the  original Tamil  
word is  maeippan-  shepherd ;  maeya- to pasture .  
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munšub(2): hair; hairy skin; pelt, hide; barber ('it falls down oneself') [? 
MUNŠUB archaic frequency: 3; concatenates 2 sign variants].  

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mandai  mudi  [missing letter- the -] –scalp hair; mandai- head ; mudi- 
hair/ top .  

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  aan mayir  [ missing letter- Ra -] – men’s hair  ; aan- man  . 

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –-pa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  penn mayir [ missing letter- Ra -]- woman’s hair ; penn- woman  .  

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –-pa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nedumai  [missing letter- the -] -woman’s hair. 

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –-pa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudi nei -  hair oil ; nei- oil .  

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  naanam- scented hair oil .  

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudi naadaa [missing letter- the -] - hair band; mudi- hair; naadaa- 
band .  

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –pa-and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pinnakam [missing letter- ka-]- braided hair.  

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- sa-pa-and the  original Tamil  word is   
pinniya sadai  mudi [missing letter- the -]- plaited hair; pinnu- plait; sadai-  
plaited hair ; mudi- hair .  

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- sa-pa-and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  ankasam [missing letter- ka-]—hair on the head of  an elephant / 
crest of a  peacock. 
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munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mayir neenkiya urivai  [ missing letters- Ra- and -ka-]  -  skin  with the 
hair  removed ; mayir- hair ;  neekku –remove; neenkkiya –gone   . 

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  manitha mudi [ missing letter- the -]  – human hair ; manithan- man/ 
human; mudi- hair . 

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- sa-[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sem mari -yin mayir [ missing letter – Ra-]– sheep’s hair/fur;   sem mari- 
sheep ; mayir- hair . 

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- sa--pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is  
sem mari  aattin   patha  padaththaatha  pachchai  thole [ missing letters- Ra-  
the- and- la  -] –pelt ; aadu –goat;  patha  paduththu – to tan ; thole- skin ; 
pachchai- raw .  

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] --pa-– and the  original Tamil  
word is  ampattan [ missing letter- the -]  - barber as being also  a physician .  

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –[-pa-]-– and the  original Tamil  
word is   mundan / mundi-[ missing letter- the -]-  barber.  

munšub  has the consonants  - ma –an- -sa-–[-pa-]-– and the other  
interpretation  of the word is  manjekan [ missing letter- ka-]- barber.  

  

munus[SAL]; nunus[Emesal]: female; woman (this pronunciation found in 
absolute inflection, cf., mí) (mí, 'woman', + nuz/nus, 'egg') (cf., mí/mu10, 
nunuz, and etymology of nitah).  

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  sa- and the  interpretation of the word 
is  manushi[Skt]-  female /woman . 

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ammani - woman . 
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munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
penn mani-[ missing  letter- pa-] -  woman.  

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  interpretation of the 
word is   paamini -[ missing  letter- pa-] -  woman. 

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
madanthai [ missing  letter-  the -]- woman.  

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  interpretation of the 
word is   maanini - woman. 

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
min-  woman with a slender waist  . 

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
min idai - [ missing  letter-  the -]- woman with a slender waist  ; idai- hip . 

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  -sa-- and the  interpretation of the word 
is   manjani- woman.  

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  -sa- and the  interpretation of the word 
is   seemanthini [ missing  letter-  the -]- woman.  

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanudaththi  [ missing  letter-  the -]- -  woman.  

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mada maan [ missing  letter-  the -]-  woman,  timid as a deer ; maan- deer . 

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mankkai [ missing  letter-  ka -]- young girl.    

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaamini [ missing  letter-  ka -]-  woman of charm /  damsel . 

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  -[-sa-] - and the  interpretation of the 
word is   moakini-[ missing  letter-  ka -]-  woman of charm /  damsel . 
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munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  -[-sa-] - and the Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is   uoomai penn  -[ missing  letter – pa-] - dumb woman ; pen- 
female . 

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
maannal  -[ missing  letter – pa-]- woman /  allegory – woman as deer ; maan- 
deer; aal- person . 

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ara maan -[ missing  letter – Ra-]- celestial damsal.  

munus  has the consonants -  ma –an-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pennmai –-[ missing  letter – pa-]- womanhood . 

 

úmunzur[KI.AN.ŠEŠ.KI]: bitter plants. 

kianseski   has the consonants -ka -an –sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kasakkum  sedi  inam  [missing  letter- the -] – kind of  bitter plants; sedi- plant; 
inam- species . 

 

murgu: dung (sheep).  

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
eruvam – manure . 

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyarkkai  uram -manure ; iyarkkai- natural . 

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
makku uram  - compost manure /muck . 

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is – 
koottu uram [ missing letter- the -]  -compost . 
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murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhai uram- [ missing letter- zha -] -  green manure  . 

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  eru  
konarnthida vaendum  [ missing letter- the -] -  cart manure ; eru- fertilizer .  

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
uram adikka vaendum [ missing letter- the -] -  cart manure . 

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is    
maattu  viraaatti [ missing letter- the -]- cow dung cake; viraatti- cow dung  
cake; maadu- cow/ bull .  

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
uooraka / nakara [Skt]   makku ura thittam  [ missing letter- the -]-urban 
compost scheme ; uoorakam- unban ; nakaram- city; makku uram- compost ; 
thittam- a plan  . 

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the   other interpretation of the 
word iskuruvi echcham [ missing letter– sa-] –bird’s dung  ; kuruvi-  small bird . 

 

murgu(2), mur7,8: neck; back; shoulders; ridge (mur, 'lungs', + gú, 'neck').  

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthuku puram/ pir pakkam / pin puramaaka /  kundi puram / maraivu  
pakkam  [ missing letters- pa -and -the -] - back side;  muthuku –back; puram –
side ; pin- back  ; kundi- buttock ; maraivu- hidden; pakkam- side .  

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kantharam [ missing letter – the -] – neck .  

 murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kireevam – neck . 
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murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoar kakkam /  vaaku / / thoar pakkam [ missing letters- pa -and -the -]- 
shoulder/ shoulder side.  

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   pira vaettam  [ missing letters- pa -and -the -]- shoulder. 

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   purantharam [ missing letters- pa- and-the -]  -shoulder. 

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
varampu-[ missing letter – pa- ]  -ridge . 

murgu   has the consonants – ma- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is    
varappu  maedu  [ missing letters- pa- and-the -] - ridge in a farm field ; 
varappu- border; maedu –raised ground . 

 

murub(2): vulva; woman; sexual charm [MURUB2 archaic frequency: 4].  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  karu  
pai -yin  muka vaai [ missing letter- ka-]  -  the mouth of the uterus; karu  pai- 
womb ; mukam- face /  front ; vaai- mouth  . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  
penn-in maarpakam [ missing letter- ka-] - breast ; maarpu –chest  ; akam- 
inner organ / soul ; penn- girl . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kumari penn- [ missing letter- ka-]  -  adolescent girl .  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –[-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sirumi  [ missing letter- sa-] –girl  ; siru –small .  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is   
arumai penn-  petted girl  ; penn- girl .  
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murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is    
pani   moo-p-pi maar -  temple  dancing girls.  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –[- pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
perumaati-[ missing letter -  the -] -mistress .  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra – pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is 
perumaan-  lady ,  as bedecked with  ornaments . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra – pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is 
thum -piraatti-[ missing letter -  the -] -  mistress  . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –[- pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaai maar -[ missing letter -  the -]- mother ; thaai- mother  . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra – pa--– and the  original Tamil  word is 
paarattum thaai -[ missing letter -  the -]-  mother.  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra – [-pa-] --– and the  original Tamil  word is 
maathiru- -[ missing letter -  the -]-  mother .  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra – [-pa-] --– and the  original Tamil  word is 
maamiyaar- mother inlaw.  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra – [-pa--] – and the  original Tamil  word is 
iraimai yaatti--[ missing letter -  the -]-  lady . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra -pa – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  miththirai [ Skt] --[ missing letter -  the -]-  lady’s maid  . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is   
umattiyar -[ missing letter -  the -]  -  fisher- women . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra -pa – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  pennin  marma  [Skt] uruppu  -  private part of the woman .  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –[-pa-]  – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  manokaram [ missing letter- ka-] -  sexual charm . 
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murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –[-pa-]  – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  vasikaram  [ missing letters- ka- and-  sa-] - sexual charm/ 
attraction  . 

 

murub4, múru: central, median area; middle; waist, hips; in-between terrain; 
interval; battle (mur10, 'to dress oneself', + íb, 'middle; loins'; cf., itimurub4 ).  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  ut- 
puram   [ missing letter- the -] – central / inner side; ut- inner; puram- side . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  - 
nadu puram  [ missing letter- the -]   -central ; nadu- centre; puram- side . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  idai 
puram-[ missing letter- the -]-  in between; idai- middle  . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –[- pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is    
araimam   - median  . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is nadu 
narampu  [ missing letter- the -] - median nerve; nadu- central  . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is 
marunkku- [ missing letter- ka- -]- waist  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
marunkkin pakkam [ missing letter- ka- -]- - hips.  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is 
madi puram  [ missing letter- the -] waist  side.  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[- pa-] -– and the other interpretation  
of the word is  antharam [Skt] -[ missing letter- the -] - waist [ uththaanam ]  
/kadi . 
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murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[- pa-] -– and the other interpretation  
of the word is  anthreeyam [Skt] -[ missing letter- the -] –waist cloth . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
idai naeram--[ missing letter- the -]-  interval ; idai- middle; naeram- time . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
erukka nerukkam [ missing letter- ka- -]- - interval  . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
idai niruththam --[ missing letter- the -]-  interval ; niruththu- stop . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
muran- battle . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
mooathuthar --[ missing letter- the -]-   war . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[- pa-] -– and the other interpretation  
of the word is  mirutham --[ missing letter- the -]- – battle . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
aaravaaram- [ missing letter- ka- -]-  war . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is 
maram- battle drum . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-pa--– and the  original Tamil  word is 
poar murasu- [ missing letter – sa-] -  war drum ; poar- war;  murasu –drum  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-pa--– and the  original Tamil  word is 
poaraattam -[ missing letter- the -]-  war  /strike . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-pa– and the  original Tamil  word is poar 
thiram -[ missing letter- the -]-   - battle . 

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-pa– and the  original Tamil  word is poar 
muraimai -  ethics of war ;  muraimai- method ; poar-war  
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murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-pa– and the  original Tamil  word is poar 
munn – battle field; munn- land .  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-pa– and the  original Tamil  word is poar 
maravar [ missing letter- ka- -]-  - warrior [ vikkiraman ]  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[- pa-] -– and the other interpretation  
of the word is  amar  /  samaram [Skt] -  battle / strike  ; saeru / poaru [Tamil]  

murub  has the consonants - ma -Ra –-[- pa-] -– and the other interpretation  
of the word is  ranam –[Skt]  war . 

middle [E]]  has the consonants- ma- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is – 
nanam- thalai – middle.  

middle [E]]  has the consonants- ma- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
maiyaththil – in the middle.  

 middle [E]]  has the consonants- ma- the- la- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  maththiyil [Skt]- in the middle.  

 

murum5,11, muru3,5, urum: brother-in-law (mí, 'woman', + ùru(-m), 'to 
watch, guard' or úrum, 'relatives').  

urum  has the consonants- Ra-ma  and the  original Tamil  word is  maamanaar 
- father inlaw . 

urum  has the consonants- Ra-ma  and the  original Tamil  word is  maamiyaar 
–mother inlaw.  

urum  has the consonants- Ra-ma  and the  original Tamil  word is  machchinar 
[ missing letter- sa-] – brother inlaw /wife’s brothers .  

urum  has the consonants- Ra-ma  and the  original Tamil  word is 
machchaandaar [ missing letter- sa-  and-  the- -] - husband’s elder brother . 
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mušen: bird (muš, 'reptile', + an, 'sky') [MUŠEN archaic frequency: 178]. 

musan    has the consonants -ma- [ -sa-] -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  – 
maanam  -sky.  

musan    has the consonants -ma- [ -sa-] -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
andam  [ missing letter- the -]– universe . 

musan    has the consonants -ma- -sa- -an -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   andasam  [ missing letter- the -] -  bird . 

musan    has the consonants -ma- -sa--an -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   sakunam [ missing letter- ka-] – bird. 

musan    has the consonants -ma- [--sa--]-an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kakanam [ missing letter- ka-] -bird . 

musan    has the consonants -ma- [--sa--]-an -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   vayaanam [ missing letter- ka-] – bird. 

musan    has the consonants -ma- [--sa--]-an -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   vikankam [ missing letter- ka-] – bird. 

musan    has the consonants -ma- [--sa--]-an -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   vimaanam  [ missing letter- ka-] – bird. 

musan    has the consonants -ma- [--sa--]-an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pul - inam  [ missing  letter- pa -and -la-] – bird. 

musan    has the consonants -ma- [--sa--]-an -and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   sooka   inam [ missing letter- ka-] – kind of reptiles; inam- race .  
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muššagana:  voracious hunger. 

mussagana   has the consonants -ma –sa- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   unnum unavu   /thanni   vaendi   kadumaiyaana   vaetkai  edukka [ missing 
letter- the-] - severe  feeling to eat  food;  unnu- eat; unavu- food; kadumai – 
severe ; vaetkai- thirst  . 

mussagana   has the consonants -ma –[-sa-]- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   unavum   unnum  ennam -  feel to eat  ; unavu- food; unnu –eat; 
ennam - thought .  

 

 nagar: adze, wood-chisel; carpenter; craftsman (na4 , 'stone', + gír, 'knife') 
[NAGAR archaic frequency: 168; concatenation of 2 sign variants]. 

nagar  has the consonants -an –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
panikkar- [ missing letter –pa-]-  carpenter.  

nagar  has the consonants -an –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
panikkarin  kai  vaachchi  [ missing letters –pa- and- sa-] -  capenter’s adze . 

nagar  has the consonants -an –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
panikkarin kanichchi - [ missing letters –pa- and- sa-] -  capenter’s chisel; 
kanichchi- chisel  . 

nagar  has the consonants -an –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mara 
vinaignar -  wood worker; maram- wood; vinai –action  . 

nagar  has the consonants -an –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mara 
kollan [ missing letter- la-]- carpenter; maram- tree .  
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nagar  has the consonants -an –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mara 
vinaignarin  kal- uli [ missing letter- la-]- carpenter’s  chisel;  kal- stone; uli- 
chisel . 

nagar  has the consonants -an –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   kai 
vinaignar – crafts man; kai- hand; vinai –action  . 

 

 nagga, niggi [AN.NA]: tin, pewter (níg, 'valuable thing', + gar;gá, 'to store').  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kanimam- 
metal . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vankam- 
tin/zinc.  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  venn- 
naakam  - tin.  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
karuvankkam [ missing letter- Ra-] - black  lead.  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is vankka 
munn- lead ore.  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is vankka 
neeru [ missing letter- Ra-] -lead ore.  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kole 
vankkam [ missing letter- la-] -lead ore.  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is venn 
kalam [ missing letter- la-] - bell metal . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is kanjam / kanjeeeyam  [ missing letter- sa-] –bell metal . 
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nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kann-  copper /copper work .  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  naakam-  zinc . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kanayam/kanam - bar of gold. 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kanakam[Skt] - gold. 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kaanjanam[Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]–gold. 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  suvanam [Skt]–[ missing letter- sa-] - gold . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  vannam- gold . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thankam-[ missing letter –the -] -  pure gold . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  vadi thankam [ missing letter –the -] - purified gold . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   thanka mani- [ missing letter –the -] -  gold bead; mani- bead/ 
stone .  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thankka thakadu [ missing letter –the -] --gold foil ; thankkam- 
gold; thakadu- plate  . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  idu thankam  /thanka raekku - [ missing letter –the -] –gold leaf.  
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nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thanka vannam [ missing letter –the -]  - golden color; thankkam- 
gold  . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is thanka mankai-[ missing letter –the -] - golden girl ; mankkai- girl . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thanka mayam--[ missing letter –the -] -  golden luster . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   thankka naanayam - [ missing letter –the -] -  gold coin; 
thankkam- gold; naanayam- coin  . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kappanam [ missing letter –pa-]-  gold collar . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  pon nakai [ missing letter –pa-]- – gold jewel ; pon- gold; nakai- 
jewel . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is    pon vinaignan-[ missing letter –pa-]-  goldsmith; pon- gold; vinai- 
action   .  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   moasakan -[ missing letter –sa-]- goldsmith  . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   saavanam  -[ missing letter –sa-]- goldsmith’s pincers.  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   thattan kudi -[ missing letter –the -]-  gold smith’s quarters  ; 
thattaan- goldsmith; kudi- family/ clan/ house . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kammiyan- smith .    
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nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   velli kanimam/ ven koll  --[ missing letter –la-]- silver metal . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   velli nakai --[ missing letter –la-]-  silver jewel; velli- silver ; nakai- 
jewel .  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   van velli -[ missing letter –la-]-   nickel .  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   venn- pon  missing letter- pa-] –silver. 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   kan maki -  lapis lazuli ; kanthaka kan maki [ missing  letter- the -]- 
lapis lazuli . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   kanthakam/ kanthi/ kenthi -[ missing  letter- the -]-  sulphur [ non 
metalic element] . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   venn-mam-  platinum .  

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  venn- thankam [ missing  letter- the -]-  platinum . 

nagga  has the consonants – an- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   maakka sanku [ missing  letter- sa-] –sodium hydrochloride.  

 

namešda [ŠITA.GIŠ.NÁM]: top warrior, king (lit., 'the power of the mace').  

namešda  has the consonants - an -ma – [-sa -]–the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  naattai  aandidum  mannan – king who rules the state ; naadu- state; 
aandidu- to rule ; mannan- king . 
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namešda  has the consonants - an -ma – [-sa -]–the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mannaathi mannan – emperor.  

namešda  has the consonants - an -ma – [-sa -]–the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mainthan - man of valour. 

namešda  has the consonants - an -ma – [-sa -]–the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  sandai  idum  Vanniyan  [missing  letter- ka-]- warrior caste; sandai- 
fight ; Vanniyan- warrior  . 

ŠITA.GIŠ.NÁM has the consonants – sa- the- ka –[-sa-] - an- ma- and the  
original Tamil  word is  sandai  idum  Vanniya kudi makan  - warrior caste;  
sandai - fight ; kudi- clan; makan –son  . 

 

nanam: n., true measure (na4 , 'token, counter', + nam, 'destiny' or just 
reduplicated nam). adj., reliable, true; honest, decent.  

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  unmai  -
true.  

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  unmai-
udaimai  [ missing letter –the -] - truth .  

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   nisam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa -] - true . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  aanmai- 
truth . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  naermai 
[ missing  letter- Ra-]  - honesty; mana naermai  . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai  
nayam  [ missing  letter- the -] – decency. 
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nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mattaana-[ missing  letter- the -]-  decent . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kanniyam [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-] -  decency / honesty . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanam miku  [ missing  letter- ka-]   - decency / honesty . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  manu 
makan/ maanam  mikkavan  [ missing  letter- ka-]   – honest  man . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   nimakkam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - honest . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
naanayam – decency/ honesty  . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mana 
thooimai-[ missing  letter- the -] -  sincere . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mana  
thittam -[ missing  letter- the -]  -sincerity . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanmai--[ missing  letter- the -]-  truth . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  thinmai- 
--[ missing  letter- the -]-  truth. 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
meiyaanathu --[ missing  letter- the -]-  –true.  

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   niyaayam [Skt] – honesty . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is nithaanam- [ missing  letter- the -]-  honest  . 
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nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  nerimai  
[ missing  letter- Ra-] – decency. 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mei  -
naermai-[ missing  letter- Ra-] -  truth. 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  vanmai- 
-[ missing  letter- ka-] –truth. 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  meiyan- 
truthful man . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nampakamaana [missing letters- pa –and- ka-] –reliable .     

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  asanam [ missing  letter- sa-]– measure . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the  word is ellai maanam [ missing  letter- la-]– measure . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is maa panam [ missing  letter- pa-]– measure  for grain / liquid . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the  word is maakaani [ missing  letter- ka-]– Madras measure.  

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is un-maanam – measure  . 

 nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the  word is  maana thandu [ missing  letter- the- ]–  measuring  rod . 

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is   naaraayam [ missing  letter- Ra- ]–   a measure.  
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nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is   mattu   parimaanam [Skt]   [ missing  letters- pa- Ra- and - the - ] – 
correct  measure ; nan mattam ; mattu maanam .    

nanam   has the consonants -  an -ma -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the  word is  paruman / parimaanam [Skt]   [ missing  letters- pa- and - Ra - ] -  
measure . 

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  word 
is  paruman  [ missing  letter- pa -] – measure . 

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  word 
is  pari maanam [Skt] / piramaanam [ missing  letter- pa -] – measure . 

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  word 
is   maaththirai [ missing  letter- the -]  - measure  ;  one maaththirai= 0.25sec. 

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –-sa-–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    
sariyaana/ seeraana  mattu [ missing  letter- the -]  - correct  measure . 

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –-[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is   mithiththar  [ missing  letter- the -]  - measuring . 

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –-[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is    matta  noor  [ missing  letter- the -] -  measuring  line.  

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –-[-sa-] –Ra- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   naaraayanam [Skt] – measure.  

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –-[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is muththirai padi [ missing letters –pa- and -the - ] -Madras measure . 

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –-[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is  mukkuruni [ missing  letter- ka-]-  a land measurement = 24 cents .  

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –-[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is   mayir- nuni -  a length measurement = .0.593384 micro metre .  
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measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –-[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is    aayiram-  1000 ; eru  aayiram= 2000;  moonu- aayiram- 3000. 

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –-[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is    eru-maa – fraction =  0.1 . 

measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –-[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is     oru maa-   fraction 0.05. 

 measure [E]  has the consonants  - ma –-[-sa-] –Ra- and the original Tamil  
word is    arai maa -  fraction  = 0.025 . 

true [ E]   has the consonants   the-  –Ra- and the original Tamil word is      
sariyaanathu [ missing  letter- sa-]- right   /correct . 

true [ E]   has the consonants   the-  –Ra- and the original Tamil word is       athu 
sari  [ missing  letter- sa-] –that is correct  ; athu- that . 

true [ E]    has the consonants   the-  –Ra- and the original Tamil word is       - 
naerpadi [ missing  letter- pa-] – correct.  

 true[ E]    has the consonants   the-  –Ra- and the original Tamil word is       - - 
ina marapu thooimai udaiyathu- [ missing  letter- pa-]  -true breed ; thooimai- 
purity; inam- race; marapu- progeny . 

true[ E]  has the consonants   the-  –Ra- and the original Tamil word is       – 
unmai-  uyar kudi  thoatram [ missing  letter- ka-] -  -true  noble birth; uyar- 
high  ; kudi- family ; thoatram- birth/ appearance . 

 true [ E]  has the consonants -  the-  –Ra- and the original Tamil word is         
meiyaana ondru  – true one ; ondru-one; mei-truth . 

true [ E]  has the consonants -  the- –Ra- and the original Tamil word is         - 
piranda unmai  [ missing  letter- pa-] - twisted truth ; unmai- truth. 

 truth[ E]  has the consonants - the- –Ra- and the original Tamil word is         - 
unmai yaei  thiriththidu   - twist the truth ; thiripu- twisted. 
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truth [ E]  has the consonants - the- –Ra- and the original Tamil word is         
pattru maaraamai [ missing  letter- pa-]  – truthfulness.  

truth [ E]  has the consonants - the- –Ra- and the original Tamil word is         –
manamaarntha-  truthful . 

 truth-[ E]  has the consonants - the- –Ra- and the original Tamil word is         
naermai udaimai – honest. 

truth[ E]  has the consonants - the- –Ra- and the original Tamil word is           
thirantha manathu- open mind ; manathu-mind. 

truth[ E]  has the consonants - the- –Ra- and the original Tamil word is           
vaaimai   thavarathu [ missing  letter- ka-] – truthful ; vaaimai- truth ; 
thavaraathu- not failing . 

truth [ E]  has the consonants - the- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is -
yathaarththam  [ Skt] / nadai murai  unmai – truth.  

 

d-nanna: the moon as a god [NANNA archaic frequency: 49; concatenation of 
2 sign variants].  

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  seethan [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - moon as being  cool . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is seetha baanu [ missing letters- sa-and-pa-]- moonas having cool rays . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thannavan [ missing leter- ka-]- - moon  as cool . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is than 
mathi – cool moon . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaanavan-[ missing leter- ka-]-  moon as the  lord of the stars . 
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d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaenthan--[ missing leter- ka-]-  moon / king . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan 
mathi--[ missing leter- ka-]-  moon over the sky . 

 d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  anthi 
nila  [ missing  letter- la-] - evening moon . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  thuni 
nila-[ missing  letter- la-] - crescent moon . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  uthaiya[Skt]  nila -[ missing  letter- la-]- moon rise.  

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anu mathi- full moon . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is naan 
mathi – ful moon . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is nirai 
mathi [ missing  letter- Ra-]- full moon . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is amuthan- 
moon . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  inthu [Skt] – moon . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is thaen 
mathi -  honey moon.  

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is naaadu 
arivaan [ missing letter- Ra-] -  moon as witnessing  all countries . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  naeththira yoani [Skt] [ missing letter- Ra-] - moon. 
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d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thukinam-[ missing letter – ka-] -moon’s ray . 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is moodan- 
moon calf. 

d-anna has the consonants – the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Meenaatchchi [ missing letter- sa-] – goddess/ wife of the sun god Siva . 

 

nidba(2): (cf., nindaba). 

 nigida[PI]: (cf., ni-gi-da ;bariga).  

 

nigar[NI9.GAR]: a dark room; premature or monstrous fetus (ni9,'premature 
birth', + gar,'to deliver').  

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mikuntha eruttaana arai [ missing  letter- the-]  – dark room ; mikuntha- 
excess; eruttu –dark . 

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaayin 
karuvarai [ missing  letter- the-] - mother’s womb; thaai- mother ; karu –foetus 
;aria- room; karuvarai- womb . 

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is nanju 
karaivu [ missing  letter- sa-]– abortion.  

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is karuvin 
azhivu [ missing  letter- la-]–  abortion; azhiya- to spoil .  

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is piravi  
kurai paadu [ uoonam] [Skt]  konda  makavu [ missing  letters- pa- and -the ]–
child with  birth defect  ; kurai paadu- defect ; konda- having ; makavu- child  .  
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nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is paththu 
maatha - ththirkku  munnamae  porai erakkam/ paeru  pera  [ missing  letters- 
pa- and -the ]–– premature delivery; paththu -10; maatham- month ; mathi- 
moon ; munnarae- earlier ; porai- load  ; erakkam- deliver  ; paeru-  baby; pera 
–to get  . 

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kurai  
maathaththir  pirantha makavu  [ missing  letters- pa- and -the ]– premature 
baby ; kurai- less;  matham- month ; pirantha- born ; makavu- child . 

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is porai 
erakka naera  isivu / paeru  perukira  naera  isivu [ missing  letters- pa- and –sa-
]–seizures  at the time of  delivery;   porai-  load/ burden  ;erakku- un load ; 
naeram- time; isivu- epilepsy ; paeru  -child; peru –to get  .  

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is piravi  
kai kaar kurai padu  konda makavu / udar kurai paadu [ kutram] konda makavu 
-[ missing  letters- pa- and -the -]  -child with birth defects of  hand and  leg; 
piravi- birth ; kai- arm; kaar- leg; kurai paadu –defect . 

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  koanar  
makavu -  deformed child.  

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  pankarai  makavu  [ missing  letter- pa-] –deformed child.; makavu   -
child. 

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kupaeran-[ missing  letter- pa-] - deformed child.  

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   vikaara / koara  vadivam  konda makavu -[ missing  letter- the -]  -
child with deformed shape ; vadivam- shape ; koaram-/ vikaaram  terrible/ 
ugly ; konda- having; makavu-child . 
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nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uruva 
kaedu  konda makavu --[ missing  letter- the -]  - malformed child; uruvam- 
form /figure; konda-having .   

nigar  has the consonants - an -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kokkarai 
konda makavu -[ missing  letter- the -]  – child with  deformity ; kokkaraiyaan-  
deformed person.  

 

nigin(2): n., enclosure, circle; capacity; whole (cf., kilib and gur4-gur4 ) [NIGIN 
archaic frequency: 11]. v., to halt, turn away; to turn round; to surround; to 
assemble; to pen up cattle; to wander about; to circle; to make the rounds 
(usually nígin[LAGAB] for hamtu form and nigin or ni10- ni10[LAGAB.LAGAB] 
for marû form) (ní;ne4 , 'fear', + gin, 'to go').  

nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thankida  vaendum [ missing letter –the -] – halt . 

nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is   
neenkida   vaendum  [ missing letter –the -] – turn away  . 

nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is vanan-
k-kida vaendum [ missing letter –the -]  - surround . 

nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
kondida  vaendum [  missing letter –the -] -  surround.  

nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is  aattin  
/ maattin -kidai kootta  vaendum [  missing letter –the -]- pen up sheep/ cow; 
aadu- goat  ;maadu- bull/ cow  ; kidai- pen . 

nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thindaada vaendum- [  missing letter –the -]-  restless wandering  . 

nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is anukm -
inkum maeinthida vaendum [  missing letter –the -]-–to wander . 
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nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is ankum  
inkum  nadaiyaada vaendum –to roam about . 

nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is naadu  
vittu naadu   yaekida  vaendum  / athaikka  vaendum/ kotka vaendum -[ 
missing letter –the -]-   to go/ roam /wander  from state to state ; naadu –state 
; yaeku -go. 

nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is idam 
kettavan [  missing letter –the -]-   wanderer  . 

nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is ankum 
inkumaaka  ulaavu [  missing letter – la-] –stroll ; inkkum  ankkum -here and 
there  .  

nigin   has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is ankum 
inkumaaka nadai  ida vaendum / iyankida vaendum [  missing letter –the -]—to 
walk about ;  nadai  idu –walk ;  inkkum ankkum- here and there .  

nigin  has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ondraaka  thokukka / koodida   vaendum [  missing letters –the -and -Ra-] -
assemble ; ondraaka- together; koodida- assemble  . 

nigin  has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is    
muzhumaiyaana aazhi / valayam / vattam  ida vaendum [ missing letters - la- 
and-the -]—to make a  full circle ; muzhumai- full ; aazhi- circle; vattam- circle .  

nigin  has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is kattu 
mattu  kondida  vaendum- / kathi  kondida vaendum-[ missing letter –the -]—  
to have the capability. 

nigin  has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
midukku  kondida vaendum -[ missing letter –the -]-to have the  capability; kai 
midukku –skill . 

nigin  has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is thakavu  
kondida vaendum -[ missing letter –the -]-to have the  capability.  
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nigin  has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is vakai 
kondida vaendum- -[ missing letter –the -]-to have the  capability; vakai –way / 
means; kondida- to have  .  

nigin  has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is 
viththakam kondida vaendum- -[ missing letter –the -]-to have the  capability. 

nigin  has the consonants - an- ka -an- -and the  original Tamil  word is ketti 
thanam kaattida vaendum-[ missing letter –the -]-to show one’s capability.  

 

nigin(2,3): vertigo (as a disease); faintness, dizziness; thirst.  

nigin has the consonants  -an- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is thanni 
vaetkai   [ missing  letter- the -] –thirst ; thanni –water . 

nigin has the consonants  -an- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
mankkalaana  [missing  letter- la-] –dimness/faintness. 

nigin has the consonants  -an- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is ninaivu  
mankida  / mayankkida  [missing  letter- the -] - to  faint ; ninaivu- 
consciousness;  mankku- dim .  

 

nìgin, ni9: premature or stillborn child; malformed child; monstrosity.  

nigin  has the consonants  -an- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is vadiva -
k--kaedu  konda   mainthu [missing  letter- the -] – malformed child; vadivam –
shape; kaedu –defect; konda- having; mainthu –child .  

nigin  has the consonants  -an- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is kodiya 
vadaivam   konda  mainthu   /makavu   [ missing  letter- the -] –monstrous child  
kodiya- fearful; vadivam- shape ; konda- having .  

nigin  has the consonants  -an- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is kannai  
moodiya  [aavi-yaei  vitta ]  [ maaintha]   makavai   eena  [ missing  letter- the -]  
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- to deliver a still born child ; kann- eye; moodu –close; aavi- life/ vita- lost ; 
makavu –child; eena- to give birth. 

stillborn[E] has the consonants -sa –the- la- pa- Ra –an –and the original Tamil 
word is seththu pirantha pillai - child already had dead when  delivered; 
seththu –died;  pirantha- born ; pillai- child  . 

stillbirth [E]  has the consonants- sa –the- la-pa -Ra -the-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  piranthidum poathae   uyir / usiru   illathu  seththu poana / uyir 
neeththa   pillai  [saei]  pirappu   - child already had dead when  delivered; 
piranthidum poathae – at the time of birth ; uyir- life  ; seththu –died ; uyir- 
life;   neeththa- lost ;   pillai- child  . 

stillbirth [E]  has the consonants- sa –the- la-pa -Ra -the-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karu  pai -yilaeyae  [  ulakai  paarkkaamalaeyae   ] seththu 
pirantha  mainthu[ missing  letter- the -]  - baby  died in the womb itself; karu  
pai- uterus; karu- foetus/ child; pai- bag ; karu  pai- uterus;  ulakam- world; 
paarkka- to see; paaraamal- not seen ;seththu- died; pirantha- born ; mainthu- 
child .  

stillbirth [E]  has the consonants- sa- –the- la-pa -Ra -the-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  azhaathu  pirantha   saa  pillai – child with no birth cry / dead 
child ; azhu – cry ; azhaatha- not crying  ; pirantha- born; saa- die; pillai- child . 

premature [E]  has the consonants- pa- Ra - ma –the- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muthiraa piranthai  -prematurely  born . 

premature [E]  has the consonants- pa- Ra - ma –the- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  poathiya   edai  indri  pirantha   mainthu - child born with less 
wt ;poathiya- necessary  ; eadai –weight ; indri-  without; pirantha- born  ; 
mainthu- child .  

premature [E]  has the consonants- pa- Ra - ma –the- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nirai maatham adainthidum  munthiyae   /munnarae  pirantitta  
mainthu -  child born before the due date ; nirai / pooranam [Skt]- full ; 
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maatham- month  ;adaiya –reach ; munthiyae- early; pirantha- born ;mainthu- 
child  .  

 

nigin5,7,8,9, nimen(3,4,5); naga: district, province.  

naga  has the consonants  - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is panku -  
division of a country . 

naga  has the consonants  - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kunam –
state/  a political division of a country retaining a degree of autonomy . 

naga  has the consonants  - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is konthu [ 
missing letter –the -] –region  of a country. 

naga  has the consonants  - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kuda naadu 
[ missing letter –the -] –  northern region  of a country; naadu –state . 

naga  has the consonants  - an -ka -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kandam [ missing letter –the -]- each of main land –masses on earth’s 
surface.  

naga  has the consonants  - an -ka -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  thunai kandam-[ missing letter –the -]- sub continent.  

naga  has the consonants  - an -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vanitham –[ missing letter –the -] –region  of a country. 

naga  has the consonants  - an -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
puvanam –[ missing letter- pa-]- region  of a country. 

naga  has the consonants  - an -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
maakaanam [Skt] – province.  

naga  has the consonants  - an -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
ankam[Skt]  – division.  
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nigir(2), migir(2): a bride's male attendant; herald, night watchman, town 
crier; bailiff (probable conflation of separate words: mí,'woman' and 
nim,'morning', + gar,'to deliver') [NIMGIR archaic frequency: 62].  

nigir  has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kattiya 
kaaran-[ missing letter- the -] -herald.  

nigir  has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thandoara kaaran -[ missing letter- the -] - town crier/ herald. 

nigir  has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mun 
koorukiravan – town crier/ herald ; mun- early ; kooru –say; koorukiravan- one 
who  says .  

nigir  has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is vaeththira thaaran -[ missing letter- the -] – a messenger who  brimgs 
important news/ herald .  

nigir  has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  eravu 
naera uoor / kirama [Skt]  kaavalan / yaamikan -[ missing letter-la-]-  village 
night watchman ;eravu –night; naeram- time ; kaavalan- guard  . 

nigir  has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor 
thaaniya kaaran -[ missing letter- the -] – village  bailiff’s man ; uoor- village . 

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
manavarai  thoazhan – [ missing letters- the –and- zha-] - bridegroom's male 
attendant  ;thozhan- friend . 

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
makanin  uravinan - relative of the bride groom; uravinan –relative ; mana 
makan-  bridegroom .    

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
manavarai-  marriage dais ; arai- room; manam- marriage . 

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thiru 
mana mandavam -[ missing letter- the -] -marriage hall; mandavam- hall .  
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migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thiru 
mana kai urai [ missing letter- the -] -  marriage presents; kai  uri- presents/ 
gifts ; thiru  manam- marriage .  

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is karai 
yaera vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –get married  /to reach  the bank ; karai- 
bank ; yaeru- climb .  

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
uravu – marriage relationship  ; uravu –relationship .  

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is karanam- marriage ceremony . 

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is moakar-  marriage portion.  

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
murivu – divorce; manam-  marriage; murivu- break .  

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
manavaanavar –married man; manam- marriage  . 

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vivaakam [Skt] aanavar - married man . 

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is maru vivaakam [Skt] - re marriage; maru –next; vivaakam[Skt]  - 
marriage   . 

migir has the consonants  -ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kudi   maarkkam [ missing letter- the -]  –married life . 

 

giš- nimbar: date-palm (nim, 'to be high', + bar;bur, 'to release; meal').  
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gišnimbar   has the consonants – ka-  sa –an- ma- pa -Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paer  eechcha mara kani -  date  palm fruit ; paer big; eechcham 
- date ; maram- tree; kani- fruit .  

gišnimbar   has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-] –an- ma- pa -Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  perum  uyaramaaka   erukkanum – to be  high ; perum- big; 
uyaram- height . 

gišnimbar   has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-] –an- ma- pa -Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  puram  [ veettukku ]   anupputhar   vaendum  [missing letter- 
the -]  - to release to go home  ;  anuppu –send ; puram- out  . 

gišnimbar   has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-] –an- ma- [-pa-] -Ra –and the  
original Tamil  word is viduviththar vaendum [missing letter-the ] -to release . 

gišnimbar   has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-] –an- ma- [-pa-] -Ra –and the  
original Tamil  word is urimaiyaei   thuranthida  vaendum  [missing letter-the ]-
release of rights; urimai rights ; thuranthida- renounce .  

gišnimbar   has the consonants – ka-  -sa- –an- ma- [-pa-] -Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is mochchaththai   [sorkkaththai ]  [ak-karai yaei ]  adainthida 
vaendum [ missing letter-the ]-to reach  heaven; moatchcham- heaven ; 
swarkkam[Skt] - heaven  . 

gišnimbar   has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-] –an- ma- [-pa-] -Ra –and the  
original Tamil  word is veedu paeru adainthida   vaendum - [ missing letter-the 
]- to reach  heaven / relase from earth ; veedu  paeru- heaven; adaiya- reach  . 

gišnimbar   has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-] –an- ma- [-pa-] -Ra –and the  
original Tamil  word is muththi  adainthiduthar vaendum [ missing letter-the ]- 
to reach  heaven; muththi- salvation  . 

gišnimbar   has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-] –an- ma- [-pa-] -Ra –and the  
original Tamil  word is unavu  unnukira naeram – it is meal time ; unavu –food; 
unnu –eat; naeram –time . 
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gišnimbar   has the consonants – ka-  sa-–an- ma- [-pa-] -Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is sitru- undi  arunthida  vaendum [ missing letter-the ]- –to have 
tiffin  ;arunthu –eat / drink  ; sitru  undi – tiffin  ;  siriya- small; undi –food  . 

gišnimbar   has the consonants – ka-  sa-–an- ma-pa- -Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is virunthu  saappidum naeram [ missing letter-the ]-it is  feast 
time ; virunthu –feast ; saappida- to eat ; naeram- time . 

 

nimgir(2): (cf., nigir(2)). 

 

 nimin, nin5: forty (nig, 'twenty', + min, 'two').  

 nin  has a consonant- na -and the  original Tamil  word is  enn  onnu –no-1. 

nin  has a consonant- na -and the  original Tamil  word is enn moonu – no -3. 

nin  has a consonant- na -and the  original Tamil  word is enn anju [ missing  
letter –sa-]  -no 5.  

 

nimur[KI.NE]: kiln; potash.  

 nimur   has the consonants- an- ma-Ra -and the  original Tamil word is mani  
uram-   fertilizer / phosporous.  

nimur   has the consonants- an- ma-Ra -and the  original Tamil word is eriyam  
enum  munn  uram  -  potash  [ the fertilizer ] ; uram- fertilizer ; munn- soil . 

nimur   has the consonants- an- ma-Ra -and the  original Tamil word is boraan   
venn- kaaram  enum  mun uram [ missing  letter- ka-]  - boron [ the fertilizer ] – 
uram- fertilizer . 

nimur   has the consonants- an- ma-Ra -and the  original Tamil word is eriyim  
munn  ulai [ missing  letter- la -]  – kiln ;   ulai-  oven / boiler . 
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nimurx[PIRIG.TUR]: leopard, panther (from Akk. nimru(m) I).  

pririgtur  has the consonants-  pa- Ra -ka- the -Ra-and the  original Tamil  word 
is  perum   sivinkki  siruththai   [ missing  letter –sa-] –panther; perum- big ; 
siruththai- panther .  

pririgtur  has the consonants-  [ -pa-]- Ra -ka- the -Ra-and the  original Tamil  
word is  karum siruththai vakai -[ missing  letter –sa-]-   black panther; 
karumai- black; vakai –a kind  .  

pririgtur  has the consonants- -pa- Ra -ka- the -Ra-and the  original Tamil  word 
is  peruththa  uruvam konda  /  kodiya  /varai   koadu  udaiya  /  kaattu  / 
vaenkkai  / kundadiyaan   – big sized  wild   male panther ; peruththa- big  size ; 
uruvam-figure ;   koadu- lines ; udaiya- having ; kaadu –forest /wild ; vaenkkai- 
panther. 

 

ninda: bread; bakery good; food (níg, 'valuables', + dar, 'to slice') [GAR archaic 
frequency: 409]. 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  theen – 
food . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  theeni 
food . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thindi 
food . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thinnu  
eat  /dine  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  uppu 
pandam [   missing letter- pa-]  – salted food . 
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ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  thinapaadu [ missing letter- pa-]  –eating . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is undidu –
take food . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   mitha sanam [ missing letter- sa-]  - scanty food  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is siru theeni 
[ missing letter- sa-]  – light food . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is theeni  
pandam –[ missing letter- pa-]   eatables  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is theen  
pandam [ missing letter- pa-]-  eatables . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   theepanam [ missing letter- pa-]- -eatables  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is musundai-
[ missing letter- sa-]-  eatables.  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   patchchanam  [ missing letters- pa-  and -sa-] - eatables . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thindri-[ 
missing letter – the -] - eatables . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is undi – 
food.  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is   oathanam  -food.  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  thakanam [ missing letter- ka-] – food.   
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ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kondi  [ 
missing letter- ka-] - food.  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is attu uoon-  
cooked food.  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is soattai 
pandam-[ missing letter – pa-] -  favorite food.  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  nai vaethanam [Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-]   – food offering ;  
aandavanukkaana  aviththa / vaeka vaiththa unavu ;  aandavan –god; aviththa- 
cooked; vaeka vaikka- to cook  ; unavu –food  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is appa 
thinai / thaaniyam -[ missing letter – pa-] – bread corn . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  sutta maa 
inippu  thundu /  pandam -[ missing letters – pa- and -sa-]-  biscuit/ cookies  . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  adu 
manai  inippu  thin pandam -[ missing letter – pa-]  - bakery food ; adu  manai- 
bakery ; inippu- sweet ; thin pandam- eatable/snacks  . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  theeni  
pandam--[ missing letter – pa-]  - cakes.  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
mandikai- -[ missing letter- ka-] - cakes . 

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  venthai- -[ 
missing letter- ka-] - meal cake  .  

ninda has the consonants  - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thunnu- 
meat  .   
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 nindan, ninda: a length measure, rod = 12 cubits (kùš) = 6 meters; one side of 
a sar/šar, 'garden plot' square measure (from Akk. middatu, mindatu, 'to 
measure'). 

ninda has the consonants  -an -the - and the  original Tamil  word is adi 
kanakkeedu   [missing  letter- ka-]  -  foot measurement ; adi –foot  . 

ninda has the consonants  -an -the - and the  original Tamil  word is neeta 
kanakkeedu [missing  letter- ka-]   -length measurement; neettam- length . 

 mindatu  has the consonants- ma- an –the an-  –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kanakkida   vaendum  [missing  letter- ka-]    -to measure.  

 

 nínda, inda; índa: hopper or seeding apparatus of the seeder plow; funnel, 
tube; flower; bushel; pure-bred breeding bull; fish roe; milt; ancestors (from 
Akk. middatu, mindatu, 'to measure') [NINDA2 archaic frequency: 20].   

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  munnoadi-  
ancestors.   

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
moothaathaiyan - ancestors. 

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paatan 
pootan [ missing letter-pa-]- ancestors. 

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  munn –
adaiyaar [ missing letter –Ra-] - ancestors.  

 inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is sinai 
maadu  [ missing letter –sa-]  – pregnant cow; sinai- pregnant ; maadu –
bull/cow .  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinai 
yaeththtum  maadu -[ missing letter –sa-]   breeding bull . 
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inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
thanam   /  thannam- calf.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
nanthai- brown cow.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is idaiyan – shepherd.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
nanthan - shepherd. 

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
nanthi –bull.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
koathanam --[ missing letter -- ka-]- calf. 

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
kaama thaenu -[ missing letter -- ka-]-celestial  cow.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kandi-[ missing letter- ka-]- buffalo  bull . 

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   kundai--[ missing letter- ka-]-  ox.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kaataeni –[ missing letter- ka-]- bison.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kondi  maadu -[ missing letter- ka-]- stray cattle ; 
maadu –cow/ bull.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is maattu thaavani -[ missing letter- ka-]-cattle fair ; 
maadu- cow/ bull. 
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inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is vandi  maadu -[ missing letter- ka-]—draught  bull  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is maattu vandi [ missing letter- ka-]- bullock cart; 
vandi –cart; maadu -bull .  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is vattanai  [ missing letter- ka-]-flowery speech  . 

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
nantha vanam [ missing letter- ka-]- flower garden . 

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is maattu saanam- [ missing letter –sa-] - cow dung; 
saanam-  dung .  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
saantham- [ missing letter –sa-] - cow dung.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  sandi maadu [ missing letter –sa-] –disobedient  
bull; maadu- bull  /cow . 

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  maattu santhai [ missing letter –sa-] –cattle fair ;  
santhai –fair .   

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   eenaa maadu -  sterile  cow ;eenaa-  not given 
birth .  

 inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   thunna  poaththu  [ missing letter- pa-]- plough 
buffalo; poaththu- buffalo  .   

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  pandam- [ missing letter- pa-]- cattle.  
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inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  paandi [ missing letter- pa-]-  bullock cart.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thondu  patti [ missing letter- pa-]-cattle pound.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   nadai maadu –cattle.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thondu – cattle pound .   

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thunar [ missing  letter- Ra-] – flower as many   
petalled.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thiru naa-[ missing  letter- Ra-] - common bottle 
flower.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  paa pattaan-[ missing  letter pa-]- bottle flower.  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  poonthoattam -[ missing  letter pa-]-flower 
garden .  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  poo sendu [ missing  letters- pa - and -sa-]-
bouquet. 

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  poo-n-thandu--[ missing  letter pa-]- flower stalk ; 
poo- flower; thandu- stalk . 

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  naadi – flower stalk.  
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inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is poo-n- thattu–[ missing  letter pa-]- flower tray; 
thattu- tray .  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  poo-n-thoadu –[ missing  letter pa-]- flower 
petal; thoadu- petal .  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is poo-n- thotti [ missing  letter pa-]- flower pot; 
thotti- pot/ tank  .  

inda  has the consonants - an –the- and the  other  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is meen muttai –fish egg ; meen- fish; muttai- egg .  

 

nindaba  ,  nidba  - food offering [ ninda- food + ba- to give ] . 

nindba  has the consonants  -an- the -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
padaiththa aandavanukku  unavu / amuthu   padaikka  vaendum [ missing 
letter- ka-] – to offer food for the god – creator; padaitha- created  ;aandavan- 
god; unavu-  food; amuthu –food  ; padaikka- offer .  

nindaba has the consonants  -an- the –[-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
thee- ni  -food . 

nindapa has the consonants  -an- the –pa and the  original Tamil  word is    
thee- ni   pandam    - food.  

nindaba has the consonants  -an- the –[-pa-] and the  original Tamil  word is    
thanthidu  -give. 

nindaba  has the consonants  -an- the –pa and the  original Tamil  word is    
padaiththidanum – offer. 
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luningi   ,   lunka  ,  lumgi : brewer (nag, 'to drink'; lum, 'to be satiated, full'; 
lùm, 'a small pot'). 

lunka  has the consonants-  la- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kalankkal   kaachchuvoan  [ missing letter- sa-] –brewer  of alcohol; kalankkal – 
alcohol..  

lunka  has the consonants-  la- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  sinna 
kalayam [ missing letter- sa-]  -small pot  ; sinna- small .   

lunka  has the consonants-  la- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalankkal  kalayam – liquor pot;  kalayam- vessel .  

lunka  has the consonants-  la- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  unavu   
thikkattuthal /thevittuthal / uvattuthal [ missing letter- the-]- satiated by food ; 
unavu –food . 

lunka  has the consonants-  la- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhumaiyaaka  niraiya  [ missing letter- Ra- ]-  -totally  full  ; muzhumai  -full. 

lunka  has the consonants-  la- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kallu 
kudikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the-]-  –to drink  toddy; kallu- toddy ; 
kudikka- to drink . 

lunka  has the consonants-  la- an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vizhunkka- eat /swallow/ drink .  
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                                                                                    Page -64.  

 

 

ninindu, nindu, inda4: oven; stove (cf., immindu).  

inda  has the consonants –an- the --and the  original Tamil  word is  adu manai 
– oven .  

 

ninkum[NIN.PAB.SIG7.NUN.ME.UBARA]: temple treasurer; guardian deity of 
the foundations [NINKUM archaic frequency: 11].  

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –pa- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is pokkan – treasurer . 

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is anan-k-ku  -deity . 

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is kaavar anankku [ missing letter -Ra-]-  guardian deity . 

 ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is kannaki Amman - chief deity  of costal folk – Tamils /Srilankan Tamils.  

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –[-pa-]- -sa- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is Meenaakshi  amman   -diety  of Madurai  city .  

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –[-pa-]- -[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is Gangai  Amman  -a deity.  

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an -pa- -[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is Bavaani  Amman  -a deity – Periya Palayam temple.  

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an -pa- -[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is Kaanji  kaamaakshi  Amman  -deity  of Kaanji Puram.  
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ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka –and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is anakan – deity / the sinless one  

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –pa- sa- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kovir  pokkisa-k- kaaran-[ missing letter -Ra-]-  temple treasurer; kovir- temple . 

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –[-pa-]- sa- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is sinakaram--[ missing letter -Ra-]-    a small temple  

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is kuiyyakan - demigods and custody  of  treasures . 

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –-pa--sa- ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pokkisam kaappavan / yaemam  kaappavan / semam kaappavan   - keeper 
of treasures . 

ninpabsig   has  the consonants -an –-[-pa-]--sa- ka –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   kasaanji – treasurer ;kajaana- treasure house. .  

 

nisag(2), nesag(2): first fruits (offering); spring time (month); dough; wine 
cellar ?; foremost; governor (ní, 'self; vigor', + sag, 'first') [NISAG2 archaic 
frequency: 94; concatenation of 2 sign variants].  

nesag  has  the consonants -an –-sa- ka –and the   interpretation  of the word is   
visu kani   -  first fruit . 

nesag  has  the consonants -an –[-sa-] - ka –and the original Tamil  word  is   
koa-makan  / koa- maan / mannavan   – king  / lord . 

nesag  has  the consonants -an –-sa-- ka –and the original Tamil  word  is   ila 
vaenil  maasam [ missing  letter- la-] – spring  season  ; maasam- month  

nesag  has  the consonants -an –-sa- ka –and the   interpretation  of the word is   
vasantham [ missing  letter- the-]  -spring . 
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 nesag  has  the consonants -an –-sa-- ka –and the original Tamil  word  is 
muthanmai mikkathu – foremost .  

nesag  has  the consonants -an –-sa- ka –and the   interpretation  of the word is   
mukiyamaanthu  [Skt] – important . 

nesag  has  the consonants -an –-sa-- ka –and the original Tamil  word  is 
pisaintha  maavu [ missing  letters- pa  -and  -the- ]  – kneaded flour; maavu- 
flour. 

 

nisig, nisi, nissa: n., greens, vegetables (níg, 'valuables', + sig7 , 'green, 
yellow'). adj., beautiful; blue; green.  

nesig  has  the consonants -an –-sa-- ka –and the original Tamil  word  is 
pachchai  kaai kani  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  green  vegetables  and  fruits ; 
pachchai- green; kaai-  vegetable; kani- fruit  

nesig  has  the consonants -an –-sa-- ka –and the original Tamil  word  is sen-k-
keerai [ missing  letter-Ra-] - red greens  ; semmai- red .  

nesig  has  the consonants -an –-sa-- ka –and the original Tamil  word  is   
manam veesum sinna venkkaayam – onion  ;  sinna- small  ; manam- smell  .  

 nesig  has  the consonants -an –-sa-- ka –and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  vinju  -  marjoram  /thyme . 

 nesig  has  the consonants -an –-[- sa-] -- ka –and the original Tamil  word is  
venthaiyam [ missing  letter- the-] – fenu greek . 

nesig  has  the consonants -an –-[- sa-] -- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
mullankki [ missing  letter-la-] - raddish . 

nesig  has  the consonants -an –-[- sa-] -- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
ponnaan-k-kanni  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  dwarf copper  leaf . 
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nesig  has  the consonants -an –-[- sa-] -- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
murun-k-kai - kaai [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - drumstick . 

nesig  has  the consonants -an – sa--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
pachchai vannam – green  color ; pachchai- green ;vannam- color.  

 nesig  has  the consonants -an –-[- sa-] -- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
kaalaan –  mush room . 

nesig  has  the consonants -an –-[- sa-] -- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
nool kole [ missing  letter-la-]  – turnip . 

nesig  has  the consonants -an –- sa--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
ezhumichchai  kani [ missing  letter-la-]  – lemon . 

nesig  has  the consonants -an –- sa--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
sundai kaai  [ missing  letter-the -]   

 nesig  has  the consonants -an –- sa--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
poanji-k-kaai [ missing  letter-pa -]  - beans . 

nesig  has  the consonants -an –- sa--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
saenai kizhanku[ missing  letter- zha - ] - elephant yam  . 

nesig  has  the consonants -an –- sa--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
manja vannam -  yellow color; manja- yellow; vannam- color. 

nesig  has  the consonants -an –- sa--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
saeppu/ sivappu   vannam [ missing  letter-pa -]  red  color  ;  sivappu –red.  

nesig  has  the consonants -an –- [ -sa-]--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
kannukku  iniya -  pleasant to the eyes; kann- eye; inimai- pleasant . 

nesig  has  the consonants -an –- [ -sa-]--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
vanappu / punaivu   mikka [ missing  letter-pa -]  - beautiful .  

nesig  has  the consonants -an –- [ -sa-]--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
azhakaana [ missing  letter- zha-]- beautiful . 
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nesig  has  the consonants -an –- [ -sa-]--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
vannam- beauty . 

nesig  has  the consonants -an –  -sa-- ka –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  yavu- vanam -  beauty .  

 nesig  has  the consonants -an –  -sa-- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
suvaiyaana- beauty   

nesig  has  the consonants -an –  -sa-- ka –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  anakam / ankkam - beauty  . 

nesig  has  the consonants -an –- [ -sa-]--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
kavin- beauty . 

 nesig  has  the consonants -an –- [ -sa-]--- ka –and the original Tamil  word is    
paankku [ missing  letter- pa-] - beauty . 

 

nitadam, nitalam: wife.  

nitalam  has the consonants  - an- the- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is       
manai  kizhaththi  [ misissng  letter- ka-] –wife; manai- house .  

nitalam  has the consonants  - an- the- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thottu  thaali   kattiya  manaivi [ misissng  letter- ka-] –wife  ; thodu  –touch 
;thaali- sacred thread ; kattu –tie; manaivi –wife   .  

nitalam  has the consonants  - an- the- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
veettin / kudiyin / kudiththanaththin  thalai makal [ misissng  letter- ka-] –wife 
;veedu –house ; kudiththanam- family ; kudi-  house .  

nitalam  has the consonants  - an- the- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaathal manaivi  [ misissng  letter- ka-] -wife . 
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nitah(2), nita(2): male; man; manly (ní,'self', + tah,'to multiply') [GIŠ3 archaic 
frequency: 16; concatenation of 2 sign variants; UŠ archaic frequency: 101; 
concatenates 2 sign variants].  

 nita  has the consonants –an- the and the  original Tamil  word is  mainthan- 
man  /son .  

nita  has the consonants –an- the and the  original Tamil  word is  aandoan – 
man   

nita  has the consonants –an- the and the  original Tamil  word is  manthu  -
man . 

 nita  has the consonants –an- the and the  original Tamil  word is  maanthan /   
manithan – man   . 

nita  has the consonants –an- the and the  original Tamil  word is  aanamai  
thanam – manliness.  

nita  has the consonants –an- the and the  original Tamil  word is  than  /thaan  
- self . 

 

numun, nugunx, nigunx: n., seed; sowing; cornfield; offspring, progeny (níg, 
'thing', + gùn, 'dots, speckles') [NUMUN archaic frequency: 22]. v., to produce.  

numun  has the consonants  -an -ma -na - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pannanum   [ missing letter- pa-] – to make/ produce.  

numun  has the consonants  -an -ma -na - and the  original Tamil  word is sinai 
eenanum  [ missing letter- sa-]  –to beget.  

numun  has the consonants  -an -ma -na - and the  original Tamil  word is nun  
mani- good seed.  

numun  has the consonants  -an -ma -na - and the  original Tamil  word is mani  
munn   -grain field.  
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numun  has the consonants  -an -ma -na - and the  original Tamil  word is 
munai  munaiyaa –dotted.  

gun[E] has the consonants - ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavanai  / 
kavann – gun. 

nugunx  has the consonants -an –ka- an- ka- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  vithai  vithaikka  vaendum  / vithai mani-yaei  nanku   thoova   
vaendum  [ missing letter- the -] –sowing  ;vithai- seed; mani- seed /stone/ 
bead   ;thoova- to sow .  

nugunx  has the consonants -an –ka- an- ka- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kavann-gun. 

nugunx  has the consonants -an –ka- an- ka- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  undakka vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  -to make . 

nugunx  has the consonants -an –ka- an- ka- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  vazhi-k- kannaar [ missing letters- zha –and- -Ra-] -  progeny.    

 

(ú)númun: a type of grass (halfâ'), rushes (cf., úaški) [NUMUN2 archaic 
frequency: 2].  

unumun   has the consonants- an- ma- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
naanar inam  [ missi ng letter- Ra-]  -a kind of rush . 

 

nundum, nundun: lip (reduplicated tùn, 'lip'). 

nundum  has the consonants -an -the - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mattai  sondu  [ missing  letter- sa-] -large lip . 

 

 nunuz, nunus: egg(s); offspring; female (reduplicated nuz, 'egg') [NUNUZ 
archaic frequency: 134; concatenation of 5 sign variants].  
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nunus   has  a consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinai   [  missing 
letter- sa-] - egg. 

 nunus   has  a consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is  penn [ missing 
letter- pa-]  – female . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is  penn inam  - 
female  race . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is  penmai [ 
missing letter- pa-]  –woman hood . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
femina   [ Latin]  [ missing letter- pa-] .   

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   penn mani 
missing letter- pa-]  -lady . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   pani penn – [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  female servant . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
word is   manjani  [  missing letter- sa-]  -   woman . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
word is   manusi [  missing letter- sa-]-   woman . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   maanini- 
woman . 

 nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   ammanai 
/ammani -  lady . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   naachchi [ 
missing letter- sa-]  - lady . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   min- woman . 
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nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   maa-naal- [  
missing  letter–la--]  - woman .   

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   mankai [  
missing  letter  –ka  -]   -woman   

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   ankanai  [  
missing  letter  –ka  -] - beautiful  woman. 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   kanni [  missing  
letter  –ka  -]   - virgin .  

 nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   anankku [  
missing  letter  –ka  -]  – beautiful  woman  

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
moakini [  missing  letter  –ka  -] -  beautiful  woman . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaamini [  
missing  letter  –ka  -] - beautiful  woman . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   ani izhai [  
missing  letter  –zha  -]- beautiful  woman . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   kanikai [  
missing  letter  –ka  -]  - dancing woman . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
naayaki [  missing  letter  –ka  -]  - lady . 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   madanthai  [  
missing  letter –the -] -  woman. 

nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   andam  / mai  
andam  [  missing  letter –the -]  -egg. 

 nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is   mundai-[  
missing  letter –the -]-  egg. 
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nunus   has  a  consonant – an- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanthu -[  
missing  letter –the -]-   progeny;  thanthu + sa=   santhaanam[Skt]   . 

 

palil(2): advance troops, shock troops, leader (bala, 'to cross over', + lú, 'men').  

lu  has a  consonat  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is aal- a  person . 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is azhiyaa   
saenai  [ missing  letter-  sa-]  -  invincible  army  

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is azhiyaan  
– king. 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is moothil  [ 
missing letter –the -]   – ancient war tribe . 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is mael  
thalam- [ missing letter –the -]  -auxillary troops . 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is thandu  
saaithal   [ missing letters  –the - and -sa- ]   – troops  turned and marching 
away . 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is paazhi   -  
war . 

palil  has the consonants-  pa -la -and the  original Tamil  word is poosal- [ 
missing  letter-  sa-]-  war  

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is semmal [ 
missing  letter-  sa-]  -warrior . 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is muthali 
missing  letter- the -]  –  leader . 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is thalai  [- 
missing  letter- the -]  - head  / leader . 
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palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is maen-
thalai [ missing  letter- the -]- -leader . 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthallaali  [ missing  letter- the -]-  -lord  . 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is aankal  [ 
missing letter –ka-] – leader . 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is Kizhavan [ 
missing letter –ka-]  –lord . 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is annal   –
lord. 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is maellaalar 
[ missing letter  - Ra-] - lord.  

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is mallan  –
warrior . 

palil  has the consonants-  [-pa -] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is adalai / 
aadal [ missing letter –the -]   –war . 

  

parim: arid land; dry land (as opposed to marsh land or water) (cf., bar-rim4 ).  

parim  has the consonants - pa -Ra -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is    
paarai  munn  -  rocky land ; paarai- rock; munn- land /soil . 

parim  has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is    
eera   munn –  wet land / muddy soil  ;  eeram- moisture . 

parim  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is    
sirumiyam [  missing letter- sa-] - mire.  

parim  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is    
saeru  munn [ missing letter- sa-]  -mire.  
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parim  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is    
saerum  suriyum-[ missing letter- sa-]-  mud  and mire ; saeru – mud . 

parim  has the consonants – pa-–Ra- ma – and the   other interpretation  of the  
word is thiraapam -[ missing letter- the-]- mire / idiot / sky . 

parim  has the consonants – pa-–Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is    
puthai  manar--[ missing letter- the-]- bog . 

parim  has the consonants – [-pa--] –Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is    
thoor munn  -[ missing letter- the-]- - mud . 

parim  has the consonants – pa-–Ra- ma – and the   other interpretation  of the  
word is  nurampu- mire . 

parim  has the consonants – [-pa--] –Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is    
neevaram --[ missing letter- ka- ]-   mire/ trade/ water . 

parim  has the consonants – [-pa--] –Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is    
verum munn - [ missing letter- ka-] -  dry  land.  

arid [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  tharisu  
munn  [ missing letter-sa  -]   -arid land ; munn- land/ soil . 

arid [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pur  
poondu  atra  munn [ missing letter- pa-]- dry land / without grass ; pur 
poondu- grass ;atra- nil ; munn- land/soil . 

arid [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  arattam- desert . 

arid [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  paraadam-[ missing letter- pa-]-  desert . 

arid[E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadaru  [ 
missing letter –ka-] – desert tract . 
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arid [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vanaantharam [ missing letter –ka-] – desert . 

arid[E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  neer 
indri -  without water.  

arid [E] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  -eeram 
indri -  dry.  

arid [E] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mazhai  
indri  [ missing letter- zha-] –without rain   ; mazhai –rain;  indri -without. 

arid [E] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   neer 
udaiya munn -  land with water  [antonym]; neer- water; udaiya- having  . 

arid [E] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thari  
munn ---wet land [antonym] . 

arid [E] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  eera 
tharai –wet land /floor [antonym]  ;  eeram- moisture; tharai- floor . 

arid [E] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  payir 
idum munn – cultivable land [antonym]  ; payir- crop . 

arid [E] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is –neer 
patru  udaiya munn – wet land [antonym]. 

arid [E] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is niranai 
udaiya / nirai thirai udaiya  munn- fertile land [antonym]. 

arid [E] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is varanda 
munn  [ missing letter- ka-] -  dry land  ; varanda- dry . 

arid [E] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aatru 
mun- /aaru idu munn - alluvium [antonym]  ;aaru –river . 

arid [E]  has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  dry[E]  . 
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dry land [E] has the consonants – Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ularntha tharai [ missing  letter- la-]  -dry land  ; ularntha –dry ; tharai- floor  . 

 

pirig(3): lion (poetic); light (bar6/7, 'to shine', + níg, 'thing') [PIRIG archaic 
frequency: 103; concatenation of 5 sign variants]. 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
mirukam [Skt]  / virukam  -  animal  [ vilanku inam ] . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  iyankum uyir inam  - moving creature / living thing; iyakkam- 
function / movement  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  naangu  kaar uyir inam  -  creatures with four legs; naanku -4; 
kaar- legs ; uyir inam- creature  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
piraani  [Skt] vakai -  animal  ;piraani –animal; vakai-kind  

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  uoorvana -  crawling  one  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  nakarvana ; nakarum  uyir inam -  moving  one  /creature ; 
nakaru –move/ crawl . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   nakaraatha  uyir inam [ missing letter- the -] –
living  thing  that  can not move – plants ; nakaraatha- not moving . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  pur – poondu  vakai  / vakaiyara [ missing letter- the -]  plants/ 
grass  – kinds   ; pur poondu –grass; vakai- kind   . 
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pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is    thaavara [Skt]  inam -[ missing letter- the -] –  – plants genus ;  thaavaram- 
palnts;   inam- race  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is thooraaki -[ missing letter- the -] –a plant  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is   mirunkam –  a plant . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  paravai inam –  birds- genus ;  paravai –bird . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is    nila neer vaazhi -[ missing letter-  zha / la  -] –amphibian; nilam- land; neer- 
water ; vazhi- way  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaesari [ missing letter- sa-] – lion.  

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaaraala kaesari [ missing letters-  la- and-  sa-]  
– fierce lion; kaesari- lion  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vaala arima [ missing letter- la-] - young lion 
;vaalai -  young  ;arima- lion  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  koalari [ missing letter- la-]  – lion ; ari- lion; koa- 
king . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vaal-ari  [ missing letter- la-]   - lion. 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  maravar [ veerar ] – lion/ the warrior .  
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pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   pinka thirutti [ missing  letter- the-] – lion as being  tawny  eyed . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   maha veeram [Skt]  - lion / the fierce one ; veeram –courage . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  miruka pathi  [Skt] [ missing  letter- the -] - lion / the lord of the beasts 
; pathi  / aandai –lord ; mirukam- animal  ; pathi- lord  . 

pirig  has the consonants --pa-Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  miru- karibu -  lion as the enemy  of the deer.  

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  mirukaari – lion.  

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  mirukaasanam [Skt]  [ missing  letter-sa-] – lion. 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vana arasan – lion –  king of the  jungle ; vanam- 
forest  ;arasan-  lion. 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  vikkirami  -  lion  /the fierce one  /warrior  

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kandeeravam [ missing  letter- the -] – lion.  

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  harini  [Skt] –deer . 

pirig  has the consonants -[-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is   yeruvai- donkey . 

pirig  has the consonants -pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   peru vaaayan -  donkey/  kaduvaayan ; peru- big; vaai- mouth  . 
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pirig  has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  vaesarai [ missing  letter- the -]  –ass.    

pirig  has the consonants –-pa-- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is karapam -  ass.  

pirig  has the consonants –-[-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is karam- ass.  

pirig  has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  kari – she ass.  

pirig  has the consonants -  -pa-- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  puravi- horse. 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  kar-k-ki- horse  

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  kurai- horse . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of 
the word is  koaram- horse . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of 
the word is  vaarakam- horse . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of 
the word is  kusini- k-kaarn [ missing  letter- sa-] - horse groom . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa-- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  pannuvar-  horse groom . 

 pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kuya vari-  tiger . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  vaya vari  -tiger; vari- lines  . 
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pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  vari vayam- tiger . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  kurukkai- tiger. 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of 
the word is  mirukaari-  tiger . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of 
the word is  viyaakkiram-  tiger . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of 
the word is   karasanam-  tiger . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  kodu vari [ missing letter- the -]  - tiger . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -pa--- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  perum sivinki [ missing letter- sa-]   - panther   ; perum –big .  

pirig  has the consonants -  -pa--- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  kuru nari- fox   [sampookam]  ;kuru- small  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kiri- boar . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  varaakam-  boar . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  keeri- mangoose . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  uoor  kuruvi-  sparrow . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   karu vaakam-  crow.  
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pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  aravam –snake . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  urakam- snake . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kokkarai-snake . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kurankam-  deer . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  saarankam [ missing letter- sa-] - deer . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  mirukam-  deer . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  maruvi-  musk deer . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  kaasarai maan-[ missing letter- sa-]  musk deer . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kavuri maan-  roe deer . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  aa-vaeru- bull . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kaari- black  bull ; karu- black . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  kuram- cow. 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  peevari- cow . 
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pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  karaa-  black  cow . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  suravi  -[ missing letter- sa-]-  celestial cow . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   karadi -[ missing letter- the -]-  bear .  

pirig  has the consonants -  --pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of the 
word is  peerukam – bear  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  manar kookai  / marai neekai –frog  ; manar- sand ; koovu -
shout.    

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   uoor varai- elephant. 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  orukai-  elephant with single hand; oru- one; kai- 
hand  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  karamai- elephant . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kunjaram--[ missing letter- sa-]-  elephant. 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  kiri saram--[ missing letter- sa-]-  elephant . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  pukar  mukam- elephant with spotted face . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  varaankam-  elepahant . 
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pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  vaaranam-  /veeranan  elepahant . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] --- Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of 
the word is  veerani-   female elephant . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   kari- elephant . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   kuranku- monkey . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   vaanaram [Skt] - monkey . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   kaanavar   –monkey  /forest  dweller  

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of the 
word is   kaarookam-/ karun-k-kuranku -  black monkey . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   karumai- goat . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa-- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  puruvai- goat.    

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   oruvu –sheep . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  kori   -sheep.  

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   varai -aadu  / varudai -[ missing letter- the-] – mountain’s 
sheep . 
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pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   thuruvai -[ missing letter- the-] –sheep.   

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  varattu- aadu -[ missing letter- the-] – dry  sheep; varanda- dry .   

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  thakar--[ missing letter- the-] - ram.   

pirig  has the consonants -  pa-- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  poar kidaa--[ missing letter- the-] - fighting ram ; poar- war . 

pirig  has the consonants – [- pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kidaeri  kandru  / naaku  kandru ---[ missing 
letter- the-]-  heifer .  

 pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   veliru-   light/ lamp 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   kathir  [ missing letter- the-] - light . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   kathiravan -in  varavu-[ missing letter- the-] -sun’s  visit ; 
kathiravn- sun; varavu –coming  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  kathiravan maraivu -[ missing letter- the-] -sun  set[antonym]’ 
maraivu –disappear . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of the 
word is  karam-  light . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   vai karai naeram-  early  morning . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   eravu naeram-  nigth time  [antonym]. 
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pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is pakar -naeram-  day time ; naeram –time; pakar / pakal – day  . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is   karippukai- lamp  black . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of the 
word is   keeram- lamp . 

pirig  has the consonants –[-  pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   kiranam- light . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   eraavanam-  lamp  /cry . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  parkkam / pirakam - light /  luster/ prowness . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   poon –k-kathir  - light . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   pirakaasam [Skt]  [missing leter sa-] - brightness   . 

pirig  has the consonants -  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  pukaar-   duskiness [ antonym ] . 

pirig  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  manku  naeram-  dusk [ antonym ]  ; mankku –to get dim ; 
naeram- time .  

pirig  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  kum iruttu [ missing  letter-the -]  –dark [ antonym ] ;  
anthakaaram [Skt]  ;iruttu –dark . 

pirig  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  varunam-  brightness . 
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pirig  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  veereeiyam -  brightness . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  oliruka  [ missing  letter- la-]  - shine . 

pirig  has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  minunkuthar [ missing  letter-the -]  -shine . 

pirig  has the consonants -  -pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  kathir-poo /kathirppu -[ missing  letter-the -] -  brightness . 

pirig  has the consonants – [- pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  Kurumai - brightness ; karumai –dark [ antonym ]. 

pirig  has the consonants – [- pa-]- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  nikar-  brightness . 

pirig  has the consonants –  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  oli   pera seikai [ missing  letter- la-] -  brightening ; oli -yaei 
kuraikka- to  make dim [ antonym ] ; oli- light; pera –to get  . 

pirig  has the consonants –  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   perum  kilarchchi [ missing  letters- la-  and -sa- ]  - brightness; 
perum –big  . 

pirig  has the consonants –  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is    perum velichcham [ missing  letters- la-  and -sa- ] – brightness; 
velichcham- light . 

pirig  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of 
the word is   avir-  brightness . 

pirig  has the consonants –  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  mur pakkam-  bright fortnight ; mur- prior ; pakkam- side  . 

pirig  has the consonants –  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of the 
word is poorva   paksham [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa--] -  bright fortnight  . 
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pirig  has the consonants –  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   pir pakkam – dark fortnight . 

pirig  has the consonants –  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of the 
word is  Krishna paksam [ missing  letter- sa-] - dark fornight; dark  = kiruttina  
/anthakaaram [Skt]    . 

pirig  has the consonants –  pa- Ra- ka  - and the other  interpretation of the 
word is  powrnami [Skt]  - full moon . 

pirig  has the consonants –  [- pa-] - Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   nirai  uvaa  - full moon; nirai- full; uvaa- moon  .  

pirig  has the consonants –  pa-- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   neruppu  erikai- shining / burning ; neruppu –fire; erikka- to burn . 

pirig  has the consonants –  [- pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   meruku- shine  . 

pirig  has the consonants –  [- pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   miliruka [ missing  letter- la--]- shine . 

pirig  has the consonants –  [- pa-] -- Ra- ka  - and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   niramai erukka- to shine bright with colors; 
niram- ray/ color  . 

  

 pírig: bright.  

 pirig   has the consonants ---pa- Ra --ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
pirankku  -bright.  

 pirig   has the consonants ---pa- Ra --ka -and the original Tamil  word is  perum  
arivu koormai -  intelligence.   

pirig   has the consonants ---[-pa-]- Ra --ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
munnarivu  -intelligence. 
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pirig   has the consonants ---pa- Ra --ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is pirakaasam [Skt] -[ missing  letter- sa--]- bright.  

 pirig   has the consonants --pa- Ra --ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is pirabakar [Skt] – bright person  / sun . 

pirig   has the consonants –[-pa-]- Ra --ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is kiranam-  brightness.   

pirig   has the consonants ---[-pa-]- Ra --ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
kurumai -  brightness.  

 

pisag(2/3), pisan(2/3): (open) basket; box, chest; frame (bad/be, 'to open', + 
sag, 'head').  

 pisag  has the consonants - pa- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kadaka petti  [ missing  letter- the -]  -basket . 

pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
koodai [ missing  letter- the -]  – basket.  

pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kottaan [ missing  letter- the -] – small basket . 

 pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- -sa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
saattu koodai [ missing  letter- the -]   large basket  . 

pisag  has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kottu-k-kodai - [ missing  letter- the -]  cup  shaped  basket . 

pisag  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
koodai paanai [ missing  letter- the -]  -basket pot  ;  paanai- pot.   

pisag  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
koodai  panthu [ missing  letter- the -]  -basket  ball ; panthu -ball. 
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pisag  has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
vatti  [ missing  letter- the -]  - a twig  basket   made from  palm leaves.  

pisag  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
paedikai [ missing  letter- the -]– basket.  

pisag  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
pidakam [ missing  letter- the -] – basket.  

pisag  has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
vattikai   [ missing  letter- the -]  – basket.  

pisag  has the consonants –[- pa-]- sa-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
echchankkoodai  [ missing  letter- the -] -wicker basket . 

pisag  has the consonants –[- pa-]- sa-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kasankku koodai [ missing  letter- the -]– wicker basket.  

pisag  has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kodi -k-koodai  [  missing  letter- the -]-   - wicker basket.  

pisag  has the consonants –[- pa-]- sa-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kunji -k-koodai-[  missing  letter- the -] - a small ola[ oalai]  basket.  

pisag  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
poo-k- kuttaan--[  missing  letter- the -] -flower basket  ; poo- flower .  

pisag  has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
vaai koodai --[  missing  letter- the -]  – a small basket for muzzling a calf  

pisag  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
thompai-k-koondu  --[  missing  letter- the -]  - a large wicker basket . 

pisag  has the consonants – pa- sa-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
sampan-k-koodu  --[  missing  letter- the -]- a basket made of  rushes . 

pisag  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kottai  pettti  -[  missing  letter- the -] -a basket for betal nuts.  
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pisag  has the consonants –[- pa-]- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
thattu koodai   [  missing  letter- the -]  - a shallow basket.  

pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- sa-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
saanaka kadakam  -[  missing  letter- the -] - a basket for carrying cow dung ; 
saanam- cow dung . 

pisag  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
pettakam [ missing  letter- the -] –box.  

pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- sa-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
santhoooku  [ missing  letter- the -] -box.  

pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- sa-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
manjikai-   box.  

pisag  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is  kuppi  - box.  

pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- sa-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
sattakam [ missing  letter- the -] -  a frame.  

 pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- [-sa-]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaku  -to frame.   

pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- [-sa-]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
amaikka- to frame.  

pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- [-sa-]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kattumaanam [ missing  letter- the -]  -frame.  

pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- [-sa-]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaai  vida [ missing  letter- the -]  -open . 

pisag  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pottikka   / udaikka [ missing  letter- the -]  - open  
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pisag  has the consonants – [-pa-]- -sa- ka -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  vikasi-   open . 

 

punigx: (cf., bunigx ). 

 puzur: (cf., buzur).  

 

sabad(2,3), sad2,3,4 [GÁ×U, GÁ×BAD, GÁ×SIG7 ]; šab, sab [PA.IB]: hips, loins; 
middle (su, 'body', + bad, 'to open').  

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa-] –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
idai – hip.  

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa-] –-pa-- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
iduppu – hip.   

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa-] –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadu-  hip/ middle.  

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa -]–-[-pa-] -the -and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   maththi-[Skt] -  middle.  

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa-] –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadu maiyam-  centre.  

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa-] –-pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
paathi- middle/ half .    

sabad  has the consonants -   sa-–-pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
iduppu  santhu  enpu-  hip  bone.  

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa-] –-pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
iduppu  muttu- hip joint  ; iduppu –hip  ;  muttu- joint .  
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sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa-] –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thodai -  thigh.    

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa -]–-[-pa-] -the -and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   aathanam – buttocks. 

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa-] –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thonthi- belly.  

sabad  has the consonants -   sa –pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sooththaam pattai – hip/buttocks . 

sabad  has the consonants -   sa –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sooththu -  buttocks/ back .  

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa -]–-pa-the -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is puttam [pudaiththathu – swollen ] - buttocks  /back/ swollen part  . 

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa -]–-pa-the -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   nithampam [Skt]  / pennin idai – woman’s hip . 

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa -]–-pa-the -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  piruttam [  missing letter – Ra-] – hip joint.  

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa-] –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kundi [  missing letter- ka-]-  hip/perineum  /waist . 

sabad  has the consonants -   [-sa-] –-pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pundai-  vagina . 

GÁ×BAD   has the consonants  -ka- -pa--the - and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
kundi/ kundi pattai/ kundi-k-kaai  - hip/ perenium. 

GÁ×BAD   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] -the - and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
koothi-  vagina .  

GÁ×BAD   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] -the - and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
vithai   /vinthu  kottai- testes  ;vithai- seed ; kottai- seed/nut  ; vinthu –semen  .  
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GÁ×BAD   has the consonants  -ka- -pa--the - and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
pudukku / pidukku - male genitals.  

GÁ×BAD   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] -the - and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
muthuku-  back .  

GÁ×BAD   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] -the - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kutha vaai / kundi vaai  -  os  ; vaai- mouth .  

GÁ×BAD   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] -the - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  akadu- middle.   

GÁ×BAD   has the consonants  -ka- -pa-the - and the  orignal Tamil meaning  of 
the   word is pudukkukum / vithai   /vinthu  kottaikkum    kundi  vaai -kkum  
idaiyae  kaanum  idam – the place in between the testes and the os - perneium 
;  pudukku-   male genital ;   vithai  /vinthu  kottai -  testis   / vinthu  -semen; 
kundi  vaai- os; idaiyae- inbetween ;idam- place    .  

GÁ×BAD   has the consonants  -ka- -pa-the - and the  orignal Tamil meaning  of 
the   word is  koothikkum /pundaikkum  kundi  vaai  / kutha  vaai -kkum  
idaiyae  kaanum  idam – the place in between the  vagina and the os- 
perneium;  koothi –vagina;  pundai- pudenta  ;  kundi  vaai / kutha  vaai- os  .  

 

sagdulx[U+SAG]: hat, headdress (sag, 'head', + dul, 'to cover, protect').  

sagdulx    has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka - the – la- ka- [-sa-] –and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  thalaikku  aninththidum  kampali  kullaai [ missing  letter-pa-] -   
woolen cap for the head; kamplai- woolen ; kullai- cap .  

sagdulx    has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka - the – la- ka- [-sa-] –and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  thalaikku  aninththidum  thoppi   [missing  letter –pa-]  - hat for 
the head; thalai- head  ;  aninthidu – to wear  ; thoppi –cap .  

sagdulx    has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka - the – la- ka- sa –and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  thalaikku  aninththidum  thalai kavasam   -headdress  ; 
kavasam- mask .  
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sagdulx    has the consonants –-sa -ka - the – la- ka- sa –and the  orignal Tamil  
word is  thalaikku  soodum  thalai paaki  [ missing  letter –pa-]  -cap ; soodu- to 
wear ; paakai –cap . 

sagdulx   has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka - the – la- ka-[- sa -]–and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  thalaiyil   mundaasu   thuni   katta  vaendum   -to tie  head 
cloth;  thalai- head; thuni- cloth; kattu –tie  .  

sagdulx    has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka - the – la- ka-[- sa -]–and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  thalai -  yei  mooda  mukkaadu  iduthal vaendum –to have  a 
veil to cover the head  ; moodu-  to cover; mukkaadu- veil .  

sagdulx    has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka - the – la- ka-[- sa -]–and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  mottai –k-kulaai – flat cap . 

sagdulx    has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka - the – la- ka-[- sa -]–and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  koanann-k-ki  kullaai -  a buffons’s cap.  

sagdulx    has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka - the – la- ka-[- sa -]–and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  koamalikal aninthidum  kullai – fools’ cap; koamaali-  clown  .  

 sagdulx    has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka - the – la- ka-[- sa -]–and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  nedunkkullai –a long cap .  

 sagdulx    has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka - the – la- ka-[- sa -]–and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  vilankkin thoallaal  seitha  kullai   -leather cap ; vilankku –animal  
; thoale- skin ; seitha- made; kullai- cap .  

dul   has the consonants –the-  la and the  original Tamil  word is mooduthal  -
cover.  

dul   has the consonants –the-  la and the  original Tamil  word is puthaiththal [ 
missing  leter- pa-] –cover. 

 dul   has the consonants –the-  la and the  original Tamil  word is sooduthal  
[missing letter- sa-] –cover.  
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sagga(2,3,4), sanga(2,3,4): a sprinkler, used for ritual cleaning; economic 
director of a temple or occupation (such as all the smiths) (sag, 'head', + 
gar;gá, 'to store') [SANGA archaic frequency: 530; concatenates 3 sign 
variants]. 

 sagga  has the consonants- sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kovir   
sikkana  maniya -k -kaaran   [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  revenue officer of  temple  
economy ; kovir- temple  ; sikkanam –economy .   

sagga  has the consonants- sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is saemikka- to 
store.  

sagga  has the consonants-[- sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kammiyan 
-  smith . 

sagga  has the consonants-[- sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is manuvan  
-smith .  

sagga  has the consonants-[- sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kam/ 
kammam / kammiyam – smith ‘s work .  

sagga  has the consonants- sa- ka- and the interpretation  of the word is   siviri   
[missing letter- Ra-] – sprinkler . 

sagga  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the interpretation  of the word is   
maekar  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  water sprinklers . 

 

 sagšu: helmet, cap, headdress (sag, 'head', + šúš/šú, 'to cover') [SAGŠU 
archaic frequency: 14].  

 sagsu    has the consonants –[-sa--] -ka –sa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
keesakam – helmet .  

sagsu    has the consonants –sa--ka –[-sa -]- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   sirakam  [missing  letter- Ra-]  a helmet. 
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sagsu    has the consonants –sa--ka –[- sa -] - and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   siththakam  [missing  letter –the -] - helmet . 

sagsu    has the consonants –[-sa--] -ka –sa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
eghu  kavasam –steel helmet ; kavasam- mask;  eghu – steel  . 

sagsu    has the consonants –[-sa--]- ka –sa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
muka kavasam – headdress ; mukam- face ;kavasam-  mask .  

sagsu    has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukam  -head/face.  

sagsu    has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kunju  -head.  

sagsu    has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –[-sa--]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ukkam / u- uvi  -head . 

sagsu    has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kam – head.  

 

sagtag, santak(2,3,4): triangle; (written) wedge; single (sag, 'head', + tag, 'to 
hold').  

sagtag   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- ka-  and the Tamil   word is 
mukkoana vadivam - triangular  shape; mukkoanam triangle; vadivam- shape  . 

sagtag   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- ka-  and the Tamil   word is matta 
mukkoanam-  right angled triangle.  

sagtag   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- ka-  and the Tamil   word is  
thannam - thaniyaaka   -alone.  

sagtag   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- ka-  and the other interpretation  
of the  word is  yaekaanthamaaka [Skt] - alone . 
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sagtag   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- ka-  and the Tamil   word is  ondi-
k-kaaran [ missing letter-Ra-]- - single man . 

sagtag   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- ka-  and the Tamil   word is  
aappu-k-kattai   [ missing letter- pa-] – wedge.  

sagtag   has the consonants – sa-- ka –the- ka-  and the Tamil   word is sarukku 
kattai  [ missing letter-Ra-]- wedge.  

sagtag   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- ka-  and the Tamil   word is    
manam aakaathavan – bachelor ; manam-  marriage ; aaka-  no /not  . 

 

sagtušx[U+SAg]: hat, headdress (sag, 'head', + tuš, 'to reside, sit'). 

sagtusx has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -the – sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mundaasu  katta  vaendum – to have the head dress ; mundaasu- 
head cloth; katttu –tie .  

sagtusx has the consonants  - sa- ka -the – sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   uchchi  mandai  saaththu  katta   vaendum -to have the head dress; 
uchchi- top ; mandai- head; kattu –tie  . 

sagtusx has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -the – sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  uchchi mandaikku  thukin mudi  katta vaendum -to have the head 
dress;   thukin  mudi- head dress . 

sagtusx has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -the – sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mani  makudum  sootta  vaendum – to have the crown ; mani- stone 
/bead /gem ; makudam- head /crown . 

sagtusx has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -the – sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mandaikku  thoppi / paakai  aninthida vaendum [ missing letter –pa- ]  
-to have the cap for the head;   paakai- cap  . 
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sagtusx has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -the – [-sa-] - ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is thalai   kullaai [Skt] / thalai paakai   aninthida vaendum[ missing 
letters –pa- and- la-]   – to have the skull cap ; kullaai- cap . 

sagtusx has the consonants  - [-sa-] - ka -the –sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is uchchi  mandaikku   koalam  ida  vaendum – to have the head  dress; 
koalam  idu –to wear/ decorate .  

sagtusx has the consonants  - sa ka -the –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is uchhci mandaikku  seelai  katta  vaendum- to have the head  dress; seeelai- 
cloth .  

sagtusx has the consonants  - [-sa-]  ka -the –[-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is kon-k-kaani  aninthida vaendum –to have rain cap;aninthidu -to wear  . 

  

 gišsahab(2), suhub3,4: bar, bolt (of a door).  

gissahab   has the  consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –[-pa -]– and the  original Tamil  
word is  kathavu  kondi   [ missing  letter –the -]  -bolt of door ; kathavu –door .  

gissahab   has the  consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kampi – bar . 

gissahab   has the  consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –[-pa -]– and the  original Tamil  
word is  mukkaarm  [missing  letter- Ra-] –bolt.  

 gissahab   has the  consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –[-pa -]– and the  original Tamil  
word is  keelakam [ missing letter- la-] – bolt. 

 

sahar: silt, dust, sand, earth, mud, loam; rubbish; sediment (cf., kuš7 ) (sa5 , 
'red-brown', + hara, 'crushed, pulverized'). 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vandar mun [missing letter- the -] – silt.  
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sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoor edukka /thoor vaara -[missing letter- the -]-  silting . 

 sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thakar/ thukar [ missing letter- the -]-  dust  . 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thakar-[ missing letter- the -]-  earth . 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn kaatru [ missing letter- the -]- dust strom . 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is paraakam  [ missing letter- pa-] – dust / earth . 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  varaaki -  earth as surrounded by  the sea.  

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  uvar munn- alkaline earth/ fuller’s earth ; munn- soil  . 

sahar  has the consonants – -sa- ka- Ra -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  siru kuru – alkaline earth . 

sahar  has the consonants – -sa- ka- Ra -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kuruku munn- white earth . 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  poo sakkaram[Skt]   - earth ;  kirankum munn. 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vappiram [ missing letter- pa-]-  dust.  

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pukaar niram  [ missing letter- pa-]-  dustiness.  

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
manar poakki  [ missing letter- pa-]-   sand escape . 
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sahar  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  senkkar 
munn-  brick sand  ;  senkkar- brick/ munn –sand  .  

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaira munn- diamond dust ; vairam- diamond . 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is maeruvin  vaari – golden sand  . 

sahar  has the consonants – -sa-- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vaari rasitham [ missing letter- the -] – silvery  sand . 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuruththu manar [ missing letter- the -] - fine sand; manar- sand   . 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
manar koattai [ missing letter- the -] – sand embankment . 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
Caveri  manar -  iron sand . 

 sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanka manar- lead sand . 

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ekkar-  sand hill/ fine sand .  

sahar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  ven 
manar- white sand . 

sahar  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is saerum  
sakathi- yim  [ missin letter –the -] –mire/ loam . 
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                                                      Page-65.  

 

dug/ sáhar [SAR]: clay pot.  

 sar  =  saeru  [ mud ] . 

dug sar  has the consonants-  the- ka- sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
siriya  munn  kudam –small clay pot  ; siriya- small/ short; munn- soil ; kudam- 
pot .  

dug sar  has the consonants-  the- ka- [ -sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is thanner kudam- water pot; thanneer- water; kudam- pot .  

dug sar  has the consonants-  the- ka- sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saruva kudam- brass or copper  water pot.  

dug sar  has the consonants-  the- ka- [-sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is karuththamam – mire.  

dug sar  has the consonants-  the- ka--sa - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
karima   sathuppu [ missing letter- pa-] -mire.  

 

saman(2,3): yoke, leash, or rope (for an ox).  

saman  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nukam  [ missing  letter- ka-]  - yoke. 

saman  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mooknanaan-k-kayiru  [ missing letter- ka- and- Ra-] - nose rope; mookku- 
nose; kayeiru- rope. 

saman  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaamani [ missing letter –the -] – rope  

 rope [E]  has the consonants –Ra-[-  pa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  erachchu [ missing letter- sa-] – rope.  
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rope [E]  has the consonants –Ra-  pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  rope- 
puri  

rope [E]  has the consonants –Ra- pa-- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
paani sariyaei [ missing letter- sa-]  -rope.  

rope [E]  has the consonants –Ra- [- pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is  naar  
-fibre /rope  . 

rope [E]  has the consonants –Ra- [- pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is     
panchchu noor [ missing letter- sa-]  -rope.  

rope [E]  has the consonants –Ra- pa-and the  original Tamil  word is     
narampu- string . 

 rope [E]  has the consonants –Ra- [-pa-]-- and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  saram [ missing letter- sa-] – string  of necklace. 

  

sanga(2,3,4): (cf., sagga).  

 

santana, šandana, šandan: herbalist, horticulturist, date orchard administrator 
(sag, 'head, human', + tin, 'to cure'; cf. also, šeg4 , 'chills' and šeg6 , 'to be 
hot') [ŠANDANA archaic frequency: 3; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

 santana  has the consonants  -[-sa-]--an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
eenthu  / eechcham-  thoappu   [ panam-thoappu  / thennanthoppu] [ missing 
letter- pa-]   -  date orchard . 

sag+tin has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- the –an-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   noae –yaei    thaniththiduka  -cure the disease ; noavu – disease ; thani –
abate . 
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sag+tin has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- the –an-  and the  original Tamil  word 
thanuppu   mikkathu  [ missing letter- pa-]  –coolness; thanuppu –cool; mikka- 
excess  . 

sag+tin has the consonants –sa- ka- the –an-  and the  original Tamil  word   
mikuntha soodu  kondathu  -very  hot; soodu- hot ; kondathu –having ; 
mikuntha  -excess  .  

sag+tin has the consonants –sa- ka- the –an-  and the  original Tamil  word   
soodu  aakkida vaendum  -to make hot  ; soodu- hot; aakkidu- make .  

sag   has the consonants  -[-sa -]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aan 
makan – man .   

sag   has the consonants  -[-sa -]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  maanavan  
-man . 

sag   has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is –ukkam- 
head . 

 sag  has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
uu-vi-  head.  

 sag has the consonants  -[-sa -]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kam- head.  

sag- has the consonants  -[-sa -]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mukam- 
head . 

sag has the consonants -sa -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kunji- head.  

sag has the consonants -sa -ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
viyavan- head  . 

sag+tin  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- the –an-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   noa-vai  kunamaakkida  vaendum  -   to cure  the disease; kunamaakku –
cure ; noavu - disease.  
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 sag+tin  has the consonants –-sa- ka- the –an-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  sukamaakka / soawkiyamaakaa   vaendum – to cure . 

  

 sidug: ravine; pit; pitfall; trap (si, 'to be straight, narrow', + dug, 'vessel').  

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
eduuku / edunkiya  kanavaai  -  ravine .  

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is neer 
arithoadiya edukkai konda  nedu vidar [ missing leter –Ra-]  – ravine ;  neer- 
water;  ariththitta-  breach ;  nedu  vidar – ravine . 

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vidar [ missing leter –Ra-] – canyon . 

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaavu – valley . 

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vattam –valley . 

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
aaththu  kudaivu –canyon . 

sidug  has the consonants – sa-the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
sakkadai  thotti –gully ; saakkadai thotti vaai – gully hole . 

sidug  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is vadi 
kaaal-[missing letter- la-] -  gully . 

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundu- pit.  

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
koattakam-  pit.  
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sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kidanku -  godown . 

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is avadu /avadam -   chasm/ pit / well ; avathi  . 

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vedipp u- chasm  

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
katkam- arm pit.  

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kammu kattu- arm pit.  

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vettu thaakku-  excavated pit . 

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  vettu  thaavu – tank pit.  

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is thee 
kundam – sacrificial pit.  

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  oama kundam -sacrificial pit;  kundam-pit .  

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  niththiya vithi  - sacrificial pit. 

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   akaatham  / avadam  -  chasm .  

sidug  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   ammai vadu- small pox pit ; vadu –scar mark . 

sidug  has the consonants – sa-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  sikka vaiththidu- make a trap . 
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sidug  has the consonants – [-sa-]-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   kanni vaiththidu - make a trap; kanni- trap; vaikka- keep  . 

sidug  has the consonants – [-sa-]-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   thitti kathavu – trap door; kathavu –door .  

sidug  has the consonants – [-sa-]-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  aka paduththu [ missing letter –pa-] –ensnare . 

sidug  has the consonants – sa-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is vasapaduththuka [ missing letter –pa-] –ensnare  

sidug  has the consonants – [-sa-]-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  pori vaiththu  pidikka-[ missing letter –pa-] - to trap ; pori- trap; 
vaikka- keep; pidikka- catch . 

sidug  has the consonants – [-sa-]-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is amattuka/ utpaduththuka--[ missing letter –pa-] – ensnare/ to 
trap  . 

sidug  has the consonants – [-sa-]-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is put paduththuka---[ missing letter –pa-] - ensnare birds . 

sidug  has the consonants – [-sa-]-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  mada-k-kadai-  ensnaring . 

sidug  has the consonants – [-sa-]-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is adimai paduththuka --[ missing letter –pa-] – ensnare /make a 
slave  of someone ; adimai- slave . 

sidug  has the consonants – [-sa-]-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   kokki  pidi --[ missing letter –pa-]-  a catch . 

sidug  has the consonants – sa-the- ka –and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is valai veesiduka --[ missing letter –pa-] –trap; valai-  net; veesu –
throw  . 
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sikil: v., to be/make clean, pure (siki, 'hair' ?, + ul, 'to shine'; cf., suku5 , 'to 
shine brightly', sig7, 'to create; to make beautiful') [SIKIL archaic frequency: 7]. 
adj., clean, fresh, pure, virginal.  

siki   has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  is  sikai- hair. 

 siki   has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
kaesam  -hair.  

 ul  has a consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  oli /   oli sei --[ missing 
letter –sa-] -  to shine , 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is   
azhukkai neekkuka-  to remove the dirt/ to make clean; azhukku- dirt; neekku 
–remove . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is   
kulikka- to bath.  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is  mukam 
/ kai / kaal  -kazhuvuka / ala-k-kuka / kazhuvakai  - to wash  face /hands/ legs; 
mukam- face; kai- arm; kaal- leg ; kazhvu –wash  ; alakku –wash   . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is kazhaa 
al- cleansing  . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is  
vilaikkai vaikka –to make clean  ; vilakku-to make clean . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is  
thulakki vaikka--[ missing letter- the -]  to make clean; thulakku –to clean  . 

sikil   has the consonants- sa-ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is  seevuthal -
-[ missing letter- the -]  -clean as teeth.  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is  
eukuththal---[ missing letter- the -]  - to clean as teeth . 
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sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is  
uvaliththal-[ missing letter- the -]-  cleanse.  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is  
thudaiththu vaiththal -[ missing letter- the -]  – to clean; thudaikka- to wipe  . 

sikil   has the consonants--sa- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is semmai 
kattuthal--[ missing letter- the -] -  to clean . 

sikil   has the consonants--sa- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
mezhukuthal --[ missing letter- the -] -  to clean  the floor.  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is theilvu 
-[ missing letter- the -] – cleanness  . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
azhukku inmai- cleanliness.  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
thooimai aakkuthal -[ missing letter- the -]  -to make clean; thooimai- 
cleanliness . 

sikil   has the consonants- sa -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is azhaku 
seika  -to make beautiful ;  azhaku –beauty ;  seika –do  .  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is koalam 
kaanuthal -  beautify . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
minukkuthal -[ missing letter- the -] - to make beautiful .  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
thikazhththuthal - -[ missing letter- the -]- beautify . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is pozhivu 
aakku--[ missing letter- pa-]-  beautify . 
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sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is azhaku- 
beauty.  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is kaal-  
beauty .  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
kuzhaku- beauty .  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka –la- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  koamalam- beauty . 

sikil   has the consonants- sa---ka –la- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  vallisu - beauty . 

sikil   has the consonants- sa---ka –la- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is vilaasam – beauty  . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] ---ka –la- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is laavanya [Skt] – beauty .  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
elakkanam- beauty . 

sikil   has the consonants- sa--ka –la- and the   other interpretation of the word 
is  lakshanam [Skt]- beauty . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is vaenil- 
beauty . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
azhakan-  hand some person .  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
kuzhakan- handsome person.  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is azhaki- 
pretty lady . 
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sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]  -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
kalappu illa-[ missing letter- pa-]-  pure . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]  -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
kalankam  illa-   pure . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]  -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is 
azhukku illa- pure.  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-]  -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is vel- 
pure.  

sikil   has the consonants- sa--ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is senkole- 
pure gold.  

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is ulavi  
pon  [ missing letter- pa-] - pure gold . 

sikil   has the consonants- sa--ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is sanku / 
kilinjil  vellai – pure white . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is  paal 
velli-[ missing letter- pa-] - pure silver . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is  kanni 
kazhiyaathaval [ missing letter- the -]  - virgin; kanni thanmai  azhiyaatha- [ 
missing letter- the -] - virginal . 

sikil   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original  Tamil word is  
aakkuthal / undaakkuthal-[ missing letter- the -]  - to make . 

 

silag, sila11: to knead (dough or clay); to slay.  

silag  has the consonants – sa- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
word is  maavai   kalakki  /  amukki /  kasakki /  kummi  pisaika[ missing letter- 
pa-] – - to knead  [ flour]  ;  maavu –flour ; kalakku- mix  ; pisaika- knead . 
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silag  has the consonants – sa- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
word is kali mannai  pisai [ missing letter- pa-] – knead [clay] ; kali  munn- clay . 

silag  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the word is  azhikka-  slay . 

 silag  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the word is  Kolluka –kill.  

silag  has the consonants – sa-- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
word is  vaelai saaikka – slay . 

silag  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the word is  Kaathuthal [ missing  letter- the-]-  to  kill . 

silag  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the word is  vathiththal [ missing  letter- the-]-  to  kill 

 silag  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the word is  madiviththal [ missing  letter- the-]-  to  kill 

silag  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the word is  madukkuthal [ missing  letter- the-]-  to  kill 

silag  has the consonants – sa--- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
word is  maala seika  - slay . 

silag  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the word is  vizhunku – kill.  

silag  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the word is  van- kolai –cruel murder . 

silag  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the word is  uooru kole-  muder . 

silag  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the word is  Kozhignan – killer . 
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silag  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the word is  Kaavu  koduththal [ missing  letter- the-]-  to kill / sacrifice  . 

  

silig: (cf., šilig).  

 

sílig: hand. 

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaikal – 
hands.  

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ullan-k -
kai- palm; ull- inner- kai- hand . 

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Kai –
kaal-   hand  and  leg . 

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaal-
kal- legs . 

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  munna- 
k-kaal – fore leg ; mun –front .  

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanu-k-
kaal –ankle . 

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhun-k- kai-  elbow. 

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai aal- 
servant . 

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
vilanku –hand cuff . 
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silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai -
kalappu [missing  letter- pa-]-  hand fight . 

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai -
alavu – handful ; alavu –measurement ; kai- hand . 

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhanku –give . 

silg  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kai -
alikka-  hand over. 

  

 silig3,4: sin. 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pollanku  [ missing letter- pa- ]  -sin ; kil pisam .  

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is pazhi 
vinani  [ missing letter- pa- ]  -sin ;  vinai –action . 

silig   has the consonants-- sa- la –ka-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  kal misam [Skt] – sin . 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
allavai   -sin.  

silig   has the consonants-  sa- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  theenku  
seithal  [ missing letter- the -]  –to sin; theenkku- evil  . 

silig   has the consonants-  sa- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thee 
viani  siethal [ missing letter- the -]  –to sin . 

silig   has the consonants-  sa- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  keduthal 
seithal [ missing letter- the -]  –to sin . 

silig   has the consonants-  sa- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaedu  
vilaiviththal- [ missing letter- the -]  –to sin; kaedu- damage  . 
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silig   has the consonants—[-sa-]- la –ka-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  kaludam [ missing letter- the -]  –sin . 

silig   has the consonants—[-sa-]- la –ka-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  paavam  izhaikka  [ missing letter- pa-]  - to sin . 

silig   has the consonants—[-sa-]- la –ka-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  pazhi paavam [ missing letter- pa-]  - sin . 

silig   has the consonants-  [sa-] - la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vazhuvaai – sin.  

silig   has the consonants-  [sa-] - la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ara -k-
kolai-[ missing letter-Ra-] -  sin.   

 

 silim[DI]: to be/make in good shape, healthy, complete (usually considered 
Akk. loanword, root means 'peace' in 18 of 21 Semitic languages, but 
Sumerians used word in greeting and root not in Orel & Stolbova's Hamito-
Semitic Etymological Dictionary; cf., sil5 , 'pleasure, joy', + lum, 'to grow 
luxuriantly'). 

silim  has the consonants –sa -la -ma - and the  interpretation of the word is 
word is   Islaam  -peace.  

silimdi   has the consonants –sa -la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
sandai  illaatha amaithi  nilamai / samaathaana [Skt] nilai  -  peaceful status  
without fight; sandai- fight ; illai- nil   ; amaithi- peace ; nilai –state  . 

silimdi   has the consonants –[-sa -] -la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nalam thaana  – are you healthy ?  

silimdi   has the consonants –[-sa -] -la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   udal nalam – body  health . 
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silimdi   has the consonants –[-sa -] -la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word  
is   thooimai  udaiya udal / manam  -  healthy  body/ mind ; thooimai- 
cleanliness; udaiya –having ; udal- body  ; manam- mind . 

silimdi   has the consonants –[-sa -] -la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mana / udal   nalam  udaimai- healthy  body / mind . 

silimdi   has the consonants –[-sa -] -la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   udal nalam inmai  / illaamai – diseased body / unhealthy body [ antonym] . 

silimdi   has the consonants –[-sa -] -la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  noaei nodi  illaamai - without diseases ; noaei  nodi- disease; illaamai- nil .  

silimdi   has the consonants- sa --la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
nasal / noasal   udaimai-   illness/ unhealthy /diseased .   

silimdi   has the consonants- sa --la -ma -the – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is sanjalam udaimai -  diseased/ illness  .  

silimdi   has the consonants- sa --la -ma -the – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  maa salam  udaiya  udal – diseased body  . 

silimdi   has the consonants –[-sa -] -la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   muzhumaiyaanthu - complete one; muzhumai- complete . 

silimdi   has the consonants –sa --la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word is    
seithu mudiththal- to complete; sei- do; mudi- complete  . 

silimdi   has the consonants –[- sa-]  --la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuthukalm [ missing letter- ka-] – joy/ pleasure . 

silimdi   has the consonants – sa- --la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
makizhchchi konda  manathu –[ missing letter- ka-] - joyful  state; makizhchchi-   
happiness . 

silimdi   has the consonants – sa- --la -ma -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sezhumai  adainthida -  fertile . 
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 simug: metal-sculptor, smith (si4 , 'red', + mug, 'to engrave') [SIMUG archaic 
frequency: 13].  

simug   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kam 
/ kammiyam -  smith’s work .  

simug   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
kammiyan – smith . 

simug   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
kammaalan- [ missing letter- la-] –smith . 

simug   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
kollanin ulai kalam-[ missing letter- la-] - smithy  . 

simug   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- ka -and the original Tamil  word is kam- 
maalai--[ missing letter- la-] -  smithy . 

simug   has the consonants- sa- ma- ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is aavaesanam- smithy . 

simug   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
karumaan-[ missing letter- Ra-] – blacksmith . 

simug   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  velli 
kammiyan -[ missing letter- la-]- silversmith  ;  velli-  silver . 

simug   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  ani 
kalam--[ missing letter- la-]-  smith’s instrument.  

simug   has the consonants- sa-- ma- ka -and the original Tamil  word is thanka 
nakai sei -yim thattaan -[ missing letter- the -]—gold smith ; thankkam- gold ; 
nakai- ornament . 

simug   has the consonants- [-sa- ]-- ma- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
thamakan- smith . 
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sipad, sibad, sipa; šuba; sub2,3: n., shepherd; keeper [SIPA archaic frequency: 
4]. v., to pasture, tend (si, 'to keep in order', + bad, 'to let out', or pàd, 'to 
find').  

sipad  has the consonants –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
idaiyan-   shepherd.  

sipad  has the consonants –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aattu  idaiyan  - shepherd  ; aadu – goat .  

sipad  has the consonants –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aandan – shepherd.   

sipad  has the consonants –sa- [-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
idaichchi -  shepherdess . 

sipad  has the consonants –[-sa-]- -pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pothu pendu  / aai  pendu - shepherdess . 

sipad  has the consonants –[-sa-]- -pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aadu  maadu  maeithhtidum  podiyan- shepherd boy ;aadu –goat; maadu- 
cattle; maeikka- to pasture .  

sipad  has the consonants –[-sa-]- -pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aadu  maadu  maeiththidu- to pasture the cattle ; maeththidu – to pasture .    

sipad  has the consonants –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudavan [ missing letter- ka-] – shepherd.  

sipad  has the consonants –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudaththi- [ missing letter- ka-] – shepherdess. 

sipad  has the consonants –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
viththakan/ vinthan -[ missing letter- ka-] – shepherd.     
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sipad  has the consonants –-sa- pa-the -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is   Avvai paatti  paadiya  asathi  kovai – paattu [ missing letter- ka-] -  the 
song  sung  by  poetess Avvai  - praising  the shepherd by  name asathi . 

sipad  has the consonants –-sa- [-pa-]- the -and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is  idai saathi  [Skt]  /thinai  -  shepherd caste; saathi – caste .  

sipad  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- [-pa-]- the -and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is  nanthan-  shepherd.  

sipad  has the consonants –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattaal-[ missing letter- la-] -  shepherd.  

sipad  has the consonants –[-sa-]- pa-the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pullinaththaayan -[ missing letter- la-] -  shepherd.  

 

sipar: (cf., zabar). 

 

 siskur(2), sizkur(2): n., offering, sacrifice with entreaties, prayers, rites. v., to 
pray; to sacrifice (isiš2,3, 'to weep', + kur9 , 'to bring, deliver').  

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandavanai  / Thiru Muruganai     mandi  ittu   / vaenduthar  / mandraadu [ 
missing letter- the -]   -pray the god / Marduk  in kneel down  position ; 
mandraattam –entreaty ;  aandavan -  god; Thiru murugan –Marduk; mandi 
idu- kneel down  ; mandraadu –pray . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eraivanidum   un kurai yaei  murai iduka  -to  pray  / tell your sufferings  to the 
god;   kurai- -compliant  / suffering ; murai iduka- to tell  . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  erai 
vanakkam- prayer.  
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siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eraiavanai  vananku – worship  the god ; eraivan –god; vanankku- worship  . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eraivanai   kai koopi  vananku –[ missing letter- pa  -]  -worship  the god with 
hands together; kai koopu –to keep the  hands together . 

siskur  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eraivanin  esaivu  koaruka-   to get the permission of the god ; isaivu  -
permission ; koaruka- to ask  . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurai -yira   -pray . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eraivanidum  naernthiduka-[ missing letter –the -]-  devote . 

siskur  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   ukkira sepam [Skt]  –[ missing letter- pa  -] –fervant prayer ;sepam- 
prayer .  

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thiru 
- marai oathuka  [ missing letter –the -] - recite the holy  scriptures ;  thiru  
marai- holy  scripture; oathuka- recite .   

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
karumam-   religious rites . 

siskur  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  kiriyaei [Skt] -  rites . 

siskur  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   sadanku [ kadan ]  murai / vinai murai   [  missing letter –the -]  -rites .  

siskur  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   samaya kariyam – religious rites ; samayam-  religion . 
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siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
naervu- sacrifice  . 

siskur  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is    dharma sakkaram [Skt]   [ missing letter –the -] - prayer wheel ; 
sakkaram / kaar - wheel ; dharmam   [-  the- Ra- ma-]   =  thiru marai -holy  
scriptures . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
muruku – sacrificial  feast . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
viraku  -sacrificial  fuel  /wood . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uyiroadyu  kaavu kodukka /aadu  maattai  kaavu  kodukka  [ missing letter- the 
-]   -  to sacrifice / bull; uyir- life;  kaavu –sacrifice ; kodu –give; aadu –goat; 
maadu –cattle  . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  pirayaasam –[ missing letter- pa  -] -   a sacrifice  

siskur  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  akkini kariyam [Skt] -  fire sacrifice ; akkini- fire . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is makaa veeram  [Skt]  - sacrificial fire . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
neruppu vinai –[ missing letter- pa  -] -  fire sacrifice  ;neruppu- fire; vinai –
action . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is kiraka aaraathanai  [Skt]  [ missing letter- the -] – worshiping  the  
planets ; aaraathanai-  worship . 
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siskur  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  nava kiraka [Skt] [koar]   poosai –[ missing letter- pa  -] worshiping  the  
nine planets ; nava- 9; kirakam – planet; pooasi-  worship   . 

siskur  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is Siva 
perumaanai  vanankku –[ missing letter- pa  -]- worshiping  Siva  ; vanankku –
worship . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Muruganai  vananku – worship  the god Murugan  . 

siskur  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is Aaru 
maukani  / Shan Mukanai vananku  -  worship  the god Murugan  with six faces;   
aaru -6; mukam-  face .  

siskur  has the consonants – -sa- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Saravananai  vanankku -worship  the god Murugan  . 

siskur  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kumaranai  vanankku - worship  the god Murugan  . 

siskur  has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   vasikarippu- [Skt] –[ missing letter- pa  -] -  pray . 

siskur  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paravu / paarkka –[ missing letter- pa  -] –worship.   

siskur  has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is    puraskaaram –[ missing letter- pa  -] –worship.   

siskur  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is    aaraathikka-[Skt] [ missing letter- the  -] - to worship . 

siskur  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eraivanai kaanuthar [ missing letter- the  -] – worshipping the god ; eraivan-  
god  ; kaana- to see . 
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siskur  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaevaaram -[ missing letter- the  -]  - the  worship/ thiru vaasakam . 

siskur  has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   archchikka--[Skt] - to worship / vanankuthar  . 

siskur  has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   anu sarikka [Skt] - worship.  

siskur  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is    vikkiraka [Skt]  vanakam-  idol  worship ; kar silai vanakkam ; 
vikkarakam  [Skt]  [uruvam ]  -  idol .  

siskur  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is     vakir yaakam [Skt] – external worship .  

siskur  has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is poo 
sorika-–[ missing letter- pa  -]- to offer flowers  ; poo-   flower; sorika- to 
shower  .  

siskur  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   upasakar [Skt] –[ missing letter- pa  -]- -  worshipper  . 

siskur  has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaasakar-  worshipper . 

siskur  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   archchakar [Skt]  - priest . 

siskur  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- Ra- and the   other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is   poosai- kaaran  –[ missing letter- pa  -]-priest . 

siskur  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is    souvrar -  sun worshipper.   

siskur  has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   kai urai-  offering.  
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siskur  has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   verukkai-   offering  . 

siskur  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  upa kaaram-–[ missing letter- pa  -]-  offering .  

siskur  has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  erai- kaanikkai-   offering to god ; kaanikkai- offer  
;   erai- god . 

siskur  has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  eravanidum  oppuviththar -–[ missing letters- pa  
-  and -the -] -  offering to god; eraivan-  god; oppuviththar- surrender / offer  . 

siskur  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  akkiram-  food offering . 

siskur  has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  naerththi  kadan [ missing letter- the -]  – votive 
offering ; naervu – offering/ sacrifice . 

siskur  has the consonants –- sa-- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  samarpikka  /  konaru  -–[ missing letter- pa  -]-   to offer / neettuthar .   

siskur  has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   arppanikka [ missing letter- pa  -]--to offer / 
tharuthar/ padaiththar   . 

siskur  has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is manamaara   koduththar /tharuthar  [ missing 
letter- the -] - offer  whole heartedly; manam aara-   with satisfaction  of  mind  
; kodu- give ; thara –give . 

siskur  has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- ka- Ra- and the   other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is viruppa arivippu-[ missing letter- pa  -]- offer.  

siskur  has the consonants –  sa--- ka- Ra- and the   other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  isaivu kooruka-  to offer ; isaivu- permission  . 
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 siskur  has the consonants –- sa-- ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is sarvaanka [Skt] thakanam [ missing letter- the -] -whole burnt offering . 

 

subar: slave; Northerner (su, 'body', + bar, 'foreign').  

subar has the consonants – [-sa-] – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
urimai-  slave . 

subar has the consonants –sa- [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sirai- 
slave . 

subar has the consonants –sa- [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
murichchi-  female slave.  

subar has the consonants –[- sa-] - [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
muriyan- male slave.  

subar has the consonants –[- sa-] - [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adiyar [ missing letter- the -]  -  slaves.  

subar has the consonants – sa- [-pa-] - Ra- and the other interpretation of the 
word is thaasar [Skt] / thaasiyar  / thoththar   [ missing letter- the -]  -  slaves. 

subar has the consonants –[- sa-] - [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thondar-[ missing letter- the -] -  slaves.  

 

d-suena, d-suen[EN.ZU]: the moon (sú, 'knowledge', + en(2,3), 'time', + -/ak/, 
'of').  

dsuena  has the consonants -the -sa -an  -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  seethan  -moon . 

dsuena  has the consonants -the -sa -an  -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  jayanthan  -moon/ the son of indra . 
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dsuena  has the consonants -the –[-sa -]-an  -and the original Tamil  word is   
mathiyoan  -moon . 

dsuena  has the consonants -the -sa -an  -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  inthu  -moon . 

dsuena  has the consonants -the -sa -an  -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  seetha paanu   [ missing letter- pa-] –moon   ; seetham –cool .  

dsuena  has the consonants -the –[-sa -]-an  -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  anumathi – full moon . 

dsuena  has the consonants -the –[-sa -]-an  -and the original Tamil  word is   
naan mathi  -full moon; mathi- moon .   

dsuena  has the consonants -the –[-sa -]-an  -and the original Tamil  word is   
thannavan / thaanavan[ missing letter- ka-]-  moon . 

 

     sugin, sumun, sun, šum4[BAD]: n., rot, decay; something rotten; the past (su, 
'body', + gin, 'to go') [? ZATU-644 archaic frequency: 65; concatenation of 2 sign 
variants]. v., to decay; to ruin. adj., old, ancient.  

sugin  has the consonants-  sa- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
kaanjaan kattida  [ missing  letter –the -]  -become rotten . 

sugin  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
kaedu  adainthida   [ missing  letter –the -] -decayed  ;kaedu –damage . 

sugin  has the consonants-  sa- ka -an  - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  naasamaaka – decayed/ damaged  . 

sugin  has the consonants-  sa- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
sithaivu adainthida   [ missing  letter –the -]  - decayed. 

 sugin  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
makkinathu [ missing  letter –the -]   - decayed.  
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sugin  has the consonants-  sa- ka -an  - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sinkku – decay . 

sugin  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
kondi [ missing  letter –the -]    -spoiled  .  

sugin  has the consonants- -sa- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
kasadaanathu [ missing  letter –the -] – spoiled.   

 sugin  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
nanthuka-  to get spoiled. 

sugin  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
mudankka-[ missing  letter –the -] - to  get spoiled  

 sugin  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
kann adaikka -[ missing  letter –the -] -  to get  spoiled  

sugin  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
thonmai mikkathu / kondathu  -[ missing  letter –the -] -ancient ;thonmai- 
ancient .   

sugin  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
akavai   /vayathu   kadantha  [ missing  letter –the -] -  old  ;akavai  -age .  

sugin  has the consonants-  sa- ka -an  - and the other interpretation  of the  
word is thoonkisam  [missing  letter- the -] – ruin. 

sugin  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
thattu kaedu   adainthida-[ missing  letter –the -]  ruined.  

sugin  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
kutha kaedu adainthida --[ missing  letter –the -]  ruined.  

sugin  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
kudi  kaedu  adainthida- -[ missing  letter –the -]-   ruin of a family ; kudi –
family; kaedu –damage  . 
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sugin  has the consonants-  sa-- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kudi  
naasam-[ missing  letter –the -]- –ruin to a family.  

sugin  has the consonants- [- sa-]-- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudi kaedan [ missing  letter –the -]-  one who  ruins the family . 

sugin  has the consonants- [- sa-]-- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaedu kettavan [ missing  letter –the -]-  – ruined person.  

sugin  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka -an  - and the other interpretation  of the  
word is aththuvaanam / kaedaanathu [ missing  letter –the -]-   -ruins.  

sugin  has the consonants- [- sa-]-- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nedun-k-kaedu[ missing  letter –the -]-  great  ruin  . 

 sugin  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka -an  - and the other interpretation  of the  
word is anukku  -ruin.   

sugin  has the consonants- [- sa-]-- ka -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mankku  -ruin  . 

 

suhirin[SU7.SUM]: the threshing floor with the piles of grain and straw (su7 , 
'threshing floor', + hirin, 'sweet smelling grass').  

suhirin  has the consonants  - sa -  Ra  - an  -  and  the  interpretation  of the  
word is  aruchchanam  -grass . 

suhirin  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -  Ra  - an  -  and  the  interpretation  of the  
word is  thiranam [ missing letter –the -] –grass.  

suhirin  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -  Ra  - an  -  and  the original Tamil  word is  
navir –grass  

grass [E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
navir –grass.  
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grass [E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
avir- grass.  

grass [E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koarai  -  different kinds of grass  of the genera cyperus and  scirpus.  

grass [E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aruku   -harialli grass. 

 grass [E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
maekaari -  harialli  grass . 

grass [E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaai urai – harialli  grass. 

 grass [E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
eru vaeri -  cuscus grass.  

grass [E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
karann  -grass sod . 

grass [E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra –[ -sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
karun-k-kaani  - cup grass.  

 grass [E]  has the consonants- ka- Ra –-sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaer-kuchchu  - a weavers shuttle made of  grass roots  . 

suhirin  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -  Ra  - an  -  and  the original Tamil  word is  
naru manam  -  sweet smell.  

suhirin  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -  Ra  - an  -  and  the original Tamil  word is  
pur inam – [ missing  letter- pa-] -grass kind  ;inam- race .  

suhirin  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -  Ra  - an  -  and  the original Tamil  word is  
narumana pur inam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  kind of  sweet smelling grass .  

suhirin  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -  Ra  - an  -  and  the original Tamil  word is  
ner kalam [ missing letters- ka -and -la - ] – threshing floor; ner- paddy .  
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suhirin  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -  Ra  - an  -  and  the original Tamil  word is  
ner kathir adikkum  idam /  munn  tharai /   munn maedai  [missing letters- ka 
–and- the-]  threshing floor ;  ner kathir- paddy  crops   ;adikka- to beat; idam-  
place   ;munn –ground/ soil; tharai –floor; maedai –stage . 

 

suhur: n., hair, scalp; tree top; crest (su6 , 'beard', + he, 'abundant', + ùr, 
'roof'; cf., suhuš) [SUÞUR archaic frequency: 239]. v., to trim or comb the hair; 
to scratch; to make an incision.  

suhur has the consonants – [- sa-]-  ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kan   
pruva mayir- eye brow ; mayir-  hair; puruvam- brow.   

suhur has the consonants – [- sa-]-  ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kanna mayir  /mae -vaai   mayir - beard  /cheek hair ; kannam- cheek ;  mae 
vaai- upper part of  mouth  ;mae- above; vaai- mouth  . 

suhur has the consonants –  sa-  ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
murukku  meesai mayir  - mustache  hair tuft ;meesai- mustache  ;murukku –
twist . 

suhur has the consonants –  [-sa-] -  ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pochchai  / pirappu uruppai   /aaan kuri-yaei / pen kuri yaei maraikkum mayir [ 
missing letter –pa-] -  pubic hair  ; pirappu –birth; uruppu- body  part  ;  aan – 
male; kuri –symbol ; maraikka- to cover ; mayir- hair . 

suhur has the consonants –  [-sa-] -  ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maer kai mayir / kara mayir / kai mayir /   kakka mayir – arm pit hair  ;  maer-k-
kai- arm; karam[Skt] -  arm . 

suhur has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
mayirai  seevuka – to comb the hair ;seevuka- to comb . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mayirai vaaruka / vakiru - to comb the hair  ; vakiru –comb/ divide .   
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suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mayirai pinnuka [ missing letter –pa-] – to comb the hair/ hair plaiting; pinnu –
plait  . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mayir  vaar karuvi-  hair  comb  . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koorai- comb /roof . 

suhur has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is mayirai  
sorika  /sorivu  -  to scratch the scalp  hair ; mayiru- hair  ; sorika- scratch  . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koarai- scratch . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is naka 
keeru  / ukir  keeru- nail scratch . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vakir- scratch .  

suhur has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
siraaikka – scratch . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
keeru kaayam –scratch  wound   ;kaayam- wound; keeru –incise .  

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
keeru vari-scratch ;vari- mark / line  . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
viriavu  [avasara] [Skt] aanai  vari – scratch . 

suhur has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kaar 
seekka- scratch with foot.  
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suhur has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is mayirai 
narukka /saraikka [Skt] -  to trim the hair . 

suhur has the consonants – sa- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is mara 
uchchi – tree top;  maram- tree; uchchi- top  .  

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
keeru –incise  /scratch . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   sikuram- hair.  

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anka rookam  – hair . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  thanu rukam [ missing  letter- the -]  - hair . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  koadaram-[ missing  letter- the -]  - hair. 

 suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kalla  mayuir [ missing  letter- la-]   false hair; kallam- false  . 

suhur has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is savuri  
mayir - false hair . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is ven 
mayir- grey hair ; ven - white . 

suhur has the consonants – -sa--- ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is mayir  savaram [Skt] - hair dressing . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] --- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mayir vinai- hair dressing ; vinai –action . 

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mayirai seeraakku - trim the hair.  
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suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mayirai kaththari  /narukkida  [ missing letter- the -] - to trim the hair  ;narukku 
–trim .  

suhur has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mayirai thiruththuka [ missing letter- the -] - trim the hair; thiruththuka- to 
make alright .  

suhur has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is mayirai 
siruthaakku /siruthaaka vetttuka [ missing letter- the -]- trim the hair;  vettuka- 
to cut .  

 suhur has the consonants – -sa-- ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is kaasarai- hair oil . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is navir- man’s hair . 

suhur has the consonants –-sa--- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uchchi  Kudumi mayir [  missing  letter –the -] - hair tuft; kudumi  -tuft of hair  . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is thavittu mayir[  missing  letter –the -] - brown 
hair . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is viroatham-[  missing  letter –the -] -  hair.  

 suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is mayir uthirvu – fall off hair ; uthira- to fall . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is vilanku  mayir [  missing  letter  la-] - animal  hair ;  
vilankku –animal  . 

 suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is Kurul-[  missing  letter  la-]-   woman’s hair . 
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suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is kaar kuzhal/ kaar kuzhali -[ missing  letter- zha-]- 
black hair/ woman with black  hair   ; kaar-  black; kuzhal-  hair /flute  .   

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is karu mayir- black  hair; karu- black  . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is mayir vaeru  -root of the hair  ;vaeru –root .  

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  parikaaram--[ missing  letter- pa- ]-  woman’s hair . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mayir kurai karuvi – hair shears; mayir- hair  . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mayir  vinaignar  - hair dresser . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   naavithar -[ missing  letter- the- ]- hair dresser. 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kanu mayir-  bamboo hair . 

suhur has the consonants – -sa--- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  saekaram-   crest  /diadem . 

suhur has the consonants – -sa--- ka- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  koderam --[ missing  letter- the- ]- -crest . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mandai vari maedu –-[ missing  letter- the- ]-   
crest ; mandai- head  . 

 suhur has the consonants – -sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   sikram- crest / peak of the hill. 
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suhur has the consonants – -sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is uchchi  mayir  kondai- [ missing  letter- the- ]-  crest . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  mayir kondrai  [ missing  letter- the- ]-  - 
peacock’s crest ; mayil- peacock . 

suhur has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  saevar  kondai-[ missing  letter- the- ]-  rooster ’s crest ;saevar- 
rooster  . 

suhur has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  sikai  ani  eraku -  bird’s  crest . 

 suhur has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is   kavasa mayir soottu -[ missing  letter- the- ]-  crest . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is   karadu -[ missing  letter- the- ]-  crest . 

suhur has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is   kireedam-[ missing  letter- the- ]-   crest  /crown . 

suhur has the consonants -sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is   uchchi  vatta  mayir  kudumi  thole-[ missing  letter- the- ]  -    -  
scalp   ;  uchchi- top; vattam-  circle ; mayir- hair  ;kudumi –tuft; thole- skin  . 

scalp [E]  has the consonants –sa- ka- la- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uchchi  mandai vatta  kudumi thole [ missing letter- the -] – skin over the top 
of the head . 

scalp [E]   has the consonants –sa- ka- la- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is thalai uchchi  vattam-[ missing letter- the -]  -scalp .;  thalai- head; uchchi –
top; vattam- circle  . 

scalp [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is thalaiyin  / mandai-yin   mael paakam -[ missing letter- the -]  -scalp- 
top of the head ;   mandai- head  ; mael- upper; pakkam- side .  
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crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra – sa- - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mun netri soodikai -  crest  .  

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra – sa- - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uchchi  mayir soodikai – sika mani -   crest /  the jewel of the crest  

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra –[- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mayir vari koadu – crest . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra –[- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mayir kondai- crest . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra – sa-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
saevar  uchchi  mayir  kondai- rooster’s crest ; saevar- rooster; uchchi –top ; 
mayir- hair ; kondai- creast . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra – [-sa-]-- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mayir kondrai- peacock’s crest . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra – [-sa-]-- the- and the other interpretation  
of the word is   kitti manthaaram - peacock’s crest . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra – [-sa-]-- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  paravai -yin uchchi  kondai [ missing letter –pa-]– birds’s crest ; paravi- bird . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra – [-sa-]-- the- and the other interpretation  
of the word is   kodeeram - crest  /diadem . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra – [-sa-]-- the- and the other interpretation  
of the word is   karadu – crest   

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra – -sa- the- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  kireedam- crown  . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra – [-sa-]-- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  saekaram soodu  -to wear the crown . 
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crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra –-sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
arasarudaiya / mannarudaiya  saekaram- king’s crown . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra –-sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
arasarudaiya  mani  makudam – king’s crown ;  arasar- king;  mani makudam –
crown .  

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra –-[ -sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kondai atra- without crest  ;kondai- crest; atra –without . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra –-[ -sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  uyar kudi  urimai atra –   crestless [  people without royal status   ] ;  
uyar- high/ royal ;  kudi urimai –citizen right ;atra –without . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra –--sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pirai   soodiya  Sivan [ missing letter- pa-] – Siva with the moon crest ; pirai- 
crescent  moon ; soodiya –wearing . 

crest[E] has the consonants  - ka- Ra – sa- the- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  Inthu Saekaran -  Siva with the moon crest . 

suhur has the consonants –-sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   ankiri uchchi  – tree  top . 

suhur has the consonants –-sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   kiri paya uchchi  [ missing letter- pa-] – tree top ;  uchchi- top . 

suhur has the consonants –-sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   pooruka  uchchi  [ missing letter- pa-] - tree  top . 

suhur has the consonants –-sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   makiruka uchchi  -tree  top 

suhur has the consonants –-sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   vittara uchchi  [ missing letter- the -] –tree  top  

suhur has the consonants –-sa- ka- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   koadara uchchi [ missing letter- the -]  –tree top; uchchi –top  . 
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suhur has the consonants –-sa- ka- Ra-  and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   kara-k-kattai  uchchi   –tree  top.  

  

suhurku6: giant carp, barbel. 

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is     
vaai  arukae  mayir / naar   erukkum  meen -   barbel  /a fish with barbel  .    

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
varai  kendai  [ missing  letter- the -] - a carp  

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  urokitham  /sen nira kendai  [ missing  letter- the -]  –red carp . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
kuru mutti meen [ missing  letter- the -] -  grunter.  

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
thirukkai meen -[ missing  letter- the -] -   ray fish  . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - sa-–-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
sankara meen   / viraa   --  prawn . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - sa-–-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
vanjiram meen -  king fish / indoPacific  king mackerel  

suhurku  has the consonants  - sa-–-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
vankaravaasi  meen – baombay duck  . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - sa-–-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
suravam  - shark . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - sa-–-Ra- - ka –and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  rohu  meen – carp fish  

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
viraa meen -  murrel  . 
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suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
kari meen -  tilapia  . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
keerai meen-  yellowfin   /  tuna  . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
navara  meen -  emperor.   

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
nagarai meen -   Indian goat fish . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - sa-–-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
senna gaarai  - threadfin  bream . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
vaarai meen-   finned  bulleye . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
karavai meen -   katla / Bengal carp; meen- fish  . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
komeri meen   -  reaf cod . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
poruva meen  [missing  letter- pa-] – malabar  trevally . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
kopparan   [ missing  letter- pa-]  – sail fish .  

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa--]–-Ra- - ka –and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  kurukuruppan [Malayalam ] [ missing  letter- pa-]   -  grunter.  

 suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa--]–-Ra- - ka –and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  karuppi    meen [Telugu ] [ missing  letter- pa-]   – grunter .  

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-]-–-Ra- - ka –and the  other interpretation 
of the word is   carp [E]  [ missing  letter- pa-]   . 
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suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa--]–-Ra- - ka –and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  korakka   [Telugu ] -  grunter   . 

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa--]–-Ra- - ka –and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  kokare  [Telugu ]  - gar fish  .  

suhurku  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-Ra- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is       
koravai  meen -  snakehead fish / murrel . 
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                                                           Page-66. 

 

 

suhuš: roots; support, foundation; to lift; support (su4 , 'to grow, multiply', + 
he, 'abundant', + uš, 'to support'; cf., suhur).  

suhus  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
muttu kodukka--[ missing letter- the -]-  support [ a  pillar  ] . 

suhus  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
andai kodukka --[ missing letter- the -]-support [ a pillar ] . 

suhus  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanthu / thaanki / thaanku --[ missing letter- the -]- support.  

suhus  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
thaankida   vaendum --[ missing letter- the -]-  support/ uplift . 

 suhus  has the consonants-[- sa-]- ka –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai kodukka-[ missing letter- the -] -  support / to give a hand; kai- hand; kodu- 
give  . 

suhus  has the consonants- sa-  ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uthaviduka/ uthavi seithiduka [ missing letter- the -]  - to help . 

suhus  has the consonants- [-sa-]-  ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai thookki  viduka  [ missing letter- the -]  - to uplift ; thookku- lift . 

suhus  has the consonants- sa- ka -sa--and the  original Tamil  word is 
oththaasai seithiduka [ missing letter- the -]  - to aid  /assist . 

suhus  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
thodu maanam [ missing letter- the -]  – support.  

suhus  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanji  uooththikaathiduka [ missing letter- the -]  - to give food. 
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suhus  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is 
oampuka- [ missing letter-pa-]  - support .  

suhus  has the consonants-  sa-- ka –[- sa-] --and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   oa-seevanam – support.  

suhus  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaayakam-[ missing letter- the -]  place of refuge . 

suhus  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaavu -[ missing letter- the -]  –support.  

suhus  has the consonants-  sa-- ka –[- sa-] --and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  manduka / minduka -[ missing letter- the -]  – to give support.   

suhus  has the consonants- sa - ka –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is 
sumanthiduka-[ missing letter- the -]  - support.  

suhus  has the consonants- [- sa-]  - ka –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthu kann--[ missing letter- the -] -  chief support.  

suhus  has the consonants- [- sa-]  - ka –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is 
aravanikka -[ missing letter- Ra -]  - to support . 

suhus  has the consonants- [- sa-]  - ka –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is 
anaikka- support. 

suhus  has the consonants- [- sa-]  - ka –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is 
thunai kodukka -[ missing letter- the -]  -to support . 

suhus  has the consonants- [- sa-]  - ka –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is 
uookkam kodukka -[ missing letter- the -]  – support.  

suhus  has the consonants- [- sa-] -- ka –[- sa-] --and the   other interpretation  
of the word is   aavikai – support.  

suhus  has the consonants-  sa--- ka –[- sa-] --and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   sakaayam- support.  
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sukkal: messenger, courier, envoy, representative; minister, vizier (su, 'body', 
+ kalag/kal, 'strong, swift') [SUKKAL archaic frequency: 130].  

sukkal has the consonants –[- sa-]  –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaayilaar [ missing letter- Ra-] – messenger.  

sukkal has the consonants –sa-–ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is  anjal  
kaaran [ missing letter- Ra-]  - post courier . 

sukkal has the consonants –sa-–ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is soozh 
valloar  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - minister.  

sukkal has the consonants –[-sa-] -–ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
seithi  thakaval   kodukkum aal [ missing letter – the -] - messenger . 

sukkal has the consonants –sa-ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
soozhchchi   thunaivar [ missing letter- Ra-]  - minister.  

sukkal has the consonants –sa-–ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
arasanai  soozvoar [ missing letter- Ra-]  - ministers  around the king .  

sukkal has the consonants –[-sa-] -–ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
naavalar [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  minister/ scholars .  

sukkal has the consonants –[-sa-] -–ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is nool  
valloar [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  minister/ scholars .  

sukkal has the consonants –sa-ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is sol-yaeru  
uzhavar [ missing letter- Ra-] -  minister/ scholars . 

sukkal has the consonants – sa- ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is arasu -
iyal arignar [ missing letter- Ra-] -  minister/ politician . 

sukkal has the consonants – sa- ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is arasiyal 
vallunar [ missing letter- Ra-] -  politician . 
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sukkal has the consonants – sa- ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is arasu 
iyal   kuzhuvinar  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  ministers 

sukkal has the consonants – sa- ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is arasu 
iyal  noakkar  [ missing letter- Ra-]-  

 

sukud; zugud: n., height; depth (su, 'body', + gíd, 'long') [SUKUD archaic 
frequency: 15]. v., to be/make high. adj., high; tall. 

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
thookkam- height . 

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
kuththu uyaram  [ missing letter- Ra-] - height . 

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is  thunkathai / thunkam / uththunkam -  height.  

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is  makoannatham[Skt] / mikka eduppu / mikuntha okkam   -  super 
height . 

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is   thoovi – pinnacle.  

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
neettu poakku [ missing  letter- pa-]- tallness.  

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
pathukkai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  elevation . 

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
thookki vidu –elevate.  

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
nettu  vidu -  grow tall .  
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sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
nediyavan-  tall person.  

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
neduval  [ missing  letter- la -]-  tall person ; nediyaval- tall woman .  

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
mikuthal [ missing  letter- la -]-  – heighten . 

sukud has the consonants –  sa- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is oanka 
seithidu – to make high.   

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
mukadu / mukattidam- summit.  

sukud has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
kodu mudi- summit.  

 

 súkud,suku5: to measure,distribute;to flash,shine brightly (cf., zú...kud/ku5 ).  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
kanakkidu –measure  ;  kanitham [Skt]  ;  koottu- add; vakuththidu- divide . 

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
madanku- measure. 

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
mathippu iduka-[ missing letter- pa-]-  measure.  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
edai   kaanka- to weigh .  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
mukanthidu- measure as  grain or liquid . 

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
thokai -  measure as of time . 
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sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
naaduka- measure as of time . 

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
alakidu   [ missing letter –la-] –measure.  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
alavu edu -[ missing letter –la-] –measure.  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
mattu kole -[ missing letter –la-] -  measuring rod.  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is  maana vattil -[ missing letter –la-]- kitchen utensil to measure 
cooking  ingredients  . 

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   vatta alavai -[ missing letter –la-]-  circular measure  ; alavu – 
measurement .  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is  avathi-  measurement.  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is  aadakam-  four measures.  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  thadi  poaduka  [ missing letter- pa-]-  measure 
ground  . 

sukud   has the consonants –  sa-- ka- the- and the other Tamil   interpretation  
of the word is   sikkana [economy]  nadavadikkai -  cost cutting  measures ; 
nadavadikkai- measures.  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
pankidu [ missing letter- pa-] - distribute . 
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sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
pakuththu kodu- [ missing letter- pa-] - distribute . 

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
paaththiduka- [ missing letter- pa-] - distribute / give  . 

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
pakirnthu  kodukka  [ missing letters- pa -and -Ra-  -] - distribute . 

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  parimaariduka [ missing letters- pa -and -Ra-] – distribute/serve . 

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  viniyoaki-k-ka [Skt]  vaendum / viniyoakam seithda vaendum  -  
distribute.  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
vakuththu kodu -  divide and give . 

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is   
kodu – give . 

sukud   has the consonants –  sa- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is  
saathikka- distribute as food.   

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
eevi kodu  -  distribute.  

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
daal adikka [ missing letter –la-]   - to shine brightly . 

sukud   has the consonants –  sa- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is oli –
adikka/ oli veesida -[ missing letter –la-]  -  to flash  light . 

sukud   has the consonants – sa- ka- the- and the original Tamil  word is 
velichcham kaattuka- -[ missing letter –la-]  -  to flash light.  
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sukud   has the consonants – sa- ka- the- and the other interpretation of the 
word is   jolithhtiduka [ missing letter –la-]   - to shine brightly . 

sukud   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   nilavida  [ missing letter –la-]   - to shine.  

sukud   has the consonants – sa- ka- the- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  jothi[Skt] vida/ thee vida  -to shine  ;  jothi [Skt] –thee /theepa. 

 

sulummar[KI.SAG.DU]: disgrace (cf., su(11)-lum...mar).  

sulummar  has the consonants – [-sa-]  –la- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is perum pazhi [ missing  letter- pa-] – disgrace. 

sulummar  has the consonants – [--sa-] -la- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  paer  ilappam [ missing  letter- pa-] –  big humiliation; perum- big  . 

sulummar  has the consonants – -sa-la- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sirumai  seithal  [ missing  letter- the-]- disgrace . 

sulummar  has the consonants – -sa--la- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is elakkaaram sei - [ missing  letter- ka -]-  humiliation . 

sulummar  has the consonants –--sa-la- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
nar peyarukku  kalankam  sei - [ missing  letters- ka - and- pa-] – discredit.    

sulummar  has the consonants –--sa-la- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
perumaikku  izhivu  sei  [ missing  letters- ka - and- pa-]- disgrace.  

 

sumaš: a common marine fish [SUMAŠ archaic frequency: 3]. 

sumaš  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
meen- fish . 
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sumaš  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ma –sa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maasi – a sea fish . 

sumaš  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma -sa -and the   other interpretation of 
the word is machcham  [Skt] - fish . 

sumaš  has the consonants – sa- ma –[-sa -] -and the   other interpretation of 
the word is sitham  [ missing letter- the -] – fish . 

sumaš  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ma –sa --and the   other interpretation of 
the word is mathsiyam [ missing letter- the -] – fish ;? aaththu meen-river fish . 

sumaš  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ma –[-sa -] --and the   other interpretation 
of the word is   mathanan-[ missing letter- the -] -  a sea fish . 

sumaš  has the consonants – [ -sa-] - ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
maththi  meen-[ missing letter- the -]-  a kind of fish/ paasi  . 

sumaš  has the consonants – [ -sa-] - ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
idi meen- [ missing letter- the -]-–a sea fish . 

sumaš  has the consonants – [ -sa-] - ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
muyal meen [ missing letter- la-] -  a kind  of fish / paasi . 

sumaš  has the consonants – -sa - ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
saala meen [ missing letter- la-]-  red mullet- meen –fish  . 

sumaš  has the consonants – -sa - ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
sheela meen-[ missing letter- la-]-   baaracuda . 

sumaš  has the consonants – -[- sa-]  - ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word 
is aazhi  meen [ missing letter- zha-]- –  mussels . 

sumaš  has the consonants – -[- sa-]  - ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word 
is nei meen -  seer  fish . 

sumaš  has the consonants – -sa-- ma –-[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanjanam -[ missing letter- ka-]-  
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sumaš  has the consonants – -sa-- ma –-[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kokku  meen--[ missing letter- ka-]-  long nosed fish . 

sumaš  has the consonants – -sa-- ma –-[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
naakku meen-[ missing letter- ka-]-   sole fish/ tongue sole ;naaku  -tongue  . 

sumaš  has the consonants – sa- ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
sem -meen -  prawn . 

sumaš  has the consonants – sa- ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
sippi meen  [ missing letter- pa-] - oyster . 

sumaš  has the consonants – sa- ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
suraa meen [ missing letter- Ra-]- shark fish . 

sumaš  has the consonants – sa- ma –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
soorai meen  [ missing letter- Ra-]- tuna fish ; meen- fish . 

 

 sumug(3,4,5), samag(3,4,5): mole; birthmark (su, 'flesh', + mug, 'to engrave; 
sty').  

sumug   has the consonants   - sa – ma- ka  - and  the  original Tamil word is  
karu machcham [ missing letter –Ra-] -black mole.  

sumug   has the consonants   - sa – ma- ka  - and  the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  maankisam  -    flesh . 

 sumug   has the consonants   - [-sa -]– ma- ka  - and  the   other interpretation  
of the word is  maekai- flesh . 

sumug   has the consonants   - sa - ma- ka  - and  the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  sankalam [ missing letter- la-]- flesh . 

sumug   has the consonants   - sa - ma- ka  - and  the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  maamisa unavu  -flesh  / meat  food   ;unavu –food .  
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sumug   has the consonants   - sa – ma- ka  - and  the  original Tamil word is  
seuthukka vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –to engrave.  

sumug   has the consonants   - [-sa-] – ma- ka  - and  the  original Tamil word is  
kann  imai katti [ missing letter- the -]- sty [eye] .  

sumug   has the consonants   - [-sa-] – ma- ka  - and  the  original Tamil word is  
kann imai kuru [ missing letter –Ra-]  -sty  [ eye]  ; kann-  eye; imai- lid; kuru- 
swelling .  

 

sumun: (cf., sugin). 

 

 sumur, šúr, súr: n., fierceness (Akkadian loanword - šamru, 'fierce, enraged, 
wild') [ŠUR2 archaic frequency: 17; concatenates 2 sign variants]. v., to be 
enraged (against someone: -da-). adj., fierce; furious; stubborn. 

 súr  has the consonants  -[ -sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mummuram- fierece . 

súr  has the consonants  --sa-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  suravai [ 
missing letter- ka-] –fiereceness.   

súr  has the consonants  --[-sa-] -Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is ukkiram  [ missing letter- ka-]-  fiereceness.   

súr  has the consonants  --[-sa-] -Ra- and the other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  moorkkam- [ missing letter- ka-]-  fiereceness.   

súr  has the consonants  --[-sa-] -Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  moorkkan [ missing letter- ka-]- –furious person.  

súr  has the consonants  --[-sa-] -Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  akoaram [ missing letter- ka-]-  fiereceness.   
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súr  has the consonants  -[ -sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is veri [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  – furious . 

súr  has the consonants  -[ -sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  veriyan [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  furious  person . 

súr  has the consonants  --[-sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  perum 
koapam  [ missing letters-  pa – and- ka-]-  intense anger / furious; perum –big/ 
great  . 

súr  has the consonants  --[-sa-] -Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  payankaram / payankara koapam [ missing letters-  pa – and- ka-]-  
fiereceness.  

súr  has the consonants  -sa--Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  seetram [ 
missing letter- the -] – furious . 

súr  has the consonants  -sa--Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinam 
adaithar [  missing letter- the -]-  enraged . 

súr  has the consonants  -[- sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  - 
ottaaram [  missing letter- the -]-  stubbornness ; ottaaram  pidiththar= adam  
pidiththar. 

súr  has the consonants  - sa--Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  surattu [  
missing letter- the -]-  stubbornness . 

súr  has the consonants  - sa--Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  murattu -
thanam [ missing letter- the -]-  stubbornness . 

súr  has the consonants  - [-sa-] --Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukkaaram [ missing letter- ka-] - stubbornness . 

súr  has the consonants  --[-sa-] -Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  vairaakkiyam [ missing letter- ka-] - stubbornness . 
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 surim: (cf., surin). 

 

susbu: clean, bathed; a priest.  

subsu   has the consonants- sa –pa- sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thooimai [ missing letter- the -] - clean . 

subsu   has the consonants-[- sa-]  –pa- [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
padi [ missing letter- the -]  –bathe . 

subsu   has the consonants- sa—[-pa-] - [- sa-]  -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is   thaanam [ missing letter- the -]– bath . 

subsu   has the consonants- sa—[-pa-] - [- sa-]  -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  manjanamaadu [ missing letter- the -]  –bathe ; aadu /aattu  – 
bathe . 

subsu   has the consonants- sa—[-pa-] - [- sa-]  -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  snaanam [Skt]  -bathe ;  naanam . 

subsu   has the consonants-[- sa-]  –pa- [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mannu  pei -  bathe . 

subsu   has the consonants- [-sa-] —-pa- [- sa-]  -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  napanam-  bathing . 

subsu   has the consonants- [-sa-] —[-pa-] - [- sa-]  -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is nutham- [ missing letter- the -]-  bathing ghat.    

subsu   has the consonants-[- sa-]  –[-pa-] - [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thadam - bathing ghat.    

subsu   has the consonants-[- sa-]  –[-pa-] - [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   iyan-  priest . 

subsu   has the consonants- sa-–[-pa-] - [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
asaan- priest . 
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subsu   has the consonants-[- sa-]  –[-pa-] - [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   aththan- [ missing letter- the -]-  priest. 

subsu   has the consonants-[- sa-]  –pa - sa- -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
poosaari [ missing letter- Ra-]-  priest. 

subsu   has the consonants- [-sa-] —[-pa-] -- sa- -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is   achaariyaar [ missing letter- Ra-]-  priest. 

subsu   has the consonants- [-sa-] —[-pa-] -- sa- -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is   samanaachaariyaar [ missing letter- Ra-]-  priest. 

 

šabra, šapra [PA.AL]: temple administrator; commissioner (šab, 'to gather up', 
+* ru, 'to give') [ŠABRA archaic frequency: 1].  

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa -pa -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  poo 
seiyim / poo soriyim   poosaari  / poochchaari  – temple priest . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa -pa -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
Paraiyar  -priest  [  one who tells /recite  ] . 

sapra  has the  consonants  -[- sa -]–-pa- -Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  Brahmanan – Brahmin  caste . 

sapra  has the  consonants  -[- sa -]–-pa- -Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  Paarppinaan / Paarppaan-Brahmin  caste . 

sapra  has the  consonants  -[- sa -]–-[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  iyar –priest.  

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa --pa- -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  priest [E]  [ missing letter- the-].   

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa -[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  Jeeyar  -priest / mut leader . 
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sapra  has the  consonants  - sa --[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  aasaariyar  -priest .  

 sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa -]--pa- -Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  rabbi   -jew’s priest  . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa –[-pa -]-Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
aasiriyar –priest /spiritual teacher . 

 sapra  has the  consonants  - sa –[-pa -]-Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
ochchar-   a caste of drummers  at temples.  

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
saethiya  /  sannathi    aatichchiyar [ missing letter- the-]-  – temple 
administrator . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa-] –-pa- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
thampiraan-[ missing letter- the-]- priest   . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa -pa -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is see 
pandaaram  [ missing letter- the-]-  –temple treasurer  /treasure . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa –-[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  sthaanththaar  [ missing letter- the-]-  temple trustees . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa –-pa  -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  thaapara  aatchchiyar /  thiru  manthira aatchchiyar [ missing letter- 
the-]-  - temple administrator . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa -]–-[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  manthiram  [ thiru marai oathum idam ] [ missing letter- the-]-   
-temple. 

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa –[-pa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
saeru  -temple procession .  

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa –[-pa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
saaru  - a temple festival . 
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sapra  has the  consonants  - sa –[-pa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is saru 
[  arisi soaru] – an oblation  of rice / pulse  boiled with ghee and milk  for 
presentation  of gods  - in the daily  temple worships . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa –[-pa-] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is kovir 
maniyakkaarar /  vanakkumaar/ kaovir kanakkar [ missing  letter –ka-]- temple 
accountant  . 

sapra  has the  consonants  -[- sa-] –-pa--Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
thiru pani    [ missing letter- the -] -temple construction ; thiru- holy; pani- job . 

sapra  has the  consonants  -[- sa-] –-pa--Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
pani mooppimaar – temple dancing girls. 

sapra  has the  consonants  -[- sa-] –-pa--Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
saethiya  / sathir aadum   paraththaiyar  [ missing letter- the -] – temple 
prostitutes;  paratha  naattiyam aadum pendeer .  

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa-–-[-pa-]--Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
thiru sutru [ missing letter –the -]  -temple enclosure.  

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa--] –-pa--Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  pirakaaram [Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-] – temple enclosure.  

 sapra  has the  consonants  --sa---[-pa-]--Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  aruchchakar [ missing  letter –ka-] – temple priest.    

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa–-pa- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
poosakar - [ missing  letter –ka-] – temple priest.    

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa–-pa- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
nampu  seivaar - [ missing  letter –ka-] – temple priest.   

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa–-[-pa-]- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
samaya kuravar-- [ missing  letter –ka-]-  priest . 

sapra  has the  consonants  -[- sa-]–-[-pa-]- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
eraivan [ missing  letter –ka-] – priest / god  . 
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sapra  has the  consonants  - sa–-[-pa-]- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
oasar- a  priest  who officiates in the temple of the goddess.  

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa--] –-pa--Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  pathiyaar [ missing  letter –the-] – temple servants. 

sapra  has the  consonants  -[- sa-]–-pa-- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
pandaaram-[ missing  letter –the-]  priest  . 

 sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa--] –-pa--Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  pattar [ missing  letter –the-] –temple priest; marai   oathinaar ‘ 
marai- holy scripturs; oaathinar- one who  recites . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa--] –-pa--Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  anthanar[ missing  letter –the-]  - priest . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa--] –-pa--Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  paathiri [ missing  letter –the-]  -church priest.  

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa--] –-pa--Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is Nampoothiri  Brahmanan /Paarppinan  [ missing  letter –the-]- 
priest of Kerala   . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa-] –-pa- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
thampiraan -[ missing  letter –the-]-   priest / mut leader . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa-] –-[-pa-]- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
naiynaar / naayanaar-  religious scholar  /spiritual leader . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa-] –-[-pa-]- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
eruththinaar [ missing  letter –the-]   -those who assist the priest in the 
sacrifice . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa--] –-[-pa-]--Ra -and the other interpretation 
of the word is aarathanai [ missing  letter –the-] –  -temple worship  ; thiru 
marai oathuthar . 
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sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa--] –-pa--Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is peedaram [ missing  letter –the-]  -temple . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa-] –-pa- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
nadai thirappu -[ missing  letter –the-]  -  opening of the  temple. 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa-] –-[-pa-]- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
thondar  [ missing  letter –the-] – temple servants. 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa-] –-[-pa-]- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
adiyaar[ missing  letter –the-]  - temple servants  /devotees ; saanthi adiyaar  . 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa-] –-[-pa-]- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
thiru muttraththaar  [ missing  letter –the-] – temple servants. 

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa-] –-pa- -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
thiru pani   [ missing  letter –the-] – temple service.  

sapra  has the  consonants  - sa –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  oru 
saera – to gather.  

sapra  has the  consonants  - [-sa-] –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
eru – give.   

*eru  has a  consonant –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  eru  -give.  

 

šagan, šakan: a large jar for oil; god of wild creatures (šag4/šà, 'stomach, 
container', + gan, 'to bring forth') [? ŠAGAN archaic frequency: 55].  

šakan  has the consonants- [- sa-] - -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
ennai  koaiyaan -  eartheren jar  for oil ; ennai- oil; koaiyaan- jar.  

šakan  has the consonants- [- sa-] - -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
ennai kinnam – oil mug. 
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šakan  has the consonants-  sa- -ka -an –and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  sinkam / kaanaka mannan  -  lion- king of the forests ; kaanakam- 
forest ; mannan- king. 

 

šaggina, šaggin, šagina: military governor (šag4 , 'guts', + gi-na, 'steady, 
reliable') [? ŠAGINA archaic frequency: 1].  

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is     
saenai  /  ani   yaevu-  vaan-   commander.  

 sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
Vanniyan  -commander.  

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
vayavan/ viyavan   -commander.  

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   amara-k-kaarn [ miisng letter- Ra-]-– a commander of 1000 infantry . 

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  eraanuvam  [ miisng letter- Ra-]- army.  

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   anikam/ aneekini  – army . 

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kakanam - army . 

sagina  has the consonants –sa- ka -an –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   pavanju [ missing letter- pa- ]- army.  

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   vaakini  -army . 

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   vaani  -army .  
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sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kavanam  -army . 

 sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
maevan -  major.  

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  ani 
vakuppu [ missing letter –pa-]  – parade . 

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
nampikkaiyaana  [ missing letter –pa-]  - reliable.  

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the interpretation of the word 
is  nithanaamaka [ missing letter –the -]  –steadily  . 

sagina  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mana  thidamaaka  [ missing letter –the -]  - steadily  . 

sagina  has the consonants –sa- ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
konjam konjamaaka  - little by little/ gradually . 

 

šagar: hunger (cf., šà-gar). 

sagar  has the consonants- sa- ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vayiru  
pasi [ missing letter- pa-] – hunger . 

sagar  has the consonants- sa- ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is   vayiru  
kaaichcher – hunger.  

sagar  has the consonants- sa- ka -Ra  -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is visar–p-pu [ missing letter- pa-] – hunger . 

sagar  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka -Ra  -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is uthira kothi [Skt]  [missing letter- the -] -  hunger.  

sagar  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka -Ra  -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  vayiru aaththiram [Skt] [missing letter- the -] -  hunger; vayiru- gut. 
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sagar  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka -Ra  -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  unnaa viratham [Skt] [missing letter- the -] -  hunger strike. 

sagar  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ethirppu  kaatta  vaendi   unavu  unnaathu  thavirththar  / vayuirai  kaaya 
seithar [missing letter- the -] – to avoid  food  as a token of protest ; ethirppu  
kattu- protest ; unavu- food;  thavirkka- avoid . 

sagar  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayiru  vaetkai   [missing letter- the -] -  hunger.  

sagar  has the consonants-  sa-- ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is   vayiru 
pasi   noavu [ missing letter- pa-] – hunger pangs ; pasi –hunger; vayiru- gut. 

 

 šakan: (cf., šagan).  

 

šákan: official in charge of expenditures - comptroller (šu, 'portion', + gan, 'to 
bring forth'; cf. also, šaggina).  

 skan   has the consonants – sa- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
selavina  kanakkan  /kanakku aayan  [ missing letter- la-]- expenditure 
accountant / officer / auditor ; selavinam- expenditure ; kanakkan - accountant 

skan   has the consonants – sa- ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  eraayasa-k-kaaran [ missing letter-Ra-]- public  accountant . 

skan   has the consonants – sa- ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  panjikai  [ missing  letter- pa-] – accountant. 

skan   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
karanan/ kaaranikkan / kaaranavan  [ missing letter-Ra-]-- accountant . 

skan   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
panikkayan  [ missing  letter- pa-]  --officer.  
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skan   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- an- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  naemukan- officer.  

 

šakar: milk jug (šag4/šà, 'stomach, container', + kir, 'cow').  

sakar  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is karakam -  milk/ water  jug;    keer kooja- milk jug.    

sakar  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the other  interpretation of the 
word is varkari / varkam – water  jug.  

sakar  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
kumpaaram [ missing letter- pa-]- pot.  

sakar  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is edankar [ missing letter- the-]  / thanneer kudam  - water pot / pitcher 
;   thanneer- water ; kudam- pot .  

sakar  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is kudaaram- [ missing letter- the-] - churning pot.  

 

dug/šakira(3), šakir(3): butter tub, churn; churning; pitcher (šag4/šà, 
'stomach, container', + kir, 'cow' + /ak/, genitive) [ŠAKIRA3 archaic frequency: 
56; concatenates 3 sign variants].  

dug/šakira   has the consonants – the- ka –[-sa-] - ka -Ra  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thayir / vennai  kadaiyum  kadaaram – butter pot;  vennai –
butter ;thayir- curd ; kadaiya- churn  .  

dug/šakira   has the consonants – the- ka –[-sa-] - ka -Ra  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kadai kayiru  [vaar] [Skt] -  churning  rope; kayiru- rope .  

dug/šakira   has the consonants – the- ka –sa- ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  ketti  thayirai  kadai  kayirai  kondu   kadainthu  naru manam  veesum  
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vennai yaei  edukka vaendum – to churn the thick curd  with the churning  
rope  to have the butter ; kayiru- rope ; kadaiya- churn ; naru manam- good 
smell;  vennai -butter.  

dug/šakira   has the consonants – the- ka –[-sa-] - ka -Ra  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thayir  kadaikira  maththu/ kattai / thandam -  churning stick ; 
maththu- churning  stick  ;kattai- stick  . 

dug/šakira   has the consonants – the- ka –-sa-- ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudi  thaneer  kudam / kooja -  pot/ jug  for drinking water  ; kudi 
thanneer- drinking water ; kudam- pot .  

 

úšakira(2), šakir(2): henbane.  

ušakira   has the consonants -sa -ka -Ra -and the   interpretation  of the word is  
kuroasaani yoamam -  black henbane.  

ušakira   has the consonants -sa -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   mana  mayakkam  tharum  oru vakai  nachchu  sedi   [ missing 
letter- the -]- a  poisonous plant that gives intoxication; manam – mind; 
mayakkam- giddiness/ kick ; tharum- giving;  oru- one; vakai- kind;  nachchu- 
toxic ; sedi- plant .   

 

šandana: (cf., santana).  

 

šaran; šarin: tick, bedbug (šár, 'to be numerous', + in, 'straw').  

sarin  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- an and the  original Tamil  word is mara  
unni – wood tick . 

sarin  has the consonants – sa- Ra- an and the  original Tamil  word is saruku  
unni [  missing letter- ka -]-– wood tick . 
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 sarin  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- an and the  original Tamil  word is 
markunam -[  missing letter-ka -]-–  bug . 

sarin  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- an and the  original Tamil  word is 
ennatra [ missing letter- the -]- numerous . 

sarin  has the consonants – [-sa--] Ra- an and the  original Tamil  word is enn 
niraintha [  missing letter- the -] -numerous . 

sarin  has the consonants –[- sa-]- Ra- an and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaeraalamaana  [  missing letter-la -]- numerous . 

sarin  has the consonants – sa- Ra- an and the  original Tamil  word is urinji   - 
straw.  

*sarin  has the consonants – sa- Ra- an and the  original Tamil  word is surunai 
-  a coil  as of straw  /rope . 

sarin  has the consonants –[- sa-]- Ra- an and the  original Tamil  word is naral  
[missing letter la-]- dry rubbish as straws.  

sarin  has the consonants –[- sa-]- Ra- an and the  original Tamil  word is 
vainaar [ missing letter- ka-] –straw.  

sarin  has the consonants –[- sa-]- Ra- an and the  original Tamil  word is 
thiraanam [ missing letter –the -]  - straw .  

bedbug [E]    has the consonants- [-pa-]- the- [- pa-] -ka   and the  original Tamil  
word is meththai  ukanam / bed bug . 

bedbug [E]  has the consonants- pa- the- [- pa-] -ka   and the  original Tamil  
meththai   / padukkai  mukuttai  - bed bug . 

bedbug [E] has the consonants- pa- the- [- pa-] -ka   and the  original Tamil  
meththai / padukkai  vandu -  bed bug; padukkai- bed; vandu- bug ; meththai –   
bed/ mattress  . 
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šardiš, šargeš[ŠÁR×DIŠ]; šargalx[ŠÁR×GAL]: '216000'.  

 

šassuk[SAG-GÍN]: registrar of deeds. 

saggin   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
oppu  aavanam   [missing  letter- pa-]  -deed; aavanam- document .  

saggin   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aavana   kaappan  [ missing  letter- pa-]  – keeper of  deeds; aavanam- deeds ; 
kappaan- one who keeps .  
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 šedur: caterpillar cocoon (éše, 'rope', + dúr, 'dwelling').  

caterpillar  has the  consonants - ka –the- Ra – pa- la - Ra - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nerukkamaana  /adarththiyaana  mayir kaal -kalai  udiaya  
kamapali   puzhu   - the worm with dense  hairy legs   ;  nerukkam- dense / 
close; adarththi –dense  ;mayir- hair; kaal- leg  ; udaiya- has ;  kampali  puzhu –
caterpillar; puzhu –worm . 

 sedur  has the  consonants -  [-sa-]- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mayir kutti [ missing  letter –ka-]-   caterpillar.  

sedur  has the  consonants -  [-sa-]- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mayir kutti koodu  [ missing  letter –ka-]-   -caterpillar cocoon.  

sedur  has the  consonants -  [-sa-]- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
iruppiddam  [missing letter –pa-] - dwelling  place.  

 sedur  has the  consonants -  [-sa-]- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thankkuthar [ missing  letter –ka-]-   dwelling . 

sedur  has the  consonants -  [-sa-]- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vasiththithar   /  vaasam seithiduthar –[ missing  letter –ka-]-  dwelling.  

 sedur  has the  consonants -  [-sa-]- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudi eruththar- –[ missing  letter –ka-]-   dwelling. 

  sedur  has the  consonants -  -sa-- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
saradu  -rope.  
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  sedur  has the  consonants -  -[-sa-]-- the -Ra -and the other interpretation  of 
the   word is  Thaamotharan -    Vishnu  ,  his foster mother  having in vain   , 
passed  the folds of a rope round him to keep him in confinement when he 
was child.  

sedur  has the  consonants -  -[-sa-]-- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaaram -  rope.   

sedur  has the  consonants -  -[-sa-]-- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vada  kayeiru [ missing  letter –ka-]-  cable laid  rope; kayeiru –rope . 

sedur  has the  consonants -  -[-sa-]-- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadai kayeiru [ missing  letter –ka-]-  –churning rope.  

sedur  has the  consonants -  -[-sa-]-- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thattai kayeiru [ missing  letter –ka-]-  –flat rope.  

 sedur  has the  consonants -  -[-sa-]-- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nedun-k-kayeiru  [ missing  letter –ka-]-  –- long rope ; nedu / neenda - long .  

sedur  has the  consonants -  -[-sa-]-- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
naada kayeiru  [ missing  letter –ka-]-   ribbon  rope.  

sedur  has the  consonants -  -[-sa-]-- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thodu  kayeiru [ missing  letter –ka-]-  a rope used in ploughing ; kayeiru- rope .  

sedur  has the  consonants -  -[-sa-]-- the -Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is  varkkam  / kuthirai   vaai  kayiru   [ missing  letter –ka-]-   –horse  
rope  round the mouth ;  kuthirai-  horse; vaai- mouth; kayeiru- rope . 

 

 šembi: kohl; antimony (as makeup).  

sembi  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mai -  antimony ;  mai poosu –to apply antimony . 
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sembi  has the consonants- sa- ma- [- pa-] - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   anjanam-[Skt] -  antimony/ kohl  .  

sembi  has the consonants- sa- ma-  pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is manja 
poosu –to apply  turmeric ; manja- turmeric ; poosu – apply. 

 

šenbar: a type of wild boar (?); Mesopotamian fallow deer (?) (šeg9 , 'boar', + 
bar, 'foreign').  

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
pandri  [ missing  letter- the-] - pig.  

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aan pandri- [ missing  letter- the-] -  male pig/  boar ; aaan- male; pandri- pig .    

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
penn pandri- [ missing  letter- the-] -sow; penn- female  . 

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
naattu  pandri-[ missing  letter- the-] -  village  pig.   

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoor pandri-[ missing  letter- the-] - village pig; uoor- village  .    

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
pandri-yin thantham--[ missing  letter- the-] - boar’s tusk ; thantham- tusk / 
tooth .  

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thumpi pandri---[ missing  letter- the-] -  tappir.  

tappir[E]   has the consonants –the- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thumpi  pandri – tappir; pandri- pig .  

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-[-pa-] - Ra -and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  vaaranam [ missing letter- ka-] - pig.  
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šenbar has the consonants – sa- –an-[-pa-] - Ra -and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  koara- raasanam [ missing letter- ka-] -  jackal.  

 šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-[-pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  aan nari / oari –   male jackal ; aan- male . 

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an--pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
poori maayan - jackal . 

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an—[-pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   neer naai- otter.  

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an—pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  neer poonai- otter ; neer –water .   

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an—[-pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  mara naai- weasel; maram- tree  . 

šenbar has the consonants –-sa-–an—[-pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   sem -mari naai -  sheep dog   ; naai –dog  ; sem mari -sheep.  

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an—[-pa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  neer yaanai – hippopotamus . 

 šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an—-pa-- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  parani  - grate  

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an—-pa-- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  paeroanthi  -  iguana . 

šenbar has the consonants – [-sa-]  –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  arinam /arunam - deer.  

šenbar has the consonants – -sa- –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   tharisu maan  -[ missing letter- the -]  - fallow deer.  

šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa-] - –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kurankam/ saarnakam [Skt] [ missing letter- ka-]  -  deer . 
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šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa-] - –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  nondri-[ missing letter- the -]  -deer.   

šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa-] - –an- pa-- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is rampam-   musk deer.  

šenbar has the consonants – -sa- –an- [-pa-] -- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is saari  naathan [Skt] [ missing  letter- the -] - musk 
deer.  

šenbar has the consonants – [--sa-] - –an- [-pa-] -- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   narantham[Skt]  [ missing  letter- the -] - musk 
deer. 

šenbar has the consonants –--sa--–an- pa--- Ra -and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  saampaar maan -   Himalayan mountain deer/ kada maan / elk .  

šenbar has the consonants –--sa--–an- [- pa-] --- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  serow  maan [ missing  letter- ka -]- Himalayan 
mountain deer. 

šenbar has the consonants – [--sa-] - –an- pa--- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  punka virukam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- ka -] - musk 
deer. 

šenbar has the consonants –--[-sa-] -- –an- [-pa-]--- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   harini [Skt] - maan [ missing  letter- ka -] -  
female antelope . 

šenbar has the consonants –--sa-- –an- pa--- Ra -and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  barasingha-[ missing  letter- ka -]  -  Indian swamp deer . 

šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa-] - –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  maruvi  maan [ missing  letter- ka -] - musk deer. 

šenbar has the consonants – -sa-- –an-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaasarai maan [ missing  letter- ka -] –musk deer.  
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šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa-] - –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  venn -nira maan-[ missing  letter- ka -]  white deer ; vennmai –white; 
niram –color .  

šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa-] - –an—-pa-- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  karuppu  nira maan -[ missing  letter- ka -]  -  black deer/ antelope .  

šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa-] - –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   karu maan--[ missing  letter- ka -] -   stag ; maan- deer . 

šenbar has the consonants – -sa-–an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  sen -nira maan- red deer/ roe deer ; semmai- red; niram- color/ ray .  

šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa--]  –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   maa-n- naeru – red deer . 

šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa-] - –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kavuri maan--[ missing  letter- ka -]  - roe deer; maan- deer .  

šenbar has the consonants – -sa-- –an- [- pa-] --- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   sin-k-kaara maan --[ missing  letter- ka -]-  a kind  
of small deer of India . 

šenbar has the consonants – -sa- –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  siru  maan inam-  a kind  of small deer; siru –small ; maan- deer; inam- 
species  . 

šenbar has the consonants – [--sa-] - –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuraikkum maan---[ missing  letter- ka -]-   barking  deer; kuraikka- 
bark .  

šenbar has the consonants – -sa- –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kanna saaram -[ missing  letter- ka -]-  spotted deer.   

šenbar has the consonants – -sa-–an—[- pa-]  -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is    noor kunja man -[ missing  letter- ka -]-  tufted deer  . 
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šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa--]  –an—-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   maan mari – doe.  

šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa--]  –an-[-pa-] -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   maan niram- fawn color  ; niram -  color/ ray .  

šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa--]  –an—pa -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   pani urai / urai pani  maan –wapiti; pani- snow; maan- deer   . 

šenbar has the consonants – -[-sa--]  –an—[-pa-]  -- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   neer maan- water deer .  

moose [E]   has the consonants- ma- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maan -deer.  

hog deer [E]   has the consonants -  ka- the-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaattu pandri  maan [ missing letter- pa-] - hog deer/ wild pig deer ; kaadu –
woods ; pandri- pig/ boar ; maan –deer . 

 

giššennur: a fruit tree, quince or medlar [ŠENNUR archaic frequency: 11; 
concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

gissennur has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]-  an- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kani maram-  fruit tree  ; kani- fruit; maram- tree.  

gissennur has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]-  an- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  maankkaai maram  - mango tree. 

gissennur has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]-  an- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  koaiyya  kani  maram    -guava tree; maram- tree. 

gissennur has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]-  an- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  keerani  kani – musk  melon  
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gissennur has the consonants -  ka –sa-  an- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  echcham kani maram – date fruit  tree ; eechcham- date; kani- fruit; maram- 
tree.  

gissennur has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]-  an- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  naavar kani   berry fruit . 

 

 šerim(2), šerin, sérim: a part of the loom - either the harness or the heddle 
[TAG archaic frequency: 48 ?; concatenates 7 ? sign variants].  

 

serim has the consonants - sa-Ra- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thari  
sattam [ missing  leter- the-] – loom frame ; thari- loom . 
 

šerimsur: caterpillar cocoon (šerim, 'part of a weaving loom', + zar/sur8 , 'to 
exude; to spin [a cocoon]').  

serimsur has the consonants -  [-sa-]-  Ra- ma- sa-Ra  and the  original Tamil  
word is    masiru / mayir   poochchi-yin    pothi urai  [ missing  letters- pa- and- 
the-]- caterpillar cocoon; mayir- hair ; poochchi-  insect ; pothi urai –cocoon . 

zar  has the consonants – sa- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  soriya – 
exude.  

 

giššibir, sibir: n., shepherd's staff ending in a curved end, i.e., a crook; also 
such a staff used by a god or king as a scepter (sipad; šuba, 'shepherd', + re7 , 
'to lead; to bear'). adj., slanted, crooked.  

sibir  has the consonants -  sa- pa-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maeyeiparin  mara thadi  [ missing letter- the -] –wooden stick  of the 
shepherd  ; maeippar-  shepherd  ; maram- wood; thadi –stick . 
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sibir  has the consonants -  sa- pa-  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aayarin/ idaiyar-in   thadi [ missing letter- the -] -  staff of the shepherd; aayar-  
shepherd ;  idaiyar- shepherd ; thadi –stick . 

sibir  has the consonants -  sa- pa-  Ra-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is scepter [E] [ missing letter- the -]. 

sibir  has the consonants -  sa- [-pa-] -  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
arasu  /arasu  eraiyaanamai -   good government ; arasu –kingdom/ 
government .  

sibir  has the consonants -  [-sa--]  [-pa-] -  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naerae- iraatha [ missing letter- the -] – slanting/ not straight  

sibir  has the consonants -  [-sa--]  [-pa-] -  Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naermai attra  [ missing letter- the -]- crooked  ; naermai- honesty  ; attra- 
without .  

 

šidim, šitim, šidi[GIM]: architect, mason (šid3,4,5, 'to bind', + dím, 'to build, 
make') [ŠIDIM archaic frequency: 35]. 

šidi[GIM]  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the –ka- ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is kattidam kattum koththan-  mason /one who builds a building ; 
kattidam- building ; kattu- build ; koththan- mason . 

šidi[GIM]  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the –ka- ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is kattida  vaidivam amaikkum manithan  -one who  designs the building; 
kattidam- building ; vadivam- shape  ; amaikka- make .  

 

 šikin2,3: a jar for body oil, ointment, salve.  

sikin  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –an- and the original Tamil word is   
ennai kinnam  / nei kinnam – cup  for oil ;ennai- oil; kinnam- cup  .  
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sikin  has the consonants –  sa-- ka –an- and the original Tamil word is   
poosuvana- [ missing letter- pa-]- ointment  /  scented hair oil ; poosu –apply  
/anoint . 

sikin  has the consonants –  sa- ka –an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  snaekam – oil . 

sikin  has the consonants –[- sa-] --- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  unavu ennai- edible oil; unavu –food; ennai- oil .  

sikin  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –an- and the original Tamil word is   
aamanakku  ennai-castor oil . 

sikin  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –an- and the original Tamil word is 
noovu  nei –gingili  oil   . 

sikin  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –an- and the original Tamil word is 
ennavi – gingili oil.  

sikin  has the consonants –  sa- ka –an- and the original Tamil word is velichcha 
ennai-[ missing letter- la -] -  coconut oil . 

sikin  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –an- and the original Tamil word is 
velakka ennai -[ missing letter- la -]- castor oil .  

sikin  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –an- and the original Tamil word is 
vaeppa ennai  [ missing letter- pa-] – margosa oil . 

sikin  has the consonants –  sa- ka –an- and the original Tamil word is ennai 
sikkal--[ missing letter- la -]  oil  odour . 

sikin  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - ka –an- and the original Tamil word is ennai 
kuliyal / ennai muzhukku --[ missing letter- la -]  - oil  bath; kuliyal- bath .  

sikin  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - ka –an- and the original Tamil word is ennai 
vilakku -[ missing letter- la -]  - oil  lamp; vilakku- lamp  . 
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sikin  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- ka –an- and the original Tamil word is ennai 
kuzhumam -[ missing letter- la -]  - oil  company ; kuzhumam- group . 

sikin  has the consonants –- sa-- ka –an- and the original Tamil word is    
manam   veesum nei / vaasanai  nei – fragrant oil ; manam-  smell; vaasanai –
smell  . 

sikin  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –an- and the original Tamil word is ennai 
vanikan-  oil merchant . 

sikin  has the consonants – sa-- ka –an- and the original Tamil word is sekkaan- 
oil manufacturer / oil merchant  / oil grinder  . 

sikin  has the consonants – sa-- ka –an- and the original Tamil word is ennai 
sekku – oil press [  thaila pori / nalla ennai pori  ] ; pori- machine ; thailam- oil . 

sikin  has the consonants – sa-- ka –an- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   ennai aattum sekku [ missing letter- the-]-  getsemani /oil press  ;  
ennai- oil  ; aatta- pound  / grind  ;  sekku –oil press . 

sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –an- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kavantham-[ missing letter- the -]-  oil press /getsemani  . 

sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –an- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kantha vadi -[ missing letter- the -]-   fragrant/ scented  oil  ; kantham-  
perfume . 

sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –an- and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   maal kankanai - -[ missing letter- la-]-  black oil ; maal- black . 

sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –an- and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  vakundi  madam- black oil tree . 

sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –an- and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   kar -kaanam -[ missing letter-Ra -]-  stone oil press.  

sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –an- and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   kaanam- oil  press.  
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sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  ennai kinaru--[ missing letter-Ra -]-  oil well ; kinaru- oil .  

sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  punnaakku--[ missing letter-pa -]- oil  cake.  

sikin  has the consonants – sa-- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   ennai pisukku [ missing letter-pa -]-  oiliness.  

sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   kann- maei- /anjanam  - antimony  /  black  paint for  eyelids / 
magic ointment ; kann- eye  anjanam-  antimony / kohl . 

sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   kaayam kunamaakkum/ sukamakum ennai – oil for curing the 
wound  ; kaayam- wound . 

sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  noavai  kunamaakkum ennai/   noavu  ennai – oil  for curing 
illness/ pain balm  ; noavu –sickness .  

sikin  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is punnai  kunamaakkum  nei/ ennai [ missing letter-pa -]-    - 
ointment for wound healing ; punn- ulcer/ sour ; kunamaakku –heal ; nei –oil . 

sikin  has the consonants – sa-- ka –an- and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is   kanjakam – eye  balm . 

sikin  has the consonants – sa--- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   muka saanthu  [ missing  letter- the -]  -facial cream . 

sikin  has the consonants – sa--- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is    muka poochchu  ennai / nei –[ missing  letter- pa-]-   facial oil ; 
mukam- face; poosu- apply . 

sikin  has the consonants – sa--- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  naka saayam- nail  polish; nakam-  nail  ;  saayam- color /paint  . 
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sikin  has the consonants –[- sa-] --- ka –an- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is nei koozhmam [ missing  letter- zha-]-  gel . 

 gel [E]  has  the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil word is  kalimam – 
gel  

gel [E]  has  the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil word is  kalimpu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –gel . 

gel [E]  has  the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil word is  koozh/  
koozhmam – gel.  

gel [E]  has  the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil word is  muka  
kuzhaivu  pasai  [ missing  letters-  pa -and- sa-] – facial cream . 

gel [E]  has  the consonants – ka- la- and the original Tamil word is oppanai  
kalimpu [ missing letter- pa-] –make up  cream . 

salve [E]   has the consonants – sa- la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is  
muka kuzhaivu pasai [ missing letter- pa-] –  facial make up  cream ; mukam- 
face  . 

salve [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalimpu / ointment . 

salve [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is  - 
kalimam  -salve.  

salve [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is  -  
koozh/ koozhmam . 

salve [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is  -   
vazhi neekum  nei  -pain balm ; vali- pain . 

salve [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vali  neekkum thailam [ missing letter- the-]  -pain balm . 
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salve [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is  -    
kann vali  neekkum  nei  - eye balm ;  kann- eye ; vali- pain ; neekku –remove  ;  
nei- oil . 

salve [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is  -    
salve –   ennai poosi  mezhuku  -to apply salve; poosu- anoint  . 

salve [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is  -     
kavalai yaei neekku-  to alleviate worry . 

 salve [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is   
oppanai  kalimpu yaedu [ missing letters- pa -and - the -] – cream; oppanai –to 
beautify ; kalimpu- paste/ ointment  . 

salve [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is   
thun kuzhampu [ missing letters- pa -and - the -]  -cream . 

salve [E]   has the consonants –-sa-la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is  
anjana   kalikkam  / maei  kal – a magic salve to discover anything  lost;  
anjanam/ maei   -eye ointment . 

salve [E]   has the consonants –-sa-la- va – and the  original Tamil  word is  
thole   noaikkaana  poochchu ennai / kalimpu [ missing letters- pa -and – la-]  -  
skin  ointment; thole- skin ; noaei- disease  ;ennai- oil ; poosu –to apply  . 

 

šilam: milk-producing mother cow (šu, 'to pour', + lam, 'abundance').  

silam   has the consonants – [-sa-]  –la- ma-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  koamalam [Skt] [ missing  letter – ka-]  -  milch cow . 

silam   has the consonants – [-sa-]  –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koolam- [ missing  letter – ka-]  -cow.  

silam   has the consonants – [-sa-]  –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
paal  maadu [ missing  letters-  pa -and - the -] – milch cow; paal- milk; maadu 
–cattle .  
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šilig(5), silig(5): v., to cease, stop; to lay aside one's work. adj., extremely 
powerful, strong(cf., giššilig and nam-šilig).  

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ozhivu 
– ceasing .  

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ozhikai  
- stopping/ go off .  

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oaaivu  
kolluka- to take rest . 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is idai 
neenkuthal [ missing letter- the -] – cease.  

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is idai 
neekkuthal [ missing letter- the -] -desist / cease as from doing duty .  

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thuu-
vuthal [ missing letter- the -] -  cease.  

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thavaththal--[ missing letter- the -] -  cease. 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoovuthal --[ missing letter- the -] -  cease. 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ovaavuthal --[ missing letter- the -] -  cease/ terminate . 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
viduthal- -[ missing letter- the -] -  cease. 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaelai 
viduthal -[ missing letter- the -] -  cease /abstain from work.  
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silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaankuthal -[ missing letter- the -] - to cease /to go off. 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
neevuthal  [ missing letter- the -] -  to come to an end.  

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
veeduthal -[ missing letter- the -] -  to stop . 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  sei -
yum valaei   mudivu  adaithal  -[ missing letter- the -]   –coming to an end  
[work] ; mudivu –end; adaiya- reach/ attain  .  

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
veethal--[ missing letter- the -]-  to stop . 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mudakkuthal --[ missing letter- the -]-  to stop  /cease activity . 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kadai 
kattuthal --[ missing letter- the -]-  to close down . 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   nadai 
viduthal- -[ missing letter- the -]-  to go off  /to halt a process . 

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaalam 
-maakuthal--[ missing letter- the -]-   to die; kaalam- time .  

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhunku- viththal- -[ missing letter- the -]- stop.  

silig   has the consonants- [- sa-] - la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
ekuththal --[ missing letter- the -]-   stop   /close as one;s  action /argument.  

silig   has the consonants-  sa- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   suvadi -
yaei  kattuthal-  / vaai kattuthal --[ missing letter- the -]- stop /close as one’ s  
action /argument. 
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silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
thakaiththal- --[ missing letter- the -]-  to prohibit. 

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  idai  
thankal--[ missing letter- the -]-  stopping /halt  . 

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   thadu-
k-kithazh--[ missing letter- the -]-  stopper.  

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is elan-k-kanam – stopping.  

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is valu/ 
vali / val- power.   

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is valiya- 
strong.  

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  seyal  
valimai-  powerful ;  sel –vaakku  ;  seyal  - action . 

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is miku     
vallamai –  excessively powerful ;  sakala [Skt] vallamai – omnipotent.  

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vallam- 
power.  

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is valuvan 
- powerful  person.  

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oan-k-
kal- strong person.  

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is muzhu 
vali- powerful  person.  

silig   has the consonants- sa- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mikka 
seyal-   extra -ordinary power.   
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silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koal- 
power.  

silig   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kattu 
udal [ missing letter- the -] – strong body   ; udal- body . 

 

giš/šilig: axe. 

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  vael- 
lance.  

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is vaal 
/val/ vaalam–sword.   

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is kai vaal 
– small hand sword   ; kai- hand .  

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is kai vael 
– lance . 

silig  has the consonants-  -sa- la- ka –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kai savalam-  javelin . 

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is sev - 
vael- lance of the god Murugan /Marduk . 

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  aru 
vaal [ missing letter- Ra-] –sickle. 

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  eri vael 
[ missing letter- Ra-] –spear . 

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  valari [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –throw stick.  

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  siru 
savalam – light spear .  
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silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kodu 
vaal –[ missing letter- the-] - sword . 

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuththu vaal –[ missing letter- the-]  - sword . 

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kaththi 
vaal-–[ missing letter- the-] -  a crooked sword.  

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kadal 
oaadi-kalin  akal alaku  udaiya  udai vaal–[ missing letter- the-] - hand sword  / 
cutlass of the sea farers   ; kadal- sea;  kadal  oaadi  -  sea travelers .  

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaduththalai-[ missing letter- the-] - sword.  

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  vadi 
vael-  sharp lance ; vael- lance . 

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   kanda 
koadaali- -[ missing letter- the-] battle axe.  

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunthaali--[ missing letter- the-] - axe.    

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vandaalam---[ missing letter- the-] - pick axe . 

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  vael 
kampu--[ missing letter- the-] - spear . 

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  eetiyin 
alaku-[ missing letter- the-] - head of the spear ; eetti- spear . 

silig  has the consonants-  sa- la- ka –and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is salaakai-  spear . 
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silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kaappil --[ missing letter- pa -] -  barbed fishing spear .  

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  meen eri- vael [ missing letter- Ra-]-  fishing lance ; meen- fish ; eri-  
throw . 

silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vallayam/ vaalam  – short  javelin . 

  silig  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuththu vallayam -[ missing letter- the-] -  hand  javelin . 

  silig  has the consonants-  sa-la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  sottai 
vaalai--[ missing letter- the-] - barber’s knife  . 

  silig  has the consonants-  sa-la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  thole 
seevi kaththi -[ missing letter- the-]  - blair knife ; thole- skin  ; seeva- to cut ; 
kathhti- knife .  

  silig  has the consonants-  [- sa-] -la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  eer  
vaal- -[ missing letter- Ra -] - sickle. 

  silig  has the consonants-  [- sa-] -la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  karu -
k-ari vaal--[ missing letter- Ra -]  - reaping sickle . 

  silig  has the consonants-  [- sa-] -la- ka –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kumal / kummal - sickle . 

  silig  has the consonants-  [- sa-] -la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  koon 
vaal-  sickle . 

silig  has the consonants-  [- sa-] -la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
valaivaana vaal –sickle . 

silig  has the consonants-  [- sa-] -la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   vaan-
k-arivaal- [ missing letter- Ra -] -  curved sickle . 
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  silig  has the consonants-   sa--la- ka –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sickle [E] . 

 

 giššinig: tamarisk.  

gissinig has the consonants-  ka -sa-an-  ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinna- savukku  kuchchi – a  small   tamarisk  stick ;  sinna- small; kuchhci –stick 
. 

 

šiten: course of march; passage (šìta, 'channel', + un, 'people'). 

siten   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
nadai  -passage . 

siten   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kandaayam [ missing letter –ka-] – passage .  

siten   has the consonants-  sa-- the- an –and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  santhu  vaai - [ missing letter –ka-] – passage/ opening ; santhu- gap; 
vaai- mouth . 

siten   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- an –and the  original Tamil  word is ani 
/ saenai  /  vakkuka vaendum [ missing letter –ka-]  -to march ; anai-  group  
/army  ;ani vakaukka- to march . 

siten   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- an –and the  other interpretation of 
the word is eranthiram-[ missing letter –Ra-] - subterraneous passage.  

siten   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - the- an –and the  other Tamil   
interpretation of the word is thundam-  small  water channel . 

channel [E] has the consonants- [- sa-] - an- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
naala-  water channel . 
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  šitim: (cf., šidim). 

 šubun: (cf., gišbun).  

 

šubur: earth; slave, deprived person [ŠUBUR archaic frequency: 181]. 

subur  has the consonants – [-sa -] –[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
urimai-  slave.  

subur  has the consonants – sa -[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sirai-  slave.  

subur  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoru  [ missing letter- the -] – slave.  

subur  has the consonants – sa -[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is daasar [Skt] [ missing letter- the -] – slave.  

subur  has the consonants – [-sa - ]--pa-–Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  adimai  paththiram [Skt] [ missing letter- the -] – slave  bond ; 
paththiram- bond .  

subur  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adaimai  muri /saandru  [ missing letter- the -] – slave  bond ; murai- bond; 
saandru –certificate ; adimai- slave . 

subur  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adiyaar-[ missing letter- the -] – slave/ disciple/ follower  . 

subur  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thondar- -[ missing letter- the -] – slave. 

subur  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kirppu-[ missing letter –ka-] -  slavery . 

subur  has the consonants – -sa- -[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
van sirai  -[ missing letter –ka-] -cruel slavery. 
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subur  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
perum theeniyan [ missing letter-the-] – belly slave; perum- big; theeni- food  .  

subur  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
muriyan- male slave.  

subur  has the consonants – sa--[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
murichchi- female slave . 

 

 šudug(2), šutug(2): a reed hut for purification rites; basket. 

sutug   has the consonants  - sa-the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoomai  pani   seithidum idam /thooimai sadanku – thooimai  kadan  
/saankiyam  seithidum   kudisai -  the hut where purification is done ; 
thooimai- cleanliness ; pani  -work / job; seithidu –do ; idam-  place/ home ; 
sadankku- ritual  . 

sutug   has the consonants  - sa-the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is siru  
munn kudisai-  mud hut   ; munn- soil  /clay .  

sutug   has the consonants  -sa-the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
keeththu vaeintha   kudisai -  reed hut.  

sutug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -the -ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   keeththu kottakai-  reed cottage ; kottakai- cottage . 

sutug   has the consonants  -sa-the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuchchi veedu / kudisai veedu – hut.  

sutug   has the consonants  -sa-the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
machchu veedu-  bungalow  [antonym ] . 

sutug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -the -ka -and the other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   othukkidam- shelter.  
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sutug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -the -ka -and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  thaayakam- shelter for refugee  . 

sutug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -the -ka -and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is   onduka-  take shelter.  

sutug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -the -ka -and the other  tamil interpretation 
of the word is  thankkum idam thaeduka- seek shelter ; thankka- to stay ; 
idam- place/ house; thaeduka- search .   

sutug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -the -ka -and the other Tamil   interpretation 
of the word is   thaavu /thikku- shelter.  

sutug   has the consonants  -sa-the -ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is saekandi -  patrol hut.  

sutug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -the -ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is thaikka-  fakir’s hut.  

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kottil / kudil [ missing letter- la-] -  hut.  

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thankum idam- veedu – house ; thankku –stay; idam- place / veedu- house  .  

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padai veedu [ missing letter- pa-] -  hutment  . 

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koodai- basket.   

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vatti/ vattikai- basket.  

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
paedikai-[ missing letter- pa-]-  basket ;  pidakam  .  
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sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadaka petti--[ missing letter- pa-]-  basket  ; petti- box .  

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is poo 
koodai---[ missing letter- pa-]-  flower basket  ; poo- flower .  

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuppai koodai- [ missing letter- pa-]-  waste basket  ;  kuppai- wastes .  

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanika koodai- shopping basket ; vanaikam- trade .  

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kottu koodai-  cup  shaped basket.  

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumai koodai-  clothes basket.  

sutug   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oalai koodai  [ missing letter- la-] - ola basket.  

sutug   has the consonants -  sa--the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
echchan-k- koodai- wicker basket.  

sutug   has the consonants -  sa--the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kasanku  koodai –wicker basket.  

sutug   has the consonants -  sa--the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is saattu 
koodai- large basket.  

sutug   has the consonants  - [- sa-] --the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kodi koodai- wicker basket.  

sutug   has the consonants  - [- sa-] --the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
erai koodai- [ missing letter – Ra-] -irrigation  basket ; koodai- basket .  

sutug   has the consonants  - [- sa-] --the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koodai mudaika- to make a basket  ; mudaika- knit .  
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 giššudun(2,3,4,5), giššudul(2,3,4,5), gišuštil: yoke, crosspiece (šúš/šú, 'to 
cover', + dun(4), 'warp yarns connecting opposite sides of a loom frame' and 
dul, 'to cover').  

*dul   has the consonants - the – la- and the  orignalTamil  word is  mooduthal- 
to cover. 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-   the – la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thakaithal- to  yoke  . 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- -sa   the – la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
neetta  vattamaana  nesavu  nool izhai   - warp yarn ; yarn-nool  izhai  ; nesavu 
–warp .  

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-    the – la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   valaintha-   warped . 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-    the – la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thuvalu  -warp/ bend . 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-    the – la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   nilavoattu nekizhvau –warp . 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-    the – la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paavu  nool thaannki [ missing  letter- pa-] -  woof beam . 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-    the – la- and the  original Tamil  
word is paavu mithavaikal  [ missing  letter- pa-] - warp floats; mithakka- float . 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-    the – la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   paavu nool saayam iduthal [ missing  letter- pa-]-  warp dyeing; 
saayam- dye  ; paavu- woof; nool- thread/ tarn . 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-    the – la- and the  original Tamil  
word  is  anaiththa  paavu  nool-[ missing  letter- pa-]-    laid warp . 
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gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-    the – la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   nedukku pinnal    [ missing  letter- pa-]-  warp knitting ; pinnu- kinit .  

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- sa-    the – la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paavu  nool achchu adiththal [ missing  letter- pa-]- warp printing; achchu  
adikka- print . 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-  the – la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paavu vannam idal [ missing  letter- pa-]-   warp prints  ;vannam –color.  

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-  the – la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paavoaduthal [ missing  letter- pa-]- –warping.  

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-  the – la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paavu- oaadu  palakai-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  warp board ; palakai- board . 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-  the – la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paavu  nool oaadal[ missing  letter- pa-]-  winding  a warp . 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-  the – la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   adi thala paavu nool [ missing  letter- pa-]-   ground warp ; adi- lower; 
thalam-  floor . 

gissudul  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-  the – la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kooduthal  paavu  thuni –extra  warp fabric;  kooduthal- extra; thuni- cloth . 

 

(kuš)šuhub(2), suhub(2) [MUL]: n., boots (šúš/šú, 'to cover', + gub, 'to stand'). 
v., to step; to feed by grazing; to trample. 

 kussuhub   has the consonants  -  ka  -[-sa-] – [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  maeikka -  pasturing  

kussuhub   has the consonants  -  ka  -[-sa-] – [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  nikka- to stand.  
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kussuhub   has the consonants  -  ka  -[-sa-] – [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  mithikka  [ missing letter – Ra-] - trample  . 

 

 gišukur: fence.  

 gisukur  has the consonants- ka  -[-sa-] – ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil   word 
is  arann amaikka- to fence; arann- fence; amaikka-  to make  /set.  

 

urudu/giš/   šukur: spear, lance (šu, 'hand', + kúr, 'enemy'). 

sukur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
keeri-   knife.  

sukur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aruvaa-  sickle.   

sukur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aruvaa manai- kitchen knife; manai- house/ kitchen  .   

sukur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
karu- spike ; koor munai- spike .  

sukur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurun-k-kaththi  [ missing letter –the -]  - small knife . 

sukur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudaaram [ missing letter –the -]  -sword ;  koadari -axe .  

sukur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kulir 
[ missing letter – la-] - battle axe.  

sukur  has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  vasikaranam-  sword.  
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sukur  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   kara vaeeram- sword.  

sukur  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  navir-   sword.  

sukur  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  kiru paanam [ missing letter- pa-] -  sword.  

sukur  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   aavari-  arrow . 

sukur  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  mar-k-kanam-  arrow.   

sukur  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  kokkarai- bow.  

sukur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kodu 
maram  [ missing letter – the-] – bow; maram- wood .  

sukur  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is naan 
erakka-  to slacken the bow.  

sukur  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   sinthuvaram [ missing letter – the-] -bow.   

sukur  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   saarankam-  bow.   

sukur  has the consonants –  [- sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   kaar mukam-  bow.  

 

 šurun, šurim: animal excrement, dung; stable (šur, 'to flow, drip', + imi/im, 
'clay, mud').  
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surun  has the consonants - sa -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  siru 
neer-  urine ; siru – lowness; neer- water . 

surun  has the consonants - sa -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is sin -
neer- urine  . 

surun  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is aa 
neer-  cow’s urine  ;  aa-  cow.  

surun  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is   
pooppu neer  -[ missing letter- pa-]  -  menstrual discharge  . 

surun  has the consonants – sa--Ra -an – and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   suroanitham[Skt]  [ missing letter- the -] - menstrual discharge  . 

surun  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
umizh neer [ missing letter- zha-]  - saliva  . 

surun  has the consonants – sa--Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  siru 
nikai / vaai neer/ vai uooru neer   [ missing letter –ka-] –saliva  ; vaai- mouth; 
neer- water  . 

surun  has the consonants – [ -sa-] - -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoon- neer- secretion  ;  uoon- flesh ; neer- water  . 

surun  has the consonants –[-sa-] - -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
nerppu -[ missing letter- pa-]-   pus . 

surun  has the consonants –[-sa-] - -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pun- neer-[ missing letter- pa-]-  pus ;punn- ulcer/ sore; neeer- water .   

surun  has the consonants – sa- -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  sunni 
neer-   semen  ;   sunni- penis; neer- water . 

surun  has the consonants – [- sa-] --Ra -an – and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is   ranam [Skt] – semen . 
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surun  has the consonants – [- sa-] --Ra -an – and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is naapiram-[ missing letter- pa-]-  semen   . 

surun  has the consonants – [- sa-] --Ra -an – and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is   inthiriyam [Skt] [ missing letter- the -]  -semen . 

surun  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ondru- [ missing letter- the -]-  semen . 

surun  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is   
aadai otti neer [ missing letter- the -]-  semen ; aadai- clothe; ottu –to stick; 
neer- water . 

surun  has the consonants – sa- -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  ven 
saarai/ venn neer  [ missing letter- ka -]- semen  ; vennmai- white.  

surun  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
uooththai neer [ missing letter- the -] -  excretion . 

surun  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaama neer-[ missing letter- ka -]-  prostatic secretion ; kaamam-  lust; neer- 
water  . 

surun  has the consonants –- sa--Ra -an – and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  suratha neer- [ missing letter- the -] - prostatic secretion . 

šurim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra –ma  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
uram- fertilizer . 

šurim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra –ma  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
marai  - maram – animal dung . 

šurim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra –ma  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
pannai uram-[ missing letter- pa-] - muck . 

šurim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra –ma  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aeru mutttai -[ missing letter- the -]  – dung . 
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šurim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra –ma  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyrakkai uram [ missing letter- ka-] – excrement ; iyarkkai- natural ; uram- 
fertilizer . 

šurim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra –ma  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
makku - uram -[ missing letter- ka -]  – compost  ; makka- decay  . 

šurim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra –ma  – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  ava- k-karam -[ missing letter- ka -] -  human excrement . 

šurim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -Ra –ma  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
manthurai  [ missing letter –the  -]  -horse stable  

šurim  has the consonants – -sa-- -Ra –ma  – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  sachchaaram  -  elephant stable . 

 

šurun4,5, šurin4,5: cockroach; cricket.  

surun  has the consonants  -  sa –Ra- an-  and the  original Tamil word is  
karappaan poochchi  [ missing  letters-  ka -and - pa-]-  cockroach; poochchi –
insect .  

surun  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]  –Ra- an-  and the  original Tamil word is  
pooraan [ missing  letter- pa-]-  centipede . 

surun  has the consonants-  sa- –Ra- an-  and the  original Tamil word is  sem-
pooraan  [ missing  letter- pa-]- red  centipede ; semmai- red . 

surun  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - –Ra- an-  and the  original Tamil word is  
mara paen-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  wood lice; maram- wood; paen- lice .  

surun  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –Ra- an-  and the  original Tamil word is  
nimiru- bee.  

surun  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -–Ra- an-  and the  original Tamil word is   
migniru – beetle . 
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surun  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –Ra- an-  and the  original Tamil word is  
thirunam[ missing  letter- the -]- - bee . 

surun  has the consonants- [- sa-] –Ra- an-  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is mar kunam  [ missing  letter- ka-]- bug.  

surun  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -–Ra- an-  and the  original Tamil word is  
karaiyaan-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  termite / white ant . 

surun  has the consonants-  -sa-–Ra- an-  and the  original Tamil word is  
thiringnaan  -[ missing  letter- the -]-  termite. 

surun  has the consonants-  sa-–Ra- an-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  sara veenai--[ missing  letter- ka-]-  beetle . 

surun  has the consonants- [- sa-] -–Ra- an-  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  eraavanam - beetle  /cry . 

 

šušana: one third (part). 

susana   has the consonants- [- sa -]–  an - and the  original Tamil  word is 
moon-ila onnu  -1/3 ; moonu -3; onnu -1.  

 

 šušur(2): stove grill (šúš, 'to cover', + ùru, 'hot, luminous metal'). 

susur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  eri   
manai  [ missing  letter- the -]  - stove .  

susur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  marai –
to cover . 
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susur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  eriya- 
hot . 

susur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  olirum  
maazhai  [ missing  letter- la/zha -] – luminous metal ; olira-glowing ; maazhai -  
metal  . 
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                                             Page-68.  

 

 

šutum [GI.NA.AB.UL]: lizard. 

sutum   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
udumpu [ missing letter- pa-] - monitor lizard / double toungued lizard.  

 

tabira, tibira: metalworker (tab, 'to hold, clasp', + ùru, 'luminous object').  

tabira has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thattaar-   gold smith. 

tabira has the  consonants - the –pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
neruppu  uoothum  ulai thuruththi  [ missing letter- la-] -  smith‘s bellows ; 
neruppu- fire; uoothu –blow; ulai- oven  ; thuruththi- bellow . 

    tabira has the  consonants - the –-pa- -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the   
word is  pathaththri – smith’s bellows.  

tabira has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kammiyarin patru- k -kuradu -[ missing letter- ka-]-   - smith’s tongs ; kuradu  -
tong . 

tabira has the  consonants - the –-[-pa-] - -Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the   word is   thamakar-[ missing letter- ka-]-   smiths . 

tabira has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuvattar--[ missing letter- ka-]-  smiths.   

 

taltal: knowledge, experience, wisdom (reduplicated tál, 'understanding').  
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taltal   has the consonants – the- la -the –la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
manam  thelithal- attaining wisdom  ; manam-  mind; thelithal- to become 
clear .  

taltal   has the consonants – the- la -the –la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
alainthiduthal-  experience . 

taltal   has the consonants – the- la -the –la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhunthuthal-  gain experience.  

taltal   has the consonants – the- la -the –la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vizhiththiduthal [ missing letter –ka-]-  gaining  knowledge . 

 

gištaškarin, taskarin[TÚG]: box shrub or small tree (or its heavy, hard wood) 
(may be Akk. loan). 

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- [-sa--]-  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kadina   mara  vakai  - type of hard wood; kadinam- hard; maram- 
wood ;  vakai  a kind .  

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- [-sa--]-  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  van mara kattai  -hard wood  ; van- strong  ;  maram- tree ; kattai—
wood  . 

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- sa--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kurun-j -sedi  inam   - kind of shrub   ; sedi- plant; inam- species  . 

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- [-sa-]--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  pakandrai  [ missing  letter –pa-]-  the shrub  -crotalaria  verrucosa.  

 taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- sa--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  senkaaththiri -  a shrub of medicinal value.  

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- sa--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  senkaaththiri  pattai  [ missing  letter –pa-]-the bark of the shrub .   
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taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- sa--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kadarkonji   -  a shrub  - murraya exotica . 

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- sa--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  karunjoorai   enum  kuththu sedi  vakai – a species of shrub ; kuththu  
sedi -shrub. 

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- [ -sa-]--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  moathira kanni – a shrub – hugonia mystax . 

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- [ -sa-]--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thiru vatti   enum  oru  vakai kuththu sedi  / kurunj sedi  /thooru -  a 
kind of shrub . 

 taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- [ -sa-]--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aattru mari  enum  oru vaki kuththu sedi -  a kind of shrub . 

 taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- [-sa-]--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  neer kundi   - a shrub.  

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- [-sa-]--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaattu murunkkai-  a senna leaved  shrub  . 

 taskarin  has the  consonants  -the- [-sa-]--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaeri  kaataa- aamanakku   -  a little shrub -   jatropha  galuca. 

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the--sa--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  amukkiraa  enum  oru vakai  siriya kuththu sedi  -  a medicinal  shrub-  
physalis flexuosa  ; oru- one; vakai- kind;  siriya- small; kuththu sedi –shrub . 

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the--sa--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanniram enum  oru vakai   siriya kuththu sedi - a species of shrub . 

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the--sa--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  naarana  enum  oru vaki  siriya kuththu sedi  vakai -  a kind of shrub – 
aeschynomence . 
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 taskarin  has the  consonants  -the--sa--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    kuthrai  manam   /   kuthirai  vaasanai    /vanni manam  konda   enum  
oru vakai  siriya  kuththu sedi  vakai  -  asuva   kanthi  - a  kind of shrub-  which  
has the smell of a horse; kuthirai- horse  ; manam- smell; vaasanai –smell ; 
vanni- horse ; konda- having  ;siriya –small ;  kuthhtu  sedi  -shrub; vakai –a 
kind .  

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the--sa--  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    pee naari  enum  oru vakai  siriya  puthar  sedi  vakai [ missing letter- 
pa-]  -   a hedge  shrub   of an offensive   smell  - cleroden  dron increne ; pee- 
shit; naari- smell ; oru- one; vakai- kind; puthar- bush. 

taskarin  has the  consonants  -the—[-sa-]-  ka –Ra- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    mari kozhunthu  [missing letter –zha-] -   an aromatic  shrub . 

 

 temen[TE]: perimeter; foundations; foundation-charter; foundation platform; 
a figure on the ground made of ropes stretched between pegs; excavation 
(often written te-me-en) [TE archaic frequency: 199].  

temen   has the consonants- the - ma -na – and the  original Tamil  word is  adi 
maanam -  foundation.  

temen   has the consonants- the - ma -na – and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn maedai –  platform . 

temen   has the consonants- the - ma -na – and the  original Tamil  word is 
munnai  thondanum –to dig  the ground.   

temen   has the consonants- the - ma -na – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nilaththai  alanthidum nool  [missing  letter- la-]  -surveyor’s thread/ rope; 
nilam- land; ala- to measure; nool- thread .  

  

tešlug: small young animal, fledgling. 
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teslug  has the consonants - the –[-sa-]  –la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kutti  vilankku-  small animal  ; kutti- small; vilankku- animal  .  

 

 tibir: carving knife.  

tibir  has the consonants - the - pa -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is thaei  
pirai  erumpu –  sickle . 

tibir  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] -Ra and the interpretation  of the word 
is   thaaththiram- axe.  

tibir  has the consonants - the  -pa -Ra and the interpretation  of the word is   
parasu  aayutham [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] – axe  /war weapon ; aayutham –
weapon . 

 tibir  has the consonants - the  -pa -Ra and the interpretation  of the word is   
sura  paththiram  [ missing letter- sa-]  – sword . 

tibir  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] -Ra and the interpretation  of the word 
is   erittam –sword . 

tibir  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is 
thirunam- sword  / bow . 

tibir  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] -Ra and the interpretation  of the word 
is   saththiram  [ missing letter- sa-] -  spear . 

tibir  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoamaram-  lance . 

tibir  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is eru 
thaarai  kaththi [ missing letter- ka-] -  two edged  sword  or knife ; eru –two ; 
kaththi- knife. 

tibir  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] -Ra and the  original Tamil  word is uri 
kaththi-[ missing letter- ka-] - pairing  knife  
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tibir  has the consonants - the -pa--Ra and the  original Tamil  word is eraichhci  
arukka  uthavum   periya  kaththi [ missing  letters- ka –and- sa-] – big knife for  
cutting  meat ; eraichchi- meat; arukka- to cut; uthavu- help; periya –big; 
kaththi- knife . 

 

tibir(2,3,4,5): hand; palm; blow, strike ('life' + 'open, release' ? 'the beggar's 
open palm').  

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nooruthar / maarpai adiththar – strike/ beat a sone’s breast ; maaru –chest ; 
adi- beat . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thattuthar- strike  / abstaining from work  .  

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thetruthar - strike  / abstaining from work  .  

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
saapputhar [ missing letter- sa-]  -strike  / abstaining from work .  

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the other interpretaion of the 
word is  samaram [Skt]seithar [ missing letter- sa-]  - strike / abstaining from 
work .  

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
idaasuthar [ missing letter- sa-]  –strike . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nettuthar-  strike as a stone or ball.  

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moththuthar- beat . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moathuthar- hit.  
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tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
idiththar- hit /beat  . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –[ -pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
adarthar  - hit.  

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
adiththar- beat . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –pa- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  naiya 
pudiththar – beat . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –pa- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uthaiththar/ uthai poaduthar -   strike/ kick.  

tibir has the  consonants - the –pa- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  unavu 
unaathu eruththar / udamnpai varuththuthar /  unnaa viratham [Skt] [ missing 
letter- ka-]  - hunger strike; unnathu- not eating  ; udambu- body; varuththu –
to suffer  . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanikarin  thideer  / kuruttadi  vetri [ missing letter- ka-] – strike /- unexpected 
success of he traders ; thideer- sudden ; vanikar- trader ; vetri- success . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaakkuthar  [ missing letter- ka-]- strike . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
uoothuthar -  blow /waft as the wind .  

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
emirthar -   blow as the wind.     

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
otruthar - blow as the wind.     

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinthuthar- [ missing letter  -sa-]- blow as the nose . 
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tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuruththi uootha – to blow the bellows.  

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neruppai  uoothi anaiththar- blow out ; uoothu-  blow .  

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
theettuthar  /thuraththuthar-   blow,  rage  as a tempest . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
peyarthar -  blow up .  

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
erithar- blowing . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vedi  
vaiththu thakarththar -[ missing letter- ka-] -  blow up . 

tibir has the  consonants - the –pa- -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
perithaakkuthar -[ missing letter- ka-] -  blow up the issue . 

 

tíbira, ibira: merchant, tradesman (Proverb 3.108 describes how the peddler 
'flays' or 'skins' the open hand of the customer). 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ettiyar – merchant men . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thettiyar- merchant men . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
Settiyar [missing letter- sa-] - merchant caste.  

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   merchants [E]  [missing letter- sa-]. 
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tíbira  has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is trader [E] .  

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –pa--Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  pari maatram – trade . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-pa--Ra -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  panniyar  theru -  merchants  street ;  panniyar-  trader ;theru –
street  .  

tíbira  has the  consonants - the–-pa--Ra -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  paththar –   merchants . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  panda maatram seipavar  [ missing letters - sa –and- ka-] – one 
who  exchanges goods ; pandam-  goods ; maatram- changing  ; seipavar- one 
who  does .   

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   thaesikar [Skt] [ missing letters - sa –and- ka-]-  merchant men  
who travels from place to place ;  uoor uooraaka sutri  vanikam seikiravar; 
uoor- - village ; sutru- to make a round trip; vanikam- trade  . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   Saarthtuvakan [ missing letters - sa –and- ka-]-  
merchant men . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thulaa thaaran [ missing letter- la-] - merchant 
man/ one  who  has the  balance scale  ; thulaa /edi  iduthal  – balance ; edai  -
weight . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-pa-Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   Peru Nakaraththaar [  missing letter- ka-] – merchant caste.  
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tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Koamatti  Settiyaar [ missing letters - sa –and- ka-]-  – Telugu  merchant 
caste  . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Vaanika Settiyaar [ missing letters - sa –and- ka-]-  merchant caste . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  varththakar  [ missing letter –ka-] -  merchant men . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-pa- -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  paranivaathan-[ missing letter –ka-] -  merchant men  . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-[-pa-] - -Ra -and the  other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kadai-k-kaarar- -[ missing letter –ka-] -  shop 
owner  . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-[- pa-]  -Ra -and the  other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kadai theru -[ missing letter –ka-] – market 
street.  

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-[-pa-] - -Ra -and the  other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  ankaadi  theru / veethi -[ missing letter –ka-] -
market street;  ankaadi- dukan / shop  ;theru/ veethi  - street .  

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-pa- -Ra -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   vanikar  theru -[ missing letter –ka-] – merchant street; vanikar- 
trader .  

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-pa- -Ra -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   vanikam purikindravar -[ missing letter –ka-] – one who  does  
trade ; purika- do ; purikiravar- doer  . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-[-pa-] - -Ra -and the  other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   thoandrikar--[ missing letter –ka-] –  Setti caste 
/ Chetti  caste . 
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tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-[-pa-] - -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   amaantha-k-kaaran-[ missing letter –ka-]- cloth merchant . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-[-pa-] - -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kachcha vada-k-kaarar [ missing letters-  ka -and -sa-] – cloth 
merchant . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-pa- -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   panda / paaththira  [Skt]  viyapaari --[ missing letter –ka-]-  utensil 
merchant; viyapaari- trader  ; pandam-  goods; paaththiram- vessel . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-pa--Ra -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  paruththi   aadai / udai  / thuni   vikkiravar/ virppavar  – cloth 
merchant /one who sells  cotton clothes; paruththi- cotton ; aadai- clothe ; 
udai- clothe ; thuni –cloth ; vikkiravar- seller   . 

tíbira  has the  consonants - the –-[-pa-] - -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   thanaththoar [Skt]/ panam udaiyoar  – merchant caste ; panam- 
money; udaiyoar- one who  has . 

 

 tidnum[UG-UG or ÚG-ÚG], midnum: tiger ?, leopard ? [? TIDNUM archaic 
frequency: 1].  

tidnum  has the consonants – the-  an- ma – and the  interpretation  of the 
word is naka aayutham [Skt] [ missing letter- ka-]  – tiger; nakam- nail  
;aayuthum  -weapon .  

 

tilhar: cloud.  

tilhar  has the consonants-  the- la- ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mazhai  tharum  kaar mukil  koottam-  dark cloud bank   ;  mazhai- rain ;tharum 
–giving;  kaar  mukir / kaar mukil –dark clouds  ;  kaar-  dark ; koottam - group . 
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tilhar  has the consonants-  the- la- ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaanil  thirandu kaanum  kaar mukil kootam- dark cloud bank  over the sky; 
vaan – sky;  thirala  -to assemble ; kaar- dark ; mukil- cloud. 

 

tilmun: distinguished, respectful (same sign as dilmunki).  

tilmun  has the consonants – the- la- ma  -an - and the  original Tamil  meaning 
of the word is  nun mathippu ulla maanthan/ manithan - respectable person ; 
nun- good; mathippu-  respect/ value ; ulla- having ; maanthan- man . 

    tilmun  has the consonants – the- la- ma  -an - and the  original Tamil  meaning 
of the word is maenmai  ulla  manithan - respectable person; maenmai- respect  . 

tilmun  has the consonants – the- la- ma  -an - and the  original Tamil  meaning 
of the word is  nalla  manam  ulla  manithan  - respectable person; manam- 
mind . 

tilmun  has the consonants – the- la- ma  -an - and the  original Tamil  meaning 
of the word is  nalla kunam  / kanniyam  ulla manithan / maanthan [   missing 
letter- ka-]   respectable person ; nalla- good; kunam- character; ulla- having  . 

tilmun  has the consonants – the- la- ma  -an - and the  original Tamil  meaning 
of the word is  nalla ennam ulla  manithan-  respectable person; nalla- good; 
ennam- thought  . 

 

titab(2): beer mash - bappir mixed with munu4 and allowed to ferment (tìl/ti, 
'life', + tab, 'to burn'). 

titab  has the consonants -the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is thee idu  
-to burn; thee  - fire  . 

titab  has the consonants -the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is thaem  
nasi  /  masi  -[ missing letter- sa-]-  - toddy mash.  
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titab  has the consonants -the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaem 
nothi – toddy ferment ; nothi –ferment .  

titab  has the consonants -the –-pa--and the  original Tamil  word is ampathai –
toddy. 

titab  has the consonants -the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is thaem- 
toddy. 

 titab  has the consonants -the –-pa--and the  original Tamil  word is thoappi –
toddy. 

titab  has the consonants -the –-pa--and the  original Tamil  word is nuthampu  
-toddy. 

titab  has the consonants -the –-[-pa-]--and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is yaathu  -toddy. 

titab  has the consonants -the –[--pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is thaen – 
toddy. 

 titab  has the consonants -the –-[-pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is mattam  
-toddy. 

titab  has the consonants -the –-[-pa--]-and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  mathu- toddy. 

titab  has the consonants -the –-pa--and the  original Tamil  word is patham –
toddy. 

titab  has the consonants -the –-pa--and the  original Tamil  word is padu  -
toddy.  

titab  has the consonants -the –-pa--and the  original Tamil  word is pattai  -
toddy. 

titab  has the consonants -the –-[-pa-]--and the interpretation  of the word is  
toddy[ E] . 
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 tugul: hip, thigh (túg, 'cloth garment', + íla, 'to lift, carry'). 

tugul  has the consonants  -the- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaal 
thodaikal- thighs ; kaal- leg; thodai- thigh  . 

tugul  has the consonants  -the- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaal idai 
– thigh. 

tugul  has the consonants  -the- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaal 
kavattai- thigh . 

tugul  has the consonants  -the- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaalin 
mael pakuthi  [ missing letter- pa-] – upper part of the legs;kaal- leg; mael- up; 
pakuthi –part  . 

tugul  has the consonants  -the- ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kalaththiram [ missing letter- Ra-]-  thighs;  eru  thodaikal ; eru- two ;  
thodai- thigh.  

 pelvis [E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
okkalai- hip .  

pelvis [E]  has the consonants  --pa-- la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
iduppu ezhumpu koodu  [ missing letter- the-] – hip  bone ; iduppu- hip; 
ezhumpu- bone ; koodu –cage  . 

pelvis [E]  has the consonants  --pa-- la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
iduppu kuzhi-[ missing letter- the-] – pelvic cavity ; kuzhi- hole.  

pelvis [E]  has the consonants  --pa-- la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
iduppu valayam- -[ missing letter- the-] –pelvic girdle ; valayam- ring  . 

pelvis [E]  has the consonants  --[-pa-] -- la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundi- yin  ut -kuzhivu -[ missing letter- the-]- pelvis.  
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pelvis [E]  has the consonants  --pa-- la –va- and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word iduppu  kuzhi koopakam  -[ missing letter- the-]- pelvis. 

 

 (giš)tukul: mace (thigh bone ?); weapon.  

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kaal 
thodai enpu  /ezhumpu –-[ missing letter- pa-]   thigh bone ; kaal-  leg; thodai- 
thigh ; enpu- bone. 

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is padai 
kalam-[ missing letter- pa-]  -  weapons  . 

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is thalavaadam- weapons . 

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  aayunthankal  -weapons . 

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kunthaali- battle axe.  

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is vadi 
vael-  sharp  lance . 

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kodu 
vaal-  battle axe.  

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vandaalam -  pick  axe.  

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  udai 
vaal-  dagger.  

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vettu 
vaal/ kuththuvaal-  dagger.  
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tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  iru 
thalai gnaan-k-kar [ missing letter- Ra-]-  double edged  lance; eru- two .  

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaelaandi-  lancer.  

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is vael- aayutham [Skt]   -  lance ; vael-   lance; aayutham- weapon . 

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kanda 
koadaali-  battle axe.    

tukul   has the consonants  - the –ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaduththalai-  sword.  

 

tukum, tukun: if, in case; at once.  

tukun   has the consonants – the- ka- an and the  original Tamil  word is 
udanadiyaaka -   immediately . 

tukun   has the consonants – the- ka- an and the  original Tamil  word is ena 
nikazhnthaal [ missing letter- la-] – if/ in case . 

tukun   has the consonants – the- ka- an and the  original Tamil  word is ena 
vaiththu kondaal [ missing letter- la-] -if / in case . 

 

tukumbi: if, in case; please; certainly (usually followed by hamtu verb form).  

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  - [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is    kattaayamaa – surely . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  - [-pa-]- and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  thayavu  kaatta vaendum  -to show mercy; 
thayavaaka- please  . 
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tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
anpu  katta vaendum –to show kindness ; anpu- kindness ; kaattu –show.  

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paena vaendum – entertain / protect . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nainthu kaetka vaendum – to ask  politely;  nayam- pleasantness ;  
kaetka- ask  . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaetru kondida  vaendum  - to accept  ; yaerkka- to accept . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paaraatta vaendum – entertain ; paaraatta -  to appreciate  

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kenji  kaetkka vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-]  – to request  

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  erainthu  kaetka vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-]  -to request ; 
eraththar- beg . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thiru ulam  kolla [ missing  letter- la-]  -to consider . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  akam makizhvikka   vaendum [ missing  letter- la-]  – to please one’s 
mind; akam- mind; makizhvikka –to make happy.  

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  - [-pa-]- and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  santhoasa[Skt]  paduththa / kusi  paduththa 
vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-]  – gratify ; santhosam- joy ; kusi –joy . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  uvakai kondida / in- kan kaatta/ in mukam kaatta  vaendum – to 
delight ; in mukam- pleasant face; mukam- face; kaatu –show . 
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tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
inpam kondida   -  delight / to please someone ; inpam- joy . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  koathukam- delight . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  - [-pa-]- and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  santhaakam[ missing  letter- sa-]  - delight  

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nayappu  kaatta vaendum – delight  / to please someone . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
parivu  kaata vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra-] – to show mercy ; parivu- mercy . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kurai theerkka vaendum  [ missing  letter- Ra-]  –satisfy  ; kurai- 
complaint  ; theerkka- to solve . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aatru paduththa vaendum-[ missing  letter- Ra-]  -  to satisfy someone  . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  manathukku  amaithi thanthida vaendum –  to give peace of  mind ; 
manathu- mind;   amaithi –peace; thanthida- to give . 

 tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is thanduthar  vaendum -[ missing  letter- Ra-]  – to request . 

tukumbi  has the consonants – the- ka- ma  -[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is manam  nirai -yim padi   pannuthar  -[ missing  letter- Ra-]   -to  fulfill  
one’s mind  / to pease someone ; manam- mind ; nirappu- to fill . 

 

túkur[KA×ŠE]: to gnaw, nibble; silence.  
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tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
karuvuthar  – nibble . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koriththar – nibble ; koriththidu. 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadiththar-  nibble / bite . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
vaiththu  thuruvuthar – nibble . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kothththar – nibble/ bite  . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
konthuthar – nibble.  

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  konjam 
konjamaaka   kadiththar  / sirithu  sirithaaka kadiththar  [ missing letter- sa-]- – 
gnaw; konjam konjamaa- little by little ; kadi- bite  .  

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  siru 
kadi [ missing letter- sa-]- small bite ;siru- small .  

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is [ 
missing letter- pa-]- piraanduka / nibble . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ariththiduka – nibble . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
kondu  kavattuthar -  to chew  / masticate . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is erai 
edukka  / erai meetka -  th chew the cud . 
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tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaai-aar 
kavu-vuathar -  bite  ;vaai- mouth; kavu-vu  -bite/ hold . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaayir 
athakkuthar-  chew . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is mendru 
thuppuka- chew out ; thuppuka- spit out; mellu –chew . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thindriduka- eat . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
arunthiduka- eat /drink . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nukaruthar –eating.  

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is amaithi  
kaaththiduthar – to keep silence  . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
poottu poaduthar  [ missing letter- pa-] – to keep silence  /to lock up the 
mouth; vaai- mouth; poottu –to lock  . 

 tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
adanka seithar – to keep silent . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
kattuthar – to lock up the mouth ; vaai- mouth; kattu –tie . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
adaiththar – to make silence . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaalaathu erukka – be silent . 
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tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aravam 
indri- -  silence/ no noise ; aravam- noise; indri –without . 

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aaravaaram indri – without noise.  

tukur  has the consonants  -the- ka-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuraththam indri- with out noise; indri- without .  

 

ubara[EZEN×KASKAL]: patronage, protection. 

ubara   has the   consonants  - pa- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  purappu 
– protection . 

ubara   has the   consonants  - pa- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  puravu [ 
missing letter –ka-] – protection . 

ubara   has the   consonants  - pa- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paenuthar  [ missing letter –the -] – patronage/ protection  . 

ubara   has the   consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aranam-   protection  

ubara   has the   consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  aran  
–  protection  

ubara   has the   consonants  - -pa- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  saarpu  
[ missing letter- sa-] -protection . 

ubara   has the   consonants  --pa-- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  seyar  
puri [ missing letter- sa-] – protect. 

ubara   has the   consonants  --pa-- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  poatru 
[ missing letter –the -] – protect.  

ubara   has the   consonants  --[-pa-] -- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaduththar-[ missing letter –the -] - protection . 
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ubara   has the   consonants  --pa-- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
oamputhar [ missing letter –the -] –protection . 

ubara   has the   consonants  --pa-- Ra  -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is   paariththar [Skt] [ missing letter –the -]   – protection . 

ubara   has the   consonants  --pa-- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paarththiduthar / paaththiduthar -[ missing letter –the -]-  protection.  

ubara   has the   consonants  --pa-- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
puraththar  -[ missing letter –the -]-  protection.   

ubara   has the   consonants  --pa-- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is puram 
tharunar--[ missing letter –the -]-   protector.  

ubara   has the   consonants  --[-pa-] -- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maraiththar –-[ missing letter –the -]-   protection ;  maraippu  . 

ubara   has the   consonants  --pa-- Ra  -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is   pari  thiraanam-[Skt] –-[ missing letter –the -]-   protecting . 

ubara   has the   consonants  --[-pa-] -- Ra  -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is   aathaaram--[ missing letter –the -]-  protection . 

ubara   has the   consonants  -pa- Ra  -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  erachchippu  [ missing letter –sa-] - protection . 

 ubara   has the   consonants  --[-pa-] -- Ra  -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  rashanam  /sam rashnam [ missing letter –sa-]  – protection . 

ubara   has the   consonants  ---pa-- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaemam  puri  -protect.  

 

 ubilla(2): soot (ú, 'plant', + bil, 'to burn', + lal/lá, 'to be deficient, light, high').  

ubilla  has the consonants – pa- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is saampal- [ 
missing letter- sa-] -soot . 
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ubur: female breast, teat (ub4 , 'cavity', + ir(2), 'liquid secretion').  

ubur  has the consonants -  pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  pennin  
maarbu -  woman’s chest ; penn- female; maarpu  -chest . 

ubur  has the consonants -  pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  maarpakam 
[ missing letter- ka-]-  breast.  

ubur  has the consonants -  pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  peruththa  
thanam [ missing  letter- the -] -  big breast . 

ubur  has the consonants -  pa- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
payoatharam [ missing  letter- the -] -  breast . 

ubur  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  uran -  breast. 

ubur  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  uram- breast . 

ubur  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  niram- breast.  

 

udug, utug: pitfall; a demonic being. 

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavantham –demon .  

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhuthu[ 
missing  letter- zhu -]  demon . 

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pootha 
kanam [ missing  letter- pa-] - –demon . 
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udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
raakkathan [ missing  letter- Ra-]- demon . 

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaaththu 
karuppu  [  missing  letters- pa- and-  Ra-]-  demon.  

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaththu- 
ghost . 

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  paei 
pidikkai – possessed by  ghost ; paei- ghost ; pidikka- to catch . 

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  nondi  
paei vakai [ missing  letter- pa-] - a  demon ; paei- ghost; vakai- a type . 

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kutti  
thaevathai  /  thaeiva  thaai  –  small  demon / angel  ; kutti –small  ; 
thaevathai- angel. 

 udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  vaethaalam [ missing  letter- la-]  – ghost. 

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
seththavanin aavi [ missing  letter- sa-]   the spirit  of the dead; seththa- dead ; 
aavi –spirit . 

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thooya  
aavi- holy  spirit  ;thooya- pure; aavi –spirit.  

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaeiva  
aavi- spirit of the god ;thaeivam- god; aavi –spirit  

udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pinam 
thinnum  paei  vakai-  a ghoul-  which  eats dead boady ; paei –ghost;  vakai- a  
type;   pinam- dead body  ;  thinnu – eat . 

 udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  maaya  
vadivam- phantom ; maayam- magic; vadivam- form . 
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udug   has the consonants - the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kundu- 
pitfall. 

 

 údug, útug: a weapon.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaththi- 
knife.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaththi 
aattam- sword dance ; aattam- a dance . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
katana -  Japanese  Samurai  weapon.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kattai/ 
vadi / kathai-  club.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word kuththu-  
spear.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kuntham- 
spear.  

spear [E] has theconsonats – [-sa-]  –[- pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aran- spear  . 

spear [E] has theconsonats –-sa-[- pa-]  -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   nerisam- spear.  

spear [E] has theconsonats –-sa- pa--Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  parasu [Skt] -  battle axe  . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kai vidu  
padai [ missing letter- pa-] -  a hand weapon ; kai-  hand ; padai –weapon .   

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  eri  kattai- 
[ missing letter- Ra-]-  throw stick  ;  eriya –throw; kattai –stick  . 
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udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
musket.   

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoakku – 
gun.   

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
dagger [ missing letter- Ra-] .   

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
katar [ missing letter- Ra-] –push dagger . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   udai var / 
kuththu  vaar [ missing letter- Ra-] -  dagger.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththu 
eetti – spear . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  eetti  
pidanku [ missing letter- pa-] -  spear head.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ampin 
kondai- [ missing letter- pa-] -  arrow head ; kondai- head .   

sibat [ Philipino spears]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- [-pa-]- the- and the 
original Tamil  word is eetti – lance .  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aaautham [Skt]  /aayutha vakai-  weapon.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vattu –disc.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is theiva 
padai –[ missing letter- pa-] -  divine weapon.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
vaethi [Skt] -  weapon.  
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udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kaandam -  weapon . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
vandam - a weapon . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is padai 
kalam [ missing letters- pa-  and- la-] – weapon. 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaelaandi 
–[ missing letter- la-]  - spear man . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the  word 
is  vael  aayutham –[ missing letter- la-]  - lance ; aayutham –weapon . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vadi vael- 
–[ missing letter- la-]  - sharp  lance  . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  udai vaal-–
[ missing letter- la-] -   sword.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kadu-th-
thalai- -–[ missing letter- la-] - sword  . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the  word 
is  katkam –sword.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the  word 
is  thuvaththi- sword.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the  word 
is  nanthakam –sword.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kazhu -k-
kadai   [missing letter- zha-]-  a short spear /trident.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  eetti-k-
kaaran-  /daevan [Skt] / Raavuththan –[ missing letter- Ra-] - lancer . 
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udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the   word 
is thala vaadam –[ missing letter- la-]  -weapon . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koadaari-  
–[ missing letter- Ra-] -axe . 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanda 
koadaali-[ missing letter- la-]  - battle axe.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kunthaali- 
-[ missing letter- la-]  - battle axe. 

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koduvaal- -
[ missing letter- la-]  - battle axe. 

 udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vandaalam--[ missing letter- la-] -  pick axe.  

udug  has the consonants  - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the   word 
is  kattuvaankam-  battle axe.  

 

udul/utul(3,4,5,6,10): herdsman (udu, 'sheep', + lú, 'man') [UDUL archaic 
frequency: 32; concatenates 4 sign variants]. 

udul   has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is amutha 
kulaththinan –[ missing letter- ka-] -  milk man / shepherd . 

udul   has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is koanaan 
kulaththinan –[ missing letter- ka-] -  shepherd caste . 

udul   has the consonants – the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is aadu  
maadu  maeiththidum  aal  -person who is grazing the cattle ; aadu-  goat; 
maadu- cattle ; maeikka- to pasture .  

 

 udun[GIR4]: kiln (for pottery and bricks); oven.  
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udun  has the consonants- the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  adu manai 
– oven . 

udun  has the consonants- the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   neetru 
arai [ missing letter- Ra-] -  lime kiln .  

udun  has the consonants- the- an-  and the   other  interpretation of the word 
is kuyavanin adu manai   thoomam [Skt] –[ missing letter- ka-] -  potter’s  kiln; 
kuyavan- potter; adu manai- oven  . 

 

ugnim: crowd; army; troops; workgang; campaign. 

ugnim  has the consonants – ka- an –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
anikam - crowd 

ugnim  has the consonants – ka- an –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaanam – crowd. 

ugnim  has the consonants – ka- an –ma-  and the interpretation  of the word 
is  kakanam – army.  

ugnim  has the consonants – ka- an –ma-  and the interpretation  of the word 
is  kavanam- army.  

ugnim  has the consonants – ka- an –ma-  and the interpretation  of the word 
is  raanuvam [Skt] – army . 

ugnim  has the consonants – ka- an –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maravar ani  [ missing letter- Ra-]-  raanuvam / troops .  

ugnim  has the consonants – ka- an –ma-  and the interpretation  of the word 
is  nikitham [ missing letter –the -] -  troops  

 

 ugra: reed bundle. 
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ugra  has the consonants- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is vaikkoar 
katrai / korukkai   kattu  /  korai  katarai / naanar  kattu [ missing letter –the -]  
– hay bundle/ reed bundle; kattu- bundle . 

ugra  has the consonants- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is athir thakadu  
[ missing letter –the -] -a kind of reed . 

ugra  has the consonants- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is kurppakam [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  -  reed. 

ugra  has the consonants- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is koarai -  
reed.  

ugra  has the consonants- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is korukkai - a 
kind of reed. 

 ugra  has the consonants- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is eruvai-  a 
kind of reed.  

 

 ugula [PA]: overseer; captain , foreman (loan from Akkadian waklu where 
Christopher Ehret's 1995 Reconstructing Proto-Afroasiatic has *wax "to look 
at") 

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  oankal  -  
leader  . 

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is vael – chief . 

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thalaivan 
[missing letter- the -] –leader . 

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalaka 
thalaivan [missing letter- the -] - ring  leader .  

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  muthalvan –
chief.   
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ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vazhi kaatti [ 
missing letter- the -] –leader /guide  . 

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuru nila 
mannan [  missing letter- Ra-]  petty  chieftain; kuru- small; nilam- land   . 

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
aleekan- head /chief .  

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaluzhavan 
-  commander . 

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaelai 
vaankuvoan-  overseer /supervisor.  

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  naavai  
mikaan -   ship  captain . 

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kuzhu 
thalaivan [missing letter- the -] - flight captain ; kuzhu –group; thalaivan- head . 

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kaavalan- 
king/ guard . 

ugula  has the consonants- ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is    vallapan 
[missing letter- pa-] -  head of the shepherds  . 
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ugun[U.DAR/GÙN]: adorning speckles and lines; inlaid decoration (u, 'ten, 
many', + gùn, 'to decorate with colors' may be popular scribal etymology; cf., 
ug, 'lion, any deadly cat' + n, 'discrete point'). 

ugun  has the consonants –ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  vanna -
mayamaakku – to make colorful  

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ivaai maan -  lion.  

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  sinkkam [ 
missing letter- sa-] - lion.  

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is van- maan- lion.  

ug  has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vayamaa- lion.  

 

 úgunu, úgun[GAŠAN]: lady, mistress, ruler; ointment, application. 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  aan makan  
man [  antonym ] . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  mankai - 
timid  woman  /adolescent girl . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is nankai -  
woman. 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the   interpretation  of the word is 
woman [E] .  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  manaivi-  
wife.  
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úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  ankanai-   
woman adorned with  jewels . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  maanavi- 
lady  pupil.  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanikai -  
dancing woman . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanni –
virgin.  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the   other interpretation of the word 
is  moakini [Skt] -  beautiful  woman . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  ananku-  
beautiful  woman . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  moonkai 
dumb woman . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the   other interpretation of the word 
is  vaanini [Skt]  -   clever woman / dancing woman . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  paanki- [ 
missing letter –pa-]-   woman assistant . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhakinal  [ 
missing  letter- zha-] – beautiful  woman . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kannaal  
missing  letter- zha-] – beautiful  woman . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  thanikai- 
missing letter- the -] -  chaste woman . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kannaatti- 
missing letter- the -]   -  beautiful  woman  /wife  . 
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úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   kunthavai 
missing letter- the -]   -  queen / woman of first  rank ;  kunthi daevi[Skt]   . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is naayaki [Skt] -  heroine/ mistress/ woman of first  rank  . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is naaikachchi 
[ missing letter- sa-] - woman of first  rank  . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is nankai 
naaichchi [ missing letter- sa-] - woman of first  rank  . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaanthai [ 
missing letter- the -]  -woman . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is vanitha [Skt] [ missing letter- the -] –woman.  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is vaaranki [ missing  letter- Ra-]   beautiful  woman . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  naarikai- [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] -  woman with slender waist . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  karun –k- 
kanni [ missing  letter- Ra-] -   black  eyed woman . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is kanavan -  
husband/ leader . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is koan- king.  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  khan- king.  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is kovan- 
king.  
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úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  mannavan- 
king.  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  koa 
makan-  king/ duke  . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  aandavan 
/aandakai [ missing letter- the -] -  god/ king/ duke . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is vaenthan-[ missing letter- the -]-  king.  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kudakan--[ 
missing letter- the -]-   Cera king -  ruler of  kuda Naadu . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  naayakan- hero.  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  erai 
makan- [ missing letter  -Ra-] -  hero / god /king . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  eraivan - [ 
missing letter  -Ra-] -  hero / god /king. 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  iyakkan -  
leader  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  mukkiyan -  leader.  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  aalvoan- 
missing letter -la-] - ruler.  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  on-k-kole [ 
missing letter -la-] – king  
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úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  manam 
veesum  nei  / vaasanai   nei   – fragrant ointment  ; vaasanai- smell ; nei- oil/ 
ghee   . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kan mai-   
an eye salve ; kann- eye  ;  kann-  eye; mani -stone .   

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  Kanjakam- 
missing letter – sa-]-  an eye balm . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  manu  
padivam /  manu  kodukka vaendum [ missing letter  -the -]-  application/ to 
apply  ; manu –application ; kodukka- to give . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   vinnappam [ missing letter – pa-]-  application .  

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   koarikkai manu - [ missing letter – pa-]-  application . 

úgunu  has the consonants  -ka- an -and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  vaendukole manu  [ missing letters – the-  and--la- -]-application .   

 

 ùgun, ugu(4): n., progenitor. v., to beget, bear. adj., natural, genetic. 

ugun  has the consonants  -ka -an -and the original Tamil  word is eenuka  -to 
give birth. 

ugun  has the consonants  -ka -an -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
janikka [ missing letter –ja /sa-]  -to be born  

ugun  has the consonants  -ka -an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Sanakan /Janakan – father/ progenitor.  

ugun  has the consonants  -ka -an -and the other interpretaion  of the word is 
avichchan – father.  
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ugun  has the consonants  -ka -an -and the original Tamil  word is aakkiyoan – 
creator.  

ugun  has the consonants  -ka -an -and the original Tamil  word is iyarkkaiyaana 
[ missing letter –Ra-]   - natural .  

ugun  has the consonants  -ka -an -and the original Tamil  word is kunam  -
nature. 

ugun  has the consonants  -ka -an -and the original Tamil  word is ina vakai – 
genus  

ugun  has the consonants  -ka -an -and the original Tamil  word is anu vakai  -  
genes . 

  

 ukum: dust (devil).  

ukum  has the  consonants- ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is pankam [ 
missing letter- pa-]- dust . 

ukum  has the  consonants- ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kanam- 
devil .  

 

úkur: butcher (ug5 , 'to kill', + kir, 'cow').  

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  eraichchi  vikkiravar [ missing letter- sa-]  -  one who  sells meat  ; 
eraichchi- meat; vikkiravar- seller. 

 ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
maamisam [Skt] / uoon  vikkiravar [ missing letter- sa-] - one who  sells meat ; 
maamisam- meat; uoon- meat .   

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  adi kaaran / vathaikkiravn [ missing letter- the-]- slaughterer.   
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ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   unavu  thaevaikku vaendi  Kedaa vettukiravar [ missing letter- the-]-
butcher/ one who kills  bull for food ; kedaa- goat; vettukiravar- one who 
cuts/kills .  

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   Kari kadai kaarar [ missing letter- the-]- meat shop owner  ;kari- meat 
; kadai- shop .  

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
Kasaappu kaaran [ missing letters-  sa-  and - pa-] – butcher.  

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  uoon  vanikar -meat merchant  ; uoon- meat; vanikar- merchant. 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  Kolai kaaran [ missing letter- la-]- killer; kollu- kill .  

  

ukur3,4, uku2,5: n., poor man; poverty. v., to be or become poor.  

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  variyavar / varignan / variyoar -  poor men.  

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  kurignan – poor person . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  kinjinar -    poor men . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  kuriavu / kurai -  poverty . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   kai -kuraivu- poverty . 
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ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   verumai- poverty  . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is    kai aravu – poverty . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   verun -k-kai- poverty . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is    eravu- begging/ poverty . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  vettrar [ missing letter –the -] – poor men . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  siru kudi- [ missing letters - sa- and- –the -]  - poor family . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  patraa kurai- [ missing letters-  pa- and- –the -] -  poverty . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  kareeppu  [ missing letter- pa-] -  poor  . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
arppakan [ missing letter- pa-] - poor man . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is varumai – poverty . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
nakka vaaram-  poverty . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  eliyavar  [ missing letter- la-] – poor men .  

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
Varam-  poverty. 
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ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
orkkam-   poverty . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   uru -kan – poverty . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
nal kuravu -[ missing letter- la-] -  poverty  . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
nikuruthi [ missing letter- the -] – poverty . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  noeithavar [ missing letter- the -]- poor men. 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  thaevai -k-kuraivu [ missing letter- the -]-– poverty.  

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  varumai koadu [ missing letter- the -]- poverty line  ;  varumai- poverty 
; koadu- line.  

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
varithu [ missing letter- the -] – poverty. 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   Kai soara  [ missing letter- sa-]  –to become poor . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   varumai ura-   to become poor . 

ukur  has the consonants –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   pana-k-kaaran [ missing letter –pa-]-  rich man [antonym] . 

  

úkuš: cucumber.  
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ukus  has the consonants-  ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is sukkam-  
country  cucumber . 

ukus  has the consonants-  ka- sa -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
kasakam – cucumber  creeper / motled melon . 

ukus  has the consonants-  ka- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is sukkaan kaai  
- un ripe cucumber . 

ukus  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thummatti kaai  [ missing letter- the-] -  country  cucumber . 

ukus  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -] -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  mithakkankaai / mithu-k-kai [ missing letter- the-] -  – cucumber.  

ukus  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is uoor 
vaarukam /   uru vaaram [ missing letter- Ra-]  - a kind  of cucumber . 

ukus  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is kakkari   
kaai [ missing letter- Ra-] -  cucumber  .  

ukus  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is vaalunki [ 
missing letter- la-] -  a sort of cucumber . 

  

ulul(2): binding; harness; leash, chain (u, 'ten, many', + lal, 'to strap, harness').  

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is keezh  [ missing 
letter- ka-] - bridle . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is poazh [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  leather strap . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is kalanai / kalinam [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  harness. 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
soalam [ missing  letter- sa-] – harness. 
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ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is izhuvai vilankin  
saenam -   [ missing letter- ka-]- harness  . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is vilanku  [ missing 
letter- ka-]- - chain  . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
nikalam [ missing letter- ka-]- – chain  /fetters . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
lakaan [ missing letter- ka-]- – chain . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is valli  [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  fetters  

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is kolavi  [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  shackle . 

 ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is valaiyal [ missing 
letter- ka-]- –fetters. 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoduththal [ 
missing letter- the-]-  –to  chain . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  val [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  horse birdle . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadivaalam  [ 
missing  letters- ka- and --the -]  -bridle   

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  karuzh [ missing  
letters- ka- and -Ra -]-  bridle . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  inaiththal [ 
missing letter- the-]-  – binding  

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thalaiyal [ missing 
letter- the-]-  – binding . 
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ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thottal [ missing 
letter- the-]-  – binding . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  aaththal [ missing 
letter- the-]-  – binding.  

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kattuthal [ missing  
letters- ka- and --the -] - harnessing . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thalai nool [ 
missing letter- the-]-  leash  /  thread . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaazh  [ missing 
letter- ka-]--  string / chain . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  maattuthal [ 
missing letter- the-]-  –shackle . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thalai [ missing 
letter- the-]---fetter.  

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai - kaal vilanku -[ 
missing letter- the-]-  fetters . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuzhaai [ missing 
letter- ka-]--  – leash . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pala [ missing 
letter –pa-]- many . 

ulul   has the consonant-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  naalaa-  many . 

 

ulušin: emmer beer.  

ulsin   has the consonants -la –[-sa-]- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalan-k-kal –[ missing letter- ka-]- toddy/ alcohol  . 
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ulsin   has the consonants -la –[-sa-]- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaniyal [ missing letter –the -] – toddy.  

ulsin   has the consonants -la –[-sa-]- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thondalam – toddy . 

 

úlutin: attractive, attention-getting. 

 ulutin  has the consonants- la- the- an –and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
vaankuthal  [ missing letter- ka-] –attractive; kann- eye  . 

 ulutin  has the consonants- la- the- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhakaanathu  [ missing letter- ka-]- beautiful . 

ulutin  has the consonants- la- the- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
ullaththai  sundi  izhuththidum [ missing letter- sa-] – attractive ; ullam- soul; 
sundi  izhu- to pull down/ to attract   . 

ulutin  has the consonants- la- the- an –and the  original Tamil  word is ezhil 
aarntha-[ missing letter-Ra-] –beautiful / attractive . 

ulutin  has the consonants- la- the- an –and the  original Tamil  word is nallathu  
-good one. 

ulutin  has the consonants- la- the- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavanaththai  izhukkum   [ missing letter-ka-] -– attention  getting ; kavanam –
attention . 

ulutin  has the consonants- la- the- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
naattaththai  sezhuththa  seithidum [ missing letter- sa-] – attractive /attention  
getting ; naattam- attention. 

attractive [E] has the consonants -the  -Ra – ka- the- va –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is manathai  / ennaththai   kavarnthida- attractive ; manam- mind; 
ennam –thought . 
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 umah: marsh, swamp (u, 'plant', + mah, 'high'). 

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kalar nilam 
-[ missing letter- la -] -  bog  ; nilam- land . 

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  neevaram [ missing letter- Ra-] - 

 umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is pankkam - 
-[ missing letter- pa -]-mud.  

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ankkanam-  
mud . 

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koompu--[ 
missing letter- pa -]-  mud . 

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kollam [ 
missing letter- la -] -  mud . 

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is azhuvam  [  
missing letter-zha -] – marsh .  

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vellam  [ 
missing letter- la -] -   flood /inundate  

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is uoozhi  
vellam -[ missing letter- zha/ la -]  - deluge . 

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kinnakam-   
deluge. 

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oaakam- 
flood.  

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  oaatha vanam -[ missing letter- the  -] - flood land; oaatham –flood  . 
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umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is maenmai  
mikka- high . 

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  maka [Skt] - high .  

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kondakam 
[ missing letter- the -] – a plant.  

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kenthikam 
[ missing letter- the -]-  a plant . 

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kenthanam 
[ missing letter- the -] – the plant . 

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thindakam-
[ missing letter- the -] - the plant.  

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koasamam 
/ kuna sakam [ misisn letter –sa-] –the plant.  

umah   has the consonants- ma -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mayakkam-  
‘high’ /’ kick’ [drug induced]  . 

 

 umbin: nail; claw; talon; hoof; nail impression (on a clay tablet); hair pin; 
wheel (of a chariot, wagon) [UMBIN archaic frequency: 34; concatenates 4 
sign variants].  

umbin  has the consonants -ma –[-pa-]- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   kai 
nakam [ missing letter- ka-] – hand nail.  

umbin  has the consonants -ma –[-pa-]- an- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  vaakanam  [ missing letter- ka-]  - wagon.  

umbin  has the consonants -ma –[-pa-]- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaanam  -car.  
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umbisag: scribe (umbin, 'nail impression [on a tablet]', + sag, 'individual 
human').  

  umbisag   has the consonants  - ma - pa - sa  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   seppy  pattayathhtir   /  thaamira  pattayaththir     virar  nakam   
kondu   keera / varaiya/ varainthida    vaendum [ missing letters- Ra-  and -the- 
-] – to draw / incise  with  the  finger nail in a copper tablet ; virar / viral- 
finger; nakam- nail ; keeru –incise/ write; varaiya- draw    ;seppu –copper; 
pattayam- tablet; thaamiram- copper.  

  umbisag   has the consonants  - ma - pa – [-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  padi edukkum manithar [ missing letters- Ra-  and -the--] – one who  
have  takes copy   of the writings ; padi- copy  ;  edukka- take  ; manithar- man . 

 umbisag   has the consonants  - ma - pa – [-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  aavanam    paathu  kaakkum   manithar  [ missing letters- Ra-  and -
the--]- document keeper; aavanam- document; kaakka- protect; manithar- 
man. 

umbisag   has the consonants  - ma – [-pa-] – [-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  keerukindravar  /  varaikindravar    [ missing letters- Ra- and- the- ] -
writer ;  varaika – write . 

umbisag   has the consonants  - ma – [-pa-]  – [-sa-]  -ka – and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is mukareer [ missing letter- Ra -] – scribe . 

umbisag   has the consonants  - ma – [-pa-]  – sa- -ka – and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is kumaasthaa [ missing letter-the-] – writer. 

 

ummeda(2), éme: wetnurse; mammy (umu/um, 'nurse', + da, 'to hold, 
protect').  
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ummeda  has the consonants – ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
amuthu  / thanniyam uootum thaai -   mother who feeds   ; thaaimai- 
motherhood; uootu- feed; thaai- mother.  

ummeda  has the consonants – ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaai 
maar [ missing letter- Ra-] -  mother.  

ummeda  has the consonants – ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
maattraam thaai [ missing letter- Ra-] – step mother.   

ummeda  has the consonants – ma- the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  maathaa[Skt]  - mother . 

ummeda  has the consonants – ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thammanai- mother.  

ummeda  has the consonants – ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is tham-
moaei – mother.  

ummeda  has the consonants – ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word is moei -
thaai – mother ; thaai amma . 

ummeda  has the consonants – ma- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
moothaai  -  mother of mother  / great mother . 

 

kušummud, ùmmu[EDIN.LÁ]: (goatskin) water bag.  

kusummud   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]  -ma - the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   pathanitta    aattu / maattu  thole - aal - aana   kudi thanni  pai [ 
missing  letters- la- and  -pa-] – leather  bag; aadu –goat ;maadu –cattle;  thole- 
leather ;  pathanitta- tanned ;  kudi thanni- drinking  water; pai- bag. 

 

umun: title of respect; Emesal dialect form of en.  
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umun  has the consonants - ma  -an - and  and the  original Tamil  word is – 
maenmai – respect/highness.  

 

úmun, umum: mold; raw form or material; idea; knowledge; scholarship 
[UMUN2 archaic frequency: 114]. 

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is ennam-  
idea.  

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is munn- 
idea.  

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is munnam- 
thought/ suggestion .  

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is unnam- 
thought / thinking. 

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is nun -
nayam- thought ; naanayam –facts .  

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is unmai- 
facts.  

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   maanasam [missing letter- sa-] – thought . 

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the other interpretationof the   word 
is   soosanam [missing letter- sa-] -  suggestion  by sign . 

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  enna 
oaattam  [ missing letter- the -]  - flow of thought ; ennam- thoughts . 

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is naanam – 
knowledge . 
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umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is inkkam-[ 
missing letter- ka-]- implied idea  . 

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is kavanam [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  awareness ,  state of  having been informed  /  facts .  

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  gnaanam [ Skt] [ missing letter- ka-]- – knowledge.  

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  aanmaa [Skt] – knowledge  

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kiyaanam [Skt] -[ missing letter- ka-]- knowledge . 

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vignaanam [Skt] – knowledge . 

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vinaanam  [ missing letter- ka-]- knowledge . 

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   paandiththiyam [ missing letters-  pa -and- the -]-scholarship ;  pandithan- 
scholar; padippu –education  . 

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
poosanam / poojanam  [ missing letters- pa –and- sa-] –mold over the 
tree/fungus.  

umun  has the consonants – ma- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  munn- 
mold/dust.  

 

 ùmun: flea; louse.  

umun  has the consonants - ma -an -and the  original Tamil  word is namadu [ 
missing letter- the -]–louse.  
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umun  has the consonants - ma -an -and the  original Tamil  word is mozhiyan [ 
missing letter- the -]–- large louse.  

 

umun5,6,11: (stagnant) pool; swamp; a swamp plant. 

umun has the consonants- ma -an -   and the  original Tamil  word is saeru mun 
[ missing letters- sa –and- Ra-] -  mire . 

umun has the consonants- ma -an -   and the  original Tamil  word is polla 
nilam  [ missing letters- pa –and- la-] – bog . 

umun has the consonants- ma -an -   and the  original Tamil  word is mun adai [ 
missing letter- the-]  - puddle. 

umun has the consonants- ma -an -   and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
maai-  [missing letter- the-] - lake . 

 

 umuš, uš4: discernment; intelligence; reflection, consideration; decision (u6 , 
'to be impressed' + máš, 'to examine, inspect').  

umus  has the consonants -  ma- sa  and the  interpretation  of the   word is 
nichchaiyam  – decision . 

umus  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-]   and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is orumai [ missing letter- Ra-]  -decision.  

umus  has the consonants -  ma- sa  and the  interpretation  of the   word is 
nithaanam [ missing letter- the -]  -decision.  

umus  has the consonants -  ma- sa-and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is saenam -  sense . 

umus  has the consonants -  ma- [- sa -] -and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is immi- sense  [sunai]   . 
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umus  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-]   and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is naanam – intelligence. 

 umus  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-]   and the  interpretation  of the   word 
is gnaanam [Skt]  -  intelligence  . 

umus  has the consonants -  ma- -sa-  and the  interpretation  of the   word is 
sitham [Skt]  [ missing letter- the -]  – intelligence . 

umus  has the consonants -  ma- -sa-  and the  interpretation  of the   word is 
sumathi [ missing letter- the -] - wise person.  

umus  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-] -  and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is  mathi /  mathi udaimai [ missing letter- the -]  – intelligence / 
discernment . 

umus  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-] -  and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is   madamai  [ missing letter- the -] -  stupidity [ antonym ] . 

umus  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-]  - and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is  ennam- discern . 

umus  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-] -  and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is   mun mathi- [ missing letter- the -]  – intelligence. 

umus  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-]  - and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is  thee mathi - [ missing letter- the -]  – intelligence. 

umus  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-]-   and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is  ollimai  [ missing letter- la-] - bright intelligence . 

umus  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-]-   and the  Tamil  interpretation  of the   
word is   mananm-  reflection [mental] / consideration  . 
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unkin, ukkin: communal assembly, folkmoot (ùga/un, 'people', + kíg/kin, 'to 
seek, fetch'; cf., unkin-gar-ra) [UKKIN archaic frequency: 108; concatenates 3 
sign variants].  

         ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kumu     
kaaya   kanam -  communal assembly; kumu kaayam- community . 

    ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kumu kaaya  
avai – communal assembly. 

         ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  ina avai -    
communal assembly. 

       ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  mannanin      
avai  -king’s   court ; mannan- king  ; avai- assembly .  

        ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nayanakam – court.  

     ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  other interpretation of the word   is   
ankkanam – a court.  

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  ina  
kuzhumal [ missing  letter- zha/ la -]  -  clan assembly.  

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  ina  
kazhakam missing  letter- zha -] –assembly/ clan meeting .  

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  ina kuzhu  
avai   [ missing  letter- zha-] - communal assembly ;  ina kuzhu –clan ; avai – 
assembly . 

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  ina  kuzhu  
kazhakam  [ missing  letter- zha-] -communal assembly; inam- race. 

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  ina koottam 
[missing  letter- the -] -communal assembly; inam- race . 
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ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kumu kaaya   
koottam  [missing  letter- the -] communal assembly ; kumukaayam- 
community; koottam- meeting  . 

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanam –  
assembly .  

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  ina  konthu 
[missing  letter- the -]  -  communal gathering.  

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  other interrpretation of the word 
is   anikam -  assembly . 

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  other interrpretation of the word 
is   nikaayam --  assembly.  

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  other interrpretation of the word 
is   nivakam – assembly.  

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  other interpretation of the word is   
sankkam  [ missing  letter –sa-] –assembly; sankamum – gathering .  

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  other interpretation of the word is[ 
missing  letter –sa-] - synogogue  ;  onnaaka- to unite together . 

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  eduththu 
kondu vaa [ missing  letter- the -] –fetch  /bring . 

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  naaduka-[ 
missing  letter- the -]-  seek . 

ukkin  has the consonants- ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaedi   
kandu  adaiya vaendum  -[ missing  letter- the -] -  to seek  ;  thaedu –search  ;  
kandu adaiya –to find  out . 
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unug(2), unu(2): dwelling; fortress; jewelry, adornment; cheek; the city of 
Uruk (ùga/un, 'people', + ig, 'door') [UNUG archaic frequency: 206; 
concatenates 3 sign variants].  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kannam-  
cheek . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  konju [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – cheek / kiss.  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadi manai 
missing  letter- the-]  - fortified place.   

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is veetu manai 
missing  letter- the-]  -  house.  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thankkum 
idam/ veedu / veedu thanku -[  missing  letter- the-]  -  dwelling palce/ house; 
thankku –stay ; veedu- house  .   

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thankku –-[  
missing  letter- the-]  - stay   /dwell . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kidanthidu- [ 
missing  letter- the-]-  dwell.  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
aavarnam  /arann amaikka [  missing  letter –Ra-] -  fortify ; arann- fence  ; 
amaikka- make . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
nikaayam – dwelling  . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
nivaesanam[Skt]  [  missing  letter- sa-]  - dwelling . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pavanam [  missing  letter-pa-] – dwelling . 
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unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
avaththaanam /avathaanam  [ missing  letter- the-]  – dwelling . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is nakai – 
jewel.  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is pon -nakai- [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - gold jewel ; pon – gold .  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the interpretation  of the word is   
kaanjana [ missing  letter- pa-]  -gold / gold jewel    . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaathani 
missing  letter- the -] – ear stud  ;  kaaathu- ear ;ani- jewel . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kadukkan [ 
missing  letter- the -]  -ear  ring ; kaathu-  ear ; anika- wear . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thonkattaan- 
missing  letter- the -]  - locket .  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is muththu  
nakai-   pearl jewelry ; muththu- pearl . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is maanikkam- 
ruby.  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mani 
makudam-[  missing  letter- the -]  - tiara . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vankkaan -
sundry  jewellery . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  anikalan- 
[missing letter- la-] - jewellery. 
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unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is maankaa 
maalai-[ missing letter- la-]  -  long chain  designed like mangos; maalai- 
garland/ necklace; maankkaai- mango  . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ani vakai 
/nakai   -jewel ; aniya- wear; vakai-  kind ; nakai-  jewel . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the   other interpretation  of the  word 
is  sikaa mani  /seevaka mani [ missing letter- sa-] – crest jewel . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the   other interpretation  of the  word 
is  kunjam [ missing letter- sa-]- tassel  for the woman’s hair . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the   other interpretation  of the  word 
is   kankkanam - armlet / wrist band.  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vankki- 
armlet . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koadanai -[ 
missing letter- the-]  - adornment  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  anika   -
adorn/wear  . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  punai [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  adorn /  beautify . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  punaika [ 
missing letter- pa-] – adorn . 

 unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  paenuka [ 
missing letter- pa-]   -adorn . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vanaika  -
adorn . 
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ùnug, unu6 [TEMEN.ÈŠ = TE.AB]: elevated shrine, temple; living room; 
sanctuary. 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaavu  
kodukkum  munn  maedai [ missing  letter- the  -] – sacrificial altar ; kaavu –
sacrifice ; munn- soil; maedai -stage . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koavan  
veedu [ missing  letter- the  -]  -house of the  sun  god. ; koavan-  god; veedu- 
house.  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the other interpretation of the word is  
niththiya vithi [ missing  letter- the  -] -  altar . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  aandavanai 
vanankum maedai  / idam [ missing  letter- the  -] –stage to worship  god  
;aandavan-  god; vanankka- to worship  /daevaaram paadu ; idam- place; 
maedai –stage .  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  aandavanin 
veedu [ missing  letter- the  -] – house of the lord.  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the other interpretation of the word is  
vimaanam – temple . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the other interpretation of the word is  
naemakam – hall. 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  veettin mun 
koodam  [ missing  letter- the  -] -front room of the house; veedu –house; mun 
–front ; koodam- hall . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the other interpretation of the word is  
vaathayanam  / mandavam [ missing  letter- the  -]  – hall . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thankkum 
idam [ missing  letter- the  -]  –room / place to stay ; thankka- stay; idam- 
place.  
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unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  aandavanin  
idam [ missing  letter- the  -]- place of the lord; aandavan –god; idam- 
house/place .  

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaeiva 
manai [ missing  letter- the  -]—sanctuary ; thaeivam- god; manai- house. 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is karu manai  [ 
missing  letter-Ra  -]- sanctuary ; manai- house . 

unug  has the consonants - an -ka -and the other interpretation of the word is  
thaeiva thaanam [Skt] [ missing  letter- the  -]- sanctuary; thaanam- place . 

 

uraš[IB]: earth; loincloth; secret. 

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is tharai [ 
missing letter- the -]-  earth . 

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is thirai- 
earth/ sky/ sea .  

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  thiram- earth . 

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  tharani [ missing letter- the -]-  -earth.  

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   thaarini [ missing letter- the -]-  -earth.  

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  tharam [ missing letter- the -]-   -earth .  

 uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  thariththiri  [ missing letter- the -]-   -earth.  
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uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  thaaththiri [ missing letter- the -]-   –earth. 

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  paaram  [ missing letter- pa-] -earth . 

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is purai / 
porai [ missing letter- pa-]  -earth . 

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  miruthai [ missing letter- the -]- earth . 

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  maathiram [ missing letter- the -]- earth. 

 uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  miruththiyam – earth.  

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is aar -  
earth.  

uras  has the consonants -Ra – sa--and the  original Tamil  word is erasai – 
earth.  

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is erai -  
earth.  

uras  has the consonants –Ra-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is marai  seithi  
[ missing letter- the -]-  secret matter ; marai- hidden ; seithi- message  . 

uras  has the consonants -Ra – [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is marai 
ennam – secret matter; ennam- thoughts .  

uras  has the consonants -Ra – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is marai 
meimai  -secret truth; meimai- truth .  

uras  has the consonants -Ra – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is marai-  
be secretive ; marai –to hide/ cover . 
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uras  has the consonants –Ra-  [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is maraivu [ 
missing letter –ka-] –secret.  

uras  has the consonants -Ra – sa--and the   other interpretation of the word is   
maraivaana ennam / rakasiyam[Skt] [ missing letter –ka-] – secret;  ennam- 
thought ;  maraikka- to hide .  

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  moodu manthiram [ missing letter- the -]-  secret ; moodu- to cover. 

uras  has the consonants -Ra –[- sa-]  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  antharam  [ missing letter- the -]-  secret.  

uras  has the consonants -Ra  sa--and the   other interpretation of the word is  
siththiram [ missing letter- the -]-  secret.  

uras  has the consonants -Ra – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thuvarai 
[ missing letters- the  - and -ka- -]-  – loin cloth  ;  thuvar- aadai . 

 

 úrdu[ARAD×KUR]: (cf., arad).  

 

úrgu: ferocity, rage (ur + gù, 'barking dog'). 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kurikkum 
naai -  barking dog.  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kurai mukan 
–  one with barking  face  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kukkuran –
dog.  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kooran-  
dog.  
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urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pai kiri/ poa-
k-kiri  [ missing letter –pa-] -  dog like person.  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  visar naai [ 
missing letter –sa-] -   veri naai -   mad dog.  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
mirukaari- dog  ;  virukam; kuranku  .  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
Vayiravan vaakanam – vehicle of lord Vairava ; veeran ; maravan .  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  naai vanikar- 
dog fancier . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  veri  aarvam  
- rage . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
ukkiram [Skt] – rage . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koari – rage. 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nerukku – 
rage . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  moorkkam- 
rage  . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
moakaram [Skt]  –rage . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is erivu –rage.  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is karuvu- rage.  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaeram-  
rage.  
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urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaer kuri – 
an indication  for rage . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is     
kavaram –rage . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
munivaraamai - unappeasable wrath . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mana -k- 
kumaral [ missing  letter  - la-]-  ferocity . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mattu 
meeriya vaetkai [ missing  letter  -the -]- ferocious.  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   unarchchi  
vaekam [ missing  letter – sa-] –  ferocious . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  seeruka  [ 
missing  letter – sa-] –ferocious.  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  [ missing  
letter  -the -]- kaainthuduthar -  wrath  . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is manam  
kothiththar - [ missing  letter  -the -]-wrath .  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is miku  
kanarchchi [ missing  letter – sa-]  -anger. 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is veruppu [ 
missing  letter – pa-]  – anger . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
aakkuroasam[Skt]  [ missing  letter – sa-]  - rage . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
akam-k-kaaram- anger.  
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urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is marku- 
anger.  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is munavar- 
anger.  

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nerukku – 
rage . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the interpretation  of the word is 
vayiram – rage . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
theeveeram [Skt]  [ missing  letter  -the -]- ferocious. 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
rowththiram  [ missing  letter  -the -]- wrath . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  eri vantham 
[ missing  letter  -the -]- –wrath . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  viyarththida- 
[ missing  letter  -the -]- wrath . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kathavuthar 
[ missing  letter  -the -]- – to have anger  / wrath . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  murattu 
kunam- [ missing  letter  -the -]-  ferocity . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  tharu -
kannmai [ missing  letter  -the -]-  –ferocity . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  viru viruppu 
[ missing  letter  -pa -]-  ferocity . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  uram kolla- [ 
missing  letter  -la -]-  ferocious . 
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urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kodurum / 
kadurum [ missing  letter  -the -]-  cruelty . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    karumai –
cruelty . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
vakkiram - cruelty . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
kurooram- / koaram --cruelty . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
kurooran- cruel person . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kodiyavar [ 
missing  letter  -the -]-  cruel person . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
kiraathan  / kiraathakan  [  missing  letter  -the -]- – cruel villan . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   van sirai- [ 
missing  letter  -sa -]-  cruel slavery . 

urgu  has the consonants - Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   van kai 
vaaram -  cruel crime.  
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                                                    Page -70. 

 

urim2,5, uri2,5: doorpost (cf., ùru(-m)) [URI5 archaic frequency: 21]. 

 urim  has the consonants –Ra- ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaayir 
maram [ missing letter- ka-]- entrance post . 

 

urin, ùri[ŠEŠ]: eagle; standard, emblem, banner; blood [ŠEŠ ZATU-523 archaic 
frequency: 25; concatenates 2 sign variants]. 

uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is eruvai-   [ missing 
letter –ka-] - eagle  

  uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is paaru   [  missing 
letter –pa-] -  eagle  

       ùriŠEŠ  has the consonants -Ra -and -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is   
marapu  sinnam  [ missing letter- pa-] -emblem . 

        uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is kuri   [ missing 
letter –ka-]  - symbol.    

        uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thukir kodi [ 
missing letters –ka-  and -the  - ]  - – banner . 

         ùriŠEŠ  has the   consonants- Ra  -  sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
saruththi  [ missing letter -the  - ] -    distinguishing banner . 

         uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   tharam  [ missing  
letter -the  - ]  - -standrad . 

         uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the original Tamil  word is  nirai   -standard . 

         uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   varai arai [ 
missing letter –ka-]  - standard . 
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         uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   uthiram -[ 
missing letter -the  - ] – blood . 

           ùri  has a consonant -Ra --and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
raththam-[Skt]  [ missing  letter the-] -  blood . 

           uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nei thoar [ 
missing letter -the  - ]  – blood . 

          uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  arakku neer [ 
missing letter –ka-]  -  blood [ red]  

         uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  aarakam [ missing 
letter –ka-]  – blood . 

          uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  eruvai [ missing 
letter –ka-]-   blood [ red] .  

           uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    karai-[ missing 
letter –ka-]  – blood .    

          uri  has a  consonant- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  punner  [  
missing letter –pa-] –blood   /pus .  

         ùri ŠEŠ has the   consonants- Ra  -  sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sem 
punneer   [  missing letter –pa-] - blood as warm.  

          ùri ŠEŠ has the   consonants- Ra  -  sa-  and the other interpretation of the       
word is suronitham  [  missing letter –the -] -blood as warm . 

            ùri ŠEŠ has the consonants- Ra  -  sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is            
soari  – blood.  

 

 ursub(2), urrub(2): (cf., zurzub(2)).  
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urudu, uruda, urud: copper; metal (ùru, 'luminous object', + dù, 'to mould, 
cast') [URUDU archaic frequency: 61; concatenates 3 sign variants].  

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
thaamiram [Skt] – copper  . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is thaampiram [ missing  letter- pa-]- copper.  

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is uthumparam- [ missing  letter- pa-]- copper. 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is thaaram -  copper alloy / bell metal / silver . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is raththam [Skt]  -copper [red in color ] . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is  thurisu  [ missing letter- sa-]  -copper sulphate . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is  muththu muri – best  bell metal . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is   thaamira paththiram  [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-]  – copper plate grant  ;  
seppu iyattru .  

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is    thaamira  saasnam [Skt]  / mannarudaiya  aanai / arasrudaiya aanai [ 
missing letter- sa-] - copper plate grant ; thaamiram- copper; aanai- order. 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is   saththiram [ missing letter- sa-]  – iron .  

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is  thirudam-  iron . 
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urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is  ereethi -  brass ; rathi . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is  aaru patham [ missing letter- pa-]  – brass.  

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is   aruchchantham [ missing letter- sa-]  – brass.  

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is   erasitham [ missing letter- sa-]  - silver.  

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is   amirtham [Skt] – gold .  

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  aruththam- giold.     

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  maathar-  gold . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  peethamparam [ missing letter- pa-]  – gold cloth ;  ponnaar neitha aadi 
/udai  . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  aritham-  gold color.  

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  paadeeram [ missing letter- pa-]  – zinc . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is   karu-k-katta  [ missing letter- ka-]   -  to mould . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is   urukki vaarththidu  [ missing letter- ka-] - to mould ; urukku- ot 
melt  . 
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urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamilword is  achchu  
eduththar [ missing letter- sa-]  -to mould . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is   kinni  vaarkka vaendum  [ missing letter- ka-]  - to mould a   bowel    

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is   aruththida -  mould a brick . 

urudu  has the consonants – Ra- the -and the original Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is   pathaniduthar  -to tan .   

copper [E]   has the consonants - ka – [ - pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is eruvai –copper. 

copper [E]   has the consonants - ka – [ - pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is copper-  arukkam . 

copper [E]   has the consonants - ka – pa--Ra -and the other interpretaion  of 
the word is  Brahmma  viruththanam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- the -]- copper.  

 

urugal: the netherworld (uru, 'city', + gal, 'big').  

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  azhar 
piravai  missing letter pa- -]   -a hell . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaliru 
vattam –[ missing letter –the -]-  a hell .   

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  vikaraalam-  a hell.  

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  theerkka oli –[ missing letter –the -]- hell .  

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eranthavar-in aavi  ulakam  /uyir neeththavarin   aavikal ulaavum idam [ 
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missing letter –the -]  -  the world for the spirits of the dead ; eranthavar- dead 
person;  aavi- spirit; ulakam- world ; uyir- life; neeththaar- the dead . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
eranthaor ulaku / keezh ulakam  [  missing letter –the -]  -the world of the dead 
; eranthoar- dead people ; keezh- under ; ulakam- world.  

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   karu  
valarum idam- [  missing letter –the -]  womb -the place where embryo 
develops ; karu-  embryo ; valarum –growing ; idam- place . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
eruttukaaka ulla  idam -[  missing letter –the -]  - dark place ; eruttu- dark/ 
night. 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kadun 
thuyar nilai  -[  missing letter –the -]  - hell- the place for suffering ; thuyaram- 
suffering .  

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  naraka loakam -  hell.  

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   naraka  kuzhi   - pit of the hell  ; kuzhi- pit . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   Naagar ulakam-  world of Naagas  . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
keezhoar ulakam – world for the bad people ; ulakam- world  . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan 
uyar veli -  heaven  [antonym ] . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  eraivan  
vaazhum   vaan ulakam  -the world where god lives [antonym] ; eraivan- god; 
vaazhum- living ; vaan- sky ; ulakam- world. 
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urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   para loakam [Skt] -[  missing letter- pa-]  – heaven [antonym] . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   suvarkka loakam [Skt] -[  missing letter- sa-]  - heaven [antonym] . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is    suvarkka kovil  /iraivanin illam -[  missing letter- sa-]  - heaven  
/house of the god [antonym]. 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  Indra loakam- -[  missing letter –the -]  highest  heaven  [antonym]. 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is daevar ulakam  -[  missing letter –the -] – heaven  [antonym] . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other Tamil   interpretation of 
the word is  mee uyar  vaan  nilai  -heaven [antonym] .  

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  nalloar ulkam-   world for the good people -heaven [antonym] .  

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  pirnankal  [ missing letter  –pa-] –heaven [antonym] . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  maru ulakam – heaven [antonym] / the other world; maru- other ; 
ulakam- world . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  peru veli [ missing letter  –pa-] – heaven[antonym] ; peru- big; veli 
–space   

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  peru  vaazhvu  / paer inpa peru  vaazhvu  [ missing letter  –pa-] – 
heavenly  bliss.  
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urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  peru makizh- vakam [ missing letter  –pa-] -paradise [antonym] . 

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  peru makizhvu nilai-[ missing letter  –pa-] - heavenly  bliss.  

urugal  has the consonants – Ra- ka- la- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is   akkarai makkal – heavely  beings . 

*uru  has  a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  -uoor  -village.  

  

urum, uru6, ur7: spawn, fry. 

ur  has theconsonats- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  meen  eenuthar / 
muttai iduthar [ missing letter- the -] –  to lay egg by  fish  ; meen- fish; muttai- 
egg. 

ur  has theconsonats- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  pori[ missing letter – 
pa-] –fry  

ur  has theconsonats- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  karukku [ missing 
letter- ka -] – fry . 

ur  has theconsonats- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  varukka [ missing 
letter- ka-] – fry . 

 

 úrum, uru7: relatives, kin. 

uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is uriyar- relatives. 

uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is emar – relatives.  

uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is urvinar [ missing 
letter- ka-]- relatives.  
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uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is emmavar [ missing 
letter- ka-]- relatives.  

uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is utrar [ missing  
letter- the-] - relatives. 

uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is inaththaaar [ 
missing  letter- the-] - relatives. 

uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thamar[  missing  
letter- the-] - relatives. 

uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  ina uravu [ missing 
letter- ka-]- relatives.  

uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thaerunar [  
missing  letter- the-] - relatives. 

uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
mithhtiran[Skt] [ missing  letter- the-] - relatives. 

 uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is nanpar –[  missing  
letter- pa- -] - friend . 

uru  has the consonant-  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is marunku   [ 
missing letter- ka-]- relatives.  

 

 usan(2): evening (cf., ú-si4 an). 

usen  has the consonants-  sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is saayum  
naeram [ missing  letter- Ra-]- time for sun set; saaya-  to lie down ; naeram- 
time .  

usen  has the consonants-  sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is santhi [ 
missing  letter- the-]- evening.  
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usen  has the consonants-  sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is maei-nadai- [ 
missing  letter- the-]-  evening time when the cattle return home  after grazing.  

usen  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anthi  [Skt] [ missing  letter- the-]-  evening.  

usen  has the consonants-  sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is saayaanam – 
evening . 

usen  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  naemam – evening.  

  

 ùsan: whip. 

 usan has the consonants –sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is sendu  [ 
missing letter –the -] -  horse   whip.  

whip [E] has the consonants - va –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  [ 
missing letter- sa-] - kasai – whip.  

whip [E] has the consonants - va –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  [ 
savukku  kuchchi  [ missing letter- sa-]  -whip . 

 

 usug: (cf., uzug).  

 

ušar(2,3,4), ušur(2,3,4), usar: (female) companion, neighbor (uš, 'to support', 
+ ára/ár, 'to praise') [UŠUR3 archaic frequency: 3; concatenates 3 sign 
variants].  

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  udan 
varukiravar  [ missing letters-  the- and -ka-]  - companion  /accompanying 
person 
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usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  koottu-
k-kaaran [ missing letters-  the- and -ka-]- friend. 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  anpar [ 
missing letter- pa-] - companion  . 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nanpar [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  friend . 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pen 
nanpar- missing letter- pa-] -female  friend . 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  arukan 
missing letter- ka-]  -  companion . 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thodarnthaar-[ missing letter- the-] - companion . 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  other  interpretaion  of the 
word is samarasar- [Skt] -   companion . 

usur  has the consonants -  -sa- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation  of the word 
is  sakasaran [Skt] [ missing letter- ka-]  – male companion . 

usur  has the consonants -  -sa- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation  of the word 
is  saka sari-[ missing letter- ka-] -  female companion . 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paankar 
[ missing letters-  pa- and  -  ka-] -  companion . 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
paankiyar [ missing letters-  pa- and - ka-] -  female compnions . 

usur  has the consonants -  -sa- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation  of the word 
is api saran [ missing letter- pa-] -  companion . 

usur  has the consonants -  -[-sa-]- Ra-  and the  other  interpretation  of the 
word is miththirar [Skt] -[ missing letter- the-] -   companion . 
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usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nayanthoar--[ missing letter- the-] -   companion . 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  uzhaiyar 
[ missing letter- zha-] –companion.  

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ayalaar-[ 
missing letter-la -] – neighbor.  

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  andaiyar 
--[ missing letter- the-] -   neighbor . 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  piran- --[ 
missing letter- pa-] - neighbor . 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is thunaivar 
[ missing  letters- the- and- ka-] -  neighbor . 

usur  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aduththavar [ missing  letters- the- and- ka-] -  neighbor . 

 

ušbar: weaver. 

usbar  has the consonants- sa- [- pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nesavu kaaran [ missing  letter- ka- ]  – weaver . 

usbar  has the consonants- [-sa-]  [- pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neikiravar [ missing  letter- ka- ] – weaver . 

usbar  has the consonants- [-sa-]  [- pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kammiyar [ missing  letter- ka- ] – weaver . 

usbar  has the consonants- [-sa-]  [- pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaarukan [ missing  letter- ka- ] – weaver . 

usbar  has the consonants- [-sa-]  [- pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
arukkiravan [ missing  letter- ka- ] – weaver . 
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 ušbar(3/7): father-in-law; mother-in-law (gìš/uš, 'man; penis', + bar, 'outside; 
foreign'). 

usbar  has the consonants –[- sa-]- [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maama naar  - father inlaw; periya / sinna maamanaar  . 

usbar  has the consonants –[- sa-]- [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maamiyaar – mother inlaw . 

usbar  has the consonants – sa- [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
machchinar –brother inlaw.  

usbar  has the consonants –[- sa-]- [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
annaar - elder brother.  

usbar  has the consonants –[- sa-]- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is aan  
- nin -pirappu uruppu  – male genital;  aan- male; pirappu –birth ; uruppu –
body part . 

usbar  has the consonants –[- sa-]- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pen- 
nin   pirappu uruppu – female genital ; penn- female .  

usbar  has the consonants –[- sa-]- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
puram / purampu  outside/ side.  

usbar  has the consonants –[- sa-]- [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
akkarai  [ missing letter- ka-]  -  foreign .  

usbar  has the consonants –[- sa-]- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pura 
munn- foreign.  

usbar  has the consonants - sa- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pura 
paechchu  -foregin language  

the penis [E]  has the consonants - the – pa- an –[-sa-]-and the  orignal Tamil  
word is aan udampu  - penis/ body of man; aan- man; udambu –body . 
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the penis [E]  has the consonants - the – [-pa-]- an –[-sa-]-and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  thandu- the stick  /stem . 

 penis [E]  has the consonants -pa –an- sa -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  pun 
sinnam /  aan sinnam  - the symbol of a man ; aan- man;  sinnam- symbol 

 penis [E]  has the consonants [-pa-] –an- sa -and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  - sisunam – penis.  

 penis- has the consonants [-pa-] –an- [-sa-]-and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   maani – penis.  

 - penis [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] –an- sa -and the  orignal Tamil  word is    
sunni – penis. 

linga has the consonants-  la -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aan 
kazhai- male stick ; aan- male ; kazhai- stick . 

usbar  has the consonants –[- sa-]- [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaaru   [ missing letter- ka-] -bar . 

usbar  has the consonants –[- sa-]- [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaariyam [ missing letter- ka-]   –bar.  

usbar  has the consonants –- sa- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is satta 
padi  thadai seithar / pannuthar  [ missing letter- the-] – to bar; sattam- law 
;seithar- doing .  

usbar  has the consonants –- sa- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is sattam   
padiththa   arignar - in   thani  idam / thani  arai/ thani  maedai   [ missing 
letter- the-]  -bar [ law] ; sattam- law; padiththa- learned;  arignar -scholar  . 

usbar  has the consonants –- sa- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni   
/  pattai   saaraayam  / suraa paanam   arunthum  idam [ missing letter- the-] -  
bar  [liquor] ; pattai –toddy; saaraayam –arrack  arunthu -drink  ; idam- place  . 
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usbar  has the consonants –- [-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
neenda  mara  thundu [ missing letter- the-]  – bar /  wooden piece; neenda- 
long; mara – tree;  thandu- stick.  

usbar  has the consonants –-sa-–-pa- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  purusar- person [ purusan] .   

usbar  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-–-pa- Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  manusar-  human.  

usbar  has the consonants –- [-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oru  aan  - a man ; oru- one; aan- man.  

usbar  has the consonants –- [-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maanidar/ maanthar [ missing letter- the-]   human . 

 usbar  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-–-[-pa-]- Ra -and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  andeeran [ missing letter- the-]  - man .  

usbar  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-–-pa- Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  purudan  [ missing letter- the-]  -man . 

 

ušera: reed bundle (ú, 'plant', + šár, 'to be many'). 

usera  has the consonants - sa  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  naanar  
summai -  reed bundle . 

usera  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  naanar  
moottai [ missing letter –the -]  -reed bundle ; naanar- reed.  

usera  has the consonants - sa  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  naanar 
sippam  [ missing letter –pa -]  – reed bundle .  

usera  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  niraiya   
- many . 
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 usera  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  payir  
[ missing letter –pa -]  - plant/ crop . 

 

 (gi)ušub[SI.A/DIRIG]: basket (uš, 'to support, lift', + ub4 , 'cavity, hole').  

      usubdirig  has the  consonants – [-sa-] --pa-  the- Ra- ka –and the  original  
Tamil  word is   patru koadu – support.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa--pa-  the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  uthavuthar  / panam kaasu  koduththu  uthavuthar  – to help by  
giving money ; uthavuthar- helping; panam- money ; kaasu –cash . 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa--pa-  the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai  koduththiduthar/  kai tharuka   –to help/ to give a hand ;kai- hand; 
tharuka- give. 

 usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—[-pa-]-  the- Ra- ka –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  aatharvu  tharuka--  to support.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—[-pa-]-  the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muttu tharuka- to support.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—[-pa-]-  the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thaankuthar  -support.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaappatruka- support / save. 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pakka thunaiyaaka   erukka - support. 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—[-pa-]-  the- Ra- ka –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  paramariththiduka  [  paarththiduka] –support. 
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usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  poruppdun  paarththiduka  - support; poruppu-  responsibility; 
paarththiduka- ot look after . 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa-[-pa-]-  the- Ra- ka –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  anusaranaiyaaka erunthiduka  - support. 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is    uru thunaiyaaka erukka – support.  

 usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   koodavae eruppathu -  supportive.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is    uookkuviththar- support.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kuththu kaar-   a support.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa-[-pa-]-  the- Ra- ka –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  jeeva[Skt]  aatharam – life support . 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thuvu-thar – support. 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  udanthaiyaaka erukka – support. 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aravanaiththiduka –support. 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uoondru  koar- support.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  varai paadu atra uthavi / aatharavu -  un qualified support.  
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usubdirig  has the  consonants – --sa—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kanji vaarththiduka -support by  feeding   

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thookki niruththuka- to give a lift ;  thookku- lift ; niruththu- 
make to stand . 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thookki pidiththar – to hold up; pidi- hold. 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kurun -thari – a support.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pari  koodai  -basket; koodai- basket.  

 usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  eravai koodai-  /idaar koodai-  irrigation basket  /swing  basket.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  eru  padai  koodai nesavu  -two and two  basket weave ; eru –two ; 
nesavu- weaving .  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  sooriya koodai   / kathiravan koodai  -sun basket. 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]--pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  puttir koodai -  small basket.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  siru koodai- small basket ; siru- small; koodai- basket. 

 usubdirig  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--pa-- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  perun-k-koodai- big basket  ; periya- big.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  makkri koodai- big basket.  
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usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]--pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  pirampu  koodai -  rattan basket  ; pirampu –cane .  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koodai nesavu / pinnum  murai – basket weave.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  moonkir koodai –bamboo basket ; moonkir-  bamboo.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]--pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  koodai mudaipavar – basket weaver; mudaipavar- one who weaves .  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kinatru  kasadu vaari- basket sub.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thootru  koodai- winnowing basket.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ner -koodai- rice basket ; ner/ nel - paddy .  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koru koodai – wicker basket for calf . 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thoori koodai /  pari  koodai -  wicker basket fot catching fish.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kura koodai- a kind of basket.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]--pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  karu naar petti -  basket made from  black  fibre ; naar- fibre.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koodai moodu  naar thuni – basket  huckaback .  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   uyarththuka- lift.  
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 usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   yaetruka- lift. 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   oankuthar –lift.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thookkuthar – lift.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  visai kondu   thookkum karuvi -  a tool  with a lever for lifting ; visai- 
switch/key  ; thookku- lift ; karuvi- tool .  

 usubdirig  has the  consonants – -[-sa-]—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   min thookki  iyakkukiravar  – lift operator;  min- electric ; 
thookki- lift; iyakkukiravar – operator .  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --sa-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   suvar  oattai – hole in a wall ; suvar- wall; oattai- hole .  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-] -[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   thuvaaram – cavity / hole.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-]-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thirukam – hole  made by a tool .  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-]-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thuruvu  - make a hole . 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-]-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   oattai undaakkuthar – make a hole  ; oattai-  hole; undaakku- 
make . 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-]--pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   padukar- hole.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-]—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   koadaram- hole in a tree.  
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usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-]—pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   idi –appa- urar -kann- holes of the mould.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-]—pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   poththaan oattai  murukkam -  button hole twist.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants –--sa-pa- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   etti paarkka  uthavum / ottu kaetkka uthavum   kathavir  erukkum   
saavi  / visai   oattai – peeping hole in a door.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-]—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kari  kidanku -  a pit or hole for burning charcoal.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-]—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vayitru  arai – abdominal cavity ; vayiru- gut; arai- room.  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   katharai- ear cavity  ; kaathu- ear; arai- room. 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – -sa-[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   neer  udaiya  sav-vu  arai  -serous cavity; neer- water ; udaiya- having 
;sauvu- membrane; arai- room  . 

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-]—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kudainthiduthar- to make a cavity .  

usubdirig  has the  consonants – --[-sa-]—[-pa-]- the- Ra- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   odukkamaana   uraividam- cavity .  

 

ušum, ušu: n., dragon, composite creature (uš11, 'snake venom', + am, 'wild 
ox'). adj., solitary, alone. 

usum has the  consonants-  [-sa-] - ma -and the original Tamil  word is paapmu 
[ missing letter –pa-]- snake.  
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usum has the  consonants-  [-sa-] - ma -and the original Tamil  word is 
aranayam  [ missing letter –Ra-]- – purple  stalked dragon .  

usum has the  consonants-  -sa- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  paampin 
nanju [ missing letter –pa-]- -  snake poison.  

usum has the  consonants-  -[-sa-] - ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
thanimai -[ missing letter –the -]-   alone.  

usum has the  consonants-  -sa- ma -and the other interpretation of the word 
is  yaekavaasam [Skt] -[ missing letter –ka--]- – solitary living .  

 

 ušumgal: lord of all, sovereign; solitary; monster of composite powers, 
dragon (ušum, 'dragon', + gal, 'great') [UŠUMGAL archaic frequency: 21]. 

usumgal   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ma- ka -la -and the original  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  elloarukkum  eraivan [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  god 
for all ; elloarukkum- for all; eraivan- god.  

usumgal   has the consonants –sa- ma- ka -la -and the original  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  arasu aalum mannavan- [ missing  letter- Ra-] - 
ruling  king ; arasu –kingdom; aalum- ruling ; mannvan- king .  

usumgal   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma- ka -la -and the original  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kuru nila mannavan [ missing  letter- Ra-] – petty 
chieftains ; kuru- small; nilam- land; mannan- king . 

usumgal   has the consonants –sa- ma- ka -la -and the original  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  erai-aanmai mikka arasai aalum arasan   [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]-   ruler of the  sovereign state/ monarch  ; erai aanami- 
sovereign  ;  arasu- kingdom ; alaum- ruling ; arasan- king  . 

usumgal   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ma- ka -la -and the other  interpretation  
of the word is  maki paalan  [  missing  letter- pa-]- monarch . 
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usumgal   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ma- ka -la -and the other  interpretation  
of the word is  malik – king . 

usumgal   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma- ka -la -and the original  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  naemi  valavan – king.  

usumgal   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma- ka -la -and the original  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  naadu aalum / maa nilaththai aalum thalaivan/ 
thalai makan / oankkal  [ missing  letter- the -]  -the ruling  head of the state / 
province ; maa nilam- province ; thalai- head; makan- son ; oankkal- king . 

usumgal   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ma- ka -la -and the  original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  ilam koavan -  prince ; ilamai – youth / young ; 
koavan- king. 

usumgal   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ma- ka -la -and the  original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  yaezhu  ulakai aalum mannavan -  the ruler of 
the world ; yaezhu- 7; ulakam- world; aalum- ruling; mannavan- king.  

usumgal   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ma- ka -la -and the other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  naadu aalum mannavan [ missing  letter- the -] -
ruling king of the state; naadu- state; aalum- ruling ; mannavan- king . 

usumgal   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ma- ka -la -and the other  interpretation  
of the word is  manda- leekan [ missing  letter- the -] – petty ruler.  

usumgal   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ma- ka -la -and the other  interpretation  
of the word is  mandala maakkal [ missing  letter- the -] –rulers.   

 

 utah, útu: dried, powdered milk; sky. 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaaintha  -  
dried;  kaainthathu –dried thing  .    

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thanivu- 
becoming dry .  
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 utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   vatriya [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  dried.  

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  varanda- [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - dried . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kittam pidi 
missing letter- pa-] –be dried . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vanakkidu 
– be dried  . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vathakku –
make it dry .  

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vendu - 
make it dry .  

 utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaattuka- 
make it dry. 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  unakkidu- 
make it dry. 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is sunda 
seika- [ missing letter- sa-]- make it dry . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaaichchidu - [ missing letter- sa-]-drying.  

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is pattu  
poakai [ missing letter- sa-]-–drying . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is vaadukai- 
drying .  

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaadoon- 
dried meat . 
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utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  other interpretation of the   word 
tink- tink -  dried mutton . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is uppu  
kandam- dried  meat . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is karuvaadu 
missing letter- Ra--] - -dried fish . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  other interpretation of the   word 
is  koada thakam- dried ginger.    

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  other interpretation of the   word 
mathakam-  dried  ginger . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  other interpretation of the  word 
uoodanam – dried ginger .  

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  other interpretation of the  word 
kondaesan [ missing letter- sa-]- dried ginger . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  sethuku – [ 
missing letter- sa--] - dried leaves . 

utu  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is suthai  maa [ 
missing letter- sa--]  – milk powder ; maa- flour . 

utu  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thuththa   podi    [ 
missing letter- pa--]  - milk  powder   . 

utu  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is amutha  poothi  / 
pindi  [ missing letter- pa--] - milk  powder;  podi- powder ;amutham- milk  . 

utu  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is paal  podi [ 
missing letter- [- pa - and -la- --] – milk powder; paal- milk ; podi- powder . 

utu  has the consonant- the -and the   other interpretation  of the word is paya 
podi [ missing letter- pa--] -milk powder; podi- powder. 
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utu  has the consonant- the -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
thana  sunnam [ missing letter- sa--]  milk  powder/ breast  powder  .  

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thivam-  
sky / heaven . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is nar kathi- [ 
missing letter- Ra--]-  heaven  . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   vara kathi   [ missing letter- Ra--]-  heaven  . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaana 
naadu – sky.  

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  veedu- 
heaven.   

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thukkam- 
sky . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   vittu-  sky . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   vindu  -sky . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan 
mukadu  -sky.  

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  uoothaa 
vaanam – azure sky . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaanam  
moodaakkida-   clouded sky ; vaanam-  sky; moodaakku- veil .  

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  koththu 
vaanam – mackerel sky .  
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utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   kadu  veli- 
[missing  letter- la-] -ethereal  sky . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is vel idai- 
[missing  letter- la-]- atmospheric space   . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is idaivu –
open space . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   kundalam 
[missing  letter- la-]- - heaven . 

utah  has the consonants – the- ka - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   Naaga Naadu -  heavenly  region . 

 

 uttuku: (cf., níg-ka9 ).  

 

utua(2): breed ram; breed bull (udu, 'sheep', + a, 'semen; father') [UTUA 
archaic frequency: 74; concatenates 2 sign variants] utul: (cf., udul).  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aadu   -  goat.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  udu-  sheep . 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  idi – sheep.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
maedam [Skt] - sheep.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
moaththai – sheep.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
uthal [ missing letter- la-]  -ram/ sheep.  
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utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  maadu- cow/ 
bull.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
nanthi[Skt]  - bull.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
idapam [Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-] - bull . 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paandi/ 
paandiyam [ missing letter- pa-] - bull . 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thuru – [ missing 
letter- Ra-]- sheep.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  - thanthai- 
father.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  enthai- father.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaai- mother.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  moothaathai – 
father.   

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
aththaa- father.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaaththaa- 
grand father.  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aththai-  uncle’s 
wife / aunty . 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paatti--[ missing 
letter- pa-]-  grand mother. 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
pithaa-[ missing letter- pa-]-  father.  
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utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is thampi –-[ 
missing letter- pa-]-   younger brother.   

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
thaathu  [ Skt] -semen . 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
inthiyam –semen . 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
pinthu / pinda thanni [ missing letter- pa-] – semen. 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  amutham –
semen /elixir  . 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
mootham –semen . 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aadai otti thanni 
– semen in the clothe; adai- cloth; otti- one that is sticking  . 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
soanitham [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]  - semen .  

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
naatham [Skt] - semen . 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is maani thanni -  
semen/soanitham  . 

utu  has the consonants - the -and the  original Tamil  word is vinthu [ missing 
letter- ka-]- semen .  

utu  has the consonants-  the –  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
vidayam-[ missing letter- ka-] -semen. 

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aattu  
kedaa  - goat/ breed ram  .  
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utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kedaa  
maadu – breed bull . 

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thinnakam -bull 

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mai  vidai  
- ram.  

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kundai-  
bull 

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththam- 
bull.  

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  Kottiyam- 
bull . 

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vakathi/ vakathu –bull .  

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  viththu 
maadu  -breeding bull . 

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vidapam –[  missing letter- pa-]-   bull. 

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  Koa -pathi  [Skt] – lord of cow . 

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  Pakadu [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  buffalo bull . 

utua  has the consonants-  the – va-  and the  original Tamil  word is  Kandi -  
buffalo bull . 

bull [E]  has the consonants – pa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pullam- 
bull . 
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utul2,7: pot, kettle, cauldron (ú, 'food', + tal, 'large jug'). 

utul  has the consonants – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thaazhi -  pot  
with long neck .  

utul  has the consonants – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kothi kalam  
[ missing  letter- ka-] – boiler ; kothikka- to boil .  

utul  has the consonants – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is vennai 
thaazhi [ missing  letter- ka-] – butter pot ; vennai- butter.  

utul  has the consonants – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mut- kalam [ 
missing  letter- ka-] –  earthen pot ; kalam- pot .  

utul  has the consonants – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kannaadi  kol  
kalam - [ missing  letter- ka-]- glass pot; kanaadi- glass; kalam- pot .  

utul  has the consonants – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is madai kalam  
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  kitchen utensil ; madai- kitchen .  

utul  has the consonants – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is idun-k- 
kalam-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  plate . 

utul  has the consonants – the- la -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kettle [ E] [ missing  letter- ka-]. 

 

 uzalag, uzalak[GE22]: area measure, = 1/4 of an iku (= 25 sar).  

uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is nila 
alavai  / land measurement  - kuzhi  kanakku =144sq feet; nilam-  land; alavai- 
measurement  .  

uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaeli  kanakku – 5 kaani . 
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uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
alavu    - measurement.  

 uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
alakka- to measure . 

uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is kol  
alavau  -capacity  measurement . 

uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
alavu  -handful ; kai- hand. 

uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaala kanakku -  time measurement  ; kaalam- time; kanakku- measurement .  

uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kuzhikal  / time measurement -66.6666 milli sec.  

uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
naazhikai kankku / time measurement – 24 minutes.   

uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
anukkal / time measurement – 4 sec.  

uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aalakku / ulakku – grain  /fluid measurement.  

uzalag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-  la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
naal kanakku -  day  count.  

 

uzug, usug: tithe, tenth-part set aside (hà/u, 'ten', + zag, 'outside of').  

uzug    has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaa 
kanakku – measurement of 10;   u  /ha = yaa  =  10 . 

tithe [E]   has a consonant-  the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  pathinmai [ 
missing letter- pa-] – tenth part  ;  paththu . 
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uzug    has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  veliyae   
[  missing letter- la-]  -outside.  

uzug    has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
/akkam / kannai / vaakku / mukam  – side.  

 

uzug2,3,4,5: menstruating woman; woman isolated after birth; person under a 
taboo (cf., ú-sug4 ) (úš, 'blood', + zìg, 'to expend, go out').  

uzug  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  maatha 
vidaai [ missing letter- the -]  – monthly  menstruation; maatham- month   . 

uzug  has the consonants – -sa- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  soothakam [Skt]  [ missing letter- the -]  - menstruation  . 

uzug  has the consonants – -sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  maasa 
vilakku [ missing letter-la- -] - monthy  taboo . 

uzug  has the consonants – -sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  maasa kuli  
[ missing letter-la- -]- monthly  bath . 

uzug  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaalaamai [ missing letter-la- -] – uncleanness of  menstruation .  

uzug  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thukkai 
[ missing letter- the -] - menstrual taboo.   

uzug  has the consonants – -sa-- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  theettu 
kudisai  [ missing letter- the -] -  hut for the  menstruating woman ; theettu- 
taboo; kudisai- hut. 

uzug  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thadai-
katttu [ missing letter- the -] -  taboo.  

uzug  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thoda 
kodaathu-[ missing letter- the -] -  untouchable; thoadu- touch .  
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uzug  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  theenda 
koodaathuthu –-[ missing letter- the -]-  untouchable one ; theendu- touch; 
koodaathu- do not . 

uzug  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  othukki  
vaiththathu -[ missing letter- the -]   - one that was avoided /tabooed .  

uzug  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vilakku--
[ missing letter-la- ] -   taboo /avoid.  

uzug  has the consonants – -sa- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  samuka [Skt] kattu-[ missing letter- the -]  - social taboo ; samukam- society .  

uzug  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kumukaaya kattu -[ missing letter- the -]  - social taboo; kumukaayam- 
community  . 

uzug  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuntha thooimai kondathu-[ missing letter- the -] - one which  is very  pure ; 
thooimai- cleanliness ; mikuntha- excess; konda- having.  

uzug  has the consonants – -sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  veliyae 
selluka  [ missing letter- la -]-  go  out.  

uzug  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  yaeku – 
go.  

uzug  has the consonants – -sa- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  ankasam – blood.  

uzug  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
keelaalam [ missing letter- la -]-  blood . 

 uzug  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
arakkam [ missing  letter- Ra-] –blood.  

uzug  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aa rakam [ missing  letter- Ra-] – blood.  
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uzug  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  yeruvai 
[ missing  letter- Ra-] –blood.  

 uzug  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  karai  [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] –blood.  

uzug  has the consonants –sa- ka - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
suronikam  [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  blood ; sorivu [ suvarai- Malayalam ] . 

uzug  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  oankida 
/  vimmida  /mikunthida [ missing letter –the -]- expanding .   

uzug  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  oanku / 
vimmu /   miku / akai  -expand..  

 

(giš)za balam: juniper (cf., za-ba-lum) [? ZABALAM archaic frequency: 45; 
concatenates 2 sign variants].  

zabalam has the consonants-  sa –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
saelaa  pazham – cherry; pazham- fruit  . 

zabalam has the consonants-  sa –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sampu  pazham – jumbu  fruit/ syzygium.  

zabalam has the consonants-[-  sa-] –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pazham  -fruit.  

zabalam has the consonants-[-  sa-] –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mam pazham – amngo  fruit  

 zabalam has the consonants-[-  sa-] –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  palaa pazham  -jack  fruit . 

zabalam has the consonants-  sa- –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
seemai palaa  -  bread fruit.  
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zabalam has the consonants-  sa- –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
seemai  izhuppai  pazham – chickoo  ; pazham- fruit. 

zabalam has the consonants-  sa- –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
seemai  panichchai  pazham -  persimmon. 

zabalam has the consonants-  sa –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
annasi pazham – pine apple  fruit.  

zabalam has the consonants-  sa –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
panjali  pazham – bell  fruit.  

zabalam has the consonants-  [-sa-] –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nelli pazham -  emblica . 

zabalam has the consonants-  sa –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pachchai  pazham – green banana . 

zabalam has the consonants-  sa –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pasalai  pazham -  kiwi fruit.  

zabalam has the consonants-  [-sa-] –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  paalai  pazham -  kumquat; pazham- fruit. 

zabalam has the consonants- [- sa-] –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pappaali  pazham – papayaa . 

zabalam has the consonants- [- sa-] –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  panam pazham-  palm fruit.  

zabalam has the consonants- [- sa-] –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  puliyam pazham- tamarind. 

zabalam has the consonants- - sa-–pa- la –ma- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  lychee pazham – lychee fruit.  

zabalam has the consonants- [- sa-] –pa- la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mulaam pazham – muskmelon  . 
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zabar[UD.KA.BAR]: bronze (zil; zi; zé, 'to pare, cut', + bar6 , 'bright, white'; Akk. 
siparrum, 'bronze' borrowed before vowel harmony changed Sumerian word; 
cf., barzil, 'iron') [ZABAR archaic frequency: 1]. 

zabar has the consonants – [-sa-]- pa-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
erumbu- iron . 

zabar has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  araram- iron . 

zabar has the consonants – [-sa-]- pa-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
karum-pon [ missing  letter- ka-] – iron. 

zabar has the consonants – [-sa-]- pa-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaarppu irumpu-[ missing  letter- ka-] - cast iron.  

zabar has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
eruvai -[ missing  letter- ka-] –copper . 

zabar has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  arinam/ arunam /ari /ranam - gold   

zabar has the consonants – sa-[-pa-] -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  aruchchanam- gold . 

zabar has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ari eeyam- copper . 

zabar has the consonants –[- sa-] -[-pa-] -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  thaamiram  [Skt] -[ missing  letter – the-] -copper.  

zabar has the consonants – [-sa-]- pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
urumparam- copper .  

zabar has the consonants – sa-[-pa-] -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  seerunam- copper . 
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zabar has the consonants –[- sa-] -[-pa-] -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  tharam  -[ missing  letter – the-] –copper alloy. 

zabar has the consonants – -sa- pa--Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the  
seppu paththiram [Skt]  /sepppu  iyatru  [ missing  letter – the-] - copper plate 
grant ; seppu- copper . 
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zadim: jeweler; stone cutter (cf., za-dím) [ZADIM archaic frequency: 2].  

zadim has the consonants - sa -the –ma- and the  interpretation of the word is  
smith [E] .  

zadim has the consonants - sa -the –ma- and the  interpretation of the word is 
thanka nakai seiyim Thattaan  [ missing  letter- ka-]- one who  makes gold 
jewels; thankam- gold; nakai- jewel ; seiyim- doing ; thattaan- goldsmith .  

jeweller [E]  has the consonants  -sa-  va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  akka saalaiyar – jewellers.  

jeweller [E]  has the consonants  -sa-  va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sen-k -kollar- gold smith . 

jeweller [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kollar-  smiths. 

jeweller [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kammaalar- gold smith. 

jeweller [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  por kollar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  gold smith. 

jeweller [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  pon vinaignarkal [ missing  letter- pa-] -  – gold smiths . 

jeweller [E]  has the consonants  -sa-–va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nakai vaelai seiyum Kammiyar -  gold smith ; pon- gold. 

jeweller [E]  has the consonants  -sa-–va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nakai  valeai seiyum Kammaalar - gold smith ; nakai- jewel; vaelai- work; 
seiyim - doing. 
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jeweller [E]  has the consonants  -sa-–va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    irumpai  urukki  vaelai seiyum karumaar [ missing  letter- pa-]- blacksmith; 
irumpu – iron;  urukku- to melt   ;  vaelai- work;  seiyim –doing; karumaar- 
blacksmith . 

jeweller [E]  has the consonants  -sa-–va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nakai vaelai seyim  Achchaari – yaar - gold smith; nakai- jewel; vaelai- work  . 

jeweller [E]  has the consonants  --sa- –va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pon [ swarna] [Skt]   nakai kal / velli  kolusu  /  vaira- kal  anikalan /  virkkum 
vanikar – one who  sells  gold/ silver /diamond jewels ; pon –gold; nakaikal- 
jewels;  velli- silver; kolusu- anklet ; vairam- diamond; kal- stone; anikalan- 
ornaments . 

jeweller [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –va- la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is nan-  kalan –tharu- nan [ missing  letter- the -] -  jewel maker.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
anikalan/ anikalam -  jewel . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nakaikal- jewels . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koalam-  ornament.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – sa- -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
selvam – wealth ;  selva mani . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai- valaiyal – bangle;  neli  valaiyal . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai –vilai / valayam -  bracelet ; kai- hand; valayal – bangle  . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaal  velli  kolusu –  silver anklet  ; kaal- leg; kolusu- anklet; velli –silver  . 
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jewel [E]  has the consonants – -sa- -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaal salankai –  tinkling  anklet . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – sa-va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is kaal 
silampu [ missing letter- pa-] -  tinkling anklet . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nekizhi –  tinkling toe ring . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kazhal/ kaal aazhi- toe ring . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is    
mani  maekalai-  jewel  for the  waist . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vallikai-  an ear jewel.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
polan-k-kalam [ missing letter- pa-] -  gold jewel.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – -sa- -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nakai sellam – jewel case.    

jewel [E]  has the consonants –sa--va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  sevi  
kammal / valayam -  ear hanging /ring .   

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is lolaa-k-ku – ear hanging.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
pullaakku / mookku kammal [ missing letter- pa-]- nose hanging . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
paalikai- [ missing letter- pa-]-  ear ornament.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -va -la - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  paavali- - [ missing letter- pa-]-  an ear ornament.  
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jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
koalakai-  ornamental ring  as of an elephant’s trunk .   

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kann peeli-[ missing letter- pa-]-   toe ring . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [ -sa-] - -va -la - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  ankuli / ankulikam / ankuliyam – finger ring.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanai aazhi  - signet ring.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is    
kilukkam/ kilunku –ring  / ringing . 

Jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
olikkai- ringing   . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
valayam –ring.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
maanka maalai -  mango  necklace . 

 jewel [E]  has the consonants –-sa- -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaasu maalai  -  coin necklace.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants –-[- sa-] - -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
akku maalai- necklace of sacred beads . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanikka- kal-  -  ruby  ; kal- stone . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanikka vaali-   an  ear  ornament  .   

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pavizham [ missing letter- pa-] – coral . 
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jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pavizha maalai-[ missing letter- pa-] -  coral necklace ; maalai- necklace.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – sa- -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pachchai-k- kal-[ missing letter- pa-]  -emerald ; pachchai- green . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – sa- -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
saeppu- k -kal- -[ missing letter- pa-] -  ruby;  saeppu / sivappu- red . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
neela-k- kal-   blue sapphire ; neelam- blue; kal- stone .  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – sa- -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sokka velli -  kal-  silver.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – sa- -va -la - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sankili [Skt] – chain / necklace . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - -va -la - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   link [E] . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kumizh- stud   ;  stud - thoadu – ear stud .  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [ -sa-] - -va -la - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  nava [Skt]  manikal-  - nine gems.  

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [ -sa-] - -va -la - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  maan-k-kalyam [Skt]  marital chain . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants – [- sa-] - -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kundalm [ missing letter- the -] - ear  hanging . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants –  sa-va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is asal 
nakaikal-  original  jewels . 

jewel [E]  has the consonants –  [ -sa-] -va -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
poali  nakaikal [ missing letter- pa-] – imitation  jewels ;poali –false/ psudo . 
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Kokinoor [ mountain light]  has the consonants -  ka- an -Ra -and the  original 
Tamil  word  is vaira mani –diamond stone . 

 

zalag(2); zal: n., light, brightness; the light before dawn, early morning. v., to 
shine, gleam; to illuminate; to cleanse, purify (often reduplicated). adj., 
bright, luminous, radiant; pure.  

zalag  has the consonants  - sa- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
velichcham – light.  

zalag  has the consonants  - sa- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is jolikka- 
shining . 

zalag  has the consonants  - -sa- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  oli  
veesal -  gleam . 

zalag  has the consonants  - -sa- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vil 
veesu  -shed light . 

zalag  has the consonants  - -sa- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  sikki 
mukki- kal- flint stone  . 

zalag  has the consonants  - -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhal naavu - light . 

zalag  has the consonants  - -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
nilavu  oli- moon light.  

zalag  has the consonants  - -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kezhu-  brightness.  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilakku  oli  / oli vilakku – light; vilakku- lamp ; oli- light .   

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is akal 
vilakku- a kind  of lamp . 
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zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilakku / vilakkam - lamp .   

zalag  has the consonants  -sa- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is saalai  
saikai vilakku -  traffic light.  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kampi vilakku- [ missing letter- pa-] - electric light . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  elakkam -  bright . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vaan 
oli  koalam -  sky light . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is oli  
vellam- flood of  light . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
minunkkal -  appear bright.  

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
pala palakka [ missing  letter- pa -]  -to shine .  

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakal oli [ missing  letter- pa -]  –day time light   . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pozhivu [ missing  letter- pa -] -  brightness.  

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
velippu-[ missing  letter- pa -]  - brightness.  

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalippu -[ missing  letter- pa -] - brightness.  

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vel-  
bright.  
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zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vaal- 
brightness.  

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaanal- brightness . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaazh – brightness . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalai- brightness . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nakkal- brightness.  

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikka oli-  dazzling  brightness; mikka- excess; oli- light  .  

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
muka  pozhivu/  muka kalai -[ missing  letter- pa -]-  brightness of countenance.  

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kalai 
vaelai   vell -oli- morning  twilight  ; kaalai-  morning; vaelai- time; oli- light .  

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
uzhai  vaelai  oli / uzhai  kaala  oli - morning  twilight; uzhaikka- to work; kaalai- 
morning ; oli- light. 

zalag  has the consonants  - sa-- la- ka – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  ushai [Skt]  kaala oli - morning  twilight ; kaalam- time . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
makka-l- oli- evening twilight . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
maalai vaelai  velichcham - evening twilight ; maalai- evening; vaelai- time ; 
velichcham- light . 
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zalag  has the consonants  - sa- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is saayum-
k- kaala  velichcham-  evening twilight ; saaya- to set;  kaalam- time; 
velichcham- light. 

zalag  has the consonants  - [- sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kapila vannam [ missing  letter- pa-] - duskiness . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vai -
karai  naera karukkal [ missing letter- Ra-]-  the twilight  in the moning  
duskiness . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is oli -
yin vaekam- speed of light ; oli- light; vaekam- speed. 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vidiyal  kaalam/ vidium valeai [ missing letter- the-] -  early morning ; vidiyal- 
dawn . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is ilam 
kaalai  vaelai – early morning ; ilamai- young / youth ; vaelai- time . 

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kizhakkae / vaanil  velli  mulaikkum vaelai -  the time for the morning star to 
appear ;  kizhakku- east ; vaan- sky ; velli- morning star; mulaikka- appear .  

zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaalai vaelai- morning  time . 

 zalag  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maalai vaelai- evening time.   

zalag  has the consonants  --sa-- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is uchchi  
vaelai-  noon ; uchchi- top .    

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is nun  
pakal [ missing letter- pa-] – noon . 
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zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
alanku / vilanku - shine.  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
elaku/ elanku - shine.  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vizhu- shine.  

zalag  has the consonants  -sa-- la- ka – and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  jolikka- shine [ pala palakka]  .  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  daal adikka [ missing  letter- the -] -shine.  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
velichcham kaattuthal [ missing  letter- the -] –shine; velichcham- light; kaattu- 
show .  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nekizhthal [ missing  letter- the -]  -shining.  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nilavuthal [ missing  letter- the -]  -shining. 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thalukku [ missing  letter- the -]  -shining. 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
veyyal adiththal [ missing  letter- the -]-  shining ; veyyal- sun light .  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thulankuthal [ missing  letter- the -]- shining . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
iyankuthal / vayankuthal [ missing  letter- the -]-shining . 
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zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is oli  
amikka- illuminate .  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaal vazhi kalappu illa  [ missing letter - pa-] – pure; kalappu – mixed; illai- nil  . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
appu- azhukku inmai [ missing letter - pa-]  -  clean ; azhukku- dirt; illai- nil . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhuvaa- pure . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukkam- purity.  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhukku  illa- not dirty . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalankam illa- untainted.  

zalag  has the consonants  -sa--- la- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   nish kalankam [Skt]   - purity .  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] --- la- ka – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  vimala – purity . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vizhumam-  purity  /valvu . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vel-/ 
veli - pure.  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vaal/ 
vaalai- purity .  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is ulavi  
-pure.  
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zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kazhuvu / kazhuvukai   /alakku –to clean  /wash . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kazhaa  al- cleanse . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhukkai neekku- cleanse . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilakku- cleanse . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
uvali- cleanse.  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhi- cleanse . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kilai- 
cleanse . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mezhuku- cleanse . 

zalag  has the consonants  -sa--- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
semmai  kattuthal [ missing  letter- the -]- cleanse . 

zalag  has the consonants  -sa- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is alasuka  
/ sulaavu -rinse.  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
/mukam / kai /kaal  alampuka [ missing letter- pa-] - wash – mouth  / face/ 
hand/ leg ; mukam- face; kai- hand; kaal- leg  . 

zalag  has the consonants  -sa- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is sevi  yaei 
kazhuvu  -wash the ears  ; sevi –ear . 
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zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mookku azhukkai neekkuka- wash the nose ; mookku-  nose; azhukku- dirt.  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is pallai 
vilakkuka-[ missing letter- pa-] - brush the teeth ; pal- tooth ; vilakku- to clean . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
koppalikka- rinse the mouth  / gargle ; vaai- mouth  . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is al -
kullai kazhuvu –wash the vulva  ; alkul- vulva.d 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word  is 
akkulai kazhuvka – to wash the axilla ; akkul-/ kai kuzhi  - axilla . 

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is aan 
kazhai -yai kazhvu – wash the penis  [linka/ kazhai ]; aan kazhai- penis ; aan- 
man; kazhai- stick  .  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kuli/ 
kulikka/ kuliyal- bath .  

zalag  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
muzhukku / muzhuvu -  bath . 

zalag  has the consonants  -sa- la- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  salakam – bath . 

 

zanbur: prowling, roaming; foraging (said of animals).  

zanbur   has the consonants-  [-sa-] -an –[-pa-]-Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadai yaaduthar [ missing  letter- the -]  - roaming. 

zanbur   has the consonants-  [-sa-] -an –[-pa-]-Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thirinthida  [ missing  letter- the -]  - roaming. 
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zanbur   has the consonants-  sa--an –pa-Ra  -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  sanjeri [Skt] / sanjaaram / sanjerippu  -roaming.  

zanbur   has the consonants-  [-sa-] -an –[-pa-]-Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  erai  thaedi  thirinthida  [ missing  letter- the -] -foraging- for food; erai 
–food; thaedu –seek ; thiriya – roam   

 

zibin(2): chrysalis, pupa; caterpillar (zi, / life , + bun, 'blister').  

zipin  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –pa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   punn  
-sore/ ulcer/ eruption.  

zipin  has the consonants  -sa-–[-pa-]- an- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  soon –swelling . 

zipin  has the consonants  -sa-–pa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
poochchi  inaththin muttai  puzhu [missing letters –zha- and- the-] - caterpillar/ 
chrysalis ; poochhi- insect; inam- race ; muttai- egg;  puzhu- worm . 

zipin  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-–[-pa-]- an- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  aanma [Skt] - life. 

zipin  has the consonants  -[-sa-]—[-pa-]- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
unmai – existence.  

zipin  has the consonants  -[-sa-]—[-pa-]- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
maan -  time.  

zipin  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-–[-pa-]- an- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  jeevan / jeevaanam [ missing letter- ka-] - life . 

 

zilulu[PA.GIŠGAL]: peddler; vagabond (zil, 'to flay, pare' ?, + lú-ùlu, 'people').  

zilulu   has the consonants –sa- la- and the interpretation  of the word is  
luchchaa- vagabond.  
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zilulu   has the consonants –sa- la- and the  Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
seththuthal [ missing letter- the-] – pare off . 

[pa.gišgal]   has the consonants  -  pa-ka- [-sa-] - ka- la – and the  interpretation  
of the word is  kaavaali  payal – vagabond.   

[pa.gišgal]   has the consonants - pa-ka- [-sa-] - ka- la – and the  interpretation  
of the word is  pokki -p -payal – vagabond . 

[pa.gišgal]   has the consonants –pa--ka- [-sa-] - ka- la – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  ayaokkiya payal  - vagabond . 

pa.gišgal]   has the consonants –pa--ka- [-sa-] - ka- la – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kiyaal  paaduvoan - [ missing letter- the-] –
vagrant.  

[pa.gišgal]   has the consonants –pa--ka- [-sa-] - ka- la – and the  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaaloadikai -yoadi [ missing letter- the-] – 
vagabond . 

 [pa.gišgal]   has the consonants –pa--ka- [-sa-] - ka- la – and the  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thaeththu-k-kaali - [ missing letter- the-] – 
vagabond . 

[pa.gišgal]   has the consonants –[-pa-]--ka- [-sa-]-- ka- la – and the  orignal 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   vaelai illa vetti payal [ missing letter- the-] 
– one who has no work . 

[pa.gišgal]   has the consonants –pa--ka- sa-- ka- la – and the  orignal Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   manam poana pokkila  selvoan – one whe goes 
as  he wishes ; manam- mind;  selvoan- one who goes.. 

[pa.gišgal]   has the consonants –pa--ka- sa-- ka- la – and the  orignal Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kann poana  pokkila selvoan – one who  goes as 
decided by his eyes  ; kann- eye; poana- going; selvoan- one who goes  . 
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[pa.gišgal]   has the consonants –pa--ka- sa-- ka- la – and the  orignal Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kaal poana  pokkilae selvoan – one who  goes as  
decided by  legs ; kaal- leg; sellu –go ; selluvoan- one who  goes  . 

[pa.gišgal]   has the consonants –pa--ka- sa-- ka- la – and the  orignal Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   noakkam  illa payanam selvoan – one who  
travels without aim ; noakkam- aim ; illai- nil  ; payanam- travel ; selvoan- one 
who goes . 

 

zipah, zapah[ŠU.BAD]: half; a length-measure, span = 1/2 cubit = 15 fingers = 
25 cm. (ŠU.BAD: 'open hand' - approx. distance measured by span of 
outstretched thumb and little finger). 

subad  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- pa –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  -  
paathi  -half. 

subad  has the consonants  -sa- pa –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thusumpu  - length measurement.  

 

 zizna: fish roe; abnormal growths on a fetus. 

zizna   has the consonants  - sa -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  meen sinai 
-  fish roe ; meen- fish; sinai- egg. 

zizna   has the consonants  - sa -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  saei  /sisu 
eenju -   abnormal  slow growth of   the baby-;  saei- baby ;  eenju  -abnormal  
slow growth of palm tree . 

 

 zugud, zubud: a kind of club; a fish (cf. also, sukud). 

zugud   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the-  and the original Tamil word is 
kattu vaankam-  battle axe/  club/ mace. 
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zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the-  and  the  other interpretation of 
the word kathai aayutham [Skt] – mace . 

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the-  and  the  other interpretation of 
the word  kow maethakai -  mace of Vishnu .  

zugud   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the-  and the original Tamil word is 
kathai padai [ missing letter-pa-]- club;  padai = ayutham [Skt]  

zugud   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the-  and the original Tamil word is 
kathai / kattai –   mace  / wood .  

zugud   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the-  and the original Tamil word is  
munai  veenkiya   vadi- stick  with an enlarged  tip / club  ; munai- tip ; 
veenkkiya – swell; vadi – stick . 

zugud   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the-  and the original Tamil word is 
kundaam- thadi- club . 

zugud   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the-  and the original Tamil word is 
avai koottam- club/ association/ meeting . 

zugud   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the-  and the original Tamil word is 
thokuthi  / thokai  / koottam –association/ society .  

zugud  has the consonants – sa- ka –the-  and  the  other interpretation of the 
word   sankaaththam- association . 

zugud  has the consonants – sa- ka –the-  and  the  other interpretation of the 
word   katchchi- party . 

club[E]  has the consonants –- ka - la- [-pa-]-   and the original Tamil word is 
kole –stick.  

 club[E]  has the consonants –- ka - la- pa-   and the original Tamil word is kuzhi 
panthaatta  mattai [ missing  letter- the -]- -polo  stick  ; mattai- stick  
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club[E]  has the consonants –- ka - la- [-pa-]-   and the original Tamil word is   
kazhakam / kuzhaam  -a group/ organization  . 

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the-  and  the  Tamil   interpretation of 
the word   kaaman kodi -  fish  as the emblem of lord  Kaama  ; kodi- flag. 

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the-  and  the  Tamil   interpretation of 
the word   koduvai meen – Seabass ; meen- fish .  

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the-  and  the  Tamil   interpretation of 
the word   koduvaa meen- Barracuda . 

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the-  and  the Tamil interpretation of 
the word   kendai  meen – Catla/ Bengal carp / Herring  giant/Pearl spot .  

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the-  and  the Tamil interpretation of 
the word   Venn kendai meen -  white carp /Mrigal .  

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the-  and  the Tamil interpretation of 
the word   Kanaadi  kendai  -Carpo fish . 

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the-  and  the  other  interpretation of 
the word   Thoakai  meen- Anchovy . 

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the-  and  the  other  interpretation of 
the word  Madavai meen- Red Mullet   . 

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the-  and  the  other  interpretation of 
the word  Kaavadi  meen – Oyster . 

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the-  and  the  other  interpretation of 
the word  uduvan – Silver Biddy . 

zugud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the-  and  the  other  interpretation of 
the word Kuthaappu  meen -  White fish; meen- fish .   
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 zukum: to trample; to walk on; to step on (súg, plural 'to stand', + kum, 'to 
crush').  

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaekanum-  go /walk . 

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
poakanum-[ missing  letter- pa-] -  go .  

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kami- walk .  

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  iyakkam-  walking / movement . 

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the other interpretation of the  
word is kamanam- walking.    

zukum  has the consonants–[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  vaekam- pace. 

zukum  has the consonants–sa-ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is   savatanum-[ missing  letter- the-]- trample .  

zukum  has the consonants–[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  othukkam- [ missing  letter- the-] - walk . 

 zukum  has the consonants [-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is   nadakka vaendum [ missing  letter- the-]  - to walk . 

zukum  has the consonants [-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is    mithikkanum [ missing  letter- the-] – walking / trample .  

zukum  has the consonants [-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is   mithiththu thuvaikkanum [ missing  letter- the-]- trample.  

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  thee mithikkanum [ missing  letter- the-]-   - fire walking .  
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zukum  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  vaekamaaka  nadakka vaendum [ missing  letter- the-] –walk fast ; 
vaekam- speed; nadakka- to walk .  

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  nondi nadakkanum[ missing  letter- the-]-  walk lamely . 

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  neetti nadakkanum [ missing  letter- the-]-   -walk slowly.  

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  methuvaka  nadakkanum [ missing  letter- the-]-   -walk slowly ; 
methuvaaka-  slowly ; nadakka-  to walk . 

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  ullavunum [ missing letter- la-]  – walk about.  

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  ani vakukkanum-  march . 

zukum  has the consonants – sa- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
nasukkanum – squeeze . 

zukum  has the consonants – sa- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kasakkanum –crush  . 

zukum  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nekkunum  - press.  

zukum  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moeikkanum – press.  

zukum  has the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
amukku  /amukkam –squeeze . 

zukum  has the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kumukkanum –mash . 
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zukum  has the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is    
maikkanum- mash . 

zukum  has the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nunukkanum- pound.    

zukum  has the consonants –[- sa-]- ka- ma -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  pankam [ missing letter- pa-] – defeat .  

zukum  has the consonants – sa-ka- ma -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  ava jeyam [Skt] - defeat . 

zukum  has the consonants – sa-ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
asaikkanum-  to defeat  . 

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  nikkanum  [ missing  letter- the-]-  to stand . 

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  nattu kondu  nikka [ missing  letter- the-]-  – to stand erect.  

zukum  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- ma -and the Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  Kunthi  nikka-[ missing  letter- the-]- to stand on tip toe; nikka- stand .  

  

zurzub(2), ursub(2), urrub(2): a container provided with teat-shaped 
protuberances (zur4 , 'to spout, flow', + sub, 'to suckle'). 

zurzup   has the consonants-  sa- Ra-  sa- pa –and the  original Tamil  word is  
paachchi -yaei sapputhar  [ missing letter- the-] –suckle the breast ; paachchi- 
breast ; sappu- suck  .   

zurzup   has the consonants- [- sa--] -Ra-  sa- pa –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  [  rubber   ]  paar sooppaan  -  a   rubber teat ; paar- milk ;saappu- to suck  . 
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zurzup   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- Ra- [- sa-]- pa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  neer  paaithar  /oaduthar / peeriduthar  [ missing letter- the-]  - water 
flow  ; neer-  water ; paaithar- flowing .  

zurzup   has the consonants-  sa- Ra-- sa- pa –and the  original Tamil  word is  
paachchiyir   paar  peeeriduthar / peechchuthar  [ missing letter- the-] -  milk  
flow  from breast ; paachchi- breast ; peerida- spout/jet  .  

zurzup   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- Ra- [- sa-]- pa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  neer thoompu [ missing letter- the-] – a  spout.  

zurzup   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- Ra- [- sa-]- pa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  neer thaarai [ missing letter- the-] –  jet or spout  of water.  

zurzup   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- Ra- [- sa-]- pa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  peerida  /peerittu adiththida -[ missing letter- the-] -   to spout.  

 

a-a: father (reduplicated 'offspring').  

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  iyan- father.  

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is   aayaan- father. 

 aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  munnoan--father.  

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is   maanaa- father.  

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  ammaan – father.  

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  maaman- uncle . 

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  aagnaa – father.  

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  achchan [ missing  
letter-sa-]  - father. 

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is   eesan –father.  
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aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  appan  [ missing  letter- 
pa-] – father . 

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  appu [ missing letter- 
pa-] - father.  

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is appachchci  [ missing 
letters- pa- and- sa-]   abbas / father . 

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is   annai- mother . 

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  ammaa- mother.  

aa  has  no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  annan- elder brother .  

 aa  has  no consonant  and the  other interpretation  of the word is annaa- 
father. 

offspring [E]  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- sa – pa- Ra- an- ka  - and the  
interpretation  of the word is   paarasavan -  offspring   . 

offspring [E]  has the consonants-  -pa- [-sa -]– pa- Ra- an- ka  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   perum  marapir  uruvaanavan   -  offspring  ; perum –big; 
marapu-  progeny / tradition  /generation . 

 

 

a-ab-ba: (cf., aba).  

a-ah-du11-ga: (cf., aþ-du11-ga).  

a-ba: who (a, 'to', + bi, 'it', + a, 'the'). 

 

 a-ba-al: 'dry' asphalt (Akkadian loanword - abaalu, 'to be dry; to mourn', may 
be Orel & Stolbova #2519).  
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abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is nila-k-
keel [ missing  letter- ka-] –asphalt.  

asphalt  has the consonants  sa – [ - pa-] - la- the  - and the  original Tamil word 
is silaa  saththu – asphalt . 

abaal  has the consonants –[- pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is mazhai 
illai – no rain .  

abaal  has the consonants – pa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is paalai  
nilam- desert.  

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is oalam- 
wail . 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is azhu- 
wail  /weep . 

abaal  has the consonants – pa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pulampal-/ 
pulappam -  mourning . 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- and the   other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is alasu [ missing letter- sa-] –sorrow.  

abaal  has the consonants – pa-- la- and the   other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is poosal [ missing letter- sa-] –– wail .  

abaal  has the consonants – pa-- la- and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is salippu [ missing letter- sa-] – grief . 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- la- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  sali [ missing letter- sa-] -  grieve . 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- and the   other  interpretation  of the 
word is   sanajalam [ missing letter- sa-] –sorrow. 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-] - la- and the   other  interpretation  of the 
word is   sellal [ missing letter- sa-] - sorrow.  
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abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is ezhavu 
vaikka-[ missing  letter- ka-] - to mourn . 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is azhukai--
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -weeping  /mourning . 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is avali---[ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  lament.  

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaval --[ 
missing  letter- ka-] – lament. 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is ankalaaikka- [ missing  letter- ka-] – lament. 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is azhkai 
oli-[ missing  letter- ka-]- lament.  

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilaavanai--[ missing  letter- ka-]-  wailing . 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
kavalai --[ missing  letter- ka-]   -sorrow. 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is ala-k-
kann--[ missing  letter- ka-]-  sorrow.  

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
kala-k-kam--[ missing  letter- ka-]-  sorrow . 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is avalam --
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  sorrowing.  

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kilaai--[ missing  letter- ka-]-  grieve . 

abaal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  wail [E] --[ missing  letter- ka-]  . 
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a-bala: drawing of water (a, 'water', + bala, 'turn, duty').  

abala   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni 
mollu    [ missing letter- the -]  draw water  / fetch  water; thanni- water .  

abala   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   jalam [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa -]  - water.  

abala   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   neelu [ Thelugu ] / Nile – water.  

abala   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is mazhai  
-rain / water. 

abala   has the consonants   pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is puyal  
mazhai –   tempest / water. 

abala   has the consonants   pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is punal – 
flood /water . 

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is alam  
/aaalm- / aal   -water . 

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is vaelai  [ 
[ missing letter- ka -]   -duty . 

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is azhuval   
[ missing letter- ka -]   -duty . 

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ulku [ 
missing letter- ka -]    -toll  /duty  / tax . 

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is yaeval  [ 
missing letter- ka -]   -duty. 
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abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
vaelai [  missing letter- ka -]   –manual job/ blue collar job; kai- hand; vaelai- 
work  .  

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thozhil [ 
missing letter- the -]  - job/ profession . 

abala   has the consonants  -pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is pani-yil – 
on duty ; pani- job  . 

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
amaichchiyal  [ missing letter- sa -] – duties of minister.  

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aaichchal  [ missing letter- sa -] – turn . 

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaal  [  
missing letter- ka -]   -turn . 

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is valaivu  
[  missing letter- ka -]   -turn .  

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is uoozh  -
turn .  

abala   has the consonants  - [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is suzhala[ 
missing letter- sa -] - to turn . 

 

a-da-ab: a type of song (also written as a-tab, 'burning tears' ?).  

adaab  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
oathanmai –song . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  then- 
song.  
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adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paattu –
song . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  oaada 
paattu –baot song  ; oaadam- boat .  

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  amba 
paattu -  boat song ; amba- ship. 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paei 
paattu – loud song ; paei- ghost . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  isai 
paattu [ missing  letter- sa-] – musical song  ;  isai- music/ jaz .  

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  isai 
patham- [ missing  letter- sa-] – musical song. 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  santhi-
yaappu-[ missing  letter- sa-]  -song. 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paattin 
mettu –tune of the song  . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
paattu [ missing  letter- ka-]  -song . 

adaab  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is geetham [Skt] -[ missing  letter- ka-]  -song . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  gaana  
paattu -[ missing  letter- ka-]  – a kind of song . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is kuththu 
paattu  [ missing  letter- ka-]  – bawdy song ; paattu –song  . 
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adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paattai  
ittu  kattu -[ missing  letter- ka-] -   write  a song  /sing a song  ; kattu- make/ 
build  . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   thukka/ 
kaetha - paattu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  sad song ; thukkam-  grief ; kaetham- 
grief .  

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondaatta  paattu [ missing  letter- ka-]- - song for  celebration ; kondaatam –
rejoice / celebration   . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   kooththu  
paattu –[ missing  letter- ka-]-  song in a drama ; kooththu- drama/ kit  . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  oppaari 
paattu--[ missing  letter- Ra-] - dirge  /elegy ; paattu- song. 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  thunpa 
paattu  -sad song ; sad –thunpam . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  thunpam 
moottum paattu –depressive song  ; thunpam- sadness ; moottu- to induce . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  thunapm  
paokkum  paattu –[ missing  letter- ka-]-–song that lifts depressive mood ; 
poakku- remove  . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  inpa 
paattu  / iniya paattu -  happy  song; inpam- happiness ; iniya –sweet ; paattu- 
song. 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aanantha [Skt]  paattu – happy song  ;aanantham- happy. 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  santhoasa [Skt]   paattu -[ missing  letter- sa-]- happy song . 
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adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is thirai 
paattu -[ missing  letter- Ra-]- cini  song ; thirai- screen. 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is thalaattu 
paattu -[ missing  letter- Ra-]-  lullaby; paattu –song  . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is parai 
paattu –-[ missing  letter- Ra-] -song with beats of a drum ; parai- a drum  .     

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is kummi  
paattu -–[ missing  letter- ka-]—a kind  of song  played by  girls . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
themmaanku  paattu--–[ missing  letter- ka-]— a type of song.  

 adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is Oaana 
paattu  --song for  the  Oaanam celebration  -of kerala . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is oaasai 
paattu/ munaippaana paattu   - loud song ; oaasai- sound ; paattu –song . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is paei 
paattu- loud song; paattu- song; paei- ghost .  

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  saththamaana [Skt]  paattu  -[ missing  letter- sa-]-  loud song ; 
saththam- loud sound . 

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is nayam  
paattu  - sweet song;  nayam- pleasant .  

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is thuthi 
paattu –song of praise ;  thuthi  / oathu –to pray .  

adaab  has the consonants - the - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is naattu 
pann-   national anthem  ; naadu –nation; pann- song . 
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adaab  has the consonants - the – [ - pa -] -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anthem [E] . 

song [E]  has the consonants- sa- an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is in- isai 
kovai – song ; in- sweet; isai- music . 

song [E]  has the consonants- [-sa-] - an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
venpa [missing letter- pa-] - poem . 

song [E]  has the consonants- [-sa-] - an –ka- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  gaanam [Skt] – song.  

 to sing [E]  has the consonants  -the- sa -–an- ka  -  and the other 
interpretation  of  the word is  sankeetham[Skt]   -song/ music . 

to sing [E]  has the consonants  -the-  [-sa-] -–an- ka  -  and the original tamil  
word is  pattu   ittu  katti   paada  vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa -]  -to compose 
a song  and  sing  ; paattu- song  ; ittu kattu –to compose ; padu –to sing  

to  sing[E]  has the consonants  -the-[- sa -] –an- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaai  munumunukka vaendum- to hum; vaai- mouth  . 

to  sing[E]  has the consonants  -the- sa -–an- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaai asaikka vaendum – to speak/ to sing ; vaai-  mouth; asaikka- to 
shake/ move  

sing [E]  has the consonants-  sa- an- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
munaku- hum . 

to  sing[E]  has the consonants  -the- [-sa-]-–an- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaththa vaendum – to sing ;   kaththu –shout .  

to  sing[E]  has the consonants  -the- [-sa-]-–an- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kinu kinukka vaendum-   to hum  as bees.  

to  sing[E]  has the consonants  -the- [-sa-]-–an- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  akava vaendum –to sing.  
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to  sing[E]  has the consonants  -the- sa-an- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  isaikka  vaendum -to sing . 

to  sing[E]  has the consonants  -the- [-sa-]-an- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  oaatha  vaendum – to sing / recite ; oaathu- pray/ recite/teach . 

to  sing[E]  has the consonants  -the- [-sa-]-an- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  pann   isaikka / paada   vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-]- to sing; pann- 
song  ;  isaikka- to play  ;  paadu –to sing  .  

to  sing[E]  has the consonants  -the- [-sa-]-an- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  panna vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to sing.   

to  sing[E]  has the consonants  -the- [-sa-]-an- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  paattu  padikka vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to sing; paattu- song 
;  padikka- to read  / to sing .  

songster [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-]- an- ka –[-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  
original Tamil  word is paanar kudi - yinar -[ missing  letter- pa-] – people 
belonging to  singer caste;  kudi- caste ; paanar- singer . 

songster [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-]- an- ka –[-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  
original Tamil  word is  paattu kaaran [ missing  letter- pa-]– songster.  

songster [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-]- an- ka –[-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   kantharuvar - songster. 

songster [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-]- an- ka –[-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is kantharuvam – song . 

songster [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-]- an- ka –-sa- the- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   sankeetha kaaran- songster. 

 songster [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-]- an- ka –[-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  keerththanai – psalms. 

 singer[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pannavar – singer.  
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 singer[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  akavunar - singer. 

singer[E] has the consonants  --sa- an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is      
isai vaanar – singer;   isai- music  /jaz .  

 singer[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kanakkaayar -  singer.  

singer[E] has the consonants  -sa- an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
isai –k- kaaran – singer.  

 singer[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  naavinaar – poet. 

singer[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
annaviyar- poet . 

  singer[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- an- ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  kavignar [Skt] – poet.  

  singer[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- an- ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  kavi –vaanar   -poet.  

  singer[E] has the consonants - sa- an- ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  isai  vir-p-pannan [  missing letter- pa-] – poet ; isai- music/ jaz. 

singer[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- an- ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation 
of the word is   kavi Raayan  -  great poet  ;  kavi  arasan .  

singer[E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- an- ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation 
of the word is   kavi siraeshettan[Skt]  –  great poet.  

 ballad [E]-  has the consonants – pa- la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  -  
addal-udan  paadal-  dance and song; aadal- dance; paadal- song .  

ballad [E]-  has the consonants – pa- la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadana  paadal - song for the dance ; nadanam –dance; paadal-  song . 
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ballad [E]-  has the consonants – pa- la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  / 
naattia paadal - song for the dance; naattiyam- dance; paadal- song . 

 pslams[E] has the consonants  -[-pa-]- sa- la -ma –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  son- maalai.  

 

a-da-al-ta: from now on ('now' + 'from').  

adaalta   has the consonants – the- la -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
intha naal / nodi   /nimidam  muthal –from  this   day  [second/ minute  ] 
onwards . 

 

a-da gub-ba: water duty ('water' + 'near' + 'to stand' + nominative).  

adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  -[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word 
is kittakka  -near  . 

adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  -pa  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ettakka- far [antonym] . 

adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  -[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word 
is nikka vaendum  -to stand. 

adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  -[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word 
is thanni kudikka vaendum  -to drink  water; thanni- water; kudikka- to drink  . 

adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  -[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word 
is thanni –k-kaana  kadamai   -water tax  ; kadamai-tax .  

adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  -[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kudi thanni- k-aana - aayam - water tax.  

adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  --pa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudi thannikkaana  panam  katta  vaendum –to   pay  money  for drinking 
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water;  kudi – drink ; thanni –water; kattanam- payment  ; panam- money ; 
kattu –to pay .  

adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  -[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uthakam –water.  

adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  -[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaandam –water. 

 adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  -[-pa -] and the  original Tamil  word 
is  amuthakam –water. 

adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  -[-pa -] and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  kavantham –water.  

adagubba   has the  consonants- the - ka  -[-pa -] and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  thakadi –water.  

 

a-da-lam; i-da-al-àm: now ('now' + 'to be'). 

adalam has the consonants –the- la -ma –and the  orignalTamil  word is  intha 
mani thuliyil – at this moment; mani- time; thuli  -a drop  .  

 

 a-da-mìn: contest ('when' + 'with' + 'an equal').  

adamin   has the consonants - the -ma -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
panthaiyam  [ missing letter –pa-] -contest . 

 

a-da-mìn...aka: to compete (with someone: -da-) ('contest' + 'to do, make'). 

adaminaka  has the consonants -the -ma –an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
is poatti -ida / poatti  poada  vaendum [ missing letter –pa-]  –to contest / 
contend . 
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 a-da-mìn...dug4/du11/e: to compete ('contest' + 'to speak, do, make').  

adam ndug has the consonants  -the-  ma- an –the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudikka vaendum –to complete ; mudikka- to finish  . 

adam ndug has the consonants  -the-  ma- an –the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  semmai katta  vaendum [ missing letter –sa-]  –to complete . 

adam ndug has the consonants  -the-  ma- an –the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  seithida vaendum [ missing letter –sa-]  -to do;  seithidu- fo   

adam ndug has the consonants  -the-  ma- an –the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kathaiththida avendum –to speak. 

 adam ndug has the consonants  -the-  ma- an –the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   undaa-  aakkida  vaendum –to make.  

adam ndug has the consonants  -the-  ma- an –the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is poatti  ida vaendum [ missing letter –pa-]  –to contest; poatti- contest . 

adam ndug has the consonants  -the-  ma- an –the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is pannida  vaendum [ missing letter –pa-]  -to do; pannidu –do .  

 

a-da...tuš: to live near the water ('water' + 'near' + 'to dwell (singular)').  

adatus    has the consonants- the- -sa –and the  original Tamil  word is  sinthu -  
water /river . 

adatus    has the consonants- the- -sa –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   sadam –river.  

adatus    has the consonants- the- -[-sa -]–and the  original Tamil  word is  unthi  
-river. 
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 adatus    has the consonants- the- -sa –and the  original Tamil  word is  
seetham –water . 

adatus   has the consonants- the- -sa –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sunthu  -water.  

 adatus   has the consonants- the- -sa –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  peetham [ missing letter- pa-]  -water . 

adatus   has the consonants- the- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is  ithadi 
– water . 

adatus   has the consonants- the- -[-sa-] –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   mithadi –water . 

 adatus   has the consonants- the- -[-sa-] –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   usitham –water . 

 adatus    has the consonants- the- -[-sa-] –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   mathu –water   ;  thaen  -  honey   / water  . 

adatus    has the consonants- the- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is  
utham –water.  

adatus    has the consonants- the- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanni -  water.  

adatus    has the consonants- the- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is  
aaththu thanni  -river water ;  aaru –river; thanni –water .  

adatus    has the consonants- the- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is    
thottu aduththu / otti -  very near.  

adatus    has the consonants- the- -sa-–and the  original Tamil  word is    
aaththai   aduththu- otti    / nathiyaei  aduththu    /thuni- yaei aduththu  -near 
the river; aaru –river; nathi- river; otti –near .  
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adatus    has the consonants- the- -sa-–and the  original Tamil  word is    Sinthu   
aaththi   aduththu-  near the Indus river;   Sinthu – Indus .  

adatus    has the consonants- the- -sa-–and the  original Tamil  word is  Sinthu 
aaththai aduththu   / otti  kudi  sei / vasiththidu / thankidu /  jeeviththidu [Skt] 
/ vaasam seithidu  [ missing letter- ka-]  -to live near the Indus river;  Sinthu –
Indus   ; aaru –river ;  otti- near  ; kudi  sei- to live  ; vasiththidu- live ; thankku –
stay ; jeeeviththidu –to live .  

     

a-dar-túnku6: a fish ('water' + 'to slice' + 'to smash').  

adartunku  has the consonants  -the- Ra- the - an -ka   -and the  originalTamil 
word is kurumutti meen – grunter fish; meen- fish  .  

adartunku  has the consonants  -the- Ra- the - an -ka   -and the  originalTamil 
word is kudi thanneer -  drinking water ; kudi –drink ; thanneer- water .  

 adartunku  has the consonants  -the- Ra- the - an -ka   -and the  originalTamil 
word is keeru ida vaendum –to slice;  keeru  idu –to slice .  

adartunku  has the consonants  -the- Ra- the - an -ka   -and the  originalTamil 
word is idiththu norukkida vaendum  -to smash ; idikka- to hit .  

adartunku  has the consonants  -the- Ra- the - an -ka   -and the  originalTamil 
word is udaiththu  eriya vaendum  -to smash ; udaikka- to break . 

adartunku  has the consonants  -the- Ra- the - an -ka   -and the  originalTamil 
word is thakarththida vaendum  -to smash ; thakarththiduka –demolish . 

 

a...dé: to pour out water; to irrigate; to flood ('water' + 'to pour').  

ade  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni  uooththu  
-to pour water; uooththu- pour  . 
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ade  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni paaichchu [ 
missing letters- pa –and-sa-] – irrigate water ; thanni –water . 

 

a-dé: fresh. 

ade has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  puthiyathu [ 
missing letter- pa-] - fresh . 

ade has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  ippoathu  thaan 
punainthanthu  / padaithathau [ missing letter- pa-]  -freshly made ; ippoathu 
than- just now ; padaiththathu- made  / created .  

ade has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paithu [ missing 
letter- pa-] - freshness . 

ade has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  poathu-[ missing 
letter- pa-] - freshness.  

ade has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  puthumai [  
missing letter- pa-] - new   . 

ade has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   mantham –fresh . 

ade has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thooimai-
yaanathu - clean one.  

ade has the consonant- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
noothanamaanthu – new one ;   noothanam = puthinam/ puthiyathu  . 
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a-dé-a: the yearly spring flood ('water' + 'to pour' + nominative).  

adea   has a  consonant- the-and the original Tamil  word is  oaatham- flood.  

adea   has a  consonant- the-and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
neetham/ neeththu – flood. 

adea   has a  consonant- the-and the original Tamil  word is  aandu -  year. 

adea   has a  consonant- the-and the original Tamil  word is  thanni –water . 

adea   has a  consonant- the-and the original Tamil  word is aaththu thanni  -
river water.    

adea   has a  consonant- the-and the original Tamil  word is  uooththu / idu - 
pour.  

 

a-dùg: freshwater ('water' + 'sweet, fresh').  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kudi thanni 
–drinking  water ; kudi –drink ;thanni- water; kudi  thanni –drinking  water. . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is uthakam-  water.  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  thakadi –water.  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
amuthakam –water.  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kavantham- water . 
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adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kaandam- water.  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vikadi –water.  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  Tamil interpretation  of the word 
is    thiththikkum  suvai  kondathu  [ missing letter –sa-] - sweet   taste ; suvai –
taste ;  thiththikka- sweet . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil   interpretation  of 
the word is   inippu suvai  kondathu [ missing letters –pa-and-sa-] - sweet  
taste; inippu –sweet ; kondathu- has . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   thaen suvai kondathu [ missing letter –sa-] – honey taste;  thaen- 
honey  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   thaem mikkathu –sweet ; mikka- excess . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   thiv-via – sweet . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   mathunkka- be sweet.  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thiththikka- sweet.   

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  inimai –aakkidu/ inimai koottidu  -- make  sweet ; inimai- sweet/ 
pleasantness  .  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  inithu-aakkidu - make  sweet  ;  aakkidu- make .  
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adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kaana kidaikkaatha  amutha suvai  kondathu -[ missing letter –sa-] 
-  taste of the elixir ; kidaikkatha- can not get  ; amutham- milk / elixir ; suvai –
taste; kondathu- has . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   inkkitham-  sweetness  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   suvadu  [suvaathu] -[ missing letter –sa-] –sweetness . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thenku –sweetness . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is thithikkum mittaai / maa undai  – sweet  ; maa- flour; undai- ball  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  inippu mikuthi -[ missing letter –pa-] -  excess sweet ; inippu- 
sweet . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thevittum  inippu -[ missing letter –pa-] -  excess sweet. 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kumattum  inippu--[ missing letter –pa-] - excess sweet ; kumatta- 
nauseating . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  saaththu kudi --[ missing letter –sa-] –  sweet lime .   

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  iniya   kanavu  udaiya  thookkam  kondiduka  - have a  good sleep 
with  sweet dreams ;  iniya- sweet; kanavu –dream; thookkam- sleep ; 
kondiduka- to have  .  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  inippu vaathumai -[ missing letter –pa-] - sweet almond . 
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adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  inippu kandi/ katti  -[ missing letter –pa-] – sweet candy ; inippu –
sweet.  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other   interpretation  of the word 
is  maathavam- sweetness  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  inippu kodi -[ missing letter –pa-] –sweet flag . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other   interpretation  of the word 
is  akkidam-  sweet flag. 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other   interpretation  of the word 
is  attaakam /adakam - sweet flag . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kavaada -k -katti- sweet flag. 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other   interpretation  of the word 
is  sadai koathan --[ missing letter –sa-] -  sweet flag . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other   interpretation  of the word 
is  sadai kantham--[ missing letter –sa-] - sweet flag . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other   interpretation  of the word 
is  savu  kanthi --[ missing letter –sa-] – sweet flag . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other   interpretation  of the word 
is  avudam pathi --[ missing letter –pa-]  -sweet flag . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other   interpretation  of the word 
is  kayima vaathi  -sweet flag.  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other   interpretation  of the word 
is   yaema vathi-  sweet flag . 
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adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other   interpretation  of the word 
is  sukantham --[ missing letter –sa-] -  sweet fragrance  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  iniya manam kondathu - sweet fragrance ; iniya- sweet; manam- 
smell . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  Inippu  suvai konda  kaai / kani --[ missing letters -pa-and- sa-]  –
sweet fruit ; inippu –sweet  ; suvai –taste ; konda- having  ;  kani –fruit  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word  viputhi pachchai [ missing letters -pa-and- sa-]   -sweet basil . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  vaththaalai kizhanku -[ missing letter –la-]  -  sweet potato. . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  vaththakai / vaththaekku-  sweet water melon . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other   interpretation  of the word 
is  kantha podi  / vaasanai / manam veesidum   podi [ missing letter- sa-] -  
sweet scented powder ; manam- smell; podi- powder ; vaasanai- smell . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kaathali [ missing letter –la-]  –sweet heart / lover girl  ; kaathal- 
love; kaathalan- lover boy  .  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kaathal  kanmani  [ missing letter –la-] – sweety ; kaathal- love;  
kan mani- pupil of the eye  ;  kann- eye;  mani –stone /bead  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  konjuka--[ missing letter –sa-]-  prattle sweetly . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  oviya kathaippu-[ missing letter –pa-]-  sweet speech  . 
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adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kunakkidu  - prattle sweetly . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  inippu  thin pandam- sweet food  ; thin  pandam –eatable ;thinnu 
–eat ; theeni –food  ;  pandam- food /goods/ item  . 

 adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  vadaathathu – fresh . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  vathankathethu- fresh / not dried . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kedaaththu  -fresh/ not damaged / not  spoiled  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kayaathathu – fresh/ not dry ; kaainthathu- dried   . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  pasumai kondathu [ missing  letters- pa -and -sa-]  -  fresh   
/greeny . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  eeram kondathu [ missing  letter- Ra-] –fresh ; eeram- moisture; 
kondathu- has.  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  payan  paduththa  koodiyathu  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -can be used 
; payan- use  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  manam kondathu-  fragrant one ; manam- smell ; kondathu- has  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   kadi – newness.  
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adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  koadi – newness.  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  koadakam – newness.  

   adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  puthumai  kondathu-[ missing  letter- pa-] - new one ; puthumai- 
novelty  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  noothanam kondathu -  new . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vinoathamaanathu – new one / novel one . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  puththam puthiyathu  -[ missing  letter- pa-] - very  new one  ; 
puthiya- new . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  puthiya vakaiyaanathu [ missing  letter- pa-] – new kind ; vakai- a 
kind . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  puthia - pakattaanathu [ missing  letter- pa-]  – fresh  and bright 
one;   puthiya- new . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   thooimai kondathu  - pure or clean one ; thooimai- cleanliness  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   puththaakkam [ missing  letter- pa-] - new creation ; aakkam- 
creation  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   puthiyathaakku [ missing  letter- pa-] - freshen . 
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adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  enkkum kaanathathu -  new one/  can not be seen anywhere ; 
kaanaathathu –not seen . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  enkkum kaetkkaathathu – new one- not heard any where ; 
kaetkaathathu –not heard ;  enkkum-  every where  /no where  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  enkkum  kidaikkaaththu –    no where one can buy ; kidaikkathu –
not  available . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  sevu –viyama-anathu – new one  . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   oaaviya-maanathu – new one ;  oaaviyamaana   = nava [Skt] = 
new ; savi = vampu .  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kanni thanmai  kondathu/ kedaathathu  -  fresh one  ; kanni= nava 
[Skt] = new; kedaathathu – not spoiled   .  

novelty [E]  has the consonants  -an -va –la- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kanni thanmai ullathu – novel one; azhakaanathu – beautiful ; kanni- new; 
thanmai – nature .  

novelty [E]  has the consonants  -an -va –la- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kalai nunukkam kondathu  /elakkanam  illaathathu  – artistic but does not 
have the grammar; kalai- art ; kondathu –has;  elakkanam- grammar ; illai- nil .  

novelty [E]  has the consonants  -an -va –la- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  elakkiya ellakkul adankaathathu – not with in the limits of the  literature; 
elakkiyam-  literature ;  adankaathathu  -can not contain  . 

novelty [E]  has the consonants  -an -va –la- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vazhakkil illaathatha onnu    -  not in vogue ; vazhakku- vogue; illai- nil. 
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adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   nava neetham [Skt] / navathai – fresh . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   navathai – freshness.  

 adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   puthu vathu [ missing  letter- pa-] – anything new. 

 adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kadai uvaa – new moon ;  uvaa- moon .  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   puthiya poakku [ missing  letter- pa-] - new fashion ; puthiya- new. . 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  puthiyavan [ missing  letter- pa-] - new comer.  

 adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kaainthathu –dry   / lost  freshness  [ antonym].  

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kettu poanathu [ missing  letter- pa-] – spoiled one / lost  freshness  [ 
antonym]. 

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  vethumpida [ missing  letter- pa-] -  lose freshness [ antonym].   

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   kasankiyathu [ missing  letter- pa-] – old one /got folded / lose 
freshness  [ antonym].   

 adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   mankiyathu   -faded [ antonym].   

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kann saainthida  - lose freshness [ antonym].  .  
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 adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  vaadiyathu  - lost freshness [ flowers] [ antonym].    

adug  has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   vathankiyathu -  lost freshness [ vegetables] [ antonym].    

 

a...dug4/e: to irrigate ('water' + 'to do').  

adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  thanni  
paaichchuka [ missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-] – to irrigate ; thanni- water; paaya 
–to flow.. 

adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  paasanam 
seithiduka-[ missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-]  -to irrigate; seithidu –do  . 

adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  noouvuthal  
[ missing letter –la-] –irrigate . 

adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kaal 
edukka- [ missing letter –la-] -to dig irrigation channels . 

adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  yaetram  
eraikkum irai koodai [ missing letter- Ra-]  - irrigation  basket ; koodai- basket. 

adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  eeram 
yaetruka [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  irrigate. 

adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is thanni 
uootthuka  - to pour water ; thanni- water; uoothuka- pour . 

adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kudi thanni-  
drinking water; kudi  -drink; thanni –water .  

adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kaeni  
thanni-   well water; kaeni – a well   . 
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adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  seithiduka/ 
seithu mudikka  [ missing letter- sa-] -  do  /complete  ;seithidu –do ; mudikka- 
to finish . 

adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  panni 
mudikka  [ missing letter- pa-] -  do  /complete; pannidu  -do . 

adug   has the consonants  the –ka- and the original Tamil  word is   
samaiththiduka [ missing letter- sa-] -  –do . 

irrigate [E]   has the consonants – Ra- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
eeram yaetruka- to make wet / irrigate . 

irrigate [E]   has the consonants – Ra- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
neer yaetruka – irrigate; neer- water .  

irrigate [E]   has the consonants – Ra- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
neer uootruka - irrigate. 

irrigate [E]   has the consonants – Ra- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
madai thiranthu  thanneer viduka  – to open the irrigation channels  to pass 
water ; madai- dam/ channel   ; thirakka- to open ; thanneer- water . 

irrigate [E]   has the consonants – Ra- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaeni- yir erunthu  eravai koodai  kondu  yaetram  eraiththu  neer 
paachchukua [ missing  leters- pa -and -sa-] –to do lift  irrigation; kaeni – a well 
;   erunthu –from  ; koodai- basket; eravai koodai- irrigation  basket;  neer- 
water . 

irrigate [E]   has the consonants – Ra- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is    
kondaan-k- katti  paachchuthar  [ missing  leters- pa -and -sa-]- to irrigate  a 
field on a high level by the water in such a  reservoir . 

irrigate [E]   has the consonants – Ra- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
Caveri  aatru  thanneerai   yaetruka -   to irrigate with River  Caveri  water  ; 
aaru –river ; thanni –water . 
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a-dun-a: inshore fisherman (?) ('water' + 'lowly student' + nominative). 

a-dun-a  has the consonants- the- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni –
water.  

a-dun-a  has the consonants- the- an -and the  original Tamil  word mada 
sattan -[ missing letter- sa-] - stupid  student ; mandu/ madaiyan /moodan. 

a-dun-a  has the consonants- the- an -and the  original Tamil  word meen 
pidippoan  [ missing  letter- pa-] – one who catches fish; meen-  fish  ; pidi –
catch; pidippoan- one who  catches   . 

a-dun-a  has the consonants- the- an -and the  original Tamil  word kae-vaedan   
[ missing letter- ka-] –fisherman . 

a-dun-a  has the consonants- the- an -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is daasan [ missing letter- sa-] -fisherman . 

 

 a-è-a: overflowing or breaks in levees ('water' + 'to emerge' + nominative).  

aea   has  no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  ayam –water.  

aea   has  no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  am- water . 

aea   has  no  consonant  and the  other interpretation  of the word is annam –
water.  

 aea   has  no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  oami- water . 

 aea   has  no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is    madai udaiya  /  
anai udaiya  [ missing letter- the -] – bursting  of dam; madai- dam; udaiya- 
break .  

aea   has  no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  mukam kaamikka   [ 
missing letter- ka -] -  to appear ; mukam- face; kaamikka- to show .  
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aea   has  no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is    vaa [ missing letter- 
ka -]  –apppear. 

aea   has  no  consonant  and the other interpretation  of the word is   
uthiththidu [ missing letter- the -]  -appaear; uthayam [Skt] . 

 aea   has  no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  mei  edu [ missing 
letter- the -]   -appear.  

aea   has  no  consonant  and the other interpretation  of the word is   jenmi [ 
missing letter- sa-] – appear.  

 

 A.EN-da-urudu: a type of copper. 

aenda urudu   has the consonants - an -the-  Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is    uthira   [raththa]  niram  udaiya   sempu    [ thaamiram  ]  [ missing 
letters- pa -and -sa-]   – copper ; uthiram- blood; niram- color/ ray; udaiya- 
having  ; sempu –copper   .  

 

a-eštubku6: high tide, early flood ('water' + 'river carp').  

aestubku   has the consonants- sa-  the – pa- ka – and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  uthakam-  water. 

aestubku   has the consonants- [-sa-]-  the – [-pa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  Kudi  thanni- drinking  water; kudi- drink; thanni –water .  

aestubku   has the consonants- [-sa-]-  the – pa- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  neer perukku edukka / perukku  eduththu oaada [ missing letter- Ra-] 
– flood ;neer- water ;  neer perukka –  to flood ; oaada- run .  

aestubku   has the consonants- [-sa-]-  the – pa- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  oaatha perukku [ missing letter- Ra-] - – flood tide.  
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aestubku   has the consonants- [-sa-]-  the – pa- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   aattru perukku [ missing letter- Ra-]  -river flood  ; aadi  perukku  
[pathi nettaam thaethi  -18th  ]  ;  aaru –river .  

aestubku   has the consonants- [-sa-]-  the – pa- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikuthaiyaana   [ athikaamaana  ] neer varaththu -[ missing letter- Ra-
]  - flood   ;  mikuthi –excess; neer- water;  vara- to come .  

aestubku   has the consonants- [-sa-]-  the – [-pa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kendai meen  - carp ; aattru  kendai meen- river carp; meen- fish  ;  
aaru- river  . 

aestubku   has the consonants- sa-  the – [-pa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  saani kendai -  bitter carp . 

aestubku   has the consonants- [-sa-]-  the – [-pa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  vankadai- cannery whip carp .  

aestubku   has the consonants- [-sa-]-  the – [-pa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  venn kendai – white carp.  

aestubku   has the consonants- sa-  the – [-pa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  seena kendai -  Chinese carp .  

aestubku   has the consonants-[- sa-]-  the – [-pa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanaadi kendai- mirror carp . 

aestubku   has the consonants- sa-  the – [-pa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  saathaa kendai  -common carp.  

aestubku   has the consonants- [-sa-]-  the – [-pa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  madavai  kendai-  mullet or carp.  

aestubku   has the consonants- [-sa-]-  the – pa- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kendai meen kudumpam- carp  family ; meen- fish; kudumpam- 
family.  
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aestubku   has the consonants- [-sa-]-  the – [-pa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaen  kendai -  a kind of carp.  

 

a-ga: back, backside; after; back room (cf., egir).  

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  muthuku    [missing 
letter –the -]   – back . 

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kottadi [missing  
letter –the -] -  store room . 

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  -side.  

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukam-  side.  

 aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pin pakkam [ 
missing letter –pa-]  -back  side;  pin- back  ; pakkam –side .  

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mun pakkam [ 
missing letter –pa-]  - front side; mun- front .  

 aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukappu [ missing 
letter –pa-]  – front side. 

aga  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  akkam pakkam  [ 
missing letter –pa-]   -sides.  

 

a-ga...gur: to turn back ('back' + 'to return'). 

agagur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is madanki  
varuthar  [  missing letter –the-]-- to return [ from travel ] ; meendu  varuka . 

agagur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kai maaru 
–  to return [something ] . 
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agagur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is marivu  -
return. 

agagur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is varuvaai  -
returns.  

agagur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vivara 
arikikai-  return / notice ;  vivaram- detail  ; arikkai- notice . 

agagur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kurukku- 
back .  

agagur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pura 
pakkam  [ missing letter –pa-]   - back  side .  

 

 a-ga-am, a-ga-àm, a-ga-mu-um: artificial pond - a large, marshy, and 
permanent or semi-permanent lake used as a reservoir to dispose of flood 
waters (prob. Akk. loanword). 

agaam  has the consonants - ka -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kan- 
maai  - irrigation  pond.  

agaam  has the consonants - ka -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kulam- [ 
missing letter –la-] - lake . 

agaam  has the consonants - ka -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadaakam [  missing letter –the-] -  pond.  

agaam  has the consonants - ka -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kuttam- 
[  missing letter –the-]- pond.   

agaam  has the consonants - ka -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kondam-
[  missing letter –the-]-  dam.  

agaam  has the consonants - ka -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaedam 
-[  missing letter –the-]- -river . 
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agaam  has the consonants - ka -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is   thanni 
thaekkam- -[  missing letter –the-]-  water reservoir ;thanni –water; thaekku –
to block .  

agaam  has the consonants - ka -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
koomam- pond.  

agaam  has the consonants - ka -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  koovam- 
river/ well .  

agaam  has the consonants - ka -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is   kumari  
[ missing letter- Ra-] –river . 

saras  [Skt] has the consonants - sa- -Ra –[- sa-] - - -and the orignal Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  sunai  neer [  missing letter- sa-] - spring  water ; 
sunai –spring; neer- water . 

saras  [Skt] has the consonants - sa- -Ra –sa- -and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is  aruchchuni  -river . 

saras  [Skt] has the consonants  - [- sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-]   -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   aaru –river.  

saras  [Skt] has the consonants  - [- sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-]   -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   neer – water/ flood . 

saras  [Skt] has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   yaeri- lake.  

saras  [Skt] has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  uoor -rani – village well /spring  . 

saras  [Skt] has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  urai- rain .  

saras  [Skt] has the consonants - sa-Ra –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  sen -neer- fresh flood.  
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saras  [Skt] has the consonants - sa- Ra –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  sonaa maari- shower.  

saras  [Skt] has the consonants - sa- Ra –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  soari- rain . 

saras  [Skt] has the consonants –[- sa-] - Ra –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  maari-  flood/ rain . 

saras  [Skt] has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  surappu [ missing letter- pa-] -  spring . 

saras  [Skt] has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   pin maari-[ missing letter- pa-]-   belated rain; 
pin- later ; maari –rain  . 

saras  [Skt] has the consonants -   sa- -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  sithari -[ missing letter- pa-]-–rain . 

pool [E] has the consonants-  pa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  puzhai- 
river, 

pool [E] has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ezhanji- [ missing letter- sa-]- lake.  

pool [E] has the consonants-  [- pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  oli -
iyal –river.  

 pool [E] has the consonants-   pa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is punal- 
river.   

pool [E] has the consonants-   [- pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is alai- 
flood.  

pool [E] has the consonants-   [- pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mazhai- rain .  

pool [E] has the consonants-  pa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is peyal- rain  
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 pool [E] has the consonants-   [- pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is mael 
aalam –rain . 

pool [E] has the consonants-  pa-la- and the original Tamil word is pozhi –rain .  

 

a-ga-aš-gi4: the most awkward one ('in back' + 'the one' + 'to send, reject'). 

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhun-k-keenam [ missing letter- zha-]- awkwardness. 

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka- sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
ekkasakkam  - awkward predicament.  

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] -- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
edan-k -kaedu  [ missing letter- the -] -  awkward predicament.  

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vasa-k-kaedu [ missing letter- the -] -  awkward predicament.  

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is isai-
k- kaedu [ missing letter- the -]- awkwardness. 

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuthanai kaedu [ missing letter- the -]- awkwardness. 

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
edakku mudaukku  thanam  [ missing letter- the -]- awkwardness. 

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  sa-- ka- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is asin-k-kam -awkwardness. 

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  sa-- ka- and the   other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  esaku  pisaku -aaka [ missing letter-pa--]- awkward. 

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  [- sa-] -- ka- and the   other  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   poakku [ missing letter-pa--]- –send . 
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agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  [- sa-] -- ka- and the   other  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  othukki vaikka-[ missing letter- the -]-  reject.  

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  [- sa-] -- ka- and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kai viduka--[ missing letter- the -]- reject . 

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  [- sa-] -- ka- and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thadukkai--[ missing letter- the -]- rejecting.  

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  [- sa-] -- ka- and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  neekkam / neekku- kai - rejection.  

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  [- sa-] -- ka- and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vidukai --[ missing letter- the -]- rejection.  

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  [- sa-] -- ka- and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   marukka- -[ missing letter- Ra -]-  reject.  

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  [- sa-] -- ka- and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vilakki vaikka [ missing letter- la -]- reject. 

agaasgi   has the consonants -  ka-  [- sa-] -- ka- and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  malivu  vilai yil  vikka [ missing letter- la -]- -to 
sell in low price; vilai- price; vikka- to sell; malivu- low price  . 

 

 a-ga-bi-šè: afterwards ('after' + adverbial force suffix + 'towards'). 

agabise   has the consonants- ka -pa –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinaaka- after.  

agabise   has the consonants- ka -pa –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
piraku [ missing letter- Ra -]-  after. 

agabise   has the consonants- ka -pa –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
appuramaaka  [ missing letter- Ra -]- - after.  
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after [E] has the consonants- pa –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   - 
pittrai  -after. 

after [E] has the consonants- pa –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   -  
pir paadu  -afterwards . 

after [E] has the consonants- [-pa-] –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
-  attrai  -earlier.  

agabise   has the consonants- ka –[-pa-] –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
noakki – towards. 

agabise   has the consonants- ka –-pa- –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paakka- towards.  

 

 a-ga-zu-ta: behind you ('back' + 'your' + 'from'). 

agazuta has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthuku – back.  

agazuta has the consonants-  ka- [-  sa- ]  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
un - muthuku pakkam  [ missing letter- pa-]-  on your back side; muthuku- 
back; pakkam- side  . 

agazuta has the consonants-  ka-  sa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sooththu  pakkam [ missing letter- pa-] - on the  side of  buttock; sooththu- 
buttock ;  pakkam –side . 

agazuta has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundi pakkam-[ missing letter- pa-] - on the  side of  buttock / hip ; kundi- 
waist/ buttock; pakkam- side  . 

  

a-gáb: (cf., ugu4-bi).  
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a-gal: overflow of flood waters ('waters' + 'big'). 

agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaluli -flood.  

agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is vella-k-kaal –
flood.  

agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is sen-k- kalan-
k-kal  [ missing letter- sa-]  - freshets  floods from rains 

agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is vellam 
vazhiya -  over flow of flood water; vazhiya- flow ; vellam- flood  . 

agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is vellam- flood.  

agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is vazhiya- 
overflow.  

agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is valliya- big.  

agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is okkam ulla- 
big . 

agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is keelaalam – 
water. 

agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
kamalam- water.  

 agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is valakam-  
water.  

agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
akilam- water. 

 agal   has the consonants-  ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaval- 
water.  
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 a-gàr: irrigated field ('water; seed' + 'cake' ?). 

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is neer 
paaichchiya  kamam / vayar ]  [  missing letters- pa- and- sa-] - irrigated field . 

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar – water. 

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is karakam- 
water.  

 agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
ankuram- water.   

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is aruvi  -water.   

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
aaruvam –water. 

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
keeram –water.  

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
neevaram –water.  

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vanni  
maarakam –water.  

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
varunam –water.  

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vaaru vakai  -water. 

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vaar- water.  

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vaari  / vari  -water.  
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agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
nakaranam- seed.  

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is virai- seed.  

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is panni kaaram  
[ missing letter –pa-] -   cake.  

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is appa   rakam 
/  varukkam  [ missing letter –pa-] -   cake.  

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is murukku  
pani yaara vakai  [ missing letter –pa-] -    -twisted cake.  

agar  has the consonants -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is ukkaaari- a 
meal cake  .  

 

 a-gar5: lead, the metal.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaari /  
kaareeyam  - lead  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karu vankkam 
– black  lead . 

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vankka  neeru 
– lead ore . 

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
karu naakam   - lead.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   eruvai- 
copper.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karum pon [ 
missing letter- pa-]–iron . 
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gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
giri saaram [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]–– iron .  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kaiyariyam- iron.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karkkam- iron 
ore.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is erumpu  kaavi  
[  missing letter- pa-]  – iron ochre  . 

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaarppu  
erumpu-[  missing letter- pa-] -  cast iron . 

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karam- gold.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
saami karam-[ missing letter- sa-]-   gold.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
sirunki -[ missing letter- sa-]-  gold.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
swarnam [Skt] -[ missing letter- sa-]- –gold.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is karu –gold.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is urukkumam- 
gold.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
kai-rikam –gold.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
konkurai- gold.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
sarakku [ missing letter- sa-]-  gold.  
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gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
karpooram [ missing letter- pa-] –camphor/ gold . 

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
pankaaru-[ missing letter- pa-]-  gold . 

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
vankaaram- gold.  

 gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
varunam [Skt] - gold.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
verukkai- gold.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
hirnayam [Skt]   -gold.  

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is   
mohur- old gold coin – woth of 15 Rs . 

gar  has the consonants –ka-Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is   
viaram- diamond.  

 

a-gig: bitter tears ('water' + 'pain').  

agig   has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kann neer [ missing 
letter- Ra-] –tears;  kann-  eye; neer- water . 

agig   has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is noavu  -pain . 

agig  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is akki / kann –eye.  

agig  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kayam  /kam –
water.  
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agig  has a  consonant-  ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  aqua 
–water. 

 

-a-gin7: as (= when) ...; in that way; how! ('if, when' + 'like'). 

agin   has  the  consonats  -ka-  an  - and  the  original Tamil  word is   
enkkanam – how.  

agin   has  the  consonats  -ka-  an  - and  the  original Tamil  word is   
ankanamae - in that way .  

agin   has  the  consonats  -ka-  an  - and  the  original Tamil  word is  ankanam  
aayin -  if so . 

agin   has  the  consonats  -ka-  an  - and  the  original Tamil  word is  ennaikku  
-when  [  which day ]  . 

agin   has  the  consonats  -ka-  an  - and  the  original Tamil  word is  
kanakkaaka- like  / like that  . 

 

 a-e...gu7(-a): eroded by the water ('water' + ergative agent marker + 'to 
consume' ( + nominative)).  

aegu  has a  consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  eku  -erode.  

aegu  has a  consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  unnuka- eat.  

aegu  has a  consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kayam –water.  

aegu  has a  consonant- ka -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  aqua 
–water.  

 

a-gúb-ba: holy water ('water' + 'to purify' + nominative). 
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agubba   has the consonants -ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thooimaiyaakku  [ missing letter- the -]-  - purify ; thooimai- cleanliness. 

agubba   has the consonants -ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kudi  
thanni [ missing letter- the -]-  drinking water; kudi –drink; thanni –water .  

agubba   has the consonants -ka –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is thooimai  
aakka patta thanni  [ missing letter- the -]-  - purified water; thooimai- pure ; 
aakku- make ;  thanni –water  .  

 

 kuša-gá-lá: leather sack (for flour) ('water' + 'to store' + 'to lift, carry').  

kusagala  has theconsonats - ka –[-sa-]- ka- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koola  maavu  vaikkum  thole -  laal  aana  -  koani  pai / saakku   [missing 
letters-  pa-  and -the  -]   -leather sack  for keeping  grain flour ; maavu –flour  ;  
koolam –grain  ; vaikka- keep  ; thole- skin;  koani  pai –sack  . 

kusagala  has theconsonats - ka –[-sa-]- ka- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thookkuthal  [ missing  letter- the -] –to lift . 

kusagala  has theconsonats - ka –[-sa-]- ka- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaankkuthal / vakiththal [ missing  letter- the -] –to lift . 

kusagala  has theconsonats - ka –-sa- ka- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalanjiyaththil   saemiththu  vaiththal [ missing  letter- the -] –to store; 
kalanjiyam- store house ; saemikka- to store ; vaikka- to keep .  

kusagala  has theconsonats - ka –[-sa-]- ka- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalan-k-kal – toddy  /alcohol  ;   kalankalana  kayam – muddy water; kalankkal- 
muddy; kayam –water .  

 

a-gá-ri-in: a flat area (measured in sar) (cf., garim).  
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agariin   has the consonants – ka- Ra -an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
varattai  munn [ missing letter- the -]- flat land; munn- soil/ land .  

 

A-gar: (cf., e5-gar).  

 

a...gar/gá-gá: to irrigate; to be submerged ('water' + 'to store; to deposit, 
deliver').  

agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  noovuthar [ 
missing letter –the -] –to irrigate. 

 agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  munkuthar- 
[ missing letter- the -]- submerge.  

*agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar  -
water.   

agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
keeram - water.  

agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karakam  -
water. 

agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
ankuram –water.  

agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
neevaram  -water. 

agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
vaari  /varunam –water.  

agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aruvi / 
aaruvam  -water.  
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agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saekarikka  [ 
missing letter- sa-] –store; sakaeraa .  

agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is viduviththar  
[ missing letter- the -]  – deliver 

agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is koduththar [ 
missing letter- the -] - deliver.  

agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paeru 
peruka  [  missing letter- pa-]-  to deliver a baby . 

agar   has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kadai 
thaetruka [ missing letter- the -]  - deliver. 

 

a-gi6(-a): flood ('water' + 'to be black' + nominative). 

agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  oakam –flood. 

agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kinnakam- flood  

agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is  vaeni 
/ vaani flood.  

 agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kam – water.  

agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kayam / kaiyam - 
water.  

agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vayam/ vaayam  –
water.  

agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanjam [ missing 
letter- sa-]–water.  

agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kusam [ missing  
letter- sa-]–-water . 
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agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is   
sevanam [ missing  letter- sa-]–-water . 

agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is   
seevaneeyam / seevanaakini [ missing  letter- sa-]–-water . 

agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is  vasi-[ 
missing  letter- sa-]–-  water.  

agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is    
vaasam  [ missing  letter- sa-]–- –water.  

 agi  has the consonant- ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
aqua[Latin]  . 

agi  has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanai – become 
darkened.  

 

 a-šè...gin/gub: to go to fetch water ('water' + 'to the' + 'to go'). 

   asegin gub   has the consonants- sa- ka -an - ka -pa -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   poei -  kudikka  pachchai   thanni   kondu vaa [ missing  letter- the -] 
go  and   bring  cold water  to drink; poa- go ; kudikka- to drink ; pachchai- 
fresh  /cool ; thanni- water; kondu vaa- bring   .  

 

       a-hur-rum: (cf.,hu-ru(-um)).  

 

a-ia10-lum: stag (Akkadian loanword). 

aialum  has the consonants –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is kalai maan  
[missing letter- ka-] – stag; maan- deer  . 
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 a...íl: to carry water ('water' + 'to lift, carry'). 

ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni mollu  [ 
missing letter- the -] – to pail water; thanni –water  . 

ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nemputhal  [ 
missing letter- the -] - lift.  

ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thennuthal-[  
missing letter- the -] - lift. 

ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  minnduthal [  
missing letter- the -] - lift. 

ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ueiththal [  missing 
letter- the -] –carry.  

ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is   alam-  water 

ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aal- water.   

ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  other interpretation of the word is  neelu- 
[Telegu ] - water . 

ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  other interpretation of the word is   
Nile[Egypt] . 

ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
salam/salilam/ jalam [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] - water . 

 ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  punal [ missing 
letter- pa-] - water.  

ail   has the consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  puyal- [ missing 
letter- pa-]- water.  

ail  has the consonant-  la -and the original Tamil  word is  mazhai- water/rain .  
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 a-ka: (cf., úgu). 

 

 a-kúm: hot water ('water' + 'hot') 

* akum  has the consonants  -ka- ma and the  original Tamil  word is kayam  -
water. 

akum  has the consonants  -ka- ma and the  original Tamil  word is kam –water. 

akum  has the consonants  -ka- ma and the  original Tamil  word is vei-ya 
kayam – hot water. 

akum  has the consonants  -ka- ma and the  original Tamil  word is veppam/ 
vei-ya [ missing letter- pa-] - hot.  

akum  has the consonants  -ka- ma and the other interpretation  of the word is   
kanjam[ missing letter- sa-]  water. 

akum  has the consonants  -ka- ma and the other interpretation  of the word is   
kusam-[ missing letter- sa-] - water. 

akum  has the consonants  -ka- ma and the  original Tamil  word is kaiyam –
water. 

akum  has the consonants  -ka- ma and the other interpretation  of the word is   
vanam –water. 

akum  has the consonants  -ka- ma and the other interpretation  of the word is   
vaayam –water. 

akum  has the consonants  -ka- ma and the other interpretation  of the word is   
vaasam [ missing letter- sa-]  –water. 
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                                                      Page-73  

 

 

a-la, a-la-la: exclamation, often of joy; exuberance ('tears' + 'happiness').  

ala has a consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhaku/ makizha / kali 
/ nakal  [ missing  letter- ka-] - beauty/ happiness . 

ala has a consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhu- li- / kizhivu- k-  
kulaivu   [ missing  letter- ka-] –tears. 

 

a-lu: adjective for small cattle.  

alu has a consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Ilan-k- kaalai/ ilam 
kaali   [ missing letter- ka-] – young bull / calf ; ilamai- youth; kaalai- bull . 

alu has a consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is pullam   [ missing  
letter- pa-]- bull . 

 

a-lum: adjective for sheep.  

alu has a consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is ela mari [ missing  
letter- Ra-] -lamb ;  ilamai- youth ; mari- sheep/ ram . 

alu has a consonant-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is thullu   mari [ missing  
letters- Ra- and-  the  -] – lamb  as frolicsome ; mari- sheep . 

  

a-ma-ru: destructive flood ('water' + 'to go' + 'to send'; cf., u 18-ru).  

a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  maari -  
flood/ shower /rain . 
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a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  neer 
yaetram [ missing letter- the -] – flood; neer- water  . 

a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the other interpretation of the 
word is pooram  / pooranam [Skt]  / nirampa   [ missing letter –pa-] -  flood  
/rain . 

a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  malir 
nirai [ missing letter –la-]- flood . 

a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  mazhai 
neer [ missing letter –la-]-   - rain water ; mazhai –rain; neer-  water . 

a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  soanai 
maari -  [ missing letter –sa-]- light shower . 

 a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  veku 
maari-  [ missing letter –ka-]-   heavy  rain ; maari –rain . 

a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
karukkam [ missing letter –ka-]-  rain cloud;  karu –dark.  

a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kaar maekam [Skt] / kaar mukir -[ missing letter –ka-]-  rain cloud ; 
kaar-  dark; maekam- cloud . 

a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  mazhai 
thaarai-  [ missing letters –zha- and- the- -]- shower ; mazhai- rain . 

a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
thuyaram [ missing letter -the- -]-  rain/ suffering . 

a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  pin 
maari -  [ missing letter – pa- ] –belated rain fall ; pin- later; maari –water . 

a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  thaaram-
[ missing letter -the- -]-   water.  
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a-ma-ru  has the consonants - ma- Ra -and the other interpretation of the 
word is thooimaiyaana neer / -theerththam -[ missing letter -the- -]- water; 
thooimai- cleanliness/ holy ; neer- water .  

flood [E]  has the consonants -pa- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -  
thalai   peyal  -first  rain; thalai- first /head  . 

 flood [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -  
–thalaiyal –  first  rain. 

flood [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -      
muthan mazhai  - first rain; muthan –first; mazhai –rain  . 

 flood [E]  has the consonants –pa-la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -        
puthu peyal  -first rain; peyal- rain fall ; puthu- new . 

flood [E]  has the consonants –pa-la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -         
puthu punal –first  rain; punal- rain / flood . 

flood [E]  has the consonants –pa-la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -          
paniththal-  incessant rain . 

 flood [E]  has the consonants –pa-la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -           
paadu peyal-  incessant rain . 

flood [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] -la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -           
mazhai adai  - incessant rain ; mazhai- rain . 

flood [E]  has the consonants –pa--la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -   
adai mazhai  pozhithal –continous rain . 

flood [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] --la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -   
- mazhai thuli –rain drop ; thuli- drop .  

 flood [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] --la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -     
mazhai thanni –rain water ;t hanni –water . 
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flood [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] --la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuliththal- rain .  

flood [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] --la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aalanthai-  rain.  

flood [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] --la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neeththu iduthal- flood.       

flood [E]  has the consonants –pa--la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is - 
mazhai  pozhithal –raining/ rain fall  ; mazhai-  rain; pozhiya- falls . 

flood [E]  has the consonants –pa--la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is –
paatta mazhai- shower.  

shower [E]   has the consonants - sa -va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sorivi –shower.  

shower [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] -va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neer perukkam-[ missing  letter- pa-] - flood ; neer- water; perukkam-  flood . 

shower [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] -va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paaima perukku -[ missing  letter- pa-] - flood . 

shower [E]   has the consonants – sa--va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
soara peika /  soriya peruka [ missing  letter- pa-]- rain profusely  . 

shower [E]   has the consonants – sa-va -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sarukkai- flood gate.   

shower [E]   has the consonants – sa--va -Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is   kana rasam [Skt] [karu mukir  saaru ] – rain water.  

shower [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-] -va -Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  vaari piravaakam [Skt] -[ missing  letter- pa-]  – flood . 

   

a-mah: flood, overflow, bursting of a dam ('water' + 'high, mighty').  
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amah  has a consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is misai-[ missing 
letter-sa-] -  high.  

amah  has a consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mainthu [ missing 
letter- the -]  -mighty . 

amah  has a consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mika [ missing 
letter-ka-]  - mighty. 

amah  has a consonant- ma- and the other  interpretation  of the word is    
maka[Skt] [ missing letter-ka-]  - mighty / high. 

amah  has a consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is oakam [ missing 
letter-ka-]  – flood.  

amah  has a consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is paasanam  [ 
missing letters-pa-and -sa-]  -flood.  

amah  has a consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kinnakam [ missing 
letter-ka-]  – flood. 

amah  has a consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is otham [ missing 
letter- the -]  –flood.   

 amah  has a consonant- ma- and the other  interpretation  of the word is    
neeththam [ missing letter- the -]   -flood.  

amah  has a consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is madai udaiya- [ 
missing letter- the -]   - bursting  of dam; madai –dam ; udaiya –to break . 

  

a-maš: sheepfold (cf., amaš).  

amas has the consonants- ma- sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
maesam   -sheep. 

amas has the consonants- ma- sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is asam  
-sheep/goat. 
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amas has the consonants- ma- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
ayam  -sheep. 

amas has the consonants- ma- -sa- and the  orignalTamil  word is sem mari  [ 
missing letter –Ra-] -sheep.    

amas has the consonants- ma- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
arunam [ missing letter –Ra-]  -sheep.  

amas has the consonants- ma- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kam [ missing letter- ka-]  -sheep.  

amas has the consonants- ma- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
vayam [ missing letter- ka-]  – sheep.  

amas has the consonants- ma- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
vachcham [ missing letter- ka-]  – ewe.  

amas has the consonants- ma--sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
sakam[ missing letter- ka-]   – goat.  

 

a-MI: (cf., a-gi6 ).  

 

a-na: what (a,'to', + ni,'he, she', + a,'the'). 

ana  has the consonants-  an -and the  original Tamil  word is enna- what  

ana  has the consonants-  an -and the  original Tamil  word is annaan- he  

 ana  has the consonants-  an -and the  original Tamil  word is aan-  he/man . 

ana  has the consonants-  an -and the  original Tamil  word is penn [missing 
letter- pa-] –she . 

she [E] has the consonant- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  penn-[missing  
letter- pa-]- she/ female . 
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 a-na me-a-bi: as many as they are; all of it ('what there is of it'). 

anameabi   has the consonants- an- ma- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ennum  -all .  

anameabi   has the consonants- an- ma- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ellaamum  / muzhumaiyaa - totally  . 

anameabi   has the consonants- an- ma- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
anaiththum  [ missing letter –the -] –all. 

anameabi   has the consonants- an- ma- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aththanaiyim [ missing letter –the -] –all. 

 

a-na-àm: thus; why ('what' + enclitic copula).  

anaam   has the  consonants - an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ennanam – thus . 

anaam  has the  consonants - an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is yaenaam- 
why . 

thus [E] has theconsonats – the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  eppadi [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  thus. 

 

a-na-àm...aka: what (will/did) X do?. 

a-na-àm...aka   has the   consonants –an- ma- ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
is ennavaam  -what ? ; enna vaenum – what  do you want ? 

 

 a-na-aš(-am): why? (why is it that ...?) ('what' + 'one'[ + 'to be']).  
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anas  has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is yaen – 
why . 

anas  has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaenaam- why. 

anas  has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
yennavaam [ missing letter- ka-]  -what . 

anas  has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is onnu – 
one .  

 

a-na-gim, a-na-gin7-nam: how ('what' + 'like'[ + abstract process]).  

anagim  has the consonants  - an –ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
enkanam – how.  

anagim  has the consonants  - an –ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
enkanam/ ankanam- thus . 

how[E]  has theconsonat-  ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  yev-ann – how . 

how[E]  has theconsonat-  ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  vakai / ev- vakai 
– how.  

 how[E]  has theconsonat-  ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   sei vakai- [ 
missing letter- sa-] –how; sei- do; vakai- method  . 

how are you[E] has the consonants - ka -Ra  - and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the  word is  nee -ev-vaaru  irukkiraai ?- how  do you do ?.   

how are you[E] has the consonants - ka -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   nee  sow-riyamaa [ missing letter- sa-] – are you fine ? 

 

a-ne: (cf., e-ne). 
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 a-nir: lamentation, dirge ('tears' + 'to raise high').  

anir has the consonants  -an-  -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kannneer 
vittu  katharu  [ missing letters- ka -and -the -]  - weep / shedding  tears  ;kan 
neer- tears; kann- eye; neer- water ; katharu – to wail . 

anir has the consonants  -an-  -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thuyarm   
adainthida  [ missing letter –the-]—lament ; thuyaram –grief; adaiya –attain . 

anir has the consonants  -an-  -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  erankku  [ 
missing letter- ka -]  -  mourn.   

anir has the consonants  -an-  -Ra -  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  urothanam  [Skt] / inaithar  [ missing letter –the-]-– lamentation . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is -  
op-paari  paattu paaduka  [ missing letter –pa-] -  to sing  a lamentation song.  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is -  -  
erankkar paattu [ missing letter –pa-]- dirge. 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is -  -  
– kanneer  vittu  paadum paattu [ missing letter –pa-] – lamentation song ; 
kann -neer- tears;  kann- eye; neer- water ;  katharu –wail / shout . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is -  -  
– oppu  koori  - katharu  - lament  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    
oppukku  katharu -  pseudo  lamentation . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is      
-  kai aru  nilai  paadal [ missing letters –pa-  and -la- ]- lamentation song. 
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 dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is      
–ezhavu   paattu paaduthar [ missing letters –pa-  and -la- ]- lamentation song;  
ezhavu – lamentation; paattu –song ; paadu –to sing  . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is        
erantha   poana   kuruthi  uravinarukku   vaendi  paadum  paattu  [ missing 
letter –pa-] -lamentation song  for the dead relative ; erantha- dead; kuruthi- 
blood; uravinar- relatives ; paadu –sing; paattu- song . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is        
-  maarai adaiththu kondu  kanneer vittu katharu -  to beat the breast and wail  
; maaru –chest; adikka- beat ; kann- neer- tears ; katharu –shout . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is        
perum midaru seika [ missing letters –pa-  and -sa- ]--  cry loud. 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is        
- eranthavanai ninaiththu  thuyaram  kondu  katharuka – lament for the dead ; 
eranthavan- dead  person; ninaikka- to remember ; thuyaram- grief ; 
katharuka- wail  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is     
kuruthi  pai / ithayam   vediththu vidum  padi katharu [ missing letter –pa-]-  – 
cry  your heart  out;  kuruthi  - blood; pai- bag; kuruthi  pai = heart ; ithayam- 
heart ; vedikka- to burst .  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is     
mannir  purandu  katharu - [ missing letter –pa-]-  cry  rolling on the soil  
;munn- soil; purandidu / urundidu –roll down . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is     - 
nonthu  arattuka  -lament . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is     
thukkakaramaana – lamentable . 
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dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is     
iruthi  sadanku/  neer kadan  [ missing letter –sa-]-– last  ritual .  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  thukka kaariyam -   lamentable one; thukkam/ kaetham- grief  . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other interpretation of 
the word is   theettu   kaariaym [Skt] /  karumaathi / eranthavarukkaana  neer 
kadan  - funeral  ritual ; neer- water; kadan- duty ; eranthavar- dead person . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   eranthavanai / pinaththai  puthaika  /erikka  
vaendum  [ missing letter –pa-]—to bury  the dead body / to cremate . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   eranthavanai  adakkam   seithida vaendum [ 
missing letter –sa-]—to bury  the dead; adakkam- to bury ; seithidu- do  
;eranthavan –dead person .  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   eranthavanukku  koadi  thuni  kattuthar  
vaendum – to  cover the dead body  with white cloth ; koadi  thuni- cloth/ 
white cloth; kattu-tie ; eranthavan –dead person  . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   koovi  karainthidu – lament;  karaika- cry .  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   thukkam / kaetham   kondaaduthar  - lament  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other interpretation of 
the  word is  ankalaaiththar [ missing letter- la-] – lament . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is -kanner vittu  azhuthu  theerkka  [ missing letter- 
la-] –wail / weep  
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dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is erankuthar   - lament  . 

 dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  olam ittu  kaththuthar  [ missing letter- la-]- 
lament ; oalam idu- howl .  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is   elavu vaiththar [ missing letter- la-]- lament.  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  kazhinthathar- kiranku [ missing letter- la-] – 
lament.  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  thuyarukku uriya -  lamentable  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is   varunutha thakka – lamentable ; varunthu –
worried . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is iruthui  vanakkam   - final homage ; iruthi- final; 
vanakkam- homage . 

dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is yaenkuthar-weep. 

 dirge  [E]   has the consonants  -the -Ra - ka- and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is vaethanai  kural [ missing letter- la-] – moaning 
voice; kural- voice  . 

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  azhukai 
paa/ pann  [ missing letter- pa-]-  song for lamentation  ;azhukai –wail ; paa- 
song  

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhavu  
paa / pann  [ missing letters- pa-] -song for lamentation 
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elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kal vettu  
[ missing letter- the -]  -elegy.  

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aavalikka 
– lament /wail  .  

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vilaavikka 
– lament / wail . 

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kavalai 
kollu  -worry /wail  . 

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  azhukai  
oli  /wail ; oli- sound .   

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vilaavanai 
– wail   

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pulampal 
vaikka  [  missing letter- pa-] –wail . 

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  azhu vilai 
poosal  [  missing letters- pa-  and- sa-]  - loud lamenting  

 elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is     
anunkuthal  [  missing letter- the-]- moan / anukkam . 

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is     
munankuthal / munakuthal [  missing letter- the-] – moan /munakkam 

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  olam 
iduka [  missing letter- the-]-lament.  

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai vittu 
azhu [  missing letter- the-]- weep.   

elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koochchal ezhuppuka [  missing letters- pa-  and- sa-]   -cry  out.  
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 elegy[E]  has the consonants  - la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  –olikka-   
-cry out . 

 

a-nu-gi4-a: (cf., á-nu-gi4-a).  

 

a numun-sag-gá: water of the first seeds = watering of seeds just planted 
('water' + 'seeds' + 'first' + genitive). 

anumunsagga   has the consonants - an - ma – an- sa- ka-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  puthithaaka  natta  sedikku   thanni  uooththa/ paaaichchida   
vaendum  [ missing letters- pa –and-  the  -]  - watering  the newly  planted 
plant;  puthithu- new/ fresh ; natta- planted; sedi- plant  ;thanni –water; 
uooththu- pour  . 

anumunsagga   has the consonants - an - ma – an- [-sa-]- ka-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vithai   nattathum   motha  thanni   uooththa vaendum [ missing 
letter- the-] –watering  the  planted seed; vithai – seed ; nadu- plant ; motha- 
first ;thanni –water ; uooththa- pour  . 

anumunsagga   has the consonants - an - ma – an- [-sa-]- ka-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muthanmai  kondathu  [ missing letter- the-]  -first.  

 

 úa-númun: reeds, rushes ('water' + 'grass, rushes'). 

uanumun  has the consonants  -an –ma- na-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  annam –water.   

uanumun  has the consonants  -an –ma- na-  and the  original Tamil word is  
inippu  paanam / paaniyam [ missing letter –the -]  –sweet water; inippu –
sweet; paanam-  drink . 
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uanumun  has the consonants  -an –ma- na-  and the  original Tamil word is  
thooimaiyaana  thanni  [ missing letter –the -]  -pure water; thooimai- pure; 
thanni- water . 

       uanumun  has the consonants  -an –ma- na- and the interpretation of the       
word is  paanchcha  sanniyam [ missing letters- pa -and -sa -]  -  reed.  

       uanumun  has the consonants  -an –ma- na-  and the  original Tamil word is    
menmaiyaana  moonji-[ missing letter –sa -] -   a kind of reed , of which  cords are 
made . 

 

 a-pa4: funerary pipe (a clay pipe through which water and beer were poured 
into the grave) ('water' + 'small canal').  

apa   has a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pina  kuzhi   kali  
munn kuzhaai  [ missing letters- ka -and –zha/ la  -] -  funerary   clay pipe; pina 
kuzhi- pit for the dead body ; pinam- dead body; kuzhi- pit; kali munn- clay; 
kuzhaai-pipe . 

apa   has a  consonant- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  izhavu  vinai  [ 
missing letters- ka -and –zha/ la  -] -funeral . 

apa   has a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is vaaikkal [ missing 
letters- ka -and –zha/ la  -] –  irrigation canal . 

apa   has a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal vaai - [ missing 
letters- ka -and –zha/ la  -] –  irrigation canal . 

 

apa   has a  consonant- pa -and the  interpretation  of the word is  appu   - 
water. 

apa   has a  consonant- pa -and the  interpretation  of the word is  payasu / 
apsu -[ missing letter –sa -] – water.  
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apa   has a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paaneeyam  / 
paanam   -water.  

apa   has a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paani –toddy.  

apa   has a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paan- toddy . 

apa   has a  consonant- pa -and the  interpretation  of the word is  payam  -
water. 

apa   has a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  punai  -water.  

apa   has a  consonant- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   ampu  -water.  

apa   has a  consonant- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   aam – water.  

 apa   has a  consonant-[- pa-]--and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
aanam –toddy [ any  fermented one . 

apa   has a  consonant- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   pallam [ missing 
letter- la-] - canal . 

 apa   has a  consonant- pa--and the  original Tamil  word is   pazhai  [ missing 
letter- zha-] – toddy  [old one]  . 

apa   has a  consonant- pa--and the  other interpretation  of the word is  ampi  
-toddy.  

apa   has a  consonant- [-pa-] -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
word is  ammiyam - toddy. 

 

 

a...ra: to ejaculate ('seminal fluid' + 'to strike, overflow'). 

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   yaeru - mount . 
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aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aan-in neer- water 
of the man ; aan- male- neer- water . 

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aanin uyir neer- life 
giving water of the man;  aan-  male  ; uyir- life; neer- water .  

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    aanin  saaru 
/rasam[ Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] – the juice of the man ; aan- male; saaru- 
juice . 

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   maani neer-  
semen .  

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   aadai   otti   neer  [ 
missing  letter- the -] -  semen on the dress; aadai- clothe ;ottu –to stick ; neer- 
water . 

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   ondru-[ missing  
letter- the -] -  semen . 

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the  word is 
inthiriyam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- the -] – semen . 

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the  word is 
ranam  [Skt] -  semen / blood . 

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  adiththar   –srike  

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thattuthar – stike  

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thetruthar-  strike.  

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nettuthar- strike . 

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  moathuthar- strike  

aru has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nooruthar –strike.  
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ejaculate [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- la- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  veli yaeththu / veliyae vidu  – to  push out / eject   out .  

ejaculate [E]  has the consonants – sa- ka- la- the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vinthai  / sunni  thanni -yaei  veliyae kidaasuthal / kuthaiththal /thalluthal/ 
kaliththal  –   to discharge  the semen ; vinthu- semen ; sunni- penis; thanni-  
water ; veliyae- out ; kidaasuthal –throw away ; thalluthal- push away ‘ 
kazhiththal- pass away  . 

ejaculate [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- la- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   vinthai  veliayaeththu – to push out semen; vinthu –semen ; veli 
yaeththu –eject out  . 

ejaculate [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- la- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  koodum  munpae / ozhukkum  munpae  vinthu   thanni  veli aakuthal / 
vazhithal -  pre mature ejaculation ; koodu –to have sex/ unite  ; munpae –
early ; vinthu – semen ;thanni- water; veli aaka /vazhiya - leak .     

ejaculate [E]  has the consonants – sa- ka- la- the-  and the original Tamil  word 
is   kaniji- yaei  veliyaeththu- ejaculating semen; kanji –gruel  .  

ejaculate [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- la- the-  and the original Tamil  
word is   kanavil  vinthu  veli aakkuthal -  night emission; kanavu-  dream; 
vinthu –semen ; veli aakku –eejculate  . 

ejaculate [E]  has the consonants – sa- ka- la- the –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  soppna skalitham [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]-  - 
night emission ; soppanam  [Skt] -dream . 

ejaculate [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- la- the-  and the original Tamil  
word is   vellai paduthal  [ missing  letter- pa-]- white discharge ; vellai- white . 

ejaculate [E]  has the consonants – sa- ka- la- the –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  sukkila[ azhukku ]  thaathu [Skt] – [ white ] 
semen; sukkilam[Skt] - semen ; azhukku –dirt   . 
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ejaculate [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- la- the-  and the original Tamil  
word is   aan kazhai [ elinkaththin ]  thanni- - yaei veliayaththu   - to eject  out 
water of the male stick  ; aan-  male ; kazhai- stick ; thanni –water  ; veli  
yaeththu- eject out  . 

 

 a-ra-zu: prayer, rite ('tears' + 'to overflow' + 'to inform').  

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra -sa -  and the   interpretation of the word is 
azar- prayer.  

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the   interpretation of the word is 
prayer [E] [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
eraththar [ missing  letter- the -] – prayer  

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
mandraaduthar [ missing  letter- the -]-   prayer . 

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
thuthiththar [ missing  letter- the -]- prayer.  

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra –[-sa-] -  and the  original  Tamil  word is   
oathuthar [ missing  letter- the -]-– prayer.  

prayer [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  praarththanai  [Skt] [ missing  letter- the -]—prayer. 

prayer [E] has the consonants – pa- Ra - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  sepiththar[Skt]   [ missing  letters-  sa- and - the -]—prayer. 

prayer [E]   has the consonants – pa-- Ra - and the   original Tamil  word is poo 
sorithar  [ missing  letters-  sa- and - the -]— to offer flowers; poo- flower .  

prayer [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra - and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is  aaraathanai  [Skt] [ missing  letter- the -]—prayer. 
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prayer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra - and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is  archchanai  [ missing  letter – sa-]  -  prayer.  

prayer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra - and the   original Tamil  word is  
thiru marai oaathuthar –[ missing  letter- the -]— prayer ; thiru – holy ; marai- 
scripture ; oaathu –recite  . 

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra –sa -  and the  original  Tamil  word is  ariya 
seithidu [ missing  letter –the -]   -inform .  

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra –sa -  and the  original  Tamil  word is  seithi  
thara [ missing  letter –the-]  -to give information ; seithi- information; thara- 
to give .  

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra –sa -  and the  original  Tamil  word is  siru  neer 
thaarai  [ missing  letter –the-]  - moothram [Skt]  / urine . 

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra –[-sa -]-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kanneer [ missing  letter –ka -] - tears . 

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra –[-sa -]-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  nayana  vaari [ missing  letter –ka -] – tears.  

arazu  has the consonants  -Ra –[-sa -]-  and the  original  Tamil  word is peruki  
oaaduthar   [ missing  letters –Pa –and -the--]- overflow .  

 

a-ra-zu...e: to say a prayer [often introduces direct, quoted speech in the 
texts].  

arazue   has the consonants -Ra -sa - and the  original Tamil  word is thiru 
marai   yaei    oasaiyoadu  oathuthar –[ missing  letter- the -]— to recite the 
holy  scriptures  ;thiru- holy; marai-  scriptures; oasai – sound ; oathu -recite.  
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a-rá: way, road; times (multiplication) ('where' + 'to go, carry [plural]'; cf., a-ri-
a). 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is sari [ missing 
letter- sa-]-  way . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is saari- [ missing 
letter- sa-]-  course .  

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is saeri   [  missing 
letter- sa-] –street . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is suram   [ missing 
letter- sa-] - way . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is sarani-[ missing 
letter- sa-]-  path . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is naarasam -[ 
missing letter- sa-]- narrow lane . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is saaram -[ missing 
letter- sa-]-motion/ course as of  planets . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is pooriyam [ missing 
letter- pa-] –  royal street . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is neri / nun neri –    
established rule; nun –good  . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is near- course . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is aru neri -  narrow 
path . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is pun-neri  [ missing 
letter- pa-] – bad way ; neri –way / ethics.    
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ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is piraaru [ missing 
letter- pa-] – water course.  

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is murai  - 
established rule/way/ mores . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is murai-   times  

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is pariyaayam [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  times . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is theru  [ missing 
letter- the-] -  street  

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is thurai [ missing 
letter- the-] -  path . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is nadu  theru  [ 
missing letter- the-] - middle street  

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is maathiri- [ missing 
letter- the-] -  established rule . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is varavu- [ missing 
letter- ka-]  - way . 

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is vaayir – [ missing 
letter- ka-]  - entrance  .  

ara   has the consonant – Ra- and the original Tamil  word is maruku  [ missing 
letter- ka-]  - road . 

 

a-rá-bumušen: duck ('water' + 'to go [plural]' + 'to pull, tear out').  

ara  bumusen  has  the  consonants – Ra-   pa- ma - sa  -an - and the original 
Tamil  word is  neer paaichchanum- to water ; neer- water . 
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ara  bumusen  has  the  consonants – Ra-  [- pa-]- ma –[- sa-]  -an – and the  
other interpretation  of the word is arunam  - water . 

ara  bumusen  has  the  consonants – Ra-  [- pa-]- ma –[- sa-]  -an - and the 
original Tamil  word is  neer annam  [ missing  letter- the -]  -swan ; neer- 
water; annam- swan . 

ara  bumusen  has  the  consonants – Ra-- pa- ma –[- sa-]  -an - and the original 
Tamil  word is  purapadanum [ missing  letter- the -]-  to depart . 

ara  bumusen  has  the  consonants – Ra—[- pa-]- ma –[- sa-]  -an - and the 
original Tamil  word is  aruththidanum  [ missing  letter- the -]-  –to tear . 

ara  bumusen  has  the  consonants – Ra—[- pa-]- ma –[- sa-]  -an - and the 
original Tamil  word is  eerththidanum [ missing  letter- the -]-  –to pull. 

 

a-ri-a, a-ru-a: district; desert, waste land ('where' + remote demonstrative 
affix + nominative).   

a-ri-a  has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor- village/ 
district .   

a-ri-a  has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  tharai [ missing 
letter- the -] –waste land . 

a-ri-a  has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  perum  manar  
parappu  [ missing  letter –pa-] – desert / big sandy  place ; perum- big; manra- 
sand . 

 a-ri-a  has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paeru [ missing  
letter –pa-]  -desert.  

 a-ri-a  has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  parappu [ missing  
letter –pa-]  -desert.  
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a-ri-a  has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  yeyinar  -desert 
tribe/ hunters.  

Arabia has the   consonants- Ra-  pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   perum  
manar  parappu  -big sandy  place. 

Arabia has the   consonants- Ra-  pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paeru – 
desert.   

 

  a...ri: to engender ('semen' + 'to pour into').  

a-ri   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aanin  uyir  anu  
neer-  semen /   water containing sperm; aan-  male;  uyir  anu- sperm   . 

a-ri   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  maani  neer  -
semen /  penis water . 

a-ri   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sunni  neer / sanna 
neer  / sisuna neer [ missing letter- sa-] –semen/ penis water; sunni- penis ; 
neer- water   . 

 a-ri   has a  consonant- Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is  
naapiram [ missing letter- pa-] – semen .  

a-ri   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  aan  pirappu  
uruppu neer [ missing letter- pa-] – water from  male  genital ; aan- male  ; 
pirappu –birth  ; uruppu –body  part  ; neer- water . 

a-ri   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  ampu  neer [ 
missing letter- pa-] - semen virile. 

a-ri   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoottruthar / 
iduthar [ missing letter- the-]  - pour. 

a-ri   has a  consonant- Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is  ranam – 
semen . 
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a-ri   has a  consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   arukum  /arukiya  [ 
missing  letter- ka-]  –endangered.  

 

a...ru: to dedicate; to give as a votive gift (with dative) ('water' + 'to send'). 

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is arppanam [ 
missing letter- pa-] – dedication. 

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  padaiyar [ missing 
letters- pa-  and- the- ] – votive offering.  

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  oppu  adaiththar/ 
oppu  tharuthar  [ missing letters- pa-  and- the- ] – dedication.  

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
naerthindu [ missing  letter- the -] – votive offering . 

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
samarppanam [ missing letters- sa –and- pa-] - dedication. 

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is iraivanukku   / 
aandavanukku urithaakku [ missing letters-  the- and -ka-] –dedictae to god.   

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
naerththti  kadan / naernthu  viduka /  irai kodai tharuka [ missing letters-  the- 
and -ka-] – votive offering . 

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is irai – water.  

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is arunam –water. 

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is neer - water.  

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is paerai  [ missing 
letter- pa-]- water. 
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aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  word is  saram [ 
missing letter- sa-] –water ;  soriya .  

 aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is maari  -water . 

aru  has a consonant –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is anupputhar [ missing 
letters- pa-  and- the- ]-  send.  

 

 a-sa-ga: propitious water ('water' + sa6-ga, 'to win fortune'). 

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  ka- 
water.  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kam –
water.  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kayam  
-water. 

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kaiyam 
–water.    

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vayam –
water. 

asaga  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vaasam – 
water. 

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan –
rain.  

asaga  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kanjam- water.  

asaga  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kusam- water.  
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asaga  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  jeevaanaakini – water.  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  puvanam  [missing letter- pa-]-  water. 

 asaga  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  maeka pushpam [ missing letter- pa-]- water.  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aqua  [Latin] -water . 

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   vanam  -water.  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   vaani  -water.  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   vaayam  -water.  

asaga  has the consonants –-sa- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kaasi -  Banares city - of  holy  water.  

asaga  has the consonants –-sa- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vasi – rain water.  

asaga  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  yoakam – propitious time ; yoakavaan  ; kana yoakam  .  

asaga  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  paakkiyam [ missing letter- pa-]   -fortune ; sow paakkiyam  -good 
fortune .  

asaga  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vipavam [ missing letter- pa-]   –fortune .  
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asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaippu  
[ missing letter- pa-]   -fortune.  

asaga  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  selvam [ 
missing letter- la-] –fortune  ; selva valam – fortune .  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
vaelai / nalla kaalam  -  good time . 

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  nal vinai 
[ missing letter- la-] –fortune.  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aakoozh [ missing letter- zha-]  – fortune.   

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  valam  [ 
missing letter- la-] -fortune.  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
nalam [ missing letter- la-] – lucky . 

asaga  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anu  koolam-[ missing letter- la-] -   good fortune.  

asaga  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaasi – fortune.  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is oathi  
koduththa thanni / thooimai  mikka thanni  [missing letter- the -] –water 
enchanted/ holy  water  /consecrated water .  

asaga  has the consonants –-sa- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   seyikka- to win. 

asaga  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   win [E] .  
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asaga  has the consonants –--sa- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  success[E] .  

 asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vakai  - 
win .  

 asaga  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vasamaakku  -to win  ;  vasiyam  -win .  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
noampuka  [ missing letter- pa-]   - to win now.  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kelikka / 
kai kolla  [ missing letter- la-]  - to win  ;  kai valliyam – success. 

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is velluka - 
[ missing letter- la-] - to win.  

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is koavai  -
success. 

asaga  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vilaivu  [ 
missing letter- la-]  -success.  

 

a-sal-bar: architrave ('water' + 'to spread' + 'to distribute, remove'). 

asalbar  has the consonants –sa -la –[-pa -]-Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
nilai-paerin [ thoonin uchchi -yill ulla  ]   muthan- maiyaana  achchu uru  
thoolam [ missing letter- the -] – architrave.   

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –[-pa -]-Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is alaru  -water/ mazhai  alar .  

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –[-pa -]-Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is mazhai neer- rain water.  
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asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
punal neer- water. 

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
piriththu  tharuthal / parimaaruthal [ missing letter- the -]  -to distribute . 

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is ozhiththiduthar  /azhiththiduthar [ missing letter- the -]  -remove . 

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is theerththiduthal [ missing letter- the -]  – remove.  

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is adarththal [ missing letter- the -]  – remove. 

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is thuraththuthal [ missing letter- the -]  –remove.  

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
paraiththal [ missing letter- the -]  –remove . 

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
paatruthal [ missing letter- the -]  – remove .  

 asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word 
is peyarththal  [ missing letter- the -]  -remove.  

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
poriththal  [ missing letter- the -]  -remove.  

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
piriththal  [ missing letter- the -] – remove. 

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is thalluthar   [ missing letter- the -]  -remove.  

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
appura paduththuthal  [ missing letter- the -]  -remove.  
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asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
parapputhal [ missing letter- the -] -  to spread  ; parappu  ellai .  

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
padarthal [ missing letter- the -] -  to spread ;  paasi  padarthal .  

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-[-pa -]-Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is yaeruthal  [ missing letter- the -] - -to spread.  

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is thooruthal [ missing letter- the -]  -to spread. 

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pithirththal [ missing letter- the -]   -to spread.  

asalbar  has the consonants –[-sa-] -la –-[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is malarthal [ missing letter- the -] - spread.  

 

 a...si: to be filled with water ('water' + 'to fill up').  

asi  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni   [ missing 
letter- the -]  -water.  

asi  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is sinthu [ missing 
letter- the -] -–water  . 

asi  has a consonant- [-sa-]  -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
paanam /  paani  [ missing letter- pa-]  -water  ;  pani- ice ; paanam- drink . 

asi  has a consonant- -sa--and the  other interpretation  of the word is  apsu / 
payasu / pachchai  [ missing letter- pa-]  –water . 

 

  

a-silim: potion ('water' + 'health')        
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asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is -  
nalam - health . 

asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is -  
ula nalam / mana nalam -  mental  health  . 

asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is -  
mei nalam -  body  health . 

asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is -   
nalam inmai- unhealthy [antonym].  

asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is -    
mazhai  -  rain water . 

asilim  has the consonants –sa--  la –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  salam / salilam / selam – water.  

asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is -    
vellam  [ missing letter- ka-] – water/ flood  . 

asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is -    
keelaalam [ missing letter- ka-]-water. 

asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is -    
alakam  [ missing letter- ka-]--water . 

asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is -     
valaakam [ missing letter- ka-]--– water. 

asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-]--  la –ma- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  akilam [ missing letter- ka-]-–water.  

asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-]--  la –ma- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kamalam- water. 

asilim  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is -     
kozhumai [ missing letter- ka-]- health . 
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                                         Page -74       

 

 

  a-šà-(g): field; area ('seed' + 'womb'; cf., a-gàr; ašag).   

asag   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaani -  
farm land . 

 asag   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kui-
yam- womb . 

asag   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vithai / 
kottai [ missing letter- the -] -seed . 

asag   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaai – 
seed. 

 

 a-šà-dib(-dib)-ba: the act of trimming the fields and levees of vegetation in 
preparation for drainage and irrigation ('fields' + 'to seize, bind, take away' + 
nominative).  

 asadibba   has the consonats- sa- the  -pa-  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
saeththu  pinaiththidu  -bind ; panthanam – bond.   

asadibba   has the consonats- sa- the  -[-pa-]-  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
isaiththidu – bind.  

asadibba   has the consonats- [-sa-]- the  -pa-  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
eduththu  poa- take away .  
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asadibba   has the consonats- [-sa-]- the  -pa-  and  the  original Tamil  word is   
edu  /pidi  / pidi pada  / pidipp u  - seize / seized . 

asadibba   has the consonats- [-sa-]- the  -[-pa-] -  and  the   other 
interpretation of the word is  aathaanam- seizing.  

asadibba   has the consonats- sa- the  -[-pa-]-  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
aachchaattu -  ground / field  

asadibba   has the consonats- [-sa-]- the  -pa-  and  the  original Tamil  word is   
thinai punam- millet field.  

asadibba   has the consonats- [-sa-]- the  -[-pa-]-  and  the  original Tamil  word 
is  thoadu  /thoattam/ poon-thoattam   – filed/ garden . 

asadibba   has the consonats- [-sa-]- the  -[-pa-] -  and  the   other 
interpretation of the word is  maithaanam – ground/ field . 

asadibba   has the consonats- [-sa-]- the  -[-pa-]-  and  the  original Tamil  word 
is  idam  -field.  

asadibba   has the consonats- [-sa-]- the  -[-pa-]-  and  the  original Tamil  word 
is   paasana  thanni  paainthida   thooru  edu  [ missing letter- Ra-]   - to clean 
the   vegetations  for  flow of irrigation water.  

asadibba   has the consonats- [-sa-]- the  --pa--  and  the   other interpretation 
of the word is   maraa maththu  pani  [ missing letter- Ra-]   - to clean the   
vegetations  of canals  before  rain comes  . 

  

a-ša4: (cf., á-še). 

 

 a-še-ra: lamentation.  

asera   has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
oppaari-[ missing letter- pa-]-  dirge /elegy . 
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a-šed12: cool water ('water' + 'cool'). 

ased   has the consonants  -sa- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  sinthu  -
water.  

ased   has the consonants  -sa- the- and the  other interpretation of the word is   
seetham / usitham   -water.  

ased   has the consonants  -sa- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  pachcha 
thanni- [ missing letter- pa-] - cool water . 

ased   has the consonants  -sa- the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  suda thani 
– hot water [antonym]. 

ased   has the consonants  -[-sa--] the- and the  original  Tamil  word is  thanni  
-water.  

 

 a-(IM)šèg-gá: rainwater ('water' + 'rain' + genitive). 

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaanam  -  rain / sky . 

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaan   mazhai- [ missing letter- zha -]  rain water;  mazhai- rain. 

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaan valam - [ missing letter- la -]  rain . 

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –sa-–ka-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  seekaram [ missing letter-Ra-] – rain  . 

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]-–ka-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  ankuram  /aaruvam [ missing letter-Ra-]  -rain . 
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aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]-–ka-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  puvanam [ missing letter- pa-] –water.  

 aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]-–ka-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  kavantham [ missing letter- the -] –water ; vaan kodai- gift of 
sky. 

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]-–ka-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  kusam  -water.  

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanjam  -water.  

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai -yam  -water .  

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]-–ka-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  vanam – rain . 

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]-–ka-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  vaayam  -water.  

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kam-  water. 

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaasm –water . 

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kinnakam  -flood.   

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
oakam – flood.  

aimsegga has the consonants-  ma –sa-–ka-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  maeka pushpam[Skt]  [ missing letter-Ra-] - rain ; maekam- clouds; 
pushpa- flower. 
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 a-šeš: bitter, brackish water ('water' + 'bitter, brackish'). 

       ases  has a consonant-  sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is kasappu  [ missing 
letters- ka -and -sa-] – bitter/ brackish . 

 ases  has a consonant-  sa -  and the  interpretation  of the word is  kusam  [ 
missing letter- ka -]  -water.  

ases  has a consonant-  [-sa -]-  and the  original Tamil  word is uvar neer [ 
missing letters- ka -  and- Ra-] -  brackish water; neer- water. 

ases  has a consonant-  sa -  and the  interpretation  of the word is  savar neer 
–[ missing letters- ka  - and -Ra --]  - brackish water. 

ases  has a consonant-  [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is uvar munn [ 
missing letters- ka  - and -Ra --]  -- brackish soil ; munn- soil. 

ases  has a consonant-  sa -  and the  interpretation  of the word is  jalam  [ 
missing letter- la-]  -water. 

ases  has a consonant-  [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is mazhai  [ 
missing letter- zha-] water/rain . 

ases  has a consonant-  [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is alam / aal [ 
missing letter- la-]  -water.  

ases  has a consonant-  [-sa-] -  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
neelu[Telugu ] / nile  [ missing letter- la-]  -water. 

 

 -a-ta: after ... ('when' + 'away from').  

ata   has the consonants –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pinnaadi [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  after/ later . 
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ata   has the consonants –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  munnaadiyae- 
earlier [antonym] . 

ata   has the consonants –the- and the  original Tamil  word is eppoathu 
missing letter- pa-]-  -when . 

ata  has the consonants –the- and the  original Tamil  word is etta-  away . 

ata  has the consonants –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thottu aduththu  
-near [ antonym] . 

after [E]   has the consonants - pa –the- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is – 
pitrai – after.  

after [E]   has the consonants - pa –the- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
appuramaettu  -after.  

 

a...tab: to hold or block water ('water' + 'to hold ). 

  atab  has the consonants - the –pa- and the original Tamil word is  oadum  
aaththu  thanni -yaei  anai katti  thaekku [ missing letter- ka-] - to block water; 
oadum –running; aaththu thanni- river water ; anai- dam; kattu- build; 
thaekku- block.  

atab  has the consonants - the –pa- and the original Tamil word is pidi  -hold. 

atab  has the consonants - the –pa- and the original Tamil word is pothi / 
pidippu – hold.  

atab  has the consonants - the –pa- and the original Tamil word is poththi pidi -    
- hold  in the closed fist.  

atab  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is thoatti -  
clasp .  

atab  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is madu –
hold.  
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atab  has the consonants - the –pa- and the original Tamil word is poottu – 
clasp  /grip . 

atab  has the consonants - the –-pa- and the original Tamil word is anaiththu 
pidi   -embrace/ clasp .  

atab  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is edu  -
seize.  

atab  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is thadu 
/thadi idu   - to block.  

atab  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is adaippu  -
a block .   

atab  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is thadai 
poadu   - to block . 

atab  has the consonants - the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is muttu –a 
supporting  block .  

atab  has the consonants – the- pa- and the original Tamil word is paatham  
/peetham  -water.  

 

 a-tar...aka: to play; to mock ('water' + 'to cut, break' + 'to do, act'). 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nakai-yaaduthar – mocking  . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ekazhnthiduthar [ missing letter- zha-] – to mock .  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
akadiyam  purika [ missing letter- pa- ] – to mock purika- do..  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakidi  purika  [ missing letter- pa- ]  -to mock.  
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a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koatta purika [ missing letter- pa- ] - to mock. 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilai- yaaduthar  [ missing letter- la- ] – play / mock . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kali  aakkuthar -[ missing letter- la- ] – to mock . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoani  viduthar –  to play a boat ; thoani- boat.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vattu aaduthar – to play  at  draughts  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nadanam purika [ missing letter- pa- ]  - to dance . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koothu- aaduthar – to play  /dance . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sathiraattam   aaduka [ missing letter- sa- ]  – to dance  Baratha naattiyam; 
aaduka –to dance . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Baratha naattiyam aaduka [ missing letter- sa- ] - to dance  Baratha naattiyam. 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Paraththaiyar aattam aaduka – dance by  temple dancers . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
arankaetram  seika[ missing letter- sa- ] - to dance in a stage . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kooththu  kalari [ missing letter- la- ] -  play house.  
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a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalari   aattam-[ missing letter- la- ] -    a play . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
oar-anka  naadakam  nadiththar  -   one act play ; naadakam- stage drama  
;nadi- act . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koali  kundu  adiththar [ missing letter- la- ]  - play marbles.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
isai  karuvi  / vaachchiyam  vaasiththar/ meettuthar  [ missing letter- sa- ]  -to 
play a musical instrument ; isai- musiz; karuvi- instrument. 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thadauvuthar  – play  as a lute . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavaraadu   - to play dice . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
undai uruttuka- to play  dice; undai –dice; uruttuka- throw/ to roll down.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuthirai -yaeruka-  play leap frog . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kiriththar –  play pranks . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kitti  aaduthar  - play  tip cat . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vattu  erika - discus  throw  ; vattu -disc. 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaedikkai  kaattuthar – play tricks ; kaattu –to show . 
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a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kireedai  [Skt] purika [ missing letter- pa- ]  - to play . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vinoathiththar  [Skt]  - playful . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaaya  kattai  -yaei  veesuthar  [ missing letter- sa-] –play dice ; veesu –throw 
;thaayam -dice. 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilaiyaattu karuvikal [ missing letter- la-] – play  equipments ; karuvikal - 
instruments. 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudi thanneer-  drinking water.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaai uoorida-  watering mouth; vaai- mouth . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  kana ratham  - water . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  water[E] . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  putkaram [ missing letter- pa-] -water.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
muriththiduka- break. 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thakarkka- break . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vettuthar – cut.  
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a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
keeruthar- cut.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aruththiduka- cut.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
erukkuthar – cut.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaathuthar-  cut.   

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koeithar- cut.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -   the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koattuthar – cut.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vinai aatruka  / kaariyathathai  mudikka  - to act . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyattruka-  do.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
noakkuthar - do  . 

a-tar...aka has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
muyankuthar – do.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thokuththar-  do.  

a-tar...aka has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pani aattruka [ missing  letter- pa-]- act.   

a-tar...aka has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadavadikkai   eduththar- to take action.  
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a-tar...aka has the consonants -  the- Ra - ka -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kiruththiyam – act.  

 

a...tu5: to bathe ('water' + 'to wash'). 

atu  has the consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is aadu/ aattu -bath. 

atu  has the consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is neeraadu [ missing 
letter- Ra-] –bath. 

atu  has the consonant-the- and the  original Tamil  word is padithal [ missing 
letters- pa- and  - la-] - to sink in water . 

atu  has the consonant-the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
theerththamaadu [ missing letter- Ra-] – bath . 

atu  has the consonant-the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
manjanam aadu [ missing letter- sa-] -bath . 

atu  has the consonant- the- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
thaanam – bath . 

atu  has the consonant- the- and the  other interpretation of the word is   
munnu peithidu [ missing letter- pa-]  -bath. 

atu  has the consonant- the- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
thadam-  bathing  ghat  . 

 

 a-tu5-a: lustration ('water' + 'to wash' + nominative). 

atu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thoaiththidu  -to 
wash.  
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atu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thoomai seithidu   
/suththam seithidu [ missing  letter –sa-]  – wash/ make clean  ; thooimai- 
clean; sethidu- to do . 

atu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is poosidu [ missing  
letters -pa- and-  –sa-]   -to wash with water/ lustration / anoint.  

atu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is munnu  peithidu [ 
missing  letter –pa-]  – to bath.  

atu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is patham [ missing 
letter –pa-]- –water . 

atu  has a consonant –the- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
seetham [ missing  letter –sa-]  -water . 

atu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is sinthu / sunthu [ 
missing  letter –sa-]   – water.  

atu  has a consonant –the- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
usitham –water.  

atu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is amutham –water. 

atu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is ithadi  -water.  

atu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is utham  -water.  

atu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thann –water. 

atu  has a consonant –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thoani –water. 

 

 a...tùm: to flow with water ('water' + 'to bring, carry').  

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is thanni  
oattam –  flow of water.  
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*atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is utham – 
water. 

*atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is oatham- 
water /sea .  

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is thoayam –
water/ sea .  

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is patham   / 
paatham   /peetham [ missing letter –pa-]- water.   

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  seetham [ missing  letter –sa-] –water.  

 atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  usitham  -water.  

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is theeththam- water.  

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is amutham  
-water . 

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mithadi  -
water.  

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  mathu  -water.  

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  natheenam -  sea.  

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  neeththam – sea. 

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sumanthida  [ missing  letter –sa-] -carry . 
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atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
yanthanum  -carry . 

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  eduththu 
nadaththidanum –to carry . 

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ueiththidanum –to carry. 

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  eettanum  
-bring.  

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  kondu  
vanthida vaendum  [ missing letter –ka-] -to bring . 

atum  has the consonants- the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vakiththidanum [ missing letter –ka-] –to carry.  

 

a-tur-ra, a-tùr, é-tùr: hollow (of the furrow) ? ('water' + 'birth-hut' for a plant 
seed ?; related to Orel & Stolbova #1323, *hadar- "darkness" ?).  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   thanneer 
–water; thirai –river .  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   theerththam / thooya neer -  pure water ; thooimai –pure ;  neer  -water . 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is   
thaaram –water.  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is   
amirtham  / uyir tharum neer –water; uyir- life; thara- give . 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is   
ratham  -water.  
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atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is   
santhiram [ missing letter –sa-] - water. 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is neer   
thaarai  -continus flow of water. 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   siru  
patham [ missing letter –pa- and -sa- ] – water.  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   pachchai  
thanneer[ missing letter –pa- and -sa- ]- cold water. 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   piththa 
neer [ missing letter –pa-] – bile  . 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   patha 
neer [ missing letter –pa-] –sweet toddy . 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   nedu 
neer- sea /water.  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   aattru 
neer-  river water ;  aaru –river .  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is   
nathi  neer - river water; nathi –river .  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uootru  
neer- spring water .  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    oaadai 
neer  -stream water; oaadai – stream . 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    yaeri  
thanneer- lake water ; yaeri- lake .  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  madu 
neer- pond water ;  madu –pond .  
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atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thae -
neer- tea water. 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  sudu neer 
[ missing letter –sa-] – hot water; sudu – hot; neer- water.  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    kudi  neer 
[ missing letter- ka-]- drinking water . 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   naatru  
pannai [ missing letter –pa-] – nursery ;  pannai- farm  . 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   naatran-k- 
kaar [ missing letter- ka-]- nursery. 

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   ponthar  [ 
missing letter –pa-] –hollow.  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoanduthar – to make hollow.  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   kudaithar 
[ missing letter- ka-]- –to make hollow.  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is   
thuvaaram   [ missing letter- ka-]- -hole/ hollow.  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   thuruvu [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  -to make hollow.  

atura   has the consonants- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   ul eedu  
atra [ missing letter- la-]-  hollow.  

  hadar  has the consonants – - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   - 
eruttu   -darkness. 

  hadar  has the consonants – - the –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the  
word is   - antharam  -darkness.  
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  hadar  has the consonants – - the –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the  
word is   thimiram- darkness.  

 

a-ù: high water, spring flood ('water' + 'high'). 

au  has   no consonant    and the  original Tamil  word is paasanam  [ missing 
letters- pa- and- sa-] – flood.  

au  has  no consonant   and the  other interpretation of the word is neechchu [ 
missing  letter –sa-] – flood. 

au  has   no consonant    and the  original Tamil  word is punai [ missing letter- 
pa-]  -  flood.  

au  has   no consonant    and the  original Tamil  word is uchcham  [ missing  
letter –sa-] -– high . 

au  has   no consonant    and the  original Tamil  word is misai [ missing  letter –
sa-] –high . 

au  has   no consonant    and the  original Tamil  word is maenmai- highness. 

au  has   no consonant    and the  original Tamil  word is am   / aam /   oami  / 
ayam  / annam - water. 

 

 a-u4-te-na: at the cool of the day ('when' + 'day' + ten,'coolness').  

autena has the consonants -the- an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
word is  thinam – day. 

autena has the consonants the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  gnaandru [ 
missing letter –Ra-] –day.  

autena has the consonants the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  yaandu  -
when .  
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autena has the consonants -the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  than  /  
thanmai    / thannam   -coolness.  

 autena has the consonants -the- an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
word is  saantham [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-] – coolness . 

autena has the consonants- the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is pathinmai  
[ missing  letter –pa-] -10 

autena has the consonants -the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is thanintha 
santhi  [ missing  letter –sa-] -   cool evening . 

autena has the consonants -the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is mayandai  
-evening . 

autena has the consonants -the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is enn -
paththu / paththaam enn  -numerical no - 10 ; enn- no . 

 

a-u5-ba...gál: to be at its high tide ('when' + 'on top' + bi,'its', + a,nominative, 
+ 'to be').  

aubagal  has the  consonants -pa –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
ponkkum  alaikal- high tide ; alai - wave ; alaikal- waves ; ponkka- to raise   . 

aubagal  has the  consonants -pa –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
ponkku kadal [ missing  letter –the-]  -  high tide in the sea ; kadal- sea.  

aubagal  has the  consonants –[-pa-] –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kadal yaeththam [ missing  letter –the-]   -  high tide in the sea .  

aubagal  has the  consonants –[-pa-] –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
vellam- flood.   

aubagal  has the  consonants –[-pa-] –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
uoozhi vellam-  deluge.  
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aubagal  has the  consonants –[-pa-] –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kaluli- flood.  

aubagal  has the  consonants –[-pa-] –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
vella-k-kaal- flood.  

aubagal  has the  consonants -pa –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  vella 
paaivu  -flood flow.  

aubagal  has the  consonants -pa –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is vella 
kaappu  anai – flood dam ;   vellam- flood; anai –dam . 

aubagal  has the  consonants –[-pa-] –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
ek-kaalam- when?; kaalam –time /season  .  

aubagal  has the  consonants –[-pa-] –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
evu- vaelaiyil – when? ; vaelai- time . 

 aubagal  has the  consonants –[-pa-] –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
nikal kaalam – now a days  ;  kali kaalam .  

aubagal  has the  consonants –[-pa-] –ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
alavil –when . 

aubagal  has the  consonants –pa-ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  mael  
aaka   /  mael pakkama -on top; malae- up  /above ;  pakkam- side . 

aubagal  has the  consonants –pa-ka- la -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
keezhaaka    / keezh  pakkamaaka – under  [antonym] .  

 

a-ugu4[KU]: the father who begot one ('semen' + 'to procreate').  

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is aakkiyoan – one 
who  created.   

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is karu uruvaakkam [ 
missing letter-Ra-]  procreation ; karu- embryo / child ;uruvaakkam- creation.   
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augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  janaka[Skt]  
[ missing  letter –sa-]   –father/ creator . 

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaekam- semen.  

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is venn- neeer [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –semen / hot water/ white water. 

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is venn saarai  /saaru 
[ missing letter- Ra-] –semen / white juice ; venn- white; saaru- juice . 

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is veeriyam  /virai 
neer [ missing letter- Ra-] –semen / testis water ; virai- testis; neeer- water . 

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is karuvaakkum  aan  
uyir anu neer [ missing letter- Ra-] –semen/ male sperm water  ; aan -  male; 
karu – baby / embryo  ; uyir anu –sperm ; neer- water. 

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  veesam [ 
missing  letter –sa-] - semen. 

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  vapanam [ 
missing  letter –pa-]  -semen. 

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaai – testis.  

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kunji [ missing  
letter –sa-] - -penis  

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kanji [ missing  
letter –sa-] – semen  /gruel   ;  avaaku  -gruel. 

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vithai thanni   / 
vinthu thanni [ missing  letter –the-] -semen. 

augu   has a  consonant -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  vidaiyam 
/vinthu  naatham  [ missing  letter –the-]   –semen . 
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a úš-a: to dam up water ('water' + 'piling up an earthen dam').  

aus  has a consonant- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  munn anai  idu  / anai 
ittu   oadum aaththu thanniyaei thadu [ missing letter- the - ]-to dam up the 
running river water  ; munn- soil ; anai- dam  . 

aus  has a consonant- sa- and the original Tamil  word is  ayam  /am / aam  -
water. 

 

a-zi-ga: rising waters ('water' + 'to rise up' + nominative). 

aziga  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kam –
water.  

aziga  has the consonants-  sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaasam  / 
vasi  -water.  

aziga  has the consonants-  sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kanjam   -
water.  

aziga  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kayam / 
kai- yam  -water. 

aziga  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka -and the other interpretation of the   
word is vanam  / vayam / vaayam  / vaani  -water.  

aziga  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oakam – 
flood.  

aziga  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kinnakam 
–flood.  

aziga  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ponka [ 
missing letter- pa-] - rise up . 

aziga  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ukai- rise 
up. 
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 a-zu; a-zu5; a-su: physician (cf., azu). 

azu  has a consonant –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  noaei  - yaei 
kunamaakuvoan [ missing  letter –ka-] – healer ; noaei - yaei  
sumamaaakuvoan  ;  noaei – disease; kunamaakku  -to  heal .     

azu  has a consonant –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  noaei   kunam   
munaivoan [ missing  letter –ka-] – doctor.  

azu  has a consonant –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  noaei  
neekkuvoan[ missing  letter –ka-]  –doctor ; neekku –remove .  

 

 á...ág: to command; to instruct (someone: -da-) ('strength' + 'to check').  

aag  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  yaevu – command. 

aag  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  avam – command . 

aag  has the consonant - ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
aakkinai /aakgnai  - command.  

aag  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  ninaivu – order of  
king.  

aag  has the consonant - ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
niyokam – command/ order .  

aag  has the consonant - ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
vaakkiyam – order.  

aag  has the consonant - ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is viyam 
– command/ order.  

aag  has the consonant - ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
hookkum/ ukkum - command . 
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aag  has the consonant - ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
ukkum naamaa – written order . 

aag  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  yaevu- vaan- 
commander.  

 aag  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  Vanniyan  - 
commander.  

aag  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  Vayavan - 
commander.  

aag  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  Viyavan – 
commander.  

 

á-ág-gá: instructions, orders ('strength' + 'to check', + a, nominalizer).  

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is   oathuvikka [ 
missing letter- the -]-  instruct/ recite /teach  . 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  uoooku vikka- 
instruct  . 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  panikkan-[ 
missing letter- pa-] -  instructor.  

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  kana-k-kaayan – 
instructor . 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  vanmai-  
strength;  mikka vanmai- great strength ; mikka- excess;  vanmai- strength  . 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  vaya- / vayavu – 
power/ strength . 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  vaekam – power 
as of blow ,  medicine  or fire.  
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aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  aavi – power/ 
ghost  /soul / spirit . 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is   uookkam -  
power / briskness/energy . 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is kon -   
power/strength  / fear  . 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is  koanai – strength  

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
savi  [missing letter- sa-] – strength . 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the original Tamil word is   veechchu – 
strength.   

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
piku   [missing letter- pa-] – strength 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the   other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  vanpu-[missing letter- pa-]  - strength . 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
seevan [Skt ]- [missing letter- sa-]   soul/ energy/  strength . 

aagga  has the consonant - ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is  kai 
kavi – check as by  gesture.  

instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –[-sa-] - the- Ra – ka- the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kattru kodukka  vaendum-   to teach /educate  ;  kattru  kodu –
to teach;  karkka- learn  . 

instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –[-sa-] - the- Ra – ka- the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kann-  thirnanthida vaendum -  instruct / to open the eye  ; 
kann- eye  ;  thiranthida- to open . 
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instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –[-sa-] - the- Ra – ka- the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  oaathuviththar  vaendum-  instruct  /recite /teach; oathu –to 
say / recite . 

instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –[-sa-] - the- Ra – ka- the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  arivu –uruththa vaendum  - educate  ; arivu- knowledge  . 

instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –[-sa-] - the- Ra – ka- the – and the  original 
uookku -viththar vaendum- initiate  . 

instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –[-sa-] - the- Ra – ka- the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   padi –p-piththar vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-] – teach . 

instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –[-sa-] - the- Ra – ka- the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   payirchchi   kodukka / paeni  payittruvikka   vaendum [ missing 
letter- pa-] –to train ; payirchchi- training  ; kodukka- to give ; payittru vikka- to 
educate  . 

instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –sa-- the- Ra – ka- the – and the   other 
interpretation of the word is  upa thaesam [Skt]  seithiduthar vaendum [ 
missing letter- pa-] – to  preach;  seithudu- do  .  

instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –sa-- the- Ra – ka- the – and the   other 
interpretation of the word is  poathanai  [Skt] seithiduthar  vaendum [ missing 
letter- pa-] – to instruct ;  poathanai –instruction .  

instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –[-sa-] - the- Ra – ka- the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is paeni   padi –p-piththar vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-] – teach ; 
padi –learn /read ;  padippiththar –to teach ; padippu- education ; paadam –
lesson ;   root  word  for padi  is  oaathu –teach /recite   . 

instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –[-sa-] - the- Ra – ka- the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karpiththoan [ missing letter- pa-]  – instructor/ teacher . 

instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –[-sa-] - the- Ra – ka- the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  neri  murai / vithi  murai - yaei  eduththu koorida vaendum – 
instruct  ; vithi murai- rules ;  neri –ethics  ; kooru –say  . 
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instruct [E]  has the consonants  an –[-sa-] - the- Ra – ka- the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  arivu  pukatta  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] –educate  ; arivu –
knowledge ;  pukatta –to feed  .  

tutor [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
payittru aasiriyar [ missing letters-  pa -and -sa-] -  teacher  ; payila- learn . 

tutor [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  upaatthiyaar [ missing letter- pa-] –teacher.  

tutor [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra – and the   other Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  thani  kuravar –[ missing letter- ka-] -  tutor / special teacher.  

tutor [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra – and the   other Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  oaathuvaar –[ missing letter- ka-] -  teacher ; oaathu –recite .  

tutor [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   vaaththiyaar–[ missing letter- ka-] -teacher.  

tutor [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   thar-p-peeththu [ missing letter- pa-] –teaching / oathi tharu. 

 

á-an-zú-lum-ma: date clusters; raceme ('arm, wing' + 'sky, high' + 'date fruit').     

aanzulum  has the  consonants – an- sa - la - ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  echcham kani- kal  [  missing  letter- ka-] – date fruits; kani -fruit.  

aanzulum  has the  consonants – an- sa - la - ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  echcham kani  kulaikal - [  missing  letter- ka-] – date fruit clusters ; kulaikal- 
clusters / bunches .  

aanzulum  has the  consonants – an- [-sa -]- la - ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaan ulakam  [  missing  letter- ka-]  – sky . 

aanzulum  has the  consonants – an- [-sa-] - la - ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  man-k-kul [  missing  letter- ka-]  – sky . 
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aanzulum  has the  consonants – an- sa - la - ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mael -kaikalin  maelae / uchchiyil  [  missing  letter- ka-]  -  over the arms ; 
maelae- up /above ; kaikal- hands ; uchhciyil –top . 

aanzulum  has the  consonants – an- sa - la - ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  eliya manjari  [  missing  letter- Ra-]   - simple receme ; eliya – simple . 

 

gišá-apin: part of a seeder plow ('arm' + 'plow'). 

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-] -an -and the  original Tamil  
word is ilaan-k-kalam / ilaan-k-kazhi  [ missing letter- la /zha -]- plough.  

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- sa--pa- -an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
saal  vari  vithai  ilaankkali  [ missing  letters- la- Ra -and -the -] – seeding 
plough . 

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-] -an -and the  original Tamil  
word is kalanai [ missing letter- la - ]   – plough/ part of plough . 

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –-pa--an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kalappai nukam [ missing letter- la - ]   plough yoke; kalappai- plough; 
nukam- yoke . 

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-] -an -and the  original Tamil  
word is nuka kaal [ missing letter- la - ]   – yoke.  

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –-pa--an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is uzhu  naa-v- inaippu [ missing letter-zha-- ]  -  ploughed and  tongued joint. 

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –-pa--an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is vanku  kalappai [ missing letter- la - ]   – plough / mole.  

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –-pa--an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kalappai  vaelaanmai [ missing letter- la - ]   – plough cultivation; vaelaanmai- 
cultivation .  
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gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –-[-pa-]--an -and the  original Tamil  
word is uzhu  makan [ missing letter- zha - ]   – plough man .  

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- -sa-–-[-pa-]--an -and the   othe interpretation  
of the word is  seeraankam [ missing letter –Ra- ]- plough ; sairekam – plough 
share . 

 gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –-[-pa-]--an -and the  original Tamil  
word is kamam -uzhu nar  -plough men . 

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- -sa-–--pa--an -and the   othe interpretation  
of the word is  poo vaisiyan – plough man .  

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- -sa-–--[-pa-]--an -and the   othe 
interpretation  of the word is  vivasaayam seivaon – farmer ; vivasaayam [ 
kamam] -agriculture] .  

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- -sa-–-[-pa-]--an -and the   othe interpretation  
of the word is  sairikan [ missing letter –Ra- ] – plough bullock / plough man .   

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]--an -and the  original Tamil  
word is kama-k-kaaran [ missing letter –Ra- ] –   farmer.  

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –pa--an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai pidi ulla kalappai  munai [ missing letter- la- and - the - ]  – plough tail . 

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –--pa--an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kalappai- yin mazhi  [ missing letter- la/ zha - ] - plough handle; mazhi- 
handle .  

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –--pa--an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kalappai- yin kozhu -[ missing letter- la/ zha - ] -  plough share . 

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –--pa--an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is uzhu  manai  kozhu -[ missing letter- la/ zha - ]   - plough share . 

gisaapin has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] –--pa--an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kalappai  vakaikal  [ missing letter- la - ]   - plough types ; vakaikal –types. 
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 á-áš: what one needs ('strength' + 'to wish, desire').  

aas  has a consonant -sa  -and the  interpretation  of the word is  aasi   -wish 
/desire. 

 aas  has a  consonant -  [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  nasai  /nachchu- 
desire.   

aas  has a consonant-  [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  paenn [ missing 
letter- pa-] - desire. 

aas  has a consonant-  [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is   nayappu   [ 
missing letter- pa-] -desire. 

aas  has a consonant-  [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is   nayam  -desire. 

aas  has a consonant--sa  and the original Tamil  word is   naesam  - desire.  

aas  has a  a consonant- --sa- and the original Tamil  word is  moappu [ missing 
letter- pa-] –desire.  

aas  has a  a consonant- --sa- and the original Tamil  word is  pasaam  [ missing 
letter- pa-] -desire.  

aas  has a  a consonant- -  [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is   manam- 
desire /mind .   

aas  has a consonant- [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is   ennam – desire/ 
thought . 

aas  has a   consonant   [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  mae – desire.  

aas  has a   consonant   sa-  and the other interpretation  of the word is  moasu  
- longing . 

aas  has a   consonant   sa-  and the other interpretation  of the word is  ichchai 
/ echchiyam   -desire.  
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aas  has a   consonant   sa-  and the other interpretation  of the word is  usi  -
wish. 

aas  has a consonant-  [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  aani  - desire.  

aas  has a consonant-  [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  eenam – want. 

aas  has a consonant-  [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  asumpu [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -want. 

aas  has a consonant-  [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  yaenn- strength . 

aas  has a consonant-  [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  yaemam- strength 

aas  has a  consonant [-sa-] and the original Tamil word is  maanam – strength . 

 aas  has a consonant  -[ -sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is moei- strength  

aas  has a  consonant  - -sa- and the original Tamil  word is  moochchu  -
strength . 

aas  has a  consonant  - [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  maa- strength  

aas  has a   consonant  [-sa-]  and the original Tamil  word is  pai  [ missing 
letter- pa-]  –strength . 

aas  has a consonant- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is noanmai- strength . 

 

á-bi ba-ma-ta: at one-half its hire price ('wages' + 'its' + 'to  divide' + 'to go' + 
'from'). 

abibamata   has the consonants   -[-pa-]  -ma- the -and the original Tamil  word 
is uoothiyam – wages.  

abibamata   has the consonants   -pa- -ma- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
paathi  vaadakai  kattanam [ missing letter –ka-]- half  hire price ; paathi- half; 
vaadakai- hire; kattanam-charges 
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bibamata   has the consonants   -[-pa-]- -ma- the -and the original Tamil  word 
is thaettam  /eettam – earnings. 

abibamata   has the consonants   -pa- -ma- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
poeidanum  -to go . 

abibamata   has the consonants   -pa- -ma- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
pakuththidanum [ missing letter –ka-]- divide. 

abibamata   has the consonants   -pa- -ma- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
panku idanum [ missing letter –ka-] –divide.  

abibamata   has the consonants   -[-pa-]- -ma- the -and the original Tamil  word 
is vakuththu  thanthidanum – divide / distribute.  

abibamata   has the consonants   -pa- -ma- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
thundu  poadanum –  cut / partition; thundu-  a piece/ bit  .  

abibamata   has the consonants   -pa- -ma- the -and the original Tamil  word is 
piriththu thanthidanum  [ missing letter- Ra-] –do  partition /segregate  . 

abibamata   has the consonants   -[-pa-]- -ma- the -and the original Tamil  word 
is kaathidanum [ missing letter –ka-] – divide . 

 

á...búru: to open the wings ('wings' + 'to spread out'). 

aburu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  virikka  [ 
missing letter –ka-] – to spread out.  

aburu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  erakkai 
yaei  virikka [ missing letter –ka-] - to spread out the wings / feather ; erakkai- 
feather; virikka- to spread. 

aburu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
virivaakkuka [ missing letter –ka-] --  to spread .  
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aburu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  padara  [ 
missing letter- the -] –spread out. 

aburu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  parakka [ 
missing letter –ka-] – to fly  . 

aburu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paravai [ 
missing letter –ka-]  -bird.  

aburu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  parappu  -  
to spread.  

aburu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paravukai 
[ missing letter –ka-] -– spreading . 

aburu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pirivu [ 
missing letter –ka-]  -a wing  [ of a department ] .  

aburu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paravi yin  
eraku [ missing letter –ka-]  – feather of a bird; paravai- bird  ; eraku –feather . 

aburu   has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  pathaththiram  [ missing letter the-]  - feather . 

 

 á-dab5: hirelings ('wages' + 'to hire').  

 adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
uoothiyam – wages.   

adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
payana  saththam  [ missing letter –sa-]  -  hire charges . 

adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaadakaikku  edu  [ missing letter –ka-]  -to hire.   

adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaadakai   kattanam [ missing letter –ka-]  – hire charges.  
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adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is veettu 
vaadakai [ missing letter –ka-]  –  -house rent ; veedu – house. 

adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is vandi  
vaadakai [ missing letter –ka-]  -  wagon charges; vandi- wagon .  

adab   has the consonants - the – pa -and the  original Tamil  word is paduku  
payana kattanam [ missing letter –ka-]  -  – boat travel  charges  ; padaku –
boat; payanam- travel ; kattanam- price  . 

 adab   has the consonants - the – pa -and the  original Tamil  word is vaadakai  
padaku [ missing letter –ka-]  – hired boat.  

adab   has the consonants - the – pa -and the  original Tamil  word is vaadakai 
oppantham [ missing letter –ka-] - hire contract;  oppantham -contract.  

adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuththakai [ missing letter –ka-] - – lease . 

adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the   othjer interpretation  of the 
word is vaththanai  [ missing letter –ka-]  -wages.  

adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the   othjer interpretation  of the 
word is vaethanam [ missing letter –ka-] -wages / hire .  

adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
thondan – worker ; adi matta thondan.  

adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
thozhilaali  [ missing letter- la/zha-] –worker/labourers. 

adab   has the consonants - the – pa-and the  original Tamil  word is paattaali [ 
missing letter- la-] – worker.  

adab   has the consonants - the – pa -and the  original Tamil  word is udal 
uzhaippaali [ missing letter- la-]- labourer ;  udal- body .  
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adab   has the consonants - the –[- pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
koththa-adimai – bonded labourer;  adimai- slave .  

 

á-dah: help; ally ('strength' + 'to add').  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  uthavi / 
uthavukai – help  ; uthaviduka- to help .  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  adaivu- help.  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai kodu- 
give a hand ; kai- hand; kodu –give .  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai thookki 
vidu  -help  ; thookku –lift . 

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai uthavi- 
timely  help.  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai -thodu 
maanam  - help.  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   adai 
maankaai-  help.  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koottu- help.  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oththikkai- 
assist .  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thikku- aid. 

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thunai kodu- 
help.  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaanku –
support.  
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adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanthu- 
support.  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
thanjam kodu [ missing letter- sa-]- help. 

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
thanja kaedu [ missing letter- sa-]- helplessness . 

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the  word is   
saathakam [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]- help. 

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  interpretation  of the  word is   
sakaayiththidu [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]-  help . 

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  oththaasi 
seithiduka [ missing  letter- sa-]- assist. 

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
seithiduka [ missing  letter- sa-]- – assist . 

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pakka thunai 
[ missing  letter- pa-] – help . 

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pakka uthavi 
[ missing  letter- pa-] –help. 

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thunaivan- 
helper.  

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kathi inmai- 
helpnessness [ antonym] .   

adh  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  uthavi inami 
[antonym] . 

 

á-dam: settlement; levy ('wages' + 'spouse').         
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á-dam   has the  consonants -  the –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mudivu  [  missing  letter- ka-]-    settlement  

á-dam   has the  consonants -  the –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is thitta 
vattam [  missing  letter- ka-]-  settlement  

á-dam   has the  consonants -  the –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
uoothiyam  -  wages  

levy [E]   has the consonants  -la- va  and the  orignalTamil  word is -  kooli / kai 
kooli-  daily wages. 

levy [E]   has the consonants  -la- va  and the  orignalTamil  word is  elakkai-  
levy .   

á-dam   has the  consonants -  the –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aampudaiyaan- [ missing  letter- pa-]- spouse / husband . 

á-dam   has the  consonants -  the –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
manaiyaatti -  wife/ mistress . 

á-dam   has the  consonants -  the –ma-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  maathu/ thaai ammai -  lady . 
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                                                                   Page–75 

 

á...dar: to confiscate ('wages' + 'to split').  

adar   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is naar 
uoothiyam  - daliy wages ; naar- day ; uoothiyam- salary . 

adar   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pari  
muthar  seithidu [ missing letters - pa -and-  sa-] – confiscate . 

adar   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is piriththar  [ 
missing letter- pa-]- spilt . 

adar   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paerththar 
[ missing letter- pa-] -spilt . 

adar   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aruththar – 
spilt.  

adar   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eerththar – 
spilt.  

adar   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is udaithar – 
spilt.  

adar   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sitharuthar  
[ missing letter- sa-] – spilt.  

adar   has the consonants - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sinthuthar 
[ missing letter- sa-] – spilling . 

 

á...dúb; á-dúb...aka: to flap one's wings (with -šè and -ši-, to fly towards) 
('wings' + 'to flap' + 'to do').  
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á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the -pa -ka - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   oasaniththiduka / oasiththiduka [ missing  letter- sa-] - to flap the 
wings  

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the -pa -ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  sepattai  / settai  /  pakkam  pada padakka [ 
missing letter- sa-] – to fap the wings; padapadakka- to flap  . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the -pa -ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  pathai  pathaikka –   flutter  . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-]  -ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thudi thudikka –  flutter . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-]  -ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  soothu  / undai  aatta  nadavadaikkai [missing 
letter- sa-] -  flutter / to  play the dice  game ; undai –dice; aattam-  game . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –pa--ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is munnum pinnum  kai  aattuka  - to wave the 
hands ; munn- front; pin- back; kai- hand; aattuka- to wave / shake. 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-] --ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is nudakkam-  waving . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-] --ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is kidu kidukka- shaking . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –pa---ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is thathumpuka  -shaking . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –pa---ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is peethi  adainthiduka-  to get panic ; pethi –fear . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –pa---ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  pathattam adaika -  to get anxious . 
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á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –pa---ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  naiya   pudaiththiduka – beat  /strike . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-] ---ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  asaiththiduka [ missing letter- sa-]-  shake  

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-] ---ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  nadunkiduka  -shakened / trembling  . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-] ---ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  asaivu  aattam-[ missing letter- sa-]-  wag  

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-] ---ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  adi -k-ka  /adi  poaduka – beat . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-] ---ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  moththuka/ beat  /flap . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-] ---ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  thattuka – beat/ flap . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –pa----ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  madikka patta   - flapped  ; madikka- to fold . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-]----ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaattu vaaththu  kunju [ missing letter- sa-]-  – 
flapper/ flapping duck ; vaaththu –duck ; kunju- small one  . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[-pa-]----ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is kai thattuka – clap; kai – hand; thattuka- to clap  . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –-pa----ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   padai  ani  vakuppu- wing of an army . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –-pa----ka - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   padakin paai -  wings of the ship .  
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á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the -[ -pa-] --ka - and the  other interpretation  
of theword is  ku-k- kudam- wing . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the -[ -pa-] --ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  seithiduka- [ missing letter- sa-]- do . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the --pa---ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  panniduka- do . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the --pa---ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  seithu  mudikka / panni mudikka-[ missing letter- 
sa-]-  to complete ; mudikka- to finish ; seithidu –do . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[- pa--] --ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   aakkiduka- do . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[- pa--] --ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    nadakka- to do . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[- pa--] --ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is seithida vaendiyathu  yaavai ? [ missing letter- 
sa-]- –what to do?   . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[- pa--] --ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is seithida koodaathathu  yevai? [ missing letter- 
sa-]- – what not to do ?;  seithda- to do ;  koodaathu -  do not ; yevai- which  

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[- pa--] --ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is nanmai seithida vaendum [ missing letter- sa-] –
to do good  ; nanmai –good; seithida- to do .  

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[- pa--] --ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is theeenku seithida koodaathu-[ missing letter- sa-
]-  do not do  evil  things; theenkku – bad/ evil  ; koodaathu –do not. 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[- pa--] --ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is udanae seithu  mudikka vaendum--[ missing 
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letter- sa-]-  do immediately ;  udanae-  immediately ;  seithida- do ; mudikka- 
to complete . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the –[- pa--] --ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is sevanae seithu  mudikka vaendum--[ missing 
letter- sa-]-  do it right ;   seuvanae   -in a  good way  ; seithidu –do  ; mudikka- 
complete  . 

á-dúbaka  has the consonants- the – pa---ka - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is kuppai poadaathae-  do not  litter ; kuppai –
wastage   ; kuppai-  wastage . 

 

á-ní-za...dúb: to be (supported) on your own ('wings' + 'self' + 'your' + 'to 
flap').  

anizadub has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]- the –[-pa-]- and the  original amil  
word is   than -  one’s own  /self . 

anizadub has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]- the –[-pa-]- and the  original amil  
word is   thannai  thaanae- on it’s own . 

anizadub has the consonants  - an--sa- the –[-pa-]- and the  original amil  word 
is   sonthamaa – on one’s own [ supporting] . 

anizadub has the consonants  - an—[-sa-]- the –[-pa-]- and the  original amil  
word is   unnudaiyathu – your. 

anizadub has the consonants  - an—[-sa-]- the –[-pa-]- and the  original amil  
word is   ennudaiyathu  -mine.  

anizadub has the consonants  - an—[-sa-]- the –pa- and the  original amil  word 
is   pada padaththidu / adiththida / madiththida  – to flap . 

anizadub has the consonants  - an—sa- the –[-pa-]- and the  original amil  word 
is   oasaniththida – flap the wings. 
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á...è: to bring up, rear; to take care ('strength' + 'to emerge').  

ae  has no  consonant   and the  original Tamil  word is  aal-aakku  [ missing  
letters- ka- and- la-] – to bring up / to make as a grown up person . 

ae  has no  consonant   and the  original Tamil  word is  valimai / vallamai  
/valizhai / vallai /  vallam / val [ missing  letters- ka- and- la-] - strength.   

ae  has no  consonant   and the  original Tamil  word is  azhukkam  /avail  
/avalam / kavalai [ missing  letters- ka- and- la-] -–care.  

ae  has no  consonant   and the  original Tamil  word is  vilaivi [ missing  letters- 
ka- and- la-] - raise as crops.  

ae  has no  consonant   and the  original Tamil  word is  paenam  / paenu  -[ 
missing  letter- pa-]  to give care/ nurture.  

ae  has no  consonant   and the  original Tamil  word is  veliyae vaa -[ missing  
letters- ka- and- la-]  – emerge /to come out.  

ae  has no  consonant   and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhuka  [ missing  
letters- ka- and- la-] -  emerge /raise.  

 

á-gàr: embrace (?) ('arms' + 'something round and upraised').  

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is aravanaikka 
– embrace . 

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is eru-k-ka  
anaikka – hold tightly  /close embrace  ; erukka- tightly ; anaikka- embrace . 

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is aruka 
anaikka- embrace closely . 
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agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is aravu  
anaippu- [ missing letter –pa-]-embrace.  

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is virumpi  
vara vaer-k-ka- [ missing letter –pa-]- welcome willingly ; virumpida- to like  . 

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is maarpoadu  
saerkka- [ missing letters –pa-  and -sa-] –embrace. 

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is eru kai 
kondu anaikka [ missing letter –the-]- embrace with two hands ;eru –two; kai- 
hand .  

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
muyankkuthar [ missing letter –the-]– embrace . 

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  katti  
anaikkira  [ missing letter –the-]– embrace . 

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  anaikkira  
kai – embracing hand ; kai- hand . 

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maruvu/ 
maruvukai  –to adopt  /accept /follow . 

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aavi  
saerkka  [ missing letter –sa-] – embrace ; aavi- soul ; saerkka- to join . 

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  yaerkka-  -
embrace as a doctrine . 

agar   has the consonants – ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maer 
kolluka [ missing letter –la-] -embrace as a doctrine . 

 

á-gi4-a: reimbursed wages ('wages' + 'to return, restore' + nominative). 
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agia has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is uoothiyaththai    
eedaaka   kodukka [ missing letter-the ] -  reimbursement  of wages; 
uoothiyam- salary ; eedaaka- as a  compensation  ; kodukka –give .  

agia has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is meettu  edukka   [ 
missing letter-the ] – restore.  

agia has a consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kattanam  [ missing 
letter-the -]  - wages . 

agia has a consonant- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is   aei-vasu 
[ missing letter-sa-] – return . 

 

 á-gú-zi-ga: early morning ('arms' + 'necks' + 'rising', + a, nominalizer). 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka– [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
elan- k- kaalai  [ missing letter- la-] - early morning . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka– [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
keezh  vaanam  velukkum  vaelai [ missing letter- zha/ la-] – dawn- the sky  
becoming white ; keezh – lower; vaanam- sky ; velukka- to make white ; vaelai- 
time . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka– sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kizhakku sivakkum vaelai [ missing letter- zha/ la-]- dawn -  east becoming red; 
kizhakku- east; sivakka –to become red; vaelai- time.  

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka– [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaalai vaelai  [ missing letter- la-] - morning time ;kaalai- morning ; vaelai- time.  

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka– [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    
velli  mulaikkum vaelai  [ missing letter- la-] – time for the morning star to 
appear; velli- morning star ; mulaikka- to sprout /appear  ; vaelai- time . 
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á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka– [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kann vizhikkum vaelai [ missing letter- zha/ la-]-   –time to get up / open the 
eyes ; kann- eye; vizhikka- to open the eyes  .    

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka– [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
veyyal vaelai-[ missing letter- la-] - day time ; veyyal – sun light . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka– [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
mankal vaelai / naalikai [ missing letter- la-] – evening time  [antonym]  . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saayun- k -kaalam [ missing letter- la-]   -time for sun set [antonym]  . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nizhal akum vaelai-[ missing letter- zha/ la-] - evening  time / time for the 
shadow  [antonym]  . 

-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam  mayankkum / oli  mayankkum /  oli minunkum / mankkum   vaelai [ 
missing letter- la-] - evening  time [antonym]  ; oli –light ; mankkum- fading ; 
minukkum- shining . 

-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalavu  kollum  /seiyum  vaelai-[ missing letter- la-] - time to love [antonym]  ; 
kalavu – love/ sex . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–[--sa-] -- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kan-k-koozh -[ missing letter- zha-] – night [antonym]  . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–[--sa-] -- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vai- kaalam -[ missing letter- la-] -  evening [antonym]  . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–[--sa-] -- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaivu  kaalam-[ missing letter-la-] - rest time /evening [antonym]; oaivu- rest   .  

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uchchaikku [Malayalam]/uchchci -k- kaalam / uchhci kizhaan kaalan -[ missing 
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letter- la-] - noon time; uchchi –top; kizhaan – sun ; kaalam- time; uchchaikku[ 
Malayalam]  - afternoon . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–[--sa-] -- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
al –kal /alku  kaalam--[ missing letter- la-] -  afternoon/ night  . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sev- vaanam – evening sky ; semmai - red  ; vaanam –sky . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-[- sa-] -- ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
is vaanam   karukkum naeram-[ missingletter- Ra-] - time for the sky getting 
dark ; karukka- to become dark  ; naeram –time . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vai karai naeram-[ missingletter- Ra-] -  early  morning  time . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nilavu  ualaavum  vaelai  --[ missing letter- la-]- time for the moon to  wander ; 
nilavu- moon ; ulaava- to go about .  

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai -kaal- hand and legs ;kai- hand; kaal-  leg  . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai val-[ missing letter- la-]  -dagger . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oan-k- kal--[ missing letter- la-] -  rising  

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukkal--[ missing letter- la-] - rising . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-[-sa-]-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalakam -[ missing letter- la-] - rising . 

á-gú-zi-ga  has the consonants -  ka–-sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
odukkam [ missing letter- the-] - -mandaikkum  nenju koottukkum    idaiyae    
kanum odukkam   -  the narroaw  passage  in between the  head and the chest 
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; mandai- head; nenju koodu –chest ; idaiyae- between ; odukkam- narrow  
one / kandam- neck . 

neck[E]   has the consonants - an -ka  -and the  interpretation  of the word is  – 
mani kaana -nam – neck . 

neck[E]   has the consonants - an -ka  -and the  interpretation  of the word is  –  
-kandam  /  odukkam  [ missing letter- the-] – neck / narrowness . 

 

 á...gur: to bend the arm ('arm' + 'circular motion'). 

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   maer -kai -
yaei   murukku – to twist the arm  ; maer-k-kai- arm  ;  murukku –twist   . 

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   kurankku / 
murikka – bend.  

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   vakkiram / 
koanar –bend.  

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   kai yaei  
muraikka-  bend  the arm / break the arm ;  kai- hand.  

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   maer kai –
arm  ;  karam- arm ;maer- upper  . 

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kirakkam- 
circular  motion . 

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  karakku  -
spin as yarn .   

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the   other interpretation of the word is 
vakkiram- circle.  

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  veri – circle.  
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agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  sorika   [ 
missing letter- sa-] - revolve . 

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thirika  [ 
missing letter- the -] - revolve. 

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uruttuka [ 
missing letter- the -] - revolve / throw down as in dice game  . 

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  valam 
varuka  [ missing letter- la-] - revolve  around . 

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uruluka  [ 
missing letter- la-] - revolve . 

agur  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vattamaaka   
iyankuthar [  missing letter- the -] - –circulat motion; vattamaaka- circularly . 

 

 á guruš-bi: workmen's wages ('wages' + 'workers' + 'its'). 

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra-[- sa-] - [-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is vaelai   kaaranin  attrai  kooli / naat kooli  [ missing letters- the- and- la-
]-  daliy labourer’s wages ; attrai – daily; vaelai- work ; vaelai kaaran – worker; 
kooli-  wages  ;  naat- kooli –daily  wages  ; naal –day   .  

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra-[- sa-] - [-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is kurun-k-kooli [ missing letter- la-]  -  husking wages . 

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra-[- sa-] - [-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is kuruma-k -kooli-[ missing letter- la-] - minimum wages  ; kuru- less .  

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra-[- sa-] - pa--  and the  original Tamil  
word is peruma -k -kooli-  [ missing letter - la-] - maximum wages; kooli- wages 
; peru –big .  
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á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra-[- sa-] - pa--  and the  original Tamil  
word is mikai naera  pani  / vaelai kooli [ missing letter  la-] – over time 
allowance  ;  pani – job ;  naeram- time  ; mikai- excees /extra; vaelai –work ; 
kooli –wages  .  

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra- sa—[-pa-] --  and the  original Tamil  
word is aruppu -k- kaar-rin   kuththu  kaasu [ missing letter-the-] -  wages for  
beating paddy ;  aruppu  -reap; kaasu- cash . 

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra- sa—pa---  and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaelai  -k- kaaranin  vaara   kooli  panam /  kaasu  [ missing letter- la-] 
– weekly  wages; vaaram – week ; vaelai –k-kaaran – worker ; kooli- wages.  

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra- sa—pa---  and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaelai   kaaranin   maasa  kooli [  sampalam ]   kaasu  panam   [ 
missing letter- la-]  - monthly  wages; maatham/ maasam - month; sampalam – 
wages/ salary; kaasu –cash; panam- money ; panam –root  word is  pon –gold .  

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-sa-]—[-pa-]---  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vaelai   kaaran-in  elakkai  [ missing letter- la-] -   monthly  
wages  of the worker . 

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra- sa—pa---  and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaelai- k- kaaran-udaiya  uoothiya   thokai / panam kaasu  [ missing 
letter-the-] -  wage for the worker ;  vaelai –work ;vaelai-k- kaaran –worker 
uoothiyam – salary ; thokai- amount.  

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-sa-]—[-pa-]---  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   naat –kooli-k- kaaran [ missing letters- the-  and-  la-]  – day  
labourer ;  naal –day .   

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra- sa-pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
panam- saaraa -kooli [ missing letter  la-] – real wages; panam- money; kooli –
wages  .  

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-sa-]—[-pa-]---  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vinaignar-  worker.  
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á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-sa-]—[-pa-]---  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vinaivar -  worker ; viani –action . 

á guruš-bi   has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-sa-]-pa---  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pani  kaarar – worker; pani- job   . 

 

 á...gar: to act strongly; to oppress; to resist; to reinforce ('strength' + 'to 
establish').  

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadumaiyaaaka vinai attruka [ missing  letter- the -]- to act strongly ; kadumai 
–strong  ;  vinai  action ;  aattruka- do . 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  other interpretaion of the word is 
word is  kurooram  [Skt]   -oppression .  

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nerukku –  
to oppress  .  

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
varuththukai  [ missing  letter- the -]-   oppression . 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  adakki  
odukkuthar  [ missing  letter- the -]- oppression. 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  adakku 
murai –[ missing  letter- the -]-   oppressive method ; murai- method. 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoantharavu  [ missing  letter- the -]- oppression.  

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is   
thundareekkam [ missing  letter- the -]- oppression. 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is orukkum 
pannuka  [ missing letter- pa-] – oppression; pannuka- do . 
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á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is narampu 
vaanka [ missing letter- pa-] – oppression . 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ethirkka  [ 
missing  letter- the -]- - to resist . 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uravu -  
strength.  

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is   
veeriyam- strength .  

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaram –
strength. 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is   
kirppu- [ missing letter- pa-] - strength/ power.  

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kurumpu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  – strength / power .   

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is   
power[E] [ missing letter- pa-]  .  

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kai varisai-[ 
missing letter- sa-]-   strength  . 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  paraakiramam [ missing letter- pa-]  - strength  

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is 
viraappu [ missing letter- pa-] – strength . 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is   
veeram- strength . 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kotram [ 
missing  letter- the -]- –strength . 
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á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vayiram / 
vaireeyam -  strength . 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaaru –
strength . 

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is Kai kaarar  -
powerful men   

á...gar  has the consonants –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar  
uoondruka- -[ missing  letter- the -]-  establish .  

 

á-ge6-ba-a: at night ('side' + 'dark' + 'to divide' + locative). 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is pakkam 
–side . 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is pin 
pakkam -  back  side.  

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is mun  
pakkam – front side.  

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukam- side. 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukappu –side . 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koanam –side  

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is Koana 
saaivu  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - side . 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is aka- 
side 
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agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is visai [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -side.  

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaakku – side . 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaamam – left side . 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
karumai / kariya [ missing  letter- Ra-] –dark . 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka-  pa--and the  original Tamil  word is karuppu   
niram / karuppu  vannam [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -dark color; karuppu  -dark; 
vannam- color . 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is eravu   
naeram [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - night time; eravu – night; naeram –time .  

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is paku-  
divide . 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka-  pa-and the  original Tamil  word is pakuppu-  
dividing . 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka-  pa-and the  original Tamil  word is pakukkai- 
dividing . 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vakukka- divide.  

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- pa--and the  original Tamil  word is vakuppu- 
dividing . 

agebaa   has the consonants -  ka- pa--and the  original Tamil  word is uoothiya 
pankku  [ missing  letter- the ] - dividend ; uoothiyam- salary ; pankku –share  . 
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 Á-KAL: strength; plow extension ('arm' + 'strong').  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kozhu- 
plough share . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is muka vaal- 
plough share . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kali – 
strength .  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is koal -  
strength . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vali / valu/ 
val  – strength . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is valiizhai -  
strength .   

 akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  valimai- 
strength.  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vallamai – 
strength .  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vallai-/ 
vallam -  strength .  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   miku vali- 
great strength ;  miku –excess  . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   muzhu vali – 
great  strength . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  valaiyaa- 
strong . 
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akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  aka valimai-  
reserve strength ;  akam-soul   ;  valimai –strength   . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaankole- 
powerful  man  / strong man . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vallavan / 
valiyavan –strong  man ; vallamai -skill. 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  melivu –
weakness [ antonym] .  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  valu -inmai- 
lack of strength [ antonym]. 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sel vakku [ missing letter- sa-]- power.   

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sinkal-[ missing letter- sa-]-  weakness [ antonym].  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kupalam [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-]-  weakness [ antonym]. 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
bala veenam [Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-]-  weakness [ antonym]. 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is sekku 
ulakkai-[ missing letter- sa-]-  strong  built person.  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is ilaikka- to 
become weak [ antonym]. 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is miku  elimai 
– weakness [ antonym]. 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
avalam-  weakness[ antonym].  
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akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaikal- hands  
; kai- hand / arm . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai kuzhi- 
arm pit.   

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaku kuzhi 
/moolam -  arm pit  ;  vaaku –arm .  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is akkul-axilla  . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
axilla [E]  [ missing letter- sa-] . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
leg [E] . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal/  
kaalkal- legs . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nilai kaal - 
main  door post   /support  of an article  of furniture ; kaal- leg  .   

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is peechchai –k- 
kaal- [missing  letter- pa-] -  left leg ; pee- shit  ;  peechchaankkai-  left hand   -
for washing  the buttocks  . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  poei-k-kaal [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  artificial leg ; kaal- led; poei- false . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kappu k kaal- 
missing  letter- pa-] -  bandy  legs ; kaal- leg  .  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  aanai -k -
kaal-  Cochin leg /elephentiasis ; aanai / yaanai -elephant.  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  valai kaal-  
bandi legs . 
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 akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kanu-k-kaal- 
ankle.  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is alaku – arms/ 
weapons . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is elaan- k  -
kalam/ elaan-k kali – plow.  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vaal-  plow.  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is nuka kaal – 
shaft of the plough . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is yaer-k kaal-[ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  - plough beam . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
plow [E] [  missing letter- pa-] . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   ulakku – plow.  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  uzhavu   kaalai - plough bullock  ;  uzhavu-   plough cultivation ;  kaalai- 
bullock . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   nellu  vilaivikka- to cultivate  paddy  ; nellu –paddy ; vilaivikka- to 
cultivate  . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   uzhavu  nilam – cultiviable land ;  nilam- land . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vilai nilam- cultivated land  ; nilam- land  .  
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akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other  interpretation  of the word is  
aala vaalam – cultivated land.  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
aval – cultivated land.  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  pain-k- koozh  [ missing letter- pa-] – cultivated land.  

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  vaazhkkai / vayal veli– agricultural tract ;  vayal- farm land;  veli –  
open space  . 

akal   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  other  interpretation  of the word is   
village [E] [ missing letter- sa-] ; vaazhkkai- village .  

 

á kas kal-la: migrant harvest workers ('arms, work performance' + 'road, 
caravan, journey' + genitive). 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   naal  vaelai  aal –   workers for daily  wages; naal –day ; vaelai –woork; 
aal- person . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  uzhavu vaelai  aal -  plough men  . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vilai  nila  naal   vaelai  aal-   agricultural worker; naal –day ; vaelai –
work  ; aal –person .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –sa- –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nellu [  valsi ] [ kalam] -  vayal  il  vaelai  seiyim  vaelai all -   paddy  field 
worker ; nellu  -paddy  ;  kalam- field ; vayal- paddy  field ; vaelai- work ;aal- 
person  .  
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á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kazhani vaelai aal-  paddy field worker -paddy  field worker  ; kalani –
paddy  field; vaelai –work ;aal- person . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kollai vaelai aal - farm worker ; kollai –garden  . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kooli  vaelai  aal-  / naal vaelai aal -  cooli  ;  aal- person; naal –day  ;  
cooli  - root  word is  koolam- grain .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   pannai   kooli vaelai  aal  [ missing leter- pa-] –farm labourer; pannai –
farm; pannai- farm ;  vaelai –work  ; aal –person ; kooli- wages   . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   uzhavu  vaelai  - agriculture  ; uzhavu –cultivation; vaelai –work .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   valavan – farmer . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   nal- vilaivu -  - harvest; nal- good; vilaivu- yield  . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   nellu  vettu  vaelaanmai  naal   vaelai aal /thozhilaali  –[ missing leter- 
the -]  harvest worker  ; nellu – paddy ; vettu –to cut; vaelaanmai naal- harvest  
day  ; naal-  day  ;  vaelai-  work;  aal- person ;  vaelai  aal- worker ;thozhilaali  -
laborer   .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   Vaelaala   kudi -inam /saathi[Skt]  - [ missing leter- the -] – farmer 
caste;  kudi- clan; inam- race  .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –sa-–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kai-k-kolan  Senkkunthan [ missing leter- the -] –farmer cum  weaver caste ; 
kai- arm  ; kole- stick  . 
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 á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   Vanniya  kulam – farmer cum  warrior caste; Vanniyan- warrior ; 
kulam - clan  . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is    vilai -vikka- cultivate . 

sulh [ old English ]  has the consonants –[-sa--] la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  elaan-k -kalam- plough . 

sulh [ old English ]  has the consonants –[-sa--] la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  elaan -k-kali- plough . 

arder [ Swedish ]  has the consonants – Ra- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaeru  oattuthar -  ploughing ;  yaeru –plow; oaattu –drive . 

plogr [ old Norse ]  has the consonants -  pa- la- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kalappai  koor  – plough share . 

plogr [ old Norse ]  has the consonants -  pa- la- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is   yaeru  uzhavarin   kalappai-  farmer’s plough ; yaeru –plow ; uzhavar- 
farmer . 

plogr [ old Norse ]  has the consonants -  pa-- la- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kalaippaiyaal  munn-ai  kilaru – to plough ; kalappai- ploug ; munn-soil 
; kilaru – to hoe . 

plogr [ old Norse ]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -- la- ka- Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kalli -yeri-  plough. 

bloko  [ PIE stem  / Orel ]   has the consonants- pa-la  ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kalappai- plough . 

bloko  [ PIE stem  / Orel ]   has the consonants- pa-la  ka –and the  
interpretaion  of the word is  plough  [E] .  

bwlch [ Welsh ]   has the consonants-  pa- va- la –[-sa-] –and the  orignalTamil  
word is  kalappai- plough . 
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ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  erayaath [Arabic] -  ploughing  

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  aniruth [Skt] –ploughing . 

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   yaer oaattu – to plough ; yaeru –plow ; oaattu –
drive  .  

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  yaeru  adi – to plough . 

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  yaeru  oaattam- ploughing ; yaeru- plow   . 

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  yeruthu  adiththar – ploughing . 

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is   thunnuthar- ploughing . 

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   yaeru  oatti   munnai   thiruththu  -thar -  
prepare the field to cultivate  by  ploughing  ; munn- soil  ;  thiruththu –to 
prepare   ;  yaeru – plough  ; oaattuka –to drive . 

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  yaeru  oaatti mannai  pann paduththuthar-[ 
missing letter- pa-]-  prepare the field to cultivate  by  ploughing  / cultivate; 
pann paduthuka-  to prepare  ;  yaeru  oaattu –to plough .    

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   yaeru  oaatti    munnai   purattu-thar [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -  ploughing  ; yaeru – plough ; munn –soil  . 
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ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  paenuthar/    payirai  paenuthar [ missing letter- 
pa-]  - cultivate; payir- crop; paennu - to look after  .   

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thanathu  pannuthar [ missing letter- pa-]  - 
cultivate.   

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    payir- idu [ missing letter- pa-] -  cultivate ; 
payir –crop . 

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   ner payir idu  [ missing letter- pa-]  - cultivate 
paddy;   ner  payir- paddy ; payir- crop  . 

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   payir naduthar [ missing letter- pa-]  -to  plant; 
naduthar- to plant  ;  payir- crop .   

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  naattru  naduthar- implant ; naattru –saplings  . 

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  yaer poottu [ missing letter- pa-]  - first  
ploughing ; yaeru –plough . 

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  oppadiththar-[ missing letter- pa-]- harvest . 

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  pira mirutham [Skt] -[ missing letter- pa-]- harvest.  

ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   yaer maadu – plough bullock; maadu –cattle  . 
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ard [Egypt ]  has the consonants  -Ra- the -and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   maadu  pootti  yaeru oaattum  poadiyaar –-[ 
missing letter- pa-]-  farmer . 

ru [Hebrew] has a consonant  -Ra-and the   original Tamil word is yaeru- 
plough . 

ru [Hebrew] has a consonant  -Ra-and the   original Tamil word is panai yaeru  [ 
missing letter- pa-] – hired plough . 

kalibangan  has the consonants - ka -la  -[-pa-] –an- ka- an  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kizhakkin  nel vayal  kinnam – the rice cup  of the east ; kizhakku 
–east; nel-  paddy; vayal- field ; kinnam- cup  .  

kalibangan  has the consonants - ka -la  -pa-–an- ka- an  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  uzhavanin   kalappai  -  the farmer’s plow ; uzhavan- farmer / one who  
ploughs . 

harvest [E]   has the consonants  -Ra  - va – [ -sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is    kathir arukka   -   harvest ;  kathir arukkiravar  – one who does 
harvesting . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –sa-–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vazhi  sevu- vai-  road ;   sevu- vi –good ;  vazhi –way .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kavalai – diverging  roads .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaana vazhi – aerial path  ; vaanam –sky  .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   ozhukka   vazhi -  right path  ;  vazhi –way  . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  ketta vazhi-[ missing leter –the -] - bad path ;  ketta- bad  . 
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á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is kadu  vazhi [ missing leter –the -] – rugged path ; kadu –difficult . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaattu vazhi [ missing leter –the -]-  forest path kaadu –forest  .    

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kadal vazhi [ missing leter –the -]-– sea way  ;  kadal-  sea . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vetta  vazhi- [ missing leter –the -]-   frequented path .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  edukku  vazhi / edankkal  vazhi-[ missing leter –the -]- lane/  narrow 
way ; edukku- narrow . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vazhi vakukka-  clear the way  / to find the way .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  poakum vazhi   [ missing letter- pa-] –exit ; poaka – to go . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- sa--–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  velaiyae sellum vazhi  -exit  ;  veliyae- out  ; sellu –go .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- [-sa-] --–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaekum  vazhi- exit  ;  yaeku –go .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  pukum vazhi-entry ; puka- enter . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- sa--–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaasal / vaayil vazhi- gate way ; vaayil –entrance . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- sa-ka- la –and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  visahesa  [Skt ] kaal – indirect  way . 
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á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- [- sa-] --–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  ozhunkkai- road.  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka-  sa--–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  anukam   / anukal  vazhi - saalai   -approach  raod ; anuku –approach .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] --–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kilai vazhi-   dividing road / bye pass; kilai- branch ; vazhi –way  .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vazhi vakai- path  / means .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- sa--ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vazhi sellukai / vazhi  selavu- journey  .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- sa-–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  Saaththuvan  vazhi- [ missing letter- the -] - caravan route;  Saaththuvan- 
trader .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka-  sa--–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   Saaththuvan kuzhumam [ missing letter- the -] –caravaneer; 
kuzhumam- group  . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka-  sa--–ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  Saaththuvan vazhi- [ missing letter- the -] - caravan route; vazhi- route.   

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- sa-ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhu  kuzhuvaaka  vazhi selavu  sei-yim   vanika   kuzhumam/ kuzhaam  – 
travelling merchants in groups ; kuzhu- group ; vazhi –way ;  vazhi  selavu –
travel  ; vanikam- trade ; kuzhumam- group / company  . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- sa-ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
thunai   kaavaludan /  sinthu kaani  [ goods] / saaman – kalai   kondu  vazhi  
selavu  sei -yim  Saaththuvan / vanika / Chetti /Yetti  /thetti -  koottam [ 
missing letter- the -]-  traveling  merchants  in groups with their goods and 
guards  ;  thunai  kaaval- guard  ; thunai –support  ; sinthu  kaani –goods  ; 
vazhi  selavu –travel ; vanikan- trader  / Chetti – trading caste  . 
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á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -ka- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  payanikal kuzumam [ missing letter- pa -]-  group  of travelers; 
payanikal- travelers  ; kuzhumam- group . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- sa -ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   naadoadi   makkalin  sivikai / kavikai  / moodiya / koondu  vandi [ missing 
letter- the -]- closed cart  ; naadodi- bedouin/ gypsy ; makkal- people ; sivikai- 
cart ; moodiya –covered ; koondu –cage  ; vandi –vehicle  . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- sa -ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kovil  kovilaaka- kuzhuvaaka -  payanam  sellum  payanikal  -  [ missing 
letter- pa -]-   temple travelers  ;  kovil –temple ; koa- god / king ; il- house ; 
payanam –travel  ;  sellu –go   .  

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- sa -ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vazhi  selavu  seiyim  Saathuva / vanika  kootta thalaivan  /Saaththan  -[ 
missing letter- the -]-   head of the caravaneer; vazhi  selavu- travel ; vanikam- 
trade; kootam- group  ; thalaivan-  leader ;  thalai –head  . 

á kas kal-la  has the   consonants-  ka- sa -ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   Saaththuva  koottam  thum  udaimai –kal-oaadu  / ottakaththoadu /  
thankkum  / oaivu  kollum -   vazhi  manai  /  kaaval ulla  kadi  manai / sathhtira  
manai   /saavadi/ viduthi  [ missing letter- the -] -  caravan serai – the  safty   
lodge  for the  traveling merchants  to stay  with their  goods  and the  camels ; 
Saaththuvan –trader ;  udaimai- belongings   ;  ottakam –camel  ;thankku –saty  
;oaivu –rest ;  vazhi –way ; manai –house  ; kaaval  ulla- protected ; kadi  manai 
–fortified  house; saththiram- inn  . 

caravanserai   has the consonants  - ka- Ra- va -an -sa -Ra – and the  original 
Tamil word is   vanika  koottathinar / Saaththuvar / Nakaraththaar  
/Thoandrikar  -  thankkum   saththira  manai  /aran manai [ missing letter- the -
]-  lodge for the traveling merchants  ; vanikam- trade; Saathuvar- trading caste 
;  saththira  manai- lodge  .   

caravan   has the consonants - ka - Ra –va- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanikar – merchants . 
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serai   has the consonants -  sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saeri- 
village . 

serai   has the consonants -  sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uoor- 
village.  

serai   has the consonants -  [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aran 
manai- palace;  aran –fortified  ; manai- house .  

serai   has the consonants -  sa- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the  word 
is  saththiram [ missing letter- the-] - inn . 

 

itiá-ki-ti: calendar month 7 at Ur during Ur III; month 6 at Drehem through 
year 3 of Šu-Sin; calendar month 7 at Drehem after Šu-Sin 3. 

itiakiti has the consonants -  the  -ka-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
onn-aa-vathu  maatham     1st  month ;  onnu –one.  

itiakiti has the consonants -  the  -ka-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
moon-aa-vathu  maatham- 3rd month  ; moonu -3; maatham- month ; mathi -
moon . 

itiakiti has the consonants -  the  -ka-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
naankaavathu  maatham   -4th month  ;   naanku -4 . 

itiakiti has the consonants -  the  -ka-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aeinthavathu  maatham -5th  month ; aeinthu -5 . 

 

 á-kúš-ù: to prevail ('strength' + 'to be tired').  

akusu   has the consonants - ka –[- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  koan 
/vanmai  / koanmai – strength . 

akusu   has the consonants - ka – sa --and the  original Tamil  word is  savukka- 
tired . 
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á-lá: fettered legs; paralyzed arms ('arms' + 'to bind').  

ala  has the consonant -  la- and the  original Tamil  word is kai vilanku [ missing  
letter- ka-] -   hand cuff ; kai- hand ; vilankku-  fetter  /animal . 

ala  has the consonant -  la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaal vilanku [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- fetter; kaal-  leg .  

ala  has the consonant -  la- and the  original Tamil  word is kai- kaal -
vilanakkaamai [ missing  letter- ka-] – paralyzed arm and leg ; vilankkaamai- 
not functioning  . 

ala  has the consonant -  la- and the  original Tamil  word is thalai  [ missing  
letter- the -] – fetter.  

 

gišá-lá: a device for moving irrigation water, involving a water bucket hanging 
from a swinging beam ('arm' + 'to hang'). 

gisala has the consonants –ka- [-sa--]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  iravai 
kalam /  vayalil   neer  iraikkum    kooval  kalam  [ missing letter- Ra-]- a device 
for moving irrigation water ; vayal- field  ; neer- water ; iraikka –to draw; 
kalam- vessel  . 

gisala has the consonants –ka- [-sa--]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  irai 
kinaru  vaali   [ missing letter- Ra-]  -irrigation  well vessel  ; kinaru –a well .  

gisala has the consonants –ka- [-sa--]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kozhuvu – to hang.  

gisala has the consonants –ka- [-sa--]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
naaluka- to hang . 

gisala has the consonants –ka- [-sa--]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is kai kal- 
hands ;  kai-  arm/ hand.    
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gisala has the consonants –ka- [-sa--]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaal 
kal- legs.  

 

 kušá-lá: drum ('side' + 'to bind'). 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhuvam- drum / country / battle/ adundance. 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhavu – drum / tom tom . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naann muzhavu- morning drum . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munam  muzhavu -  drum / parai of  Tamil people  agricultural tracts.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhavu  maelam- battle drum . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sallikai-  a kind of drum –agamuzhavu . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  sevu -
vazhi -  musical mood of coastal Tamil people . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  isai 
kalan-  lute.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
vazhi-  lute as an instrument held in the hand .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vallaki – lute.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vallikai- lute.  
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kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kazhi-  lute stick . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaakalam-   clarinet . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuda muzhavu -[ missing  letter- the -] -  battle drum .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- --[-sa-]- -la -  and the other interpretation of 
the word is   dholak -[ missing  letter- the -]-  drum of north India .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
palakai-[ missing  letter-pa--]- a drum . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thavul [ missing  letter- the -]  – drum / dholak  .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maelam kottuthal [ missing  letter- the -]  – beat the drum . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kottu adiththal-[ missing  letter- the -] -  beat the drum . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thamukku adiththal -[ missing  letter- the -] – beating  the tom tom  
[thampattam ] . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kotti maththalam / ketti maelam  [ missing  letter- the -]  -big drum/ marriage 
drum ; maththalam- drum  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
thaalam -[ missing  letter- the -] – cymbals; kai- hand  ; thaalam- rhythm  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- --sa- -la -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is   sallakam – cymbals . 
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kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunil- drum stick . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  viral 
- yaeru [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -  hand drum ; viral –finger . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kulir-[ missing  letter- Ra -] -  battle drum . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilari yaazh--[ missing  letter- Ra -] -  harp of costal Tamil people . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kinnari  yaazh -[ missing  letter- Ra -] – a kind  of harp . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
murasu  olikka --[ missing  letter- Ra -]  - sound of the  war drum; oli- sound  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maela- k-kaaran --[ missing  letter- Ra -]  – drummer; maelam- drum  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil -
Isaiva  Vaelaalan –temple drummer’s  caste ; kovil- temple . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  karuvi 
kuyeiluvoar-[ missing  letter- Ra -]  -drummer . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
viraliyar  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  - singers/ musicians  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thole  
karuviyaalan-  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  -drummer  ; thole- leather; karuvi- 
instrument  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kinai makanum  kinai makalum  – male and female drummers cum dancers; 
makan - son; makal- daughter /woman  . 
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kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nellai  kinai -  drum of the Tamil  people  belonging to  arable land . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kilu kiluppai [ missing  letter –pa-] - child’s rattle.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kilukku - children’s rattle box /rattling   . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kilunku –rattle.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kulunkku- rattle . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kala kala-  to tinkle as bells . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kilu kili-  children’s rattle box.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
olikkai- rattling . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
olikkum oaasai  – rattling sound  ; oaasai- sound/noise .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
makizhchchi  kooval – rattling sound ; kooval- howl ; makizhchchi - happiness . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is   vampalappu [ missing letter- pa-] – rattle.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaal-aal  oli  / oaasi  ezhuppum  nachchu  paampu [ missing letter- pa-]- rattle 
snake  ; vaal- tail ;  oli –sound ; oaasai –sound  ;  ezhuppu –to raise/ make  ; 
nachchu  - poisonous  ; paampu –snake .  
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kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
violin [E]  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaazh  isaikka- to play lute / harp ; yaah- lyre; isaikka- to play  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koavai yaazh -  a kind of harp . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kole  yaazh –a harp / lute . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maakol- yaazh- a form of lute. 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is  kohl  - Assamese  drum .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
villu  yazh – a kind of harp-  bow shaped one ; villu- bow; yaazh-  lyre  .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koatti yaazh  [ missing  letter- the -]– a kind of lute . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- --sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  sen-
k- koatti yaazh [ missing  letter- the -]– – a kind of harp . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- --[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thel vili [ missing  letter- the -]– musical song.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- --sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kurinchchi  yaazh vakai -[ missing  letter- Ra-]–  lute of Tamil  people of hilly  
tracts; kurinchchi- mountain  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  yaazh  
isai  kalaignan – harpist ; kalaignan –artist . 
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kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
moonkkil  vayalin – bamboo  violin; moonkkil- bamboo  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kazhai-  musical  bamboo   pipe . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  ilai 
kuzhal-  musical leaf pipe; ilai- leaf; kuzhal- pipe .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa--la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  isai 
kuzhal-  musical pipe; isai- music  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pullan-k-kuzhal  isaikka/ vaasikka [ missing letter- pa-]-  -to play  flute; pull- 
grass;  vaasikka- to play music/ read  .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa--la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  isai 
kuzhal – flute.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa--la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhal  
vaachchiyam- trumpet ; vaachchiyam- musical instrument . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aaya-k- kuzhal- flute.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaein-k -kuzhal – flute . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhaloan- flute player.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kannu -laalan-  flutist . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
paan makal  [ missing letter- pa-] --  female singer ; makal- daughter/ wife/ 
woman . 
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kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
oththu  vaasiththal [ missing  letter- the -]– to play  oththu –a kind of pipe ; 
vaasiththidu –to play  / read . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-]- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoothu  kuzhal –trumpet; uoothu- to blow; kuzhal- pipe .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  peli  
isaikka [ missing letter- pa-]   -to play  the small trumpet ; isai- music; isaikka- 
to play . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kadal 
sankku vakai [ missing  letter- the -]– –trumpet conch ; kadal- sea; sankku- 
conch shell ; vakai –kind . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  saama 
/ saema   kalam- - gong of night watchman  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [--sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kovil   mani – temple gong  ; kovil- temple; mani  -gong / bell/ time . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
akuzhi-  a kind  of  drum /parai   ancient Tamil  musical instruments  listed in 
Thiru Murai .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavil  - ancient Tamil  musical instruments  listed in Tamil Murai. 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kazhal – ancient Tamil  musical instruments  listed in Tamil Murai. 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kalam – ancient Tamil  musical instruments  listed in Tamil Murai. 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ekkaalam   [ thaarai  ] -  a kind trumpet . 
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kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaalam-  trumpet.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa-- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
ekkaala oasai  / muzhakkam  seika- to play the trumpet.   

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa-- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ekkaala isaippu  [ missing letter- pa-] – trumpeting .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kilai -ancient Tamil  musical instruments  listed in Tamil Marai. 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kuda muzha  [ missing letter- the -]   - a drum .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kuzhi thaalam  [ missing letter- the -] - Tamil  musical l instrument.   

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
edakkai maelam [ missing letter- the -] -  musical instrument.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kaiyalaku- ancient Tamil  musical instruments  listed in Tamil Marai. 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
veelai - ancient Tamil  musical instruments  listed in Tamil Marai 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
makudi  vaasiththal [ missing letter- the -]  – to play  makudi – a pipe used by  
snake charmers .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa-- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaal 
salankkai / kolusu  oli  --   sound of an  anklet . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa-- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoothal  vaasiththal / bikil vaasikka [ missing letter –the-]   - to play whistle/ 
bugle.  
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kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa-- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  isai 
paezhai  vaasikka [ missing letter –pa-] - to play mouth organ . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa-- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  Kanja 
karuvikal [ missing letter- Ra-]-  musical instruments .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kural- [ missing letter- Ra-]-  a Tamil  musical note . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai- k- kilai - a Tamil  musical note . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vilari- [ missing letter- Ra-]-  a Tamil  musical note. 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nei -valam -  a  pann - a Tamil  musical  note  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
melivu   oasi  / in- isai  –  low pitch  music . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukkal -  high pitch   . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
valivu  oaasai-   high pitch . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naralvu [ missing letter- Ra-]-  high pitch . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vell-
oaasai -  song  composed by Thol- kaapiyan . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
akaval-oaasai -  song composed   by Thol- kaapiyan.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaa kuli -  music.    
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kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa-- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mankkala [Skt]   isai - music for  auspicious  times . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pulluvan veena [ missing letter –pa-] –single stringed  violin . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nakula veena – a kind of stringed instrument .  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] -- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaana villu – stringed instrument played during Oanam festival in Kerala . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- --sa--- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaezu  isai vannam   - Tamil- Thiru murai /  seven   musical notes of Tamils ; 
yaezhu- 7 ; isai- music ; thiru- holy  ; thiru marai - holy scriptures. 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   isai   
alaku  [ scale ] -  musical pitch / smallest  fration  of audible  sound  
distinguishable  by the human ear . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
alavu-   waiting  for  3 maaththirai  after a beat ; has three beats [  one of the 
four angas  of seer /pani   by Adiyaarukku -Nallar . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalai maa mani- master musician   ; kalai –arts ;  maa – great  ; mani –star  
/stone/ bead . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kolli - / kolli -k-kau-vannam   -  the melody  for  afternoon.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- sa- -la -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  musical  scale [E ]  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- sa- -la -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  viyaazha –k-kurinchchi – the melody  for  afternoon.  
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kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -- -la -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  pallavi [ missing letter –pa-] – pann  oli alavu  /alakau  ; pann- song  
; oli –sound ;  alavu- measurement  . 

kusala has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - -la -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kaakuli-  tune.  

kusala has the consonants-  ka- sa-- -la -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  isai ozhukku – music rhythm ; isai- music/ jaz  . 

vaasi  [ Tamil /  musical pipe/ play  [v] ]  has the consonants – va –[-sa-] -and 
the other interpretation  of the word is  veena – lute.  

harp  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa -]–  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kanjeraa [ missing letter –sa-]. 

harp  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- -pa   and the original Tamil word is  kana 
parai -  pura muzhavu –a kind of  drum . 

harp  has the consonants-  ka –Ra--[-pa -] and the other interpretation of the 
word is  harp [ missing letter –sa-]- folk  saaranki . 

harp  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- -[-pa-]   and the original Tamil word is  harp- 
kinaaram . 

harp  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- --pa-   and the original Tamil word is  – 
narampu   isai karuvi [ missing letter –sa-]-   stringed musical instrument; 
narampu –string  . 

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]-   and the original Tamil word is   oru  
isai karuvi [ missing letter –sa-]- a musical instrument ; oru- one; isai- music; 
karuvi- instrument . 

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]-   and the other interpretation of the 
word is  mor-sing [ missing letter –sa-]-  jew’s harp / jaw harp  . 

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]-   and the other interpretation of the 
word is  harmonium . 
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 harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]-   and the original Tamil word is     
murukku-aani -  screw for a violin or lute  ;  aani- nail  ; murukku –twist .  

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]-   and the original Tamil word is  isai 
vaanar-  musician . 

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  isai  
karuvi yin   in- isai  / oaasai [ missing  letter- sa-] -  music/ sound   from the 
musical instrument ;  inimai- pleasantness / sweet; isai- music; oaasai- sound  ; 
karuvi- instrument  . 

  harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]-   and the other interpretation of the 
word is  swara [Skt] [ missing  letter- sa-] -  sound  of music / musical note . 

 harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- -[-pa-]- and the other interpretation of the 
word is [ missing  letter- sa-]- swaram / isai kurippu  . 

 raaga [Skt]  has the consonants -Ra -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kurunchchi  pann  [missing letters- pa- and -sa-] – raaga  of the Tamil  
Kurunchchi  people ; pann- song  ;  kurinchchi-   mountain  areas  .  

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- pa- and the original Tamil word is  isai  
kurippu-[ missing  letter- sa-] -  musical note [ naatham /thoni]  . 

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  isai 
uruvam   -[ missing  letter- sa-] -  musical composition . 

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is vairam 
– musical instrument.  

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is    
kadikai maaraayan [ missing letter- the -] - head  musician . 

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  
kantharuvan [ missing letter- the -]  – head  musician.  

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is    
oathuvaar [ missing letter- the -] - musician. 
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harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  isai 
kaaran---[ missing  letter- sa-]-  musician . 

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is  -  
konrai-  a kind of flute.  

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- -pa- and the original Tamil word is - kurinji  
pann--[ missing  letter- sa-]-  a  raaga [Skt] of Tamil  people  living in forests . 

harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- [-pa-]-   and the other interpretation of the 
word is - raaga [Skt] – pann . 

harp- has the consonants-  ka –Ra- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is 
maragam -  an orthodox dance teacher.  

 harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is - 
peruvannam-   one of the  sacred and secular musical  compositions 
mentioned in Silapathikaaram . 

 harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is -    
kaanal vari- one of the  sacred and secular musical  compositions mentioned in 
Silapathikaaram. 

 harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is - viri 
muran- one of the  sacred and secular musical  compositions mentioned in 
Silapathikaaram. 

 harp has the consonants-  ka –Ra- -[-pa-]- and the original Tamil word is - 
ukkiram-  a musical composition.  

guitar   has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is - 
attruvarai - one of the  sacred and secular musical  compositions mentioned in 
Silapathikaaram. 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is - - 
duruvai- a musical composition . 
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 guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is –aka 
kuthur /  one of the  pala vakai  kuthu ; musical teacher 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is -  pura 
kuthur [ missing  letter- pa-] / one of the  pala vakai  kuthu  ;  musical teacher . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is -  
karadikai-  one form of  agamuzhavu  /drum . 

guitar- has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is -   
vaenir kadai -  a chapter on music –in Silapathikaaram . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is vettuva 
vari - a chapter on music –in Silapathikaaram. 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other interpretation of the 
word is naaratha veenai . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is –
anthaara kottu – orchestral music . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other interpretation of the 
word is –uruththira  veenai  – lute of Siva / Siva perumanudaiya narampu  isai 
karuvi . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is  thanthi  
karuvi -  stringed musical instrument; thanthi –string .   

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is  aaru  
narampu/ saram   konda isai karuvi [ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-]- six  
stringed musical instrument  ; aaru -6 ; narampu- string ; konda- has  ; isai- 
music; karuvi- instrument . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is  – 
veenai / vaasi – yaei  ottha oru vaaththiyam [ missing letter- sa-] – musical 
instrument like  veena/ vaasi .   
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guitar- has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is     
thandaora  itu arivikka /karaika-  to announce by playing a tom tom ; arivikka- 
to inform ; karaika- shout/ cry  .   

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kantharuvan – celestial musician .  

 guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the original Tamil word is       
veenai muthiravar  vaai moori  paadi-  ref- Tamil Thiru murai . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kaanthaaram-    a kind  of lute/  third note of the  gamut.  

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other interpretation of the 
word is   parai kottuka  [ missing letter- pa-] –to play the tom tom; parai- drum 
; kottuka- to beat/ play .  

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other interpretation of the 
word is  thaarai  uoothuka- to sound a trumpet; uoothuka- to blow .  

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other interpretation of the 
word is  naatha suravam [Skt] / uoothu isai karuvi  [ missing letter- sa-]- a pipe . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other interpretation of the 
word is  poarukku   kooppuiduka-[ missing letter- pa-] - to ask for a fight /war; 
poar- war ; kooppiduka- call  . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other interpretation of the 
word is paadukindra pann thaaramae -[ missing letter- pa-]  --ref- Thiru Murai . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   oaathuvar- musicians . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is kandiyar- musicians . 

 guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  thirikai -   musical instrument.  
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guitar  has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   vaaththiya  karuvi - musical instrument ; karuvi- instrument  . 

guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  kuttar-  dancers [ one of the three musicians- / paanar/ porunar ]. 

 guitar has the consonants - ka- the- Ra—and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   kununkkar- lute players .  

 trumpet has the consonants- the- Ra -ma –pa- the- and the original Tamil 
word is   thaarai / thoariyam  uootha -num  -to blow the trumpet; uoothu- to 
blow / play  .  

eru kottu [ parai of Tamil  pastoral people  ]  has the consonants- Ra -ka -the  -
and the interpretation of the word is miruthankkam [Skt] – drum. 

melody [E] has the consonants -ma -la -the – and the original  Tamil word is 
mel -isai paattu [ missing letters –pa- and – sa-] – melodious songs; isai- music; 
paattu / pann –song  . 

 melody [E] has the consonants -ma -la -the – and the original  Tamil word is 
Tamizh  mozhi - Tamil language; mozhi- language /word; mozhiya- to say . 

 panegyrist[E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  an -ka -Ra –[-sa-]- the –and the  
original Tamil  word is kattiya-k-kaaran – panegyrist.  

panegyrist[E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  an -ka -Ra –[-sa-]- the –and the  
original Tamil  word is   vandar- panegyrist. . 

panegyrist[E] has the consonants-  -pa-  an -ka -Ra –sa-the –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  arasarai   pukazhnthu  paadum  paadakar / perum nampikal – 
singers who praise the king  ; arasar- king ; pukazhu- to praise ;paadu –sing/ 
praise  ; paadakar- singer  . 

panegyrist[E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  an -ka -Ra –sa- the –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   sattiya- k-kaaran - panegyrist. 
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panegyrist[E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  an -ka -Ra –[-sa-]- the –and the 
other interpretation  of the word is  kavi  kattroan -  panegyrist. 

panegyrist[E] has the consonants-  [-pa-]-  an -ka -Ra –[-sa-]- the –and the 
other interpretation  of the word is  vaeththira thaaran [Skt] -panegyrist. 

singer [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –an- ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   akavunar- singer.  

singer [E]  has the consonants  -sa-an- ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
isai-k-kaaran – singer.  

singer [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-an- ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word  
is vinjaiyar – class of celestial singers.  

singer [E]  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-an- ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is pannavar [ missing letter- pa-]  - singers . 

bards [E]   has the consonants - pa –Ra- the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  pandar- singers.  

 

 á-mi: (cf., ama(4,5), ámeá-ná-da: bed chamber ('side, wing' + 'bed').  

ameanada has the consonants  - ma - an - the -  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thoonkkum idam  [ missing  letter- ka-] – bed room; thoonkku –sleep; idam- 
place . 

ameanada has the consonants  - ma - an - the -  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mandavam [ missing  letter- ka-]  - chamber/ hall . 

ameanada has the consonants  - ma - an - the -  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is thoonkkum  meththai -[ missing  letter- ka-] –mattress ; meththai- mattress  . 

 

á-nu-gi4-a: irresistable ('strength' + 'not' + 'to answer, return' + nominative).  
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anugi   has the consonants  -an - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is vidai 
kodukka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]-  to answer ; vidai- answer; kodukka- 
to give . 

anugi   has the consonants  -an - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is vanmai-
strength . 

anugi   has the consonants  -an - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is ennikkai- 
strength/ numerical no  . 

anugi   has the consonants  -an - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kon- 
strength . 

anugi   has the consonants  -an - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is koanai- 
strength . 

anugi   has the consonants  -an - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is madankku 
/ meendu  vaa  [ missing  letter- the -]--  return . 

anugi   has the consonants  -an - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kattu-k-
kadankkaa [ missing  letter- the -]--  irresistable ; adankkaa- can not control .  

 

á-sàg[PA]: disease; sickness demon ('strength' + 'to scatter'). 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
pun -kann – disease / distress/ fear / leanness. 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
pai-n-koozh  [  missing letter- zha-] – disease.  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaai  konnippu -  a disease – dysarthria ; vaai- mouth  .  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
piravi  noaei [ missing letter- Ra-] – congenital disease; noaei- disease ; piravi- 
birth .  
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á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
karappaan   noavu  vakai [ missing letter- Ra-] – ring worm . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kann purai noaei - [ missing letter- Ra-] -  cataract; kann- eye; purai –cataract  . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
noaei  vai pattavan [ missing  letter- the -]  - diseased person.  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
pini   udaiyoar [ missing  letter- the -] - diseased persons  ; pini- disease; 
udaiya- has  ; udaiyoar - those who have . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – sa- ka-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
nasa paduka / noaei vaai pattu -[ missing  letter- the -] -  to fall sick . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
anna pilavu  noaei [ missing  letter- la-]-  hare lip ; pilavu –cleft . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kai- kal valippu  noaei -[ missing  letter- la-]-  epilepsy;  kai- hand ; kaal- leg  ; 
valippu- pulling  . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   noavu  -  disease . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mana noavu -   mental illness; manam- mind  . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thikku  noavu- [ missing  letter- the -]-  endemic disease ;thikku –direction  . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thoththu  noavu -[ missing  letter- the -] -  infectious disease; thoththu –
contagion .  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kidavaa  kidai –-[ missing  letter- the -]  extreme illness . 
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á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   noakkaadu - –-[ missing  letter- the -]   -disease.  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thaediya noavu -[ missing  letter- the -]-  acquired disease ; thaedu –seek  . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   naivu –   disease / suffering / emaciating  disease /  over ripeness . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – -sa-- ka-[-pa-] -and the   other interpretation 
of the word is  sick[ E] .  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – sa- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
sevi  noavu –ear disease ;  sevi –ear  .  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kanai  noaei  vakai -  a  respiratory  disease  / wheezing ; vakai- a kind   . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaai  koanukai  -  a disease/ bell’s palsy; koanukai –deviation ; vaai- mouth  .  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kann- noaei   vakai  -  eye disease  ; kann –eye  .  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – sa- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mani kaasam -  an eye disease.  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mookku kunam – a disese . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaai noavu- mouth disease;  vaai- mouth;  noavu –pain/ disease .  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   Konaankki ammai -  an illness in which  the limbs are contracted ; ammai- 
pox .  
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á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – sa- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
soakai  noaei vakai – bright’s disease / anaemia . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   noavaali [ missing letter- la-] – diseased person ;  noavu –disease; aal- 
person . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kunamaaka-  to recover from illness . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   avalam  [ missing letter- la-] – disease.  

 á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   azhunkkal [ missinletetrs- zha-  and  la-]-  disease /fear / compassion  
/affliction . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   soolai  noaei vakai [ missing letter- la-] – an  arthritic disease  ; noaei –
disease; vakai- kind .  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kai  kaal  vilankkaamai [ missing letter- la-]  - paralysis/ physical handicap ; 
kai- arm; kaal- leg  ; vilankkaamai- not functioning  .  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is vaai kumatta [ missing letter- the -]- nausea ;vaai- mouth ; kumatta- vomit . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kidai / kida-p-paadu  [ missing letter- the -]-   falling ill . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the   other interpretation 
of the word  aathankkam   [ missing leter- the -]-   disease / fear /grief . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word  thukkam / kaetham / vaethanai -[ missing leter- the 
-]-  affliction/ disease/ distress /grief pain / sadness .  
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á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word  uru -kann-  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  disease/ distress 
/fear/ poverty  /suffering . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  other interpretation 
of the word  uroakam  [Skt] [ missing letter- Ra-] - disease. 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kuru noavu [ missing letter- Ra-] – eruptive disease.  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   koamaari  noavu  [ missing letter- Ra-]   – foot and mouth disease; noavu –
sickness .  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kakku  -   get sick . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kakkuvaan noavu  – whoopping cough ; kakka- to cough/ eject out ; kakka- 
shit ; noavu- sickness . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – -sa- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
masakkai- morning  sickness.  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   anankku-    disease/ pain /suffering/ damsel . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   anukkam  -  infantile sickness . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kaama  / maeka [Skt]  noaei-  love sickness . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – -sa- ka-[-pa-] -and the  other interpretation of 
the word  sowkkiyam – healthy . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – -sa- ka-[-pa-] -and the  other interpretation of 
the word  a-sowkkiyam [Skt] – illness . 
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á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – -sa- ka-[-pa-] -and the  other interpretation of 
the word  sukam [Skt] – healthy . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka-[-pa-] -and the  original  Tamil  
interpretation of the word  kunam - healthy / cured . 

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – -sa- ka-[-pa-] -and the  other interpretation of 
the word  a-sukam [ Skt]– illness  

á-sàg[PA]  has the consonants – -sa- ka-[-pa-] -and the  other interpretation of 
the word  sukaveenam [Skt] – ill health  . 

 

 kušá-si: whip ('arm' + 'antenna-like').  

kusasi  has the consonants – -ka- sa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  sinna  
savukku  kuchchi-  small  tamarisk  stick ; sinna- small  ; savukku- tamarisk  ; 
kuchchi-stick . 

kusasi  has the consonants – -ka- sa- -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kasai –whip . 

kusasi  has the consonants – -ka- [-sa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai- 
hand  /arm . 

kusasi  has the consonants – -ka- [-sa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  nun-
akan- antenna . 

 

á-sikil(-la): pure, undiluted strength ('strength' + 'pure' + nominative).  

asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka –la-  and the original Tamil  word is vel- 
pure.  

asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhukku illa  -  no dirt ; azhukku –dirt; illai- nil . 
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asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalappu illa [ missing letter- pa-]- not contaminated ; kalappu –contamination; 
illai- nil  . 

asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kaal 
vazhi  kalappu illaa –un contaminated  generation; kaal vazhi –progeny  . 

asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhu-vaamai- purty  . 

asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka –la-  and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is kalankkam illaa  -holy / purity ; kalankkam- stain; illai- nil .   

asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka –la-  and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is  nish kalankkam[Skt]  -  purity . 

asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukkma ulla  -  morally  pure  ;  ozhukkam –good  conduct ; ulla- has .  

asikilla   has the consonants-  sa-ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sen-k-
kole- pure gold / scepter . 

asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
ulavi  pon [ missing letter- pa-] - pure gold; pon- gold .  

asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
paal velli [ missing letter- pa-]  -  pure silver; paal- milk  ; velli –silver  . 

asikilla   has the consonants-  sa--ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sankku vellai/ kilinjal vellai - pure white ; sankku –conch  shell ; vellai- white .  

asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] --ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
val  / vali / valimai / vallamai / vaal izhai / vallai / vallam / -  strength  

asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] --ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kali -  strength  
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asikilla   has the consonants- [- sa-] --ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ikal  -  strength . 

 

á...sud/sù: to move [intransitive] (reduplication class) ('arm' + 'to stretch'). 

á...sud has the consonants-  [-sa-] – the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
neettu- stretch . 

á...sud has the consonants-  [-sa-] – the-  and the  original Tamil  word is- thaa/ 
aththam - hand . 

á...sud has the consonants-  -sa-– the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoondu/ asainthidu- move. 

 

 á-suh: elbow; bolt, bar ('arm' + 'to relocate').  

asuh  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai   -
arm . 

asuh  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munnam-k- kai- fore arm; mun- front ; kai- hand  . 

asuh  has the consonants –sa-- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
peechchaam -k-kai  [ missing letter- pa-] -  left arm ; pee- shit ;kai- hand ; the 
left hand  for washing  the buttock . 

asuh  has the consonants –[-sa--]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhan-k- kai [ missing letter- zha- ] – elbow.  

asuh  has the consonants –[-sa--]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  ullan-k- 
kai- [ missing letter- la- ] -palm ; ull- inner; kai- hand  

asuh  has the consonants –[-sa--]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  Kai 
mutti / mutti kai - [ missing letter- the-- ]- wrist; muttu- joint  ; kai- hand . 
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asuh  has the consonants –[-sa--]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mani 
kattu  [ missing letter- the-- ]-  wrist . 

asuh  has the consonants –[-sa--]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaazh  [ 
missing letter- zha- ] - bar/ bolt /leg .  

asuh  has the consonants –[-sa--]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word koll-[ 
missing letter- la- ] - lock . 

lock [E]  has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is – kaazh.  

lock [E]  has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is koll.  

lock [E]  has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vizhanku-  
bolt . 

lock [E]  has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is villankam -  
bar . 

bolt [E]   has the consonants - pa -la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  -   
thaalppaal  - bolt.  

bolt [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  -   
bolt  -  thaala  kole /thaat kole [ missing  letter- ka-]- bolt.  

bolt [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaal idu – to lock.  

bolt [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thalai - fetter . 

bolt [E]   has the consonants –-pa--la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  - 
poottuthal  - lock . 

bolt [E]   has the consonants –-pa--la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
poottu poaduthal – lock . 

bolt [E]   has the consonants –-[-pa-]--la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
adaiththal – shut  /confine . 
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bolt [E]   has the consonants –-[-pa-]--la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mooduthal – shut /close . 

 bolt [E]   has the consonants –-[-pa-]--la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
saaththuthal [ missing  letter- sa-] -  shut /close . 

bolt [E]   has the consonants –--pa-la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinaiththal-  - to fetter . 

latch [E]   has the consonants - la - the –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
–thaal-  latch   

latch  [E] has the consonants - la - the –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaal- p-paal  [ missing  letter- pa-]- latch . 

 latch key  [E] has the consonants - la - the –sa-–  ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  visai thaal kole   -  latch key . 

 bar[E]   has the consonants- pa- Ra- and the  original Taml  word is   – 
mukkaaram [ missing letter- ka - ] –bar .  

 bar [E] has the consonants- [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Taml  word is  kaaru [ 
missing letter- ka - ]- bar .  

bar [E] has the consonants- pa-Ra- and the  original Taml  word is  thurappu  [ 
missing letter- the - ]-  lock . 

 

(urudu/zabar)á-sur: a type of ax ('arm' + 'to divide'). 

sur   has the consonants –[- sa-]- Ra - and the  and the  original  Tamil  word is    
piri [ missing  letter- pa-] –divide/ open  . 

sur   has the consonants –[- sa-]- Ra - and the  and the  original  Tamil  word is 
maer-k-kai [ missing  letter- pa-] - arm;  maer- upper; kai- hand ; karam [Skt]  

sur   has the consonants – sa Ra - and the  and the interpretation  of the word 
is   parasu [ missing  letter- pa-]  -axe . 
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sur   has the consonants –[- sa-]- Ra - and the  and the  original  Tamil  word is 
ari- saw; eeru –to cut.  

 sur   has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra - and the  and the interpretation  of the 
word is   rampam [ missing  letter- pa-]  -saw.  

 

 á-še: attention-getting exclamation: 'hey now!'. 

ase    has  a  consonant- sa -and the  original  Tamil  word is   chae  chae  -  no! 
no!  [denial ] . 

ase    has  a  consonant- sa -and the  original  Tamil  word is   chei  chei -   - no! 
no ! [ do not like ] . 

ase    has  a  consonant- sa -and the  original  Tamil  word is   cheeii   - feeling 
shame  with a smile . 

ase    has  a  consonant- sa -and the  original  Tamil  word is   chu  chu-   sound  
for  driving away  the animals . 

ase    has  a  consonant- sa -and the  original  Tamil  word is  achchoa  achchoa 
– sympathy - while  some thing  bad has happened.  

ase    has  a  consonant- sa -and the  original  Tamil  word is  uchchu uchchu-  
kissing sound  / lip  sound . 

 

 á-šita4, á-šu-du7: parts, components (of the plow); equipment ('arm' + 'to 
join'/'to complete').  

asita has the  consonants – [-sa-]–the-  and the  original Tamil word is 
inaiththidu – to  join. 

asita has the  consonants – sa-the-  and the  original Tamil word is mudichchu 
idu-  unite.  
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asita has the  consonants – [-sa-]–the-  and the  original Tamil word is 
aninthidu-  joining.  

asita has the  consonants – sa-–the-  and the  original Tamil word is saeththidu 
– unite.  

asita has the  consonants – sa-–the-  and the  original Tamil word is seithu 
mudi -  complete.  

asita has the  consonants – [-sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is adai 
poada- [ missing letter- pa-]-  be completed . 

asita has the  consonants – sa--–the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is samaappthi - [ missing letter- pa-]-  completed . 

asita has the  consonants – [-sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is 
adaiyoadu- completely .  

asita has the  consonants – [-sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is otta- 
completely . 

asita has the  consonants – [-sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is 
mudinthathu-  completed.   

asita has the  consonants – sa-–the-  and the  original Tamil word is 
mudichchaachchu- completed . 

asita has the  consonants –sa--–the-  and the  original Tamil word is 
saeithaachchu-  done/ completed . 

asita has the  consonants –[- sa-] --–the-  and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is attam- completeness.  

asita has the  consonants –[- sa-] --–the-  and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is thamaam- completeness.  

asita has the  consonants –[- sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is ottidu – 
stick .  
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asita has the  consonants –[- sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is attu- 
join.  

asita has the  consonants –[- sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is 
aduththidu -  joining.  

asita has the  consonants –[- sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is 
thunnu- join.  

asita has the  consonants –[- sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is madu- 
join.  

asita has the  consonants –[- sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is 
muththu- join.  

asita has the  consonants – sa--–the-  and the  original Tamil word is santhi / 
anthi –  join/ unite.  

asita has the  consonants –[- sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil word is 
pinaiththidu [ missing letter- pa-] -  joining together.  

asita has the  consonants – [- sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is poottu 
–[ missing letter- pa-]  -joining.  

asita has the  consonants – sa--–the-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  sampantham[Skt]  –[ missing letter- pa-]  -joining. 

asita has the  consonants – [- sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is adai- 
joining.  

asita has the  consonants – [- sa-] -–the-  and the  original Tamil word is 
aduppu-–[ missing letter- pa-]  -joining. 

asita has the  consonants – [-sa-]  –the-  and the  original Tamil word is nuka 
thadi [ missing letter- ka-] –shaft of the  plough  . 

asita has the  consonants – [-sa-]  –the-  and the  original Tamil word is  nedu  
naavai [ missing letter- ka-] -  long ploughshare . 
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asita has the  consonants – sa-–the-  and the  original Tamil word is  neden-j -
saal [ missing letter- la-]-  ploughing lengthwise.  

asita has the  consonants – [ -sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil word is  
paandiyam-[ missing letter- pa-]-  ploughing . 

asita has the  consonants – [ -sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil word is  
thoduppu-[ missing letter- pa-]-  plough . 

asita has the  consonants – [ -sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil word is  
moathiya maedu-  ploughed highland ; maedu –raised ground/ mound  . 

plough [E]  has the consonants- - pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalappai- a  plough . 

plough [E]  has the consonants-  [ - pa-]  -la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
elaan-k- kalam – plow.  

plough [E]  has the consonants-  [ - pa-]  -la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is   
elaan-k- kali- plow.  

plough [E]  has the consonants-  [ - pa-]  -la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uzhavan- plough man.  

plough [E]  has the consonants- - pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaadi  izhaippu- uli [ missing letter- the-]- plough plane.  

plough [E]  has the consonants- - pa--la –va- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is kalappai  vimaanam [Skt ]  - plough plane. 

plough [E]  has the consonants- -[-pa-] --la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vellu -uzhavu-  dry loughing.    

plough [E]  has the consonants- -[-pa-] --la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mael  uzhavu- superficial ploughing.  

plough [E]  has the consonants- -[-pa-] --la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vev- uzhavu -  superficial ploughing. 
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plough [E]  has the consonants- -pa---la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
podi  uzhavu-[ missing letter- the-]-  dry loughing.    

plough [E]  has the consonants- -pa---la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is   
puzhuthi  uzhavu --[ missing letter- the-]-  dry loughing.    

plough [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] -la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is    
ulakku / uzhuvu / uzhukai - to plough . 

plough [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] -la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uzhu makan -  plough man .  

plough [E]  has the consonants- pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uzhupavan-  plough man  .  

plough [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] -la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaelaannmai  - ploughing.  

plough [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] -la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaal-  plough.    

plough [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] -la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uzhavu  kaalam-  ploughin season; kaalam- time/ season  . 

plough [E]  has the consonants- pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ezhippu uli vakai-  priming plane/ toothing  plane   . 

plough [E]  has the consonants- pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thattai  izhaippu uli--[ missing letter- the-]-  priming plane.  

plough [E]  has the consonants- pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kattai  izhippu  uli  --[ missing letter- the-]-  smoothing  plane; uli –chisel .  

plough [E]  has the consonants- pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
neettu poakku uzhavu --[ missing letter- the-]- ploughing length wise; neettam- 
length .  
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plough [E]  has the consonants- pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
padai vaal --[ missing letter- the-]- -  plough share.  

plough [E]  has the consonants- pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thampal adikka [ missing letter- the-]-to plough a field after it has been 
hardened by rain .  

plough [E]  has the consonants- pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uzhuthu  puzhuthiaakku -[ missing letter- the-]- to plough  and harrow the  
field.  

plough [E]  has the consonants- pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
poarppai –k- kaalai  --[ missing letter-Ra-]- ploughing ox; kaalai- bull/ox .  

plough [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] --la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kozhu-  plough share . 

plough [E]  has the consonants- pa---la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalappai kozhu- plough share . 

plough [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] ---la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
muka vaal -  plough share.  

plough [E]  has the consonants- pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalappai -yin mara paakam [ missing letter- Ra-]-  wooden part of the plough; 
kalappai- a plow ; maram –wood; paakam- part . 

plough [E]  has the consonants- [-pa-] --la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nuka kaal – the shaft  of the plough.  

plough [E]  has the consonants- pa--la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is pula 
seikai -[ missing letter-sa-]-  tillage . 

tillage [E]  has the consonants – the- la- sa-– and the  original Tamil  word is  
saalidu-  to  plough . 

tillage [E]  has the consonants – the- la- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is 
uzhavu  thozhil --[ missing letter-ka-]-  tillage.  
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tillage [E]  has the consonants – the- la- [- sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is 
uzhuthiduka---[ missing letter-ka-]-   tilling  . 

tillage [E]  has the consonants – the- la- [- sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kama thozhil [ missing letter-ka-]- agriculture  as a profesion ; kamam- 
agriculture . 

tillage [E]  has the consonants – the- la- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaelaannmai  thozhil -[ missing letter-ka-]- -agriculture  as a profesion ; thozhil-  
profession ;thozhilaali –worker  . 

tillage [E]  has the consonants – the- la- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
uzhuthu  poada [ missing letter- pa -] - to plough the fields.  

 

á...-ta: at the prompting of; by means of the strength of ('strength' + 
instrumental suffix). 

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is ata  -thoondu – 
prompting.  

 ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is adi  eduththu   thaa 
– to prompt.  

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is ninaippu  uoottu  [ 
missing letter –pa-]  - prompting  . 

* ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaa- strength .  

 ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thoo – strength. 

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thudi – strength . 

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thathi- strength.  

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaadu  -strength.   

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is ethi  -strength . 
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ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thini  -strength. 

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thinmai – strength.  

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thidan  -strength .   

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thidam –strength . 

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thinnam- strength. 

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thitpam [ missing 
letter –pa-]  - strength.  

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thinippu [ missing 
letter –pa-]  -– strength .   

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thuppu [ missing 
letter –pa-]  -strength . 

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is peedu [ missing 
letter –pa-]  -strength . 

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is gnaatpu [ missing 
letter –pa-] --strength.  

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thempu [ missing 
letter –pa-] -– -strength . 

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is sandam [ missing 
letter- sa-] –strength .   

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is saettam[ missing 
letter- sa-] – strength.  

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is saththu [ missing 
letter- sa-] – -strength  

ata  has a consonant- the -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
thaisatham  [ missing letter- sa-] –  strength . 
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ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is mindu  -strength.  

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is mainthu –strength . 

 ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is matha –strength . 

ata  has a consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is eettam  -strength. 
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 á...tál: to have broad arms; to spread wings or arms ('arms; wings' + 'to be 
broad; to spread'). 

 atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is  neenda   
thol   - broad  shoulder.  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is  ettuthal  -
reach  /spread.  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is  paasi  
padithal   [ missing letters- pa  - and- sa-] –spread as moss over the surface of 
water ;   paasi- moss .   

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is  adi  
paduthal  [ missing letter- pa-]-  -  reach  /spread as rumour.  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is anithal –
spread.  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is amalthal –
spread.  

 atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is yaedu  
padithal [ missing letter- pa-]-  spread as moss over the surface of  water; 
yaedu- layer .  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is pamputhal [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  –spread as vegetation  or water or darkness.  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is malithal – 
spread. 
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atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is munnuthal  -
spread . 

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is peithal [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  spread . 

 atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is paa 
paduthal  [ missing letter- pa-]-  -spread. 

 atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is sooduthal [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  spread.  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is semmuthal [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  spread as color.  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is thaththuthal   
-spread.  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is thithaithal –
spread  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is nadaththal –
spread. 

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is nadai 
yaaduthal – spread as fame.  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is settai   
oasaniththal  [ missing letter –sa-] – to flap the wings  ; settai-  wing  .  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is pudaithal [ 
missing letter- pa-]- flap or clap  with wings.  

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is pada  pada -
nu  adiththal [  missing letter- pa-]- –to flap  [ the wing ]  
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atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is mael  kai  
oankuthal    [ missing letter –ka-] –spread the wings /arm  ; kai =  hand /arm / 
wing of a bird . 

atal  has the consonants –the- la  -  and the original Tamil  word is 
akalamudaiya  [ missing letter –ka-]  –broad. 

 

á-tuku: strength; able-bodied; mighty man ('arms; strength' + 'to have').  

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai kondidu 
–to  have ; kai- hand; kondidu- to have .  

*atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is adaika- 
have/ reach / obtain . 

atuk   has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
udaimaiyakku  -  to possess . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaankkidu  - 
get .  

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  than 
vayamaakkidu – have.  

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaendum-  
have/ want  . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is adankiyathu    
kondathu   –containing  /comprise . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is moodi 
vaikka  / mooduka- cover / encompass/ enclose ; moodu- to cover; moodi- id ; 
vaikka- keep . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kattu -  
enclose . 
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atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is akaththidu- 
enclose.  

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thav-vu- 
boast . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kattu udal [ 
missing  letter- la-] – well built  body / handsome [ man] ; udal- body ; kattu –  
build  . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vadivu -  
beautiful  body  shape - female  . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaatu – that 
which is handsome.  

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  other interpretion  of the word is  
vanitham – handsomeness. 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  other interpretion  of the word is 
vinaotham - handsomeness . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is nattu  
kattai-  female   with good  body  frame ; kattai- body /wood . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kattu 
mattaana  udampu   udaiya [ missing letter- pa-] – one with able bodied ; 
udampu- body . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kattu muttu 
– strong physiqe . 

handsome[E]  has the consonants –ka- an -the- [-sa-] –ma- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kattu mattaana udampu [ missing letter- pa-] -
well built body . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kadumai- 
strength . 
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atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is midukku- 
strength . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mudukkan-  
strong man . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kundam-  
strong man / stout man  . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mudukku – 
strength . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is utku- 
strength . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thakavu – 
strength . 

*atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  taakku -  strength . 

* atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thakkam – 
strength . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thattikam 
strength . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thaashttikam [Skt][ missing letter- sa-] – strength . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thaavu -
strength . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
mathukai- strength   . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koatpu 
[missing letter- pa-] –strength .  
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atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pakadu 
[missing letter- pa-] –strength .  

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
paduththuvam [ missing letter- pa-]- strength . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pootkai [ 
missing letter- pa-]- strength . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  van paadu 
[missing letter- pa-] - strength.     

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is suvadu  [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - strength/ power.     

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  matku – 
loose strength [antonym] . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  eduththu 
pidikka  [ missing letter- pa-]  - strengthen . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
thida   paduththuka /  thin paduththuka [ missing letter- pa-] -  strengthening 
;thidam- strength  . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
seeththuvam [Skt] - [ missing letter- sa-] -strength . 

atuk  has the consonants - the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sakthi [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] – strength . 

 

á-u4-te-en: in the evening ('side' + 'daylight' + 'to extinguish, cool down'). 

*auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is thani - 
extinguish . 
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auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is 
anaiththidu – extinguish . 

 auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaniththidu – extinguish. 

auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  nathu / nuthu -  extinguish. 

auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is andai-  
side . 

auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is naadu – 
side . 

auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  thinam - day . 

auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anthi [Skt]  – evening / dusk  / twilight . 

 auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is santhi 
– evening . 

auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is 
mayandai – evening . 

*auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is than- 
cool . 

auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is 
thannam- cool . 

auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is thani - 
cool . 

auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is thanmai  
-cool . 
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auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anuutaanam [Skt] –cool . 

auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  original Tamil  word is manam 
amaithi  adaiyattam / thaniyattum - to cool down/ calm  down ; manam- mind 
; amaithi- peace; adaiya –to get  . 

auteen  has the consonants - the -an-    and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  manam  saantham  [Skt]  adaiyattum[  missing letter- sa-]  - to cool 
down / calm  down  . 

day light [E]  has the consonants  -  the  -la- ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   patta pakal  [ missing letter- pa-] – broad  day light  ; pakal- day .  

day light [E]  has the consonants  -  the  -la- ka –the-  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  pattaankka nilai [ missing letter- pa-] – day light . 

day light [E]  has the consonants  -  the  -la- ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   vidiyal  pozhuthu – morning time; pozhuthu –time .  

day light [E]  has the consonants  -  the  -la- ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pattoli  veesidum   pakal vaelai / pakal  vaelai-iyil  adiththidum  oli[ 
missing letters- pa-  and -sa-]  – day light; pakal- day ; vaelai –time; oli- light  .  

day light [E]  has the consonants  -  the  -la- ka –the-  and the  original Tamil    
word is   vaei-yal  adiththida  - day light.  

twilight [E]  has the consonants  – the- va- la- ka- the –and the  orignalTamil  
word is  kaalai vaelai  - yil   vellana  adiththidum  vaeyyal  - pul  oli   / mel oli / 
vel oli /  maalai  vaelai -yil  adiththidum  vaeiyal oli  / man-k-koli  [ missing  
letter –pa-] -morning twilight/ eveing  twilight ; mel oli  / pul oli / man-k-koli- 
twilight ; oli- light ; kaalai- morning; vaelai- time; maalai- evening .  

twilight [E]  has the consonants  – the- va- la- ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vidinththidum  kaalai  vaelai   mel oli – morni g  twilight  ; kaalai- 
morning  ;  vaelai- time ; oli- light ; vidiya- dawn . 
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twilight [E]  has the consonants  – the- va- la- ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  saayum-k- kaalam   adiththidum  manku  oli  velichcham[ missing  
letter –sa-] -  - eveing  twilight ; saainthida- to set  ; saayum kaalam- sun set 
time; kaalam- time  ;velichcham- light; mankku oli- twilight ; mankka –dim . 

 

 á-úr: limb, limbs, extremities ('arms' + 'legs': Sumerian example of asyndetic 
hendiadys). 

aur  has a consonant -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  oaram- limb . 

aur  has a consonant -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uruppu [ missing 
letter- pa-] –limb / body  part ; pura uruppu. 

aur  has a consonant -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  paaram [ missing - 
extremity . 

aur  has a consonant -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  Kaar [ missing 
letter- ka-] -  limbs  [arm and leg ]. 

aur  has a consonant -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  maer kai  [ missing 
letter- ka-]  -arm; maer- upper . 

 aur  has a consonant -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   karam 
[Skt] [ missing letter- ka-]  -arm. 

aur  has a consonant -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanu- k -kaar-[ 
missing letter- ka-] -  ankle . 

 aur  has a consonant -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  karuvi [ missing 
letter- ka-]  –  internal  organ . 

extremity [E] has the consonants –ka- [-sa -]-the – Ra- ma- the -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kai  kaar mudiurum  idam -extremity / the place  where 
the  arms  and  legs end; kai- hand; kaar-  leg  ; mudiya- end; idam- place .  
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extremity [E] has the consonants –ka- [-sa -]-the – Ra- ma- the -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kadai anthatram   - extremity . 

limb [E]   has the consonants-  la –[-ma-]- pa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pulan  - limb . 

 

 á-zi(-da): right arm; with hitting, violence ('arm' + 'good, firm, right' + 'with').  

azida  has the consonants - sa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  soaththu 
kai  [ missing leter- ka-] - right arm ; soaru- cooked rice/ food  ; saatham- food ; 
right hand for eating . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  idathu 
kai [ missing leter- ka-] -left arm ; idathu- left; kai- hand  . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  idan-k-
kai/ ida-k-kai -[ missing leter- ka-] - left arm ;  idathu left . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is nottan -
k-kai -[ missing leter- ka-] - left arm . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uthataan-k- kai -[ missing leter- ka-] - left arm . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
vaiththidu [ missing leter- ka-] - beat.  

azida  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kottu- [ 
missing leter- ka-]- beat /drumming  . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi – 
beat . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadumaiyaaka adikka-[ missing leter- ka-] - beat soundly; kodumai- severe.  
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azida  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaakku--[ missing leter- ka-] - hit  /attack . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuththu--[ missing leter- ka-] - blow.  

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is idi /hit. 

 azida  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  uthai- 
kick . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
yeththu – hit . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moththu  / moathu – beat brutally . 

azida  has the consonants – sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaththu  
/saadu -  hit severely . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is adi 
poadu  [ missing  letter- pa-] - beat . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is thattu – 
beat . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  naiya 
pudai  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  beat brutally .  

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adaa 
pidi [ missing  letter- pa-]-   violence . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi 
thadi-  fight/ violence . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  poothi [ missing  letter- pa-]-  violence / ashes /atrocity/ cruelty/ dust/ 
earth / mire.   
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azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
adaaththu-  violence/ force/ unjusifiableness. 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kodumai-/ kadumai  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  violence . 

azida  has the consonants – sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is sandai – 
fight . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is kuththu  
vettu / kai  sandai / vaai  sandai -[ missing  letter- ka-]- violence  ; kuththu- to 
punch; vettu –cut  ; kai- hand; sandai –fight  ; vaai- mouth . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is van  -
nadaththai  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  violence; nadaththai –conduct / behavior   . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is adavadi-
-ththanam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  violence . 

azida  has the consonants – [-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is kaedu- [ 
missing  letter- ka-] - violence.  

azida  has the consonants –sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is mootchchi-  
violent  temper.  

azida  has the consonants –[-sa-] --the -and the  original Tamil  word is thee-k-
kunam [ missing  letter- ka-]- – violent temperament; thee-k-kunam kondavan; 
kunam- character; theethu /theemai- bad  .  

azida  has the consonants –sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is sandan/ 
sandiyan – violent tempered person.  

azida  has the consonants –[-sa-] --the -and the  original Tamil  word is amaithi  
udaiyoan-  even tempered  person.  

azida  has the consonants –-sa---the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  samaa-thaani  -even tempered  person ;  amaithi- samaathaanam [Skt]   .  
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azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is  itham- good.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  thooimai – good/ purity . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  thann-mai-  goodness.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the Tamil   interpretation  of the 
word is  nayam udaiththu- goodness; nayam- pleasant ; udaiya- having .   

 azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  thuppu--[ missing letter- pa-] - good.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  maempaadu   --[ missing letter- pa-] - goodness.  

azida  has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  nanmaiyanathu/ nanmai uadaiththu  –good; nanmai- good; udaiya- 
having .  

azida  has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  inimai udaiththu-  goodness; inimai- pleasantness.  

azida  has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   maenmai udaiyathu – goodness  ; maenmai-  high  .  

azida  has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is onn-mai udaiththu –goodness.    

azida  has the consonants –-sa---the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  pasumaiyaanathu-[ missing letter- pa-] – good  /greeny  /fertile . 

azida  has the consonants –-[ -sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  pandam -[ missing letter- pa-] -  good/ goods/  articles/ fruit / 
furniture  /gold stores. 
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 azida  has the consonants –-sa---the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  saathu- good.  

azida  has the consonants –-[ -sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   thakai -[ missing letter- ka-] – goodness .  

azida  has the consonants –-[ -sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   viththakam-[ missing letter- ka-] – goodness / ability greatness/ 
knowledge / skill/ learning . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa---the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  saedu –goodness /  beauty / greatness/ height / handsome youth .  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  padu [ missing letter- pa-] -  goodness /best .  

azida  has the consonants –[-sa-] --the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  unnatham- best . 

azida  has the consonants –[-sa-] --the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  anuththamam[Skt]- best . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  maelaanathu- [ missing letter- la-] - best . 

azida  has the consonants –--sa--the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is   seeraanathu [ missing letter- Ra-]  – good one . 

azida  has the consonants –--sa--the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is   siranthathu [ missing letter- Ra-] - super one.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  ap-puttu-[ missing letter- pa-] -  best / uththamam[Skt]  . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  pothumai-[ missing letter- pa-] - goodness . 
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azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  payan udaiththu-[ missing letter- pa-] - fruitful /goodness . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   aathaayam  [Skt] udaiyathu - fruitful /goodness . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  maanpu  udaiyathu--[ missing letter- pa-]-goodness.  

azida  has the consonants –-[- sa-] ---the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  uththamam[Skt] - good . 

azida  has the consonants –-[- sa-] ---the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  uththaman- good person . 

azida  has the consonants –[-sa--] --the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  nandru [ misisng letter- Ra-] - good . 

azida  has the consonants –[-sa--] --the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  naerthhti udaiyathu  [ misisng letter- Ra-] - goodness . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa---the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  irittam [ misisng letter- Ra-] -  good . 

azida  has the consonants –-[- sa-] ---the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   thayavu  [missing  letter- ka-] – good /  favour . 

azida  has the consonants –-[- sa-] ---the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   vanitham [missing  letter- ka-] – goodness/ handsome . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] -the -and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  vadippam [missing  letters- ka- and- pa- ] –goodness . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] -the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is theemai- bad.   

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  nun-nadai- good behavior.  
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 azida  has the consonants –-sa---the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  sampaththu [ missing letter- pa-] – good  circumstances . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa---the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   best [E] [ missing letter- pa-] ; apputtu . 

azida  has the consonants –[ -sa-] --the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  thithi- good  circumstances . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa---the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  uchcha thasai  -good fortune.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] ---the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  inkkitham [ missing letter- ka-]-  good manners . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa----the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   samayaojitha [Skt] nadai  -good maners . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa--the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   subaa thisaiyam [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-] - good news . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa--the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   supuththi [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-] – good sense.  

azida  has the consonants –-sa--the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   aasidai-[Skt] -  good wishes.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thaayam- good opportunity .   

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thakkavan [ missing letter- ka-]- good person . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa--the -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is    saath- veekan[Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-]-good natured person . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thinmam  / thini / thinnam -  solid / firm . 
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azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   thidam – strong. 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kettiyaanathu -/ kadinamaanathu [ missing letter- ka-]- solid  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   uruthiyaanathu-[ missing letter- Ra-]-  firm / hardness . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   muttu paadu -[ missing letter- pa-]-  – hardness.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   udan – with . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   oadu / aththoadu  - with . 

 azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   kooda [ missing letter- ka-]-- with . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   konndu/ udan konndu  [ missing letter- ka-]-–with . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   with[E] [ missing letter- ka-] . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   munnittu – along with . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   nutpamaanathu [ missing letter- pa-]-  correct / with  deep  
meaning . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   mei -yaanathu- true/ right ; mei- truth; udaiya- having  . 
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azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thakkathu / ukanthathu  [ missing letter- ka-]—good.    

azida  has the consonants –-sa--the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  kachchitham  [ missing letter- ka-]-  accurate . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa---the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  seppam udaiyathu [ missing letter- pa-]-- best  . 

azida  has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thitta-maa   /thittam /thittaanatham  - exactly  /accurate . 

azida  has the consonants –sa--the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  sattam- exactness/ accurate .  

azida  has the consonants –sa--the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  satta thittam- precision .  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   neethi [Skt] -  right / justice . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  nadu/ nadumai - right / justice . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa--the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  aatchchi- power  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   aaatam- power.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa--] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   eedu-  power.  

azida  has the consonants –--[-sa-] --the -and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is  aathi paththiyam [Skt] [ misisng letter- pa-]  – power . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa--the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  sandam- power.   
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azida  has the consonants –-sa--the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is   saettam- power /strength . 

azida  has the consonants –-sa--the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  saththu/ saththi  - power.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  kedi  [ missing  letter- ka-]- power.  

azida  has the consonants –--sa--the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  sakthi [Skt]/ saththuvam  [ missing  letter- ka-]- -power . 

azida  has the consonants –--[-sa-]--the -and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is  thaakkam / thaththuvam [Skt] -[ missing  letter- ka-]-   power of  fire / 
blow/ medicine . 

azida  has the consonants –--[-sa-]--the -and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is thakaththu  -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  - power . 

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   thaavu- -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  power.  

azida  has the consonants –sa--the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  thaashiteekam -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  power. 

azida  has the consonants –--sa--the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  suvadu   [ missing  letter- ka-]--power . 

azida  has the consonants –--[-sa-] --the -and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is  thathi – power.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  thanmai- power.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  aathikkam-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  power . 
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azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  mudukku-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  power.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  aannmai  udaimai  - power.  

azida  has the consonants –-[-sa-] --the -and the other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   ethir -raeru  [ missing letter- Ra-] - power . 

azida  has the consonants –--[-sa-]--the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   thiraani  [ missing letter- Ra-]- power.  

azida  has the consonants –--[-sa-]--the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is theeram-[ missing letter- Ra-]-  power  . 

azida  has the consonants –--[-sa-]--the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is thiramai-[ missing letter- Ra-]-- power . 

azida  has the consonants –--[-sa-]--the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is thunaimai- power.  

azida  has the consonants –--[-sa-]--the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  gnaatpu [ missing  letter- pa-]- power.  

azida  has the consonants –--sa--the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  justice [E] . 

azida  has the consonants –--sa--the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  sariyaanthu [ missing letter- Ra-]  -right  one.  

azida  has the consonants –--[-sa-]--the -and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is   paaththiyathai [ misisng letter- pa-]  - rights. 

azida  has the consonants --sa--the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is   pootchchi [ misisng letter- pa-]  - right. 

azida  has the consonants –[- sa-] --the -and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is   mittaa- right . 
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azida  has the consonants – sa---the -and the other  interpretation  of the word 
is  suthanthiram- [ missing letter- Ra-] - right .   

azida  has the consonants –--[-sa-]--the -and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   thiraani  [ missing letter- Ra-]- power.  

rights[E] has the consonants-  Ra-  ka - the – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thandu  vaaram-  land lord’s right . 

rights[E] has the consonants-  Ra-  ka - the – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudi vaaram – occupancy / farming   right . 

rights[E] has the consonants-  Ra-  ka - the – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  udaimai [ soththu ]  vaankka  virkka  kidaiththa   urimai – rights  to buy 
/ sell property  ;udaimai –asset ;  vaankka- buy; virkka- sell- urimai –rights  

rights[E] has the consonants-  Ra-  ka - the – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  naermai  kondathu   - righteous ; kondathu- has . 

rights[E] has the consonants-  Ra-  ka - the – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai naattu idum / kai oppam  idum  -- urimai – right to give thumb 
impression / to give signature ; kai -oppam- signature ; kai naattu- thumb 
impression . 

rights[E] has the consonants-  Ra-  ka - the – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaernthu  edukkum urimai – right to select  ; thaernthu  edu –select.  

right[E] has the consonants-  Ra-  ka - the    and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurai  indri  -right  /correct ; kurai- mistake;  indri –without   

right[E] has the consonants-  Ra-  ka - the    and the  original Tamil  word is  
thavaru indri –right  /correct/ no mistake; thavaru- mistake; indri –without . 

rights[E] has the consonants-  Ra-  ka - the  -[-sa -]-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  athikaaram – power /rights. 
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rights[E] has the consonants-  Ra-  ka - the – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   sirithum   kattu paadu indri [ missing letter- pa-]  - no restriction ; 
kattu  paadu- restriction; indri –without . 

 rights[E] has the consonants-  Ra-  ka - the  -sa -  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  suthanthiramaaka[Skt] -  freely . 

power[E ] has the consonants-  pa- va-   Ra--  and the  original Tamil word is  
kurumpu- power.  

power[E ] has the consonants-  pa- va-   Ra--  and the  original Tamil  word is  -  
kirppu – power.  

 

ab-(ba): (cf., aba).  

 

ab-ba: father; elder; ancestor (Akk. loanword).  

abba   has the consonant –[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  iyan – 
father/ elder. 

abba   has the consonant –[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is ammaan- 
father.   

abba   has the consonant –pa-- -and the  original Tamil  word is  appan- father/ 
elder/lord . 

abba   has the consonant –[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  aayaan-  
elder brother/ father.  

abba   has the consonant –[-pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is annan- elder 
brother /father . 

abba   has the consonant –pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is mooppaan/ 
mooppan - elder  . 
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abba   has the consonant –pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  moopi- elderly 
woman . 

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is munnai- / 
munnonan  - elder/ elder brother/ ancestor.  

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  muthiyoan- 
[missing letter- the -]  elder.  

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  mooththoan 
[missing letter- the -]  – elder . 

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  aththan [ 
missing letter- the -] -  elder.   

abba   has the consonant – pa--and the  other interpretation of the word is  
pathi  [  missing letter- the -] -  elder.   

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-] --and the  other interpretation of the word is 
naathan [Skt] [  missing letter- the -] – elder brother/ husband  . 

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thum mun-  
[  missing letter- the -]- elder brother/ elder/ancestor ; mun –early/ front .  

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
muththannan-[  missing letter- the -]-   elder brother; mooththa- elder; annan-  
elder brother .  

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
muththappan –-[  missing letter- the -]-  elder father; mooththa- elder; appan- 
father .  

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  annai-  
mother . 

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ammai- 
mother.  
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abba   has the consonant – [-pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is  peththa  
thaai [missing letter- the -]-   mother  ; thaai- mother;  peththa / padaiththa - 
created .  

abba   has the consonant – [- pa-] - -and the  other interpretaion  of the  word 
is  maathaa [Skt]  [missing letter- the -]-- mother . 

abba   has the consonant – [- pa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  thanthai 
missing letter- the -]-  father . 

abba   has the consonant –  pa - -and the  other interpretation  of the  word is 
[missing letter- the -]-  thoapanaar- father.  

abba   has the consonant – [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   unthai / 
nunthai – [   missing letter- the -]- your father ; un- your; thanthai – father  .  

abba   has the consonant – [- pa-] - -and the  other interpretaion  of the  word 
is  aththaa [Arabic] [  missing letter- the -]-  father . 

abba   has the consonant –  pa- -and the  other interpretaion  of the  word is  
pithaa  [Skt] -[  missing letter- the -]-  father . 

abba   has the consonant – pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  appi- elder 
sister.  

abba   has the consonant – pa--and the  original Tamil  word is appaththai ––-[  
missing letter- the -]-  elder sisiter . 

abba   has the consonant – pa--and the  original Tamil  word is ap-poopan-  
fathers’s father.   

abba   has the consonant – [-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is amm -
moomaa- mother’s mother; amma- mummy  . 

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]--and the  original Tamil  word is thoththaa- 
[missing letter- the -]-  aunt . 
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abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaththai- [  
missing letter- the -]-  elder sister.  

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thannai- 
[missing letter- the -]-  elder sister.  

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  aththai- [ 
missing letter- the -]-  aunt.  

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thamayan- 
[missing letter- the -]-  brother.  

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  eesan [ 
missing letter- sa-] –elder brother / god . 

abba   has the consonant –[- pa-]  -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
achchan- [  missing letter- sa-]- father  . 

abba   has the consonant – pa- -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
appichchan- [  missing letter- sa-]- father.  

abba   has the consonant – [- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  sinna-
amma- [ missing letter-sa-]- little mother /aunt ; sinna- small ;amma- mummy . 

 abba   has the consonant – pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  mooththa pen- 
[ missing letter- the -]-   eldest daughter . 

abba   has the consonant – pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paatti [ missing 
letter- the -]- grand mother . 

abba   has the consonant – pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   paeththi- [ 
missing letter- the -]-   grand daughter.  

abba   has the consonant – [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaaththa- [  
missing letter- the -]-   grand father.  

abba   has the consonant – [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaatha-[ 
missing letter- the -]-  father.    
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abba   has the consonant – pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paattan-[ 
missing letter- the -]-  great  grand father . 

abba   has the consonant – pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  mup- paattan [  
missing letter- the -]-  great great grand father.  

abba   has the consonant – [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ottan [   
missing letter- the -]-–great  great  grand father . 

abba   has the consonant – pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  sinna ponnu [  
missing letter- sa-]-   youngest daughter  ; sinna- small /young ; ponnu- girl . 

abba   has the consonant – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  aachchi- [  
missing letter- sa-]-   eldest daughter/ grand mother . 

abba   has the consonant – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  maaman 
uncle . 

abba   has the consonant – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is maami- 
father’s sister.  

abba   has the consonant –-pa--and the original Tamil  word is  paappa- baby . 

abba   has the consonant – -pa--and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
paiyan - boy.  

abba   has the consonant – -pa--and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
boy.  

abba   has the consonant  -pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  thampi [ missing  
letter- the -]  - boy / younger brother . 

abba   has the consonant – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  mun- noadi-[ 
missing  letter- the -] -  ancestor; mun- early/ front  . 

abba   has the consonant – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  moothaathai 
missing  letter- the -]  - ancestor.  
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abba   has the consonant – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  num mun-  
your ancestor ;  nam mun- our ancestor.  

 

gišab-ba: (cf., giš-ab-ba(-k)).  

 

ab-ba-uru: city elder ('elder' + 'city').  

*abburu  has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uoor / 
paer uoor  -  city ; paer- big .  

*abburu  has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uoor 
periyoar  -city  elder.   

abburu  has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uoor 
naattanmai  /themmaan [ missing letter- the-] –village head ; uoor- village; 
naataanmai- chief. 

abburu  has the consonants –pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uoor 
perusu  /saeri  perusu / puram perisu  [ missing letter- sa-] – village elder ; 
saeri –village ;  uoor- village ; perisu –big . 

abburu  has the consonants - pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor 
mooppar- village elder; mooppar- elder .  

abburu  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor 
karai kaaran [ missing letter- ka-] - village officer . 

abburu  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  uoor  maniya-k- kaarar [ missing letter- ka-]- village munsif . 

abburu  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  uoor / kirama [Skt]  koar kaaran-[ missing letter- ka-]- village  
servant ; kirama- village . 
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abburu  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- and the   original Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  uoor kanakkar/ kanakku aayar -[ missing letter- 
ka-]-  -village accountant; uoor- village; kanakku –accounts; kanakkar-
accountant  . 

abburu  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is uoor/ puram / kirama   karnam -[ missing letter- ka-]- village 
accountant . 

abburu  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is uoor / puram / kirama karuneekan / karanikkan -[ missing letter- ka-]- 
village accountant . 

abburu  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is uoor  / kirama[Skt]  – vaariyam-[ missing letter- ka-]-  village 
assembly / committee . 

abburu  has the consonants – pa-–Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is uoorin mika periya panakkaaran--[ missing letter- ka-]-  village rich 
man ; panam- money ; pana-k-kaaran-  one with money ; uoor- village; periya- 
big . 

abburu  has the consonants – pa- –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  uoor parikaari [Skt]  --[ missing letter- ka-]-  village barber / pariyaari . 

abburu  has the consonants – pa- –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is uoor   karppakan [Skt] --[ missing letter- ka-]-  village barber . 

abburu  has the consonants –[- pa-] -–Ra- and the original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  uoor  mayir vinaignar -[ missing letter- ka-]-  village barber; 
uoor- village ; mayir- hair  ; vinai –action . 

abburu  has the consonants – pa- –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  uoor siraiyan-[ missing letter- sa-]-  village barber.  
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abburu  has the consonants – pa-–Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  uoor kaappoan -[ missing letter- ka-]--village watchman ; kaakka- 
to  protect . 

abburu  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  uoor kaavar-k-karan-  -[ missing letter- ka-]--village watchman . 

abburu  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   uoor kai -vinaignar -[ missing letter- ka-]—village artisan ; kai- 
hand  ; vinai –action . 

abburu  has the consonants –   pa--Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  uoor perun -k-kani -[ missing letter- ka-]-chief village astrologer; 
periya –big  ; kaniyan- astrologer ; kanippu- to assess /to estimate   . 

abburu  has the consonants –  [- pa-]--Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   uoor kammiyar -[ missing letter- ka-]--  smith/ weaver . 

abburu  has the consonants –[- pa-] –Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   kiramaiyan/ kiramani [Skt] -[ missing letter- ka-]- villager; 
kirama[Skt] - village . 

abburu  has the consonants –pa-Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   naattu puraththaan--[ missing letter- the -]- villager; naattu puram- 
country  side; puram –side .  

abburu  has the consonants –pa-Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   naattu puram---[ missing letter- the -]-  village side . 

abburu  has the consonants –[-pa-]-Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is uoor  mandram  -[ missing letter- the -]-  village  community hall ; 
mandram-  hall /assembly . 

abburu  has the consonants – pa-Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   uoor pandri / naattu pandri -[ missing letter- the -]-village pig ; pandri- 
pig . 
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abburu  has the consonants – [- pa-] -Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   uooraa- village cow . 

abburu  has the consonants –  pa--Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   puram- city  / town/  village . 

abburu  has the consonants –  pa--Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  pooriyam- agricultural town  . 

abburu  has the consonants –  pa--Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   uoor- village. 

abburu  has the consonants –  pa--Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   paer uoor- big village ; paer- big . 

abburu  has the consonants – [-pa-] -Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   moothoor – [ missing letter- the -] -  old town . 

abburu  has the consonants –  [- pa-] --Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  siru uoor--[ missing letter- sa--]-– small village ;siru –small   . 

abburu  has the consonants –  [- pa-]--Ra- and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  saeri -[ missing letter- sa--]-–village  . 

 

itiab(-ba)-è: calendar month 10 at Nippur during Ur III.  

 Itiab  has the consonants-  the- pa – and the   original Tamil  word is 
paththaam matham  - 10th month; paththu -10 ; maatham- month . 

Itiab  has the consonants-  the- [- pa-]  – and the   original Tamil  word is  Thai 
matham / aattu mandai maatham ; aadu –ram; mandai- head; maatham- 
month . 

Itiab  has the consonants-  the- [- pa-]  – and the   original Tamil  word is  Aadi  
maatham  / Nandu  maatham ;  nandu- crab ; maatham- month . 
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Itiab  has the consonants-  the-  pa- – and the   original Tamil  word is  Ippasi   
maatham  [ missing  letter- sa-]-Tamil  month  . 

Itiab  has the consonants-  the- [- pa-]  – and the   original Tamil  word is  Maasi 
maatham [ missing  letter- sa-]- Tamil  month .  

 

 

ab-ki-iz: clean furrow, unobstructed by weeds ('niche' + 'trimmed').  

abkiiz  has the consonants –[-pa-] – ka-  sa –and the  original Tamil  word is saal 
kuzhi [ missing  letter- zha/ la -] -  furrow.  

abkiiz  has the consonants –-pa-– ka-  sa –and the  original Tamil  word is kalai 
illa / neekkiya   saal  pallam/ saal kuzhi    [ missing  letter- zha/ la -] - furrow 
without  weed  ; kalai –weed ; illai- nil ;   ; neekku –remove  ; saal kuzhi- furrow 
; pallam- pit . 

abkiiz  has the consonants –-pa-– ka- [- sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is 
valapaankku   [ missing  letter-  la -] – niche . 

abkiiz  has the consonants –-[-pa-]-– ka- [- sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukkamaikka  [ missing  letter-zha -]  -  to trim . 

abkiiz  has the consonants –-[-pa-]-– ka- - sa-–and the  original Tamil  word is 
seer  amaikka  [ missing  letter-Ra -] - trim  

abkiiz  has the consonants –-pa-– ka- [- sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is 
narukka  [ missing  letter-Ra -]  - trim . 

 

ab-làl: phonetic writing of ablal(3).  

 

ab-sín; ab-si-im-ma; ab-sù-na: furrow ('niche' + 'to sift').  
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absin    has the consonants –pa- sa -an –and the  original Tamil  word is saal 
paasanam [ missing letter- la-] – furrow irrigation; paasanam- irrigation .  

absin    has the consonants –[-pa-]- [-sa-] -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
munn-eedu [ missing letter- the-] - - cavity , niche  in awall for  a light or image. 

absin    has the consonants –[-pa-]- [-sa-] -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
thani idam [ missing letter- the-] - - niche ; thani  -separate; idam- place . 

absin    has the consonants –[-pa-]- [-sa -]-an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
thun [ missing letter- the-] – cavity . 

absin    has the consonants –[-pa-]- sa -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
alasa-num [ missing letter- la-] – sift.  

absin    has the consonants –[-pa-]- sa -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
sallanum [ missing letter- la-] –sift. 

absin    has the consonants –[-pa-]- sa -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
saliththida-num  [ missing letters- la-  and -sa-]- sift.  

 

ab-sín-gilim-ba/ma: crossing, transversal furrow, possibly for drainage 
('furrow' + 'to cross plow' ( + 'its') + nominative).  

absingilimba  has the consonants –-[-pa-]- [-sa-]- an -ka –la- ma – [-pa-]-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is vaelaanmai – ploughing / agriculture .   

absingilimba  has the consonants –-[-pa-]- [-sa-]- an -ka –la- ma – [-pa-]-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is uzhavan  makan – plough man . 

absingilimba  has the consonants –-[-pa-]- [-sa-]- an -ka –la- ma – [-pa-]-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is vaellaan makan  /vaelaan makan – ploughman; 
makan- son ; vaellaalan/ vellaalan  – farmer . 

absingilimba  has the consonants –-pa- sa- an -ka –la- ma – [-pa-]-  and the  
original Tamil  word is uzhavu  vaelaan  paasanam  – plough cultivation.  
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absingilimba  has the consonants –-[-pa-]- [-sa-]- an -ka –la- ma – [-pa-]-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is maelaaka  uzhuthida vaendum [ missing letter –the 
-]  -plough lightly; maelaaka- lightly  ;  uzhuka- to plough .  

absingilimba  has the consonants –-pa- sa- an -ka –la- ma – -pa-  and the  
original Tamil  word is    yaeru  pootti vayalil  / kalaniyil  kalappai   kondu 
kurukku  saal  oatti    vellaanmai  seithida vaendum [ missing letters –Ra -and - 
the -]   - cultivation  by   cross  ploughing ;   yaeru –plough  ; kalani- farm land ; 
kalappai- plough ; vaelaanmai- agriculture . 

absingilimba  has the consonants –-pa- [-sa-]- an -ka –la- ma – [-pa-]-  and the  
original Tamil  word is adi   munn  kalappai  [ missing letter- the -] -plough,  
subsoil ;  adi munn- sub  soil  .  

 absingilimba  has the consonants –-pa- [-sa-]- an -ka –la- ma – [-pa-]-  and the  
original Tamil  word is kalappiayinaal   uzhutha  nilam [missing letter- the -] – 
ploughed soil; nilam-  land  . 

absingilimba  has the consonants –-pa- [-sa-]- an -ka –la- ma – [-pa-]-  and the  
original Tamil  word is neettu  poakkil / vaakkil   uzhuthida  vaendum [ missing 
letter- the -]  -ploughing  length wise; neettu vaakkil- length wise ; uzhuthidu –
to plough.  

absingilimba  has the consonants –-[ - pa-] -sa- an -ka –la- ma – [-pa-]-  and the  
original Tamil  word is nedunchchaal  vaelaanmai -  cultivation  by  ploughing  
length wise; vaelaanmai- plouging/ agriculture  .  

absingilimba  has the consonants –-[ - pa-] –[-sa-]- an -ka –la- ma – [-pa-]-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  uzhavanin mattaan-k-kole [ missing letter- the -]  -  
drover/ rod of ploughmen .  

absingilimba  has the consonants –-[ - pa-] –[-sa-]- an -ka –la- ma – [-pa-]-  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  uzhu munai  kozhu – plough share.  

absingilimba  has the consonants –-- pa-–sa- an -ka –la- ma –-pa-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  saal   uzhum  poathu   kozhu  nilaththil   undaakum   
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neel vatta  pallam[ missing letter- the -]   – furrow whole ploughing; neelam- 
length; vattam- circle;  pallam- pit  .  

absingilimba  has the consonants –-- pa-–sa- an -ka –la- ma –-[-pa-]-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  inai varisai saal   paasanam  [ missing letter- Ra -]   -  
paired  row furrow irrigation ; ianai –parallel ;varisai- row . 

absingilimba  has the consonants –-- pa-–sa- an -ka –la- ma –-[-pa-]-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  idai vita  saal paasanam[ missing letter- the -]  - skip  
furrow irrigation ; idai- gap ;vidu –to leave . 

absingilimba  has the consonants –-- pa-–sa- an -ka –la- ma –--pa-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  aazha  saal  akala paaththi  paasanam [ missing letter- 
the -]  -   cultivation by broad bed furrow  ;aazham- depth ; akalam-  width. 

 

áb-ama: mother cow ('cow' + 'mother'). 

abama  has the  consonants- [-pa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is amma- 
mother . 

abama  has the  consonants--pa -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is appa   
amma – father and mother . 

abama  has the  consonants- [-pa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is moei- 
mother. 

abama  has the  consonants- [-pa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is manai- 
mother. 

abama  has the  consonants--pa--ma -and the  original Tamil  word is amma 
pasu [ missing  letter- sa-] – mother cow.  

 

 áb-amar: mother cow ('cow' + 'calf').  
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abamar  has the consomnats-  [-pa-]  -ma- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
naaram -  calf.  

abamar  has the consomnats-  [-pa-]  -ma- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
moothaari   [ missing letter- the -] -a calf almost weaned.  

abamar  has the consomnats-  [-pa-]  -ma- Ra -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is ama mara- mother. 

abamar  has the consomnats-  [-pa-]  -ma- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
maaa thiru [ missing letter- the -]  mother/ cow.  

 

áb-gir15/gi7[KU]: domestic cow ('cow' + 'domestic').  

abgir  has the consonants – [- pa-] --Ra - ka - – and the  original Tamil  word is 
karavai / karavu -  milch cow . 

abgir  has the consonants -  pa --Ra - ka - – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaaram pasu  [ missing  letter- sa-] – black cow ; karumai- black . 

abgir  has the consonants – [- pa-]  --Ra - ka - – and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  varsai [ missing  letter- sa-] – barren cow.  

abgir  has the consonants – [- pa-]  --Ra - ka - – and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  koa-rosanai [ missing  letter- sa-]- cow’s bezoar. 

abgir  has the consonants –  pa  --Ra - ka - – and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  pee-vari -  cow . 

abgir  has the consonants – [ -pa-] --Ra - ka - – and the  original Tamil  word is 
aa-vaeru  -bull-  as the male of the cow ; aa- cow;  yaeru  -bull .  

abgir  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  --Ra - ka - – and the  original Tamil  word is 
suravi-[ missing  letter- sa-]  - celestial cow.  

abgir  has the consonants – [- pa-]  --Ra - ka - – and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  kaariyam  [Skt]  -  cow dung.  
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abgir  has the consonants -  [-pa-]  --Ra - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
eru viraatti - [ missing  letter- the -] - cow dung cake ; eru –fertilizer/manure  .  

abgir  has the consonants -  [- pa-]  --Ra - ka - – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaaraa-  - black  cow.  

abgir  has the consonants -  pa --Ra - ka - – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aavin paar-  cow’s milk;   paar/ paal- milk ;  aa  - cow .  

abgir  has the consonants  -  [-pa -] -Ra - ka - – and the  original Tamil  word is  
karavai  maadu [ missing  letter- the -] – milch cow.  

abgir  has the consonants  -  [-pa -] -Ra - ka - – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadaari  kandru [ missing  letter- the -] -  cow calf; kandru –calf  . 

abgir  has the consonants  -  [-pa -] -Ra - ka - – and the  original Tamil  word is   
aan kandru [ missing  letter- the -] -  bull calf.  

abgir  has the consonants  -  [-pa -] -Ra - ka - – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kadaai kandru  [ missing  letter- the -] -  bull calf. 

abgir  has the consonants  -  [-pa -] -Ra - ka - – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuttaeru -[ missing  letter- the -] -  small bull; kuttai- short / small; yaeru –bull .    

abgir  has the consonants  - [- pa -] --Ra - ka – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  eththuvaram--[ missing  letter- the -] - bull .  

 abgir  has the consonants  -  pa --Ra - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
uthai kaar pasu [ missing  letters- the –and –sa- ]- kicking cow.  

abgir  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  --Ra - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
saen -k-kandru  [ missing  letters- the –and –sa- ]. 

abgir  has the consonants  -  pa --Ra - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
manji virattuka / viratti pidikka [ missing  letters- the –and –sa- ]-bull baiting’ 
virattuka- to chase  ; pidikka- to catch . 
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abgir  has the consonants  -  pa --Ra - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  pora 
viduka -[ missing  letter- the -] - to bait   . 

abgir  has the consonants  -[-  pa-]  --Ra - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
oatti  viduthar [ missing  letter- the -] - to bait ; oaatti viduthar –to drive away . 

abgir  has the consonants  -  pa --Ra - ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  virushapam  -[ missing  letter-sa--] – bull /  a pappal bull . 

 

áb-gud-há: herd ('cow' + 'bull' + 'assorted, mixed').  

abgudha  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaal nadai koottam [ missing letter- la-] –herd of cattle; kaal nadai- cattle  ; 
kaal- leg; nadai –walking ; koottam- group . 

abgudha  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is    
kal nadai thokuthi [ missing letter- la-] –herd of cattle; thokuthi -group. 

abgudha  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaal nadai kuzhaam [ missing letter- la-] –herd of cattle; kuzhaam- group . 

abgudha  has the consonants -  [-pa-]- ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaal nadai kilai [ missing letter- la-] –herd of cattle; kilai- group / branch . 

abgudha  has the consonants -  -pa -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is   
aadu  maadu maeikkum Idiayan  / Kovan / Konaan  / Maeippan/  Andan -cow 
herd  ; aadu –goat; maadu- cattle; maeikka- to pasture ; Idaiyan- shepherd .  

*abgudha  has the consonants -  -pa -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is   
poakadi -  a stary  cow or bullock  .  

*abgudha  has the consonants -  -pa -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is   
pakadu – buffalo  bull.  

abgudha  has the consonants -  [-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaatta –wild cow.  
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abgudha  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kaama  thaenu – cash cow  ; kaasu  panam  kodukkum  maadu . 

abgudha  has the consonants -  -pa -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is   
maattu kottam- cow shed;   kottam/ kottakai  –shed .  

abgudha  has the consonants -  -pa -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is   
maattu thaavanai – cow market  ; maadu –cattle .  

abgudha  has the consonants -  -pa -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is   
thavittu unni- cow tick ; unni –tick . 

abgudha  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kudum suttu [ missing letter –sa-] –cow; kudam- pot .  

abgudha  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kaai madi – the udder of cow or buffalo; kaai- breast ; madi –udder . 

abgudha  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vidai- bull. 

abgudha  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kadaa maadu  -bull. 

abgudha  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kottiyam – bull. 

 abgudha  has the consonants -  -pa- -ka  -the—and the  other interpretation  
of the  word is   koa -pathi – bull. 

abgudha  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  other interpretation  
of the  word is   vakathi  -bull. 

abgudha  has the consonants -  -pa- -ka  -the—and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is   vidapam – bull. 

abgudha  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kundai- bull. 
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abgudha  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kandi  -buffalo  bull. 

 abgudha  has the consonants -  -[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kuththam- bull.  

abgudha  has the consonants --pa -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is  
vakai paduththuka – assort  ; vakai- kind .  

abgudha  has the consonants –[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is  
thokukka- assort.  

abgudha  has the consonants –[-pa-] -ka  -the—and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalappaanathu  [ missing  letter- la-] –mixed.  

 

áb-máh[AL]: cow in 3rd year of life that has calved ('cow' + 'calf').  

abmahal  has the consonants –[- pa-]  -ma - ka  -la   - and the   original Tamil  
word is  koolam –cow.  

abmahal  has the consonants –[- pa-]  -ma - ka  -la   - and the  other 
interpretation of the word is    ulunookam – cow.  

abmahal  has the consonants –[- pa-]  -ma - ka  -la   - and the  other 
interpretation of the word is    naalikam –buffalo . 

abmahal  has the consonants –[- pa-]  -ma - ka  -la   - and the   original Tamil  
word is  ilamkaali  -calf; ilamai- youth .  

abmahal  has the consonants –[- pa-]  -ma - ka  -la   - and the   original Tamil  
word is  moonu    akavai  ulla  koolam – cow of three years; moonu -3; akavai- 
age ; ulla- having  . 

abmahal  has the consonants –[- pa-]  -ma - ka  -la   - and the   original Tamil  
word is  kannu  poatta  koolam [ missing letter –the -] – cow that has calved; 
kannu- little cow/calf . 
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áb-sag: a piece of tableware (?). 

absag   has the consonants-[- pa-] - sa -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
saanikai  - an  earthern  dish . 

absag   has the consonants-[- pa-] - sa -ka -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kooja- jug.  

absag   has the consonants-[- pa-] - sa -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
saakai –jug.  

absag   has the consonants-[- pa-] - sa -ka -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  jug [E] . 

absag   has the consonants-[- pa-] – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
karakam   [missing letter- Ra-]  – jug . 

absag   has the consonants-[- pa-] - sa -ka -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  var kari [missing letter- Ra-]   - jug.  

absag   has the consonants-[- pa-] – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kendi  [ missing letter- the-]   -jug.  

absag   has the consonants-[- pa-] – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanni kinnam [ missing letter- the-]  - water jug / cup; thanni –water  . 

 absag   has the consonants-- pa- – -sa- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
saappattu  kinnam [ missing letter- the-] – eating  bowl /cup ; saapaadu –food . 

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]- – -sa- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
soaththu  kinnam [ missing letter- the-]  - rice bowl  ; soaru – cooked rice/ 
saatham –cooked rice .  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]- – -sa- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
suththikai [ missing letter- the-]  –a shallow dish. 
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 absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]- – -sa- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sakadam/ sadakam  [ missing letter- the-]  – plate.  

 absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]- – -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is unavu  thattam [ missing letter- the-]  – plate; unavu –food; thattu- 
plate  .  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]- – -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is kannda thattu [ missing letter- the-]  – plate.  

absag   has the consonants—pa-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
seena  peenkkaan  yaenam  [ missing letter- pa-] -   clay dish .  

absag   has the consonants—pa-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
akappai [ missing letter- pa-]  - ladle.  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thattu adukku [ missing letter- the-]  – pile of plates; adukku- pile .  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa--]– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kummattai [ missing letter- the-]  – chafing  dish . 

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kundu / kundaan[ missing letter- the-]  - round vessel.  

 absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  unn kalam [ missing  letter- la-] – eating bowl  ;unnu –eat; kalam- vessel .  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaanali [ missing  letter- la-]  -frying pan.  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kuvalai  [ missing  letter- la-]  – tumbler. 

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kavizhi [ missing  letter-zha-]   -tumbler.  
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absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kai -kazhuvum  kinnam [ missing  letter- zha-]  – finger bowl ; kai- hand; 
kazhuvu –wash; kinnam- cup  . 

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    velli  kinnam [ missing  letter- la-] - slilver vessel ; velli -silver. 

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    nei  kinnam -  ghee cup  ;nei –ghee .  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    vennai kinnam – cheese / butter  cup ;  vennai- butter  . 

absag   has the consonants-  pa-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
uppu  kinam  – salt cup ; uppu –salt .  

absag   has the consonants—pa-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
pon kinnam- [ missing letter-pa -] -   gold cup ; pon- gold . 

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    thankka  kinnam [ missing letter- the-]  –gold cup; thankkam –gold .  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-–--sa-- -ka -  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   venjjana  kinnam – cup  for side dish; venjjanam- side dish   . 

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    rasa  /saaru  kinnam [ missing letter-Ra -]  – juice cup; saaru –juice; rasa- 
juice  . 

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    alavu  kinnam- measuring cup; alavu- measuring  .  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    koarikai [ missing letter-Ra -]   – ladle.  

 absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]---sa-- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
saraakai [ missing letter- Ra-]   –metal  cup .  
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absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    mathu   /thaen  kinnam [ missing letter- the-]  – wine cup;  mathu  -wine; 
thaen- honey /wine  ; kinnam- cup . 

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the other interpretation  
of the word is  catamite [Greek] [ missing letter- the-]  .   

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mat  -kinnam [ missing letter- the-]  - earthern cup .  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -sa- -ka -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  sattuvam [ missing letter- the-]  – ladle.  

absag   has the consonants—pa-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaampu  k-kinnam -ladle.  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    mukavai-  ladle.  

absag   has the consonants—[-pa-]-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    thavu -vi [ missing letter- the-]  – ladle . 

absag   has the consonants—-pa-– -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
poakani  [ missing letter- pa-] – cup . 

absag   has the consonants—-pa-– --sa- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
santhana  kinnam [missing letter- the-] -sandal paste cup; santhanam –sandal .   

 

 áb-úr: a piece of tableware (?) 

abur has the  consonants  -pa- Ra and the  interpretation of the   word is 
paaththiram  [ missing letter- the-]  - vessel  /cup / hollow utensil . 

abur has the  consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is  munn 
iyatru [ missing letter- the-]   -  earthen vessel ; munn –soil . 
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abur has the  consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is thayir  
yaenam  [ missing letter- the-] -  vessel  for curd ; thayir- curd .  

abur has the  consonants  -pa- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is aeinthu  arai  
petti [ missing letter- the-]  -a box of five divisions for keeping spices  ; aeinthu- 
5; arai- room . 

abur has the  consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is uruttu [ 
missing letter- the-]   - bowl.   

abur has the  consonants  -pa- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is piri  manai  – 
a wisp to put under a pot.  

abur has the  consonants  -pa- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is thanneer 
paanai  [ missing letter- the-]   -water pot; thanneer- water; paanai- pot.  

     abur has the  consonants  -pa- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is arisi   paanai  [ 
missing letter- sa -]  – rice pot;  arisi- rice; paanai- pot.  

     abur has the  consonants  -pa- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is paruppu  
paanai  - dhal  pot.  

     abur has the  consonants  -pa- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is panneer  
sempu   [ missing letter- sa -]   -a pot for  sprinkling rose water;   sempu –a 
copper vessel . 

abur has the  consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is maravai  [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  a wooden vessel. 

abur has the  consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is moar 
kinnam [ missing letter- ka-] -  cup  for butter milk; kinnam- cup  ;  moar-  
butter milk  / diluted  curd .  

abur has the  consonants  -pa- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is paar kinnam [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -milk  cup; paar/ paal- milk . 

abur has the  consonants  -pa- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is moar paanai 
– pot for butter milk . 
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abur has the  consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is uooru-kaai 
kinnam [ missing letter- ka-]-  cup  for pickles ;  uooru   kaai –pickle . 

abur has the  consonants  -[-pa-]- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is saarani  [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  a kind of  ladle.  

abur has the  consonants  -pa- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is  paari – liquor 
jug.  

ad-da: (cf., ada). 

 

 ad...gi4: to echo; to ponder; to take counsel (with someone: -da-) ('shout' + 
'to answer').  

adgi   has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaththuka  -
shout. 

adgi   has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kooviduka- 
to howl  /scream. 

adgi   has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  osasai iduka 
[ missing letter- sa-]  –to shout   ; saththam iduka . 

adgi   has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thondai vida  
-to howl  ;  thondai- throat . 

 adgi   has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vidai 
kodukka  -answer;   vidai –answer; kodukka- give . 

adgi   has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  enniduka- 
ponder. 

adgi   has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ninaiththiduka – ponder. 

adgi   has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
yoasiththiduka [ missing letter- sa-]  - think. 
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adgi   has the consonants- the- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sinthiththiduka[ missing letter- sa-]    -think.  

adgi   has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  oathi  
viduka – to counsel. 

adgi   has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  uaasau  
kaetkka [ missing letter- sa-] – to counsel. 

 

ad...gi4-gi4: to give counsel; to converse (confidentially) (cf., ad...gi4 ). 

 adgigi  has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
uraiyaaduka   /   koodi  uraiyaadu  [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -converse.  

adgigi  has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
kulaaviduka [ missing  letter- la-]- converse. 

adgigi  has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
alavalaaviduka [ missing  letter- la-] -converse. 

adgigi  has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaathoadu kaathaa kathaiththidu  / munu munu ththiduka – to  say/ whisper in 
the ears ; kaathu- ear;  kathaiththiduka- say ; munu  munukka- whisper. 

adgigi  has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    oathuka –
say. 

adgigi  has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  munu 
munuththiduka –to whisper. 

adgigi  has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    oathi  
viduka – to counsel. 

 adgigi  has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is usaavu  
kaet-k-ka  [ missing  letter- sa-]- - to counsel. 
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 ad-kub4[KID]: reed weaver; wicker-worker; maker of reed mats, boats, and 
containers. 

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paai  
mudaivoan - mat weaver; paai- mat; mudaika- to knit . 

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kasanku  koodai   /  eechchaan-k-kudai  pinnuvoan [ missing letter- sa-]  -maker 
of wicker basket ;  pinnu –plait ; koodai- basket; echcham –palm .  

 ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kodi koodai mudaivoan / pinnuvaon – maker of wicker basket  ; pinnvoan- one 
who   knits .  

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thompai   koondu  mudaivoan - maker of wicker basket.  

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vattikai –wicker boat ; vattikai mudaivoan/ pinnuvoan- maker of wicker boat.  

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padaku  kattuvoan – maker of boat  ; padaku –boat; kattu –build .  

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoani  mudaivoan  / kattuvoan – maker of boat  ; thoani  -boat  / float. 

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padaku  oaattti  -boat man ; padaku- boat  ; oaattu –to drive  . 

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padaku  poatti / padaku  panthayam - boat race; panthayam- contest/ race .  

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padaku  paattu  -boat song ; paattu –song .  

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padakin   vaekam- boat speed; vaekam- speed .  
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ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padaku  veedu -  boat house ;  veedu –house . 

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaadakai  padaku – hire boat ; vaadakai- rent .  

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padaku  payanam-  boat trip; payanam –travel . 

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoani  oaattupavan- boat man; thoani –boat ; oaattu  -to drive/ to row  .  

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  poatha vaakan – boat man ; poatham- boat . 

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padaku  thuduppu – boat pole; thuduppu –paddle . 

ad-kub   has the consonants –the-  ka-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pettakam  aakkuvoan – maker of box  ; pettakam- box ; aakku –make .  

 

 ad-kíd: reed mat plaiter ('father' + kid, 'reed mat'). 

adkid  has the consonants –the- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thadukku – mat. 

adkid  has the consonants –the- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
keeththu  paai  mudaivoan  / pinniduvoan [ missing letter- pa-]  – reed mat 
plaiter;   keeththu  paai-  reed mat ; pinnu- knit; mudaika- to weave  .  

*adkid  has the consonants –the- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is aattu 
kutti –kid goat ;  kutti aadu ; kuttan  ;  aadu –goat  ; kutti- kid  .  

adkid  has the consonants –the- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
peththa thakappan/ peththavan  [ missing letter- pa-] –natural father;  
peththa- begotten ; thakappan- father  . 
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adkid  has the consonants –the- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
padaiththavan- creator  [ of life]; padaika- to create  . 

adkid  has the consonants –the- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is -
thanthavan – giver [of life]  ; thaa- give ;  thanthidu –to give . 

 

 ad...ša4: to wail; to resound; to sing ('song' + 'to mourn').  

adsa  has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is paattu 
paadu [misising  letter- pa-]  - to sing  a song / hymn . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  paattu 
padi [misising  letter- pa-]  - to sing  a song  ; padi- sing/ read/ learn . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   pann- 
paadu  [misising  letter- pa-]  - to sing  a song ;  pann- song ; paadu –to sing . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
paadanam –[misising  letter- pa-] -  singing . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  nayam 
/ ini- mai yaa paadu misising  letter- pa-] –sing  sweetly  ; nayam- sweet/ 
pleasantness  . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is oththu 
paada-[misising  letter- pa-] -  to sing in a concert . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the –[- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is inainthu  
paadu -[misising  letter- pa-] -  sing along . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the – sa--and the  original Tamil  word is pann isai-
ththidu  -[misising  letter- pa-] - sing ; pann- song  ; isai- music . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the – sa--and the  original Tamil  word is oasai-
yoadu  oaathu – recite; oaasai- sound; oaathu- recite  . 
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adsa  has the consonants  -the – sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  thuthi  sei 
– sing.  

adsa  has the consonants  -the – [- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is   thukki 
/ thukkam / kaetham [Skt]   kondaadau  [ missing letter- ka-] – mourn . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the – [- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is   
thukka veedu-[ missing letter- ka-] -  mouning house; veedu- house .  

adsa  has the consonants  -the – [- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is   
thuyaram / thuyar -uru -[ missing letter- Ra-]-  mourning . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the – [- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  mana 
thunpam- -[ missing letter- pa-]-   grief; manam- mind; thunpam- suffering .    

adsa  has the consonants  -the – sa--and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is sinthanai – grief.  

adsa  has the consonants  -the – [- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is mondu 
– worry  . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the – [- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  
thathumpida / thathumpidum oaasai  -[ missing letter- pa-]- resound  ; oaasai- 
sound  . 

adsa  has the consonants  -the – [- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoniththida- resound . 

 

ad-tab: rein(s) ('shout' + 'to hold; to be double'). 

adtab   has the consonants –the- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pidi – to 
hold;   pidippu ; pidimaanam[ hold]  .  

adtab   has the consonants –the- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is erattippu [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –double; erandu- 2 .  
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adtab   has the consonants –the- pa- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  thupaaraa [ missing letter- Ra-] - double.  

adtab   has the consonants –the- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is oaasai 
idu [ missing letter- sa-] – to shout; oaasai- sound .  

 

 aga(3)-ús: policeman; companion, attendant; soldier ('crown' + 'to follow').  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  interpretation of the word is 
javaan [Skt] – police . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is kaappan  /kaappu  [ missing letter- pa-] -  guard ; kaakka- to 
protect  .  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is kaavalan [ missing letter- la-]-  guard /  king . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is vaeli [ missing letter- la-]- guard . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is kaavali [ missing letter- la-]-  police duty . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is kaaval nilayam [ missing letter- la-]-  police station; nilaiyam –
station . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is kavaalaali-[ missing letter- la-]- watch man ; kaaval- to watch /guard/ 
protection .  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is thee  kuchchi [ missing letter- the-] -  police constable  . 
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agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is sae-k-kaali  [ missing letter- la-]- buddy . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is kannaalan [ missing letter- la-]-  companion . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is kaelan-[ missing letter- la-]-companion . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is kaelvan [ missing letter- la-] -companion . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is koalai -[ missing letter- la-] -   female companion .  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is saka  /sakaaiyan / saki  [Skt] -  companion . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is paankkan / paankki [ missing letter- pa-] -  companion  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is undan vanthi  [ missing letter –the -]- companion  . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is inankki  - girls’s companion . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is udan oththavan  /udan vanthavan [ missing letter –the -]- 
companion . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is thunaivan  [ missing letter –the -]-–companion . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is arukan [ missing letter –Ra -]- companion . 
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agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is inaiyavan- friend ; inai –equal   . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is aanavan-  friend . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is yaekeeyan-  friend . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is sakkiyan- friend . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is nakaivan – friend  . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is nayavan-  friend ; nayam- pleasantness . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is vanganan / vanganaththi [ missing letter –the -]-– male friend/ 
female friend . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is ezhuval -[ missing  letter- la-] -  male friend . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is ezhuvai-[ missing  letter- la-] - female friend . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is uyavu   thunai -[ missing letter –the -] -  intimate friend  ; thunai- 
companion . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is thannavan [ missing letter –the -] –friend . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is vakathi [ missing letter –the -]-  friend. 
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agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is vaanthavan [ missing letter –the -]-  friend. 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is vaettoan- [ missing letter –the -]-  friend.  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is sinaekithan  [Skt] [ missing letter –the -]- friend.  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
sasi-van  [Skt] - friend . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –sa- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
saevakan [Skt]   -  soldier  /attendent . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is kai  aal- [ missing  letter- la-] - personal  attendant  ; kai- hand / arm; 
aal- person . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is yaevalan [ missing  letter- la-]- attendant . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   naaya-k-kan-  soldier.  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  makan – warrior. 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  aakaviyan  -   warrior.  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  saenai /  ani /  maravan  /  veeran -[ missing  letter- Ra-]-  soldier ;ani- 
army ; maravan /veeran - warrior . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  ikalan  [ missing  letter- la-]  –warrior.  
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agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  kaliyan [ missing  letter- la-]  –warrior.  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  kaalai- yan [ missing  letter- la-] - warrior ; kaalai – bull/  the youth.  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  kaal - aal [ missing  letter- la-] – foot soldier; kaal- leg; aal- person .  

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  vaalu- uzhavan [ missing  letters- la/ zha -] -  soldier; vaal- sword . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  mazhavan [ missing  letter- zha-] - warrior . 

agas  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  kandan  [ missing  letter- the- ] - warrior.  

 

àga-rí(-na): (cf., agarin(2,3) or agarin4,5). 

 

 ah-du11-ga: spittle (of sorcery) ('spittle' + 'utterance').  

ahduga  has the consonants  -the- ka-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is   echchi 
thuppuka [ missing letters pa -and -sa-]  -to spit ; echchi –saliva ; thuppu- spit .  

ahduga  has the consonants  -the- ka-  and the other interpretation of the 
word is   visatham  [ missing letter- sa-] –spittle ;  vaai thanni ; vaai- mouth; 
thanni –water  .  

ahduga  has the consonants  -the- ka-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is   
kathaiththiduka- utter.  

ahduga  has the consonants  -the- ka-  and the other interpretation of the 
word is   vaatham – utterance . 
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ahduga  has the consonants  -the- ka-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is   oaasai 
seithiduka [ missing letter- sa-] – utter; oaasai –sound ; seithiduka –do / make .  

ahduga  has the consonants  -the- ka-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is   
paesiduka[ missing letters- pa -and -sa-]   –utter.  

ahduga  has the consonants  -the- ka-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is   munu -
munu ththiduka- utter. 

ahduga  has the consonants  -the- ka-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
oaathiduka- utter.  

ahduga  has the consonants  -the- ka-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is maaya 
viththai  -sorcery ; viththai- trick /wisdom  . 

 

ah...uš7[KA×LI]: to spit ('saliva' + 'spittle'). 

ahuskali   has the consonants -  ka- sa- ka-la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaai   echchilai   veliyae   umizhka – to spit  the saliva ; vaai- mouth  ; echchil –
saliva ; veliyae- out ; umizhka – to spit . 

ahuskali   has the consonants -  ka- sa- ka-la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
saalai   vaayi  yaei  kazhuvuka  -to wash  the  saliva flowing mouth ; saalai vaai 
– salivating mouth ;  kazhuvu –wash  . 

ahuskali   has the consonants -  ka- sa- ka-la  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
vaayil vilzhaichchu- spittle.  

saliva[ E]   has the consonants  -sa - la  -va  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaai  echchil- saliva  ; vaai-  mouth;  echchil  -saliva . 

spit [E]  has the consonants   - sa  -pa - the -  and the original Tamil  word is    
echchi   thuppu  -spit  ;  echchi –saliva  ;  thuppu –spit [v] . 
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                                             Page- 77  

 

 

ak-eš: because (genitival suffix + adverbial suffix).  

ak-eš  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  aakavae  
- because  ; enavae  ;  ankkanamae- thus  .  

 

al...aka: to work at hoeing ('hoe' + 'to do').  

alaka  has the consonants –la- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kalai  neekka  
-   to hoe;  kalai –weed  ; neekku- to remove . 

alaka  has the consonants –la- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kozhu  -hoe.  

 

al...di/dug4/e: to desire, pray, demand, insist (often with -ni-) ('hoe' + 'to 
make the motion of'). 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaetkai  kolluthal – to desire. ; kolla –to have  . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
naattam kolluthal  - to desire; naattam- interest .  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vizhaithal – to desire.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayaththal – to desire.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaettal – desiring . 
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aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maevuthal – desire . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aavuthal – desiring . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
thozhu thakuthal – desire.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
navilthal – desire  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ulla kidakkai – mental desire ; ullam-  soil ; kidakkai – the one that lies in the 
mind / thought ; kidakka- to lie down .  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ulavai kolluthal  - desire.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
makizhthal – desire/ pleasure.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukaththal – desire. 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayaavuthal – desire.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vemputhal – sexual desire.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vekuthal – desire ardently  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuthu kuththal-  desire eagerly. 
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aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
uvakai kolluthal- sexual desire; uvakai- happy  . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaamiththal –   sexual desire  ;  mokiththal [Skt]  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ichchai    /aasai / nasai   kollluthal  [ misijg letter- sa-] -to desire . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaanjai   kolluthal [ misijg letter- sa-] – to desire . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  akaa-k- kasiththal [Skt]  [ missing  letter- sa-] – to desire. 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  ishttam [Skt]  kolluthal [ missing  letter- sa-] – desire.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
avaa   kolluthal  -to desire. 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaathal   kolluthal –desire / to love  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aarvam   kolluthal [missing letter- Ra-] -  to show interest /desire . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaenduthal – to request / desire / pray . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
koaruthal  -desire  /request . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kattalai iduthal  -to order /desire . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kovil il aandavanai   kai kooppi  kumpiduthal [ missing  letter- pa-]  -to pray  the 
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god in the temple ; kovil- temple;  aandavan –god ; kai – hand; kai  kooppu –to 
keep the arms together ; kumpidu –worship  . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   saviththal [ missing  letter- sa-]  -to pray . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   thalai kuninthu  vanankkuthal – to pray ; thalai- head; 
kuninthidu –to bow ; vanankku –worship  . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   vaendu- koal – prayer /request .  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   vazhi  paadu   /  vazhi paduthal -  prayer /worship .  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is    kai  eduththal-  beg  ;  kai –arm; edu –take . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  naadi  yaei thaankuthal-  beg .    

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  kai neetti yaasiththal [ missing letter- sa-] –beg ; kai  neettu –
stretch the arm  .  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  thoondi  viduthal –to urge  ;  thoondu- induce . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  kadavuthal –to urge .  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  mudukki viduthal –to urge . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is vunthu viththal – urge  . 
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aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is valinthu-aakku- urge.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  uookki -iyakkuthal – urge.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  vazhakkaadu- plead.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  koluvuthal –urge on . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  nayanthu kaelu- request ; kaelu –ask; nayam- pleasantness . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   thozhukai – prayer.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   vinnappithal [ missing  letter- pa-]  -to pray ; vinnappam –
application  . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  manu koduththal  -  to apply / request ; manu –application  . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   kenji  /  kaalil   vizhunthu / kuzhainthu   kaettal-[ missing letter- 
sa-]   to pray  /request ;  kenjuka- request  ;  kaal- leg  ; vizhuka – to fall  ;kaelu 
–ask  . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la  -the -ka – and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   thuvaa [Arabic] seithal   [ missing  letter- sa-]  -prayer ; seithidu –
do . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   kaleema  oaathuthal-   to pray ; oaathu –recite . 
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aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   thaevai kolluthal –to demand ;  vaendiya thaevaikal- demands / 
needs ;   thaevai- needs  . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   valladi   vazhakku-  unreasonable demand.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is    kadumai- yaaka    vali uruththuthal-  [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  
insist[ thendi]  ;  kadumai- intense  /strong  /force  ;  vali uruththu –insist  . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   aaniththiramaaka  kaettal [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  - insist  
/demand; kaelu-ask  . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   uoondri -kaettal - [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  - insist  /demand . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   uruthiyaaka kaettal - [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  -firm demand; 
uruthi –surity . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   azhuththi   kaettal –demand/ insist . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  mudukkuthal –insist  .   

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   thae- viduthal – require.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   yaevuthal –command.  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is thaevaikalai    kaettal –demand  . 
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aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  thaevaikalai  vinavuthal –demand .  

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   kattaaya paduththuthal [ missing letter- pa-] – demand . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is  pidi vaatham [Skt] pidiththal / vidaa pidiyaaya kaettal  [ missing  
letter- pa-] – demand . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other  Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  oththai kaalil nikka-  to  insist ; oththai- single; kaal- leg ; nikka- 
to stand  . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other   interpretation  of 
the word is   akaththiyamena  saathiththal  [ missing letter –sa-] – demand/ 
insist . 

aldiduge  has the consonants-  la -the -ka – and the other   interpretation  of 
the word is   villankam- claim . 

 

 al...dù: to hoe ground that is already broken ('hoe' + 'to mould, shape'). 

aldu   has the consonants- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thular [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - to hoe.  

aldu   has the consonants- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is uzhuthal –to  
till / plough . 

aldu   has the consonants- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is koththuthal [ 
missing letter- ka-]- -to hoe.  

aldu   has the consonants- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kalai 
eduththal  [  missing letter- ka-]- –to hoe; kalai –weed .  
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aldu   has the consonants- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is achchu 
eduththal [ missing letter- sa-]- –to mould.  

aldu   has the consonants- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is mukam  
koduththal  [  missing letter- ka-]-  to give a shape; mukam- face; kodu –give.  

aldu   has the consonants- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is vadivam 
koduththal [  missing letter- ka-]-  –to give a shape ; vadivam- shape . 

aldu   has the consonants- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is vanaithal [  
missing letter- ka-]-  –to give a shape . 

 

 al-gazumx [ZUM+LAGAB]: an exotic spice. 

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- sa -ma—ka-[-sa-]-  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vaasanai   mikka   lavankkam-aromatic   clove; vaasam- smell; 
mikka- excess .  

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa-] -ma-  ka –sa- and the  original  
Tamil  word is   manam mikka / vaasam miku  yaelakkaai – aromatic  
cardamom  ;  yaelakkaai - cardamom .  

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa-] -ma-  ka –sa- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   manam mikka-  kaainchcha / sivappu  milaaki [ missing  letter- 
pa-] -  dried  red chilli ; kaaintha –dry ;  sivappu –red  . 

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- sa -ma-  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nalla  manam veesum  sullaakkaai –  capsicum ; nalla- good; manam- 
smell ; veesa- to blow . 

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa-] -ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vellai milkau – white pepper ; vellai –white . 

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa-] -ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vaal milakau - cubeb. 
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algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- sa--ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sukkum   [ kaainchcha   inji ]  milkakum - - dry  ginger and 
pepper  ;  kaaintha –dry  ;  inji –jinger ; milaku –pepper .  

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- sa--ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  manam  mikka  malai vaasam  /  manam mikka vaelasam  – 
aromatic pepper; manam- smell ; mikka- excess ; malai- mountain; vaasam- 
smell .  

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa-]--ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Koalakam – long pepper.  

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa-]--ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uva kulam –long pepper.   

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- sa--ma-  ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  eluumichcham-k-kani  -lemon. -  

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa--]-ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nalla nedi  veesum  koththa malli  vithaikal [ missing letter- the -
] – coriander seeds  ;  nalla- good; nedi –smell ; veesa- blow . 

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa--]-ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koththa malli  ilaikal[ missing letter- the -]  – fresh coriander; 
ilai- leaf . 

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa--]-ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maathulam vithaikal- [ missing letter- the -]- pomegranate 
seeds ;  vithai –seed .  

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa--]-ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kappal milakai  [ missing letter-pa- -]-  chilli  .  

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa--]-ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vara milakai  [ missing letter-Ra--]-  dried chilli ; milakaai- chilli . 

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa--]-ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kudai milakaai [ missing letter- the -]--  capsicum. 
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algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- sa--ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  suvai  mikka   /  manam veesum nelli-k-kanikal -  aromatic  
Indian gooseberry /amla ; suvai- taste  ; mikka- excess ; manam –smell ; kani –
fruit .  

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa-]--ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kunkkuma poo koozh [ missing  letter-pa- ]  -  kaesar mari ; poo- 
flower ; kunkkumam- saffron . 

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa-]--ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  elakkumi- turmeric.  

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [-sa-]--ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is kalae  yakam – turmeric . 

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- -sa--ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  manajal  kizhanku –turmeric . 

algazumx  has the consonants –la- ka- [--sa-]--ma-  ka –[-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kula vintham [ missing letter- the -]--– a kind of turmeric  used 
medicinally . 

 

 gišal-gar: musical instrument ('hoe' + 'form, appearance').  

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- la – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   vayail   kalai edukka  uthavum   vaelan karuvi / kalaru / kalai koththu  [ 
missing  letter-the-] - agricultural tool- - hoe.; vayal- filed  ; kalai –weed ; 
uthavu –help ; vaelaan- cultivation  ; karuvi –tool ; kali koththu- hoe . 

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –sa- la – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thulai isai karuvikal [  missing  letter-the-] –wind  instruments  ; thulai- hole; 
isai- music  ; karuvi- instrument .  

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- la – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thole isai karuvikal [  missing  letter-the-] – percussion  musical 
instruments   ;  thole- skin/ leather .  
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gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –sa- la – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kanchcha  karuvi- kal / karuvi  vakai kal  – gongs and symbols ; vakai –type .  

 gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –sa- la – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   narampu isai karuvikal  [ missing  letter-pa-] - string  musical instruments; 
narampu- string .  

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –sa- la – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ekkaalam  enum  isai  karuvi -  a wind instrument ; isai- music ; karuvi- 
instrument .   

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –sa- la – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pullaa-k- kuzhal enum isai karuvi - [ missing  letter-pa-] -flute.  

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- la – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   veli pura   uruva  amaippu - [ missing  letter-pa-] – external 
appearance;    veli puram- out side ; amaippu –setting .  

 

gišal-gar-sur9: musical instrument ( gišal-gar, + 'to hang, suspend' [suru5 ?]).  

gišal-gar-sur   has the consonants – ka- sa- la-  ka-Ra  -[-sa-]  -Ra –and the  
original Tamil  word is    vevu-vaeru  vakaiyaana  narampu   isai  karuvi  vakaikal 
[ missing  letter-pa-]– various kinds of stringed  music  instruments ; vevu-
vaeru –different  ; vakai –kind;  narampu –string ; isai- music  ; karuvi –
instrument . 

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –sa- la – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   surukku   kayiru  ittu   mara-ththil / saelai  thuniyil  surukku  ittttu naaluthal  
thonkuthal  [ missing  letter-the-]   –to hang  in a  noose; surukku  -noose; 
kayeiru –rope ; maram- tree ; saelai-  saree  ;thuni –cloth ; naalu- to hang  . 

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- la – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   idai thonkkal- aakuthar [ missing  letter-the-] – to suspend  ; thonkkal 
–hanging .  
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gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- la – ka- Ra – and the other 
interpretation of the word is   antharaththil  thonkka viduthar [ missing  letter-
the-]   – to suspend  ;  thonkka- to hang ; antharam- sky /space  .  

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- la – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is thar kaalikamaaka  neekkuka- [ missing  letter-the-]   suspend  ; neekku 
–remove . 

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- la – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is thar-kaalika vaelai neekkam - [ missing  letter-the-] -  suspension from 
job ;  thar kaalikam  -temporary ; vaelai –job; neekkam –removal  .  

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- la – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is iyakkam-indri  nirkka vaiththal- [ missing  letter-the-] -  suspend; 
iyakkam –action/ function ; indri –without  . 

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –-sa- la – ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  word 
is mudivu  seithidaamal vaiththiru [ missing  letter-the-] -  suspend ; mudivu –
decision ;  seithidu –do ;  seithidaathu –not doing  ;  vaiththiru- to keep . 

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- la – ka- Ra – and the other 
interpretation of the word is   aathaaram indri  nirkka vaeiththal [ missing  
letter-the-] - suspend; aathaaram- support ; indri –without ; nirkka –to stand  . 

gisalgar  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]- la – ka- Ra – and the other 
interpretation of the word is   evu- vitha pidippum indri  nirkka vaiththal/ 
thonkka viduthal  [ missing  lettera-  pa -and- the-] –suspend  ; pidipu –hold; 
indri –without ;  nirkka- to stand  ; thonkka- to hang  . 

 

gišal-la-an: oak tree (Akk. loanword from allaanum, 'oak', cf., Orel & Stolbova 
#31 *'alan-/*'alun- 'tree').  

gisallaan  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- la -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaankkal- tree.  
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gisallaan  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- la -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
karu vaali ina maram [ missing letter- Ra-] –  a kind of oak tree. 

gisallaan  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- la -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
seeami aal  vakai ina maram  [ missing letter- Ra-] –  a kind of oak tree; vakai- a 
kind ; inam - species ;  maram- tree . 

gisallaan  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- la -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
valuvu ulla  oru vakai maram [ missing letter- Ra-] - a kind of hard tree wood . 

gisallaan  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- la -an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
elaan-k-kali- coconut tree.  

 

al-la-ha-ru: a tanning agent used to produce a white color.  

allaharu   has the consonants – la- ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
vilankkin  tholai  pathapaduththi  vellai   niramaakkum  porul  [ missing letters- 
pa-  and  -the  -]  karuvaali   maram-  oak tree; vilankku –animal; thole- leather/ 
skin; patha  paduththu –to tan ; vellai- white ; niram- color  porul- a  material   .  

allaharu   has the consonants – la- ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
vellai niram- whiter color; vellai- white; niram- ray/ color .  

allaharu   has the consonants – la- ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilankkin tholai  pathapaduththi   vellai niramaakkum porul   kadukkaai/ 
nellikkaai [ missing letters -pa-  and  -the -]  - myrobalan/ gallnut. 

allaharu   has the consonants – la- ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vilankkin  thoalai  pathanida  uthavum   kaaramum   uvarppum ulla  oru vakai    
moolikai  sedi saaru  [ missing letters -pa- sa- and  -the -]  -gambier; moolikai- 
herb; oru- one; vakai  - kind  ; sedi-  plant ; saaru- juice .  

 

al-lu5: crab ('digger' + 'to deceive').  
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allu  has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is nalli  -crab. 

allu  has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pulani [ missing letter- 
pa -]  -crab. 

allu  has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is alavan [ missing 
letter-ka -]- – male crab .  

allu  has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kalavan [ missing 
letter-ka -]- -crab. 

allu  has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is aazhi –crab’s eye . 

allu  has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is yaeiththal [ missing 
letter- the -]  -deceive . 

allu  has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thettuthal [ missing 
letter- the -] - deceive . 

allu  has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is nottuthal [ missing 
letter- the -] – cheat. 

allu  has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is suzhalan  [ missing 
letter- sa -] -cheater. 

allu  has a consonant- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kali  munn akalvi  [ 
missing letter- ka -] -a  clay digger  ; kali munn- clay . 

 

al-lub/lu5: a type of ax (phonetic harmony variant of al-šub ?).  

allub has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is  mazhu – 
hatchet. 

allub has the consonants – la- [-pa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is  eeli – 
knife. 
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al-lu5-háb: a type of net (for crabs ?) ('crab' + 'to  stink) . 

 alluhab   has the consonants  - la- ka-[- pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nali valai-  pit for the crab  ; nali-  crab; valai- net .  

alluhab   has the consonants  - la- ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pulani valai . 

alluhab   has the consonants  - la- ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukal- smell.  

alluhab   has the consonants  - la- ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaanal – smell/ odour. 

alluhab   has the consonants  - la- ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kauvul- / kelal- foul smell /foetid smell. 

alluhab   has the consonants  - la- ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is pulai 
vaasam [ missing letter- sa-]-stench; vaasam- smell . 

alluhab   has the consonants  - la- ka- [-pa-]-  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  kasumaalam [ missing letter- sa-] –stench. 

alluhab   has the consonants  - la- ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is pukai 
idal   [ missing letter- the-]—reek. 

stink [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mudai   naattham  adikka –stink. 

stink [E]  has the consonants –sa-–the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavichchai  manam adikka- stink  ; manam –smell . 

stink [E]  has the consonants –sa-–the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ketta naaththam   adikka / veesa – stink  ; ketta- bad; naaththam- stink .  

stink [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]-–the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pina naaththam adikka  [ missing letter- pa-] - smell of the dead body; 
pinam- dead body  ; naaththam- smell  . 
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stink [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]-–the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  meen vaadai adikka  -fish smell  ; meen-  fish ; vaadai -smell. 

 

gišal...ri/ra: to demolish with the hoe; to punish ('hoe' + 'to break open; to 
strike'). 

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] –la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
koluru- hoe.  

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] –la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
munn kilaru  karuvi – thrust  hoe  ; kilari- hoe ; munn- soil .  

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] –la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
munnai   kilaru – to hoe.  

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-sa-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
suzhalum  munn vaaru akazh pori [ missing letter- pa-]- hoe shovel. 

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
koluru   vaelaanmai- hoe cultivation.  

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
maram  izhuppu munn vaari  pori [ missing letter- pa-]-hoe chucking.  

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
aruval-  sickle. 

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
eer vaal  - sickle. 

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
karukkarivaal -sickle  

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pannai arivaal [ missing letter- pa-]-sickle; pannai- farm . 
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gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kulir- sickle. 

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai aruvaal  -small hand sickle  ; kai- hand . 

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaanku-arivaal – curvered sickle. 

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
idiththu  veezhuththuthal / thakarththal / niravuthal / uru kulaiththal [ missing 
letter- the -]- demolish ; idi- hit; veezhththu- to knock down  ; thakarththal –
demolish ; uru –form; kulaiththal- to damage .  

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
araavuthal  /erukkuthal [ missing letter- the -]—strike. 

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
murunkuthal [ missing letter- the -]—–break. 

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
urukkuthal [ missing letter- the -]—punish. 

gisalri  has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-–la- Ra –and the other interpretation of 
the word is  nikkirakiththal [Skt] - [ missing letter- the -]- punish. 

 

 gišal-šub: ax-like hoe ('hoe' + 'to throw; to fell').  

gisalsub   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]-la –[-sa -]–[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kozhu  -hoe.  

gisalsub   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]-la –[-sa -]–[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalai koththu [ missing letter- the -]  – hoe ; kalai –weed . 

gisalsub   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]-la –[-sa -]–[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalai eduththal  [ missing letter- the -]  -hoeing   ;kalai- weed . 
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 gisalsub   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]-la –[-sa -]–[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  
word is  munn vetti vaelaanmai [ missing letter- the -]  - hoe cultivation; munn 
vetti –spade .  

gisalsub   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]-la –[-sa -]–[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  
word is  koadaali  [ missing letter- the -] -axe. 

gisalsub   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]-la –[-sa -]–[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  
word is  keezhae veezha  -to fall. 

gisalsub   has the consonants -ka –sa-la -sa -[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is 
veezhchchi – fall. 

gisalsub   has the consonants -ka –sa-la –[-sa -]–[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  
word is kidaasuthal [ missing letter- the -] – throw. 

gisalsub   has the consonants -ka –sa-la –[-sa -]–[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  
word is veesuthal [ missing letter- the -]  – throw. 

gisalsub   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]-la –[-sa -]–[-pa-]  and the  original 
Tamil  word is yaevuthal [ missing letter- the -]  –throw. 

gisalsub   has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]-la –[-sa -]–[-pa-]  and the  original 
Tamil  word is vattiththal [ missing letter- the -]  – throw as dice.  

 

al...tag: to hoe ('hoe' + 'to handle').  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
uzhavanin  kalai koththu-  farmers’s  weed cutter ; uzhavan- farmer; kalai- 
weed . 

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kula 
kottu -  small hoe/ spade . 
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altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhaichchu munn vetti [ missing  letter- sa-]  - a hoe with a socket to receive 
the handle ; munn vetti –spade  ; munn –soil; vettu –cut /dig  . 

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kalai 
edukka  vaendum- to remove  the weed ; kalai –weed; edukka- take /remove  . 

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  vetti 
veezhththu- to hoe.  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
munnai   koththuthal- to hoe . 

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vettaazham – spade.  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kozhu 
vettu – spade.  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  nattu 
kazhappai-  local plough . 

   altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
paaththi   poadum  kalappai [ missing letter- pa-] - bund  former . 

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  vettu    
aruvaaal-  sickle. 

     altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   sakkai 
thaali  [ missing letter- sa-] – bagasse inserter  ;  bagasse –sakkai .  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   sakkai 
thallium kavai - [ missing letter- sa-] – bagasse inserter  . 

     altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  matta 
palakai [ missing letter- pa-] -  leveling   board  .  
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     altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is koot -
palakai  [ missing letter- pa-] -  leveling   board  .  

   altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  manjal  
uoonum  koththu [ missing letter- sa-] -  turmeric rhizome  dibbler.  

    altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is    manjal 
vettum  koththu [ missing letter- sa-] – turmeric  harvester ; manjal- turmeric; 
vettu –cut .  

      altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   oalai 
koodai-  reed basket  ; koodai-  basket; olai- ola . 

      altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
maattu  saani allum koodai  [ missing letter- sa-] -  cow dung  basket ; maadu –
cow; saani- dung  ; allu –to collect  ; koodai- basket  . 

     altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
maavu  salikkum salladai  [ missing letter- sa-] - sieve ; maavu- flour; salikka- to 
sieve; sallladai- a sieve   . 

     altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  sallai   
kaththi-[ missing letter- sa-] -  harvester.  

   altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   aattu 
kal-  stone grinder ;  kal- stone .  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  munn 
vetti kondu  nilaththai / munnai thoanduthal – dig the ground with the spade ; 
munn vettti –spade; munn- soil; vettu –cut ; nilam- land ; thoandu –dig .  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  pullu 
vetti [ missing letter- pa-] – grass hoe ; pull –grass  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  pullu  
seuthukki [ missing letters- pa-  and -sa-]   -grass hoe; sethukku –cut /carve .  
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altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunthali –battle axe.  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
koadaali- axe. 

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kanda 
koadaali – battle axe.  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
koduvaal- battle axe.  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vandaalam- pick axe.  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vael aayutham  – spear/ lance ; padai vael .  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  vadi 
vael -  sharp lance.  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  udai 
vaal –sword.  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kadu 
thalai –sword.  

altag  has the consonants – la- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kal 
vetti – brick knife.  

hoe  has the consonant-  ka -and the interpretation  of the word is aakanikam- 
hoe.  

 

gišal-tar: demolishing tool (?) ('hoe' + 'to cut, break').  
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gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  uzhuvaara  pattai   enum  karuvi [ missing  letter- pa-]- hoe –a tool ; 
karuvi- tool  . 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  munnai  kilarukindra   mun vetti – hoe/spade  ; munn vetti- spade 
/hoe  ; kilaru –to hoe . 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  eru naakku  ulla  koadaari – pick axe with two blades ; eru -2; naakku –
tongue/blade . 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaalari  karuvi -  grub axe; karuvi –tool .  

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  poar-k-kala koadaari  [ missing letter- pa-] – battle axe ; poar- war .  

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  koadaadri  vaelaanmai – axe cultivation; vaelaanmai- cultivation .  

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai koadaari – hand axe  ; kai- hand .  

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalai arukka uthavum  kalai koththu – hoe ; kalai- weed  ; arukka- to 
cut /reap .  

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kathir arukkum  aruvaal – sickle. 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  munnai  kilari vidu  -to hoe ;  munn- soil .  

gisaltar has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is munn kilariyaei -kai aaluka- to handle the hoe ; munn –soil ; kilari –
hoe; kai- hand; kai aaluka- to handle  .  
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gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vetti veezhththuthar – to hoe/ cut. 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  keeruthal – to cut/ slice.  

 gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  erukkuthal – cut. 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vakirthal –cut. 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  thakarththal- break. 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  karainthu  vizhuthal -  break. 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kizhiththar- break. 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  murunkuthal -  break. 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kurun-k-kai koduvaal- sickle. 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vettari-vaal- sickle. 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kurukku  vettu vaal- cross cut saw; kurukku- cross; vettu –cut ; vaal- 
saw /sword . 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  koottu aruppu  vaal- band saw blade. 
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gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  maram  vetta uthavum  koaadali- axe; maram- tree/wood;  vettu –cut 
; uthavu- help ; koadaali- axe . 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  munn  vaari  alaku  vettaalazham – spade. 

gisaltar   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - la  - the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  idiththu  thakarththal –demolish . 

 

am-si: elephant ('wild ox' + 'horn, ray, antenna'; cf., šu-si, 'finger'). 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is   moei –
elephant. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
maiyaan – black buffalo. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma -sa-  and the original Tamil  word is  maiyan -
maa  -elephant.  

amsi  has the consonants - ma -sa-  and the  interpretation  of the word is    
kasam / kajam [ missing letter –ka-]— elephant. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  kayam [ 
missing letter –ka-]-elephant. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma -sa-  and the  interpretation  of the word is    
saakasam [ missing letter –ka-]—elephant. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  mathi   [ 
missing letter- the -]  - elephant . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the interpretation  of the word is  
thannam  /  thanam  [ missing letter- the -]  - calf  . 
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amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the  interpretation  of the word is    
vaya maa [ missing letter –ka-]-elephant. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the  interpretation  of the word is    
maka kayam / maa kayam [ missing letter –ka-]-elephant ; maa-  big  . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma -sa-  and the original Tamil  word is  thaamam [ 
missing letter- the -]  -elephant.  

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the  interpretation  of the word is    
arunam [ missing letter –Ra-]- elephant.  

amsi  has the consonants - ma -sa-  and the original Tamil  word is  imazhi [ 
missing letter- zha-]-  elephant . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the  interpretation  of the word is    
ipam [ missing letter- pa-] –elephant.  

amsi  has the consonants - ma –-sa-  and the other interpretation  of the  word 
is  ankusam  [ missing letter –ka-]—–elephant  goad. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –-[-sa-]-  and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  thanthaayutham [ missing letter- the -]  – elephant. 

 amsi  has the consonants - ma -sa-  and the original Tamil  word is  matha maa 
/ mantha maa [ missing letter- the -]  – elephant.  

amsi  has the consonants - ma -sa-  and the original Tamil  word is  thantha 
maa [ missing letter- the -]  – elephant.  

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  maethi [ 
missing letter- the -]  – buffalo. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  
thaamam [ missing letter- the -]  – elephant. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  
maayidam [ missing letter- the -]  – buffalo . 
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amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  maadu [ 
missing letter- the -]  – ox. 

 amsi  has the consonants - ma –-sa-  and the other interpretation  of the  word 
is  vachcham [ missing letter –ka-]- calf . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –-[-sa-]-  and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  maki / maakai  [ missing letter –ka-]- -cow. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  kai - 
naakam [ missing letter –ka-] – finger nail. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –sa  and the original Tamil  word is  saemaa-   
bull. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  nampan 
[ missing letter –pa-] -  bull calf. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma -sa-  and the original Tamil  word is  anjam- 
white bull. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  marai  [ 
missing letter –Ra-] - bison . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –-sa-  and the original Tamil  word is  sem-  mari  
[missing letter –Ra-] -sheep.  

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  moori  
/erumai  [missing letter –Ra-] – buffalo. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  vana-kavam [ missing letter –ka-] - bison . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –-[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kavayam [ missing letter –ka-]  - ox. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  ukkam [ 
missing letter –ka-] –cow/ bull.  
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amsi  has the consonants - ma –sa-  and the other interpretation  of the  word 
is  asam- sheep . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –sa-  and the other interpretation  of the  word 
is  maesam – sheep. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  ayam- sheep . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  kam [ 
missing letter –ka-] - sheep . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –sa-  and the other interpretation  of the  word 
is  makisham [ missing letter –ka-] –he buffalo. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  vayam [ missing letter –ka-]-  sheep . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –-sa-  and the other interpretation  of the  word 
is  aayanam- ray . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –-sa-  and the other interpretation  of the  word 
is  mayukam  -[ missing letter –ka-]   –ray . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  minu 
minuppu-[ missing letter –pa-]-  glimmer . 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –-sa-  and the other interpretation  of the  word 
is  sinkam [ missing letter –ka-]-  horn. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –sa-  and the other interpretation  of the  word 
is  vishaanam [ missing letter –ka-]-  horn. 

amsi  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-]-  and the original Tamil  word is  
nunnakam[ missing letter –ka-]-   -antenna. 

 

 ama-a-tu/tud: (cf., emedu).  
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ama-ar-gi4: freedom ('mother' + 'to shine' + 'to restore'). 

*amaargi    has the consonants -ma -Ra -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
meruku- shine.  

amaargi    has the consonants -ma -Ra -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
meettu  eduththar vaendum [ missing letter- the -] – to restore. 

amaargi    has the consonants -ma -Ra -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
urimaiyaei  meettu edukka vaendum [ missing letter- the -] – to restore the 
rights ; urimai –rights ; meettu edukka- restore  .  

amaargi    has the consonants -ma -Ra -ka --  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thani  oruvarin  uraimai [ missing letter- the -]  - individual  freedom  /rights; 
thani   oruvar- individual  person ; urimai –rights . 

amaargi    has the consonants -ma -Ra -ka --  and the  original Tamil  word is 
urimaiyaaka  -with freedom  / freely . 

 

 ama-gan; ama-ugu: natural or birth mother ('mother' + ùgun, ugu(4), 'to 
beget'). 

ama-gan has the consonants- ma- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ammaa 
aakanum – to become a mother; amma- mother; aaka- to become . 

ugu  has a  consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  eenuka- to beget.  

beget[E] has the consonants  -pa- the-  ka -the - and the  original Tamil word is  
peththu kodu  to give birth/ beget .  

 

 itiamar-a-a-si: calendar month 10 at Lagaš during Ur III.  
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itiamaraasi  has the consonants- the- ma- Ra- [-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  
word is   ondraam   maaatham   -first month  ; ondru -1; maatham- month . 

 itiamaraasi  has the consonants- the- ma- Ra- [-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  
word is   erandaam maatham – 2nd month  ;erandu -2. 

itiamaraasi  has the consonants- the- ma- Ra- [-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  
word is   moondraam maatham – 3rd month ; moondru -3. 

itiamaraasi  has the consonants- the- ma- Ra- [-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  
word is   aaraam maatham  - 6th month ; aaru -6.   

 

amar-kud: separated, weaned young animal ('calf' + 'to cut away from').  

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thiru mana  murivu -  marriage separation; thirumanam- marriage ; murivu- 
break  . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   inakkam indri / enakkam arukka  – become separate . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ottrumai kuraivu  -  separation; ottrumai- unity ; kuraivu- less  . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thuranthida vaendum- separation . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the other interpretation  
of the  word is   iykkiyam indri [Skt]  – separated ; iykkiyam- union; indri- 
without . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaeraaka vaendum – to become  separate . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   neenkkuthar  vaendum –separate.  
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amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thanduthar vaendum - separate. 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   unarnthida vaendum- separate . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   arukka vaendum- separate . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   murikka vanedum -separate . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uthirththida vaendum – separate  . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   othukkuthar vaendum- separate . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaeraan -thanmai -   separateness.  

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  piraththiyoakam [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-] – 
separateness . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mikuntha  thiruththam  kondathu – distintness.  

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  theerkkam[ Skt] kondathu -distintness. 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thundiththar vaendum- separate / to cut away . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pirikka vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- separate . 
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amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  peyarththida vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- separate . 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pakuththar  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- separate. 

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  arikka vaendum-  separate .  

amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pirivu aattraamai-[ missing letter- pa-] - separation anxiety; pirivu –
separation  .  

  amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  
word is  amutham / uootu marakkadikka vaendum – to wean . 

  amarkud  has the consonants – ma- Ra - ka –the-   and the  original Tamil  
word is  muthu  kandru -  weaned calf.  

 

an-ba: refuse; litter; dirt  ('open air' + 'to give up ). 

anba  has the consonants- an –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is yaanam-  
litter . 

anba  has the consonants- an –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is saanam – 
[missing letter-sa -] -  cow dung/ dirt/litter. 

anba  has the consonants- an –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is maasu  
aana [missing letter-sa -] –dirty . 

anba  has the consonants- an –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is munn-  
dirt / soil / mud. 

anba  has the consonants- an –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is nothi [ 
missing letter- the -] -  mud / mire . 
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anba  has the consonants- an –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is thooimai 
inmai   [  missing letter- the -] - lack of cleanliness. 

anba  has the consonants- an –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is paninthidu 
[missing letter- the -] -  – surrender. 

dirt [E]   has the consonants- the- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thooimai indri – unclean. 

anba  has the consonants- an –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pin vaankku  
[missing  letter- ka-] – to withdraw. 

anba  has the consonants- an –-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is inankku  
[missing  letter- ka-] – surrender. 

 

 AN.BAR: (cf., barzil).  

 

an-bar7[NE]; an-bar: noon; midday ('sky' + 'to be bright').  

anbar  has the consonants -an –[-pa-]-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uchchi  naeram  [missing  letter- sa-] - mid day ; uchchi- top; naeram –time  .  

anbar  has the consonants -an –[-pa-]-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruma naeram- noon ; uruma- hot / summer ; naeram –time . 

anbar  has the consonants -an –[-pa-]-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is mun -
naeram- fore noon ;  mun- early  /front / before . 

anbar  has the consonants -an –[-pa-]-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pin 
naeram –afternoon  ; pin –after/ later .  

anbar  has the consonants -an –[-pa-]-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is nettri 
[missing  letter-the-] – sky [anthara] . 
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anbar  has the consonants -an –[-pa-]-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nandru [missing  letter-the-] – heaven . 

anbar  has the consonants -an –pa-Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   paranthaamam [missing  letter-the-] – heaven ; parantha maanam –
wide sky ; parantha- widespread  ;  maanam –sky  . 

anbar  has the consonants -an –[-pa-]-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is paer 
andam [missing  letter-the-]  – universe . 

anbar  has the consonants -an –pa-Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is pira  panjam [Skt]  [missing  letter-sa-]  – universe . 

anbar  has the consonants -an –pa-Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is ranthiram [missing  letter-the-]  - space . 

anbar  has the consonants -an –pa-Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is nirupam [Skt]   -sky .  

anbar  has the consonants -an –[-pa-]-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
minnuthar  [missing  letter-the-]   – flash . 

anbar  has the consonants -an –[-pa-]-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is minu 
minuththar- shiny  

anbar  has the consonants -an –-pa-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is min 
pori –spark . 

 

an-bir8[A-SUD]: noon; midday rest ('sky' + 'to be hot' ['WATER' + 'TO SIP']).  

anbir has the consonants  - an –[-pa-] - Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruma naeram – noon / summer  ; uruma- hot .  

anbir has the consonants  - an –[-pa-] - Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mun -naeram- -  forenoon ; mun- early / front ; naeram- time . 
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anbir has the consonants  - an –-pa-- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is mur 
pakar naerm [ missing letter- ka-] – forenoon ; pakar- day; mun- early  . 

anbir has the consonants  - an –pa- Ra  - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  puruvanam [Skt] [ missing letter- ka-]  – forenoon . 

anbir has the consonants  - an –pa- Ra  - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  aparaannam- afternoon . 

anbir has the consonants  - an –pa- Ra  - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  forenoon [E] . 

forenoon[E]  has the consonants- [-pa-]  -Ra -an –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mun naeram – forenoon  ; mun –early ; naeram –time .  

anbir has the consonants  - an –-pa-- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is pin 
naeram  – afternoon ; pin- later /after . 

anbir has the consonants  - an –[-pa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
saayum naeram [ missing letter –sa-]  - evening ; saaya- to set . 

afternoon [E]   has the consonants-  pa –the- Ra - an -and the  original Tamil  
word is   yaerpaadu naeram – afternoon . 

afternoon [E]   has the consonants-  pa –the- Ra - an -and the  original Tamil  
word is   uchcham poathu naeram [ missing letter- sa-] -  noon . 

afternoon [E]   has the consonants- [- pa -] –the- Ra - an -and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  maththiyaana [Skt] naeram-  noon; naeram –
time  . 

afternoon [E]   has the consonants-  pa -–the- Ra - an -and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is   pittrai naeram- later time ; after- pittrai / 
appuramaettu. 

afternoon [E]   has the consonants-  pa -–the- Ra - an -and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is   gnaayiru poathu naeram – evening  / time for 
sun set ; gnaayiru- sun . 
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afternoon [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -–the- Ra - an -and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is   eruttu naeram- night time ;eruttu –dark/ night .  

afternoon [E]   has the consonants-  [-pa-]  -–the- Ra - an -and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  raaththiri  [Skt] naeram- night time ; raaththiri- 
night; naeram- time . 

asud  has the consonants – sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  uchcham 
poathu [ missing letter- pa-] – noon.  

asud  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  mathiyam [Skt] - noon . 

asud  has the consonants – sa-- the- and the other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  kattuchchi [ missing letter- ka-] – noon  day . 

asud  has the consonants – sa-- the- and the other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  soodu  thanni  -hot  water ; sudu –hot; thanni –water .  

asud  has the consonants – sa-- the- and the other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   pachcha thanni [ missing letter- pa-] - fresh water / cool water [ 
antonym  . 

asud  has the consonants – sa-- the- and the other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   soopidu -[ missing letter- pa-]  sip . 

asud  has the consonants – sa-- the- and the other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   sappidu [ missing letter- pa-]- sip.  

asud  has the consonants – sa-- the- and the other  interpretation of the word 
is  - to sip [E] .  

asud  has the consonants – sa-- the- and the other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   urinchidu [ missing letter- Ra-]- -sip .  

anbir has the consonants  - an –[-pa-] - Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
netri- [ missing letter -the-] -sky.  
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anbir has the consonants  - an –[-pa-]-- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is antharam [ missing letter -the-] –sky.  

anbir has the consonants  - an –[-pa-] - Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nandru [ missing letter -the-] -sky/ heaven . 

anbir has the consonants  - an –pa-- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is nirupam- sky.  

 

an-dùl: shade; protection ('sky' + 'to cover, protect'). 

andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaemanj-seithal  [ missing letter- sa-] - protection.  

andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paenuthal  [ missing letter- sa-] - protection . 

andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mathil  
idanum – to protect / to fortify ; mathil –fort wall . 

andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thalai  
kaanuthal [ missing  letter- ka-]- protection . 

andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaaval  
kaaththidal  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- to give protection; kaaval- 
protection ; kaaththidu-  to protect  . 

andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
noakkuthal [ missing  letter- ka-]-  protection  

andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
adaikalam  aliththida  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]-to give refuge; 
adaikkalam- refuge; alika –give . 
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andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  anda 
veli/ veli  mandalam -[ missing  letter- ka-]- universe; andam- universe  ;veli- 
space ; mandalam- zone .  

andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kundalam [ missing  letter- ka-]- sky/ heaven . 

andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is nizhal 
aaduthal / nizhal iduthal- to cast shadow; nizhal- shadow   . 

andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is nizhal 
seithal [ missing  letter- sa-]-  to cast shadow.  

andul  has the consonants – an- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is moodi 
kolluthal vaendum / moodi vaiththal vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- to cover; 
moodu –to cover  . 

 

 an-edin: high plain ('high' + 'steppe'). 

anedin  has the consonants – an- the- an  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maettu munn – high land ; munn- land/soil .  

 anedin  has the consonants – an- the- an  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
munn- maedu -  dry  land ; maedu –raised ground / mound . 

pleateu [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
– maettu nilam  / nila maedu ; nilam- land; maedu –raised ground . 

 

 an-ga-àm: likewise (cf., in-ga-na-nam).  

angaam has the consonants - an -ka – ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ankanamae- likewise . 
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an-gur4: (cf., engur). 

 

 an-gá: and yet (affirmative prefix ? + 'exists').  

anga   has the consonants  -an-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  innun-k-
kooda [ missing  letter- the -] – yet. 

anga   has the consonants  -an-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  enkilum [ 
missing  letter- la-]- yet . 

anga   has the consonants  -an-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaazhanum  [ missing  letter- zha-]-   to exist /  live . 

 

an-kára: (cf., enkara). 
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Page-78 

 

 

an-ki: universe ('sky' + 'earth'). 

anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaanam-  sky  

 anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vinn- sky.  

anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaanakam/ 
vinnakam- heaven . 

anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
anankkam- atmosphere/ sky /mind . 

anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
kakanam-  sky .  

anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  viyan – sky.   

anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other  Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  sev - vaanam- evening sky  /red sky  ; semmai –red;  vaanam –sky .  

anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
vaeni [Skt] – atmospheric space.  

anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
pavanjam [ misising letters- pa-  and- sa- ] -  universe . 

anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
nakam –earth .  

anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation of the  word is   
navam- earth . 

 anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
puvanam /puvani – earth . 
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anki  has the consonants - an -ka -and the  other  Tamil interpretation of the  
word is  vaanum  munn-um  -  sky + earth ; vaan- sky ; munn- earth . 

 sky[E] has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaanam / vaan – sky.  .  

sky[E] has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vinn- 
sky.  

sky[E] has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaanakam/ vinnakam-  heaven ; vaan- sky ;akam- house . 

sky[E] has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is anankkam- sky . 

sky[E] has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  aakaayam – sky.   

sky[E] has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  ava kaaayam -  space.  

sky[E] has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -and the   other  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kam-  space.  

sky[E] has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  kaayam -  sky.  

sky[E] has the consonants –  sa-- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  aakash [Skt] -  sky / atmospheric space .  

sky[E] has the consonants –  sa-- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  kaasam -  sky.  

sky[E] has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  kakanam – sky.  

sky[E] has the consonants –  sa- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  jekam-[Sky] – sky /atmospheric space .   
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sky[E] has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
konnmu  -sky.  

sky[E] has the consonants –  [-sa-]- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  maakam-  sky.  

sky[E] has the consonants –  [-sa-]- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   viyam- sky. 

sky[E] has the consonants –  [-sa-]- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   viyoamam- sky.  

universe [E]  has the  consonants - an –va- Ra –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  peru vaanam [ missing letter- pa-] – big sky  ;  peru –big .  

pirapanjam [Skt] [universe]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-pa-]- an- [-sa-]  -ma  
-and the  original Tamil  word is  paer andam [ missing letter- the-] -  universe ; 
paer- big / great . 

atmosphere [E]  has the  consonants - the –ma- sa- [-pa-]- Ra –and the  
interpretation  of the word is antharitchcham [Skt] – atmosphere . 

atmosphere [E]  has the  consonants - the –ma- sa- -pa-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  maasu adaiyaatha/  thooimaiyaana   suttru 
puram – surroundings  /  un polluted environment ; maasu –dirt ; thooimai- 
clean  . 

 space [E]   has the consonants - sa-[- pa-] –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  saennidam [ missing letter-the-]- space . 

 

 AN.MUL: starry sky (verify than AN is not the rare sign ŠÚ; cf., 
kunga[ŠÚ.MUL]). 

anmul   has the consonants - an - ma - la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaanil   minukkum   vin- meenkal  [ missing  letter –ka-]-  shiny  stars  of the sky 
; vaan - sky  ;  minukka- to shine ;  vin -meenkal -  stars ; meen –star/ fish  . 
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 an-na: tin; yes ('sky' + 'stone'; Civil thinks an-na, 'yes', is probably an 
Akkadianism, but cf., affirmative nanam, 'indeed' and in-nu, 'negation'). 

annatin  has the consonants- an- the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  saen 
naadu  [ missing letter- sa-] – heaven / sky  ; naadu –state; saeimai- distant .  

annatin  has the consonants- an- the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thooimaiyaana   sem- mani [ missing letter- sa-]- pure red stone ; thooimai- 
pure; semmai- red/ fine; mani –stone . 

annatin  has the consonants- an- the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam  isainthida [ missing letter- sa-]-  agreed.  

 

 an-na...dug4/e: to say yes ('yes' + 'to say'). 

annaduge   has the consonants -an – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aakattum   ena /  aamaam ena  - kathaiththiduka – to say ok.  

annaduge   has the consonants -an – the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathaiththida   vaendum –to speak. 

 

 an-nisig(-ga): beautiful sky, blue sky ('sky' + 'beautiful, blue'). 

annisigga    has the consonants –an- sa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sevu- vaanam -   red sky ; semmai- red; vaanam- sky . 

annisigga    has the consonants –an-[- sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
neela vaanam  [ missing letter- la-] -  blue sky  ; neelam- blue . 

annisigga    has the consonants –an-[- sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
manja vaanam –yellow sky  ; manja- yellow;  vannam –color . 
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annisigga    has the consonants –an-[- sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
neela vannam [ missing letter- la-] - blue color . 

annisigga    has the consonants –an- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
neenmai  vannam-  blue color . 

 

 an-pa: zenith ('sky' + 'branch' of sun dial ?).  

anpa    has the consonants  - an  -[- pa-]   --  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaanam [ missing  letter- ka-]  –sky.  

anpa    has the consonants  - an  -[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is adi  
vaan  uchchi [ missing  letters- ka- and –sa--] -zenith ; vaan –sky; uchchi- top . 

anpa    has the consonants  - an  -[- pa-]    and the  original Tamil  word is nadu  
uchchi   [ missing  letters-sa- and –the -] –meridian  /exact zenith . 

anpa    has the consonants  - an  -[- pa-]   and the  original Tamil  word is 
nazhikai   kole [ missing  letters- ka- and –la -]   -sun  dial  

 

an-SAR: (cf., an-nisig).  

 

an-sig7-ga: the beautiful sky ('sky' + 'to be beautiful' + nominative).  

ansigga  has the consonants- an –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaanakam / vinnakam -  sky/ heaven . 

ansigga  has the consonants- an –[-sa-]- ka – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  anankkam – sky. 

ansigga  has the consonants- an –[-sa-]- ka – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  kakanam – sky . 
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ansigga  has the consonants- an –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is sevu-
vaanam – red sky ;  semmai –red .  

ansigga  has the consonants- an –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
navu-vi  - beauty. 

 ansigga  has the consonants- an –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
punaivu [ missing letter –pa-] – – beauty.  

ansigga  has the consonants- an –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
paanku [ missing letter –pa-] – beauty . 

ansigga  has the consonants- an –[-sa-]- ka – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  yavu-vanam – beauty . 

ansigga  has the consonants- an –[-sa-]- ka – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  vanam – beauty .  

ansigga  has the consonants- an –[-sa-]- ka – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  ankam- beauty . 

ansigga  has the consonants- an –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavin  -beauty. 

 

an-ša4-anki: Anshan - place name for powerful city in Elam - Tall-i Malyan near 
Persepolis in the Fars province of Iran. 

ansanki   has the consonants- an -sa-ka  -and the  original Tamil  name is  Kaanji 
– the town of Conje varam- in Tamil Nadu  . 

ansanki   has the consonants- an –[-sa-]-ka  -and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kunnam –a town in Tamil Nadu . 

ansanki   has the consonants- an –[-sa-]-ka  -and the  otgher interpretation of 
the name is Nikam – Naga Pattinam - a town in Tamil Nadu 
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ansanki   has the consonants- an –[-sa-]-ka  -and the  original Tamil  name is 
Vanji – the ancient Town of  Tamil Cera kings- karur /kodun-k-kaalur.  

ansanki   has the consonants- an –-sa--ka  -and the  original Tamil  name is 
Kosahanam -  village in Erode district of Tamil Nadu.  

ansanki   has the consonants- an –[-sa-]-ka  -and the  original Tamil  name is 
Maevani village in Erode district of Tamil Nadu.  

ansanki   has the consonants- an –[-sa-]-ka  -and the  original Tamil  name is  
pakkanam [ missing letter –pa-]- village . 

ansanki   has the consonants- an –[-sa-]-ka  -and the other interpretation of 
the word is   vaeni – village . 

 ansanki   has the consonants- an –[-sa-]-ka  -and the other interpretation of 
the word is   nikamam – city. 

 ansanki   has the consonants- an –[-sa-]-ka  -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  nikaayam – city . 

ansanki   has the consonants- an –sa-ka  -and the other interpretation of the 
word is  nivaesanm- city. 

 

 an-šár(-ra): all of heaven, the whole sky ('heaven' + 'totality, horizon').  

ansar   has the consonants -an –sa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is anda 
sara  saramum [ missing letter –the-]  – whole of the universe; andam- 
universe . 

ansar   has the consonants -an –sa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
michcham sirithum  indri [ missing letter –the-]  –totality ; michcham- balance; 
siruthu –small ; indri- without. . 

ansar   has the consonants -an –sa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is munn-
um   maanamum   sanththithidum  idam[ missing letter –the-]  –the place 
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where earth and the sky  meets  ; munn –earth ; maanam-  sky  ; santhikka- to 
meet ; idam- place  . 

ansar   has the consonants -an –sa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is nandru 
[ missing letter –the-]  – heaven/ good .  

ansar   has the consonants -an –sa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is nettri [ 
missing letter –the-]  – sky.  

ansar   has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- Ra –and the other interpretation of the 
word is   antharam [ missing letter –the-]  – heaven/ sky.  

ansar   has the consonants -an –sa- Ra –and the other interpretation of the 
word is   anthareetchcham [ missing letter –the-]  – sky.  

 

an-še: ear of grain ('grain ear' + 'grain, barley'). 

anse  has the consonants- an- [-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is mani – 
grain.  

anse  has the consonants- an- sa- - and the original Tamil  word is sinai –   grain 
ear  . 

anse  has the consonants- an- sa- - and the original Tamil  word is nachchini – a 
kind of millet- raggy. 

 

 an-ta: above ('heaven' + locative with remote deixis).  

anta  has the consonants  -an -the -and the  original Tamil word is  andam – 
universe;  andan- lord of the universe ; root word is muttai /andam ; muttai- 
egg  .  

anta  has the consonants  -an -the -and the  original Tamil word is  mun- idam-  
above . 
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anta  has the consonants  -an -the -and the  original Tamil word is  sae-naadu  [ 
missing letter –sa-]– heaven ; saeimai- distant ; naadu –state . 

anta  has the consonants  -an -the -and the  original Tamil word is  nandru- [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - heaven . 

anta  has the consonants  -an -the -and the  original Tamil word is  nettri- [  
missing letter- Ra-]-  sky.  

anta  has the consonants  -an -the -and the other interpretation of the  word is   
antharam [Skt] [ missing letter- Ra-]-  heaven . 

 

an-ta-gál: high, superior ('sky; high' + 'from' + 'to be').  

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
anda  veli – space ;  anda koalam ; andam- universe; veli –space ; koalam- ball/ 
globe  . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vali mandalam-   atmospheric space  ;  mandalam- zone  ; veli –space .  

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vindalam- sky . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaan - kadu veli- ethereal  space . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vali mandala - vin veli -   atmospheric space   ; vali –space /wind . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is   vaayu  [ Skt] mandalam --atmospheric space. 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundalam – atmosphere .  
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antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaala kanakkeedu -  space  measurement  ; kaalam –time; kanakkedu- 
measurement  . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaniththa veli-  absolute space . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thisaiyan / thikkan  veli -  vector space.  

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
idaththin   tholaivu  -space.  

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaan idai veli – atmospheric space  ;  vaan –sky ; idai veli- gap/ space  . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaan idai tholaivu -- atmospheric space ; tholaivu- distance . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaeivankal vaazhum idam – the  dweling place of of gods ;  thaeivam- god; 
thaeivankkal - gods ; vaazha- live; idam- place  ;  thaeivam=  thee vadivam; 
thee –fire; vadivam –form . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aandavanin  illam  - the house of the gods ;  aandavan- god ; illam- house .   

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadavulin veedu -the house of the god  ; kadavul- god; veedu- house .   

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vin ulakam / vaan ulkam adainthida --to reach  the heaven; vaan –sky ; ulakam-  
globe  ; adainthidu –to reach . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mael ulakam  / mael veedu  adainthida--to reach  the heaven. 
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antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thollai vaiakam adainthaida  -to reach  the heaven  

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
veettu ulakam kandida --to reach / see the heaven .  

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
selvam  adainthida [ missing  letter- sa-] - to reach  the heaven . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
sel- ulakam – adainthida [ missing  letter- sa-] - to reach  the heaven  . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudi  / kula / kumukaaya  thalaivan  -  superior /  head of the family /clan/ 
society ; kudi-  family  ;  kumukaayam-  community  ; kulam- clan ; thalai- head  
;  thalaivan- the leader  . 

antagal  has the consonants –an- the- ka -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thalai  kompan  [missing letter- pa-] – superior/ head . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] -pa -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mooppar -  superior  [ person /elder  ] . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] -pa -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   periyoar  / periyaar -  superior  [  noble persons ]. 

superior [E] has the consonants  -sa—[-pa-]  -Ra – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  yesa maanar [Skt] - superior  [ person ] / lord/ head /boss 
/empoyer  . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -sa—[-pa-]  -Ra – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  meesaran – superior [ person ]  . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] -pa -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   maem- pattoar [ missing  letter- the -] - superior [ person ]  . 
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superior [E] has the consonants  -sa-–[-pa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   siranthaor [ missing  letter- the -] - superior [ person ] ;  siranthathu – 
superior one  . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -sa-–[-pa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   uyarnthaor- [ missing  letter- the -] - superior [ person ]  ; uyram- high . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] -–[-pa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   aandroar-[ missing  letter- the -] - scholar . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-] -–[-pa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  arignar- scholar . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -sa--pa--Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sirappu / seerum  sirappum  – superior [ one ]  

superior [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]—[-pa-]--Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  uyar  tharamaanathu [ missing  letter- the -] – superior quality ; uyar- 
high ; tharam- standard . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]—pa- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uyarchchi – superior . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]—[-pa-]--Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  uyar  idam [ missing  letter- the -]  - high place / upper ; idam- place; 
uya- high . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]—[-pa-]--Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  uyar / uyarmaana - superior / high . 

superior [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]—[-pa-]--Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  arumai- super. 

superior [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]—pa--Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   maer puram- upper side ; maer- upper ; puram- side .  

superior [E] has the consonants  --sa- [-pa-]--Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sirumai  - inferior [ antonym] . 
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an-ta...gi4: to meet ('heaven' + 'from' + 'to return').  

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
madankkida- to return .  

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaana  
vaendum   / kandida vaendum   / kitta   vaendum    -to meet  ; kaana- to see/ 
meet .  

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is santhikka vaendum [ missing letter- sa-] – to meet; santhikka- to meet .  

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is santhikkai-[ missing letter- sa-] - meeting . 

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaanuthar –  to meet.  

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ethir 
kandida vaendum -[ missing letter- Ra-] –to meet.  

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
naerida vaendum / naerittu kaana vaendum -[ missing letter- Ra-] –to meet.  

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mun-
niduka – to meet.  

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
munthuka- to meet.  

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanthu koodukai- meeting ; vaa-  come; koodu – to assemble . 

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
koottaththai  kootta vaendum – to  run the  meet  ; koottam- meeting; kooda- 
to assemble;  koottuka –togather  .  
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antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan 
veedu -  sky house/ heaven ; vaan- sky ;veedu- house  

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan 
naadu – sky land / heaven ; vaan –sky; naadu –state. 

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandavan-in veedu- house of the god;  aandavan- god; aandai- the ruler 
;veedu- house .  

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaeivaththin naadu-  god’s  country/ heaven  ; thaeivam – god ; thaeivam- 
thee  vadivam; thee-fire; vadivam-  form ; naadu- state. 

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   Naga 
Naadu -heaven  . 

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaan 
mukadu- sky  top; mukadu- top/ peak ; vaan- sky  .    

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  vai- kuntham [Skt] – heaven . 

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is nar 
kathi [ missing  letter- Ra-] – heaven ; nar- good; kathi- direction/ destiny . 

antagi  has the consonants - an -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mukil  
mandalam-[ missing  letter- la-] -  sky clouds /  heaven; mukil- cloud; 
mandalam- zone  . 

heaven [E]   has the consonants -  ka- va -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaanakam / vinnakam -  house  over the  sky; vaan/ vinn- sky; akam- house  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra –the- [-sa-] -and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   nandru – paradise . 
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paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   paer andam- universe; paer/ periya - big; andam- 
universe  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra –the- [-sa-] -and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   marumai adaithar  -to reach  paradise; 
marumai- next life; adaithal-  attain .  

paradise [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra –the- [-sa-] -and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   uyir neeththar/ uyir pirithar- to die; uyir- life; 
neeththar- give out .  

paradise [E]  has the consonants –- pa-- Ra –the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   eranthu  poathar –to die  ; erapppu- death .  

paradise [E]  has the consonants –- pa-- Ra –the- sa--and the  original Tamil  
meaning of the word is seththu paothar - to die; saa- death; seththidu –to die .  

paradise [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra –the- -[-sa-]-and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  maraniththar [Skt] – to die . 

 paradise [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-]-- Ra –the-[- sa-]--and the  original 
Tamil  meaning of the word is maraithar- to die / disappear . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –- pa-- Ra –the- [-sa-]--and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  madinthu  poathar –to die.  

paradise [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra –the- -sa--and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  moachcham[Skt]  adaithar – to reach  paradise ; 
moachcham- paradise; adaithar- reach . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the- sa-and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   aaradi   munn  sendru  saeruthar /  puthai-
ththiduthar / seththa pinaththai  suttu - eriththuduthar  -  to reach  6 feet 
burial place / to do cremation; aaru- 6; adi- foot ; sendru  saeru –to reach; 
seththa  pinam- dead body ; puthai- to bury ; suttu  eri- cremate  . 
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paradise [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra –the- -sa--and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  samaathi [Skt]  adithar –to die .  

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the- sa-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is   mayaanam  sendru  saerum  pinam – the dead 
body  reaching the cremation ground ; mayaanam- grave yard; sendru saeru- 
go and reach ; pinam- dead body  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the- sa-and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   sae- naadu  sendru adaithar  - to reach  heaven; sae-
naadu- paradise  ; sendru  adaiya –to reach .  

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra –the- sa-and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  erai adi  sendru  adaithar – to reach  the feet of god; 
erai- god; adi- foot; sendridu- go .  

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra –the- sa-and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  misai sendru  saeruthar / adaithar- to reach  the sky; 
misai- high place / paradise  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-]-- Ra –the- sa-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is   surar- idam- heaven as the  world of gods; 
surar- gods; idam- place .  

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the- [- sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is parama mandalam [ missing letter- la-]- heaven; 
paraman/ perumaan- lord; mandalam- zone .  

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the- sa-and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   peru nilam  sendru  adaithar [ missing letter- la-]- to 
reach  heaven ; peru- big; nilam- land; sendridu- go . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- [- sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is   parama patham [Skt] -  heaven ; paatham- foot 
; paraman- lord . 
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paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- [- sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is   paranthaamam [Skt]  – heaven  

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- [- sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  patha muththi adaithtar –to reach heaven / to 
attain heavenly bliss; muththi- salvation  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- sa--and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is paraman -idam  sendru  saeruthar -to go to god; 
paraman- god;  idam- place ;  sendridu –go  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the- [-sa-]-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is   paer -inpam  adaithar  – heavenly  bliss; paer- 
big; inpam- pleasure.  

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra –the- [-sa-]-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is antharam [Skt] adaithar  -  to reach the sky; 
antharam / thirai - sky .  

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra –the- sa-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is antharichcham  [Skt] adaithar – to reach sky . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra –the- [-sa-] -and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  nar kathi [ missing letter- ka-]  - heaven; nar- 
good; kathi- destiny   

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra –the- sa-and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is vara kathi [ missing letter- ka-]  – heaven; kathi- 
direction/ destiny  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  veedu paeru  adaithar  [ missing letter- ka-]  -to reach 
heaven; veedu- paradise/ house ; paeru- gift  ; adaiya- attain . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the—sa-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is  amarar  karppasthanam [Skt]  [ missing letter- 
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ka-]  - heaven ; amarar- gods / dead  people ; karppam- pregnancy;  sthaanam- 
stan/ place   . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the—sa - and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is  thiri-  thivam  [ missing letter- ka-] – heaven.  

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the—[-sa-]-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is  put karam – [ missing letter- ka-]  - heaven . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra –the—[-sa-]-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is  maer kathi [ missing letter- ka-]- heaven ; maer- 
upper ;  kathi- destiny . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra –the—sa-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is  sorkka  / suvarkkam [Skt]   sendru saeruthar [ 
missing letter- ka-]  - to reach  heaven ; swarkkam- paradise ; sendru saeru- go 
and reach . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra –the- -sa--and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  akkarai  sendru saeruthar [ missing letter- ka-]   –
those who  have  reached   the other  side of the bank- heaven ;  akkarai- 
sorkka /swarkka [Skt] ; akkarai- other side of the bank [ metaphor ] ; ekkarai- 
earth . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –pa- Ra –the—sa-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is  moachcha [Skt]  pathiyaar - those who  have  
reached   the other  side of the bank- heaven  ;moachcham- paradise; pathiyar- 
those who have reached  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra –the- -sa--and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  seppu thurai  /seppa thurai -  burial ground . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra –the- -[-sa-] --and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  munnir adankuthar [ missing letter- ka-] -  to 
get buried in the soil ;  munn- soil ; adankku – buried   . 
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paradise [E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra –the- -sa---and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  adakkam seithiduthar [ missing letter- ka-]- to bury ; 
adakkkam- burial; seithidu- do . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra –the- -[- sa--] --and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  iruthi  payanam poathar -  to have the last 
travel ; iurthi- final; payanam- travel ; poa- go  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –pa- Ra –the—sa-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is   aanmaa   saanthi [Skt]   adaithar –  let the soul 
take the final rest; aanma- soul ; saanthi- peace  ; adaiya- attain . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –pa- Ra –the—sa-and the  other Tamil 
interpretation   of the word is  erantha / seththa / madintha  moondraam  naar 
meendum  uyirththida -  to reborn again on the third day  of death ; erantha- 
died ; seththa- died ; madintha- died ; moonu- 3; naar- day  meendum –again ; 
uyirththidu-  be born ; uyir- life  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –pa- Ra –the—sa-and the  other Tamil 
interpretation   of the word is  seththu  sunnaampu  aathar – to die and 
become converted in to lime stone ; seththidu-  to die;  sunnaampu-lime ;  
athar- to become.  

paradise [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra –the—[-sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is   rachchiththidu [Skt]  - redeem . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra –the—sa-and the  other Tamil 
interpretation   of the word is   karai  saerththiduka- [ missing letter- ka-] –to 
redeem/ to reach  the heaven ; karai-  bank ; saera-to reach  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –pa-- Ra –the—sa-and the  other Tamil 
interpretation   of the word is  seththa pinnar - uyir -sendru  saerum  idam  -
the   resting place  for the spirit ; seththa pinner- after death ; uyir- life ; sendru  
saera-to reach ; sethhtidu- to die; pinnar- after .  
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paradise [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] -- Ra –the—sa-and the  other Tamil 
interpretation   of the word is  uyir koodu vittu  sendrida / pirinthida – loss of 
life; uyir- life; koodu- cage ; sendrida- gone ; pirinthida- departed .  

paradise [E]  has the consonants –pa- Ra –the—sa-and the  other Tamil 
interpretation   of the word is   settha pinaththirkku  iruthi   sadankku  
seithiduthar [ missing letter- ka-] - to do the last rituals to the dead body; 
seththa pinam-  dead body ; iruthi-  final;  sadankku- ritual; seithidu- do   . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra –the—[- sa--] and the  other 
Tamil interpretation   of the word is   kari kaadu  / karun-k- kaadu [ missing 
letter- ka-]- burning ground/ cremation ground ; kari- coal; kaadu –cremation 
ground/ forest . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra –the—[- sa--] and the  other Tamil 
interpretation   of the word is   puran-k- kaadu / perum- k- kaadu / ara –k-kadu  
[ missing letter- ka-]-cremation ground.  

paradise [E]  has the consonants –pa-- Ra –the—[-sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is   piratha [Skt] vanam [ missing letter- ka-] - 
cremation  ground . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –pa-- Ra –the—[-sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is   pithir kaananam  [Skt] [ missing letter- ka-] - 
cremation  ground ; pithir- elders/ ancestors/ dead persons; 
kaanam/kaananam - forest. 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –pa-- Ra –the—[-sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is  barathi  arankkam  [ missing letter- ka-] - 
cremation  ground . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-] -- Ra –the—[-sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is  ruththira koadi [Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-] 
cremation  ground . 
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paradise [E]  has the consonants –pa-- Ra –the—sa-and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is  seththa  pinaththia sudukira idam  -the place for 
cremation ; sethha pinam-  dead body ; sudu- cremate ;idam-place.  

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -- Ra –the—[- sa--] and the  other 
Tamil interpretation   of the word is   eri kadan [ missing letter- ka-] –
cremation rites ; eri- to cremate; kadan-  rites. 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -- Ra –the—[- sa--] and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is  thakana kiriyaei [Skt] [ missing letter- ka-] – 
cremation rites; kiriyaei-rites . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] -- Ra –the— sa--nd the  other 
interpretation   of the word is karumaathi  seithiduka-  to do cremation rites . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –- pa--- Ra –the— sa--and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pinaththai suttu eriththidu –cremate;pinam- 
dead body; sudu/eri -cremate . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –-[- pa-] --- Ra –the— sa--and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  eri uoottu – cremate; eri- fire; moottu-kindle. 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –-[- pa-] --- Ra –the— sa--and the  other Tamil 
interpretation   of the word is  thakanam seithiduthar /theeyir vaattuthar   [ 
missing letter- ka-] –cremate ; thakanam- cremation ; thee- fire; vaattu- 
cremate / fry/ roast ; seithidu- do.  

 paradise [E]  has the consonants –-[- pa-] -- Ra –the— sa--and the  other 
interpretation   of the word is  saranam  adaithar  - to surrender/ to seek 
asylum ; saranam- to surrender . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –-[- pa-] -- Ra –the—[- sa-] --and the  other 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  aru koattam-[ missing letter- ka-] - asylum . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –-[- pa-] -- Ra –the— sa---and the  other Tamil 
interpretation   of the word is  sirai koodam--[ missing letter- ka-] – prison; 
sirai- prison; koodam- chamber.  
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paradise [E]  has the consonants –-[- pa-] -- Ra –the— [-sa-] ---and the  other 
Tamil interpretation   of the word is  karu  uruvaakum  arai/  koodam--[ missing 
letter- ka-] - womb  /uterus   -where the foetus  grows ; karu- foetus;   
uruvaaka-  produce;   koodam – chamber ;arai –room  . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –-[- pa-] -- Ra –the- sa---and the  other Tamil 
interpretation   of the word is thanjam adaithar -to surrender/ to seek asylum . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –- pa--- Ra –the- [- sa-] ---and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  piththar manai – mental asylum ; piththar-  mad 
persons; manai- house . 

paradise [E]  has the consonants –- [- pa-] --- Ra –the- sa----and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  tharuma saalai  [Skt] [ missing  letter –la-] 
–asylum ; tharumam / neri udaimai - - virtue; saalai- house/ inn . 

 

an-ta-sur-ra: a stone ('heaven' + 'from' + 'boundary marker' + nominative). 

anta sur ra  has the consonants  -an –the- sa- Ra -   and the  interpretation  of 
the word is anda  saraa saram- universe . 

 anta sur ra  has the consonants  -an –the- sa- Ra -   and the    original Tamil  
word is paer andaam [ missing  letter –pa-] – universe; paer-  great; andam-   
universe . 

anta sur ra  has the consonants  -an –the- [-sa-]- Ra -   and the    original Tamil  
word is nandru – heaven . 

anta sur ra  has the consonants  -an –the- [-sa-]- Ra -   and the    original Tamil  
word is nettri – sky . 

 anta sur ra  has the consonants  -an –the- sa- Ra -   and the  interpretation  of 
the word is anthara –sky . 

anta sur ra  has the consonants  -an –the- [-sa-]- Ra -   and the    original Tamil  
word is nadu  kar[ missing  letter –ka-] - grave stone marker; kar- stone . 
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 an-ub-da: regions; "quarter" ('sky' + 'corners' + 'with').  

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thinai -  region . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thani    naadu-   independent  state / country /province . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaai naadu – mother country ; thaai- mother ; naadu- state . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   sontha naadu [ missing  letter- sa-]-  mother nation ; sontham- 
own ; naadu- state . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  dhuniyaa -  district . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanmai-  state.  

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thunn adai – country . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
poondi – district . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is konthu  [ missing letter- ka-] – region . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  kandam [ missing letter- ka-] - continent . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is vanitham [ missing letter- ka-] –region.  
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an ub da has the consonants  -an –-pa- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  piraanthiyam/   paerum thinai [ missing letter- Ra-] –region  ; 
paerum thinai – big land  ; perum- big ;  thinai-  land    .  

an ub da has the consonants  -an –pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
naattu puram [ missing letter- Ra-] – country  side; puram- side .  

an ub da has the consonants  -an –pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
purani naadu [ missing letter- Ra-] - bordering  country ; naadu –state  . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-] - the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thirantha  arai -[ missing letter- Ra-] -  barren country . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –-pa- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  sana [Skt] / ina  patham [ missing letter- sa-]- country/ rural 
district ;  inam –race  ;  sanam- people  . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –-[-pa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  samasthaanam / stan [ missing letter- sa-]-state . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nanan -thalai [ missing letter- la-]- quarter. 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  mandalam- [ missing letter- la-]-  region/ zone  .  

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nilaiyam pidi-[ missing letter- la-]-  to find  quarters.  

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ayal naadu -[ missing letter- la-]-  – foreign country ; ayal- foreign ; naadu –
state .  

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
naththam –   housing area  in a village  . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
edukkani -[ missing letter- ka-]-  corner. 
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an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
indi -edukku -[ missing letter- ka-]-  corner. 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –-pa- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  santhu ponthu  [ missing letter- sa-]-corners ; santhu- gap /crevice 
;  ponthu –pit   . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thani idam- corner.  

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
udan- with .  

an ub da has the consonants  -an –[-pa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
andam-  universe. 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –-[-pa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  anantham [Skt] - sky . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –-[-pa-]- the-  and the  other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  nettri [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  sky . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –-[-pa-]- the-  and the  other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  nandru [ missing  letter- Ra-] - heaven . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –-pa- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  paranthaamam [Skt ] / paer andam [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -  heaven  
; paer andam- universe .  

an ub da has the consonants  -an –-[-pa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  antharam [Skt] [ missing  letter- Ra-] - sky . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –-[-pa-]- the-  and the  other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  sae-naadu-[ missing  letter- sa-] - heaven . 

an ub da has the consonants  -an –-pa- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  poo thaandam – universe. 
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an ub da has the consonants  -an –-pa- the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  panda-andam - body  and the  universe . 

 

an-úr: horizon ('sky' + 'base, floor'). 

anur  has the consonants -an –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  munn tharai  
[ missing letter- the -] –floor; munn- soil; tharai- floor . 

anur  has the consonants -an –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nettri [ 
missing letter- the -]  -sky. 

 anur  has the consonants -an –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is nandru [ 
missing letter- the -]  - heaven. 

anur  has the consonants -an –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
anthara [ missing letter- the -]   –sky . 

anur  has the consonants -an –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaan 
varampu [ missing letters- ka- and-  pa-] – horizon; vaan- sky; varampu- limit/ 
border . 

anur  has the consonants -an –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
amparantham [ missing letters- pa –and- Ra-] –horizon. 

 horizon  [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-] -an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaan varampu [ missing letter- pa- ]- horizon.  

horizon  [E]   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-] -an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaaanum  munnum  santhikkindra koadu [ missing letter- the -]- the 
line of meeting of sky  with earth; vaan –sky; munn- earth ; santhikka- to meet 
; koadu- line  . 

 

 an-uraš: heaven and earth; universe ('heaven' + 'earth').  
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anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra –[- sa -] – and the  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  munn tharai- / tharai munn -[ missing letter- the -] -  earth /soil; 
munn- soil; tharai –floor /earth / land .  

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra – sa -– and the  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  sen- tharai  /sem-munn tharai --[ missing letter- the -]  -red soil ; 
semmai- red.  

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra –[- sa -] – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  terrain [E] -[ missing letter- the -]  - land/ ground . 

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra –[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   piramaanam -[ missing letter- pa -]  – ground ; peru munn ; peru- 
big ; munn- land/ soil .  

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra – [-sa-]  -– and the  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  erunam- saline soil . 

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra –[- sa -] – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  miruthini -[ missing letter- the -]- good soil . 

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra –[- sa -] – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  manar tharai -[ missing letter- the -]-sand soil ; manar- sand ; 
tharai- floor .  

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra –[- sa -] – and the  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  nandru-[ missing letter- the -] - heaven . 

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra –[- sa -] – and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is  antharam [Skt]  [ missing letter- the -] -  heaven . 

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra – sa - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  antharitchcham  [Skt] [ missing letter- the -]  - heaven/ universe  . 

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra – sa - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  anthara michcharam [ missing letter- the -] –hell [antonym]..   
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anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra – [- sa -] - and the  other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  nettri [ missing letter- the -] - sky.  

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra – [- sa -] - and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  nirupam [ missing letter- pa-] - sky. 

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra –[- sa-]  - and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is  paranthaamam [ missing letters- pa -and-the -]  - heaven . 

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra – [-sa -] - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   paer inpam [ missing letter- pa -]- heaven ; paer- 
great; inpam- happiness . 

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra –-sa - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   arun- j- sirai -  hell [antonym]  .  

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra –-sa - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   nirayam – hell [antonym]  .   

anuras  has the consonants – an- Ra –-sa - and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   sen -neer nunkar- hell [antonym]  .  

 

an-usan: evening ('sky' + 'evening'). 

anusan  has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]  -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn- naeram  [ missing letter- Ra -]  -  evening  twilight;  munn –earlier/ prior  
; naeram –time  . 

anusan  has the consonants  - an –sa--an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
saenn- sky.  

anusan  has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]--an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn – earth  [antonym ] . 

anusan  has the consonants  - an –sa--an – and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is saayannam [Skt] – evening worship .  
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an-za-kàr: tower, fort ('heaven' + 'stone' + 'round, high thing').  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa -]-ka -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  uyaramaana  koapuram [ missing letter- pa-] – tall tower ; uyaram- 
height; koapuram –tower .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa -]-ka -Ra  -and the   original Tamil  
word is  uoorin paeru vaayir [ missing letter- pa-]- city tower / city entrance ; 
uoor-  city  /  village; peru –big; vaayir   -gate  / entrance .    

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uyaramaana  sikaram /sikari   -tall tower ; sikaram- peak .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]  -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   uyaramaana  vaeram - tall tower ; uyaram –tall . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa--ka -Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word 
is   koattai- yin  mathir   suvar [ missing letter- the -]-  fort  wall ; koatai – castle; 
mathir- fort wall ; suvar- wall . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]  -ka -Ra  - and the   original Tamil  
word is   kanni  mathir-[ missing letter- the -]-  impregnable fort; mathir- fort 
wall .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]  -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is aavaranam – fort.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa- -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil   word 
is  van sirai- fortress ;   sirai- prison .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa- -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil   word 
aran seika – fort;  aran –fort .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]- -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil   
word  ethiri –yin/ ethiri naattu   mannarin  koattai [ missing letter- the -] – fort 
of the enemy  ; ethiri –enemy ;  naadu –state ; mannar- king ;koattai –castle .  
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]- -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil   
word  aranaa thurkkam  /thuruvam  /   kaatu  aran  [ missing letter- the -] -
fortified tower.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]- -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil   
word  kaappu aran  [ missing letter- pa-] -fort / castle ;kaapu  -protection .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]- -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil   
word   aran maalikai -[ missing letter- la- -] – castle; maalikai- palace .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]- -ka -Ra  - and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   nakar aran -  citadel ; aran- barrier/ wall  .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]- -ka -Ra  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  oaankiya  vappiram-[ missing letter- pa-]  -
towering fort  ; oaankiya  -towering .   

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]- -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil   
word   oankiya kurumpu -[ missing letter- pa-] - towering fort.   

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –-sa- -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil   
word  oaankiya   koattai-yin  paaka  suvar  --[ missing letters -the-and – pa-]-  
fort wall  ; oaankkiya –towering; koattai –castle;  pakkam - side; suvar –wall . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]- -ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil   
word  oankiya  koattai-yin kar-p-pu -[ missing letters -the- and – pa-]-  fort wall 
; koattai –castle . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-]- -ka -Ra  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  oaankiya  koattai -yin  pirakaaram [sutru  pura 
suvar ]  -[ missing letters -the- and – pa-]-  fort wall  ; koattai –fort /castle ; 
oaankkiya- tall ;  suttru pura suvar  -enclosing  wall  ; suvar- wall . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa- -ka -Ra  - and the  other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  koattai- yin  thaanku / muttu suvar [ missing 
letter- the -] – buttress wall of the fort ; thaankku  suvar  / muttu suvar- 
supporting wall . 
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  koattai yin -adi - suvar  [asthivaaram ][Skt] / 
maedai suvar [ missing letter- the -] -  basement wall of the fort ; adi  - base  
;suvar  -wall .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  koattai yin  -sutru suvar/ varanam  [ missing 
letter- the -]-  compound wall of the fort  ; sutru  suvar-  compound wall . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  koattai yin  siru suvar/  matta suvar  [ missing 
letter- the -]-  -breast wall of the fort ; matta  suvvar- parapet wall .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] - -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaanaka / vana thurukkam / kaatti aran [ missing 
letter- the -] - jungle  fort  ;kaadu –forest; aran –fort   ;vanam –forest ; 
kaanakam- forest .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] - -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   oankiya kumari  mathir -  towering impregnable 
fortress ; oankkiya- towering ; mathir- fort wall  . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] - -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kundrin  meethu  kattiya  koattai  -[ missing 
letter- the -]- rock  fort ; kundru-  hill ; kattu –build; koattai –castle .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa-- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   sen -nira –kar - a  stone  ;semmai –red; niram- 
ray /color; kar- stone . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa-- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is    siraavanam [Skt]  - stone . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] -- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kar- koththan [ missing letter- the -] - stone 
cutter  ; kar- stone; koththan- mason /sculptor .   
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa--- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kar thachchan  [ missing letter- the -] - stone 
cutter/ stone mason  ; kar-  stone ; thachchan- carpenter/ sculptor .   

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa---ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kar sirppan -[ missing letter- pa -]- stone cutter; 
sirppan –sculptor ; kar-  stone .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa---ka -Ra  - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  siththira-k- kaaran / oaviya- k -karran [ missing letter- the -]-
sculptor  ; oaviyam / siththiram –drawing  .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa---ka -Ra  - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is    Oavar  sanam  [Skt]  / inam -  sculptor  caste ; inam- race/ 
people  . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa---ka -Ra  - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   Kammiyar inam  / sanam - sculptor  caste . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] ---ka -Ra  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   kuzhaivu  kalaignan -[ missing letter- la--]-  
sculptor  ; kalaignan-  artist .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] ---ka -Ra  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  yevanar-  sculptor . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] -- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kaani-k- kar  -  boundary stone . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] -- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   karun –k-kar- blue stone ; karu –black ;kar- 
stone .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] -- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  nar kar- blue stone/ stone mortar .    
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] -- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  paraan -k –kar  / perun-k-kar -[ missing letter- pa 
-] - rock stone ; perum –big ; kar- rock  . 

  ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] -- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is   manthiri [Skt]  koodam [ missing letter- the -]- 
blue stone.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] -- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   thiranda kar- [ missing letter- the -]-  cylindrical 
stone roller ;  kar- stone .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] -- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vaana –k- kar-  foundation stone.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] -- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is naazhikai kar [ missing letter-zha-]- mile stone.     

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] -- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is perun-k- kar--[ missing letter- pa -]-  large stone ; 
perum-  big ; kar- rock  /stone.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] -- -ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is thindu kar--[ missing letter- the -]-   boulder . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –sa--ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kurunji- -silai -kar --[ missing letter- la -]-  red 
stone.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[-sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is   kunkuma nira kar / kunkuma  varni – saffron 
stone  ; kunkumam - saffron; niram- color; kar- stone  .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an –[- sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   nadu kar-[ missing letter- the -]-  memorial 
stone; nadu  -to erect; kar- stone .  
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an-  sa--ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  sukkaan kar-  kunkar stone.   

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [- sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   mani kar-/ kar -mani – stone  beads; mani- 
stone / jem/ bead  .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [- sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  koozhaan-k- kar [ missing letter- zha-] – pebble . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an-  [-sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other   
interpretation  of the word is  raththina [Skt] kar / uyar vakai  kar mani   -[ 
missing letter- the -]-  – precious stone; uyar- high ; vakai- kind ; kar- stone; 
mani- jem  . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an-  [-sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other   
interpretation  of the word is  thivu-iya raththinam -[ missing letter- the -]-
celsetial gem.      

ansakara   has the consonants  - an-  [-sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other   
interpretation  of the word is  nava raththina  [Skt] kar-[ missing letter- the -]-    
nine  precious stones ;  ari-ya vakai  thondu kar-  nine precious stones ; navam-
[Skt ]  - nine ; thondu -9 ;  kar/ kal -  stone ; ariya –rare ; vakai- kind.   

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa---ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pachchai nira mani kar--[ missing letter- pa-]-   
green stone; pachchai- green; niram –color; kar- stone  . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an-  -sa- --ka -Ra  - and the  other   
interpretation  of the word is  kar -saaka mani –emerald; mani –stone .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa---ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thurukka [Turkey ]  naattu mani – emerald  ;  
naadu –state / country ; mani- bead/ jem ; thurukky –Turkey country  .  
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an-  [-sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other   
interpretation  of the word is  marakatha[Skt]  mani -[ missing letter- the -]  
emerald.    

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa---ka -Ra  - and the  original   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pachchai nira  koadu -[ missing letter- the -] – 
emerald; pachchai- green; niram- ray /color .   

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa---ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is sivappu mani  kar -[ missing letter- pa-]-red stone  
; sivappu –red ; mani –bead /stone .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]---ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is kanar nira kar mani -  red stone . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa---ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is senkkar mani – red stone; semmai- red; kar- 
stone ; mani – bead / stone . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa---ka -Ra  - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word is  vaanichchi mani kar- ruby ; kar- stone . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa---ka -Ra  - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word is  pushpa raaka [Skt]  mani [ missing letter- pa-] – ruby ; mani- 
stone . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is  raththina kandi [ missing letter- the -]- a ruby 
necklace; kandam- neck; kandi/ kandikai- necklace . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  maanikka kar – ruby; kar- stone . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa--ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  nasanai -maanikka kar mani -  a whitish color  in 
a ruby  ,  being a defect.   
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is  rana [Skt] mani kar-  red stone; ranam- blood/ 
red .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   uyar vakai maanikkam- superior ruby; uyar- 
great/ high ; vakai-  kind ; maanikkam- ruby . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  varithi –thi- th- thandu [ missing letter- the -]-
coral.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is  viththirumam [ missing letter- the -]-coral.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thuvar mani [ missing letter- the -]-coral. 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kurithi mani kar[ missing letter- the -]- blood 
stone; kuruthi –blood ; mani  kar- stone bead  . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- -sa--ka -Ra  - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word is  kiru saanu – coral leaf.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  murukai mani kar- coral stone.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kokkai kar mani – coral stone.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  munn murunkai – Indian coral tree.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thukir mani kar[ missing letter- the -]- red coral . 
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vaira mani kar – diamond.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  karu mani-  sapphire  ; karu –black .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the other  
interpretation  of the word is  ari -nira  kar – sapphire.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the other  
interpretation  of the word is  anthira  kann mani [ missing letter- the -]- 
sapphire; mani- stone . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word isvaiyra munn -  diamond dust ; munn- soil  /dust .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa--ka -Ra  - and the other  interpretation  
of the word is   vachchira [Skt]  mani  -diamond . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vaira kadukkan [ missing letter- the -]-diamond  
ear ring ;vairam –diamond; kadukkan- ear ring .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   thaattaiyana  vairam [ missing letter- the -]       -
flat  diamond  ; thattai –flat .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa--ka -Ra  - and the Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   vaira   kanima surankkam – diamond mine; surankkam- mine; 
kanimam- metal  ;  vairam- diamond . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the other  
interpretation  of the word is   eravai mani –diamond.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa--ka -Ra  - and the other  interpretation  
of the word is   vachchira surankkam [Skt] -   diamond mine. 
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the other  
interpretation  of the word is  maruviya kaanthi -[ missing letter- the -]-  cat’s 
eye . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the other  
interpretation  of the word is  karadi mani -[ missing letter- the -]-–pearl.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa-ka -Ra  - and the other  interpretation  
of the word is  swarna [Skt] -kar mani  - lapis lazuli . 

 ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa-ka -Ra  - and the other  interpretation  
of the word is   sukkiranaali [ missing letter- la-]- pearl.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- -sa--ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  muru vanji – pearl. 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- -[-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is venn mani kar- pearl ; venn –white .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- -[-sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is kanaka /  pushpa raaka [Skt]  mani  -[ missing 
letter- pa-]-  yellow topaz.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- -sa-ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is manjar  onn- manai kar vakai – topazolite; 
manjar- yellow .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- -[-sa-] -ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  karuka mani – black stone bead  ; karu- black . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa--ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  sunnammpu  kar- -[ missing letter- pa-]- stone 
lime;   sunnaampu - lime . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] ---ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  mukanai  kar- stone lintel . 
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] ---ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kar kaanam- stone oil press.  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] ---ka -Ra  - and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kar kanthu -[ missing letter- the -]- stone pillar; 
kanthu- pillar ; kar- stone .   

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] ---ka -Ra  - and the  other   
interpretation  of the word is   kar –thoon – stone pillar; thoon- pillar .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] ---ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   nar - kathi -[ missing letter- the -]-paradise  . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] ---ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vaanavar   veedu -[ missing letter- the -]-house 
of the gods ; veedu – house ; vaan –sky; vaanavar- people of the sky .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] ---ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  Naagar naadu -[ missing letter- the -]-house of 
the gods; naadu –state /country .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  eraivan uraiyum  veedu -[ missing letter- the -]-
house of the god  ;  eraivan –god; uraiyim –living / residing   ; veedu –house  .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aandavarin veedu -[ missing letter- the -]-house 
of the god  ; aandavar- god .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa- --ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  sinkkaara vanam – paradise; sinkkaram- 
beautiful; vanam- park/ grove .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa--]-ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  urundai  vadiavm -[ missing letter- the -]-–round 
shape  ; urundai –round; vadivam –shape .  
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa--]-ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vattamana ondru--[ missing letter- the -]-– 
round one  ; vattam –circle ;  ondru- one  .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa--]-ka -Ra  - and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is  eri  narakam / naraka vaai  – fiery  hell 
[antonym] ; narakam- hell ; eri –fire  ; vaai- mouth . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa--ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  seththavarin  aavi  uraiyum  veedu / idam --[ 
missing letter- the -]- house of the dead [antonym] ; seththavan –dead person  
; aavi –spirit ; uraiyim –living ; veedu –house  .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa--ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  sen- neer  nunkar – hell [antonym].  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]--ka -Ra  - and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is  naraka vakai/ nakkirakkiyam - hell [antonym].    

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa-ka -Ra  - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word is  vachchira kandakam --[ missing letter- the-] – hell[antonym].    

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [-sa-] -ka -Ra  - and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is  vin mooththiram --[ missing letter- the-] – hell 
[antonym].    

 ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [- sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  uyar vakai  /ariya vakai mani- precious stone; 
ariya –rare ; vakai- kind ; mani –bead/ stone  /grain  . 

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [- sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   uyarvaana ennam – high thinking ; ennam- 
thinking ; uyarvu –superior .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [- sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   uyarvaana karuththu [ missing letter- the -] – 
good idea / higher thinking  ; karuththu- idea . 
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ansakara   has the consonants  - an- [- sa-] --ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  uyarvaana noakkam  -good / high aim  ; 
noakkam- aim .  

ansakara   has the consonants  - an- sa---ka -Ra  - and the  other   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  uyarvaana seyar -  good action ; seyar-action  . 

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  saeppu 
nira mani / sen-nira mani [ missing letter- sa -] - red stone  ;saeppu –red; 
niram- color  .  

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaraiyan – sun . 

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-pa -]-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   sooriyan [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa -] – sun . 

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-pa -]-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  ranam  [Skt] – ruby . 

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-pa -]-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  raththam [ missing letter- the -] – coral . 

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-pa -]-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  aruna mani  -ruby ; mani- stone bead .  

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-pa -]-and the  original Tamil interpretation 
of the word is   ariya mani –rare /precious stone ;  ariya –rare/ precious  . 

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-pa -]-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  ari / ari mani –emerald  . 

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-pa -]-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  aaram- pearl.  

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- -pa -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  putha piriyam / piriyaa mani [ missing letter –the -] – emerald.  
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ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanikka kar [ missing letter- ka -]- ruby; kar- stone   . 

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanar  nira – k-kar [ missing letter- ka -]--ruby ; kanar- fire ; niram- color . 

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaira 
mani [ missing letter- ka -]-–diamond.  

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
eravai-[ missing letter- ka -]-– diamond.  

ruby [E]   has the consonants – Ra- pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is arum 
porul [ missing letter- la -]- –rare thing / pearl ; porul –thing/ wealth  . 

emerald [E]   has the consonants-  ma- Ra- la- the –and the interpretation of 
the word is marakatha [Skt] kal -[ missing letter- ka -]—emerald; kal- stone .  

emerald [E]   has the consonants-  ma- Ra- la- the –and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  vilai uyarntha  pattai theettiya  ari mani kal -[ 
missing letters- ka  and –pa--]-polished  emerald  ; vilai- cost; uyarntha -  rich / 
superior ; theettiya - polished / cut  .  

emerald [E]   has the consonants-  ma- Ra- la- the –and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thurukki[Turkey]  nila mani -[ missing letter- ka -
]—emerald  ; nilam- land . 

emerald [E]   has the consonants-  ma- Ra- la- the –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  varuththalam [ missing letter- ka-] -  round 
shaped  gem  . 

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the   interpretation  of 
the word is    maathu pakam [ missing letter- ka-] – topaz.  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the other  interpretation  
of the word is  koa -  maethakam [ missing letter- ka-]- topaz . 
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hessonite [E] [topaz ]  has the consonants – ka- sa- an -the -  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  komaethaka mani – topaz.   

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –[-pa-]- sa- and the other   interpretation  
of the word is  soathi  [Skt] / thee kunn mani [ missing letter- ka-]-  pearl.  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  kanthi  [ missing letter- ka-] – emerald . 

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-pa--sa- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  pattai theettiya manja mani  -topaz/ polished 
yellow stone  ; pattai  theetu –cut/ polished   ; manja –yellow  . 

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-pa—[-sa-]- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  pattai theetiya maa mani – polished / rubbed 
ruby; maa- great ; mani- stone bead  . 

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-pa—-sa- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  pattai theettiya  pachchai  mani – polished 
emerald ; pachchai- green .  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-[-pa-]—[-sa-]- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is thoo mani – pearl  ; thooimai- pure . 

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-[-pa-]—[-sa-]- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  nethi- pearl.  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-[-pa-]—[-sa-]- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  muththu- pearl.  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-pa--sa-- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is sippa muththu-  artificial pearl; muththu- pearl .  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-[-pa-] --sa-- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is soothu muththu - artificial pearl ; poali muththu; 
poali- false/ pseudo  .  
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topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-pa---sa-- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is punjai muththu -  big sized pearl.  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-pa---sa-- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is sapaththi-  flat  pearl.  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-[-pa-]--[-sa-] and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  thattai  muththu - flat  pearl; thattai- flat ; 
muththu- pearl . 

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-[-pa-]--[-sa-] and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  nun muththu -  genuine pearl  ; nun  -good .  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the --pa--sa-and the other Tamil   interpretation  
of the word is  muththu sippi  -  mother of pearl  / pearl oyster .  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the --pa--sa-and the other Tamil   interpretation  
of the word is  matti sippai -  oyster shell.  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the --pa--sa-and the other Tamil   interpretation  
of the word is  sippi meen oadu -  oyster shell.  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-[-pa-]—[-sa-]- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is muththam-  pearl. 

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-[-pa-]—[-sa-]- and the other Tamil   
interpretation  of the word is  thunai  muththam -  stringed pearl.  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –-[-pa-]—[-sa-]- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  niththilam  [ missing  leter- la-] – pearl.  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –--pa—sa- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  muththu salapam [ missing  leter- la-] - pearl fishery.  

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –--[-pa-] —[-sa-] - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  kanthaka kan maki [ missing letter- ka-]- lapis 
lazuli . 
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topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –--[-pa-]- sa-- and the other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  sinthaa mani – celestial wishing  gem.   

topaz [E]  has the consonants  -the –--[-pa-]- [- sa-] -- and the other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  maadu- large gem  . 

sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  [-sa-] –[-pa-]  – Ra –and the  interpretation 
of the word is ari nira mani – sapphire.  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  -sa-–-pa- – Ra –and the  interpretation of 
the word is  pushsparajam [Skt] – yellow sapphire  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  [-sa-] –[-pa-]  – Ra –and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word  karu mani [ missing letter- ka-]- sapphire; karu- 
black; mani –stone bead .  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants- -sa –[-pa-]  – Ra –and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word  muruvanji-[ missing letter- ka-]- pearl.  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants- -[-sa-]  –[-pa-]  – Ra –and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word  vairam  -[ missing letter- ka-]- diamond.  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants- -[-sa-]  –[-pa-]  – Ra –and the other 
interpretation of the word   vachchiram [Skt] -[ missing letter- ka-]- diamond. 

sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  [-sa-] –[-pa-]  – Ra –and the  interpretation 
of the word is anthira kan mani [ missing letters- ka- and- the -] –sapphire. 

sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  [-sa-] –[-pa-]  – Ra –and the  interpretation 
of the word is  varuna vinthu [ missing letters- ka- and- the -]- pearl . 

sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  -sa-–pa-– Ra –and the  other Tamil   
interpretation of the word is thakattu   /sethukkaatha / pattai theetaata    
vairam [ missing letters- ka- and- the -] –uncut diamond . 

sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  -sa—[-pa--] – Ra –and the  other Tamil   
interpretation of the word is soatru muththu -[ missing letter-the-]- artificial 
pearl . 
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sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  [-sa-]- pa- Ra –and the  other Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  paru muththu -[ missing letter-the-]- big sized 
pearl ; paru- big .  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  [-sa-] –[-pa-]  – Ra –and the  interpretation 
of the word is aaram -  pearl . 

sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  [-sa-] –[-pa-]  – Ra –and the  interpretation 
of the word is ari  -diamond.  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  -sa-–-pa- – Ra –and the  interpretation of 
the word is suppira mani – diamond.  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants-  -sa-–-pa- – Ra –and the  interpretation of 
the word is  sasi  piriyam[Skt]  – pearl.  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants- -[-sa-] –-pa- Ra –and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word   paru muththu [ missing letter- the -] -  big sized  
pearl  ; paru –big .  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants- -sa—[--pa-] - Ra –and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word   sittru mari [ missing letter- the -] – coral plant  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants- -[-sa-] –-[-pa-] – Ra –and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word   erattai muththu - [ missing letter- the -]- double 
pearl   ; erattai –double  .   

sapphire [E] has the  consonants- -sa –-[-pa-] – Ra –and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word  silai arasan [ missing letter- la-]-diamond; silai- 
stone  ; arasan- king .  

sapphire [E] has the  consonants- -sa –-pa-– Ra –and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word   nar salaapam [ missing letter- la-]- lucrative pearl 
fishery . 

sapphire [E] has the  consonants- -sa –-[-pa--] – Ra –and the other 
interpretation of the word   siroan[Skt]  mani – superior gem . 
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coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
murukai kal – coral . 

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pavala karkkal [ missing letter-pa -]—coral stones   ; pavalam-  coral ; karkkal- 
stones .  

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  aattu 
-k-kaarkal-[ missing letter- the -]-  coral stones  . 

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pavala kar paarai-[ missing letter-pa -]— coral reef.  

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nar 
pavalam -[ missing letter-pa -]—genuine coaral ; nar- good . 

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  piravaalam [ missing letter-pa -]— red coral.  

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   sukkiranaali [ missing letter-sa -]—pearl.  

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  thukir thaali -[ missing letter- the -]-  coarl jasmine.  

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  pavala maram [ missing letter-pa -]-   coral tree ; maram –tree .  

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   kadal uyir vakai -[ missing letter- the -]-  sea organism  ; kadal-  
sea; uyir  inam- organism/ race -  

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  palikku  vairam [ missing letter-pa -]-  diamond. 

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   vaira kal- diamond.  
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coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  olir mukam- diamond  ; olir- shine; mukam- face .   

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  silai varam [ missing letter-sa -]-   diamond ; silai- stone . 

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  vaira vizhaa- diamond jubilee  ; vizhaa- celebration  . 

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  mikka vilai -yulla  ariya vakai karkkal -  precious  costly stones; 
mikka- excess ; vilai- cost ;ulla- having ; ariya –rare ; vakai- king ; karkkal –
stones  . 

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   kuru kal muththu  [ missing letter- the -] – double pearl.  

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   alanka naari-  pearl oyster.  

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  aazhi  neeril   moozhki  muththu kulikkiravan [ missing letter- 
the -] - pearl diver  ; aazhi –sea; neeril- in the water  ; moozhki- immerse ; 
muthu- pearl  ;  kulippavar- diver / one who  takes bath .  

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   parukkai kal - [ missing letter-pa -]-  small pebbles . 

 coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   koalaan -k-kar/ koozhaan- k -kar  -pebble  ; kar- stone  . 

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is vilai illa    seyarkkai- kal- [ missing letter-sa -]-  artificial stone  / 
less cost  ; vilai- price; illai –nil ; seyarkkai –artificial . 

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  iyarkkai -yaana kal- natural stone ;  iyarkkai- nature .  
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coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   thuru kal-[ missing letter-the -]-   rock . 

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is   pirankal / perum kal-[ missing letter-pa -]—rock; perum –big  . 

coral [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  raththina-k kal --[ missing letter-the -]- gem . 

pearl [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra-  la -and the original Tamil  word is   
arum porul - precious   /rare  one . 

pearl [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra-  la -and the original Tamil  word is   
paral   -  small stones . 

diamond     has the consonants –the- ma -an –the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is mani muththu / muththu mani   -pearl   ; mani –bead /stone; muththu- 
pearl . 

platinum [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-]  -la –the-  an -and the  original Tamil  
word is   vellai   thankkam  [ missing letter- ka-]- white gold; velali- white; 
thankkam- gold . 

 lapis lazuli  has the consoants –la- pa-  sa -  la –sa-  la -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   oli  veesum  neela   /  pachchai / manaja    /saeppu kal  [ missing 
letter- ka-]- – shining bule  /green  / yellow / red stone  ; oli- light ; veesa- shine 
; neelam- blue ; pachchai- green ;  manja – yellow ; saepu –red ; kal- jem . 

gem [E]   has the consonants – [- sa -] -ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   
mani - gem  . 

gem [E]   has the consonants – [- sa -] -ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   
manavu [ missing letter- ka-]- gem  

gem [E]   has the consonants – [- sa -] -ma- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is   maanikka vakai   / mani vakai [ missing letter- ka-]-  varieties of gem ; 
vakai- kind . 
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an-zag, an-zà: where heaven ends ('heaven' + 'side, boundary').  

anzag   has the consonants -an –[-sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaanakam  / vinnakam –heaven ; vaan / vinn - sky ;  akam-  home  

anzag   has the consonants -an –[-sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaanam –sky / heaven .  

anzag   has the consonants -an –[-sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaanin  munai /nuni –end of heaven ; munai –tip . 

anzag   has the consonants -an –[-sa-] -ka – and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  kakanam- heaven. 

anzag   has the consonants -an –[-sa-] -ka – and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  ana-k-kam- sky.  

anzag   has the consonants -an –[-sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
panku /  paanku  [ missing letter- pa-]  – side.  

anzag   has the consonants -an –[-sa-] -ka – and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  paakanam –side. 

anzag   has the consonants -an –[-sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kannai-  side.  

anzag   has the consonants -an –[-sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kankku – border.  

 

an-zah: heated or fused lead (an, 'tin' + 'to be calm').  

 anzah  has the consonants -an sa-  - and the  original Tamil  word is van-k-kam 
[ missing letter- ka-]  – lead  /tin . 
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anzah  has the consonants -an sa-  - and the  original Tamil  word is venn –
naakam  [ missing letter- ka-]  - tin; venn-  white .  

anzah  has the consonants -an sa-  - and the  original Tamil  word is cheena  
vankkam [ missing letter- ka-] -china lead.  

anzah  has the consonants -an sa-  - and the  original Tamil  word is asaivu  
inmai [ missing letter- ka-]  -quiet ;  asaivu- movement ; inami- nil .  

 

       anše-bala: pack-ass ('equid' + 'to cross over, deliver').  

ansebala  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  
word is vazhanku- deliver.  

ansebala  has the consonants – an- sa- [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sumai sumakkum  kaala vaayan [ missing letter- ka-]  – ass /one with big 
mouth.  

ansebala  has the consonants – an- sa- [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sinai eenuthal  [ missing letter-the-]  – to deliver [ baby  animal ]  . 

ansebala  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalin-k-kam-  /kulinkkam  horse.  

 

anše-bar-an-mi2: female donkey ('equid' + 'foreign' + 'high' + 'female').  

ansebaranmi   has the consonants – an- sa- pa- Ra- an -ma  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is pothi  sumanithidum  pen  peru  vaayan   [missing letters- ka-
and -  the -] – female ass  carrying  the burden . 

ansebaranmi   has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- pa- Ra- an -ma  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is pari  enum  oru  paer inam- equid . 

ansebaranmi   has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- pa- Ra- an -ma  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is pura naattu munn [missing letter- the -] – foreign land . 
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ansebaranmi   has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- pa- Ra- an -ma  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is perum uyaramaana   onnu-   high one.  

ansebaranmi   has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- pa- Ra- an -ma  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  pen enum uyir inam – female race.  

 

anše-bar-an-nita2: male donkey ('equid' + 'foreign' + 'high' + 'male').  

ansebarannita   has the consonants -an –sa- pa- Ra  -an- the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is pothi sumanithidum  aan  peru  vaayan   [missing letter- ka-]- 
male ass  carrying  the burden. 

ansebarannita   has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- pa- Ra  -an- the  - and the  
original Tamil  word is pura naattu munn -foreign land . 

ansebarannita   has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- pa- Ra  -an- the  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  perum  uyaramaana  idam ondru   - a high place.  

ansebarannita   has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- Ra  -an- the  - and the  
original Tamil  word is  aan endra  uyir inam –male race.  

 

anše-bìr: ass yoked in a team ('equid' + 'team').  

ansebir  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]-  pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  poonuthar / pinaiththar  [ missing letter –the -] – be yoked.  

ansebir  has the consonants – an--sa-  pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinaiyar  vaesari  /  kari  / karam/ karapam  [ missing letter- ka-]- yoked ass ;  
kari –female ass.  

ansebir  has the consonants – an- -sa-  pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
suamisumakkum  perum vaayan [ missing letter- ka-]-  ass.  

ansebir  has the consonants – an—[ -sa--]  - [ - pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nedun-k-kuraloan [ missing letters- ka-  and- la-]  – ass.  
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ansebir  has the consonants – an—[ -sa--]  - [ - pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  puravi paer ianm [ missing letter- ka-]- – horse breed /equid .  

ansebir  has the consonants – an-sa--- pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
suami sumakkum   perun-k-karam / perun-k-kari  [ missing letter- ka-]-  mule.  

 

anše-dub: ass registered on a tablet ('equid' + 'tablet').  

ansedub  has the consonants  -an-  sa – the-  pa- - and the  original Tamil  word 
is    seppu  maan pattayam –   copper  horse tablet ; maan- deer /  horse; 
pattayam- tablet ; seppu –copper ; anse- unni – horse; dub –pattayam . 

 

anše-du24-ùr: (cf., dur9[ŠUL]).  

 

anše-edin-na: wild ass ('equid' + 'steppe' + a(k), genitival postposition).  

anseedinna   has the consonants- an –[-sa--] - the -an -and the  original Tamil  
word is thun mukan  [ missing letter- ka-] – horse. 

anseedinna   has the consonants- an –[-sa--] - the -an -and the  original Tamil  
word is poondu  munn [ missing  letter- pa-] –steppe . 

 

anše-giš: work ass ('equid' + 'tool').  

ansegis  has the consonants – an-  [-sa-]- ka-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is vanni  -horse.  

ansegis  has the consonants – an-  [-sa-]- ka-[- sa-]- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  vaamaan- horse.  

ansegis  has the consonants – an-  [-sa-]- ka-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is sumai sumakkum  kaala vaayan[ missing letter- pa-]-  – pack ass; 
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sumai- load; summa- to carry ; kaala vaayan – one with big throat ; vaai- 
mouth .  

ansegis  has the consonants – an-  [-sa-]- ka-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is kannukam- horse.  

ansegis  has the consonants – an-  [-sa-]- ka-[- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is koanam – horse . 

 ansegis  has the consonants – an-  [-sa-]- ka-[- sa-]- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  panjaankkam  [ missing letter- pa-]- horse.   

ansegis  has the consonants – an- -sa- ka-[- sa-]- and the other interpretation  
of the word is  sivani- ass.  

ansegis  has the consonants – an- -sa- ka-[- sa-]- and the other interpretation  
of the word is  neesa vaakanam – pack  ass ;  vaakanam –wagon ; neesam-
inferior / lowness .  

ansegis  has the consonants – an- -sa- ka-[- sa-]- and the other interpretation  
of the word is  kooni kuyam –sickle.  

ansegis  has the consonants – an- -sa- ka-[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is  
kanichchi – axe.  

ansegis  has the consonants – an- -sa- ka-[- sa-]- and the other interpretation  
of the word is  naviyam –axe.  

ansegis  has the consonants – an- -[-sa-]- ka-[- sa-]- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  aakanikam - spade.  

 

ANŠE-ka: one of the best groups of people. 

anseka  has the consonants  -an- [-sa-]- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maen makkal [  missing letter- la-]  - best people / high class people ; maenmai- 
honorable ; makkal- people .  
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anseka  has the consonants  -an- [-sa-]- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nun makkal   inam / kilai / kulam  /kuzhu  [  missing letter- la-]-  group of  good 
people  ; nun- good ; inam –race ; kilai-  branch ; kulam –family ;  kuzhu group . 

anseka  has the consonants  -an- -sa- ka  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is nalla  janankkal[  missing letter- la-]-good   people; nalla- good ; janam- 
people .                
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anše-kunga(2): mule ('horse' + 'donkey'). 

ansekunga   has the consonants -an - sa – ka- an- ka –and the  interpretation of 
the word is  neesa vaakanam   – ass; neesam- inferior; vaakanam- vehicle .  

ansekunga   has the consonants -an - sa – ka- an- ka –and the  interpretation of 
the word is panjaan-k-kam  [  missing letter- pa-]  horse.  

ansekunga   has the consonants -an –-sa-– ka- an- ka –and the original Tamil  
word is  sumai sumakkum nedun-k-kuraloan [ missing  letters-  Ra- and- la-]- 
ass; sumai- load; sumakka- to carry ; nedumai- long ; kural- voice ; nedun-k-
kuraloan- one with big throat . 

ansekunga   has the consonants –an  –-sa-– ka- an- ka –and the original Tamil  
word is  sumai sumakkum  aan  kaala  vaayan   [ missing letter- la-]-  a male  
pack ass [  as being trumpet mouthed ] ; aaan- male  . 

ansekunga   has the consonants –an  – [-sa-] – ka- an- ka –and the original 
Tamil  word is  kannukam –horse.  

 

anše-mar: chariot or wagon ass ('equid' + 'wagon').  

ansemar   has the consonants- an –[-sa-]- ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is nampiraan [ missing letter-pa-]-  – horse.  

 

itiapin-dug-a: calendar month 8 at Nippur during Ur III.  

itiapin-dug-a   has the consonants --  the – [-pa-]  –an- the -ka – and the 
interpretation of the word is  aandin   ettaavathu  maatham -  8th month of the 
year; aandu- year ; ettu- 8; maatham- month .  
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itiapin-dug-a   has the consonants --  the – [-pa-]  –an- the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   aandin  ‘’a’’–thinkal   [ missing letter- la-] - 8th month of 
the year; aandu- year ;   ‘’ a’’ -   Tamil numerical   letter for   – 8 ;  thinkkal- 
month/ moon .  

 

APIN-lal: cultivating leasehold land ('plow' + 'to pay').  

apinlal  has the consonants -pa -an -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  pannai 
nilam- farm land . 

apinlal  has the consonants -pa -an -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paasana nilam  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  cultivation  land; nilam- land; paasanam- 
cultivation .  

apinlal  has the consonants -pa -an -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  nilam- 
land.   

apinlal  has the consonants –[-pa-] -an -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aalaanam- a plough ; panai  aalaanam- hired plough  . 

apinlal  has the consonants –[-pa-] -an -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
gnaajil [ missing  letter- sa-]-  - plough . 

apinlal  has the consonants –[-pa-] -an -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoothiyam thanthuiduthal [ missing  letter- the-]-  – to pay  salary ; uoothiyam- 
salary ; thanthidu –give . 

apinlal  has the consonants –pa--an -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  patta 
nilam-  lease land . 

 

gišapin-numun: plow fitted with seeder attachment ('plow' + 'seed'). 

gisapin numun  has the consonants- ka- sa –pa- an-  ma- an  - and the  original 
Tamil word is  saal   vari  virai  mani   pannai  paasana  kalappai  /elankaali  [ 
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missing letters- la -and -Ra-] – seeder plough  ;  saal vari –furrow  ; mani –seed 
; pannai –farm; paasanam- cultivation  ; kalappai- plough   . 

 

 apin-ús: plowman's helper ('plow' + 'to follow; to be next to').  

apinus  has the consonants-  pa- an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pannai- aal [ missing  letter- la-] -  farm worker; pannai –farm; aal- person .  

apinus  has the consonants-  pa- an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinnal  poa  [ missing  letter- la-] – to go behind ; pinnaal- back; poa- go . 

apinus  has the consonants-  pa- an- sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is pin  
sellu [ missing  letter- la-] – to follow ; pin- back; sellu- go .  

apinus  has the consonants-  pa- an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
munnaal  poa /sellu  [ missing  letter- la-] – to lead; munnaal- front ; poa- go .  

apinus  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
munnai uzhu  [ missing  letter- la-] –to plough the soil  ;  munn –soil ; uzhu- to 
plough . 

apinus  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
anmai  – next to  / near / beside.  

 

ar(2)...de6/túmu: to praise ('praise' + 'to bring').  

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the-  [-pa-] –Ra- [-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thuthiththar –   to praise . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the-  -pa-–Ra- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  thuthi paaduthar –   to praise. 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the-  -pa-–Ra- sa-–and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  thoasththiram  paaduthar  - prasing  . 
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to praise[E]   has the consonants - the-  -pa-–Ra- sa–and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  aathma-soasththiram [Skt] / thur-perumai 
pasuthar –self praise  ; thun- self; perumai- pride; paesu –speak .  

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the-  -[-pa--]–Ra- [-sa-] –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  ittu uraiththar – praising.  

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa-Ra- [-sa-] –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  iyamputhar - praising . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -[-pa-]-Ra- [-sa-] –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is   yaetram-/ yaetruthar-  praise. 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa- Ra- -sa- –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  saampiraani poaduthar – praising / flattering; 
saampiraani  -  frankincense . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -[-pa-]- Ra- -sa- –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  saattruthar – praising.  

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa- Ra- -[-sa-]- –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  pannuthar –praising . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa- Ra- -[-sa-]- –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  padiththar - praising . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa- Ra- -[-sa-]- –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  paaduthar - praising ; paadu –sing . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa- Ra- -[-sa-]- –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  paraattu- praise /appreciate  . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the-  -pa-–Ra- -sa-–and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  pirathi santhaanam [Skt] – praising . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the-  -pa-–Ra- -[-sa-]-–and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is piraarththiththar  - praise / worship. 
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to praise[E]   has the consonants - the-  -pa-–Ra- -sa-–and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  pooshiththar- praise / worship. 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa- Ra- --sa- –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  uyarththi / yaetri  paesuthar – praising. 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa- Ra- --[-sa--] –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  perumai paesuthar – praising . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa- Ra- --sa- –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  poattri paaduthar / poattra seithar – praising . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -[-pa-]- Ra- --sa- –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  mechchuthar – praising/ appreciating  . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -[-pa-]- Ra- --[-sa-]- –and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the  word is  mee-kooruthar [ missing letter- ka-]- 
flattering . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa-Ra- --[-sa-]- –and the  other  
interpretation  of the  word is  makimai  paduththuthar [ missing letter- ka-]-
praising.  

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa-Ra- sa-–and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  nayanthu   paesuthar- praising  ; nayam- 
pleasantness ; paesu –speak  .  

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -[-pa-] -Ra- --[-sa-]- –and the  other  
interpretation  of the  word is  varuniththar / varunanai purithar [ missing 
letter- ka-]- praising. 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa-Ra- --[-sa-]- –and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  vaai koopputhar [ missing letter- ka-]- praising. 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- [-pa-] -Ra- -sa-–and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  vaasakam seithar [ missing letter- ka-]- praising. 
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to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa-Ra- --[-sa-]- –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  maem -paduththuthar – praising . 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -[-pa-] -Ra- --[-sa-]- –and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the  word is  kathaiththar - [ missing letter- ka-]- 
praising. 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa--Ra- --[-sa-]- –and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is  poaei paaduthar- praising. 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa- Ra- --[-sa-]- –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  punniya keerththi [Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-]-
holy praise.  

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa- Ra- --[-sa-]- –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is keerththanam paaduthar [ missing letter- ka-]-
holy praise.     

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -pa-Ra- --[-sa-]- –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  pari- keerththanam -  praising. 

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -[-pa-] -Ra- --[-sa-]- –and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  miruda  vaatham [Skt] -[ missing letter- ka-]-- 
ironical praise.  

to praise[E]   has the consonants - the- -[-pa-] -Ra- sa- and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  narasthuthi – praising mortals.  

  

gišar-ga-nu-um: a coniferous tree (Akkadian loanword ?). 

gišar-ga-nu-um  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -Ra - ka -an -ma  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  kuvintha kaai  kaai-k-kindra   mara inam [ missing letter- 
the -] - coniferous tree; kuvintha-  heaped  ;  kaai –unripe fruit ;  maram- tree; 
inam- species . 
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 ár...e/i: to praise ('praise' + 'to speak; to send forth').  

arei  has a consonant- Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is  urai  -speak / 
speech . 

arei  has a consonant- Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is  paer [ missing 
letter- pa-] –praise. 

 

aš-me: sparkle, glimmer; sundisk; star symbol; rosette ('unique' + 'function, 
power').  

asme   has the consonants – sa- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   minu 
minuppu [  missing  letter- pa-]-shining.  

asme   has the consonants – sa- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   meenam-  
star symbol . 

asme   has the consonants – sa- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   thani 
thanmai  udaiyathu [  missing  letter- the-]—unique; thani thanmai- 
individuality ; udaiya -having . 

 

áš á-zi-ga...bal: to curse with violence ('curse' + 'raised arms' + 'to deliver').  

asazikabal    has the consonants – sa- ka- pa- la-  and   the original Tamil  word 
is  kadumaiyaana   kopam/ sinam  kondu / ponkal  kondu  vasai paaduthal  [ 
missing letter- the -] – curse ; kadumai –severe; kopam/ koavam –anger ; 
sinam- anger ;  vasai  paadu –curse /rebuke .  

asazikabal    has the consonants – sa- ka- pa- la-  and   the original Tamil  word 
is  thee mozhi  paesuka - blasphemy ; paesuka- speak ; theethu-  evil . 

asazikabal    has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- pa- la-  and   the original Tamil  
word is   thaeiva  pazhippu –blasphemy  of god  ; thaeivam- god;  pazhikka – 
talk ill .   
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asazikabal    has the consonants – sa- ka- pa- la-  and   the original Tamil  word 
is   vasai mozhi -  curse ;  vasai –curse ;   mozhi- speech/ language .  

asazikabal    has the consonants – sa- ka- pa- la-  and   the original Tamil  word 
is   sool mozhi  solluka / paesuka  - curse;   solluka- say ; sool-  curse  .  

asazikabal    has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- pa- la-  and   the original Tamil  
word is   pazhippu   aanai   iduka [ missing letter- the -] – curse. 

asazikabal    has the consonants –-sa-- ka- pa- la-  and   the original Tamil  word 
is  pazhippukku  aat- padum   padi  vaenduthal seika [ missing letter- the -] – to 
make one get  cursed; pazhikka- to curse  .  

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[-sa-] -- ka- pa- la-  and   the original Tamil  
word is  meelaa pazhikku  aallaakku – curse; pazhi – curse  ; meelaa- can not 
come out from .  

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[-sa-] -- ka- [-pa-] - la-  and   the original 
Tamil  word is  un  kondai  kulaiya  [ missing letter- the -]  -be deprived of your 
husband . 

asazikabal    has the consonants –-sa--- ka- pa-- la-  and   the original Tamil  
word is  kavai naavu-in  pazhi  kolluka / naaka paampin  saapam  kolluka   -   
curse of a cobra inflicted on a person for killing it ; kavai naavu –bifurvated 
tongue ; pazhi- curse ; kolluka- to have ; naakam- cobra; paampu –snake ; 
saapam- curse .  

asazikabal    has the consonants – sa-- ka- [-pa-] - la-  and   the original Tamil  
word is   kumu kaaya   /samuka   [Skt]   vilakku  -  societal curse ; kumukaayam- 
society ; vilakku –taboo . 

asazikabal    has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- pa- la-  and   the original Tamil  
word is   vem pazhi -  curse  ; vem- cruel ; pazhi –curse .  

asazikabal    has the consonants – sa- ka- pa- la-  and   the other  interpretation  
of the word is  saapam  [Skt] kodutthal [ missing letter- the -] – curse; saapam-  
curse; kodu- give .  
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asazikabal    has the consonants – sa- ka- pa- la-  and   the other  interpretation  
of the word is ketta  paechchu  paesuthal [ missing letter- the -]- abuse/ 
saapm; ketta- bad; paechchu –speech; paesu –speak  . 

asazikabal    has the consonants – sa- ka- pa- la-  and   the other  interpretation  
of the word is saapa  vilaivu – effect  of a  curse;  vilaivu- after effect  ; saapam- 
curse . 

asazikabal    has the consonants – sa- ka- [-pa-]- la-  and   the other  
interpretation  of the word is saaviththal / saavam iduthal [ missing letter- the 
-] – curse. 

asazikabal    has the consonants – sa- ka- pa- la-  and   the other  interpretation  
of the word is  saapa  vimo-sanam[Skt]   kolluka – undoing a curse . 

asazikabal    has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- [-pa-] - la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vaithal [ missing letter- the -] –curse.  

asazikabal    has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- [-pa-] - la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kai -kalai  thookku [ missing letter- the -] –to 
raise arm ; kai- arm/ hand;  kaikal- arms/ hands  ; thookku –lift . 

asazikabal    has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- [-pa-] - la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   panam kaasu  vazhankku  -deliver  money ; 
panam- money; kaasu –cash ; vazhankku- deliver .  

asazikabal    has the consonants – sa-- ka- [-pa-] - la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  anjal kaditham  / kaththu/ kaakitham/ thaal  
vazhanku –deliver a letter ; anjal- postal ; kaditham- letter ; kaththu- letter ; 
kaakitham- paper ; thaal- sheet ; vazhankku- deliver . 

asazikabal    has the consonants – sa-- ka- pa-- la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kondu  poaei  seluththuka [ missing letter- the -] 
– deliver  ; seluththuka- deliver . 
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asazikabal    has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka- [-pa-] -- la-  and   the other  
interpretation  of the word is  koduththal  /   vini-yoakiththal [ missing letter- 
the -] – deliver . 

asazikabal    has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- [-pa-] - la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  viduviththal/ vidu paduthal  [ missing letter- the 
-] – deliverance .  

asazikabal    has the consonants –-sa-- ka- [-pa-] - la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  viduthalai  seika [ missing letter- the -] -
deliverance ; seika- do . 

asazikabal    has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- [-pa-] - la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  theenkkil -erunthu  thappu viththal [ missing 
letter- the -] – deliver ;  theenkku –evil ; thappu  viththal- to make to escape  . 

asazikabal    has the consonants –-sa-- ka- [-pa-] - la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   sumai- yaei keezhae vaikka -  unloading the 
goods  ; sumai- load/ burden  ; keezhae- down; vaikka- keep .  

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka- pa- la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  porulai oppuvikka  [ missing letter-Ra -] - deliver 
the goods ; porul-  goods; oppuvikka- deliver . 

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka- pa- la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pillai yaei  eenuka -  delver the child; pillai- child; 
eenuka- deliver .  

 asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka- [-pa-] - la-  and   the other  
Tamil interpretation of the word is kai alikka- to deliver; kai- hand; alikka- give . 

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka- -pa-- la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kanakku  oppuviththal  [ missing letter- the -]  - 
to deliver an account ; kanakku –accounts .  

asazikabal    has the consonants –- sa-- ka- -pa-- la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vilaiyaattil panthu  veesuthal [ missing letter- 
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the -]  - –deliver a ball in a game; vilaiyattu - game ; panthu –ball ;  veesu-
throw .  

asazikabal    has the consonants –- sa-- ka- -[-pa-] -- la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   vaai  muzhakkm  seithal / vaai  muzhankuthal -  
deliver a speech  . 

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka- -[-pa-] -- la-  and   the other  
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   uei –viththal [ missing letter- the -]  -
deliver.    

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka- -[-pa-] -- la-  and   the other  
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   veli  viduthal[ missing letter- the -]  - – 
deliver.  

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka- -[-pa-] -- la-  and   the other  
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  vithaiththal [ missing letter- the -]  – 
deliver.   

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka- -[-pa-] -- la-  and   the other  
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  thokai kattuthal [ missing letter- the -]  – –
deliver up / to pay as in the  treasury; thokai- amount; kattu –pay  .  

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka- -pa-- la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is pantham neekkuthal  [ missing letter- the -]  –
deliverance; pantham- relationship ; neekku –remove .  

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka- [--pa-]-- la-  and   the other  
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  valladi  seyal [ missing letter- the -]  –– 
violence ; seyal –deed / action . 

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka- -pa- la-  and   the other  
interpretation  of the word is  palavantham[Skt] [ missing letter- the -] –
violence  . 
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asazikabal    has the consonants –- sa--- ka- [--pa-]-- la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  valladi adikka/ vala- vantham / valla- k-kaadu [ 
missing letter- the -] –violence.  

asazikabal    has the consonants –- sa--- ka- [--pa-]-- la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   van seyal – violent act ;  seyal –action . 

asazikabal    has the consonants –-sa--- ka- -[-pa-] - la-  and   the other  
interpretation  of the word is  adaa-vadi  seithal  [ missing letter- the -] -to 
indulge in violence; seithal- doing .  

asazikabal    has the consonants –- sa--- ka--pa- la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kumpal / kuzhu  vun seyal – mob villence; kuzhu 
–group ; kumpal- crowd ; vun seyal- violent act  . 

asazikabal    has the consonants –-[- sa-]- ka—[-pa-]- la-  and   the other  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kuzhaivu- violence . 

 

áš...bal: to curse ('curse' + 'to deliver').  

asbal   has the consonants - sa –[-pa-]- la -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
vasai mozhi [ missing letter- ka-]- curse; vasai- curse ; mozhi- speech .  

asbal   has the consonants –[- sa-] –[-pa-]- la -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhunku [ missing letter- ka-]- – deliver.  

 

áš...dug4/e: to curse ('curse' + 'to speak/effect').  

asduge  has the consonants – [-sa -]–the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is      
oathuka – speak . 

asduge  has the consonants – [-sa -]–the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is      
naa- neettuka-  speak ; naa- tongue; neettuka- to protrude . 
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asduge  has the consonants – [-sa -]–the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is      
vaa-k-kaadu -  speak . 

asduge  has the consonants – [-sa -]–the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
kathaiththiduka- speak . 

asduge  has the consonants – [-sa -]–the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word vaai 
edukka – speak loud; vaai- mouth ; edukka- take  . 

asduge  has the consonants – sa -the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word vaai 
asaiththiduka- speak; vaai- mouth; asaikka- move/ shake .  

asduge  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
thittuka -  curse.  

asduge  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
vaethanai-  curse.  

asduge  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the- ka- and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is  ninthikka – curse.  

asduge  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
aakkidu-  effect . 

asduge  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  
undakku-  effect. 

asduge  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the- ka- and the other interpretation of 
the  word is  viyaththi- effect.  

asduge  has the consonants – sa--the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  seithu 
mudikka- effect; seika –do ; mudikka- finish  . 

asduge  has the consonants – sa--the- ka- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is saathikka- effect.  

 

SALÁŠ.GÀR: (cf., zeþ). 
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 áš...gi4: to answer with a curse ('curse' + 'to answer'). 

asgi  has the consonants - sa -ka - and the interpretation of the word is  vasavu  
-curse.  

asgi  has the consonants - sa -ka - and the  other  interpretation of the word is  
saavam  /savi – curse.  

asgi  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka - and the  other  interpretation of the word 
is  vaivu  - curse 

asgi  has the consonants - sa -ka - and the  other  interpretation of the word is  
saapikkai [ missing  letter- pa-]- curse.  

asgi  has the consonants - sa -ka - and the  other  interpretation of the word is  
ava -k-kirakam [Skt] – cursing.  

asgi  has the consonants - sa -ka - and the  other  interpretation of the word is  
yaesuka- curse /scold. 

asgi  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka - and the  other  interpretation of the word 
is  vaithidu [missing letter- the -]-  curse /scold.  

asgi  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka - and the  other  interpretation of the word 
is  ninthikka [ missing letter- the -]- curse.   

asgi  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is thittuka-
[missing letter- the -]- curse /scold.  

asgi  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka - and the  original Tamil  word vidai 
[missing letter- the -]-  answer.  

 

 áš...mú: to curse ('curse' + 'to blow, speak'). 
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asmu  has the consonants - sa –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   yaesanum 
– curse/scold .  

asmu  has the consonants - sa –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   paesanum 
[ missing letter- pa-]  – speak . 

asmu  has the consonants - sa –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyampunum [ missing letter- pa-]  - speak  . 

asmu  has the consonants - sa –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
seppanum-[ missing letter- pa-] -  speak . 

asmu  has the consonants - sa –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pannanum- -[ missing letter- pa-] -speak  

asmu  has the consonants - sa –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  thittanum- 
[ missing  letter- the -] curse/ scold. 

asmu  has the consonants - sa –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uoothanum [ missing  letter- the -] – blow 

asmu  has the consonants - sa –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   oathanum 
[ missing  letter- the -] –speak . 

  

 áš...sar: to curse ('curse' + 'to write').  

assar   hs the consonants – sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thittuthar [ 
missing letter- the-]  – curse.  

assar   hs the consonants – sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is theettuthar 
missing letter- the-]  - write.  

 

gišaz-gú: neck-stock ('fetter' + 'neck').  
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gisazgu   has the consonants-  ka  -[-sa-] - ka  -and the  orignaltamil  word is  kai 
kaal vilankku [ missing  letter- la-] - fetter; kai- hand; kaal- leg; vilankku- fetter.  

gisazgu   has the consonants-  ka  -[-sa-] - ka  -and the  orignaltamil  word is  
kilavam [ missing  letter- la-]- neck . 

 

ba-ab-si: it is more (conjugation prefix + inanimate direct object prefix + 'to be 
full, sufficient').  

baabsi    has the consonants-  pa – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
poathiya / paththum  [ missssing  letter- the -] - sufficient  ; paththu- be  
sufficient  

baabsi    has the consonants-  pa – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
puttam [ missssing  letter- the -]- fullness . 

baabsi    has the consonants- [- pa-] – [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
otta- full . 

 

ba-al: to dig (a canal); to channel ('to divide' + 'digging stick').  

baal  has the consonants-  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pallam 
thoandu [ missing letter- the -] – to dig a pit/ excavate; pallam- pit; thaondu –
dig .  

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thottal-[ 
missing letter- the -] –  digging . 

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aazhiththal-[ missing letter- the -] -  dig deep . 

baal  has the consonants-  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kilaippu [ 
missing letter- ka-] -digging.  
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baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kallu- 
[missing letter- ka-]- excavate . 

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is akal-aaivu  
-[missing letter- ka-]- excavation  ; kallu- to dig; aaivu –exploration  . 

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is tholku [ 
missing letters- ka- and -the  -] – excavation.   

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ut -
kudaivaakkuthal / kudaithal -[missing letters ka- - and -the - ]- excavation  ; 
kudaivu –cavity;  kudaiya- to dig / make a cavity . 

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal  
edukka [ missing letters- ka- and -the  -] – dig irrigation  channels; kaal- canal ; 
edukka –dig  . 

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai -k--
kaal  vettuka [ missing letters- ka- and -the  -] – dig irrigation channels; vaai –k-
kaal-  canal ; vettuka- dig  . 

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal vaai 
thoandu- [ missing letters- ka- and -the  -] -dig a canal; kaal vaai- canal   . 

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kulam  
vettu  [ missing letters- ka- and -the  -]-dig a pond ; kulam- pond ; vetttu- dig.  

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
akazhnthiduka-[ missing letters- ka- and -the  -] – dig /excavate   . 

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhi 
thoanduthal -[ missing letters- ka- and -the  -] –digging a pit ;kuzhi- pit; 
thoanduka- dig .   

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mattu 
kuzhi -[ missing letters- ka- and -the  -]- excavated pit.  
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baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuththuthal -[ missing letters- ka- and -the  -] – digging  . 

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kal vetti 
eduththal--[ missing letters- ka- and -the  -] – quarrying ; udaiththa kal- quarry 
stone; kal- stone ; vettu-  cut/ dig .   

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kanimam 
vetti eduththal -[ missing letters- ka- and -the  -]- mining ; kanimam- metal .  

baal  has the consonants- pa-la -and the  original Tamil  word is ponnai vetti 
eduththal -[ missing letters- ka- and -the  -]- –mining gold ; pon- gold; vettu –
dig ;edu- take  . 

baal  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  velli- vetti 
eduththal [ missing letters- ka- and -the  -]- mining  silver; velli –silver ; vettu- 
cut / dig ; edu –take  .  

baal  has the consonants- -pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pukalidam- [ 
missing letters- ka- and -the  -]- burrow .  

baal  has the consonants- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  eli  valai 
thoandu [ missing letters- ka- and -the  -]-  digging  a burrow  by the rat ; eli-  
rat;  valai- pit / net  ;  thoandu –dig  . 

baal  has the consonants- pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  puzhu -k -
kinda [ missing letters- ka- and -the -]-  to burrow [as worms] . 

 digE]  has the consonants-  the- ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is     
thoanduka – dig. 

 digE]  has the consonants-  the- ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is  munn  
vettuka – dig ; munn- soil . 

  digE]  has the consonants-  the- ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is  kenduka 
/ kinduka – dig . 
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digE]  has the consonants-  the- ka- -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuttam- 
idu – dig.  

 

ba-an: a measure for bread and flour. 

 baan  has the consonants- [- pa-] -an -and the  original Tamil  word is anu – 
grain volume measurement . 

baan  has the consonants- pa -an-and the original Tamil  word is paann- bread . 

baan  has the consonants-  pa--an -and the  original Tamil  word is pindi / nu 
podi  [ missing  leter- the ] – flour; nun- fine; podi- powder  . 

 

 gišba-an: a container.  

gisban   has the consonants –ka-  sa– [-pa-] - an-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   manjikai -   box.  

 

ba-ba: pudding, malt-sweetened porridge. 

baba   has the consonants  -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  inippu- sweet.  

baba  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -and the  Tamil interpretation  of the word is  
suiyyam [ missing  letter- sa-] - a  kind of sweet ball . 

baba  has the consonants  -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  appam –bread . 

baba  has the consonants  -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  poanam- food.  

baba  has the consonants  -pa-and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
boajanam [ missing  letter- sa-] – food . 

baba  has the consonants  -pa -and the  original  Tamil  word is   poosai  sei      
/pusi -[ missing  letter- sa-] - eating food.  
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baba   has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  misai [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – food . 

baba  has the consonants  -[- pa-] -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
asanam-[ missing  letter- sa-] - food . 

baba   has the consonants  -pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  paanam- liquid 
food.  

baba   has the consonants  -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paann-  bread . 

baba  has the consonants  -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  uppu maa- 
salted flour dish  ;  uppu –salt ; maa- flour . 

baba  has the consonants  -pa -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
saemia  paayasam [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]- a milk  sweet made  from  
vermicelli ; saemia- vermicelli ;  paayasam [Skt] / peechchu  - water/ milk  . 

baba  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
saamiyam- [ missing letter- sa-]-  food. 

baba  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ochcai [ 
missing letter- sa-]-   fried / charred food . 

baba  has the consonants  -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoai appam [ 
missing letter- the -] - dosa  ; appam –bread . 

sappaathi [ fried Indian bread  ]   has the consonants – sa- pa -the -and the  
original Tamil  word is  sutta appam / ennai / nei  thaoiththa  appam  - fried 
/roasted  bread ; sutta- roasted   ; ennai –oil ;nei- ghee . 

poori  [  deep fried Indian bread  ]  has the consonants  -pa -Ra -and the  
original Tamil  word is   ennai- sattiyir  - poriththa  appam [ missing  letters- the 
– and -sa-]- oil fried bread . ; satti – pot ;  pori –fry . 

pudding [E]   has the consonants  -[-pa-] –the- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanna -amuthu – pudding . 
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porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  
word is    inippu  maa thirattu -  sweet /doughy  - porridge ; inippu –sweet . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  
word is    inippu paar thirattu  -  sweet milk  porridge  ; paar / paal- milk . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the- sa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   sutta  paruppu  adai  / thoasai -  a  kind of  fried  dhal cake; paruppu –dhal / 
lentil  . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the- sa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ennaiyir / nei- yir   sutta / poriththa  appam -   boiled / oil  fried bread 
;ennai- oil; nei –ghee  ; sutta –roated ; poriththa- fried  ; appam- bread  . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the- sa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaen saarai  oththa  inippu  theeni pandam -  a  sweet   ; thaen- honey  
;saaru –juice ; oththa- similar ;   inippu- sweet ; theeni- snack . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra-  the- sa -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  athirasam [Skt] – exceeding sweetness . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa-Ra- the- [-sa -] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  bread [E] .  

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the- sa--and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  pastry [E] . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the- [-sa-] --and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  amirtham [Skt] / aru / uyir marunthu  -food / 
elixir ;aru –rare;   uyir- life ; marunthu  -drug  . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is upu itta  thanni  soaru – rice water; thanni –water; soaru- cooked rice  . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – -pa-- Ra-  the- [-sa-] - -and the  original Tamil  
word is  amuthu  padaiththar  /soaru  parimaaridu  -   to serve food  ;amuthu –
food; padai- offer.  
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porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the-[- sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  paroatta -  a kind of Indian bread . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the-[- sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  paththiri – a kind of Indain bread.   

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the- [-sa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   rotti- bread.  

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the- [-sa-]  -and the  other  
original Tamil  word is   thoottri- eatable. 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa-Ra- the- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   poriththa rotti –roasted bread ; pori- fry ;  rotti- bread . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the-[- sa-] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  fried bread [E] . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is sutta rotti   roasted  bread ; sutta –roasted . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is    purai itta  /  pisaintha /  sutta  enippu   maa   theeni  / achchu itta 
theeni thundu  - cookies / biscuits ;  thundu- piece  ; maa- flour ; achchu- 
mould  ; inippu –sweet  ; purai  itta  -fermented . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   arisi  maa puttu -  steamed rice cake  ;  arisi- rice ; maa- flour .  

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is    sutta / poriththa  / maa panda  paniyaaram  -  pastry; maa- flour; 
pandam- food  . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is    uppu - itta / moar uooththiya   arisi   soatru  thanneer  -   salted rice 
gruel  ; uppu –salt  ;  idu- put ; moar- butter milk ;  uooththu- pour  ;soaru –
cooked rice   ;thanneer- water . 
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porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   pattai sorau – travel  food   ;  soaru –cooked rice  .   

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   puli yoatharai soaru –[ missing letter- la-]-   tamarind rice  food ; puli –
tamarind ; soaru- cooked rice .  

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thayir soaru-  curd rice; thayir- curd .  

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the-  sa-- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thayir  pachchadi – raitha . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is    sittrundi  / siru -  idai   theeni  - tiffin  ;  siru –small / little; idai – yir –
in between ; theeni –snack . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   masiththa  paruppu  itta   soaru  /saatham[Skt] /  theeni  pandam / 
uoottam  /  othanam /   sappaadu – dhal  rice / lentil rice ; masiththa- 
smashed;  paruppu –dhal ;  soaru –cooked rice  ; saappadu –food  . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  nei -itta  arisi  soaru   -  ghee rice  ;  nei  -ghee ; idu- put;  arisi -  rice; 
saoru –cooked rice .  

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   muttai soaru porichchathu  -  egg  fried rice ; muttai- egg ; pori –fry 
;soaru –cooked rice. 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – -pa--- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   muttai  porichchathu-  fried egg  ;  muttai –egg; pori –fry . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – -pa- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  meen porichchathu-   fried fish  ;  meen –fish . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   sudu  soaru – hot  / cooked rice  ; suda / sudaana –hot  . 
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porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa-- Ra- the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  pachcha arisi  saatham [Skt]  [  thin pandam / oathanam ]  -   cooked 
raw rice;   pachcha arisi- par bolied rice  ; saatham/ patham - cooked rice . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   nei -ittu  poriththa  arisi soaru – fried rice ; nei –ghee ; arisi –rice . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is    saam-paar saatham [Skt]  / theeni -  saampaar / dhal  rice ; 
saampaar- vegetable broth ; theeni –food  . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thoththu  iraichchi  theeni- sausage  ; iraichchi –meat  . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  biryani  saatham / aattu / maattu  iraichchi  soaru / iraichchi thundu 
itta   soaru – meat rice;  aadu –goat; maadu-  cattle ; iraichchi –meat;   thundu 
–piece ; soaru –cooked rice . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  fried rice  [E]- soaru porithathu  . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the- [-sa-] - -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  pathaarththam [Skt] – urai pandam-   food/ 
confection . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] --- Ra-  the- [-sa--] - -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   unnuthar –eating.   

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- [-sa-] -- -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thuru –eating  . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- sa-- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thoduthar- eating . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- [-sa-]-- -and the  original 
Tamil  word is thuiththar/ thutruthar - eating  . 
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porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the--sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  poosai seithar  / asaiththar –eating . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the—[-sa-] - -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  arunthuthar –eating/ drinking . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the—sa- -and the  other 
interpretaion  of the word is   saappiduthar – eating . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the—sa- -and the  other 
interpretaion  of the word is  pirasaatha [Skt]/ theettrai  - paduththuthar   -
eating. 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the—[-sa-] - -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pusiththar – eating . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the—sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  pothu seithar – eating . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the—[-sa-] - -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  panithar –eating.  

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the—[-sa-] - -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  peruththuthar- eating.  

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] --- Ra-  the—sa - -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mosiththar –eating . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] --- Ra-  the—sa - -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thuichchithther  -eating . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [- pa-] --- Ra-  the—[-sa-]  - -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thinnuthar –eating . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  soaru  samaiththidu – cook rice ; soaru- cooked  rice; samaiththidu –to 
cook  .    
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porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the- [-sa-]- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thuritha theeni pandam- fast food; thuritham- fast; theeni- food  . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- sa-- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  siru theeni- light food /tiffin;   siru- small/ little / less .   

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- sa-- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  arum patham – rich food. 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  rich food [E].  

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- [-sa-] - -and the  original 
Tamil  word is    naai   theetri- miserable food / dog food ; naai- dog . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  the- sa-- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   soattru  urundai/ undai  / pindam [Skt] / panthu -  rice ball  ; soaru –
cooked rice; urundai- ball .  

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra-  the-[- sa-] -- -and the  original Tamil  
word is arisi   pori urundai – puffed rice ball  ; arisi –rice; urundai- ball . 

porridge[E]  has the consonants – pa--- Ra-  the- sa- -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  maamisa thaari [Skt]  / iraichchi thee -ni unpoar 
– meat eater; maamisam- meat ; iraichchi- meat  . 

pies[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
soamasu -   a  kind  of sweet  /stuffed in a bread . 

pies[E]  has the consonants  -[-pa-] - sa -and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is   samaosa  - a  snack  / stuffed bread. 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- -[-sa-] --and the  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nellu  aval-   rice flakes ; nellu –paddy ;  aval- flake . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- -sa---and the  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  makkaa soala  aval  -corn flakes ; makka soalam- corn . 
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flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- sa-- and the  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is   vaasaval- fresh rice flakes . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- [-sa-]  and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the  word is   aviyal –cooked  food / vegetables . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa-] -and the  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  avaalaa –food.  

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- sa- -and the  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  valsi -boiled rice/ food/ paddy. 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa- la- ka-[- sa-] -  and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  ponkkal – rice  pudding ; ponkku –to raise .   

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa- - la- ka- [- sa-] and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pulavu -   ghee rice. 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa-] and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   koozh – gruel . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa- la- ka- [- sa-] and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pani koozh / pazha koozh – cool  fruit  mixture; 
pani- ice; paham- fruit ; koozh- liquid food .    

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa- la- ka- [- sa-] and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  puliththa  koozh [ missing letter- the -]-sour 
gruel ; pulippu- sour  . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] - la- ka-  sa-and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  saththu maavu  koozh [ missing letter- the -]- -  
gruel; maavu –flour ; saththu –nutrition  . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [- pa-] - la- ka-  sa- and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  suda   koozh [ missing letter- the -]- hot gruel . 
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flakes [E] has theconsonats – [- pa-] - la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  odiyal koozh- [ missing letter- the -]-  a 
kind of gruel .  

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [- pa-] - la- ka-  sa-- and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is sutta maavu  sillu [ missing letter- the -]-biscuit  ; 
sutta- roated; maa- flour; sillu –piece . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [- pa-] - la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is Tamil  Aadi / Nandu- maasam  /thinkkal –il    
Kaali  Ammanukku - kovil- il   koozh  uooththa vaendum / koozhum aadi 
maathamum  [ missing letter- the -]--to supply  gruel in Kaali Amman kovil  
tempe during the month of   Aadi  / nandu  maasam;  Aadi –Tamil  month ; 
nandu- crab ; maatham- month; thinkkal- month ; Kalli Amman  -goddess; kovil 
–temple ; koozh- liquis food; uooththu –pour .   

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [- pa-] - la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is thaen kuzhal- [ missing letter- the -]-sweet 
pastry ; thaen- honey ; kuzhal- pipe . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa-- la- ka- [- sa-] and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kampan-k-koozh – millet gruel/ pearl millet; 
kampu- pearl millet   . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa-- la- ka- [- sa-] and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   kampan-k kali  - pearl millet gruel ; kali- semi 
liquid  ; koozh –watery . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] -- la- ka-  sa-and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   sinna / vellai  soala-m  / makkaa soala kanji – 
corn soup /gruel ; sinna –small; vellai –white  ; soalam- corn ; makka soalam- 
big  sized  corn  . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –pa- la- ka- sa-and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  paal kanji - milk gruel; paal- milk ; kanji- gruel  . 
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flakes [E] has theconsonats –pa- la- ka- sa-and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pazhan-k -kanji – old gruel . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –pa- la- ka- [-sa-] -and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   koozh /  kulampu-  gruel / sauce  / gravei  . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa-] -and the  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  maelakam -  gruel . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka-  sa--and the  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  visalam-  gruel . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa-- la- ka- [- sa-] -and the  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  vilaebi -   gruel .  

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa-] -and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kali -  porridge . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa-] -and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  nazhuva amuthu [ missing letter- the -]- 
rice gruel  ;  amutham- food . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – -pa-- la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  inippu kali – halva -  a sweet ; inippu –sweet; 
kali- paste / semi liquid .  

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- sa-and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaasi alvaa  - a  sweet . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- sa-and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   soala alvaa  /inippu  kali  - corn sweet ; soalam- 
corn .  

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa-] -and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   aval  alvaa  -a sweet.  
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flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa-- la- ka- [- sa-] -and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   palaa  pazha alvaa  - a  sweet made from jack  
fruit ; palaa  pazham-  jack  fruit . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa-- la- ka-  sa-and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vaazhai pazha paayasam  -  milk sweet with 
banana; vaazhai pazham – banana fruit ; pazham –fruit  . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka-[- sa-] and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   unavu  vakai - kal – food  items ; unavu –food; 
vakai- variety   . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa-] and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is    kaalai unavu – morning  food ; maalai  unavu-  
evening  food;  kaalai- morning ; unavu –food; maalai –evening  .  

flakes [E] has theconsonats –[- pa-] - la- ka- [- sa-] and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   ilai  unavu / saiva  unavu  vakaikal  -  vegetable 
food ; ilai- leaf; saiva- vegan ; unavu –food; vakai- variety  . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa-- la- ka- [- sa-] and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pullu unavi -  vegetarian  food eater ; pullu- 
vegan . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa-- la- ka- [- sa-] and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  meen/ kozhi  neenkkalaana   pulaal  unavu-    
meat food other than fish/ chicken ; meen –fish; kozhi- fowel/ hen ; pulaal- 
meat  ; unavu- food ; neekku- remove .  

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa-- la- ka-  sa- and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kozhi –k- kaal  sooppu -  chicken leg  soup; kozhi 
–chicken/ hen ; kaal- leg .  

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa-- la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pulaal unavakam -  non vegetarian hotel; pulaal- 
meat ; unavu- food; akam- house; unavakam –hotel  . 
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flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] -- la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  unankkal- cooked food . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] -- la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  ulai vaikka to cook food ; ulai- boiler ; 
vaikka- to keep . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] -- la- ka-  sa-- and the  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  samaiyal seika- to cook; samaiyal –cooking ; 
seika- do . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] -- la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  nal- unavu- good food; nalla- good .  

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa- la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vilampuka- serve food. 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa- la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  puzhukku – well boiled food. 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] -- la- ka-  [-sa-] -- and the  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kuliyam-  man eater.  

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] - la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  vizhunku / kallu  –eat away / swallow . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] - la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  nakkal-  eating/ licking .  

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] - la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  vaai vazhankkuthal- eating ; vaai- mouth; 
vazhankku –give /deliver ; vaai  = ka  / mouth [ Sumerian ]   . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] - la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is unn- kalam-  eating vessel ; unnu –eat; 
kalam- vessel .   
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flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] - la- ka- sa-- and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kanji  klayam – gruel  pot; kanji- liquid food; 
kalayam- vessel .  

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] - la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  vallam- eating plate . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa-- la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   ellu  punnaakku  - sesame  oil  cake . 

flakes [E] has theconsonats – [-pa-] - la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  oakulam-  sweet cake.  

flakes [E] has theconsonats – pa-- la- ka-  [-sa-] - and the  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kampil – sweet cake.  

flakes [E] has theconsonats – -pa-- la- ka- -sa-- and the  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  rasa  kulla  / inippu  saaru  koalaa [ missing  
letter –Ra-]  - a  sweet ball  ; inippu –sweet  ;  rasam- juice ; saaru- juice; 
koalaa- ball  ; saaru= rasa . 

puktham [ food ]  has the consonants – pa- ka- the- and the interpretation  of 
the word is   pudding . 

puktham [ food ] / inippu mavu  pandam - has the consonants – pa- ka- the- 
and the interpretation  of the word is   biscuit [E] . 

vaai adai [  Tamil /food]  has the consonants – va- the -and the   interpretation  
of the word is  pudding [E] [missing letter- pa-] . 

vaai adai [  Tamil /food]  has the consonants – va- the -and the  interpretation  
of the word is   biscuit [E]  [missing letter- pa-] . 

maavu adai  [ Tamil-  cake]  has the consonants –ma- va- the - and the  
interpretation  of the word is pudding [ missing letter- pa-] ; mandikai ;  adai 
maavu . 
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thuvuu [ Tamil  / food ] has the consonants –  the – va- and the  interpretation   
of the word is  pudding [E] [missing letter- pa-]. 

thakanam [food] has the consonants –  the – ka-   an- ma- and the  
interpretation   of the word is   pudding [E] [missing letter- pa-]. 

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – [-pa -] –the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thakanam  – food . 

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – pa -–the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   inippu  maavu  pandam –doughy  sweet; inippu –sweet; maa- flour ; 
pandam- food / item .  

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – pa -–the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paathi ventha   inippu  appa  theeni vakai-   sweet pudding – sweet bread  
half boiled ; paathi –half; ventha – boiled ; inippu –sweet; appam- bread;  ;  
theeni –snack  ; vakai- kind  . 

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – pa -–the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pisaintha  maavu  / appa  pandam [ missing letter- sa-]  - dough ; pisaiya –to 
kneed; maavu –flour  . 

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – pa -–the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   inippu  pothi  appa vakai -  sweet pudding; appam- bread; vakai- a kind; 
inippu –sweet   .  

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – pa -–the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paathi ventha  menmaiyaana  maavu  undai – pudding /  soft -half boiled 
doughy ball ; paathi- half; ventha- boiled  ; maavu –flour;  menmai –soft; 
undai-ball  . 

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – [-pa -] –the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  ventha / vaekaatha unavu- cooked / un cooked food . 

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – [-pa -] –the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaeka vaiththa unavu – cooked food ; vaeka   -to boil ; vaikka- keep . 
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pudding [E]  has theconsonats – [-pa -] –the- an- ka  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  mandikai -  a cake.  

samaichcha  / vaichcha  amuthu [ Tamil - cooked food  ]  has the consonants   
va –[-sa-]  -ma -the  -and the interpretation  of the word is  pudding [E]   
missing letter- pa-] . 

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – [-pa -] –the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai -thoda vaendum- to eat /  metaphor ; kai- hand; thoda- touch .  

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – [-pa -] –the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  unavu  unna vaendum / undiduka / kadikka vaendum - to eat ; unavu- 
food; unna- to eat .  

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – [-pa -] –the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thinna koodiya unavau vakai –eatable ; thinna –to eat; koodiyathu  
can . 

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – pa -the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  unavu  pandam – food; unavu –food . 

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – [-pa-] -the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thinnukai-  eating  . 

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – [-pa-] -the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  venthai -  meal cake . 

vadaiyam [cake] has the consonants -  va –the- ma –and the interpretation  of 
the word is  puddng [E] [ missing letter- pa-] . 

pudding [E]  has theconsonats – [-pa-] -the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kav- vida  vaendum – to eat.  

 kondi / Tamil  [food] has the consonants – ka-  the – and the  interpretation  of 
the word is pudding [ E] [missing letter- pa-]. 

odukku/ Tamil  [food] has the consonants – the – ka- – and the  interpretation  
of the word is  pudding [E] [missing letter- pa-]. 
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odukku /Tamil [food] has the consonants – the – ka- – and the  interpretation  
of the word is  biscuit [E] missing letter- pa-]. 

pudding[E]  has theconsonats – [-pa-] -the- an- ka  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  sakadannam [Skt]  / kettu poana unavu / unna 
mudiyaatha  unavau / mattamaana unavu  [ missing  letter- sa-]- - bad food; 
kettu poana  –spoiled ; unna- to eat; mudiyaatha- can not;  unavu –food ; 
mattam- low quality  . 

thuv-vai –[Tamil - liquid food -]  has the consonants-  the- va -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pudding [E] [missing letter- pa-] . 

thuv-vai –[Tamil - liquid food -]  has the consonants-  the- va -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   biscuit[ E] [missing letter- pa-] . 

gruel [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaezh varaku  koozh -  finger millet gruel ; koozh- gruel ; varaku- a  millet . 

gruel [E]  has the consonants – ka- Ra - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
viral  koozh  -  finger millet gruel ;  kai- hand  ; viral- finger . 

 dish  has  the consonants   the --sa - and the  orignal Tamil  word is   sutta 
appam  [ missing  letter- pa-] - roasted bread  ; suttathu –roasted ; appam- 
bread .  

 dish  has  the consonants   the –[-sa-] - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  adai  -  a 
dhal / lentil  bread – oil  fried . 

dish  has  the consonants   the –[-sa-] - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thattu 
adai  - round / flat  snack  ;  thattai - flat . 

dish  has  the consonants   the –sa- and the  orignal Tamil  word is doasai  - oil  
fried  bread  from rice and green gram flour . 

 dish  has  the consonants   the –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is thoaei 
appam  - oil  fried  bread  from rice and green gram flour .  
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dish  has  the consonants   the –sa- and the  orignal Tamil  word sappaaththi -[ 
missing  letter- pa-]  - wheat  bread.   

dish  has  the consonants   the –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is theeni –
food. 

 dish  has  the consonants   the –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is theettai 
–food . 

 dish  has  the consonants   the –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
puththam-[ missing  letter- pa-]  food. 

dish  has  the consonants   the –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is puttu  [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  boiled rice cake  . 

dish  has  the consonants   the –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is poandaa [  
missing  letter- pa-] - a   hot  snack . 

dish  has  the consonants   the –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is inippu  
poonthi [  missing  letter- pa-] - a sweet snack ; inippu- sweet. 

dish  has  the consonants   the –sa- and the  orignal Tamil  word is seedai – a 
snack .  

dish  has  the consonants   the –[-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is attu 
uoon– cooked food ; uoon- food / meat . 

dish [E] [ vessel]   has the consonants   the --sa - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
satti  - pot. 

 dish [E] [ vessel]   has the consonants   the –[-sa-] - and the  orignal Tamil  
word is  thattu -   plate . 

dish [E] [ vessel]   has the consonants   the –[-sa-] - and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is  thoandi – vessel  for drawing  water . 

dish [E] [ vessel]   has the consonants   the –[-sa-] - and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is  midaa-  big pot . 
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dish [E] [ vessel]   has the consonants   the –sa- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
jaadi – jar. 

dish [E] [ vessel]   has the consonants   the –[-sa-] - and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is  andaa  - big water container  

dish [E] [ vessel]   has the consonants   the –[-sa-] - and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is  mut-  paandam [ missing  letter- pa-] —earthen vessel ; munn -soil ; 
paandam- vessel . 

dish [E] [ vessel]   has the consonants   the –-sa- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
thanni  sompu [ missing  letter- pa-] – water vessel ; thanni –water; sompu- 
copper vessel . 

 cake[E]   has  a  consonant  -ka  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  unavu –food.  

cake[E]   has  a  consonant  -ka  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  pokkai [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – porrdige   

cake[E]   has  a  consonant  -ka  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is avi –food 

cake[E]  has a  consonant  -ka  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is pakkam [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –food . 

cake[E]  has a  consonant  -ka  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is pikaa missing  
letter- pa-] -  food. 

cake[E]  has a  consonant  -ka  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  vaasam [ 
missing  letter- sa-]-  –food / smell . 

 cake[E]  has a  consonant  -ka  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  pakkannam  [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - snack  

cake[E]  has a  consonant  -ka  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  sukiyan [ 
missing  letter- sa-]-  a  snack  / a sweet dish  

snack[E]  has the consonants – sa- an - ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is    
sukiyan - a  snack  / a sweet dish 
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snack[E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- an - ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
pakkaanam/ pakasannam  [  missing  letter- pa-] - cooked food   /eatable. 

bun [E] has the consonants- pa- an -and the original  Tamil word is  paann  -
food. 

bun [E]  has the consonants- pa- an -and the original  Tamil word is  poanam – 
food.  

bun [E]  has the consonants- pa- an -and the original  Tamil word is  panniyam  
- food. 

 bun [E]  has the consonants- pa- an -and the original  Tamil word is  ini appam  
- sweet  cake.  

bun [E]  has the consonants- pa- an -and the original  Tamil word is  unni 
appam  -  sweet cake.  

bun [E] has the consonants- pa- an -and the original  Tamil word is  inippu maa  
unn / asanam / bojanam [Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-]–  sweet food.   

biscuit [E] has the consonants – pa-sa –ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
–  sutta  maavu  enippu  theeni pandam –baked sweet  flour  food . 

biscuit [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]-sa –ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is vechcha amauthu – cooked food  . 

biscuit [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]-sa –ka- the -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is sakadaannam[ Skt]- bad food  

biscuit [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]-sa –ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is sunnu katti –cheese . 

pizaa  has the  consonants – pa- [-sa-]–  and the  original  Tamil word is 
panniyam- confectionary. 

 pizaa  has the  consonants – pa- [-sa-]–  and the  original  Tamil word is  paann 
–food. 
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pizaa  has the  consonants – pa- [-sa-]–  and the  original  Tamil word is 
poanam  -food. 

pizaa  has the  consonants – pa- [-sa-]–  and the  original  Tamil word is appam 
– bread. 

pizaa  has the  consonants – pa- [-sa-]–  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  bun [E] . 

 pizaa  has the  consonants – [-pa-]- sa–  and the  original  Tamil word is 
suiyyam -  sweet -oil fried one . 

pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
theeni -   food. 

pasta   has the consonants – pa-[-sa-] –the- and the   other interpretation of 
the  word is  food [E] . 

pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
maithaa [aattaa] theeni-  maitha food . 

pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-] –[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
theettai  -food.  

pasta   has the consonants – pa-[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
theeni pandam  - food.  

pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
/ undi    -food.  

pasta   has the consonants – pa--[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is      
thuppu-  food. 

pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-] --[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thui –food. 

pasta   has the consonants – pa--sa-–the- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is saappaadu  -  food . 
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pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-] --[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
amuthu –food . 

pasta   has the consonants – pa--[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
amuthu  padi –food. 

pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-] --[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
uoottam- food . 

pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-] --sa-–the- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   saatham – cooked rice food . 

pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-] --[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
oathanam –food . 

pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-] --[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thindi- food . 

pasta   has the consonants – pa---[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
patham – cooked food  . 

pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-]---[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thiththi-  light food . 

pasta   has the consonants – pa--[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uppu pandam-  salted food;  uppu-  salt . 

pasta   has the consonants – pa--sa-–the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
poosai siethidu  -eat  . 

pasta   has the consonants – pa--[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
maduppu – take food. 

pasta   has the consonants – [-pa-] --[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is     
theeyathu –vegetarian food . 

pasta   has the consonants – pa--[-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is     
uppattu  - pastry . 
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muffin  has the consonants -ma -pa -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  [ 
missing  letter- ka-] - ponkki appam ; ponkka- to raise; appam- bread. 

desserts [ E]  has the consonats- the- [-sa-] - Ra -the – [-sa-]-  and the original 
Tamil  word is  uraintha   inippu - pani  / paar    thirattu  panniyam   -   frozen 
sweet ice milk  ;  uraintha- frozen ; inippu- sweet; pani- ice; paar- milk  ;  
thriattu- to  gather ; panniyam- food . 

 sandwitch[E]    has the consonants- [- sa-] – an-  the-  va-  the  -sa - and the  
original Tamil  word is  ennai  / nei  thadaviya   sutta maavu  theeni  pandam[ 
missing  letter- pa-]- an eatable – oil fried - roastd -  flour item   ; ennai/ nei- 
oil/ ghee ;  thadavu –apply  ; sutta- fried; maavu- flour; theeni  pandam- 
eatable  . 

 salad [E]  has the consonants –-sa - la - the - and the  original Tamil  word is  -  
thaenil   itta sinna sinna   pazha thundu – small bits  of fruits in honey; thaen- 
honey; sinna- small  ; pazham- fruit; thundu- piece. 

croissant [E]  has the consonants-  ka - Ra  -sa - an  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  pirai vadiva sutta  maavu  pandam  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  crescent 
shaped  - roasted flour  food ; pirai- crescent; vadivam- shape; sutta- roasted ; 
maavu- flour ; pandam- food . 

cheese cake [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-]-  ka  –   and the  original Tamil  
word is vennai   panniyam  ; vennai- butter/ghee  .   

pastry [ E]   has the consonants  -pa - sa – the-  Ra - and the original Tamil  
word is    pisainthu -  pin    -adu manayir  sutta  maa  enippu  theeni / paniyaara 
pandam /athirasam  - the oven rosted sweet  made from flour ;  adu manai- 
oven / bakery ; sutta- roasted ; maa- flour; inippu- sweet ; pandam-  
eatable/food ; pisainthidu- to knead .  

 

 ba-da-ra: poniard (Akk. patarru , pattaru ). 
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badara   has the consonants-  pa-  the - Ra  - and the  interpretation of the 
word is pattaru – Akkadian . 

badara   has the consonants-  pa-  the - Ra  - and the  interpretation of the 
word is poniard [E] .  

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is kattaaram / kattaari [ missing letter-ka-]- poniard 
/dagger .  

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  udai vaar - [ missing letter- ka-]- poniard;  udai- 
dress; vaar- sword . 

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  kuththu vaar - [ missing letter- ka-]- poniard/ 
dagger . 

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  kuththu vettu-k-kuriya  perun-k kaththi-[ missing 
letter- ka-]-  knife; kuththu- stab; vettu- cut; periya- big; kaththi- knife  .  

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is   kodu vaar [ missing letter- ka-]—sword; kaathu- 
to kill/ cut ; kodumai- cruel . 

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  vettu aruvaa [ missing letter- ka-]—sword; vettu- 
cut .    

badara   has the consonants- pa--  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is   pattai   theettiya  aruvaa  [ missing letter- ka-]—
polished sickle; pattai  theetu- to polish  . 

badara   has the consonants-[- pa-] --  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is   keeri kaththi [ missing letter- ka-]- a knife; keeru- 
incise ; kaththi- knife .  
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badara   has the consonants-  [-pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the  other  interpretation 
of the word is  kara vaathi [Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-]- poniard. 

badara   has the consonants-  -pa-  the - Ra  - and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is  kara paththiram  [Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-]-sword; karam/ maer-k-
kai – arm; maer- upper; kai- arm/ hand .  

badara   has the consonants-  [-pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the  other  interpretation 
of the word is   tharanakam [ missing letter- ka-]- sword.  

badara   has the consonants-  -pa--  the - Ra  - and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is  put- karam [Skt] -  [ missing letter- ka-]- sword. 

badara   has the consonants-  pa- -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  poar  kaththi [ missing letter- ka-]- sword; poar- 
war; kaththi- knife . 

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is   eri -eetti –lance; eriya- to throw .  

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  kai -eri eetti [ missing letter- ka-]–dagger; kai- 
arm/ hand; eriya- to throw  . 

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  kurun—k- kai kodu vaar [ missing letter- ka-]–– 
sickle ; kuru- small; kai- hand   ; vaar- sword ; kaathu- to cut . 

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  erittam-  sword.   

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is   thirunam-  sword.  

badara   has the consonants- [- pa-] -  the - Ra  - and the original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  thoa- maram- lance  /javelin/ dart/ drum . 
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badara   has the consonants-  [-pa-] --  the - Ra  - and the  other  interpretation 
of the word is  theer-k-kaayutham [Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-]-lance . 

badara   has the consonants-  [-pa-] --  the - Ra  - and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  eeti-k-karan  /eetti padai maravan [ missing 
letter- ka-] –lancer; padai- army; maravan- warrior . 

badara   has the consonants-  [-pa-] --  the - Ra  - and the  other  interpretation 
of the word is  raavuththar [ missing letter- ka-]-lancer. 

badara   has the consonants-  [-pa-] --  the - Ra  - and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  koadaari / kudaari/ kudaaram [ missing letter- 
ka-]—axe;  kaathu- to cut; ari- saw/ to cut .  

badara   has the consonants-  [-pa-] --  the - Ra  - and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thooriyam –dart.   

badara   has the consonants-  [-pa-] --  the - Ra  - and the  other  interpretation 
of the word is  thaaththiram  -axe.  

badara   has the consonants-  pa--  the - Ra  - and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thaei - pirai -erumpu  - sickle , crescent shaped 
iron instrument; erumpu- iron .  

badara   has the consonants-  pa--  the - Ra  - and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kada-p-paarai [ missing letter- ka-]-– pick axe.  

badara   has the consonants-  [-pa-] --  the - Ra  - and the  other  interpretation 
of the word is  saththiram / asththiram–[ missing letter- sa-]-– spear . 

 

 ba-lá: it is less (conjugation prefix + 'light, deficient'). 

 pala  has the consonants- [-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  sila [ 
missing  letter- sa-]  –few [ kammi / konjam ]  
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pala  has the consonants- pa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pala -  more  
[antonym] . 

pala  has the consonants- [-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  maelu- 
less. 

pala  has the consonants- [-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  maelum – 
more  [antonym]  ;   men maelum – more and more.  

pala  has the consonants- [-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mooli –
wanting . 

pala  has the consonants- [-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  naalu- a 
few / four  . 

pala  has the consonants- [-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla  -
abundance [antonym] . 

pala  has the consonants--pa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  sezhippu – [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - abundance [antonym] .  

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  malai- 
abundance [antonym]. 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mallal- 
abundance [antonym]. 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  iliaya- 
small / little . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   amali / amalai  - abundance [antonym]. 

 pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  saal [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -abundance [antonym]. 

pala  has the consonants—pa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pazhu-
uoozh- many  times [antonym]. 
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pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaezhmai 
/ eliya - poor . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is illaamai-  
deficient  

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is ulappu   
deficiency  . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  ulopam- deficiency 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is malinam-  
deficiency . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is oli- light 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  el- light . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  el-  day 
time.  

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  elli –dark 
[antonym ] . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  maalai  -
dark [antonym ] . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  al –dark 
[antonym ] . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nilaa- 
light . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nizhali- 
light . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  neezhai- 
light  
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pala  has the consonants—pa-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pala palappu- 
bright ness. 

pala  has the consonants—pa-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pon paduthal  
[ missing  letter- the-] –appear bright ; pon- gold . 

pala  has the consonants—pa-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  oli  amaippu- 
illumination ; oli- light ;  amaippu –setting . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-]-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  minnal-  
lightening / bright coin . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-]-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  susi 
minnal-  forked lightening . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-]-la- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   sanjalam-[ missing  letter- sa -]-  lightening . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-]-la- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   neelaanjanai--[ missing  letter- sa -]-  lightening . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-]-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  soolam-  
lightening  rod --[ missing  letter- sa -]-  -  three pronged . 

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-]-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ollimai- 
bright intelligence.  

pala  has the consonants—[-pa-]-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  laesu --[ 
missing  letter- sa -]--  be light/ lightness . 

 

 ba-rV: to fly, flee (cf., bad, bar). 

barv  has the consonants -  pa- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is  parakka 
– to fly  ; paravai parakka. 

barv  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoattru oaaduka [ missing letter- the -] - to flee ; oaaduka- run  . 
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barv  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is pura 
muthuku  kaata [ missing letter- the -]-  flee  as- routed in a battle ; muthuka- 
back; kaatta –show . 

barv  has the consonants – [-pa-]-- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is ven- 
niduthar - [ missing letter- the -]-  to flee  before an army . 

barv  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paranthu  oaaduka [ missing letter- the -]-  flee; paranthidu – to fly  . 

barv  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thappiththu  oaadi viduthar  [ missing letter- the -]-  flee; thappiththidu –
escape  . 

barv  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is pori 
therikka   oaaduka- [ missing letter- the -]-  flee . 

barv  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
marainthu  oaaduka [ missing letter- the -]-  run away  . 

barv  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
viraivaaka oaduka-[ missing letter- the -]-  run fast  ; viraika- hurry .  

barv  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is uyirai 
kaappaattrida oaaduka  -[ missing letter- the -]-   -run to save life ; uyir- life; 
kaappaattru –to save .  

barv  has the consonants – pa-- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is uyirai 
kai- yir  pidiththu kondu oaduka  -[ missing letter- the -]-  -run to save life ; kai- 
hand ; pidi –hold . 

barv  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
anukaathu-erukka [ missing letter- the -]-  – flee / keep away . 

barv  has the consonants – [-pa-] -- Ra-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thavirkka-[ missing letter- the -]-  skip  . 
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 ba-ra: modal prefix - with marû denotes vetitive; with hamtu denotes negative 
affirmative.  

 

ba-ra(-g): to spread out (cf., bara4 ). 

barag  has the consonants-  pa –Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
parava/ paravukai  -  spreading around .  

barag  has the consonants-  -pa-Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
parakkai – spreading. 

barag  has the consonants-  [--pa-] –Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
viri /virikkai- spread.  

barag  has the consonants- -pa-–Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is virippu 
–anything spread.    

barag  has the consonants-  pa –Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
parappuka / parappai  vaikka – to spread out.  

barag  has the consonants-  [-pa -] –Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
virivaakkam seika [ missing letter- sa-] –  to spread out . 

barag  has the consonants-  pa -–Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
paravai  thun- sirakai virikka- [ missing letter- sa-] –  to spread out wings by the 
bird  ; paravai- bird  ;  thun- self / own  ; siraku –feather / wing ; virikka- to 
spread  . 

barag  has the consonants- [- pa-]  -–Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuthi- yura-[ missing letter- the--] - increasing . 

barag  has the consonants-  pa-–Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is poon- 
k- kodi padarka -[ missing letter- the--]-  spreading  out of the creeper; poo- 
flower; kodi- vine ; padaruka –spread . 
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barag  has the consonants-  [-pa-] –Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thottruka--[ missing letter- the--]- spread as vine.  

barag  has the consonants--pa-–Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
padarkai [ missing letter- the--]- –spreading . 

 barag  has the consonants--pa-–Ra- ka-  and the original Tamil  word is 
viyaapiththar [ missing letter- the--]- spreading . 

barag  has the consonants-  -pa–Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paai 
virippu-  mat   spread ; paai virikka  -to spread the mat ; paai- mat  .  

barag  has the consonants-  -pa-Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
poarvai   virikka- to spread the bed sheet ; poarvai- bedsheet / blanket  . 

barag  has the consonants-  -pa-–Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kappar  paai  virikka  -spread the sail  ;  kappar- ship ; paai- mast  . 

barag  has the consonants-  -pa-Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
parappiduka---[ missing letter- the--]-  spread . 

barag  has the consonants-  -pa-Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  tharai 
virippu --[ missing letter- the--]-  floor spread –carpet ; tharai- floor . 

barag  has the consonants-  -pa-Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
padukkai  meththai virikka---[ missing letter- the--]-  to spread the mattress; 
padukkai- bed; meththai- mattress .  

barag  has the consonants-  -[-pa-]-–Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
etta  viduthar--[ missing letter- the--]-  spread over.   

barag  has the consonants-  -pa-–Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  
padarka-[ missing letter- the--]-  spread underneath  ;  adi- under . 

    barag  has the consonants-  -[- pa-] -–Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is     
ida virivu / virivakkam -[ missing letter- the--]-  extension  of place.; idam- place.   
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barag  has the consonants- - pa- Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  poar padai 
virivaakkam-[ missing letter- the--]-  increasing the military troops; poar- war ; 
padai- army .  

barag  has the consonants-  -pa-Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor 
paechhcu  paravukai --[ missing letter- sa-]- –spreading as a rumour ; uoor-  
vllage; paechchu –speech . 

barag  has the consonants-  -pa--Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  padar 
punn  vakai--[ missing letter- the--]-   – a kind  of spreading ulcer ;  punn- ulcer; 
vakai  - kind  . 

barag  has the consonants-  -pa--Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  padar 
karappaan  noaei --[ missing letter- the--]-   ring worm ;  karappaan- ring worm  
;  noaei - disease . 

barag  has the consonants-  [-pa-] --Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  alai 
erika-[ missing letter- la-]- – spread abroad.  

barag  has the consonants-  [-pa-] --Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
arasu /raachiya [Skt]  virivaakkam--[ missing letter- sa-]-   extending the 
kingdom ; arasu- kingdom  . 

barag  has the consonants-  pa--Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   karu 
naakam  padam edukka --[ missing letter- the--]-  cobra -spreading the hood; 
naakam –cobra; naaga  = kavai  naa/ bifurcated tongue  ; naa- tongue .   

barag  has the consonants-  pa--Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
panniya  virivaakkam- spreading the business; panniyam- business .     

 

 gišba-rí-ga: bushel; square-based measuring vessel = 6 bán in all periods (= 36 
liters in Old Sumerian period and 60 liters in Old Akkadian and Neo-Sumerian 
period) (cf., bariga).  

gisbariga  has the consonants  -ka  -[-sa-] – [-pa-]  -Ra-  ka - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  marakkaar  - a grain   measurement  
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ba-ta-tur; ba-ra-tur: it is short (conjugation prefix + earlier/later ablative case 
prefix + 'small, insufficient').  

batatur   has the consonants – [-pa-]-  the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
siriyathu [ missing letter- sa-]- small / short  ;  sirumaiyaanathu- lowness/ 
inferior   .  

batatur   has the consonants – [-pa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sunduthar-[ missing letter- sa-]-  becoming small.  

batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is arpam-maananthu –shortness / small  [ sila vaanam/ neelam inmai 
/ kullam  ] . 

batatur   has the consonants – -pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sirppamaanathu [ missing letter- sa-]- –shortness  . 

batatur   has the consonants – -[- pa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eer idai suram [ missing letter- sa-]- long.  

batatur   has the consonants – [-pa -] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uyaram indri-  without height ; uyaram –height  ; indri –without . 

batatur   has the consonants – [-pa-]-  the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
uyaramaanathu –it is tall [antonym] . 

batatur   has the consonants – [-pa-]-  the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaettram- height [antonym] . 

batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  paara thooram [Skt] -   tall [antonym] . 

batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
periyathu   - large / big  [antonym] ; piramaandam [Skt]  . 
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batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paruththathu- large / big  [antonym]  . 

batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
upputhar – becoming big  [antonym]  ; bigness- oakkam / maha[Skt]   . 

batatur   has the consonants –[- pa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadiththar- becoming big  [antonym]  . 

batatur   has the consonants – pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
perumai petru  -bigness [antonym]  . 

batatur   has the consonants –[- pa--] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muradu –bigness [antonym]  . 

batatur   has the consonants –[- pa--] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uraththa- big [antonym].  

batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
parantha- large [antonym]. 

batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  paariththa- big [antonym]  .  

batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is after [E]  – later . 

batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pitrai –after . 

batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
appuuram-maettu -  after.  

batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinnoaru  naeraththir / mattra  oru naeraththir  -   at a  later time ; pin- back/  
later  ;  naeram- time  . 
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batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
peyar paduthhtuthar  / paer-iduthar - name after ; peyar- name . 

batatur   has the consonants – pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaeduthar-  search after.  

batatur   has the consonants –[- pa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naaduthar / thuraththuthar  –going after.  

batatur   has the consonants – pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
athan   pinnar- after that  ; athu- that  ;  pinnar- later . 

batatur   has the consonants – pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
erandu ettir / erandu  nimidaththir- soon / shortly ; erandu -2 ; ettu –step   ;  
nimidam- minute .  

batatur   has the consonants – [- pa-] -- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mun- nadiyir- shortly  . 

batatur   has the consonants – [- pa-] -- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sirthu naeraththir [ missing  letter- sa-] - shortly ; sirithu- short; naeram –time . 

batatur   has the consonants – pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pindru-  afterwards   . 

batatur   has the consonants – pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
peyarnthu – afterwards.  

batatur   has the consonants – [-pa-] -- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mattru/ mattra naeram- afterwards . 

batatur   has the consonants –-pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pirpaadu- afterwards . 

batatur   has the consonants – [- pa-] - the –Ra- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  anantharam [Skt] – afterwards . 
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batatur   has the consonants –-[- pa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sendra  [ missing letter- sa-] -  previous / past . 

batatur   has the consonants –-[- pa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
attrai – earlier.  

batatur   has the consonants –-[- pa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
munthuthar- previous . 

batatur   has the consonants –-[- pa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
muttrai-  before.  

batatur   has the consonants –-[- pa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mun  poandru- as before; mun –early .  

batatur   has the consonants –-- pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
munpir padi -  as before . 

batatur   has the consonants –-[- pa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mun -oru naeraththir-  earlier times ;  mun –early ; oru- one; naeram –time . 

batatur   has the consonants –- pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuriththa  naerathtirkku  munpaakavae [missing letter- ka-] -  before the 
scheduled time ; kuriththa- stipulated  ; naeram –time ; munpaaka –earlier . 

batatur   has the consonants –- pa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mutti poayeitru -  wanting . 

batatur   has the consonants –- [- pa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
enjuthar- [ missing letter- sa-]-  deficient . 

batatur   has the consonants –-  pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kurai paadu  - [ missing letter- ka-]-  wanting  / insufficient . 

batatur   has the consonants –-  pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
poathaa  kurai [ missing letter- ka-]-  wanting  / insufficient. 
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batatur   has the consonants –-  pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
pattraa k urai [ missing letter- ka-]-  wanting  / insufficient. 

batatur   has the consonants –- [- pa-] -- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kundruthar [ missing letter- ka-]-  -wanting  / insufficient.  

batatur   has the consonants –-  pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
peruththa   thattupaadu -  wanting  / insufficient. 

batatur   has the consonants –-  pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pattraatha-  insufficient  . 

batatur   has the consonants –-  pa-- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pattruthar-  be sufficient . 

batatur   has the consonants –- [- pa-] -- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ettaeruthar – be sufficient . 

batatur   has the consonants –- [- pa-] -- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thoandra tharuthar- give sufficiently ; thara- give .  

batatur   has the consonants –-  [- pa-] -- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   niraiththa/ niraintha -  plenty  [antonym] . 

batatur   has the consonants –-  [- pa-] -- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   minjuthar [ missing letter- sa-] –excess[antonym].  

batatur   has the consonants –-  [- pa-] -- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thurai / thoru- plenty [antonym] . 

batatur   has the consonants –-  [- pa-] -- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   peruththar - plenty [antonym] . 

batatur   has the consonants –  pa-- the –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  apari mitham [Skt] –plenty [antonym] . 

batatur   has the consonants –  pa-- the –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   aadampaaram – plenty[antonym] . 
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ba-za: halt or lame person (cf., ki...za). 

baza  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  nasai –
defect . 

baza  has the consonants-  -[-pa-] –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is noonam- defect . 

baza  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  maasu – 
defect . 

baza  has the consonants-  -[-pa-] –sa- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is soon- defect . 

 baza  has the consonants-  [-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eenam- defect . 

baza  has the consonants-  pa- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sappaani-  
lame person . 

baza  has the consonants-  -[-pa-] –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is uoonam [Skt]  -  lame . 

baza  has the consonants- [- pa-]- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoomai-yan-  dumb person ; 

baza  has the consonants-  pa- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is    uoomai 
penn- dumb woman ; penn –female .  

baza  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
umaichchi-  dumb woman . 

baza  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  nondi 
/ mondi -[  missing  letter- the -] - lame person . 

baza  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   
mudam- -[  missing  letter- the -] - crippled . 
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baza  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
soththiyan -[  missing  letter- the -] – handicapped person . 

baza  has the consonants-  -pa- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sumpan-  
dunce . 

baza  has the consonants-  -pa- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is paethai--
[  missing  letter- the -]  -dunce . 

baza  has the consonants-  -[-pa-] -sa-- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is asadu /asadan--[  missing  letter- the -]  – dunce . 

baza  has the consonants-  -[-pa-] -sa-- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is dunce [  missing  letter- the -]  . 

baza  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - sa- and the  original Tamil  word is moodan/ 
madaiyan / matti/ mandu -[  missing  letter- the -]- dunce . 

baza  has the consonants-  -[-pa-] -sa-- and the  other Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is piththam- insanity . 

baza  has the consonants-  -[-pa-] –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is mad [E]- [ missing  letter- the -]. 

baza  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaedan-[  
missing  letter- the -]-  deaf man . 

baza  has the consonants-  [-pa-] - sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sithadi[ 
missing  letter- the -]--  blind person. 

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kinthuthal -  halt [  because of  lameness ] .  

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kai-   
kal nondi – crippled  arm/ leg ; kaal- leg ;  nondi- lame person . 

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
kaal mudamanavan – lame person ; kai- arm; kaal- leg ; mudam- lameness  . 
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halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word nondi 
kaalan -  lame person  /with  crippled leg ; kaal- leg . 

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word kai-  
kaal odinthavan – one who has fractured his  legs /arm  ; kai- arm/arm ; kaal- 
leg  ; odintha- broken . 

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
kaal  vilankaathu /  vilankaathavan -   arm/ leg handicapped person  ; 
vilankkaamai –not functioning / not productive  . 

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koonal muthuku  kondavan – one wth  hump  back ; koon- hump ; muthuku –
back  .  

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nadakka iyalaathavan -   one who  can not walk ; nadakka- to walk; iylaathu –
can not .  

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
kondu  kaana iyalaathavan -  one who  can not see- blind person ; kann –eye  
;kaana –to see ;  iyalaathu –not possible .  

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaathu kaetka iyalaathavan -  one who  can not  hear;  kaathu –ear ; kaetkka- 
to hear  .   

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is vaai-
yaal kathaikka  iyalaathavan  / iylaatha uoomaiyan  - one who  can not speak – 
dumb person ; vaai- mouth ; kathaikka- to speak ; iylaathu –can not ; uoomai- 
dumb  person . 

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thankkuthal- halt-  to stay . 

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaikuthal-  dwell / halt . 
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halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadavuthal-  be halting.   

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the interpretation  of the    
word is  muhaam  iduthal –to camp ; muhaam- camp . 

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudankuthal –halt.  

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thookkil  iduka- to hang . 

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   kole 
kodukka – to lead a blind person by a staff; kole- stick ; kodukka- to give . 

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is udal 
kaedu – body deformity; udal-  body ;  

halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
makkadiththal -  deformed . 

 halt [ E ]  has the consonants – ka- la- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
keduthal-  deformed . 

lame [E]  has the consonants – la- ma - and the  original Tamil word is  mooli – 
deformed / defect of limbs .  

lame [E]  has the consonants – la- ma - and the  original Tamil word is  moazhai 
– anthing defective.  

 lame [E]  has the consonants – la- ma - and the  original Tamil word is  
malinam- defect . 

 lame [E]  has the consonants – la- ma - and the  original Tamil word is  
pollaamai [ missing  letter- pa-]  - defect . 

crippled [E]   has the consonants - ka - Ra - pa - la  -the  – and the  original 
Tamil word is  piraivi  kurai  paattinaal   allathu   idaiyil  vantha / pin naatkalil   
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udal kurai paattinaal / kaedaal   / poriyil  kuraipaadu   / paarvai  kuripaadu /  
kaelvi  kuraippaadu  / kai kaal  thuvaluthal  - vilankkamai / paesa  iyalaa- mai  - 
yinaal    seyal attru  mudankki  poakuthal   - to get  crippled ; piravi  kurai 
paadu-  birth defect  ; udal- body  ;  pin naatkalil  - later days ;  pin- after/  
later/ back ; naal- day ;  kurai paadu  -defect ; kaedu –defect ; pori- senses ; 
paarvai- vision  ;  kaelvi- hearing  ;  kai- arm ; kaal- leg; vilankaamai- not 
functioning ; thuvaluthal- paralysis ;  paesa- say ; iyalaamai-  unable ; seyal –
action  ;  attru –without ; mundankki   poakuthal –to get  crippled . 

crippled [E]   has the consonants - ka - Ra – [-pa-] - la  -the  – and the  original 
Tamil word is  uru   kulaaintha – deformed  ; uru –figure . 

crippled [E]   has the consonants - ka - Ra – [-pa-] - la  -the  – and the  original 
Tamil word is  uruva-azhithal  -deformed . 

crippled [E]   has the consonants - ka - Ra – [-pa-] - la  -the  – and the  original 
Tamil word is  uruvam keduthal ; uruvam –form /figure/ appearance  ; 
keduthal-  damaged / spoiled . 

 crippled [E]   has the consonants - ka - Ra – pa-- la  -the  – and the  original 
Tamil word is  udal kurai paadu – deformity .  

crippled [E]   has the consonants - ka - Ra – [-pa-]-- la  -the  – and the  original 
Tamil word is  maattru thiranaalikal – handicapped persons . 

crippled [E]   has the consonants - ka - Ra – -pa-- la  -the  – and the  original 
Tamil word is  aru-veruppaana  udal  thoattram – ugly  body  appearance ; 
udal- body ;  thoattram –form . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka -pa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kenthi  kenthi  nadappavan- one who  walks with halting ; kenthu- 
limp  ; nadakka- to walk  . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kai thadi kondu /  thatti  thadukki  nadakkum mudavan – lame 
person  with difficulty in walking ;  thadukki  nadakka - to totter; mudavan- a 
lame person  .  
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handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nondi  nondi  nadakkum  mudavan -  lame person with difficulty 
in walking ;   nondi  nada  - to limp ; mudavan- a lame person .  

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka -pa –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kathaiththida  mudiyaatha   uoomaiyan/ moonkkiayan   / uoomai 
penn -  dumb person who  can not speak; kathaikka –to speak ; mudiyaathu –
can not ; uoomaiyan  - dumb person ; uoomai penn- dumb woman  .  

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka -pa –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kann kondu  kaana mudiyaatha  pottaiyan  / kapoathi /  / anthan / 
koththai / aathan / kann moodi -  blind person who  can not see ; kann- eye; 
kaana –to see ; mudiyaathu –can not  ; pottai kannan-  blind person  .  

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaathu   koduththu  kaetkka mudiyaatha   yaedan / kaathu 
manthamaanavan -  deaf person who  can not hear  ; kaathu –ear ; kaetkka- to 
listen;   mudaiyaathu –can not   ;  yaedan-   deaf person  . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nadakka mudiyaathavan -  one who  can not walk ;  nadakka –to 
walk . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nikka mudiyaathavan – one who can not stand ; nikka- to stand 
;  mudiyaathu –can not . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –pa- –and the  original Tamil  
word is kunthavoa  / nikkavoa / nadakkavoa mudiyaatha  sappaani [ missing 
letter- sa-] -  lame person who  can not sit  /  stand or walk ; kunthu –sit; nikka- 
to stand  ;  nadakka- to walk  ;  mudiyaathu –can not ; sappaani- lame person  . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-]- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is mathi -yeenam kondavan -  mentally retarded  person; mathi- 
intelligence  ; eenam-  defect .  
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handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-] - –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mikuntha vannam  konda / kundu  udampai  / thonthi-yaei 
konda  thadiyan / kundan  /thoappaiayan -  stout person . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-] - –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kai -yaei -iyakka mudiayaathavan – one who  can not use his 
arm ; kai- arm  ; iyakku- to move / operate / function . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –pa-- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kudi  poathai -kku   adaimaayanavan – one who  is  dependent 
to alcohol ; kudi- drinks; poathai- intoxication; adimai –slave /addict  . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-] -- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kuna kaedu  kondavan – one with character disorder; kunam- 
character; kaedu- damage  /defect .  

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-] -- –and the  other   
interpretation  of the  word is ankka heenam [Skt]  kondavan – handicapped 
person  ;  ankkam- boy part  . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  antha  kaedu kondavan- -one with deformity.  

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –pa-–and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaetha paadu- udaiyavan  - one with  defect ; udaiya- has; udaiyavan- 
one who  has . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –pa-–and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuththu  padu kondavan – one with defect . 

handicap [E]  has the consonants – ka- an- the- ka –[-pa-]-–and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koththai /  koathu   kondavan -defect ; konda-  has; kondavan- 
one who  has  . 
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ba-zi: dispersed ('to divide' + 'to go out').  

bazi  has the consonants – pa-[- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is paku  [  
missing letter- ka -] -divide. 

bazi  has the consonants – pa-[- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is poka [ 
missing letter- ka -] – go . 

bazi  has the consonants – pa-[- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is puku 
[missing letter- ka -]   -go / enter .  

bazi  has the consonants – [-pa-]-[- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is neen-k-
ka-[missing letter- ka -]  -  go . 

 bazi  has the consonants – [-pa-]-[- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is ukai 
[missing letter- ka -]   - go / walk .  

bazi  has the consonants – [-pa-]-[- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
vayanku [missing letter- ka -]   –go.  

bazi  has the consonants – [-pa-]-[- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is yaeka [ 
missing letter- ka -] - go . 

bazi  has the consonants – pa-[- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is piri [ 
missing  letter –Ra-] –divide. 

bazi  has the consonants – pa-[- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is piriya 
[missing  letter –Ra-] – go/ dispersed .  

 

bàd-nigin: circular city wall ('city wall' + 'enclosure, circle'). 
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badnigin   has the consonants –[-pa-] – the-  an – ka- an –  and the  orignaltamil  
word is  vatta  vadiva    konda   koattai   mathil  / koattai  mathil   ulla koattam   
[missing  letter –la-]   - circular  shaped  fort  wall  ; vattam –circle;    mathil  -
wall /enclosure   ; vadivam –shape ;  konda- having ;  koattai –fort ; koattam- 
city . 

 

 bàd-si: parapet, battlement ('city wall' + 'long, narrow'). 

bàd-si   has the consonants -  pa -the –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
gnaatpu -  battle  front.  

bàd-si   has the consonants -  pa -the –-sa- – and the  original Tamil  word is  
pidi soanai – parapet . 

bàd-si   has the consonants -  pa -the –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is    
uyarntha  pidi  mathir [ missing letter –Ra-] -high battlement ; uyarntha- high / 
tall / raised ;  pidi mathir- parapet  wall . 

bàd-si   has the consonants -  pa -the –[-sa-]  – and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is parapet [E] [ missing letter –Ra-]. 

bàd-si   has the consonants -  pa -the –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaaman- battle front  

bàd-si   has the consonants -  pa -the –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
them -munai- battle front  

bàd-si   has the consonants -  [-pa-] -the –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  neendathu   - long  

bàd-si   has the consonants -  [-pa-] -the –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nediya – lengthy  

bàd-si   has the consonants -  [-pa-] -the –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nettai – long. 
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bàd-si   has the consonants -  [-pa-] -the –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nedu mun – long.  

bàd-si   has the consonants -  pa--the –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
paathidu-- narrow.  

bàd-si   has the consonants -  pa--the –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
muttu paadaana  -narrow . 

 

 bàd-si-an-na: high battlements ('parapet' + 'to be high' + nominative). 

badsianna    has the consonants-  pa- the -sa -an –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pidi  soanai – parapet.  

badsianna    has the consonants- [- pa-]- the –[-sa-] -an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  uyarntha  idam  [ missing letter –Ra-] – high  place; idam- place .   

 badsianna    has the consonants- [- pa-]- the –[-sa-] -an –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uyarntha mathir [ missing letter –Ra-] –high battlement ; 
uyarntha  -  tall  / high ; mathir-   fort wall . 

badsianna    has the consonants- [- pa-]- the –[-sa-] -an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  maedaana  idam - high  land/ place . 

parapet  [E]  has the consonants  -pa- Ra – pa-  the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is     uyarntha   perum  pidi  mathir  - high battlement ; periya- big  ; pidi 
mathir- parapet wall . 

 

 bàd-šul-hi; bàd-sìl-hi: outer wall ('city wall' + 'invader'/'path' + 'numerous').  

badsulhi   has the consonants  -pa- the- [-sa-]- la -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   vazhi  paathai – patha way; vazhi –way ; paathai- path  . 

badsulhi   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- the- [-sa-]- la -ka  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kanakkillaatha- numerous  ; kanakku –calculation ; illai- nil  . 
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badsulhi   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- the- [-sa-]- la -ka  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ennil adankkaa- numerous  ; enn - numerical no  ;  adankkaa- 
not containing  .  

badsulhi   has the consonants  -pa- the- [-sa-]- la -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pala  adankkiya- numerous ;  pala- many  / poly  ; adankkiya- 
containing . 

badsulhi   has the consonants  -pa- the- [-sa-]- la -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   veedu  pukunthu  kanna-k-koal  ittu  kollai  adiththidum  aal / 
kollaiyan / kalavaadu  -voan – invader / burglar ;  veedu- house  ; puku –enter  ; 
kollai  - robbery ;  aal –person ; kollaiyan- robber;   kanna-k- koal  iduvoan  - 
burglar ; kalavaadu- burgle/ steal .   

badsulhi   has the consonants  -pa- the- [-sa-]- la -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaai naattin meethu padai eduththu  vantha  ayalaan  -invader; 
thaai- mother; naadu- country /state  ; padai edu –to invade  ;ayalaan- 
foreigner  .  

badsulhi   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- the--sa la -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   koattaththai / kudi yaei  suththi  ulla  /  kudikku veliyil   ulla koattai 
mathil – fortress around the city ; koattam- city ;  kudi- hamlet ; suththi ulla- 
encircling ; veliyae- outside ;  koattai –castle  ; mathil  - fort wall .  

 

bala-šè...aka: to transport ('goods delivery' + 'towards' + 'to do'). 

balaseaka   has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil 
word is kai alikka- deliver ; kai- hand; alikka- give . 

balaseaka   has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- sa- ka - and the  original Tamil word 
is    anjal vakai -yil   vazhanku  -deliver  ;  anjal- postal  ; vazhankku –deliver  . 

balaseaka   has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- [-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil 
word is  kadaththuthal  [  missing letter- the -] – transport.  
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balaseaka   has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- -sa - ka - and the  original Tamil 
word is  seyaalaaku –do it in action  ;  seyalaakkam –action . 

goods [E] has the consonants -ka  -the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is [  
kadaththum thadayam  pandam [  missing letter- pa-] – goods  ; kadaththu –
transport;  pandam- goods . 

goods[E]  has the consonants -ka  -the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanika  panda vakai    [ missing letter- pa-]-  trade goods; vanikam- trade ; 
pandam- things / goods; vakai- kind .  

goods [E] has the consonants -ka  -the- -sa- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  sankama soththu  -  goods.  

Goods[E]  has the consonants -ka  -the- -sa- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  sinthu kaani   -goods.  

 

 bala-dab5-ba: worker hired to work for a bala' period ('term' + 'to hire' + 
nominative). 

baladabba   has the  consonants- pa- la-  the  -[-pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is kooli   vaelaikku   /naal   vaelaikku  oppanthamaana/  othukkiya  
kaalam  /kaala alavu [ missing letter- ka-] –   given work time; kooli – wage; 
vaelai –work ; naal- day ; kaalam- time ; kaala alavu –stipulated time ; 
othukkiya- allotted .  

baladabba   has the  consonants- pa- la-  the  -[-pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is  kooli   vaelaikku / oppantha panikku   vaelai  aal eduththal [ missing 
letter- ka-]  -to hire workers  ; vaelai- work ;  opppantha  pani –contract work; 
aal-  person ;  vaelai aal  - worker  . 

baladabba   has the  consonants- pa- la-  the  -[-pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is vaadakai-kku  eduththal [ missing letter- ka-] –to hire ; vaadakai- hire  . 

baladabba   has the  consonants-- pa- la-  the  -[-pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is  paattaali – worker.  
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baladabba   has the  consonants-[- pa-]- la-  the  -[-pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is   thozhilaali- worker  ; thozhil –work .  

 baladabba   has the  consonants-[- pa-]- la-  the  -[-pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is aalai thozhilaali- mill worker ;  aalai- mill .  

baladabba   has the  consonants- pa- la-  the  -[-pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is paal  pannai thozhilaali  - dairy arm workers ;  paal- milk ; pannai- farm 
; thozhilaali- worker ; thozhil –occupation   . 

baladabba   has the  consonants-[- pa-]- la-  the  -[-pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is thae- ilai  thoaatta thozhilali –  tea farm labourers ; thae ilai- tea leaf ; 
ilai- leaf ;  thoaattam- garden . 

 baladabba   has the  consonants-[- pa-]- la-  the  -[-pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is oppantha thozhilaali- bonded  labourers ; oppantham  -contract . 

baladabba   has the  consonants-[- pa-]- la-  the  -[-pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is naattaal – worker.  

 

 bala éš-kàr: fraction of an assignment ('term, portion' + 'work assignment').  

balaeskar   has the consonants- [- pa-]- la – [-sa-]- ka- Ra –and the  orignalTamil  
word is varai arai kaalam - term / stipulated time; kaalam –time . 

balaeskar   has the consonants- [- pa-]- la – [-sa-]- ka- Ra –and the  orignalTamil  
word is kuriththa kaala  elakku / kuruppida patta  kaala elakku – [ missing 
letter- the -]  - calculated term;  kuriththa  kaalam –stipulated time ; elakku- 
goal  . 

balaeskar   has the consonants- [- pa-]- la – [-sa-]- ka- Ra –and the  orignalTamil  
word is vaelai   yaei  othukki   koduththiduthar [ missing letter- the -] – to 
assign a work  ;  vaelai –work; othukku –assign ; kodu –give . 
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balaeskar   has the consonants- [- pa-]- la – [-sa-]- ka- Ra –and the  orignalTamil  
word is urimai alikka  / maatru  urimai alikka  [ missing letter- the -] - assign  
the rights ;urimai- rights; alikka- give /deliver  . 

balaeskar   has the consonants-  pa- la – [-sa-]- ka- Ra –and the  orignalTamil  
word is paruva kaalam – seasonal time; paruvam –season; kaalam –time  .  

balaeskar   has the consonants-  pa- la – [-sa-]- ka- Ra –and the  orignalTamil  
word is varai  poazhuthu   [ missing letter- the -] – term / stipulated time. 

balaeskar   has the consonants-  pa- la – [-sa-]- ka- Ra –and the  orignalTamil  
word is kooru  poaduthal [ missing letter- the -] –  portion / to divide 

balaeskar   has the consonants-  pa- la – [-sa-]- ka- Ra –and the  orignalTamil  
word is pakirthal [ missing letter- the -] –  portion/ to divide . 

balaeskar   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- la – [-sa-]- ka- Ra –and the  orignalTamil  
word is vizhukkaadu [ missing letter- the -] –  portion.  

 

bala-gub-ba: worker stationed to work for a bala' period ('term' + 'to stand' + 
nominative).  

balagubba    has the consonants  -[-pa -]-  la- ka- [-pa-]  -and  the  original Tamil  
word is  kaalam – a term/ time/ period . 

balagubba    has the consonants  -[-pa -]-  la- ka- [-pa-]  -and  the  original Tamil  
word is  vaelai  aal –worker ; yaeval  aal  - servant ; kooli aal – worker ;aal- 
person ; yaeval –order ; vaelai- work   . 

balagubba    has the consonants  -pa -  la- ka- [-pa-]  -and  the  original Tamil  
word is  pani  kaalam – job period ;  pani –work ; kaalam- time . 

 balagubba    has the consonants  -[-pa-] -  la- ka- [-pa-]  -and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaelai-k-kaana kaalam  -work period ; vaeai- work ;kaalam –
time .  
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balagubba    has the consonants  -[-pa-] -  la- ka- [-pa-]  -and  the  original Tamil  
word is  kaala   alavu –  period; kaalam- time; alavu- measure .  

 balagubba    has the consonants  -[-pa-] -  la- ka- [-pa-]  -and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  yazhvai  -period.  

balagubba    has the consonants  -[-pa-] -  la- ka- [-pa-]  -and  the  original Tamil  
word is  kilavi  - a term  [language] . 

balagubba    has the consonants  -[-pa-] -  la- ka- [-pa-]  -and  the  original Tamil  
word is  nilluka-  to stand.   

balagubba    has the consonants  -[-pa-] -  la- ka- [-pa-]  -and  the  original Tamil  
word is  ezhuka- to stand up . 

balagubba    has the consonants  -[-pa-] -  la- ka- [-pa-]  -and  the  original Tamil  
word is  nilai- k- kaal –a stand . 

 

gišbala...sir5: to spin with a spindle ('spindle' + 'to spin').  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- sa- pa- la- sa--Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  suzhal  achchu -aal    pinnuka  – to spin with spindle ; suzhal- spin .  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka-[- sa-]- [-pa-]- la-[- sa--]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  noor  murukkaetru [ missing letter- the -] – spin  as yarn; noor- 
yarn /thread   . 

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka-[- sa-]- [-pa-]- la-[- sa--]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karakkuthal  [ missing letter- the -] – spin. 

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- sa- [-pa-]- la- sa-Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaar suzharchchi  [ missing letter- the -] -spin. 

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- sa- [-pa-]- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  suzhattri  viduthal [ missing letter- the -]  - to spin. 
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gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- sa- [-pa-]- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  noor  saradu  thiriththal [ missing letter- the -]  spin  as yarn . 

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kandukalil noottral [  missing letter- the -]  -spinning silver.  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- sa- [-pa-]- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  noor  noorkkum  tholir saalai [  missing letter- the -]   -spinning 
industry; tholir saalai- factory ; nool- thread/ yarn ; noorkka- to spin . 

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- sa- [-pa-]- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nesavaalar- weaver.  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] [-pa-]- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaikilavar  -weavers.  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- sa-pa  - la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai thari nesuvaalar -perunkudi makkal   [  missing letter- the -]  –  
handloom  weavers; kai – hand ; thari- loom  ;  nesavaalar- weaver .  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -pa  - la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Koliya -p- Paraiyar – weaver caste .  

 gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- sa--pa- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  Kai kolar Senkunthar / Senkutha Mudailyaar /Thaevaanka Chettitaar 
/Pattu nool kaarar [  missing letter- the -] – weavers  community ; pattu –silk; 
nool- thread ;  Sen-k-kunthar  / Daevaan-k-ka  Chetti – weaver caste .  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- sa--pa- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  noorppu  kadaisal  pori  /  yanthaira [  missing letter- the -] -spinning 
lathe  ;  pori – machine ;  enthira [Skt] - machine  .  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]—[-pa-]- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nool thirikkum karuvi [  missing letter- the -]  - spinning jenny; 
nool- thread; karuvi- instrument .   
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gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]--pa- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nor  thirippu  eraattinan-k-kal [  missing letter- the -]  -spinning  
filers.  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]—[-pa-]- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  visai thari  nilayam / aalai [  missing letter- the -]  – mill ; aalai- 
mill ;   visai thari- machine loom ;  thari- loom   . 

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]--pa- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karankki  izhuvai  -spin drawing.  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]—[-pa-]- la- [-sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  urukki  neithal  murai  [  missing letter- the -] -  melt spinning; 
uruka- to melt; neithal –weaving;  murai- method .  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- -sa-[-pa-]- la- sa-Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai murai  thar suzharchchi -[  missing letter- the -]  - manual spinning. 
; kai- hand; murai –method  . 

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- -sa-[-pa-]- la- sa-Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaaruka  thozhil -[  missing letter- the -]  – spinning – as a profession  
;thozhil  -job ;  kaarukam –weaving ; kaarukar- weaver  . 

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [--sa-]-[-pa-]- la-[- sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is KaarukaThozhilaar – weavers;thozhil- job; thozhilaalar- worker . 

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [--sa-]-[-pa-]- la-[- sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kathir kole -[  missing letter- the -]    -spindle.  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [--sa-]-[-pa-]- la-[- sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kathir  izhai -[  missing letter- the -]    – spindle.   

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [--sa-]-[-pa-]- la-[- sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  noor noorkkum  thakli  [  missing letter- the -]  -  spindle; noor- 
thread ;  noorkka - to spin  ; thakli- spindle  . 
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gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [--sa-]-pa-]-la-[- sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kuzhal  noorppu-k-  kathir -[  missing letter- the -]  - hollow 
spindle.  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- [--sa-]-pa-]- la-[- sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kathir kole vadivam -[  missing letter- the -]  - spindle shape; 
vadivam – shape .  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- -sa –[ -pa-]- la-[- sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kazhi  sutri  noor-k-kole -[  missing letter- the -]   -spindle; sutru 
–spin ; noor  - thread/ yarn  ; kole- stick  .  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- -sa –[ -pa-]- la-[- sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  suzhandra noolai thirikkum thandu [ missing letter- the -]  -
spindle;   suzhala- spinning  ;  nool- thread  .  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- -[-sa -]–-pa- la-[- sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paavu  pul- uru-  weaver’s brush.  

gisbalasir  has the consonants  -ka- -[-sa -]–-pa- la-[- sa-]-Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  palaki  maram- a weaver’s instrument.  

 

balag-íl: harp or lyre carrier ('harp' + 'to lift'). 

balagil   has the consonants- [-pa-]- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vallaki  / vallikai  -lute.  

balagil   has the consonants--pa- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pullaan-k-kuzhal – flute;   kuzhal- pipe ; pull- grass .  

balagil   has the consonants- [-pa-]- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalla- laku  -a musical instrument.  

balagil   has the consonants- [-pa-]- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yazh  kuyeiluvoar  – lute players; yaazh- lute  . 
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balagil   has the consonants- pa- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaazh  kalaignan -Paanan  – harp artist ; kalaignan- artist. 

balagil   has the consonants- [-pa-]- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaazh  valloan - harp artist ; valloan – skilled person . 

balagil   has the consonants- [-pa-]- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kole yaazh -  a kind of harp ; kole- stick . 

balagil   has the consonants- [-pa-]- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
vil yaazh – bow harp ;  vil -bow . 

balagil   has the consonants- [-pa-]- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
izahvu  yaazh – lamantation harp ; yaazh- harp ; ezhavu/ izhavu - grief  . 

balagil   has the consonants- [-pa-]- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
moonkkil yaazh  -bamboo  harp; moonkkil- bamboo  . 

balagil   has the consonants- pa- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kalava / kalaabi  yaazh – peacock yaazh  ;  akaval – cry  of peacock; kalavam- 
peacock  .  

balagil   has the consonants--pa- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaal  slaankkai   /silampu  oli -[ missing letter- sa--]  -  sound of anklet ; silampu 
–anklet  ;  salankkai- anklet ; kaal- leg ; oli –sound  . 

balagil   has the consonants--pa- la- ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
maelae thookkuthal / thookki viduthal [ missing letter- the -] –  to lift up; 
maelae- up  ;  thookku- lift  . 

 

 balag-ír-ra: lamentation harp ('harp' + 'lamentation' + genitival a(k)).  

balagirra   has the   consonants- [- pa-]- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kinnara  yaazh – harp.  
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balagirra   has the   consonants- [- pa-]- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is    izhavu  kinnara  yaazh-  lamantaion harp  ; izhavu – lament . 

balagirra   has the   consonants-  pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
panniru  narampu  kinnaara yaazh – 12 stringed musical instrument ; pan eru -
12;  paththu- 10 ;  eru -2;  narampu- string ; kinnaaram- harp . 

balagirra   has the   consonants- [- pa-]- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   makara yaazh – a harp of shark fish shape; makaram- shark   . 

balagirra   has the   consonants- [- pa-]- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   yaazh  murukkaani – screw of lute; yaazh- harp ; murukkaani –screw .  

balagirra   has the   consonants-  pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pilaakkana  oppaari – lamantaion;  oppaari- dirge . 

balagirra   has the   consonants-  pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
penkal onnaa  koodi  oppaari  vaithar[ missing letter- the -]  –lamenting  by  
women ; penn-kal- women;  onna- to gether;  oppaari – lament /dirge . 

balagirra   has the   consonants- [- pa-]- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   erankkal  – lament.  

balagirra   has the   consonants-  pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
erankkal –pann – dirge;  pann- song.  

balagirra   has the   consonants- [- pa-]- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanneer anjali [ missing letter- sa-]  - lament;  kanneer- tears . 

 balagirra   has the   consonants-  pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paer azhakai –lament ; paer- big; azhukai- weeping. 

balagirra   has the   consonants- [- pa-]- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaevi kaevi azhuthiduthar [ missing letter- the -] –lament ; azhuthidu – 
weep . 

balagirra   has the   consonants-  pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kann-neer um  kamaplaiyumaa- lament ;   kann- neer- tears  .  
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balagirra   has the   consonants-  pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thuyaraththaal   kathari   kanneer vittu azhuka- [ missing letter- the -] – lament 
;  thuyaram -  grief ;  katharu – shout loudly ;  kanneer-   tears; kann- eye ; 
neer- water; azhuka- weep .  

balagirra   has the   consonants- [- pa-]- la -ka –Ra-  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  ankalaaiththar [ missing letter- the -] – lament.  

balagirra   has the   consonants-  pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
varunthuthal  [ missing letter- the -] – lament.  

balagirra   has the   consonants-  pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Paanar  enum   yaazh  kalaignar – harp artist- Paanar ; yaazh ; lyre ; kalignar –
artist . 

balagirra   has the   consonants-  pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pina  uoorvalam- procession  with dead body ; pinam- dead body ;  uoorvalam 
– procession  . 

 harp [E] has the consonants –ka- Ra –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is – 
narampu isai karuvi  [ missing letter- sa-]  - string musical instrument ; 
narampu- string; isai- music ;karuvi- instrument . 

harp [E] has the consonants –ka- Ra –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is – 
isai karuvi [ missing letter- sa-]-  musical instrument . 

 harp [E] has the consonants –ka- Ra –[-pa-]- and the  interpretation of the 
word is   word is  kinnaaram   - string musical instrument . 

harp [E] has the consonants –ka- Ra –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is –  
kokkarai - musical instrument. 

harp [E] has the consonants –ka- Ra –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is –   
paerikai- a drum . 

harp [E] has the consonants –ka- Ra –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is –    
muruvam  -a musical instrument.  
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harp [E] has the consonants –ka- Ra –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is –     
nayina  [naakku ]  isai karuvi   [nagaswaram [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] – pipe; 
naakku –tongue .  

balagirra   has the   consonants- [- pa-]- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   maela kaaran -  drum player; maelam- drum .  

balagirra   has the   consonants-- pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pilaakkaana  parai- funeral drum; parai –drum  . 

balagirra   has the   consonants-- pa- la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
izhavu   sanghu   uoothuthar [ missing  letters- sa -and- the -] –to blow the 
conch  shell during funeral ; izhavu -  funeral; sanghu- conch  shell  ;uoothu- 
blow. 

balagirra   has the   consonants—[- pa-]- - la -ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   izhavu  ariviththar   mani  [ missing letter- the -]-  a bell to aanounce 
death ; ariviththidu- inform ; mani-  bell.  

 

bàn-da: (cf., bànda).  

 

bar...aka: to choose; to examine ('to open; to see; to select' + 'to do'). 

baraka  has the   consonants  - pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   
porukki  edukka /   thaernthu  edukka  [  missing  letter- the -] –to choose.  

baraka  has the   consonants  - [-pa-]- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
araaika   -  examine . 

baraka  has the   consonants  - pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
araainthu paarkka  -to examine; aaraaika- to examine ; paarkka- to look into .  

baraka  has the   consonants  - pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  sari 
parka-[ missing letter- sa-] -  inspect / correct /check  .  
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baraka  has the   consonants  - [-pa-]- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaervu [  missing  letter- the -]   –examination . 

baraka  has the   consonants  - [-pa-]- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaervu  nadaththuka  / pannuka    [ missing letter- the-]  -examine /to conduct  
examination ; nadathuka- to conduct . 

baraka  has the   consonants  - pa-Ra- ka –and the other interpretation of the 
word is   pareetchchai [Skt]  vaikka [ missing letters- sa -and - the-]  -examine 
/to conduct  examination . 

baraka  has the   consonants  - pa-Ra- ka –and the other interpretation of the 
word is   parakku –  examination  . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
paarvai –  examination . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
paarvai  iduka -[ missing letter –the -] -  examine . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
paarvai  paarkka-  examine . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kann   paarka -  examine critically ; kann- eye; paarkka- to look . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
paarkka-  examine goods; kai- hand  ; paarkka- to look into   . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
unnippaaka [ koornthu ] paarkka-[ missing letter –the -] -  examine carefully . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
aram paarkka - examine thoroughly . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
uttru noakkida / paarkka  [ missing letter –the -]  - examine minutely; noakku- 
look  . 
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baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
koornthu  arika  [ missing letter –the -]  -  examine minutely ; arika- know .  

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
puram -arinthu  paarkka- [ missing letter –the -]-  examine closely . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
therividuka-[ missing letter –the -]-  examine . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --[-pa-] - Ra- ka –and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  vimarisam [Skt] [ missing letter –sa-] -  examination . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --[-pa-] - Ra- ka –and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  visaaranai [Skt] [ missing letter –sa-] -  examination 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kann- kaanippaalan [ missing letter- la-] - examiner ; kann-kaanikka- to watch . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurukku vinaa thodukka   / kurukku thaervu  pannuka   [ missing letter –the -]-  
to do cross examination ; kurukku- cross; vinaa- question . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --[-pa--] Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurukku   visaaranai [Skt]  seika -[ missing letter –sa-]  -cross examination  ; 
seika- do . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --[-pa--] Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuruvi  unaruka [ missing letter –the -]-  examine  deeply . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --pa--Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoodaadi  paarkka-[ missing letter –the -]-   examine . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --[-pa-]--Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
navittru   [ missing letter –the -]-  investigate . 

baraka  has the   consonants  --[-pa-]--Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vinavuthar [ missing letter –the -]  - investigate . 
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baraka  has the   consonants -pa-Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
paarkka-   to see  ;  paarvai- seeing . 

baraka  has the   consonants –[-pa-] -Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
mana- muruka- to perceive with eyes.    

baraka  has the   consonants –[-pa-] -Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaanuthar [ missing letter –the -] -  seeing.  

baraka  has the   consonants –[-pa-] -Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
noakkuthar-[ missing letter –the -] - seeing . 

 baraka  has the   consonants –pa--Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pirikka  / piriththu paarkka [ missing letter –the -] - to open [box] . 

baraka  has the   consonants –[-pa-] --Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
thirakka- [ missing letter –the -] - to open [door] . 

  

 bar-tam...(ak): to choose ('to open; to see; to select' + 'polished, shiny' [ + 'to 
do']). 

 bartam- ak  has the consonants - pa –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  punarnthida   vaendum  - -choose . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   oaarththida vaendum   – to choose.  

bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   variththida vaendum -  to select . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants - pa –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pirikka vaendum - to open . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thirakka vaendum– to open . 
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bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thaernthu edukka vaendum– to choose 

bartam- ak  has the consonants - pa –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   porukki  eduka vaendum  -  to select . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants - pa –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   paarkka vaendum   -to see . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa -] –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kann kondu  kaanuthar vaendum– to look ; kann- eye; kaana- 
to see  . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants - pa –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   araavu-thar  vaendum  –to polish . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa -]–Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   theettu -thar  vaendum–to polish . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants - pa –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   munn aruththida  vaendum -to polish . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   meruku  kootta   vaendum -  to polish . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa -] –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   araavadam- -   polishing . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   merukidukai / meruku koottukai  -  polishing . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants - pa –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   minu minuppu  yaettra  vaendum   -to polish . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  verukida vaendum– to polish . 
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bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uraaithida  vaendum - to polish . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants – pa-–Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  puram tharuthar  vaendum  -become shiny  . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa-] -–Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muriththida  vaendum –  to give shining . 

bartam- ak  has the consonants – [-pa-] -–Ra- an- the- ka-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  niraivaetra  vaendum  –to do  /to accomplish  /carry out .  

 

 (giš)bar-bar: part of a weaver's loom (shuttle ?).  

(giš)bar-bar  has the consonants – ka-[-sa-]- pa- Ra –[-pa-]- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kammiyarin / kaarukarin/ koadikarin-    paavaattri [  missing  
letter- the -] -  weaver’s  brush ; kaarukar/ kammiyar - weaver  .  

(giš)bar-bar  has the consonants – ka-[-sa-]- pa- Ra –[-pa-]- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   neivoarin / pada kaararin   thaaru  kandu [ missing  letter- the -] 
– weaver’s shuttle  ;  neivoar – weaver  ; pada kaarar- weaver .  

(giš)bar-bar  has the consonants – ka-sa- [-pa-]-- Ra –[-pa-]- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  nesavu  neivoarin   thari  naadaa [ missing  letter- the -]-
-   weaver’s shuttle  ;  nesavu  neivoar- weaver ;  thari –loom  .  

(giš)bar-bar  has the consonants – ka-[-sa-]- [- pa-] - Ra –[-pa-]- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is   aadai / udai  neivoarin  thari   kidankku [ missing  letter- 
the -]- weaver’s  loom pit  ;  aadai- clothe ;   udai- clothe  ;neivoar- weaver ; 
thari –loom ; kidankku –pit .  

(giš)bar-bar  has the consonants – ka-sa- [- pa-] - Ra –[-pa-]- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  nesavu  kaararin  seer maram  - weaver’s beam ;  
maram –wood  . 
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(giš)bar-bar  has the consonants – ka-sa-  pa-- Ra –[-pa-]- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pattu noor kaarain kunjam / vaeru  kuchchu –[ missing  letter- 
the -]-  weaver’s brush ;  pattu -  silk  ;  noor- thread  ; pattu noor kaarar –
weaver ; kunjam- brush   . 

(giš)bar-bar  has the consonants – ka-[-sa-]- [-pa-]-- Ra –[-pa-]- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  thuni  naeivoarin  noor paduku [ missing  letter- the -]-
weaver’s warp ;  thuni  –cloth  ;  neivoar- weaver . 

(giš)bar-bar  has the consonants – ka--sa- [-pa-]-- Ra –[-pa-]- Ra- and the  
original Tamil  word is  kai -thari  -yir  kaanum   noor suttri  erukkum  kuchchi – 
noottraar-[ missing  letter- the -]- bobbin  ;  kai thari –hand loom ;  kai- hand; 
thari - loom  ; noor-  thread / yarn  ; sutru -  to spin . 

(giš)bar-bar  has the consonants – ka--sa- pa- Ra –[-pa-]- Ra- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aadai  neithidum-  Saendiravar-in / Porunthar-in / 
Sowraasttrar-in /Senkkunthar-in / Daevaankka Chettiyaar-in kai  - thari  [ 
missing  letter- the -]-  hand loom ;  aadai- clothe;  neithidu –weave  ; 
Sowraasttirar- weaver caste ;  Senkkunthar- weaver caste  ; Daevaankka Chetti 
weaver caste  .  

 

gišbar-bé-da: a tool.  

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-]  -Ra -pa -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is    irumpu  kadappaarai –   pick axe / iron axe . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-]  -Ra -pa -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  kudaaram- axe. 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-]  -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  maram vettum  koadaari -  wood axe  

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-]  -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  koththu/ kuththu  kodaari -  pick axe . 
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gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-]  -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  kodaari-kaampu – head  of the axe.  

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –sa-–[-pa-]  -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
other  interpretation of the word is  sirasu  vetti – an axe for beheading . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –sa-–[-pa-]  -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
other  interpretation of the word is  tharuna sinkam [Skt]  – axe.  

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]-–[-pa-]  -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
other  interpretation of the word is  karapaththiram –sword . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]–[-pa-]  -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
other  interpretation of the word is   thaaraankam – sword . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]–[-pa-]  -Ra –pa --the –and the  
other  interpretation of the word is   put karam [Skt]  –sword . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-]  -Ra –pa -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  poar kaththi -  sword.  

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –sa-–pa-  -Ra –pa --the –and the  other  
interpretation of the word is  poar maravar  kai yir yaenthidum kanichche   
parasu  / parasaayutham   [Skt] – battle axe . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] –-pa- -Ra –pa --the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  poar padai karuvi  -  war weapons . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] –-[-pa-] - -Ra –[-pa-]  --the –and 
the  original Tamil  word is  thunai karuvi -  tool . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –sa—[-pa-] - -Ra –[-pa -]--the –and the  
other  interpretation of the word is  varut saatha  num -  an axe.  

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] –[-pa-]  -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  maraththai  arukkum  aram / rampam [Skt] –  
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gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] –pa- -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  karumpu  karanai vetti –  karumpu- sugar cane ; 
karanai- joint . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –-sa-–[-pa-]  -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  sarkkarai  thaeikkum mutti  - sarkkarai-sugar . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –-sa-–pa -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  sarkkarai  kaaichchum aduppu ; sarkkarai –sugar; 
aduppu –oven; kaaichchu- brew  . 

 gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –-[-sa-]-–pa- -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  karumpu  thoakai vetti  – kaurmpu –sugar cane ; vettu –
to cut . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –-sa—- pa- -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  sarkkarai   paaku  sorandi   -  sarkkarai-  sugar ; sorandu 
–to scrap . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –-sa—-[- pa-]- -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  kaara satti –a vessel . 

 gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –-[-sa-]—-[- pa-]- -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and 
the  original Tamil  word is  makkiri koodai  -a basket . 

 gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –-[-sa-]—-[- pa-]- -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and 
the  original Tamil  word is  aattu –k-k kar –a mill stone ; kar- stone . 

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –-sa--[- pa-]- -Ra –[-pa -] -the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  ennai  aattukira  mara cekku – ennai- oil; maram- wood; 
sekku –oi press .  

gišbar-bé-da  has the consonants -ka –-sa-- pa- -Ra –pa --the –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thqattu narukki  periya kopparai satti –periya- big ; kopparai- 
cauldron  ; satti- pot .  
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bar...dab5: to escape ('outside' + 'to take away').  

bar dab   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the- pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thappiththar   /  thappi oaaduthar – escape . 

bar dab   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the- pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pathara   paduththu  – escape . 

bar dab   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  parithar –escape . 

bar dab   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  puraiththar  - escape.  

bar dab   has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- the- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   parinthu  oaaduthar  / oaattam eduththar – escape /running  ;oaadu –
to run . 

bar dab   has the consonants -  pa- Ra- the- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   oaattam  pidiththar  - flee. 

bar dab   has the consonants -  [-pa-] - Ra- the- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   marainthu oaaduthar- escape ;   marainthu –hide  . 

bar dab   has the consonants - -pa- Ra- the- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   arai  poakkuthar [ missing letter- ka-]  -escape . 

bar dab   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- the- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   uruvuthar  [ missing letter- ka-] -  escape . 

bar dab   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- the- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kai- kadaththar [ missing letter- ka-]- escape. 

bar dab  has the consonants –pa- Ra- the- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   uyir  pizhaiththar [ missing letter- zha-]  – escape death; uyir- life ; 
pizhaikka- to live . 
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bar dab  has the consonants –pa- Ra- the- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vidu paduthar  [ missing letter- ka-]- -escape . 

bar dab  has the consonants –pa- Ra- the- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thappi oaadum  vakai thurai-[ missing letter- ka-]-  escape  . 

bar dab  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- the- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   nisthaaram [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] -– escape.  

bar dab  has the consonants –pa- Ra- the- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thappi oaadum  muyarchchi  [ missing letter- sa-] – attempt to escape; 
muyarchchi –attempt  ;  thappi  oaadu –to escape  ; oaadu –to run .  

bar dab  has the consonants –pa- Ra- the- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thappikka  viduthar -[ missing letter- ka-]-  to let escape.  

bar dab  has the consonants –[-pa-]- Ra- the- [-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  
word is   uyir  meetkuthar -[ missing letter- ka-]-  redemption  . 

bar dab  has the consonants –-pa- Ra- the--pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaadi   poaka   paarththidu -[ missing letter- ka-]-– seek to escape  ; oaadi poa- 
to run / flee ;  paaru –see . 

bar dab  has the consonants –-pa- Ra- the--pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is    
thappikka   vakai  paarththar --[ missing letter- ka-]-– seek to escape ; vakai- 
means  ;  paaru –to see . 

bar dab  has the consonants –-[-pa-] - Ra- the—[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  
word is   naadu viduthar /naadu kadaththuthar  --[ missing letter- ka-]--to be in 
exile ;  naadu –state  . 

bar dab  has the consonants –-pa- Ra- the—[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pura muthuku  kaatti  oaaduthar  --[ missing letter- ka-]--– defeated/ 
to flee before an army ;  puram- back / side   ;  muthuku –back ; kaattu –show; 
oaadu –run .  

bar dab  has the consonants –-[-pa-] - Ra- the—[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  
word is  neri  thara- to flee before  foe . 
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bar dab  has the consonants –-[-pa-]- Ra- the—[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil 
word is     anukaathiru --[ missing letter- ka-]-– flee.  

bar dab  has the consonants –-[-pa-]- Ra- the—[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil 
word is  virianthu  oaadu --[ missing letter- ka-]––flee; viraika- hurry   .   

bar dab  has the consonants –-pa- Ra- the—[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  
word is  sikka vaikka   paarththidu [ missing letter- sa-]  – to trap [antonym]  .  

bar dab  has the consonants –-[-pa-] - Ra- the—[-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  
word is   sirai – yir adaiththar   [ missing letter- sa-]  - to imprison [antonym]  ; 
sirai- prison . 

 

bar...dag: to wander far away ('outside' + 'to roam about').  

bar...dag   has the consonants - pa -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   ankkum inkkum /   kaadum    maedum   / sittroor 
muthar   paer uoor  varai  -   etta erukkum  /thoora erukkum  - uoor uooraaka  
/ naadoadiyaaka / dhaesaanthiriyaka [Skt] vevu-vaeru  naattukku  /kann  kaana 
idaththirkku /  paravai   poandru  kadavu    seettu indri /   paranthu /    aadu 
maadu  - poandru  /  kurippitta noakkam indri /    kaar kondu  nadanthu /    
alainthu   thirinthida   vaendum  [ missing letter- sa-] -  to wander  here and 
there / forests  to   lands /  from villages to cities  /   like  a  bedouin  or a bird 
with out a pass port  ; anukku- there;  inkku- here  ;  kaadu –woods; maedu –
raised ground  ;  siriya –uoor /  sittroor- small village ;  siriyathu –small /short  ; 
uoor- village  ;  paer uoor-  big town ;  periya- big  ; ettaththir  /dhoor[Skt]  - 
distant  ;  naadoadi – gypsy ; naadu –state; oaadu-  run ; vevu - vaeru –
different  /various ; idam- place ; kann- eye; kaana- can not see ; kaann kaana 
idam- distant place ; paravai –bird  ; poandru –similarly  kadavu  seettu –pass 
port  ;kadakka –to cross/ pass; seettu- card / token ; aadu –goat; maadu –
cattle;  noakkam- aim ; indri –without  ;kaar- legs; kaal- leg  ; nadakka –to walk  
;  alainthidu –to roam  ; thirinthidu –to wander .    
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bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   thirikai- wander.  

bar...dag   has the consonants – pa--Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   parakkuthar- roam about.  

bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   suttri  thirika [ missing  letter- sa-] - wander . 

bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   nakarnthidu –roam /move . 

bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa -] -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   kotkuthar vaendum – to roam . 

bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa -] -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   marukuthar –  to wander  . 

bar...dag   has the consonants – pa --Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  kurippitta noakkam indri   uoor  uooraaka  suttri 
thiriya vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]-  to roam  with out aim  ; noakkam –aim; 
indri – without ;  thirika- to wander .  

bar...dag   has the consonants – pa --Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  thittam indri  uoor payanam  poaka- to travel with out 
any pre- plans ;thittam- plan ; indri –without ; uoor- village; payanam- travel ; 
poaka- to go  . 

bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa-]  --Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  thadumaari thirika – to roam .  

bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa -] -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   maeithar  vaendum -  roam about .  

bar...dag   has the consonants – pa -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   naadu  vittu naadu  poathar   vaendum – wander  
from state to state  ; naadu- state ; poa- go  . 
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bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   nadaiyaaduthar vaendum -  wander.  

bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is theru-vir thindaadi  thirika – wander on the road side ;  
theru- street  ;  thindaadu- suffer  ;  thirika- wander .  

bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   amaithi attru  thirika- wander restlessly  ; amaithi-
peace  ; attru –without ; thirika- to wander  . 

bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   idam ketta  manithar – wanderer .  

bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra –the- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is   uoor uooraaka  thirinthu   paarkkum  anaivaridamum  
kai  yaenthukiravan- wandering  begger ; uoor- village  ; thiriya –to wander  ;  
paaru –see ;  anaivaridamum - all people; kai- hand  ;  yaenthu- to raise/ hold  . 

bar...dag   has the consonants – [-pa-]  -Ra –the- ka -  and the   other  
interpretaion of the word is sanjarikka [Skt] vaendum [ missing letter- sa-] – 
wander.  

 

gišbar-dil: a type of plow (rare outside of lexical lists). 

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] – pa---Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kalappai  poandra  karuvi  vakai -kalil  ondru -  a type of plough ; 
kalappai-  plough ; karuvi- tool ; vakai- kind  ; ondru- one . 

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] – pa---Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  munnai   kilaruthal -    plough; munn- soil ; kilaru –to hoe  . 

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] – pa---Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is munnin   maer puraththai  keeruthal/ kilaruthal  – plough ; 
munn- soil; maer- upper; puram –side; kilaruthal- to hoe  . 
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gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –sa—[- pa-] ---Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   saal vari -yiduthal – plough ; saal vari- furrow . 

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –sa—[- pa-] ---Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nettri- yil  thirai vizha seika   - plough . 

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] —[- pa-] ---Ra - the -la – and the  
original Tamil  word is  thaervil  maanavanai  thalli viduthal  - to make the 
student to get  passed the exam ; thaervu-  exam ; maanavan- student ; thalli  
vidu –to push . 

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –sa—[- pa-] ---Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   uzhavu  kaal nadaikalai   oattupavan  / kama -k -kaaran  – 
plough boy ; uzhavu- plow;  kaal nadai- cattle  ; oaattu- drive ; kama- k- kaaran-  
farmer . 

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –sa—[- pa-] ---Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kittiya uooththiyaththai  maru  muthaleedu  seithal  - ploughing 
back  profits;  kittiya / eettiya – received ; uoothiyam – salary ;  muthal- capital 
; sei –do  .  

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –sa— pa----Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sem -maiyaka  uzhuthu  pann paduthu-vathar-k-kuriya nilam -   
plough land ; uzhuka- to plough ; nilam- land . 

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] – [-pa-] ---Ra - the -la – and the  
original Tamil  word is kalli erithal – plough . 

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - [-pa-]  -Ra - the -la – and the  
original Tamil  word is    eruthu  adiththal  vaendum -  to plough . 

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - pa- -Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   yaeru  pooti  nilaththai  uzhuthidal  vaendum –to plough; 
yaeru- plow; nilam- land ; uzhuthidu- to plow .   

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –sa-- [-pa-]  -Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thoorvai  seithal   - to dig the earth / to plough . 
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gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] -- pa--Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   yaeru  kondu  uzhupavar – plough man ; yaeru- plow;  uzhuka- 
to plow; uzhupavar- one who  does plowing .  

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] -- pa--Ra - the -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uzhuthidum   paruva  kaalam – thaaladi  -  ploughing season ; 
uzhuka- to plow;  paruvam- season  ; kaalam- time . 

gišbar-dil  has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] – [-pa-] --Ra - the -la – and the  
original Tamil  word is  uzhavu  eruthu – plough ox; eruthu- ox .  

 

 bar-dúb-ba: a good price ('to split, distribute' + 'to knock down' + 
nominative).  

bardubba   has the  consonants - pa  -Ra  -the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  piriththidu- to  split . 

bardubba   has the  consonants - pa  -Ra  -the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  piriththu  tharuthar-  to distribute ; piri-  to divide; tharuka- give . 

bardubba   has the  consonants - pa  -Ra  -the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  idiththu  / adiththu   saaiththiduthar [ missing  letter- sa-] -  knock 
down ; idi- hit ;  adi- beat  ; saaiththidu- to knock  down . 

bardubba   has the  consonants - pa  -Ra  -the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  poathumaana  thaaranai   –   price as of paddy  ; poathum- enough  ; 
thaaranai- price .  

bardubba   has the  consonants - pa  -Ra  -the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  saiyaana  pana mathippu- eedu [ missing  letter- sa-] -  right money 
estimation ; sariyaana- correct  ; panam- money ; mathippu –value . 

 

gišbar-e11-dè: rope braiding lever ('outside' + 'to descend' + participial 
ending).  
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gisbarede has the consonants  -ka – [-sa-]  -[-pa-] -Ra  -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  tharai erankki  varuka-   to descend to the  land  ; tharai- land; 
erankku- descend/ come down  ; varuka- come . 

 gisbarede has the consonants  -ka – [-sa-]  -pa--Ra  -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kayeriu- kattiya  nempu  koar – rope tied  lever ; kayeiru –rope; 
kattu –tie ; nempu koar- lever  . 

gisbarede has the consonants  -ka – [-sa-]  -pa--Ra  -the  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   veettin  pura  pakkaththir  - in the outside ; veedu –house .  

 

bar-edin-na: edge of the desert ('side' + 'steppe' + genitival a(k)).  

baredinna  has the consonants - pa - Ra – the-  an - and the  original Tamil  
word is pur poondu – steppe/ grass   . 

baredinna  has the consonants - pa - Ra – the-  an - and the  original Tamil  
word is  neenda manar parappu – long  desert ; neenda- long ; manar- sand  ; 
manar parappu –sandy  area . 

 

bar-ég-ga: outer side of the levee ('outer side' + 'levee' + genitival a(k)).  

bar-ég-ga has the  consonants-  [-pa -]–Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
anai-k k-arai - levee . 

 

bar...gub: to step outside ('outside' + 'to stand'). 

bar...gub   has the consonants  [-pa-]  –Ra- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  nirkka- to stand . 

bar...gub   has the consonants  pa-–Ra- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  puram yaeku – to go outside ; puram- outside ; yaeku –go . 
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 bar-ta...gub: to withdraw from ('side' + 'to stand aside'). 

bar ta gub   has the consonants -  pa -Ra  -the- ka –pa--  and the  original Tamil  
word is   poar padai yaei   pin vaankkuthar  -  withdrawal  of army ; poar  -war; 
padai –army ;  pin vaankku –to withdraw  . 

bar ta gub   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra  -the- ka –[-pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kai vaankuthar  vaendum  -withdraw . 

bar ta gub   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra  -the- ka –[-pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kann vaankuthar –  to withdraw  one’s attention ; kann- eye . 

bar ta gub   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra  -the- ka –[-pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  munakkuthar   -withdraw . 

bar ta gub   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra  -the- ka –[-pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vittu  neenkkuthar vaendum  - leave  .  

bar ta gub   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra  -the- ka –[-pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vittu   othunkkuthar -  withdraw  . 

bar ta gub   has the consonants -  pa--Ra  -the- ka –pa- and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaayaar  kooriyathai  thirumpa  pettru  kondidu – withdraw the words 
said ; vaai- mouth;   kooriyathu –said  .  

bar ta gub   has the consonants -  pa--Ra  -the- ka –pa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  poatta  oppanthaththai   thirumpa pettriduka  -withdraw the 
deed/contract  ; oppantham- agreement  . 

bar ta gub   has the consonants -  [-pa-]  -Ra  -the- ka –[-pa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  surukki kondidu  [ missing letter –sa-] -withdraw from the 
surrounding . 

bar ta gub   has the consonants - pa- -Ra  -the- ka –pa--  and the  original Tamil  
word is panaththai  meettu peruka  –  withdrawal of money ; panam- money  . 
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bar ta gub   has the consonants - pa- -Ra  -the- ka –pa--  and the  original Tamil  
word is koduththa  aatharavai [Skt]  / pattru koattai  / thunai -yaei /  thirumpa 
pera  vaendum  -to withdraw the support given; koduththa- given ; aatharavu 
–support  . 

bar ta gub   has the consonants - pa- -Ra  -the- ka –[- pa- ]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  puram   koduththar vaendum-  retreat. 

bar ta gub   has the consonants - pa- -Ra  -the- ka –[- pa- ]-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  idam   payernthida vaendum   -depart ; idam- place  . 

 

 bar-gùn-gùn-nu: chameleon ('sides' + reduplicated 'to be multicolored' + 
nominative with vowel harmony). 

bar-gùn-gùn-nu  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra – ka- an- ka -an –and the  
original Tamil  word is   vevu -vaeru vannam -  different colors; vannam- color .  

bar-gùn-gùn-nu  has the consonants –  pa-- Ra – ka- an- ka -an –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  veku  vanna  roopan [Skt] [ veku vanna –k-kaaran 
– one with  mutil colured body ;  roopam-  form  . 

 

 bar...gál: to be outside; to be extra ('outside' + 'to be'). 

bargal    has the consonants -pa -Ra –ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word  veli 
puram – outside ;  veli puramaka nillu  -stand outside; nillu –to stand .  

 

 bar-gál-la: unsheared ('fleece' + 'to be in place' + nominative). 

bargala   has the consonants –pa- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kampali  mayir-[ uroamam]  [Skt]   fleece.  
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bargala   has the consonants –pa- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kampali aattu mayir [  missing  letter- the -] -  fleece ; kampali –wool; aadu –
goat . 

bargala   has the consonants –[-pa-]- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vellaattu mayir [  missing  letter- the -] – goat hair ;  mayir-  hair . 

bargala   has the consonants –pa- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattu  mayirai kaththari [  missing  letter- the -] –fleece; kaththari –to shear/ 
cut  .  

bargala   has the consonants –pa- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kampali mayir  poarththu- [  missing  letter- the -] – fleeced ; poaerththu –to 
cover .  

bargala   has the consonants –pa- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattu  mayir  kaththarippavar / kollai adippavar [  missing  letter- the -] –
fleecer;  kaththari –to cut ; kaththarippavar- one who  cuts .  

bargala   has the consonants –pa- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
oru   aattil  oru  thadavai   kaththariththa/ vettukira   kampali  mayir alavu [  
missing  letter- the -] --  hair cut at one time  from the goat ; oru- one ; aadu- 
goat  ; oru thadavai –one time  ;  kaththari- to cut  ;  kampali – wool ; mayir- 
hair  ;  alavu –measurement . 

bargala   has the consonants –pa- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kampali   mayir  poandra  mura- murappana   valamaana  thalai mayir [  
missing  letter- the -] –scalp hair as that of the fleece ; thalai- head ; mayir- hair 
; mura murappu –coarse ; kampali –wool ; mayir- hair ; poandra- like that .  

bargala   has the consonants –pa- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kampali  poandra  porul [  missing  letter- the -] - like the fleece; mukil  kattrai  . 

bargala   has the consonants –pa- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kampali  aattu  mayir  poala  payan -padum  pira vilkanku mayir [  missing  
letter- the -] -  -any  animal ’s hair used as fleece; aadu-  goat; kampali- wool ; 
mayir-  hair  ;  padyan padum –useful   ; pira- other  ; vilankku- animal .  
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bargala   has the consonants –pa- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
aattu mayirai   kalaithal [  missing  letter- the -] – to remove the goat’s hair ; 
aadu- goat ; mayir- hair  ; kalaiya –remove . 

bargala   has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   yaemaatru  vaelai-[  missing  letter- the -] - cheating . 

bargala   has the consonants –pa-- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
purattu vaelai -[  missing  letter- the -] - cheating ; vaelai- work . 

bargala   has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thalai kattu maari -[  missing  letter- the -] – a cheat . 

bargala   has the consonants –[-pa-] -- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kuthin-k- kaalai vettukiravan -[  missing  letter- the -] -a cheat ; kuthin-k-
kaal-  heel; vettu- cut . 

bargala   has the consonants –pa-- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
muzhu paai  suruttukiravan -[  missing  letters-  sa -and -  the -] - a cheat; 
muzhu- whole ; paai-  mat ; suruttu- to roll  .  

bargala   has the consonants –[-pa-] -- Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   adi  madiyil  kai vaikkiravan -[  missing  letter- the -] -a cheat ; adi-  bottom; 
madi- lap; kai – hand; vaikka- to keep; vaikkiravan-  one who keeps . 

bargala   has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thirukku -kaattaali- -[  missing  letter- the -] - a cheat . 

 

 bar-lá: part of an irrigation system ('outside' + 'to lift'). 

bar la    has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
neer nilai –water reservoir.  

bar la    has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
neer  kaal  [ missing letter- ka-] - canal ; neer- water . 
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bar la    has the consonants – pa- –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
peru- valavaai  [ missing letter- ka-] – big canal  ; peru- big . 

bar la    has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
marisal- [ missing letter- sa-]   dam . 

bar la    has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uoottru thulai  [ missing letter- the--] – reservoir . 

bar la    has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaeri kulam  [ missing letter- ka-] -  lake and pond . 

bar la    has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
nirai  neer vaeli [ missing letter- ka-] -  breached tank . 

bar la    has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
muri kulam [ missing letter- ka-]  -breached tank ; kulam- pond/ lake ; muriya- 
break .  

bar la    has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
maanaa vaari kulam [ missing letter- ka-]-   rain fed tank ; vaari-  rain; maanam- 
sky .  

bar la  has the consonants – pa-–Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   varu 
punal- [ missing letter- ka-]- river . 

bar la   has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
neer ozhukku [ missing letter- ka-]- –stream; neer- water;  ozhuka- to flow.  

bar la  has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
aattran-k- kaal  vaelaanmai [ missing letters- ka -and –the ]  -river irrigation; 
aaru- river .  

bar la  has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kinattru  neer vaelaanmai [ missing letters- ka- and - the-  ]- well water 
irrigation ; kinaru- well  ; neer- water ; vaelaanmai- cultivation.  
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 bar-LU: one of the best wool blends.  

bar la  has the consonants – pa- –Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  uyar 
raka kampali  izhai  [ missing letter- ka-]  -high quality  wool;  uyar-  high ;  
rakam-  kind ; kampali – wool.  

 

bar-rim4[KAŠ4](-ma): dry land ('to uncover' + 'to travel fast'?; cf., parim). 

barrimkas   has the consonants - pa-  Ra -  ma – ka- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  
word is  verum  manar  parappu - barren  sandy land  ; manar- sand . 

barrimkas   has the consonants - pa-  Ra -  ma – ka- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  
word is  viraivu  payanam  - fast travel   ;  viraivu-   hurry  ;  payanam- travel . 

barrimkas   has the consonants - pa-  Ra -  ma – ka- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  
word is   pirikkanum –to uncover  .  
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bar-šèg-gá(-e): violence; mist ('outside' + 'to rain' + loc./term. suffix). 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -pa  -Ra – -sa  -  ka -   -and the  original Tamil  
word is  perum  vun murai / vun murai seyar  -   big violent act ; perum- big ; vun 
murai- violence  ; seyal- action  . 

 bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -[-pa  -]- Ra – -[-sa-]   -  ka -   -and the    other 
interpretation of the  word is  valaar kaaram-[ missing letter- la-] - violence . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -pa - Ra – -[-sa-]   -  ka -   -and the    other 
interpretation of the  word is  palaar kaaram -[ missing letter- la-] - violence . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -[-pa  -]- Ra – -[-sa-]   -  ka -   -and the    other 
interpretation of the  word is  soaraa vari  - ourage as on a woman’s  modesty . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -pa  -Ra – -sa  -  ka -   -and the  original Tamil  
word is  perum veri  seyar – violent act ; perum- big ; veri- rage ; seyar- action  . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  -Ra – -sa  -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is    moorkka seyar - violent act . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -pa  -Ra – -[-sa-]   -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is    paavanai   vun murai – copycat  violence.  

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -pa  -Ra – -[-sa-]   -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is    uooru  paadu  undu  pannuka -[ missing letter-the -] – indulge in 
violence ; undu pannuka- make /do ; uooru paadu- destruction/ evil act  . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -[-pa  -]- Ra – -[-sa-]   -  ka -   -and the    other 
interpretation of the  word is    raakkatham /  raakktha thiru manam -[ missing 
letter-the- - ] - marriage by  violence ; thiru manam- marriage / matrimony  . 
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 bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa  -Ra – -[-sa-]   -  ka -   -and the    other 
interpretation of the  word is    viraka thaapam -[ missing letter-the- - ] - – 
violence.  

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -[-pa  -]- Ra – -sa-  -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is    samaya   vun murai- religious violence ; samayam-  religion  . 

 bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa  - Ra – -sa-  -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is    vun punarvu  seika- to rape/ sexual violence  ; punarchchi –sexual 
intercourse ; seika- do .    

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -[-pa -] -Ra – -sa  -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   neer sorika- to rain / pour ; neer- water ;sorika- to shower  . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa --Ra – -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pura pakkam- outside.  

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa --Ra – -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   veli puramaaka   [ missing letter- la-] –outside; veli- out ; puram- 
side .  

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa --Ra – -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pin puramaaka  -  back  side  ; pin- back .  

 bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa --Ra – -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   mun puramaaka- front side ; mun –front  . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --[-pa-] --Ra – -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaar -rain  . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -[-pa  -]- Ra – -sa - ka -   -and the    other 
interpretation of the  word is vaari /  varusam  - rain . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --[-pa-] --Ra – -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaar mukir –  dark rain cloud  ;  mukir- cloud ; kaar- rain  /dark  . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -[-pa  -]- Ra – -[-sa-]   -  ka -   -and the    other 
interpretation of the  word is  akoa thaarai  [ missing letter –the -] -  rain cloud . 
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bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -[-pa  -]- Ra –--sa   -  ka -   -and the    other 
interpretation of the  word is   seekaram – rain 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --[-pa-] --Ra – -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   uthakam  sithari  [ missing letter –the -] – rain; uthakam- water; 
sithara –to scatter/ spill  /drop .  

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -[-pa  -]- Ra – -sa-  -  ka -   -and the    other 
interpretation of the  word is  virutti / virushti  [ missing letter –the -]  -rain . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --[-pa-] --Ra – -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vaadai kaattru [ missing letter –the -] – north wind -  if the north 
wind blows there will be rain   ;  vadakku – north ; kaattru- wind .  

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa---Ra – --sa - -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   then maerkku  paruva kaatru  veesa   [ missing letter –the -]  - 
blowing of south west wind-   monsoon - raining time  ; then- south; maerkku –
west  ;paruvam –season ; kaattru –wind  ; veesa- to blow . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  -[-pa  -]- Ra – -sa-  -  ka -   -and the    other 
interpretation of the  word is  kana rasam – rain . 

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa---Ra – -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is uraikira pani –mist / freezing snow ; uraiya- to freeze ; pani- snow   .  

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa---Ra – -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pukaar   / pani pukaar  - mist.  

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa---Ra  -sa  -  ka -   -and the  original Tamil  
word is   pani sorivu  -snow fall  ; sorivu- shower.  

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --[-pa-] ---Ra  -sa  -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kuruttu maasu  [ missing letter- the -]-   dew / mist  / fog ; maasu –
pollution;  kurudu -blind .  

bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa ---Ra  -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pani   poonkkaaram – mist  or fog  when the sun shines.  
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bar-šèg-gá(-e)  has the consonants  --pa ---Ra  -[-sa -] -  ka -   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   perum pani  pukai –  big mist ; perum- big; pani- mist/ snow ; 
pukai- smoke / mist . 

 

(mi)bar-šu-gál: midwife ('innards' + 'hand' + 'to place'). 

(mi)bar-šu-gál   has the consonants -ma-  pa- Ra -  sa – ka - la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nirai maasa  pullaithaachchi  - kku-   pillai  paeru  paarkkum / 
pirasavam [Skt]  paarkkum   sevili  - maar  / akkaal maar  -midwife; nirai- full; 
maasam/ maatham- month  ; pulla thaai-chchi-  pregnant mother  ; pillai- child; 
thaai- mother; paeru  parkka- to look after the delivery  ; sevili-  nursing sister  .  

  (mi)bar-šu-gál   has the consonants -ma-  [-pa-]- Ra -  [-sa -]– ka - la – and the  
original Tamil  word is  sevili  maar   /akkaal maar -   midwife / sisters ; akka- elder 
sister  . 

(mi)bar-šu-gál   has the consonants -ma-  pa- Ra -  sa - ka - la – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is pirasavam  /maka paearu  paarppaval  - mid wife ; 
makavu –child ; maka paeru- delivery ; paarkka- to look after ; paarppaval- one 
who looks after .  

(mi)bar-šu-gál   has the consonants -ma-  -pa- Ra -  -sa - ka - la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paeru kaala  maruththuvachchi - midwife ; paeru  kaaalm- delivery  
time  ; kaalam- time; maruththuvam- medicine . 

(mi)bar-šu-gál   has the consonants -ma-  -[-pa-]- Ra -  -[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  
original Tamil  word is  pen puzhaiyin   valiyaaka   varum   kulavi yaei [ saei -yaei ]  
[ sisu  vai ]    [sumai yaei ]  [ porai  yaei ] eru kaikalaal  kavanamaaka   keezha   
eraikakki    vaikkavum   - to  place down the baby  coming out the vagina  carefully    
by two hands.  

(mi)bar-šu-gál   has the consonants -ma-  -pa- Ra sa-- ka - la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nenjaan-k-kulaiyim   /   nurai eeralum /   vayeiru-   erai pai yim  /  
kal -eeral  lum  / munn eeralum  / kanaya neer surappi yim  /  perum kudalum  / 
siru  kudalum /  kazhivu / pee   kudalum /  siru neer akamum  / karu  pai yim  [ 
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missing letter- the -]  -  innards /    heart/  lungs/  stomach /  liver/  spleen /   
pancreas/  large intestine /small intestine /   kidney /  uterus ; nenju –chest ; kulai- 
heart ;nurai- foam ; nurai eeral- lung  ; vayeiru –gut  ;  erai  pai- stomach ; erai –
food; pai- bag  ; kal- eeral- liver ;  mun  eeral- spleen ; kaanyam-  pancreas ; neer- 
water ;  surappi – secretory gland ; perum –big; kudal- intestine ; siru –small ;  pee 
kudal-  rectum ; pee- shit  ; kazhivu –excreta   ; siru neer- urine; akam- internal 
oragan  ; karu pai- womb; karu- embryo / baby ; pai- bag  . 

  

bar-TÚG: a long coat ('outside' + 'woven garment'). 

bar-TÚG   has the consonants - pa -Ra  -the -ka -and the  original Tamil word is 
periya   kaada   thuni –  lengthy  cotton cloth ; periya- big; thuni- cloth ; kaada- 
thuni- coarse cloth . 

bar-TÚG   has the consonants - pa -Ra  -the -ka -and the  original Tamil word is  
periya  vaetti – lengthy  dhoti ; vaetti –dhothi . 

bar-TÚG   has the consonants - pa -Ra  -the -ka -and the  original Tamil word is   
vanna  karai udaiya  vaetti -  dhoti with colored  border ; vannam-  color; karai- 
border ; udaiya- has;  vaetti- dhothi  

bar-TÚG   has the consonants - pa -Ra  -the -ka -and the  original Tamil word is   
kaithari   pudavai – hand loom saree ;  kaithari- handloom ; pudavai- saree . 

bar-TÚG   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra  -the -ka -and the  original Tamil word 
is   kai thari  sittraaadai [ missing  letter- sa-] - handloom half saree  ; siriya –small; 
aadai- dress  ; sittraadai-  small  garment / inner  . 

bar-TÚG   has the consonants - pa -Ra  -the -ka -and the  original Tamil word is    
periya   paavaadai  - lengthy  skirt ; 

bar-TÚG   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra  -the -ka -and the  original Tamil word 
is  periya  kai thari  vaetti – handloom  dhotti  ;  vaetti –dhothi . 
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bar-TÚG   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra  -the -ka -and the  original Tamil word 
is  kai thari  sattai-[ missing  letter- sa-]-    handloom  shirt  ; kai thari- handloom; 
kai- hand; sattai –shirt . 

bar-TÚG   has the consonants – [- pa-]  -Ra  -the -ka -and the  original Tamil word 
is   neenda / periya   kaar  sattai  [ missing  letter- sa-]- – lengthy  pants / trousers ; 
neenda- long  ; periya –big  ;  kaar- legs ;  kaaal- leg  ; sattai –clothe /shirt   

bar-TÚG   has the consonants - pa -Ra  -the -ka -and the  original Tamil word is   
pirappu  uruppai  marikka  kovana thuni  - loin  cloth  to hide the genitals  ; 

bar-TÚG   has the consonants - pa -Ra  -the -ka -and the  original Tamil word is 
kaithari   kuppaayam  - lengthy  pants /  handloom pant  ;  kai – hand; kai thari –
hand loom ;  kuppaayam- pant . 

 

bar-ùl[KIB]: dog chain ('outside' + 'leash'). 

bar-ùl[KIB]:  has the consonants –- pa -Ra-  la- ka--pa- –and the  original Tamil  
meaning of the  word is kuraikkum   naai-kalin [ kukkal   /koorkkan ]  kazhuththil   
poada  padum    kazhuththu   pattai - [ missing  letter- the -]  dog   strap   ;  naai –
dog; kazhuththu –neck  ; pattai- band ; kukkal –wolf / dog ; koorkkan- dog; 
kuraikka- to bark  . 

 bar-ùl[KIB]:  has the consonants –- pa -Ra-  la- ka--pa- –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word is  naai-kalin -  kaalkalil    katta  padum   irumbu  thodar [ 
missing  letter- the -] –dog chain ; naai –dog  ;  kaal- leg ; kattu –to tie/ bind ; 
irumbu –iron; thodar-chain . 

bar-ùl[KIB]:  has the consonants –-  pa -Ra-  la- ka—[- pa-] - –and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is veli puram – outside ; veli- out/ space; purm- side . 

 

 bar-úsurudu: copper-tipped goading stick ('side?; metal?' + 'to drive'; cf., kak-
ús). 
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barusurudu    has the consonants-  pa- Ra – sa- Ra -the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  seppu  /eruvai   poon  udaiya  siriya  mara  thadi  / thaar kuchchi [ missing 
letter –ka-]  – a small  copper tipped goading  stick ;  seppu –copper  ;eruvai –
copper   ;  siriya- small  ;  maram –wood  ; thadi –stick ; kuchchi –stick .  

barusurudu    has the consonants-  pa- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra -the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  puraththir- side.  

barusurudu    has the consonants- [- pa-] - Ra – [-sa-]- Ra -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  yaeri oaattuthar – to climb  and  drive; yaeru –to climb  ; oaattu –
drive .  

 

 itibára-zà-gar: calendar month 1 at Nippur during Ur III.  

itibára-zà-gar  has the consonants  -the  -[-pa-]- Ra-  [-sa-] - ka -Ra -  and the  
original Tamil  word is muthar thinkkar -  first month; muthar –first ; thinkkar-
month/ moon  . 

itibára-zà-gar  has the consonants  -the  -[-pa-]- Ra-  [-sa-] - ka -Ra -  and the  
original Tamil  word is erandaam thinkkar-2nd month  ; erandu -2 . 

itibára-zà-gar  has the consonants  -the  -[-pa-]- Ra-  [-sa-] - ka -Ra -  and the  
original Tamil  word is moondraam thinkkar – 3rd month ; moondru -3 .  

itibára-zà-gar  has the consonants  -the  -[-pa-]- Ra-  [-sa-] - ka -Ra -  and the  
original Tamil  word is aarram thinkkar- 6 th month; aaru -6  . 

itibára-zà-gar  has the consonants  -the  -pa- Ra-  [-sa-] - ka -Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is pannierandaam  thinkkar -  12 month ; pann erandu -12; maatham- 
month ; thinkkar- month/ moon  . 

 

bar6-bar6: (some prefer this reading, but cf., bábbar). 
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 bar7-bar7-ra: flames (reduplicated 'to shine' + nominative). 

bar7-bar7-ra  has the consonants - pa -Ra - pa -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is neruppu pori-  fire sparkles ;   neruppu- fire ; pori –sparkle . 

bar7-bar7-ra  has the consonants - pa -Ra – [-pa-]  -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word  eriyim neruppu-  burning fire ; eriya- to burn ; neruppu –fire . 

bar7-bar7-ra  has the consonants - pa -Ra – [-pa-]  -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word  pirankkar [ missing  letter- ka-] - bright . 

 

 -bi-da(-ke4): and ('with it'). 

  bida  has the consonants  -[-pa-]  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oadu / 
udan  /athan udan  /aththudan  -with/ with it  .  

 bidake   has the consonants – [-pa-] -the- ka- and the   original Tamil  word is  
koodvae -  with  / accompanied . 

bidake   has the consonants – [-pa-] -the- ka- and the   original Tamil  word is  
kondu – with .  

 

bi-bi-zé: to drip (reduplicated biz, 'to pour').  

bibi-iz   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  sotta [ - 
missing  letter- the -]-  to drip . 

bibi-iz   has the consonants  -[- pa-] – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
uooththu [  missing  letter- the -]-  – pour.  

bibi-iz   has the consonants  -[- pa-] – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  attu [  
missing  letter- the -]-   -pour.  

bibi-iz   has the consonants  -[- pa-] – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is idu [  
missing  letter- the -]-   pour.  
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bibi-iz   has the consonants  - pa-– [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is pei – 
pour.  

bibi-iz   has the consonants  - pa-– [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is poadu [  
missing  letter- the -]-   -pour .  

 

bi-iz: drop (of water); dripping, melting (cf., biz, 'to pour'). 

bi-iz   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  sottu [ 
missing  letter- the -]-  a drop   . 

bi-iz   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  sotta/ 
sottu sotaa sotta [ - missing  letter- the -]-   to drip in drops  ; sotta- to drip  ; 
sottu-  a drop . 

bi-iz   has the consonants  -[- pa-] - sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  sottu  
thanni   [ missing  letter- the -]-   -drop  of water; thanni –water .  

bi-iz   has the consonants  - pa- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  pachcha  
thanni [ missing  letter- the -]-   – water.    

bi-iz   has the consonants  - [- pa-]- [-sa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni 
uooththu  [ missing  letter- the -]-    to pour water; uooththu –to pour . 

bi-iz   has the consonants  - [- pa-]- [-sa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is  adu [ 
missing  letter- the -]-  melt.  

 

 bí-ra: mixed, mingled (bir,'to scatter, mix' + nominative).  

bira  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saeru [ 
missing  letter –sa-]  -mix  /mingle .  

bira  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pisaru  [ missing  
letter –sa-] – mix.  
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bira  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thirattu [ 
missing  letter- the -]-  mix. 

bira  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is marththi  [ 
missing  letter- the -]-  - mix 

bira  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uthira [ 
missing  letter- the -]-  -  scatter.  

bira  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eraiya –  
scatter. 

bira  has the consonants –-pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pithira / 
piriththu eduththar [ missing  letter- the-] –scatter.  

 

bí-za-za: frog (za,'a repeated, monotonous noise').  

 bizaza   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is oaasai  -
noise/ sound . 

bizaza   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is isai –noise/ 
music.  

 bizaza   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sannamaana  oaasi – low  noise.   

bizaza   has the consonants  -pa- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is paesum oaasi 
– sound of talking . 

 bizaza   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is summai -  
noise.  

bizaza   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is oaasai sei –
to make noise.  

bizaza   has the consonants  --pa- sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
saasipam-  frog. 
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 bizaza   has the consonants  -[--pa--] sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
asiram  [ missing letter –Ra-] – frog.  

bizaza   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is nunal  [ 
missing letter- la-]-  frog.   

bizaza   has the consonants  -pa - sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
pilaachchi  [ missing letter- la-]-  sea  frog  / fish  .   

 bizaza   has the consonants  -[-pa-] – [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
neekam [ missing  letter- ka-] – frog.  

 bizaza   has the consonants  -pa –[- sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
baekam / baeki / pen kookai  [ missing  letter- ka-] –  female  frog.  

bizaza   has the consonants  -[-pa-] –[- sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
viyankkam [ missing  letter- ka-] – frog.  

bizaza   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is munn  
kookai  [ missing  letter- ka-]   sand frog.  

 frog [E]  has the consonants- [ -pa-]- Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is manar 
kookai –frog.  

 

bir...aka: to sow broadcast (not in furrows with a plow); to dehusk ('to scatter' + 
'to do').  

bir...aka   has the consonants - pa –Ra-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
parappuka- spread . 

bir...aka   has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
vaari  iraikka -  scatter.  

bir...aka   has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
naattru naduka [ missing letter- the -]- to  implant .  
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bir...aka   has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is umi  
neekkuthar [ missing letter- the -]-  to dehusk ; umi- husk; neekku –remove . 

bir...aka   has the consonants –[- pa-]  –Ra-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
vithai   vithaiththar / thoovuthar - missing letter- the -]- to  sow  ; vithai- seed; 
thoovuthar-  sow . 

bir...aka   has the consonants - pa –Ra-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is poar  
adikka [ missing letter- the -]- to  thrash . 

bir...aka   has the consonants - pa –Ra-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is kathir 
adikka [ missing letter- the -]-to  thrash ; kathir- crop . 

bir...aka   has the consonants – [-pa-] –Ra-  ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
uruvaakku – make / do / work . 

 

bír-bír: (cf., babbar). 

 

bìr-inim-kéš-de6: contractually bound worker ('team' + 'oath, agreement' + 'to 
bind').  

birinimkesde  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra - an - ma - ka- [-sa-] -the  - and the   
original Tamil  word is   aanai   yaerkka   vaendum –to take an oath ; aanai –order ;  
yaerkka –to accept  . 

birinimkesde  has the consonants – pa- Ra - an - ma - ka- [-sa-] -the  - and the   
original Tamil  word is   pani  seivatharkkaana  oppantham -  job contract 
/agreement  ; pani-  job ; seithida- to do ; oppantham- agreement  .  

birinimkesde  has the consonants – pa- Ra - an - ma - ka-sa--the  - and the   
original Tamil  word is   ondraaka  saerththu  kattuthar  /   ondraaka  
pinaiththiduthar  vaendum –to bind  together ; ondraaka –together; pinaiththidu- 
to bind  .  
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birinimkesde  has the consonants – pa- Ra - an - ma - ka- sa--the  - and the   
original Tamil  word is kothth- adimaiyaaka  pani seikiravan – bonded laborer; 
koththadimai –bonded laborer ; adimai- slave ; pani- job . 

birinimkesde  has the consonants – pa- Ra - an - ma - ka- sa--the  - and the   
original Tamil  word is anaivarum   saernthu   orae   thokuthiyaaka / kootamaaka 
pani seithida vaendum  [ missing letter- sa -]-  - to do the work as a team; 
anaivarum –all people  ;  saernthidu  - to join/ unite;  oru- one ; thokuthi –group ; 
koottam- group ; pani –job ;  seithidu –do  .  

 

gišbìr-mar: wagon yoke ('team' + 'wagon'). 

gisbirmar has the consonants- ka – the-  pa- Ra  - ma -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  anaivarum  koodi   orae koottamaaka / thokuthuthiyaaka  pani  
purinthida vaendum -to do the work as a team   ;  anaivarum –all people;  koodu –
to join /unite  /assemble ; koottam- crowd/ group ; pani- job; purinthidu –do .  

gisbirmar has the consonants- ka – the-  pa- Ra  - ma -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is    maattu  vandi – in  iru  maattaiyim  pinaithtidum   maraththaar  aana   
nuka thadi  -woooden yoke  of the bullock cart ; maadu- cattle; vandi –wagon ; 
iru- 2;  pinaiththidu –to bind  ; maram- wood ; nuka thadi –shaft .  

gisbirmar has the consonants- ka – the-  pa - Ra  - ma -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is    perum  sumai  [ paaram]   yaettrum    /eru  sakkara   /aara-k-kaar     
/sarakku    maattu vandi   /sakadu  -  bullock cart  for carrying  load ; perum –big; 
sumai- load/ burden ; paaram- load ; iru -2 ; sakkaram- wheel  ;aara  kaar- wheel ; 
sarkku –goods;  vandi –wagon .   

 

 bu-lu-úh...si-il: to belch ('to tear out' + 'to be numerous' + 'saliva' + 'to tear 
apart'). 

bu-lu-úh...si-il   has the consonants –[-pa-] - la – ka- [-sa-]- la –and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  vikkal eduththal [ missing letter- the -] – hicough .  
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bu-lu-úh...si-il   has the consonants –[-pa-] - la – ka- [-sa-]- la –and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaai vazhiyae kakkuthal [ missing letter- the -]-  vomit;  vaai-  
mouth ;  kakkuthal-  vomiting.     

bu-lu-úh...si-il   has the consonants –pa-- la – ka- sa- la –and  the  original Tamil  
word is   pulichcha  yaeppam viduthal [ missing letter- the -]- belching  due to 
indigestion;  yaeppam -  belching.  

bu-lu-úh...si-il   has the consonants –pa-- la – ka- [- sa-] - la –and  the  original 
Tamil  word is   Ponkkal   vizhaa   naalil  aandavanukku   padaiththa pin /  kaanum 
ponkkal  naalil   -pulaal  unavu  - mookku  pidikka - unda pin  /vizhunkiya  pin  / 
vendaaviyoadu  / yaeppam viduthal [ missing letter- the -]- belching  after eating a 
good meal ; Ponkkal  vizhaa  - harvest  festival of Tamil  people ; ponkkal- to raise 
/abundance  /wealth / fertile  ; vizhaa- festival ; naal- day ; aandavan- god ;  
padaikka –to offer ;  nanku –well  ; pulaal- meat  ; unavu  - food; mookku –nose;  
pidikka- to hole ; vizhunkku –eat /swallow ; yaeppam- belching .  

bu-lu-úh...si-il   has the consonants –[-pa-] - la – ka- sa- la –and  the  original Tamil  
word is  vaai  echchil  ozhuka –drooling  of saliva;  vaai-  mouth;  echchil-  saliva ;  
ozhuka-  drooling . 

bu-lu-úh...si-il   has the consonants –pa-- la – ka- sa- la –and  the  original Tamil  
word is  peiththu  kiliththu   eduththal  / veesuthal / kidaachuthal   [ missing 
letter- the -] – tear  apart ;  kizhi-  tear;  veesuthal -  throw  away ;  kidaasuthal -  
throw away  .  

bu-lu-úh...si-il   has the consonants –[-pa-] - la – ka- [-sa-] - la –and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  ezhuththu-k- kizhi  [ missing letter- the -] -to tear;  kizhi-  tear ; 
izhuththal – to pull apart .  

bu-lu-úh...si-il   has the consonants –[-pa-] - la – ka- sa-- la –and  the  original Tamil  
word is  kizhiya seithal [ missing letter- the -] –tear;  kizhi -  tear .  

bu-lu-úh...si-il   has the consonants –[-pa-] - la – ka- [-sa-]-- la –and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  kalluthal [ missing letter- the -] –   tear  as a style ,  the palmyra leaf  
when writing upon.   
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bu-lu-úh...si-il   has the consonants –[-pa-] - la – ka- [-sa-]-- la –and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  nalla ennikkai  aalvil   -  in good numbers; nalla- good; ennikkai- 
numbers;  alavu – measurement .  

 

 bu-úh; bu-luh: to tremble ('to tear out' + 'saliva' or 'to clean'; cf., buluh). 

buluh   has the consonants- [ - pa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  nadu 
nadunkkuthal  [ missing letter- the -]  -tremble  . 

buluh   has the consonants- [ - pa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kidu 
kiduththal [ missing letter- the -]  -tremble  . 

buluh   has the consonants- [ - pa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kampiththal [ missing letter- the -]   – tremble .  

buluh   has the consonants- [ - pa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thalampuka  [ missing letter- the -]  – tremble . 

buluh   has the consonants- [ - pa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kulai 
nadunkka [ missing letter- the -]   tremble ; kulai- heart .  

buluh   has the consonants- [ - pa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
malankkuthal [ missing letter- the -] -  tremble.  

buluh   has the consonants- [ - pa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  vela 
velaththal [ missing letter- the -] -  tremble.  

buluh   has the consonants- [ - pa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is ulaivu 
– trembling .  

buluh   has the consonants-  pa-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is kamapalai  
- trembling . 

buluh   has the consonants- [ - pa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is vithalai 
[ missing letter- the -]  - trembling . 
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buluh   has the consonants- [ - pa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kizhi – 
to tear out.  

buluh   has the consonants- [ - pa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilakku  -   to clean  . 

buluh   has the consonants- - pa-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  pallai 
vilakku – to clean the teeth ; pal- tooth . 

buluh   has the consonants- - pa-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  paanai 
yaei  kazhuvu  -to clean the pot ;   paanai- pot ; kazhuvu –to wash .  

buluh   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thulakku [ missing letter- the -]  -  to clean . 

buluh   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuniyaei  thuvaiththal  [ missing letter- the -]  -wash the clothes;  thuni-  don/ 
cloth ;  thuvai-  wash . 

 buluh   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhukkai neekku – to remove the dirt;  azhukku-  dirt;  neekku- remove.  

buluh   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhukkai thudaiththal [ missing letter- the -]  - to wipe out the dirt ; azhukku- dirt;   
thudai-  wipe.  

buluh   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhuvu illamal -  clean ; vazhuvu- stain  ; illai- nil . 

buluh   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhukku  illa- clean;  azhukku-  dirt;  illai- nil  . 

 buluh   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalankam illa- clean ; kalankkam-  stain;  illai- nil .   

buluh   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kazhuvu – to wash .  
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buluh   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-- la -ka –and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is  alakku [Malayalam ]  -wash . 

buluh   has the consonants- - [-pa-]-- la -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
echchil [ misisng letter- sa-]  - saliva ;  vaai-  mouth ;  echchil-  saliva . 

 

 gibún-gìr: feet bellows ('to blow; bellows' + 'foot'). 

gibún-gìr   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - an – ka-  Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  
word is  kammiyarin  / thuvattarin  / vinaignarin—kaatru  uoothum   kaar  
thuruththi  [ missing letter-  the -] -  smith’s foot bellows ; kammiyar-  smith;  
thuvattar-  smith ;  kaar-  feet;  thuruththi-  bellow.   

gibún-gìr   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - an – ka-  Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  
word is   Kammaiyarin  /  karumaanin   uravi – smith’s  forge; kammiyar-  
blacksmith ; uravi-  forage  . 

gibún-gìr   has the consonants - ka –-pa-- an – ka-  Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  
word is   irumpu  adippavarin kai thuruththi [ missing letter-  the -] - smith’s  hand  
bellows; irumpu -  iron ;  adippavar- one who strikes ;  kai- hand;  thuruththi-  
bellow .  

gibún-gìr   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - an – ka-  Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  
word is   Karumaanin  ulaikkalam [ missing letter- la -]- smithy  . 

gibún-gìr   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - an – ka-  Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  
word is   velli-k-Kammiyar [ missing letter- la -]-silver smiths ;  velli-  silver. 

gibún-gìr   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - an – ka-  Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  
word is pon   urukku Thattaan  [ missing letter- the -]-goldsmith ;  urakku-  gold;  
thattaan-  goldsmith .  

gibún-gìr   has the consonants - ka –pa- an – ka-  Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is   Por-k-kollan [ missing letter- la -]- goldsmith ; pon-  gold;  kollan- smith . 
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gibún-gìr   has the consonants - ka –pa- an – ka-  Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is   Kammiyarin  urukku  pattarai [ missing letter- the -]- smithy ;  pattarai-  
workshop .  

gibún-gìr   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - an – ka-  Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  
word is  Kammiyarin  kasai murukki [ missing letter- sa -]-goldsmith’s pincers.  

gibún-gìr   has the consonants - ka –pa-- an – ka-  Ra –and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is   Kammiyarin   pattru  kodiru [ missing letter- the -]- smith’s pincers.  

 

 gibún-šu: hand bellows ('to blow; bellows' + 'hand'). 

gibunsu   has the consonats – ka- [-pa-]  -an -sa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kammiyarin saavanam -  gold smith’s pincers ;  kammiyar-  smith;  saavanam- 
pincers; kammiyar- smith .   

gibunsu   has the consonats – ka- [-pa-]  -an -sa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kammiyanin  kai  uoothi [ missing letter- the -]-  smith’s  hand  bellows; kai-  hand 
;  uoothi- bellow . 

 

 bur-BÚN.SÁ: a stone vessel 

bur-BÚN.SÁ  has the consonants -  pa -Ra -pa -an -sa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  periya / siriya  munn  paanai – big / small  earthern pot ; periya- big;  
siriya- small;  munn-  earthen ; paanai- pot  / pan .  

 

bur-šál-la: a stone vessel ('stone vessel' + 'measuring pot' + nominative). 

bur-šál-la   has the consonants – [-pa-]  –Ra- [-sa-] - la –and  the  original Tamil 
word is marakkaal [ missing letter- ka-]- measuring container .   

bur-šál-la   has the consonants - pa –Ra- [-sa-] - la –and  the  original Tamil word is 
paar kalayam  [ missing letter- ka-]-  milk pot ; paar/ paal- milk; kalayam- vessel .  
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bur-šál-la   has the consonants - pa –Ra- [-sa-] - la –and  the  original Tamil word is 
thayir thaali [ missing letter-the-]- –curd pot  ;thayir- curd; thaali –big vessel .  

bur-šál-la   has the consonants – [- pa-] –Ra- -sa- la –and  the  original Tamil word 
is   nar silai -  black  stone  ; silai –stone  /statue  . 

bur-šál-la   has the consonants – [- pa-] –Ra- -sa- la –and  the  original Tamil word 
is arai  silai- grinding stone ;  araikka –to grind/ pound  . 

bur-šál-la   has the consonants – [- pa-] –Ra- -[-sa-] - la –and  the  original Tamil 
word is arai  kal [ missing letter- ka-]-  grinding stone  ; kal- stone . 

 bur-šál-la   has the consonants – [- pa-] –Ra- -sa-- la –and  the  original Tamil word 
is arasaani kal [ missing letter- ka-]-  grinding stone. 

 bur-šál-la   has the consonants - pa –Ra- [-sa-] - la –and  the  original Tamil word is 
periya ural  – large mortar ; periya- big .   

  

 buru14...su-su: to have the harvest be drowned (by spring floods bursting the 
dikes) ('harvest' + 'to drown').  

buru14...su-su    has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-sa-]  -[-sa -] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  payir  aruppu –harvest ; payir-  crop;  aruppu-  harvest . 

buru14...su-su    has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-sa-]  -[-sa -] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aruppu  naeram -  harvest  season ; naeram-  time .  

buru14...su-su    has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  -[-sa -] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maari- flood . 

buru14...su-su    has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  -[-sa -] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  neer / aaru - flood.  

buru14...su-su    has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  -[-sa -] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sen-neer- fresh flood .  
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buru14...su-su    has the consonants – pa-- Ra- [-sa-]  -[-sa -] -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is piravaakam [ missing  letter- ka-] – flood.  

buru14...su-su    has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  -[-sa -] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  peru  vaari /  perum kaar [ missing  letter- ka-] – great flood ; 
perum/ periya  –big/ great .  

buru14...su-su    has the consonants – pa-- Ra- [-sa-]  -[-sa -] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  neer perukku  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -flood; neer –water  . 

buru14...su-su    has the consonants – pa-- Ra- [-sa-]  -[-sa -] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pooram / poor -  flood.  

 

lúda-ba-ri-ri: contortionist (cf., da-ri). 

ludabariri  has the consonants – la-  the- [- pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kazhai  kooththaadiyar [ missing  letter- ka-] – acrobats; kazhai-  stick/ pole; 
kooththaadi –dancer ; kooththaadu –to dance ; kooththu-  a dance / kit .  

ludabariri  has the consonants – la-  the- [- pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kalari  vilaiyaattu [ missing  letter- ka-] – acrobatics  ; vilaiyaattu- play/ game .  

 ludabariri  has the consonants – la-  the-  pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
seppidu viththai kalari  vilaiyaatukal  [ missing letters- ka -and -sa-]   -acrobatics . 

 

 da-da-ga: (cf., dadag).  

 

da-ga: organization; chamber (dag,'to stretch' + nominative). 

da-ga  has the consonants - the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is avai koodam -  
assembly hall ;  avai -  assembly;   koodam- hall.  
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da-ga  has the consonants - the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koottam 
koodum  idam- meeting  hall;  koottam- meeting;  koodum-  assembling ;  idam- 
palce .  

da-ga  has the consonants - the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is neettuka-  
stretch . 

  

 gišda-pa: part of a seeder plow (?).  

gisdapa  has the consonats  -ka – [- sa-]  - the – pa--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   yaeru  - udaiya  mara paakam [ misisng  letter- Ra-]   - wooden part of the 
plough ;  yaeru- plough  ; maram-  wood;  paakam- part .  

gisdapa  has the consonats  -ka – [- sa-]  - the – pa--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kalappai  udaiya  nuka kaal [ misisng  letter- la-]-  shaft of the plough ;  
kalappai-  plough ;   nuka kaal-  shaft  . 

 

da-ra-an-šub: negligence ('to drop, let fall'). 

da-ra-an-šub  has the consonants -the –Ra- an – sa- pa- and the original Tamil  
word is sirithum poruppu indri  - lack of responsibility ;  poruppu-  responsibility ;  
indri-  without.  

da-ra-an-šub  has the consonants -the –Ra- an – sa- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil   
word is  sirithum  akkarai  indri [ missing letter- ka-]- – carelessness ;  akkarai-  
care ;  indri-  without . 

da-ra-an-šub  has the consonants -the –Ra- an – sa- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil   
word is  sirithum  kavanam indri [ missing letter- ka-]- - inattention ;  kavanam-  
attrntion;  indri-  without.  

da-ra-an-šub  has the consonants -the –Ra- an – sa- pa- and the original Tamil   
word is sirithum  mathippu indri- disregard ; mathippu-  respect; indri- without.  
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 da...ri: to pay off a delivery (?; with dative) ('to protect' + 'to exchange').  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aathari – protect/ support.  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
rachchiththar [ missing letter- sa-]- -  protect.  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  yaema-n- 
seithar [ missing letter- sa-]- -  protect.  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  oaam 
paduthar - [ missing letter- pa-]- -  protect.  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  paathiduthar  
/pariththar / puraththar [ missing letter- pa-]- -  protect.  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  paenuthar [ 
missing letter- pa-]- -  protect.  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  poattruthar [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  protect. 

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
pariththiraanam [ missing letter- pa-]- – complete  protection . 

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
thiraanam – protection . 

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  anu 
thaaram  -protection.  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is puram 
seithudthar - [ missing letters- pa- and  -sa- ]-   to protect.  

 da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is 
maraiththiduthar – protect / to hide . 
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protect[E]   has the consonats - pa - Ra - the -ka -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  uyirai  kaappattriduka – to protect  /save the life  ; uyir- life . 

protect[E]   has the consonats - pa - Ra - the -ka -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is thuyaraththir erunthu   paeni  kaaththiduthar – protect  ; thuyaram-  
suffering .  

protect[E]   has the consonats - pa - Ra - the -ka -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is puram kaaththiduthar- protect . 

protect[E]   has the consonats – [ -pa-]  - Ra - the -ka -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is kai kaviththiduthar – protect .  

protect[E]   has the consonats – [ -pa-]  - Ra - the -ka -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is thar kaappu tharuthar – to give self protection ; thar- self; kaappu –
protection; tharuka- give . 

protect[E]   has the consonats - pa - Ra - the -ka -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  ethiri idam erunthu   paathu kaappu tharuthar  -to protect;  paathu 
kaappu- protection /security ; thara- give  ; ethiri-  enemy .  

protect[E]   has the consonats - pa - Ra - the -ka -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   idar nindru   kaappaattruthar  - protect ; kaappaattruka- to protect .  

protect[E]   has the consonats - pa - Ra - the -ka -the –and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is   paer  aatharavu  koduththar – protect ; paer- big; 
aatharavu –support ; kodukka- to give  .  

protect[E]   has the consonats – [-pa-] - Ra - the -ka -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   mun nirkka vaendum  -to stand  before –protect  ;mun- front; nirkka- to 
stand .  

protect[E]   has the consonats – [-pa-] - Ra - the -ka -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   katti  kaaththiduthar - protect. 

protect[E]   has the consonats – [-pa-] - Ra - the -ka -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   Kaaththava Raayan – guard / protector.  
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da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is maattru  -
exchange.  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is pandam 
maattru [ missing letter –pa-] –exchange; pandam- goods ; maattru –to change .  

 da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
pirathi [ missing letter –pa-] – exchange .  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
parithaanam [ missing letter –pa-] – exchange .  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation  of the word is pari 
maattram [ missing letter –pa-] – exchanging ; parimaaridu .  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation  of the word is thaari  
-exchange.   

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is kai maattru [ 
missing letter –ka-]  -exchange ; kai- hand  . 

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is maattru  muri 
– bill of exchange ; maattru –to change  . 

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is pana  pari 
maatram  [ missing letter –pa-] – money  exchange; panam- money .  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  naanaya 
maattram  -money  exchange; naanayam- coin .  

 

da-ri: to bend (limbs) ('arm' + rig; ri,'to pull').  

da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kai  yaei  
madakkuthar / karaththai   madakku – to bend the hand  /arm ; kai-  hand;   
madaukku-  bend.  
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da-ri   has the consonants –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is eerththida- 
pull . 

 

da-ri: driver (of animals) ('to protect' + rig; ri,'to bring, tend'). 

da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  oattunar- 
driver . 

da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is   
saarathi [ missing  letter- sa--]  - driver.  

da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is   
aathoaranan – elephant  driver.  

da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is maattu vandi 
yaei oaattukiravar  [ missing  letter- ka--]  – one who drives the bullock cart   ;  
maattu vandi – bullock cart ;  oaattunar –driver.  

da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is  aathari-  
protect; aathaaram – protection.   

da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
thiraanam- protection.    

da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
parithiraanam [ missing  letter- pa--]- complete protection.  

 da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oampaduthar/ paathiduthar /  pariththar  /  paariththar /  paenuthar / 
poatruthar/ puraththar / maraiththar  [ missing  letter- pa--]  - protect .  

da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is yamam 
seithiduthar [ missing  letter- sa--]  - protect .  

da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is  
erachchiththar [ missing  letter- sa--]  - protect. 
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da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is  
anuthaaram- protection. 

*da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is attuthar – 
bring.  

da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is puraththar [ 
missing  letter- pa--] - tend  . 

da-ri   has the consonants  -the -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is  
paramariththar  [ missing  letter- pa--]   -tending.  
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                                                                      Page- 82  

 

da-ri-a: driven (animal) (da-ri + nominative). 

daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is yaer maadu  / 
yeruththu  maadu / yeruthu  - plough buffalo  ; yaeru –plow; maadu –bull /cow . 

daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is moothiri -  
buffalo .  

daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is yaeri  
oaattuthar- to  climb and drive; yaeru –to climb /mount ; oaattu –drive  .  

daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is thuraththuthar  
/thuraththi  adiththar –to drive away  . 

*daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is oaattunar-  
driver.  

daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is uoorthi – 
driving vehicle . 

daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is yaenthi  uoorthi  
– vehicle. 

daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is thaer-   vehicle/ 
chariot /ratham [Skt] .  

daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is erumai  uoorthi 
/ maattu uoorthi -   buffalo  as the  vehicle of lord Yema  ; erumai- buffalo; 
uoorthi- vehicle . 

daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is pettram  [ 
missing  leter- pa-] – bull / buffalo .  

daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is eruthu pandi [  
missing  leter- pa-] – buffalo   cart / vehicle  ; eruthu –buffalo . 
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daria  has the consonants- the- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is unthu  pori 
uoorthi   [ missing  leter- pa-] - motor vehicle ; pori- machine; uoorthi –vehicle .  

 

 da-rí[URU]: long-lasting, enduring, eternal ('near, present' + remote 
demonstrative affix ?).  

da-rí[URU]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaaranam -  enduring ; uththari .  

da-rí[URU]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
endrandrum -  for ever . 

da-rí[URU]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
neenda naar- long term ; neediththa ondru ; neendathu- long ; naar/ naal - day. 

da-rí[URU]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
thodarnthidum-  continuing . 

da-rí[URU]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is entha 
naeramum  -all time; naeram- time   .    

da-rí[URU]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  nirantharamanathu   – permanant  . 

da-rí[URU]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  sthiramaanathu [Skt] - permanant  .  

da-rí[URU]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  aathi  antham [Skt]  indri  -  without  the beginning  and the end ; aathi- 
beginning ; antham –end; indri- without ; aathi = mutha  

da-rí[URU]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   thoora [Skt[ - distance.  

*da-rí[URU]   has the consonants – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word  is 
ettaththir-  at a distance . 
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da-rí-šè: forever ('eternal' + 'towards').  

da-rí-šè   has the consonants – the- Ra –[- sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
endrandrum  udaiya  -for ever . 

da-rí-šè   has the consonants – the- Ra –[- sa -] - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  nirantharam -  for ever . 

da-rí-šè   has the consonants – the- Ra –[- sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thiram- everlasting state . 

*da-rí-šè   has the consonants – the- Ra – sa -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thodarchchiyaana-  perpetual/ continous . 

da-rí-šè   has the consonants – the- Ra – sa -- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sanmaantharam - endless.  

 da-rí-šè   has the consonants – the- Ra –[- sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
oyaatha ondru -  endless.  

 

lúdab5-ba: hired man ('to hire' + nominative). 

ludabba  has the consonats  - la -the –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  adi 
yaal – hired man . 

 ludabba  has the consonats  - la -the –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudi-k-kooli [ missing  letter- ka-]-  – hire . 

ludabba  has the consonats  - la -the –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaadakaikku eduththal / koolikku  eduththal  [ missing  letter- ka-]- -to hire; 
vaadakai- rent  ; kooli –wage  .  

 

 dag-gi4-a: city quarter ('dwellings' + 'to surround, lock up' + nominative).  
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dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koattam 
–city.  

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is nikaethanam – city . 

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kudi 
kadu-  dwelling place . 

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thankkum idam – dwelling  place; thankku –stay .  

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is veedu  - 
house.  

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is hut[E] .  

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  ikkaamathu -  dwelling . 

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  makkalin 
vazhvidam [ missing  letter- la-]   -the  dwelling  place of the people ; makkal- 
people ; vaazhkkai-life ; vaazhu- live ; idam- place . 

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vasikkum  idam  [ missing letter- sa-]-   - dwelling place . 

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koattam 
/ kottadai / kidankku – prison/ cell.  

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thadavu 
– prison.  

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   adaikka 
/ mooduka - lock up . 
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dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
poottuka  [missing letter- pa-]  - lock  up.  

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is panthae kaana  [ missing letter- pa-]  - prison.  

dag-gi4-a   has the consonants-  the-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaedanam  /  vaettanam /  vaettitham – surrounding . 

 

dagal-búru: spread out over a wide extent ('wide' + 'to spread out'). 

dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  paranthu  virinthu ullathu – widely  spread out . 

dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  parantha alavil – widely/ in  a wide spread way  .  

dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  akala vaiththar – spread out.  

dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  veliyae paravuthar  -spread out; veliyae- outside ; paravuka –to spread .  

dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  muzhuvathumaaka  paravida –sprea dover . 

dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  polukuthar – spread.  

dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vilaa-k-kolluthar  -spread.  

dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  parappi virithal – spread.  

dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai valarthal  -spread.  
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 dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaal kolluthar  -spread.  

dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –[-pa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  idam kolluthar  -spread.  

dagalburu    has the consonants - the -ka - la –pa -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  paravuthal – spread.  

 

 dañal-tag(-ga): widely based ('wide' + 'to handle, touch' + nominative).  

dañal-tag(-ga) has the consonants- the- an - la –the- ka- and the original Tamil  
word is  nalla  neelammum  akalamum kondathu -  had  good  length  and width 
nalla- good;  neelam- length; akalam-  width ;  kondathu- has  .  

dañal-tag(-ga) has the consonants- the- an - la –the- ka- and the original Tamil  
word is  anku  inku  ena illaathu  ella  edankali-lum paravi ulla  [ missing  letter- pa-
]- - spread  in all the places ; ellam- all;  idam- place ; paravu- spread ; anku- there; 
inku- here  .  

dañal-tag(-ga) has the consonants- the- an - la –the- ka- and the original Tamil  
word is  kai- aaluthal  vaendum - to handle . 

dañal-tag(-ga) has the consonants- the- an - la –the- ka- and the original Tamil  
word is  kai thoduthal vaendum- to touch  with hand; kai- hand; thodu –touch   

 

dal-ba(-an)-na: between (dalla, 'beam, ray' + 'to divide' + ?).  

dal-ba(-an)-na  has the consonants- the –la- [-pa-]- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is irandin idaiyil [ missing  letter- Ra-]- in between the two; erandu- two; 
idaiyil- in between . 

dal-ba(-an)-na  has the consonants- the –la- [-pa-]- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thundaaduthal-  to divide in to pieces . 
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dal-ba(-an)-na  has the consonants- the –la- [-pa-]- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   oli  thandu/ thandam -   light ray ; oli- light; thandam- staff  . 

 

dalla...è: to shine; to appear; to make clear; to make resplendent ('beam of light' 
+ 'to become visible'). 

dalla...è   has  the consonants -the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  minnuthal  -to shine . 

dalla...è   has  the consonants -the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is   daal adiththal  -shining. 

dalla...è  has  the consonants -the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is thonandruthal [ missing  letter- the -] - to appear  .   

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  thelivaaka  vilakkidu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to 
explain;  thelivu- clear ; vilakku- explain  . 

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is vilankkidu  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  -shine.   

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  thulankku [ missing  letter- ka-]-  -shine.   

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is  thalukku [ missing  letter- ka-]-  – shining.  

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is thikazh  [ missing  letter- ka-]- to glimmer as stars.    

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is thekizhthal  [ missing  letter- ka-]-shining. 

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is nilavuthal [ missing  letter- ka-]-shining.  
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dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is vizhiththal /  viiliduthal  [ missing  letter- ka-]-
shining. 

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is    oliyaei  adiththal  – to show the light ;  oli - light .  

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  original Tamil  word is   minnidum oli-   glittering  light  ; minnu –shine; 
oli- light .  

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is   pala 
palaththal [ missing  letter- pa-]-  - shining/ glittering  . 

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is-  the- la- 
and the  other interpretation  of the word  is   joli  joliththal [ missing  letter- sa-]-  
– dazzling / glittering . 

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is ottruthal [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  -appear. 

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is therithal [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  -appear. 

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoanduthal [ missing letter- Ra-]  -appear. 

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is mukam 
kaattuthal [ missing letter- ka-]  -appear; mukam-  face . 

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is mei 
kaattuthal [ missing letter- ka-]  -appear; mei- body; kaattu- show . 

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is kamazhthal 
[ missing letter- ka-]  -appear. 

dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is undaathal  -
appear . 
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dalla...è  has  the consonants - the -la - and the  original Tamil  word is ezhuthal / 
rise/ appear . 

 

 dam-ab-ba: (professional) mourners ('spouse' + 'elder, ancestor').  

dam-ab-ba has the consonants - the –ma- pa –pa- and the original Tamil  
interpretation of the word oppaari  paattu paadum  pendeer[ missing letter- Ra-] -  
the woman  who sing  elegy  ; oppaari-  to lament / elegy ; paattu- song ; paadu- 
to sing; pendeer- women . 

dam-ab-ba has the consonants - the –ma- [- pa-]  –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is moothaathai – ancestors / elders . 

dam-ab-ba has the consonants - the –ma- [- pa-]  –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is munnoadi – ancestors. 

dam-ab-ba has the consonants - the –ma- [- pa-]  –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is  mooththoan – elder.  

dam-ab-ba has the consonants - the –ma- [- pa-]  –[- pa-] - and the original Tamil  
word is  manai aatti – wife/ mistress; manai- house. 

 

gišdam-apin: part of a seeder plow ('spouse' + 'plow'). 

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  - [-pa-] –an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kattiya manaivi  -  wedded  wife; kattu- to wed; manaivi- 
wife; manai- house   . 

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  - [-pa-] –an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kanavanum   kannaattiyim    - husband and wife; kanavan- 
husband .  
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gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  - [-pa-] –an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kanavanum  avan  thum  vaetkai thunaiviyim  - husband 
and his partner; kanavan-  husband; avan- he ; thunaivi- wife / companion.  

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  - [-pa-] –an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  mana  makanum  manavaattiyim – bridegroom and the 
bride ; mana makan- bridegroom; manam- marriage . 

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  - [-pa-] –an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  manam   mudiththa  kanavan manaivi  -  wedded  husband  
and  wife; manam- marriage; mudi- finish  . 

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kanavanum   avan  kattiya   pondaattiyim  -husband and wife; 
pondaatti- wife; kattu- to wed ; avan- he; kanavan- husband .  

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kondavan-um   [ naayakanum ] [ kaanthanum ]  avan thum   
anpuddaiya   pondaattiyim  - husband and his beloved wife; kondavan- husband – 
one who has ; anpu- love; udaiya- having ; pondaatti- wife; penn- female .  

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  -[-pa-]-–an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kudiyim  kudiththanamaana   kanavan  / manaivi  - 
husband and wife of a  family ; kudi- house; kudiththanam- family .  

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kudumpini  -wife.  

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kai pidiththa aan makan    – husband  ; kai- hand; pidi-  hold; aan- 
male ; aan makan- man . 

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  akamudaiyaanum   avan thum   thunaiviyim  - husband  and his 
partner;  akamudaiyan- husband ; akam- house; udaiyaan- one who  has ; 
thunaivi- partner  .  
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gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pennai   mananthavan -  husband ; penn- female; mananthidu- to 
marry  ;  mananthavan- one who is  married . 

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thunaivanum thunaiviyimaaka-  husband  and wife  as partners  ; 
thunaivan- male companion ; thunaivi- female companion - .  

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  veettu udaiyaanum  avan   thum   pondaattiyim [ pathtiniyim ] – 
husband and wife ; veedu- house; udaiyavan- one who  has .  

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  poondvanum / aandaiyim   avan thum  pondaattiyim – husband 
and wife ; poondavan- one who  has  - husband ; aandai- ruler .  

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –-sa-- the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  saal vari  vithai   kalappaiyin   uootru aani  [ missing letters- la- and- 
Ra -]  -  the nail  which  fastens  the  beam of the   seeder plough ; saal vari- furrow 
; vithai- seed; kalappai- plough ; aani- nail .  

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –-sa-- the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vithai   thoovum   kalappaiyin    mazhi  [ missing  letter- zha /la-] - 
plough handle ; vithai- seed; thoovu- to sow ; mazhi- handle . 

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –-[-sa-]-- the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vithai   thoovum   kalappaiyin    vattu  [ missing  letter- la-]  - plough 
disc; vattu- disc; kalappai- plough .  

gisdam  apin  has the consonants-  ka –-[-sa-]-- the -ma  -pa-–an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kai pidi  ulla   kalappai  munai [ missing  letter- la-]  -  plough tail ; 
kai- hand; pidi- hold; ulla- has; munai- tip . 

 

 thdam-gàr(-a): merchant (Akk. loanword from tamkaarum, 'merchant', cf., 
makaarum 'to do business').  
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dam-gàr(-a)  has the consonants -  the- ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pandamaatram/ panniyam    seikiravar /seikira  panniyar/ vanikar   [ missing  
letters  pa- and- sa-]- – one who  does   exchange of  goods- trader ; pandam- 
goods/ items ; maatram- exchange ; panniyam- business; seika- to do; seikiravar- 
doer ; vanikar- trader . 

dam-gàr(-a)  has the consonants -  the- ma- ka- Ra -and the   other interpretation  
of the word is   viyapaaram  [Skt]   seikindravar [ missing letters-   pa -and- sa-] -  – 
one who  does business; viyapaaram- trade ; seikindravar- one who  does; seika- 
to do  . 

dam-gàr(-a)  has the consonants -  the- ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanikar koottam / nakaraththaar  koottam / thoandrikar koottam -    group  of 
merchants;   vanikar- trader; koottam- group;  thoandrikar- trader .  

dam-gàr(-a)  has the consonants -  the- ma- ka- Ra -and the   other interpretation  
of the word is   varththakam -  business.  

dam-gàr(-a)  has the consonants -  the- ma- ka- Ra -and the   other interpretation  
of the word is   amaantha –k-kaaran  – cloth merchant. 

dam-gàr(-a)  has the consonants -  the- ma- ka- Ra -and the   other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   Komatti   Settiyaar [ missing letter- sa-]-  Telugu  
speaking  merchant caste .  

dam-gàr(-a)  has the consonants -  the- [-ma-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is Nakaraththaar – merchants  caste . 

dam-gàr(-a)  has the consonants -  the- [-ma-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is Thoandrikar – merchants/ trader   . 

dam-gàr(-a)  has the consonants -  the- [-ma-] - ka- Ra -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is saarthavakan [ missing letter- sa-]-  merchant.  

dam-gàr(-a)  has the consonants -  the- [-ma-] - ka- Ra -and the   other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kadai kaarar  -  shop owner; kadai- shop/ dukan  .  
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dam-ha-ra: battle (Akk. loanword from tamhaaru(m)).  

dam-ha-ra    has the consonants – the- ma - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil   word 
is  pakaivanai / ethiri- yaei  ethirththu  perm  poar- ida vaendum  [ missing letter- 
pa-] —to fight against the enemy ; pakaivan- enemy; ethiri- opponent ; poar- war .  

dam-ha-ra    has the consonants – the- ma - ka -Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  aanarththakam   - battle.  

dam-ha-ra    has the consonants – the- ma - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil   word 
is  sirun-k- kaadam [ missing letter- sa-]-  battle array . 

dam-ha-ra    has the consonants – the- ma - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil   word 
is  seru kodukka vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]--  give battle ; seru- war .  

dam-ha-ra    has the consonants – the- ma - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil   word 
is  kadum poar [ missing letter- pa-]-  fierce battle ; kadumai- severe; poar- war .  

dam-ha-ra    has the consonants – the- ma - ka -Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is pira kaatham  [ missing letter- pa-]-  war. 

dam-ha-ra    has the consonants – the- ma - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil   word 
is  uthiram kottum  idam- blood shed  battle field; uthiram- blood; kotta- to shed ; 
idam- place  .  

dam-ha-ra    has the consonants – the- ma - ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  poar pirakadanam [ missing letter- pa-]-  -declaration  of war; 
pirakadanam- declaration .  

dam-ha-ra    has the consonants – the- ma - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil   word 
is  poar  idu-vathar-k-kaana mun  arikkai/ arivippu [ missing letter- pa-]-  -
declaration  of war; poar- war;  idu- to do ; mun- early ; arivippu-  notice .  

 

dam...tuku/du12-du12: to marry ('spouse' + 'to get').  
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dam...tuku/du12-du12   has the consonants - the -ma –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kattikka   vaendum  -to marry; kattu- to wed  . 

dam...tuku/du12-du12   has the consonants - the -ma –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thaali katta  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-]-  to tie the sacred 
thread  ; thaali- sacred thread ; kattu- to tie  . 

dam...tuku/du12-du12   has the consonants - the -ma –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is kaal kattu  ida  vaendum-[ missing  letter- la-]-  to tie the leg /to get 
married  [allegory ] .  

dam...tuku/du12-du12   has the consonants - the -ma –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is manam  seithida  vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-]- to marry ; 
manam- marriage ; seithidu –do . 

dam...tuku/du12-du12   has the consonants - the -ma –the- ka -and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is  kaliyaanam  [Skt]   katta  vaendum [ missing  letter- 
la-]--to  marry ; kaliyaanam- marriage . 

dam...tuku/du12-du12   has the consonants - the -ma –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  noaei  nodiyaei   kunamaakida  vaendum –to cure the illness; noaei 
nodi-disease ; kunamaakidu –to cure . 

dam...tuku/du12-du12   has the consonants - the -ma –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaaya  vaiththida   vaendum  -to make dry ; kaainthathu- dried .  

dam...tuku/du12-du12   has the consonants - the -ma –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is kattitya  kanavanum  manaivi-yim    -thr married husband and wife ; 
kattu –to wed ; kanavan-  husband / kondavan ; manaivi –wife.  

 

dar-ra: cured, dried (?). 

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  patha 
paduththuthar [ missing letter- pa-] -  curing the  meat / dead body .  
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darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  theeru –  to 
cure [ as sickness] . 

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thanithar  -
grow dry . 

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  eeram indri  -
dry  ; thanneer indri ; thanner- water; indri –without ;  eeram- moisture  .   

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is ularntha [ 
missing letter-la-]-dried.  

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is vatriya [ 
missing letter- ka-] – dried.  

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is vaaduthar 
[missing letter- ka-] – drying.  

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is kaaithar 
[missing letter- ka-]  -dry  up.  

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is thirankuthar 
[missing letter- ka-]  -dry  up.  

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is neer indri  
varanda / vatrukai [ missing letter- ka-] – dried; neer- water; indri- without; 
varanda- dried .  

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is vaattuthar [ 
missing letter- ka-] – to dry . 

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  vathakkuthar [ 
missing letter- ka-] – to dry . 

darra   has the consonats -  the- Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  sunduthar  
/soadiththar [ missing letter- sa-] -dry up .  
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dè-dal: ashes ('ashes' + 'to fly'). 

dedal has the consonants  - the-  la  -   and the  original Tamil  word is adalai – 
ashes.  

dedal has the consonants  - the-  la  -   and the  original Tamil  word is thuyalthal – 
to fly . 

dedal has the consonants  - the-  la  -   and the  original Tamil  word is paaithal [ 
missing letter- pa-] –to fly  . 

 

 di-bi-da: donkey ('to go, conduct oneself' + 'it' + 'with') 

dibida  has the consonants – the- [- pa -]-the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaththai [ missing letter- ka-]-  donkey . 

dibida  has the consonants – the-  pa -the – and the  original Tamil  word is pothi   
moottai sumanthidum  paethai [ missing letter- sa-]-  – the animal which carries 
clothes bundle ; pothi moottai- bundle ; sumakka- to carry . 

dibida  has the consonants – the-  pa -the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nadanthidu /  nadanthu  poa-  go / go by  walk . 

dibida  has the consonants – the- [- pa -]-the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nadaththai -  one’s conduct . 

dibida  has the consonants – the- [- pa -]-the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
thani  manithanin nadaththai  –individual person’s conduct ; thani  manithan- 
individual  person ; nadaththai- conduct . 

dibida  has the consonants – the- [- pa -]-the – and the  original Tamil  word is nun  
nadaththai -  good conduct.  

dibida  has the consonants – the- [- pa -]-the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thappaana  nadaththai – bad conduct ; thappu- bad  . 
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di...dab5: to take up a lawsuit ('lawsuit' + 'to take'). 

di...dab   has the consonants - the-  pa –and  the  original Tamil  word is  pidi  -
take/ have / hold.  

 di...dab   has the consonants - the-  [-pa-] –and  the  original Tamil  word is edu  -
take.   

di...dab   has the consonants - the-  [-pa-] –and  the  original Tamil  word is 
thokkam [ missing letter- ka-]  -lawsuit.  

di...dab   has the consonants - the-  [-pa-] –and  the  original Tamil  word is naduvu 
/ thakavu / kadam [ missing letter- ka-]  – justice.  

di...dab   has the consonants - the-  [-pa-] –and  the  original Tamil  word is nadu / 
neethi – justice.   

di...dab   has the consonants - the-  [-pa-] –and  the  original Tamil  word is 
thandam – kindly  justice.  

di...dab   has the consonants - the-  [-pa-] –and  the  original Tamil  word is  
thaaththu  -complaint / justice . 

di...dab   has the consonants - the-  [-pa-] –and  the  original Tamil  word is  saattu 
[ missing letter- sa-]  -  charging.  

di...dab   has the consonants - the-  [-pa-] –and  the  original Tamil  word is  sattam 
[ missing letter- sa-]  – law   ;  satta aatchchi ; sattam- law; aatchchi- rule .   

 

 di-dab5-ba: decision ('decision' + 'to take' + nominative).  

di-dab5-ba  has the consonants  - the – pa-– [-pa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is    mana  thunipu  -decision.  

di-dab5-ba  has the consonants  - the – pa-– [-pa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is    mudippu -decision. 
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di-dab5-ba  has the consonants  - the – [-pa-]-– [-pa-]  -   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  nithaanam – decision. 

di-dab5-ba  has the consonants  - the –[- pa-] – [-pa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is mudivu  edukka  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  – to make a decision ; mudivu- 
conclusion ; edukka- take . 

di-dab5-ba  has the consonants  - the – pa- pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is   
theerppu [ missing letter- Ra-] -  judgement . 

di-dab5-ba  has the consonants  - the –[- pa-] – [-pa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is edu- take . 

di-dab5-ba  has the consonants  - the – pa- [-pa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is pidi – take / hold . 

di-dab5-ba  has the consonants  - the – pa- [-pa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is maduppu  -taking food.  

 

di-di: to play (an instrument) (cf., dug4 ).  

di-di   has the consonants-  the -- and the  original Tamil  word is aattam  aadidu  – 
to dance; aattam- dance; aadu- to dance .  

di-di   has the consonants-  the -- and the  original Tamil  word is  aattam -aadu –
to play  a game; aadu –to play  . 

di-di   has the consonants-  the - - and the  original Tamil  word is  meettu –to play  
[ the string  instrument]  . 

di-di   has the consonants-  the - - and the  original Tamil  word is   uoothu / 
uoothidu -  play  a wind instrument  

di-di   has the consonants-  the -- and the  original Tamil  word is  adiththidu – to 
play  drums . 

di-di   has the consonants-  the -- and the  original Tamil  word is  thudi  - a drum  .   
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di-di   has the consonants-  the -- and the  original Tamil  word is  thunthamam -  a 
drum . 

di-di   has the consonants-  the -- and the  original Tamil  word is  thannumai -  one 
headed drum .  

di-di   has the consonants-  the -- and the  original Tamil  word is  thappu  / 
thappaattam  / thappattai [ missing letter- pa-] -   one headed  drum . 

di-di   has the consonants-  the -- and the  original Tamil  word is  thunthupi [ 
missing letter- pa-] -   large kettle  drum .  

di-di   has the consonants-  the -- and the  original Tamil  word is  oththu – a wind 
instrument.  

di-di   has the consonants-  the -- and the  original Tamil  word is  thunthina- a  
string  instrument.  

 

di...dug4/du11/e: to conduct a trial; to give a claim; to sue someone (with -da-) 
('lawsuit' + 'to effect').  

di...dug4/du11/e   has the consonants - the – ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
vazhakkidu/ vazhakku thodukka   [ missing letter- zha-] - to sue . 

di...dug4/du11/e   has the consonants - the – ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
vazhakkai  aainthu   nadaththuka –[ missing letter- zha-] -  to conduct the  law suit 
; vazhakku- law suit; nadaththuka- conduct . 

di...dug4/du11/e   has the consonants - the – ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
antha   mandra   naduvaridam   mandraaduaka/ murai iduka / manu kodukka/ 
koarikkai vaikka  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - to request /  to make complaint  to the    
judge; antha mandram- court; naduavr- judge; murai idu- complain ; mandraadu –
request /make a plea  ; manu – petition; kodukka- to give ; koarikkai- claim  .  

di...dug4/du11/e   has the consonants - the – ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
urimai koriduka /  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - to make claim ; koarikkai- claim . 
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di...gub: to judge ('judgment' + 'to set up').  

di...gub   has the consonants - the  -ka-  [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudivu   edukka  -  to make a decision ; mudivu- result / conclusion ;  mudivaana 
ennam- final thought ; ennam- thought ; konda ennam-  the thought one has 
arrived   .   

di...gub   has the consonants - the  -ka- - pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
theerpu kodu [ missing  letter- Ra-]- to give a  judgment.  

di...gub   has the consonants - the  -ka- - [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
amaiththiduka- to set up  . 

 

di-ir-ga: cultic organization center.  

di-ir-ga   has the consonants- the - Ra -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  matha 
/samaya  [ eraivanai / aandavan  vanankuvatharkkaana/ aaraathikka[Skt]   ]   
sadanku  muraikkaana  / samaya  koatpaattu  muraikkaana   niruvanam [ missing  
letters- sa- and- pa- ]  -religious /cultic   organization centre ; matham- religion; 
niruvanam- organization ; samayam- religion;  koat paadu- principle ;  sandaku 
murai; eraivan /aandavan - god;  vanankuthar/aaraaththika[Skt]  - to  worship ; 
sadanku  murai- cult /vazhi padum  vitham  . 

 

di-kud/ku5: judge; judgment ('decision' + 'to cut off').  

di-kud/ku5  has the consonants –the- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uyar  neethi  mandra  naduvar /naduvanar / antha  naduvar  [ missing  letter- Ra-] 
-  judge of the high  court ; uyar- high ; mandram- assembly  ; naduvar- judge . 

di-kud/ku5  has the consonants –the- ka –the- and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  theermanikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra-] – to come to a conclusion 
/decision ; theermanam- decision .   
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di-kud/ku5  has the consonants –the- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mathippu iduka [ missing  letter- pa-] – to judge ; mathippu- value . 

di-kud/ku5  has the consonants –the- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudivu  eduka - to come to a decision; mudivu- decision; edukka- take  . 

di-kud/ku5  has the consonants –the- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kodukkapatta  /  vithikka patta   thandanai /neethi [ missing  letter- pa-] -  the 
punishment /judgement  given ; thandanai- punishment ; kodukka- to give . 

di-kud/ku5  has the consonants –the- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vettidu  -to cut   . 

 

di...kud/ku5: to judge ('decision' + 'to cut off').  

di...kud/ku5   has the consonants –the-  ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is    
mudivu  edukka-  to take a decision; mudivu- decision  . 

di...kud/ku5   has the consonants –the-  ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is   
vettuka  / thundu iduka / kaathiduka - to cut/ slice ; vettu- cut   . 

di...kud/ku5   has the consonants –the-  ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is   
mathippu iduka [ missing letter- pa--]  – to judge . 

 

di-kúr: alien, hostile judgment ('decision' + 'hostile'). 

di-kúr  has the consonants - the -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  vaeru  
uoorai/ naattai  saernthavar [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  

di-kúr  has the consonants - the -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
viruppaththirkku  ethiraana  theerppu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  

di-kúr  has the consonants - the -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   unmaikku 
maaraana  / purampaana  theerppu [ missing  letter- pa-]-wrong  judgement; 
theerppu- judgement; unmai truth; maaraaka- against . 
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di--kúr  has the consonants - the -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
naduvarin   thavaraana  theerppu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  wrong judgement by the 
judge;  naduvar- judge ; thavaru- wrong ; theerppu – judgement  

di---kúr  has the consonants - the -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  naduvar  
mandraththin  thappaana / murai-attra / kurai udaiya   theerppu [ missing  letter- 
pa-]-  wrong judgement given by the court ;  naduvar mandram- court; naduvar- 
judge; mandram- assembly ; thappu- wrong ; murai attra- irregular ; kurai-  
mistake ; udaiya- has; theerppu- judgement  

di---kúr  has the consonants - the -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  neethi  
thavariya  theerppu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- wrong judgement ; neethi- justice ; 
thavara- to fail  ;thavaru- mistake ; theerppu- judgement . 

di---kúr  has the consonants - the -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  kuttram 
purinthavanukku  kodumaiyaana   thandanai   kodukka  vaendum [ missing  letter- 
pa-]-to give severe punishment for the criminal; kutram, - crime ; purika- to do; 
purinthavan- one who  did ; kodumai- severe ; thandanai- punishment ; kodukka- 
to give . 

di---kúr  has the consonants - the -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil meaning of the 
word is  kuttram  purinthavanukku   sirai thandanai  kodukka  vaendum [ missing  
letters- sa-  and  pa-]-to imprison the  criminal; kuttram- crime; purinthavan- one 
who did ; sirai- prison  ;  siru arai  - sirai  ; siru- small; arai- room ; thandanai- 
punishment . 

di---kúr  has the consonants - the -ka -Ra -and the original Tamil meaning of the 
word is  kodiya  kutram  purinthavanin   uyirai  parikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- 
pa-]-  to take away  the  life of the  criminal ; kodiya-  severe ; kuttram- crime ; 
purinthavan- on who did ; uyir- life ; parikka- to take away/ pluck . 

 

 di-li-du-a: (cf., dili-du(-a)). 

 di-ri: (cf., dirig).  
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di-til-la: law case for which a final decision has been given ('verdict' + 'to 
complete' + nominative). 

di-til-la  has the consonants- the - la - -and the  original Tamil  word is vazhakkai  
mudiththu   vaiththal [ missing  letter- ka-]-  -   to  finish the law suit ; vazhakku- 
law suit / vazhakkidu ; mudi- finish . 

di-til-la  has the consonants- the - la - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhaakaadu - [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to  file  a law suit . 

 

 di4-di4-ba: walking about (phonetic for dib, reduplicated + nominative).  

di4-di4-ba  has the consonants  -the - pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai 
poadu/  adi- poadu  -   to make a step ;  nadai- step . 

di4-di4-ba  has the consonants  -the - pa – and the  original Tamil  word is   
nadanthu  poa- to  walk . 

di4-di4-ba  has the consonants  -the – [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
nada - to walk ; nadai- walk . 

di4-di4-ba  has the consonants  -the – [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadanthidu  –walk . 

di4-di4-ba  has the consonants  -the – [- pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaththu  nadai-  toddling . 

di4-di4-ba  has the consonants  -the – -pa- – and the   other  interpretation  of the 
word is   nadai  payanam-  travel  by foot ; payanam- travel . 

di4-di4-ba  has the consonants  -the – [--pa-] - – and the   other  interpretation  of 
the word is   nadamaattam  -  

di4-di4-ba  has the consonants  -the – pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai 
paathai  -  path  for walking ; nada- walk; paathai- path.   
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di4-di4-ba  has the consonants  -the – pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai 
padi –door step ; padi- step . 

di4-di4-ba  has the consonants  -the – pa-– and the  other interpretation of  the  
word is  nadai paani- walking style ; paani –style . 

di4-di4-ba  has the consonants  -the – pa-– and the  other interpretation of  the  
word is  nadai maedai-  platform  for walking ; maedai –stage . 

 

di4-di4-la: children. 

di4-di4-la   has the consonants - the  -la – and the original Tamil  word is  
yaenthal- child.  

di4-di4-la   has the consonants - the  -la – and the original Tamil  word is  mathalai 
-  child / son .   

di4-di4-la   has the consonants - the  -la – and the original Tamil  word is ilanthai –
children / boys / young  people .   

di4-di4-la   has the consonants - the  -la – and the original Tamil  word is  kai  
kuzhanthai [ missing  letter- ka -]-  infant. 

di4-di4-la   has the consonants - the  -la – and the original Tamil  word is  mulaandi   
- infant . 

di4-di4-la   has the consonants - the  -la – and the original Tamil  word is  kayam 
thalai [ missing  letter- ka -]-  child.   

di4-di4-la   has the consonants - the  -la – and the original Tamil  word is  kutti 
kuzhanthaikal [ missing  letter- ka -]-   – little children ; kutti- small;  kutti - kid ; 
kuzhanthai- child . 

di4-di4-la   has the consonants - the  -la – and the original Tamil  word is  eduppu -
p- pillai [ missing  letter- pa -]-   supposititious  child. 
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di4-di4-la   has the consonants - the  -la – and the original Tamil  word is  thalai 
pillai-[ missing  letter- pa -]-  first  born child; thalai- head .  

di4-di4-la   has the consonants - the  -la – and the original Tamil  word is  thaththu  
pillai [ missing  letter- pa -]-  adopted child ; thaththu  edu- to adopt.  

di4-di4-la   has the consonants - the  -la – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  awlaathu – children . 

 

 gišdib-dib: clepsydra, water clock (onomatopoeic or reduplicated 'to pass, 
traverse'). 

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -sa - the –[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadavu  seettu /yaedu   /attai -  a  pass to enter/ go  / pass  ; kadakka- to pass ; 
seettu- sheet / token / paper/ card  ; yaedu- paper / book  ; attai –token /card .  

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -sa - the –[- pa -] - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word is   dusthak   - a  pass   to enter / pass .  

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -sa - the –[- pa -] - and the  other  interpretation  
of the word is   anumathikka    vaendum – allow  to pass/ go / enter ; 
anumathikka- to allow   . 

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -sa - the –[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadakka   -to pass /  traverse . 

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa-] - the –- pa  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kadappoan – traverser . 

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -sa - the –[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoodu  vari sunkkam –[ misisn letter –Ra-] - traverse toll ; sunkkam- toll . 

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa-] - the – pa -- and the  original Tamil  word is  
poaka  vaendum – to go / pass.  
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gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa-] - the  - pa - - and the  original Tamil  word 
is    poakkida- to pass/ spend time.  

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa-] – -the – pa  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is    poakida- go. 

 gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[- sa -]- the – pa -- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   poai vanthida  vaendum – to go and come/ traverse; poa- go; vaa- come  .   

 gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa -]- the – pa -- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   poai vanthidum  paathai  / kadavu  pathai -  traversing  path way; poa- go; 
vanthidu- to come; paathai- path.   

 gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa-] - the –[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kodukka - to pass /give . 

 gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa-] - the –[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   vittu viduka – to pass/give up .  

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa-] - the –[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   nadakka- go /walk .  

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa-] - the –[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   nadakkai / nadai yaaduka / nada maattam - traverse . 

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa-] - the –[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   yaekiduka- go/ pass.  

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa-] - the –[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kathaavu -  spend  / pass as time. 

 gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa-] - the –[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   oaaduka-  to  pass  as time.  

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  -[-sa -]- the –[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   uoodu  kada- traverse . 
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gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  - [ -sa -] - the – pa -- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pandaiya  kaala  naazhikai   vattil  / vattam [ missing  leters- zha/ la-]  - water 
clock of olden days ; pandu- past; kaalam- time ; nazhaikai-  unit of time 
measurement  . 

gisdib   has the consonants -  ka  - [ -sa -] - the – [-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mani koodu   /mani koondu  – clepsydra  /clock  tower ; mani- time . 

clepsydra [E]  has the consonants  -ka- la -pa –[-sa-] - the -Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pazhan-k-kaalaththil  [ payan pattil eruntha]    than - neer   vattil  / 
naazhikai  vattil /   kinni    - water clock  of olden days ;  palaiya- palio/ old   ; 
kaalam – time/ season ; payan paadu- uasage ; thanneer-  water  . 
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            Page- 83  

 

 

digir-da...nu-me-a: without a (personal) god ('god' + 'with' + 'not' + 'to be' + 
nominative). 

digir-da...nu-me-a  has the consonants - the – ka-  -Ra - the – an- ma – and the  
original Tamil   meaning  of the word is  kudi  theivam  indri – without the family 
god; kudi- family/ house ; thaievam- god; indri- without .  

digir-da...nu-me-a  has the consonants - the – ka-  -Ra - the – an- ma – and the  
original Tamil   meaning  of the word is  thanakkendru  kumpiduvatharkku / 
vanankuvatharkku   oru  aandavar indri / theivam indri  /erivan indri [ missing  
letter -pa-]- thanakkena-  personal ;  kumpiduthar – to  worship ; eraivan- god/ 
hero ;  aandavan- god ; theivam- god . 

 

 dili-dili, dil-dil: one by one (cf., didli) (reduplicated 'one').  

dili-dili   has the consonants  -the- la- the- la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
thalai thalai yaa- head by head ; thalai- head.  

dili-dili   has the consonants  -the- la- the- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thani  aala!  thani aala ! – thalai thalaiya  -  one by one; thani aal- individual . 

dili-dili   has the consonants  -the- la- the- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaththai aala  oaththi  aala-  one by one; oaththai aal-  individual person ; oaththai 
-single ; aal- person .  

 

dili-du(-a): walking alone; individual (dili, 'alone' + 'to walk' + nominative). 
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dili-du(-a)   has the consonants  -the- la- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
oththai   aala   / thunai   illaamal  nadanthiduthal  - walking alone; thunai- 
companion ; illai- nil ; nada- walk . 

dili-du(-a)   has the consonants  -the- la- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanan-thaniyae / thani aalaa   ullavida / nadakka [ missing  letter- ka-]- to walk  
alone  ; thani yae- alone ; thani aal- individual / single person ; ulaavida- to walk 
about; nadakka –to walk  . 

dili-du(-a)   has the consonants  -the- la- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thani  thani  aal – individual persons  ; aal- person ; thani  aal- single person .  

dili-du(-a)   has the consonants  -the- la- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
oththai  aalaa  /  thani  aalaa-  alone . 

dili-du(-a)   has the consonants  -the- la- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  
eduththal  –walk  ; adi –step/ foot  ; edu- take  . 

 

 dìm-šáh: bear (the animal) ('sickness demon' ? + 'domestic pig').  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaattu senkannmaa / kodiya  senkann-maa   -wild bear ; kaadu- forest ; kodiya –
wild . 

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundam – pig.  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]- ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   veettu akanikam – house pig ; veedu- house .  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundam – pig.  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]- ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   peetha kantham [ missing letter- pa-] – pig.  
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 dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –sa -ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   sakkiraatham [ missing letter- Ra-]- pig.  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoththu   noavu  undakkum   / pini  undakkum  pisaasu [ missing letter- pa-] – 
sickness demon  ; noavu- sickness; undaakku- make; pini –disease ; pisaasu- 
demon /ghost .   

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]-ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   kavantham – demon.  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]-ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  vaethaalam [ missing letter- la-]- demon/ phantom [ seththa pinam/ dead 
body ]  .  

 dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aaragnar -th-  theivam [ missing letter-Ra]- demon.  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –sa-- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
siru  thaeivam [ missing letter-Ra]- demon  ; siru –small; thaeivam –god .  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]- ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is    thaeka  sukam inmai – sickness  ; thaekam[Skt] / kattai  - body ; sukam- 
health; inmai- without .  

 dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]- ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is     aathanakm  - sickness . 

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]-  ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   vaanthi  kunam  / masakkai kondu -sickness  ; vaanthi- vomit . 

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]- ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   thukkam – disease.  

 dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kumatta – vomit / sickness.  
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dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  noavu  udaiyavan  -sick person . 

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kunamaakida  -to  recover from  sickness .  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]-ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   maeka vettai – venereal disease.  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  muttu noavu  vaethanai  / mudakku vaatham   / muttu veekkam –joint pain 
/swelling  ; muttu- joint ; noavu- pain  /sickness ; vaethanai- pain ; veekkam- 
swelling . 

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mandai kuththu – head ache; mandai- head; kuththu- pain  .  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  muthuku vaethanai  -back  ache ; muthuku- back; vaethanai- pain .  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kann imai  katti   -sty ; kann- eye; imai- eyelid ; katti –swelling .  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa -]-ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   maththa kaasam / vaatha kaasam – an eye disease.  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma – sa--- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanjakam -  eye  balm . 

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –sa -ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   thamaka suvaasaam / moochchu  vida mudiyaamai  -asthma ; 
moochchu- breath; mudiyaa- can not .  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –[-sa-] -ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   pakka vaatham [ misisng  letter- pa-] -  paralyis ; pakkam –side . 

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma – [-sa-]--- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maatha vidaai  noavu - pre  menstrual tension ; vidaai - menses . 
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dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma –sa -ka -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is   maatha  soothaka  noavu - pre  menstrual tension ; maatham- month; 
noavu- sickness  . 

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma – [-sa-]--- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maatha  vidaai   mikaippu [ missing  letter- pa-]- menorrhagia  ; maatam- month 
; vidaai - menses .  

dìm-šáh   has the consonants - the -ma – sa-- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
theettu konjama paduthu [ missing  letter- pa-]-scanty  menstrual flow; theettu- 
menses ; konjam- less .  

 

DIM4.SAR(-d): maltman.  

DIM4.SAR(-d):   has the consonants  -the -ma- sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  arisi maavai   /  kodi  munthiri  kaniyaei / uoora vaiththu-  
/ athai / nothikka   seithu / saaraayam  / kani  saaru   /  mathu/  kasaayam  
kaaichchi  vadikattum  manithan [ missing  letter- ka-]- – one who  brews  arrack/ 
wine/ coffee  ;  arisi maavu- rice flour;  kodi munthiri- grapes;   maavu- malt ;  
nothikka- seithidu- to make fermentation ;  kani saaru- frut juice /  wine ; mathu- 
liquor; kasaayam- coffee ; kaaichchidu - to boil  ; vadi kattu –to filter ; manithan- 
man  . 

 

dirig-...-še: beyond ('to go over' + 'to the').  

dirig-...-še   has the consonants-  the –Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadanthu   sendriduka [ missing  letter- sa-] -  to cross  over ; kadanthidu –to pass;  
sendriduka- to go .  

dirig-...-še   has the consonants-  the –Ra- ka -   and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   thooramaka  [Skt]   ettaththir  irukkum idaththirkku  sendriduka [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- go farther away; thooram- distance ; ettam- distance ; idam- 
place ; sendriduka- go . 
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DU.DU: (cf., lah5 ).  

 

du-lum: burden, labor, work ('to walk' + 'to make productive').  

du-lum   has the consonants – the- la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuntha edai / kanam  ullathu [ missing letter- ka-]- – one which has  heavy 
weight ; mikuntha- more;  edai - -weight . 

du-lum   has the consonants – the- la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uzhaiththidanum – labour.  

du-lum   has the consonants – the- la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadumaiyaaka  uzhaithidu [ missing letter- ka-]- to work hard ; uzhaiththidu - toil  . 

du-lum   has the consonants – the- la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mika  
kadumaiyaana  vaelai [ missing letter- ka-]-– hard work ; kadumai- severe; vaelai –
work . 

du-lum   has the consonants – the- la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is ankum 
inkum  ulaavida  vaendum- [ missing letter- ka-]- to walk about ; ankkae- there; 
inkkae- here . 

du-lum   has the consonants – the- la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is aakka 
valam udaiya [ missing letter- ka-]-  productive  ; aakkam- production . 

du-lum   has the consonants – the- la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilaivikka  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  to be  productive . 

 

du-rí: (cf., da-rí).  

 

DU-zu: (read arax-zu; cf., a-ra-zu).  
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dU-zu  has the consonants - the –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  padi  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  read . 

dU-zu  has the consonants - the –[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  oaathidu-  
recite/ teach . 

dU-zu  has the consonants - the –-sa- -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
study [E].  

 

dú-ru-na(-àm): (cf., duruna). 

 

 itidu6-kù: calendar month 7 at Nippur during Ur III. 

itidu6-kù  has the consonants- the – ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaezaavathu  thinkkal  [ missing letter- la-]-7th month; yaezhu- 7; thinkkal-month 
/moon . 

itidu6-kù  has the consonants- the – ka -and the  original Tamil  word is naankaam   
maatham- 4th   month . 

itidu6-kù  has the consonants- the – ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kedaa 
maadu  maatham- - month of bull / Vikaasi month .  

itidu6-kù  has the consonants- the – ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni 
kuda  maatham- month  of Aquarius /  Maasi month ; thanni- water; maatham-  
month . 

itidu6-kù  has the consonants- the – ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ampai 
yeithidum  vaettuvan maatham [ missing  letter- pa-]  -month of  Saggitarius 
/November  month  ; ampu- arrow  ; yeithidu –shoot  ;   vaedan- hunter ; 
maatham- month .   

 itidu6-kù  has the consonants- the – ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mutha  
poopu adaintha kanni  penn   maatham [ missing  letter- pa-] -  Virgo / Tamil-   
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purattaasi month ; mutha- first ;  pooppu-  menses; adaintha- attain; kanni penn- 
virgin  ;maatham- month  

itidu6-kù  has the consonants- the – ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadu 
maan maatham   - Tamil  -Aavani month / month of Leo ; kadumaan-  lion.  

 

 du6-ul: to heap up, store, gather (cf., dul(6)).  

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is kuviththal- [ 
missing  letter- ka-] -  to heap up . 

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  padalai/ 
padalam  [ missing letter- pa-]-  heap.  

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is saemiththal 
[missing letter- sa-] - to store . 

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is ondru  
thirattuthal [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - to gather ; 

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is thiraluthal  [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  - to gather;  thiral – heap . 

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is uooruthal [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  - gather as milk  in the breast ;  as toddy in the palm flowers 

*du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  aaithal –
gather.  

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  padithal [ 
missing letter- pa-] – gather as cream . 

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thiraithal [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  -to gather as bees round  the  flowers.  

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   moeiththal  
-swarming . 
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du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thokuththal [ missing letter –ka-] -to gather . 

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mokkuliththal [ missing letter –ka-] – gather up.  

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   koeithal [ 
missing letter –ka-] – gather. 

du6-ul   has the consonants-  the-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   thalai 
eenduthal –gather. 

 

 du7-na-bi: adv., in the proper way; if you please ('fitting, suitable' + ? + adverbial 
force suffix).  

du7-na-bi  has the consonants  -the- an- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
muraiyaana  paathai [ missing  letter- Ra-]- proper  way ; muraiyaanathu- proper; 
paathai –path /way . 

du7-na-bi  has the consonants  -the- an- pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
poruththamaanathu –[ missing  letter- Ra-]-  suitable . 

 

du8-du8: weaned young (reduplicated 'to untie, loosen'). 

du du   has the consonant- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   uoottu mara [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] –to wean . 

du du   has the consonant- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   atram   [ missing  
letter- Ra-] - loosening.  

du du   has the consonant- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   katttu vida / vaai  
vida [ missing  letter- ka-] - loosen . 

 

 du10: (cf., dùg).  
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du10-sa: friend, companion ('gladness' + 'to repay') 

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaedan – friend.  

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thunai 
– friend.  

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  unthi  
-companion.  

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoalan  [ missing  letter- la-]- –friend . 

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
udanaali [ missing  letter- la-]- –companion  .  

du10-sa   has the consonants – the-  sa-- and the other interpretation of the word 
is  dhosthu  -friend.  

du10-sa   has the consonants – the-  sa-- and the other interpretation of the word 
is  istan  – friend. 

 du10-sa   has the consonants – the-  sa-- and the other interpretation of the word 
is  sammathan  -friend. 

 du10-sa   has the consonants – the-  sa-- and the other interpretation of the word 
is  saedan  -friend ; joadi  . 

 du10-sa   has the consonants – the-  sa-- and the other interpretation of the word 
is  samaethan  -companion . 

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  aapthan   /aaptha nanpan [ missing letter- pa-]-  –friend.  

du10-sa   has the consonants – the-  sa-- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  soa pathi  [ missing letter- pa-]-  -companion . 
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du10-sa   has the consonants – the-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paechhcu  
thunai / paechchaattu  thunai [ missing letter- pa-]-  -companion.   

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  natpu- 
[ missing letter- pa-]- –friend ;  natpu  udaiyoan . 

du10-sa   has the consonants – the-  sa-- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  santhoasam   – gladness.  

du10-sa   has the consonants – the-  [-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  moatham / amaotham - gladness. 

du10-sa   has the consonants – the-  sa-- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  santham – happiness. 

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthithai / matham -  happiness.  

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
muththu – happiness.  

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaeniththida- happiness.  

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoiyyal [ missing letter- la-]- –gladness.   

du10-sa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thiththuvi  [ missing letter- ka-]-  repay.  

 

du10-ús: road ('good' + 'to follow').  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the-[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is thadam 
– road.   

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the-[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is nadai  -
road.  
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du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  santhu –
lane . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  paathai 
/ paththathi  /paadam  [ missing letter- pa-]-  path /street  ; oththai adi paathai . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is veethi/ 
vetti / vaadai / vaadakai  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  road/ street  ; aththuvam / 
vaethikai .    

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadavu  
/ thikku  [ missing  letter- ka-]—way ; kathi /  thikku-direction  . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  adaivu/ 
ittavai  [ missing  letter- ka-]-- -way/ path  .  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aththam  -way  . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  moadi  -way .  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadai / 
vatti [ missing  letter- ka-]--  -way . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is iduvai [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-- lane . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  katchchi  [ 
missing  letter- ka-]--  -way . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is   
kandaayam [ missing  letter- ka-]-- avenue  . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is theru [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] –street;  nedum theru – bazaar .  
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du10-ús  has the consonants -  the--sa--and the  original Tamil  word is sinna theru 
[ missing  letter- Ra-] – small street  ; sinna- small; theru –street .  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is tholi 
[missing letter- la-] – street.  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is aalidam 
[missing letter- la-] – street row.  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- -sa--and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is rasthaa [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  street.  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  nanmai 
udaiyathu – good ; nanmai –good .  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is payan 
udaiyathu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  good /useful ; payan –use  . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  itham –
good.  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- -[-sa-] --and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  unnatham – best.  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thooimai –good /cleanliness .   

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  panpu 
udaiyathu  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  –good  nature.  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  pandam 
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  –good .  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pasumaiyaanathu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  –good /fertile .  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is thuppu  
[ missing  letter- pa-]-  -good.  
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du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is anpu  
udamai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  – good/ kindness ; anpu- kindness .  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  maem-
pattathu [ missing  letter- pa-]-– better.   

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
seppam udaiyathu [ missing  letter- pa-]—better;  semmai udaiyathu  . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maenmai  udaiyathu – better; manmai- superior .  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- -sa--and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is saathu  -good.   

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- -[-sa-] --and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anuththumam  -the best . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthanmaiyaanathu  -the best / the first . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- -[-sa-]--and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aathaayam / eettam –good . 

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is oadu – 
operate , follow  as the mind.   

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinnaadiyae poa [ missing  letter- pa-]— go behind / follow  ; pinnaadi- back; poa- 
go .  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- -[-sa-]--and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   thapae-[ missing  letter- pa-]— follower.  

du10-ús  has the consonants -  the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is thodaru  
[ missing  letter- Ra-] -to follow.   
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du11-ga: utterance; speech ('to speak' + nominative). 

*du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  oathuka 
– utter. 

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  naa 
neettuka -  speak.  

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nodiththiduka – speak.  

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaakkaaduka  -speak.  

 du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
edukka – speak.  

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
asaththiduka [ missing  letter- sa-] – to speak ; vaai- mouth ; asaikka –shake/move   

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
thirakka [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -to open the mouth ; vaai- mouth ; thirakka- open  

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kooruka [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  –speak /say   

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is kootru  [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]   -word . 

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is vaai vittu 
uraikka [ missing  letter- Ra-]  – to speak .  

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  vaarththai [ Skt]  [ missing  letter- Ra-] – word . 

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the other interpretation  of the word  
word [ missing  letter- Ra-] .  
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du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the other interpretation  of the word  
nikatham  - talk ; kathai .  

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the other interpretation  of the word  
vaatham - utterance.   

du11-ga   has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is padikka [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  - speak /read . 

du11-ga    has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai  
mozhinthiduka [ missing  letter- zha-] – say / talk . 

du11-ga    has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaayaaduka   -to chat . 

du11-ga    has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathaiththiduka   - to speak . 

du11-ga    has the consonants – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
paesiduka  [ missing  letters- pa –and- sa-] – speak.  

 

 du14...ak/gar: to quarrel (with someone: -da-) ('quarrel' + 'to do').  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
poar- iduka   [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to fight a battle; poar- war; idu- do .  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
poaraaduka [ missing  letter- pa-] – fighting / protest .  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ethiri  naattin  meethu / pakai naattin  meethu  poar ida vaendum [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  -to begin  a war against the enemy state ; ethiri –enemy ; pakaivan- 
enemy ; meethu- over;  naadu –state ;  poar- war  . 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudumi - yaei   pidiththiduthar [ missing  letter- pa-] – to quarrel.  
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du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   thontharavu seika  /   sandai  sachcharavu  seithiduka [ missing  letter- 
sa-] – to quarrel  ; thontharavu –trouble  ; seika- do  ;  sandai –fight .  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaakkuthar  vaendum – to attack  ; thaakka- attack .  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nikarththar – fight.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   pira kaatham  [ missing  letter- pa-]   -fight.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   vitharanam – fight. 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
viraththar -  to fight.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sandai kattuthar [ missing  letter- sa-]   - to fight ; sandai- fight .  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
serukkiduthar  [ missing  letter- sa-]   - to fight. 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ethirkka- to oppose/ fight.   

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mallu  kattuthar [ missing  letter- la-] -  fight.    

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalakam  vilaiviththiduthar [ missing  letter- la-] – to clash.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aakkuthar – make. 
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du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
undaakkthar- make. 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruvaakkuthar – make /create . 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaerpaduththuka [ missing  letter- pa-]- make.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuyeitru – make.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thokuththar – make.  

 du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nukarthar – do. 

 du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyattruka- do execute. 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muyankuthar- do.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aatruka-do.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
noakkuthar  -do.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  kiriththiyam- act.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
navadaikkai eduththiduthar – to act.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nirai vaetruthar  -accompalish ; nirai vaetram . 
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du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kootti mudiththar  -accomplish .  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
poruppu  kattuthar [ missing letter- pa-]-  accomplish.  

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudivu  paeru [ missing letter- pa-]-  accomplishment. 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muttrukai – accomplishment. 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thalai kattuthar [ missing letter- la-]-  – accomplish. 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vetti saaiththiduthar [ missing letter- sa-]-  accomplish  ,  as  great things , used 
ironically . 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
seithu  kaattuthar [ missing letter- sa-]-  accomplish  . 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadaththi  kaattuthar  -excute. 

du14...ak/gar  has the consonants-  the - ka - –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
saathiththu  kaattuthar [ missing letter- sa-]-  – achieve.  

 

du14...mú: to start a quarrel ('quarrel' + 'to ignite'). 

du14...mú   has the consonants - the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is sandai 
yaei  moottu /thoondu [ missing  letter- sa-] – to induce/ ignite  a quarrel ; sandai- 
fight ; moottu- induce/ thoondu  . 

du14...mú   has the consonants - the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is thee 
moottu-  to ignite.  
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du14...mú   has the consonants - the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mallattam [ misisg letter- la-]- quarreling.  

du14...mú   has the consonants - the - ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
yuththam / ayoatham   /ayoathanam  -  fight.  

du14...mú   has the consonants - the - ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  oathanam – battle.  

du14...mú   has the consonants - the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is moathu 
– fight.  

du14...mú   has the consonants - the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pandanam [ missing letter- pa-] – fight. 

du14...mú   has the consonants - the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathanam [ missing letter –ka-] – battle.  

quarrel [E] has the consonats – ka- Ra- la- and the  orignal Tamil  word is koalaaru 
-  quarrel .  

quarrel [E] has the consonats – ka- Ra- la- and the  orignal Tamil  word is uoor 
kalakam – village quarrel.  

quarrel [E] has the consonats – ka- Ra- la- and the  orignal Tamil  word is mallukku 
nirkka- to  quarrel . 

quarrel [E] has the consonats – ka- Ra- la- and the  orignal Tamil  word is adiththu  
kolluthar [ missing letter –the -]- quarrel . 

quarrel [E] has the consonats – ka- Ra- la- and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
nikarththal [ missing letter –the -]- quarrel . 

quarrel [E] has the consonats – ka- Ra- la- and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is   vippira lampam [ missing letter –pa-]- quarrel . 

 

 du24-ùr: (cf., dur9[ŠUL]). 
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 lúdub-alal-urudu: a temple servant ('to pour' + 'pipe' + 'copper'). 

lúdub-alal-urudu  has the consonants –la- the –[- pa-]- la-  Ra-  the –and the  
original Tamil  word is Thiru  Murugan  kovil-il   veri -yaatam  aadum marulaan /   
marulaandi [ missing letter- ka-]- the  person  [ marulaan]  who dances [  in a 
trance state possessed by the spirit of  Marduk  / Thiru Murugan ] of Murugan 
temple  ;   Thiru Murugan-  Marduk [Sumerian ] ;  kovil- temple;  veri -yaattam-  
fierce  dance  ; aadu – to dance .  

lúdub-alal-urudu  has the consonants –la- the – pa- la-  Ra-  the –and the  original 
Tamil  word is Aru padai  veedukalil ondraana Palani  Malai   Thiru Murugan  Thiru   
kovil- il  / Sivan kovil- il  erai pani / erai vazhi paadu   nadaththidum  /  malar 
sorinthu / poo sorinthu / karu varai  koodaththil  irunthu / oli yaetri / vilakku  
yaetri  / Murugan  silaikku   poosai  seithidum  poosaari [ missing letters- ka -and -
sa-]-  priest who offers flowers to the idol   of lord   Murugan in one of his abodes  
-  Palani Malai temple   ;  aru padai  veedu - six abodes;  ondru- one;  Planai Malai- 
Palani  Hills ; Thiru Murugan- Marduk ;   kovil- temple ; thiru- sacred ;  Sivan –lord 
Siva ; erai pani- religious work ;  erai vazhi paadu- worshipping the god; malar- 
flower;   sorinthidu- offer ;  poo- flower;  karuvarai- koodam – sacred sanctorum ; 
oil- light; vilakku- lamp;  silai- idol ; poosaari- priest . 

lúdub-alal-urudu  has the consonants –la- the – pa- la-  Ra-  the –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Palani  Malai Thiru  kovilil  pani  purinthidum  vaelai aal [ missing 
letter- ka-]- servant of the  Palani  Malai  Temple ;  thiru- sacred; kovil- temple; 
pani –work;  vaelai aal- servant . 

 

 gidub-ba-an: pillar made of reeds; a fence made of such pillars ('to heap up' + 'to 
divide' + 'to be high').  

gidub-ba-an  has the consonants –ka- the- pa- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
panai  kattai   kanthu – palm tree pillar ; panai- palm; kattai –tree/wood; kanthu- 
pillar /nilai paeru . 
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gidub-ba-an  has the consonants –ka- the- [-pa-] - an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuviththida   vaendum -  to heap up . 

gidub-ba-an  has the consonants –ka- the- pa-- an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
thundu poaduka  -to slice ; thundu thundu -aaka  vettida vaendum . 

gidub-ba-an  has the consonants –ka- the- pa-- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
pokkam kondathu- one which has the   height  ; pokkam- height . 

 

dub-bi...bala: to go over the account (with -da-) ('tablet' + 'its' + 'to pass 
through').  

dub-bi...bala  has the consonants  - the –[-pa-] -la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanakkiduthal [ missing  letter- ka-] –  to  make the account . 

dub-bi...bala  has the consonants  - the –[-pa-] -la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilakkam  aliththal [ missing  letter- ka-] - to give explanation; vilakkam- 
explanation .  

dub-bi...bala  has the consonants  - the –-pa--la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pathil/  vidai  alikka [ missing letter- ka-]- to answer . 

dub-bi...bala  has the consonants  - the –-pa--la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
paesuthal -[ missing letter- sa-]-  to speak . 

dub-bi...bala  has the consonants  - the –-[-pa-] --la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mozhithal / solluthal   [ missing letter- sa-]-to say . 

dub-bi...bala  has the consonants  - the –-[-pa-] --la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nadu kal [ missing  letter- ka-]  –hero stones  . 

dub-bi...bala  has the consonants  - the –-[-pa-] --la –and the  original Tamil  word  
is  velli   pattaiyam [ missing  letter- ka-]  – silver tablet ; velli- silver; pattaiyam- 
tablet.  
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dub-bi...bala  has the consonants  - the –-[-pa-] --la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kadathiduthal- [ missing letter- ka-]- to  pass over/ to cross .  

 

dub-dab...za: to thud, thump (see the definition for za) 

dub-dab...za   has the consonants-  the-  pa-  the- pa –  sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ‘thoppu  thoppu’ – enum   osai / saththam [Skt] -  ‘thoppu ‘  sound  ; osai 
–sound. 

dub-dab...za    has the consonants-  the- [-  pa -] -  the- [- pa-]  –sa-  and the  
original Tamil  word is ‘ dama  dama’ -  enum   osai  -  dama dama [adjective ]   
sound ; osai –sound . 

dub-dab...za    has the consonants-  the- [-  pa -] -  the- [- pa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ‘thada  thada  enum osai’  - thada [adjective  ] – sound . 

dub-dab...za    has the consonants-  the-   pa --  the-  pa  –  sa- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ‘ pada pada’  enum osai -  pada  [adjective ] sound .   

dub-dab...za    has the consonants-  the-   [-pa-]--  the-  pa  – -sa- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ‘ sada  sada’  enum osai – sada  [ adjective  ]  sound .  

dub-dab...za   has the consonants-  the-   [-pa-]--  the-  pa  –  -sa-- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ‘thimu thimu ‘  enum   osai  - thimu [adjective  ] sound . 

dub-dab...za   has the consonants-  the-   [-pa-]--  the-  [- pa -] -  [-sa-]- and the  
original Tamil  word is  meththozhi [ missing  letter- zha-]  – thud . 

dub-dab...za   has the consonants-  the-   [-pa-]--  the-  [- pa -] -  [-sa-]- and the  
original Tamil  word is   moththu  / moththu padu - thump . 

dub-dab...za   has the consonants-  the--pa-  the-  [- pa -] -  [-sa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is    nai- iya  pudaiththidu – thumping . 

dub-dab...za   has the consonants-  the--pa-  the-  [- pa -] - sa- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  semaththiyaa   adi poadu –to beat  severely   . 
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dub-dab...za   has the consonants-  the—[-pa-] -  the-  [- pa -] -  [-sa-]- and the  
original Tamil  word is  idiththidu-  hit  . 

 

 dub-lá: platforms on either side of a portal ('to heap up' + 'to lift').  

dub-lá   has the consonants - the – pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mun   
vaathil  padi / mun vaathil  thakavu / nuzhai  vaayil  [ missing  letter- ka-]- –door 
step ; vaathil - door / entrance; padi –step  ; thakavu –gate; vaayil- entrance ; 
nuzhaika- enter  . 

dub-lá   has the consonants - the – [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thalai  
vaathil - [ missing  letter- ka-]-  door/  entrance . 

dub-lá   has the consonants - the – pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nilai 
padi – entrance /door step .   

dub-lá   has the consonants - the – pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   veettu  
vaathil padi   thinnai [ missing  letter- ka-]- the platform [ on the sides of the ]  
house door ; veedu- house  ;  vaathil – door;  thinnai- sit out  .  

dub-lá   has the consonants - the – [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is    
kuviththal [ missing  letter- ka-]-to heap up  . 

dub-lá   has the consonants - the – [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kai 
thookki  viduthal-[ missing  letter- ka-]- to lift up  ; kai- hand ;  thookku –lift .  

 

dub-sag: leader ('list' + 'head'). 

dub-sañ   has the consonants  -the – [- pa-]  – [- sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   aandakai– ruler / duke ; aandakai- duke . 

dub-sag  has the consonants  -the – [- pa-]  – [- sa-] - ka– and the  original Tamil  
word is  nattai  aandidum mannavan  -the king who rules the state ; naadu –state; 
mannavan- king.   
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dub-sag   has the consonants  -the – [- pa-]  – [- sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kundaakkan -  leader.   

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the – [- pa-]  – [- sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadaththuvoan – leader.  

 leader  has the consonants -  la -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoandral- leader . 

dub-sag  has the consonants  -the –  pa- – [- sa-] – ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   mun pakuthi -  a tele conferencing participant  who  can activate  and 
deactivate a phone  conference.  

dub-sag  has the consonants  -the – [- pa-]  – [- sa-] - ka – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  aththiyaa-k-kan – leader.  

 dub-sañ   has the consonants  -the – [- pa-]  – [- sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  muthanmaiyaanavan – head/ leader . 

dub-sag  has the consonants  -the – [- pa-]  –  sa-- ka – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   mukkiyasththan – leader.  

dub-sag  has the consonants  -the – [- pa-]  –  [-sa-] -- ka – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   attavanai   - list/ table .  

dub-sag  has the consonants  -the – [- pa-]  – -sa--- ka – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  saavithaa-  list ,  inventory   . 

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  pa  –  [-sa-]- - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  pathi -vaedu  / pathivu  -register/ record; yaedu- book; pathiya- to 
register  .  

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  pa- –  sa- - ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pathivu  seika –to register.  

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  pa- –  [-sa-]- - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  pathivu  puththakam -  register; puththakam- book .  
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dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  pa- –  [-sa-]- - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mun pana pathivaedu  -advance register ; mun- early / before / front ; 
panam – money . 

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the – [- pa-]  –  [-sa-]- - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   adaivu  -catalog /directory .  

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  pa- –  [-sa-]- - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  puththaka paduththu -  record,  register as a notary  public;  puththakam- 
land register ; puththakm- book / document .  

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  [-pa-] - –  [-sa-]- - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaattu / kaanpiththiduka– register.  

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  pa- –  [-sa-]- - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanakku  pathivu  -registering.  

dub-sag  has the consonants  -the – [- pa-]  – -sa--- ka – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  thasthaavaeju  /  document – register.  

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  [-pa-] - -sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   suvadi – file.  

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  pa- -[-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pathivu  koappu – log file ; koappu –file .  

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  [-pa-] - -sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   santhaa koappu – subscription file ; santhaa- subscription .  

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  pa- -sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is    
satta  pathivu  thokuthi – legal file  ; sattam- law.  

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  pa-- -sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
inai -thokuppu- file.  

dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  [-pa-] - -[-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   koaththu inaikka / kaoaththu vai - to make a file . 
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dub-sag   has the consonants  -the –  pa- -[-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nadappu  koappu -  current file; nadappu- current ; koappu-  file .  

 

dub-sar-tur: young scribe ('scribe' + 'small, young').  

dub-sar-tur  has the consonants - the - pa –sa- Ra- the- Ra- and the  interpretation  
of the  word is  paaraattu  seppu  paththiram / saandru - certificate of excellence  
; paaraattu – appreciate ; paththiram- document . 

dub-sar-tur  has the consonants - the - pa –sa-  Ra- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is   poriththa   siriya  seppu yaedu – a small  copper  written  tablet ; 
poriththa- engraved  ; siriya- small  ; seppu –copper ; yaedu- sheet .  

dub-sar-tur  has the consonants - the - pa –sa-  Ra- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is   uruthi   seppu  saandru-   copper  guarantee  certificate; uruthi- 
guarantee  ; seppu-copper; saandru –certificate . 

 

dub-sar: scribe ('tablet' + 'to write'). 

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   theettuthar  -write.  

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is theriththar –write.  

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- pa- -[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
peithar – write.  

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is varainthidu / variththar / vattiththar  [ missing  letter- ka-] – write ; 
eraekiththar .  

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  iyatru – to write as book. 
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dub-sar   has the consonants - the- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is keeridu [ missing  letter- ka-] – write. 

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is kuriththu  kaattu  -write. 

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  ezhuthiduthar [ missing letter- zha-]- write.  

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - Ra -  and the other 
interpretation of the word is   ratham  -writing.  

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  therippu [ missing  letter- pa-]   -writing.  

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- [-pa-]  -[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vari aadar [ missing  letter- ka-] -writing. 

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- -pa--[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  poriththidu – inscribe . 

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- -pa---[-sa-] -- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pathithtar  -  inscribe . 

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- -pa---sa-- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pathivu  seithiar  [ missing  letter- ka-] –inscribe ; seithidu- do . 

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- -pa--[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word 
thaamira   pattayam – copper tablet ; thaamiram- copper ; pattayam-  tablet . 

dub-sar   has the consonants - the- -pa--[-sa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word 
varai pattikai [missing letter- ka-] – tablet.  

 

 dub-šen: copper box, treasure chest ('to store' + 'shiny') 
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dub-šen  has the consonants  -the - pa –sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinna   seppu  petti / tappa -  small  copper box; sinna- small; seppu – copper; peti- 
box; tappa- box.  

dub-šen  has the consonants  -the - pa –sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinna  podi  tappa – small  snuff box ;  sinna- small;  podi-  powder .  

dub-šen  has the consonants  -the - pa –sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinna  pana  petti   -small  money box ; sinna- small; panam- money ; petti –box.  

dub-šen  has the consonants  -the - pa –sa- an- and the  original Tamil  word is    
sinna  pon  nakai  petti  - small gold  jewel box ;  sinna- small; pon- gold; nakai- 
jewel; petti- box.  

dub-šen  has the consonants  -the - pa –[-sa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
minu  minuppu udaiya-  shining ; minu minuppu –shining  ; udaiyathu- has .    

dub-šen  has the consonants  -the - pa –sa-an- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   paathu kaapakka  saemiththu vaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to 
accumulate  safely ; paathu kaappu- safty ; vaikka- to keep ; saemiththidu- to 
store . 
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                                                                  Page- 84    

 

dug-a-nag-nag: water drinking vessel ('vessel' + 'water' + reduplicated 'to drink').  

dug-a-nag-nag  has the consonants – the- ka –an- ka- an -ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is kudi  thanni   vaikkum    kudam -  vessel  to keep drinking water ;  
kudi thanni- drinking water ;  vaikka-  keep ; kudam- vessel -to keep water . 

 

dug-níg-nag: drinking vessel ('vessel' + 'object' + 'to drink').  

dug-níg-nag   has the consonants- the - ka – an- ka –an- ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kudi  thanni  - kudam-  vessel  for [   keeping ]  drinking water ; 
kudi thanni- drinking water; kudi- drink; thanni –water; kudam- vessel - to store 
water  

dug-níg-nag   has the consonants- the - ka – an- ka –an-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thanni   kudikka  vaendum –to drink  water;  kudikka- to  drink; 
thanni –water .  

   

dug-tur: a standard capacity jar = 5 liters ('jar' + 'little').  

dug-tur   has the consonants - the - ka -the -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudi  thanneer kudam -  drinking water pot.  

 

dùg/du10...aka: to repair ('gladness' + 'to make, cause').  

duaka  has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is  okkidu/ 
okkeedu - repair. 
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duaka  has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is 
puthuppikka / puthukku  [ missing letter- pa-]   - to repair / renovate; okka-p-
panniduka .   

duaka  has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is  
seppaniduka [  missing leters-  sa -and  -pa-] – repair.  

duaka  has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is ottu 
poaduka [ missing letter- pa-]   - mend.  

duaka  has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is thittam  
pannuka [ missing letter- pa-]   - mend.  

duaka  has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is poththukai  
[ missing letter- pa-] - mending.  

duaka  has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is  kurai yaei  
neekkida vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-]   -to remove the fault ; kurai- fault; 
neekidu- remove . 

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is undakka  
vaendum –to make . 

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is  aakkidu  -
cause.  

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is  adaivu  -
cause.  

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is  kathai – 
cause  . 

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is vidaiyam -  cause.  

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoonduka –cause/ kindle .  
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duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is uvakai  
kondiduka- to be glad ; uavaki kolluthal- glad . 

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  thukkaa theetham – happiness.  

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is thaenikka-  
happiness.  

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  koathukam /  nithuvanam – joy.  

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  vinoatham- pleasure.  

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  vimmitham- delight.  

duaka    has the  consonants- the-  ka ––and the  original Tamil  word is katti- 
inward delight.  

 

dùg...bad(-bad): to stride, hurry ('knees' + 'to open').  

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- pa - the – and the  original Tamil  
word is oaadi vanthiduka-  come fast  ; oaadu- run  ; vanthiduka- to come/ 
vanthida vaendum  . 

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- pa - the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thappiththu  oaduka-  to escape ;  thaippikka-  to escape ; oaduka- run . 

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- pa - the – and the  original Tamil  
word is   nadakkum  vitham- style of walking ;nadakka- to walk ; vitham- type .  

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- pa - the – and the  original Tamil  
word is   poattu mithikka  vaendum  - tread ; mithikka- to stamp  .  
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dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- [- pa-]  - the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nadakka  vaendum-  to walk; nadakka- walk  . 

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- [- pa-]  - the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   adi  eduththu  vaikka / nadakka  vaendum – to make a  step ;adi –
step /foot; edukka –take  . 

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- [- pa-]  - the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ani -vakukka  vaendum –to march.   

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- [- pa-]  - the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nadakkum  / oadum/  vandi  oattum    vaekaththai  koottuka- to 
speed up ; oadu- run; nadakka- walk; vaekam- speed;  vandi- van;  oattu- drive .  

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- [- pa-]  - the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sattena  vanthida vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] -  come quick  

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- - pa  - the – and the  original Tamil  
word is   pettena [Malayalam]  vanthida vaendum- come fast ; vanthidu- come . 

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- - pa  - the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  sattu puttena  vaa  [ missing  letter- sa-] - come fast ; vaa- come . 

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- - [-pa -]  - the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   mikuntha  kaditham   -  hasten. 

dùg...bad(-bad)  has the consonants  -the – ka- - [-pa -]  - the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is    viranthiduka [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  to hurry .  

 

dùg...bad(-bad) 

 

dùg...dúb: to rub the knees (?) ('knees' + 'to flop').  
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dùg...dúb   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the  -[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is   thodaiyaei    thattuka   [before the fight] -  -to tap  the thighs ; thodai- 
thigh ; thattu- tap . 

dùg...dúb   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the  -[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai  mutti- yaei thaeikka  - the rub the  fist ; kai- hand; mutti- joint; kai 
mutti –wrist ;  thaeikka- to rub .  

dùg...dúb   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the  -[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kanu-vai   thaeiththiduka – to rub the  knee; kanu- knee; thaeiththiduka- 
to rub . 

dùg...dúb   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the  -[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kavizhnthida [ missing letter- zha-] – to flop . 

dùg...dúb   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the  -[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is   thoalvi  adainthida [ missing letter- la- ]-  to flop /failure; thoalvi- failure;  
adaiya- attain  . 

dùg...dúb   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the  -[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is   thallaadi  thalladi  nadakka- [ missing letter- la- ]-  staggering  gait ; 
nadakka- walk; thallaaduthal- tottering  .  

dùg...dúb   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the  -[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is  thadumaari  nadakka / kirankki   nadakka -  [ missing letter-  Ra-] - 
staggering  gait; thadumaara- totter ; nadakka- to walk ; kirakkam- giddiness . 

dùg...dúb   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the  -[-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kadakku  kadukkena  aadi  nadakka   - staggering  gait  . 

dùg...dúb   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the  -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoppena  veezhnthida  [ missing letter- zha-] – to flop / fall . 

 

kušdùg-gan: leather bag ('gladness' + 'to bring forth').  
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kušdùg-gan   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -  the  -ka  -an –and the  original Tamil   
word is   kidukin pai [ missing letter  - pa-]-  leather bag; pai- bag  . 

kušdùg-gan   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -  the  -ka  -an –and the  original Tamil   
word is   kidukin  padam [ missing letter  - pa-]--  leather shield ; kiduku- hide .  

kušdùg-gan   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -  the  -ka  -an –and the  original Tamil   
word is  kodukka vaendum – to bring  forth; kodukka- give  . 

kušdùg-gan   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -  the  -ka  -an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   peththu  kodukka  vaendum  [ missing letter  - pa-] – to beget.  

kušdùg-gan   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -  the  -ka  -an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   undaakka  vaendum – to create .    

kušdùg-gan   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] -  the  -ka  -an –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kutti poada vaendum [ missing letter  - pa-] – to beget ; kutti- kid  . 

kušdùg-gan   has the consonants- ka- sa--  the  -ka  -an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vayeiththu   sinai yaei   eenida   vaendum - to beget ; sinai /baby /foetus  
;eenida- to deliver ; vayeiru –stomach . 

kušdùg-gan   has the consonants- ka- [-sa-] --  the  -ka  -an –and the  original Tamil  
word is  manam uvakai  kondida -  to be glad ; manam- mind; uvakai- happy ; 
kondida- to have . 

 

dùg...gúr: to sit down; to rest ('knees' + 'to bend'). 

dùg...gúr   has the consonants- the-  ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
irukkai -yir  utkaara / kuntha   vaendum  -to take seat  ; irukkai- seat; utkaaru- sit 
down . 

dùg...gúr   has the consonants- the-  ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sirithu  naeram  / satrae  oaivu  edukka  vaendum  -to take rest for a short time ;  
sirithu- little  / few;  naeram- time; oaivu- rest ; edukka- take . 
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dùg...gúr   has the consonants- the-  ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kaar 
mutti- knee joint ; kaar- leg; mutti- joint .  

dùg...gúr   has the consonants- the-  ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nudankuthar – to  bend . 

dùg...gúr   has the consonants- the-  ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
madankuthar-bend.  

dùg...gúr   has the consonants- the-  ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koanuthar – to bend . 

dùg...gúr   has the consonants- the-  ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurankuthar – to bend .  

dùg...gúr   has the consonants- the-  ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thiruku  /thirukku – bend , curve as of a fort.  

 

 dùg...gál: to be pleased, satisfied ('gladness' + 'to be available'). 

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is manam 
makizhthal – gladness ; manam- mind .  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaazhthal -  be happy .  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is ullam 
kaliththida / kaliththal – delight ; ullam- soul .  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uvaththal – rejoice . 

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nalkuthal – rejoice.  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pukaluthal [ missing letter- pa-]  -rejoice.  
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duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vimmuthal / vithu vithaththal- rejoice.  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kondaaduthal – rejoicing.  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is kuthukulam – delight.  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ukaliththal-  joy/ pleasure.  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is kulaattu – joy. 

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilaiyaattu- pleasure.  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam kaninthiduthal - pleased ; manam- mind; kaninthida- to ripe . 

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam ilakuthal – pleased.  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ulam 
kolluthal – pleased.  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kidaikkalaam -  may be available.  

duggal   has the consonants – the - ka-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is ullam  
thanivu  adaithal  - mental  satisfaction ; ulllam- soul ; thaniya – satsified.  

glad [E]   has the consonants- ka- la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  manam  
makizhuthal -  gladnesss; manam-  mind; makizha- th be happy .  
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glad [E]   has the consonants- ka- la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  manam  
uvakai kolluthal – mental   happiness ; manam- mind; uvukai- happy;kolluka- to 
have . 

glad [E]   has the consonants- ka- la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  manam 
kalippu adaithal [ missing  letter- pa-] -  gladness; manam- mind; kalippu- 
happiness ; adaiya –attain .  

glad [E]   has the consonants- ka- la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  manam  
inpam kolluthal [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to have mental  joy; inpam- happiness; 
kollu –have .   

 

 dùg...gar: to kneel down, for someone: dative ('knees' + 'to place').  

dùg...gar   has the consonants  -the- ka --Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  mutti 
kaar-  knees ; mutti- joint/ knee ; kaar- legs. 

dùg...gar   has the consonants  -the- ka --Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  mutti 
kaar -ida  vaendum  – to kneel down ;  kaar-  mutti- knee joint; kaar- leg .  

dùg...gar   has the consonants  -the- ka --Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mandi  ittu  vanankuthar vaendum – to knee down to salute; mandi  idu- kneel 
down ; vanankku- to worship  . 

dùg...gar   has the consonants  -the- ka --Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   
iduthar  vaendum – to place . 

dùg...gar   has the consonants  -the- ka --Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
naan-k-kaam  [ kodai ]   vaetrumai – [ language ] – dative . 

dùg...gar   has the consonants  -the- ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
naangin  urubu  yaetra sor  [ missing  letters- sa- - pa-] [ language ] – dative; sor/ 
sol –word/ language . 

dùg...gar   has the consonants  -the- ka --Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
naankaam vaetrumai  urubu [ missing  letter- pa-]-   [ language ] – dative. 
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dùg...gar   has the consonants  -the- ka --Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is   
peyar  adai- yudan  inaivathu [ missing  letter- pa-]- – dative [ language ] . 

dùg...gar   has the consonants  -the- ka --Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
peyar  -  adai- yaaka [ nan -kodaiyaaka]   kodukka   patta  ondru -[ missing  letter- 
pa-]-   dative / given as a  gift ;  nan kodai- gift; kodukka- to give; kodukka 
pattathu- given  . 

dùg...gar   has the consonants  -the- ka -an -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
marai muka  seyapadu  porulai  kuripidukindra [ missing  letters- sa-  pa- and  -la-] 
]- dative [ language ] . 

dùg...gar   has the consonants  -the- ka -an -Ra –and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  niyamikka [ Skt] padukindra [ missing  letter- pa-]- –  dative  
/appointed . 

dative   has the consonants- the – va- and the  original Tamil  word is naankam  
vaetrumai [ missing  letter- Ra-] – dative [ language].  

 

dùg-tuku: strong-legged ('knees' + 'to own'). 

dùg-tuku  has the consonants - the - ka -  the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuntha  valimai  konda / vazhuvaana  kai /  kaal /  thodaikal [ missing letter- la-]-  
-   very  strong  legs / thighs ; mikuntha- more; valimai- strong ;  kaal- leg;  kai- 
hand ; thodai -  thigh . 

dùg-tuku  has the consonants - the - ka -  the-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
udaimaiaakkida  vaendum- to own; udaimai- possession; aakkidu- to make   . 

 

 dùg-ud-ak: politeness (cf., dùg/du10...aka). 

dùg-ud-ak   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
mikuntha  kanniyathth-udan  -politeness; mikuntha excess  . 
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dùg-ud-ak   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
mikuntha  kanivu-  udan-  politeness; kanivu-  politeness  . 

dùg-ud-ak   has the consonants  -the- ka- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuntha  vanakkaththu -dan  - politeness ; vanakkam- respect . 

dùg-ud-ak   has the consonants  -the- ka- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuntha  inakkam  kondu – politeness. 

dùg-ud-ak   has the consonants  -the-  ka- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuntha   panivu-  udan [ missing  letter- pa-]   - politeness;  mikuntha- more / 
very  ;  panivu- obedience/ politeness  . 

dùg-ud-ak   has the consonants  -the- ka- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuntha  mathippu  kondu [ missing letter- pa-] - politeness ; mikuntha- excess;  
mathippu- respect; konda- having  . 

 

 dùg...zil: to run, flee ('knees' + 'to cut').  

dùg...zil   has the consonants – the- ka – [-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaadi  olika – run and hide; oaadu- run; olika- hide . 

dùg...zil   has the consonants – the- ka –sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thappiththu   selluka [ missing  letter- pa-]-  escape  ; thaippikka- to  escape ; 
selluka- go . 

dùg...zil   has the consonants – the- ka –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaal mutti/ mutti-k-kaal  -  knee joint ; kaal- leg;  mutti- joint . 

dùg...zil   has the consonants – the- ka –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vetti viduthal / vettuthal –cutting ; kaalai vettuthal- to cut the leg .  

 

dum-dam...za: to grumble (see the definition for za). 
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dum-dam...za   has the consonants – the- ma-  the- ma –  [- sa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   munu munuththidu – to grumble . 

 

 dumu-aš: only son ('child' + 'one').  

dumu-aš   has the consonants-  the- ma – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mainthu – child.   

dumu-aš   has the consonants-  the- ma – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mainthan -  son.   

dumu-aš   has the consonants-  the- ma – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
oththa mainthan – only  son.    

dumu-aš   has the consonants-  the- ma – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
oththai mainthan– single son ; oththai- one ; mainthan- son.  

dumu-aš   has the consonants-  the- ma – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mooththaa / muththannaa-  elder brother.  

dumu-aš   has the consonants-  the- ma –- sa-- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  aathumasan – son.  

dumu-aš   has the consonants-  the- ma – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thampi –[ missing  letter- pa-] - younger brother ; son . 

dumu-aš   has the consonants-  the- ma – [- sa-] - and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  mooththa  paiyan  [Skt] –[ missing  letter- pa-] -  elder son ; paiyan- 
boy  ; mooththa- elder .  

 

dumu-dab5-ba: serf ('child' + 'to seize, hire').  

dumu-dab5-ba  has the consonants  -the -ma -  the -  pa- [- pa-] - -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pannai / koththa-  adimai [ missing  letter- ka-]-   bonded  laborer 
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of the farm  land ; pannai- farm land ;  adimai- slave ;  koththa-adimai- bonded 
laborer.  

dumu-dab5-ba  has the consonants  -the -ma -  the – [- pa-] - [- pa-] - -and the  
original Tamil  word is   vaadakaikku  edukka  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- to 
hire .   

dumu-dab5-ba  has the consonants  -the -ma -  the –pa- [- pa-] - -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaiyaka paduththa  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]-to seize . 

dumu-dab5-ba  has the consonants  -the -ma -  the –[-pa-]- [- pa-] - -and the  
original Tamil  word is  kedaa maadu [ missing  letter- ka-]-–son /bull   . 

 

DUMU-DUMU-LA: (cf., di4-di4-la). 

 

 dumu-ga.eš8: deputy (?) of a merchant ('child' + 'merchantman').  

dumu-ga.eš8   has the consonants – the- ma -ka – sa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is Komatti Setti- yin- thunaivan  - deputy of a Telugu speaking merchant. 

 dumu-ga.eš8   has the consonants – the- ma -ka – sa-- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  Komatti Setti – Telugu speaking merchant.  

dumu-ga.eš8   has the consonants – the- ma -ka – [-sa-] - -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thoakam- child.  

dumu-ga.eš8   has the consonants – the- ma -ka – [-sa-] - -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is vakantham -  child.  

dumu-ga.eš8   has the consonants – the- ma -ka – [-sa-] - -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kedaa  maadu-  male baby/ son / bull . 

dumu-ga.eš8   has the consonants – the- ma -ka – [-sa-] - -and the  original Tamil  
word is   mooththa  makan- elder son ; mooththa  - elder; makan- son . 
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dumu-gal: eldest son or daughter ('child' + 'large') 

 dumu-gal  has the consonants-  the –ma-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mooththa  makal- elder daughter ;  mooththa- elder; makal  –daughter .  

dumu-gal  has the consonants-  the –ma-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thalai  makan -  eldest  son ; makan- son ; thalai- head . 

dumu-gal  has the consonants-  the –ma-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kayamthalai – child.  

dumu-gal  has the consonants-  the –ma-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nalla  neelamum  akalumum ulla-  large; nalla- good; neelam- length ; aklam- 
width ; ulla- has . 

 

dumu-gir15/gi7: freeborn man, Sumerian [in contrast to slaves from foreign 
countries] ('child' + 'native group').  

dumu-gir15/gi7   has the consonants – the- ma- ka -Ra- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  naattin    kudi urimai    konda  makan – citizen of the state ; naadu –state; 
kudi urimai –citizenship ; makan- son . 

dumu-gir15/gi7   has the consonants – the- ma- ka -Ra- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaeru  naattu  adimai – foreign slave; vaeru- different; naadu- state; 
adimai –slave .  

dumu-gir15/gi7   has the consonants – the- ma- ka -Ra- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudi urimai konda koottam – native group.  

dumu-gir15/gi7   has the consonants – the- ma- ka -Ra- -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is mirudan-k-kanam -  child.  

 dumu-gir15/gi7   has the consonants – the- ma- ka -Ra- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thiru makan – son  ; thiru- holy / wealth ; makan –son . 
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dumu-KA: grandson.   

dumu-KA  has the consonants -  the- ma- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mooththa  makanudaiya  makan – son of eldest  son ; mootha- elder; makan-son  

 

dumu-lú: gentleman ('child' + 'gentleman').  

dumu-lú  has the consonants-  the- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thalai 
makan [  missing  letter- pa-]-  – gentleman  . 

dumu-lú  has the consonants-  the- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
panpu ulla manithan [  missing  letter- pa-]-  gentle man  ;  nalla panpu- good 
nature ; manithan- man . 

dumu-lú  has the consonants-  the- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
manithan- good person ; nalla- good; manithan- man . 

dumu-lú  has the consonants-  the- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mathalai – child/ son . 

dumu-lú  has the consonants-  the- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kayam- 
-thalai [  missing  letter- ka-]-  child.  

dumu-lú  has the consonants-  the- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ilam 
kuzhanthai [  missing  letter- ka-]-  little child . 

dumu-lú  has the consonants-  the- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mulai 
aandi  -infant ; mulai – breast .  

 

dumu-lugal(-/ak/): prince ('child' + 'king' + genitive). 

dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naadu  aalum  mannavanin  makal- princess; naadu –state; aalum- 
ruling; mannavan- king ; makan –son .  
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dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   naattai  aalum  thalai makan  -king  the ruler of the state; thalai  -
head; makan- son ; naadu –state; aalu –rule .  

dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naattai  aalum  naemi  vallavan -  king  the ruler of the state. 

dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nattai aalum mandaleekan- king  the ruler of the state. 

dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naattai aalum muthalvan -king  the ruler of the state; muthalvan- 
first  person/ head ; naadu- state ; aalu –  to rule  . 

dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naattai aalum kaavalan-king  the ruler of the state; kaavalan- king . 

dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naadu  aalum  oankkole  –in  makan – son of the king ; naadu –
state; aalu –rule; oankkole- king .  

dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kudi  makkal / nattu makkal – citizens; naadu –state; makkal- 
people .  

dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pothu makkal [missing letter- pa-]   -public ; pothu –common . 

dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  peththa makkal [missing letter- pa-]  - begot children; makkal –
children/ people  .  

dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kayam-thalaikal  –children . 

dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kula muthal – offspring  /son  ; kulam- clan . 
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dumu-lugal(-/ak/)   has the consonants – the-  ma- la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  makkat- selvankkal – children as the wealth; selvam- wealth; 
makkal- children/ people   .  

 

 dumu-mí: daughter ('child' + 'feminine').  

dumu-mí  has the consonants  -the- ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
mooththa  ponnu   [ missing  letter- pa-] -eldest daughter ; ponnu- girl / daughter  

dumu-mí  has the consonants  -the- ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is   pen 
thanmai [ missing  letter- pa-] – femininity . 

dumu-mí  has the consonants  -the- ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaaimai -  mother hood.  

dumu-mí  has the consonants  -the- ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
mainthu  -child.  

 

dumu-mí-lugal(-/ak/): princess ('child' + 'female' + 'king' + genitive).  

dumu-mí-lugal (-/ak/)  has the consonants -  the- ma  -la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  naadu  aalum  mannvanin / oanakkolin / kaavalanin    makal – 
daughter pf the king ; naadu –state; aalum- ruling  ; mannavan- king; makal- 
daughter . 

dumu-mí-lugal (-/ak/)  has the consonants -  the- ma  -la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  kudi  makkaludaiya   thalaivi  - princess ; muthal makal ;  kudi 
makkal –citizens ; thalaivi- mistress  .  

dumu-mí-lugal (-/ak/)  has the consonants -  the- ma  -la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word  is  naadu aalum  kaavalanudaiya   manaivi   -wife  of the king ; naadu 
–state; aalum- ruling;  kaavalan- king ; manaivi- wife .  
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dumu-mí-lugal (-/ak/)  has the consonants -  the- ma  -la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word  is   thalai makanudaiya pen kuzhanthai / muthal makal  [ missing  
letter- pa-] –female child  of the  king   ; thalai- head ;   thalai makan- king  ;penn-  
female; kuzhanthai –child ; muthal –first ; makal –daughter .  

dumu-mí-lugal (-/ak/)  has the consonants -  the- ma  -la- ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word  is   makkal thalaivan – head of the people.  ; makkal- people  ; 
thalaivan- leader  . 

 

dumu-me-KA.UD: a cult servant ('child' + 'function' + ?). 

dumu-me-KA.UD  has the consonants – the- ma- ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is theiva  vazhi paattukku  uthavidum   vaelai aal [ missing letter- la/zha-]   -
one /a servant  who assists in cult practice ; thaivam –god; vazhipaadu –cult/ 
worship ; uthavi- help;  vaelai aal-servant  . 

dumu-me-KA.UD  has the consonants – the- ma- ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaali Amman kovil- il  aan kuzhanthai – yaei  [kazhuththai  kandam 
thundamaaka vetti ]  kaavu  kodukkum aal / vettiyaan [ missing letter- la/zha-]   -
the  person  who  cuts the  neck  of the male child as asacrifice in Kali temple ; 
kaali –Dravidian goddess; kovil –temple ;  kuzhanthai –child;  kazhuththu- neck ; 
kavu –sacrifice;  aal- person; vettiyaan- the person who cuts ; vettu –cut ; 
kandam- the neck;  thundu- piece /bit  . 

dumu-me-KA.UD  has the consonants – the- ma- ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaavu  kodukka  vaendiya  muthal   aan kuzhanthai [ missing letter- 
la/zha-]   -the first  male  child which has to be sacrificed ; kaavu –sacrifice; 
kodukka- to give ; muthal – first ; aan- male ; kuzhanthai –child . 

dumu-me-KA.UD  has the consonants – the- ma- ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kondaatam- celebration  . 

dumu-me-KA.UD  has the consonants – the- ma- ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kovil -il  vaiththu   kuzhanthaikku   kaathu kuththida  vaendum/ kaathu 
kuththum  vizha / kaathu kuththi /kaathu anikalan / thattan /   anivikkum vizha  [ 
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missing letter- la/zha-]   -  ear piercing  ceremony  for the child -  done in a temple 
by the gold smith  ; kovil- temple; kuzhanthai- child;  kaathu –ear; kuththu –
pierce;  kaathu  ani kalan -  ear stud; anivikka- to wear; vizha- function ; thattan-  
gold smith. 

dumu-me-KA.UD  has the consonants – the- ma- ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kovil -il  vaiththu   kuzhanthaikku  mooku kuththi  thanka  mookkuththi  
anivikka   vaendum  /anivikkum  thattaan [ missing letter- la/zha-] -  to do nose 
piercing  and to wear a gold  nose ring to the childin a temple by the gold smith  ;  
kovil- temple; kuzhanthai- child;  mookku- nose; kuththu- syab; thanakm- gold; 
mookkuththi- nose  ring ; anivikka  to wear; thattaan- gold smith. 

dumu-me-KA.UD  has the consonants – the- ma- ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kovil -il  vaiththu   kuzhanthaikku / naavithan /  muthal   mottai  adikkum 
vizha [ missing letter- la/zha-] -  the first  tonsure  ceremony  to be done to the 
child   in a temple by the barber ; kovil- temple;  kuzhanthai- child; naavithan- 
barber;  muthal –first ; mottai adikka- to remove the hair  /tonsure ; vizha – 
function .  

dumu-me-KA.UD  has the consonants – the- ma- ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaali  kattum  mana/ kaliyaana  vizha  [ missing letter- la/zha-] - marriage 
day ; thaali –sacred thread;  kattu- marry ; mana vizha-  marriage celebration. 

 dumu-me-KA.UD  has the consonants – the- ma- ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuzhanthai yaei  thottil –il  -idum  vizha [ missing letter- la/zha-] - 
ceremony  for  keeping  the  child in the cradle / crib ;  thottil –cradle  ; vizha- 
function . 

 

 dumu-nitah: son; (cf., ibila) ('child' + 'masculine'). 

dumu-nitah has the consonants - the –ma- an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  veettin  / kudiyin  /   mootha   makan  [ missing  letter- ka-] – eldest son of 
the family; kudi- family ; mootha- elder ;makan- son ; veedu- house . 
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dumu-nitah has the consonants - the –ma- an- the- ka – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  vankanththam – child.  

dumu-nitah has the consonants - the –ma- an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   aan thanmai   konda – with masculine features ; aan- male; thanmai- 
nature . 

 

 dumu-sag: first-born child ('child' + 'principal'). 

dumu-sag   has the consonants - the- ma- [- sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  motha  makan / moothavan – first  male /son  ; motha- first ; makan –
son.  

dumu-sag  has the consonants - the- ma- [- sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is motha - va [ missing letter- pa-]-  first born  girl ; motha- first . 

dumu-sag  has the consonants - the- ma- [- sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil word 
is  thokam – child.  

dumu-sag  has the consonants - the- ma- [- sa-] -ka – and the other interpretation 
of the word is  vakantham –child.  

dumu-sag  has the consonants - the- ma- [- sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil word 
is  muthalvan  [ missing letter- la-]-  principal . 

dumu-sag  has the consonants - the- ma- [- sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil word 
is  thalai makan [ missing letter- la-]-  principal . 

dumu-sag  has the consonants - the- ma- [- sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil word 
is  muthanmai kondavan – principal ; mukkiyasththan ; muthanmai- forst/ prime ; 
kondavan- one who  has . 

 

 dumu-tab: twin sons ('child' + 'pair').  
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dumu-tab   has the consonants  -the- ma- the- [ -pa-]  –and the  orignalTamil  
word is erattai  mainthar [ missing letter –Ra-]-   twin sons  ;erattai –double; 
mainthar  -son .  

 

dumu-tu-da: son (born) of ('child' + 'to beget' + nominative).  

dumu-tu-da   has the consonants  - the- ma - the   -and the   original Tamil  word is   
eendru   eduththa  makan  / kedaa maadu  [ missing  letter- ka-] –begot son   ;  
eendru  edu –beget ;  makan- son; kedaa maadu- son/ bull / male child . 

dumu-tu-da   has the consonants  - the- ma - the   -and the   original Tamil  word is  
mooththa makan [ missing  letter- ka-] –-  eldest  son; mooththa- elder; makan- 
son .    

beget   has the consonants  - pa- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  peththu 
kodukka / edukka   vaendum -  beget .  

beget   has the consonants  - [- pa-] - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is karu   
eendriduka  /thoatruvikka [ missing letter- Ra-] – to give birth/ to produce . 

 

iti ddumu-zi: calendar month 12 at Umma during Ur III.  

Iti/  ddumu-zi  has the consonants-  the- ma- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paththaam  maatham / maasam  [ missing letter- pa-]- 10th month ; pathtu- 10th ; 
maatham- month . 

Iti/  ddumu-zi  has the consonants-  the- ma- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ettam maasam – 8th month ; ettu- 8; maasam- month . 

Iti/  ddumu-zi  has the consonants-  the- ma- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
motha maaasam- first  month; motha- first ; maasam- month. 

Iti/ ddumu-zi  has the consonants-  the- ma- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thondaam  maasam  - 9th month; thondu- 9; maasam- month . 
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Iti/ ddumu-zi  has the consonants-  the- ma- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
moonaam maatham /maasam  -3rd month ; moonu –three; maatham- month  

Iti/ ddumu-zi  has the consonants-  the- ma- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aeinthaam maasam – fifth month ; aeinthu- five; maaam- month. 

Iti/  ddumu-zi  has the consonants-  the- ma- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Aattu Mandai maasam /Thai maasam  -  goat head month ; aadu -  goat ;  mandai- 
head ;  maasam-  month . 

Iti/  ddumu-zi  has the consonants-  the- ma- sa- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is Thai maasam-  Thai month .   

Iti/  ddumu-zi  has the consonants-  the- ma- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Nandu  Maasm /Aadi maasm - month of cancer ; nandu –crab ; maasm- month . 

Iti/  ddumu-zi  has the consonants-  the- ma- sa- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  Aadi  maasm – Tamil Aadi month. 

 

(lú)DUN-a: dependent (on), subordinate ('subordinate' + nominative) 

(lú)DUN-a  has the consonants  - la –the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is   
thunai aal -  a subordinate. 
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                                                                        Page - 85  

 

gišdun-gi: a tool; a type of yoke (?) ('to scrape, dig' + 'reed' or 'firm, strong').  

gišdun-gi  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - the –an- ka-  and the   original Tamil  
word is  thunai-k- karuvi  [ missing letter-  Ra-] – tool  . 

gišdun-gi  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - the –an- ka-  and the   original Tamil  
word is  munnai   vetta  uthavidum –yaenam  /eththanam  - munn vetti -the tool 
to cut/dig ground -   the  spade ; maun- soil; vettu- cut; mnun vetti- spade . 

gišdun-gi  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - the –an- ka-  and the   original Tamil  
word is  maatu vandi -yin  nuka  thadi  -the yoke of the bullock cart; maadu- bull; 
vandi –cart; nuka thadi- yoke . 

gišdun-gi  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- the –an- ka-  and the   original Tamil  
word is munnai  kudainthida / thoanda  vaendum - to dig the soil / ground ; maun- 
soil; thoanduka- dig. 

gišdun-gi  has the consonants-  ka –sa- the –an- ka-  and the   original Tamil  word 
is    nangu   soranda  vaenum [ missing letter- Ra-] - to scrape well  . 

gišdun-gi  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - the –an- ka-  and the   original Tamil  
word  is  thenna-k- keetru [ missing letter- Ra-] –palm leaves . 

gišdun-gi  has the consonants-  ka  –[-sa-] - the –an- ka-  and the   original Tamil 
word is mikuntha  uruthi kondathu  [ missing letter- Ra-] - one which is very  
strong ; uruthi –strong . 

tool  has the consonants- the-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ayuthankal / 
yeththanakkal - [ missing letter- ka-]-  tools . 

tool  has the consonants- the-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thalavaadam [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  tools . 
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 to scrape   has the consonants-  the-  sa- ka – Ra- [-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is soranduka  -  to scrape . 

dig  has the consonants –the- ka -and the original Tamil word is  thoandua- dig. 

strong  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  –the- Ra- an- ka – and the  original tamil  word 
is mikuntha  uruthi  kondathu -  very  very  strong; uruthi- strong; mikuntha- 
more.  

yoke  has the consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nuka thadi [ missing 
letter- the -] - yoke . 

 

dùn-lá: depression ('to bring low' + 'to hang'; cf., íl-lá, 'elevation').  

dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is mantha  
nilai- slow status . 

dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is adi nilai 
/ thaazh nilai – lower status ; nilai- status ; thaazh- lower ; adi – bottom .  

dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is thaazhvu  
azhuththa  nilai [ missing  letter- ka-]- – low pressure status ; thaazhvu- low; 
azhuthtam- pressure; nilai- status.  

dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
azhuthha nilai – mental  pressure/ mental anxiety   ;  manam-  mind; azhuththam- 
pressure /anxiety  ; nilai- status .    

dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
pathatta  nilai mental anxious status ; maanm- mind; pathattam- anxiety ; nilai- 
status.  

dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pallamaana  nilai-[ missing letter- pa-]-    down status ;  pallam- depression  
/furrow / pit . 
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dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is thoankal 
/ thoankiduthal [ missing letter- ka-]-  hanging . 

dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is naan 
iduthal- to hang ; naan- rope . 

dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aazhamanathu – deep . 

dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is izhi nilai- 
bad status ; izhi- bad; nilai -  status . 

dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is melintha 
niliyil -  thin staus ; melintha- lean/ thin ; olliyaanthu –thin .  

dùn-lá   has the consonants – the- an- la - and the  original Tamil  word is thanimai 
yil- alone .  

 

dúr-dúr: dam to create a reservoir; (cf., duruna; durunx ) (reduplicated 'buttocks; 
to dry out'). 

dúr has the consonants – the- Ra-  – and the  original Tamil meaning  of the  word 
is   anaikkattuthar [ misisng letter- ka-]- to build a dam  ;anai- dam; kattu –build  . 

dúr has the consonants – the- Ra-  – and the  original Tamil meaning  of the  word 
is   neer thaekkam amaiththiduthar [ missing letter- ka-]- to  create a reservoir.  

dúr has the consonants – the- Ra-  – and the  original Tamil meaning  of the  word 
is   oadum  Cavery  /Kankai / Koathavari /  Vaikai / Tigris   aatru neerai  thaduththu    
anai  katti / neer thakekam   amaiththida vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] - to  block  
the running   [Cavery / Ganges/ Kothavari / Vaiaki ]  river  water and make a 
reservoir by   building  a  dam ;   oadum- running;  aaru-  river;  neer- water; 
thadukka- to block / stop ; anai- dam;  kattu- build;  neer thaekkam- water 
reservoir ; amaiththida vaendum –to establish . 
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dúr- has the consonants – the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the  word 
is   thanneer  indri  varandu  [ missing  letter- ka-] – dried  out without water; 
thanneer- water;  indri- without;  varandu- dried  . 

dúr   has the consonants – the- Ra-– and the  original Tamil  word is thanneer  
thurai-  port .  

dúr   has the consonants – the- Ra-– and the  original Tamil  word is thaerai kundi 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  flat  buttocks.  

dúr   has the consonants – the- Ra-– and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
piruttam [ missing  letter- pa-]  – buttock . 

 

 dúr...gar: to sit ('buttocks' + 'to set down upon'). 

dúr...gar   has the consonants-  the -Ra –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
erukkaiyir / tharayir  utkaara vaendum / kundi  kuththi   kuntha vaendum –to sit / 
to take the seat  /to squat ; erukkai –chair ; utkaaru –sit down; kundi- hip  . 

squat [E] has the consonants -  sa- ka -the - and the   orignal Tamil  word is  
soothai  vaiththu / kundi  kondu  kunthuka  - to sit on the buttocks ; sooththu- 
buttocks; kundi –hip / buttock  ; kunthu –sit  . 

squat [E]  has the consonants -  sa- ka -the - and the interpretaion  of the word is   
–sammanam iduka – to sit down . 

squat [E] has the consonants -  [-sa-]- ka -the - and the   orignal Tamil  word is  
kundi – buttock.  

 

 dúr-ki...gar: to establish one's dwelling ('to dwell (plural)' + 'place' + 'to 
establish').  

dúr-ki...gar  has the consonants - the  -Ra-  ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  Cauvery/ Gankai  / Tigris    aatram karai  yoaram  kudai-yaetram  amaiththida  
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vaendum– to establish a  dwelling on the river side  ; kudi  -yaeru- to settle  ;  
amaiththiduka- to establish; aaru-  river; karai- bank  . 

dúr-ki...gar  has the consonants - the  -Ra-  ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  niruvuthar vaendum  -to establish . 

dúr-ki...gar  has the consonants - the  -Ra-  ka – Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thankuvatharkku  veedu  katti   kudiyaera vaendum – to build a house for 
dewlling . 

 

gišdúr-gar: chair; throne. 

gišdúr-gar  has the consonants-  ka–sa-  the -Ra –ka- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   mudi  soodiya  pattaththu  mannavarin /  paer arasaroada  arima  erukkai  
[ missing  letter- pa-]- -  the lion throne of the crowned king ; pataththu  mannar- 
crowned king ;  paer arasar- emperor ; paer arasar- pharaoh ; erukkai   -chair-; 
arima- lion.  

 

 dúr-ru-un: to sit (plural); (cf., duruna; tuš). 

dúr-ru-un  has the consonants  - the –Ra- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
irukkaiyir  utkaara / kuntuthar  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  to sit on the chair. 

dúr-ru-un  has the consonants  - the –Ra- an – and the othe rinterpretaion  of the 
word is  amara  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-   -to sit.  

 

 dúr-šáh: ham ('buttocks' + 'domestic pig').  

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra –  sa-- ka -  and the  original Tamil   word is  
pandri [sakkira muka]  iraichchci   kari [ missing letter- pa-]  – pig  meat ;  pandri -  
pig ; iraichchi- meat  . 
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dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra –  sa-- ka -  and the  interpretation of the 
word is  sakkiraatham – pig.  

 dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra –  sa-- ka -  and the  interpretation of the 
word is  vachchcira thanthan – pig.  

 dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – [- sa-]-- ka -  and the  original Tamil   
word is  veettu  pandri [ missing letter- pa-]  – domestic pig ; pandri- pig  ; veedu- 
house .  

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – [- sa-]-- ka -  and the  original Tamil   word 
is  kaattu  pandri [ missing letter- pa-]   -wild pig ; kaadu –forest .  

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – [- sa-]-- ka -  and the  original Tamil   word 
is   pandri-k- kidai [ missing letter- pa-] - pig sty ; kidai- pen .  

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – [- sa-]-- ka -  and the  original Tamil   word 
is   pandri  kutti [ missing letter- pa-]  -young pig ; kutti- kid .  

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – [- sa-]-- ka -  and the  original Tamil   word 
is   kaduvan  pandri [ missing letter- pa-]  - boar/ male pig ; pandri- pig . 

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – [- sa-]-- ka -  and the  original Tamil   word 
is   pandri  kompu [ missing letter- pa-]  – boar’s tusk ; kompu- tusk  . 

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra –  [-sa-]-- ka -  and the  interpretation of 
the word is  theerkaayutham – boar.  

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra –  sa-- ka -  and the  original Tamil   word is   
nachcharippavar - man with pig like character. 

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – [- sa-]-- ka -  and the  original Tamil   word 
is     kuthir vayirar - man with pig like character. 

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – [- sa-]-- ka -  and the  original Tamil   word 
is     yaerumaaranavar –   man with pig like character.  
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dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – sa -ka -  and the  original Tamil   word    
maattu  iraichchi   kari – beef  ; maadu-  bull; padu maadu –cow; iraichchi- meat. 

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – sa –ka -  and the  original Tamil   word  
aattu  iriachchi  kari – mutton  ; aadu- goat ; iraichchi- meat . 

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – sa -ka -  and the  original Tamil   word  
sivappu  iraichchi  kari  [ missing letter- pa-] – red meat ; sivappu –red; iraichchi- 
meat. 

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – sa -ka -  and the  original Tamil   word    
pachchai   iraichchi- [ missing letter- pa-] red /fresh  meat ;  pachachi- fresh  
/green; iraichchi- meat . 

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra – sa -ka -  and the  original Tamil   word  
iraichchi   kariyin  puratha  saththu [ missing letter- pa-] - meat  protein ; iraichchi 
– meat ; puratham- protein; saththu  - nutrition / nourishment . 

dúr-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra –[- sa-] -ka -  and the  original Tamil   word  
periya  kundi  [ missing letter- pa-] – big buttocks ;  periya-  big;  kundi – buttock . 

-šáh   has the consonants – the- Ra –[- sa-] -ka -  and the  original Tamil   word  
thaerai kundi  -flat  buttocks.  

 

dùr-KAS4: donkey foal.  

dùr-KAS   has the consonants   -the- Ra- ka -sa  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
oru akavai  [ vayathu ] [Skt]   konda  kuthirai – one  year old  horse  ; oru- one;  
akavai –age ; kuthirai- horse . 

dùr-KAS   has the consonants   -the- Ra- ka –[- sa -]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kuthirai kutti/ kutti kuthirai- horse kid/ foal ; kuthirai- horse; kutti- kid/ small  .  

dùr-KAS   has the consonants   -the- Ra- ka – sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinna  kuthirai- little horse/ foal  ; sinna- small ; kuthirai- horse .  
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dùr-KAS   has the consonants   -the- Ra- ka – [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is sianiyaei / kutti- yaei  eendriduka  -to give birth to a kid/ foal [verb] ; kutti- kid;  
eendriduka- to give birth . 

dùr-KAS   has the consonants   -the- Ra- ka – sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
siriya  kuti –small kid ; siriya- small; kutti- kid.  

dùr-KAS   has the consonants   -the- Ra- ka – [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is sinna   koavaeru  kazhuthai [ missing  letter- zha-]-  little mule ; sinna- small; 
kazhuthai- donkey .  

dùr-KAS   has the consonants   -the- Ra- ka – [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aan  kuthiraikkum  pottai / pen   kazhathikkum  pirantha   kalappina   vilanku  [ 
missing  letters-  zha/ la-  and-  pa-] – the animal  born  from  male  horse and the 
female  donkey ;  aan- male;   pen- female ; kuthairai- horse; kazhuthai-  donkey; 
piranthai- birth ; kalappu inam-  mixed race ; vilanku- animal/ vilankinam  .  

dùr-KAS   has the consonants   -the- Ra- ka – [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    arivu   kuraivaanavan  - one with  less  intelligence; arivu- intelligence;  
kuraivu- less.    

dùr-KAS   has the consonants   -the- Ra- ka – [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    neenda   kuralai  udaiyavan  [ missing  letter- la-]- – one with long  voice / 
donkey ;   nenda- long;  kural- voice ; udaiyavan- one who  has.  

 

dur10-tab-ba: double ax ('ax' + 'to be double' + nominative).  

dur-tab-ba  has the consonants-  the - Ra – the-  pa –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  eru puramum  pattai  theetu  patta  / koormai udaiya   kaththi / maram vettum 
eru munai  koadaari [ missing letter- ka-] - sharp /  double edged  knife/ax  ; eru- 
two;  munai –tip ; puram-  side ;  koormai- sharp ; kaththi- knife ; kodaari-  ax ; 
maram- tree; vettu –cut .  

 

dusu...lá: to carry a basket ('transportation basket' + 'to lift').  
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dusu...lá  has the consonants -  the  -sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  koodai 
– yaei  kai yil / thalai- yil  thookki / kondu selluka [ missing  letter- ka-]  -to carry 
the basket  by hands/ on the head ;  koodai- basket;  kai- hand; thalai- head; 
thookku- lift ; sellu- go . 

dusu...lá  has the consonants -  the  -[-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thelli  -angler’s basket  . 

dusu...lá  has the consonants -  the  -[-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
puttil  [ misisng letter- pa-] -  bailing  basket  / flower basket .  

dusu...lá  has the consonants -  the  -[-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudai olai [ misisng letter- ka-] -  ola basket.  

dusu...lá  has the consonants -  the  -[-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nemputhal [ misisng letter- pa-] –to lift. 

 dusu...lá  has the consonants -  the  -[-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
mael eduththal – lift  up .  

dusu...lá  has the consonants -  the  -[-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
thennuthal –lift.  

 dusu...lá  has the consonants -  the  -[-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
minduthal – lift.  

  

e-el[SIKIL]-lu: a (pure) sound (Akkadian ellu, 'clear, pure'). 

 [SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
muzhakkam -  sound  ; muzhankku  -to sound . 

[SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  oli  
olikka- to sound.  

[SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaelvi  -sound. 
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[SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
yeankal – sound  as the strings of a lute . 

 [SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kampalai [ missing letter- pa -]   -sound.  

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kali /  kael  /   kalan – sound.  

 SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
pazhankkann-[ missing letter- pa -] - sound.  

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilippu -[ missing letter- pa -]  -sound.  

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the   interpretation of the 
word is makuli –sound. 

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhunku  -to sound.  

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuyiluka –to sound. 

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-] - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kooval- howling  sound . 

 [SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --sa - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thelivaana  oli  / oasai  /  saththam [Skt]  [ missing letter- the -]  - clear sound ; 
thelivu –clear ;   oli-sound; oasai- sound; saththam- sound.  

[SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[- sa-]  - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
theilvu  [ missing letter- the -]  -clear.  

 [SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --sa - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is sikkal  
illa- clear .  
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[SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa -]- ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhappam illa  [ missing letter- pa -]  – clear . 

[SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa -]- ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
appazhukku  illa [ missing letter- pa -]   -clean . 

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[- sa-]  - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kalankal illa  -clear.  

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- -- sa- - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
velichchamaana –bright / clear . 

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-]  - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vel -  pure.  

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-]  - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalankam illa- pure.  

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-]  - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhukku illa- pure.   

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --[-sa-]  - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalappu  illa  [ missing letter- pa-] -  pure.  

SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- -sa- - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  sanku  
vellai – pure  whiteness.  

[SIKIL]-lu   has the consonants- --sa - ka - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  sen-
k-kole- pure gold.  

 

 kuše-íb-ùr: siege shield ('dike' + 'middle, loins' + 'roof').  

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka -sa –[- pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  word 
is mutrukai   kavasam/ kaedayam [missing letter- the -] – siege shield;  mutrukai- 
siege ;  kavasam- shield; kaedayam- shield.  
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kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka – [- sa -] –[- pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is   koorai-   roof . 

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka – [- sa -] –[- pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is  veettu  koorai [missing letter- the -]   - house roof; veedu-  house; koorai- 
roof.    

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka – [- sa -] –[- pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is  naduvir  [missing letter- the -]  - in the middle   . 

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka – [- sa -] –[- pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is  aatrakkarai- [missing letter- the -]   river bank; aaru- river; karai- bank . 

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka – [- sa -] –[- pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is  anai karai- - dike . 

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka – [- sa -] – pa- -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is  anai suvar – dike  . 

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka –  sa - – pa--Ra – and the original Tamil  word 
is  paarai   suvar -  rock  wall ; paarai- rock; suvar- wall . 

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka –  sa - – pa--Ra – and the original Tamil  word 
is  neer neri  suvar-   dike ; neer- water;  suvar- wall . 

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka – [- sa -] –[- pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is  thaduppu aran kattuka  [missing letter- the -]   -to build a dike ; kattuka- 
build;  thaduppu- barrier.  

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka – [- sa -] –[- pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is   neer thaekkam-[missing letter- the -]    water  reservoir ; neer- water ; 
thaekku –to block .  

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka – [- sa -] –[- pa-]  -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is  neenda  kadar mathir--[missing letter- the -] -  long  sea dike  ;  neenda- 
long; kadar- sea.  
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kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka – [- sa -] – pa- -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is   aatru   neer  poakum  paathai  [missing letter- the -]   - flowing  path of   
river water ; aaru-  river; neer- water; poakum- going/ flowing ; paathai –path . 

kuše-íb-ùr  has the consonants  - ka – [- sa -] – [- pa-]- -Ra – and the original Tamil  
word is   vaai- kaar- canal . 

middle  has the consonants -ma –the- la- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
maththiyil  [Skt]-  in the center . 

middle  has the consonants -ma –the- la- and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  nadu   maiyaththil -  in the center. 

dike   has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  neer thaekkam  
[missing letter- Ra-] – water reservoir.  

dike  has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil word is  saakkadai [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -  sewage ditch  .   

dike  has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil word is anai  kattuka- to 
build a dam ;  anai –dam; kattu- build  . 

dike  has the consonants –the- ka- and the original Tamil word is thaduppu  iduka- 
to put a barrier ; thaduppu - barrier . 

 

e-li-lum: cry of joy.  

e-li-lum has the consonants-  la -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
makizhchchiyil  azhka  [ missing  letter- ka  -and - sa-] -  crying in joy; makizhchchi- 
joy; azhaka- cry / wail .  

 

e-ne: he, she; him, her. 

e-ne  has the consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  - nee-  you . 
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e-ne  has the consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  naan-  me.   

e-ne  has the consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  en- mine . 

e-ne  has the consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  un- your . 

e-ne  has the consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  naam- we.  

e-ne  has the consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  nam- our.  

 

 e-ne-àm: he is indeed (formal 3rd person pronoun + 'to be'). 

e-ne-àm   has the consonants –an- ma - and the   original Tamil  word is unmaiyaa 
– really/ in fact .   

-ne-àm   has the consonants –an- ma - and the   original Tamil  word is naam- we.  

-ne-àm   has the consonants –an- ma - and the   original Tamil  word is nam- our.  

 

 e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e: to play (3rd person pronoun + 'to do'). 

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vilaiyaada  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] -  to play . 

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaliththida vaendum [ missing  letter- la-]-to play .  

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  killi thaandu  aattam aada  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-]-to play 
tip- cat .  

 e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  olinthu vilaiyaada vaendum [ missing  letter- la-]-to play play hide 
and seek ; olinthidu  -hide .  
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e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koali kundu  aattam aada vaendum [ missing  letter- la-]-–to play  
marbles ; koali kundu- marbles ; aattam-  a play  ; aadu –to play .  

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   oaadi  aadida vaendum  -to play ; oaadu –run ; aadu- play  . 

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thaaya kattai  aada vaendum – to play dice ; thaayam- dice  ;aadu- 
play .  

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vaedikkai kaatta vaendum – to play  tricks.  

 e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   meetta vaendum – to play harp  ;  meettu –to play .  

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vaaththiyam vaasika / isaikka   vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]  - to 
play an instrument ; isaikka –to play  . 

 e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kottu kotta vaendum  -to play  drum  ; kottu –drum ; kotta  -to 
beat  . 

 e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kompu uootha  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] –to play horn ; 
kompu –horn ;  uoothu –to blow . 

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thadavida  vaendum – to play lute . 

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pannai yaada vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- to play [ pannai 
aaduthal ] . 
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e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   panthaada vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] –– to play ball ; panthu –
ball; aadu –play . 

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kuthi aattam  poada vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] - to play. 

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kapadi  aadida vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-] -to play  kabadi ; 
aadu- to play . 

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   isaiththida vaendum [ missing letter- sa-] –to play . 

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   sendaada vaendum [ missing letter- sa-] – to play ball. 

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   seettu aattam  aada  vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]- to play cards.  

 e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   soothu aattam aada vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]- – to play  
gambling   ; soothu  aattam – gambling  ; aadu  -to play .  

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kannaa moochchi  aattam aada vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]- to 
play hide  and   seek .  

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nadikka vaendum / naadkam aada vaendum – to act in a drama ; 
nadikka –to act; naadakam -drama . 

e-ne...dug4/di/du11/e  has the consonants - an -the - ka  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   paasaankku  naadakam aada vaendum [ missing letters-  pa- and -  
sa-]-–to pretend play  ; paasaankku  -pretension . 
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e-ne-gim: like himself (3rd person pronoun + equative). 

e-ne-gim  has the consonants  -an-  ka –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
avanai   oththida    vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] - like  himself  ; avan- he;  
oththida- like /same .  

  

e-ne-ne: they; them. 

e-ne-ne  has the consonant- an  - and the original Tamil  word is  naam-   we.  

e-ne-ne  has the consonant- an  - and the original Tamil  word is  nam- our.  

 

 e-ne-sù-ud...dug4/du11/e: to rejoice; to copulate (with -da-) ('to play' + sud, 'to 
lengthen; to immerse').  

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an – sa- –the- ka -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  makizhchchi  kondida vaendum [ missing letter-zha -] - to 
rejoice ; makizhchchi-  glad . 

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an – sa- –the- ka -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  kalippu adainthida vaendum [ missing letter– la-]–to 
rejoice ; kalippu- happiness  ; adaiya- attain . 

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an – [-sa-] - –the- ka -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   mikuntha  uvakai  kondida –to  be glad ; mikunta- excess; 
uvakai- happy . 

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an –[- sa-]  –the- ka -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   aattam  aada avendum- to play  the  game  ; aattam- play;  
aadu-  to play . 

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an –[- sa-]  –the- ka -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   nadikka  vaendum- to act . 
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e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an – sa-–the- ka -the  -and the   
naadaka  kaatchchi  – drama scene ; naadakam- drama  ; kaatchchi-  scene . 

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an –[- sa-]  –the- ka -the  -and the   
kuthi- aattam  poada  vaendum  [missing  letter- sa-] – to rejoice  . 

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an –[- sa-]  –the- ka -the  -and the  
original  Tamil  word is   kondaattam  poada  vaendum [missing  letter- pa-]- to 
celebrate; kondaattam  -celebration  . 

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an – sa-–the- ka -the  -and the   
original Tamil  word is  oaatta –saatam  poattu    kondaadunam [ missing  letter- 
pa-]- to rejoice  . 

 e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an – [- sa--] –the- ka -the  -and the    
original Tamil  word is  oaadi  aada vaendum -  to play . 

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an – [- sa--] –the- ka -the  -and the   
original Tamil  word is   neettikka  vaendum- to lengthen /extend   ; neettikka- 
extend . 

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an – [- sa--] –the- ka -the  -and the   
original Tamil  word is   munkkida vaendum-  to sink / dip  ;  munkku –sink .  

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an – [- sa--] –the- ka -the  -and the   
original Tamil  word is    oaththida  vaendum [ slang] – to fuck . 

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an – [- sa--] –the- ka -the  -and the   
original Tamil  word is  udar uravu  kondia vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-] – to 
have body  relationship ; udar- body ; uravu- relationship . 

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an – [- sa--] –the- ka -the  -and the   
original Tamil  word is   kalavu   vaelaiyil  eedupada vaendum[ missing letter- la-]  
–to have sexual relationship ; kalavu  vaelai- sexual relationship.  

e-ne-sù-ud...dug/du/e  has the consonants  -an –  sa--the- ka -the  -and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is   sampokam [ Skt]   seithida vaendum- [ missing 
letter- pa-]   to have sex  ; sampoakm  [Skt]  sexual relationship . 
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e-pa5(-r): hydraulic system (of a particular farmer or of the land as a whole) 
('levees' + 'irrigation ditches'; asyndetic  hendiadys). 

e-pa5(-r)  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
yaetram [ missing letter- the -]  - hydraulic  system used by  the farmers . 

e-pa5(-r)  has the consonants – [- pa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is anai 
karai  [ missing letter- ka-] - levee ;   neer  anai –dam . 

e-pa5(-r)  has the consonants –  pa-- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is madai 
thiranthu  neer paachchida  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  open the  irrigation 
canal ;   madai-  irrigation  ditch ;   neer- water ; thiranthiduka- open ; neer 
paachchiduka- irrigate .   

 

 giše-ra-núm: a tree and wood used for construction (cf., erin, eren).  

giše-ra-núm   has the consonants  - an- [- sa-]  -  Ra - an -ma  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is veedu  katta/ kattidam katta    thaevai -  yaaana  maram  /thaekku  
maram / maa maram [ missing letter -the -]- the wood  for constructing  house  ;   
veedu –house;  kattu –build;  thaevai –need; maram- tree /wood; thaekku –teak ; 
maa maram- mango tree -  

 

e-re-sì-ki-in: servant (?). 

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kinkaran – servant /slave . 

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    yaevar kaaran  -servant.  

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    vaelai  kaaran [ missing letter- la-] - servant / worker;  vaelai –work .  
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e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-]  -ka -an – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   uoozhiya kaaran [ missing letter- zha -] - servant / worker. 

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  sa- -ka -an – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   pari sarakan [ missing letter- pa-]- servant.  

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa-]- -ka -an – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   pari vaaran [ missing letter- pa-]- servant.  

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa-]- -ka -an – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   kai-k-kariya  [ karuma]  parar [ missing letter- pa-]- servants. 

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  sa  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is    
seikai kaaran – servant. 

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  sa  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is    
vinai seikiravar  -worker.  

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa -]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    pani-k-karran [ missing letter- pa-]- – worker  ; panikkar; pani –work  . 

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa -]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    yaevar pani  seikiravan [ missing letter- pa-]-servant.  

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa -]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thanda -k-kaaran [ missing letter- the-]-servant.  

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa -]  -ka -an – and the  other interpretaion  
of the word is viruththiyan [ missing letter- the-]-servant.  

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa -]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aka thondar [ missing letter- the-]- -domestic servants.  

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa -]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aarva thondar [ missing letter- the-]-  -servant . 

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa -]  -ka -an – and the  other interpretaion  
of the word is nivantha kaarar [ missing letter- the-]-temple servants.  
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e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa -]  -ka -an – and the  other interpretaion  
of the word is veera theenan  [ missing letter- the-]--day labourers.  

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa -]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  panavar [ missing letter- pa-]-  servants.  

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa -]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  koar kaaran -  village servant.  

e-re-sì-ki-in has the consonants  -Ra-  [-sa -]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kanmiyar – labourers . 

 

 e-ri-iš: queen, lady. 

*e-ri-iš  has the consonants -Ra -sa - and the original Tamil  word is arasi  
/arasaani – queen.  

e-ri-iš  has the consonants -Ra –[-sa-]  - and the original Tamil  word is eraayani -  
queen.  

e-ri-iš  has the consonants -Ra –-sa- - and the  other interpretation  of the  word is 
is maraasi -  queen.  

e-ri-iš  has the consonants  -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is raani [Skt]  -queen .   

 e-ri-iš  has the consonants -Ra -sa - and the original Tamil  word is naachchiyaar -  
queen/ lady . 

e-ri-iš  has the consonants -Ra –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil  word is perumaan [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  lady .  

e-ri-iš  has the consonants  -Ra –[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is piriyaei [ missing letter- pa-]-  lady .  

e-ri-iš  has the consonants -Ra –sa-- and the original Tamil  word is paer arasi [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  -queen.  
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e-ri-iš  has the consonants -Ra –sa-- and the original Tamil  word is penn arasi [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   queen consort.  

e-ri-iš  has the consonants -Ra –sa-- and the original Tamil  word is thurai saani [ 
missing  letter- the -]- lady/ queen.  

 

 e-si-na;  ì-si-na:   culm or stalk of barley.  

e-si-na  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - an -and the  original Tamil  word is thandu [ 
missing  letter- the -] -  stem . 

stalk  has the consonants – [- sa -] - the –la- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaal adi- stalk ; kaal- leg; adi –foot.  

 

kuše-sír:  sandal; shoe (cf., èsir).  

kuše-sír   has the consonants  -ka- [- sa -]  -  sa- -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaar seruppu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- [ leg ] slipper ; kaar- leg; seruppu – slipper . 

kuše-sír   has the consonants  -ka- [- sa -]  - [- sa-] -  Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaar ani  -slipper; kaar- leg.   

 

e-sír-ra: in the streets ('sandals' + locative). 

e-sír-ra  has the consonants – [- sa -] -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  theru [ 
missing letter –the -]  - street . 

e-sír-ra  has the consonants –  sa -Ra -and the original Tamil  word is siriya  theru- 
small street . 

e-sír-ra  has the consonants –  sa --Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   theru 
santhu [  missing letter –the -]  -street lane ; santhu -  lane . 
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e-sír-ra   has the consonants - sa -Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
seruppu [ missing letter –pa-] -sandals . 

 

 e-še-á: a type of canal or ditch.  

e-še-á  has the consonant-   sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  sonnam- a 
channel . 

e-še-á  has the consonant- [-  sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  madai [ 
missing letter- the- ] - irrigation canal / dam .  

e-še-á  has the consonant- [-  sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  anai -  dam. 

 

e-ùr: armor (cf., kuše-íb-ùr). 

 

eur  has a consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaaranam  / vara vaaram 
/  vaara  vaanam  [missing letter –ka-- ]  -armor.  

eur  has a consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paranam  [ missing  
letter- pa-] –armor . 

 

 e-zé: you. 

e-zé  has the consonant- [- sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  nee- you . 

 

 é-a-nir-ra: house of mourning ('house' + 'lamentation' + genitive). 

é-a-nir-ra   has the consonants  -an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eranthavanin  veedu [ missing letters- ka -and -the -]- the house of the dead; 
eranthavan- dead one; veedu- house . 
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é-a-nir-ra   has the consonants  -an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  varunthu [ 
missing letters- ka -and -the -]- – mourn . 

é-a-nir-ra   has the consonants  -an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaanka 
onna thuyaram  kondida  [ missing letters- ka -and -the -]- –  lamentation.  

é-a-nir-ra   has the consonants  -an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thukkam / 
kaetham  kaaththiduthar  vaendum [ missing letters- ka -and -the -]- – observe  
mourning . 

é-a-nir-ra   has the consonants  -an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   erankku  [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -lament.  

é-a-nir-ra   has the consonants  -an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   inaithar [ 
missing  letter- the -]- lamenting.  

é-a-nir-ra   has the consonants  -an- Ra- and the interpretation  of the word is  
saranam [ missing  letter- sa-] – house.  
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é-a-nir-ra-gal-gal-la: euphemism for the netherworld ('house of mourning' + 
reduplicated 'big' + genitive).   

é-a-nir-ra-gal-gal-la    has the  consonants –an- Ra -ka –la- ka –la- and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  eranthavarkalin  keezh  ulakam/ kuvalayam  [ missing  letter- the -]  
– world of the dead ; eranthavar –dead person ; ulakam –world.  

 é-a-nir-ra-gal-gal-la    has the  consonants –an- Ra -ka –la- ka –la- and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  munnorkalin  ulakam -  world of the ancestors ; munnoar – 
ancestors ;  ulakam-  world . 

é-a-nir-ra-gal-gal-la    has the  consonants –an- Ra -ka –la- ka –la- and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  naakarkalin  ulakam  /Nagar-kal   aalum  ulakam– world of Nagas  
/the world ruled by Nagas  ; naakar –Naagas ;  aalum- ruling ;  naagam / snake= 
placenta . 

é-a-nir-ra-gal-gal-la    has the  consonants –an- Ra -ka –la- ka –la- and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  eranthavanukku  vaendi   / uyir  vittavanukku   vaendi /  avarathu  
udalin mun / uravinar  /  maaril adiththu  kondu  /  kathari   /  kanneer vittu  
azhukindra  /kookkural kaetikindra /   azhukai  kural   kaetkindra  ezhavu veedu [ 
missing  letter- the -]  - the house of the dead where his relatives  cry - beating  
their  chest  ; eranthavan –dead one;  uyir- life;  avarathu- his; udal- body ; 
uravinar- relatives;  maaru –chest/ breast;  adithidu –beat;  katharu –to cry ;  azhu 
–weep;   kookkural- loud sound ; ezhavu veedu-  funeral house.  

 

é-a...ti(-l): to live in a house ('house' + locative + 'to live').  

é-a...ti(-l)  has the consonants-  the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  veettil  
vaazhnthiduthal  [ missing letter- ka-]-  to live in the house;  veedu –house;  
vaazhnthidu – to live . 
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dwell [E]  has the consonants  -the- va- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaazhnthidu – live . 

to live [E]  has the consonants-  the - la -va –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaazhuthal – living.  

é-a...ti(-l)  has the consonants-  the -la -and the  original Tamil  word is illidam – 
house.  

é-a...ti(-l)  has the consonants-  the -la -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   paaththil [ missing letter- pa-] -  house. 

 

é-ad-da(-/ak/): the house of one's fathers ('house' + 'father' + genitive). 

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is  
thanthai -yin veedu ; father’s  house; thanthai- father; veedu- house.  

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is   
veedu -- house . 

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is   
kudi  - house.  

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is   
koodam – house.  

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is   ida 
vakai – house.  

 é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is   
kottam-  house.  

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   other interpretaion  of the 
word is nikaethanam – house.  

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   other interpretaion  of the 
word is vattiyam – house.  
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é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   other interpretaion  of the 
word is vaadi – house.  

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is   
othukkam – rest  house.  

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is   
thankum idam – rest house.  

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is  
thakappan  [ missing  letter- pa-]- father .  

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is  
peththavan [ missing  letter- pa-]- father .  

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is  
padaiththavan [ missing  letter- pa-]- father/ creator .  

é-ad-da(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -the –ka- and the   original Tamil  word is  
thanthavan-  father . 

 

 é-an-na: sanctuary ('house' + 'Heaven' + genitive). 

é-an-na  has the consonant-  an -and the  original Tamil  word is  manai – house.  

é-an-na  has the consonant-  an -and the  original Tamil  word is  ayanam -  house.  

é-an-na  has the consonant-  an -and the  original Tamil  word is  panam [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  house.  

é-an-na  has the consonant-  an -and the  original Tamil  word is  saenn [ missing 
letter- sa-] – heaven . 

 

 é-anše: donkey stable ('house' + 'equid'). 
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anse   has the consonants  -an- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is manai – 
house.  

anse   has the consonants -an- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is maan- horse  
/ deer /equid .  

anse   has the consonants -an- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is maan   
manai-  horse stable . 

anse   has the consonants -an- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is vaalaeyan [ 
missing  letters- ka -and - la-] –ass.  

ass [E]  has a consonant –- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is koalikai  [ missing  
letters- ka -and - la-] – female ass/ horse .  

ass [E]  has a consonant –- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kaalavaai [ 
missing  letters- ka -and - la-] – an ass.  

anse   has the consonants -an- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is vaalaeya  
nilaiyam  / illam  /  laayam  – ass satble. 

anse   has the consonants -an- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kannukam [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  – horse. 

anse   has the consonants -an- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is vanni missing 
letter- ka-]-  - horse  

  anse   has the consonants -an--sa--and the  other interpretation of the word is  
neesa   [eena] vaakanam [  missing letter- ka-]- ass.  

anse   has the consonants -an--sa--and the  other interpretation of the word is  
sivani [  missing letter- ka-]-  ass. 

anse   has the consonants -an- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is mokkani [  
missing letter- ka-]-   -bridle for asses / oxen . 

 anse   has the consonants -an- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is koanam- [  
[missing letter- ka-]-  horse . 
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 anse   has the consonants -an- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is naanukam 
[missing letter- ka-]-  - horse . 

 anse   has the consonants -an- [-sa-] -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
word is vaamaan [missing letter- ka-]-  – horse . 

  

 é-ba-an: an adjective denoting a very fine quality.  

é-ba-an  has the consonants –[- pa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nunnmai- fine . 

é-ba-an  has the consonants –[- pa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  menmai  
-fineness.  

é-ba-an  has the consonants –[- pa-] - an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naanayam  -fineess.  

é-ba-an  has the consonants – pa-- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  nutpam [ 
misisng letter- the -]- fineness.  

é-ba-an  has the consonants –[- pa-]-- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  sannam 
[ missing letter- sa-] – fineness.  

é-ba-an  has the consonants –[- pa-]-- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nunanku  /nunukku / nuvanai / noeivu [ misisng letter- ka-]- fineness.  

 

é-BAPPIR: (cf., é-lùnga).  

 

é-bar-ra: outer house ('house' + 'outside' + nominative). 

é-bar-ra  has the consonants- [-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is arai  – 
house/ room . 
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*é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is purai  / 
puraiyan – house. 

 é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eruppu – 
home.  

*é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pooriyam -  
royal  residence.  

é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is munn purai-   
mud  hut.  

 é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eru / urai- 
reside. 

é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
saranam [ missing letter- sa-] -  house.  

 é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is saerpu [ 
missing letter- sa-] – house.  

é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is purampu / 
purampar – outside.  

 *é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is puram- 
outside.  

 é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is maer 
puram- upper side.  

 é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is appuram - 
other side.  

é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is ippuram – 
this side.  

é-bar-ra  has the consonants--pa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eppuram- 
which  side.  
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 é...bùr: to break into a house (reduplication class) ('house' + 'to break into').  

*é...bùr  has the consonats -pa –Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  purai – house.  

é...bùr  has the consonats –[ -pa -]–Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  aram – 
feeding house. 

é...bùr  has the consonats –[ -pa -]–Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  arai- 
house/room.  

é...bùr  has the consonats -pa –Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  saerpu [ 
missing letter- sa-]  - house.  

é...bùr  has the consonats -pa –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
saranam [ missing letter- sa-]  - house.  

é...bùr  has the consonats -pa –Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  paerththidu  [ 
missing letter- the -]  – break  . 

 é...bùr  has the consonats –[ -pa -]–Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  muri – 
break . 

 

é-da[-di-a]: a flour offering. 

é-dahas the consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is maa  thaa - to give  
flour; maa-  flour; thaa- - to give . 

é-dahas the consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is padai [ missing  
letter- pa-]  -  to offer; upathai .  

 é-dahas the consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is neettu – offer. 

*é-dahas the consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is idi – flour.  

é-dahas the consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is maithaa / aatta -   
flour. 
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 é-dahas the consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is pindi [ missing  
letter- pa-] - flour.  

é-dahas the consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is pittu [ missing letter- 
pa-]  -  millet flour. 

 é-dahas the consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is thinai maa-  millet  
flour . 

é-dahas the consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is saththu [ missing  
letter- sa-]  -  flour.  

é-dahas the consonant-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is saththu  maa [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -  rice flour.  

  

 é-dù-a: house plot ('house' + 'to build' + nominative). 

*é-dù-a   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  idam – 
residence . 

é-dù-a   has the consonant-  the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
thaanam [ Skt]  /thaani – house ; thinai  .  

é-dù-a   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  maadam-  house. 

é-dù-a   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paaththi  [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  garden  plot . 

é-dù-a   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   manai  idam  /  
adi manai-  house plot . 

é-dù-a   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   veettu  manai [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- - house plot; veedu- hpuse; manai- plot / house . 

é-dù-a   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is veettai kattu- [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-   to build the house; veedu- house; kattu- build.     
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é-dù-a   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  amaiththidu -  
build.  

é-dù-a   has the consonant-  the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thithi-  build.  

 

 é-dub-ba: archive; school ('house' + 'tablet' + genitival a(k)). 

é-dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  -[- pa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  idam  
/ maadam  -  house ;  thaanam  /thaani . 

é-dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  -[- pa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  
oathum  idam-  place to recite ; oathu- teach /recite ; idam- place.  

dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  - [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is oathum 
idam-  the place to recite / learn .  

-dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  - pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paadam 
padikkum  idam [ missing  letter- ka-]- – place to read; paadam- lession ;padikka- 
read; idam- place.  

dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  - pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  aavana 
pettakam [ missing  letter- ka-]- – the place to store documents; aavanam- 
documents; pettakam- box.  

dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  - [ -pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
aavana kidanku  [ missing  letter- ka-]- -archives . 

dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  - -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  pathi 
vaedu [ missing  letter- ka-]- -archives . 

dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  -[-pa-] - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is document [E] [ missing  letter- ka-] . 

dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  - [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaedakam [ missing  letter- ka-]-– library . 
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dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  - -pa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
puththaka koodam [ missing  letter- ka-]-– library . 

dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  - [ -pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thokuthi [ missing  letter- ka-]-  -file.  

dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  - pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
pattaiyam- tablet . 

dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  - pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   seppu  
pattaiyam  [ missing letter- sa--] -  copper tablet.  

dub-ba   has the consonants  - the  - pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   paandi  -  
a tablet  for a kind of play  . 

 

 é-duru5: hamlet, rural settlement, suburb ('houses' + 'fresh'; cf., Akk. adurû, 
'village, outpost' and Orel & Stolbova #658, *dar- 'dwelling place').  

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
matharaa – hamlet . 

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mandram 
– house.  

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aatharam -  village.  

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
thaar-  house.   

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is   
kooda kaaram /  veedaaram / kudankar/ kudeeram  [ missing  letter- ka-]-house/ 
hut .  

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  urai vidam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-– residence.  
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é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sitrur [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - small  village  ;   siriya- small; uoor- village . 

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  saththiram  
[ missing  letter- sa-] -  house.  

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   patina  
saeri [ missing  letters-  pa -and- sa- -]--  fishermen hamlet . 

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  saeri  
missing  letter- sa-] - -suburb. 

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  naattu 
puram  [ missing letter- pa-]- country  side.   

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kiraamantharam [ missing  letter- ka-]- country  side.   

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  puththoor 
[  missing  letter- pa-]- – new /fresh  village ; pithiya- new;  uoor- village . 

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   kudi 
yaetram  [ missing  letter- ka-]- - settlement . 

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    
vattaaram-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  ward . 

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  ut - kiraamam  [Skt]  -  inner village ; kiraamam [Skt] – village.  

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the other   Tamil interpretation  of the 
word Maettur  /Aaththoor / Thirur /Maruthoor/Maaththoor  -  names of the 
towns  in Tamil  Nadu . 

é-duru   has the consonants -  the –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is   eeram 
udaiyathu – with freshness.  
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é-ta...è: to leave the house ('house' + 'from' + 'to exit').  

é-ta...è   has the consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  veettai vittu 
neenkiduka / oadi viduka [ missing letter- ka -] – to leave the house ; veedu- 
house; neenkidu- leave . 

é-ta...è   has the consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vidai kodu [ 
missing letter- ka -] – to leave ; vidai - leave;  kodu- give ; viduppu –holiday ; 
viduka - leave it  . 

é-ta...è   has the consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  idam -  house.  

 é-ta...è   has the consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maadam -  
house.  

é-ta...è   has the consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thinai – house.  

-ta...è   has the consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaadu – leave.  

-ta...è   has the consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil  word is  poaeidu  [ missing 
letter- pa-] – leave . 

-ta...è   has the consonant-  the- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
anumathi  -leave . 

 

é-éše: jail  ('house' + 'rope').  

é-éše   has the consonant-  sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is saemam -  
jail .  

é-éše   has the consonant-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sirai  [ missing 
letter- Ra-] -  jail ;  sinna arai –sinna- small  ;  arai-  room . 

é-éše   has the consonant-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is arai [missing  
letter- Ra-] – house.  
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é-éše   has the consonant-  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is saranam [missing  
letter- Ra-] – house.  

é-éše   has the consonant-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is manai – house. 

 é-éše   has the consonant-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is aam- house.  

é-éše   has the consonant-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is illam /ill [  
missing  letter- la-]  house. 

-éše   has the consonant-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sullam [ missing  
letter- la-]  - rope.  

-éše   has the consonant-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is pasiyam / paasam 
[missing  letter- pa-] - rope . 

éše   has the consonant-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is naaru [missing 
letter –Ra-]  -rope/ fibre.  

 

é-gal: palace ('house' + 'large').  

é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  maalikai-  
palace.  

é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is ukkalam -  
palace.    

é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  koavi-k-kal   -
palace.  

é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the other interpretation of the word is  
mahaal- palace.  

é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the other interpretation of the word is  
maal kaana – palace .  
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é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  koa-  illam – 
house  of the king;  koa- king ; illam-  house .  

*é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil- temple / 
house of the god;   koa- god ;  illam- house.   

é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  illakam- house.  

é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nilai akam – 
house. 

*é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kulam-  house.  

é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla neelamum  
akalumum ulla – large.  

é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  visalaamaana [ 
missing letter-sa-] –large .  

é-gal  has the consonants - ka- la- and the interpretation of the  word is  valliya 
[Malayalam] - large . 

 

é-ganba: warehouse ('house' + 'marketplace'). 

 é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an –[- pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kidanku / kittanki [ missing  letter- the-] - warehouse . 

é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an – pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is pannai 
veedu  [ missing  letter- the-] -store house; veedu- house .  

é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an –[- pa-]  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is manjikai [ missing  letter- sa -] -  store room  . 

é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an – pa-- and the  original  meaning  of the Tamil  
word is pandam vaikkum idam [ missing  letter- the-]   -the place to keep things; 
pandam- things ;  vaikka- keep ; idam- place.  
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é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an –[- pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
ankkaadi  veethi [ missing  letter- the-]  - market  street; ankkaadi- shops/ market ;  
veethi –street.  

é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an – pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is panniya  
veethi [ missing  letter- the-]   – business street ; panniyam- business; veethi- 
street . 

é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an –[- pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aavana veethi [ missing  letter- the-] - market  place . 

é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an –[- pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadai kanni [ missing  letter- the-]  -dukan / market  place. 

é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an – pa-- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  vipani -  market.  

é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an –[- pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanika vaaipu  -market.  

é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an – pa-- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  puvanam -  house.  

é-ganba  has the consonats – ka- an – pa-- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  vasanam /   vaesanam / nivaesanam [ missing  letter- sa-]- house.  

 

é-gar: form, shape ('house' + 'form, appearance'). 

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uruvam- form 
/appearance  /shape. 

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  paarvai  [ 
missing letter- pa-] -appearance.  

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vari  - form.  
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é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  marunku –
form . 

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
vikkirakam- form . 

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
aakaaram- form . 

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  koorai akam – 
hut. 

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
kirakam- [Skt]  hut.  

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  nakar- house.  

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
aakaaram – house.  

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
vaasiram  [ missing letter- sa-]  -house.  

 

 é-gar8: brick wall (cf., egar).  

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  senkar suvar [ 
missing letter- sa-]- brick wall; senkar- brick; suvar- wall ;  surkki  -brick powder ..   

é-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaarai suvar [ 
missing letter- sa-]   -lime stone wall.  

 

é-gi4-a: daughter-in-law; prospective bride ('the one who restores the house'). 
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é-gi4-a   has the consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maaman  makal [ 
missing  letter- la-]- daughter of  uncle / prospective bride ; maaman- uncle;  
makal- daughter . 

é-gi4-a   has the consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  akka- elder sister.  

é-gi4-a   has the consonant  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaa-k-kiyan –
elder brother.   

 

 é-ì-gára: dairy ('house' + 'fat' + 'cream').  

é-ì-gára  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   karavai    
pannai [ missing  letter - pa - ]  -  dairy ; pannai- farm ; karakka- to milk . 

é-ì-gára  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is nakar-  
house ;  akaaram .  

é-ì-gára  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  koorai akam 
-  hut. ;  kirakam[Skt]  ; koorai- roof  ; koorai- reed ; akam- house .  

é-ì-gára  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
cream  [E] .  

é-ì-gára  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   karavai  
yaedu  /aadai  [ missing letter- the -]-  cream . 

é-ì-gára  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uyir-k- 
kooru  -cream . 

é-ì-gára  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
gheer- milk ; karavai . 

é-ì-gára  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  naravam – 
milk .  

é-ì-gára  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the  word 
is  peevaram [ missing  letter- pa-]  – fat .  
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é-ì-gára  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nei  pasai 
kooru [ missing  letters- pa-  and -sa-]  - fat.    

é-ì-gára  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vilar [ 
missing letter- la-]-  fat .  

 

itié-iti-6: calendar month 8 at Umma during Ur III. 

itié-iti   has the consonant-   the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is ettaam 
maatham – 8th month ; ettu- 8; maatham- month . 

itié-iti   has the consonant-   the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is mutha 
maatham-  first  month  ;  motha- first . 

itié-iti   has the consonant-   the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is moonam  
maatham-  3rd  month ; moonu- 3.  

itié-iti   has the consonant-   the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is aeinthaam  
maatham- 5th month  ;  aeinthu- 5.  

itié-iti   has the consonant-   the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is thondaam 
maatham- 9th month ; thondu- 9.  

 

  é-kaš: a public house, pub ('house' + 'beer').  

  é-kaš  has the consonants - ka -sa - and the  original Tamil  word is saavadi [ 
missing  letter- the-] – a place  for  public  gathering / inn . 

é-kaš  has the consonants - ka -sa - and the  original Tamil  word is saaikai- house 
/jaakai . 

 é-kaš  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
word is kaekam -  house. 

é-kaš  has the consonants - ka -sa - and the  original Tamil  word is akam- home. 
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é-kaš  has the consonants - ka –-sa  and the  interpretation  of the word is word is 
vaesam /  vaesanam / vasanam – house . 

é-kaš  has the consonants - ka -sa - and the  original Tamil  word is mukappu [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  house.  

é-kaš  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] - and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
ukka  - toddy  .  

é-kaš  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] - and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
kav- vai  -toddy . 

é-kaš  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] - and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
konku . 

é-kaš  has the consonants - ka–-sa - and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
kanjaa-  cannabis/ toddy.  

é-kaš  has the consonants - ka–-sa - and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
suyoaki – toddy.  

é-kaš  has the consonants - ka–-sa - and the  interpretation  of the  word is suvikai 
– toddy.  

é-kaš  has the consonants - ka–-sa - and the  interpretation  of the  word is 
vaempanam [ missing letter- pa-]- toddy .  

 é-kaš  has the consonants - ka –[ -sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is akkaani  -
sweet toddy .  

é-kaš  has the consonants - ka –-sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is sundakan / 
sowndikan [ missing letter- the -]-  toddy seller.  

beer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   arinai- 
toddy.  

beer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
eraeyam- toddy. 
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beer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saaru [ 
missing letter- sa-] – toddy.  

beer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is rasam [ missing letter- sa-]-  toddy.  

 beer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is sura [ missing letter- sa-]- toddy.  

 beer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saeru  
/saeraa  [  missing letter- sa-]- -toddy . 

beer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is surai [ missing letter- sa-]- 

beer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  suram [ missing letter- sa-]- toddy.  

beer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saaraayam [ missing letter- sa-] –toddy .  

beer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is naraa/ 
narai – toddy .  

 beer [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is erai -  
toddy . 

* beer [E]   has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paari – 
toddy/ liquor jug.  .  

 beer [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is neer-  
beer.  

beer [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is 
rum .  

  é-kaš  has the consonants - ka -sa - and the   interpretation  of the word is  
whisky [E] . 
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  é-kaš  has the consonants - ka -sa - and the   original Tamil  word is  kanji – liquor.   

  é-kaš  has the consonants - ka -sa - and the   original Tamil  word is  kaaichchuka   
-distil /brew.   

whisky [E] has the consonants- va- sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaaichchiya kanji – whisky  ; kanji –gruel .   

rum [E] has the consonants –Ra- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  saarrayam [ 
missing letter- sa-] – arrack . 

saaraayam [Tamil ]  has the consonants-  sa –Ra-  ma –and the  interpretation  of 
the word is suraa paanam [ missing letter- pa-] ; paanam- a drink; paani  -water  . 

arrack [E]  has the consonants –Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is sarakku [ 
missing letter- sa-] – arrack .  

  

é-KI.LAM: a storehouse ('house' + 'place' + 'abundance'). 

ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalanjiyam [ missing letter- sa-]-  store house.  

ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  kulam- 
house . 

 igloo has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is – kulam . 

ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  illakam- 
house. 

ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maalikai- house/ palace. 

ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  nilai 
akam -  house.  
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ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
valaakam- place.  

ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  nilai 
kalam -  place. 

*ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
akalam- place. 

 ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
valamai- abundance. 

*ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kezhumai- abundance. 

ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhuvam- abundance. 

ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kazhumal - abundance. 

 ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pakulam [ missing letter- pa-] – abundance.  

ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
valappam [ missing letter- pa-] - abundance. 

 ekilam    has the consonants  - ka- la -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  vellam 
-abundance. 

  

 é-na4kín-na: mill house, mill ('house' + 'millstone' + genitival a(k)). 

é-na4kín-na   has the consonats  -an- ka- an- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  ennai 
sekku [ misisng letter- sa-] – oil mill  ;ennai- oil; sekku  -oil press .  

é-na4kín-na   has the consonats  -an- ka- an- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kanni 
maadam  [ misisng letter- the -]  -  convent / house; kanni –virgin .  
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é-na4kín-na   has the consonats  -an- ka- an- and the   other interpretaion  of the 
word is  nivaethanam [ misisng letter- the -] - house. 

 

 é-kišib(-ba): storehouse ('house' + 'receipt' + genitival a(k)).  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- sa –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saemippu /panam kaasu    vaippu   kidanku [ missing letter- the -]- the place to 
store  money - store house /treasury ;   kidanku-  store house  ; panam- money ; 
kai  kaasu –cash   .  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- sa –[- pa-] - and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   kajaana  - treasury. 

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- sa – pa-- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   pokkisam -  stores . 

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- sa – [-pa-]-- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   manjikai -  store room.  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- sa-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalanjiyam  [ missing  letter- la-] -  store house.  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- sa-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sarakku arai [ missing letter- Ra-] - store house. 

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]--pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaippu  erukkai  [ missing letter- Ra-] - stores . 

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- sa –[-pa-]-- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is saekaram /   saekarai / sakoara/ sakkora/ jekairaa-  store.  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] – -pa-- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   panniya kaaram [ missing letter- Ra-] - store house. 

 é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- -sa--pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saema eruppu  kuvai [ missing letter- Ra-]- store house . 
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é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- -[-sa-]—-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaippu  arai  [ missing letter- Ra-]- store room ; vaikka- to keep; arai –room .  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kidanku / kittan-k-ki [ missing letter- the-]- store house. 

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]--pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pandakam [ missing letter- the-]-  stores.  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- -sa-[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
saema-k-kuvai – stores.  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- -sa--pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saemippu  kuvai – store house; saemikka- to store ; kuvikka- to heap  .  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
akam -  house. 

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saaikai -  house;   jaakai . 

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   kaekam – house.  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   nivaesnam / vaesam / vaesanam / vasanam – house.  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   pavanam – house. 

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakkam -  house.  

 é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word 
is makappu – house.  

é-kišib(-ba)  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai- kanakku -  receipt. 
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é-kur: prison ('house' + 'netherworld').  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kaarakam ; kaavar akam  - jail ;   kaavar- guard ; akam –house ; mkaara kaaram/; 
kaara kirakam  .  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil word is kaavar koodam 
[ missing letter- the -]-  prison ; kaavar-   guard ;  koodam- hall /room . 

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  kaavar arai  -   
prison;    kaavar- guard  ;  arai –room .  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   nila varai [ 
missing letter- la-] – cell.  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is 
eranthavarin   idam/ veedu  - [ missing letter- the -]-   the place/ house  for the 
dead; eranthavar –dead; idam- place  ; veedu- house .  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is narakam  
[Skt] - hell / nether world. 

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   kadum thuyar 
– udaiya idam [ missing letter- the -]-  hell;  kadumai- severe ; thuyaram- suffering 
; udaiya- having  ; idam- place.  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  ik -karai- this 
side of the  river [ sky] -  –earth ; karai- bank/ border .  

*é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the interpretation of the word is  
koaram-  a  hell.  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is nakki 
raakkiyam – a hell. 
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é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is maka 
niraiyam -  a hell.  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is  kurampu [ 
missing letter- pa-]- a hell.  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  aaviram – a  
hell.   

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is sorkkam  
[Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]  - heaven . 

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  ak- karai -  
other side  of the  river [ sky ] ; karai- border/ bank . 

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   koorai akam – 
hut.  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is kirakam 
[Skt] –  house.  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is akaram- 
house. 

 é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   uraividam 
[missing letter- the -] – residence.  

é-kur  has the consonants-  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   kudankar/  
kudeeram [missing letter- the -]  - hut.  

 

é-lunga(2,3): beerhall; brewery ('house' + 'brewer').  

é-lunga  has the consonants  - la- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nothi  
thanni vadikkum  aalai [ missing letter- the -] -  brewery ; aalai- factory  . 

é-lunga  has the consonants  - la- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nilai 
akam – house.  
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é-lunga  has the consonants  - la- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalankal 
–toddy . 

é-lunga  has the consonants  - la- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  panan-k-
kal [ missing letter- pa- -] – palymra  toddy ; panai –palm tree  . 

é-lunga  has the consonants  - la- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thennkkal [ missing letter- the -]  -coconut toddy ; thennai  -palm ;kallu –toddy .  

é-lunga  has the consonants  - la- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaathini-
k-kulli [ missing letter- the -]  -arrack.  

é-lunga  has the consonants  - la- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kal 
vilaignan  -  toddy  seller.  

é-lunga  has the consonants  - la- an -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kallu  
kaaichchuvoan [ missing letter- sa -]  - brewer . 

 

é-mar-uru5[GUR8]: arrow quiver ('house' + 'to immerse' + 'high, deep'). 

é-mar-uru  as the consonants - ma -Ra -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  uyaram – 
height/ high  . 

é-mar-uru  as the consonants - ma -Ra -  and the   interpretation  of the word is  
ram – arrow.  

é-mar-uru  as the consonants - ma -Ra -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  saram [ 
misisng letter- sa-]  - arrow.  

é-mar-uru  as the consonants - ma -Ra -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
thooneeram [missing letter- the- ]  - quiver.  

é-mar-uru  as the consonants - ma -Ra -  and the   interpretaion  of the word is  
naarayam  -arrow.  

é-mar-uru  as the consonants - ma -Ra -  and the   interpretaion  of the word is  
naarasam [ missing letter- sa-] -  iron arrow.  
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é-mar-uru  as the consonants - ma -Ra -  and the   interpretaion  of the word is  
maar-k-kanam [ missing letter- ka-]- arrow.  

é-mar-uru  as the consonants - ma -Ra -  and the   interpretaion  of the word is  
saranam [ missing letter- sa-]   - house.  

é-mar-uru  as the consonants - ma -Ra -  and the   interpretaion  of the word is   
manthiram [ missing letter –the -]- house.  

 

 é-me-eš: summer ('houses' + 'are' + 'many').  

é-me-eš  has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is uruma  
naeram  [missing letter- Ra-]  - summer . 

é-me-eš  has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is manai – 
house.  

é-me-eš  has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is aam – 
house.  

é-me-eš  has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is ayanam 
– house.  

é-me-eš  has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is panam 
[ missing letter- pa-]- house.  

é-me-eš  has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is miku [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  -many . 

é-me-eš  has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-]  - and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is  anaekam [ missing letter- ka-]-  -many . 

 

é-mí: "woman's house" ('house' + 'woman'). 

é-mí   has the consonants – ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  manai – house.  
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é-mí   has the consonants – ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ayanam – house. 

é-mí   has the consonants – ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  panam  [ missing 
letter- pa-] –house.  

é-mí   has the consonants – ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aam-   house.  

é-mí   has the consonants – ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kanni maadam [ 
missing  letter- ka –and- the -] -  convent  ; kanni- virgin .  

é-mí  has the consonants – ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is   pen mani / pen 
inam   [ missing  letter- pa-]- woman;  paamini   . 

é-mí  has the consonants – ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  min  -woman . 

é-mí  has the consonants – ma-  and the original Tamil  word is  maanini - woman . 
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                                                            Page  - 87  

  

é-muhaldim[MU]: bakery, kitchen ('house' + 'baker, cook'). 

é-muhaldim   has the consonants – ma-  ka-  - la - the -ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  ulai  vai-k-kum  koodam  -   kitchen ; ulai vaikka  - to boil ; koodam-  
room/ hall.  

é-muhaldim   has the consonants – ma-   ka- - la - the -ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  samaiyal  koodam [ missing  letter-  sa- -] -  cooking room  ; samayal- 
cooking ; koodam-  room . 

é-muhaldim   has the consonants – ma- -ka- la - the -ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  enippu  maavu  sillu  sudum koodam  /adumanai [ missing  letters-  pa -
and-  sa- ]  - the room/ where the sweet  flour biscuits are  roasted ;  adumanai- 
bakery ;  sudu- to heat ;   enippu- sweet; mavu –flour; sillu- bits ; sutta  enippu  
maavu sillu -  biscuit .  

é-muhaldim   has the consonants – ma- -ka- la - the -ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is veettil   aduppu / manavai  ulla  koodam  [ missing  letter- pa- ]  - -  the 
room of the house where the stove/ oven  is there ; veedu- home;  aduppu- oven 
; manavai- oven ;  koodam- room .  

é-muhaldim   has the consonants – ma- -ka- la - the -ma  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  thalikai  seithidum  manithan [ missing  letter- sa- ]  
-one who cook ; seithud -do ; manithan-  a person . 

 

 é-NI: treasure-house (?). 

 

eni  has a consonant-  an- and the   original  Tamil  word is   pon/ panam – gold/ 
treasure/ money . 
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 eni  has a consonant-  an- and the   original  Tamil  word is    manai  -house.  

 eni  has a consonant-  an- and the   original  Tamil  word is   pon arai  [missing 
letters- pa -and -Ra-] – treasury  ; pon – treasure/ gold  ;arai –room . 

eni  has a consonant-  an- and the   original  Tamil  word is   pana  manai / pon 
manai   [ missing  letter – pa-]- treasury/ bank  . 

eni  has a consonant-  an- and the   original  Tamil  word is   pana  pothi   manai / 
pon  pothi   manai [ missing  letters-  pa- and- -the-]  - bank /treasury ; panam- 
money ; pothi- bundle ; manai- house . 

bank [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]-an -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  vanki  -bank.  

 bank [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-]-an -ka -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  kajaana  [ missing  letter – sa -]-  - treasury .  

bank [E]   has the consonants –pa-an -ka -and the   original Tamil  word is  pana 
vaippu  akam- bank . 

bank [E]   has the consonants –pa-an -ka -and the   original Tamil  word is  pon- 
akam- treasury ; pon- gold; arai –room . 

bank [E]   has the consonants –pa-an -ka -and the   original Tamil  word is  pana  
kaapakam  -treasury  ; panam- money ; kaakka- save/ protect  ; akam- house . 

bank [E]   has the consonants –pa-an -ka -and the   original Tamil  word is  pokkan 
– treasurer . 

eni  has a consonant-  an- and the other interpretation  of the word is  nithi  akam 
[ missing  letters-  ka –and- the  - ]-bank  /finance; nithi- money ;akam- house  . 

eni  has a consonant-  an- and the other interpretation  of the word is  nakthi [ 
missing  letters-  ka –and- the  - ]- treasury . 

eni  has a consonant-  an- and the other interpretation  of the word is  nithi manai 
[ missing  letter- -the-] – bank / treasury ; manai- house . 
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  eni  has a consonant-  an- and the other interpretation  of the word is  nithi / 
nithiyam [ missing  letter- -the-]- treasure.  

eni  has a consonant-  an- and the  original  Tamil  word is   pon pothi  idam / pana 
moottai idam  [ missing  letters-  pa -and- -the-]- treasure; pon- gold; pothi- 
bundle  /to wrap ; mootti –bundle ; idam- place .  

fund [E]  has the consonants – pa- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word is pana  
pothi  / pon   pothi / pana moottai  - treasure ; panam-  money ; pothi- bundle / 
moottai- bundle/ sack .  

fund [E]  has the consonants – pa- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word is pothu  
panam  - public  money; pothu- public ; panam- money  . 

fund [E]  has the consonants –[- pa--] -an- the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   nithi / nithiyam – fund.  

fund [E]  has the consonants – pa- an- the -and the  original Tamil  word is eettiya 
panam   /sontha panam [ missing letter –sa-] -  earned money/ owned money  ; 
eettu- to earn; . panam-  money; sontha- own . 

fund [E]  has the consonants –[- pa--] -an- the -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   thanam – fund.  

capital [E]  has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]- the – la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kai muthal   -  capital amount  of money . 

 capital [E]  has the consonants – ka--pa- the – la- and the  original Tamil  word  is 
thozhilil   muthalaaka  - itta -  panam – capital oney  invested in the business; 
thozhil- buisness; muthal-  capital ;panam- money . 

 finance [E]  has the consonants- pa- an- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
panam / pon  -money ; pon –gold/ money .  

treasury [E]  has the consonants- the- Ra – sa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
–thirai [ thiru]  saeri  - treasury ; thiru- money / wealth . 
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 cash[E]  has the consonants – ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is kaasu  / kai 
kaasu – cash in hand  ; kai –hand; kaasu- cash . 

cash[E]  has the consonants – ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  panam  
kaasu   [ missing  letter- pa-]  - money; panam- money ; kaasu –cash ; kai kaasu –
ready  cash /cash in hand  ; kai- hand  . 

 money [E] has the consonants -ma -an -and the  original Tamil  word is panam  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  – money.  

 

 é-níg(-gur11[GA]-ra): storehouse, treasure-house ('house' + 'things' [ + 'piled 
up']; cf., sag- níg-gur11-ra(-ak)). 

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kai arai – small 
store house/ treasure .  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  sarakku  arai   [ 
missing letter- sa -]  -store  room  ; sarakku- goods/ cargo   ; arai -room.  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is   thiraviyam [ 
missing letter- the -]  -stores . 

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is   kottakaaram [ 
missing letter- the -] – rice store room . 

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thiru  koatta 
kaaram  [ missing letter- the -] – temple store house  ; koayir kiraanam ; thiru- 
holy; koattam- temple  .  

eniggara has the consonats  - an- –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
araikaaran -  temple store keeper.  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  saekaram  
/jaekairaa  [ missing letter- sa -]  -store.  
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eniggara has the consonats  - an- –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  sunkka 
karan [ missing letter- sa -]  –customs officer; sunkkam- customs .  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  sarakku  arai   [ 
missing letter- sa -]  -store  room  .  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
aakaram –store house.  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  aru kanakku – 
store account.  

eniggara has the consonats  - an- –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  arankam 
– gambling house.   

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  theervai thurai [ 
missing letter- the -]  - customs house  ; raevu   .  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  urai vidam  [ 
missing letter- the -]  - store house.  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
parikaaram [ missing letter- pa -] -store.  

 gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pannikaaram [ missing letter- pa -] -store.  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  vaippu  erukkai [ 
missing letter- pa -]  -store.  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
nikaram -  treasure.   

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
varam – treasure.  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  karuuoolam [ 
missing letter- la-]- treasure house.  
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gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pokkisa arai [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-] – treasure house;  sarakku  arai .  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  koorai akam – 
house; koorai-roof .  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kirakam – house.  

gara has the consonats  - –ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
aakaram –house.  

 

 lúé-níg-ka: (cf., lú-é-níñ-ka). 

 É-NUN: (cf., agrun). 

 é-ri-a: (cf., a-ri-a). 

 é si-ga: a quiet house ('house' + 'silence').  

*esiga  has the consonats   - sa- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  saaikai-  
house  ; jaakai . 

esiga  has the consonats   - [-sa-]- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
amaithiyaana veedu  [ misisng  leter –the -] –silent  house; amaithi –silence  . 

esiga  has the consonats   - sa- ka  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
samaathana veedu  /saanthamana veedu [ misisng  leter –the -]   -peaceful  house  
;samaathanam- peace .  

 

é-sig4: wall ('house' + 'brick'; cf., iz-zi).    

*esiga  has the consonants   - sa- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  saaikai-  
house; jaakai. 
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esiga  has the consonants   - [ -sa-] - ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kuvi -  
wall.   

 esiga  has the consonants   - [ -sa-] - ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  senkkar 
suvar [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  brick  wall ; senkkar- brick; suvar- wall. 

 esiga  has the consonants   - sa- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  senkkal [ 
missing  leter- la-]-  brick  ; semmai- red ;  sem- munn –red soil  ; kal- stone . 

esiga  has the consonats   - [-sa-] - ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  munn kal / 
vaemunn kal [ missing  leter- la-]-  brick ; munn- soil; kal- stone . 

esiga  has the consonants   - sa-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  senka mattai 
[ missing letter- the -] -  brick bat ; senkkal- brick . 

esiga  has the consonants   - [-sa-] - ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  ittikai  – 
brick .  

esiga  has the consonats   - sa-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  senkka katti 
[missing letter- the -] -  brick bat . 

esiga  has the consonats   - [- sa-] -- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kavann-  
brick bat . 

esiga  has the consonants   - [-sa-]-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kaala vaai 
missing  leter- la-]-  brick  kiln . 

esiga  has the consonants   - sa-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  senkal maal [ 
missing  leter- la-]-  -  brick  kiln .  

 esiga  has the consonats   - sa-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  machchu –k- 
kal  [ missing  leter- la-]-  ceiling brick . 

esiga  has the consonants   - sa-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  sukkan kal [ 
missing  leter- la-]-  over burnt brick . 

  esiga  has the consonants   - sa-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  soolai –k-
kal-[ missing  leter- la-]-  burnt brick . 
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  esiga  has the consonants   - sa-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  senkal maa- 
[ missing  leter- la-]- brick  dust . 

 

é-šag4/šà: house interior; (temple) cella ('house, temple' + 'midst'). 

esiga  has the consonants   - [-sa-]-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  akani – 
interior.  

esiga  has the consonants   - [-sa-]-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  aka vaai – 
interior . 

esiga  has the consonants   - [-sa-]-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is akadu [ 
missing letter- the -] – interior.  

é-šag has the  consonants – [-sa-]-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is nadu 
veedu [ missing letter- the -] – middle or the interior of the house; nadu- middle; 
veedu- house .  

é-šag has the  consonants – [-sa-]-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is veettin 
akadu/ akani  [ missing letter- the -] – interior of the house ; veedu –house   .  

 é-šag has the  consonants – [-sa-]-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is nadu  
koodam   [ missing letter- the -]  - middle of the house ; koodam- hall/ room .  

é-šag has the  consonants – [-sa-]-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is koavir 
karuvarai  [ missing letter-  Ra-] – sanctum sanctorum  of the temple ; kovir- 
temple; karuvarai- uterus. 

 é-šag has the  consonants – [-sa-]-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is naduvae / 
naduvan  [ missing letter- the -]   -admist /centre.  

é-šag has the  consonants – [-sa-]-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is nadukkudi 
[ missing letter- the -] – a household in the midst of others; nadu- middle; kudi- 
house.  
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-šag has the  consonants – [-sa-]-- ka  - and the  orignal Tamil  word is maiyamaka 
– in the middle.  

 

é-šu-sì-ma: warehouse ('house' + 'portion' + 'to put, surround' + 'to bind'). 

é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- [ -sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ayanam -  house.  

é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- [ -sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
panam [ missing letter- pa -]  – house. 

é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- [ -sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  aam- 
house.  

 é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- [ -sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
manai – house.  

é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- [ -sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mandi  [ missing letter- the -]  -warehouse.  

é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- -sa-- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   manju -  store house.  

é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- -sa-- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   manjikai  [ missing letter-ka -]  -  store room . 

é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- [ -sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
panniyam [ missing letter- pa-] -  stores.  

é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- -sa-- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   amsam –  portion.  

é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- -sa-- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   asanam – portion.  

é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- [ -sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paanmai [ missing letter- pa-] -  portion.  
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é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- -sa-- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   anjam  -  portion.  

é-šu-sì-ma  has the consonants- [ -sa-] - ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaikkanum [ missing  letter- ka-]- to put.   

 

 é-gištukul: armory ('house' + 'weapon'). 

é-gištukul  has the consonants  -ka- sa- - the -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kavasa  kottil – armoury; kavasam- mask .  

é-gištukul  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]  - the -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  
word is   padai -k-kala  kottil [ missing letter- pa-] -  armoury; padai –k- kalam- 
weapons. 

é-gištukul  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]  - the -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thalavaadankkal / aayunthankkal  kuviththu  viakkum  kidankku – 
armoury; thalavaadam- weapons  ; kuviththidu- to heap ; kidankku –godown . 

é-gištukul  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]  - the -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  
word is   kudi vaazhum  veedu – the house in which  living ; vaazhum- living; 
veedu- house. 

 é-gištukul  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]  - the -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  
word is   padai-k-kalam [ missing letter- pa-] – weapon; padai-  army .  

é-gištukul  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]  - the -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  
word is   vedi  marunthu porul  vaikkum  kidanku [ missing letters-  pa-  and -Ra- ] 
– ammunitions store ; vedi  marunthu –ammunitions ; porul –things; kidanku- 
warehouse.  

é-gištukul  has the consonants  -ka- [- sa-]  - the -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  padai  aayuthankal  vaikkum  kidanku [ missing letter- pa-] – – war  wapon 
store ; padai- military ; aayuthankal- weapons; kidanku- ware house . 
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é-gištukul  has the consonants - ka  sa-- the -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aayunthankal  vakai – kaththi / kodu  vaal /  thoakku  /eetti / vael/  kadaayutam 
/ampu / silampam /maduvu/ ponthi  [ missing letter- pa-] – types of weapons – 
knife/ sword/   gun/  lance/ spear/   mace/ arrow / fighting stick / deer horn.  

 

 é-tùr: cattle pen ('house' + 'stable'). 

é-tùr   has the conosnats  -the-  Ra-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thaar-  house.  

é-tùr   has the conosnats  -the-  Ra-  and the  other interpretaion  of the word is   
manthiram – house.  

é-tùr   has the conosnats  -the-  Ra-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  manthurai - 
horse stable.  

*é-tùr   has the conosnats  -the-  Ra-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thoru  -cattle 
stall . 

-tùr   has the conosnats  -the-  Ra-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kidai mari [ 
missing letter- ka-] – sheep  pen ;kidai –pen  . 

cattle [E]   has the consonants - ka –the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kaal 
nadai   -cattle.  

cattle [E]   has the consonants - ka –the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   aadu  
maadukal – cattle ; ottakankkal ; aadu- goat; maadu –cow/ bull; ottakam –camel  .  

cattle [E]   has the consonants - ka –the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kondi  
thozhuvu -  cattle pound.  

cattle [E]   has the consonants - ka –the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
maattu-k kottil  -  -cattle shed  ;maadu –cattle .  

cattle [E]   has the consonants - ka –the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kalla 
maadu -  stolen cattle  ;  kalavu –stolen .  
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 cattle [E]   has the consonants - ka –the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kattukkaali -  stray cattle.  

 

 é-u4-sakar[SAR]: new moon ('house' + 'day' + 'to begin').  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaar uvaa -  dark moon /new moon ;  kaar/ karumai – dark/black  ; uvaa- moon . 

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pirai  uvaa [ missing letter- pa-]- crescent moon; pirai- crescent ;  uvaa- moon . 

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
man-k-kum uvaa naar  - waning moon day ; manku –fade ; uvaa- moon; nar- day.   

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
minukkum  nirai  uvaa  naar - waxing  moon day ; minukka- shine ;  nirai- full ; 
uvaa- moon; naar- day.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is pournami [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-]-  full moon . 

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is pirapakaran [ missing letter- pa-]- moon.   

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  ammaa – vaasai  [Skt]  naar – new moon day ; ammavaasai-  new moon ; 
nar- day . 

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  yaeka raasi  -  new moon. 

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
anthi kathiroan [ missing letter- the-]-  moon ;   santhi kiranan .  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  suthakaran [ missing letter- the-]- moon.   
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é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
muyar koodu [ missing letter- the-]-  moon .    

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
venn kathiroan [ missing letter- the-]-  moon  ; venn- white .    

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
kurai mathi [ missing letter- the-]-  waning  moon ; kurai- less; mathi- moon .    

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
keetru mathi [ missing letter- the-]-  crescent  moon; mathi- moon .  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  nisakaran – moon.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  virosanan – moon.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [- sa -] --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  mikiran -  moon.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [- sa -] --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  mirukaankam- moon.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is     
naadu arivaon [ missing letter- the-]- moon.   

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is     
eravoan – moon.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is     
kurankan – moon. 

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kupaeran [ missing letter- pa-]-  moon.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is     
nakar- house.  
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é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aakaram / kirukam – house.   

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
koorai akam -  hut.   

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaasiram- house.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
arankam-  gambling house.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaasaram /  vaasiram  -day . 

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
pakar naeram [ missing letter- pa-]-  – day time.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
vaikarai naeram  - early  morning.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
vaeiyar naeram  -  day time; naeram- time ;  vaeiyar- hot / sunny .  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aarampikka [ missing letter- pa-]-  - to begin . 

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  upa kiramam [ missing letter- pa-]-  beginning . 

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
mur kooru - beginning.  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
thuvankuthar [ missing letter- the-]-   beginning .  

é-u4-sakar  has the consonants – sa --ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  thuvasaa roakanam [ missing letter- the-]-  beginning . 
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é-u4-7: first crescent moon ('house' + 'day 7').  

é-u  has no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  manai / aam  – house.  

é-u  has no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  yaaelaam naal [ missing 
letter- zha/ la-]-  day 7   ; naal- day  ;yaezhu -7.  

é-u  has no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  muthal  ila mathi /  muthal 
thuni  nila [ misisng letters-  the –and- la-]- first crescent moon;  muthal- first; 
ilamai- youth ; mathi- moon . 

 

é-u4-15: full moon ('house' + 'day 15'). 

é-u4-15   has no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  muzhu nila [ missing  
letter- la-]  - full moon ; muzhu- full ;  nila- moon/ luna  . 

é-u4   has no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  yazhaam  naal -[ missing 
letter- la-]-   7th day  ;  yazhu- 7;  onnaam naal – day 1;   naal- day ; moonaam naal 
– day 3 ;  naalaam naal  -day 4. . 

é-u4   has no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  illam  [  missing letter- 
la-]- - home .  

full moon [E]   has the consonats  -[-pa-]- la - ma -an -  and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is muzhu nilaa- full moon; muzhu- full ; nilaa-moon.  

 

é-ubur: milking pen ('house' + 'teat').  

é-ubur has the consonants- [- pa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  arai – 
house.  

é-ubur has the consonants- [- pa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  saranam [ 
missing letter- sa-] – house.  
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é-ubur has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  saerpu  -
house.  

é-ubur has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  purai – 
house.  

 é-ubur has the consonants- [- pa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aram- 
feeding house.  

é-ubur has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paar  pannai 
– dairy  farm ; paar- milk; pannai – farm . 

é-ubur has the consonants-  pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is penn-in   
maaru  –breast  ;  maarpu- chest ; penn –woman   . 

é-ubur has the consonants-  [-pa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is surai [ 
missing letter- sa-] – teat . 

 

é-ùr-ra: storehouse ('house' + 'rafter beams').  

é-ùr-ra  has the consonant-   Ra  -  and the   original Tamil  word is  arai – house/ 
room . 

é-ùr-ra  has the consonant-   Ra  -  and the   original Tamil  word is  saranam [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- house.  

 é-ùr-ra  has the consonant-   Ra  -  and the   original Tamil  word is  purai [ missing  
letter- pa-]--  house. 

-ùr-ra  has the consonant-   Ra  -  and the   original Tamil  word is  kai  maram [ 
missing letter- ka-]- rafter.  

ùr-ra  has the consonant-   Ra  -  and the   original Tamil  word is  aakaram  [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  – store house.    
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é-ùru...gíd: to keep watch over a house ('house' + 'watch fire' + 'to reach out, 
manage').  

é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
veettai  kaavar  kaaththida  / kankaaniththida   vaendum  - to  have a watch over 
the house ;  veedu- house;  kaavar-  guard ;  kan kaaniththiduka- to watch . 

é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the original Tamil  word is      
maer  paarvai  iduka  [ missing  letter- pa-] – to supervise . 

é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is niravakiththiduka/ nirvakam  seithiduka [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]- to 
administer.  

é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   naeradiyaaka  kavanikka  vaendum – to  over see 
directly ; naeradiyaaka- directly; kavanikka- to look after / to attend . 

é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kan kaaniththar vaendum – to look after . 

é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   karuththai   kondu saerkka  vaendum  [ missing 
letter- sa-]- -to reach out  ; karuththu- idea . 

é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   uraiyaaduka-  to speak . 

é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  eravu  naera  erinthindum  paasarai  kaavar   
neruppu/ thee pantham [ missing  letter- pa-]-  night time watch fire; eravu- night  
; naeram- time ;  eriththiduka- to burn ; kaavar- guard ; neruppu –fire; thee 
pantham- fire stick . 

é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kaarai veedu  - lime stone  house; kaarai- lime 
stone; veedu- house . 
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é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  senkkar kar kondu  kattiya veedu [ missing letter- 
sa-] – house built with bricks  ; senkkar – brick;  kar- stone; kattu- build; veedu- 
house.  

é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
koorai veedu- thatched house . 

é-ùru...gíd  has the consonants - Ra -ka -the -  and the original Tamil  word is  
koorai –k- kottakai -  thached shed; koorai- roof ; kottakai- cottage   . 

 

é-uz-ga: fattening house ('house' + 'goose' + 'milk') 

euzga    has the consonants  - sa – ka -  and the  original Tamil word is  saaikai -  
house.  

euzga    has the consonants  -sa  ka -  and the other interpretation  of the word is  
vaesam /vaesanam / vasanam  - house.  

euzga    has the consonants  - [-sa-] – ka -  and the  original Tamil word is  kaekam 
/akam  - house.  

euzga    has the consonants  - sa – ka -  and the  original Tamil word is  saekku- 
breast  milk .  

euzga    has the consonants  - [-sa -]– ka -  and the  original Tamil word is  paaku  [ 
misisng letter- pa-] – milk . 

euzga    has the consonants  - [-sa -]– ka -  and the  original Tamil word is  pakkam 
[ misisng letter- pa-] – house.  

euzga    has the consonants  -sa  ka -  and the other interpretation  of the word is  
machchikai  -  butter milk . 

euzga    has the consonants  - [-sa -]– ka -  and the  original Tamil word is  kottadi / 
kottam / maattu kottakai  [ missing letter- the -] – cattle shed . 
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euzga    has the consonants  - [-sa -]– ka -  and the  original Tamil word is  thaavani  
[ missing letter- the -] – cattle shed ; maattu thaavani  -cattle fair . 

euzga    has the consonants  - [-sa -]– ka -  and the original Tamil word is vaaththu 
.[ missing letter- the -] – goose.  

 

e5-gar: brick wall (cf., egar).  

e-gar    has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is senkkar suvar 
[ missing leter- sa-]  - brick wall;   kar suvar  -stone wall; senkkar- brick; suvar- wall.  

 e-gar    has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaekaa vari -  
under burnt brick . 

e-gar    has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is surkki 
[missing leter- sa-]  – brick  powder.  

e-gar    has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaari – wall.  

 

ég dal-ba-na: a dike that is shared by two watercourses or by two fields ('levee' + 
'between').  

egdalbana    has the consonants -  ka- the- la-  pa -an –and the  orignalTamil  word 
is erandu   kollaikkalukkum / kaattukkum   thaani  paayum   orae   pothu  
vaaikkaal [ missing letter- Ra -]  -  common  canal  water for two  fileds; erandu –
two  kollai- garden ; kaadu- farm / forest ; thanni- water ‘ paaya- to flow ; pothu – 
common ; vaaikkaal- canal  . 

egdalbana    has the consonants -  ka- the- la-  [ - pa-]  -an –and the  original Tamil  
word is naduvil –between . 

 

ég kal-kalag-ga: to reinforce the levees ('levees' + 'to repair, mend' + 
nominative).  
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ég kal- has the consonants – ka –la- - and the  original Tamil  word is  okkiduthal [ 
missing letter- the -] – to repair.  

ég kal- has the consonants – ka –la- - and the  original Tamil  word is kankai  
vazhuvaakku /   anai karaiyaei  vazhuvaakku / yaeri  karaiyaei  vazhuvaakku / kula 
karaiyaei  vazhuvaakku [ misisng letter- Ra-]-  to reinforce the levees; anai karai- 
levee;  vazhuvaakku- to make strong ; kulam pond; karai- bank  . 

ég kal- has the consonants – ka –la- - and the  original Tamil  word is  kula vettu 
missing letter- the -]  -tank  repair . 

ég kal- has the consonants – ka –la- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhuvoottuka   [  missing letter- the -] - to reinforce . 

 

ég sa-dúr-ra: wide levees at the low-lying end of a field which halted and 
contained the water for irrigating the field ('levees' + 'low-lying end of a field'). 

ég sa-dúr-ra   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-]  –the- Ra –and the  original Tamil 
word is   akandra  neer thaekkam - wide  water reservoir ; akandra –wide; neer- 
water;  thaekkam- reservoir .      

ég sa-dúr-ra   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-]  –the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is iyarkkaiyaana  aatran-k- karai / kadar karai – natural  river shore/ sea 
shore ; iyarkkai- natural;  aaru- river; kadar- sea; karai –shore.  

ég sa-dúr-ra   has the consonants – ka- - sa- –the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  payirukku  madai thiranthu  thanneer paaichuuka [ missing letter- pa-]  -
to irrigate the field ; payir- crops; thenneer- water ; madai- irrigation  canal ; 
thanner- water .  

 

 ég si-ga: the work of piling up a levee ('levee' + 'to increase, fill').  

egsiga  has the consonants-  ka –sa- ka –and the  original Tamil word is anaivu  
suvar  [ missing  letter- Ra -]- levee  . 
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egsiga  has the consonants-  ka –sa- ka –and the  original Tamil word is anaikkarai- 
yaei  usaththuka [ missing letters- Ra- and -the-] -to raise the banks   of levee ; 
anaikkarai- levee; usaththu- raise.  

egsiga  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil word is 
anaikkarai [ missing  letter- Ra -]- – levee.  

egsiga  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil word is aakkam 
/  oaakkam /  mikaiyaakkuka- increase.  

egsiga  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil word is 
ponkkam  [ missing letter –pa- ]- increase. 

egsiga  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil word is 
maenaokkuka- increase.  

egsiga  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil word is veekku  
- fill. 

egsiga  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil word is kuvikka- 
pile up . 

 

ég-ég/e ú-sag11-e/a: reinforcement of the levees with cut/bundled plants/reeds 
('levees' + 'fascines').  

ég-ég/e ú-sañ11-e/a has the consonants  -ka-  sa- ka – and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the  word is  vettiya  mara kattai - yaei kondu  /  sedi / kodi / keethtu   
kattu  kondu /  adukki  / kuviththu  /  anai karai  suvarai   uruthi- akkuka / anai  
karai - yaei  uyarththuka [ missing  letters- Ra- and- the -]-  to strengthen  the 
levees  piling with   woods/ budled plants ; mara kattai –wood;  sedi  - plant;  kodi-  
creeper ; keeththu-  reed ; kattu- bundle ;  adukku- to  pile ; kuvikka- to pile ; anai 
karai suvar – wall of the  levee;  uruthi akkuka- to strengthen ; karai- bank; 
uyrarthuka-to raise . 

ég-ég/e ú-sag-e/a  has the consonants -  ka- sa- ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   anai  karai  suvar [ missing  letter- Ra-] - levees ; anai karai – levee; suvar –wall . 
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levees   has the consonants-  la -va –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is anaikal 
– dams [ plural] . 

levees   has the consonants-  la -va –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaaikkaal-  canal . 

levees   has the consonants-  la -va –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kulam 
– lake . 

levees   has the consonants-  la -va –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kooval-   
well . 

levees   has the consonants-  la -va –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kumili 
–  irrigation water way .  

levees   has the consonants-  la -va –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kaalai 
vaelai  / maalai  vaelai   - mannavanin  - aankalukkaana avai [ Sankam] [Skt] -  the  
morning /evening assembly  of the king  for men   ;  kaalai vaelai- morng time; 
maalai  vaelai- evening time; mannavan- king /ko-makan  ; avai –assembly .  

levees   has the consonants-  la -va –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
naalolakkam .  

 

eme-dar: a tool, utensil ('tongue' + 'to slice, smash').  

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   unavu parimaaru payan -padum  thattu [ missing  letters- pa –and-ka-]-  the 
plate to serve food ; unanu –food; parimaaruka  –serve ;  thattu- plate . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   meen vettukira  akandra   kaththi [ missing letter- ka-]-a  broad knife to cut 
fish; meen-  fish ;  vettu –cut; akandra- broad; kaththi –knief.   

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   maram vettum koadaari [ missing letter- ka-]  – wood cutting  axe ;  maram- 
tree; vettu- cut; koadaari- axe . 
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eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   poar  aayutham  [ missing letter- pa-]  - war weapon ; poar- war; aayutham- 
weapon . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   thanneer kudam [ missing letter- ka-]  - water pot ; kudam- pot;  thanneer- 
water. 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is  irumpu  koradu [ missing  letters- ka –and- pa-]  - iron  slice/ forceps  ; irumpu -  
iron ; koradu- forceps . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   thee  patra  vaikkum  / patru  koradu [ missing  letters- ka –and- pa-]  –a tool  
to set fire  ;thee- fire;  thee patra  sei – to set fire  ; koradu- forceps  . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   ennai molla /alla   uthavum   karandi [ missing  letters- ka –and- la-]  -spatula  
to take oil ; ennai- oil; mollu –to pail  ; uthavum- helping ; karandi –spatula . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   naavai  azhuththum  karandi  [ missing  letters- ka –and- la-]--tongue spatula ; 
naavu- tongue ; azhuthhtu -  press; karandi –spatula  . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   surandidum kaththi /koar  [ missing  letters- ka –and- sa-]  -  knife/rod  to 
scrape ; kaththi- knife; soranduka – to scrape ; koar- rod . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is  mellu-unavu  karandi  [ missing  letters- ka –and- la-]  - a spatula . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   surandum karuvui- [ missing  letters- ka –and- sa-] - tool to scape ; suranduka  -
to scrape ; karuvi- instrument . 
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eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is  thanneer  paaththiram [ missing letter- pa-] - utensil  ; thanneer- water ; 
paaththiram- utensil . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is  seppu  paaththiram-[missing letters -pa -and -sa-]-  copper vessel ; seppu- 
copper; paaththiram- utensil.  

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   unnum  paaththiram - [ missing letter- pa-]- eating  utensil ; unnu- eat . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   thattu muttu paaththiram  [ missing letter- pa-]- utensil . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is is   arisi paaththiram [missing letters -pa -and -sa-]- utensil for rice; arisi- rice; 
paaththiram- utensil. 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is  mara thattam- wooden tray; maram- wood;  thattam – tray.   

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is is  vetti kooru -ida  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] - to cut in to pieces ; vettu –
cut  

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is  thundu  thundaaka  narukka  vaendum [missing letter- ka-] to slice in to pieces ; 
thundu- piece/ bit; narukkuka - slice  . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is adiththu  norukkida  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]  – to smash ; adi- beat; 
norukku- smash . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
adiththu   thakarththida  vaendum-[ missing letter- ka-]    to smash ; thakarkka- 
smash . 
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eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word  
is moathukira--[ missing letter- ka-]-  smashing . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word  
is idaiyooru  undaakka  vaendum --[ missing letter- ka-]-  - to give trouble ;  
idaiyooru- trouble.  

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is   maethai  seevar --[ missing letter- ka-]-  – meat slice ; maethai –meat ; seevar- 
slice.  

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word  
is vun-  murai  thaakkuthar  nadaththa  vaendum--[ missing letter- ka-] - to indulge 
in violent attack ; vun murai- violence; thaakkuthar- attack . 

eme-dar  has the consonants – ma- the- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is  thiru  vaai malarnthu  thaai / Thol  mozhiyil  / Thamizh mozhiyil   mozhi yil  
/vazhakku  mozhiyil  uraiyaada  vaendum / vaai mozhika [ missing  letters- la –
and- ka-]-  the open the mouth and speak in mother tongue- Tamizh ;  ; thiru vaai 
–sacred mouth ;  thaai mozhi- mother tongue ;  mozhi - language ; uraiyaadu- to 
speak ; mozhika- speak ; vaai-mouth . 

 

eme...è/e11: to stick out the tongue ('tongue' + 'to send forth').  

eme...è/e   has the consonant-  ma - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word 
is   naavai / naakkai  neetta/ pithikkida / madikka / kadikka  vaendum  / naakkai  
thonkaa  poadu   vaendum [ missing  letters- ka - the- and- pa-]  –to protude  
[stick out]  the tongue  ; naakku –tongue ; neettuka-put out ; thoanka  poaduka  -
to hang / pithikkida- protrude  ;  madikka- to fold ; kadikka- to bite .   

eme...è/e   has the consonant-  ma - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word 
is   koduththu  vida  vaendum [ missing letters- ka - and- the- ] -  to give out ; 
kodukka- to give  . 
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eme...è/e   has the consonant-  ma - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word 
is   [  kadithtaththai ]   anuppi  vaikka vaendum [ missing  letters- ka - the- and- pa-
]  – to send forth a letter  ; anupidu  –send ; kaditham- letter.  

eme...è/e   has the consonant-  ma - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word 
is   vittu vida  vaendum  [ missing letters- ka -  and- the-] – let off . 

eme...è/e   has the consonant-  ma - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word 
is thandikkaathu -  man-niththu  vittu  vida   vaendum  [ missing letters- ka – and- 
the- ]   –to forgive and let off  without punishment ; mannikka- to forgive ; vittu 
vidu –let off ; thandaikka- punish  . 

eme...è/e   has the consonant-  ma - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word 
is   manam veesida vaendum [ missing letters- ka – and- the- ]  -to send forth 
fragrance ; manam- aroma ; veesida- to send forth . 

eme...è/e   has the consonant-  ma - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word 
is  thookki  veesida   vaendum   [ missing  letters- ka - the- and- sa-] -to throw off . 

 

eme-gilim-ma: confused speech ('tongue' + 'to be twisted, tangled' + 
nominative).  

eme-gilim-ma  has the consonants -ma -ka –la- ma –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kuzhappamaana vaai  mozhi [ missing  letter- pa-] – 
confused  language  /speech ; kuzhappam- confusion ; vaai – mouth ; mozhi- 
language . 

eme-gilim-ma  has the consonants -ma -ka –la- ma –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kuzhanthai- yin  mazhalai mozhi [missing letter- the 
--] -  child’s  speech /babble ; kuzhanthai- child; mazhalai mozhi- babble. 

eme-gilim-ma  has the consonants -ma -ka –la- ma –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   elakkanam/ elakkiyam  illa  vaai  mozhi – a language 
without grammar / literature ; elakkanam- grammar;  elakkiyam- literature ; illai- 
nil;  vaai- mouth; mozhi- language . 
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eme-gilim-ma  has the consonants -ma -ka –la- ma –  and the original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   sikkal  mikka  vaai mozhi [ missing  letter- sa-] – -  
difficult language ; sikkal- tangled ; mozhi- tongue.  

 

eme-gir15/gi7: Sumerian language ('tongue' + 'native').  

eme-gir/gi  has the consonants – ma- ka- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaai naattin   kudi makan  / kudi makkar  urai yaadum   vaai  mozhi  /thaai mozhi  
-  Thol  mozhi /Tamizh mozhi   [ missing letters-  the -and -zha-] – the language of 
the  natives  ; thaai- naadu-  mother state; urai -yaadu –speak ;  thaai- mother;  
vaai- mouth; mozhi- language  ; kudi makan- citizen ;  thol mozhi –ancient 
language ;Tamizh -- Tamil  language  . 

eme-gir/gi  has the consonants – ma- ka- Ra- ka –and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   poorveekam  [ missing  letter- pa-] – native . 

eme-gir/gi  has the consonants – ma- ka- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn -irkku   urimaiyaanavar  -  those people who  owns the  land / native  
people ;   munn- land; urimai –rights  

eme-gir/gi  has the consonants – ma- ka- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthar   kudi  makkaar  [ missing  letter- the  -] – first  citizens ; muthar –first; kudi  
makan- citizen . 

eme-gir/gi  has the consonants – ma- ka- Ra- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudi urimai  kondavar [ missing  letter- the  -]  -citizen ;  urimai- right; kondaavr- 
one who  has  . 

native[ E]   has the consonants - an – the-  va-  and the  and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaai  naatavan- one who  is from the mother land   ; thaai- mother ; 
naadu- land ; naattavan- one who  is from the mother land  . 

 

eme-gír: dagger blade ('tongue' + 'dagger'). 
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eme-gír has the consonants  - ma – ka-  Ra-  and the   original Tamil  word is  
aruvaa manai  -  kitchen knife /sickle ; aruvaa- sickle ; manai- house / kitchen . 

eme-gír has the consonants  - ma – ka-  Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kiru paanam [ missing letter- pa-] --sword . 

eme-gír has the consonants  - ma – ka-  Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  thaarankam [ missing letter- the-]  -sword.  

eme-gír has the consonants  - ma – ka-  Ra-  and the   original Tamil  word is  
koormaiyaana thundam [ missing letter- the-]  -  sharp sword.  

eme-gír has the consonants  - ma – ka-  Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vasikaranam [ missing letter- sa-]  -sword.  
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eme-ha-mun: contrasting speech or languages (e.g., Sumerian and Akkadian) 
('tongue' + 'mutually opposing').  

eme-ha-mun  has the consonants – ma- ka -ma  - an – and the  original Tamil  
word is naakai  madiththu kathaikka  vaendum [ missing letter –the -]  - to fold the 
tongue and  speak ; nakku –tongue; madikka –fold .  

eme-ha-mun  has the consonants – ma- ka -ma  - an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   muran  mikka  erai / urai /   vaai  /vaakku [ missing letter –Ra -]   -  
opposing  language   ; muran- opposing ; urai –language .    

 tongue [E]  has the consonants –the- an –ka-   and the  orignal Tamil  word is - 
nodikka- to speak ;  naakkai madakki  kathaiththida vaendum - to fold the tongue 
and  speak ; naakku –tongue; madikka- to fold ; kathaikka- speak .  

 

gišeme-numun: an agricultural tool ('tongue' + 'seed').  

gišeme-numun  has the consonants-   ka –[- sa-]  -ma –an- ma –an and the  
original Tamil  word is  nuni  nakkai   [ sikuvai ]   madiththu  kathaiththida   
vaendum  [ missing letter –the -]  -to fold  the tip of the tongue and speak ; nuni- 
tip ;naakku –tongue/ madikka- to fold; kathaiththida- speak  .  

gišeme-numun  has the consonants-   ka – [-sa -]-ma –an- ma –an and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kooni  kayam kondu  vetta vaendum [ missing letter –the -]  -to 
reap with sickle ; kooni  kayam- sickle; vettu –cut .  

gišeme-numun  has the consonants-   ka – [-sa -]-ma –an- ma –an and the  original 
Tamil  word is   mani maniyaana  vithai -yaei  thoova vaendum [ missing letter –
the -]  – to sow good seeds  ; mani  -seed  ; vithai –seed ; thoova –sow  . 
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gišeme-sa-du8-a: a tool ('tongue' + 'net' + 'open' + nominative).  

gišeme-sa-du-a   has the consonants  -ka  -[-sa-]  – ma-  [-sa-]  –the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  maun   vetti -  spade ; maun- soil; vetti- cutter .  

gišeme-sa-du-a   has the consonants   -ka   -[-sa-]  – ma-  [-sa-]  –the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   kampan kaththi [ missing letter- pa-]- iron tool / knife  for 
harvesting pulses  ; kaththi- knife .    

gišeme-sa-du-a   has the consonants   -ka   -[-sa-]  – ma-  [-sa-]  –the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   mudakku – tongue.  

gišeme-sa-du-a   has the consonants   -ka   -[-sa-]  – ma-  [-sa-]  –the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   kavai  thaampu [ missing letter- pa-]- noose.  

gišeme-sa-du-a   has the consonants   -ka   -[-sa-]  – ma-  [-sa-]  –the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   vaai vida vaendum –to open . 

gišeme-sa-du-a   has the consonants   -ka   -[-sa-]  – ma-  [-sa-]  –the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   pottikka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- – to open . 

gišeme-sa-du-a   has the consonants   -ka   -[-sa-]  – ma-  [-sa-]  –the-  and the  
original Tamil  word is   vimmida- open as the flower.  

 

eme-si-nu-sá: describes a person 'whose speech is not right' ('tongue' + si...sá, 'to 
do something in the right way' + 'not'). - 

eme-si-nu-sá    has  the consonants-  ma – [-sa-] - an – and the  original Tamil  
word is  naa- vanmai  inmai  [ missing letter- ka-]- – lack of eloquence ; naa 
vanmai- eloquence; inmai- nil ; naa- tongue; vanami  -ability/ skill   . 

 

gišeme-sig: ship plank ('tongue' + 'small').  

gišeme-sig has the consonants – ka –[-sa -] -ma –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is mudakku  [ missing leter- the -]-  tongue.   
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gišeme-sig has the consonants – ka –[-sa -] -ma –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is vankka  yaedakam [ missing leter- the -]-  ship  plank ; vankkam –ship . 

gišeme-sig has the consonants – ka –[-sa -] -ma –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is kullamaaka [ missing leter- la-]-small .  

 

eme-sig...dug4/du11/e: to slander ('tongue' + 'low; small' + 'to speak'). 

eme-sig...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma- [-sa--] - ka- the- ka - the –and 
the   original Tamil  word is   maana- kaedu  undaakka  vaendum- to  defame . 

eme-sig...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma- sa- ka- the- ka - the –and the   
original Tamil  word is   ninthanaikku    aallakka  vaendum [ missing letter- la-]-  - 
to  slander .  

eme-sig...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma- -sa- ka- the- ka - the –and the   
original Tamil  word is  kandanam  seithida vaendum -to condemn ;  seithida- do . 

eme-sig...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma- -[-sa-] - ka- the- ka - the –and 
the  original Tamil  word is  Tamizh  mozhiyil / Thol mozhi-yil  kathaithida  
vaendum [ missing letter- la-]- – to speak in Tamil language ;  Tamizh-Tamil ; 
mozhi- language ; kathaiththiduka - to speak ;  Thol mozhi- ancient language 
/Sumerian language  .  

eme-sig...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma- -[-sa-] - ka- the- ka - the –and 
the  original Tamil  word is  ezhi mozhiyil kathaiththida  vaendum [ missing letter- 
la-]-  -to talk ill of ; ezhi  mozhi-  bad speech; kathaiththiduka -  to speak  . 

eme-sig...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma- -[-sa-] -- ka- the- ka - the –and 
the  original Tamil  word is thunpam  kodukka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- –to 
give trouble  ;  thunpam- trouble ;  kodukka- to give.  

eme-sig...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma- [-sa--]  ka- the- ka - the –and the   
other interpretation of the word is   ava- maana [Skt]   paduththa   vaendum [ 
missing letter- pa-]- – to insult. 
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eme-sig...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma- sa-- ka- the- ka - the –and the   
original Tamil  word is   vaai  asaiththida  vaendum – to speak; vaai –mouth; 
asaikka- shake . 

eme-sig...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma- sa-- ka- the- ka - the –and the   
original Tamil  word is   sinna  vadivam  kondathu  -  small in size ; sinna- small; 
vadivam- form  .  

 

 eme-sig.gu7:to slander ('tongue'+ 'low;small'+'toconsume';cf.,inim-sig...gu7). 

emesiggu has the consonants-  ma  -sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuchchcam / kunjam – slander . 

emesiggu has the consonants-  ma  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koottu moottu  [ missing letter- the -] –slander . 

emesiggu has the consonants-  ma  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
keezhmai [ missing letter- zha-] – lowness.  

emesiggu has the consonants-  ma  -sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
konjamaaka / kammiyaaka  - little. 

emesiggu has the consonants-  ma  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nakkukanum  –  to eat/lick . 

emesiggu has the consonants-  ma  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudakku [ missing letter- the -] – tongue . 

 

 eme...šub6[ŠID]: to lick with the tongue ('tongue' + 'to lick').  

eme...šub6[ŠID]   has the consonants  -ma – [-sa -] –[- pa-]  –[-sa-] - the- and the  
original Tamil  word is  naavu  kondu   nakka vaendum –[ missing letter- ka-]-  to 
lick  with tongue; naavu- tongue; nakka- to lick . 
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eme...šub6[ŠID]   has the consonants  -ma – [-sa -] - pa- sa- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   paesa  vaendum –[ missing letter- ka-]-  to speak .  

eme...šub6[ŠID]   has the consonants  -ma – [-sa -] - pa- sa- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is    sappa vaendum- [ missing letter- ka-]-  to suck . 

eme...šub6[ŠID]   has the consonants  -ma – [-sa -] – [-pa-]-[- sa-] - the- and the  
original Tamil  word is   mudakku  -tongue. 

 

eme-ŠID: lizard ('tongue' + 'to consider, measure').  

emesid    has the consonants- ma –[- sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
manai  oathi – house  lizard . 

emesid    has the consonants- ma – sa - the –and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   saayaanatham – lizard . 

emesid    has the consonants- ma –[- sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
udumpu   [  missing letter- pa-] – the green lizard . 

emesid    has the consonants- ma –[- sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
paadanam   [ missing letter- pa-] -  speech . 

emesid    has the consonants- ma –[- sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
mudakku   [ missing  letter- ka-] –tongue. 

emesid    has the consonants- ma –[- sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
ninaiththidanum  -consider.  

emesid    has the consonants- ma –[- sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
ennnidanum – consider  . 

emesid    has the consonants- ma –[- sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
naadidanum – consider.   

emesid    has the consonants- ma –[- sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
yosiththidanum - consider  . 
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emesid    has the consonants- ma –[- sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
mathi -ththidanum - consider. 

emesid    has the consonants- ma – sa-- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
suttanum - consider. 

emesid    has the consonants- ma –[- sa-] - the –and the   other interpretation of 
the word is   paaniththidanum [ missing letter- pa-] – consider.  

emesid    has the consonants- ma –- sa-- the –and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   sinthiththidanum - consider. 

emesid    has the consonants- ma – [-sa-]-- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
kanitham / kanakku  idanum [ missing letter- ka-]  - measure.  

emesid    has the consonants- ma – [-sa-]-- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
madanku – measure.  

emesid    has the consonants- ma – [-sa-]-- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
mattu – measure.  

emesid    has the consonants- ma – [-sa-]-- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
mithi – measure.  

emesid    has the consonants- ma – [-sa-]-- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
idam- measure. 

emesid    has the consonants- ma – [-sa-]-- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   
thokai idanum [ missing letter- ka-]  -to measure.  

 

en-mur: a resin, possibly myrrh ('lord' + 'lungs').  

en-mur   has the consonants  -an – ma- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is mara 
pisin [ missing letter- pa –and- sa-]- resin ; maram- tree; pisin –resin . 
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en-mur   has the consonants  -an – ma- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
narumanam   pisin [ missing letter- pa –and- sa-]- –  fragrant gum ; narumanam- 
good smell ; pisin- resin . 

en-mur   has the consonants  -an – ma- Ra  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  roasanam [ missing letter- sa-]- resin . 

en-mur   has the consonants  -an – ma- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
yesamaanar [ missing letter- sa-]- lord.  

en-mur   has the consonants  -an – ma- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nampiraan  [ missing letter- pa-]- lord ; empiraan- our lord.  

en-mur   has the consonants  -an – ma- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
perumaan   [ missing letter- pa-]-  lord . 

en-mur   has the consonants  -an – ma- Ra  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  ramanan – lord.  

en-mur   has the consonants  -an – ma- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
naayan maar- lords.  

en-mur   has the consonants  -an – ma- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mannar-  king.  

  

en-na (...-a): until; as long as ...; everywhere ('time, enigmatic background' + 
nominative).  

enna  has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is enkkum [ missing 
letter- ka-] -every where.  

enna  has a consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is mani  -time.  

 

en-na-bi-šè: until now; until the time ('time' + 'this one' + 'towards').  
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ennabise   has the consonants- an- [- pa-]-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
innamum – until now.  

ennabise   has the consonants- an- [- pa-]-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mani  -time.  

ennabise   has the consonants- an- [- pa-]-  [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
noakki [ missing  letter- ka-]  -towards . 

 

en-nu(-un/ùña)...dù/ak: to watch; to guard against. 

en-nu(-un/ùña)...dù/ak   has the consonants - an – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kann- kaaniththida  vaendum  - to watch ; kann- eye; kavaniththiduka- to 
watch . 

en-nu(-un/ùña)...dù/ak   has the consonants - an – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kavaniththiduka  - to watch / listen . 

 

lúen-nu(-un)(-gá): watch, guardian; watch (as a division of night time); 
imprisonment; prison.  

lúen-nu(-un)(-ñá) has the consonants - la -an -   ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaavalan  - guardian / king/ police man  . 

lúen-nu(-un)(-gá) has the consonants - la -an – ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is   
kai kaalkalil   vilankidu --to apply fetters ; kai- hand; kaal- leg; vilanku –fetters  . 

lúen-nu(-un)(-ñá) has the consonants - la -an -  and the  original Tamil  word is     
kuththa vaali -yaei  kadum-  kaavalil  vaikka  vaendum  [ missing  letter-the -] -to 
imprison the accused;  kuththa vaali –accused  . 

 

en-te-en-na(-/ak/): the cold season, wintertime ('time' + 'cold' + genitive).  
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en-te-en-na(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -en –the- an- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikuntha thanuppu [ missing  letter- pa-]--  severe cold;   mikuntha- 
excess ; thanuppu- cold . 

en-te-en-na(-/ak/)   has the consonants  -en –the- an- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadunkka vaikkum / thaanka onaa   konthal   [ missing  letter- la-]- biting  
cold  ;  nadunkka- shiver   ; thaankka  onnaa- can not tolerate ; konthal –cold  .  

 

én-é-nu-ru: introductory formula for exorcism/incantation texts ('enigmatic 
background' + 'house' + 'image, likeness' + 'to send'). 

én-é-nu-ru   has the consonants - an –- Ra  - and the orignal Tamil  word is  aran 
manai  - palace; aran- fort; manai- house .  

én-é-nu-ru   has the consonants - an –- Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
manthiram  [ missing letter- the -] - incantation texts;  thanthiram - trick. 

én-é-nu-ru   has the consonants - an –- Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
manthiram [ missing letter- the -] – house.  

én-é-nu-ru   has the consonants - an –- Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
saranam [ missing letter- sa-]  - house.  

 n-é-nu-ru   has the consonants - an –- Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
sari  samamaanm [ missing letter- sa-]  - likeness.  

én-é-nu-ru   has the consonants - an –- Ra  - and the orignal Tamil  word is  piran 
manai [ missing letter- pa-]  – another’s house.  

én-é-nu-ru   has the consonants - an –- Ra  - and the orignal Tamil  word is  nikar [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  likeness.  

én-é-nu-ru   has the consonants - an –- Ra  - and the orignal Tamil  word is  naer 
uru – image . 
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én-é-nu-ru   has the consonants - an –- Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
anu roopam [ missing letter- pa-] – likeness.  

én-é-nu-ru   has the consonants - an –- Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
ravanaa [ missing leter- ka-] –sending . 

 

 gièn-bar: reed, reeds (cf., ambar, 'reed-bed').  

gièn-bar has the consonants- ka -an – pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is -     
panai  mara  korukkai -   palm tree  reed; panai- palm  . 

gièn-bar has the consonants- ka -an – [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
then-nan-k-keetru [ missing letter- the -] - palm / coconut  tree  leaf  ; thennai- 
coconut tree . 

 

èn-du: song ('time' + 'to walk'; note du12,'to sing') 

èn-du  has the consonats – an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  paattu  paada  
vaendum  [missing  letters-  pa- and- ka-] - to sing a song; paattu –somg; paadu –
to sing.  

èn-du  has the consonats – an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is pann paadu 
[missing  letters-  pa -] - sing a song  ;   pann- song ; paadu –sing . 

èn-du  has the consonats – an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is nada-  walk . 

èn-du  has the consonats – an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  nadakka  
vaendum  [missing  letter-- ka-] –to walk . 

èn-du  has the consonats – an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  santha 
yaappu  [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa-]- song.  
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èn-šè(-àm): until when; how long ('time; until' + terminative postposition, 'up to' 
[ + enclitic copula]).  

èn-šè(-àm)  has the  consonants – an- [-sa -] -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
en- naeramum -  all time/ always ;  naeram- time  ; en -naeramaa ?- how long  .  

 

èn...tar: to ask (someone: dative); to investigate; to take care of; to handle; to 
pay attention to, heed ('enigmatic background' + 'to determine, inquire'). 

èn...tar   has the consonants-  an –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vivaram  kaettu  arinthida  vaendum [missing letter- ka-]- -  to enquire ; kaetidu –
to ask ; arinthiduka- to know; vivaram-  news  .  

èn...tar   has the consonants-  an –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaedi 
arinthidu  /aainthu  arinthidu  - to investigate  ; thaedu –to seek ; aainthidu- 
investigate ; arinthidu- to know.  

èn...tar   has the consonants-  an –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuntha  akkarai  kondida vaendum –[missing letter- ka-]-  to take care of  ; 
akkarai  –care . 

èn...tar   has the consonants-  an –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuntha   kavanam  kondida vaendum –[missing letter- ka-]-  –to  have more  
attention ; mikuntha- more;  kavanam- attention .  

èn...tar   has the consonants-  an –the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooruvathai  kaathu koduththu   kaetka  vaendum-–[missing letter- ka-]-  to listen 
what is told;  kooruvathu –  what is told;    kaathu –ear;  kaetka- listen.  

 

 èn-tukum-šè: for how long ('time' + 'if' + terminative postposition).  

èn-tukum-šè   has the consonants-  an- the- ka- ma –[-sa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ev-valavu nimidam  edukkum [ missing letter- la-] -  how many  
minutes it will take ; ni idam- minute ; alavu- measurement . 
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èn-tukum-šè   has the consonants-  an- the- ka- ma –[-sa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   eththanai  kaalamaaka [ missing letter- la-] -  for how long;  kalam- 
time . 

 èn-tukum-šè   has the consonants-  an- the- ka- ma –[-sa-] -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   neenda  nedun-k-  kalamaaka [ missing letter- la-]  - for long time ; 
neenda – long; kaalam- time . 

 

engar-gu4(-ra): ox-ploughman ('farmer' + 'ox').  

engar-gu4(-ra)  has the consonants - an - ka – Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil   
word is   kamam seikiravan / kama-k-kaaran   [ missing  letter- sa-]  - one who  
does farming; kamam- agricultural work ;  seikiravan- one who does . 

engar-gu4(-ra)  has the consonants - an - ka – Ra- ka – and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is    vivasaayam [Skt]  [kamam] seikiravan [ missing  
letter- sa-]   - one who  does farming; vivasaayam [Skt]  - agricultural work .    

engar-gu4(-ra)  has the consonants - an - ka – Ra- ka – and the   original Tamil  
word is   payir  seikiravan [ missing  letter- pa-]   - one who  does farming ;payir- 
crops; seithido –do . 

engar-gu4(-ra)  has the consonants - an - ka – Ra- ka – and the   original Tamil  - 
word is  yaeru  uzhukiravan  [ missing  letter-  zha-]   - one who ploughs ; yaeru- 
plough . 

 

ér...gá-gá: to set up a lament ('lamentation' + 'to make').  

ér...gá-gá  has the consonants-  Ra –ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is   oppaari 
vaikka [ missing  letter- pa-] -to lament ; oppaari- elegy   . 

ér...gá-gá  has the consonants-  Ra –ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is   eranku -  
lament.  
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ér...gá-gá  has the consonants-  Ra –ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is karaiya –
weep.  

ér...gá-gá  has the consonants-  Ra –ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sikkaaram [ missing letter- sa-]- lamentation . 

ér...gá-gá  has the consonants-  Ra –ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is   uruvakku  
-make.  

 

ér...pàd/pà: to burst into tears; to cry, weep ('tears' + 'to show').  

ér...pàd/pà   has the consonats  -Ra –[- pa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaarai  thaaraiyaaka/   kanneer viitu  kathariduka [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to cry 
sheding tears  profusely ; kanneer- tears; katharuka- to cry . 

ér...pàd/pà   has the consonats  -Ra – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kanneer peerittu  ponkida [ missing  letter- ka-]-  bursting  of tears ; kanneer- 
tears ; peerittu- bursting .  

ér...pàd/pà   has the consonats  -Ra – pa- the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
oppaarai  paattu paadu    -to sing a elegy  ; oppaari-  lamentation  / elegy/ funeral 
song  ; paadu- sing; paattu –song . 

 

ér-ra: mourning, lamentation ('tears' + nominative).  

ér-ra   has the consonants- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is oppari [missing 
letter- pa-] – lamentation/ funeral song   . 

ér-ra   has the consonants- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thuyaram [ misisng 
letter- the -]   - lament/ grief. 

ér-ra   has the consonants- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  eranku [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  lament.  
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ér-ra   has the consonants- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kann neer  [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  - tears ; kann- eye; neer- water . 

ér-ra   has the consonants- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
nayana vaari [ missing letter- ka-]-  - tears ; vaari –water ; nayanam –eye . 

 

ér...sig7: to lament ('tears' + 'to complain'). 

ér...sig7 has the consonants   -Ra – [-sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
karaika- cry.  

ér...sig7 has the consonants   -Ra – [-sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
oppaari  vaikka [ missing letter- pa-]- to lament ; oppaari- funeral song .  

ér...sig7 has the consonants   -Ra – [-sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
erankar  paa - -elegy;  paa- song . 

ér...sig7 has the consonants   -Ra – [-sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanneer viduka / kanneer vittu  katharuka [ missing  letter- the-]  - to shed tears  
/weep  ; kanneer- tears ;   kann- eye; neer- water; kanneer- tears;   katharuka- to 
cry .  

ér...sig7 has the consonants   -Ra –-sa- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kurai/ kutram koorudika / kuttram sumaththuka  [ missing  letter- the-]  - to   
complain /to  accuse  ; kurai-  -fault; kuttram- crime ; kooruka- say; sumaththuka/ 
saattuka- to accuse/ charge .  

 

 ér-šem3,5-ma compositions concerning the gods sung by the gala priests in the 
Emesal dialect to the accompaniment of a tambourine ('wail' + 'tambourine' + 
genitive).  

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra - sa-- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  
murasam- a drum. 
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ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –[- sa-] - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
urumi -   a drum / a tabor.  

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –[- sa-] - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
Thiru Marai [ missing  letter- the -] -  holy  scriptures –Torah; thiru- holy; marai- 
scriptures  . 

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –[- sa-] - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoamaram-[ missing  letter- the -] -  a drum . 

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –[- sa-] - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
muradu -[ missing  letter- the -] -  drum. 

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –[- sa-] - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
daamaram-[ missing  letter- the -] - drum . 

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –[- sa-] - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is era 
vaanam [ missing  letter- ka -] – tambourine.  

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –[- sa-] - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
muravam-[ missing  letter- ka -]  - a drum . 

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –[- sa-] - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kinnaaram--[ missing  letter- ka -]-  harp . 

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra – sa-- ma – and the other interpretation of the 
word is   mukar sing -[ missing  letter- ka -]-  a wind instruemt.  

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra – [-sa-]-- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuriyam  [ missing  letter- the -] -Tamil  musical instrument  

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –[- sa-] - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
paari  nayinam  [ missing letter –pa-] – wind  instrument  

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –[- sa-] - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thimiri  nayinam  [ missing  letter- the -] -wind instrument.  
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ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra – [-sa-]-- ma – and the other interpretation of the 
word is   roathanam [ missing letter- the -] - wail.  

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –sa-- ma – and the other interpretation of the 
word is   sikkaaram  [ missing letter- ka-] - lamentaion . 

ér-šem    has the consonats - Ra –[- sa-] - ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuyaram [ missing letter- the -]  - wail  /lament . 

 

ér...šeš2,4/še8-še8: to cry, weep ('tears' + 'to weep'). 

ér...šeš   has the consonants  -Ra- [- sa-]  –[- sa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word is 
oppaari [ missing letter- pa-]-  elegy  /lamentation . 

ér...šeš   has the consonants  -Ra- - sa-–[- sa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word is siri 
smile [ antonym]   . 
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erin-bábbar: white cedar (wood) ('cedar' + 'white').  

erin-bábbar  has the consonants - Ra -an – [-pa-] -  Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  ven -nira  kaethuru /  kattai   /maram [ missing letters- ka and -the -]-  -
white color  cedar ; ve niram- white color; kaethuru –cedar ; kattai –wood; 
maram- tree.  

 

érin še-gur10-gur10: harvest workers ('gang of workers' + 'grain' + reduplicated 
'sickle; to reap').  

érin še-gur10-gur10   has the consonants -Ra –an- sa- ka –Ra- ka- Ra –and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  mutriya  ner - kathirai   karukku - aruvaa 
kondu  aruvadai   seithida  vanthavar [ missing letter- the-]  - those who came to 
harvest paddy with sickle  ; mutriyathu- matured ;  ner kathir-  paddy ; karuku 
aruvaa- sickle  ; aruvadai- harvest ; vanthavar –those who came . 

 

ésir-é-a; esir-è-a; ésir-há: asphalt ('bitumen' + 'to go out' + nominative). 

ésir-ha  has the consonants – [- sa-]-–Ra- ka-   and the  original Tamil word is 
karun-k-kaarai -   asphalt; karumai- black .   

ésir-ha  has the consonants – [- sa-]-–Ra- ka-   and the  original Tamil word is 
eryim kanimam – bitumen ; eriya - inflammable .  

ésir-ha  has the consonants – [- sa-]-–Ra- ka-   and the  original Tamil word is katti 
thaar [ missing letter- the -]- bitumen .  
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ésir-ha  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –Ra- ka-   and the  original Tamil word is  
iyarkkaiyaana  nila-k-  keel [ missing letter- la-]-  natural bitumen ; iyarkkai- 
natural;   nila-k-  keel- bitumen . 

ésir-ha  has the consonants –  sa-–Ra- ka-   and the  original Tamil word is  kari 
salaththu [ missing letters- la-  and  -the -]  -asphalt.  

ésir-ha  has the consonants –  sa-–Ra- ka-   and the  original Tamil word is  kar  
savalai [ missing letter- la-]-  bitumen . 

ésir-ha  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –Ra- ka-   and the  original Tamil word is  
uraavu  -go . 

 

 eš-bar: decision ('much' + 'to divide'; cf., ka-aš-bar). 

eš-bar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -   pa -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil word is iruthi 
theerppu [missing letter- the -] –   final  decision; iruthi –final . 

eš-bar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -   pa -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil word is nadu  
theerppu [missing letter- the -] – just  decision ;  theerppu- judgement  ; nadumai- 
impartial . 

eš-bar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -   [-pa -]-Ra -and the  orignal Tamil word is 
mana uruthi  [missing letter- the -] – -decision ; manam- mind; uruthi –strength . 

eš-bar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  [- pa-] -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil word is   
erram – decision.  

eš-bar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  [- pa-] -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil word is   
orumai  -judgement.  

eš-bar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  [- pa-]  -Ra -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is theer maanam  [missing letter- the -] –  resolution . 

eš-bar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -   pa -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil word is   piri -  
divide;  pirippu  -dividing .    
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eš-bar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  [- pa-] -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil word is   ari 
– divide.  

eš-bar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  [- pa-]  -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil word is   
thundaaduthar [missing letter- the -]-  divide . 

eš-bar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  [- pa-]  -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil word is   
theri  [missing letter- the -]-  -divide;  therippu  -dividing .  

eš-bar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -   pa- -Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  
niraiya / nirampa -  much . 

divide [E] ]   has the consonants- the  -va -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vakuthiduka  -divide.  

 

 eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga: pronounced decision ('decision' + 'message, order' + 'to 
speak' + nominative).  

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil  word is  arivikka patta  mudivu – decision that is announced  
mudivu  -decision  ; arivikka- to inform . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  sa-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is  pakira patta  mudivu  /theerppu / sikkarappu- pronounced 
decision  ; pakira-share  ; mudivu  -decision ; theerppu- judgement  . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is  koora patta  mudivu  / mudivaana seithi  -pronounced 
decision. 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants – [- sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is  eru  kaathir  kaetta  vivaram  /vidukai – message  that was 
heard  ;kaathu –ear; kaetta- heared; vivaram- news   .  
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 eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  sa– [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is  eru kannaar kanda seithi - message  that was seen  ; eru – 
two; kann-  eye; kanda- seen; ‘seithi- news / essage . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is  thundu-k-kurippu –  message / small notes .  

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  sa-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is  thundu  seettu kurippu kodukka -  message given in a small 
bit of paper ;  thundu  seettu – bit of paper ; kurippu –notes; kodukka- give  .  

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants – [- sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is  arivurai kooriduka -  give a message ;arivu urai- advice ; 
kooru –say  .  

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the  
interpretation  of the word is  uththaravu  kodukka / vithi   muraiyaei  kooriduka – 
to give a  order  ;uththaravu –order ; kodukka- give ; vithi  murai- rule .  

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is aanai  pirappikka vaendum – to issue an order ;  aanai –
order;  pirappikka- to issue .  

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  sa-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is seiyim padi   yaevuthar   vaendum - to  order; seiya- to do ; 
yaevuthar- to order . 

 eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and 
the original Tamil word is tharavu  kodukka – to order; tharavu- order/ msg; 
kodukka- to give  . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  [-sa-]-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is  kattroar  koodi irukkum avaiyir  paer  uraiyaatra  vaendum 
– to give a speech in tha assembly ; kattroar – learned persons ;   karkka- to learn ; 
; koodu- to assemble   ; avai  -assembly ; paer  urai-  lecture ; paer- big ; urai- 
speech   . 
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eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is erankuthar  vaendum – to speak .  

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is kooriduka    -say  /speak . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is vaakkaaduthar / vaai aaduthar  vaendum  -to speak.  

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  [-sa-]-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is vaaraththai poaduthar vaendum – to speak ;vaarththai – 
word . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is vaai pithatra  vaendum  -speak incoherently  ; pithatru  -
babble  ;vaai –mouth . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  sa-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is naa thaanki paesuthar vaendum  -speak thoughtfully ; 
naavu – tongue ; paesu –speak . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  sa-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is mukamarukka  paesa  vaendum  -to speak accurately . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  sa-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is uruvaka paduththi  paesiduka- speak  metaphorically; 
uruvakam- metaphor; paesiduka- speak   . 

 eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and 
the original Tamil word is  nayamaaka  uraikka /  naakarikam viduthar – speak 
politely . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  sa-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is ochchiyam paesuthar  koodaathu – do not speak  
libidinously ; ochchiyam- amorous ;  paesu- speak ; koodaathu- do not . 
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eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  [-sa-]—[- pa-] - Ra- ka  - the- ka – and 
the original Tamil word is   karuththu uoondri  koorida vaendum  -speak 
emphatically  ; karuththu –content ;  kooru –say . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is nayanthu  kathai - thiduthar vendum – speak effectively; 
kathaiththiduthar  -speaking ; nayam- pleasantness  . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  sa-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is kadu  kaduvena  pasethar koodaathu   -do not speak  angrily 
; paesuthar –speaking ; koodaathu- should not . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants –  sa-- pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil word is nanku  pirarkkyu  puriyim  vannam  paesa vaendum – speak 
well as others can understand  ;  nangu  -well/ good;  pirarkku –for others;  
puriyim  vannam  -easy  to understand  ;  paesu –speak  . 

 eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa- Ra- ka  - the- ka – and the 
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  avai-yir  anaivarum  yaetru konda  / 
urakka/  kooriya /   theermaanam  - the resolution  accepted by  every one ; avai –
assembly ; anaivarum –all persons ; yaetru kodu – accept  ; theermaanam –
resolution ; kooriya- said ; urakka- loudly . 

eš-bar-kíg-du11-ga  has the consonants – sa- pa- Ra- ka -  the- ka – and the 
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  theermanam   patriya / kuriththa  seithi –
yaei  kadithamaaka  anuppiduka –  to send a letter about the resolution ; 
theermanam – resolution ; seithi- message;  kaditham- letter- anuppuka- to send . 

 

eš(2,3)-da: ceremony; a type of vessel, goblet ('shrine' + 'with; to be near').  

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the-  and the original Tamil  word is 
kondaattam –[ missing letter- ka-]-  festival . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –-sa--the- and the original Tamil  word is samaya  
/matha   vinai  aatrum  nadai  murai  /sadanku [?Skt] murai  [ missing letters- ka -
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and -Ra-]- method of doing religious  rituals ; vinai –deed ; samyam- religion; 
matham- religion  . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants - sa  -the-  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
samaya / matha  sadankku [?Skt] [ missing letter- ka-]- –  religious ritual ; 
samayam- religion; matham- religion  . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –-[- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word is 
thanni  paanai  [ missing letter-pa-]-  water pot  ;thanni –water; paanai- pot.  

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –-[- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word is mut 
paandam  [ missing letter-pa-] – earthern vessel  ; munn- soil;  paandam-  vessel  . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –-[- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word is  
thanni  kudam  [ missing letter- ka-]- a  vessel  [for storing water ] . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –- sa- --the- and the original Tamil  word is   thanni  
soampu  [ missing letter-pa-]-  vessel  to carry water  ;thanni –water;soampu-a 
vessel . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –-[- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word is 
kundaan –[ missing letter- ka-]-  a vessel  . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –-[- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word is 
thaen kinnam-–[ missing letter- ka-]-  wine cup ; thaen-  honey ; kinnam- cup . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –-[- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word is 
kannaadi  kinnam –[ missing letter- ka-]- glass cup; kannaadi- glass; kinnam- cup . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –- sa-the- and the otherinterpretaion of the word 
is   sannithi  [Skt]  -shrine ;   sannithaanam -  mut head ;  madam -  mut / 
monastery . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –-[- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word is 
paenum idam  [ missing letter- pa-]-  shrine . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –-[- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word is 
thoomai- yaana   idam -   holy place ; thooimai –sacred / pure; idam- place.  
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eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –- sa--the- and the original Tamil  word is ninaivu 
sinna  idam –[ missing letter- ka-]-  shrine / memorial  place ; ninaivu- memorial; 
sinnam- symbol ; idam- place. 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –- [- sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word is 
aandavanin mun –[ missing letter- ka-]-– before the god;  aandavan –god; mun- in 
front . 

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –- sa--the- and the original Tamil  word is  aandi  -
yaei  /aandi- yin  pinaththai   puthaiththa   idam -[ missing letter- pa-]-  the place 
where a saint is buried ;  aandi –saint / punithan [Skt] ;  pinam- dead body ; 
puthai- bury ; idam-place.  

eš(2,3)-da   has the consonants –- [-sa-] --the- and the original Tamil  word is  
thottu  aduththa idam- a near by  place; aduththa- next; idam- place  .  

goblet  has the consonants - ka  -pa- la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  
pidi   illaatha   kinnam / koappai  -  cup which has no handle ; kai  pidi- handle; 
illai- nil; koappai- cup / kinnam . 

ceremony  has the consonants –sa- Ra  -ma -an  -and the original Tamil  word is 
samaya  nadai murai [ missing letter- the -]-   method of religious  activities ; nadai 
murai- routine method ; samayam –religion . 

 

eš2,3-dam:  epithet of a temple of the bride-goddess Inanna; brothel; tavern 
('shrine' + 'spouse').  

eš2,3-dam  has the consonants  -[- sa-] -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mana penndu [missing  letter- Ra-]-  bride ; manam- marriage; penndu –woman .  

 eš2,3-dam  has the consonants  -[- sa-] -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
madam  -temple.  

eš2,3-dam  has the consonants  -[- sa-] -  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
adai mozhi [ missing letter- zha-]- epithet . 
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eš2,3-dam  has the consonants  -sa-  the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
Meenatchchi   - Dravidian goddess /wife of lord Siva  .  

eš2,3-dam  has the consonants  -sa- the -ma -and the other interpretation of the 
word is Artimis  / Madurai Meenatchchi  [missing  letter- Ra-]-  Greek  goddess of  
hunting  /fertility . 

Inanna   has the consonant - an -  and the  original  Tamil  word is  Annai   
Meenachchi   [missing letter- sa-] - Mother  Meenaachchi- Dravidian goddess 
/wife of lord Siva .   

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  -sa- the -ma -   and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  saththiram  [missing  letter- Ra-]-   inn/ tavern  . 

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the -ma -  and the  original Tamil word is  
unanvu unnum  idam [ missing letter- ka-]- – place to eat ; unavu- food; unnu- eat 
; idam- place.  

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the -ma -  and the  original Tamil word is  
mathu  viduthi  /  thanni  kudikkum  viduthi  / mattam adikkum  idam / kadai [ 
missing letter- ka-]--tavern ; thanni –water/ liquor ; kudikka- drink ; viduthi –
hostel / lodge . 

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the -ma -  and the  original Tamil word is   
aampudaiyaan /aamudaiyaan  [ missing letter- pa-]- spouse/ husband .  

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the -ma -  and the  original Tamil word is   
mainthan – husband /son .  

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the -ma -  and the  original Tamil word is   
mana vaatti [ missing letter- ka-]-   wife/ bride ; manai- house .  

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the -ma -  and the  other interpretation 
of the word is nilai thaanam  [ missing letter- la-]- shrine.  

*eš2,3-dam   has the consonants   sa- the -ma -  and the  original Tamil word is  
saethiyam / saethimam / sannathi – shrine.    
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eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the -ma -  and the  original Tamil word is   
thooimaiyaana idam – shrine ;   thooimai- clean ; idam- place  . 

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  - sa- the -ma -  and the  original Tamil word is   
siru maadam [ missing letter- Ra-]  -shrine ; siru- small . 

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  - sa-- the -ma -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  Janaarththanam [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  a Vishnu shrine . 

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  - sa-- the -ma -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  daasi idam   /daasi  sathanam  - brothel  ;  daasi  -prostitute  /adimai ; 
idam- place  .  

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  - [ - sa-] - the -ma -  and the  original Tamil word 
is  mandai  idam   – brothel.  

eš2,3-dam   has the consonants  - [ - sa-] - the -ma -  and the  original Tamil word 
is  mandookai veedu / mandai veedu  [ missing letter- ka-]-  brothel  ;  veedu –
house .     

brothel [E] has the consonats – pa- Ra- the - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
paraththiayar  illam – brothel  ;  paraththai –prostitute ;  illam-  house .  

  

éš-gán: surveyor's rope ('rope' + 'surface measure').  

 esgan   has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is nila 
alavai  [ missing letter- la-] –surface measure ; nilam- land; alavai- measurement .  

esgan   has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is nila  
alavai nool [ missing letter- la-] –  land measurement thread ; nool- thread . 

 

éš-kàr, éš-gàr: task; one man's daily work assignment; the oxen or plows which 
perform a task; to be assigned for someone's benefit ('measuring tape' + 
'something round and upraised'). 
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éš-kàr  has the consonants - sa- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is oru   manithanudaiya  andraada  /thina sari [Skt]  kadamai [ missing letter- 
the -]- -  a person’s  daily  duty ; oruvar- a person ;  manithan- man; andraada- 
daily ; kadamai –duty.   

éš-kàr  has the consonants - sa- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  seyar-k- kariya  seyar – a heroic deed ;seyar –action ;ariya  -rare  . 

 

 lúéš-gíd: surveyor ('measuring rope' + 'long').  

lúéš-gíd  has  the consonants - la –-sa- ka –the-  and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the  word is   nilaththai   alavu seithidum   aal  / manithan  / nila alavaai- vaalar 
/edai mattaaivaalar  [ missing letter- Ra-] – surveyor ; nilam- ground; alaakka- to 
emasure ; manithan- man; aal- person .  

lúéš-gíd  has  the consonants - la –-[-sa-] - ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nilathai  /adi  manai -  yaei / kaattai  / veettu  manai -yaei / naanku ellai -yaei  - 
alavida    uthavidum   neelamaana   naada  thuni  - alavai  naada – mearuring tape 
; nilam- land; alavida –to measure; neelamaana- long ; naada  - tape  ;  adi manai / 
veettu manai  - house plot ; kaadu-  forest / field ; naanku- four ; ellai- boundry  . 

 

éš-kir4/6:   nose rope (cf., eškiri) ('rope' + 'muzzle/nose').  

éš-kir4/6  has the consonants- [- sa -] – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mookana-k- kayiru – nose  rope ;  mookku – nose; kayeiru- rope . 

éš-kir4/6   has the consonants-  sa – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
surukku  kayiru – noose rope ; surukku -  nose/ to make tight ; kayeiru –rope  .      

éš-kir4/6   has the consonants-  sa – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is moonji 
-mukarai – face and the jaw; mukarai- jaw  .  

éš-kir4/6   has the consonants-  [- sa-]  – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kayeiru  -rope . 
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éš-kir4/6   has the consonants-  sa- – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
sanar puri murukku  [ misisng letter- pa -]-  rope; puri- rope;  murukku –twist ; 
sanar- flax .  

éš-kir4/6   has the consonants-  [- sa-]  – ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   akkiraanam / kiraanam – nose.  

 éš-kir4/6   has the consonants-  [- sa-]  – ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  mookku   thuvaaram [ misisng letter- the -]- nostril ;  mooku –nose;  
thuvaaram- hole  .    

éš-kir4/6   has the consonants- [- sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
nukar  unarvu – nose  / sense of smell ; nukara- to smell / to eat ; unarvu- sense 
/feel  .  

éš-kir4/6   has the consonants-  sa-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaasanai  ari – yim  uruppu [ misisng letter- pa -]-  nose  ; vaasanai-smell; uruppu  -
body  part.   

éš-kir4/6   has the consonants- [- sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
manam ariyim  mookku  / mukarum mookku  – nose; manam- smell ;ariya –to 
know .  

 éš-kir4/6   has the consonants- [- sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mookku mayir- hair of the nose; mayir- hair; mookku –nose   .  

éš-kir4/6   has the consonants- [- sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
koorn-k-kuvadu [ misisng letter- the -]-nose.  

éš-kir4/6   has the consonants- [- sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
peeranki  vaai  [ misisng letter- pa -]-  muzzle of a gun ;  vaai – mouth  . 

éš-kir4/6   has the consonants- [- sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kurankkin /   kuthiraiyin / mirukaththin   neenda  mookkum  vaaayim [ misisng 
letter- the -]—muzzle of  an animal / horse  ; kurankku –animal/ monkey . 
neenda- long  ;  mookku –nose  ; vaai –mouth .  
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èš-èš: a festival (All-Shrines) (reduplicated 'shrine').  

eses   has a consonant – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  ayam – festival .  

eses   has a consonant – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  saethiyam [ missing  
letter- the -]  –temple . 

eses   has a consonant – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sannathi [ missing  
letter- the -]  –temple . 

eses   has a consonant – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  vizhaa  [ missing 
letters- ka -and - la-] - festival . 

eses   has a consonant – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil [ missing 
letters- ka -and - la-]  –temple . 

eses   has a consonant – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil  vizhaa- 
temple festival ; kovil – temple; vizhaa- festival . 

 

Iti  ezen-d Amar-Sin: calendar month 7 at Umma during years 6 - 8 of Amar-Sin.  

Itiezend   has the consonants   -the - sa -an -the -  and the   original Tamil  word is  
thondaam matham -  9th month; thondu- 9  .  

Itiezend   has the consonants   -the –[- sa-] -an -the -  and the   original Tamil  
word is  aeinthaam maatham- 5th month; aeinthu- 5 ; maatham- month  .  

 

Iti  ezen-An-na: calendar month 10 at Drehem through Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 
11 at Drehem after ŠuSin 3; calendar month 11 at Ur during Ur III.  

Iti  ezen-An-na   has the consonants  -the- sa- an- an –and the  interpretation of 
the word is pathi- noannaam  maasam [ missing letter- pa-]- 11th month ; pathi 
noannu- 11; maasam- month . 
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Iti  ezen-dBa-ba6: calendar month 8 at Lagaš during Ur III.  

Iti  ezen-dBa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-]  –an- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   ennaam  maatha   kanakkeedu    [ missing letter  ka--]-   month  count 8. ;  
en =  8 ; kanakkeedu- calculation . 

Iti  ezen-dBa   has the consonants – the- [- sa-]  –an- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thondaam maatham – 9th month; thondu -9; maatham- month . 

 

Iti ezen-dDumu-zi:  calendar month 6 at Lagaš during Ur III.  

Iti ezen-dDumu-zi   has the consonants-  the  –[-sa-]- an – the- ma  -[-sa-]- and the  
original  Tamil  meaning  of the word is  aeintaam maatham – 5th month ; aeinthu 
-5; maatham- month  . 

Iti ezen-dDumu-zi   has the consonants-  the  –[-sa-]- an – the- ma  -[-sa-]- and the  
original  Tamil  meaning  of the word is   thondaam maatham – 9th month . 

 

Iti ezen-dLi9-si4:  calendar month 3 at Lagaš during Ur III.  

Iti ezen-dLi9-si4   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-] -an –the- la –[-sa-] –and the 
original Tamil interpretation of the word is thinkkal  kana-k-keedu - moonu  -  3rd  
month ; thinkkal- month  / moon  ; kana-ka- keedu –count ; moonu- 3.  

 

ezen-mah: great festival ('feast' + 'great').  

ezen-mah    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -an -ma –ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kondaattam   [ missing  letter- the -]- festivity  .  

ezen-mah    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -an -ma –ka  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  vayantham/ vasantham  [ missing  letter- the-]– 
spring  festival .  
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ezen-mah    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -an -ma –ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   maenmai  mikka  -  highness . 

ezen-mah    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -an -ma –ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  muthanmai  mikka [ missing  letter- the-] - great . 

ezen-mah    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -an -ma –ka  -and the  other interpretaion  
of the word is  mukkiyamaana –great / important .  

ezen-mah    has the consonants – sa--an -ma –ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is    
maatchchimai konda [ missing  letter- the-]  - great . 

ezen-mah    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -an -ma –ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikaiyaana – great .  

ezen-mah    has the consonants – sa--an -ma –ka  -and the  other interpretaion  of 
the word is vana  poasanam [ missing leter- pa-]- sacred feast held in the groves; 
poajaanam- meal ; vanam- woods .  

  

Iti ezen-mah: calendar month 9 at Drehem through Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 10 
at Drehem after Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 10 at Ur during Ur III.  

Iti ezen-mah  has the consonants - the -sa -an -ma –  –and the  original Tamil word 
is   onnam maatham – 1st month ; onnu –one; maatham- month . 

Iti ezen-mah  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  -an -ma ––and the  original Tamil 
word is   moonaam maatham   -3rd month ; moonu- 3; maatham- month . 

Iti ezen-mah  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  -an -ma ––and the  original Tamil 
word is   aeinthaam maatham  -5th month; aeinthu -5  ; maatham- month  . 

Iti ezen-mah  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  -an -ma ––and the  original Tamil 
word is   en enum maatham- 8th month . 

Iti ezen-mah  has the consonants - the -sa -an -ma –  –and the  original Tamil word 
is   thondaam   maasam   -  9th month; thondu- 9; maasam – month . 
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Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál: calendar month 11 at Drehem through Šu-Sin 3; calendar 
month 12 at at Drehem after Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 12 at Ur during Ur III.  

Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is onnaam thinkkal– 1st month; onnu- one ; thinkkal- month.  . 

Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is  onnukku  aduththa thinkkal-  month after 1st  month; 
aduththa- next  . 

 Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is  moonaam thinkkal -3rd month; moonu -3  . 

Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is  naankaam thinkkal  -4th month; naanku -4 . 

 Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is  aeinthaam thinkkal – 5th month; aeinthu -5  ;thinkkal- 
month  . 

Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is  anjukku aduththa thinkkal- month after 5th one ; aduththa- 
next .  

Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is  yaezhaam thinkkal -7th month  ; yaezhu -7. 

Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is  yaezhin aduththa thinkkal – ettam thinkkal -8th month 
;ettu -8  . 

Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is  thondaam thinkkal-  9th month ; thondu -9 . 
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 Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is  paththaam thinkkal [ missing letter- pa-]- – 10th month; 
paththu -10 .  

Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is  pathi-nonnaam thinkkal [ missing letter- pa-]--  11th month; 
pathi -nonnu- 11; thinkkal- month . 

Iti  ezen-me-ki-gál  has the consonants - the – [-sa -]-an - ma -ka --la –and the 
original Tamil  word is   pannerandaam  thinkkal [ missing letters- pa -and -Ra-]-
12th  month; pannerandu- 12; thinkkal- month  /moon. 

 

Iti ezen-dNin-a-zu: calendar month 5 at Drehem through Šu-Sin 3; calendar 
month 6 at Drehem after Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 6 at Ur during Ur III. 

itiezen-dNin-a-zu   has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - an – the-  an –[-sa -] –and the  
original Tamil  word is thinkal  kanakkeedu aeinthu [ missing letters- ka- and- la-]- 
month count  five; thinkal- month ; kana-k-keedu- count; aeinthu- 5.  

itiezen-dNin-a-zu   has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - an – the-  an –[-sa -] –and the  
original Tamil word is thinkkal kanakeedu moonu [ missing letters- ka- and- la-]- – 
3rd month . 

itiezen-dNin-a-zu   has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - an – the-  an –[-sa -] –and the  
original Tamil word is thinkkal kanakeedu onnu [ missing letters- ka- and- la-]- – - 
month count one; kana-k-keedu –count .  

itiezen-dNin-a-zu   has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - an – the-  an –[-sa -] –and the  
original Tamil word is thinkkal kanakeedu – thondu [ missing letters- ka- and- la-]- 
– - - month count nine . 

itiezen-dNin-a-zu   has the consonants – the- [-sa-] - an – the-  an –[-sa -] –and the  
original Tamil word is maatha kanakeedu onnu/ moonu /aeinthu / thondu 
[missing  letter- ka-]- monthly  count 1/3/5/9; maatham- month . 
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 itiezen-dŠu-dEN.ZU(Sin): calendar month 8 at Drehem in year Šu-Sin 3; calendar 
month 9 at Drehem after Šu-Sin 3. 

itiezen-dŠu-dEN.ZU(Sin)   has the consonants-  the –[-sa-]- an- the –[-sa-]-  the -an 
–[-sa-] – and the  original  Tamil  meaning  of the word is  thinkal  kana-k-keedu  
ettu [ missing letters- la- and- ka -]   – month count 8  ; thinkal- month; kana-k-
keedu- count/ account/ estimation ; ettu -8.  

itiezen-dŠu-dEN.ZU(Sin)   has the consonants-  the –[-sa-]- an- the –[-sa-]-  the -an 
–[-sa-] – and the  original  Tamil  meaning  of the word is  thinkal  kana-k-keedu   
thondu [ missing letters- la- and- ka -] – month count 9; ; thinkal- month; kana-k-
keedu- count/ account/ estimation ; thondu- 9.  

 

 itiezen-dŠul-gi: calendar month 7 at Drehem through Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 8 
at Drehem after ŠuSin 3; calendar month 8 at Ur during Ur III; calendar month 7 at 
Lagaš during Ur III; calendar month 10 at Umma after year Šulgi 30. 

itiezen-dŠul-gi  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] -an -the –[-sa-]- la- ka – and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is    thinkal  kana-k-keedu  yaezhu – 
month count 7; thinkal- month; kanakkeedu –count;  yaezhu- 7.  

itiezen-dŠul-gi  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] -an -the –[-sa-]- la- ka – and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   thinkal  kana-k-keedu   ettu - month 
count 8 ; thinkal- month; kanakkeedu –count; ettu -8.  

itiezen-dŠul-gi  has the consonants – the- [-sa-] -an -the –[-sa-]- la- ka – and the  
original Tamil  interpretation  of the word is    thinkal  kanakkeedu  paththu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- month count  10; thinkal- month; kana-k-keedu –count; 
paththu –10  . 

  

 ga-ab-kar-re: (cf., gaba-kar). 
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 ga-áb-kù-ga: milk from pure cows ('milk' + 'cow' + 'pure' + genitive).  

gaabkuga  has the consonants – ka- pa -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is koa 
paaku  -  cow milk .  

gaabkuga  has the consonants – ka- [-pa -]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ukkam – cow.  

 

ga-áb-sig7-ga: milk from beautiful cows ('milk' + 'cow' + 'beautiful' + genitive). 

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  [-pa-]- [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuzhaku [ missing letter- la-]  -beauty . 

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  [-pa-]- [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  elakkanam [ missing letter- la-]  –beauty. 

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  [-pa-]- [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kavin  - beauty .  

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  [-pa-]- sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sevu- vi- beauty . 

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  [-pa-]- [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  sokkam- beauty.  

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  [-pa-]- [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaaku  - beauty . 

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  pa- [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paan-k-ku -  beauty . 

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  pa- [-sa-] –ka- and the other interpretation of 
the word is   an-k-kam- beauty . 

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  pa- [-sa-] –ka- and the other interpretation of 
the word is   yavu  -vanam – beauty. 
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gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  [-pa-]- [-sa-]-–ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  azhakaana  koolam / ulunookam / kaali [ missing letter- la-]   - beautiful  
cow.  

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  pa- sa-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhakaana  pasukkal  [ missing letter- la-]  – beautiful cows.  

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  [-pa-]- [-sa-]-–ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kavayam –ox.  

gaabsigga  has the consonants   -ka-  [-pa-]- [-sa-]-–ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  suvai   mikka paal [ missing letter- la-]  - tasty  milk . 

 

 ga-an-tuš: (cf., gan-tuš) 
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ga-an...za(-za): to drip; to bubble ('milk' + 'sky, air' + 'to make a repetitive noise'). 

ga-an...za(-za)   has the consonants – ka- an- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
meendum meendum  oasai undakku [ missing letter –the -]- make noise 
repetitively ; meendum –again ; oasai- sound; undaakku –to make . 

ga-an...za(-za)   has the consonants – ka- an- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is vaanam – sky . 

ga-an...za(-za)   has the consonants – ka- an- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word   
is  vanthu [ missing letter –the -]- wind . 

ga-an...za(-za)   has the consonants – ka- an- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word  
konkai neer /keer / saaru [ missing letter- Ra-] – breast milk ; konkai- breast ; 
keer- milk; saaru –juice; neer- water  .   

ga-an...za(-za)   has the consonants – ka- an- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word  
thanni  vadinthida  [ missing letter –the -]-   water dripping  ;thanni- water; 
vadinthida- drip . 

 

 ga-an-zír[ŠÈ-KA]: entrance to the netherworld (cf., ganzer).  

ga-an-zír  has  the consonants - ka -an-[- sa -] -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   Nagar  ulaka   vaayil  / keezh  ulakin  vaayir /   naraka [?Skt]  vaayil  
[ missing letter- la-]-  entrance  to  the world of Nagas/   entrance  to the 
hell ; narakam-  hell ; vaayil- entrance ; Nagar- Nagas ; ulakam- world; 
vaayil- erntrance ; narakam- hell ; keezh- lower. 

 

ga-àr-ra: powdered or finely grated cheese ('milk' + 'to grind' + nominative).  
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ga-àr-ra   has the consonants- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is keer- milk  

ga-àr-ra   has the consonants- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is araikka –to 
grind . 

ga-àr-ra   has the consonants- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   urukkiya  
ven- nai- yin  narumana  nei  kurunai -  ghee -   ghee  grains ;  kurunai- grain  
urukkuiya  - melted ;   ven -nei- ghee ; narumanam- aroma . 

 

ga-arkuš-a(-ke4): the milk of mercy ('milk' + 'womb; compassion' + genitive). 

ga-arhuš-a   has the consonants-  ka- Ra – ka- [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is karuvarai –womb  ;  karu –embryo/ baby ; arai –room . 

ga-arhuš-a   has the consonants-  ka- Ra –ka - sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is   
konkai neer- keer  / konkai surappu [ missing letter- pa-]  - breast water; konkai- 
breast; neer- water; surappu –secretion .    

ga-arhuš-a   has the consonants-  ka- Ra – ka - [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    erakkam- mercy ; karunai [Skt]  - mercy . 

ga-arhuš-a   has the consonants-  ka- Ra – ka - [- sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is mana   urukkam – compassion.  

 

 ga-ba-al...dù: to challenge, contradict, quarrel (either related to gaba, 'rival' or 
Akkadian qablum, 'controversy' + 'to make').  

 ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants - ka – pa- la -the -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  pakaivanaodu   sandai  poaduthal  / iduthal  [ missing 
letter- sa-]  to quarrel/ to fight with enemy  ;  sandai- fight;  idu –do  ; pakaivan-  
enemy . 

ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants - ka –  [-pa-] - la -the -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  mallu kattuthal   vaendum –to quarrel . 
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ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants - ka –  [-pa-] - la -the -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  arai kooval  vida  vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-]- to ask 
for a challenge ; arai kooval- to challenge . 

ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants - ka –  [-pa-] - la -the -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is vilakka korikkai  vida  vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-]-to 
ask for explanation ; vilakkam- explanation ; korikkai - request / koariduka . 

ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants - ka –-pa-- la -the -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is mar- poarukku azhaikka  vaendum - [ missing letter- Ra-
]—to invite for fight ; mar -poar  wrestling . 

ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants - ka –-pa-- la -the -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  poarittu  mudivu  kaanuthal   vaendum [ missing letter- 
Ra-]-  to fight and make a decision ; paor- war ;  mudivu –result . 

ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants - ka – pa- la -the -  and the other interpretation  
of the  word is  savaa-l-ukku  azhaika  vaendum  [ missing letter- sa-]- -to invite for 
a challenge ; savaal- challenge ; azaikka-  to invite . 

ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]- la -the -  and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is  maruppu   theriviththal   vaendum [ missing letter- 
Ra-]--  to contradict . 

ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants – ka- pa- la -the -  and the other interpretation  
of the word  is  ethirppu  kattuthal  vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-]-  to oppose . 

ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants – ka- pa- la -the -  and the other interpretation  
of the word  is   urimai  koarikkai   ezhuppida vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-] -to  
ask  for the rights ; urimai- rights ; koarikkai- request . 

ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants – ka- pa- la -the -  and the other interpretation  
of the word  is   kaavalanin/ azhuvalarin   urimai  /athikara[Skt]  kural [ missing 
letter- Ra-]  -the authoritative voice of the   king/ guard /officer ; kaavalan- king/ 
guard; urimai –rights ; athikaaram[Skt] – the power ; kural- voice ; azhuvalar- 
officer . 
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ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants - ka – pa- la -the -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  panthayam  kattuthal  vaendum  -to challenge; 
panthayam- bet  . 

ga-ba-al...dù  has the consonants - ka – pa- la -the -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   poatti  iduthal/ poaduthal   vaendum – to contest ; 
poatti- contest . 

gaba   has the consonants- ka -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pakaivan –foe . 

 

ga-ba...gál: (cf., gaba...gál).  

ga-ba-kar-re: (cf., gaba-kar).  

 

ga-ba-ra-hum: revolt ( gaba, 'rival' + 'to overflow' + 'to wrestle, smash, break').  

ga-ba-ra-hum  has the consonants-  ka - pa - Ra –ka   -ma –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word is  kilarnthu  ezhunthida  vaendum [ missing  letters-  zha / 
la-and- the -]- to raise a  revolt ;  kilarchchi- revolt . 

ga-ba-ra-hum  has the consonants-  ka - pa - Ra –ka -ma –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word is  mar- poar  katta vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  -to 
wrestle ; mar -poar- wrestling  ; poar- war . 

ga-ba-ra-hum  has the consonants-  ka - pa - Ra –ka- -ma –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word is adiththu  /  udaiththu /  idiththu  norukki -  ida vaendum  
[ missing letter- the -]   -to   smash /demolish; adi –beat; udai- break ; norukku- 
break/ murikka  ; idikka- hit .  

ga-ba-ra-hum  has the consonants-  ka - pa - Ra – ka- -ma –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word is  pakaivarin  poar  padai-yaei-  pura muthuku  kaattum 
vannam   viratti adikka  vaendum[ missing letter- the -] – to  drive away  the 
enemy troops  ; pakaivar- enemy ; poar padai –troop ;  muthuku- back ;  viratti 
adikka- to drive  away .  
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ga-ba-ra-hum  has the consonants-  ka - pa - Ra – ka- -ma –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word is  peruki   oaaduthar  vaendum  -to overflow;  peruka- 
increase ; oaadu- run .  

ga-ba-ra-hum  has the consonants-  ka - pa - Ra – ka- -ma –and the  other 
interpretaion of the word is  ponkkaaram – over flow.  

 

ga-du(7): lintel (above a door) (? + du7 , 'to finish, complete'). 

ga-du  has the consonants  -ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word  is   veettu  
kathavin   vittam – the lintel of the door of the house; veedu- house; kathavu- 
door;  vittam- lintel . 

ga-du  has the consonants  -ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word  is  mudikka- to 
finish/ complete  . 

 

 ga-eš8: merchantman (compare ga-sa10).  

ga-eš8   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is vanikan- 
merchant man . 

ga-eš8   has the consonants - ka –sa--and the  other interpretation of the word is   
machchikan – merchant/ trader . 

ga-eš8   has the consonants - ka –sa--and the  other interpretation of the word is   
vaiseeyan . 

ga-eš8   has the consonants - ka –sa--and the  other interpretation of the word is   
poaki [ misisng letter- pa-]- trader.  

ga-eš8   has the consonants - ka –sa--and the  other interpretation of the word is   
sowkkan – merchant.  

ga-eš8   has the consonants - ka –sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  sekkaan -  oil 
merchant.  
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ga...gu7: to nurse/feed with milk ('milk' + 'to feed').  

ga...gu7   has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is unavu /theeni  
uoottuka  [ missing  letter- the -]-  -to feed with food; unavu –food; uoottuka- to 
feed . 

ga...gu7   has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  konkai -yaei / 
madi -yaei  kaattuka  [ missing  letter- the -]-   to show the  breast ; konkai-breast; 
kaattuka- to show.  

ga...gu   has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is amuthu  
uoottuuka-[ missing letter- the -] -  to breast  feed  ; amutham- milk /food; uoottu 
-feed.  

 

ga-gu7-a: suckling foal ('milk' + 'to feed' + nominative).  

ga...gua   has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is uoottuka [ 
missing letter- the -] - to feed.  

ga...gua   has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is konkai kayam- 
breast  water; kayam- aqua  /water  . 

ga...gua   has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is konkai amutham 
[ missing letter- the -] - breast  milk ;  konkai- breast  ; amutham- milk/ food  . 

 ga...gua   has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is amuthu  
uoottuuka-[ missing letter- the -] -  to breast  feed.  

 

ga-sa10: tradesman ('let me buy!').  

ga-sa10  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is vaanku- 
buy . 
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ga-sa10  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is vikka- 
sale.  

ga-sa10  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is vanikan- 
merchant man . 

ga-sa10  has the consonants  - ka-- sa- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Vaiseeyan – merchant . 

ga-sa10  has the consonants  - ka-- sa-- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is machchikan – trader.  

ga-sa10  has the consonants  - ka-  sa- and the other interpretation  of the word is 
Sowkkaan – merchant.  

ga-sa10  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa-] - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is boaki [ missing letter- pa-] – trader.  

ga-sa10  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa-] - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  vipani [ missing letter- pa-] – trader.  

 

ga-kug: (cultically) pure milk ('milk' + 'pure').  

gakug   has a  consonant- ka - and the  original Tamil  word konkai amutham   [ 
missing  letter- the -] –   breast milk . 

gakug   has a  consonant- ka - and the  other interpretation of the word is  keeram 
[  missing letter- Ra-] - milk . 

gakug   has a  consonant- ka - and the  original Tamil  word naravam  [  missing 
letter- Ra-] -milk . 

gakug   has a  consonant- ka - and the  original Tamil  word paaku missing  letter- 
pa-] - -milk . 

gakug   has a  consonant- ka - and the  original Tamil  word amuthakam-  female  
breast . 
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gakug   has a  consonant- ka - and the  original Tamil  word thooimai mikkathu [ 
missing  letter- the -] -  with  purity  . 

 

ga-murx [LAK 490]: a type of cheese ('milk' + 'strained in cheesecloth' ?).  

ga-murx  has the consonants  -ka –ma- Ra- ka -sa –and the  original Tamil  word is  
ketti  -thayir –ai   serivaakki   thuniyir vadiththu  eduththu  uraiya seitha   vennai  
katti [ missing letter- the -] – frozen cheese  blocks prepared by straining  in a 
cloth  from curd ;  ketti – solid  ; thayir-  curd ; thuni- cloth ; vadikka- extract/filter 
; uraiya  seika- to freeze ; vennai- ghee ; katti - ball . 

ga-murx  has the consonants  -ka –ma- Ra- ka –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  konkai   naravam  /  keeram  - breast  milk .  

ga-murx  has the consonants  -ka –ma- Ra- ka –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  maarpaka  kayam/ keeram / naravam    [ missing letter- pa-] -breast  
water; maarpakam- breast; maarpu –chest ; akam- internal organ  . 

 

ga-nam-me-àm: it is indeed (affirmative + 3rd person pronoun + 'to be'). 

ga-nam-me-àm   has the consonants –ka- an- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
unmaiyaakavae – indeed. 

ga-nam-me-àm   has the consonants –ka- an- ma –and the   other interpretation 
of the word is  nejamaakavae[ Skt]  [ missing letter- sa-]-  indeed . 

 

 ga-ra-an-da: bearing fruit (cf., gurun).  

ga-ra-an-da   has the consonants - ka –Ra- an- the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaai  kani  tharum maram –  fruit giving tree; kani- fruit ;maram- tree.  
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ga-ra-an-da   has the consonants - ka –Ra- an- the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
payan  adaithar  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- to  have  benefit ; payan- use;  
payan paadu  adainthida - benefit.    

 

ga-rašsar: leek(s) (Akk. loanword). 

ga-rašsar  has the consonants  -ka –Ra- sa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
erakkoosittam enum  oru vakai kaai kari [ missing letter- the -]-  - a vegetable 
called  leek ; erakkoosittam- leek ;  oru- one; vakai- type;  kaai kari- vegetable.  

 

 ga-zum: carding (wool).  

ga-zum   has the consonants  -ka- sa -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sikkaedukka vaendum  [ missing letter- the -]-  carding .  

 

gišga-zum: comb (don't know why some read ga-ríg - the Akkadian is kaa,sum and 
gazzum).  

gišga-zum   has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-]  -ka –[-sa-] - ma - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thaedi   kandadaiya  vaendum [ missing letter –the -] 

gišga-zum   has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-]  -ka –[-sa-] - ma - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   uchchi  mudi -yaei seeva  vaendum-[ missing letter –the -] -to 
comb the hair; uchchi- top; mudi- hair  /top ; seevu –comb . 

gišga-zum   has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-]  -ka –[-sa-] - ma - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   mayir  vaarum  karuvi [  missing letter- Ra-] -  hair comb ; mayir- 
hair; vaaru –comb; karuvi –tool . 

gišga-zum  has the consonants -  ka-  sa--ka –[-sa-] - ma - and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudi yaei / mayir -ai   vaari  sikku edukka vaendum   [missing letters-  the 
-and -Ra-] – to comb the hair  ; mudi- hair  /top ; mayiru- hair ;  vaaru –comb ; 
sikku edukka- carding . 
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gišga-zum   has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-]  -ka –[-sa-] - ma - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  izhai koola neekkam [ missing letter- la-]- combing ; izhai –thread . 

 

ga-sub-ba: milk sucking ('milk' + 'to suck' + nominative).  

ga-sub-ba  has the consonants-  ka -sa –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is konkai- 
yaei  suppuka  / paachchiyaei  sappuka  - to suck the breast; konkai- breast; 
paachchi- breast ; suppuka- to suck . 

ga-sub-ba  has the consonants-  ka -sa –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sappuka- suck. 

ga-sub-ba  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uoompuka –suck.  

ga-sub-ba  has the consonants-  ka –-sa-–[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
suvaikka- suck . 

ga-sub-ba  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]-–pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paaku  -milk.  

ga-sub-ba  has the consonants-  ka -sa-–pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
konkkai    madi yaei  peechchu  edukka  [missing letter- the-] -  to  milk ; konkai-  
breast ;  peechchuka - to spout / spurt . 

 

ga-ša-an: lady (cf., gašan).  

ga-ša-an   has the consonants-  ka [- sa-] - an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mankkai -  young  woman . 

ga-ša-an   has the consonants-  ka [- sa-] - an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nankkai- young  woman  

ga-ša-an   has the consonants  -ka [- sa-] - an -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is woman[E] . 
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ga-ša-an   has the consonants-  ka [- sa-]-  an -and the  original Tamil  word is kanni  
virgin  . 

ga-ša-an   has the consonants  -ka [- sa-] - an -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is naayaki -  lady.  

ga-ša-an   has the consonants  -ka  -sa- - an -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is swaamini – lady.  

ga-ša-an   has the consonants-  ka [- sa-]-  an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ankanai -  woman.  

ga-ša-an   has the consonants-  ka [- sa-]-  an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanikai – dancing  girl.  

 

ga-še-a:   milk for barley porridge; sour milk ('milk' + 'barley' + locative). 

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - sa --and the  original Tamil  word is  saekkai – 
breast  milk .  

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - sa --and the interpretation  of the word is   
machchikai -  butter milk .  

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - sa --and the interpretation  of the word is   
sukitham  /thoakasam  /thoakam [ missing  letter- the-]- milk . 

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - [-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  naravam 
[missing  letter- Ra-]-  – milk . 

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - [-sa-] --and the interpretation  of the word is   
keeram [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  – milk / cream  . 

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - [-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is   karaka / 
saaru erakka [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  to milk . 

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - sa --and the interpretation  of the word is   
kalasam [missing  letter- la-]-  – milk . 
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ga-še-a    has the consonants - ka- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is paaku 
[missing  letter- pa-]-– milk . 

ga-še-a    has the consonants - ka-  sa --and the  original Tamil  word is peechchuka  
[ missing  letter- pa-]-–to milk  / spout out   /gush out . 

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - [-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  yavam – 
barley  . 

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - [-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  yava 
kanji – barley porridge ; kanji –gruel .     

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - [-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  koozh  
[missing  letter- zha-]- porridge .     

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - sa --and the  original Tamil  word is  kanji - 
porridge . 

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - sa --and the  original Tamil  word is  kanji 
kaaichchu  -to prepare porridge ;   kaaichchu- boil /  cook .  

ga-še-a    has the consonants - ka- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is vennai-  
ghee  . 

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is kampu  
[missing  letter- pa-]-  pearl millet . 

ga-še-a    has the consonants - ka- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is pokkai [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  porridge . 

ga-še-a    has the consonants - ka-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is soala koozh 
[ missing letter- la /zha- ]-  maize porridge. 

ga-še-a    has the consonants - ka-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is sankadi - 
[missing  letter- the-]-  ragi  porridge . 
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ga-še-a    has the consonants - ka-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is koathumai  
kanji  [missing  letter- the-]-  wheat  porridge  ;  akkatha kanji ;  kanji –gruel; 
koathumai- wheat ;akkatham- barley  .  

ga-še-a  has the consonants - ka- - sa --and the  original Tamil  word is kasaayam –
coffe . 

   

 ga-ti: plea, petition ('let me live!'). 

gati   has the consonants -  ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is vaenduka—to 
plea  / petition.  

gati   has the consonants -  ka- the – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vaatham –plea . 

gati   has the consonants -  ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is murai iduka [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - to plea . 

gati   has the consonants -  ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is mandraaduka 
[ missing letter- Ra-]-to plea . 

gati   has the consonants -  ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is kurai kaetka   
vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-]-– petitioning . 

gati   has the consonants -  ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaendu koal  
vaikka  [missing letter- Ra-]- petitioning . 

gati   has the consonants -  ka- the – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
manu  kodukka / thanthiduka – to give a petition;  manu –petition; kodukka- to 
give .  

gati   has the consonants -  ka- the – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vinnappipikka vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] – to give an application ; vinnappam 
–application .  
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gati   has the consonants -  ka- the – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thavaa-  petition.  

gati   has the consonants -  ka- the – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pithavi [ missing letter- pa-] – petitioner . 

gati   has the consonants -  ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaasiththiduka [ missing letter- sa-] – petitioning /beg  ;  kenji kaetka – to request . 

 

 ga-zi-in-bu: stake (for impalement).  

ga-zi-in-bu   has the consonants – ka-  sa- an- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   sanku - stake for impalement. 

ga-zi-in-bu   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - an- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuntham  [ missing letter- the -] - stake for impalement.  

ga-zi-in-bu   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - an- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   maekkadikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] – to drive  in a  stake . 

ga-zi-in-bu   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - an- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kooraana munai  [missing letter- Ra-] – stake .  

ga-zi-in-bu   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - an- pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  panku – stake . 

ga-zi-in-bu   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - an- pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  panam vaikka-  bet  money . 

ga-zi-in-bu   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - an- pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  panthaiya thokai [ missing letter- the -]- stake money ; panthayam- bet ; thokai 
–amount . 

 

gaba-diri-ga: enormous strength ('rival' + 'to go over, exceed' + nominative).  
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gaba-diri-ga has the consonants  - ka -pa –the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is   perum / mikuntha  uruthi kondathu  - strong  one ; mikuntha- excess ; 
uruthi –strength ; perum- big . 

gaba-diri-ga has the consonants  - ka -pa –the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is kai meeri  poakida –exceed ; kai- hand ; meera- exceed ; poakida - gone  .  

gaba-diri-ga has the consonants  - ka -pa –the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is   varampu  meeri  poakida –exceed ; varampu –limit ; meera- to exceed; 
poaka- gone . 

gaba-diri-ga has the consonants  - ka -pa –the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is   mikunthu  poakuthar exceed  ; mikunta- excess . 

gaba-diri-ga has the consonants  - ka -pa –the- Ra- ka- and the  orignaltamil  word 
is    pakaivanai  ethirththu  poarada  naamakku    mikuntha mana- uruthi  
vaendum / thaevai  -to fight against  the enemy  we  whoud  have  strong  mind ; 
pakaivan- foe;  poaradu- to fight ; mikuntha- more;  manam- mind;  uruthi –
strength ; thaevai- in need of  . 

 

gaba(-na)...dug4: to speak against (someone) ('rival' + 3rd person with locative + 
'to speak'). 

gaba(-na)...dug4    has the consonants - ka -pa –an- the -ka –and the  original 
Tamil   word is panthaiyam  katti  poatti  poaduvoan – rival  ; panthayam- contest ; 
kattu –to pay ;  poatti /  contest .  

gaba(-na)...dug4    has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] –an- the -ka –and the  original 
Tamil   word is kathaithtida vaendum  -to speak .  

gaba(-na)...dug4    has the consonants - ka -pa –an- the -ka –and the  original 
Tamil   word is  pakaivan-in  nun- nindru / avanukku  ethiraaka /  maruththu  
uraiyaada  / karuththai koorida  vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-] – to stand before 
tha enemy  and speak against him ;  pakaivan –enemy ;   mun- before ; nindru –
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stand ; aavan- he;  ethiraaka- against ; maruththu- defy ; uraiyaada- speak ; 
karuththu- thought  ; koorida- speak . 

 

 gaba-gi4: opponent; opposition ('rival' + 'to besiege').  

gaba-gi4    has the consonants  -ka- pa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakaivan – enemy . 

gaba-gi4    has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kunakku – opposition.  

gaba-gi4    has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is asankamam [ missing letter- sa-]- opposition. 

 gaba-gi4    has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]- ka- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is vikadam / vikaatham [ missing letter- the-]- opposition. 

gaba-gi4    has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is moorkkam [ missing letter- Ra-]- opposition. 

gaba-gi4    has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
valaikka [ missing letter- la-]-besieging.  

 

gaba-gál: strength ('chest' + 'to be available').  

gaba-gál   has the consonants – ka- [- pa -] -ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
valimai  mikka – more strength ; valimai –strength; mikka- much . 

gaba-gál   has the consonants – ka- [- pa -] -ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
nenjaank-k-ulai  [ missing letter- sa-]-   the chest  of the body ; nenju- chest; kulai- 
heart . 

gaba-gál   has the consonants – ka- [- pa -] -ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  nalla  vilaikku   kidaikkalaam  [  missing letter- the -]-  
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– may be available for a good price; nalla vilaikku  kidaikka  vanedum- to be 
available  for a good price ; nalla- good; vilai- price; kidaikkum- available . 

gaba-gál   has the consonants – ka-  pa -ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   thanka / pon  nakai- kal  /anikalankal  vaikkum  
paezhai / petti [  missing letter- the -]-  box for keeping  gold jewels; pon- gold; 
thankam- gold; nakai- jewels; anikalan – jewels ; paezhi –box petti-box.  

gaba-gál   has the consonants – ka- [- pa-]  -ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   kovil   kaani-k-kai undiyal / pana kuvai [  missing 
letter- the -]-  temple box for  offering money ; kovil –temple; kaanikkai- offering ; 
pana kuvai / undiyal - money box . 

gaba-gál   has the consonants – ka-  pa -ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is   pana-k-kuviyal – heap of money ; panam- money ; 
kuviyal- heap . 

gaba-gál   has the consonants – ka-  [-pa-]  -ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  karu voolam [ missing  letter- Ra-] -treasury . 

gaba-gál   has the consonants – ka-  [-pa-]  -ka-  la – and the  original Tamil   word 
is  kidaikkalaam [ missing  letter- Ra-] –  may  be available . 

 

gaba...gál: to boast ('chest' + 'to be available'). 

gaba...gál   has the consonants  - ka- pa –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
veen  perumai  kolla  [missing letter- Ra-]- to boast . 

gaba...gál   has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] –ka- la- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  karvam  kolla  / akankaaram kollu [missing letter- Ra-]- to boast ; 
karvam- pride; kolla- to have  . 

gaba...gál   has the consonants  - ka- pa –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thannai thaanae pukazhnthu  kolluthal [ missing letter –the -]  -to boast ; thannai 
thaanae- on one’s own ; pukazhu  -appreciate .   
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gaba...gál   has the consonants  - ka- pa –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
palukkuthal [ missing letter –the -]  -to boast .   

gaba...gál   has the consonants  - ka- [- pa-] –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaalikka [ missing letter –the -]  -to boast .   

gaba...gál   has the consonants  - ka- pa –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
idampamaaka kathaiththal [ missing letter –the -]  -to boast ; kathaikka- speak . 

gaba...gál   has the consonants  - ka- pa –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
veen pukazhchchi [ missing letter –sa-]  -to boast. 

gaba...gál   has the consonants  - ka- [ -pa-] –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vel veechchu – empty  boast . 

gaba...gál   has the consonants  - ka- pa –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
veen pakattu  kolluthal [ missing letter –the -]  -to boast.   

gaba...gál   has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nenjaan-k-kulai [ misisng letter- sa-] –the chest ; nenju –chest; kulai- heart . 

gaba...gál   has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kidai-k-kalam [ missing letter- the -]-  – may  be avaliable.  

boast [E] has the consonants- pa- [-sa-]- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
dampam adi – boast . 

boast [E] has the consonants- pa- [-sa-]- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
peeththu – boast .  

boast [E] has the consonants- pa- [-sa-]- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
padam poadu  - boast  ; padam- scene /drawing / photo  . 

boast [E] has the consonants- pa- sa- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
idampa paechchu  -boast ;   paechchu –speech .  

 

 gaba...gar: to put out one's chest; to defy ('breast, chest' + 'to deliver').  
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gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka-  - pa-- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word is  
pakaivan  munnae   maarpai  thiranthu  kaatuka  [ missing letter- the -]-  to show 
one’s chest ; maarpu – chest; thira- open ; kaattu –show   .  

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka- -[ - pa-] - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word 
is    pakaivarai  ethirththu  nirkka [ missing letter- the -]-   -to defy ; pakaivar- 
enemy ; ethirkka- to oppose .  

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka-  pa-- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word is  
poattikku / panthayar- ththirkku /    poarukku  kooppiduka /  arai koovar vidukka  [ 
missing letter- the -]-   defy  / to ask to fight ; poatti- contest  ; poar- war  ; 
kooppiduka- call ; panthayam- contest /bet    .  

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka- [-  pa-] -- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word 
is veeru kondida [ missing letter- the -]- -to defy ; veeru –valor; kondidu- to have .  

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka- -pa- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word is 
ethirththu  nirkka / pakaivanai / ethiri -yaei  ethirththu  nindru  poaraduka [ 
missing letter- the -]-   to  oppose /fight  against  the enemy ;  ethirththu nirkka- to 
stand against ;  pakaivan –foe;  ethiri- enemy ;  ethirkka- to oppose ; poaraduka- 
to fight .  

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka- -pa- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word is 
porai   erakka  vaendum  / maka paeru adaika   [ missing letter- the -]- be 
delivered ; porai- weight/ burden ; erakka- to keep down / unload  ; maka – child; 
paeru – to bear  .   

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka- [- -pa-] - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word 
is maar -k-kandam  [ missing letter- the -]-  the chest/ breast  . 

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka-  -pa- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word is 
maarpu-k-koodu [ missing letter- the -]- the chest ; maarpu- chest ; koodu –chest .  

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka- [- -pa-] - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word 
is varaa vaasam [ missing letter- sa -]-  -  breast   plate . 
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gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka- [- -pa-] - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word 
is kurukkann – woman’s breast . 

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka- [- -pa-] - ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is swarkkam  /sorkkam [ missing letter- sa -]-  woman’s breast . 

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka-  -pa-- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word is   
pennin  paar sorikira  marpakam/ konkkai  [ missing letter- sa -]-  woman’s breast  
which  secretes milk;  penn- female ;   paar/ paal - milk  ;  sorikira- secreting ; 
maarpakam- breast;  konkkai- breast  . 

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka-  -pa-- ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is pirayokikka – deliver.  

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka-  -pa-- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word is  
ampai  vittu erika  [ missing  letter- the -] –   -to deliver the  arrow . 

 gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka-  -pa-- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word is   
saerppikka [ missing letter- sa -]-  deliver. 

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka-  -[ - pa-]- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word 
is   viduviththar [ missing  letter- the -] – deliver. 

gaba...gar  has the consonants - ka-  -[ - pa-]- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil word 
is   kanakkai theerkka[ missing  letter- the -] - deliver ; kanakku –accounts; 
theerkka- to settle . 

 

gaba-kar(-re): escapist ('rival' + 'to flee'; cf., gaba...zi). 

gaba-kar(-re)  has the consonants-  ka –pa- ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakaivar – rival  /enemy . 

gaba-kar(-re)  has the consonants-  ka –pa- ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pura muthuku  kaatti  thappiththu  /  thoatru  oadukiravar [ missing  letter- the -] 
– one  who  flees  after getting  defeated    ; muthuku- back ; oadu –run ; 
thappikka- to  escape ; thoarkka- defeat .  
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gaba...ri: to confront ('breast, chest' + 'to throw out').  

gaba...ri  has the consonants-  ka –[-pa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is ethir  
kondiduka/ naeriduka   [ missing letter- the -]- -  to confront . 

gaba...ri  has the consonants-  ka –[-pa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
naerukku  near  -  face to face.  

gaba...ri  has the consonants-  ka –-pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is moathi   
paarkka [ missing letter- the -]-  to confront . 

gaba...ri  has the consonants-  ka –-pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maarpu koodu [ missing letter- the -] - chest; maarpu- chest ; koodu-cage/nest  . 

gaba...ri  has the consonants-  ka –pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maarpakam  - breast . 

gaba...ri  has the consonants-  ka –[-pa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
erika- to throw . 

  

gaba-ri: n., rival; copy, duplicate ('breast' + 'to exchange' - imagines the two 
breasts as copies or duplicates). adj., withstanding attack (describing a door or 
weapon). 

gaba-ri  has the consonants- ka- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  pakaivar -  
enemy . 

gaba-ri  has the consonants- ka- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
ethirththu  poatti- idukiravar [ missing letter- the -]-  opponent ; ethirththidu- to 
oppose ; poatti-  contest  . 

gaba-ri  has the consonants- ka- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  maatri  
tharuka - to  exchange ; maatram-  change; tharuka- give  . 
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gaba-ri  has the consonants- ka- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   panda 
maatram  purika  / pari maatram   purika-[ missing letter- the -]-  to exchange 
goods ; pandam- goods; parimaatram- exchange . 

gaba-ri  has the consonants- ka- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maarpakam – breast . 

gaba-ri  has the consonants- ka- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is perum  
konkkai – big breast; perum- big; konkkai- breast . 

 

gaba...ru(-gú): to encounter ('breast, chest' + ru-gú, 'to oppose').  

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
naerukku  naer  paarkka  - face to face  ; paarkka- see .  

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ethir kondidu  [ missing letter- the -] -  to encounter.  

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  pa- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  ethir  
paduka  [ missing letter- the -] -  to encounter.  

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuru muttu [ missing letter- the -] -  – sudden encounter.    

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  pa- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
poaraaduka [ missing letter- the -] -  to encounter.  

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  pa- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
pakaimai yoadu  ethirkka [ missing letter- the -] - to oppose; pakaimai- enmity  . 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-]  -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is    viraothikka [ missing letter- the -] - to oppose . 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  [-pa-]- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ethir idai kattuthar [ missing letter- the -] - to oppose . 
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gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  [-pa-]- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
murukkuadiththar [ missing letter- the -] - to oppose . 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  [-pa-]- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaduththu niruththuka  - [ missing letter- the -] - to oppose ; thadukka- to block ; 
niruththu- to stop . 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  -pa- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maaru paduka [ missing letter- the -] - – opposing.  

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  -pa- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
muran paduka [ missing letter- the -] - opposing. 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  [-pa-]- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
marukka- opposing.  

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  [-pa-]- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
marikka – oppose. 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  [-pa-]- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
naervu – opposing.  

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ethirththu nirkka  [ missing letter- the -] - to oppose.   

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  pa- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
karuththu vaerupaadu [ missing letter- the -]  -dispute / difference of  opinion ; 
karuththu- idea; vaeru  paadu –difference .   

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka-  pa-Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
maarpakam- breast . 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-]  -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  uro-rukam   –breast. 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-]  -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  varsam [ missing letter- sa-]- breast. 
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gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-]  -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   vandaram [ missing letter- the -]-breast. 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-]  -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   maar kandam [ missing letter- the -]-breast. 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-]  -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  suvarkkam [ missing letter- sa-]- woman’s  breast. 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-]  -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  maar kandam [ missing letter- the -]-breast. 

gaba...ru  has the consonants-  ka- [- pa-] -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurukkann   -  women’s breast.  

 

gaba-šu-gar: resistance, rival ('breast, chest' + 'hand' + 'to place on'). 

gaba-šu-gar   has the consonants-  ka- pa –[- sa -]  -ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  ethrippu  kaattuka [ missing letter- the -]- to resist  . 

gaba-šu-gar   has the consonants-  ka- pa –[- sa -]  -ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   pakaivar - foe . 

gaba-šu-gar   has the consonants-  ka- pa –[- sa -]  -ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   kanni  pennin  konkai yaei kai poaduthar/ kai 
iduthar   vaendum-[ missing letter- the -]-   to handle the  breast of the virgin ;  
kanni –virgin; penn –girl;  konkai –breat ; kai iduthar- to place the hand ;kai- hand; 
idu- put . 

gaba-šu-gar   has the consonants-  ka- pa – sa -ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  sen-k- kuruthi  pai  yae-im   / kaatru  pai  yaei -yim  
konda thae  nenju koodu aakum -[ missing letter- the -]-–the chest  has the heart 
and the  lungs ; senkuruthi –red blood;  pai –bag ; kuruthi pai –heart ; kaatru pai- 
lung; kaatru-  air; nenju koodu –chest . 
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gaba-šu-gar   has the consonants-  ka- pa  sa - -ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  nenjir  kai  vaiththu  kooriduka -[ missing letter- the -
]- to place tha hand  on the chest  and tell ;  neju –chest ;  kai  - vaikka- to place 
the hand; kai- hand; kooruka- tell .  

 

 gaba(-a)...tab: to hold to the breast ('breast' ( + locative) + 'to hold, clasp').  

gaba(-a)...tab    has the consonants - ka –pa- the -pa – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kani  pennin  konkkai - yaei  kai poada / kai pidikka    vaendum-  to handle 
the breast  of a virgin ; kanni  penn- virgin; konkai- breast ; kao poadu –to handle ; 
kai pidikka- to hold . 

 

gaba...zi: to retreat ('breast' + 'to take out').  

gaba...zi    has the consonants - ka -pa- [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is pin  
vaanku – to move back/ withdraw . 

gaba...zi    has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
oaivu –rest  . 

gaba...zi    has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
konkkai- breast ; kaai .  

 

gába[KAB]-ra: shepherd boy/girl (Akk. loanword from kaparrum I). 

gába-ra  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koanaar – shepherd  caste . 

gába-ra  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Yaathavar [ missing letter- the -]  -  shepherd  caste . 

gába-ra  has the consonants  - ka- -pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aadu  
maadu  maeikira  siruvan/ paiyan [Skt]/ podiyan / idaiyar  [ missing letter- the -]  -  
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the [  shepherd caste]   boy  who  grazes  cattle ;  aadu –goat; maadu- bull;  
maeikka- to graze ; siruvan- boy ; paiyan[Skt] - boy ; podiyan- small boy ; idaiyar-  
shepherds . 

gába-ra  has the consonants  - ka- -pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aadu  
maadu  maeikira  ponnu  [ missing letter- the -]  -  the  girl  who  grazes  cattle; 
ponnu- girl . 

 

 gada-bar-TÚG: long linen coat ('linen' + 'long coat').  

gada-bar-TÚG   has the consonants -  ka – the- [-pa-] - Ra –the- ka – and the  
original Tamil  meaning of the word is  neenda   kaithari  aadai  /thuni  / vaetti  
/pattu  pudavai / paavaadai /  uduththa  vaendum- to wear  a long  handloom  
dhothi / saree ;   neenda- long ;   kaithari- handloom; thuni- cloth;  aadai- dress ; 
vaetti- dhothi ; pudavai –saree ;  paavaadai-  long  skirt  ;  pattu –silk ; 
uduththtuka- to wear . 

gada-bar-TÚG   has the consonants -  ka – the- [-pa-] - Ra –the- ka – and the  
original Tamil  meaning of the word is   karai  vaetti  katta  vaendum- to wear  a 
dhothi  with a border ; karai-  border ;  vaetti –dhothi . 

 

gada-dilmun-ù-lal: a dress of Dilmun linen ('linen' + 'Dilmun' + pronominal prefix 
+ 'to hang'). 

gada-dilmun-ù-lal    has the consonants  -ka- the-  la- ma- an- la – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  ettu [  kai ]  muzha / naalu  muzha /  vellai  
/vaetti   aninthidal / uduththuthal  vaendum- to wear  a eight / four - hand length  
white dhothi   ;  ettu-  eight ;   naalu- four ; muzham-  hand length ; vaetti –dhothi 
; vellai –white . 

gada-dilmun-ù-lal    has the consonants  -ka- the-  la- ma- an- la – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  Tamil  Nattil    ettu muzha   kaada thuni / 
mallu  vaetti / mundu /  aninthiduthal  vazhakkam    - it is a custom to wear 8  
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hand length cotton  dhothi  in Tamil Nadu ;  Dilmun- Tamil Nadu ;  ettu -8; 
muzham-   hand length;  vaetti –dhothi ; kaada thuni- rough cotton ; mallu thuni  
–fine cloth; mundu- dhothi  .  

gada-dilmun-ù-lal    has the consonants  -ka- the-  la- ma- an- la – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   thoalil  neela- maana  thundu  aninthiduthal  
Tamil  kudi makanin/ makkalin   vazhakkam- is a custom  for the  Tamizh people to 
have a towel over the shoulder;  thoal – shoulder;  neelam- long;  thundu- towel ; 
aninthiduka- to wear /tharikka  ; Tamzh kudi  makkal - Tamil  people ; vazhakkam- 
custom . 

gada-dilmun-ù-lal    has the consonants  -ka- the-  la- ma- an- la – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  ketti maelam  koatti   thali  kattum  mana  
naal - il  - mana makal   kandaanki   pudavai  aninthiduthal Tamizh Naatin  
vazhakkamaakum [ missing letter- pa-]-  - it is a custom to wear  ‘kandaanki ‘ saree  
by the bride -on the day of marriage ;  ketti maelam-  a drum;  koattu- beat ;  
thaali-  sacred thread; kattu –to tie; mana naal-  marriage day ; mana  akal –bride ; 
pudavai-  saree; kandaaki-  a kind of saree ; aninthuduka- to wear; Tamizh  -Tamil; 
Naadu –state ;  vazhakkam- custom .  

gada-dilmun-ù-lal    has the consonants  -ka- the-  la- ma- an- la – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  ketti maelam  koatti   thali  kattum  mana  
naal - il  - mana makan   vellai pattu   vaetti /  vellai   pattu  sattai  aninthiduthal 
Tamizhalin vazhakkamaakum ;  it is a custom to wear silk  dhothi  on the day of 
marriage by  bride groom ;  mana makan-  bride groom ;   vellai- white;  pattu-  
silk;  sattai- shirt ; Tamizhan- Tamil people . 

gada-dilmun-ù-lal    has the consonants  -ka- the-  la- ma- an- la – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   koadai  kaalaththil   kaada  thuni / melliya  
aadai  aninthiduthal  udalukkum  nalamaakam  -it is good to wear  cotton cloth 
during  summer time; koadai kaalam- summer time;  kaada thuni –cotton ;  aadai- 
cothe;  melliya- thin;  aninthiduka –to wear ; udal- body ; nalam-  good/ healthy  . 

gada-dilmun-ù-lal    has the consonants  -ka- the-  la- ma- an- la – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  poopu  adaintha  kanni penkal  ullaadai   
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anithiduthal   vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- girls  who  have attained puberty  
should wear  inner wear  ;   poopu - puberty ;  kanni- penkal- virgin ; penkal- girls;  
ullaadai- inner wear .  

gada-dilmun-ù-lal    has the consonants  -ka- the-  la- ma- an- la – and the  original 
Tamil  interpretation  of the word is  thandani- yaaeka  kuththa  vaali-yaei   
thookkil  thonka - vida   vaendum  -to hang  the criminal as a punishment; 
thandani- punishment ;   kuththa vaali –criminal;  thookkil thonka – to hang in the 
noose .  

Dilmun   has the consonants - the - la –ma- an – and the original Tamil  word is 
Tamizh Nadu /Tamil Munn ; naadu –state; munn- land .  

 

 gada-mah-giš-lá: spread out linen ('linen' + 'large' + 'tool' + 'to extend').  

gada-mah-giš-lá   has the consonants - ka –the- ma- ka- sa- la –and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  vizha  kaala kondaattankalil [ mana  vizha/  kovil  
vizha /Ponkal ]  Tamizh kudi  makkal  - aankal  ettu  muzha  pattu  vaetti-yaim / 
neelamaana kai  ulla  pattu sattai yae-im – penkal - pattu  pudavai / paavaadai- 
yim   /thanka / pon  nakaikkal  /  anivathum  vazhakkam [ missing letter- pa-]-  
during the festival days  Tamil  people  wear  silk  dhothi and silk  saree  ;  vizha  -
festival; kaalam –time; mana vizha- marriage ceremony;  kovil –temple; ponkal- 
harvest  festival ; kudi makkal - citizens;  aankal- men; penkal- woman ;  neelam- 
long; kai- hand; sattai- shirt;  pattu- silk ; ettu -8; muzham- hand length ; vaetti –
dhothi ;  paavaadai- long skirt ; anika- to wear; vazhakkam- custom  ; thankam-  
gold; pon- gold;  nakai- jewels . 

 

gada-níg-dùn-dù: a linen garment ('linen' + 'object' + 'to bring low' + 'to make'). 

gada-níg-dùn-dù  has the consonants  -ka- the –an- ka –the- an- the –and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the word is  kaada thuni / aadai  / udai / vaetti  / 
mundu/  aninthida vaendum  -to wear a cotton  dhothi ; kaada thuni- rough 
cotton ; mundu- dhothi . 
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gada-níg-dùn-dù  has the consonants  -ka- the –an- ka –the- an- the –and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the word is  undakkida vaendum  -to make.  

 

 gag-ha-har-ra-na: a peg or nail ('peg' + 'roads' ?).  

gag-ha-har  has the consonants - ka - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  mara  
kuchchi - [ missing letter- Ra-]- peg.  

gag-ha-har  has the consonants - ka - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  ukir-  a 
finger or toe  nail/ nail .  

gag-ha-har  has the consonants - ka - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vakir- 
road.  

gag-ha-har  has the consonants - ka - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maarkkam-  road.  

gag-ha-har  has the consonants - ka - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  maruku 
–road.  

 gag-ha-har  has the consonants - ka - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  keeri -  
way.  

gag-ha-har  has the consonants - ka - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaari / 
vari –way.  

 gag-ha-har  has the consonants - ka - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaakir- 
toe nail . 

 

gag-maš: a peg or nail ('peg' + 'one-half').  

gag-maš   has the consonants   -ka- ma- sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is mara 
sakkai [ missing letter- Ra-] - wooden peg ; maram- wood;  sakkai- peg.  
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gag-maš   has the consonants   -ka- ma- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maekku -  wooden peg.  

 

gišgag-si-sá: arrow ('nail' + 'to make straight').  

gisgagsisa   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa -]– ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is kakam- arrow.  

gisgagsisa   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is kanai -yaei yaevuka  -to shoot the arrow  ; kanai- arrow ; yaevu –shoot 
/discharge  .  

gisgagsisa   has the consonants  -ka –sa– ka- [-sa-] –and the other interpretation  
of the word is  visikam –arrow.  

gisgagsisa   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa -]– ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is kai nakam – hand nail ; kai- hand; nakam- nail . 

gisgagsisa   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa -]– ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is kathikka-  [ missing letter –the -]- to make staright.  

 

gag-zag-ga: side (?) peg ('peg' + 'side, boundary').  

gag-zag-ga   has the   consonants –ka- –[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil the word 
is  akkam pakkam-  sides  . 

gag-zag-ga   has the   consonants –ka-–sa- ka –and the  original Tamil the word is  
sakkai – peg . 

 

gal-bi: adv., greatly ('great' + adverbial force suffix). 

*gal-bi   has the consonants-  ka –la- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kazhi – 
great . 
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gal-bi   has the consonants-  ka –la- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is vallamai- 
great  ; vallavan- great  person . 

 

 gal-di: mighty (judge) (an adjective for the god Enlil) ('large' + 'to decide, judge'). 

gal-di    has the consnants- ka- la -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  valimai  
mikuntha- /valimai  konda -  strong ; valimai –strong . 

gal-di    has the consnants- ka- la -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  vallamai 
konda- powerful ; vallamai –power / skill . 

gal-di    has the consnants- ka- la -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  mudivu 
eduththal- to decide . 

 

 gal-gal-di: boaster (reduplicated 'large' + 'to judge'). 

gal-gal-di   has ythe consonants-  ka -la -ka –la- the -and the  original Tamil 
meaning  iof the word is  thannai   thaanae   pukazhnthu  kollum  manithan [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  one who talks high of himself ;  thannai  thaanae- on one’s  
own ; pukazhu –to appreciate ; manithan- man .    

 

 gal-nar: head musician ('large' + 'musician').  

gal-nar  has the consonants – ka- la- an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kalai 
vaanar – musician / singer . 

gal-nar  has the consonants – ka- la- an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kazhaignar -  scholar /artist . 

gal-nar  has the consonants – ka- la- an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  isai  
vaanar  kuzhuvin   thalaivan [ missing letters- sa- and -the -]  – head of the 
musicians ; isai- music; kuzhu- group ; thalaivan- head / leader . 
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gal-nar  has the consonants – ka- la- an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
paanar  kuzhuvinarin  thalaivan - [ missing letters- pa- and -the -]  - head musician 
; paanar- singer ; kuzhu- group; thalaivan- head . 

gal-nar  has the consonants – ka- la- an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is    
viraliyarin  thalaivan / muthalvan [ missing  letter- the-] – head   musician ; 
viraliyar- singers / musicians; muthalvan –chief  .  

gal-nar  has the consonants – ka- la- an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kazhai  koothaadikalin  thalaivan  [ missing  letter- the-] - head dancer / pole 
dancer  ; kooththaadikal- dancers ; thalaivan- head ; kazhai- pole .  

gal-nar  has the consonants – ka- la- an- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is Thiru 
Murugan    kovilil   maelam   kottukindra  Muthaliyaar  [ missing  letter- the-] –  a  
caste of people who  serves in the temple as artists;  Muthali-  a caste  ; maleam- 
drum ; kottu –to beat ;Thiru Murugan – Marduk; kovil –temple  . 

 

  gal-ùga: overseer ('large' + 'people'). 

gal-ùga   has the consonants  - ka- la – ka- and the original Tamil  word is  ulaka  
makkal- world  people ; moo- ulaka makkal – people of the three worlds ; moonu- 
three; ulakam- world  . 

gal-ùga   has the consonants  - ka- la – ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kooli 
vaelai   aatkalin  thalaivan/ kankkaani [ missing  letter- the -]  - head of the 
workers;  kooli  valei – daliy  work ; aatkal- persons ; vaelai- work ;  vaelai aatkal- 
workers ; thalivan- head ; kankkaani- overseer . 

gal-ùga   has the consonants  - ka- la – ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
kaavalaali-  watch man ; kaavalan- guard/ police . 

 

gal-zu (gal-an-zu): wise; omniscient; intelligent ('large' [ + 'heaven'] + 'to know'). 
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gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is arivaali 
[ missing  letter- Ra-] – wise  one . 

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –-sa- - and the interpretation of the word is  
kusalan – wise  one . 

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –-[ -sa- ]- - and the interpretation of the word is  
nakulan – wise one.  

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
maelavan  -wise  one . 

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –-[ -sa- ]- - and the interpretation of the word is  
akkal -  wisdom .  

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is vizhi -  
wisdom.  

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kalvi – 
knowledge.  

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kazhaignan – scholar / artist . 

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pulavan- [ missing  letter- pa-]   scholar / poet . 

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is vaan 
ulakam- / vin  ulakam- sky / heaven; vaan- sky; ulakam –world  . 

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is keezh  
ulakam-  hell / under world; keezh- low; ulakam- world.  

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is valliya 
[Malayalam] - large  ;  nalla  neelamum  akalumum  ulla -  one with good  length  
and width ; nalla- good; neelam-  length; akalam- width.   
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gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
enkkum ulla -  omni present; enkkum- in all places; ulla- present . 

gal-zu   has the consonants-  ka- la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is ellaam 
seiyya valla- omnipotent ; enkum- in all places; vallamai- potency . 

 

  gal5-lá(-gal), gùl-lá(-gal): police chief, gendarme, deputy, bailiff; a demon ('to 
overwhelm' + 'to force into; to look after' [ + 'big']).  

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kaavalan-  
guard/ king/ police . 

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kaavali – 
police duty . 

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kai -kole 
ilaiyan – gurards  as holding  a staff ; kai- hand;  kole- staff . 

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kaavalaali-  
watch  man . 

 gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is mei kaavalan  
-body  guard; mei- body ; kaavalan- police  /guard / king .  

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is uthavi -yaalan  
[ missing letter- the -]  deputy / helper ; uthavi- help . 

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is muthalvan [ 
missing letter- the -] -chief . 

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  thalaivan [ 
missing letter- the -] -  head  /chief . 

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is   kavaniththal [ 
missing  letter- the -]- to look after . 
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gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is   noakkuthal 
missing  letter- the -]- to look after . 

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is   kai  -aal/ 
vaelai aal – bailiff . 

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is nila mukavan-  
bailiff.    

*gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kooli – 
demon. 

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kaalan /  kaali  
-demon/ demoness.   

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is azhakkodi [ 
missing  letter- the -]-  – demoness.  

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
vaethaalam  [ missing  letter- the -]-   demon . 

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kazhuthu [ 
missing  letter- the -]-   demon.  

gal-lá  has the consonants  - ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is moozhka – 
overwhelm . 

 

galam-kad5: artfully made ('artistic' + 'to bind together').  

galam-kad   has the consonants – ka- la -ma -ka -the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalai  azhaku  mikkathu / mikuntha  kalai  azhaku konda  thanka  
anikalankal   - craftily  made gold  jewels; anikalan- jewels ; kalai azhaku- artistic ; 
mikuntha- excess; thankkam- gold . 
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galam-kad   has the consonants – ka- la -ma -ka -the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikuntha  kalai nunukkam  kondathu  -artistic ; kalai –art ; nunukkam –
fine  . 

galam-kad   has the consonants – ka- la -ma -ka -the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalai nayam mikkathu  -artistic . 

galam-kad   has the consonants – ka- la -ma -ka -the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalaignanin  kai vannam  kondathu – crafty  work of an artist; kalaignan –
artist ; kai- hand; vannam – paint  ; kai vannam –skill . 

galam-kad   has the consonants – ka- la -ma -ka -the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  onnaaka  kooti kattuthal vaendum – to bind together; onnaaka- together 
; kattu  -tie .  

 

galam-ma: exalted one ('elaborate' + nominative).  

galam-ma   has the consonants - ka -la-ma – and the original Tamil  word is 
maenmai  mikka  nilai – exalted status ; maenmai mikka-exalted; nilai- status .  

galam-ma   has the consonants - ka -la-ma – and the original Tamil  word is 
vilakkamaaka –elaborately. 

 

galam-ma hu-ru: clever fool ('ingenious, elaborate' + nominative + 'idiot, 
hillbilly').  

galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma- - Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  perum arivaalai -  a wise man ; perum- big; arivaaali- 
wise man . 

galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma- - Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   perum  ariveeli – big fool ; perum –big; arbveeli- 
fool . 
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galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma- - Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  perum muttaalkal [ missing letter- the -] -  big  fools ; 
perum- big; muttaal- fool .  

galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma- -- Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  koor –mathi – yaalan  [ missing letter- the -]  -  wise 
person ; koor mathi –sharp knowledge . 

galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma- --- Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   mikuntha  mathi -nutpam  ullavar [ missing letter- 
the -]  -   one with good knowledge ; mathi- knowledge ; koormai- sharp . 

galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma- -- Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is    karpanai  thiram  /aatral  mikkavar / ullavar [ 
missing letter- the-] –creative  person ; karpanai- imagination ; thiram- talent; 
aattral- power.  

galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma- -- Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   illaatha ondari   thaedi  kandu  pidikkum  aatral  
kondavar [ missing letter- the-]- one who has inventive  capacity ;  illaathathu -  
non -existing ; thaeduka - to  seek;  kandu pidikka- to invent ; aattral- talent.  

 galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma-  - Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   thani  thanmai  kondu   ullavar – one who has 
originality ; thani  thanmai-   individual nature ; ullavar- one who has.  

 galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma- - Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   vilakkamaaka / thelivaaka  /anaivarukkum  puriyim  
vannam   therivikka  /  virivaaka kooruka/ vivarikka [ missing letter- the-]-  -  to say  
/explain  elaborately ; villakaam- explanation;  thelivaaka- clearly ;   
anaivarukkum- to all persons ;  puriyim vannam-  to  make understand  ; kooruka- 
say ; vivarikka- elaborate .  

galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma-  Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  perum  si-k-kallaana [ missing letter- sa-]- a 
complex/ compkicated  one  .  
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galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma-- Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   mikuntha  nutpankkal  niraintha  [ missing letter- 
the-]-highly  sophisticated  ; mikuntha- excess  .   

 galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma- - Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mikuntha  puthumaikal  niraintha [ missing letter- 
the-]-  highly  sophisticated  ;  puthumai- novelty ; mikuntha- excess ; niraintha- 
full of .  

galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma- - Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   malai puram  vaazhum  pazham perum  kudi- ina  
makkal [ missing letter- the-]-  tribal people  who  reside in the mountain side ;  
malai  - mountain; puram- side; vaazhum- dwelling ; pazham- ancient; kudi inam-  
citizen; makkal- people .  

galam-ma hu-ru   has the consonants-  ka- la- ma- - Ra -and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   Thoadar -ina kudi  makkal  -  The Thoadar  people; 
inam- race ; kudi- family; makkal- people  . 

 

ku6gam-gam(-ma): a fish (Pomadasys stridens) (reduplicated 'curved; shriveled'). 

ku6gam-gam  has  the consonants - ka -ma - ka -ma – and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   manakkum  kanavai meen  -  cuttle fish with its  
smell ; manam- smell; kanavai meen- cuttle fish; meen- fish . 

 

 itigan-gan-è: calendar month 9 at Nippur during Ur III. 

itigan-gan-è  has the consonants – the- ka -an –ka- an –and the  original Tamil  
word is maatha kana-k-keedu  onnu /  moonu  /naanku   /aeinthu thondu -  
month count 1/3/4/5/ 9; maatham-  month; kanakkeedu –count; thondu -9.  

 

 gišgan-na: grinding stone (?) ('rack' + nominative). 
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gišgan-na   has the consonants  -ka- sa – ka- an – and  the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  ennai aattum  se-k-ku [ missing letter- the -] - oil 
press ; ennai- oil; sekku- oil press . 

gišgan-na   has the consonants  -ka- sa – ka- an – and  the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   saanai- k-kal [ missing letter- la-] grinding stone  ;  
kal- stone . 

 

 gan-tuš: tenant ('to bring forth' + 'to occupy').  

gan-tuš  has the consonants  -  ka –an- the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   vaadakaikku  kudi-  irukindravar/ vasikindravar[Skt]  [ missing 
letter- Ra-]-  one who resides for rent; vaadakai- rent / hire ; kudi  irukindravar- 
one who  resides. 

gan-tuš  has the consonants  -  ka –an- the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   kudi irukka/ kudi - yaera   vaendum/ vasiththida [Skt] vaendum  [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]- – to reside.  

gan-tuš  has the consonants  -  ka –an- the- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  veettai  kuththakaikku  eduththavan -   tenant of the house  ; 
kuththakai- eduththavan - tenant ; veedu- house. 

 

gan-tuš-tur-ra: minor tenant ('tenant' + 'little' + nominative) 

gan-tuš-tur-ra  has the consonants -ka- an -the –[-sa -]  -the- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil interpretation of the word is  udan kudi iruindravar /vasikindravar [Skt]  - 
some one who  resides along with the tenant ;  kudi irukindravar- tenant ; kudi- 
house . 
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gána-ga: hill country ('land' + 'milk'). 

ganaga  has the consonants –ka- an- ka-and the  original Tamil  word is   thavaa 
vinai  [ missing  letter- the -]–hill . 

ganaga  has the consonants –ka- an- ka-and the  original Tamil  word is   oaan-k-
kal  nilam [ missing  letter- la-]–hill land ; nilam- land . 

ganaga  has the consonants –ka- an- ka-and the  original Tamil  word is   vilan-k-
kal  nilam [ missing  letter- la-]–hill land.  

ganaga  has the consonants –ka- an- ka-and the  original Tamil  word is   konkkai  
kayam – breast  water ; konkkai- breast; kayam- water /aqua .  

 

 gána-íl:  taxable land or field ('land' + 'to carry'). 

gána-íl  has the consonants-  ka –an- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kazhani – 
paddy  field.  

gána-íl  has the consonants-  ka –an- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kaani  
nilam - agricultural land.  

gána-íl  has the consonants-  ka –an- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is vilai 
nilam-  fruitful land ; nilam- land . 

gána-íl  has the consonants-  ka –an- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is vilaiyaa 
nilam -  baren land;   vilaiyaaa- not yielding ; nilam- land .  

gána-íl  has the consonants-  ka –an- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is uzhavu  
munn   /uzhavu  nilam -  cultivable land ; nilam- land ; uzhavu- to plough .  
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gána-íl  has the consonants-  ka –an- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is vayal 
nilam -agricultural land ; vayal- field . 

gána-íl  has the consonants-  ka –an- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is nila vari  [ 
missing letter –Ra-] – land tax; nilam- land; vari –tax .  

gána-íl  has the consonants-  ka –an- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaankuthal [ missing letter –the-] - carry  . 

 

 itigána-maš: calendar month 1 at Lagaš during Ur III. 

itigána-maš   has the consonants – the- ka- an- ma- [-sa-]  – and the  orignaltamil  
word is  muthal  thinkkal [ missing letter- la-]-  -first month ; muthal –first; 
thinkkal- month / moon . 

itigána-maš   has the consonants – the- ka- an- ma- [-sa-]  – and the  orignaltamil  
word is  maatha kanakeedu –onnu/ moonu/naanku  /aeinthu / thondu – month 
count 1/3/4/5/9  ; maatham- month ; kanakkeedu- calculation;  onnu- 1; moonu -
3; naanku -4  ; aeinthu -5  ; thondu -9. 

 

 gišgán-ùr: harrow ('field' + 'to drag across').  

gišgán-ùr   has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- and the interpretation of the 
word is harrow[E]   . 

gišgán-ùr   has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- and the orignal Tamil word is  
kuppai  vaarun- k-karuvi [ missing letter- pa-] -  harrow ; kuppai –wastage;  vaaru –
gather; karuvi –tool  .  

gišgán-ùr   has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
mozhukku  maram [ missing letter- zha-]  – harrow. 

gišgán-ùr   has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
kalai vaari [ missing letter- la-]   - harrow.  
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gišgán-ùr   has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
kurukkaaka  keeruka-  to  drag  across ; kurukkae- across; keeruka- to incise . 

gišgán-ùr   has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
mana vaeythanai kodukkindra -[ missing letter- the-] -   harrowing ; manam- mind; 
vaethanai- worry ; kodukkindra –giving . 

gišgán-ùr   has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
mana varuththam undakku-[ missing letter- the-]  – harrow someone ; 
varuththam –worry; undaakku- make  .  

gišgán-ùr   has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
varandi  kattai  [ missing letter- the-]  -  wooden drag  . 

gišgán-ùr   has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] - ka- Ra- and the original Tamil   word is 
kaani  karai-  agricultural  field . 

 

gàr-du: a class of persons ('hair lock signifying slavery' + 'to go').  

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudumi mayir – hair lock ;  mayir-  hair; kudumi- tuft of hair  . 

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is  uyar  
kudi inar- high   class of people ; uyar-  high ; kudi inar- clan / citizen . 

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
maetu kudiyinar /maer thattu - high class people; maer- upper; kudi inar- citizen . 

 gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is    
arasa kudi –inar [ missing letter- sa-]  –royal  people ; arasar-king . 

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is  adi 
thattu  kudi yinar- lower class peole ; adi  thattu- lower stratum  .  
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gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is idai 
thattu kudiyinar/ varkkaththinar [Skt]  - middle class people;  idai thattu- middle 
startum .  

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is adimai  
vakuppinar –[ missing letter- pa-]- slaves; adimai -slave ; vakuppu- class.  

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaithari  thuni  nesavu  neithidum- Senkunthar [missing letter- sa-]- the weavers- 
Senkuthar /Sowraastirar . 

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaithari  thuni  nesavu  neithidum- Thaevaankar - the weavers Thaevaankar; kai 
thari- hand loom; thuni- cloth ; neithiduka   -to weave . 

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaanika  Settiyaar / Yettiyar [ missing  letter- sa-]- the buisnesmen- Settiyaar ; 
vanikam- trade.  

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is aadu  
maadu  maeikkira  koanaar / idaiyar / yaathavar -  the shepherd;  adu –goat; 
maadu- bull  /cow. 

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is yaeru  
oatti kamam seikindravar [ missing  letter- sa-]- – the plough men ;  yaeru- plough  
kamam- agriculture.  

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanka/ vaira  nakai seikindra thattaan [ missing  letter- sa-]- gold smith ; 
thankam- gold; vairam- diamond; nakai- jewel ;thattaan- gold smith . 

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
poarukku  poakindra  Vanniya  koottaththaar [ missing letter- pa-]- Vanniar -  
warrior ; poar- war . 

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is mudi  / 
mayir  vettukidra  naavithar- barber ; mayir- hair; mudi- hair; vettu –cut. 
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gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is paattu 
paadi isai karuvi  vaasikkum / isaikkum  Paanar  [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-]-   
musicians  ;  paatu –song; paadu- sing ; isai karuvi- musical instruments .  

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is kovir  
paraththiayar  -temple  prostitutes ; kovir; temple;  paraththai- prostitute . 

gàr-du  has  the consonants - ka –Ra-  the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
sendriduka [ missing letter- sa-] - to go . 

 

ge-eš-tu: six hundred (geç-u (?); cf., géš×u). 

ge-eš-tu  has the consonants - ka- [- sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moththa  kanakkeedu  aaru nooru [ missing letter- Ra-] -  total count 6 hundreds  ;  
moththam –total; kanakkeedu –account; aaru -6; nooru- 100 . 

ge-eš-tu  has the consonants - ka-  sa- the -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is naanku  satham[Skt] – 4 hundreds  ; naanku -4; satham -100 . 

 

 gi-a-dag: raft ('reed' + 'water' + 'resting place'). 

gi-a-dag   has the consonants - ka  -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadavu -  boat . 

gi-a-dag   has the consonants - ka  -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadavu  maram [ missing letter- Ra-]-  raft.  

gi-a-dag   has the consonants - ka  -the -ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vakuththiram [ missing letter- Ra-]-  raft.  

gi-a-dag   has the consonants - ka  -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  sanku  
vadam  [ missing letter- sa-]-  ferry boat.  

gi-a-dag   has the consonants - ka  -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
padaku veedu [ missing letter- pa-]  - house boat;  padaku- boat; veedu –house.  
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gi-a-dag   has the consonants - ka  -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  oaivu 
edukkum idam  -resting place ; oaivu- rest ; idam- place.  

gi-a-dag  has the consonants – ka- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koathumai vaikole [ missing letter- la-]  -  reed; koathumai- wheat .  

gi-a-dag   has the consonants - ka  -the -ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kavantham – water . 

 

 gi-dili-dù: a single-growing reed (idiomatic expression) ('reed' + 'single' + 'to 
plant').  

gi-dili-dù   has the consonants-  ka- the- la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thani -  thaniyaaka  vilaintha  / oththai- yaaka  vliaintha  naanal -   a  single 
growing  reed ; oaththi-  single;  vilainthitta   -  grown ; naanal- reed.  

gi-dili-dù   has the consonants-  ka- the- la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is    
vayalil   thani -thaniyaaka  nel -  naaththu   naduthal  vaendum –  to plant ; nadu- 
plant; vayal- paddy  field .  

gi-dili-dù   has the consonants-  ka- the- la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nellu  vilainthidum  vayal / nilam  - the paddy growing  field ; nellu –paddy; 
vilainthidu- growing ; vayal- paddy field.  

 

gi-dù-a: reed hut; reed fences; high-quality writing stylus ('reed' + 'to make' + 
nominative). 

gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is keeththu 
kudisai  / kudisai veedu - reed house . 

gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is moonkil  
veedu / naanal  veedu  [ missing letter- la-]- –bamboo house; veedu –house; 
moonkil- bamboo ; naanal- reed.  
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gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is ezhuthu  
kole [ missing letter- la/zha -]   - writing  stick; ezhuthu –write; kole- stick .  

gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is mul  -vaeli 
iduka  [ missing letter- la-]- -to make a  reed fence ; mul –thorn; vaeli –fence ; idu-
do / make . 

 gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is keeththu 
thaduppu/ adaippu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  –reed fence.  

gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is paathu 
kaappu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  -fence.  

gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is vaadi – a 
fenced place.  

gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is kadappu[ 
missing letter- pa-]-   -  a style or other  contrivance  in a fence permitting  only 
men to pass. 

*gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is 
aakkiduka- make.  

gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is kettti – 
make.  

 gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is 
undaakkuka- make.   

gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is seithiduka   
[missing letter- sa-]-  do/ make 

gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is panniduka[ 
missing letter- pa-]-  do/ make. 

gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is padaikka- [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  create . 
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gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is puthukku 
[missing letter- pa-]-  - make.  

 gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is thoku- 
make.  

gi-dù-a   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  words is 
amaiththiduka- make. 

 

 gi-dub-ba: stylus ('reed' + 'tablet' + nominative). 

gi-dub-ba  has the consonants – ka- the –[-  pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
thoorikai [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  stylus . 

gi-dub-ba  has the consonants – ka- the –[-  pa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
ezhuthu kole [ missing letter-za/ la -]- writing  stick ; ezhuthu –write; kole-stick.  

gi-dub-ba  has the consonants – ka- the –pa--and the original Tamil  word is 
ezhuthum  palakai thindu [ missing letter- zha/ la-]  -writing board  ;ezhuthu –
write; palakai- board; thundu- piece/ bit .  

gi-dub-ba  has the consonants – ka- the –pa--and the original Tamil  word is 
pattaya   thakadu  -tablet; pattayam- tablet; thakadu- metal sheet.  

gi-dub-ba  has the consonants – ka- the-  pa--and the original Tamil  word is 
panan-k-keethu   -palm reed  ; panai- palm tree; keeththu –reed. .  

stylus   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the –la- [-sa -] – and the  original Tamil  word 
is ezhuthaani- stylus; ezhuthu –write; aani- nail.  

 

 gi-dùg-ga: sweet reed, i.e., with a sweet, edible marrow ('reed' + 'sweet' + 
nominative).  
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gi-dùg-ga  has the consonants – ka- the - ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   inippu  suvai kondathu [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-]-  -one which is  
sweet to  taste ;  inippu- sweet;  suvai –taste.   

gi-dùg-ga  has the consonants – ka- the - ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  mikuntha   thith-thippu kondathu [ missing letter- pa-]- one which  is  
ecxeesively  sweet ; mikuntha- excess; thithi-thippu –sweet . 

gi-dùg-ga  has the consonants – ka- the - ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  unavaaka   unna koodaiyathu  / unavaaka thinna  koodiyathu  -one 
that can be eaten as a food ;  unavu –food; unnuka- eat; thinnu –eat.   

 

gi-duru5[GI.A]: supple, swaying reed ('reed' + 'fresh'). 

gi-duru  has the consonants – ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
word is  Caveri  aatram karai yoaram  /vilaikindra / valaikindra / valainthu   
aadukindra  naanal / koarai –[ missing  letter- la-]- the swaying reed  on the bank 
of the river Caveri ;  Caveri – name of a river in Tamil nadu ; aaru –river  ;karai- 
bank;  valaikindra –flexible ; vilaikindra –growing ;aadum –dancing  ; naanal-  reed 
; koarai- reed.  

 

 gi-gu4-ud: catapult ('reeds' + 'to leap'). 

gi-gu4-ud  has the consonants – ka--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavattai  
/kavan  kattai -  catapult . 

gi-gu4-ud  has the consonants – ka--the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thandi -
kuthikka- to leap . 

gi-gu4-ud  has the consonants – ka--the -and the  original Tamil  word is   athir 
thakadu  [missing  letter- Ra-]-  reed.  

gi-gu4-ud  has the consonants – ka--the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thakkai-  
reed.  
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gi-gu4-ud  has the consonants – ka--the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
sethukkai [ missing  letter- sa-] - reed.  

 

 gi-gun4(-na), gi-gù-na: sacred building ('reeds' + 'decorated temple').  

gigunna    has the consonants -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aandavanudaiya idam [ missing  letter- the -] -–place  of god ; aandavan- god; 
idam- place . 

gigunna    has the consonants -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is theivaththin 
veedu  [ missing  letter- the -]  -house of  the lord ; thaeivam- god; veedu- house . 

gigunna    has the consonants -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is mikuntha 
thooimai – yaana  kattidam/ koattam  [ missing  letter- the -] – sacred building/ 
temple; mikuntha  -excess; thooimai- cleanliness ; kattidam- building ; koattam- 
temple/ place  .  

gigunna    has the consonants -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is nanku  
kodiththa koattam  – well decorated  temple; nanku –well  ; koadiththa- 
decorated ; koattam- temple  . 

gigunna    has the consonants -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is naakku -  
reed. 

gigunna    has the consonants -ka -an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
koasaankkam  [ missing letter- sa-]  –reed.  

gigunna  has the consonants -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is vankiyam  
reed pipe . 

gigunna    has the consonants -ka -an -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vaenu  -reed pipe . 

 

gi-gur: reed basket ('reeds' + 'basket').  
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gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is korai – a kind 
of reed.  

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is korukkai – 
reed. 

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is vaikoar- reed.  

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is paaai koarai   [  
missing letter- pa-]  -a kind of reed grass suitable for  making mats; paai- mat; 
koarai –a kind  of reed  . 

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is eruvai- a kind 
of reed.  

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is korukkachchi [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  the reed. 

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is kurpakam  –[ 
missing letter- pa-] -  reed. 

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is saravanam [ 
missing letter- sa-] – reed/ rush . 

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is naanar  vakai-  
reed type. 

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is peru vaayan –[ 
missing letter- pa-] – basket –one with big mouth .   

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is kaaraampi-–[ 
missing letter- pa-] -  basket for irrigation.   

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is iravai- 
irrigation  basket. 

gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is makkiri- big 
basket . 
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gigur   has the consonants- ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is sokkarai- [ 
missing letter- sa-] -baskets. 

 

gi-gur-še-bal: basket for carrying grain ('basket' + 'grain' + 'to transport'). 

gi-gur-še-bal  has the consonants - ka -Ra  -sa-pa -la  -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  vayalil   aruvadai  seitha  ner  kathirai  kalatthu maettil  
kathir  adiththa pin  / poar adittha pinnae/  ner mani yaei    koani - pai  yil  katti  / 
vayal kaattil irunthu  / veettirkku  kondu selluka [ missing letter- the -]- -  the  
thrashed  paddy  should  be brought home tied in  sacks ;  vayal- paddy field ;  
aruvadai-  harvest ;  ner kathir-  paddy  ;  kathir adika-  threshing  ;  ner mani  rice 
grains ; koani pai  –sack ; pai- bag ; veedu –house . 

  

 gi-izi-lá: torch ('reeds' + 'fire' + 'to hold up').  

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
vilakku - hand torch ; kai-  hand – vilakku- lamp . 

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
ennai vilakku- oil lamp ; ennai- oil; vilakku- lamp . 

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
akal vilakku – a type of lamp . 

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is oli  
mikka / velichcham mikka / oli veesum   vaan vilakku- lamp  of the sky  ; vaan- sky; 
vilakku- lamp ; oli- light ; mikka- excess ; velichcham- light . 

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –sa-–la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kai sool- 
hand torch ; kai- hand.  

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is oli  
kampam [ missing letter- pa-]-  torch / light post  ; oli- light; kampam- pole.  
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gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is min 
vilakku- electric  lamp ; min- electricity ; vilakku- lamp-  

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
moonkil-  bamboo .      

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanal / kanali – fire.  

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaalavam – fire.  

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –sa- –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
suvalan-  fire.  

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –sa –la-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vilasi – fire.  

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nekizhi – fire.  

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukkaali-  fire.  

gi-izi-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[ -sa-]  –la-  and the  original Tamil word is   
kolli-  fire.  

 

’gi...ku5: to cut reeds ('reeds' + 'to cut').  

’gi...ku5  has the consonants - ka- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is keetthai 
vettu [ misisn letter- the -]- – to cut reed;  keethtthu- read; vettu –cut.  

 

gi-kud(-a): cut reed, used to make measurements ('reed' + 'to cut' + nominative).  
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gi-kud  has theconsonats  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  vettiya  naanal  
[ missing letter- la-] - cut reed;  vettu-cut;  naanal- reed . 

gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  vettiya  
moonkil [ missing letter- la-]-  -cut bomboo ; vettu –cut; moonkil- bamboo . 

gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  vettiya   olai-  
cut reed ; olai- palm leaf . 

gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   alavu edukka  
vaendum [ missing letter- la-]-  –to make measurement ; alavu- measure/ 
measurement . 

gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaathu  -cut. –  

gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  vettu – cut.  

 gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  udaikka-cut.  

gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  koeithidu – 
cut.  

gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  koattuka – 
cut.  

 gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  sethukka 
[missing letter- sa-]  - cut . 

gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thokai-  
measure.  

gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  interpretation of the  word is 
kanitham- measure ;  thokai kaanka . 

gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaniththidu  -
measure.  

gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  madanku  -
measure. 
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gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  interpretation of the  word is avathi  
-measure. 

 gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  mattu pidikka 
[ missing letter- pa-]   - measure.  

 gi-kud  has theconsonats   - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  naaduka- 
measure. 

 

gišgi-muš: punting pole ('reed' + 'snake'). 

gišgi-muš   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]- ka –ma- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil 
meaning of the word is  thuduppu  poattu  padakai / thoani  -yaei  ottida vaendum  
[ missing letters-  the- and- pa-]- - punting ;   thuduppu-  oar ;   padaku- boat ; 
thoani – punt ; oattida  - drive . 

gišgi-muš   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]- ka –ma- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil 
meaning of the word is   padam edukkum  naaka  paampu [ missing letters-  the- 
and- pa-]- -  cobra with the hood ; padam- hood / photo  ; naakam-  cobra ; 
paampu –snake . 

 

 gi-na: consent (cf., gi(n)) ('just, firm' + nominative a). 

gi-na  has the consonants  -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  mana isaivu [ 
missing  letter- sa-] –consent ; manam- mind; isaivu- consent . 

gi-na  has the consonants  -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  inakka  mudivu 
[ missing  letter- the -]  - consent  .  

gi-na  has the consonants  -ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  naervu  
[missing  letter –Ra-]  - consent  . 

 

gi-na-tum: security deposit (Akkadian loanword). 
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gi-na-tum  has the consonants – ka-  an- the- ma –and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  pinayamaaka   kodukka  patta   panam  /thokai [ missing 
letter- pa-] - the  money given as a security ;  pinaiyam- surety  ;  panam- money ; 
kodukka- give ; thokai- amount  

 

 gi-NI: a scented substance ('reed' + 'oil'). 

gi-NI   has the consonants -  ka -an -  and the  original Tamil  word is manam 
veesum  ennai / nei/ vennai [ missing letter- sa-]-  aromatic oil ; manam- smell;  
ennai- oil; nei- ghee; vennai- butter.   

gi-NI   has the consonants -  ka -an -  and the  interpretation of the word is  
vaasanai  [ missing letter- sa-]-  –scent  

gi-NI   has the consonants -  ka -an -  and the  interpretation of the word is  
kaanam  -scent/ odour . 

gi-NI   has the consonants -  ka -an -  and the  interpretation of the word is  kanni  
-fragrant basil.  

 gi-NI   has the consonants -  ka -an -  and the  original Tamil  word is kanan-k-kaai  
-fragrant heart’s joy.  

gi-NI   has the consonants -  ka -an -  and the  original Tamil  word is punuku [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  civet  perfume.  

gi-NI   has the consonants -  ka -an -  and the  interpretation of the word is  
sinaekam [  missing letter- sa-]-   oil  ; sekku  ennai ; sekku –oil  press ;ennai- oil  .  

gi-NI   has the consonants -  ka -an -  and the  original Tamil  word is punnakku [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  – oil cake.  

gi-NI   has the consonants -  ka -an -  and the  original Tamil  word is  aamanakku  
ennai – castor oil . 
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gi-NI   has the consonants -  ka -an -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vankiyam  -
reed pipe . 

gi-NI   has the consonants -  ka -an -  and the  interpretation of the word is  vaenu  
-reed pipe.  

 

 gi-rin[LAGAB]: pure, spotless; shining; blooming, fruitful; a syllabic writing for 
gurun, 'fruit' ('reliable' + 'bright' (?)).  

gi-rin    has the consonants - ka –Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  word is karai indri 
[ missing letter- the -] - without any  stain; karai- stain; indri- with out.  

gi-rin    has the consonants - ka –Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
minukkindra ondru- [ missing letter- the -]-shining one ; minukka- to shine . 

gi-rin    has the consonants - ka –Ra- an -and the  original Tamil  word is nanmai  
kodukkindra / nanmai tharukindra [ missing letter- the -]- one -that  brings  good ; 
nanmai- good things . 

 

gi-sa, kí-sa; gi(-níg)-sa-há: bundle of reeds; abutment or platform ('reeds' + 'mat, 
bundle').  

gi-sa  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is keeththu  kattu [ missing  letter- the -]-–reed bundle; keeththu –reed; 
kattu- bundle.  

gi-sa  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is thokuthi  [ 
missing  letter- the -]--bundle.  

gi-sa  has the consonants - ka – sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is suvadi  [ 
missing  letter- the -]--bundle.  

gi-sa  has the consonants - ka – [- sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is koappu [ 
missing  letter- pa- -]—bundle.  
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gi-sa  has the consonants - ka – [- sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is paakkam [ 
missing  letter- pa- -]—- small bundle.  

gi-sa  has the consonants - ka – [- sa-] -- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  thavisu [ missing letter- the -]- mat . 

gi-sa  has the consonants - ka – [- sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is thadukku [ 
missing letter- the -]- mat . 

gi-sa  has the consonants - ka – [- sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is akani  paai 
[ missing letter- pa -]- bamboo mat ; paai- mat  . 

gi-sa  has the consonants - ka – [- sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is paai vakai 
[ missing letter- pa -]-  grass mat; paai- mat; vakai- kind   . 

gi-sa  has the consonants - ka – [- sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is  vankiyam 
– reed pipe.  

gi-sa  has the consonants - ka – [- sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaenu -  
reed pipe.  

gi-sa  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is uthaivu / otti kidakkai / thaanki  [ missing  letter- the -]-–abutment . 

 

gi-sag-hul: a type of reed ('reed' + 'head' + 'bad').  

gi-sag-hul   has the consonants  - ka -sa-ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
moonkil  kazhi- bamboo stick ; moonkil- bamboo; kazhi- pole.  

gi-sag-hul   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]-ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vai-k-kole     reed / hay .  

gi-sag-hul   has the consonants  - ka –sa-ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
isai-k-kuzhal  – reed pipe  / naavu  kuzhal ; naavu- tongue ; kuzhal- pipe; isai- 
music  .  
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 gi-sag-hul   has the consonants  - ka –sa-ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
Saeniyan – in  achchu-k- kole  -reed.  

gi-sag-hul  has the consonants  - ka -sa-ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
seemai  karu vaela mullu  maram [ missing letter- Ra-] – mesquite tree / shrub / 
small tree ; mullu- thorn; maram- tree; seeemai- foregin . 

gi-sag-hul  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] -ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhukkai  thalai / mandai [ missing letter- the -]   -bald head ; vazhukkai- 
baldness; thalai- head .  

gi-sag-hul  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] -ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pollaanku [ missing letter- pa  -] – badness.  

gi-sag-hul  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] -ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
theeiya ozhukkam [ missing letter- the -]  - bad conduct ; theenku  seithal ; 
theeya- bad / evil   . 

 

gi-sal: reed screen on the roof ('reeds' + 'to be thin and wide'). 

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - la - and the  original Tamil   word is  
vaikkole- reed.  

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –sa-- la - and the  original Tamil   word is  
mellisaaka- thin . 

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - la - and the  original Tamil   word is  nalika  
- becoming  thin.  

 gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - la - and the  original Tamil   word is  
olliyaaka- becoming thin . 

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - la - and the  original Tamil   word is  
mezhika - becoming thin . 
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gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - la - and the  original Tamil   word is  
ilaikka-   thinness.   

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –sa-- la - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is siluval – thinnesss. 

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - la - and the  original Tamil   word is  
pazhan-k-kann [ missing letter –pa -]  -thinness . 

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - la - and the  original Tamil   word is  
akalamaana  / akaliya  -wide ;  visalaamaaka .  

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –sa-- la - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  kulasaa- wide.  

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - la - and the  original Tamil   word is  
vaikkole  thatti   [ missing letter –the -] –reed screen . 

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - la - and the  original Tamil   word is  
vaeithal [ missing letter –the -] – to thatch  with leaves /reeds . 

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  moonkkil koorai / panai  olai  koorai  [ missing letters-  pa -and - Ra-]- 
– bamboo roof ; moonkkil- bamboo  ; koorai- roof  ;panai- palm ; olai- ola . 

gi-sal   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - la - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   nalla  neelamum  aklaumum  ulla  melliya  panai  olai   [ missing 
letter- pa-]- -the thin palm  reeds with good  length and width ; nalla- good; 
neemal- length; akalam- width ; melliya –thin; panai – palm; olai- leaf . 

 

 gi-SI.A: (cf., (gi)ušub).  

 

gi-sig: reed wall, hut ('reeds' + 'small, weak').  
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gi-sig  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is sinna   
keeththu kudisai  veedu [ missing letter- the -] -  small reed hut; sinna- small; 
keeththu –reed; kudisai- hut / kudi . 

gi-sig  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuttiyaaka [ missing letter- the -]  -small.  

gi-sig  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
keeththu kottakai [ missing letter- the -] -  reed cottage ; kottakai –cottage . 

gi-sig  has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kuvi -  
wall.  

gi-sig  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is pakkam  
[ missing letter- pa -] - house.  

gi-sig  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaekam  
- house.  

gi-sig  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thaikka-[ 
missing letter- the -] - fakir’s hut.  

  

gi-šà-sur: sieve ('reeds' + 'intestines' + 'to flow, drip'). 

gi-šà-sur  has the consonants - ka- sa-  sa- Ra  - and the  orignaltamil  word is arisi  
yae-im  kurunai yae- im  vaevaeraaka  salladai  kondu  saliika vaendum [ missing  
letters- la and- the -]-  to sieve  /sift the  rice and  broken rice / grain ;  arisi –rice ;  
kurunai- grain / broken rice ; salladai –sieve ; salikka- to sift . 

gi-šà-sur  has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] -  [-sa-] - Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is olai  keetru [ missing  letters- la and- the -]- reed . 

gi-šà-sur  has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] -  [-sa-] - Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
word is moonkir kazhi [ missing  letter- la -]  –bamboo stick ; moonkir- bamboo; 
kazhi- pole.  
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gi-šà-sur  has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] -  sa-- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
siru  kudal  [ missing  letters- la and- the -]-- small intestine ; siru- small; kudal- 
intestine . 

gi-šà-sur  has the consonants - ka- -sa--  sa-- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
sottu    sottaakaa – kuzhaai- yil  irunthu   vazhinthu  oadum  thanneer [ missing  
letters- la and- the -]— water  dripping drop  by drop  from the pipe  ;  sottu   
sottukaa- drop by by drop ;  vazhinthida -  over flowing ; oadum –running ; 
thanneer- water.  

 

 gi-šul-hi: a reed or plant that was used as a medicine ('reed' + 'invader' + 
'numerous'). 

gi-šul-hi  has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaikkole-  reed.  

gi-šul-hi  has the consonants – ka- sa –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   moolikai  kunam ulla   naanal /  moonkil/ sedi / kodi/ ilai [ missing 
letter- the -]  -  the reed with  medicinal use ; moolikai- plant with medicinal 
property  ;   naanal- reed; sedi- plant; kodi- creeper; ilai- leaf ; moonkil- bamboo .  

gi-šul-hi  has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
meekkole- plenty.  

gi-šul-hi  has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kollaa kollai- plenty . 

gi-šul-hi  has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
veenkkal-  plenty . 

gi-šul-hi  has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uookkal – abundance.  

gi-šul-hi  has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuvaal - abundance. 
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gi-šul-hi  has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] –la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
valam mikka / mikka valamai  - copious ; sezhumai mikka ; valamai- fertile/ 
abundance; mikka- excess  .  
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                                                                  Page- 93  

 

 

gi-UGUN: (cf., gi-gunu4 ).  

 

gi...zé: to cut reeds ('reeds' + 'to cut').  

gi...zé   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  keeththai 
vettuka [ missing letter- the -] -  to cut the reeds ; keeththu- reeds; vettuka- cut . 

gi...zé   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thakkai [ 
missing letter- the -] – reed . 

gi...zé   has the consonants - ka--sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  sethukkai [ 
missing letter- the -] – reed . 

-  

gi-zi: a kind of reed ('reed' + 'good; high'). 

gi-zi   has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is nangu- 
good.  

gi-zi   has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is keeththu [ 
missing letter- the -] –reed . 

gi-zi   has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is moonkil [ 
missing letter- la-]-  bamboo . 

gi-zi   has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is korai[ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  a  kind of reed . 

gi-zi   has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is pokkam [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  height . 
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 gi-1-ninda: measuring reed ('reed' + 'one' + 'a distance measure'). 

gi-1-ninda   has the consonants -  ka- an –the-  and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is neela   /akalaththai / tholaivu    alanthidum  naada / olai [ missing 
letter- la-]- – the reed / tape  used to measure  length , width  and distance  ; 
neelam- length; akalam-  width;   tholaivu – distance ; alanthiduka- measure; 
naada- tape; olai- plam leaf  . 

 

 gi4-an: cultically unfit ? ('to reject' + 'heaven').  

gi4-an  has the consonants - ka –an-   and the  original Tamil  word is   vaan /  
vaanakm-/ vinnakam /vinn  -  heaven . 

gi4-an  has the consonants - ka –an-   and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sukanam [ missing letter- sa-]- heaven ; suka vanam  . 

gi4-an  has the consonants - ka –an-   and the  original Tamil  word is  thooimai  
kaedaanathu [ missing letter- the -]-  - not pure; thooimai- pure.  

gi4-an  has the consonants - ka –an-   and the  original Tamil  word is  thakuthi 
inmai [ missing letter- the -]-  unfit;  thakuthi- qualification;  inmai- no  .  

gi4-an  has the consonants - ka –an-   and the  original Tamil  word is  neekka- 
reject . 

heaven[E]   has the consonants- ka -va -an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaanakam -  sky . 

 

gi4-in: slave (girl) ('to lock up' + 'he, she').  

gi4-in   has the consonants  - ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is kanni- virgin . 
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gi4-in   has the consonants  - ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is kanikai -  
prostitute . 

gi4-in   has the consonants  - ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is avan-  he.  

gi4-in   has the consonants  - ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  adaikka  
vaendm [ missing letter- the-]  –to lock up . 

 

gi4-me-a-aš: colleague, fellow (cf., nam-gi4-me-a-aš) ('to return, come back' + 
'office, function' + locative + plural suffix). 

gi4-me-a-aš  has the consonants - ka- ma –[- sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  
makkaa-   fellow.  

gi4-me-a-aš  has the consonants - ka- ma –[- sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  
meendu  vaa [ missing letter- the -]  -  come back  ; vaa- come . 

gi4-me-a-aš  has the consonants - ka- ma –[- sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhuvalakm [ missing letter- zha/ la-] - office   . 

gi4-me-a-aš  has the consonants - ka- ma –[- sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is 
iyakkam- function  . 

 

 gi6-an-na:  at night ('black' + 'heaven' + locative).  

gi6-an-na  has the consonants - ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is eravu 
naeram  [missing letter- Ra-] - night time; eravu- night ; naeram –time.  

gi6-an-na  has the consonants - ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is karumai  
niram [missing letter- Ra-]  - black color; karumai- black; niram- color.  

gi6-an-na  has the consonants - ka -an - and the  other interpretation of the  word 
is vakunjam [missing letter- sa-]  – night . 
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gi6-an-na  has the consonants - ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan /   
vaanakam  /vinnakam - heaven . 

gi6-an-na  has the consonants - ka -an - and the  other interpretation of the  word 
is sukanam [missing letter- sa-] - heaven . 

gi6-an-na  has the consonants - ka -an - and the  other interpretation of the  word 
is pavanam [missing letter- pa-] – Indra’s heaven . 

gi6-an-na  has the consonants - ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is thunki-[ 
missing letter- the -] - night . 

 

gi7-nun: slave (girl) ('to lock up' + 'master'). 

gi7-nun  has the consonants - ka -an- and the  original Tamil  word is aandavan  
[missing letter- the -]- - god  /master  . 

gi7-nun  has the consonants - ka -an- and the   other interpretation  of the  word 
is vaathtiyaan- [   missing letter- the -]-  teacher . 

gi7-nun  has the consonants - ka -an- and the other interpretation of the word is  
daevan [Skt][  missing letter- the -]- - master /god . 

gi7-nun  has the consonants - ka -an- and the other interpretation of the word is 
mannavan-  king  . 

gi7-nun  has the consonants - ka -an- and the  original Tamil  word is  ko -makan-  
king .   

gi7-nun  has the consonants - ka -an- and the  original Tamil  word is   kanavan- 
husband . 

gi7-nun  has the consonants - ka -an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kathavai  
adaikka  vaendum- to lock the door   ;  kathavu-  gate; adaikka- to lock . 
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 gi16[GIL]-da: basket.  

gi16 da   has the consoants  -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is koodai- 
basket . 

gi16 da   has the consoants  -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kottu koodai  
-cup  shaped basket. 

 gi16 da   has the consoants  -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is vattikai -  
basket.  

gi16 da   has the consoants  -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kodi-k - 
koodai  -wicker basket.  

gi16 da   has the consoants  -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is paedakam 
/paedikai   [missing letter- pa-] – basket.  

gi16 da   has the consoants  -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is poompidakai 
/poo koodai  [missing letter- pa-] --flower  basket ; poo- flower .  

 gi16 da   has the consoants  -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kuppai 
koodai [missing letter- pa-]   -waste basket.  

gi16 da   has the consoants  -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is eechchan-k-
koodai [missing letter- sa-]   wicker  basket. 

gi16 da   has the consoants  -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kasanku  
koodai  [missing letter- sa-]  – wicker basket.  

gil-da   has the consoants  -- ka-  la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is koodaikal- 
baskets [ plural] . 

gil-da   has the consoants  -- ka-  la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  olai 
koodai – palam leaf basket  ; olai- palm leaf .  

gil-da   has the consoants  -- ka-  la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kudai olai 
-  ola basket . 
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gil-da   has the consoants  -- ka-  la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhivu  
koodai  -waste basket.  

gil-da   has the consoants  -- ka-  la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  koodai 
mudaithal  -to weave basket ; mudaiya- to weave . 

gil-da   has the consoants  -- ka-  la- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thelli  
koodai  -angler’s basket . 

 

gi16[GIL]-sa: lasting; of lasting value.  

gi16[GIL]    has the consonants – ka-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ekkaalamum- for ever . 

 

gi16[GIL]-sa...aka: to treasure highly. 

gi16[GIL]-sa...aka    has the consonants-  ka- ka- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is vilai  mikka -  high cost ; vilai- price; mikka- excess  

 

 gibil-bi  : the first time ('new' + adverbial force suffix).  

gibil-bi    has the consonats  -ka –[- pa-] - la  - [- pa-]  –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  muthal thadavai  [missing letter- the -]- –first  time; muthal- first; 
thadavai- time . 

gibil-bi    has the consonats  -ka – pa- la  - [- pa-]  –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
puthiya/ navena [Skt]   vakaiyil [missing letter- the -]-   in a   new  way  /new 
method/ new type ; puthiyathu- new;  vakai- type . 

 

gig-ba: (cf., kibx ).  
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gig(-šè)...gar: to cause trouble; to be angry at ('injury' + terminative + 'to set'). 

gig(-šè)...gar   has the consonants  -ka-  [-sa-] -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the word is   idai vidaathu  thontharavu  kodukka /undaakka   
vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  -to give trouble continuously  ; thontharavu  -
trouble;  kodukka- give; undaakka- to cause . 

gig(-šè)...gar   has the consonants  -ka-  sa-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the word is   kadum   seettram kondida  /adainthida  vaendum [ 
missing  letter- the -]- to be angry;  kadum-  severe ;  seettram –anger ; kondida 
vaendum  - to have /want . 

 

 gil-le-èm: destruction (cf., gilim).  

gil-le-èm   has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhikkanum- destroy / kill . 

gil-le-èm   has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is alai 
kalikkanum  -destroy.  

gil-le-èm   has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhikkanum- destroy.  

gil-le-èm   has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is kaali 
aakkunum –to destroy / kill . 

gil-le-èm   has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kollanum -  kill.  

 gil-le-èm   has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
paazhaakkanum [ missing letter- pa-] – destroy /ruin .  

gil-le-èm   has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vellanum – destroy /to win . 
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gil-le-èm   has the consonants – ka- la -ma – and the   interpretation of the word is 
vilayam – destruction . 

 

urudugín-sal: a light metal hoe. 

urudugín-sal   has the consonants - Ra - the –ka- an-  sa-la – and the  original  
Tamil  word is  mara  kai - pidi ulla  /irumpaal/ karum pon   aana  sinna  kodaari / 
mun vetti / kalai koththu [ missing letter- pa-]- a small  iron  spade/ hoe /axe   
with a wooden handle  ;   maram- wood; kai  pidi- handle;  kai-  hand; pidi- hold ; 
irumpu – iron; karum pon- iron ;  sinna- small; kodaari- axe; mun vetti- hoe; kalai 
koththu-  weed cutter.  

urudugín-sal   has the consonants - Ra - the –ka- an-  [- sa-] -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is    irumpu poon  ulla  maraththaal  aana  ulakkai –[ missing letter- 
pa-]-  a wooden   pestle  with  iron  rings ;  irumpu- iron;  poon-  rings; maram-  
wood; ulakkai- pestle.  

urudugín-sal   has the consonants - Ra - the –ka- an-  [- sa-] -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kuththavaaliyin  kai  kaalkalil idum   irumpu  thodar / vilanku /  
sankili [Skt]  -  fetter/ shakles  for the accused ;  kuththa vaali- criminal ‘   kai – 
hand; kaal- leg; irumpu- iron  ;  thodar –chain . 

urudugín-sal   has the consonants - Ra - the –ka- an-  [- sa-] -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   matham konda  kari /  yaani -yin  kaalkalil  ida  padum  irumpu  
thodar / vilanku /sankili [Skt] - the iron  shakle for the  elephant with musth  
;matham- musht ;   yaanai- elephant  /thantha vaalam ; kari- elephant ; kaalkal- 
legs ; irumpu- iron;  thodar  -chain ; vilanku –shakle/ sankili  . 

 

 gín-tur: a surface area measure, little shekel = 1/60 shekel = 1/3600 square 
nindan (sar) = 3 surface še = 36 square fingers = surface of the side of a cube of 1 
sìla capacity.  
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gín-tur  has the consonants-  ka- an- the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuruni  kanakkeedu  murai -  method  of measurement- kuruni; one kuruni= 8 
cents ; kanakku- calculation; murai- method.  

 

gir-ab-ba: sea fish. 

gir-ab-ba  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [- pa -] –[  pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is suravam  [ missing letter- sa-]-  shark . 

gir-ab-ba  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [- pa -] –[  pa-]- and the other   
interpretation of the word is  makarai – a sea fish  . 

gir-ab-ba  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [- pa -] –[  pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is kuruvaa-  a sea fish .  

 

 gir4-bil: furnaceman, stoker ('kiln' + 'to burn'). 

gir4-bil   has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  pa-- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
soolai  kaappoar [ missing letter- sa-]-  stoker.  

gir4-bil   has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  pa-- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kothi  kalanukku  ulai  uoottukiravar [ missing letter- the -]-– stoker;  kothi  kalan-  
bolier ; kothikka- to boil; kalan- vessel . 

gir4-bil   has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  pa-- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
neeraavi  kappalil ulaikku  kari  poadukiravar  /thee moottukirvar [ missing letter- 
the -]-  one who  supplies  lignites  to the    boiler of the steam boat ; neeravi- 
stam; kappal- ship ; ulai- boiler;  kari – lignite ; thee- fire; moottuka- induce .  

gir4-bil   has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  pa-- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
neeraavi  porikku/ yanthiram[Skt]    eri  porul / nila-k-kari  idukiravar [ missing 
letter- the -]- stoker; neeraavi- steam;  pori- machine ;  eri  porul – fuel  ; eri- burn 
;  porul- things / matter; nila-k- kari – lignite ;  idukiravar –one who  supplies / puts  
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gir4-bil   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- [- pa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
senkar soolai [ missing letter- sa-]- brick   kiln ; senkar- brick ; soolai- furnace.  

gir4-bil   has the consonants -  ka –Ra- [- pa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ari kar- soolai [ missing letter- sa-]- brick  kiln.  

gir4-bil   has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
sunnaampu  neer  kalavaai [ missing letter- sa-]- – lime  kiln ; sunnaampu- lime; 
kalavaai- furnace.  

 

 gir15/gi7-nun: lofty noble (an adjective applied to Enlil) ('noble' + 'royal'). 

gir15/gi7-nun    has the consnats –ka- Ra – ka- an –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is mannavarin / ko- makanin   uravinar -  relatives of the 
king ; mannavar- king;  uravinar- realtives ; koa makan- king . 

gir15/gi7-nun    has the consnats –ka- Ra – ka- an –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is nun -neri mikkavar –rightious  persons ; nun –good; neri –
ethics ; mikka- excess; mikkavar- one who has  . 

enlil  [  god of wind , air  , earth  and storm  ]    has the consonants  -an- la  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is   neezh   / neeelai /  neezhalal  -  wind.  

 enlil  [  god of wind , air  , earth  and storm  ]    has the consonants  -an- la  -and 
the  interpretation  of the word is  anilam -  air.  

enlil  [  god of wind , air  , earth  and storm  ]    has the consonants  -an- la  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is  nizhali-  air.   

enlil  [  god of wind , air  , earth  and storm  ]    has the consonants  -an- la  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is   nilam -  earth . 

enlil  [  god of wind , air  , earth  and storm  ]    has the consonants  -an- la  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is  naa nilam -  earth   . 
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enlil  [  god of wind , air  , earth  and storm  ]    has the consonants  -an- la  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is  gna lam -  earth . 

enlil  [  god of wind , air  , earth  and storm  ]    has the consonants  -an- la  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is  nilai -  earth .  

 enlil  [  god of wind , air  , earth  and storm  ]    has the consonants  -an- la  -and 
the  original Tamil  word is  maa nilam -  earth .  

   

 giri17-zal: (cf., kìri-zal). 

 

gu-du: anus.  

*gu-du  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kutham  -
rectum ;  kutha vaai –anus ; vaai- mouth . 

gu-du  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kundi  oaattai  
– hole in the perineum ; kundi –waist / buttock;  oaattai –hole .  

gu-du  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kundi- 
perineal  area / buttocks . 

gu-du  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kutha 
kaaththu -  fart  ; kaaththu- wind ; kutam- rectum .  

gu-du  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kutha kattu  - 
constipation ;  kutham- rectum ; kattu- solidification .  

 

gu...dúb;  gu...tag: to align; to adjust (with a string) ('string' + 'to strike/to 
touch'). 

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is vakai  
paduththuka    -to align . 
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gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
semmai kattuka [ missing  letter –sa-] - to adjust . 

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eedu  seika- adjust . 

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thittam  pannuka- adjust . 

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhunku  paduththuka [ missing  letter- zha-] - to align . 

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaazh- in kampi- yaei  meettuka [ missing letter- zha-]-  to play  the string of the  
harp  ; yaazh-  harp;   kampi –string ; meettuka- to play . 

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the – [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vadam – string.  

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the – [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattu  - string.  

 gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is poo 
thodukka –string as flowers; poo flower .  

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
punianthiduka-  string [v] .  

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
neithiduka- string [v] . 

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the –[-  pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoduka  /theenduka  - to touch . 

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the –[-  pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
adikk a/ moththuka / idikka - beat / hit .  
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gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the –  pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pudaikka-  strike.  

gu...dúb   has the consonants  -ka - the –[-  pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nettuka- strike.  

 

 gu-la: large, great (cf., gal; gu-ul).  

*gu-la   has the consonants - ka- la -and the original Tamil word is kazhi –great.  

gu-la   has the consonants - ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is vallamai- 
greatness .  

gu-la   has the consonants - ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is vallavan- great  
man . 

gu-la   has the consonants - ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  valliya 
[Malayalam] -  large;   nalla  neelamam akalamum ulla -  having good length and 
width ; nalla- good; neelam- length ; akalam –width . 

 

gu...lal/lá: to set out a snare ('string' + 'to place, set, stretch, extend'). 

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  valai-  snare ; 
kuzhi- pit.  

*gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhi / 
kaazh – string.  

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vilai – string.  

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is sikkal [ 
missing   letter –sa-] -  tangle  /snare.  

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is vizha- set as 
the sun . 
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*gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kuzhu  / 
kuzhumam -  a  set.  

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kumpal [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –a set . 

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is ezhukka- to 
stretch . 

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is nedukuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]- extend. 

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is vimmuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]- extend. 

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is nilavuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]- extend. 

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is akalthal  [ 
missing letter- the -]- extend ; akalamaakkuthal . 

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is mikuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]- extend. 

gu...lal  has the consonants -  ka -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  keezhae vai -  
to place down ; keezhae- down / under ; vai / vaikka –keep . 

 

 gu-sum: impression on a tablet (a wedge) ('needle' + 'to give'). 

gu-sum   has the consonants- ka- sa -ma -   and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  achchu ida vaendum-[ missing letter- the -]-   to print . 

gu-sum   has the consonants- ka- sa -ma -   and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   uoosi /sooji [Malayalam]  kuththa  vaendum- -[ missing letter- the -]-   to   
prick  with a needle ; uoosi-  needle . 
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gu-sum   has the consonants- ka- [- sa-]  -ma -   and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  kodukka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  –to give  . 

 

 gu-ul: to enlarge; to increase; to make numerous; to be great, exalted; 
sometimes = gul, 'to destroy' (cf., gal; gu-la). 

*gu-ul   has the consonants- ka -la -and the  interpretation of the word is  kazhi-  
great . 

gu-ul   has the consonants- ka -la -and the  interpretation of the word is valithakku 
[Maalayalam ]  [missing letter- the-]–to enlarge . 

gu-ul  has the conmsonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is vallamai   
kondidu [missing letter- the-]–– to be great  ; vallamai- ability/ skill  ; kondidu –to 
have  . 

gu-ul  has the conmsonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is mikuntha 
ennikkai-ulla [missing letter- the-]––  - numerous ; mikuntha – excess ; ennikkai- 
count . 

gu-ul  has the conmsonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaeraalamaaka  [ missing letter- Ra-]- - numerous . 

gu-ul  has the conmsonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   malai 
malaiyaaka / kollai  kollaiyaaka- numerous . 

gu-ul  has the conmsonants - ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mikai  
aakkuthal-[missing letter- the-]–  to  increase; miku –excess  .  

gul  has the conmsonants - ka -al -and the  original Tamil  word is ozhikka/ 
azhikka/ kaali-aakku  - to destroy .  

 

 gišgu-za: throne; chair (cf., guzza).  
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gišgu-za  has the consonants  ka [- sa-] -  ka- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is mannavan kunthum  thani  maedai  -the stage for the  king  to sit; mannavan- 
king; kunthu –sit; thani –separate; maedai- stage.  

 

gu-za-lá: throne-bearer; chair-bearer ('throne; chair' + 'to hold up'). 

gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka- [- sa-] -  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pallakku- thookki [ missing letters- pa- and -the -]- – palanquin   bearer ;  pallakku- 
palanquin ;  thookki- one who lifts . 

gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka- [- sa-] -  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  petti 
pallakku  [ missing letters- pa- and -the -]-   box like  palanquin /covered  one. 

gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka- [- sa-] -  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
moodu  pallakku [ missing letters- pa- and -the -]-    - closed  palanquin . 

 gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka- [- sa-] -  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
palli-k-kattil [ missing letters- pa- and -the -]-  –throne . 

gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka- [- sa-] -  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pallakku  [ missing letter- pa - ] - palanquin . 

gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka- [- sa-] -  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pallakku  poaki [ missing letter- pa - ]  -palanquin bearer . 

gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka- [- sa-] -  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aaya-k-kole- forked sticks of the  palanquin ; kole- stick . 

gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka- [- sa-] -  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
palakam-[ missing letter- pa - ] -  chair . 

gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka- [- sa-] -  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naakkaali-  chair ;  naanku -4; kaal- leg ; naarkkaali  - chair . 

gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka- [- sa-] -  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukkaali  -  a  stool; moonu- 3; kaal- leg . 
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gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka-  sa-  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  saaivu  
naakkaali -  easy  chair  ;  saaya –repose . 

gu-za-lá  has the consoants  - ka-  sa-  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  suzhal  
nakkaali  revolving  chair . 
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                                           Page -94  

 

 

gú...aka: to submit; to bow, to someone: dative ('neck' + 'to do'; cf., gú...gar).  

gú...aka   has the consonant -  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kuninthiduka[ 
missing letter- the -]-   -to bow.  

gú...aka   has the consonant -  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is adankiduka /  
adanki  nadakka- to submit . 

gú...aka   has the consonant -  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kandam – [ 
missing letter- the -]-  neck . 

gú...aka   has the consonant -  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  yaevanoa – 
some one ; yavanukkoa- to someone . 

*gú...aka   has the consonant -  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  aakkuka- do/ 
make   

 

gú-an-še: all things considered ('land' + 'sky' + 'barley').  

gú-an-še   has the consonants- ka -an – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaan/ vaanam- sky . 

gú-an-še    has the consonants- ka -an – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaanakam/ vinnakm- heaven   . 

gú-an-še   has the consonants- ka -an – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaani- farm land .-  

sky [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa -ka  -] -  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
aakaash – sky.   
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 sky [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa -ka  -] -  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
aakaayam -  sky.  

 sky [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa-]  -ka  -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaanam/ vinn  -  sky  

sky [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa-]  -ka  -] -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is heaven[E]  . 

sky [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa-]  -ka  -] -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kakanam [Skt] .  

 sky [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa-]  -ka  -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kon 
mu – sky/ clouds  .  

sky [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa-]  -ka  -] -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is maakam -  sky . 

sky [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa-]  -ka  -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  viyan 
– sky.  

sky [E]   has the consonants -  [-sa-]  -ka  -] -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kaayam  -sky . 

 land [E]  has the consonants - [-  la –an- the  --] – and the original Tamil  word is   
mannai  adaithal / nilaththai adaithal -   to reach  the land   [  from air or water] / 
munn- land; adaithal –to reach  . 

 

gú-bala: the turning edge ('edge' + 'to revolve').  

gú-bala   has the consonants  -ka – pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
suzhalum  vilimpu -[ missing letter- sa-]   revolving edge ; suzhaluka- revolve ;  
vilimpu- edge . 
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gú-bala   has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
suzhalum  munai / mukanai [ missing letter- sa-] -  revolving  edge ; munai / 
mukanai - edge ; suzhaluka- revolve . 

gú-bala   has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
suzhaluka [ missing letter- sa-]  - to revolve . 

 

gú...dirig: to sum accounts ('loads' + 'to add').  

gú...dirig  has the consonants -  ka- the -Ra -ka –and the original Tamil  word is  
moththa  kana-k-kai  koottuthar  vaendum – to sum up the total account;  
moththam-  total; kanakku- calculation /account ; koottuka- to add.  

 

gú...dù: to despise; to neglect ('neck' + 'to fasten, plant'). 

gú...dù   has the consonants - ka-the- and the  original Tamil  word is kai vittu 
viduka- to  neglect .  

gú...dù   has the consonants - ka-the- and the  original Tamil  word is othukki  
vaikka- to neglect . 

gú...dù   has the consonants - ka-the- and the  original Tamil  word is naaththu 
naduka- to plant . 

gú...dù   has the consonants - ka-the- and the  original Tamil  word is kattuka- to 
tie . 

gú...dù   has the consonants - ka-the- and the  original Tamil  word is kandam- 
neck . 

gú...dù   has the consonants - ka-the- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
kumatta-  nauseating ;  vaai- mouth; kumatta- nauseating  . 

gú...dù   has the consonants - ka-the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
veruththiduka [ missing letter- Ra-]-  - to hate . 
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gú...dù   has the consonants - ka-the- and the  original Tamil  word is thootruka [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-   to despise . 

gú...dù   has the consonants - ka-the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ekazhnthiduka [ missing letter- zha-]  - to despise .  

 

 gú...è: to cover ('neck; edge' + 'to extend'). 

gú...è     has the consonant-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  mukanai -  tip / 
mukadu [ missing letter- the -] - edge /top . 

gú...è    has the consonant-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   kaandam [ 
missing letter- the -]  border.  

gú...è    has the consonant-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kandam [ missing 
letter- the -] -  neck . 

gú...è    has the consonant-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  moodi  vaikka-  to 
cover ; moodi –cover.  

gú...è    has the consonant-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  neettikka 
vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  to  extend . 

 

 gú-è: wrap.  

gú-è has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is moodi  madiththu 
kattuka [ missing letter- the -]- to cover and enfold  ;  mooduka- to cover ; 
madiththu kattuka- to enfold . 

gú-è has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is moodukai [ missing 
letter- the -]- – wrapping . 

gú-è has the consonant - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is odukki  kattuka  [ 
missing letter- the -]-   wrap closely . 
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gú-en-bar-ra:  outer throne room. 

gú-en-bar-ra   has the consonants – ka- an-[- pa-] - Ra   -and  the  original Tamil 
meaning of the word is   mannavarin  ariyanai   – the throne  of the king ; 
mannavar-  king;  ariyanai- throne . 

gú-en-bar-ra   has the consonants – ka- an-- pa-- Ra   -and  the  original Tamil 
meaning of the word is mannar  pattam - yaerkkum   mani  mandavam [ missing 
letter- the -]- the coronation  hall of the king ; mannar- king ; pattam  yaerkka- 
coronation ;   mani mandavam – hall . 

gú-en-bar-ra   has the consonants – ka- an-- pa-- Ra   -and  the  original Tamil 
meaning of the word is mannavarin  aran manai   antha  puram [ missing letter- 
the -]- the  inner side of the  palace / harem ; mannavar- king; aran mania- palace; 
antha puram-  inner side / harem . 

gú-en-bar-ra   has the consonants – ka- an—[- pa-] -- Ra   -and  the  original Tamil 
meaning of the word is   mannavarin  avai   -   king’s assembly  ; mannavar- king; 
avai- assembly . 

 

 gú-en-na: river mud; throne room ('river bank' + ?). 

gú-en-na   has the consonants-  ka -an  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mannavanin/ ko makan-in   avai-  assembly of the king ; koa makan- king ;  avai-  
assembly.  

gú-en-na  has the consonants-  ka -an  and the   other interpretation of the wordis 
mannavanin  sankkam [missing letter- sa-]-  assembly of the king; sankkam[Skt] - 
assembly . 

gú-en-na   has the consonants-  ka -an  and the  original Tamil  word is onnaaku- 
to unite/ gather . 
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gú-en-na  has the consonants-  ka -an  and the   other interpretation of the word  
is  synogogue / sankkam [missing letter- sa-] . 

   

 gú-gal: chick peas ('chick pea/bean' + 'large').  

gú-gal  has the consonats – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is konda kadalai[ 
missing letter- the -]  – chik pea . 

gú-gal  has the consonats – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is nila kadalai / 
malla kottai [  missing letter- the -]  - ground nut; nilam- soil  .  

gú-gal  has the consonats – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is valliya [ 
Malayalam] - large  / great/ big .  

 

gú...gíd: 'to stretch the neck' as something that mourners do ('neck' + 'to stretch 
out').  

gú...gíd    has the consonants -  ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  mikuntha  
thukkam/ kaetham kondu  thalai kuninthu/   kandam / kazhuththu  thaazhnthida / 
muthukai  valaiththu  /  vanankida [ missing letter- la/zha-]-  to bend / low  down 
the neck/ head   while mourning as mark of respect  ;  mikuntha – excess ;  
thukkam/ kaetham -  mourning ;  thalai-  head;  kuninthiduka- to  bend down;   
kandam-  neck;  kazhuththu- neck; thaazhnthida-to low down ; muthuku- back;  
valaikka- to bend ; vanankiduka- to worship  .  

 

giš  gú-gíd-gíd: an agricultural tool ('neck' + reduplicated 'long').  

gú-gíd-gíd   has the consonants -  Ka –the-  ka- the – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word is   munn vetti  yaei  kondu   madai -yaei adiakka  vaendum  
- to close the water channel  with the spade;  munn vetti- spade; maun- soil; vetti 
–cutter ; madai-  water channel;  adaikka- to shut . 
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gú-gíd-gíd   has the consonants -  Ka –the-  ka- the – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word  kalai  koththu  kondu  nellu  vayalil  / kadalai kollai-yil kalai  
edukka vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] -  to  cut the  weeds in the paddy field  with 
the weed cutter ; kalai koththu-  weed cutter; kalai- weed ; nellu- paddy; vayal- 
field ; kadalai- ground nut;  kollai- field.    

 

gú-gir: processing of bitumen. 

gú-gir   has the consonants -  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word 
is    kari  keelin seyar murai [ missing  letters- la -and -sa-]-  processing the 
bitumen ;  kari keel- bitumen;  seyar  murai – processing    .    

 

 gú-gú-GUD: a type of pea (reduplicated 'chick pea/bean' + 'ox, bull'). 

gú-gú-GUD  has the consonants – ka- - the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondai  kadalai  [ missing letter- la-]-  chick pea .  

gú-gú-GUD  has the consonants – ka- - the - and the  original Tamil  word is  nila-k-
kadalai[ missing letter- la-]-   ground nut ; nilam- ground;  kadalai- nut . 

gú-gú-GUD  has the consonants – ka- - the - and the  original Tamil  word is mallaa 
kottai- ground  nut  .  

gú-gú-GUD  has the consonants – ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is avarai  
vithai [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  beans ; vithai –seed . 

gú-gú-GUD  has the consonants – ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuvarai  [missing letter- Ra-]   -pigeon pea.  

gú-gú-GUD  has the consonants – ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is ali 
vithai  [ missing letter- la-]-  -flax seed  ; vithai –seed . 

gú-gú-GUD  has the consonants – ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koathumai  mani- rice grain . 
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gú-gú-GUD  has the consonants – ka-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is kannu 
kutti  –calf  . 

gú-gú-GUD  has the consonants – ka-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is aattu 
kutti-  kid  ; kutti- kid .  

gú-gú-GUD  has the consonants – ka-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is kedaa 
maadu-  bull.  

gú-gú-GUD  has the consonants – ka-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is aattu 
kedaa-  goat . 

. 

 gú-gú-UH: a type of pea (reduplicated 'chick pea/bean' + 'insect, vermin').  

guguuh  has a  consonant  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  avarai [ missing  
letter- Ra-]- beans . 

guguuh  has a  consonant  -ka - and the other interpretation  of the word is  
aakanaami- field bean . 

guguuh  has a  consonant  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  karaa mani  [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]- - chowlee bean/ cow pea ; mani grain . 

 guguuh  has a  consonant  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  venn -kaakkanam 
– butterfly bean  . 

guguuh  has a  consonant  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  muththu-k-kottai / 
kottai muththu [ missing  letter- the-]- castor bean . 

guguuh  has a  consonant  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kirumi [ missing  
letter- Ra-]-vermin . 

guguuh  has a  consonant  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vandu  [ missing  
letter- the-]- insect . 
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gú...gur: to gather, collect, amass (often with -da-; often reduplicated) ('chick 
pea/bean' + 'basket'). 

gú...gur   has the consonants- ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  porukku [ 
missing letter- pa-]- –to collect . 

gú...gur   has the consonants- ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  avarai  -
beans . 

gú...gur   has the consonants- ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  karaa 
mani-  pea . 

gú...gur   has the consonants- ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thuvarai-[ 
missing letter- the -]-   lentil . 

gú...gur   has the consonants- ka -Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaai kari 
koodai [ missing letter- the -]--  vegetable basket ; kaai kari-  gree vegetable; 
koodai-  basket . 

 

 gú-gur5...dug4/du11/e: to cut down ('neck' + 'to separate' + 'to effect').  

gú-gur...dug/du/e   has the consonants - ka -Ra - the -ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  koormaiyaana  kaththi kondu    kandam   thundamaaka  
vetti –da   vaendum   -to chop off the neck  with a sharp  knife; koorami- sharp; 
kaththi- knife; kandam- neck ; thundu –piece;  vettu-cut . 

gú-gur...dug/du/e   has the consonants - ka -Ra - the -ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   vetti  pirikka  vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-]- -to cut 
down and separate ; vettu –cut; pirikka- separate .  

gú-gur...dug/du/e   has the consonants - ka -Ra - the -ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  thakkaththai  yaerpaduththa  vaendum [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  -to make an effect ; thaakkam-  effect ; yaerpaduththuka- to make.  
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gú giš...gál: to submit (to someone: dative) ('neck' + 'yoke' + 'to place').  

gú giš...gál   has the consonants – ka –[-sa-] - ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is  
adankuthal  vaendum –[ missing  letter- the -] - to submit / surrender . 

gú giš...gál   has the consonants – ka –[-sa-] - ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is  
kaalai  maatin  kazhuththil  nuka  thadi yaei  katta  vaendum–[ missing  letter- the 
-]   -to place the yoke on the neck of the bull ;  kaalai-  maadu- bull  ; nuka thadi-  
yoke; kattuka-  to tie.  

 

gú...gar/gá-gá: to submit ('neck' + 'to set down'; cf., gú...aka). 

gú...gar/gá-gá   has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka – and the original Tamil meaning 
of the word is  mun konaruka-   put forward . 

gú...gar/gá-gá   has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka – and the original Tamil meaning  
of the word is   thittaththai  /   viruppaththai  kurippaaka   kooruka  / therivikka[ 
missing letters- pa -and -the -]-  - to propose / suggest the plan  . 

gú...gar/gá-gá   has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka – and the original Tamil meaning 
of the word is  mana-k-koaruka  - to propse . 

gú...gar/gá-gá   has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka – and the original Tamil meaning  
of the word is  thoatra  ethiri   mannavar  mun  mandi -ittu adankiduthar [ misisg  
letter- the -]  -   to  submit  before the  king  ; thoarkka- to get defeated;  ethiri-  
foe; mannavar- king ; mandi iduka-  knell down; adankiduka- to submit . 

 

 gú-a...gar/gá-gá: (cf., úgu...ba-a-gar which is the later Neo-Sumerian form of this 
Old Sumerian original) ('neck' + 'upon' + 'to place [a load of debt]'). 

gú-a...gar/gá-gá   has the consonants – ka- Ra- ka – and the original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   uyarkindra /athikarikkum [Skt]   kadan [ missing letter- 
the -] - increasing  debt ; kadan- debt.   
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 gú-giri3/16: breach (cf., gú giri16...gar).  

gú-giri3/16   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is karai  
arikka- breach  of the bank ; karai- bank . 

gú-giri3/16   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is murikka- 
to break / murivu . 

gú-giri3/16   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
meeruka- to violate . 

 

gú giri16...gar/gá-gá: to breach walls ('to submit' + 'fortress'). 

gú giri16...gar/gá-gá    has the consonants – ka-  Ra-  ka- Ra- ka – and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is ethiri  naattu  mannavarin   koattai  aran   mathir   
suvarai  thakarkka  [ missing letters- sa- and -the -]-  to  demolish  the fort wall  of 
the enemy  king ; ethiri- opponent ; naadu –state ;  mannavar- king; koattai- fort;  
mathir- fort wall; suavr- wall ; thakarkka- to demolish . 

gú giri16...gar/gá-gá   has the consonants – ka-  Ra-  ka- Ra- ka – and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  aatram karai yin  maun arikka [ missing letter- the -
] – breach in the river bank; aatram karai- river bank; aaru –river; karai- bank;  
maun –soil; arikka- breach . 

gú giri16...gar/gá-gá   has the consonants – ka-  Ra-  ka- Ra- ka – and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   poarir  vetri  kanda   mannavanukku  ethiri naattu   
mannar  adi  paninthida  vaendum [ missing letters- pa -and -the -] – the enemy  
king  who  was defeated in the war has to submit himself to the winner;   poar- 
war ;  vetri –win; mannavar- king;  naadu –state ; adi - paninthiduka- to surrender.  

gú giri16...gar/gá-gá   has the consonants – ka-  Ra-  ka- Ra- ka – and the original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   mikka  uyramaana  mathir / konda   koattai aran  - 
a fort with high walls; mikka- excess;  uyaram- height ; mathir- fort wall;  koattai –
fort . 
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gú...kud: to cut (off) the neck ('neck' + 'to cut').  

gú...kud   has the consonants  -ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kandam  
thundamaaka vettu -  to cut off  the neck ; kandam-  neck; thundu- bit; vettu –cut.  

 

gú...lal/lá: to bow down; to kneel; to embrace (with -da- or -ta-); to peer out 
(with bàd, 'city walls') ('neck' + 'to hang, extend'). 

gú...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  meaning of the 
word is  mutti  kaal  iduthal  vaendum [ missing letter- the-]- – to kneel down ; 
mutti kaal- knee ; mutti-  joint; kaal- leg . 

gú...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  meaning of the  
word is muthukai  valaiththu thalai kuninthiduka [ missing letter- the-]- – to  bent 
the back  and  head ; muthuku- back;  valaikka- bend; thalai-  head ; kuninthiduka- 
to bow down . 

gú...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original  Tamil  meaning of the  
word is kaathalanai  kaathali  katti  anaikka [ missing letter- the-]- – to embrace 
the lover; kaathalan-  lover boy  ; kaathali- lover girl ;katti anaikka- embrace  . 

gú...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original  Tamil  meaning of the 
thaai  thun  kuzhanthai -yei   katti  anaikka- mother embracing  the child; thaai- 
mother;  kuzhanthai- child;  katti anaikka- embrace. 

gú...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- la - and the original Tamil meaning of the 
word is kazhththu-[ missing  letter- the-]-  neck . 

gú...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- la - and the original Tamil meaning of the 
word is thookkil thonkuthal -[ missing  letter- the-]-  – to hang in the noose; 
thonka vaendum -to hang; thookku- to lift.   
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gú...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- la - and the original Tamil meaning of the 
word is koattai  mathil--[ missing  letter- the-]- fort wall; koattai –fort;  mathil-  
wall .  

gú...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- la - and the original Tamil meaning of the 
word is kai / kaalaththai  neettuthal-[ missing  letter- the-]-  - to extend the arm/ 
time ; kai- hand; kaalam- time;  neettikka  –extend . 

gú...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- la - and the original Tamil meaning of the 
word is  kan- kottaamal / adaikaamal   kaanuthal/noakkuthal -[ missing  letter- 
the-]-  -  to look without closing the eye; kann-  eye; kaanuthal- see .  

to peer out  - has the consonants-  the -pa –Ra- the  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is utru paarththidu  -to stare at . 

 

 gú-tar...lal/lá: to style or dress hair; to bind an animal's mane ('neck' + 'to cut, 
determine' + 'to lift').  

gú-tar...lal/lá   has the consonants  - ka-  the –Ra- la –and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the  word is  kuzhanthai -yin  thalai -mayirai/ thalai -mudiyaei  
izhuththu  vaari  ahzakaaka / azhaku- ura  pinnuthal [ missing letter- pa-] – to plait 
the hair of the child; kuzhanthai- child; thalai- head ; mayir- hair; mudi- hair; 
pinnuthal- plait . 

gú-tar...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- the –Ra- la –and the original Tamil  
meaning of the word is  kuthirai- yin / puravi-yin  / karki- yin  pin-k-kazhuththu / 
pidari mayirai izhuththu  vaari  azhaaka  kattuthal / azhakaaka  vettuthal [ missing 
letter- pa-] – to dress the hair of the horse; kuthirai-  horse;  puravi- horse;  ; karki- 
horse; pidari-  nape of the neck;  kazhuththu- neck; izhuththu- pull;  azhaku-  
beauty ; kattu-  bind ; vettu- cut.  

gú-tar...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- the –Ra- la –and the original Tamil 
meaning of the word is  anaivarum  yaetrum  kollu-m-maaru  muraiyaaka  kuda 
olai moolam   iruthi  mudivu  eduththida  vaendum  -to take final  a decision 
unanimously  by  ballot paper  method;  anaivarum- all;  yaerkka- to accept;  
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murai- manner;  kuda olai- ballot paper;  kudam- pot; olai- leaf ; iruthi- final; 
mudivu- decision ; edukka- take  . 

gú-tar...lal/lá   has the consonants - ka- the –Ra- la –and the original Tamil 
meaning of the word is  maelae uyarththi  viduthal – to elevate up ; maelae- up ; 
uyarththu –elevate . 

 

gú...mar: to pile up.  

gú...mar    has the consonants-  ka –ma- Ra  -and the  original tamil meaning  of 
the word is muraiyaaka  adukki vaikka vaendum / kuviththu vaikka  vaendum [ 
missing letter- the -]- to pile up  correctly ; muraiyaaka-  correctly ;  adukkai  vaika- 
to pile up; kuviththu  vaikka- to pile up.  

 

gú-mun: caraway ('pea' + 'salt'). 

gú-mun   has the consonants  -ka- ma- an -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
seeraka mani [ missing letters- sa- and- Ra-] -  caraway seed . 

gú-mun   has the consonants  -ka- ma- an -   and the  original Tamil  word is karaa 
mani [ missing letter- Ra-]- red beans / azhki beans . 

gú-mun   has the consonants  -ka- ma- an -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadukau mani [ missing letter- the -]-  - mustard seeds ; mani  -seed/ stone . 

 

 GIGgú-nida[NUNUZ]: a type of (high-quality) wheat (cf., zíz-GÚ-NUNUZ). 

GIGgú-nida    has the consonants -  ka – an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
koathumai mani -  wheat grain . 

 

 gú-ri-ta: from the other side ('side, bank' + 'that' + 'from'). 
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gú-ri-ta    has the consonants -  ka –Ra- the –and the  original Tamil  word is  aatrin  
ethir  karai-   opposite  river bank ;  aaru-  water;  ethir- opposite ;karai- bank . 

gú-ri-ta    has the consonants -  ka –Ra- the –and the  original Tamil  word is  aatrin 
maru pakkam [ missing leter- pa-]- - the other side of the river; aaru-  river; maru- 
other ;  pakkam- side.  

 

 gú...si(-a): to assemble, organize ('necks' + 'to be upright, in order, and still'). 

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka –sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ozhunku 
seika [ missing letter- zha-] - to organize . 

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kandam [ missing letter- the -] - neck  . 

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka –sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
senkuththaaka [ missing letter- the -]  - upright . 

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
thoku-k-ka [ missing letter- the -]   -to assemble;  onnaaka –to unite / gather  /to 
become one .  

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kooduka-[ missing letter- the -] -  to assemble.    

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka – sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  orunku  
saerkka [ missing letter- Ra-] - to  assemble.    

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka – sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saekarikka [ missing letter- Ra-]  - to collect  . 

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka – [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
inaikka-  to bind . 

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka – [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuvikka- to heap . 
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gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka –- sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
varisaiyaaka  / muraiyaka [missing letter- Ra-]   - in rows / in order . 

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka –- sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is 
asaikaama -  not shaking  . 

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka –- sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is iyakkam  
inmai- motion less;  iyakkam-  action/ movement  ; inmai-  without.  

gú...si(-a)  has the consonants-  ka –-[-  sa-] --  and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaivaaka- at rest . 
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                                               Page-95  

   

 

gú-šè: up to the edge; to the other side ('side, bank' + terminative suffix).  

gú-šè   has the consonants   -ka –[-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is eggu – 
edge . 

gú-šè   has the consonants   -ka –[-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is mukanai- 
edge /tip  . 

gú-šè   has the consonants   -ka –[-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is kai –side.  

gú-šè   has the consonants   -ka –[-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is kannai -  
party as in games  . 

gú-šè   has the consonants   -ka –[-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  akkam 
pakkam [ missing letter- pa-] – on the sides . 

gú-šè   has the consonants   -ka –[-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  paakam / 
panku  /   paanku [ missing letter- pa-] – side.  

gú-šè   has the consonants   -ka –[-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaakku – 
side.  

gú-šè   has the consonants   -ka –[-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  mukam – 
side.     

gú-šè   has the consonants   -ka –sa --and the  interpretation  of the word is  visai -  
side.  

 gú-šè   has the consonants   -ka –sa --and the  interpretation  of the word is  vasi  - 
edge . 

 

gú...šub: to be lax with respect; to  scorn (with -ši-) ('neck' + 'to make fall'). 
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gú...šub   has the consonants  -ka- sa--pa –and the  original Tamil  word is 
ikazhchchi – yaaka  [ paesu ] [ missing letter- zha-]  - to scorn . 

gú...šub   has the consonants  -ka- sa—[- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
veezhchchi [ missing letter- zha-]  - fall  /decline . 

gú...šub   has the consonants  -ka- sa—[- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaeli seika- [ missing letter –la--] -  to ridicule . 

gú...šub   has the consonants  -ka- sa—[- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
keezhae vizha seika [ missing letter –la--]- to make fall  ; keezhae- down; vizha –to 
fall; seika –do .  

 

 gú-tar: back of the head ('neck' + 'to cut (hair)').  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  mayirai vettuka / narukkida -  to cut hair; mayir- hair; vettu - cut . 

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  kudumi  mayirai arukka – to cut the  hair tuft ;  kudumi- hair locks ; mayir- 
hair; arukka -  to sever . 

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  mayirai pudunkidu [slang] [ missing letter- pa-] – to remove the hair .  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  kuthirai- yin pidari mayir  [ missing letter- pa-]  mane of the horse ; 
kuthirai- horse; pidari- nape of neck ; mayir- hair.  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is  
kantharam – neck .  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is  
puda kireepam [ missing letter- pa-]  - neck.  
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gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
karuththa mudi  -black  hair; karuththa- black; mayir- hair .  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thavittu  
mayir-  brown hair.  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kudumi  
mayir- hair tuft [ men] . 

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kondai 
mayir-  hair tuft  of women . 

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mayir 
kaththai – hair tuft  . 

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mayir-k-
kidai – hair’s breadth ; mayir- hair . 

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mayir 
kaththari  -hair  shears.  

 gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is  
koadaram – hair.  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mayir 
uthirvu – hair loss.  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuruththu  mayir- anagen hair .  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is  
thanu  rookam -  hair.  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is  
viroatham – hair.  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  interpretation of the word is  
athikaaran – head. 
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gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
aaanikku  uriya idam – head.  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sirappukku  uriya idam [ missing letters- pa –and- sa-]- head.  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
mandaiyin  pir pakuthi  [ missing letter- pa -] – back  of the head / occiput; 
mandai- head; pir- back; pakuthai- part  .  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vettuthar  -cut. 

 *gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaathuthar  -cut. 

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  keeridu  
-cut. 

*gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koattuthar – cut.  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vakirthar – cut.  

 gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muriththiduka- cut.  

gú-tar   has the consonants -  ka- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aruththiduka- cut.  

  

gú-tuku: mighty; foremost ('neck [for carrying ?]' + 'to have').  

gú-tuku   has the consonants -  ka- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthanmai  mikkathu – foremost ;  mukkiyamaanathu . 
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gú-tuku   has the consonants -  ka- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
eduththu kondiduka / kai kondiduka - to have ; kai- hand; kondiduka-  to have . 

gú-tuku   has the consonants -  ka- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuntha valimai kondathu [ missing letter- la-] –powerful . 

gú-tuku   has the consonants -  ka- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is ellaa 
valamai   -yim kondathu – great ; vallamai- great ; ellaa- all  . 

gú-tuku   has the consonants -  ka- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
thunivu  mikkathu  -daring one .   

 

gú-tur: lentils ? ('chick pea/bean' + 'small'). 

gú-tur    has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuvaran-  lentil . 

gú-tur    has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   avarai 
vithai- bean; avarai -  beans ;vithai- seed.  

gú-tur    has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is munthiri 
kottai    -  chasew nut . 

gú-tur    has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is siriya   
vadivam  / uruvam  kondathu [ missing letter- sa-]-   -small in size; siriya –small; 
vadivam-shape ;  uruvam-  size ;  kuttiyaana ondru – small one; kutti –small   . 

 

 gú-un: tribute; load (cf., gun).  

gú-un   has the consonants – ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is vanakkam/ 
vanankiduka – homage/  to honor  as a mark of respect.  

gú-un   has the consonants – ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is kaanikkai- 
tribute/ paaraattu urai .  
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gú...ús: to raise the neck ('neck' + 'to join').  

gú...ús   has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is inaikka- 
join . 

gú...ús   has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is mani 
kaananam – neck  

gú...ús   has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is maevu – 
join.  

gú...ús   has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mayakku / muyanku -  join as the wick  with the oil in a can  /to cling to . 

gú...ús   has the consonants  - ka - sa--and the  original Tamil  word is saekka  
/isaikka - join . 

gú...ús   has the consonants  - ka - sa- -and the  original Tamil  word is pinaikka  [ 
missing letter- pa -]  - join . 

gú...ús   has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kandaththai   neettuka  / thookkuka [ missing letter- the-]  -to lift the neck ; 
kandam- neck;neettuka- extend; thookkuka- lift.  

 

gú-za: a jewelry (?) ('neck' + 'precious stone').  

gú-za   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  nakai-  
jewel . 

gú-za   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  anikam – 
ornament.  

gú-za   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kani-
ornament.  
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gú-za   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  koappu  [ 
missing letter- pa-] - ornament. 

gú-za   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is anikalan  
/kaazh  [ missing letter- la-] - jewel . 

gú-za   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is manavu – 
gem.  

gú-za   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is vilai mikka 
kal  nakai-[  missing letter- la-]-  costly  stone jewel ; vilai-  cost/ price; mikka- 
excess;  kal-  stone; nakai- jewel . 

gú-za   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
maanikkam-  ruby . 

gú-za   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is mani 
kaananam / kanavaai  – neck.  

 

gú...zi: to have success ('neck' + 'to raise').  

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa -]and the  original Tamil  word is aakkam- 
success.  

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- sa and the  original Tamil  word is vasamaakku – 
win over.   

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- sa and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
vijeyam - success. 

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- sa and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
visai- victory.  

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaippu – 
[missing letter- pa-] -success.  
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gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- sa and the  original Tamil  word is vaakai sooduka 
[ missing letter- the -] -   to win ;   vaakai- success  . 

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa -]and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
koodukai [ missing letter- the -] –success . 

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa -]and the  original Tamil  word is kooti 
mudikka [ missing letter- the -] - achieve . 

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- sa and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
saathakam [ missing letter- the -] – success . 

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- -sa -nd the  original Tamil  word is  saathikka [ 
missing letter- the -]- achieve . 

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa -]and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is thunkam [ missing letter- the -] – success. 

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- sa and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
jaeikka – to succeed ; jeyam kaanuka ; jeyam- win; kaanuka- to see/ attain .  

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is win [E] .  

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is ven – win.  

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is kandam [ 
missing letter –the -]  - neck . 

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  mani  
kaananam – neck .  

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  kanavaai  -
neck . 

gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  kalan/ kilavam/  killam – neck.  
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gú...zi   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is aakkuka/ 
neevuka- raise.  

 

gù...dé: to call; to cry; to say ('sound' + 'to pour out, shape'). 

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kooppiduka 
[ missing letter- pa-]- -  to call . 

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kooppaadu  
poaduka [ missing letter- pa-]- –call.  

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhaiththiduka [ missing letter- zha-] - to call . 

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
viliththiduka-[ missing letter- la-]-  to call . 

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kuyilthal/ 
kaethal  -[ missing letter- la-]-  – call.  

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is akavidu  -
call.  

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the   other interpretation of the word 
is  uththiyoakam  -calling.  

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhuthiduka-[ missing letter- la-]-  to cry / aavaliththal  . 

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalankiduka- weep.  

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the   other interpretation of the word 
is  kusitham [ missing letter- sa-] —bird’s cry. 

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is sinunkidu-[ 
missing letter- sa-] - weep.  
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gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  vadivam / 
vadi -  shape. 

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   sattakam [ 
missing letter- sa -] - shape.  

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni -yaei 
uooththuka – to pour water;  thanni – water; uoothtuka- to pour.  

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kottu/  
kottam-   pour out / pouring  .  

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is iduka 
/attuka - pour.  

 gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kathaikka- 
to speak . 

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is yaenkidu –  
to weep . 

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is oasai iduka [ 
missing letter- sa-] - to make noise; oasai- noise  ; saththam idukai – to make 
sound .  

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
thuvani  / thuvanam / nikuttam -sound.  

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is koadanai  -
sound.  

*gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaththu – 
shout /cry . 

gù...dé   has the consonants – ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   koovidu – 
call.  
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 gù...ta-dé: to read aloud ('voice' + 'from' + 'to pour out').  

gù...ta-dé   has the consonants - ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  oathuka 
–recite/read.  

gù...ta-dé   has the consonants - ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   kaththi  
oathuka- read loudly . 

gù...ta-dé   has the consonants - ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is urakka 
oathidika [ missing letter- Ra-] -  recite loudly ; urakka- loudly ; oathu –
recite/teach . 

gù...ta-dé   has the consonants - ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is kaththi 
padikka [ missing leter –pa-] - read loudly ; kaththu –shout;  padikka- read . 

gù...ta-dé   has the consonants - ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is kaththi  
vaasiththiduka [ missing leter –sa-] - read loudly . 

gù...ta-dé   has the consonants - ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thanneer  uootruka  [ missing letter- Ra-] - - pour  water ; thanneer- water .  

gù...ta-dé   has the consonants - ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaarththiduka  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - pour.  

gù...ta-dé   has the consonants - ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
poaduka  [ missing letter- pa-] -pour. 

gù...ta-dé   has the consonants - ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  iduka- 
pour.  

 

gù...dúb: to shout ('voice' + 'to make tremble').  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaththu –shout.  

 gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
oasai idukai /  saththam idukai [ missing letter –sa-]- to make noise; oasai- noise . 
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gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooviduka- to shout.   

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaenkidu  -cry / longing.  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- pa- – and the  original Tamil  word is  
koopaadu poaduka  -to shout.  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanaiththiduka- to bellow/ neigh  . 

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thondai viduka   -the  protrated mournful  cry of a dog of a wolf.  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thondai kaththu – bawl.  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
keechchiduka [ missing letter- sa-]- screech . 

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
udampu  nadu- nadunka/ kidu kidukka / veda vedakka / thudikka  – trembling  
body  ; udampu- body ; nadu nadunka- to tremble  ; nadukkam / kidu kidukkai. 

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   pada 
padakka/ pathai pathaikka – trembling.  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- pa- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  vithappu / vithumpu / vithu vithuppu  -tembling . 

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   
asaivu  kondida  /aattam kandida / aadi poaka  [ missing letter- sa-]  - trembling 
/shaking . 

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   
nudakkam- shaking.  
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gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- pa- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  vidai /  vikampitham – shaking.  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kampiththiduka – shake , quake , tremble  as by  an  earth quake ,  by  the fall of a 
tree ,  by the  rolling  of chariots ;  kampitham  .  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
pasiduka[ missing letter- sa-]  - to speak .  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathaikka- to speak .    

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oathuka- recite /say . 

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nodikka – say.  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
padikka –say/ read.  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaakkaduka- say.  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is naa 
neettuka –speak.  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadu  kadukka- speak  angrily . 

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vedu  vedukka- speak  roughly. 

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
paaduka- speak endearingly . 
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gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaai-yaaduka  -speak frivolously. 

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
athampuka- speak intemperately. 

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   naa 
thaanki  paesuka [ missing letter- sa-] —speak  thoughtfully.  

gù...dúb   has the consonants-  ka  -the- [-pa-]- and the other interpretation of the 
word is   nikatham –talk.  

 

gù...dug4/du11/di/e: to make a noise or sound ('noise' + 'to effect').  

*gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  kaththuka- shout/ to make noise.   

gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   vaai vidu  - make noise.  

gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   kooviduka- to cry / shout  .  Chirp 

gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   kanaiththiduka- to make noise/ neigh . 

gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   thondai viduka- to howl  ; thondai –throat .  

gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   kottuka- to chirp as a lizard  . 

gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   keechchiduka [ missing  letter –sa-] - chirp.  

gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   akavidu -ka -  utter sound.  
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gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   ichchu  kottuka  [ missing  letter –sa-] -  - utter sound . 

 gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   konjiduka  [ missing  letter –sa-] -  sound sweetly . 

 gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   paechchu  kodukka  [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-] -  to sound.  

gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   kidu kidukka-  to rumble  as a thundercloud.  

gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  osai  undakka  vaendum [ missing  letter –sa-]  –to make a noise ; 
osai- sound; undaakka vaendum- to  make . 

gù...dug4 has the consonants -  ka -the- ka  –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   thakkathaththai  undaakka  vaendum -  to  make  an effect ; 
thaakkam –effect; undakkau –make  . 

 

gù...gar: describes the twanging of bows ('sound' + 'to deliver').  

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
dankkaram [ missing  letter- the -] – twang  . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  aara vaaram- 
loud sound . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  kurai/ 
kuraikka - noise/ bark . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is mukaram-  
loud noise . 

 gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is muravam – 
noise . 
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gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is ekkaranam – 
the   of the bull .  

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  aravam – 
sound  ; viraavam  . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  karankku  -
sound .  

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  murarkkai- 
sound . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  erakkam [ 
squall as of a pig  ]  /erankkar/ uraikka / kann erankka  – sound . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is urumuka- 
roaring  sound as the lion . 

 gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is muru 
murukka- growl   . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is koakkroakkoa  
-sound of the rooster . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is saekkari  [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- – cackle  as a hen after laying  eggs.  

 gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is kokkarikka-  
to chuckle  as crow/ cackle  . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is serumuka  [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- grunt . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is srikka- 
chortle.  
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gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is saa-k-kuruvi   
[ missing  letter- sa-]-  screeching owl /  whoose hoot  is supposed  to portend 
death ;  saa- death  ;  kuruvi –sparrow  . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is kukkuruvaan-  
screeching  barbet . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is kukkuruppan  
[  missing  letter- sa-]-–a  screeching bird . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is karaika- crow  

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
creak[E] -   crickets  sound. 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
croak[E]  - frog sound. 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  kora kora  -  
croak - frog sound . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  kori-   to 
chirp  as a lizard . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
eraavanam – scream;  eravanam- Indian cockoo. 

 gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
reenkkaaram- hum . 

gù...gar has the consonants -ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  mayir koovar  
– screaming  of pea cock ; mayil- peacock ; koovar –coo  . 

 

gù...mur: to roar, bray, bellow ('sound' + 'lungs'). 

*gù...mur  has the consonants -ka –ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kumaru -  bellow. 
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gù...mur  has the consonants -ka –ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
urumauka- to roar . 

gù...mur  has the consonants -ka –ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   
mukkaaram  / ukkaaram -   bellow / sound  of the bull  . 

 gù...mur  has the consonants -ka –ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   nurai 
pai akam [  missing  letter- pa-]- lungs.  

 gù...mur  has the consonants -ka –ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   
aaravaaram - big sound . 

gù...mur  has the consonants -ka –ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   
aravam   -  sound.  

gù...mur  has the consonants -ka –ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   
murar-k-kai -  sound .  

gù...mur  has the consonants -ka –ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   
erakkam -  sound.  

 

 gù-mur-aka: hero; professional mourner ('to roar, bray' + 'to do'). 

 gù-mur-aka   has the consonants – ka- ma –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kumaruka- to bellow.  

gù-mur-aka   has the consonants – ka- ma –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uruvaakkanum – to make . 

gù-mur-aka   has the consonants – ka- ma –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maravar  koottam [ missing  letter –the -]  -  group  of soldiers  ; maravar –
warrior/ hero . 

gù-mur-aka   has the consonants – ka- ma –Ra-  ka-  and the other interpretation  
of the word is  veera makan -  warrior/ hero .  
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gù-mur-aka   has the consonants – ka- ma –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is maravan  makan – warrior/ hero .  

 

 gù-nun...di/e: to make a pleasant/loud sound ('sound' + 'fine, great, deep' + 'to 
say, do'). 

gù-nun...di/e   has the consonants –ka- an -the  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  inimaiyaana  oasai   undaakka  vaendum [ missing 
letter- the-]   -to make a pleasant noise ; inimai- pleasent ; oasai- noise; undakka 
vaendum - to make .    

gù-nun...di/e   has the consonants –ka- an -the  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kaththikka  vaendum-  to say . 

gù-nun...di/e   has the consonants –ka- an -the  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   seithida  vaendum  /seithu mudikka vaendum  [ 
missing letter- sa-] - to do  /to complete . 

gù-nun...di/e   has the consonants –ka- an -the  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   mikuntha nutpam kondathu [ missing letter- pa-]  – 
fine one.  

 gù-nun...di/e   has the consonants –ka- an -the  - and the  original Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  mikuntha aazham kondathu [ misisgn  letter –zha-] -    
more deep ; aazham- deep . 

 

 gù...ra(-ra): to shout, roar ('sound' + 'to strike').  

gù...ra(-ra)   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is urumuka- 
roar . 

gù...ra(-ra)   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kuraikka- 
bark . 
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gù...ra(-ra)   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  karaiya-  
to weep  /cry . 

gù...ra(-ra)   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  aravam- 
sound  / snake . 

gù...ra(-ra)   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aravaaram-   shouting  loudly in joy  . 

gù...ra(-ra)   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koovuthar   [ missing letter- the -]- to shout loudly . 

gù...ra(-ra)   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aarparikka-[ missing letter- pa-]-  to shout loudly .  

gù...ra(-ra)   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is urakka  
kaththuka-[ missing letter- the -]-  shout loudly ; yurakka- loudly ; kaththuka- 
shout . 

gù...ra(-ra)   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is araika- to 
slap . 

gù...ra(-ra)   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   van 
murai   thaakkuthar nadaththuka   [ missing letter- the --] – to strike ;  van murai- 
violence;  thaakkuthar –to strike . 

 

 gù-ra-ah: chattering, noise-making ('sound' + 'to strike repetitively, shake'). 

*gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is korikka-  
to chatter.  

gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is muru 
murukka-  to  chatter . 

gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is uraiyaada 
vaendum [ missing letter- the --] – - to chatter . 
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gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  neru  neru 
vena aravam -  chatter.  

gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai –p- 
paaru  [ missing letter- pa-] – to chatter . 

gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  paraivu  [ 
missing letter- pa-] -chatter.  

gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  aaravaram 
-  sound.  

 gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  karanku -  
sound.  

gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  murarkkai-  
sound.  

gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  aravu -  
sound.  

gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  eran-k-ku  - 
sound.  

gù-ra-ah  has the consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  kiranku -  
shake . 

 

 gù...sè(-g/k): to make obedient ('voice' + 'to apply; to cause'). 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka -sa -   and the  original Tamil   word is adanki  
nadakka  seithida  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –to  make obedient ; adanku- 
submit  . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka -sa -   and the  original Tamil   word is manja 
poosuka [ missing letter- pa-]   -to apply ; manja- turmeric . 
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gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -   and the  original Tamil   word is 
thadavuka/ iduka [ misisn letter- the -] -  to apply [ ointment] . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -   and the  original Tamil   word is 
manu  kodukka [ misisn letter- the -] - - to apply [   to give a petition ] . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -   and the   other interpretation  of 
the  word is vinnappikka [? Skt] [ missing letter- pa-]   - to apply [ for a job ] . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -   and the  original Tamil   word is 
koarikkai vaikka [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  to make a request. 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -   and the  original Tamil   word is 
paesuka- speak . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -   and the  original Tamil   word is 
kathaikka- [ missing letter- the -]-  say . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –-sa --   and the  original Tamil   word is 
vasanam- voice . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -   and the  original Tamil   word is 
aakkuka- cause . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -   and the  original Tamil   word is 
noakkam- motive/  cause . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -   and the  original Tamil   word is 
thoonduka [ missing letter- the -]-   induce . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -   and the  original Tamil   word is 
thuvakkam-[ missing letter- the -]-   origin . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -  and the  original Tamil   word is 
vaeru  [ missing letter- Ra-]  –root . 

gù...sè(-g/k )  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] -  and the  original Tamil   word is 
uru  -vaakkam / kaaranam [Skt] –[ missing letter- Ra-] - reason/  cause . 
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gù...sum: to repeat; to echo; to talk to (with dative) ('sound' + 'to give, lend').  

gù...sum   has the consonants -  ka- sa- ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is  oasai   
undaakka   vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  to make noise ; oasai- sound  . 

gù...sum   has the consonants -  ka- [- sa--]-  ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kodukka  vaendum- to give  . 

gù...sum   has the consonants -  ka- [- sa--] - ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadan  kodukka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]- - to give loan   ; kadan- loan ; 
kodukka- to give . 

 gù.....sum   has the consonants -  ka- [- sa--] - ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathaikka  vaendum  [ missing letter- the -] –to speak.  

gù.....sum   has the consonants -  ka- [- sa--] - ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
meendum  kathaikka vaendum[ missing letter- the -] - to say again; meendum –
again ; kathaikka- to speak . 

gù.....sum   has the consonants -  ka- [- sa--] - ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koadu -ittu  kaatta  vaendum / eduthtu kaatta  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  - 
to high light/ to underline ; koadu- line.  

 

gù...si-il: to scream with an ear-splitting voice ('voice' + 'to split').  

gù...si-il  has the consonants  -ka –sa-la- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is kaathai  kizhikkum  keechchu oli / oasai   undaakkuka [ missing letter- the 
-]- to make   ear spilting  noise ; kaathu –ear; keechhcu oli –screming  noise; oli / 
oasai - noise.   

gù...si-il  has the consonants  -ka –sa-la- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is    koochchal  iduka [ missing letter- the -]-  to  shout loudly . 
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gù...si-il  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] -la- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   azhuka  - cry . 

gù...si-il  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] -la- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   kooval- shout loudly . 

gù...si-il  has the consonants  -ka – sa-la- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   makizhchchi   aaravaaram [ missing letter- Ra-]  -   shouting in joy   . 

gù...si-il  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] -la- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is kizhikka- to tear .  

gù...si-il  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] -la- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
pilakka [ missing letter- pa-] - to spilt . 

gù...si-il  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] -la- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
vaai mozhika- speak . 

 

gù-téš-a...sì: to be united ('voice' + 'to come together' + locative + 'to surround'). 

gù-téš-a... si-  has the consonants - ka- the –[- sa-] - [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  
word is  oththumai kondiduka/ kaahthiduka - to be united ;oththumai-  union. 

gù-téš-a... si-  has the consonants - ka- the – sa-- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  
word is   vaai  asaithtiduka  / naa  madikka  -to speak  ; vaai- mouth; naa- tongue; 
asaikka- shake ; madikka- fold . 

gù-téš-a... si-  has the consonants - ka- the – sa-- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  
word is    paesiduka [ missing  letter- pa-]- - to speak . 

gù-téš-a... si-  has the consonants - ka- the – [-sa-] -- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil  
word is   vattam- iduka- to encircle ; vattam- circle . 

gù-téš-a... si-  has the consonants - ka- the – [-sa-] -- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil   
word is adaiththu vaikka / moodi  vaikka- to enclose/ encase . 
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gù-téš-a... si-  has the consonants - ka- the – sa- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil   
word is sutri adaikka[ missing letter- Ra-] - to enclose  /surround.  

gù-téš-a... si-  has the consonants - ka- the –  sa- [- sa-] -  and the original Tamil   
word is ondru kooduka  /saernthu irukka  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - to come together 
. 

 

 gù...tumu2/4: to call ('noise' + 'to carry'). 

gù...tumu   has the consonants – ka- the- ma- and the  original Tamil meaning of 
the  word is  kooppida vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]- –to call . 

gù...tumu   has the consonants – ka- the- ma- and the  original Tamil meaning of 
the  word is   azahiththida vaendum- [ missing letter- zha-]- to call .  

gù...tumu   has the consonants – ka- the- ma- and the other interpretation of the 
word is viliththida  [Malayalam]  vaendum-[ missing letter- la- ]-  to call . 

gù...tumu   has the consonants – ka- the- ma- and the other interpretation of the 
oasai unaakka vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-]-  to make noise  ; oasai- noise; 
undaakku- to make .  

gù...tumu   has the consonants – ka- the- ma- and the  original Tamil meaning of 
the  word is  eduththu  kondu  poaka vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]-  to carry  . 

gù...tumu   has the consonants – ka- the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sumanthida vaendum [ misisn letter –sa-]  -to carry .  

 

 gu4: (cf., gud). 

 

 gu4-ud: to jump; to flutter; to dance (reduplication class: gu4-gu4-ud); the 
planet Mercury ('bull' + 'sun').  
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*gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kuthi /   
kuthikka- to jump. 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaanduka-  to  leap . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thauvuka  - 
leap . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
paainthiduka  [ missing letter- pa-] - leap . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thonkuka -  
leap  . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kudu  kudu 
-vena   oaduka-  run  fast .   

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is aaduaka- 
dance.  

*gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kooththaadu-  dance . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is Kootthhu  - 
a dance .  

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is paavoattam  
[ missing letter –pa-] -dance .  

 *gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is akavidu  -
dance like a peacock.  

 gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is nadikka/ 
nudanka /naadakamaaduka -  act  /dance . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is thudi 
thudikka- flutter.  
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gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is nadu 
nadunka- / kidu kidunka / veda vedakka -    to tremble . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is pada 
padakka  [missing letter- pa-] - flutter . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is pathai 
pathaikka [missing letter- pa-]  - to flutter . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is pathattam  
adaika [missing letter- pa-]   - to get anxious . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kedaa 
maadu- bull . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aattu kutti- 
kid ; aadu –goat; kutti- kid . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Aathavan- 
Sun . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Mathi 
Makan-  Mercury ;  mathi- wisdom; makan –son.  

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Thoothuvan- messanger /Mercury . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation  of the  word is    
Maethaaviyan – wise one /  Mercury . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Viththakan 
wise one /  Mercury .  

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Aathavan -  
Sun . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Aaandavan 
– god.  
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gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
god[E] .  

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Kuthapan [ missing letter- pa-] – Sun. 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Pathankan [ missing letter- pa-] – Sun. 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Vikaththan  -Sun . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  Thavanan – 
Sun.  

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Thunkeesan [ missing letter- sa-] – Sun.  

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
Vaethaa / Vaenthan – Sun / Jupitor  . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil word is  Vaan Mathi- 
Moon .  

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  Koattu  
mathi  -crescent Moon .  

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  Koon mathi 
- crescent Moon . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  Padi makan 
[ missing letter- pa-] – Mars.  

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  Peethakan [ 
missing letter- pa-] – Jupitor.  

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  Seethakan  [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -  Venus.  
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gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kedaa  
maadu  -bull. 

*gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kuththam-  
bull. 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kottiyam -  
bull. 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation of the word is 
vakathi  /vakathu – bull. 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kundai -  
bull.  

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation of the word is vidai- 
bull . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the  interpretation of the word is 
makidam- he buffalo . 

gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kandi -  
buffalo . 

 gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  koattu 
maa-  he buffalo . 

 gu4-ud   has the consonants - ka –the- and the original Tamil  word is  kadavu – 
male buffalo .  

 

 gu5-ul: great (cf., gal; gu-ul);  Enormous . 

 *gu-ul  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kazhi -  great . 

gu-ul  has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vallamai- 
greatness. 
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gu-ul   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vallavan- great  
person . 

gu-ul   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kanakkilaa- 
enormous.  

gu-ul   has the consonants – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kollai kollaiyaa- 
enormous.  

 

gu7-kur-kur-ra: bread-basket of all the lands ('food, sustenance' + 'lands' + 
genitive). 

gu-kur-kur-ra   has the consonants  -ka  -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  rotti -
k-koodai –bread basket  ;  rotti – bread  ; koodai - basket  . 

gu-kur-kur-ra   has the consonants  -ka  -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  karai-   
land  as opposed to the sea . 

gu-kur-kur-ra   has the consonants  -ka  -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
marunkku- land. 

gu-kur-kur-ra   has the consonants  -ka  -Ra  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   raasikai   [ missing  letter- sa-]  land . 

gu-kur-kur-ra   has the consonants  -ka  -Ra  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   aakaaram- food . 

gu-kur-kur-ra   has the consonants  -ka  -Ra  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   pukar  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - food . 

gu-kur-kur-ra   has the consonants  -ka  -Ra  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   pusi karam  [ missing  letters- pa- and- sa- ]   -food.  

gu-kur-kur-ra   has the consonants  -ka  -Ra  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   mirkku –food. 
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 gu-kur-kur-ra   has the consonants  -ka  -Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
irai- food  ; vaai- mouth  ; irai- food  . 

 

.  

 gùb-bu: left arm ('left-hand' + nominative with vowel harmony).  

gùb-bu   has the consonants –ka- pa-  [- pa-] - and  the  original Tamil  word is pee 
kai  -left hand  . 

gùb-bu   has the consonants –ka- pa-  [- pa-] - and  the  original Tamil  word is   
peichchaan-k-kai [ missing letter- sa-]-  left hand; kai- hand;  pei- dirt.  

 

gùb-kaš4: stud farm manager (?) ('left-hand' + 'speed. fluency'). 

 

gùb-kaš  has the  has the consonants –ka- pa- ka  -sa- - and  the  original Tamil  
word is  peechchaankkai- left hand ;  pee- shit; kai- hand ; the left hand for 
washing  the os.  

gùb-kaš  has the  has the consonants –ka- [-pa-]- ka  -[-sa-]- - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaekam –speed . 

gùb-kaš  has the  has the consonants –ka- [-pa-]- ka  -sa- - and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  saraankkam / viru virunnu / sara sara vena  [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] – fluency  / speedily . 

gùb-kaš  has the  has the consonants –ka- [-pa-]- ka  -[-sa-]- - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is  viraivaaka [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -speedily  

gùb-kaš  has the  has the consonants –ka- [-pa-]- ka  -sa- - and  the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  seekkiramaaka[Skt]  [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -quickly     
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gùb-kaš  has the  has the consonants –ka- [-pa-]- ka  -sa- - and  the  original Tamil  
word is  surukka- [ missing  letter- Ra-] -quickly  .   

 gùb-kaš  has the  has the consonants –ka- pa- ka  -[-sa-] -- and  the  original Tamil  
word is  parakka  parakka [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - quickly  .   

gùb-kaš  has the  has the consonants –ka- [-pa-]- ka  -[-sa-]- - and  the  original 
Tamil  word is ozhunkkai [ missing  letter- zha- -] –  fluency  . 

gùb-kaš  has the  has the consonants –ka- [-pa-]- ka  -sa- - and  the  original Tamil  
word is mika  saralaamaaka [ missing  letters- zha-  and  -Ra-] –  fluently. 

gùb-kaš  has the  has the consonants –ka- -pa-- ka  -[-sa-]- - and  the  original Tamil  
word is poli kaalai   pannai  all -[ missing  letter- la  -]  - stud  farm  worker  ; poli  
kaalai –a stud; pannai- farm; aal- person ; pannai aal- farm worker; kaalai- bull  . 

 

 gud-áb(-ba): breeding bull ('bull' + 'cow' + genitive).  

gud-áb(-ba) has the consonants  -ka- the –-pa- and the original Tamil  word is poli 
kaalai maadu [ missing  letter- la-]- -  stud bull . 

gud-áb(-ba)  has the consonants  -ka- the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 
kedaa  maadu-  bull . 

gud-áb(-ba)  has the consonants  -ka- the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
kannu kutti- calf.  

gud-áb(-ba)  has the consonants  -ka- the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 
aattu kutti - kid   . 

gud-áb(-ba)  has the consonants  -ka- the –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 
aavina  koottam-  group of  cows  ; aavinam-  cow; koottaam- group  

gud-áb(-ba)  has the consonants  -ka- the –[-pa-]- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  ko- maatha [Skt] -  cow goddess ; maathaa [Skt] - mother ; koa- cow. 
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gud-alim: bison ('bull' + 'bison') 

gud-alim   has the consonants - ka -the - la -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaalai maadu-  bull . 

gud-alim   has the consonants - ka -the - la -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaattil  thiriyim  erumai  [ missing letter- Ra-]- – buffalo wandering  in the forest;  
kaadu- wood; thiriyim- wandering  ; erumai- bison/ buffalo  . 
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                                                        Page- 96  

 

 

gud-am; gu4-dam: a mythological entity ('bull' + 'wild ox'). 

gud-am   has the consonants – ka- the- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is kedaa 
maadu- bull .  

*gud-am   has the consonants – ka- the- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadamaa-  wild bull . 

*gud-am   has the consonants – ka- the- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuththam- bull. 

gud-am   has the consonants – ka- the- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kottiyam – bull . 

gud-am   has the consonants – ka- the- ma -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  makidam – he buffalo.  

 

 gud-apin-gíñ-túg: blanket for a plow ox ('bull, ox' + 'plow' + 'thing' + 'cloth 
garment'). 

gud-apin-gíñ-túg   has the consonants - ka-the -pa- an -  ka- an- the- ka  - and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  kedaa maattai  kalappai - yil  pootti  vilai 
nilaththai  nangu  uzhuthida  vaendum [ missing letter- la-] – to  plough  the land 
with the oxen ; kedaa maadu- oxen;  kalappai-  plough ; vilai nilam- agricultural 
land;  uzhuthiduka  -to plough . 

gud-apin-gíñ-túg   has the consonants - ka-the -pa- an -  ka- an- the- ka  - and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is   Thai  thinkal  ponkal  naallil  ettu muzha 
pattu  vaetti / pattu   pudavai / pattu  paavaadai /  aadai / udai/  katti  / uduththi / 
aathavanukku   ponkal ittu    kondaada vaendum [ missing letter- la-] -  to 
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celebrate the  ‘Thai Ponkal ‘ with  silk  dhothi   /silk saree / silk  skirt  and to offer 
‘ponkal’ to the sun god ;   Thai – tamil  month; thinkal- month/ moon;  ponkal –
Tamil’s  harvest celebration; ettu -8 ; muzham- hand length; pattu –silk; vaetti –
dhoththi ; pavaadai –skirt; pudavai –saree ;  aadai- cloth / udai –cloth ;  kattu- to 
wear;  aathavan-  sun ; kondaduka- to celebrate . 

 

 itigud-si-su: calendar month 2 at Nippur during Ur III.  

itigud-si-su   has the consoants -  the –ka- the- [-sa-] – [-sa-]  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   erandaam  thinkal / maatham  [ missing letter- Ra –and- la-]- -  2nd 
month; erandu- 2; thinkal- month / moon ; maatham- month . 

 

gud-du7(-du7): perfect, unblemished bull; fierce, goring ox ('bull, ox' + 
'complete, suitable; to butt, gore, toss').  

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the– and the  original Tamil  word is  vadivu – 
perfection . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the– and the  original Tamil  word is  mudika- 
perfect . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the– and the  original Tamil  word is  viththakam -  
perfection.  

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the– and the  original Tamil  word is  akandam – 
perfection.  

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the– and the  original Tamil  word is thoomai 
kondathu   - unblemished.  

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the– and the  original Tamil  word is  
koduramaanathu [ missing  letter-Ra -] -  fierce one . 
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*gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kadumaiyaanathu / kodumaiyaanthu – fierce one ; kadumai ; kodumai . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is   thakkadi  -
fierceness. 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is   vidai – 
baffalo bull. 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is   kedaa 
maadu – bull. 

*gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is     
kuththam – bull. 

 gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is     
kottiyam –bull / ox .   

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is  vakathi / 
vakathu bull. 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is   kundai -  
bull /ox .  

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is makidam   -  he bull . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is   koattu 
maa -  he baffalo .  

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is   kadavu -  
male baffalo .  

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is   kanndi -  
baffalo bull.  

*gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththu -  
gore.  
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gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the  original Tamil  word is  muttum  
kedaa maadu- goring  ox ; muttu- butt ; kedaa maadu- bull  . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
muttuka- to butt. 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is mudikka  / 
mudiththu  kodukka - to complete . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is semmai 
kattuka [ missing letter- sa-] – to  complete . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is seithu  
mudikka [ missing letter- sa-] – to  complete . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is thikai – to 
come to an end . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is vadivaaka- 
completely . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is ottukkum- 
completely . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is veedu – 
completion.  

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is 
moththamaaka- completely . 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is sunduka-[ 
missing letter- sa-]- to toss. 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is thakuntha-  
suitable. 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is thakkavan -  
suitable  person. 
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gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is thakai/ 
thakavu - suitability. 

gud-du has the consonants - ka -the - – and the original Tamil  word is thakuthi-  
suitability. 

 

gud-dub: ox (recorded) on a tablet ('bull, ox' + 'tablet'). 

gud-dub   has the consonants  -ka -the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thakadu-  tablet. 

gud-dub   has the consonants  -ka -the  -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pattaiya  thakadu -  tablet ; pattayam-  tablet ; thakadu- plate . 

gud-dub   has the consonants  -ka -the --pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  seppu  
thakadu [ missing letter –sa-]  -  copper tablet; seppu –copper .  

gud-dub   has the consonants  -ka -the - -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  pon 
thakadu  -gold tablet ;  pon- gold ; thakadu –plate  . 

gud-dub   has the consonants  -ka -the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kedaa maadu-  bull  . 

gud-dub   has the consonants  -ka -the - –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuththam – bull. 

gud-dub   has the consonants  -ka -the - –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kottiyam  -bull  . 

gud-dub   has the consonants  -ka -the -–[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudam suttu [ missing letter –sa-] –cow.  

gud-dub   has the consonants  -ka -the - –pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  
pathivu ittavai –recorded ;  pathiya  -to register .   
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 gud-dun-a: subordinate ox ('bull, ox' + 'subordinate' + nominative).  

gud-dun-a    has the consonants –ka- the -an - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuttiyoandu aadu  -small  goat; kutti –small ; aadu –goat . 

gud-dun-a    has the consonants –ka- the -an - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kannu kutti –calf ; kutti- kid . 

 

gud è: oxen taken out (of work) ('bull, ox' + 'to exit'). 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the-and the  original Tamil  word is vandi  maadu- 
draft oxen ; vandi- cart; maadu –bull .  

gud è has the consonants - ka –the-and the  original Tamil  word is  maattai  
adakka  vaendum- to tame the bull; maadu- bull; adakka- to subdue .  

gud è has the consonants - ka –the-and the  original Tamil  word is  aattu kidai -  
resting  place for  goats . 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the-and the  original Tamil  word is  mattu kottakai 
– cow shed ; kottakai-  shed ; maadu- bull.  

gud è has the consonants - ka –the-and the  original Tamil  word is   maadu  
pidikka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]-  to catch the bull; pidikka- catch . 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the-and the  original Tamil  word is vandi  
mattukku  oaivu  kodukka  vaendum- to give rest  to the draft oxen ;  vandi –cart;  
maadu- ox; oaivu –rest ; kodukka- to give . 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the-and the  original Tamil  word is maattukku / 
kudikka/ thanni  kaata vaendum  -to give water to the ox. Madu- bull ;thanni –
water ; kudikka- drink . 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is maattukku 
theevanam  kodukka / kaatta / vaikka  vaendum –to feed the ox ;  theevanam- 
fodder . 
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gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kaalai   
maattin  kazhuththil  vandi  nuka thadiyaei    kattuka  [ missing letter- zha/ la-] – to 
tie the  yoke  on the neck of the ox ; maadu –ox;  kazhuiththu- neck; vandi- cart ;  
nuka thadi –yoke ; kattuka –to tie. 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kedaa maadu -  
bull . 

*gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kottiyam  -ox.  

*gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is Kuththam –
bull . 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kundai –ox.   

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kandi – buffalo 
bull.  

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is vidai – bull . 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the    interpretation of the word is 
vakathu / vakathi – bull.  

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the    interpretation of the word is 
vidapam [ missing letter- pa-] – bull.  

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the    interpretation of the word is 
makidam –   he buffalo.  

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  koattu  maa-  
he buffalo . 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadavu  -male 
buffalo.  

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is maasi  kedaa 
[missing letter- sa-]   -fat bull.  
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gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is patti kedaa 
[missing letter- sa-]  - covering bull.  

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maattu 
Kottakai  -cow stall ; maadu –cattle ; kottakai- cottage  

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is edukka-  take . 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is vandi  maadu-  
draft oxen ; vandi –cart; maadu- oxen . 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil word is kathavu- gate . 

gud è has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamil word is poaka  
vaendum [ missing  letter-pa-]  –to go  ; yaekida  vaendum – to go . 

 

 gud éš-gàr:  working oxen ('bull, ox' + 'assigned task').  

gud éš-gàr   has the consonants-  ka- the – [- sa-] - ka- Ra-    and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   kedaa maattai  urundu  oadum   kaar [ Sakkara] [Skt] /  
vandi- yin nuka thadi -yir   pootta vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- to tie the ox  to 
the  yoke of the cart ;  kedaa maadu- oxen; kaar- car;  undru oadum-  rolling  ; 
kaar- leg ; nuka thadi- yoke; vandi- cart .  

gud éš-gàr  has the consonants-  ka- the – sa- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  oruvaridam kodukka patta  kadamai / poruppu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  -the given task to  some one  ;  oruvar- one person;  kadamai- duty ;  
kodukka patta  -given ; poruppu – responsibility . 

gud éš-gàr  has the consonants-  ka- the – sa- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   maattukku  mookanaan-k-kayiru  maatta  vaendum – to 
tie the  nose rope for the oxen ; maadu –bull; mookku- nose; kayiru- rope  

 

gud-gal-gal: full-grown ox ('bull, ox' + reduplicated 'great'). 
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gud-gal-gal  has the consonants - ka -the- ka- la -ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nallaa  koluththa  kovil  kaalai maadu - well grown  temple oxen  ; kaalai 
maadu- bull ; kozhuthta –fattened  ; kovil –temple  .  

gud-gal-gal  has the consonants - ka -the- ka- la -ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   ellaa vallami -yim kondavan  -  omnipotent one . 

gud-gal-gal  has the consonants - ka -the- ka- la -ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   ellaa kalaikalilum vallavan -  master of all arts; vallavan –great one; ellaa- 
all; kalai –arts . 

gud-gal-gal  has the consonants - ka -the- ka- la -ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   vandi  maattin  kuthi  kaal -il   /kaal kulampil  laadam katta  /adikka  
vaendum [ missing letter –pa-]-  to apply  the shoe on the  heel of the draft oxen ; 
vandi – cart; maadu –bull;  kuthi kaal- heel ; laadam- horse shoe  . 

 gud-gal-gal  has the consonants - ka -the- ka- la -ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   maattu  ponkal  / Thai   thinkal  naallil   / kaalai maattai  kulippaatti / 
kompu k-ku  vannam theetti   /  kaalai  maattai  vananki   ‘  kaalai  thazhuvuthal’  
poattiyil / vilaiyaattil  kalalanthu  kolla   vaendum [ missing letter –pa-]-   -to 
participate in the   bull  taming  play  on the day of  ‘Bull  Ponkal ‘ ; maadu   - bull; 
ponkal- Tamil’s  festival ; kulippaattu- to bath; kompu- horn; vannam –color; 
theettu -thal- – to apply  / vananku- worship  ; Thai- thinkal- Tamil month ;  kaalai  
-bull ;  thazhvu  -to embrace ; vilaiyaattu –play ;  kalanthu  kolla- to participate . 

gud-gal-gal  has the consonants - ka -the- ka- la -ka-  la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   matham konda  yaani-yin   [thantha vaalam]  kaalkalukku  vilankku  ida 
vaendum-to chain the elephant with musth  ; matham- musht;  yaanai-  elephant  
;thantha vaalam- elephant ;  kaal- leg;  vilankku –chain/ shakle  . 

 

 gud-giš: work ox ('bull, ox' + 'tool').  

gud-giš  has the consonants  -ka -the –ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   kannu kutti  - calf ; kutti  kedaa – little bull  ; kutti- little ; kedaa- 
bull . 
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gud-giš  has the consonants  -ka -the –ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is    aayutham  vaikkum idam-  aayutha kidanku  -place to keep tools ; 
aayutham- weapon /tool ; idam- place; vaikka- keep .   

 

gud giš-ùr: oxen for the harrow ('bull, ox' + 'beam, harrow').  

gud giš-ùr  has the consonants  - ka –the-  ka –sa- -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   koththu  kalappai -yaei   ezhuththu   selkindra  kaalai  
maadu [ missing  letters-  pa -and -zha/ la-] -  the oxen  which  pulls  the harrow ; 
koththu  kalappai- harrow ; ezhukka- to pull ; kaalai- bull . 

gud giš-ùr  has the consonants  - ka –the-  ka –sa- -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is    kotthu  kalappai  enum  vaelaan  karuvi/ pori   [ missing  
letters-  pa -and -zha/ la-] –   an agricultural tool  called -  harrow  ; koththu 
kalappai-  harrow;  vaelaan-  agricultural; karuvi –tool .  

gud giš-ùr  has the consonants  - ka –the-  ka –[-sa-]  -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is kandru  kutti- calf.  

gud giš-ùr  has the consonants  - ka –the-  ka –[-sa-]  -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is karavai  maadu –milch cow . 

gud giš-ùr  has the consonants  - ka –the-  ka –[-sa-]  -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  kuthirai vandi   –horse cart ;kuthirai- horse; vandi –cart . 

gud giš-ùr  has the consonants  - ka –the-  ka –[-sa-]  -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  yaeru   thazhuvuthal  vaendum [ missing letter- zha/ la-]-  
- to tame the bull ; yaeru- bull; thazhuvu- embrace . 

gud giš-ùr  has the consonants  - ka –the-  ka –[-sa-]  -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is kaattu   erumai yaei  adakki  aadndia vaendum  -to tame 
the wild bull ; kaadu –forest; erumai- buffalo ;  adakku- to control ; aandiduka- to 
rule . 
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gud-lah5[DU-DU]: ox driver ('bull, ox' + 'to drive').  

gud-lah5   has the consonants - ka- the - la -ka and the  original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  kaalai  maadu  pootti  kalappai kondu  vilai  
nilaththai  uzhuthidum   uzhavan [ missing letter- pa-] – the  man  who  tills   the 
oxen  driven plough ; kaalai  maadu- bull;   kalappai- plough ; vilai nilam- 
agricultual land ;  uzhuthida  till; uzhavan- the man who  tills  . 

gud-lah5   has the consonants - ka- the - la -ka and the  original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  kaalai maadu  katti   yaeru  oattukindra  uzhavan [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  the man who drives the oxen driven plough ; kaalai madu –
bull; yaeru-  plough ; oattu- drive ; uzavan- the man who  tills . 

gud-lah5   has the consonants - ka- the - la -ka and the  original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  maatu vandi- yaei  odikkkum  aal- the person who  
drives the bullock cart ; maattu vandi- bullock  cart; odikkum / oattum - driving 
;aal- person . 

gud-lah5   has the consonants - ka- the - la -ka and the  original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  maattu kaara vaelan [ missing letter- Ra-] – 
Murugan -   Murugan -  the  shepherd  boy  . 

gud-lah5   has the consonants - ka- the - la -ka and the  original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is   kaalai  thazhuvuthal vaendum -to tame the bull; 
kaalai- bull; thazhuvu –embrace . 

gud-lah5   has the consonants - ka- the - la -ka and the  original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is    kaattu  vilankaana  kedaa maatai  veettu  
vilankaakka vaendum  -to domesticate the wild bull ; kaadu-  forest; vilanku –
animal ; veedu- house . 

 

gud-mu-x: x years-old ox ('bull, ox' + 'name, year' + number). 
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gud-mu   has theconsonats  - ka- the -ma -and the  orignaltamil   meaning  of the 
word is  keda  mattukku  akavai/ vayathu [Skt]  eththani?/ enna ? - how old  is the 
bull ? ;   kedaa maadu- bull;  akavai –age ; eththanai- how much ; enna- what . 

 

 gud-niga: fattened ox ('bull, ox' + 'fattened').  

ud-niga    has the consonants -  ka –the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thundu  urutti keda- fat bull. 

gud-niga    has the consonants -  ka –the- an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundu  kedaa -  fat oxen ; kundu- stout;   kedaa- bull.  

 

gud-numun: oxen for sowing ('bull, ox' + 'seed'). 

gud-numun   has the  consonants  -ka- the- an- ma- na – and the  orignaltamil 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  keda maattai  kondu  vilai -nilaththai  nangu  
uzhuthida  vaendum [ missing letter- la/zha-]  -  to  till  the soil  with oxen ; kedaa 
maadu- bull; vilai nilam- agricultural soil ; uzhuthidu –to till . 

gud-numun   has the  consonants  -ka- the- an- ma- na – and the  original Tamil 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is nangu   uzhutha nilathtil   vithai thoova vaendum –
to sow the land after tilling   ; uzhuthidu  - to till  / nilam- land; vithai  - seed ;  
vithai  thoovu  –  to sow .  

 

 gud-numun-diri: reserve oxen for sowing ('oxen for sowing' + 'excess'). 

gud-numun-diri   has the consonants  - ka-  the  -an- ma – an- the- Ra –and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the word is  kai-yir  erukkindra  ner- vithai mani – 
reserve  paddy  seeds   ; kai-  hand ; ner- paddy ; vithai mani- seed . 
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gud-numun-diri   has the consonants  - ka-  the  -an- ma – an- the- Ra –and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the word is   mun-nir   vithai mani -yaei  thoovida 
vaendum  - to sow the seed in the soil ; mun- soil ;  thoovu- to  sow . 

gud-numun-diri   has the consonants  - ka-  the  -an- ma – an- the- Ra –and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the word is   mikuthiyaaka  erukkindra ner  vithai mani  
-excees  paddy  seeds ; mikuthi- excess ;   ner- paddy ; vithai mani- seed.  

gud-numun-diri   has the consonants  - ka-  the  -an- ma – an- the- Ra –and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the word is    madai thiranthu  Caveri  thanneer  vida 
vaendum- to  open the water  channel ; madai- water channel; thirakka- to open; 
thanneer- water ;  Caveri –a  river . 

gud-numun-diri   has the consonants  - ka-  the  -an- ma – an- the- Ra –and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the word is    kedaa maadu  kattai  / maun-nir   yaeru  
oattida  vaendum  -to till the soil with plough oxen ; kedaa maadu –bull;  maun –
soil ; yaeru- plough ; oattida –to drive . 

gud-numun-diri   has the consonants  - ka-  the  -an- ma – an- the- Ra –and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the word is   kan -maai  karai - yaei    uyarththida 
vaendum- to raise the  bank of the reservoir ; kan maai- water reservoir ; karai- 
bank; uyartthuka- to raise . 

gud-numun-diri   has the consonants  - ka-  the  -an- ma – an- the- Ra –and the  
original Tamil meaning  of the word is    kinatru  neerai  yatram  ittu  thanneer 
eraiththida vaendum-   to pull out water from  well  by  hydrolic system ; kinaru –
well;   yaetram-  hydrolic system ; eraikka- to pull out; thanneer- water.  

 

 gud-numun-gána: oxen for sowing on the field ('oxen for sowing' + 'field parcel').  

gud-numun-gána   has the consonants – ka- the- an -ma -an -ka – an-  and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  vithai mani  yaei nangu  thoovida 
vaendum  - to sow the seeds ;  vithai mani –seed; thoovu-  to sow .  
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gud-ra: ox driver ('bull, ox' + rá, 'to drive along').  

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  kuthirai vandi  kaarar / kuthirai vandi  oattukiravar -  horse cart driver ; 
kuthirai- horse;  vandi- cart;  oattukiravar –driver . 

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  maattu  vandi -k -kaarar / maattu vandi oattukiravar – bullock  cart driver 
; maadu- bull;  vandi –cart; oattukiravar- driver.  

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation of the word is  
eththuvaram – bull. 

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  
eruththu keda- bull.  

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  erumai 
keda-  baffalo bull. 

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  varan 
maadu – bull.  

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation of the word is 
virudapam [ missing  letter- pa-] – bull. 

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  aan 
kandru -  bull  calf.  

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  kedaai 
kandru – bull calf.  

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  thundu 
urutti keda-  fat bull.  

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation of the word is 
thurankaari -  buffalo . 
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gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  kaattu 
erumai -  wild buffalo. 

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  
kuthirai-  horse.  

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation of the word is 
kaththiruvam / kantharuvam – horse.  

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  interpretation of the word is 
Kurakatham-  horse. 

gud-ra   has the   consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil word is  
koadaram- horse.  

 

gud-su7-ra: threshing ox ('bull, ox' + 'threshing floor'). 

gud-su7-ra   has the consonants-  ka- the- [-sa-]  -Ra  - and the  orignaltamil 
meaning  of the word is  yaanai  katti  / maadu pootti   poar adikka/ kathir adikka  
vaendum [ missing   letter- pa-]   -to thresh with elephant  / bull ;  yanaai- 
elephant ;   maadu –bull   ; poar adikka- to thresh . 

 

 gud-sún: wild-cow ('bull, ox' + 'aurochs cow').  

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the – [-sa-]  –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  kaattu maan- wild deer; kaadu –forest ; maan- deer.  

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the – [-sa-]  –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  kundai -   bull/ ox .  

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the – [-sa-]  –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  kandi – buffalo bull.  

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-sa- –an- and the   original Tamil  word is  
kudan-suttu  -cow. 
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gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-[-sa-] - –an- and the other interpretation 
of the word is   kaama thaenu -   celestial cow  ;  theivaanai / thaeva yaaaani .  

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-sa- –an- and the   original Tamil  word is  
saen-k-kandru [ missing  letter –Ra-]  -bull calf; kandru –calf .  

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-[-sa-]- –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  kadaai kandru [ missing  letter –Ra-]-  bull calf. 

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-[-sa-]- –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  aan kandru [ missing  letter –Ra-]-  bull calf. 

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-[-sa-]- –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  varann maadu [ missing  letter –Ra-]-  bull . 

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-[-sa-]- –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  kandru kutti [ missing  letter –Ra-]-  – calf .  

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-[-sa-] - –an- and the other interpretation 
of the word is   koathanam – calf.  

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-[-sa-]- –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  yaanai  kandru  [ missing  letter –Ra-]-  elephant calf . 

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-[-sa-]- –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  kadaari kandru [ missing  letter –Ra-]-  female calf.  

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-[-sa-]- –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  uoottu kandru [ missing  letter –Ra-]-  sucking calf.  

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-[-sa-]- –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  muthu  kandru [ missing  letter –Ra-]-   weaning calf.  

gud-sún   has the consonants – ka- the –-[-sa-]- –an- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  thankka kandru [ missing  letter –Ra-]-   golden calf  ; thankkam- gold .  

 

gud-šár(-a): perfect bull ('bull' + 'to be many; to slaughter' + nominative). 
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gud-šár(-a)   has the consonants  -ka -the-  [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  erumai kedaa-  ox . 

gud-šár(-a)   has the consonants  -ka -the- sa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
semmari  aattu kutti-   sheep / kid . 

gud-šár(-a)   has the consonants  -ka -the- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    niraiya enniikkai  kondathu  - numerous ; niraiya- more; enniikkai- count.  

gud-šár(-a)   has the consonants  -ka -the- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
uyirai vathaithida – slaughter . 

gud-šár(-a)   has the consonants  -ka -the- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word  
adiththu /suttu   kondriduka- to kill  ;adi- beat; sudu –shoot . 

gud-šár(-a)   has the consonants  -ka -the- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
uyirai edukka- to take one’s life  ; uyir- life ; edukka –take . 

gud-šár(-a)   has the consonants  -ka -the- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
eraichhcikku  vaendi   aattai / maattai  veeti / kooru iduka - to cut  goat/ bulll for  
meat   ; eraichchi- meat; aadu –goat; maadu –ox; vettu- cut.  

gud-šár(-a)   has the consonants  -ka -the- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
erakkam indri  kondriduka  -to kill with out mercy ; erakkm- mercy.  

gud-šár(-a)   has the consonants  -ka -the- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
senkuruthi kotta  kotta  / kanda   thundamaaka  / uyiroadu/   aadu  kathara 
kathara/  kondriduka/ vettuka  - -to  cut the neck of the goat  and to shed blood ; 
senkurithi-red  blood;  kandam- neck; thundu- bit/ piece ;  aadu –goat; vettuka- to 
cut.  

gud-šár(-a)   has the consonants  -ka -the- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word  
uyiroadu  aattai  kaavu  koduththiduthar  vaendum –to sacrifice a goat  ; uyir- life; 
aadu- goat; kaavu kodukka- to sacrifice . 

gud-šár(-a)   has the consonants  -ka -the- sa-- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word   
kaavu  kodukka  yaetra  mika  sariyaana  akavai / vayathu konda  / kutam kurai 
kaana  mudiyaatha /  sem mari aadu/ maadu  -   ram / bull  of  perfect  age  
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/without  blemish   for  sacrifice   -  kaavu  kodukka- to sacrifice;  sariyaanthu – 
right one; kutram kurai – fault  ;  sem -mari –ram;  maadu- ox.  

 

gud-šu-gi4: old ox ('bull, ox' + 'old').  

gud-šu-gi4  has the consonants – ka- the –[-sa-] - ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kizhattu  kedaa maadu / ;  kizhattu  kaalai [ missing letter-zha/ la-]-– old  oxen  
; kizhadu- old;  kedaa maadu- bull; kaalai-  bull .  

gud-šu-gi4  has the consonants – ka- the –[-sa-] - ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kizhattu  adi maadukal- [ missing letter-zha/ la-]-–  old useless oxen ; kizhadu- 
old;   maadu –oxen . 

gud-šu-gi4  has the consonants – ka- the –[-sa-] - ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kizhattu  aadukal -  old  goats; kizhadu- old; aadukal- goats . 

 

gud-šúhub: grazing or trampling oxen ('bull, ox' + 'to step; to graze'). 

gud-šúhub  has the consonants - ka- the- [-sa-] -ka- [- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is  maeinthiduka- to graze  /maattai / aattai maeikka  vaendum –to graze 
the ox ; maadu –ox; maeikka- to graze.   

gud-šúhub  has the consonants - ka- the- sa--ka-  pa- –and the  original Tamil  
word is  pachchai - pur -poondu -  maeikindra  semmari  aadu/  pasu  maadu [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  cow  /ram  grazing  green  grass ; pachchai- green- pur 
poondu- grass .  

gud-šúhub  has the consonants - ka- the- [-sa-] -ka- [- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is   adi eduthhu  nadakka / vaikka- to make a step  /walk;  adi –foot;  adi –
step ; nadakka- walk . 

 

 gùd...ús: to build a nest ('nest' + 'to moor, join').  
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*gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the--sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
katchchi  -bird’s nest . 

*gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
koodu  -nest . 

*gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattu  -build.  

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudumpai [ missing letter- pa-] – nest. 

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is silanthi 
koodu [ missing letter –la-]- spider’s nest  . 

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- -[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kulavi koodu [ missing letter –la-]- wasp’s nest . 

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
poochchi koodu [ missing letter- pa-] – insect  nest ; koodu- nest .  

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is vathi 
/ othukkidam -  place of animals .  

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
veedu  /thankum idam – house ; thankku –stay; idam- place .  

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoku  -nest.  

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muttai adaikkakkum  idam – nest  ; muttai – egg; adai-k-kaakka- incubate; idam- 
place  .  

 nest [E] has the consnats – an- [-sa-] - the - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
needam- nest.    
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gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
koodu  kaattu  -to build a nest ; koodu –nest ; kattu –build , 

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
inaikka  vaendum  -to join . 

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- -sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is saekka 
vaendum – join.  

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- -sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
santhikka- join  . 

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- -[-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
attuka- join. 

 gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- -[-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kootttuka- join 

gùd...ús   has the consonants - ka-the- -[-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adaikai / koodukai – joining.  

 

gišGUL-BU: a kind of wood ('evil; to extinguish' + 'to uproot').  

gišGUL-BU    has the consonants -ka –sa-  ka -la – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pachcha  moonkil  kazhi / kuchhci -  bamboo  stick ; pachcha- green ; moonkil- 
bvamboo; kazhi - stick ; kuchchi  -stick . 

gišGUL-BU    has the consonants -ka – sa--  ka -la – pa-  and the  original Tamil  
word is pal -thulkka uthavum  vaeppam- k -kazhi  / kuchchi  [ missing letter- the -]  
- neem stick .  

gišGUL-BU    has the consonants -ka – sa--  ka -la – [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   keduthal  seika /  ketta  seyal  seika /  theenku  vilaivikka [ missing letter 
–the –]-  to do evil things ; theenku –evil ; seika- to do ; ketta- bad; seyal- deed . 
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gišGUL-BU    has the consonants -ka – sa--  ka -la – -pa--  and the  original Tamil  
word is   sedi -yaei adiyoadu  pidunkuthal  vaendum   [ missing letter- the -] – to 
uproot the plant ; sedi- plant [n] ;  pidunkiduka- to pull out . 

 

gul-lum: cat ('to fall upon, destroy, extinguish' + 'fertile'; cf., ki-gul-la).  

gul-lum   has the consonants  - ka- la- ma   - and the  original Tamil  word is 
keezhae  veezhnthida  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  –to fall down ; keezhae- 
down; veezhuka- to fall . 

gul-lum   has the consonants  - ka- la- ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhikkanum/ ozhikkanum  / kaali- aakkunum  -to destroy . 

gul-lum   has the consonants  - ka- la- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is thee-
yaei  anaithithal  vaendum[ missing letter- the -] - to extinguish the fire;thee- fire . 

gul-lum  has the consonants  - ka- la- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
valamai- fertile . 

 

gur-ra: adv., in return ('to return' + subordination suffix /-a/).  

gur-ra   has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ondrukku  
maatraaka  [missing letter –the -] – in exchange .    

 

gur-2-ul: a capacity measure of 72 sìla in Presargonic Girsu. 

gur-2-ul   has the consonants – ka- Ra  -la -  and the  original Tamil word is oru 
marakkaal  - - fluid /grain capcity  measurement . 

 

 gur-sá-dug4: a capacity measure, = 160 sìla ('reed basket' + 'offering; measuring 
container of either 24 or 40 sìla').  
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gur-sá-dug4   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-]  –the- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thennan-k-keetru  koodai – palm leaf basket; thennan-k-keetru –palm 
leaf ; koodai- basket . 

gur-sá-dug4   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-]  –the- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   eraivanukku   kaanikkai  koduka vaendum  - offering to god  ; kaanikkai- 
offering ; eraivan- god/ hero ; kodukka- to give.  

 

gur-sag-gál: a capacity measure, = 240 sìla, where Civil says the difference is that 
this gur has been filled from measuring containers topped off with a 'head' of 
grain instead of being leveled off at the top ('reed basket' + 'head' + 'to place'). 
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                                                    Page-97  

 

 

gur4-gur4[LAGAB+LAGAB]: a standard size container for wine, beer, and oil, = 10 
liters (reduplicated 'thick, round, plump'). 

gurlagab   has the consonants  - ka -Ra - la - ka –[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil 
word is  marakkaal – grain  /  fluid volume measurement . 

gurlagab   has the consonants  - ka -Ra - la - ka –[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil 
word is  vellai kuthirai [ missing letter –the -] -  toddy / white horse. ; vellai- white; 
kuthirai- horse  . 

gurlagab   has the consonants  - ka -Ra - la - ka – pa-  and the  original Tamil word 
is  panan-k-kallai erakku – draw  palm liquor; erakku –to draw ; panai –palm ; kallu 
–toddy .  

gurlagab   has the consonants  - ka -Ra - la - ka – pa-  and the  original Tamil word 
is  panai mara-k-kal  - toddy ;   panai  maram- palm tree .  

gurlagab   has the consonants  - ka -Ra - la - ka – pa-  and the  original Tamil word 
is  kal virppoan – toddy  seller ; kallu- toddy .  

gurlagab   has the consonants  - ka -Ra - la - ka – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil 
word is  kal erukkuvoan-  toddy  drawer.  

gurlagab   has the consonants  - ka -Ra - la - ka – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil 
word is  kal vilaignar – toddy  sellers. 

gurlagab   has the consonants  - ka -Ra - la - ka – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil 
word is  veri neer in kalavai  vakai -  toddy ;  veri- rage; neer- water . 

 

gur  [KA×GU](ru.uš)...búr: to bare the fangs (sign for 'mouth-needles' ( + 'to send' 
+ 'poison') + 'to release'). 
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gur bur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra – pa- Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is 
karu naaka   paampin vaayir kaanum   nachchu  parkkar [ missing letter- sa-] – 
poisonous   teeth ; nanju – poison  ; parkkar- teeth ; paampu  -snake ; vaai- mouth 
; karu naakam- black cobra ; karu-  black; naakam-  cobra. 

gur bur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[- pa--] Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is 
vara  kaattuthar / vara  viduthar  [missing  letter- the -] -  send . 

gur bur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[- pa--] Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is 
idar neekkuthar  [missing  letter- the -] -release ; idar- disaster; neekku –remove . 

gur bur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[- pa--] Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is 
urimai   maatri   tharuthar  [missing  letter- the -] -release  of rights ; urimai-  
rights; maatru –change ;tharuthar –giving . 

gur bur  has the consonants-  ka -Ra –[- pa--] Ra  - and the   original Tamil  word is 
thuyar   poakkuthar    [ missing  letter- the -]- release ;   thuyar- suffering ; 
poakkuthar- to remove  . 

 

guru7-du6: grain stack ('granary' + 'heap').   

guru7-du6  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ner 
kuthir-  paddy  stack ;  ner- paddy;  kuthir- container for storing  paddy /grain  . 

guru7-du6  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ner 
kidanku -  store room for paddy ; ner/ nel  paddy . 

guru7-du6  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is    
arisi  / thuvaran  paruppu / kothumai /  kampu  /   thinai  maavu/ kaara  mani  / 
raaghi - varaku / aakiya   thivasam  /thaaniyam [Skt]  kuviththu  / saemiththu/ 
paathu kaaththu/  vaikkindra-  kuthir/ Kidanku [ missing  letters-  pa- and -sa-]-  
the store room  for the  grains like  rice/  lentil/ wheat/ pearl millet / chick pea ; 
thivasam- grain ; kuvikka- to heap up ; kidankku- store room .  

guru7-du6  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuviththar-  to heap . 
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guru7-du6  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -the  -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  viruntham – heap.  

guru7-du6  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thirattuka –to heap.  

guru7-du6  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
koopputhar [ missing letter- pa-] – heap up . 

 

guru7-maš: grain depot ('granary' + 'interest, profit').  

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- ma-[- sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kotta kaaram  [ missing letter- the -] – granary . 

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- ma-[- sa -]–  and the other interpretation  
of the word is   ukkiraanam -  granary. 

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra—[- ma-] - sa - and the other interpretation  
of the word is   jekairaa - granary. 

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra—[- ma-] – [-sa-]. - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   granary [E]  . 

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra— ma-–sa-- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   piroyoasanam [ missing letter- pa- -] – profit.  

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra— ma-–sa-- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  sowkariyam – profit.  

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra--ma-[- sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aakka perukkam [ missing letter- pa- -] – income.  

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra— ma—[-sa-]-- and the other interpretation  
of the word is   aarkkam -   profit.  

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra--ma-[- sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   varuvaai / varumaanam – profit .  
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gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra—[- ma-] -[- sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  
word is    vaari / varavu – income.  

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra— ma—[ -sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  
word is    koa murai- revenue .  

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra— ma—-sa-- and the other interpretation  
of the word is  aarchchikkanum  -earn.  

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra— ma—-sa-- and the other interpretation  
of the word is  kashtaarjitham [ missing letter- the -]- hared  earned wealth . 

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra— ma—[ -sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  
word is  moththa varuvaai [ missing letter- the -]-  -  gross earnings.  

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra— ma—[ -sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  
word is    theervai aayam [ missing letter- the -]-  – customs revenue . 

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra—[-ma-]-[- sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuraivu – profit. 

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra— ma—[-sa-]-- and the other interpretation  
of the word is  rokka thaayam [ missing letter- the -]  -  net profit .  

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra— ma- sa-- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  karisanam – interest .  

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra--ma-[- sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   varampu [ missing letter- pa- -]- interest . 

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra--ma-[- sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aarvam – interest . 

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra--ma-[- sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   viruppam [ missing letter- pa-]-  interest . 

gurumas  has the consonants -  ka- Ra—[- ma-] -[- sa -]–  and the  original Tamil  
word is   akkarai -  interest . 
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guruš šà-sahar: earth moving workers ('laborer' + 'essence' + 'earth').  

gurussasahar   has the consonants -ga - Ra  -[-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  munnai   thoandi   vaari  kottukiravar [ missing letter- the-]-digger ;    
munn- soil;   thoandu –dig ;  pinnar- after;   vaaru- to collect; kottu- to throw; 
kottukiravar – one who  throws . 

gurussasahar   has the consonants -ga - Ra  -[-sa-]- Ra -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  worker[ E] . 

gurussasahar   has the consonants -ga - Ra  -sa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pani  seikiravar [ missing  letter- pa-]- worker; pani –work; seikiravar-  doer 

gurussasahar   has the consonants -ga - Ra  -[-sa--] -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaelai-k-kaarar  [ missing letter- la-] - workers .  

 gurussasahar   has the consonants -ga - Ra  -[-sa--]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  pannai-k-karar [ missing  letter- pa-]-  farm worker . 

gurussasahar   has the consonants -ga - Ra  -[-sa--]- Ra -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  pirakaaram [ missing  letter- pa-]- essence  

gurussasahar   has the consonants -ga - Ra  -[-sa--] -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  karu  porul  [ missing letters-  la --and- pa -] – essence . 

 gurussasahar   has the consonants -ga - Ra  -sa-- Ra -  and the other interpretation  
of the word is  saara  sankirakam – essence . 

 

gá-e: I; myself ('I' + subjective ending). 

gá-e   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  naanka-  we . 

gá-e   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  neenka- you.  

gá-e   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   enka- our.  
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gá-e   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  unka-your .  

gá-e   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   avan- he.  

gá-e   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   avuka- they . 

gá-e   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  yevuka- who.  

gá-e   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  unakku/ ninakku - 
for you.   

gá-e   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   enakku- for me . 

gá-e   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  avanukku-  for him  .   

 

 gá-e-me-en: it is me; I am one who... ('I' + enclitic copula + 1st or 2nd person 
ending).  

gá-e-me-en    has the consonants  -ka –ma- an - and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the word is  namakku-  for us.  

 

gá-gi(4)(-a): (cf., gagia). 

 

 gá-gá: adding, addition (reduplicated form of gar, 'to accumulate'). 

gá-gá    has the consonant -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvikka / kuvi - to 
accumulate / heap up   ;  kumi . 

gá-gá has the consonant -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koottuka [ missing 
letter- the -]-    -to add / addition . 

gá-gá has the consonant -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thokai [ missing 
letter- the -]-   -addition.  
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gá-gá has the consonant -  ka- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
yoakam -  addition . 

gá-gá has the consonant -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mikuthi [ missing 
letter- the -]-  addition ; athikam  .   

gá-gá has the consonant -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  saekka [ missing 
letter- sa-] - to accumulate.  

 

 gá-la...dag: to cease (doing something) (often with -ta-) ('to be somewhere' + 
'resting place'). 

gá-la...dag   has the consonants  -  ka- la- the-ka -and the  orignal Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  kan kaana  idaththill   oaivu  edukka vaendum ;    oaivu  kollum 
idam- resting place ;  oaivu –rest; idam- place ; kan kaanaa idam-  un known place.   

gá-la...dag   has the consonants  -  ka- la- the-ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
ozhiththiduka- cease.  

gá-la...dag   has the consonants  -  ka- la- the-ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
muzhuvathumaaka  ozhikka –cease completely. 

gá-la...dag   has the consonants  -  ka- la- the-ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
neekki viduthal / vittu neenki viduthal – cease.  

 gá-la...dag   has the consonants  -  ka- la- the-ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
kai viduthal – cease . 

gá-la...dag   has the consonants  -  ka- la- the-ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
adankkuthal  -cease.  

gá-la...dag   has the consonants  -  ka- la- the-ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
odunkkuthal – cease.  

gá-la...dag   has the consonants  -  ka- la- the-ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
vaankkuthal – cease.  
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gá-la...dag   has the consonants  -  ka- la- the-ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
muda-k-kuthal  /mudan-k-kuthal   -cease activity . 

   

 GÁ-nam-ma-da: (cf., ge26-nam-ma-da). 

 GÁ-nu: (cf., ge26-nu). 

 

 gá-nun: storage area (gar, 'storeroom' + 'noble').  

gá-nun   has the consnants-  ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  kidanku [ 
missing letter- the -]- –store room . 

gá-nun   has the consnants-  ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  kittanki 
missing letter- the -]- store room . 

gá-nun   has the consnants-  ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is manjikai [ 
missing letter –sa-]-  store room.  

gá-nun   has the consnants-  ka -an –and the   interpretation of the  word is maka 
saayan [ missing letter –sa-]-  noble  person. .  

gá-nun   has the consnants-  ka -an –and the   interpretation of the  word is 
sowmiyan [ missing letter –sa-]-  noble  person. 

gá-nun   has the consnants-  ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  nan makan / 
maenmai mikkavan   – noble.  

 

gál...taka4: to open ('to be somewhere' + 'to open'). 

gál...taka4  has the  consonants -   ka -la –the- ka-  and the original Tamil  meaning  
of  the word is  veettu   mun  vaathilai /  vaayil kathavai  thiranthida  vaendum [ 
missing  letter-  Ra-]- to open the front door of the house; veedu- house;  mun- 
front; kathavu- gate;  thiranthidu –open . 
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gál...taka4  has the  consonants -   ka -la –the- ka-  and the original Tamil  meaning  
of  the word is  enkoa  / kan -kaanatha  / tholaivil ulla  idam -  in an unkown 
distant place; enkoa- some where;  kan kaanatha- un known ; tholaivu –distant; 
idam- place.  

gál...taka4  has the  consonants -   ka -la –the- ka-  and the original Tamil word is   
vaai  viduthal – open . 

gál...taka4  has the  consonants -   ka -la –the- ka-  and the original Tamil word is   
vaai  nekizhthal – open . 

gál...taka4  has the  consonants -   ka -la –the- ka-  and the original Tamil word is   
kattu  avizhthal – open.   

gál...taka4  has the  consonants -   ka -la –the- ka-  and the original Tamil word is   
kattu  viduthal – open . 

 

 galga-sùh: nitwit ('consideration' + 'to be confused').  

galga-sùh   has the consonants  - ka - la - ka –[- sa -] – ka- and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  kaelvi kuraivu  /arivu  kuraivu ullavan [ missing letter- Ra-
]- one without intelligence;   arivu- intelligence; kuriavu- less; illai- nil . 

galga-sùh   has the consonants  - ka - la - ka –[- sa -] – ka- and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  kazhivu irakkam kolluka[ missing letter- Ra-]- to be kind/ 
to show mercy  .  

galga-sùh   has the consonants  - ka - la - ka –[- sa -] – ka- and the  orignalTamil  
meaning  of the word is manam  / akam  kuzha- p-paam  kolla [ missing  letter- pa-
]-  mind  getting  confused ; manam- ming; kuzhappam- confusion . 

 

ge26[GÁ]-nam-ma-da: come with me! (ge26-na, imperative form of gen, 'to go, 
come' + conjugational prefixes î-ba with locative force + 'with'). 
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ge26[GÁ]-nam-ma-da   has the consonants -   ka- an -ma -the –and the  original  
meaning  of the Tamil  word is  em-moadu / en-noadu   vanthida  vaendum- come 
with me ; ennoadu –with me; vanithida vaendum - to come . 

ge26[GÁ]-nam-ma-da   has the consonants -   ka- an -ma -the –and the  original  
meaning  of the Tamil  word is   yaekida vaendum- to go . 

ge26[GÁ]-nam-ma-da   has the consonants -   ka- an -ma -the –and the  original  
meaning  of the Tamil  word is   poaka vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] – to go . 

 

 ge26-nu: come!. 

ge26-nu   has the consonants -  ka - an -and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  vaanka- come . 

 

 géme-maš: female tender of goats ('work-woman' + 'goats'). 

géme-maš   has the consonants – ka- ma- sa -and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  sem mari  aattu kedaa [ missing letters-  Ra- and -the -] – sheep /ram ; 
semmarai –ram  ; aattu kedaa –goat . 

 

 géš×u, geš'u: six hundred ('sixty' + 'ten'; cf., ge-eš-tu).  

gesu   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  ennikkai   
/enn kanakku -  aru  nooru [ missing letter- Ra-] - counting  no  -  600;  enn- no; 
kanakku-  calculation; aaru  nooru- 600 ;aaru- 6; nooru- 100 . 

 

geštin-hád: raisins ('grape vine' + 'dried').  

geštin-hád    has the consonants – ka-  sa -the –an- ka -the  -and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  kaaintha/ karuththa    kodi  munthiri   kani   saaru / raam 
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[Skt] [ missing letter- Ra-] – dried  grape vine juice ; kaaintha- dried ;  kodi 
munthiri- grape;  saaru- juice; karuththa- black .  

geštin-hád    has the consonants – ka-  [- sa-]  -the –an- ka -the  -and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  kaaintha [ kisu musu]  kodi munthrikai [ missing 
letter- Ra-] –  dried  grape.  

 

geštug(2,3)...gub: to set the mind to (with -ši-) ('understanding' + 'to set').  

gestuggub   has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  –the- ka- pa –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  nanku   poatham  kondida vaendum  -  to understand well. 

gestuggub   has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  –the- ka- [-pa-] –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  manathai / manasai   nanku  katti   amaiththu  kondida vaendum - 
to set the mind to  .  

 

geštug(2,3)...gar: to listen, pay attention (to: with -ši-) ('ears, understanding' + 'to 
make available[to]'). 

geštug(2,3)...gar    has the  consonants  -ka-sa – the- ka –ka-  Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  oruvar  kooruvathai / kanavar  kooruvathai  matra  
oruvar  / manaivi  / koornthu   kaathu  koduththu/ kavanamaaka /   kaetakka   
vaendum  / sevi  madukka  vaendum -  to listen  when  one says ; oruvar- one 
person ;  kooru- say ;   kanavar- husband;  matra  oruvar- other person ; kaathu  
kodu- to lend  ear ;  koornththu   kavanamaaka   kaetkka  vaendum – to listen 
carefully;  kavanamaaka- carefully  ;  kaathu- ear;  sevi- ear ; kodukka- give  . 

geštug(2,3)...gar    has the  consonants  -ka-  sa – the- ka –ka-  Ra –and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  kavanamaaka   kaettu/ sevi  maduththu    
nandraaka  unarnthu  kondida  vaendum- to understand/ know  well after careful 
listening;  kavanamaaka - carefully ; kaettiduka- to lend ear ;  sevi-  ear ;   
nandraaka- well;  unarnthiduka /arinthiduka – to understand . 
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 geštug(2,3)...sum: to listen to (with dative) ('ears' + 'to give'). 

geštug(2,3)...sum    has the consonants -  ka – sa - the- ka – [-sa-] -ma – and the   
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is   Kaathu / sevi  koduththu  kaettka  
vaendum – to lend ears ; kaathu –ear; sevi- ear; kaettka- to listen/ to ask 
kodukka- to give.  

geštug(2,3)...sum    has the consonants -  ka –  sa- - the- ka – [- sa-]  -ma – and the   
original Tamil  word is  sevi  madukka vaendum – listen .  

geštug(2,3)...sum    has the consonants -  ka – [- sa-]  - the- ka – [- sa-]  -ma – and 
the   original Tamil  word is  kaathu  koduththu  kavanmaaka   kaettka vaendum – 
listen carefully.  

geštug(2,3)...sum    has the consonants -  ka – [- sa-]  - the- ka – [- sa-]  -ma – and 
the   original Tamil  word is  kodukka vaendum  -to give.  

 

 geštug(2,3)...šú: to stop one's ears ('ears' + 'to cover'). 

geštug(2,3)...šú   has the consonants – ka-  sa – the- ka -sa - and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  sevi – yaei  / kaathai   moodi  kondida vaendum – to 
cover the ear ;  sevi –ear; kaathu- ear ; adaikka/ moodida - to shut . 

geštug(2,3)...šú   has the consonants – ka-  sa – the- ka –[- sa-]  - and the  original 
Tamil   word is kaathai   /sevi yaei    adaikka -   to cover one’s ear  

geštug(2,3)...šú   has the consonants – ka-  [- sa-]  – the- ka –[- sa-]  - and the  
original Tamil   word is kaathai  poththuka [ misisn letter –pa-]-to close one’s ear.  

 

 geštu(2,3)-tuku: possessing intelligence ('ears, understanding' + 'to have').  

geštu(2,3)-tuku   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  –the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the of the word is  mikka  nan- mathi  kondida vaendum -  to have   
good  intelligence; nan mathi- intelligence ; kondida- to have . 
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geštu(2,3)-tuku   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  –the- ka  -and the  poatham / 
puththi   kondiduka [ missing  leter- pa-] – to have inteeligence.  

geštu(2,3)-tuku   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  –the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is kai   kondiduka- to  have . 

geštu(2,3)-tuku   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  –the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is yaeththu kondiduka- to have . 

geštu(2,3)-tuku   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  –the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is sevi  madukka-/ kaathu  kodukka -  to listen . 

geštu(2,3)-tuku   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  –the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is thakavu  -wisdom. 

geštu(2,3)-tuku   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  –the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is viththakam -  wisdom.  

geštu(2,3)-tuku   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  –the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is nanku arinthiduka /  nanku  unarnthiduka [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  
understand . 

geštu(2,3)-tuku   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  –the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is kuri kondiduka [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  understand . 

geštu(2,3)-tuku   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  –the- ka  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is kirakiththiduka/ arththam arinthiduka- understand.  

 

geštug(2,3)...u18-lu: to forget ('ears, understanding' + 'great storm').  

geštug(2,3)...u18-lu    has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]   -the- ka- la – and the   
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is   ninaivil  vaiththu kolla koodaathu   -should  
not  remember ; niaivu- remembrance/ memory  ;  koodaathu- do not . 

geštug(2,3)...u18-lu    has the consonants  - ka- -sa- -the- ka- la – and the   original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is    intha kaathil / sevi- yil  vaanki  antha  kaathu  
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vazhiyaaka  vittu -vida vaendum  - to listen by this ear  and  let off the listened one 
by  the other ear . 

geštug(2,3)...u18-lu    has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]   -the- ka- la – and the   
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is   kaathil  sevi- yil  vaanki kolla  koodaathu -  
should not lend ears; kaathu- ear; sevi –ear .  

geštug(2,3)...u18-lu    has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]   -the- ka- la – and the   
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  kaathil  vaankiyathai   maranthu  tholaikka  
vaendum- [ missing letter- Ra-]-  to forget what has been listened ‘  ;  
maranthiduka- forget . 

geštug(2,3)...u18-lu    has the consonants  - ka- sa-  -the- ka- la – and the   original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   idi - yoadu / minnal minna /  mazhai -yoadu  
sooravali  kaatru   adikindrathu [ missing letter- Ra-]-   great strom /shower  with  
thunder and lightening ;   mazhai- rain;   sooraavali  kaatru-  strom ; idi- thunder; 
minnal-  lightening . 

 

gi6...di: to pass the night ('night' + 'to go'; cf., ù-di). 

gi6...di   has the consonants  -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  yaekida vaendum- to go  ; yaeku –go . 

gi6...di   has the consonants  -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil meaning  of the  
word is thunki- night . 

gi6...di   has the consonants  -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil meaning  of the  
word is thankida vaendum- to stay . 

gi6...di   has the consonants  -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil meaning  of the  
word is thoonkida vaendum- to sleep . 

gi6...di   has the consonants  -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil meaning  of the  
word is  kidakka  vaendum – to sleep. 
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gi6...di   has the consonants  -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil meaning  of the  
word is  kattai yaei neetta  vaendum  -to lie down . 

 gi6...di   has the consonants  -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil meaning  of the  
word is  oaivu  edukka vaendum  -to take rest.  

 

 gi6-par3/4: residence of the en priest or priestess ('night' + 'to stretch out').  

gi6-par  has the consonants-  ka –-pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  Thiru Marai  /  Vaeda  manthiram [Skt]  oathuvaarin/ karppipavar – in   
veedu  /akam [ missing  letter- the -] - the house of the one who  recite the sacred  
scriptures ; Thiru Marai- Torah ;  oathuvaar-  one who recites ; veedu- house/ hut ; 
akam- house ; karpippavar -  teacher . 

gi6-par  has the consonants-  ka –-pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  kovir karu- varaiyir  eraivanukku poo sori-yim   poossari-yin  akam [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- the house of the tempe priest  ; kovir- temple;  karu -varai- 
sanctum  sanctorum ; eraivan-  lord / god ; poo- flower;  poosaari- priest ; akam- 
veedu.  

gi6-par   has the consonants-  ka –-pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   kovir  pattarin / Thiru maeni[Skt]  – yin / Namp-poothiriyin [Skt]  / 
Paathiri- yin [ Skt]  veedu [ missing  letter- the -] – the house of the  temple priest ; 
pattar- priest ; veedu- house  ;  kovir- temple ; Nampoothiri- priest ; Paathiri- 
priest .  

gi6-par   has the consonants-  ka –-pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  Murugan /Sivan  kovir poosaaryin / parai –yarin  akam [ missing letter- sa-
] – the house of the temple priest ; kovir; temple; poo sorinthidum  poosaari- 
priest . 

gi6-par   has the consonants-  ka –-pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   Parayanin  akam /   Brhaman-in  akkirakaaram/ veedu [-  the residential 
place of the  Paraya / Brhamin  ;  Parayan – Brhamin ; akam-  house; 
akkirakaaram-  residential place of the Brhamins . 
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gi6-par   has the consonants-  ka –-pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  kovir   poraiyaatti -yin   veedu [ missing  letter- the -] –  the house of the  
temple  priestess ;  kovir- temple; poraiyaatti-  priestess ; veedu- house.  

gi6-par   has the consonants-  ka –[-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is eravu  naeram – night time; eravu- night; naeram –time.  

gi6-par   has the consonants-  ka –-pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   perithaakka  vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -] - to enlarge . 

gi6-par   has the consonants-  ka –-pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   virivu  paduththa / virivaakka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] - to 
broaden . 

gi6-par   has the consonants-  ka –-[-pa-] -- Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   neettiththar vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] - to extend . 

 

gi6...sá: stay to midnight ('night' + 'to make equal').  

gisa  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  thanka 
vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -] - to stay  

gisa  has the consonants - ka –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  word is   thunki  [ 
missing  letter- the -] -night. 

gisa  has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]-   - and the other interpretation  of the word 
anthikai [ missing  letter- the -] – night  ;  santhikai .  

 gisa  has the consonants - ka – sa-   - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
vakunjam – night . 

gisa  has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]-   - and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   viva-  night.  

gisa  has the consonants - ka –sa   - and the  original Tamil  word is   nadu  
saamam   thankki  thoonkka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] - to stay  at 
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midnight for sleep  ; nadu- middle  ; saamam- night; thankku –stay ;thoonkku –
sleep .  

gisa  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]    - and the  original Tamil  word is oppumai 
aakku  [  missing letter- pa-] – to make equal  .   

gisa  has the consonants - ka – sa-   - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
samamaakku - – to make equal  . 

 

gi6-sa9: stay to midnight ('night' + 'half'). 

gisa  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]    - and the  original Tamil  word is paakam  [  
missing letter- pa-] -  half.  
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gi6-ù-na: in the middle of the night ('night' + ù-na, 'triumph'). 

giuna   has the consonants –ka- na - and the   original Tamil  word is  idai thunki [ 
missing  letter- the -] – mid night.  

 giuna   has the consonants –ka- na - and the   original Tamil  word is  kai 
koodanum  [ missing  letter- the -] –  -to attain success.  

giuna   has the consonants –ka- na - and the   original Tamil  word is  thunkkam [ 
missing  letter- the -] – victory . 

 giuna   has the consonants –ka- na - and the   original Tamil  word is ven – win  . 

giuna   has the consonants –ka- na - and the  other interpretation  of the word is    
win [E} . 

victory [E]  has the consonants - va - ka – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaakai  sooduthar/  adaithar  /kaanuthar [ missing  letter- sa -] - to win .  

victory [E]  has the consonants - va - ka – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vetri  adaika  - to win.  

victory [E]  has the consonants - va - ka – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kottravan -   a victorious person  /king  /a monarch .  

victory [E]  has the consonants - va - ka – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kottravai  -goddess of victory  / war . 

 

 gidru-šè...nú: to lay (heaped-up grain) under the (measuring) stick ('stick' + 
terminative + 'to lie down').  
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gidrusenu  has the consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thariyir   kidkakka vaendum   – to lie down on the floor . 

gidrusenu  has the consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
tharaiyir  thoonka vaendum –to sleep   down on the floor.  

gidrusenu  has the consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
tharaiyir  kidanthu  urankka vaendum - to sleep   down on the floor.  

gidrusenu  has the consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurunthadi -  small stick . 

gidrusenu  has the consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuvinthu  kidakkindra thaaniyam   /thaaniya kuviyar  – heaped grain. 

gidrusenu  has the consonants-  ka –the- Ra-  an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanakku  idukindra thadi   - measuring stick .  

 

gidru(-mu)-u4-sù-rá: a scepter of long (years and) days ('scepter' ( + years) + 
'days' + 'lasting, far away' + genitive). 

gidruusura   has the consonants- ka- the- Ra - sa -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  nedu  naar  / varuda kanakkir  /aandu  kanakkir   naattai   aatchchi  
seithitta     maatchchi  thaankkiya   maa mannarin  / vanankka  mudiyin  senkkoar 
– the scepter of the emperor  who ruled the state for a long   days  /years  . 

gidruusura   has the consonants- ka- the- Ra –[- sa-] -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikuntha  ettaaththir / thooraththir -erukkindra  idam  -  far away place . 

gidruusura   has the consonants- ka- the- Ra – [-sa-] -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaanukku  etta  idaththir  erukkindra  – a  far away  place. 

gidruusura   has the consonants- ka- the- Ra – [-sa-] -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   mudivu  yaethum  indri -   endru -endrum erukkidra – eternal / lasting . 
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 gin-na: ordinary ('ordinary' + nominative). 

gin-na   has the consonants – ka- an-  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
common [E] . 

gin-na   has the consonants – ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nunukkam 
inmai – nothing special .  

gin-na   has the consonants – ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhakkamaana  [ missing letter- zha-] - common / ordinary / usual . 

 usual [E] -  has the consonants  [-sa-] - va- la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhakkamaana – usual.  

gin-na   has the consonants – ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nirakkai  [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  average . 

 average [E]  has the consonants - va -Ra –[- sa-] -  and the   original Tamil  word is  
nirakkai- average . 

average [E]  has the consonants - va -Ra – sa-  and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   sarasariyaaka- average.  

 

 gír...DÙ: to cut off (?) ('knife' + 'to erect').  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koormaiyaana  kaththi / vettu  aruvaa  / kattaaeri   kondu / kodaari kondu  vettidu 
/ keeridu  /aruththidu -  to  cut/ incise / operate  with a sharp  knife/ sickle/ 
dagger/ axe ; koormai –sharp; kaththi- knife; vettu aruvaa- sickle ; kattaaeri –
dagger ; kodaari –axe.  

 gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vettuthar  -cut off. 

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aruththiduka- cut off. 
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gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
narukkiduka – cut off . 

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
muriththiduka - break . 

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
sariththiduka [  missing letter- sa-]- - cut off as the head . 

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
keeridu – cut.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaduthhu niruththuka- stop.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mariththiduka - stop.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mudiththu vaiththiduthar -  finish .  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   nirai 
vaetruka- finish .  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
naeraakkiduka-  finish . 

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
semmai kattuthar [ missing letter- sa-] – finish.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   kai 
viduthar –discontinue. 

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
niruththi viduthar / niruthuka – discontinue  /cease .  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thodaruka  -continue [antonym] . 
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gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thavirththiduka- discontinue.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  poorththi seithiduka [ missing letters -pa -and-  sa-] – finish.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
muttruka- finish. 

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
Kurukkeedu –  interruption.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  idai 
aravu – interruption  ;  thontharavu .   

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thavirchchi [  missing letter- sa-]-  -interruption.   

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaarkanikka- interrupt.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaayir 
poaduthar / vaarththai poaduthar [ missing letter- pa-]-  interrupt.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thodarpai  arukka [ missing letter- pa-]  -disconnect . 

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
erattai kaththi – double bladed knife.  

 gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
Saanaara- k-kaththi [  missing letter- sa-]- -  toddy  drawer’s knife.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   idai 
surikai [  missing letter- sa-]- –  dagger.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the interpretation  of the word is  
dagger [E] . 
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gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the interpretation  of the word is  
kara paththiram [  missing letter- pa-]- sword.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the interpretation  of the word is  
put karam [  missing letter- pa-]- sword.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   poar 
kaththi [  missing letter- pa-]- -  sword.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the interpretation  of the word is  
theerkkaayutham -lance.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kathir aruvaa- sickle.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
arandi  -harrow.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the interpretation  of the word is  
koatharanam – hoe/ spade .  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   pur 
seuthukki [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-] -  hoe.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koadaari -  axe .  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
niruviduka - erect.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
naattuthar  vaendum –to erect.  

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
uruvaakkida  vaendum – to erect . 

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
uyarththuka – erect . 
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gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nimirththuka- erect . 

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
naeraanathaakku  -erect . 

gír...DÙ   has the consonants  - ka –Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
viraiththida /viraiththu  nirkka -  erect.  

  

gír...gar: to clear the way ('road' + 'to place, establish'). 

girgar   hs the consonants –ka- Ra – ka- Ra-    and the  original Tamil  word is  
niruvuthar   vaendum   [missing  letter- the  -]  -to establish  .  

girgar   hs the consonants –ka- Ra – ka- Ra-    and the  original Tamil  word is  
pokku  varaththai  /   poai  varukira  paathai yaei /   thiranthu  vida vaendum  [ 
missing  letters –Ra- and- the - ]   -to open the traffic/ path way . 

 

 lúgír-lá: butcher ('knife' + 'to weigh'). 

lúgír-lá  has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra -la – and the  original Tamil  word is and 
the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  vilanku-ka- kalai /  kari  unavukkaaka /  
kollukiravar – one who kills animals for meat  ;  vilanku-  animals; kollukiravar- 
killer;  kollu- kill ; kari unavu- meat . 

lúgír-lá  has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra -la – and the  original Tamil  word is and 
the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  kari unavukkaaka   vilanku- kalai   
kolluukira vaal /aram – the knief to kill animlas for meat ;  aram- knife;  vaal- 
knife/ sword ; kollu- kill’ vilanku- animal . 

 

anšegír-nun: a type of donkey ('expedition' + 'great, fine'). 
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ansegir nun   has the consonarts - an –sa- ka- Ra  -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is mika  siranthatha  ondru [ missing letter- the -]  –  fine one  /superior one.   

ansegir nun   has the consonarts - an –[-sa-]- ka- Ra  -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is mika uyarntha   ondru  [ missing letter- the -]  -great one . 

ansegir nun   has the consonarts - an –-sa-- ka- Ra  -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   anaivarum  saernthu  koottaaka uoor  en-k-kum  sutri vara  vaendum [ 
missing letter- the -]  – to have a trip  around the city  as a group.  

ansegir nun   has the consonarts - an –[--sa-]-- ka- Ra  -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   neenda   thondaikkaaran  [ missing letter- the -]- donkey  / one with big 
throat . 

 

gír-pa: butcher knife ('knife' + 'branch'). 

gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- -pa-- and the original Tamil  word is  kari  
narukkum   patta   kaththi [ missing letter- the -]  –butcher’s knife.  

gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  aattu 
kari / maattu   kari / ottaka  kari / panni  kari /   kadai  kaararin kaththi –[ missing  
letter- the -]-  butcher’s  knife;  aadu –goat; maadu- bull;  ottakam- camel; panni- 
pig;  kari -  meat; kadai-  shop ; kari kadai  kaarar- the meat  shop  owner  ; 
kaththi- knife. 

gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  keeri -  
knife.  

gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa-- and the original Tamil  word is  pannai 
aruvaa-  sickle.  

gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-pa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  kara 
veeram –sword. 

gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- -pa--- and the interpretation  of the word is    
kirupaanam  -sword. 
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gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-pa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  
kurukkai -  dagger. 

  gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- pa- and the original Tamil  word is  mara  
kompu- branch  of a tree ; maram- tree; kompu- branch . 

gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-pa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  
surikai [ missing letter- sa-] – knife . 

gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-pa-] -- and the interpretation  of the word is  
kirisu [ missing letter- sa-] – – Malay  dagger.  

gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-pa-] -- and the original Tamil  word is  kai -
surikai [ missing letter- sa-]  - dagger . 

gír-pa   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-pa-] -- and the interpretation  of the word is  
vasikaranam [ missing letter- sa-] – sword.  

  

 gír-tab: scorpion ('knife' + 'sting').  

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
karum thael  kadikka [ missing  letter- la-]-  bite by  black  scorpion ; karumai- 
black ; thael-scorpion ; kadi- bite . 

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- -pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is   
karu naaka  paampu  koththa -  sting of a cobra ; karu naakam- cobra; paampu- 
snake; koththa- sting/ bite  . 

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- -pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is  
ettu kaar  pootchchi   [ missing  letter- sa-]-  spider; ettu – 8; kaar- leg; poochchi- 
insect . 

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- -pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is  
karappaan pootchchi-[ missing  letter- sa-]-  cockroach . 
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 gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vettu  aruvaa -   sickle. 

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
koormaiyaana  kurum  kaththi / eetti  -   sharp knife/ lance  ; koormai- sharp;  
kurum- small ; kaththi- knife; eetti –lance .  

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
maram vettum  kodari –axe; maram- wood; vettu –cut; kodaari- axe.  

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [-pa-]  – and the  interpretation of the  
word is kattaari- dagger . 

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [-pa-]  – and the  other interpretation 
of the word is dagger[E] .   

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
idai soorikai  [ missing letter- sa-] -  dagger.  

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- pa- – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is karapaththiram -  sword.  

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [-pa-]  – and the  other interpretation 
of the word is thaarankam – sword.  

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [-pa-]  – and the  other interpretation 
of the word is theerkkaayutham – lance.  

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- pa- – and the  original Tamil  word is 
poar kaththi – sword.  

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- pa- – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is put karam  -sword.  

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
erattai  kaththi  -double bladed knife.  
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gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [- pa-] - – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  eettiyaar  kuththu  -spear.  

gír-tab   has the consonants  - ka- Ra-  the- [- pa-] - – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kuththi  uooduruvu  -spear.  

 

ku6gír-ús: an inexpensive fish ('knife' + 'length'). 

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- sa-and the  original Tamil word is  
vanjiram meen-Seer /King fish /King Mackerel/ Spanish Mackerel / an expensive 
fish ; meen- fish . 

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil word is  kari 
meen/ Tilapia -  an inexpensive fish. 

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -sa-and the  original Tamil word is Vanka 
Varasi meen – Bombay duck.  

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -sa-and the  original Tamil word is 
Sankaraa meen -Red snapper . 

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -sa-and the  original Tamil word is Sinki 
Eraal meen [ missing letter- la-]-  Lobster  

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil word is 
Viraal  meen [ missing letter- la-]-  – Butter fish . 

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- -sa-and the  original Tamil word is 
Suravam   -Shark . 

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil word is  
aruvaa-  sickle . 

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka-  Ra -sa-and the  original Tamil word is  surikai 
– knife.  
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ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka-  Ra -sa-and the  original Tamil word is  kai 
surikai  -dagger . 

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka-  Ra –[- sa-] -and the  original Tamil word is 
kurukkai –dagger.    

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka-  Ra – sa--and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   kirisu – malay  dagger.  

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka-  Ra -sa-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is vasikaranam – sword.  

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka-  Ra -sa-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is navir-  sword. 

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka-  Ra -sa-and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kara veeram  -sword.  

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka-  Ra –[- sa-] -and the  original Tamil word is  
aruvaa manai  -kitchen knife.  

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka-  Ra –[- sa-] -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  vaar-  length .  

ku6gír-ús  has the consonants -  ka-  Ra –[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  aaroakam – length . 

 

 gír-zal: scalpel ('knife' + 'to shine').  

gír-zal  has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa -]–la- and the original Tamil  word is 
aruvai - iyal aram -  surgical knife ; aruvai- surgery ; iyal-  branch  of science; aram- 
knife . 

gír-zal  has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa -]–la- and the original Tamil  word is 
aruvaal- sickle . 
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gír-zal  has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa -]–la- and the original Tamil  word is 
karukku  arivaal  -sickle.  

gír-zal  has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa -]–la- and the original Tamil  word is eer 
vaal  -sickle.  

gír-zal  has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa -]–la- and the original Tamil  word is 
pannai arivaal  [ missing letter- pa-] - sickle . 

gír-zal  has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa -]–la- and the original Tamil  word is kulir 
– sickle.  

gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa-]  –la- and the original Tamil  word is koor   
vaal  - sharp sword ; vaal- sword; koormai –sharp  . 

gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa-]  –la- and the original Tamil  word is 
koormaiyaana  vael  - sharp lance;  vael- lance . 

gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra – sa-–la- and the original Tamil  word is  vaanil  
oli  veesukira  muzhu  nila / manjal nila/ vellai  nila -  the shining  white/ yellow  
full moon of the sky ; vaan- sky;  oli veesu- to shine with bright light  ;  muzhu- full;  
nila-  moon;  manjal- yellow; vellai- white.  

gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa-] -–la- and the original Tamil  word is 
oliruka   -shine.  

gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa-] -–la- and the original Tamil  word is 
miliruka – shine.  

gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa-] -–la- and the original Tamil  word is pala 
palakkira [ missing  letter- pa-]- shining . 

gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra –sa--–la- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is pirakaasam[Skt]  ulla [ missing  letter- pa-]- shining / bright  . 

gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa-] -–la- and the original Tamil  word is 
pirankkal [ missing  letter- pa-]- shining / bright  . 
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gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa-] -–la- and the original Tamil  word is oli  
peruka [ missing  letter- pa-]- - sparkle.  

gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra – sa--–la- and the original Tamil  word is  oli  
veesukira  -shining.  

gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra – sa-–la- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is joli  jolikkira  -shining.  

gír-zal has the consonants  -ka- Ra – [-sa-] --–la- and the original Tamil  word is    
karai illa- spot less.  

 

gìri...díb: to take a path, be on one's way ('path' + 'to traverse, pass along'). 

gìri...díb   has the consonants -   ka- Ra-  the -pa   -and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is uoorukku   payanam  poakindra   paathai-yaei  kandu  ariya  
vaendum- to find  out the path to reach  the village ;  uoor- village; payanam- 
travel; poaka- to go ; paathai- path ; kandu ariya-  to find . 

 

 gìri-kúr...díb: to take an unfamiliar path ('path' + 'strange' + 'to traverse'). 

gìri-kúr...díb  has the  consonants -  ka- Ra - ka -Ra  pa- –and the  original Tamil  
word is  ethu varai  yevarum  ariyaatha  puthiya  thoru  paathai- yir  uoorukku  
payanam   poaka vaendum- to take a new path  to reach the village ;  ethu  varai –
so far ;  ariyaatha -  un known;  puthiya-  new ;  paathai- path ;  uoor- village; 
payanam- travel.  

 

 gìri KU-bi-šè...gál: to be subjected ('foot' + 'at their place' + 'to be located').  

girikubisegal  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  ka –[-pa-] –[-sa-]- ka- la –and the  
original Tamil  word is   avarkaludaiya  vaalvidaththil [ missing letter- the -]-at their 
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living  place  ; vaazhu –live;  idam- place  ;  vaazhum idam- living place ; avar- kal –
they   . 

girikubisegal  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  ka –-pa-–[-sa-]- ka- la –and the  
original Tamil  word is eru kaar   puran-k-kalilum   -at  the side of two legs; eru -2; 
kaar- leg ; puram- side . 

girikubisegal  has the consonants – ka- Ra -  ka –[-pa-] –[-sa-]- ka- la –and the  
original Tamil  word is   kaar  kai-kalil  – on the legs and hands ; kaar- legs; kai- 
arm/ hand  . 

 

gìri...gar: to step forward; to trample (with -ni-) ('foot' + 'to place, set down'). 

gìri...gar has the consonants -  ka- Ra-  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  adi 
eduththu  nadanthu   munnaeri  vara  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]- to step  
forward; adi- step ;  adi –foot ;  edukka- take ; nadakka- walk ;  munnaeru- to go 
forward/ progress . 

gìri...gar has the consonants -  ka- Ra-  ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaar  adi  idari  thadumaaruka [ missing letter- the -]- to tramble ; kaar- leg; adi –
foot ; idara- slip off ; thadumaaruka- to tramble . 

 

 gìri-šè...gar: to place something under the authority of someone ('foot' + 
terminative + 'to place, set down'). 

girisegar  has the consonants  -ka- Ra  -[-sa-] - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  athikaaram   konda   oruvar-idam  / urimai   konda oruvar- idam / kedi  udaiya  
oruvar- idam ;  koduththu  viduthar [ missing letter- the -]-   give to the person 
who has the authority  ; athikaaram- power;  urimai- rights ;  kedi –power  ; 
konda- has ; oruvar- one person ; kodukka- give . 

girisegar  has the consonants  -ka- Ra  -[-sa-] - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaar -adiyir   vaikka –to  keep under  one’s foot ; kaar- leg  ; adi- under/ foot ; 
vaikka- keep/ place   . 
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 gìri-gub(-ba): step; footstool, pedestal ('foot' + 'to stand'). 

gìri...gub  has the consonants  -ka -Ra –ka- [- pa -] and the  original Tamil  word is  
nirkka- to stand . 

gìri-gub(-ba)   has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil   
word is   naeraaka nirkka –  to stand  straight ; nirkka- to  stand ; naeraaka- 
straight . 

gìri-gub(-ba)   has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil   
word is   kaar manai-k-kattu [ missing letter –the -]-  foot stool; kaar- leg  .  

gìri-gub(-ba)   has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil   
word is   veettu  vaayir  padi-k-kattu [ missing letter –the -]- door step ; veedu –
house ; vaayir –entrance  ;  padi kattu –step .  

gìri-gub(-ba)   has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka –[- pa-] - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  vikkiramam - stepping.  

gìri-gub(-ba)   has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil   
word is   othunkuthar [ missing letter –the -]- –step aside.  

gìri-gub(-ba)   has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil   
word is   kaar  eduththu  vaiththar   / kaar eduththu  nadanthiduthar [ missing 
letter –the -]-  -to take a step; kaar/ kaal - leg; edukka- take  ; nadanthidu –walk .   

gìri-gub(-ba)   has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil   
word is   kaar idaruka [ missing letter –the -]-  -slip/ tripping ; idara- trip .  

gìri-gub(-ba)   has the consonants - ka –Ra-  ka –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil   
word is   yaeri mithikka [ missing letter –the -]-  - to step on; mithikka- to stamp  
down; yaeru –climb .  

 

gìri...gub: to step on ('foot' + 'to stand').  
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girigub  has the consonants- ka- Ra-  ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaar kondu  mithikka [ missing letter –the -]-  – to step on; kaar- leg ; mithikka- to 
stamp down .  

girigub  has the consonants- ka- Ra-  ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nirkka- to stand.  

 

gìr-lam: fruit-cake ('way, path' + 'abundance').  

gìr-lam  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la -ma –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaeraalamaaka- abundance.  

gìr-lam  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la -ma –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
perukkam ulla-[ missing letter –pa-]   -  abundance.  

gìr-lam  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la -ma –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
perum  vellamai [ missing letter –pa-] - abundance. 

gìr-lam  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la -ma –  and the  original Tamil  word is pala 
vakai   kanikaalaal  aakkiya  paniyaarm  [ missing letter –pa-]   -fruit cake  ; pala- 
many / poly ;  vakai –kind ;  kani –fruit ; kanikal- fruits ; aaku –cook / make   ; 
paniyaaram-   a cake . 

gìr-lam  has the consonants – ka- Ra- la -ma –  and the  interpretation  of the word 
is maarkka  vazhi – way.  

 

gìr-pad-rá[DU]: bone(s) ('foot' + 'to break off a piece' + nominative).  

gìr-pad-rá[DU]   has the consonants  - ka- Ra  -pa- the - Ra -the –and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  eranthu poana  manitharudaiya  anpu koodu- the 
skeleton   of the dead person ;  eranthavar- dead person ; manithar- man; enpu- 
bone;  manitha enpu koodu- human  skeleton . 
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gìr-pad-rá[DU]   has the consonants  - ka- Ra  -pa- the - Ra -the –and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   sukku  nooraaka  siru siru thundaaka udaiththida 
vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]-  - to break  in to  many  small pieces  ;  nooru- 100; 
siru-  small; thundu- bit ; udaikka- break . 

gìr-pad-rá[DU]   has the consonants  - ka- Ra  -pa- the - Ra -the –and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  oruvarudaiya   kaar  paatham /kaar adi – the foot 
of a person; oruvar- a person ; kaar- leg; patham –foot; adi – foot . 

 

gìri...ra: to stumble ('foot' + 'to strike, stir'). 

gìri...ra   has the  consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil word is  kaar-  feet.  

gìri...ra   has the  consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
ankiri  -foot.  

gìri...ra   has the  consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil word is  kaar idara- / 
kaar thadumaara [ missing letter- the-] - to stumble ; kaar- leg; thadumaara- to 
stumble . 

gìri...ra   has the  consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil word is  kaar 
thadukka [ missing letter- the-] - to stumble .  

gìri...ra   has the  consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil word is  kinduthar [ 
missing letter- the-] -  to stir /to whip .   

gìri...ra   has the  consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil word is  
thaakkuthar [missing letter- the-]-strike . 

gìri...ra   has the  consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil word is  arravuka- 
strike.  

gìri...ra   has the  consonants-  ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil word is  erukku  -
strike.  
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 gìri-saga11[KIN]...dug4/du11/e: to trample; to stamp out ('foot' + 'to harvest'(?) 
+ 'to effect').  

gìri-saga[KIN]...dug4/du/e    has the consonants - ka- Ra –[-sa-] - ka –an-  the- ka -
the –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word is   thakkaththai   uruvaakka  
vaendum -  to make an effect ; thakkam- effect ; uruvaakku-  to make . 

gìri-saga[KIN]...dug4/du/e    has the consonants - ka- Ra –[-sa-] - ka –an-  the- ka -
the –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  tharaiyir -ittu   kaar kondu  
nandraaka  mithikka  vaendum – to stamp over; tharai- floor;  itu- put ;  kaar- leg;  
mithikka- to crush/stamp . 

gìri-saga[KIN]...dug4/du/e    has the consonants - ka- Ra –-sa-- ka –an-  the- ka -the 
–and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word is   muttriya ner kathirai / 
koathumai /  aruvadai  seithida vaendum -to harvest  the matured  paddy  / wheat 
crops ; muttriyathu – matured ; ner kathir- paddy ; koathumai- wheat ; aruvadai –
seithiduka -to harvest . 

  

gìr-sè-ga: menial(s), domestic(s) ('foot' + 'to apply, do').  

girsega  has the consonants- ka -Ra  -[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kinakar  - menials . 

girsega  has the consonants- ka -Ra  -[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
veettir-k-kuriya [ missing letter –the -] - domestic /pertaining to house ;veedu- 
house .  

girsega  has the consonants- ka -Ra  -[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaai naattir-k-kuriya [ missing letter –the -]  - pertaining to mother land 
/domestic  ; thaai- mother; naadu –land . 

girsega  has the consonants- ka -Ra  -[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruvaakku – make / create .   

girsega  has the consonants- ka -Ra  -[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vinai purika [ missing  letter- pa-] –act ; kaariyam seika; vinai –action ; purika- do . 
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girsega  has the consonants- ka -Ra  -[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
erandu  kaar [ missing letter –the -] - two legs  ; erandu –two; kaar- legs . 

girsega  has the consonants- ka -Ra  -[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
keer pakkam  [ missing  letter- pa-] - bottom side; keezh- under/ down; pakkam- 
side .  

girsega  has the consonants- ka -Ra  -[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
karuththu uoondruka  [ missing  letter- the--]  - to apply one’s mind.  

girsega  has the consonants- ka -Ra  -[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
arukae vaikka- apply.  

 

gìri...sig18[KIN]: (cf., gìri-saga11...dug4 ).  

 

gìr-šúhub: hoof ('foot' + 'boot').  

gìr-šúhub  has the consonants -  ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka- pa –and the  orignal Tamil  
word is  kaar kulampu [ missing letter- la-]-- hoof; kaar- leg . 

 

gìri...ús: to follow on foot; to set one's foot on ('foot' + 'to follow; to join').  

girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra –[- sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is kaar –
feet   ; eru kaar –two legs  ; eru –two; kaar- leg . 

girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra –[- sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is kaar 
adi yaei  thodaruka  [ missing letter- the-]--  to follow one’s feet ; adi –foot; 
thodaruka- follow/ continue . 

girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra –[- sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is adi 
otruka / adi otri nadakka [ missing letter- the-]- follow ; adi- foot; nadakka- walk .  
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girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra –[- sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaetru kondu  nadakka- [ missing letter- the-]--  to follow ; yaerkka- accept . 

girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra –[- sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maruvu  /  maruvakai- following.  

girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra –[- sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mariyavar  -follower.  

girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra – sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
saarthavan [ missing letter- the-]---follower.  

girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra – sa  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   pari vaaran [ missing letter- pa-] – follower.  

girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra – sa  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   anusarikka   -to follow.  

girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra – sa - -and the  original Tamil  word is  saerkka 
/saervu - to join/ joining .  

girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
punaruka-[ missing letter- pa-] - to join . 

girius    has the  consonants- ka -Ra – [-sa -] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
urukai- joining.  

 

gìri...zé-er: to lose one's footing, slip, slide ('feet' + 'to remove'; cf., ki-ma-an-zé-
er).  

gìri...zé-er  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -sa –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaar  sarukka- tripping . 

gìri...zé-er  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -[-sa -] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaar  adi   idara   [ missing letter- the-]-- to lose one's footing ; ; kaar- leg; adi- 
foot; idara- slip off. 
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gìri...zé-er  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -[-sa -] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kai thavaruthar [ missing letter- the-]—to slip or fall out of one’s hands ; kai- 
hand .  

gìri...zé-er  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -[-sa -] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaar vaankuthar [ missing letter- the-]—tripping ; kaar- legs .  

gìri...zé-er  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -sa -–Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thavaru seithiduthar [ missing letter- the-]— -to commit a mistake ; thavaru- 
mistake ; seithidu –do .  

gìri...zé-er  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -sa -–Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
narukku  -  a slip.  

gìri...zé-er  has the consonants -  ka- Ra  -[-sa -] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word  
is  yaethaenum  ondrai  neekki  viduthar [ missing letter- the-]—to remove 
something ;  ondru- one  ; neekkuka- remove . 

   

gir5-gir5 ku6: a fish (reduplicated 'to seek refuge'). 

-gir5 ku6  has the consonants -- ka -Ra  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuruvaa-  a  sea fish . 

-gir5 ku6  has the consonants -- ka -Ra  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
makarai -  a sea fish . 

gir5 ku6  has the consonants -- ka -Ra  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  thikku  
thaeduthar [ missing letter –the -]   -to seek refuge  /asylum .  

gir5 ku6  has the consonants -- ka -Ra  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  othu-
k-kidam idam thaeduthar  /  erukka idam thaeduthar [ missing letter –the -] - to 
seek refuge/ shelter  ; othukkidam- safe place/ hiding  place  ; thaedu- search.  

gir5 ku6  has the consonants -- ka -Ra  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
aavaranam   vaenum –need of shelter.  
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gir5-ra: courier ('to run, trot' + nominative) 

gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thoothuvar / 
kaditham/ kaththu   kondu varukiravar [ missing letter –the -] -  messenger / one 
who  brings letter ; kaditham- letter; kondu varaka- bring  ; thoothuvar- 
ambassador  . 

gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
oaadukiravar[ missing letter –the -] - one who  runs; oaadu –run . 

gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   vanna  
maathiru [ missing letter –the -] –female messanger.  

 gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kathai   
konaruvoar  [ missing letter –the -]- bringer of  message  ;  kathai- message ; 
koanaru –bring . 

gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thirumukam 
/  erkkaathu   konaruvoar – bringer of  letter ;  thiru mukam- letter / message . 

gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  viraika-  
hurry . 

gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaekar/ 
viraikiravar  - courier ; vaekam –speed . 

 gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
anjarkkaaran [ missing  letter- sa-]  -  post man / messenger . 

 gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sanjaarikan  [ missing  letter- sa-] - messenger . 

gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vaasika kaarakan [ missing  letter- sa-] –messenger; vaasakam kooruvoar- 
vaasakam- message ; kooru –say  . 
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gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vinai 
uraippoar / kooru-voar  [ missing  letter- pa-] -messenger  ; vinai- action; uraikka- 
tell ; kooru –say ; kuru  voar- one who  says . 

gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kinkkaran- 
messanger . 

gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
arkkaar- messenger . 

gir5-ra  has the consonants -  ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pira vaeskan [ missing  letters- pa-  and  sa-] - messenger . 
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      Page- 99  

 

 

giskim-ti: recognized ('signal' + 'to stay alive'). 

giskim-ti  has the consonants  - ka- sa –ka- ma - the –and the original Tamil 
meaning of the word is moochchu  kaaththai [ suvaasam ] [Skt]   vida vaendum  -
to breath ; moochchu- breath; kaaththu- air /wind .  

giskim-ti  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] –ka- ma - the –and the original Tamil 
meaning of the word is   vaazhnthu   katta  vaendum  [ missing  letter- zha-]  -to 
live ; vaazhnthidu –to live . 

giskim-ti  has the consonants  - ka- sa –ka- ma - the –and the original Tamil 
meaning of the word is kai asaiththu / kan simitti  jaadai / saiaki  kaatta  
vaendum- to give  signal by  hand or eye; kai- hand; kan- eye ; saadai kattuka- to 
give signal . 

 

 giskim...tuku: to get recognition ('signal' + 'to get').  

giskim...tuku   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]- ka -ma –the- ka –and the original 
Tamil meaning of the  word is  kandu kondida vaendum – to recognise  . 

giskim...tuku   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]- ka -ma –the- ka –and the other 
interpretation  of the word is ankeekaaram [Skt] thanthida vaendum [ missing 
letter- Ra-] – to give recognition.  

giskim...tuku   has the consonants - ka –sa-ka -ma –the- ka –and the other 
interpretation  of the word is kan asaikka / kan adikka /  kan simitta/ kan- jaadai 
kaatta vaendum / kai  kaatta /asaikka   vaendum –to give signal ; kann- eye; 
asaikka- shake; jaadai- signal .  
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giskim...tuku   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -ka -ma –the- ka –and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  koduththathai  vaanki kondida vaendum-to get 
what is given;  vaankiduka –to get . 

 

giskim-zi an-na: good omen from heaven ('signal' + 'good, firm' + 'heaven' + 
genitive). 

giskim-zi an-na  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]-  ka –ma- [-sa-]- an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  vinnakam – heaven .  

giskim-zi an-na  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]-  ka –ma- [-sa-]- an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  vaan ulakam   /vin ulakam  [ missing letter- la-] –heaven  . 

giskim-zi an-na  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]-  ka –ma- [-sa-]- an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is  nanmai  mikka   -good / useful . 

giskim-zi an-na  has the consonants- ka –-sa-  ka –ma- [-sa-]- an-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    nanmai mikka – vinnaka -  sakunam   / samikkai  /  saikkinai / 
saikai  / munnam   / asanniyam / soosakam  /  savanam   - good   omen  /signal 
from heaven . 

omen [E]  has the consonants – ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word is – munnam   
-omen . 

giskim-zi an-na  has the consonants- ka –[--sa--]  ka –ma- [-sa-]- an-  and the  
original Tamil  word is    thinniyam mikka  [ missing letter- the -] - firm . 

 

gissu...lal: to cover with a shadow ('shadow' + 'to extend, reach'). 

gissu...lal   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nizhal - kauva – spreading  of shadow ; nizhal- shadow . 

gissu...lal   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neelammaakku- to lengthen ; neelam- length ;aakku- make  . 
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gissu...lal   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
akalamaakku –to widen ; akalam- width .   

gissu...lal   has the consonants - ka –sa- la -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is visaalamaakku –to  broaden  ; visaalam- broad  . 

 

 gišgiš: plow ('the' tool, par excellence). 

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
ilaan-k-kali   [missing letter- la-] – plough . 

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
valai kaal  ilaankkali [missing letter- la-] -  bent leg plough .  

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vel  uzhavu[missing letter- la-]  -  dry  ploughing.  

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –sa-–  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kokkai saal  [ missing letter- la-]  -  a blank  /  balk  in ploughing . 

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maenmai mikka [ missing letter- la-] -  excellent . 

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maatchchimai mikka [ missing letter- the -] - excellent . 

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sokkam- excellence 

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
semmai mikka - excellence 

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyakkam - - excellence. 

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
minukkam –excellent . 
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 gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikkavan  -excellent person.  

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –  ka- [-sa-] - and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   aakanikam- hoe . 

gisgis  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –  ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooni  kayam  -sickle.  

 

 giš-ab-ba(-k): a type of thorn tree; a wood used to make boats and sickle hafts 
('wood' + 'sea' + genitive).  

giš-ab-ba(-k)  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]  - pa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  padaku   katta  uthavum kattai  [ missing  letter –the-] -wood used for building  
a boat ; padaku – boat; kattuka- to build ; kattai –wood . 

 

GIŠ-BAD: in the Akkad period, a length measure equal to 1 cubit, 1 kùš.  

gisbad  has the consonants –ka- sa- [-pa-] -the  -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  kesa kanakkeedu -  2 cubits. 

gisbad  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]- -[-pa--]-the  -and the original Tamil  word is   
neetta kanakkeedu – length measurement ; neettam- length ; kanakkeedu – 
measurement .  

gisbad  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]- -pa--the  -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  cubit.  

gisbad  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]- -[-pa--]-the  -and the original Tamil  word is   
muzhan-k-kai   kana-k-keedu  [ missing  letter –zha-] – cubit.  

 

giš-bad: a basket with a wooden handle; threshing sledge.  
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giš-bad   has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-]   -pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kattai  pai -  a bag with wooden handles ; kattai- wood; pai- bag.  

giš-bad   has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-]   -pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
kai  pidi  konda  poo-k-koodai-   flower basket with handle ; kai pidi- handle; poo- 
flower; koodai- basket . 

 

giš-búru: net, trap ('tool' + 'to spread out' + nominative with vowel harmony). 

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paravu – spread.  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] –[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  virikka- spread  ;  paravai   siraki virikka  ; paravai –bird; siraku- wing; 
virikka- spread  .  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]-- pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
parappuka – spread out .  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]-- pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
virivaakkam seika- to spread out / to expand ; virivaakam- expansion ; seika- do  . 

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] - pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pori vaiththu  pidikka  vaendum- to  catch by trapping ; pori- trap ; pidikka- catch . 

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –sa— pa-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
surukku  pori -  a trap/ noose .  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –sa—[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
surukku kanni – noose.  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] —[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is kanni pori – trap .  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] —[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is valai pori [ missing letter- la-] – net  /trap . 
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giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –sa—[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
surukku  kayeiru – noose  for hanging; kayeiru –rope .    

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –sa—- pa- - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paasa- k-kayiru – Yama’s noose . 

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –sa—[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nanju  kayiru -  umblical cord – the noose [ around the neck  of the baby ] ; nanju- 
poison; kayeiru –rope   . 

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –sa—[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruvu surukku – noose.  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[ -sa-] — pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pori vaikka  -to set up a trap ; pori- trap; vaikka- keep . 

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[ -sa-] — [-pa-] -- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kokkarai – net . 

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[ -sa-] — [-pa-] -- Ra- and the other 
interpretaion  of the word is   vaakuram / vaakurai – net /noose  . 

 giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  karuvi  -tool.  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] –pa- Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  upa karanam  [Skt]  -  tool.  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –sa– [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
achchu  uru vakai – tool.  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –sa– [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
karuvi seikiravar  -tooler ; seikiravar- one who  makes .  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aakka karuvi – authoring tool  ; karuvi –tool .  
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giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  karavai- goldsmith’s tool.  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  karanai – mason’s tool . 

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
karuvi  pai- instrument case.  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
pannai  aruvaa  - sickle / pruning knife ;  veechchu aruvaa ; pannai- farm ;aruvaa- 
sickle .  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] – [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aruvaa manai – kitchen knife ; manai- house .  

giš-búru   has the consonants-  ka –sa-– [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
surikai- knife.  

 

 giš-dù-a: timber ('wood' + 'to build, erect' + nominative). 

giš-dù-a   has the consonants   -   ka –[- sa-]  -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattai  -wood / timber . 

giš-dù-a   has the consonants   -   ka –[- sa-]  -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaadu  -woods  / forest .  

giš-dù-a   has the consonants   -   ka – sa- -the  -  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  kaastam  -wood.  

giš-dù-a   has the consonants   -   ka –[- sa-]  -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
panai vittam [ missing letter- pa-]-  palmyra timber.  

giš-dù-a   has the consonants   -   ka –[- sa-]  -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaattu pakuthi [ missing letter- pa-]-   forest area ; kaadu- forest ; pakuthi- area / 
part . 
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giš-dù-a   has the consonants   -   ka –[- sa-]  -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mara-k-kattai [ missing letter- pa-]-   wood /timber ; maram- tree ; kattai- wood .  

giš-dù-a   has the consonants   -   ka –[- sa-]  -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattidam / veedu / koodu   kattu  / koattu  / koadi  -to build a building/ house / 
nest ; kattidam-  building  ; veedu- house / hut ;   koodu - nest . 

giš-dù-a   has the consonants   -   ka –[- sa-]  -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattamaippu [ missing letter- pa-]-    the build .  

giš-dù-a   has the consonants   -   ka –[- sa-]  -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattumaana paanku [ missing letter- pa-]-    – the build; kattumaanam- 
construction  .  

giš-dù-a   has the consonants   -   ka –[- sa-]  -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ezhupiduka [ missing letter- zha -]-  build.  

giš-dù-a   has the consonants   -   ka –[- sa-]  -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
amaiththiduka – build.  

giš-dù-a   has the consonants - ka – sa-the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
senkuththaaka- upright / vertical . 

giš-dù-a   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] -the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
naduka  / naattuka  - erect.  

giš-dù-a   has the consonants - ka – sa--the - and the  original Tamil  word is/ 
nimiththi vaikka  / senkuththaaka vaikka -   keep erect  ; senkuththukaa- upright; 
vaikka- keep  . 

giš-dù-a   has the consonants - ka – sa--the - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sathaapikka [ missing letter- pa-- ]  -erect.  

giš-dù-a   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] -the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vimmithamaana- erect.  
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giš-e11: key; door pin ('tool' + 'to exit').  

giš-e11    has the consonants- ka -sa – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
saavi- key   ;  visai  . 

giš-e11    has the consonants- ka –[-sa -] – and the  interpretation  of the word is   
key . 

giš-e11    has the consonants- ka –[-sa -] – and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kathavu kondi   [ missing  letter- the -] - door pin.  

giš-e11    has the consonants- ka –[-sa -] – and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  yaeku   -  go . 

giš-e11    has the consonants- ka –[-sa -] – and the original Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  poai vaa/ poaka   [ missing  letter- pa-]-  go/ leave .   

 

-giš-en: irrealis suffix, 'unreality' form suffix ('tool' + 'enigmatic background').  

giš-en   has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  poei 
yaanavai  [ missing  letter- pa-]—unreality. 

giš-en   has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maayamaanavai  -unreal . 

giš-en   has the consonants  - ka –-sa- an -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  upa yoakam inmai  [ missing  letter- pa-]-– – uselessness.  

giš-en   has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  koan  
-uselessness  

giš-en   has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  veen 
– uselessness.  

giš-en   has the consonants  - ka –-sa- an -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  misukkan –worthless person.  
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 giš-en   has the consonants  - ka –-[-sa-]- an -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aakanikam –hoe.  

giš-en   has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanichchi  -axe.  

giš-en   has the consonants  - ka –-[-sa-]- an -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  naviyam  -axe.  

giš-en   has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kooni  
kuyam  -sickle.  

 

giš-gan...bala: to conclude a sale ('pestle' + 'to hand over'). 

giš-gan...bala   has  the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka –an- pa- la  -and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  nalla  vilai  paesi  mudikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the 
-]- to conclude the sale  for a good  price ; nalla- good; vilai- price.   

giš-gan...bala   has  the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -  ka –an- [-pa-] - la  -and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  vazhankida vaendum [ missing letter- the -
] – to give; vazhankku- deliver/ give .  

giš-gan...bala   has  the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -  ka –an- [-pa-] - la  -and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  olakkai  kondu  maavu  idikka  vaendum [ 
missing letter- the -]- to pound with the pestle ; olakkai- pestle ; maavu –flour ; 
idikka- to pound . 

 

 giš-gána-ùr-ra: harrow ('tool' + 'field' + 'to drag over the ground').  

giš-gána-ùr-ra   has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -  ka- an- Ra  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is kaani karai -  agricultural land/field  . 

giš-gána-ùr-ra   has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -  ka- an- Ra  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is kuppai   vaarunn-k-karuvi  [ missing letter –pa-] – harrow.  
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harrow  [E]  has the consonants  -Ra  -  va-   and the  original Tamil  word is  munn 
vaari – harrow.  

 

giš-gaz: cudgel ('tool' + 'to crush, vanquish'). 

giš-gaz   has the consonants  - ka- sa-  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nasukka- to crush . 

giš-gaz   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  norukku  [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  to crush . 

giš-gaz   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  murukku [ missing  letter- Ra-]-   to crush . 

giš-gaz   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] -  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nerukku [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  to  crush . 

giš-gaz   has the consonants  - ka- sa--  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kasakku  -crush . 

giš-gaz   has the consonants  - ka- [ -sa-] --  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  amukku  -crush . 

giš-gaz   has the consonants  - ka- [ -sa-] --  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanamaana kattai  [ missing letter- the -]- -cudgel; kanm- weight ; kattai- 
wood /stick   . 

 cudgel  [E]  has the consonants  –  -ka- the-  [- sa-] - la –   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kai thadiyaal adiththal / kundaan-thadiyaal adiththal – cudgel ; kai  thadi- 
hand stick ; kai- hand; thadi –stick; kundu- stout  ;adi- beat  .  

giš-gaz   has the consonants  - ka- [ -sa-] --  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kundu -k-kattai [ missing letter- the -]- -cudgel . 

giš-gaz   has the consonants  - ka- sa-  ka –[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kattu vaan-k-kam – club .  
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giš-gaz   has the consonants  - ka- sa-  ka –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaakai sooduka- [ missing letter- the -]- to win .  

giš-gaz   has the consonants  - ka- sa-  ka –[-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  vijaeikka / jeikka  -to win.  

 

 giš-gaz-mè: battle cudgel ('cudgel' + 'battle').  

giš-gaz-mè   has the consonants - ka –sa- ka- [-sa-]  –ma- and the  origal Tamil  
meaning of the  word is   sandaikku  uthavum  kathai - aaytham [ missing  letter- 
the -] -  club  used in  fighting ; sandai –fight ; kathai / kattai – wooden stick /club; 
aayutham/ padai - weapon  . 

 

giš-gi: reed bank, thicket, cane brake ('tree' + 'reed'). 

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  interpretation of the word is 
kakanam – thicket . 

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  interpretation of the word is 
kaananam   -grove.  

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  interpretation of the word is 
kaa vanam – grove.  

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  interpretation of the word is 
uva vanam - grove. 

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  interpretation of the word is 
vanikai – grove.  

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- sa-- ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  poon-k-ka [ missing letter-  pa -]  - pleasure grove.  

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- sa-- ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is   seeththai-k-kaadu  [ missing letter-  the -] – thicket . 
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giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- sa-- ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is   adukkam [ missing letter-  the -] – thick grove.  

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  interpretation of the word is 
anoakkam –tree .  

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of 
the word is   oan-k-kal [ missing letter-  la -]  -tree . 

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  interpretation of the word is   
makei rookam [missing  letter- Ra-]  -tree  or plant , as growing  on earth .  

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  interpretation of the word is  
virukkam  [missing  letter- Ra-]  -tree .   

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  mara- k-kaavu [missing  letter- Ra-] – grove . 

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  moon-k-kil [ missing letter- la-]- - bamboo . 

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  vai-k-kole [ missing letter- la-]-  - reed.  

 giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  kai-k-kazhai [ missing letter- la-]- – cane.  

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  koru-k-kai [missing  letter- Ra-] – reed.  

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  naakku – reed  . 

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  interpretation of the word is  
ikku -kanthai   [missing  letter- the -] –    -wild sugar cane .  

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  interpretation of the word is  
akkarram / ankaarikai [missing  letter- Ra-]  - sugar cane . 
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giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- sa- ka -and the  interpretation of the word is  
koasa kaaram / karsa kaaram  [missing  letter- Ra-]  - sugar cane.   

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- -sa-- ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of the 
word is  sen-k-karumpu [missing  letters - pa- and-  Ra-]  - red sugar cane.  

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- -[- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil meaning  of 
the word is    venn karumpu [missing  letters - pa- and-  Ra-]  -  white sugar cane. 

giš-gi   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka -and the  interpretation of the word is  
ikku /  ikkuvam  -  sugar cane.  

 

 giš-gi4-gál, giš-ki-gál: answering chorus ('tool' + 'to answer' + 'to be'). 

giš-gi4-gál   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]  – ka- la – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  kuzhuvaaka  vidai alikka [ missing  letter- the -]- to 
answer as a  group ; vidai –answer; kuzhu- group .  

giš-gi4-gál   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]  – ka- la – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  aayunthan-k-kal [ missing  letter- the -]-weapons . 

 

 giš-gíd-da: long wood; punting pole; javelin, spear ('wood' + 'long' + 
nominative).  

giš-gíd-da   has the consonants -   ka- sa-  ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neenda   kattai-  long  stick; neenda- long; kattai- wood . 

giš-gíd-da   has the consonants -   ka- [- sa-] -  ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   padaku  thuduppu  kattai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  punting pole ; padaku- 
boat; thuduppu- oar; kattai- stick.  

giš-gíd-da   has the consonants -   ka-  sa-  ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is    
nanju  thadaviya  mukanai ulla   vael -aayutham- /eetti  [ missing letter- la-]- -  a 
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lance /spear  applied with  poison ; nanju –poison ; thadavu –apply;  vael- lance;  
aayutham-  weapon; eetti- spear . 

 

giš-gíg: a date palm ('tree' + 'black, dark').  

giš-gíg has the consonants  -ka- sa - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is echcham-
k- kaai/ kani – date fruit  ; echcham- date ; kani –fruit.  

giš-gíg has the consonants  -ka-[- sa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aanoakkam –tree.   

giš-gíg has the consonants  -ka-[- sa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thunankku   [missing  letter –the -]  -darkness . 

giš-gíg has the consonants  -ka-[- sa-] - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is kaar  
vannam   [ missing  letter –Ra  -]  -black  color; kaar-  black; vannam- color . 

 

giš-gú-ba: a piece of tableware ('tool' + 'chick pea, bean' + 'to give'). 

giš-gú-ba   has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kodukka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]-  -to give . 

giš-gú-ba   has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vennai kinnam- butter cup ; vennai- ghee; kinnma- cup  . 

giš-gú-ba   has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thanni - kuduvai [ missing  letter- the -]-  -  water cup ; thanni- water; 
kuduvai- cup . 

giš-gú-ba   has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kannaadi kuduvai [ missing  letter- the -]-  - glass cup; kannaadi- glass  . 

giš-gú-ba   has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-] - ka – pa  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuzhampu kinnam [ missing  letter- zha-]- sauce cup; kuzhampu –sauce  . 
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giš-gú-ba   has the consonants  - ka – sa-- ka – pa  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai  kazhuvu- m   sompu [ missing  letter- zha-]-finger bowl  ; kai- hand  ; kazhuvu –
wash ; sompu- a vessel . 

giš-gú-ba   has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-]-- ka – [-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  uoorukaai kinnam[ missing  letter-Ra-]-- pickle cup; 
uooru-kaai –pickle ; kaai- vegetable  . 

giš-gú-ba   has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-]-- ka – [-pa -] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kooni kayam –sickle. 

giš-gú-ba   has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-]-- ka – [-pa -] -  and the  interpretation  
of the word is aakanikam- hoe . 

 

giš-gù-di: a loud musical instrument ('tool' + 'to make a noise or sound').  

giš-gù-di  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - ka -the – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   mana naalil   manamakan/ manamaklin kazhuththil   
thaali  kattum  vaelaiyil  ketti  maela  kotti / oasai olikka seithiduthal  vaendum [ 
missing  letter- la /zha -] – to beat the drum on the day of marriage ; mana naal-  
marriage day ; ketti maelam- a drum ; kottu- beat; kazhuththu- neck;   thaali-   
sacred thread of  marriage  ; kattu –tie ; oasai- sound ; olikka seithiduka -  to make 
sound .  

giš-gù-di  has the consonants  - ka –sa-- ka -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaththi  osai iduka  / saththamaaka kaththuka – make sound by  shouting ;  

giš-gù-di  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]-- ka -the – and the  original kaththu –
shout ; oasai- sound; saththam- sound  . Tamil  word is  koattu vaaththiyam – 
stringed instrument.  

giš-gù-di  has the consonants  - ka –sa-- ka -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
anju muka vaathtiyam –five faced percussion  instrument ;  anju -5 ; mukam- face; 
vaaththiyam- musical instrument . 
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giš-gù-di  has the consonants  - ka –sa-- ka -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kendai  kaal  salankkai   /sathankkai – [ missing  letter- la-] –anklet .  

giš-gù-di  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]-- ka -the – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  udukkai -   a percussion  instrument.  

giš-gù-di  has the consonants  - ka –sa-- ka -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoothu  sankku – blowing  conch; uoothu- blow  . 

giš-gù-di  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]-- ka -the – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kidu  kitti  –a percussion  instrument.  

giš-gù-di  has the consonants  - ka –sa-- ka -the – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  Jimidikka  - a stringed instrument . 

 giš-gù-di  has the consonants  - ka –sa-- ka -the – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thakkusthaayee – percussion  instrument.  

 

giš...gar: to assign ('tool' + 'to deliver').  

giš...gar   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil   meaning  
of the word is  othukkuthar  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  to allot.  

giš...gar   has the consonants - ka- -sa--ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil   meaning  
of the word is  sendru  koduththar  vaendum/ kondu saerthtida vaendum  [ 
missing letter- the -]- to deliver ; sendridu  -go ; kodu –give  . 

giš...gar   has the consonants - ka- -[-sa-] --ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  koormaiyaana  aruvaa – sharp  sickle; koormai- sharp  .  

giš...gar   has the consonants - ka- -[-sa-] --ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  maram  vettum  kodaari [ missing letter- the -]-  axe ; 
maram- wood /tree ; vettu –cut ; kodaari –axe.  

 

giš-giš-lá: battle ('tools' + 'to raise'; cf., ki-giš-giš-lá).  
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giš-giš-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  - ka –[- sa-] -la – and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  kala   ayunthan-k-kal [ missing  letter- the -] –  field 
weapons ; kalam- field ; aayutham- weapon . 

giš-giš-lá   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  - ka –[- sa-] -la – and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  kai kalaththal [ missing  letter- the -] – to clash/ scuffle  ; 
kai- hand; kalakka- to mix  . 

giš-giš-lá   has the consonants  - ka –sa-- ka –[- sa-] -la – and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  kalakam  seithal / vilaiviththal [ missing  letter- the -] – to 
a start a clash/ mutiny  ; kalakam- clash ; seithidu –do  . 

giš-giš-lá   has the consonants  - ka –sa-- ka – sa--la – and the  original Tamil   
meaning  of the word is  vaanin  uchcheikku  yazhuthal [ missing  letter- the -]-to 
raise up to the sky ; vaan- sky; uchchi- top ; yazhuka- to raise . 

 

giš-HAR: dredging (?) work in the canal ('tool' + 'obligation' ?).  

giš-HAR   has the consonants    ka –[-sa-]- ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  kinatrai / yaeri yaei / kan maai -yei / vaaikaar   thoor  vara  
vaendum [ missing letter- the-] -  dredging  of the  well/ lake/  reservoir / canal ; 
kinaru –well ;  yaeri- lake ; kan maai-  small water reservoir ;  vaai kaar-  canal; 
thoandi   thuruva vaendum – dredging. 

giš-HAR   has the consonants    ka –[-sa-]- ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   kathir  aruvaa / vettu aruvaa  [ missing letter- the-] -  sickle .  

giš-HAR   has the consonants    ka –sa- ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is    kadamai  unarchchi [ missing letter- the-] -  – duty  sense ; 
kadamai- duty ; unarchchi- feel . 

 

giš-hé: firmament, sky ('tool' + 'abundant').  
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giš-hé   has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  -ka –and the original Tamil word is  
vinnakam/ vaanakam – sky / heaven . 

giš-hé   has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  -ka –and the original Tamil word is 
ennikkai mikka - more in number  ; ennikkai- number/ count; mikka- excess . 

 

giš-hum: bench on a wagon ('wood' + 'to bruise'). 

gishum  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa -]-ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaayam –wound.  

gishum  has the consonants  -ka- sa -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  vandi  
sattam /  vandi visi  /maedai  /   kunthum  idam  [ missing letter- the -] – wagon 
bench ; vandi-  wagon ; maedai- stage/ bench . 

gishum  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kakanam  /  kaanakam  /kaananam  /  kavanam  – wood.  

gishum  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaanakam –red wood.  

gishum  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -ma  - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  vanam –wood.  

 

 giš-hur: plan, drawing ('tool' + 'to draw, sketch').  

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaiyaar - varaika- to draw.    

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is raeki –k-ka- draw.  

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurikka-  draw as line/ make a mark .  
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gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavaruka- to draw [ attract] . 

gishur  has the consonants -ka -sa- -Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is neerai 
urinjuka –to draw[ water]  . 

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruvuka- to draw [ out the sword ] .  

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
varaivu  -drawing.  

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is uru 
varai –sketch . 

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is mun 
varai – sketch . 

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word varaivu  
thittam  [ missing leter- the -]  – plan . 

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word karuvi – 
tool. 

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word Kai 
karuvi – hand tool.  

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word karavai   
-gold smith’s tool.  

gishur  has the consonants -ka –sa -Ra –  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is saruvi – tool . 

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word aruvaa-  
sickle. 

gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word 
karukkaruvaa- sickle . 
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gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word aruvaa 
manai  -kitchen knife 

gishur  has the consonants -ka –sa -Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word surikai  -
knife.  

 gishur  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]-Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word munn 
vaari  -spade.  

 

giš...hur: to draw; to make plans ('tool' + 'to draw'). 

giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is varaika- to draw . 

giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil word is   
varaivu- plan.  

giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  orignal Tamil word is   
uruvakku – draw /create .  

giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kurikka- to draw as line ; to mark .  

giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vari  keeruka- to draw as line;   vari- line ; keeru- write .   

giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   varikka- to draw. 

giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  eraki -k- ka – to draw.  

 giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is uruvukai -  draw.  

giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kavarchchi  -draw.  
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giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word 
is   koormaiyaana  aruvaa  -sharp sickle ; koormai -sharp; aruvaa- sickle . 

giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is thunai –k-karuvi [ missing letter –the -]   -tool ; karuvi- tool  . 

giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is karuvi  -tool . 

giš...hur   has the consonants   - ka –[- sa-] -  ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kai karuvi – hand tools  ; kai- hand  ; karuvi- tool .  

 

 giš-ì: (cf., še-giš-ì).  

giš-KÁ: (cf., ákan). 

 

 giš-kad5: stepladder ('tool' + 'to tie, bind together'). 

giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - ka – the-  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  kadavai – ladder.  

giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - ka – the-  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is veettu   maadi  padi-k-kattu [missing  letter- pa-]- -steps 
to the upper floor ; maadi- upper floor; padi –step; veedu- house . 

giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - ka – the-  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   yaeni padi-k-kattu [missing  letter- pa-]- step ladder ; 
yaeni –ladder . 

giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - ka – the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vettu kaththi-  knife  .  

giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - ka – the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   katta  vaendum –to tie; mudichchu ittu  katta  vaendum . 
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 giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - ka – the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  inaikka  vaendum –to join ; inaikka- to join . 

giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - ka – the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kootti mudikka vaendum  -to tie .  

giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - ka – the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thodukka  vaendum  -tie.  

 giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-- sa- ka – the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saeththu  kattuka –tie together  ; kattu –tie ; saeththidu- to join .  

giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - ka – the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thunai-k-karuvi [ missing letter- Ra-]-  tool; karuvi- tool .  

giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - ka – the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  madakadi -  device.  

giš-kad5  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - ka – the-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is ukkthi  -device. 
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giš-kar2/3: task (cf., éš-kàr). 

giš-kar2/3  has the consonants- ka- [-sa-]  -ka -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
oruvar    aatra  /seithida   vaendiya kadamai  [ missing letter- the -]-   the duty  to 
be done by some one ;  oruvar- one person ;  kadamai-  duty . 

 

 giš...lal/lá: to be silent ('tool' + 'to hang up'). 

giš...lal/lá   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]  -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaasai illaathu  amaithi  kaathtiduthal  vaendum  [ missing letter- the -]  – to keep 
silence ; amaithi- silence; oaasai- noise ; illai- nill .  

giš...lal/lá   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]  -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalai koththu [ missing  letter- the -]- weed cutter.   

giš...lal/lá   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]  -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thonkalil  vaikka [ missing  letter- the -]-to hang up ; thonka vaendum -to hang . 

gis...lal/lá   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]  -la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
vael- lance; vaal- sword . 

gis...lal/lá   has the consonants  -ka –-sa--la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
sikkalaana - problem ; aazhamaaka– with  depth ; vilakkammaaka- elaborately .   .  

gis...lal/lá   has the consonants  -ka –-sa--la –and the  original Tamil  word is seyal 
izhakka-  loss of function ; seyal- function; izhakka- loss.  

gis...lal/lá   has the consonants  -ka –-sa--la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
achchamum  kavalaiyim kollum  mana nilai / manam / kunam  – neurotic  nature ; 
manam- mind; kunam- nature; achcham- fear; kavalai- worry . 
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gis...lal/lá   has the consonants  -ka –sa--la –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   sickle . 

 

 giš-kíg-ti: craftsmen ('work tool' + 'side').  

giš-kíg-ti  has the consonants - ka- sa – ka- the – and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   kai -thozhil  seithidum kooli aal/ vaelai aal / kalaignan [ missing 
letter- la/zha -] an artist  with hand skill ;  kai  vaelai- craft;  thozhil- work;  kooli  
aal- laborer ; vaelaiaal- worker; kalignan –artist.  

giš-kíg-ti  has the consonants - ka- sa – ka- the – and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   kovilil  saami  /theiva / kal silai /  suthai  vaelai / seithidum   
kalaignan [ misisng  letter- la/zha -] – an artist who makes  idols of the  temple ; 
kovil –temple;  saami –god; thaeivam- god ;  kal –stone ; silai –statue ; suthai –
statue ; vaelai –work; seithidu –do ; kalaignan- artist.  

giš-kíg-ti  has the consonants - ka- sa – ka- the – and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   velli/ thanka   nakai  vaelai  /anikalan  seithidum  thattaan [ 
missing  letter- la -] – gold smith;  velli- silver; thankam- gold; nakai- jewel ; 
anikalan- jewel ; seithidu –do; thattaan- goldsmith . 

giš-kíg-ti  has the consonants - ka- sa – ka- the – and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   senkkal  kondu   kattidam  kattum   koththan [ missing  letter- la -] 
– the mason who  builds the building  with  bricks; senkkal- brick;  kattidam- 
building; kattuka-  build ; koththan- mason . 

giš-kíg-ti  has the consonants - ka- sa – ka- the – and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   thuni   /aadai    neithidum  kai -kolan -[ missing  letter- la -] –   the 
weaver ; thuni- cloth; aadai –clothes  ; kai kolan- weaver ; kai- hand; kole- stick[ 
for weaving ]  . 

giš-kíg-ti  has the consonants - ka- sa – ka- the – and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  satti  paanai  seithidum  kuyavan [ missing letter- pa-]- - the potter  
; satti  paanai  - pot ;  kuyavan- potter . 
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giš-mah: (cf., giš-kad5 ).  

 

giš-ná: bed; bedspread ('tool' + 'to sleep' + nominative).  

giš-ná   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-]  -an - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoonku / kaanai  adaikka [ missing  letter- the -]- to sleep ; thoonku- sleep; kan –
eye; adaikka –shut . 

giš-ná   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-]  -an - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoonkum idam [ missing  letter- the -]-  - place to sleep; thoonku –sleep; idam- 
place . 

 

giš-nag: wooden water pail ('wood' + 'to drink').  

giš-nag   has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-] -  an -ka – and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the  word is  kudi   thanni   kudikka  vaendum  [ missing letter –the -] -to drink 
water ; thanni- water ; kudikka- to drink . 

giš-nag   has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-] -  an -ka – and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the  word is aadu/ maattukku  thanni  katta  vaendum- to give water for the 
cattle  ; aadu –goat; maadu- coe; thanni –water . 

 

giš-nu(11): lamp, light ('tool' + 'light, fire, lamp'). 

giš-nu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
minukkam- light.  

giš-nu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -an – and the  original Tamil  word is nei 
vilakku  /ennai vilakku [ missing  letter- la-]- oil lamp; ennai- oil; vilakku- lamp. 
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giš-nu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -an – and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is akkini [Skt] – fire ;  Sivan . 

giš-nu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -an – and the  original Tamil  word is neeku 
– fire.  

giš-nu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -an – and the  original Tamil  word is vanni  
-fire.  

giš-nu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaanam – fire.  

giš-nu  has the consonants – ka- sa--an – and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is vaayu sakan – fire.  

giš-nu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]--an – and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is anki  -fire.  

 

 giš-pàr: (cf., giš-búru). 

 

 giš...ra; to thresh ('stick' + 'to beat')  

giš...ra  has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-]- Ra - and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is   mara -k -kattai  kondu  kathir  adikka vaendum [ missing letter- the-] 
– to thresh with a stick ; mara-k-kattai- wooden stick;  maram- tee; kattai- wood;  
kathir- crops; adikka- beat . 

 

 giš-rín: weighing scale (cf., érin, rín). 

giš-rín   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
niruvai   koar – weighing  scale ; nirukka- to weigh . 
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 gIŠ-RU: (cf., gišilluru).  

 

giš-si4: a date palm ('tree' + 'red-brown'). 

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- sa – [-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
kasanku  –wild date palm . 

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- sa - sa -and the  original Tamil  word is eechcham 
kani -  date fruit . 

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- sa-– sa--and the interpretation  of the word is 
kachchuram [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  date palm . 

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- sa-– sa--and the interpretation  of the word is  
kuranchchi / kurinchchi [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  date palm . 

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] – [-sa-] -and the interpretation  of the word 
is kuravam [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  date palm. 

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] – [-sa-] -and the interpretation  of the word 
is akamam – tree. 

 giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] – [-sa-] -and the interpretation  of the word 
is aanoakkam – tree.  

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- sa-– [-sa-] -and the interpretation  of the word is  
kusam – tree. 

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- sa-– [-sa-] -and the interpretation  of the word is  
saaki  - tree. 

 giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-– [-sa-] -and the interpretation  of the word 
is  vaaniyam – tree.  

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-– [-sa-] -and the interpretation  of the word 
is  nakam – tree 
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 giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-– [-sa-] -and the interpretation  of the word 
is  akam –tree . 

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- sa- - [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is sev -
vannam -  red color.  

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]  - sa -and the  original Tamil  word is sivappu  
/ sikappu  vannam [ missing  letter- pa-]- red color;  sivappu-  red; vannam- color;   
semmai  vannam-  red color ; semmai- red  . 

 giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]  - [ - sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
venmai  -white.  

 giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]  - [ - sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maei vannam -  black  color; maei- black/ ink .  

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]  - [ - sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pachchai vannam [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  green color; pachchai-  green  . 

giš-si   has the consonants -  ka- sa- - sa -and the  original Tamil  word is manja  
vannam – yellow color; manja- yellow .  

 

 GIŠ-ŠAR: (cf., kiri6 ).  

 

giš-šu: shackle; haft ('tool' + 'hand').  

giš-šu   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is  kai 
kaal  vilanku [ missing letter- la-]- -  shackle ; kai- hand;  kaal- leg; vilanku –shakle  

giš-šu   has the consonants -  ka- -sa-– [-sa-] -and the  other interpretaion of the 
word is kaal sankili [ missing letter- la-]-  shackle  ; kaal- leg ; sankkili-  chain/ 
shakle .  

giš-šu   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   kai 
– hand.  
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giš-šu   has the consonants -  ka- -sa-– [-sa-] -and the  other interpretaion of the 
word is   saakai -  hand.  

haft[E]   has the consonants - ka- [-pa-]- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
pidi – handle.   

giš-šu   has the consonants -  ka- -sa-– sa-and the original Tamil  word is  kanichchi 
– axe.   

giš-šu   has the consonants -  ka- -[-sa-]-– [-sa-] -and the  other interpretaion of 
the word is   naviyam  -axe.  

giš-šu   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
akanikam- hoe.  

giš-šu   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] – [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is   
kooni kuyam – sickle.  

giš-šu-kin: (cf., giššu-KIN).  

 

giš-šub(-ba): lot, share ('tool' + 'to cast, throw, drop' + nominative).  

giš-šub  has the consonants  - ka-  [-sa-] - [-sa-]  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  panku- share/ lot. 

giš-šub  has the consonants  - ka-  [-sa-] - [-sa-]  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pakavu -  share.  

giš-šub  has the consonants  - ka-  [-sa-] - [-sa-]  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  paakam / paaku – share.  

giš-šub  has the consonants  - ka-  [-sa-] - [-sa-]  -pa- and the interpretation of the 
word is  paakkiyam – lot . 

giš-šub  has the consonants  - ka-  [-sa-] - [-sa-]  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kumukku – lion’s share.  
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giš-šub  has the consonants  - ka-  [-sa-] - [-sa-]  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  eevu  -sharing.  

giš-šub  has the consonants  - ka- sa- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
veesu –throw /drop / cast  .  

giš-šub  has the consonants  - ka- sa- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uku – cast  . 

giš-šub  has the consonants  - ka- sa- [-sa-]  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nunanku  -drop.  

giš-šub  has the consonants  - ka-  sa-- sa  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paaichchuka- throw.  

giš-šub  has the consonants  - ka-  [-sa-] - [-sa-]  -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  oakku  / nookku  /yaevu -throw.  

 

giš...tag: to make a religious offering, sacrifice (often with dative) ('tree' + 'to 
adorn').  

giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
kaanikkai  kodukka- to offer ; kaanikkai- offer; kodukka- to give .  

giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
kodai kodukka- offering  ; kodai- gift . 

giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –sa--  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
veukmanam seithiduka -to offer; vekumaanam- presents /gifts ; seithiduka- do . 

giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
oppu  kodukka [missing letter- pa-] – offering.  

giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -  the- ka- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  nivaethana  unavu –offering ;  anndavanukkaana  unavu ; aandavan –
god; unavu- food .  
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giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
aadu/ maattai  / manithanai  kaavu kodukka  -  to sacrifice ; kaavu- kodukka- to 
sacrifice; aadu –goat; maadu- cow ; manithan- man  . 

giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   
aandavanukku  padaikka  -- to  make ‘offering’  to the god ; aandavan- god; 
padaikka- to offer . 

giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   
vidavi – tree.  

giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –sa--  the- ka- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   joadiththiduka –adorn .  

giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   
punainthiduka [missing letter- pa-] – adorn .  

giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   
puthukku [missing letter- pa-] - adorn . 

giš...tag  has the consonants - ka –sa--  the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   
semmai kattuka- decorate.  

 
giš...tuku: to hear, listen to ('tool' + 'to get, have').  

giš...tuku   has the consonants - ka – sa  -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaathu   /sevi  koduththu  kaettiduka – to lend ears/  listen ; kaathu- ear; sevi –ear 
; kaettka- to hear . 

giš...tuku   has the consonants - ka – [-sa -] -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kavani-ththiduka – listen; kavanam- attention  . 

giš...tuku   has the consonants - ka – [-sa -] -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kanna-j-seithiduka – listen . 

giš...tuku   has the consonants - ka – [-sa -] -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kaetkai- listening.  
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giš...tuku   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]   -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is vaankida vaendum- to get  . 

giš...tuku   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]   -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kai kondiduka – to have . 

giš...tuku   has the consonants - ka – sa--the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sampaathikka  / eettuka  [missing letter- pa-] - get /earn . 

giš...tuku   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]--the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pidi  paduka [missing letter- pa-]  - get. 

giš...tuku   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]--the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
edukka –get. udaimai- belongings ; aakkidu- make . 

giš...tuku   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]--the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
udaimai  aakkiduka- have;  

    

giš-ùr(-ra): log, beam, rafter (e.g., of a roof); harrow ('wood' + 'roof').  

giš-ùr(-ra)  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa -] -Ra -and the original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  veettu  kooraiyin [ kurukku]  mara  vittam [ missing letter- the-] -  
house  roof beam ; vittam- beam ; veedu- hut;  koorai- roof; maram –wood; 
kurukku –cross  . 

giš-ùr(-ra)  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa -] -Ra -and the original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   mara  kattai-[ missing letter- the-] -  wood; maram- tree; kattai –
wood  .  

giš-ùr(-ra)  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa -] -Ra -and the original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  kathiravanin  oli  kattrai -[ missing letters- - la -and- the-]-  sun rays; 
kathiravan-  sun; oli- light ; kattrai- beam . 

giš-ùr(-ra)  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa -] -Ra -and the original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   kuri-paedu [ missing letters- pa –and- the -] - log book; kurippu- 
notes ; yaedu- booklet . 
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giš...ùr: to harrow (often with -ni-) ('tool' + 'drag'). 

giš...ùr  has the consonants  - ka-  [- sa-]  -Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  harrow . 

giš...ùr  has the consonants  - ka-  [- sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is yaer uzhuka [ missing letter- zha-] -  plow ; yaeru- a 
plough; uzhuka- to plough  . 

giš...ùr  has the consonants  - ka-  [- sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  kama/ vivasaaya[Skt]/ karshakarin [Skt] / kama-k-
kaarar  karuvi  -  agricultural  tool / instrument  of the farmer; kamam- agriculture 
; vivasaayam- agriculture; karshakar- farmer; kama-k-kaarar  -farmer; karuvi-  tool.  

giš...ùr  has the consonants  - ka-  [- sa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  aruvaa- sickle . 

giš...ùr  has the consonants  - ka- sa--Ra -and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   urinjuka / eer-k-ka  -draw . 

 

 gìš á-zi...e: to commit rape (gìš, 'penis', + 'violence' + 'to do'). 

gìš á-zi...e  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kedukka [ missing letter- the-] - to rape . 

gìš á-zi...e  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
van kalavi [ missing  letter –la-]-  rape;  van- violence;  kalavi- sexual intercourse .  

gìš á-zi...e  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kunju -  male genitals / penis . 

gìš á-zi...e  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
seika- to do .  
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gìš á-zi...e  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
samaikka – do . 

gìš á-zi...e  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pannuka  [ missing  letter –la-]-   do  

gìš á-zi...e  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aakkuka – do; make .  

gìš á-zi...e  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
noakku  -do .  

gìš á-zi...e  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muyanku  -do . 

gìš á-zi...e  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanjam-  violence . 

 

 gìš...dù: to have sexual intercourse (gìš, 'penis', + 'to plant'). 

gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- sa- the - and the  original Tamil  meaning of the  
word is kunju  mottu  -glans penis; mottu- bud/ glans ; kunju- male genital/ boy’s 
penis .  

gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- sa- the - and the  original Tamil  meaning of the  
word is  paesa vaendum-[ missing letter- pa-]-  to speak  /to have sex . 

gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - the - and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the  word is   oaakka [ slang ] vaendum  -to have sex  ; oakka- fuck . 

gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - the - and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the  word is   yaeththa   vaendum-    to have sex / to mount  . 

gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - the - and the  original Tamil  meaning of 
the  word is   padukka  vaendum -[ missing letter- pa-]-- to lie down; padukka- to 
lie down/ to sleep  . 
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gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
onnaaka kidakka vaendum – to lie together; onnaaka- together ; kidakka- to lie 
down/ sleep .  

gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- sa- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
saenthukka vaendum – to join together  ; saenthukka- join .  

gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooda vaendum  -to have sex ; kooduka- join / unite . 

gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- sa- the - and the  other  interpretation  of the 
word is  sankaatam – intercourse.  

gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- sa- the - and the  other  interpretation  of the 
word is  inkitham – sexual intercourse. 

 gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- sa- the - and the  other  interpretation  of the 
word is  sampoakam [Skt]  seithida vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- to have 
intercourse  ; samppoakam- sexual intercourse; seithiduka- do . 

gìš...dù   has the consonants  - ka- sa- the - and the  other  interpretaion  of the 
word is   sedi  naduka – to plant ; sedi- plant [n] ; naduka- to plant . 

 

 gìš-nu-zu: virgin (said of animals) (gìš, 'penis', + 'not' + zu, 'to know'). 

gìš-nu-zu   has the consonants - ka –sa--an- [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kunju  -penis.  

gìš-nu-zu   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -an- [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is kanni – virgin ; kannikai . 

gìš-nu-zu   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -an- [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is kannimai – virginity . 

gìš-nu-zu   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -an- [- sa-] ]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kanni  penn [ missing letter- pa-]- - virgin ; penn- female/ girl .  
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gìš-nu-zu   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -an- [- sa-] ]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaanka- to see  / to know.  

  

gìš-zu: having born young; open (gìš, 'penis', + zu, 'to know').  

gìš-zu    has the consonants  -ka –sa- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunju-   small  one / new born  bird / animal / male genital of a small  boy . 

 

gizzal...aka: to pay attention ('attention' + 'to do', cf., sag-kéš...aka). 

gizzal...aka   has theconsonats – ka- [-sa-]- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikka  kavanam  kolluka - to pay attention; mikka- excess; kolluka- to have . 

gizzal...aka   has theconsonats – ka- sa- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavanam seluththuka [ missing letter- the -] - to pay attention; kavanam- 
attention . 

gizzal...aka   has theconsonats – ka- sa- la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
vaankuthal [ missing letter- the -]  -withdraw attention [antonym] .  

  

 gizzal-kalam-ma(k): the most intelligent person in Sumer ('intelligence' + 'land 
(of Sumer)' + genitive). 

gizzal-kalam-ma(k)   has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - la – ka- la- ma- ka-and the  
original Tamil  word is  pala  kalai- kalilum  vallavan [ missing letter- pa-]- one who 
is the master of all arts ;  pala- poly ; kalai- arts ; vallavan- skilled one . 

 

 ha-al-ma: vandals (ha-lam + nominative). 
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ha-al-ma   has the consonants - ka –la- ma - and the  original Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   vun- muraiyaalan [ missing letter- Ra-] – one who indulges in 
violence; vun murai- violence ;  aal -  a person   . 

 

 (urudu)ha-bu(2,3,6)-da: a heavy copper hoe (Akkadian loanword, hap/buutum).  

(urudu) ha-bu-da   has the consonants – Ra- the-  ka- pa-  the – and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is   mara  kai -pidi  konda  / mikuthiyaana  edai 
konda/  irumpu  munn vetti -  a heavy  iron  spade  with a  wooden handle ;  
maram-  wood ; kai  pidi- handle;  mikuthi- excess ;  edai –weight ; irumpu- iron ; 
mann vetti –spade ; munn- soil; vettu- cut; vetti- the one which  cuts .  

 

ha-la: (inheritance) share, lot (cf., hal). 

ha-la   has the consonants – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  keel- portion.   

ha-la   has the consonants – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal vazhi  
pankku [ missing  letter- pa-]- – inherited share ; kaal vazhi - heritage ; pankku- 
share. 

ha-la   has the consonants – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  pilavu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  -portion.  

 ha-la  has the consonants – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  pankkaali [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- share holders . 

 ha-la  has the consonants – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  vizhukkaadu  
[missing letter- the  ]  -  share/ lot.  

ha-la  has the consonants – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kulukkal-  cast 
lots . 

 

 ha-lam: to ruin; to destroy (often with -ta-) (cf., hul(3)).  
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ha-lam   has the consonants - ka -la –ma-  and the  original Tamil word is  azhikka-
num - to destroy /ruin. 

ha-lam   has the consonants - ka -la –ma-  and the  original Tamil word is  ozhikka-
num - to destroy /ruin. 

ha-lam   has the consonants - ka -la –ma-  and the  original Tamil word is  alai 
kulaiyaakka-num- to ruin. 

ha-lam   has the consonants - ka -la –ma-  and the  original Tamil word is  
paazhaakka-num  [ missing letter- pa-]  -to ruin. 

ha-lam   has the consonants - ka -la –ma-  and the  original Tamil word is  kulaikka-
num – to ruin.  

ha-lam   has the consonants - ka -la –ma-  and the  original Tamil word is  
kollanum – destroy /kill . 

 

gišha-lu-úb,  gišhu-lu-úb: oak (?); sapling (?) [one Akkadian equivalent means 
'young maiden']. 

gišha-lu-úb,   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] – la- pa – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  azhakiya  ilam / kanni  penn – beautiful  virgin girl ; 
azhaku – beautiful ; ilamai - youth  ;  kanni  penn- virgin  girl ; penn- female.  

gišha-lu-úb,   has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] – la- [- pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  vaazhai ilam  kannu -  plantain  sapling ; vaazhai- 
plantain; ilam- young  ; kannu-  small plant / animal  . 

 

 ha-luh: (cf., hu-luh). 
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                                              Page-101 

 

 

ha-mun: mutually opposing; contrasting, harmonizing; clashing (hum, 'to wrestle' 
conjugated as Akk. huud, 'joy', conjugates into hadûm, 'joyful' - except in 
Sumerian there is no syllable 'mum', just the syllable mun).  

ha-mun   has the   consonants - ka –ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
muranaaaka [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - contrasting . 

ha-mun   has the   consonants - ka –ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
enakkaamaaka – harmonizing. 

ha-mun   has the   consonants - ka –ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
moathi  kondida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  -to clash . 

huud  has the consonants –ka- the – and the original Tamil word is uvakai 
kondiduka  -to be happy; uvakai- happy.  

 

(giš)ha-šu-úr: the cypress or Persian oak tree or its resin ('abundance' + 'to pour' 
+ 'tree trunk'). 

(giš)ha-šu-úr   has the consoats – ka- [-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] –Ra-and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   maa mara / thaekku  mara  / thennai  mara kandrukku  
thanneer uootra vaendum [ missing letter- the -]- –to pour water for the sapling ; 
maram- tree; mara kandru –plant sapling ; thanneer –water ; uootru–to pour ;  
thaekku –teak ; maa maram-  mango tree; thennai –palm .  

giš)ha-šu-úr   has the consoats – ka- [-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] –Ra-and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  mara-k-kandru [ missing letter- the -]-plantlet  /sapling  ; 
maram- tree; kandru- sapling/kid  . 
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giš)ha-šu-úr   has the consoats – ka- [-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] –Ra-and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  ennir/ kanakkir  adanka vannam [ missing letter- the -]-
numerous . 

 

 ha-za: to hold, grasp; to retain (Akk. ahaazum, Orel & Stolbova 25).  

ha-za   has the consonants-  ka -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
vasamakkiduka [ missing letter –the -]  – to grasp  /to retain . 

ha-za   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is thevvu [ 
missing letter –the -]  - grasp .  

ha-za   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kov-vu – 
grasp . 

 ha-za   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aavikai– hold.  

ha-za   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is vaiththu 
kondidu [ missing letter –the -]  - hold.   

ha-za   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is vaaippu [ 
missing letter –pa -]  – hold.  

 

Urudu-ha-zi(-in): ax (Akkadian loanword, Orel & Stolbova 1318, cf., 1305). 

Urudu-ha-zi(-in)  has the consonants  -Ra-  the- ka –[-sa-] -an –and the  original 
Tamil  meaning  of the word is  maram vettukindra mara  kai -pidi  udaiya/  
irumpu  koadaari [ missing  letter- pa-] -  iron axe  with a wooden handle  ; 
maram- tree;  vettu –cut ;  kai pidi-  handle ; irumpu- iron ; koadaari- axe . 

 

 gišhar-har: a musical instrument; chain (reduplicated 'ring, bracelet') (cf., kíkkin).  
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gišhar has the consonants - ka- sa-  ka  -Ra- –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  oru vakai  siriya  / narampu   isai karuvi / kinaaram[ missing  letter- 
pa-]   - a kind  of small  stringed musical instrument / harp ; oru- one;  vakai- kind; 
siriya –small ; narampu –string ; isai- music ; karuvi- instrument ; kinnara- harp/ 
narampu  isai karuvi  . 

gišhar has the consonants - ka- [-sa-]-  ka  -Ra- –and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  kai- k -kaarai – a type of  bracelet . 

 

har-ra-an: road (a city on the route to the Mediterranean, Akkadian loanword).  

har-ra-an   has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  thaer oaadukindra veethi [ missing  letter- the -]  -the road  for the 
chariot ; thaer- chariot / rath ; oaadu –run;  veethi- road. 

har-ra-an   has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –and the  original Tamil  meaning  of 
the word is  Nagore- Tamil Nadu  .  

har-ra-an    has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –and the other meaning  of the word 
is   karnak – Egypt . 

har-ra-an    has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –and the other meaning  of the word 
is   Naanku Naeri -Tamil  Nadu . 

har-ra-an    has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –and the other meaning  of the word 
is   Maravanur – Tamil Nadu. 

har-ra-an    has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –and the other meaning  of the word 
is   Vaanoor /Virakanur  –Tamil Nadu . 

har-ra-an    has the consonants - ka -Ra -an –and the other meaning  of the word 
is  Kannanoor – Kerala.    

 

haš4...gá-gá: to rejoice ('lower abdomen' + 'to deposit').  
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haš4...gá-gá   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uvakai- happy . 

haš4...gá-gá   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaikka- put /place. 

 

 gišhaz...aka: to slaughter ('tool' + 'to thresh' + 'to do'; cf., gaz, 'to slaughter'). 

gišhaz...aka  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa -] -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
unavukkaaka kolluka [ missing letter- la-]  –to kill  for meat ; unavu –food  . 

gišhaz...aka  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa -] -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vathaikka [ missing letter- the -]  - to kill . 

gišhaz...aka  has the consonants  -ka- sa --ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
saaka  adikka / saava adikka [ missing letter- the -]  - to kill ; saaka- die . 

gišhaz...aka  has the consonants  -ka- sa --ka –and the  original Tamil  word is vetti 
thundu iduka [ missing letter- the -]  - to cut into  pieces ; vettu- cut; thundu- bit. 

gišhaz...aka  has the consonants  -ka- sa --ka –and the  original Tamil  word is vinai 
-  yaei seithu mudikka  vaendum-[ missing letter- the -] -  to do /to complete ; 
seithidu ;  vinai- action ; mudikka- finish .  

 

 hé-àm: 'so be it', 'let it be', consent, approval, wish (precative prefix + î + 'to be').  

heam   has a  consonant  -ma –and the  original Tamil  word is aam- yes  .  

heam   has a  consonant  -ma –and the  original Tamil  word is ennam  - wish/ 
thought . 

 

hé-àm-me-àm: [that] is our wish ('wish' + î + 'to be'). 
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hé-àm-me-àm   has a  consonant  -ma -   and the  original Tamil  word is  num  
ennam-  our opinon/ wish ; num - our; ennam- opinon . 

 

 hé-du7: decoration ('let it be suitable, fitting').  

hé-du7   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oppanai  
seithiduka  [missing letters- pa- and- sa-]-  -to beautify; oppanai- beautification; 
seithiduka- do  .  

hé-du7   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  azhaka-
aakiduka  –to beautify; azhaku- beauty; aaakkidu- make.  

hé-du7   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kann-ukku  
maei  iduka- to apply  antimony  for the eye ; kann –eye; maei- ink ; iduka- apply.  

hé-du7   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kannukku  
anjanam  theettuka  [ missing letter –sa-]- to apply  antimony  for the eye; 
anjanam- kaajal / antimony ; theettuthal- to apply; kann- eye  . 

hé-du7   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is sadai- yaei  
pinnuka-[ missing letters – pa- and -sa-]-  to plait the hair ; mudi-yaei  pinnuthal- 
plait .  

hé-du7   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thankka 
nakai  aninthuduka – to wear gold jewels ; thankkam- gold;  nakaikal - jewel . 

hé-du7   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pattu vaetti 
/ pattu pudavai/ pattu  paavaadai kattuka/ uduththuka  - to wear silk dhothi/ 
saree/ skirt ;  pattu –silk; vaetti –dhothi ; pudaavi –saree ; paavaadai- skirt . 

hé-du7   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thakamai  
udaiyathu – suitable . 
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hé-en-na-nam-ma-àm: it is indeed (precative prefix + î + na-nam, 'indeed' + 
enclitic copula, 'to be').  

na-nam   has the consonants   -an  -ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
unmaaiyaa – indeed. 

 

hé-gál: overflow; abundance ('let there be available'). 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  maelaaka  
vazhiya  -to overflow ; maelae- up . 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  vazhivu – 
overflow. 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  ponkku valam 
/ ponkki vazhiya  [ missing  letter- pa-] –overflow; ponkku –raise; vazhiya- flow .  

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  selvam 
kozhikka [ missing  letter- sa-] –abundance ; selvam –wealth  . 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  kollai- 
kollaiyaaka / malai  malaiyaaka – in abundance . 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  polivu [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – abundance 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  malivu – 
abundance . 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  valamai – 
abundance .  

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaal- 
abundance .   

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is azhuvam – 
abundance . 
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 *hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  uookkal- 
abundance. 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  kezhumai- 
abundance .  

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvaal- 
abundance . 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  pakulam 
[missing  letter- pa-] – abundance . 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  ponkal 
[missing  letter- pa-] – abundance . 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  meekkole- 
abundance . 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  valappam 
[missing  letter- pa-] – abundance . 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  viyal -
abundance . 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is   vellam – 
abundance . 

hé-gál  has the consonants- ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is  kollai - 
abundance . 

 

 hé-...nam-...: let it be. 

hé-...nam  has a consonant- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  aam- yes .  
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 hé-nun; hi-nun: abundance, fruitfulness ('may it be; numerous' + 'great, fine, 
deep'). 

hé-nun   has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is enni-k-kai 
mikuthi  /athikam [ Skt] [ missing letter- the -]- – numerous; ennikkai- numerical 
no ; mikuthi- excess  . 

hé-nun   has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is nunukkam  
mikka -  fine; mikka- excess  . 

hé-nun   has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is payan mikka 
[ missing letter- pa-]- fruitful ; payan- use . 

 

 hé-zu-hé-zu; hé-zu-hé-za: knowledge (reduplicated [with vowel alternation]: 
'numerous' + 'to know'). 

hé-zu-hé-zu    has the consonants  -ka- sa- ka- sa –and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  kann  kanda / kaathu  kaetta   unmai  -the  truth seen/ heard ; 
kann- eye; kanda- seen; kathu –ear;  kaetta- heard ; unami –truth . 

hé-zu-hé-zu    has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   ennikkai miku – more in numbers . 

hé-zu-hé-zu    has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   kaanuka – to see/ to know ; kann- eye . 

knowledge   has the consonants  -ka- an - va –la- the- sa -  and the  original Tamil 
meaning of the word is  kannaal / kaathaal/ mookkaal / naavaal / meiyaal – 
aeinthu  pulankalaal  kanda unmai – the truth  arrived  from five senses ; kan- eye; 
kaathu- ear ; mookku- nose; naavu- tongue; mei –soma  ; aeinthu- five ;  pulan- 
sense ; unmai- truth .  

 

 hi-a: (cf., há) ('to mix' + nominative). 
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hi-a   has the consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kalakka [ missing 
letter- la-] – to mix. 

hi-a   has the consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuzhaikka- [ missing 
letter  - zha- -]- to mix.  

hi-a   has the consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  valaavu [ missing  
letter- la-]  mix.  

hi-a   has the consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koottu [ missing 
letter –the -] –mix. 

  hi-a   has the consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  saekka-[ missing 
letter –sa -] -  mix.  

  hi-a   has the consonant-  ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
saiyoaki -[ missing letter –sa -]  - mix.  

 

 hi-li: beauty; (sexual) charm, appeal; luxuriance ('numerous' + 'cedar oil, 
fragrance').  

hi-li  has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is azhaku- beauty . 

hi-li  has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mikuthi-yaana 
ennikkai-yil [ missing  letter –the -] – more in number/ numerous ; ennikkkai- 
numerical no ; mikuthi –excess . 

hi-li  has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kanakkil adankaa 
[ missing  letter –the -] - numerous / can not calculate ; kanakku calculation; 
adankka- not containing   . 

 

hi-li...aka: to behave gracefully ('beauty' + 'to do').  
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hi-li...aka  has the consonants – ka- la  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhunkkaaka   pazhaku [ missing letter –pa-]- to  behave well ; pazhaku- move / 
behave  . 

hi-li...aka  has the consonants – ka- la  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mikka  
azhaku – great beauty ; mikka- excess ; azhaku- beauty ; azhau -aaka- beautifully ; 
azhaku aakku – beautify ; azhakaana mukam- beautiful face; mukam- face ; 
azhaku- ullaval- beautiful girl . 

hi-li...aka  has the consonants – ka- la  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is seyal 
aakkuka  [ missing letter- sa-]- - to act; seyal- action; aakku- make  . 

 

hi-li...du8(-du8): to apply adornments ('beauty' + 'to adorn; to spread') 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   azhaku- aakkidu  -to beautify ;  azhaku- neauty; aakkidu-  to make /aakka  
vaendum . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is  kai-kalil  thankka  valaiyal / kai valai /  nakaikal  / aninthiduka –  to wear  
golden bangles ; thankam- gold; valaiyal- bangle; aninthiduka- to wear ;kai- hand . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is  velli   thonkkal /  thoadu  aninthiduka  - to have  silver stud   ; velli- silver; 
thonkal- pendent ; thoadu –stud . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   kaalil  velli  /thankka  kolusu  aninthiduka [ missing letter –sa-]- to wear  
silver anklets ; kaal- leg; velli –silver; thankam- gold;  kolusu –anklet ; aninthiduka- 
to wear.  

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   kazhuththil  thankka  attikai  aninthiduka – to have  golden necklace ; 
kazhuththu ; neck ; thanakm- gold;  attikai – a jewel   /necklace .  
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hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   kazhuththil  thankka  kaasu maalai  aninthiduka – to wear gold  coin 
necklace ;  kazhuththu –neck; thankam –gold; kaasu –coin ; maalai- necklace . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is    kazhuththil  thankka  mani  maalai   /muththu   maalai  aninthiduka  -to 
wear golden  bead garland/ pearl  garland ; kazhuththu- neck; mani bead; 
muththu –pearl ; maalai –garland . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   mookkil    thankka   ‘mookku kuththi’  aniviththal  -to wear  nose stud ; 
mookku –nose ; thankkam- gold; mookku kuththi- nose stud . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   anikalan- kalai  aninthiduaka- to wear the jewels ; anikalan-  jewel . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   vizhikku  mai -iduka   -to apply  kaajal for the eye  ; vizhikal- eyes ; mai- 
ink . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is  mukaththil  manjal  poosuka [ missing  letter- pa- and -sa-]-  -to apply 
turmeric  over the face; mukam- face; manjal- turmeric ; poosuka  - apply . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   nakankalukku  vanna-  mai  iduthal  -to  apply color pigments  on the 
nails; nakam- nail; vanna- color; mai –paint / ink . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   ithazh- kalil vanna   mai   iduthal  -to apply  -to apply  lip  stick ; ithazh- lip 
; vannam- color; mai- ink / paint ; iduthal –to apply .  

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   mulai- kalukku  santhanam  /saanthu  poosuthal  [ missing  letter- pa- 
and -sa-]-  to apply  sandal wood paste over the  breasts ; mulai- breast ; 
santhanam- sandal ; saanthu –paste ; poosuthal- to apply . 
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hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is  mulai  kachchai  aninthiduka  [ missing  letter- sa-]-    -to wear bra ; mulai 
– breast ; mulai kachchai- bra . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   thali mudi yaei  seevuka/ pinnuka [ missing letters- sa -and -pa-]- to comb 
the  hair; thalai –head; mudi- hair;  seevuka- to comb ;pinnuka- to plait . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   koonthalil  poo  sooduka  [ missing letters- sa -and -pa-]-to have flowers 
over the scalp hair ; koonthal- womens’hair;  poo –flower.  

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is    ettu muzha   pattu vaeti  aninthu  /    muzhu  kai   sattai  aninthu / thoal -
il  thundu  iduka [ missing letters- pa –and- sa-]- – to wear 8 feet silk  dhothi / full  
hand shirt/ with a towel over the shoulder ;   ettu –eight ;  pattu  -silk; vaetti- 
dhothi ; muzhu kai- full hand; sattai- shirt ; thoal – shoulder ; thundu- towel . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   mana makalukku  pattu pudavai   katti  viduthal- to have  a silk  saree  for 
the bride;  mana makal- bride;  pattu –silk; pudavai –saree .  

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   mana makalin  kai , kaal-kalil   vanna  koalam  iduthal    -to draw  colorful  
drawings  over the hand and the feet of the bride ; mana makal- bride; kai –hand; 
kaal- leg; vannam –color; koalam – drawing . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   veekkam  adaithal - to swell ; veekkam- swelling ; adaiya- to attain . 

hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is  neelamaakkidu  -to lengthen ; neelam- length . 

  hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is   akalamaakiduka- to widen; akalam- width ; aakku- make  . 
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  hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is  neettiththal vaendum –to extend ; neettam/ neetttippu - length /  
extension    .  

  hi-li...du  has the consonants – ka- la- the -  and the original Tamil  meaing  of the 
word is  mikuthi  aakkuthal  vaendum –to increase; mikuthi- excess  . 

 

hi-li...gùr-ru: to be full of opulence ('beauty' + 'to bear, carry'). 

hi-li...gùr-ru   has  the consonants  -ka -la - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   karu  kolla  -to become pregnant ; karu –embryo.  

hi-li...gùr-ru   has the consonants  -ka -la - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   perum  selva valam  mikka [ missing  letters- pa-and- sa-]- richness 
; perum- big/ great; selvam –wealth ; valamai  -fertile ; mikka- excess . 

hi-li...gùr-ru   has the consonants  -ka -la - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is   kuvalayam / ulakam  viyakkum  paer azhaku mikka  [ ullam  kavar  
kalli ]  kanni  pen-[ missing  letter- pa-] - beautiful  virgin ;  kuvalayam- world ;  
ulakam- world;  viyakka- to wonder ;  paer – great ; azhaku –beauty ; kanni  pen- 
virgin; ullam- soul ; kavarum –attractive ; kalli-  lover girl . 

hi-li...gùr-ru   has the consonants  -ka -la - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  meaning  
of the word is  thalaiyil  / muthukil / kai - yil  /thoal-il   thookki  kondu  varuthal  
vaendum[ missing letter –the -] –to carry over the  the head / back/  shoulder by 
hand ;thalai – head;  muthuku- back; kai- hand; thoal- shoulder ; thookku- to lift . 

 

hi-li-ma(-ra)-az: joyous (?) beauty ('beauty' + asa, 'cage, fetter' or ingredient in 
asilal(3,4,5), 'joy, gladness').  

hi-li-ma(-ra)-az has the consonants  - ka- la –ma- Ra –sa-and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the word is  akam  perum makizhchchi- ura / perum  uvakai kolla / 
manasu  perum kalippu  kolla [ missing letter- pa-]-– mind -filled with happiness  ; 
akam- soul; peru –get ;  makizhchchi – happiness ; uvakai- happy . 
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hi-li-ma(-ra)-az has the consonants  - ka- la –ma- Ra –[-sa-]-and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the word is   paer azhaku mikka [ missing letter- pa-]-  great beauty;   
paer- great  / big  ; azhaku  - beauty . 

 

hi-li...sù(-sù): full of appeal ('beauty' + 'to rejoice').  

*hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa -] –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalai-  beauty. 

*hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa -] –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaal- beauty  . 

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa -] –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhaku -  beauty .  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa -] –and the  original Tamil  word is   
kozhumai – beauty . 

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa -] –and the  original Tamil  word is     
kuzhakan – handsome person .  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa -] –and the  original Tamil  word is     
azhaku – beauty ; azhakiya- beautiful .  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la--sa -–and the  original Tamil  word is     
vallisaai- beautifully . 

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa -] –and the  original Tamil  word is     
azhakan-  handsome person .  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa -] –and the  original Tamil  word is     
azhaki – beautiful  girl.  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la--sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  selvi – 
beautiful  girl.  
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hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la--sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  selvan – 
handsome man.   

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la--sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  selvam – 
beauty .  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
polivu  [missing letter- pa-]- beauty. 

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
elakkanam – beauty . 

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la-  [-sa--]  -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   laavanyaa  -beauty  . 

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la-  [-sa--]  -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   koamala- beautiful  girl . 

*hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
koalam – beauty  . 

 hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
valam  - beauty  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaenil – beauty.  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la—sa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  vallisu – 
beauty.  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la-  sa- -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   vilaasam – beauty. 

*hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kali 
-  rejoice.  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la—sa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  
makizhachchi – rejoice. 
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 hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nalku – rejoiice. 

*hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nakal-   rejoicing. 

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la—[-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pukal [ missing letter- pa-] – rejoicing . 

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la-sa  -and the  intwerpretaion of the word is 
word is  simaalikka-  rejoice greatly.  

 hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- [-sa -] –and the  original Tamil  word is kollai 
azhaku- great beauty . 

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is ullam 
makizhchchi  / uvakai  kolla – to rejoice ; ullam- soul; makizhchchi- joy ; uvakai- 
happy.  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is vaazhvu 
– happines.  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- -[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   kaliyaanam -  happiness. 

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- -[- sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is    
kelippu / kalippu  [ missing letter- pa-] – happiness.  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- -[- sa-]  -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   pulakam [ missing letter- pa-] –delight.  

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is ukalam-  
delight. 

hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- -[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kulaa-  
delight.  
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hi-li...sù  has the consonants – ka- la- -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is kusaal-  
gladness.  

  

hi-nun: (cf., hé-nun). 

 gišhu-lu-úb: (cf., gišha-lu-úb).  

 

hu-luh, ha-luh: to scare; to become scared, frightened ('birds/fish' + 'to sweep 
away').  

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is kalanka /    
kalankal- fear.  

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  kavalai -  
fear/ anxiety .  

 hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  azhunkal-  
fear.  

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  velku  -fear.  

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is kili  kolla- to 
get frightened . 

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is achcham 
kollaka [ missing letter- sa-]-  to  fear . 

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  kamapalai [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  fear.  

 hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  avalam-  
anxiety ; viyakulam  .   

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  ezhavu -  
worry.  
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hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is ullam  
nadunka   / nadunkal  [-missing letter –the -] –– to scare ; ullam- soul . 

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is thikil  kolluka 
adaiya [ missing letter –the -] –to get frightened ; thikil –fear.  

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  kozhi meen – 
surgeon fish ; kozhi- fowel ;meen-fish . 

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  kili meen- 
parrot fish; kili- parrot; meen –fish/ paasi   . 

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  kilankan- 
lady  fish . 

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  mullu  vallai 
– dorab wolf herring  . 

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is vilaanku  
meen-  a kind of fish /eel . 

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is vaala meen  -
a kind of fish / ribbon fish . 

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is kolaa meen- 
flying fish . 

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is vavaal  meen-
pomfrat .  

hu-luh   has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is kalavaai  
meen- grouper/ cod  fish .  

hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is kazhuku –
eagle /falcon   

*hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is kili- parrot . 
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*hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is kuyil  -
cuckoo  

*hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is kozhi- fowel. 

hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is saeval kozhi – 
fowel /rooster  . 

hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is vaan kozhi – 

hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is kinni kozhi . 

hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is kaanaan kozhi 
–slaty legged crake . 

hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  naama kozhi- 
common coot . 

hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  neela vaal  
ilai  kozhi -pheasant-tailed Jacana. 

hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is  koanal  
mooku ullan   - Pied Avocet.  

 

hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is kiluvai – 
common teal/ duck . 

 hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is alli kolla- to 
sweep  /to grab . 

hu-luh  has the consonants – ka- la – and the  original Tamil word is muzhumai- 
yaaka azhikka- destroy  completely ; muzhumai  -complete  ;azhikka- to destroy.  

 

hu-nu, hu-hu-nu: helpless (hug-(g), hun-(g), 'to hire' + 'none'). 

hug   has  a  consonant – ka- – and the  original Tamil word is  vakai  mosam [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- helpless; vakai- way / means . 
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hug   has  a  consonant – ka- – and the  original Tamil word is  kumukku  help ;  
kumukku  inmai - no help . 

hug   has  a  consonant – ka- – and the  original Tamil word is  neekku  poakku[ 
missing  letter - pa-]  - help ;  neekku poakku  inmai- no help . 

hug   has  a  consonant – ka- – and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
sakaayam [ missing  letter sa-]  help; sakaayam inmai- no help; inmai- nil / no . 

hug   has  a  consonant – ka- – and the  original Tamil word is  adaivu inmai  [ 
missing  letter- the-]- - no  help; adaivu- help ; inmai- nil . 

hug   has  a  consonant – ka- – and the  original Tamil word is  vaadakai / 
kuththakai / vaadai   [missing  letter- the-]-rent. 

hug   has  a  consonant – ka- – and the  original Tamil word is  kooli  [ missing  
letter-la -]- hire .   

hug   has  a  consonant – ka- – and the  original Tamil word is  vazhi  vakai-[ 
missing letter- zha/ la -]-  help ;  vazhi vaka  illai- no help to live ;  vaazhu- live; 
vakai- means ;  illai- nil . 

hun  has  a  consonant –an  – and the  original Tamil word is  onnum  inmai- none . 

hun  has  a  consonant –an  – and the  original Tamil word is  pannu [ missing  
letter- pa-]- - rent / do . 

 hun  has  a  consonant –an  – and the  original Tamil word is  pinnam[ missing 
letter- pa-]-  - lease / rent . 

 

hu-rí-in: eagle (Akkadian loanword, urinnu I; Orel & Stolbova #52 *’ar-/*war- 
'eagle'; note that AHw says that urinnu II, 'standard, totem', is a Sumerian 
loanword).  

hu-rí-in  has the consonants-  ka- Ra -an – and the  original Tamil  word is karudan-
[ missing letter –the -] - eagle . 
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hu-ru(-um): idiot, hillbilly, boor (Akkadian loanword ?). 

hu-ru  (-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  
ariveenam  - stupidity ; arivu- intelligence; inmai- nil . 

hu-ru  has the  consonants -ka -Ra - -and the  original Tamil word is   ariveenan  -
stupid   person .  

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  moor-k-kam  - stupidity.  

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  interpretation of the  word 
is   moorkkan   -stupid.  

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is arivu  
inmai  - lack of intelligence ; arivu-  intelligence; arivu  koorami-  sharp intelligence 
;  inmai- nil . 

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  interpretation of the  word 
is  thimiraakan / thimir kaaran[ missing letter –the -]  – idiot ; as being a mine of 
darkness and delusion.  

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is 
thekkanaa moottiyar [ missing letter –the -]   -fools.  

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is arivu  
ketta  madaiyan [ missing letter –the -]   -fool. 

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is 
mooda arivu  [ missing letter –the -] – stupidity ; arivu-  intelligence; mathi- 
intelligence; madamai- foolishness; moodan- foolish person  .  

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  
kuruttu  thanam [ missing letter –the -] -  foolishness.  
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hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  
madavaar  [ missing letter –the -] -  fools . 

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  siru 
makan [ missing letter –sa-  -]   -fool [ metaphor]  ; siru-  small; makan- son . 

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  
miruka thanam  / kuranku  thanam  [ missing letter –the -] – boorishness/ animal 
nature ; kurankku- monkey /animal ; thanam/ thanmai - nature .  

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  
kaattu miraandi [ missing letter –the -] – boor /un civilized person; a person of  
wild nature; kaadu-forest ; kaattu miraandi-  jungle man ; marai- animal .  

 hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  
murattu  kunam  kondavan [ missing letter –the -] – boor ; murattu  kunam-  
rough nature ; kondavan-  one  who has..  

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  interpretation of the  word 
is   kiraamaththan [ missing letter –the -] – boor/ village person. 

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  interpretation of the  word 
is  naakareekam indri [ missing letter –the -]  -boorish/ uncivilized ;naakairikam-  
civilization .  

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  nar 
kunam  indri [ missing letter –the -] – boorish; kunam- good  nature; indri- nil . 

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  
karkkaatha manithan [ missing letter –the -]-  uneducated  person; karkka-  to 
learn ; karkkathaa  -un  educated  ;  manithan- man .  

hu-ru(-um)   has the  consonants -ka -Ra -ma -and the  original Tamil word is  
verum  kudam  [ missing letter –the -]- stupid  person ;  en empty pot; verumai- 
empty/nothing ; kudam pot.   

stupid [E] has the  consonants – [-sa-] - the – [-pa-] - the --and the  original Tamil 
word is   mattai  / matti- stupid person  .   
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 stupid [E] has the  consonants – [-sa-] - the – [-pa-] - the --and the  original Tamil 
word is   muththan   - stupid person . 

  stupid [E] has the  consonants – sa - the – [-pa-] - the --and the  original Tamil 
word is seeththai  - stupid person . 

  stupid [E] has the  consonants – [-sa-] - the - pa - the --and the  original Tamil 
word is   piththan   - stupid  / mad  person . 

 stupid [E] has the  consonants – sa - the - pa - the --and the  original Tamil word is   
aduppothi  - stupid person . 

stupid [E] has the  consonants – [-sa-] - the – [-pa-] - the --and the  original Tamil 
word is   ettan -stupid person . 

stupidity [E]  has the  consonants – [-sa-] - the – [-pa-] - the --and the  original 
Tamil word is   thadi-th-thanam  - stupidity . 

stupidity [E]  has the  consonants – [-sa-] - the – [-pa-] - the --and the  original 
Tamil word is   matti thanam  /   mada thanam  / muttaa thanam  – stupidity . 

 stupidity [E]  has the  consonants – [-sa-] - the – [-pa-] - the --and the  original 
Tamil word is   muttaattam – stupidity . 
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                                               Page- 102 

 

hu-su: (cf., háš).  

hu-úr-sá-gá/ne: (cf., hur-sag). 

 

 húb-gaz: slaughter ('athlete' + 'to slaughter').  

húb-gaz  has the consonants – ka- [-pa--] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vathaikka  vaendum [ missing letter –the -]-  to kill ; vathaikka- slaughter . 

húb-gaz  has the consonants – ka- [-pa--]-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaathuka [ missing letter –the -]-   to kill . 

 

húb...sar: to run ('athlete' + 'to run'). 

húb...sar   has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]  – [-sa-]- Ra-and the  original Tamil  
word is viraika- quick/ hurry  . 

húb...sar   has the consonants – ka- [-pa-]  – [-sa-]- Ra-and the  original Tamil  
word is virainthu  oaadukua [ missing letter- the -] -  run fast ; oaadu –run . 

húb...sar   has the consonants – ka- -pa– [-sa-]- Ra-and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the  word is oaatta  panthaiya- k-kaaran -[ missing letter- the -] -  runner; 
oaattam- running ; oaatta  panthayam- running race ; panthayam- contest  . 

húb...sar   has the consonants – ka- -[-pa-]– [-sa-]- Ra-and the  original Tamil 
meaning of the  word is uyara  thaandukiravan –-[ missing letter- the -] -  one who  
does high jump ; uyaram- height ;  thaandu- leap ; thaandukiravan- on who jumps  

húb...sar   has the consonants – ka- -[-pa-]– sa- Ra-and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the  word is neechchal  kaaran [ missing letter- la-]-  swimmer ; neechchal- 
swimming . 
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húb...sar   has the consonants – ka- --pa- [-sa-] - Ra-and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the   word is poo/ siraku  panthu  aadukiravan- -[ missing letter- the -
]- badminton player ; poo- flower; siraku- wing ; poo siraku- badminton; panthu- 
ball; aadu- play; aadukiravan- player 

húb...sar   has the consonants – ka- --pa- [-sa-] - Ra-and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the   word is kaar panthu  aadukiravan [ missing letter- the -]-foot ball  
player; kaar- leg; panthu- ball; aadukiravan- player . 

húb...sar   has the consonants – ka- --pa- [-sa-] - Ra-and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the   word is  koodai panthu  aadukiravan [ missing letter- the -]-– 
basket ball  player.  

húb...sar   has the consonants – ka- --pa- [-sa-] - Ra-and the  original Tamil 
meaning  of the  word is kapadai aadukiravan--[ missing letter- the -]-  kabadi 
player . 

húb...sar   has the consonants – ka- --pa- -sa- Ra-and the  original Tamil meaning  
of the  word is kaththi  / vaar  sandai  poadukiravan [ poar veeran/ maravan] --[ 
missing letter- the -]-  sword  fighter ; kaththi- knife; vaar[l]- sword ;  sandai –fight 
; maravar- warrior . 

 

 húb...šú: to trample (?) ('athlete' + 'to cover').  

húb...šú  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is   
nasukka -  crush . 

húb...šú  has the consonants  - ka- pa—[-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
poattu  mithikka [ missing letter- the -]    - to step on / tread on ; mithikka- to 
stamp  . 

húb...šú    has the consonants  - ka- pa- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
moodi  poattu / ittu  mooduka /adaikka [ missing letter- the -]  – to cover with cap 
; moodi- lid ; moodu –  to cover . 
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hul...dím: to hurt, cause pain ('evil' + 'to create, make') 

hul...dím  has the consonants -  ka-  la - the -ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  vali  undakka  vaendum- to cause pain ; vali-  pain ; 
undakku –make . 

hul...dím    has the consonants -  ka-  la - the -ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  udalil  kaayam undakka  vaendum- to injure the body; 
udal- body ; kaayam –wound; aakku- cause . 

 

 hul...gig: to hate ('evil' + 'to be sick').  

hulgig  has the consonants  - ka- la- ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  vekuli -  
hate.  

hulgig  has the consonants  - ka- la- ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  
pollaankku  [ missing letter- pa-]- evil .  

hulgig  has the consonants  - ka- la- ka --and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vippilavam [ missing letter- pa-]- evil .  

hulgig  has the consonants  - ka- la- ka --and the  original Tamil  word is  izhukku – 
evil . 

hulgig  has the consonants  - ka- la- ka --and the  original Tamil  word is kollikkann-  
evil  eye.  

hulgig  has the consonants  - ka- la- ka --and the  original Tamil  word is azhivu  
kaalam -  evil  time.  

hulgig  has the consonants  - ka- la- ka --and the  original Tamil  word is vazhuvaai 
– evil  /sin  

evil [E]   has the consonats – va- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   vazhuvaai -  
sin .  
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evil [E]   has the consonats – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is  izhukku / izhivu 
-  evil .   

 evil [E]   has the consonats – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is  allavai – evil . 

evil [E]   has the consonats – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is   avalam -  evil .  

evil [E]   has the consonats – va- la -and the original Tamil  word is   vazhumpu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – evil .  

hulgig  has the consonants  - ka- la- ka --and the  original Tamil  word is noayil  
vizhukai -  falling  sick  . 

 

hul-gál: evil ones ('evil' + 'to be').  

hul-gál  has the consonants -  ka- la -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  kaya 
vaalikal –wicked people . 

hul-gál  has the consonants -  ka- la -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaalikal – evil  doer / bad people . 

hul-gál  has the consonants -  ka- la -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  kolai -
yaalikal  - murderers . 

hul-gál  has the consonants -  ka- la -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalavaalikal-  robbers . 

hul-gál  has the consonants -  ka- la -ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuththavaalikal [ missing letter- the -]- criminals /accused. 

 

húl-la: very happy; joyful ('joy' + subordination suffix /-a/). 

húl-la   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is nalamaaka- 
healthy . 
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húl-la   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kavalai illai- no 
sadness ; kavalai –sadness; illai –nil  

húl-la   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is ula  makizhvu- 
happiness; ullam- soul; makizhvu- happiness . 

húl-la   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ullam uvakai  
kolla -  to be  happy ;   ullam- soul;  uvakai- happy; kolla- to have  . 

húl-la   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kuthu kulam [ 
missing  letter- the -]-  joy  ;  manathu  kuthu- kalikka ; manathu- mind .  

húl-la   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   makizhchchi [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- - happiness ; kusaal- happiness ; jolli- aaka- jolly   . 

húl-la   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
kusaal-aaka- missing  letter- sa-]-  happiness. 

húl-la   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
jolly- aaka- jolly   . 

húl-la   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kalippu miku  
[ missing letter- pa-]- -  glad / kalippudaiya  

húl-la   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  inpam kolla  [ 
missing letter- pa-]-to have happiness ; inpam maaka- happiness  .  

húl-la   has the consonants – ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kala kala –p-
paaka [missing letter- pa-]-happily / jovial . 

 

 hur-sag: hill-country; mountainous region ('holes, valleys' + 'points, peaks'). 

hur-sag   has the consonants – ka- Ra- sa -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is sen-
k-kundram  [ missing  letter- the -]-   -red hill; kundru- hill . 
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hur-sag   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaan  uyara  mukadu [ missing  letter- the -]-   sky  reaching  peak ; vaan –sky; 
uyaram- height; mukadu- peak . 

hur-sag   has the consonants – ka- Ra- [-sa -] -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
varai -akam – hill country ; varai / kari [Skt] - hill ; akam- home . 

hur-sag   has the consonants – ka- Ra- sa -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurinchchi  akam- hill country ; kurinchchi – mountain . 

 

 huš-a: something red ('angry' + nominative). 

huš-a   has the consonants - ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sivappu 
vannam  -red color; sivappu –red; vannam –color . 

huš-a   has the consonants - ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sev-  vaanam –
red sky;  vaanam –sky ; sivappu  / semmai- red  . 

huš-a   has the consonants - ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is Sev -Vaai-  
Mars . 

huš-a   has the consonants - ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sen-k-kaai -  
half riped  fruit . 

huš-a   has the consonants - ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is Sivan- red sun . 

huš-a   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kovam  -
anger . 

huš-a   has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is koapam [ 
missing letter- pa-]- - anger . 

huš-a   has the consonants - ka- -sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is mikka sinam-  
anger; mikka- excess; sinam – anger . 
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 i-i: (reduplicated éd). 

 

 i-bí[BIL]: smoke; Emesal dialect for igi, 'face; to see' ('to go out, rise' + 'to burn'). 

Ibil   has the consonants  - pa- la - and the  original Tamil  word is puyaal-  smoke.  

 

 i-dib: threshold; flagstone, slab; device, contrivance ('to go out' + 'to traverse, 
cross'). 

 idib   has the consonants-  the-  pa -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  nilai padi [ 
missing letter- la-]-  threshold.  

idib   has the consonants-  the-  pa -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  pattai / 
pattam -  slab   . 

idib   has the consonants-  the-  [-pa-] -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thatti  -
slab.  

idib   has the consonants-  the-  pa-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thattam  
/thatta  paduththu – slab . 

idib   has the consonants-  the-  pa-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  eduppu -  
device.  

idib   has the consonants-  the-  [-pa-]-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
thanthanam   - device . 

idib   has the consonants-  the-  pa-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  pidi -  device .  

idib   has the consonants-  the-  [-pa-]-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thittam -  
device.  

idib   has the consonants-  the-  [-pa-]-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   saathanam [ misisng letter- sa-]- device.  
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 idib   has the consonants-  the-  [-pa-]-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   sootchchamam [ misisng letter- sa-]-   - contrivance 

idib   has the consonants-  the-  pa- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  padippu – 
contrivance . 

idib   has the consonants-  the-  [-pa-]-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   neethi –contrivance. 

idib   has the consonants-  the-  [-pa-]-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thattu  
muttu -  contrivance. 

idib   has the consonants-  the-  [-pa-]-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is   
nadaiyaadu – traverse.  

idib   has the consonants-  the- -pa-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  poeidu / 
oaadu  -go / go out.   

slab [ E]    has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paalam -  slab.  

 device  [E]  kas the consonats – the- va- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
madak-k- adi  -device.  

device  [E]  kas the consonats – the- va- [- sa -] -and the  other  interpretation  of 
the word is  yukthi  -device.  

 

 i-gi4-in-zu: indeed!; as, like (used in hypothetical comparisons). 

i-gi4-in-zu  ha the consonants   -ka-  an- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
unmai -yakavae- really . 

 

 i-lu:  song,  lament, dirge ('cry' + 'to multiply').  

i-lu   has the consonant -la - and the  original Tamil  word is azhu- weep .  
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i-lu   has the consonant -la - and the  original Tamil  word is oli – cry  as  of birds.  

i-lu   has the consonant -la - and the  original Tamil  word is aalal   /azhai   cry.  

 i-lu   has the consonant -la - and the  original Tamil  word is pulaampu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  lament  ; pulampal .  

i-lu   has the consonant -la - and the  original Tamil  word is poosal [ missing  
letters-  pa –and-sa-] – lament /cry .  

*i-lu   has the consonant -la - and the  original Tamil  word is yaeyil  -song . 

i-lu   has the consonant -la - and the  interpretation  of the word is  anjali  [ 
missing letter- sa-]  – dirge. 

 i-lu   has the consonant -la - and the  original Tamil  word is thazhaiththal [ 
missing letter –the -] – multiply . 

  

i-lu...du11/e: to sing a dirge ('dirge' + 'to speak, sing'). 

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pulamppal  paattu   paadu  [ missing  letter- pa-] - to sing a dirge; paattu- song ; 
paadu –sing ; pulamppal  paattu- funeral song . 

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
oathuthal  -sing.  

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pannuthal [ missing letter- pa-]-  – sing.  

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paadal paadu [ missing letter- pa-]-  to sing a song ; paadal –song; paadu –sing. 

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paattu padiththal [ missing letter- pa-]-  to sing a song. 
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i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nayam paaduthal [ missing letter- pa-]- sing sweetly;nayam- sweet/ pleasantness .  

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  pann 
isaiththal [ missing letters- pa- and- sa- ]-  sing;  pann- song; isaiththal- to sing/ to 
play music .  

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaazh 
seithal [ missing letter- pa-]-   sing ; yaazh- lute/ harp ; sei- do  .  

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thallaattuthal – sing lullaby . 

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhuthidu –to weep / lament . 

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  olam 
idu  -wail .  

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mozhinthidu-  speak . 

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is maatlaadu [Telugu] -  speak . 

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sollidu/ solluthal / sollaaduthal  [ missing letter- sa-]-  say / tell ; solluthal –saying . 

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
oathuthal -  speak.  

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
asaiththal [ missing letter- sa-]-  –say .  

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paesuthal [ missing letters- pa- and -sa -] – speaking.  
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i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sepputhal [ missing letters- pa- and -sa -] – speaking. 

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nodiththal / nuthalthal – speak.  

i-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  naa 
neetttuthal -  tell /speak.  

-lu...du11/e   has the consonants-  la - the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padiththal [ missing letter- pa-] – speak.  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants – the-  Ra- ka –   and the  original Tamil  word is  
erankkar   paattu   [ missing  letter- pa-]- dirge; erankkar- lament / grief; paattu- 
song  .  

dirge  [E]   has the consonants – the-  Ra- ka –   and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
-yaru  paattu [ missing  letter- pa-]- dirge; kai yaru – lament .  

 dirge  [E]   has the consonants – the-  Ra- ka –   and the  original Tamil  word is  
maarai adiththu  kondu oppaari vaikka [ missing  letter- pa-]-  to sing a dirge/ 
lament by beating the breast ; maaru- chest ; adikka- to beat ; oppaari- funeral 
song  .  

 

i(-r): (cf., ir).  

i-ti: (cf., itud). 

 

 i-si-iš: complaint; lament . 

isiis  has a  consonant -  [-sa-]-   and the  original Tamil  word is  azhu [ missing  
letter- zha-] –weep . 

siis  has a  consonant -  [-sa-]-   and the  original Tamil  word is sinunkku  [ missing  
letter- ka-] - weep . 
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i-si-iš...gar: to wail (to someone: dative) (isiš2,3, 'moaning' + 'to set').  

i-si-iš...gar   has the consonants -  [-sa-] –[-sa-] -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is irankkar-  mourning . 

i-si-iš...gar   has the consonants -  [-sa-] –[-sa-] -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is irankku  -lament . 

i-si-iš...gar   has the consonants -  [-sa-] –[-sa-] -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  karaiya – to cry . 

i-si-iš...gar   has the consonants -  [-sa-] –sa--ka –Ra- and the   interpretation of the 
word is   sikkaaram -  lamentation . 

i-si-iš...gar   has the consonants -  [-sa-] –[-sa-] -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kiraavu  -cry  as a peacock .  

i-si-iš...gar   has the consonants -  [-sa-] –[-sa-] -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  oppaari vaikka [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to sing the lamentation song.  

 

i-si-iš...lá: to sit in anguish (isiš2,3, 'moaning' + 'to hang'). 

isisla     has the consonants –   sa- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sellal -  
suffering.  

isisla     has the consonants –   [-sa-]- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  uzhappu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- suffering. 

isisla     has the consonants –   [-sa-]- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pai –ull  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- suffering. 

isisla     has the consonants –   [-sa-]- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   nali – 
suffering  . 
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isisla     has the consonants – [ -  sa- ] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  naalu  -
hang . 

isisla     has the consonants – [ -  sa- ] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  azhu – 
lament . 

isisla     has the consonants – [ -  sa- ] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pulappam  [ missing  letter- pa-]- moaning.  

 

 i-dutu: outcry; complaint; cry for justice; 'Oh, Shamash!' ('cry' + divine 
determinative + 'god of justice'). 

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  santhadi [ 
missing  letter-sa -]-  – uproar . 

 idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  yaenkidu [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  cry.  

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  koovidu [ missing  
letter- ka-]- -cry . 

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaththu [ missing  
letter- ka-]-  -cry . 

 idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is neethi  / 
nadumai  / nadu  - vaendi  kaththu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  – cry  for justice ; neethi- 
justice; nadumai- justice  vaendum- want; kaththu- shout . 

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is nadumai  
thaeivam /  neethi daevan/ aandavan  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  – god of justice; 
nadumai- impartiality  / justice ; thaeivam- god ; andavan- god .  

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is oppitham / 
neetham paatham  [ missing letter- pa-] – justice .  
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idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  interpretation  of the word is   niyathi / 
neetham – justice.  

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is satta thittam [ 
missing letter- pa-] – law.  

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is kadavut- thanmai 
/ aandavanin  kunam  [ missing  letter- ka-]- divine  nature ; kadavul- god; 
thanmai- nature . 

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  interpretation  of the word is   
theiveekam / thaeiva  thanmai  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  – divine  nature . 

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is theivatham [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- – divine providence . 

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is theiva kuththam [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- – divine displeasure; kuththam- mistake .  

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  interpretation  of the word is   thaeiva  
niyamam /  ennam  [ missing  letter- ka-]-   god’s decree; niyamam- decree ;  
ennam- thought  . 

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  aandavan   
thantha / thaeivam thantha/ vakuththa   vithi [ missing  letter- ka-]-  god’s decree; 
aandavan- god; thantha-  given;  vakuthathu-  decided ;  vithi- rules  . 

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaeivaththin  
aanai / ennam [ missing  letter- ka-]-    god’s decree ; thaeivam- god; aanai- order; 
ennam- thought  . 

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is theiva neethi / 
thaeivaththin  thandanai [ missing  letter- ka-]- divine  justice/ punishment ; 
thandanai- punishment .  

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is thooimai- 
yaanathu  -divine ; thooimai- cleanliness  . 
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idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  interpretation  of the word is   theiv-
viyaamaai [ missing  letter- ka-]-  -divinely . 

 idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  interpretation  of the word is   punitha-
maanathu  [ missing letter- pa-]   - divine; punitham/ thooimai / suththam - holy  . 

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  original Tamil  word is kuththam [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  – complaint/ mistake . 

idutu   has the consonant-  the -  and the  interpretation  of the word is   
thaaththu – complaint . 

 divine [E]   has the consonants  - the- va -an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaeiva kumam  / thaeiva thanmai – divine nature  ; kunam- nature ; thanami- 
nature ;  thaeivam- god .  

divine [E]   has the consonants  - the- va -an  -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  thaevi- viyaamaanthu – divine . 

 

 i-zi: waves (cf., iz-zi) ('to go out, rise' + 'to rise, go out'). 

i-zi  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  alai [missing letter- 
la-]-  waves . 

i-zi  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhu- [missing 
letter- la-]-  rise; ezhuchchi  .  

i-zi  has the consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sellu [missing letter- la-
]--go . 

i-zi  has the consonant- sa- and the interpretation of the word is sami  -go. 

  i-zi  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  poa [ missing 
letter- pa-] –go.   
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 í-kú: inclined angle, inclination (e.g., 45 degrees - the angle formed by animals 
eating fodder).  

í-kú  has the consonant  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  koanam –angle; 
muk-koanam –triangle ; moonu- 3; koanam – angle; mukkoanam- triangle . 

 

ì-áb: fat of cows, cream (?) ('fat' + 'cow'). 

iab   has the consonant-  pa- and the  original Tamil  word is neippu  -fatness.  

iab   has the consonant-  [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is ninam /nei - fat . 

iab   has the consonant-  pa- and the  interpretation  of the  word is pasu [ missing 
letter- sa-]-  cow.  

iab   has the consonant-  pa- and the  interpretation  of the  word is asanam [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  fat.  

iab   has the consonant-  pa- and the  interpretation  of the  word is pasu  asanam 
– cow fat.  

iab   has the consonant-  [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is aa   – cow.  

iab   has the consonant-  [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is aa  nei -  cow fat.  

 iab   has the consonant- -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is payin  -  cream . 

 

 ì-áb-sè-ga: clarified butter, ghee (Old Sumerian) ('cow fat' + 'to make flat [by 
boiling away the water]'). 

ì-áb-sè-ga   has the consonants-  pa- sa-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is pasu  
vennai-  cow butter ; pasu- cow;  vennai –ghee . 

iabsega   has the consonants -  pa- sa -ka – and the interpretation  of the word is  
kaveenam – butter.  
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iabsega   has the consonants -  pa- sa -ka – and the interpretation  of the word is  
iyanka veenam -  butter.  

iabsega   has the consonants -  pa- sa -ka – and the interpretation  of the word is  
machchikai -  butter milk. 

iabsega   has the consonants – [- pa-] - sa -ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
saekku -  breast  milk.  

iabsega   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- [-sa-] -ka – and the interpretation  of the 
word is  nava neethakam  [ missing letter- the -] – clarified butter.  

iabsega   has the consonants – [- pa-] – [-sa-] -ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
avi -  ghee. 

iabsega   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- -sa--ka – and the interpretation  of the word 
is  avisu – ghee. 

iabsega   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- -sa--ka – and the interpretation  of the word 
snaekam – oil . 

iabsega   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- -sa--ka – and the interpretation  of the word 
is  vaasam -  ghee. 

iabsega   has the consonants - pa-[-sa-]-ka – and the interpretation  of the word is  
vanni poakkiyam -  ghee.  

iabsega   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- [-sa-]-ka – and the interpretation  of the 
word is  thuppakam [ missing letter- the -]  -  ghee . 

iabsega   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- sa-ka – and the interpretation  of the word 
is  vasai -  fat.  

iabsega   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- [-sa-]-ka – and the interpretation  of the 
word is  maakai- cow.  

iabsega   has the consonants – [- pa-] – [-sa-] -ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
maa kaeyi – cow. 
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iabsega   has the consonants – [- pa-] – [-sa-] -ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
ukkam- cow. 

 iabsega   has the consonants -  [-pa-]- sa-ka – and the interpretation  of the word 
is   vasai  -cow.  

ghee has the consonants – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vennai / venn – nei 
-  ghee/ butter .  

ghee has the consonants – ka- and the  interpretation  of the word is  aei -anka 
veenam -  butter.  

ghee has the consonants – ka- and the  interpretation  of the word is  kaveenam –  
butter. 

butter [E]   has the consonants –pa- the- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  nei  
patru  -fat . 

butter [E]   has the consonants –pa- the- Ra –and the interpretation  of the word 
is  arittam  -  butte milk .  

butter [E]   has the consonants –[- pa-] - the- Ra –and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  tharunaasththi  [  missing  letter- sa-] -  fat.  

curd  [E]    has the consonants- ka –Ra- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is ketti  
thayir- curd; kadaintha thayir ;  thayir katti . 

curd  [E]    has the consonants- ka –Ra- the  -and the interpretation  of the word is   
kaduram – butter milk .  

yoghurt [E] has the consonants -  ka –Ra- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
ketti  thayir- curd.   

 

 ì-bí-la: (cf., ibila). 
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 ì-dub: storage jugs, pitchers ('oil' + 'to store, heap up'). 

ì-dub   has the consonants – the-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  satti paanai [ 
missing letter- sa-]- cooking  vessels . 

ì-dub   has the consonants – the-  pa - and the  original Tamil  word is thanni  
sompu [ missing letter- sa-]- water vessel . 

ì-dub   has the consonants – the- [- pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is thanni  
saadi [ missing letter- sa-]-water jug; jaadi- jug  ; neenda jaadi .  

ì-dub   has the consonants – the- [- pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is thanni  
thotti – water tank . 

-dub   has the consonants – the-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni  
paanai-  water pot; thanni- water; paanai- pot.  

-dub   has the consonants – the- [- pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni  
kuduvai- [ missing  letter- ka-] -  water jug . 

i-dub   has the consonants – the-  pa--and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni  
kuppi [ missing  letter- ka-] -  water jug ; kuppi- box . 

i-dub  has the consonants – the-  [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni  
kudam  [ missing  letter- ka-] - water jug ; kudam-  pot ; thanni- water; kundaan- a 
vessel  . 

dub  has the consonants – the-  [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is ennai  
kudam [ missing  letter- ka-] -oil pot ; ennai- oil . 

i-dub  has the consonants – the-  [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is thaen-k-
kaai  ennai –[ missing  letter- ka-]-  coconut oil ; thaenkkai- coconut ; ennai- oil . 

 i-dub  has the consonants – the-  [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
saemiththidu [ missing letter- sa-]- to accumulate . 

ì-dub   has the consonants – the-[- pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuviththidu [ missing letter- ka-]- to heap up . 
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 ì-dùg(-ga), ì-du10-ga: perfume; good oil ('oil' + 'sweet'). 

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  narumana  
thiraviyam [ missing letter- Ra-] -  perfume ; narumanam- aroma . 

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
moathavam -  perfume.  

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  vaadai -  
scent.  

 ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kantham / kantha vakam  -  scent.  

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
sukantham [ missing  letter- sa-] –fragrance.  

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  kadi  - 
scent.  

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
vathuvai -  fragrance.  

perfume [E]   has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- [-pa-]- ma –and the  original Tamil  
word is  naru manam -  perfume.  

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  thaenkaai 
ennai -  coconut oil; thaenkaai  /thenku kaai -  coconut ; ennai- oil. 

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  muththavi 
-  castor oil . 

 ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  vaathumai  
ennai – apricot oil . 

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  
kadampam [ missing letter- pa-] – black oil .  
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ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  interpretation  of the  word  
kantha vadi – fragrant oil . 

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  vaeppa 
ennai [ missing letter- pa-]  - margosa oil . 

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  thuvvai – 
oil cake.  

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  interpretation  of the  word  
kavantham – oil press .  

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  suvai 
mikkathu [ missing   letter-  sa-]- tasty .  

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  thithi-p-
paaka [ missing letter- pa-]-  sweet . 

*ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word   
thithithikka- sweet. 

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   theiv-viya  -sweet.  

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  thikatta –
sweet.  

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  thaenikka- 
sweet. 

 ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   mathunku   -sweet.  

ì-dùg(-ga),  has the consonants -  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word  inippu  
mikkathu-[ missing letter- pa-]- sweet  . 

 

 ì-dùg-nun(-na), ì-du10-nun(-na): cream; perfume ('oil' + 'sweet' + 'fine'). 
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idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuntha manam-  perfume.  

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  
manam mikkathu – fragrant . 

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  interpretation  of the word is  
kantham/ kanthavakam – scent.  

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  interpretation  of the word is  
sukantham  - sweet  fragrance. 

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  interpretation  of the word is  
theiv-viya kantham – divine fragrance . 

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the original Tamil  word is  theiva 
manam – divine fragrance .  

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  interpretation  of the word is    
vathuvai  naaththam – new fragrance.  

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  
manam  katta  -  to purfume . 

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  
manam  thoaivikka  - to purfume. 

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  
thaenikka-   sweet / fragrance  . 

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  
nanmai  kondathu – fine/ good . 

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  
thooimai mikkathu -  fine/ pure .  

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  
maenmai kondathu – fine  one .  
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idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  
thandanaikku eeddaana  kattanam -   fine/ payment  .  

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the interpretation of the word is   
kantha vadi -  fragrant oil . 

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the interpretation of the word is   
kavantham – oil  press . 

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  
vaathumai ennai -  apricot oil . 

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is    
thaenkaai  ennai -  coconut oil .  

idugnun  has the consonants - the  -ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  ennai 
thaeikka- to apply oil .  

  

(lú)ì-duh/du8: janitor; porter; door keeper (impersonal verbal conjugation prefix 
+ 'residue, waste'). 

(lú)ì-duh/du8    has the consonants – la- the- ka- the –and the  orignalTamil  word 
is veetu vaayil  kathavai kaaththidum  kaavalaali  -door keeper; veedu- home ; 
vaayil- entrance ;  kathavu –gate;  kaaththidu- portect; kaavalaali- guard. 

(lú)ì-duh/du8    has the consonants – la- the- ka- the –and the  orignalTamil  word  
is sumai  thookkidum kooli / vaelai  aal [ missing letter- sa-]-   one who  carries 
goods ; sumai- load;  thookku- lift/ carry ; vaelai  aal- worker; aal- person .  

 

i-zi: waves (cf., iz-zi) ('to go out, rise' + 'to rise, go out').  

izi  has the consonant-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhu [ missing letter- 
zha-] -  rise. 
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izi  has the consonant-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sellu [ missing letter-  
la-] -go  .  

 

í-kú: inclined angle, inclination (e.g., 45 degrees - the angle formed by animals 
eating fodder).  

í-kú  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  konam-  angle.  

í-kú  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukkonam- triangle.  

 

ì-áb: fat of cows, cream (?) ('fat' + 'cow'). 

iab  has a  consonant-  pa  -and the  original Tamil  word is pasu  ninam / nei   [ 
missing letter- sa-] – cow fat.  

 

 ì-áb-sè-ga: clarified butter, ghee (Old Sumerian) ('cow fat' + 'to make flat [by 
boiling away the water]'). 

ì-áb-sè-ga   has the consonants  -pa- sa -ka -and the  interpretation of the  word is  
pasu  venai - cow butter; pasu –cow; vennai- ghee . 

ì-áb-sè-ga   has the consonants  -[- pa-] – [- sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aavin vennai -  cow butter. 

ghee [E]  has the consonant- ka -and the original Tamil  word is vennai-  butter.  

ì-áb-sè-ga   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- [-sa-] -ka -and the  interpretation of the  
word is  kaveenam -  butter.  

ì-áb-sè-ga   has the consonants  -[-pa-]- [-sa-] -ka -and the  interpretation of the  
word is  iyanka veenam – butter.  
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 ì-bí-la: (cf., ibila). 

 

 ì-dub: storage jugs, pitchers ('oil' + 'to store, heap up').  

ì-dub  has the consonants - the –[-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  midaa-  
pot.  

ì-dub  has the consonants - the –[-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  jaadi [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  jug.  

i-dub  has the consonants - the -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is satti  paani- [ 
missing letter- sa-]-   cooking  vessels   . 

i-dub  has the consonants - the -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni  
paanai- water pot / pitcher ;  thanni-  water; paanai-  pot.   

Jug [E]  has the consonants  - sa –ka- and the  interpretation  of the word is  kooja-  
jug.  

pitcher [E]   has the consonants –pa- the – [-sa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is thanner paanai – water pot; thanneer- water; paanai- pot.  

ì-dub  has the consonants - the –[-pa -]-and the  other interpretation of the  word 
is   saemiththidu [  missing letter- sa-]-  accumulate . 

store[E] has the consonants - sa –the- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
saemiththar -  accumulate . 

 

ì-dùg(-ga), ì-du10-ga: perfume; good oil ('oil' + 'sweet'). 

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thooimai  
mikka  ennai / nanmai konda  ennai – pure/ good oil . 
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idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaathamai  -
ennai – almond  oil.  

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaduku 
ennai  - mustard oil . 

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaenkaai 
ennai -    coconut oil . 

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thiththikkum 
–sweety . 

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  theeviya- 
sweet.  

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  inimai  
mikkathu / inippu  kondathu  [ missing  letter- pa-  ] - – sweet.  

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  manam 
kondathu   -aromatic . 

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaadai  - 
scent / smell . 

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
kantham – scent. 

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
kantha vakam –scent.  

 idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadi – scent.  

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  naaduka- 
scent.  

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
mothavam – perfume.  
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idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  sanku 
matham /   savu-vaathu [ missing  letter- sa-  ] -  civet  perfume.  

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
sukantham  / vaasanai adikka / vaasanai  veesida  [ missing letter- sa-] -fragrance.  

idugga has the consonants- the-  ka  -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
vathuvai- fragrance . 

 

 ì-dùg-nun(-na), ì-du10-nun(-na): cream; perfume ('oil' + 'sweet' + 'fine'). 

idugnuna   has the consonants - the - ka – an-  and the  original Tamil  word is     
kantham  / manam kondavai  -perfumery ; manam- smell; kondu- has.  

idugnuna   has the consonants - the - ka – an-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   naavi  sattam [ missing  letter- sa-]-  musk deer perfume .  

idugnuna   has the consonants - the - ka – an-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   sanku matham [ missing  letter- sa-]-  civet perfume.  

idugnuna   has the consonants - the - ka – an-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   sukantham  [ missing  letter- sa-]-- perfume . 

 vaasanai  undai  [ missing  letter- sa-]- perfume ball; undai- ball  ; vaasanai- smell .  

idugnuna   has the consonants - the - ka – an-  and the  original Tamil  word  is    
vaasani pandam  [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-]- perfume ; panchcha kantham – 
five perfumes; vaasanai  thoopam- incense  . 

idugnuna   has the consonants - the - ka – an-  and the  original Tamil  word  is  
upa kantham/ kantha podi   [ missing  letter- pa-]- perfume / sweet   scented  
powder . 

idugnuna   has the consonants - the - ka – an-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   makathanam – incense . 
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idugnuna   has the consonants - the - ka – an-  and the  original Tamil  word  pukai 
undaakku [ missing  letter- pa-]--  burn incense.  

idugnuna   has the consonants - the - ka – an-  and the  original Tamil  word  
santhana kuchchi [ missing  letter- sa-]--  –  sandal  incense stick ; santhanam- 
sandal; kuchchi- stick . 

 

 (lú)ì-duh/du8: janitor; porter; door keeper (impersonal verbal conjugation prefix 
+ 'residue, waste'). 

(lú)ì-duh/du  has the consonants - la  -the- ka- the  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is veettu / koattai  vaathil  kaavalaai  -  door keeper of the  house/ fort; veedu- 
hut;  koattai- fort; vaathil-  gate/ entrance ;  kaavalaali-  guard.  
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ì-gu-la): perfumed oil (‘oil’ + ‘flax’ + ‘beauty, desire’). 

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the original Tamil word is azhaku –beauty .  

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhaku –
beauty  . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is kozhumai  - 
beauty .  

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  interpretation  of the word is  
koamlam – beauty . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is koalam – 
beauty . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  interpretation  of the word is  vilasam 
– beauty . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the original Tamil  word is vaenil -  beauty . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the interpretation  of the  word is 
laavanyam – beauty . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the original Tamil word is valam – beauty . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is kalai -  beauty .  

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is polivu [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  beauty .  

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is selvam [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  beauty . 
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i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is vallisu missing 
letter- sa-]-  – beauty .  

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is elakkanam-  
beauty .  

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is aaval-  desire . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is maeval -  
desire.  

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is vizhaivu   
/veezhvu -  desire.  

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is vael -  desire. 

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is ulavai -  desire.  

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is pukal / pukalvu 
[ missing letter- pa-] – desire.  

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is uchchu valam [ 
missing  letter- sa-] –desire.  

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  interpretation of the word is  maalikai 
-  flax.  

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is manam 
kamazhum ennai  -  perumed oil; manam-  smell ;  kamazha- smelling . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  ennai sikkal [ 
missing  letter- sa-] –oil  odour ; ennai- oil . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  kovul -  fetid 
odour . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is kaanal – scent.  
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I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is kalavai – 
perfumed paste. 

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhiyam – 
perfumed ball. 

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is kunkiliyam -  
frankincense . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is kalapam [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  sandal perfume.  

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is velichcha ennai 
[missing letter- sa-]-  – coconut oil .  

 i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is vaasanai villai 
[missing letter- sa-]- -scented tablet ; vaasaani –smell ; villai-  a piece . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  vasanai  
kalimpu [ missing letters- pa –and –sa-]- scented  ointment; kalimpu- ointment .  

 i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  vaasanai  
kuzhumpu [ missing letters- pa –and –sa-]- scented unguent .  

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is vilakka-ennai – 
castor oil . 

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is thila vakai [ 
missing letter- the -] -  kind of  fragrant oil ; thailam- oil; vakai- kind .  

i gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is valee nakam -  
fragrant  screw pine.  

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is mukuli – 
fragrant  screw pine. 

I gu-la  has the consonants- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is alankkal – 
fragrant basil . 
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  ì-giš: sesame oil (‘oil’ + ‘tree’). 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka-[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  noovu  ennai – 
sesame  oil . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka-[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  paapakkina 
ennai  [ missing  letter- pa-] – sesame  oil; ennai- oil . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka-[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  ennaavi - - 
gingili oil . 

 igis  Hs the consonants- ka-[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  aavi  ennai -  
essential oil  

igis  Hs the consonants- ka-[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaasanai ennai 
-  essential oil / aromatic oil ; vaasanai –smell; ennai- oil  . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka-[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  akani  nei -  
core oil . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka–sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  sekku / kaanam -  
oil  press.  

 Igis  Hs the consonants- ka–sa- - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
sneakam  – oil .  

igis  Hs the consonants- ka–sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  aamanukku   
ennai-   castor oil ; aamanakku- castor .  

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  paei –
aamaankku  ennai [ missing  letter- pa-] –  wild castor  plant oil . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  sivappu  ennai  
panai  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - red  oil  palm; sivappu –red ; panai- palm  .  

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-[-sa--] – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
akamam -  tree. 
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igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  anoakkam – 
tree. 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-sa- - and the  interpretation  of the word is  kusam –
tree 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-sa- - and the  interpretation  of the word is  saaki –
tree . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaniyam –
tree. 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  nakam- tree 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  akam- tree 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-sa- - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
asoakam-    Indian mast tree. 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-sa- - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
savusayam- Indian coral tree.  

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-sa- - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
vanasam -  jack  tree.  

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-sa- - and the  interpretation  of the word is  jack [E]  

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  paakku [ 
missing letter- pa-]- areca tree  . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  kamuku – 
areca tree  . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeppam[ 
missing letter- pa-]-  -  neem tree. 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  savukku  -   
coastal   she oak   tree  
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igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaakai – 
cassia. 

Igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[--sa-]- - and the  interpretation  of the word is   
yaakam –cassia . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[--sa-]- - and the  interpretation  of the word is  cassia  
[E] . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—[--sa-]- - and the  interpretation  of the word is  
oak[E]  . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  saenaavu  -
cassia sophera . 

igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-sa- - and the  interpretation  of the word is   vin 
sukam -  fetis cassia. 

Igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  poo vaakai [ 
missing letter- pa-]- – pink  cassia  tree. 

 igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  sempukam –[ 
missing letter- pa-]-  golden champa. 

Igis  Hs the consonants- ka—-[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  punnaagam  
[  missing letter- pa-]-  -  alexandrain  laurel . 

 

 ì-ÞI-nun(-na): (cf., ì-dùg-nun(-na); hé-nun; hi-nun).  

 

Ì-ir-a: ointment (‘oil’ + ‘perfume’ + nominative). 

Iira  has the consonant -  Ra –and the original Tamil  word is narumanam – 
perfume/ good  smell; naara- to smell . 
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iira  has the consonant -  Ra –and the original Tamil  word is narmana nei – 
fragrant ointment/ oil   . 

iira  has the consonant -  Ra –and the original Tamil  word is narumai – perfume.  

Iira  has the consonant -  Ra –and the original Tamil  word is naraa- perume.  

 Iira  has the consonant -  Ra –and the original Tamil  word is naari –perfume.   

Iira  has the consonant -  Ra –and the original Tamil  word is paarai ennai [ missing  
letter- pa-]  – oil/ 3365etroleum   . 

iira  has the consonant -  Ra –and the original Tamil  word is eri nei – fuel  oil . 

 

 ì-ku6: fish oil (‘oil’ + ‘fish’).  

iku has the consonant -  ka –and the original Tamil  word is naaku meen ennai-  
fish oil ;  nakku  meen- flat fish ; meen- fish  ;ennai- oil  

iku has the consonant -  ka –and the original Tamil  word is onnakai  meen- 
ornamental  fish ; meen –fish.  

iku has the consonant -  ka –and the original Tamil  word is meenankkam- fish 
bone . 

iku has the consonant -  ka –and the original Tamil  word is meenavan- fisherman . 

 iku has the consonant -  ka –and the original Tamil  word is pannaa  meen  / aavi  
ennai  /  snaekam-  cod  fish oil  ; panna- meen- god fish ; aavi ennai –essential ioil  
snaekam- oil ; ennai- oil . 

iku has the consonant -  ka –and the original Tamil  word is ennavi-   gingili  oil . 

 iku has the consonant -  ka –and the original Tamil  word is akani  nei- core oil  

iku has the consonant -  ka –and the original Tamil  word is aamanakku  ennai- 
castor oil.  
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ì-lah4: a profession (impersonal verbal prefix + 'to fling away'). 

ì-lah  has the consonants –la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaelai –work/ 
profession . 

ì-lah  has the consonants –la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is azhuval-  work.  

ì-lah  has the consonants –la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kai aal -  work /  
attendant/ menial worker ; kai- arm; aal- person  . 

 

 ì-lí: fine oil (jar) ('oil' + 'true measure; fine oil'). 

ì-lí  has the consonant-  la- and the original Tamil  word is  nalla ennai-  fine oil / 
sesame oil /gingili oil; nalla- good; ennai – oil.   

ì-lí  has the consonant-  la- and the original Tamil  word is  ellu ennai – sesame oil. 

ì-lí  has the consonant-  la- and the original Tamil  word is  pithili  [ misisng  letter- 
pa- and -the - ]- oil vessel.  

ì-lí  has the consonant-  la- and the original Tamil  word is  thailam   [ missing  
letter- the -] –   fragrant oil .  

ì-lí  has the consonant-  la- and the original Tamil  word is  thilliyam / thila thailam  
[ missing  letter- the -] – gingili oil /sesame oil . 

ì-lí  has the consonant-  la- and the original Tamil  word is  ennai thaazhi [ missing  
letter- the -] -  oil jar . 

ì-lí  has the consonant-  la- and the original Tamil  word is   thila malam / palalam [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  oil cake . 

ì-lí  has the consonant-  la- and the original Tamil  word is   noozhil – oil press.  

ì-lí  has the consonant-  la- and the original Tamil  word is  thaazhi   [ missing  
letter- the -] – jar . 
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ì-lí  has the consonant-  la- and the original Tamil  word is  thalam [ missing  letter- 
the -] -   jar . 

ì-lí  has the consonant-  la- and the original Tamil  word is  ellai – measure.  

  

 ì-nun: butter; clarified butter, ghee (Neo-Sumerian) ('fat, oil' + 'noble').  

i-nun   has the consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is ennai- oil . 

i-nun   has the consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is meen nei -  fish oil .  

i-nun   has the consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word isen-naeyam -  gingili 
oil .  

i-nun   has the consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is nei – butter/ ghee.    

i-nun   has the consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is ninam-  fat .  

i-nun  has the consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is vennai [ missing 
letter- ka-] - butter . 

butter[E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
moar  thanni  – buttermilk  ;  moar - watery  curd ; thanni- water  . 

butter[E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  mantha tharam -    butter.  

butter[E]  has the consonants –[- pa-] - the- Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  arittam -  buttermilk .  

butter[E]  has the consonants – pa- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is nei  
patru -  fat .  

i-nun  has the consonant- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  maenmai – noble.  

 

ì-rá-rá: ointment mixer ('fat' + reduplicated 'to stir, mix'). 
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irara    has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is saeru  [missing letter- 
sa-] – mix. 

irara    has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word  is pisaru   [ missing 
letters- pa-  and- sa- ] -mix . 

irara    has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word  is nei-kooru [ missing 
letter- ka-] – fat ; nei- fat  . 

irara    has a consonant- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word is  marththi  
/ maththiththar  [missing letter- the-] –to mix.  

irara    has a consonant- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word  is thirattu /thirattuthar 
missing letter- the-] –-to mix . 

 

 ì-sag: best, fine oil ('oil' + 'prime'). 

ì-sag   has the consonants- sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  sekku  ennai-  
pressed oil/ good oil  ;  ennai- oil ;  sekku –oil press  ; kaanam – oil press . 

ì-sag   has the consonants- sa- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sinaekam – oil  

ì-sag   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nangu- 
good.  

ì-sag   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vannam  -
good.  

ì-sag   has the consonants- sa-- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  sevu-vi  -good.  

ì-sag   has the consonants- sa-- ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
kaasaa- good.  

 ì-sag   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mikka- 
superior. 
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ì-sag   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
maha [Skt] – superior . 

 

 ì-si-na: (cf., e-si-na).  

 

ì-šah: pig lard ('fat' + 'pig'). 

ish   has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is nei  -fat. 

ish   has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is ninam   -fat.  

ish   has a  consonant- sa -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  asanam  -
fat.  

ish   has a  consonant- [-sa-] -and the original Tamil  word is panni nei [missing 
letter- pa-] – pig fat ; maei-maa  nei ; yaen   nei ; nei- fat ; panni/ maei-maa / yaen- 
pig  . 

 

 ì-ti: moonlight (cf., itud).  

ì-ti   has the consonant - the -and the original Tamil  word is   mathi –moon; 
mathiyam / amathi  .  

ì-ti   has the consonant - the -and the  othe rinterpretaion  of the word is  inthu – 
moon.  

ì-ti   has the consonant - the -and the original Tamil  word is  naann mathi- full 
moon . 

 

ì-udu: fat, tallow ('fat' + 'sheep'). 

*ì-udu has the consonant- the -and the original Tamil  word is  udu – sheep /goat .  
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ì-udu  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is aadu-  sheep /goat 
/ram. 

ì-udu  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is aan aadu  -ram .  

ì-udu  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is idi – he goat.  

ì-udu  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is maedam – sheep / 
ram .  

 ì-udu  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  maadu- bull/ cow .  

ì-udu  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  moaththai /  
maentham – goat.  

ì-udu  has the consonant- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  maendam – ram . 

-udu  has the consonant- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
paedam [ missing letter- pa-]  -ram. 

-udu  has the consonant- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
sithamai [ missing letter- sa-]-  ram. 

udu  has the consonant- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
maethai – fat . 

udu  has the consonant- the -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
masthu / maethasu [ missing letter- sa-]-   -fat . 

  

 

 i5-gar[KA.GAR]: to promise, predict; ominous remark (inim, 'word' + 'to make, 
establish'). 

*i-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  keer-  word.  

*i-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  karai  -word.  
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i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  uruthi 
tharuka/ uruthi  kooruka  [ missing letter- the-] - to promise.  

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vaakku-uruthi  [ missing letter- the-]   -promise; vaakku- word; uruthi- promise .  

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
uri kaaram -  promise.  

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  kootru [ 
missing letter- the-]  - word.  

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vaarththai [Skt]  missing letter- the-]  –word/ promise . 

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
word [E] [ missing letter –the -] . 

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is thoatruvikka-[ 
missing letter –the -] - to establish   . 

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is niruvuka –to 
establish . 

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  other interpretaion of the word is  
nirmaanikka- to establish . 

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is uoondruka [ 
missing letter –the -] -  establish . 

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is uruvaakka- to 
create/ uruvakkiduka  . 

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is kanakkiduthar 
missing letter –the -] - to calculate  . 

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is  mun uraikka -
predict ; mun- early ; uraikka- say . 
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i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is ethir noakka [ 
missing letter –the -] – to expect . 

i5-gar   has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is kaedu tharum  
ari- kuri-[  missing letter –the -] – ominous sign ; kaedu- bad / evil ; thara- give ; ari 
kuri- sign  . 

 

 ib-si8[DI]: square ('eye' + 'to crack open'). 

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – -pa –[- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil   
interpretation of the word is  naangu  inaiyaana / samamaana  / okka /  pakkathai 
/ koanaththai  -   konda vadivam [ missing letter- ka-]- - a shape which has four 
equal sides ;  naangu-  four;  inai –same ; samam- equal ; pakkam –side; vadivam- 
shape . 

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – -pa – sa-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sathukkam-  town square . 

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –sa- the- and the  interpretation of the 
word is sathuram [Skt]  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  square .  

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – -[-pa-]  – [-sa-] -- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   naar koana vadivam [ missing letters- ka  - and-  Ra-] -  square . 

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –sa- the- and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is  sathurankam [ missing letters- ka  - and-  Ra-] – quadrangle.  

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – -[-pa-]  – [-sa-] -- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is    

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – -[-pa-]  – [-sa-] -- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   naanku  koanam udaiya vadivam [ missing letter- ka-] -  tetragon.  

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –sa- the- and the  interpretation of the 
word is  atchchi /atchcham – eye.  
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ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
naattam   -eye.  

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paarththidu  [ missing letter- Ra-]   -see . 

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –[-sa-]- the- and the  interpretation of the 
word is  erathan [ missing letter- Ra-]   - eye. 

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –sa-the- and the other  interpretation of 
the word is thirushtti  [ missing letter- Ra-] - eye. 

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaarai [ missing letter- Ra-] - eye. 

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –sa-the- and the other  interpretation of 
the word is tharisanam  [ missing letter- Ra-]   - eye . 

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oattai  – crack / hole.  

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – [-pa -] –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
udainththida – crack  open . 

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – pa -[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pottiththida- crack  open. 

ib-si8[DI]  has the consonants – pa -[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pilanthida [ missing letter- la-] – crack open.  

 

 íb-dam-za: anger ('to be angry' + dum-dam...za, 'to grumble'). 

íb-dam-za   has the consonants –[-pa -] -the -ma – sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is sinam adainthida   -  to get angry . 

íb-dam-za   has the consonants -pa -the -ma – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
perum  seetram [ misisg letter- Ra--]-  furious .  
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íb-dam-za   has the consonants –[- pa-]  -the -ma – [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  munu munuththida -  grumble.  

 

íb-lal: underwear (?) ('hips' + 'to hang, stretch, extend'). 

íb-lal   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   ullaadai  
[missing letter- the -]- -  inner wear . 

 

íb-lal   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  izhu  -
stretch . 

íb-lal   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  izhuththal 
[missing letter- the -]-  –stretching.    

íb-lal   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
neettiththal / neeluthal / panaiththal  [missing letter- the -]-  to extend  . 

íb-lal   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   okkalai [   
missing letter- ka-]- -  hip .  

íb-lal   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   sallai 
[missing letter- sa-]-  – hip . 

íb-lal   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   naalthal 
[missing letter- the -]-  hang.  

íb-lal   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   thaazhthal 
[missing letter- the -]-   hang low. 

íb-lal   has the consonants – [- pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thazhaiththal  [missing letter- the -]- - hang down . 

  

 íb-tag4: leftover ('middle' + 'to disregard'). 
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íb-tag  has the consonants – pa- –the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is enji 
kidapathu [ missing letter- sa-]- left over . 

íb-tag  has the consonants –[- pa-]  –the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
naduvam-   center . 

íb-tag  has the consonants –[- pa-]  –the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
maanam   keda / maanaththai vaanka  -  disrespect /disregard  . 

íb-tag  has the consonants –[- pa-]  –the- ka -and the other interpretation of the 
word is   avamathikka [Skt]  - to disregard . 

 

 kušíb-ùr: (cf., kuše-íb-ùr).  

 

íd-a-dug: irrigation project ('canal' + 'water' + 'vessel'). 

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  anai kattu –
dam . 

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kondam- 
big dam.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuttai / 
kuttam / kundu / kidanku – pond. 

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
avadam /  avadu – well.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  antha kaeni 
-  covered well.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  vathi 
– head of a channel .  
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íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kudampai [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  big lake.   

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  
vaethitham – tube  ;  kudainththu/ vaeinthathu  .  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  
pankaiya -p-padu [ missing letter- pa-]-  lotus tank.   

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanni  
thaekka thotti -  storage tank.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vettu  
thaavu -  tank pit.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thaanki  - 
water tank .  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is thadaakam- 
pond.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koattakam -  
deep  tank . 

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaedam –
river.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  Kadakam  /  
Gowthami  / Thunka  -names of rivers.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  uthakam  -
water.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaandam  -
sacred water.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  
kavantham – water.  
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íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the interpretation of word is  thakadi  -
water.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the interpretation of word is  vikadi  -
water . 

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kattu-k-kidai 
–stagnent  water.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  thanku  
thanni / thaenkiya thanni  -stagnent water. 

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kudi  thanni 
– drinking water.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vadivu  - 
surplus water.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  na vaa da -  
vessel  /ship  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vaedai / 
kadaththu -  sailing vessel. 

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  padaku  / 
pattikai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  – boat . 

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka - -and the  original Tamil  word is sanku  
vadam   [ missing  letter- sa-]-   ferry boat.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kudam – 
pot.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka - -and the  original Tamil  word is thanni 
kudam-  water pot.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka - -and the  original Tamil  word is kundaan  -
utensil. 
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íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka - -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudantham /  kadukam / kundam -  pot.  

íd-a-dug  has the consonants- the- ka - -and the  original Tamil  word is sakadam  / 
sadakam  /santhana kinnam  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  cup.  

  

 gišig-šu-úr...DU: to bolt the door ('door' + 'hand' + 'base' + 'to go').  

gisigsuurdu  has the  consonants –ka- sa-  ka – sa- Ra -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  veettu  vaasar  mara  kathavai  kaiyaar  saathuka / kondi ittu  mooduka – 
to close the door  by hands;  veedu- house; vaasal- entrance; maram- wood ; 
kathavu- door; kai- hand; saaththu- shut.  

gisigsuurdu  has the  consonants –ka- [- sa-] -  ka – [- sa-] - Ra -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  marak-kathavu   -wooden door . 

gisigsuurdu  has the  consonants –ka- sa-  ka – sa- Ra -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  veettkku  sendrida vaendum   -to go to the house; sendriduka- go .  

 

igi-a-a-na-šè: before his father ('front' + 'father' + ni-a(k), 'his + genitive' + 
terminative suffix, 'unto').  

igiaanase   has the consonants  - ka –an- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukanai  -front.  

igiaanase   has the consonants  - ka –an- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is 
munnaka –front.  

igiaanase   has the consonants  - ka –an- [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is 
mun pakkam - [ missing  letter –pa-]  -front side; mun- front; pakkam- side . 

igiaanase   has the consonants  - ka –an- [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is 
naer  mukamaa  [ missing  letter –Ra-]  - front . 
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igiaanase   has the consonants  - ka –an- [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is  
avan  ayyanaukku  /  avan  iyaa-vukku  /  avan achchanukku  /  avan aayaan-ukku  -
--munnaaka  -  before his father ; munnae- front ; avan- he;  ayyan- father; iyaa- 
father; achchan- father; aayaan- father   . 

 

igi...bad: to open one's eyes ('eye' + 'to open').  

igi...bad   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  vaai 
vida- open . 

igi...bad   has the consonants - ka –pa- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   pottikka  [ Malayalam]  / udaikka  - open . 

igi...bad   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kannai moodu –close the eye ; kann- eye; moodu –close.  

igi...bad   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- the-  and the original Tamil  word is 
kann moodidu –die.  

igi...bad   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - the-  and the original Tamil  word is   
kannai adai- close the eye / sleep . 

 

igi-bala: traitor, turncoat; shiftiness ('eyes' + 'to turn, change, revolt. 

 igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kankal -  eyes ; kann- eye.  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vizhikal- eyes . 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
imaikal- eyelids  . 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalakam- clash  . 
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igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhakku – quarrel / law suit.  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is kalaai 
-  quarrel/ get angry .  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
kalappu -  clash.  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuzhapappam – riot/ quarrel  . 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- pa- la -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kalapam -  fight . 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-]- la -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kaalai ankam -  fight.  

*igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kamapalai – quarrel.  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kummaalam -  riot.  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhunkeenam – riot . 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- pa- la -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kali bili- quarrel. 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalavaram  [ missing letter- Ra-] – clash /quarrel . 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka-[- pa-]- la -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is amarkalam [  missing letter- Ra-] – quarrel.  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koalaaru [  missing letter- Ra-] -– quarrel  . 
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igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is padai 
kuzhappam / padai kalakam   [ missing letter- the -]  -  mutiny; padai –army; 
kalakam- clash  . 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalaattaa [ missing letter- the -] -  riot . 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
adiththu  kolluthal   [ missing letter- the -] -  quarrel / beaten to death ; adikka- 
beat; kollu- kill .  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka-[- pa-]- la -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kalaathi [ missing letter- the -] – quarrel. 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka-[- pa-]- la -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is siluku  /silukku  [ missing letter- sa-]  – quarrel. 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka-[- pa-]- la -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is sili mukam [ missing letter- sa-]  -  fight.  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is vilaai  
-quarrel. 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kudumi  
pidiththal  [  missing letter- the -]  -fight; kudumi- tuft of hair on the top of head ; 
pidi- hold .  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is mallu  
kattuthal [  missing letter- the -]- fight.  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- pa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kuththu  
pali [  missing letter- the -]-  violent quarrel ; kuththu- stab; pali- sacrifice  .  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-]-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thodu  
vazhakku -  a continous  quarrel or law suit; vazhakku- law suit .  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ulavaalali – spy.  
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turncoat  [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra –an- ka- the  - and the   interpretation 
of the word is  santharppa vaathi [ Skt] [ missing letter- sa-] – turncoat . 

turncoat  [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra –an- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  koottu sathi  seikindravan [ missing letter- sa-]  – conspirator; koottu- 
jointly ; sathi-plan ;  seika- do ; seikindravan - one who does .  

turncoat  [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra –an- ka- the  - and the   original Tamil  
word is kaatti  kodukindravan  - traitor; kaattu- show .  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ili  
kann-   blear  eyes; kann- eye .  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nollai 
kann-  blind eyes; nollai- blind .  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
poonai vizhikal- cat  like eyes; poonai –cat ; vizhi- eye; vizhikal- eyes .  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kolli 
kann-  evil  eye.  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  alaivu 
/ ulaivu – change. 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
valaivu  -   a turn .  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
suzhaluka  [ missing letter- sa -]-- to turn . 

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
koanal -  crooked.  

igi-bala  has the consonants  - ka- [-pa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kallam  - crooked nature.  
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 igi...bar: to look at ('eye' + 'to open').  

igi...bar  has the consonants -  ka- pa- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
paarkka-  to see.  

igi...bar  has the consonants -  ka- [-pa-] - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kannai thirakka [ missing letter- the -]- - open the eys; kann- eye; thirakka- open . 

to look [E]  has the consonants -the- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaanuthal- looking . 

to look [E]  has the consonants -the- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
noakkuthal- to look . 

to look [E]  has the consonants -the- la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
noattam viduthal- to have look.  

igi...bar  has the consonants -  ka- [-pa-] - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
viraikka- open . 

igi...bar  has the consonants -  ka- [-pa-] - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
varuvu – to  open .  

igi...bar  has the consonants -  ka- pa- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is pirikka- 
open . 

 

igi-zi...bar: to choose; to legitimate ('to look at' + 'legitimate; to strengthen'). 

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   porukku -  to choose.  

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kann  paarkka- to look.  

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kann  paarvai – look / vision;  kann- eye ; paarvai- vision  .  
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igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kann nerikka- to pay  attention with eyes.  

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka -sa – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is sariyaana ondrai  thaervu  seika [ missing letter- the -]-  to choose; sariyaana 
ondru - the right one ; ondru- one ; thaervu- select; seika- do . 

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  porukki  edukka-[ missing letter- the -]-   to choose.  

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is thaernthu  edukka [ missing letter- the -]-  to choose . 

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is variththar / koeithar [ missing letter- the -]-  to choose . 

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is muraiyaaka – legitimately . 

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka – sa- – pa-- Ra- and the   other interpretation  
of the word is satta poorvamaaka [ missing letter- the -]- - lawfully; sattam- law .  

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka – sa-– pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
satta thittaththirkku  ut pattathu [ missing letter- the -]- - lawfully; sattam- law; 
thittam- plan  ; ut pattathu – subjected to .  

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka – sa-– pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
satta  nadai muraikku  yaerppa [ missing letter- the -]- - lawfully; sattam- law; 
nadai murai- means / method . 

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka – [- sa--] – pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thira paduthuka / ura paduththuka [ missing letter- the -]- - strenghten; 
thiram/ uram- strength ; paduththu- do . 

igi-zi...bar   has the consonants - ka – [- sa--] – [-pa-] -- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaetruka  [  missing letter- the -]- - strengthen . 
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 igi-dagal: wide seeing eyes ('eyes' + 'wide'). 

igidagal    has the consonants-  ka- the-  ka- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nalla  akalam konda -  wide ; nalla- good; akalam –width; konda- has . 

igidagal    has the consonants-  ka- the-  ka- la  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
akandra  vizhikal / kannkal – laal    kaanuthal  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  wide eyes; 
akandra- wide ; vizhi- eye; kann- eye ; kaanuka- see . 

wide [E]   has the consonants -  va -the -and the  orginal Tamil  word is  akanda  -  
wide.  

 

 igi(-šè)...dib(2): to pass in front of/before ('face' + terminative suffix + 'to pass 
by'). 

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-]  - the  -pa – and the  original Tamil  word 
is munaadi  poaka  vaendum /   mun pakkaa-maaka  nadakka vaendum -  to go in 
front ; munnaadi/ mun - front; poaka- to go; pakkam –side ; nadakka- to walk  .  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-]  - the  -[- pa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is mokkattal / muka kattai   - face ; mukam- face; kattai- jaw/ manible . 

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-]  - the  -[- pa -] - and the  interpretation  of 
the word is vathanam / vanthanam -  face.  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-]  - the  - pa - and the  original Tamil  word 
is mun  pakuthi -  face  /front side; pakuthi –side; mun- front   . 

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-]  - the  - [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vettu vaai -  face ; vettu- to cut; vaai- mouth .  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-]  - the  - [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  mukaththai kaattuka- to show the face;mukam- face ; kaattuka- to show .  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-]  - the  - pa - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mukaththai thonka poada – longish face. 
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 igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-sa-- the  - pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
moonji sundi  poaka  -  wry  faced . 

 

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-- the  - [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  attaa mukam – wry  face; mukam- face .  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-- the  - pa-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaadi poana mukam -  dull  face ; vaadu- tobecome dull; mukam- face  .  

 igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-sa-- the  - pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
achchcam / peethi   konda  mukam –fearful  face; achcham- fear; peeethi- fear ; 
konda- has; mukam- face .  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-[- sa-] -- the  - [-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mukam  koanida – disagreeing  face ; koanida- deviated . 

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –- sa--- the  - [- pa-] --- and the  original Tamil  
word is  sidu   mukam – frowining face.  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –[--sa-] -- the  - pa-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  paedu  mukam   - feminine face.  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-]  - the  - pa - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mukam noakki  paesuku  -  talk  face to face; mukam- face; noakku –  to look ; 
paesuka- speak .  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-]  - the  - [ - pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  muka moodi -  face mask ; moodi –covering .  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –[ -sa-]  - the  - [ - pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  muka-ththeedu  -face cloth ; mukam- face . 

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-sa-- the  - [ - pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  muka saanthu  -face cream ; saanthu –paste . 
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igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-sa-- the  - pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
muka saadai  kaattu -  to show facial gesture; mukam- face; saadai- gesture; 
kaattu –show .  

 igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-sa- - the  - pa - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is muka  paavanai   seithiduka  -  to show facial gesture; paavanai- gesture ; 
seithidu- do . 

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-- the  - [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaavan-k-kattai – jaw .   

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-- the  - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
punnakai   pooththa mukam -   smiling face ; punnakai- smile; pooththida- to bud .  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-[-sa-]-- the  - [- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   mathi mukam -  moon like face; mathi- moon .  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-sa- - the  - pa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinam konda mukam / koapam konda mukam  - angry  face; sinam- anger; konda- 
has; mukam- face ; koapam/ koavam- anger .  

igisedib   has the consonants- ka –-sa- - the  - [-pa -] - and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  mukasthuthi -   face flattery . 

 

 igi-hul...dím: to put the evil eye (on someone) ('eye' + 'evil' + 'to fashion'). 

Igihuldim  has the consonants- ka - la- the -ma  -   and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
kodum  kann-k-kalaal   kaanuthal - to put the evil eye; kodumai- cruel ; kann- eye ; 
kann-k-kal- eyes ; kaana- to look 

Igihuldim  has the consonants- ka - la- the -ma  -   and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
vanaithal  vaendum  -to fashion.  

Igihuldim  has the consonants- ka - la- the -ma  -   and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
padivam   amiththiduthal / koduththal – [ missing letter- pa-]- to fashion; 
amaiththidu- to set . 
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 igi-du: adj. for a lead animal; leader (also read as palil) ('front' + 'to walk').  

igi-du  has the consonants -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  nadakka 
vaendum- to walk . 

igi-du  has the consonants -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  aandakai- 
duke . 

igi-du  has the consonants -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word is  muthalvan- [ 
missing letter- la-]-  principal . 

igi-du  has the consonants -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word is  thalaivan 
missing letter- la-]-  leader . 

igi-du  has the consonants -ka -the - and the original Tamil  word is  ulaavuthal- [ 
missing letter- la-]-  to walk  . 

igi-du  has the consonants -ka -the - and the   interpretation of the word is  head 
[E] - leader . 

   

igi-šè...du: to walk in front of ('to the front' + 'to walk'). 

igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadakka  /nadakkai -  walk /walking .  

igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
adi edukka- to step ; adi –foot/ step; edukka- take. 

igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thee mithaikkai- fire walking; thee- fire; mithikka- to stamp .  

 igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
othukku  -walking.  
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igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nondi  nadakka – walk  lamely ;  nondi- lame  . 

igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neetti nadakka-  walk slowly. 

igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaekamaaka nadakka- walk fast; vaekam- speed  . 

igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadai vaekam- walking speed.  

igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mun nadakka-  to walk in font ; mun- front; nadakka- to walk . 

igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyankidu / ukainthu- walk .  

igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadu  nadai – fast walk.  

igi-šè...du   has  the consonants- ka- [- sa -] - the -and the  interpretation of the 
word is   akaadi /  maththakam  -- front. 
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                    Page-104. 

 

 

igi...dù: to be on the lookout for (with -ši-) ('eye' + 'to raise erect'). 

igi...dù   has the consonants- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kandiduka-  
to see . 

igi...dù   has the consonants- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   kann 
kaanippu  vattam  [ missing letter- pa-]  – lookout.; kann- eye; kann kaanippu- 
watchful;  vattam- circle .  

igi...dù   has the consonants- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaedi kandu 
adaika-  to search  for ; thaedu- search ; kandidu –see; adaika- to attain . 

igi...dù   has the consonants- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kuththam 
panniyavanai  thappi oaadi vida koodaathu  kann kaanikka [ missing letter- pa-] – 
look out for the accused ; kuththam- mistake ; panniyavan- one who  did; pannu- 
do ; thappi oaada- to flee ; koodaathu- should not ; kann kaanikka- to watch .    

igi...dù   has the consonants- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
kaaniththiduka – watch  out.  

igi...dù   has the consonants- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  noattam 
viduka- to  have a look . 

igi...dù   has the consonants- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
senkkuththaaka thookkuka/ yaenthuka [ missing letter- sa-]-  raise erect; 
senkkuththu- upright ; thookku- lift .  

 

 igi...du8: to see (often with -ni- or bi-); to spy; to witness ('eye' + 'to crack open').  

igi...du   has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  kandiduka- 
see.  
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igi...du   has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
noakkiduka- see.  

igi...du   has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  usaavidu [ 
missing  letter- sa-]- –to spy.   

igi...du   has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeithidu  -
spying.  

igi...du   has the consonants - ka -the - and the interpretation of the word is  
thaakki  -witness; kandavan – one who has witnessed; kaettavan – one who  has 
heard; kaana- to see; kaetkka- to hear . 

igi...du   has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  soadkku 
iduka  [ missing  letter- sa-]-  -crack  as lice/ joints  .  

igi...du   has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  vedippu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –crack. 

 igi...du   has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  netti   
vaanku  -crack  as the joints and knuckles.  

igi...du   has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  udaivu  -
crack.  

 

igi-du8-a: visibility (of the moon) ('to see' + nominative).  

igi-du   has the consonants  - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kann kondu  
kandiduka- to see . 

igi-du   has the consonants  - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kann kondu  
mathi- yei  kaana  mudiyim – we can see the moon with eye ; kann-  eye; mathi- 
moon; kaanu- see .  

igi-du   has the consonants  - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaana 
koodiythau  – that  can be seen  . 
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igi-du   has the consonants  - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thannavan  
/thaanavan – moon. 

igi-du   has the consonants  - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thunkeesan 
[ missing letter –sa-] – moon.  

igi-du   has the consonants  - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thevuu- 
moon . 

igi-du   has the consonants  - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
vithu – moon.  

igi-du   has the consonants  - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
vaenthan- moon.  

 igi-du   has the consonants  - ka –the- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
seethakan / santhakan [ missing letter –sa-] –moon. 

 

igi(-tur)...gíd: to despise, look upon with disfavor or anger ('eye, face' + 'little' + 
'to lengthen'; cf., sag-ki...gíd).  

igiturgid  has the   consonants – ka- the –Ra- ka- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  koavaththoadu  / kaattamaaka  uttru   kannukku   naeraaka   noakkuthar   
vaendum –to look  with anger; koavam- anger ; kaattam- anger ;  uttru noakku –to 
stare ; kann- eye; naeraka- straight .  

igiturgid  has the   consonants – ka- the –Ra- ka- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  veriththu   /  kann-ir  veriyoadu   /veruppoadu    /aru-veruuppoadu 
mukaththai  noakki   paarkka  vaendum  [ missing leter- pa-] - to look with anger 
/despisal ;   veri-  aggression ; kann- eye;  veruppu- dislike ; mukam- face ; noakki- 
towards ;   paarkka- to see .  

igiturgid  has the   consonants – ka- the –Ra- ka- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  neettaththai  koottuthar vaendum  -to lengthen; neettam- length; koottu- 
add  . 
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igiturgid  has the   consonants – ka- the –Ra- ka- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kodoora  mukaththai  kaattida vaendum  -to show the angry face; 
kodurum – cruelty/ brutal ; mukam- face ; kaattu- to show  .  

 

igi-gu4: a stylized biconvex geometric figure constructed from 120 degree arcs 
('eye' + 'ox'). 

igigu   has a   consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kann- eye.   

igigu   has a   consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ukkam- ox.  

igigu   has a   consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kavayam  -a species 
of ox.  

igigu   has a   consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvi  koanam – 
convex angle.  

igigu   has a   consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvi  kanam  - 
convex set . 

igigu   has a   consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvi  mukam –
convex face.  

 

 igi...gub: to look at ('eye' + 'to set').  

igi...gub   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kaanuka-  
to see.  

igi...gub   has the consonants - ka –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paakka –
see.  

igi...gub   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is nokkuka-  
to see.  

igi...gub has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is akki- eye. 
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igi...gub has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- and the original Tamil  word is kann- eye .  

igi...gub  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  amaika- 
to set . 

igi...gub  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- and the   interpretation  of the word is 
sakku [ missing  letter- sa-]  -eye . 

 igi...gub  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- and the   interpretation  of the word is 
anjikam -  eye.  

 

 igi-gub(-ba): coefficient ('inverse' + 'fixed').  

 

igi-gùn-gùn: flashing eyes ('eyes; face' + 'to sparkle; to have on makeup'). 

igigungun  has the consonants - ka - an -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
minu minukkm  kann – shining eyes  ; kann –eye .  

igigungun  has the consonants - ka - an -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
minu minukka- shine.  

igigungun  has the consonants - ka - an -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
muka oppanai  panikka [ missing letter- pa-]  -  facial make up ; mukam –face; 
oppanai- decoration ;  pannuka- do .  

 

igi...gál: to (be able to) see; to understand; to look upon (often with -ši-) ('eye' + 
'to place [into]'). 

igigal  has the consonants- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kankkkkal – 
eyes; kann -eye.  

 igigal  has the consonants- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vizhikal- eyes; 
vizhi –eye .  
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igigal  has the consonants- ka- la-  and the   interpretation  of the word is 
viloachchanam [ missing  letter –sa-] –eye.  

igigal  has the consonants- ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word is kaanal – seeing . 

igigal  has the consonants- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kankalaal /  
vizhikalaal   kaana iyalum – able to see with eyes; kaana- to see .  

igigal  has the consonants- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  manam kolla – 
to understand; manam- mind ; kolla- to have  . 

igigal  has the consonants- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  manasil aaka 
[Malayalam ]  [ missing letter- sa-] - to understand; manasu- mind  . 

igigal  has the consonants- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maelae- yim  
keezhae -yim noakku -  to look  up  and down; maelae- up;  keezhae- down; 
noakku – see / look   . 

igigal  has the consonants- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kankalaal   
maeya  - to look up on amorously .  

 

igi...gál:  

 igi-4-gál: 1/4. 

 igi-6-gál: 1/6. 

 

 igi-gál(-la): clever, intelligent ('eye' + 'to place [into]' + nominative). 

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the  interpretation of the word is  
kamaal-  cleverness.  

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the  interpretation of the word is  
saallkku/ jaalakku   [ missing letter- sa-] – cleverness.  
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igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the  interpretation of the word is  kusalan 
[ missing letter- sa-] –wise person.  

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the  interpretation of the word is  kullaali  
- clever person. 

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the  interpretation of the word is  
nakulan  - intelligent person.  

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is  maelavan – 
wise person.  

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is  kalvi aalan- 
scholar .  

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is  nool valloan 
scholar; nool- book ; valloan- skilled person  .    

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is  pulavan 
[missing letter- pa-] -scholar .  

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is  pulan aaivu 
[missing letter- pa-] – intelligence; aaivu- examination/ test .  

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is  valaimai / 
vallamai – cleverness.  

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is  vizhippu [  
missing letter- pa-] – knowledge. 

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is  vaan  pulam  [  
missing letter- pa-] - true knowledge.  

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is  kalvi – 
knowledge . 

  igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is vizhi- 
knowledge .  
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 * igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is akkal – 
wisdom . 

  igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is alavu  – the 
ability to  know and apply spritual truths . 

  igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is keezhae 
vaikka – place  down; keezhae- down; vaikka- keep  .  

igi-gál   has the consonants- ka- la -  and the original Tamil  word is ullae vaikka- 
palce inside; ullae- inside .  

 

 igi...gar: to face, look at (with -ši- adds intensity to the gaze); to appear before 
someone ('eye; face' + 'to set'). 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is ethir iduka [ 
missing letter- the-]  -to face.    

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is naeriduka  [ 
missing letter- the-]  - to face . 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  thoandruka- 
[missing letter- the-] -  appear . 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  utru noakku 
[missing letter- the-] - – gaze.  

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  thurittha 
noakku  [missing letter- the-] -  gaze.  

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  koornthu  
nokku [missing letter- the-] -  gaze.  

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   muka 
thoatram [missing letter- the-] – facial appearance;   mukam- face ; thoatram –
appearance/ birth . 
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igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  arut kann [ 
missing letter- the-] - gracious look; kann- eye  . 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  erakka / 
karunai  / paarvai [ missing letter- pa-] –sympethetic  look; paarvai- vision .  

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  koapa 
paarvai [ missing letter- pa-] -  angry  look; koapam –anger ; paarvai- look  . 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  kann  
paarkka [ missing letter- pa-] - to look ; kann- eye; paarkka- to look . 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  kurippaai 
paarkka [ missing letter- pa-]  -  to look  steadfast  into things.  

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  kann-ooru  -
evil  look . 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  munnae 
varuka- come before; munnae- front ; varuka- come . 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  saaivu [ 
missing  letter –sa-] – to set.  

 

 IGI-GAR(-m): review, inspection, supervision. 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  maer paarvai 
[ missing  letter- pa-] - supervision . 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation  of the word is  
paraa parikkai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  inspection. 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  sari  paarkka[ 
missing  letters- pa-and  -sa-  ]--  review/ inspect  

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  aaraaiyka- 
inspect. 
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igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  koor aaivu – 
review.  

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the other interpretation  of the word is  
vimarsanam [ missing  letter- sa-]-  review.   

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  seeraaivu [ 
missing  letter- sa-]-  review.   

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  maru  aaivu – 
review . 

igigar   has the consonants - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  seer 
noakkam [  missing  letter- sa-]-   review . 

 

 igi...íl: to direct the eyes to (with -ši-, at a specific object); to view; to look over 
('eyes' + 'to lift'). 

igi...íl  has the consonants -  ka- la- and the original Tamil word is  kaanal- seeing.  

igi...íl  has the consonants -  ka- la- and the original Tamil word is kannaal  kaanka- 
to look with eyes; kann-eye; kaanka- look .  

igi...íl  has the consonants -  ka- la- and the original Tamil word is edukkal 
/thaankal / thookkuthal [ missing letter- the -]- lifting.   

 

 igi-íl-la: choice ('eyes' + 'to lift' + nominative).  

igi-íl-la  has the consonants- ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is  kankal- eyes.  

igi-íl-la  has the consonants- ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is vizhi /  vizhikal 
– eye/ eyes . 

igi-íl-la  has the consonants- ka- la - and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
viloachchanam  -eye.  
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igi-íl-la  has the consonants- ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is Ili  kann – blear 
eyes.  

 igi-íl-la  has the consonants- ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is peelai-k-kann [ 
missing letter- pa-]- bleared eye.  

igi-íl-la  has the consonants- ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is poonai kankal [ 
missing letter- pa-]- cat eyes  -cornea  color; poonai –cat .  

igi-íl-la  has the consonants- ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is nollai kann -  
blind eyes ; nollai- blind . 

igi-íl-la  has the consonants- ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is kolli- k-kann -  
evil  eye.  

igi-íl-la  has the consonants- ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is kann vizhi – eye 
ball.  

igi-íl-la  has the consonants- ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is thaankal  /  
edukkal   [ missing  letter- the -] – lifting.  

igi-íl-la  has the consonants- ka- la - and the original Tamil  word is vadiththal [ 
missing  letter- the -] –choice.  

 

igi...kár: to look upon; to examine, inspect; to select (often with -ši-) ('eyes' + 'to 
illuminate'). 

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  paarvai [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -eye/ vision .   

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  paarkka [ 
missing letter- pa-] - to see.  

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   aaraika- to 
examine . 
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igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   kurukku 
vinaa-  cross examination ; vinaa- question ; kurukku- cross . 

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is visaarikka [ missing letter- sa-]- examination . 

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is vimarisam [ missing letter- sa-]- examination . 

 igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is parakku [ missing letter- pa-] – examination.  

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  kaanuthar/ 
noakkuthar  [ missing letter –the -] - seeing .  

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  arivu  
thaervu [ missing letter –the -] – examination . 

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  uttru  
noakkuka [ missing letter –the -] -  examine minutely . 

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  koornthu  
noakkuka [ missing letter –the -] -  examining carefully  . 

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  kai paarkka 
[ missing letter- pa-]  - examine the goods; kai- hand; paarkka- to see  . 

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  kann 
nerikka- to  pay attention with one’s eyes.  

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  thaernthu 
edukka [  missing letter –the -] -  to select . 

igi...kár  has the consonants-   ka - Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  kannnooru  
-evil  eye.  

 

 igi-lá: (cf., igi-tùm-lá). 
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 igi...lal: to close one's eyes ('eyes' + 'to diminish, retreat'). 

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kannkalai  
mooduka  /kankalai  adaiththal [ missing letter- the -]  -to close the eyes; kannkal- 
eyes; moodu-  close.  

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kankal- eyes.  

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vizhi /  vizhikal  
-eye/ eyes.  

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  other interpretation of the word is   
occulo [E] . 

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
viloa sanam [ missing letter- sa -]  -eye.     

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
look -  see.  

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
alaokanam / ava loakanam -  seeing.  

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaanal – seeing.  

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  keezh  
noakkam- seeing  down . 

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mael naokkam 
– seeing  up . 

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoalvi 
kaanuthal / tholavi  adaithal [ missing letter- the -]   retreat / to give way  as  in a 
contest  ; thoalvi- failure ; kaana- attain . 

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ilaka-  to lessen 
in intensity ,  as wind  ,rain  ,sunshine  ,fever . 
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igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kunkuthal [ 
missing letter- the -]   – to be humbled.  

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaduthal 
[missing letter- the -] - diminish .  

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vilithal  [ 
missing letter- the -] - diminish .  

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mankuthal [ 
missing letter- the -] –to diminish gradually . 

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is sinkal  [ missing 
letter- sa-] – diminishing.  

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thulakkam  
[missing letter- the -]  -diminishing. 

igi...lal has the consonants- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thaval –[missing 
letter- the -]  - diminishing. 

 

 igi-mè(-/ak/): before the battle; vanguard ('before; front' + 'battle' + genitive). 

igimeak   has the consonants  - ka- ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  mun 
pakkam  [ misisng letter- pa-] - front side; mun- front; pakkam- side  . 

igimeak   has the consonants  - ka- ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  aakava 
munnani – vanguard . 

 

igi-nígin: treachery ('eye' + 'to wander, turn away'). 

iginigin has the consonants  -ka -an -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanjikka  vaenum [missing letter- sa-]  -to deceit  ; vanjakam- treachery.  
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iginigin has the consonants  -ka -an -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
neenkka-num   -turn away . 

iginigin has the consonants  -ka -an -ka -an - and the  original Tamil  word is  
inkkum   anukkum  nadakka/ nadai -aaduka / maeika    [ missing letter- the-]   to 
walk  here and there ; inkku- here;  ankku –there  ;  nadakka- to walk  . 

 

 igi-nim(-ma): upper country - from Sumer either the east or the northwest ('to 
face' + 'east'). 

iginim  has the consonants  -ka -an –ma- - and the  original Tamil  word is  keezhai 
/ kizhakku   munn   [ missing letter- zha-]  -  east  land;   keezhai- east / down ; 
munn- land /country . 

iginim  has the consonants  -ka -an –ma- - and the  original Tamil  word is  kunakku  
munn- east land; kunakku –east  ;  munn- country/ land/ soil  . 

 

 igi-nu-du8(-a): blind person - a slave; unskilled worker ('eye' + 'not' + 'to crack 
open'). 

igi-nu-du  has the consonants -  ka –an- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurudan [missing letter- Ra-] -  blind person . 

igi-nu-du  has the consonants -  ka –an- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pottai -k-kann [misisng letter- pa-] –blind eyes.  

igi-nu-du  has the consonants -  ka –an- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
adiyavan – slave .  

igi-nu-du  has the consonants -  ka –an- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kundan – slave . 

igi-nu-du  has the consonants -  ka –an- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pottikka vaendum [ misisng letter- pa-] – to crack open . 
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 igi...si(-g): to see ('eyes' + 'to fill'). 

igi...si(-g)  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaanka- see . 

igi...si(-g)  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nokkuka-  see  . 

igi...si(-g)  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is akku  
/akkam  /akki - / noakkam  -eye.  

igi...si(-g)  has the consonants  -ka-sa-–ka- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is sakku  -eye. 

igi...si(-g)  has the consonants  -ka-sa-–ka- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is saakki  -eye witness.  

igi...si(-g)  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is van 
kann / ven-k-kann – evil eye ;   visa kann ; van- evil; visam- poison; kann- eye   .  

 

 igi-sìg-sìg[PA-PA]: an insulting face ('face' + reduplicated 'to strike, knock down'; 
cf., ka-sìg). 

igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- [-sa-] - ka –[-pa-] – and the  
original Tamil  word is  adikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] -to strike  ;adikka- 
to beat . 

igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- [-sa-] - ka –[-pa -]– and the  
original Tamil  word is  thaakka vaendum [ missing letter- the -] – to strike; 
thaakku –attack .  

igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- [-sa-] - ka –-pa - and the  
original Tamil  word is  pudaikka vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  -to strike.  
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igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- sa-- ka - pa - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  adiththu / idiththu / poattu  mithiththu  / uthaiththu  / thuvaththu 
/ moththi [ missing letter- the -]   - saaithida vaendum – to knock down ; adi- beat; 
idi- hit ; mithi- stamp ; uthai- kick . 

igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- [-sa-] - ka –-pa - and the  
original Tamil  word is  ninthikka vaendum  [ missing letter- the -] – to insult . 

igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- [-sa-] - ka –-[-pa-]  - and the   
interpretaion  of the word is ava  mathikka vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  – to 
insult.  

igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- [-sa-] - ka –-pa - and the  
original Tamil  word is  mathippai kedukka vaendum [ missing letter- the -]    -to 
disrespect ; mathippu- respect / value ; kedukka- damage /destroy .  

igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- [-sa-] - ka –-pa - and the  
original Tamil  word is  kadumaiyaaka  mukaththai kaanpikka  vaendum  - [ 
missing letter- the -]  - to have an angry  face ; mukam- face; kadumai- anger ; 
kaanpikka- to show .  

igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- [-sa-] - ka –-pa - and the  
original Tamil  word is  kaduppu adikka  vaendum [  missing letter- the -]  -to 
irritate ; kaduppu –anger .   

igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- sa-- ka –-pa - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   inaan-k-ku  paesida  vaendum  [  missing letter- the -] – to abuse.  

igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- sa-- ka –-[-pa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is   mukam koana seithida vaendum [  missing letter- the -] – 
to insult.  

igisigsigpapa   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] -  ka- -sa-- ka –-[-pa-] - and the  
original Tamil  word is   akam   noaka  seithida vaendum [  missing letter- the -] – 
to insult  ; akam- soul ; noaka- to hurt . 
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 igi-sig5: pulverized (onions) (cf., mun-gazi) ('eye' + 'to be good'). 

igi-sig  has the consonants-  ka -sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is seeviya  
vaenkaayam –onion that are cut  ;  seevu –cut ; venkaayam- onion . 

igi-sig  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
noakkam -  eye.  

igi-sig  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is akki  
/akkam –eye . 

igi-sig  has the consonants-  ka –-sa- ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
sakku  -eye.  

igi-sig  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is nanmai 
mikka- good.  

 

 igi-su: (cf., i-gi4-in-zu).  

 

igi...suh: to stare with wide-open eyes ('eyes' + 'to pop out'). 

igisuh   has the consonants- ka –[ - sa-]  -ka -  and the  interpretation of the  word 
is akki- eye. 

igisuh   has the consonants- ka  -sa- -ka -  and the  interpretation  of the  word is 
sakku – eye.  

igisuh   has the consonants- ka  -[- sa-] - -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
akkam -  eye.   

igisuh   has the consonants- ka  -[- sa-] - -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
noakkam  -eye.  

igisuh   has the consonants- ka  -[- sa-] - -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaenavaa  naokku  -stare.  
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igisuh   has the consonants- ka  -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
madamai noakku /  viyanthu noakku   / thikaiththu noakku / uthtu noakku  [ 
missing  letter- the -] -  stare ; viyanthidu- wonder ; noakku- look .  

igisuh   has the consonants- ka  -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
/ imai  moodaathu  noakku  [ missing  letter- the -]  - stare ; kann- eye; imai- eye 
lid; moodaathu- not closing ; noakku- see . 

igisuh   has the consonants- ka  -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
imaikkathu  noakku [ missing  letter- the -]   -stare .  

igisuh   has the consonants- ka  -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
kottaathu noakku [ missing  letter- the -]   – stare.  

igisuh   has the consonants- ka  -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kannai asaikkaathu  noakku [ missing  letter- the -] –stare; asaikkathu- not 
shaking;  asaikka- shake . 

igisuh   has the consonants- ka  -sa- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
simittaathu  noakku [ missing  letter- the -]  -stare ;  simittaathu- not blinking; 
simittu- blink; noakku- look .  

 igisuh   has the consonants- ka  -[-sa-]- -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vedikkka [ missing  letter- the -]  - pop out.  

 

 igi-X-šè: in the presence of X ('face, front' + X + terminative suffix).  

igise has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukam / 
mokkai  -face 

igise has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukappu  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  -front  

igise has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukanai- 
front . 
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igi...te-en: to unite ('eyes' + 'to soften, allay'). 

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
anthikka- unite. 

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
inainthiduka  -to unite . 

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinaiththiduka  [ missing leter- pa-] - unite.  

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
santhikka [ misasing  letter –sa-]- unite.  

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
onnaakkiduka- unite.  

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
anaiththiduka- unite.  

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooda vaendum  -to unite.  

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanikka  vaendum – to allay . 

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanippikka [ misasing  letter –pa-]—allay/ soften . 

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
amaithi   undaakkida vaendum- make  calm ; amaithi- calm . 

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaninthida- soften ;  kani –ripe fruit . 

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thadan-k-kann – large eye . 
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igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kottun-k-kann- blinking eyes.  

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kodun- k-kann-  evil  eye ; kodumai- cruel  .  

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
nedun-k-kann – farsighted eye . 

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is   kadai 
-k-kann -   benign look .  

igi...te-en  has the consonants - ka -the –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaatha noakkam –amorous look.   

 

 igi-te-en: fraction; proportions; symmetry. 

igi-te-en  has the consonants- ka – the- an -and the  original Tamil  word is pinna  
kanitham [  missing letter- pa-] – fraction; kanitham- maths .  

igi-te-en  has the consonants- ka – the- an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oppumai   kondathu [  missing letter- pa-] – symmetry ; oppumai- equal; 
kondathu- has . 

symmetry [E]    has the consonants-  sa -ma -the -Ra and  the  original Tamil  word 
is   sama seeranathu / sama seer udamai  -symmetry ; samam[Skt] - equal . 

symmetry [E]    has the consonants- [- sa-] -ma -the -Ra and  the  original Tamil  
word is   ottrumai  udaiyathu -  symmetry ; ottrumai- similarity ; udaiyathu- has.  
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                                                 Page-105  

 

 

igi-tùm-lá: coveting, longing, greedy eyes; a starving person ('eyes' + 'to obtain, 
carry away' + 'to weigh'). 

igi-tùm-lá  has the consonants- ka-  the -ma -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
manam /akam yaekkam  kolluthal -  longing ; manam- mind; yaekkam- longing . 

igi-tùm-lá  has the consonants- ka-  the -ma -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
edai iduthal  vaendum –to weigh ; edai- weight . 

igi-tùm-lá  has the consonants- ka-  the -ma -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuntha aaval  kondu -   excess desire ; mikuntha – excess; aaval-  desire ; kondu- 
having  . 

igi-tùm-lá  has the consonants- ka-  the -ma -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pasi  pini – yaal / pasi  vaetkai kondu /  thavikkum/ thudikkum  manithan / yaezhai 
[ missing letter- pa-]- – straving man; pasi- appetite ; manithan- man ; yaezhai- 
poor.  

 

 igi-u4-è-a: facing the sunrise, facing east ('face; before' + dutu-è, 'sunrise' + 
locative). 

igi-u4-è-a   has the consonant-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kizhakkae 
nokkuka / kaanka [ missing letter- zha-]  - look at the east;  kizhakku –east  . 

 

 igi...ùru: to be on guard, vigilant ('eyes' + 'to watch, guard'). 

igi...ùru  has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
kaaniththar – watchful; kann- eye  . 
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igi...ùru  has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaavar 
kaarar –watchman/ guard [n]  ; kaavar- guard ; kaavar- kaaran- one who  guards . 

 

 igi-zàg-gá; igi-zàg-ga: select, precious ('eyes' + 'to choose' + nominative). 

igizagga  has the consonants  -ka  -[-sa -]–  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koeithiduka [ misisn letter –the -]  -select / pluck .   

igizagga  has the consonants  -ka  -[-sa -]–  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
akki   /akku  /akkam - eye.  

igizagga  has the consonants  -ka  -[-sa -]–  ka-  and the   other interpretation of 
the word is sakku  -eye.  

igizagga  has the consonants  -ka  -[-sa -]–  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
noakkam –eye.  

 igizagga  has the consonants  -ka  -[-sa -]–  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilai mikka  [ missing letter- la-] -costly . 

igizagga  has the consonants  -ka  -[-sa -]–  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vizhumiyam mikka [ missing letter-zha-]-  valuble ; vizhumiyam- value; mikka- 
excess .  

 

 igi-zé-zé: dry-eyed (?) ('eyes' + 'to cut, shear, pluck'; Akk. ,suhhutum means 
'pressed out'). 

igi-zé-zé  has the consonants -  ka –sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is kann-
kasam-  conjuctival  disease; kann- eye  . 

igi-zé-zé  has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-] - - and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
noavu- eye diseases / eye pain ; noavu- pain/ disease  

igi-zé-zé  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
katti [ missing letter- the -]- –stye ; katti –swelling . 
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igi-zé-zé  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is kan 
kaantha [ missing letter- the -]-  burning  eye; kann- eye; kaantha- burning . 

igi-zé-zé  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is vettu  [ 
missing letter- the -]- cut . 

igi-zé-zé  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is aaika – 
pluck . 

igi-zé-zé  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is koithidu 
[ missing letter- the -]- pluck . 

 

 igi-zu: (cf., i-gi4-in-zu). 

 

 íl-lá: elevation ('to lift' + 'to hang'; cf., dùn-lá, 'depression').  

íl-lá  has the consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is maelae  thokkuthal [ 
missing letters-  the –and- ka-]-  -to lift up ; maelae- up; thookku –lift .  

íl-lá  has the consonant- la -and the original Tamil  word is thookkil thonguthal [ 
missing letters-  the –and- ka-]-  to hang ; thonkku –to hang . 

 

íldag[A-AM]-zi-da: pleasant poplar tree ('poplar tree' + 'good'). 

íldag[A-AM]-zi-da  has the consonats – la- the- ka –ma- [-sa-] -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  nalla nizhal  kodukkum  /  vizhuthukal konda  aala maram [ 
missing letter- Ra-]- banyan tree  ;  nalla- good; nizhal- shadow; maram- tree .   

 

 im-ba: loss ('the paid out').  

im-ba  has the consonants - ma –[-pa-] - and the   interpretation  of the word is  
nattam [ missing  letter- the -] - loss.  
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im-ba  has the consonants - ma –[-pa-] - and the Tamil   interpretation  of the 
word is  uoothiyam [ missing  letter- the -] - gain / income . 

im-ba  has the consonants - ma –pa- and the   interpretation  of the word is   
laapam  [ missing letter- la-] - gain . 

loss [E]  has the consonants  - la /zha –[- sa -] -and the  original Tamil word is 
izhappu [ missing letter- pa-]-loss . 

 

im-babbar(2): gypsum; whitewash ('clay' + 'white'). 

im-babbar  has the consonants - ma – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
sunnaampu  paarai  [ missing letter- sa-]- lime stone  rock; paarai- rock  . 

im-babbar  has the consonants - ma – [- pa-] - Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
sirumiyam [ missing letter- sa-]- -  mud /mire.  

im-babbar  has the consonants - ma – [- pa-] - Ra –and the  interpretation  of the 
word is mire  [E] .  

im-babbar  has the consonants - ma –  pa-- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
nurampu -  mud.  

im-babbar  has the consonants - ma – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
irumpu- iron . 

im-babbar  has the consonants - ma – pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
paaris  munn  [ missing letter –sa-]- -  gypsum ; munn- soil . 

im-babbar  has the consonants - ma – [-pa-] - Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
niram inmai – no  color; niram- color/ ray; inmai- nil .  

 

 IM...dirig: (cf., ní...dirig).  
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im-dù-a; im-du8-a: wall of rammed earth; adobe wall ('mud' + 'to build, erect' + 
nominative). 

im-dù-a  has the consonants - ma –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  munn 
thittu -  mound / a  patch  of  land .    

im-dù-a  has the consonants - ma –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mun 
maedu – mound.   

im-dù-a  has the consonants - ma –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  koattai  
maedu -  ruined fort; koattai-  castle; maedu- raised ground  . 

im-dù-a  has the consonants - ma –the-  and the   interpretation  of the word is 
mud E] . 

im-dù-a  has the consonants - ma –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nothi 
munn – mud.    

im-dù-a  has the consonants - ma –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kattidam 
katta  vaedum- [ missing letter- ka-]-  to build a house / building ; kattidam- 
building ; veedu –house ;  kattu- build .  

im-dù-a  has the consonants - ma –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nimiththuka/ nimuththi vaikka  [ missing letter- ka-]- - erect  ;vaikka- keep .  

 

 im-dugud: lump of earth or metal (cf., agarx ) ('clay, earth' + 'weight'). 

im-dugud  has the consonants - ma – the- ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is  
munn katti-  lump of earth ;   munn- sand; katti- lump . 

im-dugud  has the consonants - ma – the- ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is   
kanima katti – lump of metal ; kanimam- metal . 

im-dugud  has the consonants - ma – the- ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is    
mikuntha edai / kanam  kondathu   -  has more weight ;  edai ida vaendum –to 
weigh; mikuntha- excess ; edai –weight ; kanam- weight ; kondathu- has .  
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im-dugud  has the consonants - ma – the- ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is  
katti  thankkam-  lump of  gold ; thankkam-  gold; katti –bar  .  

im-dugud  has the consonants - ma – the- ka -the -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is komaetheka katti – lump of  cat’s eye;  koamathekam- cat’s eye ; 
katti-lump  . 

im-dugud  has the consonants - ma – the- ka -the -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  manikka katti – lump of ruby ; manikkam- ruby . 

im-dugud  has the consonants - ma – the- ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is  
karuththamam [ missing  letter- Ra-] - mire . 

im-dugud  has the consonants - ma – the- ka -the -and the  original Tamil word is  
kattaan-tharai [ missing  letter- Ra-] – hard ground  ; tharai- ground . 

 

 im-gíd-da: small, one column tablet ('clay tablet' + 'long' + 'side').  

im-gíd-da   has the consonants -ma –ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
neettam kondathu / neettam   mikunthathu -  long one ; neettam- length ; 
mikuntha- excess; kondathu- has .  

im-gíd-da   has the consonants -ma –ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ezhuthiya  kali munn yaedu   [ misisng letter- la-]  -  written  clay tablet ; ezhuthu –
to write; ezhuthiyathu- written ; kali munn- clay ; yaedu- tablet . 

im-gíd-da   has the consonants -ma –ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
intha pakkam [ missing letter- pa-] –this side; intha- this; pakkam- side .  

im-gíd-da   has the consonants -ma –ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
antha pakkam [ missing letter- pa-]  -that side  ; antha  -that ; pakkam- side .  

im-gíd-da   has the consonants -ma –ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
entha pakkam [ missing letter- pa-] –which  side ; entha- which ; pakkam- side .  
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im-gíd-da   has the consonants -ma –ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
sakathi munn [ missing letter- sa-] – mud . 

im-gíd-da   has the consonants -ma –ka- the – and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  saethakam   - mud.  

 

 im-gíri: lightning storm ('storm' + 'lightening flash'). 

imgiri    has the consonants  -ma –ka- Ra –and the  orignalTamil  word is  minnar 
adikka/ vetta  [ missing letter- the-] – lightening  ;  minnar- lightening . 

imgiri    has the consonants  -ma –ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  kodum 
kaatru [ missing letter- the-]  -  storm / tempest; kaatru- wind; kodumai- severe  .  

imgiri    has the consonants  -ma –ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  munn 
kaatru [ missing letter- the-]  – dust  storm; munn- soil  .  

imgiri    has the consonants  -ma –ka- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mumurikka   / ukkiram -  to ve violent / vehment / impetous.  

 

 im-ha-mun: a dark-colored earth used for a high-contrast dye ('clay, earth' + 
'contrasting'; cf. also, imri-ha-mun).  

im-ha-mun  has the consonants  - ma -ka –ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
karu-m- manar [ missing letter- Ra-] - dark sand ; karu- dark; manar- sand . 

 

im-hul: evil wind ('wind' + 'evil').  

imhul   has the consonants - ma -ka –la- and the  other interpretaion  of the  word 
is  kaalasam [ missing  letter –sa-]- wind.  

imhul   has the consonants - ma -ka –la- and the  other interpretaion  of the  word 
is  maka palan [ missing  letter- pa -]- wind.  
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imhul   has the consonants - ma -ka –la- and the  orignal Tamil  word is kadum vali 
[ missing  letter- the -]- boisterous wind. 

imhul   has the consonants - ma -ka –la- and the  orignal Tamil  word is mael 
kaaththu [ missing  letter- the -]- – west  wind ; kaathu –wind .  

imhul   has the consonants - ma -ka –la- and the  orignal Tamil  word is avalam – 
evil .  

imhul   has the consonants - ma -ka –la- and the  orignal Tamil  word is   theeya 
ozhukkam [ missing  letter- the -] -  evil; theeya / theemai- bad/ evil ; ozhukkam- 
behavior   . 

imhul   has the consonants - ma -ka –la- and the  orignal Tamil  word is   
vazhumpu [ missing  letter- pa -] –evil .  

imhul   has the consonants - ma -ka –la- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  vippilavam [ missing  letter- pa -]  -evil .  

 

im-lá: container; width ('clay' + 'to hold').  

im-lá  has the consonants -   ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kali munn  
[missing letter- ka-]-  clay . 

im-lá  has the consonants -   ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalam 
[missing letter- ka-]- vessel . 

im-lá  has the consonants -   ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is akalam-
[missing letter- ka-]- width . 

im-lá  has the consonants -   ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is neelam-  
length  . 

im-lá  has the consonants -   ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mulam – 
length measurement . 
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im-lá  has the consonants -   ma- la -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
mile [E] . 

 

im-lag: clump of clay ('clay' + 'piece').  

im-lag  has the consonants - ma- la- ka- and the  original Tamil   word  is kali munn 
-  clay . 

im-lag  has the consonants - ma- la- ka- and the  original Tamil   word  is kali munn 
kulai -  clump of mud.  

im-lag  has the consonants - ma- la- ka- and the  original Tamil   word  is  kollam – 
mud/ clay .  

clay [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  koozhai 
munn– clay . 

clay [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kollam-   mud.  

clay [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kazhani -  
mud.  

clay [E]  has the consonants  - ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kalaazh- mud.  

im-lag  has the consonants - ma- la- ka- and the  original Tamil   word  is   kalam – 
piece  /fragment .  

im-lag  has the consonants - ma- la- ka- and the  interpretation  of the  word  is  
sakalam [ missing  letter- pa-] – small piece.  

 im-lag  has the consonants - ma- la- ka- and the  original Tamil   word  is  kumpal-[ 
missing  letter- pa-] –  clump . 

 

im-ma: last, previous (year) ('the named'). 
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im-ma  has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  munnam – 
previous . 

im-ma  has the consonant-  ma- and the interpretation  of the word is  naamam – 
[Skt] – name.  

im-ma  has the consonant-  ma- and the interpretation  of the word is name [E].  

 

 im-ma-al: milk cow (cf., immal(2)).  

immaal  has the consonants -ma -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  pasum paal  
[ miisng letter –pa –and- sa-]  - cow milk ; pasu- cow; paal – milk .  

 

im-ma...gub: to register on a clay tablet ('clay tablet' + locative + 'to write down'; 
cf., im-šu-gub).  

immagub  has the consonants -ma -ka -pa –and the  original Tamil  word is  kali  
munn   palakaiyil   pathikka / ezhutha  / vattikka  /theetta / vetta – koththa  
vaendum [ missing letters- la –and- the -]-  – to register in a clay  tablet ; pathikka- 
engrave ; ezhuthu –write  ;  theettu-  paint ; koththu-  engrave . 

immagub  has the consonants -ma -ka -pa –and the  original Tamil  word is  munn   
palakai [ missing letter- la-] – clay tablet  ; munn- soil ; palakai- board .  

immagub  has the consonants -ma -ka –[-pa -]–and the  original Tamil  word is  
theetta  vaendum [ missing letter-the -]-  write down ; theettu- write/ paint .  

 

im-ma-si-im-ma-diri-ga: 'it is too much' - the scream of suffering men or of 
women in travail (a deverbalized fixed form). 

immasiimmadiriga   has the consonants  -ma- [-sa-]-   ma-  the- Ra- ka –and the  
original  Tamil  word is   thaanka  onna   mana thuyaram  kondu  kanneer vittu 
kathara   -to scream and weep  because of  intolerable  suffering  ; thankku –
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tolerate; thankka  onna- intolerable; manam- mind; thuyaram –worry  /grief ; k 
ondu- having ; kanneer- tears; kann- eye; neer- water ; katharu- weep /shout   .  

 

 im-mar-tu: westwind ('wind' + 'western desert'). 

im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma –Ra- the- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is maarutham [Skt] / maruththu -  wind . 

im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maekku kaatru [ missing letter –ka -] -  west wind; maerkku –west .  

im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maerkaththiya [ missing letter –ka -] –western . 

im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma –Ra- the- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is arittam- desert.  

im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
manar thittu / manar maedu -  sandy  mound  ;  manar-  sand ; thittu-  mound 
/patchy   land . 

 

im-mar-tu: westwind ('wind' + 'western desert'). 

im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is 
then maerkku  kaatru [missing letter- ka-]-  –south west  wind ; then-  south ;  
maerkku- west ;  kaatru –wind.  

im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is 
murai kaatru  [missing letter- ka-]- -  trade winds ; kaatru –wind  . 

im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kaatru  oaattam [missing letter- ka-]- -  wind flow; oaattam- flow .  
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im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kaatru  adikkum thikku [missing letter- ka-]- -direction of wind flow ; thikku- 
direction; kaatru –wind; adikka- to blow   

 im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
manar kaatru [missing letter- ka-]- -  sandy  wind.  

im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma- Ra- the-  and the original Tamil  word is 
maerkku  arittam /manar maedu / manar kundru  [missing letter- ka-]-  western 
desert; maerkku- west ; arittam-  desert; manar maedu-  desert  .  

im-mar-tu   has the consonants -  ma- Ra- the-  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is maarutham  -wind.  

  

 im-me: to be the one for (ì + me + a).  

imme  has a  consonant -  ma-   and the original Tamil  word is  yaam- me ; emm- 
mine ;  umm-  your ; naamm-  us ; namm – ours . 

  

im...mir: to be windy ('wind' + 'storm wind').  

immir has the consonants -  ma- Ra-  and the interpretation  of   the word is  
asiram / samiranan  [ missing letter- sa-]- –wind  . 

immir has the consonants -  ma- Ra-  and the interpretation  of   the word is  
marukkam/ mikiram / mirukaankkam  [ missing  letter-ka -] – wind.  

immir has the consonants -  ma- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is mumuirkka / 
ukkiram [ missing  letter-ka -] -  violent  . 

immir has the consonants -  ma- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is uyirmai – 
wing /air / breath . 

immir has the consonants -  ma- Ra-  and the interpretation  of   the word is  
neeroopam [ missing  letter- pa-] –wind.  
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immir has the consonants -  ma- Ra-  and the interpretation  of   the word is  
maruththu  / maarutham / maa thiram  [ missing  letter- the -] – wind.  

immir has the consonants -  ma- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is aandramai [ 
missing  letter- the -] - air . 

 

im-nun: edge of the civilized world ('writing tablet' + 'great'). 

im-nun  has the consonants-  ma -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  munai- tip  
/edge ; mannin munai-  edge of the earth; munn- earth . 

edge [E]  has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  ottu – 
tip. 

im-nun  has the consonants-  ma -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   
muthanmaaiyaanathu [ missin  letter- the -]  – great . 

 

 im-ri-ha-mun: storm, whirlwind ('weather' + 'to blow' + 'mutually opposing'). 

imrihamun  has the consonants -  ma- Ra- ka -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mazhaiyim  sooraa-valiyim  [ missing letters-  zha/ la - and -sa -]   -tempest  ; 
mazhai- rain; sooraa vali- storm ; vlai- wind .    

imrihamun  has the consonants -  ma- Ra- ka -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
perum   munn  kaattru  adikka  [ missing letters-  pa - and -the -]   - blowing  dust  
strom ; perum- big ; munn- sand ; kaattru- wind  . 

imrihamun  has the consonants -  ma- Ra- ka -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaattrum  mazhaiyim  [ missing letters- zha- and-  the-] – tempest ; kaattru-  wind; 
mazhai- rain .  

imrihamun  has the consonants -  ma- Ra- ka -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaanam erukkum  nilaimai   [ missing  letter- la-]-   condition  of the sky  ; vaanam 
–sky ;  nilamai state  . 
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imrihamun  has the consonants -  ma- Ra- ka -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is    
murukkadaikkum  ondrukku  ondru  [ missing  letter- the-]- mutually  opposing .   

 

 im-ru(-a), im-ri(-a): relatives, family, clan ('the sent out').  

im-ru(-a) has the consonants  -ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is uravin 
murai [ missing letter- ka-]-  relatives ;  uravu- relationship . 

im-ru(-a) has the consonants  -ma- Ra - and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is varkkam [ missing letter- ka-]-section of people . 

im-ru(-a) has the consonants  -ma- Ra - and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is varnam [ missing letter- ka-]-section of people . 

im-ru(-a) has the consonants  -ma- Ra - and the  orignalTamil  word is  marunku [ 
missing letter- ka-]- family.  

im-ru(-a) has the consonants  -ma- Ra - and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  samusaaram [ missing letter- sa-] –family  ;  urimai . 

im-ru(-a) has the consonants  -ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  orae inam 
-  clan; orae- same; inam- race  . 

im-ru(-a) has the consonants  -ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  siru 
marapu   [ missing letters-  pa -and-  sa-]-  small clan; siru- small; marpu –race  . 

im-ru(-a) has the consonants  -ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is paer inam [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  big clan ; paer- big ; inam- race . 

im-ru(-a) has the consonants  -ma- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is marapinam  
/ perum  marapu  [ missing letter- pa-] –  great  clan/ descendants  . 

im-ru(-a) has the consonants  -ma- Ra - and the  other interpretaion  of the  word 
is  paarampariyam [Skt] – great  clan /  progeny  . 
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im-sa12-ti-um: eastwind ('wind' + 'eastern mountains'). 

im-sa12-ti-um    has the consonants – ma- [-sa-] - the -ma –and the  original Tamil  
word is munn maedu- mound  ; maedu –raised ground; munn- soil .  
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                                                 Page-106  

 

 

im-sar(-ra): clay tablet; document ('clay' + 'to write' + nominative). 

im-sar(-ra)   has the consonants  - ma –[-sa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil word is 
muri –document.  

im-sar(-ra)   has the consonants  - ma –[ - sa- ]-Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
word is  piramaanam [ missing letter- pa- -]- document.  

im-sar(-ra)   has the consonants  - ma –sa-Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  
aatchchi  muri [ missing letter- the -]- document.  

im-sar(-ra)   has the consonants  - ma -sa-Ra- and the interpretation  of the word 
is  raayasam -  writing . 

im-sar(-ra)   has the consonants  - ma –[-sa-]-Ra- and the interpretation  of the 
wordis  ratham [ missing letter- the -]-   writing.  

im-sar(-ra)   has the consonants  - ma –[-sa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil word is 
muraimai – writing. 

  

 im-si-sá: northwind ('wind' + 'straight'). 

 

 im...šèg: to rain ('storm' + 'to rain').  

im...šèg   has the  consonants-   ma- [- sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaan mazhai-[missing letter- la-]- rain  ; vaan –sky; mazhai –rain . 

 

im-šu: paragraph, section, extract (on a tablet) ('clay tablet' + 'portion'). 
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im-šu  has the consonants  -ma –[-sa-] and the  original Tamil  word is 
aththiyaayam [missing  letter- the -] - chapter /section . 

im-šu  has the consonants  -ma –sa-and the  original Tamil  word is seppu 
pattayam [ missing letters-  pa –and- the -]- copper tablet .  

section [E]  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- ka- the- an  -and the  interpretation of the 
word is  kandam -  section  of a big  book . 

section [E]  has the consonants -  sa- ka- the- an  -and the  interpretation of the 
word is  puththkaththin /suvadiyin thokuthi [ missing letter- pa-]- part of a big 
book ;  puththakam- book ;  thokuthi-  section /part . 

 

 im-šu-gub: list tablet ('sections' + 'to write down'; cf., im-ma...gub). 

im-šu-gub  has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]  -ka -pa -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pathippikka  / pathikka  vaendum  [ missing letter –the -]   -to inscribe . 

im-šu-gub  has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]  -ka -pa -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vattikkanum [ missing letter –the -]  -  to write  

im-šu-gub  has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-] -ka -pa -  and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  suvadi yin /puththakaththin  kandam [ missing letter –the -]    - 
section  of a book;  puththakam- book ; kaandam- section.  

im-šu-gub  has the consonants-  ma –sa-ka -pa -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  seppu  pattayam [ missing letter –the -] -  -copper tablet  ; seppu –
copper; pattayam- tablet . 

write  [E]  has the consonants  -va- Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
varainthidu / variththidu  -write.  

write  [E]  has the consonants  -va- Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
iyatruka – write.  
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write  [E]  has the consonants  -va- Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vattiththar - write. 

write  [E]  has the consonants  -va- Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
keeridu - write. 

write  [E]  has the consonants  -va- Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kirukkiduka - write. 

write  [E]  has the consonants  -va- Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
eerththiduka -  write. 

write  [E]  has the consonants  -va- Ra -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
poriththiduka   [ missing letter- pa-] -  write.  

write  [E]  has the consonants  -va- Ra -the  - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is   raeikithiduka --  write. 

 

 im-šu-rin-na: oven. 

imsurinna  has the consonants - ma –  [-sa-] - –-Ra-- an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   munn poaranai / parani  [ missing letter - pa -]  -  mud oven . 

imsurinna  has the consonants - ma –  [-sa-] - –-Ra-- an – and the   interpretation 
of the word is peerunthiram [ missing letter - pa -]  - oven .  

 

 IM×TAK4; IM.TAK4; TAK4; TAK4.IM: to cut; to be cut out. 

TAK4  has the consonants -the -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vettu- cut . 

TAK4  has the consonants -the -ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
cut [E] .  

TAK4  has the consonants -the -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  udaikka   - 
break . 
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TAK4  has the consonants -the -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaathidu/  
koattu   -cut.  

TAK4  has the consonants -the -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaththi 
kuththu  -cut by  knife.  

TAK4  has the consonants -the -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vettu kaayam 
– cut wound.  

TAK4  has the consonants -the -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thundikka-  
cut.  

TAK4  has the consonants -the -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  seththuka  [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  cut. 

 

 im-u18-lu: southwind ('wind' + 'storm'). 

im-u18-lu  has the consonants – ma- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  puyalum 
mazhiyim [ missing letter- pa-]- storm and the rain ;  puyal-  strom ;  mazhai- rain  

 

 in...bu5-bu5: to blow away the straw/chaff ('straw' + redup. 'to blow'; cf., bul). 

inbubu  has the consonants -  an –[-pa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thinaiyin umi [ missing  letter- the -]-  chaff of the millet.  

inbubu  has the consonants -  an –pa- - and the  original Tamil  word is thinayaei  
pudaiththidanum [ missing  letter- the -]-  - to blow the grain.  

inbubu  has the consonants -  an –pa- - and the  original Tamil  word is uoothi  
poadanum  [ missing  letter- the -] -to blow away  .  

inbubu  has the consonants -  an –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is thappanum 
[ missing  letter- the -] -to blow. 
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inbubu  has the consonants -  an –[- pa-] - - and the  original Tamil  word is  
moththanum  / adiththidanum  [ missing  letter- the -] -to blow. 

 

 in-dal: chaff ('straw' + 'to fly'). 

in-dal  has the consonants -  an- the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thinai 
thaal-  chaff;  thinai- millet; thall- chaff . 

in-dal  has the consonants -  an- the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
paainthiduthal [ missing  letter- pa-]- to fly .  

 

 in...dé-a: cleaning straw after winnowing ('straw' + 'to pour' + nominative).  

indea  has the consonants  - an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  sandu [ 
missing  letter- sa-]-  broken pieces of straw.  

indea  has the consonants  - an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thudaiththidanum  - to clean .  

indea  has the consonants  - an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
muraththaar thaatranum /   muraththaar   thootranum  [ missing letter-  Ra-] –   
to winnow . 

indea  has the consonants  - an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
uooothanum / idanum / attanum  – to pour.   

 

in-dub: marked out border ('straw' + 'to heap up').  

indub   has the consonants - an - the – -pa-–and the  original Tamil  word is 
santhippu [ missing letter- sa-]-  border.  

indub   has the consonants - an - the -[-pa-] -–and the  original Tamil  word is 
sandu [ missing letter- sa-]- chaff.  
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indub   has the consonants - an - the – -[-pa-] -–and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   thuchcha thaaniyam [ missing letter- sa-]- -chaff / sappi .  

indub   has the consonants - an - the – [-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuvithtida vendum [ missing letter- ka-] – to heap up . 

indub   has the consonants - an - the – [-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thinaiyaei   thirattanum [ missing letter-  Ra-] – to heap  up  the grain .  

 

in(-nu)(-šè)...dúb: to insult; to taunt (with -ni-) ('insult' ( + terminative suffix) + 'to 
knock down'). 

innusedub   has the consonants - an -sa - the – [- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is  ninthanai  seithidu – to insult / ninthitham .  

innusedub   has the consonants - an -sa - the – [- pa-]  –and the   interpretation  of 
the word is alatchchiyam seithidanum  [ missing letter- la-]  – to insult.  

innusedub   has the consonants - an -sa - the – [- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is  seendidu  / mindidu  - taunt.  

 innusedub   has the consonants - an -sa - the – - pa- –and the  original Tamil  
word is  nachchu  paduththu  -tease.  

innusedub   has the consonants - an -sa - the – [- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is  naiyaandi  seithidu  -  to mock.  

innusedub   has the consonants - an –[ - sa -] - the –  pa- –and the   interpretaion 
of the word is daapiththidanum -    to mock . 

innusedub   has the consonants - an -sa - the – [- pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is  seendaram [ missing letter- Ra-]-  tease . 

innusedub   has the consonants - an –[-sa-] - the –  pa- –and the  original Tamil  
word is  panthaadu   -tease.  
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innusedub   has the consonants - an –[-sa-] - the –  pa- –and the  original Tamil  
word is  tumpi pudunku [ missing letter- ka-]-  taunt.  

innusedub   has the consonants - an –[-sa-] - the –  pa- –and the  interpretation  of 
the  word is  koatta  panniduka [ missing letter- ka-]-  to mock.  

innusedub   has the consonants - an –[-sa-] - the –  pa- –and the  interpretation  of 
the  word is  vidampanam [ missing letter- ka-]-  mockery.  

innusedub   has the consonants - an –[-sa-] - the –  [-pa-]- –and the  interpretation  
of the  word is   kendai [ missing letter- ka-]-  – mockery . 

innusedub   has the consonants - an –[-sa-] - the –  [- pa -] - –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kindu [ missing letter- ka-]-   -ridicule.  

 innusedub   has the consonants - an –[-sa-] - the –  - pa - –and the  original Tamil  
word is  poatti poadanum  - ridicule.  

innusedub   has the consonants - an –-sa- the –  - pa - –and the  original Tamil  
word is  pochchaaththu  paesanum -   ridicule. 

innusedub   has the consonants - an –sa- the –  [-pa-]- –and the  interpretation  of 
the  word is   sakkaantham [ missing letter- ka-]-   ridicule.  

innusedub   has the consonants - an –sa- the –  [-pa-]- –and the  interpretation  of 
the  word is   sathaaikka  vaendum  [  missing letter- ka-]-   to jeer.   

innusedub   has the consonants - an –-sa- the –- [ -pa-]  - –and the  original Tamil  
word is   sannai kaattua [  missing letter- ka-]- -  mock  . 

innusedub   has the consonants - an –sa- the - [-pa-] –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  asukkaatanum [ missing letter- ka-]-   ridicule.  

innusedub   has the consonants - an –sa- the - [-pa-] –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    vaedaikkai  seithidanum / kaattanum / pannanum [ missing letter- ka-]-   
ridicule.  
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innusedub   has the consonants - an –[ -sa-] - the - [-pa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is   nakaiyadu [ missing letter- ka-]-  mock .  

innusedub   has the consonants - an –[ -sa-] - the - [-pa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is   pasaankku  kaattu  / nadikka [ missing letter- ka-]- -  mock . 

innusedub   has the consonants - an –[ -sa-] - the --pa-–and the  original Tamil  
word is   pakidi pannuka [ missing letter- ka-]- -  mock . 

innusedub   has the consonants - an –-sa-- the --pa-–and the  original Tamil  word 
is   naappu  seithidu  -  mock . 

innusedub   has the consonants - an –-sa-- the --pa-–and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nonnai seithidu / pannidu – mock .  

innusedub   has the consonants - an –sa- the –  pa- –and the  original Tamil  word 
is the  yaelanam seithidanum/ pannidanum  [ missing letter- la ]-  to mock . 

innusedub   has the consonants - an –sa- the –  pa- –and the  original Tamil  word 
is the  poattu  adiththu  / mithiththu /  uthaiththau   sasaithanum  -to knock  
down .  

 

 in-ga-: again; equally (frequently follows -gim).  

inga   has the consonants  - an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  meendum  
meendumaakaa [ misisng letter- the -]  -  again and  again . 

inga   has the consonants  - an- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  inaiyaaka-  
equally. 

 

in-ga-na-nam: it is also ('equally' + emphatic + 'to be').  

ingananam   has the consonants- an- ka –an- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
oppumai  mikka onnu [ missing letter- pa-]   -equal one. . 
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in-na: insult. 

in-na   has the consonant - na- and the  original Tamil  word is  ninthai [ missing 
letter- the-] -  insult . 

in-na   has the consonant - na- and the  original Tamil  word is maana  kaedu/ 
munai kaedu  [ missing   letters-  ka – and - the - ]-  to disrespect. 

in-na   has the consonant - na- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
avamaanam[Skt]  [ missing letter- ka-] -  insult.  

in-na   has the consonant - na- and the  original Tamil  word is  innaan-k-ku [ 
missing letter- ka-] – insult.  

in-na   has the consonant - na- and the  original Tamil  word is  nonnai -  tease/ 
mock . 

 in-na   has the consonant - na- and the  original Tamil  word is  naappu [ missing 
letter- pa-]  -  mock  /  tease.  

in-na   has the consonant - na- and the   interpretation  of the word is sinnam [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  slight . 

insult [E] has the consonants -  an- [-sa-] -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ninthiththal  -insult.  

insult [E] has the consonants -  an- sa--la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ninthani  seithal – to  insult. 

 

 in-nam-gíd-da: storehouse (rare variant of uš-gíd-da). 

in-nam-gíd-da    has the consonants - an –ma-  ka -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   koathumai  mani  kidanku -  storehouse for wheat ; koathumai- wheat ; 
kidanku- storehouse.  
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 in-nu: negation (cf., an-na, 'yes'). 

innu   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  inmai- negation; no .  

innu   has a consonant- an -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
anmayam- contradiction. 

innu   has a consonant- an -and the other interpretation  of the word is  naththi [ 
missing letter- the -] –negation . 

innu   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  thindu mundu [ 
missing letter- the -] – contradiction.  

innu   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  muran  [ missing  
letter –Ra-] –contradiction  

innu   has a consonant- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  neekku/ neekkam   [ 
missing  letter- ka-] – cancel /exclusion .  

 

 in-nu(-da): straw ('straw' + nud, 'bed' + genitive). 

innuda   has the consonants – an- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is thiranam [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] -  straw.  

innuda   has the consonants – an- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is thyil anai [ 
missing letter-  la-]- bed.  

innuda   has the consonants – an- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is thalai anai 
missing letter-  la-]-  pillow for the head.  

 innuda   has the consonants – an- the  -and the interpretation  of the word is  
nayana thaanam – bed.  
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 inim...bala: to have a conversation; to interpret; to translate ('words' + 'to 
revolve'). 

inim...bala  has the consonants  -an- ma- [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mozhiyanum  / Tamuizh  mozhiyil   mozhinthidu [ missing letter- the-] – speak / 
speak in Tamil language  . 

inim...bala  has the consonants  -an- ma- pa- la- and the   interpretation of the 
word is  alaapam /  alaapanam – conversation.  

inim...bala  has the consonants  -an- ma- [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
alaavalavanum  [ missing letter- ka- ]- to converse. 

inim...bala  has the consonants  -an- ma- [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sollanum  [ missing letter-sa-] -  to tell . 

inim...bala  has the consonants  -an- ma- [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
solladanum  [ missing letters- sa -and -the -] – to converse.  

inim...bala  has the consonants  -an- ma- -pa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoazhamai yudan  paseu [ missing letters- sa –and- the -]- to have a friendly  
conversation.  

inim...bala  has the consonants  -an- ma- [-pa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kulaavanum [ missing letter-sa-]- to have a friendly  conversation.  

 

 inim-búr-ra: breach of treaty ('words' + 'to dissolve, loosen' + nominative). 

inim-búr-ra  has the consonants-  an- ma-  pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
oppum   itta   oppanthaththai  meerida  -   breach  of treaty;   oppam-  signature ; 
oppantham- treaty . 

inim-búr-ra  has the consonants-  an- ma-  [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   neerir karaikkanum  [ missing letter-ka-]- -to dissolve in water. 
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inim-búr-ra  has the consonants-  an- ma-  pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
pakaranum [ missing letter-ka-]- –to say . 

inim-búr-ra  has the consonants-  an- ma-  pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uraikkanum [ missing letter-ka-]—to speak.  

 inim-búr-ra  has the consonants-  an- ma-  pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
paraiyanum –to say . 

inim-búr-ra  has the consonants-  an- ma-  pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
parikkanum [ missing letter-ka-]-– be loosened . 

inim-búr-ra  has the consonants-  an- ma-  [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kooranum [ missing letter-ka-]-–to say.  

inim-búr-ra  has the consonants-  an- ma-  [-pa-]- Ra- and the other interpretation  
of the word is  urutham  pannu [ missing  letter- ] – utter/ uraiththidu .  

inim-búr-ra  has the consonants-  an- ma-  [-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   urai yaadanum  [ missing  letter-  the- ]  – to converse /speak . 

 

 inim-dirig: excessive words, arrogance, hubris ('words' + 'to exceed'). 

inim-dirig   has the consonants -  an- ma- the - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   koduramaanathu- arrogance.   

inim-dirig   has the consonants -  an- ma- the - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   murattuthanamaaka   -arrogant . 

inim-dirig   has the consonants -  an- ma- the - Ra -ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   mika kadumaiyaana  kootru / vaarththai [Skt] -  harsh words  ; kootru-  
word/ vaarththai ; kadumai- harsh . 

word [E] has the consonants – va- Ra- the- and the   interpretation  of the word is  
vaarththai- word.  
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word [E] has the consonants – va- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kootru  
-word.  

arrogant [E]  has the consonants – Ra- ka –an-the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
koduramaanathu – arrogant . 

arrogant [E]  has the consonants – Ra- ka –an-the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
murattuthanamaaka- arrogant. 

excess [E]  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
miku- excess . 

 

inim-dùg: good word ('word' + 'sweet, good').  

inim-dùg  has the consonants  -an –ma- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaazhththida  vaendum [missing letter- zha-]-   to say good words . 

inim-dùg  has the consonants  -an –ma- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thiththippu  / enippu   suvai  kondathu  [ missing  letters- pa -and -sa-] - sweet . 

inim-dùg  has the consonants  -an –ma- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nanmai  kondathu- good one . 

 

inim...dug4/du11/e: to say ('words' + 'to speak'). 

inim...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  - an -ma - the -ka  -aand the  original 
Tamil   word is   kathaiththida vaendum- to chat . 

inim...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  - an -ma - the -ka  -aand the  original 
Tamil   word is   vaai asaiththida vaendum [missing letter- sa-]-  –to speak . 

inim...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  - an -ma - the -ka  -aand the  original 
Tamil   word is paesa / seppa vaendum[missing  letters- pa- and- sa-]- to speak.  
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inim...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  - an -ma - the -ka  -aand the  original 
Tamil   word is   uraiyaada vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra-] - to converse . 

inim...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  - an -ma - the -ka  -aand the  original 
Tamil word is urai aatra  vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  to address/ to lecture . 

inim...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  - an -ma - the -ka  -aand the  original 
Tamil word is vaai thiranthida vaendum-[ missing  letter- Ra-]- to speak; vaai- 
mouth; thirakka- open . 

inim...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  - an -ma - the -ka  -aand the  original 
Tamil word is  konda karuththai  koorida vaendum-[ missing  letter- Ra-]- - to say 
one’s  idea. 

inim...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  - an -ma - the -ka  -and the  original Tamil 
word is  vaai  mozhinthida  vaendum [ missing letter- zha-]  - to speak.  

 inim...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  - an -ma - the -ka  -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is maatlaada  [Telugu ] vaendum [ missing  letter- la-]- 
to converse . 

 

 inim...gi4: to answer (with dative prefix and -ni-); to call back one's word (with 
bi-) ('word' + 'to return'). 

inim...g  i has the consonants  an  -ma  - ka- and the  original Tamil word is       
vidai  kodukka vaendum   [ missing letter –the -] – to answer; vidai-answer; 
kodukka- to give . 

inim...g  i has the consonants  an  -ma  - ka- and the  original Tamil word is       
koduththa   vaakkai  meendum  vaankikka vaendum [ missing letter –the -] – to 
call back one’s words ; koduththathu- given ;vaakku-  words ; vaankidu – get.    

 inim...g  i has the consonants  an  -ma  - ka- and the  original Tamil word is       
meendu vaa  / madankku -[ missing letter –the -]  to return. 
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inim...g  i has the consonants  an  -ma  - ka- and the  original Tamil word is       
vasanam/ vayanam  [ missing letter –sa-]  –word / prose . 

 

 inim-sig...gu7(-gu7): to (produce) slander ('word' + 'low; small' + 'to consume'; 
cf., emesig...gu7 ). 

inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil word 
is   kundaakkam / kundiyam [ missing letter –the -] –slander . 

inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma –[- sa-]-  - ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is   ninthikka vaendum - [ missing letter –the -]--  slander.  

inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma – sa-  - ka- and the  original Tamil word is   
vadimpu   ida vaendum [ missing letters- pa -and  -–the -]--  –to slander.  

inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma – [- sa-] -  - ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is   unavu  unna vaendum [ missing letter –the -] –to consume/ eat  ; unavu 
–food .  

inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma – [- sa-] -  - ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is   theeni   thinna vaendum  [ missing letter –the -]  –to eat  ; theeni- food; 
thinna- to eat .  

 inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma – [- sa-] -  - ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is   nakkida vaendum [ missing letter –the -]  – to lick /consume ; nakka- eat . 

inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma – [- sa-] -  - ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is   ut- kondida vaendum [ missing letter –the -]  – consume  /eat / take in  

inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma – [- sa-] -  - ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is   kai  thoda vaendum [ missing letter –the -]  –to eat; kai- hand; thoda- 
touch . 

 inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma – [- sa-] -  - ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is   thueikka vaendum  [ missing letter –the -]  –eat. 
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inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma – [- sa-] -  - ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is   vasanam  -word.  

inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma – [- sa-] -  - ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is   sinna  vadivam [ missing letter –the -]--  small in size.  

inim-sig...gu has the consonants  an  -ma – [- sa-] -  - ka- and the  original Tamil 
word is   kammiyaana- low/ less.  

 

inim...gar: to bring an action against someone (before the court); to claim 
('word' + 'to set, fix').  

 inim...gar has the consonants -  an- ma-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   
urimai  koarida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  -to claim the rights  ; urimai- right 
;  koaridu –claim . 

inim...gar has the consonants -  an- ma-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   
naduvar  mandra koondir  nirkka vaikka vaendum [ missing letter- the -]    -to 
make someone to stand in the  court trial room ;  naduvar-  judge; mandarm- hall  
/assembly  ; naduvar  mandram- court  ; koondu- small  cabin ; nirkka- to stand . 

inim...gar has the consonants -  an- ma - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   
kooranum   / koora vaendum  [ missing letter- the -]- -to say .  

 

inim-inim-ma: compositions; wisdom ('word' + 'word' + genitive ?).  

inimma has the consonants -  an- ma- and the  original Tamil word is  unmai – 
wisdom  /truth  . 

inimma has the consonants -  an- ma- and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
gnaanam – wisdom . 

 inimma has the consonants -  an- ma- and the other interpretation  of the  word 
is  aanma- wisdom . 
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inimma has the consonants -  an- ma- and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
abimanam [ missing letter- pa-] – wisdom.  

inimma has the consonants -  an- ma- and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
manu -  word.  

inimma has the consonants -  an- ma- and the  original Tamil word is  nun-mathi   [ 
missing letter- the -]- intelligence ; nun –fine; mathi-  intelligence .  

 

inim...kíg: to seek or find the right word ('word' + 'to seek, fetch').  

inimkig   has the consonats – an- ma -ka –and the  interpretation  of the word is  
semmaiyaana  vaakku  /  semmai yaana  vaakai kaanuka / noakkuka [missing  
letter-  sa-]- to see the  right word . 

inimkig   has the consonats – an- ma -ka –and the  interpretation  of the word is   
vayanam -  word.  

inimkig   has the consonats – an- ma -ka –and the  original Tamil word is   vasanam 
[missing  letter-  sa-]- word. 

inimkig   has the consonats – an- ma -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  naadida 
vaendum / thaedida  vaendum / kandu  adaiya  vaendum  [missing  letter-  the -] – 
to seek . 

 

inim...ku5(-r): to swear ('word' + 'to cut, curse'). 

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aanai   
ittu koora vaendum  [ missing letter –the-] – to swear.  

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruthi kondu  koora vaendum [ missing letter –the-]  -to swear.  

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruthiyaaka  koorida vaendum [ missing letter –the-]  –to swear 
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inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    kai 
thoduthar vaendum  / kai thookkuthar vaendum [ missing letter –the-] – to raise 
one’s hands  to swear . 

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaththi kondu  keera vaendum  -to  incise  with a knife . 

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
murikkanum / murikka vaendum  [ missing letter –the-]   –to break.  

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
narukkanum /  narukka vaendum [ missing letter –the-]–to cut.  

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
arukkanum  /arukka vaendum [ missing letter –the-] –to cut . 

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
vakira vaendum  [ missing letter –the-] -to cut 

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
erukkuthar  vaendum [ missing letter –the-]- to cut.  

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
veruththu koora vaendum/ theeya kootru koorida vaendum  [ missing letter –the-
] –to curse.  

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
thirakka vaendum  / vaai thiranthu koorida  vaendum   [ missing letter –the-]  -to 
speak . 

inimkur has the consonants -an –ma- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is urai 
aatra  vaendum [ missing letter –the -] –to give a speech . 
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inim-ma...sè(-g)[SUM]: to imagine, conceive an idea ('in a word' + 'to place'). 

inim-ma...sè(-g)  has the consonants  - an -ma – [-sa-]  -ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  ennida   vaendum  /ennam kondida vaendum  [ missing letter- the -]- to 
think; ennam- thought / idea . 

inim-ma...sè(-g)  has the consonants  - an -ma – [-sa-]  -ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   ninaiththida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-to imagine . 

 

 inim-sig-ga: slander ('word' + 'low; small' + nominative). 

inimsigga  has the consonants  -an- ma -sa -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kunjam -  slander.  

inimsigga  has the consonants  -an- ma –[-sa-] -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is kundakkam / kundiyam  [ missing  letter- the -] – slander . 

inimsigga  has the consonants  -an- ma –sa-ka -  and the interpretaion  of the 
word is   thooshikkanum [ missing  letter- the -] –  to  slander . 

 inimsigga  has the consonants  -an- ma –sa-ka -  and the interpretaion  of the 
word is   vankana  thoosham [ missing  letter- the -] –slandering . 

inimsigga  has the consonants  -an- ma –[- sa-] -ka -  and the interpretation  of the 
word is   nikaaram   [ missing  letter- Ra -] - slandering . 

inimsigga  has the consonants  -an- ma –[-sa-] -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is ninthikkanum [ missing  letter- the -] – to  slander.  

inimsigga  has the consonants  -an- ma –sa-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vasanam – word.  
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inimsigga  has the consonants  -an- ma –[-sa-]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vayanam – word.  

inimsigga  has the consonants  -an- ma –[-sa-]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
keezhmaiyaana [ missing  letter- zha-] -  low.  

inimsigga  has the consonants  -an- ma –[-sa-]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kullamaana [ missing  letter- la-]   -small.  

 

 inim...šár: to search for clarification ('word' + 'to request, implore'). 

inimsar  has the consonats- an -ma – [-sa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
theera aarainthidanum [ missing  letter- the -] –search  thoroughly  

inimsar  has the consonats- an -ma – sa-Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
aaraichchi  seithidanum [ missing  letter- the -] –to search . 

inimsar  has the consonats- an -ma – sa-Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
meiyaa - nathu thaanaa  ena aaraainthu  thaedanum [ missing  letter- the -] – to 
search for the truth  . 

inimsar  has the consonats- an -ma – sa-Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
sariyaannu  aarainthidanum [ missing  letter- the -] – to  search for confirming.  

search [E] has the  consonants -sa -Ra -sa –and the  orignalTamil  word is 
aaraichchi  -search.  

inimsar    has the consonats- an -ma – [-sa-] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandraadu [ missing  letter- the -] – implore.  

inimsar    has the consonats- an -ma –-sa--Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
irainjidunum [ missing  letter- the -] – implore.  

inimsar    has the consonats- an -ma –-[-sa-] --Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
murai idanum  [ missing  letter- the -] -request . 
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inimsar    has the consonats- an -ma –-[-sa-] --Ra –and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  manu  tharanum [ missing  letter- the -] – to request . 

inimsar    has the consonats- an -ma –-[-sa-] --Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
koaranum [ missing  letter-ka -]  -request.  

inimsar    has the consonats- an -ma –-[-sa-] --Ra –and the  interpretation  of the  
word is    yaerkkanum - maarkkanam  [ missing  letter-ka -]  -  search / begging . 

 

 inim-šùd(-da): a word of prayer ('word' + 'to pray' + nominative). 

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  an- ma- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   thuthiththidanum – to pray .  

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  an- ma- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   oathanum – to pray / utter . 

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  an- ma- [- sa-] - -the - and the  interpretation 
of the word is  manu  thanthidanum – to pray .  

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  an- ma- - sa-- -the - and the  interpretation of 
the word is  sepam seithidanum [ missing letter- pa - ]-  to pray.  

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  an- ma- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  osai  / saththam [?Skt]  ittu  -   oathida vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]- –to 
pray . 

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  an- ma- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaendanum  [ missing letter- ka-]- pray.  

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  an- ma- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vanakkidanum [ missing letter- ka-]- pray.  

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  an- ma- sa- -the - and the  interpretation of 
the word is  saviththidanum [ missing letter- ka-]-  - pray.  
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inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  an- ma- sa- -the - and the  interpretation of 
the word is  nithaesam -  word  . 

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  [- an -] - ma- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  patham  [ missing letter- pa-] – word.  

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -   an -- ma- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   paadanam [ missing letter- pa-] – speech . 

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  [- an -] - ma- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   paadam [ missing letter- pa-] -  utterance.  

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -   an -- ma- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   thindu  mundu – contradictory  speech . 

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -   an -- ma- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is   mindu – presumptuous speech . 

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  [- an-] - ma- sa- -the - and the  interpretation 
of the word is  saththam -  word /noise.  

 inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  [- an -] - ma- [-sa-]  -the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  oatham – noise.  

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -  [- an-] - ma- [- sa -] - -the - and the  
interpretation of the word is  thimitham – noise.  

inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -   an-- ma- [- sa -] - -the - and the  
interpretation of the word is   naatham  / ninaatham -sound.  

 inim-šùd(-da)   has the consonants -   an - ma- sa- -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  isaithtidanum – express . 

 to pray [E]   has the consonants – the-  pa –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is 
poatru  / poatri paadu – pray.  

to pray [E]   has the consonants – the-  pa –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is 
Thiru Marai oathu -  to enchant holy scriptures.  
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to pray [E]   has the consonants – the-  pa- –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  jepiththar [ missing  letter- sa-]-  pray.  

to pray [E]   has the consonants – the-  [-pa-]  –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is 
erainjuthar / eraththar [ missing  letter- sa-]-  pray/ request.  

to pray [E]   has the consonants – the-  [-pa-]  –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is 
mandraadu -  pray / plead . 

to pray [E]   has the consonants – the-  [-pa-]  –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  piraarththanai  - prayer ; piraarththidu  -pray  .  

  

 inim-zu: one who knows the (proper) words; learned ('words' + 'to know').  

inim-zu   has the consonants  -an- ma- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is naa 
nayam [ niyaayam ]  mikkavan [ missing letter- ka-] one who  keeps up his words . 

 

ir-si-im; ir-sim: fragrant aroma, scent ('perfume' + 'to fill up' + 'wind'; no 
indication of Afroasiatic cognates).  

ir-si-im   has the consonants  - Ra- [-sa-] -  ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
naraumanam-  aroma ; manam- smell . 

aroma[E]   has the consonants - Ra –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
narumanam  / narumai -  aroma . 

perfume [E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- [-pa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  
word is narumanam- aroma . 

perfume [E] has the consonants – -pa-Ra- [-pa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  parimalam [ missing letter- la-]-  scent . 

ir-si-im   has the consonants  - Ra- [sa-] - ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
nirappanum [ missing letter- pa-]-  to fill . 
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ir-si-im   has the consonants  - Ra- sa-- ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
saampiraani  [ missing letter- pa-]-  frankincense . 

ir-si-im   has the consonants  - Ra- sa-- ma and the   interpretation  of the word is 
asiram [ missing letter- pa-]- wind. 

ir-si-im   has the consonants  - Ra- [sa-] - ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
uyirmai – wind.  

 

ír: (cf., ér).  

 

is-háb: fool ('organ' + 'foul-smelling'). 

is-háb has the consonants -  [- sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
makku-  dull headed . 

is-háb has the consonants -  sa- ka –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavichchai –foul smell . 

is-háb has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is kan  
/ kam-  wise . 

is-háb has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is wise [E] . 

is-háb has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   ankam -  body  part .  

is-háb has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  avayam-   body part.    

fool [E]   has the consonants  -  pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is pullan- 
foolish man . 
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organ [E]  has the consonants – Ra- ka –an- and the  interpretation of the word is 
karanam-  organ . 

 

 giš / IŠ-gi4: a tool.  

iŠ-gi  has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kanichchi- axe  . 

iŠ-gi  has the consonants  -sa- ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
axe[E]  . 

iŠ-gi  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka- and the other interpretation of the word is 
aakanikam-  hoe . 

 

iz-zi[gIŠ-ZI]; iz-zi8[gIŠ-KAL]: house wall; fire; current, flood ('wood' + 'to rise up'; 
cf., é-sig4 ).  

iz-zi8[gIŠ-KAL] has the consonants-  sa - ka -sa –ka -la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  senkal suvar [ missing letter- Ra-] -  brick  wall; senkal- brick  ;  suvar –
wall. 

  iz-zi8[gIŠ-KAL] has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] –ka -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vella kaadu [ missing letter –the -] -  flooded  land  ; vellam –flood . 

  iz-zi8[gIŠ-KAL] has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] –ka -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaanil ezhuka- to rise up in the sky ; vaan –sky; ezhuka- to rise  . 

  iz-zi8[gIŠ-KAL] has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] –ka -la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  sikki mukki  kal- flint stone  ; kal- stone; siki- fire . 

  iz-zi8[gIŠ-KAL] has the consonants- sa- ka –[-sa-] –ka -la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  savukku kali  - Casuarina wood ; kali  -wood.  

casurina [E]  has the consonants- ka- sa –Ra- [-an-]  –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  savukku  maram -casuarina wood/ tamarisk ; maram- tree. 
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izi-gi6-eden-na: shadow ('fire' + 'night' + 'steppe; spine').  

izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- the -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is muthuku thandu-  spine . 

izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- the -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is thunki- night . 

izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- the -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thee mootta vaendum –to make fire ; thee- fire.  

izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- the -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuthapan [ missing  letter- pa-] – fire.  

izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- the -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thakan – fire.  

izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- the -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  uthavakan   - fire.  

 izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – sa-ka- the -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  suda vaendum  -to fire  as gun.  

izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka- the -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vedi vedikka vaendum  -to fire as crackers.  

izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – sa-ka- the -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaaththin   sakaayan / nanpan [ missing letter- pa-] – fire as the friend of 
wind.  

izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – [- sa-] -ka- the -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  muthuku  thandu  -body   spine .  

izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – [- sa-] -ka- the -an -  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  veenaa thandam – spine  as like the  neck  of a lute.  
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izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – [- sa-] -ka- the -an -  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  anthikai -  night  ; santhikai .   

izi-gi6-eden-na   has the consonants – [- sa-] -ka- the -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  nizhal  vadivam [ missing letter- zha-] -  shadow.  

 

izi-lá: torch ('fire' + 'to raise up'). 

*izi-lá  has the consonants  --sa- la -and the original Tamil word is sool – torch . 

izi-lá  has the consonants  - sa-- la -and the  othe rinterpretaion  of the word is 
masaal- torch . 

izi-lá  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  oli- light / 
fire. . 

izi-lá  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is  oliyal – fire.  

izi-lá  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  maelae 
yezhu -  raise.  

izi-lá  has the consonants  - sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   yezhuchchi -  
fire/ rising up .  

izi-lá  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ali -  fire.  

izi-lá  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  anal  
/analam / anali - fire .  

izi-lá  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhal /  
azhali  - fire.  

izi-lá  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mayal  -fire.  

izi-lá  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  minnal –
fire/ lightening . 
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 izi...lá: to purify with fire ('fire' + 'to raise up'). 

izi...lá has the consonants – [-sa-]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is thee 
mithiththal-  fire walking ; thee-  fire; mithi- stamp . 

izi...lá has the consonants – [-sa-]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is thee 
kuliththal [ missing letters- ka- and - the -]- to come out of fire/purification ritual . 

izi...lá has the consonants – sa-la -and the  original Tamil  word is ezhuchchi -  
raising up  . 

izi...lá has the consonants – [-sa-]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is maelae yezhu 
-  to raise up.  

izi...lá has the consonants – [-sa-]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhuppu [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  raise.  

izi...lá has the consonants – [-sa-]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ali / anali 
/azhanam / oli yal / oli   -fire.  

. 

 izi...ne-ne(-r): to fan the fire ('fire' + reduplicated nir, 'to winnow').  

izi...ne-ne(-r)   has the consonants – sa – an- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  
sooran – fire.  

izi...ne-ne(-r)   has the consonants – [-sa-] – an- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is 
inar  - flame.  

izi...ne-ne(-r)   has the consonants – sa – an- Ra- and the  original Tami  word is  
senjudar [ missing letter- the-]-  fire.  

izi...ne-ne(-r)   has the consonants –[- sa -] – an- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  
neruppu [ missing letter- pa-]-  fire . 

izi...ne-ne(-r)   has the consonants –[- sa -] – an- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  
thootranum [ missing letter- the-]-  to winnow.  
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izi...sìg[PA]: to set on fire ('fire' + 'to knock down, demolish'). 

izi...sìg[PA]  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -sa-ka- [-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  sikki mukki -  flint stone  . 

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – sa-ka -pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is poo satti / thee satti  yanthukua   [ missing letter –the -] -to hold fire pot ;  thee 
-  fire; satti- pot.   

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – sa-ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  adiththu   saaikka [ missing letter –the -] – to knock  down ; adi- beat . 

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – sa- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   saettham undakkuka/ naasamaakkiduka -[ missing letter –the -] -  to 
destroy . 

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – sa-- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thee  iduka  / siki /aki   moottuka- [ missing letter –the -] -  to set fire   ;  
thee- fire;  siki-  fire .  

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – sa-- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  sithaikka [ missing letter –the -] - demolish . 

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – sa-- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   savattu [ missing letter –the -] -  destroy .  

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – [-sa-]-- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  idikka [ missing letter –the -]-  demolish . 

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – [-sa-]-- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  keduka  [ missing letter –the -]-  destroy . 

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – [-sa-]-- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  neekku / neevu – destory . 
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izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – [-sa-]-- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maaikka- destory . 

 izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – [-sa-]-- ka –pa--and the  original Tamil  
word is  poakku   -destory.  

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – sa-- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  nasikka- demolish . 

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – sa-- ka –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  siki – fire.  

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – [ -sa-]-- ka –pa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kumpi – fire . 

 izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  – [ -sa-]-- ka –[-pa-]- -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ukkam – fire.  

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  –  -sa-- ka –[-pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kochchi  -fire.  

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  –  -[-sa-]-- ka –[-pa-]- -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  neekku  -fire.  

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  –  -[-sa-]-- ka –-pa- -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  paavakam – fire.  

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  –  -[-sa-]-- ka –-[-pa-]- -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vanni  -fire. 

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  –  -[-sa-]-- ka –-[-pa-]- -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaanam  -fire . 

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  –  -[-sa-]-- ka –-[-pa-]- -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  anki  -fire.  

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]  –  -[-sa-]-- ka –-[-pa-]- -and the 
interpretation of the word is  akkini  -fire. 
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izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]– -sa- ka –-[-pa-]- -and the interpretation 
of the word is  sikai – flame 

izi...sìg[PA]    has the consonants- [- sa-]– -[-sa-- ka –-[-pa-]- -and the 
interpretation of the word is  mayookam – flame.  

 

 izi...šub: to hurl fire ('fire' + 'to throw'). 

izi...šub   has the consonants- sa- sa- [- pa-]  -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is   sasi/ susi - fire . 

izi...šub   has the consonants- [ -sa-]- sa- - pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is   
pasanam   -fire.  

izi...šub   has the consonants- sa- sa-  pa- -and the  interpretation  of the word is   
paanja sanniyam – fire.  

fire [E]   has the consonats – pa- Ra and the  original Tamil  word is paeru – fire.  

izi...šub   has the consonants- -sa- sa- - [ -pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaachchu – throw.   

  

 izi...te: fire approaches ('fire' + 'to approach').  

izi...te has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thee 
anda- fire approaches. 

izi...te has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is thee 
theendida -  fire touching ; thee – fire; theendu –touch . 

izi...te  has the consonants – sa- the -and the original Tamil  word is saenthu  -fire.  

izi...te   has the consonants – sa- the -and the original Tamil  word is sudu  -to fire . 

izi...te   has the consonants – sa- the -and the   interpretation  of the word is jothi  
-fire.  
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izi...te   has the consonants – sa- the -and the original Tamil  word is sen- thee-  
divine fire.  

izi...te   has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -and the original Tamil  word is thee  -fire.  

izi...te   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -and the original Tamil  word is idi  -fire.  

izi...te   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -and the   interpretation  of the word is 
thaeyu    -fire.  

izi...te   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -and the   interpretation  of the word is 
thoopam  [ missing letter –pa-] -fire . 

izi...te   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -and the   interpretation  of the word is 
theeppi [ missing letter –pa-] – fire ; dheepam .  

izi...te   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -and the   interpretation  of the word is 
peethu [ missing letter –pa-]  -fire. 

izi...te   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the -and the   interpretation  of the word is 
pasathan  [ missing letter –pa-]  -fire.  

izi...te has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is adaiya-  
approach.  

izi...te has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is anda- 
approach . 

 izi...te has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is naada- 
approach . 

izi...te has the consonants – [-sa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is thampu [ 
missing letter –pa-]  – approach .  

  

izi...te-en: to extinguish or calm a fire ('fire' + 'to calm, extinguish').  
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izi...te-en has the consonants-  [- sa-]- the- an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thee anaiththidu -  to calm the fire ;  thee-  fire . 

izi...te-en has the consonants-  [- sa-] - the- an -and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  nathu – extinguish.  

izi...te-en has the consonants-  sa- the- an -and the  original Tamil  word is sen 
thee –divine fire.  

izi...te-en has the consonants-  sa- the- an -and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
saenthu  -fire.  

izi...te-en has the consonants-  [- sa-]- the- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaniththidu – to clam . 

 izi...te-en has the consonants-  sa- the- an -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
saantham /saanthi /santhu  -  calmness/ peace .  

izi...te-en has the consonants-  [- sa-]- the- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
saenthu  -fire.  

 

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur5: coal ('fire-place' + 'liver, soul'). 

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – sa- ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  seemai-k-kari – coal.  

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is nila-k-kari [ missing letter- la-]- -  coal . 

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- -sa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nakaraa musi – liver.  

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  karal / kalleeral [ missing letter- la-]- heart/ liver.  

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  karu  veeral [ missing letter- la-]-liver.  
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 ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  eerar kulai [ missing letter- la-]-liver.  

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thamaran-k-kaai [ missing letter- the -]-– liver . 

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  uravi  -soul . 

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  arivu  -soul . 

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  unarvu  -soul .  

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- sa- Ra-  and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   akkira maamisam- heart   . 

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   erikam – heart.  

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vayiru  -heart/ stomach . 

ízi[KI-IZI]-ur  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  aka karuvi -  mind . 

 

ka-al: clay pit. 

Ka -al  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mun  kuzhi-  
ground pit;  mun- land/ ground / sand; kuzhi- pit.  

Ka -al  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   azhuvam – pit.  

Ka -al  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kuzhampu   [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  pit.  
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Ka -al  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   vilam – pit.  

Ka -al  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kooval – pit.  

Ka -al  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   ezhivu – pit.  

Ka -al  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kali munn / 
koozhai munn-clay . 

 

 ka(-al)-lu5: a vessel, bowl (Akkadian loanword, kalû; Orel & Stolbova #1423, 
*kalVy-, 'vessel'). 

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kol kalam -  
vessel / container .  

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mun  kalam  
-  earthern vessel .  

 ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  unn- kalam 
– eating  vessel . 

*ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalayam / 
kalam  -vessel .  

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvalai –  a  
vessel . 

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  akalam  -  
jar / bucket .  

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaali – 
bucket.  

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    kuzhisi [ 
missing letter- sa-] – pot ; kalasam . 
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ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    saalikai  [ 
missing letter- sa-] – jar.  

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    paal 
kalayam [ missing letter- pa-] – milk pot . 

 ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    poo 
vallam -[ missing letter- pa-]   earthern cup .  

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  alavu-k-
kinnam  – measuring  cup  

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    pasalai-k-
kalam [ missing letters- pa-  - and -sa- ] – unburnt pot.  

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the    interpretation  of the word is 
maka vilayam – water pot.  

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the    interpretation  of the word is 
kapaalam [ missing letter- pa-]  - begger’s bowl . 

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    kizhaa an-  
curd pot.  

ka(-al)-lu   has the consonants-  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalam-  ship 
/vessel . 

vessel[E]   has the consonants  -va- [-sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vallam – boat. 

vessel[E]   has the consonants  -va- [-sa-] -la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalam- vessel . 

vessel[E]   has the consonants  -va- sa-la -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  kalasam – vessel . 

vessel[E]   has the consonants  -va- sa--la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuzhisi 
– vessel.  
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bowl [E]has the consonants – [-pa-] - va-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kalam 
-  vessel . 

 

 ka-aš-bar: decision ('mouth' + 'one' + 'to divide'; cf., eš-bar). 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-] --Ra – and the  original Tamil 
word is  theermanikka / karuththai  kooruka [ missing letter- the-] -  to make 
decision . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-] --Ra – and the  original Tamil the 
word is   oru miththa  mudivu / karuththai  kaana [ missing letter- the-] – to come 
to an unanimous decision  ; mudivu –decision . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- pa---Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   erandaaka  pirithiduka [ missing letter- the-] – to divide in  to two ; erandu –
two; priththiduka- separate.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- pa--Ra – and the   original Tamil word is  
kooru  poaduka [ missing letter- the-]  - to divide . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- pa--Ra – and the   original Tamil word is  
pankiduthar [ missing letter- the-]  - divide.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]--Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is  vakirthar  [ missing letter- the-] – divide.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]--Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is  vakuththar [ missing letter- the-] – divide.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]--Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is  vakaithar [ missing letter- the-] – divide.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- pa-Ra – and the   original Tamil word is  
vakai  paduththuthar [ missing letter- the-] – divide.  
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ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]--Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is  kandiththar  [ missing letter- the-] – divide.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]--Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is  kaathuthar  [ missing letter- the-] – divide.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]--Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is  koduththar  [ missing letter- the-] – divide.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]--Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is  kooruthar  [ missing letter- the-] – divide.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- pa-Ra – and the   original Tamil word is  
pirivu  poaduthar [ missing letter- the-] – divide.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- pa-Ra – and the   original Tamil word is  
pakuththu  kanakkiduthar [ missing letter- the-] – divide.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]-Ra – and the   original Tamil word 
is   ennikkai  ondru [ missing letter- the-] – numerical   no  1.  

 ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]-Ra – and the    interpretation  of 
the word is  vakththiram / vari  [ missing letter- the-] – mouth.  

 ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- sa-- [-pa-]-Ra – and the   original Tamil word 
is   akandra vaai [ missing letter- the-] – wide mouth . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- sa-- [-pa-]-Ra – and the   original Tamil word is   
siriya vaai  -  small mouth  .  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- sa-- pa-Ra – and the   original Tamil word is   
periya vaai / vaai  perisu – big mouth  /chattering  mouth  .  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka-  sa—[- pa -] -Ra – and the   original Tamil word 
is   vai vittu  sirikka  [ missing letter- the-]   - laughing  woth open mouth . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- sa-- [-pa-]-Ra – and the   original Tamil word is   
saatru  vaai [ missing letter- the-] -  dribbling mouth  . 
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ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka-  [ -sa-] -- [-pa-]-Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is   naatra  vaai [ missing letter- the-] – foul mouth . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka-  [ - sa-] -- [-pa-]-Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is oru vaai -  sunken mouth .  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka-  - sa--pa-Ra – and the   original Tamil word is 
sarkkarai  ponaachchi -   honey mouthed  woman . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka-  - sa--pa-Ra – and the   original Tamil word is 
koosaathu poei  paesukira vaai / naakku – the mouth  that  lies.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka-  - sa—-pa-Ra – and the   original Tamil word is 
perum aaravaara oasai  udaiya  vaai - - shouting  mouth . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka-  - sa—-pa-Ra – and the   original Tamil word is 
veen perumai  paesum vaai  - the boastful mouth . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- sa- [-pa-]-Ra – and the    interpretation  of the 
word is  kirasam -  mouthful . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka-  - [ -sa -] –[- pa -] -Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is vaai  oram – edge of the mouth . 

 ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]-Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is  kaya vari  -river mouth . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]-Ra – and the   original Tamil word 
is  aatru mukam[ missing letter- the -]  – river mouth . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [-pa-]-Ra – and the   original Tamil word 
is  aruvi  -river’s mouth . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- sa- pa- Ra – and the   original Tamil word is  
sorpakattu  - mouth filling words.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- sa- [-pa -] - Ra – and the   original Tamil word 
is  vaai  isai karuvi – mouth  organ . 
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ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [ -sa-] - [-pa -] - Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is  nurai vaai  -foaming  mouth .  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [ -sa-] - [-pa -] - Ra – and the   original Tamil 
word is  koamaari  noaei -  foot and mouth disease.  

divide [E]   has the consonants  -the- va - the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vakuththidu  -divide.  

divide [E]   has the consonants  -the- va - the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pakuththidu [ missing letter- pa-]- divide.  

divide [E]   has the consonants  -the- va - the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pakuththu  kanakkiduka [ missing letter- pa-]- divide.  

divide [E]   has the consonants  -the- va - the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vakai  paduththiduka [ missing letter- pa-]- divide.  

 

 ka-aš...bar: to render a decision. 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [ -pa-]---Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   mudivu kooruka  [ missing letter- the -] –to give a decision.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [ -pa-]---Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  iruthi  theerpu  kodukka [ missing letter- the -]  -to give a final  verdict.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [ -pa-]---Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  aru vithi [ missing letter- the -] -  final decision.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [ -pa-]---Ra – and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   theermaanikka [ missing letter- the -]   -to come to a decision.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [ -pa-]---Ra – and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   theerkkam [ missing letter- the -]   – decision.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- -sa- -pa---Ra – and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  sankarppam  - decision.  
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ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- -[-sa-] - [ -pa-]--Ra – and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  thundarikkam [ missing letter- the -] -  decisiveness.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- sa- -pa---Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
sikkarappu  -  decision.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- sa- -[-pa-] ---Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is nichchaiya arivu  -  decision.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka-  [ - sa-] - -[-pa-] ---Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaeru   kadai [ missing letter- the -]  -decision.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [ -sa-] --pa--Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is karppu – decision.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka-  [ -sa-] - -[-pa-] ---Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is vaakku  uruthi [ missing letter- the -]  - decisive speech . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [ -pa-]---Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   theervu   kodukka  [ missing letter- the -] - to give a  verdict.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [ -pa-]---Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   mandru  mudivu [ missing letter- the -] – bench  decision . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [ -pa - ]---Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  therervu [ missing letter- the -]  -decision.    

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [ -pa - ]---Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  neethi  mandra  mudivu  [ missing letter- the -]  – court’s decision.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- sa- [ -pa - ]---Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  neethi  arasarin  mudivu  [ missing letter- the -] - judge’s decision.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [ -pa - ]---Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  neethi  murai  mudivu [ missing letter- the -] – judicial decision.  

 ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [ -pa - ]---Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadu  theervu  /naduvu   theerppu [ missing letter- the -]- final  decision.  
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ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]-  pa --Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  petti theeervu  [ missing letter- the -]  -box  decision . 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]- [- pa-]  --Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  oru miththa mudivu [ missing letter- the -]  – joint / unanimous decision.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]-  -pa---Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    theerppu  tharuka  [ missing letter- the -] –to give a judgement.  

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]-  -pa---Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    uruthipaaadu  tharuka [ missing letter- the -]  - to give a decision. 

ka-aš-bar   has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]-  -pa---Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mana uruthi [ missing letter- the -]  -decisive mind.   

 

 ka...ba: to converse ('mouth' + 'to give').  

ka...ba  has the consonants - ka –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  paesuka [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  speak . 

ka...ba  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai   
asaikka [ missing letter- sa-]-  speak . 

ka...ba  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  alavalaavu 
[ missing letter- la-]-  – converse . 

ka...ba  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
okkali [ missing letter- la-]-  – converse . 

ka...ba  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kulaavu  [ 
missing letter- la-]-  -converse. 

ka...ba  has the consonants - ka –pa- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
vaasam pannu [ missing letter- sa-]- converse.    

ka...ba  has the consonants- ka–[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai-  
mouth . 
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ka...ba  has the consonants- ka–pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pokka vaai-  
mouth without teeth   . 

ka...ba  has the consonants- ka–[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  eekai-  
giving  gift . 

converse [E]  has the consonants   - ka -an -va -Ra –[-sa-]  -and the original Tamil  
word is  karuththu  -urai -yaada  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]- to converse; 
vaarththai aaduka  . 

 

ka...dù: to accuse (reduplication class) ('mouth' + 'to build, make').  

*ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is kattu-  build . 

ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is undaakku -to 
make.  

*ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is aakkiduka  -
to make.  

ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is seithiduka [ 
misisng letter- sa-]  

ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is padaikka 
[missing letter- pa-] – create.  

ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
punainthiduka [missing letter- pa-]  - make.  

ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thokuththiduka- make.  

ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kuththam 
sumaththuka/ saattuka  [ missing letter- sa-]-  to accuse . 

ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thumpu 
pidunku [missing letter- pa-]  - accuse . 
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ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai -yaei 
mooduka/ vaai - yaei adaikka-  to close the mouth; vaai- mouth; adaikka- shut.  

ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai 
naaththam-  fowel smelling mouth; vaai- mouth; naaththam- smell . 

ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
thooimai-  pure mouth / true speech ; thooimai- purity . 

 ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  uooththa 
vaai   -foul   mouth . 

 ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  odukku  vaai 
-  crooked mouth . 

ka...dù has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  matti  vaai -   
gaping mouth .  

 

kuška-dù: a leather wrapping for part of the plow. 

kuska...dù has the consonants - ka – [- sa-] - ka- -the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kalappai -yin    nuka kaalai   inaikkum   / kattum   thole  pattai  [ missng letters- 
pa- and- la- ] –the  strap of leather that joins the  plough and the shaft  ;.  
kalappai- plough ;   nuka kaal-  shaft  ; inaikka- join;  kattu –tie; thole- leather ; 
pattai –strap. 

 

 ka-dù-a, ka-dù-dù: fierce or accusing mouth. 

ka...dùa has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththam 
saattum vaai  [ missing letter- sa-]-  - accusing mouth. 

 

 ka-duh-a: with open mouth ('mouth' + 'to crack open' + nominative).  
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 ka-duh-a  has the  consonants - ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai 
vida -  mouth to open [ flower ] . 

   ka-duh-a  has the  consonants - ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai 
udaiya   - mouth to open. 

ka-duh-a  has the  consonants - ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   pottikka  
[ missing letter –pa-] - crack open. 

ka-duh-a  has the  consonants - ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai-yei   
mooduka [ antonym ]  - close the mouth; vaai-  mouth; mooduka- close .  

ka-duh-a  has the  consonants - ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai yaei 
adaikka - close the mouth [ antonym ]  . 

ka-duh-a  has the  consonants - ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai  
poththuka  [ missing letter- pa-]  - close the mouth [ antonym ]  . 

 

gišKA-dúb-ba: a field tool (?).  

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka – sa-- ka –the- -[-pa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is katti  udaikkum sammatti   - soil clod  breaker.  

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka – sa-- ka –the- -pa–and the  original Tamil  
word is pullu  seuthukki  [ missing letter- la-]-  -grass shoe.  

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-]-- ka –the- -[-pa-]- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is vettu vaayan -  spade . 

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - ka –the- -pa- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is naattu -k- kalappai [ missing letter- la-]-   – country  plough . 

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]- ka –the- [-pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is kalai koththu [ missing letter- la-]-  weed remover / hand hoe.   

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka –sa- ka –the- [-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is manjal vettum koththu  [ missing letter- la-]-   turmeric  harvester . 
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gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka –sa- ka –the- [-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  
word is sakkai thalIi  [ missing letter- la-]-  bagasse inserter . 

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - ka –the- -pa- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is karumpu  thoaki vetti [ missing letter- Ra-]  - sugar cane trash  
cutter.  

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-] - ka –the- -pa- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is karumpu vetti / karumpu  karanai  vetti [ missing letter- Ra-]  – 
sugar cane harvester . 

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka – sa-- ka –the- -pa- –and the  original Tamil  
word is sakkarai  [ karumpu  saaru ] kaaichchum  aduppu [ missing letter- Ra-] – 
jaggary  making  chulah .  

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-]-- ka –the- -[-pa-]- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is maram vettum  koadaari [ missing letter- Ra-] -pick axe.  

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa-]-- ka –the- -[-pa-]- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is kar-k-koadari [ missing letter- Ra-]   -hand axe.  

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa--] - ka –the- --[- pa--] –and the  
original Tamil  word is thattu  narukki   [ missing letter- Ra-]  -sorghum stalk  
cutter.  

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa--] - ka –the- --[- pa--] –and the  
original Tamil  word is makkiri koodai [ missing letter- Ra-] --big basket.  

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa--] - ka –the- --pa-–and the  original 
Tamil  word is paaththi  poadum  kalappai  [ missing letter- la-]-  sugarcane  bund  
former.  

gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka – [-sa--] - ka –the- -[-pa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is aattuukkal [ missing letter- la-]-  stone grinder.  

 gišKA-dúb-ba  has the consonants-  ka – sa-- ka –the- -[-pa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is sakkai vadikatti – bagasse  filter.  
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ka-gáraš-a: catastrophe ('mouth' + 'military encampment' + nominative). 

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka-  Ra- sa-– and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
seer kaedu  [ missing letter- the-] – misfortune.  

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka-  Ra- [-sa-]-– and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
kundra [ missing letter- the-] -  ruin . 

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka-  Ra- [-sa-]-– and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
marivu  -ruin.  

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka-  Ra- [-sa-]-– and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
urakku -  ruin .  

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka-  Ra- [-sa-]-– and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
karu varukka- ruin.  

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka-  Ra- [-sa-]-– and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
murukku – ruin  . 

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka-  Ra- sa-– and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
kutti suvar [ missing letter- the-] -   -ruined wall.  

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka-  Ra- sa-– and the   interpretation  of the 
word is   thur athirshtam [ missing letter- the-] – misfortune / bad luck . 

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka-  Ra-[- sa-] – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
oru vaai  -sunken mouth .  

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka-  Ra- sa-– and the  interpreation  of the 
word is kiraasam – mouthful  ;  vaai niraiya . 

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka-  Ra- [-sa-] -– and the   interpretation  of the 
word is    eraanuva mukaam –military camp.  

ka-gáraš-a    has the  consonants – ka - Ra- sa-– and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
saervai kaarar  mukaam / saervai kaarar paasarai  /   vanniyar mukaam /  maravar  
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mukaam /   poar mukaam / poar mukanai / seru mukaam   [ missing  letter- pa-]- 
military camp. 

 

 ka-guru7: granary supervisor ('mouth' + 'silo'). 

ka-guru   has the consonants - ka–Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  kaavar karar 
– watch man/ guard .  

ka-guru   has the consonants - ka–Ra- and the  original Tamil word is kan kaan-k-
kiravar-  supervisor  .  

ka-guru   has the consonants - ka–Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  ner  kuthir [ 
missing letter- the -] –rice  granary  container . 

ka-guru   has the consonants - ka–Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   kotta 
kaaram/ kottaaram  [ missing letter- the -] -granary . 

ka-guru   has the consonants - ka–Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   urai vidam [ 
missing letter- the -] -  store house.  

ka-guru   has the consonants - ka–Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
jekairaa [ missing letter- sa-]-  granary . 

ka-guru   has the consonants - ka–Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is   
aakaram - store house.    

ka-guru   has the consonants - ka–Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  sarakku  arai 
[ missing letter- sa-]-  store house.    

ka-guru   has the consonants - ka–Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  vaippu  
erukkai [ missing letter- pa-]-  store house.    

ka-guru   has the consonants - ka–Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
ukkiraanam - granary . 

silo [E]   has the consonants – sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalanjiyam [ 
missing letter- ka-]- granary . 
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ka-gìri: path ('mouth' + 'feet; way, path').  

*ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is keeri – path.  

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
maarkkam – path.  

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is varavu -  path . 

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is vaari  / 
vari – path . 

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
sankiraamam [missing letter- sa-]-hill path . 

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
pirakaaram [missing letter- pa-]--  way. 

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is 
varampu [ missing letter- pa-]--  way. 

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is surun-
k-kai [missing letter- sa-]- -entrance  . 

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is  vaayir- 
entrance . 

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kai- kaar-  
hand and leg ; kai- hand;  kaar- leg; karam/ maerkkai – arm. 

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word is ankiri  - 
foot.  

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is veen perumai 
[ missing letter- pa-]-  mouth . 
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ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is kaya vari – 
mouth of river.  

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is vaai karai – lip . 

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is mukarai – jaw.  

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
word is vakthiram  [ missing letter- the-]- – mouth ; thuvaaram – opening . 

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil word is   thiravu [ 
missing letter- the-]- – opening.  

ka-gìri   has the consonants-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  virippu [ 
missing letter- pa-]--  opening.  

 

 KA...ÞAR: (cf., zú...ur5 ).  

 

ka-íd-da: canal intake ('mouth' + 'river' + genitive). 

*ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaedam 
-  river.  

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is theepa vathi [ missing letter- pa-]-  river ; Gowthami /  Kadakam  /Thunka – a 
river.   

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is puda kini [ missing letter- pa-]-  – lotus pond  ; padama ; kaeni .  

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is vathi – head of a channel . 

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is thanni 
kuttai  -pond.  
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ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thadaakam-   pond.  

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is thadvu  
vaai – mountain pool.  

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is kuttam / 
kidanku / kundu – pond.  

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is kondam – 
dam.  

 ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is kadai 
madai-  terminal  part of the   water channel .  

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is kathuppu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] -  jaw 

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the interpretation  of the word is  
koathanthi – jaw.  

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is thavan-k-
kattai – jaw . 

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kandaayam – opening.  

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is santhu  
vaai - [ missing  letter- pa-] – opening.   

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
uthadu -  lip.  

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is thudukku 
thanam – lip.  

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is muka 
koattam – mouth . 
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ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is koattu 
vaai –  salivated mouth  . 

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is aaththu 
mukam – rive rmouth. 

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is pakattu 
paechchu [ missing  letters- pa-  and -sa-]-  mouth. 

ka-íd-da   has the consonants – ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
pakuthi [ missing  letter- pa-] – mouth . 

 

 KA-kešda: regiment ('mouth; word' + 'to bind').  

kakeseda  has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]- the –and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
kaathai -  word.  

kakeseda  has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]- the –and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
kattu – bind.  

kakeseda  has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]- the –and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
adakku – bind.  

kakeseda  has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]- the –and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
thudakku – bind.  

kakeseda  has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]- the –and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
pinaiththiduka [ misisng leter- pa-]- bind.  

  

KA...kéš-(d): to organize; to have an agreement; to put together; to become 
undone, disorganized (with -ta-).  

KA...kéš-(d)  has the consonants  -ka- sa  -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
thitta   aakkan-j -seika – to organize . 
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KA...kéš-(d)  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa -]  -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
undu pannuka [ missing letter- pa-]- to organize  . 

KA...kéš-(d)  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa -]  -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
amaiththiduka-  to organize . 

KA...kéš-(d)  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa -]  -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kootti inaikka- to organize . 

KA...kéš-(d)  has the consonants  -ka- [-sa -]  -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
inaiththu uruvaa-k-kuka [ missing  letter –Ra-] -to organize.  

 to organise [E] has the consonants –  the- Ra- ka -an –[-sa-]   - and the  original 
Tamil  word is inaiththu uruvaa-k-kuka-  to organize.  

KA...kéš-(d)  has the consonants  -ka- -sa - -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
ondraaka  saerththu  vaikka [ missing  letter –Ra-] - to put together . 

KA...kéš-(d)  has the consonants  -ka- sa  -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
oppantham  seithida vaendum [ missing  letter –pa-]-  to make an agreement; 
oppantham- agreement . 

KA...kéš-(d)  has the consonants  -ka- sa  -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
udan padikkai  seithida vaendum[ missing  letter –pa-]- –to make a treaty ; udan -
padikkai –treaty . 

 

ka ki...zu-zu: to kiss the ground ('mouth' + 'ground' + reduplicated 'to know'). 

ka ki...zu-zu   has the consonants – ka- sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is konju- 
kiss .   

ka ki...zu-zu   has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mannai  muthtam iduka [ missing letter- the -] – to kiss the ground.  

ka ki...zu-zu   has the consonants – ka-  -sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai  
yaei  suvaikka – to kiss .  
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ka ki...zu-zu   has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaai - mouth .  

ka ki...zu-zu   has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukam  - mouth.  

ka ki...zu-zu   has the consonants – ka- sa-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is kiss [E] . 

ka ki...zu-zu   has the consonants – ka- sa-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   vaasi – ground.  

ka ki...zu-zu   has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaanka- to know.  

 

 ka-làl: a sweet person ('mouth' + 'honey').  

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is azhakan / 
kuzhakan -  handsome person . 

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is ahzaki / 
elakkiya  -  beautiful  girl ; laavanya . 

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is nallavan  -good  
person .  

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai vazhi  -
person.  

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vaaliyan -  holy 
person.  

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vallavan -  great  
person.  

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kollaan -  
envious person.  
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ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kullan –
dwarfish person.  

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is poazh-k- kan- - 
ill mannered person.  

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pukalaalan [  
missing letter- pa-]-  illustrious person.   

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  akalam – 
mouth .  

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhi mukam  -
river  mouth .  

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  koanal vaai – 
wry  mouth . 

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  paezh vaai – [ 
missing letter- pa-]- large mouth.  

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  poazh vaai  [ 
missing letter- pa-]- -toothless mouth . 

 ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  paalikai 
missing letter- pa-]- – lips.  

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nulai vaai  -foul 
mouth . 

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  saalai vaai  [ 
missing letter- sa-]- dribbling mouth.  

 ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kavalam- 
mouthful .  

 ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kavul- jaw . 
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ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   keezh  vaai – 
lower jaw . 

*ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kali / kal -  
honey .    

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   in - izhaivu -  
sweet.    

ka-làl   has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kallu –toddy / 
palm  liquor . 

honey [E]  has the consonants-  ka- an -and the orignal Tamil  word is konku-  
honey  . 

 

KA×LI...di/e: (cf., gù-nun...di/e).  

KA×LI...gi4(-gi4): (cf., sig14..gi4 ). 

 ka-lu5: (cf., ka-al-lu5 ). 

 KA-nun...di/e: (cf., gù-nun...di/e).  

 

ka...sag9-sag9: to make the mouth pleasant ('mouth' + reduplicated 'good, 
pleasing').  

ka...sag9-sag   has the consonants  - ka -sa -ka –sa-ka-and the  original Tamil word 
is   inimaiyaaka   /nayamaaka / suvaiyaaka   paseum  vaai [ missing letter- pa-] - 
mouth which speaks sweetly ; inimai- pleasant ; paesu –speak; vaai- mouth . 

 

ka-sìg[PA]: an insulting mouth ('mouth' + 'to strike, knock down'; cf., igi-sìg-sìg).  

kasigpa  has the consonants  - ka -sa  -ka –[-pa-] -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
saaikka- to knock  down .  
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kasigpa  has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-]   -ka –pa--and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
pokkai vaai -  toothless mouth .  

kasigpa  has the consonants  - ka –[- sa-]   -ka –[-pa-]--and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is  koana vaai – wry mouth  

kasigpa  has the consonants  - ka – sa-  -ka –pa--and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
inaank--ku  paesum  vaai – insulting mouth.  

 

ka-sù-ga: an empty mouth ('mouth' + 'to be empty' + nominative). 

ka-sù-ga   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koana vaai- deviated mouth . 

ka-sù-ga   has the consonants – ka- -sa-ka - and the  original Tamil  word is sev-
vaai- reddish mouth . 

ka-sù-ga   has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-]-ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pokkai vaai [ missing  letter- pa-] –tooth less mouth.  

ka-sù-ga   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
verum vaai- [missing letter- Ra-] - empty  mouth . 

 

 ka-šakan: supervisor of the fat stores ('mouth' + 'large oil jar').  

ka-šakan  has the consonants -  ka- [- sa-] - ka - an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kankaani-  supervisor  . 

supervisor [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - pa- Ra- va- sa-Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maerpaarvai  seikiravar -  supervisor.  

supervisor [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] – [-pa-] - Ra- va- [-sa-] -Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is   kan -kaanikkiravar -  supervisor.  
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supervisor [E]  has the consonants-  [-sa-] – [-pa-] - Ra- va- -sa--Ra – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  nirvaakam [Skt]  seikiravar-   manager ; nirvakam- 
management . 

ka-šakan  has the consonants -  ka- sa- ka - an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sekku ennai – pressed oil. 

ka-šakan  has the consonants -  ka- sa- ka - an – and the  original Tamil  word is   
sinna  ennai-k- kinnam  -small oil cup .  

ka-šakan  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka - an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ennai-k-koaiyaan   - earthern jar for oil . 

ka-šakan  has the consonants -  ka- sa- ka - an – and the   interpretation  of the 
word is ennai-k-koojaa– oil  jug.  

 

KA šu...gál: (cf., kiri4 šu...gál).  

 

ka-ta-è: utterance ('mouth' + 'from' + 'to go out').  

ka-ta-è has the  consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is naavai 
madakka -   to speek; naavu –toungue . 

*ka-ta-è has the  consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kaathai  -
word.  

ka-ta-è has the  consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kodanai  -
sound .  

ka-ta-è has the  consonants  - ka -the -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
thuvani – sound.  

ka-ta-è has the  consonants  - ka -the -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
nikuttam  -sound.  
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ka-ta-è has the  consonants  - ka -the -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
nikatham  -speech . 

ka-ta-è has the  consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is vaai adi -  
overbearing sppech .  

ka-ta-è has the  consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thida vaakku 
– positive declaration.  

ka-ta-è has the  consonants  - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaekidu -  
go  . 

 

ka-ta...kar: to take away ('mouth' + 'from' + 'to take away'). 

ka-ta...kar    has the consomnats -  ka -the-  ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  neekkuthar -  to remove . 

ka-ta...kar    has the consomnats -  ka -the-  ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kayir  thookki kondu /eduththu-k-kondu   sendriduka [ missing  letter- sa-] – to 
carry  ; kai-   hand;  edukka- take;  sendriduka- to go  . 

ka-ta...kar    has the consomnats -  ka -the-  ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   muthar-k-kondu   -from.  

 

ka-tab: to be clogged ('mouth' + 'to clasp').  

ka-tab  has the consonants  - ka -the- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is vaai - 
yaei adaikka-  - to block  the mouth ;  vaai-   mouth ;   adaikka-  block . 

ka-tab  has the consonants  - ka -the- [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thondai  adaikka / katta / pidiakka  - to block  the throat . 

ka-tab  has the consonants  - ka -the--pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is poththi 
pidikka- to clasp . 
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ka-tar: princely; praise; challenger; a type of fungus or rot ('mouth' + 'to decide; 
to destroy').  

ka-tar   has the consonants  - ka -the -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is  
kuripidathakkathu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  significant . 

ka-tar   has the consonants  - ka -the -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is   
vadivaana  thoattram  -  good  looking ; vadivu- handsome . 

ka-tar   has the consonants  - ka -the -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is    
parantha  manapaanamai konda [ missing  letter- pa-]-  generous / big hearted . 

ka-tar   has the consonants  - ka -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  periya  
vadivam-  big size ; vadivam- shape; periya  -big.  

ka-tar   has the consonants  - ka -the -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is  nun 
kodai  tharukindravar -  one who  gives  charity ; nun kodai- gift ; tharuka- give; 
tharukindravar- one who gives . 

ka-tar   has the consonants  - ka -the -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is  
paaraattuka [ missing  letter- pa-]- - to  praise . 

ka-tar   has the consonants  - ka -the -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is poatti 
edukindravar-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  contender    . 

ka-tar   has the consonants  - ka -the -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is oru 
mudivukku / theermaanththirkku   vara vaendum –to come to a decision ; mudivu 
–decision . 

ka-tar   has the consonants  - ka -the -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is  kaedu 
utru-  decayed . 

ka-tar   has the consonants  - ka -the -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is   
thakarkka-  to destroy . 
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ka-tar...si-il: to praise ('praise' + sil, 'to praise'). 

ka-tar...si-il has  the consonants- ka- the- Ra- [-sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaazhthurai vazhankuthar – to praise . 

ka-tar...si-il has  the consonants- ka- the- Ra- [-sa-] -la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaazhththukkal  kooruthar / vaazhththi  makiluthar – to praise/ to bless  . 

ka-tar...si-il has  the consonants- ka- the- Ra- -[-sa -] -la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  paraatti   vaazhththuthal [ missing  letter- pa-]- – to praise . 

 ka-tar...si-il has  the consonants- ka- the- Ra- -[-sa -] -la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  pukal urai / pukalchchi  urai  kooruthal [ missing  letter- pa-]- – to praise . 

ka-tar...si-il has  the consonants- ka- the- Ra- -[-sa -] -la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is    vazhi  paadu  kooruthal [ missing  letter- pa-]- – to praise . 

ka-tar...si-il has  the consonants- ka- the- Ra- -[-sa -] -la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaetri kooruthal / uyarththi kooruthal – to praise . 

ka-tar...si-il has  the consonants- ka- the- Ra- -[-sa -] -la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  nedu  mozhi  kooruthal - to praise . 

ka-tar...si-il has  the consonants- ka- the- Ra- -sa -la-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mikuththu  solluthar – to praise . 

ka-tar...si-il has  the consonants- ka- the- Ra- -[-sa -] -la-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   varuniththal  -  to praise . 

ka-tar...si-il has  the consonants- ka- the- Ra- -sa -la-  and the other interpretaion  
of the word is  silaakiththu  solluthar  -to praise.  

 

 ká-bar-ra: outer door ('gate' + 'outside' + nominative). 

ká-bar-ra  has the consonants  - ka -pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is pura 
kathavu [ missing letter- the -]-  outer door; puram-  outer; kathavu- gate . 
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ká-bar-ra  has the consonants  - ka -pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is poar 
kathavu  [ missing letter- the -]- -  batten door ; kavaada puram . 

ká-bar-ra  has the consonants  - ka –- pa- - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
manai  vaayir / vaaayir mukappu  - entrance gate   

ká-bar-ra  has the consonants  - ka –- pa- - Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  piravaesanam [ missing letter- sa-]- – gate.  

ká-bar-ra  has the consonants  - ka –[-pa-]- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  
vaari – door/ the action of entering .  

ká-bar-ra  has the consonants  - ka –-pa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is  
virippu – opening.  

ká-bar-ra  has the consonants  - ka –-pa- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is 
purakkai / pura pakkam – outside.    

 

 KÁ.GAL: (cf., abul).  

 

ká-mè: wings of a temple door ('gate' + 'battle').  

ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  original Tamil word is  thee valam 
[ missing letter- la-] – temple . 

ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aneekam – battle. 

 ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aakavam  -battle.  

ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  original Tamil word is kavanam – 
battle.  
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ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
sameekam [missing letter- sa-] –battle.  

ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  original Tamil word is   venjamam 
[missing letter- sa-] –battle.  

ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
ankam – battle.  

ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
saama vaesam  [missing letter- sa-]  – entrance.  

ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
aavaesanam   [ missing letter- sa-]  – entrance.  

ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  original Tamil word is  mukam – 
entrance.  

ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  opther interpretation  of the   
word is vaesam/ vaesanam  [ missing letter- sa-]    - entrance. 

ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  original Tamil word is  mun 
mukappu [ missing letter- pa-]  - entrance. 

ká-mè   has the consonants – ka- ma – and the  opther interpretation  of the   
word is paesakam [ missing letters- pa-  and -sa-]  - gate.    

 

káb...dug4: to measure or count commodities for accounting or taxation ('string' 
? + 'to do'). 

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kanakkidu – accounting . 

 káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    pan-k-keedu  -account.  
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káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    thokai kandidu  -accounting .  

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   enni kanakkida  vaendum – to count . 

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kaa vithi – accountant caste . 

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    attavanai kanakkan  -accountant.  

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kanakku  mudakkam  -account lock out.  

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- pa- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is    
nadappu  kanakku – current account.  

 káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    naat kanakku  -dail  account.  

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    koottu kanakku – joint account.  

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kanakku  kaattu  -render account. 

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- pa-- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanakku  puthtakam -  account register . 

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]-- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is ekkadamai  - atax.  

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]-- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is kaani  vetti  -a tax.  

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]-- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is thattadavu  -a tax. 
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  káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- pa- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pattikkaadi  - a tax. 

  káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- pa- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
maa pathakku  -a tax. 

 káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]-- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is veettu thaevai -  a tax.  

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]-- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is kodi –k-kadamai  - a tax.  

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-]-- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is madankku – measure.  

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- pa-- the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
mattu –p-pidikka- measure . 

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word  
is seithu  mudikka vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]-  to do /to complete ; seithidu –
do . 

káb...dug   has the consonants  -ka- [-pa-] - the -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is    padi [ aaalaakku / ulakku ]  kondu  alavida vaendum [ missing  letter- la-] -  to 
measure ; padi – a type of measurement ; alakka- to measure  . 

 

 (dug)káb-dug4-ga: a measuring jar with a capacity of 20 sìla. 

dugkabdugaga    has the consonants -  the-   ka  -  pa -  the - ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is kanakuu  idum  padi    / padi  kana-k-keedu -  measuring jar; kana-k-
ku- measurement ; padi- a unit of measurement ; kana-k-keedu- calculation . 

 

 gišKAK+LIŠ-la(2): chariot; cart.  
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gišKAK+LIŠ-la  has the consonants   - ka –[-sa-] – ka-  la –[-sa-]- la-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is pallaakku- [ missing letter- pa-] -  palanquin  . 

KAK+LIŠ-la  has the consonants    ka-  la –[-sa-]- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalli  -cart.  

KAK+LIŠ-la  has the consonants    ka-  la –[-sa-]- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kole aal – charioteer ; aal- person . 

KAK+LIŠ-la  has the consonants    ka-  la –[-sa-]- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
villu vandi [ missing letter- the -]  – cart; vandi- wagon .  

KAK+LIŠ-la  has the consonants    ka-  la –[-sa-]- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naalu  kaal  vandi / sakadam [ missing letter- the -]    -four wheeled cart ; naalu -
4;kaal- leg ; vandi- wagon.  

KAK+LIŠ-la  has the consonants    ka-  la –[-sa-]- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thallu vandi [ missing letter- the -]  – hand cart ; thallu- to push; vandi- cart .  

KAK+LIŠ-la  has the consonants    ka-  la –[-sa-]- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaalai   izhukkum  vandi [ missing letter- the -] - bullock cart ; kaalai- bull; izhukka- 
to pull ; vandi- cart .  

 

kak-ús: goad ('nail' + 'to drive'; cf., bar-úsurudu).  

kak-ús  has the consonants – ka- sa -and the interpretation of the   word is 
ankusam – goad.  

kak-ús  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the interpretation of the   word is 
nakam- nail . 

kak-ús  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the interpretation of the word is 
thoonduka –[ missing letter –the -]-  goad . 

goad [E]  has the consonants - ka –the- and the  original Tamill word is thoonduka 
–provoke . 
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kak-ús  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -and the interpretation of the word is  
oaattuka–[ missing letter –the -]-  –drive . 

 

kal-kal; ka-al-ka-al: highly esteemed or valued, precious (reduplicated 'to esteem, 
value'). 

kalkal has the consonats - ka- la- ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word is  
meeikkolla- to esteem . 

kalkal has the consonats - ka- la- ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word is   kalai 
nayam  ulla - vilai  mikka – ani kalankal -  artistic  costly  jewels; kalai- art ; nayam- 
pleasantness ; ulla- having ; vilai- price ; mikka- excess; aniya- to wear ; ani kalan- 
jewel  .  

kalkal has the consonats - ka- la- ka- la-  and the original Tamil  word is azhakiya   
kal nakaikal -  beautiful  stone jewels; azhakiya- beautiful; kal- stone; nakai- jewel .  

 

 kal-la-kal-la: barren, empty ('to be rare'). 

kal-la  has the consonants  -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is    vilaiyaa nilam 
-   barren land ; vilaiyaaa- not yielding ; nilam- land. 

kal-la  has the consonants  -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  valam  illa-  
barren; valamai- fertility; illai- nil  . 

kal-la  has the consonants  -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuzhavi  illa -  
barren woman; kuzhavi- child; illai- nil  . 

kal-la  has the consonants  -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vel  – empty . 

kal-la  has the consonants  -ka –la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kaali   -empty ; kaali  manai -  empty  plot; kaali- empty ; manai - plot/ piece of 
land   .  
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 kal-la  has the consonants  -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaelvu  -rare 
commodity . 

   

 (munus)/ kar-kid: prostitute (B. Alster reads munus-kar-ke4 ) ('marketplace' + 
'reed mat').  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kayeitru- p- paai   yaei  tharai -yir  virikka [ missing letter –pa-] - to spread the coir 
mat ; kayeru- rope ; paai- mat ; tharai- floor ; virikka- to spread .  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
varna-th- thadukku  - decorated mat ; thadukku- mat .  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar 
thudaikkum irattu / mithi adi – mat  ; kaar- legs ; thudaikka- to wipe/ clean ;  mithi 
–to stamp ; adi- foot .  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  paai 
virithiduka [ missing letter –pa-]  –to spread the mat ; paai- mat; viriththiduka- to 
spread . 

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  korai  
/ korukkai  thadukku   paai [ missing letter –pa-] –  small  reed  mat .  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  an-
k-kaadi theru- market  street;  ank-k-aadi- market ; theru –street  . 

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
aavana –k-kaara veethi – market street ; veethi-street ; aavanakkaaran- trader .  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadai kanni ; ankkaadi  -  irukkira idam/ theru  /veethi  - market place  ; kadai – 
shop ;  kadai  kanni- dukan ; ankkaadi- shop ; theru- street; idam-place ; veethi-
street .  
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kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanaikar  theru – street of  traders; vanikar-  trader; theru- street .  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
virppani-k-  koodam [ missing letter –pa-] – market place; virppanai-  sale; 
koodam- hall .  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  interpretation of the word 
is  varththkam   nadakkum idam - -market place; varththakam- trade ; nadakka-  
occurring / taking  place ; idam- place . 

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pandam virkkum  vaankum idam [ missing letter –pa-]- market place.  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
santhai  koodukira idam [ missing letter –sa-]- market place; santhai- market; 
kooda- to assemble  ; idam-place .  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaai 
kari virkkum  idam – vegetable market; kaai kari- green vegetables; virkka-to sell  .  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
iraichchi  kari   virkkum idam- [ missing letter –sa-]- meat  market.  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- - Ra -ka -the - and the   othe rinterpretaion of the 
word is market [E] / markket. 

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
paeru  kettava  [ missing letter –pa-] - prostitute. 

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunda kanikaiyar – prostitutes.  

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadai  kazhi   makalir [ missing letter –zha/ la  -] - prostitute. 

kar-kid  has the consonants  -ka- Ra -ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaevadiya –k- kaari  -prostitue.  
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kar(-ra)...ús: to reach the quay (in a boat) ('quay' + locative + 'to reach, moor to'). 

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  anai  karai 
yaeruka - to reach  the quay ;  anai-k-karai – jetty ;   karai-bank.   

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karai saeruka 
[missing letter –sa--] – to reach  the quay . 

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   eranku  
thuraiyaei  adaika  [ missing letter-  the -]  

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thurai  
mukam adaika [ missing letter- the-]  

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   naavaai  
kuradu [ missing letter- the-] -  dock.  

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
eraevu -  pier.  

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  ikuri – boat.  

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   pakhuri  [ 
missing letter- pa- ] –ferry.   

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word is  
paarakam  [ missing letter- pa-]  -boat.  

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is marakoavai  -
boat . 

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kannooru -  
reach . 

kar(-ra)  has the consonants-  ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saeruka 
[missing letter –sa--]  - reach.  
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                                                 Page- 109  

 

 

kaskal...sig10/sì(-g): to clear a road ('road' + 'to place, put in; to engrave; to 
make flat, even').  

kaskal...sig10/sì(-g)  has the consonants  - ka –sa- ka- la- sa –ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is   kallil  uli  kondu  vetti  / silai -yaei  
sethikkida vaendum  / Tamizh /Thozh   mozhiyil  ezhuthida vaendum [ missing 
letter- the -]- to cut the stone  and engrave it with Tamil  language /Sumerian 
language/ to make a statue  ;  kal- stone;  uli- chisel ;  vettu- cut;  silai –statue ; 
sethukku – carve ;  Tamizh- Tamil; mozhi- language  ;  Thol  mozhi- Sumerian 
language ; ezhuthu- write . 

kaskal...sig10/sì(-g)  has the consonants  - ka –sa- ka- la- sa –ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  kaattai  azhiththu  nilaththai  vilai 
nilamaakka   munnai / kaalai   maadu  pootti   kalappai  kondu  uzhuthu / maedu  
pallam  illaamal / nilaththai   thattai  aakkida /  oppu  aakkida; okkal aakkida  
vaendum / saaman [Skt] seithida vaendum [ missing letters- pa- and- the -]- to 
make the land flat  by removing the woods and by  ploughing with the bull driven  
plough  ;  kaadu –wood;  azhikka-to destroy ;  nilam- ground;  mun-  soil/ manal ;  
kaalai maadu- bull;  kalappai- plough ;  maedu  pallam- ups and down ;  thattai- 
flat ; oppu- even ;  samam/ oppu -  flat /equal  ;  okkal- equal .   

kaskal...sig10/sì(-g)  has the consonants  - ka –sa- ka- la- [-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- ka –and 
the  original Tamil  meaning  of the word is   malai- yaei  kudainthu /   kallai  
udaiththu /vetti  /  munnai  thattai   aakki  /  pothu  makkal  payan paattukku  
paathai - yaei   amaikka  vaendum/ vazhi   seithida vaendum  [ missing letters- pa- 
and- the -]- -  to clear the  rocks  to make a path way  for the use of public;  malai- 
mountain ;  kal- stone;  vettu- cut ; thattai –flat ;  pothu makkal- common people ; 
payan- use;  paathai- path ; amaikka- make ; vazhi- path . 
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kaš-dé-a: banquet, libation, party ('beer' + 'to pour' + nominative). 

kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –[-sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aandavanukku   padaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]- to offer to god; 
padaikka- offer; aandavan- god.  

kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –[-sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaavu kodukka  vaendum- to give sacrifice ; kaavu- sacrifice . 

kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –[-sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
undattam  nadaththuka - to make a party ; undaattam –feast ; nadaththuka- to 
conduct . 

kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –[-sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooduka-  gather.  

kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –[-sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondaattam  poaduka [ missing letter- pa-]- to celebrate/  festivity . 

kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –sa-the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   suvai 
miku  uoon  unavu  undu  kudiththu vittu   kuththaattam poaduka [ missing letter- 
pa-]- to  have drink  /dance after a good dinner  ;  suvai miku- tasty; unavu –food; 
undidu –eat; kudi –drink ; kuththaattam- to dance. 

kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –[-sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanni  uoothtuka- to pour water /drink ; thanni- water; uooththuka- to pour. 

kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –[-sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
iduka- pour. 

kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –[-sa-] –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
poaduka [ missing letter- pa-]-- to pour . 

kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –sa-–the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kasaayam  kudikka  vaendum -  to drink  coffee . 

kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –[- sa-] -–the-  and the interpretation  of the 
word is   kaatham –toddy. 
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kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –[- sa-] -–the-  and the interpretation  of the 
word is   Kaththoyam  / kaththaoththamai – toddy. 

 kaš-dé-a    has theconsonats   -ka –[- sa-] -–the-  and the interpretation  of the 
word is   vaanitham – toddy . 

 

kaš-dé...aka: to put on a banquet ('banquet' + 'to do'). 

kaš-dé...aka  has theconsonats  - ka- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
undaattam  kodukka-  to give a feast ; undaattam -feast ; kodukka- to give . 

kaš-dé...aka  has theconsonats  - ka- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
panthi  vaikka  [  missing  letter- pa-]  - to give a feast. 

kaš-dé...aka  has theconsonats  - ka- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aru  suvai virunthu / koodi  irunthu  unna [  missing  letter- Ra-]  - feast ; viruthu  
vaikka ; kondaatta virunthu ; kudiyoadu  koodiya virunthu  .  

kaš-dé...aka  has theconsonats  - ka- sa- -the -  and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  saththi vattam  - the viands of feast.  

kaš-dé...aka  has theconsonats  - ka- [-sa-]  -the -  and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  vendaavi – drowsiness   induced  by  eating  after a feast . 

kaš-dé...aka  has theconsonats  - ka- sa- -the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
seithu mudikka  / seithiduka - to do . 

 

 kaš-dùg/du10: sweet drink ('beer' + 'sweet, fresh').  

kaš-dùg has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]  – the- ka-–and the  original Tamil  word is 
kat- kudikkai –toddy  drinking.  

kaš-dùg has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]  – the- ka-–and the  original Tamil  word is 
paana koattikai  [ misisn letter- pa-] -  toddy  shop.  
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kaš-dùg has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]  – the- ka-–and the  original Tamil  word is 
then-k-kal [ missing  letter- la-]-  coconut toddy .  

kaš-dùg has the consonants – ka- sa – the- ka-–and the  original Tamil  word is 
suvai mikuntha kudi thanni -  sweet drink ; suvai mikuntha -sweet ; kudi thanni –
water /drink . 

kaš-dùg has the consonants – ka- [- sa-]  – the- ka-–and the  interpretation of the 
word is  thivu-viya- sweet.  

kaš-dùg has the consonants – ka- [ - sa -] – the- ka-–and the  original Tamil  word 
is thaenikka-  / thithikka - be sweet.   

kaš-dùg has the consonants – ka- [- sa-]  – the- ka-–and the  interpretation of the 
word is  mathun-k-ku  -be sweet.  

 

kaš-gíg: dark beer ('beer' + 'black, dark').  

kaš-gíg  has the consonants   - ka -sa -ka - and the original Tamil word is 
noavukkaana  kaaichchiya  kasaayam-  dark brown -  medicinal preparation for 
illness ; noavu- illness ; kasaayam- dark borwn  liquid.  

kaš-gíg  has the consonants   - ka –[-sa -]-ka - and the interpretation  of the word 
is  ukka- toddy . 

kaš-gíg  has the consonants   - ka –[-sa -]-ka - and the original Tamil word is 
kavuvai -  toddy .  

 kaš-gíg  has the consonants   - ka –[-sa -]-ka - and the original Tamil word is kaavi -  
toddy .  

kaš-gíg  has the consonants   - ka –sa -ka - and the original Tamil word is suvikai  -
toddy .  

kaš-gíg  has the consonants   - ka –[-sa-] -ka - and the original Tamil word is karu 
vannam  [ missing letter- Ra-]  –dark color . 
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kaš-gíg-dùg-ga: good dark beer ('beer' + 'black, dark' + 'sweet, fresh' + 
nominative).  

 kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  nanku  vadiththu   eduththa  sunnmaampu  pathani   kudikka vaendum  [ 
missing  letter- pa -] – to drink  well  filtered  sweet toddy  prepared with chunam. 

 kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  saaththu kudi   /then-k-kani    saaru  kudikka vaendum  [ missing  letter –
Ra-]  – to drink orange/ lime  juice . 

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mathuvam / suvikai  /thaem   vadi / vaththu / mattam /  kudikka 
vaendum  to drink  sweet liquor.  

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thithikkum   thaen kudikka vaendum   -to drink  sweet  honey . 

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanjaa kudikka vaendum –to  smoke cannabis.  

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –[-sa-]-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karuththa  vannam kondathu   [ missing  letter –Ra-]  - with dark 
color   

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  sivantha vannam  kondathu  - with  red color . 

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  konjam kooda  kasan-k-kaathu   -fresh . 

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  konjamkooda   kaedu   adaiyaathu  - fresh /not spoiled . 

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  konjam kooda  vathankkathathu  -fresh .    
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kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  konjamum  vaadi  poakaathathu [ missing  letter –pa-]  - -fresh .  

 

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  konjam kooda  kaainthidaathathu  fresh / not dried.  

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  konjam kooda   vaasanai  / manam  /  vaadai  -poakaathathu  [ missing  
letter –pa-]   -fresh with good smell.  

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  konjam kooda  uoosi  poakaathathu [ missing  letter –pa-]   – fresh / not 
rotten . 

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  konjam kooda suvai  kedaathathu   -fresh  in taste . 

kasgigdygga   has the consonants-  ka –sa-  ka-  the -ka –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  konjam kooda vannam  mankaathathu   -fresh in color/ not faded .  

 

kaš-kal: strong (?) beer ('beer' + 'strong; excellent').  

kaš-kal  has the  consonants - ka—sa- ka- la and the original Tamil word is  nangu  
kaaichchiya thenna-k-kallu [ missing letter- the -]-  –palm  toddy ;  thennai- 
coconut tree ;  nanku –well ;  kaaichchiya- brewed  ; kallu-  toddy . 

kaš-kal  has the  consonants - ka—[-sa-] - ka- la -and the interpretation of the 
word is alcohol [E] .  

kaš-kal  has the  consonants - ka—[-sa-]- ka- la and the original Tamil word is  
kalankkal- toddy / alcohol . 

kaš-kal  has the  consonants - ka—[-sa-]- ka- la and the original Tamil word is  pon-
k-kal [ missing  letter- pa-]- toddy.  
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kaš-kal  has the  consonants - ka—[-sa-]- ka- la and the original Tamil word is  
valimai  mikka - strong.   

 kaš-kal  has the  consonants - ka—[-sa-]- ka- la and the original Tamil word is  
nalla vizhumiyam mikka  - excellent.  

 

kaš-si4: reddish-brown beer ('beer' + 'red-brown').  

kaš-si  has the consonants-  ka- sa -and the original Tamil word is kasaayam-  dark 
brown  liquid – medicinal preparation. 

kaš-si  has the consonants-  ka- sa -and the original Tamil word is kasaayam- 
coffee . 

kaš-si  has the consonants-  ka- sa -and the original Tamil word is kanjaa-  
cannabis/ toddy.  

kaš-si  has the consonants-  ka- sa -and the interpretation  of the  word is suvikai –
toddy . 

kaš-si  has the consonants-  ka- sa -and the interpretation  of the  word is  kasa  
kasa-   poppy  seeds . 

kaš-si  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-]  -and the original Tamil word is konku / kavu-
vai / kaavi . 

kaš-si  has the consonants-  ka- -sa  -and the original Tamil word is sev -vannam – 
red / brown . 

 

kaš-sig5:   good beer ('beer' + 'good, fine quality').  

kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the original Tamil word  konku/ 
kaavi /  kavu - vai / ukka / suvikai  -  toddy.  
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kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the original Tamil word nanmai  
mikka-  good.  

kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the original Tamil word kunam 
mikka  - fine  quality . 

 

kaš-sig15:   light beer ('beer' + 'pleasing; valuable'; cf., zíd-sig15).  

kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the original Tamil word 
kanivaaka- pleasing. 

kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the original Tamil word nayam 
mikka- pleasing.  

kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the original Tamil word  akkaani  
-sweet toddy . 

kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the interpretation  of the  word 
ukkaa-   toddy . 

kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the original Tamil word kavu- vai 
– toddy .  

kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the original Tamil word kaavi – 
toddy . 

 kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the original Tamil word konku  -
toddy / honey . 

kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- sa-ka – and the other interpretation  of the 
word suvikai-  toddy. 

kaš-sig  has the  consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the original Tamil word akkaani  
-  sweet toddy.  
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kaš-sur-ra: pressed out beer ('beer' + 'to press; to brew' + nominative). 

kaš-sur-ra  has the consonants-  ka- sa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sarakku  / saarayam   kaachchi   erakku   -to brew arrack ; sarakku – arrack;  
kaachchuka- brew. 

 kaš-sur-ra  has the consonants-  ka- sa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
saaraayam   kaachchukiravar – brewer.   

kaš-sur-ra  has the consonants-  ka- sa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sarakku  -arrack.  

kaš-sur-ra  has the consonants-  ka- sa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saaraaya vakai -  distilled liquors   / a kind  of liquor.  

kaš-sur-ra  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
maravi -  intoxicating liquor.  

kaš-sur-ra  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is   vaarunam- intoxicating liquor. 

kaš-sur-ra  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is   vaeri – beer.  

kaš-sur-ra  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
veri -  toddy . 

kaš-sur-ra  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
aruki – toddy . 

kaš-sur-ra  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa-] - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
naravu / naravam – toddy ; naara- smell .  

kaš-sur-ra  has the consonants-  ka- sa-- Ra-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   muka suram – toddy ; mukam- face; surappu- swollen .  

 

 kàš...sur: to urinate ('urine' + 'to expel a liquid').  
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kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka -sa -Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is siru neer  
kazhikka [ missing  letter- zha-]-  to urinate ; siru neer- urine; kazhikka- expel . 

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa -] -Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is 
neerai /   neermaththai  / thiravaththai   veliyaetru [ missing  letters- la-  and -the- 
]- expel the liquid; veli-yaetru- to let out; neer- water/ urine ; veli- outside  .   

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka – sa --Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is siru 
neer viduka [ missing letter- the-]- – urinate.  

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa -] -Ra  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is mooththiram  / neer thaarai -  viduka  [ missing letter- the-]- urinate; 
mooththiram[Skt] - urine . 

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa -] -Ra  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is adankaa vaarithi [ missing letter- the-]-urine; adankka- can not control 
; vara- coming  . 

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka – sa --Ra  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is mooththira koasam -  kidney . 

 neer kattu kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka – [-sa-] --Ra  and the  original Tamil  
word is neer kattu [ missing letter- the-]-  stoppage of urine[ antonym] .  

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka – [-sa-] --Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is neer 
kuraivu – scanty  urination ; kuraivu- less; neer-  water/ urine . 

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka – [-sa-] --Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is 
onnukku erukka / erakka – urinate  ; onnu - no- one  - for   passing urine ; erandu- 
no-2   - for passing  stools / children’s language . 

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka – sa --Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is siru 
neer erankka – to urinate.  

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka – sa --Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is siru 
neer perika [ missing letter- pa-]- urinate . 
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kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka – sa --Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is siru 
neer poaka [ missing letter- pa-]- urinate; siru neer- urine; neer- water; siru- 
lowness  . 

 kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka – sa -Ra  and the   other interpretaion  of the 
word is arpa sankai [ missing letter- pa-]- – passing  urine.  

 kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa -] -Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aavaari -urine.  

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa -] -Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is 
uvari- urine ; uvar neer .  

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka – sa --Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is siru 
neer akam -  kidney . 

kàš...sur  has the consonants  -ka –[- sa -] -Ra  and the   other interpretaion  of the 
word is pirukkam [ missing letter- pa-]-  -kidney.  

 

kaš4...dug4/du11/e: to run ('speed' + 'to effect'). 

kaš4...dug4/du11/e   has the consonants – ka- [-sa -] – the- ka- the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  virainthu  oaada  vaendum / oadi vida vaendum [ missing 
letter- Ra-] - to run / to flee  ;  oaadu –run ; viraika- go fast/ hurry  ; oaadi viduka- 
escape . 

kaš4...dug4/du11/e   has the consonants – ka- [-sa -] – the- ka- the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  thakkaththai undaakka vaendum  -to make an effect/ 
impact ; thaakkam- impact ; undaakku –make . 

kaš4...dug4/du11/e   has the consonants – ka- [-sa -] – the- ka- the –and the  
original Tamil  word is  kada – kada -nnu  oaaduka /  kudu kudu -ena oaaduka – 
run fast.  
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kaš4...dug4/du11/e   has the consonants – ka- [-sa -] – the- ka- the –and the  
original Tamil  word is   vaekamaaaka  oaada vaendum   -run fast  ;  vaekam- 
speed; oaaduka- run .  

 

 kaš4-di: adj. or adv., running.  

kaš4-di  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaaduka – run ; oaadukai  -running.  

kaš4-di  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaekamaaka  oaaduka- run fast; vaekam-speed .  

kaš4-di  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaadi viduka-  run away .  

kaš4-di  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaattam edukka- to flee ; oaattam- running; edukka- take .  

kaš4-di  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
neduku – disappear . 

kaš4-di  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thappiththu  oaaduka [ missing letter- pa-]- – run to escape  

 kaš4-di  has the consonants - ka – sa- -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sattunnu   oaattam edukka   - flee  suddenly.   

kaš4-di  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaduku – move fast . 

 

kaš4...kar: to run fast ('speed' + 'to escape, run away'). 

kaš4...kar has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - ka- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
viraika- -  go fast ;  viraivaaka- fast.   
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kaš4...kar has the consonants - ka –sa-- ka- Ra  -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  seekkiramaa -  speedily  . 

kaš4...kar has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - ka- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
arai poakku [ missing letter- pa-]- escape.  

kaš4...kar has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] - ka- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
parakka-[ missing letter- pa-]-  to fly off . 

kaš4...kar has the consonants - ka –sa-- ka- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
panjaai  parakka- -[ missing letter- pa-]-  to fly off ; panju –cotton; parakka- to fly . 

 

 ke-en-ge-ra: (cf., ki-en-gi7(-r)).  

 

kéš-de6: a fish measure ('to join, tie' + 'to carry'). 

kéš-de  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudichchu iduka- to  tie/ knot ; mudichchu- knot; iduka- make   . 

kéš-de  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattuka-  to tie  . 

kéš-de  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
edukka  -take . 

kéš-de  has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thooki   kondu vaa-  carry  / bring ;  thookku- lift ; vaa- come   . 

kéš-de  has the consonants - ka – sa - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sumanthiduka –carry  

kéš-de has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ianiththiduka- to join . 
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kéš-de has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ottituduka- to stick  together . 

kéš-de has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
koaththiduka –to link  . 

 

 ki-a-nag: libation place; death offering ('place' + 'water' + 'to water').  

ki-a-nag has the consonants  -ka- an -ka - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
aaka vanam – sacrificial offering.  

ki-a-nag has the consonants  -ka- an -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is manitha   
kaavu kodukka  vaendum  [ missing letter- the  -] - to  give human sacrifice ; 
manithan- man ; kaavu –sacifice . 

ki-a-nag has the consonants  -ka- an -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaanikkai- offering.  

ki-a-nag has the consonants  -ka- an -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vekumaanam – offering . 

ki-a-nag has the consonants  -ka- an -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaavu  
kodukka  vaendiya  idam/ mun maedai [ missing letter- the  -]  - alter for sacrifice ; 
maedai- alter / peedam [Skt] . 

ki-a-nag has the consonants  -ka- an -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is thanni  
uooththa  vaendum- [ missing letter- the  -]   to water /to pour water ; thanni –
water; uooththu –to pour/neer uootru .  

ki-a-nag has the consonants  -ka- an -ka - and the interpretaion of the word is an-
k-kanam  /ank-k-am– place.  

ki-a-nag has the consonants  -ka- an -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is than-k-
kum idam [ missing letter- the  -]  -place to stay . 
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ki-a-nag has the consonants  -ka- an -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is paan-k-
ku  [ missing letter- pa  -]  - place.  

ki-a-nag has the consonants  -ka- an -ka - and the interpretaion of the word is 
vanni maarakam [ missing letter- Ra  -]  -water.  

ki-a-nag has the consonants  -ka- an -ka - and the interpretaion of the word is an-
k-kuram [ missing letter- Ra  -]  – water.  

 

ki-á-ág-(gá): the place of issuing orders (cf., á-ág-gá, 'instructions, orders').  

kiaag  has a  consonant - ka - and the  original  Tamil  word is  aaani akam  - house 
of orders   ;  aanai –order  ;  akam – house. .  

 

ki...ág-(g): to love (someone: with dative infix; something: with locative/loc.-
germinative infix); to show affection ('ground' + 'to measure' = the first recorded 
euphemism ?, or the result of popular etymology from kam(2), 'to desire'; cf., ki-
ná...aka).  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is kanivaaka  - 
with love . 

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is anpaaka / anpu 
mikka [ missing letter- pa-]-  with love .  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is menmaiyaaka- 
pleasantly . 

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is kaamam- love.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the   other interpretation of the word is 
mokikka [Skt] - to love . 

kam(2)   has the consonants -  ka- ma-   and the  original Tamil  word is kaamam-  
love . 
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kam(2)   has the consonants -  ka- ma-   and the  original Tamil  word is kaamukan- 
lover.  

kam(2)   has the consonants -  ka- ma-   and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is moakam  [Skt] - love . 

kam(2)   has the consonants -  ka- ma-   and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  moakan – lover.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is vaanjai -  
affection. 

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
visuvaasam – affection/ loyality . 

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is vasam  -care.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is pasaivu [ 
missing  letters- pa –and- sa-] - affection.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
sinaeka paavam [ missing  letters- pa –and- sa-] – friendliness.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
sinaeka vankanam  [ missing  letter- sa-] - friendliness. 

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
savu sanniyam  /sakajam [ missing  letter- sa-] - friendliness. 

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
vachchai[ missing  letter- sa-]  - kindness.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is an-k-kann-  
kindness.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is kann mayam – 
kindness.  
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ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is kaenmai- 
kindness.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is uvakai- 
fondness.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is kavanam –
care.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is kavu -vai – 
care.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
nikaa- care.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is ninaivu  -care. 

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is kanakku – 
measure.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is sankai [ 
missing letter- sa-]  – measure.  

ki...ág-(g)  has the consonant - ka- – and the  original Tamil  word is muka- 
measure.  

 

ki-ág: beloved. 

ki-ág  has the consonant - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is anpu mikka [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  - much loved; anpu- love; mikka- excess . 

ki-ág  has the consonant - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kann mani  anaiya  
– beloved ; kann – eye ; mani- pupil .  

 

 ki-bad-rá: distant places ('places' + 'to be at a distance' + nominative) 
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ki-bad-rá  has the consonants - ka – pa- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
payanam   poaka / kaar kondu  nadakka  etta  erukindra  idam -  a distance place  
to travel by walk  ; etta –distant ;  idam- place  ; payanam-  tour ; poka- go . 

ki-bad-rá  has the consonants - ka – -pa- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koopidu  thooram [Skt] - nearby  place [antonym]/ calling distance ; koppidu –
call;dhoor- distance  . 

ki-bad-rá  has the consonants - ka – [-pa-] - the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kann kaanatha oru idam  - distance place  kann- eye; kaanaa- can not see  . 

ki-bad-rá  has the consonants - ka – pa- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
mun pin  kandiraatha idam-  a new place.  

ki-bad-rá  has the consonants - ka – pa- the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kann kaanatha  / kannukku ettaatha  idam  -distance place; kann kaanatha- eyes 
cant  not see ; kann- eye ; etta -  far  away;  idam- place .  

ki-bad-rá  has the consonants - ka – [-pa-] - the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  mikuntha  thooram-  long distance ; thooram/ dhoor [Skt] - 
distance ; mikuntha- excess . 

 

ki-bala: rebellious country, rebel land ('place' + 'to revolt'). 

ki-bala  has the consonants -  ka- [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kalaka   
nilam  / mun   / poomi – the land of mutiny ; kalakam-upheaval / riot ; mun- 
poomi ; nilam- land.  

ki-bala  has the consonants -  ka- pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kulappam 
vilaivikkum  mun - rebel land- kulappam-  confusion.  

ki-bala  has the consonants -  ka- [-pa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalakam – revolt.  

ki-bala  has the consonants -  ka- pa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuzhappam – revolt.  
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 ki-búr: solution, answer ('place' + 'exposed'). 

ki-búr  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
theervu [ missing letter- the -] -  solution . 

ki-búr  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vidai 
tharuka- to give answer;   vidai- answer  ; tharuka- give . 

ki-búr  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
arivikka- to reveal  . 

ki-búr  has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vivarikka – describe.  

 

 ki...dar: to break the ground ('ground' + 'to split'; cf., ki-in-dar). 

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  munnai   
vedi  vaiththu  thakarkka  -to break  the ground with a bomb; mun- land; vedi- 
bomb; tharakka- to  break . 

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
muriththiduka – break.  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
thakarkka- break . 

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
thavirchchi [ misisng letter- sa-]- break . 

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
paerththiduka [ missing letter- pa-] -  break . 

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  kann 
viduthar – break.  
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ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
koattuthar – break.  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  pakku 
viduthar [ missing letter- pa-] -  break . 

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
murunkuthar  - break.  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
pakuththar [ missing letter- pa-] -  split.  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
piriththiduka [ missing letter- pa-] - to disentangle as  the hair.  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
kamaraathar -  to burst as under . 

 ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
vediththar – to burst  open  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
vettuthar -  split /cutting .  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  kattaam 
tharai-  ground.  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  thakar- 
elevated ground.    

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  verum 
tharai – bare ground.  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is vetridam 
– bare ground.  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is karun-k-
kaadu  -cremation ground.  
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ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is perun-k-
kaadu  [ missing letter- pa-] -burning ground; kaadu –field/ forest /ground .  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  ruththira koadi -burning ground.  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
arakkaadu  -burning ground.  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the original Tamil word is  kari 
kaadu -  burning ground.  

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  miruththikai- ground.  

 ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  piraetha vanam [ missing letter –pa-]- cremation ground; piraetham[Skt] - 
dead body . 

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  pithir [Skt] vanam / pithir kaananam [ missing letter –pa-]- cremation 
ground ; vanam- forest/ ground ; pithir- ancestor . 

ki...dar   has the consonants  -ka- the -Ra - and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  baarathi -yarankam [ missing letter –pa-]- cremation ground. 

 ground [E]  has the consonats - ka- Ra  an the -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
kattan- tharai  -hard floor/  rocky floor . 

 

 ki...de6: to bury ('ground' + 'to bring; to continue').  

*ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththi – 
ground/ earth .  
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ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pinaththai 
puthaikka [ missing letter- pa-]- - to bury the dead body ; pinam- dead body ; 
puthaikka- bury . 

ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  adakkam  
pannu  [ missing letter- pa-]- bury  [ the dead body ]  .  

ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  other interpretation of the word is   
kanana-j -seika [ missing letter- sa-]- bury  [ the dead body ]  .  

ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is mun  ittu  
moodi vaikka- to cover  with sand ; munn –sand ;moodu-cover  . 

ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is oaivu  
edukka  vaiththiduka  -lay to rest ; oaaivu –rest . 

ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thoookki  
/eduththu  kondu  vaa  - to carry / bring; thookku- lift /carry ; edu –take  . 

ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is vidaathu  
iyankku  -continue ; iyankku- to function .  

ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is meendum 
thodankku  -continue again; meendum –again; thodankku- start . 

ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is idai vidaathu 
–continued ; idai –gap ;  idai vidaathu without gap  .  

ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thanku  -
continue .  

ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kai vidathae 
– continue .  

 ki...de   has the consonants – ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is neettuka- 
continue.  
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ki-di-ku5-da/ru: place of judicial decisions ('place' + 'decisions' + 'to cut, decide' 
+ nominative without/with vowel harmony).  

ki-di-ku5-da/ru  has the consonants- ka- the -  ka –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  naduvar  mudivu / thandanai   koorukindra   idam/ mandram  -  the place 
where the judge gives his  verdict ;   naduvar- judge ; mudivu –decision;  
mandram- hall  /assembly ;  idam-  place;  thandanai-  punishment;    kooru- say . 

 

ki-dul: secret; obscure point ('place' + 'to cover, hide'). 

ki-dul has the consonants- ka – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  
velipaduththuthal  koodaathu – do not reveal ; veli  paduththu- reveal ; 
koodaathu –do not . 

ki-dul has the consonants- ka – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  
kaniththidal   iyalaathu- incomprehensible ; kaniththida- to guss/ assess.  

ki-dul has the consonants- ka – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  oliththu 
vaikka- to hide  ; oliththidu- hide; vaikka- keep .  

ki-dul has the consonants- ka – the- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  moodi  
ittu  moodi  vaiththal ; to cover with the lid; mooduthal  -to cover ; moodi- lid.    

 

 ki-dúr: nest or den for animals (plural, cf., ki-tuš) ('place' + 'to dwell (plural)') 

ki-dúr  has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kuda 
varai-  cave ; kudaivu- cavity . 
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ki-dúr  has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paravai 
koodu [ missing letter- pa-]-bird’s nest; paravai –bird; koodu- nest.   

ki-dúr  has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kudiyaeru 
–to settle ; kudiyaetram- settlement ; kudi-  yaeru –to live / setttle ;  kaattoor – 
settled village  .  

ki-dúr  has the consonants - ka –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uraividam 
– dwelling  place;   iru- uoor  ;   iru  / uraiya - dwell ; idam- place ; uoor- village .   
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ki-duru5: parts of the field where the ground is moist and productive; riverbank; 
generosity (cf., piš10, peš10; pešx[KI.A]) ('ground' + 'moist').  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  aatran-
k-karai -  river bank ; aaru –river; karai- bank . 

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is nathikkarai –river side  ; nathi- river; karai- bank .  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  tharankkini –river.  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  Tigris   aaru   oaaram – Tigris riverside  ; aaru –river; oaaram- by the side .   

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  Cavery/ 
Vaikai   /  Gankai  /  Kothaavari  /Narmathai / krittina  / Yamuna  aattram  karai 
oaaram -  Cavery riverside/  Vaikai  riverside  / Ganga river side/  Narmathai 
riverside/ Kirishana river side/ Yamuna river side; aaru- river; karai- bank/ border .  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil    word is 
kaattaaru -  mountain river  ; kaadu –forest; aaru –river .  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
thanneer kuttai – pool/ pond  ; thanneer- water; kuttai- pond . 

 ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
thanneer karai -   water front ; karai- bank .  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  thurai 
mukam – harbor  ;  thurai –ford  ; mukam- front / face  .  
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ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  kadar –
k--karai  -  seas side/ beach ; kadar- sea; karai- sea shore  . 

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  oaadai 
–k-karai – stream side .  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is   kuttai-
k-karai- pool side; karai- bank .  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  koadi-
k-karai –  costal town  of Tamil  Nadu .  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
oaatham   kaakkum  tharai-  moist ground; oaatham- edema;  tharai- terrain . 

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  eeram 
konda  munn – moist ground  ; eeram- moisture ; konda- having; munn- soil .  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is aatru  
padukai [ missing letter- pa-]-  river bed ; aaru- river /uvar neer; paduaki- bed . 

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is 
thanneer indri  varanda tharai/ kattaantharai - ; thanner-  water; indri –without; 
kattaantharai- dry place [antonym]  . 

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the interpretation of the  word is 
uthaara kunam -  generosity . 

 ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the interpretation of the  word is 
vitharanam - generosity . 

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the interpretation of the  word is 
karamaththu - generosity . 

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the interpretation of the  word is 
thaaraala kunam [ missing letter- la-]- generosity; kunam- nature  . 
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ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is perunn-
k-kodai  [ missing letter- pa-]- generosity . 

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is 
parantha  mana-p-paanku [ missing letter- pa-]- generosity . 

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
iyatrukai- production.  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
perukkuthar [ missing letter- pa-]-  -production.  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
pirappikkum thiram udaiya-[ missing letter- pa-]-   productive ; pirappikka- create ; 
thiram- talent ; udaiya- having . 

 ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
padaikkindra thiran konda-[ missing letter- pa-]- productive ; padaikkindra- 
creation; thiran- talent ; konda- having .   

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  
aakkuthar  -production.  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  thayarikka- produce . 

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  miruththikai- ground.  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  kari 
kaadu  /karun-k-kaadu -  burning ground  ; kattai  erikindra kaadu ; kattai- wood/ 
dead body ; erikindra – burning; kaadu- woods .  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  purn-k-
kaadu -[ missing letter- pa-]- – burning ground. 

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  - other interpretation  of the  word is   
paarathi arankam -[ missing letter- pa-]- cremation ground ; piraetham erikindra 
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kaadu ; pinaththai puthaikkindra idam; piraetham[Skt] - dead body ; pinam- dead 
body ; puthaikka- to bury; idam- place .   

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  pithir vanam[Skt] [ missing letter- pa-]- –cremation ground; pithir- elders; 
vanam- forest/ garden .  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  ruththira koadi –burning  ground.  

ki-duru   has the consonants -  ka -the -Ra  -and the original Tamil  word is  thakar-  
elevated ground.  

 

ki-e-ne-di: playing ground; (place of) dancing (also read as ešemen) ('place' + 'to 
play'). 

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aadum  / kooththaadum / nadikkum  maedai / koodam/ idam  -  stage / room / 
place  for dancing and acting ;  aadu –dance;  nadikka- act ; maedai- stage ;  
koodam-  room; idam- place.   

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattam  aadunkindra idam [ missing letter- Ra-]  -the place to play ; aattam- 
dance; aadu- to dance ; idam- place. 

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pannai aaduka [ missing letter- pa-] -  play . 

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
panthaaduka  [ missing letter pa-] - to play  ball ; panthu- ball;  aaduka- to  dance . 

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sendaaduka [ missing letter- sa-]  - to play  ball.  
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ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sooththaattam aaduka [ missing letter- sa-]   -  to play dice ;  soothu aattam- dice 
game ; aaduka- to play  /dance . 

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is   vinoatham – play.  

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadakam -  a  theatrical  play . 

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nakaiththida-  to play . 

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadava   vaendum - to play  as a lute.  

 ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
meetta vaendum -to play  as a lute; meettu –to play  .  

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaedikkai  kaatta vaendum  -to play tricks; vaedikkai- tricks; kaattu- to show .  

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nootha-aduvoan- player. 

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadanam- aaduvoan – player  ; nadanam- dance; aadu- to dance; aaduvoan- 
dancer .  

 ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadakan /  naadki – player.  

 ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aaduvoan – player.  

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
asainthu-aaduka [ missing letter- sa-]  - dance; asaikka- to shake ; aaduka- to 
dance  .  
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ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuthithida vaendum – to dance ; kuthi- jump . 

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoonku-  dance.  

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadikka- act  /dance .  

 ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadakam   aaduka -  dance /act  ; naadakam- play; aaduka- to dance .  

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nudanku  -dance.  

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattu- vippoan [ missing letter- pa-]- dance master; aadu- to dance; aattam- a 
dance ; aattu- vippoan- one who  makes others to dance .  

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is   nattuvan/ nattuvaankan  -  dance master.  

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadaka kanikai – dancing woman; kanikai-  dancing girl; naadakam- play  . 

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadaka koodam – dancing  hall  ; naadakam –stage play ; koodam- hall. 

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadu -v- idam- middle ground ; nadu- middle / center .  

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thankum idam-   lodging place ; thankku- stay; idam- palce .  

ki-e-ne-di    has the consonants  - ka- an- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
adankum idam – abiding  place; idam- place .  
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 ki-è: exit ('place' + 'to go out'). 

ki-è  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is yaeku- go . 

exit[E]   has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaekidum / poakum  paathai [ missing letter- pa-- ] -  way to  go ;  yaeku –go; 
poaka-  go ;  paathai- path . 

 

 ki-en-gir15  /  gi7(-r); ki-en-gi(-r): Sumer ('place' + 'lords' + 'noble; native'). 

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  eraivan – lord.  

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
word is  kaaranan / uruvakkiyoan – lord ; uruvaakku- make/ create; 
uruvaakkiyoan- one who created .  

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  other interpretaion  of the word is  
eesvaran [ missing letter- sa-] -lord . 

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  naayan 
maarkal [ missing letter- la-] - lords . 

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   aazhvaarkal [ 
missing letter- la-] - lords . 

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  muka urimai- 
lordship.  

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanavar – lord/ 
husband.  

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  peru makan  [ 
missing letter- pa-]   – lord .  

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  peru 
makanukkuriya kunam [ missing letter- pa-]   – lordly character ; peru makan- 
lord; peru –big; makan- son ; kunam- character .  
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gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  serukku [ 
missing letter- sa-]  – lordly  

 gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  other interpretaion  of the word is  
veeraappu [ missing letter- pa-] - lordly.  

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uyar  kunam  - 
noble character ; uyar-  best ; kunam- nature . 

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  nar kunam – 
noble character ; nar- good .  

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  aruku – place.  

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  saarvu [ 
missing letter- sa-] –place.  

 gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  marunku – 
place. 

gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  paakaar [ 
missing letter- sa-]—place. 

 gi(-r)  has the consonants -  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  munnu-k-
kuriya-var  native ; munn- land  .  

 

 ki-gal: big place; great Earth (as opposed to an-gal, 'great Heavens'); 
foundations ('place' + 'big').  

ki-gal  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kuvalayam- 
earth  . 

an-gal  has the consonants  -an –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vaan 
ulakam  - sky / paradise  ; vaan- sky; ulakam- world  . 

ki-gal  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal kole  -  
foundation . 
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ki-gal  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  munn - ulakam-  
earth  ;  munn- soil/ land ; ulakam/ kuvalayam - world / globe  

ki-gal  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  olakkam- pillar - 
hall . 

ki-gal  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
hall [E]  -    

ki-gal  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
mahaal  .  

 

ki-(bi-šè)...gi4: to restore (usually with bi-, or with dative prefix) (lit., return [to 
its] place) ('place' [ + 'its' + 'to' ] + 'to return, restore'). 

kigi  has a  consonant - ka  - and  the original Tamil word is meettu edukka 
[missing letter-the-]-  to restore. 

kigi  has a  consonant - ka  - and  the original Tamil word is  madakkam [missing 
letter-the-]-  –return. 

kigi  has a  consonant - ka  - and  the original Tamil word is  kidakai-[missing letter-
the-]- place. 

kigi  has a  consonant - ka  - and  the original Tamil word is  thankum idam [ 
missing letter-the-]-  staying place . 

kigi  has a  consonant - ka  - and  the original Tamil word is  mukam-place. 

kigi  has a  consonant - ka  and  the original Tamil word is  vaippu [missing  letter-
pa-]- place. 

kigi  has a  consonant - ka  and  the original Tamil word is  pakkam /paakam 
[missing  letter-pa-]-place. 

kigi  has a  consonant - ka  and  the original Tamil word is poakku -[missing  letter-
pa-]-place. 
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 ki-gibil-gibil-lá: constant renewal ('place' + reduplicated 'renewal' + nominative).  

ki-gibil  has the consonants-  ka  -pa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  needikka 
paduthal [ missing letter- the -]  – renewal . 

ki-gibil  has the consonants-  ka  -pa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  adikkadi 
/ idai vidaathu  puthuppikka  paduthal [ missing letter- the -]  – regular / continous  
renewal  ; idai vidaathu- without gap ; puthuppikka- renew . 

ki-gibil  has the consonants-  ka  -pa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  okka-p-
pannuthal [ missing letter- the -]  – renewal . 

ki-gibil  has the consonants-  ka  -[-pa-]- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is elakku 
– place. 

ki-gibil  has the consonants-  ka  -[-pa-]- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
valaakam- place.  

 ki-gibil  has the consonants-  ka  -[-pa-]- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaayil- palce.  

ki-gibil  has the consonants-  ka  -[-pa-]- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is nilai 
kalam – place . 

 

ki-gub(-ba): assigned place to stand, station; socle ('place' + 'to stand' + 
nominative). 

kigub has the consonants - ka –[- pa-]- and the  original Tamil word nikkum idam [ 
missing letter- the-]- place to stand ; nikka- to stand; idam- place. 

kigub has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil word thankum idam 
[ missing letter- the-] – station; thankku –stay ; idam- place . 

kigub has the consonants - ka – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil word nikka 
vaendum-[ missing letter- the-]- to stand;  nikka –  to stand  . 
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kigub has the consonants - ka –-pa- and the  original Tamil word poon-k-kuduvai   
maedai  / peedam [Skt] /  kattai [ missing letter- the-]-socle  ; poo- flower; 
kuduvai- vase ; maedam- stage ; peedam –stage . 

kigub has the consonants - ka –-pa- and the  original Tamil word  pathumai  peeda  
adi pakuthi -[ missing letter- the-]-socle  ; pathumai- doll/ statue ; adi- base . 

 

 ki-gul-la: waif ('ground' + 'to fall upon' + nominative; cf., gul-lum). 

ki-gul-la   has the consonants  - ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is keelae 
vizhuka- to fall down ; keezhae  -down; vizhuka- to fall  . 

ki-gul-la   has the consonants  - ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kalam -  
field ; vilai nilam / kalani / vayal nilam .  

ki-gul-la   has the consonants  - ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  venn nilam 
– bare ground  ; nilam- ground .  

ki-gul-la   has the consonants  - ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  van nilam –
hard ground.  

ki-gul-la   has the consonants  - ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is thanthai  
thaai illatha  anaathai  kuzhanthai--[ missing  letter- the-]-      a child with out 
parents /  orphan ; thanthai- daddy ; thaai- mother / matha ; anaathai- orphan  . 

ki-gul-la   has the consonants  - ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   thaai  
/thanthai /  veedu   /  vaayil  illaatha  [ anaathai ]  kuzhanthai-[ missing  letter- the-
]-    child without a home ; veedu- hut;  illai- nil ; kuzhanthai –child . 

ki-gul-la   has the consonants  - ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is thunai illaa 
kuzhanthai  -[ missing  letter- the-]-    waif /orphan ; thunai- support/ companion ; 
illai- without; kuzhanthai- child . 

ki-gul-la   has the consonants  - ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is veedu / 
vaayil  illathavan -[ missing  letter- the-]-  – one without house; veedu- house; 
vaayil- entrance ; illai- nil; illaathavan- one who  does not have .  
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ki-gul-la   has the consonants  - ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is azhukku  
udai   anintha / kizhintha aadai  / kanthal aadai   kuzhanthai  [ missing  letter- the-
]-  a child who is  wearing  dirty  shirt / urchin ;   azhukku –dirty ;  udai –dress;  
kizhintha-  torn ;  kanthal- ragged ;  aadai –dress ; kuzhanthai- child.  

 

 ki-gar: grounds; settled place; place where something is built ('ground' + 'to 
place').  

ki-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   kudi  
erukkum  idam [ missing letter- the -] – dwelling  place ; kudi- house; erukka- to 
reside ; idam- place . 

ki-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  kudiyaetram [ 
missing letter- the -] settlement . 

ki-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   kurichchi [ 
missing letter- sa-]- -  agricultural village . 

ki-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   kaani karai-  
agricultural land . 

ki-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   kiraamam- 
village .  

ki-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  uoorakam-  
village .   

ki-gar  has the consonants - ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  nakaram- city  

  

ki...gar: to found, establish (a building or town) (often with -ni- or bi-) ('ground' + 
'to place').  

ki...gar  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nakarai 
niruva vaendum -to  found a city  . 
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ki...gar  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoorai / 
kiramaththai / nakarai  thoatruvikka vaendum [ missing  letter- the  -]- -  to 
establish  a city  ; uoor- village ;  nakar-  city . 

ki...gar  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nakarai   
uruvaakkida   vaendum [ missing  letter- the  -]- -  to create  

ki...gar  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  nakarai    
katti   amaiththida vaendum  [ missing  letter- the  -]- to build . 

ki...gar  has the consonants -  ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  erukkai – 
town/ village . 

ki...gar  has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  nakar-  town . 

ki...gar  has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the interpretaion of the  word is  
koasaram [ missing  letter- sa -]-  -town  . 

ki...gar  has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the interpretaion of the  word is  
kiramam -  village. 

ki...gar  has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is kurichchi  [ 
missing  letter- sa -]-  -village.  

ki...gar  has the consonants -ka –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is kurumpu  [ 
missing  letter- pa -]-  -village . 

 

ki-še-er...gar: to bring success ('place' + šár, 'to be many; abundance' + 'to 
establish'). 

ki-še-er...gar  has the  consonants - ka -sa – Ra- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  vetri  / vaakai  sooduthar  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  -  to win ; 
vettri- success . 

ki-še-er...gar  has the  consonants - ka –[-sa-] – Ra- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thoatruviththar  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  to establish. 
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ki-še-er...gar  has the  consonants - ka –[-sa-] – Ra- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  perum  enni-k-kaiyir [ missing letter- pa-]- countless / in big number ; 
perum –big/ great ; ennikkai- numerical number . 

 

 ki-šè...gar: to fall /  throw upon the ground ('ground' [ + 'onto' ] + 'to set').  

ki-šè...gar  has the consonants-  ka -sa – ka- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  
munnir  saaikka-  to push down on the ground ; munn- land/ floor;saaika- to fall  . 

ki-šè...gar  has the consonants-  ka -sa – ka- Ra –and the original Tamil  word is  
sarukka -  to slip  /skid. 

ki-šè...gar  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-]  – ka- Ra –and the original Tamil  word 
is  kaar idara  / kaar thadukka / thadumaara  [ missing letter- the -]-  tripping ; 
kaar- leg; idara- trip; kaar- leg ; thadumaara  [ thadam – maara ]- totter ; thadam- 
step; maara- to change .  

ki-šè...gar  has the consonants-  ka –[- sa-]  – ka- Ra –and the original Tamil  word 
is  niruvuka – to set ; nirmaanikka  .  

 

ki-gìri: path ('place' + 'feet; way, path'). 

ki-gìri   has the consonants-   ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kai- kaar-   
hand  and leg ; karam - arm  ; maer-k-kai  -arm . 

*ki-gìri   has the consonants- ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is keeri – path .  

ki-gìri   has the consonants- ka –Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of the word is 
maarkkam – path . 

ki-gìri   has the consonants- ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is varavu  -path . 

ki-gìri   has the consonants- ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaari  -path.  
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ki-gìri   has the consonants- ka –Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of the word is 
pirakaaram [ missing  letter- pa -]  – way . 

ki-gìri   has the consonants- ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is aruku – place.  

ki-gìri   has the consonants- ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is marunku  -
place.  

ki-gìri   has the consonants- ka –Ra-  and the  other  interpretation of the word is 
paakaar [ missing  letter- pa -]  -  place.  

ki-gìri   has the consonants- ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is saarvu  [ 
missing  letter- sa -]  -  place. 

*ki-gìri   has the consonants- ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is karai – place.  

ki-gìri   has the consonants- ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is nakaram 
/nagar – place.  

 

 ki-giš-giš-lá: battlefield ('place' + 'tools' + 'to raise'; cf., giš-giš-lá).  

ki-giš-giš-lá  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kolai  kalam -  battle field; kolai- killing ;  kalam- field ; kollu- kill . 

ki-giš-giš-lá  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  
word aayuthan-k-kal [ missing  letter- the -] -  weapons . 

ki-giš-giš-lá  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  
word  karuvikal [ missing  letter- Ra-] – instruments . 

ki-giš-giš-lá  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  
word   maelaaka  thoo-k-kuka- [ missing  letter- the -] - to lift up; maelae- up / 
above; thookku- lift .  

 

ki-hul: mourning rites ('ground' + 'to destroy; evil').  
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ki-hul   has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is azhuka-to 
weep ; aavali . 

ki-hul   has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
kaval -  lament.  

ki-hul   has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  ilavu  vaikka- 
to mourn /to wail . 

 ki-hul   has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  vilaavanai -  
lamenting.  

ki-hul   has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
ankalaaikka – lament.  

ki-hul   has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
wail[E].  

ki-hul   has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  pulampuka [ 
missing letter- pa-]- lament.  

 ki-hul   has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  oaalam vaikka 
– wail.  

ki-hul has the consonants- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kalam- field .   

ki-hul has the consonants- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   azhikka-  to 
destroy . 

ki-hul has the consonants- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   ozhikka-  
destroy.   

ki-hul has the consonants- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   illaamal 
aakkuka- to annihilate  . 

ki-hul has the consonants- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kizhikka- to tear 
down   . 

ki-hul has the consonants- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kooli-  evil . 
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evil[E]  has the consonants – va- la- and the  original Tamil word is kooli- evil  . 

 

ki...hur: to scratch the earth; to paw the ground ('ground' + 'to scratch').  

ki...hur   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is munnai  
keera – to scratch the  ground;   keeru –scratch ;  munn-  earth . 

*ki...hur   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is keeru  -
scratch ;  koarai ; keeru kaayam ; keeru- incise; kaayam- wound . 

ki...hur   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is naka keeru 
– scratch  with nail; nakam- nail; keeru- to incise/ scratch .  

ki...hur   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  sorika  [ 
missing letter- sa-] – scratch. 

ki...hur   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  vakiru /vari 
-  scratch . 

ki...hur   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  kirukku  -
scratch . 

ki...hur   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  arikka- 
itching.  

ki...hur   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  arravu – 
grate.  

ki...hur   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  marunku – 
land. 

ki...hur   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the  original  Tamil  word is  karai- land.  

 

ki-in-dar: hole, crevice ('ground' + 'instance of' + 'to split'; cf., ki-dar). 
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ki-in-dar  has the consonants  - ka -an -the  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
tharai- yir  kaanum  oaattai / koarai -  hole in the floor; tharai- ground; oaattai- 
hole ; kaana- see; koarai- hole  .  

ki-in-dar  has the consonants  - ka -an -the  -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  munn thuvaaram – hole in the  floor  ; munn- soil / land ; thuvaaram- 
hole .  

ki-in-dar  has the consonants  - ka -an -the  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mun tharai -yir  kaanum  ponthu [ missing letter- pa-] - hole in the floor ; ponthu- 
pit ; tharai- earth . 

ki-in-dar  has the consonants  - ka -an -the  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
tharai yir  kaanum   keeral [ missing letter –la-]- crevice on the ground ; keeral- 
crevice . 

ki-in-dar  has the consonants  - ka -an -the  -Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   veettu  tharai yir  kaanum   kuzhi [ missing letter –la-]-   hole in the 
ground ;  kuzhi- hole ; tharai- ground ; veedu –hut . 

ki-in-dar  has the consonants  - ka -an -the  -Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   veettu  tharai yir  kaanum  ; kann-arai / thuvaaram – hole in the floor 
; thuvaram- hole ; tharai- floor ; kann- arai- hole . 

hole[E]   has the consonants –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuzhi- pit.  

hole[E]   has the consonants –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kuyilu – hole . 

 hole[E]   has the consonants –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is valai – hole . 

thuvaram[ hole]  has the consonants  -the- va -Ra -ma -and the  Tamil  
interpretation of the  word is munn- tharaiyir  kaanum  oaattai - hole in the floor; 
munn   tharai –  earth ; oaattai- hole . 

thuvaram[ hole]  has the consonants  -the- va -Ra -ma -and the   original Tamil  
word is    thirukam- hole . 
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ki-in-dar  has the consonants  - ka -an -the  -Ra -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   erandaaka  thundaaduthar  vaendum –to cut  into two  ; erandu- 
two; thundaaduka - divide  . 

ki-in-dar  has the consonants  - ka -an -the  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
veruntharai – bare ground.  

ki-in-dar  has the consonants  - ka -an -the  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kattaantharai-  rocky  ground ; tharai –floor .  

 

 ki-in-du: the earth ('ground' + 'instance of' + 'to walk'). 

ki-in-du  has the consonants - ka-  an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kattaan-tharai [ missing letter- Ra-] - -  hard ground  ; tharai- floor . 

ki-in-du  has the consonants - ka-  an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaandam -  continent/ earth mass  .     

ki-in-du  has the consonants - ka-  an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadakka  vaendum-  to walk . 

ki-in-du  has the consonants - ka-  an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is oaada 
vaendum-  to run ; oaada- to run   . 

ki-in-du  has the consonants - ka-  an- the  - and the original Tamil word is kuntha  
vaendum- to sit  ; kunthu –sit .  

 

 ki-in-gi4-a: (cf., kin-gi4-a).  

 

ki-inim-ma: place of testimony (cf., lú-ki-inim ma) ('place' + 'oath' + genitive).  
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kiinimma    has the consonants-  ka - an  -ma  - and the  original  Tamil    word is  
vaakku  kodukka  vandiya  idam [ missing  letter- the -]- place of  testimomy ; 
vaakku –testimony  ;  kodu –give ;  idam- place . 

 

ki-ir-ga: (cf., di-ir-ga). 

 

ki-iz:  to trim, to clean (of hair, leaves, or vegetation) (cf., guz). 

ki-iz  has the  consonants  -ka- [-sa-] and the  interpretaion  of the word is avusu  -
trimness.   

ki-iz  has the  consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -and the  original  Tamil    word is thooimai  
aakkida / suththam [Skt]  seithida  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]- to clean; 
thooimai- cleanliness; seithidu –do  . 

ki-iz  has the  consonants  -ka- [-sa-] and the  original  Tamil    word is koeithidu [ 
missing letter- the -]- to trim as plants.  

ki-iz  has the  consonants  -ka- [-sa-] and the  original  Tamil    word is thoonduka / 
mudukku  [ missing letter- the -]- -to trim a lamp . 

ki-iz  has the  consonants  -ka- [-sa-] and the  original  Tamil    word is kattaana [ 
missing letter- the -]-trimness. 

ki-iz  has the  consonants  -ka--sa-and the  original  Tamil    word is  Kaanji / kunji – 
hair . 

ki-iz  has the  consonants  -ka- sa-and the  original  Tamil    word is  sikai  / kaesam 
– hair.  

ki-iz  has the  consonants  -ka- sa-and the other interpretation  of the word is  
kaisiyam – hair.  

ki-iz  has the  consonants  -ka- sa-and the other interpretation  of the word is  
masakam – hair.  
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 ki-kal-kal-la: the very precious place ('place' + reduplicated 'to value, esteem' + 
nominative). 

ki-kal-kal-la   has the consonants -  ka- la-ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilai mikka / kalai azhaku  mikka  /  kai vaelai mikka anikalan -  costly  jewel ; vilai 
mikka- costly;  kalai azhaku –artistic ; anikalan- jewel .   

ki-kal-kal-la   has the consonants -  ka- la-ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilai mikka / kalai  nayam mikka maalikai -  costly / precious  palace ;  vilai- price; 
mikka- excess; maalikai- palace ; kalai nayam- artistic   . 

ki-kal-kal-la   has the consonants -  ka- la-ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
mee-k-kolluthal [ mising letter- the -]-  esteem . 

ki-kal-kal-la   has the consonants -  ka- la-ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilaiyaei   kana-k-kiduthal [ mising letter- the -]-  to value the price  ; vilai- price; 
kanakkiduthal- estimate .  

 

 ki-kal-la-kal-la: the barren place = the netherworld ('place' + 'barren, empty').  

ki-kal-la-kal-la    has the consonants   -ka- la – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   keel ulakam- hell/ nether world . 

ki-kal-la-kal-la   has the consonants -  ka –la- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
makkal vaazha  iyaala  nilam-  the land where poeple can not live ;   makkal- 
people ;  vaazha- live ; iyalaa- can not  ;  nilam- land.  

ki-kal-la-kal-la   has the consonants -  ka –la- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaaliyaaka  ulla  nilam-  empty  land ; kaali- empty ; nilam- land.  

ki-kal-la-kal-la   has the consonants -  ka –la- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vayal veli -  paddy  field / village .  
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ki-kalag: hard ground ('ground' + 'strong'; cf., kankal). 

ki-kalag  has the consonants - ka -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is valam 
mikka  nilam -  fertile land; valamai- fertile ; mikka-  excess ; nilam- place . 

ki-kalag  has the consonants - ka -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is vayal veli  
-agricultural land.  

ki-kalag  has the consonants - ka -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is valimai 
mikka- very strong  ; valimai- strong . 

 ki-kalag  has the consonants - ka -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is valiyavan  
/ vallavan -strong man  

ki-kalag  has the consonants - ka -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kaala 
vanam – burning  ground.  

ki-kalag  has the consonants - ka -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is valaakam-  
earth / place . 

ki-kalag  has the consonants - ka -la -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kali vaai 
nilam  - clayey  soil  [antonym]  .  

  

 ki-kid: a place of reed mats ('place' + 'reed mat'). 

ki-kid  has the  cocnsonats - ka -the  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  panam  / 
thennam-  keeththu   paai  kidaikkaum / mudaiyum / pinnum idam [ misising  
letter- pa-] -  a place where reed mat  is available/ is made   ; reed mat- keeththu  
paaai ; paai- mat ; panam keeththu- palm reed ; thennam keeththu-  coconut tree 
reed . 

ki-kid  has the  cocnsonats - ka -the  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thadukku – 
small reed mat . 
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ki-kid  has the  cocnsonats - ka -the  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  paai vikkum  
idam  / paai  kadai  [ missing letter- pa-] -   mat shop  ; paai- mat ; kadai- shop / 
dukan .   

ki-kid  has the  cocnsonats - ka -the  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is paai mudaika 
–to weave mat . 

ki-kid  has the  cocnsonats - ka -the  -and the   other interpretaion  of the word is 
thavisu [ misisng letter- sa-] - mat.  

ki-kid  has the  cocnsonats - ka -the  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kidakkai -  
place/ cot . 

ki-kid  has the  cocnsonats - ka -the  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thankkum 
idam – place  ; thankku –stay; idam-place .  

ki-kid  has the  cocnsonats - ka -the  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  koattam – 
place/ shrine  . 

 

 ki...kíg, kin: to seek (with -ši- denoting the object of the search) ('place, ground' + 
'to seek, scour')  

ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaandiduka [ 
missing  letter- the-]  - to look  for.  

ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   thaedi  kandu 
adaika-[ missing  letter- the-] - to search for ; thaeduka- to search ; adaika- attain . 

ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  naaduka/ 
naattam kondu  thaeduka  -[ missing  letter- the-] - to seek ; naattam- interest ; 
kondu- has; thaeduka- search . 

ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaettu   
adaika [ missing  letter- the-]  - to ask  for ; kaetkka- to ask/ usaavuka  . 
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ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaettai 
aaduka-[ missing  letter- the-]-  to hunt . 

ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thudaikka [ 
missing  letter- the-]-  – scour.  

ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaeikka  / 
thaeiththu  thooimai aakku [ missing  letter- the-]-  – scour . 

ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kasakku [ 
missing letter- sa-]- scour.   

ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  azhukkai 
neekkuka  /kazuvuka [ missing  letter- zha/ la -]-   scour.  

ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pakkam [ 
missing  letter  -pa-] – place . 

ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  poakku [ 
missing  letter  -pa-] – place . 

ki...kíg  has the consonants-  ka- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
ankkanam – place.  

 

ki-kúkku: dark place ('place' + 'dark'). 

ki-kúkku has the consonants – ka- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is karu- varai  [ 
missing  letter  -Ra-] - dark room/ uterus ; karu –dark ; arai- room . 

ki-kúkku has the consonants – ka- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is karu vari [ 
missing  letter  -Ra-] -  darkness; karu- black/ dark .  

 

 ki-lal/lá(-bi): (its) weight, where weight refers to area or volume; excavation, 
grave; cellar granary, silo; shape, arrangement ('area' + 'to weigh, lift'). 
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ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kollalavu -  capacity / volume. 

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
valaivu  - quantity  of three dimensional  space.  

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kana alavu -   - a unit  of thre dimensional measure of space that comprises a 
length  , a width  and a height  

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  oli  
alavu   -  the loudness of an audio  signal  ; oli –sound; alavu- measurement .  

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nirai alavu [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -weighing ; nirai –weight .  

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
edai kattuthal [ missing  letter- the-]   -weigh  ;  edai –weight .  

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
akal  aaivu  -excavation ; aaivu –examination.  

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalluthal [ missing  letter- the-]   – to excavate . 

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
edukkal/ thaankal  / thookkuthal -[ missing  letter- the-]     lift up / lifting . 

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
valaa-  area ; valaakam .  

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
koalam – shape.  

 ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ozhunkku amaipppu  -shape.  
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ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
alavaana- shapely ; alavu- measurement .  

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kalanjiyam [ missing letter- sa-] –silo / granary . 

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is   pina  
kuzhi -  grave  pit; pinam- dead body  ;  kuzhi- pit . 

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-]-- and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is sava kuzhi [ missing letter- sa-]  – grave pit;  saaka- die;  savam[Skt] - dead 
body ; kuzhi- pit .   

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
alan-k-kal – arrangement.  

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is    
ozhunku  -arrangement.  

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is    
ozhukkal –arranging.  

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is    
vazhi  sollu [ missing letter- sa-]  -   make arrangement  ; vazhi- way/ means ; sollu 
–say . 

ki-lal/lá -bi  has the consonants-  ka- la –[-pa-]-- and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is san-k-kili koavai [ missing letter- sa-]  - arrangement. 
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giški-lá: water meter.  

giški-lá  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanni   mattaththai   / aazhaththai  / mazhai   alavai  alakkum  alavu kole  /alavu  
maani [ missing letter- the- ]  -  the  measuring rod which  measures the depth of 
water level   /rain water ;  thanni- water; mattam-  depth/level  ; aazham - deep ;  
alakka- to measure;  alavu kole- measuring rod;  alavu  maani  -meauring meter; 
mazhai  -rain .  

 

ki...lá: to heed, pay attention to.  

*ki...lá   has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaelu  -hear/ 
listen . 

ki...lá   has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavanam 
kollu- to be attentive  . 

ki...lá   has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  unnippaaka 
kaelu [ missing letter- pa-] - -listen .  

ki...lá   has the consonants – ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaelvi – 
listening.  

 heed [ E] has the consonants- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavaniththidu  . 

heed [ E] has the consonants- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nanku 
kaettidu- heed .  
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ki-lugal-gub(-ba): royal place ('place' + 'king' + 'to stand'). 

ki-lugal-gub(-ba)  has the consonants -  ka- la -ka –la-  ka- [-pa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koavi-k-kal vaayil – palace gate; vaayil –entrance . 

ki-lugal-gub(-ba)  has the consonants -  ka- la -ka –la-  ka- [-pa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maalikai  vaayil - palace gate; maalikai- palace . 

ki-lugal-gub(-ba)  has the consonants -  ka- la -ka –la-  ka- [-pa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ukkala  vaayil -palace gate ; vaayil- gate .    

ki-lugal-gub(-ba)  has the consonants -  ka- la -ka –la-  ka- pa- – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  palinku -k-kal maalikai -    crystal / marble palace ; palinkku kal – 
marble stone; kal- stone; maailkai- palace  .  

ki-lugal-gub(-ba)  has the consonants -  ka- la -ka –la-  ka- [-pa-]- – and the  original 
Tamil  word is    oaankkole maalikai  -palace of the king ; oaankkole – king . 

ki-lugal-gub(-ba)  has the consonants -  ka- la -ka –la-  ka- [-pa-]- – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaavalanin maalikai -palace of the king; kaavalan- king  . 

 

 ki-lul-la: place of murder or violence ('place' + 'malicious act' + genitive). 

ki-lul-la  has the consonants – ka- la- la - and  the  original Tamil  word is  kollu – 
murder . 

ki-lul-la  has the consonants – ka- la- la - and  the  original Tamil  word is  kolai 
kalam- place to murder; kolai- murder; kalam- field.  

ki-lul-la  has the consonants – ka- la- la - and  the  original Tamil  word is  nel  
vayal- paddy field ; nel- paddy ;  vayal -field . 

ki-lul-la  has the consonants – ka- la- la - and  the  original Tamil  word is  vayal  
veli – paddy field.  

ki-lul-la  has the consonants – ka- la- la - and  the  original Tamil  word is  nilai 
kalam -  place.  
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ki-lul-la  has the consonants – ka- la- la - and  the  original Tamil  word is  vallaa-k- 
kaadu   [ missing letter –the -]  -violence  

ki-lul-la  has the consonants – ka- la- la - and  the  original Tamil  word is  koal 
moottuthal [ missing letter –the -]  - malicious tale bearing.  

 

 ki-ma-an-zé-er: a slippery place ('a place where it slips for me'; cf., gìri...zé-er). 

 kimaanzeer  has the consonants - ka –ma- sa -Ra –and the original Tamil  word is 
sarukkum   munn  -slippery  ground  ;  sarukkum -slippery; munn- soil   .  

 

 ki-mah: high place; place of honor; grave ('place' + 'exalted'). 

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is maettu-k- 
kaadu [missing letter –the -] - field / high land ; maedu- mound ; kaadu woods / 
farm land. 

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mannavanin avai -  kings’court yard ; mannavan- king ;   avai- assembly.  

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mandavam- 
[missing letter –the -] – courtyard  /assembly hall .    

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  munn 
kidankku  [missing letter –the -]  -grave; munn- ground; kidankku- godown .   

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  yaedukam 
[missing letter –the -]  -grave.   

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mikuntha  
kavanikka vaendiya / udanae  kavanam kodukka vaendiya / mukkiyamaana [Skt] 
[missing letter –the -] –  the one which needs  immediate attention / important ; 
kavanam- attention ; kavanikka- to attend ; udanae- immediately ; mukkiyam- 
important  . 
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ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kadumai 
mikkathu -[missing letter –the -] – serious /critical ; kadumai –serious/ severe . 

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is udanane 
mudivu edukka vaendiyathu -[missing letter –the -]  -  decision has to be taken 
immediately ; mudivu- decision  ; edukka- take  . 

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mukam – 
place. 

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is paakkam  [ 
missing letter- pa-] - place . 

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
ankanam  /ankam - place.  

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
nikaayam – place.  

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  maenmai  
miku – exalted.  

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  makan  -  
exalted person.   

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
makimai  mikka   -exalted.  

ki-mah  has the consonants –ka- ma- and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
mahaa- exalted. 

 

 ki-ná: sleeping quarters; bed, bedding ('place' + 'bed').  

ki-ná    has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is thoonkum 
idam/ koodam  [ missing letter- the -]- -  place for sleep   ; idam- place; thoonkka- 
sleep  . 
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ki-ná    has the consonants – ka- an -and the  other interpretaion  of the word is 
ankam   -bed  .  

ki-ná    has the consonants – ka- an -and the  other interpretaion  of the word is  
ankanam – place.  

ki-ná    has the consonants – ka- an -and the  other interpretaion  of the word is  
nikaayam – place. 

ki-ná    has the consonants – ka- an -and the  other interpretaion  of the word is  
nivaesanam [ missing letter- sa-]-  place.  

ki-ná    has the consonants – ka- an -and the  other interpretaion  of the word is  
puvanam [ missing letter- pa-]-  place. 

ki-ná    has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is paanku [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  place. 

ki-ná    has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is inaivu  -bed.  

ki-ná    has the consonants – ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is thoonuku 
meththai- [ missing letter- the -]- -  bed for sleeping; meththai- bed ;  thoonku- 
sleep . 

 

ki-ná...aka: to make love ('bed' + 'to do').  

ki-ná...aka  has the consonants  - ka- - an – ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vankkanam-  love.  

ki-ná...aka  has the consonants  - ka- - an – ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanankku / vanankkukai  – worship.  

ki-ná...aka  has the consonants  - ka- - an – ka   and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   san-k-kam  [ missing  letter -sa -]- – love ; sankamikka .  

ki-ná...aka  has the consonants  - ka- - an – ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
naesikka [ missing  letter -sa -]-    to love .  
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ki-ná...aka  has the consonants  - ka- - an – ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudikka  vaendum [ missing  letter -the -]-   to do / complete . 

ki-ná...aka  has the consonants  - ka- - an – ka   and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   an-k-kam – a piece of furniture  usually  flat  and soft  to sleep on.  

ki-ná...aka  has the consonants  - ka- - an – ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
koodi muyanku [ missing  letter -the -]-   -bed.  

ki-ná...aka  has the consonants  - ka- - an – ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoon-k-kum meththai [ missing  letter -the -]-   -bed   for sleeping ; thoonkku –
sleep ; meththai- mattress .  

  

ki-nam-nitah: battlefield ('place' + 'manliness').   

ki-nam-nitah  has the  consonants -  ka -an - ma  -an- the -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   vettu kuththu   nadakkum  nilam [ missing  letter –la -]-   - the place 
where  fight is  done ;  vettu- cut; kuththu- stab ;  idam- place; nilam- place /soil . 

ki-nam-nitah  has the  consonants -  ka -an - ma  -an- the -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  kandaala munn [ missing  letter –la -]-   – battle 
field. 

ki-nam-nitah  has the  consonants -  ka -an - ma  -an- the -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   sandai nadakkum  idam [ missing  letter -sa -]-   – battle field.  

ki-nam-nitah  has the  consonants -  ka -an - ma  -an- the -  and the  original Tamil  
word is aadavanin  kunam-  the nature of a man;  aadavan-  man;  kunam- nature.  

 

KI.NE: (cf., dinig and nemur).  

 

ki-ní-te: resting place ('place' + ní...te-en, 'to calm down').  
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ki-ní-te  has the consonants -  ka- an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  oaivu  
edukkum  idam -  place to take rest; oaivu –rest;  idam-  place .  

ki-ní-te  has the consonants -  ka- an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thankum  idam  - resting  place.  

ki-ní-te  has the consonants -  ka- an- the - and the  interpretation of the word is  
vithaanam  -rest . 

ki-ní-te  has the consonants -  ka- an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  amaithi 
kaaththida vaendum- to be quite  . 

ki-ní-te  has the consonants -  ka- an- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  thanivu  
-calmness.  

  

ki-ninda-gu7:  place to eat bread ('place' + 'bread' + 'to eat').  

ki-ninda-gu7   has the  consonants  -ka - an -the - ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is unanvu   unnum  / thinnum  koodam-  the hall  to eat  food; unavu- food; 
unnuka- eat  / thinnu  ; koodam-  hall.  

ki-ninda-gu7   has the  consonants  -ka - an -the - ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is    unavu  unna vaendum  - to eat food. 

ki-ninda-gu7   has the  consonants  -ka - an -the - ka - and the  original Tamil  word 
is than-k-kum idam –  place to stay ;  thankku –to stay; idam- place  .  

 

ki...ri:  to scratch the ground ('ground' + 'to touch ; to gather').  

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil word is keeru  -scratch .  

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  munnai  keeru  
- to  scratch  the ground; munn- soil; keeru- scratch . 
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ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  korai -  scratch  
as on the body . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  vakir- scratch . 

 ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  vari  -scratch . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  sorika [ 
missing  letter- sa-]  -  scratch . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  pooruka [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  -  scratch . 

 ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  nakam keera-  
scratch by  nail . 

 ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  orukku -  to 
gather.  

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word saekarikka  -[ 
missing  letter- sa-] - to gather  ;  saekaram . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word surukku [ missing  
letter- sa-] - to gather  . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word saerkka [  missing  
letter- sa-] -  gather ; saerkkai  . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word parikka missing  
letter- pa-]   - gather as flowers.  

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word peru niravi 
missing  letter- pa-] -  - gathering.  

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word  vaaruka-  gather.  

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word  aruvaakku  -
gather.  
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ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word   thirattuka [ 
missing letter- the -] - gather.  

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word  koeithiduthar 
missing letter- the -] – gather.  

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word  uooru unarvu – 
sense  of  touch  ; unarvu- feel / sensation  

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word thodukai unarvu 
[missing letter- the -] –sense of touch ; thodukai –touching  . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the interpretation  of the  word is  
vaaraaki -  earth . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the interpretation  of the  word is  gowri -  
earth . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word  neerakam – 
earth . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word  uvar munn – 
alkaline soil . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word  siru  kuru 
[missing letter-sa- ] -  alkaline earth .  

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word  marunku -  land . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the interpretation  of the  word is  
raasiskai [missing letter-sa- ] --  land.   

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word  karai – land .  

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word  kuruku munn- 
white earth . 

ki...ri   has the consonants – ka- Ra -and the original Tamil  word kaari – blackish 
soil . 
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ki-sá-a:   socle ('place' + 'to compare With' + nominative).  

kisaa   has the consonants -ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is siliai adi kattai [ 
[ missing  letters- la –and- the  -]-  socle.   

kisaa    has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is akam – 
place.  

kisaa    has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is mukam- 
place.  

 kisaa    has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is avv- vaai – 
beautiful  place.  

kisaa    has the consonants -ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is saekkai -  
dwelling  place 

kisaa    has the consonants -ka –sa- and the interpretation  of the word is  vaasi – 
dewlling place.  

kisaa    has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- and the interpretation  of the word is  jekaa 
-  place.  

kisaa    has the consonants -ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is saakai – halting  
place.  

kisaa    has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is maekku – 
high place.  

kisaa    has the consonants -ka –sa- and the interpretation  of the word is  
nivaesanm – place.  

 kisaa    has the consonants -ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is paanku – 
palce.  

kisaa    has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]- and the interpretation  of the word is  
ankam – place.   
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kisaa    has the consonants -ka –-sa- and the interpretation  of the word is  
avakaasam – place.  

 

ki-sá-al-ma-he: syllabic writing for kisal-mah-e, 'in the great courtyard'. 

ki-sá-al-ma-he  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-la –ma- and the original Tamil  
word is  Tamizh Naattai   aalum  mannavanin / kaavalinin  olakka   mandavam [ 
missing letter- the-] - pillar hall  / court yard  of the king who rules over the Tamil 
State ; Tamizh  Naadu- Tamil  state  ;aalum- ruling ; kaavalan- king;  olakka  
mandavam- pillar hall  /mahal ; olakkam- pillar . 

 

 ki-sahar: place of silt deposits ('place' + 'silt'). 

kisahar   has the consonants  -ka -sa –ka- Ra – and the  orignal Tamil  word is aatru 
mukathuvaaram / kaya vari -yir / kadai madaiyir   mandi kidakkum  saetru  munn  
adi  mandi / vandar  munn  adi  mandi  [ missing letter- the -] – silt  on the  river 
delta;   aatru mukaththuvaaram-   river mouth  ;  saetru  munn – mire ; vandar  
munn-silt  . 

kisahar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] –ka- Ra – and the  orignal Tamil  word 
erukkai – place.  

 

 ki-sì-ga: funerary offering; quarantine hut ('ground' + 'to place, set' + 
nominative).  

kisiga   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  eema 
kaanikkai - funerary offering;   kaanikkai- offering; eemam- death  .  

kisiga   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is eema-
k-kadan   [  missing letter- the -]-  funerary duty / rights  . 
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kisiga   has the consonants – ka- sa- ka – and the   interpretation  of the word is  
eemma  sandankku  [  missing letter- the -]-  funerary rights; eemam- death  .  

kisiga   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  eema-
k-kodai  [  missing letter- the -]-  funerary offering; kodai- gift . 

kisiga   has the consonants – ka- -sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is theettu –
k- kudisai  /  thoththu  noavu  othukku  kudisai [  missing letter- the -]- quarantine 
hut   ;  thoththu  noavu  othukkam ; thoththu  noavu- infectious  disease ; kudisai- 
hut ; othukkam- separate place . 

kisiga   has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaikka- to place.  

kisiga   has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
amaikka  -to set.  

kisiga   has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vakai -  
a  set.  

kisiga   has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaemaankki – earth.  

kisiga   has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuvavu -  earth.  

kisiga   has the consonants – ka- -sa- ka – and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
puvana  koasam  [ misisng letter- pa-] -  earth . 

kisiga   has the consonants – ka- [ -sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vai 
akam -  earth .  

  

itiki-sig-dNin-a-zu: calendar month 4 at Drehem through Šu-Sin 3; calendar 
month 5 at Drehem after Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 5 at Ur during Ur III. 
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Itikisigdninazu   has the consonants – the-  ka -  [-sa-]  -ka-  the- an –[-sa-] – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  onnaavathu  thinkkal [ missing  letter- la-] – 1st month; 
thinkkal- month/ moon.  

Itikisigdninazu   has the consonants – the-  ka -  [-sa-]  -ka-  the- an –[-sa-] – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  mooonavathu  thinkkal [ missing  letter- la-] – 3rd 
month ; moonu -3.. 

Itikisigdninazu   has the consonants – the-  ka -  [-sa-]  -ka-  the- an –[-sa-] – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  naankaavathu  thinkkal [ missing  letter- la-]  -4th 
month ; naanku -4.  

Itikisigdninazu   has the consonants – the-  ka -  [-sa-]  -ka-  the- an –[-sa-] – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  aeinthaavathu / anjaavathu  thinkkal  [ missing  letter- 
la-] -  5th month; aeinthu -5 . 

Itikisigdninazu   has the consonants – the-  ka -  [-sa-]  -ka-  the- an –[-sa-] – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  ettaavathu  [  thondukku  munthaiya ]  thinkkal [ 
missing  letter- la-] –  the month before 9th .       

Itikisigdninazu   has the consonants – the-  ka -  [-sa-]  -ka-  the- an –[-sa-] – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  thondaam thinkkal [ missing  letter- la-] -9th month ; 
thondu- 9.  

 

 ki-sikil: young woman; virgin ('place' + 'pure').  

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] – ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is 
ilan-k-kanni   - young  girl; ilamai- youth; kanni- virgin.  

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
vaalai   kumari [ misisng  letter- Ra-] – young  girl; vaalai-  youth ; kumari- virgin .  

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
kanni kazhiyaa ponnu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  virgin ;  kanni  thanmai –virginity  .  
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ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
kula makal – chaste woman; kulam- clan ;makal- daughter . 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
vilai makal – prostitute  ; vilai- price; makal –daughter  /female .  

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
vaan makal -  moon  goddess  /  malek  ; vaan-  sky  ;makal- daughter . 

 ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is 
kalai makal - goddess of arts and  science ; kalai-arts / science ; makal- daughter .   

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
koala makal – well dressed woman ; koalam- decoration . 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
kalaka -k-kaari  -  quarrelsome woman; kalakam –clash  . 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   makaelikai – woman  [ one who is decorated ]. 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
vilan-k-kilai -  woman as wearing bright jewels.  

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
maaya-k-kalli – artful  woman . 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   kochchu- k-kalli [Malayalam] - artful  woman . 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
mayakki maalai – artful  woman; mayakku –seduce  . 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
kaamam mikkaval – amorous woman  ; kaamam-  to be  in  heat . 
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 ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
azhaku  ullaval – beautiful  woman; azhaku –beauty; ulla- having; ullaval –the girl  
who  has . 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- sa-ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
koalam seivaal -  lady’s maid ; koalam- decoration  . 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] –ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
vanna makal - lady’s maid . 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- sa-–ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
selvam ullaval – wealthy  lady;selavam –wealth; ulla- having; ullaval –the female 
who  has  . 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- sa-–ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
selva makal – daughter as the wealth of the family ;  selvam- wealth; makal- 
daughter . 

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-–ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
kalankkam  illa- pure ; kalankkam- impure; illai –nil  .  

 ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-–ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
azhukku illai – pure; azhukku –dirt; illai –nil .  

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-–ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
kaal vazhi  kalappu illa [ missing  letter- pa- ] - pure breed ;kaal vazhi- generation; 
kalappu- admixture; illai- nil   .  

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- sa–ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  sokka 
velli –pure silver ;  velli-  silver .  

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- sa–ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  sen-
k-kole- pure gold.  

ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-–ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
elakku – place.  
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ki-sikil  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-–ka-  la – and the   original Tamil  word is  
valaakam – place.  

 

ki-a...su-ub: to kiss the ground; to prostrate oneself ('ground' + locative + 'to 
suck').  

ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-sa- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
konjuka-  kiss . 

ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanankku – prostrate.  

ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-[-sa-] – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandi iduka / kuninthu  mandi  ittu  vanankuka [ missing letter- the -]  - to kneel 
down to pay  respect ; mandi  iduka- kneel down ; kuninthidu- bow ; vanankku –
worship  . 

ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] - pa-and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai kooppi kumpiduka [ missing letter- the -]  -  to respect  by  keeping the hands 
together; kai- hand; kai kooppu- hands together ; kumpiduka- worship .    

ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-[- sa-] – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thendan   ittu   vanankka vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  - prostrate; thendan 
idu- to fall down on one’s feet .  

ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-[-sa-] – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mudi  theettuka  [ missing letter- the -] -  prostrate   as touching one’s head on 
another’s feet .  

ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-[-sa-] – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
madakki  vidu [ missing letter- the -] -  prostrate  . 

ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-[-sa-] – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word 
kaalil vizhuka [ missing letter- zha/ la -] – prostrate; kaal- leg; vizhuka- to fall .  
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ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-sa-–-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sappuka- suck.  

 ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-sa-– [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
suvaikka -suck. 

 ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-[-sa-] – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uoompuka - suck. 

ki-a...su-ub  has the consonants -  ka-sa-– [- pa-] - and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  vaasi – ground.  

 

ki-su-ub...aka: to kiss the ground; to make obeisance ('to kiss the ground' + 'to 
do').  

ki-su-ub...aka   has the consonants   - ka- [ -sa-]  - [-pa-]  -ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kunika- bend down / bow . 

ki-su-ub...aka   has the consonants   - ka- [ -sa-]  - [-pa-]  -ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vanakkam – obeisance.  

ki-su-ub...aka   has the consonants   - ka- [ -sa-]  - pa--ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   paninthu  nadakka vaendum [ missing letter- the -]- to submit.  

ki-su-ub...aka   has the consonants   - ka- [ -sa-]  - [-pa-]  -ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kuninthu  mandi ittu  mannai   konjuka/  muththam ida vaendum  [ 
missing letter- the -]- bend down and kiss the ground; mun-  soil; muththam 
iduka- to kiss . 

ki-su-ub...aka   has the consonants   - ka- [ -sa-]  - [-pa-]  -ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   noakku – do.  

ki-su-ub...aka   has the consonants   - ka- [ -sa-]  - [-pa-]  -ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   muyanu-k-kuka – do.  
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ki-sug8, ki-su7: threshing floor, select fallow land whose surface was conditioned 
to act as a threshing floor ('land' + 'threshing floor'; cf., kislah).  

 kisu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kaani  -  farm 
land  

 kisu  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  vaeli [missing 
letter –la-]  -  farm-land. 

kisu  has the consonants – ka- [- sa - ]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kalani 
[missing letter –la-]  – paddy field.  

kisu  has the consonants – ka- [- sa - ]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  vayal / vayal  
veli  [missing letter –la-]  – field.  

kisu  has the consonants – ka- [- sa - ]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  vilai nilam 
missing letter –la-]   – field.  

kisu  has the consonants – ka- [- sa - ]- and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kalam  
[missing letter –la-]  – threshing floor . 

 

ki-sum-ma: onion-growing land ('land' + 'onions' + genitive) 

ki-sum-ma  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
venn- kaayam -  onion.  

 ki-sum-ma  has the consonants – ka-  sa-- ma-  and the   other  interpretation  of 
the word is  sookantham [ missing letter- the -]- onion .  

ki-sum-ma  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ma-  and the   other  interpretation  
of the word is  mukanthakam [ missing letter- the -]- onion . 

ki-sum-ma  has the consonants – ka- sa- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is ven-
k-kayam manam veesum mun -  the land with onion smell ;  ven-k-kaayam-  onion 
; manam-  smell ; mun- land.  
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ki-sum-ma  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
poopakam [ missing letter- the -]- – land.  

ki-sum-ma  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ma-  and the   other  interpretation  
of the word is  maththakam [ missing letter- the -]-  arid land . 

ki-sum-ma  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ma-  and the   other  interpretation  
of the word is  navam / nakam  -earth . 

ki-sum-ma  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ma-  and the   other  interpretation  
of the word is  puvanam / puvana koasam [ misisng letter- pa-]  -earth. 

ki-sum-ma  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ma-  and the   other  interpretation  
of the word is  yukam- earth . 

ki-sum-ma  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vayam / vaiyam -  earth. 

 

ki...sur: to fix the boundary ('place' + 'ditch; to delimit').  

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
varaiarukka  / varai arukkai – delimiting /  demarcate/varaiarukka vaendum .  

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is eravu 
– boundary . 

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is   vaaram – boundary . 

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
varampu / varappu /  kurampu [ misisng  letter- pa- ]  -boundary . 

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
varampu- k-kuri [ misisng  letter- pa- ]  – delimiter.  

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is   pankkaaram  [ misisng  letter- pa- ]  -boundary . 
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ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is   nikkirakam – boundary . 

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
parikai [ misisng  letter- pa- ]–  ditch . 

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is   vappiram [ misisng  letter- pa- ]–  ditch . 

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –sa--Ra - and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is   surankam  - trench .  

 ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurankku – branch  channel.  

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
yaaru- field  channel .  

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  aruku  
- place. 

 ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nakaram- place.  

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
marunku  -place.  

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  karai 
– place.  

ki...sur  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  raevu 
– landing  place.  

 

ki-šár: horizon; everywhere ('place' + 'totality').  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –-sa--Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is vinnum  
munnum  santhikkira idam  - thodu vaanam  /adivaanam [ misisng letter- the -]  -
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the place where the  sky  and the  earth meets; munn- earth ; vinn- sky  ; 
santhikka- to meet ; idam- place  . 

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –-sa--Ra - and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
sakkara valam [ misisng letter- la-]- the visible horizon.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –-[-sa-]--Ra - and the  interpretation  of the  word 
is  navarankamum  -everywhere.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –--sa-Ra - and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
sarvaththira [ misisng letter- the -]  - everywhere. 

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –-[-sa-]--Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
enkum ura – everywhere.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
aakaiyar  -total . 

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nikaram – total . 

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
aravae – entirely . 

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  oru 
varu  -entirely . 

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  oru  
mikka- entirely . 

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  kurai 
ara- entirely . 

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –sa--Ra - and the interpretation  of the word is   
sarvam  -  whole. 

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]--Ra - and the interpretation  of the word is   
pooraavum / pooranamaaka [ misisng letter- pa-]  -whole.  
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ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
niraivu -   wholeness.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nakaram/ nakar - place.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –sa--Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  saarvu – 
place.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]--Ra - and the interpretation  of the word is   
paakaar [ misisng letter- pa-]  -place.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]--Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  karai 
– place.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]--Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
marunkku – place.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]--Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
uraivu -  dwelling  place.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]--Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  aravi 
– public place.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –sa--Ra - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
word is  sakar-  public place.  

ki...sar  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] --Ra - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is   raevu – landing place.  

 

ki-še-er: fence; enclosure; limit ('place' + šár, 'to be many'; cf., še-er-tab-ba). 

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is kiraathi [ 
missing letter –the -] – fence.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is veerthi [ missing letter –the -] – fence.  
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kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is piraavam [ missing  letter- pa-] - enclosure.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is pirakaaram [ missing  letter- pa-]  -temple enclosure.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- sa-- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is kovir 
karuvarai sutru  arai [ missing letter –the -] - -temple enclosure; karu varai- 
sanctum sanctorum ; sutru arai- enclosing  room; karu varaiyin  pura suvar ; 
puram- external; suvar –wall  .  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- sa-- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is miruka saayam – enclosure for  beasts.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is kowu-vai 
maram- an enclosure  to prevent  the cattle getting in . 

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is sokkarai 
– a small enclosure in a garden . 

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is koorai 
kottakai [ misisng letter- the -] -thatched  cattle shed.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is varampu 
/  kurampu  [ misisng  letter- pa-]- limit.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is kuraivu  
-limit.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  vaaram 
- limit.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
pankkaram [ missing letter- pa-]  – limit.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  oaivu 
karai  / karai – limit.  
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 kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  eru 
varaiyam  - limit.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is nikkirakam – limit.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
marunku – limit/ place.   

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- [-sa-] - Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  karai – 
limit/ place.  

kiseer   has the consonats – ka- sa-- Ra -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  surukkam- 
limit.  

  

  ki-šúr: snake hole; grave; cavity in the ground ('place' + 'fierce').  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  karu 
naakam – cobra . 

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  karum 
paampu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  black  snake; karumai- black .  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  -sa- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kirishna sarppam [ missing  letter- pa-]-  black  cobra; krishna[Skt] - black .  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  viriyan 
paampu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  viper snake.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuru 
viriyan  /siru viriyan – small viper; kuru- small .  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  pai 
aravu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  – hooded cobra ; pai- hood  . 

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  -sa-- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  saanara 
moorkkan – tree snake.  
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ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  -sa-- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  venn 
saarai  -white rat snake; venn –white .  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moorkka naakam -  whip  snake.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aravam – snake  ;  urakan / urankam  /urakam .  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  karu 
arava vankku –snake hole.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kokkarai -  snake.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  -sa-- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   sakkiri  -snake.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  -[- sa-- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   mirukam- snake.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kal 
arai [ missing letter- la-]- grave/ tomb; kal- stone; arai –room . 

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  koarai 
– cavity , hole ,  hollow as in a tooth , in fistula.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vivaram -  a hole  or  hollow depression  in a surface .  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kann -
arai – hole.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  virippu 
[ missing letter- pa-]- opening.  

 ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vayiru  
arai – abdominal cavity . 
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ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the interpretation of the word is   
moorkkam- fierceness. 

 ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the interpretation of the word is   
ukkiram  - fierceness. 

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the interpretation of the word is   
suravai - fierceness.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the interpretation of the word is   
akoaram – fierceness.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the interpretation of the word is   
koaram – fierceness.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the interpretation of the word is   
veriyaaka- fierceness.  

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the interpretation of the word is   
kuru-ra-maaka  -fierce. 

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the interpretation of the word is   
payankaram [ missing letter- pa-] - fierceness. 

ki-šúr has the consonants -  ka-  [ -sa-] - Ra -and the   original  Tamil  word is mum 
muramaaka- fierceness.  

  

ki-ta: below; lower ('ground' + locative with remote deixis). 

ki-ta  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is adi pakkam  
[missing letter –pa-] - lower side; adi- down; pakkam –side . 

ki-ta  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  other interpretation of the  word is   
vithaanai – canopy ,   spread cloth beneath the roof . 

ki-ta  has the consonants - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is kudai – canopy . 
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ki-ta  has the consonants - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kuththi – 
ground/ earth . 

ki-ta  has the consonants - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  idu kaadu / 
muthu kaadu -   burial ground .  

ki-ta  has the consonants - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  sudu kaadu [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – burning ground.  

ki-ta  has the consonants - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  pina-k-kadu [ 
missing  letter- sa-] – burial ground.   

ki-ta  has the consonants - ka -the -and the original Tamil  word is  kidakkai / 
uthakam -  earth.   

 

 ki-X-ta: disbursed by X ('from the place of X'). 

ki-X-ta  has the consonants - ka -ka -sa – the- and the  original Tamil  word is kaasu  
panam  kodukka / koduththu  viduka / kattuka [ missing letter –pa-] - to  pay out ; 
panam- money ;   kaasu  - cash  ; kattuka- to pay ; koduththiduka - give out . 

 

 ki...tag: to lay on the ground; to lay the foundation ('ground' + 'to adorn'). 

ki...tag   has the consonants – ka- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is adakkam  
seithiduka [ missing letter- sa-]- to bury   . 

ki...tag   has the consonants – ka- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is munnil  
kidaththa vaendum [ missing letter- la-]-  to lay on the ground; mun- sand; 
kidaththa- to lay . 

ki...tag   has the consonants – ka- the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  kaal  
kole   vizha nadaththida vaendum [ missing letter- la-]-   to lay  the foundation ; 
kaal kole- foundation; vizha – function; nadaththa- to conduct . 
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 ki...tùm: to bury (a dead person) ('ground' + 'to prepare; to bring'). 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinaththai  puthaikka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- to bury  the dead person; 
pinam- dead body ; puthaikka- to bury.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aayuththamaaku – prepare.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
moottan-k- kattu   -prepare.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is vattam 
koottu – prepare . 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
munneedu  seika [ misisng letter –sa-]-  prepare. 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
eththanam  kondida   -prepare . 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thudakkam – preparation.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thakuthi  maempaadu [ misisng letter –pa-]-  preparation; paadu pada vaendum .  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is mutti 
moatha vaendum  -  to do preparation . 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thookki kondu  vanthida  vaendum –to bring ; thookku –lift; kondu  vaa –to bring . 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the interpretaion  of the word is  
mavuththi- dead body .  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
madinthavan  -dead person.  
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ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
maandavan  -dead person.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
saattakam [ misisng letter –sa-]-  corpse.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the interpretaion  of the word is  
miruthakam / miruthu thaekam  [ missing letter –Ra-]-  corpse.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
madinthavan-in  viraiththa kattai  [ missing letter –Ra-]-   corpse ; madinthavan- 
dead person ; madiya –to die; kattai- wood /dead body ;  viraiththa- stiff/ rigid  .  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the interpretation  of the word is  
panchchaa vaththam [ missing letters  - pa- and - sa-]-  corpse.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
seththvan-in  udambu [ missing letters  - pa- and - sa-]-  body of the dead; 
seththavan- dead person; udampu- body ; seththtidu –to die .  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
madivu  -death .  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
makkida- to die.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mankida- to die.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
maayam aakidanum – to die /disappear . 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
nedum thookkam – death; nedumai- long; thookkam- sleep   . 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kadum saavu [ missing  letter- sa-]  -cruel death; kadumai- severe; saavu -death  . 
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ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the interpretaion of the word is  
asu vantham [ missing  letter- sa-] – death . 

 ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the interpretaion of the word is  
seevaantham  [ missing  letter- sa-] – death . 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the interpretaion of the word is  
thaekaantham [ missing  letter- sa-] – death as the end of  the body ; thaekam 
[Skt] / kattai - body ; antham – end/ mudinthathu    . 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the interpretaion of the word is  
vathakam – death .  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the interpretaion of the word is  
aatheenavam -  unnatural death.  

 ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   saaka 
vaendum  [ missing  letter- sa-] -to die. 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
seettu vaanka vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] -to die; seettu –ticket/ token ; 
vaankku –get / buy . 

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaeivam aaka vaendum  -to die  /to become a god  ; thaeivam –god; aaka- to 
become .  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   kottai 
poada  vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]- to die.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thonkka vaendum –to die ; thonkka- to  hang.  

ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vanam adaika-  to die; vanam- cremation  ground; adaika-  reach .  
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ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   kaadu  
poaka vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]-  -to die; kaadu-  forest  /grave yard ; poaka- 
to go .  

 ki...tùm   has the consonants – ka- the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   aavi  
vida vaendum  -to die/ ; aavi – life/ breath  ;  vida- to loose .  
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                                                     Page-112  

 

 

 

ki-tuš: seat; dwelling place (singular, cf., ki-dúr) ('place' + 'to sit, dwell (singular)').  

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is kudi / 
kudisai – house. 

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is veedu  
-house.  

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kudi 
kaadu-  dwelling place.  

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thankum idam – dweling  place; thankku –stay; idam- place .  

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kidakkum  idam - dweling  place ; kidakka- to lie down/ sleep . 

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –- sa -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is vasiththidum [?Skt]  idam-  dwelling  place ;  vasikka- to live ; idam- palce.  

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  vaazhum idam [  missing letter- zha-]-  living  place; vaazha- live; idam- 
place.  

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  uraiv-idam  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  living  place; idam- place   . 

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  erukkum idam [ missing letter- Ra-] -  living  place  ; eru –to live /to be 
/exist / stay  . 
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ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  kudiyaetram [ missing letter- Ra-] –settlement . 

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is   kudi -irukkum idam [ missing letter- Ra-] -  dwelling place.  

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the   original Tamil  word is 
kunthu -  sit. 

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the – sa --and the   original Tamil  word is 
sooththai vaiththu  kunthu – sit on the buttocks; sooththu- buttock; vaikka- keep; 
kunthu- sit .  

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the – sa --and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  squat[E].  

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is   kunthum / utkaanthidum  idam - place to sit; kunthu- sit; idam- place ; 
utkaaru –sit down . 

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the – [-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is mei thaankki  -seat ; mei- body ; thaankki –the one that supports .  

 ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is peedikai / pindikai  [ missing  letter- pa-] – seat . 

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is pitta paakam[ missing  letter-pa-] --seat ; pittam- buttock ; paakam- part . 

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the   original Tamil  word is 
sooththu pakkam  -seat ; pakkam –side; sooththu- buttock  . 

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the   original Tamil  word is 
othukkiya idam- reserved seat . 

 ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the   original Tamil  word is ida 
othukkeedu – seat allotment ; idam- place .  
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ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the – sa -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is thavisu – seat.  

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the   original Tamil  word is 
thanku -  seat. 

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the   original Tamil  word is 
thadukku  -seat . 

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the   original Tamil  word is than-
k-kukai –seating.  

ki-tuš  has the consonants-  ka -the –[- sa -] -and the   original Tamil  word is 
utkaanthidu -  be seated. 

dwell [E] has the consonants  - the- va- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaazhnithidu  -to live ; vaazhu- live . 

dwell [E] has the consonants  - the- va- la -and the  original Tamil  word is koodi 
vaazhuthal – living together ; koodu- to gather .  

 

ki-umun2-(m): "place of knowledge" (school); large beer container ('place' + 
'idea, knowledge'). 

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  kallu   
vaikkum  mun  kalam [ missing letter- la-]- – earthern vessel for  keeping toddy;  
kallu –toddy ; munn kalam-  earthen pot ; munn- soil ; kalam- vessel  . 

 ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudantham / kundam  [ missing letter- the -]-pot.  

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kunam- water pot.  

 ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaempanam [ missing letter- pa-] – toddy.  
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ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanikai – sprituous liquor .  

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
maanavan-in   kalvi nilyam [ missing letter- la-]- school for the students ; 
maanavan- student; kalvi- education ; nilaym- place.  

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is maana-
k-ki -  school girl. 

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
maanavan – school boy . 

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
ankanam –place.  

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
nikaayam – place.  

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
puvanam [ missing letter- pa-] – place. 

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
nevaesanam [ missing letter- sa-] - place  . 

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
kidakkai [ missing letter- the -] – idea . 

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  mana 
ninaivu – thoughts.  

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
vankam- idea . 

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
inkam - implied idea . 
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school [E]  has the consonants  - sa –ka- la- and the original Tamil  word is kalvi  
nilayam – school / place for education . 

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is kanda 
unmai [ missing letter- the -] –the facts  known ; unmai- science /truth . 

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  gnaanam  / vignaanam – knowledge .  

 ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  vinaanam - knowledge . 

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  inkam- knowledge .  

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavanam – knowledge.  

ki-umun  has the consonants - ka -ma -an – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  anupavam  [missing letter- pa-]  – knowledge . 

 

 KI-UD(-k): desert land ('place' + 'sun; dry'). 

*kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is  kaadu  -
desert.  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is  kadaru [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – desert tract . 

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is  kandam – 
land.    

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maththkam –arid land.  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kampaththam [ missing letter- pa-] –agricultural land.   
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kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is kaadu  -
dry  land.  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is vettai  -
open land.  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is kidakkai – 
place.  

 kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is viduthi – 
lodging place.  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is thankkum 
idam –  dwelling place; thankku –to stay ; idam- place .  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is koattam – 
place/ temple .  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is kadi  
mani-  fortified place ; kadi- protected .  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is kadai 
veethi – market place; kadai-  shop; veethi –street .  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is nadu 
vidam- middle place; nadu –centre; idam-  place .  

 kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is 
othukkidam- secluded palce . 

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  orignaltamil  word is thanneer 
indri  varandu / kaainthu  kidakkm kaadu / kaani [ missing letter-  Ra-]- -  the field  
which is dry  without water ;   thanneer- water;  indri –with out; varanda-  dried  ; 
kaainthu –dry / neer indri ;  kaadu – agricultural land/ wood . 

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathiravan [ missing letter-  Ra-]-  sun.  
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kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is  aathavan  
-sun .  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is  thavanan  
-sun .  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  koa pathi [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]- sun . 

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vaenthan – sun.  

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaattu / 
vaattuka / vathakku - to dry    . 

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is vaththa- - 
becoming dry . 

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is vaadukai –
becoming dry ; vaada- shrink . 

 kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is vaadukai 
–becoming dry . 

 kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaainthida -becoming dry . 

 kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is unankida- 
becoming dry . 

kI-UD   has the consonants  - ka – the- – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaaichchida [ missing letter- sa-] –- to dry .  

 

 ki-ùr: territory; living grounds ('place' + 'roofs').  

*ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is koorai-  roof.  
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ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is maer koappu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- roofing. 

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is maer koorai – 
thatched roof; maer- upper; koorai- roof .  

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is  
upparikai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  – terrace roof.   

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eravu – 
slopping roof.  

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pasun-k-koorai 
[ misisng  letter- pa -and -sa-]- – green roof;  pausmai/ pachchcai- green .  

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is  
aroakanam – inclined roof.  

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  saaivu koorai [ 
missing  letter- sa-]-  sloping roof;  saaivu- slope .  

ki-ùr has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  uraikai – living .  

ki-ùr has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  pirakku [ missing  
letter- pa-]-  living.  

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uraividam [ 
missing  letter- the -]-  missing letter- the -] -living  place . 

 ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kudi erukkum 
idam /  veedu  erukkum idam [ missing letter- the -] – dwelling place; kudi- house; 
erukka- to live  /exist /to saty ; veedu –house ; idam- place . 

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   vaazhukira  
mun [ missing letter- zha-]- living  land; vaazhu- live; munn- land . 

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaani  karai-  
farm land . 
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ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  eri vanam – 
burning  ground [antonym].  

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paakaar [ 
missing letter- pa-] – place.  

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vappiram 
missing letter- pa-] – - field.  

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  saraakam [ 
missing letter –sa-]- - region. 

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  saarvu [ 
missing letter –sa-]-  place . 

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  seruvu [ 
missing letter –sa-]-   -field  ; raasikai.  

ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  marunku  -
place.  

*ki-ùr  has the consonants – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  karai- place/ 
land as opposed to sea.  

 

 ki-uri: the land of Akkade ('place' + 'protectors ?').  

ki-uri  has the consonants- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaavar kaaran -  
guard / police ; kaavar- protection . 

ki-uri  has the consonants- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
rashakar[Skt]    [ misisng  letter- sa-]- protector. 

ki-uri  has the consonants- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kaakkiravar -  
protector / paathukaakkindravar . 
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 protector[E]   has the consonants  -pa – Ra-  the-  ka - the -Ra –and the  orignal 
Tamil  word is  paathu kaappu  tharukindravar – protector; paathu kaappu- 
protection; kodukka- to give; kodukkiravar- one who gives   

ki-uri  has the consonants- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  karur -  a name 
of the town in Tamil Nadu . 

Akkade  has the consonants -  ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kudi kadu- 
dwelling  place/ village .  

 

ki...ús: to set on the ground; to touch the ground; to throw to the ground; to 
establish (often with - ni-) ('ground' + 'to moor, join'). 

ki...ús   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is mannai 
thoduka [ missing letter- the -]-  to touch  the soil; munn-  soil/ nilam ;  thodu- 
touch . 

ki...ús   has the consonants  -ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is mudichchu 
iduka-[ missing letter- the -]-  to tie ; mudichchu- knot . 

ki...ús   has the consonants  -ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaani –
farm land. 

ki...ús   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is thuvanka [ 
missing letter- the -]- to start . 

ki...ús   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is inaikka-  to 
join /ianiya . 

ki...ús   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is amaikka-  
to set up / amaiththidu . 

ki...ús   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  aakka- to 
make / create . 
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 ki...za: to bow down, submit (reduplication class) ('ground' + 'to make a 
repetitive motion').  

ki...za   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kuni –bend 
down /stoop . 

ki...za   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  vananku- 
salute / worship . 

ki...za   has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  panika [ 
missing letter- pa-]- to submit. 

ki...za   has the consonants -  ka- -sa-- and the  interpretation  of the word is   vaasi 
– ground. 

 

ki-za...bad; ki-za...sù: to make homage far from ('homage' + 'to be at a distance, 
remote').  

ki-za...bad  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]  –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kadi  / kudimai -  homage.  

ki-za...bad  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]  –[-pa-]- the -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  vanthi / vanthanam – homage.  

ki-za...bad  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]  –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vanankkidu / kuninthidu -  pay  respect/ bow down . 

ki-za...bad  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]  –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  
word is ettakka-   at a distance  

ki-za...bad  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]  –[-pa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  
word is kittakka- near . 

remote [E]   has the consonants -Ra –ma- the- and the  interpretation of the word 
is thooram [Skt]- distance . 
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dhoor [Skt]   has the consonants -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is etta-
ththir- far . 

 

ki-za...túmu: to obtain homage; to refuse obeisance ('homage' + 'to obtain'). 

ki-za...túmu   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] – the- ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  adaintha  vaendum -  to obtain  /adainthidu . 

ki-za...túmu   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] – the- ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuninthu / mandi- ittu  vanankkida  vaendum -  bend down to worship /to 
pay repect  ; kuninthidu- bow down ; mandi  idu- kneel down  ;  vanankkidu –
worship .  

ki-za...túmu   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] – the- ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mandi ittu   vanankkida  vaendaam -  do not  pay  respect ; mandi  idu- 
kneel down . 

homage [E]  has the consonants – ka- ma- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanakkam-  respect . 

 

 ki-zàh: a sacred locality ('place' + 'to hide').  

kizah   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  koayir 
karuvarai [ missing letter- Ra-] – the sanctum  sanctorum of the temple  ; kovir- 
temple; karu- foetus/ baby ; arai- room  . 

kizah   has the consonants - ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is vanjakam –
hiding.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is kaniya - to  
hide . 

kizah   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is paakam [ 
missing letter- pa-] – place.  
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kizah   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is poakku [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  place .  

kizah   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is paanku [ 
missing letter- pa-] – place.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka –[-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is vaippu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – place.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is mukam – 
place.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is akam – 
place.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]  – and the interpretation  of the word is   
ankanam  /ankam  – place.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka -sa – and the interpretation  of the word is   jakaa-  
place.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]  – and the interpretation  of the word is   
nikayam – place.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka –sa- – and the interpretation  of the word is   
nivaesanam – place.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka -sa – and the  original Tamil  word is marunku – 
place.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka –sa- – and the interpretation  of the word is vaasi  -
dwelling  place.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka -sa – and the  original Tamil  word is saakai – 
halting   place.  

kizah   has the consonants - ka -sa – and the  original Tamil  word is maekku – high 
place.  
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ki-zú-ur5-ra: sharp edge ('place' + 'teeth' + 'mill stone; to chew' + nominative). 

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koor munai  -sharp  edge ; koormai –sharp ; munai- tip .  

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
maavu  araikkum  kar  pori -  mill stone; maavu –flour; araikka- to grind; kar- 
stone;  pori- machine . 

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
korikka- to  munch . 

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
par kaarai  [missing  letter- pa-] -  discoloration of the tooth ; par- teeth; kaarai- 
discoloration.  

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
koarai par [missing  letter- pa-]   - canine teeth; par/ pal - tooth  . 

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-[- sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
arivu  parkkar  [missing  letter- pa-]  -   wisdom teeth ; arivu- intelligence; parkkar- 
teeth  .  

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka- sa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
seyarkkai parkkar [missing  letter- pa-]  - artificial teeth . 

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
araikkum parkkar [missing  letter- pa-] -  molar teeth . 

 ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-  sa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is arisi  
parkkar [missing  letter- pa-]  -rice like teeth . 

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-  sa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
koormaiyaana  parkkar [missing  letter- pa-]  - sharp  teeth; koormai –sharp; 
parkkar- teeth  . 
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ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
venn nira  parkkar  [ missing  letter- pa-]   -white teeth; venn- white; niram- color/ 
ray  . 

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-  sa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is par 
koochcham  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - sensitive teeth .  

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
par  pirikai [ missing  letter- pa-]  -dental  extraction.  

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-]- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is 
par noavu [ missing  letter- pa-]  – dentalgia ; noavu- pain . 

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-  sa- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
saarvu -  place.  

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
aruku – place.  

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
aravi  -public place.  

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
marunkku – place.  

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
karai- place. 

 ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  
paakaar  [missing  letter- pa-] -   place.  

ki-zú-ur5-ra  has the consonants – ka-  sa-- Ra -and the  interpretation of the word 
is shaker –prominent place.  

 

 kí-sa: (cf., gi-sa). 
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 KÍD-alam: sculptor ('to pinch off clay' + 'statue').  

KÍD-alam  has the consonants - ka -the –la- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kallai   uli kondu  sethukki/ vetti  silai   seithidum    kal -thachchan [ missing letter- 
sa-]-  -  one who  carves stone to make  statues- sculptor  ; kal- stone;  uli- chisel; 
sethukku- carve ; silai- statue ; kal thachchan-  sculptor.  

KÍD-alam  has the consonants - ka -the –la- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kali mun  suthai  kondu  pathumai  seithidum/ paanai  seithidum – manithan 
kalaignan  /kuyavan  - the  artist who makes   toys / potter who  makes pot from 
clay ;  kalaignan -  artist ;   kali mun -  clay ;  suthai- paste ; pathumai –toy ; 
seithidu –do ;  kuyavan-  potter /mun udaiyaar.  

KÍD-alam  has the consonants - ka -the –la- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kali mun  suthai  [missing  letter –sa-]– clay statue ; kali munn- clay . 

KÍD-alam  has the consonants - ka -the –la- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kali munn pathumai / padimam [ missing  letter –pa-]– clay statue ; pathumai –
doll . 

 

kíg/kinku6: a fish. 

 kig   has the consonant- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  naaku -  female  fish .  

kinku    has the consonats – ka- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is venn kann -  
a fish .  

kinku    has the consonats – ka- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
konkaniyaan -  a fish . 

kinku    has the consonats – ka- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kana vaai  
meen -  cuttle fish .  

kinku    has the consonats – ka- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oosi  
kanavaai [ missing letter- sa-]-  squid.  
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kinku    has the consonats – ka- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vaen kannai  
-  hilsa  fish/ palla fish/ Indian shad  . 

kinku    has the consonats – ka- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kokki  
meen -  garfish .  

 

kíg...aka: to work; to manufacture ('orders' + 'to do'). 

kíg...aka  has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kammiyam- 
work.  

kíg...aka  has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vinai – work.  

kíg...aka  has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is aakkam  -work .  

kíg...aka  has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is iyakku  -work.   

kíg...aka  has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is amaikka-  make.  

kíg...aka  has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oaakku – make.  

kíg...aka  has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is akkukka- to make  

kíg...aka  has the consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is seika [missing 
letter- sa-] -  to do; seikai –work  . 

kíg...aka  has the consonant – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pannuka [ 
missing letter- pa-]- to do . 

kíg...aka  has the consonant – ka- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
aakkinai- order.  

 

 kíg-šè...aka: to put to work ('orders' + terminative + 'to do').  

kíg-šè...aka  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
seithiduka  /seithu mudikka vaendum [ missing letter –the -] -to do /to complete . 
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kíg-šè...aka  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pani  
seivikka  vaendum [ missing letter –pa-]-to  put to work; pani –work/ job ;  
seivikka  -to put to work . 

kíg-šè...aka  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
samaikka- do . 

kíg-šè...aka  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
noakku- do .  

kíg-šè...aka  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
muyankku – do.  

kíg-šè...aka  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aanaikku/ aanaikkaaka   - for orders.  

kíg-šè...aka  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanakku – order.  

kíg-šè...aka  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aakkinai -  order.  

kíg-šè...aka  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ka- and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  hookkum – order  ;  hookkum namaa -  written order.   

kíg-šè...aka  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaevuka- to order.  

 

kíg-dù-a: construction work ('tasks' + 'to build, erect' + nominative).  

*kíg-dù-a  has the consonants –ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattumaana pani  [ missin letter- pa-]- –construcion work ; kattumanam-  
construction; pani- work .  

kíg-dù-a  has the consonants –ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is kattidam  
kattu-  to build  a building; kattidam- build ; kattu- build.   
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kíg-dù-a  has the consonants –ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ezhuppiduka [ missing letters- zha- and - pa- ]-  - build.  

 build[ E]   has the consonants  -pa-  la-  the  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ezhupputhal- to build  / to  raise . 

kíg-dù-a  has the consonants –ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is kadamai- 
task . 

kíg-dù-a  has the consonants –ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is othukkiya 
pani [ missing letter- pa-]- assigned task .  

kíg-dù-a  has the consonants –ka- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  sthapikka  [ missing  letters-  pa -and - sa-] –erect. 

kíg-dù-a  has the consonants –ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is naatttuka  -
erect ;   nattamaaaka  nikka- erection .  

kíg-dù-a  has the consonants –ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
senkuththaakku [ missing  letter- sa-] – erect. 

kíg-dù-a  has the consonants –ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is niruviduka 
[ missing  letter- Ra-] -–erect . 

 

kíg-dúb-ba: hammering work ('tasks' + 'to strike, hammer' + nominative). 

kíg-dúb-ba   has the consonants  - ka- the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kav-vu  suththi  [  missing  letter- sa - ]   -claw hammer ;  suththi- hammer. 

kíg-dúb-ba   has the consonants  - ka- the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mudukkai- hammering . 

kíg-dúb-ba   has the consonants  - ka- the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
eruppu kattai  [  missing  letters- pa- and -Ra  - ]   -hammer.  

kíg-dúb-ba   has the consonants  - ka- the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
konda kadamai / pani - task . 
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kíg-dúb-ba   has the consonants  - ka- the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
adikka- beat . 

kíg-dúb-ba   has the consonants  - ka- the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaakkuka- attack . 

kíg-dúb-ba   has the consonants  - ka- the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
idikka- hit . 

kíg-dúb-ba   has the consonants  - ka- the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thattuka- to beat . 

kíg-dúb-ba   has the consonants  - ka- the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sam-mattai  kondu  adikkum  kammiyan  /  thattan [  missing  letter- sa - ]   - the  
black smith / gold smith  who  strikes with the hammer; sam- matti- hammer ; 
adikka- beat ;  kammiyan-  blacksmith;  thattan- gold smith  . 

 

 kíg...gá: to work ('orders' + 'to make, deliver'). 

kíg...gá  has the consonant – ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is  kamamiyam – 
work.  

kíg...gá  has the consonant – ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuyin  -work.  

kíg...gá  has the consonant – ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is  kattu [  missing  
letter- the-]  -to work .  

kíg...gá  has the consonant – ka-- and the   other interpretaion  of the word is   
uththiyog [  missing  letter- the-]  - work.  

kíg...gá  has the consonant – ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is undaakkida 
vaendum [  missing  letter- the-]  - to make  . 

kíg...gá  has the consonant – ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is thokai kattu [  
missing  letter- the-]  -deliver up. 

kíg...gá  has the consonant – ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is viduvi  -deliver.  
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kíg...gá  has the consonant – ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is kodu  -deliver.  

kíg...gá  has the consonant – ka-- and the   other interpretaion  of the word is   
viniyoakkikka – deliver.  

kíg...gá  has the consonant – ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is oppuvikka [ 
missing  letter- pa -]  - deliver . 

kíg...gá  has the consonant – ka-- and the  original Tamil  word is eenuka- deliver . 

kíg...gá  has the consonant- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is viduvikka  
vaendum [ missing  letter- the-] –to set free . 

kíg...gá  has the consonant ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thookki konda 
vanthiduka [ missing  letter- the-] - to carry . 

 

 kíg-gi4-a: messenger, envoy; message ('messages' + 'to return' + 'the one who').  

kíg-gá  has the consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thoothuvan [ 
missing letter –the -] –messenger. 

kíg-gá  has the consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is viththakan [ missing 
letter –the -] -messenger. 

 kíg-gá  has the consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaayan -  
messenger.  

 kíg-gá  has the consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaekan – 
messenger.  

 kíg-gá  has the consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaasikan  [missing  
letter- sa-]- messenger. 

 kíg-gá  has the consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is malaakai [ missing  
letter- la-]-  female messenger. 
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kíg-gá  has the consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaaskam / vaasikam 
[missing  letter- sa-]- – message .  

kíg-gá  has the consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kathai  / kaditham [ 
missing letter –the -] – message  /letter. 

kíg-gá  has the consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is madanku [ missing 
letter –the -]  -return .  

kíg-gá  has the consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is meelukai [ missing 
letter- la- -] -  return . 

kíg-gá  has the consonant -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is evan  - who . 

 

itikíg-dInanna: calendar month 6 at Nippur during Ur III.  

Itikigdlanna   has the consonants- the  -ka - the - la -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   onnaa -vathu / muthalaavathu  thinkkal – first  month; onnu -1; thinkkal- 
month .  

Itikigdlanna   has the consonants- the  -ka - the - la -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   moonavathu thinkkal   -3rd month ; moonu -3. 

Itikigdlanna   has the consonants- the  -ka - the - la -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   naankaavathu  / naalaavathu   thinkkal – 4th  month; naanku -4  . 

Itikigdlanna   has the consonants- the  -ka - the - la -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   aeinthaavathu  thinkkal  - 5th month ; aeinthu -5 . 

Itikigdlanna   has the consonants- the  -ka - the - la -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   yaaezhaavathu  thinkkal – 7th month ; yaezhu- 7 . 

Itikigdlanna   has the consonants- the  -ka - the - la -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   ettaavathu  / yaezhukku   aduththa   thinkkal – 8th month / next to 7th 
month ; yaezhu- 7; aduththathu- next   ;thinkkal-  month . 
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Itikigdlanna   has the consonants- the  -ka - the - la -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thondaam thinkkal  -9th month  ; thondu -9 . 

Itikigdlanna   has the consonants- the  -ka - the - la -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thinkkal  kanakku -  month calculation; kanakku –calculation .  

Itikigdlanna   has the consonants- the  -ka - the - la -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is   muppathu naatkkal  kondathu  oru thinkkal [ missing  letter- pa-] – a 
month has 30 days; muppathu -30; moonu -3; paththu- 10 ; naaatkal- days; naal- 
day ; kondathu- having ; oru- one; thanikkal- month/ moon  . 

 

kíg-sahar: earth-moving work ('tasks' + 'earth, silt'). 

kíg-sahar  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is 
munnai   thoandukiravar [ missing letter- the -] -  people who  dig the ground;  
mun- ground;  thoanduka- dig.  

kíg-sahar  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is 
oruvarudaiya   kadamai [ missing letter- the -] - one’s duty ;  kadami - task . 

kíg-sahar  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is 
ekkar  -silt.  

kíg-sahar  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  and the original Tamil  word is 
alakkar [ missing letter- la-]  -  earth . 

 

kíg-sig(7/17)(-g), kíg-se11/12(-g): evening meal; time of the evening meal; 
evening; cool of the evening ('tasks' + 'late'). 

 kíg-sig  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - [- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maalai vaelai unavu [ missing letter- la-]- evening meals  ; maalai  vaelai- evening 
time  ; unavu -food. 
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kíg-sig  has the consonants  -ka –sa-- [- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
saayum kaalaththu unavu - evening meals  saayum kaalam- evening  time ; unavu 
–food. 

kíg-sig  has the consonants  -ka –sa-- [- sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
mun  eravu naera unavu-  evening meals ; mun eravu –evening; eravu –night ; 
unavu- food . 

 

kíg-sig-gin7: during the evening ('evening' + 'during'). 

kigsiggin   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]-  ka -an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
gnaairu / sooriyan /asiran     maerkkae    maraiyim   naaeram  [ missing letter- Ra-
]-  – the time of sun disappearing  in the west  ; maerkku-  west  ; asiran- sun ; 
gnaayiru –sun ; maraiya –disappear ; naeram- time .  

 

 kíg...ti: to assign work ('orders' + 'to keep alive'). 

kíg...ti  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pani kodukka 
vaendum [  missing letter –pa-] - to give work; pani- job; kodukka- to give. 

kíg...ti  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aanai-ida 
vaendum- to give orders; aanai- order.   

kíg...ti  has the consonants -  ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaaththu 
vanthidu - maintain/ keep up . 

 

 kíg[-kíg]...til: to finish one's work ('orders' + 'to keep alive'). 

kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kattalai – 
order ; kattalai  iduthal –to order.   

kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaevuthal 
–command . 
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kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thalaivan  -
comander.  

kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
karppiththal [ missing  letter- pa-] – command/instruct . 

kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
arivuruththuthal [ missing letter –Ra-]- instruct .  

kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  katru 
koduththal [ missing letter –Ra-]- instruct . 

kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kann 
thiraththal  [ missing letter –Ra-]- instruct . 

kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vazhi  
kaatuthalkal – guide lines . 

kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadai kann  
kaatuthal – giving  tips.  

kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is koduththa  
vaelai yaei  mudiththal vaendum– to finish the  given work; vaelai- work ;  
mudikka- to finish ; koduththa- given .  

kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  aanai 
iduthal vaenum-  to give orders; aanai- order. 

kígtil  has the consonants  - ka- the- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaazhnthidu – be alive . 

 

 kin: (cf., kíg).  

 

na4kín-an-na: upper millstone ('millstone' + 'to be high' + nominative).  
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nakinanna  has theconsonats - an  -ka-  an –and the  original Tamil  word is maen 
noakkam- to be high . 

nakinanna  has theconsonats - an  -ka-  an –and the  original Tamil  word is maen 
noakkiya  kan- upper stone ; maen- upper; noakku- see ; kan- stone . 

 

kìri[KA]-zal: prosperity, splendor; splendid, wonderful ('nose' + 'to shine').  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa- la –and the other interpretation of 
the word is  iswariyam[Skt]  ulla – prosperity . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the other interpretation 
of the word is  mankkala[Skt]  karam – prosperity . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aakka  perukam ulla [ missing letter-pa-] -– prosperous ;perukkam- prosperity .  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   peru valamai [ missing letter-pa-] -  prosperity ; peru- big; valamai –fertilty . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the other interpretation 
of the word is  viruththi aathal [ missing letter-the-]  -prosper. 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   valam kundraatha   vaazhvu [ missing letter-the-]   -perpetual prosperity; 
valamai- fertility/  abundance  ; kundraa- not decreasing ; vaazhvu –life . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is kurai illa  vaazhakki -   prosperous life ; kurai- complaints / wants /suffering/ 
needs  ; illai- nil ; vaazhkkai- life   . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is kodi  katti  vaazhuthar [ missing letter-the-]  - to live in  prosperity and  honour; 
kodi- flag; katu –tie; vaazhuthal –to dwell .    
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 kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is valamai ura – prosper ; valamai- fertility /abundance .  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is olir -kira  -shining ; oli- light .  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is miliruka- splendour.  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is paer azhaku [ missing letter –pa-] –splendour; paer- big/ great ;azhaku- beauty . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is pirankakl-[ missing letter –pa-] -  splendour.  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa- la –and the other interpretation of 
the word is  vimarisai ulla  vakaiyil – splendour.  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
oli  veesukira -  shining /brightly  lit ; oli- light . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa- la –and the otheri nterpretaion of 
the word is  pirkaasam [Skt] ulla [ missing  letter- pa-]- bright.  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is vilankuthar [ missing letter –the -]– shining.  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is thulankuthar [ missing letter –the -]- shining. 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is kathirththal [ missing letter –the -]- shining. 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is daal adikkindra [ missing letter –the -] -shining. 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa-la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
velichcham kaattuthar [ missing letter –the -] – shining ;  velichcham- light .  
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kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]-la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
oli viduthar [ missing letter –the -] – shining ; oli- light .  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa-la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
solikiindra [ missing letter –the -] – shining .  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]-la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
avirthal [ missing letter –the -]  -shining . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  other interpretaion 
of the word is  thuraa loakam [ missing letter –the -]   -dazzling  brillance. .  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  viyakkindra  vakaiyil – astonishing ; viyappu – surprise  . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kannai  kavarum  vakaiyil-  impressive ; kann- eye; kavaru –attract ;vakai- kind . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa-- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kann  koosukira  vakaiyil  -dazzling  ; kann- eye  . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  other interpretaion 
of the word is  piramikkum vakaiyil [ missing letter- pa-] –wonderful . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kannai  parikkum  vakayil [ missing letter- pa-] – sparkling ; kann- eye; parikka- 
pluck . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa-- la –and the  other interpretaion of 
the word is  visiththiram ulla [ missing letter –the -]  -wonderful . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thikaikindra vakaiyil [ missing letter –the -]  -wonderful  ; thikaikka- to get  
stunned . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mei  maranthu nirkkindra vakaiyil [ missing letter –the -]  -wonderful ; mei- 
body ; marakka –forget . 
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kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mayakkm tharukindra vakaiyulla [ missing letter –the -]  -wonderful ; 
mayakkam-  giddiness; thara- give . 

 kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa-- la –and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  aachcharyam kollum vakaiyil   - wonderful  ;  aachcharyam-  surprise ; 
kolluka- to have .   

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maruluka – wonder; marulum vakaiyil – wonderful .  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa-- la –and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  athisiyakkum kollukira  vakaiyil [ missing letter –the -] – wonderful  ; 
athisiyam- wonder ; kolluka- to have  .  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vinthai adaikindra vakaiyil [ missing letter- the -] – wonderful ; vinthai- wonder .  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  viyappu  aarvam kollu [ missing letter- pa-]  -to wonder ; viyappu –wonder 
/surprise; aarvam- interest .  

 kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-]-- la –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  apoorurvam ulla  vakaiyil [ missing letter- pa-]  - 
wonderful  . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ariya vaakai -yil  ulla – wonderful  /rare  ;  ariya –rare  ; vakai- kind . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  iyalppukku maaraaka [ missing letter- pa-]  - fantastic ; iyalpu- natural/ common 
/ ordinary  ; maaraaka- against  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aru nikalvaana  -  wonderful / miracle; aru –rare; nikazhvu –incident .   
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miracle [E]   has the conosnats -ma –Ra- ka -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ammaan-in  aru nikazhvu – miracle  of god   ;  ammaan / amman-  god/ goddess; 
arul nikalzhu –miracle  .   

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ellai illa karpanai – yil kaanum  vannam   [ missing letter- pa-]   -fantastic; ellai- 
limit; illai- nil; karppanai- imagination  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  iyal  muranaaka- fantastic  

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uyarvu  ulla- magnificent  ; uyarchchi  –highness ; ulla- having . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  paer azhaku  ulla [ missing letter- pa-]   -magnificent ; paer- great ;azhaku- 
beauty . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa-- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikka sirappu  ulla- [ misisng letter- pa-]- brilliantly  ; mikka- excess; sirappu –
super; ulla- having . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  arivu  koormai ulla – brilliantly ;arivu –intelligence ; koormai –sharpness ; ulla- 
having . 

kìri[KA]-zal   has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pukulukira vannamaaaka [ misisng letter- pa-]- - brilliantly; pukala- appreciate . 

 

kìri/kir4[KA]-dib/dab: groom (for leading donkeys and horses and as a title of a 
court official) ('nose' + 'to catch, hold'). 

kìri/kir4[KA]-dib/dab has the consonants -  ka -Ra  -the- -pa—the -pa-    and the  
original Tamil  word is  theer-p-pu/ thandanai   kodukidra  naduvar-   judge ; 
theer-p-pu – judgement ; thandanai- punishment . 
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kìri/kir4[KA]-dib/dab has the consonants -  ka -Ra  -the- -pa—the -pa-    and the  
original Tamil  word is  narumanaththai mukarnthidum   mookkirkku /alakir- k-ku   
erandu thulaikal  /thuvaarank-kal  [  missing letter- la-]-  there are two holes in the 
nose ;   narumanam –aroma;  mukarnthidu –to smell;  mookku-  nose; alaku- nose 
; erandu –two; thulaikal- holes.  

kìri/kir4[KA]-dib/dab has the consonants -  ka -Ra  -the- -pa—the -pa-    and the  
original Tamil  word is   kuthirai / pothi  sumakkum  kazhuthai  -laayaththai  kootti 
kazhuvi   thooimai  paduththukindra  paniyaal / uoozhiyan [?Skt]  [  missing letter- 
la-]-  – one who cleans the horse stable ; kuthirai-  horse/ karki ;  kazhuthai-  ass;  
laayam- stable ;  kazhuvu –to wash ; thooimai- clean; paniyaal-  worker.  

kìri/kir4[KA]-dib/dab has the consonants -  ka -Ra  -the- -pa—the –[-pa-] -    and 
the  original Tamil  word is   kai- patrida vaendum – to seize/grab . 

kìri/kir4[KA]-dib/dab has the consonants -  ka -Ra  -the- -pa—the –[-pa-] -    and 
the  original Tamil  word is  erukkamaaka - kai yaei   pidika  vaendum –to hold the 
hands tightly ; erukkam- tight; kai- hand; pidikka- to hold . 

kìri/kir4[KA]-dib/dab has the consonants -  ka -Ra  -the- -[-pa-] —the –[-pa-] -    
and the  original Tamil  word is  erukkamaaka  katti  aravanaikka  vaendum –to 
embrace ;  aravanaikka- embrace . 
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                                            Page- 113 

 

 

kiri4-šu-dù: supplication(s) ('nose' + 'hand' + 'to fasten, apply'). 

kiri4-šu-dù has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - the-   and the  interpretation of 
the word is  mookkin/ alakin/ naasiyin    erandu  thulai /  kuyil / thuvaaram [?Skt] [ 
missing letter- la-]- two holes of the  nose/ nostril ;  mookku -  nose ; alaku-  nose ;  
erandu- two; thulai- hole ; kuyil – hole ; naasi- nose.   

kiri4-šu-dù has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - the-   and the  interpretation of 
the word is  kaikal/ karankal  erandu [ missing letter- la-]- there are  two hands ; 
erandu –two; kai-  hand ; karam- hand . 

kiri4-šu-dù has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - the-   and the  interpretation of 
the word is   murukkiya  thaenkaai  kayiru  kondu  erukki kattuthar  vaendum- to 
fasten tightly with a rope  ; kattu –tie ; kayiru –rope ; thaenkkai- coconut;  
murukkiya – twisted  . 

kiri4-šu-dù has the consonants – ka- Ra –[-sa-] - the-   and the  interpretation of 
the word is  manu koduththar  vaendum  -  to apply an application.  

kiri4-šu-dù has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa-- the-   and the  interpretation of the 
word is  kannukku  karu - mai / anjanam / saanthu  -theettuthar vaendum -  to 
apply  black  antimony  to the eyes;  kan-  eye;   karu mai- black  antimony ;   
theetuthar –apply  .  

kiri4-šu-dù has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa-- the-   and the  interpretation of the 
word is  veettu suvarukku  vannam / saayam  poosuthar  vaendum  -to apply  
paint to the walls of the house ; veedu- hut;  saayam-paint  ; vannam- color ; 
poosuthar –apply/ poosuthal  . 

kiri4-šu-dù has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa-- the-   and the  interpretation of the 
word is  uthattirkku  /sundukku [ maer uthattukku]  vanna saayam / saanthu  
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poosuthar  - to apply  lip stick;  uthadu-  lip;  vanna   saayam- colour paint ; 
poosuthar - to apply. 

kiri4-šu-dù has the consonants – ka- Ra –sa-- the-   and the  interpretation of the 
word is  sooththiraththai   muriayaaka payan  paduththuthar/ 
upayoakapaduthththar / pirayaokikka   vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- – to use 
the formula correctly ; sooththiram- trick ; muraiyaaka  -  correctly ; payan 
paduththu –use/ apply . 

 

 kiri4 šu...gál: to pay homage to, to greet (dative) ('nose' + 'hand' + 'to place on').  

kiri4 šu...gál  has the consonants-  ka- Ra - sa – ka- la –  and the  original Tamil   
meaning of the word is  iruthi  vanakkam  seithal  [ missing  letter- the -]- -to pay 
the  last  repects ; iruthi- last; vanakkam- respect . 

kiri4 šu...gál  has the consonants-  ka- Ra – [-sa-]  – ka- la –  and the  original Tamil   
meaning of the word is  kai  kooppi / thalai  kuninthu   vanakkam  theriviththal / 
vanankiduthar [ missing letters- pa -and -the- -]-  to pay  repect  by  bending down 
and  keeping one’s hands together ;  kai - hand;  thalai- head;  kuninthidu - bend 
down ; vanakkam-  to salute ;  vanakkam-   homage.    

 

kiri4...te-en: to sneeze ('nose' + 'cold').  

kiri4...te-en has the consonants- ka -Ra –the- an- and the original Tamil word  
thadimar  konda  mookai sinthuthar vaedum [ missing letter- sa-]- to sneeze; 
thadimar- cold;  mookku- nose .  

 

kiri4...ur5: to sniff at; to sneer at ('nose' + 'to smell'). 

kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  mukaru / 
nukaru – smell/ sniff. 
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kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is mookkai 
urinjuka [ missing letter- the -]—sniff.  

kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
narumanathai  mukarnthidu/ nukarnthidu  [ missing letter- the -]-- to smell; 
narumanam –aroma; mukarnthidu-to smell . 

kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
nukaroodam [ missing letter- the -]--nose.  

kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
koorn-k-ku vadu [ missing letter- the -]--nose.  

kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kiraanam / aakkiraanam  -nose.  

kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is mukarvu -
unarvu – nose.  

kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is manam 
arika-  nose.  

 kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is mookku  
mayir- hairs of the nose.  

kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is parikaasam sei [ missing  letters- pa-and -sa-] – sneer at .  

kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  sirikka [ 
missing  letter- sa -] - laugh at . 

kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
naakiththiduthar [  missing  letter- the -] - laugh at . 

kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  verukka- 
scorn . 
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kiri4...ur  has the consonants  - ka -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  nanku 
kaattuthar  [missing  letter- the -]  -deride.  

 

 kiri4-zal: joy, prosperity ('dam in a stream' + 'to be full, abundant'). 

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  aka 
malarchchi – joy; akam- soul .  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
perum makzhchchi [ missing letter- pa -]-  boundless joy; perum –big/ great .  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
viruppam kolla [ missing letter- pa -]-  delight;viruppam- interest; kolla- to have .  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
muruval – happiness.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
ursaakam kolla- joyfulness.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mana  makizhchchi- ural -   mental happiness ; manam- mind; makizhchchi- 
happiness . 

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
manam  /aka  kalippu / uvakai  kolluthar [ missing letter- the -]-  to have mental  
happiness ; akam- psyche ;  manam-/ manathu- mind ; uvakai- happy . 

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa - la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
sezhippu   uruka [ missing letter- pa-]—prosper.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
nar kaalam – prosperous time; nar- good; kaalam- time .  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
valaruka- prosper/ grow.   
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kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
thulirkka [ missing letter- the -]  -prosper ; viruththi adiathal .  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaeraalamaaka- abundantly . 

 kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
pirankal [ missing letter- pa-]- abundance.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
perukal [ missing letter- pa-]- abundance.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
vilari - abundance. 

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
niraivaathal  [ missing letter –the -] -be full.  

 kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
neer ozhukku –stream.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaalaaru  -stream . 

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
keezhaaru – underground stream . 

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
neerai  kattuthal  [ missing letter –the -]  –dam up  ; neer- water; kattu –build .  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kar kattuthal [ missing letter –the -]   -  wall as a well  with stone or brick ; kar-  
stone; kattu –build . 

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
sankkal  suvar / kar suvar  ezhuppu – raise a wall  ; senkkal- brick  ;suvar- wall  
;ezhuppu- build  ; kar- stone  .  
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kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is ellai 
suvar -  boundary wall  ; ellai- boundary . 

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  suavr  
vaeli – wall. 

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
nirai neer vaeli  - breached tank.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
muri kulam -  drainage tank.  

 kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanaa vaari  kulam -  rain fed tank.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is siru  
kukam –small tank.    

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  siru 
vadi kaal  [ missing letter –the -]   - small watercourse/ channel.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
neeraodu  kaal [ missing letter –the -]  -  water course.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
neer kaal- canal.   

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanneer-k- kaal [ missing letter –the -]  -  water course.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
varu  punal [ missing letter –pa -]  – river.  

kiri4-zal  has the consonants - ka -Ra –[-sa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
peru valavaai[ missing letter –pa -]   – big channel.  

  

 kiri6...dù: to lay out a garden ('garden' + 'to set up; to plant'). 
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kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoattam  amaikka  thitta  varai padam   ondrai uruvakka vaendum[ missing 
letter- pa- ]- to make a plan for  setting up  a garden ;  thoattam- estate ;   thittam-  
plan; varai padam - draft ; uruvaakka- create . 

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaai 
kari  thoattam  uruvaakka  /amaikka vaendum  -to make a vegetable garden ;  kaai 
kari- vegetable; thoattam- garden / estate ; amaiththida - to set up  ; uruvaakkidu-  
create.   

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
munnir naduthar/ uoondrida  vaendum  -to fix /to place on the ground  naduthal- 
plant ; munn- soil ; naduthal - to plant  . 

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoatta kooru  -garden land  . 

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kodaram-  garden . 

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mara- k-kari  thoattam- kitchen garden ; mara kari- vegetable; thoattam- garden  . 

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaai 
kari  thoattam -  vegetable garden ; kaai  kari- vegetable  . 

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
karumpu  thoattam [ missing  letter- pa-] – sugar cane garden;  karumpu- sugar  
cane  ; thoattam- garden   . 

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   pirinthaavanam [ missing  letter- pa-] – basil  garden . 

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
karanthai thoattam -  basil  garden . 

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoatta-k-kaaran  -gardener.  
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kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koorai thoattam -  roof garden ; koorai- roof. 

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinkkaara thoattam  [ missing letter- sa-] – pleasure garden ;thoattam- garden  . 

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoatta nakaram -  garden city ; nakaram- city .  

kiri6...dù  has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
niruviduka/ uruvaakkiduka - to set  up.  

 

 kisal-mah: main courtyard ('courtyard' + 'foremost').  

kisal-mah  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]  –la- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
oalakka  mandavam [ missing letter- the -]  - assembly hall ; oalakkam- hall ; 
mandavam- courtyard . 

kisal-mah  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]  –la- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthanmai  kolla  thakkathu [ missing letter- the -]  -foremost; muthanmai- first/ 
important  . 

kisal-mah  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]  –la- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  
anaiththukkum  muthalaaka [ missing letter- the -]  - foremost / primary /laading ; 
anaiththum –all ;  muthal –first  . 

kisal-mah  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]  –la- ma - and the   other interpretation 
of the word is mukkiyam [Skt] kolla thakkathu – foremost ; mukkiyam- important . 

kisal-mah  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]  –la- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthan muthalaaka  [ missing letter- the -]  - the very  first one  ; muthal –first . 

kisal-mah  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]  –la- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mun -aniyil  ullathaaka [ missing letter- the -]  -foremost/ leading  ; mun ani –front 
line . 
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kiš-nu-gál: brightly lit ('the city of Kish' + 'lamps' + 'to have'). 

kiš-nu-gál  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] – an- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  
word is  ennai vilakku  -oil  lamp ; ennai- oil; vilakku –lamp . 

kiš-nu-gál  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa -]– an- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaankki -kolluka  -to have . 

kiš-nu-gál  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa -]– an- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  
word is  oli veesum / minukkum / mani vilakku  / vaan vilakku -  bright  lamp ; oli  
veesum  -  brightly lit ; minukka- shining ; vilakku-lamp ; vaan- sky . 

 

 kišib-gál: seal-keeper ('seal' + 'to have').  

kišib-gál  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - ka- al – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaavalan / kaavalaali -  police/ king/ guard  /watchman . 

kišib-gál  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - ka- al – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai -yil  kolluka- to have in hands ; kai- hand; kolluka- to have . 

 

kišib...ra(-ra): to seal; to subpoena ('seal' + 'to roll, impress').  

kišib...ra(-ra)  has the consonants  - ka –sa-  pa- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kadithaththai  arakku ittu  urai iduka [ missing  letter- the -] - to seal the letter  
with red wax ;  urai iduka  -to seal ; kaditham- letter; arakku- material for sealing . 

kišib...ra(-ra)  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - [- pa-] - Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is  soothaatta   kaai –yaei / undai ayei -  uruttuka/ nakarththuka [ missing  
letter- the -]  - to roll /rotate / move the dice   ; soothaattam-  board game/ 
gambling ;  kaai- dice ;  undai- dice ;  uruttuka- to rotate; nakarththuka- to move.  

kišib...ra(-ra)  has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-]-  [-pa-] - Ra - and the  original Tamil  
word is  viyakkira vannam – astonishing ; viyakka- to wonder . 
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kú: (cf., gu7 ). 

 

 KU-KU: ancestors (?) ('to found; to lie down').  

Kú ku has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  amaikka- set up.  

Kú ku has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thuvankida [ missing  
letter- the-]  - to start . 

Kú ku has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  aakida  [ missing 
letter- the -]  - to make/ to create . 

Kú ku has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kidakka  /thoonka / 
mudanka / kattaiyaei neetta -[ missing letter-  the- ] - to lie down.  

Kú ku has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mooththa kudi  [ 
missing letter- the -] -ancestors  /elders . 

Kú ku has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is uoonkanoar  [ 
missing letter –Ra-] –ancestor.  

Kú ku has the consonant- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  niruvu [ missing 
letter –Ra-]  -found.  

 

ku-dun...dug4: to profit ('solid base' + 'to heap, pile up' + 'to speak, do').  

ku-dun...dug  has the consonants - ka -the -an -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning of the word is uoothiyam / thaettam  kidaikka vaendum –to have profit ; 
uoothiyam- gain/ profit ; kidaikka –to get .  

ku-dun...dug  has the consonants - ka -the -an -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning of the word is  kuviththida vaendum -  to heap . 
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ku-dun...dug  has the consonants - ka -the -an -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning of the word is  kathaiththida vaendum –to speak . 

ku-dun...dug  has the consonants - ka -the -an -the -ka – and the  original Tamil  
meaning of the word is  mudiththida vaendum –to complete . 

 

dugku-kur-dù: a jar ('solid base' + 'mountain' + 'to mould, make').  

dugku-kur-dù  has the consonants – the- ka- ka- Ra- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudi  thanneer  vaikkum  kudam-  water pot ; kudithanneer- water ; 
kudam- pot.  

dugku-kur-dù  has the consonants – the- ka- ka- Ra- the –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word is  irumpu/ thankam/ pon / seppu   kanimaththai  kaaichhci  
urukki  achchir vaarkka vaendum [ missing letter- sa -and -pa -]-- to melt  the 
metal [  iron/ gold/copper ]  and mould ; kanimama-  metal;  urukku-  melt; 
achchir vaarkka- to mould ;  irumpu- iron; pon- gold; seppu- copper/ eruvai  . 

dugku-kur-dù  has the consonants – the- ka- ka- Ra- the –and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the  word is  uruvaakkuthar  vaendum-  to create . 

 

ku-li: friend; a standard size clay beer pot in range 0.5 - 1.2 liters ('solid base' + 
'true measure').  

*ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kael /  kaelan 
– friend  ; kaelvan / kooli  .  

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   saekkaali 
[missing letter- sa-]  -friend.  

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   kallu kalayam  -  
toddy pot.  
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ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kallai  alakkum  
mun  kalam -  a clay  pot to measure toddy ; kallu –toddy ; alakka- to measure;  
mun  kalam- clay pot.  

ku-li  has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  unmaiyaana kol- 
alavu ;  true measure ; unmai-  truth; alavu- measurement  ; kol - alavu –capacity  . 

ku-li  has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   alaku – unit of 
measurement. 

 ku-li  has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   alakka- to 
measure.  

ku-li  has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   elakku- 
measure.  

ku-li  has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is alavu kole-
measuring rod / muzhakkole .  

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kali munn/ 
koozhai munn  –clay   .  

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kalam/ kol  
kalam / kalayam – bowl . 

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kuzhisi [ 
missing letter- sa-]- large pot  ; kalasam . 

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvalai – 
tumbler.  

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaali –pail . 

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  poo vallam- 
missing letter- pa-]-  earthern cup.  

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kallu / kali  -
toddy . 
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ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kalankal – 
toddy . 

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kalaal-   toddy . 

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is ponkal [ missing 
letter- pa-]-  -toddy . 

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is vilampi - [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  -toddy  as casuing unguarded utterance.  

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is makizh -  toddy.  

ku-li   has the consonants - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kal vilaignan –
toddy  seller.   

 

ku-li-an-na: friend of heaven; dragonfly ('friend' + 'sky' + genitive). 

*ku-li-an-na  has the consonants  - ka -la –an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaelan / kaelvan  -friend.  

ku-li-an-na  has the consonants  - ka -la –an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan 
ulkam -  sky/ heaven .  

ku-li-an-na  has the consonants  - ka -la –an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mankul- sky.  

ku-li-an-na  has the consonants  - ka -la –an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neela vaanam -  azure sky  

ku-li-an-na  has the consonants  - ka -la –an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan 
veli –space.  

ku-li-an-na  has the consonants  - ka -la –an  -and the  original Tamil  word is vaan 
veliyin  nanpan [ missing letter- pa-]  -  friend of heaven  ;  vaan veli –sapce;  
nanpan- friend . 
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ku-li-an-na  has the consonants  - ka -la –an  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kizhaan –sun.  

ku-li-an-na  has the consonants  - ka -la –an  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uchchi kizhaan [ missing letter- sa-] -  noon time sun . 

ku-li-an-na  has the consonants  - ka -la –an  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoalami   kondavan  -thoalan  [ missing letter- the -] – one who is friendly ; 
thoalan- friend  . 

 

 ku-mul: cumin (Elamite ? loanword). 

ku-mul   has the consonants – ka- ma- la – and the  interpretation  of the word is 
viluththam [ missing letter- the -] -   black cumin  . 

ku-mul   has the consonants – ka- ma- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  vellai  
milkau/ vaal milaku -  white pepper  ; vellai- white ; milaku- pepper.  

 

 ku-nu: to approach; to be near.  

ku-nu  has the consonant- ka- and the original Tamil  word is anuku -  to approach  

 

kù-babbar: silver ('noble metal' + 'white'). 

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka -pa - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
paaran-k-kar- blue metal . 

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka -pa - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
karuppu  niram / vannam -  black  color ; karuppu-  black; niram- color ; vannam- 
color .  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kari / vairam / vaira –k-kar/ vaiyra mani  -  diamond  . 
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kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – [- pa-] -- Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   eravai – diamond.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyarkkai  vairam – natural diamond . 

s kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
eyarkkai vairam [ missing letter- sa-]-synthetic diamond.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
venn nira pon – silver .    

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa-- Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   pirama pinkai – silver.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   arukkam – copper ; arkkam- gold.   

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
eruvai  -copper.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
karum pon – iron  ;  karun-k-kar  -iron.   

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – [- pa-] - - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
venn kar- silver.   

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – [- pa-] - - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaar velli [ missing letter- la-] – impure silver.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   kai ariyam – iron.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   kiri saaram [ missing letter- sa-]- iron – from the mountain .  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sarakku [ missing letter- sa-]-  gold.  
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kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   sirunki [ missing letter- sa-]-   -gold.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   suvarnam- [ missing letter- sa-]-   -gold. 

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   suvarna pushpam [ missing letter- sa-]-   -gold  flower . 

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   pankaaru – gold.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  por 
kaasu [ missing letter- sa-]- – gold coin.  

 kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
por kampi – gold wire.  

 kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   vankaaram – gold.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   varunam   /varuni - gold.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
verukkai –gold.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
naaya-k-kaaran – gold dealer.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuruppi – gold coloured antimony . 

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
ponni raekku  -gold foil.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   hiranyam  -gold.  
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kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   saami karam [ missing letter- sa-]-  gold.  

 kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   akkini veeriyam – gold.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   araakam – gold.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
urukkumam-   gold . 

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   yaema karam –gold.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   karppooram –gold.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   kaaram -  gold.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   kai rikam – gold.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kon-k-kurai – gold.  

 kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaareeyam – lead.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
karu naakam – lead.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka – pa- - Ra - and the other interpretation of the 
word is   vappiram – lead.  

kù-babbar  has the consonants  -ka –[- pa-]  - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
venn niram- white colour . 
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 kù-dam-taka4: divorce settlement ('silver' + 'spouse' + 'to leave with a person').  

kù-dam-taka   has the consonants – ka- the- ma –the- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is   katiya  manaivi -yaei  kai -vida vaendum-  to  neglect / divorce  the wife ; 
kattu  -wed;  manaivi- wife;  kai vida- neglect . 

 

kù-dím: goldsmith, silversmith, metal worker ('noble metal' + 'to fashion'). 

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  interpretation of the word is 
thamakan  -smith.    

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is thankka  
nakai  seithidum/ thattan / kammiyan-[ missing  letter- sa-]-   gold smith ; 
thankam-  gold; nakai- jewel ; seithidu –do ;  thattan-  smith ; kammiyan- smith . 

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is 
thankkam – gold.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is katti  
thankkam – gold biscuit ; katti – bar .  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is vadi 
thankkam – pure gold.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is aadakam – gold . 

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kantham – gold.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is peethakam [ missing letter- pa-]  -  gold.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is thakampu [ missing letter- pa-]  -  gold.  
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kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is nitkam – gold. 

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is thodukkam-  gold.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is maka thanam – gold.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vaethanam -  refined  gold.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vaathukam- copper.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the original Tamil  word is  
kudavam  -brass . 

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the   original Tamil  word is  
kadaakam- brass boiler.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is athankam -  lead.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is seethakam [ missing letter- sa-]- lead.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  original Tamil   word is 
thakattu  sempu [ missing letters – pa- and- - sa-]- copper in plate . 

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  original Tamil   word is 
padivamaaka amaikka [ missing letter- pa-]-to fashion.  

kù-dím has the consonants -  ka- the- ma -and the  original Tamil   word is vadiva 
amaivu  -fashion.  

 

 kù-du8: ransom money (for a slave) ('silver' + 'to untie'). 
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kù-du has the consonants- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adimai  katta 
vaendiya pinaiya thokai  [missing letter- pa-]-  security money  for the slave ; 
adimai- slave; thokai- amount  . 

kù-du has the consonants- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kattai  
avuththu viduka / kattu  vida  /vaai vida  -  to untie . 

kù-du has the consonants- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thankam-  gold.  

kù-du has the consonants- ka -the -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
koamaethakam-   cats eye . 

kù-du has the consonants- ka -the -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
cat’s eye [E]  [ missing letter –sa-] . 

 

kù-gál: inspector ('silver' + 'to have').  

kù-gál   has the consonants -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaavalan-  
police man/ king /guard  . 

kù-gál   has the consonants -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is velli-  silver.  

kù-gál   has the consonants -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is kai kollukua/ 
vaanki kolluka- to have / to get . 

 

kù-im-ba(-aš...ku4): to lose money ('silver' + 'loss' ( + plural marker + 'to enter, 
turn into'). 

kù-im-ba  has the consonants - ka -ma – [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
velli maezhai [ missing letter- zha/ la -]  - silver metal ; velli- silver; maezhi- metal . 

kù-im-ba  has the consonants - ka -ma – pa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
panam  kaanamaaka  poaka  to lose money ; panam- money; kaanama-could not  
not see.  
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 kù...lá: to settle an account ('silver' + 'to weigh').  

kù...lá  has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is velli- silver.  

kù...lá  has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  thulaam  
kondu  edai  kaanuthal / iduthal [ missing letter –the -] - to weigh with  a  physical 
balance  ; thulaam-  physical balnce; edai –weight .  

kù...lá  has the consonants-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kanakkai  
mudiththal- [ missing letter- the -] - to settle the account; kanakku –account; 
mudiththal- to settle/ to finish .   

 

kù-luh-ha: refined silver ('noble metal, silver' + 'to clean' + nominative).  

kù-luh-ha   has the consonants – ka-  la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is velli  
kanimmam -  silver metal ; velli-  silver; kanimam- metal . 

kù-luh-ha   has the consonants – ka- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhukkai  neekku -  remove the dirt  ; azhukku- dirt; neekku- remove . 

kù-luh-ha   has the consonants – ka- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  velli  -
kai  valai /  valayal –silver bangle  ; valaial- bangle . 

kù-luh-ha   has the consonants – ka- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  velli  -
kaal kolusu -  silver anklet ; velli- silver; kaal-  leg; kolusu- anklet . 

 

kù-sig17: gold ('noble metal' + 'yellow'). 

kù-sig  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - ka – and the original Tamil  word is  
ukkam  /akkam -  gold.  

kù-sig  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kanakam  -gold.  
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 kù-sig  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] - ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kaankaeyam  -gold.  

kù-sig  has the consonants -  ka –sa- ka – and the original Tamil  word is  manja 
vanna  kanimam /   kanjam [ kaanjanaa] [Skt] –  pon [ missing  letter –pa-]-  yellow 
metal ;  pon- gold ; manja- yellow; vannam- color; kanimam- metal . 

kù-sig  has the consonants -  ka –sa-- ka – and the original Tamil  word is   sikkam – 
silver/ copper/ lead .   

kù-sig  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] -- ka – and the original Tamil  word is   ven 
naakam – tin.  

kù-sig  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]- ka – and the original Tamil  word is  
vankam -  tin / lead.  

 

 kù-tuku: one who has silver ('silver' + 'to have'). 

kù-tuku   has the consonants -ka –the- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaankiduka / kai kondiduka - to have . 

kù-tuku  has the consonants -  ka- the-ka- and the original Tamil  word is pon 
nakai /  thankka nakai  / kadukkan / mookkuththi  anintha pen  [ missing letter –
pa-] -  woman  who wears a gold  jewel  / stud / nose ring  ;  pon –gold;  
thankkam- gold; nakai- jewel ; aninthavan- one who  wears ; kadukkan-  a kind  of  
ear  stud;  mookkuththi-  nose ring ; penn –woman . 

 

 kù-zu: expert, erudite, clever; wisdom ('bright' + 'to know'). 

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kam- wise.   

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kan- wise.  

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaanuka/ 
ninaikka - to know/ see  ; kiyaanam  . 
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kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   kavanam – 
knowledge.   

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- sa- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
wise [E]  .  

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vingnanam – wisdom.  

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  vinjai – 
knowledge; vichchai / vaasanam . 

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vinaanam – wisdom.  

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  aka kann- 
wisdom.  

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaanji -  
wisdom.  

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  inkam- 
intelligence.    

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vipunan [ missing  letter- pa-]  –expert. 

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is valloan [ 
missing  letter- la -]   expert . 

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
uookai – erudition; uookam – wisdom  . 

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vivaekam -  erudite.  

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vivaeki  -clever person. 
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kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- sa- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
saaka sakkiyam -  cleverness in speech . 

 kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
pakkuvam [ missing  letter- pa -] -  cleverness.  

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
koappan [ missing  letter- pa -]   -clever scoundrel . 

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vaanini  -clever woman . 

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is minunka –
appear bright.  

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
nikam – brightness.  

kù-zu  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is vayakku /  
vaaku / vaamam / venmai – brightness.  

 

 kù-zu-nì-nam-ma: the all wise ('expert' + níg-na-me, 'anything' + genitive).  

kuziuninamma  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]- an -ma -na –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nun mathi udaiyavan  [ missing letter –the -] – expert ; nun –good; 
mathi- intelligence; udaiya- has ; udaiyavan- one who  has  

kuziuninamma  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]- an -ma -na –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   paandiththiyam  kondavan [ missing letters  -pa -and-  –the -] - 
wise man.  

kuziuninamma  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]- an -ma -na –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   mathi nutpam kondavan  [ missing letters  -pa -and-  –the -] - 
intelligent man. 
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kuziuninamma  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]- an -ma -na –and the other 
interpretation of the word is  nipunuththuvam mikkavan [ missing letters  -pa -
and-  –the -] –expert person. 

kuziuninamma  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]- an -ma -na –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nun arivu mikkavan  [ missing letter –Ra- ] -intelligent man; arivu- 
intelligence ; nunmai –fine . 

kuziuninamma  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]- an -ma -na –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  soranai mikavan [ missing letter –Ra- ] -intelligent man; soranai- 
intelligence . 

kuziuninamma  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]- an -ma -na –and the other 
interpretation of the word is  anupavam  mikkavan  [ missing  letter- pa -]  - 
experienced man; anupavam- experience  . 

 kuziuninamma  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]- an -ma -na –and the other 
interpretation of the word is maanavu /  gnaam ullavan [ missing  letter –la-]- wise 
man; maanavu - intellectual clearness; gnaanam- wisdom .  

kuziuninamma  has the consonants-  ka- -sa - an -ma -na –and the  original Tamil  
word is  saenai mikkavan – one  with sense; seanai- sense/intelligence. 

kuziuninamma  has the consonants-  ka- [-sa -]- an -ma -na –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nun maan nuzhai  pulam mikkavan [ missing  letters  –zha/la- and  
pa-]-intelligent person. 

 

ku6-a-dé: fresh fish ('fish' + 'water' + 'to pour, water').  

ku6-a-dé  has the consonants  - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  koduvaa 
meen- a kind of fish  ;  meen-  fish / paasi  . 

ku6-a-dé  has the consonants  - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoakai 
meen -  anchovies . 
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ku6-a-dé  has the consonants  - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is vatta 
[Telugu ]  meen – bluefin travelly . 

ku6-a-dé  has the consonants  - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is thendu  
kedu [Telugu ] – cat fish . 

ku6-a-dé  has the consonants  - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is kendai 
meen- catla -  Bengal carp . 

ku6-a-dé  has the consonants  - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thanka 
meen- golden fish; thankam- gold; meen- fish/ paasi  . 

ku6-a-dé  has the consonants  - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   meen 
koodai-  fish basket ; meen –fish ; koodai –basket . 

ku6-a-dé  has the consonants  - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   thanni  
uooththuka - to  pour  water ; thanni- water ;  uooththu- to pour/ neerai uootru  . 

ku6-a-dé  has the consonants  - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   iduka- 
pour. 

ku6-a-dé  has the consonants  - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is   poaduka  
[ missing letter- pa-] - pour . 

 

ku6-ab-baku6: sea fish ('fish' + 'sea' + genitive) 

kuabbaku   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - ka-and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaankkam- sea 

kuabbaku   has the consonants - ka –[-pa-] - ka-and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is maka annavam- sea.  

kuabbaku   has the consonants - ka –-pa-- ka-and the  original Tamil  word is 
padankkan [ missing  letter- the -] - a kind of sea fish . 
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ku6-banšur-ra: fish for the (offering) table ('fish' + 'table' + genitive). 

ku6-banšur-ra    has the consonants  ka-  pa-an-  sa-- Ra  -and the  original Tamil  
word is    manam veesum   porichcha   suvai  mikka  kari meen  -  tasty  fried  fish;  
suvai- taste;  manam-  smell ; pori –fry ; meen- fish / paasi . 

ku6-banšur-ra    has the consonants  ka-  [-pa-] –an-  sa-- Ra  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   surava meen  -shark . 

ku6-banšur-ra    has the consonants  ka-  [-pa-] –an-  sa-- Ra  -and the other 
interpretation of the word is makara [Skt]  meen -   shark . 

 

 ku6-dar-ra: dried fish ('fish' + 'to slice' + nominative). 

ku6-dar-ra  has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
karuvaadu-  dried and salted fish . 

ku6-dar-ra  has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
keeridu –  to slice.  

ku6-dar-ra  has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
keetru – a slice . 

ku6-dar-ra  has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuvar-  a piece.  

ku6-dar-ra  has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vettuthar  -to cut.  

ku6-dar-ra  has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aruththiduka- to cut.  
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ku6-dar-ra  has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vakirnthidu- to slice.  

ku6-dar-ra  has the consonants - ka - the - Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koththuthar – carve . 

 

 ku6-engur(-ra-k): fish of the marshes ('fish' + 'fresh waters' + genitive). 

kuengur  has the consonants  -ka - an - ka - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nun -  neer-ir  kaanum  meen vakai – fresh water fish  ; nun –good;  neer- water ;  
meen –fish; vakai- kind.   

kuengur  has the consonants  -ka - an - ka - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
karunkkanni- a  fish . 

 kuengur  has the consonants  -ka - an - ka - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vankkar vaasi [ missing  letter- sa-]- Bombay  duck   

kuengur  has the consonants  -ka - an - ka - Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
erumai naakku – spiny  turbot . 

 

 

 ku6-íl: fish delivery ('fish' + 'to carry'). 

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vazhanku  -to 
deliver.  

*kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal ili – fish /  
one without legs .  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vakuli – fish .  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is koala meen -  saw 
/ gur fish. 
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kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaalaa  meen -  
Indian salmon .  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kavalai  meen -  
sardines. 

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kalavaa  meen -    
cod fish. 

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kozhi meen -  
convict  surgonfish . 

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kulli   kozhi  meen  
- emperor [ mula] . 

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  oankil meen -    
dolphin fish. 

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kalavan  meen -  
reef cod  /  grouper . 

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kizhankaan meen 
– lady  fish. 

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kilachchi  meen [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  lady  fish. 

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kallikai  meen -  
mussels.   

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kilichchaan [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  perch. 

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  uluvai  /vela 
meen -  saw fish  /gur.   

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vavu -vaal meen -    
pomfret.  
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kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaalai  meen – 
ribbon fish.   

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vilaanku  meen -  
eel .  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mullu  vaalai  
meen -   silver bar  fish.  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  valisam [ missing 
letter- sa-]- fishing rod.  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  meen sekil [ 
missing letter- sa-]- –  fish scale.  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  meen valai  -
fishing net.  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaappil [ missing 
letter- pa-] – barbed fishing  spear.  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  Kalavan  -
fisherman .  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  valaignan  -
fisherman.  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  Kuka Vaelaalan  - 
fishermen’s chief.  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  Saakuliyan [ 
missing letter- sa-]-  – fisherman.  

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thankuthal  [ 
missing letter –the -] -  carry . 

kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  egguthal [ 
missing letter –the -] -  carry. 
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kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  killuthal [ missing 
letter –the -] -  carry. 

 kuil  has the consonants-  ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vakiththal [ 
missing letter –the -] -  carry. 

 

 kud-kud-rá: a lame person (reduplicated 'to cut off' + nominative).  

kud-rá  has the consonants  - ka- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
mudavar – lame person.   

kud-rá  has the consonants  - ka- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kukathiyar - lame person.   

kud-rá  has the consonants  - ka- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   nondi 
nadakkiravar -  lame person.  

kud-rá  has the consonants  - ka- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   udar 
kurai paadu  kondavar [ missing leter-pa-] – physically  handicapped.  

kud-rá  has the consonants  - ka- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kai- kaar 
mudamaanavar – lame  person.  

kud-rá  has the consonants  - ka- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  ka -kaar  
uoonam konda  manithar / nondi  adikkindravar    -  a handicapped / lame  
person; kai – hand; kaar- leg; uoonam-  handicapped;  manithar- man;   nondi  - 
lame person . 

kud-rá  has the consonants  - - ka- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vettuthar  vaendum -  to cut ;  vettu –cut.  

kud-rá  has the consonants   - ka- the –Ra- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kathaeriththidu  -to cut.  

kud-rá  has the consonants  - - ka- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aruththu viduka- cut off . 
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kud-rá  has the consonants  - - ka- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
narukki   viduka- cut off.  

 

kug: (cf., kù).  

 

kun-kà-an...za: to bubble (see the definition for za). 

kun kaan   has the consonants- ka –an- ka- an – [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is nalla mokkulikka  vaenum [ missing  letter- la-] – to bubble  up well .  

kun kaan   has the consonants- ka –an- ka- an –[-sa-]-   and the  original Tamil  
word is ponkka   vaenum [ misisng letter- pa-]- to bubble.  

kun kaan   has the consonants- ka –an- ka- an –sa-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is sinna   sinna  kukumizhikal [ missing  letter- la-] - small small bubbles.  

 

 kun-sag: staircase of the sanctuary ('tail; staircase' + 'head, chief'). 

kunsag    has the consonants  -  ka- an –[-sa-]- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koa makan -  king  / lord.   

kunsag    has the consonants  -  ka- an –[-sa-]- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kanavan -  chief/ husband . 

kunsag    has the consonants  -  ka- an –[-sa-]- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
iyakkan- leader.  

 kunsag    has the consonants  -  ka- an –[-sa-]- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koavan -   king.  

kunsag    has the consonants  -  ka- an –[-sa-]- ka-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  mukkiyan – leader.  
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kunsag    has the consonants  -  ka- an –[-sa-]- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pin  pakkam  [ misisng letter- pa-]-  back  side.  

 

 kun-su3/13(-su3/13): long-tailed ('tail' + 'to stretch; to wag a tail; to be long').  

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaalai  
kuzhaikka   vaenum   [ missing letter- la/ zha-] -  to wag the tail .  

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koozhai naai [ missing letter-zha -]  -  a dog without a tail .   

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  naai  
vaal [ missing letter- la-]-  dog ‘s  tail .  

 kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uzhuvai yin  vaal [ missing letter- la-]-  – tiger’s tail . 

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mayil 
--in   neela kalavam / koozhai [ missing letter- la/ zha-] – long  tail of the peacock .  

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vanni 
vaal   / killai vaal [ missing letter- la-]-  horse tail .  

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  neela 
koozhai [ missing letter- la/ zha-] – long tail . 

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sokkan  
vaal [ missing letter- la-] – monkey tail .   

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
malina  mukan vaal [ missing letter- la-] – tail of the black monkey . 

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa -]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
neelam aana  vaal  [ missing letter- la-]  - long tail . 

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –sa   and the   interpretation  of the word is 
neela vaesakam [ missing letter- la-]  - long tail . 
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kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa -]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  neela 
vaalam [ missing letter- la-]  - long tail . 

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –sa   and the  original Tamil  word is  sinna  
vaal [ missing letter- la-]  -  small tail  ;  sinna vaesakam  ;  sinna vaalam . 

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa -]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
neettikka [ misisng leter- the -]  - to stretch . 

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –[-sa -]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
izhukkanum [ missing letter- la-] - to stretch . 

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
neetchchi koadu [ misisng leter- the -]  - stretch marks.  

kunsu   has the consonants-  ka -an –sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  neelikka 
seika  [ missing letter- la-]  - to be long . 

 

kun-zi(-da): weir ('canal reservoir' + 'to strengthen').  

kun-zi(-da)   has the consonants  - ka -an – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is anaikattu  -dam . 

kun-zi(-da)   has the consonants  - ka -an – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is kondam  -dam .  

kun-zi(-da)   has the consonants  - ka -an – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is thaduppu  anai kattuka  [  missing letter- pa-] - to build check  dam . 

kun-zi(-da)   has the consonants  - ka -an – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is thanni  thaekkam – water reservoir. 

kun-zi(-da)   has the consonants  - ka -an – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is kudi thanni  thotti  -drinking water tank.  

kun-zi(-da)   has the consonants  - ka -an – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thanni kuttai-  pond ; thanni –water; kuttai-pond.  
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kun-zi(-da)   has the consonants  - ka -an – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  Kundam / thaanki – water  tank ; kidanku .  

kun-zi(-da)   has the consonants  - ka -an – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kundu – pond. 

kun-zi(-da)   has the consonants  - ka -an – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   oadum  thanni yaei  thaduththu anai katti   thanni -yaei thaekka 
vaendum –to build a dam  to store water  ;  oadu –run  thanni- water; thadukka- 
to block ;  anai- dam;  kattu –build; thaekku- to store . 

kun-zi(-da)   has the consonants  - ka -an – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  anai –kattai   thida padutthha  vaendum [ missing letter –pa-]  -to 
strengthen  the dam ; anai kattu - dam.  

kun-zi(-da)   has the consonants  - ka -an – [- sa -] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thida paduththa vaendum [ missing letter –pa-]  - to strengthen . 

 

ku6kun-zi(-da): fish-pond fish. 

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   meen kuttai  / thanni kuttai meen – pond fish; thanni- water; kuttai-  
pond; meen- fish . 

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is meen vaadi  -fish curing  yard.  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is Kae Vaedan – fisherman . 

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word 
is Sempadavan [ missing letter- pa-]-  fisherman.  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is Pattinavan  [ missing letter- pa-]-  fisherman . 
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ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is meen pidippavan [ missing letter- pa-]-  - fisherman . 

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is meeen koodai – fish basket. 

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is meen kadai – fish stall.  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is meen [ kavichchu ] vaadai – fish smell.  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is meen kuththakai  -fishing lease.  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is meen vaettai  -fishing.  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is Kaaman Kodi - - fish as the emblem of the flag of Kaama .  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is kundu / kidanku  -  pond.  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  meen kuttai  -fish pond.  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kendai meen-  catla [ Bengal carp] . 

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thotti  kanavaai – cuttle fish.  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  ven kendai -  white carp. 

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  madavai kendai- red mullet.  
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ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kavatti meen -  oyster.  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanaadi  kendai -  carpo  fish.  

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  koduvaai meen -  seabass. 

ku6kun-zi(-da)    has the consonants -ka -an –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  uduvaan – silver biddy  . 

 

 kur-gišerin-na: mountain of cedar trees ('mountain' + 'cedar' + genitive).  

 kurgiserinna    has the   consonants-  ka- Ra –ka- sa-Ra- an –and the  
interpretation  of the word is   kaara  kari  mara -k-  kurinchi – cedar wood 
mountain.  

kurgiserinna    has the   consonants-  ka- Ra –ka- [-sa-]-Ra- an –and the  
interpretation  of the word is vaththiraa thaaru /   thaeva thaaru   / kaethuru  
mara –k-kundru  [ misisng  letter-the-] - cedar wood hill.  

kurgiserinna    has the   consonants-  ka- Ra –ka- sa-Ra- an –and the  
interpretation  of the word is   sukkira   vaathapa  mara   kundru [ missing  letters- 
pa- and- the  -] – red cedar wood hill . 

kurgiserinna    has the   consonants-  ka- Ra –ka- sa-Ra- an –and the  
interpretation  of the word is   siva thaara   / seethaari  mara-k-kundru [ missing  
letter-the-] -red cedar wood hill . 

 

kur-gal: great mountain - a metaphor for temples and for Sumer as a place where 
earth and sky meet ('mountain' + 'big').  
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kur-gal   has the consonants - ka -Ra – ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
perun-k- kuviyal [ missing letter- pa-]  - mountain .  

kur-gal   has the consonants - ka -Ra – ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
piran-k-kal [ missing letter- pa-]  - mountain .  

kur-gal   has the consonants - ka -Ra – ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
periya  kar kovil [ missing letter- pa-]  -  big temple; periya- big; kar- stone; kovil –
temple . 

kur-gal   has the consonants - ka -Ra – ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
Murugan kovil – Marduk temple.  

kur-gal   has the consonants - ka -Ra – ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
eraivanin maalikai-  palace of the god.  

 

kur-gi4 mušen: goose, geese ('mountains' + 'to return').  

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –[-sa-]- an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  madan-k-kuthar   vaendum  [ missing letter- the-] -to return . 

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –[-sa-]- an-  and the  interpretation of 
the word is tharaan-k-kam [ missing letter- the-]  - mountain.  

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –sa- an-  and the  interpretation of the 
word is thunka  saekaram [ missing letter- the-]  - mountain. 

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –sa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
manja kuruku -  yellow  bittern . 

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –sa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
manja  mookku naarai -  painted stork.  

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –sa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
neer  kaakam – enu  oru andasam / sukunam [ missing letter- the-] – water crow.  
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kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –[-sa-]- an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   uoor-k-kuruvi  enum  oru  paravai [ missing letter- pa-] – house  sparrow . 

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –sa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
karu vaakam  enum   oru sukunam  - jungle crow.  

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –[-sa-]- an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   varaan-k-kam – bird.  

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –[-sa-]- an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   aaru mani-k-kuruvi –Indian Pitta . 

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –[-sa-]- an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   aruvaa mookkan – glossy ibis . 

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –[-sa-]- an-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   era-k-kookku   enum  oru sukunam – black  crowned  night heron . 

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –-sa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   karun-k-karichchaan  enum  oru  sukunam  -black drongo .  

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –-sa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   karum  pachchai – k- karichchan kuruvi [ missing letter- pa-] – bronzed drongo . 

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –-sa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   karum sivappu  muthuku  keechchaan  [ missing  letters- pa -and -the  - ]-bay 
backed  shrike.  

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –-sa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   karum sivappu silampan [ missing  letters-  la –and- sa-]  -rufous  babbler . 

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –-sa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   siru  karum parunthu  [ missing  letters- pa -and -the  - ]-black shouldered   
kite.  

kurgi has the consonants - ka -Ra -ka – ma –-sa- an-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   sem -maarpu -k - kukkuruvaan [ missing letter- pa-] - coppersmith barbet.  
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 kur-ra diri-ga: supreme over the lands ('lands' + locative + 'to be supreme' + 
nominative). 

kur-ra diri-ga   has the consonants  - ka –Ra-  the- Ra-  ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   mun- tharaiyr   mika sirantha / uyariya / perumai  vaanitha   naadu [ 
missing  letters- pa -and –sa - ]-– the  best state  in the earth ;  mun  tharai-earth ;  
sirantha-  superior ; uyariya – superior ; perumai- super; naadu- state . 

 

 kur-sig: deep mountain ('mountain' + 'low').  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra [- sa-] -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
karun-k-kundru [ missing letter- the-] – dark hill ; karumani- dark; kundru- hill . 

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra [- sa-] -ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
vidarakam  [missing letter- the-] -  mountain.  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra [- sa-] -ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
idun-k-kar kundram [missing letter- the-]-  artificial hill.  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra  sa--ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
Kurunji  akam – mountain . 

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra  sa--ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
senkkaradu [missing letter- the-]-  red hill.  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra  sa--ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
sokkarai -   mound.  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra  sa--ka –and the original Tamil  word is sen-
k-kundarm  [  missing letter- the-]-  red hill.  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra- [- sa-] - -ka –and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  kiraavanam – rocky  hill.  
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kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra  -[- sa-] --ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
ekkar- sand hill.  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra- sa- -ka –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  thunka saekaram [ missing letter- the-] -  mountain.  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra- sa- -ka –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sezhunkkiri [ missing letter- zha - ] -  a verdant  mountain.  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra- [- sa-]- -[-ka -]–and the other interpretation  
of the word is  makeeththiram/ koaththiram  [ missing letter- the-] -  mountain/ 
hill .  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra [- sa-] -ka –and the original Tamil  word is  
koaththa kiri [ missing letter- the-] -  a mountain in  Nilgiris , Tamil  Nadu .  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra [- sa-] -ka –and the original Tamil  word is  
thurukkam  [  missing letter- the-]  - hill fort.  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra [- sa-] -ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
ponkkar [ missing letter-pa -] – mountain.  

kur-sig   has the consonants -   ka -Ra [- sa-] -ka –and the original Tamil  word is 
kuraivu -  low.  

 

kúr...di: to speak hostile words ('hostile' + 'to speak').  

*kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooridu  -tell /  speak.  

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kootru  
-word.   

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  word[E].  
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kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   vaarththai  -word.  

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuyitru 
– tell.  

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uraiththiduka- speak. 

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
erankiduka- speak. 

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaakku 
eduththar  -speak.  

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaai 
eduththar –speak.  

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathaiththiduthar  -say.  

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  navitru 
– say.  

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ethir 
maraiyaana  kootru  / ethir maraiyaana  karuththai kooriduka –antagonistic  idea  
;  ethir marai- opposite ; kootru –word /vaarththai [Skt] . 

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kandanam  theriviththar –  hostile  criticism . 

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ethirppu  unarchchi  / pakaimai  unarvu kondu  [ missing letters-  pa –and- sa-] -  
hostile . 

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ethirkkindra -hostile . 
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kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  veri  
uoottum   kootru-  aggressive  speech . 

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
verukka  thakka   kootru – hostile words;  verukka- to hate . 

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thuvar 
– hostility .  

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   viruththam-  hostility .  

kúr...di    has the consonants -  ka- Ra- the- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   viraotham – hostility ; ethirkka . 

 

kur7...aka: to inspect ('to watch; lookout' + 'to do').  

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is 
paarkka [ missing letter- pa-]-  –to watch . 

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is eravu  
naera muraikkooru – regular  night watch .  

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is aaivu   
maer kondiduka [ missing letter- the -] - to  inspect ; aaivu- inspection; 
maerkondiduka- do .   

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is 
koornthu kan- kaanikka vaendum[ missing letter- the -]   -to watch carefully ; kan 
kaaniththiduka -  watch . 

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is utru  
nokkuka [ missing letter- the -] -   watch  carefully .  

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is koor 
aaivu – insepection.  
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kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is kan 
kaaniththiduthar [ missing letter- the -] -  watching/ inspecting  . 

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  paraaparikkai [ missing letter- pa-] - inspection.  

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is maer 
paarvai  seika [ missing letters-  pa- and- sa-]- inspect.  

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is 
paarvai iduka [ missing letter- the -]- inspect . 

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is 
saamakkaaran/ yamakkaaran  [ missing letter- sa-] –night watch man . 

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is 
kaaavar kaaran  -watch man . 

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  other interpretaion of the 
word is echcharikkai  yaaka erukka [ missing letter- sa-] –watchful . 

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is 
samayam  / naeram paarkka- [ missing letter- pa –and- sa-] - to watch . 

kur7...aka    has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil word is 
noakkuthar  [ missing letter –the -]- do .  

 

kur7-aka: inspection record.  

kur7-aka  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is aaivu 
arikkai –insepection report; aaivu- inspection ; arikkai –report . 

kur7-aka  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aaivu  
kurippu [ missing letter- pa-]- -   inspection notes; aaivu- inspection ; kurippu- 
notes.  
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kur7-aka  has the consonants  - ka- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aaivu  
kuri-p-paedu [ missing letter- pa-]- -   inspection -inspection record ;  kurippaedu –
record.  

 

kuš...dù: to treat or dress skin ('leather' + 'to raise up, make'). 

kuš...dù   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilankin / aaadu / maattin ]  tholai  patha paduththuka [ missing letters- la-  and -
pa-]- - to treat the skin of the animal ; thole- skin; vilanku –animal  ; aadu maadu –
cattle . 

 kuš...dù   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilankin thole [ missing letter- la-]-animal skin.  

kuš...dù   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuvaku / thukku  -skin  

kuš...dù   has the consonants - ka –sa-the -and the interpretation  of the word is  
thaeka koasam – skin .  

kuš...dù   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]-the -and the interpretation  of the word 
is  vakku / vadaku  -skin   

kuš...dù   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuthiaakku -  raise up . 

kuš...dù   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
undakku – raise as  crops  or trees / make .  

kuš...dù   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aakkiduka- make.  

kuš...dù   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thokukka- make.  
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kuš...dù   has the consonants - ka –sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
seithiduka- do  /make . 

 

 kuš-dù: treated or flayed skin.  

kuš-dù   has the consonants -  ka – sa--  the -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilankin   tholai  neekkiduka/  seeviduka    [missing letter- la-]- to remove the skin  
of the animal ;  vilanku- animal;  thole- skin; neekkiduka- to remove; seeviduka- 
cut  .  

 

kuš-dù-dù: leather-dresser.  

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka -sa – the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
thole  vaelai [ kaal ani]  seithidum  sakkiliyan [ missing letter-la/zha-] -  thole- 
leather;  vaelai- work;  sakkiliyan- leather worker; kaal ani- slipper  . 

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka – -sa- – the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoar sarakku [ missing  letter-Ra-]- leather. 

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka – -[-sa-]- – the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoar adukku  arai  maedai  [ missing  letter-Ra-]  -leather bureau  ;  adukku  arai –
rack . 

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka – -sa- – the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoar  santhookku  /  thoar   manjikai [ missing  letter-Ra-] -  leather box; manjikai- 
box/ basket .  

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka – [ -sa-]  – the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kidukin  padam    [ missing  letter- pa-]-  leather shield.  

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]-– the- and the   orignal Tamil  word is 
thoar kaedakam [ missing  letter-Ra-] – leather  shield; kaedakam- shield .  
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kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]-– the- and the   orignal Tamil  word is 
thoar kidaku  [ missing  letter-Ra-] – leather  shield .  

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka –sa-– the- and the   orignal Tamil  word is 
thoar kavasam [ missing  letter-Ra-] – leather jacket ; kavasam- mask . 

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka –sa-– the- and the   orignal Tamil  word is 
kuthirai saenam [ missing  letter-Ra-] – horse saddle; saenam- saddle; kuthirai- 
horse  .  

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  – the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  dankku vaar/ kiduku  vaar / kuthirai erukku vaar  [ missing  letter-Ra-
]-   saddle girth; kiduku  vaar- saddle  girth ; kuthirai-  horse  . 

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka –sa-– the- and the   orignal Tamil  word is  
thoar  thaat kavasam  [ missing  letter-Ra-]- – leather slipper; thoar- leather   

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]  – the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  vaaradai / vaththiri  [ missing  letter-Ra-] - leather strap  .  

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] – the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kiruththi [ missing  letter-Ra-]  -skin   .  

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] – the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thuvakku  / thukku -  skin .  

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-] – the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  vadakam / vadaku – skin .  

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka – [ -sa-]  – the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
vilankin thole [ missing letter-la-]  -skin of animal ; vilankku –animal  . 

kuš-dù-dù  has the consonants -  ka –sa-– the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thaeka koasam [Skt]  -skin . 

 

kuš-lá: leather cord ('leather' + 'to hang; strap') 
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kusla    has the consonats – ka- sa -la – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  Sakkiliyan – 
leather worker.  

kusla    has the consonats – ka- [-sa-]  -la – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kaazh -  
skin as of a fruit.  

kusla    has the consonats – ka- [-sa-]  -la – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  vilankin  
thole [ missing letter –the -] –skin of animal . 

kusla    has the consonats – ka- [-sa-]  -la – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
aranaikal [ missing letter –Ra  -] – skin .  

kusla    has the consonats – ka- [-sa-]  -la – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
thonkuthal [ missing letter –the  -] – hang ; thazhaika .  

kusla    has the consonats – ka- [-sa-]  -la – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  naaluka 
- hang.  

kusla    has the consonats – ka- [-sa-]  -la – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kalanai 
– saddle.  

kusla    has the consonats – ka- [-sa-]  -la – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kalanai 
vaar [ missing letter –Ra  -]  - saddle . 

kusla    has the consonats – ka- [-sa-]  -la – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thole 
vaar [ missing letter –Ra  -]  -  leather strap  ; thole- leather/skin .  

 

kuš-nag: leather water pail or hose ('leather' + 'to drink').  

kusnag  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]- an -ka  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
kidunkin  kuduvai [ missing letter –the  -] - leather cup; kuduvai- cup  . 

kusnag  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]- an -ka  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
thanni kudikka vaendum  [ missing letter –the  -]  -to drink  water; thanni –water; 
kudikka- drink  . 
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kusnag  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]- an -ka  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
neelamana nelivu -k- kuzhaai [ misisng letter- la-] – hose; neelam- length; nelivu- 
flexible; kuzhaai- pipe .  

kusnag  has the consonants –ka- sa- an -ka  -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
sakkiliyan [ misisng letter- la-]  - leather worker.  

 

kùš-numun: in the Akkad period, a length measure equal to 2 cubits, 2 GIŠ-BAD, = 
1 meter. 

kusnumun   has the consonants- ka –sa-  ma  - [ -an -] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kasam – length measurement = 2 cubits. 

 kusnumun   has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]-  [-ma-]  - -an - and the  original Tamil  
word is  koan – length measurement. 

gisbad   has the conosnats  --ka- [-sa-]-  [-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paatha  adi kanakkeedu – foot measurement ; adi –foot; kanakkeedu- 
measurement .  

 

 kuš7...sud/sù/su: to level; to devastate ('devastation' + 'to immerse').  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]-  the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is thattai  / oppu  aakkida vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- to level ; 
thattai –flat; aakku- make . 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- -sa-  the –sa-and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  saman [? Skt] ]  seithida vaendum -  to level  ; 
seithidu –do ;  samam  /saman –equal  . 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- sa- the –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  saethamaakkiduka  / moasamaakkidu /   naasamaakkiduka [?Skt] ]  - to 
damage ; saetham- damge; moasam- bad  /ruin ; naasam- ruin . 
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kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  munkkiduka – to immerse /to dip . 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  moozhikda [ missing letter- zha-] –immerse. 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thanniyila moozhka [ missing letter- zha/ la -]  – immersion in 
water; thanni –water; moozhka- to sink .  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  amizhnthiduka  [ missing letter- zha-] –immerse. 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thaazhththiduka [ missing letter- zha-] –immerse.  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  moozhukuviththal / moozhka adiththal [ missing letter- zha-] –
immersion .   

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vellaththil  moozhka [ missing letter- zha/ la -] - to submerge in 
flood  ; vellam- flood .  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kovil  uchchci  kalasa   / kalayam/   kuda  muzhukkaattu [ missing 
letter- zha/ la -]  – immersion of temple idols   ;  kovil –temple ; uchchi –top; 
kalasam/ kalayam / kudam- pot  . 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  azhunthukai [ missing letter- zha -]  – immersion . 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thuvaikka- immersion.  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-]- the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nanaiththiduka- dip . 
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kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- sa- the –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  soorai aaduka [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  devastate . 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- sa- the –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  seer kaedu [ missing letter- Ra-]   - ruin; kaedu- damge .  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- sa- the –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kutti suvar [ missing letter- Ra-]   - ruined wall ; kutti- small ; suvar- wall .  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kutha- k-kaedu – ruin .  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- sa- the –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  saakkadu  -ruin.  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thattukaedu  -ruin.  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thuppu  kaedu [ missing letter- pa-] –ruin.  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vatku -  ruin . 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is  vikaatham – ruin . 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- sa-- the –[-sa-] –and the other 
interpretation  of the  word is  thuvankisam – ruin.  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mankkida- ruin /wane . 

 kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  madivu  -ruin . 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- sa-- the –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  sithaikka- destroy . 
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kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kedukka- destroy .  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  idikka- demolish  . 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- sa- the –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  nasiththiduka -  demolish . 

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- sa- the –[-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  nasukkida- ruin.  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  makkida-  spoiled.  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kann adaiya – be spoiled.  

kuš7...sud/sù/su  has the consonants -  ka- [-sa-] - the –[-sa-] –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mudankida  – spoiled.  

 

kušu/kušumx(-ki)...tag: to crawl; to sneak away; to run ('herd' ( + ground) + 'to 
touch').  

kušu/kušumx(-ki)...tag    has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] -  ma-  ka -the -ka  - and 
the  original Tamil  word is  vaekamaaka  oaadi  vida vaendum  - to run fast; 
vaekam- fast; oaadu –run.  

kušu/kušumx(-ki)...tag    has the consonants  - ka –[-sa-] -  ma-  ka -the -ka  - and 
the  original Tamil  word is   mannir  uoornthu  sendrida  vaendum [ missing letter- 
Ra-] – to crawl; munn- soil; uoornthiduka- to crawl  ; sendridu –go . 

 

la-ag: (cf., lag).  

la-ga: (cf., lú-la-ga). 
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 la-gal: (cf., lagar). 

 

 la ha-ma: long-haired hero(s) ?; mythological sea monster ?. 

la ha-ma   has the consonants – la- ka -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  
thiminkkilam [ missing letter- the -] -  whale . 

la ha-ma   has the consonants – la- ka -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  
neelaamana mudi / koonthal   konda naadaka nadikan / kalaignan [ missing letter- 
the -] -  -  actor with long hair ;  neelam- long ;  mudi- hair ; nadikan-  actor; 
kalaignan- artist . 

 

 la-la: joy; appeal, charms; abundance; vigor (reduplicated 'happiness'). 

la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  original  Tamil word is  makizhvu [ missing 
letter- ka-] -  happy . 

*la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  original  Tamil word is   azhai – appeal   

la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  original  Tamil word is   kaelu [ missing  
letter- ka-]- -   ask .  

la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  original  Tamil word is   azhaikka [ missing 
letter- ka-] - call . 

 la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  original  Tamil word is  nalla ennikkiyil-[ 
missing letter- ka-] - in good numbers  ;    nalla- good;  ennikkai- numbers. 

la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  interpretation of the word is  amalai – 
abundance. 

 la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  interpretation of the word is  amali -
abundance. 
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la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  interpretation of the word is  saal  [ missing 
letter- sa-] –abundance. 

la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  interpretation of the word is  pampal [ 
missing letter- pa-] -abundance. 

la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  interpretation of the word is  mallal- 
abundance. 

la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  original  Tamil word is  yaempal [ missing 
letter- pa-] - pleasure.  

la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  interpretation of the word is  jolly  -
enjoyment / merry  spirits . 

la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  interpretation of the word is  ullaasam - 
enjoyment. 

la-la   has the consonant-  la -and the  original  Tamil word is  nalam  – delight.  
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                                                Page- 115  

 

 

lá-ìa[NI]: remainder of debt left over, difference, arrears ('to weigh; minus' + 'oil'; 
may be a connection to ia4 , 'counter'; cf., lalla). 

laiani     has the consonants -  la -  an - and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla ennai 
- / ellu ennai -  good oil /   sesame oil ; nalla- good; ennai- oil  . 

laiani     has the consonants -  la -  an - and the  original Tamil  word is  niluvai [ 
missing letter- ka-]- balance as dues.  

laiani     has the consonants -  la -  an - and the  original Tamil  word is thoalanam [ 
missing letter- the -]- – weighing . 

 

 lagab na4za-gìn-na: a block of lapis lazuli ('block' + 'lapis lazuli' + genitive).  

lagab na4za-gìn-na  has the consonants – la- ka- pa- an- sa -ka -an –and the  
original Tamil   meaning   of the word is    pala vannam  ulla  /   pala palppaana  / 
minukkum / oli veesum /  vilai mikka  / kal -  shining  /colorful / bright  / costly  
stones ;  pala  vannam – different color ;  pala palappu-  shining ;  minukkam- 
shining ;  oli veesum-  bright ; vilai mikka- costly ; kal-  stone   . 

lagab na4za-gìn-na  has the consonants – la- ka- pa- an- sa -ka -an –and the  
original Tamil   meaning   of the word is  palinku  kal -lil  aana  silai  -  marble 
statue ;  palinku kal- marble stone ;  silai- statue.  

lagab na4za-gìn-na  has the consonants – la- ka- pa- an- sa -ka -an –and the  
original Tamil   meaning   of the word is  thoandi  /  vetti  edukka  patta  manjal 
vanna  thanka / pon / velli  kanima  paalankal / palakaikal [ missing letter- the -]  –  
block of  gold  /silver metals  ;  vettu-  cut;  thoandu –dig;  manjal- yellow;  
vannam- color; pon- gold;  velli- silver;  kanimam- metal; paalam- block ; palakai- 
block . 
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làl-har: mythological lake, pond ('honey; date syrup' + 'ring'). 

làl-har  has the consonants – la- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  neer 
ozhukku -  stream as of water; neer- water; ozhuka- to flow  . 

làl-har  has the consonants – la- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
keezhaaru – underground stream; keezh- under; aaru- river  .  

làl-har  has the consonants – la- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kula karai 
-  bank of the pond ; kulam- pond/ lake ; karai- bank . 

làl-har  has the consonants – la- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaanir 
kaanum  oli  veesukira   paal veli / paal kulam  [ missing letters- pa- and -sa-] - 
shiny  milky  way of the sky  ; vaan –sky; kaana- see ; oli- light ;  paal  -milk ; veli- 
space; veesu  -shine  .  

làl-har  has the consonants – la- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is neechchar  
kulam [ missing letter –sa-] – swimming  pool ; neechchal- swimming ; kulam- 
pond/ lake . 

làl-har  has the consonants – la- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is viral ani -  
ring ; viral- finger; ani- jewel . 

làl-har  has the consonants – la- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is oru 
valayam- a circle ; valayam- ring . 

làl-har  has the consonants – la- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  suvai 
mikka  eechcham pazha /    kachoorkkaai -   kani  saaru  [ missing letters- pa –and- 
sa-] – tasty  wine/ date syrup ; eechcham  pazham- date  fruit ; kani- fruit; saaru- 
wine; suvai- taste .  

làl-har  has the consonants – la- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mazhalai  
naravam – fresh  honey .  

làl-har  has the consonants – la- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  malai   
vaeri – mountain honey ; malai- mountain . 
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 li-gi4-in: exercise tablet (loan from Akkadian liginnu).  

li-gi4-in  has the consonants - la -ka -an -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
palinkku  kalli- laana  palakai [ missing letter –pa-]  -  marble tablet ; palinkku kal- 
marble stone  ; palakai- board . 

li-gi4-in  has the consonants - la -ka -an -   and the  original Tamil  word is   kali 
manaal aana  Tamil mozhi -yil / Thole  mozhi    ezhutha patta    palaaki / pattayam 
-  clay tablet  written  in Tamil language  ; kali mun- clay; ezhuththu – letter;  
palakai- slab ;  Tamizh- Tamil  language ;  Thole mozhi – Tamil/  sumerian language 
/ancient language  . 

 

li-um, le-um: plate. 

li-um   has the consonants -  la -am -and the  original Tamil  word is   mulaam -  
electro plating.  

 

 iti dLi9-si4: calendar month 9 at Umma during Ur III. 

iti dLi9-si  has the consonants - the  - la- [-sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
Tamil  thinkkal  thondu [ missing letter- ka-] - ninth month ; thondu- 9; thinkkal- 
month .  

 

 lu-ga: (cf., lug). 

 

 lu-gú: to twist; be crooked, not straight ('numerous' + 'edge'; cf., ru-gú).  

lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  konal 
maanalaaka  -  bend/ twist/  . 
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lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   valaivaana- 
curved ; valaivu . 

lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nelivu - 
crooked.  

lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  koonal – 
crooked.  

lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kulai 
kulaiyaaka  / kuviyal  kuviyalaaka /  kollai kollai -yaaka  / malai malaiyaaka-  
abundant ; kulai- bunch  ; kuviyal- heap ; malai – mountain  . 

lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  elakkam -   
numerical figure.  

lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   ellai kal- 
border  stone; ellai- border; kal- stone . 

lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   vilimpu [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –edge.  

lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   vellilai – 
sharp  edge . 

lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   ezhu  vilimpu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] –  raising edge.  

lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is vilimpu–k-kal 
– edge stone.  

lu-gú   has the consonants -  la-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   valamai / 
vaal / valam  / uookkal /   kazhumal / kuvaal / kezhumai / meekkole- / viyal  / 
veenkkal / malivu  /vellam -abundance.  
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lu-hu-um: mud (luh,'to wash' + imi, 'clay, mud'; don't find Semitic parallels to 
Akk. luhummû, but Hebrew/Arabic LH/LHH means 'moist'; cf., lum, 'fertilizer, 
manure').  

 luh   has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kazhuvu -wash . 

luh   has the consonants – la- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
alakku [Malayalam]  /azhukkai neekku  - wash.  

luh   has the consonants – la- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is velukka- bleach 
/wash .  

lu-hu-um  has the consonants – la- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is kali 
munn-   clay  ; imi- mun . 

lu-hu-um  has the consonants – la- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is koozhai 
munn- clay .  

lu-hu-um  has the consonants – la- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kollam 
-  mud/  mire.  

lu-hu-um  has the consonants – la- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
makkal-  muck.  

lu-hu-um  has the consonants – la- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
koolam -  muck.   

lu-hu-um  has the consonants – la- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
sulukam [ missing letter- sa-]  -  mire.  

lu-hu-um  has the consonants – la- ka- ma -and the   other interpretaion  of the 
word is  kal masham [ missing letter- sa-]  – dirt . 

lu-hu-um  has the consonants – la- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuppai 
koolam  [ missing letter- pa-]   -sludge.  

lu-hu-um  has the consonants – la- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhai 
uram [ missing letter- Ra-] – green manure.  
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lu-hu-um  has the consonants – la- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is eruk-k-
alam [ missing letter- Ra-] – -  a place where cattle  are driven  for manure . 

lu-hu-um  has the consonants – la- ka- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is nal vala 
uram [ missing letter- Ra-]  -fertilizer.  

lum   has the consonants - la -ma- and the  interpretation of the word is malam 
[Skt] -  shit.  

lum   has the consonants - la –ma-- and the  original Tamil  word is pann pulam  [ 
missing letter- pa-] - well manured field.  

lum   has the consonants - la -ma- and the  original Tamil  word is manitha kazhivu 
[ missing letters-  the –and- ka-]- – human  excreta ;   manithan- man;  kazhivu –
excreta/ discharge  . 

lum   has the consonants - la –ma - and the  original Tamil  word is  paelanum 
missing letter- pa-] -  to pass stools.   

 

lu-lim: stag (Akkadian loanword ?; 'to graze, pasture' + 'thousand').  

lu-lim  has the consonants – la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  pulli maan [ 
missing letter- pa-] - spotted deer ; pulli- spot; maan- deer . 

lu-lim  has the consonants – la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  maeichchal  
nilam [ missing  letter- sa-] -  pasture land; nilam- land  . 

lu-lim  has the consonants – la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   aadu maadu  
maeiththal [ missing  letter- the -]  - grazing the cattle ; aadu maadu - cattle ;  
maeiththal-  to graze.  

lu-lim  has the consonants – la- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   kalai maan [ 
missing  letter- ka -] – stag .   

stag [E]   has the consonants –[- sa-]  -the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaattu maan-   wild deer; kaadu- forest  /wild ; maan- deer . 
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stag [E]   has the consonants – sa--the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is sev 
vannam  udaiya  maan  -  red deer; sev- vannam- red color ; sivappu- red; 
vannam- color . 

 stag [E]   has the consonants –[- sa-]  -the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kasthuri  maan –[missing letter- Ra-]-   musk deer . 

stag [E]   has the consonants –[- sa-]  -the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kada maan- smabar deer . 

stag [E]   has the consonants –[- sa-]  -the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maan kutti- young deer ; kutti- kid ; maan- deer. 

stag [E]   has the consonants –[- sa-]  -the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maan vaettai- deer hunt ; vaettai- hunting . 

stag [E]   has the consonants –[- sa-]  -the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaai  adikka  patta  aadu  maadu-  castrated cattle ; kaai- testis ; adikka- beat 
;aadu- goat; maadu –bull  . 

stag [E]   has the consonants –[- sa-]  -the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ann- makanukkaana  koottam  /  avai-   gathering of men ; aan-  male; makan- son  
; koottam- meeting ; avai –assembly . 

 

lu-úbsar: turnip, beet ('abundant' + 'container').  

lu-úbsar   has the consonants-  la- [-pa-] –[- sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is noor kole [ missing letter- ka-] -  turnip . 

lu-úbsar   has the consonants-  la- [-pa-] –[- sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is yaeraalam -  abundance.  

lu-úbsar   has the consonants-  la- [-pa-] –[- sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is thaaraalam [ missing letter- the-] – plenty.  
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lu-úbsar   has the consonants-  la- [-pa-] –[- sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is aandral [ missing letter- the-] –abundance.  

lu-úbsar   has the consonants-  la- [-pa-] –[- sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is aattral [ missing letter- the-] –abundance.  

lu-úbsar   has the consonants-  la- pa-–[- sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pirankkal [ missing letter- ka-] - abundance.  

 lu-úbsar   has the consonants-  la- pa-–[- sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
perukal [ missing letter- ka-] - abundance.  

lu-úbsar   has the consonants-  la- [-pa-]-–[- sa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is vilari [ missing letter- ka-] - abundance.  

lu-úbsar   has the consonants-  la- [-pa-] – sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sakkarai  valli  kizhanku – sweet potato ; sakkarai- sugar . 

lu-úbsar   has the consonants-  la- pa—[ -sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paar kalayam [ missing letter- ka-] – milk  pot.  

 

kušlu-úb: leather bag for holding food; lunch bag ('abundant' + 'container').  

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka -sa -la –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uchchi  vaelai unavukkaana  thoali -laana   /thoalil sumaukum/  soaththu  pai / 
moottai / kattu  saatham/ kalavai saatham [ missing letter –the -] -  lunch bag  
carried over the shoulder ; uchchi  vaelai-  after noon;  unavu –food ;  soathu pai- 
food bag ;  thole- leather;  thoal- shoulder ; sumakka- to carry  .  

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word 
is kaazh – leather . 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaazh pai -  leather bag ; pai- bag .  
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kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is thole kalam [ missing letter- the -] - leather vessel  . 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is udaimaikal [ missing letter- the -] – bag.  

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –sa--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
moottai mudichchukal [ missing letter- the -] – bag ; moottai- bundle .  

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –sa--la –pa-- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  plastic bag [E] [ missing letter- the -]. 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –sa--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saalikai  -  beggar’s bag / money bag  .  

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]-la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
valai pai – net bag .  

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nekizhi-p-pai -  plastic bag ; pai  -bag .  

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
puzhukku -  well boiled food.  

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –-sa--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uchchi vaelai unavu – lunch ; uchchi vaelai- afternoon  ;unavu –food .  

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –-sa--la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uchchi  vaelai  unavukkaana  pai – bag for afternoon food  ; pai- bag .  

 kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –-[-sa-]--la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nunn pakal unavu – food  for the afternoon  ;  nunn  pakal - afternoon ; unavu –
food .  

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –-sa--la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pallikku / kalvi  saalaikku  kaiyil     eduthu  sellum  soaththu pai [ missing letter- the 
-]-   school lunch bag ; palli- school; kalvi  saalai- school; kai- hand ;  edu- take sellu 
–go  ;  soathhtu  pai- food bag  ; pai- bag . 
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kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –-sa--la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aluvalakam kondu  sellum soaththu  pai [ missing letter- the -]-   office lunch bag ; 
azhuvalakam- office; kondu  sellu –carry  away  . 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –-sa--la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhzi  selukkai-k-kana soaththu  pai / kattu saatha pai [ missing letter- the -]-   -  
lunch  bag for travel ; vazhi  selavu- travel ; saatham- cooked food; pai- bag .  

 kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –-[-sa-]--la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhi  payanikkalukkaana / vazhi  pokaanukkuaana  pakal   unavu  pai / kalavai  
saatha  /saoththu pai  – traveller’s lunch  bag ;  vazhi  payanam- travel ; payanikal- 
travelers; pakal- day time; unavu –food ; kalavai- mixed  ; saatham- cooked  rice; 
pai- bag . 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is kol  kalam- container.  

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is valamai – abundance 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is polivu  / pozhivu - abundance 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is azhuvam – abundance. 

 kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  
word is uookkal – abundance. 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is kazhumal – abundance. 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is kuvaal - abundance. 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is kollai- abundance. 
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kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kezhumai - abundance. 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ponkal – abundance. 

 kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vellam - abundance. 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  viyal - abundance. 

kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  veenkal - abundance. 

 kušlu-úb   has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]--la –[-pa-]-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  malivu - abundance. 

 

kušlu-úb-šir(-ra)...aka: to prepare (gold or silver) for the precious sack (by sifting) 
('leather bag' + 'testicles' + locative case ending + 'to do'). 

kušlu-úb-šir(-ra)...aka   has the consonants   ka- sa - la -pa -sa -Ra -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  meaning of the  word is  koani pai  muzhukka  / Sivan /Murugan 
kovil -in  vilai mikka  pon/ velli / vaira  anikalankal / nakai -kal / kaasukal – 
saliththu   pirikka /   kollai  poaka -  sack full of costly  gold / silver jewels   /looted  
from Siva /Murugan temple ;  koani- pai- sack ;   muzhukka- full;   kovil –temple ;  
vilai mikka- costly ; pion- giold; velli- silver ; nakai kal-  jewels ; kollai poka  -looted 
/ kollai adiththiduka; salikka- sift ; pirikka- to separate  .   

kušlu-úb-šir(-ra)...aka   has the consonants   ka- sa - la -pa -sa -Ra -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the  word is  aan makanin  erandu thodai- kalukkum 
idaiyae thongum  eru  /surukkam  nirantha   melliya tholinaal aana /  vithai / 
kottai  paikal [ missing letter- the -] – the two  testicles hanging  in between the 
thighs of a man ;  aan makan-  man;   erandu- two;  thoadai- thigh ;  idaiyae- in 
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between; thonkum- hanging;  surukkam-  wrinkles ;  melliya –soft;  thole- skin; 
vithai- testis; pai – bag.  

 

 lú-a-tu5(-a): a priest who bathes the statues of the deities and rulers - lustration 
priest ('man' + 'water' + 'to wash, bathe' + nominative). 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  kovil – 
vizhavil   kuda   muzhukku -  aattum  Tamil  mozhiyil vaetham  oathuvaan [ missing 
letter- ka-]-  – the  Tamil  priest  who bathes the  temple pots  during the time of  
consecreation ;  kovil –tremple; vizhaa-  festival;  kuda muzhu-k-kaattu  vizhaa – 
consecration function ; oathuvaan- priest  ;  kudam-   pot;  muzhukkaattu- to bath 
;  Tamizh –Tamil ;  mozhi- language ;  vaetham – sacred scriptures; oathuvaan- 
one who recites the sacred scriptures   . 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is   thalamai 
aayar [ missing letter- Ra-] – head priest . 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  muzhu  
muthal / muthaloan –god.  

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  aaththaal -  
goddess.  

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  kadavul [ 
missing letter- ka-]- – god.   

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  muthalvan  
[ missing letter- ka-]- – god   as the first  cause.    

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  thalaivan [ 
missing letter- ka-]-god  as the head.  

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  kula 
thaeivam [ missing letter- ka-]—family deity . 
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lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  thozhu 
kulam [ missing letter- ka-]—family deity . 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  kaaval  
theivam  [ missing letter- ka-]— tutelary deity .  

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  theiva nilai 
[ missing letter- ka-]— –deity . 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  adikal  [  
missing letter- ka-]-– god.   

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  puththael [ 
misisng  letter- pa-]- deity.  

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  mathalai –
doll.   

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  padima 
nilai [ missing letter- pa-]-  -statue . 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
aatchchiyaalan [ missing letter- sa-]-  – ruler.  

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  mandala 
maakkal [ missing letter- ka-]-  -ruler. 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  naadu 
aalvoan - [ missing letter- ka-]-  -ruler. 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  kuliththidu 
[ missing letter- ka-]- – bath.  

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  mannu 
peithal [ missing letter- pa- ]- wash. 

 lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  aattuthal -  
bath.   
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lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  aadal-  
bath.  

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is  padithal [ 
missing letter- pa- ]- bath . 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the other interpretation  of the word 
is manjanam  aaduthal [ missing letter- sa- ]- bath . 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is kazhuvidu [ 
missing letter- ka-]- -wash . 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the other interpretation  of the word 
is alakkidu [ missing letter- ka-]--wash . 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is azhukkai 
neekkidu [ missing letter- ka-]- -wash . 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is veluththiidu 
[ missing letter- ka-]- wash . 

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is nalla thanni 
– good water.  

lú-a-tu  has   the consonants - la – the-  and the original Tamil  word is vidalai [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  man . 

 

 lú-á-tuku: strong man, influential person ('man' + 'strength' + 'to have'). 

lú-á-tuku  has the consonants -  la -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  
valimai  / vaal  valimai  konda manithan  - strong  man ; kai- hand; valimai- skill;  
vaal- sword;  manithan- man . 

lú-á-tuku  has the consonants -  la -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudukal –strength . 
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lú-á-tuku  has the consonants -  la -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaalithu - strength . 

lú-á-tuku  has the consonants -  la -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  udal 
valaimai -   body  strength.  

lú-á-tuku  has the consonants -  la -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vidalai 
– man   . 

lú-á-tuku  has the consonants -  la -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thalai 
madukka  -to have . 

lú-á-tuku  has the consonants -  la -the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
kolluthal – to have.  

 

 lú-gišbala: man of the spindle ('man' + 'spindle'). 

lú-gišbala  has the consonants -  la- ka- sa- pa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
panju  noolai   kai-  tha-k-kali- yil   sutrum  kai -koalan [missing letter- the -] - the 
weaver  who spindles the thread  by hand with a spindle ; opanju -  cotton; nool- 
thread;  kai- hand; thakkali- spindle ; Kai Koalan -  weaver caste . 

 

 lú-bappir(2/3): brewer (cf., ningi; lunga) ('man' + 'beer bread'). 

lú-bappir  has the consonants  - la – [-pa-] - Ra -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kallu/ kalankkal   kaaichchukiravar [ missing  letters- ka- and -sa-]- -  brewer ; kallu 
– alcohol ; kalankkal- alcohol  ; kaaichchu- brew . 

 

 lú-bar-ra: foreigner ('person' + 'outside' + genitive).  

lú-bar-ra   has the consonants  -la –[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ayal- uooraan -  man  from other village ; ayal- foreign . 
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 lú-bar-ra   has the consonants  -la –[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is veli 
puram  [missing letter- ka-]-  - outside.  

lú-bar-ra   has the consonants  -la –[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is veli  
uoor kaaran  [missing letter- ka-]-  - outsider; veli- outside  ; uoor- village . 

lú-bar-ra   has the consonants  -la –[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is oru 
aal-  a person / single person .  

lú-bar-ra   has the consonants  -la –[-pa-]  –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  milaechchar [missing letter- sa-]-  foreigner.  

 

lú-búr-ru: interpreter (of omens/dreams) ('person' + 'to reveal, interpret (a 
dream)' + nominative with vowel harmony).  

lú-búr-ru   has the consonants -  la – pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kanavin  porul  uraikkum aal [missing letter- ka-]- the interpretator of dream; 
kanavu- dream ;- porul-  meaning . 

 

lú-dam-tuku: a married person ('person' + 'spouse' + 'to have').  

lú-dam-tuku     has the consonants -  la - the -ma –the- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   il  vaazhakki  vaazhnthidum  manithan – married man; ill vaazhakkai- 
family life; ill- house;  vaazhkkai- life  . 

lú-dam-tuku     has the consonants -  la - the -ma –the- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   thottu   manja thaali – yaei moonu  mudichchu ittu   katti  -ya  kanavan [ 
missing letter- sa-]  - husband  who tied the  sacred  turmeric thaali; thodu –touch 
; thaali- sacred thread  ; mudichchu idu- to make a knot ; kattu- tie ; kanavan- 
husband . 

lú-dam-tuku     has the consonants -  la - the -ma –the- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is kanavanukku   kazhuththai  neettiya manaivi  [ while tying the sacred 
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thread ] -  wife  ; kanavan- husband; kazhuththu-  neck; neettu- stretch ; manaivi- 
wife .  

lú-dam-tuku     has the consonants -  la - the -ma –the- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is pendu  pillaikaludun    kudiththanam   nadaththum  kanavan / manaivi  [ 
missing letter-pa-]  - family  man with wife and children; pendu- female / wife/girl  
; pillai- child ; kudiththanam- family ; nadaththu- conduct ; kanavan- husband; 
manaivi- wife  . 

lú-dam-tuku     has the consonants -  la - the -ma –the- ka –and the  interpretation  
of the  word is  kaliyaanam  mudiththavan - married person; kaliyaanam[Skt] – 
marriage; mudi- finish  . 

lú-dam-tuku     has the consonants -  la - the -ma –the- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is mana naalil   ketti maelam kotti  mana makalai  thottu  kazhuththil  thaali  
kattiya  mana makan  -the bride groom who  tied the  sacred thread around  the 
neck  of the bride ; ketti maelam-  drum ;  mana naal-  marriage day;   mana 
makjal- bride;  thottu-  touch ;  kazhuththu- neck; thaali-  sacred thread ;  kattu –
wed;  mana makan-  bride groom . 

lú-dam-tuku     has the consonants -  la - the -ma –the- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai- yil  yaenthida vaendum  -to have in hands; kai- hand; yaenthu- hold  .  

 

lú-di-da: opposing party (in a legal case) ('man' + 'law suit' + 'with').  

lú-di-da  has the consonants - la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is ethiraali –[ 
missing letter- Ra-]- opposing party  ; ethir- opposite; aal- person .  

lú-di-da  has the consonants - la –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhakkiduthal  [ misisng letter- ka-]- to file a law suit.  

law suit [E]   has the consonats  --la- va- [ -sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word  
is  vazhakku aattam/ vazhakku iduthal  – law suit.  

law suit [E]   has the consonats  --la- va- -sa- the –and the  original Tamil  word  is  
satta  ozhunku -  law  ; sattam- law . 
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law  [E]  has the consonats- la- va -and the  orignal Tamil  word is ozhunkku – law.  

 

lú-du-du: vagabond ('man' + reduplicated 'to walk').  

lú-du-du  has the consonants  - la -the - and the original Tamil  word is killaadi  /  
kaalaadi / kaaloadi  -kai oaadi [ missing letter- ka -]-  - vagabond  ; kaal- leg; kai-
hand  . 

 lú-du-du  has the consonants  - la -the - and the original Tamil  word is   oaadu 
kaalan [ missing letter- ka -]-  - vagabond  ;  oaadu –run; kaal- leg . 

lú-du-du  has the consonants  - la -the - and the original Tamil  word is  kudi  / 
naadu illaathavan   [ missing letter- ka -]-  - vagabond; kudi- house ; naadu –state; 
illai- nil;   illaathavan- one who  does not have . 

lú-du-du  has the consonants  - la -the - and the original Tamil  word is   tharu 
thalai  [ missing letter- Ra-]-  – vagabond. 

lú-du-du  has the consonants  - la -the - and the original Tamil  word is   
thaeththu- k-kaali [ missing letter- ka -]-  - vagabond. 

 lú-du-du  has the consonants  - la -the - and the original Tamil  word is alainthidu  
-roam . 

 lú-du-du  has the consonants  - la -the - and the original Tamil  word is naadoadi  
nilai – vagabondage;  naadoadi- vagabond;  naadu –state ; oadi- runner ; nilai- 
status  .  

lú-du-du  has the consonants  - la -the - and the original Tamil  word is naadoadi  
iyalpu [ missing letter- pa-] vagabondage;   iyalpu- nature . 

lú-du-du  has the consonants  - la -the - and the original Tamil  word is 
alainthidum  manithan  - naadoadi    -wanderer/nomad  ; alainthidu- wander; 
manithan- man  . 
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lú-du-du  has the consonants  - la -the - and the original Tamil  word is ezhunthu  
nadaththal  /adi  edutthhal  / nadai iduthal - walking ; ezhu –raise; nada- walk ;adi 
step/ foot; edu- take . 

 

lú-é-níg-ka: manager of the treasure-house ('man' + 'house' + 'treasure' + double 
genitive [a]ka[k]).  

lú-é-níg-ka  has the consonants -  la-  an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is kuru -
uoola  kaavalan/ kanakkan /  kankaani-  the guard / accountant /  of the treasury ; 
karu  uoolam- treasury  house  ;  kanakkan- accountant ;  kaavalan- police ; kan- 
kaani-  supervisor.  

 

lú-érim: enemy ('man' + 'evil, hostile'). 

lú-érim  has the consonants - la –Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is 
maatralar [ missing  letter –the -] – enemies.  

lú-érim  has the consonants - la –Ra- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is ethir  ani 
-yil ulla  manithan  [ missing  letter –the -]   person in opposite army   ;  ethir- 
opposite; ani-  army ;  manithan- man . 

 

 lú-éše: prisoner ('man' + 'rope'; cf., é-éše, 'jail' and šaga, 'captive'). 

lú-éše  has theconsonats - la – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sirai -yil  ulla aal 
/ siraiyaali [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  person in jail  ; sirai- jail . 

lú-éše  has theconsonats - la – [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  mariyal [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  jail . 

lú-éše  has theconsonats - la – -sa-- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
jail [E]  . 
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lú-éše  has theconsonats - la – -sa-- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
cell –prison . 

lú-éše  has theconsonats - la –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  aal-  man / 
someone / a person . 

lú-éše  has theconsonats - la – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sullam- rope; 
sanal  .   

lú-éše  has theconsonats - la – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  palinji [ missing  
letter- pa-] – black  stay  rope.  

 

 lú-ga-šum: assassin ('man' + 'I will' + 'to slaughter').  

lú-ga-šum  has the consonants -la –ka- sa- -ma-–and the  original Tamil  aalai  kolai 
seiyim  kolai  yaali – murderer  ; kolai  - killing  ;  aal- person.  

lú-ga-šum  has the consonants -la –ka- sa- -ma-–and the  original Tamil  kolai 
seiyyanum – to kill . 

lú-ga-šum  has the consonants -la –ka- [-sa--] -ma-–and the  original Tamil  word is 
kollanum – to kill.  

lú-ga-šum  has the consonants -la –ka- [-sa--] -ma-–and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhikkanum –to kill . 

  

lú-gi-di(-da): piper ('man' + 'reed' + di-dé, 'to speak' + nominative). 

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuzhal  uoothuvoan – piper  ; kuzhal uoothi  ;  uoothuvoan- one who  blows .  

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
uoothu  kuzhal / naatha kuzhal – reed pipe ;  uoothu –blow ;  kuzhal- pipe .  
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lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
koathumai   vaeikkole  - wheat  reed  ; koathumai –wheat . 

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
ezhuthu kole  - writing  reed ;  ezhuthu –to write; kole- stick   .  

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
ketti mealm  kottuvaon  -drummer ; maelam- drum ; kottu –to beat .  

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaazh  meetuvoan -  lyre player;   yaazh- harp / lyre  . 

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaai   mozhinthiduka -  talk ;  vaai- mouth; mozhinthiduka- speak . 

lú-gi-di(-da)  has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  maatlaaduka [Telugu] - speak . 

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaevuthal  -speak. 

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nikazhththuthal  -speak. 

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
navizhthal – say.  

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaakaaduthal  -speak. 

 lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhankuthal  -speak . 

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaai   mozhithal – speak  ; vaai- mouth; mozhiya- say   .  

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
viliththal - speak.  
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lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaai  eduththal –speak.  

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathaiththal-  say.  

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vidai   aliththal-  tell  ; vidai- answer  ; ali –give . 

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilthal – tell.  

lú-gi-di(-da)   has the consonants – la- ka -the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vidalai – young  man.  

 

 lú-gi-gíd-da: flutist ('man' + 'reed' + 'long' + nominative). 

lú-gi-gíd-da   khas the consonants-  la -ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhal uoothi – flutist; kuzhal- pipe; uoothu –blow .  

lú-gi-gíd-da   khas the consonants-  la -ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pullaan-k- kuzhal  uoothum  kalaignan [  missing letter- pa-] - the  artist  who  
blows the flute ; pull-  grass ; kuzhal- pipe ; uoothu- to blow ; kalaignan-  artist . 

lú-gi-gíd-da   khas the consonants-  la -ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoothu kuzhal- pipe . 

 lú-gi-gíd-da   khas the consonants-  la -ka –the-  and the  other interpretation of 
the  word is  thuvaaliththal – flute / groove . 

lú-gi-gíd-da   khas the consonants-  la -ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuntha neelam  kondathu – has good lenthu- neelam- length . 

lú-gi-gíd-da   khas the consonants-  la -ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thennai  olai  keetthu  -  palm  leaf  ; thanni- palm ; olai- leaf;  keeththu- weed . 
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 lú-gu-la: despot ('man' + 'large') 

lú-gu-la   has the consonants -  la- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is thun   
naattu  kudi makkalai  adakki  aalum kodun-k-kole  mannan  [  missing letter –the -
]-  tyrannical ruler ; naadu- state/ samasthaanam [Skt]  ;  thun- own ;  kudi 
makkal- citizens ;  adakku- to suppres;  aalum –rule ; kodun kole -  tyrannical;  
mannan- king . 

lú-gu-la   has the consonants -  la- ka- la- and the original Tamil word is valliya – 
large  ;  vallookam – large ape.  
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lú-gub-ba: ecstatic ('man' + 'to stand' + nominative).  

lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka -pa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  ullam 
kalippu kolla  -  mental  joy; ullam- soul ; kalippu- happiness.  

lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
ullam uvakai  kolla – mental happiness ; uvakai- happy.  

lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
ukalam-  delight. 

lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
pulakam – delight.  

lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kulaa-  delight.  

lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kali – delight.   

lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
ekkaliththal [ missing letter- the -] – overjoyed.  

lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kalivaathal [ missing letter- the -] – blissful.  

 lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kuthukaliththal [ missing letter- the -]- overjoyed. 

lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is     
ullam   makizha – to feel happy;  makizha- to feel happy . 
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lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaalai- man.      

lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaalil nikka  -to stand on the legs . 

 lú-gub-ba  has the consonants -  la -ka –[-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nilai- k-kaal –a stand.  

 

lú-giš-e3/11: doorkeeper, doorman ('man' + 'key'). 

lú-giš-e3   has the consonants – la- ka –[-sa-] -and the  orignaltamil  word is vaayil  
kaavalan  /  kaavalaali -  door keeper; vaayil –gate;  kaavalan-  guard.  

lú-giš-e3   has the consonants – la- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is thaat 
kole/ thaazha kole  /kai thaal  [ missing letter- the -] – key . 

lú-giš-e3   has the consonants – la- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaaayil thunai [ missing letter- the -] – key . 

key [E]  has the  consonants - ka -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is -  visai [ 
missing letter- the -] – key.    

lú-giš-e3   has the consonants – la- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaalai – man . 

 

 lú-hun-gá: hired worker ('man' + 'to hire' + nominative). 

lú-hun-gá    has the consonants  -la -ka – an- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
naal   koollikku  vaelai   sei -yim  pani -yaal /  pannai -yaal / uoozhiyan [missing  
letters- pa- and -sa-] -  daily wager ;  naal- day; kooli vaelai  aal – hired worker ; 
aal- person; pani- yaal- worker ; pani- job ; vaelai- work; uoozhiyan –worker . 
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 lú-im/tum9: 'wind man': unreliable person ('man' + 'wind'). 

lú-im/tum    has the consonants - la -ma -the- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
elithil  nampida   mudiyaatha- aal [ missing  letter- pa-]-  not  a reliable person;   
nampidu –to  believe ; mudiyaathu- can not; aal- person.  

 

 lú-inim-ma: witness ('person' + 'word' + genitive).  

luinimma   has the consonants – la- an -ma –and the   original Tamil  word is  in -
mozhi  -sweet words  ; inimai –sweet ; mozhi –word/ language  .  

luinimma   has the consonants – la- an -ma –and the   original Tamil  word is  nan 
mozhi – civil words;    nanmi- good   . 

luinimma   has the consonants – la- an -ma –and the   original Tamil  word is  men  
mozhi -   kind words ; menmai –soft . 

luinimma   has the consonants – la- an -ma –and the   original Tamil  word is  
unmai mozhi – true words  ; unmai- truth .  

luinimma   has the consonants – la- an -ma –and the   original Tamil  word is  
munn ullaan – human beings ;  munn- land / earth /soil .  

luinimma   has the consonants – la- an -ma –and the    interpretation  of the word 
is manusaal [ misisng letter- sa-]- human being / persons . 

 

lú-KA×LI-KA×LI: incantation priest (cf., tu6 , mu7 , zug4 , uš7 , and sig14).  

lú-KA×LI- has the consonants  -  la –ka- la- - and the  original Tamil  word is 
Murugan kovil marulaali [ missing  letter- Ra-]- priest  of the temple  of Marduk ; 
kovil- temple ; koa- god / king ; il- house . 

lú-KA×LI- has the consonants  -  la –ka- la- - and the  original Tamil  word is kovil  
kurukkal/ kurumaarkal [ missing  letter- Ra-] – temple priests.  
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  lú-kal-(l): dear one ('person' + 'precious').  

lú-kal-(l)  has the consonants -  la- ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ullaththai  kollai  kondaval – kaathali   [missing letter- the -]   - women who  has 
robbed the heart  is his  lover  ; ullam- soul; kollai- to rob; kaathali- lover girl .  

lú-kal-(l)  has the consonants -  la- ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is nalla 
vilai ulla  -costly ;  nalla kalai azhaku ulla – artistic ; nalla- good; kalai  -art; azhaku- 
beauty; ulla- has . 

lú-kal-(l)  has the consonants -  la- ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaathalikkum aal [missing letter- the -]   loved  one; kaathal- love; aal- person.  

 

lú-kar-ra: refugee ('person' + 'to escape' + nominative). 

lú-kar-ra  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
viriainthu  oadi  olinthiduka [ missing letter –the-] – run fast to hide ;  viriaka-  go 
fast; oadu –run; olinthiduka- to hide.  

lú-kar-ra  has the consonants  - la- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  ayal   
naattil  kudi – yaeriyan / vaazhkiravan [ missing letter –the-] – - migrant ; ayal- 
foreign; naadu –state; kudiyaeru –to settle ; vaazhkiravan- one who  lives.  

 

 lú-kaš4: courier ('man' + 'fast runner').  

lú-kaš4  has the consonants -- la -ka –-sa- – and the  original Tamil  word is anjal 
kaaran / anjal aal [ missing letter- Ra-] -post man.  

lú-kaš4  has the consonants -- la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaekamaaka  oaadum aal  [ missing  letter- the -] -  one who can run fast;  vaekam- 
speed; aal-  person; oaadu -run.  
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lú-ki-inim-ma: witness ('person' + 'place' + 'oath' + genitive).  

lú-ki-inim-ma   has the consonants -  la -ka –an- ma -  and the  orignaltamil  word 
is  nadantha -unmai yaei  kann-aal kanda manithan  [ missing letter –the -] -  -eye 
witness/ one who has seen what has happened  ;  nadanthathu –happened/ 
occured ; unmai- truth  ; kaathal kaetta manithan  – one who has heard ;  kann –
eye;   kaathu- ear ;   kaetkka- to hear ; manithan- man .  

 

lú-kúr-ra: stranger; enemy ('man' + 'mountains, foreign country' + genitive).  

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is ayal  
uoor kaaran / veli uoor kaaran –one from a different village ;  ayal- foreign;  uoor- 
village.  

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ayalaarkal-   strangers  /enemies.  

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
arimukam illaa aal / mukam ariyaa aal -   stranger; arimukam- introduction 
/acquintence ; illai- nill; aal- person.  

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is kari 
malai  -  blue mountain; kari- dark; malai- mountain;   neela giri [Skt]  . 

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurunchi nilam  [ missing  leter- sa-] – mountainous land ; nilam- land . 

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakaivarkal [ missing  leter- pa-] –enemies;   perum pakaiaali ; pakai- enmity; 
perum –big  .  

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
eikaloar -enemies. 

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaanalar -enemies. 
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lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
anukalar- enemies /can not be approached   ;  anuku –to approach  . 

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
eikaliyaar- enemies . 

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ekazhunar - enemies . 

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaelaar – enemies .  

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilankkinar  -enemies.  

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kollaar- enemies.  

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakaivar  pulam [ missing  leter- pa-]  -enemy  country ; pakai –enmity ; pakaivar- 
enemy ; pulam- land . 

lú-kúr-ra   has the consonants  -  la –ka- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is veli 
uoor - village  that is foreign  ;  veli –outside  ; uoor- village   . 

 

lú-kurun(-/ak/): brewer; innkeeper ('man' + 'alcoholic drink' (+ genitive)). 

lú-kurun(-/ak/)  has the consonants  - la –ka- Ra- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kallu  kaachchukiravan [ missing letter- sa-]- brewer of toddy ; kallu –
toddy; kaaichchukiravar- brewer.   

lú-kurun(-/ak/)  has the consonants  - la –ka- Ra- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  arasan-k-kallu [ missing letter- sa-]-   pipal toddy . 

lú-kurun(-/ak/)  has the consonants  - la –ka- Ra- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kallu  erakkuvoan – palm drawer . 
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lú-kurun(-/ak/)  has the consonants  - la –ka- Ra- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kallu  vikkiravan – toddy  seller ;  virkka- to sell .  

lú-kurun(-/ak/)  has the consonants  - la –ka- Ra- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thennai mara  kallankkal [ misisng  letter- the -] -  palm toddy ; thennai –
coconut;  maram – tree  ;  kalankkal- alcohol  . 

lú-kurun(-/ak/)  has the consonants  - la –ka- Ra- an- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vazhi  ampala   mukanai –k-kaaran   [ missing  letter- pa -]-  way side  inn  
manager ; vazhi –way .  

 

 lú-la-ga: robber (cf., ma-la-(g)).  

lú-la-ga  has the consonants -  la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kalvan/ kallan 
/ kalvi - thief. 

lú-la-ga  has the consonants -  la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalavaani  -
thief.  

lú-la-ga  has the consonants -  la- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kollaiyan –
robber.  

 

 lú-lul(-la): unfaithful, treacherous man ('man' + 'lies' + genitive).  

lú-lul(-la)  has the consonants  - la- la -and the  original Tamil  word is unmai illaa  
aal –    person who is un faithful  ;  unmai illai -   no truth . 

lú-lul(-la)  has the consonants  - la- [ - la -] -and the  original Tamil  word is aal- 
man / person .  

lú-lul(-la)  has the consonants  - la- [ - la -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  muzhu  
poei [  missing letter- pa  -]  -gross lie; muzhu- whole .  

lú-lul(-la)  has the consonants  - la- [ - la -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  poei sol 
[ missing letters- pa -and -sa-] – lie  ;  sol- word; sollu –to say . 
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lú-lul(-la)  has the consonants  - la- [ - la -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  pulai [ 
missing letter- pa  -]  - lie.  

lú-lul(-la)  has the consonants  - la- [ - la -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kallam  
[ misisn letter- ka-]- – lie.  

 

lú-má-gur8: boat captain ('man' + 'large boat').  

lú-má-gur  has the consonants  - la –ma- ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kalamaar-  sailors . 

lú-má-gur  has the consonants  - la –ma- ka-Ra- and the   interpretaion  of the  
word is maalumikar  -sailors. 

lú-má-gur  has the consonants  - la –ma- ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
mara –k-kalaththin  thalaivan [ missing letter- the -] -  captain of   the ship ;  
thalaivan-  leader ; mara- k--kalam-  ship . 

lú-má-gur  has the consonants  - la –ma- ka-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
perum  mara- k-kalam  [ missing  letter –pa-]- big ship  ; perum –big; mara –k-
kalam- boat. 

 

lú...na-me...nu-: no man does X ('man' + prohibitive modal prefix + 'to be' + 'no, 
not'; cf., u4-name...nu-tuku). 

 

 lú-nam-tag-ga:  sinner ('man' + 'guilt' + genitive). 

lú-nam-tag-ga  has the consonants – la-  an- ma-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  theenku  izhaiththa  manithan   -  the man who  done  the mistake ;   
theenku- evil ;   ezhaiththa –done ; manithan- man . 
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lú-nam-tag-ga  has the consonants – la-  an- ma-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuththam ulla manathu –guilty mind; kuththam- mistake/ fault /crime ; 
ulla- has  ; manathu- mind  . 

 

 lú-ní-zu(-/ak/): thief ('man' + 'one's own' + 'your' + genitive). 

lú-ní-zu(-/ak/)   has the consonants  - la- an –[-sa-]  –ka-   and the  original Tamil  
word is kalvan/ kalavaani -  thief   ; kalavu –theft  .  

lú-ní-zu(-/ak/)   has the consonants  - la- an –[-sa-]  –ka-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kollaiyan-  robber;  kollai –robbery .  

lú-ní-zu(-/ak/)   has the consonants  - la- an –[-sa-]  –ka-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   unkkalin -  your .  

 

 lú-ní-zuh: thief ('man' + 'one's own' + 'to steal, rob'). 

lú-ní-zuh  has the consoants  - la- an- [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kollaiyan – burgler.  

lú-ní-zuh  has the consoants  - la- an- [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalvan / kallan -  thief.  

lú-ní-zuh  has the consoants  - la- an- [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalavaani – thief. 

lú-ní-zuh  has the consoants  - la- an- sa--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kalavu  
seivoan – thief ; sei –do; seivoan- one who  does .  

lú-ní-zuh  has the consoants  - la- an- [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumpilan [ missing letter- pa-] – thief.  

lú-ní-zuh  has the consoants  - la- an- sa--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pachchai-k- kallan [ missing letter- pa-] – desperate thief . 
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lú-ní-zuh  has the consoants  - la- an- [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
paakal  kallan [ missing letter- pa-] – daylight thief  ;  pakal- day .  

 

lú-níg-nu-tuku: poor man, debtor ('man' + 'thing' + 'not' + 'to have'). 

lú-níg-nu-tuku   has the consonants  - la –an- ka –an- the- ka  -  and the  original 
Tamil meaning of the word is   uzhavu vaelai  illaamal / nilam  illaamal  /  unna 
unavu  illaamal / uduka aadai  illaamal /   kuntha  kudi illaamal / kalvi kalevi  
illaamal   vaadum / vaazhnithidum  naattin/ ulkain  adi thattu makkal / yaezhai 
makkal  -  the lower class people of the  state/ world  who  have no  land/ no  
education/ no food/ no house /  no  cloth / no education -  the poor people ;  
uzhavu -plough;  vaelai- work;   illai- nil ;   nilam- land;  unna- to eat;  unavu –food;  
udukka- to dress;  aadai- clothes;  kuntha- to sit; kudi- hut;  kalvi- education;  
vaazhu- live ; naadu- state;  ulaku- globe;  adi thattu makkal- lower class people  ;  
yaezhai- poor. 

lú-níg-nu-tuku   has the consonants  - la –an- ka –an- the- ka  -  and the  original 
Tamil meaning of the word is  kai -neetti   vaankiya  kadanai-yim   vatti -yaei yim   
adaikka  mudiyaatha   yaezhai  kudiyaanavan / kadanaali -  the  poor peasant  who  
is not able to repay  the loan and the  interest -  debtor ;  vaanku –get;   kadan- 
debt;  vatti- interest;  adaikka- to repay ;  yaezhai- poor ;  kadanaali- debtor; 
kudiyaanavan- peasant . 

lú-níg-nu-tuku   has the consonants  - la –an- ka –an- the- ka  -  and the  original 
Tamil meaning of the word is  selva valamai illatha kadanaali  kudi makan / 
kudiyaanavan [ missing letter- sa-] -  one who has wealth;  selvam- riches;  illai- 
nil;  kudiyaanavan- peasant ; kadanaali- debtor ;  kudi makan-  citizen/ drunkard .  

 

 lú-níg-tuku: rich man, wealthy person ('man' + 'thing' + 'to have'). 

lú-níg-tuku   has the consonants  - la -an - ka –the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikuntha selva valamai kondavan [ missing letter- sa-] -  a rich  person ;   
selvam-  riches ;  valamai- fertility . 
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 lú-ru-gú: recalcitrant, intractable individual(s) ('man' + ru-gú, 'to withstand, 
oppose').  

lú-ru-gú   has the consonants-   la -Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaazhkkaiyil   valainthu kodukkaatha manithar  /manitharkal [ missing letter –the-] 
-  inflexible/ stubborn  people ;  valiya-  to bend ; kodukkaatha- not yielding ; 
mainthar- men . 

lú-ru-gú   has the consonants-  la -Ra - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadavul 
marukkum  [ konda]  kolkaiyil   iruthi varai  uruthiyoadu  maarathavarkal-[ missing 
letter – the-] -  those people who  stick on to their doctrine till the end firmly / 
atheists ;  kolkai- doctrine;   iruthi –end; maaraathavar-  people who  donot 
change ; uruthi –firm;  kadavul-  god  ; marukka- refuse. 

 

lú-ru-gú-da: river ordeal, to decide an insoluble legal case, which involved 
swimming a certain distance and returning to shore without being pulled under 
by the current ('man' + 'to send' + 'river bank' + 'to be near'; cf., ru-gú). 

lú-ru-gú-da   has the consonants-  la – Ra- ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
karai purandu  oadum  Caveri  / Porunai / Tigris   aaatru  vella   neeroattaththil 
adiththu  kondu  pokaamaal / ethir  neechchal  poattu   karai- yaei / padi  thurai 
yaei  adainthida  vaendum[ missing letter- pa -and -sa-]  – to swim  against the 
current of the  river Caveri  which  is  flooded with water ;  karai- bank;  Caveri-  a 
river ;  Caveri  aatru thanni – Tigris  ;   Porunai aatu thanni   – Euphretes ;   aaru –
river;   neeraottam-   water  current ;  ethir-  opposite ;  neechchal- swimming;  
padi  thurai- river bank ;  adaika- to reach . 

lú-ru-gú-da   has the consonants-  la – Ra- ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is    
vellaanmaikkaana   Caveri  / porunai  / Tigris  / aatru  neer  pankeettu  
thodarpaana [  Thamizh  naattirkkum   kaaru nadakaththirkkum /  
kannadiyarukkum / Thamilarukkum  idaiyae aana ]   thakararil   neenda ezhu  
pirikku  pinnae   naduvar mandra  theerppu   varum   naal    [ missing  letters  –pa-  
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and -sa-] ]- the day of judgement  regarding the sharing of water  fromcaveri  river 
between Karnataka  state and Tamil  Naadu ;  vellanmai- agriculture;   Caveri- a 
river;  Caveri  aatru thanni- Tigris ;  porunai aatru thanni  - Euphrates ; aaru-  
riverl  neer- water;  pankeedu –sharing;  kannadiyar- people who  speak  
Kannadika ;  Thamizhan- Tamils ;  thakaraaru- dispute;  naduvar-  judge ;  naduvar 
mandram-  court; theerpu-  judgement.  

 

 lú-silim: perfect man ('man' + 'good, healthy'). 

lú-silim  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-]- ma -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
nalam  ulla -  healthy ; nalam- health; ulla- has . 

lú-silim  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-]- ma -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
nanmai ulla- good .   

lú-silim  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-]- ma -   and the  original Tamil  word is nalla  
udal nalam ulla manithan [ missing letetr- the-] -  man with good health;  nalla- 
good; udal-  body;  nalam- health ; manithan- man . 

lú-silim  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-]- ma -   and the  original Tamil  word is nalla   
manithan-[ missing letter- the-] -   good person.  

lú-silim  has the consonants  -la- sa- ma -   and the  original Tamil  word is nalla 
manasu  ulla   - good hearted ; manasu - mind ; ulla- has . 

lú-silim  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-]- ma -   and the  original Tamil  word is nalla 
nilamaiyil ulla- in good status  ;  nilami –state  . 

 

 lú-su-a: friend, acquaintance ('man' + su-a, 'cat'). 

lú-su-a   has theconsonats – la- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is thoalan [  
missing letter- the-] -  friend.  
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 lú-su-a   has theconsonats – la- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is kael / 
kaelan [missing letter-ka-]  - friend . 

lú-su-a   has theconsonats – la- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  aal- 
person/ man .  

lú-su-a   has theconsonats – la- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   musal/ 
muyal-  rabbit.  

lú-su-a   has theconsonats – la- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is eli  puli [ 
misisng letter- pa-]- cat .  

lú-su-a   has theconsonats – la- [- sa -] -and the    other interpretation  of the word 
is pilli [ missing  letter- pa-] – cat.  

lú-su-a   has theconsonats – la- [- sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   eli – cat / 
rat . 

lú-su-a   has theconsonats – la- - sa --and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
maarchchalam [ missing letter- Ra-] –cat.  

lú-su-a   has theconsonats – la- [- sa -] -and the    other interpretation  of the word 
is vilaalam [ missing letter- ka-]  -cat . 

lú-su-a   has theconsonats – la- [- sa -] -and the    other interpretation  of the word 
is alavan  [ missing letter- ka-]-  cat . 

 

 lú-šár: numerous individuals, myriads ('men, people' + 'to be many'). 

lú-šár   has the consonants -  la –[-sa-] - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is palar/ 
pala paeru  [  missing letter- pa-] -  many  persons . 

lú-šár   has the consonants -  la –sa-- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  silar /  
sila paeru [  missing letter- pa-] – less  persons [antonym] .   
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 LÚ.ŠE: (cf., níga).  

 

lú še bad-rá: to thresh ('man' + 'grain' + 'to open, expose, peel, release, split' + 
nominative). 

lú še bad-rá   has the consonants  - la –[-sa-] – [-pa-] - the -Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   muttriya nel-   well grown paddy;  muttriya- mature  .  

lú še bad-rá   has the consonants  - la –[-sa-] - pa- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thinai -yaei  // muttriya   aruththa  nellai /  maadu  pootti    poar 
adiththal -  threshing;   thinai-  millet ;  nel-  paddy  ; maadu- bull .   

lú še bad-rá   has the consonants  - la –[-sa-] - pa- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  pazhththa  palaa   pazhaththin  thoalai   urithhal   -to peel the skin  of the 
fruit ;  pahzma-  fruit;  thole- skin; uriththal- to peel ; palaa- jack .  

lú še bad-rá   has the consonants  - la –[-sa-] - pa- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  pilaththar – to spilt.  

lú še bad-rá   has the consonants  - la –[-sa-] – [-pa-] - the -Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thiraththl –to open . 

lú še bad-rá   has the consonants  - la –sa- [-pa-] - the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   manathir ullathai  thiranthu solluthal- to say openly what  one has in his 
mind ;  manthu-  mind; thiranthu –to open;  solluthal - tell . 

 

 lú-šuku-ra-ke4-ne: persons with allotted portions ('allotted portions' + genitive + 
plural).  

lú-šuku-ra-ke4-ne  has the consonants  - la -sa –ka- Ra - ka -an -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is ov-voru  aalukkaamaaka   avar avar  seitha  vaelaikkatra / udal 
uzhaippukku  yaetra  muraiyil  /  vakaiyil /  vakuththu   vazhankiya   pankeedu  /  
vilantha  nel -alavu [ missing letters- pa -and -the -] -  the  quantity of   paddy  
given to the  individual  workers  for the amount of work done by  them ;  ov- 
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voru-  every ;  aal- person;  seitha- done;  vaelai- work  ; uzhaippu – hard work ;   
vakuththu –divide  ;  vazhanku –give; pankeedu –share ;  vilantha- grown;  nel-  
paddy; alavu –quantity.  

 

lú-tu-ra: a sick person ('person' + 'to be weak, sick' + nominative). 

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  noaei 
utra aal -  sick person.  

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  udal 
nalam   illatha  manithar -  un healthy  person;  udal-  body; nalam- health;  
illaatha- nil  ; manithar- man.  

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  udal 
nala  kuraivu  [ missing letter- ka-]-  sickness ; nalam- health; kuraivu- less .  

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
noaeyil vizhuthar [ missing letter- ka-]-– to be sick; noaei- disease ;vizha –to fall  .  

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is udal 
thalarchchi  [ missing letter- sa-]-  body  weakness.  

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  ulla 
thalarchchi  adaithar [ missing letter- sa-]-  mental  tiredness ; ullam- soul  ; 
thalarchchi –tiredness .     

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thollaaduthar  -  become weak.  

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
soaruthal  [ missing letter- sa-]-  become weak. 

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thalar  
nilai -  weak condition. 
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lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ilaiththiduthar – becoming weak.  

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the interpretation  of the word is 
thur palam [ misisng letter- pa-]- weakness ; palam[Skt] - strength .  

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moochchu  parithal [ misisng letters- pa-  and -sa-]   - becoming weak.  

lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uruthi  
illaa- weak ; uruthi – strength ;   illai- nil . 

 lú-tu-ra   has the consonants  -  la – the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
melinthiduthar  - becomig weak/ puny . 
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                                                  Page -117 

 

 

lú-u5-a: rider ('man' + 'to mount, ride' + nominative).  

lú-u5-a   has the consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is aal- person.  

lú-u5-a   has the consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ulaa-  travel /ride .  

lú-u5-a   has the consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is maelae  yaeru  [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  -mount . 

lú-u5-a   has the consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal kollu [ missing  
letter- ka-] -to mount as a horse.  

 

lú-u18[gIŠGAL]-(lu): mankind; human being ('humans' + 'huge' [ + 'numerous']).  

lú-u18[gIŠGAL]-(lu)   has the consonants -   la - ka –[-sa-]  –ka- la – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ulakil  vaazhum   makkal – the people  living in the earth ;  ulakam/ 
kuvalayam - globe; vaazha- live ; makkal- people . 

  

lú-u18-um: name of a breed of small cattle (possible Semitic loanword).  

lú-u18-um  has the consonants - la -ma - and he original Tamil word is  kaalai 
maadu [ missing letters-  ka-  and --the- ]- bull. 

lú-u18-um  has the consonants - la -ma - and he original Tamil word is  pullam [ 
missing  letter- pa -] —bull . 

 

lú-zàh: runaway, fugitive ('man' + 'to flee').  
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lú-zàh  has the consonants – la- [-sa-]  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is oaadi  
olika  [ missing  letter- the -] –  to flee;  oadu –run;  olika- to  hide . 

lú-zàh  has the consonants – la- [-sa-]  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  oaadu  
kaali [ missing  letter- the -] – one who has ran away  from home . 

lú-zàh  has the consonants – la- [-sa-]  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaalai-  
man .  

fugitive [E]  has the consonants -pa –ka- the -va –and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadu  kadaththa  pattavar  - person in exile . 

fugitive [E]  has the consonants –[-pa -] –ka- the -va –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  naattai vittu /veettai vitttu  oadiyavar – fugitive.  

fugitive [E]  has the consonants -pa –ka- the -va –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thandanaiku  peethi  kondu thappi  oadiyavar  - one who has escaped from  
punishment.  

 

lú-zi(-d): righteous, good man ('man' + 'faithful, true').  

lú-zi(-d)   has the consonants-  la- [-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is nalla 
manithan-  good person;  nalla-  good;  manithan- man .  

lú-zi(-d)   has the consonants-  la- [-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nallathu- good.  

lú-zi(-d)   has the consonants-  la- [-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
unami ullathu  - truly  . 

 

lú-zu(-a): acquaintance ('person' + 'to know' + nominative). 

lú-zu(-a)  has the consonants -  la –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is aal- 
person.  
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lú-zu(-a)  has the consonants -  la –sa --and the  original Tamil  word is soozh – 
know.  

 

 lú-zuh: thief ('man' + 'to steal, rob').  

lú-zuh has the consonants- la- [-sa-] -ka -and the original Tamil word is kalvan-  
thief . 

lú-zuh has the consonants- la- [-sa-] -ka -and the original Tamil word is kalavu 
vaelai-  stealing . 

lú-zuh has the consonants- la- [-sa-] -ka -and the original Tamil word is kollai -  
loot . 

 

lugal-šà-lá-sù: merciful king ('king' + 'merciful'). 

lugal-šà-lá-sù   has the consonants  - la- ka –sa- la- [-sa-]    and the  original Tamil  
word is  senkkole vazhuvaa  mannan -  benevolenet  ruler .  

lugal-šà-lá-sù   has the consonants  - la- ka –[-sa-]- la- [-sa-]    and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ulakai aalum mannavan – world ruler.  

lugal-šà-lá-sù   has the consonants  - la- ka –sa- la- [-sa-]    and the  other 
interpretaion  of the word is  mandala maakkal [ missing leter –the -] – kings.  

lugal-šà-lá-sù   has the consonants  - la- ka –[-sa-]- la- [-sa-]    and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vallal kunam ulla   kaalavan  / oan-k-kole  -  generous minded king . 

lugal-šà-lá-sù   has the consonants  - la- ka –[-sa-]- la- [-sa-]    and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nal- kal  kunam ulla  mannan – king with kindness. 

 

 lul...dug4: to tell a lie ('lie' + 'to speak'). 
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 lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaevuthal – speak.  

 lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sollaaduka  [ missing letter- sa-]- speak.  

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaakkaaduthal – speak . 

  lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhankuthal – speak . 

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
mozhithal –speak. 

 lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
eduththal – speak  . 

 lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilamputhal [ misisng letter- pa-]  -speak . 

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
viliththal  -speak.  

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vidai 
alihthal –tell. 

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathaiththal –tell. 

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuyiluthal –tell. 

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
navizhthal – tell . 

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vilthal – 
tell.  
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lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koal  
solluthal [ missing letter- sa-]  –tell tales . 

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koal 
mudiththal  - tell tales .  

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  asattu  
vizhikal  [ missing letter- sa-] –tell tale looks .  

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuththu solluka [ missing letter-  sa-] – to tell lies.  

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  poei – 
yaana  thakavalai  solluthal / kallam  paesuthal [  missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-]  -
to tell a  false information ;  poei-  false/ lie; thakaval – message ; solluthal – to 
tell  ; kallam-  false; paesu- speak . 

lul...dug   has the consonants  -la -the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mozhinthiduka / maatlaaduka [Telugu ] - speak . 

 

 lul...si(-g): to keep silent ('lie' + 'to stay silent').  

lul...si(-g)   has the consonants  -la –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
amaithai kaaththidal  vaendum [  missing  letter- the -] –to keep silanece ; 
amaithi- sialence; kaakkththiduka – to  keep . 

lul...si(-g)   has the consonants  -la –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kallam- lie.  

lul...si(-g)   has the consonants  -la –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is poei 
solluka  [ missing letter- pa-]- tell lies ;  poei-  a lie  ; sollluka- tell .  

lul...si(-g)   has the consonants  -la –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaalaamai – silence.  
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lul...si(-g)   has the consonants  -la –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
vaalamai – keeping  silent .  

lul...si(-g)   has the consonants  -la –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
kattuthal  [misisng letter- the -]- silence ;  vaai- mouth ; kattu –to tie .  

lul...si(-g)   has the consonants  -la –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is velu 
moozhthal  [missing letter- the -]-  be silent . 

 

lum-ma: a fecund female ('to be fertile, productive' + nominative). 

lum-ma    has the consonants  - la -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is ammal- 
mother . 

lum-ma    has the consonants  - la -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is  mallal / 
mal / mallai – fertility / richness. . 

lum-ma    has the consonants  - la -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is sezhumai [ 
missing letter- sa-]- fertility/ productiveness  .  

lum-ma    has the consonants  - la -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is  valamai / 
kezhumai [ missing letter [ - ka-]- fertile.  

  lum-ma    has the consonants  - la -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaeraalamaa  [ missing letter – Ra- ]-  prolific.  

 

 ma-al: Emesal dialect for gál.  

 

(gi)ma-an-sim: sieve ('it sifts for me'). 

gimaansim   has the consonants – ka- ma- an- sa -ma –and the  original Tamil  
word is saladai  kondu   maavai   nalla   salikka vaendum [ missing letters-  la- and 
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the  -] -to sift wit a sieve ; salladai- sieve ; maavu –flour ; nallaa- well  ; salikka- to 
sieve . 

 

 ma-az: exuberant, joyful; a female dancer.  

maaz   has the consonants  -ma –[ -sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is nayam -  
joy.  

maaz   has the consonants  -ma –[ -sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  amm 
happiness.  

maaz   has the consonants  -ma –[ -sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is inimai – 
pleasantness.    

 maaz   has the consonants  -ma –[ -sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is inpam [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -  joy .  

maaz   has the consonants  -ma –[ -sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is pasumai [  
missing letter- pa-]  - pleasantness.  

  maaz   has the consonants  -ma –-sa- -and the   interpretation  of the word is 
saemam – happiness.  

maaz   has the consonants  -ma –[ -sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is  pani 
mooppi [ missing letter- pa-]  - female - temple dancer.  

 

ma-da: district, realm (Akkadian, maatu(m) I, 'land').  

ma-da has the consonants - ma- the- and the original Tamil word is  vattam [ 
missing letter – ka -]  ward  /circle  ;  maa vattam – district ; maa- big .  

ma-da has the consonants - ma- the- and the original Tamil word is  koattam [ 
missing letter – ka -]  -  block / district . 
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ma-da has the consonants - ma- the- and the  interpretaion  of the word is 
thaesam [ misisng letter- sa-]-  district / state.  

ma-da has the consonants - ma- the- and the  interpretaion  of the word is  thaem 
/ thaeyam -   country .  

ma-da has the consonants - ma- the- and the  interpretaion  of the word is   
mandalam [ missing letter- la -] —relam . 

ma-da has the consonants - ma- the- and the original Tamil word is  en- thaai 
mun-  /  thaai naattu  mun - my mother ocountry ; en- mine; thaai- mother;  mun-
land. 

mattu   [Akkadiyan ]  has the consonants – ma- the –   and the  original Tamil  
word is idam – land /   place . 

 

ma-la-(g): friend (among females) ('to bind' + LA.GA, 'an obscene name for the 
female genitalia' per Landsberger).  

ma-la-(g)  has the consonants -  ma- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
pomplaikalin  nanpan  [ missing letter- pa-]  - friend of women ; pompalai- female; 
pompalaikal- females ; nanpan –friend  . 

 ma-la-(g)  has the consonants -  ma- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thozhamai ullavan [ missing letter- the -]  -friend ; thozhamai- friendship; ullavan- 
one who  has   . 

ma-la-(g)  has the consonants -  ma- la- ka –and the  interpretation  of the word is  
moola vaayil  - the  primal gate  ;   moolam-  origin / prime ;  vaayil- gate . 

ma-la-(g)  has the consonants -  ma- la- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is    
kaama  vaayil-  entrance to sexual life ; kaamam  -sex ; vaayil-  gate.  

ma-la-(g)  has the consonants -   ma-la- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is alkul  
mukam -  pudenda  ;  alkul- vulva; mukam- face  . 
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ma-la-(g)  has the consonants -  ma- - la- ka –and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   kaama  kuzhi -  pit for sex  ; kaamam- sex; kuzhi- pit.  

ma-la-(g)  has the consonants -  ma- - la- ka –and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kamalaam- lotus  ;  kamala vaai – mouth of the lotus -   allegory/ 
metaphor ;   kamalam- lotus  ; vaai- mouth  .  

ma-la-(g)  has the consonants -  ma-  la- ka –and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  inaikkalaam -  can be bound;   inakka- bind.   

 

ma-mu(2)-(d): dream ('it is growing for me'). 

ma-mu(2)-(d)-  has the consonants - ma – the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanavu  kaana vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]  – to dream; kanavu- dream . 

 

 ma-na: a unit of weight measure, mina = ca. 500 grams = 60 gín (since Akkad 
period, 2 ma-na = 1 sìla of water) (Akk., manûm, 'to count').  

manum [ Akkadian ]   has the consonants   - ma -an - and the  original Tamil  word 
is ennanaum  -to count.   

 

ma-na-tur: a surface area measure, little mina = 1/3 shekel = 60 surface še = 720 
square fingers; as a volume measure, = 60 še. 

manatur  has the  consonants  -ma -an – the- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kundri  -mani  kanakku  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  - weight  measurement ; kanakku –
calculation  ;  kundri mani –rosary  pea . 

manatur  has the  consonants  -ma -an – the- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mu-k-kuruni  kana-k-keedu  [ missing  letter- ka-]-   area measurement  ; kana-k-
keedu –a measurement  / calculation ; oru mukkuruni = 24 cents . 
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gišma-nu: dwarf ash (?), cornel (?); firewood bundle ('to bind' + nu11, 'fire').  

gišma-nu   has the consonants – ka- [-sa -] –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  word 
is inaikkanum –to bind.  

gišma-nu   has the consonants – ka- sa  –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  word 
saekkanum- to join.  

gišma-nu   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]   –ma- an –and the  original Tamil  word 
vaanam -  fire.  

gišma-nu   has the consonants – ka- sa-–ma- an –and the  original Tamil  word oru 
vakaiyaaana  siru maram [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  a kind of small tree; oru- one; 
vakai- kind;  siru –small; maram- tree .  

 

ma-ra-az: (variant of ma-az).  

 

(gi)ma-sá(-ab): a basket ('to bind' + 'to equal in value' (+ 'container') ?; Semitic 
root means 'circle').  

gi)ma-sá(-ab )  has the consonants-  ka –ma- [-sa-]- -pa-- and the other 
interpretation of the word is  sinna poo-  koodai  mudaiya/ pinna   vaendum [ 
missing letter- the -] - to make a basket  ; koodai-  basket ; pinnu –to weave/ knit .   

gi)ma-sá(-ab )  has the consonants-  ka –ma- [-sa-]- [-pa-] - and the other 
interpretation of the word is  inaikka vaendum [ missing letter- the -] - to bind . 

gi)ma-sá(-ab )  has the consonants-  ka –ma- [-sa-]- [-pa-] - and the other 
interpretation of the word is  vattam [ missing letter- the -] - circle . 

gi)ma-sá(-ab )  has the consonants-  ka –ma-[-sa-]- pa- and the orignala Tamil  
word is oppu  mikka -  equal . 

gi)ma-sá(-ab )  has the consonants-  ka –ma- sa- [-pa-] - and the other 
interpretation of the word is   sama- maaka -  equal ; oppu- samam . 
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equal [E]  has the consonants  -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is okkal- equal.  

 

(giš)má-addir: ferryboat ('boat' + 'ferry; bridge'). 

(giš)má-addir    has the consonants  - ka  -[-sa-]- ma – the- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   siriya  kattu maram  -  small  boat; kattu- to tie; maram- wood .  

(giš)má-addir    has the consonants  - ka  -sa- ma – the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  payanam  poavatharkkaana / aatrai  kadappatharkkaana   siriya  
payaniyar  padaku  /thoani / kattu maram  -  a small boat  for passanger  to cross 
the river ;  aaru-  river;  siriya –small;  payanam- travel;  kadakka  -to cross;  
payaniyar-  passenger ;  padaku-  boat . 

giš)má-addir    has the consonants  - ka  -[-sa-] - ma – the- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kadar  payanam  poavatharkkaana  perum  padaku / sampaan   [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -ship  for sea voyage  ;  sampaan- ship ;  kadar-  sea; payanam- 
travel ; perum- big;  padaku- boat.   

giš)má-addir    has the consonants  - ka  -sa- ma – the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  Caveri  /Tigris  aatrin maer  katta pattu erukkum  vaaravathi-  bridge built  
over a river;  aaru –river; kattu- build;  maer- upper ;  vaaravathi- bridge . 

ferry boat [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-pa-] - the -  and the  original Tamil  
word is payaniyar  thoani / oadam -   passenger boat ; payaniyar- passenger; 
oadam - boat.  

 

 (gi)má-da-lá: a thick bundle of reeds used to build rafts ('boat' + 'to hold near' + 
'to strap, bind'). 

(gi)má-da-lá  has the consonants - ka –ma- the- la  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mara –k- kalam / kattu  mara  thoani  /  kattuvatharkkaana   mara  kaattaikal [  
missing  letter- Ra-] -  woods  to build a boat ;  mara-k -kalam- boat;  kattu- build; 
maram –tree ; kattai –wood . 
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(gi)má-da-lá  has the consonants - ka –ma- the- la  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mithavai  kalam -  boat ; mithakka  - to float . 

boat [E]   has the consonats-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  poatham -  
boat.  

boat [E]   has the consonats-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is theppam  -
boat.  

 boat [E]   has the consonats-  pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is mithappu -  
boat.  

boat [E]   has the consonats-  [-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is oadam  -  
boat . 

boat [E]   has the consonats-  [-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thoani  -  
boat . 

 

 gišmá-diri-ga: the boat sailing downstream ('boat' + 'to float (with the current)' 
+ nominative).  

gišmá-diri-ga  has the consonants  - ka –[- sa -] - ma- -the -Ra -ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   neer oattamakaavae   thuduuppu   ittu  oaatti kattu maraththai   
mithakka  seika [ missing  letter- pa-] – to  sail  the boat  with the current ; neer- 
water;   oaattam- running  ;  thuduppu –oar  ;   kattu –tie ; maram- wood ; kattu 
maram- boat ; oaattu  drive ; mithakka- to float .  

gišmá-diri-ga  has the consonants  - ka –[- sa -] - ma- -the -Ra -ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aatrin   vaekaththudanae  / kaatru  adikkum   thikkir /  padakin  
thuduppai  poada  vaendum / kadar  payanam  poaka vaendum [ missing  letter- 
pa-]  -  to sail  along with the river current / along with the wind  ;  aaru-  river; 
vaekam- speed ;   kaatru –wind;   thikku- direction ;  padaku- boat  ; thuduppu- 
oar ; payanam-  travel ; kadar-  sea.    
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lúmá-DU-DU(-d): barge captain ('boat' + ?; cf., má-lah4/5).  

lumadu has the consonants  -la- ma- the - and the  interpretation  of the  word is   
oaada  thalaimai / thoani  thalaimai – oadaththin  maalumi - capitancy of the boat    
;oaadam- boat; thalaimai- head ; maalumi- captain .  

lumadu has the consonants  -la- ma- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thalamai kalamaan  [ missing letter- ka-]  – head  of the sailors  ; thalamai- head; 
kalamaan –sailor ; kalam- vessel .   

lumadu has the consonants  -la- ma- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   thimil – 
ship . 

lumadu has the consonants  -la- ma- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
mathalai -  ship . 

lumadu has the consonants  -la- ma- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
ampadalam [ missing letter- pa-] –boat.  

 

gišmá...du8: to caulk a boat ('boat' + 'to spread with pitch').  

gišmádu   has the consonants  - ka -sa - ma -the –  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
thoani  santhu   oaattiyaei  adaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  to  plug  the 
hole  in the boat  ;  thoani –baot ; santhu - joint  / narrow  gap  ;  oaattai-  hole ;  
adaikka- to plug/ close   .  

gišmádu   has the consonants  - ka -sa - ma -the –  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
sankku  vadam – ferry boat  ; vadam- boat .  

 

(giš)má-egir-ra: the stern of a boat ('boat' + 'back' + nominative).  

gismaegirra    has the consonants -  ka- [ -sa -] –ma-  ka - Ra –and the  original          
Tamil  word is   mara -k- kovai -yin   pin pakkam [ missing letter- pa-]-  back  side of 
the boat  ;  maram- wood  ;  mara koavai-  boat ; pin –back; pakkam- side .  
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má-gan-an-naki: Magan (a country on the sea route to India) ('boats' + 'support' + 
'to be high' + nominative).  

má-gan-an-naki   has the consonants -  ma- ka- an -  ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is kai -thookki  vida  vaendum  / kai kodukka vaendum/ uthavida vaendum [ 
missing letter- the -] –to support /to help/ to give a hand; kai- hand; kodukka- to 
give ; thookku –lift /carry  ; uthavu –help .  

má-gan-an-naki   has the consonants -  -ma-- ka- an -  ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   Nikkaam  -  Nagapattinam – ancient sea port of Tamil Nadu . 

má-gan-an-naki   has the consonants -  -ma-- ka- an -  ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  korkkai  maa nakaram [  missing letter- Ra-]- korkkai  -a sea port in 
ancient  Tamil  Nadu- kolachchal  ; maa-  big / great  ; nakaram- city . 

má-gan-an-naki   has the consonants -  -ma-- ka- an -  ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  Marakkaanam [  missing letter- Ra-]- a sea port in ancient  Tamil  Nadu/ 
east  coast of  Bay of Bengal  . 

má-gan-an-naki   has the consonants -  -ma-- ka- an -  ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanniyaakumari [  missing letter- Ra-]- costal town  of Tamil Nadu . 

 má-gan-an-naki   has the consonants -  -ma-- ka- an -  ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  Azhakan kulam [  missing letter- zha/ la ]- a sea port in ancient  Tamil  
Nadu   /  Ramanathapuram /east  coast of  Bay of Bengal  . 

má-gan-an-naki   has the consonants -  -ma-- ka- an -  ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikka uyaramaaka [  missing letter- Ra-]- tall/height  ; mikka- excess; 
uyaram- height . 

má-gan-an-naki   has the consonants - ma-- ka- an -  ka  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vankkam  -  boat.  

 

(giš)má-gi(4)-lum: a type of small sailing boat ('boat' + gilim, 'reed bundle'). 
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(giš)má-gi(4)-lum  has the consonants – ka- ma -  ka- la -ma –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mara-k- kalam [ missing letter- Ra-] –ship ; maram –wood; kalam- 
vessel .  

giš)má-gi(4)-lum  has the consonants – ka- ma -  ka- la -ma –and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaikkole paakkam [ missing letter- pa-] – small reed bundle ; vaikkole- 
hay .  
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                                                  Page -118  

 

 

(giš)má...gíd: to sail (with -da-); to tow a barge ('boat' + 'to draw, pull').  

giš)má...gíd  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]-ma- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil   
word is   padakai  thuduppu poattu oaata vaendum [  missing  letter- pa-] –to row 
the boat ; padaku- boat;  thuduppu- oar;  oaatta- drive . 

giš)má...gíd  has the consonants -  ka –[-sa-]-ma- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil   
word is   naavaai -yaei  katti  ezhukka vaendum [  missing  letter- zha-] -to tow the 
boat;   naavaai- boat / navy ; katti –to tie; ezhukka- to pull .  

giš)má...gíd  has the consonants -  ka –sa-ma- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil   
word is   sankuvadam – ferry boat.  

 

(giš)má-gur8: a large boat, cargo boat; pot stand ('boat' + 'high, deep') [MAGUR 
archaic frequency: 5; concatenates 2 sign variants].  

giš)má-gur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]  -ma -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   mara-k-koavai  -boat/ kattumaran    ; maram- wood .  

giš)má-gur  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-]  -ma -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  mika  periya  navaai [ missing  letter- pa-]  -- big ship;  mika periya  -big ;  
naavaai - ship . 

giš)má-gur  has the consonants - ka –sa--ma -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  perum   vanika  sarakku   sampaan / navaai  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  big cargo 
ship ; perum- big; vanikam – business  /trade  ;  sarakku –cargo ; sampaan-  ship ; 
naavaai- ship. 

giš)má-gur  has the consonants - ka –sa--ma -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kadaintha/ ketti/   thayir paanai -yaei  / vennai  nirantha  paanai-yaei - 
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thaenkaai naaru / sanar  kayeiru  uriyir   thonkka vida vaendum [ missing letters- 
pa -and -the -] – to  keep the  curd filled  pot  in the hanging  rope/ coir  stand ;  
thayir- curd;  vennai-ghee ;  niraintha-  filled;  paanai- pot ;  thaenkkaai- coconut; 
naaru –fibre ;   kayeiru- rope ; uri-  hanging  coir /rope  stand ; thon-k-ka- to hang . 

 

má(-a)...gar: to load a boat ('boat' + 'in' + 'to place').  

má(-a)...gar  has the consonants - ma –ka- Ra –  anda the original Tamil  word is 
sarakkai  naavaai - yir   yaettra vaendum  [  missing letters-  sa-and -the -] – to load  
the cargo  in the boat; sarakku- cargo ; yaettruka- to load ; naavaai- ship .  

má(-a)...gar  has the consonants - ma –ka- Ra –  and  the original Tamil  word is  
marakkoavai – boat.  

má(-a)...gar  has the consonants - ma –ka- Ra –  and  the  interpretation  of the 
word is paarakam [ missing letter- pa-]- boat.  

 

má-géš-gur: a boat of sixty-gur capacity ('boat' + 'sixty' + kor basket measure).  

má-géš-gur  has the consonants  -ma - ka-  sa -  ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   aaru   sokkarai   niraiya  sarakku   sumakkum  mara-k-kovai  -  boat  which  
carries  six   baskets  of  goods  ; aaru -6; niraiya- full  ; sokkarai - basket;   sarakku 
–cargo; sumakka- carry ; mara-k- koavai- boat  .   

má-géš-gur  has the consonants  -ma - ka-  sa -  ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is    mun nooru / naa -nooru  /aaru  nooru  / ennooru / aayiram  sokkarai   
niraiya  sarakku   sumakkum  vankkam -  a ship  which  carries 1000 baskets  of 
goods;   moonu -3;  nooru -100;  munnoru- 300  ; naa nooru -400  ; aaru -6   ;aru 
nooru -600  ;ennoru -800 ;   oru  aayiram-   one  1000  sarakku –goods  ;   sokkarai- 
basket ; sumakka- to carry ;vankkam- ship   .  

 

(giš)má-lá: cargo boat ('boat' + 'to extend, load'). 
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gišmá-lá   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] -ma- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
paelakam [  missing  letter- pa-] - boat . 

gišmá-lá   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] -ma- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalam- ship.  

išmá-lá   has the consonants - ka –sa--ma- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
saenn kalam- ship.  

išmá-lá   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] --ma- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kol kalan  kalam – container ship  ; kol kalan- container  .  

išmá-lá   has the consonants - ka sa--ma- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sumai [saamaan ]  kalam -  cargo  ship .   

išmá-lá   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] --ma- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vallam-   boat . 

išmá-lá   has the consonants - ka – sa---ma- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
makizhchchi / ullaasa  /  ulaa  sellum    payana  kappal [  missing  letter- pa-]-  
cruise ship   ; makizhchchi- happiness  ; ulaa- trip ; sellu –go; payanam- travel; 
kappal- ship   . 

išmá-lá   has the consonants - ka –[- sa-] --ma- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalamaan-  sailors.  

 

 lúmá-lah4/5: sailor; barge captain ('boat' + 'to drive along'). 

lúmá-lah  has the consonants - la –ma- la- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kala 
maakkal – sailors; kalam- vessel .  

lúmá-lah  has the consonants - la –ma- la- ka  -and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is  maalumikal – sailors/  ship captain . 

lúmá-lah  has the consonants - la –ma- la- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vallam – boat.  
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 má-nisag-gá: boat with first-fruit offerings ('boat' + 'first-fruits' + nominative).  

má-nisag-gá  has the consonants - ma -an–[- sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil 
word is  vankkam -  boat . 

má-nisag-gá  has the consonants - ma -an– sa- ka – and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  onnaam  poaka  pachchai  kaai kani  [ missing letter- pa-]-  fruits from the  
first crop;  poakam-  yield  ;  onnaam – first   ; onnu –one  ; pachchai –green/ fresh 
; kaai- vegetable ; kani- fruit . 

má-nisag-gá  has the consonants - ma -an– sa- ka – and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  onnaam vilaichchal  kaai kanikal [ missing letter- la ]-  fruits from the  first 
crop ; onnu –one;   vilaichchal- yield   ; kaai – green vegetable ; kani  fruit . 

má-nisag-gá  has the consonants – [-ma-]  -an– sa- ka – and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   vishu kani  / mun kani   - first-fruits  ;  kani- fruit  . 

 

gišmá-ru-ru-gú: the boat sailing upstream ('boat' + 'to move in a direction 
opposite to [the current]').  

 gišmá-ru-ru-gú   has   the  consonants-  ka -sa – ma- Ra-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is neer  oattaththai  ethirththu   payanam  seiyim   mara-k- koavai 
/kattu maram  / paai mara kappar   [ missing letters-  the- and- pa- ] - the boat 
sailing upstream  ; neer- water ; oaattam –flow ;  ethirththu – against ; payanam- 
trip  /travel  ;  seiya- do  ; kattu maram- boat  ;  paai maram- mast . 

 

gišmá-sag-gá: the bow of a boat; prow ('boat' + 'point, head' + nominative).  

gišmá-sag-gá   has the   consonants  -ka—[-sa-] - ma  -[-sa-] - ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is vankkam -  boat /ship  .  
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gišmá-sag-gá   has the   consonants  -ka—[-sa-] - ma  --sa-- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  soankkin  mooku / naa vaai- in  mookku / mukanai – prow of the 
boat  ;  naavaai- ship  ; mukanai –tip / prow ; mookku –nose . 

gišmá-sag-gá   has the   consonants  -ka—[-sa-] - ma  --[-sa-] -- ka –and the  
original Tamil  word is  naavaai -in  mun pakkam [ missing letter- pa-]  – front  side 
of the boat /ship ; naavaai- ship; mun –front; pakkam- side . 

 

má(-a)-si-ga: describes products used to fill a boat ('boat' + 'in' + 'to fill' + 
nominative). 

maasiga   has the consonants- ma-[- sa-]- ka – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
vankkam- ship.   

maasiga   has the consonants- ma-[- sa-]- ka – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
mara-k- koavai [ missing letter- Ra-]-  boat.  

maasiga   has the consonants- ma-[- sa-]- ka – and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
kalam/ kalavam / vallam [ missing leter- la-]- boat.  

 

 gišmá...su: (cf., gišmá...du8 ). 

 

 gišmá-su(-a): sunken boat ('boat' + 'submersed' + nominative).  

gišmá-su(-a)   has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-] –ma- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is vankkam- ship .  

gišmá-su(-a)   has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-] –ma- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is munkiya naavaai-  sunken boat; munkiya- sunk ;  naavaai-  ship / navy . 

 

gišmá-sù-a: a deep-draught boat ('boat' + 'empty' + nominative).  
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gišmá-sù-a   has the consonants   - ka- sa- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhumaiyaaka  sarakku  irakkiya / kaaliyaaka irukkum / mara-k- kalam [ missing 
letters-  Ra –and- la-]  – down loaded empty ship ;  muzhumai yaka- - whole  
sarakku-goods; irakku-  down load; mara-k-kalam- ship ; kaali-  empty .  

 

gišmá-še(-/ak/): grain boat ('boat' + 'grain' + genitive). 

gišmá-še(-/ak/) has the  consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -ma- [-sa-] - ka –and the original 
Tamil  word is van-k-kam -  ship .  

gišmá-še(-/ak/) has the  consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -ma- sa- ka –and the original Tamil  
word is  sanku  vadam [ missing letter- the -]-  ferry boat.  

gišmá-še(-/ak/) has the  consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -ma- [-sa-] - ka –and the original 
Tamil  word is  mara-k-koavai [ missing letter- the -]-  boat.  

 gišmá-še(-/ak/) has the  consonants  -ka- [-sa-] -ma- [-sa-]- ka –and the  
interpretaion  of the word is  akka  vanika   van-k-kam -  merchant ship  for grain; 
vanikam- trade  ; vankkam- ship . 

 

 má-tùn[GÍN]: asphalt specialist ('boat' + 'to bind, bandage').  

má-tùn[GÍN]    has the  consonants  -  ma- the- an – ka- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is  udaintha  kai – ikku/ muttukku [ inainthida vaendi]   maavu  kattu  katta  
vaendum- to apply pop [ plaster of paris]  bandage for the broken  hand/ joint ;  
udaintha- broken; kai- hand; mutti- joint;  maavu- flour ; kattu- bandage ; kattu-  
to tie ; inaiththida- to  bind.  

má-tùn[GÍN]    has the  consonants  -  ma- the- an – ka- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is   naavaai  oaattum manithan  -  boat man  ;  naavaai- boat; oaatu –drive; 
manithan- man . 

má-tùn[GÍN]    has the  consonants  -  ma- the- an – ka- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is   meen pidi  padaku oaattum  sem -padavan [ missing  letters-  pa -and -sa-
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]- the fisher man - driving  the boat;  sempadavan- fisher man; meen- fish; pidi- 
catch ;  padaku-  boat.  

 

má(-a)...u5: to go on board; to embark ('boat' + 'to mount'). 

má(-a)...u  has the consonant -  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is aanam – boat.  

má(-a)...u  has the consonant -  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is paasanam [ 
missing letters- pa and -sa-]-  – ship .  

má(-a)...u  has the consonant -  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  oadam [ 
misisng letter- the -] – boat. 

má(-a)...u  has the consonant -  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is naavaai  
payanam [  missing letters- ka -and pa-] -  boat  travel ; naavaai-  ship ;  payanam- 
tour.  

má(-a)...u  has the consonant -  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is yaeranum  [ 
missing letter –Ra-]  -  mount /embark . 

 

 mà-ùr: ravine, gorge ('to go' ? + 'mountain pass').  

maur   has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  maeru -  
mountain .  

 maur   has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  parambu [ 
missing letter- pa-]- mountain. 

maur   has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  erumbu 
[missing letter- pa-]- mountain. 

 maur   has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  aruppam 
[missing letter- pa-]-mountain fort.  
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maur   has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  aaramam -  
mountain  grove .  

maur   has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaram [ 
missing letter- va-]-  mountain slope.  

maur   has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  maeru  
kanavaai  [missing letter- ka-]-  mountain pass.  

maur   has the consonants  -ma- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   maeru  vaai  
[missing letter- ka-]-  mountain pass.  

 

mah-bi: adv., powerfully ('great' + adverbial force suffix). 

mah-bi   has the consonants – ma-  ka- [-pa-]-   and the  original Tamil  word is   
valimai  mikka [  missing letter- la-] -  powerful .  

mah-bi   has the consonants – ma-  ka- [-pa-]-   and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  maha [Skt] / mega[E]   - grand ;   mikai / mikka . 

mah-bi   has the consonants – ma-  ka- [-pa-]-   and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  mahaan-  great person.  

mah-bi   has the consonants – ma-  ka- pa-   and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  peru makan [ missing letter- Ra-] - great  person .  

mah-bi   has the consonants – ma-  ka- pa-   and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  paer arivu mikkavan-[ missing letter- Ra-]- great scholar . 

mah-bi   has the consonants – ma-  ka- pa-and the  original Tamil  word is   mika  
periya [ missing letter- Ra-]  - huge / bid ;  mikai-  excess  ; periya -  big . 

mah-bi   has the consonants – ma-  ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is mika 
periya  poar maravan [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  great  warrior ; mika peria – big;  
poar- war ; maravar- warrior  .  
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mah-bi   has the consonants – ma-  ka- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is paer  
uoorin  mika periyavar [ missing letter- Ra-]  - big person of the city ; paer uoor-  
city ;  periyavar-  big person. 

mah-bi   has the consonants – ma-  ka- [-pa-]-   and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  maenmai mikkavan -  honorable person.  

mah-bi   has the consonants – ma-  ka- pa-   and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  maanpu mikkavan - honorable person.  ;  kunam mikkavan- good 
person.   

 

gišmar-da ri-a: riding with the wagon ('wagon' + comitative + 'to be located' + 
nominative).  

gišmar-da ri-a   has the consonants-  ka- sa- ma- Ra- the- Ra –and the  orignaltamil  
word is   kuthirai vandi -yir   / mattu  vandiyir uoorukku  sendrida vaendum – to go 
to the village riding on a horse cart/ or bullock cart ;   kuthirai-  horse; maadu- 
bull;  vandi- cart;  uoor - village; sendriduka- go  .  

 

gišmar-gíd-da: wagon ('wagon' + 'to draw, pull, tow' + nominative). 

gišmar-gíd-da   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa -]- ma-  Ra -  ka -the  -  and the  
original Tamil  word is   erandu  kaar [ sakkaram ] [Skt]  kondu  urundu oadum 
erattai maattu/ kuthirai  vandi -  bullock cart with two wheels ; erandu- two; kaar- 
wheel  /car ;  kaar- sakkaram [Skt] ;  urundu  oaadum –rolling ;  maattu vandi –
bullock cart ;  kuthirai  vandi- horse cart .   

 

 mar-ru10[TU/GUR8]: flood (cf., mar-uru5 ). 

mar-ru   has the consonats  -ma –Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is maari – rain  
/floods.  
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mar-ru   has the consonats  -ma –Ra- and the  orignal Tamil  word is pooram [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  flood.  

mar-ruTU/GUR    has the consonants  - ma -Ra –the-  ka - Ra –and the  original 
Tamil   word is   karai   purandu  oadum  Caveri  aatru  vellam / neer perukkam [  
missing letters- pa- and -la-] -  flood in River Caveri ;  Caveri-  ariver; vellam- flood.  

 

 mar-sa: boat transport center ('to lock up' + 'to compensate'). 

mar-sa   has the consonants – ma- Ra- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoaniyir  yaeri  erankum thurai  - [ missing letters- the -and -ka-]- jetty . 

mar-sa   has the consonants – ma- Ra- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  Korkai 
/Musiri  thurai maukam [ missing letters- the -and -ka-] - - Musiri/ korkai  harbor . 

mar-sa   has the consonants – ma- Ra- sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  ven- j-
sirai - yir  adaika vaendum [ missing letters- the -and -ka-] -  to lock in the jail; sirai 
- prison;  adaikka  -to lock up . 

mar-sa   has the consonants – ma- Ra- [-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
eedu  kattuthar vaendum-[ missing letters- the -and -ka-] - to compensate . 

 

 lúMAR-TU[-KI], gar7-dú: nomad; Amorite - Semitic nomad of the western desert 
('wagon' + 'to be born').  

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pirakka  vaendum  [  missing letter- pa-]- to  be born  ; pirakka- to have birth . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoatram edukka  - appear/ be  born; thoatram –form ; edukka- to have .  

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  udar  
edukka-  to be born ; udar- body  ; edukka- to take  . 
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gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  avatharikka  – be born ;  eraivan  maantha  udar edukka  ;  eraivan  
erankki  munnir  vara ; eraivan-  god ;  maanthan- man; udar- body  ; edukka -  
take  ;munn- land  ;  vara- to come . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor 
sutri thirikirvar  [ missing letter- sa-] - wanderer ; uoor- village; sutruka- to make a 
round  ;thiriya- roam ;thirikiravar- one who  wanders   . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadoadi  koottaththaar-  nomads  ; naadaodi  - nomad.  

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurava  inaththaar/ koottaththaar -  nomads  ; inam- race .  

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadaodi  koottathtinar  /inaththavar – nomads ; naadu –state; oaadi –one who  
runs  .  

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aadu  
maadu  /ottakam maekira  Idaiyar -  shepherds  ; aadu- goat  ;  maaadu –cattle  ; 
ottakam- camel ; maeikka- to pasture ; Idaiyan –shepherd .  

Amorite  has the consonats -ma -Ra -the -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  aadu  
maadu maeiththidum  - idaiyar inam  -  shepherds  ; inam- race  .  

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thikiri  
-car.  

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
karaththai –cart . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar 
vandi    cart  ;  kaar-  wheel  ; vandi- cart ;  urundu  oaadukira  vandi . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vir - 
vandi-  spring cart   ;vir / vil- spring . 
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gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  siru 
vandi  vakai  [ missing  letter- sa-] -  taxed cart   / a kind  of small wagon ; siru- 
small;  vandi- cart; vakai- kind . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  eru  
kar  vandi  /  moondru  kaar  vandi /   naangu  kaar  vandi  /  eru  sakkara [Skt]  
vandi   [ missing  letter- sa-] – two wheeler; eru- two ;  moondru- three; naanku- 4 
;kaar- wheel; vandi- vehicle . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koodaara   vandi -  coverd  cart/  dandy  cart  ; vandi- wagon . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vandi-k-kaar-  cart wheel ; vandi- wagon; kaar- wheel . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vandi 
kottir- cart house  

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuthirai   vandi – horse cart  ; kuthirai- horse . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
eruthu  vandi   /erumai   maattu  vandi - bullock cart  ;  eruthu –buffalo . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vandi  
vari- cart tax  ; vari - tax . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paara  
vandi  [ missing  leter- pa-]  -  goods  wagon  ;  paaram- load   ;  vanika  pandam 
kondu  poara vandi   ;  vanikam- trade; pandam –goods/ items ; kondu  poa- carry; 
vandi-  vehicle  

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sarakku  vandi   [ missing  leter- sa-]  –goods  wagon  ;  sarakku –goods  . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kari  
pukai  uoorthi /  thodar vandi [ missing  leter- pa-] - train ;  kari –charcol  ;   pukai- 
smoke;  uoorthi –vehicle  ;  thodar- chain ; vandi- wagon . 
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 gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
unavu  arai  vandi- dinner wagon ;  unavu- food ; arai- room . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaan 
uoorthi-  airoplane ; vaan- sky; uoorthi- vehicle . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaarakam / kaakkindra –   vehicle /  that  which  protects . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kani  
uoorthi- heavy vehicle . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaer 
vandi- chariot  ;  thaer/ rath [Skt] - chariot . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaan 
iyankku  uoorthi – automotive   vehicle  ;  thannai  thaane- auto ; iyankku- to 
function . 

gar7-dú   has the consonants -  ka- Ra –the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sukkira  [sutrukira][ kirankkukira ]  paatham [ missing  letteres-  pa -and  -
sa-] - wagon ;  paatham-  foot . 

 

(tu15)mar-uru5[TU/GUR8]: floodstorm (cf., é-mar-uru5 ) ('to immerse' + 'high, 
deep').  

(tu15)mar-uru5[TU/GUR8]   has the consonants -  the –ma- Ra – the-  ka- Ra  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   soorai kaatroadu [ puyar kaatroadu ]  peru mazhaiyim  
pozhinthida [ missing letters- pa – sa- and –zha-]  - heavy  strom and shower; 
soorai kaatru- strom ; perum-  big; mazhai-rain . 

(tu15)mar-uru5[TU/GUR8]   has the consonants -  the –ma- Ra – the-  ka- Ra  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  thanneeril  nandraaka  munkuthar / munki edukka  
vaendum - to dip in to the water; thanneer- water;  munkida-to sink .  
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maš-dà: gazelle (cf., mašda). 

maš-dà  has the consonants – ma- [-sa-] - the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kada maan [  missing  letter- ka-]  - sambar deer; maan- deer . 

gazelle [E] has the consonants - ka- [-sa-] - la  -and the  orignala Tamil  word is 
azhakiya  maan-  beautiful deer ; kalai maan – axis deer /spotted deer  ; azhaku- 
beautiful ; maan- deer . 

 

 itimaš-dù-gu7: calendar month 1 at Drehem through Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 2 
at Drehem after Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 2 at Ur during Ur III.  

itimaš-dù-gu7  has the consonants  - the –ma- [-sa-] -  the- ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muthal thinkal [ missing letter- la-]  -  first month ;  muthal- first; 
thinkal- month/ moon . 

itimaš-dù-gu7  has the consonants  - the –ma- [-sa-] -  the- ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  erandavathu  maatham [ missing  leter- Ra-]  - 2nd month ;  erandu- 
2; maatham- month . 

 

maš-gána: settlement (Akk. loanword from maškanum, 'location, site', cf., 
šakaanum 'to place') (ZATU- 356 archaic frequency: 4). 

maš-gána  has the consonants  -  ma –[-sa-]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kudi munn [ missing letter- the -] – building sites ; kudi -house; munn- land .  

maš-gána  has the consonants  -  ma –[-sa-]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thankum idam [ missing letter- the -] – dwelling  place; thankku- sty ; idam- 
place . 

maš-gána  has the consonants  -  ma –[-sa-]--ka -an – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  puvanam [ missing letter-pa -] – dwelling  place. 
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maš-gána  has the consonants  -  ma –[-sa-]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pakkanam [ missing letter-pa -] -  village . 

maš-gána  has the consonants  -  ma –sa--ka -an – and the interpretation  of the 
word is  vaasa sthaanam [ missing letter- the -] – dwelling  place. 

maš-gána  has the consonants  -  ma –[-sa-]--ka -an – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  nikaayam -  site .  

maš-gána  has the consonants  -  ma –[-sa-]--ka -an – and the interpretation  of 
the word is  nikamam- town . 

maš-gána  has the consonants  -  ma –[-sa-]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nakaram [ missing letter- Ra-] -  town/ city .  

maš-gána  has the consonants  -  ma –sa--ka -an – and the interpretation  of the 
word is  nivaesanam – site.  

  

 maš-gi6: (cf., máš-gi6 ). 

 

 maš-ki: agricultural income, yield ('profit, produce, yield' + 'earth'). 

maš-ki has the consonants  -  ma –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kama 
[ vivasaayam [ Skt]  varumaanam   [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  agricultural income; 
kamam-  agriculture;  varumaanam- income.                       

maš-ki has the consonants  -  ma –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaayam-   earth / body ; vaanam-  sky . 

maš-ki has the consonants  -  ma –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kama 
uoothiyam-  profit from agriculture ; kamam-  agriculture; uoothiyam-  profit . 

maš-ki has the consonants  -  ma –sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kama 
vilaichchal [  missing  letter- la-] -  agricultural yield ;  kamam- agriculture;  
vilaichchal- yield . 
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maš-ki has the consonants  -  ma –sa- ka -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  makasool [Arabic] [  missing  letter- la-]- agricultural  yield.  
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                                          Page -119 

 

 

maš-maš(-gal): a type of priest - (great) exorcist (reduplicated 'goat kid; one-half; 
loan interest, profit'). 

maš(-gal)  has the consoants  -  - ma- sa –ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
kovil nampu  seivaan [ missing letter- pa-] – – temple priest ; kovil –temple . 

maš(-gal)  has the consoants  -  - ma- sa –ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kazhippu  seiyim  poosakan    [ missing letter- pa-]- exorcist /  offering  to demons  
in exorcism; poosakan- priest  . 

maš(-gal)  has the consoants  -  - ma- [-sa-] –ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  Murugan  kovil  marulaali [ missing letter- Ra-] – priest  of the temple of lord  
Murugan ;  Murugan-  Marduk ;  kovil-  temple  ;  marulaali- priest . 

maš(-gal)  has the consoants  -  ma- [-sa-] –ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
maatha  vaelaikku  kidaiththa moththa uoothiyam [ missing letter- the -] –the 
salary  got for a month work;  maatham- month;   vaelai –work / job ; kidaiththa –
got  ; moththam- total  ; uoothiyam-  profit.  

maš(-gal)  has the consoants - - ma- [-sa-] –ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaezhakam – goat .    

maš(-gal)  has the consoants - - ma- sa-–ka- la – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   sakalakam / saakalam  - goat.  

maš(-gal)  has the consoants - - ma- [-sa-] –ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
valam -  profit.  

maš(-gal)  has the consoants - - ma- [-sa-]-–ka- la – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   laapamaaka [ missing letter- pa-]- profitableness; laapam- profit .   
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maš(-gal)  has the consoants  -  - ma- sa –ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
muka thalai-k-kaana  vellai vaasi [ missing letter- the -]--  simple interest  for 
temporary  loan  . 

 

 maš-šu-gíd-gíd: (cf., šu-maš-gíd-gíd). 

 

 maš-tab-ba: young twins ('twin' + 'to be double' + nominative).  

maš-tab-ba   has the consonants  -ma –sa--the –pa  -and the  original Tamil word 
is    soadi / inai  podanum  -  to make it  double ;  soadi -  double/set  . 

maš-tab-ba   has the consonants  -ma –sa--the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil 
word is   soadi / inai  maadu -  twin  bull ; soadi- set/ double ; maadu- bull. 

maš-tab-ba   has the consonants  -ma –[-sa-] -the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil 
word is   madanku [ mising  letter- ka- ] –doubled . 

maš-tab-ba   has the consonants  -ma –[-sa-] -the –pa- -and the  original Tamil 
word is   madippu  -doubling.  

maš-tab-ba   has the consonants  -ma –-sa-the –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil 
word is   mithuna raasi  [ missing letter- Ra-] – twins . 

 

máš-anše: animals, livestock ('goats' + 'equids').  

máš-anše   has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-] -an –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil 
word is vilankinam  [  missing letters- ka -and- la -] -  animals . 

máš-anše   has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-] -an –[-sa-] -and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   maenatham [ missing letter –the -]-  goat.  

máš-anše   has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-] -an –[-sa-] -and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   thannam  /thanam [ missing letter –the -]-  cow calf.  
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máš-anše   has the consonants  -ma- [- sa-] -an –[-sa-] -and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   naaampan  [ missing letter- pa-]-   bull  calf.  

 livestocks [E]   has the condsonats --la -va  -[-sa-] - the- ka –[-sa-]  – and the  
original Tamil  word is  kaal nadaikal    - cattle  /  naalu  kaal vilankukal -;  naalu -4; 
kaal- legs; vilankku –animal   

livestocks [E]   has the condsonats --la -va  -[-sa-] - the- ka –[-sa-]  – and the  
original Tamil  word is  veettu vilankukal -  domestic animals  ; veedu –house; 
vilankku –animal .  

livestocks [E]   has the condsonats --la -va  -[-sa-] - the- ka –[-sa-]  – and the  
original Tamil  word is  naalu  kaal vilankukinankkal –four legged animnals ; 
vilankku –animal ;  inam race .  

livestocks [E]   has the condsonats --la -va  -[-sa-] - the- ka –[-sa-]  – and the  
original Tamil  word is  kaal nadai  kaanadai – livestock; kaal  nadai –cattle .  

 

máš-da-ri-a; maš-da-rá-a: offering ('goat kid' + 'driven [animal]').  

maš-da-rá-a   has the consonants  - ma- sa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sina  aattu  kutti-yaei  /semmari aattai   /uyiroadu  aandavanukku / 
theivaththirkku/ eraivanukku    uyir  kaavu  koduththar vaendum  [ missing letter- 
ka-]- to sacrifice the young goat / sheep  to the god  ;  sinna- small;  aadu kutti -  
goat; kutti- kid;  uyir- alive; aandavan- god;  eraivan- hero; theivam –god ; kaavu 
koduththar - to sacrifice . 

maš-da-rá-a   has the consonants  - ma- sa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is sem marai aadu –sheep. 

maš-da-rá-a   has the consonants  - ma- sa- the –Ra- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  pirasaatham [ missing  letter –pa-] – offering . 

maš-da-rá-a   has the consonants  - ma- sa- the –Ra- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  samarpiththidanum  [ missing  letter –pa-] – offering. 
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maš-da-rá-a   has the consonants  - ma- sa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  naerththi  kadan  seithidanum [ missing letter- ka-]-  thanks offering . 

maš-da-rá-a   has the consonants  - ma- sa- the –Ra- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  nivaethanam seithiduthar [ missing letter- ka-]-  offerings . 

maš-da-rá-a   has the consonants  - ma- [-sa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaanikkai tharanum [ missing letter- ka-]-  offerings. 

maš-da-rá-a   has the consonants  - ma- sa- the –Ra- and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  sarvaanka thakanam [ missing letter- ka-]-  burnt offering . 

 

máš-gi6, maš-gi6: night-time vision, dream; omen ('goat/extispicy' + 
'black/night'). 

maš-gi  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-]  –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kanavu  kaana vaendum [  missing letter- the -]  -to dream ;  kanavu- dream; 
kaana- see.  

maš-gi  has the consonants -  ma- sa-–ka- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   sakunam [ mana kanippu ]  -  omen . 

maš-gi  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-] -–ka- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   karu vannam [  missing letter- Ra-] - black color; karumai- black; vannam- 
color.  

maš-gi  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-] -–ka- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   sev -vannam – red color.  

maš-gi  has the consonants -  ma- [-sa-] -–ka- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  eravu naeram [  missing letter- Ra-] -   - night time;  eravu-  night; 
naeram- time. 

 

 máš-lulim: hind (female of the red deer) (smaller goat-like animal + 'stag, hart').  
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máš-lulim   has the consonants -ma-  sa  -la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kalaimaan inam  [ missing letter-  ka – ]  - stag  breed . 

máš-lulim   has the consonants -ma-  sa  -la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word is   
sivappu  vannam  ulla pen   maan [ missing letters-  ka- and -pa-] -  red  deer ;   
sivappu –red; vannam- color; pen- female; maan-deer.  

máš-lulim   has the consonants -ma-  [-sa -] -la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pulli maan inam  [ missing letter- pa- ]  -spotted deer breed.  

 

máš-niga: grain-fed kid (smaller goat-like animal + 'fattened'). 

máš-niga  has the consonants  - ma- sa  -an- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nanku theevanam/ thevasam / thaaniyam / theettai    kodukka patta   aattu kutti [ 
missing letter- the -] -   a  goat kid fed well with  grain  ;  nanku –well;  theevanam-  
fodder; thaaniyam-  grain; kodukak- to give; aattu kutti- kid.  

 

 máš...šub: describes an animal dropping or birthing its young ('goat' + 'to drop').  

máš...šub   has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]-  [-pa-]-   and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is mayam- cow dung. 

máš...šub   has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]-  [-pa-]-   and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is aa mayam – cow dung.  

 máš...šub   has the consonants-  ma –sa- [-pa-]-   and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
saanam – cow dung.  

máš...šub   has the consonants-  ma –sa- pa-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is pasu  
saanam -  cow dung.  

máš...šub   has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]- [-pa-]-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  koa mayam  [  missing letter-ka -] - cow dung.   
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máš...šub   has the consonants-  ma –sa- pa-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  koa miyam [  missing letter-ka -] – cow urine. 

máš...šub   has the consonants-  ma –sa- [-pa-]-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  echcham  - bird’s dung.  

máš...šub   has the consonants-  ma –sa- -pa-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  echcham poadu [ missing letter- the -]  - drop   excrement.  

máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –sa- pa  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
maattu saani /pei [  missing letter- the -] - cow droppings . 

máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –sa- [-pa-]  - and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  saantham [  missing letter- the -] – cow dung.  

 máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –sa- [-pa-]  - and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  malam / samalam [  missing letter- la-] – ordure;   pee  paezhanum –to 
drop excrement; pee- shit  ; malam [Skt]  –dirt   . 

 máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –sa- [-pa-]  - and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  asam  -goat/sheep  . 

 máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –[-sa-]- [-pa-]  - and the   interpretation  of 
the word is  ayam – sheep. 

 máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –[-sa-]- [-pa-]  - and the   interpretation  of 
the word is  moaththai / maenatham [  missing letter- the -]-  goat.  

máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –[-sa-]- [-pa-]  - and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  maedam [  missing letter- the -]-   sheep .  

máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –sa- [-pa-]  - and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  maejaadu [  missing letter- the -]-  goat.  

máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –[-sa-]- pa-]- and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  paedam [  missing letter- the -]-  goat.  
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máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –sa- [-pa-]  - and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  sithamai [  missing letter- the -]-  – goat . 

máš...šub   has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]- [-pa-]-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
kam [  missing letter- ka -]-  goat.  

máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –sa- [-pa-]  - and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  sakam [  missing letter- ka -]-  goat.  

máš...šub   has the consonants-  ma –[-sa-]- [-pa-]-  and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
sinai  eenanum – to give birth . 

máš...šub  has the consonants -  ma –sa- [-pa-]  - and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  sananam -  birth.  

 

máš-ùz-da(-k): breeding he-goat ('he-goat' + 'she-goat' + genitive). 

máš-ùz-da(-k)   has the consonants   -ma -sa – the- ka- and the  orignala Tamil  
word is sinai  undakkum  aattu kidaa – breeding   he goat; sinai- pregnancy ;  aattu 
kidaa -male  goat ; aadu –goat; kidaa-male . 

 

 me-a; mí-a: where ?; how ? ('to be' + locative).  

me-a  has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is enkanam-[ missing 
letter- ka  -] -- how . 

me-a  has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is entha idam-[ 
missing letter- the -] -  which  place; idam- place ;  entha idam- this place; antha  
idam –that palce.   

 

me-a...lu(-lu): how numerous are...? ('how ?' + 'numerous'). 
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me-a...lu    has the consonants – ma-  la -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  amalai – 
abundance.  

 me-a...lu    has the consonants – ma-  la -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  malai / 
mallal - abundance.  

 me-a...lu    has the consonants – ma-  la -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  pommal 
[ missing letter-pa -] - abundance. 

 

 me-a...túm: to prepare something for the sake of one of the civilized functions 
('me' + locative + 'to be suitable; to prepare'). 

me-a...túm   has the consonants   -ma - the - ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
aayththam  - preparation.  

me-a...túm   has the consonants   -ma - the - ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
moottan-k- kattu [ missing letter- ka-]-  - to prepare . 

 me-a...túm   has the consonants   -ma - the - ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vattam  koottanum [ missing letter- ka-]-  - to prepare . 

me-a...túm   has the consonants   -ma - the - ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
muttam pannu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  - to prepare . 

 

 me-àm: where is ? ('to be' + locative + enclitic copula).  

meam   has a  consonant  -ma -–and the  original Tamil  word is entha idam  [ 
missing  letter- the-] - which place   ;  idam- place . 

   

gišme-dím: ship's railing (?) ('function' + 'to build'). 
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gišme-dím    has the consonants  - ka -sa -ma - the -ma –and the  orignaltamil  
word is  senka katti kondu   kattidam/ veedu  katta  vaendum  -to build a house 
with brick  ;  senka katti-  brick ;  kattidam- building; veedu- hut; katta- build . 

 

 me-du10-du10-ga: the good 'me's, the beneficial functions. ('civilization's 
functions' + reduplicated 'sweet, good' + nominative).  

me-du10-du10-ga    has the consonants  - ma-  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nar kunam kondavar [ missing letter- Ra-] -  a good person ;  nar kunam- 
good nature ; kondidu  -have   . 

me-du10-du10-ga    has the consonants  - ma-  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ketta kunam- bad nature [ antonym]; ketta- bad; kunam- nature  . 

me-du10-du10-ga    has the consonants  - ma-  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikuntha suvai  kondathu  [  missing letter- sa-] –tasty ; mikuntha- excess 
;  suvai –taste ; kondathu- has . 

me-du10-du10-ga    has the consonants  - ma-  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  inippu/ thi-thikkum   suvai   mikkathu [  missing letters-   pa-  and - sa-]  -  
sweet in taste  ;  inippu- sweet ;  thiththikka- sweet . 

me-du10-du10-ga    has the consonants  - ma-  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is   konda  noakkam- purpose  ;  noakkam –aim .  

me-du10-du10-ga    has the consonants  - ma-  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is    konda kadamai-  given task ; kadamai- duty/task  .  

me-du10-du10-ga    has the consonants  - ma-  the- ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is kai- konda  thaettam -  job / occupation;  thaettam-  profession . 

me-du10-du10-ga    has the consonants  - ma-  the- ka- and the   other 
interpretation of the  word is uththiyoakam [?Skt]– job . 

me-du10-du10-ga    has the consonants  - ma-  the- ka- and the   other 
interpretation of the  word is kooda vaendum- to gather.  
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me-du10-du10-ga    has the consonants  - ma-  the- ka- and the   other 
interpretation of the  word is  kondaattam- celebration . 

 

me-en: I am; I; also a writing for me, 'function' ('to be' + '1st & 2nd person 
ending'). 

me-en  has the consonants  -  ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is naam-  we.  

 

 me-en-dè(-en): we; us ('to be' + '1st person plural ending').  

me-en-dè(-en)   has the consonants   -ma –na- the - an –and the  original Tamil  
word is naam mattum  thaniyaa-    we alone ; naam –we;  thaniya –alone . 

 

me-en-zè(-en): you (plural) ('to be' + '2nd person plural ending').  

me-en-zè(-en)   has the consonants  - ma –an- [-sa-] –an and the  original Tamil  
word is  nee -yim- naanum – you and me; nee- you ;  naan- me . 

 

-me-eš: used as plural suffix, especially in late Sumerian and Akkadian context 
texts.  

-me-eš  has the consonants  - ma –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is panmai-
[ missing letter- pa-] –plural  . 

-me-eš  has the consonants  - ma –[-sa-] -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  many[E] .   

 

me-gal: great office ('function' + 'great'). 
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me-gal   has the consonants – ma- ka- la - and the  original Tamil word  is   
azhuvalakam – office ;  azhuval –work ; akam- home. .  

me-gal   has the consonants – ma- ka- la - and the  original Tamil word  is  maalikai 
/ mahal -  palace.    

me-gal   has the consonants – ma- ka- la - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  lavu -veekam – office.  

me-gal   has the consonants – ma- ka- la - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kaariyaalam [ missing letter –Ra-] –office.  

me-gal   has the consonants – ma- ka- la - and the  original Tamil word  is   
kammiyar  nilaiyam [ missing letter –Ra-] – worker’s  place ; kammiyar- worker; 
nilaiyam - station . 

me-gal   has the consonants – ma- ka- la - and the  original Tamil word  is   vaelai 
idam [ missing letter –the-]-  working place ;  vaelai –work ; idam- place  . 

me-gal   has the consonants – ma- ka- la - and the  original Tamil word  is   thozhil 
akam [ missing letter –the-]-  working place ;  thozhil- work / occupation  ; akam –
home  . 

me-gal   has the consonants – ma- ka- la - and the  original Tamil word  is   seyal 
akam [ missing letter –sa-]-  -  working  place  ;  seyal –work /action .  

 

 me-te...gál: to be fitting ('fitting thing' + 'to be'). 

metegal   has the consonants - ma –the-  ka – la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
moottan-k-kattuthal -  an object  to match  another one . 

 

me...gar: to make silent ('divine decree' + 'to set').  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
thaeiveeka  / earivanin  niyamam – divine decree.  
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me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
eraivanin   uookkoom- god’s order.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kiramam  - order.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
anukiramam -  order.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
maarkkam-  order. 

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vakai 
murai – order.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
niruvanam – order.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
varisai murai [ missing letter –sa- -]  – order.  

 me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is athikaaram [ missing letter –the  -]  - order.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word is 
varaaththam [ missing letter –the  -]  –order  . 

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is venn 
matta  karuththu [ missing letter –the  -]  – superficial judgement.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is murai 
kaanaaya  mudivu [ missing letter –the  -]  - verdict . 

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
karuththu  mudivu  /theervu  mudivu - [ missing letter –the  -]  - verdict . 

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is uruthi  
aavanam [ missing letter –the  -]  - declaration.  
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me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhunku  murai [ missing letter –zha -]   – order.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
eraivanin  vaai mozhi  [ missing letter –zha -]   -  god’s oral declaration . 

 me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  aakama muraimai / nadai  murai [ missing letter –the  -]  - divine decree. 

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the   original Tamil word is  
neethi  mandra  naduvar  mudivu - [ missing letter –the  -]  -decree by court  
judge. 

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the   othe rinterpretaion  of the  
word is  naduvar   mandra  uththaravu  [ missing letter –the  -]  - court’s order.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is theiva  
vithi murai  /   theiveeka muraimai   [ missing letter –the  -]  -god’s decree  /divine 
decree..  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
theivaththin  / aandavarin  eraivanin  theermaanam - god’s decree.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
amaithi  uruvaakkida  / naattuthar   vaendum [ missing letter –the  -] -  to make 
peace ;  maithi-  peace/ silence.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
kattuthar vaendum [ missing letter –the  -]  -to keep silence.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word theivam   
ariviththa/ theriviththa   arikkai ondru  [ missing letter –the  -]-  announcement by 
god ; theivam-god.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word niruva 
vaendum [ missing letter –the  -]-  to set/ put in  .  
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me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word vaeithar  
vaendum [ missing letter –the  -]-  – to set as jems.  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word marvu -  
set as jem / encase  

me...gar   has the consonants -   ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word maraika-  
to set as evening  sun . 

 

me-huš: terrible 'me's, negative attributes ('functions' + 'terrible, angry'). 

me-huš   has the consonants -  ma- ka- [-sa-] - and the  interpretation of the   
word is  kopam [ missing letter- pa-]- anger.  

me-huš   has the consonants -  ma- ka- [-sa-] - and the  interpretation of the   
word is   kovam  -anger. 

me-huš   has the consonants -  ma- ka- sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is mikka 
sinam-  anger; mikka  -excess; sinam-  anger .  

me-huš   has the consonants -  ma- ka- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil word is ketta  
/ theenkaana  kunam [ missing letter- the -]  -  bad character /attribute ; ketta- 
bad;  kunam- nature ; theenku-  bad .  

me-huš   has the consonants -  ma- ka- [-sa-] - and the interpretation  of the word 
is  theeya visaedanam [ missing letter- the -]   - bad attribute.  

me-huš   has the consonants -  ma- ka- sa-- and the  original Tamil word is manam 
koana seika- to be angry.  

 me-huš   has the consonants -  ma- ka- sa-- and the  original Tamil word is 
achcham kodukkum vannam  [ missing letter- the -]   – terribleness.  

me-huš   has the consonants -  ma- ka- [- sa-] -- and the  original Tamil word is 
kodumaiyaana  [ missing letter- the -] – terrible. 
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 me-kìlib-ba: all the 'me's, all the functions of civilized life. 

me-kìlib-ba   has the consonants – ma- ka- la -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nalla  pannpu   ulla  makkalin  nala  vaazhukkaana  vizhaa – festival for  the  well 
being of the  civilized people ; nalla- good; pannpu- character ; ulla- has  ; makkal- 
people  ; nalam- health  ; vaazhvu- life ; vizhaa- festival   . 

civilized [E]  has the consonants  [- sa -] -va – la-  [-sa-] - the -]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pann patta  vaazhakkai  nilai udaiya makkal [ missing letter- the -] -  
civilized people  ;  pannpatta- civilized ; vaazhkkai-life ; nilai –state  ; udaiya- has; 
makkal- people  .  

 

me-lám/li9(-m), me-lim5[LAM]: terrifying glance; splendor, radiance; halo, aura, 
light (myth.) ('divine power' + 'awe-inspiring quality; to shine').  

me-lám  has the  consonants-  ma- la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is minu 
minuththal -[ missing letter-the  -]  to shine.  

me-lám  has the  consonants-  ma- la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  oli  
veesum  valayam [ missing  letters-  ka  - and -sa-] -]  -  halo ;  oli-  light; veesu-  
spread /shine ;  valayam-  circle . 

me-lám  has the  consonants-  ma- la -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   oli 
veesum  mukam-[ missing  letters-  ka  - and -sa-] -] -   radiant face ;  oli- light; 
mukam –face.  

 

me-lám...sù-sù: to deck with splendor ('splendor' + 'to strew, furnish, provide').  

me-lám...sù-sù has the consonants  - ma- la - ma -sa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  minu minuththal  [ missing letter-the  -] – sparkling / shining . 

 

me-li-e-a: 'woe is me'. 
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me-li-e-a has the consonants  - ma -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
klavalai- [  missing letter- ka-] -  mental worry ;  manam-  mind;  kavalai-  worry.  

me-li-e-a has the consonants  - ma -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
ulachchal [ misisngletter- sa-] -   mental stress . 

 

 me-luh-haki: a country - probably the Indus valley civilization in Pakistan.  

me-luh-hak  has the consonants -ma- la- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thamilakam [ missing  letter- the -] – land of Tamil  people . 

 

me-mah: the high 'me's, the high functions ('function' + 'high, exalted') 

me-mah   has the consonants  -  ma – ka- and he original Tamil word is  noakkam-  
purpose.  

me-mah   has the consonants  -  ma – ka- and he original Tamil word is   maenami  
miku-  dignified . 

me-mah   has the consonants  -  ma – ka- and he original Tamil word is  kadamai [ 
missing letter- the-]-  task . 
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me-na- àm: when? ('to be' + èn, 'time; until' + enclitic copula).  

me-na [-àm-]   has the consonants  - ma- an  -  and the   original Tamil  word is en-
naeram [ missing letter- Ra-]   - at what time; naeram- time .  

me-na [-àm-]   has the consonants  - ma- an  -  and the   original Tamil  word is 
mani -  time.  

me-na [-àm-]   has the consonants  - ma- an  -  and the   original Tamil  word is  
mani  enna? -  what time is it? ; enna- what . 

 

me-na-šè: how long? ('to be' + èn, 'time; until' + terminative).  

me-na-šè  has the   consonants - ma -an –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mani  -time.   

 

me-nam-nun-na: the (god-given) 'me' of royalty ('function' + 'rulership' + 
genitive).  

me-nam-nun-na   has the consonants – ma- na-  ma -an  -and the   original Tamil  
word is  ammaanin   aanai / ennam  -  the  order /  wish of  god ; amman- god; 
aanai –order .  

 

me-ni-da: along with himself ('to be' + 'self' + 'with').  

me-ni-da   has the consonants  - ma –an—the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
avanoadu  naanum [ missing  letter- ka-]  -   me- along   with him ;  avan- he ; 
naan-  i. 
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me-nì-galam: perfected 'me's ('functions' + 'thing' + 'artistic, complicated').  

me-nì-galam  has the consonants -  ma –an-  ka- la- ma  -  and the  orignalTamil  
word is  mikka kalai azhaku  konda  mun- kalam / mani maalai / muththu maalai / 
kazhuththu ani  [  missing  letter- the -]  - artistic  earthern vessel/  bead chain / 
pearl necklace ;  mikka-  excess;  kalai azhaku-  artistic ;  mun kalam-  earthern 
vessel;  muthu maala-  pearl necklace; kazhuththu ani- necklace.  

 

me-re: Emesal dialect for gìri.  

 

me-šár-ra; me-ša-ra: all the 'me's ('functions' + 'totality; to be numerous' + 
nominative). 

masara   has the consonants – ma- [- sa-] - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaeralaama [ missing  letter- la-] – numerous. 

 

 me-šè: where to?, to where ? ('to be' + terminative). 

 mese   has the consonants –ma- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is entha 
idam [ missing letter- the-]  - which place.  

 

 me-te: fitting thing; suitability; unique; ornament; proper dress ('function' + 'to 
meet'). 

me-te   has the consonants  - ma- the -and the   other interpretation of the word 
is   usitham [ missing letter- sa-]- suitability.   

me-te   has the consonants  - ma- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
poathumaanthu [ missing letter- pa-]-  -suitable . 
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me-te   has the consonants  - ma- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
santhithidanum[ missing letter- sa-]-   -  to meet . 

me-te   has the consonants  - ma- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
paaathtidanum [ missing letter- pa-]-  to meet.  

me-te   has the consonants  - ma- the -and the   other interpretation of the word 
is  meet[E].  

me-te   has the consonants  - ma- the -and the   other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word  puthumaiyaanthu / puthumai [ missing letter-  pa-] -  novel / new . 

me-te   has the consonants  - ma- the -and the   other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word  thooimai -yaana aadai / udai -    neat cloth  ; thooimai- purity ; aadai-  dress.  

me-te   has the consonants  - ma- the -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation of the 
word  is  metti – toe ring  . 

me-te   has the consonants  - ma- the -and the   other  Tamil  interpretation of the 
word  is  undaattam-  feast.  

  

 me-te-bi-im: to suit, befit ('to be its fitting thing'). 

me-te-bi-im   has the consonants  - ma -the  -pa- ma - and the  original Tamil  wrd 
is  poruththa-m-maanathu [  missing  letter- Ra-] -  fitting one . 

 

 me-te-gál-sag-gi6-ga: adornment of the black-headed people, such as national 
totems, tatoos, costumes or other symbols of the Sumerians ('ornament' + 'to be' 
+ 'the black-headed' + genitive).  

me-te-gál-sag-gi6-ga   has the consonants -   ma- the- ka –la- sa- ka -ka –and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  thalai -yil  karu vanna  mudi  konda Tamizh  
mozhi  /Thol mozhi   kathaikkum  thennakaththu  makkal / karum thalai  udaiya  
makkal  [ missing letter Ra-]-  people  who have dark hair on their head ;  thali- 
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head;  karu vannam- black color;  mudi- hair;  TaMizh- TamiL ; makkal- people;  
Thol mozhi  -  ancient/ Sumerian language ;  mozhi- language; kathaikka- to speak 
;  thennakam-  southern land;  karum thalai udaiya makkal-  black headed people . 

 

me-te-gál-sag-gi6-ga   has the consonants -   ma- the- ka –la- sa- ka -ka –and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is  kondaatta  naatkkalil /thiru mana naalil  / 
Thamizh / thol mozhi  paesum   thennakaththu makkal / pennkal  / kuzhanthiakal 
kazhuththil  mani maalai-yim / muththu maalai yim/ ponnaal aan  attikai -yim /  
thankka  naaki- kalai yim /  aaraththai -yim / vaira mookuththi- yim  aninyhu  /  
kaathu -kalukku -  thonkkattan  / thoadu  enum   ani -kalankalai- aninthum  ;   
neenda kaar koonthalil  manam veesum  narumana   thiraviayankalai  thadavi / 
thaenkkaai  ennai ittu /  mayirai   pinni  sadai ittu /  mallikai / mullai  poo vaiththu  
/soodi / neththiyil   pottu   vaiththu  /  neththi  soodi ittu  /  puruva  mayirukku  
anajanam   theetti /  mukaththil manja poosi  /pattu pudavai katti / pattu 
paavaadai uduththi /  mulai -kalil santhanam thadavi /  kai -kalil pon valaiyal kalai 
aninthu  /  kaal -kalil  velli kolusu  aninthu / kai kaal – viral kalil  maruthani thadavi  
-yim  /aadaavar   pattu vaetti aninthu / pattu sattai  aninthu / thoalkalil  thankka 
kankkanam  aninthu  kondaduvathum   vazhakkam  [ missing  letters- pa -and -Ra-
] –the way of  dressing / decorating  with various kinds of jewels by the Tamizh 
people  while celebrating the marriage ceremonies .   

kondaattam- celebration ; naatkkal- days ; thiru manm- matrimony  ; naal- day  
;thol –ancient; mozhi - language  ;paesu –speak  ; thennakam- southern land ; 
makkal- people ; penn –woman;  pennkal- woman; kuzhunthaikal- children ; 
kuzhanthai- child ; kazhuthu – neck ; mani- stone/ bead ; maalai- garland/ neck 
lace ; muththu maalai- pearl necklace ; muththu- pearl ; pon- gold; attikai- neck 
lace; thankkam- gold; nakaikal- jewels;  aaram- necklace ; vairam- diamond; 
mookku kuththi- nose ring; mookku- nose ; kuththu- prick; kaathu –ear; 
thonkkaattan- ear ring ; thoadu –stud  ; aninthidu –to wear ; neenda-  ong ; kaar- 
dark;  koonthal –hair  ; manam- smell; veesum- blowing ; narumanm- aroma; 
thiraviyam- scent ; thadavu –apply ;  thaenkkai- coconut  ; ennai- oil ;  mayir- hair; 
pinnnu- plait ; sadai idu –to plait ; mallikai- jasmine ;  mullai- a flower; poo- 
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flower; soodu –wear; neththi- forehead ;  nethti soodi- frontlet ; puruvam- brow; 
anjanam- antimony  ; theettu –apply ; mukam- face; manja- turmeric ; poosu –
apply  /anoint;   pattu –silk ;  paavaadai- full skirt ; pudavai –saree ; uduththu –
wear  ;mulai- breast  ; santhanam- sandal ; kai- hand; valaiyal- bangle ; kaal- leg; 
velli- silver ; kolusu- anklet ; viral- finger ; aadavar- men ; vaetti- dhothi; sattai- 
shirt ; kankkanam-  arm ring ; thoalkal- shoulders  ; vazhakkam- habit/ custom . 

me(-da)...tùm: how will X attain or succeed ('function' + comitative + 'to obtain').  

me(-da)...tùm   has the consonants  - ma -the - ma -and the  original Tamil word is    
enkanam   avan   athai  adainthida  mudiyim [  missing letter- ka-]   -  how will he 
attain that  ?;  enkanam- how;  avan- he;  athai –that ;  adainthida- attain . 

 

mè-šen(-šen-na): battle; war ('battle' + 'copper implement').  

mè-šen     has the consonants -  ma –[- sa -] –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
munai  - battle.  

mè-šen     has the consonants -  ma – sa -–an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
venjamam [ missing letter- ka-]  -  war.  

mè-šen     has the consonants -  ma – [-sa-] -–an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavanam [ missing letter- ka-] -war . 

mè-šen     has the consonants -  ma – sa -an- and the interpretation  of the word is   
sanniyam -  battle ;  saenai -  troops ; aniyam –troops .  

mè-šen     has the consonants -  ma -sa –an- and the  original Tamil  word is sinam-  
battle.  

mè-šen     has the consonants -  ma -sa –an- and the  original Tamil  word is sandai 
idum idam [ missing letter- the-] -  place to fight / battle field ; sandai –fight; 
idam- place.  

mè-šen     has the consonants -  ma –[-sa-] –an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
munai   idam [ missing letter- the-] - – battle field ; idam- place .  
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mè-šen     has the consonants -  ma – sa -an- and the interpretation  of the word is   
suthanam [ missing letter- the-]  - battle.  

mè-šen     has the consonants -  ma – [-sa-] -an- and the interpretation  of the 
word is   oaathanam [ missing letter- the-] – battle .  

mè-šen     has the consonants -  ma –sa-–an- and the  original Tamil  word is seppu  
yaenam [ missing letter- pa- ] – copper implement ; seppu –copper . 

 

men-an-uraš-a: crown of heaven and earth ('crown' + 'heaven' + 'earth' + 
genitive). 

men-an-uraš-a   has the consonants-  ma -an -Ra -sa  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is vaanakaththai -yim  tharai yaei -yim / mannai-yim   aandidum  
mannavanin mani makudam [ missing letters-  ka –and- the -] –the crown of the 
king  who rules  the  sky  and the earth  ;  vaanakam-  heaven ;  tharai –earth;  
aandidu -rule ;  mannavan- king / ko- makan  ; mani makudam-  crown. 

men-an-uraš-a   has the consonants-  ma -an -Ra –[-sa-]  -   and the other 
interpretation of the word is  antharam [Skt] [ missing letter –the - ]- heaven .   

men-an-uraš-a   has the consonants-  ma -an -Ra –sa  -   and the other 
interpretation of the word is  antharitchcham [ missing letter –the - ]- heaven .   

men-an-uraš-a   has the consonants-  ma -an -Ra –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is paer inpam [ missing letter pa- ]- heaven ;  paer  -big ; inpam- pleasure .   

men-an-uraš-a   has the consonants-  ma -an -Ra –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is munn tharai [ missing letter –the - ]-earth; tharai –earth; munn- soil  . 

 

men-dalla: beaming crown ('crown' + 'beam, ray; to be bright').  

men-dalla   has the consonants-   ma -an – the- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
naadu aalum  mannan-in  thalayil  aninthidum  minnum   mani mudi ;  the crown 
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of the ruler of the state- the  king ;  naadu –state;  aalum –ruling; manna- king; 
mani mudi –crown . 

men-dalla   has the consonants-   ma -an – the- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mantha   udalin  uchchi [ missing letter- sa-]- crown ;  maanthan- man; udal- body; 
uchchi- top  .    

men-dalla   has the consonants-   ma -an – the- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
minunkkuthal [ missing letter- ka-] – appear bright.  

men-dalla   has the consonants-   ma -an – the- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
oli  mikuntha [ missing letter- ka-] – brightness  ; oli- light . 

 men-dalla   has the consonants-   ma -an – the- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  oli  mayamaanthu- brightness. 

men-dalla   has the consonants-   ma -an – the- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
minnuthal -  shining.   

 

men-ri-ba; men-rib-ba: supreme crown ('crown' + 'supreme'). 

men-ri-ba  has the consonants-  ma- an -Ra –pa- and rhe  original Tamil  meaning 
of the word is  naattai  aandidum   pattaththu  mannarin  mani mudi / unnidam  [  
missing letter –the-] -  the  crown of the king  -the ruler of the state ; pattam- 
kingship/ diadem  ; mannar- pharaoh ; naadu –state; aandidu –rule; mani mudi- 
crown.  

 

 men-sag: head-crown ('crown' + 'head'; cf., sag-men).  

men-sag   has the consonants -  ma –an- [-sa-] – ka- and the original Tamil  word is    
mani makudam  [ missing letter- the -] –crown ;  makudam sooda vaendum  to 
have the crown  ; mani- jem; makudam- crown  .  
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men-sag   has the consonants -  ma –an- sa-ka- and the   interpretation  of the 
word is sayinthavam [ missing letter- the -] – head.  

men-sag   has the consonants -  ma –an- [-sa-] – ka- and the original Tamil  word is    
mundakam [ missing letter- the -] – head.  

men-sag   has the consonants -  ma –an- [-sa-] – ka- and the   interpretation  of 
the word is varaankkam [ missing letter- Ra -] – head.  

men-sag   has the consonants -  ma –an- sa-ka- and the   interpretation  of the 
word is siraankkam  [ missing letter- Ra -] - head.  

 

mi-ir: Emesal dialect for gíri, 'scorpion'.  

miir  has the consonants - ma - Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is  thirunam  [ 
missing  letter- the -]  -scorpion . 

miir  has the consonants - ma - Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is  pooram [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- scorpion . 

 

mi-rí: (cf., mer).  

 

gišmi-rí-tum: a musical instrument (loanword) 

gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-]  -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  
original Tamil  word is  miruthankkam  -  a drum  . 

gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka –[- sa-]  -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  
original Tamil  word is  eru  kai- virar kondu    inimaiyaaka  adikkum  / thattum  /   
kottum  / moththum  oru vakai  kottu isai  karuvi -  a  musical instrument to be 
percussed  -drum  ; eru -2 ; kai- hand; virar/ viral - finger ;  inimai –sweet  ; kottu- 
to beat ; idai- music ; karuvi- instrument  . 
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gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka -sa -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  thakkusthaaye  enum  miruthankkam – a percussion 
instrument.  

gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka -sa -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   narampu  isai  karuvi - yaei  kai virar kondu   vasikka / meetta  / 
isaiththida vaendum – to  play  the stringed musical instrument  ;  narampu -  
string  ; isai-  music; karuvi- instrument  ; vaasikka – to play.  

gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka -sa -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaattru isai karuviyaei  anaivarukkum  kaetkkum  vannam 
inimaiyaaka  uootha vaendum  -to blow the wind  instrument ; kaattru –wind  
;karuvi- instrument  ;  anaivarukkum –for all ; kaetkka –to hear; inimai- 
pleasantness ; uoothu –blow   .  

gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka -sa -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   damaaram / veera murasu   -kotta vaendum – to play  the  drum; 
veeram- valor; murasu –drum;  kotta –to beat  . 

gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka -sa -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   arivippu  maniyaei   adikka /vaasikka  vaendum [ misisng letter- 
pa-] –to play  the percussion instrument  ;  arivippu- notice  ; mani –bell  ;adikka- 
to beat . 

gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka -sa -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   urumi  vaasikka vaendum – to play  the drum called urumi ; 
vaasikka –to play  . 

gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka -sa -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  thiru   manaththu andru   naathaswaram /erattai  
paari  naayinam  uootha vaendum [ misisng letter- pa-] – to blow the pipe  on tha 
day  of marriage; thiru manam- marriage /matrimony ; andru- on that day ; 
uoothu –blow / play  .  
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gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka -sa -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  thIrumanaththu andru miruthankkam  vaasika 
vaendum =- th play the drum on tha day of marriage ; miruthankkam- drum .  

gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka -sa -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  kinnaaram vaasikka vaendum –to play  the harp; 
kinnaram- harp  . 

gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka -sa -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vaayaar / naavu  kondu  uoothum  isai  karuvi   naga suram/ 
nathasvaram  / thimiri naayinam  enum  vaachchiyam  -  a  pipe  / wind  
instrument  ;  vaai-  mouth;  uoothu –blow; isai – music; karuvi- instrument ;  
vaachchiyam – musical  instrument.  

nathaswaram  has the consonarts –an-  the  -sa  -va -Ra –ma-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thimiri  naayinam enum kaatru  isai karuvi -  a wind instrument.  

gišmi-rí-tum   has the consonants -  ka -sa -ma –Ra- the- ma –  and the  
interpretation  of the word is  mukarsing  vaasikka vaendum –to play  the  wind 
instrument/ harp .  

 

(giš)MI(-si)-sahar(-ra)(ku6): sieve; moray eel (?) ('dark'(?) + 'ray-like; to fill' + 
'sand, sediment' + genitive/locative). 

(giš) MI(-si)-sahar(-ra)(ku6)  has the consonants – ma- [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  ka    -    and 
the  original Tamil  word is   karu vannam-  - black color; karumai –black; vannam 
–color.  

(giš) MI(-si)-sahar(-ra)(ku6)  has the consonants – ma- [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  ka    -    and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kum iruttaaka [ missing letter- the -]-  pitch dark . 

(giš) MI(-si)-sahar(-ra)(ku6)  has the consonants – ma- sa-- ka- Ra-  ka    -    and the  
original Tamil  word is   oli veesum  kathiravan  [ missing letters- la- and- the -]- 
shining  bright sun ; oli- light; kathiravan-  sun .  
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(giš) MI(-si)-sahar(-ra)(ku6)  has the consonants – ma- [-sa-] -- ka- Ra-  ka    -    and 
the  original Tamil  word is   kadar karai  manal -[ missing letters- la- and- the -]-   
sea shore sand; kara karai- beech ; manal-  sand.  

(giš) MI(-si)-sahar(-ra)(ku6)  has the consonants – ma- [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  ka    -    and 
the  original Tamil  word is   kathiravan  maerkkir  marainthathum   vaanam    
irutta thuvanki vittathu [ missing letter- the -]-  sky is becoming dark when the sun  
sets in the west ; kathiravan-  sun;  maerkku-  west;  maraiya –disappear;  
vaanam- sky; irutta-  to become dark.  

(giš) MI(-si)-sahar(-ra)(ku6)  has the consonants – ma- [-sa-] - ka- Ra-  ka    -    and 
the  original Tamil  word is    kullaaral enum  vilaanku  meen vakai  [ missing letter- 
la-] -   sand eel ;  vilaanku –eel ; meen- fish; vakai- kind.  

(giš) MI(-si)-sahar(-ra)(ku6)  has the consonants – ma- sa- ka- Ra-  ka    -    and the  
original Tamil  word is   ari –si- yaei- m   kurunai – yaeim  ve-vveraaka  salladai 
kondu   nandraaka  salikka   vaendum [ missing letters-  the -and -la-]  –to sieve  
the rice and the  broken grain  ;  arisi- rice;  kurunai- grain / broken rice ;  salikka- 
to sieve; salladai- sieve . 

 

 (giš)mi-tum: a mace (Akkadian, miitum, 'dead man'). 

(giš)mi-tum    has the consonants -  ka -sa – ma-  the -ma –and the  original Tamil  
word is sandai  ida uthavum  kathai / kattai  - kathai aayutham -  a wooden stick  
which  is used in fighting ;  sandai –fight; kathai - mace .  

(giš)mi-tum    has the consonants -  ka -sa – ma-  the -ma –and the  original Tamil  
word is  seththu  pinamaaki-pona   manithan [missing letter –pa-]  -  dead person;  
seththidu –die  ; pinam- dead body;  manithan- man.  

 

mí-a: (cf., me-a). mí...dug4/du11/e: to praise; to handle gently, caress, rub; to 
take great care with (often with -ni-) ('female' + 'to speak, do').  
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mí...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma -the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is menmai -yaaaka  kai- aandida vaendum -  to handle gently ; kai aandida –
to handle; menmai- soft . 

mí...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma -the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  katti anaikka  vaendum- to hug . 

mí...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma -the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaeiththu  vida avendum /thaeikka vaendum –to rub  /thaeiththar  

mí...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma -the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kathaiththida vaendum- to speak . 

mí...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma -the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is    mudiththida vaendum- to do  /mudiththidu . 

mí...dug4/du11/e  has the consonants  -ma -the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   mikuntha  kavanam  kondida vaendum  -  to take care  . 

 

MÍ-eden-na: she-ass of the steppe ('female' + 'steppe' + genitive). 

mÍ-eden-na   has the consonants-  ma -the -an –and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  penn kaththapam [ missing letters-  ka- and -  pa  -] – female ass ; penn- 
female .  

 

 MÍ-gir: heifer, young cow ('female' + 'young heifer'). 

migir   has the consonants - ma - ka - Ra –and the orignal Tamil  word is kidaari   
maadu  [ missing letter- the -]-  heifer.  

migir   has the consonants - ma - ka - Ra –and the interpretation  of the word is  
maan kandru [ missing letter- the -]-  young deer; kandru –calf .  

migir   has the consonants - ma - ka - Ra –and the interpretation  of the word is  
varann madu [ missing letter- the -]-– bull . 
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migir   has the consonants - ma - ka - Ra –and the orignal Tamil  word is erumai 
kedaa [ missing letter- the -]-   buffalo  bull . 

migir   has the consonants - ma - ka - Ra –and the orignal Tamil  word is  kuram -  
cow.  

 

 MÍ-u5-a: selected for breeding ('female' + 'to mount' + nominative). 

miu   has the consonant  -  ma  - and the   original Tamil word is  yaeranum [ 
missing letter- Ra-]-  to mount. 

 

 MÍ-u8: ewe lamb ('female' + 'ewe'). 

miu   has the consonant  -  ma  - and the   original Tamil word is  moodu  [ missing 
letter- the -]-  ewe.  

miu   has the consonant  -  ma  - and the   original Tamil word is  penmai  [ missing 
letter-pa  -]-  female /  feminine . 

 

 mí-ús-sá: bride ?; son-in-law ? ('woman' + 'to come near to' + 'to equal in value').  

mí-ús-sá   has the consonants  - ma- [ - sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is mana 
penn  [ missing letter- pa-] - bride ;  manam- marriage; penn –woman.  

mí-ús-sá   has the consonants  - ma- [ - sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
maaman ponnu [ missing letter- pa-]  -uncle’s daughter; maama- uncle .  

mí-ús-sá   has the consonants  - ma- - [-sa-]- -and the original Tamil  word is 
maaman   paiyan [ missing letter- pa-]  -uncle’s son; paiyan –son  /boy .    

mí-ús-sá   has the consonants  - ma- [ - sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
ammai-  mother/ lady/ woman ; umai  .  
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mí-ús-sá   has the consonants  - ma- [ - sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is oppam 
[ missing letter- pa-] –equal ; samam – equal.   

mí-ús-sá   has the consonants  - ma- [ - sa-]  -and the original Tamil  word is 
maaman- uncle  ; maami  [Skt]  - aunt .  

mí-ús-sá   has the consonants  - ma- - sa--and the original Tamil  word is 
machchaan-  uncle’s son .     

mí-ús-sá   has the consonants  - ma- - sa--and the original Tamil  word is  machchi/ 
machchinachchi - uncle’s daughter.  

mí-ús-sá   has the consonants  - ma- - [-sa-] --and the original Tamil  word is penn 
mani [ missing letter- pa-] – woman. 

mí-ús-sá   has the consonants  - ma- - [-sa-] --and the original Tamil  word is 
anmai-  near.  

mí-ús-sá   has the consonants  - ma- -sa--and the original Tamil  word is saeimai- 
far.  

 

mí-ús-sá-tur: son-in-law ('woman' + 'to come near to' + 'to equal in value' + 
'young, little'). 

mí-ús-sá-tur  has the consonants  -ma –[-sa-]  -the -Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   erandum  orae / sama  mathippu  udaiyathu [ missing letter- pa-]- the 
two have equal value; erandu –two; orae- same ; mathippu –value . 

mí-ús-sá-tur  has the consonants  -ma –[-sa-]  -the -Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   arukae  vara   vaendum  [ missing  letter- ka-]- to come near  ; arukae- 
near; varuka- come . 

mí-ús-sá-tur  has the consonants  -ma –[-sa-]  -the -Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thiru mana pen  [ missing letter- pa-]-  bride; thirumanam- marriage ; 
pen- woman . 
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mí-ús-sá-tur  has the consonants  -ma –[-sa-]  -the -Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  ennudaiya  veettu  marumakan [ missing  letter- ka-]- – my  son inlaw  ;  
marumakan-  son inlaw  ;  en- mine.  

mí-ús-sá-tur  has the consonants  -ma –sa- -the -Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kattuvatharkku  / manam seivatharkku  murai / urimai  udaiyavanae  [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  marumakan   avaan -  son inlaw is one who has the 
traditional  right to marry ; kattu – to wed ;  murai- tradition;  urimai –right ;  
marumakan- son inlaw.  

mí-ús-sá-tur  has the consonants  -ma –[-sa-]  -the -Ra –  and the   other 
interpretation of the word is  maiththunar -  brother inlaw.  
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 itimin-èš: calendar month 7 at Umma during Ur III.  

itimines   has the consonants - the –ma- an- [-sa -] – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  onnaam maatham – 1st  month ; onnu- 1.  

itimines   has the consonants - the –ma- an- [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word 
is  moonaam  maatham – 3rd month  ; moonu -3  . 

itimines   has the consonants - the –ma- an- [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aeinthaam  maatham – 5th  month ; aeinthu -5 . 

itimines   has the consonants - the –ma- an- [-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thondaam  maatham – 9th  month; thondu- 9  . 

 

mu-X: year X (indicates a date according to a notable event that occurred during 
the year).  

mu  has a  consonant -ma- and the  interpretation of the word is ayanam – year.   

mu  has a  consonant  -ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  samai  [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -  year . 

 

mu-...-a(k)-šè: because (in a nominalized sentence); for somebody's sake ('name' 
+ genitive + terminative).  

muakse   has the  consonants –ma- ka -sa – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
akkuvayam- name.  

muakse   has the  consonants –ma- ka -sa – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
naaam kae vaas-  name’s sake . 
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mu-dili-dili: individual entries (in a lexical series) ('entry, line on a tablet' + 
reduplicated 'single').  

 mudili – dili has the consonants  -  ma- the – la- -the – la   and the  original Tamil 
word is   ullae sella  anumathiththal [ missing letter- sa-]  - permision  to enter  
inside;   ullae- inside  ; sella- to go ; anumathi –allow .  

mudili – dili has the consonants  -  ma- the – la- -the – la   and the  original Tamil 
word is   pattayaththil  thani  thaniyaa   ezhuthidanum [ missing letter- pa-]  - to 
write down individually  in the  tablet ; pattayam- deed /tablet ; thani  thaniyaaka- 
separately ; ezhuthu –write . 

mudili – dili has the consonants  -  ma- the – la--the – la   and the  interpretation  
of the word is   Tamizh  mozhi   sollai  paththi  paththiyaa / muththu mutththaa  
pattayaththil  / yaettil / panai  olaiyil   ezhuthidanum / theetanum [ missing 
letters-  pa- and- sa-] –to write down the Tamil  words in lines in the tablet / palm 
leaves / note book ; mozhi- language ; sol- word  ; sollu –say ; paththi  -paragraph 
; muththu- pearl   ;yaedu –sheet/ book; pattayam- tablet ; panai- palm ; olai- leaf ; 
exhuthu –write ; theettu –write/ paint .  

 

mu-dù-ù-bi: all year long ('year' + 'to work' + 'after' + 'it'). 

muduubi   has the consonants – ma- the – [-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandu   muzhumaiyim [ missing  letter- zha-] –throught the year; aandu- year; 
muzhumai- whole .  

muduubi   has the consonants – ma- the – [-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aththam- year.  

muduubi   has the consonants – ma- the – [-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maatham-  month . 

muduubi   has the consonants – ma- the – [-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is   
seithidanum [ missing  letter- sa -]  – to work /do . 
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muduubi   has the consonants – ma- the – [-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
thondu  seithidanum [ missing  letter- sa -]  – to work; thondu- service .    

muduubi   has the consonants – ma- the – [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
uoothiyam thaedanaum /eettanum– to earn ; uoothiyam- salary ; thaedu- search . 

muduubi   has the consonants – ma- the – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   
pannidanum  / poadanum  - to work . 

muduubi   has the consonants – ma- the – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  
paadanum – to work.    

muduubi   has the consonants – ma- the – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pani  thittam –work; pani- job; thittam- plan .  

 

 mu-dur7[BU](-ra): dirt; dirty (rags).  

mudur  has the consonants - ma - the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoomai  indri- unclean ; thooimai- cleanliness ; indri- without  . 

mudur  has the consonants - ma - the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  maasu  
attra  [ missing letter- sa-]  -  clean / without dirt [ antonym]; maasu- dust/ 
pollution  ; attra- without  . 

mudur  has the consonants - ma - the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is maasu  
adaithar [ missing letter- sa-]  – to becaome dirty ; adaiya-attain . 

 

mu-gub: assigned lines ('word, sentence' + 'to set down').  

mugab  has the consonants  -ma - ka – [- pa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vasanam  [ missin  letter- sa-] – word ; vayanam ; vaasam . 

mugab  has the consonants  -ma - ka – [- pa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaaimai  -word  . 
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mugab  has the consonants  -ma - ka – [- pa -] -  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is vaakkiyam  -word /sentence.  

mugab  has the consonants  -ma - ka – [- pa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
amaikai – set down . 

 

mu hé-gál-la: a year of abundance ('year' + 'overflow; abundance' + genitive).  

muhegalla  has the consonants -  ma-  ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
aandu  muzhukka  valamai  / valamiyaana  aandu  [ missing letter- the -] - year of 
abundance; aandu- year ; muzhukka-  whole  /all ; valamai- fertility  /abundance . 

muhegalla  has the consonants -  ma-  ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kezhumai - abundance . 

muhegalla  has the consonants -  ma-  ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
mee-k-kole . 

 muhegalla  has the consonants -  ma-  ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
valam / valamai – abundance .  

muhegalla  has the consonants -  ma-  ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
vellam - abundance . 

muhegalla  has the consonants -  ma-  ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
azhuvam – abundance.  

muhegalla  has the consonants -  ma-  ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kazhumal – abundance . 

muhegalla  has the consonants -  ma-  ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
pakulam [ missing letter- pa-] - abundance . 

muhegalla  has the consonants -  ma-  ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
valappam [ missing letter- pa-] - abundance . 
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muhegalla  has the consonants -  ma-  ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
maelaaka  vazhziya / ozhuka   - over flow.  

muhegalla  has the consonants -  ma-  ka-  la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukiyakkam / ozhukku  valam  - flow; valamai- abundance .  

 

mu-im-ma: last year ('year' + 'last, previous'). 

muimma   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  ayanam- year.  

muimma   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  munthaiya 
aandu  [ missing letter- the -]- last year; munthiya- former; aandu- year  .  

muimma   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  munthaiya  
maatham  [ missing letter- the -]-  last month; maatham- month  . 

muimma   has the consonant- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
munthaiya  thinam  [ missing letter- the -]-  last day; thinam- day .  

muimma   has the consonant- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
aththam [ missing letter- the -]-  year . 

muimma   has the consonant- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
samai  [ missuing letter- sa-] -  year  .  

muimma   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  munthaiya [ 
missing letter- the -]- – previous.  

muimma   has the consonant- ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
maaji / mun [  missing letter- sa-]-  previous .  

 

 mu-lá: (cf., gal5-la).  
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mu-mu-a: among all names = among known persons (reduplicated 'name' + 
locative). 

mumu  has a consonant - ma - and the   interpretation  of the  word is esumu- 
name.  

mumu  has a consonant - ma - and the   interpretation  of the  word is naamam – 
name.  

 

 mu...pàd/pà: to invoke; to choose ('name' + 'to call, swear'). 

mupad    has the consonants -ma –[-pa-] - the  and the original Tamil  word is  
munnida – invoke.  

mupad    has the consonants -ma –-pa-- the  and the original Tamil  word is  
koopida vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] –to call . 

mupad    has the consonants -ma –-pa-- the  and the original Tamil  word is  paku 
paduthta  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-] –to choose.  

mupad    has the consonants -ma –-[-pa-]-- the  and the original Tamil  word is  
koeithida vaendum  -[ missing  letter- ka-] - to choose . 

mupad    has the consonants -ma –-[-pa-]-- the  and the original Tamil  word is 
thunniththu  edukka  vaendum   -[ missing  letter- ka-] - to choose . 

mupad    has the consonants -ma –-[-pa-]-- the  and the original Tamil  word is  kai 
thoda vaendum -[ missing  letter- ka-] –to swear; kai- hand; thodu –touch .  

mupad    has the consonants -ma –-[-pa-] -- the  and the other Tamil  
interpretation of the  word  is   aanai  ida vaendum -[ missing  letter- ka-] –to 
swear; aanai- order .  

mupad    has the consonants -ma –-pa-- the  and the other interpretation of the   
word is sapatham seithidanum [ missing letter- sa-] – to swear; sapatham- swear .  
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mupad    has the consonants -ma –-pa-- the  and the other interpretation of the   
word is  saththiyam seithidanum  [ missing letter- sa-] – to swear; seithidu –do .  

  

 mu-lugal...pàd/pà: to swear by the king's name ('name' + king + 'to call, swear').  

mulugalpad  has the consonants - ma –la- ka- la – [-pa-] - the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is kattalai iduthal  vaendum  -to order  ; kattalai- order .  

mulugalpad  has the consonants - ma –la- ka- la – [-pa-] - the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aanai  ittu  azhaiththidal vaendum – to call by  order ; aaani- order  
; azhaikka- to call  /summon .  

mulugalpad  has the consonants - ma –la- ka- la – pa - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  azhaippaanai  anupputhal  vaendum –to send a summon ; azhaippu 
aanai- summon   ;anuppu- to send . 

mulugalpad  has the consonants - ma –la- ka- la – pa - the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  olai ezhuthi  / kaditham theetti   udanae  koopida vaendum – to give  a 
summon by written order ; olai- palm leaf/ letter ; ezhuthu –write  ;   theettu –
write  ; kaditham- letter ; udanae- soon/ immediately  ; kooppidu –call . 

mulugalpad  has the consonants - ma –la- ka- la – [-pa-] - the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kann viliththal vaendum  -to summon.  

mulugalpad  has the consonants - ma –la- ka- la – -pa-- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thuppal  iduthal  vaendum  to swear.  

mulugalpad  has the consonants - ma –la- ka- la – pa-- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nedu  mozhi  paesuthal  vaendum [ missing  letter- sa-] – to swear.  

mulugalpad  has the consonants - ma –la- ka- la – pa-- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is    kai  yaei  kizhiththu  pulaal    thanni  sinthi    / sen-k-kuruthi  sinthi   sool 
urai   yaerkka vaendum [ missing  letters- Ra - and - sa-] -  swear by  shedding  
blood; kai- hand; kizhi- to tear / incise ; pulaal thanni –blood ; pulaal- meat 
;thanni- water ; sinthu –to spil ; sen-k- kuruthi- blood; semmai- red; kuruthi- blood  
; sool urai- swear ; yaerkka- to accept . 
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mulugalpad  has the consonants - ma –la- ka- la – [-pa-] - the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naadu  aalum  oaankole  - king the ruler of the state ; naadu –state; 
aalu –to rule . 

 

mu-ru(-b): (cf., murub4, múru).  

 

mu(-šè)...sa4: to name; to give as name ('name' (+ terminative) + 'to name'). 

musesa   has the consonants- ma- [- sa-]  – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
naamam-  name . 

musesa   has the consonants- ma-  sa-– and the  interpretation  of the word is  
isumu – name.  

musesa   has the consonants- ma-  sa-– and the  interpretation  of the word is  
isam – name .  

musesa   has the consonants- ma-  sa-– and the  interpretation  of the word is  
saththam [ missing  letter- the-] – name . 

musesa   has the consonants- ma-  sa-– and the  interpretation  of the word is  
muraimai [ missing  letter- Ra-] – name . 

 

 mu-sar-ra: (royal) inscription ('name, word' + 'to write' + nominative). 

musarra    has the consonants- ma -sa –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mannarin   aanai – king’s charter; aanai –order ; mannar- king .  

musarra    has the consonants- ma -sa –Ra-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  arasarin saasanam – king’s charter ; arasar- king .  

musarra    has the consonants- ma –[-sa-]  –Ra-  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   amari –word.  
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musarra    has the consonants- ma –sa-Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
paasuram [  missing letter- pa-] - word.  

musarra    has the consonants- ma –[-sa-] -Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
keeeranum [ missing letter- ka-] -  to inscribe . 

 musarra    has the consonants- ma –[-sa-] -Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
varaiyanum [ missing letter- ka-] –  to write . 

  

 túgmu-sír-ra: mourning garment ('garment' + personal prefix + 'weak, feverish' + 
nominative).  

 tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]- Ra- and the   
interpretation  of the  word is   aandu / varudaanthira   karumaathi  -  death 
anniversary; aandu- year ; varudam- year  . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  karumaathi  thinam /  neeththaarai   ninaivu koorum   naar - the day  to 
remember the dead; neeththaar- dead ancestor ; nianivu- memory  ; naar- day . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  munnoar  vanakkam -  homage to the ancestors; munnoar- ancestors .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is   aandukku  oru murai  erantha  / neeththa  uravinarukku  seithida 
vaendiya  neer kadan – water ritual  to be done  for the dead relatives  every  one 
year ; aandu –year; oru murai- one time ; uravinar- realtive  ;  neeththa- died ;  
seithidu –do ; kadan- duty; neer- water .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]- Ra- and the  other 
interpretation  of the   word is   thukka  kaariyam / kaetha  karumam –  grief ; 
thukkam/ kaetham - grief . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is   mikuntha mana thuyaram – extreme suffering ; mikuntha –excess;  
manam- mind; thuyaram- grief . 
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tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kann-neer vittu  kathara vaendum- to wail by  shedding  tears  ; kann – 
eye; neer- water; kann neer- tears ; katharu- shout and weep  .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  oppaari  paattu paada vaendum [  missing letter- pa-] - to sing the  
funeral song ; oppaari- dirge /elegy ; paattu –song; paadu –to sing .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  uravinar  eranthu  andru  karuththa   udai / aadai  thuni  uduththa  
vaendum – on the day of death of relative  black  dress to be worn ; uravinar- 
relative ;  erappu –death ; andru- on that day ; karuppu-  black  ;aadai- clothe; 
thuni- cloth ; uduththu- wear  . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  erantha  /seththa  uravinarukkaana  eruthi  vanakkam – last  homage;   
seththa- died  ; uravinar-  relative ; eruthi- final; vanakkam- homage . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  uyir  neethavarukkaana   kadaisi   kadamai  yaei  niraivaetra  vaendum – 
to do  the last  duty  for the  dead one ; uyir- life ;  uyir  neeththavar-  those who 
have lost their life  ; kadaisi- final  ; kadamai- duty  ; nirai vaetruka – to do . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is   eranthu  poanavarai / seththu  poana  uravinarin  pinaththai   idu kaattir  
/Vettiyaanai  kondu /   aaradi  munn  thoandi  /  puthaikka  vaendum [ missing 
letter- pa-] – to dig the  ground feets  depth  done by  Vettiyaan  and  to bury  the 
body ; eranthu  poanavar- dead person  ; uravinar- relative ; pinam- dead body ; 
idu kaadu- grave yard ; vettiyaan- burier ; aaru -6; adi- foot  ;   munn- ground; 
thoandu- dug ; puthaikka- to bury . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  eratha  uravinarai  sudu  kaattir   erikka  vaendum – to cremate the dead 
one ;sudu  kaadu –cremation  ground ;  erikka- to burn .  
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tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  eriththa  moondraam  naar michcham  erukkum  enpu [ asthi]  thundai  
saekariththu  aattrir  vida  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] – to collect the bone   
pieces and to dip it in the river  ; erikka- to burn ; moondru- 3; naar- day ; 
michcham- residue  ;enpu- bone  ; saekarikka –to gather ; thundu –bit; asthi/ 
osteo - bone  ; aaru –river .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pari vattam [ missing letter- pa-] – garment.  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa- Ra- and the   interpretation  of 
the  word is    vasththiram – garment .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa- Ra- and the   interpretation  of 
the  word is   pattu  varkkam / pirivu  [ missing letter- pa-] – silk  garment; pattu  -
silk  .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  -sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaanjevaram  pattu-   silk  from  the city  of Kanjivaram – a town well 
known for silk . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  Thiru  Puvanam kootturavu  pattu [ missing letter- pa-] – – silk  from the 
Thiru Puvanam  [ a town]   co-operative society –well known for silk  production; 
koottu uravu –co operation  ; koodu –to join; uravu- relationship  . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- [-sa-] - Ra- and the   interpretation  
of the  word is  amantha  kaaran   -  clothe merchant.   

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  -sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai -thari aadai  /   aruvai  vanikam  seikiravar – handloom  clothe 
merchant ; vanikam- trade ; seikiravar- doer.  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  maer poarvai  aninthiduthar [ missing letter- pa-] -  to wear upper 
garment ; maer- upper ; poarvai -  cloth/ blanket; aninththidu  -to wear.  
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tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  maer saaththu aninthuduka   - to wear upper garment.  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word  maer kattu  uduththiduka - to wear upper garment; uduththuka- to wear . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   vadakam   tharikka  /  uduththiduthar- to wear upper garment ; tharikka- to 
wear .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma-  [-sa-]-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   maer kothi-  feverish ;  kothi- hot . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word  mudakku  / mudanku  kaaichchar  - dengue fever ;  dengue =  mudanku ; 
kaaichchar- fever. 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- sa-- Ra- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   mudanku  suravam – dengue fever; suravam[Skt] - 
fever  . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   murai kaaichchar  adikka –  suffering  from  periodic  fever; murai- 
periodical ; kaaichchar- fever .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is   ut  suvaram/  kaaichchar  adikka- to have low grade 
fever ;  kaaichchar- fever ; ut [ul] – inner .   

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is   dheerka[Skt]  suravam  / neenda  naar  kondu 
adikkum kaaichchar - long standing  fever; neenda  long; naar- day   . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   naar   vidaathu   /thodarnthu  adikkum  kaaichchar – continous fever  ;  
naar- day ;  vidaathu- without break / interruption ; kaaichchar- fever  .  
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tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  thanivu   suvaram – intermittent fever.  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  raththama  soorikai- scarlet fever.    

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   senkkaaichchar  noaei  thaakkam – striken by   scarlet  fever ; thaakkku- 
strike ; noaei- disease .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is   krishna  dhosam [Skt]  – rheumatic  fever.  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kaar  muttu veenkki - kuruthi  pai  yaei thaakkum   
kaaichchar [ missing letter- pa-] -  - rhematic  fever ; kaar- leg; mutti- joint ; kaar 
mutti- knee joint  ; veenkka- to swell  ; kuruthi - blood  ; pai – bag ; kuruthi  pai- 
blood bag/ heart  . 

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  manjar  kaaichchar   noaei   thaakkam – to be 
striken  by  yellow fever ; manjar-  yellow  ;  kaaichchar – fever .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word  vaari  kaaichchar  thaakkam- to have  epidemic  fever.   

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   pandri  kuruvai  kaaichchar  noaei  thaakkam- [ missing letter- pa-]- to have 
anthrax  fever.  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   thinam   thoarum  adikkum kaaichchar – daily  fever ; thinam- day  ; thinam 
thoarum –daily  ;kaaichchar- fever .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the   interpretation  
of the  word   paar kattu  suvaram  [ missing letter- pa-]- -  milk  fever; paal/ paar - 
milk  ;  suravam -  fever . 
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tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word    thaayin maarpakaththir  paar kattu kondu  undakum  kaaichchar- [ missing 
letter- pa-]- -  fever  due to blocked milk  duct  ; thaai- mother; maarpakam- 
breast ; paar/ paal – milk ; kattti- swelling .   

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   theerkka  mudiyaatha /   maruhthuvarai  kondu  kuna  paduththa  
mudiyaatha   kadun-k- kaaichchar [ missing letter- pa-]-  to suffer from  severe / 
untreatable  fever  ; theerkka- to solve; mudiyaa- can not; maruththuvar- doctor;  
kuna paduththu –cure; mudiyaa- can not  ; kadumai – severe ; kaaichchar- fever .   

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the   interpretation  
of the  word   vishama- suvaram -  malignant fever; visam- toxin .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word  uyrikku  kaedaai  mudiyim   nachchu  kaaichchar -  malignant fever; uyir- 
life; kaedu- damage ;  mudiya- to end ; nachchu- toxic  /toxin .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word  uoor enkum  kaaichchar  noaei  thaakkam – epidemic fever; uoor- village ; 
enkkum  -everwhere  ;  noaei- disease .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   makarantha  ouv-vaamai  kaaichchar- hay fever ; ovu- vaamai –allergy .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   soarvu / ayarchchi  adaintha  manam -  mind  becoming  weak; soarvu –
tiredness ; adaintha – attained  ; manam- mind .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -sa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   mikuntha  thasai  soarvu  adaiya -  extreme  body  weaknes ; thasai- muscle  
; soarvu –tiredness .  

tugmusirra   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma- -[-sa-] -- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word   thiram kettavan – weak  person.  
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mu-ša-lum: mirror (Akkadian loanword).  

musalum   has the consonants -ma –[-sa-] –la- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  oli  aththam [?]   [ missing  letter- the -]  - mirror.  

  

mu...šè: because ('name' + terminative).  

muse   has the consonants- ma- sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is esumu- 
name.  

muse   has the consonants- ma- sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is isam- 
name.  

muse   has the consonants- ma- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
naamam – name . 

muse   has the consonants- ma- sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
saththam [ missing  letter- the -] – name. 

muse   has the consonants- ma- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
naama thaeyam [ missing  letter- the -] – name . 

muse   has the consonants- ma- [-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the word is 
aakku vayam [ missing  letter - ka-]  - name . 

 

itimu-šu-du7: calendar month 9 at Lagaš during Ur III.  

itimu-šu-du  has the consonants-  the-  ma – [-sa-] -the – and the  orignalTamil  
word is thondaam maatham /maasam -  9th month ; thondu- 9;maatham- month  . 

 

mu-tuku: to be famous ('name' + 'to have').  

mutuku   has the consonants-  ma- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mathikka – name  /respect.  
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mutuku   has the consonants-  ma- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthanmai  idam  kaana  vaendum  - to be famous ; muthanmai –first ; idam- 
place; kaana- see . 

mutuku   has the consonants-  ma- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maethakai-  eminent.  

mutuku   has the consonants-  ma- the- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  uththunkam  - eminence.  

mutuku   has the consonants-  ma- the- ka- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   keerthi  adaiya  vaendum [  missing letter- Ra-]- to attain fame; adaiya –
attain ; keerththi  [Skt] –fame  .  

mutuku   has the consonants-  ma- the- ka- and the  original  Tamil   word is  
konnuthar  vaendum [  missing letter- Ra-]- to attain fame . 

mutuku   has the consonants-  ma- the- ka- and the  original  Tamil   word is  
uchcham  thoada  vaendum  [ missing letter- sa-]-  to attain fame / uchcham ; 
uchcham- fame/ top . 

mutuku   has the consonants-  ma- the- ka- and the  original  Tamil   word is   
udaimai  aakkida vaendum -  to have; udaimai – possession  ; aakkidu- make  .  

 

mu-túm: delivery (personal prefix + 'to bring'). 

mutum  has the consonants - ma –the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanthidanum  - to deliver  ; thanthidu- give .  

mutum  has the consonants - ma –the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kodukka  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] – to deliver ; kodukka- give .  

mutum  has the consonants - ma –the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ueivikka  vaendum  [ missing letter- ka-]- to  liberate. 
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mutum  has the consonants - ma –the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   
viduvikka [ vittu vida]   vaendum-[ missing letter- ka-]-  to release . 

mutum  has the consonants - ma –the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
meettu edukka  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]  - to rescue.  

mutum  has the consonants - ma –the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eduththu kondu  vanthida vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]  – to bring.  

 

 mu-ú-a: this year ('year' + ? + nominative).  

muua   has a consonant-  ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is intha  aththam [ 
missing letter- the -] -this year; intha – this . 

muua   has a consonant-  ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is intha  ayanam [ 
missing letter- the -]- this year  ;  intha- this . 

muua   has a consonant-  ma -  and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
maasa maanam  [ missing letter- sa-] –year.  

muua   has a  consonant-  ma -  and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
samai [  missing letter- sa-] - year . 

 

mu-ud-na: spouse (mud, 'to give birth' + 'human being'). 

mu-ud-na    has the consonants- ma--- the-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
manai -aatti – house  wife  ; manai- house .  

mu-ud-na    has the consonants- ma--- the-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aampudaiyaan [ missing letter- pa-] – husband.  

mu-ud-na    has the consonants- ma--- the-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
manithan / maanthan -  man . 
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mu-ud-na    has the consonants- ma--- the-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maantha inam-  human race ; inam- race .   

 

 mu-ús-sa: the following year ('year' + 'to follow' + nominative).  

 muussa     has the consonants - ma  -[- sa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aduththa  maatham/ maasam  [ missing letter- the -]  – next  month  ; aduththa- 
next; maatham- month . 

muussa     has the consonants - ma  -[- sa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aduththa  ayanam [ missing letter- the -]- next year .  

muussa     has the consonants - ma  -[- sa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word is  
aayanam-  year.  

muussa     has the consonants - ma - sa-  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  samai- year.  

muussa     has the consonants - ma - sa- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is maasamaanam – year.  

muussa     has the consonants - ma  -[- sa-]   - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aththam [ missing letter- the -]-  year.  

 

mú-mú: always being reborn (such as the moon) (reduplicated 'to ignite; to 
sprout, appear'). 

mumu   has a consonant-  ma-  and the  original Tamil word is  ayanam- birth . 

mumu   has a consonant-  ma-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
jananam / jenmam [ missing letter- sa-] - birth .   

mumu   has a consonant-  ma-  and the  original Tamil word is  ammai -  future 
birth . 
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mumu   has a consonant-  ma-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is mun 
jenmam [ missing letter- sa-] -  past  birth  . 

mumu   has a  consonant-  ma-  and the  original Tamil word is mani / mini / 
Meena   -moon .  

mumu   has a consonant-  ma-  and the  original Tamil word is Mani  Ammai – 
moon  goddess.  

mumu   has a consonant-  ma-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
Soaman [ missing letter- sa-]  – moon god . 

mumu   has a consonant-  ma-  and the  original Tamil word is meela [ missing 
letter- la -]- to return  . 

mumu   has a consonant-  ma-  and the  original Tamil word is thee moottu  [ 
missing letter- the -] -  to light fire ;  thee-  fire; moottu- kindle .  

mumu   has a consonant-  ma-  and the  original Tamil word is mulai  [ missing 
letter- la -] – sprout . 

mumu   has a consonant-  ma-  and the  original Tamil word is moadi  /  mun edu  [ 
missing letter- the -] – to show . 

 mumu   has a  consonant-  ma-  and the  original Tamil word is minukkam [ 
missing letter- ka  -] – to show . 

 

 mu6[PA]-sùb: shepherd (PA as mu6 only occurs in this compound + 'shepherd').  

mu[PA]-sùb   has the consonants  -ma – pa- [- sa-] - pa  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  maeippan -  shepherd . 

 

mud-gál: begetter ('to give birth' + 'to be').  
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mudgal    has the consonants – ma- the- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuzhanthai   eena   vaendum  – to give birth  to a baby; kuzhanthai- child; eena- to 
deliver .  

mudgal    has the consonants – ma- the- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhanthai  eenum thaai -  mother who  gives birth to the baby ; thaai- mother.   

 

mug...dun: to sort out the tow (from the usable, longer fibers) ('tow' + 'to heap 
up').  

mugdun   has the consonants - ma -ka – the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuvikka  vandum –to  heap .  

mugdun   has the consonants - ma -ka – the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is   
katta  vaendum –to tow.  

 mugdun   has the consonants - ma -ka – the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is   
aat kondida vaendum –to tow.  

mugdun   has the consonants - ma -ka – the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
aatti  vaiththida vaendum – tow .   

mugdun   has the consonants - ma -ka – the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikuntha   neetam  konda  naaru  [ missing leteter- Ra-] – long  fibre  ; mikuntha – 
excess; neettam- length ; kondathu- having  ; naaru –fibre . 

 

mun-du: emmer groats; morning meal (time); an acceptable food offering for the 
dead (Akk. mundu).  

mundu  has the consonants-  ma – an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   umi  
neekkiya  thinai /  koathumai  thaaniyam  [ missing leter- ka-]- wheat groats  ; 
umi- husk; neekku –remove  ;  koathumai –wheat  ; thaaniyam –grain  . 
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mundu  has the consonants-  ma – an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
muththaala   theeni [ missing letter- la-]  - morning food; theeeni –food .  

mundu  has the consonants-  ma – an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
oathanam –food.  

mundu  has the consonants-  ma – an- the  - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is theepanam [ missing  letter- pa-] - food.  

mundu  has the consonants-  ma – an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
pandam  [ missing  letter- pa-] - food . 

mundu  has the consonants-  ma – an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   uppu  
pandam -[ missing  letter- pa-]  – salted food; uppu- salt ; pandam- item  . 

mundu  has the consonants-  ma – an- the  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is mithaa sanam [ missing letter- sa-] – scanty  food; mitham- less .  

mundu  has the consonants-  ma – an- the  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is suththa  posanam -[ missing  letters- pa-  and -sa-] – sacred food . 

mundu  has the consonants-  ma – an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
soattai  pandam [ missing letter- sa-] – – favourite food.  

mundu  has the consonants-  ma – an- the  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is naivaethanam [ missing leter- ka-]-  food  offering . 

mundu  has the consonants-  ma – an- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
unavu  padaikka  vaendum [ missing leter- ka-]-  food  offering ; unavu- food; 
padaikka- to offer . 

 

mun-gazi: spices; an industrial process of reducing the volume of goods by 
pulverizing until 'like salt' ('salt' + 'cassia spice'). 

mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
manam veesum  kaayam – spice  ; manam- smell . 
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mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kasa kasa mani – poppy  seed ;  cassia = kasa kasa ; mani –seed . 

mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka -sa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
manam veesum  elavankam [ missing letter- la-] -  cassia  cinnamon.  

mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
venn  milaku [ missing letter- la-] - safed mirchi ; venn- white  . 

mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka –[- sa-] --and the other interpretation  
of the word is   varaankakam [ missing letter- Ra-] – cinnamon  bark . 

mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka –sa--and the  original Tamil  word is 
naru mana  sarakku [ missing letter- Ra-] – spice  ; naru manam –good  smell .  

mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka –sa--and the  original Tamil  word is 
narumana suvai  [ missing letter- Ra-] – spicy  ; suvai –taste . 

mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka –sa--and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaara saaramaana [ missing letter- Ra-] – spicy.  

mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka –sa--and the  original Tamil  word is 
karun-j-seerakam [ missing letter- Ra-]- black  cumin ; karu- black .  

mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka –sa--and the  original Tamil  word is 
jeeraka mani [ missing letter- Ra-]-cumin seed ; mani –seed .  

mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka –sa--and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   vin sukam   -  fetid  cassia .  

mun gazi   has the consonants  -[-ma -] -an- ka –sa--and the other interpretation  
of the word is   saenaavu   - fetid cassia . 

mun gazi   has the consonants  -ma -an- ka –[-sa-] --and the  original Tamil  word is  
ediththu   nangu  podi aakkida vaendum [ missing letters- pa -and - the -] –to 
pulveraize in to  powder  ; edikka - pound ;  nangu –well ; podi -powder; aakku- 
make  . 
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mur-gig: paralysis (?); lung cancer (?) ('lungs' + 'illness; to be sick, painful').  

 murgig  has the consonants -ma –Ra- ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
moochchu  kaattru  pai  putru  noavu [ missing letters- pa-and -sa-]- lung cancer; 
moochchu- breath; kaatru –air;  pai- bag ; moochchu  kaattru  pai- lung ; putru  
noavu- cancer ; noavu –disease .  

murgig   has the consonants -ma –Ra- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuttram- pain.  

murgig   has the consonants -ma –Ra- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
varuththam - pain   .  

murgig   has the consonants -ma –Ra- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
manam  varuntha  / karukida -  be pained; manam- mind; varunthu –to worry .  

murgig   has the consonants -ma –Ra- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kadu  varuththam-  excessive  pain;  kadumai- severe . 

murgig   has the consonants -ma –Ra- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
aruvidum  vaethanai -  griping  pain; vaethanai- pain  /suffering  .  

murgig   has the consonants -ma –Ra- ka- the-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   vaatha   roakam  - paralysis;  roakam [Skt] –disease  .  

murgig   has the consonants -ma –Ra- ka- the-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   thimir  vaatham   - paralysis . 

murgig   has the consonants -ma –Ra- ka- the-  and the   interpretation  of the 
word is   kai kaal  aattral  izhantha  nilamai [ missing letter- la / zha-] – paralysis / 
loss of  function  of  arm and leg  ; kai-  hand  ; kaal- leg ;  aattral- functioning 
capacity  ; izhappu –loss  ;  nilami –state  . 
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mur-gu4: fodder, forage, feed ('fodder' + 'domestic ox').  

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aadu  
maattukku  uriya  theevanam [ missing letter- the -]- fodder  ; aadu –goat; maadu-
cow; theevanam –fodder .  

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurankam- buffalo.  

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  erumai  
inam-  buffalo.   

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  erumai 
kedaa- [ missing letter- the -]-  he buffalo .  

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  varan  
maadu [ missing letter- the -]- bull.  

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is eththuvaram  [ missing letter- the -]- bull.  

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   erumai  
kandru [ missing letter- the -]-buffalo  calf  ; kandru- calf .  

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is    kaattu  
erumai-[ missing letter- the -]- wild  buffalo ; kaadu –forest . 

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   veettu  
erumai--[ missing letter- the -]- domestic  buffalo ; veedu –house    . 

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  karavai  
maadu-[ missing letter- the -]-- milch  cow ; karakka- to milk  . 

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  uzhavu  
erumai- [ missin letter- zha-]-   ploughing  buffalo; uzhavu –plough  . 
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murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is koa - mooththiram -[ missing letter- the -]—cow’s   urine ; mooththiram- urine; 
koa- cow  .  

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaraam 
pasu -[ missing letter-sa--]- black  cow  ; karu- black .    

murgu  has the consonants - ma -Ra- ka- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is kaariyam- cow dung.    

 

itimunu4-gu7: calendar month 5 at Lagaš during Ur III.  

itimunu-gu   has the consonants  -the-  ma-  an- ka  -and the  orignalTamil  word is 
aeinthavathu  maatham =  5th  month; aeinthu- 5;  maatham- month  .  

 

munus-kar-ke4: (cf., (munus)kar-kid). 

 

 murgu-ba: turtle carapace, shell - used as a mixing bowl or trough ('back' + 
'turtle'). 

muruguba  has the consonants - ma  -Ra - ka  -pa  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pir pakkam- back  side ; maer  pakkam -  upper side . 

muruguba  has the consonants - ma  -Ra - ka  -pa  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
peevaram – turtle  ;  koorma – turtle  . 

muruguba  has the consonants - ma  -Ra - ka  -pa  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
peevara   maer  urai oaadu / thoadu  [ oattu ]  kinnam  / koappai / poakani [ 
missing letter- the -] -  turtle  cup  ; peevaram- turtle ; maer- upper; urai – 
covering  ; oaadu -  shell ; kinnam- cup . 
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 múrgu [LUM]-...-ta: after ('back' + ablative).  

murguta  has the consonants – ma- Ra  -ka-  the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
muthuku  puram [ missing  letter- pa-] - back  side ; muthuku- back; puram –side.  

murguta  has the consonants – ma- Ra  -ka-  the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kundi   puram  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  back side  ; kundi- buttock . 

 

itimurub4: calendar month 4 at Umma during Ur III. 

itimurub  has the consonants  -the – ma- Ra- [-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   naankaaam  thinker [ missing ;letter- ka-]  - fourth  month ; naanku -4; 
maatham- month . 

itimurub  has the consonants  -the – ma- Ra- -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word is  
pathinaaram maatham   - 16th   month ;   paththu -10  ; aaru- 6; pathinaaru -16  . 

itimurub  has the consonants  -the – ma- Ra- -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word is   
pathi  moondraam maatham  - 13 th  month ;  paththu- 10; moondru -3; pathi 
moondru -13  .  

itimurub  has the consonants  -the – ma- Ra- -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word is   
pannerandaam  maatham – 12 th  month ; paththu -10 ; erandu -2 ; pannerandu -
12.. 

itimurub  has the consonants  -the – ma- Ra- -pa- –and the  original Tamil  word is   
pathinondraam maatham – 11th  month ; paththu -10; ondru- one; pathinondru -
11 . 

itimurub  has the consonants  -the – ma- Ra- [-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aarram maatham – 6th  month ;  aaru -6 . 

itimurub  has the consonants  -the – ma- Ra- [-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aeinthaam  maatham – 5th  month   ; aeinthu -5 . 
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itimurub  has the consonants  -the – ma- Ra- [-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   moondraam  maatham – 3rd  month ; moondru -3. 

itimurub  has the consonants  -the – ma- Ra- [-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   erandaam maatham – 2nd month ;erandu -2 . 

itimurub  has the consonants  -the – ma- Ra- [-pa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   muthar  maatham –1st month ; muthar –first  .  

 

 muš-da-gur4: gecko, lizard ('reptile'+ 'arms, sides' + 'plump, big') . 

musdagur  has the consonants  - ma – sa- - the - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is    tharaiyir  /munnir  uoorththu  sendridum  uyir inam - aranai vakai / 
paam-p-aranai / udumpu  / neer udumpu / koathaa -[ missing letter- pa-]    
crawling  creature -   a  kind  of  lizard  ; tharai – floor ;  munn- soil  ; uoornthidu –
to crawl  ;  sendridu –to go ; uyir-life ;  inam- race   ;  aranai-  a kind of lizard  ; 
udumpu -  a kind  of  lizard ; paampu –snake  . 

musdagur  has the consonants  - ma –[- sa-]  - the - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  udampu   paruththida  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] –to become  
plumpy . 

musdagur  has the consonants  - ma – sa-- the - ka -Ra -and the other 
interpretation of the   word is   pusti  adithar  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- to 
become  plumpy . 

musdagur  has the consonants  - ma – [-sa-]-- the - ka -Ra -and the other 
interpretation of the   word is   vannam vaiththudthar  vaendum  - to become 
stout; vannam-[Malayalam]  stout; vaikka- keep  . 

musdagur  has the consonants  - ma –[- sa-]  - the - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kundu aakuthar  vaendum  - to become stout ; kundu –stout / ball . 

musdagur  has the consonants  - ma –[- sa-]  - the - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   erandu  pakkam [ missing letter- pa-]  –two sides ;erandu -2; pakkam- 
side .   
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musdagur  has the consonants  - ma –[- sa-]  - the - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is    maer-k- kai  erandu  -two  arms   ;  karam  erandu   ;kai- hand; maer-k-
kai- arm ; maer /mael- upper .  

musdagur  has the consonants  - ma –[- sa-]  - the - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   uruvam periyathu  / vadivam periyathu [ missing letter- pa-]   – big  sized  
figure  ; uruvam- figure; periya –big . 

musdagur  has the consonants  - ma –[- sa-]  - the - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thadiththa / moatta  uruvam - big  sized  figure  ; thadiththa- fat / stout   . 

 

 múš...dub: comb or set hair ('appearance' + 'to heap up'). 

múšdub  has the consonants   ma  - sa  the – pa  - and the  orignail  Tamil meaning  
of the word is  mudi -yae  pinni sadai   poada vendum-  to  plait the hair; mudi- 
hair;  pinnu –plait  ;  sadai –plaited hair .  

múšdub  has the consonants   ma  - sa  the – pa  -and the  orignail  Tamil meaning  
of the word is  mandai  mudi yaei  vakidu eduththu  seeva  vaendum [ missing  
letter- ka-] – to comb  the hair ;  mandai- head;  mudi- hair ; seevu –to comb ; 
vakidu  edukka –to divide .  

múšdub  has the consonants   ma  -  sa  the – pa  -and the  orignail  Tamil meaning  
of the word is  uchchi  kondai  poada  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]  – to  do  hair  
tuft; uchchi –top; kondai- tuft of hair [ for woman] ; kudumi- for men . 

 

 mùš...de6/túm: to stop working; to cease ('appearance' + 'to prepare').  

musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aayuththam  aayidu – to prepare . 

musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoattram [ missing letter- Ra-] – appearance . 
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musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  uthayam[Skt]  – appearance. 

musde  has the consonants - ma – sa- -the – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  senmiththidu [Skt] – appear .  

musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thayakkam [ missing letter-ka -] – appearance.  

musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukam  kaatta / seithida vaendum  [ missing letter-ka -] – to appear; mukam- 
face; kaattu- show  .  

musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
minu-k-kida [ missing letter-ka -] – to appear/ shine  .  

musde  has the consonants - ma – sa--the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaatchchi  kodukka  vaendum [ missing letter-ka -] – to appear; kaatchchi-  
appearance/ scene . 

musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
odunkkida vaendum  [ missing letter-ka -] -to cease. 

musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mudakka  vaendum [ missing letter-ka -] – to cease . 

musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is kai  
-vida vaendum [ missing letter-ka -] - to cease. 

musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
moodukai [ missing letter-ka -]  stopping  /  shutting . 

musde  has the consonants - ma – sa- -the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
suvadai katta  vaendum [ missing letter-ka -]  - to stop  an argument . 

musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aayuththam  aayidu – to prepare . 
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musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
muttam  pannu [ missing letter- pa-] – prepare.  

musde  has the consonants - ma –[- sa-]  -the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
pann  padanum / pann  amaiththidu  [ missing letter- pa-] – prepare. 

musde  has the consonants - ma – sa--the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam seithidanum / siththam  seithidanum - prepare. 

musde  has the consonants - ma – [-sa-] --the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vattam  koottu [ missing letter-ka -] – prepare. 

musde  has the consonants - ma – sa---the – and the  original Tamil  word is  vakai  
seithida  vaendum  [ missing letter-ka -] - prepare. 

 

mùš-me: face, features ('face, appearance' + 'to say, tell'). 

musme  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] -  ma- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  mukam  [ missing letter- ka-] – face / appearance.  

musme  has the consonants - ma –sa--  ma- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
amsam – feature . 

musme  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] -  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is   
unmai  kunam  [ missing letter- ka-]  - true features ; unmai- true ; kunam - nature 
manusa  kunam  ;  manusan [Skt] - man . 

musme  has the consonants - ma –[-sa-] -  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mozhiyanum [ missing letter- zha-] –say ; mozhi- word/ language . 

 

 mušen-dù: fowler ('bird' + 'to mould'). 

musendu   has the consonants - ma  -sa - an –the-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   andasam  -  bird . 
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musendu   has the consonants - ma  -sa - an –the-  and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  sakuntham [ missing letter- ka-] –bird.  

musendu   has the consonants - ma  -[-sa -] - an –the-  and the  interpretation  of 
the word is maathankan  [ missing letter- ka-] – fowler. 

musendu   has the consonants - ma  -[-sa -] - an –the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is achchu  edukka  vaendum / vadivam  kodukka  vaendum [ missing letter- 
ka-]  -to mould ; achchu- mould  ; vadivam- shape; kodukka- to give   . 

 

 na-ab-bé-a: thus does he/she speak (affirmative + î, conjugation prefix + b, 
inanimate pronominal prefix + e, 'to speak' in marû singular + e, 3rd person marû 
singular subject marker + nominal). 

naabbea has the consonants –an-  pa -  and   the  original Tamil  word is  pannu – 
speak . 

naabbea has the consonants –an- [- pa -] -  and   the  original Tamil  word is  ninai  
-    speak  /  think  . 

naabbea has the consonants –an-  pa -  and   the  original Tamil  word is  
seppanum [ missing letter- sa-]-  to speak . 

naabbea has the consonants –an-  pa -  and   the  original Tamil  word is  
paesanum  / paashanam [ missing letter- sa-] - to speak . 

naabbea has the consonants –an-  [- pa-]  -  and   the  original Tamil  word is  naa 
neettu [ missing letter- the -]  - speak; naa- tongue; neettu –to protrude .  

naabbea has the consonants –an-  [- pa-]  -  and   the  original Tamil  word is  nodi 
[ missing letter- the -] – speak . 

 

 na-ág-gi4-in: slavery ('human being' + 'to check, measure' + 'slave'). 
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naaggiin  has the consonants-  an- ka -an – and the   original Tamil  word is  
kinakan – slave.   

naaggiin  has the consonants-  an- ka -an – and the   original Tamil  word is  kann-
k-kaani  - slave driver.   

naaggiin  has the consonants-  an- ka -an – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
human  being [ missing letter-  ba-] . 

naaggiin  has the consonants-  an- ka -an – and the   original Tamil  word is   
manuvan  - human being . 

naaggiin  has the consonants-  an- ka -an – and the   original Tamil  word is   
thadukka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]- to check. 

 naaggiin  has the consonants-  an- ka -an – and the   original Tamil  word is   
madankkadikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] – to check.  

naaggiin  has the consonants-  an- ka -an – and the   original Tamil  word is   
adakkida  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] – to check/ control .  

naaggiin  has the consonants-  an- ka -an – and the   original Tamil  word is thokai  
kaana  vandum [ missing  letter- the -]  –to measure . 

naaggiin  has the consonants-  an- ka -an – and the   original Tamil  word is  kana-
k-kida  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] – to measure. 

 

 na...de5[RI]: to give advice, instructions; to cleanse; to fell trees (cf., na...ri(-g)) 
(prohibitive/affirmative + 'to advise'). 

naderi   has the consonants -  an- the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is arivu  -
urai  koora vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] – to  give advice ;  arivu urai- advice; 
arivu- intelligence; urai –speech; kooru –say   .  

naderi   has the consonants -  an- the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
eduththu  uraikka  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] – – to  give advice. 
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naderi   has the consonants -  an- the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vivaram  kooruthar   vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] –to give  instructions ; 
vivaram- details ; kooruka- say .  

naderi   has the consonants -  an- the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is karai-
yaei  neeekuthar  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] – to remove dirt; karai- dirt; 
neekku- remove . 

naderi   has the consonants -  an- the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
munkkuthar  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] – to take bath ; munkku –sink . 

naderi   has the consonants -  an- the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maram   saainthida   [ missing letter- sa-] – tree fall  ;  maram- tree . 

 

 na-DU: read na...de6 or na...ri6 , 'advice, instructions'.  

nadu  has the consonants-  an-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  thoondu – 
suggest . 

nadu  has the consonants-  an-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  ninaippu 
uoottu [ missing letter- pa-] – suggest .  

nadu  has the consonants-  an-  the - and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
poathanai  [ missing letter- pa-] -advice/ instructions.  

nadu  has the consonants-  an-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is   aannai -idu – 
to give instructions/ order . 

nari   has the consonants - an - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nal -urai [ 
missing letter- la-] -  advice ; nal- good; urai- speech .  

nari   has the consonants - an - Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
piraeranai  [ missing letter- pa-] – suggestion.  
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nari   has the consonants - an - Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mun- arivippu 
[ missing letters- ka -and- pa- ] -  instructions  ;  mun –earlier ; arivippu –
instruction / notice . 

 

na-gada: herdsman (from Akkadian naaqidum, 'shepherd').  

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  aadu  
maadu   ottai  maeikkum  Idaiyan -   one who  takes the cattle  for  pasture -  the 
shepherd ; aadu –goat; maadu- cattle  ; ottai –camel ; maeikka- to pasture ; 
Idaiyan- shepherd . 

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  aadu  
maadu maeikkum  Koanaan / Koavan  –  the shepherd  caste . 

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
Kudavan – shepherd.  

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
Viththakan -shepherd.  

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is   
Pothuvan  [  missing  letter- pa-]- shepherd.  

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is Gopi Naathan [  missing  letter- pa-] – Krishnan -  the shepherd. 

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
Amutha kulaththinan [  missing letter- la-] – the  people  who  milk  ; amutham-  
milk; kulam- clan / family . 

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Vinthan /Viththakan – shepherd.  

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Yaathavan - shepherd. 
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 nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Govinthan - shepherd. 

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Govarththanan  [ missing letter- Ra-]  – herdsman . 

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is   
maattu kaaran / maadu  maeikiravan  [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  cow herd.  

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is   
thoruvan [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  cow herd. 

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
manthai –k- ku- uriyavar [ missing letter- Ra-] – herdsman . 

nagada   has the consonants -  an  - ka –the-  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
Idaiyan veethi  -  shepherd’s  street ; veethi –street . 

 

na-gá-ah: fool ('human being' + 'to deliver' + 'spittle' ?).  

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  manuvan- 
human being . 

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  maanavar 
/ mannavar [ missing letter- Ra-] -  human beings  . 

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai  neer  
[ missing letter- Ra-] -  mouth water  ; vaai- mouth; neer- water . 

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   uei-vikka  
vanedum [ missing  letter- the -]-  deliver.  

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
koduththida  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]-- to deliver . 

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kayavan- 
moron.  
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nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mathi  
kaedan [ missing  letter- the -]-  fool ; mathi- intelligence ; kaedu- damage . 

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is vikadan [ missing  letter- the -]-  fool.  

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vadukan [ 
missing  letter- the -]-  fool.  

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  daevan [ missing  letter- the -]-  fool.  

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vithaanam [ missing  letter- the -]- stupidity.    

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  yaena  
vaayan – fool.  

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mada-th- 
thunivu  [ missing  letter- the -]-  foolhardy ; madamai- foolishness .   

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kupaan [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  fool.  

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  madamai  
vaaintha [ missing  letter- the -]- idiotic.   

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thekkanaa 
mutti [ missing  letter- the -]-fool.  

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mooda 
kunam / mantha kunam [ missing  letter- the -]-  stupidity  . 

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mandookam [ missing  letter- the -]- fool. 

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  ariveenan  
[  missing letter- Ra-] – fool .  
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nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  moorkkan 
[  missing letter- Ra-] –fool . 

nagaah   has the consonants-  an - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is muzhu 
makan [ missing  letter- zha-] - fool.   

 

na-izi: incense ('incense' + 'fire').  

nazi  has the consonants  - an- sa – and the  interpretation of the word is  incense 
[E] .  

nazi  has the consonants  - an- sa – and the  original Tamil  word is  sinam- anger.  

nazi  has the consonants  - an- sa – and the  original Tamil  word is  sin-  anger. 

nazi  has the consonants - an- [-sa-] – and the original Tamil word is  mannai –
anger  . 

nazi  has the consonants  - an- sa – and the  original Tamil  word is  sinam- fire.   

nazi  has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  ammanai- 
fire.  

nazi  has the consonants  - an- sa- – and the  original Tamil  word is  paasanam [ 
missing letter- pa-] - fire.   

nazi  has the consonants  - an- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  manam- 
odor.   

 

na-kab-tum: a cattle pen (Akk. loanword, indicating a place for cattle to be 
inseminated).  

na-kab-tum    has the consonants  -an - ka – [-pa-]  –the- ma  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is maattai  adaikkum  kondi –  cattle pound  ;  maadu –cattle   ; 
adaikka- to confine .  
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na-kab-tum    has the consonants  -an - ka – [-pa-]  –the- ma  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maattu  thavani   - cattle shed/ cattle fair.  

na-kab-tum    has the consonants  -an - ka – [-pa-]  –the- ma  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kondi  maadu-  stray  cattle.   

na-kab-tum    has the consonants  -an - ka – [-pa-]  –the- ma  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vandi  maadu- cart animal ; vandi –cart  . 

na-kab-tum    has the consonants  -an - ka – [-pa-]  –the- ma  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaan-k-kaya maadu – cattle  from Kaankkayam town .  

na-kab-tum    has the consonants  -an - ka – [-pa-]  –the- ma  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nadai maattu  kottam  - cattle shed; kottam- cottage .   

na-kab-tum    has the consonants  -an - ka – pa- –the- ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   nadai maattai adikkum  patti  / padappai -cattle shed ; patti –shed .   

na-kab-tum    has the consonants  -an - ka – [-pa-]  –the- ma  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   seyarkkaiyaaka  maadu  ina  perukkaththirkkaana aan vinthu   
saemippu  koodam / maiyam / idam [ missing letters-  Ra -and sa-] –place for  
artificial  insemination  of cattle.  

na-kab-tum    has the consonants  -an - ka – [-pa-]  –the- ma  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maattin  aan vinthu  yaeththum  idam – place for cattle 
insemination  ; maadu –cattle; aan- male;  vinthu  -semen  ; yaeththu- infuse; 
idam- place  .    

 

na-nam: indeed.  

nanam    has the consonants  -an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is unmai yaa  - 
indeed.  

nanam    has the consonants  -an -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is mei-yaana  - 
indeed . 
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na(-šè)...ri(-g): to inspect; to counsel in a friendly way (cf., na...de5 ) 
(prohibitive/affirmative + 'to pick').  

naserig  has the  consonants – an- [-sa-] - Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
therinthu  edukkai [ missing letter- the -]  – picking . 

naserig  has the  consonants – an- [-sa-] - Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
parikkanum / porukkanum  [ missing letter- pa-]-  pick .  

naserig  has the  consonants – an- sa- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is sari 
paarkkanum – to  inspect . 

naserig  has the  consonants – an- sa- Ra- ka – and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  visaarikkanum /  visaaranai  seiyyanum – to  insepct. 

naserig  has the  consonants – an- sa- Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maer paarvai  seiyanum [ missing letter- pa-]-  to supervise . 

naserig  has the  consonants – an- sa- Ra- ka – and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  parisikkanum[Skt]   [ missing letter- pa-]- to inspect.    

naserig  has the  consonants – an- sa- Ra- ka – and the original Tamil  word is   
theera   aayivu   seithidar   vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  to inspect. 

naserig  has the  consonants – an- [- sa-] - Ra- ka – and the original Tamil  word is  
kann kaaniththiduthar  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  to inspect. 

 naserig  has the  consonants – an- [- sa-] - Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
arivu -uruththa  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  to give advice. 

naserig  has the  consonants – an- [- sa-] - Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
porumaiyaaka  eduththu  koorida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]- to give advice 
patiently . 

 

na-RI: instructions (cf., na-DU). 
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nari  has the consonants - an -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  neri  murai 
aanai – instructions. 

 

 na(4)-rú-a: stele, dedicatory stone ('stone' + 'to erect, plant' + nominative).  

narua   has the consonants-  an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  naduthar [ 
missing letter- the-] - to plant. 

narua   has the consonants-  an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   naaththu 
naduthar  [  missing letter- the-] –to transplant . 

narua   has the consonants-  an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   naattuthar [  
missing letter- the-] –to erect.  

 

gišná-gi4-rin-na: divine bed ('bed' + 'fruit, flowers' + genitive).  

gisnagarinna   has the consonants-  ka – [- sa -] - an – ka- Ra- an –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aandavarin / eraivan-in  kidakkai  [  missing letter- the-]  – god’s 
bed ;aandavan- god; kidakkai- cot .   

gisnagarinna   has the consonants-  ka –  sa -- an – ka- Ra- an –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  manam  veesum  makaranthaukam [  missing letter- 
the-]  – fragrant  flower  ; manam-  smell ;  veesum- blowing . 

gisnagarinna   has the consonants-  ka  - sa - an – ka- Ra- an –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naru  manam  veesukindra   thoadu / kusumam  / yaedakam [  
missing letter- the-]  - fragrant  flower ; naru manam- aroma  ; veesa –to blow  . 

gisnagarinna   has the consonants-  ka  - sa - an – ka- Ra- an –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  naavirkku  suvai   kodukum kaai kanikal [  missing letter- the-]  -  
tasty  fruits  ;  naa- tongue  ;  suvai –taste ; kani-  fruit ; kaai –unripe fruit . 
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na4-šag4-túg: stone weight for cloak ('pebble, weight' + 'inside' + 'cloth 
garment').  

nasagtug  has the  consonants  - an-  [-sa-] -  ka-  the -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kana  kanakkeedu  /edai  kanakkeedu – weight  measurement  ; 
kanakkeedu- measurement  ;  kanam /edai –weight  . 

nasagtug  has the  consonants  - an  -[-sa-] -  ka-  the -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   edai  kaana  vaendum – to  weigh; edai- weight; kaana – to see  .  

nasagtug  has the  consonants  - an  -sa-  ka-  the -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    kanjikai kattuka- /  uduththuka- to wear  garment; kattuka- to wear .  

nasagtug  has the  consonants  - an  -sa-  ka-  the -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    sattai  aninthiduka – to wear shirt ;sattai –shirt; aninthidu –wear .  

nasagtug  has the  consonants  - an  -[-sa--]   ka-  the -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    vaetti uduththuka – to wear dhothi ; uduththuka- wear . 

nasagtug  has the  consonants  - an  -sa-  ka-  the -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    semmai  katta  vaendum   - to dress . 

nasagtug  has the  consonants  - an  -sa-  ka-  the -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is     vaetti –yin /  sattaiyin  ut  pakkam [ missing letter- pa-]  -  inner side of 
the  shirt  or dhothi ; vaetti -dhothi  ; sattai- shirt  ; ut pakkam- inner side  ; 
pakkam- side . 

 

na4-šu-mìn: anvil ('weight' + 'hand, strength' + 'partner, equal').  

nasumin   has the consonants  -an – [- sa-] - ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kammiyanin/ kammaalanin/ kollanin    adaikal  [ missing letters- ka- the -la-]-  
smith’s anvil  ; kammiyan- smith ; adai kal- anvil . 

nasumin   has the consonants  -an – [- sa-] - ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kanam- aana [ missing letter- ka-] – weighty . 
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nasumin   has the consonants  -an – [- sa-] - ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is munna-k- kai [ missing letter- ka-] - fore arm  ; mun –front; kai- hand . 

nasumin   has the consonants  -an –  sa-- ma- an -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is samam -aanavan / samaanan  [ missing letter- ka-] –  equal person ; 
samam- equal .  

nasumin   has the consonants  -an – [- sa-] - ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is oththa  manithan / maanthan [ missing letter- the-] - equal person; maanthan- 
man . 

nasumin   has the consonants  -an – [- sa-] - ma- an -and the  original Tamil  word 
is mindan [ missing letter- the-] -  strong man . 

 

nag-énsi-ka: city ruler, beverage ('drink' + 'city ruler' + genitive).  

nagensika    has the consonants  - an-  ka-  an –[- sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  ulakai /kuvalayam   aalum  mannavan  [ missing  letter- la /zha-] – 
emperor/ ruler of the world; ulakam- world ; kuvalayam globe ; aalu –to rule; 
mannavan- king  .  

nagensika    has the consonants  - an-  ka-  an –[- sa-]  -ka – and the  interpretation  
of the word is  akkaani / vikuni   kudikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –to take 
intoxicating  drink/ sweet toddy  ; akkaani- liquor ; kudikka- to drink  .   

 

nag-ku5: reservoir created by erecting embankments off to the side of a canal to 
which to divert some of the flood water within the canal ('drink' + 'to cut'). 

nagku   has the consonants -an  -ka  and the  interpretation  of the word is vikuni- 
intoxicating drink . 

nagku   has the consonants -an  -ka  and the  original Tamil  word is akkaani-  
sweet  toddy  
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nagku   has the consonants -an  -ka  and the  interpretation  of the word is  kanjaa 
[ missing letter- sa-] – toddy/ cannabis . 

nagku   has the consonants -an  -ka  and the original Tamil  word is konku-  toddy.  

nagku   has the consonants -an  -ka  and the  original Tamil  word is paanakam [ 
missing letter –pa -]  –drink . 

nagku   has the consonants -an  -ka  and the  original Tamil  word is vaempanam 
missing letter –pa -]  - toddy.  

nagku   has the consonants -an  -ka  and the  original Tamil  word is kinnam- 
drinking  cup . 

nagku   has the consonants -an  -ka  and the  original Tamil  word is kann maai – 
lake / sluice . 

nagku   has the consonants -an  -ka  and the  original Tamil  word is kankku –dam.  

nagku   has the consonants -an  -ka  and the  original Tamil  word is kaeni –well.  

 

 nag-TAR: drinking water reservoir ('drink' + 'to separate') 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kudi  thanneer thotti -  water  fountain  /tank; kudi- drink; thanneer- water; thotti- 
tank /tub  . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
neer thaekkam -  water reservoir ; neer- water . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kuttai neer – pond water ;  kuttai- pond .  

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
thadaaka neer – pond water  ; neer –water . 
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nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
tharum -padikka vaendum  -   to build a dam . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kar -kattu  anai -  masonry dam ; kar- stone; kattu- build  . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
tharuvai  neer-  big  lake water . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kundu neer- pool water ; kundu- pond . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
anai katti  oaadum   aattru  neerai thaekku – to build a dam to store the  flowing  
river water; anai- dam; kattu –build ; aattru neer- river water  ;thaekku –to block  . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
nandraaka-   well [ good] . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kudi thanneer uoottru – well ; kudi –drink; thannner- water; uoottru –spring  . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kaeni   thanneer – well  water  ; kaeni- well  . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kinattru  neer-  well  water  ; kinaru –well .   

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is  
thaenkki  erukkum  neer  - stagnant water .  

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kudi  than-neer  kinaru -  drinking  water well .   

 nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
vadi  kinaru – absorbing well . 
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nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
ponku  uootru  kinaru [   missing  letter- pa-] -  artesian well . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kaattroatta  kinaru – air well; kaattru –wind /air  . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
saenthu  kinaru [   missing  letter- sa-] -  -  draw well . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   idi 
kinaru -  dilapidated  well . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
antha kinaru -  hidden well . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
neer surakkindra  uooththu  [   missing  letter- sa-] -  - stream ; neer- water; 
surakka- secrete  ; uooththu- spring  

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
arunthiduka – drink . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
thundiththti -iduthar vaendum – to  cut/ split .  

  nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
vevaeru  vakaiyaaka   piriththu vaiththida vaendum  [  missing  letter- sa-] -to 
separate  in to different kinds. 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
murikka vaendum  -to break . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
pirinthu  poaka vaendum  [  missing  letter- pa-] -to get seaprated . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kooru paduththa vaendum [  missing  letter- pa-]- to separate.  
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nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
vakirthar vaendum –to separate . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
pakuthar vaendum [  missing  letter- pa-]- – to separate . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kudi   thanneer  kudiththar  vaendum  -to drink water ; kudi thanneer- drinking 
water  . 

 nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   
neer  arunthida vaendum -  to drink water ;  arunthu-drink . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is     
paanam  parukuthar vaendum [  missing  letter- pa-]-  -to drink  a drink ; paanam –
drink; paruku –drink  .  

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is     
unnuthar vaendum   /eat/ drink ; unnu –eat /drink . 

nagtar has the consonants – an- ka – the- Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is     
nukarthar  vaendum   - to eat  /consume/ drink .  
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                                                  Page-123  

 

 

naga...dúb: to wash with soap ('soap' + 'to flop about, strike').  

nagadub  has the consonants -an – ka- the - pa – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuththanum  / thaakkanum / adikka-num / pudaikkanum / idikkanum –  to  strike  
/ beat  /  hit  ;  adikka – beat  ; idikka- hit ; kuththu-  blow ; thakka- attack .  

nagadub  has the consonants -an – ka- the – [-pa -]– and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vazhalai  kondu  kazhuva  vaendum [ missing letter- zha / la ] -to wash with 
soap ;   kazhuvuka  - to wash . 

nagadub  has the consonants -an – ka- the – [-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaanthal  [ missing letter- la ] – soap . 

nagadub  has the consonants -an – ka- the – [-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nei-k-kottai  -  soap nut.  

nagadub  has the consonants -an – ka- the – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
poovanthi – soap nut.  

 

naga-gaz: crushed soda (plant ?) ('soda, alkali' + 'to crush, powder'). 

nagagaz  has the consonants -  an - ka - sa –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nasukku – to crush . 

nagagaz  has the consonants -  an - ka –[- sa -] –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nunukkiya  uppu [ missing letter- pa-] – crushed soda ; uppu –salt ; nunukku- 
crush / to powder  . 

nagagaz  has the consonants -  an - ka – [-sa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ilavanam  [ missing  letter- la-] -  alkali . 
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nagagaz  has the consonants -  an - ka – sa-–  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  kaasal vanam -  soda in crystal  form . 

nagagaz  has the consonants -  an - ka – [-sa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nununkku / nununkkiya- powdered.  

 

 nag-kum: crushed soda (plant ?) ('soda, alkali' + 'to crush, bruise').  

nagkum  has the consonants  -an - ka -ma –and the  interpretation  of the word is  
ilavanam [  missing letter- la-]  -alkali . 

nagkum  has the consonants  -an - ka -ma –and the  original Tamil word is  
nasakka-num [ missing letter- sa-]  – to crush . 

nagkum  has the consonants  -an - ka -ma –and the  original Tamil word is  van 
kaaram [ missing letter- Ra-] – alakali . 

nagkum  has the consonants  -an - ka -ma –and the  original Tamil word is  kaara 
maani [ missing letter- Ra-]  – alkalimeter. 

nagkum  has the consonants  -an - ka -ma –and the  interpretation  of the word is  
viranam [ missing letter- Ra-] - bruise . 

nagkum  has the consonants  -an - ka -ma –and the  original Tamil word is sinna 
kaayam [ missing letter- sa-] – small wound ;   sinna- small ; kaayam-  wound .  

 

naga-si-è: sprouted alkaline plant ('soapwort' + 'antennae' + 'to go forth').  

nagasie   has the consonants -an -ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nei 
kottai  [ missing letter- the -] - saponaria  /soap nuts / soap berry   - a tree ; kottai- 
seed  / testis  /nut  . 

nagasie   has the consonants -an -ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mani 
poon-k-kan  [ missing letter- pa -] - saponaria  /soap nuts / soap berry   - a tree . 
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nagasie   has the consonants -an -ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nunnakan   -   antennae . 

 

naga...su-ub: to rub with soap ('soap' + 'to suck [away with]'). 

nagasuub   has the consonants -an -ka –[-sa-] – [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  nei  kottai  konda  thaeikka [ missing  letter- the -] - to rub with soap nut; 
thaeikka- to rub   . 

nagasuub   has the consonants -an -ka –sa-– pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
suppa  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  -to suck; sappu –sip  .  

nagasuub   has the consonants -an -ka –[-sa-]-– pa-- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uoompida  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] –to  suck . 

 

 nam-a-zu: medical arts (abstract prefix + 'physician'). 

namazu   has the consonants - na -ma –[-sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
noavai  kunam-aa-k-kuvoan [ missing  letter- ka-]- healer of the illness ; noavu –
sickness  ; kuna- maakku-  to cure .  

 

 nam-á-gál: strength (abstract prefix + 'arm, strength' + 'to be available'). 

namagal     has the consonants - an  -ma – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nalla  valimaiyaana  kaikal -  arms with strength ; nalla- good; valimai –strength ; 
kai- arm; kaikal- arms/ hands  . 

namagal  has the consonants - an  -ma – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
munnam- kaikal – fore arms ; mun –front .  

namagal  has the consonants - an  -ma – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vallamai  nilai – strength ; vallamai –power/ skill / strength; nilai –status  /state  . 
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namagal  has the consonants - an  -ma – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vallamai  ullavan  - a  person with  strength; ulla- has; ullavan- one who  has  . 

namagal  has the consonants - an  -ma – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhumaiyaana   valimai   - great  strength ; muzhumai –full /whole  . 

namagal  has the consonants - an  -ma – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vali  munpu [ missing  letter- pa-]- great  strength.    

namagal  has the consonants - an  -ma – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
munai   valimai – pole strength . 

namagal  has the consonants - an  -ma – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
elaku nilai  valimai – yield  strength . 

namagal  has the consonants - an  -ma – ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
mana valimai- mental  strength ;  manam- mind  . 

 

 nam-ab-ba: the older generation, elders (abstract prefix + 'father, elder'). 

namabba  has the consonants - an  -ma - pa –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mooppaan-  elder . 

namabba  has the consonants - an  -ma – [-pa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munnoar  [ missing  letter- Ra-]- older generation.  

namabba  has the consonants - an  -ma – [-pa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ammaan-   father.   

namabba  has the consonants - an  -ma – [-pa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
em -maan -  our father . 

namabba  has the consonants - an  -ma – [-pa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanaa-  father.   

namabba  has the consonants - an  -ma – [-pa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munnoan -  father.   
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namabba  has the consonants - an  -ma – [-pa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
maaman  -  uncle . 

namabba  has the consonants - an  -ma – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thamappan  [ missing letter- the -] -  father.  

namabba  has the consonants - an  -ma  -pa-–  and the  original Tamil  word is  
perumaan  [ missing  letter- Ra-]- elder .  

namabba  has the consonants - an  -ma – [-pa-] –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mooththoan  [ missing letter- the -] -elder . 

 

 nam-ama: motherhood (abstract prefix + 'mother').  

namama   has the consonants – an-  ma  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
ammanai -  mother.  

namama   has the consonants – an-  ma  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  manai 
-  mother.  

namama   has the consonants – an-  ma  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  em- 
anai -  our mother;  num- annai  - our mother ;  um annai –your mother  ; em- 
mine  ; num- our ; um –your .  

namama   has the consonants – an-  ma  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  tham- 
anai  [ missing letter- the -]- mother.  

namama   has the consonants – an-  ma  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  thaai – 
mai  adainthida [ missing letter- the -]-  to  attain  motherhood   ; thaaimai- 
motherhood  ; adainthida-  to attain .  

 

nam-bára: monarchy (abstract prefix + 'throne dais; ruler'). 
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nambara   has the consonants - an -ma – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mannarin ariyanai – king’s throne ; mannar- king ;  ariyanai – lion  throne ; 
arima- lion . 

nambara   has the consonants - an -ma – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mannar- king.  

nambara   has the consonants - an -ma – [-pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ma mannar- emperor;   maa- great .  

nambara   has the consonants - an -ma –pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
perumaan- lord.   

nambara   has the consonants - an -ma –-pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
pattam soodiya   mannar  aatchchi  murai  [ missing  letters- sa- and -the- ] - 
monarchy ;  pattam- crown ;  soodu –wear ;  mannar- king ; aatchchi –rule ; 
murai- method . 

nambara   has the consonants - an -ma –-[-pa-] -- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thun  aatchchi  urimai  udaiya   arasu  /naadu   [ missing  letters- sa- and -the- ] 
–sovereign  state  ; thun –own  ; aatchchi –rule ; urimai –rights ; udaiya –has  ;  
arasu –kingdom ; naadu –state  . 

nambara   has the consonants - an -ma –-[-pa-] -- Ra- and the other interpretation  
of the word is suthanthairamana  raajiyam  [ missing  letters- sa- and -the- ] –
independent  state ;  raajiyam- kingdom  ; suthanthiram-  independence . 

 

 nam-dam: marital status (abstract prefix + 'spouse').  

namdam    has the consonants  -an - ma – the-  ma –and  the  original Tamil  word 
is  manam  mudiththa   / manam  mudiyaatha   -  married / unmarried  ; manm- 
marriage ; mudiththa /mudintha - over/ finished ; mudiyaatha- not over . 

namdam    has the consonants  -an - ma – the-  ma –and  the  original Tamil  word 
is   manam  mudithha  aampudaiyaan [ missing letter- pa-] -   husband  ; 
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aampudiayan / akam udaiyaan – husband  ; akam- home / heart ; udaiyaan- one 
who  has . 

namdam    has the consonants  -an - ma – the-  ma –and  the  original Tamil  word 
is  manam  mudiththa  penndaatti-   [ missing letter- pa-] –wife; penndaatti- wife .  

 

nam-dam-gàr: trade (abstract prefix + 'merchant'). 

namdamgar  has the consonants -  an - ma  -the – ma-  ka -Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  panda maatram   seikidravar  /  pandam   virppanai  seikidravar – 
vanikar/ Saaththuvar/  Paththar /   Nakaraththar /  kadaikaarar   /  Thoandrikar /  
Thoonikar /  varththakar /  viyaapaari  / vaisiyar / sow-k-kaar / daesikan   [ missing 
letters- pa- and - sa-] – barter; pandam-  goods ; maattram –exchange  ; 
seikindravar –one who  does; virppanai –sale  ; vanikar- trader ; Saaththuvar- 
trader caste .  

 namdamgar  has the consonants -  an - ma  -the – ma-  ka -Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  arukai  vanikam  seikindra  amaantha -k -kaaran [  missing letter- 
sa-] – cloth  merchant   ; arukai- cloth ; vanikam- trade  ; seikindra   -doing  
;amantha-k -kaaran- cloth merchant .   

 

 nam-digir: divinities (abstract prefix + 'deity'). 

namdigir   has the consonants -  an- ma - the - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kadavur thanmai – divine  nature; kadavur/ kadavul- god .     

namdigir   has the consonants -  an- ma - the - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is    thaeiva  thanmai  udaiyoar -  divine  person  ; thaeivam- god; thanmai- 
nature; udaiya- has .  

namdigir   has the consonants -  an- ma - the - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaeivam thantha  theerppu  -  divine judgement  ;  thantha- given ;  
theerppu –judgement .  
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namdigir   has the consonants -  an- ma - the - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   muttraivoan – god  as the omniscient.  

namdigir   has the consonants -  an- ma - the - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is    kathiravanae   num  thaeivam  / iraivan  -  sun   is our god ; kathiravan –
sun; num- our  ; thaeivam-  god  ;  eraivan /eesvaran  –god .  

namdigir   has the consonants -  an- ma - the - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is    num  kudi  kaakkum  thaeivam  / aandavar – Thiru Murugan  /  Marduk  -  
the  god who  protects  our  family is  Marduk   ; num- our ; kudi –family ; kaakka- 
to save  ;thaeivam- god  ; aandavar- god . 

namdigir   has the consonants -  an- ma - the - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   naam  vanankkum  thaeiva thaai  - kottravai – the  goddess we worship  
is Kottravai/ Victoria  ; naam –we ; vanankkum- worshipping  ;thaai- mother . 

namdigir   has the consonants -  an- ma - the - ka –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  Kaaththava-raaayan  enum thaeivam  - the  protecting  god  by the name  
Kaathtthavaraayan ;   kaakka- to protect ; raayan- king  ; thaeivam- god  . 

 

 nam-dùg/du10: something favorable (abstract prefix + 'sweet').  

namdug   has the consonants   -an –ma- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is    
nanmai  kidaikkum  /  uoothiyam   kidaikkum  / uthavi  kidaikkum  -  rewarding ; 
nanmai –good;  uoothiyam- salary ;  uthavi- help ; kidaikkum  -will get . 

namdug   has the consonants   -an –ma- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
uookkam  / namppikkai  kodukkum   vakai -yaaka [ missing letter- pa-]- favorable; 
nampikkai- hope/ confidence  . 

namdug   has the consonants   -an –ma- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
inimai  kondathu  - sweet one ; inimai –sweet .  

namdug   has the consonants   -an –ma- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
in  manam  konda – sweet  ; inimai-  sweet/ pleasantness ;  manam –smell  .   
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namdug   has the consonants   -an –ma- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kumattum   vannam -   excess sweet / nauseating .. 

namdug   has the consonants   -an –ma- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thikattum  vannam -  excess sweet / nauseating .  

namdug   has the consonants   -an –ma- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaenikka  vaendum  - be sweet.  

namdug   has the consonants   -an –ma- the-  ka - and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is mathunkkida -  sweet .   

 

nam-dugud: heaviness; importance (abstract prefix + 'heavy'). 

namdugud   has the consonants - an -ma – the- ka -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  muthanmai  kondathu – important  . 

namdugud   has the consonants - an -ma – the- ka -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  udanadiyaaka  kavanikka  vaendiyathu – to be dealt with immediately ; 
udanae- immediately  ;  kavaikka- to attend   .  

namdugud   has the consonants - an -ma – the- ka -the - and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikuntha   edai konadthu - heavy  one ; mikunta -excess ;  edai- weight 
;kondathu- has  .  

 

 nam-dumu: childhood, youth (abstract prefix + 'child'). 

namdumu    has the consonants -  an  -ma  -the- ma – and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  maathankkam [ misisn letter- ka-]-  youth . 

namdumu    has the consonants -  an  -ma  -the- [-ma-]  – and the   original  Tamil  
word is   mainthu  - child.  
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 nam-en: lordship; office of lord, high priest (abstract prefix + 'lord').  

namen   has the consonants  - [-an-] – ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is 
emmaan -   our  lord.  

namen   has the consonants  - an – ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is naman  
– Lord  Yeman  .  

namen   has the consonants  - [-an -]– ma- an - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thammaan [ missing letter- the -] -lord . 

namen   has the consonants  - an - ma- an - and the other interpretation  of the 
word  namathan [ missing letter- the -] – lord . 

namen   has the consonants  - an - ma- an - and the other interpretation  of the 
word  yesamaanan [ missing letter- sa-]  - lord / boss .  

namen   has the consonants  - [-an-]  - ma- an - and the other interpretation  of 
the word   mani  aatti  [ missing letter- the -] – family  priest ; mani- bell  ; aatti –
one who shakes  ; aattu –shake  . 

 

nam-en-zi-da: true 'en'-ship ('lordship' + 'legitimate; true' + nominative).  

namenzida  has the consonants - an –ma- en –[-sa-] –the-   and the  original Tamil  
word is  unmai thanmai  udaiyathu-  true nature/ legitimate ; unmai –truth ; 
thanmai- nature; udaiyathu –has   .  

namenzida  has the consonants - an –ma- en –[-sa-] –the-   and the  original Tamil  
word is thooimai aana   onnu – pure one; thooya- pure  . 

namenzida  has the consonants - an –ma- en –[-sa-] –the-   and the  original Tamil  
word is  naattai aatchchi  seithidum  muthanmai  idam / sthaanam -  lordship . 

namenzida  has the consonants - an –ma- en –[-sa-] –the-   and the  original Tamil  
word is mannanin  maedai- king’s throne; mannan-  king; maedai- seat / peedam . 
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namenzida  has the consonants - an –ma- en –sa-–the-   and the  other 
interpretation of the word is sannithaanam [ pantheon ] - religious head of a mut.  

 

nam-érim; nam-érin: solemn oath; curse (abstract prefix + 'enemy, destruction').  

namerin   has the consonants- an –ma- Ra -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
muranan  -enemy . 

nam-érim  has the consonants -an  -ma –Ra- ma-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
maaranam – destruction . 

 

nam-galam(-ma): majesty, perfection (abstract prefix + 'artistic, complicated' + 
nominative).  

namgalam   has the consonants-  an -ma –ka- la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalai  vannam / nayam  mikka- artistic  ; kalai- art .  

namgalam   has the consonants-  an -ma –ka- la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  elakkanam  mikka  onnu – perfect one; elakkanam-  beauty / perfection . 

namgalam   has the consonants-  an -ma –ka- la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  muzhumai  mikka  onnu – perfect one ; muzhumai –whole/ full /perfect .   

namgalam   has the consonants-  an -ma –ka- la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuzhappam  mikka  onnu- [ missing letter- pa-]  complicated one; 
kulappam- trouble  . 

namgalam   has the consonants-  an -ma –ka- la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is    kizhamai  mikka  onnu – majestic one.  

 

nam-gi4-me-a-aš: collegiality, fellowship (abstract prefix + 'to return, come back' 
+ 'office, function' + locative + plural suffix) (cf., gi4-me-a-aš).  
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namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –[-sa-] – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   inam   inamaaka kooda  [ missing letter- the -] – fellowship; inam –
race/ species  . 

namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –sa-– and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  samukamaaka [Skt] [ kumukaayamaaka ]   kooda  
vaendum  [ missing letter- the -] – fellowship; samukam /kumukaaayam  –society; 
koodu –to assemble / join  . 

namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –[-sa-] – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  anniyoaniyam maaka –  fellowship . 

namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –sa-– and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  snaekam -  maaka -  fellowship. 

namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –sa-– and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  sama-m-maanavan  -fellow ; samam- equal  
;oppumai mikkavan ; oppumai –equal .  

namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –[-sa-] – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   inam –maanavan  -fellow.  

namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –[-sa-] – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   inakkam mikkavan – fellow.  

namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –[-sa-] – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   inakkam kondida / kaatta  [ missing letter- the -] – fellowship; 
kondida- to have; kaattu –show .  

namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –[-sa-] – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   koottu  inakkam  -maaka [ missing letter- the -] – fellowship ;  
koottu –joint ; inakkam- harmonious  / in agreement . 

namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –[-sa-]-– and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  anukatham [Skt] - maaka [ missing letter- the -] – 
fellowship. 
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namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –[-sa-] – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pani manai akam  [ missing  letter- pa-] – office; pani- job ; akam/ 
manai - home  . 

namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –[-sa-] – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   koottu kadamai  mudikkum  idam –[ missing letter- the -] – place 
to do the duty; koottu –joint ; kadamai –duty ; mudikka –to finish ; idam- place  . 

 namgimeaas   has the consonants  -an –ma-  ka - ma –[-sa-] – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   meendu  vanthida vaendum  [  missing letter- the -]  -to return. 

 

nam-gur4: pride; feeling of importance (abstract prefix + 'to feel big'). 

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sirappu  kavanam- [ missing letter- sa-] -  special importance  ; sirappu –special ; 
kavanam –attention .  

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaerkka-nam  - to accept . 

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  ankeekaaram- importance.   

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaan  endra  ennam  kondavan [ missing letter- the -] – arrogant person ;  than 
/thun- self /ego ;  ennam-  thinking / idea ; kondavan- one who  has  .  

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondeeyaaram [ missing letter- the -]  -pride.  

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  koa 
-yindramai - [ missing letter- the -] -  arrogance  . 

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
perumai  unarvu [ missing letter- pa- ] – pride.  
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 namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mana  serukku [ missing letter- sa-] – pride.  

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
serukku  mikkavan [ missing letter- sa-]  - arrogant person ; serukku- arrogance  . 

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  mana  karvam  - self pride ; manam- mind  .  

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  karvam  mikkavan  -arrogant  person . 

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  govu-ravam  paarppavan [ missing letter- pa-]  - one who  expects  
importance.  

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  akampaava  kaaran- [ missing letter- pa-]  - arrogant person.  

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  veeraappu  mikkavan [ missing letter- pa-] - arrogant person. 

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aanavam  mikka  oruvan  -arrogant person  ;  aanavam- self  pride .  

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mana  kirukku –arrogance  ; manam-  mind  ; kirukku –cranky .  

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moor-k-kan- arrogant person.  

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the   original Tamil word is   
perumai  kaaran   [ missing letter- pa-] - arrogant person; perumai –pride . 

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  mamathai   mikka oruvan  [ missing letter- the -]- arrogant person ; 
oruvan- one person ; oru- one  . 
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namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the   original Tamil word is   
mandai  kanam  kondavan  [ missing letter- the -] -arrogant person /one with head 
weight / big headed  ; mandai –head ; kanam –weight ; kondu- has ; kondavan- 
one who  has .   

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the   original Tamil word is   
thimir  thanam  mikkavan [ missing letter- the -]- arrogant person ; thanam 
/thanmai- nature . 

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the   original Tamil word is   
akanthai  manam kondavar [ missing letter- the -]- arrogant person  ; akanthai- 
egositic ; manam- mind . 

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the   original Tamil word is   
yevarai-yim  mathikkaathavan - [ missing letter- the -] -  one who  never respects  
others  ;  mathikka- to respect ; mathi-k-kathae- do not respect .  

namgur  has the consonants - an –ma- ka- Ra -and the   original Tamil word is   
thanakkae  anaiththum theriyim  ena  ninaikkiravan [ missing letter- the -]- one 
who  thinks that  he only knows everything  /  one with self pride  ; thanakku - 
oneself – anaiththum –all  ;  theriya - know  ; ninaikka  - to think / imagine  . 

 

 nam-guruš: youthful vigor (abstract prefix + 'young man, worker').  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  Murugan – handsome  young man / sun  god  of Tamil people / Marduk  
of Sumerian people / Kouros  of Greek .   

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuru  makan  / siru  makan  - youngster  ; siru –small ; makan- boy  /son/ 
lord   .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] - and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  kowmaaran - youngster.  
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namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- sa-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  manja  kaaran- youngster.   

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  maravan – fighter .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] - and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  veeram mikkavan- fighter ; veeram- valor .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] - and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is   veeriyam  mikkavan –one with vigour.  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- sa - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   anjaatha nenjam   mikka  oruvan – bold person  ;anju –to have fear ;  anjaatha- 
no fear ; nenjam- chest / heart  ;  oruvan- one person  .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] - and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  vikkiraman – fighter/ king .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] - and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  varman- fighter/ king . 

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   theeram mikkavan [ missing letter- the-] -  one with  talent.  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   thiramai  mikkavan -[ missing letter- the-]  - one with  talent ; thiramai –
smart . 

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- sa-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  suru surupu mikkavan  [ missing letter- pa-] – one with energy. 

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  
word is  poar kunam mikkavan [ missing letter- pa-] - one with  fighting  vigour; 
poar-  war; kunam- character ; mikka- excess .   
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namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-]-- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  paraakiraman [ missing letter- pa-]  - one with  
fighting  vigour.   

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- [-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kama-k-kaaran  /vivasaaym seikiravan -farm worker ; kamam- agriculture 
; vivasaayam –agriculture ;  seikiravan –one who does .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- -sa--- and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is  saruma  kaaran  -  leather worker;  sarumam[Skt] - 
skin .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra -sa--- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ara pani / sarkkai  pani / urivai  pani / puniru  pani / poarvai  pani -  seikira  
semmaan   [ missing letter -pa- ]  - leather worker.  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra -sa--- and the  original Tamil  
word is   mara pani  seikira  thachchar - / aasaari -[ missing letter -pa- ]    
carpenter; maram –wood  ; pani job  ; sei –do .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra -sa--- and the  original Tamil  
word is  panai  maram  yaerukira  Sanaar-  Sanaar caste - palm tree climbers ; 
panai -  palm ; maram- tree; yaeru- to climb .    

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra -sa--- and the  original Tamil  
word is   saaraayam  kaachchukiravan /virkkiravan  -  one who makes  /sells arrack  
; saaraayam –arrack  ; virkka-  to sale ; virkkiraavn –one who sells; kaaichchu- 
brew  .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra –[-sa-]--- and the  original Tamil  
word is  Neela maikkaran [ missing letter- la-] – Nadaar‘s  sub caste . 

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra –[- sa-] --- and the  original Tamil  
word is   meenavar – fishermen . 
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namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma-  ka –Ra- -sa--- and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is  uoozhiyam  seikiravan [ missing letter- zha-]- 
worker; uoozhiyam- work .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra – sa--- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kochchaiyar  inam- shepherd  race ; inam –race  . 

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra – [-sa-] --- and the  original Tamil  
word is   erumai/ moori  maekiravan – ox herd; erumai- ox/ buffalo; maeikka- to 
pasture .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra – sa--- and the  original Tamil  
word is   sirpam  seikravan-[ missing letter -pa- ] – sculptor ; sirppam- statue; 
seika- make ; seikiravar- one who  makes . 

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra – [-sa--]-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  marakkaayan -   boatman . 

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra – [-sa--]-- and the  original Tamil  
word is   karumaan / karu makan / karumaaran  - blacksmith  .  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra – [-sa--]-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  manuvar -  blacksmith.   

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra –-sa- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is moasa-k-  kaaran -  goldsmith . 

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra –-sa- and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  swarna  makan – goldsmith ; swarnam / semmai 
varnam - gold  ; semmai- red ; varnam  [Skt]-  color ; vanna  niram= varnam ; 
vananm –color; niram- ray  

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra – [-sa--]-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalam –tharu- nan [ missing letter- la-]  -gold smith . 

namgurus   has the consonants  -an- ma- ka –Ra –-sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ponnai urukki  nakai  seithidum  kammiyan -[ missing letter -pa- ]  - gold 
smith; pon- gold; urukku-to melt ; nakai- jewel ; seithidu –do; kammiyan- smith  . 
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nam-hé: abundance (abstract prefix + 'abundant'). 

namhe   has the consonants- an – ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kanam/ 
kaenam  -abundance .   

namhe   has the consonants- an – ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vannmai  - abundance .   

namhe   has the consonants- an – ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuntha [ missing letter- the -] – excess. 

 

 nam-hul: pain, discomfort (abstract prefix + 'to harm'). 

namhul  has the consonants- an - ma - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
mikuntha  vali / mikuntha avalam / uyaval / ulaivu   [ missing letter- the -] -  severe 
pain ; mikuntha- excess; vali –pain . 

namhul  has the consonants- an - ma - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
keezh  muthuku  vaethanai [ missing letter- the -] – lower back  pain; keezh- 
lower; muthuku –back ; vaethanai- pain  . 

namhul  has the consonants- an - ma - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
venn -noakkaadu  kolla vaethanai [ missing letter- the -]  -to have false  labour 
pains . 

namhul  has the consonants- an - ma - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mutti  kaal   vaethanai  [ missing letter- the -]  -knee joint pain  ; mutti kaal- knee 
joint  ; mutti / muttu  - joint  ; kaal- leg ; vaethanai- pain .  

namhul  has the consonants- an - ma - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is    
mandai   vali [ missing letter- the -] - head ache ; mandai- head; vali- pain . 

namhul  has the consonants- an - ma - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
mana  ulaivu / nakalvu -  mental  discomfort  ; manam- mind .  
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namhul  has the consonants- an - ma - ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaedu  / theenku   vilaivikka  vaendum   [ missing letter- the -]-to harm ; kaedu- 
evil / damage ; theenkku –evil; vilaivikka- to produce . 

 

 nam-išib: purification. 

namisib  has the consonants- an- ma -sa –[- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoomai  seithidanum [ missing letter- the -]-to  purify ; thooimai- cleanliness; 
thooya- pure . 

namisib  has the consonants- an- ma -sa – pa- -  and the  other interpretation   of 
the word is  suththam seithidanum / pannanum  [ missing letter- the -]-to  purify ; 
suththam- cleanliness ; pannu – do ; seithidu –do . 

 

 nam-kalag: strength (abstract prefix + 'strong').  

namkalag   has theconsonats – an- ma-  ka- la -ka  - and the  orignalTamil  word is 
mikka vazhuvaana  onnu / valimai / vallamai / vallai   mikka  onnu  - one with  
great  strength; mikka- excesss; vazhimai  –strength ; onnu- one .  

 

nam...kar: to take away one's destiny ('destiny' + 'to take away'). 

namkar has the consonants - an –ma- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
akattra  vaendum-[ missing letter- the -] - take away  ; akattru- remove . 

namkar has the consonants - an –ma- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oruvar-in  mudivai  / vithi - yaei  maattri  amaikka  / maattri  edukka / thiruththi 
amaiththida  -  kai-yir  edukka vaendum -[ missing letter- the -] – to change one’s 
destiny ;  mudivu –end ; vithi –fate ; maattru –change  ;amaikka –to set  ; 
thiruththu- to correct; kai- hand  ; edukka- take  . 
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namkar has the consonants - an –ma- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
oruvar-in  mudivu- [ missing letter- the -]  -one’s destiny  ; oruvar- one person ; 
mudivu –end . 

 

 nam-ki-ága: love (abstract prefix + 'to love').  

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikka  naesam – love; mikka- excess .  

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikka  kanivu  - love .  

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   vankkanam- love.  

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikka anpu  [  missing letter- pa-] –love; anpu- love/ kindness . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaama  pinakku [  missing letter- pa-] -  love quarrel;  pinakkaam- quarrel  . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
manam  vempida [  missing letter- pa-] – longing  for love   . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikka  vaanjai  [  missing letter- sa-]- love ; mikka- excess . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  snaekam- [Skt]  [  missing letter- sa-]- love . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sankkam [  missing letter- sa-]-  love . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anu raakam [Skt]  [  missing letter- Ra-]-  love . 
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namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   aan-k-kaaram [  missing letter- Ra-]-  love . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kani karam- [  missing letter- Ra-]-  love . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikka  mana  eeram /  eeram  mikka manam  [  missing letter- Ra-]-  love; eeram- 
love /amorous / piriyam [Skt]  . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikka  ninaru/ naaru  [  missing letter- Ra-]-  love . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaama [ mokam] [Skt]  noavu- love sickness ; noavu –sickness . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kaa-
mukan- lover; kaamam- love/ heat .  

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mana   poakku [  missing letter- pa-]- affection.  

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vanakkam  -  adoration/ worship  . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaathanmai  [  missing letter- the-]- - love /affection . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
yankkidum manam  [  missing letter- the-]- longing for love  ; manam- mind; 
yaenkkukai –longing  . 

namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaama  [ mun matha ] [Skt]  vaethanai [  missing letter- the-]-  love sickness; mun 
mathan –god  of love ; vaethanai- pain.   

 namkiaga   has the consonants - an –ma-  ka - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  moakithan[Skt]   [  missing letter- the-]-  lover; moakam [Skt] - love .  
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nam-kiri4-šu-dù-a: supplication(s) (abstract prefix + 'supplication(s)'). 

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  [-sa-] -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koadiththar  vaendum- supplicate.  

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  [-sa-] -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koarikkai vaithiduthar  vaendum –to make a plea; koarikkai –
request .  

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  [-sa-] -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is vaendu  koar  vaikka  vaendum- to make a plea; vaendu  koar-plea  . 

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  [-sa-] -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kai  edutthu / kai kooppi  kumpiduthar vaendum [ missing letter- 
pa-] – to pray ; kai- hand  ;  kumpidu –worship ; kai kooppu- fold the arms 
together . 

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  [-sa-] -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vanan-k-kuthar  vaendum- to pray . 

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  [-sa-] -the -and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is vinnappaththir  vaendum-[ missing letter- pa-]  -to 
apply; vinnappam –application .  

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  [-sa-] -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  manu  koduththiduthar  vaendum – to apply.  

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  [-sa-] -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   mandraaduthar  vaendum –to pray.  

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra- sa -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kenjuthar  vaendum  -to request . 

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kurai  theerka  murai ida vaendum – to make a plea; kurai- 
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complaint / want /suffering / need  ;  theerkka- to solve ;  murai eeedu  sei –to 
make a  plea  .  

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aandavar-idam /eraivan- idam  murai  eedu  seithiduthar  
vaendum – to   make a  plea  to  the lord ; aandavar- god; eraivan- god ; murai 
eedu –plea  . 

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   erakkam  kaatta  kai eduththhal  vaendum – supplicate [ kai 
edutththal ]; erakkam- mercy ; kaatu –show  . 

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra- [- sa-]  -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  eraththar  vaendum/ eranthu   kaettida  vaendum - to pray.   

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  sa- -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maarkkanam seithiduthar  vaendum – to beg.  

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  sa- -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kai - yaenthi    yaasiththiduthar  vaendum- to beg  ; kai- arm; 
yaenthu –raise to get alms  .  

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  -sa--the -and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  pitchchai   eduththiduthar  vaendum  -to beg; 
pichchai- begging .  

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  -sa--the -and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  siraankkithar  vaendum- to beg.  

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  [-sa-] - -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thenduthar  vaendum- to beg.  

namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  [-sa-]- -the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is    mandi  ittu  vanakkuthar  vaendum- to pray in  kneel  down  
position; mandi  idu- kneel down  ; vanankku –worship .  
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namkirisuda  has the consonants  -  an –ma-  ka- Ra-  -sa--the -and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is   piraarththanai [Skt]  seithiduthar  vaendum – to 
pray.  

 

 nam-kù-zu: wisdom, expertise, cleverness (abstract prefix + 'expert').  

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka-[- sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kavanam –wisdom.  

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka-[- sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
nunukkam   - acumen . 

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka-[- sa-]- and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  kiyaanam – wisdom.  

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka-[- sa-]- and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  inkkam-  wisdom.  

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- sa- and the   interpretation  of the 
word is   vaasanam-  -wisdom.  

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka-[- sa-]- and the   interpretation  of the 
word is   vinaanam / vingnayanam – wisdom.  

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka-[- sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
viththaanmai –[ missing letter- the -] -  wisdom . 

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka-[- sa-]- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  vaethanam-–[ missing letter- the -] -  wisdom . 

 namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- sa- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is vasitta gnanam [ missing letter- the -]- excellent  wisdom .  

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- [- sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
nun arivu  mikkavan [ missing letter- Ra-]-  expert with excellent wisdom; nun –
fine ;  arivu –intelligence . 
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namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- [- sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is   
koor arivu  mikkavan [ missing letter- Ra-]-    one  with excellent wisdom  ; koor –
sharp ;  arivu- intelligence . 

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- sa- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
suranai  mikkavan[ missing letter- Ra-]-  -  intelligence person  ; soranai- 
intelligence ; mikka- excess .   

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- [- sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kettti -thanam- [ missing letter- the -]-  cleverness.  

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- [- sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
noana-vattiyam- [ missing letter- the -]-  wisely.   

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- [-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kadantha  gnanam   [ missing letter- the -]-  transcendent  wisdom. 

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- [-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  gnana thikkam-  [ missing letter- the -]-  possession  of wisdom.  

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- [- sa-]- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
nun mathi  kondamai [ missing letter- the -]-  possession  of wisdom  ; nun- fine; 
mathi-  intelligence ; kondu – has . 

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- [-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  gnana- kamam – wisdom  literature.  

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- sa-- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   Siva gnanam -  wisedom  about the  lord  -Siva . 

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka-  sa- and the  original  Tamil  word is 
unmaiyaei  /aandavanai / Sivanai / Sivan adiyaei  kanda  manam [ missing letter- 
the -]-   one who  has  seen the  lord Siva – the truth; unmai- truth;  aandavan –
god; adi- foot  ; kanda-  seen  ; manam- mind  .  

namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- [-sa-] - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   anupavam [ missing letter –pa-]-  wisdom / experience . 
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namkuzu has the consonants -an -ma –ka- [- sa-] - and the  original  Tamil  word is 
paandiththiyam  mikkavan [ missing letters –pa  - and-the- -]-  an expert.  

 

nam...kud/ku5: to curse (often with -ta-); to decide ('destiny' + 'to cut'). 

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudivu edukka  vaendum –decide.  

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vetta vaendum- cut.   

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thundikka  vaendum – cut.    

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thitta vaendum – to curse.  

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaithida vaendum – to scold.  

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
paattu vida vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-]  -to curse ;  paadu –sing  / curse  
/worship/ praise  .  

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
yaesida  vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]   -to curse.  

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
mattu  pidikka  vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-]  - to decide.  

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  nichchayam  seithida vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]  – to decide  ;  
seithidu –do ;  nichchayam   -surity  /promise .  

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuniya  vaendum- to decide .     
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namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
vaethanai   thanthida vaendum – to annoy  ; vaethanai- pain / sickness/ trouble  ; 
thanthidu –give .  

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
aandavan-in ennam -   destiny – god’s intention  ;aandavan- god; ennam- thinking  
/idea . 

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the   other interprwetaion  
of the word is  dhevaa theenam -  divine  providence/ destiny . 

namkudu  has the consonants-  an -ma- ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
thaeivaththai  adainthida   vaendum-  to reach  the god ;  thaeivam- god   ;  
adainthida- to reach .  
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nam-ku-li: friendship (abstract prefix + 'friend').   

namkuli  has the consonants - an -ma –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ekulai kunam- friendly nature; kunam- nature . 

namkuli  has the consonants - an -ma –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
inakkam   ullavan – friendly  person  ;  inakkam- harmonious . 

namkuli  has the consonants - an -ma –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
tholamai  kunam- [ missing  letter- the -]- friendly nature.  

namkuli  has the consonants - an -ma –ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
tholamai ullavan [ missing  letter- the -]-friendly  person .  

 

 nam-érim(-bi)...kud: to swear, confirm by oath ('destiny' + 'hostile' ( + adverbial 
force suffix) + 'to cut'). 

namerimbukud has the consonants  -an- ma-  Ra –ma-  pa- ka -the  -and the  
original  Tamil  word is   ovu-vondraiyim / anaiththaiyim / thundu  thundu aaka   
narukkida vaendum – cut into  pieces ;  ovu- vondru –every  ;  anaiththum- all ; 
thundu- piece / bit  ;  narukku –to cut .  

namerimbukud has the consonants  -an- ma-  Ra –ma-  pa- ka -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  manathaara   kai  thottu  /  kai  pidiththu    vaarikka  
vaendum – to swear whole heartedly;  manathu aara- whole heartedly; kai- hand ; 
thodu  –touch ;  pidi- hold  . 

 namerimbukud has the consonants  -an- ma-  Ra –ma-  pa- ka -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  nampikkai   yaerpaduththum  vakaiyir  paadai   koorida   
vaendum – confirm by   oath ;   nampikkai- hope ; yaerpaduththu- make   . 
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namerimbukud has the consonants  -an- ma-  Ra –ma-  pa- ka -the  -and the   
other interpretation  of the  word is sapatham   yaerkka  vaendum [ missing letter- 
sa-] – to swear . 

namerimbukud has the consonants  -an- ma-  Ra –ma-  pa- ka -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  mikuntha  pakamai   unarvu  kondu erukka – hostile/ un 
friendly  ;mikuntha- excess;  pakaimai –enmity  ; unarvu –feel ; kondida-to have . 

namerimbukud has the consonants  -an- ma-  Ra –ma-  pa- ka -the  -and the  
original Tamil  word is  nar  paeru  kidaikkum   naeram- lucky  time  ; nar- good; 
paeru-   gift  ;  kidaikkum- will get ; naeram –time  . 

 

 PN nam-kúr-re: 'may PN not change it' (na, prohibitive prefix + nasal î, 
'impersonal conjugation prefix', + -ib-, 'it', + 'to change' in marû form). 

namkurre  has the consonants -  an -ma – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maattrida  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  – do  not change; maattridu- change . 

namkurre  has the consonants -  an -ma – ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maattrida   vaendum [ missing letter- the -]   – to change  [antonym] .  

 

 nam-lú-inim-ma: the act of witnessing (abstract prefix + 'witness'). 

namluinimma  has the consonants - an –ma- la- an- ma –and the  orignalTamil  
word is  nadanthathai  kann munnae  kaanuthal  vaendum – [ missing letters- ka 
and -the -]-  should have witnessed what has happenend; nadanthathu- occurred ; 
kann – eye; munnae- front  ;  kaanuthal –seeing .  

namluinimma  has the consonants - an –ma- la- an- ma –and the  orignalTamil  
word is  kann munnae  nadanthathai  thun  kankallal  kanda manithan [ missing 
letters- ka -and -the -]-  one who  has witnessed what  has  happened  with  his  
own  eyes   ;  thun- own  ; kann-kal- eyes ; kanda- seen ;  manithan- man .  
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 nam-lú-u18/lu7, nam-lú-ùlu: people, mankind, humanity (abstract prefix + 
'human being' + 'huge'). 

namluu  has the consonants-  an- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mana   
nekizhvu  [ missing  letter- ka-]- humanity . 

namluu  has the consonants-  an- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  munn 
ulloar [ missing  letter- Ra-]-human beings   ;  munn- land/ soil  .  

namluu  has the consonants-  an- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  maen 
makkal [ missing letter- ka-] -great people;maenmai-highness ; makakal- people  . 

namluu  has the consonants-  an- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  maantha 
/ maanuda kulam [ missing letters- ka -and - the-] –mankind  ; maanthan –human; 
kulam- race /clan  .  

namluu  has the consonants-  an- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
maanuda ina kuzhukkal [ missing letters- ka -and - the-]- mankind  ; inam- race ; 
kuzhu –group . 

namluu  has the consonants-  an- ma- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   nalla  
neelamum  akalamum   ulla [ missing letter- ka-] –  one with  good  length and  
width ;  neelam- length ;  akalam –width ; ulla-  has  . 

 

 nam-lú-ùlu...aka: to treat with human dignity ('humanity' + 'to do').  

namluuluaka    has the consonants – an- ma-  la- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maanuda  kulam [ missing  letter- the -] – humanity  ; maanudan- human  ; 
kulam- clan . 

namluuluaka    has the consonants – an- ma-  la- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   maanuda thanamiyudan nadaththuthal   vaendum -[ missing  letter- the -] - to 
treat with human dignity  ;   maanudun  -human  ; thanmai   nature  ;  nadaththu- 
to treat /conduct   . 
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namluuluaka    has the consonants – an- ma-  la- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nalla  vithamaaka / nalla  kudi makanaaka /   nadaththa  vaendum [ missing  
letter- the -] – to treat  in a good  way  ;  nalla- good ;  vitham-  manner ; kudi 
makan- citizen ;  nadaththida- to treat .   

namluuluaka    has the consonants – an- ma-  la- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   noakkuthal  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] –to do.  

namluuluaka    has the consonants – an- ma-  la- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word  
muyankkuthal   vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] – to do  . 

 

nam-lugal: kingship (abstract prefix + 'king').  

namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is    
aalum  oaankole- ruling  king.  

 namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is    
naatai    aallum  muthalvan [ missing  letter- the -] – king – the head of the  state; 
naadu –state;  aalu –to rule;  aalum  ruling  ;  muthalvan- head  / first man  . 

 namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is    
mandala maakkal  [ missing  letter- the -] – rulers. 

 namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is    
yaezhu  ulakai   aalum  ma mannan – the emperor of  seven worlds  ; yaezhu -7; 
ulakam/ kuvalayam  - world  ; maa- great ;  mannan- king   .  

namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is    
munnai  aalum  kula  muthalvan [ missing  letter- the -]- king – the ruler of the 
state   ; munn- land  ; aalum –ruling  ; kulam- clan ;  muthalvan- the head  . 

namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is    
kudi  makkalai  kaakkum  kaavalan [ missing  letter- the -]- king – the protector of  
his citizens ; kudi makkal- citizens  ;  kaaka- protect  /save ; kaavalan- guard /king . 
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namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the   other interpretation  
of the  word is   aalum  naemi valavan – king  ;aalu –to rule; aalum- ruling .  

namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the   other interpretation  
of the  word is   mannan  vaazhum  maalikai- the place where the king  lives. 

namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the original  Tamil word is   
mannanin  maalikai  valakam- king’s campus  ;  maalikai-   palace/ mahal  ; 
valaakam- campus . 

namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the original  Tamil word is   
aalum   mannan-in  elakkanam – king’s qualities  ; elakkanam- qualities .  

namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the original  Tamil word is  
aalum  mannain  selvam   [ missing  letter- sa-] -  king’s fortune; selvam –wealth . 

namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the original  Tamil word is 
aalum  mannan-in  senkkole [ missing  letter- sa-] -  king’s scepter ;  aalu –rule  ;  
aalum  -ruling ; mannan- king ; senkkole- scepter ; kole- stick ; semmai- good  . 

namlugal   has the consonants –an- ma –la- ka -la –and the original  Tamil word is 
aalum mannanin  avai kalam – king’s court ;   avai  -court ; kalam- field .  

 

nam-luh: purification (abstract prefix + 'to clean').  

namluh   has  the  consonants -   an - ma – la-  ka  -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   azhukkau  neekkanum – to clean / to remove the dirt  ; azhukku- dirt ; neekku 
–remove . 

namluh   has  the  consonants -   an - ma – la-  ka  -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is Kuli-k-ka-num – to have a bath . 

namluh   has  the  consonants -   an - ma – la-  ka  -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kazhuva-num – to wash.  
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nam-lul: treachery (abstract prefix + 'to lie, deceive').  

namlul   has the consonants  -an- ma  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhumaiyaana  poi [ missing  letter- pa- ] – gross lie . 

namlul   has the consonants  -an- ma  -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vinkalam [ missing letter- ka-] – treachery . 

 

nam-mah: greatness (abstract prefix + 'high, exalted, great').  

nammah   has the consonants –an- ma  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maenmai  mikka- greatness . 

nammah   has the consonants –an- ma  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
makan – exalted  person.   

nammah   has the consonants –an- ma  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maenmai  mikkavan - exalted  person.   

 

nam-mah...dug4/du11/e: to exalt ('greatness' + 'to effect'). 

nammahdug   has the  consonants  - an - ma - ka – the-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kozhu kodukka  vaendum [ missing letter- zha-] – to exalt . 

nammahdug   has the  consonants  - an - ma - ka – the-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thaakkam  undaakku – to make an effect . 

nammahdug   has the  consonants  - an - ma - ka – the-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vantha  mudivu – the result. 

nammahdug   has the  consonants  - an - ma - ka – the-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maenmai  mikkathu  -  greatness . 

nammahdug   has the  consonants  - an - ma - ka – the-  ka – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   makaththuvamaanathu – greatness.  
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nammahdug   has the  consonants  - an - ma - ka – the-  ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nedun -thakamai  kondathu  - greatness. 

 

 nam-me: may he/she/it not be (na, prohibitive + î, conjugation prefix + 'to be').  

namme  has the consonants  -an - ma  - and the  original  Tamil  word is annaan 
inmai-  he is not  ;  annaan- he ; inmai- not  .  

 

nam(-ga)-me-a/àm: should there not be (na, prohibitive + { î, conjugation prefix + 
ga, conjugation prefix 'and then' + me, 'to be' } + (-a)-m, 3rd. sing. enclitic copula).  

namgameaam   has the   consonants  -na-  ma - ka - ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  ankkanam   inmai-   not  there  ;  ankkanam –there/ thus  ; imai- nil -  

 

nam-mu: why does it concern me? (a-na-àm, 'why' + 'my, mine'). 

nammu  has the consonants  -an - ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is en ennam 
- my  concern  ;  en- my   ; ennam- concern / thought . 

nammu  has the consonants  -an - ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is manam 
inmai -  not concerned ; manam- mind  ; inmai – not  . 

 

 nam-mul: sparkling (abstract prefix + 'stars').  

nammul  has the consonants  - an -ma -la -and the  original Tamil  word is minu 
minuththal – [ missing  letter- the -]- sparkling.  

nammul  has the consonants  - an -ma -la -and the  original Tamil  word is minnal- 
lightening.   

nammul  has the consonants  - an -ma -la -and the  original Tamil  word is Naal   
Meen- a  star . 
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nammul  has the consonants  - an -ma -la -and the  original Tamil  word is Azhal  
Meen  - dog star  ; azhal- hot / fire . 

nammul  has the consonants  - an -ma -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Maalai  
Meen- evening star ; maalai- eveing  ;  meen- star /fish . 

nammul  has the consonants  - an -ma -la -and the  original Tamil  word is  Nilai 
yaana  Meen- fixed star;  nilaiyaana-  stable .  

nammul  has the consonants  - an -ma -la -and the  original Tamil  word is Yaazh  
Meen  - Aarudra [Skt]  star . 

nammul  has the consonants  - an -ma -la -and the  original Tamil  word is anila 
Naal Meen – Swathi [Skt] . 

nammul  has the consonants  - an -ma -la -and the  original Tamil  word is Nallu  
Meen- Shravana [Skt] .  

 

nam-nin: rulership; position of supreme power (abstract prefix + 'queen'). 

namnin   has the consonants - an - ma -na – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mannan – king.  

namnin   has the consonants - an - ma -na – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanavan  [  missing letter- ka-]  - king . 

namnin   has the consonants - an - ma -na – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanthan [ missing letter- the -] – king  as destroying  the  pride of  his  enemies.   

 

 nam-nar: concert, harmony (abstract prefix + 'musician').  

namnar   has the consonants - an - ma –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naermai- harmony . 
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namnar   has the consonants - an - ma –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadikai  maarayan  [ missing letters-  ka – and- the -] – chief  musician . 

namnar   has the consonants - an - ma –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kattiyam   kooruvoan  [ missing letters-  ka – and- the -] – panegyrist ; kooru- say ; 
kooruvoan- one who  says . 

namnar   has the consonants - an - ma –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ondru 
koodi  thittam idu  [ missing letters -  ka – and- the -]- concert ; ondru  koodu –to 
assemble .  

kachchaeri   has the consonants -  ka- sa -Ra -  and the  original  Tamil  word is  isai 
virunthu  [ missing letter- the -]  -musical feast ; isai- music/ jaz; virinthu –feast . 

kachchaeri   has the consonants -  ka- sa -Ra -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  concert [E] [ missing letter- the -]  -musical feast .   

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  ondru  saernthu  /  thirandu  -  thittam  iduka  / ondraaka  oththu  
paaduka [ missing letter- the -]   –to sing  in a  concert  ;  saernthu- jointly ; 
thirandu  -gathered ;  oththu paaduka  -to sing  harmoniously /cordially ; paadu –
sing ; ondraaka- together   . 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is   oththu – isai  paattu  paaduthar  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- -to sing 
in a concert  .  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is   ondru  koodi /  ondraaka -  oththu  isaivaaka  /  vaaththiyam  / isai karuvi  
/vaasiththu-  kondu  / isaiththu kondu  paattu  paaduthar vaendum [ missing 
letter- pa-]- – to play music  with song in a harmonious way  ; isai  - music/jaz  ; 
karuvi-  instrument ;  oththu isaivaaka - harmoniously  ; ondru koodu- to gather/ 
assemble  ; ondraaka- together ; vaaththiyam- musical instrument  ; vaasi –to play 
; paattu- song ; paadu –to sing  .   
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concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  naattu pura  paattu  isai  arankku [ missing letter- pa-]- ballad  concert; 
naaattu puram - village  side ; paaattu –song ; isai-  music .  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is   isai  virinthu – musical feast ; virunthu- feast . 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  isai  virunthukku   poakiravar [ missing letter- pa-]-concert goer; poka- go; 
pokiravar- one who  goes .  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is   isai  arankku  maedai -  concert  hall ; maedai -stage .  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thuruththi  poandra  isai-karuvi  vakai [ missing letter- pa-]-  concertina ; 
isai karuvi- musical instrument ; vakai- kind . 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is   isai karuvi  vakaiyir   madankki  surukka  peru [ missing letter- pa-]-  
concertina. 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thani  isai-karuvikkaaka   amaikka patta  oru siru  paadar [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  concertino ;  amaikka- to set  / compose  ;  oru- one  ;  siru –small ; paadar- 
song .  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  oththu isai paattu  paaduthar  vaendum – to  sing in a  concert  /to sing  
together as one .  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word is  naadaka arankku -  theater  ; naadakam- measured dance/ drama . 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  sankeetha [Skt] arankku   -theater; sankeetham- 
music . 
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concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is   kar- naadaka  isai  kachchaeri -  music  of south 
Indians.  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is  Then Naattavarin  / Dravidar-in / therkku  naattavar  - in  isai 
virunthu – music  fest by south Indians ;  then- south; naadu –state ; isai- music; 
virunthu- feast; therkku- south   .  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –[-sa-] - Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is   kattiya kaaran- panegyrist . 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –[-sa-] - Ra- the – and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is   vaeththira tharan – panegyrist.  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa-- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is    sattiya kaaran – panygyrist. 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –[-sa-] - Ra- the – and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is   kavi kattroan  -  panegyrist  ;  kavi- poem ; karkka- 
learn; kattroan- one who has  learnt . 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa-- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is isai   paattu katta   kattru arintha arignan   [ missing letter-pa-] 
–one who has learnes to compose song / scholar of  music ; paattu kattu- to 
compose a  song ;  kattru arintha- learned ;  arignan - scholar . 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –[-sa-] -- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is   paattu   paadukiravan / vaai  asai –k- kindravan [ missing 
letter- pa-]-   – singer ;  paattu –song ; paadu –to sing ; paadukiravan- singer; vaai- 
mouth; asai- move .  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –[-sa-] -- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is   isai karuvi  vaasi-k-kindravan – one who  plays  musical 
instrument   ;  vaasikka- to play .  
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concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa-- Ra- the – and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is is  kinnaaram vaasi-k-kindravan  - harp  player; 
kinaaram- harp .  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an –sa--- Ra- the – and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is is  vaaththiyam  vaasi-k-kindravar  - one who  plays   
musical instruments ; vaasikka- to play . 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an- sa-- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is   isai paattu  kattukindravar – composer of  song and  music; 
paattu kattu –to compose . 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an- [-sa-] -- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning iskottu kottukiravar-  drummer; kottu –a drum ;kottuka- to beat .    

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an- sa-- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is  narampu  isai  karuvi meettukiravar [ misisng letter- pa-]  -  
player of  string instruments; narampu –string  ; isai- music ; karuvi- instrument ; 
meettu –to play .  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an- sa-- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is  isai  isai—k-kindravar – music  player; isaikka- to play .  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an- [-sa-] -- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is   paattu kaaran [ misisng letter- pa-] -  singer.  

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an- sa--- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is   isai pattukku   mettu  poadukiavar [ misisng letter- pa-] – one 
who  composes tune; mettu- tune . 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an-  sa--- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is   nattuvaankkar /  isai kattru  kodukkindravar -  music/ dance 
teacher ; karkka- to learn  ; kattru kodukka- to teach . 

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an- sa-- Ra- the – and the  original Tamil  
word /meaning  is  ari  thaaram  poosi   koothaadu-kindravar [ missing letter- pa-]  
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- dancers/ stage  players  ;  ari thaaram-  facial make up ; poosu –apply ; 
kooththaadu –to dance .   

concert [E]   has the consonants- ka- an- [- sa-] -- Ra- the – and the original Tamil  
word  / meaning  is  vandar – panegyrists . 

 

nam-nir-gál: distinction, reputation; superiority (abstract prefix + 'noble, 
authority'). 

namnirgal  has the consonants -an  - ma  -an -Ra - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   perum  pukazh  konda manithan / maanthan / oaankkole  [ missing 
letters-  pa- and- the -  ] – a rupted person ; periya- big  ; pukazh  -fame ; 
oaankkole- king/ great man  . 

namnirgal  has the consonants -an  - ma  -an -Ra - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  uyar  kudiyil  / parun –k-kudiyil   pirantha  maanthan [ missing letters- pa- 
and- the -  ]  – one born in a noble family ; uyar – high; kudi- family ; pirantha- 
born ; maanthan- man  . 

namnirgal  has the consonants -an  - ma  -an -Ra - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  pothu  makkal-in  /uoor makkalin  nan  mathippai  perttravan [ missing 
letters- pa- and- the -  ]  – one who is respected by  the  public  ;  pothu- general; 
makkal- people ; uoor- village;  nan-  good;  mathippu- respect ; peru –to get; 
pettra- got  ; pettravar- one who has got  .  

namnirgal  has the consonants -an  - ma  -an -Ra - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  oppaarum  mikkaarum  illaatha  uyarntha  maanthan/ peru makan  [ 
missing letter- pa- and- the -  ]  -un matchable  person ; oppumai –equal; oppaar-
equal persons  ; mikai- excess ; mikkaar- un matchable people ; illai- nil  ; 
uyarntha- tall  / high ; manithan- man ; peru makan- lord .  

namnirgal  has the consonants -an  - ma  -an -Ra - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  paer aattral  konda maa manithan [ missing letters- pa- and- the -  ]  – 
powerful person ; paer- great ; aattral ;  power / skill / talent ; maa- great; 
manithan- man . 
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namnirgal  has the consonants -an  - ma  -an -Ra - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   uyarntha  kunam  ulla pannpaalan  [ missing letters- pa- and- the -  ]  –
noble person; uyarntha- high ; kunam- nature ; ulla- has  ; pann- paalan- civilized 
person  . 

namnirgal  has the consonants -an  - ma  -an -Ra - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   maantha kula  maanikkam – gem among the human beings; maanthan- 
man; kulam- clan ; maanikkam- diamond . 

namnirgal  has the consonants -an  - ma  -an -Ra - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   ara vazhiyil  payanikkum aathan [ missing letters- pa- and- the -  ]  –– 
noble person  ; aram-  virtue  ; vazhi- way; payanikka- to travel  .  

namnirgal  has the consonants -an  - ma  -an -Ra - ka - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    mattroarkku  kattalai  idum  urimai  kondavan[ missing letter- the - ] - 
one  who  has the right to  give orders  to others  ; mattroar-  others  ; kattalai- 
orders ; urimai –rights; kondavan- one who has  .  

 

 nam-nu-tar: ill-fated ('destiny' + 'not' + 'cut'). 

namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikintha  thunpam  / thuyaram   niraintha  iruthi   mudivu /vithi  [ missing 
letters- ka- and- pa -]  -  ill fated destiny; mikuntha- excess;  thunpam- suffering  ;  
thuyaram – suffering  ; vithi- fate   . 

namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  idar paadudun  mudintha mudivu [ missing letters- ka- and  -pa- ] -  ill 
fated destiny ; idar  paadu –difficulties ; mudinthathu –finished  ; mudivu –end . 

namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  theenkku  niraintha  mudivu [ missing letter- ka-]- ill fated destiny ; 
theenkku-  bad/ evil ; niraintha- full  ; mudivu- end . 
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namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   varuththam  kodukkindra  iruthi  mudivu [ missing letter- ka-]- ill fated 
destiny  ; varuththam- worry ; kodukka- give  ; iruthi –final . 

namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaanka  onnaa   vaethanai  tharukindra  iruthi  mudivu [ missing letter- 
ka-]- ill fated destiny ; thaankka- to bear; onnaa-  no ;  vaethanai –pain /suffering  
/grief ; tharuka- give  ; iruthi- final  ; mudivu- end / decision  . 

namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  vettuthar  vaendum  [ missing letter- ka-] –to cut.  

namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaathu thar  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  to cut. 

 namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  aruththiduthar  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  to cut. 

namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  erukkuthar  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  to cut. 

namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  keeruthar  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  to cut. 

namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  vakirnthida vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-  to cut . 

namnutar  has the consonants- an- ma - an –the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  muriththidu- thar  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]-– to cut . 

 

 nam-nun: deep, profound (abstract prefix + 'great, fine, deep').  

namnun  has the consonants -an  -ma  -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maenmai--yaana  –great / high . 
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namnun  has the consonants -an  -ma  -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nunmai--yaana  -  fine . 

 namnun  has the consonants -an  -ma  -an – and the  original Tamil  word is   
menmai--yaana – fine/ soft  /tender .  

 

nam-ra-ag: prisoner of war, used for work; captivity (abstract prefix + 'to impress 
with a seal').  

namraag   has the consonants  -an -ma –Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
muththirai  kuththa  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  –to  stamp with  the seal; 
muththirai- stamp  . 

namraag   has the consonants  -an -ma –Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
muththirai  kooda  sandai / nikar  kaithi /sankara  adimai  [ missing letters- sa -
and- the-] - prisoner of war; kaithi- prisoner ; sandai- fight ; sankkaram[Skt] - war . 

namraag   has the consonants  -an -ma –Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
nikar adimai [ missing letter- the -] - war capitives ;  adimai –slave ; nikar- war  . 

 

nam-RI-hU: bird breeder (?) (abstract prefix + 'to tend' + 'bird'). 

namrihu  has the consonants  -an -ma –Ra- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
paravai   ina  perukkam [ missing  letter- pa-] – bird  breeding ; paravai- bird; 
inam- species ;  perukku - to increase / multiply . 

  

 nam-sa6-ga: pleasure (abstract prefix + 'to please, satisfy').  

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- [-sa-] - ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  
is  mikka  inpam [ missing letter- pa-] –pleasure ; mikka- excess; inpam- joy  .  

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- [-sa-] - ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  
is  mana uvappu [ missing letter- pa-] –happiness ; manam- mind; uvappu- happy .  
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namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- [-sa-] - ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  
is  mana  makizhchchi [ missing  letter- zha-] – pleasure; makizhchchi-  happiness .  

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- [-sa-] - ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  
is  mana kalippu [ missing  letter- la-] – pleasure ; kalippu- happiness .  

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- [-sa-] - ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  
is  mana  uvakai – happiness; uvakai- happy .  

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- sa-- ka -  and  the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  mana  sukam –happiness  ; sukam- well being .   

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- sa-- ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  is  
mana  nukarchchi [ missing letter- Ra-]  -enjoyment.  

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- [-sa-]-- ka -  and  the  other interpretation  
of the  word is anupoakam – [ missing  letter- pa-] – enjoyment.  

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- [-sa-]-- ka -  and  the  other interpretation  
of the  word is  anupavam [ missing  letter- pa-] -enjoyment. 

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- sa-- ka -  and  the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  sukaanupavam[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] -enjoyment. 

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- [-sa-] - ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  
is  manathai  thanikka  vaendum  [ missing letter- the -] – satisfy ; manathu- mind; 
thanikka- to satisfy  . 

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- [-sa-] - ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  
is  mana  amaithi / nimmathi  [ saantham ]  [Skt] undaakka  vaendum [ missing 
letter- the -] – satisfy  ; amaithi- peace ; undaakku –make . 

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- sa- ka -  and  the   other interpretation  of 
the word  is  thayavu   seithidanum [ missing letter- the -] – please.  

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- sa-- ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  is  
kenjanum  - to  please . 
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namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- sa-- ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  is   
konjanum – to please.  

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- sa-- ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  is  
konjam   kavanikkanum  -  to please ; konjam- little; kavanikka- to listen . 

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- [-sa-]- ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  
is  makizhvikkanum [ missing  letter- zha-]  - to please;  makizh- vikka- to make 
happy . 

namsaga  has the consonants - an –ma- [-sa-]-- ka -  and  the  original  Tamil word  
is  ithamaaka  nadakka  vaendum – to please . 

 

nam-sag-gá...aka: to treat with respect (abstract prefix + 'first-class' + nominative 
+ 'to do').  

namsaggaaka  has the consonants –an- ma –[-sa-] - ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mathikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  – to give respect ; mathippu –
respect  .  

namsaggaaka  has the consonants –an- ma –[-sa-] - ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  muthanmai  mikkathu-[ missing letter- the -] - first rated  ; muthanmai –
first/ prime   . 

namsaggaaka  has the consonants –an- ma –[-sa-] - ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  manitha naeyaththoadu   nadaththa  vaendum   [ missing letter- the -] -to 
treat  with respect  ; manitham- humanity .  

namsaggaaka  has the consonants –an- ma –sa- ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   seiyya  vaenum -   vinai  seithida vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –to do; vinai –
action .  

namsaggaaka  has the consonants –an- ma –[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   aakkanum-  aakka  vaendum  / undaakka  vaendum  [ missing letter- the 
-] -  to make. 
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namsaggaaka  has the consonants –an- ma –[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   nadaththi   kaatta  vaendum  /  nadaththi  mudikka  vaendum / eduththu  
nadaththa  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  - to execute .  

namsaggaaka  has the consonants –an- ma –sa- ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   enniyathai  seithu  mudikka  vaendum-[ missing  letter- the -] -  to achieve; 
enniyathu- the thought ; seithidu –do ; mudikka- to finish  . 

namsaggaaka  has the consonants –an- ma –sa-ka –and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  saathiththu  kaatta  vaendum -[ missing  letter- the -]- to achieve ;  
saathanai –achievement  . 

namsaggaaka  has the consonants –an- ma –sa- ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   sonnathai  seithu  kaatta/ mudikka   vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]–to 
achieve /carry out  ;  sonnathu- told  ;  mudikka- to complete .  

namsaggaaka  has the consonants –an- ma –sa- ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   samaiththida vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]––to  perform . 

namsaggaaka  has the consonants –an- ma –[-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  muyankida vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]–––perform . 

 

nam-sipa...aka: to practice shepherdship (abstract prefix + 'shepherd' + 'to do').  

namsipaaka  has the consonants  - an -ma –[-sa-] –[-pa-] –ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aadu  maadu / ottakam  maeikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  
herding ; aadu –goat; maadu- cattle ; ottakam- camel ; maeikka- to pasture . 

namsipaaka  has the consonants  - an -ma –[-sa-] –-pa-–ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is   adu  maadu  / ottakam / panni   -- maeikkum  kudi  makan - maeipan  - / 
Idaiyan /  Koanaan / Yathava  inaththinan [ missing  letter- the -]  -shepherd ; 
panni- pig ;  maeippan-  shepherd  ; kudi makan- citizen ; Koanaan –shepherd 
caste ; Idaiyan –shepherd;  Yaathavan –shepherd ; inam- race . 

namsipaaka  has the consonants  - an -ma –sa- -[-pa-] -–ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is    seithu  mudikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] -  to do .  
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namsipaaka  has the consonants  - an -ma –[-sa-] –-pa-–ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is   pannida vaendum / paniyaei  panni  mudikka  [ missing  letter- the -] -  to 
do; pani- job; pannu –do  ; panniyam- business .  

 namsipaaka  has the consonants  - an -ma –sa- -[-pa-] -–ka- and the  original Tamil  
word is  samaiththida vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -] -  to do.  

namsipaaka  has the consonants  - an -ma –[-sa-]- -[-pa-] -–ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   noakkida vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] -  to do.  

namsipaaka  has the consonants  - an -ma –[-sa-]- -[-pa-] -–ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muyankida vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -] -  to do.  

namsipaaka  has the consonants  - an -ma –[-sa-]- -[-pa-] -–ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thookkuka  vaendum - [ missing  letter- the -] -  to do. 

namsipaaka  has the consonants  - an -ma –[-sa-]- -[-pa-] -–ka- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aakkida vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]  –to do/ make.  

 

nam-sun5: humility (abstract prefix + 'modesty').  

namsun  has the consonants -an - ma – [-sa-] - an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naanum  thanmai  udaiya [ missing  letter- the -]  –  modest . 

namsun  has the consonants -an - ma – [-sa-] - an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
than  maanam   [ missing  letter- the -] - modesty. 

humility [E]   has the consonants- ka- ma -la -the  – and the  original Tamil  word is      
keezhami-yudaiya –   with humility . 

humility[E]  has the consonants- ka- ma -la -the  – and the  original Tamil  word is      
–  thaazhuvu   mana paanamai / mana  paankku  [ missing letter- pa-] – inferiority  
complex  ;  thaazhvu –low  ; mana  paankku- mental  frame . 

humility [E] -has the consonants- ka- ma -la -the  – and the  original Tamil  word is        
thaazhnthu   panikai  [ missing letter- pa-] – obedient  
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humility [E] has the consonants- ka- ma -la -the  – and the  original Tamil  word is        
-mikuntha  adakkam  ulla - with humility  ;  mikuntha  -excess; adakkam- humility ; 
ulla- has . 

modesty [E] has the consonants –  ma  -the- sa- the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   naanum  thanmai  udaiya  / thun  maanam udaiya   - with self respect ; 
naanam- shyness ; thanmai – nature ; thun- own ; maanam- respect ; udaiya- has . 

 

nam-sun7: quarreling, bickering (abstract prefix + 'quarrel').  

namsun  has the consonants –an- ma –sa- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
sandai  idanum [ missing letter- the - ] –to fight; sandai- fight .  

namsun  has the consonants –an- ma –sa- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
sandai moottanum  [ missing letter- the - ] - to  incite  fight ; moottu- induce .  

namsun  has the consonants –an- ma –[-sa-]- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pandanam  [ missing letters- pa -and -the -]- quarrel . 

 

nam-šeš(-a): bitterness (abstract prefix + 'to taste bitter').  

namsesa   has the consonants  -an -ma –[- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
inippu  inmai [ missing letter- pa- ] -  not  sweet; inippu –sweet; inmai- without . 

 

nam-šilig: violence (abstract prefix + 'powerful; axe').  

namsilig    has the consonants -an –ma- [- sa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is valimai-yaana – powerful . 

namsilig    has the consonants -an –ma- [- sa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   vanmi ulla  / vallamai  ulla - powerful ; ulla- has .  
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namsilig    has the consonants -an –ma- [- sa-] - la -ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is vanndaalam [ missing letter- the - ]- pick  axe.  

 

nam-šilig...aka: to use violence ('violence' + 'to do'). 

namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma- sa- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vun murai seyal  [ missing letter- Ra-]- violence ;  seyal –action .  

namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma- sa- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is    vun murai suzharchchi [ missing letter- Ra-]- cycle of  violence ; suzharchchi –
cycle .  

namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma- sa- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kuzhu  vun  murai seyal   [ missing letter- Ra-]- mob  violence  ; kuzhu –group ; 
vun murai –violence .  

namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma- [-sa-]- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   valavantham [ missing letter- Ra-]- violence. 

namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma- sa-la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vun  kodumai  seyal [   missing letter- the -]  - violent  act ; kodumai –severe  ;  
seyal –action  . 

namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma- [-sa-] -la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   mana ponkkal [ missing letter- pa-] – violent anger ; manam- mind; 
ponkka- to raise .  

namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma--sa--la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   mana -vezhuchchi -  violent anger  ;  ezhuchchi –raise .  

namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma—[-sa-] --la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   pakai  mudiththal  vaendum [ missing letters- pa- and the -]  - to indulge 
in  violent  enmity  ;  pakai- enmity ; mudikka- to finish off . 
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namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma—[-sa-] --la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thee kunam  ullavan [   missing letter- the -]  - violent tempered person ;  
theethu /theemai  –bad /evil  ; kunam- nature  ; ulla- has ; ullavan- one who  has .  

namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma—[-sa-] --la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   aalumai  kunam  ullavan – aggressive person.  

namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma—[-sa-] --la -ka  -and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is  kalai ankkam – fighting . 

namsiligaka  has the consonants  -an –ma—[-sa-] --la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   muyankkal- to do.  
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nam-šilig...gum/gú-gá-àm: it is disastrous (?) ('violence' + 'mortar/back of neck' + 
'to place' + 'it is').  

namsiliggum  has the consonants-  an-  ma-  sa- la -ka –  [-ma-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  valumai-yaana  seyal – violent act ; seyal –act  . 

namsiliggum  has the consonants-  an-  ma-  sa- la -ka – ma- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vun  murai  seyal  azhivu  tharum [ missing letter  -Ra-] – violent act is  
disastrous ;  vun  murai-  violence  ; seyal- action ; azhivu- destruction; tharum- 
giving .  

 namsiliggum  has the consonants-  an-  ma-  [-sa-]- la -ka – ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vallantham  [ missing  letter –the  -]  -violence  

namsiliggum  has the consonants-  an-  ma-  sa- la -ka –  [-ma-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kazhuththin   pin  pakkam [  missing leters- pa –and-  the -] – back 
of  the neck; kazhuththu- neck; pin- back ; pakkam- side   .   

 

nam-šita: prayer, supplication (abstract prefix + 'clean, bathed'). 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –[-sa-] - the -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mandraadu [ missing  letter- Ra-] – prayer.  

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –[-sa-] - the -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  murai idanum [ missing  letter- Ra-]- to pray. 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –-sa-- the -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  namaasu  seithidanum – to pray. 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –sa- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaasiththidanum – to supplicate . 
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namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –[-sa-] - the -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  oaathanum-  to pray/ recite . 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –[-sa-] - the -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thuthi paadanum  [ missing letter- pa-] -  to pray ; paadu –sing / pray . 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –-sa-- the -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  jepiththidanum  / jepam seithidanum [ missing letter- pa-] - to 
pray.   

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –-sa-- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
poosai  seithidanum [ missing letter- pa-] - to pray.   

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –[-sa-] - the -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thooimaiyaana / thoomai seithidanum  - clean ;  thooimai-   cleanliness; 
seithida- do . 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –-sa-- the -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  suththamaana / suththam  seithidanum – clean ; suththam- 
cleanliness .  

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –-sa-- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
maasu   thudaiththidanum  - to clean ;  maasu- pollution / dust ; thudaiththidu –
wipe out . 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –-sa-- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saanai   idanum   -  to clean/ polish/ grind  as in gems  . 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –-[-sa-]-- the -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  punithamaana[Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-] -  clean.  

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –-sa-- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
poosidanum [ missing letter- pa-] – to clean . 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –-[-sa-] -- the -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaeiththidanum – to clean .   
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namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –sa-- the -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is   snaanam  [Skt]  seithidanum – to   bath.  

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –sa-- the -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  manjanam   aadu   - to bath . 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –sa-- the -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  mannu  peithidanum [ missing letter- pa-] – to bath . 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –-[-sa-] -- the -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  padinthidanum [ missing letter- pa-] – to bath . 

namsita    has the consonants - an - ma –-[-sa-] -- the -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  aadanum / neeraadanum [ missing letter- Ra-]– to bath . 

 

 nam-šub: incantation, spell (abstract prefix + 'to cast'). 

namsub    has the consonants - an -ma –[-sa-]  - pa –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  porun  mozhi [ missing letters-  Ra -and  -zha-] -  manthra; mozhi –words  . 

namsub    has the consonants - an -ma –[-sa-] -[- pa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is   munu  muniththida [ missing letter- the -] -utter  incantation/ whisper .  

namsub    has the consonants - an -ma –sa- [- pa-] –and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  uchchaadanam [Skt] [ missing letter- the -] – incantation.   

namsub    has the consonants - an -ma –[-sa-]  -[- pa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is   mana mayakkam   [ missing letter- ka-]-  spell ; manam- mind; 
mayakkam- charming .  

namsub    has the consonants - an -ma –sa- [- pa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is  
manasai  vasi -yam sei [ missing letter- ka-]- to cast spell  . 

 

 nam-tag: responsibility, guilt (abstract prefix + 'to handle'). 
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namtag  has the consonants – an- ma- the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mun - eedu  kondida  vaendum-  to take responsibility . 

namtag  has the consonants – an- ma- the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuththam  udaiya  manathu   /  mana kuththam – guilty  mind  ; kuththam- 
mistake .  

namtag  has the consonants – an- ma- the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
aaandida   vaendum- to handle.  

    

 nam-tar: fate, destiny (abstract prefix + 'to determine, decide'). 

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maattra  mudiyaa  ondru -  one that can not be  changed – fate; maattru –change; 
mudiyaathu –cannot; ondru- one  . 

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is   
maanthar- rin   iruthi mudivu  [  missing letter-  ka-]  - fate ; maanthar- people ; 
iruthi –final; mudivu –end .  

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munnarae  vakththathu [  missing letter-  ka-]-  pre determined / fate; munnae- 
earlier ; vakuththathu –decided . 

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudivu  eduththidar / kattuthar  vaendum  [  missing letter-  ka-] – to decide; 
mudivu –decision ;  edukka- take .  

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is theermanikka  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka-] – to decide; 
theermaanam- decision . 

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is 
theerththu  kattuthar  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka-] – to decide  as in dispute. 
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namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thunithar  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka-] – to determine.  

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is 
varai  aruththida  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka-] – to decide.  

  

 nam...tar: to decree the fate (most often with -ni-, or -ri-, 2. sg.; with -da- 
indicates that several parties are deciding the fate); to make a firm promise 
('destiny' + 'to determine'). 

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is ini  
varukindra  naeram   [  missing letter-  ka-] -  future [ the time that is going to 
come ]; varukindra –coming; naeram- time  . 

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is   
urithi   thara  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka-]   – to promise; uruthi –promise; 
tharuka- give .  

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  nichchiyam seithuduthar [ missing letter-  sa-] -  to determine . 

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is    
mudivu  eduththiduthar  vaendum [  missing letter-  ka-]  - to come to  a  decision; 
mudivu  -decision .  

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  theermanikka  vaendum [ missing letter-  ka-] - to determine .  

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   theermanam / vida  theermaanam [ missing letter-  ka-] – decision /  
inflexible  determination . 

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is  
arithi iduthar  vaendum  [ missing letter-  ka-] - to determine .  
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namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is   
varai aruththida  vaendum  [ missing letter-  ka-] - to determine 

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  nirnayaththiduthar  vaendum [ missing letter-  ka-] - to determine. 

namtar   has the consonants  -an – ma- the- Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is 
niruththuthar  vaendum [ missing letter-  ka-] -  to determine .     

 

nam-tar-egir-ra(-/ak/): the future order ('fate' + 'future' + genitive).  

namtaregirraak  has   the  consonants - an -ma  -the –Ra-  ka –and   the  original 
Tamil  word is  ini  varukindra  naeram- future.[ the time that is going to come].   

namtaregirraak  has   the  consonants - an -ma  -the –Ra-  ka –and   the  original 
Tamil  word is  ini  varukindra  nadai murai [ uththaravu] [ anukiramam]- future 
order. 

  namtaregirraak  has   the  consonants - an -ma  -the –Ra-  ka –and   the  original 
Tamil  word is  munnarae  mudivaana  ondru- destined one ; munnar- earlier; 
mudivu –decision ; ondru –one . 

  namtaregirraak  has   the  consonants - an -ma  -the –Ra-  ka –and   the  original 
Tamil  word is  eraivan-udaiya / aandavar-udaiya  karppanai /mudivu-  god’s  idea/ 
decision; eraivan- god; aandavar- god ; karppanai- imagination; mudivu –decision.  

namtaregirraak  has   the  consonants - an -ma  -the –Ra-  ka –and   the  original 
Tamil  word is   inuthiyaana  mudivu-  final  end/ fate  ; iruthi –final; mudivu –
decision . 

namtaregirraak  has   the  consonants - an -ma  -the –Ra-  ka –and   the  original 
Tamil  word is   marunthin   iruthi mudivu-  fate ;  marunthu- drug  . 

namtaregirraak  has   the  consonants - an -ma  -the –Ra-  ka –and   the  original 
Tamil  word is maattri amaikka mudiyaatha  ondru– one that  can not be changed 
/fate ; maattru –change ; amaikka –to set  ; mudiyaathu –can not .  
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namtaregirraak  has   the  consonants - an -ma  -the –Ra-  ka –and   the  original 
Tamil  word is  kanikka  mudiyaatha  ondru – can not be determined  ; kanikka- to 
guess/ to assess ; mudiyaathu –can not  .  

 

nam-ti, nam-til-la: life (abstract prefix + 'to live').  

namtila  has the consonants - an- ma –the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaazhnthida vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- to live; vaazhu –live .  

namtila  has the consonants an- ma –the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maantha  vaazhkkai [ missing  letter- ka-]-- human life; maanthan- man; 
vaaazhkkai- life .   

namtila  has the consonants - an- ma –the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
munnil  thankkuthal  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]- to live /stay ; munn- land 
/earth ; thankku –stay . 

namtila  has the consonants - an- ma –the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    
neenda nedu  naal  nalamudan  vaazhnthida vaendum-[ missing  letter- ka-]- have 
a long and  healthy  life; neenda- long  ; naal –day ;  nalam- health  ; vaazhnthidu –
live . 

namtila  has the consonants - an- ma –the- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaalamaaka  vaendum [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to die.  

 

nam-ugula[PA]: foremanship (abstract prefix + 'foreman'). 

namugula[PA]  has the consonants –an- ma-  ka -la -pa -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  uzhai-p-paalar-kalin  maen murai aal [ missing   letter- Ra-]  -foreman ; 
uzhaippoar- workers ; aal- person  . 

 

 nam-ur5-ra: after that, as a result ('destiny' + 'it' + genitive).  
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namurraa  has the consonants - an –ma- Ra- and the  original  Tamil word is  
nadanthae   theerum  ondru   [ missing   letter- the-]  - the destiny / it has to  
occur surely  ; nadanthida- to occur  . 

namurraa  has the consonants - an –ma- Ra- and the  original  Tamil word is  
apppuram  thaan   [ missing   letters-pa- -and -the - ] -  after  . 

 

namùkur/úku(-r): poverty (abstract prefix + 'to be poor').  

namukur  has the consonants –an- ma- ka- Ra – and the   original Tamil word is 
nakkavaaram- poverty . 

namukur  has the consonants –an- ma- ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
varumai /  verumai /  kai -aravu   kandida /  adainthida    [ missing letter- the -] –to 
become  poor;  kai aravu- poverty  ; adainthida- to attain   .  

namukur  has the consonants –an- ma- ka- Ra – and the original Tamil  word is  
thaanka  onnaa  varumai-[ missing letter- the -] - poverty . 

namukur  has the consonants –an- ma- ka- Ra – and the   original Tamil word is  
thaanka  onnaa  orkkam / varumai  / verun-k-kai -[ missing letter- the -] -  severe 
poverty ; thaanku –to bear ; onnaa- can not ; varumai- poverty  ; verun-k- kai- 
empty  hand  ; kai- hand  ;  verumai- nothing . 

 

nam-umun-na: sovereignty (abstract prefix + 'title of respect' + nominative).  

nam umun na  has the consonants -  an  -ma  -an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
erai -yaanmai  koanmai  [ missing  letters- ka- and- Ra-]- sovereignty; erai aanmai- 
sovereignty;  koanmai- king’s rule ; koan - king   . 

 

nam-úš: death (abstract prefix + 'to die').  
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namus   has the consonants – an- ma- sa  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saakanum [ missing letter- ka-]-  to die. 

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- sa  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
moochchu  nikkanum –[ missing letter- ka-]-   to die / to  stop breathing ; 
moochchu- breath; nikka- to stop . 

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- sa  -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  avasaanikkanum [ missing letter- ka-]-   – death  / end .  

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- sa  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
madiyanum /  mudiyanum /  maainthidanum /  madi  saayanum / mudi  
saayanum [ missing letter –the-] – to die.  

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- sa  -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  mudiyanum /  astha manam [ missing letter –the-] – death  /end; mudiya 
–to end ; madiya- to die . 

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- sa  -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  thetchchanam [ missing letter –the-] – death . 

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- sa  -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  naama  saedam [ missing letter –the-]  -death . 

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naasam – death.  

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- sa  -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  nithanam  [ missing letter –the-]  -death . 

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- [-sa -] -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  antham /aanantham  [ missing letter –the-]  –death /end . 

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maraiyanum [ missing letter- Ra-] – to die/ to disappear  . 

 namus   has the consonants – an- ma- [-sa -] -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is maranam[Skt]  [ missing letter- Ra-] – death.  
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namus   has the consonants – an- ma- [-sa -] -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is niriyaanam [ missing letter- Ra-] – death. 

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhiyanum / ozhiyanum / maalanum  [ missing letter- zha-] -  die . 

 namus   has the consonants – an- ma- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinam  [ missing letter- pa-] - dead body . 

namus   has the consonants – an- ma- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
payanam [ missing letter- pa-] - death . 

 

NÁM-di: swindle (?) ('planning ability' + 'legal case').  

namdi   has the consonants -an - ma –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thettanum  / yaamaaththunum / yaemaaththa   thittam  idu -  plan  to swindle; 
yaemaaththu- to cheat  ;  thittam- plan  . 

namdi   has the consonants -an - ma –the- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is moasadi  pannu [missing letters-  pa -and -sa-] -  to  swindle ; pannu –do .  

 

ne...gub: to position oneself ('precise' + 'to stand'; cf., ní...gub). 

negub  has the consonants - an - ka – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is nutpam 
maaka [ missing letter- the -] – precise / fine . 

negub  has the consonants - an - ka – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nunmai   mikka   -with  precision.  

negub  has the consonants - an - ka – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is nikka -  
to stand . 

 

 ne-ha: rest, repose (from Akkadian neehtum, 'peace, security').  
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neha  has the consonants - an - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thankku  [ 
missing letter- the -] –rest / stay. 

neha  has the consonants - an - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thankkukai [ 
missing letter- the -] –resting . 

neha  has the consonants - an - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thankkum idam 
[ missing letter- the -]  -resting  place ;  idam- place .  

neha  has the consonants - an - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oaaivu  edukka   
vanedum  [ missing letter- the -]  –to take rest  ; oaaivu –rest  ; edukka take . 

neha  has the consonants - an - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kidakka  
vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  -  to lie down; kidakka- to lie down /to sleep .  

neha  has the consonants - an - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
vithaanam [ missing letter- the -]  - rest . 

neha  has the consonants - an - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   manam  
amaithi  kondida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]   -to have mental  peace; 
manam- mind; amaithi- peace  ; kondida- to have . 

neha  has the consonants - an - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   thaankki [ 
missing letter- the -] –defence.  

 

ne-mur: glowing coals, fire.  

nemur  has the consonants  -an - ma -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eriyim  
neruppu [ missing letter- pa-] – burning fire; neruppu –fire; eriya- burn  . 

nemur  has the consonants  -an - ma -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  eriyim  
kari  kankku [ missing letter- ka-] – burning  coal  ; eriyim- burning ; kari-  coal . 

 

itiNE-izi-gar: calendar month 5 at Nippur during Ur III.  
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Itineizigar   has the consonants  -the-  an –[-sa-] - ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  aeinthaam thinkkar-  month 5 ; aeinthu -5 ;  thinkkar-month/ moon . 

 

NE-ra: (cf., bí-ra). 

 

 ne-sag: (cf., nisag).  

 

ne...su-ub: to kiss ('an instance' + sub, 'to suck').  

nesuub  has the consonants  -an - sa –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sappanum  - to  suck .  

nesuub  has the consonants  -an - sa –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muththam idanum  /sundai sappanum [ missing  letter- the -] – to kiss.; 
muththam- kiss  ; sundu –lip ;  sappu-  suck .  

 

ne-šè: on whose behalf ?; concerning someone ('this one' + terminative suffix).  

nese   has the consonants –an-[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
evanukkaaka [ missing  letter- ka-]   -for whom . 

nese   has the consonants –an-[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  intha onnu 
[ missing  letter- the -]  – this one  ;   intha- this ; onnu- one . 

 

NI-dub: (cf., ì-dub).  

 

ni-gi-da: unit of sixty, thing of sixty = ba-rí-ga (níg-gešta). 
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nigida  has the consonants  -an – ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  enn  
moon-in  thokuthi  - unit  of  three ; enn- number  ; moonu -3; thokuthi- unit .  

nigida  has the consonants  -an – ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  enn -
naankin thokuthi – unit of  numerical four; naanku -4.   

nigida  has the consonants  -an – ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  enn - 
aeinthin  thokuthi  - unit of  numerical five ;   aeinthu -5 .  

 nigida  has the consonants  -an – ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  enn -
ettin  thokuthi / ‘a’ - -enn-in  thokuthi – unit of  eight  ;  Tamil  numerical letter   ‘a’   
=  8 ; ettu -8 . 

nigida  has the consonants  -an – ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thondaam  enn-in thokuthi  – unit of  9  ; thondu -9 . 

nigida  has the consonants  -an – ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is  su 
paththin  thokuthi - unit  of   6  x 10  =60 ;  Tamil numerical letter -  su- 6 ; 
paththu- 10 . 

 

 ni-gi4-íb: a resin ('this one' + 'to restore' + 'loins'). 

nigiib   has the consonants - an - ka – [-pa-]   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kovanam / kowpeenam – loin cloth . 

nigiib   has the consonants - an - ka – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is iduppu  
kundi  [ missing letter- the -] – loin/ buttocks ; iduppu- hip ; kundi- buttock  .  

nigiib   has the consonants - an - ka – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pana-k-
koanthu [ missing letter- the -]-  palmyra  resin; panai- palm ; koanthu- resin .  

nigiib   has the consonants - an - ka – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  panai 
mara  pisin  vakai  [ missing letter- Ra-] – a kind  of  resin / palmyra  resin ; pisin –
resin; vakai- kind  . 
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nigiib   has the consonants - an - ka – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is vellai 
kunkiliyam [ missing letter- la-]-  white resin ; vellai- white .  

nigiib   has the consonants - an - ka – pa-  and the   other interpretation  of the  
word is  punniyaakkam –  Konkkani  resin . 

nigiib   has the consonants - an - ka – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is vaeppam 
pisin – margosa resin ; vaempu –margosa . 

nigiib   has the consonants - an - ka – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is meettu 
edukka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –to restore .  

 

 ni-ik-tum: a resin (loanword ?).  

niiktum has the consonants- an-  ka- the- ma –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mara  koanthu [ missing leter- Ra-] -  resin ; maram- tree; koanthu –resin/ gum . 

 

ni-is-ku: choice; a class of persons or animals; fine steed (from Akkadian nisqum).  

niisku   has the  consonants-  an  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maantha  koottam  [ missing  letter- the -] – class of persons  ; maanthan- human 
being  ; koottam- group / crowd . 

niisku   has the  consonants-  an  -[-sa -]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maantha  vakai / kanam   /thokuthi  [ missing  letter- the -] – class of persons; 
vaaki- kind ; thokuthi- unit  . 

niisku   has the  consonants-  an  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilankku inam [ missing  letter- la-]- class of animals; inam- race;vilankku –animal  . 

niisku   has the  consonants-  an  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
ukappu [ missing letter- pa-]-  choice; manam- mind  . 

niisku   has the  consonants-  an  -[-sa-] –ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  varanam [ missing letter- Ra-] –choice.  
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niisku   has the  consonants-  an  -sa-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is suvamai  
munaippaana [ missing letter- pa-]-  choice . 

niisku   has the  consonants-  an  -[-sa-]-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kannukam / koanam / naanukam -  horse.  

niisku   has the  consonants-  an  -[-sa-]-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vanni 
-  horse.  

niisku   has the  consonants-  an  -sa-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kusini- 
horse groom. 

niisku   has the  consonants-  an  -[-sa-]-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaanam-  horsebean.  

niisku   has the  consonants-  an  -[-sa-]-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
pon-[ missing letter- pa-]-   horse bit . 

 

NI-KUŠ-NÍGIN: a vessel. 

nikusnikaan  has  the  consonants- an – ka-  [-sa-] - an - ka an –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ennai-k- kinnam – oil  cup; ennai-  oil; kinnam- cup  . 

 

 ní-a: by itself ('self' + adverbial suffix).  

 nia has the  consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is thannai  thaanae  [  
missing  letter- the -] – by  itself.  

nia has the  consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is   thaaan [ missing  
letter- the -] - self.  

nia has the  consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is   naan / en manam   – 
me/ mine  ;  en- mine ; manam- mind . 
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nia has the  consonant-  an- and the  original Tamil  word is  naanae- - me / 
myself.   

 

ní-ba: by itself ('self' + bi, 'its' + a, nominative ?).  

niba has the  consonants-  an- [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thannai 
thaanae [  missing  letter- the -] – by  itself.  

niba has the  consonants-  an- [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thaan [  
missing  letter- the -]  -self.  

 

ní-bi(-a): (by) itself ('self' + adverbial force suffix). 

nibia has the  consonants-  an- [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  [  missing  
letter- the -] -thannai  thaanae – by  itself.  

nibia has the  consonants-  an- [- pa-] - and the original Tamil word is  naan – self . 
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ní-bulug5[DÚB]; ní-balag: pompous ('self' + 'to grow big'). 

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-]  -la -ka - the  -pa –and the  original 
Tamil  word is pakattu  azhaku  kondathu – pompous.  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – pa-  -la -ka - the  -pa –and the  original 
Tamil  word is pakattu  azhaku  konda   paa kandan - a pompous  person. 

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -pa –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  periyavanaaka / uyaramaaka   valarnthida  vaendum [ missing 
letter- Ra-] -  to grow as a big person ; uyaram- height  ; periya- big; valarnthidu- 
to grow   .  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -pa –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  undu  paduthuththal vaendum – to grow.  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is  oaanki valarnthidu [ missing letter- Ra-] – to grow.  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -pa  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  perukuthal vaendum – to grow ; perukku- to multiply ; perukkam- 
prosperity /abundance .  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is  thalai eduththal  vaendum – to grow; thalai- head; edukka- 
take .  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is  sezhiththida  vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]- to grow; 
sezhippu –fertility/ abundance .  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is  thazaiththida vaendum – to grow. 
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nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is  mael-iduthal  vaendum – to grow.  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is  mulai -ththu   ezhunthida vaendum [ missing letter- the -] – 
to grow; mulaikka- to sprout; ezhunthidu –to raise  .  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is   kozhuththida vaendum –to grow fat . 

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is   kandiththal- to grow fat . 

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – pa--  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kann panjadaithal [ missing letter-  sa-]-  grow dim; kann –eye  . 

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – pa--  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   oli  mankuthal - grow dim ; oli- light . 

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – pa-  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kandu  iyalthal - grow dim . 

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is   koonal  aathal – grow crooked.  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is    mankkuthal –grow less; mankku –wane .  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -[-pa-]  –and the  
original Tamil  word is    oaankuthal – grow.  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -pa-–and the  original 
Tamil  word is    kizhandu  poathal / kizha thanam adaithal -  grow old;  kizham- 
old  ; kizhvan- old man .  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  -pa-–and the  original 
Tamil  word is nekizhthal  - grow soft.  
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nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  [-pa-] -–and the  
original Tamil  word is  naaththu  viduthal  -  grow seedlings.  

nibulugdub   has the consonants -an – [-pa-] -  -la -ka - the  [-pa-] -–and the  
original Tamil  word is   nettu  viduthal – grow tall  .  

 

 ní...dar: to be fearful ('fear' + 'to slice, shatter'). 

nidar  has sthe consonants  - an – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aratti  
adainthida – to be fearful ; aratti- fear . 

nidar  has sthe consonants  - an – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
anjuthar  [ missing letter- sa-]- to be fearful ; anjida  –to get fear . 

nidar  has sthe consonants  - an – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  peethi  
adainthiduthar [ missing letter- pa-]- to be fearful ; peethi –fear; adaiya –to get . 

nidar  has sthe consonants  - an – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
paerundam [ missing letter- pa-]- fear. 

nidar  has sthe consonants  - an – the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is thaarunam   -  fear.  

nidar  has sthe consonants  - an – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
arinthidu -  to slice. 

nidar  has sthe consonants  - an – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thundu 
iduthar – to  cut into pieces  

nidar  has sthe consonants  - an – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
murinthida- to get  broken  

nidar  has sthe consonants  - an – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
udainthidu-thar  - to get  broken . 

nidar  has sthe consonants  - an – the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sithainthidu-thar [ missing letter- sa-] – to get  shattered.    
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 ní-digir(-/ak/): the fear of god ('fear' + 'god' + genitive). 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandavar – god-  the ruler . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Aaandravar   -god.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandavarai  kuriththa  achcham / eraivanai  kuriththu  achcham [ missing letter- 
sa-]  - fear of god ; aandaavar- god ; achcham- fear ; eraivan - god .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam  nadukkam ura  / nadunkuthar - to be fearful  ; manam- mind; nadukkam- 
trembling .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
verundida  / veruvantham  -fear.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kathiravan  - sun ; kathir- sun ray . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is Dina Karan -  sun . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Thiru Murugan  /Marduk -  sun god   of Tamils.   

nidigir   has the consonants – [-an-]  -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Marduk  - Sumerian god.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kaaththava-raayan- god- the protector  ; kaakka- to protect ; raayan- king  . 

nidigir   has the consonants – [-an-]  -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   karththaa  - creator.   
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nidigir   has the consonants –-an- -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kar-Thiruman – god.  

nidigir   has the consonants – an--the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
undaakkiyavar- the creator.   

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  Akandar / Akandithar – god -  the undivided one.    

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Akaththu  Eruppoan  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  god-  as residing in one’s mind   ; 
akam- soul / ego ;  eruppoan- one who  resides  .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Guna Paththiran-  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  god. 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaanae   thoandriyavan   -  god-  one who  came on his  own ;  thaane- on  one’s 
own  ;  thoandru –appear ; thoandriyavan-  one who  appeared . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Anda -Vaanar- god; andam-  universe .   

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  aandavar-in   thiru  uruvam  / Uruva  Thiru  Maeni – god  as assuming  
form  and shape; uruvam –form  / figure; thiru- holy ;  maeni /mei – body ; 
aandaavar- god  ; aandidu –to rule;  aandai –the ruler .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  Nir Thattuvan – god ,  as beyond philosophy. 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  Varathan- god.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   Vikkirthan  -god  as different from the world.  
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nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   Vaetha-arththan  - god as the ultimate meaning of the Vaedas;  arththa- 
meaning .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   Nir Kunaththaan- god  who  has no  attributes ;  kunam- nature .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   Makaendran -  god.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   Gangatharan- Krishna . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is    Varththaaman  -god.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Krittinan - Krishna . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil  word is    
Vettri  kondaan   -god  as the conqueror  ; vettri- success .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the   other interprreation  of 
the word is  Muruganatham   - Murugan- sun  god.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the   other interprreation  of 
the word is  Aanantha  krishnan [ missing letter- sa-]-   lord Krishna ; aanantham-  
happiness  . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muttrum  arinthavan   - god  who  knows all  ; muttrum –every thing ; arinthidu- 
know ;  arinthavan- one who  knows  .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Muthu Kuravan – god  as the  master  /ancestor; muthu- old/ aged ; kuravan- 
teacher/ ancestor . 
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nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kuraththi   Makan – Murugan  -   son  of Kuraththi – hill dweller; kuraththi- female 
gypsy ; makan- son  . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kundra-ththoan   - Murugan   as dwelling  in  hills  ; kundram- hillock .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Saevar  kodiyaon [  missing letter- sa-] —Murugan  whose flag has the symbol  of 
rooster; saevar- rooster; kodi- flag .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Siva Thaandavam  Aadukiravan [  missing letter- sa-] – Siva  ,  the dancer  
;thaandavam- a dance; aadu –to dance .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
Kurinchchi  aandavar [  missing letter- sa-] – the god  of the  hills ;kurinchchi- 
mountain ; aandavar –god .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
Thaandava -k- karan   -Siva,  the dancer - 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kootthaadukiravan  /  Kooththaandavar -   Siva-  sun god - as the dancer   [cosmic  
dance];   kooththu / kit  –a dance ; aadu- to dance; kooththaadi –dancer    . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Kondrai  Vaenthan-  Siva having  kondrai   flower / Cassia  fistula ; vaenthan- king . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Narththakan   - god , the dancer . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kannai  thiranthavan – one who  gives  light to the eyes; kann- eye; thira- open .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
arivai  koduththavan – one who  gives wisdom ; arivu- intelligence; kodu –give .  
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nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Noaei  yaei  kunamaakkum  Maruhthuvan  -  god- the healer; noaei- disease; 
kunamaakku- cure .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is Aru 
/ uyir  Maruthanavan- the elixir ; marunthu- drug/ medicine  ; aru –rare/ precious; 
uyir- life .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is    Vaiththiya  Naatha  Swami  [ missing letter- sa-] – god  of  healing; 
vaiththiyan- doctor  .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is Theer-thank-K-aran  - god.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kaarthikaeyan – Lord Murugan . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   Raga-Vaendaran- god.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   Aththi  Varathan   -  god – Perumaal / Vishnu .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is    Kathiraesan –[ missing letter- sa-] - Lord Murugan.   

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Thaeiva  Kumaran  -  Murugan ,  son  of Siva ;  thaeivam –god ; kumaran- son 
/youth .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thiru Kumaran /Marduk – Murugan ,  the sun god.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Vettri Thiru Magan  -god  as the conqueror  ; vettri- success;  thiru- holy .  
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nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   Nantha  Kumaran   - Murugan.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Korttavan- /Victor  -  god  as the king.  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Vaarathu  vantha  Maa Mani-   god  the matchless  gem; maa- great; mani- jem    . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Then Naattavar  - in- [ Dravidar ]  Thaeivam – god  of the southerners- Dravidian 
People  ; then- south ; naattar- people ;  then  thiru naattavar- Dravidar ; 
thaeivam- god .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Muththu Kumaran – Murugan the sun god ; muththu- pearl; kumaran- the youth . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Maarkandaeyan -  god  - Siva .   

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Aaaru  Mugam kondavan – god  Murugan  who has 6 faces ; aaru- 6; mukam- face; 
konda- has; kondavan- the one who  has .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
Murugan   Adimai  -  devotee of lord Murugan  ; adimai- disciple  /slave    . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kathir Kaaman – Murugan ;  kathir- sun ray . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Aran- udaiya  Makan  - god- Murugan  ; makan- son . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Maadu  Maekkira   Idiayan  -  god  - the shepherd ; maadu –cattle- maeikka- to 
pasture ; idiyan- shepherd .  
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nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uyirai  kodukkidravn- one who  gives life ; uyir- life; kodukka- to give  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uyirai  edukkindravn – one who  takes away  the  life  ; edukka- to take away .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattuvikkiravan  - god the ruler .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thiru Aaavina-k-  kudi  Uraivoan - Murugan in his abode  Palani  hills ; uraiya- to 
dwell  ; thiru –holy ; Aavina kudi- a town  .  

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thiru  Paran-k -kundrathir   kudi erukkum  Murugan –Thiru Paran- k-Kundram ; 
kudi erukka- to reside; Thiru –holy  ;  Perun-k-kundram  - hillock /  a town  ; 
perum- big ; kundram- hillock  . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thiru  Senthor  kadar karayir  Uraivoan [ missing letter- sa-]- Thiru Senthor-  the  
abode of Murugan ; kadar-  sea;  karai- shore  . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kundarathoor   Kumaran –Murugan  dwelling  in his abode  Kundraththur-   a  
place  . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thanthaikku  manthiram  / Thiru Marai  kooriya / oaathiya  idam / uoor – Swami  
Malai – Thiru Vaerakam   -the  abode of Murugan  ; thanthai –father; manthiram- 
scriptures  ;  thiru marai- holy  scriptures ;  oaathu –recite; uoor- village     . 

nidigir   has the consonants - an -the - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
Thiru Murugan kudi  erukkum  Azhagar Malai  [ misisg letter- la-]-  Pazha Muthir 
Soalai - the abode of Lord Murugan ; kudi erukka –to reside ; malai- mountain ; 
pazham- fruit ; soalai –grove . 
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 ní[IM]...dirig: to sail ('self' + 'to float over'; ní reading from Alster, Sumerian 
Proverbs). 

niimdirig  has the  consonants - an -  ma- the -Ra  - ka – and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  aattru  thanni-yir  mithakka – to float in the river water  ; aaru –river; 
thanni- water ; mithakka- to float . 

 niimdirig  has the  consonants - an -  ma- the -Ra  - ka – and  the  original  Tamil 
word is    neer-ir   mitha-k-kindravai –   the one that floats  ;  neer- water . 

niimdirig  has the  consonants - an -  ma- the -Ra  - ka – and  the  original  Tamil 
word is    mithakkindra theppam [ missing letter- pa-] – floating  boat ; theppam- 
float / boat .  

niimdirig  has the  consonants - an -  ma- the -Ra  - ka – and  the  original  Tamil 
word is    kadar payana mithavai  [ missing letter- pa-] -  navigation float; kadar-
sea; payanam –travel.  

niimdirig  has the  consonants - an -  ma- the -Ra  - ka – and  the  original  Tamil 
word is    kattu mara   padaku  payanam  [ missing letter- pa-] -   boat trip; padaku- 
boat; kattu maram- kattumaran  ; kattu –tie / make; maram- tree /wood  .  

niimdirig  has the  consonants - an -  ma- the -Ra  - ka – and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  kadar payanam [ missing letter- pa-] –sea voyage . 

niimdirig  has the  consonants - an -  ma- the -Ra  - ka – and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  paai mara  padaku  payanam  [ missing letter- pa-]  -  sailing  ; paai 
maram- mast  . 

niimdirig  has the  consonants - an -  ma- the -Ra  - ka – and  the  original  Tamil 
word is  peru vatta  kadar  payanam [ missing letter- pa-]  – great -circle  sailing ; 
peru –big  ; vattam- circle ; kadar-sea ; payanam –travel .  

 

ní...dúb: to relax ('self' + 'to knock down') 
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nidub  has the consonants -an -the – [ -pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaaivu  edukka  vaedum [ missing letter- ka-] -to relax/ to take rest  ; oaaivu –rest  
;edukka- take  .  

nidub  has the consonants -an -the – [ -pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kattu  vida  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]   -to relax .  

nidub  has the consonants -an -the – [ -pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaekam  thanikka  [ missing letter- ka-]  -to relax;   vaekam- speed; thanika- to 
lessen . 

nidub  has the consonants -an -the – -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  padukka 
vaendum [ missing letter- ka-]  –to lie down  ; padukka- to lie down /to sleep . 

nidub  has the consonants -an -the -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanivu 
[ missing letter- ka-]  – relaxation.  

nidub  has the consonants -an -the -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaan- 
self.  

 

 ní-gal: great fear, awe ('fear, awe' + 'great'). 

nigal  has the consonants  -an- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  manam  
kalakkam  kolla –to have fear ; manam- mind; kalakkam- anxiety ; kolla- to have   . 

nigal  has the consonants  -an- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   mana 
kavalai  kolla  - to worry ;   manam- mind ; kavalai -worry . 

nigal  has the consonants  -an- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   innal kolla-  
- to worry ; innal- suffering . 

nigal  has the consonants  -an- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mana 
kuzhappam  kolla  [   missing  letter- pa-] – mental confusion; kuzhappam- 
confusion .  
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nigal  has the consonants  -an- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   mana gili- 
panic ;  manam- mind ;  gili- panic .  

 

 ní-gál: terrifying ('fear' + 'to place'). 

nigal  has the consonants- an- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is azhunkal-  
fear .  

nigal  has the consonants- an- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  manam kili / 
gili - kolla-   fearful mind / panic . 

nigal  has the consonants- an- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  manam 
kalakkam  kolla – terrifying ; manam- mind; kalakkam –anxiety .  

nigal  has the consonants- an- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaen-k-
kuthal [ missing letter- the -]- be afraid . 

nigal  has the consonants- an- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is vekuli 
thanam  [ missing letter- the -]- fearful  nature; thanam /thanmai- nature .  

nigal  has the consonants- an- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is thikil 
adainthida [ missing letter- the -]-  frightened  ; thikil –panic; adaiya –attain . 

nigal  has the consonants- an- ka- la-  and the  original Tamil  word is manam 
kavalai kolla-  worrying mind; kavalai –worry .  

 

 ní...gíd: to stretch out ('self' + 'to reach out, lengthen').  

nigid  has the consonants -an -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  neettukai – 
strectching . 

nigid  has the consonants -an -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  neettika- 
lengthen  . 
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nigid  has the consonants -an -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
adainthiduka -  reach  out . 

nigid  has the consonants -an -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aka 
thanmai  - self ;  akam- soul /ego; thanmai- nature . 

 

ní...gub: to position oneself ('self' + 'to stand'; cf., ne...gub).  

nigub  has the consonants -an –ka- [ -pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is nikka- 
to  stand . 

 

ní-gùr-(r); ní-guru6: imposing, awesome ('fear, awe' + 'bearing'). 

nigurr  has the consonants -an - ka  -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  uru 
kann-  fear.  

nigurr  has the consonants -an - ka  -Ra -  and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  payankaram [ missing letter- pa-] – fearful.  

nigurr  has the consonants -an - ka  -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is kavarum  
vannam -  awesome / attractiveness.    

 

 ní-gu10, ní-mu: myself ('self' + 'my'). 

nigu  has the consonants   -an -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  naanka –we.  

nigu  has the consonants   -an -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  neenka- you.  

nigu  has the consonants   -an -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   enka- our.  

nigu  has the consonants   -an -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   unka- your.  

nigu  has the consonants   -an -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  avan – he.  

nimu  has the consonants – an- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is nam -  our.  
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nimu  has the consonants – an- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is umm- your.  

nimu  has the consonants – an- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is em – mine . 

 

 ní...íla: to inspire awe; to raise oneself ('fear, awe; self' + 'to raise'). 

niila   has the consonants – an-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is   en  ullam -  
my self;  en- mine; ullam- soul .  

niila   has the consonants – an-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  maelae     
ezhanum – to raise up ; maelae- up ; ezhuka- raise  .    

niila   has the consonants – an-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  nadunkkal [ 
missing letter- ka-] – fear/ trembling .  

 niila   has the consonants – an-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhunkkal [ 
missing letter- ka-]- fear.  

niila   has the consonants – an-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kalankkal [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  fear.  

 

 ní(-zu)...lá: to diminish or humiliate (your)self ('self' + 'your' + 'to diminish').  

nizula   has the  consonants -an –[- sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word is en  
ullam- my  self.  

nizula   has the  consonants -an –[- sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word is nilai 
thaazhthuthal  [ missing  letter- the -] – to lower the status one ; nilai –state; 
thaazha - low  . 

nizula   has the  consonants -an –[- sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanithal- diminish . 

nizula   has the  consonants -an – sa-- la – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sinkkal [ missing letter- ka-] – diminishing . 
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nizula   has the  consonants -an –[- sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
neenkkal [ missing letter- ka-]  -you .  

nizula   has the  consonants -an –[- sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
unkkal  [ missing letter- ka-]-  your.  

nizula   has the  consonants -an –[- sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word is    
enkkal [ missing letter- ka-]-  our.  

  

ní...ri: to be afraid of something, to inspire fear (with -da-) ('fear' + 'to strike'). 

niri  has the consonants – an- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  agnar   -fear.   

niri  has the consonants – an- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  arann- fear.  

niri  has the consonants – an- Ra  - and the  oyther interpretation  of the  word is  
thaarunam [ missing letter- the - ] – dread.  

niri  has the consonants – an- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  nooruthar / 
nettuthar [ missing letter- the - ] – to strike.  

 

 ní-su-ub: coward ('fear' + 'to suck; to pray, prostrate oneself'). 

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sappanum / uoompanum – to suck . 

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mana 
achcham – fear ;  achcham- fear ; manam- mind .  

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
anjaamai – fearless [antonym] .   

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is ila 
nenju  [ missing  letter- la-] – cowardice ; nenju –chest ; ilamai-youth /fresh . 
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nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
achcham ulloan [ missing  letter- la-] – fearful person.  

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is anjupavan 
[ missing letter- ka-]-  timid person . 

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- [-pa-] -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sithan [ missing letter- the -] -timid person . 

nisuub  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- -pa-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  peethan / payanthoan / peethi adainthoan  [ missing letter- the -] – timid 
person ; peethi –fear  ;  adaiya –to have . 

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanankku [ missing  letter- ka-]-  prostration.  

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is kenju [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  plead / beg .  

nisuub  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
manu – prayer . 

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- -pa-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sepam  seiyyanum-   to pray . 

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- -[- pa-] -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  ocanna [ Hebrew ] -   save we  pray . 

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- -[- pa-] -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  yaasnai -  request .  

nisuub  has the consonants -an –sa- - pa--  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  pitchaadanam  [ missing letter- the -]  - begging . 

nisuub  has the consonants -an –-sa- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaasiththidanum –[ missing letter- the -]- to beg. 
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 ní šu-a...gi4: to submit oneself to someone's protection ('self' + 'hand, strength' 
+ locative + 'to return to').  

nisuagi   has the consonants  -an –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nothi  
kai [ missing letter- the -]  – hand . 

nisuagi   has the consonants  -an –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanmai -strength . 

nisuagi   has the consonants  -an –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kon -  
strength . 

nisuagi   has the consonants  -an –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is koanai 
– strength . 

nisuagi   has the consonants  -an –sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is sikkanavu 
– strength . 

nisuagi   has the consonants  -an –sa- ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is jeevan – strength . 

nisuagi   has the consonants  -an –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
adanki  nadakka[ missing letter- the -] - to submit . 

 

nisuagi   has the consonants  -an –[-sa-] - ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is aatheenamaakku [ missing letter- the -] – to be brought into  one’s  
possession.   

nisuagi   has the consonants  -an –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
inankki nadakka – to submit . 

nisuagi   has the consonants  -an –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
meendu  vaa [ missing letter- the -]  – to return . 
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nisuagi   has the consonants  -an –[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  idam 
kodukka  vaendum/  maanththai  vittu kodukka  vaendum  [ missing letter- the -]  
–to submit ; idam- place; kodukka- to give .  

 

ní...te/ti(-ge26): to be scared; to fear, respect (with -da-) ('fear' + 'to attack').  

nitetige  has the consonants - an -the  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thunukkam -  fear ;  aathankam [Skt]  .  

nitetige  has the consonants - an -the  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  mana 
nadukkam –fear; manam- mind; nadukkam- trembling  . 

nitetige  has the consonants - an -the  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaenkkida  -  fear.  

nitetige  has the consonants - an -the  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaniththida-  respect . 

 nitetige  has the consonants - an -the  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  vana-
k-kiduka- give respect / worship . 

nitetige  has the consonants - an -the  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mathikka  vaendum –to give  respect . 

nitetige  has the consonants - an -the  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
maenmai   mikkathu -  respectful  one ; maenmai –highness/ honorable  . 

nitetige  has the consonants - an -the  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaakkida vaendum –attack.  

nitetige  has the consonants - an -the  -ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  padai 
edukka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] -  to invade;  padai –army  . 

 

ní...te (-en): to rest; to calm down; to cool ('fear; body' + ten, 'to extinguish, 
allay, cool down').  
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ní-te  [en] has the consonants  -an - the –an-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
mana   amaithi adainthida -  to  calm down mentally ; manam- mind; amaithi –
peace ; adaiya –attain  . 

ní-te has the consonants  -an - the -  and the  original Tamil  word is thaniththidu  
to allay . 

ní-te has the consonants  -an - the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  anaiththidu / 
nathu – to extinguish . 

 

ní-te(-n): alone; personally ('fear' + 'to be frightened'). 

ní-te(-n)   has the consonants  -an - the -  an -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaniyae / than-th- thaniyae -  alone . 

ní-te has the consonants  -an - the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  achcham 
adainthida [  missing letter- sa-]-  to be frightened  ; achcham –fear . 

ní-te has the consonants  -an - the -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thanipatta [  
missing letter- pa-]- personally . 

 

 ní...tuku: to experience awe or fear; awesome ('fear' + 'to get, have').  

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nadukkam -  fear/ trembling . 

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  nadu  
nadunka – to have fear.  

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
anjiduka  /anji nadakka  [missing letter- sa-]-  to have fear .  

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  peethi  
kondida [missing letter- pa-]-  to have fear; peethi –fear  .  
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nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thayankida-  fearfulness/ hesitation   . 

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   aathankam- fear . 

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thunukkam- fear .  

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
adainthiduka-  get.  

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaankiduka- get/ have . 

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
kondidu- have; kai- hand  . 

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaankku – have. 

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vasamaakki  kondidu [missing letter- sa-]-  – have . 

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaiththu  kondidu – have /  to keep . 

nituku   has the  consonants - an – the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
adankku – have . 

 

ní-zu: yourself ('self' + 'your'). 

nizu  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is naan -  me / 
self  . 

nizu  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is en  manam – 
myself . 
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nizu  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is en- mine 

nizu  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is un- your . 

nizu  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is un manam- 
yourself.  

nizu  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is nee/ nim - 
you . 

nizu  has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is nam- our.  

 

 ní-zu/zuþ: (cf., lú-ní-zu, lú-ní-zuþ). 

 nì: (cf., níg). 

 túgníñ-XXX: (cf., túg-níñ-XXX).  

 

níg-a-ru: a consecrated gift ('thing' + 'to give as a votive gift').  

nigaru  has the consonants – an- Ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is naerththi  
kadan [ missing letter- the -] – votive gift ; kadan- gift / offering  .  

nigaru  has the consonants – an- Ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
eraivanukkaana / aandavarukkaana /thaeivaththirkkaana  kaanikkai [ missing 
letter- the -] -  gift to the lord ; eraivan – god;  thaeivam –god ; kaanikkai- offering.  

 

níg-á-gar: violence ('thing' + 'arm, strength' + 'to set'). 

nigagar   has the consonants  -an – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vun 
murai-  violence.  

nigagar   has the consonants  -an – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruthiyaana  kai [ missing  letter-  the -]-  strong  arm ; uruthi –strong; kai- hand. 
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nigagar   has the consonants  -an – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
niruvuthar  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the -]-  –to set . 

 

 níg-á-sì-ga: well-established (?) ('thing' + 'strength' + 'to set in place' + 
nominative).  

nigasiga   has the consonants   -an  -ka – [- sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nanku   niruviya [ missing letter- Ra-]-  well-established  ; nanku –well/ good . 

nigasiga   has the consonants   -an  -ka – [- sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mikka  vanmai – great strength ; mikka- more/excess . 

nigasiga   has the consonants   -an  -ka – [- sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   sikkanavu  -  strength . 

nigasiga   has the consonants   -an  -ka – [- sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nookkam-  force.    

nigasiga   has the consonants   -an  -ka – [- sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   midukkaana [ missing letter- the -]  -  with   strength . 

nigasiga   has the consonants   -an  -ka – [- sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mikuntha   kadumai  [ sakathi ]  konda [ missing letter- the -]  – with great  
strength ;  mikuntha- exces. 

 

lúníg-ága: a temple servant ('things' + 'to measure, check'). 

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  alakka-
num / alanthidu [ missing letter- the -]-   to  measure ; alakka- to measure .  

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  ellai 
kaanuka / elakku  kaanka - to measure  ;  ellai- limit ; kaanuka- see .  

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  alavu  
enn -  measured  figure/ numerical ;  enn- numerical no  . 
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lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  kana 
alavu/ kana alavai  -   cubic  measure; kanam –cubic .  

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  10 
kuzhikal  kanakku – 66.6666 mili  second  ;  paththu -10 ;   kuzhi – land 
measurement ; kanakku –calculation .  

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  2 kann 
imaikal – 0.125  second  ; kann- eye ;  imai- eye lid .  

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  2 
nodikal – 0.80 second .  

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  6 
anukkal-  24 seconds.  

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  1 
naalikai  kanakkku  -  24  minutes ;  naalikai- unit of  time measurement ; kanakku 
–measurement/ counting  . 

 lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  yaezu 
naal kanakku -  7 days for a  week; yaezhu- 7; naal- day; kanakku –calculation   . 

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  neela 
akala  kanakku -  length and width  measurement ; neelam- length; akalam- width.  

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  neela 
alaku  – unit of measurement. 

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  aazha 
kanakku – depth  measurement; aazham- depth  . 

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  oankal  
kanakku – height  measurement.  

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  kol 
alavu  kaankku  -  capcity  measurement  ; kol  alavu- capacity . 
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lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  kuzhui  
kanakku – land  measurement . 

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  1.5  
Kazhanju [ missing letter- sa-]-  -  8 grams  of  gold.  

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  alavu  
kinnam- measuring cup ; alavu- measurement; kinnam- cup .  

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  thokai  
kaanal [ missing letter- the -]-  to  measure. 

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  
kanakkiduthal [ missing letter- the -]-  to  measure/ calculate . 

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  
kaniththal [ missing letter- the -]- estimate  . 

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  ilakkam  
kaana  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  to  measure . 

to  measure  [E] has the consonants- the – ma-  [-sa-]-  Ra - and the  original Tamil 
word is  thoaraayam  -a rough measurement . 

to  measure  [E] has the consonants- the – ma-  [-sa-]-  Ra - and the  original Tamil 
word is  maaththirai- measurement . 

measure  [E] has the consonants- – ma-  [-sa-]-  Ra - and the – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  naaraayam- measurement  . 

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  
madkkiduththal  vaendum  [ missing letter- the -]-– to check / to keep within 
certain limits . 

lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  adakki   
aala vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-–to control  /check ; adakku –to control; 
aala- to rule . 
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lunigaga  has the consonants  - la -an - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  
madankkadiththal  [ missing letter- the -]-–-to put to  rout . 

 

 níg-ak-ak: deed; activity ('thing' + reduplicated 'to do'). 

nigakaak  has the consonants – an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is noakku – 
do . 

nigakaak  has the consonants – an- ka  -     and the  original Tamil  word is 
pannukua [ missing letter- pa-] - do . 

nigakaak  has the consonants – an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is mannuka – 
do.  

nigakaak  has the consonants – an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
muyankuka  -do . 

nigakaak  has the consonants – an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is kuyin – 
deed /activity . 

nigakaak  has the consonants – an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is vinai – 
dees /activity  

nigakaak  has the consonants – an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nadavadikkai [ missing letter- the-]  – action.  

nigakaak  has the consonants – an- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is iyankida 
vaendum [ missing letter- the-]  –to  do . 

 

 níg-ba: gift, present ('thing' + 'to give'). 

nigba  has the consonants- an -ka –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanaikkai -/ kai-k- kaani -  gift . 
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nigba  has the consonants- an -ka –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vekumaanam- gift . 

nigba  has the consonants- an -ka –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
neettam [ missing letter- the -] -  presents ; kai- hand; neettu –to stretch  /raise . 

nigba  has the consonants- an -ka –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  nan 
kodai [ missing letter- the -] -  gift . 

nigba  has the consonants- an -ka –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maniyam  kodu / inaam kodu   /thaanam  kodu  [ missing letter- the -] – to give 
gift ; maaniyam / inaam / thaanam –gift / grant . 

nigba  has the consonants- an -ka –[-pa-] – and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is nivaethanam [ missing letter- the -] – offering.  

nigba  has the consonants- an -ka –[-pa-] – and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  aakavanam -  sacrificial offering .  

nigba  has the consonants- an -ka –[-pa-] – and the   orignalTamil  word is word is  
kaavu  kodukka  vaendum[ missing letter- the -]-  to sacrifice; kaavu –sacrifice; 
kodukka- to give .  

nigba  has the consonants- an -ka –pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandavanukku  padaikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] - to offer the god; 
padaikka- offer; aandavan- god . 

nigba  has the consonants- an -ka –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kodukka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –to give.  

nigba  has the consonants- an -ka –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhankku  [ missing letter- zha-] – give.  

 

 níg-bal-bal: trading of merchandise ('things' + 'to revolve, transfer, deliver'). 
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nigbalbal  has the consonants  - an -ka -[-pa-]  –la- [- pa-]  -la -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  vilaiyaalan – merchant  ; vilai- price  .  

nigbalbal  has the consonants  - an -ka -[-pa-]  –la- [- pa-]  -la -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  uzhalthal vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –to revolve.  

nigbalbal  has the consonants  - an -ka -[-pa-]  –la- [- pa-]  -la -  and the original 
Tamil  word is  vazhankkuthal  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –  deliver.  

 

 níg-bàn-da: a measuring vessel ('thing' + 'junior'). 

nigbanda  has the consonants – an- ka – pa- an- the-   - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanakkidum  paandam – measuring  vessel ; paandam- vessel .  

nigbanda  has the consonants – an- ka – pa- an- the-   - and the  original Tamil  
word is  pinthiyavan – junior ; pinthi- later/ after .  
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níg-bún-na (ku6): turtle ('thing' + 'blister; to be swollen'). 

nigbunna  has the consonants - an – ka- -pa-–an-–and the  original Tamil  word is   
thanni-k-katt- iya  punnu   [ missing letter- the -] – to blister ; thanni – water; 
punnu- sore. 

nigbunnaku  has the consonants - an – ka-  pa-–an- –and the  original Tamil  word 
is punnu  veekkam  kaaana – swollen  blister ; punnu –sore/ ulcer ; veekkam- 
swelling  . 

nigbunnaku  has the consonants - an – ka-  pa-–an- –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ponikkiya  punnu  -swollen  sore . 

nigbunnaku  has the consonants - an – ka-  [ -pa-] -–an-–and the  original Tamil  
word is  sinna  veekkam-  small swelling  ; sinna- small; veekkam- swelling .  

nigbunnaku  has the consonants - an – ka-  [ -pa-] -–an-–and the  original Tamil  
word is  muthuku  naani [ missing letter- the -] – turtle.  

 

 níg-dab5: something held or for which responsibility is assumed; wages ('thing' + 
'to hold, hire, receive').  

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  
poruppu   yaerkka  vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-]  - to  take responsibility ; 
poruppu – responsibility ; yaerkka- to accept . 

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  
pera vaendum  [ missing letter- Ra-]   – to receive . 

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaankki  kondida  vaendum – to receive . 
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nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaadakaikku  edukka  vaendum - to hire  ; vaadakai- hire.  

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  vandi  saththam  [ missing letter- sa-]  – carriage hire  ; vandi –
wagon ; saththam- wages.   

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vandi  vaadakai -  carriage hire.   

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaadakai  vandi – hired  vehicle . 

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  vaethanam – wages.  

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  vaththanai -  wages.  

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   uoothiyam  kodukka  vaendum –to give wages  ; uoothiyam- salary / wages; 
kodukka- to give  .  

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    thinikai -  daily  wages.  

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is thina  kooli [ missing  letter- la-]  - daily  wages ; thinam- day; kooli- 
wages . 

 nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   adakki  kondidu -  hold.   

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ut kondidu – hold.     

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thaanku – hold.  
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nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  -pa- – and the  original Tamil  word is   
sunda  pidikka [ missing letter- sa-]  - to hold  tightly; pidikka- hold  . 

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the- -pa– and the  original Tamil  word is   
thookki  pidikka  vaendum –   hold  aloft .; thooku –lift . 

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the- -pa– and the  original Tamil  word is   
kootti pidikka  vaendum – hold together.  

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  [ -pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thadukka  vaendum – to hold  back; thadukka- block  . 

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the- -pa– and the  original Tamil  word is   
nimiththi  pidikka  vaendum  - hold erect ; pidikka- to hold.  

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the- -pa– and the  original Tamil  word is   
kattu paduththi  vaikka  vaendum – to hold/ control ; kattu paduththu- to control 
;vaikka- to keep . 

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the- -[- pa-] – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaiththu  kondidu / kai kondidu  - hold /keep .  

nigdab  has the  consonants  -an-  ka –the-  pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is  
pidiththu  kondidu- hold.    

 

lúníg-dab5[-ba]-ke4-ne: warehouse keepers ('thing' + 'to hold, receive'). 

lunigdabbakena   has the consonants-  la -an - ka –the- [- pa-]  -ka- an -  and the  
original Tamil  word / meaning  is    kaiyil  vaanki kolluthal  vaenum – to  get  . 

lunigdabbakena   has the consonants-  la -an - ka –the- [- pa-]  -ka- an -  and the  
original Tamil  word / meaning  is    thaanki  kolluthal  vaendum – to hold.  

lunigdabbakena   has the consonants-  la -an - ka –the-  pa--ka- an -  and the  
original Tamil  word / meaning  is  nalla  pidiththukolluthal vaendum –to  hold  
tightly . 
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lunigdabbakena   has the consonants-  la -an - ka –the-  pa--ka- an -  and the  
original Tamil  word / meaning  is   kai paththi kolluthal  vaendum -hold.  

lunigdabbakena   has the consonants-  la -an - ka –the-  pa--ka- an -  and the  
original Tamil  word / meaning  is   pandaka  saalai  kaappaalan [ missing  letter- 
sa-]  -  ware house  keepper.  

   

 níg-dagal: teeming; wide ('things' + 'copious').  

nigdagal   has the consonants-  an –ka-  the – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  nalla   akalam konathathu  -  has  good width . 

nigdagal   has the consonants-  an –ka-  the – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  valamai kondathu – copious  . 

 

níg-dím-dím-ma: created creatures ('things' + 'to fashion, create' + nominative).  

nigdimdimma   has the consonants -an - ka – the- ma -the -ma –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  puthiya   vadivam  kodukka  vaendum  - to give a  new shape  . 

nigdimdimma   has the consonants -an - ka – the- ma -the -ma –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  puthmaiyaaka  yaethanum  undaakkida   vaendum [ missing letter- 
pa- ] -  to create   novel things . 

 

níg-diri: supplement ('thing' + 'addition'). 

nigduri    has the consonants -an  -ka  -the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thunai  niraivu  - supplement.  

nigduri    has the consonants -an  -ka  -the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kootuthar  vaendum –  adding up[ maths] .  
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nigduri    has the consonants -an  -ka  -the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kootti Kanakkiduthar -  count  by addition.  

nigduri    has the consonants -an  -ka  -the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kosuru  thara  vaendum  [ missing letter- sa-] –to give extra . 

nigduri    has the consonants -an  -ka  -the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
perukki  thara  vaendum  / yaetri thara  vaendum /  uyarththi thara  vaendum / 
mikuthiyaaka thara vaendum / kootti  thara  vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-]  –to  
give more.  

 

 niG-DU: a length measure. 

 nigdu has the consonants –an-  ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is adi  
kannkeedu  / neetta  kana-k-keedu - length  measurement / foot measure. 

nigdu has the consonants –an-  ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is nedukku – 
length as  of a wall.  

nigdu has the consonants –an-  ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is naaduka-   
measure.  

nigdu has the consonants –an-  ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is thokai  
kaanuka-  measure . 

nigdu has the consonants –an-  ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is madanku/ 
madanku  enn  – measure . 

nigdu has the consonants –an-  ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  mathippu 
ida vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-] – to measure . 

nigdu has the consonants –an-  ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadavadikkai- measures.  

 

 níg-dù-a: a measure for fruit ('thing' + 'to erect on the ground' + nominative). 
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nigdua    has the consonants  -an- ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is kani   
koththai / kani  koodai yei   edai kaanuka – to measure the fruit bunches /fruit  
baskets  

nigdua    has the consonants  -an- ka- the - and the original Tamil  word is 
naattuka /   mann  meethu  naduka - to erect on the ground. 

 

 níg-du7: what is suitable, prescribed, or as it should be ('thing' + 'suitable'). 

nigdu   has the consonants - an –ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thakkanai  -suitable  . 

nigdu   has the consonants - an –ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
inakkamanathu   - suitable.  

nigdu   has the consonants - an –ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is noakka 
thakunthathu- suitable.  

nigdu   has the consonants - an –ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  thakka  
sev -viyaai  amainthathu [ missing letter- sa-]- suitable . 

nigdu   has the consonants - an –ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  vithi  yin  
padi [ missing letter- pa-]-  as  prescribed ;  aandavanin  enna  padi .  

nigdu   has the consonants - an –ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  vithikka  
pattathu / vakukka  pattathu   [ missing letter- pa-]- prescribed.  

nigdu   has the consonants - an –ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
paniththiduka [ missing letter- pa-]-  prescribe . 

 

 níg...dug4: to say something ('thing' + 'to speak'). 

nigdug    has the consonants –an- ka- the- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaethaenum  kathaiththiduka  to speak  something . 
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 níg-á-zi...dug4: to speak unjustly ('thing' + 'violence' + 'to speak').  

nigazi    has the consonants – an- ka- [-sa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
adaavadiyaaka / kodumaiyaaka   kathaikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] - to 
speak unjustly; niyaaya -k kaedu  . 

nigazi    has the consonants – an- ka- sa -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aniyaayamaaka  paesuka [ missing letter- pa -] - to speak unjustly . 

nigazi    has the consonants – an- ka- sa -  and the  original Tamil  word is vaai  
asaikkanum  - speak ; vasanikka . 

nigazi    has the consonants – an- ka- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pannuka  [ missing letter- pa -]  - speak . 

nigazi    has the consonants – an- ka- -sa- -  and the  original Tamil  word is vanjam 
– violence . 

 

níg-DUN: submission ('thing' + 'subordinate).  

nigdun   has the consonants - an –ka- the- an –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanankidanum-  submission . 

nigdun   has the consonants - an –ka- the- an –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
adankida vaendum – to  submit oneself . 

nigdun   has the consonants - an –ka- the- an –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thanivu  kondu  -submission . 

nigdun   has the consonants - an –ka- the- an –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandi ida vaendum  - submission.  

nigdun   has the consonants - an –ka- the- an –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
panivu  kaatta  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] – submission . 
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nigdun   has the consonants - an –ka- the- an –  and the  original Tamil  word is adi  
paninthida vaendum / paninthu  nadakka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] – 
submission. 

 

níg-en-na: 'gentlemen's possession' ('thing' + 'lord' + genitive). 

nigenna   has the consonants -an -ka- an -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanniyavanin – gentleman [ kanniyam  ulla  manithan ] . 

nigenna   has the consonants -an -ka- an -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  naayakan – lord.  

nigenna   has the consonants -an -ka- an -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aththiyaakkan  [ missing  letter- the -] –lord.  

nigenna   has the consonants -an -ka- an -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandavan [ missing  letter- the -] – lord  /god .  

 

 níg-érim: evil; wickedness; dishonesty; injustice ('thing' + 'hostile'). 

nigerim   has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil word is  
karu vinai   kodumai  [ missing letter- the-]  -evil  act . 

nigerim   has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil word is 
naermai  kuraivu -dishonest . 

nigerim   has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil word is 
pakamai  unarvu  [ missing letter- pa-]  – hostile  feeling . 

nigerim   has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil word is 
arum-p-pu kaaran [ missing letter- pa-]  -  wicked person  

nigerim   has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- ma -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  visamakaaran [ missing letter- sa-]  -  wicked person . 
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nigerim   has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- ma -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  aakaamiya  kaaran --  wicked person . 

nigerim   has the consonants –an- ka- Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil word is 
murai  kaedu  kondathu [ missing letter- the -] –injustice.  

 

 giníg-esir-ra: washbowl (made of bitumen-coated reeds) ('thing' + 'bitumen' + 
genitive).  

gnigesirra    has the consonants - ka –an- ka- sa-Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is   iyarkkair  kidaikkum  kar- saththu   thadviya  korukkai   kinnam  [ missing letter- 
the -]- the reed  cup  coated with  natural  bitumen  . 

gnigesirra    has the consonants - ka –an- ka- sa-Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is    iyarkkaiyaana  kar saththu – bitumen . 

 

níg-GA: (cf., níg-gur11). 

 

 níg ga-ti: I promise it ('thing' + 1st person cohortative modal prefix + 'to keep 
alive').  

niggati    has the consonants – an- ka- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  vaakku  
kodukka  vaendum –to promise.  

niggati    has the consonants – an- ka- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
nampikkai kodukka  vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-] –to assure. 

niggati    has the consonants – an- ka- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  
kanippu  [ missing  letter- pa-] - assurance . 

niggati    has the consonants – an- ka- the-  and the original Tamil  word is  udan 
padikkai  [ missing  letter- pa-] - assurance . 
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niggati    has the consonants – an- ka- the-  and the original Tamil  word is kai  
kodukka  vaendum / kai adiththida   vaendum  -  to give assurance.  

 

níg gal-gal: things of all sort ('thing' + reduplicated 'big').  

niggal   has the consonants – an- ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  ella  
vakaiyaana  - of all sort . 

niggal   has the consonants – an- ka- la – and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  ellaa  vakaiyaana  saamankalum / ? sumaikalum  [ missing letter- sa-]  - goods  
of all sort.  

niggal   has the consonants – an- ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla   
neelamum  akalamum  ulla -  big/  having  good  length and width . 

niggal   has the consonants – an- ka- la – and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   visalaamana [ missing letter- sa-]  - large . 

 

níg-gi-na: justice; trustworthiness; truth ('thing' + 'true, reliable' + nominative).  

niggina   has the consonants  - an – ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  
nadumai  kondathu  [ missing  letter –the-]  – justice . 

niggina   has the consonants  - an – ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  unmai  
kondathu [ missing  letter –the-]  – has got truth . 

niggina   has the consonants  - an – ka- an –and the  original Tamil word is  
namapaka  thanamai  kondathu [ missing  letters- pa- and -the -] – reliable.  

 

níg-gig: evil; taboo, abomination ('thing' + 'illness'). 

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is innaanku – 
evil.    
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niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is vinai – evil 
deed.  

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the other interpretation  of the word is  
vikkinam –evil .   

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is van  kann / 
ven-k-kann - evil  eye . 

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is nachchu  
kann [ missing letter- sa-] - evil  eye . 

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is vanjakan  [ 
missing letter- sa-] – evil  minded person . 

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is sankkai – evil  
spirit . 

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is thadai  
kattaana  [ missing letter- the -] – taboo  ; thadai  idu - to block .  

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the other interpretation  of the word is 
asinkkam [ missing letter- sa -] – disgust.     

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  noavu / naivu  
-sick.  

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  anankku –
disease.  

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
anukkam- infantile  sickness.  

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kanam-  
child’s disease.  

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kanai  noaei  
vakai – a disease type.  
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 niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  mookku  
kanam- a disease.  

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaama  noaei 
- love sickness; kaamam- sexual desire/ heat.  

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
sukaveenam [ missing letter- sa-] -sick . 

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  mani  kaasam 
[ missing letter- sa-] -  eye disease.  

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  masakkai  
noavu [ missing letter- sa-] – morning  sickness; noavu –sickness .  

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  soakai  naoei  
vakai-[ missing letter- sa-]-   anemia / bright’s disease  

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kann noaei – 
eye disese ; kann –eye . 

niggig  has the consonants- an - ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  pun- kann  [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - disease . 

 

 níg-gilim: sieve; ruining, spoiling; mongoose ('thing' + 'to twist'; cf., dnin-kilim).  

niggilim  has the consonants - an -ka - la -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maavu  salikkanum [ missing letter- sa-]  -to sieve flour; maavu –flour; salikka- to 
sieve .  

niggilim  has the consonants - an -ka - la -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
veezha seiyanum [ missing letter- sa-]   -to ruin.  

niggilim  has the consonants - an -ka - la -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhikkanum /  alai kazhikkanum   /  alai kulaiyaakanum  -to  ruin ; azhikka- to ruin .  
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niggilim  has the consonants - an -ka - la -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
paazhaa-k-kanum [ missing letter- pa-]  - to spoil  ;  paazh –spoil .  

niggilim  has the consonants - an -ka - la -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuzhappanum [ missing letter- pa-]  – to  spoil . 

niggilim  has the consonants - an -ka - la -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kollai  kollanum  -to take spoil  /to  plunder . 

niggilim  has the consonants - an -ka - la -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
valai-k-kanum – to twist .   

niggilim  has the consonants - an -ka - la -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
neli-k-kanum – twist . 

niggilim  has the consonants - an -ka - la -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
paampin  pakaiyaali [ missing letter- pa-]  - enemy   of  snake – mongose . 

 

níg-gu7: food ('thing' + 'to eat').  

niggu   has the consonants -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  uanvu -  food.  

niggu   has the consonants -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   unnuka- eat.  

 

níg-gu7-a: fattened; consumption; food consumed ('thing' + 'to eat' + nominative 
suffix). 

niggu has the consonants – an-  ka  -and the original Tamil  word is unnuka / 
unnukai -   eat/ eating  .  

niggu has the consonants – an-  ka  -and the original Tamil  word is unnum unavu  
vakai  - food  types; unavu –food; vakai –type   . 

niggu has the consonants – an-  ka  -and the original Tamil  word is punakam /   
poanakm / pakkaannam [ missing letter- pa-] -  cooked food.  
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niggu has the consonants – an-  ka  -and the original Tamil  word is kanji [ missing 
letter- sa-] – liquid  food / gruel . 

niggu has the consonants – an-  ka  -and the original Tamil  word is  kundu aaka / 
thadi  vaikkanum  [ missing letter- the-] – fattened; kundu –stout; thadiththa  –
thick/ stout  . 

niggu has the consonants – an-  ka  -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
vannam  vaikka - to get  fattened/  to  becoame handsome/ to  have good  figure; 
vannam[Malayalam] - fat/ stout; vaikka- keep  .  

 

níg-gu7-da: nourishment ('thing' + 'to eat' + contraction of marû participial and 
nominative suffixes).  

nigguda  has the consonants -an - ka -the -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
saththaana   unavu  unna  vaendum  [ missing letter- sa-] – to eat  nutritious  food.  

 

níg-gu7-dè: something designated for consuming ('thing' + 'to eat' + marû 
participial suffix). 

niggude  has the consonants - an - ka  -the  -and the   original Tamil  word is  unna 
koodiaya  unavu  vakai-  - the food that  can be consumed ; unna- to eat  ; unavu –
food ; vakai –type .  

niggude  has the consonants - an - ka  -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thinkka  vaendum – to eat  ; thinnu –dine .  

 

 níg-gul: maul, used to break the clods left after harrowing ('thing' + 'to destroy').  

niggul   has the consonants- an – ka- la –  and the  original Tamil  word is   kottan 
kattai / kundakam   kondu   thaali  adiththa    kettiyaana   munn  katti-yai   nanku  
udaiththidal    vaendum [ missing letter- the -] -  to break the clods left after 
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harrowing ; ketti munn -  hard soil ; nanku –well ; udaikka- to break ; kundakam- 
blade harrow . 

niggul   has the consonants- an – ka- la –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
azhithidal  vaendum /  keduththidal  vaendum / kolluthal  vaendum / 
matkadiththal  vaendum  /alikazhiththidal  vaendum  [ missing letter- the -] -to 
destroy;   azhiththidu –to destroy ;  kedu –destroy  ; matkadikka- detroy .  

 

níg-gur11[GA]: property; possession; property owner ('thing' + 'piled up'). 

niggur   has the consonants -an - ka -Ra - and the   original Tamil  word is udamai-
k-kaaran [ missing letter- the -] -property owner. 

niggur   has the consonants -an - ka -Ra - and the   original Tamil  word is thani  
manitharin  udamai  / urimai [ missing letter- the -] – property  of a person ; 
urimai –rights; udaimai- belongings ; thani  manithar –individual person .  

niggur   has the consonants -an - ka -Ra - and the   original Tamil  word is ondrin  
kooru [ missing letter- the -] – property  of something . 

 

 níg-gál(-la): sickle ('object' + 'to fill a storage basket' + nominative).  

niggal  has the consonants  -an-  ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  koon  vaal  
-sickle.   

niggal  has the consonants  -an-  ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
valaivaana  vaal – sickle; valaivu –curve ; vaal- sword .  

 

níg-giš-tag-ga: offering ('object' + 'to make a religious offering').  

niggistagga   has the consonants - an – ka- the- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandavanukku  kaannikkai   kodukka  vaendum  - to give offering to the god  
;aandavan –god; kaanikkai- offering ; kodukka- to give .  
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níg-hu-hu-nu: helplessness ('object' + 'helpless').  

nighuhunu  has the consonants-  an – ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thathi  kaedu  adainthavan  - kaanki [ missing leteter- the -] – helpless person . 

 

níg-igi...nu-du8-a: something never seen (by an eye) ('thing' + 'eye' + 'not' + 'to 
crack open' + nominative).  

nigiginudua   has the consonants – an- ka- an -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kann   kaanatha  onnu  - something never seen by an eye; kann- eye; kaana –to 
see;  kaanaathu –not seeing . 

 

níg-íl(-l): support ('thing' + 'to raise up'). 

nigil  has the consonants – an- ka- la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is nilai kaal – 
support - as  a post .     

nigil  has the consonants – an- ka- la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is kalai  kann   
- support   as relieving  in distress.   

nigil  has the consonants – an- ka- la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaankkuthal  / kai  thaankkuthal  [ missing letter- the-]-  – support ; kai- arm .  

nigil  has the consonants – an- ka- la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  uoondru  
kaal [ missing letter- the-]-  support  /crutch ; kaal- leg .  

nigil  has the consonants – an- ka- la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is thaankku  
kole [ missing letter- the-]-  support  ;  kole- stick .  

nigil  has the consonants – an- ka- la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is thunai 
vazhu [ missing letter- the-]-  support.   
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nigil  has the consonants – an- ka- la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   thaankkal 
[ missing letter- the-]- raise  up.   
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                                              Page-128  

 

 

íg-im-ba: loss ('thing' + 'the paid out'). 

igimba  has the  consonants - ka –ma-  [-pa-]  – and  the  original Tamil  word is  
kayam – loss.  

igimba  has the  consonants - ka –ma-  [-pa-]  – and  the  original Tamil  word is  
manku  - loss.  

 

 níg-ka-bi ba-ak: account settled ('account' + 'its' + conjugation prefix + 'to make').  

nigkabibaak   has the consonants  - an - ka – [-pa -]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kanakku – account.  

nigkabibaak   has the consonants  - an - ka – -pa -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mudikka  patta   kanakkau [ missing letter- the -] - account settled ; mudikka- 
to finish  ;kanakku –accounts  

nigkabibaak   has the consonants  - an - ka – -pa -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  undaakka  vaendum –to make  ;undaaku  -make.  

 

níg-kal-la: precious ('thing' + 'to value, esteem' + nominative). 

nigkalla   has the consonants –an- ka-  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla  
vilai  yulla  - valued one ; vilai- value  ;ulla- having ;nalla- good  . 

nigkalla   has the consonants –an- ka-  la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kannaiyam  ulla- with  esteem .  
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 níg-kal-kal(-la): everything valuable ('things' + reduplicated 'to value, esteem' + 
nominative). 

nigkalkalla  has the consonants - an - ka - la  -  ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   anaiththu  anikalan-k-kalum  mikuntha vilai  kondathu  [ missing letter- the -]- 
all jewels are highly  expensive;  naiththum- all  ;  ani-kalan -jewel ; mikuntha- 
excess ; vilai –price ; kondathu- has  .  

nigkalkalla  has the consonants - an - ka - la  -  ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  anaiththu  thankka  anikalan-k-kalin  vilaiyaei   alavu  ida  vaendum- to  value all 
the  gold  jewels ; thankkam- gold; ani- kalan- jewel  ; vilai- price  ; alavu  idu –to 
calculate .  

nigkalkalla  has the consonants - an - ka - la  -  ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is anaiththu  thanka  anikalan-k-kalaiyim  thokam kaanal  vaendum [ missing 
letter- the -]- to value  all the gold  jewels  ;  thokam- valve ; kaana- to see   .  

nigkalkalla  has the consonants - an - ka - la  -  ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thozhu  thakuthal vaendum – to  respect . 

nigkalkalla  has the consonants - an - ka - la  -  ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mee-k-kolluthal  vaendum – to respect.  

 

 níg-kas7/ka9[ŠID]: account; accounting; result (of a mathematical operation or 
calculation) (from Akk. nikkassu , 'deduction', from nakaasu , 'to cut off'). 

nigkaskasid    has the consonants- an-- ka  - [- sa-] - ka – [-sa-] -  the –   and the  
original Tamil  word is  enn kanakkeedu – accounting  ;enn –numerical number; 
kanakkeedu  -accounting.    

nigkaskasid    has the consonants- an-- ka  - [- sa-] - ka – [-sa-] -  the –   and the  
original Tamil  word is  ennikkai- yaei  kana-k-keeda  vaendum – calculate ; 
kanakkidu  -calculate . 
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nigkaskasid    has the consonants- an-- ka  - [- sa-] - ka – [-sa-] -  the –   and the 
original Tamil  word is  koottu   thokai   ennikkai  -  the number got while adding ; 
kootu –add;  thokai –amount; ennikkai- number  . 

nigkaskasid    has the consonants- an-- ka  - [- sa-] - ka – [-sa-] -  the –   and the 
original Tamil  word is  vakuththa   thokai  ennaikkai – kanakku -the number got 
while dividing;  vaku  -divide;  thokai –amount  ;ennikkai- number ;  kankku – 
account /calculation  . 

nigkaskasid    has the consonants- an-- ka  - [- sa-] - ka – [-sa-] -  the –   and the 
original Tamil  word is  vetti vida vaendum / thundikka  vaendum –to cut off   
;vettu –cut; thundikka- to cut . 

 

 níg-ka9-ak: balanced account ('account' + 'made').  

nigkaak  has the consonants –an-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kanakku  -
account.  

nigkaak  has the consonants –an-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  enjiya  
kanakku / michcha  kanakku / sochcha  kanakku  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - balance 
account ; michcham /sochcham- balance; kanakku –account .   

nigkaak  has the consonants –an-  ka – and the   other  interpretation  of the word 
is paakki -kanakku [ missing  letter- pa-]  - balance  account  ; paakki- balance .    

nigkaak  has the consonants –an-  ka – and the   other  interpretation  of the word 
is aakina- made . 

 

níg-kas7; níg-gaz: half-reed = 3 cubits (Akk. nikkas).  

nigkas  has the consonants  -an-  ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  moonu  
kai  muzham [  missing letter- zha-] – 3 cubit; moonu -3; kai- arm; muzham- cubit . 
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níg-ki: vermin; beasts ('things' + 'ground').  

nigki    has the consonants- an –ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kuranku [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –beast . 

nigki    has the consonants-  an –ka -  and the  other  interpretation  of the word is 
nun - kirumi [ missing letter- Ra-] – micro organism ; nun- micro ; kirumi  -germ  . 

nigki    has the consonants- an –ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  venn nilam  [ 
missing letter- la-] – barren ground ;  nilam –ground  . 

nigki    has the consonants- an –ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  van nilam [ 
missing letter- la-] – hard ground . 

 

níg-ki-sè: funerary offerings (cf., ki-sì-ga) ('things' + 'ground' + 'to apply').  

nigkise  has the consonants  - an - ka – [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
eema  kaanikkai - funerary offerings ;  eemam-  funeral ;  kaanikkai –gift . 

nigkise  has the consonants  - an - ka – [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
eeema vanam / vayaanam  -   cremation ground ; vanam –forest / ground . 

nigkise  has the consonants  - an - ka – [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vinnappikka  [ missing letter- pa-] – to apply . 

 

níg-kú: (cf., níg-gu7 ).  

 

gišníg-ku5(-da): wedge to tighten a bound join ? on a plow ('thing' + 'to separate' 
+ nominative). 

gisnigkuda  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] - an - ka  -the –and the  orignaltamil  
word is   kalappai  -  padaikkalin   appu   /aani   [  missing  letters- la-and- pa-]  –  
wedge  of the plough  ; kalappai –plough  ;padiakkal   -the wooden part  of the  
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plough share to which  the iron point is attached  ;  aappu –wedge  ;  aani  -wedge  
/ nail  

 níg-kúr: belligerence; breaking an agreement ('thing' + 'hostile'/'to change'). 

nigkur  has the consonants – an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is inakka  
murivu   - breaking the agreement  ;murivu – break .  

nigkur  has the consonants – an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is naermai  
meeruka / naermai  murivu-  breaking the agreement.  

nigkur  has the consonants – an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pakai  
unarvu  [ missing letter- pa-] – hostile feeling; unarvu -feeling; pakai  enmity  . 

nigkur  has the consonants – an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  poar 
kunam [ missing letter- pa-] - fighting  tendency / nature; poar- fight/ war; kunam 
–nature.  .  

nigkur  has the consonants – an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   porunar-
k-uku uriya [ missing letter- pa-] – belligerent.  

nigkur  has the consonants – an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pirankku [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -change . 

nigkur  has the consonants – an- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   maara  
vaenum  -to get changed . 

 

 níg-lul-la: treachery ('thing' + 'to lie, deceive' + nominative). 

niglulla   has the consonants -  an- ka- la – and the  orignlal  Tamil word is    
vanjanai  mozhi   sollu [ missing  letter- sa-]  - to lie ; mozhi –word; sollu –say . 

niglulla   has the consonants -  an- ka- la – and the  orignlal  Tamil word is   
vanjiththal   [ missing  letters- sa- and - the -] – deceive.   

niglulla   has the consonants -  an- ka- la – and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  vinkalam – treachery . 
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 níg-mah: a lot; too much ('thing' + 'to be large'). 

nigmak  has the consonants-  an  -ka - ma - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikka  kanamaa -  too much ; mikka- excess;   kanam- weight .  

nigmak  has the consonants-  an  -ka - ma - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
nalla  neelamum , akalumum  , kanamum  ullavai  [ missing letter- la-] – one with  
great length and width  ; nalla- good;  neelam- length ; akalam- width  ; kanam –
weight . 

 

 níg-me-gar: silence; acclaim; the 'perfect tribute' ('thing' + 'to make silent').  

nigmegar  has the consonants -an - ka -ma –ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mika   sariyaana   vanakka  murai  [ missing letter –sa-] – perfect  way  of   
respecting  ; mikka-  excess;  sariyaana –correct;  vanankku  -salute / worship;  
murai- method .  

nigmegar  has the consonants -an - ka -ma –ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   amaithi  kaaththiduthar vaendum [ missing letter –the-]- to keep silence ; 
amaithi – peace/ silence  ;kaaththidu  -to keep  . 

nigmegar  has the consonants -an - ka -ma –ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    umm  ena  erukka  vaendum [ missing letter –the-]- to keep mum ; 
mounamaaka  erukka  vaendum ; mounam- not talking  . 

nigmegar  has the consonants -an - ka -ma –ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    vaai  adaiththar  vaendum - [ missing letter –the-]- to close the mouth ; vaai -  
mouth .   

nigmegar  has the consonants -an - ka -ma –ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aara vaara maaka  vara vaerkka  vaendum [ missing letter –the-]-to greet a 
person in a grand way  ; aaravaaram –sound ;   vara vaerkka- to welcome . 
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níg-mí-ús-sá: wedding gift ('thing' + 'woman' + 'to come near to' + 'to equal in 
value').  

 nigmiusaa   has the  consonants- an  -ka -ma -sa -  and the  original Tamil  word / 
meaning  is  mana  pennu-k-kuaana  san-maanam /  vekumaanam /    kaanikkai / 
eevu/ eekai    [ missing letter- pa-] – gift for the bride  / bride groom ;  mana penn 
– bride;  kaanikkai –gift ; sanmaanam  / vekumaanam-   gift ; eevu  /eekai- gift . 

nigmiusaa   has the  consonants- an  -ka -ma –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  anukanum -  to approach . 

nigmiusaa   has the  consonants- an  -ka -ma –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word / meaning  is  mankai- woman . 

nigmiusaa   has the  consonants- an  -ka -ma –[-sa-]  -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  mokanaan-k-kanni / kaama –k- kani  -  fascinating  
woman   ; moakam - lust; kaamam  -lust; kanni – girl / virgin  .  

 

níg-na-me; níg-nam: anything ('thing' + emphatic prefix + 'to be').  

nignam  has the consonants  - an  -  ka –an- ma –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ethu   vaendu-maa-naalum    [ missing letters-  la- and- the-] -anything ; ethuvum 
– any thing  . 

 

níg-nam-kù: property made of precious metal ('possessions' + abstract prefix + 
'precious metal').  

 nignamku  has the   consonants -an - ka - na – ma-  ka –and the  original Tamil  
word  / meaning is  thanka   kan-k-kanam  aninithiduka  -to wear gold jewel  for 
the arm ;  thanakm –gold; kankkanam- arm wearing  ;  aninthiduka- wear  . 

nignamku  has the   consonants -an - ka - na – ma-  ka –and the  original Tamil  
word  / meaning is  thanka   ottiyaanam   aninthiduka  [ missing letter- the-]-to 
wear gold  jewel for the waist  ; thankam- gold; ottiyaanam- jewel  for the hip .  
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nignamku  has the   consonants -an - ka - na – ma-  ka –and the  original Tamil  
word  / meaning is  thanka   mookkuththi  aninthiduka  [ missing letter- the-] -  to 
wear gold  nose ring ; mookkuththi – nose ring; mookku  -nose; kuththu –pierce .    

 

níg-nam-nu-kal: nothing is precious ('anything' + 'not' + 'valued'). 

nignamnukal    has the consonants –an-  ka –an- ma- an – ka- la –and the  original  
Tamil  word is  evu –anikalan-k-kalukkumae  vilai illai  -all jewels  are not valuble   
;evu    -all;   anikalan  -jewel ;  vilai –cost ;  illai- nil  .  

 

 níg-nam-tar-ra: nature ('thing' + 'fate').  

nignamtara  has the consonants - an - ka -an - ma –the-  Ra –and the orignalTamil  
word is  iyarkkaiyaan thanmai – nature.  

nignamtara  has the consonants - an - ka -an - ma –the-  Ra –and the orignalTamil  
word is  munnarae   mudivaana ondru – already  decided one  ; munnarae-  
earlier; mudivaana- decided; ondru  -one . 

nignamtara  has the consonants - an - ka -an - ma –the-  Ra –and the orignalTamil  
word is  theivam  ninaikidra  ondru  / oru mudivu -  wish of god;  thaeivam  -god;  
ninaikkindra  -thinking;  oru –one; mudivu  -decision  .  

nignamtara  has the consonants - an - ka -an - ma –the-  Ra –and the orignalTamil  
word is  aandavarin   ennam – thoughts of god ;aandavan  -god; ennam- thought .  

 

níg-nu-dùg: unpleasant (things) ('things' + not + 'sweet, good'). 

nignudug   has the consonants –an-  ka- an- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is inimaikku  kaedaana- unpleasant  ; inimai -pleasant  ; kaedu  -damage . 
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nignudug   has the consonants –an-  ka- an- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
mikuntha nanmai  kondathu –good one  ;  mikuntha –excess;  nanamai  -good/ 
profit ; kondathu –having . 

nignudug   has the consonants –an-  ka- an- the -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
thaenikkum  onnu  / mikuntha  inippu/ thi -thithippu  kondathu [ missing letter- 
pa-]- sweet  ;inippu –sweet  ; thi-ththippu  -sweet;  thaen- honey ;thaenikka- 
sweet.  .  

 

 níg-nu-mu-da-sá: nothing is comparable with it ('things' + 'not' + conjugation 
prefix + 'with' + 'to equal in value'). 

nignumudasa  has the consonants- an- ka –an- ma –the- sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  oppittu kaana mudiyaatha  mathippu  udaiya  onnu  [ missing letter- pa-]-   
one that  can not be compared with; oppidu  -to compare ; mudiyaathu  -can not ; 
mathippu  -value ; udayathu –having ;ondru –one   . 

nignumudasa  has the consonants- an- ka –an- ma –the- sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is  oppaana mathippu  kondathu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  -has equal  value ; 
opaana- equal ; mathippu  -value ; kondathu –having . 

 

 Ní sa6-ga: unpleasant (things) ('things' + not + 'sweet, good'). 

 nisaga   has the consonants - an –[- sa-]  –ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
inimaiyaaaka – sweet . 

nisaga   has the consonants - an – sa- –ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
suvaaiyaana- tasty . 

nisaga   has the consonants - an – sa- –ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kasappaana [ missing letter- pa-]  -  bitter . 

nisaga   has the consonants - an –[- sa-]  –ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
nanku  -good.  
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níg...ra: to throw something; to beat (up) ('thing' + 'to strike').  

nigra  has the consonats – an-  ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is thookki 
erinthiduka [ missing  letter- the -]-  to throw . 

nigra  has the consonats – an-  ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is  kavaru  
urutta  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]-  – to throw  as  of  dice . 

nigra  has the consonats – an-  ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is nookuthar 
[ missing  letter- the -]- throw / discharge  as  a weapon . 

nigra  has the consonats – an-  ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is yaevuthar  
vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]- throw  as  a dart.  

nigra  has the consonats – an-  ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuththuthar  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]-to give blows ; kuththu- punch.  

nigra  has the consonats – an-  ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is thaakuthar  
vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]-to attack ; thakka- attack.  

 nigra  has the consonats – an-  ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
moththuthar  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]-to hit.  

 nigra  has the consonats – an-  ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
erukkuthar  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]-  beat  as a drum . 

nigra  has the consonats – an-  ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is araithar  
vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]-  to slap . 

nigra  has the consonats – an-  ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is kottuthar  
vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]-  to hit with  hand knuckles .  
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 nigra  has the consonats – an-  ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is nooruthar  
vaendum [ missing  letter- the -]- to beat  /strike . 

 

níg-sa-ha(2): fruit remaining after the harvest; garden fruit; springtime fruit 
('thing' + Akk. ,sahharu , 'something small'; cf., also Akk. muthummu ). 

nigsaha   has the consonants – an- ka -sa –ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
minjiya  kaai kani -  remaining fruits . 

nigsaha   has the consonants – an- ka –[-sa -] –ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
ila  vaenil  kaala  kaai  kanikal [ missing letter- la-] - spring  time  fruits  . 

nigsaha   has the consonants – an- ka -sa –ka-   and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   vasantha  kaala  kaai  kanikal  [ missing letters- la-  and -the - ] - 
spring  time  fruits  . 

nigsaha   has the consonants – an- ka -sa –ka-   and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  visu kani  - fruit remaining after the harvest. 

 

 (urudu)níg-sa-sa: roasting oven ('thing' + 'roasting').  

urudunigsasa   has the consonants -Ra  -the –an- ka- [-sa -]-– and the  original 
Tamil  word is  varuththida   vaendum –to roast.  

urudunigsaga   has the consonants -Ra  -the –an- ka- [-sa -]- – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vathakkuthar  vaendum  -to roast . 

urudunigsaga   has the consonants -Ra  -the –an- ka- sa - and the  original Tamil  
word is   nandraaka  varuththa  soottu eraichchi  -  roasted meat . 

urudunigsaga   has the consonants -Ra  -the –an- ka- [-sa -]- – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   karukkuthar  vaendum – to fry . 

urudunigsaga   has the consonants -Ra  -the –an- ka- [-sa -]- – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaaichchuthar  vaendum – to fry . 
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urudunigsaga   has the consonants -Ra  -the –an- ka- sa - – and the  original Tamil  
word is  iraichchi  varukkindra satti – frying pan.  

urudunigsaga   has the consonants -Ra  -the –an- ka- sa - – and the  original Tamil  
word is  iraichchi  varukkindra mu-k-koottu – roasting  oven . 

urudunigsaga   has the consonants -Ra  -the –an- ka- sa - – and the  original Tamil  
word is  iraichchi   porikkindra  soottu  aduppu  / poaranai  / kanappu  aduppu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - oven to fry  meat . 

 

níg-sá[DI]: goal ('thing' + 'to compare with; to compete').  

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
konda noakkam – goal . 

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
konda ennam – goal . 

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
konda ayanam – goal  . 

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –sa-- the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
konda van moochchu  - aspiration one has . 

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
adaiya  vaendiyathu – that  which  has to be attained . 

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is  
konda naattam / naada vaendiyathu / thaeda  vaendiyathu   -that which  has to  
be  sought . 

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   
naadi  thittam  ida vaendum   -  to aim  . 

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   
oppida vaendum/ oppu  noakkida  vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-]- to compare . 
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nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   
uvamiththida vaendum  -to compare .  

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   
inai ittu  noakku  -  compare.  

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   
eedu  kodukka  vaendum- to compete .  

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   
poatti  poada  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] –to compete. 

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –sa-- the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   
saduththam  pannuka [ missing letter- pa-] – compete . 

nigsadi  has the consonants -an - ka –[-sa-] - the -  and  the  original Tamil  word is   
nikaridu [ missing letter- Ra-]- compare. 

 

níg-sa6-ga: pleasure, happiness ('thing' + 'sweet, good').  

nigsaga  has the consonants -  an-  ka –[-sa-] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mana vakumai /  mana  uvakai  / uvakai kaana – mental   happiness.  

nigsaga  has the consonants -  an-  ka –sa- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is     
mikka mana makizhchchi   [ missing letter- zha-] – mental  happiness.  

nigsaga  has the consonants -  an-  ka –[- sa-] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is     
mikka  inpam  [ missing letter- pa-] – extreme  pleasure ; mikka anu . 

nigsaga  has the consonants -  an-  ka –[- sa-] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is     
thaenikka [ missing letter- the- ]  – be happy . 

nigsaga  has the consonants -  an-  ka – sa-- ka –  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  sukam   kaana   -to   enjoy pleasure . 

nigsaga  has the consonants -  an-  ka – [-sa-] -- ka –  and the  original Tamil word 
is  nanmai mikka – good  ;  nanmai  payakka  . 
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nigsaga  has the consonants -  an-  ka – [-sa-] -- ka –  and the  original Tamil word 
is  inimai  mikka  -sweet.  

 

níg-sám: price ('thing' + 'to buy, sell'). 

nigsam   has the consonants - an  -ka – [-sa-] - ma  -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaankanum –  to buy.  

nigsam   has the consonants - an  -ka – [-sa-] - ma  -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vikkanum – to sell.  

nigsam   has the consonants - an  -ka – sa-- ma  -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
vanikam  sei- sell.  

nigsam   has the consonants - an  -ka – sa-- ma  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
sodikka vaendum  [ missing letter- the -]  -to sell.  

nigsam   has the consonants - an  -ka –-sa- ma  -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
poakku  seiyanum [ missing letter- pa-]- sell.  

nigsam   has the consonants - an  -ka – [-sa-] - ma  -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kunthakam  [ missing letter- the -] - low price . 

 

 níg-sám/sa10-ma(-šè): (for) purchase ('thing' + 'to buy, sell' + nominative [ + 
terminative suffix]). 

nigsam   has the consonants -  an- ka-  [-sa-]  -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaankanum -  to buy .  

nigsam   has the consonants -  an- ka-  [-sa-]  -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vikkanum – to sell.  

nigsam   has the consonants -  an- ka-  [-sa-]  -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vanaikam- trade  . 
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nigsam   has the consonants -  an- ka- sa--ma -  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   vanichchiyam  -trade.  

nigsam   has the consonants -  an- ka-  [-sa-]  -ma -  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  nikamam – trade.  

nigsam   has the consonants -  an- ka-  sa- -ma -  and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  pasankam  [ missing letter- pa-] -  business.  

 

níg-si-sá: equity, justice, fairness ('thing' + 'straight'). 

nigsisa  has the consonants - an  -ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
naduvu [ missing  letter- the -] – justice.  

nigsisa  has the consonants - an  -ka –[-sa -] -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  neeyaaya maaka – justice.  

nigsisa  has the consonants - an  -ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavin 
– fairness.  

nigsisa  has the consonants - an  -ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
paanku  [ missing letter- pa-] -fairness / beauty  . 

nigsisa  has the consonants - an  -ka –[-sa -] -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vanappu [ missing letter- pa-] –fairness/ beauty  .  

nigsisa  has the consonants - an  -ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
naeraaka  [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  straight . 

nigsisa  has the consonants - an  -ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koanaama   -  straight/ not bend . 

nigsisa  has the consonants - an  -ka –sa --and the  original Tamil  word is sev-   
vaiyaana -  straight.  

nigsisa  has the consonants - an  -ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
naermaiyaaka  [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  equity .    
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 níg-sig-ga: weakness ('thing' + 'small, weak'). 

nigsigga  has the consonants - an - ka  -[- sa-] - ka – and the   interpretation  of the 
word is  word is anukkam - weakness  from fever , lethargy   .   

nigsigga  has the consonants - an - ka  - sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is     
sunakkam  kaaana  - weak . 

nigsigga  has the consonants - an - ka  -sa- ka – and the   interpretation  of the 
word is   thanja -k –kaedu [ missing letter- the -]   - weakness/  debility / 
destitution.  

nigsigga  has the consonants - an - ka  - sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinna  vadivam  kondathu [ missing letter- the -]  - having a small size.  

nigsigga  has the consonants - an - ka  - sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
Konjooundu [ missing letter- the -]  – little. 

nigsigga  has the consonants - an - ka  - sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
nasukku – that  which  is amall.  

 

 níg-sila11[ŠID]-gá: dough. 

nigsilasidga  has the consonants- -an - ka   -sa - la – sa-  the-  ka  -   and the  
original Tamil  meaning  of the word is   nalla  salladai  kondu  saliththa   nalla   
puliththa  pisaintha  koathumai   maavu [ missing letter- pa-] -  well sieved wheat 
dough . 

 

 níg-šà-bi: what is in it; contents ('things' + 'interior' + 'its').  

nigsabi  has the consonants  -an - ka [-sa -]- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
akani-  interior.  
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nigsabi  has the consonants  -an - ka [-sa -]- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aka nilai [ missing  letter- la-]- interior. 

 

níg-šà-gar-ra: famine ('thing' + 'hunger' + nominative). 

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - ka - Ra -  and the  interpretation  of 
the  word is   neevarakam -  famine.  

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is  oruvanai-  scarcity . 

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is  unavu  kuraivaana  naeram- time of food  shortage; unavu- food; kuraivu- less ; 
naeram- time . 

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is  nal - kuravu [ missing leter- la-] -  starvation.   

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is  vara naeram  - time of famine . 

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- -sa- ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word is  
varatchchiyaana   naeram [ missing leter- the -] – time of famine . 

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is  unna  unavu  indri  varuntha / vathaikka [ missing leter- the -]-  starvation; 
unna- to eat; unavu –food ; indri –without  varuntha- suffer /worried  . 

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is  mikuthiyaana  varumai / or-k-kam/ aruvam   [ missing leter- the -]- starvation / 
dearth / scarcity ; mikuthi –excess; varumai- poverty .   

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is  kodumaiyaana  varam [ missing leter- the -]-  severe famine; kodumai- severe   . 
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nigsagara   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is   vayiru  kaaikindathu/ visarkkindathu  [ missing leter- the -]-  hunger  ; vayeiru –
stoamch ; kaaya –hungry .   

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- sa-- ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word is   
unnum  unarvu / unarchchci – appetite ; unna-  to eat ; unarchchi- fee .  

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is   vayiru  erikindrathu  [ missing leter- the -]- hungry; vayeiru- stomach; 
erikindrathu –burning  .  

nigsagara   has the consonants – an-sa-- ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word is   
kaar – kaar- ena   pasikka  [ missing letter- pa-]- hungry ; pasikka- to have hunger  . 

nigsagara   has the consonants – an-[- sa-] -- ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  
word is unnum  viruppam  [ missing letter- pa-]-  appetite ; unnna- to eat; 
viruppam- desire .   

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- sa-- ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word is    
in suvai   kavarchchi- appetite ; in suvai- good  taste ; kavarchchi- interest .   

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- [-sa-] - ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is   kattaantharaiyaana [ missing letter- the -]-  hungry . 

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- sa- ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word is  
pasikkindrathu  [ missing lettert-  pa- and- the -]-  hungry . 

nigsagara   has the consonants – an- sa- ka - Ra -  and the   original Tamil  word is   
soaru  vaenum / aakaram  vaenum - in need  of cooked  rice; soaru- cooked rice; 
vaendum –want  . 

 

 níg-šà-te-na: soothing to one's heart or mood ('thing' + 'heart, mood' + 'to 
soothe' + nominative). 
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nigsatena   has the consonants-  an- ka - sa – the- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  manathai  thaniya  seithida vaendum-  soothing  one's mind; manathu- 
mind; thaniya- to satisfy  ;  seithidu –do .  

nigsatena   has the consonants-  an- ka - sa – the- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  amaithi  kanda  nenjam – the heart  who has  got the  peace  ; amaithi- 
peace ; kanda- seen ; nenjam- chest . 

nigsatena   has the consonants-  an- ka – [- sa -] – the- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  akaththin  kunam  /thanmai  -  mood ;akam- mind/ soul ; kunam- nature  . 

nigsatena   has the consonants-  an- ka - sa – the- an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  nejakaththin   kundi –k-kaaai   - the heart  with in the chest;  nenjakam- 
chest ; kundi-k- kaai –heart  /lung /liver/ kidney  . 

 

 níg-ŠID: (cf., níg-kas7/ka9 ). 

 

 níg-šu-gá: everything in my hands ('thing' + 'hands' + 'in my'). 

nigsuga   has theconsonats- an – ka- [- sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ellaamae  /  ulakamae  en  ullan-k-kai - kku  ullae [ missing letter- la-] - everything 
/whole  world  is within  my  palm  ;  ellaamae- all ; ulakam –world ; en- my ; ullan- 
k-kai- palm of the hand  . 

 

 níg-šu-taka4-a: objects that will be given away ('object' + 'to send, abandon' + 
nominative). 

Nigsutaka    has the consonants - an - ka – [-sa -] – the-  ka -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   koduththu  anuppa  pada vaendiya  pandam / saamaan [ missing 
letter- pa-]  – objects that  has to be given away ; kodu –give; anuppu –send ; 
pandam- material . 
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Nigsutaka    has the consonants - an - ka – [-sa -] – the-  ka -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kai vida vaendum -   abandon.  

Nigsutaka    has the consonants - an - ka – [-sa -] – the-  ka -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vittu  neenkida  vaendum – to abandon;  neenkkidu- leave . 

Nigsutaka    has the consonants - an - ka – [-sa -] – the-  ka -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  othukkida  vaendum - to leave as refuse ; othukku –to keep away .  

Nigsutaka    has the consonants – [- an-]  - ka – [-sa -] – the-  ka -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  vithukam – abandoning . 

 

 níg-šu-ti-a: what(ever) one receives ('object' + 'to receive' + nominative).  

nigsutia    has the consonants-  an  -ka –[- sa-] - the – and the  orignalTamil  word 
is   vaankiduka -  receive . 

 

níg...šub: to neglect something ('thing' + 'to let drop').  

nigsub  has the consonants - an - ka – [-sa-]  –[-pa-]  – and the  original  Tamil  
word is kai vida vaendum [ missing letter- the-] –to neglect; kai vidu- leave away  . 

nigsub  has the consonants - an - ka – [-sa-]  –[-pa-]  – and the  original  Tamil  
word is  kavanikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the-] –to  neglect  ; kavanikka- to 
look after ; vaendaam- do not . 

nigsub  has the consonants - an - ka – [-sa-]  –pa-– and the  original  Tamil  word is   
paena-k-koodaathu [ missing letter- the-] –to  neglect ; paenuthal- to look after . 

nigsub  has the consonants - an - ka - sa –[-pa-]  – and the  original  Tamil  word is    
asattai  seithida vaendum [ missing letter- the-] -to  neglect  /disrespect . 

nigsub  has the consonants - an - ka - sa –-pa- – and the   other interpretation  of 
the  word is  upaetshiththida[Skt]  vaendum [ missing letter- the-] - to  neglect . 
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nigsub  has the consonants - an - ka - sa –-pa- – and the   other interpretation  of 
the  word is uthaa seena paduththa  vaendum [ missing letter- the-] - to  neglect .  

nigsub  has the consonants - an - ka - sa –[-pa-]  – and the  original  Tamil  word is    
ninthanai seithida vaendum [ missing letter-the-]-to neglect ; ninthanai- derision  . 

nigsub  has the consonants - an - ka – [- sa-]  –[-pa-]  – and the  original  Tamil  
word is    thonkka  vida vaendum [ missing letter- the-] -  to drop .   

nigsub  has the consonants - an - ka – [-sa-] -pa- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
thaanki   pidikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the-]  - to  let drop  ; pidikka- to catch .   

nigsub  has the consonants - an - ka – sa--pa- and the  original  Tamil  word is  kai  
pisaka  vaendum [ missing letter- the-]  - to  let drop . 

  

níg-túg: blanket (for an animal); pack-saddle ('thing' + 'cloth'). 

nigtug  has the consonants-  an - ka -the - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
saena-k-kattu [ missing letter- sa-]   -pack saddle; saenam- saddle .  

nigtug  has the consonants-  an - ka -the - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
padukkai  thuni [ missing letter- pa-]  - bed spread ; padukkai- bed; thuni- cloth . 

nigtug  has the consonants-  an - ka -the - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
naeiyinthu  poana  kanthai  thuni  - kappadam [ missing letter- pa-]  - rags .   

textiles[E]   has the consonants - the –ka- sa - the - la – sa-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  Senkunthan   Kai - Kolanaal  nesavu  seitha   thukil-kal – cloths  made  by  
weaver ; Senkuthan- weaver caste ; Kai Kolan –weaver caste ; nesavu –weaving  ; 
seitha- done ;  thukil- cloth .  

 

 níg-tuku: rich, wealthy ('thing' + 'to have'). 

nigtuku  has the conosnants –an- ka -the - ka – and the original Tamil  word is   kai  
kondiduka – to have; kai- hand ; kondidu – to have  .  
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nigtuku  has the conosnants –an- ka -the - ka – and the original Tamil  word is 
yaeththu  kondiduka – to  have   . 

nigtuku  has the conosnants –an- ka -the - ka – and the original Tamil  word is  
udamai  mikuthi  kondavan – wealthy  person ; udaimai- possession ; mikuthi –
excess; kondavan- one who  has .  

nigtuku  has the conosnants –an- ka -the - ka – and the   other  interpretation  of 
the  word  is  nithi-k-koan –  kubera -   as the  lord  of the riches; koan- king ; nithi- 
fund .  

nigtuku  has the conosnants –an- ka -the - ka – and the   other  interpretation  of 
the  word  is  thana-k-kattu / nithi kattu  -  immense riches; thanam –wealth  .  

nigtuku  has the conosnants –an- ka -the - ka – and the original Tamil  word is  
thiraviyavaan  [ missing letter- Ra-]- wealthy  person.  

nigtuku  has the conosnants –an- ka -the - ka – and the original Tamil  word is   
iyarkkaiyaana  kudi [ missing letter- Ra-]- wealthy  family ; kudi –family .  

  

 níg-tukum-ta(-/ak/): something coincidental ('thing' + 'if' + 'from' + genitive). 

nigtukumta    has the consonants -an -ka - the -ka -ma -the –and the  orignalTamil  
word is   munnathaka   ethuvumae  thittam  idaathu   nadanthavai – unplanned 
one;  munnathakaa- earlier ;  thittam- plan ; nadanthida - to  occur.  

 

 níg-tur: a small amount ('thing' + 'small'). 

nigtur   has the consonants  -an - ka -the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuraintha  thokai – small amount; kuraintha- less; thokai- amount .  

 

 níg-ú-rum: possession; acquisition ('thing' + 'personal, private').  
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nigurum  has the consonants - an –ka- Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thani  manithar oruvarudaiya  udaimai / urimai [ missing letter- the -]  - private  
property/ rights ; thani manithar- individual  person ; oruvar- one person ; 
udaimai- belongings ; urimai –rights   . 

nigurum  has the consonants - an –ka- Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
udamai aakkuthar  vaendum  [ missing letter- the -] –to acquire ;udaimai –
possessions  ; aakku- to make .  

nigurum  has the consonants - an –ka- Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kavarnthida  vaendum  [ missing letter- the -] –to acquire .  

nigurum  has the consonants - an –ka- Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thani  manitharukku  uriya [ missing letter- the -]  - personal .  

nigurum  has the consonants - an –ka- Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thani  oru  manitharai  noakkiyathu / kuriththathu  [ missing letter- the -]  - 
personal  ;thani  manithar- individual  person . 

nigurum  has the consonants - an –ka- Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
near mukamaaka  - personally / face to face ; mukam- face .  

nigurum  has the consonants - an –ka- Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naermuka  kavanam – personal  attention; kavanam –attaention   . 

nigurum  has the consonants - an –ka- Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thirai maraivaana   [ missing letter- the -]  -  behind the screen ; thirai- screen; 
maraivu -  secret  . 

nigurum  has the consonants - an –ka- Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maraivaana  - covert/ hidden /secret  . 

nigurum  has the consonants - an –ka- Ra -ma -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is antharankam  [ missing letter- the -]  - personal / private . 

 

níg-ú-zug4[KA×LI]: foul food ('thing' + 'plant, food' + 'to spit out ?').  
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niguzug kal   has the consonants  -an - ka – [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  
word is kettu  poana   /azhuki  poana -  aduku  valam / kai thodal  / auvalaa / valsi  
[ missing  letters-  pa -and -the -] -  foul food ;  kettu  poana –spoiled /decayed   
;azhukiya- rotten ; aduku valam –food . 

niguzug kal   has the consonants  -an - ka – [-sa-] -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paazh-aana   unavu  vakai  kal [ missing  letter - pa-]  -  spoiled food 
;paazh –spoil ; unavu –food; vakai- kind   . 

niguzug kal   has the consonants  -an - ka – sa--ka –la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaai  echchilai   thuppida   vaendum   [ missing  letters-  pa -and -the -] -to 
spit  saliva  ;vaai- mouth ; echchil –saliva ;thuppu –spit  .   

niguzug kal   has the consonants  -an - ka – sa--ka –la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  suvai mikka / manam  veesum /  manam kamazhum    vaki  vakaiyaana  
unavu  vakaikal  -  various  varieties of tasty  food with flavor ; suvai- tasty ;mikka- 
excess ; manam-  smell ; vaki- kind ;  unavu –good  . 

niguzug kal   has the consonants  -an - ka – sa--ka –la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vakai vakiyaana  sedi  kodi kal  [ missing letters - the -] -  varities of plants  
and creepers  ; vakai  vakaiyaana- various kinds of ; sedi –plant ; kodi- vine  .  

 

níg-u4-da-rí(-/ak/): everlasting, persistent ('thing' + 'days' + 'long lasting' + 
genitive). 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
endrum   erukindra   - ever lasting ; endrum –all days  ; erukka- exist /live  . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
endrum   erukindra    kathiravan -   sun – eternal one ; kathiravn –sun . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
endrum    kaakkindra  Thiru Murugan -  ever protecting  god Murugan; kaakka- to 
save ;  Thiru Murugan –Marduk  . 
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nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
endrum   erukindra   Thinkkar-   moon  - eternal one  ;t hinkkar- moon . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
endrum   erukindra   Kuruthi nira   koar / kirakam - sen -thee vannan – Mars - 
eternal one; kuruthi  nira  koar- Mars ; kurthi –blood ; niram- color ; koar- planet ; 
sen thee- divine fire/ red fire   . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
endrum   erukindra   Arivan  Koar -  Mercury - eternal one; koar- planet  ; endrum 
–all days / eternal  ;  arivu- intelligence  . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
endrum   erukindra   Perum- koar [ missing letter- pa-] – jupitor - eternal one ; 
periya- big; koar-planet . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
endrum   erukindra   Venn   meen   /  Nar  koar  –Venus - eternal one  ; venn –
white ; meen- star  . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
endrum   erukindra   Mai  meen / kaari  meen / Karum-k koar – Saturn - eternal 
one ; mai- dark; karumai- black ; meen- star  ; koar-  planet . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
mudivu  indri  endrum  erukkindra   - everlasting  with out any  end ; mudivu- end; 
indri –without  ;  endrum –all days  ; erukka- to be there  . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
neenda  naar kondu  thodarnthu  erukindra- long lasting ; neenda- long ; naar- day  
;  thodaru  -continue ; eru- to be  /exist . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is    
neediththu  erukkindra [ naar/ vaaram / maatham / thinkker/ aandu  kadanthu]   - 
long lasting ; naar -  day; vaaram – week  ;  maatham- month ; thinkkar-  month  ;  
aandu –year ; kadakka- to pass  .  
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nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
endrum   uruthiyaaka  nirkka- persistent ; endrum –always ; uruthi –strength ; 
nirkka- to stand  . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
ethirppai  kadanthu  munnaera  - persisitent  ; ethirppu- opposition ; kadakka- to 
cross ; munnaera- to progress . 

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vidaa  pidiyaaka  nirkka   [ missing  letter –pa-] – persisitent.  

nigudari   has the consonants  - an-  ka -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vidaa muyarchchi  kondu [ missing  letter –sa-] – persisitent ; muyarchchi –effort  ; 
vidaa- not giving up .  

 

 níg-u4-ì[ZAL]-li: something for the future ('thing' + 'days' + 'to pass' + participial 
marû e(d) with vowel harmony).  

niguizalli    has the consonants-  an-  ka- sa- la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadanthu  selluthal  [ missing letter- the -]  - to pass; kadakka- to cross ; sellu –go  . 

niguizalli    has the consonants-  an-  ka-[-sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhanku- to  pass . 

niguizalli    has the consonants-  an-  ka-[- sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
naatkal –[ missing letter- the -] -  days . 

niguizalli    has the consonants-  an-  ka-[- sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
naalaikkaaka-  for the future.  

niguizalli    has the consonants-  an-  ka-[- sa-] - la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
venn- kalam – a  day - period  of 24 hours.  

 

níg-ul: what is fit for the cult ('thing' + 'primordial').  
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 nigul  has the consonants -an – ka- la-  nd the  original Tamil  word is  pazhan-k-
kaalam  [ missing letter- pa-]  - ancient  times ; palaiya- palio ; kaalam- time .  

nigul  has the consonants -an – ka- la-  nd the  original Tamil  word is  Kaanal -   
worshipping.   

 

níg-úr-limmu: four-legged creature, livestock ('thing' + 'legs' + 'four').  

nigurlimmu    has the consonants  -an – ka-  Ra – la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  naalu    kaal    ulla    uyir  vaazhum   uyir  inam   -four legged  living  
creatures ; naalu -4; kaal- leg; ulla- having ;vaazhum- living; uyir inam -creature ; 
uyir- life ; inam- species . 

nigurlimmu    has the consonants  -an – ka-  Ra – la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   veedukalil   valarkkapadum  kaal  nadaikal  [ missing letters- pa- and the -
] – domestic animals ; veedu- house ; valarkka- to grow ; kaal nadai –cattle . 

 

níg-ur5-sa6-sa6: sweetness; (sexual) happiness ('thing' + ur5...sa6 , 'to feel 
comfortable'). 

nigursa    has the consonants - an  -ka- Ra- [-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
inpa   uravu [ missing letter- pa-] – sexual  pleasure ;  saerkkai  inpam ; inpam- 
pleasure; uravu- relationship  .  

nigursa    has the consonants - an  -ka- Ra- sa --and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  sowkariyamaa  unara   - to feel comfortable.  

nigursa    has the consonants - an  -ka- Ra- [-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is    
thaeru  mukamaana [ missing letter- the -] – comfortably. 

nigursa    has the consonants - an  -ka- Ra- [-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
manathirkku    aaruthar  tharum   vaanam [ missing letter- the -] – comfortably; 
manam- mind ; aaruthar  –comfort  ;thara- give .  
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nigursa    has the consonants - an  -ka- Ra- [-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
inimai   tharukira  [ missing letter- the -]  -  sweetness; inimai- sweet; tharuka- to 
give  

nigursa    has the consonants - an  -ka- Ra- [-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaenikkindra   [ missing letter- the -]  -  sweetness. 

nigursa    has the consonants - an  -ka- Ra- [-sa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanippura   [ missing letter- pa-]  -  sweetness. 

nigursa    has the consonants - an  -ka- Ra- sa- --and the  original Tamil  word is     
nenju  kanivu- ura  - sweetness.  

nigursa    has the consonants - an  -ka- Ra- sa --and the  original Tamil  word is  in -
kavachchci  - sweetness.  

nigursa    has the consonants - an  -ka- Ra- sa --and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  suvaraachchiyamaana – sweetness ;  viruviruppaana .  

 

 níg-zi(-šà)-gál: living creature ('thing' + 'alive'). 

nigzisagal   has the consonants – an-  ka-  [-sa-]   - ka- la  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaazhum   naaalu  kaal  vilankku –four  legged  living  animal  ; vaazhum- 
living ; naalu- 4  ; kaal- leg ; vilankku –animal .  

 

 níg-zú-gub: food ('thing' + 'teeth' + 'to set').  

nigzugub  has the consonants  -an-  ka  -sa - ka- [- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  suvai  mikka  unavu   -tasty  food ; suvai- taste; mikka- excess; unavu –
food .  

nigzugub  has the consonants  -an-  ka  -[-sa-] - ka- [- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  amai-k-kanum – to set . 
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níg-zuh: something stolen ('thing' + 'to steal, rob'). 

nigzuh   has the consonants -  an-  ka –-sa-- ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
sun-k-kam- stealing .  

nigzuh   has the consonants -  an-  ka –[ -sa-] - ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalavu  kaana [ missing letter- la-]- steal.  

nigzuh   has the consonants -  an-  ka –[ -sa-] - ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kollai  ida  vaendum  [ missing letter- la-]- rob /to plunder .  

nigzuh   has the consonants -  an-  ka –-sa-- ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kochchu  kalvan [ missing letter- la-]- robber.  

nigzuh   has the consonants -  an-  ka –[ -sa-] - ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kava- an – robber . 

nigzuh   has the consonants -  an-  ka –[ -sa-] - ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaettu  vida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]   –to steal . 

nigzuh   has the consonants -  an-  ka –[ -sa-] - ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thon-k-kan [ missing letter- the -]   – robber.  

nigzuh   has the consonants -  an-  ka –-sa- ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanjakamaaka edukka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  –to steal.  

 

 lúníg-ZUM-DIM4: a temple servant.  

lunigzumdim   has the consonants -la -an –ka- sa – ma- the- an – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kovilil  thondu  seithidum  manithan / thondan – one who  serves 
in the temple.  

 

nigir-si: paranymph, a man who had to take care of the bride before the young 
couple was married ('a bride's male attendant' + 'upright, normal').  
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nigirsi   has the consonants- an-  ka – Ra- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maaman  kaaran –  maternal uncle.  

nigirsi   has the consonants- an-  ka – Ra- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naermaiyaaka- upright.  

nigirsi   has the consonants- an-  ka – Ra- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naer nirkkai- uprightness.  

nigirsi   has the consonants- an-  ka – Ra- sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  
seerakkanum – to normalize.  

nigirsi   has the consonants- an-  ka – Ra- sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kana seeraaka -  absolutely  normal . 

nigirsi   has the consonants- an-  ka – Ra- [-sa-]- -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyarkkaiyaana -  normal.  

nigirsi   has the consonants- an-  ka – Ra--sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is mika 
seeraana   varai aravu  [ missing  letter –la-] – normal  standard  . 

nigirsi   has the consonants- an-  ka – Ra- sa -  and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is  saatharanamaaka  [ missing letter- the -] – normal / common. 

nigirsi   has the consonants- an-  ka – Ra- [-sa-]- -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadutharamaaka [ missing letter- the -] – in the middle.  

 

 

nim...gír: to lighten; to flash ('upper country' + 'lightning flash'). 

nimgir   has the consonants - an -ma - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mazhai  naeram vaanil  thoandrum  minnal [ missing  letters- la- and - the - ] -  
lightening during  rainy  times.   

nimgir   has the consonants - an -ma - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kana naeram- flash [time] . 
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nimgir   has the consonants - an -ma - ka -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kiranam- light.   

nimgir   has the consonants - an -ma - ka -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  nayanoarchchuvam  [ missing letter- sa-] -light.  

nimgir   has the consonants - an -ma - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kannai  koosa seiyim peru minukkam [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-] -flash of light.  

nimgir   has the consonants - an -ma - ka -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  pirakaasamaana [ missing letters- pa -and -sa-]- light flash . 

nimgir   has the consonants - an -ma - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
minukkuravu - sparkle . 

nimgir   has the consonants - an -ma - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
minnukira- twinkling . 

nimgir   has the consonants - an -ma - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
minnukira  vin meen – twinkling star . 

nimgir   has the consonants - an -ma - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kann - min  olirvu [ missing letter- la-] -  twinkle.  

nimgir   has the consonants - an -ma - ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
niramaayai  erukka  - to shine  bright with fine colors.  

 

 nin-digir: high priestess ('lady' + 'gods'). 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
aandavar – god.  

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
Thiru Murugan – sun god  of Tamils  . 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathiravan  -sun . 
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nindigir   has the  consonants  -[-an-] -  the – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   Marduk – Sumerian sun god.  

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  Dinakaran . 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thiru  vadi  pidippaan [ missing letter- pa-]   - temple  priest . 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maen  pattu   kuraththi [ missing letter- pa-]  – high  priestess . 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
perum  kudi  penndu [ missing letter- pa-]   - lady . 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  naakarika  madanthai – lady . 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  guru  paththini [ missing letter- pa-]-  priests’s wife.  

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
oathuvaar manaivi  - priests’s wife. 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
guru puththiran [ missing letter- pa-]- priest’s  son.    

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
oathuvaar makan- priest’s  son.    

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
adi kann maar – priests . 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thiru  marai  oathukindravar – one who  recites  saced  scriptures.   

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
Daevaram  oathukindravar –one who recites  Daevaram . 
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nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  manthiram  koorukindravar –one who  recites  manthira . 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  prokithan [ missing letter- pa-]-   priest .  

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mani  adikkiravar -  family priest / one who  rings the bell . 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
Thiru  neeru  kodukkiravar – one who  gives  sacred ash.  

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
poosai  seikindravar  /aandavarukku  poo sorikindravar  [ missing  letters- pa - 
and- sa-] –one who  does  poosai . 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
samaya  / matha  sadanku   seikidravar [ missing letter- sa-] – one who  does 
religious  rituals.  

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
Thiru  kovir  karau varai   - yaei   kaakkukindravar – one who  looks  after the 
sanctum sanctorum of the temple . 

nindigir   has the  consonants  -an-  the – ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aadu  / maadu  kaavu  kodukkindravar – one who   does  animal  sacrifice . 

 

nin-EN: (cf., nin-uru16). 

 

 nin-išib: lustration priestess ('lady' + 'to purify'). 

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -[-sa-] –pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is pen 
mani- lady .  
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ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -[-sa-] –[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ammani / ammanai  -lady . 

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -[-sa-] –pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pen 
– female.  

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -[-sa-] -pa--  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   pinaa- woman . 

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -[-sa-] --pa--  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is paamini –woman .    

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  sa—[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
manjani – woman . 

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -sa-–[-pa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  manushi –woman .  

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -[-sa-] –[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanini – woman . 

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -[-sa-] –[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
min – woman . 

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -sa-–[-pa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  yesamaani -  mistress/ lady . 

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -sa-–[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil word is  
naachchi-  lady .  

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -sa-–pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is pen 
poosaari [ missing letter- Ra-] -  priestess.  

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -sa—[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is iyan  
/aasaan- priest . 

ninisib  has the consonants  - an  -sa-–pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is manja 
poosanum -  to  purify.   
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                                               Page-130 

 

 

dnin-kilim: mongoose ('divine proprietress' + 'herd of wild animals'; cf., níg-
gilim).  

dninkilim    has the consonants - the –an-  ka  -la -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaattu  vilankukalin  koottam -herd of wild animals. 

dninkilim    has the consonants - the –an-  ka  -la -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  theiva  thanmai  konda  kizhaththi / kizhavi  / kizhavoan  - divine 
proprietress/ proprietor . 

dninkilim    has the consonants - the –an-  ka  -la -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   padam  eduththaadum  naakaththin   pakai yaali [ missing  letter- pa-] - 
enemy  of the cobra . 

 

dnin-nínnamušen: owl ('divine proprietress' + 'owl').  

dnin ninnamusen  has the consonants -   the -an – ma- [-sa-] -an – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uoomaththan-k-kookai  enum aanthai [ missing  letter- ka-] --  owl 
as blind by day . 

dnin ninnamusen  has the consonants -   the -an – ma- [-sa-] -an – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koattan enum  aanthai [ missing  letter- ka-] -  owl. 

dnin ninnamusen  has the consonants -   the -an – ma- [-sa-] -an – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  manthamaana –owlish . 

dnin ninnamusen  has the consonants -   the -an – ma- [-sa-] –[-an -]– and the  
other interpretation of the word is theevantham[ missing  letter- ka-]  -  owl as 
blind by day . 
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dnin ninnamusen  has the consonants -   the -an – ma- [-sa-] -an – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  irai  thanmai udaiya  yesamaani [ missing  letter- Ra-]  -  divine 
proprietress ;  irai- god; thanmai- nature ; udaiya –having ; yesamaani- mistress . 

 

nin ur5 ì-sa6: lady, sweetheart ('lady' + 'to be/make comfortable, happy'). 

ninursa   has the consonants –an-  Ra -sa – and the  original Tamil  word is   
naachchiyaar – lady . 

ninursa   has the consonants –an-  Ra –[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is   
en  uyirae -  my  life /  sweet heart ;  en- mine  ; uyir- life . 

ninursa   has the consonants –an-  Ra –[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is   
nanami - ura  -  good / happy;  nanmai- good ; ura- to occur . 

ninursa   has the consonants –an-  Ra –[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is   
manam  niraiya – satisfied /  happy ; manam- mind; niraiya- to fill . 

ninursa   has the consonants –an-  Ra –[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is   
nar paeru  ura [ missing letter –pa-]- happy;   nar  paeru –good  fortune  .  

ninursa   has the consonants –an-  Ra –[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is   
inpam ura [ missing letter –pa-]-  happy;  inpam- happiness  . 

ninursa   has the consonants –an-  Ra – sa- – and the  original Tamil  word is    
manam /mansai  niraiya sei – to make comfortable/ happy ; niraiya sei -to satisfy .  

 

 nin-uru16: mighty queen ('lady' + 'mighty'). 

nin-uru   has the consonants –an- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pen arasi 
[missing  letter- pa -and -sa-] -  queen;  penn-  female;  arasi- queen  . 

nin-uru   has the consonants –an- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
raani  [Skt] -queen.  
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 ninda-àr-ra: pulpy dish (prepared) of green-malt ('bread' + 'to chew' + 
nominative). 

nindaarra  has the consonants-  an  -the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
mennudithar –chew.  

nindaarra  has the consonants-  an  -the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
inippu maa roatti / paan raotti  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - sweet bread; inippu- sweet 
; maa- flour  ;rotti- bread . 

nindaarra  has the consonants-  an  -the- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is   
inippu paruththu [ missing  letter- pa-]  –  sweet  bread ; paruththu- bread . 

 

ninda-ba: bread offering ('bread' + 'to give; to divide, apportion'). 

nindaba  has the consonants- an-  the- pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  unavu  
padaikka  vaendum  [ missing letter- ka-]   - to offer food; unavu –food; padaikka- 
offer .  

nindaba  has the consonants- an-  the- [- pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kodukka  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] – to give ; kodukka- to give  . 

nindaba  has the consonants- an-  the- [- pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vakkukka  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] – to divide.   

nindaba  has the consonants- an-  the- pa – and the  original Tamil  word is  
pankkida  vaendum / pakuththu  kodukka  vaendum  [ missing letter- ka-] –  to 
share  ; paku  -divide . 

 

 ninda-bar-si: a type of bread made with bar-si emmer wheat flour.  

nindabarsi    has the consonants - an - the –pa- Ra- sa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  koathumai  maavaar  seitha   soodana  / suvaiyaana  inippu  appam / rotti 
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/ paroatta / bread   [ missing letter- ka-] –  sweet  hot wheat  bread ; koathumai- 
wheat ; maavu- flour ; seitha  -done ; soodaana- hot ; suvaiyaana- tasty; inippu –
sweet  ; appam- bread  ;  rotti- bread  . 

 

ninda-durunx[DÚR.DÚR]-na: long-lasting bread (?); bread to eat while sitting (?) 
('bread' + 'to sit, dwell; to dry out' + nominative; opposed to ninda-gub-ba, 
'snack-bread'). 

nindadurunx   has the consonants -  an – the-  Ra-  an-  ka -sa –and the original 
Tamil  word is   neenda  naeraththirkku  kedaathu  -vaithu  unna koodiya - adu  
manaiyir sutta  appam  /rotti [ missing letter- pa-] -  baked bread  that can be kept 
for long time ; neenda- long; naeram –time ; kedaathu –not spoiled ; unna- eat  
;adu  mania- oven  ;  sutta –roasted  ;appam- bread . 

nindadurunx   has the consonants -  an – the-  Ra-  an-  ka -sa –and the original 
Tamil  word is   erukkai yir / tharaiyir  kunthi  erunthu   virunthu  unavu /  kari   
soarai / rotti   yaei   unna  vaendum  -  sit and  eat  the  meat food / bread   ; 
erukkai- chair; tharai –floor ; kunthu –sit down ; virunthu- feast ; unavu –food ; 
kari soaru- meat  rice ; rotti- bread; unnu –eat . 

nindadurunx   has the consonants -  an – the-  Ra-  an-  ka –[-sa-]  –and the original 
Tamil  word is  erukkaiyir   kunthi  erukka  vaendum   -to sit  down / take down the 
seat;  erukkaiyir  erukka- to be seated   ;  erukkai -seat . 

nindadurunx   has the consonants -  an – the-  Ra-  an-  ka –sa-–and the original 
Tamil  word is   adu  mania-yir  sutta  soodana  koathumai  maavu   paan  / appam 
/ uoothappam /  sappaaththi / poori /   rotti / paththiri / paroatta  [ missing letter- 
pa-] -  baked  wheat  bread   ;  adu manai - oven / bakery  ; sutta –roasted ; 
soodaana –hot  ; koathumai –wheat ; maavu- flour ; paan- bread  .  

nindadurunx   has the consonants -  an – the-  Ra-  an-  ka –[ -sa-] -–and the 
original Tamil  word is  thankuthar  vaendum –to dwell  ;  thankku –stay . 

nindadurunx   has the consonants -  an – the-  Ra-  an-  ka –-sa--–and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is sanjariththidar  vaendum – to dwell.  
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nindadurunx   has the consonants -  an – the-  Ra-  an-  ka –[ -sa-] -–and the 
original Tamil  word is  kudi erunthida  vaendum – to dwell ; kudi- house; eru –to 
be there . 

nindadurunx   has the consonants -  an – the-  Ra-  an-  ka –[ -sa-] -–and the 
original Tamil  word is  erai  koornthida  vaendum – dwell.  

nindadurunx   has the consonants -  an – the-  Ra-  an-  ka –sa-–and the original 
Tamil  word is  entha naeramum  thinna –k-koodiya   suvaiyaana   norukku theeni   
-  tasty  snack  taken at  any  time ;  entha  naeramum –all  time  ;  thinna- eat  ;  
suvai –taste  ;  norukku theeni- snacks . 

 

 ninda-gu: a type of bread ('bread' + 'net' ?).  

nindagu  has the consonants – an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
soodaana  koathumai  appam / vethuppi  [ missing  letters-  pa- and -sa-] - hot 
wheat  bread  ;  soodaana- hot ; koathumai- wheat  ; appam- bread  . 

 

ninda-gu7: food ('bread; food' + 'to eat').  

nindagu  has the consonants – an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
unanvu  unna   vaendum – to eat  food ; unavu –food; unna- eat . 

nindagu  has the consonants – an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  unavu   
pandam [ missing letter-pa-]- food . 

nindagu  has the consonants – an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
oathanam   thinnka –eat food ; thinnuka- eat  

nindagu  has the consonants – an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
thoda  vaendum/ kai  vaikka  vaendum / kai nanaikka  vaendum   – to eat  ; kai- 
hand ; thoda- touch ; nanaikka- to make wet . 
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nindagu  has the consonants – an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kondi  
- food. 

nindagu  has the consonants – an- the- ka – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  thakanam- food. 

nindagu  has the consonants – an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
manduka- eat. 

 

ninda-gíri: a type of bread ('bread' + 'expedition, trip').  

nindagiri   has the consonants – an-  the-  ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thunikara   payanam [ missing letter- pa- ]  – adventurous trip  ; payanam- travel   
;thunivu –boldness . 

nindagiri   has the consonants – an-  the-  ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ethiri naattin  meethu  padai  thodukka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa- ] – to 
invade the  enemy country ;  ethiri-enemy ; padai edukka- to invade  . 

nindagiri   has the consonants – an-  the-  ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
virainthida  vaendum  - to go  fast ; viraika- hurry . 

nindagiri   has the consonants – an-  the-  ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuritham    vendum - to go  fast   ;  thuritham- fast . 

nindagiri   has the consonants – an-  the-  ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
siru  payanam / sutru  payanam / inpa  payanam - maer kondida  vaendum [ 
missing letters- pa -and -sa-] –to  make a short trip ; sutru payanam- circuit ; 
payanam- trip ; inpam- joy ; siru –short /small  . 

 

ninda-KA-gu7: a type of bread ('bread' + 'mouth' + 'to eat'). 

nindakagu  has the consonants - an – the-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thinnuka- eat .  
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nindakagu  has the consonants - an – the-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
thoda vaendum  - eat ; thodu –touch  . 

nindakagu  has the consonants - an – the-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
inippu  vethuppi  pandam [ missing letter- pa-]  -  sweet  bread ; inippu –sweet . 

nindakagu  has the consonants - an – the-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
unavu  pandam-[ missing letter- pa -] – food ; unavu- food .   

nindakagu  has the consonants - an – the-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondi – food.   

nindakagu  has the consonants - an – the-  ka – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is thakanam-  food.   

nindakagu  has the consonants - an – the-  ka – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  sakad-a-annam [ missing letter- sa-] – bad food.  

 

 ninda-kum4[UD]-ma: a type of bread ('bread' + 'mortar-ground flour' + 
nominative).  

nindakumudma  has the consonants- an –the-  ka -ma -the -ma – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nanku idiththa / podiyaaaiya  kothumai  maavu  kondu  panniya  
inippu appam [ missing letter- pa-]- sweet bread  made from  nicely  grounded 
wheat flour; nanku –well ; idiththa- pounded ; podi  aakkiya -  powdered ; 
koathumai –wheat; maavu –flour ; panniya- made ; inippu –sweet;appam- bread  . 

 

ninda-pad-rá: morsels of bread ('bread' + 'bite, morsel').  

nindapadra  has the consonants – an-  the  -pa- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  inippu  rotti thundu - morsel of sweet  bread. 

nindapadra  has the consonants – an-  the  -pa- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  poondu  rotti -  garlic bread . 
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nindapadra  has the consonants – an-  the  -pa- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  neruppir  ittu  sutta  /adu  manaiyir  sutta  paan / appam / sappaaththi  
enum  maa  theeni  pandam [ missing letter- sa-] -   oven  baked  bread . 

nindapadra  has the consonants – an-  the  -pa- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   enniyir ittu  poriththa  maa  appam / paan / uoothappam – oil fried  
bread.  

nindapadra  has the consonants – an-  the  -pa- the -Ra – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is paththiri  thundu / paroatta [ bread]  thundu -  
morsel/crumb of bread. 

nindapadra  has the consonants – an-  the  -[- pa-] - the -Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thinnuthar / unnuthar – bite /eat . 

 

ninda-sag-gu7: the best bread for eating ('bread' + 'prime' + 'to eat').  

nindasaggu   has the consonants-  an- the - sa -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
suvai  mikka   theeni– tasty  snack . 

nindasaggu   has the consonants-  an- the – [-sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thinka  vaendum  - to eat . 

nindasaggu   has the consonants-  an- the – [-sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  unavu  unna  vaendum –to eat.  

nindasaggu   has the consonants-  an- the – [-sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai thoda vaendum    -to eat.  

nindasaggu   has the consonants-  an- the – [-sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  muthanmai  kondathu – prime ;  mukkiyamanathu  . 

  

ninda-síki[UD]: a type of bread.  
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ninda sikiud   has the consonants   - an -the  - sa- ka -the  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  sutta  koathumai  theeni  pandam  [ missing leteter- pa-] – roasted wheat  
snack . 

 

ninda-SÌLA: a type of bread ('bread' + 'liter').  

nindasila  has the consonants  -an - the  - sa - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
soodaana  paaalil  thoaiththu  eduththa   appa thundu  [ missing letter- pa-] – 
bread berry / bread pieces  in hot milk . 

nindasila  has the consonants  -an - the  - sa - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
adu  manaiyil   sutta   aappam / paann / sappaaththi -[ missing letter- pa-] –   
baked  bread.  

nindasila  has the consonants  -an - the  - sa - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
samayalil  payan payanpaduththa  padum appa thundu [ missing letter- pa-] –     
bread crumb  used in cooking  .  

nindasila  has the consonants  -an - the  - sa - la  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
sodaana  ittli  thosai – hot  idli  and dosa . 

nindasila  has the consonants  -an - the  - [-sa-] - la  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   alanthidu -  to measure.  

liter [E]  has the consonants  - la – the-  Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
alanthidum  murai -  a type  of  measurement . 

 

NIR-da: (cf., šer7-da).  

 

nir-gál: noble (one); authority, expert; authorities; reliance ('raised high' + 'to 
be'). 
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nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
nallavar -  good  man . 

nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is nar - 
kula  makkal -   noble . 

  nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
aandorkal  [ missing letter- the -] – noble.  

nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is kai  
thiramai  ullavan [ missing letter- the -]  -en  expert.  

nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thurai  vallunan [ missing letter- the -]  -en  expert of his  field.   

nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
uyarae  ezhukindra [ missing letter- the -]  - raising high.   

nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is oanki   
nirkkindra  [ missing letter- the -]  - raising high.   

nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
vinnai  muttukira  alavil  uyarae ezhum   [ missing letter- the -]  - raising high.   

nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is vaan  
uyara alavil  ezhum  - raising high.   

nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
nampikkai   vazhankikira  vakiyil [ missing letter- pa-]  – reliance . 

nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is aanai  
idum  urimai  ulla  azhuvalar  [ missing letter- the -]   - officer who has the right to 
give orders . 

nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kattu  mukanai  ullavar [ missing letter- the -]  - one who  has got the authority . 
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nirgal   has the consonants-  an –Ra- ka-  la -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
maer paarvai yaalan [ missing letter- pa-]  - supervisor.  

maer kolla - 

 

 nir...gál: to have authority; to be reliable; to rely, trust in (with -da-) ('authority' 
+ 'to be with'). 

nirgal  has the consonants- an – Ra-  ka-  la  - and the  original Tamil  word is  maer  
kollum  urimai  vaenum - to have authority. 

nirgal  has the consonants- an – Ra-  ka-  la  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maara nilai  vaenum  – to be reliable  /constant . 

 

 nir-gál-mè-a: respected in battle ('authority' + 'battle' + locative). 

nirgalmea   has the consonants -an – Ra- ka - la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is aranka  kalam – battle field.  

nirgalmea   has the consonants -an – Ra- ka - la -ma – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is rana kalam -  battle  field.  

nirgalmea   has the consonants -an – Ra- ka - la -ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maer kollum  urimai  ullavan – person in  authority . 

 

 nir-gam-(m): vault ('raised high' + 'to curve').  

nirgum  has the consonants - an - Ra - ka  -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word  
pankkuram [  missing  letter- pa-] - curve . 

nirgum  has the consonants - an - Ra - ka  -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word  
uyramaana   kamaan  -  high  vault ;  uyaram –tall  ;  kamaan- vault . 
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nirgum  has the consonants - an - Ra - ka  -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word  
uyramaana  vanar  -  tall  vault  ;   vanar- vault . 

 nirgum  has the consonants - an - Ra - ka  -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word  
kanima  suran-k-ka  arai- [  missing  letter- sa-] - room of the  mines / vault  ; 
kanimam- metal  ; surankkam- mines; arai –room . 

 

nir-padku6: a fish ? ('frog' + 'bite, small repast'). 

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra – [- pa -] - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  norukku theeni  korithiduthar  vaendum  - to nibble snacks.  

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra – [- pa -] - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is virunthu  - feast .  

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra – pa - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is peru  virunthu  -banquet.  

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra – pa - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is pothu  virunthu   -public feast  .  

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra – pa - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kedaavetti  kari virunthu  poada  vaendum –  to give  mutton  rice.  

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra – [-pa-]  - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  virunthu  koodam  / muri   - banquet  hall.  

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra – pa - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  peru  virunthu  mandavam -  banquet  hall.  

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra – [- pa -] - the  -ka -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  adi yanthiram   - marriage feast  . 

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra – [- pa -] - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   murukaiyarthar  vaendum  - give  feast . 
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nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra – [- pa -] - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    kadaavu   kodukka   vaendum – to give  buffet. 

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra –  pa - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  panthi  vaiththu   soaru  poada  / padaikka  vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]   
- to give  meals . 

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra –  pa - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   virunthu  saappaadu  poada  vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]- give  feast . 

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra –  [-pa-]  - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   virunthinarukku   sitrundi  thara  vaendum [ missing letter- sa-]  - to offer 
repast for the guests.   

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra –  [-pa-]  - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  uravinar  anaivarum  ondru  koodi    / ondraaka    panthi -yir utkaarnthu  
unavu  unna  vaendum -  to eat  together in a feast  . 

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra –  pa - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kodaara  pandikai   virunthu -  feast  of tabernacles.  

nirpaduku   has the consonants -an -Ra –  [-pa-]  - the  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  Thiru virunthu -   divine  feast .   

 

 NITAÞ-dun-gi: a type of jackass ('male' + 'yoke' ?). 

 

 nìta[MUNUS-UŠ]-dam: husband ('male' + 'spouse'). 

nitadam   has the consonants - an -the  -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aamudiayaan – husband.  

nitadam   has the consonants - an -the  -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
husband- husband / son. 
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nitadam   has the consonants - an -the  -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aampudaiyaan [ missing letter- pa-]-  husband . 

nitadam   has the consonants - an -the  -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
akam udaiyaan [ missing  letter- ka-] - husband . 

nitadam   has the consonants - an -the  -ma  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mananthavan [ missing  letter- ka-] - husband – the  person who  married her  . 

nitadam   has the consonants - an -the  -ma  - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  miththunan -  sisiter’s  husband . 

 

 nu-a: to lack, be without ('not' + nominative). 

nua  has the consonant - an -and the  original Tamil  word is inmai- without.  

 

 nu-banda3,5: supervisor of works, overseer ('not' + 'young'). 

nubanda   has the consonants - an – [-pa-].-  an- the  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadaththunar [ missing leteter –Ra-]- manager.  

nubanda   has the consonants - an – [-pa-].-  an- the  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   mainthan  -  young  man .  

 

 nu-dùg(-ga): unpleasant ('not' + 'sweet, good' + nominative). 

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is -   
thaenikka –sweet . 

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is -    
inimai kondathu – pleasant.  

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is -    
inaathavai – unpleasant one . 
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nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is -    
inpam kondathu [missing letter-pa-]- – pleasant.  

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is -    
thunpam kondathu - [missing letter-pa-]- – unpleasant. 

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is -    
natpu idai pinakku [missing letter-pa-]- unpleasantnes. 

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is -    
ketta ennam- unpleasantness.  

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is -    
kaathukku inpam / kannukku  inpam  kondathu / manthukku  inpam koduppathu [ 
missing letter-pa-]- -  plreasant to ear /eyes/ mind .  

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is -    
thanmai kondathu- pleasant. 

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is -   iniya 
kunam konda- pleasant nature.  

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is -   
inippu   mikuthi   kondathu [missing letter-pa-]- excess sweet. 

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  iniya 
maanam  kondathu – good smelling. 

nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is mathunka  - sweet. 

 nudugga  has the consonants- an- the- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nanmai  kondathu- good.  

 

 nu-dug4-ga: not talking ('not' + 'to speak' + nominative). 
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nudugga   has the consonants -an -the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathaikka  vaendum- to speak.  

nudugga   has the consonants -an -the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  oatha  
vaendum- speak.  

nudugga   has the consonants -an -the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  naa 
neetta  vaendum – speak.  

nudugga   has the consonants -an -the - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai  
edukka  vaendum –speak.  

 

 nu-èš: knife bearer - a cultic functionary ('image, likeness' + 'shrine'). 

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the  interpretation of the word is   
thaanam [ missing letter- the -] – temple. 

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the  interpretation of the word is   
samanjithan [ missing letter- the -]-temple servant.   

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is mani aatti [ 
missing letter- the -]-– priest . 

nues  has the consonants -an –sa- and the original Tamil  word is aasaan – priest .  

nues  has the consonants -an –sa- and the original Tamil  word is oasan – priest  of 
the goddess temple . 

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is iyan – priest  

nues  has the consonants -an –sa- and the  interpretation of the word is sanjeyan 
– family  priest  of Duryodhana . 

nues  has the consonants -an –-[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is thooya 
munn- holy land . 
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nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the  interpretation of the word is   
niyamam- temple 

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is thaniyal  [ 
missing letters-  la –and- the -] - [ Murugan ] shrine . 

nues  has the consonants -an –-sa- and the original Tamil  word is senthil – shrine 
for Murugan in Tirunelvaeli  district Tamil Nadu . 

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is anthali  [ 
missing letters-  la –and- the -]  – temple . 

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the other interpretation of the word is  
nilai thaanam [ missing letters-  la –and- the -] -temple  /shrine . 

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is nilayam [ 
missing  letter- la-] – temple.  

nues  has the consonants -an –sa- and the  interpretation of the word is  sannithi  
[ missing letter- the -]  –  temple .  

nues  has the consonants -an –sa- and the  interpretation of the word is  sanju -  
likeness.  

nues  has the consonants -an –sa- and the  interpretation of the word is  
samamaanam  – likeness. 

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  oppaana – 
likenesss.  

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  inai yaana - 
likeness . 

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the  interpretation of the word is  maan- 
likeness.  

nues  has the consonants -an –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  nizhal [ 
missing letter- zha-] – image . 
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 nu-gi-na: unjust; unfit ('not' + 'just; firm' + nominative).  

nugina    has the consonants -an – ka- an – and the  original  Tamil  word is 
thinmai  kondathu / ketti  thanmai  kondathu  [ missing letter- the -]  -  firm . 

nugina    has the consonants -an – ka- an – and the  original  Tamil  word is   
nadumai [ neethi ]  kondathu /  niyaayam  kondathu [ missing letter- the -]   - 
justness.    

nugina    has the consonants -an – ka- an – and the  original  Tamil  word is    
kodun-k- konmai  kondathu [ missing letter- the -]  - unjust.  

nugina    has the consonants -an – ka- an – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is aniyaayam  kondathu [ missing letter- the -]  - unjust.  

nugina    has the consonants -an – ka- an – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
noeimai  kondathu [ missing letter- the -]  – weakness.    

 

nu-gig: temple prostitute, hierodule ('not' + 'sick, painful'). 

nu-gig   has the consonants  -an –ka- and the original Tamil  word is kanikai-  
prostitute . 

nu-gig   has the consonants  -an –ka- and the original Tamil  word is panaan-k-
kanai   [  missing letter- pa-] - prostitute . 

nu-gig   has the consonants  -an –ka- and the original Tamil  word is noavu – sick .  

nu-gig   has the consonants  -an –ka- and the original Tamil  word is noava/ noaka- 
painful . 
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                                                   Page-131 

 

 

nu-gar-ra: thriftless; disorderly ('not' + 'to store' + nominative).  

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kattukku  adankaata [ missing  letter- the -] – disorderly.  

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaaru  
maaru   erukindra [ missing  letter- the -] –  disordely  one . 

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaaru  
maaru  kaaran  [ missing  letter- the -] –a  disorderly  person . 

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
murattu  kunam  udaiyavan [ missing  letter- the -] –a  disorderly  person. 

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai  
murai  yaei  meerukindra [ missing  letter- the -] – disorderly . 

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  murai  
kaedu  adanithida  / murai thavaraana [ missing  letter- the -] – disorderly  

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
inakkam  indri [ missing  letter- the -] – disorderly/ disharmony . 

 nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mattravarkku thontharavu   kodukkindra  [ missing  letter- the -] –disorderly/ 
disturbing  

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  murai  
mayakkukindra  [ missing  letter- the -] – disorderly . 

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kolaarana  [ missing  letter- la-] –disorderly.  
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nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  avantharai [ missing  letter- the -] –disorder.  

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  narusu 
orusaaka [ missing  letter- sa-]- thirftly  . 

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naruvisu [ missing  letter- sa-]- thrift.  

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kattu  
mattu  indri - [ missing  letter- the-]-thirft . 

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kattu  
mukanai  indri [ missing  letter- the-]- thirft less. 

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  ketti 
thanam  indri [ missing  letter- the-]- thirft less.  

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  Kai 
erukkam  indri [ missing  letter- the-]- thirft less.  

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoothaari  thanamaaka [ missing  letter- the-]- thirft less.  

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munnaetram  indri [ missing  letter- the-]- thirft less. 

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thiratti  
vaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the-]-to store.  

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuviththu  vaiththiduthar  vaendum [ missing  letter- the-]- to store /heap . 

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saekarikkanum [ missing  letter- sa-]- to store . 

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  panni 
kaaram [ missing  letter- pa-]-   stores.  
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nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  arai  
kaaran  – temple store keeper.  

nugarra   has the consonants – an- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thiraviya  kidanku [ missing  letter- the-]-  – store room .  

 

nu-giškiri6(-k): gardener (pronominal prefix or dialectal lú --> nu ?). 

nugiskiri   has the consonants -  an -ka – [- sa-] -  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thoatta  kaaran [ missing letter- the -] – gardener; thoattam- garden .  

nugiskiri   has the consonants -  an -ka – [- sa-] -  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kudiyaanavar [ missing letter- the -]  – farmer.  

nugiskiri   has the consonants -  an -ka – [- sa-] -  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kama –k- kaaran   - farmer; kamam –cultivation .  

nugiskiri   has the consonants -  an -ka –  sa--  Ra – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  vivasaayam [Skt]   seikiravar – farmer  

nugiskiri   has the consonants -  an -ka –  sa--  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
payir seikiravar [ missing letter- pa-]  -  farmer ; payir- crop ; seika- do; sikiraavar- 
one who  does .  

nugiskiri   has the consonants -  an -ka –  [- sa-] --  Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  pannai  kaaran  [ missing letter- pa-] – farmer; pannai- farm .  

nugiskiri   has the consonants -  an -ka –  sa--  Ra – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  karshakar  -farmer.  

nugiskiri   has the consonants -  an -ka –  sa--  Ra – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  Kirushikan  -farmer.  

nugiskiri   has the consonants -  an -ka –  sa--  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuththakai-k- kaaran [ missing letter- the -]  -  farmer / a lesse; kuththakai- lease . 
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 nu-kù: no money, i.e., a worthless penny ('not' + 'silver, precious metal'). 

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kan  
naanayam  - copper coin . 

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaasu  inmai -[ 
missing letter- sa-] -  no  money ; kaasu- cash; inmai- without . 

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  panam-[ 
missing letter- pa-]  –  pocket money /ready  cash  in hand ; kai- hand; panam- 
money   . 

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  venn   pon [ 
missing letter- pa-]   - silver; vennmai –white .  

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  velli  
naanayam  [ missing letter- la-]  – silver coin.  

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  velli  nakai 
/anikalan  [ missing letter- la-]  - silver jewel; velli- silver .  

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thankkam  [ 
missing letter- the -]  – gold . 

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanayam-  
gold . 

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanaku  /  
kanam  – gold . 

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaankaeyam –
gold.  

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kaanjanam  [ missing letter- sa-] - gold.  

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
suvanam [ missing letter- sa-]   -gold . 
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nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nunakam – 
gold.  

nuku   has the consonants –an-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vannam – 
gold.  

 

 gišnu-kúš: door pivot ('not' + 'to be tired').  

gisnukus   has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] - an -ka –[-sa -] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  veettu  kathavin   kudumi [ missing  letter- the -] –door pivot ;veedu- 
house; kathavu- door; kudumi- knob .  

 gisnukus   has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] - an -ka –[-sa -] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kidakka  vaendum / thoonka vaendum  [ missing  letter- the -] - to sleep; 
kidakka- to lie down; thoonkku –sleep  . 

gisnukus   has the consonants - ka –[-sa -] - an -ka –[-sa -] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  oaivu  edukka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] -to  take rest  ; oaivu –rest 
;edukka –take  . 

 

nu-kúš-ù: restlessness ('not' + 'to be tired').  

nukusu   has the consonants  -  an-  ka- [-sa-]  – and the   original Tamil word is  
oaivu  inmai – no  rest  /tiredness; oaivu –rest ; inmai- nil  . 

nukusu   has the consonants  -  an-  ka- sa- – and the original Tamil word is   mana 
soarvu  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - mental  tiredness  ; manam- mind;  soarvu –
tiredness . 

nukusu   has the consonants  -  an-  ka- sa- – and the original Tamil word is  
manam thudikka  [ missing letter- the-]-  mental  agitation; thudukka- throb . 
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nukusu   has the consonants  -  an-  ka- [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil word is  
mana   kalakkam [ missing letter- la-]  – mental  agitation ; kalakkam- fear; 
manam- mind  . 

 

nu-luh-ha(sar): a plant (asa foetida) the fetid gum resin of whose root was used 
as a medicine ('not' + 'to be clean, fresh' + nominative). 

nuluhhasar   has the consonants  -an  -la -ka –sa--Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  sirithum   eeram  akalaatha  ondru [ missing letter- the -] - one with 
freshness;   eeram- moisture  .   

nuluhhasar   has the consonants  -an  -la -ka –sa--Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is sirithum   kattu  kulaiyaatha  ondru [ missing letter- the -]-  one with 
freshness .  

nuluhhasar   has the consonants  -an  -la -ka –sa -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is sirithum  kasankal  indri [ missing letter- the -]-  one with freshness. 

nuluhhasar   has the consonants  -an  -la -ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  ilamai kuraivu  indri [ missing letter- the -]-   still  fresh/ young ; ilamai- 
youth ; kuraivu- less; indri- nil  . 

nuluhhasar   has the consonants  -an  -la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  sinna  karai   kooda illaama [ missing letter- the -] – without dirt ; sinna- 
small ; karai –dirt ; illai- nil .  

nuluhhasar   has the consonants  -an  -la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is azhukku  indri   [ missing letter- the -] – without dirt; azhukku –dirt; indri- 
nil . 

nuluhhasar   has the consonants  -an  -la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  niraiya  azhaukku -  dirty  [antonym] ; niraiya- more  . 

nuluhhasar   has the consonants  -an  -la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  azhukkai  akatra / nee-k-kida   vaendum [ missing letter- the -] – to  
remove the dirt ; azhukku- dirt  ; akatra –to remove ; neekku –remove  . 
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nuluhhasar   has the consonants  -an  -la -ka –[-sa-] -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kazhuvuthar   vaendum / thulakkuthar  vaendm / vilakkuthar  vaendum [ 
missing letter- the -] - to wash; kazhuvu –wash ; thulakku –wash ; vilakku –wash  . 

nuluhhasar   has the consonants  -an  -la -ka –sa--Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  narumanum   veesum   inkkuli  -  aromatic  aso foetida ; narumanam- 
good  smell ; inkkuli  -asofoetida . 

 nuluhhasar   has the consonants  -an  -la -ka –[-sa-] --Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is    inkuli  vaeru / keezham   –  root / resin  of  aso foetida; vaeru –root  . 

 

 nu-ma-su: (cf., nu-mu-un-su). 

 

 nu-me-a: which is not.... ('not' + 'to be' + nominative).  

nu-me-a  has the consonants- an-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  inmai- nil . 

 

nu-me-en-na-ta: you don't exist ('not' + me-en, 'to be', 2nd pers. sing. + a-ta, 
temporal clause suffix).  

numeennata  has the consonants- an -ma –an- the – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nee  uyiroadu  erunthida  vaendaam [ missing  letters- ka -and -Ra-] –donot   
exist  / live  ; nee- you ; uyir- life; erukka- to be  ; vaendaam- do not . 

 

nu-mu-da-sá: (cf., níg-nu-mu-da-sá).  

 

nu-mu-un-su, nu-ma-su: widow ('she has not replaced [her husband]'). 

numasu    has the consonants  -an – ma- [- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaim-pen  [ missing letters- ka - and -pa-] – widow.  
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widow [E] has the consonants  -va –the-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is vithavai [Skt]  - widow.      

widow [E]  has the consonants  -va –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kondavan  / kanavan  /thunaivan / kattiyavan   kidaiyaathu  – no  husband; 
kondavan- husband; kidaiyaathu- no  . 

widow [E]  has the consonants  - va –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is kaim 
pondaatti [ missing letter- pa- ]- widow; kaimai – widowhood .  

widow [E]  has the consonants  - va –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kainthalai [ missing letter- la-] – widow.  

widower [E]  has the consonants- va -the  -Ra  and interpretation  of the word is  
vithuran [Skt] – widower.  

widower [E]  has the consonants- va -the -Ra  and  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   veettu  kaari   indri  /  thunivai  indri  / manaivi  indri   -without wife;  veedu- 
house ; indri –without; veettu- k- kaari –wife ; manaivi- wife; manai- house  .  

widower [E]  has the consonants- va -the -Ra  and  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pondaattiyaei  pari  kodutthhavan [ missing letter- pa- ]- - one who  has lost his 
wife;   pari kodukka- to loose; pondaati –wife .  

widower [E]  has the consonants- va -the -Ra  and  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kurai paattavan [ missing letter- pa- ]- widower.  

widower [E]  has the consonants-  va -the -Ra  and  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aruththava – widow.  

 

 nu-ra: not stamped with a seal ('not' + 'to stamp'). 

nura   has the consonants-  an -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is muththirai   
indri   [ missing letter –the -]  - with out  stamp ; indri –without . 
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 nu-sa6: not good ('not' + 'sweet, good'). 

nusa  has the consonants- an –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is inippu [ 
missing letter- pa-]- sweet.  

nusa  has the consonants- an –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is inimai –
sweet.  

nusa  has the consonants- an –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is nanmai – 
good.  

nusa  has the consonants- an –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is inmai -nil . 

 

 nu-siki/síg: orphan ('not' + 'wool [garment/blanket?]'). 

nusiki has the consonants  - an-  sa - ka   and  the  original Tamil  word is kanjikai – 
garment.  

nusiki has the consonants  - an-  [ -sa -] - ka   and  the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anki – garment ;  root word - anika-  wear.   

nusiki has the consonants  - an-  -sa - ka   and  the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  nivaesanam – clothes.  

nusiki has the consonants  - an-  -sa - ka   and  the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vasanam  / vaasanam – cloth  

nusiki has the consonants  - an-  -[-sa-]  - ka   and  the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaakanam – cloth .  

nusiki has the consonants  - an-  [- sa-]  - ka   and  the  original Tamil  word is 
paanku  pannu  [ missing letter- pa-] – to dress neatly . 

nusiki has the consonants  - an-  sa- - ka   and  the  original Tamil  word is panju  
vakai [ missing letter- pa-] – silk cotton; panju –cotton ; vakai- kind .  
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 (giš)nu-úr-ma: pomegranate (tree) (Akk. nurmû, lurmûm, luriinu; Orel & Stolbova 
#2122 *riman- 'fruit'). 

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka- [- sa-]   -an - Ra -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kamunai  kani  maram – pomegranate fruit tree;kani- fruit; maram- tree .   

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka- sa- -an - Ra -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   serukka  kani  maram  - pomegranate fruit tree.   

 gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka- sa--an - Ra -ma  - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   uru saka  kani  maram - pomegranate fruit tree.   

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka- sa- -an - Ra -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   mani  veesam maram  - pomegranate  tree; maram- tree  . 

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka- sa- -an - Ra -ma  - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is neer rasa  kani  maram -pomegranate fruit tree; kani 
–fruit .   

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]- -an - Ra -ma  - and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   rummaan  kani  maram  - pomegranate fruit tree.   

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] -an - Ra -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   aruna kani maram – tender  pomegranate . 

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka- [- sa-]   -an - Ra -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  maankaai  maram – mango  tree.  

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka-  sa- -an - Ra -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  sakkarai kani  maram   - apple  fruit tree . 

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka-  [- sa-]  -an - Ra -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  naaran-k-kaai  maram -  orange tree ; maram- tree . 

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka-  [- sa-]  -an - Ra -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  koaiyaa  kani maram – guava fruit tree  ; kani –fruit; maram  -tree  . 
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gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka-  [- sa-]  -an - Ra -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  aanai  koa-yaa  maram-  butter fruit tree.  

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka-  [- sa-]  -an - Ra -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  naavar  kani  maram- black berry tree .  

gisnuurma  has the consonants –ka-  sa- -an - Ra -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  siru  naavar  kani  maram -  eugenia  rubicunda  ; siru –small  . 

 

 nu(-un/ub)-zu: to not know; to not recognize; to not notice ('not' ( + 'him, 
her'/'it') + 'to know'). 

nuunubzu  has the consonants - an –[- pa-] – [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ninai – to know.  

nuunubzu  has the consonants - an –[- pa-] – [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  naadu [ missing  letter- the -] - to know. 

nuunubzu  has the consonants - an –[- pa-] – [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nadaathu [ missing  letter- the -] - to not know.  

nuunubzu  has the consonants - an –[- pa-] – [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ninaiththidaathu [ missing  letter- the -] - to not know.  

nuunubzu  has the consonants - an –[- pa-] – [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaanka  [ missing letter- ka -]  - to notice  / know.  

 

 nu-zu: ignorant ('not' + 'to know'). 

nuzu   has the consonants-  an-[- sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the   word is 
angnanam – ignorance.  

nuzu   has the consonants-  an-- sa- and the  interpretation  of the   word is 
neesan  - ignorant  person.  
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nuzu   has the consonants-  an-[- sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the   word is 
angnan -  ignorant  person. 

nuzu   has the consonants-  an—[-sa-]- and the  interpretation  of the   word is 
kingnan [ missing letter- ka-] – ignorant  person. 

nuzu   has the consonants-  an-[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is   konkaan [ 
missing letter- ka-] -ignorant  person. 

nuzu   has the consonants-  an-[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is   venmai [ 
missing letter- ka-] - ignorance. 

nuzu   has the consonants-  an-[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is   unaraamai [ 
missing leter- Ra-] – ignorance.  

nuzu   has the consonants-  an-[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is   unaru  [ 
missing leter- Ra-]  -to know.  

nuzu   has the consonants-  an-[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is   nenjariya [ 
missing leter- Ra-]  - knowingly . 

nuzu   has the consonants-  an-[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is   manasu  
ariya [ missing leter- Ra-]  - knowingly . 

nuzu   has the consonants-  an-[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is   moodan / 
madan [ missing  letter- the -]-  ignorant  person. 

nuzu   has the consonants-  an-[- sa-]- and the original Tamil word is   mada-th--  
thanam [ missing  letter- the -]-  ignorance /stupidity .   

 

 nu-zu-a: unknown ('not' + 'to know' + nominative).  

 nuza has the consonants - an –[- sa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is ninai – 
know.  
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num-sahar-ra: fly (insect) ('flying insect' + 'dust; rubbish' + genitive). 

num saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  [-sa-] -  ka-Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  eru  siraku udaiya   parakkum  vandu [ missing letters- pa- and-  the 
-] - flying insect  with two  wings ; eru -2; siraku –wing ; udaiya – having  ; parakka- 
fly ; vandu –insect  . 

num saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  sa--  ka-Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is parakkum  min mini  poochchi [ missing letter- pa -] – flying  / glowing  
insect ;  parakka- to fly ;  minuppu –shining  ; poochchi –insect  .  

num saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  [- sa-] --  ka-Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mar  kunam -  bug.  

num saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  [- sa-] --  ka-Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vayira munn – diamond dust . 

 mum saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  [- sa-] --  ka-Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   maeruvin  vaari – gold dust .  

num saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  [- sa-] --  ka-Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaveri  munn – iron sand.  

num saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  sa - ka-Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   senkar maa  - brick  dust ; senkkar- brick .  

num saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  [- sa-]  - ka-Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ekkar munn- fine sand . 

num saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  [- sa-]  - ka-Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   venn  nira munn – white sand  ; venn niram- white color .  

num saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  [- sa-]  - ka-Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    uvar munn / kaari  munn  -  brackish soil ; munn- soil .  

num saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  [- sa-]  - ka-Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    karu munn- barren soil; karu –black  .  
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num saharra   has the consonants - an  -ma-  [- sa-]  - ka-Ra -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    verum  munn –waste ground ; munn –soil .  

 

 numun...è/i-i: to issue seed, bring forth offspring ('seed' + 'to send forth').  

numunei  h as the consonants- an- ma - an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
anuppanum  [ missing letter- pa-] – to send . 

numunei  h as the consonants- an- ma - an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
makavu  eenanum [ missing  letter- ka-] – give birth to offspring ;  makavu –child; 
eenu –to give birth . 

 

numun...gar: to sow ('seed' + 'to place, deposit'). 

numun gar   has the consonants -an - ma  -an-  ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   munnir vithai  vithaiththiduthar /  thoovuthar  vaendum [ missing  letter- 
the -]- to sow  ; munn –soil ;  vithai –seed  ;  vithaikka - plant  ;  thoovu -  sow .  

 

 gišnumun-gar-GUL: a part of the seeder plow ('seed' + 'to place' + 'to obstruct').  

gisnumun gar gul  has the consonants –ka- [-sa -] - an – ma- an- ka- Ra – ka- la – 
and the  original Tamil  word is  kama kaaran   ilaan-k-kalaththai   poar pai  
kaaliyaei / thunna  paoaththai-  poota   uthavum  nuka kaal / nuka thadi [ missing 
letters- pa -and- the -] -shaft of the plough ; kama kaaran- farmer; ilaankalam- 
plough  ;  poar pai  kazhi - plough ;  poaththu –bull/ buffalo ; poottu –lock/ join 
nuka kaal –shaft    

gisnumun gar gul  has the consonants –ka- sa - an – ma- an- ka- Ra – ka- la – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  tharaiyir  sithari  kidak-k-indra  kurunai   manikal [ 
missing letter- the -] -   grains on the floor ; tharai –floor ; sithara –scatter  ; 
kurunai- grain ; manikal –seeds .  
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NUMUN-gisal: a tool ('seed' + 'rudder').  

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –[- sa-] - la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nel  manikal – rice seeds; nel –paddy .  

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –[- sa-] - la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   venthaiya  manikal [ missing letter- the -]- – fenugreek seeds; mani 
–seed/ stone /bead .  

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –[- sa-] - la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thinai / thaaniya  manikal [ missing letter- the -]-- millet seeds  ; 
thinai- millet ; mani- seed  . 

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka – sa-- la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  manjal  uoonum  koththu [ missing letter- the -]- turmeric  rhizome 
dibbler -agricultural  tool; manjal –turmeric/ yellow  ; uoonu- to plant . 

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –[- sa-] -- la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  munnil  kuzhi thoanda uthavum  kunthaali [ missing letter- the -]- – 
pickaxe  for digging the ground -agricultural  tool  ; munn –soil; kuzhi- pit  ; 
thoandu –dig ; uthavu –help ; kunthaali –pickaxe . 

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –[- sa-] -- la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vilai nilaththil  ulla  kalai   yaei neekka uthavum  kalai koththu [ 
missing letter- the -]- hand  hoe  - agricultural  tool  ; vilai nilam- field ; kalai- weed  
; neekka- remove ;  kalai koththu- hoe  . 

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka - sa-- la –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  Kammaalanin  /  kann -vilaiyaanin  /  suttu kole [ missing letter- the -]-   
smith’s  poker; kammaalan- smith; suttu kole –poker .  

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka – [-sa-] -- la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   Kammaalin  ani -kalankal – smith’s  instruments ; kammaalan-  
smith .  
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numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka – sa--- la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kal  thachchanin  savukkam [ missing letter- the -]- stone cutter’s 
chisel; kal- stone ; savukkam- chisel .     

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka – [-sa--]-- la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is kattaidam  kattum  kothanin   mael mattam [ missing letter- the -]-  
– mason’s level  ; kattidam- building ; kattu –build ; koththan- mason ; mattam- 
level .  

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –sa- la –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   thachchu  vinai  maakkalin   sethukku uli [ missing letter- the -]-  – 
carpenter’s chisel  ;uli- chisel  . 

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –sa- la –  and the  original Tamil  
word is is   thachchu  vinai  maakkalin   naka uli [ missing letter- the -]-  carpenter’s 
gouge ; thachchan  - carpenter ; nak uli- gouge .  

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –[-sa-] - la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is    munn vinai maakkalin  aazhi – carpenter’s  wheel  ; aazhi –wheel ; 
munn- soil ; vinai –action .  

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –sa-- la –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  nesavaalin   oadam / nasavu  naada  [ missing letter- the -]- weaver’s  
shuttle; nesavaali- weaver .    

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –sa-- la –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  Kai kolanin [ moka lingam]   seer maram [ missing letter- Ra-] – weaver’s  
beam . 

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –sa-- la –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai kolanin  kunjam – weaver’s  brush ; kai kolan –weaver . 

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –[-sa-] -- la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kammiyanin  kannai kole -   weaver’s rod.   
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numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –[-sa-] -- la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kammiyanin nilai yaadi [ missing letter- the -]-weaver’s  swift; 
kammiyan- weaver .  

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –[-sa-] -- la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Sakkliyanin /Semaanin  thole veetum  uli [ missing letter- the -]-
leather worker’s chisel ; uli- chisel  ;  thole- leather  /skin  .  

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –sa- la –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  machchikanin [ Komuttu Settiyin ]   thukku -kole [ missing letter- the -]-
trader’s  blance ; thookku kole- balance . 

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –[- sa-] -- la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kama [ vivasaayam ] [Skt]  tholizhukkaana   ilaankalam [ missing 
letter- the -]-plow for agricultural work ; kamam- cultivation  ;thozhil – work  
/occupation ; ilaankkalam-  plough . 

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –sa- la –  and the  original Tamil  
word is    kappal  sellum thikkai  maaththa  uthavum    sukkaan [ missing letter- 
the -]-rudder; sellu –sail /go  ;  thikku – direction  ;maaththu –change  ; uthavu- 
help  ;sukkaan- rudder  

numungisal   has the consonants –an-  ma- an -ka –[- sa-] - la –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kappalin mun paakam  [ missing letter- pa-]– helm of the ship ; 
kappal- ship ; mun –front ; pakkam- side . 

 

numun-sum-gaz: crushed onion seed ('seed' + 'onion' + 'crushed').  

numunsumgaz  has the consonants – an- ma - an -sa - ma - ka –sa- –and the  
original Tamil  word is  nasukkiya  manam   veesum   venkaaya  mani   -crushed 
onion seed ; nasukku –crush ; manam-  smell ; venkkayam-  onion .  

 

numun...til: to run out of seeds ('seeds' + 'to finish, put an end to'). 
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 numuntil  has the consonants- an- ma- an  -the-  la -and the original Tamil  word 
is   nalla   mudivukku   vanthiduthal    vaendum [ missing letter-ka -] –to take a 
good decision;  nalla- good  ; mudivu –decision  ; vanthidu –to come . 

numuntil  has the consonants- an- ma- an  -the-  la -and the original Tamil  word is   
nanku  mudithidal  vaendum [ missing letter- ka  -] –to finish nicely ; nanku –good; 
mudikka- finish  . 

numuntil  has the consonants- an- ma- an  -the-  la -and the original Tamil  word is  
munn-il   thoova  nel  mani  vithaikal   illaamai  [ missing letter- ka  -] -lack of  rice  
seeds  ; munn –soil ; thoova- to sow ; nel- paddy ; mani- seed ; illai- nil  . 

numuntil  has the consonants- an- ma- an  -the-  la -and the original Tamil  word is  
nalla vithai manikkal [ missing letter- ka  -]-  good seeds ; nalla- good; vithai –seed 
; mani- grain/ stone/ bead . 

 

 NUN.ME(.PÙ): (cf., abgal(2)).  

 

pa-ág: nostrils ('wings' + 'to measure, check').  

paag  has the consonants  [--pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mooku – 
nose/ nostril .  

paag  has the consonants  [--pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is koanam- 
nose / nostril ;  pakkam- ckeek ; mukam –face .  

paag  has the consonants  [--pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is mookku  
oattai  [ missing  letter- the -] – nostril  ; mookku –nose;oaatti –hole .  

paag  has the consonants  [--pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mathippu  
iduka [ missing  letter- the -] – to measure.  

paag  has the consonants  [--pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kanakku  
paakka  - to measure . 
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paag  has the consonants  -pa-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  panavai –
measure . 

paag  has the consonants - [--pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  sankkai [ 
missing letter- sa-] – measure . 

paag  has the consonants - [--pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  
kavikka- check  as  by  hand  gesture ; kai- hand .  

paag  has the consonants - [--pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word  is aaikai –
check . 

paag  has the consonants --pa - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaduppu  
amaivu [ missing  letter- the -]  -check .  

paag  has the consonants - [--pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word  is adakku / 
adakkam  [ missing  letter- the -] -  to check . 

paag  has the consonants - [--pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word  is kattu  
mukanai  [ missing  letter- the -] -check . 

paag  has the consonants - [--pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word  is thadukka 
[ missing  letter- the -] –check . 

 paag  has the consonants - pa-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word  is kattu paadu [ 
missing  letter- the -] -check . 

 paag  has the consonants - pa-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word  is mattu 
paduththuka-[ missing  letter- the -]-  check.  

paag  has the consonants - pa-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word  is thadai 
poaduka-[ missing  letter- the -]-  - check . 

paag  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word  is thakai- [ 
missing  letter- the -]-   check . 

 paag  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
madakkidu – check . 
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paag  has the consonants – [-pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
madankkadikka --[ missing  letter- the -]- check .  

paag  has the consonants  -pa-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  pakkam – 
wing.  

 paag  has the consonants  -pa-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  paravai 
/erakkai  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  – wing ;  paravai –bird  . 

paag  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  oasanikka  
[ missing letter- sa-] - to flap  the wings.  

paag  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai- wing  
of an army . 

 

PA+DUG-um: an allowance, payment.  

padugum   has the consonants -  pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is panam  katta  vaendum  - to  pay ; panam –fees; kattu –to pay . 

padugum   has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is kattanam  katta vaendum – to pay  the fees ; kattanam- fees ; kattu –to 
pay . 

padugum   has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is kattanam- payment . 

 padugum   has the consonants -  pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is pakuthi  panam -  part payment; pakuthi –part; panam- money  . 

padugum   has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is thokai kodaamai-  non payment  ;  thokai - money /amount ; kodukka- to 
give ; kodaamaai- not given . 
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 padugum   has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is udanadi  thokai  kodukka  vaendum -    to give  down payment ; udanae- 
immediate ; thokai- amount/ sum ; kodukka- to give . 

 padugum   has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is maatha  uoothiyam kodukka  vaendum  -to give monthly  salary ; 
maatham - month ; uoothiyam- salary  ; kodukka- to give.  

padugum   has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is thokai  katta  vaendum – to pay  the fees ; thokai- amount/ sum  ;kattu –
to pay . 

padugum   has the consonants -  pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is kodu-k-ka vaendiya panam – payment; kodukka- to give ; panam- money. 

 padugum   has the consonants - -pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is inaippu  kattanam  -affiliation fees; ianippu – affiliation ; kattanam- fees . 

padugum   has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is mukamai  thokai- agency  fees ; mukamai- agency ; thokai- amount/sum  . 

padugum   has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is thani  kattanam –special fees . 

 padugum   has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is thaedu  kattanam- search fees ;  thaedu –search . 

padugum   has the consonants -  pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is viduvippu  kattanam- release fees ; viduvikka- to release . 

padugum   has the consonants -  pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is pathivu kattanam - registration  fees ; pathia-– to register . 

padugum   has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is mun  kattanam-  advance  fee ; mun –early . 

padugum   has the consonants -  -pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is vinnappa  kattanam –application  fee ; vinnappam –application . 
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padugum   has the consonants -  -pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is amaippu-k- kattanam-  composition  fee; kattanam –fees. 

 padugum   has the consonants -  -pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is padi eduppu  kattanam- copying fees;   padi- copy . 

padugum   has the consonants -  -pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is aandu  kattanam- annual  fees; aandu –year . 

padugum   has the consonants -  -pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is maatha  kattanam- monthly  fees ; maatham- month . 

padugum   has the consonants - pa-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is kodukka  vaendiya   uthavi  thoaki / uthavai  panam – stipend to be given ; 
kodukka- give; uthavi- help; thoaki –amount; panam- money  . 

 padugum   has the consonants – [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is koottu moththam- sum total ; moththam- total; koottu –to add . 

 padugum   has the consonants – [-pa-]-  the – ka-   ma  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is moththa thokai- lump  sum ; motthham –total ; thokai- sum . 

padug  has the consonants - pa-  the – ka- -  and the  original Tamil  word is    padi 
thokai   -allowance . 

padug  has the consonants - pa-  the – ka- -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
koduppu unavu –allowance . 

padug  has the consonants –[- pa-]-  the – ka- -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
koduththu uthavu- to give allowance  ;  kodu- give; uthavi- help; uthavu –to help  

padug  has the consonants –[- pa-]-  the – ka- -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
uthavi thokai-  allowance; uthavi- help; thokai- amount  . 

padug  has the consonants –[- pa-]-  the – ka- -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
odukku- payment . 
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padug  has the consonants –[- pa-]-  the – ka- -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
kattaaya  nun kodai- capitation  fees ; nun kodai –gift ; kattaayam- compulsory. 

padug  has the consonants –[- pa-]-  the – ka- -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
koottu thokai / koottukai –sum;  koottu –add ; thokai –sum  . 

padug  has the consonants – pa-  the – ka- -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
thokuppu- sum . 

 

pa...è; pa-è...aka: to show; to make appear; to let shine; to make resplendent 
(often with -nior bi-) ('bud, sprout' + 'to send forth' + 'to make'). 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vaa-  to 
make  appear / come . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   mei 
kanikka / kaanpikka   - to show [  one’s body] ; mei- body  /soma  .  

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   mukam  
kaamikka -  to appear / to show  one’s face;  mukam- face; kaamikka- to show .  

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is sanikka [ Skt] [ missing letter- sa -]  - to appear . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaatchchi  kodukka –[ missing letters-   sa -and- the -]  -  to  appear ; kaatchchi –
appaerance  ;kodukka- to give  

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   mukam   
– appearance  / face  . 

paèaka  has the consonants –pa- ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
paavakam   -   appearance . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaamikka/ kaanpikka  – show. 
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paèaka  has the consonants – pa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   pon -paduka 
[ missing letter- the -]   - to appear bright . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   minu 
minukka- minunka / minu minuppaaka  -shine . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
minukkam- showy . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ayanka / 
iyanka / vayanka-   shine /  resplendent. 

paèaka  has the consonants – pa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is poo   pookka 
– bud / sprout ; poo- flower; pookka- to blossom . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is veesam [  
missing letter- sa-] - sprout.  

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mookai-  
bud . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mokku –  
bud . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kanni-  
bud . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kannikai-  
flower bud . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the other interpretation of the   
word is sayakam [   missing  letter- sa-] - flower bud.  

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   mukai-  opening  bud . 

paèaka  has the consonants – pa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is anuppuka- to 
send . 
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paèaka  has the consonants – pa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is poakku- to 
send . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   neekku –send away / remove . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   aakkuka- to make . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   amaikka- make . 

paèaka  has the consonants –[- pa-] - ka -and the other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   seika [ missing letter- sa-] – make/ do  . 

paèaka  has the consonants –pa-ka -and the other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   pannuka – make . 

paèaka  has the consonants –pa-ka -and the other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   punaivu/ punaika -  making/ make  . 

 

 pa(4)har: wages ('small canal' + 'coil of silver', cf, a-pa4 ). 

pahar  has the consonants -  [- pa-] -  ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
velli  raekku [ missing letter- la-] – silver leaf ; velli- silver . 

pahar  has the consonants - pa-  ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is  venn  
nira pon – silver; vennmai –white .  

pahar  has the consonants -  [- pa-] -  ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
varumaanam  / varuvaai  / varavu  –income . 

pahar  has the consonants -  [- pa-] -  ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
kurun- k- kooli [ missing letter- la-] - husking  wages ;  kooli –wage .  

pahar  has the consonants -  [- pa-] -  ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
naar kooli  [ missing letter- la-]  -daily  wages ; naar- day; kooli –wage . 
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pahar  has the consonants -  [- pa-] -  ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaara  kooli  [ missing letter- la-] -  weekly  wages; vaaram- week .  

pahar  has the consonants -   [- pa-] -  ka- Ra -   and the other interpretation of the 
word is   virakini- wages.  

pahar  has the consonants -   pa  -ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is   pana 
thokai  kattuthar  [ missing letter- the -]  -to pay ; panam- money ;  thokai- sum; 
kattu –to pay  . 

pahar  has the consonants -   pa - ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is varum  
padi  [ missing letter- the -]  – income  . 

pahar  has the consonants -   [- pa-] -  ka- Ra -   and the other interpretation of the 
word is   uruththikam [ missing letter- the -]  -wages.  

pahar  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
varuththanai [ missing letter- the -]  - wages.  

pahar  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is vaari  
oattu [ missing letter- the -] – an artificial water way  connecting two bodies of 
water.    

pahar  has the consonants -   pa-  ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is peru 
valavaai [ missing letter- la-] -  big channel ; peru –big . 

pahar  has the consonants -   pa-  ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
peruvalappur [ missing letter- la-] –  village with a  big  channel; uoor- village ; 
peru –big  .  

pahar  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is vella  
vaari [ missing letter- la-] – feeder channel; vellam- flood  . 

pahar  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is maru  
kaal [ missing letter- la-] -  surplus  channel . 

pahar  has the consonants -  [- pa-] - ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is kai  
yaru-  field  channel . 
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pa-pah: cella, inner sanctum of a temple (cf., Orel & Stolbova #1926, *pah- 
"close, lock"). 

 papah  has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koayir  
karuvarai [ missing letter- Ra-] – inner sanctum of a temple; kovir- temple ; karu 
varai –womb   ; karu –embryo  /dark  ; arai   –room  . 

papah  has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
karumanai [ missing letter- Ra-] – cella ; manai- house; karu –dark  . 

papah  has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvi  - 
close as  flowers.   

papah  has the consonants –  pa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai Koompa 
- close as petals of  flowers ; vaai- mouth .   

papah  has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  nooku -  
close as a door.   

papah  has the consonants – [- pa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  neekkam 
-  shut.  

Error! Bookmark not defined. 

 pa-rim4: (cf., parim). 

 

 pa-sa-lal-a: a bundle of brushwood ('branch' + 'bundle' + 'to lift, carry; to bind' + 
nominative). 

pasalala   has the consonants – [- pa-] - sa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is sulli     
– branch/ dried twigs   . 
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pasalala   has the consonants – [- pa-] - sa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is sulli   
mudi - bundle of  withered tree  branches / twigs . 

pasalala   has the consonants –  pa- sa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is suppal  
-   dry  twigs . 

pasalala   has the consonants –  pa- sa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
silumpal – the twigs  sticking  out in a basket .  

pasalala   has the consonants – [- pa-] – [- sa-] - la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thazhai [ missing letter- the -] – foliage.  

pasalala   has the consonants – [- pa-] – [-sa-] - la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aali  – bundle .  

pasalala   has the consonants –  pa-– [-sa-] - la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pottalam [ missing letter- the -] – bundle.  

pasalala   has the consonants – [- pa-] - sa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
eduththu  seulluthal /  sumanthu  poathal   [ missing letter- the -] – to carry . 

pasalala   has the consonants –  pa-– [-sa-] - la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinaiththal [ missing letter- the -] – to bind.  

 

 pa-TAR: cut-off branches/twigs ('branch' + 'to cut off'). 

pa-TAR  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilaaar- ai  vettuka [ missing letter- ka-]-  vilaar-  twig; vettu –cut . 

pa-TAR  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is thurai 
– branch . 

pa-TAR  has the consonants  -pa--the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
tharippu   -cut.  

pa-TAR  has the consonants  -pa--the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  panar 
tharippu – cutting  the branch ; panar- branch  . 
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pa-TAR  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thundiththar / thundaaduthar – cut off . 

pa-TAR  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
aruththidu- tear . 

pa-TAR  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
muriththidu-  cut/ break . 

pa-TAR  has the consonants  -pa-the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
piriththiduthar- separate. 

pa-TAR  has the consonants  -pa--the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  uooru 
paadu –cut.  

pa-TAR  has the consonants  -pa--the -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   uru 
maathiri- cut . 

 

 PA+USAN: a shepherd.  

PA+USAN  has the consonants [- pa-]  -[- sa -] -an -  and the  original Tamil  word is     
Aayan-  shepherd.  

PA+USAN  has the consonants - pa- -[- sa -] -an -  and the  original Tamil  word is      
Maeippan – shepherd.  

 

pà-da: an occupation ('to find; to declare' + nominative).  

pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is panithi-   job.  

pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  seithidum   
pani [ missing  letter- sa-]– the job  one is doing; seithidu –do; pani- job .  
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 pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aadai / 
thuni   neithidum  pani – weaving job ;  aadai- clothe; thuni –cloth ; neithidu –to 
weave; pani- job .  

pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thuni 
pinnum pani -  knitting job; thuni –cloth; pinnu –knit .  

pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paanai 
seithidum pani  -pot making work; paanai –pot; seithidu –make . 

pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paai 
mudaiyim pani – mat weaving job; paai- mat ; mudaiya- weave  . 

pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  thaedu 
– to find out a job; pani- job; thaedu –search  . 

 pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pani idam- 
work place; idam- place  . 

pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pani  
uoothiyam –work salary ; uoothiyam- salary . 

pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paesidu-[   
missing  letter- sa-] -say . 

pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  seppidu [- 
missing  letter- sa-] – say . 

pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pannidu – 
declare . 

pà-da   has the consonants – pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  paadidu –
declare/ sing  . 

pà-da   has the consonants – [-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oathidu –  
declare/ recite  . 
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pa4[PAB]-a-da-ga: flowing irrigation ditch ('irrigation ditch' + 'flowing with 
water'). 

paadaga   has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaal  eduththal [ missing letter- la-] – to dig  irrigation channels  ; kaal- canal ; edu 
–make .  

paadaga   has the consonants – pa- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thanni  paainthidum  kaal vaai  [ missing letter- la-] – water  flowing  canal ; thanni 
–water; paaya- flow ; kaal vaai –canal . 

paadaga   has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vadi-kaal  [ missing letter- la-] – channel ; vadiya- to drain ; kaal- canal . 

paadaga   has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thozhuvai -  pond.  

paadaga   has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thanni  kuttai -   pond ;thanni- water; kuttai- lake .  

paadaga   has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
kundu- pond. 

paadaga   has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
kuttam- pond . 

paadaga   has the consonants – [-pa-] - the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
thadaakam – pond.  

paadaga   has the consonants – pa-- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
puda kini  - lotus  pond . 

 

 pa4...ba-al: to dig ditches ('irrigation ditch' + 'to dig').  

pabaal   has the consonants- pa -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  pallam 
thoandu [ missing letter- the-] - to dig ditches; pallam- pit /ditch ; thaondu- dig . 
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pabaal   has the consonants- [-pa -]-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal  
eduththal [ missing letters- ka- and-  the-]- to dig irrigation ditches. 

pabaal   has the consonants- pa -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  pallam – 
ditch . 

pabaal   has the consonants- [-pa -]-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal vaai  / 
vaai-k-kal [ missing letter- ka-]  - irrigation ditch/ branch canal . 

pabaal   has the consonants- [-pa -]-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  akazhu[ 
missing letter- ka-]  - dig . 

 

pap-hal(-la): n., leg, thigh; confinement, poverty; share (Akk. loan, cf., hal, ha-la). 
v., to walk. adj., walking about, movable.  

pap-hal(-la)   has the consonants  - [- pa-]  –ka- la - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is lack [E] . 

pap-hal(-la)   has the consonants  - [- pa-]  –ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaalkal – legs; kaal- leg  ; kaalkal- legs  . 

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  –ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaikal – hands; kai- hand; kaikal - hands  . 

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  –ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanu-k-kaal-  - ankle ; kanu- joint . 

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  –ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nilai kaal – leg . 

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-]  –ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
poei -k -kal -artificial leg  ; poei –false; kaal- leg   . 

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  -pa-ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is kappu 
– k- kaal – bandy  legs . 
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pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  -pa-ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is kappai 
-k -kaal – bow leg  . 

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  -[-pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaanai -k -kaal – cochin  leg / elephantiasis; yaanai –elephant .   

 pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
valai kaal – bandy  legs ; valaiya- curved ; kaal- leg . 

 pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  -[- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
peechchai kaal – left leg ; peechchai –left ; pee- shit  ;  peechchaan-k-kai- left hand 
for washing  the back   ; kai- hand /arm  ; kaal- leg  . 

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  -[- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vala-k- kal- right leg ; vala-k -kai – right arm; valam –right side; kai- arm; kaal- leg  . 

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  -[- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilankkin  kaal – leg of an  animal ; vilankku –animal . 

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - pa-ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is kaal 
ezhumpu –leg  bone ;  ezhumpu- bone ; kaal- leg .    

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mael kaal- uppr leg  /thigh ;  mael- upper; kaal- leg  . 

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
akgal  /alkal – poverty . 

pap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhivu  - poverty . 

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
avalam-  poverty . 

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
ulaivu – poverty . 
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ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaeval – poverty . 

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kan kuzhivu – poverty . 

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kullakam – poverty . 

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaezhai makkal – poor  people;   yaezhai - poor person; yaezhmai- poverty ; 
makkal- people . 

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
onkki vaazhal – confinement; vaazhal- live .  

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  -  pa--ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
veliyil  poaka iyaala nilai – confinement ;  veliyae- outside ; poaka- to go ; 
iyaalaathu –not possible ; nilai –state .  

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaavalil vaikka-  to confine ; kaaval- protection  ; vaikka- to keep . 

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
ulaavu / ulaavukai – walk . 

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
olku  -walk.  

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sellukai [ missing letter- sa-]  - walk . 

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kai- kole  -walking stick; kole- stick  .  

ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kai kazhi - walking stick ; kai- hand   / arm  ;  kazhi –stick . 
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ap-hal(-la)  has the consonants  - [- pa-] -ka- la - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is walk [E] . 

walk [E] has the consonants - va-  la - ka - and the  original  Tamil  word is  
ulaavuka – to walk around . 

 

itipa4-ú-e: calendar month 11 at Umma during Ur III. 

itipaue  has the consonants- the- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
pathinonnaam  maatham  - 11th  month ; pathinonnu -11; maatham- month ; 
paththu -10; onnu -1 . 

itipaue  has the consonants- the- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   paththaam  
maatham – 10th month ; paththu- 10. 

itipaue  has the consonants- the- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thondaam maatham  -9th month ; thondu- 9. 

itipaue  has the consonants- the- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
aeinthaam maatham – 5th month ; aeinthu -5. 

itipaue  has the consonants- the-[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
moonaam maatham – 3rd month; moonu -3 . 

itipaue  has the consonants- the- [- pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is   mutha 
maatham / onnaam maatham  -first  month;   mutha- first  . 

itipaue  has the consonants- the- [- pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is   Thaei 
maatham – first   month -Thaei  ; Thaei- Tamil month . 

itipaue  has the consonants- the- [- pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aadi  
maatham / nandu maatham –  Aadi  [ Tamil ] month ; nandu-  crab .  

 

 pa4-úgur[SIG7]: ditch ('irrigation ditch' + 'field, garden' ?).  
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paugur   has the consonants –[-pa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vaai-
kaar -  canal. 

paugur   has the consonants –[-pa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
marakka- grove . 

paugur   has the consonants –[-pa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is seruvu 
[  missing letter- sa-] –garden . 

paugur   has the consonants –[-pa-]- ka -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kaethaaram  / kaeththiram- [  missing letter- the-]- field.  

 paugur   has the consonants –[-pa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koadaram  [  missing letter- the-]- garden.  

paugur   has the consonants –[-pa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoatta  kooru- [  missing letter- the-]-  garden  land; thoattam- garden . 

paugur   has the consonants –pa-- ka -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   piraavam- garden . 

paugur   has the consonants –pa ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is parikai- 
ditch. 

paugur   has the consonants –pa-- ka -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   vappiram- ditch. 

paugur   has the consonants –pa-- ka -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kurampu – garden bed.  

 

pa5-sig: small branch canal ('irrigation ditch, canal' + 'small').  

 pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koachchu –small.  

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kunji – 
anything  small . 
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pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaan – channel . 

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kullam  
[ missing  letter- la-] - small / short . 

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
akazhi [ missing  letter- zha-] – ditch . 

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaai-k-kaal [ missing  letter- la-]  - canal  

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaal 
vaai [ missing  letter- la-]  – canal  . 

pasig  has the  consonants  -pa- -sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  paasna  
vaai-k-kal [ missing  letter- la-] - irrigation ditch ; paasanam- cultivation . 

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kilai 
kaal [ missing  letter- la-]  - branch  canal; kilai- branch  .  

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  akai   
vaaikkaal [ missing  letter- la-]  -  branch  channel .  

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanni  kaal [ missing  letter- la-]  -  branch channel . 

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhivu  vaaikkaal [ missing  letter- zha/ la-- overflow channel ; vazhiya- overflow . 

pasig  has the  consonants  -pa- -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  puku 
muka  kaal vaai /   vaayil  kaalvaai [ missing  letter- la-] -  entrance channel  
;mukam- face .  

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
valavaai [ missing  letter- la-]  - channel. 
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pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kuzhaai  kinaru [ missing  letter- zha-]    –tube well;  kuzhaai- -pipe ; kinaru –well .  

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
neima-k- kuzhaai [ missing  letter- zha-]  - small  canal / duct / tube  .  

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhai  / kuzhal  / koakilam [ missing  letter- zha/ la-] –  tube . 

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-] -sa-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kusa –
k-kuzhaai [ missing  letter- zha-]  – brick tube . 

pasig  has the  consonants  -[-pa-]  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhi [ missing  letter- zha-]  – channel . 

 

pah-zil: an intestinal disease (?) ('legs; leprosy' + 'to divide; to peel').  

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – [-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudal noei -[ missing  letter- the -]  - intestinal disease; kudal- intestine; noaei- 
disease . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – pa- -ka –sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pasi  
aaval  illamai – lack  of appetite; pasi –appetite; aaval-  interest ; illai- nil . 

 pah-zil  has the consonants – pa- -ka –sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayeiththu  vali / moadu vali / kumpi  vali /   kutchchi  vali / unthi  vali  / koodu  
vali / akadu  vali  / vandi  vali /   soaththu  pai  vali / anna saaya [Skt]  vali / 
pakkuva   saaya [Skt]  vali  - abdominal  pain; vayiru- stoamch ; moadu  -stomach; 
kumpi- stomach ; unthi –stomach ; kumpi- stomach ; koodu- stomach /cage  
akadu –stomach ; soaththu  pai- food bag ;  saatham-  cooked food  ; soaru –
cooked rice  ;  annam- food ; vali- pain . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – [-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaai  kumattuthal   / umattuthal  / kaakuthal  -[ missing  letter- the -] -  nausea /  
vomiting  ;  vaai- mouth; umatta- vomit .   
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pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – [-sa-]- la- and the   other interpretaion  
of the word is  vaanthi  eduththal –-[ missing  letter- the -]  - to  vomit ; vaanthi- 
vomit . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – [-sa-]- la- and the  Tamil interpretaion  of 
the word is   valaiya  kanaiya  noei  -   disease of the annular  pancreas ; kanayam- 
pancreas; valaiyam- circle/ annular; noaei –disease  . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – [-sa-]- la- and the  Tamil interpretaion  of 
the word is  kulai  noei   -  liver disease . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – pa--ka – [-sa-]- la- and the  Tamil interpretaion  of 
the word is  kozhuppu  miku  kalleeral  noaei  [  missing letter- Ra-] – fatty  liver  ; 
kozhuppu- fat; mikka- excess; kal eeral- liver; noaei – disease . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – [- pa-] --ka – sa- la- and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is kal eeral  izhai  naar  valarchchi [  missing letter- Ra-] – cirrhosis of  
liver  ;  kal eeral- liver .  

pah-zil  has the consonants – [- pa-] --ka – sa- la- and the  Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is manjal kaamalai  noei – jaundice ; manjal- yellow; kaamalai- jaundice .  

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – [-sa-]- la- and the   other interpretation  
of the word is   moolaakkini [Skt] – warmth  of the stomach . 

pah-zil  has the consonants –-pa--ka – [-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kokki  puzhu   noei  -  hook  worm disease   

pah-zil  has the consonants –pa --ka – [-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kudal adaippu  noei --[ missing  letter- the -] -  abdominal  obstruction ;  kudal-
intestine ; adaippu- obstruction  .  

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – [-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudal  vaaal  veekkam -[ missing  letter- the -]  -  appendicitis ; kudal vaal- intestine 
; veekkam- swelling.  

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – [-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kudal ilakka naoei  -[ missing  letter- the -]  - diarrhea ; kudal- gut ; noaei- disease . 
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pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ka – [-sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kudal yaeththam/ kudalukkul  kudal  -[ missing  letter- the -]  - intussusception ; 
kudal- gut; ul- in  . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – pa--ka –-sa-la- and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is   pee kazhi –p-pathil  sikkal /  kollaikku  selvathil   sikkal /  kakkusukku 
selvathil  sikkal   /   malam [Skt]  /  kakka /   kazhivu  sikkal   noei  / mala kattu  
noaei --[ missing  letter- the -]    -constipation; pee- shit; kazhaikka- to pass;  sella- 
pass;   sikkal- difficulty ; kakkusu- toilet ; kakka- shit ; malam –shit ; kattu- block  . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – pa- -ka – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
seetha   paethi  aakuthal -[ missing  letter- the -]  -  diarrhea . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-] - -ka – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kazhichchal  noaei – diarrhea  . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-] - -ka – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kothi  kazhichchal  noei   - slight  diarrhea . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – pa- -ka – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayeiththu  poakku-  / vayeiththaala pokuthu  -[ missing  letter- the -]-  diarrhea ; 
vayeiru- stomach ; poaka- to pass . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – pa- -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudal puththu  noaei  -[ missing  letter- the -]-    colonic cancer; kudal- intestine; 
puththu noaei- cancer  . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-] - -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ull  moolam /  veli  moola noei   -   internal piles / external piles  ; ull- inner; 
moolam- piles ; veli - outer.  

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-] - -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaal – leg; kaalkal- legs . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – [-pa-] - -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vellai  kuttam / kushtam  -[ missing  letter- the -]  - white leprosy . 
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pah-zil  has the consonants – -pa-- -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pankkiduthal -[ missing  letter- the -]  - divide; pankku –share . 

 pah-zil  has the consonants – -pa-- -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paku-ththal -[ missing  letter- the -]  -divide.  

pah-zil  has the consonants – -pa- - -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paakam iduthal -[ missing  letter- the -]  - divide; paakam –share . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – -[-pa-]- - -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kandiththal -[ missing  letter- the -]  -divide. 

pah-zil  has the consonants – -[-pa-]- - -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kathuthal -[ missing  letter- the -]   -divide . 

 pah-zil  has the consonants – -[-pa-]- - -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  koduththal-[ missing  letter- the -]  - divide . 

  pah-zil  has the consonants – -[-pa-]- - -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vakuththal -[ missing  letter- the -] – divide . 

 pah-zil  has the consonants – -[-pa-]- - -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vakaithal -[ missing  letter- the -]  -divide . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – -[-pa-]- - -ka – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vilaadiththal -[ missing  letter- the -]  - divide . 

 pah-zil  has the consonants – -pa - -ka – -sa- - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vipa- jiththal -[ missing  letter- the -]  - divide . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – -[-pa-]- - -ka – -sa- - la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pazha tholai  neekku -[ missing  letter- the -]  -– remove the skin  of the fruit ; 
pazham- fruit; thole- skin ; neekku- remove . 

pah-zil  has the consonants – -[-pa-]- - -ka – -sa- - la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  savuu  eduththal [ missing  letter- the -]  - peel off  ;  savuu- membrane . 
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pe-el(-lá): (cf., pil(2)). 

 

 pe-en-zé-er: a functionary; hearth tender (?); leather worker (??) ('bellows' + 'to 
cut'; cf., metaphor in dùg...zil).  

peenzeer has the consonants - pa -an –[-sa -] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaor  panthu  / thuruththi  panthu [ missing letter- the -]  -   leather bellows 
;thoar- leather; thuruththi- bellows.  

peenzeer  has the consonants – [-pa -] -an –[-sa -] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  nurai eerar – bellows /  lung ; nurai- foam .  

peenzeer  has the consonants – [-pa -] -an –[-sa -] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is   thoatrunnar [ missing letter- the -] – leather  worker.  

peenzeer  has the consonants – [-pa -] -an –sa -Ra –and the  other interpretation 
of the word is saruma  kaaran  / saru  makan [ missing letter- ka-]  - leather 
worker.  

peenzeer  has the consonants – [-pa -] -an –[-sa -] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is   ara- k-kaaran  [ missing letter- ka-]  - leather worker.  

peenzeer  has the consonants – [-pa -] -an –[-sa -] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is   mayir  neenkika  urivai [ missing letter- ka-]  - skin.   

 peenzeer  has the consonants – [-pa -] -an –[-sa-]  -Ra –and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   puniru / purani  -  skin.  

peenzeer  has the consonants – [-pa -] -an –[-sa -] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  aranai  - skin.  

peenzeer  has the consonants – -pa -an –[-sa -] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pani-k-karan  [ missing letter- ka-]   - worker.  

peenzeer  has the consonants – [-pa-] -an –[-sa -] -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanapparai [ missing letter- ka-]  - hearth . 
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hearth [E]    has the consonats – Ra-the- and the  orignal Tamil  word is thee 
eriyim idam – fire place ; thee- fire; eriya- burning; idam- place . 

hearth [E]    has the consonats – Ra-the- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   thanthoori  - oven . 

 

peš-mur7: a palm tree product ('palm frond' + 'ridge'). 

pesmur   has the consonants –pa- [-sa-]- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
panai maram- palm tree;  panai- palm ; maram- tree. 

pesmur   has the consonants –[-pa--] -sa-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
eechcham maram -  date palm  tree  ; eechcham –date fruit .  

pesmur   has the consonants –[-pa--] –[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is maa maram- mango tree. 

pesmur   has the consonants –[-pa--] –[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is muram-  winnowing pan . 

pesmur   has the consonants –[-pa--] –[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is panai  mara  naaru  - palmyra  fibre ; naaru –fibre  . 

pesmur   has the consonants –[-pa--] –[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is panai  mara  nonkku [ missing letter- ka-]  -  palmyra  fruit ; nonkku- 
palmyra fruit .  

pesmur   has the consonants –pa-–-sa-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
panai mara sakkarai  /aavaaram -[ missing letter- ka-]-   palm sugar ; sakkarai- 
sugar . 

pesmur   has the consonants –[-pa--] –[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is kaama maram-[ missing letter- ka-]-   a palm tree. 

pesmur   has the consonants –[-pa--] –[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is kamuku  panai maram -[ missing letter- ka-]-  –areca palm tree. 
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pesmur   has the consonants –[-pa--] –[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaaikkum  panai  maram [ missing letter- ka-]   -fruit bearing palmyra . 

pesmur   has the consonants –[-pa--] –[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  panai  mara  kavaru [ missing letter- ka-] – palmyra  timber . 

pesmur   has the consonants –-pa--–[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  karum  puram [ missing letter- ka-] - palmyra  palm . 

pesmur   has the consonants –-pa--–[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kar-p-pakam [ missing letter- ka-] – palmyra. 

pesmur   has the consonants –-pa--–[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maari –fermented sap of palm tree. 

pesmur   has the consonants -pa-–sa-- ma- Ra- and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is   suraa paanam – palm wine/ toddy . 

pesmur   has the consonants –-pa--–sa-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
panai mara  pisin   palmyra  resin ; pisin –resin . 

pesmur   has the consonants –-pa--–sa-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pana-j -serumpu -  palmyra  spathe . 

pesmur   has the consonants –[--pa--]-–sa-- ma- Ra- and the other interpretaion  
of the word is   thuraa roakam /  thuruma  siraettam  [ missing letter- the -]  
palmyra  palm . 

pesmur   has the consonants –[--pa--]—[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the other 
interpretaion  of the word is   panai  uththiram / panai mara thadi  [ missing 
letter- the -]  - palmyra  beam . 

pesmur   has the consonants –-pa--–[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  panai mara  mattai [ missing letter- the -]  -  palm- leaf stalk . 

pesmur   has the consonants –-pa--–[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  panai mara  ennai- palm tree oil ; ennai –oil . 
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pesmur   has the consonants –-[-pa--]—[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  aeintharam / aeinthaar[ missing letter- the -]  - palmyra  . 

pesmur   has the consonants –-pa--[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
varampu [ missing letter- ka-]  -ridge.  

pesmur   has the consonants –-[-pa--]—[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai  vaaram [ missing letter- ka-]   -edge . 

pesmur   has the consonants –-[-pa--]—[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  koormai – edge.  

pesmur   has the consonants –-[-pa--]—[-sa-]-- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  
word is  oaram- rim .  

 

 peš-peš: very wide, spacious; physically handicapped (reduplicated 'womb; to 
expand; to be wide').  

pes  has the consonants- [-  pa -] – [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
akalamaana   [ missing letters- ka –and- la -] – wide .  

pes  has the consonants- [-  pa -] – sa- -and the  original Tamil  word is  
visaalamaana  [ missing letters- ka –and- la -] – spacious.  

pes  has the consonants-   pa – [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  painkuzhi [ 
missing letters- ka –and- la -] - womb. 

pes  has the consonants- [-  pa -] – [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai - 
kaal  vilankaamai [ missing letters- ka –and- la -]-  hand/ leg  handicapped ; kai- 
hand; kaal- leg; vilankkaamai- not functioning . 

pes  has the consonants- [-  pa -] – [- sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vilakku 
/ nekila  [ missing letters- ka –and- la/ zha -]-  expand ; akalamaakku .  

 

péš-(giš)gi: canebrake mouse or mole rat ('mouse' + 'reeds'). 
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pesgis  has the consonants –[-pa-] – [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   aaku – rat . 

pesgis  has the consonants –[-pa-] – [-sa-] - ka- sa--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   eli kunju [ missing letter –la-]  – young  rat; eli –rat; kunju –small .  

pesgis  has the consonants –[-pa-] – [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    sikka-  rat . 

pesgis  has the consonants –[-pa-] – sa- ka- [-sa-] -  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  moosikam   - rat.  

pesgis  has the consonants –[-pa-] – [-sa-] - ka- sa--  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   kowsik   -rat.  

pesgis  has the consonants –[-pa-] – [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  korukkai /   koarai vakai  [ missing letter – Ra-] –reed type  . 

pesgis  has the consonants –[-pa-] – [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   vai-k-kole [ missing letter – la-] -  reed.  

pesgis  has the consonants –[-pa-] – [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pul  vakai [ missing letter – la-] –grass type; pul-  grass; vakai- kind  . 

pesgis  has the consonants –pa- sa- ka- [-sa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   kasapam – grass. 

pesgis  has the consonants –pa- sa- ka- [-sa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   pasaviyam  - grass.  

 

 gišpèš-duru5: fresh figs ('figs' + 'fresh').  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]  - pa  -[-sa-]   -the- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is    puthu  karukku  -freshness ; puthu- new .  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]  - [-pa-]   -[-sa-]   -the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is   virunthu – freshness .   
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gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]  - [-pa-]   -[-sa-]   -the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is   eeram mikuntha - with freshness; eeram- moisture  . 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]  - pa- -sa-  -the- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is    pasumai  kuraiyaathathu  -with freshness .  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]  - pa- -[-sa--]  -the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is  puthumai kundraatha  - fresh ; puthumai- novel .  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] – [-pa-] --sa---the- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   sirithum vaattam uraatha – with freshness   . 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] – [-pa-] –[-sa-] ---the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is   viruththoon  -fresh food.  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] – pa-–[-sa-] ---the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is   puthu  neer  perukku - freshet  ; aadi  perukku ‘ puthu- 
fresh ;neer- water; perukku –flood.  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] – pa-–[-sa-] ---the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is   puthiya  varuvaai –fresh income . 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]  - [-pa-]   -sa-  -the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is   kann saathar – loose freshness [antonym]. . 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]  - pa--[- sa-] -  -the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is   vethumputhar – loose freshness [antonym].  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]  - pa--[- sa-] -  -the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is   puya- k -karuthar – loose freshness [antonym].  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- sa—[- pa-]--[- sa-]  -the- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kasankuthar  - loose freshness [antonym]. 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]—pa- [- sa-]  -the- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   Kanni  poathar -loose freshness [antonym] . 
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gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- sa - pa  -sa  -the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   aththi mara   pachchai  kaai   - fresh  unripe fig; aththi- fig ; maram- tree; 
pachchai- green; kaaaai –unripe fruit  . 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] – [-pa -] –[-sa-]  -the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is  eraththiri  kani – fig tree fruit ; kani  -fruit. 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] – [-pa -] –[-sa-]  -the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is   athavau maram  - fig tree  ; maram- tree.  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- sa - pa  -sa  -the- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   pachchai- yaana  kandru  - fresh country  fig ; pachchai- fresh  . 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- sa - pa  -sa  -the- Ra – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   pachchai seetha  varkkam fresh country  fig . 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- sa - pa  -[- sa -]  -the- Ra – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   puththira jeevi -  Java  fig.  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- sa - pa  - sa - -the- Ra – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   suppira thasta  kani – fig  fruit.   

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [- sa-]  - [-pa-]   -[- sa -]  -the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is    kuru  kaththi -  white fig.  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [- sa-]  - [-pa-]   -[- sa -]  -the- Ra – and the  
original Tamil  word is   kani  kodaa aththi maram  - the  fig  tree  which is not  
yielding fruits;  ; kani- fruit; kodaa- not giving ; aththi- fig; maram- tree. 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [- sa-]  - pa  -sa  -the- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aththi mara  pisin – fig tree resin; pisin –resin  . 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [- sa-]  - [-pa-]   -[- sa -]  -the- Ra – and the   
other interpretation  of the  word is  thara kathi – fig.  

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [- sa-]  - [-pa-]   -[- sa -]  -the- Ra – and the   
other interpretation  of the  word is   erankaa thurai -  that  which  is not  proper  
or suitable  ford  /fig.  
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 gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [- sa-]  - [-pa-]   -[- sa -]  -the- Ra – and the   
other interpretation  of the  word is   utkaara  vaiththiduthar   -  floor  as an  
opponent / fig  . 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [- sa-]  - [-pa-]   -[- sa -]  -the- Ra – and the   
other Tamil  interpretation  of the  word is   karadi viduthar – to tell false  stories / 
fig.   

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [- sa-]  - pa-  -[- sa -]  -the- Ra – and the   
other Tamil  interpretation  of the  word is  pakattaana  udai  uduththiduthar – to 
dress  in an attractive  way /fig ; udai- dress; pakattu -showy ; uduththu- to dress . 

gispesduru  has the consonants –ka- [- sa-]  - pa-  -[- sa -]  -the- Ra – and the   
other Tamil  interpretation  of the  word is    kuthirai yaei  thatti  viduthar – to 
drive the horse  /fig  ; kuthirai- horse .  

 

gišpèš-hád: dried figs ('figs' + 'dried').  

gispeshad    has the consonants –ka- -sa - pa- sa – ka- the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaainthu  poana  suvai mikka   aththi  kani -  tasty  dried fig  fruit ; kaaya- 
to dry;  suvai – taste; mikka- excess; aththi- fig; kani- fruit. 

 

gišPI-apin: a part of the seeder plow (barig, '36 liters in Old Sumerian period', + 
'plow'). 

  gispiapin has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -[- pa -] -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is nukathadi [ missing letter - the -] – shaft of the plow.  

  gispiapin has the  consonants – ka- [-sa-]  -[- pa -] -an -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  ilaan-k-kalam [ missinh letter- la-] – plow.  

 

 pi-il: (cf., pil(2)).  
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pi-lá: (cf., pil(2)).  

pi-lu5-da: (cf., billuda). 

 PIRIG.TUR: (cf., nemurx ).  

 

pisan-dub: container for clay tablets (cf., gadub; lúša13-dub-ba) ('vessel' + 'clay 
tablet').  

pisandub  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- an- the –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mat-  paandam -  clay  vessel . 

pisandub  has the consonants – [-pa-]- sa- an- the –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  
word is   munn satti – clay  pot.  

pisandub  has the consonants –[-pa-] - [-sa-]- an- the –[-pa-] – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thoandi  /andaa -  vessel for keeping water .  

pisandub  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- an- the –[-pa-] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mann  pattayam -  clay  tablet. 

pisandub  has the consonants – pa- [-sa-]- an- the –pa-– and the  original Tamil  
word is   mann  pattaya  petti – box  for clay tablet . 

 

piš10...tag: to go around (said of a boat) ('shore, river bank' + 'to touch, strike').  

piš...tag  has the consonants  - -pa- [-sa-] – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padaku  payanam – boat travel .  

piš...tag  has the consonants  - -pa- [-sa-] – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
navaada payanam -boat travel .  

piš...tag  has the consonants  - -pa- [-sa-] – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadaththu  payanam -  boat travel . 
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piš...tag  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- [-sa-] – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  koattakam- shore/riverbank  . 

piš...tag  has the consonants  - pa- [-sa-] – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
paadakam  -shore . 

piš...tag  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- [-sa-] – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is thoduka  - touch . 

piš...tag  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- [-sa-] – the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  theenduka-  touch .  

piš...tag  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- sa-– the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
seeenthuka  - touch . 

piš...tag  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- [-sa-]-– the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaakiduka- - strike . 

piš...tag  has the consonants  -pa- [-sa-]-– the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pudaikka – strike  

piš...tag  has the consonants  - [-pa-]- sa-– the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
idaasuka – strike.  

piš...tag  has the consonants  - pa- [-sa-]-– the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
poattu adikka – beat . 

piš...tag  has the consonants  - [-pa-] - [-sa-]-– the- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  moathuka  / idikka -  hit.  

piš...tag  has the consonants  - [-pa-] - [-sa-]-– the- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuththuka- punch/ hit . 

 

pu-úh-ru-um: assembly (Akk. puhru 'assembly', cf., unkin). 

puuhruum   has the consonants  -pa-- ka - Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is 
perum-  koottam [ missing  letter- the  -]  -  great assembly ; perum  thirakku  .  
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puuhruum   has the consonants  -[-pa-]-- ka - Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mandrakam  [ missing  letter- the  -]  - assembly. 

puuhruum   has the consonants  -[-pa-]-- ka - Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   koota  mandram-[ missing  letter- the  -] -  assembly hall.  

puuhruum   has the consonants  --pa-- ka - Ra- ma – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  parikirakam  -  assembly.  

puuhruum   has the consonants  -[-pa-]-- ka - Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   saekaram [ missing  letter- sa  -] – gathering.  

puuhruum   has the consonants  -[-pa-]-- ka - Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is    aravaakkam – gathering.  

puuhruum   has the consonants  -[-pa-]-- ka - Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   varum -k-koatti [ missing  letter- the  -] - ignorant assembly . 

puuhruum   has the consonants  -pa-- ka - Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is    
mannarin   paeravai  - king’s assembly . 

puuhruum   has the consonants  - pa- ka - Ra- ma – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  kirama   sapai  [ missing  letter-sa  -] -village assembly . 

puuhruum   has the consonants  -[-pa-] -- ka - Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   uooraka  koottam  [ missing  letter- the  -] -village assembly . 

 

 púgiškiri6: irrigated orchard ('well, cistern' + 'orchard'). 

pugiskiri   has the consonants-  pa- ka –[-sa-]-  ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is   neer paaikindra  kani  thoattam [ missing letter- the -]   – an  irrigated 
orchard ;   thanni   vasathi  erukkindra  kani  thoattam  . 

pugiskiri   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka –[-sa-]-  ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  marakka – forest .   
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pugiskiri   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka –sa-  ka -Ra –and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   kusuma kaaram – flower garden . 

pugiskiri   has the consonants-  pa- ka –[-sa-]-  ka -Ra –and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   pokkarani – sacred tank.  

pugiskiri   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka –[-sa-]-  ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kurun-k-kaadu [ missing letter- the -]  -copse.  

pugiskiri   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka –[-sa-]-  ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mara-k-kadu [ missing letter- the -]  - woods.  

pugiskiri   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka –[-sa-]-  ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  thoatta - k -kooru [ missing letter- the -]  -garden . 

pugiskiri   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka –[-sa-]-  ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaai kari  thoattam [ missing letter- the -] – kitchen garden . 

pugiskiri   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka –[-sa-]-  ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mara-k -kari  thoattam [ missing letter- the -] – kitchen garden . 

pugiskiri   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka –[-sa-]-  ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudi  neer kinaru [ missing letter- the -]   -drinking water well . 

pugiskiri   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka –[-sa-]-  ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  neer-k-kundu [ missing letter- the -]   -water pond . 

pugiskiri   has the consonants-  [-pa-]- ka –[-sa-]-  ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  neer thae-k-kam [ missing letter- the -]   -water reservoir.  

 

 pú-lá: deep well ('well, cistern' + 'to be high; to hang, stretch, reach'). 

pula  has the consonants – [-pa -]-la -and the  original Tamil  word is aazhamaana  
ulliyam -  deep well  ;  aazham- deep ; ulliyam- well . 

pula  has the consonants  --[-pa-] -- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  oliyal- river.  
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pula  has the consonants  --pa-- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  puzhai- river.  

pula  has the consonants  --[-pa-] -- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  gnalu / 
naalu– hang . 

pula  has the consonants  --[-pa-] -- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhu- rise.  

pula  has the consonants  --[-pa-] -- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  izhu- 
stretch . 

pula  has the consonants  --[-pa-] -- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  neelu -  
stretch . 

 pula  has the consonants  --[-pa-] -- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  sellu – 
reach . 
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                                           Page- 133  

 

 

pú-níg-gìr(-/ak/): pitfall ('well, cistern' + 'thing' + 'path' + genitive). 

puniggir   has the consonants – pa -an-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
perun-k-kuzhi [ missing letter- zha- ] - pit fall; periya- big  ; kuzhi pit  .  

puniggir   has the consonants – [-pa -]–an-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kinaru   / erai  kinaru -well .  

puniggir   has the consonants – [-pa -]–an-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  marai  kinaru  -covered / hidden  well ;  marai –secret /covert . 

puniggir   has the consonants – [-pa -]–an-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ennai  kinaru – oil  well  ;   ennai- oil ;  kinaru –well  . 

puniggir   has the consonants – [-pa -]–an-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kanima  neer uoottru [ missing letter- the - ]– mineral  spring ; kanimam- 
mineral ; neer- water; uoottru –spring  . 

puniggir   has the consonants – [-pa -]–an-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    ven  neer  uoottru [ missing letter- the - ]– hot water spring  ; ven neer- hot 
water .  

puniggir   has the consonants – pa -an-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
ponkku   uoottru  kinaru [ missing letter- the - ] – artesian  well.  

puniggir   has the consonants – [-pa -]–an-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
uravu   neer / vuvar neer  / nagar -  river / brackish water . 

puniggir   has the consonants – [-pa -]–an-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  poaei varukindra  thadam /  nadai  paathai  [ missing letter- the - ] – path ; poa- 
go;  vaara- come ;  thadam- path . 
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puniggir   has the consonants – [-pa -]–an-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kudi  neer thotti [ missing letter- the - ]  -water tank ; kudi- to drink; thanni- 
water; thotti- tank  /tub .  

 

 ra-ah: to strike repetitively [with a hoe]; to shake ('to strike' + h, 'many, 
numerous').  

raah   has the consonants – Ra- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is idai vidaathu  
meendum meendum   thaakkuthar  thodukka  [ missing letter –the -]  - to strike  
repetitively  without interruption ;  meendum –again ; thaakka- attack .  

raah   has the consonants – Ra- ka  - and the  original  Tamil  word is  munn vetti  
kondu   vidaathu  adiththiduthar [ missing letter –the -]  - to strike repetitively 
with a hoe ;  munn- soil ; vettu –cut; munn vetti –spade ; vidaathu –without  
interruption / break . 

raah   has the consonants – Ra- ka  - and the  original  Tamil  word is  kuththuthar 
/ araavuthar  / kuttruthar /  erukkuthar [ missing letter –the -]  -  to strike.  

 raah   has the consonants – Ra- ka  - and the  original  Tamil  word is  ondrukkum  
mikuthiyaana [ missing letter –the -]   - many; ondru- one; mikuthi- excess  . 

raah   has the consonants – Ra- ka  - and the  original  Tamil  word is  kana-k-kattra 
-[ missing letter –the -]  - numerous ; kanakku-  accounts / calculation  ; attra- 
without .    

raah   has the consonants – Ra- ka  - and the  original  Tamil  word is nadunkkuthar 
[ missing letter –the -]  - shake / trembling . 

 

ra(2)-gaba: rider; courier (Akkadian rakbu). 

ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- [-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  anjar 
kaarar [ missing letter- sa-]- courier  ;  anjal- postal . 
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ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- pa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaadupavar  [ missing  letter-  the -] – courier/ runner; oaadu –run  . 

ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- pa--  and the  original Tamil  word is   payana  
thunaivar [ missing  letter-  the -] – courier/  tour assistant ; payanam- travel ; 
thunai- support/ companion . 

ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- [-pa-]  -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  virai thuthar  [ missing  letter-  the -] – courier;  viraika- hurry ;  thoothar –
ambaasador . 

ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- [-pa-]  -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  savaari  seikiravar [ missing letter- sa-]- rider.  

ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- [-pa-]  -  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   Raavuththar [ missing  letter-  the -] -  horse man . 

ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- pa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  kuthirai 
paakan [ missing  letter-  the -] -  horse man; kuthirai- horse  . 

ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- [-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuthirai vandi  oaattukiravar [ missing  letter-  the -] -  horse cart rider;  kuthirai- 
horse  ;  vandi- vehicle  ; oaattu –to drive .  

ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- -pa- -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
parunthu  uoorthi  maer yaeri varukiravar [ missing  letter-  the -]-  kite rider; 
parunthu –eagle ; uoorthi- vehicle  ; yaeru –climb  ; vara- to come .  

ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- [-pa-]  -  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  karuda-aaroodan [ missing  letter-  the -]-  kite rider; karudan- kite .  

ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- -[-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaer 
oaattukiravar [ missing  letter-  the -]- chariot  rider; thaer- rath/ chariot .   

ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- [-pa-]  -  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  yeruthu  vaakanan  / erumai  uoorthi   maer yaeri  varukiravar  [ missing  
letter-  the -]-  Siva,  the bull rider  ;  erumai/ yeruthu- buffalo  ; uoorthi- vehicle ; 
vaakanam –wagon ; yaeru –to climb .  
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ragaba has the consonants –Ra- ka- pa--  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  Rishapa[ vikaari ]  vaakanan [ missing letter- sa-]- bull  rider.  

rider [E] has theconsonats – Ra- the- and the interpretation of the word is  - 
aaroodan-  rider.  

rider [E] has theconsonats – Ra- the- and the interpretation of the word is  
thoothar – courier.   

; to make wide (reduplicated 'to stamp'). 

 

ri-ba: enormous, supreme (Akkadian rabbu). 

raba  has the consonants  -Ra -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  periya- 
enormous / big / great .  

raba  has the consonants  -Ra -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  paru -  
enormous . 

 raba  has the consonants  -Ra –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is arumai- 
super . 

raba  has the consonants  -Ra –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is ariya- rare/ 
precious . 

raba  has the consonants  -Ra -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  sirappaana  [ 
missing letter- sa-]- supreme . 

raba  has the consonants  -Ra –[-pa-] -and the other interpretation of the  word is 
siram   [ missing letter- sa-]-top / head . 

 raba  has the consonants  -Ra –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is uyaramaana 
– highest . 

raba  has the consonants  -Ra -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  oppu-attra [ 
missing letter- the -]  - un comparable;   oppumai –equal;  attra- nil .  
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raba  has the consonants  -Ra –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is uyariya- 
superior . 

raba  has the consonants  -Ra –pa-and the  original Tamil  word is periyoar- the  
superiors . 

raba  has the consonants  -Ra -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  uyarnthathu [ 
missing letter- the -]  -  superior.  

 raba  has the consonants  -Ra –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  aruthi / 
iruthi [ missing letter- the -]  - ultimate . 

raba  has the consonants  -Ra -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  uyar idam – 
high place; uyar- high; idam- place . 

 raba  has the consonants  -Ra –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maerttaram /tharamaana  [ missing letter- the -]  - best ; maer- upper; tharam- 
standard . 

raba  has the consonants  -Ra -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is paraman -  
supreme being . 

raba  has the consonants  -Ra -pa -and the other interpretation of the  word is 
nirupan - supreme being . 

 

  gišri-gi4-bil-lú: a tool.  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –[-sa-]  -Ra- ka – pa- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is irumpu  Kollanin   ulai aani  kole  -  blacksmith’s poker;  irumpu- 
iron ; Kollar-  smith .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –sa- -Ra- ka – [-pa-] - la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Karun-k -kollanin   kor  smaati / ayaoakm [ missing letter –the-] -  
blacksmith’s  hammer ; karun –k-kollar- black smith ; karu- black  ; kor sammatti – 
hammer .  
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gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - Ra- ka – [-pa-] - la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   Karu makanin  ulai thuruththi  / ulai uoothu  karuvi [ missing letter 
–the-] -– blacksmith’s  bellows ; karu makan- black smith ; ulai thuruththi- bellow .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - Ra- ka – [-pa-] - la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Kammiyarin  ulai kalam  -  blacksmith’s work shop; kammiyar-  
blacksmith   . 

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –[-sa-] - Ra- ka – [-pa-] - la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Manuvarin thee-k- kathir [ missing letter –the-] -  blacksmith’s 
poker; Manuvar- blacksmith .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –sa- Ra- ka – [-pa-] - la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   Karum Kollan- in saeri – blacksmith’s quarters  ; saeri- residential 
area .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –sa- Ra- ka – pa- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   por Kollarin / pon sei  kollarin  kazhi  achchu -  goldsmith’s  matrix.  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –sa- Ra- ka – pa- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  por Kollarin   kasai murukki   -  goldsmith’s pincers.  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –sa- Ra- ka – [-pa-]- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  Kolanjikarain  ilai kuradu  [ missing letter –the-] – goldsmith’s  tongs.  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –sa- Ra- ka – pa- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  Kalantharunin  kaikole  /savanam  [ missing letter –the-]- goldsmith’s 
pincers;  Kalantharu -nar- goldsmith; kai kole- pincer  .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –sa- Ra- ka – pa- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  thanka  anikalan seiyim  pon  vinaignarin /  thattaarin/   swarnakaaranin / 
pachchima thoakaranin   patru  kodiru [ missing letter –the-]- goldsmith’s pincers.  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –sa- Ra- ka – pa- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is  nesavu  neithidum   Kammiyarin /Kaarukar-in /   Senkuntha  
Muthaliyaarin / Daevaanka chettiyaarin / Pattu nool  kaarar-in / Sowraastrar-in    
seer maram – weaver’s beam ; Senkuntha Mudaliyaar / Daevaankka  Chettiyaar  -
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weaver’s caste ;  pattu  nool  kaaran- weaver ‘s caste   ;pattu –silk; nool- thread/ 
yarn; kaaran –the  person  .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –sa- Ra- ka – [-pa-] - la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kai thari   nesavaalarin  vaer kuchchu – weaver’s  bush ; kai thari  
nesavaalar- hand  loom  weaver; kai- hand; thari- loom  .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –sa- Ra- ka – [-pa-] - la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nesavalarin thari kidankku  [ missing letter –the-]- weaver’s  loom  
pit ;thari- loom; kidankku- pit .   

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –sa- Ra- ka – [-pa-] - la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaithari neavaalarin  kannai –k-kole [ missing letter –the-]-  - 
weaver’s rod ;kannai-k- kole- rod /stick .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka –[- sa-] - Ra- ka – pa-- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kai thari nesavalarin  noor padaku  [ missing letter –the-]-  
weaver’s  warp  ; noor  padaku- warp  .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – sa- Ra- ka – [- pa-] -- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kai thari  nesavaalarin  nool  achchu  [ missing letter –the-]- 
weaver’s reed ; kai- hand; thari- loom ; nesavaalar-  weaver  . 

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – sa- Ra- ka – [- pa-] -- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is     kalantharu -narin  sakkiri  / thirikai [ missing letter –the-]-potter’s 
wheel;  sakkiri- wheel  ; kalanthu nar- potter .  

 gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – sa- Ra- ka –  pa--- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Kulappanin  / Kumpa kaararin  /  Kusavanin  / Kuyavarin / munn  ari 
vaalar-in   / miruththukararin  /munn  vilai maakkalin   thaer -k -kaal  / aazhi / 
makuram  [ missing letter –the-]-- potter’s wheel ; aazhi –wheel ;  Kulappan/ 
Kusavan  / munn-ari vaalan- potter .   

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – sa- Ra- ka –  pa--- la –and the  original Tamil  
word is   paanai  / mut - paandam  seithidum  Kusavarin   kalari-k- kal [ missing 
letter –the-]-- – potter’s stone; paanai- pot; mut paandam –earthen ware ; 
seithidu –do ; kusavar-  potter  .  
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gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – [-sa-] - Ra- ka –  pa--- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Kama kaararin     kalappai – farmer’s  plow ;  kamam- cultivation; 
kama kaaran –farmer; kalappai- plough  .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – sa-- Ra- ka – [- pa-] --- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Sakkiliyarin  / Sarumakaarain  aarai  -  leather cutting chisel ; 
Sakkiliyar- leather worker ; aarai- chisel .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – [-sa-] -- Ra- ka – [- pa-] --- la –and the  
original Tamil  word is   thole  thozhilaarkal payan paduthhum  thole vettum  uli [ 
missing letter –the-]-- leather cutting chisel ; thole- leather /skin; thozhil- job; 
thozhilaalar- worker ; vettu –cut ; uli –chisel . 

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – [-sa-] -- Ra- ka – [- pa-] --- la –and the  
original Tamil  word is  maram vettum thozhilaaliyin   koadaali  / kanichchi  [ 
missing letter –the-]—wood cutter’s  axe;  maram- wood; vettu –cut; thozhil- job ; 
kodaali- axe.  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – [-sa-] -- Ra- ka –  pa-- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   payir  / kathir arukka  vuthavum  kodu vaal/ koon vaal-[missing 
letter –the-]- sickle ; payir- crop  ; arukka- to cut ; uthavu- help  ; koon vaal- sickle . 

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – [-sa-] -- Ra- ka –  [-pa-] -- la –and the  
original Tamil  word is payir seithidum   vilai nilaththil  kalai  edukka  uthavum  
kalai koththu  [  missing letter –the-]—– hand hoe; vilai nilam- field; kalai koththu- 
hoe ; kalai- weed  .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – [-sa-] -- Ra- ka –  [-pa-] -- la –and the  
original Tamil  word is  munn-ir  kuzhi  thoanda uthavum kunthaali [  missing letter 
–the-] – pick axe  ; munn- soil / ground ; kuzhi- pit  ; thoanda –dig; kunthaali- 
pickaxe .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – [-sa-] -- Ra- ka –  [-pa-] -- la –and the  
original Tamil  word is   kattidam kattum  Koththanin   / Koththu  kaararin  mael 
mattam [  missing letter –the-] -  mason’s level ; mattam- level ; kattidam-  
building  ; kattu  -to build  ; koththan- mason  . 
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gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – sa--- Ra-  ka –  [-pa-] -- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kattida  vaelai seithidum  Koththanin   naer koana  karuvi  [  missing 
letter –the-] - mason’s rule; karuvi- tool ; koththan- mason .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – sa--- Ra-  ka –  [-pa-] -- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  Koththan-in arasu  ilai -k- karandi [  missing letter –the-] – mason’s  
trowel;  koththan- mason ; karandi- trowel .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – sa--- Ra-  ka –  pa- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kattida  vaelai seithidum  Koththan-in   mani aasu  palakai [  
missing letter –the-]  mason’s smoothing  plane ; kattidam- building  ; vaelai –
work ; seithidu –do ; koththan-  mason .  

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – sa--- Ra-  ka –  pa- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kallai  seuthuki  silai  seithidum  kal  thachcharin  uli [  missing 
letter –the-]   stone  worker’s  /sculptor’s  chisel;  kal- stone;  sethukku –carve  ; 
kal- thachchar- sculptor ; uli- chisel   . 

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – sa--- Ra-  ka –  [-pa-] - la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   mara thachcharin / aasariyin   seththu-k-ku  uli [  missing letter –
the-] – carpenter’s chisel ; maram –wood; thachchar-  carpenter ; sethukku –to 
carve; uli- chisel . 

gisrigibilu   has the  consonants  - ka – [-sa-] --- Ra-  ka –  [-pa-] - la –and the  
original Tamil  word is   mara  Kollarin / mara  vinai  maakkalin  thiruku  uli [  
missing letter –the-]- carpenter’s  plane;  maram- wood/ tree;  mara kollar- 
carpenter ;  thirukku uli- chisel  .  

 

ri-ha-mun: (cf., im-ri-ha-mun).  

 

RI-hU: bird breeder (?) ('to tend' + 'birds').  
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rihu   has the consonants  - Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is paravai ina 
perukkunar [ missing  letter- pa-]- bird breeder ; paravai- bird ; inam- species ; 
perukka- to increase  /multiply . 

 

rib-ba: enormous, supreme (Akkadian rabbu). 

ribba  has the consonants –Ra-  [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is uyariya  - 
supreme ;   perumai ura . 

ribba  has the consonants –Ra-  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is sirappaana [   
missing  letter- sa-] – super. 

ribba  has the consonants –Ra-  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is oppu attra [  
missing letter- the -] – unmatched; oppumai- equal  ;attra- without . 

ribba  has the consonants –Ra-  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is paraman-/ 
perumaan  - superme being.  

ribba  has the consonants –Ra-  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is periya / 
paariya – big/ great  ; pennam periya .   

ribba  has the consonants –Ra-  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is perum peyar -  
great name/ supreme being ; perum- big ; peyar- name .  

ribba  has the consonants –Ra-  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is maa perum – 
enormous; maa- great; perum- big . 

ribba  has the consonants –Ra-  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is alappariya [ 
missing letter- la-]- enormously. 

ribba  has the consonants –Ra-  [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaeraalamaa  [ missing letter- la-]- enormously. 

ribba  has the consonants –Ra-  [-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is enn 
niraintha [ missing letter- the-]- enormously  ;  enn- numerical no; niraiya –
enormous  . 
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ribba  has the consonants –Ra- -pa-- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
apari mitham [ missing letter- the-]-enormously  . 

 

 ru-gú: to withstand; to oppose; to move in a direction opposite to; to face (cf., 
lú-ru-gú-da).  

ru-gú has the consonants –Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maraai- irukka 
– to oppose . 

ru-gú has the consonants –Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  muran-aaka – 
to oppose.  

ru-gú has the consonants –Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  evarai-  oppose. 

ru-gú has the consonants –Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ethirththu  
uraikka [ missing  letter- the-]   – oppose; uraikka- speak .  

ru-gú has the consonants –Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ethirththu  
nirkka  [ missing  letter- the-]-   withstand  / oppose; nirkka- to stand  . 

ru-gú has the consonants –Ra- ka -and the other interpretation of the word is   
viroatham   kaatuka [ missing  letter- the-]  - to oppose ; viroatham- enmity / 
wrath; kaatta- to show  . 

ru-gú has the consonants –Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaankki nirkka 
[ missing  letter- the-] -  to withstand . 

 ru-gú has the consonants –Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  eedu  tharuka [ 
missing  letter- the-]-withstand . 

ru-gú has the consonants –Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaduththu  
nirkka [ missing  letter- the-]-  withstand ; thadukka- stop/ block . 

ru-gú has the consonants –Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  naeriduka [ 
missing  letter- the-]- to face . 
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ru-gú has the consonants –Ra- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  naerittu  
kaanuka-[ missing  letter- the-]-  to face; kaana –see  . 

 

ggšsa-bí-tum: a musical instrument (Akk. sabiitu 'gazelle'). 

ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - the-[- pa-] –ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koattu  vaaththiyam -  a   string musical instrument . 

ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- -sa- - the-[- pa-] –ma- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is thakunichcham –drum . 

ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - the-- pa-–ma- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaaththiyam  pothu – drum .  

 ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - the-- pa-–ma- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paadakam –a drum  . 

ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - the—[-pa-]-–ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thamukku  - a drum .  

ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - the—[-pa-]-–ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  gummatti – a  pot shaped drum . 

ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - the—-pa-–ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pidavam -  a  musical instrument.  

ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - the—-[-pa-]-–ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thondakam -  a  musical instrument.  

ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- -sa- the—-[-pa-]-–ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  themmaankku – a drum rhythm . 

ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- -sa- the—-[-pa-]-–ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mutha sankkam – playing  conch   at the the time of birth; mutha- 
first ; sankku- conch  shell .  
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ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- sa - the—-[-pa-]-–ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  idai sankkam -  playing the conch  shell at the time of marriage ; 
idai- middle  . 

ggssabitum  has the consonants – ka- sa - the—-[-pa-]-–ma- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kadai  sankkam - playing the conch  shell at the time of death.; 
kadai- last .  

 

 sa-šè...DU: to roast ('to roast (barley)' + 'for the sake of' + 'to go'). 

sa-šèDU has the consonants- sa –the- and the  original Tamil  word is sudu -  to 
roast . 

sa-šèDU has the consonants- sa –the- and the  other interpretation of the word is 
toast  [E] . 

roast [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- sa –the- and the  original Tamil  word is -   
suduthar   -to roast . 

roast [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- sa –the- and the  original Tamil  word is -    
soottu eraichchi –roasted  meat ; eraichchi- meat ; suttathu –roasted  . 

roast [E]  has the consonants  -Ra-[- sa -]–the- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   padiththiram- [  missing  letter- pa-]  - roasted meat . 

roast [ E] has the consonants  -Ra-[- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ennai-yir/ nei- yir  eraichchiyaei   poriththiduthar [  missing  letter- pa-]  –  oil fry  / 
roast ; ennai- oil ; nei –ghee ; pori- fry . 

roast [ E] has the consonants  -Ra-[- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is -        
purattuthar [  missing  letter- pa-]   - to fry  

roast [ E] has the consonants  -Ra- sa-the- and the  original Tamil  word is -        
kaaichchuthar [  missing  letter- ka-] –fry . 
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roast [ E] has the consonants  -Ra-[- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is -      
varuththtidu    [  missing  letter- ka-] – to roast .  

 roast [ E] has the consonants  -Ra-[- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is -      
muruvar aakkuthar [  missing  letter- ka-] – to roast .  

roast [ E] has the consonants  -Ra-[- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaattuthar  [  missing  letter- ka-] – to roast .       

roast [ E] has the consonants  -Ra-[- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vathakkuthar  / vakkuthar [  missing  letter- ka-] – to roast .    

roast [ E] has the consonants  -Ra-[- sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is sudu 
manaiyir   kaaichchuthar /   vaeka vaiththiduthar [  missing  letter- ka-]   -to roast.     

roast [ E] has the consonants  -Ra-[- sa -]–the- and the  original Tamil  word is -         
karukkuthar  -singe.   

sa-šèDU has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaadu-  
run /go . 

sa-šèDU has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  adi edu  
-walk / go  ;  adi –foot / step; edu- take . 

sa-šèDU has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nada- 
walk /go . 

sa-šèDU has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is nadai- 
going.  

 sa-šèDU has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadamaattam- going about.  

sa-šèDU has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  munn 
eedu- going  before. 

sa-šèDU has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  poaei du 
[missing  letter- pa-] – go . 
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sa-šèDU has the consonants- [-sa-] –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
pattimai-[missing  letter- pa-]-  going astray . 

sa-šèDU has the consonants- [-sa-]  –the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thanappu- -[missing  letter- pa-]- going . 

 

 gišsa-du8(-a): a tool ('net, bundle; roasting' + 'residue' + nominative).  

gissadu    has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kottu/ koththu - spade.  

  gissadu    has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vettu  vaayan – spade.  

  gissadu    has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaththi –  knife . 

gissadu    has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
munn vetti- spade ; munn- soil ; vettu –cut .  

gissadu    has the consonants  -ka- sa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is sethu-
k-kaththi- sickle;  sethukka- to cut/ carve  . 

gissadu    has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koduvaa-  garden sickle.  

gissadu    has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuntham – barbed dart . 

gissadu    has the consonants  -ka- sa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is suduka-  
roast . 

gissadu    has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaattuka-  roast.  

gissadu    has the consonants  -ka- [-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattu- bundle. 
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*gissadu    has the consonants  -ka- sa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kasadu  -residue.  

  

sa-dúr(-ra); ŠEŠ-dúr-rá/a: low-lying end of a farmer's field ('?' + 'buttocks'). 

sadur   has the consonants -sa –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil   word is  soothtu  
puram [ missing letter –pa-] – buttock.  

sadur   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is piruttam [ missing letter –pa-] – buttock. 

sadur   has the consonants -sa –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil   word is    thiranda  
sathai patru  [ missing letter –pa-] -  muscle mass ; sathai- flesh ; thiranda- 
gathered  . 

sadur   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil   word is  
thaerai  kundi  [ missing  letter- ka-] – flat   buttock ; thaerai- flat  . 

buttock [E] has the consonants-[- pa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is -   
kundi / kundi kaai- buttock.  

 buttock [E] has the consonants- pa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is -   -   
kadi  pakuthi / kundi  pattai  ;kundi- waist ; pakuthi –area/ part . 

sadur   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil   word is  
poadiyaar [ payir iduvoar ]   pannai - [ missing letter- pa-] –farmer’s  farm land; 
pannai- farm ; payir-   crop ;  iduvoar-  one who  does .  

sadur   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil   word is  
kudiyaanavar  kamam  [ missing  letter- ka-] – farmer’s  field.  

sadur   has the consonants –-sa-–the- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is za mindar / munn udaiyaar – land owner . 

 

 sa-gaz; sag-gaz: highway robber ('head' + 'to smash'). 
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sagaz   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavaa- an – thief . 

sagaz   has the consonants- -sa- -ka –[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word  is moasakan  -thief.  

sagaz   has the consonants- -sa--ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanjakan- cunning person. 

sagaz   has the consonants- -sa--ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kunji – 
head.  

sagaz   has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kam/  
ukkam  / uvu-vi- head.  

sagaz   has the consonants- -[-sa-]--ka –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
idikka [ missing letter-the-]-smash. 

 

 sa-gaz...aka: to rob (someone: dative infix); to commit murder ('robber' + 'to do').  

sagazaka   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kavaa - an -  robber. 

sagazaka   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  edukka/ odukku / vaettu viduka[ missing letter –the -]  - rob /steal  . 

sagazaka   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
een-k-kisai –  to murder . 

sagazaka   has the consonants –-sa -ka –sa-- ka – and the other interpretation of 
the word is  himsai  [Skt] seika – to kill.  

sagazaka   has the consonants –-[-sa-] -ka –sa-- ka – and the other interpretation 
of the word is  paavakam [ missing letter- pa-] – murder . 

sagazaka   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vathaikka [ missing letter –the -] –to kill. 
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sagazaka   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaathiduka-[ missing letter –the -] - to kill. 

sagazaka   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –[-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thevuka-[ missing letter –the -]  -steal. 

sagazaka   has the consonants –-sa --ka –-sa--- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudichchu avukka [ missing letter –the -]  – steal  ; mudichchu –knot; avukka- to 
open . 

sagazaka   has the consonants –-sa --ka –-[-sa-]--- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  sun-k-kam-  stealing.  

sagazaka   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
samaikka –do . 

 sagazaka   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –[-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  noakkuka  -do . 

 sagazaka   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –[-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  aakkuka- do /make.  

sagazaka   has the consonants –-sa -ka –sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sevu-vanae  seika – do it right . 

sagazaka   has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –[-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  muyankkuka –do  . 

steal [E]  has the consonants- sa- the-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is – 
sulayamaada  -steal. 

steal [E]  has the consonants- sa- the-  la- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  aattai poaduthal  -steal . 

steal [E]  has the consonants- sa- the-  la- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  suduthal  - steal .  
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steal [E]  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the-  la- and the  original Tamil  word is –  
eduththal – steal /take . 

 

 

sa...gi4: to prepare ('mat' + 'to restore' ?). 

sa...gi   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  okiya – 
prepare . 

sa...gi   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
aayuthtamaakku [ missing letter- the -] – prepare . 

sa...gi   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
eththanikka [ missing letter- the -] - prepare . 

sa...gi   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thakuthi 
uootu [ missing letter- the -]- prepare . 

sa...gi   has the consonants  -sa-- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  mun needu 
seika  [ missing letter- the -] – prepare  

sa...gi   has the consonants  -sa-- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  pann seika [ 
missing letter- pa -]- prepare  

sa...gi   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  pann 
amaikka [ missing letter- pa -]- prepare . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –sa--ka - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
siththam seika-[ missing letter- the -] -prepare . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vakai seika – 
to prepare /to plan; vakai- means ; seika- do  .  

sa...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  muttam 
kattuka -[ missing letter- the -]- prepare . 
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sa...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vattam  
koottuka -[ missing letter- the -]- prepare . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thodakkam- -[ missing letter- the -]-   preparation . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –sa--ka - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
sannaakam-  preparation . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –sa--ka - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
saekaram--[ missing letter- Ra -]- preparation . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  koalumai- -
-[ missing letter- la -]-  preparation . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka - and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  kaakuli --[ missing letter- la -]-  mat . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –sa---ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  thavisu  -[ missing letter- the -]-   mat . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-]---ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  thadukku  -[ missing letter- the -]-  mat . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-]---ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  akani paai - [ missing letter- pa -]- bamboo mat ; paai- mat . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-]---ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  paai vakai-  [ missing letter- pa -]-  grass mat; paai- mat; vakai- kind  . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –sa-ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  sikku  adaiya / sikku adaintha sadai  [ missing letter- the -]– matted  hair ; 
sadai- plaited hair . 

sa...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka - and the  other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  meettu edukka  -restore.  
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sa...gi   has the consonants –sa--ka - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
ratchchikka [Skt] – restore.  

restore [E]   has the consonants -Ra – sa -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
maru  seer amaiththidu  -restore.  

restore [E]   has the consonants -Ra – sa -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
seer thiruththu – restore.  

restore [E]   has the consonants -Ra – sa -the -Ra – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  seeranoaththaaranam [Skt]  -restore.  

restore [E]   has the consonants -Ra – [-sa-]  -the -Ra – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  punaruththaaranam [ missing letter- pa -]- restore.  

restore [E]   has the consonants -Ra – [-sa-] -the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   punar amaithhtudu [ missing letter- pa -]- restore.  

prepare [E]  has the consonants  - pa-- Ra – pa-Ra –  and the  original Tamizh  
word is  mun  yaer-p-paadaai  eru  [ missing letter- the -]-   be prepared . 

prepare [E]  has the consonants  - pa-- Ra – pa-Ra –  and the  original Tamizh  
word is    poar purinthida   eththanthiththar  [ missing letter- the -]-   be prepared 
to fight a war ; poar-  war ; puriya –do ; eththaniththar- ready . 

prepare [E]  has the consonants  - pa-- Ra – pa-Ra –  and the  original Tamizh  
word is  aayuththamaai  erunthiduthar [ missing letter- the -]-  prepare  .  

prepare [E]  has the consonants  - pa-- Ra – pa- Ra –  and the  original Tamizh  
word is  seeriya  mur  -payirchchi   seithar  /eduththiduar [ missing letters-  sa -
and-  the -]-  prepare . 

prepare [E]  has the consonants  - pa-- Ra – pa- Ra –  and the  original Tamizh  
word is  perum  mun eedu  seithiduthar [  missing letters-  sa - and-  the -]-  
prepare hard;  perum- big ; mun eedu- preparation  . 

prepare [E]  has the consonants  - [-pa-] -- Ra – [-pa-] - Ra –  and the   other  
interpretation of the word is thayaariththiduthar  /   thayaar  seithiduthar / 
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thayaarai  erunthiduthar [  missing letters-  sa - and-  the -]- preparation/   
prepare/ be prepared ; thayaar- ready; thayaar sei –prepare   ;thayaraa eru- be 
prepared . 

prepare [E]  has the consonants  - pa- Ra – [-pa-] - Ra –  and the   other  Tamizh 
interpretation of the word is pannuruthar- [ missing letter- the -]-become  ready . 

prepare [E]  has the consonants  - [-pa-] - Ra – [-pa-] - Ra –  and the   other  
interpretation of the word is  uosaarai  erunthiduthar [ missing letters-  sa - and-  
the -]-readiness.  

 

 sa-hab: (metathesis of zipaþ). 

 

 sa-hir: net; bundle (e.g., of straw) ('net' + 'produce, yield').  

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is katrai-[ 
missing letter- the -] -  bundle . 

sahir  has the consonants- [-sa-] –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaikoar 
poar  [ missing letter- pa-] – straw stack . 

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaiththorru [ missing letter- the -] – straw stack . 

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is karuvai / 
varaku vaikoar- – millet straw . 

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vandu  
viduthar-[ missing letter- the -] – twist straw.  

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vai naar- 
straw  for making  hat . 

sahir  has the consonants –sa-–ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is neer  
urinjuka- straw  [ to take water ]  
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sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vaikoar 
vaari-  rake of  straw  

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vaikoar 
puri [ missing letter- pa-] – bundle of straw . 

sahir  has the consonants –sa-–ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is sanar katrai 
-[ missing letter- the -] -  bundle of hemp . 

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is ari kattu 
-[ missing letter-the -] - sheaf / bundle of  reaped corn . 

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is keerai  
kattu -[ missing letter-  the -] – bundle of greens . 

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is moottai 
kattuthar -[ missing letter-  the -]  -to pack / bundle . 

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kokkarai 
-  net . 

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaakuram- net . 

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  nikara-  
net   [ amount]  .  

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruvaakku – produce.  

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   udai 
vaaram--[ missing letter-  the -] - the whole of the produce . 

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
inankuthar --[ missing letter-  the -]-  to yield . 

sahir  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is adanki  
nadanthiduthar --[ missing letter-  the -]-obey . 
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sahir  has the consonants –sa-–ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is nasinthu  
koduththar --[ missing letter-  the -]- yield.  

 

sa-KU: arms (rare meaning; cf., sa-dúr) ('sinew, tendon' + 'to build ?'). 

saku   has the consonants –[- sa-]  –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai –arm.  

saku   has the consonants –[- sa-]  –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaku- 
arm. 

 saku   has the consonants –[- sa-]  –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   paakam/ 
paaku  [ missing letter- pa-] –arm  . 

saku   has the consonants – sa-–ka- and the   interpretation of the word is 
savukkai  -embracing arms.  

saku   has the consonants –[- sa-]  –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  amaikka-  
build . 

saku   has the consonants – sa-–ka- and the interpretation of the word is 
sankananam – tendon  . 

build [E] has the consonants- [- pa-]-  la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
amaiththal  -build /set up .  

build [E] has the consonants-  pa-  la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
ezhupputhal  -build/ to raise up  

build [E] has the consonants- [- pa-]-  la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thithiththal – build. 

build [E] has the consonants- - pa-  la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   udal 
amaippu  -body  build  

build [E] has the consonants-  pa-  la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
inaiththal- build in. 
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 sa...lal/lá: to stretch the net; to sweep; to tie with cords ('net' + 'to stretch'). 

salalla has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  neettuthal [ 
missing  letter- the -] –stretch . 

salalla has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoondle  
idu  [  missing  letter- the -] -  

salalla has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thudaiththal [  missing  letter- the -] -  sweep   . 

salalla has the consonants – sa-- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  noolaal  
mudichchu  iduthal [  missing  letter- the -]  –to fasten with thread  . 

 

 sa-li: a type of lyre ('string' + 'true measure').  

sali   has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaazh -  lyre . 

sali   has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mayil  yaazh – 
lyre of peacock shape.   

sali   has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaazh  nool -  
book on lyre.  

sali   has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mani izhai-  
string. 

sali   has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  melliya nool –  

sali   has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ani izhai -  
string . 

sali   has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ellai – 
measure.  
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sali   has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ellai maanam -  
measure . 

sali   has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ala /   alapu / 
alappu [missing  letter- pa-] - measure . 

 

sa-ma(-a)-ná: skin disease; grain diseases such as leaf rust (Akk. samaanu 'skin 
disease').   

samaana   has the consonants –sa- ma -an –and the  interpretation of the  word is 
sanma  noaei   -skin disease . 

samaana   has the consonants –sa- ma -an –and the other interpretation of the    
word is  sanma poonjana naoei [ missing  letter –pa-]-  – fungus disease of skin. 

samaana   has the consonants –sa- ma -an –and the other interpretation of the    
word is  sanma punn [ missing  letter –pa-]-  skin lesion/ sore. 

samaana   has the consonants –sa- ma -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinnammai- rash  /chicken pox/ measles . 

samaana   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
ammai noaei- pox disease.  

samaana   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
noei  ammai – measles . 

samaana   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinna muththu [ missing letter –the -] -measles/ rubella . 

samaana   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
namaippu [ missing  letter –pa-]-  skin disease  -itching . 

samaana   has the consonants –sa- ma -an –and the other interpretation of the    
word is  pinasam [ missing  letter –pa-]-   -ulceration of the  head  with offensive   
mucous discharges from nostrils  
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samaana   has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ma -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mani   noaei  -   grain disease . 

samaana   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mana naoei   –mental disease. 

samaana   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma -an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
maethai noai  [missing letter- the -]  -skin disease.  

 

sa-par4; si-par4: a type of net ('net'/'to fill' + 'to stretch out').  

sa-par  has the consonants – [-  sa-]- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nirappu –fill . 

sa-par  has the consonants – [-  sa-]- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  pori –  
trap . 

sa-par  has the consonants – [-  sa-]- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
parappu – broaden . 

sa-par  has the consonants – [-  sa-]- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nampi eru  -repose.  

sa-par  has the consonants – [-  sa-]- pa- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uyirppu  -repose.  

sa-par  has the consonants – [-  sa-]- [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
aaru – repose.  

 sa-par  has the consonants – [-  sa-]- [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
soampi meru – lounge. 

sa-par  has the consonants –  sa- [-pa-]- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  saaru 
– recline . 
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sa-sa: roasting, burning; reddish (reduplicated 'to roast (barley)'). 

sasa  has the consonants –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is semmai- red . 

sasa  has the consonants –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sae- red.  

sasa  has the consonants –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  saeppu [  missing 
letter- pa-] – red . 

sasa  has the consonants –sa- and the other interpretation  of the  word is  saethu 
/saeththu / soanitham  [  missing letter- the -] - red . 

sasa  has the consonants –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sudu/ suda  [ missing 
letter- the -] – roast/ burn  . 

 

 sa-šú-uš-gal: huge net ('cord, net' + šúš/šú, 'to cover' + 'big').  

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –sa- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nalla   neelamum  akalamum  ulla / visaalamaana / valliya  valai- a net  of good 
length and breadth .  

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- sa- –sa-- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
valaavu -  to cover. 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –sa- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   cinna  valai- small net . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –sa- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   saalakam-   net . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –[-sa-]- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is   valai vakai-  net . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –[-sa-]- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is   meen valai –fish net . 
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 sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- sa- –sa- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
soozhchchi  valai  - evil  plot . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –[-sa-] - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is   pazhankal  / kanikal  vaikkum   valai pai [ missing letter- pa-] -  fruit bag .  

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –sa- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is   valai  veesuka – to throw the net.  

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –[-sa-] - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is   valai pinnal vaelai [ missing letter- pa-] - stitching the net . 

 sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –sa-- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kazhivu  poka enji  ulla [ missing letter- pa-]- net [ amount] . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –sa-- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is   valisam-  fish hook . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –sa-- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  sekil -  fish  scales  .  

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –sa-- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  silavankam-  fish bone . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –[-sa-] -- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vakuli- fish . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –[-sa-] -- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaal ili – fish [ without legs] . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –[-sa-] -- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  meen kulampu –fish  sauce.  

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –sa-- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  savalam-  a fish .  

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –sa-- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kasali-  a fish . 
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sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –sa-- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kowvaalan-  a fish .  

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –[-sa-]-- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  valaignan / valaiyan -  fisherman . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –sa-- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is   valaichchi -  fisherwoman . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –sa- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  saakuli-   fisherman . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –[-sa-] - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalavan- fisherman . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –[-sa-] - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  salanku – pearl  fishery . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- [-sa-]- –[-sa-] - ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is  salaapa  kuli [ missing letter- pa- ] - pearl  fishery . 

sa-šú-uš-gal  has the consonants –- sa- –sa-- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sanku  salaapam [ missing letter- pa- ] – chank  fishery . 

 

sa-tu: mountain; upper parts (Akk. šadû(m) I, 'mountain(s)').  

satu   has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is oathai – 
mountain.  

 satu   has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is oathimam – 
mountain.  

satu   has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thadam – 
mountain slope . 

satu   has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thani – 
mountain.  
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satu   has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
thaanu - mountain.  

satu   has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thaamam -  
mountain. 

 satu   has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is maedu- hill . 

 satu   has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is mun maedu 
– mount.  

satu   has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is poathi [ 
missing  letter –pa-] – mountain. 

satu   has the consonants- sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is sinna thittai-  
hillock  

satu   has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  munn 
thittu-  hillock . 

 satu   has the consonants- sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  uchchi  maedu 
/ maettu uchchi - hill  top . 

satu   has the consonants- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mael  idam / 
thalai   /thalai uchchi [ missing letter –la-]- upper part . 

 

sa-ZI-ZI-a; sa-ZI-ZI-ŠÈ: a trawling (?) net ('net' + 'to take out, extract' + locative or 
terminative suffix).  

sazizia  has a consonant- [- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  edu  [ missing 
letter- the -] -take out /extract. .  

sazizia  has a consonant- [- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  kanni  [  missing 
letter- ka-]-  net.  

sazizia  has a consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  sikkam [  missing 
letter- ka-]-  - net.  
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 sazizia  has a consonant- [- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  maaku [  missing 
letter- ka-]-  – net.  

sazizia  has a consonant- [- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  inaiyam – net.  

sazizia  has a consonant- [- sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is  pinaiyam [  
missing letter- pa-]-  - net.  

sazizia  has a consonant-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is  kasaayam [  missing 
letter- ka-]-  – extract.  

 

sá[DI]...DI: to evaluate ('value' + 'to judge').  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants - sa -the - and the   original Tamil  word is  
mathippu eedu sei [ missing letter- pa-] - evaluate . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is   
mathiththidu  - estimate . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is  
mattu- estimate  . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is    
thittamidu – estimate . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is  
mathippu -[ missing letter- pa-]-   value . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – sa- -the - and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is uththaesam / uththaesa mathippu -[ missing letter- pa-]- – estimate/ 
rough  estimation.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is  
mattu  thittam-  rough estimation.    

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [- sa-] - -the - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  mathiyam-   rough  calculatuion.  
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sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – sa- -the - and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  anthaanj-   estimate . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – sa- -the - and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   ada satta – cultivation estimate.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – sa- -the - and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   anja naathan – estimator .  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the - and the   original Tamil  word is  edai 
poadu [ missing letter- pa-] - evaluate . 

 sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants - sa -the - and the   original Tamil  word is  
kanakkeedu seika / kaniththiduka [ missing letter- ka-] – evaluate/ calculate . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other  Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   thokam kaanu [ missing letter- ka-]  -estimate.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   nithanam – estimate . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is   
kuththu  mathippu [ missing letters- ka-  and - pa-] – rough estimate . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is  kai  
mathippu [ missing letters- ka-  and - pa-] – rough estimate . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is   
mathippu  aaivu –[ missing letters- ka-  and - pa-] - assessment.   

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is   
mathippeettu aakkam –[ missing letters- ka-  and - pa-] – performance appraisal . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is thun  
mathippu  [ missing letter- pa-]  -self appraisal   . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is   
kadamai [ missing letter- ka-]  – assessment.  
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sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is  
ippadi [ missing letter- pa-] - penal  assessment.   

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is  
noattam  idu –appraise . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is   
thokai-[ missing letter- ka-]  - calculation.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  ennidu-  calculate . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is   
thaam –price.   

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -the - and the   original Tamil  word is 
nodai   - price.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  thankaan [ missing letter- ka-]  - cost price.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  adakkam  [ missing letter- ka-] - cost price . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  naataanmai – village judge / head . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   neethi pathi [ missing letter- pa-]- judge . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   niyaaya athipathi [ missing letter- pa-]- judge . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – sa-- -the - and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   niyaaya  maththiasththan – mediator  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  naduvan -[ missing letter- ka-] – judge   . 
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sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   avaiyaththoan --[ missing letter- ka-] -  judge . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  thandanai – judgement.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  mathi-  judgement.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  kandanam --[ missing letter- ka-] -  judgement.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is    paenidu-[ missing letter- pa-]-  value  . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   thakuthi-[ missing letter- ka-] – value/ vizhumiyam  .   

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   maethakavu -[ missing letter- ka-]  - value . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thakaimai-[ missing letter- ka-]  - worth . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thakkathu -[ missing letter- ka-]  – worth while.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kunam udaiyathu -[ missing letter- ka-] - valuable.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is payan udaiyathu -[ missing letter- pa-] - useful ; 
payan- use; udaiyathu- has . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is maenmai udaiyathu – worthiness  . 
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sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  ethun-k- kettavan --[ missing letter- ka-] -a person  
of no worth . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  mukkiyaththuvam  vaainththau--[ missing letter- ka-] -important one . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   muthanmaiyaanathu-  first  in importance  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is   muthanmai  kondathu / mun  kaana  vaendiyathu --[ missing 
letter- ka-] -important one . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  thani  manithanin  mathippu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  importance of 
a person ; thani manithan- individual  man; manithan – man ; mathippu –respect .  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  padi-[ missing  letter- pa-]  - rate . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  vikitha padi  -[ missing  letters - ka -and- - pa-]  - rate.  

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – [-sa--]  -the - and the   other Tamil interpretation  
of the word is  nutpam/ otpam  / thani   thanmai   udaiuathu  -[ missing  letter- pa-
]  -significant ; thani thanmai- individual  nature  ; thanmai- nature . 

sá[DI]...DI   has the consonants – sa-- -the - and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  thani  sinnam  amaiththidu –  to signify . 

 

sá-dug4/du11: a capacity measure, = 24 sìla in Presargonic Girsu and 40 sìla 
starting with Akkad period; regular "tithe" or "offering" important to the temple 
economy ('to equal in value' + 'to effect'). 
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sadug   has the consonants –-sa- –the-  ka- and the  original Tamil word is   sevidu 
– volume measurement / 360 nel .   

sadug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  –the-  ka- and the  original Tamil word is   
padakku [ missing letter- pa-] -  volume measurement  . 

sadug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  –the-  ka- and the  original Tamil word is   
panaa vedai [ missing letter- pa-] -  gold weights.  

sadug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  –the-  ka- and the  original Tamil word is   
kottai  - grain volume measurement.  
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                                                   Page-134  

 

 

sá...dug4/du11/e: to reach, arrive, overwhelm (often with -ni-); to provide 
regular offerings (reduplication class) ('to equal in value' + 'to effect'). 

sadug   has the consonants – sa- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
saenthida  vaendum –to reach . 

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
ettudiduka / ettida vaendum  - to reach.  

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
adainthiduka  /adainthida   vaendum - to reach 

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mutttida  vaendum - to reach . 

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
adipaduka [ missing  letter- pa-] – reach . 

 sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
anukiduka- reach. 

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
naadiduka- reach . 

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vanthu  adaikai-  reaching. 

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vanthamai- arrive . 
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sadug   has the consonants – sa- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   vanthu  
saenthiduka- arrive . 

 sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
katham- reaching . 

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
unavu  padaikka  [ missing  letter- pa-] – offer food.  

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaavu  kodukka  -to sacrifice; kaavu –sacrifice; kodukka- give .  

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaavadi  edukka- to  carry  the pole of burden  . 

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   mudi 
kaankikkai  kodukka – offering the hair of the head ; mudi- hair; kaanikkai- 
offering ; kodukka- to give . 

sadug   has the consonants –[- sa-]- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
oppadaikka  [ missing  letter- pa-] -- to offer.  

sadug   has the consonants –- [-sa-]-- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vekumaanam  thanthiduka –to offer gift;vekumaanam- gift;thanthiduka- to give.   

sadug   has the consonants –-sa-- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
sanmaanam  kodukka- to offer gift; san maanam- gift  . 

sadug   has the consonants –-sa-- the  ka-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  thiyaakam / eekai  seithiduka –to sacrifice . 

sadug   has the consonants –[--sa-]-- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kodai kodukka  -to offer gift  ; kodai- gift .  

sadug   has the consonants –[--sa-]-- the  ka-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  nivaethanam seika – to offer . 
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sadug   has the consonants –[--sa-]-- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   aat- 
kondida- overwhelm . 

sadug   has the consonants –[--sa-]-- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
ponkkida   [ missing letter –pa-] – overwhelm. 

sadug   has the consonants –[--sa-]-- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mikuthiyaaka / mikaiyaanathu -  overwhelm  ; athikamaaka. 

sadug   has the consonants –[--sa-]-- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
adakku  - overwhelming. 

sadug   has the consonants –-sa-- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   nasu-k-
kiduka- overwhelming . 

sadug   has the consonants –[--sa-]-- the  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
amukkida - overwhelming . 

 

 sá-gar: adviser, counselor ('guidance' + 'to halt; to turn round').  

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ari urai 
koorukira  arignar  - advisors  ; ari urai- advice; kooru- tell ; arignar –scholar  .  

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ari urai 
–advice.  

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ari urai 
kooruka – give advice.  

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ari urai  
kurippu [ missing letter- pa-] – advisory  memo ; kurippu –notes/ remarks  . 

sagar   has the consonants –sa- ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is aaloaskar [ missing letter- la-] –counselor . 
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 sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is nal  
urai  koorukiravar [ missing letter- la-] –counselor ; nal  urai- good  news; nal- 
good; urai –saying/ say  . 

sagar   has the consonants –-sa- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is soozh  
valloar  [ missing letter-  zha/ la-]- advisor /counselor.  

sagar   has the consonants –-sa- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is soozhvoar 
[ missing letter- zha-]- advisor /counselor.   

sagar   has the consonants –-sa- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
soozhchchi kaarar [ missing letter- zha-]- advisor /counselor/ minister as skilled in 
deliberation .    

sagar   has the consonants –sa- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
usaakaiyyar  -  counselor . 

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kuravar  
-  minister.  

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ari urai- 
guidance . 

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thankuthar [ missing  letter- the-]-  to halt.  

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kinthuthar [ missing  letter- the-]-  to halt/  limping . 

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
niruththuka  [ missing  letter- the-] - to halt.  

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukaam  iduthar [ missing  letter- the-] – to halt  /to camp . 

halt  [E] has the consonants – ka – la – the  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thanukkuthal  / kidaththal –staying /sleeping  .    
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halt  [E] has the consonants – ka – la – the  - and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is mukaam iduthal- to camp ; mukaaam- camp . 

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thirika  
/thiruku  [ missing  letter- the-] - turn . 

sagar   has the consonants –sa-- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sutruka [ 
missing  letter- the-]  -turn around   ; sutri  varuka . 

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
madankuthar [ missing  letter- the-] –to turn  back.  

sagar   has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaerkka  marukka- turn down ;  yaerkka –to accept ; marukka –refuse.  

 

sá-nigin(2): part of a harness (?) ('guidance' + 'to halt; to turn round'). 

sanigin  has the consonants –[-sa-]–an- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukaam   ittu  thanka vaendum [ missing  letter- the-]  -to halt ; mukaam- camp; 
thankku –stay .  

sanigin  has the consonants –[-sa-]–an- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thunaiyaaka / thunaikku vanthidu  -guide/ accompany ; thunai –companion; 
vanthiduka –to come .  

sanigin  has the consonants –-sa-an- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
saenaththai  inaikka  [ missing  letter- the-]- to harness ; saenam- saddle; inaikka- 
to bind .  

sanigin  has the consonants –-sa-an- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavasam   aninthida  vaendum   [ missing  letter- the-]  – to harness  ; kavasam- 
mask ;aninthidu- to wear .  

sanigin  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-an- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
madankida vaendum [ missing  letter- the-]   –to turn . 
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sá-pa: part of a harness (?) ('guidance' + 'branch; wing').  

sapa   has the consonants- sa –-pa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pisam – wing.  

sapa   has the consonants- sa –[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  saenam -  
harness. 

sapa   has the consonants- sa –[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  saena -pattai   
[missing letter –the -] – harness.  

 sapa   has the consonants- sa –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  saenam  
poottu  [missing letter –the -] - to  harness .  

sapa   has the consonants- sa –[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  settai 
[missing letter –the -]  – wing.  

sapa   has the consonants- sa –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  seppattai [ 
missing letter –the -]  – wing.  

sapa   has the consonants- sa –-pa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
patcham [ missing letter –the -]  -wing . 

sapa   has the consonants- sa –[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  pakkam  [ 
missing letter- ka-]  – wing / branch . 

sapa   has the consonants- sa –-[-pa-]- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vaasam – wing /branch .  

sapa   has the consonants- [-sa -]–[-pa-]  and the  original Tamil  word is  thunai [ 
missing letter –the -] – guidance . 

sapa   has the consonants- sa -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaappu  
kavasam  [ missing letter- ka-]  -harness   ;  kaappu  kavasam  poonuka  ; kaappu –
safty ; kavasam- mask; poonuka- to wear . 
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sá...sè(-g/k): to plot; to plan ('advice' + 'to apply; to compare').  

sasegk  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is uvamikka – 
compare . 

sasegk  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is oppu 
noakukka  [ missing letter –pa -] – compare . 

sasegk  has the consonants- -sa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   sathi 
thittam   theettuka [ missing letter –the -]  - to plan an evil plot; thittam- plan ; 
theettuka- to  make ;  sathi  thittam –evil  plan  .  

sasegk  has the consonants- -sa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vinai  
soozha [ missing letter –zha--]  –  plot evil . 

sasegk  has the consonants- -sa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   sei vinai 
seika – to plot /  sorcery . 

sasegk  has the consonants- -sa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   soozhchchi  
seika  [ missing letter –zha--] -  to plot.  

sasegk  has the consonants- -[-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  appuka [  
missing letter –pa -]  -to apply  /anoint. 

sasegk  has the consonants- -sa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   poosuka [ 
missing letter –pa -] -to apply  /anoint. 

sasegk  has the consonants- -sa- ka -  and the other interpretation  of the word is  
vinnappikka [ missing letter –pa -] – to apply  [ for a job] . 

sasegk  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  manu 
kodukka - to apply  [ a petition ]. 

sasegk  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  iduka [ 
missing letter- the -] - to apply/ anoint. 

sasegk  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thadavuka 
[ missing letter- the -] – to apply/ anoint.  
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sasegk  has the consonants--sa-- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  manasu  
kauva  -to apply  the mind.  

sasegk  has the consonants—[-sa-]-- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nanku 
kavani – to apply the  mind / to concentrate ; nanku – well ; kavanam –attention . 

sasegk  has the consonants—[-sa-]-- ka -  and the   other interpretation of the 
word is upa- yoakikka  [ missing letter –pa -] - to apply /use. 

sasegk  has the consonants—[-sa-]-- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
payanaakku-[ missing letter –pa -]  to apply/ use.  

sasegk  has the consonants—-sa-- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   nalla sollu 
/ kaekka / solluka  [ missing  letter- la-] –to give advice /good words  ; aaloasani 
kaekka; nalla-  good; sollu –word  ; solluka- tell . 

sasegk  has the consonants—-sa-- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   usaavuka- 
to ask  /take advice.  

 

sa12-du5: read sa12-sug5 ?, from the Akkadian form šassukkum).  

sa12-sug5; sa12-su5[SAG-KU];  

 

sá-sug5: land register manager; registrar of deeds; librarian ('head' + 'to lay the 
warp of the land' ?, also read sa12-du5 ). 

sasug   has the  consonants- [-sa-] - ka – and  the original  Tamil word   noolakar [ 
missing letter- la--]  – librarian ; nool- book; noolakam- library . 

sasug   has the  consonants- [-sa-] - ka – and  the original  Tamil word   uzhuku [ 
missing letter- zha-]  – land  register . 

sasug   has the  consonants- [-sa-] - ka – and  the original  Tamil word   kaani  
kanakku  -  land register; kaani – land . 
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sasug   has the  consonants- [-sa-] - ka – and  the original  Tamil word   kaaani  
aavanam –   land documents ; aavanam –document . 

 sasug   has the  consonants- [-sa-] - ka – and  the original  Tamil word   Kaani  
aavana  kanakkan  /  kanakkaayan  -   land register accountant  ; kanakkan –
accountant; kanakku –account . 

sasug   has the  consonants- [-sa-] - ka – and  the original  Tamil word   kan –k-
kaani –supervisor . 

sasug   has the  consonants- [-sa-] - ka – and  the original  Tamil word   vanna-k-
kann -  manager.  

sasug  has the  consonants- -sa-- ka – and  the original  Tamil word  kunji – head . 

 

 sa12-ti-umki: the eastern mountains. 

 satiumki   has the consonants – [- sa-] - the -ma  -ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  guna thikku munn maedu -  eastern  mound ; gunam –east  ; thikku –direction ; 
munn maedu- mound .  

 

 sag9-hul: both good and bad ('good' + 'bad').  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
nallankum   pollaankum  [ missin letter- pa-] – good and bad  ; nalla- good; pollaa- 
bad . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa-- ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
vaazhvum azhivum  /  vaazhvum   veezhchchiyim – life and death ; vaazhvu –life; 
azhivu –ruin  ; veezhchchi –fall  . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nallavai   
-good things . 
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sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka la- and the  original Tamil  word is azhivu-  
destructive .  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nalaanku -good.  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
pollaanku [ missing  letter- pa-]  – badness . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nal 
vinai  -good deeds . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa-- ka la- and the  original Tamil  word is vinai  
soozha  /soozhchchi  seika  - to plot evil  . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is  val 
vinai – bad deed; vinai –action  . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nal 
ozhukkam- good behavior ; nalla- good . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
izhukku  -wickedness.  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the other interpretation of the   
word is  kalankam – bad name  /stain . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the other interpretation of the   
word is  kalankam inmai –not bad / holy  ; kalankkam- stain ; inmai- nil .  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kullam- wickedness.   

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is salakku- 
wickedness . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- la- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is paava seyal [ missing letter- pa-] – bad  deed; seyal -deed; paavam- evil  . 
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sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukka  pizhai [ missing letter- pa-] – bad conduct ; pizhai- mistake . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is pollaa 
ozhukkam  [ missing letter- pa-] - wicked conduct ; pollaa- bad / evil . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukkam inmai  - immoral ; ozhukkam- morality; inmai- nil . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ozhukka  vanakkam- good conduct . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  izhivu 
-  vulgar . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
keezhmai- vulgar  . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the   other  interpretation of the 
word is alka-vulgarity. 

 sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the   other  interpretation of the 
word is   kaevalam-  vulgar . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the   other  Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is    azhukku -  dirt . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa-– ka- la- and the   other  interpretation of the 
word is  kal masam – dirt . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuppai 
koolam/ kuppai kuviyal   [ missing letter- pa-]-  dirt .  

sag-hul  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vazhumpu-[ missing letter- pa-]-   filth . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa-– ka- la- and the   other  interpretation of the 
word is  kasumaalam-  dirt  . 
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sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nun 
makkal- good children ; nun- good ; makkal- people/ children  . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  keezh  
makkal- bad people ; keezh- lowness; makkal- people.  

 sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mael  
makkal- noble;   mael- upper ;  maenmai – respected. 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -la- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  anukoolam – good  / profit . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka la- and the  original Tamil  word is  payan 
alikkum [   missing  letter- pa-] -  good/ profit ; payan- use.  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nanmai alikkum – good; nanmai- goodness; ailikka- to give   .  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
naalum kilamiyum –good / auspicious  days ; nalla- good;  naal –date ; kizhamai –
day . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
velli kilamai – good friday ; velli kizhamai – Friday ; nalla- good . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
pazhakkam [   missing  letter- pa-] -  good habit; pazhakkam- habit .  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
vaelai / nalla kaalam -   good time/ good luck; vaelai- time; kaalam –time .  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is   azhivu  
kaalam - bad times/ evil  times  ;  naasa kaalam ; kaalam- time  .  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
nanivu – good memeory; ninaivu- memory  . 
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sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
kanavu –good dreams ; nalla- good; kaanvu -dream. 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   pollaa 
kanavu [   missing  letter- pa-] – bad dream ;   pollaa- bad . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaalai 
vanakkam- good morning ;  kaalai- morning . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pakal 
vanakkam  [   missing  letter- pa-] - good afternoon  ; pakal- day time . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  maalai 
vanakkam- good evening ; maalai- evening . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhaku  -good nature.  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
kunam – good nature; nalla- good; kunam- character .  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuna 
pizhai [   missing  letter- pa-] - bad  nature . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nallavan/ kunaalan-    good person . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kallan- 
bad person . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kochchu /cinna   kalii- bad woman . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaiyaali- wicked man . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa-– ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
salakkan- wiked man . 
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sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] -– ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is    
kalan / kaya vaali - wicked man . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] -– ka- la- and the other  interpretation of the 
word is kaali  payal [   missing  letter- pa-] –bad person.  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] -– ka- la- and the other  interpretation of the 
word is  vekuli . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa—ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla   
vaelai aal  /  seavakan - good servant ; nalla- good; vaelai –work; aal- person; 
vaelai aal- worker . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-] – ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
vakai- good sort ; nalla- good; vakai- kind. 

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa—ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  sol 
vanamai   / naa vanmai ullavan –good speaker  ; naa-  tongue  ullavan- one who  
has . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-]-- ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vizhumam- good state  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla 
vazhi –good way / sev vazhi  ; vazhi –way; nalla- good . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka -la- and the  original Tamil  word is  nal 
vaazhvu –good life ; nalla- good; vaazhvu- life . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is nal 
vaazhththukkal / vaazhka  vaazhka  - [ missing  letter- the-]-  good wishes . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is veezhka 
-  abuse.  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is ozhika / 
azhika -   to fall down/ ruin  . 
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sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kochchai 
sollu / kilavi -  vulgar  language ; kilavi- language .  

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vellai sollu- 
vulgar language . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa- ka- la- and the   other interpretation of the word 
is vasai sollu -  vulgar  language; sollu- word . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa--] ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is nal 
vazhakku-  good usage . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is izhi  
vazhakku  /azhi vazhakku – vulgar  usage.  

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kochchai 
vazhakku – vulgarism . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  izhi - 
vaakkal -  vulgarization . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-  sa- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kochchai 
aakkal -  vulgarization . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- sa-ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is selluka- 
good bye . 

 sag-hul  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhukiya-  corrupt/ rotten . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mazhivaana -  vulgar . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoozhal  
mikka - corrupt . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- sa--ka- la- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is lanja laavanyam-  corrupt  . 
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sag-hul  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai koli 
vaankum  aal- the person who  gets bribe; kai kooli- bribe; kai- hand; kooli- wages 
; vaankku- get ;  aal- person  . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paazhaaha –[ missing letter- pa-] -  ruined/ corrupt  /spoil . 

sag-hul  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   aa –
koozh   ilaamai – unfortunate.  

sag-hul  has the consonants- sa--ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is achcham 
kollum vannam    - dreadful;  achcham  -fear; kolluka- to have .  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kampalai [ missing letter- pa-] – dread.  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  kavalai 
– dread.  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  mana 
kalakkam – dread. 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kili -  
panic.   

sag-hul  has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
avalam-  evil.  

 sag-hul  has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   
allavai -  evil.    

sag-hul  has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- la- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is vippilavam- [ missing letter- pa-] - evil . 

sag-hul  has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kolli  
kann-  evil  eye  ; kann –eye  . 
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sag-hul  has the consonants- sa---ka- la- and the   other interpretation of the word 
is    ava suzhi/ avala suzhi -  evil fate.  

sag-hul  has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   paei  
pisaasukal [ missing letter- pa-] – evil  spirits  /aavikal . 

 

sag-a-ki-ta: lower end of a field ('head' + 'water' + 'to be lower' + nominative).  

sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
suvaiyaana  kudi  thanni -  drinking  water ; kudi –drink; thanni –water . 

sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaattin mudivu – end  of the fields; kaadu –field/ forest ; mudivu –end  . 

sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
keezhai  kaadu [ missing letter- zha-]  – lower field ;  adi – lower end ; kaadu – 
field.  

 sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaithai  – paddy  field.  

sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaeththu – field.  

sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
paththu-k-kaadu [ missing letter- pa-] -field . 

sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kama- k -kaadu -  agricultural field  ; kamam- agriculture  . 

sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
koattam  -field.  

sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vattai  - field.  
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sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudi kaadu -  village.  

sagakita   has the consonants – sa-- ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is sudu  
kaadu  -cremation ground.  

sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is  
idu kaadu – grave yard.  

sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaazhvaanathu  [ missing letter- zha-]  – lower . 

sagakita   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the – and the  original Tamil  word is   
keezhaanathu [ missing letter- zha-]  – lower . 

 

sag...aka: to care ('head' + 'to do'). 

 sag...aka  has the consonants –sa- - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is Kunji – 
head.  

 sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is ukkam  -
head.  

sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is uvvi – 
head. 

sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavanikka-   care . 

sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavanippu  [ missing letter- pa -] – care . 

sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavanam- care . 

sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is evvai-  
care . 
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sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kav-vai-  
care.  

sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is ninaivu – 
care . 

sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the other interpretation of the  
word is nikaa- care . 

sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is samu saaki –worries.  

 care [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the interpretation of the   word is 
echcharikkai – careful/ caution/ warning ; munn arikkai ; munn- early; arikkai –
notice   . 

care [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the interpretation of the   word is 
akkarai  -care . 

care [E]   has the consonants - ka -Ra -and the interpretation of the   word is care- 
karisanam [ missing letter- sa-] –care . 

sag...aka  has the consonants –-sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is seika- do . 

sag...aka  has the consonants –-sa-- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is seikai- 
action. 

 sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pannuka 
[ missing letter- pa-] – make /do . 

sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kam –act  

sag...aka  has the consonants –sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vinai seika- 
do . 

sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
muyanku- do . 
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sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is noakku- 
do/ see . 

sag...aka  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is aakku- 
make . 

sag...aka  has the consonants –sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is samaikka-  
do / perform . 

 

 sag-kešda/kéš...aka: to pay attention (with -ši-); to admonish ('head' + 'to fasten' 
+ 'to do', cf., gizzal...aka).  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kavanikka vaendum –to pay  attention  ;  kavanam –attention ; vaendum 
–want .  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaathu  koduththu kaetka vaendum  - to lend ears attentively ; kaathu- 
ear ; kodu –give ; kaetka- to hear . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  other 
interpretation of the  word is  unnippaaka  kaetka vaendum  [ missing  letter- pa-]- 
to pay  attention . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  nattam kaatta  vaendum – to pay  attention ; 
naattam- interest; kaattu –show  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  kannoodu  kondu – attentive.  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  other 
interpretation of the  word is  ava thaanam – attention . 
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sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  kann vaankida – to pay  attention  /to withdraw 
attention . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  mikuntha vanakkaththoadu- attentive; mikuntha  -
excess . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- sa-- ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  other interpretation 
of the  word is  sinthikka  vaendum  [Skt] –to think ; sinthikka- to think . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  enniduka –think . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  nayamaaya  kandikka – admonish ; nayam- pleasant 
; kandikka- rebuke  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  arivu  urai kooriduka [ missing  letter- Ra-] – 
admonish / to give advice ; arivu  urai- advice; kooruka- say .  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- sa-- ka –-sa- the  - and the  other interpretation of 
the word is echcharikkai  seithu vaikka [missing  letter- Ra-] –to warn  /admonish . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- sa-- ka –-[-sa-] - the  - and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  jaakkirathai [ missing  letter- Ra-] – warning.    

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] -- ka –-[-sa-] - the  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  nun neri  uoottuka [ missing  letter- Ra-] -admonish ; 
nun –good; neri- ethics  / way  /rule . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] -- ka –-[-sa-] - the  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  idiththu uraikka- [ missing  letter- Ra-]- admonition.  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] -- ka –-[-sa-] - the  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  uruthi katturai- [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  admoniton.  
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sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] -- ka –-[-sa-] - the  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is eduththu koorukai [ missing  letter- Ra-]-admonish; 
kooruka- say .  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- sa-- ka –-[-sa-] - the  - and the  other 
interpretation of the word is poathanai [Skt]  seika [ missing  letter- pa-]  -
admonish.  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] -- ka –-[-sa-] - the  - and the Tamil 
interpretation of the word is kandippu [ missing  letter- pa-] – admonish . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  kattuka- fasten  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] - the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  adaikka-fasten.  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –sa-- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  mudichchu iduka—to tie a knot; mudichchu- knot .  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  mudi  poaduka- -[ missing  letter- pa-] -  fasten. 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –sa-- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  isai -ththiduka –fasten . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  kootti mudikka / saeththu  kattuka  –fasten; kattu –
tie ; saeththu –together/ jointly  . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  thuyakka – fasten . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  pinaiththiduka -[ missing  letter- pa-] -  fasten/bind . 
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sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  poottuka- [ missing  letter- pa-] -fasten/ to fix  as an 
arrow in the bow.  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  panthikka [ missing  letter- pa-] – fasten . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  maattuka –fasten/  to fix  as an arrow in the bow.  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  mooduka-fasten/  to fix as the reepers of a tiled 
roof . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  poaduka [ missing  letter- pa-] –fasten as a bolt . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –sa-- the  - and the  other interpretaion 
of the word is  upa santhaanam [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]- fastening .  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  other 
interpretaion of the word is  yaeka  panthanam [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]- 
fastening . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  anaiththiduka – fasten . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  thakai- fasten.  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  thodukkai- fasten / fixing  as an arrow. . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  kondai – head . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  other  
interpretaion of the maththakam – head . 
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sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  other  
interpretation of the  word is  mandakam – head.  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  mandai koodu -  head . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –sa- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  seithiduka- do . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –sa- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  seithu  mudikka- complete; seithidu –do; mudikka- 
to finish  . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  mudiththu  kodukka – complete ; mudikka- to 
finish; kodukka- give . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  aakiduka- make . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is undu panniduka [ missing  letter- pa-] - make . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  undakkuka – make . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- sa- ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  samaiththiduka  -do . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- sa- ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  thokukka – do.  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  muyankidu – do . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  nadaththiduka- excute . 
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sag-kešda   has the consonants- sa-- ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  semmai kattuka – complete . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] -- ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  padaikka- [ missing  letter- pa-] - make . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] -- ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  Kaikooda / kai koodukai- achieve . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] -- ka –[-sa-]- the  - and the  original Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  mudivu  kandiduka- achieve . 

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] -- ka –sa -the  - and the  other interpretation 
of the  word is  saathikka  / adainthiduka -achieve  

sag-kešda   has the consonants- [-sa-] -- ka –sa -the  - and the  other interpretation 
of the  word is  sampaathikka [ missing letter- pa-]  /eettuka-  achieve . 

  

sag šu...aka: to enslave ('slave' + 'to take captive ) 

sagsuka  has  the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- [-sa-] - ka-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kinakan – slave . 

sagsuka  has  the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- [-sa-] - ka-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  adimai  / dhaasan  /daasi  - aakku [ missing letter- the -] – enslave . 

sagsuka  has  the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- [-sa-] - ka-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aat- kondiduka [ missing letter- the -] -enslave . 

sagsuka  has  the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- [-sa-] - ka-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  adaikika [ missing letter- the -] – locked  up .  

sagsuka  has  the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- sa-- ka-   and the  other interpretation  
of the word is kaithu  seika / kaithu  seithu  adaikka [ missing letter- the -]  -to 
arrest  . 
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sagsuka  has  the consonants – sa--ka- [-sa-] - ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is   
vasmaakkuka – captivation.  

sagsuka  has  the consonants – sa--ka- sa-- ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is   
sokka   seika - captivation. 

sagsuka  has  the consonants – sa--ka- [-sa-] - ka-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
sikkiyathu  [ missing letter- the -] -captured .   

 

sag-an-na: upper end of a field ('head' + 'to be high' + nominative).  

saganna    has the consonants -sa –ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kunji – 
head.  

saganna    has the consonants –[- sa-]  –ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
oanku – raise high . 

saganna    has the consonants –[- sa-]  –ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is   
maekku  munn  - high  place . 

 

sag-apin(-na): plow guide ('head' + 'plow' + genitive).  

sagapin  has the consonants – sa-  ka- [-pa-]  -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kunji -  head . 

sagapin  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka- [-pa-]  -an – and the  original Tamil  
word is vaelaanmai  [ missing  letter- la-] – plow.  

 

sag...bala: to shake the head ('head' + 'to turn').  

sagbala   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [- pa-] - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thalai -yaei  aattuka  [ missing letter- the -]– to shake the head ; thalai- 
head; aattuka-  to shake . 
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sagbala   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [- pa-] - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  madankuthal [ missing letter- the -]–to turn . 

sagbala   has the consonants –  sa- – ka- [- pa-] - la  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vilakuthal  / vilaka seithal [ missing letter- the -]–turn aside . 

sagbala   has the consonants – [- sa-] - – ka- [- pa-] - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  neenkuthal [ missing letter- the -]––turn away.  

sagbala   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [- pa-] - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaaazh- turn . 

sagbala   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [- pa-] - la  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  valaivu-  turning  

sagbala   has the consonants –  sa- – ka- [- pa-] - la  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    suzhaluka- to turn  /whirl . 

sagbala   has the consonants –  sa- – ka- [- pa-] - la  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  suzhalukai- turning.    

sagbala   has the consonants –  [-sa-] - – ka- [- pa-] - la  -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is aleekan – head  . 

sagbala   has the consonants –  [-sa-] -  ka- [- pa-] - la  -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  mouli - head.  

 

sag...bul: to toss or shake the head ('head' + 'to blow', cf., sag...bala). 

sagbul  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  [-pa-]  -la – and the  interpretation of the  
word is  aleekan - head.  

sagbul  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  pa- -la – and the  interpretation of the  
word is  kapaala – skull.  

sagbul  has the consonants – sa-- ka-  pa- -la – and the  interpretation of the  word 
is  pichchai-k-  kalam / yaasikkam  kalam  -skull;  yaasikka- to beg ; kalam- vessel .  
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sagbul  has the consonants – sa-- ka-  [-pa-]- -la – and the  original Tamil word is  
thalaiyaei  asaikka  [ missing  letter- the -] - shake the head. 

sagbul  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  [-pa-]- -la – and the  original Tamil word is  
thalai vali [ missing  letter- the -] – head ache  ;thalai- head; vali- ache . 

sagbul  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  [-pa-]- -la – and the  original Tamil word is   
thalaivan [ missing  letter- the -] -  the head.  

sagbul  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  [-pa-]- -la – and the original Tamil  word is  
izhuku – waft ,  blow as the  wind.  

sagbul  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka-  [-pa-]- -la – and the original Tamil  word is  
kaal vessa- blow as the  wind.  

 

 sag-du: head ('head' + 'to walk').  

sag-du has the   consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondai – head. 

sag-du has the   consonants – [- sa-] - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukadu- head /top  . 

sag-du  has the   consonants – [-sa-] - ka -the -and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  mandai  enpu koodu[ missing  letter-pa -]  –skull ; mandai- head ;  
enpu  -bone ; koodu –cage . 

sag-du  has the   consonants – [-sa-] - ka -the -and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is maththakam  - head.   

sag-du  has the   consonants – [-sa-] - ka -the -and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is mandakam - head.   

sag-du has the   consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadakka – walk .  
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sag-du has the   consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi 
edukka / adi  eduththu vaikka-  walk / to step ; adi –foot/ step;edukka- take . 

sag-du has the   consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadakka- walk   . 

sag-du has the   consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaekamaaka  nadakka- walk fast ; vaekam- speed. 

sag-du has the   consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadai vaekam-  speed of walking ; nadai –walk ; vaekam- speed . 

sag-du has the   consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
methuvaaka nadakka- walk slowly ; methuvaaka- slowly .  

 sag-du has the   consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadu  nadai – a hard walk; kadumai- hard/ severe  . 

sag-du has the   consonants – [-sa-] - ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nondi  nondi  nadakka -limping ; nondu- to limp . 

 

sag-du nu-tuku: idiot, a term of derision ('head' + 'not' + 'to have'). 

sag-du nu-tuku   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka -the -an -the -ka  - and the  
original  Tamil  word is    mooda kunam  kondavan -  idiot;  kunam- character ; 
kondavan- one who  has; konda- having ; madamai- lack  of  intelligence  .  

 sag-du nu-tuku   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka -the -an -the -ka  - and the  
original  Tamil  word is   mooda thanam  kondavan – idiot ; thanam/ thanmai - 
nature . 

sag-du nu-tuku   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka -the -an -the -ka  - and the  
original  Tamil  word is   mathi kaedu kondavan -  idiot ; mathi- intelligence; kaedu 
–damage/ spoil /ruin  .  
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sag-du nu-tuku   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka -the -an -the -ka  - and the  
original  Tamil  word is  mantha kunam  kondavan -  dull headed fellow  /dunce ; 
mantham- dullness ; kunam- character; kondavan- one who has  

sag-du nu-tuku   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka -the -an -the -ka  - and the  
original  Tamil  word is   onnuththukkumae uthavaathavaan -  useless fellow; 
uthavaathavan- not a useful / helpful  person; uthavu- help; uthavaathu –not 
helping  . 

sag-du nu-tuku   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka -the -an -the -ka  - and the  other 
interpretation of the word is puththi  suvaatheenam [Skt]  kondavan - [  missing  
letter- pa-]-  mad fellow; puththi- intelligence; kondidu-to have; kondavan- one 
who  has  .  

sag-du nu-tuku   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka -the -an -the -ka  - and the  
original  Tamil  word is  paethamai kondavan [ missing  letter- pa-]- stupid fellow.  

sag-du nu-tuku   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka -the -an -the -ka  - and the  
original  Tamil  word is   paeiththiyam / piththam   pidiththavan [  missing  letter- 
pa-] – mad fellow ; piththam / paeithhtiyam – madness .  

sag-du nu-tuku   has the consonants –sa- -ka -the -an -the -ka  - and the   other 
interpretation of the word is Tamil  word is   asattu thanam  kondavan -  foolish 
person.  

imbecile [E]   has the consonants – ma-[-  pa-] - sa -la -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  moosaali   - one without brain  /  moolai illaamai . 

moronic  [E]   has the consonants - ma –Ra- an - ka -    and the  original Tamil  
word is arivu koormai inmai  -without  mental sharpness ; arivu- intelligence; 
koormai –sharpness .  

moron[E]   has the consonants -ma -Ra –an- and the  original Tamil  word is   --  
paamaran [ misin letter- pa-]-  illiterate / ignorant person. 

 

 sag-dù: triangle ('head' + 'shape'). 
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sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mukkoana vadivam-  triangle shape; mukkoanam- triangle; vadivam- shape  . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   mu-
k-kattam-  triangle . 

sagdu  has the consonants – sa- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is sevu-vaka 
vadivam/  naangu  koana  vadivam- quadrangle shape; sevu-vakam -quadrangle; 
naangu -4; koanam  -angle ; vadivam- shape  . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is matta  
koanam-  right angle.  

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
matta  mukkoanam-  right triangle; mukkoanam- triangle .  

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudakku -  angle.   

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vattam-  circle.   

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vatta  
thundu  koanam- angle in a segment  of  a circle; vattam- circle;  thundu- piece/ 
segment .  

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thodu 
koanam-  angle of contact  ; thodu –to touch  . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pudai 
koanam- [  missing letter- pa-] -  adjacent  angle.  

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paathi  
koanam- [ - missing letter- pa-] - angle at the circumference.    

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is pinna 
vattam- [ - missing letter- pa-] - arc of circle. 
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sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakuthi [ - missing letter- pa-]-  circle.  

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kadakam-  circle.   

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pattai  koompu [ missing  letter- pa-]  - pyramid shape ; koompu- pyramid  .  

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thunai vattam-  auxillary  circle ; vattam- circle .  

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mandai koodu-  skull ; mandai- head;koodu –cage . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   head [E ] . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vadivam / vadivu / vadi –shape . 

sagdu  has the consonants – -sa- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
sattakam -  shape . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
padivam  [ missing  letter- pa-]   shape . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   maathankam  -  shape . 

 sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   viyakathi – shape . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   kondai – head of a nail  . 
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sagdu  has the consonants – -sa- ka- the-  and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   uchchi  kudumi-  hair tuft  of the head [  men] ; uchchi- top; kudumi- 
tuft of hair . 

sagdu  has the consonants – -sa- ka- the-  and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is  uchchi  kondai  -  hair tuft of women /  crest of birds.  

sagdu  has the consonants – sa- ka- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   sayinthavam – head . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   maththakam -  head of the elephant . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   mundakam -  head . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   mukadu –head . 

sagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the-  and the  other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is   mukkaadu-  head covering ; mandai -yaei mooduka- mandai- head; 
mooduka- to cover .  

 

 sag-dub: regular worker ('head' + 'tablet-recorded').  

sagdub  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –ka- the – [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaadikkai   vinaiyan  / kammiyan   /thondan  / pani  eduppavan - regular 
worker; vaadikkai- regular ; vinaiyan- doer  ; vinai –action . 

sagdub  has the consonants –  sa- –ka- the – [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vasam  kettavan – un willing  worker.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  maththakam –head.  
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 sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mundakam - 

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kadikai – head.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  sa- –ka- the – [-pa-]  – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  sayinthavam  - head.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mukadu  -head.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  makudam – head dress.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – [-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thukin  mudi -  head dress.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – pa- – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  eetti  pidanku-  spear head.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – pa- – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ampin  kondai  -arrow head.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – [-pa-]- – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kondai – knob  as  of a  cane.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – [-pa-]- – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mukkaadu – head covering.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – [-pa-]- – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mandai  kuththu – head ache; mandai- head; kuththu- pain  . 

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – [-pa-]- – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mandai noavu - head ache ; noavu- ache . 

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – pa- – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pattaya thakadu -  tablet . 
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sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – [-pa-]- – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thakadu  -tablet . 

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – pa- – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pathivaanathu  -recorded . 

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – pa- – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pathivaedu  -records . 

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – pa- – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pathuppikka / puththaka  paduththu - to record.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  sa-–ka- the – pa- – and the  original Tamil  word is  
pathivu  seika- to record.  

sagdub  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- –ka- the – pa- – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thanippatta  aavanam -   private  record; aavanam- document .  

 

sag...dúb: to smash the head (often with -da-) ('head' + 'to knock down').  

sagdub   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mandai  - yaei   udaikka  – to break the head ;  mandai oadu  udaiya; mandai- 
head; udaikka- break   . 

sagdub   has the consonants –sa- ka- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mandai nasunkida – crushing the head  nasukku –crush . 

sagdub   has the consonants –sa- ka- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
adiththu  saaithtiduka- knock  down . 

sagdub   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mandai  koodu  -skull; manda i-head;  koodu- cage/ nest .  

sagdub   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mukadu  -head.   
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sagdub   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kondai- head.  

 

SAG-DÙN: (cf., sa12-du5, šassuk). 

 

sag-èn-tar: overseer; guardian ('head' + 'to investigate; to take care of, handle').  

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is kann kaaikkiravar – overseer ;  kann kaanikka- to watch .  

 sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is   kaathu  varukindravar – protector ;  kaakka  - save/ protect .  

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is   paathu kaaththu  varukindravar [ missing letter-pa-]- protector; paathu 
kaakka-  protect .  

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the other 
interpretation of the word is   paara paththtiya kaaran [ missing letter-pa-]–
guardian . 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the other 
interpretation of the word is   athikaaran  -head/ authority . 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is  kundaakkar / kedi  kondoar / urimai kondoar -  chief/ authority ; kedi- 
power; urimai- rights; kondaar- one who  has .  

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the other 
interpretation of the word is aatharavu [Skt]  kodukkukindravan –supporter.    

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is  kai kodukkindravar -  supporter; kai- hand; kodu- give; kodukkindravar- 
one ho  gives .  
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sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the other 
interpretation of the word is  kotharan – guardian . 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –-sa- ka- an -the -Ra and the other interpretation 
of the word is  erachchikindravar[Skt] /  uyir kaakkindravar  – savior . 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –-sa- ka- an -the -Ra and the other interpretation 
of the word is paramariththu [Skt] varukindravar-one who looks after/ takes care ; 
paarkka/ paramarikka- to look after / maintain . 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is paeni  kaaththu  varukindravar  -  one who looks after.  

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –-[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the other 
interpretation of the word is  guardian [E] . 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is kavaniththuduthar vaendum –to take care. 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is akkarai kaattuthar vaendum –to take care ;  akkarai –care   . 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is kaaththu nirkka vaendum –to take care.  

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –-[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the other 
interpretation of the word is paraamarikka vaendum [ missing letter –pa-] –take 
care.  

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is karuththu  uoondruka- take care . 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –-sa- ka- an -the -Ra and the   other 
interpretation of the word is  echcharikkai   kondiduthar – to take care. 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is kai aandiduthar  vaendum  -to handle .  
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sag-èn...tar: to notice ('head' + 'to investigate'). 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is kandu  noakkuthar vaendum – to notice.  

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is  kavaniththidar  vaendum/ kavanaththir  kondida vaendum  –to notice; 
kavanikka- to attend/ to notice .  

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –sa- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil word 
is  mun arivippu  seithidar  vaendum – to give prior notice ;  arivippu –a notice ; 
mun –early .  

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –[-sa-] - ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil 
word is thundu  arikkai thara vaendum- to give bit notice  ;  arikkai- notice; thundu 
–bit  . 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –sa- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil word 
is   mun echcharikai  tharuthar vaendum –to give prior  warning; echcharaikkai –
warning ; mun –prior  . 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –sa- ka- an -the -Ra and the  original Tamil word 
is   satta  saarppaana  mun arivippu [  missing  letter- pa-] -  legal notice; sattam-  
law; saarpu –related  ;arivippu- a  notice; mun- prior .  

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  navitru – investigate . 

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is unmaiyaei  kandu arinthidu -  to find out the truth; unmai –truth ; kandu  
ariya –to find out  . 

sag-èn...tar  has the  consonants –sa- ka- an -the -Ra and the other interpretation 
of the word is   sootchchamam   kandu  arinthida vaendum-  to find out the inner  
issue . 
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sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is thaera / thaera / thuruvi  aainthu  arinthuduka -to dig out the truth;  
aainthidu –examine /  test  ; arinthidu- know  . 

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is udaadi   paarththida vaendum  [  missing  letter- pa-]- to investigate.  

 sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is aainthu kaniththidar  vaendum- to investigate ;  kaniththidu- assess .  

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thookki aaaraainthida  vaendum to investigate; aaraainthidu  -examine ; 
thookku –to weigh  . 

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  sa- ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is aaraaichchi  seithida vaendum – to do research ; aaraaichchi- research  ; 
seithidu –do . 

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  sa- ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  other 
interpretation of the  word is soathiththu  [Skt]  arinthida vaendum – to test  and 
find out ; soathanai- testing  . 

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is vinavuthar  vaendum  - to ask;  vinavuka –ask .  

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  sa- ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  other 
interpretation of the  word is visaariththu [Skt]   arinthida vaendum – to enquire.  

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  sa- ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is usaavi  arinthida vaendum –to ask and find out; 
usaavuka- ask; arinthidu –ask  .  

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kaettu arinthida vaendum-  to ask and find out  ;  kaetka- ask .   

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  sa- ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  other 
interpretation of the  word is parishiththu [Skt]  paarkka vaendum / paritchchai  
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seithidar  vaendum / pari sothiththu  arinthida  vaendum [  missing  letter- pa-]- – 
to test  and  find out ;  pari  soathanai- testing . 

sag-èn...tar  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- an –the- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kindi paarththida vaendum [  missing  letter- pa-]- – to seek deeply . 

 

 sag-gaz...aka: to slay ('head' + 'smash' + 'to do'; cf., sa-gaz). 

sag-gaz...aka   has the consonants  -sa –ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is kolluka / kolai seika  [ missing letter- zha-]- kill.  

 sag-gaz...aka   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is azhikka [ missing letter- zha-] -  kill. 

sag-gaz...aka   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is koal izhaikka –[ missing letter- zha-] - kill . 

sag-gaz...aka   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is vathaikka [ missing letter- the-]-  kill.  

sag-gaz...aka   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is kaathuka [ missing letter- the-]- kill.  

sag-gaz...aka   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  edikka [ missing letter- the-]- kill.  

sag-gaz...aka   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  orukku [ missing letter- Ra-] – slay . 

sag-gaz...aka   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  norukku [ missing letter- Ra-] – smash . 

sag-gaz...aka   has the consonants  -sa-–ka- sa- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  
sevu-vanae seika- do in a good way ; seika- do; sevu v-anae- in the best  way  

sag-gaz...aka   has the consonants  -sa-–ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  samaikka – do . 
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 sag-gaz...aka   has the consonants  -[-sa-]-–ka- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  noakkuka – do . 

 

 sag...gi4: to topple; to close ('head' + 'to send back').  

sag...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavukka  -
topple . 

sag...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuvikka /  
kuvu -iya -  to close . 

sag...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  neekkam 
– to close . 

sag...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koompa 
seika [ missing letter –pa-]-  to close as the petals . 

sag...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
kooppa  [ missing letter –pa-]---to close the mouth as the  flower petals  ; vaai- 
mouth . 

sag...gi   has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  naanuka –
close as  flowers.  

topple  [E]   has the  consonants - the – pa- la  and  the  original Tamil  word is –   
pin thallu – topple ; pin- back; thallu- push . 

topple  [E]   has the  consonants - the – [-pa-] - la  and  the  original Tamil  word is        
thalli  keezhaaka   kavizhkka  [ missing  letter- ka-]  -to topple down ; thallu- push  ; 
keezhaaka- down ; kavizhkka- topple . 

 topple  [E]   has the  consonants - the – [-pa-] - la  and  the  original Tamil  word is          
thadukki  / thallaadi  keezhae vizhuka [ missing  letter- ka-]  –to get  toppled / 
tumbled ;  keezha- down/ under; vizhuka- to fall  ;  
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to close [ E]  has the consonants - the - ka -la -sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
ankaadi  / veettin / kovilin - kathavai  mooduthal / saathuthal – to close the door ; 
vaathilai [Malayalam]  adaikka  ;  ankaadi- shop / dukan ; veedu- house; kathavu- 
door / gate;  mooduthal- to shut ; saaththu –shut  . 

very close [ E]  has the consonants -  Ra- ka -la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   veku  arukaamaiyil – very  near [ place] ; arukaaami- near  . 

very  close [E]  has the consonants -  Ra- ka -la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  veku  nerukkam ulla – very  close  [ person] ; nerukkam- close. 

very  close [E]  has the consonants -  Ra- ka -la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaal vazhi uravu – as in very close relative ; uravu- relationship . 

to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –sa - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kolai  seithiduka  /azhiththiduka – to kill  ; kolai- killing ; seithiduka- do  
;azhiththiduka- to kill  . 

to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaelai- yaei  seithu mudikka  - to finish the work ; vaelai- work;  seithidu- do ; 
mudikka- finish . 

to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is kanakkai  mudiththu vaiththal –to close the accounts  ; kanakku –account; 
mudikka- to finish . 

to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  moodi / saaththi  /adaiththu vaiththal- to close  ; moodu – shut; adai –shut; 
saaththu –shut .  

to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   odukkuthal – to fold [ as the umbrella ] . 

to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   odunkuthal – close  as the petals  of the lotus flower.  

to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ikuththu viththal – close as by  a sluice . 
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to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ithazh  kuviththal -  close  as eyelids, flowers  ;  ithazh- petal .  

to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ull adankuthal – to be furled ,  drawn as the limbs of tortoise. 

  to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kan mooduthal-  close as eyes  ; kann- eye; mooduthal – closing .  

  to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuvithal / kuviththal – close as flowers by night.  

  to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –sa - and the  original Tamil  word is   
koompa seithal / koomputhal [ missing letter- pa-] -  close as the flowers . 

  to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa - and the  original Tamil  word 
is    mukam / kann  puthaiththal / kaathai  poththuthal [ missing letter- pa-] -  - 
close the face/ eyes /ears ;  mukam- face; kann- eye  ; kaathu- ear . 

to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaai  yaei adiththal –close the mouth  ; vaai- mouth . 

  to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaai  yaei poththuthal –[ missing letter- pa-] - shut  up the mouth; 
poththu –shut up    . 

  to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa-]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaai  koomputhal [ missing letter- pa-]-  close  the mouth as  petals  of a 
flower ; vaai –mouth .  

to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –sa - and the  original Tamil  word is    
suvadi  yaei  kattuthal -  stop , close  as one’s  arguments , action . 

to close [ E]  has the consonants - the- ka -la –[-sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nookuthal – close as a  door   . 
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sag...gíd: (cf., sag-ki...gíd). 

 

 sag-gú-ne(-/ak/): cupbearer (loan from Akk. šaaqû).  

saggune  has the consnants – [-sa-] -ka -an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooviyan -  butler. 

saggune  has the consnants – sa-ka -an  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is sowndikan [ missing letter- the -] - toddy  seller.  

saggune  has the consnants – [-sa-]-ka -an  -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  kudi  kinnam  yanthi [ missing letter- the -] –liquor  cup  bearer; 
kudi- liquor; kinnam-  cup; yaenthu – to hold.  

saggune  has the consnants – [-sa-]-ka -an  -and the  other Tamil  interpretation  
of the word is  kaenaiyan / annakan – enuch . 

 

sag...gar/gá-gá: to proceed; to oppose (someone/something: -da-) ('the head' + 
'to set'). 

saggar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
munnaeruka -  to  advance/ progress. 

saggar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
marukka – to counter; maari  nirkka .  

saggar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
murnaaka –  in opposition . 

saggar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurukkae  nirkka  - in opposition  to. 

saggar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ivarikka – contend against . 
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saggar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
naervu- opposing.  

saggar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  nivaaram – opposition.  

saggar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  moor-
k-ka  kunam- opposing  nature.  

saggar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
iraivan- the head/ god . 

saggar  has the consonants  --sa-  ka- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  eswaran - the head/ god . 

saggar  has the consonants  --sa-  ka- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  sikaram  - head.  

saggar  has the consonants  --sa-  ka- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  siraankam– head . 

saggar  has the consonants  sa-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  saekaram 
-  head.  

saggar  has the consonants  --[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  naviram- head. 

saggar  has the consonants  --[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  varaankam- head.  

saggar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
niruvuka- to set.  
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                                                    Page-135  

 

 

sag-sig...gar: to bend or lower one's head (before someone/something: -ši-) 
('head' + 'small, weak' + 'to place'). 

sagsiggar    has the consonants  -[-sa-] -ka- [-sa-]- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuninthu  nirkka [ missing letter- the -] - to stoop; kuninthidu- stoop; 
nirkka- to stand  . 

sagsiggar    has the consonants  -sa -ka- [-sa-]- ka- Ra -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  siran-k-kam – head.  

sagsiggar    has the consonants  -[-sa-] -ka- [-sa-]- ka- Ra -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  varaan-k-kam – head.  

sagsiggar    has the consonants  -[-sa-] -ka- [-sa-]- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kattu  viduthar [ missing letter- the -]- be weakened. 

sagsiggar    has the consonants  -[-sa-] -ka- [-sa-]- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   uyram mika  kuraivu – less in  height /small  ; uyaram- height; mika – 
excess  ; kuraivu- less.  

sagsiggar    has the consonants  -sa--ka- [-sa-]- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   siriya  vakai – small type ; siriya- small . 

sagsiggar    has the consonants  -[-sa-] -ka- [-sa-]- ka- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  
word is arukae arukae vaikka – to place nearby  ;arukae- nearby ; vaikka- to keep . 
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 sag-gi6(-ga): black-headed people; Sumerians ('head' + 'black' + nominative; cf., 
dumu-gir15/gi7 and ki-en-gir15/gi7(-r); ki-en-gi(-r)). 

saggi  has the consonants-  sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kunji – head.  

saggi  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  ukkam / 
kam / mukam – head.  

saggi  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is maei   
vannam – black  color.  

saggi  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is maei vanna  
mukam / kunji – black  colored  head / face ;  maei-  dark; vannam-  color;  
maukam- face; kunji- head . 

 

 sag-giš...ra: to kill, murder ('head' + 'wood tool' + 'to strike'). 

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants- sa -ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word  
is  sanku  arukka – to kill / to tear the heart . 

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants- [-sa -] -ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word  is  kondriduka  [ missing  letter- the -] – to kill . 

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants- [-sa -] -ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word  is  uyirai edukka [ missing  letter- the -] – to  take away  one’s life; uyir- life; 
edukka- to take away  . 

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants- sa --ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word  
is  uyirai   / usurai   parikka / poakka [ missing  letter- pa-] – to  take away  one’s 
life ; parikka- pluck ; uyir- life. 

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants- [-sa -] --ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word  is  thakarkka-[ missing  letter- the -]  -strike . 

 sag-giš...ra   has the consonants- [-sa -] --ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word  is  yerukku  -  strike.  
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sag-giš...ra   has the consonants- [-sa -] --ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word  is   araavu – strike.  

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants- sa --ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  other interpretation 
of the word is   siraan-k-kam- head . 

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants--sa --ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word  
is   sikaram- head 

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants- sa ---ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word  is   saekaram- heads  

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants—[-sa-] --ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   varaan-k-kam- head.  

 sag-giš...ra   has the consonants—[-sa --]-ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  other 
interpretation of the word  is   naviram- head.  

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants- [-sa -] --ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word  is   mara karuvi – wood tool ; maram-wood; karuvi- tool . 

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants-sa  --ka –-sa- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word  
is   thachchu  karuvi  [ missing  letter- the -] -carpenter’s tool  ; thachchan- 
carpenter; karuvi- tool . 

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants-sa  --ka –-sa- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word  
is   kaattaachchaari / kattai  aachchaari [ missing  letter- the -] – carpenter.  

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants- [-sa -]--ka –[-sa-]  -Ra – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   rathakaaran [ missing  letter- the -] –carpenter . 

sag-giš...ra   has the consonants-[-sa-]  --ka –-[-sa-]- -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word  is   mara vinaignar  -carpenter; maram- tree; vnaignar- doer .  

 

 sag...ha-za: to attach secure ly ('head' + 'to hold, grasp, retain').  
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 saghaza  has the consonants –[-sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ottuka [ missing letter –the -] - attach . 

saghaza  has the consonants –sa--  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
saethhu  kattuka / kootti kattuka [ missing letter –the -] -  to attach securely; 
saeththu –together ; kattu- to tie . 

saghaza  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
inaikka-  attach . 

saghaza  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadai koottu [ missing letter –the -] – secure.  

saghaza  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thakka  vaikka [ missing letter –the -] – retain  

saghaza  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
adakka [ missing letter –the -] - to hold.  

saghaza  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
eduka [ missing letter –the -] - to hold.  

saghaza  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaaippu [ missing letter –pa -] - – hold.  

saghaza  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai vidaathu vaikka [ missing letter –the -]-  hold / retain  

saghaza  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  aavikai – hold.  

saghaza  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai kondidu [ missing letter –the -]-  grasp . 

saghaza  has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thevvu – grasp . 
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sag (an-šè)...íl: to lift the head (towards heaven); to raise up ('head' ( + 'unto 
heaven') + 'to lift up'). 

sag il  has the consonants- sa- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  sel ulaku – 
heaven . 

 sag il  has the consonants- [-sa--]  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vin 
ulakam / vaan ulakam – sky / heaven ;  vin – sky ; vaan- sky; ulakam- world . 

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa--]  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  man-k-
kul  -sky . 

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa--]  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  man-k- 
veli   /vin veli  /vaan veli – sky . 

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa--]  ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhuka- 
raise.  

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa--]- ka- la -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is word is kapaalm [ missing letter- pa-] – skull. 

sag il  has the consonants- sa- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  uchchi  
kalam- head  /top vessel – kalasam ; uchchi- top; kalam- pot.  

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  enpu  
kalam   [ missing letter- pa-] - bone vessel /skull ; enpu  -bone; kalam- pot . 

sag il  has the consonants- sa- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  salliya kalam  
– bone vessel  /skull  . 

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa--]- ka- la -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is word is alakku kalam – bone vessel  /skull  . 

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mandai   
kalam  [ missing letter –the -] – head .  

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thalai 
akam   /  thalai  koodu [ missing letter –the -] – head ; thalai- head ; thookku – lift .  
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sag il  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thalai yaei 
maelae thookku [ missing letter –the -] – to raise the head up ; maelae- up . 

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mukthi 
adaithal  [ missing letter –the -]  –to reach  heaven . 

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mael 
veedu [ missing letter –the -]  – heaven; mael- up; veedu- heaven . 

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mael ulaku 
– heaven . 

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is malae 
thookkuthal –to lift up . 

sag il  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kai thookki 
viduthal – to lift up  ;  kai koduthtal;  uthavuthal .  

 

 sag-kal-(l): foremost; leader ('head' + 'excellent'). 

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthalaavathaaka/ muthan muthalaaka  [ missing  letter- the-] -  foremost . 

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oankkal- king  / leader.  

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is vael 
– head of the clan.  

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
avaval- principal . 

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thalaivan [ missing  letter- the-] – leader.  

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kazhaka  thalaivan-[ missing  letter- the-] - ring  leader  .  
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sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
katchchi  thalaivan-[ missing  letter- the-]  – party  leader ; katchchi- party .  

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhi thunaivan -[ missing  letter- the-]  - guide/ leader . 

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kudi  
thalaivan -[ missing  letter- the-] - leader of the clan; kudi- family .  

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthalvan [ missing  letter- the-] – leader. 

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vizhumiya – excellent . 

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nallaaka -  excellently . 

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhakaaka- beautifully .  

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is oli  
mikka / oli  mayamaaka - brilliant.    

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is pala 
palappaaka –[ missing  letter- pa-]-  shining /brilliant.   

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-]  –ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pukazh mikka –[ missing  letter- pa-]-  famous/ brilliant. 

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – sa-–ka- la -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is skull [E] . 

sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – [-sa-] -–ka- la -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kapaala [Skt] [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  head  ; pichchai [Skt] kalam ; 
pitchchai- begging ; kalam- vessel .  
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sag-kal-(l) has the consonants – sa-–ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaasikkum kalam -  skull  as   begger’s bowel ; yaasikka- to beg ; kalam- pot  . 

 

 sag...kal: to choose, prefer; to make foremost, prominent ('head' + 'to value').  

sagkal  has the consonants- [- sa-]  -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is koeithal 
[ missing letter- the -] – choose.  

sagkal  has the consonants- [- sa-]  -ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aakkamali – prefer.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  sa- -ka –la- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  salukai – preference.  

 sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - -ka –la- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anukoolam [Skt] – favour.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is nalkal-  
favour.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vizhaika/ vizhaivu -  desire.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
veezhvu – desire.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vegkal-  
excessive desire.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vael -  
desire.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is ulavai- 
desire.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  avaa 
kolla  /aaval  kolla-  desire.  
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sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is   pukal/ 
pukalvu  [ missing letter- pa-]- desire.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  sa-- -ka –la- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  uchchu valam-  desire.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  sa--ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is   ichchai  
kollu / aasai kollu  / vayaa kolluka –desire ;  kaamam  kolla / mokam [Skt]  kola- to 
heve sexual desire; kaamam- sexual desire ; mokam- sexual desire ; kolluka- to 
have .    

sagkal  has the consonants-  sa--ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  uvakai  
kolla-to have  sexual deire.   

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  manam  
kolluka- desire.   

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -- -ka –la- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  maeval –desire.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  sa-- -ka –la- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kaankisai kolla- to have desire.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-]--ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vizhumiyam- /vizhumam  - value. 

sagkal  has the consonants-  sa--ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  uchchi-k-
kalam  -skull.  

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-]--ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  moolai-
k-kalam – skull. 

sagkal  has the consonants-  [-sa-]--ka –la- and the  original Tamil  word is  vilai 
alavu – value  /price.   

 

sag...kéš: to attend to; to watch, guard ('head' + 'to bind'). 
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sagkes  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavanikka / kavanam –to attend /attention.  

sagkes  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavanippu [ missing  letter- pa-] –to attend  [ guests ] . 

sagkes  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
kaanikka- to watch . 

sagkes  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ninaivu – attention . 

sagkes  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanpu  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  attention . 

sagkes  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vinaa-  attention.  

sagkes  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaakka-  to guard . 

sagkes  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oampuka  [ missing  letter- pa-] – to  guard . 

sagkes  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaappu [ missing  letter- pa-] – guard /protection . 

sagkes  has the consonants- -[-sa-]-- ka –-sa --and the  original Tamil  word is 
inaikka/ saekka  /anaikka- to bind. 

sagkes  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –-sa --and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukam /ukkam / kam / kunji / uvvi- - head.  

 

 kušsag-kéš: a thong connecting the yoke to the plow ('head' + 'to bind').  
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kussagkes  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] -ka –[-sa -] -and the  orignaltamil  word 
is  erukku  kayeiru  /erukku vaar/ vaar kayiru  [ missing  letter- Ra-] – thong.; 
erukku- to make tight ; kayeiru- rope . 

kussagkes  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] -ka –[-sa -] -and the  orignaltamil  word 
is  inaikka -  bind.  

 kussagkes  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-] -ka –[-sa -] -and the  orignaltamil  word 
is  pinaikka [ missing  letter- pa-] - bind  . 

kussagkes  has the consonants –ka- sa--ka –[-sa -] -and the  orignaltamil  word is  
saekka- bind . 

kussagkes  has the consonants –ka- sa--ka –[-sa -] -and the  orignaltamil  word is  
isaikka- bind. 

kussagkes  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]--ka –[-sa -] -and the  orignaltamil  word 
is  poakku  [ missing  letter- pa-] -bind . 

kussagkes  has the consonants –ka- [-sa-]--ka –[-sa -] -and the  orignaltamil  word 
is  ukkam- head.  

 

sag-ki: forehead ('head, point' + 'place').  

sagki   has the consonants- sa-- ka – and the   interpretation  of the word is 
sankam / maka  sankam – fore head . 

sagki   has the consonants- sa-- ka – and the   interpretation  of the word is 
nakaasu -  forehead.  

sagki   has the consonants –[- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  ponkam [ 
missing letter- pa-] - fore head . 

sagki   has the consonants- sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kunji – head.  

sagki   has the consonants –[- sa-]  - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is ukkam- 
head.  
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sagki   has the consonants- [- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kam – 
head.  

sagki   has the consonants- [- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  mukam- 
head.  

sagki   has the consonants- [- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  mukam/ 
mukanai – point . 

sagki   has the consonants- [- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  vai – 
point/ place .  

sagki   has the consonants-  sa-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vasi – point.  

sagki   has the consonants- [- sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  pakkam/ 
paakam/ paanku / poakku / vaippu  [missing letter- pa-] - place.  

sagki   has the consonants- [- sa-] -- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  puvanam  [missing letter- pa-]-place  . 

sagki   has the consonants-  sa-- ka – and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  akam / ankanam /  ankam  - place . 

sagki   has the consonants-  sa-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
avakaasam -    place.   

sagki   has the consonants-  sa-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
nivaesanam – place.  

sagki   has the consonants-  sa-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
jekaa- place.  

sagki   has the consonants-  sa-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
jaakai – halting  place.   

sagki   has the consonants-  sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  saekkai -  dwelling  place.  
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sagki   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  interpretation  of 
the word is   maekku  – high  place . 

sagki   has the consonants-  sa-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
nikaayam – place  

sagki   has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka – and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  auv -vaai – beautiful  place.  

 

sag-ki...gíd: to get angry (with someone: -da-) ('forehead' + 'to lengthen'). 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadumai- anger.   

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadam/ katham - anger.  

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaattam -  anger.   

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaandu – anger.  

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaenthi- anger.  

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
edankam –anger.  

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathavu- anger  . 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
konthu / koatham – anger.    

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vettimai- anger.   
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sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukam kadu kadukka  - angry  face ; mukam- face  . 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vedukkan – angry  person.  

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadu vaayan- angry  person.  

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – sa- ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinam kondu – angry ; sinam- anger; kondu- having. 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kopiththidu [ missing letter- pa-] – to get angry ; koavam kodida . 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadum koapam / koavam [ missing letter- pa-] – - extreme anger.  

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
venthippu- [ missing letter- pa-]- anger.  

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kothippu-[ missing letter- pa-]-  anger.    

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ponkida--[ missing letter- pa-]-  angry . 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the other interpretation of 
the word is  kupithan -[ missing letter- pa-]- angry  person . 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam koanida – angry . 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
munavida – angry / to murmur . 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – sa- ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kann sivanthida – angry- reddening  of eyes ; kann- eye; sivakka- to become red  . 
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sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukam koanida / mukam kaatta  - to pout  ; mukam- face . 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – -sa- ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadum sinaththan  – angry  person; kadumai –severe; sinam –anger .  

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
mandakam - forehead. 

 sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
maththakam - forehead. 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
koathi - forehead.  

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandaiyin mun pakkam [ missing  letter- pa-]- front side of the head.; mandai- 
head; mun –front; pakkam –side  . 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
neettuka/ neettikka/ neettukai - lengthen /extend.  

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
vadi – lengthening. 

sag-ki...gíd  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - ka - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikunthida- lengthening . 

   

sag-ki-gud: trapezoid ('head, point' + 'location' + 'bulky like an ox').  

sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  the – and the  original  Tamil  word is 
mukadu- head . 

sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  the – and the  other interpretation  of 
the    word is   yaanai  maththakam- head  - skull of elephant.   
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sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  the – and the  other interpretation  of 
the    word is   mandakam/ mundakam  – head.  

sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  the – and the  original  Tamil  word is 
mandai koodu- skull ; mandai- head; koodu- cage  

sagkigud  has the consonants  -sa- ka-  the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
uchchi  kondai- head ; uchchi- top; kondai- crest .  

sagkigud  has the consonants  -sa- ka-  the – and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is   sayinthavam –head.  

sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka-  the – and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the   word is  kedaa maadu – bull .   

 sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
keda maattai  oththa  thadippam [  missing letter- pa-]-  bulky  like the bull ; 
oththa- like that/ similar  ; thadippam- stout . 

sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  the – and the  original  Tamil  word is   
kundai- ox.  

sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
kottiyam-  ox.   

sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
ida  amaivu-  location.   

sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
amaividam- location.   

sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
mudivu - point.  

sagkigud  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka-  the – and the  original  Tamil  word is  
munai  koadi  - point. 
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SAG-KU: (cf., sa12-su5 ).  

 

gišsag-kul: lock ('head' + 'thick').  

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka – [ -sa-] - – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is akalamaaka- broad.  

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka –sa- – ka- la -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is visaalamaaka  - wide.  

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka – [ -sa-] - – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is kozhu  kozhuppaaka [ missing letter- pa-] -fat . 

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka – [ -sa-] - – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is vizhukku  -fat . 

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka – [ -sa-] - – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is nerukkam ulla  [ missing letter- Ra-] - thick . 

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka – sa- – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunji  koonthal [ missing letter- the -]  - lock [  of hair  ] ; koonthal- hair . 

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka –[- sa-]  – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vazhuukai thalai [ missing letter- the -]  – bald head  ; vazhukkai- baldness; 
thalai- head .  

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka –[- sa-]  – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thalai-k-koalam [ missing letter- the -] -  head dress  ; koalam- decoration .  

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka –sa- – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thalai  kavasam [ missing letter- the -] -  head piece; kavasam- mask .  

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka –[- sa-] - – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thaazha-k-kole [ missing letter- the -]  - lock.  

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka –[- sa-] - – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is naathanki  mulai  vakai [ missing letter- the -] – padlock .     
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gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka –[- sa-] - – ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   keezhakam – lock.  

gissagkul   has the  consonants- ka –[- sa-] - ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
villankkam- lock . 

 

sag-kur-ra: a foreign slave ('slave' + 'foreign land' + genitive). 

sagkurra  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kinkarar / kinakar  – slave . 

 sagkurra  has the consonants  -- sa -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
seemai  kinkarar - foreign slaves.  

sagkurra  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
adiyavar [ missing letter- the -] –slave.  

sagkurra  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kundar [ missing letter- the -]  – slave . 

sagkurra  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
thun  urimai attravar [ missing letter- the -]- one who has  no  self  rights; thun 
urima - individual rights; urimai –rights ; attravar- one who  does not have .   

sagkurra  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ka -Ra –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  viruththiyaan [ missing letter- the -]  -slave.  

sagkurra  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kankaaniyar – slave driver.  

sagkurra  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaeru  kandam [ missing letter- the -]  – foreign land.  

sagkurra  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaeru  marunkku - foreign land ; vaeru –different; marunkku- land .  
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sagkurra  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaeru  uoor-  different  city; vaeru –different; uoor- village  . 

 

 ku6sag-kúr[PAB]: a fish ('head' + 'strange').  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- sa-  ka- Ra –pa-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  satrum   ethi paar-k-kaatha [ missing letter- the -] -  strange/ unexpected  
;  ethir paru –expect  ; ethir paarththathu –expected ;  ethir paarkkaathathu – 
unexpected . 

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- sa--  ka- Ra –[-pa-]- and the  interpretation  
of the word is  visiththiramaaka   [ missing letter- the -] -  strange . 

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -  ka- Ra –pa-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mun  pin  paarkkaatha / kaetkaatha [ missing letter- the -]- un known ; 
mun- before; pin- later ;  paarkkaatha- not seen ; kaetkaatha –not heard .  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -  ka- Ra –pa-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  puthumai-k-kuriya [ missing letter- the -]-  novel  ; puthumai- novelty .  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -  ka- Ra –[- pa--] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is otrai -yaai erukka  [ missing letter- the -]- odd .    

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -  ka- Ra – pa-- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaan paarpatharkku   ariya [ missing letter- the -]-rare  one to see; 
kann- eye;  paarkka-  to see  ; ariya- rare .  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -  ka- Ra – pa-- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ethu  varai  kaettirathaa  [ missing letter- the -]-un heard so far; 
ethu varai –so far; kaetkaathathu –un heared  . 

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-  ka- Ra –pa- and the  interpretation  
of the word is  abiraekku  -fish.  
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kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-  ka- Ra –[-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  neer  vaazhai-k-kaai / neer vaazh  uyir inam  [ missing letter-zha-]  - 
fish  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-  ka- Ra –[-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kuruva  meen – a sea fish ; meen –fish  .  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- sa- ka- Ra –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  muruka  urutti  suraa [ missing letter-zha-]- a sea fish .  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] - ka- Ra –[-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kalavar [ missing letter- la-] -fishermen . 

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -sa-- ka- Ra –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  salankai -k- kaarar [ missing letter- la-] - fishermen . 

Kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra –[-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karu  vavaal [ missing letter- la-] -  black  pomfret . 

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra –[-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karu vaalai  [ missing letter- la-] -  white  fin  wolf  herring.  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra –pa - and the  original Tamil  
word is  paravaa koala [ missing letter- la-] -  flying  fish.  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra –[-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  koruvai meen – murrel  [ snake head fish] . 

 kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-] -- ka- Ra –[-pa-] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karaka- -  catla  . 

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-]  ka- Ra –pa-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kur kuruppan -  grunter.  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-]  ka- Ra –pa-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  meenavarkal [ missing letter- la-] - fishermen . 
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 kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-]  ka- Ra –[-pa-]-- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  meen vikkiravar  - fish monger.  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-]  ka- Ra –pa-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  meen pidikkiravar [ missing letter- the -] –fisherman . 

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-]  ka- Ra –[- pa--] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thiruththa  kadiyan [ missing letter- the -] – barracuda  /sea pike .  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -sa- ka- Ra –[- pa--] - and the  original Tamil  
word is  san-k-kara  meen -  threadfin bream . 

 kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -sa- ka- Ra –[- pa--] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vankkara  vaasi -  Bombay duck .  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-]- ka- Ra –[- pa--] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thirukkai  meen [ missing letter- the -] – ray fish / whip  tail sting  
ray;  meen –fish .   

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-]- ka- Ra –[- pa--] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  parava - kaaran– fisherman  as dwelling in a  maritime town . 

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-]- ka- Ra –[- pa--] - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karuvaadu-[ missing letter-the ] - dried fish . 

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -sa- ka- Ra –[- pa--] - and the  other 
interpretraion  of the word is   siraan-k-kam -  head.  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-] - ka- Ra –[- pa--] - and the  other 
interpretraion  of the word is   varaan-k-kam  -head.  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -sa- ka- Ra - pa-- and the  original Tamil  
word is  sirappukkuriya  idam [ missing letter-the ]  - head /special place; idam- 
place; sirappu –super .  

kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-] - ka- Ra  -[- pa-] -- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aanaikkuriya  idam  [ missing letter-the ]-  commanding  place  ; 
aanai –command  ; idam- place . 
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kusagkurpab  has the consonants – ka- -[-sa-] - ka- Ra  - pa--- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   arivu koormaiyin iruppidam [ missing letter-the ]-  place of wisdom   
;  arivu- intelligence  ; koormai – sharpness ; idam- place .    

 

sag-gišmá: bow of a boat ('head' + 'boat').  

saggisma    has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  ukkam / mukam / kam – head.  

saggisma    has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  vankkam –ship .  

saggisma    has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   vankka mukam – bow of a boat ; vankkam- boat ; mukam –face . 

 

 sag-men: head-crown (cf., men-sag). 

sagmen  has  the consonants-  [- sa-] - ka -ma -an -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mani makudam [ missing  letter-  the -]-  crown; mani –stone/ bead; makudam- 
crown  . 

 

sag-mí: female slave ('head; slave' + 'female'). 

sagmi   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- am – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ukkam – head.  

sagmi   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- am – and the  original Tamil  word is  kam – 
head . 

sagmi   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- am – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukam- head.  
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sagmi   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- am – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mankai -  woman . 

sagmi   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- am – and the  original Tamil  word is  
manaivi – female / wife.  

sagmi   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- am – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaamuki – lover . 

sagmi   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- am – and the  original Tamil  word is  
manaakki- school girl . 

sagmi   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- am – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kothth-a -adimai  [ missing letter- the-] – bonded labour ; adimai –slave  . 

 

sag-nitah: male slave; (grown) man ('head; slave' + 'male').  

sagnutah   has the consonants- [-sa -] -ka –an- the- - and the  original Tamil word 
is  kondai – head.  

 sagnutah   has the consonants- sa --ka –an- the- - and the   other interpretation  
of the word is sayinthavam – head.  

sagnutah   has the consonants- [-sa -] -ka –an- the- - and the  original Tamil word 
is  mundakam – head.  

sagnutah   has the consonants- [-sa -] -ka –an- the- - and the  original Tamil word 
is  aadavan - male / grown man . 

sagnutah   has the consonants- [-sa -] -ka –an- the- - and the  original Tamil word 
is  kundan  - slave.  

sagnutah   has the consonants- sa --ka –an- the- - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is sedakan  -slave.  
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sag-níg-gur11[GA]-ra(-ak): capital on hand ('in front, at first' + 'what' + 'piled up' 
[ + genitive]; sag and 'capital' refer to the 'head' of an accounting column in 
different languages). 

sagniggurraak  has the  consonants –sa- ka -an – ka- Ra- ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kayir   irukkindra kaasu – money  in  hand  ; kai- hand  kaasu- cash .  

sagniggurraak  has the  consonants –[- sa-]-  ka -an – ka- Ra- ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  ethir  mukamaaka   erukkindra [ missing letter- the -]- the one in 
front   ;ethir- opposite; mukam- face .  

sagniggurraak  has the  consonants –[- sa-]-  ka -an – ka- Ra- ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kuviththu  [sakariththu ]  vaiththu  erukindra [ missing letter- the -] 
–piled up ; kuviththidu- heap . 

 

 sag-rib: (cf., sag-kal-(l)).  

 

sag-rig7: gift; dowry. 

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is  kai 
urai kodai [ missing letter- the -] – gift ; kai- hand; urai- cover; kodai- gift  .  

sagrig  has the consonants  -sa- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is  kai 
urai kaasu -  gift money ; kai- hand; urai- cover; kaasu-  cash  . 

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is  
kodai  vari-[ missing letter- the -] - gift tax  ; vari- tax .  

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is vekumaanam tharuka -[ missing letter- the -] - to give gift ; tharuka- 
give ; vekumaanam- presents . 

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  verukkai- offering . 
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sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  akkiram- food  offering. 

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  anukirakikka- grant.  

sagrig  has the consonants  -sa- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  samarpikka [ missing letter-pa--]- offer . 

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is  
naerththi-k- kadan [ missing letter- the -]- votive offering .  

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is  
arun -k-kunam  - gifted personality ; kunam- character  . 

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is 
kaanikkai  peruka -[ missing letter-pa-]- to receive gift ; kaanikkai- gift ; peruka- to 
receive . 

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is kizhi 
arukka [ missing letter-zha-]-- to win  a contest  and secure a prize . 

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is paari perkkam -[ missing letter-pa-] – wedding  gift . 

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is  apa varkkam--[ missing letter-pa-]- gift. 

sagrig  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is  
vekumaanam  peruka / puravu  peruka- [ missing letter-pa-] -  to  receive gift . 

sagrig  has the consonants  -sa- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  vichchiraananam/ visarchchanam  kodukka--[ missing letter- the -] - to 
give gift . 

sagrig  has the consonants  -sa- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is  mana 
makanukkaana  seer  varisai– dowry [  to the bride groom ] ;  mana makan- 
groom;  seer- wealth .  
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sagrig  has the consonants  -sa-- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is   vara  dachchinai  kasu - dowry  money [  to the bride groom ] ; varan- 
husband / groom .  

sagrig  has the consonants  -sa- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is manapennukkaana surkam [ missing letter- pa-]- dowry [  to the bride ] . 

sagrig  has the consonants  -sa- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is  
manapennukkaana  parisam/ pariyam [ missing letter- pa-]- dowry [  to the bride ]  

 sagrig  has the consonants  -sa- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is seethana- k-kaari [  missing letter- the -] –woman with a dowry; 
seethanam- dowry .  

sagrig  has the consonants  -sa- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  maker kaasu -  dowry  money to the bride; kaasu- cash .  

sagrig  has the consonants  -sa- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is  mana 
peenin annai-k-kaana  paar kaasu [ missing  letter- pa-]- milk  money  for the  
mother of the bride  ; mana penn- bride; annai- mother ; paar- milk- kaasu- cash .  

sagrig  has the consonants  -sa- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is  
virunthu unavukkaana  moei kaasu [missing  letter- the-]-gift for the  feast food ; 
virunthu –feast ; unavu- food; kaasu –cash .  

sagrig  has the consonants  -sa- Ka -Ra - ka - and the  original Tamil word is sen-k- 
kuruthi  kodai [missing  letter- the-]-  blood  donation ; kodai-  gift; kuruthi- blood; 
semmai- red  . 

 

 sag/sa12...rig7: to donate, bestow, grant, give as a present (with -ni- and -ri-) 
('present, gift' + 'to deed, grant', where these meanings derive by back-formation 
from this compound which derives from Akkadian šaraakum). 

sagsarig    has the consonants- [-sa-]  -ka -sa -Ra -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  [  pana  mudiyaei  parisaaka ]  parisu  kodukka vaendum  [ missing letters- pa- 
and - the -] – to give a prize ; parisu- prize;   kodukka- to give  . 
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sagsarig    has the consonants- [-sa-]  -ka –[- sa-]  -Ra -ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  nun- kodai  koduththiduthar  vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] – to give a 
gift  ;  nun kodai- gift .  

sagsarig    has the consonants- sa- -ka –[- sa-]  -Ra -ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  eekai  seithiduthar   vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] -  to donate ; eekai- 
gift; seithidu- do . 

sagsarig    has the consonants- [-sa-] - -ka –[- sa-]  -Ra -ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   vekumathi  koduththiduthar  vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] –to give a 
present  ; vekumathi –gift  ; kodu –give  

sagsarig    has the consonants- sa- -ka – sa- -Ra -ka –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   panam  kaasu  uthavi  seithiduthar  vaendum [ missing letter- pa- ] -to help  by  
giving  money ; panam- money ; kaasu –cash ; uthavi- help ; seithidu –do . 

sagsarig    has the consonants- [- sa-] - -ka –[- sa-] - -Ra -ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaanikkai  koduththiduthar  vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] – to give a 
gift; kaanikkai- votive offering .   

sagsarig    has the consonants-  sa- -ka –[- sa-] - -Ra -ka –and the other 
interpretation of the word is   san -manam  /  vekumaanam koduththiduthar 
vaendum [ missing letter-  the -] – to give a gift.   

sagsarig    has the consonants-  sa- -ka –[- sa-] - -Ra -ka –and the other 
interpretation of the word is   maaniyaamaka / inaam-m-kaa  /sanmaanamaaka  / 
thaanamaaka   / kodaiyaaka  kodukka  vaendum– to give as a grant . 

sagsarig    has the consonants- [- sa-] - -ka –[- sa-] - -Ra -ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   kodai oppu  aavanamaaka     kodukka  vaendum  [ missing letters-  pa -
and- the-]  - to give as gift deed  ; oppu  avaanam-  agreement  document 
;aavanam –document   .  

 

 sag...sá: to vie with (with -da-) ('head' + 'to compare').  
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sagsa   has the consonants –[ -sa-] - ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
oppaakanum [ missing letter- pa- ] – to vie with  . 

sagsa   has the consonants –-sa- ka –[- sa-] - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   samam- m-aakkanum – to vie with   

sagsa   has the consonants –[ -sa-] - ka – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is kunji  - 
head.  

sagsa   has the consonants –[ -sa-] - ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
akam / uookkam / kam – head . 

sagsa   has the consonants –[ -sa-] - ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
oppu  noakkuka  [ missing letter- pa- ] -to compare . 

sagsa   has the consonants –[ -sa-] - ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
uvamikka- to compare . 

sagsa   has the consonants –[ -sa-] - ka –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
noakku – to compare . 

 

sag...sal-la: to be silly (?) ('head' + 'to belittle').  

sagsalla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka – [-sa-]- la – and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  aleekan – head.  

sagsalla has the consonants –[- sa -] -ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  movuli – head. 

sagsalla has the consonants –[- sa -] -ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  kapaalam [ missing letter- pa- ] – skull. 

sagsalla has the consonants –- [-sa-] --ka –-[-sa--]- la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  pakaalam [ missing letter- pa- ] – skull.  

sagsalla has the consonants –- sa --ka –-sa-- la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
uchchi-k-kalam – head  /vessel on the top  .  
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sagsalla has the consonants –- sa --ka –-sa-- la – and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  pichchai-k-kalam[ missing letter- pa- ]  / yaasikkum  kalam –skull  as the 
begging bowl  ; yaasikka- beg; kalam- vessel  . 

sagsalla has the consonants –-[- sa-] --ka –-[-sa--]- la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  moolai-k-kalam – vessel of   the brain ; moolai- brain; kalam- vessel  . 

sagsalla has the consonants –[- sa -] -ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kayanthalai [ missing letter- the -] – soft  head . 

sagsalla has the consonants – sa --ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ikazhu / ikazhchchi – belittle . 

sagsalla has the consonants – sa --ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaelanam seika-  ridicule; seika- do .   

sagsalla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is nakal-  ridicule.  

sagsalla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ilivu- ridicule . 

sagsalla has the consonants – sa --ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  kaeli seika – belittle  . 

sagsalla has the consonants – [-sa -]--ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  interpretation  of 
the word is  kaeli  maali- ridicule.  

sagsalla has the consonants –[- sa-]  --ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kalli-  ridicule.  

sagsalla has the consonants –[- sa-]  --ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaezhampam [ missing letter- pa-]  - ridicule.  

sagsalla has the consonants –[- sa-]  --ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pazhikka [ missing letter- pa-]  - ridicule. 
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sagsalla has the consonants –[- sa-]  --ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kinduthal / kindal  [ missing letter- the -] -  ridicule.  

sagsalla has the consonants – sa---ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aasu  kaattuthal [ missing letter- the -] -  ridicule.  

sagsalla has the consonants –[- sa-] ---ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  
word is ekaththaalam-[ missing letter- the -] - ridicule.   

sagsalla has the consonants –[- sa-] ---ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kazhuthai  kooththtu--[ missing letter- the -] -ridiculous  behavior. 

sagsalla has the consonants –[- sa-] ---ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaedikkai  kaattuthal -[ missing letter- the -]- silly behaviour. 

sagsalla has the consonants –[- sa-] ---ka – [-sa-] - la – and the  original Tamil  
word is   vilayaattu  kaattuthal –silly behavior /to play with ; vilaiyaattam- play / 
game .  

 

sag...sar: to shave the head ('head' + 'to crop ?'). 

sagsar has the consonants - sa –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mayir  
vinai  seika – to shave the hair.  

sagsar has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mayirai 
neekkuka / mayirai arukka – to remove the hair; mayir- hair ; neekku –remove .  

sagsar has the consonants - sa –ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  mayirai  saraikka-  to shave the hair; saraikka [Skt] - shave .   

sagsar has the consonants - sa –ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  savaram [Skt] –  shaving.  

sagsar has the consonants - sa –ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  savara  nurai-  shaving  foam; nurai- foam .  
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sagsar has the consonants - sa –ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   savukkaara  nurai -  shaving cream . 

sagsar has the consonants - sa –ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   siraankkam- head. 

 sagsar has the consonants - sa –ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   eswaran  -head.  

sagsar has the consonants - sa –ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  saekaram/ 
sikaram - head.  

sagsar has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   naviram- head.  

sagsar has the consonants – [-sa -]–ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   varaankkam- head.  

sagsar has the consonants - sa –ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  narukka –
to crop  . 

sagsar has the consonants - sa –ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  arukka- to 
crop .  

sagsar has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
vettuthar  [missing letter- the -] –to crop /cut . 

sagsar has the consonants – sa-–ka- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
sethukuthar  [missing letter- the -]  -to crop /cut .  

 

 sag...sè/sì-(g): to entrust; to take care of; to pay attention ('head' + 'to apply; to 
surround').  

sagsesi    has the consonants -sa  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is   
kunji – head. 
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 sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is   
mukam- head. 

 sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is   
uookkam- head.  

sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is   
kam – head.  

sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is   
uv-vi- head . 

sagsesi    has the consonants – sa--ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is   
poosuka [ missing letter- pa-]-  apply . 

sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is   
appuka  [ missing letter- pa-]-  apply . 

sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is   
vinnappikka [ missing letter- pa-]  - to apply  an  application . 

sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
oppu -vikka [ missing letter- pa-] - to entrust . 

sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
nampikkai  vaikka  [ missing letter- pa-] - to entrust . 

sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavanikka - to pay  attention .   

sagsesi    has the consonants – [- sa-] -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vinaa-  unaccountable mental focus  . 

sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavanam vaikka-  take care . 

sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
evvai – care . 
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sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  other interpretaion  of 
the word is  nikaa- care . 

sagsesi    has the consonants – sa- -ka-  sa- –and the  other interpretaion  of the 
word is   soochchichu  [Malayalam ]  vaikka  -take care . 

sagsesi    has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
ninaivu vaikka  –  take care . 

sagsesi    has the consonants – sa--ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vasam- care . 

sagsesi    has the consonants – [- sa-] --ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kann kanikka- watch  out.  

sagsesi    has the consonants – [- sa-] --ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanankku -  surround.    

sagsesi    has the consonants – [- sa-] --ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaei – surround.  

sagsesi    has the consonants –  sa--ka- [- sa-]  –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vasai – surround . 

 

saG-sig-ga: head-covering ('head' + 'small' + nominative). 

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[ -sa-]  -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mukkaadu [  missing letter- the-] -  head covering.  

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[sa-]  -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ukkam- head.  

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[sa-]  -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaikku adakkamaaka [  missing letter- the-] -  small for the hand  ; kai- small .  

sagsigga  has the consonants  -sa- -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinna  vadivam [  missing letter- the-] - small size; sinna- small; vadivam –size .  
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sagsigga  has the consonants  -sa- -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
siriya  vakai [ missing letter- Ra-]  -  small type  ; siriya –short ; vakai –kind . 

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  paakkam [  missing letter – pa-] - small bundle.  

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kappanam [ missing letter- pa -]  –small caltrop.  

sagsigga  has the consonants  -sa-- -ka –sa- -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
savir sinki  [ missing letter- Ra -] – small cannon . 

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kunn kanni - small  garland.  

sagsigga  has the consonants  -sa-- -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinna kathavu [  missing letter- the-] – small door ; sinna- small; kathavu –door .  

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  odukkam [ missing letter- the-] - small . 

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai - valai [ missing letter- la -] -  small  casting  net ; valai- net; kai- hand . 

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuzhaan-k- kal [ missing letter- la /zha -] -  small pebble.  

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanni vaaikkaal-[ missing letter- la -]  - small channel . 

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai vaal  [  missing letter- la -] -   small sword  ;kai –hand .  

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  nunnukku – smallness  . 

 sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  odukku  vaai  [  missing letter- the-]-  small mouth  ;vaai- mouth.  
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sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai theevatti –small torch  ; kai- hand; theevatti –torch  

sagsigga  has the consonants  -sa---ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  other interpretation 
of the  word is  maka kusikai- small pox .  

 sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] ---ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  other 
interpretation of the  word is  akkini / nunnukku – small  quantity . 

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thukkuni [  missing letter- the-]- -small quantity     

sagsigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - -ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mai-k-kodu [  missing letter- the-]- – small receptacle.  

sagsigga  has the consonants -sa--ka –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
senna –k-kooni- small shrimps . 
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                                                   Page-136  

 

 

sag...sìg: to tremble; to move the head from side to side (with -da-) ('head' + 'to 
shake').  

sagsig  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka-  [-sa-] - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is  
nadu  nadun-k-ka [ missing letter- the-] – tremble.  

sagsig  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka-  [-sa-] - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is  
kidu kidunka [ missing letter- the-]- tremble.  

sagsig  has the consonants –sa- ka-  [-sa-] - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is   
mandai ayei   asaikka [ missing letter- the-] – to shake the  head; mandai- head; 
asaikka –shake   . 

sagsig  has the consonants –sa- ka-  [-sa-] - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is  
asaikka –  shake.  

sagsig  has the consonants –sa- ka-  [-sa-] - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is 
asan-k-ka- shake  . 

 

SAG-SUG5: (cf., sa12-sug5, šassuk).  

 

sag...sum: to hurry towards ('head' + 'to give'). 

sagsum  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka-  [-sa-] - ma  - and the  original Tamil   word 
is  kodukka  vaendum [  missing letter- the -] - to give . 

sagsum  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka-  [-sa-] - ma  - and the  original Tamil   word 
is  vaekamaaka-  fast. 
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sagsum  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka-  [-sa-] - ma  - and the  original Tamil   word 
is  miku  viraivu / virai-uookkam  [  missing  letter Ra-]  – hurry . 

sagsum  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka-  [-sa-] - ma  - and the  original Tamil   word 
is  kudu  kudu vena oattam edukka -[  missing letter- the -] -  rush . 

sagsum  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka-  [-sa-] - ma  - and the  original Tamil   word 
is  ukkam-  head.  

sagsum  has the consonants-  sa- ka-  [-sa-] - ma  - and the  original Tamil   word is  
sayinthavam--[  missing letter- the -]-  head . 

sagsum  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka-  [-sa-] - ma  - and the  original Tamil   
word is  mukam- head.  

sagsum  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka-  [-sa-] - ma  - and the other interpretation  
of the word is  kam- head. 

sagsum  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka-  [-sa-] - ma  - and the  original Tamil   
word is  mukadu -[  missing letter- the -]- head.  

sagsum  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka-  [-sa-] - ma  - and the other interpretation  
of the word is  mandakam [  missing letter- the -]-  head. 

sagsum  has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka-  [-sa-] - ma  - and the other interpretation  
of the word is  maththakam[  missing letter- the -]-  head. 

 

 sag-sum-sikil: bulb of garlic ('head' + 'garlic').  

sagsumsikil  has the  consonants – [-sa-]  -ka - sa -ma –[-sa-]- ka- la – and the  
original  Tamil  word is  manam veesum vel ulli – fragrant  garlic; manam- smell; 
veesa- blow ; vel- white; ulli- garlic .  

sagsumsikil  has the  consonants – [-sa-]  -ka - sa -ma –[-sa-]- ka- la – and the  
original  Tamil  word is   manam veesum  vel ulli  kizhanku – garlic  bulb; 
kizhankku- bulb . 
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sagsumsikil  has the  consonants – [-sa-]  -ka - sa -ma –sa- ka- la – and the  original  
Tamil  word is manam   veesum  sinna vel vankaayam – fragrant onion ; 
venkkaayam- onion . 

sagsumsikil  has the  consonants – [-sa-]  -ka – [- sa-]  -ma –[ -sa-] - ka- la – and the  
original  Tamil  word is vazhukkai  mandai [  missing letter- the -]-  bald head 
;vazhukkai- baldness ;  mandai - head . 

 

sag-šu4: cap ('head' + 'to cover'). 

sagsu  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is kunji – 
head. 

sagsu  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukam- - head .  

sagsu  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kam- 
head.  

sagsu  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]- and the other interpretation  oif the 
word is  anukkam- head . 

sagsu  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mooduka [ missing  letter- the -]  - to cover . 

sagsu  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukadu / akadu / kaattai  /  koodam  [ missing  letter- the -]  -cap / top  .  

sagsu  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
konkaani –rain cap . 

 

 sag...túm: to defame ('first position' + 'to carry away'). 

sagtum   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanaththai  vaanka – to defame ;  manaam- prestige .  
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sagtum   has the consonants – sa-- ka -the - ma -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   ava maanam seithida vaendum - to defame ; ava maanam –defame ; 
seithidu  -do  . 

sagtum   has the consonants – sa-- ka -the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ninthanai  seithida vaendum   - to defame. 

sagtum   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nun mathippai   kedukka [ missing letter- pa-]- to defame ; nun –good; mathippu- 
respect .  

sagtum   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -the - ma -and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   ava mathikka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- - to defame; 
mathikka- to give respect ; ava mathikka [Skt] – dis respect .  

sagtum   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
muthanmai  konda idam - first  position; muthanmai –first / important ; konda- 
having ; idam -place . 

sagtum   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
muthar  erukkai [ missing  letter- Ra-]-  first  position; muthar –first ; erukkai –
chair /seat .  

sagtum   has the consonants – sa-- ka -the - ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
eduththu  kondu    sella  vaendum [ missing  letter- la-]-  to carry  away; kondu 
sellu –take waay  ; edukka- take; sellu –go . 

 

 sag ú-a...šub: to hide ('head' + 'in the grass' + 'to drop'). 

 saguasub   has the consonants  - sa—ka- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunji – head.  

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ukkam- head.   
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saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kam- head.  

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka -[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukam –head.     

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka --pa-and the  original Tamil  word is  
pul- veliyil [ missing letter- la-] - in  the meadow;  pul- grass ; veli –space .  

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
keezhae  veezha  [ missing letter- la-] -  to drop ; keezhae- down; veezha- to fall .  

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ozhuka  [ missing letter- la-] - to drop .   

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka --pa-and the  original Tamil  word is   
kai - nazhuvi  poaka   [ missing letter- la-] -to drop ; kai- hand ; nazhuva- to slip  . 

saguasub   has the consonants  - sa---ka –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is   
kai-yil  sikkaama  [ missing letter- la-] -to drop. 

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka --pa-and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaikku-  ettama  poka  [ missing letter- the -]   -to drop.  

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai  vida  / vittu  viduka  [ missing letter- the -]  - to drop .   

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –pa-and the  original Tamil  word is 
poaduka  [ missing letter- the -]-   to drop.  

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
sottu  sottaaka   kotta  [ missing letter- the -]-   drop . 

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is   
vadiya /thoova  - drop.  
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saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is   
maraikka / maraivu  [ missing letter- Ra-]- to hide ;  kisu  kisukka/ parama  -
rakasiyam  kaakka . 

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is   
oliththu vaikka [ missing letter-la- ]-  to hide; oliththidu- to hide; vaikka- keep  .  

saguasub   has the consonants  - sa--ka –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
suzhikka [ missing letter-la- ]- to hide.  

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
moodi  vaikka  [ missing letter- the -]- to hide.  

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –pa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pathunka [ missing letter- the -]-  to hide.  

saguasub   has the consonants  - sa---ka –pa -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is ama sadakkam  panna [ missing letter- the -]-  to hide.  

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
koodam / kuttu [ missing letter- the -]- hidden .  

saguasub   has the consonants  - [- sa-] ---ka –[ -pa-]  -and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  kookam –hidden . 

saguasub   has the consonants  - [-sa-] --ka –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is   
kamukkam- hidden  /secret.  

      

 sag-ur-sag: eunuch; royal attendant ('head or slave' + 'warrior').  

sagursag   has theconsonats –[-sa-] --  ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaai  neekkiya  annakar  / virai neekiyavar- koasa – castrated eunuch; 
kaai-  testis/ unripe fruit ; neekku- remove;  virai-testis .  
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sagursag   has theconsonats –sa--  ka –Ra-  sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
arasarin  yaevar  pani  seikiravar  [ missing letter- pa-]- king’s attendant/ slave ; 
yaevar pani- menial  work; pani -job ; sei –do; seikiravar- doer ; arasar- king . 

sagursag   has theconsonats –sa--  ka –Ra-  sa- ka – and the   other interpretation 
of the word is   arasarin  saevakan - king’s attendant; saevakar- servant  .  

sagursag   has theconsonats –sa--  ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the   other 
interpretation of the word is   san-k-karar – warriors . 

sagursag   has theconsonats –sa-  ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the   other 
interpretation of the word is   saevakar -  warrior . 

sagursag   has theconsonats –sa- ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the  original   Tamil  
word is  Saervai-k-kaaran – warriors  /caste .  

sagursag   has theconsonats –sa- ka –Ra-  sa- ka – and the  original   Tamil  word is   
seru  [samaram]   seikiravar – warriors . 

sagursag   has theconsonats –sa- ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the  original   Tamil  
word is    poar seikiravar [ missing letter- pa-]  -warrior; poar- war; seika- do; 
seikiravar- one who  does. 

sagursag   has theconsonats –[-sa-] --  ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the   other 
interpretation of the word is  vikkiraman - warrior.   

sagursag   has theconsonats –[-sa-] --  ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the  original   Tamil  
word is Vanniyar kumukaayam/ samukam - warrior group; kumukaayam- 
community . 

sagursag   has theconsonats –[-sa-] --  ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the  original   Tamil  
word is   maravar kumukaayam/ samukam  -warrior  group; maravar- warrior . 

sagursag   has theconsonats –[-sa-] --  ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the   other 
interpretation of the word is   veera  Vanniyar –  warrior caste ; veeram- valor . 
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sagursag   has theconsonats –[-sa-] --  ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the   other 
interpretation of the word is   veeravaan/ veeram  mikkavan / veeraa karan / 
maka  veeran  – great  warrior; maka[Skt] - great ; veeran –warrior .  

sagursag   has theconsonats –sa-  ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil word 
is   vanniyar  kavasam -  warrior’s  armour; vanniyar- warrior ; kavasam- mask .  

sagursag   has theconsonats –sa-  ka –Ra-  [-sa-] - ka – and the   other 
interpretation of the word is  veera  swarkkam – warrior’s  heaven ; vanniyar  
akkarai  kaana  ; swarkkaa  [Skt]/  akkarai  - heaven . 

 

sag-ús: constant; to be available; to care for something's maintenance ('point' + 
'to be moored to').  

sagus   has the consonants -[-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukanai / mukam  /vai  -  point . 

sagus   has the consonants -[ -sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nilai-yaaka [ missing  letter- la-]-  constant  /stable . 

sagus   has the consonants-  -sa-- ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is naa -
vaai  yaei  nilaikka  seika [ missing  letter- la-]-  mooring  ; naa vaai-  ship  . 

sagus   has the consonants [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaappu / paenuka / paenukai [ missing  letter- pa-]-  to care.   

sagus   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavanikka / ninaikka / ninaivu /  kaakka  /evvai / kavvai - to care . 

sagus   has the consonants- sa- ka- [-sa-] -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vasam- care.  

sagus   has the consonants- sa- ka-sa-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
jeeva naamsam / jeevana  saesam - maintanace  amount given  for the  divorcee . 
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sagus   has the consonants- sa-- ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaappu  panam  /kaappu  kaasu / paenukai kaasu [  missing  letter- pa-]- 
maintanace  amount given  to the  divorcee ;  kaappu –safty ; panam- money ; 
kaasu- cash; paenuka- to look after  .  

sagus   has the consonants- sa-- ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
uivanavu  kaasu - maintanace   money given  to  the  divorcee ; kaasu- cash .  

sagus   has the consonants- -sa-- ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kidaikka    koodiyathu  / kidaikka seika  [ missing letter- the -] –available one / 
make it available ;  kidaiyaathu – not available; kidaikkum- available  . 

 

ság...dug4/du11/e: to scatter (with -da- or -ta-) ('scattered' + 'to effect').  

sagdug has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka-  the- ka -    and the  original Tamil  word is 
ankum inkumaka  thoova  vaendum / thoovuka – to scatter.  

sagdug has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka-  the- ka -    and the  original Tamil  word is  
idai  idaiyae  thoovuka – scatter ; idai iadiyae- in between; thoovuka- to sow/ 
scatter  . 

sagdug has the consonants - -sa-- ka-  the- ka -    and the  original Tamil  word is   
inkkum ankkumaaka  veesiduka -  scatter; veesiduka –throw away ; inkku- here; 
ankku- there  . 

sagdug has the consonants - -[-sa-] -- ka-  the- ka -    and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ankum  inkumaaka sitharida  [ missing letter- Ra-] – scatter; sitharida- scatter .  

sagdug has the consonants - -[-sa-]-- ka-  the- ka -    and the  original Tamil  word is   
ankkum  inkkumaaka  iraiththiduka [ missing letter- Ra-] – scatter; iraiththiduka- 
scatter . 

scatter [E]   has the consonants – sa- ka- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sithara    adikka- scatter  . 
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scatter [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  anukkum inkkumaaka  iraiththiduka – scatter  ; inkku –here; ankku –there .  

scatter [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  idai  idaiyae   uthirththiduka – scatter;   idai idaiyae- in between .  

scatter [E]   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  therikkadikka- scatter.  

  

sahar...dub: to raise a cloud of dust ('dust' + 'to shake, agitate'). 

sahardub   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka - Ra -  the  - pa  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  puzhuthiyaei kilapputhar [ missing letter- zha / la -]- to raise a cloud of 
dust ; puzhuthi –dust  ; kilappu- raise . 

sahardub  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra  -the-  [-pa-]   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thakar- dust . 

sahardub  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra  -the-  [-pa-]   -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  athirvu  undaakuthar – shake; undakku- make ; athirvu –shake  . 

sahardub  has the consonants - sa- ka- Ra  -the-  [-pa-]   -and the  original Tamil  
word is  asaiuruthar/ asakkuthar -  shake  

sahardub  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra  -the-  [-pa-]   -and the  original Tamil  
word is  puthu  viruviruppu  - agitate. 

sahardub  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- Ra  -the-  [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadunkuthar – totter . 

sahardub  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- Ra  -the-  pa -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kampiththar – tremble. 

sahardub  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- Ra  -the-  [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kirunkuthar – shake  . 
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sahardub  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- Ra  -the-  [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  nudankuthar – to be tremulous. 

sahardub  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- Ra  -the-  [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kindi  aaraaika  -  agitate. 

sahardub  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- Ra  -the-  [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  aaravaaram  kondida –  agitated .  

sahardub  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- Ra  -the-  pa -and the  original Tamil  
word is  paraparappu  kondida  -agitated. 

sahardub  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- Ra  -the-  pa -and the  original Tamil  
word is  athir adiyaaka – violent agitation . 

 

 sahar(-da)...gi4: to turn into dust; euphemism for 'to die' ('dust' + 'to turn, 
return'). 

sahardagi   has the consonants – sa-–ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  eranthu  / seththu  pinamaaki [ sunnaampu aaki ]  munnoadu  muanaaka  
marainthu  poka / puthainthu  vaendum [  missing letter- pa-] –to turn into  dust  
after death; eranthida- to die; seththida- die;  pinam- dead body ;  sunnaampu- 
lime;  munn- soil ; maraiya- disaapear ; puthaiya- buried  .  

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  uyirai thurakka  vaendum – to loose one’s life; uyir- life; thurakka- 
renounce/ give up  .  

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  erakka vaendum –to die ;erakka- die .  

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  uyir koodu vittu  piriya /  uyir kaatru  kaatroadu  kaattraai  maraiya [  
missing letter- pa-] – loss of life ; uyir- life; kaatru-  wind/ air ; maraiya- disappear; 
koodu- cage / body ; piriya-  gone  . 
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sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  aavi yaeyi thurakka-  to die ; aavi-  air/ life/ breath/ vapour  ; thurakka- 
give up . 

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  veedu  paeru  adaika [  missing letter- pa-] –to reach  heaven ; adaika- 
reach; veedu  paeru -paradise. 

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  akkaraiyaei   adaika  -to reach  heaven;   akkarai- the other bank; karai- 
bank   . 

 sahardagi   has the consonants – sa-ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  suvarkkam/ narakam  adaika   -to reach  heaven /  
hell ; swarkka[Skt] - heaven ; narakam –hell . 

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  uyir odun-k-kida –to die; uyir- life .  

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  kaaadu  maraika – to reach  grave yard ; kaadu-  forest / grave yard . 

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  thavaruka – to die/ fail . 

sahardagi   has the consonants – sa-–ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  eraivan adi  saeruka – to reach  the feet of god ;eraivan- god; adi –foot; 
adaika- to reach .  

sahardagi   has the consonants – sa-–ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  iruthi  moochchu nirkka – stopping  the last breath ; iruthi- final; 
moochchu- breath; nirkka- stop . 

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  ukkiraanthi . 
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sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  theerkka  niththirai [Skt] - final sleep; niththirai- 
sleep .  

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is   nediya  urakkam – long sleep ; nediya- lond  ;  urakkam- sleep .  

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is   vaatttam-uruka- -die / to   become dry and  shrivel . 

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is   thaeivu- uruka  --die  /  to become  emaciated . 

sahardagi   has the consonants – sa-–ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  sen-theekku  eraiyaaka  vaendum  -to fall prey to the divine fire; thee- fire 
;  senthee- red fire / divine fire ; erai- prey  .  

sahardagi   has the consonants – sa-–ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  uyiroadu / usiroadu  meendu-  thirumpi  vara vaendum  [ missing letter –
pa-] – to come back  alive ; meendu  vaa- come back; vaa- come; uyiroadu –with 
life ;  thirumpi  vaa- return back .  

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-]-–ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  thirumpi  varuka [ missing  letter- pa- -] – to  return /come back ; varuka- 
come  . 

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-]-–ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  thiruppi  kodukka [ missing  letter- pa- -] – to return back / give back; 
kodukka- give . 

sahardagi   has the consonants – [-sa-]-–ka- Ra-  the -ka  -  and the original Tamil  
word is  thiruppi  anuppuka [ missing  letter- pa- -] – to return  / send  back; 
anuppuka- send  . 

 

 sahar-gar-ra: volume ('earth' + 'to accumulate' + nominative) (cf., ki-lá).  
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sahargarra    has the consonants  - sa- ka- Ra-  ka- Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is siruka  siruka  saerththu  [ saekariththu]  vaiththiduthar [ kumiththiduthar 
]  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] – to accumulate  little by  little ; siruka- little ; 
saerkka- gather; vaikka- keep ; kuvi- heap . 

 

sahar si-ga: to pile up earth; earth piling ('earth, silt' + 'to fill, increase' + 
nominative). 

sahargarra    has the consonants  -[ -sa-] – ka- Ra-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   vandar  mannai / kaari  mannai / uvar mannai   kuviththiduthar  
vaendum [ missing  letter- the-] – to pile up  the silt/ brackish soil .  

sahargarra    has the consonants  -sa– ka- Ra-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  serukkuthar [ missing  letter- the -]  - increase . 

sahargarra    has the consonants  -[-sa-]– ka- Ra-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mee-k-kooruthar  [ missing  letter- the -]  - increase . 

sahargarra    has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – ka- Ra-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   perukkuthar  vaendum  [ missing letters- pa- and -the - ] –to increase . 

sahargarra    has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – ka- Ra-  ka  -Ra – and the   other 
interpretation  of the  word is  abi viruththi aakkuthar  vaendum [ missing letters- 
pa- and -the - ] –to increase . 

sahargarra    has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – ka- Ra-  ka  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  nirai viththar  vaendum [ missing  letter- the-] –to fill .  

 

 sahar...su(3): to cover with dust or silt (redup. class) ('dust, silt' + 'to sprinkle, 
immerse').  

sahursu    has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is kaari -  brackish  soil . 
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sahursu    has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is uvar  munn - brackish  soil  /alkanine soil . 

sahursu    has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is karampai [ missing letter- pa-] –silt . 

sahursu    has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -  and the other 
interpretation of the word is   paraakam [ missing letter- pa-] –dust . 

sahursu    has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is eraikka- sprinkle . 

sahursu    has the consonants –  sa- ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  sorika- 
sprinkle.   

sahursu    has the consonants –  sa- ka- Ra- [-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
visiruka- sprinkle.  

 

sahar šu-bal-a: to transport earth ('earth, silt' + 'hand' + 'to transfer, deliver' + 
nominative).  

sahursubal   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- -Ra –-sa- pa -la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kazhi  muka  aatru   vandal   munnai  [  kuru manar]   vayal  -lukku  -
mattu vandiyil   kondu  selluthal  [ missing letter- the-] – - to  transport the  river  
silt   to farm  field  by  bullock cart ;  aaru-  river; vandal munn- silt ; vandi- wagon ; 
kondu  sellu –take away ; kazhi mukam- mouth of river . 

sahursubal   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- -Ra –-[-sa-]- [-pa-] -la –and the  
original Tamil  word is   eru kaikal- two  hands; eru -2; kai- hand /arm .  

sahursubal   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- -Ra –-[-sa-]- [-pa-] -la –and the  
original Tamil  word is   vazhankkuthar [ missing letter-the -]  -to deliver.  

sahursubal   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- -Ra –-[-sa-]- [-pa-] -la –and the  
original Tamil  word is   nakarththuthal [ missing letter-the -]- transfer.  
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sahursubal   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- -Ra –-[-sa-]- [-pa-] -la –and the  
original Tamil  word is   alakkar- earth.   

sahursubal   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- -Ra –-[-sa-]- [-pa-] -la –and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  naraka ulakam – hell /earth .  

sahursubal   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- -Ra –-[-sa-]- pa- -la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is pal-  uyir inan-k-kal  / makkal  - vaazhum  munn / puvi  - the place 
where  people live;  pal- poly ; uyir inankkal- organisims/ creatures ;  makkal- 
people   ;vaazha- live ; munn- land ; ouvi –earth.   

 

sahar šu-ti-a: to collect earth ('earth' + 'to receive' + nominative).  

sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra  -sa -the – and the  original Tamil  
word is kaari  munnai   saerthiduka   - to collect  the  brackish  soil  ;karu- dark; 
munn –soil ; saerkka –to gather . 

sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra  -[- sa-]  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   koaththirai – earth . 

sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra  -[- sa-]  -the – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  paarththevam / pirithivi [ missing letter- pa-] – 
earth . 

sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra  -[- sa-]  -the – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  miruththikai  -earth  . 

sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra  -[- sa-]  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  yaerkka  vaendum –to receive  . 

sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra   sa- -the – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  ankikaaram seithidu  -receive .  

sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra  -[- sa-]  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vaankuthar – receive . 
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sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra  - [-sa-] - -the – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kirakiththar – receive.  

sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra  -[- sa-]  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thekkuthar / thev-u-uthar   - receive.  

sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra  - [-sa-] - -the – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  pari -k – kirakiththar [ missing letter- pa-] -receive.    

sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra  -[- sa-]  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pera  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] -receive.    

sahar sutia  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -  ka -Ra  -[- sa-]  -the – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thara  vaendum  -to give  [antonym] .  

 

sahar zi-ga: to remove earth or silt; earth moving ('earth, silt' + 'to tear out, 
deduct' + nominative).    

saharziga  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - Ra –[- sa -]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   munnai   akatruka [ missing letter- the- ] - to remove the soil ; munn- soil 
;akatru –remove . 

saharziga  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - Ra –[- sa -]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   karampai  [ missing letter- pa-] – classification  of soil  or sediment . 

saharziga  has the consonants -  sa-- Ra –[- sa -]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   saetru  padivu [ missing letters- pa -and- the -] - silt.  

saharziga  has the consonants –[-  sa-]-- Ra –[- sa -]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuraikku –to deduct . 

saharziga  has the consonants –[-  sa-]-- Ra –[- sa -]-ka -  and the interpretation of 
the word is    gowri  -earth . 

saharziga  has the consonants –[-  sa-]-- Ra –[- sa -]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   karai- land [ opposite to sea] . 
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saharziga  has the consonants – sa-- Ra –[- sa -]-ka -  and the interpretation of the 
word is   vaasurai  - earth. 

 saharziga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- Ra –[- sa -]-ka -  and the interpretation of 
the word is   varaaki – earth . 

saharziga  has the consonants –[-  sa-]-- Ra –[- sa -]-ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kattaantharai [ missing letter- the-] – rocky  floor/ land .  

 

sar-KA×SAR-KA×SAR: a vegetable.  

sarka   has the  consonants – [- sa-] - Ra- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaara mani-  cow pea . 

sarka   has the  consonants –  sa-- Ra- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
suraikkai – bottle gourd .  

sarka   has the  consonants –  sa- Ra- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   seemai  
suraikai – zucchini . 

sarka   has the  consonants –  [-sa-] - Ra- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
avaraikkaai - - broad beans .  

sarka   has the  consonants –  sa-- Ra- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
seevarikkaai -  celery . 

 sarka   has the  consonants –  [-sa-] -- Ra- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
venkaaya  keerai – leafy  onion.  

 sarka   has the  consonants –  [-sa-] -- Ra- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
paranki-k-kaai  [ missing letter- pa-] - pumpkin.  

 sarka   has the  consonants –  [-sa-] -- Ra- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
peer-k-kankaai [ missing letter- pa-] – ridge gourd. 

sarka   has the  consonants –  [-sa-] -- Ra- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
paakar- k-kai [ missing letter- pa-] – bitter gourd.  
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sarka   has the  consonants –  [-sa-] -- Ra- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaai kari  - vegetable.  

 

SI.A: (cf., dirig or (gi)ušub).  

 

si-BÀD-na: top of the sky ('straight up' + 'to ascend' + nominative). 

sibadna   has the consonants – [- sa-]   -[-pa-] - the -an –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaan  mukadu [ missing letter- ka-]- top of the sky ; vaan- sky . 

sibadna   has the consonants – [- sa-]   -[-pa-] - the -an –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  oankidu [ missing letter- ka-]-to ascend.  

sibadna   has the consonants – [- sa-]   -[-pa-] - the -an –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  nimiththu - straight up. 

 

 si-ga: n., silence (cf., sig5 ). 

siga  has the consonants- [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mookam – 
silence.  

siga  has the consonants- [-sa-] –ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
mounamaaka – silently  

siga  has the consonants- [-sa-] –ka- and the original Tamil  word is  uoomaiyaaka 
– mute. 

siga  has the consonants- -sa-ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vaai paesaamai  [ 
missing letter- pa-] – not talking.  

 

 si-ga/ge: v., to pile or fill up (e.g., earth for a levee or temple foundation). 
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sigage   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil word is anai -k--
katta  munnai  kuvikka [ missing letter –the-] - to pile up soil  for building a levee 
;anai –dam; kattu- build ; munn- sand; kuvikka- to heap  .  

sigage   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  mannai  
kuvikka- pile up the soil ; manal- sand; kuvikka- heap . 

sigage   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil word is koavil  adi  
thala   kuththun-k-kuzhi [ missing letters-  la- and -the  -]  -temple foundation pile; 
koavil –temple  ;  adi thalam- foundation  ;  kuzhi- pit  .  

sigage   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil word is koavil  
adithalam   / adi vaanam [ missing letters-  la- and -the  -]  - temple foundation.  

sigage   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil word is kattida  
kadai  kaal [ missing letters-  la- and -the  -]  -  foundation  of a building ; kattidam- 
building .  

sigage   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil word is  vaana 
kuzhi [ missing letter- zha-] -  foundation  pile ; kuzhi- pit .  

 

 si-ga: adj., quiet; weak (cf., sig5 and sig).  

si-ga    has the consonants -sa--ka- and the  interpretation of the word is 
manunamaaka -  mute . 

si-ga   has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is oaivu –aaka   
quiet . 

si-ga   has the consonants –[- sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  iyakkam  
inmai  -  quiet  / without any  movement /action  . 

si-ga   has the consonants – sa---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  asaivu  inmai 
– calm / no movement . 
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si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  adakkam  
[ missing letter- the -] – quiet . 

si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  naavu  
adakkam -  quiet . 

si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanivu – 
quiet . 

si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  amai 
vadakka nadai [ missing letter- the -]  -  calm nature . 

si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  othunkiya 
nadai [ missing letter- the -]  calm nature . 

si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thani  
othukkam [ missing letter- the -]  – quiet.  

si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
amaithiyaka [ missing letter- the -] – quiet. 

si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai vidaa 
amaithi [ missing letter- the -] – quiet. 

si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
adaikka [ missing letter- the -]- quiet  

si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai katta 
[ missing letter- the -]- quiet ; vaai- mouth ; kattu –tie . 

si-ga   has the consonants – sa----ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai adanka 
seika  [ missing letter- the -]-  be silent / keep silence . 

si-ga    has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka- and the  interpretation of the word is 
nithanamaaka [ missing letter- the -]-  quietly  

si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ----ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanivaaka- [ missing letter- the -]-   quietly . 
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si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ----ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
amaithiyaana  kunam / kunavaan [ missing letter- the -]- – calm nature/ calm 
person;  amaithi- peace/ silence; kunam –nature   .  

si-ga    has the consonants –sa---ka- and the  interpretation of the word is 
sowmiyam [Skt]  -  quiet . 

si-ga   has the consonants – [-sa-] ----ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mookam 
– silence . 

si-ga    has the consonants –sa--ka- and the  interpretation of the word is saath 
veekan [Skt] [ missing letter- the -]-   calm person .  

si-ga    has the consonants –sa--ka- and the  interpretation of the word is 
saanthamaaka [Skt] [ missing letter- the -]--  quietly . 

si-ga   has the consonants – sa----ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  moochhcu  
kaataamai [ missing letter- the -]--  quietly. 

si-ga    has the consonants –sa--ka- and the  interpretation of the word is 
nisapthamaaka [Skt] [ missing letters-  pa- and-  the -]--  quietly. 

si-ga   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  methuvaaka 
[ missing letter- the -] –quietly /slowly  /calm . 

si-ga    has the consonants –sa--ka- and the  other  interpretation of the word is 
ama sadakkam [ missing letter- the -] – quietly . 

si-ga    has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka- and the  other  interpretation of the word 
is koappiyam [ missing letter- pa-]- quiet . 

si-ga   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  anukkam- 
weakness . 

si-ga    has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka- and the other  interpretation of the word is 
kiyamatham [ missing letter- the-]-weak. 
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si-ga    has the consonants –sa---ka- and the  other  interpretation of the word is 
savutham  [ missing letter- the-]-weak.  

si-ga   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thathi  
kaedu [ missing letter- the-]-weak. 

si-ga   has the consonants- sa---ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   thanja kaedu [ 
missing letter- the- ] –weak . 

si-ga   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kan 
puthaikka [ missing letters -pa- and- - the-]-– weaken . 

si-ga   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kattu  vida-[ 
missing letter- the-]-  be weakened . 

si-ga   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thaeika- [ 
missing letter- the-]-become weakened  

si-ga    has the consonants –sa---ka- and the  other  interpretation of the word is  
sakthi  [Skt]  inmai  [ missing letter- the-]--weak . 

si-ga    has the consonants –sa---ka- and the  other  interpretation of the word is 
soarvu  /ayarvu -[ missing letter- Ra-]-  weakness . 

si-ga   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  melivu -[ 
missing letter-la -]-weak.  

si-ga   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  valimai  
inmai [ missing letter-la -]-weak.  

si-ga   has the consonants- -sa--ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sunanka / 
sunakkam –weak. 

si-ga   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kodi  oada- 
-[ missing letter- the-]-be feeble 

si-ga   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   udaivu - -[ 
missing letter- the-]-  brittle  
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si-ga   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  novvu -  
brittle . 

 

 si-ga kala-ga: weak and strong points.  

sigakalaka   has the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka - la -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  valimai  ulla / valimai  illaa  ennan –k-kal   - strong  and weak  thoughts  ; 
valimai –strength ; ulla- has  ; illaa- nil ; ennankkal- thoughts  . 

 

si-gal: croissant ('horn-shaped' + 'large'). 

sigal  has the consonants –sa- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is koonal  
anichchal – bread like  baked dessert.  

sigal  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaalam  – 
horn . 

sigal  has the consonants –sa- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaala saayal – 
horn shaped.  

sigal  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaala  
mukam – horn shaped.  

sigal  has the consonants –sa- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is visaalamaaka  
– large . 

 

 gišsi-gar: bolt ('horn; straight' + 'form, appearance').  

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
murukku  kompu [ missing letter- pa-]  - twisted horn . 

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukkaaram – bolt.   
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gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naeru-k-ku  naeraa --straight . 

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruvaa-k-ku   - to give a form . 

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
marun-k-ku  -form . 

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  vikkirakam [Skt] – form . 

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  varaankam –elegant form . 

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the other interpretation of 
the word is  yaekaa  kaaram -  unchanging form . 

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –sa-- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruvam  amaiya seika – to give a form  

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruvam  kolluka [ missing letter- la-]  -to take a form; uruvam-  form/figure ; 
kolluka- to have . 

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruvam  edukka [ missing letter- the -]-to take a form; edukka- to have/ take  . 

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuri  kaana  -appear .  

gissigar   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukam  peruka [ missing letter- pa-]  - to appear; mukam- face; peruka- increase .     

 

si-ì-tum: balance owing carried forward from an earlier account (from Akkadian 
šiaatum, 'to leave behind', šittu, 'remainder, deficit') (cf., lá-ìa[NI]).  
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siitum  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  the-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
meethi  panam [ missing letter –pa-] – balance  amount  ; meethi- balance ;  
panam- money . 

siitum  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  the-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
poathaamai [ missing letter –pa-] -deficit.  

siitum  has the consonants –  sa- the-  ma- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sishttam  –  balance . 

siitum  has the consonants –  sa- the-  ma- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  saedam – remainder/ balance.   

siitum  has the consonants –  sa- the-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
minjiyathu / meenthathu – remainder . 

 

si-ig; si(-g): v., to place into the ground; to calm or put out a fire; to strike down, 
level; to silence. adj., silent; weak (cf., sig5 and sig).  

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is vaikka- to  
place.  

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  iduka [ 
missing letter-  the -]—place. 

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is thee- yaei 
anaikka [ missing letter-  the -]- to  put off the fire.  

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is thaakku/ 
adika / moathuka  [ missing letter-  the -]- strike/ beat/hit.  

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is veekku- 
strike. 

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is neekku –
delete. 
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siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is mattamaakku 
[ missing letter-  the -]- – to  level  down . 

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sama-maakku -  to  level.  

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  other   Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is thathi kaedu [ missing letter-  the -]-weakness. 

siig has the consonants – sa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thanja kaedu [ 
missing letter-  the -]- weakness. 

 siig has the consonants – sa-ka -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
savutham- weakness.  

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
anukkam- weakness  . 

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is naavu 
adakkam  [ missing letter-  the -]—silence; naavu –tongue; adakkam- control  .  

siig has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   amaithi  
kakka [ missing letter-  the -]--  to  keep silence; amaithi- silence .  

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaau adaikka- 
missing letter-  the -]--   silence; vaai-  mouth; adaikka- to shut .   

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai kattu- 
missing letter-  the -]--   silence ; vaai- mouth; kattu –tie .  

siig has the consonants –sa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   moochchu  
kaattaamai [ missing letter-  the -]-- breath less silence; moochchu- breath; 
kaattaa- do not show .  

siig has the consonants –-sa-ka -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
nisapthamaaka  [ missing letters-  pa-  and-  the -]—silence vaai yaei  pothhtuka  .  
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siig has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is vaai  poottu 
poaduka  [ missing letters-  pa-  and-  the -]—be  silent . 

siig has the consonants –sa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is oasi  koodathu- 
no sound [ missing letter-  the -]—no sound.  

siig has the consonants –-sa-ka -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
saththam  koodaathu-[ missing letter-  the -]—no sound.  

siig has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai  yaei  
poththuka [ missing letters-  pa-  and-  the -]—be  silent . 

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
mookam- silence.  

siig has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
mounam  kaaka- to be silent  ; maunam- silence; kaaka- to keep  

 

si-il: to split; to tear apart; to go away, absent oneself (cf., sila). 

si-il  has the consoants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pila [ missing 
letter- pa-] – split . 

si-il  has the consoants – sa- - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   silumpal  [ 
missing letter- pa-] -tear as in garment  

si-il  has the consoants – sa- - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  sellu – go   

si-il  has the consoants – [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  illai – nil /  no/ 
absent . 

si-il  has the consoants – [-sa-]  - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   ullaen -  iam 
present . 
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                                                    Page-137  

 

 

(urudu)si-im: kettledrum(s) ? ('to fill' + 'wind'). 

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –[-sa -]-ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thamarukam  [ missing letter- ka-] -  kettle drum . 

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –-sa -ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thoar [ isai ]   karuvi [ missing letter- ka-] -  percussion drum; thoar- leather ; 
karuvi –instrument . 

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –-[-sa-]  -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   kurum thadi [ missing letter- ka-] -  percussion  stick; kuru- small; thadi- 
stick .  

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –-sa- -ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  murasu   adippoan  [ missing letter- pa-] –drummer; murasu- drum ; adi- beat ; 
adippoan- one who  beats .  

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –[--sa-]  -ma – and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  kottu  vaaththiyam [ missing letter- ka-]- percussion 
drum . 

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –-[-sa-]  -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thoa maram – drum.  

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –sa- -ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nadai  saari  maelam [ missing  letter- la-]-  funeral drum ; maelam- drum .  

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –-[-sa-]  -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   muradu -  drum .  

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –[-sa -]-ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  padai thampoor [ missing letter- pa-] - kettle drum . 
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urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –[-sa -]-ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   perun-k- kodanai [ missing letters- pa- and -ka -] – kettle drum.  

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –sa -ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    poar  murasu  kotta  vaendum [ missing letters- ka- and –ka- ]- to beat the 
kettle drum as sign  of  waging a war ; poar- war; murasu –drum  ; kotta –to beat . 

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –[-sa-]  -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   petram [ missing letter- pa-] – wind.  

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –[-sa-]  -ma – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   maarutham – wind.  

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –sa--ma – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   sanda maarutham -  wind strom.  

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –[-sa-]  -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  maruththu    - wind.  

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –[-sa-]  -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  niraiththidanum / aarththidanum  / thooranum – to fill . 

urudusiim   has the consonants-- Ra - the –[-sa-] -ma – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   poorththi  pannanum [ missing letter- pa-] – to fill.  

 

 si-im-si-im...aka: to sniff (reduplicated 'to fill' + 'wind' + 'to do'; cf., šim-im, 'an 
aromatic substance').  

simaka   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ma- ka  - and the  original Tamil  Tamil  word 
is   mukara [ missing letter- the -]-  sniff.  

simaka   has the consonants-  sa-- ma- ka  - and the  original Tamil  Tamil  word is   
seenthida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  sniff.  
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simaka   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ma- ka  - and the  original Tamil  Tamil  word 
is  manam  kaana  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  to smell; manam- smell; 
kaana- to see .  

simaka   has the consonants-  sa- ma- ka  - and the  original Tamil  Tamil  word is 
seithida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  to do .  

simaka   has the consonants-  [- sa-] - ma- ka  - and the  original Tamil  Tamil  word 
is   madukka  [ missing letter- the -]- to fill .  

simaka   has the consonants-  sa- ma- ka  - and the  original Tamil  Tamil  word is  
veesum  kaaththu [ missing letter- the -]-– blowing wind ; kaaththu- wind . 

 

si-li-ig: (cf., šilig, silig).  

 

si-mú: to have horns; horned [can indicate a 'male' animal if only the male sex 
grows horns] ('horns' + 'to sprout, appear'). 

simu  has the consonants  -sa-ma- - and the  original  Tamil  word is  sinkam [ 
missing  letter- ka-] - horn.  

simu  has the consonants  -sa-ma- - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kisam  [ missing  letter- ka-] – sprout.  

simu  has the consonants  -sa-ma- - and the other interpretation  of  word is   
veesam [ missing  letter- ka-] – sprout . 

simu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -ma- - and the  original  Tamil  word is moookai / 
mokku  [ missing  letter- ka-] – sprout . 

simu  has the consonants  -sa-ma- - and the  original  Tamil  word is  mukam  sei  [ 
missing  letter- ka-]  -to appear .  
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 si-mùš: shining horns; light rays ('horns; rays' + 'to glisten, shine'). 

simus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ma- [-sa-] -   and the  original  Tamil  word is  
minna-  to shine   . 

 simus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ma- [-sa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
minu minuppu [ missing letter- pa-]  - shining . 

simus  has the consonants  -sa- ma- [-sa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
minukkum  sinkam   [ missing letter- ka-] -  shining  horn ; minukka- to shine . 

simus  has the consonants  -sa- ma- [-sa-] -   and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vishaanam [ missing letter- ka-] – horn . 

simus  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ma- [-sa-] -   and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   vaamam / makam  /   mayookam [ missing letter- ka-] –  light / ray.  

simus  has the consonants  -sa- ma- [-sa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  oasa  
aayanam –    light  ray ; oasam –light  . 

simus  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ma- [-sa-] -   and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   thiyutham  [ missing letter- the -]  -ray . 

simus  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ma- [-sa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
niram  [ missing letter- Ra-] - light . 

 

 si-par4: (cf., sa-par4 ). 

 

 si-sá: right; legal ('straightness' + 'to equal'). 

sisa  has the consonant  -sa- and the original Tamil word is sattam   [ missing 
letter- the -] – legal; neethi  .  

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
uchchattam  [ missing letter- the -] -  straightness . 
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sisa  has the consonant  -sa- and the original Tamil word is semmai - straightness . 

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is seppam-[ missing  
letter- pa-] - straightness . 

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is oppam [ missing 
letter- pa-] – equal.  

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  samam 
- equal. 

 

 si...sá: to do something in the right way; to make straight; to put in order; to 
tune (an instrument); to prepare, get ready; to yoke (often with -ni- or bi-) 
(redupl. class) ('straightness' + 'to equal'). 

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is semmaiyaa  sei -  to 
do in the right way.  

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is muraiyaa  sei [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -to do in the right way. 

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is muraimai sei  [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - to put in order. 

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sariyaa/ seeraa  sei [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – to do in the right way.  

 sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sari  sei  / seer  sei  [ 
missing letter- Ra-] -  put in order . 

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is pann  isaipu [ missing 
letter- pa-] – to tune . 

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is isai-   tune.  

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is in isai –tune  . 
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sisa   has the consonant  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is inimai- tuneful  

sisa   has the consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is ennam  sei  / manam 
sei -  get ready  

sisa   has the consonant  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is aniyam  - 
readiness.  

sisa   has the consonant  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is punai –[ missing 
letter- pa-] - make ready . 

sisa   has the consonant  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is pann sei / pann 
amai  [ missing letter- pa-]  -  prepare.  

sisa   has the consonant  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is pinai  / poonn -–[ 
missing letter- pa-] -  to yoke.  

 

 si...si-sá: to assemble in order, to march in line.  

sisisa   has the consonant  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is ani  vakukka [ 
missing  letter- ka-] – to march  . 

sisisa   has the consonant  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is payanam   [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - marching.  

sisisa   has the consonant  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is ani  nadai [ 
missing letter- the -] – march fast . 

 

si-si-ig: whirlwind (reduplicated sìg, 'to demolish, flatten').  

sisiig  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kodunk 
kaathu [  missing letter- the -] –stormy  wind  . 

sisiig  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is thattai 
aakku [  missing letter- the -]-  to flatten . 
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sisiig  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  idikka [  
missing letter- the -]- to demolish . 

 

si-šuš-nu: a sea creature ('antennae' + 'to go down' + 'do not').  

sisusnu  has the consonants – [ -sa-] - an -  and the  original Tamil  word is meen –
fish . 

sisusnu  has the consonants – [ -sa-] - an -  and the  original Tamil  word is nei 
meen -  black  king fish .  

sisusnu  has the consonants – sa- an -  and the  original Tamil  word is sem -meen 
– prawn.  

sisusnu  has the consonants – sa- an -  and the  original Tamil  word is saayanum – 
lie down . 

sisusnu  has the consonants – sa- an -  and the  original Tamil  word is unarchchi   
narampu [ missing letters - Ra- and - pa-] –antennae.  

 

si4-lum: a garden plant ('raddish' + 'to grow luxuriantly'). 

silum  has the consonants -  sa- la -ma and  the original Tamil  word is  sezhumai  

silum  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - la -ma and  the original Tamil  word is  
mullanki [ missing letter- ka-] – raddish . 

silum  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - la -ma and  the original Tamil  word is  valamai 
[ missing letter- ka-]- luxuriant   growth.  

silum  has the consonants -  [- sa-] - la -ma and  the original Tamil  word is  
kozhumai  [ missing letter- ka-]- luxuriant   growth. 

  

 sig-sig: narrow (reduplicated 'small').  
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sig  has the consonants-  [- sa-] -  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kurukiya  [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – narrow.  

sig  has the consonants-  [- sa-] -  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  odunkiya [ 
missing letter- the -] –narrow;  sankadam- narrow path .  

sig  has the consonants-   sa--  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  silavaana  
[missing letter- la-] -small.  

sig  has the consonants- [- sa-] --  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kullam- 
[missing letter- la-] - short . 

sig  has the consonants- [- sa-] --  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  elavam- 
[missing letter- la-]- little . 

sig  has the consonants- [- sa-] --  ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kammi/ 
konjam- little.  

sig  has the consonants-  sa- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nasukku- little.   

 

sig...gar: to prostrate onself ('low' + 'to set'). 

siggar   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandi  ittu  / adi  thottu / mannai  thottu  vanankuthar [ missing  letter- the-]  – to 
worship in kneel down position ; mandi  idu- kneel down ;adi- foot; thodu –touch  
; vananku- worship .  

siggar   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuraivu  / mika  kuraivu / uyaram  kuraivu- low ; mika- excess; kuraivu- less 
;uyaram- height   .  

siggar   has the consonants – - sa-- ka- Ra - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kachcharaa- lowness.  

siggar   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is 
noiyaa kooru – small.  
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siggar   has the consonants –sa-- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
surukkam-  short.  

siggar   has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurukkam / kuruka  – short.  

siggar   has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
erakkam- low . 

siggar   has the consonants –-sa- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   sarivu- 
decline/ low .  

siggar   has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
niruvuka  -to set ; nirmaanikka  . 

 

 síg-ba: wool allotment, ration ('hair; wool' + 'share, rations'). 

sigba    has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is unavu  
panku – ration food . 

sigba    has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is panku  
- share . 

sigba    has the consonants – sa- ka –[- pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is sikai 
– hair .  

sigba    has the consonants – sa- ka –[- pa-]  - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kaesam- hair . 

sigba    has the consonants – sa- ka –[- pa-]  - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kaisiyam – hair . 

sigba    has the consonants – sa- ka –[- pa-]  - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   masakam- hair . 

sigba    has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka – pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinnakam – braided hair. 
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 sigba    has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   vaenikai – braided hair.  

sigba    has the consonants – sa- - ka – pa- - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  poosuvana- scented hair oil ; poosu –to anoint .   

sigba    has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka – pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  panki 
– man’s hair.  

sigba    has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka – pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kappu – hair dye.  

sigba    has the consonants – sa- ka – [- pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sikai kaai  - soap nut  ; sikai- hair . 

sigba    has the consonants – sa- ka – [- pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sikai yaei  seevuka- to comb  the hair ;seevuka –to comb .   

sigba    has the consonants – -sa- ka – pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is sikai  -
yaei  pinnuka- to plait the hair; pinnu- plait; sikai- hair  .    

 sigba    has the consonants – sa- ka – [- pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sikai saayam  -  hair coloring ;  saayam- paint /color .  

sigba    has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka – [-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
koozhai  [ missing letter- la-] -  womens’s hair.      

sigba    has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka – [-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuzhal [ missing letter- zha-]-  human hair.  

sigba    has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kampali [ missing letter- la-]  -wool.  

sigba    has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka – [-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
keththai/ koathai [ missing letter- the-]  -womens’s hair.  

sigba    has the consonants – sa- ka – [-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uchchi kudumi [ missing letter- the-]  – hair tuft[ men] . 
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sigba    has the consonants – sa- ka – [-pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
uchchi  kondai- hair tuft [ women] ; uchchi- top .  

sigba    has the consonants –-sa- ka –[- pa-]  - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is [ missing letter- la-] - silk  [E].  

sigba    has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   nakuli [ missing letter- la-] - red silk  cotton.  

sigba    has the consonants –sa-- ka –pa--- and the  original Tamil  word is  ilavu   / 
ilavam  panju  [ missing letter- la-]-  silk cotton tree/ silk cotton .  

sigba    has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –[-pa-] --- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kalinkam-[ missing letter- la-]-  silk  cloth.  

sigba    has the consonants –  sa-- ka –[- pa-]  - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is    kowseekam  -silk  cloth . 

sigba    has the consonants –sa- ka -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaanji 
pattu   [ missing letter- the -]- kaanjeevaram  silk .  

sigba    has the consonants –sa- ka -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is   kaasi  
pattu   [ missing letter- the -]- Benares silk . 

sigba    has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –[- pa-]  - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  akikai- silk cotton tree.  

sigba    has the consonants –- sa- ka –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  panju  
vakai – silk cotton; panju –cotton  . 

sigba    has the consonants –- [-sa--] -ka –pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is venn  
pattu [ missing letter- the -]-  white silk; venn- white; pattu –silk  . 

sigba   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is mugaa  
pattu [ missing letter- the -]-   – a kind of silk . 

sigba   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thakadi [ missing letter- the -]-  gold  embroidered silk . 
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sigba   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaevaankam  [ missing letter- the -]-  silk  cloth .  

sigba   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pattu  
pudavai [ missing letter- the -]-  silk saree; pattu –silk; pudavai –saree . 

sigba   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pattu  
paavaadai  [ missing letter- the -]-  silk skirt.  

sigba   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pattu  
vaetti [ missing letter- the -]- silk dhothi  . 

sigba   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pattu 
kunjam -[ missing letter- the -]-  silk tassel . 

sigba   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is panuval 
[ missing letter- la-]  - cotton  thread.  

sigba   has the consonants – sa-- ka -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is kazhivu  
panju [ missing letter- la-] --cotton waste; kazhivu –waste ; panju- cotton .  

sigba   has the consonants – sa-- ka -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is panju  
kotti--[ missing letter- the -]-   cotton cleaner. 

sigba   has the consonants – sa-- ka -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is vedi  
panju [ missing letter- the -]- gun cotton . 

sigba   has the consonants – sa-- ka -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is kottai  [ 
missing letter- the -]-  cotton . 

sigba   has the consonants – sa-- ka -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is pattu  
poochchi  koodu [ missing letter- the -]-  cocoon / silk flower ? ; pattu –silk ; 
poochchi- insect ; koodu- nest . 

 

síg-bar: loosely hanging hair ('hair' + 'to uncover, expose').  
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sigbar  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
veli  konara [ missing letter- la-]  –  un cover ; veli- out side ;  konaru- bring . 

sigbar  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka  - pa - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
alai   paaikira mayir  [ missing letter- la-]   - swaying  hair ; alai- wave; paaya- flow; 
mayir- hair . 

sigbar  has the consonants-  sa-- ka  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
seevaa mayir- uncombed hair ;  mayir- hair; seevu- to comb ; sevaa- uncombed   .  

sigbar  has the consonants-  [-sa-]-- ka  - pa- - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koatha  peraatha   mayir  / kondai  poaddatha mayir [ missing  letter- the-]  -  
uncombed hair; koathu –to comb ; koathaatha- uncombed  ; kondai- tuft of hair/ 
tassel  . 

sigbar  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kilaru [ missing letter- la-]  - to expose.  

sigbar  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka  - pa-- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
puram kooruka- to expose scerets  ; kooruka- say; puram- outside  .    

sigbar  has the consonants- -sa-- ka  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sondu virkka-  [ missing letter- the -]  - expose.  

sigbar  has the consonants- -[- sa-] -- ka  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thiranthu  kaattuka [ missing letter- the -] - expose ; thira- open; kaattu –show .     

sigbar  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
karu mayir-  black  hair; karu –black .  

sigbar  has the consonants-  sa-- ka  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is sikuram- hair . 

sigbar  has the consonants-  sa-- ka  -[- pa-] - Ra- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is anka  rookam – hair.  
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síg-babbar: white wool ('hair; wool' + 'white').  

sigbabbar has the consonants -  [-sa-] –ka- pa- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
venn  nira kampali mayir izhai [ missing letter- la-] –  white wool ; kampali- wool; 
mayir- hair ; lizhai –fibre  ;venn niram –white color  . 

sigbabbar has the consonants -  [-sa-] –ka- [-pa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  venn-  niram- white color  ; niram- ray /color . 

sigbabbar has the consonants -  [-sa-] –ka- [-pa-]- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  karu mayir – black  hair ; karu- black; mayir- hair . 

 

síg ga-zum-aka(-a): carded wool. 

 sigga zumaka   has the consonants -sa -ka – [-sa-] - ma -ka -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   sikku  nee-k-kiya  kampali  ilai [ missing letter-  la/ zha-]  – carded 
wool ;  kampali –wool ;   neekku –remove ;  izhai –fibre . 

 

 síg...peš5: to card wool ('hair, wool' + 'to comb and clean').  

sigpes   has the consonants – sa- ka-  [-pa-]- [-sa -] –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    sikai  / kaesam- hair.  

sigpes   has the consonants – sa- ka-  [-pa-]- [-sa -] –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   seevuka- to comb. 

sigpes   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- pa- [-sa -] –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kampali  [ missing letter- la-]  - wool . 

sigpes   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- pa- [-sa -] –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kampalam [ missing letter- la-]  - woolen  blanket  . 

sigpes   has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- -pa- [-sa -] –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kamplai  pannal [ missing letter- la-] -  wool carding.   
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sigpes   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- pa- [-sa -] –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    poolai  vakai [ missing letter- la-]  - wool plant. 

sigpes   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- pa-  [-sa -] –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kannu -p-poonai – wool plant.  

sigpes   has the consonants – sa-- ka- -pa- [-sa -] –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kampali  izhai  vettum  vaelai  /  kampali  izhai  sikku  edukkum   vaelai  [ missing 
letters- la- and -the -] –wool carding.  

sigpes   has the consonants – sa-- ka- -pa- [-sa -] –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
panju  kottanam/ vettanum  [ missing letter- the-] –carding ; panju –cotton .  

 

síg-sur(-ra): spun wool ('hair; wool' + 'to spray out, expel' + nominative).  

sigsura    has the consonants -  sa -ka- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  puram 
seika  [missing  letter- pa-] - to expel . 

sigsura    has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -ka- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoovuthar  [ missing  letter- the -]  - spray . 

sigsura    has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -ka- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is    
noor-k-ka- to spin .  

sigsura    has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -ka- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is     
naann  murukku -  yaeriya   vaiyiram - spun  woollen cloth   . 

sigsura    has the consonants -  [- sa-]  -ka- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaarukam – spinning.     

 

síg-ud5: goat's hair ('hair' + 'she-goat'). 

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  aadu  
vakai- goat . 
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sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word aattu 
kidaai-  he goat . 

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  aattu 
kutti- kid.  

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  kedaa-  
sheep.  

sigud has the consonants- sa- ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  sanna  
kedaa-  well fed ram . 

sigud has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  
thinnakam- ram.  

sigud has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word   mai 
vidai- ram. 

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  aattu  
kidai-  sheep fold.    

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word kaattu 
aadu-  wild sheep.  

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  kedaa 
vettu –goat sacrifice.  

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  pidi 
kedaa  [  missing letter- pa-] -gelded goat . 

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  kedaa 
maadu-  bull.  

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  kundai 
-  bull. 

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word 
kuththam- bull.   
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sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  
kottiyam- bull.  

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  vikathu-  bull.   

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   vidai - buffalo  bull.  

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  other   Tamil interpretation 
of the word is kandi-  buffalo bull  . 

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  pakadu 
[ missing letter- pa-] – buffalo bull.  

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  
poathakam-  elephant  calf.   

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  patti  
kidaa-[ missing letter- pa-]  - covering  bull.   

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word   kannu 
kutti-  calf.   

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  koathanam-  calf [ ilam kali] [ kooli].  

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  kaattaa-  wild cow.  

sigud has the consonants-  sa-– ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word kudam 
suttu –cow offering  pot  full of  milk .  

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is kaama  thaenu  – celestial cow.  

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  theiva 
pasu / pasu  theivam -[ missing letter- pa-]   - cow goddess.  
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sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  maattu 
kottakai- cow stall.  

sigud has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  
keththai-  hair.   

sigud has the consonants-  sa- ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  uchchi 
kudumi-  hair  tuft  of men  . 

sigud has the consonants-  sa- ka- the- - and the  original Tamil  word  uchchi 
kondai  [soodkai] - hair of women /crest of birds.  

sigud has the consonants-  sa- ka- the- - and the  other interpretation of the  word 
is  sakkattam  [ mandai sikai ] -  hair.   

 

sìg...dug4/du11/e: to be destroyed ('stroke, blow' + 'to apply'). 

sìg...dug  has the consonants- [- sa-]  – ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kedukka -  to destroy ;  kedukka  vaendum- to destroy.  

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  sa-– ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sithaikka  vaendum – to destroy.  

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
mat-kadikka-  to destroy. 

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  sa- ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
saetham / naasam / nastam   undakka  vaendum –to destroy.   

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  sa- ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sattikka vaendum - to destroy.   

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
idikka  vaendum- to destroy/ demolish .   

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  sa- ka- the- ka  - and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  thuvankeesam – destruction.  
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sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
adikka- stroke / assault/ hit.    

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thatti  kodukka- pat .   

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaakka-  stroke/ attack/ blow  . 

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thadavi  viduka  – stroke/  rub.  

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kottuka-  hit. 

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuththuka-  to hit.   

sìg...dug  has the consonants- sa- ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
konjiduka   -  caress. 

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondaaduka-  to caress.    

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
anpu kaattuka  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  to caress . 

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
katti anaiththiduka -  to embrace.  

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaai muththam kodukka- to kiss. 

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
koathaattuka-  caress.  

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vinnppikka vaendum [  missing letter- pa-] –to apply as a petition . 
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sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the   other interpretation 
of the word is  upayoka paduthuka  [  missing letter- pa-] - to use.  

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the original Tamil  of the 
word is  kai -aandiduka – to apply / to handle . 

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the original Tamil  of the 
word is   payan paduththi  kaanuka [  missing letter- pa-] – to use and see . 

sìg...dug  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka- the- ka  - and the original Tamil  of the  
ennai  thadavuka-  to apply as  oil . 

 

 sìg-sìg: whirlwind (reduplicated sìg, 'to demolish, flatten'). 

sig  has the consonants - sa –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sithaikka / idikka 
[   missing letter- the -] -  demolish . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  azhikka [   
missing letter- zha-] – demolish . 

sig  has the consonants – sa-–ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   nasikka / 
naasam seika- to demolish . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thattai aakku  
[  missing letter- the -] - to flatten. 

sig  has the consonants –sa-–ka-  and the other  interpretation of  the word  is  
sadaikka [ missing letter- the -]  -to  flatten . 

sig  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kodunkaaththu- [ missing letter- the -]- storm .   

 

 sig4-áb: half-brick ('brick' + 'cow' = 'cow pat'). 
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sigab  has the consonants – sa- ka -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is paathi  
senka katti  [missing letter- the -] - half  brick . 

sigab  has the consonants – sa- ka –[-pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is senka 
katti- [missing letter- the -] – brick .  

sigab  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –[-pa-]– and the interpretation  of the   
word is  ukkam  / koa / maki /  makai / maakaeyee – cow.  

sigab  has the consonants – -sa-ka –[-pa-]– and the interpretation  of the   word is  
vasai -cow.  

sigab  has the consonants –-sa--ka –[-pa-]– and the interpretation  of the   word is  
koa mayam / koa saani  / koa saanam -  cow dung.   

sigab  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –[-pa-]– and the interpretation  of the   
word is  koamiyam- cow urine.  

 

 sig4-al-ur5-ra: kiln-burnt brick(s) (cf., ízi-ur5 , 'coal').  

sigalurra  has the consonants  - sa –ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
soolai -yil /  kaalavaayil / senkkal maalil   achchil  vaarththa  sutta   senkal / senka 
kattikal   [   missing  letter- the -] -  kiln  burnt bricks;   soolai- kiln;  kaala vaai- kiln  
;  sankkal-  brick ;   senkkal  maal –kiln ; achchu- mould  ;  sutta- heated/ burnt  . 

sigalurra  has the consonants  - sa –ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
senkkal tholir saalai-[  missing  letter- the -]- brick workshop;  tholir  saalai –
factory . 

sigalurra  has the consonants  - sa –ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
silai  urikku - kal-  over burnt  bricks. 

sigalurra  has the consonants  - sa –ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
soolai  karkkal-  kiln bricks; karkkal-  stones .  
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sigalurra  has the consonants  - sa –ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vellai raasi  kal-  half burnt  brick .  

sigalurra  has the consonants  - sa –ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
senkkal arukka- - make brick. 

sigalurra  has the consonants  - sa –ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is kar 
saalar  vaelai-honey comb work. 

sigalurra  has the consonants  - [-sa-]  –ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaala  vaayir-  brick kiln. 

sigalurra  has the consonants  --sa-–ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
senkkal  suvar  -  brick wall  ; suvar- wall .  

sigalurra  has the consonants  - [-sa -]–ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kollatru kaaran [ missing  leter- the-] –brick layer. 

sigalurra  has the consonants  - sa -ka- la -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   sathura  kal- [ missing  leter- the-] - square brick. 

sigalurra  has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka- la -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   koapura kal  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  brick . 

sigalurra  has the consonants  - [-sa -]–ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
nila kari – coal.  

  

sig4-anše...gub: to stack a brick pile ('brick' + 'donkey' + 'to set').  

sigansegub   has the consonants -  sa- ka – an--sa-- ka-[- pa-]-   and the  original 
Tamil  word is   sutta senka  kattiyaei  adukki  vaikka / kuvikka   vaendum [ missing  
letter- the -] -to stack  a brick pile  ;  sutta- burnt  ; senkka- brick   ;adukku –to pile 
up ; kuvikka- to heap . 

sigansegub   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka – an—[-sa-]-- ka-[- pa-]-   and the  
original Tamil  word is   amaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter- the -] –to set.  
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sigansegub   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka – an—[-sa-]-- ka-[- pa-]-   and the  
original Tamil  word is   nedum- thondai  kondavan [ missing  letter- the -]  - 
donkey [ one with big throat] ;  nedumai - long; thondai- throat ; kondavan- one 
who   has . 

 

sig4-ba: turtle shell (?) ('brick; wall' + 'turtle'). 

sigba  has the consonants -sa -ka – [ -pa-] - and the   original Tamil  word is  
senkkar suvar [ missing letter- Ra-] -  brick  wall.  

sigba  has the consonants -sa -ka – [ -pa-] - and the   original Tamil  word is 
senkkar-[ missing letter- Ra-]-  brick.  

sigba  has the consonants -sa -ka – [ -pa-] - and the   original Tamil  word is  suvar -
[ missing letter- Ra-]-  wall. 

sigba  has the consonants -sa -ka -pa-- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is kachchapam-  turtle.  

sigba  has the consonants -sa -ka -pa-- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kachchapa  kadaai- turtle shell.  

sigba  has the consonants -sa -ka –[-pa--] - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  Kachchan - turtle.  

sigba  has the consonants -sa -ka –pa-- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  panchaankam – turtle.  

sigba  has the consonants -sa -ka –pa-- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  panja  naakam – turtle.  

sigba  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-pa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  koormam--[ missing letter- Ra-]-  turtle.  

sigba  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-pa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kiraakam -[ missing letter- Ra-]-  turtle.  
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sigba  has the consonants –sa- -ka  -pa- and the   original Tamil  word is   kochchi  
pirampu  aamai -[ missing letter- Ra-]- chochin cane turtle; aamai- turtle .  

sigba  has the consonants –-sa- -ka – [ -pa-] - and the   original Tamil  word is   
surukki  -[ missing letter- Ra-]- turtle.  

sigba  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – [ -pa-] - and the   original Tamil  word is   
azhunkaamai  [   missing letter- zha-] – hawksbill  sea turtle. 

sigba  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – [ -pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
oankkal  aamai  [ missing letter- la-] - leather back  turtle / luth  . 

sigba  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – [ -pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vannam theetiya  aamai [   missing  letter-  the -] -  color  turtle; vannam- color; 
theettiya- painted ;  aamai –turtle  / tortoise  .  

 sigba  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – [ -pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
oadu odunki [ missing  letter-  the -] – turtle; oaadu –shell .  

sigba  has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –[-pa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kamadam [ missing  letter-  the -] – turtle.  

 sigba  has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka –[-pa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is koodaankam  [ missing  letter-  the -] – turtle. 

 sigba  has the consonants –sa -ka –pa-- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is pancha kuththam [ missing  letter-  the -] – turtle. 

sigba  has the consonants –sa -ka –[-pa-] -- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vanjaka / kapada  moodi [ missing  letter-  the -] – turtle. 

sigba  has the consonants –sa -ka –[-pa-] -- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sathur kathi [ missing  letter-  the -] – turtle. 

sigba  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka –-pa--- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   kadippu [ missing  letter-  the -] – turtle. 
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 sig4-báhar(-ra): baked brick (?) or potter's brick(?) ('brick' + 'potter' + genitive).  

sigbahar   has the consonants-  sa – ka-[- pa-] - ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is sutta  senkkar  katti [ missing letter- the -] – baked brick; sutta- baked; 
senkkar- brick ; katti -block.  

sigbahar   has the consonants-  [-sa-]  – ka-[- pa-] - ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is Vaet- Koavar [ missing letter- the -]  -  potter.  

sigbahar   has the consonants-  [-sa-]  – ka- pa-- ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  mat - pakaivar [ missing letter- the -]  -  potter.  

sigbahar   has the consonants-  sa-– ka- pa-- ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mat-paandam seikiravar [ missing letter- the -]  - one who makes pot ; mat 
paandam- earthen vessel .  

sigbahar   has the consonants-  [-sa-]  – ka- pa-- ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kumpa karan – potter. 

sigbahar   has the consonants-  [-sa-]  – ka- pa-- ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kumpa  kaari- woman  potter.  

sigbahar   has the consonants- -sa- – ka- [-pa-] -- ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   sakkiri – potter.  

sigbahar   has the consonants-  sa-  ka-pa-- ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  satti  paanai  seikiravar [ missing letter- the -]  – one who  makes pots  ;  satti  / 
paanai - pot  ; sei –do ;  seikiravar- doer  /maker . 

sigbahar   has the consonants-  [-sa-] -  ka- [- pa-] -- ka-  Ra – and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is miruththu-karan [ missing letter- the -] - potter.  

sigbahar   has the consonants-  [-sa-] -  ka-[-pa-] -- ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuyavarin   thirikai [ missing letter- the -] – potter’s wheel  ; thirikai –
wheel ; kuyavar- potter . 

sigbahar   has the consonants-  [-sa-] -  ka-[-pa-] -- ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaer-k-kaar- [ missing letter- the -] - potter’s wheel .  
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sigbahar   has the consonants-  [-sa-] -  ka-[-pa-] -- ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thikirikai  [ missing letter- the -] - potter’s wheel . 

sigbahar   has the consonants-  [-sa-] -  ka- pa-- ka-  Ra – and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   kuyavarin   enthiram [Skt] [ missing letter- the -]- 
potter’s wheel  ; enthiram – machine . 

sigbahar   has the consonants-  sa--  ka- pa-- ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kutavarin  sutrum   pori -  kattai  [ missing letter- the -] - potter’s wheel  ; sutra- 
to rotate ; pori- machine/ devise ; kattai -wood. 

sigbahar   has the consonants-  -sa--  ka-[-pa-] -- ka-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thanda -k- kaar / thanda sakkaram [Skt] [ missing letter- the -] – potter’s 
wheel ;  sakkaram/ kaar- wheel / leg  . 

 

itisig4-ga: calendar month 3 at Nippur during Ur III.  

Itisigga  has the consonants - the – [-sa-]  -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
moonaam  thin-k-kal  [ missing letter- la-] – 3rd  month ; moonu -3; thinkkal- 
month . 

 

itisig4- gišì-šub-ba-gar: calendar month 2 at Umma during Ur III 

itisiggisisubbagar   has the consonants - the  -[-sa-]  -ka – [-sa-]   -[-pa-]  –ka-  Ra -   
and the   original Tamil  word is   erandaavathu  thin-k-ker- 2nd month ; erandu  -2; 
thinkkal- month/ moon  . 
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                                               Page- 138  

 

sig4 ; sig14; še25; še26...gi4: to resound; to shout; to howl (reduplication class) 
('walls' + 'to answer').  

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is enku  - 
resound.  

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is moku  
mokukka- to  resound  

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is koovuka – to  
howl . 

 sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is seppuka [ 
missing letter- pa-] –answer . 

sig  has the consonants –-sa--ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
javaappu [ missing letter- pa-] - answer . 

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kuvi / vae – 
wall.  

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is suvar  [missing 
letter –Ra-] –wall.  

wall [E] has the consonants- va- la- and the  original Tamil  word is vaeli –wall.  

 

sig4 -gi4 -a: roaring ('to resound' + nominative). 

siggi   has the consonants   - [- sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  urumuka [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  - to roar.  

siggi   has the consonants   -  sa-- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
karjikka [ missing letter- Ra-]  -to roar ;  karjikkum  sinkam – roaring   lion  . 
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siggi   has the consonants   - [- sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kumiru 
/kumaru [ missing letter- Ra-]  –to roar . 

siggi   has the consonants   -- sa-- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   aaravaaram 
seika [ missing letter- Ra-]   - to resound.  

siggi   has the consonants   -- [-sa-] -- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   moku  
mokukka  - to resound.  

siggi   has the consonants   -- [-sa-] -- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   enku – 
resound.  

siggi   has the consonants   -  sa-- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
koasanai -  roar  . 

siggi   has the consonants   -- sa- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is koochchal [ 
missing letter- la-] -  roaring.     

siggi   has the consonants   -- [-sa-] -- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
muzhakkam  [ missing letter- zha-] -  roaring. 

 

 sig7-sig7: to be beautiful (reduplicated 'to be beautiful, pleasing').  

sig  has the consonants –sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is inaiyavai/ 
kannukku inimai  /sevikku  iniya  -  pleasing/ beautiful .  

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  nun  
mukam-  beautiful  face. 

sig  has the consonants -sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is suvai- beauty . 

sig  has the consonants -sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is sevvi- beauty .  

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is ananku – 
beautiful  woman . 
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sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka – and the other interpretation  of the word is   
anakam  -beauty.  

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
anakan- handsome person.    

sig  has the consonants –-sa-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is sokkan-  
handsome person.   

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka – and the other interpretation  of the word is   
ankam - beauty.  

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka – and the other interpretation  of the word is   
yav-vannam - beauty.  

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is nav- vi – 
handsomness.  

sig  has the consonants –sa-- ka – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
kanisama-  handsome.    

sig  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- ka – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
vanappu [  missing letter- pa-]- beauty.  

 

sig14[KA×LI]..gi4: (cf., sig4...gi4 ).  

 

sila-kúr...dab5/díb: to take a different way ('street' + 'different' + 'to take'/'to 
traverse'). 

silakur dab  has the consonants – sa- la - ka -Ra – the- pa –and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaeru  oru  saalai- yaei / theru veethi-yaei /  vazhiyaei /  paathaiyaei   
thaernthu edukka -  take a different  road / street / way/ path  ; vaeru –different ; 
oru- one ; saalai- road ;  theru  veethi –street ; vazhi- way/ via; paathai- path ; 
thaernthu edukka- to select    . 
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silakur dab  has the consonants –[- sa-] - la - ka -Ra – the-[- pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   theru veethikal – streets.  

silakur dab  has the consonants –[- sa-] - la - ka -Ra – the-[- pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kurukku therukkal- cross streets; kurukku –cross; theru –street  .  

silakur dab  has the consonants –[- sa-] - la - ka -Ra – the- pa- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   therukkal  ulla  kudi iruppu – streeted  hamlet  -kudi  iruppu – 
residential  place / village ; theru –street ; ulla- having  .  

silakur dab  has the consonants –[- sa-] - la - ka -Ra – the-[- pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  uyar  kudi makkal  vaazhum   theru veethi  -  street for  high class 
people; uyar- high; kudi –family / house ; makkal- people  ;vaazhu – live  ; theru -
street.  

silakur dab  has the consonants – sa-- la - ka -Ra – the-[- pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mael  saathi yinar/ inaththaar / maettu  kudiyinar  vaazhum  
therukkal - street for  high class people; mael  saathi- upper caste ; inam- race ; 
maettu kudi- rich  people ; vaazhu- live ; theru –street .  

silakur dab  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- la - ka -Ra – the-[- pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  theru vilakku -  street  lamp; vilakku- lamp  . 

silakur dab  has the consonants –[- sa-] - la - ka -Ra – the-[- pa-]  –and the  other  
interpretation  of the word is akkirakaara therukkal – street  of Brahmins  . 

silakur dab  has the consonants – sa-- la - ka -Ra – the-[- pa-]  –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  otrai  vazhi  saalai-  one way  road; otrai- single; vazhi –way  ;saalai 
–road .  

silakur dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- la - ka -Ra – the- pa- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  iru vazhi  paathai -  two  way  path; iru -2; vazhi- way ; paathai -
path. 

silakur dab  has the consonants – -sa-- la - ka -Ra – the- pa- –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  poakku  varththu  mikuthiyaaka  ulla  saalaikal -  roads with  high 
traffic; poakku  varaththu –traffic ; mikuthi –excess ; ulla- having  ;saalai –road .  
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silakur dab  has the consonants –-[-sa-] -- la - ka -Ra – the- [-pa-] - –and the  
original Tamil  word is kovil  thaer oaadum   veethi – temple car street ; kovir- 
temple ; thaer- car/ rath /chariot  ; oaadu –run  ; veethi –street . 

silakur dab  has the consonants – -sa--- la - ka -Ra – the- [-pa-] - –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   porulai eduththu  kondu / sumanthu  kondu  selluthar – to take 
things; sumanthidu  -carry ; sellu –go ; porul- goods .  

silakur dab  has the consonants – -[-sa-]--- la - ka -Ra – the- [-pa-] - –and the  
original Tamil  word is   kurukku- koodu  vazhi- traverse; vazhi –way  .  

silakur dab  has the consonants – -sa- la - ka -Ra – the- [-pa-] - –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kurukkae  selluthar –to traverse; kurukku- cross  ; sellu –go  .  

 

 sìla-bàn-da: small sìla-vessel ('liter' + 'junior').  

 silabanda  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -la –pa- an- the  - and the  original Tamil    
word is ilam padiyinar [ missing letter- Ra-] -  junior; ilam- youth .   

silabanda  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -la –pa- an- the  - and the  original Tamil    
word is   pinthiya aal – junior.  

silabanda  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -la –pa- an- the  - and the original Tamil    
word is   thaazhntha   padi   udaiya  - junior  ;  thaazhntha- low  .  

silabanda  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -la –[-pa-] - an- the  - and the original Tamil  
word is   idai nilai  – junior / middle [  high school ] . 

silabanda  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -la –[-pa-] - an- the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   alanthidu – to measure.  

silabanda  has the consonants – sa- -la –pa-- an- the  - and the  original Tamil  
word is    chitti  allathu  padi -yaal  alanthidu -  to measure with  sitti  or  padi [ 
units  of  measurements;  chitti - a  capacity  measurement  ;allathu –or; padi - a  
capacity  measurement  ; alanthidu –to measure. 
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sila4-ga-sub-ba: milk suckling lamb ('lamb' + 'milk' + 'to suck' + nominative).  

silagasubba  has the consonants – [- sa-]- la – ka- [-sa-] – [-pa-] – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vellaadu/ vellaattu kutti  milk suckling lamb – lamb; vellaadu –goat 
; kutti- kid  . 

silagasubba  has the consonants – [- sa-]- la – ka--sa-pa- and the  original Tamil  
word is   mulaiyai   sappi   paal  kudikkum   vellaattu  kutti - milk suckling lamb - 
milk suckling lamb; mulai- breast; sappu –suck  ; paal- milk;  kudi –drink  ; vellaadu 
–goat ; kutti- kid  . 

silagasubba  has the consonants – [- sa-]- la – ka—[-sa-]-[-pa-]- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  konkai  paal- breast  milk ; konkkai- breast ; paal- milk .  

silagasubba  has the consonants – [- sa-]- la – ka- sa-pa- and the  original Tamil  
word is mulai  yaei sappuka-  to suck  the breast ; sappuka- to suck . 

 

sila4-gub: offspring (children or of flocks); mature young of animals ('lambs' + 'to 
stand').  

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
makkal – children . 

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhu- flock . 

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- pa - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pillaikal -  children . 

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka--pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
penn makkal -  female children  ; pen makal[ female child] ; penn –female .  

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka--pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
aan makkal-  male children ;aan- male  .  
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silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaan mulai-  son.  

silagub  has the consonants –sa-–la- ka- [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
selvan-  son;  anpu selavan  / selva makan ; anpu- kindness; selvam –wealth  .   

silagub  has the consonants –sa-–la- ka- [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
selvi- daughter;  selva makal ; makal- daughter .   

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kula vilakku- only  child; kulam- clan  ;vilakku- lamp  .   

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kozhai-  son ; kaalai-  young man. 

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaal  vazhi- descendants.  

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- [-pa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilaivu- descendants . 

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- -pa - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilai payan-  offspring.  

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- -[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuzhakan-  little boy . 

 silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhukkai  payal- young boy.  

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- -[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
vizhanku-  animal.  

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- -[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
ilam -k-kalai- young bull.  

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- -pa-- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is kalapam-  young  elephant.  
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silagub  has the consonants –sa–la- ka- -[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  eli  
kunju – young rat . 

silagub  has the consonants –sa–la- ka- -[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
koali  kunju - chick . 

silagub  has the consonants –sa–la- ka- -[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
ilam sinkam / sinna  koa vilanku -  young  lion;  ilam- youth  ; sinkkam- lion ; koa 
vilankku- lion; koa- king; vilankku –animal .  

silagub  has the consonants –sa–la- ka- -[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is anil  
kunju / velil  pillai – young squirrel [  suval  vari ] . 

silagub  has the consonants –sa–la- ka- -[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is kili  
kunju – young  parrot.  

silagub  has the consonants –sa–la- ka- -[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
savalai  kannu young  calf.  

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- -[-pa-] -- and the  other Tamil  
interpretation  of the word is  vellaattu kutti [  missing letter- the -] -lamb . 

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- -[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
vellaattu  manthai - [  missing letter- the -] –  flock of lambs; manthai- flock . 

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka--pa- and the original Tamil  word is  puli  
kutti [ missing letter- the -] - young  tiger.  

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka—[-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is  
kazhuthai  kutti [ missing letter- the -] - young ass.  

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-] –la- ka- pa-- and the original Tamil  word is 
keeri  pillai  [  missing letter- Ra-] -  young mongoose.  

silagub  has the consonants -sa-–la- ka- [-pa-]-- and the original Tamil  word is 
sinka kuralai-[  missing letter- Ra-]  - young  lion . 
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silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-]-–la- ka- [-pa-]-- and the original Tamil  word is  
nilai  kollu – to  stand.  

silagub  has the consonants –[-sa-]-–la- ka- [-pa-]-- and the original Tamil  word is  
kaalil  nikka- to stand  on  legs; kaal- leg; nikka- to stand .  

 

sila4-nim: early spring lamb ('lamb' + 'early').  

silanim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- an -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mun  naalil – early  days ;mun- early; naal –day .  

silanim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- an -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kalai maan [ missing letter- ka-]-  rein deer; maan –deer . 

silanim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- an -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ila vaenal kaalam [  missing letter- ka-]- early  spring; kaalam- time/ season ; ilam- 
youth .  

silanim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- an -ma -  and the other interpretation  of 
the  word is  kaamanaal- [  missing letter- ka-]-  spring.  

 

sila4-nitah: lamb buck ('lamb' + 'male').  

silanitah has  the consonants -  [- sa-]  - la - an – the-  ka -  and  the  original  Tamil  
word is  thullukindra  mari [ missing letter- Ra-] -  lamb  buck . 

 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e: to greet, say "Hello" ('health' + 'to speak').  

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is  nal  vazhuththukal  solla vaendum – to greet ; nal- good; 
vaazhththu- greetings ; sollu –say . 
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silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   palaandu vaazhka  vaazhka  ena vaazhththida vaendum [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -to bless for a long life; pal- many ; aandu- year ; vaazhka –live  
; vaazhthu- to bless. 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is    vanakkam  sollida  vaendum – to say  hello / to salute . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
other interpretation  of the word is   vanthanam sollida vaendum   -to salute /to 
say hello .  

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
other interpretation  of the word is   namasthae sollida vaendum- to say hello / to 
salute . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
other interpretation  of the word is   salaam  alaikkum  sollida   vaendum   -to say-   
‘salam  alaikkum’;  sollu –say . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -[-sa--] -la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is  udal  nalam kaettidal vaendum   -to say  - how are you; 
udal- body ; nalam- health; kaetkka- ask . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa---la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is  sathaam  /oasai  seithidal vaendum – to make noise ; 
oasai- noise; seithidu –do .  

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
other interpretation  of the word is   veettukku   azhaiththida / viliththida 
vaendum / kooppida  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] –to call to visit the house; 
veedu –house;  azhaikka- call . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is    valathu  kaalai  eduththu   veettukullae  vaanka  vaanka 
ena  azahaiththida vaendum - -to welcome by  asking  to come inside the  house   
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with the right foot to step in first ;  valathu-  right ; kaal- leg ; edukka- take ; veedu 
–house; ullae- inside  vaankka- come  ; azhaikka – call - 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is  nun  mukaman  sollida vaendum -  greet  

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   vinavuthal  vaendum – to enquire /greet . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is    minavuthal  vaendum -  greet . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   veetukku  varum virunthaalaiyaei   makizhnthu  nalla 
muraiyil   nal  varavu  koori  varavaerkka  vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-] – to 
welcome the guests in a good way  ;veedu –house; varum- coming  ; virunthinar- 
guests  ; nalla- good ;  makizha- to feel happy  ; murai – method ; nal varavu –
welcome; kooru  -say ; vara vaerkka –to welcome/ greet  . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   kai-kalai   kooppi    vanankkuthal  vaendum [ missing 
letter- pa-] – worship  by  keeping  the hands  together  in raised position ; kai- 
hand  .  

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   mandi ittu  vanankkuthal  vaendum-  to kneel down ; 
mandi  idu –kneel down ;  vanankku –worship - 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is     kaalil  veezhnthu  vanankkuthal  vaendum – to fall on 
one’s  feet  ; kaal- leg ; veezha –fall ; vanankku –worship . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is    thalai kuninthu   vanankuthal vaendum ---- 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   santhiththal  vaendum  -to meet . 
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silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   kandu  paesuthal  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] --to meet 
/address . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is    munthuthal  vaendum – to meet . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa-- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   Tamizh  mozhiyil   paesuthal vaendum [ missing letter- pa-
]- speak Tamil ; mozhi- language; paesu –speak  . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la -ma – the- ka -the – and 
the  original Tamil  word is   meimai  vakaiyil    paesuthal  vaendum [ missing 
letter- pa-]- speak the truth; meimai- truth  . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa-- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is  sepputhal  vaendum[ missing letter- pa-]- speak . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la -ma – the- ka -the – and 
the  original Tamil  word is   iyamputhal  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]-- speak . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la -ma – the- ka -the – and 
the  original Tamil  word is   naa neettuthal vaendum – speak ; naa- tongue; 
neettu –protude . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa-- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is veliyae   solluthal  vaendum / sollaaduthal vaendum – 
speak / speak out . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa-- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is veliyiduthal vaendum – to speak  

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa-- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is vaai  asaiththiduthal  / vaai  edukka  vaendum -  to speak; 
vaai- mouth; edukka- take  . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la -ma – the- ka -the – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  kathaiththiduthal   vaendum –  to speak . 
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silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la -ma – the- ka -the – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  oathuthal  vaendum – speak  

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -- la -ma – the- ka -the – and 
the  original Tamil  word is  yaevuthal  vaendum – speak . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa--- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is  kanakkaai paesuthal  vaendum [ missing letter- pa -]  – 
speak accurately . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa--- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is  silaediththal  vaendum – speak  ambiguously . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa--- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is    kootti solluthal  vaendum – speak connectedly   . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa--- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is    nayanthu  solluthal  vaendum- speak effectively; nayam- 
pleasant  ; sollu –say  . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa--- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   pidi  kodaathu  paesuthal vaendum [ missing letter- pa -]  
– -  speak  evasively  ; pidi- hold; kodukaathau –not giving  ; paesu –speak . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa--- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   anpaaka  paesuthal  vaendum –[ missing letter- pa -]   
speak  kindly; anpu- kindness .  

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa--- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   kadu kaduppaaka  paesuthal  koodaathu –[ missing letter- 
pa -]  - talk angrily ; kaduppu –anger . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa--- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   veduku vedukkena  paesuthal  koodaathu  –[ missing 
letter- pa -]    
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silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa--- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   mella / oasi  illaamal  paesuthal vaendum- –[ missing 
letter- pa -]  - speak softly; oasai –noise; illai- nil; paesu- speak  . 

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa--- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   naa- thanki  paesuthal  vaendum-–[ missing letter- pa -]     
speak  thoughtfully;  naa- tongue  ; thikka- stutter ; paesa- speak .  

silim...dug4/du11/di/e  has the consonants  -sa--- la -ma – the- ka -the – and the  
original Tamil  word is   enni  paesuthal  vaendum -–[ missing letter- pa -] - speak  
thoughtfully; ennu –think; paesu –speak . 

greet [E ] has the consonants -ka –Ra- the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
minavuthar / vinavuthar -to make kind  enquiries of . 

greet [E ] has the consonants -ka –Ra- the –and the other interpretation of the 
word is   mukaman kooridu- greet. 

greet [E ] has the consonants -ka –Ra- the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vanakkam kooriduka  -greet. 

greet [E ] has the consonants -ka –Ra- the –and the  original Tamil  word is vara 
vaertriduka- greet.  

 

silim-šè gù...dé: to greet, say "Hello" ('health' + 'regarding' + 'to call, say').  

silimseguthe  has the consonants - sa -la -ma – [-sa-]- ka – the -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vanakkam solla   vaendum -  to greet ; solla- say ; vanankku –
worship / greet .  

silimseguthe  has the consonants - sa -la -ma – [-sa-]- ka – the -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  mukaman solla  vaendum- to greet; mukaman- 
greeting .  
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silimseguthe  has the consonants - sa -la -ma – [-sa-]- ka – the -and the  other 
interpretation  of the   word is  sowkkiyam  thaanaanu [ kunamaannu ]   kaelu - to 
enquire about health.    

silimsegu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -la -ma – [-sa-]- ka –  the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nalam  kaetka vaendum -   to enquire about health / coutesy  call; 
nalam- health; kaetka –enquire .  

silimsegu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -la -ma – [-sa-]- ka –- the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is vizhaa- vukku   azhaikka  vaednum – to call  ; vizhaa- function; 
azahikka- call .  

silimsegu  has the consonants – sa--la -ma – [-sa-]- ka – the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is  solla vaendum –to say  . 

silimsegu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -la -ma – [-sa-]- ka – the- and the  original 
Tamil  word is vilikka  vaendum –to call  . 

 

silim...sum: to greet, say "Hello" ('greeting' + 'to give').  

silimsum  has the consonants – sa- la- ma- [-sa-] –ma- and the original Tamil  word 
is    nun- mukaman  solli   azhai [  missing letter- ka-] -  to greet.  

silimsum  has the consonants – sa- la- ma-[- sa-] –ma- and the original Tamil  word 
is  vanakkam  solli  azhaikkanum [  missing letter- ka-] -  to greet. 

silimsum  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- ma-[-sa-]  –ma- and the original Tamil  
word is  alli  alli  kanakkilaama  vazhankanum   [  missing letter- ka-]-give liberally; 
kanakku  illaama- without measure ;vazhankka- give  .  

 

   sipad-ama-[ŠA.]GAN: shepherd of mother animals ('shepherd' + 'mother' + 'to 
bring forth'). 
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sipadamasagan   has the consonants –[-sa-]- pa- the -ma – [-sa-] -ka -an –and the 
original Tamil  word is aadu  maadu  maeikkum  Idaiyan/ Yaathavan/ maeippan / 
Konaan  -shepherd; aadu –goat; maadu- cattle  ; maeikka- to pasture ; Idaiyan- 
shephers  caste .  

sipadamasagan   has the consonants –sa-[-pa-]- the -ma – [-sa-] -ka -an –and the 
original Tamil  word is  Idai saathi [ koanan  kudi ]  makan -  boy of  shepherd  
caste; saathi / thinai –caste ; kudi –family .   

sipadamasagan   has the consonants –[-sa-] -[-pa-]- the -ma – [-sa-] -ka -an –and 
the original Tamil  word is   kudavan- nudaiya  amma- mother of a shepherd; 
amma- mother; kudavan –shepherd  . 

sipadamasagan   has the consonants –[-sa-] --pa- the -ma – [-sa-] -ka -an –and the 
original Tamil  word is   peththu  kodukka  vaendum- to bring forth/ beget  . 

 

 sipad-amar-ru-ga: shepherd of brought back (?) ('shepherd' + 'young ones' + rúg, 
'to restore' + genitive).  

sipadamarruga   has the consonants  - sa –[-pa-]- the  -ma -Ra –ka-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is   aadu  maadu   maeikira idaiyan / siruvan – shepherd boy.  

sipadamarruga   has the consonants  -[- sa -]–[-pa-]- the  -ma -Ra –ka-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is  maattu kaaran-  cow herd.  

sipadamarruga   has the consonants  - [-sa-]  –[-pa-]- the  -ma -Ra –ka-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is  thoru makan   -  boy of  shepherd  caste.   

sipadamarruga   has the consonants  - [-sa-] –-pa- the  -ma -Ra –ka-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is murattu  kampalam / kampala  virippu [ missing letter- la-] 
– rug.  

sipadamarruga   has the consonants  - [-sa-]--pa- the  -ma -Ra –ka-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is  padukkum  meththaiyin  maer idum  poarvai-  rug.  
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sipadamarruga   has the consonants  [-sa--pa- the  -ma -Ra –ka-  and the  original  
Tamil  word is  tharaiyir  viriththidum periya  samukkaalam [ missing letter- la-] – 
rug.  

sipadamarruga   has the consonants  [-sa-] –[-pa-] - the  -ma -Ra –ka-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is  karadu  muradaana – rugged .   

sipadamarruga   has the consonants  [-sa-] –[-pa-] - the  -ma -Ra –ka-  and the  
original  Tamil  word is   meettu eduththar  vaendum- to restore.  

 

sipad-udu-siki-ka: shepherd of wool sheep ('shepherd' + 'sheep' + 'wool' + 
double genitive).  

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[-pa-]- the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is aadu  maadu  maeiththidum Idaiyan/ Koanan/ Yaathavan   - 
shepherd.  

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –pa- the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   aadu  /maadu  maeippavan -  shepherd.  

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[- pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  Kudavan-  shepherd;  Kudaththi- female . 

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[- pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  viththakan -  shepherd;  vinthan .  

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kurumpaadu [ missing  letter- Ra-] - woolly sheep . 

sipadudusikika has the consonants – sa-–[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaattu semmari  aadu [ missing  letter- Ra-] – sheep . 

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is thakar [ missing  letter- Ra-] -sheep.  
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sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is thuruvai-[ missing  letter- Ra-] -sheep. 

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is thoruvan--[ missing  letter- Ra-] - shepherd.  

sipadudusikika has the consonants – sa-–-pa-- the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is koapa-s-sthri -[ missing  letter- Ra-]- shepherdess.  

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-]-–-pa-- the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  paarvathi [ missing  letter- Ra-]- shepherdess. 

sipadudusikika has the consonants –[- sa-]-–-pa-- the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  paathu kaar--[ missing  letter- Ra-]-  shepherd. 

sipadudusikika has the consonants –[- sa-]—[--pa-] -- the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the   
other interpretation  of the word is  Yaathavar --[ missing  letter- Ra-]-  shepherd  
caste. 

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  Thiru Murugan --[ missing  letter- Ra-] Dravidian god-
Murugan- the shepherd [ Sumerian  Marduk ]. 

 sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the   
other interpretation of the word is Kiruttinan --[ missing  letter- Ra-]- lord 
Krishnan – the shepherd. 

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  varattaadu-[ missing  letter- Ra-] - dry sheep. 

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  varai aadu--[ missing  letter- Ra-] - mountain sheep. 

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  aadu arukka-[ missing  letter- Ra-] -  to slay  sheep; kedaa 
vettu ;aadu –goat; arukka –to cut ; kedaa- goat; vetta- to cut.  
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sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  aattu kidai- sheep  fold ; aadu –sheep ; kidai- pen. 

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  
original Tamil  word is  kaattaadu- wild sheep; kaadu- forest; aadu -goat.  

sipadudusikika has the consonants – [-sa-] –-pa-- the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aattam puzhukkai-[ missing letter- zha-] -  sheep’s ordure; aadu -
goat.  

sipadudusikika has the consonants – -sa-–[ -pa-] - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is sakalaththu [missing letter- la-] - woollen stuff.  

sipadudusikika has the consonants – -[-sa-]-–-pa- the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kamapali aadai/ thuni  [ missing letter- la-] - 
woollen cloth; kampali- wollen; aadai- dress   ;thuni –cloth . 

sipadudusikika has the consonants – -[-sa-]-–pa - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kamapali  thukil  [ missing letter- la-]- woollen 
dress. 

sipadudusikika has the consonants – -[-sa-]-–pa - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kampalaththaan [ missing letter- la-]- woollen 
draper.  

sipadudusikika has the consonants – -sa-pa - the – [-sa-] -ka -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  ven pattu [ pudavai /vaetti/ sattai  ] – white silk 
[saree/ dhothi/ shirt ]; venn- white; pattu –silk  ; pudavi- saree; vaetti- dhoththi ; 
sattai – shirt .  

sipadudusikika has the consonants – -[-sa-]-–pa - the – sa--ka -  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  kanji pattu  -  silk from kaanjipuram -  a town 
famous for silk . 

 

siskur...e: to say a prayer [often introduces direct, quoted speech in the texts] 
('prayer' + 'to speak').  
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siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  irai  
vanakkam-prayer. 

siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  iraivanidam / 
aandavanidam mandraaduka [   missing  letter- the -]- to pray the god; iraivan- 
god ; aandavan –god ; mandraadu –to pray . 

siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  iraivanidam 
murai iduka- [ missing  letter- the -]-  to make a complaint to the  god ; murai idu –
to tell / complain .  

siskure  has the consonants – sa-- ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  iraivanidam  
isaivu koaruka  [ missing  letter- the -]-  ask the god’s  permission ; isaivu – 
permission ; koaruka- ask .  

siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  iraivanidam  
kurai -yaei  kooruka  [  missing  letter- the -] – tell the god  about one’s suffering ; 
kurai- complaints ; kooruka- tell. 

siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  iraivanidam  
manam varunthi  kaetka-[   missing  letter- the -]-to confess to the god ; iraivan –
god; manam- mind; varunthu –suffer/ worry ; kaetka- ask .  

siskure  has the consonants – sa-- ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  iraivanidam  
kenjuthar-[   missing  letter- the -]-  make a  request to god ; kenjuthar –request . 

siskure  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  iraivanidam  
vaendi kaetka [   missing  letter- the -]- make a  request to god. 

siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  kooruka-  
speak. 

siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  urai aaduka--[   
missing  letter- the -]-to speak. 

siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  karuththu  
therivikka-[ missing  letter- the -]- to tell one’s view   ;karuththu- idea.  
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siskure  has the consonants – sa-- ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is uchcharikka-
speak. 

siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  erankuka- 
speak. 

 siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is uraikkai- 
speaking.  

siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is navitru- -[   
missing  letter- the -]- speak.    

siskure  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –Ra- original Tamil  word is  thiru marai 
oathuka-[   missing  letter- the -]-   to recite  holy  scriptures ; thiru  marai- holy  
scriptures; oathuka- to recite .  

 

su-a: cat (cf., sug8 ).  

 sua   has the consonant-–sa- and the  original Tamil  word is poochchai  [ missing 
letter- pa-] – cat.  

sua   has the consonant—[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is poonai [ missing 
letter- pa-] –cat.  

sua   has the consonant-–sa- and the  other interpretaion of the word is  paya 
supam  -cat.  

 

su-búru: quicksand, quagmire ('to immerse' + 'to dissolve, loosen').  

suburu    has the consonants - sa –[- pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is sori  
manar – quicksand.  

suburu    has the consonants - sa –[- pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
saeru munn- mire.  
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suburu    has the consonants - sa –[- pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
asaru – mire.  

suburu    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nurampu  -mire.  

suburu    has the consonants – sa- -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is paer- 
rasam-  large swamp . 

suburu    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
puthai  manar [ missing letter- the -] – quicksand; manar- sand ; puthai –bury . 

suburu    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa -]-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
attram-[ missing letter- the -] - loosening . 

suburu    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is piri -
ya– loosening / dissolving.  

suburu    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-] -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruva -[ missing letter- ka- ]  – loosening .  

suburu    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
karaivu -[ missing letter- ka- ]  - dissolving . 

suburu    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruka- -[ missing letter- ka- ]  - dissolving/ melt  . 

suburu    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
tharai padu -[ missing letter- the -] – get  immersed . 

 

su-din(-dal)mušen: bat ('body' + 'to cure'; Akk. s/šu(t)tinnu).  

sudindalmusen  has the consonants  -sa- -the  -an- the - la - ma –[-sa-]  -an -  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  udalai   ulla   noavaei  - yaei  thaniththiduthal  / 
sannuthal  / neekkuthal / kunamaakkuthal  vaendum [ missing letter-  ka-] – to 
cure the  illness  of the body . 
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su-din: butterfly; part of a wagon or plough (cf., giššudun). 

sudin  has the consonants – sa- –the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   vannam  
udaiya  poochchci  [ missing letters- ka- and - pa-] – vanaththu  poochchi  . 

sudin  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nuka 
thadi [ missing letter- ka-] – yoke of the plough . 

sudin  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –the- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vandi  
mattin  nuka  thadi  [ missing letter- ka-] – yoke of the  bullock cart.   

 

 su-gu7/kú: skin disease ('flesh, skin' + 'to eat, consume').  

sugu  has the consonants –sa- ka -and the  interpretation  of the word is skin[E] .  

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  unnuka-  eat  

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vakku- skin. 

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vakku  noaei 
– skin disease. .  

 sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thukku - / 
thuvakku / vadakam / vadaku [ missing  letter-  the -] - skin.  

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the other interpretation of the   word is  
hide [E] [ missing  letter-  the -] – skin . 

sugu  has the consonants –sa- ka -and the other interpretation of the   word is 
thaeka koasam  [Skt] [ missing  letter-  the -]  - skin . 

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka -and the other interpretation of the   word is 
coat [E] [ missing  letter-  the -]  .  

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaedu- [ 
missing  letter-  the -]  - covering.   
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sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  moodukai 
missing  letter-  the -]  - covering.   

sugu  has the consonants –sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ama 
sadukkam[Skt]  [ - missing  letter-  the -] - covering.  

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka -and the other interpretation of the  word is 
ava kundanam [  missing  letter-  the -] – covering.  

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  veekkam-  
covering . 

sugu  has the consonants –sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  savvu- 
membrane.  

sugu  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  koathu [  
missing letter- the -] - covering.  

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeivu- 
covering.   

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kavippu [ 
missing letter- pa-] - covering .  

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vidakku [ 
missing letter- the -] - flesh . 

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thoovu/ thu-
v-vai  /thuvai [  missing letter- the-] –flesh. 

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  maekai-  
flesh.  

sugu  has the consonants –sa-ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
maankisam- flesh  . 

sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is ittu kodu [  
missing letter- the-]- serve meat.  
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sugu  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
kaimaa- minced meat.   

 sugu  has the consonants –-sa--ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kasaayee- meat vendor.  

sugu  has the consonants –-sa--ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
kasaappu [ missing  letter- pa-] - meat .  

 

su(3)-hé[GAN]: a type of copper; slag; borax (?) powder ('to stretch' + 'to 
support'). 

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  kan-  
copper.  

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- an –and the interpretation  of the word 
is  akkanam / ankunam -  borax.  

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
venkaaram  [ missing letter- Ra-]- borax. 

suhegan  has the consonants – sa-–ka- an –and the interpretation  of the word is  
kuranjanam [ missing letter- Ra-]- borax. 

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] -–ka- an –and the interpretation  of the word 
is  tan-k-kanam [ missing letter- the -]-borax. 

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] -–ka- an –and the interpretation  of the word 
is  vanka  nadam [ missing letter- the -] - borax. 

suhegan  has the consonants – sa-–ka- an –and the interpretation  of the word is  
idankam [ missing letter- the -] - borax. 

borax [E]   has the consonants- [-pa-]  –Ra- ka- [- sa-] -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   ven kaaram -  borax.  
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borax [E]   has the consonants- [-pa-]  –Ra- ka-  sa--   and the  other interpretation  
of the word is kuranjanam  - borax.  

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] -–ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
muttu kodukka   vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  –to support.  

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] -–ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is kai    
thooki  vida vaendum -  to support.  

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] -–ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaankida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  –to support.  

suhegan  has the consonants –-sa--–ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
uthavi  seithda vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  –to support.  

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] -–ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is   kai  
kodukka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  –to support. 

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] -–ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is     
kaaka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –to support.  

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] -–ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is     
kai thunai [ missing letter- the -] – support.  

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] -–ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is     
aravanaikka [ missing letter –Ra-] - to support. 

suhegan  has the consonants – [-sa-] -–ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is     
neettika [ missing letter- the -] - to stretch . 

 

 su-lá-a: salted or cured meat ('flesh' + 'to hang' + nominative). 

sulaa has the consonants – [ -sa - ] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pulaal [   
missing  letter- pa-] –meat/ mutton. 

sulaa has the consonants – [ -sa - ] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  naalu-  to 
hang.  
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 su-lim: awesome radiance, splendor (Akk. šalummatu, šalummu ). 

sulim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la –am- and the  original Tamil  word is  oli  
mayamaa-  radiant . 

sulim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la –am- and the  original Tamil  word is  milira [  
missing letter- Ra-] -  radiant.  

sulim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la –am- and the  original Tamil  word is  
malaippu [  missing letter- pa-] -  splendor.  

sulim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la –am- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilakkam [  missing letter- ka-] -  splendor.  

sulim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la –am- and the other interpretation of the 
word is   mankalam [  missing letter- ka-] -  splendor.  

sulim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la –am- and the  original Tamil  word is oli  
vannam [  missing letter- ka-] – glow.    

sulim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la –am- and the  original Tamil  word is mallal-  
brilliance.    

sulim  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la –am- and the  original Tamil  word is  minu  
minuththal [  missign  letter- the -]  - sparkling.  

 

 su(11)-lum...mar: to disgrace, treat with contempt, mock ('body' + 'manure' + 'to 
coat, apply'; cf., sulummar).  

sulummar has the consonants – [-sa-]- la- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuzhai uram [ missing letter- ka-]- green manure . 

sulummar has the consonants – [-sa-]- la- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uram adiththal [ missing letter- the-]-cart manure. 
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sulummar has the consonants – [-sa-]- la- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thozhu uram- [ missing letter- the-]-   farm land  manure.  

sulummar has the consonants – [-sa-]- la- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pasum thaal uram [ missing letters-  pa- and-  the-]- green manure. 

sulummar has the consonants – [-sa-]- la- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maattuerithal  [ missing letter- the-]- to apply . 

 sulummar has the consonants –-sa- la- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maer poochchu  apputhal / poosuthal  [ missing letters-  pa- and-  the-]-to coat.  

sulummar has the consonants –-[-sa-]- la- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
oththadam tharuthal [ missing letter- the-]- to apply fomentaion. 

sulummar has the consonants –-[-sa-]- la- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaelanam mura- mocked.  

sulummar has the consonants –-[-sa-]- la- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ollaamai ura-mocked.  

sulummar has the consonants –-[-sa-]- la- ma- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pulattranam [ missing letters-  pa- and-  the-]-- body . 

body [E]  has the consonants –pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pothi - 
body. 

body [E]  has the consonants –pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pandam- 
body.  

body [E]  has the consonants –pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  udampu - 
body.   

body [E]  has the consonants –pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pootham – 
body.  

 

su-ub: (cf., sub). 
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 su-zìg/zi...ri: to scare ('gooseflesh' + 'to put into'). 

suzigziri  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka –[-sa-]- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is Koram-frightful.  

suzigziri  has the consonants – [-sa -]--ka –[-sa-]- Ra – and the other interpretation  
of the word is payankaram [ missing letter- pa-]  - frightful/  terror. 

suzigziri  has the consonants – sa --ka –[-sa-]- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
verukka  seika- frightful. 

suzigziri  has the consonants – [-sa -]--ka –[-sa-]- Ra – and the    other 
interpretation  of the word is aru -varukka – frightful. 

suzigziri  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka –[-sa-]- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is athatti  thuraththuka [  missing  letter- the-] -  to scare and chase away  

suzigziri  has the consonants – sa -ka –sa- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
achchu-uruththuka- [ missing  letter- the-] - to scare. 

suzigziri  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka –[-sa-]- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is arattuka- [ missing  letter- the-] - to scare. 

suzigziri  has the consonants – [-sa -] -ka –[-sa-]- Ra – and the  original Tamil  word 
is veruli  [ missing  letter- la-] - to scare. 

suzigziri  has the consonants –-sa --ka –sa-Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mayir  koochcham   gooseflesh . 

 

 su...zìg/zi: to have/give gooseflesh; to be afraid of (with -da-) ('flesh' + zìg, zi, 'to 
stand up, rise').  

suzig has the consonants –sa- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  miku  achcham 
– terror.  
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suzig has the consonants –sa- ka-  and the  other interpretation of the word is  
sankai- terror 

suzig has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nikka – 
stand.  

suzig has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is ukai- rise.  

 suzig has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is oanku- rise.  

suzig has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is maen-
noakkam – rise.  

suzig has the consonants –sa-- ka-  and the other interpretation of the word is   
maankisam-  flesh. 

suzig has the consonants –[-sa-]-- ka-  and the other interpretation of the word is 
maekai- flesh . 

 

su-zi: terror. 

*suzi has the consonant-  sa-and the  original  Tamil  word is  achcham- fear.  

suzi has the consonant-  sa-and the  original  Tamil  word is  anju –to fear.  
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                                                    Page -139  

 

su(3)-ud: (cf., sud).  

 

sù-ga: deceitful(ly) (cf., sug4 ).  

suga  has the consonants – sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vanjakam –
deceitfulness. 

suga  has the consonants – sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vanjam- 
deceitfulness 

suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is evvam –
deceitfulness. 

suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vinaiyam – 
deceitfulness. 

suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kayamai- 
deceitfulness. 

suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the other interpretation of the  word is 
moakanam –deceitfulness. 

suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  pokkam [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –deceitfulness. 

suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  mayakku- 
deceit. 

suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeivu – to 
decive. 

suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaei- deceit. 
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suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vanjakan – 
decitful  person . 

suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kayavan- – 
decitful  person. 

suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ayaokkiyan- 
decitful  person. 

suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vinaiyan- 
decitful  person. 

suga  has the consonants – -sa - ka- and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
ayaokkiya sika mani – the most dishonest  person. 

 suga  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeki- 
decitful  person. 

 

sù(-ud)-ága: diamond ?; electrum ?; brass ? ('to be lasting; to rejoice' + 'to 
measure, check'). 

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondaadukai / kondaattam - rejoice  . 

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanakku  iduka – to measure.  

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
kattu  mukanai –check.  

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thakai-  check .   

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadukka- check . 
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 suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
adakka - check . 

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai  kaviththida - check . 

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
oththu  noakka – check.  

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
madankadikka – check.  

suaudga   has the consonants-  sa -  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
vasatti / vaatti-  diamond dust . 

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudakki /  kudavam- brass  ; kadaakam- brass boiler.     

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thankam / aadakam/ katti / kantham  /thodukkam  - gold ;  vaethanam ; makaa 
thaathu  .   

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuththa  naakam-  zinc.  

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  koa Maethakam –onyx. 

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   vaathookam- copper.  

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is    ven thaathu – silver.  

suaudga   has the consonants-  sa -  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
kittam- / kichchu  kittam    iron dross.  
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suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
ottanki -  beak iron .   

suaudga   has the consonants- [- sa -]-  the- ka -   and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is     athankam-  lead.  

suaudga   has the consonants-  sa -  the- ka -   and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is   seethakam- lead.   

suaudga   has the consonants-  [- sa-]  -  the- ka -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
kavadi- tin.   

 

 sù-rá: far-reaching ('far away' + 'to go'/indicator of ð phoneme in sud).  

sura has the consonants-  sa –Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is sendridu [   
missing  letter- the -] – go . 

sura has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra  and the  original Tamil  word is ettaththir 
missing  letter- the -] - far away. 

sura has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra  and the  other interpretation of the word is  
thooram-[  missing  letter- the -]  - far away .  

 

su6-nam-ti-la: beard of life ('beard' + 'life' + genitive).  

sunamtila  has the   consonants – sa- an- ma  - the  -la -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   thaavan-k-kattaiyil / kannaththil / mukaththil / uthattin mael / mookkin  
keezh   mulaikaum  meeesaiyim   nedum  thaadi yim  / muzhu  thaadiyim  [ 
missing letter- ka-] – mustache and  the long  beard that grows over the cheek / 
jaw . 

sunamtila  has the   consonants – [-sa-] - an- ma  - the  -la -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   manai  vaazhakki  / il  vaazhakkai / kudi  vaazhkkai  vaazhnthida vaendum 
[ missing letter- ka-] –  to lead  a domestic life/ married life .  
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sunamtila  has the   consonants – sa-- an- ma  - the  -la -  and the   other 
interpretation of the word is jeevitham  nadathtida  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] 
–to live.  

sunamtila  has the   consonants – [-sa-] - an- ma  - the  -la -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   vaazhnthidum  kaalam [ missing letter- ka-] – life time . 

sunamtila  has the   consonants – [-sa-] - an- ma  - the  -la -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thani  manithanin vaazhvu   [ missing letter- ka-] – everyday  life/ private 
life.   

sunamtila  has the   consonants – [-sa-] - an- ma  - the  -la -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   nal  vaazhakkai  [suka  vaazhvu ]    kavalai  illatha   vaazhnthida vaendum 
– to have a  happy life / care free life .  

 

su6-za-gìn(-na): lapis lazuli (-colored) beard; clean beard ('beard' + 'lapis lazuli; 
clean' + genitive; might be some wordplay with Akk. ziqnu, 'beard').  

suzaginna  has the consonants – sa- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  and 
the  original Tamil  Tamil  word is kunju  thaadi [ missing letter- the -] – a short  
beard .  

suzaginna  has the consonants – sa- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  and 
the  original Tamil  Tamil  word is  vanna  sookam – cloured beard.  

suzagin  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  and 
the  original Tamil  Tamil  word is  kodunkai thaadi  [ missing letter- the -] - long  
rounded beard.  

suzagin  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  sookam udaiya mukam [ missing letter- the -]  - 
bearded face . 

suzagin  has the consonants –  [-sa-] -- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
and the  original Tamil  word is   kanna  kudumi [ missing letter- the -]  -beard.  
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suzagin  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   kanna  parisai [ missing letters- pa -and -the  -] - the 
whiskers.  

suzagin  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   saanai iduka [ missing letter- the -]- to clean  . 

suzagin  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  and 
the  original Tamil  word is   seevanum– to clean . 

suzagin  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  and 
the  original Tamil  word is  thooimai  aakanum [ missing letter- the -]- - to clean .  

suzagin  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- an – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  suththam  siethida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  to clean  .  

suzagin  has the consonants –  sa-- ka- an – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   seevan – lapis  lazuli . 

suzagin  has the consonants – sa- ka- an – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  sev- vanna  / manja  vanna / pachchai   vanna   mani –  red/ yellow/  
green  clour  beads / lapis  lazuli . 

suzagin  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an – and the   original Tamil word is   
kanthaka  kann maki  [ missing letter- the -]-  lapis  lazuli  

suzagin  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an – and the   original Tamil word is   
mani- kal  vakai  / maanikka  kal [ missing  letter - la-] –a  kind  of  precious  stone . 

suzagin  has the consonants – sa-- ka- an – and the   original Tamil word is  oli  
veesum   kanthaka  kan makyin   neela  vannam  [ missing letters- la  -and -the  -]- 
the blue color  of the  shining  lapis  lazuli . 

 

gisu7-su7: a basket (reduplicated 'threshing floor'). 
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gisusu   has the consonants -ka –[ -sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaa- 
basket.  

gisusu   has the consonants -ka –[ -sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  Kumai – 
clothes  basket.  

gisusu   has the consonants -ka –[ -sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nel  
kalam [ missing letter- la-] – threshing floor. 

 

 su11...li9-li9: (cf., zú...li9-li9 ). 

 

 su11-lum: (cf., zú-lum(-ma)).  

 

SUD-la: a quality of the ground ('to sprinkle, immerse' + 'freshness').  

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nilaththin  thanmai -  nature of the ground.  

 sudla  has the consonants – sa-  the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinthuthal – sprinkle . 

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
theliththal  – sprinkle . 

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thumiththal  /thuliththal / thumithal – sprinkle. 

sudla  has the consonants – sa-  the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  pisu 
pisuththal [ missing letter- pa-] – sprinkle [  as the drizzling rain  ] . 

sudla  has the consonants – sa-  the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  salluthal 
- sprinkle  water . 
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sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
amizhththuthal – to immerse.  

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaazhththuthal - to immerse. 

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aazhthuthal - to immerse. 

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thulaithal – be immersed .  

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhunthuthal - be immersed . 

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaazhppu [ missing letter- pa-] – immersion.  

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ilamai nalam udaiya – fresh. 

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoomai ulla – fresh / pure . 

sudla  has the consonants –  sa- the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  maasu  
illaatha- fresh / pure . 

sudla  has the consonants – sa- the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  seuviya  
azhiyaatha [ missing letter- ka-]- freshnes.  

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
azhuku  adaiyaatha [ missing letter- ka-]- fresh/ pure. 

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-] - the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kattu  kalaiyaatha / kulaiyaatha [ missing letter- ka-]-  fresh . 

sudla  has the consonants – sa- the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kann  
saathal [ missing letter- ka-]-  loose freshness  [antonym] .  
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sudla  has the consonants – sa-- the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kasankal  illatha [ missing letter- ka-]-  fresh . 

sudla  has the consonants – sa- the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kasankuthal [ missing letter- ka-]-  - loose frshness [antonym]. 

sudla  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the-  la  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pathan  azhithal [ missing letter – pa-]  - loose freshness. 

 

sug-zag-gi4...gu7: to destroy ('swamp' + 'territory' + 'to surround' + 'to finish 
off').  

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kedukka 
[ missing letter- the -] – destroy. 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  idikka-[ 
missing letter- the -]- to demolish. 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-sa-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  sithaikka 
missing letter- the -]-destroy.  

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
neekkuka- destroy/ delete.  

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is mudikka 
missing letter- the-] –to finish . 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is maaikka-
destroy. 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is veekku- 
destroy. 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-sa--ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kasakku-
destroy. 
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zaggigu  has the consonants –-sa-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is sattikka- 
missing letter- the-] –  destroy. 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vatku [  
missing letter- the-] – destroy. 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-sa-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  sakathi [   
missing letter- the-] -  swamp. 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-sa-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   aatchchi  
pakuthi - missing letters- pa- and  -the-] -  territory . 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-sa-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is valaikkai / 
valai [  missing letter- la-]-  to surround.   

zaggigu  has the consonants –-sa-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  sulavu [ 
missing letter- la-]-–to surround.  

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is valaiya  
koalukai [ missing letter- la-]-– to surround.  

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kai kollu [ 
missing letter- la-]- to surround. 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  valaiyam  
[ missing letter- la-]- surrounding  region.  

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
valaakam / vilaakam [ missing letter- la-]- surrounding  area . 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-sa-ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  soozhkai 
missing letter- la-]-- to surround.  

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-] -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  akkam  
pakkam  [ missing letter- pa-] – surroundings . 

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-]--ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vananku- surround.  
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zaggigu  has the consonants –-sa--ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vasai- 
surround.    

zaggigu  has the consonants –-[-sa-] -ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   vaedanam  /  vaettanam / vaetitham [ missing letter- the-]-  surround.  

 

suh-kešda: ornament ('carefully chosen' + 'to fasten'). 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -sa  -ka -sa -the -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudichchu iduka- fasten . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kattuka – fasten . 

 suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kootti mudikka -fasten . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  anaiththiduka- fasten. 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  adaiththiduka - fasten. 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  asaiththiduka –fasten. 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  thakaikka – fasten. 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  panthikka [ missing letter- pa-]-  fasten . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  pinaiththiduka [ missing letter- pa-]-  fasten . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  poottuka [ missing letter- pa-]-  fasten . 
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suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  maattuka -fasten . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –sa -the -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is kootti  pidikka / saththu  pidikka [ missing letter- pa-] - fasten . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is mooduka- fasten . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is thodukkai- fastening . 

 suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is kattu  poottu [ missing letter- pa-]-– ornament . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  nakai nattu - ornament . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -sa --ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sevidu -  an ear  ornament.  

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaathu  thoadu – ear ornament  ; thankka  thoadu – gold  stud .  

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  other 
interpretation of the   word is   vaedakam   -an ear  ornament.  

 suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –sa-the -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaesam kattu – to wear ornaments . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –sa-the -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ithaya  vaasanai -  an ornament.   

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kadippu - an  ear  ornament . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –sa--the -   and the  other interpretation 
of the  word is   kannaa vathanjam - an  ear  ornament.  
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suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kai  pottu -  thodakku vadivu  

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kandi – neck ornament. 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaathani –  ornament for ears 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   thonkaattan   - ear pendent . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -sa --ka –-sa--the -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
kondai kuchchu -  ornament hair pin . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] -the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is   thonkkani – pendent . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –sa--the -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kunjam katti  thonka  viduka – to hang  down  the  tassels  as  ornaments.  

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –sa--the -   and the  other interpretation 
of the  word is   anka  suththam – an  ornament . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] --the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  mookuththi  - nose ring.  

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] --the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kadukkan -  ear ring . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] --the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  attikai  -  necklace.  

suhkesda   has the consonants  -sa--ka –[-sa-]--the -   and the  other interpretation 
of the  word is   saavadi -  five layers of chain  . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] --the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  thanka  kundu mani – golden bead.  
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suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] --the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  naagaththu – snake shaped  vanki . 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] --the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  pathakkam [ missing letter- pa-]-  an ornament.  

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] --the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kattuvanam - an ornament. 

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –sa---the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaguppu  sutti  [ missing letter- pa-] – jewel  for  fore head.  

suhkesda   has the consonants  -sa --ka –sa---the -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
Seevaka  Sintha Mani  -  jewellery  for fore head.  

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –sa---the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  Kundala kaesi [ missing letter- la-] – ear stud.  

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] ---the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikuntha  kavanaththoadu   edukka / koithiduka – carefully  choose.  

suhkesda   has the consonants  -[-sa -] -ka –[-sa-] ---the -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  vadippu [ missing letter- pa-] – choosing.  

 

sukkal-mah: vizier, prime minister, 'minister of the interior' ('minister' + 'grand').  

sukkalmah   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la-  ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  malaikka  vaikkaum azhaku -  grand  beauty . 

sukkalmah   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la-  ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   ul - naattu  ilaakka  noa-k-kum  amaiththan / amaaththiyan /  
amaichchan  [ missing letter- the -] –minister of the state . 

sukkalmah   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la-  ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is naattin  muthal kudi  makan [ missing letter- the -] -   president / first  
citizen  of the state . 
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sukkalmah   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la-  ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is mandala maakkal [ missing letter- the -] -  rulers.  

sukkalmah   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la-  ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  makkal  thalaivan [ missing letter- the -] – chieftain / leader of the  
people.  

sukkalmah   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la-  ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kula mutalvan [ missing letter- the -]-  duke.  

sukkalmah   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la-  ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is   naadu allaum  maa-  mannavanin  aatchchiyin   keezh  ulla   maa 
nilaththai  [ makanaththai ]  alum koaman / koamakan [ missing letter- the -]- 
duke/ vizier.    

sukkalmah   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la-  ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is ulakai  aalum  mannavan/  koa makan / oankole   -  world ruler / emperor .  

sukkalmah   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la-  ma- ka –and the  original Tamil  
word is naadu  aalum kaavalan  – king – the ruler of the state . 

sukkalmah   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka- la-  ma- ka –and the   other 
interpretation of the word is   naemai  valavan – king.  

sukkalmah   has the consonants –sa-- ka- la-  ma- ka –and the   other 
interpretation of the word is  soozh  allumai ullavan / mikkavan – minister . 

vizierate [E] has the consonants  - va -  sa - Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word is      
arasu  avai  amaichchar  pathavi  - minister  post    ; arasu- kingdom / government; 
avai –assembly; amaichchar- minister ; pathavi-  seat / post .  

vizierate [E]  has the consonants  - va -  sa - Ra –the- and the original Tamil  word 
is   kudi arasu  muthanmai  aatchchiyar  – president ; kudi arasu- republic ;  
muthanmai- prime ; aatchchiyar –ruler.  

minister [E] has the consonants  – ma- an- sa -the - Ra-  and the interpretation  of 
the  word is  samanthar  - minister. . 
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sum-GUD: a type of onion ('onion' + 'robust like a bull'). 

sumgud   has the consonants -sa- ma- ka -the  -  and the   original Tamil  word is 
poondu venkaayam [ missing letter- pa-]- – garlic  and onion.  

sumgud   has the consonants -sa- ma- ka -the  -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is    kutham/  mukunthakam  /sukantham / theechchana  kaantham –
onion.  

sumgud   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka -the  -  and the   original Tamil  word 
is kedaa madu /  kuththam/ kottaiyam -bull.  

 

sum-sag9: a type of onion ('onion' + 'good, pleasing'). 

sumsag    has the consonants- sa- ma- [- sa-]  -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
cinna venkaayam  –small sized  onion.  

sumsag    has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- [- sa-]  -ka –  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  mukanthakam  [ missing  letter- the -]- onion.   

sumsag    has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- [- sa-]  -ka –  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  kutham [ missing  letter- the -]-onion.  

 sumsag    has the consonants- -[-sa-]-- ma-  sa-  ka –  and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  sukantham / sukaantham [ missing  letter- the -] –onion.  

sumsag    has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma-  sa- -ka –  and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  theechchana kaantham [ missing  letter- the -] –onion.  

sumsag    has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma-  [- sa-] - -ka –  and the  original Tamil 
word is mikka  nanmai -  good.  

sumsag    has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma-  [- sa-] - -ka –  and the  original Tamil 
word is  inaimaiyaaka- pleasing.  
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sum-sikil: garlic ('onion' + 'pure, concentrated').  

  sum sikil   has the consonants - sa -ma –[-sa-]- ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaasam   ulla    sinna   [ vel ]   venkkaayam – onion  ; vaasam-  smell ; ulla- 
has  ;  sinna- small  ; venkkaayam - onion . 

sum sikil   has the consonants - sa -ma –[-sa-]- ka- la -   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  manam  ulla   saevakam – a wild  kind of onion [ 
fragrant one] ;   saevakam- onion .  

sum sikil   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ma –[-sa-]- ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  manam mikka  vellai  ulli   [ lasunam / asunam ] -  white  / fragrant  garlic; 
manam – smell ;  mikka- excess ;  vellai-  white ;  ulli- garlic . 

sum sikil   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ma –[-sa-]- ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  appazhukku  illaamai [ missing letter –pa-] –not dirty . 

sum sikil   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ma –[-sa-]- ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  azhukku   ilaami – not dirty  ; azhukku- dirt ; illai- nil  .   

sum sikil   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ma –[-sa-]- ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalankkam  illaami  / holy  - not tainted ; kalankkam- stain   . 

sum sikil   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ma –[-sa-]- ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kalappu  illaamai  [ missing letter –pa-]-  – unpolluted .  

sum sikil   has the consonants – sa--ma –sa- ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  konjamum  maasu maruvu  illaamai [ missing letter –Ra-]- pure ; maasu  maru  
–pollution ; illai- nil ; konjam- little  . 

sum sikil   has the consonants – [-sa-]--ma –[-sa-]- ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  thooimai   kaedu illamai  [ missing letter –the -]- not dirty ; thooimai- 
cleanliness  ;  kaedu-  damage ; illai- nil  . 
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sum sikil   has the consonants – sa--ma –[-sa-]- ka- la -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  seirvu  ullamai  [ missing letter –Ra-]-concentrated ; seirvu –density; ulla-  
has .  

 

sum-tab-ba: binding double sheaf ('to give' + 'double' + nominative).  

sumtabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  padaiththida-num  - to give /offer.  

sumtabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thanthida-num  -to give.  

sumtabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  eenthida-num  -to give.  

sumtabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  ida-num – give.   

sumtabba  has the consonants- sa- ma- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  osiththida-num  -give  

sumtabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  neettida-num – give . 

sumtabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the-  [-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  ueiththida-num –give.  

sumtabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the- -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  paniththida-num  -give . 

sumtabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the-  -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  peentha-num – give . 

sumtabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the- -pa- -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  paeithida-num  -give . 
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sumtabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the--pa- -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  payaththida-num- give.  

sumtabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- the--pa- -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uppatti  - yaei    onnaa  pinaiththidum  padai /eththanam / saathanam – sheaf 
binder/ tool .  

 

sum-za-ha-ti/din: (cf., za-þa-ti/din).  

 

sún-si-mú: horned (or male) aurochs cow ('aurochs cow' + 'horned'). 

sunsimu   has the consonants- sa  -an – [-sa -]- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sinkkam [ missing letter –ka-]-–horn  . 

sunsimu   has the consonants- sa  -an – [-sa -]- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sinkka ukkam – cow  horn  . 

 

 ša-ga-ru: a kind of copper.  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [ -sa-]  -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
eruvai  -copper.  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  arukkam –copper.  

sagaru  has the consonants-   -sa- -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
saruvam   -brass or copper pot . 

sagaru  has the consonants-   -sa- -ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   sarakku  
-gold . 

sagaru  has the consonants-  -sa -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  swarnam  [Skt] -gold;pon vanna niram; pon-  gold ; vannam- color ; niram- ray  . 
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sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  akkini veeriyam  -gold.  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  araaakm  / arkkam  -gold.  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  urukku maram –gold.  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  yaema karam- gold.  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  karpooram [ missing letter- pa-] - pankkaaru  -gold.  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kaaram –gold. 

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  vankkaaram- gold.  

 sagaru  has the consonants-  sa -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  saami karam –gold.  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  kairikam –gold 

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  kon-k-kurai- gold.  

sagaru  has the consonants-[-sa-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  sirunkki- gold.  

sagaru  has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  varunam/ varuni – gold. 

 sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  verukkai –gold. 
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sagaru  has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  hiranyam –gold.  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  karu- gold.  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  kaarai –a gold or silver  neck  ring   for a lad.  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  saanaara kaasu – gold coin; kaasu- coin  .  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  kammiyar  -smith .  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  karu naakam -  lead  

sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  kaar ee-yam – lead.  

 sagaru  has the consonants-  [-sa -]-ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is of the 
word is  kaiyariyam -  iron . 

 

ša-ra: syllabic spelling for šár-ra, 'numerous'.  

sara  has the consonants-[- sa-] –Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ennatra  / 
enn niraintha   [ missing  letter- the  -] – numerous.  

 

ša-ra(-g): to dry up, wither ('to dry up' + 'inundation').  

sarag  has the consonants- sa –Ra- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  word 
is suvaruka- dry  up .  
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sarag  has the consonants- sa –Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaainchchu  
saruku  aaka-  dry  and  wither [  leaves]  ;  kaaya- to dry . 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  neer 
indri   vattruka  [ missing  letter- the -] --dry up/ river ; neer- water ; indri –
without.   

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  ularkai [ 
missing letter- la-]-  drying up .  

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
varalukai-[  missing letter- la-]- drying up . 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vathankkuthar [ missing  letter- the -] -  dried up / leaves. 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nunankkuthar  [ missing  letter- the -] - -wither.  

sarag  has the consonants- sa Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaadi  
surunkka  [ missing  letter- the -] – wither /leaves;  surunkka- shrink   . 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaadi  
odunkkuthar [ missing  letter- the -]  -wither . 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaattaravu [ missing  letter- the -]  -withering.  

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurankka- wither .  

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuravakam – a plant  whose flower  changes not it’s color in withering.  

sarag  has the consonants- -sa -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  uthirntha 
saruku --[ missing  letter- the -]-  withered leaves . 
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sarag  has the consonants- -sa -Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  soaruvu  
adaika -[ missing  letter- the -]-  to become  tired ; soarvu- tiredness  . 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uthirnthiduka -[ missing  letter- the -] -  wither. 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  neer 
perukkam -[ missing  letter-pa-]   – inundation . 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa-] –Ra- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  
word is piravaakam  [Skt] -[ missing  letter-pa-]   – inundation . 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa-] –Ra- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  
word is yaekarnavam [Skt] – cosmic deluge  

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa-] –Ra- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  
word is makaram –deluge . 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sorika- 
shower.  

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  uvari – 
sea. 

sarag  has the consonants- sa-–Ra- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  word 
is paaraa-vaaram -[ missing  letter-pa-] - -sea . 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuravai  
-sea.  

sarag  has the consonants- sa-–Ra- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  word 
is saakaram-  sea.  

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  paravai  
-[ missing  letter-pa-] - sea.  

 sarag  has the consonants- [-sa--]–Ra- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  
word is peru vanam -[ missing  letter-pa-] -  sea. 
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 sarag  has the consonants- [-sa--]–Ra- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  
word is maka raakaram  -sea  

 sarag  has the consonants- [-sa--]–Ra- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  
word is makaa rankkam – sea. 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  makari – 
sea . 

 sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vanka 
neer-  sea.  

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa--]–Ra- ka- and the interpretation of the word is  
word is vaaranam  / vaarunam  / vaari –sea . 

 sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  neer 
mukam -  river  mouth  ; neer- water; mukam- face  . 

sarag  has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  aruvi – 
water falls  / stream . 

 wither  [E]    has the consonants  - va- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  -    
vaaduthar   -  wither.  

 wither  [E]    has the consonants  - va- the -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  -     
vathunkuthar   -wither.  

 

 

ša-ra-ab-du: (cf., šár-ra-ab-du).  

 

ŠÀ.ÁB: creation ('womb' + 'cow').  

saab  has the consonants- [-sa -]-[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is aakkam [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  creation . 
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saab  has the consonants- [-sa-] –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kuyyam [ 
missing letter- ka-] – womb.  

saab  has the consonants- [-sa-] –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is koa  [ 
missing letter- ka-] -cow/ bull . 

saab  has the consonants- sa -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is pasu- cow.  

 

šà-a-bar-ra: bastard ('womb' + locative or 'seed' + 'to be foreign' + nominative).  

saabarra   has the consonants-  sa- [-pa -] -Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
sarasan – bastard. 

saabarra   has the consonants-  sa- -pa --Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
soara pillai  [missing  letter- la-] – bastard ;  soaram- sexual intercourse/ extra 
maraital ;  pillai- child .  

saabarra   has the consonants- [- sa-]- -pa --Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
pura mana pillai  [missing  letter- la-]- bastard ;  puram- outer ;  manam - marriage 
;  pillai- child .  

saabarra   has the consonants- [- sa-]- -pa --Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
payir  mani / payaru – grain ; payir- crop .  

saabarra   has the consonants- [- sa-]- -pa --Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
paruppu -  seed/ kernel .  

aabarra   has the consonants- [- sa-]- -pa --Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
karu  pai [ missing  letter- ka-] – womb  ; uyir pai ; uyir- life; pai-  bag ; karu- 
embryo .  

aabarra   has the consonants-  sa- -[-pa-] --Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
muchchiram- anise seed.  

 

šà...bala: to breed ('womb' + 'to revolve, deliver'). 
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sabala  has the consonants- sa- [-pa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
suzhalu- revolve . 

sabala  has the consonants- [-sa-] - pa- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is pain-k- 
kuzhi  [ missing letter- ka-] – womb ; kuzhi- pit . 

sabala  has the consonants- [-sa-] – [-pa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
vazhankku [ missing letter- ka-]– deliver . 

sabala  has the consonants- [-sa-] - pa- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is pillai 
eenal / sinai eenal  - deliver a child  ; pillai- child  ; sinai- baby /egg  ; eena –to 
deliver . 

sabala  has the consonants- [-sa-]- [-pa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is kaal  
vazhi [ missing letter- ka-]–  breed  / progeny  . 

sabala  has the consonants- [-sa-]- pa- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is 
pazhakku [ missing letter- ka-]– to  breed . 

 

 šà-bal-bal: descendant, offspring ('womb' + reduplicated 'to revolve, deliver').  

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- [-pa-]- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is  ali – 
give/ deliver . 

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- [-pa-]- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is 
vazhanku [  missing  letter- ka-] – deliver . 

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- [-pa-]- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is kai 
alikka [  missing  letter- ka-] – - deliver.  

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- [-pa-]- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is kaal  
vazhi [  missing  letter- ka-] – descendants/ progeny . 

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- [-pa-]- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is kaan 
mulai [  missing  letter- ka-] – son. 
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 sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- [-pa-]- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is makkal-
[  missing  letter- ka-]  -children . 

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- -pa- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is umpal- 
descendant. 

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- -pa- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is pillai- 
offspring. 

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- -pa- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is aan pillai- 
son ;  aan- male;  pillai- child . 

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- -pa- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is penn 
pillai- daughter ;  penn- female . 

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- -pa- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is vilai payan  
/ vilaivu  [  missing  letter- ka-]  -offspring  ;  vilaivu – yield/ production /effect   .  

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- -pa- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is pain -k-
kuzhi [  missing  letter- ka-]  – womb. 

sabal  has the consonants-  [sa-]- -[-pa-]- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is al kul-[  
missing  letter- ka-] -  vagina  / cunt . 

sabal  has the consonants-sa—[-pa-]- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is suzhaluka 
[  missing  letter- ka-]  - revolve ;  suzhala . 

sabal  has the consonants-sa—[-pa-]- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word is silaavu-[  
missing  letter- ka-] -  revolve.  

sabal  has the consonants-[-sa-]—[-pa-]- la  -and th  original-Tamil  word uzhal- 
revolve. 

 

ku6šà-bar: cleaned fish ('intestines' + 'to cut open, remove'). 

kusabar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  vayeiru –stomach . 
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kusabar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  meen kari-  fish curry  ;  meen –fish ; kari- curry . 

 kusabar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  karai -yaei neekku –to remove the dirt ; karai –dirt ; neekku –remove . 

kusabar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]—pa- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
peyarkka /  paraika  / porikka / pirikka   - remove . 

kusabar has the consonants-  ka- -sa--pa-]- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word is  
visuru- remove . 

kusabar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  keeri  pirikka-  to incise and  open ; keeru –to incise  ; pirikka- to open . 

kusabar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  arukka- tear/ cut  

 kusabar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  murikka- to cut . 

kusabar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   erukku- cut . 

kusabar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word 
is   veeru –cut . 

 kusabar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word  
is viri /  virikka - to open . 

kusabar has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-]—[-pa-]- Ra  -and the  original  Tamil  word  
is varuvu-   open as one’s mouth . 

 

 šà-bi-ta: therefrom; deducted from the state-bestowed capital debt (usually 
precedes account of credit transactions followed by zi-ga[-àm]) ('contents' + 'its' + 
'from'). 
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sabita has the consonants -  [-sa-] – [-pa-]- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is ut 
kidai [ missing  letter- ka-] - contents  ; kidakkai . 

sabita has the consonants -  [-sa-] – [-pa-]- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
adakkam  [ missing  letter- ka-] - contents . 

sabita has the consonants -  [-sa-] – [-pa-]- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thakkam / thaakkam  [ missing  letter- ka-] - from . 

 

šà-da: voluntarily ('heart' + 'with').  

sada  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is thaanae/ 
thaana  – voluntarily ;  than ichchaiyaa . 

sada  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is thannai 
thaana  - on it’s own  /auto . 

sada  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the  -and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  sutha- voluntarily.  

sada  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is ithayam- 
heart. 

sada  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is manathu– 
heart / soul/ mind  ; aathma . 

sada  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is udan- with. 

 

šà...dab5: to be angry ('heart, stomach' + 'to grasp, clench'). 

šà...dab   has the consonants - sa -the –[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinam   adainthida – to be angry ; adaiya- attain  . 

šà...dab   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the –pa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thee  poadu -  to be angry . 
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šà...dab   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the –[- pa-] --  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ithayam  -heart . 

šà...dab   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the –[- pa-] --  and the  original Tamil  word  
is itham – heart . 

šà...dab   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the –[- pa-] --  and the  original Tamil  word  
is    manathu- mind/ heart . 

šà...dab   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the –[- pa-] --  and the  original Tamil  word  
is    aaththaa-  bullock’s heart . 

šà...dab   has the consonants – sa --the – pa---  and the  original Tamil  word  is   
soaththu   pai- stomach ;  saatham-  cooked rice ;  soaru  –cooked rice; pai- bag  . 

šà...dab   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the – pa---  and the  original Tamil  word  is   
pidi-/ pidippu -  grasp . 

šà...dab   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the – pa---  and the  original Tamil  word  is   
pidi padu -  to  grasp . 

šà...dab   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the – pa---  and the  original Tamil  word  is   
pidiththa  pidi – strong grasp . 
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                                                     Page-140  

 

 

šà...dar: to be afraid ('stomach' + 'to slice', cf., ní...dar).  

sadar   has the consonants – sa- –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
anjuthar  -to be afraid . 

sadar   has the consonants – sa- –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is achcham  
adaithar-   to be afraid  ; achcham- fear .  

sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mirandida-   to be afraid. 

sadar   has the consonants –[- sa-]  –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
peethi / paedi  adaithar [ missing letter- pa-]- to be afraid ; peethi –fear .  

sadar   has the consonants – sa- –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aratti 
adaithar-   to be afraid  ; aratti- afraid .  

sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - –the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  dar [ aratti ] - afraid . 

sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
tharam- fearful.  

sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
theru –fear . 

sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
therunam –fear . 

sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naanuthar- fear .   
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sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  paer 
undam –[ missing letter- pa-]-fear . 

sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
porumidu –fearful.  

sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - –the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  mariyaathai  -fear.  

sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - –the- Ra- and the  other Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  parithar  [ missing letter- pa-] –fear. 

sadar   has the consonants – sa- –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   soattru  
pai [ missing letter- pa-]-stomach/ rice bag . 

sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - –the- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the  
word is  utharam   -stomach . 

sadar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - –the- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the  
word is  thundu  eduthar – to slice.  

 

šà-digir-re-e-ne: the (secret) will of the gods ('interior; will' + 'gods'). 

sadigirreene has the consonants – sa- the-  ka - Ra-  an- and the  original Tamil  
word is   eraivan-udaiya / aandavar -udaiya  / Thiru Murugan-udaiya   erakasiya   / 
antharankka  maraivu ennam  the secret idea of god ; eraivan  -  god ; aandavar- 
god; Thiru Murugan –Marduk; erakasiyam- secret ; antharankkam –personal; 
maraivu –secrete  ;  ennam- idea  . 

 

 šà...diri: to overeat ('stomach' + 'to exceed').  

sadiri   has the  consonants –[-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
manduthar –eating more and  eating fast. 
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sadiri   has the  consonants –[-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is niraiya  
thinnu   - eat  more;  niraiya- excess ; thinnu –dine .  

sadiri   has the  consonants –[-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
unnuthar- eating.  

sadiri   has the  consonants –-sa- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is arisi  
soaru  thinnu- thar/ thueithar  – eating rice ; arisi  –rice ; soaru  –cooked rice ; 
thinnu –dine ;  thueiththidu –eat  . 

sadiri   has the  consonants –[-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
arunthuthar -  eating.  

sadiri   has the  consonants –[-sa-]- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mosiththar – eating.    

sadiri   has the  consonants –sa- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pasiththu 
pusiththar [ missing letter- pa-] - eat  with  empty  stomach ; pasi- appetite ; pusi –
eat . 

sadiri   has the  consonants –sa- the- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is saapidu-thar [ missing letter- pa-] -eating.  

sadiri   has the  consonants –sa- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  soattru  
pai [ missing letter- pa-] - rice bag  / stomach ;  soaru –cooked rice ; pai- bag  . 

sadiri   has the  consonants –[-sa-] - the- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  utharam [Skt] - stomach.  

sadiri   has the  consonants –[-sa-] - the- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  uterus [E] – stomach / womb.  

sadiri   has the  consonants –[- sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maem-paduthar [ missing letter- pa-] - exceed.  

sadiri   has the  consonants – sa-- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
minjuthar-  exceed.  
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sadiri   has the  consonants –[- sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
meerida- exceed.  

sadiri   has the  consonants –[- sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaanduthar- surpass.  

sadiri   has the  consonants –[- sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
munthuthar- surpass.  

sadiri   has the  consonants  sa-- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
siranthida- surpass.  

sadiri   has the  consonants –[- sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoarppi- [ missing letter- pa-] – surpass.  

sadiri   has the  consonants –[- sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
maer -poathar - [ missing letter- pa-] – surpass.  

sadiri   has the  consonants –[- sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  attra 
/ theera / muttra- exceedingly.    

 

šà-dub-didli: recorded on an individual tablet ('contents' + 'tablet' + 'separate, 
individual'). 

 sadubdidli  has the  consonants –[- sa-] - the-[- pa-] - the –la- and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thani  thani  aal-  individual person  ; thaniyaa-  separately  ; aal- 
person . 

sadubdidli  has the  consonants – sa-- the- pa - the –la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaakitha   yaettil / ezhuthu  palakai   -yil   pathivu  seithal   [ missing letter- 
ka-] - to record  in a book /tablet ;  kaakitham- paper ; yaedu- book  ; ezhuthu  - 
write ; palakai - board ; ezhuthu  palakai- tablet .   

sadubdidli  has the  consonants – sa-- the- pa - the –la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   seppu  takattil / pattai ya –ththil – thani  thani –yaa   pathivu  iduthal [ 
missing letter- ka-]   -to record  separately in a copper tablet  ; seppu-  copper;  
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thakadu- metal  sheet  ; pattaiyam- tablet ; pathivu idu –to record  ; thani  
thaniyae- separately . 

sadubdidli  has the  consonants – sa-- the- pa - the –la- and the  original Tamil  
word is  panai  olai  suvadiyil  / naanal  pull  madalil  / thaal - il   theetuthal   [ 
missing letter- ka-] - to write in a  palm leaf  ; panai- palm ; olai-  palam leaf  ; 
suvadi –book ; naanal- pull- reed ; madal  /thaal- paper /letter  ; theettu –write . 

sadubdidli  has the  consonants – sa-- the- pa - the –la- and the  original Tamil  
word is   aavana paduththuthal / puththaka   paduththuthal  [ missing letter- ka-]  
–to record ;  aavanam- document  ;  puththakam –book.  

 

 šà-dùg: a term for young animals ('heart' + 'sweet'). 

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  kutti- 
kid.  

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is aattu 
kutti-  kid  / young sheep  ;  aadu –goat .  

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  kedaa 
maadu- young bull.  

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is vidai-  
young  cobra.   

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  kutti 
yaanai-litle elephant .  

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thikkam- little elephant.  

sadug   has the consonants - -sa--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  ottu 
kunju – young  louse.   
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sadug   has the consonants - -sa--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is nandu  
nasukku- small children . 

sadug   has the consonants - -[-sa-]--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
mada- k -kodi- young  woman .  

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the other  interpretation of the 
word is  uvathi / yuvathi – young woman.  

sadug   has the consonants - -[-sa-]--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thankkai- younger sister.    

sadug   has the consonants - -[-sa-]--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is pin  
vanthavan [  missing  letter- pa-] –younger brother  ;  pin- later;  vanthidu – to 
come  ;  vanthavan- one who  came  .  

sadug   has the consonants - -sa--the- ka   and the other  interpretation of the 
word is  kanistan[Skt] - - younger brother.   

sadug   has the consonants - -sa--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadaichchan- youngest child.  

sadug   has the consonants - -[-sa-]--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  kadai 
kutti-  youngest child.  

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is   
kundi /  kundi-k-kaai-  heart/ liver/ kidney . 

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  nadu 
vidam – central palce ; nadu- central; idam- place . 

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaenikka- sweet . 

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the other  interpretation of the 
word is mathunkka   -sweet.  
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sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-] -the- ka   and the other  interpretation of the 
word is  dhi-v-vaya – sweet.  

sadug   has the consonants -  sa--the- ka   and the other  interpretation of the 
word is  sweet[E] . 

sadug   has the consonants -  sa--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is inippu  
suvai  konda [  missing letter- pa-]  -  sweet taste; inippu- sweet ; suvai –taste; 
konda- having . 

sadug   has the consonants -  sa--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is thaen 
suvai – honey  taste; thaen- honey  . 

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-]--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thevitta-  sweet.  

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-]--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thikatta- sweet.  

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-]--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kumatta-  sweet.  

sadug   has the consonants -  [-sa-]--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thiththikka- sweet.   

sadug   has the consonants - -sa--the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
saaththu kudi- sweet lime . 

sadug   has the consonants - -[-sa-] --the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
inippu  vaathumai [  missing letter- pa-] - sweet  almond; inippu –sweet .  

sadug   has the consonants --sa--the- ka   and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is  sukantham  - sweet fragrance.   

sadug  has the consonants --sa--the- ka   and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is   akkidam/adakam/attakam/ athi vaasam/ yaema vathi/ kayima vathi/ 
sadakoathan/ sadai  kantham/ sana kantham/ savu kanthi /- sweet flag. 
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sadug   has the consonants - -[-sa-] --the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaththakai / vaththaakku-  sweet water melon.  

sadug   has the consonants - -[-sa-] --the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thenkku- sweetness.  

sadug   has the consonants - -[-sa-] --the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaen-k-kaai  - sweet fruit.  

sadug  has the consonants --sa--the- ka   and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is  kantha podi  / vaasanai   podi -  sweet scented powder ; vaasanai- smell; 
podi- powder .   

sadug  has the consonants --sa--the- ka   and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is  in-k-kitham /  suvadu/ suvaathu / maathavam- sweetness.  

sadug   has the consonants - -[-sa-] --the- ka   and the  original Tamil  word is   
thiru  kann amuthu [ missing letter- Ra-] - sweet milk pudding . 

  

 šà-ga-dù: belt ('stomach' + nominative + 'to mould, shape'). 

stomach [E] has the consonants –[-sa-]- the -ma- [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  moadu  -stomach . 

  sagadu   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
iduppu  pattikai  [ missing  letter- pa -] – belt  ; iduppu- waist . 

sagadu   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thankka  ottiyaanam – golden waist ornament  ;  thankkam- gold . 

sagadu   has the consonants –- sa- ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is idai 
kachchu-  trousers/ pants /skirts  ; idai- waist  . 

sagadu   has the consonants –- sa- ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is idai 
thoar vaar  /  idai  kaeyiru  [ missing  letter- Ra -] –  leather  belt  ; idai- hip ;  thoar 
vaar- leather belt  ;  kayeiru = vaar ;    kayeiru  - rope  .  
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 sagadu   has the consonants –- sa- ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is vaar 
santhu  [ missing  letter- Ra -]  – belt.  

sagadu   has the consonants –- [-sa-]- ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadaththu  pattai -[ missing  letter- pa -]  conveyor belt  ; pattai- band .  

sagadu   has the consonants –- [-sa-] -ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundi-  k- kaai – stomach / heart / liver / kindney . 

sagadu   has thje consonants –- [-sa-] -ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vandi –  stomach. 

sagadu   has the consonants –- [-sa-] -ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koodu – stomach. 

sagadu   has the consonants –-sa-ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is kutchchi 
–stomach. 

 sagadu   has the consonants –- [-sa-] -ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
akadu – stomach. 

sagadu   has the consonants –- [-sa-] -ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
suvaiththu  unnuka- stomach ; suvaikka- to taste; unnuka- eat . 

sagadu   has thje consonants –- [-sa-] -ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
achchu  edukka –to mould.  

sagadu   has the consonants –- [-sa-] -ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruvaakkidu  [ missing  letter- Ra -] – create . 

 

sagadu   has the consonants –- [-sa-] -ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vadivam amaikka  -to mould /to give a shape ; vadivam- shape  ; amaikka- to set .  

sagadu   has the consonants –--sa -ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is achchu 
edukka- to  make a  mould  ;  achchu- mould . 
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sagadu   has the consonants –- [-sa-] -ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vadivam –shape.  

 sagadu   has the consonants –- [-sa-] -ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vatta  vadivam- circular shape ; vattam- circle; vadivam- shape . 

sagadu   has the consonants –- sa--ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is sevu-v-
vaka vadivam -  rectangular shape .  

 sagadu   has the consonants –-[-sa-]--ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukkoana vadivam –triangular shape ; moonu -3  ; koanam- angle; mukkoanam- 
triangle .  

sagadu   has the consonants –-[-sa-]--ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
naanku- koana vadivam – quadrangular  shape ; naanku -4 ; koanam- angle .  

sagadu   has the consonants –-[-sa-]--ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is vadi- 
shape . 

sagadu   has thje consonants –-[-sa-]--ka- the - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   maathankkam – shape . 

sagadu   has the consonants –-[-sa-]--ka- the - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   uvyakthi  -shape . 

 sagadu   has the consonants –-sa--ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
sattakam -  shape.  

sagadu   has the consonants –-sa--ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
santhakai -  a mold for  noodles / idi aappam / nothu nool  

sagadu   has the consonants –-sa--ka- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoosiyaaka – to mould away . 

 

 šà-gada-lal: linen-clad ('midst' + 'linen' + 'to drape'; cf., šà-lá-lá).  
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sagadalal   has the consonants –[--sa-]--ka- the -  la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nadu vil – midst . 

sagadalal   has the consonants –[--sa-]--ka- the -  la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is nadu veli-   –  midst of an open space  ; nadu –centre.   

sagadalal   has the consonants –[--sa-]--ka- the -  la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is thuni –yaei  azhakaaka    thonkka viduthal – to hang  the cloth nicely  ;thuni- 
cloth ;azhaku- beauty  ; thonkka –to hang . 

sagadalal   has the consonants –[--sa-]--ka- the -  la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thuni yaei  - azhuku  madippukalaka   ozhunku   seithal   [ missing  letter- pa-] -
drape;   thuni –cloth  ; azhaku –beautiful ;  madippu –fold ;  seithidu  –do  . 

 sagadalal   has the consonants –[--sa-]--ka- the -  la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  madippu thon-k-kal-kal [ missing  letter- pa-] –draperies . 

sagadalal   has the consonants –[--sa-]--ka- the -  la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thonkkal  oppanai   [  missing  letter- pa-]  drapery; oppanai- beautification  . 

sagadalal   has the consonants –[--sa-]--ka- the -  la- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thuni  vakaikal  – kinds of cloth  ; thuni –cloth ; vakai- kind . 

sagadalal   has the consonants –-sa--ka- the -  la- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sanal  nool  pudavai [  missing  letter- pa-]  - linen cloth . 

 

šà-gal: food, fodder, sustenance ('stomach' + 'enlarge').  

sagal   has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  koozh – 
food / liquid food. 

sagal   has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aviyal –  
cooked  food . 

sagal   has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aduku  
valam  [  missing letter- the-] – food . 
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sagal   has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is unankkal- 
dried food.  

sagal   has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is puzhukku [  
missing letter- pa-]  – well boiled  food.  

sagal   has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is malikai- 
grocery; malkai samaan . 

sagal   has he consonants –-sa- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is selavu  
vaankal- to buy  provision ;  selavu – provision;  vaankkal-  buying .  

sagal   has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaal nadai  
theevanam  [ missing letter- the-]  –fodder . 

sagal   has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is vilanku  
unavu-   animal food.  

sagal has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is uvalam- 
boiled rice  . 

sagal has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is kavalam – 
mouthful [ food for elephants ]  . 

sagal has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is kudal [ 
missing letter- the-]  - intestine.    

sagal has he consonants –[-sa-]- ka-la -and the  original Tamil  word is vilakku- 
enlarge .  

 

šà-gi-na: true heart; one's nature ('heart' + 'to be firm, true' + nominative).  

sagina has the consonants – [-sa--]-  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
unmaiyaana akam- tru heart ; unmai –true; akam – heart .  

sagina has the consonants – [-sa--]-  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunam- nature.   
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sagina has the consonants – [-sa--]-  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
unmaiyaaka – true . 

sagina has the consonants – [-sa--]-  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanam  -firmness.  

sagina has the consonants – [-sa--]-  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  kan- 
firmness. 

sagina has the consonants – sa- ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  sikkenavu- 
firmness.   

sagina has the consonants – sa- ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  asaivu  
inmai- firm / not moving . 

sagina has the consonants – sa- ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
asankaamai- firmness.  

sagina has the consonants – [-sa--]-  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanmai- firmness.  

sagina has the consonants – [-sa--]-  ka- an -and the  original Tamil  word is  vanpu 
[ missing  letter- pa-] –firmness.  

 

šà-gi8[IGI]-guru6/7: a voluntary offering ('heart' + 'eyes' + 'to shine, be bright; 
grain heap').  

sagiguru  has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vayeiru – heart/ stomach . 

sagiguru has the consonants – -[-sa-]--ka -Ra –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  erikam- heart  . 

sagiguru  has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
unarvu  -soul /feel /sensation . 
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sagiguru  has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is arivu 
– soul / intelligence . 

sagiguru  has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is uravi  
-soul.  

sagiguru  has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
manam   uvanthu  kodai  tharuka [  missing  letter- the -] -to offer voluntarily; 
manam- mind; uvanthau-willingly  ; kodai- gift; tharuka- give  . 

sagiguru  has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is ner 
kuviyar/ arisi kuviyar - rice heap ; ner- paddy ; arisi –rice ; kuviyar- heap  . 

sagiguru  has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is thinai 
/ thaaniya / thivasa  kuviyar [  missing  letter- the-]-grain heap ; thinai- millet; 
thaaniyam- grain .  

sagiguru  has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
paarvai [  missing  letter- pa-] -  eye /eye sight; kann- eye; paarvai- vision.  

sagiguru  has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is karun 
–k-kann/ kannura – evil  eye.  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
neruppu /eri  -kann  [  missing letter- pa-] – evil  eye  ; neruppu –fire; eri- fire .  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
poonjar- kann [  missing letter- pa-] - dim eyes.  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is paru 
vanikai -[  missing letter- pa-]-  an eye disease.  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
puruvam  [  missing letter- pa-]-  eye brow ; puruvam- brow .  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
purai [  missing letter- pa-]- cataract ; kann –eye . 
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sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuruttu  kann [  missing letter- the -]  - blind eyes; kurudu- blind .  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is kann  
niram- eye color; niram –ray/ color .  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is karu 
mani- pupil ; karu- black; mani –jem . 

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is maaru  
kann- squint .  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is arai 
kaan-   eye half opened /  half blind  ; arai- half .  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is kanna 
-raavi –eye sore.  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is virai 
noakku- eye shot.  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is arivu  
kann-  intelligence. 

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
mayir- eye lashes; mayir- hair .  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
oliruka [ missing  letter- la-] - shine.  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is oli  
veesukira  [ missing  letter- la-] –shining with light ;oli- light  . 

sagiguru has the consonants – -sa--ka -Ra –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  pirakaasam[Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-]- bright. 

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pirakkam [  missing letter- pa-]-  bright. 
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sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pirankku/ pirankkar  [  missing letter- pa-]-  – shine.  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is pukar 
[  missing letter- pa-]- bright . 

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kiranam- bright.  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurumai [  missing letter- pa-]- bright. 

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is nikar -    
bright . 

 sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  varunam     -bright.  

 sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  veeriyam -bright . 

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is arivu  
koormai- intelligent/ bright  ; arivu- intelligence ; koormai –sharpness .  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
meruku- shine.  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
niramai   erukka- to shine with bright colors  ; niram- ray/ color .  

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
verippu [  missing letter- pa-]- –dazzle. 

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is kann  
koosa seithar [ missing letter-the -] - dazzling . 

sagiguru has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
thirai  mooduthar [ missing letter-the -] – dazzling. 
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šà-gig-ga: an aching heart ('heart' + 'to be sick, painful' + nominative). 

sagigga  has the consonants – sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  nenju  
noavu -  chest  pain ; nenju –chest; noavu –pain /disease . 

 sagigga  has the consonants – sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  nenjakam- 
chest ; nenju –chest ; akam- organ . 

sagigga  has the consonants – sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  nejaka noaei 
–chest  disease; noaei –disease .  

sagigga  has the consonants –[- sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  akam- 
heart /soul. 

sagigga  has the consonants – sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  nenju 
vaethanai / kuththu/ kudaivu  [ missing  letter- the -] -  chest  pain; vaethanai- 
pain  . 

sagigga  has the consonants –[- sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kundi-k-
kaai  / nenju koondu kaai [ missing  letter- the -] -  heart ; nenju- chest; koodu- 
cage; kaai –heart / testis/ unripe fruit / liver /kidney  .  

sagigga  has the consonants – -sa- ka - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
sick [E] . 

sagigga  has the consonants – sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kakku- get  
sick. 

 sagigga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  noavu-  
sickness.  

 sagigga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  naivu – 
disease. 

sagigga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  pun kann 
[   missing letter- pa-] - disease.  
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sagigga  has the consonants – -sa- ka - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
a-sukam[Skt]/ kunam inmai  – sickness ;  sukam [Skt]  / kunam  - healthy .  

sagigga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
inaankku-  pain.  

sagigga  has the consonants  -sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kasivu- pain . 

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  noaka- 
painful. 

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kuththa/ 
kudaiya  [ missing  letter- the -] - painful . 

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  anankku 
– disease/pain.  

sagigga  has the consonants – -sa- ka - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
sukaveenam- sickness. 

sagigga  has the consonants – -sa- ka - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
a –sowkkiyam[Skt] - illness ;  sowkkiyam – healthy .  

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  anukkam- 
infantile sickness/pain.  

sagigga  has the consonants  --sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  masakkai-  
morning sickness.  

sagigga  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- ka - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   aathankam [ missing  letter- the -] – sickness.  

sagigga  has the consonants  --sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kumatta [ 
missing  letter- the -] – sickness. 

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaethanai  
/  vaethu/ vaethai / vaethanam -   pain . 
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sagigga  has the consonants –-sa-- ka - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
viyaathi / visaathi [ missing  letter- the -] -sickness.  

sagigga  has the consonants – -sa- ka - and the other interpretation  of the word is   
thaeka [ Skt] sukam inmai [ missing  letter- the -]  -un well; thaekam /kattai  body; 
sukam- health ; inmai –nil  . 

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
noakkaadu [ missing  letter- the -] - disease.  

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thoththu 
noavu  [ missing  letter- the -] - infectious  disease  ; thoththu- contagion .  

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thaediya 
noavu -[ missing  letter- the -] -  acquired disease  ; thaediya –sought .  

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  ven-
noakaadu -[ missing  letter- the -] – false labour pain . 

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
koanankki  ammai  -  an illness in which  the limbs are contracted ; ammai –pox.  

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  ponnukku 
veenkki  [misssing  letter- pa-] -  mumps/ metaphor ; pon-  gold; veekkam- 
swelling  .  

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is isivu- 
labour pains/ epilepsy.  

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is mana 
noavu – mental  illness; manam-  mind . 

sagigga  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kaann  
noaei- eye disease; kann- eye  . 

sagigga  has the consonants  --sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is sevi  noavu – 
ear  disease/ pain ;  sevi –ear  . 
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sagigga  has the consonants – [--sa-]- ka - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   maeka noaei- venereal disease.  

 

 šà-šè...gíd: to bear in mind ('heart' + 'concerning' + 'to measure').  

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ennaththir  kondidu /  karuththir kondu /  manathir  kondidu / nenjir kondidu [ 
missing letter-Ra-] – to bear in mind ;ennam –thought ; kondidu- have ; 
karuthhtu- idea ; manam- mind; nenju  –chest / heart  .  

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundi / kundikkai  - heart / kidney / liver.  

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
naduvidam – chest; nadu –centre ; idam- place . 

 aasegid   has the consonants – -sa-- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nenjaam –k-koodu –chest /breast plate ; nenju –chest; koodu- cage . 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nenju  pakuthi  [ missing letter- pa-] – chest area ; pakuthi- part . 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanakkidu – to measure. 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thokai  kaanu-  measure ;  thokai –amount/ total ; kaanu –see . 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
madankku  / madankku  enn - measure  

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
naaduka- measure.  

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is edai  
iduka- to weigh; edai –weight . 
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aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mukanthidu – measure. 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thadi  poaduka [ missing letter- pa-]-  meaure ground ; thadi- stick .  

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
naadakam- measured dance.  

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aadakam- four meaures . 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is adi 
kanakku – foot measuremet  ; adi –foot ; kanakku- calculation .  

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
thittam-  estimate  by  weighing  a thing  in the hand ; kai- hand . 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  avathi – measurement . 

 aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
alaveedu [ missing  leter- la-]- measurement ; alavu  edu –to measure ; 
alanthiduka  -to measure . 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pankkeedu [ missing letter- pa-]-  measures.  

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nadavadikkai- measure.  

aasegid   has the consonants – sa-- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sikkana nadavadikkai-   austerity  measure / cost cutting  measure . 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mun   muduku  vennpaa [ missing  letter- pa-] -  having a quick measure  in the  
first two feet  / a  corn measure . 
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aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thudakku- concern. 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vidaiyam-  concern . 

aasegid   has the consonants – -sa - ka –the- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  akkusu kaattu-  to be concerned . 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavanam  kondidu-  to have concern; kavanam- attaention/ care  . 

aasegid   has the consonants – -sa - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is sevidu 
– fluid volume measurement. 

aasegid   has the consonants – -sa - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is sittikai 
–a measurement/ grain volume . 

aasegid   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is pa- 
na vedai  [missing  letter- pa-] – gold measurement; edai- weight ; pon- gold  . 

 

šà(-ge)...guru7: all that one wants ('heart, stomach' ( + 'to the') + 'a large silo'). 

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayeiru [ centre/ vairam] - stomach  /heart.  

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -Ra – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  erekam  -  heart.  

sageguru  has the consonants – sa- -ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  mara  
vairam/ saeku vairam- heart  wood  . 

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa-]- -ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
aravu- broken hearted.  

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa-]- -ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kann araiyan- / vayiri-  hard hearted person.  
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sageguru  has the consonants – sa--ka -Ra – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  akkira maamisam- heart ;  maamisam- flesh . 

sageguru  has the consonants  sa -ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is nenju  
kari – chest  meat  ; kari- meat; nenju –chest  . 

sageguru  has the consonants –sa- -ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
sankkai  arukka -  to rip out the heart; sankku- conch  shell / heart   . 

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
uravu  /arivu- soul.    

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
unarvu –  feel / soul.  

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
oruvarin  niraivaeraa   viruppam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  one’s  unfulfilled desire;  
virumpukai  ; oruvar- one person ; niraivaeraa- unfulfilled  ;  nirai vaeriya-  fulfilled 
; viruppam- desire .  

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaekkaravu- desire.   

sageguru  has the consonants – sa- ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaesarvu-  desire.  

sageguru  has the consonants – sa- ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kavarchchi- desire. /attraction    

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aarvam- desire.  

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is anu raagam[Skt]  - love/ desire.  

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
miku viruppam [ missing  letter- pa-]-  excessive desire ;miku –excess  ; viruppam- 
desire .  
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sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
uravu- desire.    

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kaamar / karanam – desire. 

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
koarikkai- desire  /request .  

 sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
purivu [  missing  letter- pa-] - desire.  

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is pira 
vinai  [  missing  letter- pa-] – sexual desire.   

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kurai nirai-  wants .  

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mana kurai- wants/ needs ; manam- mind ; kurai- want /complaint   . 

sageguru  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
maer karmam-  needs. 

sageguru  has the consonants – sa -ka -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  ner 
kalanjiyam [  missing  letter- la-] – storage place for rice paddy  ; ner- paddy . 

 

 šà-gál: what is in one's heart, i.e., the heart's desire ('heart' + 'to dwell').  

sagal  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is ulla 
kidakkai [ missing letter- the-] – in one’s heart ; ullam- soul . 

sagal  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is mana  
aaval   /aka aaval –   heart’s  desire ; manam-mind ; aaval- desire .  

sagal  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is ennam 
kolla  - mental desire  ;  ennam- thought / thinking /desire . 
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sagal  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is vaazhu- 
dwell . 

sagal  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is ullakam 
heart ; ull- inside; akam- oragn .  

sagal  has the consonants-- sa--ka -la -and the  original Tamil  word is nenjaan-k- 
kulai- heart ; maka vilayam ; nenju- chest; kulai- bunch . 

 

šà-gar: hunger ('stomach' + 'to deposit', cf., šagar).  

sagar   has thre consonants  -[ -sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayeiru  -  stomach . 

sagar   has thre consonants  -[ -sa-]- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   vayiru  
kaaya / vayiru visarkka – hungry ; kaaya- hot /dry  . 

 

šà-gar...tuku: to be hungry ('hunger' + 'to have'). 

sagartuku   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   vayeiru  kaaikindrathu – hungry ; vayeiru- stomach  . 

sagartuku   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   vayeiru / kumbi  pasikindrathu [ missing letter- pa-] –– hungry; kumpi –
stoamch; pasikka- to feel hungry  . 

sagartuku   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka- Ra - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   vayeiru  eraikindrathu – hungry ;  eriya- burning . 

sagartuku   has the consonants –sa- ka- Ra - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vayeiru  kaaichchar  kondida - hungry   ; kaaichchar-hot / fever  . 

sagartuku   has the consonants –sa- ka- Ra - the - ka -and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  vayeiru visarkkindrathu-   hungry ; visakka 
[Malayalam] - hungry . 
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sagartuku   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is    kai-yir  kondiru / kai-yir  yaenthuka-  to have ;  kai- arm / hand; kondu 
eru- keep ; yaenthu- hold   . 

sagartuku   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaettru kondiduka  - to have; yaerkka- to accept  . 

 

 šà...hug: to pacify; to calm down the heart ('heart' + 'to rest').  

sahug   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  thanikka [ 
missing letter- the -] - to pacify . 

sahug   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   ithaya-
ththukku  amaithi  kodukka /  amaithi  uoottuka /  ithaya-ththai  thanikka [ missing 
letter- the -]- to calm down the heart ;  ithayam- heart  ;amaithi- peace; kodukka- 
to  give  .  

sahug   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  thadavi 
kodukka [ missing letter- the -]-  to pacify . 

sahug   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   oaivu 
edukka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-  to take rest; oaivu –rest .  

sahug   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  thankku [ 
missing letter- the -]-   to take  rest/stay . 

sahug   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   kidakka [ 
missing letter- the -]-  to take  rest /sleep . 

 sahug   has the consonants- sa--ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  mudi  saaika 
/ madi  saaika [ missing letter- the -]- to take  rest /sleep; mudi- head; saaika- to 
repose  . 

sahug   has the consonants- sa--ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  saavadi / 
saaikai [ missing letter- the -]-  rest house.   
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sahug   has the consonants- [ -sa-] --ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
othukkam [ missing letter- the -]- rest house.    

sahug   has the consonants- [ -sa-] --ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  oaivu 
viduthi [ missing letter- the -]- rest house.    

sahug   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  akam -  
soul / heart .   

sahug   has the consonants- sa-ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is nenjakam -  
heart/ chest  ; nenju –chest ; akam-  organ /heart  /ego   . 

sahug   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  kundi-k-
kaai [ missing letter- the -]-  heart.  

sahug   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  nadu -
vidam [ missing letter- the -]-   heart; nadu- middle; idam- place .  

sahug   has the consonants- sa-ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is kan nenju -  
stony  heart ;   kan- stone ; nenju- chest .  

sahug   has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is uookkam-  
heart.  

take rest  [E] has the consonants-  the  -ka –Ra- [- sa-] - the - and the  original 
Tamil  word is thakai aaridu / oaivu  eduththiduthar– take rest; oaivu -rest . 

 to pacify [E]  has the consonants-   the-  pa-  [-sa-]-  [-pa -] –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is amaithi paduththu - to pacify. 

to pacify [E]  has the consonants-   the-  pa-  sa-  [-pa -] –  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  saantha paduththu - to pacify. 

 to pacify [E]  has the consonants-   the-  pa-  sa-  [-pa -] –  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  samathaana   paduththu - to pacify. 

to pacify [E]  has the consonants-   the-  pa-  [-sa-]-  [-pa -] –  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   manathai thaniththidu-   to pacify ; manam- mind . 
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šà-hul...dím: to grieve ('heart' + 'evil' + 'to make').  

sahul dim  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –ka- la – the -ma   and the  original Tamil  
word is   manathu  mikuntha  kavalai  kolla – grieving  heart / sadness ; mikuntha- 
excess; manam- mind; kavalai –worry  ; kolla- to have . 

sahul dim  has the consonants-  sa –ka- la – the -ma   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   soakam  kolluthal   -to grieve  ; soakam- sad mood . 

sahul dim  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –ka- la – the -ma   and the  original Tamil  
word is   manam  koththithal – to grieve / boiling  mind ; kothikka- to boil .  

sahul dim  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –ka- la – the -ma   and the  original Tamil  
word is   manam  kalankkuthal  -to grieve; kalakkam –worry /anxiety  . 

sahul dim  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –ka- la – the -ma   and the  original Tamil  
word is   manam pukaithal  [ missing letter- pa-] –to grieve.  

sahul dim  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –ka- la – the -ma   and the  original Tamil  
word is  manam thukkam / kaetham / vaethanai  kolluthal - to grieve ;  kaetham- 
grief; manam- mind ; vaethanai –pain .  

sahul dim  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –ka- la – the -ma   and the  original Tamil  
word is  thukkam  kaaththal   -to observe  mourning ; thukkam- grief .  

sahul dim  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –ka- la – the -ma   and the  original Tamil  
word is   ezhavu / izhavu  uduppu   [azhukku  aadai ] [ vannam  illaatha aadai ] [ 
veluththa aadai ]  udukka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] –to wear  mourning 
dress; ezhavu –wail ; uduppu- dress  ; azhukku- dirt  ; aadai- clothe ; vannam –
color; illai- nil ;  veluththa- washed  /  bleached  /white ; udukka- to wear  . 

sahul dim  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –ka- la – the -ma   and the  original Tamil  
word is  manam  thaanka - vonna  vaethanai  kolluthal - to grieve / intolerable 
sadness  ;  thaankku –to tolerate /bear ; thaankka  onna- ca not tolerate/ 
unbearable; vaethanai –pain  ; kollu –to have . 
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sahul dim  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –ka- la – the -ma   and the  original Tamil  
word is   mikuntha  kayan-th -thalai  -  grief; mikuntha – excess .  

sahul dim  has the consonants-  sa- –ka- la – the -ma   and the  original Tamil  
word is   manam  sanjalam  kolluthal  - grief.  

sahul dim  has the consonants- [- sa-] - –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    vekkaalam  kolluthal  -to grieve . 

sahul dim  has the consonants- [- sa-] - –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  ninaiththu  ninaiththu   azhuthu  pulampa  vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-] 
–lament; ninaikka- remember  ; azhuka-wail . 

sahul dim  has the consonants- [- sa-] -–ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   koa koa-vena  koovi  kaththuthal / uoolai iduthal  vaendum – lament; 
kaththu- shout ; uoolai- howl  . 

sahul dim  has the consonants- [- sa-] -–ka- la – the -ma -  and the  other 
interpretaioon of the word is  avalikka  vaendum / viyakulam kolluthal  - to wail  ; 
avalikka- to wail . 

sahul dim  has the consonants- [- sa-] -–ka- la – the –ma-   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   anka -laaikka   vaendum – lament . 

sahul dim  has the consonants-  sa-–ka- la – the -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   ezhavu  veettil  kaetkkum  azhu  vili poosal [ missing letter- pa-]  - loud  
lamentation heard from the mourning  house ;  ezhavu –wail ;  veedu- house ; 
kaetka- to hear  ;azhu –weep  ; vili  - noise  .  

sahul dim  has the consonants- [- sa-] - –ka- la – the –ma-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   thalai   erakkam  kolluthal  [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - hanging  down’s one’s  
head; thalai- head; erakkam- fall .  

sahul dim  has the consonants- [- sa-] - –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   azhauka  vaendum  - to weep  ;   azhuka- wail  /weep  . 

sahul dim  has the consonants- [- sa-] - –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   izhavu  vaikka  vaendum – to mourn ; izhavu –wail ; vaikka- keep . 
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sahul dim  has the consonants-  sa –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   manitha  nenjaan-k-kulai – human  heart  ; manithan- human/ man ; 
nenju-  chest ;  kulai  bunch  . 

sahul dim  has the consonants-  sa –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is theenku seithiduthal vaendum –to do  evil  things ; theenkku-  evil / bad .  

sahul dim  has the consonants-  [-sa-]  –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  theemai vilaiviththal  vaendum   - to do  evil  things  ; theemai- evil / bad ; 
vilaiviththal- produce  . 

sahul dim  has the consonants-  sa –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   keduthal  seithiduthal vaendum - to do  evil  things ; keduthal- evil  ;  
seithidu- do  . 

sahul dim  has the consonants-  sa –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   allal undaakkida vaendum -  to do  evil  things  ; allal- trouble; undaakku 
–make  . 

 sahul dim  has the consonants-  sa –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pollaankku seithiduthal  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] - to do  evil  
things; pollaankku –evil  act  ;  seithidu –do   . 

sahul dim  has the consonants-  sa –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   inaankku  seithiduthal  vaendum -to do  evil  things ; inaankku- evil act  . 

sahul dim  has the consonants-  sa –ka- la – the -ma  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   aakkuthal  vaendum – to make ;  aakku –make . 

sahul dim  has the consonants-  sa –ka- la – the -ma -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   seithidal  vaendum -to make; seithidu- do .  

 

šà-hul-gig: hatred ('heart' + 'evil' + 'to be sick, painful') 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nenjaan-k-kulai -  heart  ; nenju –chest ; kulai- bunch/ heart .  
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sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ekazhuka- - hate.  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ullam  kaaichchal kolluka-  hatredness.   

sahulgig   has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ullam puzhukkam  kolluka [ missing letter- pa-]- long cherished hatredness; ullam- 
soul .  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
manam  vanmam kolluka- hatredness   ; manam- mind; vanmam- enmity . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakai kolluka  -to have enmity ; pakai –enmity ;  kolla- to have . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vekuli  kolluka- to have hatredness. 

sahulgig   has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pazha-k- kaala pakamai [ missing letter- pa-]-old enmity ; pazhaiya - palio/ old  ; 
kaalam –time ; pakai –enmity  . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaazhppu  kolla [ missing letter- pa-]- to have hatredness; kalaippu –tiredness; 
kolla- to have . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pollaanku  seyal seika /azhivu  seyal seika  [ missing letter- pa-]--  to do evil  act; 
pollaankku –evil ;  seyal –act ; seika –to do ; azhikka- to spoil    . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nachchu  kankal – evil  eyes ; nanju –poison .  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vinai  soozhuka - to do evil  act ; vinai –action . 
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sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
izhivu  kolla- become tainted. 

sahulgig   has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
izhukku – vice. 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   vippilavam [  missing letter- pa-] – evil portent. 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
allal kolluka – to suffer ;  allal- suffering ; kolla- to have .  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kolli  kankal – evil  eye  ; kann –eye  .  

sahulgig   has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
aavikal  - evil  spirits . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukkam inmai- wicked/ immoral  ; inmai- nil ; ozhukkam- good  behavior .  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhivu  kaalam- evil  time ;  azhiya –ruin /spoil  ; kaalam- time .  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ulaikka- to hate.  

sahulgig   has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhunkkal- disease.  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
avalam kolla- - diseased/ painful  ; avalam-  pain ; kolla- to have .  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pain-k-koozh [ missing letter- pa-]  -disease.  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
naslaai - il   veezhka  - to fall sick  ; veezha- to fall .  
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sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
valikka- painful . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nakazhvu- pain. 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mezhivu  kolla- to have pain / become sick; meliya- to become lean  . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is mei  
ilaikka-  to become ill/ loss of weight  ; ilaikka- to become lean ; mei- body . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kilaesam kolla-  to have pain . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaekkaalam- pain . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is isivu  
kolla-   to have labour pains ; isivu –pain; kola- to have .  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mei valikka- body  pain ; mei- body / soma . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mael  valikka- body  pain. 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nenju valikka- to have chest pain ; nenju –chest ; vali- pain . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai valikka- hand pain ;  kai- arm .  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaal valikka-  leg pain ;  kaal- leg . 

 sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ullam valikka- mental pain ; ullam –soul  ; vali –pain  . 
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sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vali neekki- pain killer ;  neekku –to remove .  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kann  valikka  -eye  pain; kann- eye . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is sevi 
valikka- ear  pain ;  sevi –ear . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pal valikka- dental pain ; pal- tooth . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  -[- sa-]- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumpi  valikka  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - stomach  pain; kumpi –stoamch  . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is allai 
valaikka- pain in the rib sides; allai- rib .  

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ukkalai  valikka- hip  pain ; ukkal- hip . 

sahulgig   has the consonants  - sa- ka- la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
uchchi  valikka-  head ache ; uchchi –top . 

 

šà-húl-la: delight ('heart' + 'to rejoice' + nominative).  

sahulla has the consonants– -sa--ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
makizhchchi- delight . 

 sahulla has the consonants– -[-sa-]--ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
makizhchchi   inmai- unhappy  [antonym]  ; inmai- nil . 

sahulla has the consonants– -[-sa-]--ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  kavalai 
–sadness [antonym] . 

sahulla has the consonants– -[-sa-]--ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalakkam –sadness/ anxiety [antonym] . 
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sahulla has the consonants– -[-sa-]--ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhavu  
-worry  /wail . 

sahulla has the consonants– -sa--ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  mana 
makizhchchi – mental happiness; manam- mind .  

sahulla has the consonants– -sa--ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  akam  
makizhu  -delight  ;  akam- soul . 

sahulla has the consonants– -sa--ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhi 
makizhvu – ecstasy . 

sahulla has the consonants– -sa--ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  ukalam – 
delight, 

sahulla has the consonants– -sa--ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  ulla 
kalippu [ missing letter- pa-] – delightness; ullam- soul .  

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  akam 
kalippu [  missing  letter- pa-]-mental happiness ;  akam- heart . 

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
ekkalippu[  missing  letter- pa-] - glee. 

 sahulla has the consonants  -sa--ka -la –and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  kusaal- joy.  

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  kulaa- 
joy.  

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  kali- -  
rejoice.  

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  Kalippu 
[  missing  letter- pa-] - joy. 

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
pulakam  [  missing  letter- pa-]  -joy . 
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sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  polivai-
[  missing  letter- pa-]  - glee . 

 sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is nakal – 
gladness.  

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is  nala 
vaazhvu- happiness;   nalla- good; vaazhvu- life .  

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
valamai- happiness/ abundance /fertility .  

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka -la –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kaliyaanam[Skt] - happiness. 

sahulla has the consonants – sa--ka -la –and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  ullaasmaka  -  happily.  

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is koal- 
enjoyment . 

 sahulla has the consonants – -sa--ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vizhaichchi- enjoyment.  

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaelikkai-  amusement.  

sahulla has the consonants – sa--ka -la –and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  savaiyal- amusement.  

 sahulla has the consonants – sa--ka -la –and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  vila sanam- amusement . 

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is ilai 
killa-  an amusement  of women.  

sahulla has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is pukal / 
pukazha [ missing letter- pa-] -rejoice . 
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sahulla has the consonants – sa--ka -la –and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  silaakkikka [Skt] -  to rejoice . 

sahulla has the consonants - sa -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is nenjaan -k-
-kulai-  heart ; nenju- chest; kulai- bunch .  

sahulla has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka -la –and the  original Tamil  word is   
ullakam- heart;   ull- in ; akam- heart .  

sahulla has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka -la –and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  maha vilayam[Skt]  – heart.  

 

šà-húl-la...dirig: to be overflowing with joy ('delight' + 'to exceed'). 

sahulladirig  has the consonants – sa-  ka- la - the – Ra- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   ponkki  vazhikindra kalippu / uvakai / makizhchchi / inpam / aka 
malarchchi   /senthalirppu / kusaal  / kelippu / urchchaakam [ missing letter- pa-] 
– overflowing  joy;  ponkka- raise  ; vazhiya-  flow  ;  kalippu- happiness ; uvakai- 
happy ; inpam- joy ; akam- soul ; makizhchchi- happiness  .  

 sahulladirig  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka- la - the – Ra- ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   akam makizhuruthal – delight; akam- soul .   

sahulladirig  has the consonants –-sa -  ka- la - the – Ra- ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   makizhchchi  mikuthar  – delight  ; mikka- excess  . 

sahulladirig  has the consonants –-[-sa-]  -  ka- la - the – Ra- ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   konda  ilakkai  meeriduka   - to exceed the  target ;  elakku –goal; 
meera- to exceed  . 

sahulladirig  has the consonants –-[-sa-]  -  ka- la - the – Ra- ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kai meeri  poakuthal [ missing letter- pa-] –  -exceed; kai- hand; 
meera- exceed /surpass  .  
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sahulladirig  has the consonants –-sa- -  ka- la - the – Ra- ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   alavu  / ellai  kadanthu  sellukindrathu–  -exceeding  the bounds ; 
alavu- measurement  ; ellai- limit  / border ; kadakka- to surpass  ; sellu –go  .  

sahulladirig  has the consonants –-[-sa-]  -  ka- la - the – Ra- ka  -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   varampu  kadanthu  poakindrathu  [ missing letter- pa-] -
exceeding  the bounds  ; varampu –limit/ border  ; kadakka- to surpass . 

 

 šà-íb-ba(-/ak/): anger ('midst' + 'loins' + genitive). 

saiibbaak   has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  pa-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kopam  -anger;  koavam .  

saiibbaak   has the consonants  -sa  [-pa-] -  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aa-vaesam- anger /aggression .   

saiibbaak   has the consonants  -[- sa-]   [-pa-] -  ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  munivu / munaivu  - anger.  

saiibbaak   has the consonants  - sa-  [-pa-] -  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
venjam -  anger. 

saiibbaak   has the consonants  - sa-  [-pa-] -  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
ven- j-inam-  extreme anger ;  sinam –anger .  

saiibbaak   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -  [-pa-] -  ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    vemmai –anger.  

saiibbaak   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -  [-pa-] -  ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaekam- anger.  

saiibbaak   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -  [-pa-] -  ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kaaya  vaekam- anger.  

saiibbaak   has the consonants  - sa-  pa-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
muka  saaippu-   anger.  
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saiibbaak   has the consonants  - sa-  [ -pa-]   ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sekkam- anger .   

saiibbaak   has the consonants  - sa- -pa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
sivappu  -anger ;  sivappau –red .    

saiibbaak   has the consonants  - [- sa-] -  pa--  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
pukaiya  -anger/ smoke .   

saiibbaak   has the consonants  - sa-  [ -pa-] --  ka – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  nichchu  vasanam – anger.  

saiibbaak   has the consonants  - [- sa-] -  -pa-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kadi  / iduppu  paakam / kundi  pakuthi –[ missing letter- the-] -  loin; kadi- waist; 
pakuthi –area ; pakkam –side   . 

saiibbaak   has the consonants  - sa-  [ -pa-]-   ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kachchai -  loin cloth . 

saiibbaak   has the consonants  - [- sa-] -  [ -pa-] -  ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  koa  -vanam-  loin cloth. 

saiibbaak   has the consonants  - [- sa-] -  -pa---  ka – and the  other interpretation  
of the word is kow beenam- loin cloth.  

saiibbaak   has the consonants  - [- sa-] -  [ -pa-]-   ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   naduvae [ missing letter- the-] – midst . 

 

 šà-ka-tab: hunger ('stomach' + 'mouth' + 'to tremble; to make haste'). 

sakatab  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -the  -[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is akadu -  stomach . 

sakatab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka -the  -pa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kumpi  kaainthida – hungry ; kumpi –stomach; kaaya- hungry / hot /dry .  
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sakatab  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -the  -[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is kaditham/ kadithu - swift.  

sakatab  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -the -pa-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is vithuppu  - haste.  

sakatab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka -the  -pa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudu kudupu / kudu  kudunnu – haste.  

sakatab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka -the [- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaevai- swift.   

sakatab  has the consonants- sa- ka -the [- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
visai kondu – make haste.  

sakatab  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka -the [- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  muduku / mudukki viduka  - make hasten . 

sakatab  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka -the [- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   midu midukka- hasten.  

sakatab  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka -the [- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kadu-mudukku - hastening.  

sakatab  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka -the [- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kaduka / kadukkena – hastily.  

sakatab  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -the -pa-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kiththa- hastily.  

sakatab  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -the -pa-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kampitham – trembling.  

sakatab  has the consonants- [- sa-]- ka -the  -[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nadu  nadunka/ kidu  kidunka  – tremble ;  nadukkam / nadunkukai .   

sakatab  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -the  -pa -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pathai pathaikka- tremble . 
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sakatab  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -the  -pa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uthaippu  edukka- trembling.     

sakatab  has the consonants--sa- ka -the  [- pa -]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nenju  thudi thudikka  - palpitation ; nenju –chest ;  thudikka –to throb .  

sakatab  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka -the  -[- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  muka  koattam- mouth . 

 

šà-ki-ága: a loving heart ('heart' + 'to love' + nominative). 

sakiaga  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  akam  
/aakam -  heart . 

sakiaga   has the consonants  - sa-- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nenjakam-  
chest ; nenju –chest ;  akam- heart /  internal  organ .   

sakiaga   has the consonants  - sa-- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kasanai – 
love.  

sakiaga   has the consonants  - sa-- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is 
snaekam – love   .  

sakiaga   has the consonants  - [- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanivu 
– love  . 

sakiaga   has the consonants  - [- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaamam-  love.  

sakiaga   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -- ka -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  moakam – love. 

sakiaga   has the consonants  - sa-- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sankam- love.  

sakiaga   has the consonants  - [- sa-] -- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vankanam – love . 
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sakiaga   has the consonants  - sa-- ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is   
visu vasikka- love.  

 sakiaga   has the consonants  -  sa--- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   vasiyam -   
devoted love.  

sakiaga   has the consonants  -  sa--- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  paasanku 
[  missing letter- pa-] -  cup board  love .    

sakiaga   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is akam-   
love  theme.  

sakiaga   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaamukan  / kaamini – lover ;  Sivan and  Sivakaami .  

 sakiaga   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -- ka -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   mokanan [Skt] -  lover.  

sakiaga   has the consonants  - [- sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaama  
noaei- love sickness ;   kaamam – love ; noaei- sickness .  

 

 šà(-ge)...kúr/kár: to change one's mind ('heart, will, mood' + ergative agent 
marker + 'to change').  

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
manam maaruka- to change one’s mind  ; manam- mind; maaruka- to change .  

sagekur  has the consonants –sa- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  oru  
mansaai  erukka – to have a steady  mind ; oru  -one; manasu –mind  ; erukka- to 
be .  

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  orae 
ennamaai  erukka- to have a steady  mind ;  orae-  single  ; ennam- thought .    

sagekur  has the consonants –sa- ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  sankarppam [ missing letter- pa-] – will. 
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sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  ikthiyaar [  missing letter- the-]-  will.   

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is   orae karuththaai  erukka  [  missing letter- the-]- sticking on to  one’s idea 
;  orae- onely one/ single / similar ; karuththu- idea .  

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurippu [  missing letter- pa-]- will . 

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thiru  
kurippu [  missing letters- pa-  and - the -]- god’s will  ; thiru –holy ;  kurippu - 
notes . 

sagekur  has the consonants –sa- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sen-k-   
kuruthi pai [  missing letters- pa- and - the -]-blood bag  ;  sivappu –red;  kuruthi- 
blood; pai- bag .  

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is erikam- heart.   

sagekur  has the consonants –-sa- ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is akkira  maamisam – heart  ;  maamisam [Skt] /uoon  - flesh .  

sagekur  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is   hiruthaiya [Skt] [missing letter- the -]  - heart . 

sagekur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  cardia [Latin] [missing letter- the -] - heart.  

sagekur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  heart[E] .  

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is arivu- 
soul.  

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
unarvu- soul/ feel / sensation . 
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sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uraivi-  
soul.  

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aka 
uyir- indwelling soul ;  akam- inner/ heart ; uyir- life .  

sagekur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  ar -vaagh- soul.  

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vayeiru- / stomach/ heart.  

 sagekur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  saeththira kinghan-[ missing letter- the -]-  soul  as  knowledge of the 
body.  

sagekur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  kaeththirekan [ missing letter- the -] – soul .  

sagekur  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the   
word is  vikaaram/ maaruka - change.  

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is purivu 
[ missing letter- pa-] –change .   

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pakaram [ missing letter- pa-] - change . 

sagekur  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maarukai- changing . 

 

šà...kúš(-ù): to rest the heart; to make love to; to take counsel with (with -da-) 
('heart' + 'to be tired; to care, worry').  

 sakusu  has the consonants- [-sa -] -ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
oaivu – rest. 
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sakusu  has the consonants- [-sa -] -ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
amaivu – rest.  

sakusu  has the consonants- sa- ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  saai-kai 
–-rest.  

sakusu  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
nukai- relax.  

sakusu  has the consonants- [-sa -] -ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
akam- heart.  

sakusu  has the consonants--sa -ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is 
nenjakam-  heart/ chest ; nenju –chest; akam- heart .    

sakusu  has the consonants--sa -ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is kan- 
nenju- stony  heart ; kan- stone .  

sakusu  has the consonants--sa -ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is van -
nenju – stony  heart. 

sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa -]-ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is  
kam- soul.  

sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa -]-ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is aavi- 
soul.   

sakusu  has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  interpretation of the word 
is anaekan- soul.  

sakusu  has the consonants- sa--ka –[-sa-]- and the  interpretation of the word is  
jeevaa aanma / jeevan  – soul  ; aanma [Skt] - soul .  

sakusu  has the consonants- sa -ka –sa- and the  interpretation of the word is 
samusaaki- worries.  

sakusu  has the consonants- sa -ka –[-sa-]- and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is imsikka- to give worry .  
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sakusu  has the consonants- [-sa-]  -ka –[-sa-]- and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   yaa- mukam- mental  worry .  

sakusu  has the consonants- [-sa-]  -ka –[-sa-]- and the Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  kaai- worry.    

sakusu  has the consonants--sa- -ka –sa- and the Tamil  interpretation of the word 
is  sinukku  / sinukkena  / munukku /  munukkena   /  sinunkka  - to worry  with  
frequent  weeping.  

sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   
kavanam- careful. 

sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
kaapu [ missing letter- pa-]- care.  

sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
kavanippu [ missing letter- pa-]-care.  

sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
kavvai- care.   

  sakusu  has the consonants- [-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] - and the other  interpretation of 
the word is  nika- care.  

sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is ev -
vai- care.  

sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
ninaivu – care.  

sakusu  has the consonants—-sa- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is 
sikkanam- carefulness.   

  sakusu  has the consonants- sa--ka –[-sa-] - and the other  interpretation of the 
word is  vasam – care.  
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sakusu  has the consonants—-sa- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
kayanku / kasanku – exhausted. 

sakusu  has the consonants—-sa- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  kann  
sokka- sleepy.   

sakusu  has the consonants—-sa- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is   
savakkam-  exhaustion.  

sakusu  has the consonants—-sa- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is saaka- 
exhaustion.  

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
kanivu – love.  

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
akam- love theme . 

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
kaamam- love . 

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
uvakai – love . 

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  kai 
mai- lovelorn condition. 

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-] - and the original Tamil word is  
Kaama noaei- love sickness.  

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –sa-- and the original Tamil word is  
kasanai – love . 

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the original Tamil word is  
kaamukan – lover.  

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the original Tamil word is  
kaamuki- lover[ female] . 
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sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  naayakan - lover.  

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  naayaki -  lover[ female] . 

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the original Tamil word is  
nayavan – lover.  

 sakusu  has the consonants—-sa- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the original Tamil word is  nasai 
kunan – lover.  

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the original Tamil word is  
vempuka [ missing letter- pa-] - love.  

sakusu  has the consonants—sa- -ka –sa-- and the original Tamil word is  paasanku  
paasam [ missing letter- pa-] - cup  board love . 

sakusu  has the consonants—sa- -ka –sa-- and the original Tamil word is  anpu  
vaikka- [ missing letter- pa-] -  to love . 

sakusu  has the consonants—sa- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the original Tamil word is  
paasam  vaikka [ missing letter- pa-] -  to love. 

sakusu  has the consonants—-[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  mokam- love  

 sakusu  has the consonants—sa- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vasiyam- love . 

 sakusu  has the consonants—sa- -ka –sa-- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  visuvasikka- love . 

 sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  vankanam- love . 

 sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  sankam- love . 
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sakusu  has the consonants—sa- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the original Tamil word is  
naesikka- to love  . 

sakusu  has the consonants—-sa- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  snaekikka- love . 

sakusu  has the consonants—sa- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  isukku – love . 

sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-]- and the original Tamil word is  
noakkam- counsel.  

sakusu  has the consonants—sa- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the original Tamil word is  
usaakai/ usaavuka -  counsel  

sakusu  has the consonants—[-sa-]- -ka –[-sa-]-- and the original Tamil word is  
panikku [  missing letter- pa-] – counsel . 

 

šà...lá: to (en)gorge, stuff ('stomach' + 'to extend, load').  

šà...lá  has the consonants- [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thiniththal [ 
missing letter- the -] – stuff.  

šà...lá  has the consonants- sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   adaasuthal – [   
missing letter- the -] – stuff.  

šà...lá  has the consonants- [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   adaiththal - 
missing letter- the -] – stuff.  

šà...lá  has the consonants- [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is neettiththal    
[  missing letter- the -] -extend . 

šà...lá  has the consonants- sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   sumai 
sumaththal [  missing letter- the -] – to  load . 

šà...lá  has the consonants- sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is sumai  
saathhtuthal- [ missing letter- the -] - to load.    
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šà...lá  has the consonants- [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  palu-[ 
missing letter- pa-] - load.  

šà...lá  has the consonants- [-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mutta  
thinnuthal -[ missing letter- the -]  to eat more  / stuffing  the stomach ; thinnu –
eat .  

 

šà-lá-lá: clothed (cf., šà-gada-lal). 

salala   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the original Tamil  word is izhai- cloth.  

salala   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is oli yal 
/oliyan  - garment. 

salala   has the consonants – sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is saelai -  cloth  .  

salala   has the consonants – sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is saelai  aniya- 
to wear  cloth  ; aniya –to wear . 

salala   has the consonants – sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is saaliyan- cloth . 

salala   has the consonants – sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is saelam  – cloth  

salala   has the consonants – sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is sailaa-   flowing  
dress.  

 salala   has the consonants – sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  sallaa-  muslin 
cloth . 

 

 šà-lá-sù(-d): merciful; shepherdess ('heart' + 'to extend' + 'far'). 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil 
word is   thannali- mercy . 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil 
word is   laththai – mercy. 
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šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil 
word is   ull idam- heart  ;ull- inner; idam- place . 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil 
word is   thayaei ulla – merciful.  

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the  other 
interpretation of the  word is  dhill  - heart ; ull idam . 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil 
word is   manathil- in the heart . 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  ithayaththil–in the heart; ithayam- heart . 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the original   Tamil 
interpretation of the  word is  ullaththil –in the heart ; ullam –soul . 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the original   Tamil 
interpretation of the  word  is  aattaal – shepherd  ; aadu –goat ; aal- person .  

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants –  sa-- la-   sa- -the - and the original   Tamil 
interpretation of the  pullinaththu  Idaichchi   /Aachchi  [ missing  letter- pa-] – 
shepherd woman ; idaiyan –  shepherd;  Idaichchi-  shepherdess. 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the original   Tamil 
interpretation of the  word  is  pullinathu  Aayan [ missing  letter- pa-] – shepherd  
;  pull  inam- cattle ;  pull- grass;  inam- race ;  Aayan- shepherd . 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the original   Tamil 
interpretation of the  word  is  neethiththal  -extend. 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the original   Tamil 
interpretation of the  word  is  neeluthal - extend. 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the original   Tamil 
interpretation of the  word  is  muttuthal - extend. 
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 šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the original   Tamil 
interpretation of the  word  is  pananiththal -[ missing  letter- pa-]- extend. 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the original   Tamil 
interpretation of the  word  is  paaithal -[ missing  letter- pa-]- extend. 

šà-lá-sù(-d)  has the consonants – [- sa-] - la-  [- sa-]  -the - and the original   Tamil 
interpretation of the  word  is  ettaththil –far. 

 

 šà-ne-ša4: supplications ('heart' + 'this' + 'to grieve').  

sanesa   has the consonants –[-sa-] –an- [-sa -] – and the interpretation  of the 
word is  manu -  supplication / application . 

sanesa   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –an- sa – and the original Tamil  word is 
manasu / manam – soul / mind / heart.   

sanesa has the consonants – [- sa-] –an- [-sa-]  – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  aanmaa [Skt] -  soul.  

sanesa has the consonants – [- sa-] –an- [-sa-]  – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  anu – soul.  

sanesa   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –an- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is  
unnam – mind.  

sanesa   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –an- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is  
munnam – mind.  

sanesa   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –an- [-sa-]  – and the original Tamil  word is  
enn-  mind.  

sanesa   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –an- sa – and the original Tamil  word is 
iyamaanan – soul . 

sanesa   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –an- sa – and the original Tamil  word is nenju 
-  heart  /chest . 
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sanesa   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –an- sa – and the original Tamil  word is intha 
[ missing letter- the -] – this . 

sanesa   has the consonants –sa- –an- sa – and the interpretation  of the  word is 
sanjalam /azhanum  [ missing letter- la-] –  grief.  

sanesa   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –an- [-sa -] – and the original Tamil  word is  
noaei- grief / illness.  

sanesa   has the consonants –[-sa-] - –an- [-sa-]  – and the interpretation  of the  
word is manniyu – grief.  

 

šà(-ge)...pàd: to choose ('heart, stomach' ( + 'in the') + 'to find, declare') 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  pa--the -and the  original Tamil  
word is paaku paduththu  -choose.  

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is aainthu  edukka- to choose; aainthidu –examine .  

 šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is koaithidu –choose/ pluck .  

 šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is thuninthu  edukka- to choose; thunivu –courage .  

 šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is thaernthu  edukka / therinthu  edukka [ missing letter –Ra-] -  to choose 
/select .  

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -sa- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is thaervu  seithiduka [ missing letter –Ra-] –choose . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -pa--the -and the  original Tamil  
word is porukki  edukka [ missing letter –Ra-] - to choose.   
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šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is thakkathena karuthu [ missing letter –Ra-]  -choose ;thakkathu –suitable .  

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -pa--the -and the  original Tamil  
word is virumpi  edukka [ missing letter –Ra-] - to choose; virumpu –to like .   

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -pa--the -and the  original Tamil  
word is viruppa thaervu [ missing letter –Ra-] - to choose ; viruppam- desire .   

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -pa--the -and the  original Tamil  
word is piriththu  edukka [ missing letter –Ra-] - to choose; pirikka- separate .   

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -pa--the -and the other 
interpretation of the  word is piriya [Skt] pattu edukka [ missing letter –Ra-] - to 
choose.   

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -sa- ka  [-pa-] --the -and the other 
interpretation of the  word is aasaiyoadu / mana  isaivoadu   edukka [ missing 
letter –Ra-] – to choose; aasai- liking ; maanm- mind ; isaivu –desire /acceptance  ; 
edukka- take  .  

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is kundi –k- kaai-  heart / liver/ kidney . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -sa- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  nenjin  naduvidam -  center of the chest; nenju –chest; nadu- middle; 
idam- place  . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -sa- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  seevitha thanjnai  - heart   . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is    vandi -  stomach . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   akadu  - stomach . 
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šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   koodu – stoamch  /cage . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  --sa- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kutchchi- stomach . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -sa- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  suvaiththu  unnu  - stomach; suvaikka- taste; unnu –eat  . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -sa- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  sakiththiduka- stomach / digest.  

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -pa--the -and the  original Tamil  
word is    kandu  pidikka  vaendum –to  find out  .   

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is    thaedi   kandu edukka / thaedi  kodukka -  to find  out ; thaedu –search  
;edukka- take; kodukka- give  . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -pa--the -and the  original Tamil  
word is    kandu  pidippu – find /discovery  . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -sa- ka  -[-pa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  aainthu  mudivu  seika- find ; aainthidu – to assess  ; mudivu –decision ; 
seika- do   . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -sa-ka  --pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is    
paesiduka -to  speak / declare . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -sa-ka  --pa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is    
seppiduka – say/ declare. 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka  --[-pa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kathaiththiduka-  declare. 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka  -[--pa -]-the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  oathiduka -  declare. 
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šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka- pa --the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  paaduka- declare. 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka -pa -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  panniduka -  declare . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-pa-]  -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kai  viduka- declare off .  

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –pa--the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   pin  vankkiduka- declare off . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-pa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kodi  kattuka- to declare hositility / metaphor ; kodi- flag ; katttu –tie  . 

šà(-ge)...pàd   has the consonants  -sa- ka –[-pa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaakkida / vaai  asaiththiduka    -to promise/ to declare ; vaai- mouth ;  
asaikka- to move /shake .  

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
ariviththal -   declare . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
theriviththal -   declare . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kazharuthal - declare . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
nikazhththuthar - declare . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
uruthi  mozhi  kooruthal- declare ; uruthi mozhi- promise ; uruthi- strong; mozhi –
word/ language  ;  kooruka- say  . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakirthal -–[ missing letter- pa-] -  declare . 
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declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
parai ariviththal –[ missing letter- pa-]  –declare; parai- drum ;  paraiya  /say . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
damaaram kottuthal –to beat the drum / declare; damaaram- drum; kottu- to 
beat  . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
arikkai  iduthal / veli eduthal / thaakkal  seithal –[ missing letter- sa-]   -declare ; 
arikkai- notice ; veli  idu –publish . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
palar ariya / uoor ariya /  uravinar  ariya / nanparkal ariya / ulaku  ariya   urakka    
kooruthal  –[ missing letter- pa-]  declare ; palar- many  people;  uoor- vvillage; 
ariya –to know  ; nunpakarkal- friends ;  uravinar- relative  ; ulaku –world  ;  urakka   
kooru-  say  loudly. 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaathalai  theriviththal-  love  declaration; kaathal- love .  

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kovil  kuda muzhukku  thiru naal ariviththal  - declaration  of temple festival ; kovil 
–temple; kuda muzhukku – ceremonial washing of the  idols / temple pots  ;thiru- 
holy; naal –day . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thiru  mana naalai  ariviththal -  declare the marriage date ; thiru manam- 
marriage  ; naal –day ; arivikka- declare    .  

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
poopu  neeraattu  naal   kuriththal /arivithtal –[ missing letter- pa-] -declaration  
of   puberty  related ceremony ; poopu- puberty /blossom /bloom  ;  poo –flower   
;neer –water;   neer aadu – to bath  ; naal –date ;  kuriththal- to mark  . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
eranthavarukkaana/ munnoarkkaana  karumaathi / neer kadan thaethi  naal  
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ariviththal -  declaration  of the date for  funeral ritual ; eranthavan- dead person ; 
munnoar- ancestor ; neer- water ; kadan –duty  ; naal –day ;arivikka- declare .  

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
Thai  thinkal  / maattu ponkkal -ai  munnittu   jalli kattu  naalai  ariviththal / kaalai  
adakkuthal / kaalai  -yaeruthal  naalai  ariviththal –[ missing letter- sa-] – to 
declare the date  for the   bull  fight ;  Thaei / motha  thinkkal- first month –Thaei  
; maadu –cattle ; ponkkal-  harvest festival  of Tamil  people ;  jalli  kattu –bull 
baiting ; naal –day ; kaalai  bull ;  adakku- to control  ; yaeru - climb  ;arivikka- tell . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  vilampara paduththuthal –[ missing letter- pa-] -   declare . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  pakirankka   paduththuthal [ missing letter- pa-] -  declare openly  . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  pirakadana  paduththuthal  [ missing letter- pa-] -war declaration; 
pirakadanam- declaration  .  

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
poar murasu kottuthal [ missing letters- pa-  and- sa ]- war declaration ; poar-  
war; murasu –drum ; kottu –beat . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vali  - uruththi  kooruthal -  declare / insisit  

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
uruthiyaaka  kooruthal -  declare  firmly ; uruthi –firm ; kooru –say . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
muzhu  vivaram ariviththidu declare / tell the whole details  ; muzhu –whole; 
vivaram- detail  ; arivikka- to tell  

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuppu theriviththal  [ missing letter- pa-] -declare ; therivikka- to inform . 
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declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilakkamaaka/ vilanka   kooruthal - declare /explain ; vilakkam –explanation  ; 
vilankka- to understand  . 

declare[E] has the consonants – the-  ka- la -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vivariththu  kooruthal – declare /explain ; vivarikka- explain ; kooruka- say . 

heart [E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the  -and the   interpretation of the word is  
cardia [Latin] – heart . 

heart [E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the  -and the   interpretation of the word is   
hiruthaiya [Skt] – heart . 

heart [E]   has the consonants  -ka- Ra- the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuruthi pai [ missing letter- pa-]- blood bag ; kuruthi – blood; pai- bag. 
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        Page-141 

 

 

šà-sig-ga: a depressed heart ('heart' + 'low, small, weak' + nominative). 

sasigga  has the consonants-  sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mana  sokam 
/ aka soakam – depressed  mind.   

sasigga  has the consonants-  sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is soakm  -
depression . 

sasigga  has the consonants-  sa –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
visanam  -sad mood.  

sasigga  has the consonants-  [-sa -]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pun kann [ 
missing letter- pa-] –sadness . 

sasigga  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is akam  - 
heart / mind . 

sasigga  has the consonants-  [-sa-] –ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is weak [E]  

sasigga  has the consonants--sa-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kochchu  -
small.  

sasigga  has the consonants--sa-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sanna-
maaka- small.  
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 šà...sìg: to be oppressed ('heart' + 'to strike, crush').  

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is aakam- heart . 

 sasig  has the consonants- sa-- ka- and the original Tamil word nenjakam-  heart  
/chest  . 

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is aka kaai – 
heart . 

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is kundi-k-kaai /  
kaai  [  missing letter- the -] -  heart / kidney . 

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is munanku – 
suppreesed.  

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is madanka 
adikka [  missing letter- the -]  - suppressed.  

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is adakki aandida 
[ missing letter- the -] –oppressive rule  . 

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is odukka [ 
missing letter- the -]  - oppressed.  

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is kadu mudukku 
[ missing letter- the -]  - oppression.  

 sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is kodun-k-kai-[ 
missing letter- the -] -  oppressive hand  . 

 sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is kodumai- -[ 
missing letter- the -] - oppression  

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is koadu  -[ 
missing letter- the -]  - oppression.  

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is thaakka  [ 
missing letter- the -] -strike . 
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 sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is adikka [ 
missing letter- the -] – beat . 

sasig  has the consonants- sa- ka- and the original Tamil word  is  idaasuka [ 
missing letter- the -] – strike . 

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word  is  thattuka [ 
missing letter- the -] – beat.  

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word  is  moththuka [ 
missing letter- the -] – beat . 

 sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word  is  moathuka [ 
missing letter- the -] – hit.  

 sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word  is  veekku – 
strike . 

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word  is  idikka [ 
missing letter- the -]  strike/ hit . 

sasig  has the consonants- -sa- ka- and the original Tamil word is nasukka - crush . 

sasig  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil word is amukku  – 
crush . 

sasig  has the consonants- -sa- ka- and the original Tamil word is kasakku   -crush . 

   

šà-su-ga: dry river bed ('river bed' + sug4 , 'to lay bare, empty' + nominative). 

sassuga  has the consonants- sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaintha  
sinthu [ missing letter- the -] – dry  river;  kaaintha Sinthu nathi /thuni  -dry  Indus 
River ; kaaintha- dried;  Sinthu nathi- Indus  river .  

sassuga  has the consonants-[- sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vel [  
missing letter-la -] - empty . 
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sassuga  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is kaali [  missing letter-la -] - empty . 

sassuga  has the consonants-[- sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is verumai [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  – emptiness . 

sassuga  has the consonants-[- sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is verum [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  –bareness . 

sassuga  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is nirvaana [ missing letter- Ra-]  – bare body . 

 

šà-sù-ga: hungry; starved; without recompense ('stomach' + 'empty' + 
nominative). 

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaai / 
kaaya- empty  stomach.  

sasuga  has the consonants – sa-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pasikka  [  
missing letter- pa-] -  hugry . 

sasuga  has the consonants – sa-  ka- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
visakka [Malayalam]  - hungry   . 

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is pukkaa / pukaa-[ missing letter- pa-] -  hungry .  

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vayiru  
kaaya -[ missing letter- Ra-] - starved.  

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kumpi 
kaaya [  missing letter- pa-] - hungery.  

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vayiru  
eriya -[ missing letter- Ra-] - starved.  
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sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is varumai 
ura-[ missing letter- Ra-] - starve.   

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is Koodu -[ 
missing letter- the-] - stomach . 

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is Kutchi- 
missing letter- the-] - stomach . 

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vandi- 
missing letter- the-]-  stomach . 

 sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is akadu 
missing letter- the-]- stomach. 

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is unavu  pai 
[ missing letter- pa-] –stoamch . 

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is ottu-k-
kaayam [  missing letter- the-]-  complete starvation.  

sasuga  has the consonants – sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  eedu  seika [  
missing letter- the-]- recompense. 

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  oththu 
kodukka-[  missing letter- the-]- recompense.   

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eedaakkam  [ missing letter- the-]- - compensation.  

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  nasta  eedu  kodukka- [  missing letter- the-]- recompense; nastam- loss ; eedu- 
compensation .   

sasuga  has the consonants -sa-ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  i-
vaesi – recompense.  
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sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation  of the 
word is  vettai [  missing letter- the-]-  empty . 

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vadi –[  
missing letter- the-]- empty.   

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  verumai -  
[  missing letter- Ra-] –empty  

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  varumai [  
missing letter- Ra-] - empty . 

sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   verum  
kai [ missing letter- Ra-] - empty  hand; kai- hand .  

sasuga  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is   koathaiyan  [  missing letter- the-]-  a man of empty  words.   

 sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thattu -k-
kottu  [  missing letter- the-]- –empty  show.  

  sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kottu [  
missing letter- the-]- to empty  / emptying.  

sasuga  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kaali -[  missing letter- la-]-  empty .   

sasuga  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  vai  kalliyam -[  missing letter- la-]-  empty . 

  sasuga  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  veli  [  
missing letter- la-]- empty . 

 

 (gi)šà-sur: (reed-mat) sieve ('gut-like container' + 'to press out a liquid').  

gisa sur  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
korai  paai [  missing  letter- pa-] – reed mat; paai- mat .  
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gisa sur  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
maavari- sieve.  

gisa sur  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayiru- gut.    

gisa sur  has the consonants  - ka- [-sa-]  -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nerukku / nerivu – press/ pressing  .   

gisa sur  has the consonants  - ka- sa- -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is serivu – 
pressing.  

 

šà...sur: to have diarrhea; to spawn eggs (said of a fish) ('intestines' + 'to expel a 
liquid'). 

sasur  has the consonants -sa –Ra-and the original Tamil  word is meen sinai nurai 
fish eggs foam ;  meen- fish ; sinai – egg ; nurai –foam  .  

sasur  has the consonants -sa –Ra-and the  original Tamil  word is meen muttai 
nurai [ missing letter –the -] -  fish eggs foam ; muttai -egg . 

sasur  has the consonants -sa –Ra-and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
athi saaram [ missing letter –the -] - diarrhoea . 

sasur  has the consonants -sa –Ra-and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
seetha  paethi aathar [ missing letters- pa- and -the  -] - diarrhoea ;seetham- cool . 

sasur  has the consonants –[-sa-] –Ra-and the  original Tamil  word is pee poathar 
[ missing letters- pa- and -the  -] – to pass stools; pee- shit; poaka- to pass  . 

sasur  has the consonants -sa –Ra-and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
seethe suram[ missing letter –the -] - feverish diarrhoea ; suram- fever . 

sasur  has the consonants –[-sa-] –Ra-and the  original Tamil  word is vayiru 
oattam [ missing letters- ka -and-–the -] – diarrhea; vayir- gut ; oattam –running  . 
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sasur  has the consonants -sa –Ra-and the  original Tamil  word is saeru  - sludge, 
small intestine.  

sasur  has the consonants –[-sa -]–Ra-and the  original Tamil  word is irai pai  [ 
missing letter- pa-] – stomach/ food  bag ; irai- food; pai- bag  . 

sasur  has the consonants –-sa -Ra-and the  original Tamil  word is siru neer  piriya 
/ neer piriya [ missing letter- pa-] -  expelling  of urine ; siru neer- urine; neer –
water; sirumai- lowness ; piriya- to pass  /go . 

sasur  has the consonants –-sa -Ra-and the  original Tamil  word is neer sorithar [ 
missing letter –the -] – pouring of  water /rain . 

 

 šà...šed7: to cool/soothe the heart ('heart' + 'to calm, cool down').  

sased   has the consonants –[-sa-]   -[- sa-] - the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
ithayam   - heart . 

sased   has the consonants –[-sa-]   -[- sa-] - the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
manathu-  soul / mind . 

sased   has the consonants –[-sa-]   -[- sa-] - the-   and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  aathma [Skt] - soul . 

sased   has the consonants –[-sa-]   -[- sa-] - the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam amaithi adaiya-   to get  peace of mind ; manam- mind; amaithi- peace . 

sased   has the consonants –[-sa-]   - sa-- the-   and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   aanma /aathma [Skt]  santhi  adaiya -  to get  peace of mind ; aanma- 
soul ; saanthi –peace . 

 

šà-tam: credible, trustworthy; administrative director, commissioner ('heart' + 
'to be polished').  
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satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
ithayam- heart .  

satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
manathu -soul / mind. 

satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
aathma [Skt] - soul.  

satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is   
unmai thanmai  kondathu –truthful; unmai- truth; kondathu- has; thanmai- 
nature .  

satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
attam- believing.   

satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is 
matham - belief.   

satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
moothaam- constant.  

satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is 
maara thanami  udaiyathu [  missing letter- Ra-] – constant; maraatha- not 
changing; thanmai- nature; udaiyathu- has .  

satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is niramtharam – maanthau [  missing letter- Ra-] – constant.  

satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is 
muthanmai- head.  

satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
themmaan- chief.  

satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
naattaanmai- chief . 
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satam   has the consonants – [-sa -] -the -ma and the  original Tamil  word is  
minuminuththida- shining . 

 

šà-túm: field, acre ('womb' + 'to be suitable; to prepare; to obtain'). 

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  idam-  
place  /land.  

satum   has the consonants –sa- the -ma -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  dhaesam – land/ country . 

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] - the -ma -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  aathanam- ground.  

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] - the -ma -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   nimiththam -  ground.  

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] - the -ma -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   maithaanam -  ground. 

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  
mandi- ground  . 

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
muthu  tharai [  missing letter- Ra-] -  barren ground . 

satum   has the consonants –sa--the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  sem -  
mun  tharai [  missing letter- Ra-] –ground.    

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maettu munn- elevated ground; munn- soil/ land .   

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maedu / munn maedu- raised ground / mound.   

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
eetanum  -attain . 
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satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thunnanum- attain. 

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
eithidanum   -attain.  

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
adainthidanum –  attain . 

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
eduththidanum –take . 

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaedi / naadi   adaiyanum - obtain  

satum   has the consonants –-sa--the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
saathiththidanum  - achieve . 

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
padiththidanum   [ missing letter- pa-] – obtain . 

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
aayuththam -   prepare  

satum   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
eththaniththidanum / eththanam -  prepare . 

satum   has the consonants –-sa--the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mun -
eedu  sei   - prepare. 

satum   has the consonants –-[-sa-] --the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moottam pannu [ missing letter- pa-]   - prepare.  

satum   has the consonants –-[-sa-] --the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pan- amaiththidanum [ missing letter- pa-]  - prepare.  

satum   has the consonants –-sa--the -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   mustheepu [ missing letter- pa-]  - preparedness. 
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satum   has the consonants –-sa--the -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is siththam  seithidanum – prepare.  

satum   has the consonants –-sa--the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  seppam  
seithidanum  [ missing letter- pa-]  - preparedness. 

satum   has the consonants –-sa--the -ma -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sanaththam- preparedness.  

satum   has the consonants –-[-sa-] --the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   
poathumaanathu [ missing letter- pa-]  –suitable.  

satum   has the consonants –-[-sa-] --the -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moadu -  womb  / stomach [ raised]  . 

   

 šà-tur: womb ('insides' + 'child').  

satur  has the consonants- sa- the-  Ra -  and the  interpretation  of the word is - 
uterus [E] . 

 satur  has the consonants- -sa- the-  Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  soatru  
pai [ missing  letter- pa-]- stomach /food  bag ; soaru –food;  pai- bag . 

satur  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the-  Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
utpuram [ missing letter- pa-] – inside; ut- in; puram- side .  

satur  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the-  Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  uyir 
thonadrum  idam –the place where life  appears; uyir- life; thoadra –to appear ; 
idam- place .  

satur  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the-  Ra -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   utharam [Skt]  -stomach. 

satur  has the consonants-[- sa-]- the-  Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  pan-
neer-k-kudam  [ missing letters- ka -and  - pa-] –pot of amniotic fluid ; kudam- pot 
; pani  neer- amniotic  fluid . 
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satur  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the-  Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is kudar 
poarvai [ missing letters- ka -and  - pa-] - uterus ; kudal- gut ; poarvai- blanket . 

 satur  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the-  Ra -  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
– puthtiran  [Skt] / putr [kalsaha] - son.  

satur  has the consonants-[- sa-]- the-  Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
paatan-in  /appanin thanthai – peyar /   paeran [ missing letter- pa-] –  –  grand 
son as bearing  his grand father’s name; paattan- grandfather ; appan- father 
;thanthai –father;  peyar- name ; paeran- grand son  .  

satur  has the consonants- sa- the-  Ra -  and the  interpretation  of the word is - 
santhathi  [Skt] -son/ lineage . 

satur  has the consonants- [-sa-]- the-  Ra -  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
-  nanthanar-  son.  

 satur  has the consonants-[- sa-]- the-  Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mainthar –children / son. 

  

šà-uru(-/ak/): town center ('interior, midst' + 'town' + genitive). 

sauruak   has the consonants – sa- Ra- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurichchi – agricultural village.  

sauruak   has the consonants –[- sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is kiraamam [ Skt] -  village . 

sauruak   has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  nakaram – city . 

sauruak   has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  nakara maiyam – city  centre.  

sauruak   has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  erukkai-  town / village / town . 
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sauruak   has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  akaram- town.  

sauruak   has the consonants – -sa- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kosaram- town.  

sauruak   has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  narakam- town.  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kurumpu [ missingletter- pa-] –village.   

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   ut- kidaiyur [ missing letter- the-] – suburban hamlet .  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   kadi nagar / koattaiyur [ missing letter- the-]  - fortified city ; kadi –
protected ; koattai –castle . 

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kaavar  koattam - [ missing letter- the-]  - fortified city; kaavar – 
protection;  koattam- place/ village/ temple   .  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  muthanmai  vaaintha  paerur  [ missing letters- pa and- the-]- city; 
periya- big; uoor- village; paerur- big village .  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  muthanmai  vaaaintha  sitru -uoor [ missing letter- the-] – town ; 
muthanmai- important/ first ; siriya- small; uoor- village; sitru uoor- small  village .   

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kapadaa  /kavaada  puram [ missing letters- pa and- the-]- gated city  ; 
kapaadam- gate . 

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   kudi  eruppu [ missing letters- pa and- the-]- settlement.  
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sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   urakam – village division . 

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  vayar puram [ missing letter- pa-] – village; vayal- paddy  field .  

sauruak   has the consonants – sa- Ra- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  siru nakaram – town  ; siru –small . 

sauruak   has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  peru nakaram [ missing letter- pa-] – city; peru –big .  

sauruak   has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  maa nakaram- city ; maa- big; nakaram- city . 

sauruak   has the consonants – -sa-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   kaani aatchchi  uoor [ missing letter- the-] - hereditary  village.   

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-] -- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is naththam koir/ uoor  kovir   [ missing letter- the-] - village temple ; 
kovir- temple   . 

sauruak   has the consonants – -sa-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is   siru  kudi [ missing letter- the-] -  small village; siru- small ; kudi- village/ 
house  .  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is  kukkiraamam- small village.     

sauruak   has the consonants – -sa-- Ra- ka-  and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is  paesiraakkiraam [ missing letter- pa -] - uninhabitaed village . 

sauruak   has the consonants – -sa-- Ra- ka-  and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is  adanka patru [ missing letters- pa- and- the-]-rebellious  village.  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is   karnam – village accountantship.  
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sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   uoor  kanakkan / kaaruneekan –village accountant ; kanakku –
aacounts ; kanakkan- one who  maintains the accounts  .  

 sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   karai kaaran –village officer.   

sauruak   has the consonants – --sa-- Ra- ka-  and the other  interpretation  of the 
word is  kiraama uththiyoaksthan [Skt]  [ missing letter- the -] - village officer.   

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   uoor periyavar [ piramukar]   [ missing letter- pa-]- village chief; 
periyavar-  elder .  

sauruak   has the consonants – --[-sa-] -- Ra- ka-  and the other  interpretation  of 
the word is  kiraama athikaari [ missing letter- the -]  - village headman ; athikaari- 
officer ; kiraama- village .  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   kiraamani  -villager.  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   kiramaththaan [ missing letter- the -] – villager.  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   kudiyaanavar [ missing letter- the -] – villager / farmer.  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  kamakkaaran / karshakan  –farmer.  

 sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  naattu   puraththavan  [ missing letters- pa- and- the -] - villager.  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  uoor avai –village assembly ; uoor- village ; avai – assembly .   

sauruak   has the consonants – --sa-- Ra- ka-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is kiraama  panjaayththu [ missing letters- pa- and- the -] -village assembly.   
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sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka- and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  uoor kattupaadu [ missing letters- pa- and- the -]- village  laws; kattu 
paadu- restriction .  

sauruak   has the consonants – -sa- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is uoor saavadi [ missing letter- the -]-village booth [place for gathering]. 

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka- and the Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  uoor vaariyam  – village committee.  

sauruak   has the consonants – sa- Ra- ka-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kirama sabai [Skt]  [ missing letter- pa-] - village committee. 

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is uoor  kaavar  kaaran – village watch man; kaavar kaaran –watch man .  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  uoor kaapoan  [ missing  letter- pa-]  - village watchman; uoor- village; 
kaakka- to protect ; kaappu- protection; kaapoan- one who  protects .  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  koar kaaran - village servant. 

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is   uoor patta maniyakkaaran [ missing letters- pa- and- the -]- village 
munsif.  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is kaam vaar – village settlement.  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  uoor kaaran-  co villager; vaeru uoor kaaran- outsider  ; uooru- 
village; vaeru  uoot- other village .   

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  uoor kinaru- village well; kinaru –a well .  
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sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  uoor kaavar  theivam  [ missing letter- the -]- village deity; uoor- 
village; kaavar- protection; thaeivam- god/ goddess .  

sauruak   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- Ra- ka-  and the Tamil interpretation  of 
the word is  naduvir [ missing letter- the -] - midst.  

 

 šà-zi-ga: excitement ('heart' + 'to rise up' + nominative).  

saziga  has the consonants -sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mana 
vezhchchi [ missing letter- zha-] – excitement.  

saziga  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is maelae   
ezhuka-[ missing letter- zha-] – rise;  maelae- up /above ; ezhuka- raise  . 

saziga  has the consonants –-sa--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nenjaa-k- 
kulai -[ missing letter-la-] -heart.  

saziga  has the consonants –[-sa-]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ullakam-[ 
missing letter-la-] – heart;  ullae-inner; akam- inner organ .   

saziga  has the consonants –[-sa-]-ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
maka vilayam [ missing letter-la-] - heart.   

saziga  has the consonants –sa-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  sanku – heart/ 
conch .  

saziga  has the consonants –[-sa-]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  aakam-  
heart.  

 

šà-zu: midwife ('womb' + 'to know').  

sazu   has the consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is kuyyam [ missing 
letter- ka-] – womb . 
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 sazu   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kaanuka [ 
missing letter- ka-] – to  know.  

sazu   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is akkaa [ missing 
letter- ka-] -  midwife / elder sister . 

 

lúša13[GÁ]-dub-ba: archivist (cf., gadub; pisan-dub).  

lusagadubba  has the consonants -  la – sa- ka- the- pa –and the  original Tamil  
word is  olai  suvadi  aavana  kooda   kuvaignar / kaappaalar [ missing letter- Ra-] –
archivist; olai – ola ; suvadi- book; aavanam- document  . 

lusagadubba  has the consonants -  la – [-sa-]- ka- the- pa –and the  original Tamil  
word is noolaka   kaappaalar   /yaedaka  kaappaalar   [ missing letter- Ra-] –
librairian; noolakam- library ; nool- book; yaedu- book /document  ; kaakka- to 
protect .  

archivist [E]  has the consonants  -Ra- ka- va-[-sa-] -the -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  aavana   kooda kuvaignar – archivist; aavanam- document; koodam- 
chamber . 

 

šagan-lá: peddler, trader ('a large jar for oil' + 'to carry'). 

saganla  has the  consonants – [-sa-]- ka- an -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ennai  kalam -  oil  vessel . 

saganla  has the  consonants – -sa- ka- an -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondu  selluthal [  missing letter- the -] -  carry. 

saganla  has the  consonants – [-sa-]- ka- an -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vilaignan – merchant.  

saganla  has the  consonants – [-sa-]- ka- an -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilaiyaalan  -  merchant.  
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saganla  has the  consonants – -[-sa-] - ka- an -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
muyalvoan – merchant.  

 

 šáh(2)-bar-gùn(-gùn)-nu: porcupine ('pig' + 'outside; fleece' + reduplicated 'dot, 
speckle').  

sahbargun  has the consonants –[-sa-]-  pa- Ra- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is kaattu   pandri  vakai [ missing letter- the  -]  a kind of   wild pig; pandri- 
pig; vakai- kind .  

sahbargun  has the consonants –[-sa-]-  pa- Ra- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is   maruttu  panni  vakai –[ missing letter- the  -]-   a kind of wild hog.  

sahbargun  has the consonants –[-sa-]-  [-pa-]- Ra- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kurankku  vakai  - a kind of animal  ; kurankku  -animal/ monkey . 

sahbargun  has the consonants –[-sa-]-  [-pa-]- Ra- ka- an- and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  vaaranam- pig.  

sahbargun  has the consonants –[-sa-]- -pa- Ra- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is  veettin  pura pakkam   [ missing letter- the  -]-   – ouside the house; 
veedu- house;  pura pakkam- out side; puram- out /side .  

sahbargun  has the consonants –[-sa-]- -[-pa-]- Ra- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is  men mudi kattrai [ missing letter- the  -]-– fleece; mudi- hair; katrai- tuft . 

sahbargun  has the consonants –[-sa-]- -[-pa-]- Ra- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  
word is  miruka  roamam  [Skt] / kurankin  mayir  - hair of animal; mayir= roamam 
- hair  . 

sahbargun  has the consonants –sa- -pa- Ra- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thittu thittaaka  siriya / periya  karai undaakku [ missing letter- the  -]- – 
speckled  ;thittu thittaaka - patchy  ;  siriya- small ; periya- large ; karai –stain ; 
undaakku- make . 
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sahbargun  has the consonants –sa- -pa- Ra- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  siriya periya  pottu  [ karai / marai ] kondu  nirappuka [ missing letter- the  -]-  
to speckle ; potttu- spot ; nirappuka- to fill ; siriya- small; periya- big ; karai- stain . 

 dot  [E]  has  a consonant  -the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pottu [ missing 
letter- the  -] . 

 speckles has the consonants -sa—pa-  ka- la -sa- and the original Tamil  word is  
sinna-sinna   pullikal  - speckles/ small dots ; sinna- small ; pullikal –marks /dots .   

speckle has the consonants -sa—pa-  ka- la -- and the original Tamil  word is  
orunku -oli  sitharal [ missing letters – Ra- and  -the -]  -speckle ; oli- light; sitharal- 
scattering .  

 

šáh(2)-giš-gi(4): "bush pig" ('pig' + 'trees' + 'reeds'). 

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the  interpretation of the 
word is aaaka nikam – pig.  ;  kaan -maa vakai  . 

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
panni  vakai [ missing leter-pa-]   a kind of pig.  

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
koru-k-kai  [ missing letter- Ra-] - – reed . 

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
vaikkoar [ missing letter- Ra-] - reed/ hay . 

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the  interpretation of the 
word is varaaki  [ missing letter- Ra-] -female pig ; varaaka  maan – deer/ hog; 
miruka[Skt]  vakai ; kuranku  vakai  inam -  a kind of animal  . 

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
karumaan vakai  inam a  [ missing letter- Ra-]  kind of  hog. 
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sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the  interpretation of the 
word is kiri kiri [ missing letter- Ra-]  -wild hog.  

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
kaan maa vakai  inam –a kind of wild hog. 

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
koani vakai  inam – a kind of boar  /  hog . 

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
koala vakai  inam [ missing leter- la-]  – a kind  of porcupine; vakai- kind; inam- 
species  . 

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
kanali  vakai –[ missing leter- la-]   a kind of hog.  

 sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the  interpretation of the 
word is muka- laan-kalam –[ missing leter- la-]   – pig.  

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
naakku – reed [flute]   . 

sahgisgi  has the consonants –[-sa-] – ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
naanal  vakai  [ missing leter- la-]  – kind of reed ; naanal-  reed;  vakai - a kind . 

 

 šáh(2)-giš-gi(4)(-ì)-gu7-e: porcupine ('bush pig' + 'it eats'). 

sahgisgigue  has the consonants –sa- ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
sallaka  vakai  [ missing leter- la-]  – kind of  porcupine.  

sahgisgigue  has the consonants –sa- ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
sikku-vaari [ missing letter- Ra-] – porcupine.     

sahgisgigue  has the consonants –sa- ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is    
suvaikka –eat  /taste . 
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sahgisgigue  has the consonants –sa- ka--sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is      
vaai asaivu  seika  -eat.  

sahgisgigue  has the consonants –sa- ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word is    
mosikka- eat.  

sahgisgigue  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word 
is    kavuu-ka  eat.  

sahgisgigue  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word 
is  nakku- eat/ lick .  

 sahgisgigue  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- sa- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  
pusikkai –eat [ missing letter- pa-]  -eating.  

sahgisgigue  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- [-sa-]- ka- and the original Tamil  word 
is  kai vaikika- eat; kai- hand; vaikka- keep .  

 

 šáh(2)-niga: fattened pig ('pig' + 'fattened').  

sahniga has the consonants –[-sa-]  -an -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaan 
maa- pig ; aaka nikam .  

sahniga has the consonants –sa  -an -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nanku  
sathai  udaiya  kundu - kaan maa [ missing letter- the-] - fat pig  ; sathai- flesh ; 
udaiyathu- has ; kundu- faty ; kaa maa- pig .  

 

šah(2)-ú: pasture grazing pig ('pig' + 'plants, grass'). 

sahu has theconsonats –[- sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  panni  maeikka  
[ missing letter- pa-] – to pasture pigs; panni- pig; maeikka- to pasture .  

sahu has theconsonats – [-sa-]- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
akanikam- pig.   
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sahu has theconsonats –[- sa-]   ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaimaa-  black  
pig.  

sahu has theconsonats – sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  seeku-  broom 
grass.  

sahu has theconsonats – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pai-k-koon [ 
missing letter- pa-] - citronella  grass.  

sahu has theconsonats – [-sa-]- ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
avaiyam  -  cuscus  grass. 

sahu has theconsonats – sa-ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
vaasam – cuscus grass.  

sahu has theconsonats – [-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kuyam- darbha  
grass.  

 sahu has theconsonats – [-sa-]-ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
ayavi  - the  plant.  

sahu has theconsonats – sa-ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
jamuki – the plant.  

sahu has theconsonats – sa-ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
koasamam- the plant.  

 sahu has theconsonats – sa-ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
kunaasakam- the plant.  

sahu has theconsonats – sa-ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
sakasa-  the plant.  

 

 šáh(2)-zé-da-bar-sur-ra: porcupine ('pig' + 'to cut' + 'to protect' + 'outside; 
fleece' + 'to spray out'). 
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sahzedabarsura   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the- pa- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  maruttu pandri – wild hog; pandri- pig . 

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the- pa- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  uoor pandri  / poaththari – village pig; uoor- village ; 
pandri- pig .  

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the- pa- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  pandri paththar -  hog’s bristles.  

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the- pa- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  pandri mayir - hog’s bristles  ;  pandri- pig. 

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants- sa-- the- pa- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  pandri  eraichchi – pig meat / pork  ;eraichchi-  meat .  

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the- pa- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  pandri – uram- pig manure; uram- manure . 

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the- pa- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  pandri  pori – pig machine /trap . 

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants- [-sa-] - the- pa- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  pandri  erumpu – pig  iron ; pandri- pig.  

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants--sa-- the- [-pa-]- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  sem mari  aattin mayir  katrai  [ missing letter- ka-]  -  
sheep fleece  ; sem mari- sheep/ram   ; aadu –goat /sheep; mayir- hair  . 

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants--sa-- the- pa- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  pisu  pisuppu  aattu mayir  katrai [ missing letter- ka-]  -   
gummy  fleece ; mayir- hair ; mayir katrai- tuft of hair .  

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants—[-sa-]-- the- pa- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  kappattruthar –protect . 

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants—[-sa-]-- the- [-pa-]- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  aruththiduthar  -to cut.  
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sahzedabarsura   has the consonants—[-sa-]-- the- [-pa-]- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  muriththiduthar – to cut.  

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants—[-sa-]-- the- [-pa-]- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  sitharththar- cut.  

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants—[-sa-]-- the- [-pa-]- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
original  Tamil  word is  theriththiduthar   -cut.  

sahzedabarsura   has the consonants—sa-- the- [-pa-]- Ra – [-sa-]- Ra –and the  
sithara  adiththar  -spray; sithara –to scatter  . 

 

 šakan-kéš: basket weaver (?) ('large jar for oil', + 'to bind, wrap').  

sakankes   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –an-  ka- [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuyavan- potter.  

sakankes   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –an-  ka- [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   koodai  mudaivoan  [ missing  letter- the -]- basket weaver; koodai – 
basket ; mudaika - to knit/ weave . 

sakankes   has the consonants – sa- ka –an-  ka- [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   sinna  ennai-k-  kinnam-  small oil cup ;  sinna- small; ennai- oil; kinnam- 
cup . 

sakankes   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –an-  ka- [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   inaikka – bind.  

sakankes   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –an-  ka- -sa- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kovu sanai / kavi sanai– envelop. 

sakankes   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –an-  ka- -[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is   pinaikka-[ missing  letter- pa-] - bind . 

 

šár-ra-ab-du: a temple official (from Akkadian šarru, 'king', + abdu, 'slave'). 
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abdu  has the   consonants –[-pa-] - the-and the   original Tamil  word is adimai  -
slave . 

abdu  has the   consonants –[-pa-] - the-and the   original Tamil  word is yaedan-
slave   

abdu  has the   consonants –[-pa-] - the-and the   original Tamil  word is thondan  -
slave  

 abdu  has the   consonants –[-pa-] - the-and the   original Tamil  word is 
thoththan  /  thoththu   -slave.  

abdu  has the   consonants –[-pa-] - the- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  saedam  [  missing letter- sa-]  -slave.  

abdu  has the   consonants –[-pa-] - the- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  dasan / dasi   [  missing letter- sa-]  -slave.  

 

 šàr-ra-ús-sa: body guard (from Akkadian šarru, 'king', + 'to follow' + nominative; 
cf., ága-ús, 'policeman'). 

sarru   has the consonants -sa –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   arasar- king.  

sarru   has the consonants –[-sa-] –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is mannar – 
king.  

sarru   has the consonants –[-sa-] –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is  maa 
mannar- emperor.  

sarru   has the consonants –sa-Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is  maa raasan – 
king; maa- great/ big .  

sarru   has the consonants –[-sa-]-Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is    maa-
raayan-  king ;  maa- great .  

sarru   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is  Raayar – 
king.  
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sarru   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is irai- king.   

sarru   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is  aran 
/araiyan  /araisan – king. 

sarru   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is  Pharaoh/ 
Paraiyan  [  missing  letter- pa-] – king.  

sarru   has the consonants –-sa-–Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is paer arasar-
[  missing  letter- pa-]  emperor; paer- great .   

sarru   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is  Paari [  
missing  letter- pa-]  -a king . 

sarru   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is  piraan/ 
porunan / perumaan [ missing  letter- pa-] – king.  

sarru   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is  Oari- a  
king.  

sarru   has the consonants –sa- –Ra-   and the  original  Tamil  word is arasi – 
queen.  

sarru   has the consonants –sa- –Ra-   and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
Raja -   king.  

sarru   has the consonants –[-sa-]- –Ra-   and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   raani- queen . 

sarru   has the consonants –sa- –Ra-   and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
zaar – Russian king . 

 

 še-ba: barley rations distributed by the administration of the temple, palace, etc. 
('barley' + 'portion, rations').  

seba  has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  panku [  
missing letter- ka-] - portion.  
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seba  has the consonants – [-sa-]- -pa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  pan-k-
keedu [  missing letters- ka- and- the -]  -portion.  

 seba  has the consonants – [-sa-]- -pa--  and the  original Tamil  word is unavu  
padi / unavu pankkeedu  [  missing letters- ka- and- the -]  -ration ; unavu –food; 
pankku – share;  pankkeedu –distribution . 

 seba  has the consonants – [-sa-]- -pa--  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koathumai [  missing letters- ka- and- the -]  –wheat . 

seba  has the consonants – [-sa-]- -pa--  and the other interpretation  of the word 
is akkatham [  missing letters- ka- and- the -] - barley   . 

 

še-ba: to be careless, negligent (cf., šub; šab, 'to fall, disappear'). 

seba  has the consonants –[-sa -] - pa  -and the  original Tamil  word is parai  /arai 
[ missing letter- Ra-]  - disappear. 

seba  has the consonants –sa -– [-pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is sariya [  
missing letter- Ra-] - to fall . 

seba  has the consonants –[-sa -] - pa  -and the  original Tamil  word is porupu 
inmai [ missing letter- Ra-] – careless.  

seba  has the consonants –sa –[- pa-]   -and the  original Tamil  word is  soaram  [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – careless. 

seba  has the consonants –[-sa -] - pa  -and the other interpretation of the word is  
pariyayam [ missing letter- Ra-] – careless.  

seba  has the consonants –[-sa -] – [ -pa -]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
narumaa- negligence . 

 

 še-bal: barley lost in processing; grain tax ('barley' + 'to demolish'). 
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sebal  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -[-pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koozha  ezhappu  [ missing letter- ka-]  - grain lost ; ezhappu- loss . 

sebal  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -[-pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koozha  kooli [ missing letter- ka-] – grain tax; kooli- wage .  

sebal  has the consonants –[-sa-]  -[-pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is azhi– 
demolish. 

sebal  has the consonants –sa- -pa-–la-  and the  original Tamil  word is paazh 
sei—demolish  ;  paazh –spoil  . 

 

 itiše-bar-ra-gál-la: calendar month 3 at Umma during Ur III. 

itisebarragalla  has the consonants – the-[- sa -]- [-pa-] –Ra-  ka-  la-   and the  
original Tamil  word is   moondraam thinkkal – 3rd  month; moondru -3; thinkkal- 
month/ moon  . 

 

 še-bi: value-equivalence in barley (used as a standard) ('barley' + 'its'). 

sebi has  the consonants-[- sa-] -[-pa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is yavam [ 
missing  letter- ka-] - barley . 

sebi has  the consonants-[- sa-] -[-pa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is maa-kaani 
[ missing  letter- ka-]- grain volume measurement . 

sebi has  the consonants-[- sa-] -pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is padi  missing  
letter- the-]  - grain volume measurement . 

sebi has  the consonants-[- sa-] -pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is pothi  [ 96 
padi  ] [ missing  letter- the ]- grain volume measurement .  
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 še-búr-ra: grain released for transport, storage, and further distribution ('barley' 
+ 'to open, release'). 

seburra  has  the consonants- sa-[-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sirusu 
– grain . 

seburra  has  the consonants- sa-[-pa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saemiththiduthar [ missing letter-the-] - to store.  

seburra  has  the consonants- [-sa-]--pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
parimaaru – distribute.  

 seburra  has  the consonants- [-sa-]--pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
piriththu thara[ missing letter-the-]  – to distribute.  

seburra  has  the consonants- sa--pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
peyarchchi – transport.  

seburra  has  the consonants- [-sa-]--pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  ner 
payir  aruppu  -  harvest . 

seburra  has  the consonants- [-sa-]—pa -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
piriya- open . 

seburra  has  the consonants- [-sa-]—[-pa-] -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thira   [ missing letter-the-] - open . 

seburra  has  the consonants-sa-pa -Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pul  arisi  [ 
missing letter- la-] -barley . 
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                                                      Page-142 

 

 

 še...dé: to clean barley after winnowing ('barley, grain' + 'to pour'). 

sede  has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pudai -[ 
missing letter – pa-] - winnow . 

sede  has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaaththu / 
thooththu – winnow.  

sede  has the consonants- -sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thooththi   
suththam seithidu / thooththi  thooimai seithidu – to clean by  winnowing; 
suththam- cleanliness ; seithidu –do .  

sede  has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thattai-  
winnowing  pan . 

sede  has the consonants- sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  salithidu [ 
missing letter- la-] – winnow/sieve . 

sede  has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thellu [ 
missing letter- la-]- winnow. 

sede  has the consonants- -sa--the -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
seeththiyam – grain . 

sede  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--the -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
neetham- grain . 

sede  has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thinai – 
millet.  

sede  has the consonants- -sa-the -and the  interpretation  of the word is  satham 
– cropped grain . 
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sede  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--the -and the  interpretation  of the word is  
thaaniya [Skt] – grain . 

sede  has the consonants- -[-sa-]--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thanniyaei  
uootthu  -pour water; thanni –water; uooththu- pour . 

 sede  has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  attu / idu – 
pour.  

grain [E] has the consonants -ka –Ra- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kuruni – 
grain.  

 grains[E] has the consonants -ka –Ra- an- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is    
karun-k- sarakku – grain.  

 

 ghišše-dùg: 'sweet corn tree' = licorice tree (?) ('corn' + 'sweet'). 

ghissedug  has the consonants - ka  -sa-  the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thiththikkum  koththai  soalam  /makka  soalam   / muththu  soalam [ missing  
letter- la-]- sweet corn ;   thiththikka- sweet;  makka  soalam – corn . 

ghissedug  has the consonants - ka  -[-sa-]-  the – ka- and the  original Tamil  word 
is kundri-k- kodi [ missing  letter- Ra-]- liqorice creeper ; kodi- vine;  

ghissedug  has the consonants - ka  -[-sa-]-  the – ka- and the other interpretation  
of the word is   athinkkam- liqorice  plant . 

  

 še...è: (cf., še giš-è-a).  

 

še-er; še-er-še-er; še-er-zi: shine, light, glimmer (syllabic spelling of šér, 'to shine 
brightly'). 
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seer has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is   eriya – 
shine/ glow .  

seer has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is  muri –
shining . 

seer has the consonants –sa- Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is  soranai  - shine.  

seer has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is  niram- light.  

seer has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- and  the  other interpretation  of the word is   
pirapai [ missing letter- pa-]  light . 

seer has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is  erippu [ 
missing letter- pa-]  – glitter ;  neruppu  eriya; neruppu-fire  ; eriya- to burn   . 

seer has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is niram  peru [ 
missing letter- pa-] - glisten ; niram- ray ; peru –get  . 

seer has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is  olira [  
missing letter- la-] – to shine . 

seer has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is  milira [ 
missing letter- la-]  - to shine.  

seer has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is thee   sudar  
[ missing letter- the -] – light . 

seer has the consonants –sa-- Ra- and  the  original Tamil  word is suttu  eriththida  
[ missing letter- the -] - glimmer.  

 

 še-er-gu/kum: a long string of dried fruit (probable syllabic spelling of Semitic 
root, 'to lace, interweave').  

še-er-gu/kum  has the consonants –sa- Ra-  ka -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaainchcha  kani saram  / naar - string of dried  fruits. 
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še-er-gu/kum  has the consonants –sa- Ra-  ka -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  isaiththu  nesvu  seithiduthar vaendum [ missing letter- the -]- interweave . 

 še-er-gu/kum  has the consonants –sa- Ra-  ka -ma  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pon sarikai  poo  pinnanum [ missing letter-pa -]– to lace.  

 

še-er...gál: to have authority (Emesal dialect for nir...gál).  

seergal  has the consonants- sa- Ra – ka- la- and the orignal Tamil  word is kattalai  
idum / aanai  idum / yaeval idum  - arasu urimai  kollu  [ missing letter- the -] -  to 
have the government  rights to order. 

 

še-er-ka-an...dug4/du11/e: to cover with; to adorn (with -ni-) (šár, 'to be many' + 
gùn, 'to decorate with colors' + 'to effect'). 

seerkaan dug   has the consonants –sa- Ra-  ka -an –the- ka –and the   original 
Tamil  word is  vevaru  vannannkar  kondu   semmai kattuthar  vaendum- to 
decorate  with colors .  

seerkaan dug   has the consonants –sa- Ra-  ka -an –the- ka –and the   original 
Tamil  word is   sirun-k-kaaram seithidar  vaendum - to decorate.  

seerkaan dug   has the consonants –sa- Ra-  ka -an –the- ka –and the   original 
Tamil  word is suvadiththar   vaendum   - to decorate.  

seerkaan dug   has the consonants –sa- Ra-  ka -an –the- ka –and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is kai visthaaranam   - decoration.  

seerkaan dug   has the consonants –sa- Ra-  ka -an –the- ka –and the   original 
Tamil  word is  vanna saayam  theetuthar   vaendum – to paint with colors.  

seerkaan dug   has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra-  ka -an –the- ka –and the   original 
Tamil  word is  urai  ittu  moodi  vaiththida  vaendum – to   cover. 
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seerkaan dug   has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra-  ka -an –the- ka –and the   original 
Tamil  word is  thakkaththai  uruvaakkida vaendum- to make an  effect.  

 

 še-er-tab-ba: haystack, cornstack; a type of reed fence (šár, 'to be many' or zár, 
'sheaf' + 'to bind, join' + nominative). 

seertabba  has the consonants- sa- Ra  -the -pa – and the  original Tamil  word is 
seththai   paor- sheaf pile  ; seththai-   sheaf  . 

seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra  -the -pa – and the  original Tamil  word 
is ner  kathir poar / kuththu poar  [ missing letter- ka-]  -haystack/cornstack ; ner- 
paddy  ;  poar- hay stack  . 

seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra  -the -pa – and the  original Tamil  word 
is ner- payir   kathir  kattiya  /adukkiya   poar [ missing letter- ka-]  - sheaf pile of 
rice corn / hay stack  ; ner- paddy ;  payir- crop ; kattu –to tie ;  poar- heap .  

seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra  -the –[-pa -]– and the  original Tamil  
word is kathir kattu  / vaikoar  kattu  [ missing letter- ka-]  – sheaf pile.  

seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra  -the –-pa - and the  original Tamil  word 
is kathir payir  [ missing letter- ka-]  - corn ear  . 

seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra  -the –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  
word is kathir adikka  [ missing letter- ka-]  - to beat the corn . 

seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra  -the –[-pa -]– and the  original Tamil  
word is kathir kattu karuvi [ missing letter- ka-]  – sheaf binder ; karuvi –tool .  

seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra  -the –-pa– and the  original Tamil  word 
is uppatti kattari [ missing letter- ka-]   -sheaf pile ; kattrai- bundle . 

seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra  -the –[-pa -]– and the  original Tamil  
word is arikkattu   kuviyar -  sheaf of reaped corn/ cornstack ; ari -k-kattu –sheaf; 
kuviyar- heap .    
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seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra  -the –-pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is naanar  adaippu   -reed fence; naanar- reed  ; adaikka –to shut .  

seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra  -the –-pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is ondrukku maer patta [ missing letter- ka-]  –more than one ; ondru- one; maer 
patta- more . 

seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra  -the –-pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is pinaiththar  / panthiththar / punaithar   –bind. 

 seertabba  has the consonants- sa-Ra  -the –[--pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   isaiththar /asaiththar- bind.  

seertabba  has the consonants- [-sa-]-Ra  -the –[--pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thodarthar / yaaththar – bind.  

seertabba  has the consonants-- sa-Ra  -the –[--pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   saerththar  -join.  

seertabba  has the consonants—[- sa-]-Ra  -the –-pa- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   poruththuthar- join. 

seertabba  has the consonants-[- sa-]-Ra  -the –-pa- -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ut -paduthar- join.  

seertabba  has the consonants-[- sa-]-Ra  -the –[--pa-] - -and the  original Tamil  
word is  ottuthar – join. 

seertabba  has the consonants- sa-Ra  -the –-pa- -and the  original Tamil  word is   
santhiththar – to join. 

seertabba  has the consonants- sa-Ra  -the –-pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  word is 
saarththuthar – join . 

seertabba  has the consonants-[- sa-]-Ra  -the –[--pa-]- -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is anthiththar – join.  
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seertabba  has the consonants-[- sa-]-Ra  -the –-pa- -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   punarnthida- to join.  

seertabba  has the consonants-[- sa-]-Ra  -the –[--pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   attuthar – join . 

 seertabba  has the consonants-[- sa-]-Ra  -the –[--pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  
word is  onduthar – join.  

seertabba  has the consonants-[- sa-]-Ra -the -[-pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   maduththar- join.  

 seertabba  has the consonants-[- sa-]-Ra  -the –[--pa-]- -and the  original Tamil  
word is   muththuthar- join.  

seertabba  has the consonants-[- sa-]-Ra  -the –[-pa-]- -and the other 
interpretation of the word is   remmiththar- join as planks.  

 

 še-ga/ge: favourite; to be obedient; to obey; to agree (with -ši-) (cf., sè(g), 
sig10).  

*sega  has the consonants - -sa-–ka-and the original Tamil word is  iasika- agree. 

sega  has the consonants  - -sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai asaikka- 
agree ;   kai- arm / hand ;  asaikka- shake . 

sega  has the consonants  - -sa-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kann asaikka – 
agree; kann- eye; asaikka- shake . 

sega  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  inanku – 
agree. 

sega  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  inakkam- 
agreeableness. 

sega  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  posunku [ 
missing letter- pa-]- agree . 
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sega  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  paanku- [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  agreeableness. 

sega  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  anpaaka- [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  agreeable. 

sega  has the consonants  - [-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  yekanai – 
agreement . 

sega  has the consonants  --sa-–ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  
kachchankam – agreement . 

 sega  has the consonants  - -sa-–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  seikai-   
agreement . 

sega  has the consonants  - -[-sa--]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  adanki 
nadakka  [ missing letter- the-] -– to obey . 

sega  has the consonants  -[-sa-]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vazhi  ozhuka 
[ missing letter- zha-] – to obey . 

sega  has the consonants  -[-sa-]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  viyam-k- 
kolla- to obey  orders  

sega  has the consonants  -[-sa-]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaevalai  
kolla- to obey  orders;   yaeval- order . 

sega  has the consonants  --sa-–ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  
aasiravam [ missing letter- Ra-]-  obeying . 

 sega  has the consonants  -[-sa-]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is panivu  [ 
missing letter- pa-]-   obedience. 

sega  has the consonants  -[-sa-]–ka- and the  other interpretation  of the  word is  
pav-viyam-[ missing letter- pa-]-   obedience . 

sega  has the consonants  -[-sa-]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vanakkam- 
obedience . 
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sega  has the consonants  -[-sa-]–ka- and the  original Tamil  word is munaku- 
obedience . 

sega  has the consonants  -[-sa-]–ka- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
vipavanam -[ missing letter- pa-]-   obedience . 

favorite [E]  has the consonants –pa- va- Ra -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pidiththu eruppavai- favorite .  

favorite [E]  has the consonants –pa- va- Ra -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikavum virumpiyathu – favorite; viruppam- liking/desire   . 

favorite [E]  has the consonants –pa- va- Ra -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
viruppam-maanathu  -favorite. 

favorite [E]  has the consonants –pa- va- Ra -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
thani  pattru kondu -favoritism; thani –special ; pattru –affection ; konda- having  .  

favorite [E]  has the consonants –pa- va- Ra -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
viruppa thaervu -  choice ; viruppam- desire ; thaervu –choice /selection   .  

favorite [E]  has the consonants –[-pa-]- va- Ra -the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  therinthu edukkai- choice/ elect  /choose. 

favorite [E]  has the consonants –-pa- va- Ra -the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
anpirkku uraiyathu – beloved  ; anpu- love . 

obedient [E]   has the consonants- pa-  the- an- the –and the  orignalTamil  word is  
paninthidum  thanmai – obedient nature  ; thanami- nature . 

obedient [E]   has the consonants- pa-  the- an- the –and the  orignalTamil  word is  
adi  paninthidu – to obey  . 

obedient [E]   has the consonants- [-pa-]-  the- an- the –and the  orignalTamil  
word is  aanai-yaei  yaeththidu – to obey  the orders  ; aanai- order; yaeththidu –
accept . 
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še-GAZ: crushed barley ('barley' + 'to crush'). 

segaz has the consonants  -[-sa -] –ka- [- sa -] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nasunkkiya akkatham / koathumai  [ missing letter- the -] - crushed barley/ wheat 
;  nasunkkiya-   crushed;   koathumai – wheat ;  akkatham- barley .  

 

 še-gibil: new grain ('grains' + 'new, fresh').  

segibil  has the consonants -  [-sa-] –ka- [-pa-]- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koolam-  grain . 

segibil  has the consonants -  sa-–ka- -pa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pachchai  koolam – fresh  grain  . 

segibil  has the consonants -  [-sa-] –ka--pa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
puzhukkai-  boiled  grain.  

segibil  has the consonants -  [-sa-] –ka—[- pa-] - la -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  unankkal-  dried grain.  

segibil  has the consonants -  [-sa-] –ka[- pa-] - la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaazhappu-  close grain.  

segibil  has the consonants -  [-sa-] –ka- pa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalippu -  freshness. 

segibil  has the consonants -  [-sa-] –ka- [-pa-]- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaal - freshness. 

segibil  has the consonants -  [-sa-] –ka- [-pa-]- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kozhumai – freshness. 

segibil  has the consonants -  sa-–ka- [-pa-]- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sevu-vi azhiyaamai – freshness   ; azhiyaa- not spoiled . 

segibil  has the consonants -  [-sa-] –ka- -pa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
pozhivu - freshness. 
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segibil  has the consonants - -sa-–ka- -pa- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaanju  poana   vaikkoal   kuviyal – haystack  ; kaayintha – dried  ; vaikkole- hay  ; 
kuviyal –heap  . 

 

še-gu-nu: fine grains, good crops, late barley ('grains, barley' + gunu, 'load' ?). 

segunu  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuruni  [ missing letter- Ra-]- grain . 

segunu  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
naavaai -   blighted grains   

segunu  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
nadavu   [ missing letter- the -]  -growing crops. 

segunu  has the consonants  - [- sa-]  -ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thavanthu [ missing letter- the -]-  grain.   

segunu  has the consonants  - -sa-ka -an – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  jeeva saathanam [ missing letter- the -]- grain.   

segunu  has the consonants  -  sa--ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
manjikai- grain  bin.  

segunu  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
koathumai  mani / koathumai  thaaniyam / thinai [ missing letter- the -]-wheat  
grain.  

segunu  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
akkatha  mani [ missing letter- the -]– barley  grain ; mani –grain .  

segunu  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kandi  [ missing letter- the -]–load . 

segunu  has the consonants  -  sa-ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
sumathida  vaendum  [ missing letter- the -]–  -to load ;  sumanthidu –carry . 
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segunu  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
akani -  paddy  field . 

segunu  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is aei -
vanam – mountain  paddy . 

segunu  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
unanvu – boiled rice . 

segunu  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
poanakam [ missing letter- pa -]– boiled rice . 

segunu  has the consonants  - -sa-ka -an – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  jeevanakam -  cooked rice.  

segunu  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
venthai [ missing letter- the -]– cooked rice.  

 

 še-gub-ba: barley deposit ('barley' + 'to stand, set' + nominative). 

segubba has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- [-pa-] -  and the original Tamil word is 
akkatha  mandi [ missing letter- the -] - barley deposit 

segubba has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil word is 
akkatham [ missing letter- the - ]  -  barley . 

segubba has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil word is 
nikka -  to stand . 

 segubba has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- [- pa-] -  and the original Tamil word is 
amaikka- to set .   

 

 še-GUD: einkorn wheat ('grain' + 'robust like a bull'). 
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segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
koathu/ koathumai / koathumai mani – wheat ; mani –grain . 

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
koathumai thavidu- wheat bran  ; thavidu- bran . 

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
koathumai maavu- wheat  flour; maavu –flour . 

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is akkatham-  barley/ grain . 

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vaththam-  boiled rice.  

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kaadi- rice food.  

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  thavanthu-  grain.  

segud  has the consonants –  sa- ka -the –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is thivasam- grain.  

segud  has the consonants –  sa- ka -the –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  seeva  saathanam – grain.  

segud  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- ka -the –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaethakam-  grain.  

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kundai  / kottiyam  / kedaa  maadu / vakathu / vidai - robust  bull.  

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kandi-  buffalo bull. 

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
makidam-he buffalo. 
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segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
koattu maa- he  buffalo. 

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  original Tamil  word is  patti 
kedaa-  [ missing  letter –pa- ] -covering  bull. 

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
pakadu [ missing  letter –pa- ]- buffalo  bull.  

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadavu- male buffalo. 

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  thaakku-  robustness.  

segud  has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka -the –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kendan-  robust person . 

 

  še gud(-rá) gu7: grain spent as oxen feed ('barley' + 'bull, ox' ( + dative) + 'to 
feed'). 

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word 
is  vaar  koathumai-  barley . 

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-  and the    other interpretation  
of the word is iththuvarm – bull. 

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  virudupam [   missing letter- pa-] -  bull  

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word 
is  aan kandru- bull  calf.   

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word 
is  kandru kutti-  calf;  kutti- kid . 
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segudra   has the consonants – sa-ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word is   
saen -k--kandru- bull  calf ; kandru –calf .  

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word 
is  kedaai kandru- bull  calf.  

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word 
is  erumai kedaa-  buffalo bull   ;  erumai- buffalo .  

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word 
is  kedaai yeetru- bull  calf . 

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word 
is  uoottu kandru –sucking calf ; uoottu –feed . 

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word 
is  muthu  kandru- weaned calf ; muthu- old . 

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word   
pasu  kandru- [ missing letter- pa-] - calf.  

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word  
kaatu erumai- wild  buffalo .   

segudra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka –the- Ra-  and the   other interpretation  
of the word is  thurankaari- buffalo . 

segudra   has the consonants – sa- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word  
kanji vaarththida- to feed .   

segudra   has the consonants – sa- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word  
unavu  aruntha seika- to feed  ; unavu –food; arunthuka- eat .  

 segudra   has the consonants – sa- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word  
soaru  uootukai –to feed  ; soaru –cooked rice food; uoottukai –feeding  .  

segudra   has the consonants – sa- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word   
soatru  kadai- feeding . 
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segudra   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   
word  vayeitrukku  theeni  tharuka- / theevanam  tharuka- to feed  ; vayeiru –
stoamch ; theeni- food  ; tharuka- give .  

segudra   has the consonants –  sa-- ka –the- Ra-   and the   original Tamil   word  
pasi   aatruka  [  missing  letter- pa-]  - to feed  ; pasi- hunger ; aatruka- to satisfy 
/do  .  

   

 še-gur10-ku5: (cf., še-sag11-ku5 ). 

 itiše-gur10-ku5: (cf., itiše-sag11-ku5 ).  

 

še-gar: barley delivery ('barley' + 'to deliver, deposit').  

 segar  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is vaar  
koathumai  [ missing  letter- the -] – barley . 

segar  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is eedu  
yaetruka [ missing  letter- the -] - deliver. 

segar  has the consonants – sa- -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is saera 
kattuka [ missing  letter- the -] -  deliver.  

segar  has the consonants – sa- -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kondu 
saerkka [ missing  letter- the -] -  deliver. 

 segar  has the consonants – sa- -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saerppikai [ missing  letter-pa -] -deliver. 

 segar  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
maraikka- deposit.  

 

še...gar: to sow barley; to buy with barley ('barley' + 'to deliver, deposit').  
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segar   has the consonants –[-sa-]  - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vaar  
koathumai   thu-v –viduka/ viththiththiduka  [ missing letter- the -] -  to sow barley   
; thoovuka- sow . 

segar   has the consonants –[-sa-]  - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadaikku sendru  vaar koathumai   vaankuthar[ missing letter- the -]  –to  buy  
barley  in the shop  ; kadai / dukan –shop ; sendridu –go  ; vaar koathumai- barley 
; vaankku- buy   

segar   has the consonants –[-sa-]  - ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vithai  
vithaiththiduthar [ missing letter- the -] – deliver.  

segar   has the consonants -sa- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  saera -k –
kattuka  [ missing letter- the -]- deliver. 

segar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uiviththar [ missing letter- the -] - deliver.  

segar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
eedaetruka [ missing letter- the -]  –deliver. 

segar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
koduththiduthar [ missing letter- the -] – deliver . 

segar   has the consonants -sa- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  saerppikai  
[ missing leter- pa-] -  delivering . 

segar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
adaiththar [ missing letter- the -]  –deposit.  

 

še giš-è-a: harvested grain that has just been threshed and only roughly 
measured with a stick ('grain + 'stick' + 'to exit from' + nominative).  

segisea has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka- [-sa -] –and the  original Tamil  word is  
muka-  measure grains.   
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segisea has the consonants- sa- ka- sa –and the  original Tamil  word is  kuchchi -  
stick . 

segisea has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is 
agkam – grain.    

segisea has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is kappi  
[ missing  letter – pa-] – grain . 

segisea has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kampu [ missing  letter – pa-] -  stick .  

segisea has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kampu [ missing  letter – pa-] – pearl millet . 

segisea has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is kappi 
[ missing  letter – pa-] - grain half  ground.  

segisea has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is 
naavaai-  blighted grain . 

segisea has the consonants- sa- ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is akka 
satham  [ missing letter- the -]- cropped grain.  

segisea has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is 
avikkai- boiled grains.  

segisea has the consonants- sa- ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is 
manjikai-  grain bin.  

segisea has the consonants- [- sa-] - ka- [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  word is  
poakku [ missing  letter – pa-] – exit.  

 

še-giš-ì, še-ì-giš: sesame seeds; sesame oil ('grain' + 'tree' + 'oil').  

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil  word is    
noovu -  sesame . 
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segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  papa-k-kinam [ missing letter- pa-] – sesame.  

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is   
punnaakku [ missing letter- pa-]- oil  cake.  

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooru  ennai  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - sesame  oil ; ennai- oil .     

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil  word is  
koozha mani  [ missing letter- zha-] – sesame  seeds ; koozha  ennai- sesame oil ; 
mani –seed  ;ennai- oil .     

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil  word is   
koodam [ missing letter- the -] - sesame.     

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuruni [ missing letter- Ra-] - grain  . 

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil  word is  
virai [ missing letter- Ra-] - seed . 

segisi   has the consonants – sa- – ka- [-sa-]   and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  snaekam- oil   . 

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  
aamanukku  ennai- castor oil   ; ennai- oil .  

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  
aavi  ennai- essential  oil . 

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  
ennavi  – gingili  oil . 

segisi   has the consonants – -sa- – ka- sa-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  suvachcham-  gingelli oil . 
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segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  
noovu  nei -  gingelli  oil.  

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-]  – ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  
vaeppannai  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  margosa oil ; vaeppam- margosa . 

segisi   has the consonants – sa-– ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  ennai  
pisukku [ missing  letter- pa-] – oiliness.  

segisi   has the consonants – sa-– ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  sekku- 
oil  press / oil mill .  

segisi   has the consonants – [-sa-] -– ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  
kaanam- oil  press.  

segisi   has the consonants – sa-– ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  
sekkaan – oil grinder / oil  monger  .  

segisi   has the consonants –[- sa-]-  ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  
ennai  vanikan – oil  merchant.  

segisi   has the consonants –[- sa-]-  ka- [-sa-] and the  original Tamil word is  ennai  
oaviyam- oil  painting . 

segisi   has the consonants – sa- ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  
poosuvana [ missing  letter- pa- ] - scented oil . 

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  
akam  / akamam - tree  .  

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- [-sa-]   and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is aanoakkam – tree.  

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- [-sa-]   and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  nakam-  tree.  

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- [-sa-]   and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  vaaniyam –tree. 
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segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- [-sa-]   and the  original Tamil word is  
vaakai – sirissa tree.   

segisi   has the consonants – [- sa-] - ka- sa-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is kusam – tree . 

segisi   has the consonants –  sa-- ka- [-sa-]-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is saaki –tree. 

 

še giš...ra(-an/ah): to thresh grain by beating with a flail ('grain + 'stick' + 'to 
strike').  

segisra  has theconsonats  - [- sa -] – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kathir 
adiththar  [ missing letter- the-] -  threshing stalks ; kaar kondu  miththithu  
thuvaiththiduthar ; kathir- crops ; adi- beat ;  kaar- leg ; mithi- stamp  . 

segisra  has theconsonats  - [- sa -] – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kathir  
adikkum karuvi [ missing letter- the-]  - thresher; karuvi- tool .  

segisra  has theconsonats  - [- sa -] – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eruthu  adikka [ missing letter- the-]  - thresh out grain by  making  cattle  tread 
over the  stalks ; eruthu –tarus .     

segisra  has theconsonats  -  sa - ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kathir  
adikka uthavum  mara  kuchchi  / kuniru  /thandu / thadi  [ missing letter- the-]    - 
threshing stick; maram – wood; kuchchi –stick  ;thadi –stick  . 

segisra  has theconsonats  - [- sa -] – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
erukku  –  to strike .   

segisra  has theconsonats  - [- sa -] – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kutru  
[ missing letter- the-]  -strike . 

segisra  has theconsonats  - [- sa -] – ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuruni  - grain.  
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itiše-íl-la: calendar month 12 at Lagaš during Ur III.  

Itiseila has the consonants – the- [-sa-]-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
naazhaam  maatham – 4th month- naazhu -4.  

Itiseila has the consonants – the- [-sa-]-  la  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaehaam  maatham- 7th  month- yaezhu- 7.   

 

še...lá: to carry grain; to winnow grain ('grain' + 'to lift').  

sela  has the consonants  - sa - la-   and the  original  Tamil  word is   nellu  
moottaiyaei  seumanthu  sellu [  missing letter-  the -] – to carry  paddy sack ; 
nellu- paddy; moottai –sack/ bundle; sumakka- carry  . 

sela  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original  Tamil  word is  
thooththuthal - [  missing letter-  the -] – winnow.  

sela  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original  Tamil  word is  kozhikkai [  
missing letter- ka-] – to winnow.  

sela  has the consonants –-sa- la- and the  original  Tamil  word is  muchchil – toy  
winnow.  

sela  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- la- and the  original  Tamil  word is poli [  missing 
letter- pa ] -  winnowd paddy .  

 sela  has the consonants –-sa- la- and the  original  Tamil  word is eduththu  sellu 
/thoalil  sumanthu  sellu / mael  edutthal [  missing letter-  the -] – to lift ; 
sumakka –carry; sellu –go ;  thoale- shoulder  ;  maelae edu – lift up .  

 

še-li: pine or juniper seeds ('grain corn' + 'juniper'). 

seli  has the consonants - sa – la- and the original Tamil word is  soalam –corn.  
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seli  has the consonants – [-sa -]– la- and the original Tamil word is  nel  mani-  rice 
grain ; nel- paddy ;  mani –grain . 

seli  has the consonants – [-sa -]– la- and the original Tamil word is  ellu  mnai -  
sesame seeds  ;  ellu- sesame .   

seli  has the consonants –-sa -la- and the original Tamil word is   uoosi  ilai  
maram-[ missing letter- Ra -] - pine tree; uoosi- needle ; ilai- leaf; maram- tree  . 

seli  has the consonants –-[-sa -]-la- and the original Tamil word is thaazhai [  
missing letter-  the -] – fragrant  screw pine.   

seli  has the consonants –-sa - la- and the original Tamil word is uoosi  ilai  sedi [  
missing letter-  the -] – juniper  plant ; ilai- leaf; sedi- plant . 

seli  has the consonants –-sa - la- and the original Tamil word is  saelaa  pazham  [ 
missing letter- pa-]- cherry ; pazham- fruit .  

seli  has the consonants –-sa - la- and the original Tamil word is  annaasi  pazham [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  pine apple; pazham –fruit .  

seli  has the consonants –-sa - la- and the original Tamil word is   seemai  nelli – 
Barbados  cherry . 

  

 še-LÚsar: coriander ('grain corn' + 'man or many') [ŠELU archaic frequency: 28].  

selusar  has the consonants -sa –la-  [-sa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
soala  pori  [ missing letter- pa-] – puffed corn . 

selusar  has the consonants -sa –la-  [-sa-]- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
naru manam   veesum  koththa malli  vithai -kal  [ missing letters- ka -and –the-] – 
fragrant  coriander seeds;   naru manam- good  smell ; koththa  malli- coriander ; 
vithai- seed  . 

 

še-lum-lum: barley sprouts ('grain corn' + 'juniper'). 
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selum   has the consonants  -sa- la –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  soalam- 
corn.  

selum   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mulai- 
sprout.  

selum   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
paliyam [ missing letter- pa-] - sprout.  

selum   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  inippu  
soalam [ missing letter- pa-] - sweet  sorghum ; inippu –sweet .   

selum   has the consonants  -sa- la –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is makka 
soalam  [ missing letter- ka-] –  big sized  corn ;  makka- big  / mega  . 

selum   has the consonants  -sa- la –ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is uoosi ilai 
maram [ missing letter- Ra-]  – juniper tree ; uoosi – needle ; ilai- leaf; maram-  
tree . 

 

 še-muš(5): bitter grain ('grain' + 'bitter'). 

semus   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma –[- sa-] – and the  original Tamil word is   
kaiththidum   akkatham / kottai  [ missing letters- ka –and- the- ]  – bitter grain; 
kaikka- bitter ; akkatham- barley ;  kottai- nut /seed . 

 

 še-namušen: (cf., sim, sínmušen). 
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                                                    Page- 143  

 

 

še-numun: seed ('grain' + 'seed').  

senumun  has the consonants –[- sa-] -an - ma -an –and the  original Tamil  word 
is  nen  mani  –rice grain . 

  

še-ri-ga: gleaned grain ('grain' + 'to bring').  

seriga   has the consonants- sa –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  Karun-j-
-sarakku –grain .  

seriga   has the consonants- [-sa -] –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vairam- close grain.  

seriga   has the consonants- [-sa -] –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kuruni- grain . 

seriga   has the consonants- sa –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  unjiya  
kuruni – gleaned grain.  

seriga   has the consonants- [-sa -] –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  virai 
viththu  [  missing letter- the -] -–seed grain.  

seriga   has the consonants- [-sa -] –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondu varuka [  missing letter- the -] - to bring . 

seriga   has the consonants- [-sa -] –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
eduththu  varuka [  missing letter- the -] –to bring.  
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še-sa: roasted barley ('barley' + 'to roast'). 

sesa  has the consonant- [- sa-] - and the  interpretation  of the word is  akkatham 
[  missing letters- ka -and - the -] – barley.  

sesa  has the consonant- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is vaattu [ missing 
letters- ka -and - the -] -  roast . 

sesa  has the consonant- sa-- and the  interpretation  of the word is  sutta  
akkatham/ vaattiya  akkatham [  missing letters- ka -and - the -] - roasted barley; 
sutta- roasted  ; akkatham- barley  ; vaatiyathu –fried  . 

barley  [E] has the consonants –pa- Ra -la -and the  original Tamil  word is pul arisi 
[ missing letter- sa-] – barley . 

 

 še-sag(11)-ku5: harvest ('grain' + 'to harvest ?' + 'to cut').  

sesagku   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is   Kuruni [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – grain/corn  . 

sesagku   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is  avikkai – 
boiled grains . 

sesagku   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is   navaai- 
blighted grain.  

sesagku   has the consonants  -sa- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is   manjikai- 
grain bin . 

sesagku   has the consonants  -sa- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is   sookam –
barley . 

sesagku   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is  yavai  -
barley . 

sesagku   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is  arukka [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – cut/ harvest . 
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sesagku   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka -  and the original Tamil  word is  arukkum  
naeram  [ missing letter- Ra-]  - harvest  time.  

 

itiše-sag11-ku5: calendar month 12 at Nippur during Ur III; calendar month 11 at 
Lagaš during Ur III; calendar month 1 at Ur during Ur III; calendar month 1 at 
Umma during Ur III; calendar month 12 at Drehem before Šu-Sin 3; calendar 
month 1 at Drehem after Šu-Sin 3.  

itišesagku  has the  consonants -  the-  [-sa-]  – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naat kaatti / maatham  kaatti  / aandu  kaatti – calander;  naal- day ;  maatham- 
month;   aandu- year; kaatti –the one that shows .  

itišesagku  has the  consonants -  the-  [-sa-]  – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
muthalaam thinkal  [  missing letter- la-]  -1st  month  ; muthal- first  ;thinkkal- 
month/ moon .  

itišesagku  has the  consonants -  the-  [-sa-]  – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
moonaam thinkal [  missing letter- la-]  -3rd  month; moonu -3. . 

itišesagku  has the  consonants -  the-  [-sa-]  – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
naazhaam  thinkal [  missing letter- la-]  -4rth month ; naazhaam- fourth . 

itišesagku  has the  consonants -  the-  [-sa-]  – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aeinthaam thinkal [  missing letter- la-]  -5th month ;  aeinthu -5 . 

itišesagku  has the  consonants -  the-  [-sa-]  – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ettaam thinkal  [  missing letter- la-]  -8th month; ettu -8  . 

itišesagku  has the  consonants -  the-  [-sa-]  – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thondaam thinkal [  missing letter- la-]  -9th month  ; thondu -9 .  

itišesagku  has the  consonants -  the-  [-sa-]  – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paththaavathu  maatham [  missing letter-pa-]  - 10th month; paththu -10  . 
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itišesagku  has the  consonants -  the-  [-sa-]  – ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pathinonnaavathu  maatham [  missing letter-pa-]  -  11th month ;  pathi -nonnu -
11 . 

 

še...su-ub: to harvest barley ('barley' + 'to suck').  

sesuub   has the consonants- sa-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  sampam-  
close grains .   

sesuub   has the consonants- sa-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   sappu – suck  

sesuub   has the consonants- [ -sa-]-  pa -and the  original Tamil  word is  uoombu  
-suck  . 

sesuub   has the consonants- [ -sa-]-  [- pa-]  -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   akkatham[ missing letter-  ka -and -the -] - barley . 

sesuub   has the consonants- -sa-   pa- -and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   saaku padi  [ missing letter-  ka -and -the -] – harvest.  

 

še...ša4: to moan ('grain; tiny' + 'to mourn').  

sesa   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  mani –  single 
grain . 

sesa   has the consonant- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  sinna-  small.  

sesa   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  nunniya- tiny . 

sesa   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  munaku / 
munakaam [ missing letter- ka-]  - moan.  

sesa   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  yaenku / 
yaekkam – moan.  
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sesa   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
anukkam [ missing letter- ka-]- moan.    

 

še...šub: to thresh grain by beating ('barley' + 'to throw').  

sesub   has the consonants-  [- sa -] - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   poar adi  
[ missing letters- Ra- and- the -]- thresh grain . 

sesub   has the consonants-  [- sa -] – [- pa -] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
erinthidu  [ missing  letters- Ra- and- the -] –throw.  

 

še...ús: 'treading' by animals as a way of threshing grain ('barley' + 'to drive; to 
follow'). 

seus   has the consonant- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is soottu- adippu [ 
missing letters- pa- and- the-]  - threshing . 

seus   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is nada [ missing 
letter- the-] - treading . 

seus   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is mithi  [ missing 
letter- the-] - treading . 

seus   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is maatai  oaattu [ 
missing letter- the-] -  drive the bull / treading  by bull ; maadu –cattle; oaattu –
drive  . 

seus   has the consonant- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is saaithtidu [ missing 
letter- the-] – drive . 

seus   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is adi [ missing 
letter- the-] – drive . 

seus   has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is oaadu  [missing 
letter- the-] –  follow.  
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 še...zil-zil(-la): to dehusk barley ('barley' + reduplicated 'to peel').  

sezilla  has the consonants -  sa -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  savvu  
eduththal  [ missing letter- the-]  -to  peel . 

sezilla  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -la - and the  original Tamil  word is  umi 
eduththal  [ missing letter- the-]  - dehusk.  

 

ŠÈ-ba-an: a measure for fish ('portion' + 'a measure'; cf., ba-an).  

sebaan    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  –[-pa-] --an -and the   original Tamil word is 
meen – fish . 

sebaan    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  –[-pa-] --an -and the   original Tamil word is 
un maanam – measuring.  

sebaan    has the consonants  - sa –[- pa-]  -an -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is asanam  - measure/ portion.   

sebaan    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  –pa--an -and the   original Tamil word is 
paanmai- portion.  

sebaan    has the consonants  - sa –[- pa-]  -an -and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  anjam- portion.  

sebaan    has the consonants  - [-sa-]  –pa--an -and the  interpretation  of the word 
is maapanam -  measure.  

 

še10...dúr: to fart ('excrement' + 'to break wind').  

sedur has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kutha 
kaatru  /   kudar  kaathu /  vayeitru-k- kaatru   [ missing letter- ka-] -  wind from 
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the  rectum ; kutham- rectum   ; kudar/ kudal  - gut ;  kaatru –wind  ; vayeiru  -
stomach/ gut  . 

sedur has the consonants – sa-- the- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   kusu  viduthar [ missing letter- ka-] -to break wind ; kusu –gas .  

sedur has the consonants – sa-- the- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   echcham iduthar –  drop excrement  ; echcham – excrement  .  

sedur has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  pee 
poeiduthar [  missing letter- pa-] - drop excrement  ; pee- shit .  

sedur has the consonants – sa - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   saanam   
iduthar - drop excrement   ;  saanam –dung . 

sedur has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vidiyar – voiding excrement.  

sedur has the consonants – [-sa-] - the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  eru  
poadu- [  missing letter- pa-] - to pass excrement .  

sedur has the consonants – [- sa-] -- the- Ra -and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is    pureedam [  missing letter- pa-] – excrement.  

sedur has the consonants –sa- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   maasu  
adaithar- to get soiled  ; maasu –pollution /dirt  .  

 

še25/še26...gi4: (cf., sig4...gi4 ).  

 

šen-šen: combat, strife (reduplicated 'mirror' or 'shield' ?).  

sen   has the consonants – sa- an  - and the  original Tamil  word is   sandai  [ 
missing letter- the - ]- combat / fight . 
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sen   has the consonants – [- sa-] - an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  munai- 
fight . 

sen   has the consonants –  sa-- an  - and the   other interpretation of the word is 
sanniyam –fight.  

sen   has the consonants – [-sa-] - an  - and the  original Tamil  word is  thandai [ 
missing letter- the - ]-  shield.    

sen   has the consonants –  sa-- an  - and the   other interpretation of the word is 
thanjam [  missing letter- the - ]-shield.  

sen   has the consonants –  sa-- an  - and the   other interpretation of the word is 
kanjanam [  missing letter-ka - ]-mirror . 

sen   has the consonants –sa- an  - and the  original Tamil  word is   sinna aadi [  
missing letter- the - ]– small  mirror.  

sen   has the consonants –[-sa-] - an  - and the  original Tamil  word is   kann aadi  [ 
missing letters-  ka –and- the -] – mirror.  

strife [E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -the -Ra –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is - 
eraattu  piraattu – strife.  

strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa-]--the -Ra –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is ethirdai –strife /rivalry ;  maththirippu  -rivelry .  

strife [E]  has the consonants –-sa--the -Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sandai  iduthar –to fight ; sandai –fight . 

strife [E]  has the consonants –-sa--the -Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sor poar seithuduthar – strife / verbal war; sor- word; poar- war ; seithidu –do  . 

 strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is muran paadu   -strife /discord . 

 strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is maaru paadu  -discord.  
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strife [E]  has the consonants -sa-the -Ra –[--pa-] - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  siththiram – discord in a family  

 strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is mana poarattam – mental  strife; manam- mind; poaraattam- suffering  / 
protest . 

strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is poarattam – conflit. 

strife [E]  has the consonants –-sa--the -Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
poar seithidu – conflit/ to  wage a war ; poar- war; seithidu –do . 

strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is udan paadu indri – strife /discord .  

strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is idar  -trouble.  

strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is padar –trouble.  

strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is idar paadu  -trouble.  

 strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –[--pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is erattaaniyam –trouble.  

strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is thunpam ura- in trouble.  

strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is thontharai  -trouble.  

strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is idar uooru-  trouble . 
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strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is thuyarm – trouble.  

 strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is aranthai – trouble.  

strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is mandraattam- trouble. 

 strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is maarrattam - trouble. 

 strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-[--pa-]- and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is roathanai – trouble . 

 strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –-[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is thunpa-m-muruththu-give trouble; thunpam-  trouble .  

strife [E]  has the consonants –-[-sa--]-the -Ra –--pa- and the  other interpretation  
of the word is nirpantham – trouble.  

 

šer7-da: capital offense; crime; blame; punishment.  

serda   has the consonants--sa-- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thee  
seyar- crime ; thee- bad; seyar –action .  

serda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kutram [  missing letter- ka-] – crime.  

serda   has the consonants- sa-- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is saduthar/ 
sumaththuthar  –suspicion  of crime.  

serda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kutramudaiyathu-[  missing letter- ka-] -  crimeful.   

serda   has the consonants- -sa-- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  satta 
padi  thandikka  vaenidya- thoru   kutra seyar  [ missing letter- pa-] -  legally  
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punishable act-  crime ; sattam – law; thandikka –to punish ; kutram- crime; seyar 
-action. 

serda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadun- 
k-kutram - [  missing letter- ka-] - heinous crime; kadumai –severe . 

serda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
maanudaththirkku  ethiraana  kutram [  missing letter- ka-]  -crime against  
humanity ; maanudam- humanity ; ethiraa –against ; kutram- crime . 

serda   has the consonants- sa-- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kutraviyar   nadai  murai  sattam-  [  missing letter- ka-]  - criminal law ; sattam- 
law ; kutraviyar- criminal  .  

serda   has the consonants- sa- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  thak seer [ missing letter- ka-] – crime.  

serda   has the consonants- sa- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  thurisu- crime.  

serda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
theeraamai-  heinous crime. 

serda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kutram atra-[ missing letter- ka-] -  crimeless.    

serda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
theenku  atra  [ missing letter- ka-] -  crimeless; theenku –evil ;atra –without  .  

serda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  koottu 
kutram  [ missing letter- ka-] - joint crime; koottu- joint  . 

serda   has the consonants- sa-- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thittam  
ittu seitha  kutram  [ missing letter- ka-]  - planned  crime . 

serda   has the consonants- sa-- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thittam  
idaathu  seitha  kutram -  [ missing letter- ka-]  -un planned  crime ; thittam idu –
to plan;  thittam idaathu – no plan ; seitha- done  ; kutram- crime . 
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serda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kutra  
thanmai [ missing letter- ka-] -  criminality; kutram- crime; thanmai- nature .    

serda   has the consonants- [-sa-] - Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kutra  
nadavadikkai [ missing letter- ka-]  - criminal  proceedings; kutram- crime; 
nadavadikkai- action  . 

serda   has the consonants- -sa-- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kutraththai  theera  aaivu  seithar [ missing letter- ka-] – criminal  investation; 
aaivu- examination  ; seithidu –do . 

serda   has the consonants- -sa-- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   kutraththai  visaaraani seithudar [ missing letter- ka-] – criminal  
investation; kutram- crime ; visaaranai-  enquiry . 

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  aran-
k-kadai [ missing letter- ka-]-  sin.   

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  erittam- sin  . 

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  thuritham- sin.   

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  tharppam [  missing letter- pa-]- sin.    

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thapparai  [  missing letter- pa-]-  sin . 

serda   has the consonants- sa--- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nandri 
kaedu  seika  [ missing letter- ka-]- sin ; kaedu- damage  / evil  ;  seika- do; nandri- 
gratitude  .   

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  mara 
thurai- sinful way.  
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 serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thetru –wrong . 

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thavaru -[ missing letter- ka-]-  wrong.  

serda   has the consonants- -sa-- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ketta  
seyar [ missing letter- ka-]-  misdeed .    

serda   has the consonants- -sa-- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kutra 
saattu-[ missing letter- ka-]- blame. 

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kurai 
kooridu- [ missing letter- ka-]-  blame.  

serda  has the consonants- --sa- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  maasu  
atra- blame less  [antonym]  ;  maasu –taint  ; atra- without . 

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kandiththarkku – uriya seyar  [ missing letter- ka-]-  blameful  act .  

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
theenku  ariyaatha  [ missing letter- ka-]- blameless.  

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kutram atra [ missing letter- ka-]-  blameless; kutram- fault/ crime  ;atru- without .  

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is mikai  
kooruthar [ missing letter- ka-]-– to blame  . 

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thandiththar- punishment . 

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] --- Ra- the- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  aparaatham / aparaatha panam [ missing letter- pa-] – punishment; 
aparaatham- fine; panam- money .  
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serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] -- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thanda vari   [ missing letter- ka-]-  punishment; thandam- punishment ; vari –tax .  

serda   has the consonants- -sa--- Ra- the- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is sitchiththar - punishment. 

serda   has the consonants- -sa--- Ra- the- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is sitchchai  ratchai[Skt]   -punishment and protection ; sitchchai –
punishment .  

serda   has the consonants- -sa-- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
achchuruththu thandanai  -  deterrant punishment ; achcham uruththu- to induce 
fear .  

serda   has the consonants- -[-sa-] --- Ra- the- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  marana thandanai -  capital punishment. ; maranam[Skt] - death 
;thandanai- punishment   

 

šeš-bàn-da: younger brother ('brother' + 'young, junior').  

sesbanda   has the consonants-  sa  -pa- an -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sinna  thampi – younger brother  ; sinna  -small . 

sesbanda   has the consonants-  [-sa -]  -pa- an -the  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is annan  thampi   -  elder brother  and  younger brother ; annan- elder 
brother; thampi –younger brother .  

sesbanda   has the consonants-  sa --[ -pa-] - an -the  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is sinnathu – young/ small . 

sesbanda   has the consonants-  [-sa -]  -[-pa-] - an -the  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   mainthan- young  man .  

sesbanda   has the consonants-  [-sa -]  -pa-- an -the  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  small boy.  
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sesbanda   has the consonants-  [-sa -]  -pa-- an -the  -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   pinthai – junior.  

 

itišeš-da-gu7: calendar month 2 at Drehem through Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 3 at 
Drehem after Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 3 at Ur during Ur III. 

itišešdagu   has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]-  the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   moonaavathu  thinkkal [ missing letter- la-] – 3rd  month ; moonu- 3; 
thinkkal- month/ moon . 

itišešdagu   has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]-  the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   naankaavathu  thinkal [ missing letter- la-]-  4th month; naanku -4. .  

itišešdagu   has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]-  the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   aeinthaam  thinkal [ missing letter- la-]- 5th  month  ; aeinthu -5.   

itišešdagu   has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]-  the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   yaezhaavathu  thinkal [ missing letter- la-] – 7th month; yaezhu -7  . 

itišešdagu   has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]-  the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   ettaam  thinkal [ missing letter- la-] – 8th month ;ettu -8  .  

itišešdagu   has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]-  the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thondaam  thinkal [ missing letter- la-]-  9th  month . ;thondu -9 . 

itišešdagu   has the consonants  -the –[-sa-]-  the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  paththaavathu maatham [ missing letter- pa-] – 10th month ; paththu -10 . 

 

 ŠEŠ-dúr-rá/a: (cf., sa-dúr(-ra)).  

 

šeš-gal: older brother ('brother' + 'large').  
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sesgal   has the consonants  -sa - ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is sakalai -  
co -brother  [ wife’s sister’s  husband  ] .   

sesgal   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kozhunan   - husband’s  brother . 

sesgal   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thalaivan [ missing letter- the -] – elder brother.  

sesgal   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kozhunthiyaa  [ missing letter- the -] -   brother’s wife.  

sesgal   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhi – 
great . 

sesgal   has the consonants  -sa-- ka-  la -and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is   visalamaana – large ;   nalla  nellamum akalamum  ulla .  

 

šika-ri: shattered potsherds ('potsherd' + 'to break open; to throw away').  

sikari  has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  erika/ 
yaerkai -   throw.  

sikari  has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is vittu 
erithar [ missing letter- the -] – throw    

sikari  has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   
uruttukai  [ missing letter- the -] – throw   . 

sikari  has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
ekuththar-[ missing letter- the -] –  throw.    

sikari  has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   
yaevuthar- -[ missing letter- the -] –  throw.    

sikari  has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
vattiththar- -[ missing letter- the -] –  throw.      
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sikari  has the consonants  -   sa-–ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is  
kadaasuthar  [ missing letter- the -] -   throw.  

sikari  has the consonants  -   sa-–ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is   thooki  
etta   veesiduthar/veesi  erithar -[ missing letter- the -] -   throw away ; etta- far; 
veesu- throw ; eri –throw   .  

sikari  has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is    
udaiththu  thirakka [ missing letter- the -]   - break open; udaikka- break ;thirakka- 
open  . 

sikari  has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra - and the original Tamil  word is varu 
voadu / varai oadu [ missing letter- the -]   - potsherd.  

 

šim-gam-gam(-ma): an aromatic substance - turpentine (?) ('aromatic resin' + 
reduplicated 'to bend; to shrivel'). 

simgam  has the consonants- sa- ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kudakkam [ missing letter- the -] – bend.  

simgam  has the consonants- sa- ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudakkam [ missing letter- the -] – bend.  

simgam  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
koattam [ missing letter- the -]  bend.   

simgam  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuniya vaenum – to bend.  

simgam  has the consonants- sa- ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  saaya  
vaenum –to bend.  

simgam  has the consonants- sa- ma- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  ava kunjanam – bend.  
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simgam  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
unakkam – shrivel.   

simgam  has the consonants- [-sa-] - ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaattam  [ missing letter- the -] – shrivel . 

simgam  has the consonants- sa - ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
surukkam [ missing letter- Ra-] –shrivel .  

simgam  has the consonants- sa - ma- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  sankiraka -maaku  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  to shrivel . 

simgam  has the consonants- [-sa -] - ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kun-k-kiliyam / uloo kalam / vaazhakam  [ missing letter- la-] – konkani  resin.  

simgam  has the consonants- sa -- ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
sinkam- an aromatic.   

simgam  has the consonants- [-sa -] - ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
mikka manam – perfume.  

simgam  has the consonants- sa -- ma- ka – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is kantham / sukantham / sukantha vaasanai [ missing letter- the -]  - 
perfume.    

simgam  has the consonants- [-sa -] - ma- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
mikuntha manam [ missing letter- the -]  - perfume; mikuntha – excess; manam- 
smell .  

 

 šim-gig: frankincense - used in making medicinal plasters ('aromatic resin' + 'to 
be sick').  

simgig  has the consonants—[-sa -]–ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  Kun-
k-kliyam [ missing letter- la-]  - frankincense/  aromatic resin . 
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simgig  has the consonants-- sa –ma- ka –  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kumanjam - frankincense. 

simgig  has the consonants—[-sa -]–ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ulookalam / vellai  kun-k-kiliyam [ missing letter- la-] - Konkani  resin.  

simgig  has the consonants—sa -ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is sen-k- 
kun-k-kiliyam [ missing letter- la-]- red resin.  

simgig  has the consonants—[- sa-]  -ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
keezham[ missing letter- la-]- resin  . 

simgig  has the consonants—sa -ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaeppam  pisin [ missing letter- pa-]  margosa resin.  

simgig  has the consonants—sa -ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
punniyaakkam [ missing letter- pa-]- Konkani  resin.   

frankincense [E]   has the consonants  -pa- Ra- an-  ka -sa -an -sa – and the  
original Tamil  word is  narumanam veesum  saampiraaanai  pukai – fragrant  
frankincense  ;narumanam-  good  smell;  saampiraani – frankincense; pukai- 
smoke   . 

simgig  has the consonants—sa -ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
masakkai – morning sickness.  

simgig  has the consonants—[-sa-]  -ma- ka –  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is anukkam – infantile sickness.  

simgig  has the consonants—sa-  -ma- ka –  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  asaowkkiyam [Skt]  - sickness.  

simgig  has the consonants—sa-  -ma- ka –  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sowkkiyam -  well being [antonym] ; kunamaka .   

simgig  has the consonants—[-sa-] -ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunamaa   - well being[ antonym] . 
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simgig  has the consonants—sa-  -ma- ka –  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sukam – well being [antonym].  

simgig  has the consonants—[-sa-] -ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
noavu  inmai -  healthy / with out sickness  [antonym] . 

simgig  has the consonants—sa-  -ma- ka –  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  asukam [Skt] / sukaveenam  – sickness.  

simgig  has the consonants—[-sa-] -ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunam inmai -  sick.  

simgig  has the consonants—[-sa-] -ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunamaaka – to recover from illness.   

simgig  has the consonants—sa-  -ma- ka –  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   maesam  -disease.  

- simgig  has the consonants—[-sa-] -ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaama naoei – love sickness ; moaka noaei .  

- simgig  has the consonants—[-sa-] -ma- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mana noanu – mental  illness.  

 

šim-im: an aromatic substance ('aromatic substance' + 'wind'; cf., si-im-si-im...ak, 
'to sniff'). 

simim  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
moappam [ missing letter- pa ] -  sniff /wind .  

simim  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  manam – 
wind.  

simim  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aanmaa  -wind.  
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simim  has the consonants – sa--ma -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
susanam – wind.  

simim  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is   manam  
/ nan manam – perfume.  

simim  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  oamam -  
bishop  weed.   

simim  has the consonants – sa--ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  soampu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –anise.  

 

lúšim-nag: spice drinkers (?) ('spice' + 'to drink').  

lusimnag  has the consonants - la – [-sa -]  -ma-  an- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   kudiththal / unnuthal  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  – to drink ; kudi –
drink; unnu –eat .  

lusimnag  has the consonants - la – [-sa -]  -ma-  an- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   kallu / kalankkal  kudikka  vaendum / vikuni  kudiththal vaendum [ 
missing letter- the -]   –to drink liquor / alcohol ; kalankkal –alcohol ; kudikka –to 
drink  . 

lusimnag  has the consonants - la – [-sa -]  -ma-  an- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudi  mayakka  nilai  [ missing letter- the -]  - drunken state; mayakkam- 
drowsiness ; kudi- liquor ; nilai –state  . 

lusimnag  has the consonants - la – [-sa -]  -ma-  an- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  manam  mikka  pala kaayam [ missing letter- pa-] – spice.  

lusimnag  has the consonants - la – sa - -ma-  an- ka – and the  other 
interpretation  of the  manam veesum masalai – sundry  spice; manam-  smell .  

lusimnag  has the consonants - la – sa - -ma-  an- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  samayalil  thaalikka  payan padum  pala kaayam [ missing letters-  pa- and- the -
]  - spice for cooking  ; samayal- cooking  ; payan – use ; kaayam- spice  .   
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lusimnag  has the consonants - la – [-sa -]  -ma-  an- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  lavankam – cloves.  

lusimnag  has the consonants - la – [-sa -]  -ma-  an- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  venn milaku -   safed mirchi. 

lusimnag  has the consonants - la –sa -ma-  an- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  manjali -k-kaan – fragrant basil .  

lusimnag  has the consonants - la –-sa - -ma-  an- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaaintha  sikappu milakaai [  missing letters-  ka –and-  pa-] – dried red 
chilli  ; kaaintha- dried; sivappu –red;  milakaai- chilli  .  

 

šim-PI-PI: an aromatic substance.  

simpipi    has the consonants  -sa –ma- pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
soampu  anise.  

simpipi    has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ma- [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
oamam –  carom seeds /  thymol  seeds/ bishop’ weed. 

simpipi    has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ma- pa-  and the  other interpretation of the   
makam poo [  missing letter- ka-]   -common anise.  

 

šim-su-SÁ: cologne, perfume (?) ('aromatic substance' + 'body' + 'to equal, 
compete with'). 

simsusa  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is   
mei – body .  

simsusa  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma- [-sa-] – and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   maeni  -body . 

 simsusa  has the consonants –sa- ma- [-sa-] – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   soama  - body .  
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simsusa  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is   
oppumai [  missing letter- pa-]   –equal . 

simsusa  has the consonants –sa- ma- [-sa-] – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   samam- equal . 

simsusa  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is   
nan manam – perfume.  

simsusa  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma- [-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is   
naanam – fragrant  subdtance.  

simsusa  has the consonants –sa- ma- sa-– and the  original Tamil  word is   
saduththam sei [ missing letter- the -] – to compete  . 

 

ŠIM×KÚŠU: ambergris ('aromatic substance' + 'turtle; whale ?'). 

simkusu   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma- ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kamadam [ missing letter- the -] –turtle.  

simkusu   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma- ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  azhunkaamai [ missing letter- zha-] – hawksbill sea  turtle.  

simkusu   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma- ka –[-sa-]  -   and the other 
interpretation of the word is   kachchapam [ missing letter –pa-]- turtle.  

simkusu   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma- ka –[-sa-]  -   and the other 
interpretation of the word is  koormam  [ missing letter- Ra-] –turtle.  

simkusu   has the consonants –sa- ma- ka –[- sa-] - -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   sem -meen vairam [ missing letter- Ra-]-  ambergris  , as  found  in the  
intestines of thye sperm whale.  

 ambergris [E]   has the consonants - ma - pa - Ra  -ka -Ra - sa – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   naru manam  mikka  sem  meen ampar  /sem meen vairam . 
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simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – sa--   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   sinkam- an aromatic.  

simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – sa--   and the  other interpretation  
of the  word is   vaasam  [ manam veesum kunam  ]  – aromatics.  

simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – sa--   and the  original Tamil  word 
is    manam veesum  kunam /  panpu [ missing letter –pa-]-  aromatic .  

simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  naravam / naru  manam  mikka  [ missing letter- Ra-] – fragrance.   

simkusu   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma- ka –[-sa-] -- and the other 
interpretation of the word is  kantham/ kanthavakam  [ missing letter- the -]- 
scent.   

simkusu   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma- ka –[-sa-] -   and the other 
interpretation of the word is  moathavam [ missing letter- the -]- scent.   

simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaanam -  scent.    

simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanam - kaai -  fragrant  heart’s joy.  

simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudakkan [ missing letter- the -]- fragrant  screw pine. 

 simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mukari [ missing letter- Ra-]-fragrant  screw pine. 

simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mundakam [ missing letter- the -]- fragrant  screw pine.  

simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mukuli [ missing letter- la-] - fragrant  screw pine. 
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simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuzhiyam [ missing letter- la-] –  fragrant  ball . 

simkusu   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma-  ka –sa- -   and the other interpretation 
of the word is   sanku  matham [missing letter- the -]-civet perfume.  

simkusu   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma- ka – [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  miku  manam  -  perfume.  

simkusu   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma- ka –sa- -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sila-k- kunam [ missing letter- la-] – large  sea mammal . 

simkusu   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ma- ka –sa- -   and the other interpretation 
of the word is  anu  visam – whale.  

 

šìr-kug: sacred song; incantation ('song' + 'sacred, holy').  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is iraivan-
in  munpu Thiru koyir   Thiru Marai  oaathuka [  missing  letter- the -] –  to recite 
the  holy  scriptures / incantation  before god  ; iraivan- god ; munpu- infront ; 
thiru- holy; kovir- temple ; thiru marai- holy  scripture ; oaathuka- recite .  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is manthiram   oathuka [  missing  letter- the -] - to recite manthira. 

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  manthira vaasakam  oathuka- [  missing  letter- the -]  -to recite manthira.  

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
Thiruvaaskam oathuka  [  missing  letter- the -] – to recite Thiruvaasakam .  

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
Thaevaaram  oathuka  [  missing  letter- the -] – to recite Thaevaaram ; 
thaewaaram  oaathu  =  to worship  .  
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sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  manthira sakthi  adaika  [  missing  letter- the -] –  to get the virtue of  
incantation ;  sakthi- power; adaika- to attain  .  

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation  word is  
manthiraththai  uchcharikka  [  missing  letter-the -]-  chant manthira ; 
uchcharikka- pronounce . 

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is Thiru 
Marai-yaei uchcharikka  [  missing  letter-the -]-  to chant holy  scripture.  

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is vaai  
paattai  / isai paattai  saernthu  paaduka  [ missing  letters- pa –and- the -] – chant 
along ; vaai- mouth; paattu- song; isai- music; saernthu- together; paaduka- sing  . 

sirkug has the consonants –-sa- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  isai 
paattai  thirumpa  kooruka / uraikka/ paaduka [ missing  letters- pa –and- the -]  -
to sing the song  again ;  paattu –song  ;  thirumppa- again ;  kooruka- speak ; 
uraikka- say . 

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is urakka  
kooruka / uchcharikka-  chant loudly; urakka- loudly .  

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is vaayar 
uchcharikka- chant  ;  vaai- mouth;   uchcharikka / kooruka -  speak . 

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the   other interpretation of the word 
is   uchchaaranam   pannuka [  missing letter- pa-] -  recite; pannuka- do .  

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the   other interpretation of the word 
is   archunai seika [ poo  sorika]  - to pray by reciting  manthiras ; archchunai- 
prayer . 

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is vaasiththar 
/ vaai  asaiththuduthar [ missing  letter-the -]-  chant  /read/ recite .   

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
paadakar [ missing - letters- pa- and- the - ] – chanter/ singer. 
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sirkug has the consonants –sa-Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is kovir  isai 
vaanar – temple musician  ;  kovir- tempe  ; isai- music . 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is kovir  
paadakar - [ missing - letters- pa- and- the - ]  -temple singer.  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kavignar  -songster.  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kavi vaanar - songsters . 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is paattu-
k-kaaran-[ missing - letters- pa- and- the - ]  - songster; paattu –song . 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is paattu 
kattukiravar [ missing - letters- pa- and- the - ]  - song composer ; kattu- make ; 
kattukiravar- one who makes . 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
paaduvoar [ missing - letters- pa- and- the - ]  -songsters. 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is virali [ 
missing letter- la-] -  songtress.  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is kovir 
paadaki [ missing - letters- pa- and- the - ]   -temple female singer; paadkar- male 
singer ; paadaki- female singer .  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
paaduviththar [ missing - letters- pa- and- the - ]– chanter.  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaathuvaar- [ missing  letter-the -]-  chanter.  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is oaathu 
viththar [ missing  letter-the -]-  – chanter/ teacher;  vaaththiyar.  
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sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  vanthanai  paadar [  missing - letters- pa- and- the - ] –psalm. 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kantharvam  [ missing letter- the -] – song.  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is   raakam paadu [  missing  letters- pa- and- the - ]- sing. 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is   kaamaram- singing.  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
paravuthar  [  missing  letters- pa- and- the -]-   singing.  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
akavuthar [ missing letter- the -]  -singing  .  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kurar 
paattu  [  missing  letters- pa- and- the - ]- song. 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaetpiththar [  missing  letters- pa- and- the - ]- recite .    

sirkug has the consonants –-sa- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation of the word 
is  saeviththar [ missing letter- the -] -recite.   

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is nettu 
uru  panni  oppuvikka [  missing  letters- pa- and- the - ]- recite ; uru pannu- to 
memorize . 

sirkug has the consonants –-sa- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation of the word 
is  paaraayanam  seika [  missing  letter- pa-]  - recite.  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is pan 
murai  kooruka [  missing  letter- pa-]  -recite many  times.  
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sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  paravaiyin  
in- isaipu [  missing  letter- pa-] – song of the bird ; paravai- bird;  inimai –sweet; 
isaippu- music .  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kuyir 
paattu [  missing  letters- pa- and- the - ]- song of cuckoo ; kuyir- cuckoo . 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vandu  
inaththin reenkaarm [ missing letter- the -] – song  of the bug  ; vandu- insect ; 
inam –race.  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  keerththanai [ missing letter- the -]  -song . 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aandavarai  poattri  paadum  kadavur  paattu  [  missing - letters- pa- and- the - ]   
psalm; aandavan- god ; poatru –praise ; paadu –sing  ;  kadavul –god.  

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   ethukai 
amaintha siru  paa vakai [  missing - letters- pa- and- the - ] – song .    

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is paa 
suram paaduka [  missing - letters- pa- and- the - ] -to sing the song   . 

sirkug has the consonants –-sa- Ra- ka - and the other interpretation of the word 
is  pakthi / paravasam [ thaeiva  nampikkai - yaei  thoondum ]  rasam  [saaru]  
sottum  paadar [  missing - letters- pa- and- the - ] – psalm ; thaeivam- god; 
namppikkai  - belief ;  saaru- juice ; sotta –drip ; paadar- song . 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  vaeda  virpannar [ missing letters- pa -and-  the -] – chanter.  

sirkug has the consonants –-sa- Ra- ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is vaai  
asaikkiravar -  singer/ chanter; vaai- mouth  ;  asaikka- move  . 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka -  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  manthiravaathi - [ missing letter- the -] – magician . 
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sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka - and the  other interpretaion  of the   word 
is  manthirikkai / manthiram seithuduthar [ missing  letter-the -] - to do magic/ 
magico religious ritual  .   

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-] - Ra- ka - and the  other interpretaion  of the   
word is  urakka  kaththi   pithatruka [  missing - letters- pa- and- the - ]- to recite 
nonsense  ; urakka- loudly ; kaththu –shout ; pithatru- babble  .  

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka - and the Tamil interpretaion  of the   
word is  oaathi viduthar [ missing  letter-the -] - to do magico religious ritual.   

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka - and the Tamil interpretaion  of the   
word is   thaeiveeka raakam- [ missing  letter-the -]- psalm   ;thaeivam- god; 
thaeivaakam /thaeiva  thanmai - divine . 

sirkug has the consonants –sa- Ra- ka - and the  other interpretaion  of the   word 
is  sacred [E] [ missing  letter-the -]. 

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka - and the Tamil interpretaion  of the   
word is  kadavur-kku  oththa   [ missing  letter-the -]-  sacred / equal to god ; 
kadavur- god; oththa- same .   

sirkug has the consonants –[-sa-]- Ra- ka - and the Tamil interpretaion  of the   
word is   karai -yinmai-  holy  ; karai –dirt ; inmai- without .  

sirkug has the consonants –-sa- Ra- ka - and the Tamil interpretaion  of the   word 
is  maasu maruvu  atra  [ missing  letter-the -]  pure ; maasu –dust/ dirt ; atra- nil .  

sirkug has the consonants –-[-sa-] - Ra- ka - and the Tamil interpretaion  of the   
word is  kutram atra  [ missing  letter-the -]- pure ; kutam- mistake ;atra- without .  

sirkug has the consonants –-[-sa-] - Ra- ka - and the Tamil interpretaion  of the   
word is  vaaimai kundraatha [ missing  letter-the -]-  pure; vaaimai- truth; 
kundraatha - not decreasing ; kundra  - to decrease .  

sirkug has the consonants –-[-sa-] - Ra- ka - and the Tamil interpretaion  of the   
word is   thavaru inmai [ missing  letter-the -]-  pure ; thavaru- mistake ; inmai –
without .  
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sirkug has the consonants –-sa-- Ra- ka - and the Tamil interpretaion  of the   word 
is  sirithum  kurai koora mudiyatha/ kurai indri   [ missing  letter-the -]-  pure ; 
kurai- mistake; koora- to say ; mudiyaathu –can not ; indri –without  .  

 

šìr...ága: to sing; to cry (out) ('song' + 'to mete out') 

siraga  has the consonants -  [-sa] -Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
kaamaram- singing.  

siraga  has the consonants -  [-sa] -Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is paravuka 
[ missing letter- pa-] - sing.  

siraga  has the consonants -  [-sa] -Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is karika- 
cry .  

siraga  has the consonants -sa-Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is aaravaaram 
seika- cry  out.  

siraga  has the consonants -  [-sa] -Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is eranku- 
cry.  

siraga  has the consonants -  [-sa] -Ra- ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kiraavu – cry  

siraga  has the consonants -  [-sa] -Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
akavuthar [ missing letter- the-] – singing.  

siraga  has the consonants -  [-sa] -Ra- ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  keerththanam [ missing letter- the-] – song.  

siraga  has the consonants -  [-sa] -Ra- ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kantharuvam [ missing letter- the-] –song.  

siraga  has the consonants - -sa -Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  ethumai 
amaintha  siru  paa vakai – song.  
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siraga  has the consonants - -sa -Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  isai 
vaanar- singer.  

siraga  has the consonants -  [-sa] -Ra- ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kavignar – poet/ singer.  

siraga  has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is 
akavunar – singer.  

siraga  has the consonants –-sa--Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is isai kaarar 
– singer. 

siraga  has the consonants –-sa--Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  vaai  
asaikiravan – singer.  

siraga  has the consonants -  -sa-Ra- ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  sankeetha kaaran [ missing letter- the-]-  singer.  

siraga  has the consonants –-[-sa-]--Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is  kattaiya 
-k- kaaran [ missing letter- the-]-- panegyrist . 

siraga  has the consonants –-sa--Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   sattiya-k-
kaaran [ missing letter- the-]-- panegyrist . 

siraga  has the consonants -  -[- sa-] -Ra- ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaeththira tharan / vaithaekar  [ missing letter- the-]-- panegyrist . 

siraga  has the consonants –-sa--Ra- ka- and the original Tamil  word is   vandar  [ 
missing letter- the-]-- panegyrist . 
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                                                                   Page-144  

 

 

šìr-ra-nam-en-na; šìr-re-nam-nir-ra: song of lordship ('song' + 'lordship' + 
genitive).  

sirranamenna    has the consonants  -sa -Ra  -an  -ma – an- and the  original Tamil  
word is   esamaanarai  / nayinaar  /  ariyan   -   poatri    paadum  pann  [ missing  
letters-  pa –and- the -] –   the  song  which  praises the lord  ; esamaanar- lord; 
poatru-  to praise; paadu –sing ;  pann- song . 

 

giš/urudušìr-šìr: chain (probable Akkadian loan word). 

gisurudusir  has the consonants-  ka -sa - Ra – the-  [ - sa-] -  Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  murukkiya   / koarththa    nedum -  thodar /  saradu  - twisted  
chain  /string ; murukku –twist; thodar- chain ;  nedumai- long  ; saradu- string  

 

šu-a-gi-na: regular, daily offering ('hand; portion' + locative + 'steady' + 
nominative).  

suagina   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
munna-k-kai – fore arm   ;  mun- front; kai- hand /arm .  

suagina   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pankku [ missing letter- pa-]- portion.  

suagina   has the consonants – sa-- ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sev -
viyam -aana   -regular . 

suagina   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ponkkam-[ missing letter- pa-]-  regularity . 
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suagina   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaadikkai-yaana  [ missing letter- the-]-  regular.  

suagina   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vazhakkamaana- [ missing letter- zha-]-  regular. 

suagina   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ozhunkaana  [ missing letter- zha-]-  regular. 

suagina   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhakkamaana   kaanikkai-[ missing letter- zha-]-  regular offering  ; vazhakkam- 
regular; kaanikkai- gift/ offer  .     

suagina   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaanikkai- offering.  

suagina   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
veku maanam- offering.    

suagina   has the consonants – sa- ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sei  
kadan  [  missing  letter- the -] -  offering.  

suagina   has the consonants – -sa-  ka –an-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  niththam  seithidum  kadan [  missing  letter- the -] – daily offering; 
nitham- daily ; seithidu  -do; kadan- duty .  

suagina   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nampakam [  missing  letter- pa-] – steadiness.  

 

šu...aka: to take captive ('hand' + 'to do'). 

suka  has the consonants  -sa- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  sokku-  
captivation. 

suka  has the consonants  -sa- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vasamaaku- 
captivate.  
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suka  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai-   hand  

suka  has the consonants  -sa- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  saakai-  hand. 

suka  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  munn-k-kai 
– hand.  

suka  has the consonants  -sa- ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  seika- do . 

suka  has the consonants-  sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  samaikka- to 
do.  

suka  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  aakkuka- 
do /create/ make . 

suka  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  noakku  -
do.    

suka  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is muyanku- 
do.   

suka  has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is   pannuka [ 
missing leter- pa-] –do . 

 

 šu-bal...aka: to alter; to tamper; to set aside ('hand' + 'to change' + 'to do'). 

subalaka    has the consonants  -[-sa-] –[-pa-]- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kaikal-  hands.  

subalaka    has the consonants  -[-sa-] –[-pa-]- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  alaivu    -  change.  

subalaka    has the consonants  -[-sa-] –[-pa-]- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
ulaivu – change.  

subalaka    has the consonants  -sa-–[-pa-]- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
seyalaakku  - do.  
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subalaka    has the consonants  -[-sa-] -–[-pa-]- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word  thalli vaikka [  missing letter- the -] - set aside.  

subalaka    has the consonants  -[-sa-] -–[-pa-]- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word  othukki  vaiththal [  missing letter- the -] - set aside. 

subalaka    has the consonants  -[-sa-] -–[-pa-]- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word  neekkuthal [  missing letter- the -] –set aside.  

subalaka    has the consonants  -sa--–[-pa-]- la –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  
sellaathu aakkuthal [  missing letter- the -] –set aside.  

alter [E]  has the consonants- la -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
peyarththal [ missing letter –pa-] -alter.  

alter [E]  has the consonants- la -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thiruththuthal – alter . 

 

 šu-gibil-gibil...aka: to renew ('hand' + 'to renovate' + 'to renovate' + 'to do').  

sugibilaka  has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka –[-pa-]- la -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is   kai -kal –hands ; kai- hand  ;  kaikal -  hands  .  

sugibilaka  has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka –[-pa-]- la -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaalkal- legs ; kaal- leg ; kaalkal- legs .  

sugibilaka  has the consonants –  sa- ka –[-pa-]- la -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  sevvanae  seyalaakku  -execute/ carry out ; seyal –action; aakku- make . 

sugibilaka  has the consonants –  [-sa-]- ka –pa- la -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is    okkiduthal /  okka pannuthal / seithal  [ missing letter- the -]  to renew/  
to repair.  

sugibilaka  has the consonants –  sa- ka –pa- la -ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  puththaakkam seithal [ missing letter- the -] -to renew ; puthiya- new ;  aakkam 
- make / production  .  
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sugibilaka  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - ka –pa- la -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  pazhuthu  neekkuthal  [ missing letter- the -] - repair; pazhuthu –fault; 
neekku –remove .  

sugibilaka  has the consonants –  [-sa-] - ka –[-pa-]- la -ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  koalarai neekku [ missing  letter- Ra-]- to repair; koalaaru- repair ; neekku 
–remove .  

 

šu/šú-luh...aka: to clean (a canal) ('hand' + 'to clean' + 'to do'). 

suluhaka has the consonants  -[- sa-]- la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhukkai  neekkuka – to remove the dirt ; azhukku –dirt; neekku –remove .  

suluhaka has the consonants  -[- sa-]- la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
azhukku illaa-  clean one;  azhukku –dirt ; illai- nil  . 

suluhaka has the consonants  -[- sa-]- la-  ka –  and the other interpretation of the 
word is kalankkam illaa – clean one / holy  ;  kalankkam - stain ; illai- nil . 

suluhaka has the consonants  - sa- la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
valuvu-villaamal  seika  / maasu  illaamal seika - to clean ; maasu- dirt / dust/ 
pollution ;  illai- nil ; seika- do;  valuvu-stain  . 

suluhaka has the consonants  - [-sa-]- la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
kaal-kalai /mukam  kazhuvu –to clean /wash [ hand / leg/ face ];  azhakku 
[Malayalam] -  wash /clean ; kai- arm; kaal- leg ; mukam- face ; kazhuvu –wash . 

suluhaka has the consonants  - [-sa-]- la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilakku – to clean [  as  vessels ]  . 

suluhaka has the consonants  - sa- la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  sula 
kaalae – to clean/ winnow the grain.  

suluhaka has the consonants  -[- sa-]- la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaal vaai -  canal .  
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suluhaka has the consonants  -[- sa-]- la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaai kaal-  -canal .  

suluhaka has the consonants  -[- sa-]- la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mael kai- arm ; mael- up . 

suluhaka has the consonants  -[- sa-]- la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai-
kal-  hands ; kai- hand .  

suluhaka has the consonants  -[- sa-]- la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
Kaal-kal- feet ; kaal- leg . 

suluhaka has the consonants  - sa-la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
seyalaakku- to do.  

suluhaka has the consonants  - [-sa-]-la-  ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
uzhaikka- to do.  

  

 šu...ba: (cf., šu...bad, šu...bar).  

 

šu...bad: to release ('hand' + 'to open').  

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –[-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nothi  kai [  missing  letter- ka-] - hand.  

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –-pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vidu 
padukai [ missing  letter- ka-]- release.  

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –-pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is vidu 
vippu   [ missing  letter- ka-]- release.  

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –-[-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
viduvikka- [ missing  letter- ka-]-   to release  . 
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subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –-[-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vittu viduka [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to release  . 

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –-pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kattu  
paatu neekkam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to release  . 

subad  has the consonants – sa-–-[-pa-]- the- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is moachcham adaika [ missing  letter- ka-]-   -to reach  heaven ; moachcham 
- heaven ;  adaika- to reach . 

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] -pa-the- and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  sontha  pantha  neekkam [ missing  letter- ka-]-  release ; sontha  
pantham- bondage .    

subad  has the consonants –[- sa--]–-[-pa-]- the- and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  mukthi  adaika- [ missing  letter- ka-]-  salvation .  

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-]-–-pa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thunpa neekkam   [ missing  letter- ka-]-  salvation ;  thunpam-  suffering ;  
neekku- remove  . 

subad  has the consonants – sa-–-[-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
veedu  seithiduka  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  release ; veedu- house ; seithidu –do .  

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –-[-pa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
meetu  edukka/ meetkai -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  rescue.   

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] -pa-the- and the  original Tamil  word  is 
thappikka [ missing  letter- ka-]-  escape . 

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] -pa-the- and the  original Tamil  word  is aanai  
vida [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to release from  an oath;  aanai- order/ oath  . 

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –[-pa-]-the- and the  original Tamil  word  is 
udaikka  [ missing  letter- ka-]- open . 

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] -pa-the- and the  original Tamil  word  is  
pottikka  [ missing  letter- ka-]- open . 
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subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –[-pa-] -the- and the  original Tamil  word  is  
vaai viduka  [ missing  letter- ka-]- open  [ blossom ][  open as the  mouth ]; vaai- 
mouth  . 

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –[-pa-] -the- and the  original Tamil  word  is 
moodaatha / moodi  idaatha -  not closed  ;  moodi- lid ;  moodu- close  ;  
moodaathae- do not close .  

subad  has the consonants –-sa-–[-pa-] -the- and the  original Tamil  word  is 
saaththaatha- not closed ; saaththu- to close  .   

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –pa--the- and the  original Tamil  word  is 
adaikka  padaatha -[ missing  letter- ka-]-  not closed ; adaikka  pattathu –closed . 

subad  has the consonants – [-sa-] –[-pa-] -the- and the  original Tamil  word  is 
adaiththidaatha – not closed  ;  adai- to shut . 

 

šu...bal: to alter; to tamper; to set aside ('hand' + 'to change').  

subal   has the consonants – -sa- [-pa-]- la -and the original Tamil  word is saandrai 
thirutham   seithal [ missing  letters- Ra- and- the-] -  alter  the evidence ; saandru-  
certificate  ;  thiruththu- correct  ;  seithidu –do  . 

subal   has the consonants – sa- [-pa-]- la -and the original Tamil  word is mattram 
seithal  [ missing  letters- Ra- and- the-]- to change  ; maattram- change . 

 

šu...bar: to release, let loose ('hand' + 'to open, release'). 

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maer-k-kai [ missing letter- ka-] – arm; maer- upper ; kai- arm/ hand .  

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] –Ra- and the   other interpretation of 
the  word is  karam [ missing letter- ka-]  -arm.  
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subar   has the consonants – sa- [-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  veedu  
seithar  [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ] –release.  

subar   has the consonants – sa- [-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sirai 
vidu [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ] - to release from jail ; sirai- prison  .  

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
viduviththar  [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]  -to release.  

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vittu viduthar-[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ] - set free  

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]-pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pinai-
yir  viduthar[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]  -  to release on bail  ; pinai- bail . 

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]-[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is idar 
neekkam  [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ] – release ; idar –trouble ; neekku –
remove . 

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]-[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  other I nterpretaion  of the 
word is nivarththi / parama  nivarththi [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-salvation.  

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]-pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  veedu 
paeru  adaithar -[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ] – salvation ; veedu  paeru- 
heaven ;  adaiya –to reach  .  

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
akkarai adiathar-[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-to reach the other side [ 
metaphor]  ;  akkarai- other side  - heaven ;  karai- bank ; ikkarai- this side- hell . 

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
iravan adi saeruthar-[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]- to reach  the feet of god; 
iraivan- god; adi- foot ; saera- reach .  

 subar   has the consonants –sa- [-pa-]-–Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  swarkkam adaithar -[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]- – to reach heaven ; 
swarkka  /akkarai - heaven . 
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subar   has the consonants –sa- [-pa-]-–Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is moatchcham viduthar -[ missing letters- ka- and- the- ]- to reach heaven; 
moatchcham  - heaven. 

subar   has the consonants –sa- [-pa-]-–Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  mukthi adaithar -[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-to attain salvation . 

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yueiviththar  [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]—liberate. 

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eedu yaettruka  [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]- liberate. 

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- -pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
theervu  muri / paththira vakai [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]- – release deed; 
muri- deed. 

subar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- pa--–Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  paari  kaththu [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]- release deed . 

subar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- pa--–Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  pantham  neekkuthar / vetti viduthar [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-  
release . 

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- -[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thirakka-[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-   to open . 

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- -[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaai viduthar [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]- to open . 

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- -[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
virinthida- [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-  open.  

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- -[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaevuthar [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]- - to throw as dart. 

subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]- -[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadavuthar-[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]- to discharge as a missile. 
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subar   has the consonants – [-sa-]--pa-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaayir 
thirippu / varthirippu--[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]- dismissal/  discharge/ to 
open the gate . 

subar   has the consonants –sa—[-pa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
visuruthar  -[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-  to eject out. 

subar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- pa--–Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  pirayoakiththar-[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]- discharge as weapon. 

subar   has the consonants –[-sa-]—[-pa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
erakkuthar -[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-  discharging. 

subar   has the consonants –[-sa-]—[-pa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
neekkuthar--[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-  discharge. 

subar   has the consonants –[-sa-]—[-pa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
veetukku poaka viduthar -[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-  discharge [ allow to go  
home ] ; veedu –house; poaka- to go ;  vidu –allow . 

subar  has the consonants –[-sa-]—[-pa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kattu attra--[ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-  free ;  kattu  paadu –restriction  ; 
attra- without . 

subar  has the consonants –[-sa-]—[-pa-]-Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
varampu  attra  [ missing letters- ka- and- the - ]-  free ;  varampu- limit . 

 

 šu...búru: to open the hand ('hand' + 'to open').  

suburu  has the consonants – [-sa-] – [-pa -]– Ra- and the  original Tamil word is  
maer-k-kai [ missing  letter- ka-] – arm; maer- upper; kai-hand  . 

suburu  has the consonants – [-sa-] – [-pa -]– Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   
kai – yaei virikka  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  to open the hand ; virikka- to spread . 
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suburu  has the consonants – [-sa-] –-pa – Ra- and the  original Tamil word is   piri  
-to open. 

 

šu-da: hand and forearm, as a unit of measurement, ell/cubit (cf., kùš) ('hand' + 
'arm'). 

suda  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nothi  kai [   
missing  letter- ka-] - hand . 

suda  has the consonants  --sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  sattai  kai [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- arm  ; sattai – shirt ; kai- hand . 

suda  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  adi 
kanakku [ missing  letter- ka-]-  length measurement ; adi – foot ; kanakku –
measurement .  

suda  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kammu 
kattu  / katkam –[missing  letter- ka-]- arm pit.  

suda  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ida-k-kai-  
left arm ; idam- left; kai- hand . 

suda  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kodun-k- 
kai- folded arm/ not giving .  

 

 šu-dab(5)(-ba): sale ('hand' + 'to clasp, take away' + nominative).  

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the-[- pa -]-  and the  original Tamil   word is  
nodai- sale.  

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the-pa -  and the  original Tamil   word is 
pidi – grasp/ take .    

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the--pa -  and the  original Tamil   word is  
pidippu -  clasp/ grip  . 
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šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the--pa -  and the  original Tamil   word is  
paei  pidi – vice like grip; paei- ghost ; pidi –hold .  

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the--pa -  and the  original Tamil   word is  
poottu  -  clasp/ grip . 

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the—[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil   word 
is  anaiththidu – clasp / embrace / hug. 

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the—-pa--  and the  original Tamil   word is  
pinaiththidu – bind.  

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the—-[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil   word 
is  thoatti -  a clasp . 

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the—-[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil   word 
is  madai- clasp  as of an ornament  

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the- pa-  and the  original Tamil   word is  
pattaani -  a clasp . 

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the- pa-  and the  original Tamil   word is 
pidimaanam- grip  . 

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the- pa-  and the  original Tamil   word is  
poththi  pidi –  hold in the closed fist . 

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the-pa -  and the  original Tamil   word is  
pidiththa  pidi -  tight  grip .  

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - [-sa-]-  the-pa -  and the  original Tamil   word is 
pidi pada / pidi padu - grasp  . 

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - -sa-  the- pa-  and the  original Tamil   word is  
saeththu pidi –clench . 

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - -sa-  the- [- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil   word is   
sadai  - clinch . 
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šu-dab   has the   consonants  - -[-sa-] -  the- pa-  and the  original Tamil   word is  
pathattam adai – clutch up . 

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - -[-sa-] -  the- pa-  and the  original Tamil   word is   
peethi  adai- clutch up .  

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - -[- sa-] -  the- pa-  and the  original Tamil   word is  
eduththittu poa- take away . 

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - -[- sa-] -  the- pa-  and the  original Tamil   word is   
eduppu – take  /take away . 

šu-dab   has the   consonants  - sa-the-pa -  and the  original Tamil   word is  
saappidu/ undidu   -take food . 

  

šu...dab(2,4,5): to take or accept ('hand' + 'to hold, take, receive').  

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
edu / eduppu  -take .   

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koatpu [ missing letter- ka-] – receive . 

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the- [- pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaankidu  [ missing letter- ka-] – get . 

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the- [- pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thevu- [ missing letter- ka-] -receive  . 

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the- [- pa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thekku- [ missing letter- ka-] - receive . 

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the-  pa--- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aatt-paduththu -  accept.  

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the-  pa--- and the  original Tamil  word is  
udan  padu - accept.  
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šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the-  [-pa-]--- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  eduththu kondidu [ missing letter- ka-]  -accept . 

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the-  [-pa-]--- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kai kondidu [ missing letter- ka-]  -  accept . 

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the-  pa--- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nampidu – accept . 

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the-  [-pa-] --- and the other interpretation 
of the word is   anumathi –accept.   

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the-  [-pa-] --- and the other interpretation 
of the word is   aa-moathi –accept.  

šu...dab  has the consonants –-sa--  the-  [-pa-]--- and the other interpretation of 
the word is   sammathi -  accept.   

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the-  pa--- and the  original Tamil  word is  
oppitham- acceptability . 

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the-  pa--- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pidi  / pidippu - hold.  

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the- [- pa-] --- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  madu-  hold  

šu...dab  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  the-- pa---- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pothi -  hold.  

receive [E]   has the consonants -Ra –[-sa-] -va –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pereuka [missing  letter- pa-] – receive .  

receive [E]   has the consonants -Ra –sa--va –and the  original Tamil  word is 
saekarikka- get /collect . 

receive [E]   has the consonants -Ra –[-sa-] -va –and the  original Tamil  word is 
perukiravar [missing  letter- pa-]- one who  receives. 
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receive [E]   has the consonants -Ra –[-sa-] -va –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaankukiravar – one who  receives.  

receive [E]   has the consonants -Ra –[-sa-] -va –and the  original Tamil  word is 
varavaerkka- to receive [persons] . 

 receive [E]   has the consonants -Ra –[-sa-] -va –and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaerkka- receive  /accept. 

receive [E]   has the consonants -Ra –[-sa-] -va –and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is kiraki  - receive. 

receive [E]   has the consonants -Ra –[-sa-] -va –and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is ankikaraikka -receive. 

 take[E]  has the consonants –the- ka -and the  orignaltamil  word is edukka- take.  

accept[ E]  has the consonants – ka-  [-pa -]-the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaethththuka – accept.  

accept[ E]  has the consonants – ka-  [-pa -]-the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oththukka- accept.  

accept[ E]  has the consonants – ka-  [-pa -]-the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
inainkiduka- accept.  

accept[ E]  has the consonants – ka-  -pa -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
udanpaduka- accept.  

 

šu-kíg...dab(5): to perform a service; to kneel down ('hand' + 'order, task' + 'to 
hold/seize').  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa -ka - the -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pani  -vidai seithiduka- to  do a service  ; pani  vidai –service; seithidu –do .  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa -ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  seithiduka -perform. 
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šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadaththuka- perform /conduct . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is noakkiduka – perform. 

 šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa -]-ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is muyankkidu –perform. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa -ka - the –[-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  word 
is samaiththiduka- perform . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is kai -aandidu- perform / conduct /  handle  

 šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is nadaththukai- performance . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is kadamai  sei –perform the duty ; kadamai- duty  ;  sei- do . 

 šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-- sa--ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is seiya pada thakka   [saaththiyamikka] -  performable. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka - the –-pa--and the  original Tamil  
word is kooththu poadu / kattu  – to perform a drama; kooththu- kit  ; kattu –act . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa-] -ka - the –-pa--and the  original Tamil  
word is paavaadam poadu – to perform the act.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- - sa- -ka - the –-pa--and the  original Tamil  word 
is naadakam allathu  pothu –k- kaatchchi  nikazhchchi [ missing  letter- la /zha] - - 
public performance- drama ; naadakam- stage drama ; pothu –public ; kaatchchi-  
show ;  nikazhchchi –performance . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa -ka - the –[-pa -]-and the other interpretation  
of the word is   saevai  seithiduka / saevakam  seithiduka - to  do a service ;  
saevai- service; seithidu –do . 
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šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa -ka - the -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
uthavi  seithiduka  /thondu  seithiduka- to  do a service ; thondu- service; uthavi- 
help .  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa -]-ka - the -pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pani vidai   -service.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa -]-ka - the -pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is kudimai-  paadu  -service.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa -]-ka - the -pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pani thokuthi  -service.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-]-ka - the –[-pa -]-and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   pakthi –service.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa -]-ka - the -pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   akam padi  thondu  -service.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-]-ka - the –[-pa -]-and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   uththiyoakam -  service /work  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa -]-ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is kattu  -service/ work . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- -sa-ka - the –-pa --and the other interpretation  
of the word is   saevai  manapaankku  - service mentality ; mana paan-k-ku- 
mentality . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-- sa -ka - the –pa--and the  original Tamil  word is 
uthavi  seithidum / pani -vidai seithidum  manapaankku - service mentality; 
uthavi- help ; pani vidai –service  . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants—[- sa-] -ka - the –pa--and the  original Tamil  
word is pani -naduvam – service centre.  
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šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants—[- sa-] -ka - the –pa--and the  original Tamil  
word is pani  pathi-vaedeu – service register  ; pathiya- to register ; yaedu –
register .  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa -ka - the -pa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nuthi  kai- hand.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka-  the –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mandi  iduka  - kneel down  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka-  the –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mandi  ittu vanankkuka – kneel down to worship ;  vanankkuka- worship ; 
mandi  idu –kneel down . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka-  the –pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  panivu  kaattuka –  obey  /respect  ;  kaattuka- to show  . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka-  the –pa- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mutti  poduka- kneel down . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is adaivu – order. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is kadan -  order. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is kayitha- order. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa--ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  koashtti –order. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa--ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thittam seithiduka – order.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thandikka- order.  
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šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-] -and the  other Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  yaevi vidu – order.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-] -and the   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thaevaikku  yaevuka –order . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –pa-and the  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pani vidai- order. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-]-and the  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thakavu – order 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-]-and the  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thakaimai- order. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-]-and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  vikitham-  order . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-]-and the  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vitham- order 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-]-and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  vithi- order  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-]-and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  veethi- order  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-]-and the Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  nuthi  kai- hand. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-]-and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  aanai iduka – order  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –[-pa-]-and the   original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kadamai –task . 
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šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –-pa-and the original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kadinamaana  pani – difficult task ; pani- job; 
kadinam- difficult / hard . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  -sa---ka - the –-pa-and the  original   Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pani sumaththuka / kodukka  - assign a task ; pani  - 
job ; kodukka- give . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –-pa-and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  vakuththu  kodukka  patta  thitta  paada pakuthi –  
allotted  task  ; vakuththidu –divide ;  kodukka pattathu  - given  ;  thittam – plan ;  
pakuthi- portion  . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –-pa-and the  original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  veen paadu- profitless task . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –-pa-and the original Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  othukki   kodukka patta  pani-  given  task  /assigned 
work . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –-pa-and the original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pidikka -  to hold . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –-pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thooki pidikka-  hold aloft ; thookku- lift; pidikka- 
hold . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –-pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thaankki pidikka –hold supportively ; thaankku –
support  . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- -sa---ka - the –-pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  sunda pidika-  hold tightly . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa---ka - the –-pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  sikkena pidikka-  seize . 
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šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –-pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kai-yaka paduththuka- seize /capture . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  -sa--ka - the –pa-and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  japthi  seithiduka- seize . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –-pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kootti pidikka-  hold together . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –-[-pa-]-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  edavu- hold up . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –-[-pa-]-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thadukka- hold back . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kattu paduththi  vaikkum idam – place to  hold . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  pidiththu  vaikka- hold . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  katti pidikka- seize. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  kai kondidka- seize. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  thevvu – seize. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   thondu  seithiduka- to serve.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  -sa---ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pani   vidai   seithidka -to do service  ; pani  vidai- 
service  ; seithiduka- do . 
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šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is  adimai   pani  seithiduka -to do service;  adimai- 
slave; pani- job; seithiduka- do .  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pann  paduka- serve. 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pani  thokuthi – service.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--[-pa-]-and the  other 
interpretation of the word is uththiyoakam[Skt]  [ kattu ] -  service . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa---ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pothu pani  seithiduka- to do service; pothu- public 
; pani –work  . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pani  pathivaedu – service register.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  [-sa-] --ka - the –--pa-and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation  of the word is   pani naduvam- service center.  

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa---ka - the –--[-pa-] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is saevai seithidaka-  to do service ; saevai –service . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa---ka - the –-pa--and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  saevai  mana-p-paanku  - service mentality . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa-] ---ka - the –--[-pa-] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  uthavuka-  serve/ help   . 

šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants- [- sa-] ---ka - the –--[-pa-] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   eduththu  kai neettuka- serve  ; edu –take; kai- 
hand; neettu- stretch   . 
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šu-kíg...dab  has the consonants-  sa---ka - the –--[-pa-] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  saevakam seithiduka-   to do service; saevakam –
service .  

 

šu...dag: to roam about; to run away ('hand' + 'to roam').  

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nuthi  kai – hand . 

 šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kotku- roam. 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
anukkum inkkum  thirikai [ missing letter- Ra-] – roam about / thiriyanum ; ankku- 
there; inkku- here ; thiriya- wander . 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  sa- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is theru  
theruvaaka / uoor uooraaka   suttri  thirika [ missing letter- Ra-]- to wander on the 
road side ;theru- street ; uoor- village ;  suttru- to make a round ;  thirika- wander  
. 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  sa- the-ka-  and the  other  interpretation  of the 
word is   sanjariththiduka [Skt]-[ missing letter- Ra-]-  roam . 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
neduku  nadai  eduka- roam ; nadai- step ; edukka- take . 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
neduku- run away  . 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thavudu- running . 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maeinthiduka -roam  about . 
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šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaadi  viduka -  run away . 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaattam edukka- run away ; oattam –running . 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thappiththu  oaaduka [ missing  letter- pa-]- escape . 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaanaathu  poa-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  abscond . 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pidinkki oaaduka -[ missing  letter- pa-]-  run away .  

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadai  viduka- run away . 

šu...dag  has the consonants -  [-sa-]- the-ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  idam 
kettavan – wanderer.  

  

šu...dar: to slaughter (redupl. class) ('hand' + 'to slice, split, shatter').  

sudar has the consonants   - sa  -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
iraichchi  kadai-kaarar [  missing  letter- ka-]   - meat shop  owner ; iraichchi- meat; 
kadai- shop / dukan ; kadai-k-karar- shop  owner  .   

sudar has the consonants   - sa  -the - Ra – and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kasaapu  kadai-kaarar [  missing  letter- ka-]   - meat shop  owner .   

sudar has the consonants   - sa  -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
eraichchikkaaka  vettuka [  missing  letter- ka-] -to kill  for meat ; vetttu –cut / kill / 
slaughter ; eraichchi- meat ; eraichchikkaaka- for meat  . 

sudar has the consonants   - sa  -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is saaka  
adiththar [ missing  letter- ka-] –to kill ; saaka- to die . 
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sudar has the consonants   - sa  -the - Ra – and the other interpretation of the 
word is   himsai [Skt]  seithiduthar [ missing  letter- ka-] –to kill . 

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
erakkam indri kondriduka -[  missing  letter- ka-] –  murder  ; erakkam- mercy ; 
indri –without ; kondridu- kill . 

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is uyrai  
edukka [  missing  letter- ka-]  -to take one’s life ; uyir- life; edukka- take away .  

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is tharu 
kann-[  missing  letter- ka-] - slaughtering.  

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kondru  kuviththiduthar [  missing  letter- ka-]  - massacre ; kondridu –kill ; 
kuvikka- to heap  . 

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vathaiththar [  missing  letter- ka-] – slaughter . 

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vettuthar [ missing  letter- ka-] – slice/ cut.  

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vakirnthidu  [ missing  letter- ka-] - slice.  

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
koththuthar [ missing  letter- ka-] - slice.  

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
narukkuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]- slice.  

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kooru-  iduthar [ missing  letter- ka-]- slice . 

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
aruththidu  -  cut  
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sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
udaiththar / eerththar – split  

sudar has the consonants -sa -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
sitharththar -  split . 

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vakuththar [ missing  letter- ka-]-–split . 

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thundu  iduthar  - slice . 

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thakarkka [ missing  letter- ka-]-  shattera 

sudar has the consonants   - [-sa -] -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
norukkiduka [ missing  letter- ka-]- shatter . 

sudar has the consonants   - sa --the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is sithar 
adikka  [ missing  letter- ka-]- shatter . 

sudar has the consonants   --sa  -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is seer  -
kaedakku[ missing  letter- ka-]-  shatter  

sudar has the consonants   --sa  -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is sukku  
nooraaka  udaikka [ missing  letter- ka-]-  shattered in to pieces. 

sudar has the consonants   --[-sa-]   -the - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
erandu [ missing  letter- ka-]– two hands  ; kai- hand; erandu- two .  

shatter [E] has the consonants  -sa- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is   
sithara adi – shatter .  

shatter [E] has the consonants  -sa- the- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is     
thundu  thunduaa udaiththu eri – shatter ; thundu- piece / bit  ; udai- break ; eri –
throw .  
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šu...de6: to set to work ('hand' + 'to bring'). 

sude  has the consonants - sa –the- and the original Tamil  word is  seithidu- do . 

sude  has the consonants – [-sa -]–the- and the original Tamil  word is thondu- 
work.  

sude  has the consonants – [-sa -]–the- and the original Tamil  word is paadu  padu  
[ missing letter- pa-] –work . 

sude  has the consonants – [-sa -]–the- and the original Tamil  word is adi paadu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – work/ toil. 

sude  has the consonants – sa -the- and the  other interpretation  of the   word is 
saettai- work. 

sude  has the consonants – [-sa -]–the- and the original Tamil  word is thadm- toil  

sude  has the consonants –-sa -the- and the original Tamil  word is kai aatchchi  [  
missing letter- ka-] - occupation . 

sude  has the consonants –-[-sa -]-the- and the original Tamil  word is kattu [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  work . 

sude  has the consonants –-[-sa -]-the- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
uththiyoakam [Skt] [ missing letter- ka-]- occupation.  

 sude  has the consonants –sa -the- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
sadanakam [ missing letter- ka-]-work. 

sude  has the consonants –-[-sa -]-the- and the original Tamil  word is menakkada  
[ missing letter- ka-]-  toil . 

sude  has the consonants –sa -the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
kasta pada/ kasta paadu  [  missing letters- ka-  and- pa-] - toil. 

sude  has the consonants –sa -the- and the original Tamil  word is Kadamai sei-[ 
missing letter- ka-]-  to work ; kadamai- duty ; sei –do . 
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sude  has the consonants –-[-sa -]-the- and the original Tamil  word is kedi [ 
missing letter- ka-]-  –work  finished. 

sude  has the consonants –-[-sa -]-the- and the original Tamil  word is kendu / 
kindu-[ missing letter- ka-]- work  in . 

sude  has the consonants –-[-sa -]-the- and the original Tamil  word is vinthai adi -[ 
missing letter- ka-]- –work wonders.  

sude  has the consonants –sa -the- and the original Tamil  word is saettanam/ 
yeththanam-  exertion. 

sude  has the consonants –-[-sa -]-the- and the original Tamil  word is nothi kai [ 
missing letter- ka-] – hand.  

sude  has the consonants –-[-sa -]-the- and the original Tamil  word is kondu  vaa 
[missing  letter- ka-] – bring.  

sude  has the consonants –-[-sa -]-the- and the original Tamil  word is edukka  [  
missing letter- ka-] - take . 

sude  has the consonants – [-sa -]–the- and the original Tamil  word is edu-  -take.  

sude  has the consonants – [-sa -]–the- and the original Tamil  word is adai – get.  

 

 šu-dim4-ma: loyal ('hand' + 'subservient' + nominative) 

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
unmai  udaimai – faithful   ; unmai –truth ; udaiya- has . 

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mei- 
thanmai  udaiyathu – has got  reliability ; mei- truth  ; thanmai- nature  .  

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  aaththam-   devotion.   
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sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
naermai  udamai [ missing letter- Ra-] – faithful ; naermai- sincerity .  

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
maaratha  manam  udaimai [ missing letter- Ra-] -  faithful  ; manam- mind; 
maaraatha - un changed .  

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aram udaimai   / dharmam [Skt]  [ missing letter- Ra-] - religious  faith ; aram- 
virtue  ; udaiya - has  . 

sudima has the consonants  - sa- -the –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  niri- t –chcha manam [ missing letter- Ra-] - faith . 

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaaimai    udaimai [ missing letter- ka-] –faithful   ; vaaimai- truth ; udaimai- 
possession .  

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadamai  unarchchi  udamai [ missing letter- ka-] –faithful ; kadamai- duty ; 
unarchchi- feel.  

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  visuvaasam  udaimai [ missing letter- ka-] –faithfullness.  

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nampakam-maanthau [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka-] -  trust worthy ; nampu- 
believe  . 

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  pakthi  udaimai / nampikkai kondu   [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka-]-  
devotion.  

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
anpu udaimai  [ missing letter- pa-]-   devotion  ;  anpu- kindness .  

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  paththimai  [ missing letter- pa-]-   devotion.  
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sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
padaikka  vaendum / oppu  adaikka  vaendum [ missing  letters- pa- and -ka-]-   –
to dedicate ; padaikka- offer ; oppu  adaikka- deliver . 

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adimai  pannpu  udaimai [ missing letter- pa-]-  subservient  ; adimai- slave ; 
pannpu- nature . 

sudima has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -the –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mutti -k -kai-[ missing letter- ka-] – elbow ; mutti- joint; kai- hand   . 

 

 šu-dù-a: length measure of 10 fingers = 16.666 cm. ('hands' + 'to stack'). 

sudua  has  the consonants -sa -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  sumai yaei  
yaeththuka [ missing  letter- ka-] –to load .  

sudua  has  the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adukku-[ 
missing  letter- ka-]- to stack . 

sudua  has  the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  adukkam- 
missing  letter- ka-]- pile.  

sudua  has  the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  Kattu- [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- pack. 

sudua  has  the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  koottuka/ 
eettuka- hoard . 

sudua  has  the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  akadu- [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- mound.  

sudua  has  the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is muthuku- 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  mound.  

sudua  has  the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kuntham [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  hay stack.  
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sudua  has  the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is nothi  kai[  
[ missing  letter- ka-] - hand . 

 sudua  has  the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is adi  
kanakku [  missing  letter- ka-] - length  measurement.  

sudua  has  the consonants –[-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kuvi- 
ththidu [  missing  letter- ka-]  - to  heap. 

 

 šu...dù: to bind the hands; to apply one's hands to ('hands' + 'to fasten').  

sudu  has the consonants  -[- sa -] -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is kai -yaei 
kattu -[  missing  letter- ka-] -to  bind / fold  the hands  ; kai- hand; kattu –tie .  

sudu  has the consonants  -[- sa -] -the  -and the  original Tamil  word is nothi kai [  
missing  letter- ka-] -  hand. 

sudu  has the consonants  -[- sa-] --the  -and the  original Tamil  word is kattu- [  
missing  letter- ka-] -  fasten . 

sudu  has the consonants  -[- sa-] --the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  thodai - 
fastening. 

sudu  has the consonants  -[- sa-] --the  -and the  original Tamil  word is mudi –  
fasten . 

sudu  has the consonants  -[- sa-] --the  -and the  original Tamil  word is ottu- 
fasten. 

sudu  has the consonants  -[- sa-] --the  -and the  original Tamil  word is poottu-[  
missing  letter- pa-] -  fasten . 

sudu  has the consonants  -[- sa-] --the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinaiththidu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  bind.  

sudu  has the consonants  -[- sa-] --the  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
inaiththidu-  bind.  
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šu-hul...dù: to destroy ('hands' + 'evil' + 'to fasten'). 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   azhiththiduka- destroy.  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  sa--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
azhivu  undaakkuthal  / azhivu  vaelai  seithal -  destroy  ; azhivu - ruin ;  vaelai –
work  ; seithidu –do .  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   alkuthal – be  destroyed 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   keduthal- be  destroyed 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kettu azhithal -be  destroyed. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kalathi –destruction . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thovval – destruction . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   tholaivu – destruction . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   theenku   vilai viththal -  to destroy.  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -- sa---ka -la –the-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  pollaanku  seithal [ missing letter –pa-] – destroy.  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  - sa--ka -la –the-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is kaedu / naasam  vilaiviththal – to destroy.  
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šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kaedu  vilaiviththal   /keduththal -  destroy ; kaedu –damage ; vialivikka- to 
cause / produce . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vatkuthal – destroy  ;  vatkal- destruction .  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaattuthal -destroy.  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ozhiththiduka – destroy; ozhi- destroy .  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ozhiththu  kattuthal- destroy . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kolai seithiduka – kill  ; kolai- murder . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  - -sa-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
saaka aditthal- kill ; saaka- to die; saa- death . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kolluthal – killing  ;  kollu- kill . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   alai-k- kazhiththal – destroy.  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   alaikulaiyaakuthal  - destroy.  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aviththal- destroy.  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ikuththal  - destroy.  
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šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   izhukkuthal-destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kaaithal -destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   madakkuthal -destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mayakkuthal -destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kasukkuthal -destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kavizhththal -destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   killuthal - destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kumaiththal-destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kulaiththal – destroy  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   savattuthal -destroy  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   sevittuthal - destroy 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   neekuthal - destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nudakkuthal -destroy. 
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šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   paazhaakkuthal [ missing letter- pa-] -destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   poakkuthal [ missing letter- pa-] -destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   veeththal -destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   veekkuthal- destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   veedu-  viththal - destroy. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mat -kadiththal – destroy.  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is thool  paduththuka / thool  thollaakkuka [ missing letter- pa-] - destroy  utterly . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pukai  kaanuthal  [ missing letter- pa-] - destroy  utterly ; pukai- smoke; kaana  -
see . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  sa--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
ulakkai  saaththuthal – destroy . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  sa--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
nilai kulaiya seithal  -destroy ;  nilai - stability ; kulaiya- to destroy .  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   idiththu  thalluka-  destroy  ; idi –hit ;  thalluka  push  .    

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  ilaaththukkua – destroy .  
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 šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  koodu kalaikka- to destroy a nest  ; koodu- nest; kalaikka- destroy . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  theeya ozhukkam – evil behavior ; theethu- bad /evil .  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is izhukku   undaakkuthal – to do  evil  things . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is avalam   undakkuthal- to do  evil  things . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is allavai  seithal - to do  evil  things . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is avaththam   /ava kadam  undaakkuthal -to do  evil  things ; undakku- to  make . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is allal vilaiviththal -  to create   evil  things . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -  [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is thunpam  vilaiviththal [ missing letter- pa-] - to do  evil  things  ; thunpam- 
suffering . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -sa- -ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
theenku  seithal - to do  evil  things  ; theenkku –evil  ;seithidu –do  . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  - -sa--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ketta  seyal  seithal –to do evil  acts ;  ketta- bad ; seyal –action. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  - -sa--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thee seyalil  eedu  paduka  -to indulge in bad behavior ; thee- bad /evil ; seyal-
action; eedu  paduka- indulge  .  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  - -sa--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thee-vinai  seithal – to do  evil  deed  ;  theeya   - bad  ; vinai –action . 
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šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  - -sa--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
theeya nadaththai  yil  eedu  paduthal – indulging in  evil  conduct . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[- sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thee ya natpu  kolluthal [ missing letter- pa-]  -to have bad friendship. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[- sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  theeya thozhilil  eedupaduka-  indulge in  evil  dealing  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  - sa--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadu  vinai  noakki  selluthal – evi l destiny . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  - [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thee kunam  kolluthal – evil  disposition . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  - [-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  theeya  kolkai  kolluthal –evil  doctrine . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -sa--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
paei pisaasu  kanavu  kaanthal [ missing letter- pa-]  – to have evil dreams . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kodun-k- kann / van kann  paduthal  [ missing letter- pa-] -evil eye . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -sa--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
sudu  kann  paduthal  [ missing letter- pa-] – evil eye . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -sa--ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
avala suzhi  kaanuthal – evil  fate . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kedu uoozh  kaanuthal – evil fate. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thee- k -kathi adaithal –evil fate . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
ketta kaalam – evil  hour.  
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šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaala koduami- evil time. 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
theeya  vazhi- evil  way . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kasta kaalam – bad time.  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
theeya ennam  kolluthal –evil  intention . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kedu  mathi  kolla- to have evil  mind . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thollai  kodukkum  ketta   aavikal / asuththa  aavikal – evil spirits . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -- [-sa-]---ka -la –the-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  vaethalam- evil  spirit . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thee mozhi  solluthal – to say evil  words . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vampu alatthal [ missing letter- pa-]  -  to say  evil  words  . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaathal  thaevathaikal-   angels [antonym] .  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kattuthal  -fasten .  

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kootti mudithal   -fasten . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thakaithal –fasten . 
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šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pinakkuthal  [ missing letter- pa-]  – fasten on . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koluvi viduthal-   fasten on . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thakadu  thaiththal- fasten corner braces . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pallu kattuthal [ missing letter- pa-]  – fasten teeth . 

šu-hul...dù  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-ka -la –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoduththu  viduthal – fasten together.  

 

 šu...du7: to embellish; to put on the finishing touches; to complete; to make 
perfect (with -ta-) (reduplication class) ('hand' + 'to complete'). 

šu...du  has the consonants  - sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is seithu  mudi 
– to complete . 

šu...du  has the consonants  - sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is seithidu-  do  

šu...du  has the consonants  - [- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is pannidu 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- – do . 

šu...du  has the consonants  - [- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  panni  
mudi – complete. 

šu...du  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is thaei – 
embellish . 

šu...du  has the consonants  -  sa-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is oppanai  
seithidu – embellish . 

šu...du  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nunukka  naaya mudaiyathaakku [ missing  letter- ka-]- embellish . 
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šu...du  has the consonants  -  [-sa-] -- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vadivaakkidu / vadivu  koottuka/ vadiththiduka  [ missing  letter- ka-]- embellish . 

šu...du  has the consonants  - [-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oppaniththidu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- embellish . 

šu...du  has the consonants  - [- sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oppiththidu [ missing  letter- pa-]- embellish . 

šu...du  has the consonants  -  sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is seppanidu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  -to make perfect  

šu...du  has the consonants    sa-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  semmai  
kattuka [ missing  letter- ka-]- -  to give finishing touches.  

 

 šu...du8: to hold in the hand (with -ni- or bi-) ('hand' + 'to open') 

sudubi has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pottiththdu- open . 

sudubi has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
udai- open  . 

sudubi has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
moodaathu- not closed.  

sudubi has the consonants –sa- the – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
saaththi- daathu-  not closed.  

sudubi has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – [-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaai  vida [  missing letter- ka-] – open .   

sudubi has the consonants –[-sa-]- the –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adaikka  padaathu-[  missing letter- ka-] - not closed.   

sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pidi 
/ pidippu - hold.  
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sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  paei  
pidi -  vice ike grip  . 

sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is otti 
pidi -  to hold the edge . 

sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
etta  pidi-   hold at a distance.  

sudu bi  has the consonants –sa- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saeththu  pidi / inaichchu  pidi- hold together.   

sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
paaththu  pidi- hold carefully  .   

sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  oadi  
pidi- hold after a chase . 

sudu bi  has the consonants- sa- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
adichchu  pidi  / sandi yittu  pidi / thatti  pidi –   to get after a fight   . 

sudu bi  has the consonants –-sa- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is saa -
pidi  - strangle hold.  

sudu bi  has the consonants –-sa- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
anaichchu  pidi-  embrace  ;  anaikka- embrace; pidikka- hold  .  

sudu bi  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaandi  pidi – hold after a jump ; thaandu- leap; pidi- hold  . 

sudu bi  has the consonants –-[-sa-] - the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
etti   pidi-  stretch to catch  ;  ettu- stretch  ;  pidi –catch . 

sudu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  word is   madu-  
hold.  

sudu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  word is  thadu-  
hold back.   
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sudu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the –and the  original Tamil  word is  yaenthidu- 
hold. 

sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pidikka [  missing letter- ka-] – to hold.  

sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is katti  
pidi-[  missing letter- ka-] -  embrace.  

sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaavi  pidi -[  missing letter- ka-]- hold after jump . 

 sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
paththu--[  missing letter- ka-] -  seize.  

sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vidaa pidi--[  missing letter- ka-] – strong grip.  

sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaanki pidi [  missing letter- ka-] – to hold ; thaankku –to support .  

sudu bi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thakku  pidi-[  missing letter- ka-]-  to have a strong hold . 

sudu an  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the –an  and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaenthuka [  missing letter- ka-] – to hold. 

sudu an  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the –an  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
kondidu-[  missing letter- ka-] - hold.  

sudubi  has the consonants –sa- the –bi  and the  original Tamil  word is  sunda 
pidi – hold tight.  

sudubi  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the –bi  and the  original Tamil  word is  kootti 
pidi [  missing letter- ka-]- hold together.  

sudubi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the –bi  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thookki  pidi [  missing letter- ka-]- hold aloft.  
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sudu an  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaanku [ missing letter- ka-]- hold.   

sudu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
vidaathu vai [ missing letter- ka-]- hold.   

sudu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – -and the  original Tamil  word is  thaevu –[ 
missing letter- ka-]- hold . 

sudu an  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the – an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nothi kai-[  missing letter- ka-] - hand.  

  

 šu-du8-a: guarantee ('to hold' + nominative). 

sudu   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is eedu  thaa   
-to give guarantee. 

sudu  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pinai padu [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -to give guarantee. 

sudu  has the consonants  - [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pidi- hold  . 

 

 šu-du8-a...DU(de6/túm): to act as guarantor for ('guarantee' + 'to bring, carry').  

suduadu  has the consonants –sa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
sumanthidu – carry . 

suduadu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is attu- 
bring.  

suduadu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is thoththi  
pidi [  missing letter- pa-] – bring . 

suduadu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is eedu -  
guarantee. 
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suduadu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is pinai  
padu [missing letter- pa-] - give guarantee 

 suduadu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is oththu  
koduththidu [missing letter- ka-] - give guarantee. 

suduadu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is uruthi / 
uruthi  urai [missing letter- Ra-] -guarantee  . 

suduadu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  uruthi   
kodukka [ missing letters- ka- and-  Ra-] -  give guarantee  . 

suduadu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is uththaravaatham  tharuka  [ missing letters- ka- and-  Ra-] -  give 
guarantee  . 

 

šu...dug4/du11/e: to touch; to place, put ('hand' + 'to effect').  

šu...dug/du   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  
word is   kai - yaei  thoduka- to touch  the hand  ; kai-  hand; thoduka- to touch  . 

šu...dug/du   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  
word is   thoduka/ thodukai   - touch . 

šu...dug/du   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  
word is  mei -  theenduka/ theendukai - touch . 

šu...dug/du   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  
word is  thattuka- touch . 

šu...dug/du   has the consonants –sa-–the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  word is  
seenthiduka – touch . 

šu...dug/du   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  
word is  nakkiduka- touch / lick . 
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šu...dug/du   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  
word is   thodakkidu – touch . 

šu...dug/du   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  
word is  thokkidu – touch  . 

šu...dug/du   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  
word is  thoda- k -koodiyathu- touchable .  

šu...dug/du   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  
word is  theenda thakkathu - touchable. 

šu...dug/du   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  
word is  vaiththiduka- put/ keep . 

šu...dug/du   has the consonants –-sa-–the- ka – the- and the  orignalTamil  word 
is  sumaththiduka / saaththiduka - put . 

 

šu(-dagal)...dug4/du11/e: to supply, to provide (generously) with (with -ni-) 
('hand' ( + 'wide, copious') + 'to effect'). 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is  koduththidal  vaendum-   to give; kodu –give  . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is vazhankkida vaendum – to deliver; vazhankkiduka-deliver  . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is  alavu  noakkathu /alavu  illaathu kodai/ daanam[Skt]    
thanthida vaendum  -to give liberally ; alavu –measurement; noakkaathu- not 
seeing ;  kodai- gift ;  thanthiduka- give . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   poathum  poathum ena sollum alavukku   eekai  seithida 
vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-] -to give liberally;  poathum –enough ; sollu –say  ;  
alavu- measurement  ;  eekai- gift  ; seithidu- give.  
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šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is  thaevaikku  maelae  alli  alli  koduththida vaendum – to 
give more  than the need  ; thaevai- need / want   ; maelae- excess/up ; kodukka- 
give . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is  vaendiyathai amaiththu  koduththal – supply ; vaendiyathu  
-want; amaikka- to set; kodu- give . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   moottai  moottai- yaaka  alithithida  vaendum – to give in 
sacks ;  moottai- bundle; alikka- give  . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   koodai koodai yaka  koduththidal vaendum   - give basket 
ful ; koodai- basket ; kodukka- give . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   vandi  vandiyaaka  vazhunkuthal vaendum  give liberally  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   manam  kuzhainthu  / mana nekizhvudan   kodai thanthida 
vaendum  -to give whole heartedly  ; manam - mind ;  nekizha - emotional ; kodai- 
gift ; thanthidu –give . 

 šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   anpu  alippu  koduththidal vaendum [ missing  letter- pa-]  
-to give presents  ; anpu  alippu-  presents  ; anpu- kindness; alippu –giving . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is    vekumaanam  koduththidal  vaendum – to give  gift  ;  
vekumaanm- gift . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   nun- kodai thanthidal vaendum   -to give gift ; nun kodai- 
gift  
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šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   vaendiyana  koduththu  uthavuthal – provide  the need ; 
vaendiyathu- need /want ; kodu –give ; uthavu- help . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- -sa --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is    vakai saithu  koduthidal vaendum – provide  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- -sa --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is    vasathi seithu  koduththidal vaendum   provide ; vasathi-  comfort  
; seithidu –do .  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   ueiviththal  vaendum – deliver . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa -]-the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   thokai  kattuthal  vaendum-  deliver up. 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kanakku  mudivu  seithu   panam koduththal  vaendum [ missing 
letter- pa-]- deliver up ; kanakku –accounts ; mudikka- to end ; panam- money ; 
kodukka- to give .  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaasu   pananththai   seluththidal vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]- to 
pay  money ; kaasu- cash; panam- money ;  seluththu –to apy  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   vithaiththal  vaendum- deliver . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   ekuththal  vaendum – give . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is    kodai  nalkuthal  vaendum  -to grant ; kodai- grant; nalku 
–deliver . 
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šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other interpretation  of the word is  maaniyam /enaam  koduththidal vaendum  -
to grant ; maaniyam- grant; kodukka- to give  . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  san- manam koduththidal vaendum - to  give 
presents ;  sanmaanam- gift  . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   Tamil  
other interpretation  of the word is   selavu  padi  vazhankidal  vaendum [ missing  
letter- pa-] – grant . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] ---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is   vaazhkkai  padi  vazhankidal  vaendum 
[ missing  letter- pa-] –grant . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] ---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is   pattayam  vazhunkuthal  vaendum [ 
missing letter- pa-]  –to give a grant . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] ---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is    satta  padiyaaka  soththu  patthai / 
udaimaiyaei   vazhankkuthal vaendum [  missing letter- pa-]  –to give a grant ; 
sattam- law; soththu / paththu –asset ; udaimai- belongings ; vazhankku- deliver . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] ---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is    mei -ena  oppu  kolluthal  vaendum  [  
missing letter- pa-]   -grant ; oppu kolluka- to accept . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] ---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is   oththu  kolluthal vaendum [  missing 
letter- pa-]   -grant . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] ---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is    idam koduththal  vaendum –grant . 
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 šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] ---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  other interpretation  of the word is  anumathi  vazhankuthal  vaendum –
grant  permission;   anumathi- permision .   

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] ---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  Tamil interpretation  of the word is  pana  uthavi  koduththal vaendum [ 
missing  leter-pa-]  grant money; panam- money; uthavi- help ; kodukka- to give  . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] ---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  interpretation  of the word is   uthavi  thokai  vazhankkuthal  vaendum – 
grant ; uthavi-  help; thokai –amount ; vazhankkuthal- deliver . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa----the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  other  
Tamil interpretation  of the word is   isaivu aliththal vaendum  -grant ; isaivu- 
permission   ; alikka- to give  . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa- ]----the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other Tamil interpretation  of the word is    thaayam  [ dhaanam ] [Skt]  
koduththal vaendum –to give donation ; thaayam- donation . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa- ]----the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   kai- kaani  koduththal vaendum- to 
give presents . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  kai neettam seithidal  vaendum – to give 
presents ; kai- hand; neettu- stretch  . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  sai maanam seithidal vaendum – to give presents . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   other 
Tamil interpretation  of the word is  eekai  seithidal vaendum –to give presents  ;  
eekai- gift . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  thiyaakam seithidal vaendum –to give presents . 
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šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] ---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other Tamil interpretation  of the word is   vael-  veduththal  vaendum -  sending  
marriage presents . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa- ]----the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   kaanikkai  vazhankuthal vaendum- to 
give donation; kaanikkai- offer .  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa- ]----the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the   
other  Tamil  interpretation  of the word is   paa kudam  aliththal vaendum – to 
give presents . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is  okkuthal  vaendum -  to give.   

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   kai vazhankuthal  vaendum –to give; kai- hand; vazhankku- 
deliver .  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   pakuththu  aliththida vaendum [ missing  leter- pa-] – to 
give; paku –divide; ailkka- give .  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   thadavi  koduththal  vaendum – give  sparingly . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   killi  koduththidal vaendum -give  sparingly . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   katti koduththidal  vaendum - give  liberally . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   kotti koduththal  vaendum -  give  liberally . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   alli  koduththidal vaendum- give  liberally . 
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šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   mika koduththal  vaendum- give lavishly; mikai- excess .  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  
original Tamil  word is   moei  vazhankkuthal  vaendum – to contribute.  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kidaikka  seithidal  vaendum    -to make available.  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  seethanam  koduththidal  vaendum –endow.  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pankku aliththidal  vaendum  - contribute; pankku- share .  

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaasu  panam  illathala  yaezhai  makkalukku  pana uthavi  
koduththal vaendum – to give money  for the penny less poor people; kaasu –
cash; panam- money ; illai- nil ;  yaezhai- poor ; makkal- people ; panam- money ; 
uthavi- help ; kodukka- give  . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   echchil  kai yaal  kaakkai  oaattatha   kanja payal -  a miser;  
echchil-  saliva  ;  kai- hand ;   kaakkai- crow ;  oaattuka- to drive away ; kanjan- 
miser . 

šu(-dagal)...dug   has the consonants- sa---the -ka – la-  -the -ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  alli alli kodukkum   kodai  vallal – liberal donor  ;  kodai vallal- libral  
donar . 

 

 šu líl-lá...dug4/du11/e: to be haunted ('hand' + 'spirit of a place' + 'to effect'). 

  šu líl-ládug/du/e  has the  consonants - sa – la - the – ka - the – and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  paei  pisaasu  /   pootham /  ketta  aavikal / theeya 
aavikal   thankki  vaazhnthidum  idam – veedu / koodi   aatam / kummaalam  
poadum  idam / paei pisaakual  nadamaadum  idam [   missing letter- pa-] -   
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haunted place -  the place  of the ghosts  ;  paei  pisaasu-  ghosts;  pootham-  
phantom;  ketta- bad; aavi- spirit ; thankku- stay ; vaazhu- live  ; idam- place ; 
koodu –assemble; aattam- dance .  

 šu líl-ládug/du/e  has the  consonants – [-sa-]  – la - the – ka - the – and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thakkaththai undaakkuthal – to make an effect 
;thaakkam- impact; undaakku –to make .  

šu líl-ládug/du/e  has the  consonants – [-sa-]  – la - the – ka - the – and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  pakka  vilaivu  undaakkuthal [   missing letter- pa-] – 
to make a side effect; pakkam- side; vilaivu- effect  ; undaakku- to make  

šu líl-ládug/du/e  has the  consonants – [-sa-]  – la - the – ka - the – and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  vilaintha vilaivu -  the effect  ; vilaintha- made; 
vilaivu- effect . 
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                                                    Page-145 

 

 

šu pe-el lá...dug4/du11/e: to defile; to be defiled ('hand' + pil, 'to be/make dirty, 
defiled' + 'to penetrate, pierce' + 'to effect'). 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants - sa –[-pa-] -la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  echchil-aakkidu – to defile ;  echchil- dirt / saliva /soiled  . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants - sa –pa-la –the- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   maasu  paduththidal  vaendum to  make dirty  ; maasu- dirt/ pollution .  

 šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  –[-pa-] -la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   azhukkaa-nathu  /azhukku – dirty;  azhukku –dirt  . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -pa--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   azhukku  padivu – dirty  . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -pa--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kuppai  koolamaakkidu – make dirty ; kuppai  wastage . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -pa--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   matkki  poana   pazham  puthai manal  - dirt  bed/ quick  sand  ;   
matkka- decayed  ;  pazham- old  ; puthai  - bury ; manal- sand . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kollai malivu-aanathu –dirt  cheap ; mazhivu- cheap . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kanthal- aanathu – dirty  /  torn  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thaazhvaanathu-  dirty / lowness  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ezhivaanathu – dirty. 
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šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thooimai  kaedu ullathu   -dirty ; thooimai- cleanliness ; kaedu –
damage; ullathu –having  . 

 šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   nampikkaikku  kaedaanthu  -dirty ; namapikkai- hope; kaedu –
damage . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thooimai  kaedu  undaakkuthal  -make dirty; undaakku- make ; 
thooimai- cleanliness; kaedu –dmage  . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa- -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the   other  
interpretation of the word  is   asuththam [Skt]  aakkuthal – make dirty  ; a-
suththam [Skt] – uncleanliness  ; suththam- cleanlinss  ; aakku- make  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [- sa-] - -pa--la –the- ka -and the   other  
interpretation of the word  is   punitha thanmai yaei  keduththal – make dirty; 
punitham /thooimai - holiness  ;  thanmai- nature  .  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ezhi  thakavu  adithal – defilement . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kalankkam  undaakkuthal- defilement  ;  kalankkam- unholy  . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa- -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   keda seithal -  pollute  ; kedukka –  to  damage . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa- -pa--la –the- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   saampal kundi -   dirty  os  ; kundi –waist / buttock . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]- -pa--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   puzhuthi  aakkidu- to make dirty; puzhuthi- dirt ; puzhuthi  sei- 
pollute  . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa- -pa--la –the- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   pisankuthal -  become dirty . 
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šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa- -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   suvadu  adaithal – become dirty . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa- -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thoosu kolluthal -become dirty  ;  thoosu- dirt ; kolla- to have   . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa--] -[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   valai vadam- soil /earth . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa---[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kasadu  adaithal/ manduthal    -become dirty  ;  kasadu –dirt   . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa---pa--la –the- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   azhukku  aadaikal /  thuni  vakaikal /  vaetti / thoalil  idum   thundu  
/saalvai / pudavai  /paavaadai / ullaadai  /seelai – dirty  clothes-  dhothi / towel / 
shawl  saree/  skirt / inner wear  ;  azhukku –dirty  ;  aadai- clothe ; thuni –cloth; 
vaetti –dhothi  ;  thole  - shoulder  ;  thundu –towel   ; pudavai –saree;  saalvai –
shawl ; paavaadai  - long skirt  ; ull aadai- inner clothe ;  ull- in  ; seelai –saree .  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---pa--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   azhukku  pidiththavan-    dirty  person   ;  azhukku –dirt; 
pidiththavan- one who  has . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---pa--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thuppu  ketta payal-  dirty  person .  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---pa--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   azhukku  adaintha  ezhuthu  palakai- dirty  slate  ; ezhuthu  
palakai- writing  board  ;  ezhuthu –write ;  palakai –board . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---pa--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   penn-kalin matha vidaai - defilement /menses  ; penn- female; 
penn-kal- women  ; maatham- month ;  vidaai- menses . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   azhukku adaintha veedu –dirt house  ; azhukku –dirt  ; adaintha  -
attain ;veedu –house  .   
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 šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants  -sa--[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vali  maasu  adaithal / kaaththu maasu  adaithal – air pollution ; 
vali-  space / gale ; maasu –pollution  .  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants  -sa--pa--la –the- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is  sutru  soozhal  azhukku  adaithal / puzhuthi aakkuthal  [ missing  letter- 
Ra -] – environmental pollution ;  sutru soozhal- environment  ; maasu –pollution . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants  -sa—[-pa-] --la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kudi  thanni  maasu  adithal -  drinking  water pollution ; kudi- 
drink; thanni- water; kudi  thanni –drinking  water  ;maasu –polution ; adaithal –to 
attain .   

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants  -sa—[-pa-] --la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kadal thanni  maasu  adiathal-   marine   water pollution ; kadal- 
sea; thanni –water ; maasu- pollution . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] —[-pa-] --la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ennai  thooimai  kaedu  adaithal- oil  pollution ; ennai- oil ;  
thooimai- cleanliness;  kaedu- damage .  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] —[-pa-] --la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kai mutti adiththal - self pollution /  masturbation ;kai- hand; mutti 
–fist / joint ; adi- beat . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa---[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   azhukku  adaintha manasu   -dirty  mind; azhukku –dirt; adaintha –
attained  ;  manasu –mind .  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]--pa--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   theezhppu  kolluthal – pollution.  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]—[-pa-]--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thooimai  kedal – pollution.  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]—pa--la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vizhuppu  adithal –pollution.    
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šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa—[--pa-] --la –the- ka -and the  other 
interpretation of the word is kasumaalam  kolluthal-   filthiness.  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---[-pa-] --la –the- ka -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kuthanai  kaedu  adaithal- filthiness 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---[-pa-] --la –the- ka -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kuththuthal- piercing . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---pa---la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thulai  poduka   -to make a hole . 

 šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa--pa---la –the- ka -and the  original Tamil  
word is   oattai  poattu ut- selluka – to penetrate . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] --pa---la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pukuthal-  penetrate as an arrow. 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] –[-pa-] ---la –the- ka -and the  
original Tamil  word is   ull nokkuthal – penetrate  . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants –sa-[-pa-] ---la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vazhi  seithu  kondae  ullae nuzhaika  - penetrate ; vazhi- way  ;  
seithidu –do  ;  ullae - in;  nuzhaika - enter  . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants –[- sa-] --pa----la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   ut pukuthal – penetrate ;  puku –enter  ; ut puku – enter inside   . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants –[- sa-] –[-pa-] ---la –the- ka -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kinduthal –to stir with a ladle . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants –[- sa-] –[-pa-] ---la –the- ka -and the  
original Tamil  word is   ikkuthal- to penetrate .   

 šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants –[- sa-] –[-pa-] ---la –the- ka -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kuliththal-   pierce as an arrow. 
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šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants –[- sa-] –-pa----la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pilanththiduka-   pierce as a weapon .  

 šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants –[- sa-] –-[-pa-] ----la –the- ka -and the  
original Tamil  word is   mulkuthal-  to puncture.  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants –[- sa-] –-[-pa-] ----la –the- ka -and the  
original Tamil  word is   vinkuthal- to puncture / to break through . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa-–-[-pa-] ----la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   uoosiyaal  / soojiyaal  kuththuka-  pierce with the needle; uoosi- 
needle ; kuththuka- pierce/ prick.  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] -pa----la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   Kizhiththu  kondu  ullae  poa – to pierce ; kizhi- to  tear; ullae- in ; 
poa- go  . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] -pa----la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaathu  kuththa – pierce  the ear ; kaathu –ear; kuththu- pierce . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-] -pa----la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kudinthiduthal – pierce /to  scoop . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – -sa- –[-pa-]----la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kizhisal undaakku- puncture ;  kizhi –tear  . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – -[-sa-]- –pa---la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   poththal  undaakkuthal- puncture ; poththal- hole ; undaakku – to 
make  . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa-–pa----la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   polikka  seithal / pollal aakkuthal  - puncture ; pollal- hole .  

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]-–[-pa-]----la –the- ka -and the  
original Tamil  word is   konthuthal  - pierce . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]-–[-pa-]---la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   undaakkuthal – to effect . 
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šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa-–[-pa-]---la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   seithu  kaattuthal  -effect ;  seithidu- do ;  kaattu –show . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa-–[-pa-]---la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vaelai seithal  -to give an effect ; vaelai- effect/ work . 

šu pe-el lá...dug   has the consonants – sa-–[-pa-]---la –the- ka -and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thaakkathai  undaakkuthal  -to make an  impact  ; thaakkam- 
impact; undakkau –to make . 

 

 šu sá...dug4/du11/e: to attain ('hand' + 'to reach, arrive').  

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
nuthi  kai- hand.  

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
ettuka- reach . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
anukiduka – reach . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
thoduka- reach . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
auththuka- reach . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
kittuka- reach . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is  
naaduka- reach  /  to seek . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa- ]-–the- ka -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  katham- reach .  
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šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa- ]-–the- ka -and the  other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  vanthu  adika- reach  . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa- ]-–the- ka -and the  other Tamil  
interpretation of the word is    neenkiduka- depart [antonym ] . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
ninaiththathai   adainthida vaendum - to attain  something  for which one was 
longing ; ninaiththidu –to think  ;  adainthidu –attain  . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –sa-–the- ka -and the original Tamil  word is 
enniyathai seithu  mudikka  vaendum – to attain  something  for which one was 
longing  ; enniyathu - the thought  ; seithidu  – do  ; mudikka- finish . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –sa-–the- ka -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is saathikka  vaendum  -to attain ; saathikka- achieve . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   thevittuka – attain . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   thunnuka- attain . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   adaika-   attain .  

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   eettuka – attain.  

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   eithiduka –attain . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   manithanaaku / maanthanaaku -  attain manhood.  

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  aanmai  adaika - attain manhood  ; aanmai- manliness ; adaika- to 
attain .  
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šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   kai thattuka-    attain puberty   - to be in menses as signified by 
clapping of hands  ; kai- hand; thattuka –to clap  . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –sa-–the- ka -and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  samainthiduka-  attain  puberty  as  a girl .    

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the Tamil interpretation of 
the word is    poopu  adaika / pushpikka [Skt]/ pushpavathiyaakuka  [ missing  
letter- pa-]  - attain  puberty  as a girl ; poo- flower  ; adaika –attain . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  pakkuvam adaika / patham adaika  / kaninthiduka  [ missing  letter- 
pa-]  - attain  puberty  as a girl  ; pakkuvam[Skt] - maturity  ;  kaniya- to ripe .    

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  manu  paduka- attain  puberty  as a girl . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –sa-–the- ka -and the Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   manja  thanni yaei  uoththuka   -a  ceremony  /   attain  puberty  as a girl; 
manja- yellow; thanni- water; uoothu- to pour   . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  ueivu  -adainthiduka- attain salvation.  

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –sa-–the- ka -and the interpretation of the word 
is  ujjeeviththiduka-  / meetchhci  adiaka-  attain salvation.  

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-] -–the- ka -and the Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  kai koodukai – attainment ; kai- hand; kooda-attain . 

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –sa--–the- ka -and the  interpretation of the word 
is  siththi adaika  - attainment   ;  adaika –attian .  

šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –sa--–the- ka -and the  interpretation of the word 
is  sannathi adaika-  to attain eternal bilss . 
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šu sá...dug   has the  consonants –[-sa-]--–the- ka -and the  interpretation of the 
word is  pathavi   adaika [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  to attain eternal bilss . 

 

šu sùh-a...dug4/du11/e: to confuse, disconcert; to be confused ('hand' + 'in 
confusion' + 'to effect'). 

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nothi  kai-  hand.  

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaakkam  undaakku –to make an effect ; thaakkam- effect / impact; undaakku –
to make . 

susuhadug   has the consonants  -sa-– the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
saathikka- effect.  

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nun  mudivu  kodukka  kodiyatu   -will  give good  result ; nun –good ;  mudivu –
outcome . 

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
aakkam kodukka   koodiyathu- will give good  result  ;  aakkam- usefulness ; 
kodukka- give . 

susuhadug   has the consonants  -sa-– the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
seithiduka- effect ;  saathikka  koodiyathu-  can achieve .   

susuhadug   has the consonants  -sa-– the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
seithu  mudikka  thakka-  effectiveness  ;  seithiduka –do .  

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -– the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
edu  pada koodiyathu [ missing letter- pa-] -effective .  

susuhadug   has the consonants  -sa-– the- ka  - and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  sakthi [Skt]  kondathu / kadumai  kondathu – effective .   
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susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -– the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
payan kondathu  [ missing letter- pa-] -useful  / effective ; payan- use;kondathu- 
having . 

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -– the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
paathippu  undakka  koodiyathu [ missing letter- pa-] – will give an impact  ; 
paathippu- impact . 

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -– the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoku- effective .  

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -– the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
amaiththiduka- effect.   

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -– the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nadaththuka- effect.  

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam  mayankkida- mental  confusion ; manam- mind ; mayankkida  -confused .  

susuhadug   has the consonants  -sa – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
sikkadikka-  confused.  

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaedaa koodam – confusion.   

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadu  padi [ missing letter- pa-] –confusion.  

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thikaippu  [ missing letter- pa-] –confusion.  

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuyakku- confusion.   

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the other interpretation  
of the word is   kathanam – confusion.  
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susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kumutham- confusion.  

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kooththu – confusion.    

susuhadug   has the consonants  -[-sa-]  – the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
amaithiyaei kedukka – disconcert ; amaithi- peace;  kedukka- to damage .  

 

 šu-tag...dug4/du11/e: to adorn; to decorate (with -ni-); to sprinkle; to paint 
('hand' + 'to weave, decorate, strike' + 'to effect').  

šu-tag...dug/du   has the consonants –[-sa-] - the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thuni  neithiduka  -  to weave  cloth ; thuni- cloth ; neithidu- weave . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa- - the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is    nesavu  neithida vaendum   - to weave ; nesavu – weaving .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- - the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   aadai   / vaetti   /udukkai  neithiduka -to weave  cloth /dhothi   ; aadai- 
clothe ;  vaetti –dhothi  ; udukkai –dress ; neithiduka –to weave . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- - the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   thuni / pattu pudavai   thunnuka [ missing letter- pa-]  -to weave silk 
saree ; thuni- cloth; pattu –silk  ; pudavai –saree  ;  thunnuka- weave .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- - the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is thuni  moottuka – to stitch cloth ; thuni- cloth; moottuka- stitch together . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- - the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thuni  pinniduka / thunnka [ missing letter- pa-] - to stitch/sew  a  cloth ; 
thuni- cloth; pinniduka- knit . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- - the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thunikku  ottu  poaduaka [ missing letter- pa-] – to patch up a cloth; ottu 
poaduka- to do patch up  . 
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šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- - the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thuni  neithidum vitham -  weaving style ;  thuni- cloth; neithidu –weave ; 
vitham- style  . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]- - the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thuni  mudaika- - weave cloth .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kachchai  neithida vendum –to weave a girdle or cloth . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thundu  neithiduka  –  weave  towel  ;  neithiduka- weave ; thundu- towel  
/a piece of cloth . 

 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thakkaththai  undakka vaendum – to make an effect ; thaakkam- effect/ 
impact ; undaakku –  to make . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ankkum  inkkumaaka   thoova vaendum  -sprinkle here and there ; inkku- 
here  ; ankku- there  ; thoovu –sprinkle .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  sinthiduka  -sprinkle / spil . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thooviduka- sprinkle.  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai punainthiduka [ missing letter- pa-] - adorn . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   soadiththiduka –adorn . 

 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  semmai  kattida vaendum  /semmai   koottida vaendum –to adorn . 
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šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pann   seithida vaendum[ missing letter- pa-]  –decorate ; oppanai- 
decoration ; seithiduka- do . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  koadiththiduka  -adorn . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaedikkai  seithida avendum –to decorate . 

 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ani mukam kaattida vaendum –decorate the face ; mukam- face; kaattu –
show  . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pannida vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]   –adorn .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  puthu-ikkida vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]   –adorn ; puthu-ikkdu – make 
fresh .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mukaththukku  / uthattukku saayam ida vaendum – to apply  paint on the 
face/ lip; mukam- face; uthadu- lip  ;  saayam –paint ; idu- put  /apply  .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ani seithida vaendum –paint / decorate. 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  oppanai  seithida vaendum  -to decorate ; oppanai- decoration .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  koadanai  seithida vaendum - to decorate; koadanai –decoration . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kannukku  maei / anjanam  theeta  vaendum –to apply kajal / antimony   
over the eye brows; kann- eye ; maei- ink  /antimony  ; anjanam- antimony ; 
theettu –apply   .  
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 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  neththi soodi  aninthida vaendum – to wear jewel over the fore head   ; 
neththi –forhead  ; neththi soodi- frontlet  ;  aninthida- to wear .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thankka  nakai  aninthida vaendum –to wear gold jewels ; thankkam- gold 
; nakai- jewel .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thankka thoadu  poottida vaendum-to wear gold stud ; thankkam- gold; 
thoadu –  ear stud ; poottida- wear  .  

 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  mookkuththi  aninthida vaendum – to wear nose ring ; mookku- nose; 
kuththu-  prick ;  mookku kuththi- nose ring ; aninthida- wear .   

 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –[--sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pattu  aadai uduththida  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] -to wear silk  
saree ; pattu –silk; aadai –clothe ; uduththu –wear . 

 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pattu  sattai  aninthida  vaendum[ missing letter- pa-] -to wear silk  shirt; 
pattu –silk ;sattai-  shirt; aninthida- wear .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pattu  vaetti  aninthida  / katta   vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] –to wear 
silk  dhothi ; vaetti  dhothi  ; kattu –wear .  

 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  pattu paavaadai aninthida vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-] -to wear silk  
skirt  ; pattu –silk ; paavaadai –  full  skirt .  

 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  padam theetta  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]  - to paint a picture ; 
padam- picture; theettu –draw . 
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 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  saaayam theetta vaendum  - to paint ; saayam- paint; theettu- paint  . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vannam thoaivikka  vaendum – to paint ; vannam- color ; thoaivikka- to 
paint/ apply .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  vannam theettuka –to paint  color; vannam- color .  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  veettukku  sunnaamppu adikka vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]  –to white 
wash the house ; veedu- house; sunnaammpu- lime .  

 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  edukai  kondu vannam  poosa vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]  –to paint  
with  pencil  ;  edukai- style ; vannam –color  ; poosu –apply  

 šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-sa-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  suthai  oaviyam  theetta  vaendum -  to  draw  a painting  ; oaviyam –
painting  

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kukai oaviyam theetta  vaendum – to paint a cave painting; kukai- cave; 
oaviyam- painting  ;  theettu –paint  /draw  . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  maei  kotta  vaendum –to  draw a   painting ; maei- ink ; kottu –pour  . 

šu-tag...dug/du  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- the -ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thakkida  vaendum / adikka vaendum   -to attack /strike ; adikka- beat ; 
thaakka- attack .  

 

šu ùh-a...dug4/du11/e: (cf., šu sùh-a...dug4/du11/e). 

 šu-dul5: (cf., šudun).  
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itišu-eš-ša: calendar month 8 at Drehem before Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 9 at Ur 
during Ur III.  

itisuessa  has the consonants -  the –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is chaa  
maatham-  6th month  

itisuessa  has the consonants -  the –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  en 
maatham -  7th month  . 

itisuessa  has the consonants -  the –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  an 
maatham - 8TH month . 

itisuessa  has the consonants -  the –[-sa-]-  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is ettaam  maatham– 8TH month . 

itisuessa  has the consonants -  the –sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is thondaam 
maatham – 9th month . 

 

šu-gána: agricultural tool ('hand' + 'field'). 

sugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  interpretation of the word is 
akanikam- hoe.  

sugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn vetti  [  missing  letter- the -] – spade . 

ugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vettu 
vaayan  [  missin  letter- the -] - spade.  

ugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munna-k-kai -fore hand . 

ugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  akani-  
agricultural tract.  
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ugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  Kani/ 
kaani- agricultural tract.  

ugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uzhavu  nilam  [  missing letter- la-] - agricultural tract.  

ugana  has the consonants –-sa- ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vellaanmai  sei-yium nilam [  missing letter- la-] -  wet land . 

ugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kama 
nilam- [  missing letter- la-] -agricultural field; vivasaaya [Skt]  munn  .  

ugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kalani  
[  missing letter- la-] -agricultural field. 

 ugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vilai 
nilam [  missing  letter- la-] -agricultural field.  

ugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavana--kalam-[  missing  letter- la-]  -attention field.  

ugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  venn-
nilam- bare ground.  

ugana  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- an-  and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  eema vanam - burning ground.  

field [E] has the consonants- [-pa-]-  la- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thidal 
–field.  

 

šu-gi(4): old ('hand' + 'to return' ?, 'to lock up' ?, 'reed-like' ?). 

sugi  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is thonmai  
mikkathu  [  missing letter- the -]  -antique. 

sugi  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  muthumai 
adaika-[  missing letter- the -] -  to become old.  
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sugi  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kai- hand . 

sugi  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is adaikka[  
missing letter- the -]    –  to lock up . 

sugi  has the consonants  -sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thakkai [ 
missing letter- the -]  –reed . 

sugi  has the consonants  -sa- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  seththuka 
missing letter- the -] - reed  [verb] . 

sugi  has the consonants  -[ -sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   korukkai [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - reed . 

sugi  has the consonants  -[ -sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  naakku – 
reed [ pipe] . 

sugi  has the consonants  -[ -sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   kai maaru [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – to return  . 

sugi  has the consonants  -[ -sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is marivu / 
marikka-[  missing letter- Ra-] –  to return   .  

sugi  has the consonants  -[ -sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is varuvaai -[  
missing letter- Ra-] ––returns.  

sugi  has the consonants  -[ -sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   madanku 
missing letter- the -]  –to return  . 

sugi  has the consonants  -[ -sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  meetka [ 
missing letter- the -] - to return  .   

sugi  has the consonants  -[ -sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  meendu  
vaa –[  missing letter- the -] - to return  . 

sugi  has the consonants  --sa-- ka - and the   other interpretation of the word is  
vaapaus  [ missing letter-pa- ] -return . 
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 šu(-a)...gi4: to bring back; to lead back; to repay; to repeat; to answer ('hand' ( + 
locative) + 'to return').  

suagi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is meettu 
edukka [ missing  letter –the -]- to bring back . 

suagi  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is meendum 
seika [ missing  letter –the -] – to do once again.  

suagi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vidai 
kodukka [ missing  letter –the -] – to speak /answer. 

suagi  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is seppuka  
[missing  letter- pa-] - to answer . 

suagi  has the consonants –sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is meendu  vaa  [ 
missing  letter –the -]- to return/ come back  . 

suagi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kattanam  
kattuka [ missing  letter –the -]  - to pay . 

suagi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is vaankiya 
kadanai  adaikka-[ missing  letter –the -]-  to repay  the  loan . 

suagi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is kai – hand . 

 

šu-gíd: dues; general obligation ('hand' + 'to reach out; to measure out'). 

sugid  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kadmai 
–duty / obligation .  

sugid  has the consonants – sa--ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is sei kadan 
– obligation ;seithaaka vaendiya kadan / moral obligation . 

 sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kai –k-
kadan  -obligation. 
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sugid  has the consonants –-sa--ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is seikadan – 
obligation . 

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattanam  - dues.  

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kadan 
thokai  / kodukka vaendiya kandan -dues.  

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thavanai  -dues . 

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kadan paakki / michcha kadan [ missing  letter- pa-]-balance loan/due . 

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kada-p-
paadu[ missing  letter- pa-]-  -obligation.  

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is udan 
patta  kadamai-[ missing  letter- pa-]-   a coveneted obligation.  

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is pinai-k 
-kadapaadu -[ missing  letter- pa-]-   collateral obligation. 

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is vankki  
kadapaadu -[ missing  letter- pa-]-   bank’s  obligation. 

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oppantha kadappaadu  -[ missing  letter- pa-]-   contractual obligation.   

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is pana 
kadappaadu -[ missing  letter- pa-]-   – finacial obligation . 

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is peththa 
kadan -[ missing  letter- pa-]-– obligation of giving birth [ parents to the children ].  

sugid  has the consonants –sa---ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kattu 
pattu  / satta padiyaaka-  [ missing  letter- pa-]-–  obligate. 
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sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattaaya kadappaadu [ missing  letter- pa-]-- perfect obligation . 

 sugid  has the consonants –sa --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is arasu 
kadami [ missing letter –Ra-]  -government obligation . 

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is ara-k- 
kadamai [ missing letter –Ra-]  –moral obligation. 

sugid  has the consonants –sa --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is samaya  
kattu - religious obligation ; matha kattu- p-paadu .   

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is theiva- 
k -kadan- religious obligation. 

sugid  has the consonants –sa --ka -the -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is saathi     /thinai  kattu – caste obligation . 

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is samuka 
/ kumu kaaya    kadami –social obligation. 

sugid  has the consonants –sa---ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is satta 
kadapaadu [ missing letter –pa-] –statutory  obligation. 

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is vaakku-
k- kadan- oral obligation. 

sugid  has the consonants –-sa --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
senjoaththu –k- kadan / soaththu –k- kadan -  obligation for support- as asoldier 
to his prince.  

sugid  has the consonants –[-sa-] --ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
theervai [ missing  letter- Ra-] –due. 

sugid  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is urimai  
kattu  [ missing  letter- Ra-] - obligation  and duties for near relatives. 
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sugid  has the consonants – sa---ka -the -and the interpretation  of the word is  
naerththi-k-kadan  [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  obligation  under a vow.  

sugid  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is Thiru  
kovir vaenduthar  kadan [ missing  letter- Ra-] – temple  dues.  

sugid  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is kadam  
/ theiva kadan - religious obligation . 

sugid  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadappadu [ missing  letter- pa-]- obligation . 

 sugid  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is vai / 
vaaku  kadan -  oral obligation  

sugid  has the consonants – sa---ka -the -and the interpretation  of the word is  
samaya  / matha  kattu- religious obligation . 

sugid  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is nothi 
kai –hand.  

sugid  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is ettuka- 
to reach out.    

 sugid  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is etti 
pidikka [ missing  letter- pa-]-  –to reach  out.  

sugid  has the consonants – [-sa--] -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is adaika- 
to reach ; anukida . 

sugid  has the consonants –-sa- -ka -the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kanakeedu seika -  to measure ;  kannkkeedu  seithathu  - measured ;  kanitham- 
measure  ; thokai- measure / madanku  -measure  ; nadavadikkai- measure; edai 
iduka- to weigh   .  
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 šu...gíd: to accept; to observe/inspect the offering animal (cf., šu-maš-gíd-gíd; 
'hand' + 'to reach out'). 

sugid   has the consonants- [-sa -]-ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oththu 
kondiduka- to accept  . 

sugid   has the consonants- -sa --ka  -the -and the  other interpretation of the  
word is  sammathikka – to accept.  

sugid   has the consonants- -[-sa-] --ka  -the -and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  aamothikka – to accept.  

sugid   has the consonants- sa- -ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nampida 
seika [ missing  letter- pa-] - accept / to make one to believe . 

sugid   has the consonants- [-sa-]- -ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aat 
paduthukka [ missing  letter- pa-] - to make one to accept . 

sugid   has the consonants- [-sa-]- -ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  udan 
pada seika- [ missing  letter- pa-] - to make one to accept . 

sugid   has the consonants- sa- -ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is yaettu-k-
ka  seithiduka – to make one to  accept . 

sugid   has the consonants- sa- -ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  inankka 
seika - to make one to  accept . 

sugid   has the consonants- sa- -ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aaivu  
seithiduka  - to insepct   

sugid   has the consonants- sa- -ka  -the -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  sothanai   seithiduka/ soathikka – to inspect.  

sugid   has the consonants- [-sa-]- -ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kan 
kaanithiduka- to inspect . 

sugid   has the consonants- [-sa-] - -ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kannoada- to inspect.  
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sugid   has the consonants- sa--ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  saduthi  
paakka [ missing  letter- pa-] – to inspect.  

sugid   has the consonants- sa- -ka  -the -and the  other Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  thanikkai  seithiduka- to inspect .  

sugid   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kavaniththiduka/ kann kaaniththiduka/ kondaadu  - observe.  

sugid   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is uththu 
noakkuka- observe.  

  sugid   has the consonants- [- sa-] - -ka  -the -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  ava daani  – observe . 

  sugid   has the consonants- - sa -ka  -the -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  anushittikka – observe . 

 sugid   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadai 
kondidu – to oberve.  

sugid   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is nothi 
kai-  hand.   

sugid   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is adaika 
/ kai kondiduka- to reach  out.  

sugid   has the consonants- [-sa-] --ka  -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ettuka- to reach out.  

  

 šu...gu4-gu4-ud: to jumpily move around ('hand' + 'to leap, dance'). 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka –- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nuthi kai- hand.  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka –- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ankum inkum kuthikka - to jump  here and there . 
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šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka –- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  anukm inkum  thaanduka -   to leap here and there . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –sa-- ka –- the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is Siva thandavam -  leaping / Siva‘s dance . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka –- the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paainthiduka-  [ missing letter- pa-]-  to leap . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  ankum inkum thavuka- to leap  here and there.  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaththuka – leap . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thonki  aaduka- leap/ skip as a child . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is anukkm inkkum  oadi  aaduka -   dance  here and there; inkku- here; 
ankku –there ; oadu- run ;aaaduka –to dance .  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kuthiththu  kuttaatam  aaduka  - bawdy dance  . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is kuthikkai- leaping.    

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is kuthippu [ missing  letter- pa-] – leaping . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is ponkiduka / ponkukai -[ missing  letter- pa-] – leap/ leaping  . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  aadukai-  dance 
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 šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kooththaaduka-  dance. 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kooththu vakai-  a dance ;  vakai –a kind ; kooththu- dance . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –sa-- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  asainthu aaduka- dance / asainthu aadu . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  naadakamaadu - to enact  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the   other 
interpretation of the word is naattiyam /  nadanam attam  aaduka  -dance  . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  akavidu  -dance . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadanam aadum  kanikai / naadaka  kanikai – actress / naadak kanikaiyar 
; nadanam –dance; aadum-dancing ; kanikai- woman . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  other 
interpretation of the word is deva daasi  [Skt] -  temple dancer . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  thaevadiya-   dancing  girl .  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –-sa-- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kooththtaadichchi- dancing  girl . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kootthadi -  dnacer/ Siva . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   kooththan- dancer/ Siva .  
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šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadana / atta  panku -   dance punk . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nudakkam - dancing  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nattuvan-  dance master.  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  aattuvippoan  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  dance master.  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kooththaattuvoan  -  dance master.  

 šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  aadavai- dance/ dancing  hall . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadikan   -actor.  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  nadikai  -actress.  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  naadakam / naadaka maadu - measured dance/  to enact a  drama; 
naadakam- a  drama . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paavoattam-[ missing  letter- pa-]  - dance  . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  paei  kooththu  - devil  dance;  kooththu- a  dance  . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –[--sa-] -- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is  kam-p-paattam--[ missing  letter- pa-] -  pole dance . 
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šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –-sa--- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sathi  paaika- --[ missing  letter- pa-]-  dance . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –-[-sa-]--- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   aadi paduka---[ missing  letter- pa-]-  sing and dance ;aadu –to dance; 
paadu –to sing  . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –-sa--- ka – the- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   isaikku  yaeththa padi  aaduka ---[ missing  letter- pa-]-  dance to the music; 
isai- music/ jaz  ;aaduka- to dance  . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –-sa--- ka – the- and the   other 
interpretation of the word is word is    naattiya sika mani -  best  dancer  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –-sa--- ka – the- and the   other 
interpretation of the word is word is   thaatha vaedam/ vaesam  - a masquerade 
dress of a dancer . 

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –-[-sa-] --- ka – the- and the   other 
interpretation of the word is word is   kummi  aattam -  dance  by  clapping  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –-[-sa-] --- ka – the- and the   other 
interpretation of the word is word is    kaavadi  aattam – dance for the lord 
Murugan done by  his devotees ; aattam- dance ; kaavadi - a wooden pole [ 
burden]  carried on the shoulder  .  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –-sa-- ka – the- and the   other interpretation 
of the word is word is    sakkai aattam – a kind of Tamil  dance ;aattam –dance .  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- ka – the- and the   other 
interpretation of the word is word is    kaamandi  aattam  -   a kind of dance.  

šu...gu4-gu4-ud   has the consonants –-[-sa-]-- ka – the- and the   other 
interpretation of the word is word is   ottan kooththu -  a kind of dance; kooththu 
–a dance .  
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 šu...gur: to roll; to wrap; to wipe ('hand' + 'circular motion'). 

sugur   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
murukkukai- turning.  

sugur   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is uruluka 
[   missing letter- la-] – to roll down . 

sugur   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is urutti  
viduka [   missing letter- the -] – to roll  / to throw  as dice .  

sugur   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is urundu 
oaduka[  missing letter- the -] - to roll down ; oaduka- run . 

sugur   has the consonants –-sa- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is sutruka  [   
missing letter- the -] –rotate 

sugur   has the consonants –-sa- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is sutri 
varuka   [   missing letter- the -] – to rotate/ to come around.   

sugur   has the consonants –-sa- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kaar   
sutruka  -  rotation of wheel  ; kaar- wheel / leg . 

sugur   has the consonants –-sa- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is sakkaram 
[Skt] sutruka – rotatation of wheel; sakkaram- wheel; sutruka- to rotate .  

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thirikai   
[   missing letter- the -] – revolve. 

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thirukai  
iyakkam [   missing letter- the -] – spin. 

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thirukku[   missing letter- the -] -to  turn. 

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vattam 
adiththar [   missing letter- the -] –to come around /rotate . 
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sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pakkarai  [ missing letter- pa-] -canvas covering. 

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maraikka-  to cover.  

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kaapu  
urai [ missing letter- pa-] - protective covering; kaappu –safty ; urai- cover . 

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aavarnam[ varanam]- covering. 

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is urai 
iduka [  missing  letter- the -] – to wrap; urai –cover . 

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is nerukki  
kattu [ missing letter- the -] - wrap closely; nerukki- closely ; kattu –tie  . 

roll  [E]  has the consonants- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  urulam / 
urulai  /  urulu   -to roll  

roll  [E]  has the consonants- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is surul / surulai 
[missing letter- sa-]  - a roll .  

 roll  [E]  has the consonants- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is puralu -[ 
missing letter-pa -]   roll over.    

roll  [E]  has the consonants- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is alai mari  -roll 
as waves.  

 roll  [E]  has the consonants- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is miliru – roll as 
eyes. 

roll  [E]  has the consonants- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is suzharchchi 
missing letter-sa -] -  roll  /rotation.   

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil [?] word is sutri  
kiranku [ missing letter- the -] - – to rotate.  
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sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maerkkai- arm. 

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   karam[Skt]  - hand . 

wrap[E] has the consonants -va –Ra- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is-  poarvai  
-wrap.  

to wrap [E]   has the consonants -the-  va- Ra- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kattuthar – wrap.  

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is karai 
neekkuka-  to wash / rmove the dirt . 

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is arakku- 
wipe.  

sugur   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is karai 
atra/ karai indri  [   missing letter- the-]  -  clean /without dirt  ; karai- dirt; atra- 
without.  

 

šu...gál: to hold by the hand ('hand' + 'to place in'). 

sugal  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  kaikal- 
hands.  

sugal  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is   kai yaal  
allu  / kaiyaal allu - to hold by the hand; kai- hand . 

sugal  has the consonants-  [-sa-]- ka- la –and the  original Tamil  word is  ullae 
vaikka- to place in.    

 

 šu-gar: effect ('hand' + 'to deliver'). 
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sugar  has the consonants- [-sa -]-ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is kooru-  
effects.  

sugar  has the consonants- [-sa -]-ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is karuvi  / 
karumam /  kaariyam[Skt] - effect. 

sugar  has the consonants- [-sa -]-ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is payan 
uruka [ missing letter- pa-] - have effect . 

sugar  has the consonants- [-sa -]-ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is nirai 
vaera –effect . 

sugar  has the consonants- -sa -ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is uram 
seika-  take effect . 

sugar  has the consonants- [-sa -]-ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is maarukai  
- transition effect.  

sugar  has the consonants- -sa -ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is saerka-  to 
deliver.  

sugar  has the consonants- -sa -ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is saerppikai [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -delivering . 

sugar  has the consonants- -[-sa-] -ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is maer-k-
kai- arm  ;karam [SKT] – hand ;raaku  -hand.   

 

 šu...gar: to perform a task; to carry out; to be favorable; to cease doing 
something (with -ta-) ('hand' + 'to deliver'). 

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koduththa  kadamaiyaei  aatruka  / niraivaetruka [ missing letter- the -]  - to 
perform  the given  task /carry  out ; kadamai –duty ;  aatruka –carry  out ; nirai 
vaetruka- complete  . 
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sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  maer-k-
kai- arm . 

sugar  has the consonants  -sa- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sumai – 
yaei  [sarakkai ]  erukkuka- to deliver . 

sugar  has the consonants  -sa- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  saera 
kattuka [ missing letter- the -] - deliver . 

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   kadai 
thaetra [ missing letter- the -]  - to save .  

sugar  has the consonants  -sa-- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
saerppikkai [ missing letter- pa-]- delivering.  

sugar  has the consonants  -[- sa-] -- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
makavu  peruka [ missing letter- pa-]- – deliver a child; makavu –child; peruka- 
get/ deliver .  

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
virivurai- aaatruka-[ missing letter- the -] - to deliver a lecture  . 

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  thokai  
kattuthar/ kanakkai  theeerkka  [ missing letter- the -] –deliver up ; thokai- 
amount; kattu –pay .  

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  varai 
kodukka- [ missing letter- the -] - deliver up.   

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ueiviththar [ missing letter- the -]  – deliver.   

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   eedu 
yaetruka -  [ missing letter- the -]  - to save /deliver  .  

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sirappaana   vaaippu  vara [ missing letter-pa- ] - favorability . 
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sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  mukam  
tharuka [ missing letter- the -]  -  show favour.    

sugar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uthavuthar / kai koduththar [ missing letter- the -]  – help  ; aatharavu   . 

sugar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaendiyavar [ missing letter- the -]  -favorite . 

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
erakkam – favour ;  karunai /  anukirakam . 

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
oravaaram- favorable . 

sugar  has the consonants - sa-- ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  oara  
vanjanai – favour.  

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  karam- hand.  

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  
viduthar [ missing letter- the -]  –cease  

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
thavirththar [ missing letter- the -] -cease  

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
thuvuthar [ missing letter- the -]  - cease  

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
odunkuthar [ missing letter- the -]  – cease  

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
adankuthar [ missing letter- the -]  –cease.  

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  vittu 
neenkuthar [ missing letter- the -]  – cease.  
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sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
mudivu  adaithar [ missing letter- the -] – cease; mudivu- end; adaithar –reaching . 

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
niriththi  viduthar [ missing letter- the -]   -cease . 

sugar  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  arukai 
– ceasing.  

 

 šu(-a/šè)...gar: to be/place in the hand; to subdue ('hand' + locative/terminative 
+ 'to deliver').  

sugar   has the consonants  -  sa –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   saerkka 
– to deliver . 

sugar   has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaiyir 
vaikka-   to  place in the hand ;  kai- hand; vaikka- keep .  

sugar   has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
orukku-   subdue.  

sugar   has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the  
word is nikkirakam – subdue . 

sugar   has the consonants  -  [- sa-]  –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
maer-k-kai- arm  ;  karam [Skt]  . 

 

šu-šu...gar: to grant a pardon ('hand' + 'hand' + 'to deliver').  

susugar  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuraiyaei  porukka [  missing letter- pa-] – pardon.  

susugar  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
saerpikkai  [  missing letter- pa-]- deliver.  
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susugar  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
maer-k-kai  - arm ; karam [Skt] -  hand.  

 

šu-ha: robber (cf., šu-ku6(-d)). 

šu-ha   has the consonants-  [- sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  Kanan  - 
thief . 

šu-ha   has the consonants-  [- sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kava an – 
robber.  

šu-ha   has the consonants-   sa-ka- and the  other interpretaion of the word is  
moasakan – thief . 

 

šu...ha-za: to hold in the hand ('hand' + 'to hold, grasp'). 

suhaza  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
– hand.    

suhaza  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kov-vu- grasp . 

suhaza  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaenthuka [  missing  letter- the -] – to  hold  . 

suhaza  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
thaanku –[  missing  letter- the -] - to hold.  

suhaza  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  ut 
kondida -[  missing  letter- the -] - hold. 

suhaza  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  
kondidu-[  missing  letter- the -]- hold.  
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suhaza  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavaru/ kavarchchi - [  missing  letter- Ra-] – grasp. 

suhaza  has the consonants – sa- ka- [- sa-] -and the  other  interpretation  of the 
word is kirasu-  [  missing  letter- Ra-] – grasp. 

suhaza  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- [- sa-] -and the other interpretation  of the   
word is kirakkikka-  [  missing  letter- Ra-] – grasp [ kirakkippu ]  . 

 

 šu-hal-la: open hand ('hand' + 'to divide, distribute' + nominative).  

suhalla  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   pilavu- 
division  /  pilakka [ missing  letter- pa-]  - to divide / spilt. 

suhalla  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is    
vazhanku –distribute  / vazhankal- distribution.  

suhalla  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kai / 
kaal-  hand  and legs;  kaikkal- hands ;  kaalkal-  legs.   

suhalla  has the consonants- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ullam-k- 
kai- palm  .  

 

šu...hu-uz: to roast; to burn ('hand' + 'to rage at') (cf., šu...ru-uz). 

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka- [- sa -] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai – hand.  

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka-  sa --  and the  original Tamil  word is  
miku  sinam   - rage.  

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka- -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is van- 
sinam  -rage.    
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suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka-  [-sa-]  --  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mookkam / mookkan -  rage.  

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka-  sa --  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  kopam [ missing letter- pa-] - anger.   

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka-  [-sa-]  --  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vempu   [ missing letter- pa-]- rage.  

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka-  [-sa-]  --  and the  original Tamil  word is   
posukka  [ missing letter- pa-]-   to roast . 

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka-  [-sa-]  --  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vakku -   being  roasted.    

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka-  [-sa-]  --  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaeka  vaikka / vaevu /  vaekai  -   being roasted/boiled.  

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka-  [-sa-]  --  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaaya -  burn/ rage  . 

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka-  [-sa-]  --  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nakka- burn .  

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka-  [-sa-]  --  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pukai / pukaivu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  burn .   

suhuuz  has the consonants  -[- sa-]  –ka-  [-sa-]  --  and the  original Tamil  word is 
veppam- [ missing letter- pa-]-   burning.   

 

 (lú)šu-i: barber ('hand' + 'to sprout' ?).  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is mudi  
eduththidum/ neekkidum   thozhilaali [  missing letter- the-] – one who  removes 
hair; mudi- hair; edukka- take ; neekku - remove ; thozhilaali –worker  . 
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lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kaikal [ 
missing letter-ka-] -  hands; kai- hand .  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –-sa-- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
seeman-k-kali  [ missing letter-ka-] - barber . 

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is nakam 
kalaivaon[ missing letter-ka-] - nail cutting person/ barber.  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sikai  [kaesam ] 
kalaivoan [ missing letter-ka-] – one who  cuts hair ; sikai- hair . 

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is naka uli [ 
missing letter-ka-] – barber’s instrument; nakam-  nail ; uli –chisel .  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]-- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
man-k-kala vinaignan / man-k-kaliyan [ missing letter-ka-]- barber.  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is maasu 
kalaivoan [ missing letter-ka-]- barber  as removing dirt ; maasu –dirt / pollution ; 
kalaiya- to remove .  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is pulai makan 
[ misising etters- ka- and -pa- ] –barber as officiating  funeral ceremonies.  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is pakal 
vinaiyaalan [ misising etters- ka- and -pa- ]- barber who does his work in the day 
time ; pakal- day ; vinai –action .  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is alankkal-[ 
missing letter-ka-] – sprout. 

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is kilai [ missing 
letter-ka-] - sprout. 

lusui   has the consonants-  la –-sa-- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
kisaalam [ missing letter-ka-] – sprout.  
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lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is mulai – 
sprout  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is oliyal -- 
sprout.  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is paliyam [ 
missing letter – pa-] – sprout.  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is mael  
ezhumpu [ missing letter – pa-] – sprout.  

lusui   has the consonants-  la –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is thazhai [ 
missing  letter- the -] –sprout. 

 

šu-íl-la(2): prayer (hand-raising) ('hand' + 'to raise' + nominative).  

suilla  has the consonants –[-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is aandavanai    
kai-kalai  yaenthi / thookki  vananki  vaenduthal   [   missing  letters- ka –and-  the 
-] – pray the god  with  hands raised; aandavan- god;  kai- hand; kaikal- hands; 
thookku- raise / lift ; vanankku –worship .  

suilla  has the consonants –[-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is kai  koopi  
kumpiduthal [  missing  letters- ka – pa- and-  the -]- pray.  

suilla  has the consonants –[-sa-] - la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
thozhukai [   missing  letters- ka –and-  the -] – prayer.  

suilla  has the consonants –[-sa-] - la- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
kaleema  [  missing  letter- ka-] - prayer . 

suilla  has the consonants –[-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is kaikal [  
missing  letter- ka-] -  hands . 

suilla  has the consonants –[-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is ezhu- rise 
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suilla  has the consonants –[-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is ezhuchchi – 
rising.  

suilla  has the consonants –[-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is ezhumpa [   
missing letter- pa-] - raise  

  

šu...íl: to build; to grow rich ('hand' + 'to raise').  

šu...íl  has the consonants – [- sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhuppu [ 
missing letter- pa-] –   to build . 

šu...íl  has the consonants – [- sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  iyalpu- 
missing letter- pa-] - build . 

šu...íl  has the consonants – [- sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  amaiththal [ 
missing  letter- the-]  - to build . 

šu...íl  has the consonants – [- sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  thithiththal 
missing  letter- the-]  -  build . 

šu...íl  has the consonants – sa- la- and the  original Tamil  word is   saththu 
ullathu- missing  letter- the-] -  rich . 

šu...íl  has the consonants –- sa-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  sezhumai  - rich  

šu...íl  has the consonants –-[- sa-]-la- and the  original Tamil  word is   mal / 
mallal/ mallai- richness . 

šu...íl  has the consonants –-[- sa-]-la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pal [missing 
letter- pa-] - - rich . 

šu...íl  has the consonants – [- sa-]- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  yezhu- rise.  

 

šu...kar(2): to take away; to withdraw ('hand' + 'to take away').  
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sukar  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kai  -
vaankuthar [ missing letter- the -] – to withdraw . 

sukar  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koithuduthar [ missing letter- the -] – take away . 

sukar  has the consonants – [-sa-] –ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kavarnthiduthar [ missing letter- the -] – take away  /attract . 

sukar  has the consonants – sa-–ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is kondu 
sendriduka  [ missing letter- the -]-  take away  . 

sukar  has the consonants – sa-–ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is eduththu 
sendriduka . 

sukar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -–ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is  maer 
kai-  arm . 

sukar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -–ka- Ra-  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  karam [Skt]  -  hand . 

sukar  has the consonants – [- sa-] -–ka- Ra-  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  raakku  -hand.  

 

giššu-kár: tools, parts, components ('hand' + 'to encircle, besiege'). 

 gissukar  has the consonants –ka-[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is - 
karuvi – tools.   

gissukar  has the consonants –ka-[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is -  
kai -karuvi    - hand tools ; kai- hand; karuvi- tool  . 

gissukar  has the consonants –ka-[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is -  
aaivu-k-karuvi  -appratus; aaivu- examination /testing  ; karuvi- tool .  

gissukar  has the consonants –ka--sa- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is -   
isai-k-karuvi -   musical instrument . 
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gissukar  has the consonants –ka-[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is -  
poar karuvi [ missing letter- pa-] – weapons ; poar- war; karuvi –tool . 

gissukar  has the consonants –ka-[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is -  
uruppu-k-kooru [ missing letter- pa-]  - parts ; uruppu- part; kooru- kind. 

gissukar  has the consonants –ka-[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is -  
nana vakai - kooru  / vevearu  vakaiyaana  kooru –  parts  of various kind ; naana- 
many ;  vakai- kind ;  vaevaeru- different  /various . 

gissukar  has the consonants –ka-[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is -  
par sakkaram [Skt]  [ par -karuvi ] [ par kaar]  [ missing letter- pa-]  – gear . 

gissukar  has the consonants –ka-[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is -  
maer-k-kai- arm; maer- upper; kai- hand.   

 gissukar  has the consonants –ka-[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is -  
varai arukka- to encircle.  

gissukar  has the consonants –ka-[-sa-]- ka- Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is -  
nerukku –  besiege.  

 

šu ki-in-dar: full of cracks ('handful' + 'crevices').    

sukiindar   has the consonants –sa- ka- an- the  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  siru siru  oaattai  / edukkku   niraiya  erukindra -  many  small holes; siru- small; 
oaattai- hole ;edukku –crevice; niraiya- many   .  

sukiindar   has the consonants –sa- ka- an- the  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sukku noorai udainithida – broken fully [ in to 100 pieces] ; udaiya- break ; 
nooru -100 . 

sukiindar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an- the  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai  nirainthida- hand ful ; kai- hand .  
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sukiindar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an- the  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kann -arai   niraiya  erukkindra - many crevices; kann arai- hole; niraiya- 
many .  

sukiindar   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka- an- the  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  
word is  niraiya  edukku  erukkindra  –  many crevices; edukku- crevice .  

sukiindar   has the consonants –sa- ka- an- the  -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  niraiya  santhu erukkindra –  many crevices ; santhu –crevice ; niraiya- many .  
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giššu-KIN: sickle ('hand' + 'work, task'; cf., saga11/siñ18, 'to cut, break, harvest'). 

gissukin  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kooni  kuyam –sickle . 

gissukin  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is    
valai vaanavan [ missing letter- la-] - sickle . 
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gissukin  has the consonants  -ka –sa- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is vinai  
seithida vaendum [ missing letter- the -]   - to work.  

gissukin  has the consonants  -ka –sa- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
iyankida vaendum [ missing letter- the -] - to work.   

gissukin  has the consonants  -ka –sa- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
Katta  vaendum  [ missing letter- the -]   – to work . 

gissukin  has the consonants  -ka –sa- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadamai [ missing letter- the -]  -task . 

gissukin  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vetta  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] – to cut; vettu –cut.  

gissukin  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
thundikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] – to cut off .  

gissukin  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
udaikka  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]-to break; udaikka- break .  

gissukin  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn-k -kai- fore arm ; mun- front . 

gissukin  has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- ka- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vettu vaelaanmai [ missing letters- la- and - the-] - harvest .  

 

 gišu-KIN: faggot of reeds ('hand' + 'work, task'; cf., saga11/sig18, 'to cut, break, 
harvest') 

 gisukin  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaaintha   naanar / vaikkoar/ viraku    kattu  [ missing  letters-  the-and- Ra-] -  
dried reed bundle ; kaaintha – dried ; naanar- reed  ; vaikkoar- a reed ; viraku  -fire 
wood; kattu - bundle. 
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gisukin  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
konda kadamai   [ missing  letter-  the-]  -assigned  task ; kadami –task . 

gisukin  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
udaikka  vaendum [ missing  letter-  the-]-  to break; udaikka- break . 

gisukin  has the consonants - ka –[-sa-] -ka –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vetta  vaendum/ thundikka vaendum  [ missing  letter-  the-]-  to cut ; vettu –cut;  
thundikka- amputate/ cut off  . 

 

 šu-ku6(-d): fisherman ('hand' + 'fish' + ?; should read ešsadx ?).  

šu-ku6(-d)    has the consonants-  sa –ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  sem 
padavan [ missing letter- pa-] – fisherman /  sempadava  penn- fisher woman . 

šu-ku6(-d)    has the consonants- [- sa-]  –ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
meen pidippavan [ missing letter- pa-] -one who  catches fish; meen- fish; pidi- 
catch; piddippavan- one who  catches  . 

šu-ku6(-d)    has the consonants- [- sa-]  –ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
neithal  nila maakkal [ missing letter- la-] – inhabitants  of  maritime tract ; neithal 
nilam- coastal  area ; makkal- people; nilam- land  .   

šu-ku6(-d)    has the consonants-  sa-ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vadisam- fish hook . 

šu-ku6(-d)    has the consonants-  [-sa-] -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
meen vaettai- fishing ; meen- fish; vaettai- hunting . 

šu-ku6(-d)    has the consonants-  [-sa-] -ka- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondai -k -karan [ missing  letter- Ra-] – a low class of fishermen . 

 

šu(-a)-lá: paralyzed, folded, idle (said of hands) ('hands' + locative + 'to bind, 
diminish').  
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suala  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kai kaal  
vilankaamai -  hand  and legs  not functioning ; kai- hand/ arm; kaal- leg ; 
vilankkaamai- not functioning . 

suala  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kuzhalu [ 
missing letter-ka-]- folded in to a roll. 

suala  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is madiththal 
missing letter-the-]- to fold . 

suala  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaikal- [ 
missing letter-ka-]- hands.  

suala  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaikku  vaelai 
illaa ma-[ missing letter-ka-]- no work  for  hands . 

 suala  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is veenae 
kaalam kazhikka -[ missing letter-ka-]- spending the time without any  use; 
kaalam- time; kazhikka- to spend;   veenae- vain  .  

suala  has the consonants – -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kilisai ketta [ 
missing letters-  ka -and  -the - ] – idle.  

suala  has the consonants – -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mudankuthal- [ 
missing letters-  ka -and  -the - ] - lying idle.  

suala  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is nilai- ikkam- -
[ missing letter-ka-]- idle.  

suala  has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is vizhali -[ 
missing letter-ka-]-  idle woman.  

suala  has the consonants – -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is soampal [ 
missing letter- pa-] – idleness. 

suala  has the consonants – -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is payan illa nilai- 
[missing letter- pa-] – idle  state .  
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suala  has the consonants – -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is veenn sollu – 
missing letter-ka-]- idle talk.  

suala  has the consonants – -sa- la -and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
alisiyam – idleness.  

suala  has the consonants – -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is asaithal- 
missing letter- the-] – diminish . 

suala  has the consonants – -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  imaiththal- [  
missing letter- the-] – diminish.   

suala  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  oaithal / 
thanithal / thanduthal/ ulaththal [  missing letter- the-] – diminish.   

suala  has the consonants – -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thunjuthal[  
missing letter- the-] – diminish.   

suala  has the consonants – -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   asaiththal/ 
isaiththal /  simizhththal  [ missing letter- the-]- bind.  

suala  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  yaaththal 
/aaththal-  [ missing letter- the-]- bind.  

suala  has the consonants – -[-sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thalaiyal-/ 
thottal [ missing letter- the-]-  binding.  

 

šu-lá-a: entrusted ('hands' + 'to hold' + nominative).  

 sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kai -adiththal 
[  missing letter- ka- and –the-]-  entrust . 

sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kai- yil 
yaenthuthal [ missing letter- ka- and –the-]- hold in the arms . 
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sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kai- yil - 
thaankuthal [ missing letter- ka- and –the-]- hold in the arms ; kai- hand; 
thaankku- hold  /support . 

sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is katti  
anaiththal -[ missing letter- ka- and –the-]-  embrace . 

 sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kai- kolluthal 
-[ missing letter- ka- and –the-]-  hold. 

sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ut kolluthal- -
[ missing letter- ka- and –the-]- hold.  

sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is Killuthal  -[ 
missing letter- ka- and –the-]- -hold.  

sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is vaiththu  
kolluthal -[ missing letter- ka- and –the-]-  hold. 

sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is adakki  
kolluthal -[ missing letter- ka- and –the-]-  hold  

sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ul - 
adakkuthal -[ missing letter- ka- and –the-]- hold.  

sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is nilai kulaithal- 
-[ missing letter- ka- and –the-]-  loose hold.  

sulaa has the consonants – [-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is nothi   kaikal-
[ missing letter- ka- and –the-]-  hands.   

 

šu...lal/lá-lá: to defile; to reach; to bind (the hands); to wring the hands ('hand' + 
'to pierce, penetrate; to stretch; to bind; to hold').  

sulallala  has the consonants –sa- la  and the  interpretation  od the word is  -sully 
[E] – defile. 
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sulallala  has the consonants -sa-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  echchil-  
anything defiled.  

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  pulai  [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  defilement.  

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  paazh-[ 
missing letter- pa-] - ruin.  

sulallala  has the consonants –sa-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  sithaiththal 
[  missing  letter- the -]-   - ruined/ corrupt  

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  uoozhal-   
corrupt.  

 sulallala  has the consonants –sa-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  maasa 
theettu adithal [  missing  letter- the -]-  - defilement -- menstruation . 

sulallala  has the consonants –sa-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  maasu  ulla 
– polluted.  

sulallala  has the consonants –sa-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  maasu 
adithal- [  missing  letter- the -]- defile . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  thoomai 
illaamai [  missing  letter- the -]- defile/ un clean  . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  adithal [  
missing  letter- the -] –reach . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
aththuthal  [  missing  letter- the -] - reach . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
thunnuthal- [  missing  letter- the -] - reach . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
naaduthal [  missing  letter- the -] - reach . 
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sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
muttuthal- [  missing  letter- the -] - reach . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  ottuthal- 
[  missing  letter- the -] - reach . 

sulallala  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la –   and the  original Tamil  word is 
aazhthal [  missing  letter- the -]  – pierce . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  thulai 
iduthal / thulai seithal [  missing  letter- the -]  - pierce. 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  ut 
selluthal-[  missing  letter- the -]  - pierce/ penetrate.  

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
thaiththal---[  missing  letter- the -] -  pierce.  

 sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
thoduthal--[  missing  letter- the -] -  pierce through  

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  aaithal- [  
missing  letter- the -] - pierce.  

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
maduththal-[  missing  letter- the -] –penetrate. 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
theenduthal--[  missing  letter- the -]-penetrate. 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
nuzhaithal-[  missing  letter- the -] - penetrate . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  neettal / 
neetta  seithal [  missing  letter- the -]-  stretch . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
izhuththidu [  missing  letter- the -]- to  stretch . 
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sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
neezhuthal  [  missing  letter- the -]-be  out stretched  

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  ettuthal  
[  missing  letter- the -]-- stretch forth/ reach  . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  aaththal  
[ missing  letter- the -]- bind. 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
asaiththal [ missing  letter- the -]- bind . 

 sulallala  has the consonants –-sa-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  esaiththal 
[ missing  letter- the -]- bind.  

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
yaaththal [missing  letter- the -]- bind.  

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  thalaiyal 
[missing  letter- the -]- binding . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  thottal [ 
missing  letter- the -]-binding . 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
anaiththal [ missing  letter- the -] - embrace.  

 sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  
yaenthuthal [ missing  letter- the -] –hold. 

sulallala  has the consonants –[-sa-]-- la –  and the original Tamil  word is  pizhiyal 
/ pizhiya [ missing letter- pa-] - wring . 

 

šu-šè...lal/lá: to hold in the hand, suspend from the hands ('hand' + 'to bind, 
hold, hang').  
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suselal   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kayil  
kolluthal --[ missing letters- the- and- ka- ] – to  hold in the hands; kai- hand; 
kolluka- have .     

suselal   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  kattuthal 
[ missing letters- the -and -ka-]   - to bind.   

suselal   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thakaithal  [ missing letters- the -and -ka-]   - to bind.   

suselal   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuvakkuthal [ missing letters- the -and -ka-]   - to bind.   

suselal   has the consonants – sa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   isaiththal -[ 
missing letter- the -] – bind.  

suselal   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   naalthal-
[ missing letter- the -] -   hang /suspended . 

suselal   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuyaluthal- [ missing letter- the -]- hang.  

suselal   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thulankuthal [ missing letters- the -and -ka-] –hang.   

suselal   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thonkkuthal [ missing letters- the -and -ka-] –suspended. 

suselal   has the consonants – sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   thonki  
asaitthal / aaduthal [ missing letters- the -and -ka-] –suspended  

suselal   has the consonants – [- sa-] - la -and the  original Tamil  word is   thookku  
vaaankuthal   [ missing letters- the -and -ka-] –suspended. 

   

šu(4)-luh: ritual cleansing, purification ritual, lustration ('hand' + 'to clean'). 
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suluh   has the consonants -  [- sa-] - la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   kai / 
kaal / mukam  kazhuvuka- to wash hands / legs and face; kai- hand; kaal- leg ; 
mukam- face ; kazhuva- wash .  

suluh   has the consonants -  [- sa-] - la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
vilakku – to clean  [  vessels  and teeth ] . 

suluh   has the consonants -  [- sa-] - la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is    
vaalaamai  neekam – purification . 

suluh   has the consonants -  [- sa-] - la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuliyal /  kulikka - to take bath .  

suluh   has the consonants -  [- sa-] - la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
muzhuka / muzhukku - to take bath  . 

suluh   has the consonants -   sa- la-  ka – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is salakam – bath . 

suluh   has the consonants -  [- sa-] - la-  ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
azahukkai   neekka- to remove dirt  ; azhukku- dirt; neekku –remove  . 

     

 lúšu-luh-ha: purification ritual man, lustration priest ('ritual cleansing' + 
nominative).  

lusuluhha   has the  consonants –la- sa-  la- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is    
kovil    kal – silaikalukku / kalasankalukku  kuda muzhukaattu  seithidum    kovil  
poosakan   [ missing letters- pa-  and  -the -] - temple lustration  priest ; kovil- 
temple; kal- stone; silai- statue ; kalasam /  uchchi  kalayam- vessel over the  top 
of the temple; uchhci –top ; kalayam –vessel ; kudam- pot; muzhukaattu –to bath 
; poosakan –priest  .     

 

šu-maš-gíd-gíd: diviner; omen (cf., šu...gíd; 'hand' + 'goat kid' + reduplicated 'to 
reach out'). 
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sumasgid   has the consonants – [-sa -]–ma- [-sa-]- ka- the  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is thaeiva  thanmai kondavan  – divine person; thaeivam- god; 
thanmai- nature .  

sumasgid   has the consonants – [-sa -]–ma- [-sa-]- ka- the  -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kedaa maadu – bull.  

sumasgid   has the consonants – [-sa -]–ma- [-sa-]- ka- the  -  and the  original  
Tamil  word is etti   kai -neetti  adainthida vaendum  – to reach  out ; kai- hand; 
neettu –extend .  

sumasgid   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma- [-sa-]- ka- the  -  and the  original  
Tamil  word is  aattu kuttaiamma  - kid.  

sumasgid   has the consonants – sa -ma- [-sa-]- ka- the  -  and the  original  Tamil  
word is  semmari  aattu  kutti  [missing letter- Ra-] – sheep  kid ; aadu –goat; kutti- 
kid . 

sumasgid   has the consonants – sa -ma- [-sa-]- ka- the  -  and the  original  Tamil  
word is  kaattu semmari [missing letter- Ra-] – sheep; kaadu –forest ; semmarai –
sheep .  

sumasgid   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma- [-sa-]- ka- the  -  and the  original  
Tamil  word is    munnamae  kaatta  -  omen; munnmae- earlier /early ; kaata –to 
show  . 

sumasgid   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -ma- [-sa-]- ka- the  -  and the  original  
Tamil  word is   ketta  nimiththikam –bad omen . 

sumasgid   has the consonants – sa--ma- [-sa-]- ka- the  -  and the   other 
interpretation  of the word is  ketta  sakunam / munnam- bad omen; ketta- bad ; 
munnam- omen  . 

sumasgid   has the consonants – -sa--ma- [-sa-]- ka- the  -  and the  original  Tamil  
word is   theechcha  kunam -  bad omen ; kunma- character  . 
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 ŠU-ME-EREN: cypress resin (cf., (giš)šu-úr-me). 

 sumeeren  has the consonants – sa- ma- Ra  -  and the  original  Tamil  word is  
mara pisin  [ missing letter- pa-] – resin  from tree  ;  maram-  tree;   pisin -  resin .  

sumeeren  has the consonants – sa- ma- Ra -   and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  roajanam –resin . 

cyprus    has the consonants – [-sa-]  -pa- Ra-[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   oru vakai   korai  pur -[ missing letter- pa-] -   a kind of grass  ; pur- grass ; vakai- 
kind . 

 

 šu...mú: to enlarge; to expand (with -ni-); to pray (with dative) ('hand' + 'to 
grow').  

 sumu  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma –  and the  original Tamil  word is  erai 
vanakkam  [ missing letters-  ka- and - Ra -]  - pray the god.  

sumu  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maerkkai [ missing letters-  ka- and - Ra -]  – arm . 

sumu  has the consonants –[- sa-] - ma –  and the other interpretation of the word 
is karam [ missing letters-  ka- and - Ra -] - hand . 

sumu  has the consonants – sa-- ma –  and the  original Tamil  word is  virivakkam 
seika [ missing letters-  ka- and - Ra -]   -to expand.  

sumu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ma –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uyaramaaku [ missing letters-  ka- and - Ra -]  - grow.    

sumu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ma –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
veekkam ura  [ missing letters-  ka- and - Ra -]  - to  enlarge . 

 

na4šu-na: pestle ('hand' + 'stone').  
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nasu   has the consonants –an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  mani –
stone . 

nasu   has the consonants –an- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  paim-mani -
[ missing letter- pa ]  – emerald . 

nasu   has the consonants –an- [-sa-] –- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kazhukkaani -[ missing letters-  ka- and - la -]  -  pestle. 

nasu   has the consonants –an- [-sa-] –- and the  original Tamil  word is  koozhaan-
k-kal-[ missing letters-  ka- and - la -]  - pebble  stone; kal- stone  . 

nasu   has the consonants –an- [-sa-] –- and the  original Tamil  word is  manikka 
kal--[ missing letters-  ka- and - la -]  - ruby  stone . 

nasu   has the consonants –an- [-sa-] –- and the  original Tamil  word is  munna-k-
kaikal- -[ missing letters-  ka- and - la -]    fore hands  ;  kaikal- hands ; mun –front  .  

nasu   has the consonants –an- [-sa-] –- and the  original Tamil  word is  munn-k-
kai--[ missing letter- ka ] -  fore hand . 

nasu   has the consonants –an- [-sa-] –- and the  original Tamil  word is  idi thadam  
[ missing letter the-] - pestle  ; idi- pound; thandam-  stick.  

nasu   has the consonants –an- [-sa-] –- and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  nayanththoan [ missing letter the-] – topaz . 

 

ŠU+NIGIN: grand total ('hand' + 'circle, whole') [? ŠUNIGIN archaic frequency: 1].  

sunikin   has the consonants  -[ - sa-]  -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   
moththa  ennikkai / kanakku [ missing letter- the -] - grand total ; moththam- total 
; kanakku- calculation . 

sunikin   has the consonants  -[ - sa-]  -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   
koottu ennikkai [ missing letter- the -] - sub total.   
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sunikin   has the consonants  -[ - sa-]  -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is    
kootti  kankkeeda  vaendum [ missing letter- the -] –to find out the total; koottu –
add; kanakkidu –calculate .  

sunikin   has the consonants  -[ - sa-]  -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   
moththa enn  kanakku [ missing letter- the -]- total numerical ;  moththam –total; 
enn- number; kanakku – calculation . 

sunikin   has the consonants  -[ - sa-]  -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nothi  kai  [ missing letter- the -]-  hand.    

sunikin   has the consonants  -[ - sa-]  -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   
anaiththum  adankiya [ missing letter- the -]- whole.  

sunikin   has the consonants  -[ - sa-]  -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   
vattamaana  vadivam -[ missing letter- the -]- circle ; vattam- circle ; vadivam –
shape  . 

sunikin   has the consonants  -[ - sa-]  -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thunai vattam [ missing letter- the -]-  – auxillary  circle .   

sunikin   has the consonants  -[ - sa-]  -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is    
koana  vattam [ missing letter- the -]-  – irregular circle .  

sunikin   has the consonants  -[ - sa-]  -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is   ina 
kattu / saana kattu [ missing letter- the -]-   family  circle.  

sunikin   has the consonants  -[ - sa-]  -ka -an -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ayana  kanakku  vakai - differential  circle.  

  

ŠU+NÍGIN: subtotal ('hand' + 'circle, whole'). 

sunigin   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koottu thokai  kanakku /  kootu ennikkai  [ missing  letter- the -] -sub total ; 
kanakku- caluculation.  
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sunigin   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nothi kai -[ missing  letter- the -]  -hand . 

sunigin   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an –ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  nikilam [ missing  leter- la-] – whole . 

sunigin   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an –ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  yaekoon – whole . 

 

 šu...nigin: to proceed; to hurry ('hand' + 'to make the rounds'). 

sunigin   has the consonants  -[- sa-]  -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
neenku – proceed.   

sunigin   has the consonants  -- sa- -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  sadu  
kudu  -vena  [ missing letter- the -]  - hurry . 

sunigin   has the consonants  --[- sa--]  -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
munthuka [ missing letter- the -] -  go fast.   

sunigin   has the consonants  --[- sa--]  -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadu  nadai [ missing letter- the -] – walk  fast; nadai- walk .   

sunigin   has the consonants  --[- sa--]  -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaekamaka  oada  vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  - run fast  ; vaekam –speed .  

sunigin   has the consonants  --[- sa--]  -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thidu  thidu vena  oaaduka - [ missing letter- the -]  - run fast; oaaduka- run .    

sunigin   has the consonants  --[- sa--]  -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
nothi kai-[ missing letter- the -] -hand.   

sunigin   has the consonants  --[- sa--]  -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
munna-k- kai- forearm ; mun- front . 

sunigin   has the consonants  -- sa- -an –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
suththi vanthidu [ missing letter- the -] -  make a round.  
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 šu-nim-ma: early to work ('hand' + 'early' + nominative).  

sunimma  has the consonants –  sa- –an- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
seikaikku  munka [  missing letter- ka-] -  early to work.  

sunimma  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –an- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
munnamae – earlier.  

sunimma  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –an- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
munka [  missing letter- ka-] -  early  

sunimma  has the consonants – [- sa-]  –an- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
munnu-k-kai [  missing letter- ka-] - fore arm . 

 

(giš)šu-nir: standard; emblem with woolen streamers; totemic device ('hand' + 
'to raise high').  

gissunir   has the consonants  - ka- -[-sa -] -an - Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thani  kuri    udaiya  thaer  kodi / saruththi  [ missing  letter- the -] -  chariot  flag  
with a   symbol/ emblem ; kuri- symbol; udaiya- having; kodi- flag  ;thaer-chariot; 
saruththi- flag . 

gissunir   has the consonants  - ka- -[-sa -] -an - Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thani  kudi  ina  kuri  /sinnam  [ missing  letter- the -]- individual clan symbol- 
totem   ;  thani-  individual  ; kudi  inam- clan / race ; kuri – symbol . 

gissunir   has the consonants  - ka- -[-sa -] -an - Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uyarnthiduka / uyarae sendriduka   [ missing  letter- the -]-  go high; uyrae- high 
;  sendriduka- go  . 

 

itišu-numun: calendar month 4 at Lagaš during Ur III; calendar month 4 at Nippur 
during Ur III. 
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itisunumun  has the consonants -the  --sa-- an – ma- an-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   saa  enum   naankaam Tamizh  thinkkal [ missing  letters-  ka -and - la-]- 
Tamil  fourth  month ; saa- Tamil  numerical  letter  four ; naanku –four  ; thinkkal- 
month  . 

 

 šu...peš: to expand; to spread out ('hand' + 'womb; to expand'). 

supes  has the consonants –[-sa-] –pa- [-sa-]- and the  and the  original Tamil  
word is  paruvakai  [ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ] - spreading  out.  

supes  has the consonants –[-sa-] –pa- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is    
karu pai /  karppa saayam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ] – womb ; karu- 
foetus ; pai- bag  . 

supes  has the consonants –[-sa-] –pa- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is    
maer kai - [ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ] –arm;  karam- hand ; maer- upper; kai- 
hand  . 

supes  has the consonants –[-sa-] –pa- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is     
perukku /peruku -[ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ] - expand.  

supes  has the consonants –[-sa-] –pa- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
parumai  aakku [ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ] - expand. 

supes  has the consonants –[-sa-] –[-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nerunku  [ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ] - expand. 

supes  has the consonants –-sa—[-pa-]- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
virivakkam  seika/ purika --[ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ] -   to expand ; seika- do; 
purika- do .    

supes  has the consonants –[-sa-] -–pa- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
parakkai--[ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ] - expanding.  

supes  has the consonants –[-sa-] -–pa- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paravukai-[ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ]-  expanding.  
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 supes  has the consonants –[-sa-] –[-pa-] - [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
viruvu--[ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ]-  expansion.  

supes  has the consonants –sa-–[-pa-] - [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
serivu  --[ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ]-  expansion.  

supes  has the consonants –sa-–[-pa-] - [-sa-]- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  akarchchi  --[ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ]-  expansion.  

supes  has the consonants –[-sa-] -–[-pa-] - [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurai --[ missing  letter- Ra- and- ka ]-  –expanse  . 

 

 šu...ra: to knead clay and form it into a tablet; to erase ('hand' + 'to beat, stir'). 

sura   has the consonants- sa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  pachchai 
mannai  pisainthu pattayam  seithiduthar [   missing letters- pa- and -the  -]  to 
knead clay and form it into a tablet. 

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
marththanam  -[ missing  letter- the -]-   kneading.  

sura   has the consonants- sa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  pisainthiduthar 
[   missing letters- pa- and -the  -]  - kneading.  

sura   has the consonants- sa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  surandu  [ 
missing  letter- the -] – scratch  off . 

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kirukku  [  
missing  letter- ka-] – erase  

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kiranku  [  
missing  letter- ka-] - –stir. 

sura   has the consonants- sa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word eraichchar [   
missing  letter- ka-]  - stir 
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sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nakaru [   
missing  letter- ka-] –stir.  

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  paraparppu 
[  missing  letter- pa-] - stir 

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoonduthar  [   missing  letter- the -]  -  stir up . 

sura   has the consonants- sa- Ra -  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
saram -  stirring / inspiring. 

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kilaru   [  
missing  letter- la -] -  stir. 

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  maer kai / 
karam  [   missing  letter-ka -] -   arm . 

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  adiththar- [  
missing  letter- the -] – beat. 

sura   has the consonants- sa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  saaththuthar  [   
missing  letter- the -] – beat. 

sura   has the consonants- sa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  idaasuthar-[   
missing  letter- the -] - beat . 

sura   has the consonants--sa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  saaduthar--[   
missing  letter- the -]  -beat .  

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thattuthar-/  
thaadiththar /thidu thiduththar / thimirthar -[   missing  letter- the -]  -beat . 

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nooruther- -
[   missing  letter- the -]  -beat . 

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
moththuthar- -[   missing  letter- the -]  -beat . 
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sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  eduththu  
yaeru -[   missing  letter- the -]  – beating.  

sura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thoatra--[   
missing  letter- the -] -  beaten . 

sura   has the consonants- -sa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  soaernthida/ 
ayarnthida - -[  missing  letter- the -] - beaten . 

sura   has the consonants- -sa- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  murasu -
araivu --[   missing  letter- ka-]-  drum beat . 

 

 šu...ri: to wring the hands over (with -ši-) ('hands' + 'to place against').  

suri   has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra –and  the  ornginal Tamil  word is   kai -yaei- 
murukku [ misisng letter- ka-] - to wring the hand . 

suri   has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra –and  the  ornginal Tamil  word is maer kai [ 
misisng letter- ka-] –arm   ; karam- hand.  

suri   has the consonants – [-sa-] -Ra –and  the  ornginal Tamil  word is maaraka 
vaikka- [ misisng letter- ka-]-to place against. 

 

šu-ri(2)(-a): one-half ('hand' + 'to take, remove' + nominative).  

suri   has the consonants – [ -sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   arai- half.  

suri   has the consonants – [ -sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  muri – half.  

suri   has the consonants – [ -sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pirai 
[missing  letter- pa-] – half.   

suri   has the consonants – -sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  sari  paathi [  
missing letters- pa- and- the - ] – exactly  half . 
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suri   has the consonants – -[- sa-] - Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is   arththam   [  missing letter- the - ]  -half.  

suri   has the consonants – -[- sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   yaerpu 
missing  letter- pa-] – take . 

suri   has the consonants – [ -sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  ari- 
remove.  

suri   has the consonants – [ -sa-] - Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  peyarchchi  
[ missing letter- pa-] –removal . 

 

šu...ru-uz: to burn; to roast; to glow (cf., šu...hu-uz) 

šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – [-sa-] –Ra-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
eri – burn . 

šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – [-sa-] –Ra-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
pori- [ missing  letter- pa-] -fry . 

 šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – [-sa-] –Ra-  sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
varukka sei  / karukka  seika [ missing letter- ka-] – roast . 

šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – [-sa-] –Ra-  [-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word 
is erivu [ missing letter- ka-] -  burning . 

šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – [-sa-] –Ra-  [-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vayeiru  eriya -[ missing letter- ka-] -  burning stomach ; vayeiru- stomach  ; 
eriya –burn . 

šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – [-sa-] –Ra-  sa-- and the other interpretation of 
the word is akkini ranam-[ missing letter- ka-] - burn . 

šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – sa-–Ra-  sa-- and the other  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  kanarchchi –-[ missing letter- ka-]  -glow.  
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šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – sa-–Ra-  sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
erichchal--[ missing letter- la-] - burning . 

šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – sa-–Ra-  sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nenju  erichchal --[ missing letter- la-] – heart  burn . 

šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – sa-–Ra-  sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is 
azharchchi-  --[ missing letter- zha-] - burning . 

šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – [-sa-]-–Ra-  [-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word 
is olira --[ missing letter- la-] – glow . 

šu...ru-uz   has the consonants – sa-–Ra-  [-sa-] -- and the  original Tamil  word is 
suduthar --[ missing letter- the-] – roast . 

 

šu...sag11/sig18: to rub ('hand' + 'to make a harvesting motion').  

šu...sag   has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai – 
hand ;   munn-k- kai- fore arm . 

šu...sag   has the consonants - sa-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kasakku  -
rub. 

šu...sag   has the consonants - sa-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is poosuka  [ 
missing letter- pa-] –rub /apply . 

šu...sag   has the consonants - sa-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is uvraaika/ 
urasuka  -[ missing letter- Ra-]-– to rub . 

šu...sag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
araavuka-[ missing letter- Ra-]-   to rub. 

šu...sag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
theettuka  [ missing letter- the -]  - to rub / polish  . 

šu...sag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thudaikka-[ missing letter- the -]-   to wipe  
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šu...sag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thadavuka -[ missing letter- the -]- - rub [urasu ] . 

šu...sag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaeikka- [ missing letter- the -]-  rub.  

šu...sag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuvattu-[ missing letter- the -]- to  wipe  . 

šu...sag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is neevi 
viduka--[ missing letter- the -]   to wipe . 

šu...sag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is iduka- --[ 
missing letter- the -]-   rub  /apply . 

šu...sag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is simpuka  
-[ missing  letter- pa-] - rub . 

šu...sag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thattuka  
- -[ missing  letter- pa-]  - to pat  [thattu] . 

šu...sag   has the consonants –sa-  ka- and the  original Tamil  word is adikkai / 
veesuka   /  koathuka  /   idikkai / thaakkiduka/ moththuka / moathukai-  / kottuka 
/ thatti   kodukka  --[ missing letter- the -]  -  stroke . 

 

šu-si: finger ('hand' + 'horn, ray, antenna'). 

susi  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is Kai virar [  missing  
letters- ka and - Ra-] -   hand fingers . 

susi  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is kai [  missing letter- 
ka-] - hand . 

susi  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is kompu [ missing 
letters-  ka –and – pa- ] – horn . 
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susi  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is unar  kompu [ 
missing letters-  ka -pa -and-  Ra-] -antenna 

susi  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the interpretation of the word is kiranam [ 
missing letters- ka - and -Ra-] –ray . 

susi  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is kathir [ missing 
letter- ka- -Ra - and - the- -] - ray . 

susi  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is keetru [ missing 
letter- ka-  Ra- and -the- -] --ray . 

 

 šu(-a)...si: to fill the hands (with) ('hand' + locative + 'to fill'). 

suasi  has the consonant- [ -sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nirai [ missing 
letter- Ra-] - fill . 

suasi  has the consonant- [ -sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  erai [ missing 
letter- Ra-] - fill .  

suasi  has the consonant- -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  seru[ missing 
letter- Ra-] - fill up .  

suasi  has the consonant- -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai niraiya  sei [ 
missing letter- ka -and -Ra-] -  fill  the hand . 

suasi  has the consonant- -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  maerkkai [ missing 
letter- ka -and -Ra-]  – arm ; karam- hand.  

 

 šu-šè...si: to hand over; to deliver ('hand' + 'towards' + 'to fill'). 

susesi    has the consonant-  [-sa-]   -and the  original Tamil  word is  
koduththiduka [ missing letters- ka- and -the -] – to deliver.  
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susesi    has the consonant-  [-sa-]   -and the  original Tamil  word is   nothi  kai [ 
missing letters- ka- and -the -] – hand . 

susesi    has the consonant-  [-sa-]   -and the  original Tamil  word is  thev-vu-[ 
missing letters- ka- and -the -] - fill.    

susesi    has the consonant-  [-sa-]   -and the  original Tamil  word is   thikkaaka-[ 
missing letters- ka- and -the -]  - towards;  ethukku .  

 

 šu si...sá: to do things to perfection; to see that all is right ('hand' + 'right; legal').  

susisa   has the consonant-  [-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is   unmai- right.  

susisa   has the consonant-  [-sa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word is   sari [ missing 
letter- Ra-] -  right. 

 susisa   has the consonant-  [-sa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word is   urimai [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –rights. 

susisa   has the consonant-  [-sa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word is   naeraana [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –  right . 

susisa   has the consonant-  sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   saayaatha [ 
missing  letter- the -] - right . 

susisa   has the consonant-  -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is   akku /akkusu [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -  right . 

susisa   has the consonant-  -[-sa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word is   mitta [ 
missing  letter- the -] –right . 

susisa   has the consonant-  -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is   sattam  [ 
missing  letter- the -] – legal . 

susisa   has the consonant-  -[- sa-] --  and the other interpretaion  of the word is  
neethi [ missing  letter- the -] - legal .  
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susisa   has the consonant-  -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is   sariyaa sei  [ 
missing letter- Ra-]- to do in  perfection.  

susisa   has the consonant-  -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is   muraiyaa sei [ 
missing letter- Ra-]- to do in  perfection.  

susisa   has the consonant-  -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is   kanakkaa  seika 
[ missing letter- ka-] - to do in  perfection. 

susisa   has the consonant-  -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is   semmaiyaa  sei - 
to do in  perfection. 

susisa   has the consonant-  -[-sa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word is   kai [ missing 
letter- ka-] – hand . 

 

šu...si-ig: to hit with the hand ('hand' + 'to strike down, silence').  

šu...si-ig has the consonants – sa--ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   kai kondu    
oanki   adikka /  idikka / moththuka /   thakkuka / kuththuka  / thattuka/ nettuka 
saaththuka / idaasuka / sottuka  [ missing  letter- the -]- hit with hand  ; adikka- 
beat ;  idikka-  hit  ; thattuka- beat ; kai- hand  ; kuththuka- give a blow  . 

šu...si-ig has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai -  
hand . 

šu...si-ig has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai 
vidaa  amaithi  [ missing  letter- the -]-silence . 

šu...si-ig has the consonants – sa--ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai 
aadaamai / asaikaamai [ missing  letter- the -]- silence . 

šu...si-ig has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   naavu  
adakkam [ missing  letter- the -]-silence . 

šu...si-ig has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai 
adakkam [ missing  letter- the -]- silence . 
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 šu...si-ig has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vaai 
adanka seika [ missing  letter- the -]- silence . 

šu...si-ig has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai 
kattu [ missing  letter- the -]- silence . 

šu...si-ig has the consonants – -sa--ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
moochchu kattaamai [ missing  letter- the -]-– breathless silence; moochchu- 
breath . 

šu...si-ig has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka -  and the  other interpretation of the    
word is   mavunam kaakka - [ missing  letter- the -]-be silent  ; kaaka- keep ; 
maunam- silence  . 

 

šu...sìg(-sìg): to wave the hand ('hand' + 'to beat rhythmically').  

šu...sìg(-sìg)   has the consonants - sa – ka-  [-sa-] -  ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai  yaei  asaikka- wave the hand  ; kai- hand;  asaikka- shake . 

 

šu...su-ub: to gather up; to collect; to scrape together ('hands' + 'to suck'). 

susuub   has the consonants - sa - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is punju  -  
gather .  

susuub   has the consonants - sa - pa -and the  original Tamil  word is simpu- 
gather together.  

susuub   has the consonants - sa – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is summai- 
gathering.  

susuub   has the consonants - sa – pa-and the  original Tamil  word is punjam- 
collection . 

susuub   has the consonants - sa – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is sumai- 
collection . 
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susuub   has the consonants - sa – [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is jamai- 
total collection.  

susuub   has the consonants - sa – [-pa-] -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   sayam /sanjayam / samuchchayam – collection . 

susuub   has the consonants - sa – pa- and the  original Tamil  word is sappu- suck   

susuub   has the consonants - sa – [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is onju- 
suck  [  onji  kodukka =  to suck ]       . 

susuub   has the consonants – [ -sa-]  –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoombu  -suck . 

susuub   has the consonants – -sa- –-[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  urasu 
[ missing  letter- Ra-] – scrape  

susuub   has the consonants – -sa- –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  urinju [ 
missing  letter- Ra-]  –suck . 
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šu...sud/sù: to stretch the hand out after something ('hand' + 'to make remote').  

susud  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the   and the  original Tamil  word is   Kai  yaei  
etta  neettuka [ missing  letter- ka-] - to stretch the hand ; kai-  hand  ; etta- far ;  
neettu –stretch  . 

susud  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the   and the  original Tamil  word is   etta  -  
remote.  

susud  has the consonants – sa-- the   and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
satchchi-  remote.  

susud  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the   and the  original Tamil  word is   ettaa- k-
kai /  kai ettaa idam [ missing  letter- ka-] -  remote  place; idam- place  .  

susud  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the   and the  original Tamil  word is   etti  
vaikka-[ missing  letter- ka-]  - keep  something at a distance; vaikka- keep   . 

susud  has the consonants –[- sa-] - the   and the  original Tamil  word is  nothi kai-
-[ missing  letter- ka-]- hand.   

 

šu...sum: to give; to entrust ('hand' + 'to give').  

susum  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is kodukka  
vaendum [ missing letters-  ka –and- the -]  -to give.  

susum  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is nothi kai-[ 
missing letters-  ka –and- the -] - hand . 

susum  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ma - and the  original Tamil  word is kai  
adaikka vaendum -[ missing letters-  ka –and- the -] -  entrust . 
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šu-šúr: seizing ('hand' + 'fierce, furious'). 

  susur   has the consonants- sa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kavarvu [ 
missing letter- ka-] –seizing.  

susur   has the consonants- sa –Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is  
aakkirakam / aakkiramikka [ missing letter- ka-] – seizing.  

* susur   has the consonants- sa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is seera – to be 
furious . 

susur   has the consonants- sa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sinam- mura – 
furious.  

 susur   has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is veri  [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  furious . 

susur   has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is karuvu [ 
missing letter- ka-] – furious . 

susur   has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is mumuram-  
fierceness.  

susur   has the consonants- [-sa-] –Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is  
ukkiram [ missing letter- ka-] - fierceness. 

susur   has the consonants- [-sa-] –Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is  
akaoram / koaram  [ missing letter- ka-] -  fierceness. 

 susur   has the consonants- [-sa-] –Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is  
uravai -[ missing letter- ka-]-  fierceness. 

 susur   has the consonants- [-sa-] –Ra- and the other interpretation of the word is  
moorkkam -[ missing letter- ka-] - fierceness. 

susur   has the consonants- [-sa -]–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is maer-k-kai-[ 
missing letter- ka-] -arm . 
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 šu...tag: to cover; to adorn, decorate (often with -ni-) ('hand' + 'to weave, 
decorate'). 

sutag   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mooduka / moodi  iduka- to cover ;  moodi- a cover /  lid .  

sutag   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is     
aadai  / thuni  / udai / udukkai --   neithiduka - to weave the cloth / dress ; aadai- 
dress ; thuni –cloth ; udai- dress ; udukkai- clothe; neithiduka- to weave  

sutag   has the consonants  -[- sa-] - the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattuka-  to weave.      

sutag   has the consonants   sa-- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is puthiya 
sattai  / puththu-aadai  uduththuka [ missing  letter- pa-] –to wear  new shirt; 
puthiya- new ; sattai –shirt ; aadai- clothe ; uduththu –wear . 

sutag   has the consonants   sa-- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is pattu 
sattai / pattu  vaetti / pattu  pudavai / pattu  thaavani  uduthuka [ missing  letter- 
pa-]- to wear  silk  shirt  /dhothi  ;   pattu –silk ; sattai- shirt;  vaetti-  dhothi ; 
pudavai –saree ; thaavani- half saree ; udukka- wear . 

sutag   has the consonants  - sa- the-  ka - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  jodikka – to decorate. 

sutag   has the consonants  - sa- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   semmai 
kattuka – to do perfectly  /to finish . 

sutag   has the consonants  - sa- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   pann 
seithiduka [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to decorate.  

sutag   has the consonants  - sa- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
punainthiduka -[ missing  letter- pa-] – to adorn.  

sutag   has the consonants  - sa- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
poosiduka -[ missing  letter- pa-] – to anoint.  
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sutag   has the consonants  - sa- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is oppanai  
seithiduka -[ missing  letter- pa-] -  to do make up / adorn.  

sutag   has the consonants  - sa- the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
kannukku / kann  imaikku  maei / anjanam  theettuka – to apply  kohl to eye lid ; 
kann- eye ; imai-  eye lid  ; maei – antimony ; anjanam- antimony ; theettuka- 
paint . 

sutag   has the consonants  --sa-  the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukathukku  manja  poosuka -[ missing  letter- pa-] –to apply  turmeric over face; 
mukam- face ; manja- turmeric  ; poosuka- to apply  .  

sutag   has the consonants  --sa-  the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
konkaikku  santhana saanthu   appuka  -[ missing  letter- pa-]  -to apply  sandal 
poaste over breasts ;   konkkai- breast  ; santhaanm- sandal ; saanthu –paste; 
appuka- apply .   

sutag   has the consonants  --sa-  the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaathukku  thankka  thoadu / thon-k-kattaan / kaathu  ani   iduka –to wear gold 
ear stud   ;  kaathu –ear ;   thankkam- gold  ;  thoadu –stud ; kaathu ani- ear 
ornament  .  

sutag   has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mookkuththi   anika – to wear  nose ring  ; mookku- nose; kuththu- pierce; 
mookku kuththi- nose ring  ;anika- to wear .  

sutag  has the consonants  --sa-  the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is neththi  
soodi  sooduka –to wear forehead jewel ; neththi soodi- frontlet ; sooduka- wear .  

sutag   has the consonants  --sa-  the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is uthattu  
saayam poosuka -[ missing  letter- pa-]  –to apply  lip  stick ; uthadu- lip ; saayam- 
paint / poosu –apply  . 

sutag   has the consonants  --sa-  the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is mudi-
yaei vakidu  eduththu   seevididuka – to comb  the hair  ; mudi- hair; vakidu edu –
comb / separate  ;  seevu- comb .  
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sutag   has the consonants  -[-sa-]-  the-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is nothi 
kai- hand.  

 

 šu...taka4: to send, dispatch (with dative) ('hand' + 'to push').  

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
anuppuka [ missing  letter- pa-] -  send / send off . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vidai kodukka   /  taatta kaattuka  - send off . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaettu miku – send off .  

šu...taka  has the consonants – sa--the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is seithi  
anuppuka- to send message ; seithi- message  . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
poakkiduka-[ missing  letter- pa-] - to send . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
koopiduka/ koo-p-pittu anuppuka --[ missing  letter- pa-]  -send for . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoonduka- send . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
ueiththiduka- to send . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
neekkiduka- send away.  

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
anuppi  viduka---[ missing  letter- pa-] -  send away / dismiss. 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nuthi kai- hand . 
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šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuththu- push    

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
idikka- push   . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nekkiduka-  push . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
unthuka- push  

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaakkuka- attack . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thoonduka- push . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thunivu- push  . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moathuka- push/ hit . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
minduka-  push . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nettuka- push .  

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
poaei vida [  missing  letter- pa-]  - push off . 

šu...taka  has the consonants – [-sa-] -the -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   etti  
uthaikka-  to kick  ; uthaikka- to kick  . 

  

šu-a...taka4-: to leave (something) to (someone) ('hand' + locative + 'to push').  
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šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
othukku  - to leave  . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vittu  viduka-to leave .  

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vittu   neenkiduka- leave . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
neenkkiduka-   to leave . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai - viduka-  neglect . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  other interpretation 
of the  word is  avathi-  to leave . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  other interpretation 
of the  word is  vithukai- leaving . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuvu-  to leave.  

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
vidai   kodukka- to leave . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vidukai-  to leave.  

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
veedu-  leaving . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
viduppu  / viduppu edukka  [  missing letter- pa-] - to take leave; viduppu- leave; 
edukka- take .  
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šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
vittu poa / poai  viduka - [  missing letter- pa-] - to leave.  

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kidakka vidu-  to leave  . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants  [- sa -]-   the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaiththu  vittu poa-  to leave/ keep it and go  ; vaikka- keep   . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants - sa -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
seiyya  vidu- leave / allow me to do  ; sei –do . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaniyae vidu – leave me alone; thaniyaa- alone   . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  idaththai vidu – leave the place . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  veettai vittu poa [  missing letter- pa-] - leave the house  ; veedu- house; poa- 
go  / leave  . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  oppu viththiduka-[  missing letter- pa-] - to leave . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  viduppu  kanakku-[  missing letter- pa-] - leave accounts; kanakku –accounts  . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  eettiya  viduppu -[  missing letter- pa-] –earned leave ;  viduppu- leave  . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nadai viduka- leave /  to go  

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   iynakiduka- to go . 
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šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   yaekiduka- to go .  

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   oaaduka- to go / run . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kada-  to go .  

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nadakka- to go . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nuthi  kai- hand . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    thankiduka- to stay  [antonym] . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    adai kida-  to stay  [antonym] . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is    kudi vaanku-  stay [antonym] ;  vasiththiduka . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thaenku- stay  [antonym] . 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mudanku -  stay  [antonym]. 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaduppu  adukkam  [missing  letter- pa-]  - stay [antonym]. 

šu-a...taka   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -  the-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  yaenkidu – stay [antonym]. 

 

šu...te: to take (variation of šu...ti). 
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sute   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the - and the  original Tamil  word is edu –take.  

sute   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the - and the  original Tamil  word is pidi [ 
missing letter- pa-] – take/ hold.  

sute   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the - and the  original Tamil  word is eduppu- [ 
missing letter- pa-] -take.  

sute   has the consonants – [-sa-]- the - and the   other interpretation of the word 
is aathaanam-  taking . 

 

 šu...ti: to take up, accept, adopt; to grab; to borrow; to gain; to receive; to be 
taken, accepted (with terminative and -ši-) ('hand' + 'to approach').  

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  edu– take . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  eduppu- [ 
missing letter- pa-]-  take.  

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pidi [ 
missing letter- pa-]  – take/ grab .  

šu...ti   has the consonants- sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  poosai 
seithidu [  missing letter- pa-]  - taking food  . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [- sa-] --the -and the  original Tamil  word is  maduppu 
- [  missing letter- pa-]  - taking food  . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- sa--the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pusiththidu [  
missing letter- pa-]  - take food /eat . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [- sa-] --the -and the  original Tamil  word is   undidu  
/thinnu  -eat /take food . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- sa--the -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
saappidu -[  missing letter- pa-]  -  take food/ eat . 
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šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thookku / 
thookkidu  [ missing letter- ka-] -  take up .  

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thodankku 
– [ missing letter- ka-] -  take up  . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
aathaanam-  taking . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  ondidu –
takling shelter.  

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nampidu-  
missing letter- pa-]  - believe/  accept.  

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aatpadu  
missing letter- pa-]  -accept.  

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oppitham – 
missing letter- pa-] - acceptablitiy . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  udan padu 
[  missing letter- pa-] -  accept.  

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  oththu 
kondidu  [  missing letter- ka-] -accept.    

šu...ti   has the consonants- sa--the -and the  other interpretation of the word is 
sammathi – accept . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  amoathi – accept.  

šu...ti   has the consonants- [- sa-] --the -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  anu mathi  -accept . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] -the -and the  original Tamil  word is   uoothiyam 
thaedu – to gain ; uoothiyam- profit / earnings  .  
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šu...ti   has the consonants- [- sa-] --the -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  aathayam thaedu  -to gain  ; thaedu –seek /search  ; aathaayam- profit . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [- sa-] --the -and the  other Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  eettu / eettam  - gain  /  earnings . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [- sa-] --the -and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   thaettam- gain . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [- sa-] --the -and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is    nanmai   adai  - to gain ; nanmai- good . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [- sa-] --the -and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  payan adai-   [ missing letter- pa-]  - to gain ; payan- use; adiya- to 
have / attain .  

šu...ti   has the consonants- [- sa-] --the -and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  maem-padu-[ missing letter- pa-] -  gain prominence.  

šu...ti   has the consonants- [- sa-] --the -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   aaththi-  gain . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- sa--the -and the  other  interpretation of the word is   
sampaaththiyam  thaedu   [ missing letter- pa-]  -to earn / gain ; thaedu- seek 
/search ; samppaaththiyam- earnings . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -and the  other  interpretation of the word 
is  paayithaa  [ missing letter- pa-] – gain.   

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  vaankidu [ missing letter- ka-] – receive . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  thevvu [ missing letter- ka-] – receive . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is kai- aandidu /eduththu kondidu [missing letter- ka-] – adopt/ handle  . 
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šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  thaththu edu – adopt a child ; thaththu- adoption; edu –take  . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  kadan vaanku  [ missing letter- ka-]  – to borrow; kadan- loan; vaanku- 
to get  . 

šu...ti   has the consonants- [-sa-] --the -and the  other  Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  vattikku kadan  vaankku - [ missing letter- ka-]  – to borrow  up on 
interest ; vatti- interest ; kadan- loan ; vaankku- buy .  

 

šu-ti-a: goods, staples, etc. received ('to receive' + nominative).  

šu-ti-a  has the consonants – [ -sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pandam [ 
missing letter- pa-]- goods.  

šu-ti-a  has the consonants – [ -sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadayam- goods.   

šu-ti-a  has the consonants – -sa-the- and the other interpretation of the word is     
saaman  settu/ thattu  muttu saaman -  goods.  

šu-ti-a  has the consonants – [ -sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
adaianthathu – received /to attain .  

šu-ti-a  has the consonants – [ -sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaeththidu – receive  . 

šu-ti-a  has the consonants – [ -sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   mattai  
adi –recive impolitely.  

šu-ti-a  has the consonants – [ -sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thaippu  
aani [  missing letter- pa-]- staple.  

 

šu-tu-tu: escape ('hand' + reduplicated 'to interfere').  
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šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thattu-  
escape.  

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  eettu –
flight . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaadu  /  
oaattam edu –run /escape . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaattam 
–running . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –sa-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  saainthdu-  
flee .  

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] -- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaattan- runner ;  thoothan-  messenger . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thappu/ 
thappiththidu / thapiththu  oaadu [ missing  letter- pa-] – escape  .  

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoodaattam -  run . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaadi  
poa- [ missing  letter- pa-]  -flee/ run away 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is   oaadu  
paathai-[ missing  letter- pa-] -  run way ; paathai  –path  . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is   oaatta  
paani -[ missing  letter- pa-]  -run . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
kadanthida- [ missing  letter- ka-] –to escape . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaattu 
kodu [ missing  letter- ka-] – to escape . 
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šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  neduku 
[ missing  letter- ka-] -  run away . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is thavidu  
[ missing  letter- ka-] -running  . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[-sa-] - the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kannoaadu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  run out as the eyes  on a desired object . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –sa-- the- and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  moatchcham-  escape/ heaven . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –sa-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   meetchchi 
- redemption /escape . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –sa-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  meetpu  [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-- redemption /escape . 

šu-tu-tu  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  idai 
eedeu – interfere . 

 

šu...túkur: to nibble or lick one's fingers ('hand' + 'to gnaw, nibble').  

sutukur   has the consonants -sa –the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
siruka  siruka   koriththu   thinnu  -  nibble  slowly  little by  little ; korikka- nibble ; 
siru- little ; thinnu- eat   . 

sutukur   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is karuvuthar – nibble . 

sutukur   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   koriththiduthar/  kadiththar / kadiththu  kadiththu  thunda-k-kuthar  -  gnaw ; 
kadi- bite; thundu- piece/bit . 

sutukur   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   naavu  kondu nakkuthar – licking  ; naavu- tongue; nakku- lick  . 
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sutukur   has the consonants –sa-–the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is    
suvaiththu  thinnuthar -  taste and eat; suvaiththidu –taste; thinnu-eat . 

sutukur   has the consonants –sa-–the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadai  seri   - finger ring.   

sutukur   has the consonants –sa-–the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
sundu  virar-  little finger; virar/ viral- finger.   

sutukur   has the consonants –[- sa-] -–the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   nadu  virar-  middle finger; nadumai- centre/middle .  

sutukur   has the consonants –[- sa-] -–the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mothira virar – ring finger; moathiram- ring .  

sutukur   has the consonants –[- sa-] -–the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kattai  virar-   thumb finger.  

sutukur   has the consonants –[- sa-] -–the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is aat- kaatti virar- index finger;  aal- person  ; kaattu –show  ; virar/ viral –finger .    

sutukur   has the consonants –[- sa-] -–the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is    oru  kaiyir  aeinthu  virar -  one hand  has got five fingers  ; oru- one; kai yir- in 
the hand; aeinthu 5; virar- finger .  

sutukur   has the consonants –[- sa-] -–the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   erandu  kai  - yir  moththam  paththu  virar -  two hands   has 10 fingers ; 
erandu- two; kai yir- in the hand;  moththam- total; paththu- 10; virar /viral - 
finger.     

sutukur   has the consonants –[- sa-] -–the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is    virar  kuri /raekai  / vari   eedu  -  finger impression  ; virar /viral - finger; kuri- 
mark /symbol  .  

sutukur   has the consonants –[- sa-] -–the- ka- Ra -   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   muththirai  vakai  - finger pose .  
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(giš)šu-úr-me: the cypress or Persian oak tree or its resin ('to pour' + 'tree trunk' 
+ 'to be').  

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] – Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   maran-k-kalin  kunkkiliyam/ keelam / sali  [ missing letter- la-] – resin from 
trees; maram- tree; maran-k-kal- tress;  kunkkiliyam- resin ; keelam- resin ;Sali –
resin   .  

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] – Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mara koanthu [ missing letter-the-]- -tree resin; maram- tree ; koanthu –resin  . 

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –sa-– Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is   
mara sallaki [ missing letter- la-] –tree resin.  

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] – Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   karun-k- kunkiliyam/ uzhu kalam  [ missing letter- la-] - a dark resin ; karumai- 
dark/ black . 

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] – Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is   venn nira kunkiliyam /  kaezham  /sali  - white resin/ konkany  resin  ; venn 
niram –white color .  

 gissuurme  has the consonants -ka -sa-– Ra- ma – and the other interpretaion  of 
the word  is  saloarkkam [ missing letter- la-]- a resin  called dammar . 

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-]-– Ra- ma – and the other interpretaion  
of the word  is  punniya kaaram  [missing  letter –pa-]- konkani resion  . 

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] – Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaanda miruka  raththam / kuruthi [ missing letter-the-]-a resin of calam draco . 

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] – Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thurukkam [ missing letter-the-]--  konkany  resin. 

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] – Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaeppa mara  pisin / sali  [ missing  letter- pa-] – margosa resin; vaeppam- 
margosa ; maram- tree; pisin- resin .  
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gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa-] – Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  karu vaali  maram [ missing letter- la-] -oak tree; maram- tree .  

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka -sa – Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoosi  ilai maran-k-kal [ missing letter- la-]   – cypress trees [ leaves – needle 
shaped]  ; uoosi- needle  ; ilai- leaf ; maram- tree; marankkal- trees . 

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]– Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vettu maram  [ missing  letter –the -] – tree / tree trunk ; maram- tree  . 

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]– Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uoothththar vaendum / iduthar vaendum [ missing  letter –the -] –to pour; 
uooththuthar /  iduthar- to pour .  

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –sa - Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word is  
sorinthiduthar vaendum  [ missing  letter –the -] -to pour ; soriya-  to shower .  

gissuurme  has the consonants -ka –[-sa -]– Ra- ma – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kottuthar vaendum / vaarththiduthar vaendum [ missing  letter –the -] – to 
pour; kottu- pour .  

 

šu...ùr: to erase; to wipe (with -ni- and bi-; also with -ta-) ('hand' + 'to drag over').  

suur   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thudaiththu  
eri [ missing  letter- the -]  –wipe out.  

suur   has the consonants- sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is thaeiththu 
surandu  [ missing  letter- the -] – erase  

suur   has the consonants- sa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sithaiththiduthar  
[ missing  letter- the -] -  to erase . 

 

šu-ùr-ra: scraping or grinding by hand ('hand' + 'to shear' + nominative). 
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suurra  has the consonants –[- sa-] - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  sem  
mariyin  mayirai  uri  /aru – shear.  

suurra  has the consonants –sa-- Ra – and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
is   sarai- shear  . 

suurra  has the consonants –sa-- Ra – and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
is   shear [E] . 

suurra  has the consonants –sa-- Ra – and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
is   urasu-   to scrap.  

suurra  has the consonants –[- sa-] - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  arai- 
grind.  

suurra  has the consonants –[- sa-] - Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is ruppu [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –grind.  

 

 šu...ús: to send, dispatch; to push or knock on (a door); to hold out in the hand 
('hand' + 'to reach out'). 

suus  has the consonant-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  thattu [ missing  
letter- the-] - to knock . 

suus  has the consonant-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  [missing 
letter- the-] – knock.  

suus  has the consonant-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   idi-[ missing 
letter- the-] - push . 

suus  has the consonant-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  unthu-[ missing 
letter- the-] - push .   

suus  has the consonant-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   mindu-[missing 
letter- the-] - push  .  
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suus  has the consonant-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  moathu-[missing 
letter- the-] - push  against.  

suus  has the consonant-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   thoondu 
[missing letter- the-] - push . 

suus  has the consonant-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  saaiththidu [ 
missing letter- the-] - to knock  down .  

suus  has the consonant-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  anuppu  [missing  
letter- pa-] – send.  

suus  has the consonant-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  ettida[ missing 
letter- the-]  -reach  out.  

suus  has the consonant-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   madu[ missing 
letter- the-] - hold.  

 

 šu...zi-zi(-g): to raise one's hand (in violence) ('hand' + reduplicated 'to rise up').  

suzizig   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kai - yaei  
uyarththuka  [ missing letters-  Ra- and- the -] – to raise  one’s hand ; kai –hand; 
uyarththu –to raise . 

suzizig   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kai-  
hand.   

suzizig   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  mael  
ezhuku [ missing  letter- zha-] –rise up; maelae- up ; ezhuka- raise .  

 

šub-lugal: subordinate of the king ('to drop; to delegate' + 'king'). 

sub lugal   has the  consonants-  [- sa -] –[-pa -]  -la- ka- la – and the  original Tamil  
word is   kezhae vizha -   to drop; keezhae- down ; vizha- to fall  . 
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sub lugal   has the  consonants-  [- sa -] –pa  -la- ka- la – and the  original Tamil  
word is   oaankkolan- in   kaavalan  /  mei  kaappaalan -   king’s  body  guard ; 
oaan-k-kolan   - king  ;  kaavalan- guard .  

sub lugal   has the  consonants-  [- sa -] –pa  -la- ka- la – and the  original Tamil  
word is    pankku   kolla – to delegate . 

 

 šùd...rá: to pray ('to pray' + 'plural, to come, go'). 

sudra    has the consonants – [-sa-]- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandradu – to  pray.  

sudra    has the consonants – [-sa-]- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
eraththar – pray. 

sudra    has the consonants – sa- the –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the  
word is   piraarththanai  seithidu  [  missing letter- pa-]  -to pray ; seithidu –do  . 

sudra    has the consonants – sa- the –Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the  
word is   sepiththiduthar  [  missing letter- pa-]  -to pray . 

sudra    has the consonants – [-sa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuthi  paaduthar  [  missing letter- pa-]  – pray . 

sudra    has the consonants – [-sa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
poattri  paaduthar [  missing letter- pa-]  - pray; poattru –to praise; paadu –sing .  

sudra    has the consonants – [-sa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaathuthar- pray/ recite .  

sudra    has the consonants – [-sa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
murai idu – to plead.  

sudra    has the consonants – sa- the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is sendridu  
-go.  
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sudra    has the consonants –[- sa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  
eduththu  nadaththar -  go.  

sudra    has the consonants –[- sa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaaduthar –go/ run  . 

sudra    has the consonants – [-sa-] - the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
eruththaru – come.  

 

 lúšuku-dab5-ba: person assigned to pick up allotted rations ('rations' + 'to hold' + 
nominative).  

lusukudabba  has the   consonants - la –[- sa-] - ka- the- pa  and the  original Tamil 
word is    unavai /   malikai   pandankkalai  [saamanai ]   pankkidum   aal – person 
who   distributes the ration  ; unavu –food ; malikai- grocery ; pandankkal-   items 
; pankku- idu- divide ;  pankku- share ;  aal- person .  

lusukudabba  has the   consonants - la –[- sa-] - ka- the- [-pa-]   and the  original 
Tamil word is   malivu  vilai kadai  - ration shop ; malivu -   low price/cheap  ; vilai- 
price; kadai- shop .  

lusukudabba  has the   consonants - la –[- sa-] - ka- the- pa  and the  original Tamil 
word is   pidiththu kolluka  - to hold   ; pidikka- to hold .  

 

šul-a-lum: punishment (probably Akkadian loanword from šalaalu, 'to plunder; to 
deprive').  

sulalum   has the consonants –sa- la- ma  -and the  orignalTamil  word is thandam 
seithal  [ missing letter –the -] -  punish.  

salaalu  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   kollai  
kolluka   [ missing letter- ka-] – plunder.  
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salaalu  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is  allu  kollai 
[ missing letter- ka-] – plunder.  

salaalu  has the consonants – [-sa-] - la- and the  original Tamil  word is   muzhu  
kollai-[ missing letter- ka-] - whole sale plunder; muzhu- whole ; kollai- plunder .  

salaalu  has the consonants – sa-- la- and the  original Tamil  word is    ezhakka  
seika [ missing letter-ka-] - deprive ; ezhakka- to loose ;  ezhappu- loss ;  seika- do . 

salaalu  has the consonants – sa-- la- and the  original Tamil  word is onnumae 
illaamal  sei -  deprive . 

 salaalu  has the consonants –[- sa-] -- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  ezhavu [ 
missing letter- ka-]  -deprivation.  

   

šul-zi: worthy young man ('young man' + 'good; true').  

 sulzi has the   consonants- [-sa-] - la –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
elaignan -  young man . 

sulzi has the   consonants- [-sa-] - la –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is nalla-   
good  . 

sulzi has the   consonants- [-sa-] - la –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is payan 
ulla  [ missing letter- pa-] – useful . 

sulzi has the   consonants- -sa-- la –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  payan 
ulla sinna pillai [ missing letter- pa-] – useful little boy;  payan-  use; ulla-   has   ; 
sinna- small; pillai –child  . 

sulzi has the   consonants- [-sa-] - la –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is unmai 
ulla  - truthful ; unmai- truth; ulla- has . 

 

šúr-dù mušen: (trained) falcon ('fierce' + 'to work').  
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surdu   has the consonants - sa – Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
seettram – fierce.  

surdu   has the consonants - sa – Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   pani    
sithiduthar [ missing letter- pa-]  -to work . 

surdu   has the consonants - sa – Ra- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
payirchchi  thara patta  parunthu  / paeiri / uooru [ missing letter- pa-]   -trained 
eagle;  payirchchi- training  ;  thara –give ; thara  patta –given; parunthu –kite  .  

musen  has the consonants –ma- sa- an- and the  interpretation of the word is   -
andasam  [ missing  letter –the -]  - bird. 

 

ta-àm: what is it? ('from' + 3rd. sing. enclitic copula). 

taam  has the consonants- the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is enna thaam  -
what is it ?. 

 

 tab-ba: partner ('to join; to be double' + nominative). 

tabba   has the consonants -  the –pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pinaiththidu – to  join . 

tabba   has the consonants -  the –pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pootu- to  
join  . 

tabba   has the consonants -  the –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
panthiththidu – to join.  

tabba   has the consonants -  the –pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  ut- padu- 
join  . 

tabba   has the consonants -  the –[-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
inaiththidu – to  join . 
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tabba   has the consonants -  the –[-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
saeththidu  [ missing letter- sa-] – join . 

tabba   has the consonants -  the –[-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is santhi [ 
missing letter- sa-] – join.  

tabba   has the consonants -  the –[-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ottu 
/attu / madu / muththu -   join.  

tabba   has the consonants -  the –-pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aduppu- 
joining.  

tabba   has the consonants -  the –[-pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is thunai- 
partner.  

tabba   has the consonants -  the –[-pa-]-  and the   other interpretation of the  
word is soadu [ missing letter- sa-] - partner.  

tabba   has the consonants -  the –pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is erattippu [ 
missing letter- Ra-] – double.  

tabba   has the consonants -  the –-pa-  and the   other interpretation of the  word 
is thubaraa [missing letter –Ra-] - double. 

 

TAG.ME: (cf., šum). 

 

 taka4...lal: to open ('to open' + 'to reach'). 

takalal   has the consonants- the- ka  -la  -   and the   original Tamil  word is  
thekizhthal – open .   

takalal   has the consonants- the- ka  -la  -   and the   original Tamil  word is  vaai  
viduthal – open . 
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takalal   has the consonants- the- ka  -la  -   and the   original Tamil  word is   
avizhthal- open  . 

takalal   has the consonants- the- ka  -la  -   and the   original Tamil  word is   
villuthal –open . 

takalal   has the consonants- the- ka  -la  -   and the   original Tamil  word is   
vimmuthal  -open. 

takalal   has the consonants- the- ka  -la  -   and the   original Tamil  word is   kaatu  
avizhthal   - open.  

takalal   has the consonants- the- ka  -la  -   and the   original Tamil  word is 
anukuthal –to reach . 

takalal   has the consonants- the- ka  -la  -   and the   original Tamil  word is  
kaathilae  vizha -  to reach the ears ; kaathu –ear  . 

 takalal   has the consonants- the- ka  -la  -   and the   original Tamil  word is 
kittuthal –reach .  

 takalal   has the consonants- the- ka  -la  -   and the   original Tamil  word is 
thevittuthal – reach . 

takalal   has the consonants- the- ka  -la  -   and the   original Tamil  word is  
moozhkuthal –reach . 

 

 tám-še-lum: a resin, perhaps from the boxwood ('shiny; bound' ? + 'grain, seed' 
+ 'productive').  

tamselum   has the consonants - the  -ma- [-sa-] – la- am –and the  original Tamil  
word is minu minuththal  -shiny . 

tamselum   has the consonants - the  -ma- [-sa-] – la- am –and the  original Tamil  
word is mulai   thaaniyam  -sprounting grain ;thaaniyam /thinai - grain/ millet .  
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tamselum   has the consonants - the  -ma- [-sa-] – la- am –and the  original Tamil  
word is aakka vallamai  udamai [ missing letter- ka-]  -productive ; aakkam- 
making  ; vallamai –skill ; ulla- has  . 

tamselum   has the consonants - the  -ma- [-sa-] – la- am –and the  original Tamil  
word is mulaikkum vithaikal  [ missing letter- ka-]  - sprouting seeds ; mulaikka- 
sprout  ;  vithai –seed; vithaikal- seeds .  

tamselum   has the consonants - the  -ma- [-sa-] – la- am –and the  original Tamil  
word is nalla manam udaiya  kunkiliyam [ missing letter- ka-]  - resin with  good 
smell; nalla- good; manam –smell ; udaiya- has ; kunkkiliyam –resin . 

 

te-àm: (cf., ta-àm). 

 te-en: (cf., ten).  

 

te-eš...dug4/du11/e: to put together (?) (téš, 'together', + 'to speak/do'). 

teesdug   has the consonants – the- sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
saeithida vaendum  -do .  

teesdug   has the consonants – the-[- sa-] the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathaiththida vaendum – speak . 

teesdug   has the consonants – the- [-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaathida vaendum- to speak.  

teesdug   has the consonants – the- sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaai  asaiththida avendum – to speak ; vaai- mouth  ; asaikka- move .  

teesdug   has the consonants – the- sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
onnaa   saeththu  vaikka  vaendum  / udan vaikka  vaendum – put together; 
vaikka- keep ; onnaa   -as one ;  saeththidu –join/ gather  . 
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teesdug   has the consonants – the- [-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
onnaa   koodida – get together  ; koodu –to join/ mingle /assemble . 
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te-ge26(-d): to approach, meet (someone: dative); to attack, assault; to be 
frightened, worried (alternating class, marû stem; cf., te). 

tege has the consonants-  the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is anukidu – to 
approach.  

tege has the consonants-  the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is santhikka [ 
missing letter- sa-] – to meet.  

*tege has the consonants-  the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thakka  -
attack.  

*tege has the consonants-  the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is adikka – beat. 

tege has the consonants-  the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is uthaikka – kick.  

tege has the consonants-  the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mana  
vaethanai  adainthida – worried.  

tege has the consonants-  the –ka- and  the  original Tamil  word is  ninthikkai- 
inducing worry.   

tege has the consonants-  the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is achcham kondu 
[ missing letter- sa-] –frightened ;  achcham- fear  ; kondu –has . 

tege has the consonants-  the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is peethi  kondu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – frightened ;  peethi –fear .  
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tege has the consonants-  the –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadu  
nadunkka- frightened /trembling . 

 

 te-me-en; te-me: (cf., temen).  

te-te(-ma): (cf., te-ge26). 

 

 téš-bi: together ('together' + adverbial force suffix).  

tesbi   has the consonants – the- sa – [- pa-] - and the   interpretation  of the word 
is  suththaa   - together . 

tesbi   has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  – [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil word is  
onnaa inainthu –  together . 

tesbi   has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  –  pa- and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  thonthippaai  -together.  

tesbi   has the consonants – the- [-sa-]  – [- pa-] - and the  original Tamil word is  
oththumaiya-  united  together  . 

 

téš(-bi)...gu7: to devour everything; to consume ('together' + 'to eat'). 

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – sa -pa-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pusiththiduka  -eat. 

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – sa -pa-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
poathu  seika- eat ;  seika- do .  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – sa -pa-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
poosai  saithiduka –eat.     

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – sa –[-pa- ]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
amuthu  seika- eat ;  amuthu –food .  
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tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – sa –[- pa-] -  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mosiththiduka- eat.  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa-] – pa-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pakkidu –eat.   

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa-] – pa-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mookai  pidikka  thinnuku    -eat  heavily ; mookku-  nose; pidi –hold; thinnu –eat .  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa-] –[- pa-] -  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kottikkoa- eat.    

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa-] –[- pa-] -  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  manduka- eat.  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–[-pa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thinnuka –eat.  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–[-pa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   thueikka- eat.  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–[-pa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is    kai -thoduka- eat ;  kai- hand ; thoduka- touch .  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the –-sa- [-pa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
suvaiththiduka- eat .   

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–pa-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kottaappikka-   to eat.  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–[-pa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  undiduka  -eat.  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–[-pa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  udankku – together.  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–[-pa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kooda/ koodi - together.  
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tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–pa- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koottam  poada- to crowd together ;  koottam- crowd .   

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–pa- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koodi  poaka- to go  together; poaka –go .   

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–[- pa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  koodi  kondaaduka- celebrate together ;  kondaaduka- to celebrate  ;  
kondaattam- rejoice .    

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]– pa-- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koodi  padikka -  study  together ; padikka- read/ learn .  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]– pa-- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koodi  payanikka- travel together; payanam –travel .    

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–[-pa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thudakku- bring  together . 

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–[-pa-]-  ka-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  thaki-  devour.  

tesbigu  has the consonants-  the – [-sa -]–[-pa-]-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  nonkkidu – devour.  

 

 téš...i-i: to pray ('together' + 'to rise').  

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the-  sa-and the  original Tamil  word is thuthi  
seithidu – to pray ;  thuthi –prayer  

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is eranthidu 
[  missing letter- Ra-] – to  pray . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the- [- sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandraadu [  missing letter- Ra-] – to  pray ;  mandraattam- prayer . 
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téš...i-I  has the consonants- the-- sa--and the  original Tamil  word is murai idu 
seithidu [  missing letter- Ra-] – to  pray. 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the-- sa--and the other interpretation of the  word is 
sepiththidu [ missing  letter- pa-] – to pray . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the—[-sa-]--and the other interpretation of the  word 
is apittitham-[ missing  letter- pa-] –  prayer . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants-  the-- sa--and the  other interpretation of the  word is   
namas  seithidu – to pray . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the-- sa--and the  original Tamil  word is  yaasiththidu 
–beg . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the—[-sa--] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thendidu –beg . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants-  the-- sa--and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
pichchai edu [ missing  letter- pa-] – beg  . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the—[-sa--] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
unthidu-  rise.  

 téš...i-I  has the consonants- the—[-sa--] -and the  original Tamil  word is  uppidu  
[ missing letter- pa-] -rise   . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the—[-sa--] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thoandridu [ missing letter – Ra-]- to  rise .   

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the—[-sa--] -and the  original Tamil  word is  thidar- [ 
missing letter – Ra-]- to rise. 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the—[-sa--] -and the  original Tamil  word is   thaeri-
to rise.  

téš...i-I  has the consonants-  the—[- sa-] --and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is pampidu [missing letter pa-] –rise.  
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téš...i-I  has the consonants-  the—[- sa-] --and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is  empidu –rise.  

téš...i-I  has the consonants-  the—[- sa-] --and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is maedu  -rise.  

téš...i-I  has the consonants-  the—[- sa-] --and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is  yaenthidu  -rise  high . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants-  the—- sa---and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is  siranthidu [ missing letter – Ra-]- rise high. 

téš...i-I  has the consonants-  the—- sa---and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is  uyarnthidu - [ missing letter – Ra-]- rise high. 

téš...i-I  has the consonants-  the—[-- sa--]--and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is  yaettram [ missing letter – Ra-]— to rise. 

téš...i-I  has the consonants-  the—[-- sa--]--and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is   yaeridu  [ missing letter – Ra-]—to rise .  

téš...i-I  has the consonants-  the—[-- sa--]--and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is   munnaetram-[ missing letter – Ra-]— to  rise . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the-[- sa-] ---and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is  maem -paadu [ missing letter- pa-] –rise  high . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the-[- sa-] ---and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is  unnidu –rise. 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the-[- sa-] ---and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is  mun-n- idu- rise. 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the -[- sa-] ---and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is   ondraai  -[ missing letter – Ra-]-   together . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the -[- sa-] ---and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is   ondroadu  ondraai -[ missing letter – Ra-]- together . 
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téš...i-I  has the consonants- the -[- sa-] ---and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is   ondru saernthu-[ missing letter – Ra-]-  together . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the -[- sa-] ---and the  other  Tamil interpretation of 
the  word is   ondru enainthu --[ missing letter – Ra-]-  together . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the -[- sa-] ---and the   original   Tamil  word is  
thoattram [ missing letter – Ra-]- appearance   /rise . 

téš...i-I  has the consonants- the - sa----and the  other interpretation of the  word 
is   tharisanam  [ missing letter – Ra-]- appearance   . 

 

téš(-a)...sì-ke: to make agree ('together' ( + locative) + 'to put, place, cause'). 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [-sa-] – [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   inankkiduka-  agree . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- sa-– [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  isainthiduka- agree  . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [-sa-] -– [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  inainthiduka- agree . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [-sa-] – [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  inakkamaayidu  -agree  . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [-sa-]  - [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   udan paduka [ missing  letter- pa-] – agree . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [-sa-]  - [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  udan padkki seithiduka  [ missing  letter- pa-] –  to make an agreement; 
udan  padikkai- agreement  ; udan padu –to agree  ; seithidu –do  . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- sa- - [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   oppantham seithiduka [ missing  letter- pa-] –  to make an agreement . 
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téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [-sa-] - - [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  pothu paduka [ missing  letter- pa-] – agree  . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- sa - [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  posukkinda  [ missing  letter- pa-] – agree  . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [-sa-]  - [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  oththukkoa /  oththu kondiduka  - agree . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- sa-- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai kaattiduka/ kai asaiththiduka -   agree ; kai- hand ;  asaikka- move 
/shake . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [- sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kadai  koodida  - agree. 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [- sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    mandai   yaei  aattuka- to nod the head  ; mandai-  head  ; aattuka- to 
shake  . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [- sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    manathukku  pidiththa/ ukantha [ missing  letter- pa-]- agreeable; 
manam- mind  ; pidiththida-  liking  . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [- sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  
word is    oaam  paduka [ missing  letter- pa-]-  to give consent . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [- sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is mukamaathal [ missing  letter- la-] –agree . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-- sa--- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is sammathikka  vaendum - agree . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the—[-sa-] --- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is   anumathikka- agree . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [- sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   yaeththukoa  -agree . 
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téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [- sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   oththu iyankku- concur . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [- sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is    udankku -  together.  

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [- sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thudakku-  bring together.  

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [- sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   kooda  / koodi -  together.  

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- [- sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is ondraaka [ missing letter- Ra-] - together . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  sa--- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is ondrudan ondraaka-[ missing letter- Ra-]-  together.  

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  sa--- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  ondru saernthu [ missing letter- Ra-] –together . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  sa--- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is ondraviththu- [ missing letter- Ra-] –together. 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  sa--- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is ondru  koodi [ missing letter- Ra-] –together . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [- sa-]-- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is iduka-   put . 

 téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [- sa-]-- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  poottuka [ missing  letter- pa-] - put.  

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [- sa-]-- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   vaiththiduka- put  / to  keep /to place  . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  sa-- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   adaichchiduka- put . 
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téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   mun iduka- put before . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   adakku-  put down.  

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  aninthiduka- put on  . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   uduththiduka-  put on.  

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   poaduka [ missing letter- pa-] - put on . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- -sa--- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   soodiduka- put on . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the- -sa--- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  saaththiduka- put on  . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  appiduka [ missing letter- pa-]  -put on . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  mee-k-kondiduka -put on . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   neekkiduka- put out . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is thoduththu  viduka- put out.     

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thaamathikka- put off . 

 téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is neduka viduka- put off.   
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téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  neetti poaduka  [ missing letter- pa-] - put off . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   amaiththiduka- put up . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is payan paduththuka-[ missing letter- pa-]- put to use; 
payan – use .  

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word  adaivu  -  the cause . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word  kathai –the cause . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word  thoonduka- to cause.  

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word  undu panniduka--[ missing letter- pa-]-  to cause . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word  uookkuvikkum  noakkam- cause . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word   ethuvu -  the cause . 

téš(-a)...sì-ke   has the consonants -the-  [-sa-] -- [-sa-] - ka -  and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word    seivikka- cause [seivi] . 

 

 téš...(nu-)tuku: to have (no) shame; shameless ('shame, modesty' + ('not' + ) 'to 
have').  
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téš...(nu-)tuku has the consonants - the -sa –an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  vetkam  /utku /   naanam /   soodu /  maanam  kidaiyaathu – no  shame ; 
vetkam- shyness ; naanam- shyness; maanam- diginity; kidaiyaathu –no   . 

téš...(nu-)tuku has the consonants - the –[-sa-]  –an- the- ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vetka  kaedu  kondu –  to have shame; kaedu- damage/defect . 

téš...(nu-)tuku has the consonants - the –[-sa-]  –an- the- ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vetkam / maanam  kettavan- shameless person ; kettavan- bad 
person . 

téš...(nu-)tuku has the consonants - the –[-sa-]  –an- the- ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thookkuni   manithan-  shame less person . 

téš...(nu-)tuku has the consonants - the –sa-–an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  vetkam ketta  paechchu – shameless speech; paechchu- speech  . 

téš...(nu-)tuku has the consonants - the –sa-–an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  adakka odukkam-mikka   manithan - modest  person; manithan- man ; 
adakka  odukkam- humbleness/ modesty  .  

téš...(nu-)tuku has the consonants - the –sa-–an- the- ka – and the  original Tamil  
word is  koochcha kunam   konda  manithan -shame faced / modest  person; 
koochcham –shyness ; kunam- character ; konda-  has; manithan –man .  

téš...(nu-)tuku has the consonants - the –[-sa- ]-–an- the- ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  amaithaiyaana  [ santha] [Skt] kunam kondavan – modest  person; 
amaithi- peace/calmness/ silence ; kunma- nature; konda- has; kondavan- one 
who  has .  

téš...(nu-)tuku has the consonants - the –[-sa- ]-–an- the- ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thun adakkam  kondavan / un assuming  person; thun  -self;  
adakkam – humble / un assuming  . 

téš...(nu-)tuku has the consonants - the –[-sa- ]-–an- the- ka – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  panivaana  kunam konda manithan [ missing  letter- pa-]  - modest  
person;   panivu –modesty .  
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gišti: strut, brace, rib ('rib').  

gisti   has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is muttu  
kattai [ uthai  maana kattai ]  - supporting wood; kattai –wood /stick  . 

gisti   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pinai 
kattu [ missing letter- pa-]   - brace.  

gisti   has the consonants – ka- sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kattu  
sattakam – braced framing.  

gisti   has the consonants – ka- sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is ‘’ta’’ vadiva  
thaankku  sattam – angle brace.  

gisti   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kattu  -–
brace.  

 gisti   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
vittam – the brace connecting the two rafters.  

gisti   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thida 
paduththuka [ missing letter- pa-] - brace.  

gisti   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kantha  
patti  [ missing letter- pa-] -  brace.  

gisti   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
inaiththiduda- brace.  

gisti   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- the- and the other interpretation of the 
word is  thuvanthuvam  - brace.  

gisti   has the consonants – ka- sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kurukku 
sattam [ missing letter- Ra-] -– brace.  

gisti   has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is uram 
kodukka  [ missing letter- Ra-] - brace.  
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gisti   has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is erukkidu  
[ missing letter- Ra-]  -to brace.  

gisti   has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinaiththiduka [ missing letter- pa-]  - brace.  

 gisti   has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kattu-k-
kathavu – braced door; kathavu –door/ gate . 

 gisti   has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is kantha 
patti [ missing letter- pa-]  –braces. 

gisti   has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pakka 
vaattu anaippu[ missing letter- pa-]  – lateral bracing ; pakka  vattam- lateral side . 

gisti   has the consonants – ka-[- sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is mikai 
anaippu  koottu [ missing letter- pa-]   – overhead bracing . 

gisti   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thakadu  
thaikka- to fasten corner  braces.  

gisti   has the consonants – ka- -sa- the- and the  original Tamil  word is nenju  
koottu  enpu  [ missing letter- pa-]  - chest  bone /rib ; nenju –chest ;koodu- cage ; 
enpu –bone  . 

 

ti...bal: to signal (?) ('arrow' + 'to revolve').  

tibal   has the consonants - the – [- pa-]  –la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
adaiyaala  mozhi  sollu  / adaiyaala   seithi  thaa [ missing letter- sa-]  - to give 
signal ; adaiyaalam –sign ; mozhi –word/ language; sollu –tell ; seithi- news . 

tibal   has the consonants - the – [- pa-]  –la- and the  original Tamil  word is saadai  
seithial [ missing letter- sa-]  - to give signal ; saadai- signal ; seithidu –do . 

tibal   has the consonants - the – pa –la- and the  original Tamil  word is amapai 
yeithiduthal – to shoot the arrow; ampu –arrow; yeithidu –discharge  . 
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tibal   has the consonants - the – [-pa-] –la- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sazhaluthal  [ missing letter- sa-]  -revolving . 

 

ti-gi4: kettledrum ('to approach; to assault' + 'to return; to answer'). 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kittu/  kittukai  
-  draw near . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  anukidu – 
approach .  

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  anduka -
approach . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is naaduka- 
approach . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is -kadumaiyaaka  
thaakku –assault   severly  ;  kadumai –severe ; thakku –attack . 

*tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is adikka-  beat . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thattuka- to 
beat.  

 tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kottuka –to 
beat . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kuththuka-  to 
punch . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kaththi  
kuththu- stab; kaththi- knife ; kuththu –to stab  . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kuththu  
kaththi  kondu  thaakku -  stab with the knife . 
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tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kuththu 
kaayam-  wound  by  stab ; kaayam –wound . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kuththu vettu – 
wound by  a stab ; vettu –cut . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is uthaikka- to 
kick.  

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  other interpretation  of the  word is 
savuttuka / thuvasam seika  [  missing letter- sa-]-  to kick /asault . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is sandai iduka [ 
missing letter- sa-] –to fight; sandai –fight; iduka- do . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is mithikka –to  
stamp . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is idikka- hit 

 tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is moathuka-hit.   

 tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is naiya pudaikka 
[ missing letter- pa-] – to assault severly . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is manathai punn 
paduththuka [ missing letter- pa-] -- to hurt one’s heart ; manathu- mind; punn 
paduththu- hurt. 

 tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vidai   kodu – 
to  answer ; vidai- answer; kodu –give  . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vinaavukku 
vidai kodu - to give the answer  to the question; vinaa- question  . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is vinaa vidai-  
question  and answer. 
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tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is oththu  kodu – 
be answerable . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thun iyakka  
vidai- auto answer ;  thun –self .  

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thodankku – 
originate answer . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kottu – drum  

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is sakandai 
missing  letter- sa-] –  a drum  . 

*tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is thakkai- drum  

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the other interpretation  of the word is  
vaaththiyam -  drum  

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kandai- a drum 

 tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kadippu [  
missing  letter- pa-]  – drum stick  

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is sakadai [ 
missing  letter- sa-] -  a large drum  

*tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is edakkai-  a  
large double headed drum . 

*tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is udukkai- 
kettle drum . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is padakam [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -  kettle drum . 

tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is koadanai- 
drum . 
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tigi   has the consonants  - the - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is meendu vaa –
to return / madankki vaa –to return . 

 

 dugti-lim-da: a vessel ('lives' + 'thousand' + 'with').  

dugtilimda  has the consonants- the- ka -the - la –ma- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   nalla vaazhakkai  / koodi   vaazhnthiduthal  vaendum  -to have a good life  
together; nalla- good; vaazhkkai- life; koodu- assemble/ gather ; vaazha- to live .  

dugtilimda  has the consonants- the- ka -the - la –ma- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is kudi thanni  vaiththu  ulla   velli kudam /thankka kudam   - a  silver/ gold 
vessel for keeping drinking water ; kudi thanni- drinking  water ; velli –silver; 
thankkam- gold ; kudam- pot .  

dugtilimda  has the consonants- the- ka -the - la –ma- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is   mathippu illatha moonu  poojiyankalukku  munnaal   enn onnai  ittaal   
kidaikkum   mathippu  udaiya  enn   /elakkam - puthai  [ missing letter- pa-]  -  the 
no  that comes when one places   numerical no  1 before  3 zeros  is – 1000; 
mathippu- valuve /respect ; moonu- 3;  poojiyam- 0 ; munnaal- before ; enn- 
numerical number ; onnu- one; idu –put / keep; mathippu  udaiya enn- the 
numericl number with value  ; elakkam- numerical number  ; puthai -1000 . 

sakasram [Skt]   has the consonants – -[-sa-]-- ka—[-sa-]-- Ra- ma – and the  
original  Tamil  word is   enn kanakku   aayiram-  numerical 1000 ;  enn- numercial 
no ; kanakku –calculation ; aayiram -1000. 

 

ti-mar-uru5: arrow quiver (?) (play on tu15-mar-uru5 (?), 'flood'; 'arrow' + 'to 
enclose' + 'high, deep').  

timaruru   has the consonants –the -  ma-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
ampuraa  thuni [ missing letter- pa-] – arrow quiver; ampu –arrow .  

timaruru   has the consonants –the -  ma-  Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  thooneeram-   arrow quiver. 
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timaruru   has the consonants –the -  ma-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
neer yaettram  - flood  ;  neer- water ; yaettram- raise/ increase  .  

timaruru   has the consonants –the -  ma-  Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  asththiram  [ missing letter- sa-] – arrow.  

timaruru   has the consonants –the -  ma-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
saram  thoduththidu [ missing letter- sa-] –  shoot  arrows; saram-  arrow; 
thoduththidu –to discharge . 

timaruru   has the consonants –the -  ma-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
theeram – arrow.  

timaruru   has the consonants –the -  ma-  Ra – and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is  paththiram [ missing letter- pa-]-  arrow.  

timaruru   has the consonants –the -  ma-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  
uyar-idam  / uyaramaanathu  – high;  uyaram- height; idam- place  . 

timaruru   has the consonants –the -  ma-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mooduthar / moiththar – enclose.    

 

ti-mud...gál: to create life ('life' + 'to give birth' + 'to be').  

timudgal has the consonants –the- ma- the -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  nalla  mana  vaazhakkaiyaei   amaiththu kolluthal  vaendum -  to  have a good 
marital life ; nalla- good; manam- marriage; vaazhkkai- life  ; amaikka –to set . 

timudgal has the consonants –the- ma- the -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is  nalla  vakaiyil  vaazhnthu  kaatta  vaedum- to lead a  good  life; nalla- good; 
vakai- way  ;  vaazhnthidu –to live; kaattu –show . 

timudgal has the consonants –the- ma- the -ka –la- and the  original  Tamil  word 
is    kuzhanthai  eenuthal  vaendum – to give birth to a child; kuzhanthai- child; 
eenuthal- to deliver .  
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ti-na: adv., strongly ('to live; healthy' + subordination suffix /-a/).  

tina   has the consonants-  the – an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  uyir udan iru 
[ missing  letter- Ra -] –to be alive; uyir- life;  udan- with ; iru –to be present    . 

tina   has the consonants-  the – an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nalam udan [ 
missing  letter- la-] -  healthy; nalam- health  . 

tina   has the consonants-  the – an-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
aaniththram-aai [ missing  letter- Ra -]-  strongly.  

  

ti...ra: to shoot an arrow ('arrow' + 'to stab'). 

tira  has the consonants -the- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is eetti  / udu   / 
theeram  eithiduthar – to shoot the arrow; udu –arrow .  

tira  has the consonants -the- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  theeram / 
thooriyam / aththiri -  arrow /dart .   

tira  has the consonants -the- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaeiththiduthar – to stab.   

tira  has the consonants -the- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  punn-  
paduthiduthar  [ missing letter- pa-] –wound .  

 

 ti-rí-gálal: a small bird ('arrow' + 'city' + 'to dwell').  

tirigalal   has the consonants- the- Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is  kudi  
eruththal- to  dwell . 

tirigalal   has the consonants- the- Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is   
thalai   nakaram -   capital city ; thalai- head ;  nakaram-city  . 
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tirigalal   has the consonants- the- Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is   
koattai  koththalam  konda  uoor-  fortified city ; koattai –castle; koththalam- 
bulwark   ;konda- has  ; uoor- village . 

tirigalal   has the consonants- the- Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is    
koor munai  konda   yaenthilai -   sharp  spear ; koor- sharp; munai- tip ; konda- 
has  . 

tirigalal   has the consonants- the- Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is    
sittu kurivukal / kuruvikalin  koottam   [ missing letter- sa-] –house sparrows; sittu 
kuruvi- sparrow ; kootam- crowd  /group.  

tirigalal   has the consonants- the- Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is  
valasai  poathar  [ missing letters- pa –and- sa-]- bird  migration.     

tirigalal   has the consonants- the- Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is   
kaathar   kuruvikal- love birds ;   kaathar/ kaathal- love .   

tirigalal   has the consonants- the- Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is   
theeve   kurvikal- foreign birds ;   kuruvi  –small bird  .  

tirigalal   has the consonants- the- Ra- ka- la – and the original Tamil  word is   
andril  kuruvi- Indian love bird.   

 

gišti-zú: barbed arrow ('arrow' + 'teeth; flint'). 

gistizu   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  the –sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuntham –barbed  dart   . 

gistizu   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  the –[-sa-] -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaandam / kuthai  - arrow.  

gistizu   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  the –[-sa-] -   and the  original Tamil  
word is  vandu – arrow . 
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gistizu   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  the –[-sa-] -   and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is vaethikai  -  arrow.  

gistizu   has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  the –sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vidoosi  - arrow.  

gistizu   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -  the –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuntha  padai [ missing  letter- ] – dart.  

gistizu   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -  the –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kuntham - spear.  

gistizu   has the consonants – ka- [- sa-] -  the –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is     kuththu eetti – spear . 

gistizu   has the consonants – ka-  sa--  the –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is     
thee moottum  sikki   mukki  kal  [ missing  letter- la-]-  flint stone ; thee- fire ; 
moottu- induce/ kindle  ;  sikki mukki   kal –flint stone ; kal- stone .  

gistizu   has the consonants – ka-  [-sa-] --  the –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  oli kadal  [ missing  letter- la-]-  teeth ; oli –light; kadal- sea . 

 

tigi-nì-du10-ga/e: harp of beautiful sound ('harp' + 'thing' + 'sweet' + genitive). 

tigi-nì-du10-ga/e    has the consonants  -the- ka-  an- the- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaathukkum   manathukkum   inimai kodukkum   yaazh oli  [ 
missing letter- zha/ la-] – pleasant sound  of a harp  for the ears and  the  mind; 
kaathu –ear;  maanthu-  mind ; inimai- pleasantness; kodukka- to give  ;yaazh –
lyre  ; oli –sound    . 

tigi-nì-du10-ga/e    has the consonants  -the- ka-  an- the- ka –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   mikuntha  inimai  kondathu – sweet one; mikuntha – excess .  

 

 til-lu-ug: elephant ('lion-killer' ?). 
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tilluug  has the consonants  -the -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanthaa 
vaalam-  elephant  with the ivory tusk; thantham-ivory   . 

tilluug  has the consonants  -the -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koattu  
malai – elephant. 

 tilluug  has the consonants  -the -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kodum 
puli  [missing letter- pa-] –lion; kodumai- ferocious ;  puli –tiger  .   

tilluug  has the consonants  -the -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vat -
puli[missing letter- pa-]  lion.  

tilluug  has the consonants  -the -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudankulai- lion as  having mane.  

tilluug  has the consonants  -the -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  madankal 
–lion.  

tilluug  has the consonants  -the -la –ka- and the other interpretation  of the word 
is   theeththa pinkkalam missing letter- pa-] –lion.  

tilluug  has the consonants  -the -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thuthikkai 
/ thumpikkai / puzhaikkai  /  ulla   kaattu vilankku   -vaezham  /azhuvai   /kaezhal / 
kada maa [ missing  letter- pa-]- – animal with the trunk; thumpikkai / puzhukkai –
trunk ; kaaadu –woods ; vilankku –animal  ; vaezham- elephant   . 

tilluug  has the consonants  -the -la –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  koa 
vilankai  kollum vilanku  -the animal that kills the  king of the beasts   ;  koa- king; 
vilankku –animal  ; koa vilankku- king of the beasts –lion  ; kollu –kill  . 

 

 tir-an-na: rainbow ('forest' + 'sky' + genitive).  

tiranna  has the consonants –the- Ra - an –and the original Tamil  word is nettri  -
sky.  
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tiranna  has the consonants –the- Ra - an –and the original Tamil  word is kaattu 
arann [ missing letter–ka-]–forest ; kaadu –forest ; arann- defensive barrier/ fort  . 

tiranna  has the consonants –the- Ra - an –and the original Tamil  word is  netri 
thirunam / thirunathai / thuroanam – sky  bow.  

tiranna  has the consonants –the- Ra - an –and the  other interpretation of the 
word is Indra thanusu [ missing letter –sa-]  – bow of lord Indra . 

 

TU-gur4 mušen: (cf., tum12-gur4 mušen). 

 

 tu-lu: to be/make loose or limp (Akkadian tulluu, 'to hang up'). 

*tulu   has the consonants  -the-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thola thola  
nnu -  loose  one/ flaccidity/ baggy . 

tulu   has the consonants  -the-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is   nonduthal   
limping.  

tulu   has the consonants  -the-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  naalthal- to 
hang.  

tulu   has the consonants  -the-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  thuyalthal-  
hang.    

 

gištu-lu-bu-um: plane tree or wood (Akkadian dulbum, 'Oriental plane tree').  

gistulubuum   has the consonants - ka – sa-– the- la- pa- ma –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  suvaiyaana  kaattaththi  pazham -   tasty sycamore fruit; suvai –
taste ; kaattu aththi  -sycomore ; pazham –fruit .  

gistulubuum   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - the- la- [- pa-] - ma –and the  
original Tamil  word is  kattaththi  akaliyam  - sycomore tree . 
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gistulubuum   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - the- la- [- pa-] - ma –and the   
other interpretation  of the   word is  ulokitham  - sandal wood tree.  

gistulubuum   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-]– the- la-  pa- ma –and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thampulo valli  - red wood.  

gistulubuum   has the consonants - ka – sa- the- la-  pa- ma –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaattu    pachchilai   maram [ missing letter- Ra-] -  rose wood; 
kaadu –woods ;  maram- tree  ;  pachchai  - green; ilai- leaf .  

gistulubuum   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - the- la-  [-pa-] - ma –and the  
original Tamil  word is   karuththaali  maram [ missing letter- Ra-] -  a tree.  

gistulubuum   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - the- la-  [-pa-] - ma –and the  
original Tamil  word is  koazhi  kudi maram [ missing letter- Ra-] -Indian mast tree .  

gistulubuum   has the consonants - ka – [-sa-] - the- la-  pa- ma –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  malai  vaempu  thadi – Chittagong  wood ; thadi- wood/ stick 
/timber  ; malai-  mountain .  

 

tu-ra: (cf., tur5 ).  

tu-ud: (cf., tud).  

 

tu6-tu6: incantations (reduplicated 'exorcistic formula').  

tutu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is oaathidu – utter 
incantations. 

tutu  has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  paei  oaattida [   
missing letter- pa-] – exorcism; paei- ghost; oaattu –drive away  . 

 

tu15...dirig: (cf., ní...dirig).  
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tud-sum: onion or garlic bulb for planting ('to beget' + 'onion'). 

tudsum   has the consonants –  the- [-sa-]  - ma – and the  original Tamil word is  
peththida-num [ missing letter- pa-]-   to beget ;  padaiththida -num – to create .   

tudsum   has the consonants –  the- [-sa-]  - ma – and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  matha madu   -garlic.  

tudsum   has the consonants –  the- [-sa-]  - ma – and the  original Tamil word is  
manam udaiya  poondu [ missing letter- pa-]-  aromatic  garlic ;manam- smell 
/aroma ; udaiya- has; poondu –garlic  . 

tudsum   has the consonants –  the- sa- - ma – and the  original Tamil word is   
poondu  sediyaei  nada-num [ missing letter- pa-]-  to plant  garlic  plant.; sedi- 
plant ; nadu –to plant  . 

tudsum   has the consonants –  the- [-sa-]  - ma – and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  kutham [ missing letter- ka-] –onion.  

tudsum   has the consonants –  the- [-sa-]  - ma – and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  kanthakam [ missing letter- ka-] -onion. 

tudsum   has the consonants –  the- [-sa-]  - ma – and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  mukanthakam  [missing letter- ka-] -onion. 

tudsum   has the consonants –  the- sa- - ma – and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  sukantham [ missing letter- ka-] -onion.  

tudsum   has the consonants –  the- sa- - ma – and the  interpretation  of the  
word is  theetchchana  kanthakam [missing letter- ka-]- onion. 

 

 túg-bir7-ra: torn clothes ('cloth' + 'to rip to pieces' + nominative).  

tugbirra has the consonants-  the - ka –pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
peeru  patta  kanthai thuni – torn cloth ; peeriyathu –torn  ; thuni- cloth . 
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tugbirra has the consonants-  the - ka –pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  pari 
vattam- cloth . 

tugbirra has the consonants-  the - ka –pa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is  
thundu  thundukaa  aruththu  poaduka- to rip  to pieces; thundu- bit/ piece ;aru –
tear  .  

  

túg-dim-gal(-la-k): sail on a mast ('cloth' + 'mast' + genitive).  

tugdimgal   has the   consonants  -the - ka – the- ma – ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kappal-udaiya   pinai  vada  kampam [ missing letter- pa-]-  guyed 
mast of the ship ; kappal-  ship; kampam- post  . 

tugdimgal   has the   consonants  -the - ka – the- ma – ka- la –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kappal-udaiya   paai - yaei   valiththida  vaendum [ missing letter- 
pa-]-  – hoist sail ;  kappal- ship  ; paai –sail  . 

 

TÚG-DU8: textile fuller ('cloth' + 'residue; to bake') 

tugdu  has the consonants- the- ka-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  koadi 
thuni-  cloth . 

tugdu  has the consonants- the- ka-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is   kanthai 
thuni- torn cloth; thuni -cloth. 

tugdu  has the consonants- the- ka-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is thuni  
thaippavan [ missing  letter- pa-] – tailor ; thaikka- to stitch .  

tugdu  has the consonants- the- ka-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  thunna  
vinaignan -  tailor; thunnu- weave / stitch /sew ; vinai –action  .  

tugdu  has the consonants- the- ka-  the - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   thaanthu veekan – tailor.  
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tugdu  has the consonants- the- ka-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaattuka- bake.    

tugdu  has the consonants- the- ka-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeka  
vaiththiduka- boil.    

tugdu  has the consonants- the- ka-  the - and the  original Tamil  word is kittam- 
residuum.    
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                                                  Page-149 

 

 

túg-gú-lal: blanket (for an animal) ('cloth' + 'back of neck' + 'to drape').  

tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  original Tamil  word    
pinnan-k-kazhuthu [ missing letter- pa-]  nape of the neck; pin- back; kazhuthhtu- 
neck  .  

tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  original Tamil  word  thukil – 
cloth  .   

tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  original Tamil  word  kudi 
seelai-[ missing letter- pa-]- loin cloth . 

tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is lankkoadu – loin cloth.  

tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  azhukku  aadai- dirty cloth; azhukku –dirt; aadai- clothe .  

tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vellai  vaetti - white dhothi  ; vellai- white; vaetti- dhothi  . 

tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  semmai  kattuthal [ missing letter- sa-] – to dress .    

tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  paanku  pannuthal  [ missing letter- pa-] - to dress neatly . 

tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  thalai koalam – head dress ;  thalai- head .  

tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  ezhavu  uduppu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  mourning  dress; ezhavu /izhavu  –
wail; uduppu- clothe .  
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tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  melliya  kampali  aadai /thuni [ missing letter- pa-]-  –wollen cloth; 
kampali –wool ; aadai- dress .  

tuggulal   has the consonants - the - ka - la  -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  thonkkal  oppanai-[ missing letter- pa-]- drapery ; thonkkal- hanging; 
oppanai- beautification   . 

 

túg-gur8/gur: the last plowing (originally LAK 483 + 'deep').  

tugur  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is iruthi  
muraiyaaka  / iruthiyaaka  oru  murai    yaeru   oaattuka –final  ploughing ; iruthi- 
final ; oru  murai- one time ; yaeru- plow ; oaattuka- to drive  . 

 tugur  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
iruthiyaaka-   last /final.  

tugur  has the consonants – the- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaeru  
oaattuka – ploughing  ; yaeru –a plow .  

 

túg-íb-dù: a woolen garment ('cloth' + 'waist, hips' + 'to mould'). 

tugibdu has the consonants - the –ka- [-pa-]- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kanthai thuni-  torn clothes; thuni- cloth .   

tugibdu has the consonants - the –ka- pa-the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
pattu pudavai  thuni –  silk saree; pattu-  silk; pudavai- saree . 

tugibdu has the consonants - the –ka- [-pa-]- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaetti thuni –dhothi; vaetti- dhothi . 

tugibdu has the consonants - the –ka- pa- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
iduppu  pakuthi -  waist ; idai- waist; pakuthi- part . 
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tugibdu has the consonants - the –ka- pa- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kundi  pakuthi  -  waist; kundi- hip/ buttock  . 

tugibdu has the consonants - the –ka- [-pa-] - the - and the  other interpretation  
of the  word is  kadi  thadam-  waist . 

tugibdu has the consonants - the –ka- pa- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
iduppu kavattai -  hip   . 

tugibdu has the consonants - the –ka- pa- the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
achchu  vadivam  kodu / vadivam amaiththidu [ missing letter- sa-] – to mould; 
achchu- mould; vadivam- shape; amaiththidu –set . 

 

 túg-ku-ru-um: mourning (?) clothes (Akkadian kuuru , 'daze, depression, 
stupor').  

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is thaankka  onna  thuyaram- misery ; thaankku- to bear ; onaa- no  ; thuyaram –
grief . 

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kodun- thuyram  - severe  misery; kadumai/ kodumai- severe . 

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  aaraa  mana thuyram - melancholy [ meelaa  mana kavalai  ] ; aaraa-  not 
curable ; manam- mind; thuyaram- suffering ; meelaa- can not come back ; 
kavalai- worry . 

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  perum thunpam kondida[ missing  letter- pa-] –severe  sadness; peru- big; 
thunpam- suffering . 

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mikuntha  mana  varuththam – severe  sadness ; mikuntha- excess; varththam 
–worry . 
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tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the other interpretation  
of the word is  thukka / kaetha  kaariyam -   mourning ; thukkam- grief .  

 tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kadun-k-  kazhivu irakkam [  missing  letter- zha-] – melancholy ; kadumai- 
severe . 

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the other interpretation  
of the word is  thukka  saakaram [  missing  letter- sa-] – ocean of misery ; saagar-
sea . 

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the other interpretation  
of the word is  karumaathi  udai / thukka-ththai [ kaetham]   kurikkum  udai [  
missing  letter- pa-]-  dress for mourning  ; karumaathi- funeral ; udai- dress 
;thukkam- grief  .   

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the other interpretation  
of the word is  uththira kirikai – mourning  ritual.  

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  veedu  paerai  noakki  iruthi  payanam [  missing  letter- pa-]- final  journey  to  
paradise; veedu  paeru- heaven ; noakki- towards ; iruthi- final; payanam- travel .  

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  eranthoarkkaana  iruthi  vanakkam -   last  homage to the dead ; eranthavar-  
dead person; vanakkam- homage . 

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  erantha  uravinarkkaana / neeththaar-kkaana   iruthi  kadamai -  final duty  for 
the dead;  erantha- dead  ; uravainar- relatives;  uyir  neeththaar- dead person ; 
kadamai- duty  .  

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  soarvu  adaintha  manathu [   missing  letter- sa-] –depressed  mood  ; soarvu- 
tiredness ;   adaiya- attain / have ; maanthu- mind . 
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tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maka  paeru  aduththa  mantham [  missing  letter- pa-] – puperal depression; 
makavu- child  ;  maka paeru- delivery ;   aduththa- next /following   ;mantham- 
dullness .  

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the other interpretation  
of the word is  vasththiram [Skt] - cloth.  

tugkuruum  has the  consonants-  the -ka  -Ra- ma -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pari vattam [  missing  letter- pa-] – cloth. 

kuru   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is erakkam-  
depression.  

kuru   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is mana soarvu  [   
missing  letter- sa-] - mental  depression.  

kuru   has the consonants - ka –Ra- and the original Tamil word is  unarvu  kuraivu 
-  stupor; unarvu –sense/ feel/ consciousness ; kuraivu- less .  

 

túg-me-zé-er-ra: rags ('cloth' + 'function' + 'to tear up, break' + nominative). 

tugmezeerra  has the consonants- the - ka - ma –[-sa-]- Ra-and the  original Tamil  
word is  pari vattam [   missing letter- pa-]- cloth . 

tugmezeerra  has the consonants- the - ka - ma –sa- Ra-and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  vasthiram – cloth.  

tugmezeerra  has the consonants- the - ka - ma –[-sa-]- Ra-and the  original Tamil  
word is  keerida vendum  -to tear; keeru –incise/ cut  . 

tugmezeerra  has the consonants- the - ka - ma –[-sa-]- Ra-and the  original Tamil  
word is murikka  vaendum- to break  ; murikka- break . 

 

 túg-mu-dur7[BU]-ra: (cf., mu-dur7(-ra)). 
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 túg-níg-bàra-(g): bed spread ('cloth' + 'thing' + 'stretched out'). 

tugnigbara    has the consonants - the - ka -  an - ka – pa- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   padukkai  thuni  virippu – bed spread; padukkai-  bed; thuni –
cloth; virikka- to spread .  

tugnigbara    has the consonants - the - ka -  an - ka – pa- Ra – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  virivu  paduththa  vaendum – to expand ; virivaakkam- expansion .  

 

 túg-níg-dára: loincloth ('cloth' + 'thing' + 'to bind; belt, sash').  

tugnigdara has the consonants -  the- ka - an  - ka  - the - Ra – and the   original 
Tamil  word is  kund-iyir kattum   koavana thuni – loin cloth ; kundi- hip/ buttock ; 
kattu –to tie/ wear ;  thuni- cloth  . 

tugnigdara has the consonants -  the- ka - an  - ka  - the - Ra – and the   original 
Tamil  word is  ondrudan ondrai  ianikka / inaiththu kattuka-  to bind ; inaikka- to 
unite . 

tugnigdara has the consonants -  the- ka - an  - ka  - the - Ra – and the   original 
Tamil  word is  arai naan  kayeiru / vaaradai  katta  vaendum  – to wear the rope  
belt for the hip ; arai- half / hip ;  kayeiru –rope; kattu –to wear/ tie  . 

 

túg-níg-dára-gála-sír-ra: pubic band or napkin for a woman ('cloth' + 'thing' + 'to 
bind; belt, sash' + 'vulva' + 'dense; feverish' + nominative).  

tugnigdaragalasirra   has the consonants-  the - ka   -an- ka  -the- Ra - ka –la- sa- 
Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   maatha vidaai   kaanum / al -kullil   uthira 
poakku  kaanum  poopu  naera-ththil / maatha  vilakku   naatkalil  -   moondru  
naatkalukku   samaintha  /aalaana   mankkaiyar   uduththidum / iduppil  kattidum  
theettu thuni / anai -yadai / uooththai saelai / kudi  seelai / kuli  seelai  /thaazh 
seelai  /arai kattu /  idai kattu [ missing letter- pa-] -  loin cloth  of wmomen during  
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menses; maatham- month; vidaai- menstrual flow;  al kul-vulva ; uthiram- blood  ;  
vilakku- taboo ; naatkal- days ;  moondru –three ; samaintha- coming to age; 
mankkai- girl ; uduththu –wear ; iduppu- waist ; kattu –to tie/wear  ; theettu 
thuni- menstrual cloth ;  thuni –cloth ; theettu –taboo ; uooththai  saelai- 
menstrual cloth ;arai- hip . 

tugnigdaragalasirra   has the consonants-  the - ka   -an-  ka  -the- Ra - ka –la- -sa- 
Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   ondroadu  ondrakka  pinaiththu  mudichchu 
ittu  nandraaka  kattuthal  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] -  -to bind together; 
pinaiththidu- to bind ; mudichchu  idu –to make a  knot ; kattu- tie .  

tugnigdaragalasirra   has the consonants-  the - ka   -an-  ka  -the- Ra - ka –la- sa- 
Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   mikuntha  nerukkam  allathu  adarththi   
/serivu / kattiyaaram  konda ondru  -  dense  one ; adarththi  /serivu –density ; 
kondathu- has  .  

tugnigdaragalasirra   has the consonants-  the - ka   -an-  ka  -the- Ra - ka –la- sa- 
Ra-  and the  original Tamil  word is   kana  kana  vena udar   kothikkindra  eri 
kaaichchal   /thottru   noaei  kaaichchal  /vaari  kaaichchal / mudakku  suram - 
burning  fever / contagious  fever/ epidemic fever  /dengue fever;  kothikka- hot; 
eriya- burning  ;  kaaichchal- fever  ;  thottru  noaei- infectious disease  .  

 

túg-níg-dùn-dù: a woolen garment ('cloth' + 'thing' + 'to bring low' + 'to mould').  

tugnigdundu has  the  consonants  -the -ka – an- ka – the –an- the-   and the  
original Tamil  word   kinni  vaarththida   vaendum [ missing  letter- Ra-] - to 
mould a bowl  ;  kinni- cup  ;  vaarkka- to mould . 

tugnigdundu has  the  consonants  -the -ka – an- ka – the –an- the-   and the  
original Tamil  word   pattu  paavaadai    / vaetti   /pudavai   katta  vaendum [ 
missing  letter- Ra-] – to wear  silk  saree/ dhothi ;  pattu- silk ;   paavaadai - full 
skirt ; vaetti- dhothi  ;  pudavai –saree  ;  kattuka- wear . 
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túg-níg-lal: a woolen garment ('cloth' + 'thing' + 'to drape').  

tugniglal   has  the  consonants  -the -ka – an- ka - la   and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kampali aadai  aninthiduka / kampali  aadaiyaal   udampai   mooduka  [ missing  
letter- pa-]   - to wear wollen garment / to cover the body  with  wollen  clothe ; 
kampali- wool ; adai- clothe ;  aninthiduka- to wear ; udampu –body; mooduka- to 
cover . 

tugniglal   has  the  consonants  -the -ka – an- ka - la   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   madippu  thonkalkal  [ missing  letter- pa-]  – draperies; madippu –fold; 
thonkkal- hangings  . 

tugniglal   has  the  consonants  -the -ka – an- ka - la   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thuni  mani  vikkum thozhil  - drapery ; virkka-  to sale; thuni- cloth; thoxhil- 
occupation . 

tugniglal   has  the  consonants  -the -ka – an- ka - la   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   azhakaana / vanna  thuni  madippu thon-k-kal - kalaal   oppanai  sei [ missing 
letters-  pa- and -sa-]  -drapery;  azhaku- beautiful ; vannam- color; thuni- cloth ; 
madippu- fold; thonkkal- hangings ; oppanai sei- to decorate .  

tugniglal   has  the  consonants  -the -ka – an- ka - la   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vanna  vanna  thuni  mani  kalai  azhakaaka  thonkka  viduka   -drape ; thonkka  
viduka- to make them hang ; vananm- color . 

 

túg-níg-lám: a festive garment, dress ('cloth' + 'thing' + 'an awe-inspiring quality').  

tugniglam     has the consonants - the - ka - an – ka- la- ma – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   vizha  kaala   kondaata  naatkalil    aninthidum   nalla  /  vilai ulla /  
vanna  vanna  thuni  vakaikal – festive garments  ;  vizhaa-  festival  ;  kaalam- time 
/season ; kondaattam- celebration/ rejoice ; naatkal- days; naal- day  ; aninthidum  
-wearing ; nalla- good ;  vilai- cost  ;  vilai ullathu –costly  ; vannam-  color ;  thuni- 
cloth; vakai- kind  .  
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túg-níg-sal-la: a woolen garment ('cloth' + 'thing' + 'vulva' + genitive). 

tugnigsalla  has the consonants - the -   ka – an-  ka- -sa- - la -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kampali  yaal  aana  udukkai  /seelai / kanjikai  /  kampal  / 
kalinkkam / pudavai  / kaazham  / kachchai / mee-k-koale / vadakam  [ missing 
letter-pa-] -wollen  garment ; kampali –wool ; udukkai- dress  ; seelai –cloth 
/saree ; pudavai- saree  .  

tugnigsalla  has the consonants - the -   ka – an-  ka-  [-sa-]  - la -  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kanni  kazhiyaatha  pennin alkul [ missing letter-pa-] – vulva  of  a 
virgin; kanni- virgin ; kanni kazhiya- not lost one’s virginity ; penn –girl  ;alkul- 
vulva .  

 

 túg-níg-ur5-ra-ak-a: fine quality clothes ('cloth' + 'thing' + 'to gasp' + 
nominative).  

tugnigurraaka  has the consonants  -the-  ka  -an-  ka -Ra -ka -   and the  original 
Tamil  word is tharam  mikka  kai-thari  thuni -  good quality  handloom   cloth  
;tharam- standard  ; mikka- excess;  kai thari- handloom; kai- hand ; thuni –cloth . 

tugnigurraaka  has the consonants  -the-  ka  -an-  ka -Ra -ka -   and the  original 
Tamil  word is uyir  piriyim naeram   kaevi  kaevi  nedu  moochchu  viduthar [ 
missing letters- pa- and -sa-] – gasping  while  dying ; uyir- life; piriya –depart 
/leave ; kaevu –to gasp  ; nedu –long ; moochchu  -breath . 

 

túg-sig18: the first plowing (originally LAK 483 + 'to cut, break, harvest'). 

tugsig    has the consonants- the- ka –[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaeru  katta  vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-]- first  ploughing ; yaeru – a plow .  

tugsig    has the consonants- the- ka –sa-- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is    
aruvadai  seithida vaendum [ missing letter- Ra-]- to harvest  ; aruvadai –harvest ; 
seithidu –do .  
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tugsig    has the consonants- the- ka –sa-- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
sinna sinna   thundu  thundaaka  vetta  vaendum  - to cut into  small pieces; sinna- 
small ; thundu –bit/ piece ; vettu –cut .  

tugsig    has the consonants- the- ka –[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
udaikka  vaendum –to  break.  

   

 túg-šà-ga-dù: cloth belt or woolen belted garment (?) ('cloth' + 'stomach' + 
nominative + 'to mould, shape'). 

tugsagadu has the  consonants - the - ka  -[-sa-]-  ka -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is vadivam  kodukka  vaendum   -to give a shape; vadivam –shape; kodukka- 
to give .  

tugsagadu has the  consonants - the - ka  -sa- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is achchu  edukka  vaendum –to mould  ; achchu- a mould  . 

tugsagadu has the  consonants - the - ka  -sa- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   iduppu-k-kaana/ kundikkaana   thuni  kachchai  -  pattikai [ missing letter- 
pa- ]– cloth belt  ; iduppu –waist ; kundi- buttock/ waist ; thuni- cloth; katchchai- 
clothe/dress  .  

tugsagadu has the  consonants - the - ka  -sa- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kutchchi  akadu / mukadu – stomach .  

tugsagadu has the  consonants - the - ka  -sa- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   venn - pattau  iduppu  kachchai  patti / kowseekam [ missing letter- pa- 
]– white  silk cloth belt  ; vennmai-  white ; pattu –silk  ; katchchai –clothe ; patti –
belt  .  

tugsagadu has the  consonants - the - ka  -sa- ka -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is   iduppu panju  kottai [ thoovai ]  kachchai – patti  [ missing letter- pa- ]–
cotton  belt  ; iduppu –waist   ; panju- cotton ; katchchai –clothe ; patti –belt . 
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tugsagadu has the  consonants - the - ka  -[-sa-] - ka -the -and the  original Tamil  
word is  iduppu naada  konda  pattu paavaadai [ missing letter- pa- ]–  - belted silk 
skirt   ; iduppu- hip  ;  naada- belt / band ; pattu- silk  ; paavaadai –full skirt .  

 

 TÚG-TAG: to fill or pile cloth (?) ('cloth' + 'to weave; to strike'). 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaadakam-  
cloth . 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the other  interpretation  of the word is  
kanthiththam-  cloth . 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaandam-  
cloth . 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kuttai- cloth . 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  koadi thuni – 
cloth . 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thokku- cloth . 

 tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the other  interpretation  of the word is  
puttakam  [  missing  letter- pa-] - cloth . 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  udukkai- cloth  

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  muthuku thuni  
-  coarse cloth. 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  muka –th-eedu  
-  face cloth . 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  mukkaadu – 
head cloth.  
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tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  muka  moodi- 
face cover; mukam- face ; moodu –to cover . 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  kuttai  
paavadai  – skirt  ; kuttai –short . 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  pudavai - [  
missing  letter- pa-] - saree.  

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  thavani -  half 
saree. 

tug  has the  consonants - the -ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaetti-   dhothi  

tug   has the consonants - the- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is thuni   
neithuduka -  to weave . 

tug   has the consonants - the- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  adikka-  strike 
/aasualt .  

tug   has the consonants - the- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  idikka / 
moathuka -  hit.  

tug   has the consonants - the- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  thaaka-  
attack .   

  

 túg-TAR: short-cut robe (?) ('cloth' + 'to cut'). 

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vettuthar- cutting . 

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
keerida vaendum  -to slice.  

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koththuthar  vaendum- to hack.   
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tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thundu thundaaka narukkuthar  vaendum –to  cut; thundu- piece .    

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vakirnthida vaendum- to cut.  

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
muriththida vaendum- to cut.  

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaththariththida  vaendum – to cut.  

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
aruththida  vaendum –to cut.  

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
poriththida vaendum-[ missing letter- pa-]-  to engrave.  

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
pari vattam  [ missing letter- pa-]-  robe.  

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
padi  tharam therivikkum  seer  udai  [ missing letters- pa-and  -sa-]-  robes  ; udai- 
dress .   

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  other interprretaion  of the 
word is vasththiram  [ missing letter- sa-]-  cloth . 

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
seer  udai   aninthiduka   [missing letter- sa-]-   to wear  the uniform  ; seer udai- 
uniform .  

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
uriya  udai aninthiduka  -  to robe  appropriatly . 

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaar sattai -  pants; kaar- legs  . 
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tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuraiththidu-  make it short. 

tugtar  has the consonants - the -ka  -the –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kurukku  thadam  -short cut route; thadam- path .  

   

 túg...ùr: to make a sacrifice ('clothing' + 'to drag'). 

tugur  has the consonants  -the- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is uyirai  
kaavu  tharuka   - to give  sacrifice. 

tugur  has the consonants  -the- ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the    
word is uyirai thiyaakam  seika/  uyirai  kaavu  tharuka  [  missing  letter- sa-] – to 
sacrifice; uyir- life;  thiyaakam / eekai - sacrifice ; kaavu –sacrifice  ;tharuka- give .  

tugur  has the consonants  -the- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pari 
vattam [ missing letter- pa-] - cloth . 

tugur  has the consonants  -the- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  koorai  
pudavai [ missing letter- pa-]- saree . 

tugur  has the consonants  -the- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  karai  
vaetti – dhothi  with the border.  

tugur  has the consonants  -the- ka -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar sattai  
[  missing letter- sa-] – pants.  

tugur  has the consonants  -the- ka -Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kurthaa .   

 

 túg-ZI-ZI-a: magnificent (?) robe ('cloth' + 'to spend' + nominative).  

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
viyakka thakkathu – wonderful.  
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tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is 
athisiyamaaka-  wonderful. 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is 
vinthaiyaka-  wonderful  

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
viththakam- wonderful. 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
mayankka thakka  - wonderful 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
thikaiththida –wonderful. 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
puthumai mikka- [  missing  letter- pa-]  - novel one ; puthumai- novelty . 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka-[- sa-]-and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  original Tamil  word is  vinoatham -  wonderful. 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka-[- sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikavum  maempattathu [  missing  letter- pa-]-  wonderful. 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka-[- sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is mika  
mathippu  kondathu [  missing  letter- pa-] – valued one . 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  
maatchchimai kondathu -  splendid . 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaanthi-  brilliant. 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- sa-and the other interpretation  of the   
word is   kampaththu  [ missing  letter- pa-]- splendid . 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- sa-and the  original Tamil  word is pakattu [   
missing  letter- pa-] - splendour  . 
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tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
veenakkida- to spend.  

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is   koadi  
thuni -  cloth. 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is   
udukkai  -  cloth. 

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]-and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kanthitham – cloth.  

tugzizia  has the consonants  -the- ka- [-sa-]-and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kaandam – cloth.  

 

 gištukul...sìg: to slaughter ('mace, weapon' + 'to strike, hurt').  

gistukul has the consonants – ka- sa - the – ka- la - sa -ka – and the  original  Tamil  
word is  kaththi-yaal   kuththi  /  kathai aayutham  kondu [ kundaa-n- thadi  kondu 
] – kolai  seithidal  vaendum- / saaka  adiththal  vaendum -   to kill  with a  knife or 
by  a mace; kaththi- knife ; kuththu –to stab ; kathai- mace; aayutham –weapon; 
kudnaa-n-thadi – wooden stick / mace  ; kolai –murder  ;  seithidu –do . 

gistukul has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] - the – ka- la – [- sa-]  -ka – and the  
original  Tamil  word is  padai  kalan-k-kal [ missing letter- pa-] -weapons.  

gistukul has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] - the – ka- la – [- sa-]  -ka – and the  
original  Tamil  word is   thaakkuthal  thodukka  vaendum  -to strike; thaakku –
attack .  

gistukul has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] - the – ka- la – [- sa-]  -ka – and the  
original  Tamil  word is    vadu  undaakkuthal   vaendum – to hurt.  

gistukul has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] - the – ka- la – [- sa-]  -ka – and the  
original  Tamil  word is   manathai  kaaya paduththuthal  vaendum  [ missing 
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letter- pa-]  - to  hurt one’s mind ; manathu- mind ; kaaya  paduththu –to wound; 
kaayam –wound  . 

gistukul has the consonants – ka- [- sa -] - the – ka- la – [- sa-]  -ka – and the  
original  Tamil  word is  kadiththu  vali undaakkuthal  vaendum  -to hurt  ; kadi- 
bite; vali – pain ; undaakku- make  .    

gistukul has the consonants – ka-  sa -- the – ka- la – [- sa-]  -ka – and the original  
Tamil  word is  pakaivan -ukku    innaankku  seithidal  vaendum [ missing letter- 
pa-]  -to hurt one’s enemy ; pakaivan –ememy  ; innaankku –evil/ harm  ; seithidu 
–do  . 

gistukul has the consonants – ka-  [-sa -]-- the – ka- la – [- sa-]  -ka – and the 
original  Tamil  word is   nalla  neelam  mikka  kundaa-n- thadi – mace; nalla- 
good; neelam- length ; kundaa-n- thadi – wooden stick . 

 

tukumbi...-nu: except ('if' + 'not'). 

tukumbinu   has the consonants – the-  ka- ma  -[-pa-] -  an  - and the  original  
Tamil  word is   neekka vaendum  -  except  / to  remove . 

 

 tum12[TU]-gur4 mušen: turtle (?) dove ('dove, pigeon' + 'plump, big').  

tumgurmusen has the consonants – the- ma – ka- Ra- ma – [-sa-] -an  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kadar   karai  munn- ir   kaanum  neer  amai  /oaadu 
odunkki / koormam / kamadam / saruku aamai – the  turtle seen  in sea shore ; 
kadar  -sea ; karai – shore ; kaana- see ;  neer- water  ; aamai –turtle; oaadu –shell 
; koorma- turtle; saruku aamai- black  land turtle  . 

tumgurmusen has the consonants – the- ma – ka- Ra- ma – [-sa-] -an  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kundaaaka  erukkum  maanthan – stout man   ;kundu –
stout  ; maanthan  /manithan - man . 
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tumgurmusen has the consonants – the- ma – ka- Ra- ma – [-sa-] -an  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   mika periya   vadaivam kondathu  [  missing letter- pa-]  – 
big sized  ; mika- excess;  periya- big  ; vadivam- size  ; konda- has  

tumgurmusen has the consonants – the- ma – ka- Ra- ma – [-sa-] -an  -and the  
original Tamil  word is   kaattir  kaanum  karu vannam   konda  puraa - inam / 
thavittu puraa [  missing letter- pa-]  –turtle dove seen in forest  ; kaadu –forest ;  
kaana- see; karumai- black ;  vannam –color; puraa  - pigeon  ; inam- species  
;thavittu puraa-  red turtle dove  . 

 

tumu-mer: north, northwind ('wind' + 'anger').  

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
idathu  puram [  missing letter- pa-] - left side -  northern side ;  idathu- left ; 
puram- side  . 

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pettram [  missing letter- pa-] – wind.  

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is uththiram [Skt] -  north . 

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is maarutham [Skt] -  wind . 

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ida 
pura pettram [ missing letter- pa-]- wind from northern side.   

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
seetram  /setram [   missing letter- sa-]  -  anger.  

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is amarudam- anger . 

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is uroadam –anger . 
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tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is eri  vantham [  missing letter- ka-] - anger . 

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is kaaththiram-[  missing letter- ka-] - anger.  

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  aaththiram- anger . 

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  kuroatham-[  missing letter- ka-] - anger  

tumumer   has the consonants – the- ma –Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  mantharippu [  missing letter- pa-] –anger. 

 

TÙN...bar: to hew or split with an axe.  

tunbar has the  consonants -the -an –[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kodaari  [ rampaththai / aruvaa ]  kondu    maraththai   veetta  /araukka   
vaendum  [ missing letter- ka-] -to hew the  tree ;  kodaari –axe ; maram- wood ; 
vettu –cut  ;  arukka-  to saw  ; rampam-  a  saw  .  

tunbar has the  consonants -the -an –[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koor vaankkida  [ missing letter- ka-]  - to sharpen /  to hew  . 

tunbar has the  consonants -the -an –[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil   word is   
vaankku  vaiththiduthar [ missing letter- ka-]  – to hew.  

tunbar has the  consonants -the -an –[-pa-]  –Ra- and the  original Tamil   word is  
erukkuthar  vaendum [ missing letter- ka-] -to hew.    

 

TÙN.PAD: slice, morsel of food ('stomach; lip' + 'bite of food').  

tunpad  has the  consonants - the - an – [- pa-]  -the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thundam- slice.  
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tunpad  has the  consonants - the - an –  pa--the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thundu  poadu –to slice ;  thundu- piece.  

tunpad  has the  consonants - the - an –  [-pa-]--the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  namudum  oattamum-  lower lip and upper lip. 

tunpad  has the  consonants - the - an – [-pa-]--the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   uthadan-  blubber lipped person . 

tunpad  has the  consonants - the - an –pa--the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
uthattu  punn – sore in the lip ; uthadu- lip; punn- ulcer  . 

tunpad  has the  consonants - the - an –[-pa-] --the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  sinna  uthadu [ missing letter- sa-] – small lip; sinna- small; uthadu- lip . 

tunpad  has the  consonants - the - an –[-pa-] --the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is inippu theeni  thundam-  bit of food ; inippu –sweet;theeni –food; thundu –bit  .  

tunpad  has the  consonants - the - an –  pa--the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
neettu  pai – capacious stomach . 

 

tur...gu7: to eat modestly ('little' + 'to eat').  

turgu   has the consonants – the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is kuraivaanathu  theeni  -  little  food . 

turgu   has the consonants – the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is kurai-vaaka theeni  thinnu /  kuraivaana  unavu undidu – eat little  ; 
kuraivu- less; theeni –food; thinnu –eat; undidu –eat  .  

turgu   has the consonants – the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   kaa vayeiru / arai  vayeiru  unavu  unnuka-  eat half stomach ; kaal- ¼  
;arai  ½ ; vayeiru –stoamch  ; unavu –food; unnuka- eat  

turgu   has the consonants – the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   unavu  arunthuka- eat food; unavu –food .  
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turgu   has the consonants – the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   parukiduka [ missing letter- pa-] -  drink . 

turgu   has the consonants – the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is    vayeittrai  kaaya  poadu -  to be on diet ; vayeiru –stomach;  kaaya 
poadu –to make dry . 

turgu   has the consonants – the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is   nukarnthiduka- eat.  

turgu   has the consonants – the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is kai thoduthar- eating ; kai- hand ; thoduka- touch .    

turgu   has the consonants – the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is nangu   mendru  thinnuka- eat  /chew  ; thinnuka- eat . 

turgu   has the consonants – the- Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  meaning  of the 
word is  nangu araiththu   unnuka -  chew  ; unnuka- eat .  

 

tur-tur: little ones (cf., didi, di4-di4-la) (reduplicated 'little').  

tur  has the consonants  -the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is siriyathu [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  little/ short . 

tur  has the consonants  -the- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
arpam-a-anathu [ missing letter- pa-]-  little one . 

tur  has the consonants  -the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  periyathu  
andru- [ missing letter- pa-]-  not big . 

tur  has the consonants  -the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uyaram indri- 
not tall ; uyaram- height; indri –without  . 

  

tùr-gù-nun: sanctuary with the loud voice ('birth-hut as metaphor for sanctuary' + 
'voice' + 'great, noble').  
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turgunum  has the consonants- the - Ra - ka -an -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   thikkattroar [ akathiyar ]  thankkum  idam – sanctuary ;  thikku attroar – 
rufgee ;  aakthi-  refugee ; idam- place  ;  thankku –to stay . 

turgunum  has the consonants- the - Ra - ka -an -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   urakka  kaththanum – to make loud voice;urakka- loud; kaththu –shout  .  

turgunum  has the consonants- the - Ra - ka -an -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   perumai  kondathu [ missing  letter- pa-] –great one . 

turgunum  has the consonants- the - Ra - ka -an -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is  paeru  pettra / makavu  eendra / porai erakkiya  thaai  thankkum  kudisai  
veedu [ missing  letters  pa- and- sa-] - the hut  of the  mother who  has delivered’; 
paeru –baby / gift ;  pettra- got ; makavu –child ; eendra -  begot  ;thaai- mother ; 
thankku- stay ; kusidai –hut   . 

turgunum  has the consonants- the - Ra - ka -an -ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   uyar  kudi  maanthar – noble  persons ;  uyar- high; kudi –family; 
maanthar –people  ; maanthan- man  .  

turgunum  has the consonants- the - Ra - ka -an –[-ma -] – and the  original Tamil  
word is  thurai paanku [ missing  letter- pa-] – noble .   

turgunum  has the consonants- the - Ra - ka -an –ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   perumai-yir  siranthavar [ missing  letters  pa- and- sa-]– noble . 

turgunum  has the consonants- the - Ra - ka -an –ma – and the  original Tamil  
word is   uyar  kunam/ noakkam   udaiyavar – noble minded persons; uyar- high; 
kunam- nature; noakkam- aim ; udaiya- has; udaiyavar- one who  has .  

 

tuš...gá-á: to dwell ('home' + 'to establish').  

tusga   has the consonants - the  -[- sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is    
thankkidu   -stay . 
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tusga   has the consonants - the  -[- sa-] - ka – and the  original Tamil  word is    
thankkukai – dwelling/ staying.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  -[- sa-] - ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vathi-  stay . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - sa-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   vasathi - dwelling.  

 tusga   has the consonants - the  - sa-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   vasithhida – dwelling.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kudi  
seithida vaendum  - to dwell.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - sa- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  kidakka  
-dwell.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - sa-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   vaasam  seithida – dwell.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-] -- ka – and the   original Tamil word is   
thankkum   idam – dwelling place  ; thankku –stay ; idam- place.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-] -- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
veedu – house.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-] -- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
thudakkam- house.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-] -- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
kudi  -house.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   hut [E].    

tusga   has the consonants - the  -  sa--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
kudisai  veedu – hut.  
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tusga   has the consonants - the  -  sa--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
kuchchu  veedu  - hut.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  -  sa--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
keeththu  kudisai –thatched house  ; kudisai- hut;  keeththu- ola / reed .  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
adukku  maadi  veedu – multi  storey house.    

tusga   has the consonants - the  -  sa-- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is   
machchcu  veedu -  multi  storey  house . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
othukkam – rest  house.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - sa-- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is saavadi 
rest  house.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - sa-- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is sunkka  
saavadi -  custom  house.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-] -- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is  
kottakai –cottage . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is  
thoatta  veedu – villa / farm house ; thoattam-  garden . 

tusga   has the consonants - the- sa--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is sontha  
veedu- own  house  ;  sontham- own .  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
vaadakai veedu- rented   house  ;  vaadakai –rent .  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
veettu  vaadakai-  house rent.  
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tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is  
vanthu  sattam  konda veedu- house with  a  window; vanthu  sattam- window ; 
vanthu –wind.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is   
veettu  kathavu – door of the house; veedu- house; kathavu- door  /gate .  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
kedi veedu -  marriage house; kedi- marriage ; veedu- house.  

 tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
thukka  veedu / kaetha  veedu-  mourning  house ; thukkam/ kaetham- grief . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
kooththiyaa  veedu-  house of the  prostitute ; kooththiyaa- prostitute ; veedu- 
house .  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
veettu   thinnai- front yard  of the  house ; veedu- house; thinnai –front yard / 
porch .  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is 
veettu  aduppu  adi  [ missing  letter- pa-] – kitchen  of the house ; aduppu-  oven .  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is  
padaku  veedu [ missing  letter- pa-] - house boat ; padaku –boat . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is  
vethuppakam-[ missing  letter- pa-]  - bake house.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [- sa-]--- ka – and the   original Tamil  word is  
veettu  manai- house plot ;  veedu- house  ;  mania - plot/ house .  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
koodam – house . 
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tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is    
veettu  nadu  koodam-   visitor’s  hall  of the house; nadu  koodam- central hall; 
nadu –centre ; koodam- chamber   .  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  ida 
vakai- house.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kottam- house.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   neekaethanam- house.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaadi-  house. 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaattiyam-  house.  

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kandu amaikka  vaendum / amaiththiduka  -to set up . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
undaakka  vaendum – to create  / to  make . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
katti  amikka  vaendum- establish . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - sa- ka – and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   sthaappikka [Skt]  vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-] - establish . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
eduththu pidikka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] - establish . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
thidam  panna  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] - establish . 
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tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is mei  
paduththa  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-] - establish . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
naattida vaendum - establish . 

tusga   has the consonants - the  - [-sa-]-- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is   
thitta  vattam -  establishment.  
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                                                           Page-150  

 

 

U.GÙN: (cf., ugun).  

U.PIRIG...tag: (cf., kušu/kušumx(-ki)...tag).  

 

ú-a: caretaker, provider ('food' + 'water' or nominative). 

ua   has no  consonant   and the original Tamil  word is  theeni [ missing  letter- 
the -] – food.     

ua   has no  consonant   and the original Tamil  word is   thanni [ missing letter- 
the -]  -water.  

 

 ú...bu-bu(-r): to tear out plants ('plant' + reduplicated 'to tear out').  

úbubu(-r)  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  pari / 
peeru -  tear. 

*úbubu(-r)  has the consonants – pa- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  payir- 
crops  . 

 

ú-du(-l): (cf., udul).  

ú-dug4: (cf., udug). 

 

 ú-durunx[DÚR.DÚR]-na: hay or dry brushwood ('grasses' + 'to dwell; to dry out' 
+ nominative).  
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udurnux  has the consonants –the-  Ra- an- ka-  [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudi  erukka vaendum –to dwell ; kudi- family / house  ; erukka- to be .  

udurnux  has the consonants –the-  Ra- an- ka-  [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  varanda- dried out  . 

udurnux  has the consonants –the-  Ra- an- ka-  [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word isadarntha kaadu - a thicket / brushwood ; adarntha- dense; kaadu –forest.  

udurnux  has the consonants –the-  Ra- an- ka-  [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is than-  neer indri  varanda  kaadu -  dry forest  [ lack of water]  ;thanneer- 
water; indri- without ; varanda- dry  ; kaadu –forest  . 

udurnux  has the consonants –the-  Ra- an- ka-  [-sa-] –and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  vanaanthiram- dry brushwood.  

udurnux  has the consonants –the-  Ra- an- ka-  [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaaiantha  vaeikkaor kuviyar  -  dried hay stack; kaaintha- dried; vaikkoar  
- hay ; kuviyar- stack . 

udurnux  has the consonants –the-  Ra- an- ka-  [-sa-] –and the  original Tamil  
word is  pur poondu  vakai [ missing letter –pa-]    a class of grass ; vakai- class .  

 

ú-gíd-da: long grasses ('grasses' + 'long' + nominative). 

ugidda  has the consonants-  ka - the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
neettamaaka -  lengthy . 

ugidda  has the consonants-  ka - the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   pathavu  [ 
missing letter –pa-]  - Bermuda grass.  

ugidda  has the consonants-  ka - the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   pasun-k-
kodi [ missing letters –pa-  and -sa-]  - Bermuda grass.   

ugidda  has the consonants-  ka - the -  and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is   peethakam [ missing letter –pa-]  – cuscus  grass. 
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ugidda  has the consonants-  ka - the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   avinthuvi -
cuscus  grass. 

ugidda  has the consonants-  ka - the -  and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is   kuthapam [ missing letter –pa-]  - darbha  grass. 

ugidda  has the consonants-  ka - the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kumutham - darbha  grass. 

ugidda  has the consonants-  ka - the -  and the  original Tamil  word is   vetti  
vaeru [ missing letter - Ra-] -cuscus  grass . 

 

 ú-gu(3)...dé: to lose; to disappear; to be lost (ugu,.'top of the head' + 'to sink'). 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  keda  -
disappear .  

 ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  odukkam- 
disappearance. 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  pathunku [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – disappear . 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  neenku  -
disappear. 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  kadavai 
padu [ missing  letter- pa-] – disappear as property  by  stealth . 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is   Kaana -
adaikka – lost.  

 ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is   thaavu  -
disappear . 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is   neduku – 
disappear .  
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ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is nanthuka –
disappear . 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is   tholaikka  [ 
missing  letter- la-] –to lose.  

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is ezhanthiduka 
[ missing  letter- zha-]- to lose.  

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mazhunkuthal [  missing  letter- zha-]-disappear . 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is veethal  [ 
missing  letter- la-] -  disappear . 

 ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  oadi 
maraithhtiduka [ missing  letter- Ra-] -  disappear  

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
avathaanam [Skt] – disappeance . 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  munkidu –  
to sink . 

 ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  odunku-  to  
sink . 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  kunkidu- to  
sink  

 ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  kumunkidu 
– to sink . 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  moozhkidu [ 
missing  letter- zha-] – to sink . 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  vaankida- to  
sink .   
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ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
puthainthiduka [  missing  letter- pa-]-   to sink . 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  mandai 
mukadu-  top  of the head . 

 ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maththakam-  head . 

ugude  has the consonants - ka -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  mundakam-  
head / mandai akam . 

 

 ú-šè...gin/gub: to go to fetch food ('food' + terminative + 'to go/to stand'). 

ú-šè...gin   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
unavai vaanki  vaa-   get food.  

-šè...gin   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
unavu- food.  

-šè...gin   has the consonants  -sa-- ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  kanji- 
liquid food  /gruel .  

-šè...gin   has the consonants  -[- sa--] - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
unavu  unnuku-  eat food  ; unnuka- to eat  . 

-šè...gin   has the consonants  -[- sa--] - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
unavu  vakai-  varities of food ; vaaki- kind; unavu –food . 

šè...gin   has the consonants  -[- sa--] - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
unavu  kuvai- food.   

-šè...gin   has the consonants  -[- sa--] - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is   
unavakam-  food court  . 

šè...gin   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka- an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  punakm  / poanakam [  missing  letter- pa-]  -  food.   
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šè...gin   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka- an- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  pakkannam-[  missing  letter- pa-]  - cooked food.  

šè...gin   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is nikka-  
to stand.    

  šè...gin   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka- an- and the  original Tamil  word is  
neenkku- go . 

 

 ú...húb: to be deaf; to deafen. 

uhub  has the consonants   ka- [-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  akannam-  
deafness. 

uhub  has the consonants   ka- [-pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  sevanai-    
[ missing letter- sa-] – deafness. 

 

 ú-kíg-gá: pasturage ('plants, grass, food' + 'to seek, work' + nominative).  

ugigga   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   maeikka-  
pasture.  

ugigga   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  unavu / unavu  
vakai / unavu  kuvai -  food.  

ugigga   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   pakkam [ missing  
letter- pa-] -food . 

ugigga   has the consonant-  ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word is   
pakkaanam[ missing  letter- pa-] – cooked food . 

ugigga   has the consonant-  ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is snack  
[E] [ missing  leter- sa-] .   
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ugigga   has the consonant-  ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanji [ missing  
leter- sa-]  – liquid  food.    

ugigga   has the consonant-  ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word is  cake 
[E] .  

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaanka –seek.  

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   munaika-  seek . 

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kammaiyam –
work .  

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  iyakku –work.    

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kuyin  -work.  

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   viani –work.  

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  seikai [ missing  
letters-sa-] –work.    

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   machchikam – 
barber’s work . 

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  pannukai- [ 
missing letter- pa-]  -work.  

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   aakkam –work.  

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    kan- copper 
work.  

ugigga   has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kammakkai -  
difficult work.   

ugigga  has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kavani-  lace work . 

ugigga  has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   kam/ kammam/ 
kammiyam   smith’s work.     
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  ugigga  has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaai / kani-  fruits 
and  vegetables.   

  ugigga  has the  consonant-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  seeku  [ missing 
letter- sa-]-  broom grass  . 

 

ú...lá: to diminish; to stem (the flow of water).  

ula  has a consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is   anai iduthal / oaadum  
aaththu thanniyaei anai ittu  thaduththtal [ missing letter-  the -] – to  block the 
flowing  river water  ;anai- dam;  oaadum –running ;  aaru –river  ;thanni –water;  
thadu –block .  

ula  has a consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is   oaithal- [ missing letter-  
the -] –to become small.  

 ula  has a consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is  thanithal [ missing letter-  
the -]- diminish . 

 ula  has a consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is  thadithal [ missing letter-  
the -] –diminish . 

ula  has a consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is  thanduthal [ missing 
letter-  the -]- diminish . 

 ula  has a consonant- la -and the  original Tamil word is  thaazhththuthal [ missing 
letter-  the -]- diminish  / low down . 

 

ú-làl: a sweet water-plant, the eating of which is a metaphor for sexual 
intercourse ('plant' + 'honey').  

ú-làl  has the consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  umiyal-  sweet flag [  
strengthen’s male organ and improves impotency . 

ú-làl  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  ali –honey  
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ú-làl  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  mooli- to plant[v].  

 

ú-li: herb(s) ('plant' + 'fine smelling').  

uli  has the consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is pachchilai [ missing 
letter- pa -and -sa-] -  herb; pachchai- green ; ilai- leaf . 

uli  has the consonant- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla  manam-  good 
smell ;  nalla- good ; manam- smell .  

 

ú-lipiš-gig: nettles (?) ('plant' + 'anger/heart' + 'illness').  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]- [-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ullakam- heart . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]- -sa--ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nenjaank-kulai- heart / chest ;  maka vilayam; nenju –chest; kulai- heart /bunch  . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]- [-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vekuli –anger.  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]- [-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaekkaalam – anger. 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]- [-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaenal – anger.  

 ulipisgig has the consonants- la- -pa- [-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vempal  -anger . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]--sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sulivu – anger . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]--sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sullaakkm – anger.  
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ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]--sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
salikka- angry . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]—[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
munaval  -anger.  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]—[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
avalam- illness/ sickness. 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]—[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nalivu – sickness. 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]—[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
novaali-  sick person ; seekaali . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- -pa--sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is payalai 
/ pasalai  noavu – love sickness. 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la- [-pa-]—[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhunkkal- disease. 

 ulipisgig has the consonants- la--pa-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pain-
k-koozh –disease. 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la--pa--sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaaichchal – fever ;  kana-k-kaaichchal – children’s fever. 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—[-pa-]--sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mookku  sali ozhukal- running nose  ; mookku- nose;  sali- mucous; ozhuka- drip / 
flow  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—[-pa-]--sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nenju  vali- chest pain ; nenju –chest . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—[-pa-]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kann vali- eye pain  ; kann –eye . 
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ulipisgig has the consonants- la—[-pa-]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai kaal vali- limb pain ; kai- hand; kaal- leg; vali –pain . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—[-pa-]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pal vali- tooth ache  ; vali- pain ; pal- tooth  . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—-pa  -[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaal kai ezhuppu- seizure disorder ; kai- arm; kaal- leg ; ezhuppu  - pulling .  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—[-pa-]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kollai   noaei- epidemic disease ; noaei –disease . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—[-pa-]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kulai noaei- blast disease  ; noaei –disease .   

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—[-pa-]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
soozhal  noaikal-  environmental  diseases  ; soozhal- environment/ situation . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—-pa-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is paal 
vinai  noaikal – venereal diseases  ;  maeka noaeikal  ; paal –sex ; vinai  -action .  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—-[-pa-]--sa-ka- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  sukkila maekam- gonorrhea ; sukkilam [Skt] / azhukku / dirt - semen .  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—-[--pa-]--sa-ka- and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  linkka soolai -  venereal diseases of the penis; linkkam- penis . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—[--pa-]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalavi noaikal- venereal diseases ; kalavu –sexual intercourse  ; noaei –disease . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—-pa--sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is inai 
vizhachchu  noaikal - venereal diseases  . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la—-[-pa--]-sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaama  kaaichchal-  romantic fever/ venereal fever ; kaamam-  sexual desire  ; 
kaaichchal- fever .  
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ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa--]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
alkul noaeikal-  diseases of the vagina ;   alkul –vulva; noaei –disease   . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa--]--sa-ka- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sinaavil – white dead nettle.  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa--]-sa--ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vellai kaan-j-jori [ missing letter- Ra-] – climbing nettle. 

 ulipisgig has the consonants- la--pa-sa--ka- and the  original Tamil  word is poonai 
kaan-j -jori izhai [ missing letter- Ra-]- nettle fibre; izhai –fibre . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa--]-[-sa-]--ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
mathlai valayam [ missing letter –the -] –climbing nettle.  

 ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa-]-sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is mullu  
illaa mut- sedi  vakai- dead nettle ; mullu- thorn ; illai –nil  ; sedi – plant ; vakai- 
kind . 

ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa-]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
naaka valli- a betel plant.  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa-]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nila vazhai- a plant.  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa-]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kilunki- a plant.  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa-]-sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is sinna 
kizhanku – a plant.  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa-]-sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kulo 
misai- sweet calamus.  

ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa-]-[-sa-]-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aanai kali  mulaiyaan- a plant.  
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ulipisgig has the consonants- la-[-pa-]-sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is naa-k-
kuzhinjaan- a plant- Capparis Maxima .  

 

ú-lu-úbsar: leeks (cf., lu-úbsar).  

uluubsar   has the consonants- la –[-pa-]  – [-sa-] - Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  naru  manam  ulla  ulli  – aromatic garlic ; naru manam –good  smell ; ulla- 
having ; ulli –garlic .  

uluubsar   has the consonants- la –[-pa-]  -sa-- Ra –  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is   narumanam  ulla   asunam  /achchanam / ara soanam / asuram/ 
raasnai  -garlic   ; narumanam –aroma;   manam –smell  ; ulla- has .   

uluubsar   has the consonants- la –pa– sa- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is    
pachchai  neer  ulli – garlic .  

 

ú-lu5-ši: (cf., ulušin). 

 

 Ú-NINNI5 [TIR/TIR]: a resin measured by volume.  

uninnistir  has the consonants –an- sa –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
manam udaiya   saampiraani   pisin-ai  yaei edai iduthar vaendum [ missing letter- 
pa-] -– to quantify  the frankincense ; pisin –resin;  edai- weight ; saampiraani  - 
frankincense . 

 

ú-nu-kíg-gá: untested grazing grounds (cf., ú-kíg-gá). 

unukigga   has the consonants-  an-  ka -  and the  interpretation  of the  word is  
kaveenam – a place where cattle have grazed . 
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 ú...ri(-g): to collect firewood ('plants' + 'to glean; to bring'). 

urig  has the consonants -Ra –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  viraku-  fire 
wood.  

urig  has the consonants -Ra –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  viraku saekarikka 
[ missing  letter- sa-] - to collect  fire wood ; saekarikka- to gather .   

urig  has the consonants -Ra –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  porukku [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - glean.  

urig  has the consonants -Ra –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  saekarikka [ 
missing  letter- sa-] - glean.  

urig  has the consonants -Ra –ka- and the  original Tamil word is koanaru- bring  . 

urig  has the consonants -Ra –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  varuvi- bring.  

urig  has the consonants -Ra –ka- and the  original Tamil word is  niruvu- bring.  

 

 ú-rum: private, personal (property); possession (cf., ùru[-m], 'to watch, guard, 
protect').  

urum   has the consonants - Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is urimai- 
possession/ rights. 

urum   has the consonants - Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  niram- 
property . 

urum   has the consonants - Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  naermai- 
property . 

urum  has the consonants - Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  adi uram [   
missing letter- the-] – ancestral property.  
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urum   has the consonants - Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  thani yaar 
urimai   / thaniyaar  udaimai [  missing letter- the -]  - personal   property; urimai –
rights ; udaimai –property  .  

urum   has the consonants - Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  marai/  
maraiththidu [  missing letter- the -]  – protect . 

urum   has the consonants - Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is  aranam- 
protection.  

urum   has the consonants - Ra -ma -  and the  original Tamil  word is   mun nirkka 
[  missing letter-ka-] -  to protect ;  maraiththu  nirkka  ;  maraikka- to hide; nirkka- 
stand ; mun –front . 

private [ E] has the consonants- pa -Ra –va- the  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
pura vettu – private . 

 private [ E] has the consonants- [-pa -]-Ra –va- the  -   and the interpretation  of 
the word is  antha- rankkam[Skt]  – private.  

private [ E] has the consonants- pa -Ra –va- the  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thani  manitha  urimaikku  ut pattathu  - pertaining to individual ‘s rights ;  thani 
manithan - individual man ;  urimai- right . 

private [ E] has the consonants- pa -Ra –va- the  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaniyaarukku urimaiyaanathu / udaimaiyaanathu – belongs to private persons  ;  
thaniyaar- private .  

private [ E] has the consonants- [-pa-] -Ra –va- the -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is is thanaiyaar   niruvanam – private concern ; niruvanam- concern . 

private [ E] has the consonants- -pa--Ra –va- the  -   and the  original Tamil  wordis   
is thaniyaar kootta amapippu – private company  ;thaniyaar- private  . 

private [ E] has the consonants- -pa--Ra –va- the -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaniyaar  kuththakai inaippu- private leased line ; kuththakai- lease . 
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private [ E] has the consonants- -[-pa-]--Ra –va- the  -   and the  original Tamil  
word thaniyaar kadan – private debt  ; kadan- debt . 

private [ E] has the consonants- -pa--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thar kaappu urimai- private rights ; urimai- rights ; thar kaappu –self defence  . 

private [ E] has the consonants- -[-pa-]--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaniyaar  kidanku – private  warehouse ; kidankku –godown .  

 private [ E] has the consonants- -pa--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaniyaar  pinai muri- k- kidanku -  warehouse- private bonded.  

private [ E] has the consonants- -pa--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaniyaar satta  mun  varaivu [ missing letter- sa-]  -privte bill ; thaniyaar- private ; 
sattam- law ; mun varaivu –plan . 

private [ E] has the consonants- -pa--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaniyaar vankki – private bank  ; vankki –bank .  

private [ E] has the consonants- [-pa--]-Ra –va- the - and the  other interpretation  
of the  word is  rakasiya thaanam [ missing letter- sa-] -  secret /private place;  
uoorukku othukku  puramaana  idam / yevarum  ariyaatha idam  ; yevarum –no 
one ;  ariyaa- not knowing  ; idam- place .  

private [ E] has the consonants- -[-pa-]--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thani manitharin ut- kidai -  individual’s  feelings /ideas  ; thani  manithar- 
individual  man . 

private [ E] has the consonants- [-pa--]-Ra –va- the - and the  other interpretation  
of the  word is  rakasiyamaanathu [ missing letter- sa-] – secret . 

private [ E] has the consonants- [-pa--]-Ra –va- the - and the  other interpretation  
of the  word is  kiraka siththiram [ missing letter- sa-] – private family affairs . 

private [ E] has the consonants- -[-pa-]--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thani manitharin  kudiththanaththukku  uriyathu – pertaining to individual 
family ;  thani  manithar-  individual  person ;  manithar- man ; kudiththanam –
family  ; uriyathu –belongs . 
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private [ E] has the consonants- -pa--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
pothu  muraiyir   koora koodaathathu – should not be told in public ;kooru –say; 
koodaathu –should not . 

private [ E] has the consonants- [-pa-]--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   yevarukkum therivikka koodaathu – do not tell anyone; theriya- to know; 
koodaathu –should not   . 

private [ E] has the consonants- [-pa-]--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   yevar kaathukkum  etta koodatha ondru – should not reach any one’s ear;  
kaathu –ear ; etta koodaathu –should not reach  . 

private [ E] has the consonants- [-pa-]--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaniyaaar  mukavam- private agency . 

private [ E] has the consonants- [-pa-]--Ra –va- the - and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaniyaar mukavar  -private agent  ;  thaniyaar- private  ; mukavar- agent  .  

 

ú-sag11: fascine to sustain a canal bank or levee ('plants' + 'to cut, break, 
harvest').  

usag   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  anai  katttu  
/ thaduppu kattu [ missing letter-the-] – to build a dam ; anai- dam; kattu- build  . 

usag   has the consonants – sa-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  sedi  kodi –[ 
missing letter- the -]  plants  and creepers  ; sedi- plant  ; kodi –vine  . 

usag   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vettu [ 
missing letter- the -]  -cut.  

usag   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  thundu  
iduka-[ missing letter- the -] -  to slice.  

usag   has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaathuka-[ 
missing letter- the -] - cut.  
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usag   has the consonants – sa-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  seththuka [ 
missing letter- the -]  - cut.  

usag   has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  udaikka [ 
missing letter- the -]  - break.  

usag   has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kanthaayam 
[ missing letter- the -]  – harvest season.  

 

ú-sag11...zé: to cut fascine plants ('fascine' + 'to cut'). 

usagze   has the consonants- [-sa-]  - ka -sa – and the  original Tamil  word is 
mandi  kidakkum  mut / kandakam  sediyaei  vetti  edukka/ neekka  [  missing 
letter- the -] -to  remove the  thorny  plants ; mut sedi –thorny  plant  ;  sedi -plant 
;  mullu –thorn ; kandakam- thorn  ; vettu –cut  ; edukka- take ; neekka- remove  .  

usagze   has the consonants- [-sa-]  - ka –[-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaathu [ missing letter- the -]  -cut.  

usagze   has the consonants- [-sa-] - ka –[-sa -]– and the  original Tamil  word is 
vetttuka [ missing letter- the -]  - cut.  

usagze   has the consonants- -sa - ka –[-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
seththuka [ missing letter- the -]  - cut.  

 

 ú-sal: a low-lying fertile area along a watercourse ('grass, plants' + 'to persist').  

 usal  has the consoants –sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nansei nilam – 
fertile land . 

usal  has the consoants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  naalaa- 
watercourse.  

usal  has the consoants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pul [ missing  
letter- pa-] – grass. 
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usal  has the consoants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nilaippu- [ 
missing letter- pa-] - persisitence.  

 

ú-sal-la...nú: to lie down in security ('food' + 'to persist' + 'to lie down'). 

usalla  has the consonants  -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is thalai  saaithal –
[ missing  letter-  the -] - lie down / sleep; thalai- head  . 

usalla  has the consonants  -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is mudi saaiththal 
–[ missing  letter-  the -]- lie down / sleep  ; mudi- head/ hair /summit  . 

usalla  has the consonants  -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  udal saaiththal-
–[ missing  letter-  the -]- lie down / sleep; udal- body ; saaya - to lie down  . 

usalla  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nilaiyaa  
nillu- to persist/ be stable ;  nillu –to stand  . 

usalla  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nel- food. 

usalla  has the consonants  --sa-la -and the  original Tamil  word is  maeichchal – 
food.  

 usalla  has the consonants  --sa-la -and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
adisil-[ missing  letter-  the -]- food.  

usalla  has the consonants  -sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  pulaal  [ 
missing letter- pa-] -meat.  

 

 ú-si4-an evening ('food' + 'red' + 'sky').  

 usian   has the consonants -sa –an- and the  interpretation of the word is word is 
sayaannam -  evening . 

usian   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoon-  
meat.  
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usian   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –an- and the  original Tamil  word is  unaa-  
food.  

usian   has the consonants -sa –an- and the  interpretation of the word is word is  
poasanam [  missing letter- pa-]  -food . 

usian   has the consonants –sa- –an- and the  original Tamil  word is   soanam-  
red.  

usian   has the consonants -sa –an- and the  original Tamil  word is sae-nn-  sky  . 

usian   has the consonants -sa –an- and the  original Tamil  word is sem-maanm-  
copper sky . 

 

ú...sud/sù: to dine; to eat ('food' + 'to sip; to sprinkle'). 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants - sa -the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
amuthu seithidu – eat  

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] -the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
is thuei – eat . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] -the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
thinnu- dine . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] -the –[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word 
undidu –dine  

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa--the –-sa- - and the  original Tamil  word 
thuchchi-  eat. 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word 
sappidu   [ missing  letter- pa-] - to sip . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word 
sooppidu –[ missing  letter- pa-]-  to sip . 
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ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa--the –-[-sa-]- - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   asiththidu  -eat . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word 
moasiththidu –eat. 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa--the –-[-sa-]- - and the other interpretation of 
the word is   suthai- taste. 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word 
nasiththidu- consume. 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-]--the –-[-sa-]- - and the other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   adu- consume . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-]--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   mokkidu [ missing  letter- ka-]- eat . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-]--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thodu /  kai thodu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  eat. 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-]--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kavu-vidu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  eat/to consume . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-]--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thuv-vidu [ missing  letter- ka-]- eat . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-]--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thuvaamai [ missing  letter- ka-]- – not eating 
[antonym]. 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants –sa--the -[-sa-]- - and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  sekatham [ missing  letter- ka-]  -eating . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – -sa--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  Tamil interpretation 
of the word is  suvaiththidu [ missing  letter- ka-]- –taste . 
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ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-]--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  nakkidu [ missing  letter- ka-]-– eat / lick . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-]--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  kudi-[ missing  letter- ka-]-  drink.  

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – -sa--the –-[-sa-]- - and the other  interpretation 
of the word is  saappidu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  –eat  

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa--the –-[-sa-]- - and the  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is  pusiththidu [ missing  letter- pa-]-  –eat . 

 ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – -[-sa-]--the –-[-sa-]- - and the other  
interpretation of the word is  peetham/ peethi [ missing  letter- pa-]--  drinking . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the  original  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  amutham  -food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thin pandam [ missing  letter- pa-]- -  food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – -sa--the –-[-sa-]- - and the other  interpretation 
of the word is  saappaadu-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  food. 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  undi- food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  uoottam/ uootti /uoottu –food  

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  othanam- food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thindi-  food  . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  theeni- food. 
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ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  theettai – food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  theen- food. 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thuppu--[ missing  letter- pa-]-   food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   other 
interpretation of the word is  theepanam---[ missing  letter- pa-]-  food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  paththam--[ missing  letter- pa-]-  food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – -sa---the –-[-sa-]- - and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  saatham -  cooked food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa---the –-[-sa-]- - and the   other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  pasi  pattini ---[ missing  letter- pa-]-  starvation . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-[-sa-]- - and the   other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   aduppu- /aduppu maedai  --[ missing  letter- pa-]-  
stove . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-[-sa-]- - and the   other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   adu  manai -  bakery . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – -sa---the –-[-sa-]- - and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  samaiththidu-  to cook . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  patham--[ missing  letter- pa-]-  - cooked food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  attoon-  cooked food . 
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ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa---the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  soattai  pandam---[ missing  letter- pa-]-  favourite 
food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-]---the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  uppu pandam----[ missing  letter- pa-]- salted food.  

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa---the –-[-sa-]- - and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  mithaasanam –scanty  food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa---the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  poosai seithidu----[ missing  letter- pa-]- take food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa--]--the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  theeyathu- vegetarian food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-[-sa-]- - and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  food-[E] [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-[-sa-]- - and the  other 
interpretation of the word is  aamidam –food . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – -sa---the –-[-sa-]- - and the   original Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  sutta  thoaei  appam --[ missing  letter- pa-]-  a kind 
of bread  . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-sa- - and the other interpretation 
of the word is  dosai - a kind of bread  . 

 ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-[-sa--]  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  puttu  -[ missing  letter- pa-]--rice cake  

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-[-sa--]  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  sappaaththi -[ missing  letter- pa-]—wheat bread  

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-[-sa--]  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  poonthi  -[ missing  letter- pa-]-a snack . 
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ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-[-sa--]  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  poandaa--[ missing  letter- pa-] a snack . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-[-sa--]  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  adai  - a bread . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa----the –-[-sa--]  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  adai doasi – a bread . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-]----the –sa--- and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   muttai  doasi -  egg dosa . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa----the –-[-sa--]  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   seedai / undai-  a snack . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-[-sa--]  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thattu adai –a snack . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] ---the –-[-sa--]  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  thoovu –--[ missing  letter- ka-]-  sprinkle . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – sa----the –-[-sa--]  - and the  other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is  sinthu -sprinkle . 

ú...sud/sù   has the consonants – [-sa-] --the –-[-sa--] - and the other Tamil 
interpretation of the word is thumi –sprinkle. 

  

ú-sug4: unclean, menstruating woman (cf., úzug).  

usug   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  thoomai kaedu- [ missing letter- the -]- un clean; thooimai- cleanliness ; kaedu 
–damage .  

usug   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -and the  original Tamil  word is maatha 
vidaai [ missing letter- the -] – menstruation; maatham- month .  
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usug   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  thukkai  [ missing letter- the -] - menstruation . 

usug   has the consonants – -sa- ka -and the   other interpretation  of the word is  
soothakam [ missing letter- the -] - menstruation . 

usug   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -and the   other  Tamil interpretation  of the 
word is  kanni  poopu -[ missing letter- pa--] -  first  menstruation ; kanni- first / 
nava . 

usug   has the consonants – sa-- ka -and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
saandae  nakki /  thooma  kudi [ missing letter- the -] –to lick the menstrual  
discharge; nakku- lick; kudi- drink .  

usug   has the consonants – sa-- ka -and the other interpretation  of the  word is  
vesaadu-[ missing letter- the -]  - menstrual  agitation.  

 

ú-šim: grass and herbs = pasture (a Sumerian example of asyndetic hendiadys).  

usim has the consonants -sa –am-  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
achchamam- a grass -pommercullia  .  

usim has the consonants -sa –am-  and the original Tamil  word is  maeichchal 
nialm [ missing letter- la-] – pasture land;  maeya –to pasture ; nilam- land . 

 

Ú-TIR: a spice or seed measured by weight.  

utir  has the consonants  - the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  venn kundri  
mani  [ missing letter –ka-] – wild liquorice  ; vennmai- white  .  

utir  has the consonants  - the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kundri vaeru-  [ 
missing letter –ka-] -liquorice root.  

utir  has the consonants  - the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  kundri  mani  
vithaiyaei   edai  iduthar  - to weigth the  liqurice seeds . 
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utir  has the consonants  - the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is edai iduthar –to 
weigh.    

utir  has the consonants  - the- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is 
athi   /aatti   mathuram-  liquorice.  

utir  has the consonants  - the- Ra- and the   other interpretation of the word is  
athi  saaram /seemai athi  mathuram  [  missing letter- sa-] –liquorice.  

utir  has the consonants  - the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
yaeradam- liquorice plant . 

 

ú-tul: (cf., udul) 
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                                               Page-151  

 

 

ú-za-gìn: fresh hay ('grass' + 'clean').  

uzagin  has the consonants- [- sa-] –ka- an –anf the  original Tamil  word is  kanam 
-  a kind of grass.  

uzagin  has the consonants- [- sa-] –ka- an –anf the  original Tamil  word is  uvani- 
to clean . 

 

ú-zug4: foul food ('food' + úzug, 'menstruating, unclean woman'). 

usug  has the consonants –sa- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is mochchai  
unavu-  foul  smelling  food.  

usug  has the consonants –sa- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  uoosi poana  
unavu  [  missing  letter- pa-] -  foul food; unavu- food   

usug  has the consonants –[-sa-] - ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is unavu-  
food.  

usug  has the consonants –-sa-- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  maasa  
vilakku [ missing  letter- la-] -  menses / taboo ; maasam- month ; vilakku –taboo . 

usug  has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaalaamai  [ missing  letter- la-] -  menses/ inability . 

usug  has the consonants –- sa-- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   maasa kuli- 
[ missing  letter- la-]-  monthly  bath -  menses  ; maasam- month  ;kuli- bath.  

usug  has the consonants –- sa-- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  maasa 
muzhukku-[ missing  letter- la-]-   monthly  bath- menses; muzhukku- bath.  
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usug  has the consonants –- sa-- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  maasa 
azhukku--[ missing  letter- la-]-  monthly  dirt ;azhukku –dirt .  

usug  has the consonants –- sa-- ka  -  and the other interpretation  of the word is   
maasankam-  menses.  

usug  has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mankai / 
nan-k-kai- woman . 

usug  has the consonants – sa-- ka  -  and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
vasai -  woman . 

 usug  has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kanni- 
woman  

usug  has the consonants –-[- sa-] -- ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  ankanai- 
woman . 

usug  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- ka  -  and the  other interpretation of the  word 
is  vaamai- woman. 

 

 ù-a: n., sleep ('to sleep' + nominative). 

 ua  has  no  consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is   saayanum [ missing  
letter –sa-] – to take rest/ sleep . 

ua  has  no  consonant  and the  other interpretation  of the word is  sayanam 
[Skt] [ missing letter –sa-]  -sleep.  

 

 ù-an-bar: (cf., u4-bar). 

 

 ù-bu-bu-ul: pus, pustule; flame (pronominal prefix + reduplicated bul(4); bu(5), 
to ignite; to sprout; Akkadian bubu’tu(m)). 
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ububuul  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  seezh [   
missing letter- sa-] - pus ; seezh  pun- pustule.   

ububuul  has the consonants  --pa -la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  pazhuppu-  
pus. 

ububuul  has the consonants  -pa-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is seezh  pun-[ 
missing letter- sa-]- pustule.   

ububuul  has the consonants  -pa-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  koppalam- [   
missing letter- ka-]- pustule.  

ububuul  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  azhal – 
flame.  

ububuul  has the consonants  -[-pa-]-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is aanal- 
flame  . 

ububuul  has the consonants -pa-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  oli  pizhampu 
– flame . 

ububuul  has the consonants -[-pa-]-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  mulai- 
sprout. 

ububuul  has the consonants-[-pa-]-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is oliyal- 
sprout.   

ububuul  has the consonants -[-pa-]-la  -and the  original Tamil  word is  paliyam-   
sprout.  

ububuul  has the consonants  -pa--la  -and the  original Tamil  word is mael 
ezhumpa-  to rise/ sprout . 

 

 ù-di: sleep; rest; daze, depression (cf., u6-di) ('sleep' + 'to go'; cf., gi6...di). 

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  adaiya  -sleep .  
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udi   has a  consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is    madiya –sleep; 
mithtam . 

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is    thunja  [ missing  
letter- sa-]- sleep.  

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  kidakka [ missing  
letter-ka -]  -sleep. 

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  kann  mayankida -[ 
missing  letter- ka-] - daze.  

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  thookkam  [ missing  
letter-ka -] - sleep . 

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  adanku [ missing  
letter- ka-] –sleep.  

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  kann adaikka [ missing  
letter- ka-]   -sleep  

udi   has the consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  kann  mooda [ 
missing  letter- ka-] - sleep . 

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  oaivu  edukka  [ 
missing  letter- ka-] -  to take rest . 

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  kidanku [ missing  
letter- ka-] -depression . 

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  vaattam [ missing  
letter- ka-] - depression.  

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  thoaivu [ missing  
letter- ka-] – depression. 

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  yaekidu [ missing  
letter- ka-]  -go . 
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udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  oadu – go /run  . 

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  nada- go  /walk. 

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  neenkidu [ missing  
letter-ka -]  –go  

udi   has a consonant-  the- and the  original Tamil word is  kathi-[ missing  letter-
ka -] -  go . 

 

 ù-gul...gar/gá-gá: to pray to; to entreat (with dative) (prospective modal prefix + 
'evil' + 'to take oaths'). 

ugulgargaga    has the consonants –ka- la- ka –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  sool uravu  yaer-k-ka [ missing letter- sa-] –to take oath.  

ugulgargaga    has the consonants –ka- la- ka –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  eru  kaikalai  kuviththu  ellam  valla  eraivanai   mandaarduthar   vaendum 
[ missing  letter- the -] – to pray  the god  with hands  together  . 

ugulgargaga    has the consonants –ka- la- ka –Ra-  ka-  and the  original Tamil  
word is   theenku  vilaivikindra  karumam  [ missing  letter- the -]  -evil  deed . 

 

 ù...ku(4): to sleep (reduplication class); to rest ('sleep' + 'to lie down; to enter'). 

uku  has the consonants- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoonku [ missing  
letter- the -] -  sleep.  

uku  has the consonants- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kidakka [ missing  
letter- the -]-  sleep .  

uku  has the consonants- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  adanka [ missing  
letter- the -] – sleep.  
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uku  has the consonants- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kann mooda/ kann 
adaikka  [ missing  letter- the -]- sleep/ to close the eyes . 

uku  has the consonants- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanku  [ missing  
letter- the -] - to  rest  

uku  has the consonants- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  oaivu  edukka [ 
missing  letter- the -] - to  rest . 

uku  has the consonants- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  saaika-  [ missing  
letter-sa -]  -  to take rest . 

uku  has the consonants- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  puku [  missing 
letter- pa-]  -  enter  . 

 

 ù-lul-la...ku(4): to sleep badly ('sleep' + 'treacherous' + 'to lie down; to enter'). 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  ullae 
nuzhaika-  enter in; ullae- in; nuzhaika- enter . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  moozhku/ 
mulku –enter.  

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  kidakkai 
kollu /  keezhae  kidaththal  [ missing letter- the -] – lie down ;  keezhae- down; 
kida- lie down/ sleep ; kidakkai- cot  . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  oaivu  kollu 
–take rest ; oaivu- rest; kollu- have . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  thuyil  
kollu [ missing letter- the -] –sleep ; thuyil –sleep .   

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  thoonkki  
kazhikka  [ missing letter- the -] –sleep ; thoonkku –sleep .   
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ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   kann 
mooduthal  /adaiththal [ missing letter- the -] – sleep ; kann –eye ; moodu- close  ; 
adai- shut .  

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  adankuthal  
[ missing letter- the -] - sleep . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  kalla 
thookkam  [ missing letter- the -] -  pretended sleep ; kallam- false . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  thookam  
keduthal-[ missing letter- the -] - disturbed sleep ;  keduthal- spoiling  .   

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  kanavu  
ulla  thookkam -[ missing letter- the -] –dreamy sleep;  kanavu- dream; ulla- 
having  ; thookkam- sleep  . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  meelaa 
thookkam -[ missing letter- the -] –death  ; meelaa - can not come back . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  thookkam 
kalaiya -[ missing letter- the -] -  to come out of sleep ; kalaiya- spoil  . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  aazhntha 
thookkam  [ missing letter- the -] - deep sleep ; aazhntha- deep; thookkam- sleep . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla  
thookam-[ missing letter- the -] -   good sleep  ; nalla- good .    

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  palli kollu [ 
missing letter- pa- ] - sleep . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  paayal 
kollu [ missing letter- pa- ] - sleep . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  vilivu – 
sleep.  
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ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  thookkathil  
nada-kkum  noaei -[ missing letter- the -] - sleep walking  ; thookkam- sleep; 
nadakka- to walk; noaei- disease . 

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   kadu 
thalai-[ missing letter- the -]-  treacherous .  

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  kalavu- 
treachery.     

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is keezh 
arukkai [ missing letter- Ra -]-   treachery ; arukka- cut / tear  .  

ulullaku  has the  consonants-  la- ka –  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  vinkkalam-  treacherous  . 

 

 ù-la: anything; nothing (pronominal prefix + 'numerous'). 

ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  illai- nil / without.  

ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  onnumae illai  - nothing . 

ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  ellaamae- every thing . 

ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  ennillaa  -  numerous ; 
enn- numerical mumber  . 

ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  malai malaiyaa- 
abundance . 

ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  pala [ missing  letter- pa-
] –many /  numerous. 

 ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  naalaa- many .  

 ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  nalla- copious. 
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ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  sila [ missing letter- sa-] 
– less [antonym] .  

ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  saal  [ missing letter- sa-] 
- abundance . 

ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  pommal  [ missing  
letter- pa-] - abundance. 

 ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  pampal  [ missing  letter 
– pa-]  abundance. 

ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  mallal – abundance . 

 ula  has a consonant- la - and the  original Tamil  word is amali – abundance . 

 

 ù-luh-gi4-rin: scepter of pure, bright light (?) (ù for u4 ?). 

uluhgirin   has the consonants- la- ka –Ra- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
karai illa  sen-k-kole  [ missing letter- sa-]- pure scepter ;  izhukku  ariyaa senkole; 
karai- stain  ;  illai- nil ;  senkkole  - scepter  ;   senkkole  =  semmai  +  kole  =  scepter 
;  semmai- good; kole- staff /stick   .  

uluhgirin   has the consonants- la- ka –Ra- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kannai  koosa  seikira   velichcham [ missing letter- sa-]- bright light which the eyes 
unable to see;  kann –eye; koosa -glaring  ; velichcham- light    .  

 

 ù-luh...sù: to send out offshoots (pronominal prefix + 'clean' + 'to stretch, 
rejoice').  

uluhsu   has the consonants-la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhukku  illa- no impurity ;  azhukku- dirt ; illai- nil  . 

uluhsu   has the consonants-la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kalankkam illa- no  impurity/ holy  ; kalankkam - stain  /taint ; illai- nil   . 
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uluhsu   has the consonants-la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
izhukku  illa -no impurity  ;  izhukku- complaint  /charges  stain  ; illai- nil . 

uluhsu   has the consonants-la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaluviya- washed  ; kazhuvu –to wash  ;  alakku [Malayalam ]  -to wash  .   

uluhsu   has the consonants-la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vilakkiya –washed.   

uluhsu   has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
neelamaaka  izhukka- to pull / elongate ; neelam- length; izhukka- to pull . 

uluhsu   has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is   
mulaikka-  to send shoots.  

uluhsu   has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kilaikka- to send  shoots . 

uluhsu   has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  mael 
ezhuka- shoot up . 

uluhsu   has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kalikka – rejoice;  akam  kalikka/ ulam  kalikka .  

has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is   akkalikka/ 
yekkalikka – rejoice.  

 uluhsu   has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
uvakai kolla- rejoice.  

uluhsu   has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  
makizha- rejoice.  

uluhsu   has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  nakal 
– rejoice . 

uluhsu   has the consonants- la -ka –sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
seemaalikka – great  rejoice.  
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uluhsu   has the consonants- la -ka –[-sa-] – and the  original Tamil  word is  pukal  
[ missing letter- pa-] -rejoice . 

 

ù-ma; ù-na: victory, triumph (prospective modal prefix + me-a, 'when in battle'). 
adj., domineering, pugnacious, impetuous.  

uma   has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  sinam [ missing 
letter- sa-] –battle. 

uma   has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   am – battle.  

uma   has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   moei- battle.   

uma   has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  munai- battle.   

uma   has a consonant-  ma -and the other interpretation of the word is  samam  [ 
missing letter- sa-] - battle. 

uma   has a consonant-  ma -and the other interpretation of the word is   
sanniyam [ missing letter- sa-] - battle.  

uma   has a consonant-  ma -and the other interpretation of the word is seyam-[ 
missing letter- sa-]  -victory .     

uma   has a consonant-  ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  aanmai- victory/ 
manliness .   

 

ù-ma/ù-na...gub: to attain victory, triumph ('when in battle' + 'to emerge 
standing'). 

umaunagub  has the consonants - ma -an -ka –pa–and the  orignal Tamil  word is   
pakaiyaei  vaakai adaiya  vaendum [  missing letter- the -]- to attain  victory; pakai 
– enmity  /enemy  ;  vaakai –victory  ; adaiya –attain .  
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umaunagub  has the consonants - ma -an -ka – [-pa -]–and the  orignal Tamil  
word is  thunkkam-[ missing letter- the -]- victory . 

umaunagub  has the consonants - ma -an -ka – pa -and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
pakaiyae  pankkam  undaakka  vaendum -[ missing letter- the -]- -to defeat  the 
enemy  ;   pankkam- damage; undakku –to make   . 

umaunagub  has the consonants - ma -an -ka –-pa and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
pakaiyaei  thaandida  vaendum -[ missing letter- the -]- -to defeat  the enemy; 
pakai –enemy . 

umaunagub  has the consonants - ma -an -ka –-pa and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
pakaiyaei  uoothi  poada vaendum -[ missing letter- the -]- -to defeat  the enemy. 

umaunagub  has the consonants - ma -an -ka –-pa and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
pakaiyaei mandi ida vaikka  vaendum  -[ missing letter- the -]- -to defeat  the 
enemy  ; mandi  idu- kneel down . 

umaunagub  has the consonants - ma -an -ka –-pa and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
pakaiyaei  ottam  edukka  vaikka   vaendum [ missing letter- the -] -to defeat  the 
enemy   ;  oaattam- running; edukka- to take . 

umaunagub  has the consonants - ma -an -ka –[--pa -] and the  orignal Tamil  word 
is  thattu  kaedu  undakka  vaneum   [ missing letter- the -]-  to defeat.  

umaunagub  has the consonants - ma -an -ka –pa - and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
pakaiyaei  kedukka  vaendum  [ missing letter- the -]-  to defeat the enemy ; pakai 
–enemy ;   kedukka- destroy  . 

 

 ù-mu-un: Emesal dialect, cf., en.  

 

ù-nu-gar-ra: fraud (pronominal prefix + 'not' + 'established' + nominative).  
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unugarra   has the consonants - an - ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
niruvu – establish.  

unugarra   has the consonants - an - ka -Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaekkiravan – a fraud.  

 

ù-sá: sleep ('sleep' + 'to equal in value'; cf., gi6...sá, 'midnight').  

usa  has a consonant – sa- and the  interpretation of the word is sayanam[Skt]  -  
sleep.  

usa  has a consonant – sa- and the  original Tamil  word is   saayanum  -to take 
rest/ lie down  . 

usa  has a consonant – sa- and the  interpretation of the word is samam – equal.  

usa  has a consonant –[- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  oppam [ missing  
letter- pa-] -equal.  

usa  has a consonant – [-sa-]- and the  interpretation of the word is yaamam/ 
yaami /  yaamini - night . 

usa  has a consonant –sa- and the  interpretation of the word is saamam – night 
/midnight . 

usa  has a consonant – [-sa-]- and the  interpretation of the word is nisha –night 
/midnight. 

  

ù-sá...dab5: to be overcome by sleep (ù-sá, 'sleep' + 'to seize'). 

usadab  has the consonants –- sa-  the  -[-pa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
saainthidu – to take rest / sleep . 

usadab  has the consonants –- sa-  the  -[-pa-]- - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  sayanththidu [Skt] -sleep.  
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usadab  has the consonants –-[- sa-]-  the -pa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
padu  -sleep / lie down . 

usadab  has the consonants –- [-sa-]-  the  -[-pa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
madi   -sleep/ die .  

 usadab  has the consonants –- sa  the  -[-pa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
seththidu  -sleep/ die . 

usadab  has the consonants –- [-sa-]-  the  -[-pa-]- - and the other interpretation  
of the word is  niththai [Skt]  -sleep.  

usadab  has the consonants –-[- sa-]-  the –[-pa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
neenda -amaithi -  sleep;   neenda- long  ; amaithi  silence .  

usadab  has the consonants –- sa - the –[-pa-]- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thunju  -sleep . 

usadab  has the consonants –-[- sa-]-  the –pa- - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pidi  -seize.  

usadab  has the consonants –-[- sa-]-  the –[-pa--] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
thuninthu  edu  /thidumena edu – seize.  

usadab  has the consonants –- -sa-  the  -[-pa-]- - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is  sinaattu – seize by sickness. 

usadab  has the consonants –- -sa-  the  --pa- - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  japthi seithidu – seize.  

 

 gišù-suh5: fir or spruce tree or wood (phonetic spelling shows original full 
pronunciation of suh5 , 'confusion; to uproot; encircling wall').  

gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is akam / 
akamam / nakam / vaaniyam - tree. 
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gisusuh  has the consonants- ka -sa-  and the  interpretation of the word is kusam 
/ saaki  -tree.  

gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is savukku – 
coastal she oak.  

gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is vaakai – 
rain tree / saman/ guango . 

gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is poo  
vakai [ missing  letter- pa-] -   [ Konna- Malayalam ] -  Pink Cassia . 

 gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is sempukam [ 
missing  letter- pa-] -  Golden Champa . 

gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is pun -
naakam  [ missing  letter- pa-] -Alaexdrian laurel . 

gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is paakku [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - areca / kamuku . 

gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is vaeppam 
-[ missing  letter- pa-]  – margosa . 

 gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maankaa- mango . 

gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mayakkam- confusion; kayakkam / moakam .  

 gisusuh  has the consonants- ka -sa-  and the  interpretation of the word is 
koasakkam / masakam – confusion. 

gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is ekka 
sakkam- confusion.  
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gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is sutru  suvar 
[ missing  letters- Ra- and- the- ] – encircling wall; suvar –wall; sutru- to encircle 
/to revolve  .  

gisusuh  has the consonants- ka –[-sa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word is vaeru  
aruththidu [ missing  letters- Ra- and- the- ] – to uproot ; vaeru –root; aru –tear . 

 

ù-sun[BAD]: wild cow, cf., sún.  

usunbad  has  the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-  pa- the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  paandi / paandiyam -  bull.  

usunbad  has  the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-  [- pa-] - the-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is   nanthi – bull . 

usunbad  has  the consonants – [-sa-]  –an-  [- pa-] - the-  and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  thanam / thannam  - calf.    

 

gišù-šub: brick mold; a platform for molding or drying bricks (same form as udun, 
'kiln for bricks'; pronominal prefix + 'to throw, drop, plop'; cf., šab, 'to chip out, 
apportion out').  

gisusub   has the consonants-  ka- sa –[- pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
senkkal soolai  [ missing letter- la-] – kiln  for bricks  ; soolai- kiln . 

gisusub   has the consonants-  ka- sa –[- pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
senkkal maal  [ missing letter- la-] – kiln  for bricks  ;senkkal- brick . 

gisusub   has the consonants-  ka- sa –[- pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
senkal   achchu [ missing letter- la-] – brick mold. 

gisusub   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-]  –[- pa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is   
-  kalavaai [ missing letter- la-]-  kiln.  
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gisusub   has the consonants-  ka-  sa- pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is 
sunnaampu  kaalavaai  [ missing letter- la-]-  lime kiln.     

gisusub   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] - pa-– and the  original Tamil  word is 
paaka pudi [ missing letter- the -]- potter’s  kiln.  

gisusub   has the consonants-  ka-  sa- [-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is  
veesu – throw.  

gisusub   has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] - [-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is  
iku / okku / nookku / yaevu -  throw . 

gisusub   has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] - [-pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word is  
nunanku –drop . 

gisusub   has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] - pa--– and the  original Tamil  word is   
paku – apportion  out ; panku – portion / share . 

gisusub   has the consonants-  ka-  [-sa-] – [-pa-]--– and the  original Tamil  word is  
vakukka – apportion out .  

 gisusub   has the consonants-  ka- [- sa-] – [- pa-] -– and the  original Tamil  word 
is  keezhae vizhum  oli / oasai [ missing letter- zha / la-]- plop ; keezhae- down; 
veezha- fall; oli –noise . 

 

ù-tu-(d): to give birth; to create ('to lie down' + 'to create'; cf., tud). 

utu [d] has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil  word is  padaiththidu [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – to create . 

utu [d] has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil  word is  thitti  / puthiyathu 
thittam idu [ missing  letter- pa-] -create.  

utu [d] has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil  word is  undu  pannu 
missing  letter- pa-] – to create . 
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utu [d] has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil  word is  seithidu [ missing  
letter- sa-] – to create . 

utu [d]   has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil  word is  padu [missing  
letter- pa-] – lie down .   

utu [d]   has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil  word is  adai- lie down 
/sleep  .  

utu [d]   has the consonant-  the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sayaniththidu [ missing  letter- sa-]- lie down /sleep  . 

utu [d]   has the consonant-  the- and the original Tamil  word is peththu  poadu 
missing  letter- pa-]-  to give birth / beget . 

 

 ù-ur5-re: all this (pronominal prefix + 'these').  

uurre   has a   consonant - Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is  intha  oru  [ missing  
letter –the -] - this  one  ; intha –this  ; oru- one  

 

u4...(-a): (at the time) when... [this brackets an entire phrase] ('time' + 
nominative or genitive).  

ua  has  no   consonant   and the  original Tamil  word is appoa  [ missing letter- 
pa-] - that time. 

ua  has  no   consonant   and the  original Tamil  word is yeppoa [ missing letter- 
pa-] - when. 

ua  has  no   consonant   and the  original Tamil  word is ippoa [ missing letter- pa-]   
-now.  

 

u4...-a-gin7: while..., ('time' + 'as; when'). 
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uagin  ha the consonants - ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is -   kon- time . 

uagin  ha the consonants - ka –an- and the  original Tamil  word is ekkakanam  -  
at what  time . 

 

 u4...-a-ta: after (the time) when... ('time' + 'after').  

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  eppoathu [ missing  
letter- pa-] - when .  

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pinnaadi [ missing 
letter- pa-] -  after.  

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   aduththu  -after.  

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thimitham -  time .  

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the   interpretation  of the word is thaethi – 
time [ date]  . 

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the   interpretation  of the word is amathi – 
time . 

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   idai – time.  

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the  original Tamil  word is   nadai-   time.  

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the   interpretation  of the word is thapaa [ 
missing letter- pa-] – times.  

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the   interpretation  of the word is peetham 
missing letter- pa-] – time . 

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the   interpretation  of the word is  tayan – 
time.  

uata   has the consonant-  the -and the   interpretation  of the word is   
pasantham/  panjathu [ misisn letters- pa –and- sa-]- time.  
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u4...á-bi/ba(-/ak/): to be or do on time, at the right moment ('time' + 'moment' 
+ adverbial force suffix).  

uabibaak  has the consonants- pa-- ka –and the interpretation  of the word is   
pookam- time . 

uabibaak  has the consonants- [-pa-]  - ka –and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  kanam -  moment .  

uabibaak  has the consonants- [-pa-]  - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   
vinaadi  [ missing letter- the -] -  moment . 

uabibaak  has the consonants- [-pa-]  - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kon-  
time . 

uabibaak  has the consonants- [-pa-]  - ka –and the interpretation  of the word is  
anaekam- time.   

uabibaak  has the consonants- pa- - ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaaippaana  kanam/ kon  -  right  moment / time; vaaippu- opportunity; kanm- 
time   . 

 

u4-an-na: light of the heavens ('light' + 'heaven' + genitive). 

uanna    has the consonant - an  - and the  original Tamil  word is   neel / neezhai / 
nila / nizhali  [ missing letter- la / zha-] – light.  

uanna    has the consonant - an  - and the  original Tamil  word is   azhal naa [ 
missing letter- la-]  - light . 

uanna   has the consonant - an  - and the  original Tamil  word is min oli [ missing 
letter- la-] – light.  

uanna   has the consonant - an  - and the  original Tamil  word is saenn [ missing 
letter- sa-] – heaven . 
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u4-ba: at that time; in those days; then ('time' + bi-a, 'that; its'). 

uba  has the consonant-  pa- and the  original Tamil   word  appo- at that time. 

uba  has the consonant-  pa- and the  original Tamil   word  eppo- when . 

uba  has the consonant-  pa- and the  original Tamil   word  ippo- now.  

uba  has the consonant-  pa- and the  original Tamil   word  pinpu-/ pinnae - then 

uba  has the consonant-  pa- and the  original Tamil   word  pandu [  missing letter-
the-]- in the  past. 

uba  has the consonant-  [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil   word  mani- time.  

uba  has the consonant-  [-pa-]- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
samayam [ missing letter- sa-] – time.  

 

 u4-bar: midday (cf., an-bar).  

ubar   has the consonants – [- pa -] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  uruma 
naeram – mid day . 

 

u4-bi-ta: the past ('days' + 'those' + 'from').  

ubita  has the consonants –pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  pandu – past .  

ubita  has the consonants –pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  poanathu- 
past .  
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ubita  has the consonants –pa- the -and the  original Tamil  word is  nadanthu  
poana - past . 

ubita  has the consonants –[-pa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  munthina- 
past .  

ubita  has the consonants –[- pa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is   antha –
those . 

ubita  has the consonants –[- pa-] - the -and the  original Tamil  word is  aatchchi [ 
missing letter- sa-]  -  day.  

ubita  has the consonants –[- pa-] - the -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  thinam - day .  

 

u4-buru14: at the time of the harvest ('days, time' + 'harvest'). 

uburu  has the consonants – pa- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  payir aruppu 
naar / naeram  -to time to harvest . 

uburu  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  naar-  
day .   

uburu  has the consonants – [-pa-] - Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is   naeram-  
time.  

uburu  has the consonants – pa--Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  payir-  crop.  

uburu  has the consonants – pa--Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  aruppu-  
reap .   

 

 u4-da: today ('day' + 'with, near, present').  

uda has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is udan-  with . 

uda has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is  muttadi – near.  
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uda has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is   andai-  near . 

uda has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is  thottu aduththu-  
very  next  . 

uda has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is  aththaani-  nearness.    

uda has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is  ittu ithu-  nearness.  

uda has the consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  
athittaanam- near . 

uda has the consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  aathi-   
nearness.  

uda has the consonant- the- and the original Tamil  word is  aatchchi  [ missing 
letter- sa-] –day . 

uda has the consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  thinam –
day . 

uda has the consonant- the- and the other interpretation of the word is  intha 
thinam- this day . 

 

u4-da giš-en: if ('today' + irrealis suffix).  

udagisan  has the consonants - the - ka –[-sa-] -an – and  the  original Tamil  word 
is indraikku [ missing letter- Ra-]  -today .  

udagisan  has the consonants - the - ka –[-sa-] -an – and  the  original Tamil  word 
is mayakka thayakka  nilai [ missing letter- la-]  – if . 

 

u4-da-tuš: a clown who performed with bears and pigs ('today' + 'to set up 
camp').  
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udatus  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kooththaadi  [ missing letter- ka-] – clown . 

udatus  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is kadaa-
th -thanmai [ missing letter- ka-] – clownishness. 

udatus  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  kaatti / 
kundam [ missing letter- ka-] -  pig.  

udatus  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  – and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  peetham [ missing letter- pa-]- pig.    

udatus  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  
poaththu  [ missing letter- pa-]- pig.    

udatus  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is  naattu  
panni [ missing letter- pa-]-  country  pig.   

udatus  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thankkanum  /  mukaam  idu [ missing letter- ka-] – to set up  the camp.  

camp [E]  has the consonants - ka – ma-  [ -pa-] - and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   mukaam – camp .  

udatus  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  – and the  interpretation  of the word is  
ayaththi-  day .   

udatus  has the consonants - the – sa- – and the  original Tamil  word is  aatchchci 
– day . 

udatus  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  – and the  interpretation  of the word is   
thinam –day .  

udatus  has the consonants - the –[- sa-]  – and the  other  interpretation  of the 
word is   ithth- thinam- to day.  

 

u4(-bar)-dagal: extensive daylight, long day ('day' ( + 'middle') + 'wide'). 
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ubardagal  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   neendathoru  pakal  naeram / pozhuthu / pakal  vaelai / kizhamai – long day; 
neenda- long  ; pakal - day ; naeram- time ; vaelai- time ; kizhamai- day .  

ubardagal  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pakar  pozhuthu – day time; pakar- day ; pozhuthu –time .  

ubardagal  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   erpaththu naanku  mani  enum  kaala alavu  - 24 hours  time measurement   ;  
eru -2; paththu- 10 ;  naanku -4 ; mani – time / hour ; kaalam- time; alavu- 
measurement  .  

ubardagal  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   tharai / munn/ kuvalayam   -kathiravanai   oru murai suttri  vara  [ kiranki vara] 
eduthtu kollum  naeram kaala alavu [ missing letter- sa-] – the time taken by earth 
to revolve around  sun   ; munn  tharai- terrain ; kuvalayam – world ; kathiravan- 
sun ; oru- one; murai –time ; suttri vara –to rotate ; naeram- time; kaalam- time; 
alavu- measurement . 

 ubardagal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   uchchi  kizhan  varukirdra   naeram /  kaalam/ vaelai – mid day ; uchhci –
top ; kizhaan- sun / helios  ;  varukira- coming ;  naeram –time  

ubardagal  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kannai  parikkindra  kathiravanin   oli  -  bright light that makes the eyes blind ; 
kann- eye; parikka –to pluck  ; kathiravan –sun ; oli- light . 

ubardagal  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kathiravanin  pirankkal – sun light ; kathiravan –sun; pirankkal- bright light .  

ubardagal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kathir- k -kadavul -  sun god; kadavul –god ; kathir- sun ray .  

ubardagal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   pakal seikindravan [ missing letter- sa-] – sun / one makes the day ; 
pakal- day ;  sei –do ;  seikiravan- one who  does . 
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 ubardagal  has the consonants – -pa-- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   parithi  ilam vazhithi – morning  sun ;   ilamai- youth  .  

ubardagal  has the consonants – [-pa-]- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaalai- k -kathir- morning  light; kaalai- morning ; kathir- light/ ray /sun  .  

ubardagal  has the consonants – pa- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kathiravanin   paer oli –  sun light; paer- great; oli- light .  

ubardagal  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   naduvir ulla  - in the middle ;  nadu –centre  . 

ubardagal  has the consonants –[- pa-]- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  
word is   erandukkum  idaiyil  ulla – inbetween the two; erandu –two ; idai-yil- in 
between .  

ubardagal  has the consonants - pa-- Ra- the –ka- la-   and the  original Tamil  word 
is   parantha akalam ulla  -  wide;  akalam- width; ulla- has .    

 

 u4-gíd-da: all day long ('day' + 'to be long' + nominative suffix). 

ugidda  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  naal 
muzhuvathum [ missing letter- la-] -  all day long; naal- day; muzhumai- whole .  

ugidda  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  neenda 
naalaaka [ missing letter- la-] – long days; neenda- long  ;  naal- day  . 

ugidda  has the consonants-  ka –the- and the  original Tamil  word is  neelam 
kondathu –[ missing letter- la-] - lengthy ; neelam- length; kondathu- has  . 

 

 u4-huš: raging storm ('storm' + 'furious, terrible, awesome'). 

uhus  has the consonants – ka- sa -  and the  interpretation  of the word is   
awesome [E] . 
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uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  viyakkum  
vannam – wonderful .  

uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is vempa [   
missing  letter- pa-] -  furious.   

uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is koampu- [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - furious. 

uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  interpretation  of the word is 
kopam   [  missing  letter- pa-]  furious  /anger . 

uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is el vali- [   
missing  letter- la-] - furious wind . 

uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  interpretation  of the word is   
ukkiram-[missing letter- Ra-] - terribleness. 

uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
vairavam--[ missing letter- Ra-] - terribleness. 

uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is karuvu- [ 
missing letter- Ra-] –furious. 

uhus  has the consonants – ka- -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  miku  sinam 
furious  ; miku –excess .  

uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is kothikka-  [  
missing  letter- the -] -  furious . 

uhus  has the consonants – ka- -sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  achcham 
moottum vakaiyaaka [  missing  letter- the -] -  awesome/terrible ; achcham- fear; 
moottu –induce / kindle  . 

uhus  has the consonants – ka- -sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   maatchimai  
mikka [  missing  letter- the -]- splendid.  
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uhus  has the consonants – ka- -sa-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mika 
kodumaiyaaka- [  missing  letter- the -]-  terrible.  

uhus  has the consonants – ka- -[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  vayakku/ 
vaaman -  splendor . 

uhus  has the consonants – ka- -[- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  maenmai 
mikka – splendor.  

uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  interpretation  of the word is  
makimai  mikka  - splendor. 

uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  pokkam [ 
missing  letter- pa-] - splendor.  

uhus  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is minukku-  
splendor.   

 

 u4-imin: seven days ('day' + 'seven'). 

uimin  has the  consonants -ma –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thinam [ 
missing letter- the -] –day.  

uimin  has the  consonants -ma –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  yae -thinam 
[missing letter- the -]-   7th day ;  yae  -  Tamil  numerical letter- 7  . 

uimin  has the  consonants -ma –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  thondaam 
thinam  [missing letter- the -]- - 9th day  ; thondu- 9 . 

uimin  has the  consonants -ma –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  moonaam 
thinam [missing letter- the -]-– day 3   ; moonu  -3 .  

uimin  has the  consonants -ma –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  onnaam 
thinam [missing letter- the -]-– – day one  ; onnu- one .  

uimin  has the  consonants -ma –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ‘’ uo’’ 
thinam [missing letter- the -]-– – day 2 ;  ‘uo’ - Tamil  numerical letter – 2.   
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uimin  has the  consonants -ma –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  aeinthaam 
thinam [  missing letter- the -]-– – day 5 ;  aeinthu -5 .  

uimin  has the  consonants -ma –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ‘a’ thinam [  
missing letter- the -]-–  day 8;   ‘’ a ‘’  Tamil  numerical letter  -8. .  

uimin  has the  consonants -ma –an-  and the  original Tamil  word is  yaa- thinam  
[  missing letter- the -]-- day 10   ;  yaa- Tamil  numerical   letter  = 10  .  

 

 u4-na-me...nu-tuku: there was never ('time' + prohibitive modal prefix + 'to be' + 
'to not have'; cf., lú...na-me...nu-).  

uname nutuku   has the consonants-  an-  ma  - an- the- ka  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaankkida  vaendaam   /eduththukka vaendaam  - not to have ; 
vaankku-   get/ buy ; vaendaam- no .   

uname nutuku   has the consonants-  an-  ma  - an- the- ka  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  udaimai aakkida  vaendaam –  not to possess  ; udaimai- 
possessions ;  aakkidu –to make  .  

uname nutuku   has the consonants-  an-  ma  - an- the- ka  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   entha  kaalaththilum  ankkae illai [ missing letter- la-] - there was  
never  at any  time ; kaalam –time /season  ;  ankkae-  there; illai- nil . 

 

u4-nu-dùg-ga: unhappy days ('day' + 'not' + 'sweet, good' + nominative suffix). 

unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadinamaana / kavalai  mikka  naat-k-kal [  missing  letter- la-] -un  happy  days ; 
kavalai –worry ; mikka- excess; naal- day; naatkkal –days  . 

unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naatkal-[  missing  letter- la-]  days . 
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unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
inimai mikkathu/ kondathu  – sweet; inimai- pleasant .  

unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
inippu  mukuthiyaaka [ missing  letter- pa-] - exceesive sweet ; inippu –sweet . 

unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thiviyamaanathu -  -sweet.  

unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumattum vannam – sweet . 

 unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thevittum vannam –sweet. 

unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is in 
manam  kondathu –sweet  /aromatic ; manam- smell . 

unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaenikka- bei  sweet.  

unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  mathunka-  be sweet. 

 unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mikka nanmai kondathu  -good; mikka- excess; nanmai –good ; kondathu- has .  

unudugga  has the consonants – an-  the –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kinjiththum / konjamaum  kidaiyaathu [ missing  letter- sa-]  - not even a little; 
konjamum- even a little ; kidaiyaathu- no  .  

 

 u4-ri-a: in those (far remote) days ('days' + remote demonstrative affix + 
locative).  

uria  has the consonant-  Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  naar-  day  .  
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uria  has the consonant - Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  antha naar[ missing  
letter the-] - those days  ; antha- that  ;  naar- day  . 

 

u4-sa9-a: half a day ('day' + 'half' + nominative suffix).  

usaa  has no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  arai naar [ missing letter- 
Ra-] – half day ;  arai- half; naar- day .  

 

u4-sakar[SAR](-ra): crescent moon; new moon; segment of a circle; a plant, 
possibly rushes or nettles ('day, light' + 'to begin' + 'renewal'; cf., é-u4-sakar).  

usakar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaar 
uvaa-  new moon ; kaar- dark ; uvaa- moon .  

usakar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  pirai 
uvaa  [missing letter- pa-]- crescent moon ; pirai- crescent.  

usakar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   
koarai  / naanar vaar--  a   kind of rush . 

usakar  has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kampan- k-korai--[missing letter- pa-]-    a kind of rush; koarai- reed   . 

 usakar  has the consonants – sa-ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  korai 
sampa-[missing letter- pa-]-  rush paddy .   

usakar  has the consonants – sa-ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  perun-k- 
kaan-j- soari  [missing letter- pa-]-   a kind of  climbing  nettle . 

 usakar  has the consonants – sa-ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  erumai 
kaan-j- sori  -  a kind  of climbing nettle . 

usakar  has the consonants – sa-ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   sori 
siranku-  scabies . 
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usakar has the consonants – sa-ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is   kaan-j -
sori - nettles.  

usakar has the consonants – sa-ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is seer 
amaikka-  to renew. 

usakar has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is mur 
kooru- beginning . 

usakar has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is aarampikka  [ missing letter- pa-] – to begin.   

usakar has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  
pirakka-[ missing letter- pa-] -  begin.  

usakar has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka- Ra - and the  original Tamil  word is  pakar 
naeram [ missing letter- pa-] – day time; pakar- day  ; naeram –time .  

usakar has the consonants – -sa--ka- Ra - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaasaram / vaasiram - day . 

usakar has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- Ra - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is kiranam/ karam - light.  

usakar has the consonants – [-sa-]--ka- Ra - and the other interpretation  of the 
word is parkkam   [ missing letter- pa-] – light. 

 

u4-sakar-gibil: reviving new moon, thin crescent moon ('day, light' + 'to begin' + 
'renewal'; cf., é- u4-sakar).  

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- Ra - ka -pa -la  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   valar  pirai   nilavu -  growing  new moon ;  valara- to grow ; pirai-  
crescent ;  nilavu  -moon  
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u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- Ra - ka –-pa  -la  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kaar   erul   paruva  u-vaa -  new moon ; kaar- dark  ; erul- dark; 
uvaa- moon . 

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  - sa- ka- Ra - ka –pa- -la  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pinchu   pirai  koala  paruva   nilavu – crescent moon ; pirai- 
crescent ; koalam  -circular ; paruvam –time ; nilavu –moon  . 

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  -[- sa-] - ka- Ra - ka –pa- -la  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vaal  pirai nilavu    - crescent moon   . 

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  - [-sa-]- ka- Ra - ka –pa- -la  - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  powrnami [Skt]  nilavu  /ampuli -  full moon  . 

 u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  - sa- ka- Ra - ka –pa- -la  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   oli veesum   muzhu  paruva  nilavu -  velli   nilavu / pon nilavu  - full  
moon  ; oli- light ; muzhu –full ; paruvam- time; nilavu- moon  ; velli- silver; pon- 
gold . 

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  - sa- ka- Ra - ka –pa- -la  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  muzhu alavil- aana / pari  pooranam –maana  [Skt]  / niraivaana  
uchcha nilai    kaanum  paal  nilavu -  full moon ; muzhu- full ;  aalvu- 
measurement  ;  niraivu –full ; uchcham- top  ; nilai- status ;  paal- milk ; nilavu –
moon . 

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  -[- sa-] -ka- Ra - ka –pa- -la  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is  pakar vaelai – day time ; pakar- day; vaelai –time .  

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  -[- sa-] -ka- Ra - ka –pa- -la  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   gnayirin  oli pirankkal- bright  sun light ; gnaayiru- sun ;  oli-; 
pirankkal- bright  . 

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  - sa--ka- Ra - ka –pa- -la  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kannai  koosa seikira velichcham/ paer oli  – bright light that 
makes the eyes blind   [ glare ]  ; kann- eye;  koosa seiya – glaring ;  velichcham- 
light ; paer- great ; oli- light  . 
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u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  - sa-ka- Ra - ka –pa- -la  - and the other 
interpretation of thre word is  sooriya  velichcham/ kiranam[Skt]   pirakaasamaaka 
[Skt]  veesa – flash of  sun light ; sooriyan- sun ; pirakaasam- bright  . 

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  - [-sa-]--ka- Ra - ka –[-pa-]- -la  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   vaelai-yaei  / azhuvalai   thuvankku / aarampiththal – to 
start the work  ; vaelai –work; azhuval –work ; thuvankku-  to begin  . 

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  -[- sa-]--ka- Ra - ka –[-pa-]- -la  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   kaal- koluuthar [ missing letter- the -] – to begin.  

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  - sa--ka- Ra - ka –[-pa-]- -la  - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   seer  aakkuthal [ missing letter- the -]- renewal. 

u4-sakar-gibil has the consonants  -[- sa-]--ka- Ra - ka –[-pa-]- -la  - and the  
original Tamil  word is   meel  -uruvaakkam – renewal .  

 

u4-sud-ra: for eternity ('time' + 'remote' + dative 'for'). 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
naetrum  /endrum   endrandum-   eternal . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
endrum   -maarathathu-  constant  ;endrum –always ; maarathu- not changing   . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -sa-–the- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
endrum  asaiyaathu  nindiridum -  always  stable ; asaiyaathu- not moving ; 
nindrida- to stand . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   nirantharam [Skt] /endrandrum   -eternity . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is niththiya moorththy [Skt]  -   eternal bliss  
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u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   endrum  maaratha   inpam [ missing letter- pa-] -  eternal bliss; 
endrum- always ; maaratha- not changing; inpam- pleasure . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is    thuruvam- [ missing letter- ka-] - eternal . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is    thurakkam [ missing letter- ka-] – eternity  . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of 
the word is    ana varatham [Skt] - [ missing letter- ka-] – eternity  . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -sa-–the- Ra- and the  other  interpretation of the 
word is  saasuvathamaana  ondru [Skt]    [ missing letter- ka-] – eternal  one . 

 u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   mudivu indri [ missing letter- ka-] - without end . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –the- Ra- and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   entha naeramum -  at all time ; naeram- time . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  --sa-–the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  sathaa [Skt]   naeramum- at all time . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  --sa-–the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  pira saththam [Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  eternity . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -sa-–the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  sathatha- maana thondru-   eternal . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants -[-sa-] -–the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   thooram [Skt]  / thooram udaiyathu / thooramana idam -   in the  
remote  place ; thoor- distant ; idam- place  . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -[-sa-] -–the- Ra- and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  ettaththir- far way ; etta –far . 
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u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants --[-sa-] -–the- Ra- and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  anmai indri-  not near; anmai- near  . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants--[-sa-] -–the- Ra- and the  other  Tamil 
interpretation of the word is   anmai-yir  nadantha ondru- happened recently ; 
nadantha- occurred ; ondru- one  . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  --[-sa-] -–the- Ra- and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  samipaththir [Skt]  nadantha ondru- happened recently . 

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  -sa-–the- Ra- and the  other  Tamil  interpretation 
of the word is  saeimai  undaiya ondru / idam- remote  one/ place ; saeimai- 
remote/ distant .  

u4-sud-ra:  has the consonants  --[-sa-] -–the- Ra- and the  other  Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   thodarpu  atra  [ missing letter- pa-] -  remote[ 
without any relation/ communication; thodarpu- communication; attra- without  . 

 

 u4...(al-)šú-šú-ru: to become cloudy or dark ('daylight' + šúš/šú, 'to become dark' 
+ šur, 'to rain' ? + marû 3rd. sing. ending with vowel harmony).  

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
irul- dark.   

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ariyaa  nilai-  in the darkness;   ariyaa- not knowing ; nilai –status  .  

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
karukkal [ missing letter ka-]-dark cloudy. 

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mazhai- kaal  erul [ missing letter ka-]--cloudy darkness ; mazhai- rain ; erul –dark . 

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaar mukil- [ missing letter ka-]-dark clouds ; kaar- dark; mukir / mukil-  cloud . 
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ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mazhai  thoatram- [ missing letter the -]-clouded sky ; mazhai- rain ;  thoatram –
appearance  . 

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukir  paezh  mazhai-[ missing letters-pa- and- zha -]-cloud burst  ; mukir- cloud . 

 ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is aarkali- [ missing letter ka-]- rain.  

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is kurai vil-[ missing letter ka-]- rain bow ;  varuna vil .  

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
siru mazhai thooral-[ missing letter the -]- drizzle.  

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- sa-- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
malai  saaral / saaral mazhai -    drizzle. 

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- -sa- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mazhai neer sottu -[ missing letter the -]- rain drop; neer- water; sottu –a drop; 
mazhai –rain .  

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- -sa- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is soara 
mazhai – rain  profusely . 

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- -sa- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mazhai soriyal – rain shower.  

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mazhai  neer- rain water.  

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mazhai thaarai [ missing letter- the -]  - rain water .  

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- sa- Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
siththirai suzhiyan [ missing letter- the -] – a storm in the month  of april  . 
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ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
puyar mazhai   [ missing letter- pa-] - stormy  rain ; puyar- gale  .  

ualsusuru  has the consonants  -la- [-sa-] - Ra  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
peru mazhai-[ missing letter- pa-] - heavy  rain ; peru- big ; mazhai –rain  . 

  

u4-šú-uš(-e): daily; day by day ('day, daylight' + šúš/šú, 'to become dark' + 
locative-terminative postposition).  

ususe    has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is naal- [ missing 
letter- la-] -day . 

ususe    has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is naalum [ 
missing letter- la-] -  daily.  

ususe    has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is naal  oli  [ 
missing letter- la-] –day light ; oli- light . 

ususe    has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is oli  inmai [ 
missing letter- la-] – no  light  /dark ; inmai- nil . 

ususe    has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is al  [ missing 
letter- la-] -  evening  . 

ususe    has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is maalai –[ 
missing letter- la-] - evening . 

ususe    has the consonant- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is maei- mal- [ 
missing letter- la-] - evening  darkness ; maei- dark ; maalai- evening  . 

ususe    has the consonant- sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is saayaanam-  
evening . 

ususe    has the consonant- sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is aatchchi  [ missing  
letter- the -]  -day . 
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ususe    has the consonant- sa- - and the other interpretation  of the word is 
nitham- mum/ thinam  thinam  [ missing letter- the -] –daily . 

ususe    has the consonant- sa- - and the  original Tamil  word is santhi  [ missing 
letter- the -]- evening. 

ususe    has the consonant- [-sa-]  - and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
anthi [ missing letter- the -]-  evening. 

 

u4-te(-en): evening ('daylight' + 'to extinguish, cool down'). 

u4-te(-en)  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] - and the interpretation  of the  word 
is   anthi- evening. 

u4-te(-en)  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] - and the  interpretation of the word 
is anthi  manthi- evening  twilight   . 

u4-te(-en)  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
mayandai- evening  

u4-te(-en)  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  santhi  [ missing  letter- sa-] -evening . 

u4-te(-en)  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is thee- 
yaei  anaiththidu / thaniththidu / nathuththidu  -  to extinguish the fire ; thee- fire 
;  anaiththidu – to extinguish  

u4-te(-en)  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
manam thaninthidu   -cool down ; manam- mind; thaniya – to cool down  . 

extinguish [E]  has the consonants -   ka – [-sa -]- the –an - ka – [-sa-]  - and the 
original Tamil  word is  aviththida vaendum / anaiththaka  vaendum – to 
extinguish. 

u4-te(-en)  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] - and the original Tamil  word is 
aayaththi  /aatchchai- day  
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u4-te(-en)  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] - and the other interpretation of the 
word is  nitham /   thinam [Skt] - day . 

u4-te(-en)  has the consonants - the – [-pa-] - and the other interpretation of the  
day [E] . 

 

u4-te(-na): morning ('daylight' + 'to approach').  

utena  has the consonants  -the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is anukidu [ 
missing letter- ka-] -– approach . 

utena  has the consonants  -the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is naan  muthal  
[ missing letter- la-] –morning . 

utena  has the consonants  -the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is naalanthi  [ 
missing letter- la-] –morning . 

utena  has the consonants  -the- an- and the  original Tamil  word is maadu  
oaattum  naeram [ missing letter- Ra-] - morning / the time for driving away the 
cattle to pasture ; maadu- cattle ;  oaattu –to drive  ; naeram- time . 

 

u4-tu(-ud)-da: birthday ('day' + 'birth' + genitive). 

utuda   has the consonant -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  padaiththa 
thinam / peththa thinam  [ missing  letter- pa-] – the day one was begotten; 
padaiththidu -  create ;  thinam- day  ;  peththa- delivered . 

utuda   has the consonant -the - and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
saniththa[Skt]  thinam [Skt] [ missing  letter –sa-] - birth day .  

utuda   has the consonant -the - and the  original Tamil  word is  sinai  eentha 
thinam / aatchchi [ missing  letter –sa-] – the day of delivery ;  sinai –egg / baby; 
eentha- deliverd  ;  atchchi- day . 
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 u4-tur(-ra): early in the day; short in duration ('time' + 'small').  

u4-tur(-ra)   has the consonants- the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is gnaayiru  
paadu  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  early morning ; gnaayiru –sun . 

u4-tur(-ra)   has the consonants- the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is gnaan 
muthar -  early  morning .  

u4-tur(-ra)   has the consonants- the- Ra  - and the original Tamil  word is maadu  
oaattum naeram – early  morning as the time when cattle  are  taken  out for 
pasture ; maadu – cattle; oaattu –drive; naeram –time . 

u4-tur(-ra)   has the consonants- the- Ra  - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is arattam -  dawn . 

u4-tur(-ra)   has the consonants- the- Ra  - and the   other interpretation of the 
word is   Arunan   uthaya [Skt]   thoandrum  naeram -  time for the sun rise ; 
thonadru –appear; naeram- time  .  

u4-tur(-ra)   has the consonants- the- Ra  - and the   other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   vidikindra naeram  [ missing letter- the -] -  time for dawn ; vidiya- to 
dawn  

u4-tur(-ra)   has the consonants- the- Ra  - and the   other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   siriya  thaandri  [ missing letter-  sa-]  -  short duration ; siriya- short . 

u4-tur(-ra)   has the consonants- the- Ra  - and the   other  Tamil interpretation of 
the word is   siriya  naandru-[ missing letter-  sa-] -  short time. 

 

u4-u: ten days ('day' + 'ten').  

uu   has no  consonants and the  original Tamil  word is   yaa thinam  [ missing 
letter- the-] – day 10 ; ‘’yaa’’  = Tamil  numerical no- 10 . 

uu   has no  consonants  and the  original Tamil  word is  ‘’uo’’ thinam  [ missing 
letter- the -] -day 2;  ‘’uo’’- Tamil  numerical no -2 .    
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uu   has no  consonants  and the  original Tamil  word is  ‘’a’’ thinam [ missing 
letter- the -] –day 8 ; ‘’a ‘’ = - Tamil  numerical no   -8 .  

uu   has no  consonants  and the  original Tamil  word is  yae thinam [ missing 
letter- the -]   -day 7;  ‘’ yae’’  = Tamil  numerical no – 7   .  

 

u4-ul-la; u4-ì-li: tomorrow ('day' + Akkadian elûm, 'to come up' and eli, 'above, 
beyond'). 

uula  has the  consonant-  la-  and the  original Tamil  word is   naalai – tomorrow  

uula  has the  consonant-  la-  and the  original Tamil  word is el- day  /day time  

uula  has the  consonant-  la-  and the  original Tamil  word is naal- day  

uula  has the  consonant-  la-  and the  original Tamil  word is ezhu-   rise 

 uula  has the  consonant-  la-  and the  original Tamil  word is maelae- above  

uula  has the  consonant-  la-  and the  original Tamil  word is appaal [missing  
letter- pa-]  - beyond . 

 

 u4-ul-lí-a-ta: from long ago ('days' + 'ancient' + nominative + 'from').  

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is  thol -  
ancient . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is  thollai- 
ancient . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is  
pazhamai-yaanathu- ancient . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is   
palaiyathu [  missing letter- pa-]-  old.  
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 u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is  naal 
pattathu [  missing letter- pa-]-  old. 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is  
pandaiya naal-il [ missing letter- pa-]--  in olden days ; pandaiya- old; naal –day   . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is neel 
idaiyil- long ago  . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is  
pazhuththal-[ missing letter- pa-]--  becoming old . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is el -
pozhuthu--[ missing letter- pa-] – day  time  ;  el –day  ; al- night  . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is muthal 
naal-  first  day; muthal- first  . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is 
ezhantha naal-  lost / last  day ; ezhappu- loss  . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is entha 
naal- which  day ;entha- which  . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is antha 
naal- that day  ;antha- that ;naal- day  . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is 
munthaa naal-  day before  yesterday . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is   thol  
yaedu –ancient document ; thol- ancient; yaedu –book /document . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is  thol 
mozhi- Tamizh  - ancient language  -Tamil ; mozhi- language  . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is  
muthu-  mozhi –ancient saying . 
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u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is  muthil 
–ancient family  /ancient warrior tribe . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is   
muthaiyal- ancient forest . 

u4-ul-lí-a-ta  has the consonants-  la - the –and  the  original Tamil  word is  
muththeyil – ancient fortress.   

 

u4-za-ha...(al-)aka: to waste a day; to disappear ('time' + 'to flee, hide, be lost' + 
'to cause').  

u4-za-ha...(al-)aka   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  naalai  veenaka kazhikka  - to waste the day . 

u4-za-ha...(al-)aka   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaanaamal  poaka [ missing  letter- pa-] - be lost; kaanama- dis 
appear/abscond  . 

u4-za-ha...(al-)aka   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  nilavu  naazhikai – time as measured by  the moon’s shadow; nilavu- 
moon ; naazhikai- an unit   of measurement .  

u4-za-ha...(al-)aka   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaala alavu – time . 

u4-za-ha...(al-)aka   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kazhiyim  vaelai – time ; vaelai- time  ;  kazhiya- passing  . 

u4-za-ha...(al-)aka   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  oaattu-k- koduththal -[ missing  letter- the -] - flee . 

u4-za-ha...(al-)aka   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  oaadi  olinthu  kolluka -[ missing  letter- the -] -  to flee and hide; oaadu –
run; olinthidu –hide  . 
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u4-za-ha...(al-)aka   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  ondi  kolluka -[ missing  letter- the -]- to hide; onduka- hide  . 

u4-za-ha...(al-)aka   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thalai-k-keedu -[ missing  letter- the -]  - cause . 

u4-za-ha...(al-)aka   has the consonants – [- sa-]- ka- la -ka  -and the  original Tamil  
word is   aakkuthal / undakkuthal--[ missing  letter- the -]-  to cause . 

time [E]  has the consonants – the- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  gnaandru 
[ missing  letter- Ra-] – time . 

time [E]  has the consonants – the- ma- and the other interpretation of the  word 
is   pasantham [ missing  letters- pa -and -sa-] – time  

time [E]  has the consonants – the- ma- and the other interpretation of the word 
is  peetham  [ missing  letter- pa -] – time . 

time [E]  has the consonants – the- ma- and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  madanku [ missing  letter- ka-]- how many  times . 

time [E]  has the consonants – the- ma- and the other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is  kattam- [ missing  letter- ka-]-  time . 

time [E]  has the consonants – the- ma- and the other interpretation of the word 
is  thiyaalam [ missing  letter- la-] -  time. 

time [E]  has the consonants – the- ma- and the other interpretation of the word 
is  amathi – time . 

time [E]  has the consonants – the- ma- and the other interpretation of the word  
nimidam- minute . 

time [E]  has the consonants – the- ma- and the other interpretation of the word   
maaththirai [missing  letter- Ra-] -  time measurement . 
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u4...zal: the day dawns; to spend the day; to elapse; to waste time; to be late 
('time' + 'to flow, pass').  

  uzal  has the consonants  -sa- la-   and the interpretation of the word is  usal-  
dawn . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la   and the  original Tamil  word is uzhai-  dawn . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is uoozham- 
dawn . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is kizhakku 
velukka [ missing  letter- ka-]  - dawn / brightening of the east;  kizhakku- east; 
velukka- to become bright  . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is kann vizhikka 
[ missing  letter- ka-]  - dawn/  to rise from bed;  kann- eye  ;  vizhikka- to  open 
the eyes  . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is naal –time  
/day  /early  dawn . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is pul-  oli- [ 
missing  letter- pa-]- early  dawn ; oli –light  . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is maalai –time  
/evening . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is kaal [ missing  
letter- ka-]- time . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is alavai 
missing  letter- ka-]- -  time  

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is yaelvai- [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  time . 
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uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is vaelai- [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-   time . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is uoozhi/ 
uoozh - time    .      

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is kazhivu- 
missing  letter- ka-]-   elapse . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-] - la-   and the  original Tamil  word is nazhuva- [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  elapse . 

uzal  has the consonants  -sa- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is naal  sella  sella -  
days elapsed ; naal –day ;  sella- gone . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is ozhuka- [  
missing  letter- ka-]-  to flow . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is  kaala vellam 
[  missing  letter- ka-]-   time as the flood  [allegory / metaphor ] ; kaalam –time; 
vellam- flood  . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is  uoozhi 
kaalam  [ missing  letter- ka-]-   – the deluge ; kaalam -time. 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is  kaalam-aaka 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-   – to die . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is  kaalan / 
elloan [  missing  letter- ka-]-  - the god of time  /sun . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la-   and the  original Tamil  word is  kaali/ nilavu [  
missing  letter- ka-]- -  goddess of time/ moon . 

uzal  has the consonants  -sa-la-   and the  original Tamil  word is kaalam  sella  
sella -  [  missing  letter- ka-]-  to pass as time . 
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uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-la-   and the  original Tamil  word is kaalam  
kazhikka-[  missing  letter- ka-]-    to spend the time; kazhikka- to pass/ spend.  

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-la-   and the  original Tamil  word is nalaaka  
nalaaka [  missing  letter- ka-]-  to pass away  as time ; naal –day . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-la-   and the  original Tamil  word is naalai 
kazhikka  /selavalikka   [  missing  letter- ka-]-   to spend the day ; kazhaikka- to 
pass/ spend . 

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-la-   and the  original Tamil  word is naalai 
veenaaakku [  missing  letter- ka-]- –to waste the day ; veenaakku –to waste.  

uzal  has the consonants  -[-sa-]-la-   and the  original Tamil  word is kaala 
thaamatham / kaalam  kadanthu  [  missing  letters- ka-  the-]  - to be  late ; 
kaalam- time; thaamatham- delay . 
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u4-zal-la: day, morning, dawn ('day' + 'to flow, elapse' + nominative). 

uzalala   has the consonants  -sa- la  and the  interpretation  of the word is usal-   
dawn  . 

uzalala   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la  and the   original Tamil  word is  uoozham 
–dawn. 

uzalala   has the consonants  -sa-[- la-] and the  interpretation  of the word is usha 
[Skt] - dawn  . 

uzalala   has the consonants  -[-sa-]- la  and the   original Tamil  word is  uzhai 
/uzhai  kaalam [missing  letter- ka-]-  dawn. 

 uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is -  naal  -day.  

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is ilan-k- Kaalai  
vaelai [missing  letter- ka-]- morning  time ; ilamai- youth; kaalam- time . 

uzalla  has the consonants -sa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word is uchchi  kizhaan   
[missing  letter- ka-]- – midday sun ; uchhci –top; kizhaan- sun/ helios  . 

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is kaalai  
[missing  letter- ka-]-- morning. 

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is vaelai 
[missing  letter- ka-]--time. 

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaalam[missing  letter- ka-]--day/ time  /season . 

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kizhamai[missing  letter- ka-]- day . 
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uzalla  has the consonants –-sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is al / elloan   /  
elli   /   ellai   /  maali  - ezhuchchi – sun rise ;  ezhu –rise  . 

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is venn –kalam 
[missing  letter- ka-]- -day . 

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is alavai-
[missing  letter- ka-]- day . 

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is yaelvai 
[missing  letter- ka-]-  day . 

 uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word is velli  
mulaikkum  kaalai vaelai [ missing  letter- ka-]-  time for the  morning star to 
appear ; velli- morning  star ; mulaikka- appear; kaalai- morning ; vaelai –time . 

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  kaalai vin 
meen  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  morning star  ;  vin  meen- star ; kaalai- morning  . 

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is pul -oli [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  - morning light ; oli light .  

 uzalla  has the consonants –sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word is   kizhakku  
sivakka [ missing  letter- ka-]-– east becoming red; kizhakku –east; sivakka –to 
become red  . 

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is kizhakku  
velukka / vaanam velukka [ missing  letter- ka-]-  –east becoming white ; vaanam –
sky; velukka- to become white .  

uzalla  has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is kann  
vizhikkum  vaelai [missing  letter- ka-]-   time to get up  / open the eyes  ;  kann –
eye ;  vizhikka- to open the eyes from sleep  . 

uzalla has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is valiya [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-   flow. 
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uzalla has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is oluka  [ 
missing  letter- ka-]  -flow/ leak . 

 uzalla has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is kazhivu / 
kazhiya [ missing  letter- ka-]-   elapse . 

flow[E] has the consonants –[- pa-]- la-  va- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhiya- flow. 

 flow[E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhuka- flow /drip . 

 Flow[E] has the consonants – pa- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is pilku  /  
poluku-   flow. 

flow[E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is vellam/  
vilavu – flow.  

flow[E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is selavu -
[ missing letter- sa-]  -flow.  

flow[E] has the consonants –-pa- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is pozhikai / 
pozhivu - flow.  

 Flow[E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is ozhuku 
vannam – uniform flow.  

 flow[E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhkiyakkam- flow.  

flow[E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is alai 
nekizhvu  -flow.  

flow[E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukiya alavu  -flow.  

flow[E] has the consonants – pa-- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukkiyalpu-- flow. 
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flow[E] has the consonants – [-pa-]- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhukku  valam  -flow.  

 flow[E] has the consonants –-pa- la- va- and the  original Tamil  word is ponku 
valam- flow.  

uzalla has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is Elloan   
kizhamai -[ missing letter- ka-] -  Sunday.  

uzalla has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is al kizhamai -[ 
missing letter- ka-] – moon day / Monday ;  al- moon ; kizhami –day .  

uzalla has the consonants –-sa-- la -and the  original Tamil  word  sevu-vaai -
kizhamai-[ missing  letter- ka-]- Tuesday . 

uzalla has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is kanakkan 
kizhamai    [ missing  letter- ka]  -Wednesday .  

uzalla has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word   viyaazha-k -
kizhamai [ missing  tter- ka-]  - Thursday . 

uzalla has the consonants –[-sa-]- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  velli  
kizhamai [ missing  tter- ka-]  - Friday . 

uzalla has the consonants –sa- la -and the  original Tamil  word  is  sani  / maei  
koale kizhamai [ missing  tter- ka-]  – Saturday ; maei –dark ; koal  / koalam - 
planet .  

 

 u4-X zal-la: on the Xth day ('day' + 'to flow, elapse' + nominative). 

uxzalla  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-  la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kizhamai-   day . 

uxzalla  has the consonants – ka- sa-  la –and the  original Tamil  word is  sani  
kizhamai  -  Saturday.  
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uxzalla  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-  la –and the  original Tamil  word is  velli  
kizhamai – Friday. 

uxzalla  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-  la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
viyaazha kizhamai- Thurdsay . 

uxzalla  has the consonants – ka- sa-  la –and the  original Tamil  word is sevu-vaai  
kizhamai – Tuesday.  

uxzalla  has the consonants – ka- sa-  la –and the  original Tamil  word is uchchi  
kizhan  kizhamai – Sunday  ;  uchchi kizhaan- helios /sun .  

uxzalla  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-  la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vazhiya-  flow.  

uxzalla  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-  la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
ozhuka- leak  

uxzalla  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-  la –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaalam  kazhiya- elapse.   

uxzalla  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]-  la –and the  original Tamil  word is nalla  
vaelai nazhuva - elapse.  

  

 u5-a: lullaby ('raised high' + nominative).  

ua   has no consonant  and the  original Tamil  word is  oal [ missing  letter- la-] - 
lullaby  . 

lullaby [E]   has the consonants -la –[-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is oal –
lullaby .  

 lullaby [E]   has the consonants -la –-pa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thaalaattu  / thaalaattu paadal  [ missing letter- the -] – lullaby  ; paadal –song  . 
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u5-bímušen; ú-bímušen; ub-bìmušen: whooping swan (onomatopoeic). 

ub-bìmušen  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ma-  [-sa -]-an - and the  original Tamil  
word is  annam/ unnam  –swan / whooper . 

 ub-bìmušen  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ma-  [-sa -]-an - and the  original Tamil  
word is  uoomai  annam – mute swan  . 

 ub-bìmušen  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ma-  sa -an - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  ankkisam [ missing letter- ka -]  –swan . 

 ub-bìmušen  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ma-  [-sa-] -an - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  vikaankkam [ missing letter- ka -]  –swan.  

ub-bìmušen  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ma-  [-sa -]-an - and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaasa annam [ missing letter- ka -]  -  black  swan .  

ub-bìmušen  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ma- -sa--an - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  hamsa vaakanam  [ missing letter- ka -]   -swan-
vehicle ; vaakanam –wagon . 

ub-bìmušen  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ma-  [-sa -]-an - and the  original Tamil  
word is  men nadai [ missing  letter- the -] – gentle walk  ; men- gentle; nadai –
walk.  

ub-bìmušen  has the consonants – [-pa-]  -ma-  sa -an - and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  anjam- a bird  resembling the swan . 

 

 iti u5-bí-gu7: calendar month 3 at Drehem through Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 4 at 
Drehem after Šu-Sin 3; calendar month 4 at Ur during Ur III.  

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
naankaam maatham –fourth month ; naanku -4; maatham- month  . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
onnnavathu maatham -1st month ; onnu- one .  
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 itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
moonaavathu maatham- 3rd month; moonu -3  . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aeinthaa-vathu  maatham -5th month ; aeinthu -5 . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ettaavathu maatham- 8th month  ;  ettu -8 . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the- -pa-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
onpathaavathu / thondaam  maatham -9th month  ; onpathu- 9; thondu- 9 . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  -pa-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
paththaavathu maatham- 10th month ; paththu -10 .  

 itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  -pa-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pathinonnaavathu matham -11th month ; paththu -10 ; onnu- one; pathi -nonnu- 
11   . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
onnaam   thinakkal [ missing letter- la-]-  - first month ; onnu- one . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
‘’uo’’ thinkkal [ missing letter- la-]-  2nd month ; ‘’uo’’ –Tamil numerical no- 2 . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
moonaam thinkkal [ missing letter- la-]-  third month; thinkkal –month; moonu-  
three  . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
naalaam thinkkal [ missing letter- la-]-  fourth month ;  naalu -4.  . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aeintham thinkkal [ missing letter- la-]-  5th month ;  aeinthu -5  . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaezhaam thinkkal [ missing letter- la-]-  - 7th  month ; yaezhu -7. 
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itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
‘’yae ‘’ thinkkal [ missing letter- la-]-  7th month ;  ‘’yae’’ -Tamil numerical no  = 7. 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ettaam [ yaezhin  aduththathu  -ettu ] thinkkal [ missing letter- la-] -8th month ; 
yaezhu -7; aduththu –next ; ettu -8  . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is ‘a’ 
thinkkal-[ missing letter- la-] - 8th month   ;  ‘’a’’ -Tamil   numerical no  = 8  . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  [-pa-]-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thondaam  [ onpathaam ]  thinkkal [ missing letter- la-]- – 9th month . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  pa-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
paththaam  thinkkal [ missing letter- la-]-10th  month . 

itiubigu   has the consonants –  the-  pa-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pathinnaavathu thinkkal [ missing letter- la-]-11th  month . 

 

u6-di: admiration, amazement ('to be impressed' + 'to judge').  

udi   has the consonant- the -  and the original Tamil  word is mechchidu [ missing  
letter- sa-] – admire. 

udi   has the consonant- the -  and the original Tamil  word is sattai[ missing  
letter- sa-] – esteem. 

udi   has the consonant- the -  and the original Tamil  word is  puthumai [ missing  
letter- pa-] – wonder ; puthumai yaanathu. 

udi   has the consonant- the -  and the original Tamil  word is pathinthida [ missing  
letter- pa-] -- impressed . 

 udi   has the consonant- the -  and the original Tamil  word is maempaadu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  -esteem. 
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udi   has the consonant- the -  and the original Tamil  word is pettu [ missing  
letter- pa-]   –esteem/ respect . 

udi   has the consonant- the -  and the original Tamil  word is thodai   thatta  - to 
strike the thigh as a token of bravery/ admiration; thodai- thigh ; thattu – to tap . 

udi   has the consonant- the -  and the original Tamil  word is mathippu- idu [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –to judge . 

 

u6(-di)...di/dug4/e: to admire; to gain admiration ('admiration' + 'to speak, do').  

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  nanku  
mathikka / mathikka thakka-  admire/ esteem /respect ; nanku –well  ;  mathikka- 
to respect  .  

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
yiyanthiduka  / viyakka thakka  - admire/ wonder.  

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vinthai – 
admiration.  

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thodaiyaei 
thattuka- to strike  the thigh   as a token of admiration ; thodai –thigh ; thattu –to 
tap/ beat  .  

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondaaduka- to admire.  

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is vimmitham -  admiration . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the   other  interpretation of the word 
is  athisiyakka  [ missing letter- sa-] – admiration / to  wonder.   

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  mechchiduka [ missing letter- sa-]  -to admire.  
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udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  oathuka- speak  . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kathaiththiduka - speak . 

 udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   naa 
neettuka- speak/ protrude the tongue; naa- tongue; neettuka- to protrude .  

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaakkaaduka- speak . 

  udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai  
edukka-  speak aloud.  

  udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
aaduka-   speak frivolously . 

  udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kathai 
adikka-  to chat ; kathai- story .  

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   kadu  
kadukka- speak angrily . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kaathaodu  
kaatha  / kisu kisuththiduka  [ missing letter- sa-]- ear to ear - gossip [ kisu 
kisuppu] ; kaathu –ear   .  

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vedu  
vedukka-  speak roughly. 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is naa 
thaaankuka   - speak thoughtfully.   

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  kathai 
viduka- to  speak  false; kathai- story . 
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udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is   
vampadikka [ missing  letter- pa-]-   idle talk  /talk disparagingly . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paeththuka- [ missing  letter- pa-]- talk  incoherently . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyampiduka [ missing  letter- pa-]- say . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the   other  interpretation of the word 
is   peeththka-[ missing  letter- pa-]-  to boast . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the   other  interpretation of the word 
is   minduka [Malayalam]  - talk . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai  aadi-  
talktaive  woman . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the   other  interpretation of the word 
is   vaatham -  conversation . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uraiyaaduka  [ missing letter- Ra-] – converse.  

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the   other  interpretation of the word 
is   vivaatham- discussion ;  vetti kathaikka . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kalanthu-
aaivu  [ missing lettwer- la-] - discussion . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  seithiduka   
[ missing letter- sa-] - do . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  thokukka- 
do  . 

udiduge   has the consonants – the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
samaiththiduka [ missing letter- sa-]-  do   . 
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u6...è/i(-i): to look; to appear ('to look at; to stare at' + 'to be or become 
visible').  

uei  has no consonants   and the  original Tamil  word is  noakku / mukam [missing  
letter- ka-] – look. 

uei  has no consonants   and the  original Tamil  word is  yaekka noakku / 
vaenavaa noakku [missing  letter- ka-] – stare . 

uei  has no consonants   and the  original Tamil  word is  mukam kaamikka-[ 
missing  letter- ka-]- to appear ; mukam- face; kaamikka- to show .  

uei  has no consonants   and the  original Tamil  word is  mei kaamikka   [ missing  
letter- ka-]- to appear; mei- body ; kaamikka- to show  . 

uei  has no consonants   and the  original Tamil  word is  vaa-[ missing  letter- ka-] 
- appear . 

 

u6-e...gub: to be wonderful ('amazement' + ergative agent marker + 'to stand').  

uegub  has the consonants - ka -pa -  and the  original Tamil  word is  viyappu / 
viyappaka - to   wonder .  

uegub  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  - viyan- 
wonderfulness.  

uegub  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mayakkam-  wondering  / giddiness . 

uegub  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nikka- to 
stand.  

uegub  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaya – 
great .   
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uegub  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-]  -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  maha  - great  . 

uegub  has the consonants - ka –[- pa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  mikka- 
great.  

 

u8-udu-há sheep; (flock of) sheep and goats. 

uuduha   has the consonants -the –ka-and  the  original Tamil  word is  aattu  
kidaai –sheep.  

uuduha   has the consonants -the –ka-and  the  original Tamil  word is  kidaai 
manthai  - flock of sheep; manthai- flock .  

uuduha   has the consonants -the –ka-and  the  original Tamil  word is  aattu  
koottam  /  aattu thokuthi   /aattu kandi  - flock of sheep ; aadu –goat ; koottam- 
crowd ; thokuthi –group . 

uuduha   has the consonants -the –ka-and  the  original Tamil  word is  koattiam  - 
herd of buffaloes .  

 

 u18[GIŠGAL]-lu: southwind [with classifier IM]; storm; sandstorm ('huge' + 
'numerous, abundant').  

ugisgallu  has the consonants – ka- [-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
van-k- koozh – wind.  

ugisgallu  has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadum  vali [ missing letter- the -] - storm ; kadumai- severe; veli- gale . 

ugisgallu  has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
keezhai  kaaththu [ missing letter- the -]-  east wind  ; keezhai-  east; kaaththu –
wind . 
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ugisgallu  has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
manal  kaathu veesa / adikka [ missing letter- the -]-   sand storm; manal –sand; 
kaaththu- wind  ;  veesa- to blow  .  

ugisgallu  has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kana-k-killa-  numerous;  kanakku- numerical no; illai- nil  . 

ugisgallu  has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uookkal- abundant . 

ugisgallu  has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuvaal – abundance . 

ugisgallu  has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
pon-k-kal [ missing  letter- pa-]- abundance . 

ugisgallu  has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
veen-k-kal- abundance . 

ugisgallu  has the consonants - ka -[-sa-]- ka- la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
mika valliya- huge; mikka-  excess . 

Huge [E]  has the consonants -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  uookai – huge.  

 

u18-lu(-da)...dul: to cover with a storm ('storm' + 'with' + 'to cover'). 

uludul  has the consonants- la- the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is puyal  
munn-aal mooduthal [ missing  letter- pa-] -to cover  by sandy storm; puyal- 
storm; munn –sand  ; moodu –to cover  .  

uludul  has the consonants- la- the- la –and the  original Tamil  word  is puyal  
adiththal  [ missing  letter- pa-] – stormy. 

uludul  has the consonants- la- the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is pani  puyal  
adiththida[ missing  letter- pa-] - snow storm ; pani –snow ; puyal- storm . 
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uludul  has the consonants- la- the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is puyal 
adiththu-  mazhai  peithal [ missing  letter- pa-] –tempest  ; puyal-  storm ;  
mazhai- rain  ;  peithida- to rain . 

uludul  has the consonants- la- the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is thoosi  
puyal  adiththida [ missing letter- pa -and -sa-] –dust storm ; thoosu –dust; puyal- 
storm  . 

uludul  has the consonants- la- the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is manal  
puyalaal / puzhuthi puyalal  munn  mooduthal [ missing  letter- pa-] - to cover  by 
sandy storm; manal –sand ; puzhthi –dust ; munn- sand ; moodu –to cover  . 

 uludul  has the consonants- la- the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is puzhuthi  
puyal  adiththida  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  dust  storm; puzhuthi- dust ; puyal –
storm . 

 uludul  has the consonants- la- the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is puzhuthi 
mazhai [ missing  letter- pa-] – dust storm ; mazhai- rain . 

uludul  has the consonants- la- the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is minnal 
minnida /  idi  puyal  adiththida [ missing  letter- pa-] - electrical storm; minnal- 
lightening ; idi- thunder; puyal- storm  . 

uludul  has the consonants- la- the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is puyal  
mandalam [ missing  letter- pa-] – storm  belt ; mandalam- zone . 

uludul  has the consonants- la- the- la –and the  original Tamil  word is idi-yoadu 
mazhai  pozhiya [ missing  letter- pa-]  -thunder  storm ; idi- thunder ; mazhai –
rain ; pozhiya –to fall / to rain . 

 

 u18[GIŠGAL]-ru(-n): exalted; high; overwhelming; mighty ('huge' + 'to send'; cf., 
uru16(-n)). 

 ugisgalru    has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-] - ka – la-  Ra-   - and the  original Tamil  
word is mikka uyarm ulla -  exalted; mikka- excess; uyaram- height; ulla- has  
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ugisgalru    has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-] - ka – la-  Ra-   - and the  original Tamil  
word is vallamai  ullavar – mighty  person ;   vallamai- mighty; ulla- has; ullavar- 
the person who  has  

ugisgalru    has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-] - ka – la-  Ra-   - and the  original Tamil  
word is yaerul vallavan -  mighty  person . 

ugisgalru    has the consonants  - ka – [-sa-] - ka – la-  Ra-   - and the  original Tamil  
word is mael noakki erukka -  to be high;  mael- up; noakku- towards /  see ; 
erukka –to be. 

ugisgalru    has the consonants  - ka – sa-- ka – la-  Ra-   - and the  original Tamil  
word is moozhka  seikira   aalvil – in an overwhelming way ; moozhka- to sink  ;  
seika –do   ; aalvu –measurement . 

ugisgalru    has the consonants  - ka – sa-- ka – la-  Ra-   - and the  original Tamil  
word is valliya  uruvam – huge size ; valliya  - big  ; uruvam- figure. 

 

 ub-ba...gub: to deposit in the corner ('corner' + locative + 'to set').  

ubbagub  has the consonants- [- pa-] - ka- [- pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
koanam –corner.  

ubbagub  has the consonants- [- pa-] - ka- [- pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukku – corner.   

ubbagub  has the consonants- [- pa-] - ka- [- pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
munanku – corner.  

ubbagub  has the consonants- [- pa-] - ka-  pa--   and the  original Tamil  word is 
munaippaana  koompu   -corner.  

ubbagub  has the consonants- [- pa-] - ka- [- pa-] --   and the  original Tamil  word 
is mudukku /   koadi / idukku / idukkani [ missing letter- the -] –corner.  
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ubbagub  has the consonants- [- pa-] - ka- [- pa-] --   and the  original Tamil  word 
is moolaiyilae vaikka [ missing letter- la-] - to keep in the corner; moolai- corner ; 
vaikka- keep . 

ubbagub  has the consonants- [- pa-] - ka- [- pa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
amaikka- to set.  

 

ub-líl-lá: outdoor shrine ('niche' + 'wind, spirit (of a place), fresh air' + nominative 
or genitive). 

ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kovil -[ 
missing  letter- ka-] –temple /shrine . 

ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa -]–la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeli  illa 
kovil / veliyil  ulla kovil [ missing  letter- ka-] –temple without walls/ a temple in 
the outside; vaeli –wall /fence; illai- nil ;  kovil- temple  ; veli- yil-  out side    . 

 ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  uchchi  
illa [Sivan ] kovil [  vekkaali  amman kovil  - a name of a temple without roof in  
Tamil Naadu  ] [ missing letters- ka- and- sa-]   -a temple with out a roof  ; uchchi –
top ; illai- without  ; kovil –temple .  

ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa -]–la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaalakkam  [ missing  letter- ka-] - shrine/ temple . 

ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa -]–la-  and the other interpretation  of the word 
is  aalayam – shrine.  

ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa -]–la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vaeyul -[ 
missing  letter- ka-]-   niche . 

ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  iniya  vali [ 
missing  letter- ka-] –wind / fresh air . 

ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kaal-[ 
missing  letter- ka-]  -air.  
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ublilla  has the consonants –[- pa -]–la-  and the  original Tamil  word is kaal ili [ 
missing  letter- ka-] - -wind /one with no legs ; kaal- leg; illai- nil .  

ublilla has the consonants – [-pa-] –la- and the  original Tamil  word is neel –wind . 

ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is neezhal –
wind. 

 ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is neelai – 
wind.  

ublilla  has the consonants –[- pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is aali- wind.  

ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa-] –la- and the original Tamil word is maal- wind . 

ublilla  has the consonants - pa –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is maa palan – 
air.  

ublilla  has the consonants –[- pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is oli –wind/ 
sound .  

ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa-] –la-  and the  interpretation of the word is 
anilam- wind /air  

ublilla  has the consonants – [-pa-] –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is aavikal [ 
missing  letter- ka-] -– spirits  . 

 

ub-šu-ukkin-na: assembly ('corner' + 'power' + 'meeting' + 'human being').  

ubsuukkinna  has the consonants -  [- pa-] – [-sa-] - ka  -an – and the  
interpretation  of the word is anikam  - assembly.  

ubsuukkinna  has the consonants -  [-pa-]-  [- sa-]  - ka  -an – and the  
interpretation  of the word is  kanam – assembly. 

ubsuukkinna  has the consonants - [-pa-]- sa - ka  -an – and the  interpretation  of 
the word is   sankam-  assembly.  
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ubsuukkinna  has the consonants   -   [-pa-]- [-sa-] - ka  -an – and the  
interpretation  of the word is nikayam - assembly. 

ubsuukkinna  has the consonants   -   [-pa-]- [-sa-] - ka  -an – and the  
interpretation  of the word is nivakam -  assembly. 

ubsuukkinna  has the consonants   -   [-pa-]- sa - ka  -an – and the  original  Tamil  
word is  santhikkai [ missing letter- the-] – meeting.  

ubsuukkinna  has the consonants   -   [-pa-]- [-sa-] - ka  -an – and the  original  
Tamil  word is  koanam – corner.  

ubsuukkinna  has the consonants   -   [-pa-]- [-sa-] - ka  -an – and the  original  
Tamil  word is  vanmai – power.  

 ubsuukkinna  has the consonants   -   [-pa-]- [-sa-] - ka  -an – and the  original  
Tamil  word is  kon -  power. 

ubsuukkinna  has the consonants   -   [-pa-]- [-sa-] - ka  -an – and the  original  
Tamil  word is   manuvan – human being.  

 

 lúub5-kug-ga: keeper of the sacred drum ('drum' + 'pure, holy' + nominative).  

luubkugga   has the consonants- la- pa - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
palakai –a drum    . 

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is 
azhuvam-  drum . 

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koozhai- drum .  

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is    
muzhavu-   drum  . 

 luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
muzhavu  maelam-  kettle drum ; maelam- drum .    
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luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunil-  drum stick   . 

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kole   yaazh - a kind  of string  musical instrument; yaazh- harp . 

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vil - yaazh  -  a kind  of string  musical instrument ; vil – bow .  

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kovai  yaazh  -  a kind  of string  musical instrument; yaazh- harp . 

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pullaan-k-kuzhal –  wind instrument/ flute ; kuzhal- pipe ; pul- grass  . 

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
yekkaalam –  a kind  of  wind instrument. 

 luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is     
kalankam illa- pure ; kalankkam  - stain; illai- nil . 

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is     
azhukku  illaa   -  pure / without dirt   ; azhukku –durt; illai- nil . 

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is     
kalappu illa – pure / not contaminated ; kalappu- mixed ; illai- nil .  

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is     
vel- pure.  

luubkugga   has the consonants- la-  [- pa -] - ka –  and the  original Tamil  word is     
ulavi – pure . 

  

ud: (cf., u4 ).  

UD.KA.BAR: (cf., zabar). 
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 UD.UD: (cf., babbar, dadag).  

 

udu-dub: tablet-recorded sheep ('sheep' + 'tablet').  

ududup has the consonants –the- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  aattin 
pothu –   common name  - sheep;  aadu- goat;  pothu –common  .   

ududup has the consonants –the-[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  aadu-  
sheep.  

ududup has the consonants –the-[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  udu-  
sheep.    

ududup has the consonants –the-[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  idi / aan 
aadu –  male goat ; aan –male  . 

ududup has the consonants –the-[- pa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is maedam – sheep.  

ududup has the consonants –the-[- pa-] - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  moaththai-  goat .  

ududup has the consonants –the- pa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is   
paedam-  goat .  

  ududup has the consonants –the- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is   pattayam 
/ pattai - tablet  . 

  ududup has the consonants –the- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is seppu 
pattayam [  missing letter- sa-] -  copper tablet; seppu –copper; pattayam- tablet  . 

  ududup has the consonants –the- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  seppu 
yaedu  [  missing letter- sa-] - copper tablet ; yaedu –sheet / book  /document/ 
layer  . 
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  ududup has the consonants –the- pa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  aattin  
padam  pathiththa pattaiyam – the tablet  with sheep figure; aadu-  goat;  padam- 
figure   ; pathiththa- engraved  ; pattayam- tablet  .  

   

udu-níg-gu7-a: fattened sheep ('sheep' + 'fattened').  

uduniggu   has the consonants - the -an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kundaana  aadu / vannam vaiththa aadu - fattened sheep; kundu –faty; aadu –
goat; vannam[Malayalam]  –stout  . 

uduniggu   has the consonants - the -an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nangu  thinnu  kozhuththa  aadu [ missing letter- zha-]-  well fed  /fattened  
sheep; nangu –well; kozhuththa-  fatty ; thinna –eaten  ; aadu -goat. 

uduniggu   has the consonants - the -an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kundu  kaalai  [ missing letter- la ]-  fattemed  bullock  /  steer; kaalai- bull ; kundu 
–stout  . 

uduniggu   has the consonants - the -an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
thinnakam – ram.   

uduniggu   has the consonants - the -an -ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kundu  -fatty  /stout  . 

 

udu-nitah: male sheep, ram ('sheep' + 'male'). 

udunitah   has the consonants - the -an – the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattin  pothu  vakai [ misisjg letter- pa-] -   common name- sheep; aadu- goat; 
vakai- kind; pothu –common .  

udunitah   has the consonants - the -an – the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaai / kottai  neekka-p-patta  /vithai  adikka -patta   aadu  [ missing letter- pa-] -  
gelded goat  ;  kaai- testis ; kottai –seed / nut / testis  ;  vithai- seed ; neekku –
remove  ; aadu –goat .  
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udunitah   has the consonants - the -an – the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
viththakan – shepherd.  

udunitah   has the consonants - the -an – the- ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
aadu  maeikkum  Idaiyan – shepherd  ; aadu- sheep; maeikka- to pasture;  Idaiyan 
–shepherd  . 

 

 udu-sar: a vegetable (?) ('sheep' + 'vegetable').  

udusar  has the consonants-  the -sa-Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
semmarai    aadu  -  sheep  ; semmari- ram ;aadu –sheep/ goat  .  

udusar  has the consonants-  the –[-sa-] -Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thatta  payaru [ missing letter- pa-] -  cowpea . 

 

udu-siki: wool sheep ('sheep' + 'wool'). 

udu-siki  has the consonants -the –[- sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattu  kedaai- male  goat  /ram   ;  kedaa-  male  goat  . 

udu-siki  has the consonants -the –[- sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kedaa- sheep . 

udu-siki  has the consonants -the – sa--ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is sanna- 
k- keda  -  well fed ram.    

udu-siki  has the consonants -the – [-sa-] --ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is pidi 
kedaa [ missing letter- pa-] -  a gelded goat . 

udu-siki  has the consonants -the –[- sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaattu aadu – wild sheep; kaadu –woods  /forest  . 

udu-siki  has the consonants -the –[- sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattu kutti-  kid / lamb; kutti –kid  .    
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udu-siki  has the consonants -the –[- sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kidaa vetta  /  kaavu  kodukka / aadu  adikka - to sacrifice  a sheep ;  vettu –cut/ 
kill ; kaavu –sacrifice ; kodukka- to give . 

udu-siki  has the consonants -the –[- sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
aattu  kidai – sheep fold  ; kidai- fold .  

udu-siki  has the consonants -the –[- sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aadu  vakai – goat ; vakai- kind . 

udu-siki  has the consonants -the –[- sa-]  -ka -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  thinnakam –  ram. 

udu-siki  has the consonants -the –[- sa-]  -ka -  and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is   vidai – goat.  

udu-siki  has the consonants -the –[- sa-]  -ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vellaattu  kidaa [ missing letter- la -] - billy goat . 

 

 udu-šag5-ga: slaughtered sheep ('sheep' + 'to slaughter' + nominative).  

udusagga  has the  consonants - the  -[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kidaa   vettu-  sheep  slaughtering ; vettu –cut . 

udusagga  has the  consonants - the  -[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  
aattu kidaa-   sheep.  

udusagga  has the  consonants - the  -[-sa-] - ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vettu / vathaikka -  slaughter .  

 

udu-šár-a: perfect sheep ('sheep' + 'totality; to slaughter' + nominative).  

udusara   has the consonants –the- sa- Ra  and the  orignal Tamil  word is semmari 
aadu   -sheep .  
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udusara   has the consonants –the- sa- Ra  and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
sariyaana  aadu - perfect sheep. 

udusara   has the consonants –the- [-sa-]- Ra  and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
mutra- totally . 

udusara   has the consonants –the- [- sa-] -Ra  and the  orignal Tamil  word is atra- 
entirely . 

udusara   has the consonants –the- sa- Ra  and the  orignal Tamil  word is enjuthar 
indri – entirely . 

udusara   has the consonants –the- sa- Ra  and the  orignal Tamil  word is thunjara 
- entirely . 

udusara   has the consonants –the- [- sa-] -Ra  and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
theera – entirely . 

udusara   has the consonants –the- [- sa-] -Ra  and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
uyirai  edu  -to kill / take off the life;  uyir- life; edu –take away .  

udusara   has the consonants –the- [- sa-] -Ra  and the other interpretation of the 
word is   pirama thanam [ missing letter- pa-]  – slaughter.  

udusara   has the consonants –the- [- sa-] -Ra  and the  orignal Tamil  word is 
adarthar  /aritiththar  / idiththar / thadiththar / thudaiththar /thaeiththar / 
nooruthar / mutruthar – kill . 

udusara   has the consonants –the-  sa--Ra  and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
satiththar /  sithaiththar   / samaiththar / saaduthar   /seruthar  - kill .  

 

udu-še-gu7-a: (wool from) barley-fed sheep ('sheep' + 'barley' + 'to eat' + 
nominative). 

udušegu   has the consonants-  the  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaal  koathumai  theevanam thinnu   nanku  kozhuththa  aattu kidaa  [ missing 
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letter- la /zha-]  -  a fattened  sheep fed on  barley  fodder ; vaal koathumai- barley  
; theevanam –fodder ; thinnu –eat ; nanku –well; kozhuthha- faty; aadu –goat  . 

udušegu   has the consonants-  the  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
aattu  kida-  sheep.   

udušegu   has the consonants-  the  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is     
aattu  / maattu   theevanam-  cattle  fodder; theevanam- fodder .      

udušegu   has the consonants-  the  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thaaniya  / thinai  vakai  -  a kind  of grain  ;thinai- grain/ millet; vakai- kind . 

udušegu   has the consonants-  the  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaar koathumai [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - barley  .  

udušegu   has the consonants-  the  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koathu/ koathumai –wheat.  

udušegu   has the consonants-  the  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the  other interpretation of 
the word is   akkatham-  barley . 

udušegu   has the consonants-  the  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thinnka- eat.     

udušegu   has the consonants-  the  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
undiduka – eat.   

udušegu   has the consonants-  the  -[-sa-] - ka -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thuikka- eat.  

 

 udu šu-nir: sheep whose wool was used to make streamers for the group 
standards.  

udusunir  has the consonants -  the - sa - an  -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
menmaiyaana  / tharamaana  semmarai  aattin  mayir / roamam -   sheep wool  of 
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good quality ; menmai- soft  ; tharam- standard   ; aadu –goat; semmari –sheep 
/ram; mayir- hair  . 

 

udun-mah: huge baking oven ('oven' + 'huge').  

 udunmah   has the consonants -the – na- ma –  ka- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  asuvantham [ missing letter- sa-]-  oven.    

udunmah   has the consonants -the – na- ma –  ka- and the   original Tamil  word 
is  vethuppu  manai [ missing letter- pa-]-  bakery / hot room . 

 

udun-še-sa-a: barley roasting oven ('oven' + 'barley' + 'to roast' + nominative). 

udunsesa  has the consonants- the- an- [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
adu  manai – bakery . 

udunsesa  has the consonants- the- an-  sa- -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
sudanum –to roast . 

udunsesa  has the consonants- the- an- [- sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thinai / thaaniyam –  millet / grain.  

udunsesa  has the consonants- the- an- [- sa-]  -  and the  other interpretaion  of 
the word is  neetham – grain .   
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                                                           Page-154  

 

 

úgu...ba-a-gar: to place in a person's debit account ('account' + impersonal 
conjugation prefix + locative infix + 'to deposit') (cf., gú-a...gar).  

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka –pa- ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
patru  kanakkir  kuriththu vaikka [ missing letter- the-] -  to make an  entry on the 
debit side of an account ; patru- debit ; kanakku –accounts ; kurikka –to mark  
;vaikka- keep . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-] - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanakkai  theerkka [ missing letter- the-] -  to settle the accounts ; 
kanakku –acccounts ;  theerka- to settle  . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – pa-- ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   kanakku  eruppu   -account balance ;eruppu- balance  . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka –[- pa-] - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanakku  vivaram – account details ; vivaram- details   . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka –[- pa-] - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanakku  iduthar [ missing letter- the-] – accounting.  

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – pa - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pattaya  kanakku arignar [ missing letter- the-] – chartered accountants ; 
arignar –scholar ; kaankku –accounts ; pattayam- degree . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-]  - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanakku kaattuthar / kanakku oppuviththar [ missing letter- the-]  -  to 
render accounts; kaattu-  to show . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-]  - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vari / varuvaai  kanakku – revenue accounts . 
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ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-] - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   atta vanai-k- kanakkar / kannakkar  [ missing letter- the-]  -  accountant; 
kanakku –account ;  kanakkar-   accountant  . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-] - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   kaaranavan / kaaranikkan – accountant . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka –- pa - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is    puravu  variyaar  -  revenue  accountants . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-] - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   aru kanakku -  store accounts . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-] - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   koayir kanakkan / vana-k-kumaar  - temple accountant ; kovir- temple . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-] - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is uoor kanakkan -  village  accountant ; uoor- vuillage .    

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-] - ka- Ra –  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is  kaaruneekan  - village  accountant.    

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka – [- pa-] - ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is iruthi  kanakku [ missing letter- the-] – final accounts ; iruthi- final  . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka –  pa-- ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is kiraya  kanakku /  virpanai  kanakkeedu – cost accounting ; virppanai- sale . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka –  [-pa-] -- ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   varudaanthira kanakku [ missing letter- the-]  -annual accounts; 
varudam- year . 

ugubaagar   has the consonants  - ka –  [-pa-] -- ka- Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
word is   virasu  kanakku [ missing letter –sa-]  -detailed account . 
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ugu4-bi; a-gáb: ape, monkey ('to give birth' + inanimate demonstrative 
["Inanimate are things and animals." Thomsen, p. 49]).  

ugubi  has the consonants- ka –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is sinai 
eenuka [ missing letter- sa-]  - to give birth ; sinai- egg /baby  . 

ugábi  has the consonants- ka –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kaanavan – 
monkey . 

ugábi  has the consonants- ka –[- pa-] - and the  other  interpretation of the word 
is e-yookam – black  monkey.   

ugábi  has the consonants- ka – pa- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
kabi – monkey.  

ugábi  has the consonants- ka –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  sokkan- [ 
missing letter- sa-] -  monkey . 

ugábi  has the consonants- ka – [-pa-] - and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is  keesakam [  missing letter- sa-] -  monkey .  

ugábi  has the consonants- ka – [-pa-] - and the   other interpretation  of the word 
is   kachchakam-[  missing letter- sa-] -  monkey . 

ugábi  has the consonants- ka –[- pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is kavi-  
monkey  .  

ape [E]   has the consonant- [-pa-] and the  interpretation of the word is [ missing 
letter- sa-] -  musu  -ape.  

 monkey [E]  has the consonants –ma- an- ka -  and the  interpretation of the word  
is hanuman – monkey.  

 

ugula-àga-ús: overseer of vassals ('overseer' + 'crown' + 'to follow'). 

ugulaagaus    has the consonants –ka-  la -ka – [-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mudi –k- kalam  [ missing  letter-  the -] – crown . 
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ugulaagaus    has the consonants –ka-  la -ka [- sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadai kolluka-[ missing  letter-  the -] –  to follow . 

ugulaagaus    has the consonants –ka-  la -ka – [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word 
is  adimai-kalin  kaavalan  / kann kaani [ missing  letter- the -]-over seer of slaves ; 
adimai –slave; kaavalan-  police . 

ugulaagaus    has the consonants –ka-  la -ka – [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word 
is  naal kooli vaelai aatkkalin   mael aal [ missing  letter- the -]-over seer of 
workers; naal   -day  ; kooli –wages ;  aatkal- persons ; mael aal-  over seer . 

ugulaagaus    has the consonants –ka-  la -ka – [-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word 
is  moottai sumakkum vaelai  atkkalin kan kaani [ missing  letter- the -]-over seer 
of porters; moottai-  bundle ; sumakka  –to carry ; vaelai –work  ; aatkkal –persons 
; kan- k-kaani- over seer .  

 

 ugula-íla: foreman of the porters ('overseer' + 'to carry'). 

ugulaila  has the consonants - ka-  la  -and  the  original Tamil  word is sumai kooli 
aalin  mael aal  / kann-kaani [ missing  letter-sa -]-– overseer of porters  ; sumai- 
load  ; kooli –wages ;  aal –person  ; mael aal- superior  ; mael- upper .  

ugulaila  has the consonants - ka-  la  -and  the  original Tamil  word is vaayiloan/ 
vaayil kaavalan- porter; vaayil-  entrance ; kaavalan- guard .  

 

 ugula-géš-da: officer in charge of sixty men ('overseer' + geç, 'sixty' + genitival 
suffix /a(k)/). 

ugulagesda  has the  consonants- ka- la –ka- sa -the –and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vaelai   seithidum naat  kooli  aatkalai  kann kaanikkum kan- k -kaani – over 
seer; vaelai –work  ; seithidu –do  ;naal- day ; kooli –wage ; kann-kanikka- to 
supervise .  
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ugulagesda  has the  consonants- ka- la –ka- sa -the –and the  interpretation of 
the word is sashti [Skt]  kuzhu thalaivan – capitan of a group of  60 ; sashti- 60 ; 
kuzhu- group; thalaivan- head  . 

  ugulagesda  has the  consonants- ka- la –ka- sa -the –and the  original Tamil  
word is soo paththu   kalaat   padai  kuzhu –vin / thoosi  padaiyin  [ saenaiyin ] [ 
pattaalaththin ]  thaanai  thalaivan  /Vanniyan / vaal uzhavan  /saenaathipathi  / 
padai thalaivan / kala thalaivan [ missing letter- pa-]  -commander of  a storming  
army  of 60  foot soldiers ;  soo paththu = 60 ;  soo- Tamil  numerical letter- 6; 
paththu- 10 ;  kaal- foot  ; padai- army ; kuzhu –group  ; thalaivan- head 
;Vanniyan-  warrior ;  kala  thalaivan  - commander  . 

 

 ugula-uru(-na-/ak/): captain of the/his city ('overseer' + 'city' + 'his' + genitive).  

uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is uoor 
kizhaan–   village head man ; uoor- village; kizhaan-   head/  landlord  . 

uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is uoor 
thalaivar  [ missing letter –the-] – capitano . 

uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is uoor 
kaavalar/ uoor kaavar –k- kaaran  – village  police/ watch man; uoor- village ; 
kaavalar- guard  .  

 uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is uoor 
kollar  -village blacksmith; kollan- smith . 

uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is uoor 
azhuvalar- village officer; azhuval- work; azuvalakam- office; azhuvalar- officer .  

uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
uooraka  uoozhiyar  -village lever worker ;  uoozhiyar –worker .  

uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is an-k-ka 
saalai- k- kaaran [ missing letter –pa-]  – village servant . 
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 uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is kole 
kaaran  -village servant . 

uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is maer 
paarvai aalar [ missing letter –pa-] – overseer.  

uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thookkiri-k-kaaval [ missing letter –the-] – village over seer. 

uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the   other interpretation of the 
word is mael athikaari [ missing letter –the-] –  supervisor/ overseer;  aanai ida / 
kattalai ida  uriami  ullavar ; maele - upper  ;  athikaari- officer ; kattalai- order ; 
urimai –rights ; ullavar- one who  has  .  

uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is thalai 
nakaram /  thalai vayir  [ missing letter –the-]  -  capital city ; thalai- head ; 
nakaram- city; vaayir- entrance  .  

uguluuru has the consonants-  ka-  la-  Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is valaei  
vaankukiravar – overseer;  vaelai –work ;  vaankku –to get   .  

 

ùga-lu-a: multitudes ('people' + 'to be numerous' + nominative).  

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kooli -   
multitudes. 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is vaazh kuzhu - 
people . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is makkal – 
people . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the other interpretation  of the word is 
janan-k-kal [ missing letter –sa-] – people . 
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ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is pazhuvam [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - multitudes. 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kuppal  [ 
missing letter- pa-]  - multitudes . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is makkal 
vazhuppu/ makkal  kuzhaam  [ missing letter –sa-] – people; makkal- people; 
kuzhaam- group .  

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaraalamaaka [ missing  letter- Ra-] –numeruous . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kollaa kollai – 
plenty .  

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is polivu [ 
missing letter- pa-] – plenty . 

 ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is mee-k-koal – 
plenty . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is veenkal- 
plenty . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kaezhumai – 
abundance . 

 ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kuvaal – 
abundance . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is pakulam [ 
missing letter –pa-] – abundance . 

 ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is ponkal  [ 
missing letter –pa-] -abundance . 
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 ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is azhuvam - 
abundance . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is mazhivu - 
abundance . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is valam – 
abundance . 

 ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is val - 
abundance . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is vaal -
abundance . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is viyal- 
abundance . 

 ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is vellam - 
abundance . 

 ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is valappam [ 
missing letter –pa-]  - abundance . 

ugalua   has the consonants-  ka- la – and the  original Tamil  word is kanakkilla- 
innumerous . 

 

 

uh...uš7: (cf., ah...uš7 ). 

 uku-ús: (cf., aga(3)-ús).  

ÙKU.ÍL: (cf., un-gùr). 

 

 ul.KU: receiver (?). 
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ulku  has the consonants -   la  -ka -- and original Tamil  word is   vaankkum  aal / 
kollum aal  – the one who  gets/ buys ; kolluka- get ;  aal-  person; vaankku- buy  
/get . 

 

 

 ul-šár-ra: jubilation ('joy' + 'to multiply' + nominative).  

ulšárra   has the consonants- la –sa- Ra - and original Tamil  word is  ulla  
malarchchi – joy;   asa malarchchi .  

ulšárra   has the consonants- la –sa- Ra - and original Tamil  word is ilam perukku [ 
[ missing  letter- pa-]- multiply. 

ulšárra   has the consonants- la –[-sa-]- Ra - and original Tamil  word is urazhthal [ 
missing  letter- the -]- multiply . 

 

ul...šár: to gladden; to exult ('joy' + 'to multiply'). 

ulsar has the consonants- la –[-sa-]- Ra - and original Tamil  word is aral- 
happiness . 

 ulsar has the consonants- la –-sa - Ra - and original Tamil  word is sezhumai ura – 
happiness  /fertile . 

ulsar has the consonants- la –-[-sa -]- Ra - and original Tamil  word is nar paeru 
ulla [ missing  letter- pa-]-happinss / prosperity  

 

 ul-ti(-a): happy mood ('joy' + 'life' + genitive). 

ulti  has the consonants- la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is thaeniththal -   
happiness.  
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ulti  has the consonants- la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is nalla  mana 
nilaiyoadu  – in good moods.  

ulti  has the consonants- la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoeiyyal -  joy.  

ulti  has the consonants- la -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thozhu – married 
life.  

 

 ul4-la-bi: very soon, quickly ('quick' + adverbial ending). 

ullabi  has the consonants - la –[-pa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is ollai / ollana 
– quickly . 

 

 um-ma: elderly lady; witch ('old woman' + 'to bind'). 

 umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is ammai -  mother 
/ elderly  lady  . 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is ammani- lady . 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is ammanai – 
mother/lady .   

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is moei- mother.  

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is manai- mother.  

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is ammooma/ 
ammaayee -  mother’s mother.  

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is madanthai- [ 
missing  letter- the -] -lady  

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is moothaatti [ 
missing  letter- the -] - old lady . 
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umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mooththa  
ammai- [ missing  letter- the -] - old woman / elder mother; mooththa- elder  ; 
ammai- mummy  

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is sinna ammai [ 
missing  letter-sa -]- younger mother ; sinna- small  . 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is yesamaani- [ 
missing  letter-sa -]  - mistress  

 umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is manjani-  [ 
missing  letter-sa -] -  woman . 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mada maan- [ 
missing  letter- the -]  -woman . 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is pen mani –[ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  lady. 

 umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mayili -–[ missing  
letter – la-] -  woman resembling  peafowl ; mayil- peacock . 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mai ali--–[ missing  
letter – la-] - witch . 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is maayam -  
witchcraft . 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sooniyam / maayam sei  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - witchcraft. 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is ammal--–[ 
missing  letter – la-] -mother. 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is maanaal- woman.  

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is min-   woman  
with slender waist . 
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umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is vaamai- -–[ 
missing  letter – ka-]-  woman wearing bright jewels . 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mayakku  missing  
letter – ka-]-  -to bind.  

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
paamini-  [ missing  letter- pa-]-  woman . 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is poo mani –[ 
missing  letter- pa-]-   woman like a flower ; poo –flower . 

 umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is mooppi- [ 
missing  letter- pa-]-  woman of distinction. 

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  Mani Ammai / 
Meena – moon goddess.    

umma   has the consonant-  ma- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
mammy [E] – mother.   

 

 um-me-da: (cf., ummeda). 

 

 um-mi(3)-a: schoolmaster; scholar; artisan ('wise or skillful teacher' + 'offices, 
functions' + nominative or genitive). 

ummia   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is saami [ missing  
letter- sa-] -  master/ lord  . 

ummia   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is maasae  
[Malayalam ]  [ missing  letter- sa-]  - master. 

ummia   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is yesamaan –[ 
missing  letter- sa-] - master /lord. 
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ummia   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is munpan [ missing  
letter- pa-] -  master . 

ummia   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kammiyan [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  artisan . 

ummia   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is kanakkaayan [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-school teacher . 

ummia   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is maanakkan-[ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  scholar . 

ummia   has the consonant- ma- and the  original Tamil  word is pani manai [ 
missing letter- pa-] – office . 

 

 umbin-gud: oxen hooves; oxen tracks ('fingernail' + 'ox').  

umbingud  has the consonants –ma-  pa –an- ka –the- and the  original Tamil  
word is   pakadu  / kundai  yin  adi  thadam  – oxen tracks ; kundai- oxen  ; adi –
foot; thadam – track . 

 

umbin...kud: to shave; to shear; to manicure ('fingernail' + 'to cut off').  

umbinkud   has the consonants -  ma  -[-pa -]–an-  ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  nakaththai   naka  vetti  konda  vetta  vaendum – to cut off the nail with 
the nail cutter; nakam-  nail; vettu- to cut  ; nakam vetti- nail  cutter . 

umbinkud   has the consonants -  ma  -[-pa -]–an-  ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mandai   kudumi  mudi  yaei  vetta vaendum –to cut down  hair ; mandai- 
head ;  kudumi- hair tuft ; vettu –cut   . 

umbinkud   has the consonants -  ma  -[-pa -]–an-  ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kudumi vaanka vaendum-  to shave  off the  tuft of hair of the head . 
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umbinkud   has the consonants -  ma  -[-pa -]–an-  ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudiyaei  koeithida avendum –to shear the hair; mudi- hair; koeithidu –
pluck/cut .  

umbinkud   has the consonants -  ma  -[-pa -]–an-  ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudiyaei vetta vaendum  - to shear the hair ; mudi- hair; vettu –cut .  

umbinkud   has the consonants -  ma  --pa -an-  ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudi  vettum Ampattan / mudi yaei  oppanai  pannum Ampattan – hair 
dresser  ;  mudi- hair;  vettu –cut  ;  oppnai-  make up /decoration   ;   Ampattan-  
hair dresser/ barber  . 

umbinkud   has the consonants -  ma  --pa -an-  ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudi oppanai  akam – salon   ; akam- house . 

 umbinkud   has the consonants -  ma  -pa –an-  ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  mottai adikka / poada vaendum-  to shave the head entirely  ; mottai 
adikka- to clean shave the head . 

to shave [E] has the consonants-  the- [-sa-] –va- and the original Tamil  word is  -  
mudi yaei  neekkidu /edukka  –to shear the hair;  neekku –remove  . 

to shave[E]  has the consonants-  the- [-sa-] –va- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   vapanam [missing  letter- pa-] – shave . 

 to shave[E]  has the consonants-  the- [-sa-] –va- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is  naavithan –  hair dresser ;  naavi thachchai – wife of barber. 

to shave [E] has the consonants-  the- [-sa-] –va- and the original Tamil  word is  -   
mudi vettuvoan / mudi  vinaigan  /sikai  vettuvoan / kaesam [Skt] vettuvoan  – 
hair dresser; mudi- hair; sikai- hair / kaesam- hair  . 

to shave [E] has the consonants-  the- [-sa-] –va- and the original Tamil  word is  -    
kudi makan – barber.  

hair dresser [E]  has the consonants -ka- Ra –the- Ra-[- sa-] -Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  mudiyaei  thiruththukiravar – hair dresser ;thiruththu –to correct .  
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to shave [E] has the consonants-  the- [-sa-] –va- and the original Tamil  word is  
naka kuththan – barber; nakam-  nail  ; kuththu- prick ; kuththan- one who pricks . 

 to shave[E]  has the consonants-  the- [-sa-] –va- and the  interpretation  of the 
word is   vaththaa- batber. 

umbinkud   has the consonants -  ma  -pa –an-  ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  muka pani  pannidu –to shave ; mukam- face; pani –job; pannu –do . 

umbinkud   has the consonants -  ma  -[-pa-] –an-  ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  koaithida  vaendum-  to shave /  shear; koeithidu –pluck  . 

umbinkud   has the consonants -  ma  -[-pa-] –an-  ka- the –and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai  naka-ththirkku    vanna  maei ittu  oppanai  panna vaendum- to 
manicure ; kai – hand; nakam- nail  ;   vannam- color  ; maei  - paint  ;  oppanai- 
decoration  . 

 

umuš...kúr: to change one's mind ('discernment; decision' + 'to change'). 

umuskur  has the consonants- ma- sa – ka-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
manam  / manasu  maaruka – to change the mind ; manam- mind ; maaruka- to 
change . 

umuskur  has the consonants- ma- [-sa -]– ka-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maarukai- to change. 

umuskur  has the consonants- ma- [-sa -]– ka-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
iruthi  mudivu  kooruka / arivikka / mudivukku varuka [ missing  letter-  the -]  -to 
tell the the final decision ; iruthi- final ; mudivu- decision  ; koooruka- say ;arivikka 
–announce  .  

umuskur  has the consonants- ma- [-sa -]– ka-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oru manathana mudivu [ missing  letter-  the -]  – unanimous  decision; mudivu –
decision; oru- one ; manathu- mind  .  
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umuskur  has the consonants- ma- [-sa -]– ka-Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is theermanikka-[ missing  letter-  the -]  - to come to a decision.  

umuskur  has the consonants- ma- -sa – ka-Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is saava kaariyam – discernment.  

umuskur  has the consonants- ma- [-sa -]– ka-Ra -and the  other interpretation  of 
the  word is viyaava kaara gnaam - discernment. 

umuskur  has the consonants- ma- [-sa -]– ka-Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
arivu -k-koormai / nun noakkum arivu – discernment  ; arivu- intelligence; 
koormai- sharpness .   

 

 un-gùr/ga6(-me): a menial worker ('people' + Umma reading for íla sign, 'to 
bear, carry' + 'to be').  

ungur   has the consonants- an- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kinakar-  
slaves / menial workers.  

ungur   has the consonants- an- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vaelai-k-
karan [ missing  letter- la-]- – menial worker / servant ; vaelai –work ; vaelai-k-
kaaran –worker . 

ungur   has the consonants- an- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kondu 
yaekuthar [ missing  letter-the-]-  to carry/ bear . 

ungur   has the consonants- an- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is kondiru [ 
missing  letter-the-]-  – bear . 
ungur   has the consonants- an- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is thaanki eru 
[ missing  letter-the-]-  – bear ; thaankku- to support . 

ungur   has the consonants- an- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is yaetru 
kondidu [ missing  letter-the-]-  – bear . 

ungur   has the consonants- an- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is maer 
kondidu [ missing  letter-the-]-  – bear . 
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 ungur   has the consonants- an- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is naattavar [ 
missing  letter-the-]-  citizens.  

ungur   has the consonants- an- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nakaraththaar [   missing  letter-the-]-- citizens . 

 

un-íl-me: menials ('people' + 'to carry' + 'to be').  

unilme  has the consonants  -an  -la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  mallai 
kazhuvi – an  [ missing  letter- ka-]- menial workers.  

unilme  has the consonants  -an  -la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  nun  
makkal  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  good people ; nun –good; makkal- people;  ina 
makkal – race .   

unilme  has the consonants  -an  -la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  munn-in 
makkal  [ missing  letter- ka-]- - natives ; munn- land; makkal- people .  

 unilme  has the consonants  -an  -la –ma- and the  original Tamil  word is  
elimaiyaana makkal [ missing  letter- ka-]-  simple people; elimai- simple .  

 

un sag-gi6: black-headed people = Sumerians ('people' + 'heads' + 'black'). 

unsaggi   has the consonants -an  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil word is  word 
is  maei  vannam- dark color ; maei- dark; vannam- color . 

unsaggi   has the consonants -an  -[-sa-]- ka- and the interpretation  of the word is  
word is  kaal- vannam [   missing letter- la-] – black color; kaal- black ; vannam- 
black  . 

unsaggi   has the consonants -an  -sa- ka- and the  original Tamil word is  word is  
kachchala vannam [   missing letter- la-]  dark color ;  kachchalam- dark . 

unsaggi   has the consonants -an  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil word is  word 
is  kankkul  vannam [   missing letter- la-]-  dark color ;  kankkul- dark . 
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 unsaggi   has the consonants -an  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil word is  word 
is  vannam  nallam  - dark color ; nallam- dark / black. 

 unsaggi   has the consonants -an  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  original Tamil word is  word 
is  avala vannam [   missing letter- la-]-  - dark color  ;  avalam- dark . 

unsaggi   has the consonants -an  -[-sa-]- ka- and   the original Tamil  word is -al 
vannam- dark color   / mullai vannam [   missing letter- la-] - dark color  ; al- dark; 
mullai- dark ; vannam- color . 

unsaggi   has the consonants -an  -[-sa-]- ka- and   the original Tamil  word is kariya  
nira makkal [   missing letter- Ra-]- dark color people  ; kariya- dark ; black ; niram- 
color; makkal- people . 

unsaggi   has the consonants -an  --sa- ka- and the interpretation  of the word is  
word is  krishna [Skt] [  missing letter- Ra-]- dark color . 

unsaggi   has the consonants -an  -[-sa-]- ka- and the  interpretation  of the   word 
is  kaal vanna makkal [   missing letter- la-] – people  with black color; makkal –
people  . 

unsaggi   has the consonants -an -sa- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kunji-  
head.  

unsaggi   has the consonants -an –[-sa-] - ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mukanai-  head. 

 

 unkin-gar-ra: communal assembly  ('people' + 'to fetch' + 'to establish' + 
nominative).  

un kin garara  has  the consonants - an –ka- an- ka -Ra- and  the  original Tamil  
word is   niruva  vaendum [ missing letter- the-]- establish . 

un kin garara  has  the consonants - an –ka- an- ka -Ra- and  the  original Tamil  
word is   kai –n-niruththa  vaendum  [ missing letter- the-]- establish . 
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un kin garara  has  the consonants - an –ka- an- ka -Ra- and  the  original Tamil  
word is   eduththu kondu vara vaendum  [ missing letter- the-] - to fetch . 

un kin garara  has  the consonants - an –ka- an- ka -Ra- and  the  original Tamil  
word is   kumukaayaththaarin  anikam / nikaayam / mandrakam / mandram [ 
missing letter- the-]  -  communal assembly.  

un kin garara  has  the consonants - an –ka- an- ka -Ra- and  the  original Tamil  
word is   naattu  kudi  urimai  konda  maanthar /  makka-t -thokuthi [ missing 
letter- the-]  - citizens; naadu –state ; urimai –rights ; konda- having; manithar- 
person    . 

 

unu(2,6)-gal: great dining hall ('elevated shrine, fortress' + 'great').  

unugal   has the consonants –an- ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  unavu 
unnum  kalam -  eating  bowel ; unavu- food; unna- to eat; kalam- vessel .    

unugal   has the consonants –an- ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  koattai  
mun  vaayil  -  front  gate of the fort /castle ; koattai –castle; mun- front ; vaayil-
gate   . 

unugal   has the consonants –an- ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is  vallavan 
/ valimaiyaanvan /   ellaa  vallamai  -yim  ullavan  / vallamai  mikkavan – great  
person ; valimai –strong  ; vallamai –skill ; ullavan- one who  has .  

unugal   has the consonants –an- ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   malai  
maelae  kaanum  kovil -  temple on a mount ;  malai- mountain; maelae- up 
/above  ; kovil –temple .  

unugal   has the consonants –an- ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is    Amman  
kovil –temple  for the mother goddess ; Amman- mother goddess; amma- mother  
; kovil –temple . 

unugal   has the consonants –an- ka -la – and the  original Tamil  word is   
maenmai / makimai  mikka  kovil /  mael  oaankki  vilankkum  kovil  - temple ; 
maenmai- glory ; mikka- excess . 
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itiUR: calendar month 7 at Ur during Ur III; calendar month 10 at Umma before 
Šulgi 30. 

itiur  has the consonants-   the-  -Ra  -   and the  original Tamil  word is ondraam  
maatham  -first  month  ; ondru- one ;  maatham- month . 

itiur  has the consonants-   the-  -Ra  -   and the  original Tamil  word is eraandaam 
maatham – 2nd  month  ;  erandu-   2 . 

itiur  has the consonants-   the-  -Ra  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
moondraam   maatham –  3rd month ; moondru -3; maatham- month . 

itiur  has the consonants-   the-  -Ra  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  aaraam 
maatham – 6th month  ; aaru -6.  

 

 ur-bar-ra: wolf ('dog' + 'outside' + nominative). 

urbarra    has the consonants - Ra –pa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is uoor  
puram  - outskirts / suburb ; uoor- village; puram- outside . 

urbarra    has the consonants - Ra –pa- Ra –and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  arpa piraani  -  dog ;  piraani –animal  . 

urbarra    has the consonants - Ra –[- pa-] - Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
siru  uyir / uyir inam [  missing letter- sa-] -dog ;siru –small; uyir- life ; inam- race   . 

urbarra    has the consonants - Ra –[- pa-] - Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is  
siru nari- little fox; siru- small; nari- fox.   

 

 ur-bi; ur5-bi: together (cf., téš-bi).  

urbi   has the consonants - Ra –[-pa-]  - and the  original Tamil  word is  oru saera [  
missing letter- sa-] – together . 
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ur-gir15/gi7[KU]: dog ('dog' + 'domestic'). 

urgirgiku   has the consonants – Ra- ka -Ra -ka    and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuraikkira  naai-  kukkuran-  barking dog ; kuraikka- to bark;  naai –dog .  

urgirgiku   has the consonants – Ra- ka -Ra -ka   and the other   interpretation of 
the word is  Vairavar  vaakanam -  vehicle of the lord  Vairavar ; vaakanam -
wagon. 

urgirgiku   has the consonants – Ra- ka -Ra -ka    and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaavar  kaaran -  watch man / guard . 

urgirgiku   has the consonants – Ra- ka -Ra -ka    and the  original Tamil  word is 
thiruda-nidam erunthu   veettai  kaavar  kaakkum  naai    [ missing letter- the- -] – 
watch dog ; veedu-  house ; kaavar  kaakka- to protect  / watch ;naai –dog  . 

urgirgiku   has the consonants – Ra- ka -Ra -ka    and the  original Tamil  word is    
uoorai  kaakkum arima-  village lion- dog; uoor- village;kaaka- save ; arima- lion  .   

urgirgiku   has the consonants – Ra- ka -Ra -ka    and the  original Tamil  word is    
veettirkku   uriyathu   [ missing letter- the- -] – domestic  .  
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                                                Page-155 

 

 

ur-mah: lion ('carnivorous beast' + 'mighty').  

urmah  has the consonants –Ra- ma- ka -and  the  original Tamil  word is uoon  
unnum  kurankam -  carnivorous  beast ; uoon- flesh; unna- eat . 

urmah  has the consonants –Ra- ma- ka -and  the  original Tamil  word is   koa  
kurankam-  lion/  king of the beasts; koa- king  .  

urmah  has the consonants –Ra- ma- ka -and  the  other interpretation of the 
word is   virukam- beast.  

urmah  has the consonants –Ra- ma- ka -and  the  other interpretation of the 
word is   mirukam- beast.  

 

ur-mú-da: watchdog (?) ('dog' + mud6 , 'to sing' + nominative). 

urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is     
kaavar   kaaththidum   naai [ missing  letter- ka-]  -  watch  dog ; kaavar  kaakka- to 
watch ; naai- dog . 

urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
munn-iyatru – mud pot  ;  munn- soil .  

urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is mat -
purai [   missing letter- pa-]- mud hut.  

 urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is mat 
tharai- mud floor.  

urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  miruthini –good soil . 
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urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is   aritham- land.  

urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maettu  tharai /  maedu yaetram  - raised floor  ; tharai- floor . 

urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uoodaram-  saline soil.  

urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
manar tharai-  sandy  soil.  

urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
eeramum udaiya  munn-  wet soil . 

urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is    
marutha munn-  agricultural land.  

 urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uram itta  munn – manure land . 

  urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maei satrarai /  maeichchar  tharai [  misisure land - sa-] – pasture land; 
maeichchar- pasture  ;  tharai- floor/ land .  

  urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
tharisu  munn - [  misisure land - sa-]-  barren  land ; munn- soil/ land .  

  urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
payir itta munn  [  misisure land - sa-]-  arable land; payir- crop; munn- soil .   

  urmuda  has the consonants -  Ra -ma -the  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
paadanam  seithar [  misisure land –pa- and - sa-]-  singing . 

 

 ur-sa6-ga: a pampered dog ('dog' + 'to be friendly' + nominative). 
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ursaga   has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuraikkum  naai- barking  dog; kuraikka- bark; naai- dog .   

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kukkuran- dog . 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra--sa-- ka-  and the   other interpretation of the 
word is  kiraama simmam- village lion; kiraama[Skt] - village  . 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra—[-sa-] -- ka-  and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  puroakam [ missing letter- pa-] -  dog.  

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra—[-sa-] -- ka-  and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  paikiri / bairavar  [ missing letter- pa-] -  dog. 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra- sa- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  iru  
piravi-[ missing letter- pa-]   hybrid animal . 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra—[-sa-] -- ka-  and the   other interpretation of 
the word is  mirukaari -  dog.  

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra—[-sa-] -- ka-  and the   other interpretation of 
the word is   mirukam/ virukam-  animal.  

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kumaram-  hornless animal . 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurankam-   beast  . 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra- sa- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vana / 
kaanaka  saram-  wild animals. 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
iyankum uyir inam-  animal  ;  uyir- life; inam- race;  iyankkum- moving   . 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nanparaaka  [ missing letter- pa-]- as a friend.     
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ursaga   has the consonants – Ra- [-sa-] - ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  naaka- reekam – friendly  regard.  

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra- sa-- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
naerchchi mikka- friendly . 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra-[-sa-]-- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
inakkum ura-  friendly . 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra-[-sa-]-- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
uravaaka-  friendly .  

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra-[-sa-]-- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  uravu  
muriya-  breach  of friendship . 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra-[-sa-]-- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uravai  arukka- breach  of friendship . 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra-sa- ka-  and the   other interpretation of the 
word is raasiyaka - friendship.  

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra-sa- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  saerkkai- 
friendship .   

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra--sa-- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  serivu- 
friendship.  

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra-[-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
inakka/ saerkkai  ari kuri- friendship  gesture . 

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra-[-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
viravu- cultivate friendship  .  

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra-[-sa-] - ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
arimukam aaka- to contract friendship  

ursaga   has the consonants – Ra- sa-- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sinaekam[Skt]  ura- friendly . 
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 ur-sag: hero, warrior ('young man' + 'first, in front'). 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa -]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is Eraivan -  
god . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is Eraivi- 
goddess . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is maravan  
-warrior.    

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maanavar –warriors.  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –-sa--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is saervai –k- 
kaaran  -warrior  ;  saervai  . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is Vanniyar  
-warrior caste.  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is tharu 
kannan [ missing  letter- the -] warrior.  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is poar 
maravar/  veeru mikka poar maravar  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  brave  warrior ; 
veeram-valor; mikka- excess; poar- war; maravar- warrior .  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
maanavar –warrior . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
veeraiyan –warrior.  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
veeranan  -warrior.  
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ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is veeru 
mikkoan-  brave one.  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is veera maarththaandan [Skt] [ missing letter- the -] -  warrior.  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vaseeran -  hero.  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –-sa -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is veera purusan [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-] – brave man .  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –-[-sa-] -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is parakiraman [ missing letter- pa-] – brave warrior.  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is peru 
veeran  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is veera 
kempeeran  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is veera 
sooran – brave person . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word veerar-  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word veeri -  
heroic woman . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word veeran-k-
kanai- heroic woman . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –-[-sa-] -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vikkiraman [Skt]  - warrior.  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –-[-sa-] -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is varman [ Skt]  - warrior. 
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ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word veeravaan 
– warrior.  

 ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –-[-sa-] -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is veeraa karan [Skt] – warrior; veeram- valor. 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –-[-sa-] -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is maka / maa veeran [Skt] – great  warrior;  maka- great .  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –-[-sa-] -ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is warrior [E] . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –--sa--ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is sankaran [Skt] – warrior . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –-sa--ka -and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is sankiraama sooran[Skt]  – great warrior . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumaran/   kumaraesan / Murugan /  Horus  -- young man . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –sa--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is siru  
vayasau  /akavai  kaaran – a man of small age  ; vayasu –age ; akavai –age ;siru –
small  .  

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –sa--ka -and the  original Tamil  word  is  siruvan – 
little boy ;  serukkan – little boy .   

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –sa--ka -and the  original Tamil  word  is  sirumiyar- 
little girls  ;  serukki   - little girl . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word  is  
kanniyar-  young  girls . 

ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word  is  mun  
puramaaka [ missing letter- pa-] – front side; mun- front; puram- side. 
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ursag  has the consonants-  Ra –[-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word  is  
muthatraaka [ missing letter-the-] - first . 

 

 ur-tur: a pet dog or puppy ('dog' + 'small').  

urtur  has the consonants – Ra- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is   
kuraikkindra  naai –  kutti  kukkuran [ missing letter-ka -]  - barking  small  dog ; 
kuraikka- to bark ; naai –dog .  

urtur  has the consonants – Ra- the -Ra – and the  original Tamil  word is  siriya 
ondru [ missing  letter –sa-] –small one; sirya- small; ondru- one . 

  

ur-ur-a...gar: to assemble a list, schedule, or plan ('servants' + locative + 'to set').  

ururagar  has the consonants -Ra - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   mun  
varaivu  maathiri  -thittam  [ missing letter- the -] – plan . 

ururagar  has the consonants -Ra - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaethaenum ondari   niruva [ missing letter- the -] – to set something ; niruva- to 
set . 

ururagar  has the consonants -Ra - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kinkarar  - servants . 

ururagar  has the consonants -Ra - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   koar 
kaaran – village servant.  

ururagar  has the consonants -Ra - ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is pari kaaran / pari vaaran [ missing  letter-  pa-]  -servant ; pari vaaram –
servants .  

ururagar  has the consonants -Ra - ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is aka  parivaaram [ missing  letter-  pa-]  - domestic servants; akam- home .  
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ururagar  has the consonants -Ra - ka –Ra- and the  other interpretation of the  
word is pari saarakan [ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-] – servant.  

ururagar  has the consonants -Ra - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   Kai –k-
kariya parar - [ missing  letter-  pa-]  -servants. 

ururagar  has the consonants -Ra - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   yaevar   
pani  seikiravar  [ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-] – servant ;  yaevar  pani- menial  
work  ;   seika- do; seikiravar- doer.  

ururagar  has the consonants -Ra - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   siru  
pani  seikravar [ missing  letters-  pa- and- sa-] – servant ; siru –small; pani- job . 

ururagar  has the consonants -Ra - ka –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   thurai  
kaarar [ missing letter- the -]  -temple  servants /accountants . 

 

úr...zé(-zé): to roam ('legs' + 'to cut continuously'). 

urze   has the consonants –Ra- [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   thiriya [ 
missing letter- the -] – roam . 

urze   has the consonants –Ra- [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is   idam / 
uoor  thadumaari  thiriya  [  missing letter- the -] – roam ; idam- place; uoor- 
village ; thiriya –roam  . 

urze   has the consonants –Ra- [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai 
aaduthar  [  missing letter- the -] – roam ; nadai- step . 

urze   has the consonants –Ra- [- sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is uoor   
maeithar [  missing letter- the -] – roam  about ; uoor-  village . 

urze   has the consonants –Ra- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor  sutri  
thriya [ missing letter- the -]  -roam  about the town ; uoor- village; suttruka  -to 
make a circuit/ revolve  .     
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urze   has the consonants –Ra- sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
sanjariththidu  [ missing letter- the -]  - roam . 

urze   has the consonants –Ra- sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  thittam  indri  
payanam sei [ missing letters- pa-  and -the  -] – to travel  with  out any  plans; 
thittam- plan; indri –without; payanam- travel ; seiya- do .    

urze   has the consonants –Ra- [- sa-] -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
thodarnthu  aruththidu / muriththidu / thundu iduthar / theriththar  [ missing 
letter- the -]  - to cut /break  continuously ;  thodarnthu –continously ; aru- cut; 
muri- break . 

urze   has the consonants –Ra- [- sa-] -   and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  ratham  /? thaer [ missing letter- the -]  - leg ;  aathaaram / patru  . 

 

 ur4-ur4: to devastate, lay bare (reduplicated 'to harvest').  

urur has the consonant- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  aruppu naram  [  
missing letter-pa-]-  time to harvest ; aruppu- reap; naeram- time  . 

urur has the consonant- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  ari/eri-destroy. 

urur has the consonant- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  uooru-  ruin. 

urur has the consonant- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  muri/nooru- - destroy 

urur has the consonant- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  paeru [ missing letter-
pa-]- destroy . 

urur has the consonant- Ra -and the original Tamil  word is  narumaa- bareness.  

 

ur5...aka: to gasp ('liver, soul' + 'to do').  
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uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is moochchu  
eraikka [ missing letter- sa-]- difficulty  in breathing ; moochchu -  breath; eraikka-
panting .  

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is kaevuthar [ 
missing letter- the -]-   to gasp . 

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is paer  
ayarchchi  uruka [ missing  leter- pa- and -sa-] – panting.   

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is yaekkamuru -  
gasp / longing . 

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is yaenki  
uraikka- gasp to say  . 

wheeze [E] – has the consonants-  va-  sa -and the  original Tamil  word is uooka 
moochchu  -wheeze.  

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is nakara musi –[ 
missing letter – sa-] –liver.  

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is karu veeral  [ 
missing letter- la-]-  liver  

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is eerar kulai   [ 
missing letter- la-]-  liver . 

liver [E]  has the consonants-la va- Ra- and the orginal Tamil  word is -  eeral  
karanai  noaei -  liver cirrhosis  

liver [E] - has the consonants-la va- Ra- and the orginal Tamil  word is - karu veeral  
- liver.  

 liver [E] - has the consonants-la va- Ra- and the orginal Tamil  word is -eerar kulai    
- liver.  
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liver [E] - has the consonants-la va- Ra- and the orginal Tamil  word is  - kal eeral – 
liver.  

 gasp [E] has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- [-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaevu – gasp .  

 uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is arivu  -soul.  

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is uravi -  soul  

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is unarvu – soul  

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is arvaah-  soul . 

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is aatruka-[ 
missing letter – the -] - -do  

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word uruvakku- create 
/ make . 

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is aakkuthar -[ 
missing letter – the -] - -do/ create/ make . 

uraka   has the consonants-  Ra -ka -and the  original-Tamil  word is iyatruka--[ 
missing letter – the -] -  do/ create .   

 

ur5-da: to be mindful, careful; to hear ('heart, soul' + 'with').  

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is ninaippaai 
erunthidu [  missing letter- pa-] –mindful. 

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
is   patthiram [  missing letter- pa-]  - careful.  

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  paarththu eru 
[  missing letter- pa-]  - careful .  
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urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  poruppaai 
erunthidu [  missing letter- pa-]  - careful.  

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  karuththu 
uoondrukai-[ missing letter- ka-]-  mindful . 

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  kavanththir  
kondriduka -[ missing letter- ka-]- mindful.  

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  mikuntha 
akkarai  yoadu -[ missing letter- ka-]- – carefulnesss;  akkarai- care .  

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
is echcharikkai yaaka  erunthidu [  missing  letters- sa -ka - ]- be careful ; 
echcharikkai –warning .  

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
is  jaakkirathai  [  missing  letters- sa -ka - ]- be careful. 

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
is   usaaraaka  erunthidu [  missing  letters- sa -ka - ]- be careful. 

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  unnippaaka  
erunthidu [ missing  letters- Pa -ka - ]- be careful. 

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  uoondri / utru  
kaettidu-[ missing  letter- -ka - ]-  hear/ listen . 

urda   has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  kavaniththar--
[ missing  letter- -ka - ]-  listen . 

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  kanna-ji -
seithar [  missing  letters- sa -ka - ]-hear. 

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  sevi  
saaththiduthar  [ missing  letters- sa -  and-  ka- ]- listen . 
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urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  seithi  unaru-[   
missing letter- sa-]-  hear . 

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  kaathu  
koduththu  kaettiduthar -[ missing  letter- -ka - ]- listen  . 

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  kuruthi  pai [  
missing  letters- pa -ka -] -  heart.  

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
hiruthaiyaa  [ Skt] -[ missing  letter- -ka - ]- heart.  

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is 
kaeththarekan-  soul.  

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is   
cardia [ Latin] -[ missing  letter- -ka - ]- heart.  

 urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is    
heart [E] -[ missing  letter- -ka - ].    

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is   
thirantha manam- open heart.  

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is 
manathu  maarida/ mana maatram adaiya- change of mind  ; manathu- mind ; 
maarida- changed ;  maatram- change  ;  adaiya –to attain  . 

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is  
raththa saayam  [  missing letter- sa-] – heart; raththam- blood; saayam- bag .       

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is   thiru ithayam -  
pure heart; thiru- holy; ithaiyam- heart .  

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  uyir attra –soul 
less; uyir- life; attra- without  . 
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urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  thun uyir- 
one’s soul;   thun- one’s own   ;  uyir- life . 

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  pori  muthar [  
missing letter- pa- ] - soul as superior to sense; muthar –first ; pori –sense .   

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  saththu atra/ -[   
missing letter- sa-]  -without spirit . 

urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  other interpretation of the  word is 
gnathuru  -  soul  as the knower.  

 urda has the consonants-  Ra -the - and the  original Tamil word is  ondridu-  
blend with.   

 

ur5-di-da: famous (one) (?) (cf., lú-di-da).  

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thiru-  
eminent   one . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  sirappu 
udaimai  [ missing  letters-  pa -and- sa-] – great ; sirappu –super ; udaimai- has/ 
possessions  . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  seer udamai [ 
missing  letter- sa-]  -great ; seer- best / wealth / order .  

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  thoattra 
aravu  [ missing  letter- ka-] – eminent . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
pira siththi [ missing  letters-pa- and -sa-] -  famous.  

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is  peyar pettra  
ondru [ missing  letter-pa-] - famous  one/  branded ; peyar- name; pettra- got  . 
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urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is peyar  pettra 
manithar  [ missing  letter-pa-]  – famous person; manithar- man  . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is peyar  
padaithtidu [ missing  letter-pa-]  – be famous ; peyar- name; padai- create . 

 urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is perum paer 
ee-ttidu [ missing  letter-pa-]  -  be famous; periya- big; peyar- name; eettu- make.  

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is perumai  
uttra  /adaintha [ missing  letter-pa-]  -   famous ; perumai- pride  ; adaintha- 
attained . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is paer adi pada  
[ missing  letter-pa-] -  being famous / notorious . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is murunthan - [ 
missing  letter-pa-]  -famous man . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
piraa siththan- [Skt]  - [ missing  letters-pa- and -sa-]   -famous person . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is paer edu   [ 
missing  letter-pa-]   become famous;  peyar-  name; edu- to have  . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is peyar 
pettroar [ missing  letter-pa-] – famous persons ; pettroar- those  who have got .  

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is sirantha  
manithar[ missing  letter-sa-] -  famous person  ; sirantha- super ; manithar- man  
/person . 

 urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is uyarnthoar  -  
celebrated persons ; uyaram- tall; uyarntha- lofty . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is uootram  
udaiyoar – famous persons;  udaiyoar- one who  has got . 
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urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
pira siththam [Skt]  [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-] -- famous . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is uootram-  
fame . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
soar- paadu [ missing  letters- pa- and -sa-] -  famous . 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
naaththiram -   fame. 

urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
suruthi [ missing  letter- sa- ] -famous.  

 urdida  has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is perum  
paechchu  adainthidu   –to gain  fame ; perum- big/ great ;paechchu- talk  ;adiya –
to attain  

urdida has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is uoor arintha/ 
naadu  arintha  manithar – well known  person ; naadu- state; uoor – village  
manithar- man/ person  . 

 urdida has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is uooraar 
poattrum  manithar –   one who  is celebrated by  the village people ; uoor- 
village; uoor-aar- village people ;  poattru –to praise . 

urdida has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is maenmai 
uttra manithar-  celebrated person;  maenmai- lofty / honorable   . 

urdida has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word is sirantha 
maanthar [ missing  letter- sa-] - great people; maanthar- people; sirantha- super .  

urdida has the consonants- Ra -the -and the  original Tamil  word i aandror – 
noble.  
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ur5...gúr: to bow down (in grief) ('liver, soul' + 'to bow down, submit').  

urgur  has the consonants – Ra-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  karu  
veeral [ missing letter- la-] -  liver.  

urgur  has the consonants – Ra-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eerar kulai 
[ missing letter- la-] - liver.  

urgur  has the consonants – Ra-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  eerar  
karuvi  - liver  as the  internal  organ ;  karuvi- organ . 

urgur  has the consonants – Ra-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is eerar  
karanai  noaei – liver chirrhosis; noaei- disease  . 

urgur  has the consonants – Ra-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is unarchchi  
karuvi  [ missing letter sa-] – organ  for feeling ;  unarvu  karuvi / kooru ; 
unarchchi- feel ; karuvi- tool  .  

urgur  has the consonants – Ra-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uyir  
kooru –  mind / soul   -the place of life; uyir- life .   

urgur  has the consonants – Ra-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  arivu  
kooru – mind as the  place for  intelligence ;arivu- intelligence .  

urgur  has the consonants – Ra-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ethirkkaathu  adankki  nadanthiduthar [ missing letter -the-]  - submit without any  
resistance;  ethirkka- to oppose ;  ethirkkaathu - not opposing  ; adankku- to get 
controlled .  

urgur  has the consonants – Ra-  ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thuyarm  
kondu kuninthidu nirkka [ missing letter -the-]  -to bow down in grief ;thuyram- 
grief; kondidu –to have ; kunika- bow; nirkka- to stand .  

 

ur5 hé-en-na-nam-ma-àm: thus shall it be indeed ('thus' + 'it is indeed'). 
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urheennenammaam  has the consonants -Ra - ka -an -ma - and the  original Tamil  
word is  ankkanamae  erukkanum -  thus shall it be. 

 urheennenammaam  has the consonants -Ra - ka -an -ma - and the  original Tamil  
word is  unmaiyaakavae   erukka – in fact ; unmai- truth . 

 

 ur5-ra-šè: to be like that ('in such manner' + nominative + 'towards'). 

urrase   has the consonants - Ra  -sa - and  the original Tamil  word is saarpaa [ 
missing letter- pa-] – towards . 

 

 ur5-re, ur5-e: in such manner, thus ('it; thus' + locative terminative e).  

ure  has the consonant- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  am -murai yir – in that  
way ;  im muraiyir- in this way ; murai- method  /way . 

 

ur5...sa6: to be/make comfortable, happy ('liver, soul' + 'to satisfy'; cf., níg-ur5-
sa6-sa6 ).  

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa-] - and the other interpretation  of the word is  
merry [E] . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  maraayam – 
happiness. 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  paer inpam [  
missing  letter- pa-] –bliss . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- sa - and the other interpretation  of the word is  
arisam – happiness. 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  aram – 
happiness. 
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urse  has the consonants –Ra- sa - and the other interpretation  of the word is  
saemam ura . 

 urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   nar paeru 
ura- happy . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa -]- and the  original Tamil  word is   eerar—liver  

urse  has the consonants –Ra- sa - and the other interpretation  of the word is  
pirasannam [  missing  letter- pa-] –- glad . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- sa - and the other interpretation  of the word is  
mana raasi-   gladness  . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- sa - and the  original Tamil  word is  siru veri-  [ 
missing  letter- ka-] - merry . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa -]- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
piriyam- gladden . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa -]- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
ramaniyam- pleasing  ; arumai . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  nirai  
manam - contented / satisfied . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- -sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is  nirappu/ nirai 
yae sei [  missing letter- pa-]-  - satisfy . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [--sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is  aatru-  
satisfy [  missing letter- the-]-  satisfy. 

urse  has the consonants –Ra-[ -sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  thanduthar [ 
missing letter- the-]-  satisfy. 

urse  has the consonants –Ra-[ -sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  aattri thaetru 
[  missing letter- the-]-   make comfortable . 
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urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa -]- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
mana pooranam [Skt] [  missing letter- pa-]-  – happy  /satisfied.  

 urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa -]- and the   original Tamil word is  attram-/ 
aattru [  missing letter- the-]-  relax / give comfort . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- -[-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is thaetram  [  
missing letter- the-]-  comfort . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- -[-sa-]-- and the  original Tamil  word is thaadaattru 
[  missing letter- the-]-  relaxation . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- -sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is ayarchchi indri 
[  missing letter- the-]-  no fatigue/ relaxed  ;ayarchchi- tiredness; indri –without .   

urse  has the consonants –Ra- -sa-- and the  original Tamil  word is soarvai 
neekkidu [ missing  letters -ka –and- the -] – to take rest ; soarvu –tiredness; 
neekkidu –to remove  . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa -]- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
vichchiraanthi [Skt] [ missing  letters -ka –and- the -] – relaxation.  

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa -]- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
visarmikka [  missing letter- ka- ]-   -to relax.  

urse  has the consonants –Ra- sa - and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sowkariyammaaka [  missing letter- ka- ]- comfortable . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- -sa  and the other interpretation  of the word is  
sareeri [Skt] – soul . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa -] and the other interpretation  of the word is  
para-anmaa [  missing letter- pa-]-    universal soul / paer uyir.  

urse  has the consonants –Ra-[--sa--] and the  original Tamil  word is piraanan-  
soul . 
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urse  has the consonants –Ra—[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is uyir- soul / 
life. 

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa -] and the other interpretation  of the word is  
piraanan  [  missing letter- pa-]-  -soul/ life.  

urse  has the consonants –Ra- [-sa -] and the other interpretation  of the word is  
air [E].– life /soul . 

urse  has the consonants –Ra-[-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is mun uyir – 
soul/life.  

 

 

ur5...ša4: to roar, bellow ('liver, soul' + 'to mourn') (contrast še...ša4 ).  

ursa  has the consoants- Ra—[ -sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is uruma- roar  

ursa  has the consoants- Ra—[ -sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is erai- sound / 
roar / splash  as of running water . 

ursa  has the consoants- Ra—[ -sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is urappu [ 
missing  letter- pa-] – roar .  

ursa  has the consoants- Ra— -sa--  and the  original Tamil  word is perum oasai [ 
missing  letter- pa-] –loud sound. 

 ursa  has the consoants- Ra—[ sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is uyir-  
soul/life. 

ursa  has the consoants- Ra—[ -sa-] -  and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
piraanan[Skt]  [ missing  letter- pa-] – soul. 

ursa  has the consoants- Ra—[ -sa-] -  and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
sareeri [ Skt]  - soul  as the owner of the body . 
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ursa  has the consoants- Ra—[ sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is thuyar uru  [  
misng  letter- the -] –to mourn. 

 

ur5-šè: debt with interest ('loan' + 'portion'). 

urse  has the consoants- Ra—[ sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is erai- debt . 

urse  has the consoants- Ra—[ sa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is erunam-  loan 
of money  ,  of goods on trust . 

urse  has the consoants- Ra—[ sa-] -  and the other interpretation of the word is  
ranam -  loan . 

urse  has the consoants- Ra—[ sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is arai-  portion . 

 

 ur5-tud: domestic servant ('debt' + 'to be born'). 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is  padar  [  
missing letter- pa-] -  servants . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is  thondar -  
servant . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is  adiyaar- 
servant . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is  thondiyar – 
maid servants. 

 urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is  maettiyar – 
assistant  house servants . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is pathiyaar- [  
missing letter- pa-]  -temple servants . 
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urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is Thiru 
Muttraththaar -  temple servants . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is Thiru thondar -  
servants  of god; thiru- holy/ riches ; thondar- disciple  . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is thaathiyar – 
maid servants . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is tharppu  
thaaran- [  missing letter- pa-]  - inferior servant  

urtud has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thaasar-[ Skt]  [  missing letter – sa-] - servants . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
aruththi -  servant . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is eendridu – to 
give birth . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is thoandridu-    
be born . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is thoattram-  
birth . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is piranthidu-[  
missing letter- pa-]-  to be born . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is udampu  
eduththar [  missing letter- pa-]-  be born. 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is piranthai [  
missing letter- pa-]- birth . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is uyirththidu -  
be born ; uyir- life  . 
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urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is pettru edu – [ 
missing letter- pa-]-    give birth /beget. 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is eettru-  birth . 

urtud  has the consonants  -Ra-the - and the original Tamil  word is eranthidu –to 
die [antonym] . 

birth[E] has the consonants-[- pa-]- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is -  
thoatram – origin  /birth . 

/ birth[E] has the consonants- [-pa-]- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
eettru / eendru  edu –birth /deliver .  

 birth[E] has the consonants- pa- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is - 
piranthai – birth . 

birth[E] has the consonants- [-pa-]- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is -  uyir 
edu-  be born / take life.  

birth[E] has the consonants- pa- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pirappu  
eduththar- to be born. 

birth[E] has the consonants- pa- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is udampu  
eduththar; udampu- body ; edu –have . 

birth[E] has the consonants- pa- Ra- the- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  urpaththi / padaiththiduthar – production/ birth . 

birth[E] has the consonants- pa- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is paeru 
pettridu  -to deliver.  

 birth[E] has the consonants- pa- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pirantha 
idam –place of birth ; pirantha- born ; idam- place . 

 birth[E] has the consonants- pa- Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pirantha 
naar- birthday; naar/ naal - day  . 
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 ur5-tuku: debtor; creditor ('debt; loan' + 'to have'). 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is  kadan 
vaankkiyavar -  one who  got the loan ;  kadan- loan  ;  vaankku –to get  / buy ; 
vaankkiyavar- one who  has  got . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is  kadan 
koduththavar -  one who gave the loan ; kodu –give ;  koduththidu –to give ;  
koduhthavar- one who  gave . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is  kadan 
thanthavar - one who gave the loan  ; thaa- give ; thanthidu –  to give ; thanthathu 
–given  ;  thanthavar- one who   gave . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is  kadan 
tharunar – one who gives loan ; kadan- loan; thaa- give . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is  
vaankiya  kadanai  thiruppi  kodukka kadan pattavar [ missing letter- pa-] – one 
who  has the duty to return the loan . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is  kadan-
urunar – debtor. 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is  kadan 
kaaran – debtor/  creditor. 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is  kadan 
eeinthaar  -  creditor; eenthidu –give; eenthaar- persons who  have given .  

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is vaaraa 
kadan- bad debt ; vaa-raa-  will  not  come  . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is 
naathaar kadan -  irrecoverable loan . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is ara 
vida mudiyaa kadan-  bad debt . 
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urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word  is varun-
k -kadan- good debts.  

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is pettra 
kadan-[ missing letter- pa -] -the loan got; pettra- received . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is kai 
maatru kadan-  temporary  loan ; kai- hand; maatru –exchange; kadan- loan . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word  is kadan 
thirattuthar- loan – floating of . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word  is kadan 
viduviththar – discharge of loan . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word  is naya 
murai kadan- amicable loan . 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word  is 
kadanukku  ethiraanaa kadan- loan against loan. 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is 
yaettriduka- to have. 

urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is 
vaiththiru – have/ keep  . 

 urtuku   has the consonants - Ra -the - ka -   and the  original Tamil word is 
kondiru – have. 

 

* uru-bar-ra: outside the city, outskirts of the city, the countryside ('city' + 
'outside' + nominative).  

  *uru bara  has the consonants-  Ra-  pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is uoor 
puram -  country side; uoor-  village; puram-  side .  
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uru bara  has the consonants-  Ra-  pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is paer 
uoor puram- city side; paer- big ; uoor- village .  

uru bara  has the consonants-  Ra-  pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is puran-
saeri [ missing letter- sa-]-  outskirts. 

uru bara  has the consonants-  Ra-  pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is siroor 
puram [ missing letter- sa-]-  – village side. 

outskirts [E] has the consonants-   the – [-sa-]-  ka-  Ra - the -  sa- - and  the  
interpretation  of the word is   pakirth-thaesam [ missing  letter- pa-] . 

outskirts [E] has the consonants-   the – [-sa-]-  ka-  Ra - the -  sa- -and the original 
Tamil  word is  nakar  puraththirkku   appaar   erukkum  saeri puram   [  missing  
letter- pa-] - city outskirts ; nakar  puram- city ; appaar- beyond  ;  saeri –
settlement / hamlet . 

outskirts [E] has the consonants-   the – [-sa-]-  ka-  Ra - the -  [-sa-] - -and the 
original Tamil  word is  pura  nakara    kudi  erupppu  pakuthi [ missing  letter- pa-] 
-  a hamlet outside the city ;  puram- out ;  nakaram- city ;  kudi eruppu  pakuthi – 
residencial   area  . 

 

uru-kúr(-ra): (in) a foreign city ('city' + 'strange' + locative). 

 urukur  has the consonants –Ra- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil word is   
arukaamaiyir  erukkum  oru  uoor /  nakaram  - a near  by  village /city; arukae- 
near ; uoor- village ; nakaram- city  . 

urukur  has the consonants –Ra- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil word is  viyappir-k-
kuriya  [ misisngletetr- pa-] – strange ;   viyappu –wonder . 

 

 uru-šà-ga: the interior city (contrasts to uru-bar-ra)('city' + 'inside' + nominative).  
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urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
uoorakam  -  village.  

urušàga   has the consonants - Ra -sa -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurichchi -  agricultural village.  

urušàga   has the consonants - Ra -sa -ka – and the  original Tamil  word is erukkai  
- village. 

urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kiraamam-village. 

urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kukkiraamam -  small  village . 

 urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  siru  kiraamam – small  village 

urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –sa -ka – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  sama kirammam -  neighbouring village . 

 urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –sa -ka – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  nagar/nakaram  - city. 

urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –sa -ka – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  pura nagar  [ missing letter- pa-] -  outskirt of the city . 

urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –sa -ka – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   peru  nagaram [ missing letter- pa-] -big city  ; peru –big . 

urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –[- sa- ] -ka – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  koa nagar-  capital city; koa-  king  .    

urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –sa -ka – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is    siru nakaram-  town . 

urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –sa -ka – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  koasaram -  village. 
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urušàga   has the consonants - Ra –[-sa-]  -ka – and the  other interpretation of the 
word is  kurumpu [ missing letter- pa-] - village . 

urubara   has the consonants  -Ra -pa -Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  uoor 
puram-  urban area . 

 

uru-tuš: (cf., ki-tuš). 

 

 urudu-A-EN-da: a type of copper. 

 uruduaenda    has the consonants - Ra  -the-  an - the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  manja niram udaiya  sempu  /thaamira erumpu [ missing  letters- pa -and 
-sa-] – copper- pyrites ; manja- yellow; niram- color/ ray  ; sempu- copper ; 
erumpu- iron  ;  thaamiram- copper . 

 

urudu-nì-kala-ga: strong copper ('copper' + 'thing' + 'to be strong' + nominative).  

urudu ni kala ga  has the consonats- Ra – the- an –ka- la- ka – and the  original  
Tamil  word is  uruthiyaana   kal velli-  strong  copper nickel / white copper; 
uruthi- strong ; velli- silver  . 

 urudu ni kala ga  has the consonats- Ra – the- an –ka- la- ka – and the  original  
Tamil  word is  uruthiyaana   seppu-k -kalam [ missing letter- sa-]-  strong  copper; 
seppu –copper .  

urudu ni kala ga  has the consonats- Ra – the- an –ka- la- ka – and the  original  
Tamil  word is  uruthi-  yaana  venkkalam  -strong bronze;  venkkalam- bronze .  

urudu ni kala ga  has the consonats- Ra – the- an –ka- la- ka – and the  other 
interpretaion  of the word is uruthiyaana  vanni  uloakam – strong  copper . 
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us-ga: a type of priest.  

usga  has  the consonants-   sa –ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is saakkai -  
priest . 

usga  has  the consonants-  [- sa -]–ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  punkavan [ 
missing  letter  -pa-]– priest . 

usga  has  the consonants-  [- sa -]–ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  poosakan [ 
missing  letter  -pa-]– – priest . 

usga  has  the consonants- - sa -ka-  and the  other interpretation of the word is 
aaseekavan – jain ascetic  

priest-hood   has the consonants – pa- Ra- [-sa-]-  the-  ka -the –and the  
interpretation of the word is   purokiththiyam [ Skt] - priest-hood   . 

priest-hood   has the consonants – pa- Ra- sa- the-  ka –the-   and the   original 
Tamil  meaning  of the  word is kovir  karuvarayir  Siva Perumanukku poo 
sorinthithu  Thiru Marai  [  Thaevaaram / Thiru Vaasakam ]  oaatha  katravar / 
pattam  pettravar /  marapu  urimai  kondavar – poosakar pattam  petravar / erai 
thondu / pani  aattrukiravar – one who  has  mastered  sacred scripts and who  
has the right to  do  prayer inside the sanctum  sanctorum ;  kovir- temple ; karu  -
embryo; arai-  room ;  karu-varai – sanctum santorum ; poo- flower;  soriya- to 
shower ; thiru- holy; marai- scripture ; Thaevaaram-  a  holy  scripture ; Tiru-
Vaasakam – a holy  scripture/ psalm ; oaathu- recite; katravar-  a  learned  person 
; pattam- degree ; pettravar – one who  has got ; urimai- rights ; marapu –
tradition ; marapu urimai- traditional rights ; kondavar- one who  has got ; 
poosakar- priest ; erai-  god; thondu- service ; pani- job  ; aattru –do ; 
aattrukiravar- one who  does . 

 

s-sag: rigging (of a ship) ('side; to join' + 'bow of a ship'; cf., gišmá-sag-gá). 

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  kai –side. 

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   akkam- side 
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sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   kannai- side. 

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   vaakku –side. 

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   mukam –
side/  hull 

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   pakkam  
[missing  letter- pa-] –side ; mukappu - hull.  

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   navaai 
mukam- bow of the ship . 

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is   paanku  
[missing  letter- pa-] -side. 

*sag  has the  consonants--sa- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is  saekka-join. 

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is inaikka- join 

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is 
pinaikka[missing  letter- pa-]  –join. 

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is anaikka- join. 

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is mayakku – 
join. 

sag  has the  consonants- [-sa-]- ka –and the  original Tamil  word is muyanku – 
join . 

 

 ùsan-mar: wagon whip (?) ('whip' + 'wagon').  

usanmar  has the consonants-  sa –an-  ma  -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinna - savukku  mara  kuchchi [ missing  letter- ka-]- small tamarisk stick ;   
savukku- tamarisk ;  maram- tree ;  sinna- small  ;  kuchchi- stick  . 
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usanmar  has the consonants-  sa –an-  ma  -Ra  - and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   sarakku  vaakanam [ missing  letter- ka-]- –goods  wagon  ; sarakku –
goods ; vaakanam –wagon . 

usanmar  has the consonants-  sa –an-  ma  -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
sinna   aram-   small cart /taxed cart  ; sinna- small; aram- cart . 

usanmar  has the consonants-  sa –an-  ma  -Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
sakkira yaanam  ; kaar  yaanam [ missing  letter- ka-]- – wheeled cart ;  kaar=  
sakkara[Skt]  =  wheel . 

 

 

usu-tuku: a strong person ('skill; strength' + 'to have').  

  usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
mudukan- strong  man . 

  usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
mana  thidam udaiyavan -  strong man ; manam- mind; thidam- strength; udaiya- 
has; udaiyavan- one who  has . 

  usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
kadumai-  strong . 

  usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
midukku- strong . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
mudukku – strong/ power . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  utku- 
strength . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
koatpu  [ missing letter- pa-] -  strength . 
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usutuku   has the consonats- sa- the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  suvadu  -  
strength / power. 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
taakku-   strength . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
thakavu-   strength  

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
thakkam- power . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
thaavu -  strength/ power . 

usutuku   has the consonats- sa-  the  -ka -and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is   thaashtikam [Skt] -  strength . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
thaattikam – strength. 

usutuku   has the consonats- sa-  the  -ka -and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is   saththuvam/ seeththuvam  -  strength  

usutuku   has the consonats- sa-  the  -ka -and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is   sakthi [Skt] -  strength . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is    paduththuvam[ missing letter- pa-] -  strength . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
pootkai  [ missing letter- pa-] -  strength . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
koatpu [ missing letter- pa-] -  strength/ power . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
pakadu-[ missing letter- pa-]   strength . 
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 usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
mathukai- strength. 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  van 
paadu-  strength . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is    aathikkam- power.  

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kedi  - 
power.   

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
thaakaththu –power.  

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the other interpretaion  of the 
word is    thaththuvam- power.  

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
mikuntha ennikkai-  good strength[ numerical]  ; mikuntha- excess ; ennikkai- 
numerical no  . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
uookkam udaimai-  to have  strength . 

 usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
eduththu pidikka [ missing letter- pa-]   -  strengthen . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa--]  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  thida  
[ thinmai]   paduththuka [ missing letter- pa-]-  to strengthen . 

usutuku   has the consonats- sa-  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
saathikai- skill. 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   avathaanam [Skt] – skill . 
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usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  nipunuththuvam [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-]-  skill . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   paduththuvam  [ missing letter- pa-]-  skill. 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
viththakam-  skill . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kai 
noattam-  manual skill . 

skill [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -la  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is vinai 
valloan – skilled person . 

skill [E]  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -la  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is seyalil 
valloan - skilled person . 

skill  [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -la  -  and the   other interpretation of the 
word is nakulan – skilful  horse man . 

skill  [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -la  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is -  kai 
valaimai – hand skill ; kai- hand; valimai –strength . 

skill  [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -la  -  and the   other interpretation of the 
word is laavakam –skill.  

skill  [E] has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka -la  -  and the  orignal Tamil  word is vilaali  
- skilful archer; vil –bow; aal- person  . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
udaimai-aakkidu- to have ; udaimai- possessions; aakkidu –to make . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  kai 
kondiduka- to have. 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is  
thaanku-  to have . 
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usutuku   has the consonats- sa-  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is    
vasamaakkiduka- to have . 

usutuku   has the consonats- sa-  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is    
sonthamaakkiduka- to  have. 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the  orignal Tamil  word is    
adankku- have . 

usutuku   has the consonats- [-sa-]-  the  -ka -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   anupaviththiduka [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-]-  – to have . 

 

uš-bar: (cf., ušbar). 

 

 gišuš-bar: ruler's staff; scepter ('penis' + 'to see, show'). 

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka- sa- [- pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sen-k- koar- scepter ; koar-  staff /stick .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka- sa- - pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paer  arasaru-k-kuriya  kai sinnam   -the symbol of the emperor ;  paer- great; 
arasar - king ;  kai- hand  ; sinnam- symbol .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka- sa-  [-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
sen-k-koar   arasaanai  -  scepter.  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]-  [-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   ven-k-koar – cruel scepter .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]-  [-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aan  pirappu  kuri- male genital ; aan- male; pirappu –birth ; kuri –symbol .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]-  [-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aan ina perukka uruppu – male fertility symbol /  body part  ; aan- male; inam 
–race  ; perukku –to multiply  ; uruppu –body  part . 
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gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]-  [-pa-] –Ra- and the  other interpretation 
of the word is  maani-k-kuri - male genital/ symbol ;  maani- penis ; kuri- symbol . 

 gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]-  [-pa-] –Ra- and the other interpretation 
of the word is   sisuna-k- kuri - male genital /symbol  ; sisunam- penis . 

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]-  [-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   penn   pirappu  kuri-   female genital/ symbol  ; penn- female;  pirappu –birth ; 
kuri- symbol .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]-  [-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   penn ina perukka uruppu - female  genital ;  inam- race; perukku –multiply ; 
uruppu- body  part  .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]--pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
punaruka- to have intercourse.  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]--pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
saeruka / yaeruka - to have intercourse. 

 gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
penn   kuri   vaai -  cunt  ; penn- female; kuri –symbol; vaai- mouth  .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—-pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
punar  vaai  -cunt  ; punaruka-   to have sexual intercourse .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka- sa- pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
seyarkkai  penn kuri  -artificial vagina ; seyarkkai- artificial ; penn- female; kuri- 
symbol . 

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka- sa- pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
penn kuri   vaai   savvu  -hymen  of vagina  ; penn- female ; kuri- symbol; vaai- 
mouth; savvu –membrane  . 

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—-pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
karu pai – womb ; karu –baby/ foetus ; pai- bag . 
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gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—-pa –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
karu - varai – womb ;  karu- foetus  ; arai- room . 

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-- sa—[-pa-] -–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
siani  uruvaakkum  akam - ovary  ;  sinai-  egg  ;  aakku-make ;  uruvaakku- 
produce ; akam- organ  .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—-[-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aranku  -womb. 

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—-[-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   vayeiru  -womb/ stomach . 

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—-[-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   karu pai  era-k-kam- prolapse  uterus ; karu pai- uterus ; erakkam- prolapse . 

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—-[-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uyir karu  -foetus  ; uyir- life ; karu –foetus  . 

 gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
kann-aar paarkka  - to see with eyes ; kann- eye; paarkka –to see . 

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is   
paaravai  -vision;  paaru / paarkka –to see .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   manam-uruka- to perceive with eyes.  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is   aaravaaram -  big  show.  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pura pakattu  [ missing letter- the -] -   to show .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka- sa-pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
anaivarum  paarkkum  vannam kaatchchi paduththuthar / kaatchchikku 
vaiththiduthar  -to exhibit  ;  anaivarum-  all  people ; paarkka- to see ; kaatchchi  
paduththu –to show .  
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gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaedikkai kaattuthar  [ missing letter- the -] -to show. 

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—pa-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
eduthtu- k-kaattuthar [ missing letter- the -]- to show.  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is thiranthu kaattuthar [ missing letter-the -]-to show ; thira- open; kaattu –show .  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is maer-k- kattu [ missing letter- the -]- -show.  

gisusbar  has the consonants- ka-[- sa-]—[-pa-]-–Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
is thoandra  seika-[ missing letter- the -]-  to show ; thoandra –appear ; seika- do .  
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                                                 Page-156  

 

uš-gíd-da: storehouse; granary; silo ( for barley, dates, oil) (cf., arah4 ) 
('foundation' + 'to be long' + nominative). 

usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kidankku – godown.  

usgidda   has the consonants –sa- -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
saemiththu  vaikka- to store  ; vaikka- keep .  

usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
koathumai  kidankku –store house for wheat  ; koathumai- wheat  . 

usgidda   has the consonants –sa- -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  vaar 
koathumai /  akkatham  saemiththu vaikkum  kidankku [ missing letter- Ra-] – 
store house for barley –store house for  barley  ; akkatham- barley  ; saemikka- to 
gather  /store ; vaikka- keep ; kidankku- godown .  

usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
ennai  kidankku  [ snaeka kidanku-]- store house for oil ; ennai- oil .  

usgidda   has the consonants –sa- -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
eenthu  kani / eechcham kani   saemiththu  vaikkum  idam – place for storing  
date fruits ; eenthu kani- date fruit  ; kani –fruit ; saemikka- to store; idam- place  .   

usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kittanakki – stores. 

usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kottu – stores / thinai  kotti vaikkum idam ;  thinai- millet ; idam- place  . 

usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
pandaka veedu [ missing letter- pa-]  -store house  ;  pandam-  material / goods 
/items .  
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 usgidda   has the consonants –-sa  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
pandam  saemiththu vaikkum idam [ missing letter- pa-] - -store house ; saemikka- 
to store ;  idam- place . 

 usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kotta kaaram -  store house. 

usgidda   has the consonants –-sa  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
sarakku  vaikkum idam – store room  ;  sarakku –goods  ; vaikka- to keep ; idam- 
place . 

usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavaada  veedu  [ missing letter- Ra-] -  granary  ; veedu –house  . 

usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thinai-varai  [ missing letters- Ra-  and - the - ]- granary ; thinai- grain / millet  ; 
arai- room  . 

usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
ner kuthir[ missing letter- Ra-] – rice granary ; ner/ nel - paddy . 

usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuthir – granary . 

usgidda   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thinai  koottakam -  granary  ; thinai- millet / grain . 

usgidda   has the consonants –sa- -ka – the-   and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  thivasa  paththaayam [ missing letter- pa-]-  granary .  

usgidda   has the consonants –sa- -ka – the-   and the  original Tamil  word is    
aadu  maattukkaana   pasum theevana kidankku [ missing letter- pa-]-  -  silo / 
place for keeping  cattle fodder ; aadu –goat; maadu- cattle  ;pasumai- green  
;theevanam- fodder ;  kidankku- godown .  

 

 uš-gar-ra: firm foundation ('foundation' + 'to establish' + nominative). 
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usgarra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruthiyaana   kadai-k- kaar  /   uruthiyaana adi-k- kar /   asthi vaaram [ missing 
letter- the -]  -firm foundation;  uruthi –strong  ;  adikkaar-  foundation .  

 usgarra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
veedu  eduththar [ missing letter- the-]-  – to lay  the foundation  of  a house 
building   ; veedu- house . 

usgarra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  niru-
vaanam-/ ara niruvanam - a foundation . 

usgarra   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
niruvu – to establish ; nirmaanikka .  

 

 uš-sì-ga: unsafe foundation ('foundation' + 'to damage' + nominative). 

 ussiga  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is 
kattidaththin  adi-vaanam  [ missing letter–the -]–– foundation  of the building; 
kattidam- building .  

ussiga  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaedu  
undakkum  adi vaanam [ missing letter–the -]–  -risky  /hazardous   foundation ; 
kaedu- damage ;  undaakku  -to  make  . 

ussiga  has the consonants - sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kadiya 
moasam undaakkum adi-vaanam [ missing letter–the -]– -dangerous  foundation ; 
kadiya-  severe  ; moasam- damage  ; adi vaanam- foundation . 

ussiga  has the consonants - sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  theenkku  
seika  [ missing letter–the -]––-to do harm; theenkku –evil; seika –do  . 

ussiga  has the consonants - sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaedu  seika [ 
missing letter–the -]––to damage   .  

ussiga  has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka -and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  akutham[ missing letter–the -]––-  -damage . 
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ussiga  has the consonants - sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  isai kaedu  
aakku [ missing letter–the -]–- to damage. 

ussiga  has the consonants - sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  odivu  seika-[ 
missing letter–the -]–  to damage . 

ussiga  has the consonants - sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  nastam aakku  
/saethamaakku   [ missing letter–the -]–– -to damage  . 

ussiga  has the consonants – [-sa-] -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  udaikka-  
to damage .  

ussiga  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mat 
kadikka- damage . 

ussiga  has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  peeyaakku  
[missing  letter- pa-] - to damage . 

ussiga  has the consonants – sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  naasamaakku  
-  to damage .  

ussiga  has the consonants –-sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moasamaakku   -to damage  . 

 ussiga  has the consonants –-sa -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  seenamaakku  
-to damage . 

 

 úš-a: piling up an earthen block or dam (cf., a úš-a) ('to block' + nominative).  

usa  has the consonant- [- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  munn anai –dam ; 
munn-  land / soil  ; anai- dam. 

usa  has the consonant- [- sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  munn anai ittu 
thanni-yaei thadu [ missing letter–the -]–to block  the water with a earthen dam  
;anai - dam  ; thanni –water  ; thadu –to block . 
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uš7...dug4: to spit ('spittle' + 'to speak, do, make').  

usduk  has the consonants – sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is echchi  
thuppuka  [ missing letter- pa -] -  to spit; echchi- saliva ; thuppu –spit .  

usduk  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
padikkam  [ missing letter- pa -] –spitting  pot . 

usduk  has the consonants –[- sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thevittu -  spit /nausea  . 

usduk  has the consonants – sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kaaridu  /  
kaari  thuppu [ missing letters- pa- and-  Ra -] -  spit . 

usduk  has the consonants – -sa- the- ka- and the other interpretation of the word 
is   visatham [Skt] -  spittle . 

usduk  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
/karthai / kathaithiduka  -  speak . 

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the other interpretation of the 
word is   nikatham [Skt] - talk.  

usduk  has the consonants – sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is paesiduka 
[ missing letter- pa -] -  speak . 

usduk  has the consonants – -sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
seppiduka [ missing letter- pa -] -  speak . 

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is naa 
neettuka –speak; naa- tongue ;  neettuka- to protrude .  

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaai  
asaiththiduka- speak; vaai-  mouth; asaikka- move/ shake  . 

 usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nodikka- tell. 
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usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is word is   
oathuka- say  . 

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the original Tamil  word is word is   
vaa-k-kaaduka  / vaai  kodukka – say   ; vaai- mouth; kodukka- give .  

* usduk  has the consonants – -sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
seithiduka - do  

usduk  has the consonants – -sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is seithu  
mudikka  -to finish  ; mudikka- to finsh . 

usduk  has the consonants – -sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is seu-v-
vanae  seithiduka-  do it right  ; sevu- vanae- in  a best  way . 

usduk  has the consonants – -sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is seiya 
koodiyathu   -  can be done  .  

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
panniduka  [ missing letter- pa -] – do  /make . 

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
puthukku  [ missing letter- pa -] -make.  

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pani 
paduththuka-[ missing letter- pa -]  -make.  

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thokukka- make.  

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is ketti- 
make.  

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nadaththiduka - do . 

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
thunnuka-  do . 
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usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
muyankiduka- do . 

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
noakkiduka – do 

usduk  has the consonants – -sa- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
samaiththiduka- do . 

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aakkiduka-  make . 

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
undaakkiduka – make.  

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
padaikka [ missing letter- pa -] -  make  

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vithikka-  make . 

usduk  has the consonants – -[-sa-]- the- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
amaiththiduka - make  

 

uš11...sig10/sì: to throw/inject venom on/in... ('venom' + 'to apply, put in'). 

ussig   has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is enom [E]  

ussig   has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the interpretation  of the word is   visam [ 
Skt] – poison.  

ussig   has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the interpretation  of the word is   
nachchuvam / nachchuooki -  toxin.  

ussig   has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the interpretation  of the  word is sinki – 
poison.  
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 ussig   has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the interpretation  of the  word is 
suvaasakam –a poisonous plant.  

toxin [E] has the consonants -the –ka- sa- an – and the  original Tamil  word is    
kodiya nanju – strong poison ; kodiyathu –evil /strong ; nanju- poison .  

ussig   has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kodiya nanju [ 
missing  letter- the -] –   strong posion . 

ussig   has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nanjai 
paachchuka [ missing  letter- pa-] –to  inject venom ; nanju- poison;  paaichchuka- 
to inject  . 

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vanmam  -
venomous . 

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is pakai / 
pakaimai [ missing  letter- pa-] –venomous /enmity / malice  . 

 ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nachchu  
pukai [ missing  letter- pa-]- poisonous gas /smoke/ fumigation ; nachchu- toxin 
;pukai- smoke . 

 ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nachchu  
poikai- poisonous water of a tank ; poikai –pond  .  

ussig   has the consonants  -sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nanjaakku – to 
poison. 

ussig   has the consonants  -sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vinai uookku 
nanju  - poison catalyst  ; vinai- an  action ; uookku –to induce/ encourage  .  

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is karumai    
/kari  [missing letter- Ra-]- poison ; kaari  / karam  . 

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is karai 
[missing letter- Ra-]- poison . 
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ussig   has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the interpretation  of the  word is 
sankuram [missing letter- Ra-]- poison . 

ussig   has the consonants  [--sa-] –ka- and the interpretation  of the  word is  
maerkki – poison.  

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is arakki 
[missing letter- Ra-]-  -poison . 

*ussig   has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is veesuka/ 
veesu - throw . 

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is e-ku- throw  

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is oakku – 
throw . 

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is nookku – 
throw  . 

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is yaevu- 
throw . 

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is appuka [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  -to apply . 

 ussig   has the consonants  -sa –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is poosuka  
missing  letter- pa-]  - anoint . 

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is thadavuka-[ 
missing letter- the -]  - to apply [ as ointment ]  

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is iduka -[  
missing letter- the -] -  apply / put.  

ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is manu  
kodukka [ missing letter- the -] - to apply  [  petition ] . 
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ussig   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is vaikka- to 
put.  

 

 dutu-è: sunrise ('sun' + 'to rise; to become visible').  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  uthayam 
[Skt] – sun  rise . 

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  maedu  -rise.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  thee – fire. 

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  thoandra  [ missing 
letter- Ra-] - to appear  /rise.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  gnaayiru  thoandra 
[ missing letter- Ra-] – sun rise.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  theriyia [ missing 
letter- Ra-] -  visible .  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is   gnaairu  theriya [ 
missing letter- Ra-]  – sun is visible  ; gnaayiru- sun ;theriya- visible .  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  jothi [Skt] 
[ missing letter- sa-]  – sacred fire.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  senth- thee –divine 
fire.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  uthayan 
[Skt] – sun.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  aathen  - sun. 

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  aten 
[Egypt]  -sun.  
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dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  sandan [ missing 
letter- sa-] –sun as the source of heat.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is soothan  [ 
missing letter- sa -] -sun . 

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  sayaa 
pathi [Skt] [ missing letters- sa -and - pa-]- -sun as Chaya’s husband .  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  pasathan [ 
missing letters- sa -and - pa-]-sun.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  anjittan [ missing 
letter- sa-] –sun.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the interpretation  of the is  thapanan [ 
missing letter- pa-]- sun /fire. . 

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  aathapan-
[ missing letter- pa-]-  sun . 

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  thaaman  -sun.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  thaama  
nithi  [Skt]  - sun . 

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  thina mani 
– sun.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  thiyu  
mani – sun.  

 dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is anda  
yoani [Skt] – sun . 

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  paathu 
peethu  / paaththu  / peethan [ missing letter- pa -] - sun.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  manthi – sun . 
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dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  thina 
naatan [Skt] -  sun. 

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  aathi [Skt] 
–sun .  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the orignal Tamil  word is  mutha  / mutha 
thee – the first fire.  

dutue  has the consonant-  the- and the  interpretation  of the word  is  
aathiththan [Skt] – sun . 

 

uz-ga: (cf., é-uz-ga). 

 UZ.TURmušen: (cf., bibadmušen). 

 

 ùz-ga-nag: milking goat ('goat' + 'milk' + 'drinking').  

uzganag  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- an-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
konkkai  paaku  / payasu   -[ missing letter-pa -]-  milk / breast water ; konkkai- 
breast ;  paaku –liquid . 

uzganag  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- an-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
asa  konkkai paaku / udu  /aadu  konkkai  paaku [ missing letter- the -] - goat milk; 
asam- goat; aadu  / udu  –goat  ;konkkai- udder  ;  paaku –water  . 

uzganag  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- an-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
konkkai   amutham  [ missing letter- the -]  – milk   ; amutham- milk. 

uzganag  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- an-  ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
amutham kudikka vaendum [ missing letter- the -]  -to drink  milk; kudikka- drink  . 

 

uzu-ì: fatty meat ('meat' + 'fat'). 
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uzui  has a consonant -[-  sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is – uoon – meat  

uzui  has a consonant -[-  sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word is nei  / ni nam -fat . 

uzui  has a consonant -[- sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is nei uoon – fat meat . 

 

 uzu-libx[Í.UDU]: mutton fat ('meat' + 'mutton fat').  

uzulibex   has the consonants  [- sa-]  - la -pa -ka – [-sa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is    yaezhaka  pulaal uoon -  goat meat  ;  yaezhakam- goat ; pulaal- meat . 

uzulibex   has the consonants  [- sa-]  - la -pa -ka – [-sa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is   yaezhaka  nei / ninam   /sakalaka nei / ninam -  goat fat ; nei- fat  .  

mutton [E]  has the consonants- ma –the- an and the  original Tamil  word is   -
maenathai  / moaththai  uoon -  goat meat ;  moaththai- goat .  

 

za-a-kam...dug4/du11: say: it is thine ('you' + /ak/, 'of' + àm, 'it is' + 'to speak').  

zaakam dug   has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- ma -  the  ka- and the  original Tamil  
word  is mansu  oththu  kathaiththida vaendum   -to talk ; kathaikka- talk .  

zaakam dug   has the consonants – -sa- ka- ma -  the  ka- and the  original Tamil  
word  is vaai asaiththida vaendum -to speak ; vaai- mouth; asaikka- move /shake . 

zaakam dug   has the consonants – -sa- ka- ma -  the  ka- and the  original Tamil  
word  is naavai  neetta   vaendum  -to speak ; naavu-  tongue ; neettu –to 
protrude  . 

zaakam dug   has the consonants – -sa- ka- ma -  the  ka- and the  original Tamil  
word  is nodikka vaendum – to speak  ;  nodikka- to speak .  

zaakam dug   has the consonants – -sa- ka- ma -  the  ka- and the  original Tamil  
word  is vaakkaada   vaendum  -to speak . 
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(giš)za-ba-lum: a variety of juniper (resin) ('kernel' + 'to give' + 'abundance'). 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –sa- pa –la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is uoosi   ilai   oaan-k-koalin  pisin -  juniper tree resin  ; uoosi- needle; ilai- 
leaf ; oaan-k-kole-  tree ; pisin- resin  .  

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- [-pa-] –la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is kunkkiliyam – gum  resin . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –sa- [-pa-] –la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is sen- k-kun-k-kiliyam – red resin   ; semmai –red  . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka [-sa-]- [-pa-] –la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is vellai kun-k-kiliyam – white konkany  resin  ;  vellai- white . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka [-sa-]- [-pa-] –la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is uloo kalam – resin . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka [-sa-]- [-pa-] –la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is ulookam – resin.  

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka [-sa-]- [-pa-] –la- ma  -and the  original Tamil  
word is vaazhakam – konkany  resin . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- [-pa-] –la- ma  --and the  original 
Tamil  word is  vazhankkanum – to give/ deliver.  

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- [-pa-] –la- ma  --and the  original 
Tamil  word is  malai  malai-yaaka-  abundance  ; malai- mountain . 

 giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- -pa-–la- ma  --and the  original Tamil  
word is  mikka pozhivu  -abundant  ; mikka- excess  .  

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- [-pa-]-–la- ma  --and the  original 
Tamil  word is  valamai   mikka – abundance  ; valamai- fertile . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –-sa- [-pa-]-–la- ma  --and the  original Tamil  
word is  sezhippu  mikka – abundance   ;  sezhippu –fertile . 
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giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- [-pa-]-–la- ma  --and the  original 
Tamil  word is  azhuvam – abundance.  

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- [-pa-]-–la- ma  --and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kazhumal -  abundance . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- -pa-–la- ma  --and the  original Tamil  
word is  pakulam-  abundance. 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- -pa-–la- ma  --and the  original Tamil  
word is  valappam – abundance . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- [-pa-]-–la- ma  --and the  original 
Tamil  word is  meekkole /mal- kal - abundance . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- [-pa-]-–la- ma  --and the  original 
Tamil  word is    mikka mazhivu  - abundance; mikka- excess; mazhivu –cheap  . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- [-pa-]-–la- ma  --and the  original 
Tamil  word is    vellam ena- - abundance ; vellam- flood  . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –sa- [-pa-]-–la- ma  --and the other 
interpretation of the word is   amoaka [ mikka ]   vilaichchal  -  abundant  yield . 

giszabalum   has the consonants  -ka –[-sa-]- [-pa-]-–la- ma  --and the  original 
Tamil  word is    mani  -yin kaazh -  kernel of the grain/seed ; mani- seed ; kaazh- 
kernel    . 

  

 za-dím: stone cutter ('[precious] stone' + 'to fashion'). 

zadim  has the consonants -  sa-  the - ma   -and the  original Tamil  word is  uliyaal 
silai   seithidum   thachchan  [ misissng  letter –la-]  – one who  makes statues  
with chisel ; uli- chisel ; silai- statue ; seithidu –do  / make ; thachchan –sculptor 
/carpenter  . 
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zadim  has the consonants -  [-sa-]-  the - ma   -and the  original Tamil  word is  
muththu  /muththu mani  -  pearl .  

zadim  has the consonants -  [-sa-]-  the - ma   -and the  original Tamil  word is  
nun muththu – good pearl  ; muththu –pearl .  

 zadim  has the consonants -  [-sa-]-  the - ma   -and the  original Tamil  word is 
aani  muththu  -a superior pearl .  

zadim  has the consonants – [- sa-]-  the - ma   -and the  original Tamil  word is 
ottu muththu – blister pearl.  

zadim  has the consonants -  sa-  the - ma   -and the  original Tamil  word is sanna 
muththu -  small pearl   ;  sinna- small .   

zadim  has the consonants -  sa-  the - ma   -and the  original Tamil  word is seena 
muththu  -artificial  pearls from China  ;  seena –China  . 

zadim  has the consonants -  sa-  the - ma   -and the  original Tamil  word is 
muththu  sipppi  [ missing  letter –pa-]  - pearl oysters / mother of pearl . 

zadim  has the consonants -  sa-  the - ma   -and the  original Tamil  word is 
muththu sunnaampu [ missing  letter –pa-]   -  lime of pearls [ chewed with betal 
nuts by  kings]  .  

zadim  has the consonants -  sa-  the - ma   -and the  original Tamil  word is 
muththu pai[ missing  letter –pa-]    –pearl sac  ; pai- bag .  

zadim  has the consonants -  [-sa-] -  the - ma   -and the  other interpretation of 
the word is word is uthiram / raththam [ missing  letter –Ra-]  –coral.  

zadim  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  the - ma   -and the  original Tamil  word is 
mettu  -fashion.  

 

 za-e: you; yourself.  

zae   has a consonant  -[-sa-] -and the  orignal Tamil  word  is   nee   -you . 
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zae   has a consonant  -[-sa-] -and the  orignal Tamil  word  is nenaee/ neeyae - 
yourself.  

 

na4za-gìn: lapis lazuli; precious stone (in general) ('stone' + 'colorful'). 

nasagin    has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vannam  /  vanna mayamaaka – color/ colorful; vannam- color . 

nasagin    has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
maanaikkam-  ruby .   

nasagin    has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
akan mani- - large gem.  

nasagin    has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
venn mani- white stone  ; venn- white  . 

nasagin    has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanna  mani- color stones ; vannam- color .   

nasagin    has the consonants – an- -sa- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
sev- vanna mani- red stone   ;  sevu- vannam –red color .  

nasagin    has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanthaka kan maki [  missing  letter- the -] -lapis lazuli.  

 nasagin    has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadavun  mani [  missing  letter- the -]  - celestial stone.  

 nasagin    has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is 
neela vanna   manavu/ kal   [  missing  letter-la -]  - blue stone ; neelam- blue; 
vannam –color .   

nasagin    has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
maei vanna   mani  / manavu – black  stone  ;  maei -dark / black/ ink/ antimony ; 
mani –stone/ seed . 
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nasagin    has the consonants – an- sa- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
manja  vanna  manavu/ mani  -  yellow stone ; manja- yellow; vannam- color ; 
mani  -stone .  

nasagin    has the consonants – an- sa-ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is  
pachchai  vanna  mani [  missing  letter-pa -]-  green stone;  pachchai- green .   

nasagin    has the consonants – an- [-sa-]- ka- an –and the  original Tamil  word is   
pon vanna  mani  [  missing  letter-pa -]  -  yellow [  gold color] stone ; pon –gold . 

 

 za-gìn: clean ('precious stone').  

 zagin  has the consonants -sa -ka – an- and the  original Tamil  word is sevu-  
vanna  maanikkam –  red  color ruby ;  sevu-  vannam- red color  . 

zagin  has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka - an -and the  original Tamil  word is akan 
mani  -ruby  / diamond/ gem  . 

zagin  has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka - an -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kanthi [ missing letter- the -]  -emerald . 

zagin  has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka - an -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   sow- pannam [ missing letter –pa-]  - emerald.  

zagin  has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka – an- and the  original Tamil  word is karu 
mani  [missing letter- Ra-] –sapphire . 

zagin  has the consonants –[-sa -]-ka – an- and the  original Tamil  word is 
suththam / thooimai  seithida vaendum [ missing letter- the -] -to clean; thooimai- 
cleanliness  ; seithidu –do   . 

 

(na4)za-gìn-duru5: lustrous, shiny lapis lazuli ('lapis lazuli' + 'moist').  

zaginduru   has the consonants -  sa- ka-  an- the - Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  olirum / sudarum / milirum   oli  udaiya   kannai kavarum  
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uootha  vannam  konda/ neela  vannam  konda   kanthaka kan maki [  missing  
letter-la -]   -shiny  blue lapis lazuli ;  olira/ milira  sparkling ; oli- light ; udaiya- has 
; uoothaa- blue  ; vannam –color ;  neelam- blue ; kanthaka  kann maki- lapis 
lazuli. 

zaginduru   has the consonants -  sa- ka-  an- the - Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is   kannai  koosa seithidum  minu minuppu  thanmai  konda  
ariya  vakai  uoothaa vanna-k-karkar [ vaidooriyam ] -   rare sparkling stones [ ? 
lapis lazuli ] ; kann- eye ; koosa seiya- to glare  ;  minu minuppu –shining  ;ariya –
rare ; vakai- kind ; uoothaa - blue; vannam- color ; kar- stone  . 

zaginduru   has the consonants -  sa- ka-  an- the - Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is    sudarum thanami  kondathu-  lustrous  one ; sudar-  
bright light  ;thanmai- nature; kondathu- having .  

zaginduru   has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka-  an- the - Ra –  and the  original Tamil  
meaning  of the word is  eera thanami  kondathu -  moist one  ;  eeram- moisture ;  
thanmai  -  nature .   

 

za-ha: (cf., zah2,3).  

 

za-ha-din; za-ha-ti: a type of onion, possibly Allium desertorium ('kernel' + 'many' 
+ 'to cure').  

zahadin   has the consonants –sa- ka –the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
noavai  kunamaakidum  /sukamaakidum  sinna venkaayam   -the small  variety  of  
onion  which  cures the illness ; noavu –sick ness;  kunamaakku –to cure; sinna- 
small ; venkkaayam – onion  .  

zahadin   has the consonants –sa- ka –the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
manam  veesum   sinna venkkaayam  -onion  with good smell  ; manam- smell ; 
veesa- blow .  
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zahadin   has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
kunamaakidanum – to cure ; kunam- health . 

zahadin   has the consonants –sa- ka –the- an – and the  other interpretation of 
the word is  sukamaakkidanum [Skt] -to cure  ; sukam- health ; asukam-  disease  . 

zahadin   has the consonants –[-sa--]- ka –the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
mikuntha ennikkai –numerous  ; mikuntha- excess; ennikkai- numbers  . 

zahadin   has the consonants –[-sa--] -ka –the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
vithai mani – kernel  /seed   ;  vithai- seed . 

zahadin   has the consonants –[-sa--]- ka –the- an – and the  original Tamil  word is  
umi neekkiya thaaniyam  /thivasam – kernel / husked grain ; umi- husk; neekku –
remove .  

  

za-na: caterpillar ('monotonous repetition' + 'distinct things or selves').  

zana   has the consonants –[-sa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is thani 
thanmai  udaiyathu  [ missing letter- the-] --distinct one; thani thanmai- individual 
nature .  

zana   has the consonants [-sa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is unni – tick / 
flea  . 

zana   has the consonants [-sa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is paen –[ 
missing letter- pa-] -  louse/ tick . 

zana   has the consonants -sa- an -and the  original Tamil  word is poochchi  inam  
[missing letter- pa-] -  insect kind ;  poochchi- insect  ; inam –species .  

zana   has the consonants [-sa-]- an -and the  original Tamil  word is kunu  [missing 
letter-ka-]  -worm . 

 

gišza-na: puppet. 
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giszana  has the consonants -ka -sa -an  -and the  original Tamil  word is  sinna   kai  
pommai  [ missing letter- pa-]  - small hand  puppet ; sinna- small ; kai- hand; 
pommai- doll. 

 

 gišza-na...tag: to handle a puppet ('puppet' + 'to touch, handle').  

giszanatag  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa -] -an - the - ka –and the  orignalTamil  
word is   kai kondu thoda  vaendum   -to touch  with hands ; kai- hand ; thoduka- 
touch .   

giszanatag  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa -] -an - the - ka –and the  orignalTamil  
word is   kai aandiduka –  to handle. 

giszanatag  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa -] -an - the - ka –and the  orignalTamil  
word is   kai  pathumaiyaei   kai aandida vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]  -to handle 
the puppet  ; kai – hand ;  pathumai –doll  ; kai  pathumai- puppet  ; kai aandidu- 
handle . 

giszanatag  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa -] -an - the - ka –and the  orignalTamil  
word is   kooththaattu   pommaiyaei     aattu vikka  vaendum [ missing letter- pa-]   
-to handle the puppet ; kooththu  aadum –dancing  ; pommai –doll ; aattu vikka- 
to handle/ make to dance  .  

giszanatag  has the consonants  - ka- [- sa -] -an - the - ka –and the  orignalTamil  
word is   kai paaavai  yaei  nanku  aattu vikka vaendum  [ missing letter- pa-]  to 
handle the puppet  ; kai – hand  ; paavai- girl / doll .  

 

za-pa-ga: sound; breath (za, 'rhythmic sound' or zi, 'breathing' transformed by 
vowel harmony + 'puffing sound' + 'to mete out'; cf., šìr...ága).  

zapaka  has the consonants- sa- [-pa -]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  -  
oaasaiyaaka   -noisy . 
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zapaka  has the consonants- sa- [-pa -]-ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  -   
moochchu   kaaththu  vidukai / edukkai [ missing letter-the-] -  breathing ; 
moochchu kaaththu-   breath ; edukka- take in ; viduka-let out ; kaaththu-air. 

zapaka  has the consonants- sa- [-pa -]-ka -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  suvaasikka  - to  breath ; suvaasam .  

 

za-pa-ah: (cf., zipah). 

 

 za-ra: pole, shaft of chariots, wagons, harrows, and doors (cf., gišzar).  

zara   has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is thaer thandu 
[ missing letter-the -] -   shaft of chariot  ; thaer- chariot . 

zara   has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is senthara 
thandu  [ missing letter-the -]   standard shaft  . 

zara   has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is mara  thadi  [ 
missing letter-the -] –wooden   pole ; maram –wood  ; thadi –stick  . 

zara   has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is yaer thandu [ 
missing letter-the -] -  plow shaft; yaer- plow  . 

zara   has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is uoorthi  
thandu [ missing letter-the -] -wagon  shaft ; uoorthi –vehicle . 

zara   has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is yaari  thandu 
[ missing letter-the -]-  door shaft . 

zara   has the consonants-  [-sa -]–Ra- and the original Tamil  word is ari   thandu [ 
missing letter-the -]- – saw  shaft . 

 

za-ra...dug4/du11: to lecture ('to you' + 'to speak').  
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zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is   
urai   aattriduka  -to lecture  ;  urai –speech .  

 zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
paer - urai aatriduka [ missing  letter- pa-] –    to give a  lecture; paer- big ; urai- 
speech  . 

zaradug    has the consonants  -sa- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
sittru- urai  aatriduka- to give a short lecture ;  siriyathu –short .  

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
urai  aadiduka  - speak . 

zaradug    has the consonants  --sa- Ra- the  -ka -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  pira sankkam [Skt] seithiduka [ missing  letter- pa-] –    to give a  
lecture . 

zaradug    has the consonants  --sa- Ra- the  -ka -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is  pira  vasanam [Skt]  seithiduka [ missing  letter- pa-] - to give a  
lecture . 

zaradug    has the consonants  -sa- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
sor- perukku  seithiduka [ missing  letter- pa-] - to give a  lecture ; sol /sor - word / 
speech ; perukku  –  elaborate  /multiply  . 

zaradug    has the consonants  --sa-- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
viri –v-urai  sethiduka - to give a  lecture  ;  viriurai- lecture . 

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
arivu  urai aattriduka –to   lecture  /advice ; arivu- intelligence ; urai –speech  . 

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
paadam   karppikka  [ missing  letter- pa-] -to teach ; paadam- lesson; karppikka- 
to teach ; karkka- to learn .  

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
kooriduka – to say.  
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zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
pakarnthiduka -[ missing  letter- pa-]  - say.  

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
parainthiduka  -[ missing  letter- pa-] -  -say . 

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
saattriduka   -speak . 

zaradug    has the consonants  sa-- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
parai  saattriduka [ missing  letter- pa-]  – to speak out.  

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
navindriduka-  speak . 

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
vaakku-  aaduthar – speak. 

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
vaai  thiranthiduka – speak  ;  vaai- mouth ;  thirakka- to open . 

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
erankkuthar- speak . 

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
viyavu - karikka – speak.  

zaradug    has the consonants  -[-sa-]- Ra- the  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is    
kathaiththiduthar- speaking.  

 

za-za: (cf., ki...za). 

 

 za-za-ga: marjoram or oregano (?). 
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 zazaga  has the consonants-  sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is - manam 
mikka / vaasanai  mikka  muruku / muruvu [ missing letter- Ra-]  - aromatic 
marjoram ; manam- smell  / aroma; mikka- excess . 

zazaga  has the consonants-  sa- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is kanjaaan-k-
korai [ missing letter –Ra-]  - a kind of wild  marjoram  used to expel  fleas . 

 

 

                                                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                Page-157  

 

 

zà: (cf., zag). 

 

 zà[ZAG]-hi-li(-a)sar: a condiment made from a prickly plant such as wild 
safflower ('border, beginning' + 'charm, appeal'; Akk. sahlû).  
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zazaghiliasar   has the consonants - sa –ka- la- sa- Ra –and the  orignaltamil  word 
is  vaasanai  ulla   kari -saamppar vakaikal  - kusumpai  [ missing letter pa-]   - 
condiments/ safflower.  

zazaghiliasar   has the consonants - sa –ka- la--sa- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaasnai-k- kaarankkal – kaattu  senthurukkam [ missing letter the-]    -  
condiment /  wild safflower .  

zazaghiliasar   has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- la—[-sa-]-- Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karai ellai  –border.  

zazaghiliasar   has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- la—[-sa-]-- Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  kaal kole iduthar [ missing letter- the -]- beginning. 

zazaghiliasar   has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- la—[-sa-]-- Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  karunthalai [ missing letter- the -] –beginning. 

zazaghiliasar   has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- la—[-sa-]-- Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  alaku  kattuthar  [ azhaku  kaattuthar ]  [ missing letter- the -] - 
charm . 

zazaghiliasar   has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- la—[-sa-]-- Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  varuttuthal [ missing letter- the -]-charm . 

zazaghiliasar   has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- la-sa-- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  aalai  than  vasamaakkuthar [ missing letter- the -]-charm . 

zazaghiliasar   has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- la—[-sa-]-- Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aalai   azhakaal   mayakkuthar [ missing letter- the -]-charm . 

zazaghiliasar   has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- la—[-sa-]-- Ra –and the  original 
Tamil  word is  aalai  kavaruthar  /vasikariththal [ missing letter- the -]-– charm.  

 zazaghiliasar   has the consonants –[- sa-] –ka- la—sa-- Ra –and the  original Tamil  
word is  eerkka seithidum azhaku  [ missing letter- the -]-–   appeal . 
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zà-mí: (hymn of) praise ('territory' + 'woman').  

sami  has the consonants  -[ -sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   min- 
woman . 

sami  has the consonants  -[ -sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  ammanai  -
lady.   

sami  has the consonants  -[ -sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  amma- 
lady / mother.  

sami  has the consonants  --sa- -ma -and the  other  interpretation  of the word is  
saami – lady . 

sami  has the consonants  --sa- -ma -and the  other  interpretation  of the word is  
yesamaani – lady / mistress . 

sami  has the consonants  -[ -sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is   pen mani  
[ missing letter- pa-] -woman . 

sami  has the consonants  -[ -sa-]  -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  penmai [ 
missing letter- pa-] – womanhood.    

sami  has the consonants  --sa- -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  seemai –
territory.    

sami  has the consonants  --[- sa-] - -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  Kaeyam [ 
missing letter- ka-] – hymn. 

sami  has the consonants  --[- sa-] - -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  mankai [ 
missing letter- ka-] – woman.  

sami  has the consonants  --[- sa-] - -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  kaamini /   
moakini [ missing letter- ka-] – beautiful  woman.  

sami  has the consonants  -- sa - -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  uoomachchi 
– dumb woman. 
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sami  has the consonants  -- sa---ma -and the     other interpretation of the word is 
samakam [ missing letter- ka-] - Vaedic  hymn  . 

 

(giš)zà-mí: musical instrument - a lyre.  

giszami  has the consonants -  ka – [-sa-] -  ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
koattu  vaaththiyam [ missing  letter- the -] – string instrument.  

giszami  has the consonants -  ka – sa-  ma  -  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   jimidikka  [ missing  letter- the -]- string instrument. 

giszami  has the consonants -  ka – [-sa-] -  ma  -  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   metku  veenai [ missing  letter- the -] – string instrument. 

giszami  has the consonants -  ka – [-sa-] -  ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thunthina   vaaththiyam  [ missing  letter- the -] – string instrument. 

giszami  has the consonants -  ka – [-sa-] -  ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
makudi [ missing  letter- the -]-  wind instrument. 

giszami  has the consonants -  ka – -sa--  ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
anju  muka  vaaththiyam [ missing  letter- the -]-   - wind instrument. 

giszami  has the consonants -  ka – -sa- -  ma  -  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   mukar sing  [ missing leter –Ra-]  - wind instrument. 

giszami  has the consonants -  ka – [-sa-] -  ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
muka  veenai  [ shenaai ] - wind instrument. 

giszami  has the consonants -  ka – [-sa-] -  ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kompu  [ missing leter –pa-]-  wind instrument. 

giszami  has the consonants -  ka – [-sa-] -  ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
moonkil yaazh [ vayalin]  [ missing  letter- zha / la -]  -  string instrument. 

giszami  has the consonants -  ka – [-sa-] -  ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
yekkaalam [ missing  letter-  la -]  -  wind instrument.  
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giszami  has the consonants -  ka – [-sa-] -  ma  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mana  vizha  maelam  / kaliyaana  maelam [ missing  letter-  la -] -  percussion 
instrument . 

 

zag-bar: (metal) quantity left over by cutting ('percentage' + 'to pare away').  

zagbar  has the consonant  - sa -ka - pa -Ra - and the original Tamil word is nootru 
–k-kuriya   vikitham  /   ennikkai    nootrir  oru   pankku   enum  kanakeettu  murai 
[ missing letter-the-]- percentage  calucultation  method .  

zagbar  has the consonant  - [-sa-] -ka –-pa--Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
oru  nootrukku  eththanai   enum  panku kanakeettu  murai  [ missing letter-the-]- 
calculation for  how much for one hundred.  . 

zagbar  has the consonant  - sa -ka - pa -Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is   vikaathaasaaram   /    kanakeettu  murai  [ missing letter-the-]-  
percentage.  

zagbar  has the consonant  - sa -ka – [-pa-] -Ra - and the  other interpretation  of 
the   word is    satha vikitham  murai   [ missing letter-the-]-  percentage  
calculation . 

zagbar  has the consonant  - sa -ka - pa -Ra - and the  other interpretation  of the   
word is   sara sari   enum   panku   kanakkeedu   [ missing letter-the-]- - 
percentage  calculation .  

zagbar  has the consonant  - [-sa-] -ka – [-pa-] -Ra - and the original Tamil word is    
niravu  -  proportion.  

zagbar  has the consonant  - sa--ka –-pa--Ra - and the original Tamil word is  
sethukkiya  pinnar   / vettiya pinnar   michcham erukkum   ponmam   -sarakku  / 
paaki erukkum  thaisasam – swarnam  [ missing letter-the-]-  –remaining  metal  [ 
gold] after cutting.  
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zagbar  has the consonant  --sa--ka – [-pa-] -Ra - and the original Tamil word is    
sethukkuthar  vaendum  / pattai  theetuthar vaendum   [ missing letter-the-]-  to 
cut as gem . 

 

zag...dib: to elevate over ('barrier' + 'to cross'). 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thookku / thookki  vidu – elevate . 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -pa- and the  original Tamil  word is    
maenmai paduththuka   -elevate.  

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   thunkam / thunkathai – elevation.  

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  --pa-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pathukkai  -elevation.  

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kadakka-  to cross.  

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  idai thadukku – barrier.  

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  muttu  kattai  - barrier . 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -pa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kattai  poadu – obstruct.  

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -pa--  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadai   poaduka – to block . 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thatti   adaikka – to  fence  
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zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  iyakka-th- thadai  - barrier.  

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kunthakam- obstruction.  

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thaekkam- obstruction. 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -- ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   thavaa--  obstruction. 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -- ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   vaatham - obstruction. 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[- sa-] -- ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the other 
interpretation  of the word is   viva  thaanam - obstruction. 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kuttiyam –wall.  

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maedukam  -wall.  

zagdib   has the consonants  -sa-- ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   piththikai- wall. 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaadi – wall  

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaettanam  - wall. 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mudakkadi – difficulty. 

zagdib   has the consonants  -sa-- ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadinam / kastam [ kasthi ] – difficult 
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zagdib   has the consonants  -sa-- ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   kunasttai - diffficulty . 

zagdib   has the consonants  -sa-- ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the other interpretation  of 
the word is   sankadam   /sadankam–diffficulty . 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vaethanai - difficulty . 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  i-k -kattu – difficulty . 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  idu-k-kan – difficulty . 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  idukku  madaukku – difficulty. 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kaandu – difficulty. 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thonkisam – difficulty. 

zagdib   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - ka -the  -[-pa-]--  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thoaivu – difficulty . 

 

 zag-du8: threshold ('boundary' + 'to adorn').  

zagdu  has the consonants – sa-  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is veettu   
vaasa  padi  [ missing letter- pa-] – threshold; veedu- house ; padi –step; vaasal- 
entrance . 

zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thodakkam- threshold. 
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zagdu  has the consonants – sa-  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kaattai  
/ kaasttai – boundary.  

zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koththam - boundary. 

zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  avathi   - boundary. 

zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thokuppu [ missing letter- pa-] - boundary. 

zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaadu-  border  

zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
koadam- border  

zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kaandam-  border . 

zagdu  has the consonants – sa-  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  ani 
seithiduka - adorn.  

zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
minukkiduka- shining /adorn . 

zagdu  has the consonants – sa--  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is     
kodiththiduka/ koadanai seithiduka  – adorn . 

zagdu  has the consonants – sa-  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is       
soadiththiduka – adorn .  

zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
pani - paduththuka [ missing letter- pa-]  -adorn.  

zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is    
puthukku [ missing letter- pa-] - adorn. 
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zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai 
punainthiduka [ missing letter- pa-]  -adorn.  

zagdu  has the consonants – [-sa-] -  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  
thittam -  exquistite  adornment  . 

zagdu  has the consonants – sa--  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is manja  
saaththu  poosiduka [ missing letter- pa-]-  -adorn / to apply  turmeric paste .  

zagdu  has the consonants – [- sa-] --  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
paen-niduka [ missing letter- pa-]-  adorn. 

zagdu  has the consonants – [- sa-] --  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
oppanai  seithiduka [ missing letter- pa-]-  adorn.  

zagdu  has the consonants – sa-  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  vannam   
seithiduka – adorn.  

zagdu  has the consonants – sa-  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   poo  
sooduka [ missing letter- pa-]- - to have  flowers . 

zagdu  has the consonants – [- sa-] --  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uthattukku  vanna  saayam  theettuka-  to apply  lip  stick ; uthadu- lip ;  vannam- 
color;   saayam- paint ; theettu –to paint /write .  

zagdu  has the consonants –  sa---  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kannukku  anjana  maei iduka  -  to apply pigment for  eye  brows ; kann- eye; 
anjanam- antimony .  

zagdu  has the consonants –  sa---  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  mun / 
nadu  neththikku  sevu - vanna   kunkkumam   iduka – to have  kunkkumam   on 
the forehead; nadu- centre; neththi- forehead ; sevu- vannam- red  color; 
sivappu/ semmai  - red ;  kunkkumam- saffron  .  

zagdu  has the consonants –  sa---  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thankka  neththi  soodi  sooduka  - to  wear   golden jewel for the forehead; 
thankkam- gold; neththi soodi- frontlet ;  sooduka- to wear  .  
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 zagdu  has the consonants – [-  sa-] --  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
neththikku  pottu iduka   - to apply  ‘’pottu’’  on the forehead ; neththi- forhead ; 
pottu – antimony  mark .   

zagdu  has the consonants – [-  sa-]-   ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudi-yaei  pinnuka [ missing letter- pa-]-   to plait the hair  ; mudi- hair; pinnuka-
plait .  

zagdu  has the consonants – [-  sa-]-   ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaathukku  thankka thoadu  iduka-  to wear  gold  stud ; kaathu- ear ;  kaathukku- 
for the ear ; thankkam- gold ; thoadu –stud .    

zagdu  has the consonants – [-  sa-]-   ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thankka  mookkuththi  iduka  -  to wear  gold  nose ring ; thankkam- gold; 
mookku- nose ; kuththu- prick ; mookku kuththi- nose ring. 

zagdu  has the consonants – [-  sa-]-   ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
idai - kku  thankka  ottiyaanam  iduka – to wear  gold  jewel  for the hip; idai- hip ; 
thannkkam- gold ; ottiyaanam  - hip  jewel . 

zagdu  has the consonants –   sa-  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   pattu  
sattai [ sokkaai  ] / pattu  paavaadai / pattu pudavai / pattu  vaetti uduththuka [ 
missing letter- pa-] – to wear  silk  shirt /  silk skirt/  silk  saree / silk  dhothi ; pattu 
–silk ; sattai- shirt ; paavaadai- long skirt  / pudavai- saree ; vaetti –dhothi ; 
uduththuka- to wear . 

zagdu  has the consonants –   sa-  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
mundaasu  kattuka-  to wear  turban  for the head ; mundaasu- turban ; kattu –tie 
/wear . 

zagdu  has the consonants – [-  sa-]-   ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
kankkanam  kattuka- - to wear bracelet  for the arm; kankkanam- arm ornament  . 

zagdu  has the consonants –   sa-  ka –the-  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nenjukku  manja  thaduvuka – to apply  turmeric  paste on the chest ; nenju- chest 
; manja- turmeric; thaduka- apply/ anoint . 
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zag-è: buttress (?) ('barrier' + 'to rise'). 

zage  has  the consonants - sa-ka – and  the original Tamil word is anai   suvar  [ 
missing letter Ra-]-  buttress ; anai- dam; suvar- wall . 

zage  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-ka – and  the original Tamil word is  maen-
noakkam – to rise. 

zage  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-ka – and  the original Tamil word is  pon-k-ka  [ 
missing letter-pa-]- to rise. 

zage  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-ka – and  the original Tamil word is  kempu  
[missing letter-pa-]- to rise. 

zage  has  the consonants – [-sa-]-ka – and  the original Tamil word is  munnuka -
to rise. 

  

 zag-gu-la; zag-gal-la: a type of chair; seat of honor ('side, shoulder' + 'great').  

zaggula  has the consonts – [-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is mukkaali 
-  chair with three legs . 

zaggula  has the consonts – [-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is naakkaali 
– chair with four legs . 

zaggula  has the consonts – [-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is kai ulla 
naakkaali -  four legged chair with arms ; kai –arm; ulla- has; naakkaali –chair; 
naanku- 4; kaal- leg  . 

zaggula  has the consonts – -sa- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is saaivu  
naakkaali -  resting chair; saaya –to take rest  /repose  . 

 zaggula  has the consonts – [-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is koa-k-
kaali – tall stool with tall legs . 
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zaggula  has the consonts – [-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word is palakam / 
palanquin  [ missing  letter- pa-] – chair--- to carry someone  in seated position  up 
on  one’s shoulders especially  in celebration of  victory . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-sa- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is suzhal 
naakkalai – revolving  chair ; suzhal- revolving . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is avai   / 
sanka  -thalaivan [ missing  letter- the-]- chair of the meeting  ; avai- assembl y  
;thalaivan- leader/ head . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is vilimpu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  - side . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is ukkal-  
side . 

 zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is pakkal-  
[ missing  letter- pa-] - side  

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is vaayal-  
side . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is alkul  – 
side. 

side [E] has the consonants  -[-sa-]- the -and the  original Tamil  word is andai  - 
side.  

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is mael 
pakkam [ missing  letter- pa-] -  upper side-  western side; mael- upper; pakkam- 
side  . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is keezh  
pakkam- [ missing  letter- pa-] - lower side; keezh- lower ; pakkam- side  

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is vala 
pakkam [ missing  letter- pa-] - right side; valam- right  . 
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zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is vala -k-
kai- right side /arm ; kai- arm .  

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is vala 
vaai- right side . 

 zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is 
valaman-  right side . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is ull 
pakkam - [ missing  letter- pa-] -inner side; ull- inner . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is veli  
pakkam-[ missing  letter- pa-]  - outer side; veli- outside /space . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is naalaa 
pakkamum [ missing  letter- pa-]   all the four sides; naalu -4  ;pakkam –side  . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is ellaa 
pakkamum[ missing  letter- pa-]- all the sides  ;  ella- all . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[-sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is kizhakku 
pakkam  [ missing  letter- pa-]-   eastern side . 

zaggula  has the consonts –--sa-- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is selavu  
pakkam-  debit side ; selavu –debit . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[--sa-]-- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is kazhi- - 
great . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[--sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is 
valaanmai-  great ability . 

zaggula  has the consonts –-[--sa-]- ka- la- and the  original Tamil  word  is vilivu-  
great anger . 

 

zag...kéš: to endow with ('side' + 'to bind to').  
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zagkes   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -ka – [- sa-]   and  the  original  Tamil word  
pakkam  [ missing letter –pa-]  -side.  

zagkes   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -ka – [- sa-]   and  the  original  Tamil word   
paakam/ panku /  paakanam [ missing letter –pa-]  – side . 

zagkes   has the consonants –  sa  -ka – [- sa-]   and  the  original  Tamil word   
koanam / koana saaivu  -side.  

zagkes   has the consonants –  sa  -ka – [- sa-]   and  the  original  Tamil word  visai- 
side.    

zagkes   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -ka – [- sa-]   and  the  original  Tamil word   
kai  /kannai –side.  

zagkes   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -ka – [- sa-]   and  the  original  Tamil word  
mukam –side.  

 zagkes  has the consonants – [- sa-]  -ka – [- sa-]   and  the  original  Tamil word  
vaakku –side.  

zagkes  has the consonants –  sa- -ka – [- sa-]-  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  sa-v-viyam – left side.  

zagkes  has the consonants –  sa- -ka – [- sa-]-  and the other interpretation of the 
word is   vaamam- left side.  

zagkes  has the consonants –  sa- -ka –  sa-  and the other interpretation of the 
word is  kachchankam- binding.   

zagkes   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -ka – [- sa-]   and  the  original  Tamil word   
inaikka– bind.  

zagkes   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -ka – [- sa-]   and  the  original  Tamil word 
pinaikka [ missing letter –pa-]  - bind   .  

zagkes   has the consonants – [- sa-]  -ka – [- sa-]   and  the  original  Tamil word  
mayakka- bind  . 
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zagkes   has the consonants –  sa- -ka – [- sa-]   and  the  original  Tamil word  vakai  
seiya-  endow.  

 

zag-munus: (cf., zà-mí).  

 

zag-sá[DI]; zag-ša4[DI]: equal; rival ('limit' + 'to equal').  

zag-sá  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
oppaakaa [ missing  letter- pa-]  - equal . 

zag-sá  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
inaikaaka- equal . 

zag-sá  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is sama maaka- equal . 

zag-sá  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
pakai [ missing  letter- pa-]  – enemy; paakaiyaanathu . 

zag-sá  has the consonants-  [-sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
munaivan- enemy. 

zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  koadam – limit. 

 zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  koththam- limit.  

zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  mudivu idam- limit.  

zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanitham- limit. 
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zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kaattai- limit.  

zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thakan - limit.  

zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  kaasttai – limit.  

zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  theu-v-van-  enemy. 

zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kandakan – enemy. 

zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  kanithan- enemy. 

zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  vikadan  -enemy. 

zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  other 
interpretation  of the  word is  akaithan –enemy. 

zag-sá[DI]  has the consonants –[-sa-] -ka –[-sa-] -the  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  oppumai mikkathu [ missing  letter- pa-]- equal. 

 

zag-še(3); zag-ša4: strength; bed ('limit' + 'to the').  

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanmai-  strength  .  

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanpu [ missing  letter- pa-] - strength. 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  koan-  
strength  
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zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koanai – strength. 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ennikkai- strength in numbers . 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
uookkam-  strength . 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaekam – strength . 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kai  
veechchu/  veechchu  – strength . 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  aavi 
– strength . 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is savi – strength  

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
sikkanavu – strength . 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaya- 
strength . 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vayavu – strength. 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaaimai – strength . 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is piku  [missing  letter- pa-] - strength . 

zagse   has the consonants-- sa -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  saya 
akam  /saayum akam – bed. 
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zagse   has the consonants-- sa--ka –[-sa-]- and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is  thavisu / thavsanai  [ missing letter- the -] – sofa cum bed  . 

zagse   has the consonants-- sa -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  saekkai 
idam [ missing letter- the -]  - bed. 

zagse   has the consonants-- sa -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is 
sattakam [ missing letter- the -]  -bed. 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kidakkai [ missing letter- the -] -  bed  . 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
adukkam [ missing letter- the -] –bed . 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanku-  limit. 

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaiyim kanakkum- limit.  

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  ava saanam -  limit.  

zagse   has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka –[-sa-]- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  vasan – limit.  

 

zag...šuš: to brand; to mark ('side' + 'to throw down'). 

zagsus  has the consonants  -sa- ka –[-sa-] -and  the original Tamil  word is soodu 
vaikka /iduka  [ missing letter- the -]-  to brand ; soodu- hot/ roast . 

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-] -and  the original Tamil  word is 
edaaku  vaikka [ missing letter- the -]-  to brand  /to mark ; vaikka- put/ keep . 

zagsus  has the consonants  -sa- ka –[-sa-] -and  the original Tamil  word is suvadu 
[ missing letter- the -]-  mark . 
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zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-] -and  the original Tamil  word is kai 
maattaanku [ missing letter- the -]- mark . 

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-] -and  the original Tamil  word is 
edaaku- [ missing letter- the -]-  mark . 

 zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-] -and  the  other interpretation  of 
the word is vaeththiam-[ missing letter- the -]- mark . 

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-] -and  the  other interpretation  of 
the word is nika- mark . 

zagsus  has the consonants  -sa ka –[-sa-] -and  the  other interpretation  of the 
word is vasi- mark . 

zagsus  has the consonants  -sa- ka –sa--and  the original Tamil  word is achchu  
vaikka- to mark . 

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-] ka –[-sa-] -and  the  other interpretation  of the 
word is ankam-  mark . 

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
keeru  [ missing letter  -Ra-]- to mark  

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is kuri- 
vaikka / raekai [Skt] vaikka  [ missing letter  -Ra-] -to mark . 

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
erika[ missing letter  -Ra-] - throw . 

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
akkam – side. 

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
pakkam [ missing letter –pa-] -side. 

zagsus  has the consonants  --sa-- ka –sa--and  the original Tamil  word is katchchi 
-[ missing letter- the -]- – side.  
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zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is kai –
side. 

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
paakam [ missing letter –pa-] –side.  

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
panku [ missing letter –pa-] –side.  

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
kannai-side.  

 zagsus  has the consonants  -sa- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is visai- 
side.  

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
vaaku  -side. 

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
mukam- side.  

zagsus  has the consonants  -sa- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
kidaasu[ missing letter- the -]- -throw .  

zagsus  has the consonants  -sa- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
veesuka- throw . 

zagsus  has the consonants  -sa- ka –-sa--and  the original Tamil  word is 
paaichchuka [ missing letter –pa-] - throw as dice.  

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is iku– 
throw.  

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
oaakku - throw. 

zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
nookku- throw. 
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zagsus  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- ka –[-sa-]--and  the original Tamil  word is 
yaevu  – throw.  

 

 zag...tag: to push away; to reject; to overthrow; to push off, launch ('edge, limit' 
+ 'to touch, push').  

zagtag   has the consonants - sa -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   -  
kuththuka – to punch/ hit.  

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
-  edikka – push . 

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nekkiduka – push . 

 zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
unthi viduka-   push . 

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
poaei viduka [ missing  letter- pa-] - push off . 

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
muyarchchi  uookkam  kondida [ missing  letter- Ra-] –to   push  

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thaakku - push . 

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
thunivu kondidu  -   push . 

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
than munaippu kondiduka   [ missing  letter- pa- ]  - to push.  

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nettuka vaendum – to  push . 
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zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thadukkai – rejection . 

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
neekkiduka-  reject / remove.  

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kai viduka-  reject.  

 zagtag   has the consonants –- sa--ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kandanai seithiduka -    to reject . 

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
pakka vaattaaka [ missing  letter- pa-] -  edgeways . 

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
otukka-   at the edge[ koadi ] . 

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is      
thuvankiduka-  to  begin . 

zagtag   has the consonants –[- sa-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is         
padakai / naavaai yaei   mithakka viduka- [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  to launch  the 
boat  /ship ;   paduku- boat; naavaai- ship ; mithakka- to float . 

zagtag   has the consonants – sa--ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
etta  veesi viduka- throw  away  ;  ettakka- far; kittakka- near  ; veesu –throw . 

zagtag   has the consonants – sa -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kadaasiduka-  throw . 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word  
thookki  poattu  viduka [ missing  letter- pa-]  - drop / launch / throw ; thookku- 
lift /carry; poattu vidu –throw away . 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa-]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vithaikka- throw . 
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zagtag   has the consonants – [-s-] -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vedikka-  throw . 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
yaevi  duka- throw  as dart. 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vattikka- throw  as the  dice . 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kottuka- throw away  . 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kakkiduka- throw out. 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaettai  thodakkam- throw off. 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumattuka- to throw out/ eject  out/ vomit  ; vaanthi  edukka . 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nookkiduka-  throw . 

 zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
okkiduka –throw. 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thottu noakkiduka-  touch and see  ; thodu –touch; noakkidu- look . 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thokku – touch . 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thodakku -  touch . 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
nakkiduka- touch . 
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zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoda  koodiyavai – touchables ; thodu- touch  . 

zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thoda  koodaathavai – untouchable one  ; thoda koodaathu –should not touch . 

zagtag   has the consonants – sa -ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
muyarchchikka  vaendum  - [ missing  letter- Ra-]  - to launch; muyarchchi- 
attempt  . 

 to launch [E]  has the consonants- the- la- an –[-sa-]-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thoani  thalla – to push / drive  the boat  ; thoani –boat;thallu- push . 

throw [E] has the consonants -the -Ra -va  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
uruttukaai -  to throw  as the dice . 

thouch [E]  has the consonants -the –[-sa -]-and the  original Tamil  word is -
theendu – touch.  

thouch [E]  has the consonants -the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is  thodu 
– touch .  

thouch [E]  has the consonants -the –-sa -and the  original Tamil  word is 
sampantham [?Skt][ missing  letter- pa-]  – touch.  

thouch [E]  has the consonants -the –-sa -and the  original Tamil  word is seenthu  
-touch.  

thouch [E]  has the consonants -the –-[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is thattu 
–touch.  

thouch [E]  has the consonants -the –-[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thodaathae- do not touch / theettu [ antonym] .  

thouch [E]  has the consonants -the –-[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
theendaamai- untouchability [ antonym] . 
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zagtag   has the consonants – [-sa -]-ka --the -ka  -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mattukkattu – limit.  

 

zag-uru: outskirts of the city ('edge, limit' + 'city'). 

zaguru   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
nakaram   -city ; maa nakaram-  capital city / big city ; maa- big/ great  . 

zaguru   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is uoor-
akam – village.  

zaguru   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is nagar 
puram     /  pura nakar [ missing letter- pa-] – outskirts of city; puram- side  . 

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurumpu  [ missing letter- pa-]  - village.  

zaguru   has the consonants –-sa- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
kurichchi-  village .  

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaayar  puram – village side.  

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kiramaam  - village . 

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   koa saram – village . 

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
erukkai- village . 

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
koormai-edge /sharp  . 

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
oaramaaka- in the edge . 
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zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is kai 
vaaram - edge . 

 zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
aruku  -edge .  

edge[E]   has the consonants- the- ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  ottukka –on  
the edge . 

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is karai 
– edge/ limit ; kanku  karai . 

 zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of 
the word is  nikkirakam – limit . 

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  other interpretation  of the    
word is pankaaram   [ missing letter- pa-]-  limit. 

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
varppu / varampu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  limit. 

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is    
varaivu – limit . 

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kurampu  [ missing letter- pa-]-  limit. 

zaguru   has the consonants –--sa- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
surukkam   – limit.  

 zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
kuraivu – limit.  

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word 
marunku – limit.  

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is varai 
arai- limit.  
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zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaaram – limit.  

zaguru   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –ka- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is oaivu 
karai – limit.  

 

 zag 5-ús: a fifth (as a division) ('percentage' + 5 or other number + 'length').  

zagus  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ennikkai naanku-  numerical  4   ;  naanku- 4; ennikkai- numerical .   

zagus  has the consonants –-sa–ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  enn   
ennikkai  anju   - numerical number5;  ennikkai- numerical number;  anju – five.  

zagus  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ennikkai  moonu –numerical number 3; moonu- 3.  

zagus  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- [-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ennikkai onnu -    numerical number one ; onnu- one . 

zagus  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- -sa-and the  original Tamil  word is  
veechchu – length . 

zagus  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- -[-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
neekkam- length. 

zagus has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- -[-sa-]-and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   aanaakam- length . 

zagus  has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- -[-sa-]-and the  original Tamil  word is  
nooththukku  eththanai  enum enn   kanakkeeda   [ missing letter- the -]- calculate  
for 100 ; noothukku  -for 100;  eththanai  -how much ; kanakkeedu – calculation.  

zagus has the consonants –sa-–ka- -[-sa-]-and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is   satha  vikitham [ missing letter- the -]- – percentage. 
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percentage  [E]   has the consonants –[-pa-] - Ra- [-sa-]  –an- the- ka –  and the  
original Tamil  word is  enn  nootrukku  eththanai  enum  kanakkkeedu . 
nootrukku  maeni – percentage calculation ;  enn- mumerical number;  nooru -  
100; eththannaai-  how much ; kanakkeedu -  calculation.  

 

zag...ús: to border on; to stand by; to set aside ('edge, limit' + 'to lean against').  

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
eggu-  edge. 

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaai-  edge. 

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
mukanai-  edge.  

zagus   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -sa -   and the   other  interpretation  of the 
word is  vasi- edge.  

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
varai aru  [  missing  letter- Ra-]  - limit . 

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
varaivu -   [  missing  letter- Ra-]  - limit . 

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaaram-[  missing  letter- Ra-]  -  limit.    

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aruku --[  missing  letter- Ra-] -   border.  

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nerunku-/ nerunkiya --[  missing  letter- Ra-] -  to  border on . 

zagus   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-] -   and the   other  interpretation  of 
the word is   nikkirakam [  missing  letter- Ra-]  - limit . 
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zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
kai ara-[  missing  letter- Ra-]  -  to exceed limits.  

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –sa- -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
minjuka- to exceed limits.  

zagus   has the consonants –-sa-- ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
sarivu -[  missing  letter- Ra-]  – border.  

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
marunku-[  missing  letter- Ra-]  -  limit  . 

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
oaivu  karai- -[  missing  letter- Ra-] -  limit.    

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
karai--[  missing  letter- Ra-] -  border. 

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is    
koadi  /koadu/  koadam/  koththam / kaandam / kaadu/ kaattai -[  missing  letter- 
the-] -   limit  / border . 

zagus   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -sa -   and the   other  interpretation  of the 
word is  kaasttai -[  missing  letter-the-] – limit.  

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudivu/  mudi -vidam - [  missing  letter- the-] – end/  limit / border . 

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
thakann- [  missing  letter- the-] - limit.   

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
madakkam/ manavadkkam-[  missing  letter- the-] -  limitation.  

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –sa- -   and the  original Tamil  word is  veki  
seemai -  outer limit.  
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zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaiyim  kankkum-  limit . 

 zagus   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -sa -   and the   other  interpretation  of 
the word is  avathi-[  missing  letter- the-] -  limit.  

zagus   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka -sa -   and the   other  interpretation  of the 
word is   kanitham -[  missing  letter- the-] – limit. 

 zagus   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka –[-sa -]-   and the   other  interpretation  of 
the word is  kanku-  limit . 

zagus   has the consonants –[- sa-] - ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
thavanai--[  missing  letter- the-]  - time limit.  

zagus   has the consonants – -sa-- ka –[-sa-] -   and the   other  interpretation  of 
the word is  kinji-gnam -   limited  knowledge . 

zagus   has the consonants – sa-  ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
saaika / saaikka/ saaivu - to lean . 

zagus   has the consonants – sa-  ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is   
sarivu  [   missing letter- Ra-] –to lean . 

zagus   has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is    
neekku –set aside.  

zagus   has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
othukki  vaikka-[   missing letter- the -] - set aside.         

zagus   has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is 
othukkam/  saema  othukkedu --[  missing letter- the -] - reserve ;  saemiththu  
vaikka . 

 zagus   has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka –[-sa-]  -   and the  original Tamil  word is  
kaapu [  missing  letter- pa-] –reserve . 
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záh-bi: adv., to the bitter end, until disappearance ('to perish' + adverbial force 
suffix). 

zahbi   has the consonants – sa- [-pa -]– and the  orignalTamil  word is  saa   -death 
/die . 

zahbi   has the consonants – sa- [-pa -]– and the  orignalTamil  word is  maaya- to 
die.  

 

 zar(-re-eš)...du8: to pile up ('sheaves' + phonetic complement + 'much' + 'to 
open; to spread').  

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   
thiranthidu -  to open  as a door . 

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  pothi -
yaei   piriththuu  paaru [ missing  letter- pa-]   - open  and see  the bundle ; pothi- 
bundle ; piri- open ; paaru –see  .  

zardu  has the consonants  -sa-–Ra- the- and the  interpretation  of the word is  
saththiriththar-  open as a tumour . 

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
udaithar-  open as a boil . 

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
poththiduthar /pooththar [ missing  letter- pa-] -  open  as a flower; poo- flower  . 

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
malarnthidu [ missing  letter- la-] – open/ blossom  as flower ; malar- flower . 

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
alaruthar [ missing  letter- la-] – open/ blossom  as flower . 

zardu  has the consonants  --sa-–Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
siriththar -open/ blossom  as flower ; siri –smile  .  
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zardu  has the consonants  -[--sa-]-–Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
mooda perathaa   [ missing  letter- pa-]-not closed; moodu- close .  

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
parappidu  [ missing  letter- pa-] – spread. 

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
padarnthidu [ missing  letter- pa-] -  spread as vine . 

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  adi  
paduthar  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  spread as rumour  

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
anithar -  spread . 

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
ettuthar-  spread / reach . 

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
eriththar-  spread . 

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  yaedu  
paduthar  [ missing  letter- pa-]  -  spread  as  moos  over the  surface of water  

zardu  has the consonants  -sa-–Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
semmuthar- spread as color . 

zardu  has the consonants  -sa-–Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ner 
kathirai  adukki  vaiththar / kuviththu  vaiththar [ missing  letter-ka-]  – to pile up  
the paddy  sheaves ;  kathir- crop  ; adukku / kuvikka - to  heap . 

zardu  has the consonants  -sa-–Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ner 
kuchchathai  kuviththu vaithiduthar [ missing  letter-ka-]  - piling up  paddy  
tassels ; ner- paddy; kuvikka- heap; vaikka- keep  . 

zardu  has the consonants  -sa-–Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  ner 
seththai yaei  ondraaka  adukki vaiththiduthar [ missing  letter-ka-]- piling up 
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paddy sheaves ; ner- paddy ; seththai- sheaves ; ondraaka –together ;adukka- to 
pile up   . 

zardu  has the consonants  -sa-–Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  soottu-
adiththar – beating of sheaves before threshing . 

zardu  has the consonants  -[-sa-] –Ra- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
paadam pannuthar [ missing  letter- pa-]-  pile up as olas , tobacco. 

 

zar(-re-eš)...sal: to spread; to heap up ('sheaves' + phonetic complement + 'much' 
+ 'to be wide'). 

 zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
parappiduthal  [ missing  letters- pa -and  -the-] – to spread.  

 zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
paraththal [ missing  letters- pa -and  -the-]- to spread. 

zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
padarthal [ missing  letters- pa -and  -the-]- to spread as the vine . 

zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
yeriththal -  [ missing  letter-  the-]- spread.  

zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
uooruthal [ missing  letter-  the-] 

zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
uthirththal [ missing  letter-  the-] 

zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
yaeruthal [ missing  letter-  the-] 

zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –-sa -la   and the original Tamil  word is seithi 
paraththal [ missing  letters- pa -and  -the-]- spreading  of news . 
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zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
gnaemirthal  [ missing  letter-  the-] 

zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
thooruthal [ missing  letter-  the-] 

zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
thoatruthal [ missing  letter-  the-] 

zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
nirapputhal [ missing  letters- pa -and  -the-] 

zarsal  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra –[-sa-] -la   and the original Tamil  word is 
malarthal [ missing  letter-  the-] 

 

   zàr-tab-ba: the work of binding sheaves ('sheaf' + 'to bind' + nominative). 

zartabba  has the  consonants – [-sa-] -Ra – the-[- pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is arikattu- [ missing  letter- ka-]-  sheaf. 

zartabba  has the  consonants – [-sa-] -Ra – the-[- pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is kattuthar[ missing  letter- ka-]-  work . 

zartabba  has the  consonants –-sa- -Ra – the-[- pa -]–and the  original Tamil  word 
is seithiduthar –do/make. 

zartabba  has the  consonants – [-sa-] -Ra – the-- pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is pannuthar - do/make. 

zartabba  has the  consonants – [-sa-] -Ra – the-[- pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is kathirai kattu[ missing  letter- ka-]-  to  bundle the sheaf . 

zartabba  has the  consonants – [-sa-] -Ra – the-- pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is uppatti  yaei  kattuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]- to  bundle the sheaf . 

zartabba  has the  consonants – [-sa-] -Ra – the-[- pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is katrai  [ missing  letter- ka-] – sheaf. 
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zartabba  has the  consonants – [-sa-] -Ra – the-[- pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is katrai yaaka  kattu [ missing  letter- ka-]-  

zartabba  has the  consonants – sa--Ra – the- pa –and the  original Tamil  word is 
sippam  kattuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]-   to bind up cloth etc  in to a bundle . 

zartabba  has the  consonants – [-sa-]--Ra – the-[- pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is kundu  kattaai  kattuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]-  to bind a person neck and 
heels. 

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-[- pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is kavanam kattuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]-– to bind up / to dress a wound . 

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-- pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  pinaiththar-  binding . 

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-- pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  punaithar- binding.  

zartabba  has the  consonants –- sa---Ra – the—[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  uruthi  seithiduthar / paduthhtuthar –bind. 

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-- pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  iruka patruthar -[ missing  letter- ka-]-–  binding  

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-[- pa -]–and the  original Tamil  
word is inaithtiduthar – binding . 

zartabba  has the  consonants –- sa--Ra – the-[- pa -]–and the  original Tamil  word 
is sutri amaiththiduthar- bind.  

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-- pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  variththar [ missing  letter- ka-]-–– binding.  

 zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-- pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  erukki  kattuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]—binding. 
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zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-- pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  varinthu  kattuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]-- – binding.  

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the—[-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  
word is  noor kattunar/ kattakar [ missing  letter- ka-]-– book binder. 

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the—[-pa -]-and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaedu  kattupavar -[ missing  letter- ka-]-– book binder. 

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-pa -and the  original Tamil  word is   
kattu paduththuthar  [ missing  letter- ka-]-– binding . 

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is   mayakkuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]-–  -binding . 

zartabba  has the  consonants –- sa]--Ra – the-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   saerththu kattuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]-–  -binding . 

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is   kootti kattuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]-–  -binding . 

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is   thuvakkuthar /thudakkuthar [ missing  letter- ka-]—bind.   

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-[-pa-] -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  nikkirakiththar [ missing  letter- ka-]—bind.  

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is  thakaithar [ missing  letter- ka-]- bind. 

zartabba  has the  consonants – sa---Ra – the-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  isaiththar-bind.  

zartabba  has the  consonants – sa---Ra – the-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kuthithar [ missing  letter- ka-]- -bind as the leg of animals. 

zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the-[-pa-] -and the  original Tamil  
word is   aarththar / thodarthar –bind. 
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zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the--pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   panthiththar – bind. 

 zartabba  has the  consonants –[- sa-]--Ra – the--pa -and the  original Tamil  word 
is   yaaththar  - bind.   

 

 zé-eb: Emesal dialect, cf., dùgšáþzé-eþ-tur: small pig (phonetic spelling of šáþ + 
'small').  

zeeb  has the consonants –sa- pa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sinna panni-    
small pig ; sinna- small; panni- pig.  

 zeeb  has the consonants –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  maimaa/ 
yaen  -pig.  

 

zé-èm: Emesal dialect, cf., sum.  

 

zé-er; zi-re: to tear up; to tear out; to remove; to slip; to break (often with -ta-).  

zeer  has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is ari- remove . 

zeer  has the consonants-[- sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is aru- tear  . 

zeer  has the consonants- -[-sa-]- Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is muri- break . 

zeer  has the consonants- -sa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is sarukka [missing 
letter- ka-]  - slip . 

zeer  has the consonants- --sa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is sarivu [ missing 
letter- ka-]   slip . 

zeer  has the consonants- -sa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is sor soarvu [ 
missing letter- ka-] -  slip of tongue. 
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zeer  has the consonants- -sa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is naa soarvu [  
missing letter- ka-] -  – slip of tongue . 

zeer  has the consonants- -[-sa-]- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is peyarppu [ 
missing  letter pa-] -  removal . 

zeer  has the consonants- -[-sa-]- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is piriya/ piri  [- 
missing  letter pa-] – torn / remove  . 

zeer  has the consonants- -sa- Ra- and the   other interpretation  of the word is 
vesarchchanam [  missing letter- ka-] – removal. 

zeer  has the consonants- -sa- Ra- and the original Tamil  word is peyarchchi – 
missing  letter pa-]  -remove . 

to remove [E]   has  the consonants -  the -Ra- ma - va  -  and the interpretation  of 
the word is nivartthanam – removal. 

to remove [E]   has  the consonants - the-  Ra –ma- va- and the  interpretation  of 
the word  is thiraavanam seithidu [ missing  letter- sa-] - – to remove. 

 to remove [E]  has the consonants -the – Ra-  ma- va - and the  original Tamil  
word is  neekkuthar  vaendum  -to rmove. 

to remove [E]  has the consonants -the – Ra-  ma- va - and the  original Tamil  
word is  akatruthar vaendum – to remove. 

to remove [E]  has the consonants -the – Ra-  ma- va - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaeru  idaththirkku  maatra   vaendum  /idam maarukai – to  keep in  a 
different place / change of place. 

to remove [E]  has the consonants -the – Ra-  ma- va - and the  original Tamil  
word is  theerththu katta vaendum – to finsh off. 

to remove [E]  has the consonants -the – Ra-  ma- va - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vinai theerkka vaendum- remove obstacles . 
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to remove [E]  has the consonants -the – Ra-  ma- va - and the  original Tamil  
word is  koathu  neekkuthar vaendum- remove impurities  

to remove [E]  has the consonants -the – Ra-  ma- va - and the  original Tamil  
word is  munn eduththar vaendum- remove earth . 

to remove [E]  has the consonants -the – Ra-  ma- va - and the  original Tamil  
word is  orae mattaamaaka vaendum  - remove inequalities 

to remove [E]  has the consonants -the – Ra-  ma- va - and the  original Tamil  
word is  iyam neekkuthar vaendum-  remove doubt . 

to remove [E]  has the consonants -the – Ra-  ma- va - and the  original Tamil  
word is  thuyaram neekkuthar vaendum- remove distress . 

 

zé-me that is yourself (za, 'you', with vowel harmony + 'to be. 

zeme   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  nim – you.  

zeme   has the consonants  - [-sa-] -ma -and the  original Tamil  word is  um- your. 

 

 gišzé-na: palm frond ('to be cut, sheared' + 'an individual case of').  

giszena  has the consonants  -  ka- [-sa-]- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
narukku   [ missing letter –Ra-] -shear . 

giszena  has the consonants  -  ka- [-sa-]- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
murikkanum  [ missing letter –Ra-] -to cut/ break . 

giszena  has the consonants  -  ka- [-sa-]- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
keeranum [ missing letter –Ra-] –to cut /slice .  

giszena  has the consonants  -  ka- [-sa-]- an – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thenn-k-keetru  [missing letters-  Ra- and- the -] – palm frond.  
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zeh-gaba: sexually mature female goat kid ('female goat kid' + 'breasts'). 

zehgaba  has the consonants –[-sa -]–ka-[- pa-] -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaai/ konkai- breast . 

zehgaba  has the consonants -sa -ka-[- pa-] -  and the   other interpretation  of the 
word is sakam – goat ;  vana saakam – wild sheep. 

zehgaba  has the consonants –[-sa -]–ka—[- pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word 
kam- goat.  

zehgaba  has the consonants –[-sa -]–ka—[- pa-]-  and the  original Tamil  word 
vayam – sheep. 

zehgaba  has the consonants –[-sa -]–ka-- pa--  and the  original Tamil  word penn  
kam -  female goat   ; penn- female; kam- goat. . 

 

 zi-ba-tum: an aromatic seed (?). 

zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]- pa- the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
piththam- pepper. 

zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]- pa- the- ma -and the  original Tamil  word is 
nettam- pepper . 

zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- the- ma -and the  original Tamil  
word is venthaiyam [  missing letter- ka-] – fenugreek.  

zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- the- ma -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is peetha  peesam -  fenugreek . 

zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-]- the- ma -and the  original Tamil  
word is thaaniyam- coriander seed . 

zibatum   has the consonants – sa- pa- the- ma -and the  other interpretation  of 
the word is maethi / maeththiyam menthiyam -  fenu greek . 
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zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]-[- pa-]- the- ma -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is attimai-  cumin . 

 zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]-[- pa-]- the- ma -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is uttanam- pepper . 

zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]-[- pa-]- the- ma -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  athittam- pepper . 

zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]-[- pa-]- the- ma -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  moodanam- pepper. 

 zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]-[- pa-]- the- ma -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  mundan-  pepper. 

zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]-[- pa-]- the- ma -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is  moodi -  coriander seed. 

zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]-[- pa-]- the- ma -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is thip-p-ththam-  asafetida [ thani poodu  ]  

zibatum   has the consonants – [-sa-]-[- pa-]- the- ma -and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is maathanam-  clove . 

 

 zi-bí: a form of caraway seed (Akkadian loanword, from zibû, 'black cumin') 

zibi  has the consonants –sa- [-pa-]- and the interpretation of the word is asaa si-  
black  cumin . 

zibi  has the consonants –sa- [-pa-]- and the interpretation of the word is aasiyam- 
black cumin . 

zibi  has the consonants –sa-[- pa-]- and the interpretation of the word is aaniyam 
-black cumin . 

zibi  has the consonants –sa- pa- and the interpretation of the word is soampu-     
anise .  
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zibi  has the consonants –sa- [-pa-]- and the interpretation of the word is asam-   
onion . 

zibi  has the consonants –sa- [-pa-]- and the interpretation of the word is soa 
sanam-   white onion . 

zibi  has the consonants –sa- pa- and the interpretation of the word is annaasi  
poo -  star anise . 

zibi  has the consonants –[-sa-]- [-pa-]- and the interpretation of the word is 
oaamam-  king’  cumin  . 

caraway [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra-  va -and the  original Tamil  word is -   
perum seerakam [ missing letter- pa-] – caraway; periya- big . 

caraway [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra-  va -and the  original Tamil  word is -   
karunjeerakam – black cumin; karumai- black .  

caraway [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra-  va -and the  original Tamil  word is -   
sanna seerakam [ missing letter- sa-] –cumin; sanna/ sinna- small/ slender  .  

caraway [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra-  va -and the  original Tamil  word is -    
vari arisi   -caraway  . 

caraway [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra-  va -and the  original Tamil  word is -    
kariya mani -  black  cumin. 

  caraway [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra-  va -and the  original Tamil  word is -     
kaar- kaanam- black cumin. 

caraway [E]   has the consonants- ka- Ra-  va -and the  original Tamil  word is -       
kaaravi- black cumin . 
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zi-dè-eš(2)(-šè): adv., loyally, faithfully ('truth' + adverbial force suffix). 

zidees   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
matham-  faith . 

zidees   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
unmai udaimai  / mei udaimai - loyally, faithfully. 

zidees   has the consonants –sa--the –[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   sathtiyam /saatham  -truth  . 
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zidees   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thooimai  udaimai –truth /faithful ; thooimai- cleanliness; udaimai- has . 

zidees   has the consonants –sa -the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
saththu – truth . 

zidees   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thinami – truth . 

zidees   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thidam- truth . 

zidees   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
thanmai –truth . 

zidees   has the consonants –sa--the –[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   thaththiyam – truth.  

zidees   has the consonants –sa--the –[-sa-] -and the  other interpretation of the 
word is   paththam /pootham  [ missing letter- pa-] – truth.  

zidees   has the consonants –[-sa-] -the –[-sa-] -and the  original Tamil  word is   
pandam  [ missing letter- pa-] - truth . 

 

 zi-dè-eš(-šè)...pà-da: to faithfully choose ('faithfully' + 'to choose').  

zideespada  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the- [-sa-] –-pa- -the-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  manathu  oppa edu – to choose willingly; manathu- mind; oppa- 
wiling  . 

zideespada  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the-[- sa-] – [-pa-]  -the-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  yaaemaaththathu   -not cheating.  

zideespada  has the consonants – [-sa-]- the-[- sa-] – [-pa-]  -the-  and the  original 
Tamil  word is  unmai  udaiythu-  true ; unmai- truth; udaiyathu- has . 
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zi-du: a good person ('good' + 'to walk').  

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nada  /   
mithi  -walking . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
nadamaattam -  walking . 

 zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai edu –
to take a step; nadai –walk; edu –take . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  adi edu – 
take a step; adi –foot/ step ;edu- take . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadai poadu 
[ missing letter –pa-] –walk.  

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nadakka / 
nadakkai [ missing letter –ka-]-to walk. 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadakka[ 
missing letter –ka-]--  walk /cross  

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  iyankidu [ 
missing letter –ka-]---walk/ move  . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  kadu  nadai  
[ missing letter –ka-]--  fast walking ; nadai –walking . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  vaekamaaka 
nadaka-[ missing letter –ka-]-  walk fast ; vaekam –speed . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is podi 
nadaiyaa  [- missing  letter- pa-]  - by foot/ short step; podi- small .  

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   nondi 
nadakka /thaankki nadakka -[ missing letter –ka-]--– walk lamely ; nondu- limp.  
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zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   methuvaaka 
nadakka-[ missing letter –ka-]- walk slowly . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   neeti 
nadakka--[ missing letter –ka-]--  walk slowly ; methuvaaka- slowly  . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thee 
mithikkai---[ missing letter –ka-]- fire walking; thee- fire; mithikka- to stamp .  

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   adi eduthhu 
vaikka---[ missing letter –ka-]--  –take a step; adi –step ; edu –take; vaikka- keep .  

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   yaekiduka---
[ missing letter –ka-]-- go /walk.      

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   othukku--[ 
missing letter –ka-]--- walking.   

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
samiththidu – walk . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   nadaiyan  -
walker . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   kai thadi –
walking  stick; kai-  hand; thadi- stick  . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   thandam – 
walking stick . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   nun -
nadaththai kondavan [ missing  letter- ka-]-a person of good behavior; nun- good; 
nadaththai  -  conduct  ; kondavan- one who  has . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thakkaan  [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- good person .  
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zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is nalla   
manithan  [ missing  letter- la -] - good person; nalla- good ; manithan- man .  

 zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  nanmai  
udaiyathu  -good; nanmai- useful / good ; udaiyathu- has . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  inimai 
udaiyathu –good ; inimai- pleasantness . 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is   itham – 
good.  

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thuppu [ 
missing  letter- pa-]  -good.   

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thooimai- 
good. 

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pandam 
[missing  letter- pa-]  - good.  

zidu  has the consonants –sa- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
word is  saathu –good.  

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
word is  uththamam- good.  

zidu  has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is theethu  -
bad /evil [antonym] . 

 

zi...dug4: to tell the truth ('truth' + 'to speak'). 

zidug   has the consonants –[-s-] –the- ka and the  original Tamil  word is kann 
kanda unmai –fact as seen; kann- eye; kanda- seen  ; unmai- truth  .  
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zidug   has the consonants -sa –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is kaathu 
koduththa   kaetta  unmai –the truth that was heard ; kaathu- ear ; kodukka- give;   
kaathu  kodukka -  listen; unmai- truth ; kaetta- heard  .  

zidug   has the consonants –-sa-the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  anupava seithi  [ missing  letter- pa-]  –fact ; seithi- news . 

zidug   has the consonants -sa –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is unmai  
paesdiduka [ missing  letter- pa-] – to tell the truth; unmai- truth; paesu –say . 

zidug   has the consonants –-[-sa-]-the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  akk –kee -kaththu  -truth  

zidug   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
vadivam /vadivu - truth . 

zidug   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is  
kathaikka- to speak.  

zidug   has the consonants –-sa-the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  sankathi – fact ;   kanda kaetta  seithi ; kanda- seen; kaetta- heard; seithi- 
news . 

zidug   has the consonants –-[-sa-]-the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  thaththuvam / kanda unmai –final  truth ; kanda- found ; unmai- truth .  

 zidug   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
pattaankku  [ missing letter- pa-] - truth . 

 zidug   has the consonants –-sa-the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaasththavam – truth . 

zidug   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
thakamai- fact . 

 fact[ E] has the consonants  -pa- ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pattaanku- truth . 
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fact[ E] has the consonants  -[-pa-] -ka- the -and the  original Tamil  word is 
thakamai – fact.  

fact[ E] has the consonants  -[-pa-]- ka- the -and the other interpretation  of the   
word is sankathi [ missing letter- sa-] –fact.  

zidug   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is kadu 
kadukka- speak angrily . 

zidug   has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is vedu 
vedu nu paesa [ missing letter- pa-] - speak angrily  

zidug   has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
saththamaaka / oasai yoadu  paesuka[ missing letter- pa-] -  speak loudly ; osai- 
noise; saththam- sound ; paesu –speak . 

zidug   has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is osai ittu 
paesuka [ missing letter- pa-] -speak loudly . 

zidug   has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
nayanthu  paesiduka- [ missing letter- pa-]- speak effectively . 

zidug   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
paaduka [ missing letter- pa-] - speak endearingly . 

zidug   has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is pidi 
kodukkaathu  paesiduka- [  missing letter- pa-] - speak evasively ; pidi- hold; kodu- 
give; kodukkaathae –do not give ; paesu –speak  

zidug   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
naakku thappuka- [  missing letter- pa-]  -speak falsely; naakku- tongue ; thappa- 
fail  . 

zidug   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
vampu adikka- speak evil  

zidug   has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is theethu 
paesuka-[  missing letter- pa-]- speak evil . 
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zidug   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is kada 
kada vena kathaikka-  speak fluently; kada  kada  -  quickly ; kathaikka- speak  . 

zidug   has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
anpudan paesiduka [  missing letter- pa-] -- speak graciously ; anpu- kindness . 

zidug   has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word  is thaya- vudan  paesiduka [  missing letter- pa-] --speak graciously . 

zidug   has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word  is adankaathu  paesiduka   - speak intemperately . 

zidug   has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word  is ochchiyamaa paesiduka-[ missing  letter- pa-] - speak libidinously ; 
ochchiyam- amorus . 

zidug   has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word  is kaama ichchai yaaka   /ennaththoadu paesiduka- speak libidinously ; 
kaamam- heat /sexual ;  ichchai- desire  ;ennam –thought ; paesu –speak . 

zidug   has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
amaithiyaaka  paesiduka  [ missing  letter- pa-] - speak politely; amaithi –silence/ 
calm/ peace  . 

zidug   has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is vaai  
aaduka  - speak frivolously . 

zidug has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is enni  
paesiduka [ missing  letter- pa-] - speak thoughtfully ;ennu –think . 

zidug has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
sinthiththu  paesiduka / thiyanikka  [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-] - speak thoughtfully; 
sinthanai –thought ;  sinthi-thithidu  –to think  . 

zidug has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is naa 
thaanki paesiduka   [ missing letter- pa-] - speak thoughtfully; naa- tongue . 
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zidug has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
vaththaa-  speaker . 

 zidug has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaethaantham - final  truth . 

zidug has the consonants –-[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
mudivaana  unmai-- final  truth ; mudivu- final /end ; unami- truth . 

zidug has the consonants –-sa- –the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  vaai saththiyam  [Skt]   - truth ; vaai- mouth; saththiyam- truth . 

zidug has the consonants –--sa- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is vaaimai   
paseiduka  [ missing letter- pa-]  – to tell the truth; vaaimai- truth . 

 zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is mei 
mai - yaei   kathaiththiduka - to tell the truth; meimai- truth; kathaikka- speak . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  
thinnamaaka – certainly . 

 zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  yaekaantham-  certainty . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  
thidamaaka – certainty . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  ikkaanthikam- certainty . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  
kandippaaka  [ missing letter- pa-] -  certainty . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
thinna- anavu -  certainty . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
thunivu –certainty .  
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zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  nikandu-  certainty.  

zidug has the consonants –---sa –the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the  
word is  nichchayam seithiduka - make certain ; udan padu adaika ; nichchayam- 
sure ; udan paadu – acceptance . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
kathaiththuduka  -speak. 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
iyampiduka- speak . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
yaeviduka- speak . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
oathuka- speak . 

zidug has the consonants –-sa-–the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
seppiduka [  missing letter- pa-] - speak . 

zidug has the consonants –-sa-–the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
vasaniththiduka- speak . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
panniduka [ missing letter- pa-] - speak . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
vaakkaduka- speak . 

zidug has the consonants –--[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is vaai 
edukka- speak . 

zidug has the consonants -[-sa-]- –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is naa 
neettuka- speak . 
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zidug has the consonants -sa –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is naa 
asaiththiduka- speak.  

zidug has the consonants -sa –the- ka-  and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   kai adiththu  unmai  yaei kathaikka /  kai adithhtu saththiyam   seithiduka  – to 
tell the truth by  touching the hand [swear]  ; kai- hand; adikka- beat ; unmai- 
truth ; kathaikka- speak  ; seithiduka- do . 

zidug has the consonants -sa –the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is naa 
vanmai kondavan -  able speaker . 

zidug has the consonants –[-sa -]–the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
paadakan [ missing letter- pa-] - able speaker . 

zidug has the consonants –[-sa -]–the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is vaai 
mooththvan- chief speaker . 

zidug has the consonants –sa- the- ka-  and the  other interpretation  of the word  
is saththiya  vaan / saththiya  vathi – truthful man / woman ; saththiyam-  truth; 
saththiyavaan-  one who  speaks  truth  .  

zidug has the consonants –[-sa -]–the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is vaaimai 
kondavan / mikunthavan –truthful man; vaaimai- truth; kondavan- one who  has  . 

zidug has the consonants -sa–the- ka-  and the other interpretation of the word is  
saththtiya  vasanam -  truthful words ;   saththiyam- truth ; vasanm –words . 

zidug has the consonants –[-sa -]–the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is vaai 
thooimai  - truthful speech  .  

zidug has the consonants -sa–the- ka-  and the other interpretation of the word is  
vaai suththam   truthful speech ; vaai- mouth  ;  suththam- clean  . 

zidug has the consonants –[-sa -]–the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is akam 
padu [ missing letter- pa-] - essential truth. 

zidug has the consonants –[-sa -]–the- ka-  and the  other interpretation of the  
word is vaetha vaakkiyam -  gospel truth . 
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zidug has the consonants –[-sa -]–the- ka-  and the  original Tamil  word  is 
theivam  /aandavan  kathaiththathu -  said by  god  ; theivam –god; aandavan –
god. 

 

 

 zi-ga(-àm): torn out, extracted, deducted, expended; risen up ('to tear out; to 
rise up' + nominative).  

ziga   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is neekka-  
deduct   

ziga   has the consonants  -[-sa -] –ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is  
uookam / uookanam -  deduction ;  neekkam . 

ziga   has the consonants  -sa -ka- and the other interpretation  of the word is   
vajaa-  deduction.  

ziga   has the consonants  -[-sa-] –ka- and the  original Tamil  word is kazhivu [   
missing letter- zha-] -  deduction.  

ziga   has the consonants  -sa-ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  saaru  erakku- [  
missing letter- Ra-] -  to extract juice ;  saaru/ rasa[ Skt] - juice . 

ziga   has the consonants  -[-sa-] -ka- and the  original Tamil  word is  vakukka-  
expend.   

 

zi-ga...gar: to impose a levy ('to tear out, deduct' + nominative + 'to establish').  

ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  vari 
vaankukai  - levying tax  ;  vari –tax; vaankku –get /receive  . 

ziggar   has the consonants –sa-- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  sunkka 
vari  - custom  tax ;  sunkkam- toll . 
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ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  thirai  
kattukai  [  missing letter- the -]  to pay  compulsory  levy  ; kattu –to pay; thirai- 
levy  . 

ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
theervai  iduka [  missing letter- the -] – to impose levy ; theervai- levy  . 

ziggar   has the consonants – sa-- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vari  
vithikka / sumathukka  [  missing letter- the -] – to impose tax; vari –tax; 
sumaththuka- to load  .  

ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is pirivu   
pankku   vaanku -[  missing letter-  pa-] -  levy contribution  ;  pankku- portion ; 
vaankku –get / buy . 

ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is keeru-   
to tear . 

ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is 
pirikkai  [  missing letter-  pa-] -  tear . 

ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is vakiru  
–tear.  

ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanakkir  Kuraikka-  deduct . 

ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] -- ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanakku  theerkka [  missing letter- the -]  - to settle the account ; kanakku –
accounts; theerkka- to settle .   

ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kanakku   paarkka  [  missing letter-  pa-] -  deduct . 

ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  original Tamil  word is  
niruvuka-to establish .  
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ziggar   has the consonants – [-sa-] - ka- Ra -and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  nir- maanikka -to establish. 

 

gišzi-gan: rudder, oar ('to rise up' + 'pestle'). 

gišzigan   has the consonants –ka- sa- ka -an - and the  interpretation  of the word 
is  sukkaan-  rudder . 

 

 zi...gi4: to be on good terms ('faith' + 'to restore'). 

zigi  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is inakkam- 
maaka-  good terms . 

zigi  has the consonants -sa -ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
sumuka- maka -   good terms . 

zigi  has the consonants -sa -ka -and the  other interpretation of the word is  
visuvaasam   – faith . 

zigi  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaaimai – 
faith . 

zigi  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is unmai yaaka- 
faith . 

zigi  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is nan-nokkam  
-good faith . 

zigi  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is yaeikkum 
ennam- bad faith . 

zigi  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  mikka   
namppikkai   [ missing letter- pa-] -faith . 
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zigi  has the consonants –[- sa-]  -ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  meetka / 
meettu edukka [ missing letter- the-]  - restore . 

zigi  has the consonants – sa--ka -and the  original Tamil  word is  saari seika [ 
missing letter- Ra-] - restore . 

 

 zi-gál(-la): living being ('breath' + 'to be available' + nominative). 

zagal  has the consonants – sa- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is suzhalvana 
– living beings -  as being in restless activity . 

zagal  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaazhum   naalu  kaal  ulla  vilangukal- living  four legged animals; vaazhum- living 
; naalu -4 ; kaal- leg  ; illa- has ; vilankku –animla  . 

zagal  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  ulakil  
vaazhum  ina  kuzhukkal / makkal –  living  people ; ulakam- world ;  vaazhum- 
living ; inam –race; kuzhu –group . 

zagal  has the consonants – [-sa-]- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is ulakil  
vaazhum  yuir   inankal  [ missing  letter- Ra-] – living  organisims ; uyir- life; 
inankkal- races . 

zagal  has the consonants – -sa-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  veli  
moochchu  - exhalation ; veli- outside/ wind  /space ; moochchu- breath  . 

zagal  has the consonants – -sa-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  moochchu   
kuzhal-  wind pipe;  suvasa kuzhal ; kuzhal- pipe  . 

zagal  has the consonants – -sa-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  moochhcu  
viduthal [ missing letter- the -] –breath.  

zagal  has the consonants – -sa-  ka- la - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  suvaasiththal   [ missing letter- the -] –breath.  
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zagal  has the consonants – -sa-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is nedu    
moochhcu  vaankuthal [ missing letter- the -] -breath hard.   

zagal  has the consonants – -sa-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is   
moochchai adakkuthal [ missing letter- the -]  -to control breath ; adakku- to 
control  . 

zagal  has the consonants – -sa-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kaevi  - 
kaevi  moochhcu  viduthal [ missing letter- the -]  – gasping ; kaevu- gasp .   

zagal  has the consonants – -sa-  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is  kadaisi  
moochhcai  viduthal  [ missing letter- the -] -  to  have the last  breath; kadaisi- 
final / last ; moochchu- breath .   

zagal  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kidaikkalaam-[ missing letter- the -]  - may  be available.    

 

 zi...gál: to grant life; to have life ('breath' + 'to be available; to place, put').  

 zigal  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
keezhae vaika –to put down ; keeezha- under /down ; vaikka- to put/ keep.  

zigal  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is maelae 
vaikka –keep  it  above ; maelae- up/ over/ above ; vaikka- to keep.  

zigal  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
ozhunkaaka  vaikka-  to put in order ; ozhunku- order; vaikka- to keep . 

zigal  has the consonants – [- sa-] -  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaazhkkai alikka / vaazhakkai vazhanka –to give life; vaazhakki- life alikka- to give; 
vazhamku- grant . 

zigal  has the consonants –  sa--  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is viduthalai 
seika [ missing  letter-the  -] – to release [ from the prison  / from legal 
responsibility  ]  
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zigal  has the consonants –  sa--  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is mael 
veesu -  breathe . 

zigal  has the consonants –  sa--  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is moochchu  
viduthal  [ missing  letter-the  -] –to breath . 

zigal  has the consonants –  -sa---  ka- la - and the other interpretation  of the  
word is  suvaasiththal [ Skt] [ missing  letter-the  -]  -to breath . 

zigal  has the consonants –  sa--  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
muoochchu  vaankuthal [ missing  letter-the  -] – hard breathing . 

zigal  has the consonants –  sa--  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is mael  
moochchu vaanka- [ missing  letter-the  -] - difficult breathing . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-]--  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is aavi  
vaankuthal   - breathe / to inhale . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-]--  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaalamaaka  / kazhiya -  to pass away [ antonym] . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-]--  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is vaazh 
naal-   life time  . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-]--  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is vaanaal 
– life time . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-]--  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is uoozhi 
kalaam - life time . 

 zigal  has the consonants –  sa--  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is seeviya 
kaalam – life time . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-] --  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vaazhkkai-  life . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-] --  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is nal 
vaazhvu  -good life  
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zigal  has the consonants –  sa---  ka- la - and the other interpretation  of the  
word is   suka  [Skt]  vaazhvu – happy life ; sukam-  happy ; vaazhavu-  life   .  

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-] --  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is payilvu  
[ missing letter- pa-] -life . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-] --  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is ill 
vaazhkkai – domestic life ;  ill- house; vaazhkkai- life  . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-] --  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is manai 
vaelvi-  domestic life; manai- house .  

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-] --  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is kavalai 
illaa vaazhkkai-  care free life;  kavalai- worry; illai- nil; vaazhkkai- life  . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-] --  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is kalavu  
vaazhkkai  -sexual life . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-] --  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is kaali-  
vicious life . 

zigal  has the consonants –  [-sa-] --  ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kidaikkalaam [ missing letter- the -]- may be  available ; vaankaalaam- can be 
bought . 

 

zi-ik-ru-um, zi-ik-rum: wise, old men (Akk. zikru(m) I, 'utterance' and zikaru(m) 
and zikru II, 'male').  

ziikruum   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka –Ra-ma –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   mikkoar-  wise men . 

ziikruum   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka –Ra-ma –  and the  original Tamil  word  
muthu  kuravar [ missing letter- the -] -  wise  men . 
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ziikruum   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka –Ra-ma –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  mei arivu   konda  muthiyavar [ missing letter- the -] -  wise old man ; mei  -
truth ; arivu- intelligence ; konda- having ; muthiyavar- old man  . 

ziikruum   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka –Ra-ma –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   muthu kuraththi  [ missing letter- the -] -  wise woman  . 

ziikru   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka –Ra-–  and the  original Tamil  word is    
koorukai-   utterance . 

ziikru   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka –Ra-–  and the  original Tamil  word is  
uraikkai- utterance.     

ziikru   has the consonants-  [-sa-] - ka –Ra-–  and the  original Tamil  word is  
arikkai-  utternance.   

ziikru   has the consonants-  sa-- ka –Ra-–  and the  original Tamil  word is  
nuvarchhci-  utterance  . 

ziikru   has the consonants-  sa-- ka –Ra-–  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pakarchchi [ missing  letter- pa-]-  utterance ; paraika [Malayalam] -  to say .    

ziikru   has the consonants-  sa-- ka –Ra-–  and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaayinaar  paesukai [ missing  letter-pa-]-  utterance;vaai-mouth;paesuka- speak . 

ziikru   has the consonants-  sa-- ka –Ra-–  and the  original Tamil  word is 
uchcharikka / kooruka -  utter.   

ziikru   has the consonants- [- sa-] -- ka –Ra-–  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aruppakan  [ missing  letter- pa-]-   male child.  

ziikru   has the consonants- [- sa-] -- ka –Ra-–  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kumaran  -  young adult . 

ziikru   has the consonants- [- sa-] -- ka –Ra-–  and the  original Tamil  word is  
aann uruvam- male figure; aan- male ; uruvam –figure .   
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ziikru   has the consonants- [- sa-] -- ka –Ra-–  and the  original Tamil  word is   
aann kuri- male genitals ; aan- male; kuri- symbol / mark .  

 

zi...ir/ra: to be troubled, worried, sad; to be broken ('faith' + 'to lead away 
[plural]'). 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is sirumai- 
sorrow . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  siramam [?Skt] – trouble. 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa-- Ra  - and the  other interpretation of the word is  
sarchchai [?Skt] – troublesome dispute . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is eermai  - 
distress.  

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  pari  [ 
missing letter- pa-] -  trouble. 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  nenjir   
sumai -  sorrow ;  nenju – chest  /heart ; sumai- load . 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa-- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  soor- sorrow 
– sorrow /suffering / black  pepper  /celestial maidens . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  agnar -  mental  distress . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  other interpretation of the word 
is  mammar -  delusion / distress/ sorrow . 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa-- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  suzharchchi 
[ missing letter- zha-]  -  trouble . 
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ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]-- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  mirai  -  trouble  / curve /  defect . 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
nisaaram [?Skt] - trouble . 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa-- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nachcharippu [ missing letter- pa -]  -  trouble /  worry . 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
pirachchanai [?Skt] [ missing letter- pa -]  - trouble.  

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa-- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  seru -p-
panai  [ missing  letter-pa  -]- trouble /worry / poverty meanness . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  pari /   
parippu [ missing  letter-pa  -]- trouble / distress / sorrow / motion . 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  paasarai  [ 
missing  letter-pa  -]- distress.  

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
peepursu [ missing  letter-pa  -]-  trouble . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  idar  [ 
missing  letter- the -] – trouble  

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  adar [ 
missing  letter- the -] - trouble 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
rootti [ missing  letter- the -] – annoyance/ trouble . 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
roastu [ missing  letter- the -] - annoyance/ trouble  

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
roathanai [ missing  letter- the -] -  annoyance/ trouble. 
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ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  idai yooru  
[ missing  letter- the -] –trouble. 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thontharai [ missing  letter- the ] -  trouble.  

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  aranthai [ 
missing  letter- the -]- trouble  

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
erattaniyam [ missing  letter- the -]- trouble . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  thuyaram [ 
missing  letter- the -]- trouble / sorrow / pity/ grief . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  aatraamai 
[ missing  letter- the -]-   sorrow . 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
thurisu [ missing  letter- the -]-  sorrow . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maaraattam [ missing  letter- the -]- trouble. 

 ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
mandraattam [ missing  letter- the -]- trouble/ bother / petition / prayer . 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
surattu [ missing  letter- the -]-  troublesomeness . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  thona 
thonaththar [ missing  letter- the -]-  troublesomeness;   arathi  -distress  . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  varumai [ 
missing  letter- ka-] - trouble / poverty . 

 ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  arai – 
kurai [ missing  letter- ka-]  -trouble / incomplete . 
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ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  kirichcham[ missing  letter- ka-] - trouble . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  amaithi / 
saanthi  -attra  manam  [ missing  letter- the -]- worry ; amaithi- peace; attra- 
without ; manm- mind . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  worry [E] [ missing  letter- ka-] . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  nerukkam 
[ missing  letter- ka-] - distress .   

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  oruvu [ 
missing  letter- ka-] –distress . 

 ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kai yaaru [ 
missing  letter- ka-] –distress . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
aaravaaram  [ missing  letter- ka-] - distress . 

ziirra  has the consonants – sa-- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
achchiravam  [ missing  letter- ka-] -  distress . 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  soaervu [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- mental fatigue . 

ziirra  has the consonants – -sa- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
visaaram [ missing  letter- ka-]- anxiety / concern  /trouble . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  veerai   [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  trouble/ mother/ wife / sea / affliction . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  murivu [ 
missing  letter- ka-]-difficulty / trouble / break . 
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ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vimmuravu [ missing  letter- ka-]-distress/ trouble . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-] - Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is  hairaami [ missing  letter- ka-]-  trouble. 

 ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  uyarvu/ 
uyarchchi  [ missing  letter- ka-]-  eminence  /elevation / eminence  /growth / 
trouble/  suffering . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kuraavu [ 
missing  letter- ka-]- sadness/ dejection . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  erakkam[ 
missing  letter- ka-]-  sorrow . 

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  marukkam 
[ missing  letter- ka-]-  sorrow.  

ziirra  has the consonants – sa-- Ra  - and the  other interpretation  of the word is  
a -sowkariyam [Skt] [ missing  letter- ka-]-  lack  of well being .  

ziirra  has the consonants – [-sa-]- Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  erul [ 
missing letter- la-]  - sadness.  

  to worry [E]   has the consonants   -  the-  va -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is   
–   mana  varuththamuru -  worry ; manam- mind; varutththam –worried . 

worry [E]   has the consonants   -  va -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 
is   sorrow [E] [ missing letter- sa-]   . 

worry [E]   has the consonants   -  va -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word 
is   akari shanam [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]  - worry . 

  to worry [E]   has the consonants   -  the-  va -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is   
kottaravu -  worry.  
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worry [E]   has the consonants -  va -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is   varumai  
-  worry/ poverty . 

 to worry [E]   has the consonants – the-   va -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is    
kaaithar -  to worry  

to worry [E]   has the consonants – the-   va -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is    
mana  thuyram kondida  -  to worry  ;  manam- mind ; thuyram –suffering . 

worry [E]   has the consonants -  va -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is  akka 
poar [  missing  letter- pa-] -  worry /sorrow .  

to worry [E]   has the consonants – the-  va -Ra -and the   original Tamil  word is     
thontharavu  -  worry / trouble . 

 to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the  -  va -Ra -and the other interpretation of 
the word is   upaththiravam [Skt] [  missing  letter- pa-] -  worry  /trouble . 

to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the  -  va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   thunpuruththuka -[  missing  letter- pa-] -  to make 
suffer / to make one  to feel sad ; thunpam- suffering . 

to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the  -  va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   paethuravu -[  missing  letter- pa-]- distress.  

to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the  -  va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   tharankam-  distress.  

 to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the - va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is   maaradikka  -  troubled /   to beat the breasts ; 
maarpu –chest ;adikka- to beat  . 

to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the - va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thukkam mura – in grief . 

to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the - va -Ra -and the other  interpretation of 
the word is  thukka saakaram [Skt] [ missing letter- sa-]-  overwhelming grief.  
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to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the - va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thaankka onna  kodun-the-  –thuyaram- 
overwhelming grief ;  thaankka onna- intolerable ;  kodumai- severe ; thuyaram  -
trouble .  

to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the - va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  kodum varumai -overwhelming distress ; kodum –
severe . 

to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the - va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is manam kothiththar  - grieve ; manam –mind ; 
kothikka- to become hot. 

to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the - va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is kutram- distress/ crime . 

to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the - va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  muttrukai-   distress.  

to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the - va -Ra -and the other  interpretation of 
the word is   vithuram – distress.  

to worry [E]   has the consonants   -the - va -Ra -and the other  interpretation of 
the word is  regret [E] .    

 to worry [E]   has the consonants  -the  -va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  nerukkadi-  crisis  . 

to worry [E]   has the consonants  -the  -va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  
interpretation of the word is  thirumpu  kattam [  missing  letter- pa-]--  crisis . 

 worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  interpretation of 
the word is  karippu [  missing  letter- pa-]-  worry . 

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   parivu [  missing  letter- pa-]-   distress.  
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worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   erakkam  -  worry/ pity  . 

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  kai aravu  -  worry  /trouble/ poverty . 

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  yae-saravu [ missing letter- sa-]- regret  

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is   
vae saravu [ missing letter- sa-] –worry . 

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is  
visanam- mura   [ missing letter- sa-] –worry. 

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other interpretation of the word is  
aasiravam  [ missing letter- sa-] -sorrow .  

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other  Tamil interpretation of the 
word is   kavarchchi - [ missing letter- sa-] – grief.  

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  kannarraavi  -worry . 

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   vayeiru  eriya  -  worry / burning stomach  ; vayeiru- stomach . 

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   mana eruakkam -  mental stress . 

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   nerukkam-  crisis . 

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other   Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   mana  verumai -  feeling of nothingness ; manam- mind .  

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other  interpretation of the word 
is   aaraa vaaram -  grief / loud  shouting .  
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worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   mana kurai -  grief ; kurai- want/ need /complaint  . 

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   kurai- grievance . 

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is    kuraivu-  trouble . 

 worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   uru kann-  distress.  

*worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   oruvu -  distress.  

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   marukkam-  distress.  

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   urukku-  distress.  

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is   arai kurai-  trouble/ incomplete;  arai- half ; kurai- incomplete/ mistake  .   

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is  murivu-  trouble/ break up .   

worry [E]   has the consonants  -va -Ra -and the other Tamil  interpretation of the 
word is aa sowkariyam  [Skt][ missing  letter- sa-]  -  trouble/ discomfort .  

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
idar paadu  adaithal   - in trouble ;  idar paadu  -trouble  ; adaiya –to attain . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thuyarm adaithal / thuyara paduthal – in trouble /in grief ; thuyaram –trouble/ 
grief . 
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trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thunpam -muruthal -  in distress; thunpam- suffering . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thalai purattu -  trouble.  

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is thalai yil  adiththar -  in trouble. 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is thunpa-m- uruhthuthal -  to give trouble; thunpam – trouble/ suffering  . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is thonthariththal - to give trouble . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is porumuthal – in trouble.  

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is lootti adiththar – to give trouble.  

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thulumputhar  -  be troubled.  

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  thalai yaeru  thandam -  excessive trouble.  

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
perum idainjal [ missing  letter –sa-] – big trouble ; perum  -big;  idainjal –trouble  .    

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
perum thollai - big trouble; perum  -big;  thollai - trouble  .   

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
perum innal utru-   in big trouble ; innal  -trouble ; perum -big.   
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trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
perum kazhuththu aruppu [ missing letter- ka-] –   big trouble ; perum- big ; 
kazhuththu- neck  ; aru – tear .   

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra –-pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuzhappam kolluthar [ missing letter- ka-]- to get  confused . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
thontharavu  paduththuthal [ missing letter- ka-]- to give trouble. 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
puzhunkuthar [ missing letter- ka-]- – be troubled . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is thollaikku aallaakuthar  [ missing letter- ka-]-to  get  into trouble ; thollai –
trouble. 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is manam varuththam adiathal [ missing letter- ka-]- to have mental  worry; 
manam- mind; varththam- worry . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is manam  kalavaram adaithal [ missing letter- ka-]- mental  fear ; manam –mind;  
kalavaram- trouble. 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is manam kalakkam adiathar [ missing letter- ka-]-mental  fear; kalakkam –fear  . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
villan-k-ka  paduththar  [ missing letter- ka-]-  be troubled . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  kuzhaithar [ missing letter- ka-]-  -  be troubled.  

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  erukkuthal  -  [ missing letter- ka-]-  -  be troubled.  
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trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
salippu pannuthar [   missing letter- sa-]  – give trouble ; pannu –do . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pikkalattam aaduthar [   missing letter- sa-]  – give trouble . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  maarrattam aaduthal  - give trouble. 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
akkapoar iduthal [ missing letter- ka-]-  give trouble ;  akkapoar- trouble . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  alaikazhiththar [ missing letter- ka-]-  give trouble. 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]- la – and the  original Tamil  word 
is  uyirai vaanukthal [ missing letter- ka-]-  give trouble ; uyir- life;  vaanku – to get   
/buy . 

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – -pa- la – and the  original Tamil  word is 
pari thaviththal [ missing letter- ka-]- in trouble.   

trouble [E] has the consonants -  the -Ra – [-pa-]-  la – and the  original Tamil  
word is alanthoar -  those in trouble.  

sadness  [E]   has the consonants –[-sa-]  –the- an- [ -sa -] -  and the  original Tamil  
word is  mana  thunpam – sadness / mental  suffering ; manam- mind; thunpam- 
sadness. 

 

 zi lugal: oath ('breath; soul' + 'king') 

zilugal  has the consnants –[-sa-]- la- ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
yaezhu ulakai aalum  mannavan / kavalan / koa makan – the king  - 7  world ruler  
; yaezhu-  7; ulakam- world; aalum- ruling; mannavan- king’ kaavalan- king; koa 
makan- duke.  
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zilugal  has the consnants –[-sa-]- la- ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naemi  valavan   - king . 

zilugal  has the consnants –[-sa-]- la- ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
moochchai    ullae  ezhukka – to inhale ; mochchu- breath; ullae- in;  ezhukka- to 
pull/ inhale .  

zilugal  has the consnants –[-sa-]- la- ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is 
ullakam – soul / innard/ heart.  

zilugal  has the consnants –sa- la- ka –la-  and the  original Tamil  word is sool 
mozhika - take a oath; sool- oath.  

 

 zi-mah: legitimate (and) lofty ('legitimate' + 'lofty').  

zimah   has the consonants – [ -sa -]-ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
maenmai -   lofty . 

zimah   has the consonants –-sa- ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is  misai / 
uchcham- - lofty. 

zimah   has the consonants – [ -sa -]-ma  -and the  original Tamil  word is  
unmaiyaan a– legitimate.  

 

zi...pa-an-pa-an: to breathe ('breath' + bun, 'to blow'). 

zipaan  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- pa -an -and the  original Tamil  word is inippu  
appam – sweet bun. 

zipaan  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- pa -an -and the  original Tamil  word is pini – 
twist .  

zipaan  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- -pa--an -and the  original Tamil  word is panthu  
[missing letter- the -]  – roll as  of  string  or thread.  
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zipaan  has the consonants  -sa- [-pa-] -an -and the  original Tamil  word is sinthu [ 
missing letter- the -]  -to blow as nose.  

zipaan  has the consonants  -[-sa-]- -pa--an -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  piraanan [ missing letter- Ra-] – breath . 

 

 zi...pà(-d): to take an oath; to conjure ('faith' + 'to swear').  

zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-] - the  -   and the interpretation  of the 
word is  oath [E] . 

zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] –  pa- the  -   and the interpretation  of the 
word is  faith [E] .  

zipad   has the consonants –  sa-[- pa-] - the  -   and the interpretation  of the word 
is    saththiyam –  to give  faith  ;   unmai thanai  paesidu ; unmai- truth; paesu- 
say. 

 zipad   has the consonants – sa- pa- the  -   and the interpretation  of the word is 
sapatham  edu – to take an oath ; sapatham- oath . 

zipad   has the consonants – sa-  [- pa-] - the   original Tamil  word is   sannathiyil  
adiththal  [ missing letter-  la-] – take oath ; sannathi- sanctum sanctorum of the  
temple.  

zipad   has the consonants – sa-  pa- the   original Tamil  word is  paadai   paesu  -
swear.  

zipad   has the consonants – sa-  pa- the   original Tamil  word is   paasai seithidu  -
swear.  

zipad   has the consonants – sa- [- pa-] - the  -   and the interpretation  of the word 
is   saththiyam  seithidu   – to  give faith  ; saththiyam –truth . 
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zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] -  pa-- the   original Tamil  word is  pattru 
uruthi  thaa  [ missing letter –Ra-] -to  give faith /take oath; pattru uruthi-    
promise  ;  thaa- give   . 

zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] -  pa-- the    other interpretation  of the word is    
piraamanam  pannidu /eduththidu  /seithidu  [ missing letter –Ra-] to take oath ; 
pannidu –do  ; seithidu –do ; edu –take . 

zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-] - the   original Tamil  word is thaetram 
[ missing letter –Ra-] -  swear.  

zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] – [- pa-] - the   original Tamil  word is ottu    
edu   -to take an oath.  

zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] -  [-pa-] -- the   original Tamil  word is  aanai  
yaeththidu  - to  take an oath  

zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] -  [-pa-] -- the   original Tamil  word is  kai  
thodu  [ missing letter- ka-]  - to swear.  

zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] -  pa- the   original Tamil  word is  nampidu – to 
have faith . 

zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] -  pa- the   original Tamil  word is   namppikkai  
uoottu  [ missing letter- ka-]  - to take oath . 

zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] -  [-pa-] - the   original Tamil  word is aanai  
vida  [ missing letter- ka-] - to release from an  oath  . 

zipad   has the consonants –  sa--pa-- the   original Tamil  word is     seppidu 
viththai kaattu -[ missing letter- ka-] -  conjure.  

zipad   has the consonants –  sa- pa-- the   original Tamil  word is  maayam seithu   
theeya  aavi -yaei  [  paei  pisaasai ] [ kutti  saaththanai ]   vanankki  vaendidu / 
oaatti  vidu  -[ missing letter- ka-] -  conjure ; maayam- magic; theeya  - bad; aavi- 
spirit ; paii pisaasu – ghosts; . vananku- worship; oatti vidu  - dive away.  
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zipad   has the consonants –  sa--[- pa-] -- the   original Tamil  word is  achchathai / 
peethiyaei  pokka  oathi  vidu -[ missing letter- ka-]  -  conjure  ; achcham- fear ‘ 
peethi- fear ; poakku- remove ; oathi  vidu –to recite  

zipad   has the consonants – [- sa-] - pa- the   original Tamil  word is   paei  yaei  
oatta  thiru  marai  [ manthiram ]  oathu  / uchchariththidu   - conjure ; paei – 
ghost ; oattu – drive away ; thiru  marai- holy  scriptures; oathu- recite .  

zipad   has the consonants –  sa-– [- pa-] - the  -   and the interpretation  of the 
word is   sinthaathu  – conjure.  

zipad   has the consonants –  sa-– [- pa-] - the  -   and the interpretation  of the 
word is    uchchaadanam [Skt]  seithidu  [ munu  munuththidu / oathidu ] -   to 
conjure.   

zipad   has the consonants –  sa--  [-pa-] - the   original Tamil  word is  seithida 
thoondu -  to conjure.  

zipad   has the consonants –  [- sa-] --  [-pa-] - the   original Tamil  word is  ennidu – 
conjure  up .  

zipad   has the consonants –  sa-– [- pa-] - the -  and the interpretation  of the 
word is  sinthanai  seithidu / pannidu  -– conjure  up ; seithidu- do ; pannidu- do; 
sinthanai- thought .  

zipad   has the consonants –   sa---pa-- the   original Tamil  word is  paei   pisaasu  
oaatta   oaathi du / munu  munuththidu   - exorcism    ; munu munuththidu- 
whisper/ murmur . 

zipad   has the consonants –   sa---pa-- the   original Tamil  word is    paei  pisaasu  
oatti  - conjurer . 

 

(giš)zi-ri/rí-gúm/ qum: a device for moving irrigation water, involving a water 
bucket hanging from a swinging beam (cf., Sumerian gišá-lá); a reed or clay pipe 
or pipette (Akkadian loanword ziriiqu from zaraaqu). 
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giszirigum   has the consonants  -  ka –[-sa-] - Ra - ka -ma –and the  orignalTamil  
word is    neer   iraikkum  kaaraampi    [ missing letter- pa -]  -  a basket for 
irrigation/  a kind of  hydraulic machine; neer- water; iraikka-  to get water from 
the well ; karampai- basket.  

giszirigum   has the consonants  -  ka –[-sa-] - Ra - ka -ma –and the  orignalTamil  
word is    neer   iraikkum  eravai  a basket for irrigation ; eravai- irrigation basket.  

zaraaqu    has the consonants  -[-sa -]–Ra- ka- and the  original Tamil  word is 
eravai – basket for irrigation.  

 

 zi-šà-gál: n., divine encouragement; inspiration; sustenance ('breath' + 'innards' 
+ 'to be available'). adj., alive.  

  zisagal has  the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaazhkkai vazha –  live ; vaazhkkai- life; vaazha- to live.  

 zisagal has  the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaazh- 
be alive . 

zisagal has  the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
kazhiya/ kaalaamaaka- to pass away [ antonym] . 

live [E]   has the consonants- la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is vaazha – to 
live.  

live[E]  has the consonants- la –va- and the  original Tamil  word is  nikalvu  - 
occur.   

zisagal has  the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uookkam alikka- to encourage .  

 zisagal has  the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aka 
nilai uookkam – divine encouragement; aka nilai- god ;uookkam- encouragement.  
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zisagal has  the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
uookkam alikka- to encourage .  

zisagal has  the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ul 
uookkam – inspiration. 

zisagal has  the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  aka- 
vezhuchchi – inspiration.  

 zisagal has  the consonants- [-sa-] -  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  koozh- 
food.  

zisagal has  the consonants- sa--  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  ul 
moochchu  vaanka- inspiration [ breath  ] ; moochchu- breath; vaankka- to have . 

 

zi-šà...gál: to provide (someone: -ši-) with life ('breath' + 'innards' + 'to place').  

 zisagal   has the consonants-sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaazhkkai 
alikka / vazhanka  -to grant life; vaazhakkai- life; vazhankka- grant.  

zisagal   has the consonants-sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  veli  
moochchu – exhalation ; veli- outer;  moochchu- breath . 

zisagal   has the consonants-sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  mael vesu  
-breathe .  

zisagal   has the consonants-sa-  ka-  la -and the    other interpretation  of the 
word is vala kalai  –  breath from right nostril  ; valam-  right . 

zisagal   has the consonants-sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  moochchu 
kuzhal -  trachea / wind pipe ; suvaasa kuzhal ; moochchu- breath; kuzhal- pipe . 

zisagal   has the consonants-sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vali  
moochhcu -  aerobic respiration  ; veli- out/ external .  

zisagal   has the consonants-sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  al -vali  
moochhcu -  anaerobic respiration; moochchu- breath . 
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zisagal   has the consonants-sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  vaai kuzhi  
moochhu [ suvaasam ] – bucal respiration ; vaai  kuzhi- bucal cavity . 

 zisagal   has the consonants-sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moochchai   ullae izhukka  - to breath  in ; ullae- in; izhukka- pull/inhale . 

 zisagal   has the consonants-sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
moochchai ul vaankku – inhale; ul- inner ;  vaankku –get  . 

zisagal   has the consonants-sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  nenjaan-k 
-kulai-  heart / cheast ; maka vilayam; nenju –heart; kulai- heart  . 

 zisagal   has the consonants-[-sa-]-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  
ullakam- heart / innards ;   ull- inner; akam- organ  .  

zisagal   has the consonants--sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is  moochcu 
paikal [ missing letter- pa-]- lungs ; suvaasa paikal ; paikal- bags; pai- bag; 
moochchu- breath  .  

zisagal   has the consonants--sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is pakka 
soolai [ missing letter- pa-]- – inflammation  of liver . 

zisagal   has the consonants--sa-  ka-  la -and the  original Tamil  word is kulai 
noavu – liver complaint; kulai- liver; noavu – sickness.   

 zisagal   has the consonants—[-sa-]-  ka-  la -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   peleekam [ missing letter- pa-]-spleen . 

zisagal   has the consonants—[-sa-]-  ka-  la -and the other interpretation  of the 
word is   kulmam- spleen . 

zisagal   has the consonants—[-sa-]-  ka-  la -and the original Tamil word is   valaya 
kanayam- annular pancreas ; valayam- circle .  

 

zi...(ši)-tum2,3/de6: to take refuge ('life' + ('into') + 'to bring').  
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zitum  has the consonants- sa –the- ma -  and the  original Tamil   word is thanjam   
adai – to take refuge  ;  adaiya- attain/ reach . 

zitum  has the consonants- [-sa-] –the- ma -  and the  original Tamil   word is 
othukkidam thaeduka [ missing letter- ka-] –to seek refugee;thaeduka- to search .  

zitum  has the consonants- -sa-–the- ma -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  jeevitham [Skt] [ missing letter- ka-] – life.  

zitum  has the consonants- [-sa-] –the- ma -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  aathmaa-[Skt] - life/ soul ;  manathu .  

zitum  has the consonants- [-sa-] –the- ma -  and the  original Tamil   word is mei 
udamai  / meiyaanathu  – being ; mei –truth  . 

zitum  has the consonants- [-sa-] –the- ma -  and the  original Tamil   word is ula 
thaam - thanmai [ missing letter- la-] –being/ existence / presence . 

zitum  has the consonants- [-sa-] –the- ma -  and the  original Tamil   word is 
unmai- yaanathu – existence  /true one  . 

 has the consonants- [-sa-] –the- ma -  and the  original Tamil   word is 
amainthathu – being.  

zitum  has the consonants--sa-–the- ma -  and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  pasantham [ missing letter- pa-]- time  ; peetham .  

zitum  has the consonants- -sa-–the- ma -  and the  original Tamil   word is amaiya 
seithidu – bring  over. 

 life [E]  has the consonants  -la –pa  and the  original Tamil  word is  pizhaippu- 
life. 

 life [E]  has the consonants  -la –pa  and the  original Tamil  word is  uyal – life.  

life [E]  has the consonants  -la –pa  and the    other interpretation  of the word is  
aayul [Skt] – life.  
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zi-zi-i: subtracting, subtraction; to revolt, rebel; revolting (reduplicated 'to tear 
out'). 

zizii   has a consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  kalakam sei   [ missing  
letters- ka -and - la-]  – to revolt ; kalakam- clash; sei –do . 

zizii   has a consonant  -sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  kalakam seivoan   
/seiyim aal  [ missing  letters- ka- and- la-]  -rebel  ; seivoan- one who  does ;aaal- 
person  ; sei- yim –doing  .  

zizii   has a consonant  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kazhikka  [ missing  
letters- ka- and- zha-]  - to substract.  

zizii   has a consonant  -[-sa-]- and the  original Tamil  word is  kizhikka/  kizhivu  /  
kallu  [ missing  letters- ka- and- zha/ la -] -  to tear.  

 

 zì: (cf., zíd).  

 

zíd-bar-si:  a type of  emmer wheat flour ('flour' + 'to release' + 'like a sprout'). 

zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the – [-pa-] - Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nangu  idiththa    vaar- koathumai   maavu [ missing  letter- ka-] -  
nicely  grounded  barley  flour ; nanku –well  ;   idiththa- powdered  ; vaar 
koathumai- barley ; maavu –flour . 

zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the – [-pa-] - Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   araiththa  maa  -  grounded flour; araiththa- grounded .  

zídbarsi   has the consonants – sa - -the –-pa - Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original Tamil  
word is  pisaintha inippu  roatti  maavu   -   flour for sweet bread  ; inippu- sweet ; 
roatti-  bread ; maavu –flour . 

zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the – [-pa-] - Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kuruththu- [ missing  letter- ka-] -   tender  sprout . 
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zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the – [-pa-] - Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thoandru- to sprout . 

zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the – -pa - Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   erumpoothu- sprout  

zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the – -pa - Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   arumpida- to sprout . 

zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the –[ -pa -]- Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  viduviththar  [ missing  letter- ka-] -release.  

 zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the – -pa - Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  urimai   thurappu  [ missing  letter- ka-] – release [  from 
responsibility ] ; urimai- rights ;  thurappu- to give up .  

zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the – -pa - Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  urimai maattru [ missing  letter- ka-] – release [from rights ] ; 
maattru- change . 

zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the – -pa - Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  idar neekkam - [ missing  letter- ka-] – release  [from suffering] ; 
idar-suffeing ; neekkam- removal . 

zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the – -pa - Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is  thavirppu [ missing  letter- ka-] – release. 

zídbarsi   has the consonants –[- sa -]  -the –[ -pa -]- Ra – [-sa-]  – and the  other 
interpretation  of the word is   nivarththi  -release . 

 

 zíd-dub-dub: flour for the best ritual actions ('flour' + reduplicated 'to pour, 
move in a circle, shake, sprinkle off, strew').  

ziddubdub   has the consonants - sa  - the -  pa- the- pa-– and the  original Tamil  
word is   pandikai-k-kaana /  sadankku--k-kaana / poosanai-k-kaana / 
aandavanukku  padaikkum  inippu  maavu  theeni   pandam – [ missing letter- ka-] 
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-sweet  flour  food for offering to god  on  auspicious  days ; pandikai- festivel ; 
aandavan –god  ; padaikka –to offer ; inippu –sweet; maavu –flour ; theeni –food . 

ziddubdub   has the consonants - sa  - the -  [-pa-] - the-[- pa-] -– and the  original 
Tamil  word is    suththi  vanthidu / vattam  adiththu   asainthu / suththi  vaa [ 
missing letter- ka-] – to move in a circle; vattam- circle;  suththi vaa- to make a 
round  .  

ziddubdub   has the consonants - sa  - the -  pa- the- [-pa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pachcha  thanni – yaei   uoothidu -  to pour fresh water; thanni- 
water; uooththu- pour  . 

ziddubdub   has the consonants - sa  - the -  pa- the- [-pa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   podiththa   saththu  maa  -  flour ; podiththa- powdered ; saththu- 
nutritious ; maa- flour .  

ziddubdub   has the consonants – [-sa -]  - the -  [-pa-]- the- [-pa-]  – and the  
original Tamil  word is  pidichchu   aattidu – to shake  ;  asaiththidu  -shake . 

ziddubdub   has the consonants – [-sa -]  - the -  [-pa-]- the- [-pa-]  – and the  
original Tamil  word is   aadida- shaking.   

ziddubdub   has the consonants – [-sa -]  - the -  [-pa-]- the- [-pa-]  – and the  
original Tamil  word is   mandai yaei aattu- nod the head  ; mandai- head;  aattu –
shake .  

ziddubdub   has the consonants – [-sa -]  - the -  pa- the- pa-– and the  original 
Tamil  word is   iduppai aattu – shake the hip ; iduppu- hip . 

ziddubdub   has the consonants – sa - - the -  [-pa-]- the- [-pa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   asaiththidu  -shake . 

ziddubdub   has the consonants – sa - - the -  [-pa-]- the- [-pa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is saadidu – shake   . 

ziddubdub   has the consonants – [-sa -] - - the -  pa- the- [-pa-]  – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   pathaiththida  - shake . 
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ziddubdub   has the consonants – [- sa-]  - - the - -pa- the- pa- – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   thudi thudippu – shake/ thud .   

ziddubdub   has the consonants –- sa-- the - [-pa-] - the- [-pa-] – and the  original 
Tamil  word is   sinthida – sprinkle  /to spil . 

ziddubdub   has the consonants –- -sa- the - -pa-- the- pa-– and the  original Tamil  
word is    pisu pisuththida   - sprinkle . 

 

zíd-gu: fine barley flour ('flour' + 'net') 

zidgu   has the consonants  -[-sa-]-- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
akkatham- barley . 

zidgu   has the consonants  -[-sa-]-- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
nangu  idiththa maavu  -finely  grounded flour ; nangu- well ;idithha – pounded ; 
maavu – flour . 

zidgu   has the consonants  -sa-- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  saththu  
maavu-  nutritious flour ; saththu –nutrition; maavu –flour  . 

zidgu   has the consonants  sa - the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   akkatha 
kanji – barley  porridge ; kanji –gruel ; akkatham- barley . 

zidgu   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
nanku idiththa koathumai maavu –  finely  grounded  wheat flour; nanku –well ; 
idiththa- powdered ; koathumai –wheat ; maavu-  flour  . 

zidgu   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
maitha maavu – corn flour.     

zidgu   has the consonants  -[-sa-] - the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  thinai  
maavu -  millet  flour; thinai- millet; maavu –flour .  

zidgu   has the consonants  -sa-- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  kookkai 
kanji  thanni – arrow root flour ; kanji –gruel;  thanni - water  . 
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zidgu   has the consonants  -sa-- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
soodaana  kanji -   hot porridge ; soodaana- hot  ; kanji –gruel  . 

zidgu   has the consonants  -sa-- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  sankkadi 
-  ragi porridge   . 

zidgu   has the consonants  -sa-- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   thavittu  
kanji – bran  porridge; kanji –gruel .  

zidgu   has the consonants  -sa-- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is   
soodaana    methu vadai -  a kind of oil  fried   hot cake ; methu- soft; vadai- a kind  
of cake . 

zidgu   has the consonants  -sa-- the- ka  - and the  original Tamil  word is  
soodaana   aamai  vadai –   hot dhal  cake   -oil fried [ tortoise  like look  ]  ; 
soodaana- hot  ; suttathu –roasted ; aamai –tortoise  .  

 

 zíd-gú-gal: chick pea flour ('flour' + 'chick pea'). 

zídgúgal  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - the-  ka- la –  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kondai  kadalai  maavu - chick pea flour ; konda  kadalai- chick pea; maavu –flour . 

zídgúgal  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - the-  ka- la –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
uzhunthu  maavu  -  black  gram  flour  ; uzhunthu- black gram .  

zídgúgal  has the consonants -  sa-- the-  ka- la –  and the  original Tamil  word is   
nanku  idiththu  saliththa   makkaa   soala  maavu / kollu  maavu / koathumai 
maavu   -   corn flour /  gram flour/ wheat  flour  ;  nanku –well;   saliththa- sieved  
;  makka  soalam  -corn  .    

zídgúgal  has the consonants -  [- sa-] -- the-  ka- la –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   maavu  thool-  flour  ;  thool- powder .   

zídgúgal  has the consonants -  [- sa-] -- the-  ka- la –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is   pattaani  kadalai [   missing  letter- pa-] –chick  pea.  
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 zíd-kum4[UD]-ma: a type of barley flour ('flour' + 'mortar-ground' + nominative).  

zidkumudma   has the consonants –[ - sa-]   -the-  ka - ma–    and the  original 
Tamil  word is  nanku  idiththa  /  kuththiya   kothumai  maavu –   finely  grounded 
wheat  flour ; kuthtiya- powdered  ; koathumai –wheat . 

zidkumudma   has the consonants –[ - sa-]   -the-  ka - ma–    and the  original 
Tamil  word is  maavu   idikkum   kunthaani  -  mortar for grounding  flour; idikka- 
to pound; kunthaani- mortar .  

 

zíd-milla[IŠ]: a coarse, cheap type of flour ('flour' + 'mountain' or 'scorching' ?) 

zidmilla has the  consonants –[- sa-] - the  -ma- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
malai maedu -  mountain peak  ; malai-  mountain  . 

zidmilla has the  consonants – sa-- the  -ma- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saththu  maa  thool -  flour with rich nutrition ;  saththu  –nutritious ;  thool- 
powder    . 

zidmilla has the  consonants – sa-- the  -ma- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
salladai -yil  salithidaatha  maa  thool -  flour not sieved; salladai –a sieve ; saikka –
to sieve ; maa- flour; thool-  powder  . 

zidmilla has the  consonants – sa-- the  -ma- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
malivu  vilai-yil  /saleesu  vilaiyil  vaankkiya   mattamaana  vaal  koathumai  maavu  
[ missing letter- ka-] -  cheap  baley  flour bought for low rate ;  malivu- cheap; 
vilai- price ; vaankkiya- bought ; mattam- low ; vaal koathumai- barley . 

zidmilla has the  consonants – sa-- the  -ma- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is   
koluththum  veyyal /  kadumaiyaaka  sudum  veyyal  [ missing letter- ka-] -
scorching sun;  veyyal- sunny ; kadumai- severe  ; sudum- hot; koluththum- 
burning   . 
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                                                    Page-159  

 

 

zíd-sig15[KAL]: cracked barley mixed with wheat flour (?) ('flour' + 'pleasing; 
valuable'; cf., kaš- sig15). 

zidsigkal has the consnants – sa- the – [-sa-]- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word 
is     koathumai  -yim   udaiththa  pul - arisi yim  kalanthu   idiththa  maaavu   [ 
missing letters- pa-  and –Ra- ] –  flour of  mixed wheat   and  barley;  koathumai- 
wheat ; pul  arisi- barley  ; vaal  koathumai – barley . 

 barley [E]  has the consonants – pa- Ra- la- and the  original Tamil  word is  pul  
arisi [ missing letter- sa-] – barley .  

 wheat [E] has the consonants – va- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  
koathumai – wheat.  

zidsigkal has the consnants – sa- the – sa- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  word is 
makilvu  alikkum  / makizhchchi  uoottum vakaiyil-  pleasing ; makizhchchi- 
happiness; uootu –give/ feed  . 

zidsigkal has the consnants – [-sa-]- the – [-sa-]- ka- la - and the  original Tamil  
word is nalla vilai mathippu  ulla [ missing letter- pa-]- good price ; nalla- good; 
vilai- price ; mathippu –valvue  /respect ; ulla- has . 

 

 ZÍD-ŠE: (cf., dabin). 

 

 zíd-še-sa: flour from roasted barley ('flour' + 'roasted barley').  

zidsesa  has the consonants -  sa –the-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
suttathu- roasted.  
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zidsesa  has the consonants -  [-sa-] –the-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thinai maa – millet flour; thinai- millet; maa- flour. 

zidsesa  has the consonants -  sa –the-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sudu 
saatham – hot/ cooked food  ;  soodaa- hot  . 

zidsesa  has the consonants -  sa –the-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is sutta  
thoasai  -  hot dosa ; suttathu –roasted  . 

zidsesa  has the consonants -  sa –the-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
soodaana  adai thosai -   a kind of  bread; soodaana- hot  . 

zidsesa  has the consonants -  sa –the-  [-sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
sutta  thaoei appam [ missing  letter- pa-- ] -   sapaaththi ; suttathu –roasted . 

zidsesa  has the consonants -  sa –the-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  
soodaana  puttu [ missing  letter- pa--] -  baked cake ; soodaana - hot; sudu- roast  
/shoot . 

zidsesa  has the consonants -  sa –the-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is 
soodaana  idi  aappam -[ missing  letter- pa--]  - hot noodle   . 

zidsesa  has the consonants -  sa –the-  sa- and the  original Tamil  word is  sutta  
appam – roasted   bread.  

zidsesa  has the consonants -  [-sa-]  –the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is   
thattadai – a snack . 

zidsesa  has the consonants -  sa-–the- [- sa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is  
seedai – a snack . 

 

zíd-za(-tum): a type of flour, zaatum flour. 

zaatum   has  the consonants –[-sa-]- the -ma  -and  the  original Tamil  word is 
thinai maa- millet flour; thinai- millet ; maa- flour .  
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 itizíz-a: calendar month 11 at Nippur during Ur III. zíz-AN: (cf., imñaña).  

Itiziz    has the consonants  -the -sa  and the  original Tamil  word is pathin-
onnaaam  maasam [  missing letter –pa-] – 11th month ; pathin -nonnu- 11 ; 
maatham- month . 

Itiziz    has the consonants  -the –[-sa -] and the  original Tamil  word is  maatham- 
month . 

 

zíz-babbar: white emmer wheat ('emmer wheat' + 'white').  

ziz babbar  has the consnants  -sa –[-pa-] –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is arisi 
– rice.  

ziz babbar  has the consnants  -[-sa-] –-pa- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
ner  payir- paddy ; ner- paddy ; payir- crop. 

ziz babbar  has the consnants  --sa-–-pa- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paasi  
paruppu -  green gram / moong  dhal ; paruppu-  kernel/ dhal  ; paasi / pachchai- 
green  

ziz babbar  has the consnants  -sa--pa- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pachcha payiru – whole green gram /  green crop; pachchai- green; payiru –pea   . 

 ziz babbar  has the consnants  -[-sa-] –-pa- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
paruppu – kernel / lentil /dhal . 

ziz babbar  has the consnants  --sa-–-pa- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pachcha arisi – un boiled  rice ;  arisi –rice . 

 ziz babbar  has the consnants  --sa-–-pa- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is pul  
arisi [ missing letter- la-]  – oats/ barley groats . 

ziz babbar  has the consnants  --sa-–-pa- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is 
panju  niram-  color of the cotton ; panju- cotton ;  niram- color.  
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ziz babbar  has the consnants  --sa-–-pa- –Ra- and the  original Tamil  word is paar 
niram- color of the milk  ; paar- milk ; niram- color.  

 

zíz-bal: emmer wheat lost in processing ('emmer wheat' + 'to demolish'). 

zíz-bal has the consonants – sa- [-pa-] -la - and the original Tamil  word is soalam  -  
sorghum . 

zíz-bal has the consonants – sa- -pa--la - and the  other interpretation  of the word 
is panji pullu   [ Malayalam ]  finger millet . 

zíz-bal has the consonants – [-sa-]- [-pa-] -la - and the original Tamil  word is nellu 
rice.  

zíz-bal has the consonants – -sa- [-pa-] -la - and the original Tamil  word is  sol –
paddy before it is milled.  

zíz-bal has the consonants – -[-sa-]- -pa--la - and the original Tamil  word pul arisi  
[ missing letter- Ra-] –oats/ barley groats . 

zíz-bal has the consonants – -[-sa-]- [-pa-] -la - and the original Tamil  word is azhi-  
to ruin . 

 

zíz...dé-a: cleaning emmer after winnowing ('emmer wheat' + 'to pour' + 
nominative).  

zizdea   has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is thinai -  
fox tail millet . 

zizdea   has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is pudai-   
winnow ; pudaiththidu. 

zizdea   has the consonants -sa-- the- and the  original Tamil  word is  thoooimai 
seithidu / suththam seithidu  - to clean;  thooimai- clean ;  seithidu -do .  
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zizdea   has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is 
pudaiththa koathumai  mani yaei thooimai seithidu [ missing letters- ka- and  pa-] 
– clean the wheat after winnowing ; pudiththidu –to winnow ; kaothumai –wheat  
; mani- grain  ;  thooimai  seithidu –to clean ; thooimai- cleanliness; seithidu –do . 

zizdea   has the consonants –[-sa-]- the- and the  original Tamil  word is uooththu -  
pour.  

 

zíz-GÚ-NUNUZ: a form of emmer wheat ('emmer wheat' + 'chick pea' + 'eggs'). 

zizgununuz  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   koathumai  mani [ missing letter –the -] - wheat grain; mani- grain/ 
stone/ bead  /seed  ;  koathumai -  wheat.  

zizgununuz  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   koathumai thaaniyam [ missing letter –the -]  wheat  grain; thaaniyam- 
grain  . 

zizgununuz  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   koathumai  saemiya[ missing letter –the -]  –wheat  vermicilli . 

zizgununuz  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   koathumai umi  [ missing letter –the -]   wheat  bran ; umi- bran ; 
koathumai- wheat . 

zizgununuz  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  koathumai  thavidu [ missing letter –the -]-  wheat bran;thavidu – bran  . 

zizgununuz  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   koathumai  vakai [ missing letter –the -] – drum wheat / a kind of wheat . 

zizgununuz  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   thuim-  mudi  udaiya koathumai [ missing letter –the -] -  cone wheat ; 
koathumai –wheat .  
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zizgununuz  has the consonants- sa--ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  word 
is   sanakam -   chick pea .  

zizgununuz  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   karaa mani  [ missing  letter- Ra-] - cow pea . 

 zizgununuz  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   vennkaakkanam -  butterfly  pea.  

zizgununuz  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   kudumpai  [ missing letters- pa-and- the-] – egg .  

zizgununuz  has the consonants-[- sa-] -ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is   muttai yin -venn  oaadu  / thoadu  –[ missing letter –the -] - egg shell ; 
muttai –egg  ; venn- white; oaadu –shell .  

zizgununuz  has the consonants- sa--ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  anda koasam  –[ missing letter –the -]  – universe- a egg . 

zizgununuz  has the consonants- [-sa-]--ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  original Tamil  
word is  vinnakam –universe.  

zizgununuz  has the consonants- sa--ka -an –[-sa -]  - and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  pavanjam [ missing letter- pa-]   -universe.  

 

 zu-a:   acquaintance   ('to know' + nominative).  

zua  has the consonant- sa- and the  interpretation  of the word is sanu -
acquaintance. 

zua  has the consonant- -sa- and the original Tamil  word seerippu [ missing 
letters-  pa- and -Ra-] – acquaintance/ familiarity. 

zua  has the consonant- -sa- and the original Tamil  word payirchchi  [ missing 
letters-  pa- and -Ra-]  - acquaintance. 
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zua  has the consonant- sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
parichchayam [ missing letters-  pa- and -Ra-]  - acquaintance. 

zua  has the consonant-[-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word uoodaattam  [ missing 
letter- the-] - acquaintance. 

zua  has the consonant- sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is 
sakavaasam  [ missing letter- ka-] - acquaintance. 

zua  has the consonant- sa- and the  other interpretation  of the word is snaekam 
[Skt] -[ missing letter- ka-]- friendship /acquaintance . 

zua  has the consonant-sa- and the original Tamil  word is muka vaasam [ missing 
letter- ka-]- acquaintance. 

zua  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is ari -ya [ missing 
letter-  Ra-] - know.  

zua  has the consonant- [-sa-]- and the original Tamil  word is unaru [ missing 
letter-  Ra-] - know.  

 

zu-hu-ul: pierced (Akkadian sahlu, 'to pass through a hole, to thread'). 

zu huul  has the consonants- sa-  ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is uoosi 
noolai  koakka – to pass the thread through th eye of the needle ; uoosi- needle; 
nool- thread . 

zu huul  has the consonants- [-sa-]-  ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thulaikka / thulai iduka  [ missing  letter- the-]-  - pierce ; thulai- hole; thulaikka- to 
make a hole . 

 zu huul  has the consonants- [-sa-]-  ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
thulaiththu  ut selluka [ missing  letter- the-]- pierce and  pass through; 
thulaiththidu –to make hole/ bore; ut selluka- go in. 
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zu huul  has the consonants- [-sa-]-  ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
mulkuthal [ missing  letter- the-]- pierce . 

zu huul  has the consonants- [-sa-]-  ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kizhiththal- [ missing  letter- the-]- pierce . 

zu huul  has the consonants- [-sa-]-  ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kuththuthal [ missing  letter- the-]- pierce. 

zu huul  has the consonants- [-sa-]-  ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
kudaithal [ missing  letter- the-]-  pierce . 

zu huul  has the consonants- [-sa-]-  ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
konthuthal [ missing  letter- the-]- pierce . 

zu huul  has the consonants- sa- ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is kizhiththu  
ullae  sellu [ missing  letter- the-]- pierce  and go inside ; kizhi- tear  ;sellu –go 
ullae- in .  

zu huul  has the consonants- sa- ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
veenkuthal [ missing  letter- the-]-  pierce. 

zu huul  has the consonants- sa- ka- la -  and the  original Tamil  word is thulai   
vazhiyae   selluka-  to pass through the hole  ; thulai- hole; selluka- go  . 

 

 zú...gaz: to crush with the teeth ('teeth' + 'to crush') 

zugas    has the consonants - sa –ka- [-sa-]    and the  original Tamil  word is 
nasukka- to crush.  

zugas    has the consonants - sa –ka- [-sa-]    and the  original Tamil  word is 
kasakku  -crush . 

 

 zú-gub: lunch ('teeth' + 'to stand'). 
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zugub  has the consonants –sa- ka –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is uchchci 
unavu  - lunch; uchchi- top/ afternoon ; unavu –food  . 

zugub  has the consonants –[-sa-]- ka –[-pa-] - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nikka   -  to stand . 

 

 zú...ÞAR: (cf., zú...ur5 ).  

 

zú...kešda: to oblige ('teeth' + 'to bind, harness').  

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kadami – obligation.  

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is uthaviduka – help / oblige . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai kodukka- to help ; kai- hand; kodukka- give . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kada paduvi [ missing letter- pa-]-– oblige.  

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kadamai paduththuka [ missing letter- pa-]- oblige.  

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is inan-k-kiduka – oblige . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  -sa-- ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is seithaaka  vaendiya kadamai -  have to oblige ; seithaaka vaendum - has to do ; 
seithidu –do; sei –do ; kadamai- duty . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  -sa-- ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is kattu paduththu /  kattaaya paduththu  [ missing letter- pa-]- oblige.   
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 zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kada paadu [ missing letter- pa-]--  obligation/ duty .  

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is kattu  paadu [ missing letter- pa-] – obligation/ restriction .  

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is madan-k-kadaika    - to compel . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  madi  pidikka [ missing letter- pa-]  -to compel . 

 zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vanthi  kattuka  - to compel . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vadimpiduka [ missing letter- pa-]  –compel.  

zukesda  has the consonants -  -sa-- ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  satta  pinai paduththuka- [ missing letter- pa-]  -oblige. 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is thayavu  kaattyuka  - request [antonym]. 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kai kooppi  vaenduka[ missing letter- pa-]  - request [antonym] . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  yaasikka-  beg [ antonym ] . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  other 
interpretation of the word is viggnaappiyam [Skt] [ missing letter- pa-]- request  
[antonym] . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  manu  kodukka -  request [antonym] . 
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zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vinnappikka – request [antonym] . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kenjiduka / kenji kaetka - request [antonym] . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kumpittu kaetka [ missing letter- pa-]-  request [antonym]; kaetka- ask ; 
kumpidu- worship  . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vaendiyathu / thaevai – yaanathu  – requirement ;  avasiyamaanathu ; 
thaevai- need ; vaendiyathu –want . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  inaiththiduka-  bind. 

zukesda  has the consonants -  sa-- ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saeththu kattuka- bind /   tie  together .  

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thodukka- bind . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kattiduka -  connect . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  inaikka thakkathu-  connectable . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thontha paduththuka  [ missing letter- pa-]  - be connected  

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kavu-- viduka- be connected . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-] - ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  thuvakku- connection . 
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zukesda  has the consonants -  sa-- ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mudichchcu iduka – fasten ; mudichchu- knot ; iduka- to put/ make . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  sa-- ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saeththiduka- attach . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-]-- ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  kootttuka / koodukai --combine / join/ assemble  . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  -sa-- ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  other interpretation  
of the word is  sankaaththam / koottu -  connection . 

zukesda  has the consonants -  [-sa-]-- ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  
word is  vada kattu- harness  ; kattu –to tie ; vadam-  thick rope .  

zukesda  has the consonants -  sa- ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
kavasam   anivi  – harness ; anivikka- to wear ; kavasam- mask  .  

zukesda  has the consonants -  sa- ka –[-sa-]- the-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
saenam  poottuka [ missing letter- pa-] - harness  ; saenam-saddle ; poottuka- to 
join  . 

 

zú...kud/ku5: to bite ('teeth' + 'to cut').  

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kadikka  -to bite.  

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koththukai / bite/ sting/ peck . 

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
vaiththtiduka  -to eat .  

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
athakkuka   - eat .   
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zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is kav-
viduka – bite . 

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is kadi 
kaayam – wound of the bite ; kadi  -bite; kaayam- wound.  

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is kadi 
vaai- the wound of the bite ; vaai- mouth; kadi –bite  . 

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is vettu 
vaai- cut edge ; vettu –cut; vaai- mouth . 

 zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is vaai 
kattai – bitegage. 

 zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
unavai thinnuka-  eat food ; unavu –food; thinnuka- dine . 

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
uthattai sappiduka    /sappu  kottuka – lip smacking; uthadu- lip; sappu- sip  . 

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
namadu  kadikka- to bite the  under lip  

zukud   has the consonants –sa –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kachchiduka  -bite . 

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
vettuka – cut . 

zukud   has the consonants –sa –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is vetti 
saaikka- cut down  ;  vettu- cut; saaya- to  fall . 

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
adakki vaikka-  cut down to size [somebody ]; adakku –to control . 
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zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
mattaam thatti vaikka -cut down to size  [somebody ] ; mattam- level ; thatti  
vaikka  -to cut down . 

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kandukkaathae -   cut dead ; kaanuka- to look ; kandakka  - to recognize ; 
kandukkathae- do not recognize . 

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kumandai  iduka-   cut capers .  

zukud   has the consonants –sa –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
seuthukkuka- cut.  

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
thundikka- cut off .  

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
udaithiduka – break . 

zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kaathuka- cut.  

 zukud   has the consonants –[-sa-] –ka- the  - and the  original Tamil  word is 
koeithiduka- cut/ pluck  . 

 

zú...li9-li9: to laugh ('teeth' + 'to glisten'). 

zu li  has the consonants- [-sa -] -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  pal [ missing  
letter- pa-] –tooth  . 

zu li  has the consonants- sa -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  esiththal / ee 
seithal [  missing  letter- the -]  

zu li  has the consonants- [-sa-] -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  iliththal [  
missing  letter- the -]  
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zu li  has the consonants- [-sa-] -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  minnuthal  [  
missing  letter- the -] - glisten . 

zu li  has the consonants- [-sa-] -la -  and the  original Tamil  word is  jolithtal  [ 
missing  letter- the -] -shining  

laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  nakkal [  
missing  letter- ka  -] -- laugh . 

laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  nakai kolla 
[  missing  letter- ka  -] –  to  laugh ; nakai- laught; kola- to have  

laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  ilikka 
laugh.  

laugh [E] at    has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is     
pazhikka [  missing  letter- pa  -]  - laugh at . 

laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is  ikazha -  
laugh at . 

laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   kali  
aakkuka [Malayalam]  – to laugh at . 

laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
yaelanaththukku   aallaakkuka [  missing  letter- the  -]  – laugh at  . 

laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   akam   
makizha –  laugh / smile.  

laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   kaeli  
aakku -  laugh   at . 

laugh at  [E]    has the consonants –la- ka -  the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
nakai  aaduthal – laugh at ; nakaikka- to laugh . 

laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   ekkaalam- 
mockery . 
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laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   kalli –  
mockery. 

 laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  other interpretation of the word 
is   kaeli maali  - ridicule . 

laugh [E]   has the consonants –la- ka - and the  original Tamil  word is   
vaezhampam   [ missing letter- pa-]  – mockery . 

laugh at  [E]    has the consonants –la- ka -  the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
nonnai  kaattuthal -  laugh at / mock . 

laugh at  [E]    has the consonants –la- ka -  the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaeli kooththu - mockery . 

laugh at  [E]    has the consonants –la- ka -  the - and the  original Tamil  word is   
kaeli kindal – mockery . 

laugh at  [E]    has the consonants –la- ka -  the - and the  original Tamil  word is 
ekaththaalam – laugh at .  

  

 zú-lum(-ma): date fruit ('teeth' + 'to be satiated'). 

zulum  has the consonants – sa- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
eechcham pazham [ missing letter- pa-]-date fruit; echcham- date ; pazham- fruit .  

zulum  has the consonants –[- sa-]  –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  [ 
missing letter- pa-]- pazham -  fruit . 

zulum  has the consonants – sa- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
eluumichchai -  lemon.  

zulum  has the consonants – sa- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  saelaa 
pazham [ missing letter- pa-]- cherry  fruit . 

zulum  has the consonants – [-sa-]- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
maam pazham- [ missing letter- pa-]-mango fruit  ; pazham –fruit .  
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zulum  has the consonants – [-sa-]- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
mulam  pazham [ missing letter- pa-]-  muskmelon  fruit. 

zulum  has the consonants – [-sa-]- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  nelli  
pazham  [ missing letter- pa-]-  -emblica . 

zulum  has the consonants –-sa- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pachchai pazham   [ missing letter- pa-]-   green banana; pachchai- green . 

zulum  has the consonants –-sa- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  pasali 
pazham  [ missing letter- pa-]-   kiwi fruit  ; pazham- fruit .  

zulum  has the consonants – [-sa-]- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  
pappaali  pazham  [ missing letter- pa-]—papaya fruit  . 

zulum  has the consonants – [-sa-]- –la- ma-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  sampu  pazham [ missing letter- pa-]—– jumbu  fruit.  

zulum  has the consonants – [-sa-]- –la- ma-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  plums [ missing letter- pa-]. 

zulum  has the consonants – -sa- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is seemai  
palaa  pazham [ missing letter- pa-]- jack fruit / bread fruit . 

zulum  has the consonants – [-sa-]- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  apple 
[ missing letter- pa-]- pazham  -apple  

zulum  has the consonants – sa- –la- ma-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is  annaasi pazham –pine apple. 

zulum  has the consonants – sa- –la- ma-  and the other interpretation  of the 
word is lychchi  pazham[ missing letter- pa-]-  – lychee fruit. 

zulum  has the consonants – sa- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  seemai 
izhuppai pazham [ missing letter- pa-]- -  sapodilla/ zapota  ; seemai- foreign ; 
pazham- fruit . 
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zulum  has the consonants – sa- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  sampu 
pazham [ missing letter- pa-]- - syzygium . 

 zulum  has the consonants – sa- –la- ma-  and the  original Tamil  word is  puliyam 
pazham   -tamrind fruit;  pahzam- fruit .  

 

 zú-lum...mar: (cf., su(11)-lum...mar). 

 

zú...ra(-ra): to bite ('teeth' + usually reduplicated 'to strike, stab').  

 zura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is 
theenduthar [ missing letter- the -]  – bite / sting . 

zura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is arai- strike / 
slap  . 

zura   has the consonants- [-sa-]- Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is par [missing 
letter- pa-]- teeth . 

 zura   has the consonants- sa Ra -  and the  original Tamil  word is soruku [missing 
letter- ka-]-  stab . 

 

zú...ra-ah: to devour ('teeth' + 'to strike repetitively, shake').  

 zuraah   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
parkkar  [  missing  letter- pa-] -teeth ;  kaari . 

zuraah   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
paruku [  missing  letter- pa-]  - devour /eat .  

zuraah   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nukaru – eat . 
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zuraah   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
viraivaaka   vizhunkku [ missing  letter- la-] – to swallow/ eat / devour  fast; 
viraivu- hurry ; vizhunkku –swallow .  

zuraah   has the consonants  - sa- Ra-  ka - and the  other interpretation  of the 
word is  kavali karam sei [ missing  letter- la-]  -  devour.  

zuraah   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nunkkuthar [ missing  letter –the-]  – devour . 

zuraah   has the consonants  -sa- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
asankuthar [ missing  letter –the-]  -shaking.  

- - 

zuraah   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
athirvu [ missing  letter –the-]  -shaking.  

zuraah   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
utharuka  [ missing  letter –the-]  --shaking . 

zuraah   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nudanku-thar [ missing  letter –the-]  -shaking . 

zuraah   has the consonants  --sa- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is thadu 
maara seika [ missing  letter –the-]- shaken up; thadumaara –totter; seika- make  . 

zuraah   has the consonants  - [-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is kidu 
kiduththar [ missing  letter –the-] -shaking.  

zuraah   has the consonants  --[-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
nimiruka  -shake . 

zuraah   has the consonants  --[-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
kirunkuka – shake . 

zuraah   has the consonants  --[-sa-]- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is 
peyarkka  [ missing letter- pa-]- shake . 
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zuraah   has the consonants --sa- Ra-  ka - and the  original Tamil  word is sara 
maariyaaka  vidaathu adiththar [ missing  letter –the-]  - to strike repeatedly  ; 
vidaathu adikka- to beat without gap . 

strike[E]  has the consonants -sa –the- Ra- ka   - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vanikarin  thideer  /ethir  paaraatha  vettri – unexpected victory of a merchant ; 
vanikar- trader  ;  thideer- sudden ; ethir paaratha- un expected ;ethir paarththa –
expected ; vettri- win . 

strike[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- Ra- ka   - and the  original Tamil  word is  
vaan  thaakkuthar –aerial strike ; vaan-  sky ; thaakkuthar –strike . 

strike[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- Ra- ka   - and the  original Tamil  word is    
thideerna  vaekamaaka   thaakkuthar – sudden speedy  attack ; thideer ena- 
sudden ; vaekam –speed; thaakkuthar –strike. 

strike [E]  [ thorough] has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- Ra- ka   - and the  original 
Tamil  word is   kurukku koadu  -  cross mark . 

strike[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- Ra- ka   - and the  original Tamil  word is    
pani   niruththam  seithiduka [ missing letter- pa-] -  job strike ; pani  -job; 
niruththam- stop . 

strike[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- Ra- ka   - and the  original Tamil  word is    
kuruttadi   puthaiyar  panam –unexpected booty ; puthaiyar- booty ; panam- 
money  . 

strike[E]  has the consonants –[-sa-] –the- Ra- ka   - and the  original Tamil  word is    
ethir paratha nar paeru adaika – unexpected  gain; ethir  paaratha- unexpected ; 
paeru- gift  ; adaika- get  . 

  

zú...súd-súd[ŠÌTA]: to gnash the teeth ('teeth' + 'to crush, gnash'). 

zusud   has the consonants   -  [-sa-] –the-   and the  orignal  Tamil  word is 
thantham  -tooth .  
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zusud   has the consonants   -  [-sa-] –the-   and the  orignal  Tamil  word is thinnu 
– gnash . 

zusud   has the consonants   -  [-sa-] –the-   and the  orignal  Tamil  word is 
thaeiththidu  -crush. 

 zusud   has the consonants   -  sa –the-   and the  orignal  Tamil  word is 
masiththidu  -crush  . 

zusud   has the consonants   -  sa –the-   and the  orignal  Tamil  word is 
nasiththidu – crush  . 

zusud   has the consonants   -  [-sa-] –the-   and the  orignal  Tamil  word is 
naiththidu - crush  . 

zusud   has the consonants   -  [-sa-] –the-   and the  orignal  Tamil  word is 
ediththidu - crush .  

zusud   has the consonants   -  [-sa-] –the-   and the  orignal  Tamil  word is itttu 
attidu  -crush . 

zusud   has the consonants   -  sa –the-   and the  orignal  Tamil  word is 
sathaithithidu  -crush   

*zusud   has the consonants   -  sa –the-   and the  orignal  Tamil  word is saadi – 
crush . 

 

 zú...ur5[ÞAR]: to chew, bite ('teeth' + 'to chew'). 

zuur   has the consonants- [- sa -]-Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  thinnu-thar 
[ missing  letter- the -]   -chew/ eat /bite .  

zuur   has the consonants- [- sa -]-Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  thari-ththar 
[ missing  letter- the -]   – chew  [as betal ]  

zuur   has the consonants- [- sa -]-Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is menu-thar [ 
missing  letter- the -]  -chew.  
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zuur   has the consonants- [- sa -]-Ra  - and the  original Tamil  word is  yaeiru -  
tooth .  

 

 zú...zalag: to show one's teeth ('teeth' + 'to shine, gleam').  

zuzalg  has the consonants –[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is pallu 
ilikka  [ missing  letter- pa-] – to show one’s teeth; pal- tooth ; ilikka- to smile . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is pala 
palakka [ missing  letter- pa-] – shine . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –-sa-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is joli  jolikka – 
shine . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –-sa-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is suvalai / 
juvaalai -  shine brightly . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –-sa-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is oli veesa – 
flash ; oli- light  ;  veesa-   to shine .  

zuzalg  has the consonants –-sa-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is oli seika – 
shine ; oli –light ; seika –do . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
elankukai – shining . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is vizhu- 
shine . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vel-  
shine  

zuzalg  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is oli kaalu- 
shine . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word is  vilanka-   
to manifest . 
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zuzalg  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word  is alanku – 
shine . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –-[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word  is elaku- 
manifest . 

 zuzalg  has the consonants –--sa-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word  is 
velichchamaaka – shining ; velichcham- light . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –--sa-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word  is 
mankkalaaka  oli  veesu –dim light  ; mankkal- dim  ; oli- light ; veesu  -shine . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –--[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word  is vazhu 
vazha- p-paaku  [ missing  letter- pa-] -  to polish . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –--[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word  is 
izhaikka-   polishing . 

zuzalg  has the consonants –--[-sa-]-la-ka  -and the  original Tamil  word  is 
kazhuvu –  polish . 

twinkle [E]   has the consonants- the- va- an- ka- la –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vilankuthal – shining . 

twinkle [E]   has the consonants- the- va- an- ka- la –  and the  original Tamil  word 
is  vittu vittu minukkukidra  vilakku oli – twinkling light ; vittu vitttu- intermittently 
; minna- to shine ; vilakku- lamp ; oli- light . 

glitter [E]  has the conosnats -ka -la - the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is oli  
veesuthar [ missing  letter- sa-] - light  flashing ; oli- light; veesuthar –flashing  . 

glitter [E]  has the conosnats -ka -la - the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
vilankuthar – shining.  

glitter [E]  has the conosnats -ka -la - the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
thulankuthar – glitter. 
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glitter [E]  has the conosnats -ka -la - the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
velicham adiththar / velichcham veesuthar / miliruthal [ missing  letter- sa-] – 
glitter; velichcham- light ; milira –shine  . 

glitter [E]  has the conosnats -ka -la - the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kathir viduthal -  sparkle .  

 glitter [E]  has the conosnats -ka -la - the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is daal 
veesuthar [ missing  letter- sa-] –sparkle.  

glitter [E]  has the conosnats -ka -la - the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
sudar  vidukira  [ missing  letter- sa-] –sparkle.  

 glitter [E]  has the conosnats -ka -la - the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
olirkindra vilakku -  sparkiling  lamp; vilakku- lamp  . 

glitter [E]  has the conosnats -ka -la - the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
kannai koosa seikindra oli  katrai [ missing  letter- sa-]- the  light rays are so shiny    
which  make the eyes blind / glare ; kann- eye; oli- light- katrai- beam . 

glitter [E]  has the conosnats -ka -la - the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is 
minnukindra  oli – shining light  ; minna- to shine  ; oli- light  . 

glitter [E]  has the conosnats -ka -la - the -Ra –and the  original Tamil  word is vittu 
vittu erikindra  vilakku oli - twinkling  light ; vittu vittu –intermittent ; erikindra- 
burning ; vilakku- lamp ; oli- light   . 

sparkle [E]  has the consonants- [- sa-]  –[- pa-] - Ra- ka- la  -and the  original Tamil  
word is  olirvu – sparkle ; paer oliyaaka  olirkindra vilakku  velichcham;  peru- big/ 
great ; oli- light  ;  olira- to shine ;  vilakku- lamp ; velichcham- light  . 

flash [E]   has the consonants – [ -pa-] - la- [-sa-]  -and the  original Tamil  word is 
oli- light.  

*flash [E]   has the consonants –  -pa-- la--sa- -and the  original Tamil  word is 
palichchai- flash . 
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zur-re-eš...du8: (cf., zar-re-eš...du8 ).  

 

zur-zur: (animal) nurse; to rock, shake (reduplicated 'to tend; to rock'). 

zur   has the consonants – [-sa-]  -Ra   and the  and the  original Tamil  word is 
maan-  uyir  ;  uyir  inam ;  uyirmai  - animal;   maan –animal / deer ;   uyir- life; 
inam- race  . 

zur   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -Ra   and the  and the  interpretation of the word 
is   piraani [ missing letter- pa-] – animal  . 

zur   has the consonants – sa -Ra   and the  and the  original Tamil  word is serukku 
[ missing letter –ka-]--  to  nurse . 

zur   has the consonants –sa -Ra   and the  and the  interpretation of the word is  
thaathiyar  [ missing letter –the -]- nurses. 

zur   has the consonants –[- sa -] -Ra   and the  and the  original Tamil  word is 
aattu-thar [ missing letter –the -]-- to rock . 

zur   has the consonants –sa -Ra   and the  and the  original Tamil  word is 
asaiththidu-thar [ missing letter –the -]- to  shake.  

zur   has the consonants – sa -Ra   and the  and the  original Tamil  word is 
athirchchi [ missing letter –the -]- shaking. 

zur   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -Ra   and the  and the  original Tamil  word is 
naeridu [ missing letter –the -]-  -tend.  

zur   has the consonants –[-sa-]  -Ra   and the  and the  original Tamil  word is  
naaduthar [ missing letter –the -]- –tend.  

zur   has the consonants –[-sa-] -Ra   and the  and the  interpretation of the word 
is  paramarippu [ missing letter- pa-]- tending.  
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